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MiLLraRDFAMED FOR THE BEST
SELECTION OF THE BEST,
Most SatisFactory House foi

Bargain seekers. OFFER
UNiQltE ADVANTAGES TO OFFtCERS IN

MOTOR CVCLE OUTFITS OR LIGHT CARS FOR LIKITEGl
PERIODS FOR LEAVE.

Call and see B-itaio's biggest stock, finest bargains, newest models,

best makes, unequalled variety. Cash, easy terms, or excbanct
for aH buyers. i'uJl guarantee. Instant delivery.

HERE ARE A FEW SPECIMEN BIG VALUES:
ii.p.

3l ioi6 twin Jame!, j-speed

jrd clutch «SI2 10

4 191+ Zenith «3S K

3 1Q16 Enfield, ::-5peed ... £82 10

ii 1915 B.S.A. i C.B. S-car £JS
7.91915 Indian and 3-:.=.r,

electric lightiiis £35
V6 lot.i A.J.S., solo £S7 10

3\ u.-'w A.B.C. .^niiue £3S
3" 1)14 Roy?l EnPeld, :-=p. 30gns.

i I'lix Singer i-:J 5i>l:c it £55
J 19;.; Enfield Loniluii-.io 1 £S7 IS

loii ijii Singer, 4-cyl. . . £186

4 iQiS Triumph, 3 speeds . £85

^J -.919 B.S.A., 3 .paecs . . £79 16

7-9 1916 Excelsior ETS (J

:: Grandex £20
;\ 1914 Rover, 3--peed . . . £*5
4I 1919 B.S.A., chain-cum-

beft.new £79 t«l

4 T.T. Triumph, 5ic(;le-=p. £W
5 1916 Royal Enfield and

Sid.?._:ar, Jyn. lighting. £M Id

4 1913 Norton, 5ingle-spe.;d £410 tl

;-9 1910 Powerplus Indian
iud Sia^c.'.r, 3-spef'd . £89

-; i9i6EnfleldCombiii.n;on £85 0)

;V igio New impcrial-Jap,
.!-.perf £35

3i Scott and Sidecar £37 10

WAUCHOPE'S ^' ^'"*^ ^"®' '^'^' ^*-' LONDON, E.G.
' Wires; "Opiri.'pr. LrmJ.-.n." 'Phone: mv Hoihorn. j

SIDECARS
QUALITY 8. COMFORT

MILLS - FULFORD,
LTD.. COVENTRY.
THE ORIGINAL

SIDECAR MAKERS

XL-ALL
ABSOLUTELY

THE BEST
MOTOR SADDLE
EVER MADE-

BAR NONE.

Works:
Hall Green,
Birmingham.

"As good tyres as can be ihaiJe!

e^ Hf^ T^ A«5y ^A'Sy \sy ^<5>/

O our Friends at

home and afar we
extend Greetings.

May the NEW YEAR give

us the return of our absent

ones and the freedom of

the open road.

H^

,-j , douglj-s motors i-ra

,V^J CJNGSWOOD, BRISTOL

^>:a
:;:%!' ^«?l

WOLF MOTOR CYCLES, ^^is^itffiz'it^
Write for preliminary list.

The Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd., Gt. Brkkkilm St., Wolverliannpton.

1
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THE

VICTORY MODEL
f

} I,

Make it YOURS for 1919!

Write to-day for a copy of our Folder

containing full details, prices, etc.,

post free ,0% ^ request to Dept. 5j

' ' • r : ./ , . \,;-^ .

'-

H. COi:LIER & SONS, LTD.,

. ; PLUMSTEAD, S.E48.

Motor Cycle."
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ON the firm foundation of intrinsic worth and proved efficiency

the world-wide reputation of Sphinx Plugs has been built.

It is their absolute - reliability which motor cyclists so "much

appreciate. If you, too, would enhance the pleasure

of your motoring, fit " Sphinx " — England's most

THE SPHINX MFG. CO., BIRMINGHAM

In answering this odveriisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' ^15
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'Che, BRITISH

EXGELSIOR
Motor Cycles.
British Excelsior Motor Cycles are built for long service, and to give that
service at the lowest cost. Being of robust construction, equipped with
engines of the highest repute, they give no trouble. Upkeep costs are
neghgible. You may pay more for a motor cycle but you cannot buy
better value. The new models are as follow

:

8 ll.p. Twin " J.A.P." with three-speed countershaft gear; all chain transmission with totally enclos3d
chains; instantly detachable interchangeable wheels, including sidecar wheel ; rear brake of the
internal expanding band pattern, the adjustment of which will not in any way be interfered
with when detaching the wheel, which remarks also apply to the transmission. 28 x 3in. wheels
fitted with Dunlop heavy tyres. Druid Mark II. pattern fork, etc., etc.

Twin "J.A.P." to similar OX \> r» Two-stroke with " Villiers" power unit and counter-
specification, and *" "•"• -

6h.p. 21 h.U. Two-stroke with '

^ '"' shaft gear.

i

SHHBBBBOBSBB

Q:)iboli^.

Baylissjhomas & Co.,rra mt Coventry.
Sole London Agents—H. Taylor & Co., Store Street, W.C.I.

B
B B B a B I

SUPERLATIVE

SPARKING PLUGS.
Immediate Deliveries without Certificates.

THE Mica Plug (Patent) Apollo No. 1

for High-speed, High-compression Engines

and Racing Motor Cycles 6/- each.

o
"

From ail Stockists, or direct from Patentees and Sole Manufacturers :

APOLLO MANUFACTURING CO.,

Apollo Works - - BIRMINGHAM.
Teicplione ; Miilari;! 278 ::iid 279 Telegrams: "Apollo Birmingham."

AIO In answcri'nrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ckhurjii
The Super Motor Cycle.

21 HP. S50 C.C. Solo Mount
Brampton Biflex Forks, 2-speed, Clutch and Kick Starter, T.B. Magneto,

26in. X 2iin. Wheels, Chain and Belt Drive.

PRICE £60 >- -^

4H.P. 500 c.c. Solo Mount
Brampton Biflex Forks, 3-speed, Clutch and Kick Starter, T.B. Magneto,

28in. X 2Jin. Wheels, Chain Drive.

PRICE £82 -0-0

8 H.p. 1,000 c.c. Sidecar Combination
Brampton Biflex Forks, 3-speed Gear, Clutch and Kick Starter,

T.B. Magneto, 28in. x 3in. Detachable Wheels, Chain Drive.

PRICE £125>0w0
OUR WAITING LIST IS GROWING. WRITE FOR CATALOGUES.

TO ENSURE EARLY DELIVERY ORDER NOW.

ENQUIRIES TO

Messrs. BuRNEy and Blackburne, Ltd.,
OFFICES^ SHOWROOMS : 166-168, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.
THE ABOVE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES ARE

SUBJECT TO ALTERATION WITHOUT NOTICE.
In answering tliis advertisement it is desirame to mention " The Motor Oyt-ic." atq
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In ait<u-criiiij t/iis (iih-ei(ifeiiicnt it is (lesirahfe to inenlion " 77k' Motor Cycle.'
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TERRY AND RECON-

STRUCTION.

I

(patemt)

TERRY'S PATENT SPRING
LINK.

Replaces fixed link. Absorbs
bar vibration. Gives motor
cycling a luxury it never

had before. Ask for Leaflet

"Tests and Trials," and form
for measurements.

EVERY effort must tell now. Everything that tends to

better service and efficiency must be the basis of equip-

ment. Terry time and labour savers have always been in

demand, and our work in the task of Recon-

struction is .proceeding as rapidly as possible

We are planning for early supplies, to meet

the needs that- will arise when "Dora" shall be

but a memory. Meanwhile, we urge the placing of ord'ers with

agents, so that we may meet their needs as quickly as convenient,

an& maK?l9l9 usber intbe mtUenmum ofpeace an'o bapplness

HERBERT TERRY & SONS, LTD., The Spring

and Presswork Speciahsts, Redditch, England. '

TEMPFBED

544.^.—SET OF FIVE THIN WELL-
TEMPERED STEEL SPANNERS.

•095 and "125 thick. Grip range Jin.

to |in. VVhit., and Jin. and -ftin.

across flats. Oxidised, .5/-; plated.

6/- set.

From your Agent please.

PATENT N° 20337.

678A.—MOTOR CYCLE VALVE
SPRING LIFTER.

Fits any engine. Holds valye down,
spring clear of pin, leaves both hands
free. Enables you lo take engine

down while hot. 2/- each.

From your Agent

687 —Best quality hardened and

tempered KICK-UP STAND CLIP.

2/- each.

From your Agent.

Always ask for a TERRY WASHER.
Accurately made in high - grade

STEEL, they have resiliency with-

out set, and toughness without

brittleness.

Order supplies from your own Agent.

735—TERRY'S
'ELECTRIC TYRE
LEVER SET.

Best quality steel.

Motor cycle size.

1/6 per set.

From your own
Agent.

In answering this advertisement it is de

692--INFLATOR
CLIPS.

Useful for fixing

to exhaust pipe

to hold plug for

testing spark

6d. per pair.

irahle to mention

785.—TERRY'S PATENT "PERFECT"
BELT FASTENER.

liook ends are pressed from solid

STEEL, centre piece has no joints.

Has immense strength, and ease of

detachability. For all belts. With
extra link, 1/- each.

From your own Agent.

TERRY'S HIGH-GRADE SPRINGS
for all purposes render satisfactory

service, and for Valve Springs our
" Ex " quality is recommended.

Your orders should be_given to

your Agent.

TERRY'S PATENT 'IRONCLAD"
ACETYLENE BURNER CLEANER.

Forty fine wires in coiled spring case

4.CI. each.

From your Agent.

7'he .Motor Cycle. A23
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DIAMOND MOTORS.
THE RELIABLE MACHINES. We are now commencing the manufacture of the

following models :

2J -h.p. two-stroke, single-speed' machine
(Villiers engine).

h.p. two-stroke, two-speed machine
(Villiers engine).

h.p. four-stroke, two-speed machine
(J.A.P. engine. Enfield gear).

Book your order now for early delivery.

THE D. F. & M. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
VANE STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Tebciams: Dinmond. Telephone: 651. A. B.C. Code, 5th Edition, nsed.

2i

2i

ALBION
GEARS FOR

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ALBION ENGii^EERING CO., LTD.,

Upper Highgate St., BIRMINGHAM.

IvyMofoB
nas, made its naiae

—among the riding public its

eputation is unequalled. To-day it is adding tc

itat reputation m 3 greater cause, and—to-morroA
t will be an evsn better cycle for thisexper encr

Do net lorget us— liiat yon should not j- s
lb tbe purpose of ttiis advertisement.

S.A.NEWMAN, Ltd
Manufsicttlre r*

49 Lichfield Ri
Birmin^ks^m.

NeVer Trouble Trouble
till Trouble Troubles you BUT When Trouble does

Trouble you, turn to

D
D
Tracing TroublesDDD

D

D
DHaHDHDBDBDI
S Third Edition

(Second Reprint).
Id this edition considerable changes
have been made, all obsolete matter
has been talien out and new material
has been added to bring it up to date.

D
B
B
D
9
D
B
D
B
D

The section which Heats with the

iwo-stroke type of motor cycle has

been enlarged and re-H rr.-.nged in

view of the vastly incre.isfl number
of Iwo-biroUe engine^ now m u-ie.

A new section dealing with electric

lighting dynamos as applied to motor
cycles has been added.

ID-
B
D
B
D
B
D
B
D
B
D
B
D

MOTOK CYCLE FAULTS THEIR IDENTIFICATlOiil AND
THEIR REMEDIES SIMPLY AND FULLY EXPLAINED

The Book that helps Motor Cyclists out
of their Troubles.

ri All motor cycle riders, and
especially those using their

machines for vital work, should
keep a copy of this little volume
handy. It will help them out of

many a difficulty.

JT[ Not only does it show how to

locate a fault quickly, but also

provides a remedy for it when it

has been found. All conceivable

motor cycle failures are dealt

with by the author.

IDBD!

g '^rom ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4,

r—

I

#.
'^"'^ ^" leading booksellers and bookstalls.

nnnuDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnDDDnnannnnnnnnn

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
a
D
D
D

n
n
D

D

A24 In answering these advertisemenis it in rlesirnhle. to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Asphalt and wood— tram-
lines and stone sets

—

Palmers accommodate them-
selves to the ever-varying

conditions of tratfic driving,

whether the roads be bone-

dry or "skid-mud" abounds.

No need to dodge grease

patches or "pot-holes" on
Palmer s—t hey are the
safest tyres on the road.

Palmer Map Book and Interesting

Money-saving Information for all

Tyre Users, post free.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
lig-123, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

Motor Cycle Tyre Depot

—

103, St. John St., Clerkenwell, E.C.

ALPERTON^YOOLElTi
Engineering co.Ltdv-^^

LONDON,—!

IN FULFILMENT of our Word in last week's issue, we now have pleasure in giving

a BRIEF SUMMARY of the MANY ADVANTAGES pertaining to the

WRITE TO-DAY for our

ADVANCE LIST, TYPE B,

which contains much to

interest you. -t

W00LER2fh.p. FLAT TWIN
MECHANICAL LUBRICATION with LARGE

SUMP TO COOL THE OIL.

Short Superheated Induction Passages.

Infinitely Veiriable Gear with Free Engine.

AUTOMATIC BELT TIGHTENING DEVICE
(About 2in. of Belt Adjustment without use of tools).

FRONT AND REAR SPRINGING
DETACHABLE SPARE PETROL TANK
STRONG ALL STRAIGHT TUBE FRAME
DETACHABLE WHEELS, and above all

GREAT ACCESSIBILITY
MANY FEATURES on our New Model are UNIQUE
TO THE WOOLER, and we can justly claim to be the

PIONEERS in the introduction of other Features now
universally recognised as " GOOD PRACTICE," but

this topic and other interesting thmgs will be dealt

with m future issues.

In<.answerin(j these advertisements it is desirable to mention ^' The Motor Cycle." A27
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jEconomical Insurance forMutor Cyclists
j

I PROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE COMPANY, LIMITED, |
ft ~ FORMERLY KNOWN A3 HI THE PROVIDENT CLERKS' AND GENERAL GUARANTEE AND ACCIDENT CO.. LTD.

REASONABLE POLICY CONDITIONS. PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

£10 REWARD.
£10 will be paid lor inlormation which may
lead to the recovery ol a " Royal Enfleld

"

S h.p. Combination. Registration No,
MX 6631, Engine No. W 5071. Special
screen and hood, Watford speedometer No.
705, 1915 r.iake. Also the same amount
will be p.-.id tor similar information leading
to the recovery ol a 1914/15 3th.p. Twin
"Zenith," Engine No. 52330, mag.' chain casj
slightly damaged. "Matchless" SB iVIod}!.

Engine No. 34572, Frame No. 3041, Regd. No.
LR3766 undertime tube craclced at head.

Premiums for Private Use Only.
H.P. VALUE OF MOTOR CYCLE and SIDECAR.

Not Exceeding £50. Excee(^ing £50.

Under 3| £2 7 6 £2 10

3i 2 10 2 15

^ 2 15 3
5—6 3 3 10
7—9 3 17 6 4 7 6

15% REDUCTION IF INSURED BEARS THE FIRST £1 OF ALL CLAIMS.
^^ /o ti II II ,1 i/2 „ „

Extra benefits and Personal Accident Insurance included at siightly increased premiums.

I

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO-
HGEid O-FHce: 61, COkE
Wesi: End O-FRce: 199,

Telegrams"" Perpend, Ave, London."

:IVIAN STREET, L.ONDON, E.C.
PICCADII.1.Y, L.ONDON, W.

Telephone—London Wall, 5303 (4 tineaV

r'-

SIDECARS FOR WAR.
We received our first Government order in

Sept., 1914. Since when we have been con-

stantly employed on increasing quantities.

Our Mr. W. J. Montgomery has been on

Active Service in the fighting area in France

since April, 1915, and has had Sidecars

under his supervision during the whole

of the time.

^=^

Light, Sound,

Mechanical ly

Correct. 1 7 years'

experience in

Sidecar production

NO INFLATED
prices, but good

honest value.

SIDECARS FOR PEACE
Our 1919 designs are based on ex-

perience gained under these most search-
ing conditions, and we can promise Comfort,
Smart Appearance, and Freedom from
Trouble. Get in touch with your agent, or
write us at once if you want excellent value,

reasonable price, and assured delivery.

W. MONTGOMERY & CO.,
The Pioneer

Firm, COVENTRY.

J
A28 /n anxinering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle."
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1919 DE LUXE MODEL Can be obtained under permit
from the Ministry of Munitions,

MORGAN MOTOR CO., LIMITED, MALVERN LINK.
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BLUEMEL BROS., LIMITED,
WOLSTON, - - Nr. COVENTRY.

"Motobike" Pump
fulfils its particular function faithfully

and well, so, when buying, look for the

famous Bluemel Trade Mark— a B and

feather. It is a guarantee of quality

and faithful service.

A3J In atixwcriiif/ these adcertisenienis it %! desirable to mention "The Motor flijcle.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:

ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Tetairarns : "Cyclist. Fleet. LoQdan."
'ieleplione : 2SIS City (fira lioea).

Editorial Offices:

Hertford Street, Coventry.
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Teiiipltonfi

' Motorcycle. Coventry."
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Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, Manchester.
Telearams :
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Reconstruction and Overseas
Trade.

THE
whole of this issue is the expression of

our faith in the future of the motor cycle,

and not our faith alone, but that of the

- trade and the riding public. Let it not be

imagined, however, that a successful future

can lie before the most sporting of all mechani-

cally propelled vehicles without great and very

special effort on the part of all cojicerned.

In the past it was, we fear, the habit of many
manufacturers - to look- upon the British 'Isles

only as. their market, and to regard our Over-

seas Dominions and foreign countries simply in

the light of places where some of their surplus

stix;k might find purcha.sers. This attitude will

not make for success in the future. The manu-
facturer should regard the whole world as his

market, but chiefly, of course, should he look

to the British Empire, by which we mean the

Empire as a whole

—

i.e., the federation of free

s.tates which make up the British Dominions.

Now we are convinced that a really .-successful

foreign trade cannot be built up by the methods
which have hitherto been eniployed. Special

machines must be designed which are really

suitable for the conditions obtaining in the newer
and less fully developed countries. In design-

ing these machines the opinions of residents in

the outlying parts of the world_ should be con-

sulted far more than has hitherto been the case.

The British motor cycle is a very fine mount,
entirely suitable for use in this and many other

countries, but when the needs of those who live

at ' the back of beyond, ' as it were, come to be
considered, it will be found that the British

machine—excellent as, it is for those purposes

for which itr was designed—will fall short of

perfection, even v.'hen provided' with heavier rims

and spokes, larger tyres, and .slightly more
ground clearance, which items represent the

usual alterations in the standard machine to

convert it into an Overseas model. This should

be designed from beginning to end with the

object of making it capable of overcoming the

obstacles that it will have to face, and of satis-

fying the requirements of those who will ride it.

These remarks must suffice for the present

regarding the machines themselves, but a few

words respecting the selling methods -will not be

out of place. These, in our opinion, at once

require very thorough revision. During the war

the American manufacturers made very^ great

headway not only in foreign countries but in

our own Colonies. This was, of course, only

to be expected in view of the abnormal condi-

tions which prevailed, and the fact that America

did not come into the war for so long a time after

the commencement of hostilities. The British

manufacturer, therefore, has much ground to

recover; and we fear that he will never recover

it till he has improved his methods out of all

recognition. Let him study the American

methods and improve upon them. At present

the American is able to offer to British jplpnists

better terms, better service in the vital matter of

spares, and a machine which in many^ respects

is more suited to his requirements than the

British article ; and so long as this is so the

British manufacturer will liave to take second

place. .
Let .him not despair, however, but set

to work on the right lines either by forming

depots in evei7 dominion for the proper distri-

bution of his machines and spares, or by

appointing suitable agents and equipping them

in such a way that they may be able to supply

sub-agents in the different districts with adequate

stocks. Prices, too, must be settled on equit-

able lines, and not left to the caprice of the

smaller dealers. There are hundreds, nay thou-

sands, of men in our Overseas Dominions who
from a patriotic feeling alone would buy the

British article in preference to any other, pro-

\'ided that they were a.ssured the niaker would
continue to take a real interest in their machines,

and that they could purchase spares without hav-

ing to send to England and waiting many months
for their deliverv. , .-,

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover
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THE MAKERS' VIEWS.
Comments on the Opinions which

appear in this Issue.

irfWtfwvtfWi": jsk

THE problems before manufacturers during the

"reconstruction" period are, many; that they

are fully appreciated by most of the makers of

motor cycles is revealed in their contributions appear-

ing in this issue. The altered conditions pertain-

ing to the cost of labour undoubtedly will be one of the

most important factors which the industry will have to

face, and although all of our captains of industry do
not refer to this, we have evidence that all are thinking

about it.

Prices and Tariffs.

m connec-

writes, are

WHICH

• Mr. W. Douglas goes into figures, both

tion with labour and material. Wages, he

100% to 300% higher than in

1914, and with material in-

creased in price 100% to 600%
he -points out that that the im-

proved shop methods cannot be
expected to counterbalance the

increases.

Mr. J. W.' Stocks, . of Ariel

Motors, Ltd., also touches

upon this subject, but he thinks

that foreign competition may
"straighten out matters." Mr.
Stocks also favours a reciprocal

tariff, a view shared with Mr.
Harold Bowden, of the Raleigh
Co., who suggests an import
duty of at least 33% in order
to protect thff British motor
cycle industry during the period
of recon.stjiictioh. Mr. Hum-
phries, of the O.K. firm, statce

that this protection should be
in exactly the same ratio as the

.'\merican tariff wall against

ourselves.

Mr. Frank E. Baker, of

Precision engine fame, gives a

commonsense view of the Ford motor cycle proposi-
tion,' and as this gentleman has had American experi-

ence, and is in close touch with American methods,
his short contribution is of m^ore than ordinary interest.

Mr. Baker also pays tribute to the work of T/ie Motor
Cycle in the pioneer days and during the war.

Several of our contributors have dealt with the post-

war motor cycle. Mr. Hyde, of the B.S.A., thinks

that the single will. retain its popularity, if only on
account of its good work in the war, but he appreciates
that there w'ill be a brisk demand for a 6 h.p. V twin

for gidecar work. Mr. R. W. Smith, the Enfield
managing director, thinks that the best way to meet
demand during the iTnmediate reconstruction period
will be to reintroduce existinc!; models so that there will
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be the least delay in delivery. Mr. J. W. Stocks
shares this view, as does Mr. Norman T. Downes, of

the New Imperial Co., but Mr. W. H. Carson (Excel-

sior Motor Co., Ltd.) thinks that very few makers
will be satisfied to recommence where they left off

in 1914.
In the future, concentration upon few models is

likely to be the rule instead of the exception. Mr.
Geo. Stevens, of the A.J.S. firm, mentions the neces-

sity of concentration on one model and of quantity

production, and for a more scientific knowledge of

metals, while Mr. Rigby (Royal Ruby) and Mr. N.
Dow les refer to concentration.

Mr. Morgan writes of cycle cars and mentions that

in alt probability the demand
"^ " in 1919 will exceed the supply,

while Mr. Butterfield appears
to think the word " reconstruc-

tion," in connection with
motor cycles, conveys an im-

pression that the industry has
been reduced to a state far

wors_e than is reallv the case.

Mr. C. A. Hyde, President

of the Cycle and Motor Cycle
Manufacturers' and Traders'

Union, refers at length to the

disposal of war-worii motor
cycles supplied to the AUied
Governments. JNIr. Hyde deals

with the question from both
makers' and riders' points of

view.

Mr. H. A. Collier makes a
plea for greater intercourse and
co-operation within the industry

to meet international competi-
tion in Overseas markets, while

Mr. P. F. Bennett, chairman
of the British Ignition Appar-
atus Association, gives .some

particulars concerning Great Biitain's latest industry

in which the value ol such co-operation is made
manifest.

The Benefit to the Rider.
Mr. Hulbert, of the Triumph Co., still pins his faith

to the reliable single-cylinder machine, and is remi-

niscent concerning the days of long ago, while Mr.
W. J. Lloyd (L.M.C.) makes an intel'esting announce-
ment anent his post-wMr spring frame design.

Altogether, from the views expressed, we think that

readers of T/ic Motor Cycle will appreciate that the

captains of the industry are fully alive to the possibili-

ties of the future, and that the experience gained in

the making of

riding pubhc.

munitions will eventually benefit the
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Easy Starting.

nN pre-war days the motor bicycle did not enjoy too

good a reputation for easy starting, so far as tlie

general public were concerned. Our good, starts

attracted no attention, but a rider who spent ten

minutes on pedalling . kicks, with an accompaniment
of oadis and backfires, set people thinking and talk-

ing. Still there was a substratum of fact in the popular
impression that starting was anxious work. New
machines almost invariably started with consummate
ease. But the induction system was not always air-

tight after an overhaul. The somewhat crude lubri-

cations fitted to many mounts tempted anxious owners
to soil their plugs. The magneto often lost its youth-

ful zip after a few months : one of our staff used to

own a machine which would not start on the handle
unless its contact breaker points were washed over
with petrol, and most contact breaker arms grew
sluggish in wet weather. In other words, the machine
sooner or later degenerated into ah uncertain starter

unless its owner was a bit of a mechanic.

Starting the 1920 'Bus.

[OTHING creates a worse impression on the

nibbling purchaser or on an observant public

than the spectacle of an ignorant and perspiring

individual foaming oaths over a quiescent motor cycle.

If our fears about the quality of post-war spirit

materialise, heavy fuel is going to import a fresh

difficulty. It is therefore up to the trade to eliminate,

every possible difficulty ; and all the troubles indicated

ia the previous paragraph can be cured by sound
design. It is bad design to supply an induction pipe
which can only be reassembled in airtight condition

by using fat bandages of insulating tape. It is bad
design to supply an engine which can be grossly ovep-

oiled by anybody but a fool, and worse design which
causes an engine to " cluck " like a cheap jelly if a
stupid owner injects a gill too much oil. Long plain

bearings, tight-fitting pistons with four rings, and fly-

wheels with invisible crank case clearance are so many
requests for starting troubles. A magneto contact

breaker should be proof against over lubrication, and
should have a rocker arm which cannot stick. These
elementary reforms are a preface to the main question,

which is how to force heavy petrol to .furnish a good
starting mixture on a cold day. This latter problem
may ultimately be solved in one of three ways

:

{a.) An unexpected -supply of more volatile fuel.

{b.) Application of heat to the carburetter.

{c.) Mechanical atomisation of the starting charge,

e.g., by a "dope spray."
Until the air leak, over-oiling, and " dud mag."

factors are cleared out of the way, inexperienced riders

will put all the blame on petrol; and we may get

saddled with tiresome gad^^'ets, such as electric carbu-

retter heaters, the necessity for which remains -to be

proved.

Life's Little Worries.

HAM just readying my pre-war 'bus for its first post-

war jaunt, and it teaches me how patient I used

to be. In the preliminary inspection I struck

many irritating little jobs, all of which could have been

avoided by a little care on the part of the designers

conceined. The inflator connection was so tight a

fit in the tyre pump handle that I had to use pliers to

get it out. The tool roll needed a great deal of

coaxing to fit one of the pannier tool bags, and the

big wrench had to go in. the opposite bag. The tyre

repair outfit had to go in my pocket, as it was too

wide for the pannier. If I took a smaller size of tyre

outfit, it would go into the pannier, but banished the

big spanner. No sane provision of any kind had been

made for the -small oddments, such as chain links.

The only • possible procedure was to mass the tyre

kit, spare plugs, and valves at one end of a pannier,

wrap all small oddments in rag, and wedge the whole

caboodle together with more rag. Next the tyre

wanted a few pounds of pressure, and the valve was

so wedged in by wheel spokes and belt rim spokes that

it reminded me of the old shorthorn Farman aero-

plane : this 'bus is said to be properly rigged when a

canary cannot get out of it I Then I tried to replenish

the oil tank, and made a selection between three

alternatives, viz.

:

{a.) To slop oil down the tank side.

{b.) To remove the handle-bar.

{c.) To remove the acetylene generator.

Finally, I took the backlash out of the throttle wire

by extending the Bowden casing with a wrapping of

thin wire, no adjuster being fitted : and adjusted the

clutch by improvising some packing washers, as the

solitary nut could not be locked, and its thread was
apparently Esquimaux gas thread, or some other out-

landish pitch.

Water-cooled Motor Bicycles.

^NE or two readers have asked me to put in a

word for the water-cooled engine, chiefly on the

ground that the extra cooling enables a more
ethcient engine to be adopted. From my own stand-

point water-cooling has one advantage, and one only.

It would enable the engine and subsidiary fittings to

be so completely boxed in that the power unit could

be washed down with a powerful hose. Apart from
ease of cleaning, I have no wish to see a water-cooled

motor cycle. The Scott does not go half as far in

the direction of a streamlined case as is possible :

but it certainly adds to many other merits the distinc-

tion of being the easiest machine on the road to clean.
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By Prominent
Men in the

Motor Cycle
Movement.

From Mr. C. A. Hyde, of the B.S.A. Co.,
President of the Cycle and Motor

,
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union.

IT is difficult at this stage to forecast
with any accuracy what trend the
post-war demand for motor bicycles

will take, but judging from Government
specifications during the war, and reports
from the various Fronts, the single-
cylinder type has found added favour
as a " no trouble " mount—easy to tuiie
up, to adjust, and to drive, almost im-
mune from minor ailments, and with
plenty of power for all general purposes.
This favourable bias on the part of

military motor cyclists cannot fail to
have its effect on the post-war demand.

„

At the same time,
however, it is

anticipated that
there will be _a

brisk demand
among those de-

siring a higher
powered mount

—

for a V type
twin-cylinder ma-
chine of. Say,

atout 6 h.p.—and
a good tieal of

experimenting is

going on among
m an u f acturers
with a view to

perfecting this
class of motor
cycle.

An important
question that must seriously be faced

by those manufacturers who have sup-

plied motor cycles to the British and
Allied Governments is that of the dis-

posal of surplus machines and spares no
longer requii'ed by the authorities. To
dump large numbers of such machines
on the market and sell indiscriminately

by auction would, probably, not only
seriously affect the commercial and
manufacturing arrangements of the
manufacturers—which would ultimately

be to the prejudice of the whole industry
and sport—but private purchasers of dis-

carded machines would, naturally, in

nearly every case, run very considerable

risks of finding themselves with defec-

tive mounts (for of course no warranty

b6

Mr. C A. H>de.

would be given). At the same time, the
original manufacturers would very pro-
bably be—obviously quite unfairly

—

blamed for defects developed as a result

of abnormal stresses or careless handling
at the Front, for which they would
actually themselves be in no way re-

sponsible.

It has therefore been suggested that
the Ministry be approached with a view
to arrangements being made for all

surplus motor cycles to be sold back to
their respective manufacturers at an
agreed price, the manufacturers then
thoroughly to overhaul them, make good
everything necessary, and sell to the
motor cycling public as renovated
machines.

Everything point's to a large increase
in the number of those interested in

motor cycling, and manufacturers as a
whole will have well learned the lessons
of the war in regard to quantity pro-
duction. It is doubtful, however, if any
appreciable fall in prices can be expected
for some time to come, since production
costs will continue to rule very heavily,
due to increased price of raw materials
and the fact that, while wages are higher
than ever they were before the war^
and are likely to remain high—hours of
labour are to be fewer.

From H. A. Collier (H. Collier and Sons,
Ltd., Matters of the Matchless Motor
Cycle).

ONE of the greatest lessons of the
war has been the value of co-

operation.

In the automobile industry the condi-
tions prevailing during the war have
resulted in intercourse between staffs of
firms hitherto regarded as rivals, which
would have been impossible under normal
conditions. If this intercourse and co
operation within the industry can become
permanent, it can only have a beneficial

influence to the interests of manufacturers
and consumers alike. It would also

greatly help the industry to meet inter-

national competition in Overseas markets
;

this tends towards the lowering of prices,

which only a. large market can assure.

As in the industry, so in the pastime,
should all co-operate for the advancement
of the movement, and I look upon it as

the duty of every motor cyclist to join
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the A.C.U.-, and so give that body added
power to promote the interests of motoi
cyclists.

Personally, I am looking forward to

the resumption of motor cycling and
the meeting of__ old friends with the
liveliest anticipations, and shall appre-
ciate its pleasures all the more for the

forced abandonment of them during the

last four years

From Mr. Frank E. Baker," of Precision

Engine Fame.

REPLYING to the Editor's enquiry
as to my views on machines,
methods, and general problems as

they affect the motor cycling world
during the reconstruction period, I would
submit that in a general way these

questions can be answered by the word
"faith,"

There was a period in the history of

the motor cycling movement and trade
when this attitude was even more diffi-

cult than at present. I think it would
be about 1904 and 1905 when most people
had given up the
struggle of pro- ^'
ducing a com-
mercial machine.
It will alwavs
redound to the
credit of the pro-

prietors of The
Motor Cycle, the
Triumph Co., and
of my friend Mr.
Prestwich, that
they held on to

their belief in the
ultimate success

of the motor
cycle.

I am looking
forward to a re-

vival of this
faith in the motor
bicycle, by which 1 mean a solo machine
which affords its owner the speed and
distance capacity of the automobile with
the handiness, individuality, and sport-
ing character of the bicycle. Many
machines met these requirements even
before the war, and their utility has been
further demonstrated by our despatcii
riders with the various jrmies.

Mr. Frank E. Baker.
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I do not at this juncture attach any
importance .or magic to the word
"standardisation." T)ie motor bicycle is

not yet a stereotyped production.

I hope to see a change of view on tlie

part of the politicians and publicists

generally in regard to the belief that
businesses can only be economically con-
ducted by large units of production.

T^.e progress of the motor cycle, as of

other branches of the engineering trade,

is largely due to the initiative of pioneers
.and snifdl concerns. ,

~

The standard motor bicycle will

materialise, as in the case of the Ford
car, wlisn the genius of a particular de-

signer, in conjunction with the necessary
organising ability, provides the article.

In a communication of this kind, in

which the writer is. expressing his own
views as to immediate possibilities, it is

desirable that he should I'ecognise that
his own interests affect his outlook. I

do not therefore propose to touch con-
troversially on the merits of . various
types of engines.

I hope that I and my associates have
contributed something that will help 4o
broaden the use of tlie motor cycle and
solve some of the problems of the past.

Whether we are right or not can only
-be denionstrated by the " ilan on the
Road."
The future is full of hope, and com-

petition will be keen and interesting. In
the motor cycle trade, such competition,
as in the past, will, I believe, be
relieved of much of its dull and .sordid

side by the sporting spirit of the men
engaged in the industry,

I take this opportunity of paying a
personal tribute to the eourage and enter-
prise that have characterised Tha Motor
Cycle, to which both rider and manufac-
turer are incalculably indebted.

From Mr. Wm. Hughes Butterfield,

A.Jl.l.A.E., of But'terfields, Ltd.,

Slakers of the Levis Motor Cycle.

«< TDECONSTRUCTION."—It sounds
r\ rather, like admitting that we

were reduced to a state far worse
than is really the case. There is no
doubt that the past four years have shown
us how necessary it is to "put our house
in order," and I am of the opinion that
the cessation of hostilities has found some
of the motor cycle manufacturers in a

state of uupreparedness.

Mr. Wm. Hughes Butterfield.

L3t us appreciat-e the task we have
before us, and let us appreciate the huge
possibilities open to the motor cycle both
at home and abroad.

Let us "open the throttle" and get
"all out" on Production.

From. Mr. W. Douglas, Head of the Firm
of Douglas Motors, Ltd.

WE are mostly interested at the
moment in the new industrial life

and the industries generally, but
particularly the motor cycle industry.

The demand for motor cycles even at

the present unsettled moment is enor-

mous. Wliat it will be when we have
fully realised that victoi'y is ours and
tlie peace for which our fine fellows have
bravely fought is an established fact,

when the creation of a new working class
- is recognised, when., the longer hours of

recreation that this new life will give

them are appreciated, when we are freed
from the fetters of war-time legislation,

what the demand will then be few of us
realise. We, of Douglas Motors, are in

the enviable position of having remained
to a considerable extent at our normal
trade, that ' of making motor cycles

—

motor cycles for the Allied armies of the
world. Now we are prepared (subject to

the consent of the Ministry of Munitions,
which cannot be withheld very much
longer under the existing circumstances)

to devote our en-

tire resources to
'^^^

1

the demands, of
*'

\
our old clients

and the riding

fublic generally,

'or this we are -

v e r y' thankful

;

thankful for those
who have fought
our fight, and we
hope that early

in the New Year
we may help them

/once more to enjoy
the unparalleled
pleasures of the
h i g h Av a y s of

Blighty.
iluch has been

said during the
past about the production of a low-

Ericed motor cycle, and we fear many
elieved that with the advent of peace

such a machine would be available.

Unfortunately many writers, whose
sole experience of works costs and pro-

duction consists. of visions that pass in
their slumbers, have created the im-
pression that the manufacturing of a
cheap motor cycle was not only a small
problem, but one that many firms had
solved, and that the long-looked-for
present period would see the market
flooded with such models. To-day we
have peace with us, but what do we
find ? Prices greatly increasing and the
entire absence of a cheap machine. With
the present unsettled state of the material
and labour markets this is only to be
expected. High wages—100.% to 300%
increase over 1911—are the order of the
day, and similarly materials have in-

creased in price from 10Q% to 600%.
Now, even with what, we may have
learned in shop methods during the war,
the resultant higher ..production cannot

- counterbalance these increases. No con-

cern could be more anxious than we are
to give the public a cheaper machine,
but no firm is more determined than we
are to see that we only make an honest
machine—a machine which, though per-

haps slightly higher in price, is consider-

ably bettex- value than any model we
have previously produced.

Mr. W. Douglas.

From Mr. E. H. Humphries, Director of

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., Makers of

the O.K. Motor Cycle?.

THE first and foremost feature that
interests a British manufacturer to-

day is what protection the British

industry is going to receive at the hands
of the Government.

Certain it is that, as in the instance

of America, whose manufacturers have
not broken down on the manufacture of

their ordinary lines, and whose stocks,

though low, must be considerable when
taken into account with the amount of

stock, held by British manufacturers,
protection must be afforded.

In my estimation, such protection

should be in exactly the same ratio as

the American tariff wall against ourselves.

The next problem is .one of raw
material. No indication has yet been
given by the Government as to whether
raw material is to be rationed or not,

and since certain Government Depart-
ments are asking firms to take over

surplus Government stocks, if of use to

them, it does not look as though there

will be a rationing scheme, but that those

firms who have continued on work on
motor cycles and cycles will have the
advantage of whatever stocks they may
be holding at the minute in their posses-

sion, although such material may be the

property of the Government.
My idea of the utility motor cycle for

the "future will be a handy lightweight

with a three-speed gear, kick starter, elec-

trically equipped, and, provided engine
ground clearance can be kept at Tin. or

above, 25in. wheels will form a far

more comfortable vehicle th^n one with
28in. wheels.

It is our intention to fit to our post-

war lightweight 26in. x3in. tyres, and
undoubtedly spring frames will be a

very attractive proposition.

It will be the policy of my house in

future to make everything possible within
its own four walls, and we are rapidly-

organising to this end.

From R. W. Smith, Managing Director of

the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.

I
THINK the immediate duty of the
motor cycle manufacturers is to meet
the existing great demand for motor

cycles. For some little time output will

be largely regulated by the raw material
available ; but, by proper utilisation of

this, there should be reasonable supplies of

motor cycles during the next few months.
The problem of reconstruction facing

each manufacturer, or, in more homely
phrase, the period of putting his house in

order for private trade, is not an easy one.

My opinion is that this will be best met
by producing existing models for the
immediate future so that there will be the
least possible delay in delivery ; and this

is the policy the Enfield Co; will rigidly

follow.

Even during the pa-st few strenuous
years we have not allowed our grip on the
industry to be relaxed, and this will be
recognised when we make public the
result of our experiments and labour.

The present time is not opportune ; but I

can at least say that what we shall have
to offer the motor cycling world in the
future will arouse the keenest interest,

and that, I think, must suffice for the
moment,

Bg
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From Mr. H. F. S. Morgan, the Designer

of the Morgan Runabout.

1
CANNOT pa-eteiid to deal with motor
cycles, for "I have always specialised

in cycle cars. The cycle car is the-

necessary link between the cycle and the

car. The light car does not fill the gap :

it approaches too nearly to the car. The
cycle car manufacturer must study the

requirements of the motor cyclist even
more closely than those of' the car owner.

It is true that some who in former days
owned cars will find that a cycle car

best suits the post-war condition of their

pockets, but the majority of orders will

come from those who have been (or were
intending to become) motor cyclists, and
who for some reason or another are not
content with the motor cycle. I may add
that the cycle car seems to make a strong
appeal to the airman. Now the motor
cyclist and the airman have been used
to an essentially " spoi'ting " type of

machine. It is of no use to offer them a

mount which will only amble along the

road. There are any number of people
who say (and write) that this is the sort

of machine they want, but they are not the

sort of people who
buy. Moreovei ^ ĝ;,^^^
the motor cyclist ^-m^^^^m
takes some pride
in the mechanical
details of his 'bus

He has been used
to tinkering with
it at home, and
rather likes it—in

moderation. But
he has no use for

^ machine which
demands inces-

sant tinkering, nor
certainly for one
which needs ex-

pensive g a r a g e
i

repair's.
1 1 i- - « ;i

The si m p le Mr. H. F. b. Morgan.

cycle car, which
meets these requirements, will be in

greater demand than ever after the war,

now that so many have gained some
mechanical knowledge. It will be im-

possible for the manufacturer to reach

his limit of production for some time.

He will not have the materials, and he

will not have the men. An agent said

to me the other day, "You will have no

excuse now
;

you can get at once all the

men that you require." This is not the

fact, and we cannot wish that it should

be so. If we could obtain at once all the

men that we require, where would be the

jobs for the men—some millions—who
will return later from serving their

country? We must "hasten slowly,"

and for some time the demand for cycle

cars will exceed the supply. On the

other hand, the demand will not be

unlimited, and no machine has any chance

of lasting success which has not special

attractions of its own.

From Mr Harold Bowden, Managing
Director of the Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd.

ONE of the most important things to

consider from the British motor
cycle manufacturers' point of view,

I think, is the conserving of our home
and colonial markets for the British motor
cycle, which to-day is still superior to

foreign productions.

Mr. Harold Bowden.

The duty of at least 53-^-% should con-

tinue on all imported motor cycles and

parts, otherwise the country will be

swamped with the ' surplus outputs of

foreign makes, and, through fierce com-

petition we should

be unabla- to- con- ; -r-rr =rv-^; <s^w^^-

tinue payment of

high wages to our
workpeople, which,

I think, we are all

most anxious to do
in order to avoid

labour troubles.

The motor and
motor cycle indus-

tries have rendered
great service to

!

the nation in the !

great war, and
thereby deserve
protection as some
recognition of their

services.

I hope an at-

tempt will be made
by British manufacturers to- standardise

their productions more and thus increase

output. Host English firms produce far

too many models, and give
_
their cus-

tomers too many options, which is fatal

from a production point of view.

With the experience gained through

the terrific " gruelling " experienced by

despatch riders' machines during the four

years of war, British motor cycle manu-
facturers should be in a position to pro-

duce post-war models as near perfection

as possible, and all former weak points

eliminated.

From Mr. P. F. Bennett. Chairman British

Ignition Apparatus Association and
Managing Director Thomson=Bennett

Magnetos, Ltd.

AS chairman of the British Ignition

Apparatus Association, I feel bound

to emphasise once more the facts

as thev are to-day in case there are any

who liave not realised the change that

has taken place in the magneto industry

during the period of the war.

First. The Government has been pur-

chasing magnetos in enormous quantities

for all classes of work. The result is that,

at the present time, there is available an

amply supply of magnetos for the British

motor industry. The quantities produced

by the British magneto firms are greatly

in excess of the quantity that was im-

ported from Germany before the war.

Secondly. The demand upon the effici-

ency of the magneto has been largely in-

creased in severity to meet the needs of

aero, tank, and other special work.

It is not too much to say that the

safety of the Empire has been in the

hands of the British magneto manu-
facturers, as without our Air Service and
Tank Corps, Mechanical Transport, etc.,

we should never have won through. All

these mechanical services have been de-

pendent upon British magnetos. Realising

this, there is no need tor any anxiety as

to the reHability of the British magneto
for commercial purposes.

Thirdly. The demands of the Services

have necessitated improvement in design,

so that when the magneto factories are

able to change over to magnetos designed

in accordance with their war experience,

the motoring public will have machines

far in advance of anything they have

previouslj' known.
Lastly. We know exactly what the

German has been doing, as the mag-
netos on crashed aeroplanes have been

examined, and we know that had there

been any startling new discovery the

German Government would have had the

benefit of it.

From J. W. Stocks, Pioneer Motorist and
General Manager, Ariel Works, Ltd.

I

WOULD like to thank the Editor for

giving me this opportunity of wishing
'ilK Motor Cycle, and its readers a

Happy and Prosperous New Year.

The reconstruction period will necessi-

tate some patience on the part of both
buyers and suppliers—the former will be
anxious to get machines as quickly as

possible and the latter to' assist them
back to the memories of pre-war days.

One of the problems we have to face

immediately is the question of prices. If

the present high rate of wages is main-
tained, and the shorter hours do not
result in increased output, everyone will

have to pay higher prices all round, and
I fail to see who will benefit. I think
when it is appreciated that under exist-

ing conditions we cannot compete in the
world's iharkets foreign competition will

straighten out matters in due course.

What we require, without doubt, is

a reciprocal tariff. Personally, I see no
reason why my
next door neigh-
bour should be
more .offended be-

cause I charge
him half a crown
for coming into

my house than I

should be because
he charged me
the same amount
to go into his.

From a, business

point of view-

most of us will

have to look upon
the last four years

as a nightmare,
particularly those

firms who have
had to devote
practically the whole of their works to

munitions of a kind quite dififerent from

their peace time productions, and stars,

where they left off in 1914.

I am, how-ever, sufiiciently optimistic

to think that when the petrol and other

restrictions are removed there will be

buyers to absorb the output of firms with

up^to-date 1914 models for a year or two.

Even those firms who are supposed to be

re?dy with new models, in spite of the

numerous extensions and facilities for

. increased output which have been made
in nearly every works, will find the

question of supplies of material a serious

handicap. When the new Government
gets into its stride, I think the re-

strictions which have taken over four

years to introduce will be removed in

practically as many months after peace is

declared. ' Supplies will gradually over-

take the demand, and by next Novem-
ber, when the cycle and motor exhibitions

will again be welcomed, I think more
normal conditions will prevail, though 1

do not for one moment anticipate that we
shall be anywhere near normal prices.

Mr. J. W. Stocks,
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Mr. N. T. Downs.

Opinions.— •

Prom Mr. Norman T. Downs, Jlanaging
Director of New Imperial Cycles, Ltd.

NOW that the war is ended the manu-
facturer is able to turn his thoughts

to his normal productions, and,

naturally, the prospect of improvements
in motor cycles engages his attention.

So far as my company is concerned, we
have designed, and, in fact, have been
experimenting for some time with

new models which embody improve-
ments of consider--

able scope, but,

owing to the sud-

d e n n e s s of the

close of the war,
we have decided
to defer the in-

troduction of our
newest models
until the Olvmpia
Show of 1919, and
turn onr attention
to the production
(with improved
detail.-,) of our war
models, as mad«
for

_
the Allied

Armies.
We shall special-

ise on two models
only—a 2| h.p.

light tourist and the Xew Imperial 8 h.p.
combination. By devoting ourselves to
these two models we hope to obtain a
larger outpxjt.

May we through your columns wish all

motor cyclists a Happy New. Year and
a plentiful sflpply of petrol.

From Mr. Geo. Stevens, of .4.J.S. Fame.

IF the motor cycling public .will only
be patient, now is the time for the
motor cj'cle trade to put its house in

order and determine that out of the
au.xieties and problems brought about by
the war only good shall result.

As an expression of opinion I cannot
say that the ex-
perience gained
during the war
has , helped manu-
facturers in the
matter of im-
proved general
design, but it will

undoubtedly re-

sult in better and
improved methods
of production,
which will ulti-

mately result in

not only reducing
production costs,

but will provide
the rider with a

more dependable
and efficient
machine. Dming
the war manufacturers have certainly seen

the advantage of :

1. Concentration on one model.
2. Quantity production.
3. Necessity for a more scientific

knowledge of metals, their treatment, and
their scientific distribution in design.

Other than the advantages which can
be deriv-ed from the above, I suggest that

the public will see very little cha,nge,

either in general or detail design. That
will come later when things become, more
normal.

Mr. Geo. E. Rigby.

Mr. Geo. Stevens.

From Mr. Geo. E. Rigby, of the Royal
Ruby Cycle Co.

1AM. certain there is a splendid era

of prosperity before motor cycle manu
facturers, and a tremendous output

will be required to fulfil the demands
both here and in oiu- Colonies.

I am convinced the motor cycle buyers

will demand up-

to-date machines,
;

. . i

with the very
latest improve-
ments, and, there-

fore, the manu-
facturers who put
on the market +

|

their" ordinary
pre-war machines
will not be satis-

fied with the
results.

I ; am a very
great believer in

the future of the
spring frame
motor cycle, and
when it is per-
fected I cannot
see anyone buy-
ing the old rigid type, any more than
anyone would think of now buying a
jnotor cycle with a rigid fork or the
motor car with a rigid chassis.

I have, therefore, spent a tremendous
. lot of time and money inventing, experi-
menting, and testing spring frame
models, and, profiting by the .experience
gained during the war, 'I am placing a
small 'number of models on the market
in order to produce them _ in larger
cjuantities.

From Mr. F. Hulbert, Works Manager,
the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

THE single-cylinder motor cycle has
been my ideal machine since 1903,
when I won the 200 miles reli-

ability trial for the Edge Trophy on a
Hulbert-Bramley fitted -with a 2| h.p.

M-inerva engine.
The most successful machine of the

future, I consider, will be the one
which will claim simplicity, efficiency,

. reliability, lightness, speed, power, and
.comfort, and I believe the single-cylinder

can be built to these requirements.
Unfortunately, the good old days are

past when Hart-Davies (who, alas ! is no
more), Lister-Coopei', and I used to make
yearly tours to Birdlip and Sutton Bank
to test our new machines, and the excite-

ment in climbing these hills, when two
and three-speed gears were unknown, was
most enjoyable.
The advent of the three-speed gear has,

of course, killed this sport, and even
with a heavy sidecar attached a good
single-cylinder machine will climb any
hill on low gear, no matter how steep, so
long as the back wheel will grip, the
surface.

This is why the A.C.U., in the Six
Days Trials in 1914, went out of its

way to find freak hills, which, to my
mind, was most unfair to the manu-
facturers.

Mr W. J. Lloyd

Owing to the length of these eoniriba-

tions and their unusual interest precluding

condensation, we are continuing this

feature in subsecinent issues.

From Mr. W. J. Lloyd, of the Lloyd Motor
Engineering Co., Ltd., Pioneer Designer

and Maker of the L.M.C. Motor Cycle.

I
THINK it is highly probable that my
ideas on reconstruction \yill run very
much in the same groove as • the

majority of manufacturers and designers

in the industry. In any case, so far as

my firm is concerned, we are standardis-

ing . and simplify-

ing construction

with the idea of

giving the public

'the best possible

value for money.
As regards de-

sign in general, I

am specialising on
a spring frame
Colonial model,
particulars of
w h i c h will be J |

available shortly,

when patent for-

malities are com-
pleted. Mean-
while, I use the i—:?.

term ' ' spring
frame " for con-

\-enience. Strictly

speaking, it is more on the lines of a
suspension frame, being an evolution of
various ideas I have worked njjon for the
last twenty-five years.

The idea is to get away fpera a multi-
plicity of joints. Incidentally, I brought
out a spring frame bicycle some tweirty-

five years ago, which was very successful,

and in this suspension there were only
two joints.

From Mr. W. H. Carson, of the Excelsior

Motor Co., Ltd.

NOW that the time has come for us
to return to our staple industry,

the question of reconstruction is one
of great importance, especially to those

firms ' who have been engaged on other

than motor cycle manufacture. Many
of the emploj'ees

•' ~ accustomed to
motor cycle build-

ing have been
claimed by the
Army, and doubt-
less it will be
some time before
they are permitted
to return to their
civilian occupa-
tion.

During the past

four j'ears the
conditions under
which motor cycles

have been used
have brought
about many im-

Mr. W H. Carson portant develop-
ments, such as

stronger frames, larger diameter wheel
spindles, more ground clearance, heavier

gauge spokes, better mudguarding, etc._

Those of us who have been employed in

other directions must not be satisfied to

recommence where we left off in 1914, but
must give riders the benefit of all develop-

ments which circumstances have made it

clear must be adopted.
To market new models embodying these

features will be a matter of time, especi-

ally as many firms will be engaged on
completion of Government contracts.

B13
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3 ^c^toW dycLe~-a)kei'e to keep it ? ? ?

THIS is a day of problems, and demobilisation

and reconstruction provide the majority .
,^of

them. Complex social and commercial matters

have to be decided. Health and housing questions

>vill have to be solved, and for the motOTing public

of the future, I venture to add, the problem of

garaging.
_ _

The questions- of 4iousing and garagmg are intimately

connected, and there are several points of fact from

which to commence their solution.

As demobilisation proceeds huge numbers of men

will return to civil life, a fair proportion of whom,

probably tens of thousands, have been intimately

connected with motors on war service, many of them

having had no previous knowledge of the internal

combustion engine. These men will not be content to

revert to shanks's pony or the push cycle either for

business or pleasure. They are all potential purchasers

of motor cycles, with or without sidecars.

Manufacturers, in appreciating the demands of this

newly-developed market, will no doubt turn out motor

cycles in numbers far exceeding any pre-war produc-

tion. It is common knowledge that every maker is

preparing for a larger output than heretofore.

The problem of

storage now arises.

The modern house

is the most in-

convenient ,
place

imaginable in which

to keep a motor

cycle. In most cases

•no outbuildings are

provided, and even

where they are,

narrow front, back,

or side entrances, or

flights of steps,

effectively
_
preclude

the entrance of a

motor cycle. When
the thousands of

new houses, which

election candidates

have so glibly promised, materialise;- it can safely be

asserted that nine-tenths of them will be designed

without a thought for the accommodation of even a

bicycle, not to mention a motor cycle, and in any case

the erection of such houses will take several years

;

in the meantime both new-coipers to motoring and old-

timers will be hard put to to find the necessary cover

.for their machines.

The motoring world will soon have before it the

•prospect of large numbers of motor cyclists all

clamouring for garage accommodation which does not

exist. There are several ways of coping with this

contrctem-ps.
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How wasle and uneven ground may be utilised

are many such pieces of ground available;

(i.) The agent who sells the machine, as an off-

shoot from his business, can run a series of garages

for his purchasers.

(2.) The motor cyclists in any particular district

can club together and rent some suitable building, or

even build a properly equipped garage, for their

comt>ined use on a conveniently situated plot of land.

(3.) There is a fine chance for speculative members
of the building trade to erect communal garages on
a big scale, but motor cyclists should strongly oppose
any profiteering schemes which may be forced upon
them.

(4.) Architects and builders of houses, whatever

the value, should endeavour to provide, for either each

house or group of houses, reasonable outbuildings

properly designed to accommodate motor cycles—or

cars, according to house values.

(5.) Garages could be erected and maintained by

the local authorities, and the cost and expense charged

by a special rate on the town's motoring inhabitants.

The first two suggestions are more applicable to the

near future. The third and fourth ideas will un-

doubtedly be useful, in a lesser or greater* degree, in

due time, but for the moment the letting of suitable

existing buildings

by the owners, or

.

the renting and sub-

letting by the motor
ag^nt or by a motor
cycling community
itself, are the prin-

cipal ways in which

garaging accommo-
d a t i o n can be

quickly provided.

There must be many
buildings in most

towns which will

become available

W'ith the cessation

of war work. Many
of the munition

firms will have tem-

porary shedding to

dispose of, which can be taken down and re-erected

elsewhere.

The fifth idea, the municipal garage, savours of

Utopia. Many local authorities are not yet so kindly

disposed to the motoring fraternity as to consider such

a proposition seriously, but, looked at from the point

of view of public health, the idea is not so absurd

as it may seem ; motoring makes for good health, so

does bathing ;
public baths are provided in all cities

as a matter of course, then why not garages ?

The majority of new motor cyclists will have to

consider garage expenses as a necessary part of the

running costs in the ' future. The rentals of any

for lock-up motor cycle sheds. There

even in thickly populated districts.
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The Garage Problem.—
garages, such as here suggested, -would vary con-
siderably- The cheapest method will be that run by
groups of motor cyclists without profit, except to

provide a small surplus for building repairs and
upkeep. A management committee, with secretary

and treasurer, would seem to be necessary where this

idea is carried out on a large scale. The agent who
provides accommodation . will quickly arrive at a

limit ; he cannot go on providing garage room for ever,

but whatever he does in this way, the rentals asked
should be kept as low as -possible, or he will find it

a serious deterrent to his sales. A reasonable figure

which _will just clear expenses is the best incentive

he can give to a would-be purchaser who is faced
with the accommodation difficultv.

Communal garages are much in vogue in the States,

and not a few exist in this country, more particularly

for car users, but unless the idea is, developed quickly
while yet the purchase of machines in a great many
cases is under consideration, and before demobilisa-
tion frees many potential motor cyclists, there will be
trouble in the wind for the motor cycle trade ; no one
will buy ajnachine if he has no place in which to keep
it. He cannot leave it in the street, he cannot get it

into his house, and all existing garages are full—what
is he to do? The answer in many cases will be, " No
garage, no motor cycle," unless a very special eff(jrt

is made to provide the necessary accommodation.
I recommend, this subject particularly to the notice

of all motor agents, property owners, architects, and
builders. F.A.S. .
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A co-operative garage built on the plan outlined above is one way of solving the storage problem.- All the sheds are heated and fitted with

electric light Ample room and convenience e.xist for washing down machines.
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THE BLACKBURNE PROGRAMME.
Engines with Outside

THE Blackburne engine with its outside flywheel

for some time has been regarded as ideal by
many motor cyclists, and it may come as wel-

come news that Messrs. Barney and Blackburne, Ltd.,

are introducing a complete range of their engines as

units for manufacturers to fit, and also three models
of motor cycle embodying them.

Tw^o Singles—T^ro Twins.
These engines are 2-'/; h.p. and 4~h.p. Singles and

8 h.p. and lo h.p. twins, all with outside flywheels

and embodying the

well known Black-

burne features, such
as detachable heads.

The respective sizes

of these engines are

2% h.p. (71 X 88

mm.), 348 c.c.
;

4 h.p. (85 X 88
ram.), 490 c.c. ; 8

h.p. (85x88 mm.),

998 CO.; and 10

h.p. (85 x 97 mm.),
1,100 c.c. j and they

Flywheels in Four Sizes.

will be offered in both air-cooled and water-cooled

types._

The three motor cycles will be a lightweight with

two-speed countershaft gear, clutch and kick starter,

chain-cum-belt transmission, and 26 x s'^in.. tyres,

to sell at £,6q; a 4 h.p. model, with three speeds,

28 X 25^in. tyres, all-chain drive, etc., £,^2; and
8 h.p. combination witJr 28x3in. detachable wheels,

all-chain drive, etc, ;£i25. All machines will be
fitted with Brampton Biflex forks.

The new lightweight Blackburne, esjjecially, should
make a very strong

appeal, as very few
engines of this size

are now available.

Several makers have
introduced such
engines, and among
them may be men-
tioned the A.J.S.,
Suia!jeam, Diamond,
Hobart, Ilston, Pre-

cision, and _New
Hudson, but many
are discontinued.

B19

The 8 h.p. Blackburne, one of three machines to be manufactured in 1919.
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RECONSTRUCTION—
What Have We in View?

Reconstruction is (he Keynote of Future Progress

WE have to build up an Empire wortliy of the

men who have died for it and us. We are

called upon to be the architects as well as the

builders. We have to plan and prepare as well as

to erect on sure foundations.

Out of the stress and agony of the years of war

there has. come to us a wider vision, a deeper con-

sciousness pf what is true and beautiful, the desire to

erect a structure that shall live through the ages a.s

typical of the greatness w.e have achieved and the

greater things to which we aspire.

The First Steps.

We 'must start on' our work untrammelled by the

narrpwiag, selfish, and unenlightened conditions of the

past. We must give "very practical expression to our

aims and ideals. ' We want to make our Empire a

better place in which to live for all the sons and

daughters of the Empire, not, incidentally, for a

favoured few only. How are we to set about it ?

What are the, practical things which must be dealt

with in a practical fashion ? Let us confine ourselves

to material things, glad,, indeed, if they may be bur-

nished by contact with things spiritual, but being our-

selves content to work in our own appointed field with

the measure of vision granted to us, small though that

be. So let us take the improvement in rates of wages
and the better housing conditions which are immedi-
ately demanded by the manual workers—and not they

alone—as the first step towards the abolition of

poverty and the raising of the level of social life.

For poverty is a crime in the well ordered State, what-

ever the proverb -may say to the contrary. The hous-

ing problem cannot be settled by the individual : it is

a matter for' the State. The wages question, on the

other hand, is a matter for the individual, chiefly for

the individual manufacturer and agriculturist, for these

are the real producers of wealth. The industries of

the Empire are the springs from which flow the Arts

and Sciences and all things good and beautiful. The
"superior person" and the "idle rich" may no

longer sneer at industry. Indeed, we have no room
either for the superior person or .'the idle rich in the

new state which we are building. But this is by the

way. We are writing on the question of wages.

Unlimited Output the Solution.

These must be maintained at a far higher level than

in pre-war days. Labour claims—and rightly claims

—a far larger share of the profits of its labour than

it formerly obtained, and, in any case, it insists—and
again rightly—upon a minimum standard, which shall

provide for the decencies and comforts of life, as well

as for some of the so-called luxuries—^we mean those

things which should not be regarded as luxuries, but

should be common to the lives of us all.

How is the manufacturer going to satisfy this

demand ? Well, it can only be met if the employers
and workers each do their fair share of the task.

Manufacturers must take full advantage of all the

improved methods of production, scientific organisa-

tion, costing systems, the latest and best machinery,

the employment • of the best available brains, and
"quantity production."

There is no danger of over-production, at all events

for years to come ; but an intelligent, active sales

Organisation, covering the markets of the world, is

the necessary complement to "quantity production."

On the part of the workers there must be an end
for ever to the stupid " ca canny" policy of the

past. Each one must contribute to the output to the

full extent of his power and be. paid in full measure,

according to the,value of his contribution : in other

words, payment by results. ^
Let us apply the argument to a particular case

—

that of the motor cycle industry. What is to prevent

this industry developing, on the fines indicated, imme-
diately? Here we think we write with actuaLknow-
ledge of the facts of the case. There is probably no

industry in the country better able to respond to the

new spirit of the age than this, for it is on the eve

of an extraordinary stage of development and pro-

gress, which, rightly understood and directed, means
prosperity and all the good things that implies for

all engaged therein.

An Estimate.
It may be rash to give figures which can be quoted

against one at a later date, but we believe, that there

will be at least one and a half million motor cyclists

within the confines of the British Empire as soon as

machines can be made and supplied. Who is going to

supply them, by the way, if not the British manu-
facturers ? Obviously our American cousins in the

main. We need not vvorry about our American

cousins—one would rather say " brothers " now that

we know their qu'ality^at the moment, but we shall

have to worry about them presently if the British

manufacturers fail to realise the really wonderful
opportimity now open to them, and fail also to' realise

that it can only be dealt w'ith by "quantity pro-

duction."

They must think in thousands—in tens of thousands

—and not in hundreds, a:s they have for the most

part been accustomed to do. There is no difficulty in

the way which cannot be overcome by intelligently

directed energy and a wide and long vision. We
know it means factory extensions, more plant, and

more capital. All these can be provided for, and

"with much less delay, in our opinion, than is commonly
believed.
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Reconstruction—What Have We in View?—
No, the trouble is not in most cases that these

difficulties- are. in the way, but rather that, with few
exceptions, the possibilities of the future have not

been clearly visioned. This is mainly because, among
manufacturers, all thoughts have been concentrated

upon war efforts.

But there can be no doubt of the issue in the

mind of any person of intelligence who has found
time to think^ of these things amidst the stress of war
conditions, as some of us have contrived to do.

The future of the British motor cycle industry is

one of assured success and prosperity if _manufacturers

will grasp their opportiuiities boldly and workers do
their part loyally and thoroughly

//

To help to that particular end, we urge the forma-

tion of a National Industrial Council for the industry,

with a workshop committee in every factory. .Co-

operative effort, a spirit of comradeship between
master and man, a full recognition of the claims of

labour, of administrative ability, and of capital. These
things must be if we would build up the industry to

the dimensions .it should reach.

In so building up we shall do our share, in our own
little corner, not only towards building up prosperity

and happiness for all concerned in the industry itself,

but also in the creation of a new and better country

and Empire for the benefit of the generations to come,
and so contribute our quota to the problem of re-

construction.

1 lie lightweight niotcr cycle will play an ever increasing part in ttie liff of the worker. "Back to the land '

is a cry very persistent
just now, especially in regard to soldiers and women workers. Housing accommodation being difficult to obtain in the country, the
motor cycle will be largely employed to traverse the distance between borne and the holding or the farm.

THE FUTURE AND
SOONER or later will come a time when every other

man and every third woman will possess a light-

weight motor bicycle. It will be used for shop-
ping, for running to business and back, and for run-
ning to pleasure and back. It will certainly not be a
hermaphroditic over-elaborated automobile de luxe on
two wheels. It will be of a definite and distinctive

breed which knows how to preserve its own identity

and does not wish to ape its betters or pretend it is a

colonial model, or a light sidecar machine, or half a
motor car. It will be as the present bicycle for use
and ubiquity, but it will be a saver and not a con-
.sumer of human energy. It will be the simplest com-
bination of the simplest forms of engines, gears, and
wheels. It will be "lightness combined with"
strength " in excelsis. It will be a hack not a

Bucephalus. Thousands will buy it. Indeed, it will

become so common that in time it will be the real and

THE LIGHTWEIGHT.
true omnibus. The miner, the mechanic, the weaver,

and the wood-worker will use it to get to and from
work. Every large firm will need a special shed for

storing machines, and the workpeople will club

together to provide an attendant. None but the aged
will be seen in the trams, and the suburban trains will

cease to crawl. Large factories will arise turning out

the workers^ motor bicycle in thousands. Every iron-

monger, tinsmith, paint and paraffin dealer will have
exposed for sale in his windows two or three machines,
and he will be able to supply parts and spares from
stock. There will be no local repairing in the present

accepted sense. Renewals will be cheaper than
repairs.

Soon we shall see the beginning of that new epoch
when every household will think it no more remarkable
to possess a motor bicycle than it- does to possess a

mangle or a sewing machine. C.R.E.
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WHICH TYPE?
The Result of the Referendum Voting reveals the Great Popularity of the Flat Twia

and the Single-cylinder Engines.

THE IDEAL SOLO MACHINE : THE DESIGN EMBODYING THE IDEAS OF THE MAJORITY.

O^e H6cal specification.

ENGINE . 3^ h.p., short stroke, 500 c.c, four-stroke, flat

twin, air-cooled.

CARBURETTER: Two levers.

MAGNETO DRIVE : Gears, central position.

LUBRICATION : Hand pump, forced feed, and throttle

controlled.

GEAR RATIOS : Four.

TRANSMISSION : All chain.

TYPE OF GEAR : Dog clutch engagement
CLUTCH : Dry plate, multiple, cork inset.

FRAME : Sprung, diamond, duplex. .

~

FORK : Druid typa.

SEAT : Sprung saddle.

HANDLE-BARS: Semi-T.T.

BRAKES : Front in V rim ; rear, expanding.

WHEELS ; Detachable, 26 x 2|lin.

LIGHTING : Dynamo.

Tb\)^ Winner's Specification.

ENGINE: 3I h.p., medium stroke (square), 503 c c,
four-stroke, flat twin, air-cooled.

CARBURETTER : Two levers (semi-automatic).

MAGNETO DRIVE : Gears, central position.

LUBRICATION : Hand pump, forced feed, and throttle

controlled.

GEAR RATIOS : Four.

TRANSMISSION : All chain.

TYPE OF GEAR: Dog clutch engagement.

CLUTCH : Dry plate, multiple, cork inset.

FRAME : Sprung, diamond, duplex.

FORK: A.B.C. type.

SEAT : Sprung saddle.

HANDLE-BARS: Semi-T.T.

BRAKES : Front, expanding ; rear, expanding.

WHEELS : Detachable, 26 x 2jin.'

LIGHTING : Dynamo.

Notes on the Specilications for Solo Machines.

IT
may not ccflne as a surprise that the ideal specifica-

tion foi' a solo nsachine which has been compiled
by.the voting of our readers is for an opposed twin

of 7,% h.p. Nevertheless, the 31^ h.p. single was a

very close second, so it may be said these two. types

offer the greatest possibilities to manufacturers.

In the voting, the f5ac twin leads all other types,

although not sufficiently to permit one to assume that

no other one is worth considering. The opposed twin

finds favour with 40% of the entrants, while 36%
specify the. single, In round figures, other types were

represented as follows : V twins 13%, four-cylinders

5%, less conventional types 6%. The object of

the referendum, however, was not so much to find a

winner as to give the manufacturers some idea of the

proportionate popularity of all points, and in this

connection there is no doubt that the data now avail-

able will be of great assistance to the designer. This

will be published in another article next week.

The ideal specification makes a composite machine
which is illustrated above, and, while not departing

from accepted practice, there are very few makers

producing such a machine. The number of fiat twin

machines on the market at present are limited to less

than half a dozen makes, therefore it is easy to com-

pare their specification with that of the composite

model. First, however, it should be noted that the

type of spring frame shown in the drawing in no way
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Which Type?—

indicates the suspension system readers had in mind.

Our artist has drawn upon his imagination liere.

In brief the specifications of existing 3J-^ h.p. flat

twins are given below

:

A.B.C. (pre-war design).—All-chain drive, spring

frame, four speeds. (This model in all probability

will be abandoned.)
Brough.—All-chain drive, rigid frame, three speeds.

THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINE : THE DESIGN

Bradbury.—All-chain drive, rigid frame, three

speeds.

Douglas.—Chain-cum-belt, rigid frame, three

speeds. The Peace model will have a spring frame.

Hiimber.—All-chain drive, rigid frame, three speeds.

The prize for the specification embodying the greatest

number of points contained in the composite has been

awarded to Mr. A. Woodman, of Blencathra, Maid-

stone Road, Chatham, whose specification is published.

EMBODYING THE IDEAS OF THE MAJORITY.

I3^e "l6(tal Sixtclflcatloit.

ENGINE : 8 h.p., long stroke, 1,000 c.c, four-stroke,

V twin, air-cooled.

CARBURETTER : . Two levers.

MAGNETO DRIVE: Gears, behind engine.

LUBRICATION : Mechanical and hand pump.

GEAR RATIOS: Three.

TRANSMISSION : All chain.

TYPE OF GEAR : Dog clutch engagement.

CLUTCH : Single dry plate, cork inset.

FRAME : Sprung, diamond, straight tubes, girder.

FORK : Indian type.

SEAT : Sprung saddle.
^

HANDLE-BARS : Semi-T.T.

BRAKES : Front, coniracting ; rear, expanding.

WHEELS : Detachable, 28 x 3in.

LIGHTING: Dynamo.

Oba dinner's Spftclflcation.

ENGINE : 8 h.p., long stroke, 1,000 c.c, four-stroke,

V twin, air-cooled.

CARBURETTER : Two levers.

MAGNETO DRIVE : Chain, behind Engine.

LUBRICATION : Hand pump, forced feed.

GEAR RATIOS : Three, v.

TRANSMISSION : All chain.

TYPE OF GEAR : Dog clutch engagement.

CLUTCH : Multiple, dry plate, cork inset.

FRAME : Sprung, diamond, straight, duplex.

FORK : Brampton Biflex.

SEAT : Sprung saddle.

HANDLE-BARS : Semi-T.T.

BRAKES : Front, expanding ; rear, expanding.

WHEELS : Detachable, 700 x 80 mm.
LIGHTING: Dynamo.

Notes on the Specifications

IN
the sidecar group, the V twin leads the opposed

engines by a considerabte margin, while the four-

cylinder and singles are in the third and fourth

positions respectively It was more difficult to find

the winning specification from the forms sent in by

the big twin enthusiasts The award, however, was

eventually granted to Mr. G. F. Halliday, of How-
cans, Boothtown, Halifax. The specification sent in

by Lt. Vivian I. R. Clark, R.E., totalled almost

as riiany points, but, although he voted for straight

tubes, he qualified this item by mentioning his choice

of frame as Indian, which, of course, has not straight

tubes. The Indian type of forks, for which the majority

for Sidecar Machines.
voted, was mentioned by him, but Mr. Halliday

mentioned 1,000 c.c, whereas Lt. Clark's ideal was

given as 930 c.c. The latter gentleman's choice in

carburetter control, too, lost him a point.

The composite specification resembles those of the

Indian and the post-war Clyno, but in all probability

several machines of this type will be marketed ere

long-
,

It is perhaps rather surprising that for sidecar worK

the three-speed gear gained a larger vote than four

ratios, especially as the " four " led in the case of

the solo machine. All-chain was easily first as an

ideal transmission.
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Comments on the Plebiscite*

IT
is interesting to note that both winners are experi-

enced riders owning up-to-date tnacliines. Mr.
Woodman informs us that his present mount is

a 4-5 h.p. twin countel^shaft Zenith, astride wliich lie

tells us he has " enjoyed many a priceless hour," both
solo and with sidecar.

Mr. Halliday's present machine is an 8 h.p'. Sun-
beam with dynamo lighting set,- and his experience,

includes riding in South Africa.

Solo Engines.
Among the solo specifications there were a good

proportion of those which were considered to be ideal

for a dual purpose mount, yet the 500 c.c. engine came
out on top with 32.7%,, 550 c.c. being second with

-

21.5%, and 600 c.c. third with 9.8%, while the 650
c.c. engine scored 5%, equally with the 350 c.c. size.

The 300 c.c. engine scored only 3.8%, but below
this size no reader gave a vote, while there were quite

a number of large engines-^-up to 1,100 c:c., in fact

—

specified, both for dual purpose and purely solo work.

The Engines of the Sidecar Machines.
Despite the large number of readers who un-

doubtedly desire a machine which can be used as a

dual purpose mount, i.e., a single or twin between

-

500 and 600 c.c. capacity, the larger capacity engines

received the biggest number of votes. That 1,000

c.c. was regarded as the ideal by no less' than 31%
may cause some surprise, since in pre-war days the

tendency was toward a 750 c.c. engine. The latter

only scored 19.8%, and was the next in order, followed

by the 600 c.c. engine with 7.2%, and the " 550
"

with 6.8%.
Larger engines than these, however, increased the

big engine proportion by other sizes slightly more than

1,000 c.c, i.e., 1,050, 1,100, 1,200, and even 1,500

c.c. were mentioned, while those between 800 and

-950 represented a further 16%. The 500 c.c. engine

was represented by 4.96%, which rather goes to show
that a few users of the old-time. 35^ h.p. are perfectly

satisfied with such a machine for sidecar work. Con-
sidering the apparent advantages of the automatic.

^j^, , carburetter oper-

^pi^ ated by a single
" *

lever, it is some-
what surprising to

find that in both,

solo and sidecar

class the voting

. was in favour of

the two-lever.-

Mr. Woodman
(winner in the solo

class) and liis

present mount, a

4-5 h p. counter-

shaft ZenilK.

In the. sidecar class over 60% vcted for 28 x 3in.

tyres, while the 26x2iin. size was regarded 'as ideal

by 32% of the volters in the solo groups.

The Ideal Solo Single.

Taken separately, the specifications of single-

cylinder solo machines made up a composite specifica-

tion as follows: Long stroke 3>^ h.p. four-stroke, air-

cooled, gear driven magneto behind the engine,_ semi-

automatic two-lever carburetter, all chain transmission,

three-speed gear, dog clutch engagement, multi-dry-

plate clutch, diamond spring frame, Druid type forks,

front brake in V rim, rear brake contracting on hub.

Tyres 26x2i-^in., detachable wheels, semi-T.T. bars,

dynamo lighting.

The render whose specification came nearest to this

composite is Mr. R. E. Kay, 43 T.A.S., R.A.F.,

Chattis Hill, near Stockbridge. It is interesting to

^^, note that the great majority of

fZ^; readers who forwarded " Which
Type " forms were riders of

long experience.

Mr. Halijd.iy and his 8 h.p r^utiLfaiii.

The composite V twin was practically the same
specification excepting that a 6 h.p. engine was sub-

stituted, while the ideal "four" included 1,000 c.c.

long stroke air-cooled engine, combined with four-

speed gear box, shaft driyen magneto, sprung frame,

28 X 3in. wheels.

Some Other Opinions.
One reader in voting for a flat twin added a rider to

the effect that this type was his ideal only for the

present, and that he favoured -a water-cooled four-

cylinder when weight could be reduced. Another sug-

gested that the W.D. finish be retained, and several

mentioned the desirability of lugs being built into the

franre for sidecar fittings.

The conventional was departed from by several

readers, and among the many items considered as

ideal were quite a number of 90° twin engines, a few
side-by-side twins and tliree-cylinder engines, mag-
netic, hydraulic, and friction transmissions and roller

gears. Integral engines and gear boxes, too, were
mentioned.

The result of the " suggestions " competition will

be announced later, when we have had an opportunity

of judging the huge quantity of letters received.

Quite a large number of forms came to hand after

the closing date; in fact, every day forms still reach..

us from distant parts of the kingdom. In the mean-
time, the forms from Overseas have commenced to

arrive in large numbers. .
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RIDER AND MAKER.
HEBB rffi5im'iMatmMiM8wmiaB«Hi!fflMiaaaaMSTiflas^^

The Manufacturers from

MOTOR cycle manufacturers are more often

"cursed" than blessed by the rider, despite

the eulogistic remarks that are published

occasionally in catalogues and advertisements.

In my early wheeling days youth and enthusiasm

caused me to regard the manufacturer of a bicycle or

a nwtor bicycle as a supernatural being, and one with

whom I wished to be on particularly good terms. I

imagined him sitting up at night with a wet towel

round his head and a cup of strong coffee at his

elbow, working out problems for the increase of my
pleasure and recreation. Alas ! my imagination was
too keen. 1 have since discovered that he seldom does

these things. A motor cycle maker is not always a

rider of the machines he sells ; there are exceptions to

prove the rule, but the majority do not gain that

valuable first-hand experience that alone can make
the really successful producer.

" Ready for the Road."
Having thus aired a grievance, here are a few items

for post-war policy which .would ameliorate the lot

of riders and improve our commercial relations Over-

seas.

I understand that most motor cycle manufacturers

subscribe to an organisation which I imagine was
formed to unite them for the common weal, viz., to

benefit themselves. If this is so, then many of the

reforms for which riders have combated will take longer

in coming. Standardisation is one item, and when it

comes I trust it will be made to apply not only for the

makers' but the riders' benefit. - It is safe to say that

the production of motor cycles will increase during

the next few years, and naturally if practically each

maker has a different thread for nuts and bolts, it means
that when standardisation becomes an accomplished

fact huge stocks will have to be scrapped. If standard-

isation in threads were adopted immediately while the

stocks are small and the tools about ready for renewal,

the cost to the trade would be much less.

Another item in which makers are very much to

blame is concerning the supply of tools and accessories.

In some instances they are mean to a degree in con-

nection with the outfit. Everyone knows what a plea-

sure it is to receive a well-equipped machine, with

tools to fit every nut, also special tools for parts diffi-

cult of access. Unfortunately, the makers who adopt

a liberal policy in this direction are few and far between.

A motor cycle maker advertises to sell a complete

machine. How often, however, is it incomplete? A
complete machine is one that is ready for the road

;

it should be supplied with lamps, warning instrument,

speedometer, number plates, etc., and there should

be nothing for the purchaser to add before he can

take the machine on the road.

It only requires the accessory makers and the

machine makers to get together to evolve a standard

method of fitting for the accessories and for proper

permanently fixed attachments to be fastened to the

frame, handle-bars, etc., during the process of manu-

Ifie Rider's Point of View.

facture. This would dispense with flimsy clips which

the accessory firms are compelled to supply because

the motor cycle manufacturer does not embody these

fitments in his design. What has made the great

success of the Ford car apart from, its price? In my
opinion it is the fact that, when the car comes out of

the works it is complete, and the owner knows that

he will be able to use it at once in daylight or dark-

ness without disbursing an extra penny for accessories.

In many instances the manufacturer's guarantee is

not liberally interpreted ; in fact, I would go further

and say that the printing of it in many catalogues is a

form of legal verbiage intended to exonerate the manu-
facturer from blame in the event of an accident, and

to wipe out his liability to replace any part which

should happen to go wrong—I will not say break or

prove defective, breakages obviously would be replaced

for the sake of his reputation.
,

I only draw attention to guarantees, as printed in

catalogues, because I consider they are too one-sided.

Also they do not cover a sufficiently long period.

Three months to six months is far too short. Also

there is no clause deciding whether the date of the

guarantee extends from the day the machine leaves

the works, or the day when the agent succeeds in sell-

ing it to a purchaser.

Then I come to a grievance which I have often

heard expressed among riders of the touring class as

distinct from those who take part in weekly competi-

tions ; it is that the ordinary purchaser is barely con-

sidered in comparison with the attention paid to a

skilled competition rider. I hear that these riders

are supplied with any number of spare parts, their

machines are tuned up regularly at the works, and

hosts of other minor attentions are shown to them.

Doubtless their performances bring business to the

manufacturer, and it is only human nature for the

manufacturer to study their requirements ; but he

should not forget that the real support of his business

is the ordinary purchaser whq outnumbers the com-

petition rider in the proportion of a hundred to one.

The Connecting Link.
I hope that no manufacturer who honestly desires

to benefit the rider while making a legitimate profit

for himself will consider my suggestions are written

in a spirit of carping criticism, but with the hope that

the British motor cycle industry will continue to hold

the leading position in the world, and it is only by

improving manufacturing and commercial methods

that this supremacy will be maintained.

The link between riders and manufacturer is, un-

doubtedly, the pages of The. Motor Cycle, and in

justification of my view.s and criticism is a strong

desire, as an enthusiastic rider, to witness the

supremacy of British-made goods. The British motor

cycle industry is at the top of the pinnacle, due to

the perfection of its manufactured articles. This un-

doubtedly comes first, but next to it is liberality in

business as apart from conservative narrow ideas.
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Three-inch Tyres on Lightweights.

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

will fit 25 X Sin. tyres to the'ir peace
model lightweight.

An American Motor Cycle SchooL
During the war American motor cycle

mechanics have been trained in a special

school in the Harley-Davidson factory.

The A.C.U. Petrol Licences.

The secretary of the A.C.U. informs
us that he greatly regrets the delay
which has recently occurred in his office

in dealing with queries relating to petrol

licences. This has been unavoidable,
owing to the fact that the Petrol Con-
troller's Department has temporarily run
out of the correct forms upon which
application must be made.

Death of the Motor Trade Statistician.

We have to announce the death of Mr.
Harry Hewitt Griffin, whose name will

be familiar to many readers- of 'CliR

Motor Ci/de in connection with the motor
cycle show statistics which he compiled
for this paper, and" which at one time
were a feature of our reports of exhibi-
tions. Mr. Griffin was also responsible
for the annual census of road traffic in
various parts of the Metropolitan area.

He was associated with the cycle trade
in the early days, and a keen follower of
cycle racing. _ _ ,

A Woman Soldier Motor CycUst'.

According to the Paris Daily Mnil, a

j\[adame de Gouraud Morris has been
on active service as a motor cyclist. She
took part in the Seine swimming race

on Christmas Day as the only woman
competitor.

An Old-time Motor Cyclist.

We hear that ilr. H. Belcher, one of

the oldest motor cyclists in the country,
has severed his connection with Messrs.
A. R. Atkey and Co.,, Ltd., and bought
the business of Messrs. R. Cripps and
Co., Ltd., Lower Parliament Street,

Nottingham.

The Priee of Petrol in France.

There seems t-o be a good deal of

profiteering in the sale of petrol in

France. Prices are high, as 1.50fr.

(about Is. 2d.) a litre is being asked,
and as there are appro.ximately five

litres to the gallon the price per gallon
would come out at something like 5s. lOd.

Petrol is dear enough in all conscience
in this country, but evidently it is not

so dear- as in the land of our Allies across
the Channel. It seems rather hard to

imagine why they should have to pay
so much more than we have to.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

The first lecture of the second series

arranged by the Industrial Reconstruction
Council will be held in the Saddlers'
Hall, Clieapside, E.G. 2, on Wednesday,
.lanuary 8th. The chair will be taken at

4.30 by the Marquess of Crewe,-K.G.,
.and a lecture entitled "Industrial
Unity " will be delivered by the Right
Hon. G. H. Roberts, if.P., Minister of

Labour. Applications for tickets should
be made to the Secretary, I.R.C., 2 and
4, Tudor Street, E.G. 4.

1 he recent meet of the Sheffield and Derby branches of the N.M.C.F.U. at Matlock.

The weather was decidedly unfavourable, and the run demonstrated the inefficiency of the

average mudguard. Over a hundred ujotor cycles were present, all but four being

combinations^

Sale of War Machines and Parts in.

France.

The following prices were obtained for

some of the rejected Army motor cycles

sold by Government representatives in

Paris recently : Griffon, £17 ; Moto-
Reve. £6 ;

" Peugeot, £10 ; Rover, £44 ;

'

Royal Enfield, £24; and Triumph, £20.

Sidecars fetched from 10s. to £4 each,

so the- condition of the lowest-priced side-

car can be left to the imagination.

Belts were sold in lots of 800 and
1,000, and a quantity of acetylene

generators and large numbers of parts

for cars, such as gear boxes, back axles,

steering, brakes, etc., were sold at the

same time.

1919 PRICES.

ALLON, Iwo-slroke, Iwo-speed,
and clutch £55

ALLON, two-slroke, Iwo-speed,
and clutch, with kick-starter 65

ARIEL, 3:Vh.p 80
3 \ h.p. Sidecar Outfit -

.

106
BLACKBURNE, 2% h.p.. two-

speedclutch 60
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. three-

speed ... 82 U
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p. Com-

bination ... 125 U
B.SA. 4ih.p. Model, with aU-

chain drive " -• 81 18
B.SA.. 4} h.p. Model, with

chain-cum-belt drive 79 16 U

B.SA.. 4i h.p. Sidecar . . .

.

29 9
DOUGLAS, 2rh.p. W.D. Model 60
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p 75
DOUGLAS, 4 h-p. Combination 95
LEVIS, single gear 38
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Military

Model Combination 140 U
NEW IMPERIAL, 2:? h.p., two-

speed SO 8
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., two-

speed clutch 58 16
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. Com-

bination 126
P.and M., 3Jh.p 78
P. and M., 3i h.p. Combination 102
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. W.D. Model 85

Petrol Substitutes from South Africa.

South Africa has already given one
petrol substitute to the world in the
shape of Natalite, though, unfortunately,

it is true that practically none has yet
reached this country. Now a new pro-
duct of a similar nature has been
announced in the same part of the world,
under the name of Penrol. This fuel

appears to be very similar to that recently

described in- T/ie Motor C'l/cic in .an
article entitled "Alcohol Carbide Fuel."
It consists of pure alcohol saturated with
pure acetylene, and having 0.3% of

acrolein added, but as far as is at

present evident this fuel is not based
on the American experiments we
described. It is claimed for the new
fuel that it is both cheaper and more
economical in use than petrol at its

present price.
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Better Mudguaiding.
Manufacturers are giving this matter

attention, but to obtain the ideal result

is "easier said than done."

A Trade Entrant.
Mr. Rex Mundy, the well-known com-

petition rider, is opening a motor cycle

depot at Bi'ighton.

A Carious Address.

The Johannesburg depot of the DuiJop
Rubber Co., Ltd., recently received a

letter addressed, " Dunlop extra heavy
fit this side first, Transvaal," that was
posted in Mozambique. The address was
evidently copied from the side of a

Dunlop motor cycle cover.

Death o£ Mr. Harvey du Cros.

Mr. William Harvey du Cros, the

founder of the pneumatic tyre industry,

died on December 21st at his residence,

Dalkey, Co. Dublin. In his younger days

Mr. du Cros was a noted athlete in Irish

amateur circles, and with the advent of

the motor car he became an enthusiastic

motorist. Mr. du Cros was seventy-two

years of age, and belonged to a dis-

tinguished Huguenot family which settled

in Dublin early in the eighteenth century.

A year or two ago he retired from active

work in the Dunlop companies.

An International Touring Trial.

An excellent idea has been suggested

to us by Sir. T. W. Loughborough,
secretary" of the Auto Cycle Union,
namely," that of holding a motor cycle

international touring trial in 1920. A
similar idea has already been put forward
in our sister journal. The Autocar, in

which it was suggested that the trial

should start in Belgium, should touch
some of the most interesting places which
figured in the war, and descend via the

Vosges into the French Alps, thence

into Italy and back again to France,

finishing up in Paris. The idea deserves

the greatest encouragement, as any
scheme that will further the wonderful
alliance now existing between the nations

which have fought and conquered is an
excellent one, and well worthy of all the

support which can be given to it.

The Motor Cyclist Spy.
Now the war is over stories are coming

through of the wonderful exploits of our
Intelligence Corps. It was the custom of
our High Command, when they were
anxious to obtain any special knowledge
about the Hun military organisation (and
there was not much that escaped their
notice), to sejyl a spy (usually a French-
man who knew the country thoroughly
and had a full inside knowledge of the
Hun military machine) in an aeroplane
behind •the German iines, leave him to

work there for a few days, and then
actually fetch him back again by the

same means.
The machine used was a specially-

constructed B.E.12 type, and the pilot

usually a well-known Birmingham racing
motor cyclist who specialised in this par-

ticular work. It was undoubtedly a very
risky commission, but he was brilliantly

successful, and was rewarded by many
military decorations.

These must have been some of the most
wonderful exploits of the war. Very
often the machine was hit by anti-aircraft

fire, but it always managed to get back.

Popular among our Belgian Allies.

A prominent officer who has much to

do with motor cycles in the Belgian Army
writes: " Thi' Motor Cycle reaches this

depot regularly each week, and is read

with the greatest interest by everybody.

There is quite a scramble as to who shall

read it first."

The Birmingham M.C.C.

At the inaugural meeting of the Bir-

mingham M.C.C. held on December 20th

many suggestions were put forward for the

improvement of future competitions, social

events, etc., and the club's 1919 programme
promises to be a very attractive one. It

was also suggested that the various motor
cycle clubs should make a combined appeal

through the A.C.U. to the authorities to

have the Motor Restriction Order revoked.
It was proposed that the local clubs, might
reopen motor cycling competitions by
having an inter-club trial.

The Motor Cycle in France.
In an article entitled " The Motor

Cycle of To-moi'row," our contemporary
L'Aiito makes an urgent appeal to French
manufactui^rs to wake up and turn out
machines of the same type as those used
by their English and American Allies.

The position is summarised in the
following words, "If ten people in

France buy uncomfortable motor -bicycles

without change speed gears, to start

which they must be acrobats and run
100 yaiids, there will be 1,000 buyers who
will interest themselves in the reliable

complete motor cycle constructed for the
practical purchaser."
The French writer's ideal is a machine

of not less than 3^ h.p. , with rear spring-

ing, a good spring fork, wide mudguards,
3in. tyres—in fact, a practical English
motor cycle. . The flat twin is also spoken
of favourably.
The article concludes by pointing out

how the motor cycle can be brought up-
to-date, and urging manufacturers to

produce something really good. " If

such a machine is built," writes our
colleague, " the French will not regret it."

r?

Outputs.

Enormous outputs are expected b}^

several makers of motor cycles, and if

rumour is not exaggerating we shall

shortly see large numbers of new machines
on the road.

A New Precision Engine.

The new Precision engine will be a

350' c.c. two-stroke single-cylinder engine

which, we are told, will develop approxi-

mately the same h.p. as a pre-war 500

c.c. four-stroke. All revolving parts will

have roller bearings, the lubrication will

be .automatic and continuous, and will

not require a subsidiary tank for oil

storage. '

The Institution of Automotile Engineers.

The fourth meeting of the session of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers
will be held on Wednesday, January 8th,

1919, at the Royal Society of Arts, John
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2, at «ight o'clock,

when Mr. L. H. Pomeroy will read a

paper on " Influence of Valve Lift and

Combustion Chamber Design on Con-

sumption."
Cards of invitation to the meeting may

be obtained on application to the Secre-

tary of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, 28, Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W.I.

Kindly Appreciation.

Praise for one's" work is alwaj's appre
ciated, and it was gratifying to receive

from a well-known firm of engine
specialists a warm eulogy of. The Motoi
Ci/cle's work during the war years that

are past.

They tell us that "Your constant
placing before us of the hundred and one
points of detail in motor matters with
ever new views upon them ; the compre-
hensive reviews of existing types, botli

of complete machines and parts ; and the
exhaustive descriptions of. new develop-
ments, or possibilities of developments,
have been of the utmost use to us.

"

This exactly sums up our aims and
ambitions.

An Italian Aimy motor cyclist awaiting orders. Acarome, hxed on the oft side by the lorks,

is usually carried on the outfit, which in this case is an Indian.
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,MpnisETmape
BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES

AND

THEIR SUITABILITY
FOR

OVERSEAS SERVICE.

THE word " Reconstruction " has come
to be connected with everything
from the price of groceries to

women's sufifrage, and, in consequence, is

rapidly losing its point. In this fact lies

the danger that the importance of essential

things may be levelled down to the value
of those which are aiot so important, and,
in the process, many things which require

vigorous action may be allowed to go oh
along the line of least resistance.

We ask the industry to curb its im-

patience, to make careful preparations in

changing over in order that the restart

is made a sure foundation for business on
better lines than before. This is not say-

ing that we consider the average motor
cycle manufacturer has been hopelessly

antiquated in his methods, but there has
been nolhing done yet which it is not
possible to improve, and " Do it better,"

in our opinion, should be a far preferable^

business motto than even " Do it now."
The present is the best opportunity the

Trade is likely to have to put its house in

order, and even three months' lost trade
will be 'a price worth paying if the restart

is made on " Do it better " foundations.

If the change over is made hurriedly and
temporary arrangements made for .motor

cycle output, the most may not be made
of facilities, and such temporary arrange-
ments may remain permanent.

Of National Interest.

Better facilities c.\ist for development
than most firms had before the war. In
the interests of the motor cycle movement,
and of the nation, it behoves every maker
to make the most of them. The British

industry in the future may then be. an
important factor in the commerce that
must be created it this country is to main-
tain its position. i

That Ovei-seas trade must be more
seriously considered has long been acknow-

. ledged by the thinking men in the trade

;

but, in many cases, not only new methods
are needed, but new models also. Too
long has the British manufacturer done
business with a " Take it or leave it

"

attitude. Fortunatelv, to the maker, it

has not mattered a great deal, because
his output has found a ready sale in the
home country. There have been some, on
the other hand, who have had energetic
sales managers, keen to enlarge Overseas
connections, but who have not had really

suitable machines to develop foreign trade.
The popularity of the American machines
in the Colonies is proof positive that either
our methods or our models—pei-haps both
—have been inadequate. „

It seems strange that after the makers
had been deaf to the demands of the
Overseas markets on such points of ground
clearance, it required a buying commission
from Russia (which country probably

.

knows less about motor .cycles than any
other) to induce the makers to adapt
their machines to " foreign " requirements.
However, quite a number of "Russian"
models now exist, which ai'e more suit-

able for the Overseas trade generallj' than
most machines which were produced before
the war. Never before have there been
so many machines with 28in. x 3in. tyres,

and that ample ground clearance de-
manded by many Overseas buyers. The
magneto, too, has been considered and
placed higher, and, in some cases, accom-
modated at the rear of the engine. The
British maker has a chance now to meet
his competitors in the Overseas market.

The 6r7 h.p. Overseas, made by a Hrm
speciahsmg in Overseas business.

POINTS OF POLICY

WHICH MUST

BE GIVEN ATTENTION

IN THE FUTURE.

The maker must not, as in the past,

resign himself to be shut out of the

most profitable Overseas markets merely

because the difficulties, at first sight;

^are too great. The line of least re-

sistance is not the direct line to success,

and if it seems impossible to do business

in a certain country because of com-
petition, there are reasons which should

tae thoroughly sifted. But, first of all;

it is necessary to compai'e the goods
that are being offered with those with
which they are to compete.- The maker
who cannot learn a little from his com-
petitors must indeed be a very egotistical'

man. AVe know that confidence in one's

goods is a very fine thing, but it is just

as well to see where the "other fellow"
is scoring, and the reasons therefor.

Nine British machines which are the

nearest approach to " Colonial " re'

qnirements British manufacturers have
yet offered are illustrated on the next
page. '

Some English Twins.

Excellent as these machines are. in

most cases, they remain English models
ndaptcd for Overseas use. It is obvious

. that the new position for the maguetd
had not been considered when the

machine was designed, while in a few
cases the improvements consist merely
of the embodiment of 28in. wheels. In
fairness to the designers of these
" Russian " machines, it is perhaps well

to state that they were not claimed to

be anything more than adaptations. The
buying commissions visited this country

with certain requirements clear in their

minds, and to meet these requirements
existing models were adapted, no time
being given for special designs.

It would be unfaii' also to .criticise

British machines without mentioning the

fact that the British designer has arrived

at the big twin Colonial model from an
entirely different direction from that

along which the U.S.A. machine has
developed, and in this connection, in our
opinion, lies the secret of the successful

Representative British " singles " which are jsopular Overseas: The 4 h.p. Norton, 4 h.p. Triumph, and 4J h.p. B.S.A
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8 h-p. Sunbeam

Overseas macliine. ; The British big twin
has been developed as a sidecar mount,
while in America and Overseas the

majority of machines are used solo.

That is a point the British manufac-
turer should bear in mind. Let him ask
himself if his big twin machine is suit-

able for solo work. The designers of

several of the Russian models illustrated

here can answer, without hesitation, in

the affimative, but some there are who
will, in defence, assert that their pro-
duct is not designed as a solo machine.
\Miether it is designed for sidecar or

solo work, nine-tentlis of rnacJiines vsed
Overseas ore ridden solo^

A Suggestion.

If any manufacturer, in considering
w-ays and means of securing Overseas
trade, will make enquiries—or, better
still, send out a representative to study
the requirements of riders abroad—he
will find that the bulk of the British
machines exported have been those most

'The 5-6 h.p A.J.S.

suitable for solo riding, and generally
have been single-cylinder mounts with
fairly good ground clearance, while great
success has been earned by those having
chain transmission. It must be remem-
bered always that the Colonial rider

frequently has to ford a stream, which
is a difficult proposition for a belt-driven

machine. American manufacturers have
been singularly successful in the Overseas
markets, because they have been able to

offer a machine of a type developed
.under almost identical conditions as

Colonial, and also different from any-
thing procurable in this country. Thus
it can be said that, while the American
markets have had the lion's share of the

twin demand, the British have mono-
polised the "single" market. This, of

course, appears to be quite satisfactory,

but the tendencies in the Overseas
market point to higher power, larger

diameter tyres, larger wheels, and spring

8 h.p. New Imperial.

frames, and until British makers cover
every one of these points they have
opposition to overcome which decreases

the chances of increasing output.
Since these demands are identical with

those of the home buyer, there is no
reason why the British big twin should
not claim its full share of Colonial trade.

Another thing which must be borne in

mind. America will not be the only
competitor in the future. Italy is

rapidly coming to the front with motor
cycles which promise to fulfil many of

the requirements of the Overseas trade.

France, too, is a possible entrant as a

serious competitor in the future, and
unless the British manufacturer makes
up his mind to study the world's, instead
of local, requirements, the British motor
cycle industry is doomed to take a second
place in the markets Overseas.
The English motor cyclist may con-

sider that too much attention is being
directed to the Overseas machine, and

8 h.p. Matchless,

riders of their machines might readily

obtain spare and replacement parts. This
matter is closely allied to those other
questions revolving around the financial

aspect.

There appears no doubt that if the
British motor cycle industry is to secure
its fair share of Overseas trade, pre-war
agency arrangements must be modified
vastly. The. Overseas buyer generally
has been handicapped by being asked to

pay cash for goods against documents in

London, which means that an Overseas
buyer, say in Tasmania, has to pay for
his motor cycles before they leave
England. 'This has compelled the
majority » of Colonial buyers to arrange
with an exporting house in England to

make financial arrangements for them.
However, whether the English export
house or the Colonial agent pays, the
fact remains that the goods actually are
paid for about two months before they
arrive in the Colonies.

5-6 h.p Ja.mes.

that his requirements are being neg-
lected. We think that when every point
is considered it will be found that the
Overseas buyer's ideal big twin is the
home buyer's ideal also, and that the
demand of the English solo riders for
spring frames, larger tyres, chain trans-
mission, etc., lines up with the require-
ments of the Overseas buyer. The
results of the "Which type" referendum
published in this issue reveal that the
great majority of English sidecar riders
require spring frames and 28x3iri.
wheels; in fact,. there is nothing in the
'

' home '

' specification which does not
tend to bring the machine nearer to the
Overseas ideals.

After the suitability of the machines
themselves comes the important question
of "service." Before the war, no
arrangements were made by the majority
of makers to ensure that the Overseas

a h.p. Lnfieid.

.Far better would it be for the larger
manufacturers to open branch establish-
ments in Australia, Africa, New Zealand.
South America, etc. Some of the
American makers have such branches in

Canada, Australia, and Africa, and in
addition liave larr/e depots in the prin-
cipal cities. It seems absurd that, while
some makers consider it a necessity to
open depots in large towns in England,
they overlook the gi'eater importance of
doing this in the Colonies, where their
branches would serve a continent.

The Problem of Distribution.

Failing this, then, several makers with
goods that do not actually clash should
combine to open a distributing store in
each of the Colonies and other countries
where a demand, existing or potential,
is to be found. Such distributing
stores would solve the spare part^

6 h.p. New Hudson.

Nine British fvvins suitable for Overseas work-.

8 h.p. Rcyal Ruby.
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problem, and, instead of a rider having
to send to England, and, incidentally,

wait several rnonths, the delay would
be reduced to days. The knowledge of

this would lend confidence to the Colonial
buyer of a motor cycle, who' in purchasing
certain machines may have hesitated.

It is very frequently stated by writers
on Overseas business that the American;
makers have the great advantage of
" standardisation," which apparently is

fhe 8 h.p. Bianchi

confused with the system in vogue in

the American automobile world of buying
and assembling units produced in quanti-
ties by specialists. To associate this

system with the American motor cycle
. industi-y is wrong, whereas Great Britain
has the advantage. The American in-

dustry does not include engine and gear
box specialists such as the J.A.P. and
Precision engine concerns and the
Sturmey-Archer Gear Co.
There are only two U.S. makers cater-

ing for the Overseas market, yet they

10 h.p. Pope

have a secure hold in our Colonies. This
is a factor which has to be considered

by British makers who aspire to the

export trade. Consideration of these

facts rather suggests that " too many
models"" is just as bad for an exporting
nation as for an individual firm. Without
taking this too literally, it certainly

emphasises the necessity for closer

co-operation between manufacturers. In
this direction an " inter-standardised

"

Colonial model could be produced and
made by a group of manufacturers, with

a number of smaller engineering concerns

JANUARY 2nd, igig.

working for them, on the lines adopted
by the Government in the production of
aircraft. This would mean that a certain

portion of the trade, instead of enter-

ing the Overseas market individually,
would form a syndicate to produce and
market" one Colonial model. The parts
would be made by themjn their various
factories or by smaller engineers under
sub-contracts, and subjected to a sjfstem

of inspection similar to the A.I.D.
organisation. The central home of the
syndicate would assemble the machines

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.

>^»«

7-9 h.p. Indian.

and organise the commercial side. Then-
it would be possible to open Colonial
assembling centres also, with repair and
replacements depots in all the Colonies.

We think this idea is worth considering,

especially by , the smaller makers, who,
instead of competing against their con-

temporaries in the matter of Overseas
trade, could unite with them in concen-

trating that energy on the manufaetm'e
of. some unit or part of a unit for the
" interTstandardised " Colonial model.

Benz Aluminium Piston used in German

THE original Benz aircraft engines of

160 and 230 h.p. had light cast

iron pistons, in which the piston

head was lightly domed and reinforced

by a - perforated steel cone riveted to

the head, and resting with -its apex' on
the gudgeon pin. An Aviatik biplane
with 230 h.p. Benz engine was brought
down this year, in which, were found
aluminium pistons. These were the first

to be found in enemy aircraft, and were
also probably the largest diameter alu-

minium pistons used successfully prior to

that date. I.e., early in 1918.

These pistons weighed 4.53 lb. each
without rings, which weighed '0.095 lb.

each. The total weight of the complete
piston, with rings and gudgeon pin, was
4.91 lb., as compared with the standard
iron piston, which weighed 6.72 lb.

Unlike the standard Benz cast iron
piston, the domed head of the aluminium

Aeroplane Engine.
piston was supported and strengthened by
eight webs radiating from a central boss'

in the piston crown. The formation and-
hape of the webs are clearly shown in

Sectional views of the

Benz piston

the drawings. The piston rings are

exceptionally deep in section, being
0.21in. "^eep and only 0.12in. wide
vertically. The gudgeon pin bosses were
fitted v/ith steel bushes O.OSOin. thick.

These were " cast in " the bosses in the

usual way. The gudgeon pins were
1.50in. diameter, and the bosses 2.55in.

diameter. The method of fixing " the

gudgeon pin by a hexagon-headed set-

screw and the split ' pin is standard
Benz practice.

The chemical composition of the alloy,

from a metallurgical analysis, proved to

be as follows: Copper, 6.02%; zinc,

12.13%;; iron, -1.42% ; silicon, 0.31%;
tin, nJZ; nickel, nil; manganese, trace;

magnesium, trace.

The clearance allowance corresponded
to O.OOSin. per inch of bore at the head
end and 0.0025in. per inch of bore at

the skirt. . . ,,

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE,
DURING the Reconstruction Scheme, is

it possible for you to build a saucer
track near London, say within a

sixpenny fare; another between Coventry
and Birmingham ; and a third at Stock-
port, Newcastle, or Manchester?

It would prove a wonderful testing

ground for the Midland manufacturers,
and, provided sufficient " pots " were put
up, some wonderful speeds could be wit-

nessed by the 1' man in the street."

B4C

Where can you" find better sportsmen
than the British, provided, of course,- you
play the game ?

'

To make certain that each rider is a
" trier " with at least some chance of

success a standard time should be fixed

for each' lap, and unless the . laps were
accomplished within the '- schedule," then
that particular rider should not be allowed
to compete in any other race on the

same day.

I maintain that Brooklands is too large,

and, in addition, it is too far from Town to

get a large "gate." So who will be the
first to put up the ,

" needful " to' lay the

foundation for a Saucer Reconstruction
track, or shall we have to wait until the
Hai'ley-Davidson get their " Reconstruo "

tion " programme going

!

Things are going to hum in motor
cycle circles. So here is jolly good luck

to the coming boom. W. Coopeh, Lt.
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The Motor Cycle and the Health of Democracy.

The PoliJical and Social

Aspects of Motor Cycling,

and the Great Possibilities of

the Cheap Utility Mount.

IN
ihis article 1 momentarily abandon

—

with apologies to tolerant readers—my
usual semi-technical, semi-jesting vein,

and don the cap of a hppelessly imprac-
tical \isionary, inviting our readers to for-
get for a moment the sporting and engineer-
ing aspects of our common hobby, and to
consider its political and social aspects.
Lest I should continue in this solemn tone
with strings of sonorous polysyllables, I will now ask
my friend Bill Brown to address the meeting.

Bill Brown (loquitur).

How d'ye do, gentlemen? You don't know me, so
I'll explain that I look after the gas engine, dynanfo,
and general power and light fittings in a small pattern-
making establishment in X—— Street. Hours, 6 a.m.
to_6 p.m.. daily, with sixty minutes for diiiner. Knock
off Saturdays at i p.m. Wages, 45s. pre-war; post-
war? I'll wait and see. Age, 48. Married, si,K

kids; and I'm proud to say five of them are boys.
" Mr. ' Ixion ' says the first thing I'm to do is to

explain where I live and why. I live in X Street,

close to my job. Vou mayn't know X Street.

It was built about the year one. Looks like it. Feels
like it. Doors and windowframes all warped. No
bathroom. No coalhole. Front door opens straight

on to the street. Back door opens straight into—well, .

they call it a " yard "
; it's a gloomy sort of gangway

between two back-to-back rows of dirty old cottages.

The gangway is choked with small wash-houses and
coalsheds, and—well, we keep the back door and
windows shut, even at midsummer. The staircases

are so steep and rotten we don't let the httle 'uns go
up and down them alone. Lapdlord won't do" any-

thing. Why won't the landlord do anything? Because
he can let this hovel ten times over for seven and a

tanner a week if I turn rusty and quit. High rent for

such a hole ? Of course it is. You see it's like this.

I could get a better house three miles out on the

Meadowsweet Road for 6s. a week, with a garden iii

front and vegetable plot behind. So could any of my
neighbours. But what price coming in three miles

for a 6 a.m. start six days a week? Workmen's trams,

'. of course. I know all about them. Then the dinner

u hour. If I cycled out I'd get wet through twice a

K week, and my digestion isn't any too good; I'd sure

^ pay for it, because I wouldn't get out there much

I'-
before 12.20, and I'd have to start back' with my
stomach full at 12.45.

" Mr. 'Ixion ' says I'm to tell you what a good time

I .have, and what I do with my money. Well, it just

goes. I spend a bit on liquor, because it bucks a

"Ixion" attacks an Old

Problem in a New Way,

and suggests a Means
to Solve It.

fellow up. I put a bit on a horse most

dinner hours, when there's .
any racing;

otherwise on football. So would the Pope,

if he'd as dull a week as mine. Evenings

I spend in the pub. The missus is busy

washing the children or the crocks or the

clothes, and the kitchen isn't exactly a palm

court at such times. Saturday afternoons

I go to a football match, where I shout my-

self hoarse and catch cold. Saturday evenings, the

pub. Sundays, a good lie-abed, then a pipe and the

Nnvs of the World : latei^ niore pub. What else is

there to do?' Saved much money? Didn't used to:

but during the war what with bonus and no racing

much, -and those Government swipes we did put by

quite a bit. It'll soon go now, I expect."

(" Ixion " resumes).

Well, gentlemen , that's my friend Bill Brown's

story. I don't pretend it's typical of his class : but

it's fairly typical of X Street, which is a longish

street: of a'll the streets like X Street, and there's

a biggish block of them : and of large similar

rookeries abounding in similar old-fashioned indus-

trial towns. By the way. Bill didn't tell you that he

looks more like 60 than the 48 to which he owns :

that much the same might be said of Mrs. Brown :

and that the Brown youngsters are rather a pallid,

pasty crew, though as sharp as needles.

I think the Brown menage is a blot on our civilisa-

tion. It is a C3 household, physically,
_

mentally,

morally, and spiritually, and perhaps K4 if you try

to grade it in terms of real happiness. Moreover, a

motor cycle is a plank in my platform, for ensuring

that the little Browns found Ai homes when they are

big enough to put the banns "up.

It is fairly clear that if the life of men like Bill is

to be worth living, he wants

:

{a) Shorter hours, (b) Better housing.

He will get shorter hours when he and his mates

cease to restrict output.

He can get better housing on one of two conditions

:

(i.) If the factory is moved. (2.) If Bill's home
is moved.

Consider these alternatives. If the factory is bodily

shunted out along the Meadowsweet Road, Bill will

have a modern and wholesome residence somewhere

near it: but, unless he chances to develop a fancy

for gardening, he won't have a hobby to occupy his

spare time. He will quite probably booze and gamble

as he did in X Street from sheer enmii. The other

alternative is to move Bill, and let him live away from
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his work (as clerks, directors, and other moneyed people
invariably live away from their work). The dinner
hour is the key to this problem. For health and
comfort a two-hour dinner interval would be the solu-
tion: JBill could then walk or cycle to Meadowsweet
Road for dinner without . ruining his digestion. But
Bill won't hear of a two-hour dinner interval- in an
eight or ten-hour dayj because he values daylight
evenings. (If harder work during working hours ever
comes into fashion, he may get a five-hour day, when
a two-hour dinner interval would not matter.) So Bill

should be made more mobile. He is too old to walk
or cycle. Like all other sane people, he detests
trams, tubes, and suburban trains. A motor bicycle
would solve the locomotion problem.
Can Bill afford a motor cycle? There are a lot of

"ifs " in the answer. In 1914 thousands of artisans
owned machines, priced at upwards of ;£35 apiece,
especially in the more prosperous districts of York-

JANVARY 2nd, Igig.

shire and Lancashire. In 1920? We do not know
how much post-war wages will stand. We do not

know how much post-war machines will cost. We
do know, on the other hand, that there are scientific

production shops in which even the charwoman gets

jQx a day, which suggests that with full-steam labour

and first-class brains wages can be high. We also

know that it is possible to sell a 20 h.p. car f.o.r. at

the factory for j£ti , because this has been done. If

Bill had not wasted his substance ori*beer and betting

(for which we cannot blame him), he could certainly

have bought a 20 h.p. car of this kind long ago. If

some producer had marketed a simple motor bicycle

at the corresponding figure of, say, ;^20, Bill could

have bought one before he got married, and added a

sidecar later.

If some manufacturing genius succeeds in producing

a "motor cycle for the million" at ^£20 or so, he

will do much towards substituting an Ai population

for those C3 millions the war has revealed.

Reconstruction of the Motor Cycle Industry.
Advice from a Membar of the Committee of Reconstruetion.

THE successful reconstruction of the motor cycle
industry is not wholly dependent either upon
the Government or upon the industiy itself.

Neither one has,power to attain the desired end with-
out the full collaboration of the other. Within the
industry itself the main needs are a fuller appreciation
of the advantages of co-operation in any or all of its

forms and a better realisation of the economies result-

ing from quantity output and reduction of the number
of types manufactured. If my information is at all

correct, motor cycle manufacturers need not starve for

lack of capital with which to develop their businesses,

provided that their products, even though they have
been produced on a small scale, have at least shown,
themselves to be of meritorious

,
quality. The motor

cycle industry has not yet quite shaken off that atti-

tude of suspicion which characterised many British

industries before the war. In this respect it might
well take an example from the commercial motor
vehicle manufacturers. These latter, owing to the cir-

cumstances of their war work, have been brought into

very close contact with one another. This contact- has
engendered mutual confidence, and the whole industry

now pulls together in a way that would have been im-
-possible a few years ago. Motor cycle manufacturers
have not had quite the same incentive to collaborating,

but I cannot help thinking that they have failed to

take the best advantage of such opportunities as have
occurred. Mere common membership of a central

society or association is -not sufficient in itself, unless

the activities of that central body are generally sup-

ported and its meetings thoroughly well attended. We
all know what a nuisance committee meetings can be
and how common it is to 'feel that, when they are over,

little or nothing has been achieved. They have, how-
ever, a merit which is not- always apparent, inasmuch
as they bring people closeT together and encourage
free interchange of ideas.

The motor cycle industry must look largely to the

Oversea markets, the possibilities of which are im-

measurable,. To succeed in these markets postulates
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production on a big scale and at a strictly moderate

cost. It is only when quantity output exists that the

big expenditure necessary to support an efficient ^sell-

ing organisation throughout the whole world becomes

possible.

At the same time, as I have said, all the efforts of

the industry cannot suffice in themselves unless they

are wholeheartedly backed up by the efforts of the

Government. The industry has been thrown into a

state of temporaiy confusion. It has lost a great deal

of valuable goodwill. This was not allowed to slide

away through any fault of the manufacturers, but was

actually torn from them by the Government as a con-

sequence of the necessities of war. It is, then, not

a case of an unprogressive industry asking to be helped

on to its feet, and claiming that the Government shall

make good its deficiencies. It is rather a case of an

industry from which the -Government has taken some-

thing of irmnense value, which in common fairness

must be returned before the account can be regarded

as honestly closed. Putting the thing in plain English,

my personal opmion is that the motor cycle industry

cannot be properly reconstructed unless it be given the

safeguards which would result from the imposition of

a tariff applied to all machines imported from foreign

countries into the British Empire for a period of not

less than five years. With such a tariff on a fairly

substantial scale, the industry, if properly organised,

should be capable of regaining its goodwill. At the

end of the period, the tariff could be reduced ar

removed altogetlier, and the industry ought then to be

able to hold its own. The proposal is not, therefore,

an advocacy of tariff reform in its ordinary sense. It

is merely an advocacy of emergency legislation to

meet a purely artificial state of affairs, which really

amounts to a serious handicap imposed on British

manufacturers in their endeavour to fight foreign com-
petition. Once this handicap has been remo\-ed and
the, proper balance re-established, it is up to the

industry to justify itself and hold its own against all

and. sundry.. Cantab.
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TheBINKS 3 Phase, Jet Damping

AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS
The CARBURETTER YOU MUST EVENTUALLY BUY
IT GIVES results quite impossible with any other, and is used by the Champion and the
Amateur ahke. It is quite automatic—from dead slow to the utmost speed is got by the
simple movement of one lever. It gives a perfectly marvellous tick over, a dead slow pull
on top, an instant easy start, and utmost power; all the worries and annoyances of
other carburetters are absent on the Binks. No tap twiddling or ruinous petrol con-
sumption; makes the machine silent and imparts a flexibiUty never dreamt of before.

tl Price 49/-
+ 50% advance

co:mplete with six spare

jets, key, and .instructions

Mr. R. D. O'DONOVAN,

The Master of Speed.

His marvellous record-breaking feats at
Brooklands on his Norton startled tlie

whole trade. He uses and ad\'ises a
Binks, and says he has proved the Binks
^he fastest carburetter made.

SENT ON ONE MONTH'S
APPROVAL TRIAL CN THE
TERMS STATED INMY LIST,

WHICH PLEASE WRITE FOR
ALSO TESTIMONIAL BOOK
AND TREATISE ON CAR-
BURATION, FREE.

Mr. a. C. ROBBINS,

The Master of Reliability,

Winner of the much coveted Manufacturers'

THE MANUFACTURERS' TROPHY,
won by Mr. Robbins, London to Edinburgh and
back. Mr. Robbins' total errors at the controls
were less than 39 sees. Motor Cycling says :

" A
truly marvellous performance."

Trophy, the blue ribbon of events. He
used a Binks because he proved after

trials that it was the best carburetter that

was obtainable.

Endless othe.^events of all descriptions have been won on my carburetters, but the testimony of the two gentle-
men shown above renders further examples unnecessary, they are both good men for you to copy.

10.000 unsolicited testimonials received from the nobility and gentry the world over.

Ladies and Gentlemen—The superiority of my carburetters is so obvious that it is with confidence that I advise
you to get one on a month's trial, and I believe that you will get an amount of pleasure out of your machine
you never anticipated before.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Phoenix Works, ECCLES
Address me personally on important matters.

In answerinff-this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B45
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The ''G.N/' owes its

ance and Service to

SIMPLICITY—The keynote of the "G.N." is

its lightness, obtained not^ by cutting down the

weight and strength of' essential parts, but by

effective simplicity of design and the use of

high-grade materials.

ACCESSIBILITY—Both engine and chassis

have been so designed that every detail is com-

pletely accessible and all adjustments can be

effected wi*h the least possible trouble and

without dismanthng

EASE OF OPERATION AND CONTROL-
The ' G N '"

Cycle Car is easier to handle

ari^ more responsive than either car or

sidecar combination ; owing to its low centre of

gravity, correctly disposed weight and effective

systerri of springing, it is steadier on corners and

holds the road well at all speeds.

RELIABILITY—Apart from lightness, the great

point obtained by simplicity in design and

absence of intricate parts is reliability, and

Reputation for Perform

the following features

experience both before an ! during the War \m
proved the " G.N " to be dependable undgi

severe conditions of service and over gre^

mileages

LIVELINESS AND SPEED-The 'GNJ
possesses liveliness to an unusual extent, due t(

its light weight and high-efficiency engine I

possesses a reserve of power under all condition

and especially scores on !)ills

RUNNING COST AND MAINTENANCE-
Petrol Consumption is very low ; the average i

55 m.p.g , but mileages considerably higher af

frequently obtained. The"GN."is extreme!;

light on tyres—a set of standard tyres will do, o
an average, well over 8,000 miles, a point p

interest when compared with the tyre wear of i

motor cycle. Necessary replacement of barts at

few, and when required, quite inexpensiv.e
j

More important still, owing to the oxtrem'

accessibility, the time and cost involved in fittirii

B46 In answering tTits advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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FUTURE • DEMANDS,

'^^m
The

New Model Combination
V. The Light Car.

THE recent turn of events on the battlefront

permits us to think again of our old sport

without that shadow wliicli lias ovdrclouded
such thoughts during tlie past four years. From time
to time we have been wont, when in the company of

fellow Knights of the Road, to refer to the happy
days to come, but such expressions have gradually
been losing the true ring of conviction. Now, how-
ever, £\11 is changed, and we can, with the gentleman
in Punch, exclaim, " What abaht it? " to which the

cryptic reply, 'MVhat abaht what?" will be quite

sufficient.

What the Public Wants.

The only thing that now matters is the new mount,
so what about it ? What does the manufacturer pro-

pose to do for us ? The concentrated experience of

the past four years should enable him to produce
something incomparably superior to the makeshifts of

-

pre-war days. He starts practically with a clean slate

and a fair field, the world's markets before him, and
a clientele with an appetite which requires no whetting.

But we, the purchasers, shall differ in one important
respect—we shall be much more exacting, more critical,

perhaps in some cases hypercritical. The fact is we
now know something about -machines. Our experience*'

of various makes enables us to recall the salient points

of each design, and we are able to appreciate the

pre-eminent feature of this or that make—the gear

box of one, the transmission of another, the accessi-

bility of a third, and so on. And wkat is the

corollary? It is as simple and natural as a milliner's

display 'to a woman—we want all the good things.

^=-^-'•^1:

By H. Tapiey-Soper,
Author of

"Dartmoor as a Touring Ground.'

But we want them all in a single machine. The firm

which can produce such a machine is going to approach

the ideal and grasp the market. Individual fads

which do not increase -efficiency, such as round tanks,

and sidecars with reiroussi noses, will not count.

Reliability, accessibility, efficiency, and standardisa-

tion are the points which will score. The Ford car

has proved it. The motor bicycle must follow.

Immediately prior to- the war the cult of the sidecar

combination was rapidly increasing. Initial cost and

subsequent upkeep had a lot to do Avith it, and will

be a more important- factor in the immediate future.

Enthusiasm for the light car was certainly on the

Avane, at any rate amongst those of moderate incomes.

A valiant attempt had been made by designers and

manufacturers to produce ' a light car which in the

matter of price was intended to compete with the

sidecar outfit. The consequence was" the appearance

of a number of inefficient contrivances which did their

producers no credit and gave their purchasers endless

trouble and anxiety. The small car costing from

-£^2QQ to ;£3oo is another proposition, and does not

concern the man who only has from £.-]0 to ;£i2o

to spend.

The Pros and Cons.

At the first blush, especially to the inexperienced,

a srhall car is generally a more pleasing proposition

than a motor bicycle combination. "It affords greater

protection from the elements," "It is m.ore comfort-

able,"' is more "classy," etc., are the 'favourite

arguments of the tyro. For a man who must face

all weathers, and wliose appearance is a matter of

"js-."__ie2efl«.£:«ffli::ai'4=.x.»»

(Left) The author and his £103 sidecar outfit, and a £100 cycle car (on right). Some interesting and original points in tavour oi the

sidecar are put forward by Mr. Tapiey-Soper.
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frime import, the first point can at once be conceded.

As regards comfort, many men, with only just a dash

of the sportsman in their composition, prefer the

exhilaration of the saddle to the " too old at forty
"

feeling associated with lounging in a car—either large

or small, the latter often so narrow -that it affords

less comfort than the

saddle of a well-sprung

bicycle. As for the pas-

senger, all the ladies,

including several well over

sixty, whom I have driven

declare their preference for

the well - appointed and
comfortable, modern^ side-

car. The man of experi-

ence in these matters knows
that a reliable light car in

pre-war days cost anything

from ^50 to ;£ioo more
than a combination, and
unless he bought a certain

American make, well_

known for the funny stories

which cling to it like

barnacles to a ship's

bottom, he purchased an

unknown quantity : a contrivance which was neither

lish, fowl, nor good red-herring—generally an attempt

to produce a brougham at the price of a perambulator.

Whereas the motor bicycle and sidecar market offered

for a much smaller sum the choice of several vehicles,

backed by the experience of output, the knowledge

gained by exacting trials, and the testimony of

thousands of riders. Further, Buch combinations are.

- faster, cost less to run, carry a better guarantee, and,

instead of being in the experimental stage or in the

lowest grade of their category, both as regards quality

and efficiency, are easily pre-eminent in their class and

of known reliability and practically fixed design. \\\

fact, a motor cycle combination scores every time

over a cheap four-wheeler except on the one point

already mentioned.

The chances of getting wet and dirty on a modern

combination are nothing compared with what they were

a few years ago. Im-
proved mudguarding design

and the evolution of suit-

able and easily donned
overalls have practically

eliminated these discom-

forts, and seeing that nine-

tenths of the riding done is

for health or pleasure—not

because one has to do it

—

mud baths and rain douches
can generally be avoided
by putting the ride off

until to-morrow night or

next Sunday, which is a fraciice as common to the

light car owner as to the motor cyclist. Personally -

I would as soon ride through a rainy day, well pxo.--

tected by proper overalls and rubber boots, on the

saddle of a motor cycle as under a fusty hood behind

a steamed screen through which it is often difificult to

see the road. I remember one friend at least with
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The tip-up Clyno sidecar. This, from the writer's point of view,

is a desirable fea'.ure.

Transmission on the " off side" is a boon on sidecar combinations,

and all adjustable paits should be accessible from that side.

whom I have done many a mile through Dartmoor

mist and *ogs who could never be prevailed upon to

use the hood of his car except as a concession to the

fair sex. . In fact, there is a good deal to be said in

favour of- the country on a wet day. The fragrant

perfume of wet vegetation, the subdued chirp of the

small birds, and the impressive stillness, followed by

the coming to life of the

countryside when the rain

ceases,- provides a welcome
change to continual sun and

clear skies,.

Army Life.

So much for the relative

values of the cheap light

car and the first-class motor
cycle combination. Now
let ,us consider the riders

of the next few' years, and
their requirements. VVhat

demands is the effect of

Army life likely to create ?

Certainly there will be a

much greater appreciation

of fresh air and outdoor
life. There will be less

fear of getting in a mess
—the horrors of greasy hands or a taste of petrol

will not be so real. The use of tools will be
approached with less reluctance ; the ability to shift

for one's self will have become almost second nature,

and the power to " do things " and escape from the

conventions of pre-war days will be greater than ever.

Military life will have added many to the army of
men who take a pride in their knowledge of motor
cycles and who are able to appreciate the countryside.

What of the Lady Rider ?

The influx to our ranks of the emancipated lady
rider, from the W.A.A.C.'s and the W.R.E.N.'s,
will, I venture to think, be considerable.

, Not only
will she take more freely to the solo machine in the

company of the male friend, but they will also want
to drive the husband's mount. And why should not

a couple of girls jointly own and manage a fully-

equipped outfit ? Then
there is the large number
of maimed men, particu-

larly those deprived of a

leg, to whom the motor
cycle will be a godsend.

And what of the muni-
tioner who has sayed a

hundred or so? All these

classes will augment the

ranks of the " open air
"

brigade. It is therefore,

the. manufacturers' duty to

recruit* them by producing

a machine which will combine the utmost comfort for

both rider and passenger—a machine that will not

engender the " anxious " feeling of possible break-

downs owing to silly -little troubles which the

uninitiated are unable to loc_ate. Such a machine must

be of the "foolproof" variety—efficient and robust,

and without frills. The initial outlay must be
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reasonable, and the upkeep as low as possible. To
meet_ these requirements it should be turned out in

large numbers and its parts should be standardised.

The Family Sidecar,

The design of the solo motor cycle I will leave to

the young " bloods "—perhaps Hhere is not much room
for improvement. But I should like to say a few
words about the heavy combination

—

the machine that

li'ilf be demanded by tlie family man, ivho-was in

many cases the solo rider of fre-zvar days. You
know the sort of outfit I mean—a machine that will

easily carry in comfort such loads as we were accus-.

tomed to see pull up at seaside or moorland resorts.

'Pa on the saddle, the sporty nipper on the carrier,
'

and 'ma and the youngest squeezed into an inadequate

sidecar with the lunch and the spares. The mere fact

that such loads conld be dragged about suggests that

it ought to be possible to design a combination that

would accomplish such feats with some degree of

comfort.

I reifiember on one occasion seeing a double-seated

sidecar attached to, I think, a Chater-Lea which to

some exl^pt fulfilled these requirements. I followed

it for some miles across Dartmoor, and, although it

was heavily laden With three passengers and much
luggage, it appeared to be well up to the job. This

is the class of machine that 1 think should be

developed to meet the requirements _of the man of

moderate means. It should have at least an_8 h.p.

engine, flat or \' (I will not presume to say electric

lighting and starter); a strongly-built roomy sidecar

with an ample grid for luggage, and a carefully-

designed carrier, that neither rattles nor rubs a hole

through the tin for the spare supply of petrol. The
carrier should be provided with a detachable chair-

like fixture, equipped with apron, etc., as a protection

against dust and rain, for an extra juvenile passenger.

Some Important Necessities.

The wheels should all be interchangeable, and a

spare should be provided. The practice of cocking

the latter up at the back, or between the car and the

bicycle like the flyuheel of a steam-roller, should be

abolished. A locker might be designed for it under

the sidecar, or a " well " provided at the back of the

'body under -'that portion over which the hood folds

back when not in use. Of course both sidecar and
bicycle should be well sprung, and should be designed

as a single unit. The man who buys a high-powered
combination seldom goes to the trouble of detaching

his machine just for the pleasure. of indulging in a

solitary :" blind." The sidecar should also embody
that excellent " tip-up " feature of the Clyno com-
bination. Such a design permits of easy access to the

near ^side of the machine without standing on one's

head or flattening one's avoirdupois across the sidecar.

Reminiscence of this uncomfortable position reminds

me of another suggestion, viz., that the drivin^chains

should most certainly be on the " off," or right, side

of the machine, as the rear chain is in the Sunbeam,
and if possible the carburetter and magneto should

also be on the off side, and in such a position that

the brushes can be easily got at.

Another Sunbeam- feature that is well worth

adopting is an oil bath for the chains, which should

be enclosed in cast aluminium cases, which are more

easily adjusted than those language-provoking con-,

traptions made of sheet iron or old biscuit tins.
^

Such a combination as I have suggested would

necessarily be fairly heavy—much too heavy for a

woman to lift on to the stand for wheel-changing,

etc. It must therefore be provided with some form

of mechanical jacking apparatus for bicycle and side-

car. Now a few minor details.

Standardisation of Details.

What about carburetters? Every observant rider

knows how carburation is affected by atmospheric

conditions. Cannot someone design a carburetter

which can be adjusted by means o'f a milled nut, or a

thumbscrew, from the outside 1 Bowden wire, although

very excellent in its way, also has a distinct weakness.

That beastly little blob of solder to wit. If it tears

away on the road, as I have known it to do, one is

absolutely helpless unless a soldering outfit is carried

and the owner possesses much knowledge and patience.

Adjustments for the stretching propensities of these

wires are also unsatisfactory, and if the wire^ rub

—

as they are almost bound to do on a bicycle—one's

anxiety increases as strand after strand rubs through.

This sometimes occurs at corners which are out of

sight and are not easily noticeable. An adjustabl*

nipple must be designed to replace the solder blob,

and some form of sheath must be provided to guard

against destruAive friction.

Now we come to bolts and nuts. If you give a child

a box of crayons, the first attempt at a picture which

will be produced is sure to need the employment of

each colour. Likewise the nuts on a motor bicycle.

Did you ever come across such an assortment as is

to be found on a motor cycle and sidecar? A friend

with whom I discussed this iniquity suggested the

simile of the child and. the crayons, and the office boy,

or apprentice, with a free hand in the nut stores.

Surely this provides a splendid opportunity fo;

.

standardisation. It will, I know, necessitate a work-

ing understanding between those who make and

assemble machines and the makers of accessories, but

it is sure to come sooner or later, and why not now?
The result would be a greatly diminished toolbag.

Easily interchangeable controls to meet the require-

ments of the maimed" should be possible, and in this

connection a feature of an early car which I once

possessed might be worth incorporating. This was the

inter-operation of both clutch and brake—an arrange-

ment that has much to be- said in its favour in cases

of emergency. A serviceable front wheel brake,

perhaps of the Lea-Francis type, will also be

demanded. The front wheel brake of the past has

proved little more than a subterfuge for complying

^vith the law—the practical value was nil.

A combination on these lines would, of course,

require a substantial car-designed countershaft geat

box with at least three speeds. The mudguards should

be wide and of the latest approved pattern. The
saddle should be of " ample proportions and easily

. adjustable. Optional dull or plated fittings is a

desideratum.

If any firm contemplates the issue of a machine

along these lines I shall be glad to become an early

entrant for its delivery sheet, and can promise a

list of friends who will follow suit.
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An Open Letter to the Trade.
By B, H. DAVIES.

Prospects ot the Future and Suggested Lines of Development.

GENTLEMEN,—Our mutual absorption in more

urgent and less pleasant tasks has prevented my
addressing you in this fashion for some years

past. To-day my first business must be to congratu-
"

late you on the versatihty with which you threw your

energies intO' novel channels when half the world went

mad four and a half years ago, and on the extraordi-

naiy efficiency with whi#h you blossomed forth upon
an astounded universe as so many super-Knipps. I

know you astonished us, .and I rather suspect you

astonished yourselves. We are proud of you.

In the .second place, I assure you of your old

customers' patience and sympathy in the very formid-

able task of switching over from munition work to

motor cycle manufacture. These are trying days for

that section of you which men call Labour, and I

daresay that even Capital does not feel wholly com-

fortable. Excess profits can make a hole "in all but

the most opulent balance sheet. Ancient prestiges

and goodwills require consolidating after a moratorium

of so many years. Mushroom firms are casting

covetous eyes on your old entrenchments. The cost

of material and the wages of labour touch fabclbus

heights. Men say prices ipust sink, but one can con-

ceive that they may not. In the meantime, the

middle classes who formerly consumed your wares are

not too prosperous. I can understand that some of

you do not feel too sure of your markets. Neverthe-

,
less, there will always be a bright future for good

motor cycles. In the old days British motor cycles

were the best in the world bar none. In the new days

they will be better than ever, because we have out-

designed and out-manufactured most of our cleverest

rivals in munition work, and if the greater task was

within your powers, you will not fail in the lesser.

Believe me, you need not worry.

Rejuvenation.

You makers are probably most concerned at the

moment with the relations of Capital and Labour.

Queer doctrines are certainly abroad, and frank co-

operation is impossible so long as greed and suspicion

are prevalent on both sides. During the last four

and a half years all classes have been fighting shoulder

to shoulder against a common foe, and have brought

out of the battle a deeper sympathy for each other's

points of view. Many a member of what an old friend

of mine persists in describing as the "parasite " class

can now picture what life in a slum tenement on 25s.

per week can imply, or what an ever, hovering spectre

of unemployment means, or what fen or twelve hours

per day in bad air and a frightful racket are like.

Many a quondam Bolshevik has a new compreliension

of the fact that brains and initiative and technical skill

are not universal attributes, and require their peculiar

stimuli. We all believe that when the soldiers flood
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the factories we shall build up a new spirit of sym-
pathy and mutual comprehension, and that greed and-

suspicion may dwindle and disappear.

And now we come to speak of our more technical

expectations. It is good to knaw that -the industry is

to be rejuvenated by a certain amount of new blood.

I remember some years ago meeting a shrewd friend

outside the Press View at Olympia. " What's the

Show like?" I enquired. " Forty copies of the X ,

and a dozen opium dreams by half-baked engineering

students," was his terse summary. Quite a. libel upon
you, I grant, but with a grain of fact in it, like so

many libels. Well, what do we hope for from our

caterers, old and new ?

Reduce both Weight and Cost.

Comfort, in the first place. Quite frankly, we have
no further use for boneshakers. Many of us will can7
the relics ot^shell shock or gas gangrene or a shattered

bone to the grave with us. But that's hardly the

point. Even in I9r4x>ne or two firms had proved that

a motor cycle, being a one-tracker, can be made jitore

comfortable than any car. In the future, uncomfort-

able machines have no chance outside the very

cheapest class.

Cleanliness is another item on our waiting list. We
quite admit that no brilliancy of design can keep a

fast machine clean on dirty roads. But "we think quite
' an ordinai-y brain could make a machine keep cleaner

than some of them did in 1914, and we are perfectly'

certain that the job of removing dust, mud, grease,

and burnt oil need not take a tenth as long as it used

to take. You all know that up to 1914 you could tell

a novice because his machine was kept clean : the old

hands had far too much sense to attempt the im-

possible. At the same time we hated going about

in a filthy condition. It is up to you to remove this

reproach.

Light weight is a cherished ideal, with many of us.

We read of aeroplanes which carry more than the

equivalent of their own weight at 100 m.p-h., and of

aero engines which weigh less than 2 lb. per horse-

power. We find ^it diflScult to believe that a inotor

cycle must either weigh considerably more than its

rider, or else be jiggety and unreliable. Please give

us a comfortable, staunch, all-purpose machine at

150 lb, as soon as ever you can. Tlie girls, the

elderly men, and the disabled soldiers want it ba^ly.

It is daring to mention price in days like these.- Let

us hope ' that the wiseacres who prophesy a sixty per

cent, drop" in costs during the next three years are

right, and that all you have learnt about costing and

production during the war will be valuable in peace.

For there is an urgent demand for a Ford motor
,

bicycle. The working man wants it. The middle-

ased working man has not got a single outdoor hobby
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of a sporting kind. Tlie majority of the middle classes

will want it, for they have been impoverished. The
ex-Second Lieutenant will want it. In the R.A.F.
alone there are 30,000 youngsters, who have grown
accustomed to life on ;£4oo a year, and thousands of

them will not earn more than ;£-2oa for many a long

year when they are demobilised. If Ford can make a

20 h.p. car to sell at less than ;£8o f.o.r. Detroit,

what can you make a simple bicycle for ?

I know that some of you burnt your fingers over
cycle cars in the premature booms of the past. You
look at the scars occasionally, and say the sidecar is

good enough. In any case, those classes who will

never again have as much " spence
'

' as they used
to have, are looking for something between a

light car and a motor cycle.

Wh3t of the Overseas Trade?
Various correspondents urge nie to press a variety

of suggestions upon you. Our old friend the unpunc-
turabljj tyre crops up again : and certainly a puncture
on a motor bicycle is far worse than it is on a car.

The enclosed and integral speedometer drive—you
should be able to contrive this ? Listing a completely

equipped machine, if only as an option? Cannot you
guess how annoying it is to spend the first delirious

week of ownership in buying umpteen accessories to

make a machine ready for the road, and then to learn

from subsequent experience that half the stuff you
have bought is intrinsically dud or hopelessly unsuited

to your own particular machine? Nickel plating,

embossed lettere on crank cases, oil drips which do
not drip—those, of course, are mere memories of a

hideous past.

A little w\ail

comes to me
from Overseas.
" We showed
we were patriots

in the war. We
died for you by
the thousand in

Gallipoli and
elsewhere. From
start to finish

most of the

Colonial troops

were ' storm '

divisions. After
the war, will

the trade give

us the same at-

tention that a
customer in

Brixton can rely

The 1919 Cleveland two-stroke lightweight—one of the few two-strokes produced in

America. This is a " new" view of the machine, and reveals many details which hitherto

have been obscure.

on? We do not want to buy American goods, but if

British firms do not nurse us and support Overseas

agencies, what are we to do? " I think that letter can

only have one answer, gentlemen.

KicK^starters and Mechanical Oiling.

We are watching eagerly to sec whether you liave

solved the problem of electric lighting for solo mounts.

It is the brightest and cleanest light we know, and we
appreciated it highly on the best 1914 passenger out-

fits. Of course, it is dear, and we cannot all afford

it. But we hope you can supply it, and if you include

lugs and a drive on all machines, those of us who
can't buy it immediately wfll save up and have it later.

Lubrication? No, we are not lazy. But there are

two jobs in relation to motor cycling which we all hate,

because they deirfand labour without intelligence. One
is mending the tyres, and 'the other is graduating an

invisible oil supply. , We have no use for peering at

an invisible drip to see when the next pumpful of oil

is due. Car engines, attend to their own lubrication,

our engines should do the same.

The Prime Essentials.

Please don't jlimp to the conclusion that we are

returning to our old hobby in a carping spirit. If you

read this letter twice—which, of course, you won't

—

it will dawn on you that it is a stupendous piece of

camouflaged panegyric. How so? Well, what are

the two prime essentials of a tophole 'bus ?

1. Refiability.

2. Speed.

I haven't said a word about either, of them be-

cause you've long ago given us full measure of both,

pressed down
and running
over. All we
ask now is best

described in
khaki slang : we
plead for a little

more " spit and
polish," a few

better gadgets

—non - essentials

all of them, but

serving to per-

fect the finest

pastime in the

world.

Yours in grati-

tude, respect,

and hope,

B. H. Davies.

IT
is announced by the Board of Trade that the

Motor Spirit Restriction Order, the operation of

which has been suspended until January loth, will

be revoked entirely from that date. Licences to

obtain motor fuel still remain in force, but the Petrol

Control Department are prepared to issue new licences

and to increase the quandty allocated to existing

licence holders.

THE .FREE USE OF PETROL.
The action of the Board of Trade, though tardy, is

none the less welcome. It is generally felt that the

Motor Spirit Restriction Order might have been -sus-

pended as soon as hostilities ceased, while it was

always thought that the thirty-mile radius concession

was somewhat absurd, as it would have been impos-

sible to have enforced it. It is understood that all

reasonable requirements will now be met.
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e and Ford Models.

)
Extremes of the Future Market.

ALL sorts of .changes have been predicted with

, regard to the motor cycle of the future, but,

vieAving the outlook both from the points of
view of riders and manufacturers, there is no particu-

lar reason to think that the old ordei", as regards the

variety of machines produced, will be in any way
restricted. The best known of our manufacturers will

proceed to follow their own sweet wills as hitherto,

though stimulated, perhaps, by keener cbmpetition,

but one change is certain—that we shall arrive at

greater extremes than in the past. We shall have the

Rolls-Royce among motor cycles and the Ford—the

first-narned being a machine produced for the " select

few," and the latter, rendered not only possible but

certain by the many changes that have taken place in

the manufacturing world, the necessity for increasing

output and finding adequate employment for our huge
factories, etc., produced for the multitude.

The R.olls=Royce.

Recently I have conversed with manufacturers who
are enthusiastic upon concentrating on this model

—

the luxury solo mount. One of them outlined his plans

to me. His idea is to produce a really hot stuff flat

twin, which is to possess every possible refinement in

the way of modern equipment, etc.—mechanical lubri-

cation, electric lighting, and a standard of finish which

will place it in a class to itself. No expense is to be

spared in order to obtain the zenith of comfort,

tractability, speed, and durability, and the price of

the finished article Avill most assuredly debar it from

anything but a very select market. This price, how-

ever, is to include a first-rate system of service and a

very generous guarantee—though the latter will auto-

matically become void should the owner attach a

sidecaT ! You buy the machine, if in difliculties you
wire for a mechanic—indeed, the Rolls-Royce system

is to be followed throughout within reasonable limits

—but if . you attach a sidecar you become an outlaw,

beyond the pale of sympathy and support

!

When I expressed the opinion that, attractive though
the scheme appeared, the price was apt to kill the

whole thing, I was assured .that, provided the

machine was positively paramount and exclusive as

regards quality, there would be no doubt as to a

market. Take it to Oxford or Cambridge and ask

;^i20 for it, and there would be men ready to buy
so long as they were getting the very best that could

be produced. With the initial purchase the expense

would cease, and, durability being one oi the main
points, one would be assured of a good second-hand

price. There is no doubt a good deal in this argu-

ment, as there are unquestionably many motor cyclists

who are not particular to thirty pounds either way
so long as they get what is notoriously the best, and
if we have the Ford motor cycle this somewhat
snobbish spirit will be strengthened among the silver

spoon gentry.

I know another manufacturer who intends concen-

trating on a four-cylinder luxury model which will be

presented at a somewhat exclusive price, but the bulk

of our makers rightly contemplate producing mounts of

"medium " quality at medium prices.

The Quaiitity=produced Machine.

A certainty within the next five years, it is difficult

to prophesy as to what form the Ford of motor cycles

will take. One is inclined to think there will be some
competition in this line, and that moi^e than one type

will make its debut. But whatever c.c. may be chosen,

the Ford motor cycle, like the Ford car, must have
something more than cheapness to recommend it. It

must be handy, reliable, and foolproof, these features

being infinitely more necessary here than in the more
costly type, because scores of fools will buy it. Like

the Ford car, it must be capable of enduring neglect

and hard usage—suitable for commercial requirements

and all-weather riding.

There is an immense demand for an ultra-cheap

lightweight, capable of going anywhere at its own

" Chinook's " ideas of a quantityp-roduced model of the Ford type and a super de luxe model on Rolls-Royce lines. The cheap proposition

(on left) is a single-cylinder, two-stroke, shaft drive, two-speed, flywheel magneto, and the simplest frame construction. Tliere are nc

limits to the scope for elaborate finish on the aristocratic type, but it is difficult to get beyond the best accepted constructional details.
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Rolls-Royce and Ford Models.—

speed, and, above all things, cheap to run. Hundreds
of working men are waiting for it, though not prepared
to take the plunge till it has actually established itself.

An equal demand e.\ists for the ultra-cheap delivery
machine—suitable for commercial delivery and for the
requirements of working men who desire to take their
families afield. *

One might suggest the two-stroke as the gonds fur
the_ lightweight—a two-stroke of ultra-sunplicity,
having an all -chain drixe and an inexpensive selective
clutch gear on the lines of the Enfield. Produced in

quantity it could 'be turned out at an absurdly low
figure. The engine should be self-oiling on the lines

of the Velocette, and the petrol consumption must be
low. It should be capable of 150 m.p.g. at norm3,l

speeds, and should leave the factory fully equipped
with all accessories for the road—brazed lugs being
provided for all accessories—horn, lamps, etc. Petrol
and oil piping should be cut down to a minimum, and
one would suggest the integral unit system, the gear
being contained in the crank. casing, pinion driven, so
that only one chain will be employed. If this can be
cut out and a final shaft used, so much the better, the

whole transmission then being oiled from the engine,

so that the rider will have nothing to do but fill up
with oil and petrol and look after his cycle parts.

The Commercial Machine.
This should not be less than 700 c.c. Apart from,

its commercial value, many would buy such a machine
in preference to the lightweight if it were .suitable for

solo riding. It should be suitable, but whereas a

three-speed gear would be essential for commercial
requirements, this might be cut out advantageously- for

solo riding—a good countershaft clutch, Indian

fashion, taking the place of the gear. This would
render the machine lighter and cheaper, and it would
be by no means difficult to produce a de.sign which
would permit the use of the gear box or clutch at will,

the two machines being identical except that one

would be a three-speed model and the other merely a

clutch model. Personally, I have great faith in the

clutch model solo mount, and it is to be borne in mind

29

that the machine for the multitude will be of the low
compression, low volumetric efficiency type, capable
of pulling hard at low speeds.

Where the Money goes.
Where the money goes at the present time is in

mmor fittings. It is not difficult to turn out engines
under the quantity system, and the same appUes to
frames, sprockets, chains, etc. The price of carbu-
retters, saddles, etc., is absurdly high, and something
smipler and less costly must be arrived at. Similarlv,
the minor accessories run away with the money. Tot
up what it costs to rig a machine with lamps, horn,
tools, spares, etc. Magnetos are bound to be cosUy,
JDUt there is every hope of British quantity production
in this liiie. It is cheaper for the manufacturer to buy
accessories than it is for the private owner, and there
are many advantages to be derived from this system.
The manufacturer can choose accessories, all of which
are in keeping with the machine, of proper size and
weight, for many riders appear to possess no judgment
whatever in these matters. Similarly, if the manufac-
turer chooses the accessories he can make proper pro-
vision for their permanent anchorage, so that the rider
will no longer be troubled by a horn which insists on
slopping round the bars and a lamp that vibrates its

lens loose.

These are but a few points which strike one when
viewing the problems of the future. 'It is to be hoped
that we shall see a general tendency in the direction of
rigidity and simplicity with quantity production. Is

it not time the old pedal cycle ideas of mudguarding
were finally abandoned in 'favour of shields—not onlv
on account of their inefficiency, hut because cvcle

mudguards rattle loose and afford a thousand points

for the settlement of mud and rust? Much thought
and good brains v^ill be necessary if t^ Ford motor
cycle is to appear in that stage of permanency which
will warrant its lasting success, for manufacture of this

kind does not permit of annual changes and " improve-
ments "—those .little annual additions "for next

year's catalogue " for which we have all- paid through
the nose. It must be five years ahead of its time

—

if not someone will be badly stung. Chinook.

n

Tr.e popularity of permanent camps in the country with those who work in cities has of late years been increasing with leaps and bounds.
In the future, when the motor cycle becomes the machine of the masses, these summer homes will be found in laige numbers several miles
from the towns, and the health of the workers will in consequence be greally irr.proved.
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.

TAXATIOT^.
Sir,—I am glad the qiiestioH of unequal taxation of motors

is being taken up by you, and I hope your efforts will be
- pursued until success is obtained. •

The simplest and most satisfactory way to overcome the
trouble would be, in the opinion of hundreds of motorists
with whom I have discussed this subject, to put the whole of

the tax on the fuel. In this way, the heavier the machine
and the oftener it was used the greater would be the tax.

Taking a 12-16 h.p. car, for example, an extra tax of about
4d. per gallon- would still admit of such a car ninning
upwards of 3,000 miles without exceeding the present
£4 4s. tax. Whereas a man who only used his car on Satur-

day afternoons or Mondays could keep his tax within £1.
SWIFT.

WHY NOT A PEDAL ACCELERATOR?
Sir,—I should like to make a suggestion through the

medium of your most interesting and instructive columns,
viz.. Why not fit a pedal type accelerator in addition to the

ordinary hand-controlled throttle? I am sure this would be
invaluable in traffic, as the hand throttle could be set to

give a steady "tick over" when the machine is stationary,

combined with instant acceleration when required, and ^con-

tinual "tap twiddling" to avoid stopping done away with.

This would, of course, apply chiefly to sidecar outfits and
to drivers who do not object to using their feet in lieu of

tlieir hands for the control of the machine, and the pedal
could be arranged on the same side as the foot brake, there-

fore automatically decelerating when the machine is required
to be stopped. W. B. FRANCIEa

STANDARD SPEEDOMETER DRIVE.
Sir,—Now that the motor industry is being reconstructed,

it would seem the right time seriously to consider the question

of driving the speedometer mileage recorder or revolution

indicator by means of a special shaft. This would be a

permanent attachment, and not subject to , the ailments
from which all speedometer drives suffer more or less. The
flexible cable could be attached direct to this standard shaft,

and all that could possibly give way is the flexible cable

itself-. The life of this cable is, of course, in proportion to

its speed ; or, I should say, in inverse proportion to its

speed—the slower it travels the longer it lasts. I would
propose that tbe flexible cable should not under any circum-
stances run at a higher rate than 550 revolutions per mile.

On Government aeroplanes, use is made of a gear box to

reduce the speed of the flexible cable to one-quarter that

of the screw or propeller speed, the latter running at 1,800
revolutions per minute ; thus the flexible cable runs at

. 450 r.p.m. The speed of the flexible cable should be borne
in mind by the designer ; and the method of attachment
of the flexible shaft, as well as its outer covering, deserves

to be made a standard throughout the trade, so that private
owners can choose what speedometer they like, and move

' it from one car to another or change it for another make
of speedometer without any trouble.

I will at this stage make no suggestion about the method
of attachment, but would propose that the motor industry
consider the questions above referred to, with the idea, of

agreeing to a standard fitting ; and, if agreeable to the

trade, I shall be glad to design a method of attachment.
It there is already such an attachment on the market, I

do not think that speedometer makers will be likely to object

to utilising it; but it should be a simple one, and a strong,

permanent fitting. B. BONNIKSEN.
A46

THINKING IMPERIALLY.
Sir,—We sympathise with your contributor "M.T.,

Subaltern," who gave his opinions on the suitability .
of

British motor cycles for Colonial use in your issue of

December 12th.

We have no hesitation in agreeing with him. The average
British motor cycle is built to suit British conditions, which
are by no means the same as Colonial conditions. The makers
of the Blackburne motor cycle fully recognise the necessity of

giving Overseas riders what they want, and to meet their

requirements have designed a real Colonial model—not a

British model altered in a few details, but a motor cycle

designed first, last, and all the way through as a Colonial

would desire it.

The machine is not an idea, but au accomplished fact, and
it has been under test for some considerable time. We
question if any motor cycle built for British conditions could

follow our Colonial model over what we term our Colonial

testing track. We question if any Colonial would ever find

it necessary in the course of his usual trips to cross such
country as that over which our Colonial model has been
tested out, and if "M.T., Subaltern," cares to gives us a call

we shall be delighted to take him over the course.

We have thought imperially, and can promise Colonial

riders something of much more use to them than our
sympathy. BURNEY AND BLACKBURNE, LTD.
Tongham, Surrey.

FLAT TWINS.
Sir,—Your contributor " Ixion " has always, in my opinion,

been a littU humorous and inclined to the sarcastic in his

many comments which have appeared- in your columns, and
having read his notes in your issue of December 19th respect-

ing flat twins, I must say he is trying to be more humorous
and sarcastic than ever.

I should like to say a few words in the hope of broadening
his views, as I consider his statements have a tendency to
" mar " rather than make any advancement and enthusiasm in

new designs, but he sliould not class them all alike. I am
afraid " Ixion " is writing of something very much out of

date ; something, I think, which will not be seen in the new
inventions which have to come—that being the poor lubrication

of flat twin engines. When he warns readers not to buy new
flat twins because of the design being poor, and infers that

the front piston will be seized up, whilst the rear tappets
emit greenish fountains of oil, he only advertises the fact

that he is entirely out of touch with some of the scientifically

constructed engines that will shortly appear.

May I whisper in "Ixion's " ear that I know of a certain

flat twin designed on scientific principles embodying many
unique features, which have never been seen before, one of

which is lubrication by pressure to all bearings, and after a

three 'hours' test at 2,500 r.p.m. there were only seven drams
of oil in the crank case, each bearing, as well as the cylinders,

etc., receiving its full share on correct mechanical principles.

Has " Ixion," I wonder, during the past two or three years
been inside an aero engine factory, and noticed the magnificent
workmanship and wonderful designs, which have gained for

the British nation the supremacy of the air. Is he aware that
many of these features will be embodied in some of the. flat

twins for post-war service.

It is an old tradition "the weakest must go to the wall."
In the near future I feel sure "Ixion" will be greatlv

surprised. ^ HENDERSON SIDECARS.,
Leonaed B. Henderson, A. M.I. A. E., Jlanaging Director
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THE A.B.C. MOTOR BICYCLE.
Sir,—I have read the comments concennng the A.B.C.

light car and motor cycle, and would like to reassure your,
correspondents on the points they raise.

Concerning "E.W.B.'s" comment, I would certainly not
think of allowing the engine to revolve in an anti-clockwise
direction, and I regret the slip in the wording which led
him to believe that in the diagram the drive is shown in

forward gear. Actualh- the reverse gear is illustrated.

With regard to ilr. H. G. M. Hobbs's letter, I can
assure him that there will be nothing in the way of "spoiling
the ship for a ha'porth of tar," as he states, in any of our
products, and the equipment already in view has detachable
and interchangeable wheels, as well as a dynamo lighting
set, but this will necessarily be an extra.

Sir. R. M. Wiggs's comments concerning straight tube
frames are very much to the point and true in principle. I

certainly did denounce the fetish of the straight tube
frame, because it has been more of a fetish and a talking
point than a point of sound' technical design and reason;
and one or two people may have misunderstood my meaning,
as the article did not give my reasoning quite fully.

Any number of machines have made a talking, point of
their straight tubes, despite the fact that the frame was a
four-sided figure. Straight tubes have no bending stress

when, and only when, they form a perfect triangle, and a

four-sided figure with straight tubes brazed into the lugs is

far worse than a four-sided figure, for instance, with bent
tubes, and consequently no sharp corners at the lugs.

A motor cycle is subjected to many other stresses than
purely vertical ones ; therefore, even a perfectly triangular
frame (if it can be obt-ained) does not fill the" bilf unless
it is triangulated laterally as well. In other words, to have
no bending stress at all, one must have a kind of three-
cornered pyramid design. Therefore, the designer can either
assume that he has got a triangular frame and consequently
no, bending stresses, or he can assume and realise the actual
truth, which is, that there are stresses in numerous direc-
tions, such as torsional ones, etc., and design his machine
accordingly.

Jly experience lias taught me over and over again that
a flexible structure is a far more reliable one than a rigid
structure with a sharp corner somewhere, as, of course, all

the sti'esses are localised in this corner.
Mr. AViggs says the straight tube frame is only a " fetish

"

when the members are unscientifically arranged, and this
was really "the whole point of my denouncing the "fetish"
of the straight tube frame. I 'should very much like to see
Mr. Wiggs substantiate his point when "he states " it has
beeri demonstrated on several occasions in the pages of
The Motor Cycle that proper triangulation is perfectly
feasible and convenient both for ||Dtor cycle and cycle car
frames," by his letting me have some particulars of these,
demonstrations (in view of my remarks above concerning
rigidity in every direction), and I would remind him that
the very machine to which he refers is well known for the
flexibility of the frame when cornering.
AYith regard to the short paragraph by " Ixion " under

the heading of "A Bet," he had not the" facts of the case
quite as they were, neither did he complete the story.
The general arrangement drawing of the machine had been

made, and the engine certainly was one that vvas adapted
to drive dynamos p.eviously, but it had to be modified in

design in a dozen different ways in order to make it suitable
for motor cycle work. The Iset w-as to getout the detail
drawings of the whole machine, and have one on the road
in three weeks, and it certainly was to the extent of £100
a day. JJotliing was standai'd on the machme ; even the
hubs, spindles, and cones were special, as they both combined
cone brakes. The gear box required patterns and castings
to be made, for which drawings were not even prepared
There is only one frame lug similar to our previous design,

and the rest were practically carved out of the solid. The
tank, of course, was new. and enamelling and plating had
to be done. The three-speed gear was of an entirely new
pattern, running in the flywheel on roller bearings through-
out, and the brakes operated on quick pitch threads.

Including drawings, patterns, castings, machining, fitting,

erecting, enamelling, and plating, the whole job was done
in exactly eleven days, and the machine was on the' road
ten days to the good (and it is still on the road).

I received Mr. T. 0. M. Sopw'ith's cheque by the first

post on the 12th day. GRANVILLE E. BRADSHAW.

A MYSTERY.
Sir,—Can anyone give me ' a solution of the following,

which occurred whilst I was on leave recently. I have ridden

a motor cycle since 1912, but confess to being completely
baffled. A friend and I on a sidecar combiflation had
had a splendid run, and on arriving at the top of a slight

hill the engine started racing. As. the roads were in a very
wet state, owing to a heavy downpour of rain, I immediately
came to the conclusion that it was belt slip. But no amount
of " foot slogging " cured the trouble. So I shut off the

engine. On trying to start up with a run, I found that the

belt and chain fo the engine sprocket were going round all

right with the control lever in top notch (the machine is

fitted with a Maboil variable gear), but there was no move-
ment from the engine, and all the time the machine was being
wheeled in top gear there was not the slightest movement oi

the engine sprocket on the magneto side,' and- the magneto
chain was stationary. I thought that something might have
given way internally, or that the key on the engine-shaft

had broken. Anyway, we pushed' the machine (in gear) two
miles to the county town, garaged it, and went by train to

our destination. On the second morning after, I returned for

it. With a little difficulty I took the nut and spring washer
off the engine-shaft with a view to examining the key, and on
rising from my cramped position accidentally fell against the

machine, causing it to move a few inches, when hey, presto

!

the engine started to " sigh " as the piston rose on the exhaust-

stroke. That was good enough for me, and after wheeling
the vehicle up and down the garage for a while to make sure
that I was not deceived, hastily replaced the spring washer
and nut, and got on the road. I did the remaining twenty-
six miles non-stop (except once to change the plug) in just

under an hour and a half in spite of a terrific wind against

'•fee all the way. I do not think I have left anything out
which might form a clue, and if someone will clear up the
" mvstery " for me I shall be grateful.

A. CALDWELL DALTON.

MAKERS AND PROMPT SERVICE.
Sir,—More than five weeks ago I sent a broken valve and

guide to one of the largest motor cycle engine makers in the

country, and, to avoid any possible chance of mistake, I sent

also the unbroken valve and guide as patterns. I also

enclosed full particulars and stamped envelope for reply as

to amount of remittance.
After waiting a week I again v;rbte, explaining the vital

need of my machine. I then received a "permit form,"
which was promptly returned by express letter post.

Another week elapsed before I was furnished with a state-

ment of cost. This was remitted, with extras for parcel

ex^Dress post, per registered letter.

After further considerable delay a pair of valves arrived

suitable for an 8 h.p. engine (mine is a lightweight), and by
separate post the next day a guide to suit the 8 h,p. valves.

In the meantime the makers still retained the parts sent

them as patterns, without which, even if the valves and
guides sent had been of correct size, my machine could not

have been used. Having returned the parts (useless to me),

I have since received the parts sent as patterns with a letter

stating, " Sorry for delay, but will not be able to supply.
' for some time.'

"

Thus, after five weeks, I am told that which should have
been communicated to me at the outset, and before they raked
in my monej'. which, by the way, seems to have been the

only businesslike action of the whole transaction.

Of course, the moral is, if one requires prompt service avoid
" some " makers, advertise through your journal for the

parts, or deal with an outside supply firm. E.B.S.

' (^Fl "•"

j BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS I—~
HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. .

J A valnable colleeiion of useful " wiinlOes " and items of informa-iin con- J
• cernint! the lunQinu', jnanagement, and repair of molor cycl".'j. W«

- Price 2/- net. By pest, 2/3. •

S TRACING TROUBLES. -

Hfotor Cycle Faults, Their Identification, ami Their Eempdiea Full? n

; Explained. Price 2/- net. By post, 2/2. S
.^ o

• Obtainable by pojt (reraittanoe witb order) trom

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4 i

or oi leading BookseJers an^^ Railway Bookstalls.
j
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A Smoky Flame.

I am engaged on work of

national importance, and use a
motor cycle to go to my work.
I burn carbide for lighting, but
get very poor light at , present.

The flame smokes a good deal, and
soon goes out. I have tried washing
it in paraffin, but get worse light than
before. I have'' also fitted a new
burner and tested "the tube for leaks,

but with no better results. Is there
anything I can mix with the carbide
or put in the water to improve the
light?—F.J.C.W.

The trouble of which you speak is rather
curious, and the smoky flames from the
acetylene gas would lead one to suppose
that the design of the burner is incorrect,

and that more air is required with the
gas. The velocity of the gas issuing

from the burner is evidently too low

—

perhaps you are using too coarse a jet

—

but having changed your burner we are.

surprised that you do not get some
improyement. Peroxide of hydrogen (2

to 3 dunces to each pint of soft water) is

said to improve the light.

Theory of Spark Timing.

Respecting the valve timing
diagram on page 395 of The
Motor Cycle- for October 31st,

will you kindly explain why the
firing point is 9.2 mm. from the

top of the compression strpke ? It

seems to me that it ought to be a
shade down on the firing stroke, and
not as shown in the diagram, which,
in my opinion, would not allow the
piston to complete the compression
stroke. I have nearly all your booklets,
but I cannot quite understand the
theory of spark advance.—R.K.K.

Tlie diagram is quite correct. The spark
occurs before the end of the stroke in

order to allow the mixture to become
properly ignited by the tirne the piston
reaches the top dead centre. You will
understand that when the spark is fully
advanced, the engine is turning over
fairly rapidly. The time occupied by
the piston in travelling the last nine
millimetres is something under one-three-
hundredth of a second, at the moderate
engine speed of 1,000 r.p.m. The amount
of advance depends largely on the
phenomenon of " fl ame propagation,

'

'

which is the rate at which tke mixture
burns. You will see, therefore, that if

the mixture was not ignited till the top
dead centre on compression, power would
be lost because the piston would" not
receive the full benefit of the explosion.

Trpuble with Sidecar Machinej^

I have a 5 h.p. motor cycle^ and sidecar, which I have ridden
> about 1,000 miles, and now it

-iJ has begun playing me tricks.

After running a mile or so, it

starts toissing on one cylinder when
pulling on top gear or going slowly
on second, but seems all right when
going fast. I found that the contact
breaker points were too wide, and have
closed them, and now with the spark
retarded I do not notice it so much.
Can you give me any reason for it ? I

have cleaned the cylinders, but find the
machine has less power than it had after
1 had ridden it five hundred miles ; the
power gradually gets less. I can find

no trace of leakage. Do you think
the plug points are too close or too
far apart? I have the Master plug,
and when I take it out I can see it fire,

but it does not seem to catch on when
in the cylinder. It is tlie front one
that misses. Can you also tell me
why it is that when going round a
slight bend in the road the outfit feels

as if it will turn over, and I have' to

ride with the saddle high on the outside
to be at all comfortable ? I find the
driving wheel and the sidecar wheel
are exactly straight, but not level ; the
sidecar wheel is about a foot in front
of the driving wheel. It is very un-
comfortable, and I should be glad if j'ou

could give me a tip.—E.B.W.

We , should advise you to try setting the
plug points rather farther apart. Also
make sure that there is no obstruction in
the petrol supply, ol' air lock in tank or
pipe. Apparently your sidecar is not
lined up correctly, or it may be that you
areunaccustomed to sidecar driving. We
should advise you to obtain a copy of
" Motor -Cycles and How to Manage
Them," Is. lOd. post free from our pub-
lishers, Messrs. lliffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, London. E.C.4!

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,
give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
ILIFFE & SONS 1,TP.

?
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Two-stroke Valve Timing.

I 'shall be obliged if you can

tell me what is the correct

fraction of each stroke, during

which the inlet and exhaust
ports respectively are uncovered

by the piston of a two-stroke engine

;

in other words, the correct timing of

'

such an engine.—R.S.T.

The port areas and timing are obtained by
trial, and no definite data have been pub-
lished on the subject as yet ; each firm

has its own design. Generally the exhaust
opens at about three-fifths of the piston

travel and the transfer port at four-fifths,

each port being about one-fifth the

.

stroke in depth. Some makers time their

transfer ports to open at 25° crankshaft

rotation after the exliaust opens. This
matter is gone fully into in T/ie Auto-
viobilc Engineer for May and June, 1918.

Cones Working Lcose.

Will you teH me why the cones

which screw into the hub of the

front wheel work loose and un-.

screw -themselves? I was on the

road a few days ago, and travel-

at a moderate speed, when I"

noticed that one cone had come right

out and the wheel was riding on the

spindle which runs through the hub. I

screwed it ..up again and tightened it

witW a hammer and punch, but after

riding about five miles it came out
agai-n, so I punched it tightly again and
turned back home. After a few more
miles the other one on the opposite side

came unscrewed, and I had to push the
combination home. I have written and
had a reply from the makers, but they
can suggest nothing, and say they never
heard of such a thnig^happening before.

The lock nuts come unscrewed.—C.B.

The trouble is almost undoubtedly due to

your not screwing up the spindle nut
sufficiently tightly to grip the cone. It

there is insufficient grip on the cones,

Avashers should be inserted between the

fork ends and the cones so as to enable

the spindle nuts to exert pressure on the

CO lies,

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Fbiday Bridge to Harrow.—G.G.
Friday Bridge, Jlarch, Chatteris, Somers-

ham, St. Ives, Hilton, Eltisley, Waresby,
Potton, Biggleswade, Baldock, Stevenage,
Welwyn, Hatfield, Pottei-s Bar, Baruet,

Finchley, Church End ; here take the

right-hand fork and go through Hendoii,

cross the Edgware Road, and then go
through Kenton to Harrow-on-the-Hill.
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The Future of the Two-stroRe.

THERE is no neeci to dwell upon the great

possibilities of the two-stroke engine, which
scores over the four-stroke in the three

essential points of torque, simplicity, and
longevity, and a more useful purpose

might be served by reviewing the points on which
it falls short of the four-stroke—useful because
these shortcomings, or rather the prospect of

their elitnination, largely 'decide its possibilities.

We have had experience of every well-known
two-stroke engine that has been placed on the

road by British manufacturers, and though some
are better and some worse than others, all of

them possessed the same minor peculiarities to

a more or less marked degree—peculiarities

which, though hardly noticeable to a rider

accustomed to the breed, are nevertheless suffi-

cient to stand as stumbling-blocks in the way of

its universal popularity.

First, there is the trouble of four-stroking

at certain throttle openings, brought about by
the present system of governing the engine by
varying its volumetric efficiency. At small

throttle openings, let us say, the engine four-

strokes or eight-strokes ; this is because the

reduced charge drawn into the crank case, owing
to the closing of the throttle, is insufficient for

an explosion at the given mixture, and the mix-
ture has to adjust itself during the scavenging
processes ere an explosion can take place. If

the throttle air be left in one position, and the

speed regulated by means of a small, sensitive

decompressor, no missing fire occurs, and
though this system is wasteful and obviously

wrong, it is, nevertheless, often the most com-
fortable. It would seem, then, that the whole
method of governing the engine by throttling the

charge between the jet and the crank case is

wrong in the case of the two-stroke, and it is not
unreasonable to think that some better method
might be adopted. There are ways of govern-

ing the speed of an engine without varjdng the

mixture or the volumetric efficiency—^ways that

need not be wasteful if properly applied.

We believe that, if some more efficient and

perfect way were devised for controlling this

unit, many of the peculiarities of the breed would

automatically disappear, or at any rate come
within range of elimination. Noise and extrava-

gance in fuel consumption are directly connected,

the irregularity of noise being the chief cause of

offence in this type. Obtain an even exhaust

and the problem of silencing is purely mechani-

cal, the two-stroke engine being inherently a

quieter engine than a four-stroke having the

same number of explosions. The high petrol

consumption, often experienced in two-strokes,

is all due to the compromises that have to be

struck, and most of these compromises centre

round the system of control now employed.

One cannot apply four-stroke tactics to the

two-stroke : let us get right away from these,

realising that the engine is an entirely different

breed ; and having realised so much it may be-

come clear that its peculiarities are not neces-

sarily inherent, but rather the result of attempt-

ing to use four-stroke methods to which we had

.

become accustomed.

The Aviation Section.

THE
four-page section of this journal, which

from April last to the end of 191 8 was
devoted to Aviation matters, has now
served its purpose, which was fully set

forth at the time of its introduction.

Therefore, in spite of its undoubted popularity

with many of our readers, we feel that the time

has come when it should be discontinued. This
decision has been reached with a certain

amount of reluctance, but the call of purely

motor cycle matters on the space at our disposal

is daily becoming more and more insistent. This
does not mean that flying will cease to find a
place in our pages, for we shall continue to pub-
lish articles on this interesting subject at fre-

quent intervals ; in fact, we have several such
articles in hand at the present time.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the pa££e faninri th* haoi' '**•-
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THE

LOCAL AGENT.
Some Notes on

Agents who Justify, and
Others who do not Justify,

their Position.

ONE of the most complex questions of
the motor cycle industry is the
problem of the agent—a problem

which, 1 think, will become more acute in
tlie near future, and demand more atten-
tion than it has hitherto received.

Distribution comes next in importance-
to the item of price, and it is indeed bound up in it

very closely at the present time, when abnormal con-
ditions of labour and material supply' obtain and each
acts and reacts upon the other. Up to the time of the
war, the. prices of new machines were in some degree
compatible with the standard of living, and were in
a reasonable proportion to the average earning capacity
of the normal man, and the market bore a favourable
proportion to the supply. The manufacturer dicj not
trouble his head about distribution—that was generally
left to the agent.

Now there are agents and agents. There is the man
with a musty back street shop who sticks a machine
in his window and combines the agency with the busi-
ness of jobbing repairer. He has no interest in the
machine he sells any more than the grocer has interest
in the packet of tea he hands you. He never adver-
tises either in the technical or local press. The,
machine is shown at a disadvantage, dusty, tarnished,
and scratched amid tins of oil, repair outfits, and the
hundred and one etceteras of the motorists' cheap-
jack. He does not enhance the reputation and the
dignity of the maker, and the latter does the selling,

unconsciously perhaps, but nevertheless truly. ; When
a machine is sold, that is the end of it so far' as the
" agent " is concerned.

Organised Business.

Is it not now a recognised fact that " service " is

the keynote of successful motor cycle trading ? Look,
then, at the other side of the picture. This is an
agency—something more than a. dirty shed with
" agent " in enamel letters on the unwashed windows.
This is a spacious sihowroom in a busy thoroughfare

—

not very big, perhaps, but well laid out for the busi-

ness for which it is intended—a light airy room,
nothing over-elaborate,-w'ith perhaps a dozen machines
ranged accessibly round, a courteous salesman,
judicious advertising, reasonable profits, and good
" after-service " leading to pleased- clients : benefits to

agent and maker, resulting in increased sales

—

made
sales, not casual purchases.

'One of the first reconstruction problems I therefore
maintain, in the interests of business prestige, is the
abolition of promiscuous agencies without investigation.
The manufacturer must work directly hand in hand
with his accredited agencies, so that " real service

"

may be maintained.

rm^^^Ci'M

of a motor cycle dealer's shop, showing what can be dene to make a

finished and businesslike display in a limited space.

Another point which it is in the interests of manu-
facturers to take cognisance of is the dog-in-the-

manger type of agency, wherein the proprietors seek

to corner the local agency for the whole of the, motor
cycle market. They may have the sole district agency,
secured on small contracts, for, say, half a dozen
machines, but they do not want to sell them all. They
perhaps have a good proposition in one machine, and
merely hold the others, generally somewhat similar

machines, so as to keep them out of the hands of other

agents and preclude any competitive selling. In some
cases I have known agents do this and dispose of the

surplus machines to sub-agents outside their area.

Then there is the firm which grabs all the available

agencies and sells on stock alone, thus it has no
opportunity of pushing any particular make, and, as is

the case with the majority of back street agencies men-
tioned before, its advertising allowance from the

' manufacturer is looked upon as extra discount, and
treated as such.

Competition is going to be keen—all extraneous

sources of leakage must be stopped, and that means
the abolition of the " dabbler " who, because he in-

cludes " motor cycles " on his notepaper, claims to be

a trader. The wholesaler or concessionnaire, too, is -

a doubtful quantity. There are but few of these, but

there is the tendency for the maker to endeavour to do
his business through fewer channels. If direct agencies

are once established on a proper footing, the need for

these people will vanish. Their only hold is the fact

of financial resource.

Now the polities of even our biggest motor cycle

makers are not as broad and far-seeing as is desirable.

Insufficient attention is given to the question of replace-

ments and spares, and those other points which come
under the heading of " service. The maintenance
business must be treated as being of equal importance
to the new machines, and manufacturers must alto-

gether take a closer personal interest in their agents

and their requirements. General or wide area agencies

I do not advocate unless a thorough
,
system of sub-

agencies covers the whole area controlled by them.

With fixed makers' prices, it makes no difference to

the user whence he obtains his machine so long as

the seller is in the vicinity and can be looked to for

the ready supply of replacements and any adjustments

l"hat may be required which are beyond the ability of

^he owner, ilASCor.
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The Spring Frame Lightweight.

nN a recent issue " Wharfedale " underlined tlie

sensation of confidence imparted to the rider by
the steadiness of a heavy mount, and described

how tlie vibrations of a lightweight put the wind up
him on rough going. I have repeatedly written in a

similar strain, but I think the time has come to

introduce an important modification into such state-

ments. A rigid frame lightweight gives one the

impression that its frame is eternally on the verge of

fracture ; but it by no means follows that a spring-

framed lightweight creates this illusion. I analysed

my own impressions in this respect pretty thoroughly

in 1915 witli the aid of a push bicycle, a rigid James
two-stroke, a spring and a rigid 2J h.p. Douglas, a

rigid 3! h.p. B.S.A., and a spring 3^ h.p. A. B.C.
In the endeavour to eliminate mere fancy, I reflected

that I had never broken the forks or frame of

a push bicycle or of any motor bicycle less than

3|- h.'p. ; and so decided that my sensations of

insecurity were simply due to imagination, stimulated

by the jiggety progress of a stiff machine on rough

roads. Contrasted rides on the mounts specified above

soon proved that my nervousness was nothing but the

product of imagination. All tlie rigid-framed machines

dithered and shook me when ridden fast over bad
going. Realising the vibration to which the metal was
subjected, I began fancying what would happen if

a tube collapsed : and the consequence was that I was
always a little uncomfortable in mind when be-

striding the push bicycle or any of the three rigid

motor bicycles, though in sober fact there was not an

atom of danger with any of them.

Spring Dottglas v. Rigid, Dooglas.

FROM these conclusions I went on to make com-

parative tests of the spring and rigid frame

Douglas machiries. I have been a Douglas
enthusiast for many years, and took the spring frame
Douglas- and tried it out in fast long-distance work
against rigid and spring frame machines of 3I h.p.

It emerged most triumphantly. It held the road so

well that it neither tired me physically nor set the

ner\'y part of me dreamuig of broken tubes. Of
course it is not so fast nor so good a climber as a

rigid 3J h.p. : but on runs where extreme speed is

not desired I give it my preference against any rigid

3^ h.p. machine. In other words, the addition of a

sprin^g frame perfects the 2| h.p. type for medium
speed touring, in my opinion, and gives it a vantage

over the rigid 3^ h.p. class. Therefore- it is but a

short step fonvard to say that when at last we get sprung

"babies," they need evince no drawbacks other than

their lack of speed. The real trouble will be that spring

frames are as yet so intensely ponderous. When a

designer comes out with a spring frame, he usually

adds about 40 lb. to the weight of his jigger. If the
engine develops 8-12 b.h.p. (as some 500 c.c. engines

do), 40 lb. is a mere fleabite: but with a power
unit of-20o c.c. or so, an extra 40 lb. is a real drag.

In spite of the doubting Thomases, I cannot help
thinking that an era of lighter metals is dawning, and
that we may live to see spring-framed lightweights

which will not weigh more than 120-150 lb. Subject

to their limited speed range, such machines will enjoy

a tremendous demand. At present we stand between
the Scylla of an uncouth 2 cwt.-3 cwt. machine, which
is delightful to ride but a terrible incubus to weakly
owners until it is actually on the move : and the

Charybdis of a 150-180 lb. machine, which is docile

in the garage but a veritable instrument of torture on
really bad roads.

Low Speed Range.

(5 (S "^VRFHARFEDALE " evidently thinks that low

vV speed range would kill the " babies," if

their other defects were eliminated. Of
course, the average pre-war motor cyclist was a husky
sort of person who loved speed : and a creepy little

'bus with a maximum of 30-35 m.p.h. on the level

would not satisfy him. Nevertheless, there are thou-

sands of potential buyers for whom speed has no
attraction of any kind, and thousands more for whom
it is not essential. After all, " Wharfedale's " despised

20 m.p.h. lightweight is considerably faster than the

push bicycle, the governess cart, the farmer's trap,

and my lady's Victoria. The motor car has stiffened

up the conventions of travel, but there will always be

thousands of people who cannot buy motor cars. At
the present moment there is a difference of over ^^30
between the price of a 2;^ h.p. lightweight and a

TfY^ h.p. roadster, whilst the latter is so heavy that

many men and women will not buy one, though they

can afford it. If the trade can ever offer a genuinely

comfortable and reliable lightweight at ^'S-S-jQ^e^ less

than the standard roadsters of the day, the sales of

that lightweight will equal the sales of the roadster.

But until lightweights are comfortable, neither their

handiness nor their cheapness will carry them through,

for the buyers to whom they appeal set a very high

value on comfort. We cannot overlook the fact that

discomfort has practically slaughtered the push

bicycle as an instrument of pleasure. A few years

ago thousands of people went out cycling whenever

the weather was propitious. Then the pot-hole and

the tramline and the dust cloud came along, and the

push bicycle was relegated to the status of an umbrella

—a necessary evil under certain deplorable circum-

stances ! So I say to the trade, " Make your light-

weights comfortable, and they will sell, even if they

never become as speedy as I have rashly ventured to

prophesy!" Ixion.
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The Future of Surplus
Government Machines.

JANUARY gth, igig.

Suggestions for their

Disposal.

THERE are many motor cyclists who are inclined
to think that sooner or later they will be able
to make extraordinarily good bargains in the

form of the purchase of surplus Government machines
from among the many hundreds of thousands that are

bound to come upon the market. I am afraid that
these people, or at any rate the majority of them, are

doomed to disappointment, but I am very strongly of
the opinion that their disappointment woiild have been
even more serious had they been able to carry out their

intended programme. Probably a certain number of
machines will, so to speak, leak on to the market from
various sources. Among these there will be a few un-
commonly good bargains. On the other hand, there

will be a big percentage of " duds " hardly worth cart-

ing home. Motor cycles that have seen active service

have in most cases had a very rough time. They have
been subjected to stresses, the consequences of which,
even if not apparent, may have been very serious.

We all know that metal may be reduced by repeated
shocks to a state which will, in the near future, result

in a sudden fracture, though at the time no flaw is

apparent or actually in existence. This is the sort of

risk that must be run by the bargain Iiunter.

A Government Disposal Board.

As regards the great bulk of the Government
machines which will presently become surplus property

waiting disposal, there is not the slightest likelihood

of any very extraordinary bargains eventuating. All

that the motor cyclist can expect from them is reason-

ably good value for money. They will appeal to the

man who cannot afford a new mount, but they will not

appeal as being better value, but merely as being lower-

priced.

The whole subject of surplus Government property

has been muddied for years past. Not less than three

years ago, the manufacturers concerned began to bestir

themselves in order that their interests should be
reasonably protected when the time came. At first

the AA'ar Department talked about constituting a com-
mittee to go into the matter. This committee never

eventuated. Later on, an organisation was formed
under the name of the Surplus Government Property

Disposal Boaixl. This was a collection of very worthy
individuals of whom only two or three at the most had
any intimate knowledge of any class of motor vehicles.

So far as I am aware, not one of them had any special

reason to be well informed about the motor cycle

trade. The Board was created by the Ministi7 of

Reconstruction, which is itself only an Advisory
Department without full power of executive action.

Subsequently there was talk of transferring the Board
from tlie Ministry of Reconstruction to the Board of

Trade. The only result of the talk was that \he Dis-

'

posal Board got thoroughly muddled as to whom it was
and what it was for. It became apparent that, even
if it succeeded in framing a report that was worth
reading, there was no means of deciding whose busi-

ness it was to read it. Probably there are many
Government reports that are never read by anybody in

authority, but it is a sine qua non that every report

shall be addressed to somebody who is supposed to

read it. The Surplus Government Property Disposal
Board was faced with the prospect of issuing a report

which would not even have an effective circulation of

one, and therefore decided, with more wisdom than it

had previously shown in most of its previous delibera-

tions, not to issue a report at all.

The Interests of Manufacturers.
The manufacturers, who had been doing their best

to enlighten the Board as to the gravity of the problem
and the best method of solution, consequently found
they had been wasting their time. They, however,
were not altogether discouraged. They went on
hammering, and presently the Government decided
that the whole subject of the disposal of surplus

property, to whatever department it might belong,

should be referred finally for ex:ecutive action to the

Ministry of Munitions, presently to be turned imo
the Ministry of Supply. Having got thus far, it looks

now as if things would go further without very much
more delay. Unless I am altogether misinformed, a

really strong committee has been going into the ques-

tion, and has decided that the disposal of all classes

of motor vehicles, including cycles, has got to be

organised by a specially constituted branch of the

Ministry. Again, unless I am misinformed, the

executive of this branch will consist of people who
have had "every reason to study the subject carefully

and even anxiously. This executive will be assisted

by an advisory committee, and I should be surprised

if, on that advisory committee, the interests of the

manufacturers are not represented.

Goodwill.

Fortunately, in this particular case the interests of

the manufacturer are not really out of line with the

interests of the motor cyclist, with the exception per-

haps of the speculative bargain hunter. The reason

the manufacturer must certainly be considered is that

his goodwill depends on the performance of the

machine he has .built. In fact, the goodwill of the

whole British, motor industry is more or less dependent

upon the performance of any British machine. If

thousands of British-built motor cycles went out to

the Empire Overseas and strewec^ the roads with
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broken remnants during their first few montlis of

renewed existence, we should have hundreds of

thousands of people cursing tlie names of the makers
of those machines, and ahnost as vigorously cursing

the name of the British industry as a whole. . Now,
when continuous employment for the working classes

is the great problem of the day, the country cannot

. afford to have this kind of thing happening merely

because there might be a few among the many buyers

who would have reason to pat themselves on the back
for having got something good for next to nothing.

More consideration must be bestowed upon the inex-

perienced motor cyclist to whom this second-hand

surplus Government machine represents his first

experiment, upon which all his opinions as to the

pleasures or miseries of motor cycling will be based.

We do not want to kill his enthusiasm at birthv but

rather to make him into a keen motor cyclist who
will presently want something better than a second-

hand machine.

The Question of Price.

We must consider the interests of the Government,
which must, if it be sensible, try and work out some
scheme which will enable it to get decent prices for

its surplus .goods. There is no reason why the Govern-
ment should start making people presents of valuable

machines. There is equally no reason why it should

spoil the reputation of tlae stuff it wants to sell by
letting a part of it go out more or less unfit for use

and fall into the hands of people who will warn others

against making tlie same mistake. Thus, the majority

interest is all in favour of the adoption of some
general scheme under which none of the Government
machines, e.xcept a few stragglers, will be sold until

they have been ^tlioroughly overhauled by people who
are- interested in making them absolutely reliable.

Evidently the people most interested in this are the

manufacturers themselves, because their reputations

are at stake. Thus, the chances are very much in

favour of the Ministry of Munitions working ' out a

plan -under which all the surplus bicycles will first of

all- be offered to their manufacturers for repair on

reasonable terms, subject - to the proviso that, when
they are repaired, the manufacturers will guarantee

their condition. This guarantee will be worth a good
deal of money. People who cannot quite trust their

own judgment will be prepared to pay substantially

for it. Even the man who knows .all about motor
bicycles will appreciate that the makers' guarantee is

worth something to him, because it means that, if he

has any trouble, the maker must recognise the machine
as one of his own, in the performance of which he is

interested. If, on the other hand, the machine had
been auctioned just as it came back from the Front,

the chances are that, when trouble occurred and the

maker was appealed to, he would ask for the number
of the machine, and, on being told it, would say that

this machine had passed through experiences of which
he knows nothing ; had probably been inefficiently

repaired, and most likely had been so altered that

the regulation spare parts would not fit it. He, in

fact, would be very much inclined to put all possible

difficulties in the way of getting the niachine repaired.

lAt the best he would not be much interested, but

would prefer to disown responsibility.

Upsehing the Sale of Ne-^v Machines.

Having got the machines repaired and guaranteed,

the next step for the Government will be to sell them.

Here again, if the Government wants a good price,

the best plan will almost certainly be to work through

the manufacturer and his agents. The manufacturer

will want to keep the price up to a proper mark
corresponding to the value of the machine, because,

if it drops too low, it will upset the sale of his new
products. Thus, he will do his best to help the

Government to realise the full market value of its

property. This process may not be quite to the liking

of the bargain hunter, but again I must repeat that

the bargain hunter is not the person for whom the

Government particularly wishes to cater. The general

interest of the public must be considered first.

The people who want second-hand machines may, if

they like, wait for the Government stuff to come
through. They will then get their money's worth.

Meanwhile, if they can afford it, they will get their

money's worth equally well by purchasing new
machines. If they cannot afford new machines they

will probably be just as well advised to purchase dis-

creetly on the ordinary second-hand market if they

are well enough informed to do so without serious

risk. This is the whole position. It is not full of

wonderful possibilities, but, unless I have gauged
the chances altogether wrongly, the problem will be
dealt with on safe rather than on brilliant lines, and
the prices at which surplus machines will be made
available will be simply those that represent ordinary

market value and neither more nor less.

Cantab^

L:.^_....

CUTTING THE HOLLY.

A Matchless outfit which proved useful in obtaining the Christmas

decorations.

AI.^
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From Mr. Granville E. Bradshaw, Designer

ol the 4. B.C. Motor Cycle.

THE question of reconstruction is one
of vital importance to the motor
cyclist, the production departments,

ai;id the designer ; and, in my opinion,

the motor cyclist should come first.

There is an enormous gap, stored with
knowledge, between the years 1914 and
1919, and, I think, the raotor_ cyclist

should benefit by it.

The production man's idea of carrying

on with improved 1914 designs for 1919
is surely a fallacy, as is also the old

idea of a machine built up of additions,

year by year.

To sit down for a few weeks and
thoroughly thrash out the matter, using
all the knowledge now available, will, I

think, result in better machines, and
comparatively cheaper production.

Personally, I do not intend to let the

public have anything but a complete job,

well balanced in all details of efficiency,

design, and manufacture, a machine
thoroughly tested in every way, and
produced by methods that wiU give the
rider all tne value for his money that he
ought to have—and I am pleased to say
that this is now practically achieved.

I wish readers of The. Motor Cycle all

the pleasure possible on their new mounts,
together with good roads and petrol in

abundance in the year just commenced.

From Mr. Duncan Watson, Managing
Director ol the Harley=Davidson Motor
Co., Ltd.

RECONSTRUCTION is paramount at

the moment ; it dominates political

propaganda and embodies social,

industrial, and commercial promise and
prospect ; it fills the air with speculation

and foreshadows evolution that will carry

us into purer elements, and breathe into

our national being a spirit of more pro-

found and generous emotion for the
amelioration and up-lifting of society.

We have passed from dreams to active

reality. Dawn has- awakened us with
dramatic suddenness, and we are rubbing
our eyes and asking whether it can all

be true ; is it fact or mere phantasy ?

Everything whispers, "What of the

future'" The tides echo the answer,
" What you choose to make it, and you
must seize opportunity while it serves."

AI4

iVlr. Duncan Watscn

Such is the message ringing out to

every industry, hence speculate we must,
whether we choose to or not, and wise
is the man who --can correctly forecast

the future of our industry. Whether
rider, agent, or manufacturer, all must
contribute' their respective quota towards
shaping its course, and as I pen these

lines the future is

already taking
form.
My personal

view is that the
direction most in-

dicative of future
success will be
found along the
lines of elegance,

utilit}', and eflr-

ciency. Legislation
will ' unquestion-
ably play ah im-
portant part, and
price also will

play its part. The
trend of legisla-

tion will largely

determine the
value of the
sovereign as applied to manufactured
goods, whether its artificial value is to

remain or rapidly gravitate towards the
normal.

Standardisation and increased pro-

duction will depend largely on popu-
larity and demand for respective models.
If either of these dominating factors be
eliminated or abrogated, popular prices

as an inducement for recruits to motor
cycling will be delayed indefinitely. The
survival of the fittest will be demon-
strated with relentless exactitude, and
efficient service will count even more than
design. To that end the industry must
organise to progress as it should. There
are indications that the motor cycle in-

dustry for the next few years will

undoubtedly boom, and manufacturers
must remember that success is even more
difficult to carry than adversity, and
peace hath her defeats no less than .war.

There is no finality in the manufacture
and design of a motor cycle ; nothing is

now done so well as it can be done.
These facts must remain uppermost in

the policy and mind of all manufacturers.
The lessons of the war, unless applied,

or even misapplied, may bring disasters

in peace. Let us with one accord lay

these warnings to heart, and, with per-

sistent reiteration and stimulation of our

trade journals, have them constantly

brought to mind—"Lest we forget."

From Mr. T. W. Blumfleld, Managing

Director ot Abingdon.Ecco, Ltd.

1
BELIEVE it IS well-known that

machines which give satisfaction in

this country may not be satisfactory ;

under the more exacting conditions abroad

which must at times be appalling, and

make one marvel that any machine can

stand up very long.

It would appear, judging from our own
correspondence and the letters which have

appeared in your Correspondence columns

from Colonial subscribers from time to

time, that all (or some) of the following

points in design must be embodied in

machines for use in our Colonies:

1. Increased ground clearance. We
have frequently been asked for a mini-

mum of 7in., and one customer receptly

asked for a machine with a 9in. clearance.

2. Increased diameter of wheels and

larger section tyres. 3in. appears to be

regarded as a minimum. 3. Stronger

rims and spokes. 4. Improved mud-

guarding, with greatly increased clear-

ances for tyres. 5. Frames must be

sprung at the rear. 6. Longer steering

heads with- larger fork stems, haying in-

creased bearings, and-provided with dirt-

excluding devices and screwed-down grease

caps for lubrication. -7. Larger twin-

cylinder engines. Probably up to 1,100

or 1,200 c.c. capacity, with relatively low

compression, and increased bearing sur-

faces everywhere. 8. Automatic lubricat-

ing system to the engine. In my opinion,

the system which will eventually survive

is one in which the oil is delivered from

the engine oil pump through adjustable

sight feeds, and not one in which the oil

circulation cannot be observed from the

saddle. I believe also it will be desirable to

have the old reliable hand-operated oil pump
as an auxiliary. 9. Detachable hubs may
be regarded as desirable, perhaps, but not

essential. 10. Abolition of the front rim

brake. 11. Some form of positively lock-

ing the handle-bars as a preventive against

twisting. All the foregoing features tend

to increase weight and cost. I think

a point will shortly be reached when the!

I
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latter will be so high that a reaction will

occur ill favour of three (or four) wheel
cycle cars, if not for CJolonial then
certainly for home use.

While there is hardly anything on the
road so lively and responsive as a big
twin outfit properly tuned, the sidecar
combination has, I consider, serious in-

herent defects. In wet weather its driver
becomes covered with road filth up to his
knees, even on the best mudguarded
machines, and his condition on dry, dusty
roads is nearly as bad. Special garments
must be worn, and these have to be
removed if one enters any house, office,

or hotel, where personal appearance has
to be considered.
On the three (or four) wheeler runabouts,

one has much better protection from bad
weather and dust. The screen, hood, and
body combined enable one to drive in

ordinary clothing and to keep appoint-
ments in presentable condition without
stripping off filthy overalls. Further,
greater comfort is obtainable,, resulting
from the improved seating accommodation
and better springing, which has hitherto
been much better than that provided on
the two-wheel machines, and these advant-
ages, I think, will surely convert many
owners to three (or four) wheelers instead
of two.
On the question of cost. I think a

comfortable three-wheeler, at any rate,
could easily be placed on the market at
a price certainly not exceeding that of the
more elaborate sidecar combinations.
Running and maintenance expenses will

probably be rather less in the case of a
three-wheeler than with the combination.
I should not be surprised to see eventually
single-seater three-wheelers in use by pro-
fessional men, commercial travellers, etc.,

with just sufficient accommodation to
carry a few samples (or their equivalent).

From Mr. Osborne de Lissa, of the M.A.G.
Engine Co., Ltd.

THERE is, in my opinion, a fine future
before the motor cycle industry, but
the best machines will be more in

demand, due to the increased knowledge
gained by all who have had to use motor

- cycles on Active Service, and who have
learnt that only the very best will stand
up to the severe conditions imposed.
Frames and forks have caused manufac-

turers to put on their thinking caps, they
having learnt by experience—bitter in

many cases—what _
a machine is asked

"^

to stand under
Colonial conditions
when previously no
amount of talking

had much, if any,
effect

In this country
also motor cycles
will be asked to

stand up to much
more severe test=

"than in pre-wai
days, owing to the
bad roads in man\
districts, and thi^ iBiH^^l^H
will no doubt m- *->=««»'«^-'

directly improve
their reliability in

the Colonies.

As with others, the M.A.G. engine has
been still further improved, and I am

Mr. Osborne de Lissa,

hoping we shall soon be permitted to
supply engines, which have given excellent
results in France, Italy, and Russia, where
they have been used by the military
authorities of those countries.
The manufacturers of the M.A.G. have

also been engaged on the production of
aircraft engines, both of the fixed and
rotary types, and have gained much
valuable experience thereby, and, in addi-
tion to the well-known motor cycle and
cycle car engines, the firm now manufac-
ture four-cylinder automobile engines from
10 h.p. . to 60 h,p., and also engines tor
farm tractor work.

I look forward to the reopening of
Brooklands, when the future performances
of the various makes may be compared
with their past records.

From Mr. Jas. L. Norton, of Long Stroke

'

Fame.

APART from a few freak designs, \ do
not anticipate any serious or start-
ling innovation in post-war motor

cycle engines due to the influence of

aero practice or design, the mysterious
elements of which we have been hearing
so much about, and the efficiency of the
aero engine being purely due to the more
general recognition and application of
certain fundamental laAvs or principles,
which previously the majority of de-
signers ignored.

This latter, and the wider knowledge
of metals and their treatment, with the
value and necessity of accurate'workman-
ship being more fully realised, will have
the effect of raising the general efficiency

average of motor
cycle engines.

The extreme
methods of aero

engine production
under the A.I.D
can never apply
profitably to a

commercial motoi
cycle proposition,

although the in-

tensive and scien

tific methods of Ij
production neces-

sarily enforced ^ .

upon those firms |j
previously ignor '

ant of such can-

not but have a
beneficial effect
upon the industry
as a whole. This will be felt in the
marketing of machines of greater capacity
power and economy at a. smaller (propor-
tionate) cost.

The demand for motor cycles for two
or three seasons will be scarcely more
than met, after which competition will
undoubtedly become severe. The pros-
perity of the motor cycle industry will

depend largely upon its workers, as indeed
does the welfare of every industry. At
no time in our nation's history has the
need for commonsense and sane thinking
among the workers been greater than
to-day (thank goodness for some thinkers
among them), when so many ^appear to

be blindly following the criminal butchers
who are out to kill the goose that lays
the golden egg. Productiveness, which
means prosperity.

Ours would be a happier and even
wealthier country if Labour's slogan was
"Unlimited output."

Mr. J. L. Norton.

Mr. Georges Funck.
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From Mr. Georges Funck, A.M.LA.E., the
Consulting Engineer.

I
BELIEVE it is the best tor the user
and manufacturer to follow an outline
of policy on the basis of a classifica-

tion. We may conveniently place the
machines under two headings :

(1.) Solo iiuichines, i.e., those machines
used mainly tor solo ridi.ig.

(2.) Passenger machines, i.e., those
machines used mainli/ for carrying a
passenger besides the driver.

These two main classes may each be
sub-djyided into two :

(1.) Utility machine, i.e., machine used
mainly for business purposes, ^

(2.) Sporting machine, i.e., machine
used mainly for pleasure riding, racing, etc.

In my opinion, the solo machine for

business purposes will be the light-

weight, either of

the tworstroke or
~

four - stroke type.

Simplicity a n d

reliability will be

one of the first con-

siderations. Two
speeds will be re

quired it for hilh
,

districts. The
j

mudguards w i 1 1
[

require more par-

,

ticular study by

'

the manufacturers,
|

No plating should
be used, and a

non-rusting process {

applied to the ex-
"

posed parts, while
for the nuts and
bolts probably the
stainless steel will be the best material.

Electric lighting will be an essential

part of the machine. This lightweight
machine would be particularly suitable

for journeys up to forty miles, while
for longer journeys a slightly heavier
machine up to 4 h,p, would probably
meet the requirements of the majority.

With regard to the solo machine for

sport, competition, etc, speed and relia-

bility will come first, next may come
appearance. In any case, the manufac-
turer will not be in a position to standard-
ise so easily, as he will be asked for slight

modifications, different gear ratio, etc., to

suit individual requirements. Probably
the day of this kind of thing has gone.

As to the passenger mount, the twin-

engined machine -will be in the forefront,

and 5 h,p, may be considered to be the

satisfactory minimum. The four-cylinder

will probably be the ideal sidecar machine
in combination, or with shaft drive. All

machines will have to receive far more
effective mud-protecting devices. With
the passenger machine this defect is the

more pronounced on account of the well-

protected position of the passenger,

I cannot help thinking that, particularly

on account of this point, the sidecar

passenger combination will ultimately be
replaced by a passenger machine of similar

price and, necessary upkeep, but affording

to the driver the same protection and
comfort as to the passenger. The diffi-

culty, however, will be found not so

largely in the suitable design but in the
fact that the sidecarist is mostly the
natural product of the solo rider, and,
therefore, adheres naturally to his familiar
motor cycle.

-^15
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From Mr. S. L. Bailey, the Douglas Exponent.

THE cataclysm overwhelming Europe
has been stemmed—the greatest

sacrifice of men and metal made

—

but the price of it is still somebody's
debt. Such is the position to-day.

Reconstruction and demobilisation stare

us in the face, turn which way we will.

Yet, despite the past four years' training

of our minds in great events, great things,

and great numbers, is there one amongst
us that can comprehend in theu' fulness

the two issues before us? I fear not.

/ Each will have to work his hardest in his

own particular little sphere to attain the

desired end—to make Britain, worthy of

the British—industrially, particularly as

nationally we have attained our zenith.
^

We of the motor industries have a big

task before us, if we wish to see that^ we
are no worse off commercially than nation-

ally._ However, when the huge problem

of munition making first confronted this

country it was the
• •.-M^imM,.;^ ^, motor industries

that provided the

solution of the

problem, and they
were quick to re-

cognise that only

by immediate re-

construction could

they hope to pre-

vent the recur-

rence of the pro-

blem. The recon-

,
struction of to-day

, is no less, and,.

1 what is more im-
portant, no greater,

than the recon-
struction of that
day, and the world
may be agreeably

iurprised—disagreeably perhaps in some
parts—^to find us prepared to contest
a commercial warfare equalling almost
the conflict that has for us so : re-

cently and victoriously ended. Motor
cycle manufacturers are still aware
of their positions, and are working
night and day reconstructing, but they
are still labouring under war time legisla-

tion. This heavily fetters them and places

many obstacles in the way of progression.

Once freed or even relieved in this direc-

tion, developments will proceed apace. I

have hopes that the early new year will

see the repealing of many of these laws,
that were made to assist the industry in

the_ making of war material, and also the
making of new laws to protect the in-

dustrial life of the country.

From Capt. Geoffrey Smith, M.B.E., R.A.F.,

who will shortly resume Editorship of
" The Motor Cycle."

WHAT of the future? That is Me
question of the moment. Thousands
of enthusiastic motor cyclists, ex-

pectant of realising their ideal of a road-

worthy machine at a reasonably'low figure,

impatiently watch the announcements
of new models. This transition stage,

during which manufacturers are hurrying

to effect a change over from war work
to peace time productions, is easily the

most exciting period known in the history

of the motor industry. Happily the out-

look is of the rosiest kind. Apart from
those keen riders who have tested the

joys of the open road and long to renew

Al6

Bailey

Capt. G, Smith

their pleasures awheel, there is the vast

army of converts, who, having earned

fame and glory Oversea.s, and with a

little bank balance to their credit, are

ready to speculate in the most economical

form of motor vehicle extant. Whatever
their opinion of

the reliabilty and
usefulness of a

motor cycle before

going Overseas, no
doubt on those

scores now exists,

for, under their

very eyes, day in,

day out, they hsve
witnessed the

ability of a motor
cycle ready to go
anywhere and to

do anything. Our
despatch riders

—

all credit to them
—have proved
missionaries in dis-

guise. Unfortu-
n a t e 1 y, cheap
motor cycles are not to be—yet awhile.

"Manufacturers can be relied upon to

profit by their war-time experience of

quantity production methods. Those
lessons mean standardisation and
standardisation spells low production
costs, and, of course, low selling price.

Design ? Well, we are not all going to

be satisfied with one and the same kind
of machine. The more varied the selec-

tion the more interesting one's riding

experience. Two strokes ? Ah ! their

sphere is apparently still to be limited

to the lightweight bicycles. In that

field they will remain pre-eminent, for

a two-stroke is the simplest form of

bicycle motor, and the easiest to produce.

A return to the 500 c.c. single would
not surprise me. What better service could

an engine render than the 500 c.c. singles of

six years ago?
V' twins? Well, the popular fallacy

that a twin-cylinder engine requires

double the amount of attention that a

single demands is surely finally dispelled.

Properly designed, with more efficient

lubrication systems, and the selection of

met-als scientifically- studied, twins (type

no matter) will be the rule in the

peace that is coming. But—and it is a

big but—we do henceforth expect silent

and durable valve gear. It is not nice to

instance importations in talking of desir-

able improvements, but American—and
Swiss—twin-cylinder engines must take

the palm for the silence of their valve

operating mechanism. That state of

affairs should not be allowed to continue.

Aero engine experience may not be

reflected in early designs so much as its

effects will be apparent at Olympia, 1919.

But it is in the T.T. races that all those

discoveries and developments that have
attained for Britain the supremacy of the

air will be exploited. Unfortunately,
questions of cost stand in the way, or we
might see more aluminium jacketed cylin-

ders, or steel cylinders " with copper
depositing on standard touring machines.

Carbon still forms much too readily on
most types of air-cooled engines, and
leads to the objectionable habit of knock-
ing. Correct piston design can mitigate

this failing. Of the more general aspects,

however; we do expect—nay, demand, to

see perfect interchangeability of parts

JA.NVA.RY Qth, 1919.

when replacements become necessary, rust-

proof finishes wherever possible, better

design and material for valves (breakages

of which should be unknown after aero

engine experience), better weatherproofing,

improved accessibility of parts that matter,

sales and distribution methods improved,

and a continued interest in a machine

afttr it has left the factory.

From Mr. W. H. Wells, of the Hendee

Manufacturing Co.

HAVING been identified with motor

cycles since their very inception,

I have come to the conclusion that

motor cycles, in the future, will even-

tually resolve into two types only.

Pasftenger Machines. — The first and

most popular type will be a high-power

three-speed gear ,
sidecar ^machine. This

model must be designed by the makers

solely with, the idea of its being a

passenger-carrying vehicle. The frame

and forks must be constructed so as to

withstand the severest amount of side

strain to which a sidecar subjects them.

The rider's comfort should be studied in

the matter of large tyres, ample mud-
guards, and a reliable electric lighting

system. Very few

who have ever

driven a sidecar

combination would
care to go back to

the solo mount

;

and this applies

particularly to

those fairly well

advanced in years.

Solo Machines.—
There will always
be a demand for

a solo machine
amongst the
young and more
sporty class of

riders ; and this

machine should be
so designed that

it can be ea.sily

handled, light in

medium in power.

Mr W.H.Wells

weight, and low to

The rider's comfort
need not be studied to such a great

extent as with the passenger machiiie,

particularly as gadgets add weight, which
is undesirable for the solo rider. I would
not recommend dynamo and battery elec-

tric lighting for the solo machine ; it all

adds weight, which is undesirable, and
tends to make the solo machine unwieldy.
I should be glad, however, to see a light,

practical friction-driven generator, which
would weigh less than a gas-lighting out-

fit, perfected for motor cycle use. A few
crude types, but fairly efficient, were pro-

duced just before the war started.

Many manufacturers are too inclined to

listen to more or less unpractical ideas
emanating from the riding public, with
the result that they find themselves
loaded up with so many models that
economical manufacturing becomes almost
an impossibility. I think the time has
now arrived when the older established
manufacturers have gained enough experi-

ence to know what the public want and
what is suitable for them ; and by
eliminating all superfluous models, and
getting down to a sound, economical
manufacturing basis, they can give the
public better value than when they manu-
facture a multiplicity of models.
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DELLA FERRERA MOTOR CYCLES.
Italian War Office Models to be made for the Public.

ONE of the several Italian makes of

motor cycles which has been used
extensively by the Italian Army

during the war is the Delia Ferrera, of

which photographs showing two models are

reproduced here. We are informed by our
Milan correspondent that these machines
will be made for the public this year, and
that the Italian motor cycle . trade—

a

rapidly growing industry—will make a
great effort to capture the greater part of

their home trade. This fact, coupled with
the probable early arrival in Italy of the
new American models, will make it in-

creasingly difficult for the British manu-
facturer to pick up his pre-war trade.

which was very flourishing. Several new
firms have amiounced their intention of

entering the motor cycle trade and many
interesting new machines, including at

least two flat twins and a two-stroke, are

on the tapis.

Specification.

We have from time to time illustrated

many of the Italian machines, which, it

may be remembered, very closely follow

British lines. The Delia Ferrera is no
exception to this rule.

The single-cylinder Delia Ferrera has a

bore and stroke of 90 and 100 mm. respec-

tively while the cylinders of the twin

are 80 x 100 mm. bore and stroke. The
capacity of the foi'mer is 536 c.c.and
1,005 c.c. in case of the latter.

In all other respects the specifications

of the two models are identical and include

Dixie magneto, countershaft gear, four

speeds, dry plate clutch, kick-starter,

and internal expanding rear brake.

The gear ratios are 4, 6, 9, and 13 to 1,

obtained by two pairs of chains (two from
the engine to the gear box and two to

the rear wheel). These are completely

enclosed. The kick-starter operates directly

upon the engine shaft, while in the rear

wheel sprockets is embodied a shock
absorber of the rubber cushion type.

The Italian Delia Ferrera twin of 1,006 c.c. and single of 636 c.c.

dtl

A PRESSED STEEL FRAME.
FROM time to time we have recorded

the efforts of designers and would-be
designers to produce a motor cycle

frame of pressed steel. So far, however,
the results have not been so encouraging
as the possibilities of the proposition
seem to offer.

Mr. F. W. Barnes, whose name is

familiar to all who follow the sport and
pastime, seems to have gone beyond the
"idea" stage, and has succeeded in

designing a frame on these lines, which,
while being entirely unorthodox so far as

method of construction is concerned, is

by no means unsightly.
The main or body portion of the frame

is formed of two metal stampings welded
on their adjacent edges. This portion is

shaped at the front and rear ends to
provide seatings for the two diagonal
members of the frame, at the lower end
of which the engine is intended to be
fixed. The fore bracket is formed of a
metal plate bent to form the steering

(ft

head. The rear bracket is bent around
the rear end of the tank or body portion
in a similar way. The front fork, too,

is intended to be of pressed steel con-
struction, while the rear stays may follow
the same principles.

BOWSER SIDECARS.
MESSRS. E. BOWSER, sidecar manu-

facturers, 50, Park Lane, Leeds,
inform us that they have only just

concluded their Goverimient "contracts,
and are now engaged upon making the
types of sidecars which they manufac-
tured prior to the war. Their principal
production will be the original Bowser
two-seated sidecar, and they are hoping
in the course of a few months to be able
to place on the market some new designs
of two-seated and single-seated sidecars
which will mai'k distinct progress in

sidecar production.

A patented design for a pressed sleel

motor cycle frame.

THE CHEVROLET PISTON.
AN effort to overcome piston slap and

wear of pistons and cylinder walls
has been made the subject of . a

recent patent.

The difficulty which the invention sets
out to overcome is that due to the loose
fit of the ordinary piston in the cylinder
when cold, so that there is a tendency
for the piston to " slap " on the sides of
'he cylinder wall at the points at right
angles to the axis of the gudgeon pin
until warmed up and expanded to a good
fit. The inventor's method is to make
the skirt of the piston slightly oval, the
largest diameter to be a good working fit

in the cylinder when cold. The upper
part of the piston carrying the rings is

tui'ned rather smaller than the lesser

diameter of the skirt, so is al^^ays quite

free. The difference between the radii

of the major and minor axes of the

piston skirt is said to be quite satis-

factory at .002in.

It will be s^en that there is a
permanent area of contact between the

piston and the cylinder walls, and the
expansion takes effect in a line with the

gudgeon pin. Also the action when run-

ning cold is to distort the piston by the

pressure between the gudgeon and the

cylinder wall so as to increase the bearing
area with the increasing pressures.

I-Jfotgi

The Chevrolet
piston, designed with

the idea of prevent-

ing piston slap and

wear on the cylinder

walls.
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A Two-stroke "Runabout" of Thirty Years Ago.
Some Particulars of the Butler Molor Tricycle made in 1888,
which is claimed to be the First Petrol Vehicle in this Country.

IT
is not generally known that a little petrol-driven

tricycle was built in this country in the year 1888,
and that the engine was of the two-stroke type.

This was the Butler petrol cycle, of which the first

design was exhibited at the Inventions Exhibition in

1885, while the pro-

visional patent is dated
1884—thirty-four years

ago-

Truly one may say
that this was the first

cycle car, and it is re-

markable that it had
electric ignition, clutch

control, an epicyclic

gear, and stub axle steer-

ing such as is common
practice on cars to-day.

A s t u d y ' of ]\Jr.

Butler's pioneer machine
is most interesting, and
the mechanism needs
very careful investigation if all its ingenuity is to be
appreciated.

The method of working out the two-stroke principle
is different from conventicrtial practice to-day. From
a pressure diagram before us, it is clear that a more
perfect exhaust stroke is obtained than even in a four-
stroke engine, while the charge is only transferred

after the piston has reached' the top of the
stroke. The main advantages are perfect
exhaust and perfect charge, so far as the work-
ing cylinder is concerned. The disadvantage
of this principle would be an unduly
high receiver pressure needed for
the transfer. . 1

In all it appears to be a system
which, if taken up again and
modernised, might give good re-

sults, particularly as regards the
thermal efficiency.

Tlie Automobile Engineer of
March, 19 16, gave the following
description as provided by the in-

ventor :

" There are two cylinders, one
at each side of the driving wheel,
and arranged acting away from the

driving cranks, in order to work
with an unusually long stroke and
to have the front ends arranged as

compressing pumps. The pistons

are connected by rods to cross-

heads, and these by return connect-

ing rods of oval section tapered steel tubes to the

cranks, which are at 180°. Each cylinder is self-

contained, and draws in and compresses mixture at

the front end into a pressure chamber arranged under-
neath, a jacket surrounding the pressure chamber
being utilised to heat the mixture. The cylinders are

2|in. diameter by Sin. stroke, and the mixture, com-

A.18

pressed to from 15 lb. to lb.

Side view of the "Petrol Cycle," showing its curious construction

A pioneer designer and his three-wheeled
runabout of 1888.

per square inch,

according to throttle opening,' is admitted to the

explosion end of the cylinders for ajin. of the power
stroke, when it is cut off by the rotary valve and
immediately ignited by a wipe contact spark, produced

by a spring point ex-

tending some 3in. from
'a plug screwed into the

cylinder cover.." A pres-

sure diagram', which
appeared in our sister

journal The Automobile

Engineer, was produced
when the motor was run-

ning at about 300 r.p.m.

and with the throttle fully

open. From this it was
seen that the pressure

'

was between 20 lb. and
30 lb. for the first 2in.

to 3in. of the stroke,

rising to 100-120 lb.

after the crank had moved to about 60° of the power
stroke.

The Method of Starting.
" At each end of the cylinders there is a balanced

tapered rotary valve driven at half speed by a sprocket

wheel and chain. Between the rotary valves and the

pressure chamber there are two plug throttles,

and a third plug to control the admission of

mixture from the carburetter to the compressing

end of each cylinder. The purpose of the three

plugs is to enable the motor to be used as a

compressor while pushing it along

the road for a hundred yards or so

to charge up the cylinders, after

which operation the plugs are moved
round a few degrees to start the

motor under air pressure with the

driving wheel raised off the ground.

Immediately on the chambers com-
mencing to fire, the plugs are

moved round to the third position

to place the compressing ends into

connection with the pressure
chambers.

" In practice it was found that

the motor would not work slowly •

enough to propel the car
,
along

unaided at the start, i.e., when the

driving wheel was lowered to the

ground, and the car had to be
pushed along at a running speed
until both cylinders picked up.

The motor, however, would run very satisfactorily

with the driving wheel running on a pair of grooved
pulleys when allowed to speed up to about
250-300 r.p.m.

" The current for the ignition was at first obtained
from a dynamo magneto, but as this took up so

much of the available power a primary battery was
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A Two-stroke Runabout of Thirty Years Ago.—

substituted. At first a Bunsen nitric acid battery was
used, then a bichromate of potash, and finally a silver-

carbon plate battery known as the Shancheef, really

a modification of the silver-copper Smee battery. The
carburetter was placed forward, just over the petrol

tank, and was within reach from the seat for adjust-

ment of the petrol feed by a pin valve ; this car-

buretter had a jet feed and automatic ait plug to

maintain a 'constant mix-
ture for different positions

of the throttle and for

varying speeds. In the

trials Pratt's gasolene was
used, although the motor
would run on commercial
benzolene, but did not start

so quickly on the heavier

spirit.

" After a considerable

amount of experimental re-

search with the motor ar-

ranged to work on a pres-

sure admission two-stroke

cycle this was decided to

be unsatisfactory, and the

-motor was altered to work four-stroke, when the pres-

sure chambers and the valves at the compressir.g end

of the cylinders were cut out, and the valve at the

explosion end altered to admit mixture at alternate

forward strokes instead of at each stroke as formerly.

An epicyclic transmission gear was also fitted in the

Detai

the motor to speed up to 400-500 r.p.m. when
running along the road at from eight to ten miles

an hour. The four-stroke motor ran much better, and

after being first started by a handle on one of the

cranks, with the driving wheel raised from contact

with the ground, the car could be quite easily started

from the seat by a foot lever at the right-hand side

of the footboard. This method, although seemingly

strange, really worked very well, as the driving wheel

could be let down quite

gently with the toggle lever

control. On the left side

of the footboard was a

second foot lever_ for the

brakes on the front steer-

ing wheels. These were

carried by stub axles
swivelling in sockets, and
were connected ' for the

three wheels to focus to

one point when steering in

either direction. The
cylinders were jacketed and
connected by large pipes to

a water tank arranged over

the driving wheel, which,
although heavy, appeared to keep the cylinders from
overheating. This little .car, although of short wheel-
base, and with wheels only 32in. and ^oin in diameter,
weighed with oil and water 400 lb. After being altered

from two-stroke to four-stroke, the ignition was changed
from wipe spark low-tension to high-tension, with a

ol the two-stroke Butler engine, which embodied electric

ignition and jet carburetter.

hub of a new driving wheel, which now allowed sparking coil and rotary distributer."

THE UNIT SYSTEM.
The Integral Engine—Gear Box and Belt Drive.

IX
any design of any machine there appear to be

three periods.

(i.) The simple idea developed on crude lines.

(2.) The fitment of various devices which experi-

ence demands as essential, but which are frequently

added in a disconnected sort of way.

(3.) The " clean sweep " of the existing details, a

ijnification of all the essential features, and the em-
bodiment of them in such a way as to make a design

thoroughly sound.

The motor cycle at p'resent appears to be in stage 2,

particuterly in regard to the transm.ission problem, on
which depends perhaps the success of the machine.
The need of the change-speed gear has given rise to a

remarkably diverse development, but there has been
no genuine attempt to establish a modern, unit system

applicable to all sizes of machines.

The all-positive system is not the ideal for the

motor cycle, however 1 may be held up to ridicule by

the comparison of car progress; I maintain that in a

motor cycle we have an entirely different set of con-

ditions—we have a comparatively flexible frame, and

no one will contradict the opinion surely that the

present positive systems of drive have to be made
needlessly heavy so as to allow for errors of alignment

due to the interposition of a section of this relatively

flexible frame.

The unit system is a step to secure the true align-

ment of gears, under all conditions, of the change speed

gear system. It will be agreed that the best has

never been got out of the simple yet much -maligned

belt drive, simply because it has been put to work
under conditions which in themselves damned the

belt drive—the use of too big a belt reduction

ratio. I want to suggest that, if the unit system be

adopted, the change speed gears are placed in front

of the engine and the advantage taken to give 6in. or

Sin. more to the centres of the belt drive. The use

of a big reduction between engine and belt pulley

would allow of a large diameter pulley on the counter-

shaft, and would give the belt system a new life.

The combination of the unit system with a properly

designed belt drive would result in a much lighter

machine per h.p., especially in the larger machines,

and this is a very desirable aim to keep in view. So
great a percentage of the engine h.p. in modern day

practice is spent in propelling a heavy machine.

No doubt there are many who would like this pro-

blem thoroughly ventilated, and I hope manufacturers

will concentrate on the unit system, with its ease and

centralisation of production and its unquestioned

assured reliability. In other words, we want an engi-

neering prophet to arise who will make the clean sweep..

W. Symes.
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THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dates for 1919 Motor Cycles,

CONSIDERING that it is scarcely two months since

the Armistice was signed, the trade has made remark-
able progress towards re-establishing itself as a motor
cycle industry. From the following schedule, it will

be seen that quite a large number of makes will be avail-

able shortly. The majority of the prices given are subject

to alterations as time reveals to the makers the actual cost

of production. In the meantime, the rise in prices above
the pre-war level- is not so high as the extra cost of every
other commodity from matches to wearing apparel.

No doubt the comparatively high prices of new machines
will temporarily enhance the value of the second-hand
motor cycle.

It is interesting to note that the Morgan Runabout and
G.N. cycle car are quoted at prices competing with the

de luxe sidecar combination, while the average price of

3^ h.p. three-speed machines is in the neighbournood of

£80, and the two-stroke two-speed is about £50.
The 3^ h.p. sidecar is now over £100, while 6 h.p. and

8 h.p. models range from £125 to £152. So far, the A.J.S.
has the distinction of being the highest-priced motor cycle,

while the Norton "big 4" leads the singles.

Space does not allow a detail review of these prices and
delivery dates, but in subsequent issues we hope again to

refer to these matters, which, at the present time, are of

great interest to motor cyclists and potential buyers.

Make.

^.B.C
A.JS
A.J.S
Allon
Allon . .,.

Ariel .

Ariel

Blackburne ... 1

Blackburne . . .

.

Blackburne
Rritish Excelsior

b.s.a:
B.S.A
B.S.A

i'

Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield

Enfield
Enfield
Enfield

G.N. Cycle Car
G.N. Cycle Car

HUMBER , . . . .

Levi?

Particulars in Brief. Price.

6

2i

4

2*

Spring frame.
Twin, 3-speed.

Sidecar combination.
2-5troke,2-speed, clutch

2-stroke, 2-speed, dutcb,
. and kick-starter.

3-speed.
Sidecar combination

4-stroke, 2-speed,clutcb,

3-speed.
Combination.
2-5troke, 2-speed, kick-

starter.

All-cliain drive.

Chain-cum-belt.
Sidecar

W.D. Model.
W.D. Model.
Combination.

2-stroke, 2-speed chain-

drive.

4-stroke, twin, 2-speed.

Combination,
Combination.

2-cyl. Stajidard r.iodel.

2-cyl. Vitesse model.

Flat twin, 3-speed.

2-5troke. single gear

i s. d.

70
106 1

152 16
55

65
80
106

60
82

125

81 15
79 16
29 9

60 U
75
95

52 10
69 6
115 10
117 12

140
170

85

38 n

Delivery.

May.
\ End 01

/ January

January.

January

February.

[
Delivery com-
menced.

I Orders carried

I

out n rota-

I
tioa as far as

' oossitle.

Delivery
commenced.

It IS hoped to

commence
delivery in

January

\ Early in

/ ApfU.

Shortly.

January. Out-
put booked
until end of
March.

L.M.C
l:m.c
L.M.C

Matchless .

.

Metro-Tyler

Morgan
Morgan
RIorgan

New Imperial .

New Imperial
,

New Imperial ,

Norton .......
Norton

Norton

Norton

P. & M.
P. &M
Radco

Royal Ruby.
Royal Rubv.

Sparkbrook .

Sparkbrook .

Sunbcam . . .

.

Sunbeam ....

Triumph
Triumph

Velocette
Velocf.tte

6 or 8

2i

2^
3i

2+
21

Particulars in Brief.

^-sp. countershaft gear.

Ditto.
Twin ditto.

Combination.
2-stroke, 2-speed

M.A.G. engine.

G.P., J.A.P. engine
De luxe, M.A.G- (w.-c.

i.A.P.. f8 8s. extra),

2-stroke. 2-speed.
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

Combination.
All-chain drive.

T.T, countershaft, all-

chain.
Single gear, B.R.S. en-

gine.

Ditto, with B.S. engine.

R.A.F. model.
Combination.

2-5troke, single geai

3-speed.
2-stroke single gear.

2-stroke, single-speed.

2-stroke. 2-speed.
3-speed, all-chain.

Sidecar combination

W.D. Model.
2-stroke. 2-spee(i

2-stroke. 2-speed.
2-str., 2-sp.,l adies' mod.

°rice.

£ s. d.

73
75
86 10

140
45

132 12
143 17

50 8

58 16
126

73

80

78
102

42
(approx.)
105
40

46 4
53 10

85
52 10

Delivery.

(Delivery at end
of January.

End of January
Delivery com-
menced. En-
tire output for

1919 booked
by various

- agents.

, Shortlv

Deliven
shortly

\ A limited aum
J ber during Jan

Early in Febru
ary.

\ Three or Joui

/ weeks.

\ Early in Febru
/ ary.

I
Shortly

{Deliveries tc

agents com
menced-

40 \ Delivery in

42 - J few weeks.

THE 2fh.p. COULSON.
An Entirely New Product of Medium Power and Weight.

ANEW motor bicycle which will shortly be placed on

the market is the 2| h.p. Coulson. This will be a

mediumweight machine of medium horse-power, and

one capable of going anywhere. It has been

generally found that a horse-power of 2| is the most

practical power the motorcyclist can desire. It will not give

him excessive speed, but will enable a good average to be

kept up and any hill to be

climbed.

The engine fitted is a 1% h.p.

Blackburne, 71 mm. x78 mm.,
341 c.c, which is referred to in

the Burney and Blackburne
programme appearing in last

week's issue. This engine has

the same size crank case and
the same size valve as the

3i h.p. The frame will be
constructed of l|in. light gauge
tubes, combined belt and chain

transmission will be fitted,

while the gear box will be a

two-speed Jardine. So far as

1 he new Coulson lightweight model. It is fitted with 2£ h.p.

Blackburne engine.

suspension is concerned, the rear portion of the machine will
be provided with leaf springing, while the front of the
machine is suspended on Druid Mark II. forks.

It will be noticed that the mudguards are provided with
valances of ample size, and that the top tube of the frame
is oi the sloping variety, and that the machine has a dis-
tinctly racy appearance. A Best and Lloyd drip feed

lubricator is fitted and a Brooks
saddle, the ground clearance
being 4iin.

The machine is being brought
out by Mr. F. A. Coulson,
formerly managing director of
the Wooler Engineering Co.,
and it is expected that be-
tween 750 and 1,000 machines
will be made during 1919.
Already, half this number is

booked up.

Further particulars can be
obtained from the F. A. Coulson
Manufacturing Co., 199, Picca-
dilly, London, W.l.
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NEW THOUGHTS.
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READERS' OPINIONS ON MATTERS OF THE MOMENT.

A Russian aviator discusses the ideal machine for Russia, and describes a "constant speed" device.

A British naval lieutenant makes a plea for better garages. The disposal of Army motor cycles.

Russia's Lt. Nicolas Olechnovich, a Russian
Needs. engineer and air pilot, writes to us on the

requirements of the Russian market. He is

at present in England, but so soon as order is restored he
int-ends to open a motor cycle agency in Russia. Just before
the war (he writes) the Russian market was fully covered by
American machines, and the sale of British machines was
vei-y limited. The causes of this were (1) the conditions of

the English credit system, and (2) the machines were too

expensive.
In those days the only type of English machine to be

seen in Russia was the lightweight, and, according to our
correspondent, this kind of machine is not strong enough for

Russian roads. The lieutenant also refers to the fact that
the agents for British machines do not stock spars parts.

If replacements were required, there has been a delay of a
month or more waiting for the part to come out from
England. Owing to this delay, most riders preferred to

patronise the local ironworks or make the parts themselves.
As a result of these drawbacks of the British machine and
tlie handling of it as a commercial proposition, the American
machines have found a larger market, because they are
much cheaper, they have large engines, large tyres, and
"spare parts in plenty."

. A Constant A device to provide a constant speed for

Speed Device lor the dynamo has been patented by Lt,

Dynamo Drive. Olechnovich. According to the inventor,
this invention automatically provide* ap-

proximately a set speed for the dynamo irrespective of the
speed of the machine. In practice, we are advised, the speed
of the "dynamo is appro-ximately constant throughout the
machine's range of speed from 4 to 60 m.p.h.
From the diagrammatic drawing it will be seen that the

device consists of a box containing two discs, the shafts of

which are parallel. Between these two discs is a friction

wheel carried on a hollow shaft, which slides upon a stationary

spindle. Fixed to the friction wheel sleeve is a governor of

the conventional centrifugal type,

by which the friction wheel is

made to rise and fall according
to the speed at which it revolves,

and consequently alters the speed
ratio between the driving and the
driven discs.

Overseas -Lt. Olechnovich
Finish. is of the opinion

that for Overseas
machines a superior exterior finish

is not necessary for every part.

The Russian buyer looks only for

good material, best workmanship,
and, as far as possible, rustless

finish. When two metals in contact

are wet, a galvanic couple is set'

up. It is a mistake to have a
layer of copper deposited on steel

for nickel-plating, because the

copper is a positive and the steel

a negative. It is necessary to

h*ve a negative finish, such as

zinc. The "lieutenant thinks that

future demands for motor cycles

in Russia are very great, and in

order to secure a share of this

market British makers should pro-

vide a machine of the following specification : Spring frame,

28x3in. tyres, high position of engine, which should be

over 1,000 c.c. capacity, large tanks, and dynamo lighting set.

A constant speed

"device for dynamo
drive. (A.) Driving

pulley. (B.) Driving

disc. (C.) Intermediate

(riction wheel. (D.)

Driven disc. (E.)

Universal joint. (F )

Dynamo. (G.) Centri-

.fugal governor

Garages. "G.P.G.K.," a naval lieutenant, writes on

a question which should be considered more

seriously than hitherto. He urges motor cyclists to " make

the small garage proprietor put more method into his con-

cern," but does not suggest Ijow this can be done. It would

appear that, in the first place, it is a matter for the-R.A.C.

and A.C.U. to take up, and to appoint only "men with

method " as their official repairers. " G.P.G.K." writes as

follows : II-
'^ Every motor cyclist knows the small garage troubles m

pre-war days. Chiefly, the toolbag thief, small part thief,

lack of accessories sold by the proprietor, office and store

muddled together with completely drastic results, and many

other minor worries.
" Xow the motor cycle renaissance is coming let us make

the small garage proprietor put more method into his concern.

" Official repairing signs of well-known clubs were displayed

at garages which were no more than a shed for storage,

purposes. Let us improve pre-war motor cycling conditions.

Army Motor Another interesting letter is from Mr. C. S.

Cycles. Moores, of Bristol, who suggests that men
who have served in the Army should have

preference in buying war-worn machines.

The disposal of' W.D. machines is a great problem, and, in

all probability, a great deal of dissatisfaction will be expressed

on the manner in which this matter is being handled by the

Government. Mr. Moores's letter is given below :

"It was recently suggested in The Motor Cycle 'that men

who have been riding machines should have the option of

purchasing them.' This is quite in order as far as mobile

units are concerned, but what about the motor cyclist who

has served in the Infantry? Is not he entitled to purchasean

Army motor cycle at a "low price? I think the following

points are worthy of consideration

:

"(1.) That the sale of military motor transport be

restricted to men who have served in the Forces.
"

(2.) That machines be sold by auction to the highest

bidder.
, i_ i-

"(3.) That any soldier on discharge may have the option

of obtaining a permit entitling him to purchase one motor

cycle, car, or lorry.
, i j i

"(4.) On purchasing a machine this permit to be handed

to the vendors.
. , , a

" Commenting on (1). This obviates the chance of big farms

buying up large stocks and making ' second '
profits. (2.)

Enables the Government to realise a fair price for the

machines the State has paid for. (3.) Men who have served

in the Army are certainly entitled to any advantages the

Army may offer, in preference to civilians. (4.) Ensures that

every soldier is treated with equal fairness, and avoids one

person being able to buy in quantity."

An Anglo- The fact that the Canadian market has not

Canadian been exploited by British motor cycle

Proposition. manufacturers is a point often discussed

by Canadian riders, so many of whom have

now had an oppoi-tunity of seeing the English product. \Ve

give below a short letter from a Montrealer at present m
this country. ... ,, .,, ,.

"British manufacturers," he writes, will never reahse

the enormous possibilities of the Canadian market until

they vi.=it the Dominion. I feel sure that if they could but

appreciate this they would make an effort to secure their

full share by building machines suitable for our country

and our pocket. To do- this they must be made over here.

Isn't there a Briti.sh firm with sufficient enterprise to start

a Canadian factory, or perhaps it would reduce the cost of

production if the parts were made in the Home factory and

assembled in Canada."
A2 5
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^Imes to Clgbt Camps.
Greenwich Time.

Jan. 9th ' 4.39 p.m.
„ 11th 4.42 „
., 13th 4.44 ,

„ 15th 4.47 ,

Death oi a Well-known Motoring
Pioneer.

^We regret to learn that Mr. Noel B.
Kenealy has died at Nairobi, Briti?li
East Africa, where he was editing a local
paper. He was editor of Motoring Ilhis-
Irated and the founder of the Herts
Automobile Club.

Secretary of Road Board Resigns.
We learn that Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys

has resigned his position as secretary of
the Road Board, and accepted the position
of financial adviser to the Motor Union
Insurance Co., Ltd., of which he was one
of the founders.

More Petrol for Motorists.

Though the restrictions on the use of
motor vehicles have been removed, it is

not yet possible for the Petrol Control
Department to dispense with the system
of licences to obtain motor spirit. Under
the Finance Act, 1916, a duty is payable
by holders, and until the Act is repealed
by Parliament licences will continue to
be necessary. New applicants have no
difficulty in obtaining licences. The
quantities of spirit that the Department
is prepared to allocate to existing licence-
liolders are now very much greater, and
no reasonable requests will be refused.
The JMotor Spirit Restriction Orders will
be revoked entirely by the Board of
Trade from .January 10th.

Fetrol Allowances. ^

We arc informed by the Petrol Con-
troller's Department "that the following
allowances will be made to motor cyclists :

kiix gallons per month to owners of solo
machines ; ten gallons a month to owners
of sidecar machines, and in exceptional
cases, where the machine is in the employ
of a i-ecognised firm, an allowance up to
fifteen or sixteen gallons a month.
Tricars, by which we presume that trade
carriers and Morgans are meant, will be
allowed sixteen gallons a month.

Accessory Thieves' New Tricks.

We quote from a letter received from
a reader : "A few weeks ago I inserted an
advertisement in The Motor Cycle for a
Williamson for sale. While away from
home a prospective buyer called, and
asked to see it. My wife showed him the
machine, and left him for a few minutes.
When she came back from the house he
expressed every satisfaction, and left, say-
ing he would buy it, and that he would
call to see me later. When I returned T

missed one set of J. A. P. and two King
Dick engine spanners, which could only
have been taken while he was left alone,
as the shed where the machine was kept
was previously locked. Needless to say
he did not turn up as arranged."

A26

Petrol Pool Board to be Dissolved.

, The Board of Trade have made an
arrangement with the companies who are
parties to the agreement for the forma-
tion of the Pool Board (Petroleum Sup-
plies) by which the Pool will be dis-
solved as from January 31st.

This will not affect the powers of the
Board of Trade to control prices of
petroleum and ' petroleum products.

The Public Schools Motor Cycling Club.

Applications for membership are still

reaching the temporary hon. sec, Lt.
H. P Browning, R.U.A., A.A. Gun
Station, Virginia Water, Surrey.

Col. Lindsay Lloyd has consented to be
president of the club, and iij a few
months' time it is hoped that a ,sufficient

number of applications will have been
received to enable Mr. Browning to call

a general meeting and restart the club.

Mr. Browning will be glad to hear from
members of the leading Public Schools
who would care to join the club, and it

is hoped by the Easter holidays to have
the club completely re-established and a

programme formed. .,
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THE FUTURE OF SURPLUS GOVERNMENT
MACHINES.

SINGLE, TWIN, OR FOUR.

Bluemel Brothers, Ltd.

At the annual meeting of the above,

the directors recommended the payment
of a dividend on the ordinary shares of

Is. 4d. per share, less income tax, amount-'

ing, with the interim dividend paid in

Juno last, to a total of 10%, plus a bonus

of Is. per share, less income tax, making
15% for the year.

A Motor Cycle Club for Ealing and
District.

It is proposed to form a motor cycling

club for Ealing and District. It is the

intention of the promoters to maintain a

vigoi'ous and novel programme, including

an entirely new form of inter-club team
competition, which, it is hoped, will

greatly stimulate club activity. The
social side will be well catered for, the

club having had the offer of the use of a

large club room gratis. In this connec-
tion, club runs .will be eagerly looked
forward to after the enforced idleness.of

the past four years. These runs will be
combined with a social event, and will

give members an object in riding. Lady
riders are invited to join, for it is felt

that the lady members will be well repre-'

sented by ex-R.A.F. motor cyclists and
others. The club will be affiliated to

the Auto Cycle Union, whereby members
will become entitled to the privileges con-

ferred by that body. The cycle car user's

interests will be studied, and a class

arranged for this vehicle in competitive
events.

Every rider who is interested should
write to Mr. S. P. L. Brown. 25, Ormiston
Road, Shepherd's Bush, W.12

A meet ol motor cyclists on a recent Sunday a. Owier Bar. This rendezvous was a popular

. one for Sheffield riders bclore the war.
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Honour for Well-known Motor Cyclist.

Mr. Guy Lee-Evans, one time famous
ladiau rider, has been awai'ded the B.E.

Belgian Motor Cycle Trade.

Belgian manufacturers of cycles and
motor cycles are about to form a society

for their protection and to further the

manufacture and export of Belgian
machines.

Lecture in SheSQell.

On January 18th, Mr. L. B. Henderson,
A.M.I.A.E.," v.-ill speak on the care,

upkeep, and tuning of motor cycles

before the Sheffield District N.M.C.F.U.
The lecture will be held in the Imperial

Hall. Pinstone Street, Sheffield.'

Ihe Industrial Reconstruction Council.

A conference on "Reconstruction or

Restoration " will be held under the

auspices of the Industrial Reconstruction

Council on Tuesday, January 14th, at

6 p.m., in the" Hall of the Institute of

Journalists, 2 and 4, Tudor Street,

E.G. 4. The chair will be taken by Sir

Henry Urwick, of Messrs. Fownes Bros,

and CV)

The War Work of the M.A.G. Engine
Designer.

Mr. Osborne de Lissa, of the M.A.'G.
Engine Co., Ltd., whose "Opinion" we
give on another page, was, during the war, .

appointed to a position in the M.O.M.
Gun Machine Tool Department, and later
transferred to the Technical Department
of the Air Ministry.

A Stolen Motor Cycle.

A reader of The Motor Cycle whs is

quite well knowai in the competition world
has recentlj' had his motor cycle stolen by
means of an ingenious trick. Immediately
after he had left his residence a soldier

called upon his wife, saying that he had
called at the request of the owner on
behalf of a certain major to take delivery
of the machine, which was advertised for

sale. It has not been seen since.

The motor cycle is an Imperi two-stroke,
all black finish, tank enamelled French
grey and green, complete with horn, lamp,
new tyres, and belt. The magneto chain-
cover is broken near the top, and the off-

side footrest has been broken and not very
neatly welded. Should anyone hear of
this machine he is requested to corre-
ipnnd with the Editor, The. Motor C'yrle

Second-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices of

motor cycles and combinations from adver-

tisements which have appeared in three

previous issues of The Motor Ci/clc:

1913
and 1914. 'i5-'i6. '17-18

Earlier.

A.J.S., sidecar — £75 £85 —
Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed . — £26 £35 ^£38
Alldays, 2-stroke, 2-speed — £25 — —
Ariel, 5-6 h.p., sidecar .j — £65 — —
Bat-Jap, 8 1]. p.. sidecar . — — £70 —
Bradbury 4 h. p., belt .. £20 — — —
Calthorpe, 2-strGke — — £27i —
Calthorpe-Jap,25h.p.,2-5. — — £28" —
Ditto, 6 h.p., sidecar ... — — £70 —
Chater-Lea, sidecar .... £39 £50 — —
Clyno £63 £58 £100 —
Douglas, 2} h.p — £36 £40 —
Douf,'las, 4 h.p., sidecar . — £60 — —
Enfield, 6 h.p., sidecar .. — £50 £85 —
Harley-Davidson, s /car. — — £80 —
Hobart, 2-stroke — — — £35
Huraber. 3^ h.p., 2-speed £20 — — —
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar . — £47 £56 —
James, 3J h.p., sidecar . . — — — £90
Levis — £24 — —
Matchless, 6 h.p., sidecar £60

"— — —
New Hudson, 3i h.p., s /c. £32 £40 ^ — —
O.K., 2h h.p., 2-speed . . — — £30 £33
Premier, 3i h.p £22 - — — —
Rover, sjii.p '. — — £65 £57
Rudge-Multi £19 £31 - —
Sunbeam, 3! h.p., s-car. — .^— £70 —
Triumph . .

.'

£25 £38 £49 —
7enith 8 h p — — £65 —

. .(.'.

Wbere the A B.C. is to be made—the Sopwitli aviation factory at Ham, Surrey. The A.B.C. programme consists ot tlie production

of a spring frame four-speed 3 h-p. flat twin lightweight, which is to sell at £70.

PROHIBITION ON EXPORTS REMOVED.
IN a recent issue, when writing of the

coming motor show at Barcelona, we
referred to the difficulty experienced

by British makers in getting the necessary
-permits to export their goods. In view
of the urgency of the matter we also

wrote to the Board of Trade on the sub-
ject, and are pleased to be able to tell our
readers that the difficulties to which we
alluded are now entirely removed. We
append our letter to the President of the
Board of Trade, together with the reply
which we have received :

The President of the Board of Trade.

Dear Sir,—I have received information
from .Spain that a motor car and motor
cycle exhibition is to be held in Barcelona
early in JIarch next. Jly correspondent
informs me that, while American manu-

facturers ai-e sending to this^exhibition
everything .^that is asked, British makers,
although in many cases they have the
^09ds in stock, are finding difficulty in

obtaining the necessary permits to enable
them to export the goods before it is

too late

Jlay I therefore, with all due respect,

lay before you thg extreme importance of

this matter, in view of the very serious

position in w-hich the motor cycle industry
of' this coiintry finds itself in its present
competition •\vith its chief rival, and
urge the desirability of immediately re-

moving the restrictions which have, as

a necessary war measure, been placed on
the export of manufactured goods.

Your obedient servant.

The Editor.

Board of Trade (Commercial Relations and
Treaties Dept.), Whitehall, S.W.I.

Sir,—With reference to your letter of

December 27th, I am directed to draw
your attention to the notices which
have appeared on pages 791 and 819 of

tlie Board of Trade Journal of Decem-
ber 19th and 25th respectively, from
which it will be observed that the goods
in question have been transferred to List
C of prohibited exports. I am at the
same time to point out that bv an Order
of Council dated December 24th, 19J8,
Spain was added to the countries ex-
cepted from the prohibitions relating to

articles iiichided^ in that list, and that
goods referred to can therefore be ex-
ported to Spain without licence.

Your obedient servant,

H. Fountain.
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" SINGLE," " TWIN," OR " FOUR ?"
The Lessons of the Plebiscite. Data concerning the Proportionate Popularity

of Various Types of Engines.

IN
announcing the result of the

'

' Which Type '

' refer-

endum last week, we stated that, although the flat

twin as a solo machine engine secured the greatest

number of readers' votes, the single-cylinder was a

very close second.
'

We repeat this in justice to the single-cylinder

engine, and in full appreciation of the probability that,

whereas this type of engine secured its support on
good service in the past, the flat twin scored more on
its theoreiical advantages. This is not saying that

practical experience with a flat twin would modify this

judgment, but we think quite a large percentage of

those readers who regard the 500 c.c. flat twin as their

ideal have based their preference on theory, because
it is doubtful whether, excepting the 2^ h.p. Douglas,

so many flat twins have been produced as the number
of forms specifying it which have been received.

The various types were represented by the follow-

ing percentages:

Solo. Sidecar.

Flat twins 40% 28%
Singles 36% .... 16%
V twins 13% .... 35%
Four-cylinder 5% .... 20%
Other types 6% i%

is cheaper than a four-stroke, and that if such riders

have ideals, in all probability these would include larger

and more powerful engines than the usual two-stroke,

of such a size of cylinder, in fact, as does not exist

in two-stroke engines. Again, the two-stroke machine

is used more as a utility machine than as a sportsman s

mount, and to the former class of rider mechanical

ideals do not exist. He requires a machine for

general " pottering about," and so long as the httle

two-stroke does this, he does not trouble.

Therefore, the fact that so few of the total forms

specify two-stroke engines is no criterion that no

demand exists for the simpler type. It appeals to a

totally different class of rider from that which responded

to our invitation to compile a specification.

Incidentally, it should be noted that the number of

engines under 300 c.c. which were specified ,was^

infinitesimal: in fact, solo engines of over 1,000 c.c.

scored over ten times the votes. The two-strokes men-

tioned were of suggested new types.

Engine sizes were divided up as follow:

Solo Engines.

J

100% 100%

T'wo=stroKe or .Four=stroke.

Considering the number of " utility " two-strokes on

the road, and the evidence that they are giving their

owners satisfaction, it is, at first sight, rather surpris-

ing that their popularity was not registered. The
voting on two and four-strokes was as below

:

Solo. Sidecar.

Two-stroke 6% 4%
Four-stroke 94% 96%

Before concluding that the two-stroke has really lost

its popularity, and that- the above figures are a true

indication regarding the demand in the future, it is

well to view the matter in its broadest aspects.

The main object of the Referendum is to assist

manufacturers to judge pubhc opinion, therefore it

must not be overlooked by them that the majority of

users of the little two-stroke buy it because it

Under 300 c.c. 0.04%
300 c.c 3-8%
35° c.c 5.0%
400-475 c.c. ,. . 1.5%
500 c.c 32-7%
550 c.c 21.5%
600 c.c 9.8%
650C.C 5.8%
675 C.C I .0%

Sidecar Engines

700 c.c 3-7%
750 C.C 4-7%
800 c.c 1-5%
850 c.c 0.3%
900-925 c.c. . . 1.2%
975 C.C 1.3%

1 ,000 c.c 5-o%
1,050 C.C 0.5%
i,iooc.c 0.7%

850 C.C .'. 2.2%
900 c.c 5 5%
925-975 c.c. .. 5:4%

1,000 c.c 3i-0%
1,050-1,100 c.c.

.

1.4%
1,200-1,500 c.c. . 0.9%

500 c.c 4.9%
550C.C 6.8%
600 c.c 7-2%
650 c.c 5.0%
700 c.c 4.9%
750 c.c 19-8%
Sooc.c 5-o%

If we divide the engines of the solo class into groups

we see that solo riders are more enthusiastic concern-

ing higher powers than 500 c.c. than for engines

smaller than this size :

Under 500 c.c 10. 3%
500-600 c.c 70.8%
700 and over 18 .9%

Tlie popularity of the above tfiree types, according to the voting, is In the following order : Flat twin, single, and V type twin.
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Single, Twin, or Four ?—

Dniding up the sidecar engines in a similar way, we
obtain the following figures:

Under 650 c.c 23.9%
700-900 c.c. 37-4%
Over*9oocc 38.7%

* Including 31% t,000 c.c.

From the above it will be seen that over 75% favour

engines larger tlian 700 c.c. for sidecar work, and that

a proportion greater than this prefers engines of 500
c.c. and over for solo use. Before the war the trend

of design was towards the 750 c.c. twin for sidecar

work anti an engine smaller than 500 c.c. for solo

purposes. What has happened to cause this ebb and
flow of public opinion? Is it the usual cry of the-

enthusiast for more and more power ? Certain it is

the 350 c.c. engine just fails fully to satisfy the solo

rider who requires speed- and means to maintain high

averages. The 500 c.c. engine gives him that extra

reserve which in the sidecar class is represented by
the difference between 750 and 1,000 c.c.

So far, we have considered figures broadly. In

order to gauge public opinion correctly, it is necessary

now to take each type of engine separately. We then

find the proportionate popularity of the various sizes in

the different types.

Engines for Solo Machines

Single-cylinders.

300 c.c.

350 c.c.

400 c.c.

!;ooc.c.

6%
7%
1%
44%

550 c.c 30%
600 c.c 10%
700 c.c 2%

Flat

3%
Twins.

300 c.c

350 c.c 8%
400 c.c I %
500 c.c 52%
550 c.c 13%

V Twins,

600 c.c 12%
650 c.c 5%

4%
T%

700 c.c

800-1,000 c.c.

400-450 c.c.

506 c.c. . . . ,

550 c.c.

600 c.c

650 c.c. . . . .

2%
8%
10%
8%
8%

. 4%

. 22%

. 2%
850 c.c 2%

. 24%

700 C.c.

750 c.c.

800 c.c.

t ,000 c.c.

600-650 c.c.

750 c.c

800-900 c.c.

F0UR-CYI,INDER.

20%
15%
16%

1 ,000 C.c.

t, 100 c.c.

35%
14%

These figu,res are interesting, and show that 70%
of the single enthusiasts favoured the 33^-4 h.p. pro-

position, which is not surprising considering the num-

ber on the road. This seems to contradict previous

deductions, and rather shows that many owners cf such

machines are perfectly satisfied on the point of power.

In the flat twin group also the 500-600 c.c. size§

together secured 77% of, the votes.

To summarise solo engines we have the following

table to show the proportionate values of the most

important of the various types and sizes. From this

it will be seen that, while in the flat twin group 20%
voted for 500 c.c. and only 5% for 550 c.c, single

cylinders of these sizes scored approximately 15% and

10% for 500 and 550 c.c. respectively. Therefore,

taken together, the 500 and 550 c.c. flat twins scored

25% and the singles 25.7% of the solo specifications.

Summary of Solo Engine Referendum revealing the great popularity of the 500-550 c.c. sizes.

Types

Flat twins
Singles

V twins . . .

.

Four-cylinder

Votes per
100.

40
36
13

5

300.

1.2
2.1

C.C. Capacity.—.Votes pet 100 of all Solo Machines.

350-

3-2
2.5

400.

0.4
0-3
0.2

500.

20.8
14.9
2.3

550.

5.2
10.8

•3

600.

4.8
3-6
i.o

650.

2.0
0.7
1.0
O. lO

700.

0.5
0.07

800.

2.8*
0.08

1,000.

3-t

o. 17

* 750 c.c. capacity. Engines larger than 1,000 c.c. and unconventional types are omitted.

Single -

^""^
• Flat Twin

U-cyl

Single

SIDECARS
j Ji^-;::
l4-cyl.

LONG-STROKE -Solo .

„ -Sidecar.

SHORT-STROKE- Solo .

„
- Sidecar.

FOUR-STROKE - Solo .

„
• Sidecar

.

TWO-STROKE -Solo .

„ - Sidecar

.

AIR-COOLED - Solo ,

„ - Sidecar

,

WATER-COOLED Solo .

Sidecar .

A CHART SHOWING I HE PROPORTIONATE VOTING

FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF ENGINES.

In the short stroke group is included engines with cylinders

approximatciv " square "
in their bore-stroke rotios

A.l.'j
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Summary of Engines for Sidecars, in which nearly Thirty per Cent, are 1,000 c.c. :

Types.
Votes per

loo.

C.C. Capacity.—Votes per 100 of all Sidecar Macliines.

500. 5.50. 600. 650. 700. 750. 800. 850. .900. 1,000.

Over
1,000.

Singles 28

16

35
20

8.9
0.9

5-6
1.6

1-7

5.7.

1-9
0.7

3-3
0.7
2.8

1.

1

1.8

2.

1

4-5
9-4
2.4

2.2
0.9

. 1.4

0.2*
0.6

0.6

0.7
4-5
0.8

2.2
13-6
13-8

Flat twins 0.2
V twins
Pour-cylinder

0.3
0.4

* Several over 850 c.c. and under 1,000 c.c. suggested. Unconventional types, omitted.

The sidecar engine' figures are just as interesting,

and taken separately according to type tlie following

figures are obtained:

Engines for Sidecar Machines.

Single-cylinders.

500 c.c 32% 650 c.c 12%
550 c.c 20% . 700 c.c 4%
600C.C. 24% 800-900 c.c. . . 8%

Flat Twins.

500 c.c 6%
550 c.c ro%
600 c.c 13%
650 C.c 6%
700 C.C 12%

V Twins.

550 c.c 5%
600 c.c. 2%
650 C.C 8%
700 c.c 6%
7SOC.C. 23%

Four-cylinders

750 c.c *. 12%
850 C.C 3%
900 c.c 4%

750 c.c,

800 c.c.

850 c.c
900 c.c.

,

1,000 c.c.

26%
6%
4%
4%
H%

800 c.c.
. 4%

900 c.c 13%
1,000 cc 38%
Over 1,006 C.c. . 1%

1,000 c.c

Oveir 1,000 c.c.

^9%
12%

The 1,000 c.c. Engine.
From the foregoing it will be seen that a larger

number of readers voted for the 1,000 c.c. four-

- cylinder engine than for a V twin of this size. This,

probably, was to be expected when it is considered

that the sidecar " 4 " must, of necessity, be over

750 c.c. owing to the smallness of the cylinders of an

engine of lower capacity, whereas the twins begin the

range of sizes at 550.

It should be noted that quite a number of specifica-

tions were suggested as ideal for dual purpose

machines, hence the relatively large number of 500

c.c. singles which, before die war, -was a very popular
size for this purpose.

It should be recorded that nearly 10% of the V twin

enthusiasts in both solo and sidecar groups specified

a 90° engine. . .

Air or Water=cooljng.
As will have been anticipated, only a small propor-

tion of readers specified water-cooled engines, the per-

centage being 5% in the solo and 14% in the sidecar

group.

We now come to the question of long or short-

strokes, and we think this will cause surprise to the

thinking reader, as the long-stroke scores heavily in

both solo and sidecar groups. The surprise lies not
so much in that so many should favour the long-stroke

—the merits or demerits of the two types are still con-

troversial. We are surprised because only a very

small proportion of readers who sent in specifications

'

can have had experience with long-stroke engines,

since so few makes embody them.

Here we see evidence that those readers who have
ideals have closely followed the technical articles in

this paper, and that on the success of the Norton long-

stroke engine and the theoretical advantages of the

type many have specified long-stroke irrespective of

the type of engine.

In the foregoing we have endeavoufed to thrash out

the question of engine types and power, and we think

it will be agreed that the popularity with potential

buyers of the respective alternatives is very clearly

shown.

In subsequent issues we hope to deal with other

points of specification in a similar way until the maker
will have, for the first time, reliable data t"© assist him
in formulating his policy in the immediate future.

Three kinds of engines which depart from the most general types. Ten per cent, of the voters

for V twins specified the 90*^ type. Twenty per cent, of the specifications called for four-cyhnder

engines in the sidecar group and five per cent

in the solo class

"—5sr'?^sr-r\'3^U33d:^'^.
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OVERHAULING THE 2|h.p. F.N.

A Few Hints for the Owners of this One-lime Popular Machine

That the products of

the F.N. Company found

enthusiastic devotees is

undoubted, but, per-

haps, as an outstanding

pioneer it .has not re-

ceived as much attention

as it deserves. Here we
give the opinion of an
F.N. user as to the best

method ofconducting an

overhaul.

A -a®

The engine assembly Note the specially-shaped magneto shaft A, which can only fit in one position

into the hole B in the timmg gear.

APIilMAFACIE ronsideration with
motor cyclists is that of accessi-

bility. With the F.N. the fact

that the cylinders cannot be removed
without first taking out the engine from
the frame maj' appear somewhat of a

drawback, but the latter operation is,

however, a remarkably simple matter.

The engine, complete with carburetter,

inlet, exhaust pipes, and magneto, can

be removed as a unit from the frame by
withdrawing two long bolts that pass

through the frame lugs and the cylinder

casting, first having detached the exhaust
lifter, petrol and oil pipes, and car-

buretter controls. It is also necessary to

withdraw the bolt A (fig. 1), which allows

the trusspiece between the rear of the

engine and the gear box to swing clear.

It will assist matters if a strap is

passed over the tank tube and threaded
between the valve pockets and the

cylinder (fig. 1), so as to take the weight
of the engine, which may then be slid

forward about an inch to bring the inner

clutch member free of the front universal

joint on the gear box.
The gear box can be removed in a

similar manner by withdrawing two long

bolts, but as it is hardly ever necessary
to interfere with this, only a brief

reference will be made to it later on.

Taking Down the Eng-'ne.

The magneto is detached by. undoing
three screws which hold its specially-

shaped back end plate to the timing
gear cover. It can be taken off and
repladed without trouble, as the armature
shaft is specially shaped and extended so
as to fit into a hole of corresponding
shape in the large 2 to 1 gear. Conse-
quently if the valves are correctly timed
the magneto must be also.

There is a paper wa.^her between the
magneto endplate and the timing cover,
which should be renewed if it has become
torn, and a groove will be observed in the
timing cover leading from the large gear
wheel housing to the edge of the timing
case. It is important that this should be
kept free ' from dirt, as its purpose is to
lead away any surplus oil from the timing
gear, so that it does not enter the
magneto.

To take the engine to pieces, first take
off the oil cap on the mainshaft between
the flywheel and the crank case. This is

a brass ring in two halves held together
by a couple of small screws. Remove the
timing gear cover with its paper washer,
and it will be seen that the timing wheels
are provided with a mark upon each, so
that when retiming the engine it is only
necessary to make the two marks come
together to ensure the valves being
properly set. Before removing the ex-
haust and inlet rockers, mark the former,
so as to know which is which. If this is

not done, they may be transposed in re-

assembling, with the result that the
timing is slightly varied.

The bottom half of the crank case
ean now be removed by undoing eight
screws, permitting the complete crank and
piston assembly to be withdrawn. Note
that the locking ring of the inspection
window in the sump is left-hand thread.

Fig. 1.—The tyre levers lashed together

and tightened with a tourniquet are to

compress the clutch, thus affording more
clearance in replacmg

Unless new bearings are required, it is

not necessary to remove either the fly-

wheel or the small pinion,^ The former
is keyed to the tapered end of the main-
shaft, and secured by a right-hand
threaded nut. If this nut must be
taken off, it is best to make a special tool

for the job. This can be made from a
piece of tube of suitable bore, with four
small pegs screwed in at right angles to

each other at one end, so as to engage
with the slots on the nut.

The Crankshaft Assembly,

The small pinion screws straight on to

the other end of the mainshaft with a

left-hand thread, and here again a special

tool should be made on the same lines as

that just described. On no account try

to shift it with a pair of gas pliers or by
using a punch against the teeth. The
pinion and the mainshaft should be
marked so as to ensure that the pinion
is screwed on tightly enough when re-

placing. If it is not screwed back again
to the same position, the timing of the
valves will not be the same as it was
before. A good tip for marking hardened
steel is to draw a thin line across the
parts in ordinary black paint, taking
care not to touch it until it has set.

The crank pin is secured to each web
by means of a plain taper and right-hand
nuts, which are furnished with locking
plates bent over the sides of the web to

stop them from turning.
When reassembling the crankshaft, it

is necessary, in the absence of a special

jig, to put the assembly between the
centres of a lathe, and accuracy can be
secured by the use of a sensitive dial

indicator. If the owner of the machine
has not got these appliances at his dis-

posal, it is better not to disturb these
parts unless a new crank pin bush is

needed. This bush is permanently fixed
to the crank pin, and revolves in the
hardened end of the rod. There is no
gun-metal bush in the small end, the
gudgeon pin merely taking its bearing in
the hardened end of the connecting rod.
The best thing to do in the event of

serious slackness in the small end is to
soften it in the fire and reamer out a true
hole somewhat larger than the previous
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Overhauling the 2ih.p. F.N.—
one. The small end can now be re-

hardened, and a new gudgeon pin must
be made, the bosses in the piston being
reamered out to make it a nice driving fit.

The interior and exterior of the piston

should be thoroughly cleaned o£ carbon
deposit. If there is very much of this

behind the rings they should be carefully

removed and the grooves scraped out.

If the valves require grinding in this can
low be done, and when being refitted,

the stems and guides should be well

coated with graphite grease. The springs

keep very cool and seldom require re-

newing.
Whilst the engine is in pieces take the

opportunity of thoroughly clearing out
all oil holes and ducts, and after the

necessary adjustments and replacements
have been effected a liberal supply of

clean engine oil must be introduced to all

bearings before starting the reassembling

process.

Y-' ^ s.^^ws^-'i'S^r-r—^^-tp"*'"* Sf^Tf

Fig. 2.
—

^The bevel drive, wrongly allegea

to be mysterious.

Examine the centre part of the clutch

which carries the thrust cone and trans-

mits the drive. This is secured to the

centre stamping, which carries half the

plates, by copper rivets. It sometimes
happens that these wear slightly through
harsh handling of the machine, and if

they have become slack they sliould be
replaced by new ones, or 'they may shear

clean' off in time.

The clutch should not require to be
dissected, but this can easily be effected

by undoing six long screws, allowing

the two halves to separate.

The method of assembling the layers of

outer and inner plates should be noted,

and the plates cleaned and replaced.

In putting the engine together again

it will be found a great convenience to

remove the drain plug at the bottom of

the lower half of the crank case, substi-

tuting an old sparking plug, which is

happily of the same thread. The lower
half of the crank case can then be held
firmly in the vice by this means, and the

rest of the engine built up on top of it.

The crank assembly goes back first, and
it must be seen that the small dowel pin

in the centre of each lower half of the

main bearing housings engages properly
with the corresponding holes' in the main
shaft bushes.
No washer of any kind is to be used

between the two halves of the crank case,

as these parts are machined so as to

provide an excellent joint, and a washer
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would prevent the main bearings being
gripped firmly. Of course, both surfaces
must be perfectly clean, and the eight
screws well tightened up after the cylin-

der casting has been slid into place. The
oil tap on the flywheel side may be re-

fitted and the timing gear replaced.

. Having replaced the rockers and the
timing cover paper washer, the cover
itself may -be slid on, lifting the tappets
with the fingers of one hand so that they
clear the rockers. The small steady pins
on the cover must not be bent or bruised
or else the cover will not bed properly
home.
The timing of valves and magneto

should approximate to the accompanying
diagram, although slight variation either

way in the case of the valves is not
important.
The engine is now ready to go back in

the frame, and this process is simply
the reverse of pulling it out.

On some machines there is not quite

sufficient clearance to enable the front

universal brass blocks to slide into the
steel cage which screws bodily into the
flywheel, and the inner clutch member
should therefore be squeezed into the
flj'wheel by the aid of a couple of tyre

levers lashed together and tightened with
a tourniquet (fig. 1). This has the effect

of narrowing the flywheel the desired

extra quarter of an inch.

The Wheels.

The only other parts of the machine
which require inspection are the rear

universal joint on the gear box and the

bevel drive assembly on the rear wheel.

The former can be inspected by releasing

the snap fasteners on the domed -dust

cover, and any reasonable wear here may
be neglected.

To take out the rear wheel, simply
undo the nut on the_ other end of the
long bolt G (fig. 2), and pull the latter

straight out of the hollow axle ; if the

rear stays are now sprung lightly out-

wards with a screwdriver, the wheel will

come clear away.
Probably both the small pinion and the

hub bearings will need adjustment, and
this must be done before the gears are

checked over for correct meshing.
The hub bearings are adjusted in the

usual way by the cone A and its lock-nut.

The small pinion is carried on a stub
shaft which rotates in a double ball

bearing. This bearing is housed in a
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casing C, by means of which it can be

moved nearer to or further from the

centre of the wheel.

To adjust this bearing, take out the

screws H which retain the dust cap_K,
thus exposing the rear cardan , joint.

Knock out the centre pin of this, and the

adjusting cone and its lock-nut will

be seen.
* After these points are attended to, the

bevels must be adjusted for correct

meshing. Replace the rear wheel, slack

off the nuts D, and take out the stud E.

Now screw in the sleeve B until the

gears are seen to engage for their entire

length, screw in the stud E so that it

engages in one of the slots in the body
of C, and tighten up the nuts D.
The correct depth of mesh is governed

by the sleeve nut F and its lock-nut.

£x. Close Inlet OJxtw

ItAZ/ Closes ExOfiots

Diagram of engine timing of the 2J h.p,

F.N.

Screwing this inward simply pushes the
crown wheel out of. engagement with the
pinion, and, vice versa. The -gears are

correctly meshed when there is about
^in. between the top of: an engaging
tooth and the bottom of its corresponding
space.

Note that removal of the back wheel
does not alter any of the above adjust-
ments, which rarely require doing.

If the overhaul is properly carried out
with plenty of oil in the gear box and ^

grease in the rear bevel case, quiet and
smooth running is assured for the most
fastidious owner.

1

A section of volunteer motor cyclist Belgian scouts placed at the disposal of the French Army
on the occasion of the review held on the French National Fete Day.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his corrrespondents.
AU letters sboiud be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle,' ' Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE BARCELONA EXHIBITION.
Sir,—Mr. Harry Walker, a well-known representative of

British interests in the motor trade in Barcelona, is now
on his way over to this country. Mr. Walker is particularly
anxious that British manufacturers should make a prominent
exhibition of their productions at the motor car and motor
cycle show to be held at Barcelona next March, to which you
referred on December 25th last, in face of the certain and
intense competition o"f manufacturers in enemy countries.
Spain is truly neutral iu the matter of commerce, and the

manufacturer who shows most enterprise—be he British,
Austrian, or German—has an equally favourable opportunity
of securing the business of the country. Mr. Walker already
represents m Spain the interests of Thomson-Bennett, Terry
and Sons, F.R.S. mechanical lamps. Sphinx plugs. Fuller
accumulators. Millennium jacks, Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd.,
etc., and %vill be glad to get into touch with other British
manufacturers of motoi accessories on the occasion of his

visit, with a view to exhibiting their productions at Barcelona.
Mr. Walker will arrive in this country within the next

week or so, and remain until the middle of February.
Communications on this subject may be addressed either to

the Sphinx Co., Bradford Street, Birmingham, or 107, Bishops-
gate, London, E.G. 2, and will receive prompt attention.

THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.

POST-WAR MODELS.
Sir,—^In the interests of the motor bicycle and its develop-

ment, I feel I must register my keen disappointment on
seeing advertised, with illustrations, so-called 1919 models of

machmes obviously still possessing comparatively antiquated
specifications. In common with most other riders, I had
looked forward to witnessing at the termination of hostilities

many necessary changes in detail and design, the outcome of

the drastic lessons of the war, instead of which what do we
still see advertised? One of the best finished and most
expensive machines shows forks of a comparatively old

pattern, sprung for one direction of movement only. The
footboards are unsprung, the old unsatisfactory type of rim

brake is still employed ; the carburetter, too, appears to be a

pre-war production, well known ior its simplicity and lack of

refinements. (Apparently, the automatic single control ap-

paratus has not been given the thought it deserves.) The
illustration of another very popular machine still shows that

crude type of transmission—the belt, with its annoying pro-

pensities for mud collecting, stretch, etc. Where xs the

British machine to be found embodying- twist grip control?

Can it be that the unexpectedly sudden cessation of hostili-

ties has caught most of our manufacturers napping, or is the

reason for this lack of advancement due to the manufacturer
possessing huge war and pre-war stocks, which, for financial

reasons, he intends placing on the market before entertaining

more advanced specifications? Must we patronise the

American market to satisfy our requirements? VIC.

PETROL LICENCES
Sir,—There has been such an excellent response to the

Auto Cycle Union advertisements in your paper that I have
been " snowed under " with requests for petrol licence

application forms. To that large number- of riders who
have not had a prompt reply from this ofiice, may I explain
that the delay is really due to a cause which we all welcome
—the impending extinction of the Petrol Control Depart-
ment.

^ The conditions under which licences are issued are relaxed
from day to day. This morning (January 2nd) it is agreed

that the official form of application should no longer be
insisted on, and it is left to me to devise a simple form by
which application should now be made by any rider applying
through this office. The information required is the name and
address, registered number and type of motor cycle, and
quantity of petrol needed. The latter may be any quantity
in reason.

Almost up to the end of the year licences were refused

for any but business purposes, and quantities were strictly

rationed. Then increased quantities of benzole as conipared
with petrol were announced. About this time the Petrol

Control Department ran short of printed application forms,
and it was not until after the Christmas holidays that official

typewritten substitutes were obtainable. No sooner, in fact,

had I prepared a circular letter to send out than it had to
be scrapped owing to a further rela;xation of the conditions.

All this work and worry could have been saved if the
Government had simply cut the painter on January 1st, and
had renioved their control of petrol forthwith. They claim
that this was impossible, as to do so needs fresh legislation.

To which I reply that " where there's a will there's a way,"
and it should be, and is, just as easy to remove war-time
restrictions promptly as we know, from experience, it is

suddenly to impose them.
T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, Secretary A.C.U.

PRICES.
Sir,—The matter raised by " Disgusted " in The Motor

Cycle of December 12th regarding the sudden rise in price of

a certain outfit without any apparent reason is certainly one
which will make many prospective buyers think twice before
placing an order for their next mounts.
A certain combination advertised in your esteemed paper

on December 5th was priced £125, and a T.T- machine at
£67 10s., whereas in your issue for December 26th the prices

are £140 and £85 15s. respectively.- From the wording of the
advertisements these appear to be the identical machines
advertised three weeks ago. Now, few machines, if any, can
have been turned out in the last three weeks, therefore this

increase in price—some increase, too—is being put on the
same machines which were for sale at the lower price,

although these have not cost the manufacturer one halfpenny-
worth more since the former-price was fixed.

Mr. Moore's so-called answer on this subject explains
nothing. From what I have seen since being invalided home
a year ago the trouble with motor cycle agents has been to

obtain new models, and not to dispose of them. In fact,

from a recent review of the stocks of new motor cycles held
by the leading agents, this undoubtedly appears to be the
case. H.L.I.

Sir,—1 notice that "Ixion," in your issue of December
12th, says that motor cyclists must not be too optimistic

about the price ot motor cycles. He and others appear to
hold the view that motor cycles of about 3j h.p. will cost

somewhere about £70 to £80, and that sidecar combination."!

will cost anything from £120 upwards.
Maybe they will, but those interested in the manufacture

of motor cycles must realise that after the war America is

sure to flood the market with cheap machines. They are
quite capable of making a machine of even greater power
for less money As to the sidecar combination. For my
part—and I think there are many like me—rather than pay
£140, I shall buy a Ford for less money.

I do think it wUl be a terrible pity if the British manu-
facturer misses the trade because his prices are too high.

E. W. R. PETERSON.
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THE THREE-JET SINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—-There has been a great deal written about the " dead

spot" in Binks carburetters. We have therefore tested this
with an experienced rider in the saddle on the 10 h.p. four-

cylinder Henderson. With the carburetter properly tuned
for this machine we do not experience any " dead spot

"

whatever.
With the main jet two sizes too large, a certain amount

of liesitation was noticed on opening from second jet to third,
although it worked correctly on the pilot and second jet.

On removing the jet damper from the hole in the throttle

barrel above the main jet, with the correct jets for proper
running, hesitation was again experienced as before.

This proved conclusively that the cause of "dead spot"
was by incorrect jet selling and not any fault in the
carburetter.

We trust this will be of service to your readers.

We might add we are getting 75 m.p.g. out of so-called

war-time " petrol " on this machine.

T. D. WHEELER, Lt.,

Instructor in Internal Combustion Engineering Khaki College.

J. PICKWORTH HUTCHINSON, Lt.

STREAMLINING.
Sir,—In your issue of November 7th " A Budding Pilot,

R.A.F.," criticises my suggestions 'on streamlining a motor
cycle. But, in my letter, I have not proposed to streamline

a motor cycle.- I only
made mention of an
experiment.

"A Budding Pilot's"

criticisms are surely

correct, but how does
he explain the in-

crease 'of speed? I

believe the journal

La Science et la Vie
is much too serious

and technical to make
an untrue report of a

test.

Perhaps at a very high speed the eddies formed by_ the

plate or cone would be some feet behind the back of the rider

who would be in a vacuum. And why, if, according to "A
Budding Pilot's" theories, the vacuum behmd the cone is

very limited, have
many English D.R.'s

fitted to their air

intake a long pipe

(generally an old horn
part) to prevent the

air intake being in

the vacuum? I think
it is a proof that thi.s

vacuum behind the

cylinder (and the

cone) is not like fig. 1

but like fig 2.

In conclusion, . 1

must add that experi-

ments have been made
to transform air resistance in motive power by replacing the
front cone by a suitable fan, geared to the wheel of a little

An experiment In

motive power.

^,
\

y\
FlQ. 1 hG z

A device to prevent the air intake being in the vacuum caused by
deflection of air in tlie cj'Iinder.

car. And with a moderate wind in front the little car was
abU to go against the wind. Perhaps this is the stream-
lining of the future. HENRI BOUESIAC.
Rouen.
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STEAM MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I beg to thank " Sapper Sub " for his interest in my

steam cycle design, and have pleasure in replying to^Tiis

questions herewith.
May I point out that in the present design the steam pipe,

which is of solid drawn steel, is taken to the throttle valve
from the steam generator without a joint. At the valve the

joint is made with a copper-asbestos washer and a good
large nut, and in this way the troubles from leaking pipe
joints, as most feelingly forecasted by " Sapper Sub, ' will

be avoided. There is no reason, however, why the suggested
asbestos-lined sheet metal guards should not be fitted, for

they will prevent undue radiation.

Now for the queries :

(1.) The feed pump is single-acting, with automatic
delivery valve and mechanically operated suction valve. The
barrel is horizontal, and the plunger is driven by an adjust-

able eccentric on the layshaft, geared 2 to 1 from the cam-
shaft. By means of a suitably shaped cam operating the
suction valve, the pump delivery ia proportional to the
steam cut-off at all speeds of the engine.

(2.) The condensate is returned to the tank by the pressure
of the exhaust steam. Very little extra back pressure is

caused by this method, which has the advantage of simplicity.

It is a system which has been successfully used in practice.

Water is fed from the tank to the pump by gravity. The
.slight " head " assists the entry of the water into the pump.

(3.) I arh afraid the word "automatic," which occurred in

the summary, has led to a misconception. The plant is not
automatically controlled, as I am of the opinion that such a
system is not practical in so small a plant as is under con-

?ideratiori, and, consequently, a convenient hand control was
designed.

(4.) The splash system of lubrication was included, and
has been successfully used with a similar engine on a steam
car. However, a method of pressure lubrication to big and
little ends of connecting rods, camshaft bearings, etc., which
avoids the presence of surplus oil in the crank, case would be
an advantage, the cylinders being lubricated separately
through the cylinder walls or by introducing oil into the
steam pipe.

(5.) No particular method has been provided for getting
rid of condensed steam, but a small wall exhaust port at the
end of the stroke on the under 'side of the cylinders has been
suggested. These ports must be connected to the feed heater
box by suitable pipes.

In a plant of this nature a high superheat must be obtained
for starting, when the condensation will be very little, and
here the small cylinder .shows to advantage, since a much, less

bulk of metal has to be warmed up.
There is no danger with a poppet valve engine of forcing

the cylinder cover off owing to collected water in the cylinder.
Under such circumstances the inlet valve opens when the
compression pressure exceeds the .steam pressure and so acts

as a cylinder relief valve.

It any further details are desired a perusal of the original

article in the Model Engineer of April 11th and l8th will

probably meet all requirements.

I shall be pleased to see any suggestions which " Sapper
Sub" may bring forward, for I must confess to taking great
interest in this subject. THOS. HINDLE.

Sir,— I. note from the Correspondence section of your
widely read journal that the question of steam propulsion for

motor cycles appears to' be coming to the fore of late. I do not
know much about steam cycles, but am somewhat familiar with
steam cars, and your renders may take it from me that if a
steam cycle can be built which will give even half as good
performance as a steam car it will have the gasolene motor
cycle outclassed every way, or, as "Ixion" might put it,

" beaten to the wide !

"

The following summary re the peculiar advantages of steam,
from the pen of Mr. William Fletcher, the Well-known British

historian of steam road vehicles, may prove of sufficient

interest to warrant publication :

" The steam engine may be stopped and started in an
instant. It can be made to give any power from a few foot-

pounds up to its full power, and is, in fact, what railway
men call more flexihle than any other form of motor. When
a hill is to be mounted the fc^ur or five horse-power developed
on the level road can be raised to twelve horse-power or more. •

Consequently, with the steam engine, steep hills can be scaled

at rapid rate and all the difficulties attending bad roads can

i
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be overcome without trouble. The steam engine is the
simplest type of motor—and simplicity is a cardinal vii-tue

—

there are no gimcracks about it. Its few parts are undei-stood
by practically everyone. No special knowledge is required to
attend or repair a steam engine. No breakages are likely to
occur; but, should some little derangement take place, any
small country engineer can put it right in a little time. The
steam engine requires the smallest amount of attention
.

_
. . and experience teaches that a simple steam engine

(sinrfe expansion) will give the smallest amount of trouble
to the user.

" The steam engine is a well tried servant—no experiments
are needed, and there are no patents to clear—its best details

are perfectly free to all who choose to harness them.
"The steam engine works smoothly without jerk. It can

be balanced so as to cause no vibration ; both vertical and
horizontal engines can be used. . . . The greatest
economy may be be secured by the following means. The
engine will be run at fairly high speed . . . the steam
will be slightly superheated to prevent cylinder condensation.
The working pressure should be not less than 100 lb. per sq.

inch. Expansive working is essential . . . and it should
be possible to alter the range of expansion while the engine
is running. . . . We would recommend the side-by-side
rampound type of engine." ("English and American Steam
Carriages," page 68.)

It is only fair to point out that the above was written some
fifteen years ago, when steam as a motive power for road
vehicles was in a very much cruder state of development
than we have it to-daj'. At least one of Mr. Fletcher's
stipulations (i.e., where he speaks of steam pressures not less

than 100 lb.) appears somewhat odd to-day, in view of the
high pressures now found expedient and possible in modern
steam car practice. Experience has likewise shown that the
author's recommendation re compounding (as a means of pro-
curing fuel and water economy) to be without good founda-
tion ; but in the main his statement of the case for steam is

every bit as valid as if written yesterday. His reference to

the steam en^ne as being entirely free from what he terms
gimcrarhi I consider to be particularly happy, in view of the
present-day trend toward twelve cylinders, magnetic clutches,

hydraulic transmissions, electric gear-shifters, etc., in the
' gas " car world.

So far I do not recollect having noticed any actual motor
cycle specifications incorporating any of the above named
" refinements," but unless the steam cycle comes speedily

to our rescue I doubt not that motor cyclists will, in the
course of time, be afflicted with each and every one of these

trouble-making "gimcracks"—twelve cylinders, possibly,

excepted. One enterprising American firm has already tried

to give us electric starters, and rumour has it that another
is now experimenting with an ejjA(-cylinder engine of the

V type.

Congratulations to Rev. T. Bayden Singleton for broaching
the question of steam cycle cars. I concur, hsartily, in the

opinion that the same would be " an extremely interesting

proposition." But why on earth mount the boiler as well as

the engine on the rear of the chassis and thus make directly

for inctccessihilidj ? Have we not already had a plethora of

this on our motor cycles?

Such a vehicle as Mr. Singleton has in mind, notwithstand-

ing that he dubs it a " cycle car," would be, in fact, nothing
more or less than a miniature steam-car. I am working along

this line myself, and if Mr. Singleton is thinking of building such
a 'bus and cares to give his address and describe his require-

ments vid these columns, I will undertake to see that he is

supplied with some literature and information which may
assist him in solving such difficulties as " housing the boiler

"

and kindred problems. ^
It is my opinion that if steam advocates and experimenters

would only co-operate a trifle more freely in the exchange of

views and information the development of both steam cycles

and cycle cars would advance much more rapidly. In this

connection I should say that I am given to nnderstand that

at least two steam motor cycles have already been built in

England commercially. Will some one be kind enough to

furnish a little reliable information regarding them? Who
were the makers? What did the machines weigh? How did

they run? Were they good hill-climbers? Are any of these

'buses still in service on English roads?
Since the above was written The Motor Cycle of October

24th has come to hand, and I note therein the steam cycle

designed by jMr. T. Hindle. This machine looks pretty good
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to me. Its one weak point, as I see it, is the boiler, or,

rather, the steam generator, " Plash " boilers of many types
have been tried out by American steam car builders. 'They
were not considered a success, and have long since given
place to true boilers of the " water content " type. In view
of this fact, it seems questionable whether the " flash " steam
system will prove entirely saflsfactory on motor cycles.

Western New York State, U.S.A. SLIDE VALVE.

WHICH TYPE?
Sir,—I am sending a few suggestions made by a few

knuts round the fire one evening during a discussion on
"Which type? '"

I have tried to picture the sort of type
it would be if some of them were adopted. Unfortunately,
I have had to leave more than half of these comforts out,

but I have tried to show the principal ones.

You will notice that the big single seems to be a favourite,
with its long exhaust pipe, which has a joint in it to allow
of easy cornering ; also there is a small wheel on the
handle-bars for the same purpose. The periscope would
be useful, as well as necessary. A good searchlight must
be fitted ; this one takes 12 amps. 60 volts, similar to

those we use in France. The generator is fitted at the rear of
engine, under the oil tank. The machine is geared 1-4, not
4-1, so as to be able to get a good burst of speed. The back

tyre should also lend itself to

this end, and also to ensure

good hill-climbing. Overhead valves are fitted, also over-

head carburetter. The question of petrol and oil capacity

seems difficult, but this is a detail. It is a free engine, and
there is possibly a kick starter on the other side.

You must excuse us getting like this, but we have not

had a crash for two and a half years, and we are beginning
to dream dreams. Still, we are thaniful for small mercies,

as the "Blue 'Un " turns up week by week, so we have our

rides on paper. (Cpl.) R. CHILDS, E.E.

Sir,—The question of " which type " of machine seems to

be one of decided interest. We are always meeting single-

cylinder, V twin and flat twin enthusiasts. Each type im-

doubtedly has its advantages. I do not think any of them
will die out or become obsolete.

The single-cylinder will always remain as the general

utility and reliability mount. It will always have a sphere

as a fast machine [e.g., Norton, Rudge-Multi, etc.). Also, it

is well known that a single-cylinder machine pulls a sidecar

much better than any twin of the same power. The small

flat twin mount is essentially a comfortable and luxurious

machine. It has a good future as the " speedman's " machine

[i.e., 500 o.c A.B.C.).

The V twin is a very good machine for heavy combination

work, and also has a remarkable acceleration. But I am
rather inclined to think if a large flat twin engine could easily

be put in a frame it would oust the V twin.

One really, comes to the conclusion that the single-cylinder

machine is the one for general utility, the flat twin for fast

riding, and the V twin for combination work, R.N.

m

j BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

A valnable collection of nsetul " wrinkles " and itemB of informAtlon con-

Z cerning the ranning, raanagement,, and repair ol motor- cycles.
• Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3^

: TRACING TROUBLES.
m Motor Cycle Fanlts. Their Identi6cation. and Their Reme'dies Folly

; Explained. Price 2/- net. By post, 3/2.

B ~ ~"

Obtainable by pobt (remittance with order) from

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4

or of leading Booksellers anc! Railway Bookstalls.

OD
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents''"'

. - - .
. . . . Letters containing legalare urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each querj separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference,

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept disti-nct from questions bearing on ti

Clutch Adjustment.

I have a Premier two-speed

S
countershaft machine but cannot
find means to adjust the clutch,
which is slipping. How is this

done?—O.E.
The clutch is within the gear box, and
it is necessary to dismantle this to eifect

adjustment. Probably the plates are
worn.

Magneto Adjustment.
My motor cycle is a 1918

[^ Triumph with an M.XJ. magneto.

I
V The other day I removed the
LiJ contact breaker. Upon replacing

it and examining to see if I had
replaced correctly, I found a " fat
spark " passing between the platinum
points. (1.) I wish to know if such
sparks are in order? (2.) How to
separate these platinum points so as to
clean them or hammer them, as recom-
mended in "Hints and Tips."—J.C.S.

(1.) You will probably find that there is

a condenser connection on the contact
breaker cover ; consequently, if the mag-
neto is rotated with the contact breaker
removed there is nothing to quench the
spark at the platinum points. (2.) The
platinum points may be cleaned by rub-
bing them lightly with a jeweller's file,

which is inserted by pressing down the
keel of the rocker arm when this is free
of the cam. To hammer the points they
have to be removed.

Irregular Running.
I have a 1914 three-speed^ Triumph and sidecar. When the

% ,
engine is throttled down to

-iJ twelve-fifteen miles per hour I

find it pulls irregularly, runs
for a few yards regularly, and then
slows up for a few seconds and picks'
up again. At the same time a hissing
sound occurs from the crank case
release in the centre of the pulley nut.
This only happens as a rule when riding
alone. With a passenger, or on a slight
gradient, or against a head wind ii, does
not often occur.—A.R.

It is by no means uncommon to find that
an engine will run irregularly at speeds
of fifteen miles an hour and under. This
is nearly always due to the carburetter
being in need of adjustment; either there
are air leaks in the carburetter or in-

duction pipe unions or too small a jet fs

fitted. The air, of course, must be closed,

or nearly closed, when you are attempting
to run slowly. The hissing sound you
refer to . is quite unimportant

;
probably

it occurs all the time, but you only hear
it when throttled down

A4li

READER'S REPLY.
Straying Cattle.

May I call your further attention to
the query on page 512 of your issue of
December 5th re straying cattle ? I
would suggest that your opinion as given
is not quite correct. It is clearly an
offence for an owner to allow his cattle
to be lying on the highway, and any
person may prosecute, but it is doubtful,
should "A.A." prosecute the owner of
the cattle for ' lying on the highway,
whether he would be in any better
positioiL in regard to his claim for
damages. If I were in his position I

should sue the owner of the cattle for
damages sustained by his act, or default^
in permitting his cattle, by lying on the
highway, to form a dangerous obstruction
to persons properly and lawfully using
the highway, and I cannot well conceive
the claim failing. I would advise a
perusal of " Pratt and Mackenzie's
Highways," also Section 5 of the High-
way Act of 1864 and the cases thereon.—Surveyor.
Our legal adviser writes as follows :

" Referring to the letter of ' Surveyor,'
it seems to me that the opinion expressed
by you in your issue of December 5th is

the right one. In the "case of Heath's
Garage, Ltd., v. Hodges, decided in 1916,

_

some twenty sheep belonging to the de-
fendant strayed on to the highway from
a field adjoining it owing to a fence
being insufficient, and two of the sheep,
haMng become separated from thejithers.

Sgt. Dalms. comiTiander ot the section

ol Belgian military motor cyclists, nearly

.

fifty years of age,~and vice-president of the
oldest motor cjcleclub in Belgium, the Moto
Club of Liege. Sgt. Dalms is quite well-

known in Halifax, where his family resides,

and where he spends all his holidays.

technical subjects.

attempted to run across the road in

front of the plaintiff's motor car, which
was being driven at a reasonable speed

along the highway, with the result that

they collided with it and caused it to be

overturned and damaged. It was held

that the defendant was not liable., in

damages either on the ground of negli-

gence or of nuisance to the highway, as,

apart from his liability to be fined under

Section 25' of the Highway Act; 1864,

he was under no duty to fence his land

so as to prevent his sheep straying on

the highway. This decision of the Divi-

sional Court was affirmed. This decision

was on the lines of Cox v. Borbidge, to

the effect that if through a person's

negligent keeping of his own fences his

horses or cattle stray on to the highway
and do injury he is not liable unless they

were vicious to his knowledge. The first-

mentioned case appears to be one of the

latest decided on this subject, and,

although the point was a little doubtful,

it wotud now seem that, although liable

to a penalty under the Highway Act of

1864 for allowing animals to stray on to

the highway, that Act imposes no civil

liability in respect of harmless domestic

animals trespassing on the highway. It

appears to me that your correspondent

has confused the liability of owners of

cattle straying on the highway to be
fined under Section 25 of the Highway
Act of .1864 (not Section 5 as quoted by
him) with the civil liability of owners."

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Carlisle to Edinbtiegh.—C.J.

Blackford, Longtown (by Scotch Dyke
Station), Langholm, Ewes, Hawick, Ash-
kirk, Selkirk, Galashiels, Buckholm,

.

Stow, Heriot Station, Eskbank, Gilmerton,
Edinburgh.

Ceawles to Glo0cester.—W.F.H.S.
Crawley, Ifield, - Charwood, Leigh,

Betchworth, Dorking, Leatherhead, Cob-
ham, Bj'fleet, Weybridge, Chertsey,
Staines, Windsor, Maidenhead, Henley,
Nettlebed, Benson, Dorchester, Oxford,
Witney, Northleach, Andoversford, Chel-
tenham, Gloucester.

Manchester to Wendoveb.—W.N. P.
Manchester, Cheadle, Congletou, Leek,

Ashbourne, Derby, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
Ibstock, Hinckley ; then along Watling
Street, through High Cross to Daventry,
down the Holyhead Road, through Tow-
cester, Fenny Stratford, Stony Stratford,
Winslow, Whitchurch, Aylesbury, to
Wendover.

1
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GODFREY'S, C"
208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS, LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES,

Indian Motor Cycles
FOR THE
FAMOUS

ADD YOUR NAME TO OUR WAITING LIST.

NEW 1919 MOTOR CYCLES.
The following list contains—(A) Mactiines in Stock for immediate delivery,

which will be available later, but for which

(C) 7h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, twin engine, cradle spring frame, 3-speed.

^C) 7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus, twin engine, cradle spring frame. 3-speed, with
electrical equipment.

{O 2i h.p. INDIAN Light Twin, opposed cylinders, cradle spring fork, 3 sp.

(A) 3J h.p. ROVER,. T.T., single-cylinder .• £81

(A) 3j h.p. ROVER, T.r. model, with Philipson pulley, single-cylinder £85 15

(A) ^i h.p. ROVER, 3-speed countershaft gear, kick-starter, single-

cylinder........ £97 10

(A' 3> h.p. ROVER, Countershaft 3-speed gear, kick-starter, andi
coachbuilt Sidecar £133

(B) 5-6 h.p. ROVER, t^on-cylinder. countershaft 3-speed gear, kick-

starter £116 to

(A) 5-6 h.p. ROVER, twin-cylinder, countershaft 3-speed gear, kick-

starter, and Rover coac&built Sidecar £149 15

(B) 31 h.p. ARIEL; countershaft 3-speed gear, kick-starter £80

(A 8 h.p. Wir Model MATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P. engine,

spring forks, countershaft 3-speed gear, silent chain drive,

patent quick detachable wheels, including spare wheel, sin.

tyres on all 4 wheels, kick-starter £140

(A) 2J h.p. DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-speed £31 10

(A) Model K. 4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, countershaft gear, chnin-cum-
belt drive £79 16

(C; 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Sidecar Combination £115 10

(C; 3 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed £69 6

(C) 2} h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-5peed £52 10

(C) 6 h.p. A.J.S. Sidecar Combination £142 16

(B) 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed countershaft £85

(B) 2ih.p. JUNIOR TRIUMPH, 2-stroke, 2;5j!eed £52 10

(C) 3i h.p. NORTON, T.T -
(C) 3i h.p. NORTON, 3-5peed —
(C) 4 h.p. NORTON, 3-speed —
(C) 2} h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed £50 8

(C) 2J h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter ... £58 16

(C> 2i h.p. IMPERIAL, lady's model, 2-speed, chitch, and kick-starter £60 18

£78

(B) Machines which can be delivered in two to three weeks. (C) Machines
no delivery date can be given at present.

B) 3i h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, countershaft, R.A.F. Model

B) 3i h.p. P. & M- 2-speed countershaft, R.A.F. Model, and coach-
built Sidecar £102 1

.C) 4 h.p. A.B.C., 3-cylinder, horizontal, 3 speed countershaft gear
spring frame —

B) 2S h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed gear —
B) Model E. 2! h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke 2-speed Enfield gear £47 10

B) Popular. 2} h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke £38

A) 2j h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £46

B) 2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed, Enfield gear £46

B) Model H. 4J h.p. B.S.A,, 3-speed, countershaft gear, chain drive £81 18

B) No. 6. 4i h.p. JAMES, single-cylinder, countershaft 3-speed gear,

kick-starter £79

B) No. 6. 4j h.p. JAMES, single-cylinder, countershaft 3-speed gear,

kick-starter, and James coachbuilt Sidecar, complete with

apron . £101 10

B) No. 7. 3* h.p. JAMES Twin Solo Model, countershaft 3-speed

gear, kick-starter £79

B) No. 9. 5-6 h.p. JAMES, twin-cylinder, 28x3 tyres, countershaft

'3-speed gear, chain drive, hand-controlled clutch, kick-starter £84

B) No. q. 5-6 h.p. JAMES, twin-cylinder, 28x3 tyres, countershatt

3-speed gear, chain drive, kick-starter, and James coachbuilt

Sidecar, complete with apron £105 10

;C) 2} h.p. BLACKBURNE, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, chain

and belt drive £60

;C) 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, chain

drive £82

C) 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE Sidecar Combination, 3-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter, detachable wheels, chain drive £125

CLYNO.

ZENITH.
CALTHORPE MINOR Light Car.

G.W.K.

MORGAN.

Good Modern Second-hand Macliines taken in part payment for any of the above.

Write for Catalogues or for any further information required to

GODFREY S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l.

aaBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBIBHBBBBaBBBBBBBaBBBBBaBBBaBBI
In answeting this advertisement it is desirahlt to mention "The Motor Cycle." A47
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PRICES OF
NEW 1919
MACHINES.

Below we give a "list of new 1919 models for which we have definite contracts

already settled. The information as to prices and delivery dates is as given by

the makers, and is as accurate as possible. Many of the makers reserve to them-

selves the right of altering prices without notice.

Our waiting list for the machines mentioned is now opened, and we are able

to book orders on the following terms :

(a) £5 deposit with order ; balance when ready for delivery. In the event

of the price or delivery date altering, purchaser has the option of can-

celling deal.

(b) We can lend you a second-hand machine to use until the new one is

ready at the nominiil charge of los. per week.
fc) We can take your old machine in payment, arrange a price now, and

let you use it till your new mount is ready,

(d) We invite enquiries, which shall have our careful attention, and, if

need be, advice.

NEW MACHINES FOR WHICH CONTRACTS ARE DEFINITELY FIXED.

Pr.ce. Delivery.

ALLON, 2-speed, clutch £58 —
ALLON, 2-speed, ilutcb, kick-start, de luxe £65 —
A.B.C., 3 h.p. twin '. V — Earliest possible.

ARIEl, 3.V h.p., 3-speed £80 Ex stock.

ARIEL 5-6 h.p. 3-5peed Combination — Earliest possible.

A J.S. 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination £126 Earliest possible.

B.S.A., 4i h.p. all-chain £81 18 Earliest possible.

B.S.A., 4J h.p., chain-cum-belt £79 16 Ex stock.

BLACKBURNE, 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch £60 May.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed £80 AprU.
BLACKBURNE 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination (spare

wheel, li) £125 Mav.
CALTHORPE, 2J h.p., 2-speed, clutch, 2-stroke £42 Ex stocli.

CALTHORPE, 23 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, J.A.P £47 5 Ex stock.

DIAMOND, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke — January.

DIAMOND, 2I h.p., J.A. P., Enfield 2-speed, and clutch — January.

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start — Early.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination — Early.
EDMUND, 2} h.p. I.A.P., 2-5peed, clutch, spring frame £63 Ex stoclc

HARLEY-DAVIDSbN 7-9 h.p. Combination — Earliest possible.

HUMBER, 3.V h.p., flat twin, 3-speed — Earliest possible.

HENDERSON, 10 h.p., 4-cylinder £98 Q April.

INDIAN, all models — Earliest possible.

JAMES, 2.1 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £50 March.
JAMES, 3I h.p., twin, 3-speed £79 February.
JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-'5peed, solo, £79 ; Combination .... £99 January.
JAMES, 5-6 h.p., twin, solo, £84; Combination .... £104 January.
L.IVI.C., all models .". — January.
LEVIS Popiilar £38 January.
LEVIS, Model E, 2-speed, clutch £52 10 January.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2f h.p.. 2-speed £50 8 Ex stock.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 2-5peed, clutch £58 16 January.
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combmation £126 January.
NORTONS, 4 h.p., 3-speed — Earliest possible.

MORGANS, all models Prices on application. April.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £143 January.
O.K., all models — Early.

N.U.T., 3.V h.p. twin, 3-speed £65 Earliest possible.

RUDGE-MULTI, T.T., I.O.M. model — Earliest possible.

ROYAL RUBY, sin?le-speed, 2-stroke £40 Early.

ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p., solo, £105 ; Combination — Early.

TRIUMPH; 4 h.p., 3-speed £85 February.
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke £52 10 Earliest possible.

ZENITHS, all models Prices on application. January.

Our selection of second-h£und machines is still the largest in London. Remember our three terms of

dealing, of which not one has yet been emulated by any other firm.

(a) Three days' free trial. Your money back at the end if not satisfied.

(b) Th'.ee weeks' option of exchange. Your machine taken back, and
full price allowed, if wished, in exchange for anything else.

(c) Three months' guarantee—the same guarantee that the makers give.

BRIEF SELECTION FROM STOCK.

ARIEL 191 4. 3^ h.p. 3-speed Combination 46 gns.

ARIEL 1916 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Combination 75 gns.

BRADBURY 1915 6 h.p. 3-speed Combination 78 gns.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2-speed, clutch, as new .~. 35 gns.

DOUGLAS 1916 4 h.p. 3-speed Combination, as new 85 gns.

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, 1916 39 gns.

F.N. 1914 5-6 h.p. 2-5peed clutch kick-start Combination, as new fc9 gns.

HUMBER 1918 6 h.p. water-cooled twin Combination , 85 gns.

HENDERSON, 1915, 10 h.p., 4-cyIinder, Ivy coach Sidecar 85 gns.

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.D., 3-speed, T.T., sporting Sidecar 79 gns.

IVY, 1917, 2-5troke ". 27 gns.

JAMES, I9i,t, 4} h.p., single-speed 32 gns.

LEVIS 1915 Popular 22 gns.

L.M.C., 1915, 4 h.p., 3-spced, good order 47 gns.

MATCHLESS, 1914, T.T., 6-speed 39 gns.
MATCHLESS, 1914, 2} h.p., T.T 27 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1915, 2-speed 29 gns.

N.S.U., 1913, 7-9 h.p., 2-5peed, clutch 32 gns.

PREMIER, 1913, 3* b.p., T.T 27 gnS.

QUADRANT, 1914, 4J h.p., 2-speed, clutch 32 gns.

QUADRANT, 1914, 4i lvj>., 3-speetl, clutch 33 gns.
ROVER, 1914, 3J- h.p., T.T., 3-speed 3S.gns.

RUDGE-MULTI 1915 5-6 h.p. Combination 52 gns.

RUDGE, 1913, T.T., good order 26 gns.

SUNBEAM, 1915, 6-8 h.p., 3-speed, Gloria Sidecar 85 gns.

WOLF, 1916, single-speed, 2-stroke 19 gns..

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1915, 8 h.p., T.T., o.h.v., 90 bore, and underslung
Sidecar 72 gns.

ZENITH-GRADUA 1917, 5-6 h.p., cguntershaft, Canoelet sporting Sidecar 82 gns.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1915, 8 h.p., coifiitershaft, solo 65 gns.

lAny machine sent on * The Motor Cycle " deposit system.

RIDER TROWARD & CO., 31, 40b,& 78, High St., Hampstcad, N.W.3.
'Phones ; Harpp. 5392 and 4904. Open till 7 p.m. and Sundays. One minute Hampstead Tube Station.

A48 iln answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 77te Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1 /6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name andaddress must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be niade payable to ^—--r'^
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. and crossed _

—

-—'

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the oHlces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oOices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of ibe issue

in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Olfice.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
ID the advertisement. All replies should be addressee
" No. ooo, c /o The Motor Cycle/ 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4."

J)«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to sen(J money to unknown persoas

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. -If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," bo tlr parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

jjools is three days, and if a sale is etTected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
"* the depositor, and each party to the transjction pays

' carnage One way. For all transactions exceeding £io in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
iiQ the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ililte & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an Indication tliat the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries tiiat it is quite impossible to reply to eaob
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked tor earliest de-

livery Gi the new A.B.O. [2254

A.J.S.
E can give immediate delivery from stock ol

new 6h.p. A.J.S.; price £100.—Below,
17 A J.S., 6li.p., lamps and horn; £85.—Below.

W
19
"1016 A.J.S., 6h.p.; £80.—Below.

IQtS A.J.S., 4h.p., setni-T.T. bars;
-11/ Co., 15-16, Bishcpsgate Av.,

£68.—Elce and
Camomile St.,

E.C.3. •

-
|-gpjj

CROW Bros.. Guildford.—A.J.S. Agents since 1912.
Writ© us for rour requirements. [9777

A.J.S. Combination, splendid condition, fully equipped;
£60.-8, St. Xichclas Ed:, Brighton. [1998

A.J.S. Combination, late 1915. not ridden 700 miles,
OTersize back tvre; £90.—Parker, Gamblesby,

Langwathby, Carlisle. [2066

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, good condition, Lucas
lamp; £68; se*^n bv appointment.—Airs, 17. Wood-

field At.. Ealing. W.5." [X1752

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Homp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery of tlie new A.J.S. [2255

ELECTRIC LIGHT]
FROM IVIAGNETO.

MAGNETO
LAMPS. _ j,^^p,^,^

Set

84/0

A new iTietlio I of olitaniim
liRht suttiLient for two
lamps from the extra cur
rent produced by magneto.
wliich lias been was>teti so 7

far. As Eoon as eneine
starts the lamps Hcht.
Perfectly simple and foolproof. No trouble in future to pet
your lamps lit. An accuiniiiator is lilted into ox for use
when machine is at a standstill.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL,
From The Motor Cycle ot June 13th.

A 3| h.p. Sidecar Combination Enthusiast.

Recently Maj. Hodgson had his 3-i h.p. Snnbeam
sidecar stolen, but fortunately it was soon recovered.
" 1 have " he tells us. " taken a passenger up Birdlip
on it on second without a falter, and that was after a
long, hot run. It may interest you to know that I have
an F.R.S. lighting set run off the magneto. With the

exception of the lamps it only cost £2 10s.. gives a
wonderful light, and is more reliable than anv dynamo
set I have ever seen."
NO LOSS OF ENGINE POWER.

NO DAMAGE TO MAGNETO.

This IS a small fitting

to enable owners of
gas lamps fi tted with
burners of the Rom
type (round stem)
to make their lamps
into electric.

The " adapter" fits

over the existing

burner with a tight fit, and
is connected to an electric

wire and "battery.

BRITISH HORN
21/6

F.R.S, LAMPS, "BEAM ' Works. Pershoro
street. BIRHUNGHASI.

MOTOR

American Supplies GD.Ltd.

CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A.J.S.—Immeiliate delivery liitesl new 6h.p. com-
liinntioii ; modern uuichines tiikou in eschnnge.—

l'ml;ci's,-]!radsliiing[ite, Bolton. [X1724

A.J.S. lightweiglit, 2i/.h.fi., siilendid Older, pdwerfnl,

excellent -tvre.'i; flist £13 gets it.—Brown, Ennge-
niore Villnse, Burton^jn-Treut, [XI 800

A.J.S. hM ConchbnUt Sidecnr. in smart condition;
liarBain. £50. 'Vlione I'addington 6018, or aupW

to 2. ,l''ormosa St.. Maida Vale.
' [2012

LATE 1916 2'j4h,p. A.J.S., T.T. model, S-speed,

lamps, etc., new condition, little usedL ^^5, b.nr-

gain.-Thorpe, Whiteliorse Ed., Thornton Heath, B.E.
[1947

,<*h.p. A.J.S. Twin, 2-3peed countershaft, alU-hain
'O drive, kick starter, sonnd or^er, sidecar; £55.—
I'iitersou, 7, Percival l*arade, Worcester Park, Surrey.

[1994
PEACTICALLY New 1918 A.J.S;. 6h,p. Comljination,

tully equipped, wind screen, hood, spare wheel, me-
phanical horn; bargain, £120.-Ab.TOn, 49, Kirkgate,
Wiikefleld. [X1565

1 Q16 A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3 speeds, Watford speedometer,
J-t/ Binks, lamps, horn, perfect order, enamel and
tyres good, 4,000 miles; 55 gns.—Chaplain, Manor
House, Felixstowe. [2183

j 016 A.J.S. 4li.p. Combination, sidecar, cauoelet,
J-*^ S.B., perfect condition, Lucas accessories, all

on • first cheque "for £75 secures same, no oiXers.—E. A.
Griffith, 7, Union St., Swansea. [X1566

A.J.S.-^For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
luodels, advance ^specifications and super service,

try the A.J.S. Specialists. The Walsall Garage, Wolver-
hampton St.. Walsall. 'Phone: 444. [X0125

A.J.S., 2';ih.p., 1914, 2-speed hand-controlled clutch,

chain drive, Lucas lanjps, Stewart, little used ^ast

year. 35 gns., or exchange with cash for combination,
Enfield preferred.—Wilmott, 82, Fallow Court Av., North
Finchley, N. [1984

J. 3. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyrii Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [9189

Alldays.

ALLDAYS Matchless. 2>Ah.p., 2-stroke, 3-speed gear,

clutch, perfect order guaranteed; bargain, £22/10.
-Newton, 58, Sussex Ed., Scirtliport. [X1652

2l4h.p., 2-stroke, new 1918, 2-

sidecar, lamps, etc., not been
3 new; £53.—Bone, 72, Upper

Tulse Hill, S.W. [2149

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery 2-speed and clutch -\llons, £58 ; also De Luxe
luwlels, with kick start, £65. [2253

ALLDATS 2')4h.p. 2-strcke, 1916, in good running
order, very easily controlled, siilendid value; £17:

just the bike for a beginner. Write ur 'phone appoint-

luent.—Mansfield, 73, I'owerscroft Rd., E.5. [1939

ALLDAYS Allon. SBh.p., twin a-stroke, 3-speed
countershaft, clutch, kick start, footboards, T.T.

bars and sporting sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting 'and

horn, finished red, very sporting outfit; £100.-^Elco
and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.0.3.

[0492
Antoine.

4 h.p. Antoine, low frame, drop back, adjustable

pulley, less magneto, carhuretter; quick sale,

£7; good tyres, belt; bargain.—96, Greyhound Ed.

Ariel.

Ariel Combination; £75.-Eoss, 86, High
[2035

"DIDBE TEOWAED and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
Xl stead.-New 3i/,h.p. 3-speed Ariel in stock, £80.
Orders -being booked" for earliest delivery S-eh.p. coiii-

binatiou. [2257

lEL 1916 3'/2h.p. Combination, original tyres, 70

gns.: .also 1917 combin<ation,_ £79/10 ; heap iicces-

A

ALLDAYS Allon
speed, clutch,

ridden 100 miles

-laie 6h.n.
XO' Ed.. Lee.

xl, „..^ . - ,

sorieson both; exchanges arranged.-Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., \^ ood Green. N.

Bat.

4h.p. Bat. lamp, horn, tools, excellent condition;

£20.—Hook, Little London, Stroud, Gloustershire.

1 lQ13 B.at-Jap. 8h.p.,
Xtf sonnd throughnut. new engine 1916; £40,

Hughes, Taulan,

with
lit. n

Eettws-y-Cced,

[2148
tradesman's side-carrier.

[1989

B.VT-J.A.P. C.B. Combination, 8h.p.. 2-speed countei-

shatt, kick start, B. and H.. Bosch, running order;

-20, Church Hill, -Aldershot. [2021

-I 015 6h.p.

iiig

47,

£27/10.-20, Church ' Hdl, -Aldershot.

Bat-Jap, 3-speed, kick start, coachbuilt

sidecar, wind soteen, spring frame, electric light-

set, in good condition; £70.—Apply, F. Dilliway,

Laiden Ed., Acton. [2077

Blackbuine.

UDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31,RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hauip-
stend.—Orders now being booked for earliest <le-

livery of new Blackburues; 2;:,h.p., 2-speed. clutch, £60;
4Ii p 3-speed, £80; Bh.p. combination, £125, or with

spare' wheel £130. [2256

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A49
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Bradbury.

12 Bradbury, 4h.p., recently oyerhauled; £21.—
Cross. Effingliam Sa.. Rotberliam. [X1783

BEADBtlRY, 1912, «i.p., Boscll mag., B. and B.
carburetter, N.S.tj. gear, Villiers clutch, both in

perfect order, stored 2 years, -wants tuning only; £20.—
Maggs. I'angbourne, Berks. [X1693

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, TJ.H., Whittle, Druids, lamps, etc.,

2 good condition; £14.-76, Neate St., Cambenvell,
S.E.5. [X16S0

B.S.A.

B.S.A,, 3-sreea, 1919 models in stock.—Eeya, 378.
Euston Rd. [1308

1 019 B.S.A.—Early deliveries at Briggs, Motor Agent,
J-V Wellingborough. [X0120

NEW B.S.A.'s in stock: immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexander, Agent, Wallasey Village. [1506

"IQl? 3V)h.p. 2-speed B.S.A., enamel, plate, new con-
it' dition, accessories; £27/10.—Stratton, 16, Wort
ing Ed., Basingstoke. [X175E

B.S.A., 1917, chain and belt drive model, in new
condition, had very little use, lamps and horn

:

£68.-Mason, Motors, Letchworth. [2195

I Q19 B.S.A. Models, 78 gns. and 76 ens. ; sidecai
it/ 28 gus. ; iuimedinte delivery.—Wallace Batchelor,
Clarence St., Kingston. Tel.: 1809. [1463

B.S.A. and Sidecar, 2-speed, 3V2h.p., reaniies new
piston, otherwise in good condition ; seen any day ;

what offers?-Lloyd, Bamfurlong, near Wigan. [X1799

B.S.A., igie'/o, 3-speed modelK., lamps, speedometer,
O.B. sidecar, wind screen, all as new; 55 gns..

bargain.—H. Billingsley, Caldecote, Towcester,! North-
ahta. [1938

WE can give immediate delivery from stock cf

the new B.S.A. chain-cum-belt ; price £79/16.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [0552

B.S.A. 1916 4'4h.p. Combination, with bead, rear, and
sidecar lamp sets, horn, wind screen, etc., excep-

tionally good condition; 70 gns.—Parker's, Biadshaw-
gate, Bolton. [X1725

B.S.A— For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications and, prices, sole dis-

trict agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.,

WalsalL 'Phone: 444. . [X0126

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.-New 4r/;h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, ^ in

stock, £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-

livery chain drive model, £81/18. [2259

B.S.A., all-chain model 78 gns., and belt-cum-chain
model 76 gns. ; also best B.S.A. sirlecar, 28 gns.

;

actually in stock; exchanges arranged.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green,

N. - [2081

"1 Q'l6 B.S.A. Model K. Combination, 4%h.p., chain-
-l-tr cum-belt, 3 speeds [details in all respects similar

to 1919 model), wind screen, luggage grid, Lucas acety-

lene lamps and horn, Jones speedometer, accessories,

tools, spares, tyres in good condition, one new Dunlop,
two retreads, mileage 6,000; £90; can be seen any
evening after 7, or bv appointment; present day cost

61 similar outfit over £130.—Taylor,- 18, Northwood
Ed., Staustead Ed., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [2253

Calcott

CALCOTT, 2y.h.p., single speed, adjustable pulley,

a handsome' mount; £20, or part exchange for

powerful combination.—Apply, Keeping, 45, Ivor Ed.,
Hamworthy, Dorset. [51669

Calthorpe.

TO 15 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent running
-LU order; £23.—Thorpe, Whitehoise Ed., Tlu '

Heath, S.E.

"1Q15 234h.p. T.T. Calthorpe-Jap, fitted with 2 speeds
J-*J and free engine, enamelled red, very sporty
gns.—30, Talbot St., Burnley.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.-
imraediate delivery: no

Evans. 91. John Bright St.. 1

25
[Xf661

-All models in stock for
jermits required.—P. J.

iirmingham. [0955

33.1r.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1918 model, single speed, ex-
-4 celleut condition, run under 500 miles, lamps,

horns, etc.; £30.—Box 2,611, c/o.r/ie Motor Ovale.
[X1539

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed, free
engine, new lamp set, overhauled, ready to ride

away; £18/10, or exchange for higher power.—14,
Kildoran Rd., Acre Lane, Brixton. [2142

Campion.

I Q16 Campion, 2%h.p., 2-speed, all new condition,
JLtf new Dunlop tyres; £28, or exchange with cash
for 6h.p. combination with sidecar, B.S.A. or Match-
less preferred.—A. H. Eland, Mount Olivet, Louth,
Lines. - [X1774

Centaur.
splendid condi-
Kiugston Ed..

[1942

CENTAUE Lightweight, twin 31].p.,

tion,. all accessories; £24.-215,
Wimbledon, S.W.19.

Chater-Lea.
8h.p. Chater-Lea, c'oachbnilt sidecar, 3 speeds, gear

box. clutch, chain drive, handle starter, lamps,
speedometer, etc.—10, Limes Rd., Weybridge. [2160

; MOTOR-

J A N U AR

Y

DELIVERIES.

P.&M.
B. S. A.

JAMES
ROVER
LEVIS
NORTON
TRIUMPH
MATCH LESS
NEW IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

WE are now booking orders for execution in strict

rotation, and fully expect deliveries of all the above
makes during the present month. We quote

highest prices for allowances on your present mount,
and easy payment terms if desired.

SECOND -HANDS.
RUNABOUTS AND CARS.

MATHIS, I9r4. 8 h.p., 3-seater, clover leaf.

MORGAN, rgre, de luxe, J.A.P. water-cooled.

PHGENIX, igrj, 11. g h.p., 3-seater, and dickey.

STELLITE, I9r4, dickey seat.

ENFIELD, 1915, dynamo lighting.

G.W.K,, 1915, standard like new.

CALCOTT, 1916, dynamo set.

FORD, 1914, 4-seater. Low price.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS, 1915, 8b.p., M.A.G., dynamo £115

NORTON, 1916, 4 h.p., Norton Sidecar .... —
A.iS.S., igrfi, 6 h.p., 3 speeds £100

P. &M.. 1914,3^ h.p., wicker Sidecar, as new £60

A.il.S. igrs 6 h.p. Combination £100

A J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., and Sidecar —
HARLEY-DAVIDSON igrj r-o h.p. Comb. —
ROVER 1918 jS li.p. Comb., almost new.. £100

SOLO MACHINES.

ENFIELD, 1912, 2i h.p., 2-speed, chain-drive £20

DOUGLAS, I9r4, 24 h.p., 2-speed, nice order £36

DOUGLAS, igig, T.T., 2i h.p., 2-speed ... £45

RUDGE, 3I h.p., -rgrs, fixed gear, veiry fast £20

REGAL, r9i4, 2 speeds, all accessordes ... £36

P. & M., 1914, 3i h.p., 2 speeds,, kick-starter £48

TRIUMPH, 1914, 2 1 h.p., Junior, 2 speeds .

.

£40

TRIUMPH, 1908, requires repairs £25

Fuller particulars of any above post free with

pleasure.

100, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.I.
Telephone : Mayfair 552-

Telegrams : "Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
j

Chater-Lea-Jap. j

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., S-speed '.

countershaft gear, foot clutch, all chain drive ; seen 4
running; price £35.-21, Newton Av., Acton, W. [2015 4
CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. (1916) 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, J

free engine clutch, variable pulley, T.T. oars, 1
lamps, speedy, excellent condition; exchange 1916 Doug- 1
las or New Imperial De Luxe, sell £50.-1440, Portway, 2
E.15. [1970

*
Clyno.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey agents
lor the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure early

delivery. [1553

6 h.p. Clyno, 2^ppe6d, kick-3tart«r, all-chain drive, and
large sidecar, mechanic-al horn, etc. ; a snip, £35.

-Davis, 43, Shern Hall St., Walthamstow, E.17. [2212

Connaught.

1 QI6 Connaught 2-stroke, not done 200 miles, un-
-Ltf soratolied: a beautv: £25.-19, Wilcox Ed.,
South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [2221

Diamond.
'TJI.'VMOND, 1915, S^ih.p. (4-stroke), 2-speed counter-
-*^ shaft, enclosed chain drive, handle-bar clutch, inst
completely overhauled, rebushed, and new Avon tyre
fitted, excellent oider.—Hamraerton, 87, Merridale Ed.,
Wolverhampton. [X1789

Douglas,
1 iai5 4h.p. Douglas; f52.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee.±U [2037

NEW Douglas in stock shortly at Gourlays, Fallow-
field, Manchester.^ [1781

rQ14 3>/,h.p. Douglas, O.B. sidecar; £54.-Eoss. 86,
if High Ed., Lee. (2036

"IQ17 Douglas, S-speed countershaft gear; £52/10.—
J-iy J. Eitchie, MacduS. [X1691 .

1Q12 Douglas, Stewart horn, etc.; £28.—Parker and
-LU Sou, St. Ives, Huntsr [1972

DOUGLAS, W.D., October. 1915, hardly used; 35
gas.-23, Sheldon Ed.. Edmonton. [2024

DOUGLAS, 3-speed, Colonial model, as new; £48.

—

51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [2187

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2"4h.p., speedometer, lamps, etc.:
£38.-619, Garratt Lane, Eailsfield, S.W.18. [2245.^

DOUGLAS Motors.—Earliest deliveries, all models..
Book yours' now.—Briggs; Motors, Wellinghorongh.

[X0492
DOUGLAS, T.T.. long exhaust, exception.ally fast,

1913, new tyres; X33.-S, St. Nicholas Bd.,
Brighton. - [2001

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4b.p. combination. £95 : War

"

Office 2v'4h.p. model, £60, new.—Moffat, Yeovil.
'Phone: 50. [1103

DOUGLAS, 1915 (late), 2"?4h.p., 2-speed, T.T.,
accessories: £42.—Lt. Disney, R.A.F., Eossie,

Kingston Hill, Surrey. [2193

DOUGLAS, 1915-16. 2?4h.p., 3-speed gear, heavy nun-'
skid tyres, excellent condition; £45.—Parker's,. '

Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X1521

IMMBDIAT-E Delivery cf Douglas military models j_

2%h.p. £60, 4h.p. £75.—Gibb, Douglas Expert,
Gloucester. 'Phone; 852. [4749

BOUGLAS War Models, new 4h.p. 3-soeed combina-j,
tion £95; 254h.p. 2-speed £60.—Halifax Motor^

Exchange. 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [2060;-

BEST Deliveries of 1918 Douglas models, also spares,,

by the man on the spot, Eli Clark, the pioneer
agent, wholesale and retail, Cheltenham Ed.. Bristol.

[0966'
DOUGLAS, late 1915, T.T., 2-speed model, in ex-

cellent condition- bargain, £42/10.—Longman
Bros., 2, King's Parade, Acton Hill. 'Plone: 1578
Chiswick. [2118

1 16 Douglas, 2^4h.p., lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

-l-tl splendid order, 40 gns.; 1914 ditto, ready to"
ride anywhere, 34 gns.—Fitt, Barossa Terrace, Church
St., Chelsea, [2182:,

1 015 2^,ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, footboards, touring or"'^-

Xt? semi T.T. bars, engine overhauled recetitly, good'

reliable machine; £37/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [2093

j

f 013 2%'4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, sight drig feed, lamps,
X t/ horn, new tyres, belt, and chain, machine in

splendid condition; £28/10.—Goodey, Gisburne _ Ed.,
Wellingborough. [XI 568

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., late 1913, but with several late

improvements, 2-Rpeed, clutch, kick start, splendid

condition: first witli cash £40 secures.—12, Elm Gar-
dens. Hammersmith. -. [2097

VEET Nice 2'}41v.p. Dougfas, 1916, standard type, 3- i

speed gear, cyclometer, lamps, horn, original tyres,
'

excellent condition; price £50.—Eeflell, Novar, Earls-

wood Ed., Eedhill. Surrey. [X1803

23.h.p. Douglas, 1913, Colonial 2-speed model, foot-

4 boards, Bosch magneto, Lucas horn, lamps,
carrier, etc., ready for road; £27/10, offers.—Wyatt,
Yatlendon, Newbury, Berks. [2168

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2?ih.p. Colonial model, on original
tyres, not ridden much, speedometer, horn, nei^

spare parts, tools, lamps, new spare Service belt; £48.— '

Box L8,427, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2011

1 Q14 2°4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, footboards, tonrinff
ij/ or T.T. bars, Bosch raog., 'engine ,iust ovei^

hauled, exceptionally good machine, carefully used;

£32/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
[209S.

A50 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TQ16 Douglas, 2"'4b.p., W.D. model, 3-speed, kick
-Li/ stuiter, neceasories, delivered Augr., 1916. stored

since Der., 1917: price £45.—Apply [for addiess to

viewl to Captain Humplirys, 30, Victoria Rd...Ivensing-

toil. [.-002

LATEST Type Douglas, brand new, only done 100
miles, every accessory, also leather kit ^utU new

belt, two new tubes, and Dunlop tyre: cost o\er £90,
eaorifice £70.—Top Floor, 122, New Kent Ed.. S.E.
(After 5 p.m.) [2247a

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle. 1911. in good mechnnioal
condiiion. Bosob mag., Lucas head lamp and

penerntor, t;iil lamp, tyres, belt, and enamel good, bas
just had new front and back mudguard fitted, fixed
gear: not sent en approval; first £10 secures, no oflers.

-Loader. The Elms, Bishops Waltham. [2240

-|Ol6 Douglas, 2'?4h.p.. 2-SDeed. All-Mack W.D. model.
J-t/ with front mudsbield, mileage 3.000, original
trrc.^. 2 V. and H, lamps, generator, horn, mirror, ex-
)'.'iu«t jji-ket Amac, 2 toolt>aes, very carefully used,
engine absolutely perfect; £49.—Douglas, 20, Hnrler

/TcnaL-e, Gosforth. Jsewcastle-ou-Tyue. [X1562

33.b,p. Douglases, brand new, in stock, immediate de-
J: liveries, fitted 2-speed gears, touring or semi

T.T. bars, footboards or footrests, £60; two best lamp
feets. horn, registration, writing plates, £4 extra. En-
quiries invited. Full specification by post.—Douglas
specialists. Kobinson's Garage. Green St., Cambridge.—

. [2091
4h.p. W.D, Douglases, brand new, in stock; immedi-

ate deliveries: fitted 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
start, £75: with Douglas coachbnilt sidecar. £95; three
best lamp sets, horn, registration, writing number plates,
£5/10 extra, Euqniries invited. Full specification by
post.—Douglas specialists, Hobinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. [2090

DOUGLAS. Douglas, Douglas.—We have bad four
years with Douglas motor cycles under active ser-

Tice conditions. Our experience and advice are at your
disposal. We can supply a few of the famour All-Black
Douelas from stock. Guaranteed earlv delivery of a
limited numl>er of all 1919 models. If you are inter-
ested in Douglas machines, call and see us.—Vivian
Hardie, Ltd.. Douglas Experts. 24. Woodstock St. (ofE

Oxford St.). Bond St., London. W.l. [0978

The 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination,

r

19
E

EnBeld.
16 Enfield, 3h.p., 2 speeds, eomplete lamps, etc.

:

£47.—Cross, Jeweller, Kotherham. [X1780

XFIELD. all models, earlr deliveries.-J. A. Starev.
Sole Agent. 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1543

ENFIELD &h.p. Combination. 1915. new condition;
£72.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath.

[2186
ENFIELD Coach Combination, verv powerful, good

condition; £50.-243, Drakefell Rd., Erocklev.
[2169

"I
Q19 Enfields; combination 110 gns . 2-stroke 50

-*-*' gns.. 3h.p. twin 65 gns. : immediate deliverv.—
Wallace Batehelor, Clarence St., Kingston. TeL: 1809

ri464
ENFIELD Combination, Sh.n.. splendid condition, ac-

cessories and spares; £69.-215, Kingston R4.,
Wimbleflon. S.W.19. [1943

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders -now being booked for earliest de-

liveries Enfields, all models. [2261

1 Q 16 Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke, splendid condition,
. X«7 lamps, horn, speedometer: £30.—Rogers, Ne'^ving-
tou Terrace, Craven Arms, Shropshire. [Xl 563

3h.p. Royal Enfield Twin, 2-8peed, chain drive, new
July 14th, 1917; owner givins up: as new; £50.

—F. W. Matthews, Plant Fann, FUtwick, Beds. [1966

LATE 1916 6h.p. Enfield Comlunation, hood, screen,
Inggage grid, lamps, horn, done 1,000 miles, like

new; £88.—Lieut. Moulds, 36, Gourock Rd., Eltham,
S.E. - [2053

ENFIELD 6h.p. Comlunation, with Lucas dynamo
lighting, extra heavy oversize tyres. e"ei"^ recently

overhauled ; any trial- £100.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X15i8

3h.p. Enfield Twin, mn -under 1,000 miles, new con-
dition, including tyres; nearest offer to £50 for

immediate sale.—ilasterton, 41, Somerton Rd., Crickle-
wood, N.W. [1887

ENFIELD, 2^4.h.p., chain drive, single speed, in good
condition and running order; £20, or exchange

with cash for higher power.—Hitchings, Piccadillv,
Hanley. Staffs. [XI 697

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, serai

T.T., Palmer cord, Thomson-Bennett, I'owell and
Hanmer ebonv lamp set. Sparton horn ; £36.—R. Smith,
Bnrrough. Melton Mowbray. [X1813

ENFIELD Coacbbuilt Combination, late 1913, 6h.p.
J.A.P.. 3-8peed, handle starting, speedometer,

"lamps, horn, etc.; £58.—Seen at Butterworths' Garage,
64. Mill Lane, Brixton HiU. [2133

1 17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas lamps and
jL«7 horn, little used, and in splendid condition; 85
gns.. no offers ; seen by appointment only.—Johnson,
New Hall, Stocksbridge, Sheffield. [1948

1 016 Enfield Combination, hood and screen, driven
L«7 under 2.000 miles, delivered from makers July,
1916 in perfect condition; lowest £85.—Ramuz, The
Cottage San Uemo Parade, WestclifE-on-Sea. [1909

R

Seek My
advice—
Now that you can ' buy
your motor cycle— re-

strictions free — is the

time to have my assist-

ance in choice.

I am happily in a favour-

able position to supply any
of the undernoted well-

knovTn makes, and, in

regard to particular needs,

my experience enables me
to guarantee your being

fully suited.

In Motor Cycles :

A.J.S. ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM-
PERIAL, ZENITH,
TRIUMPH,JAMES

HUMBER,
CALTHORPE, &c.

Or in Light Cars :

PERRY, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD.

1 invite your inspection

and examination of the

latest models I now have
on view, and am ready to

furnish all information

regarding latest develop-

ments in design.

Enqairies Solicited.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

P. J. EVANS
"The BIRMINGHAM
House for Motor
Cycles & Light Cars,'

87-91,

John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

OTAL Enfield, 3h.p. twin, 2 speeds, kick start,

-»-«' lump, speedomotor, footlioards, 1914 model, not

u.^erl Last IS months, condition perfect; £36. no oHels.

-Write Armstrong, Morecambe Hotel, Morennnihe,

Lanes. [\lbS2

ENFIELD Dynnmo Model, in exceptional condition,

£105- another, Sh.p.. plain model, in fine condi-

tion, here; 1919 expected soon. Book "P to seciire.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 60, High

Ed., Wood Green, N. [luai

1Q16 Royal Enfield, Sh.p. twin, excellent condition

ic» throughout, owner actiye seryice,. not I'sed. l^

months, lamp, speedometer, horn, qnginal l""™?"-
£45, or exchange with cash for comhination.-Mmmon,
68, Lawrence Ed., Wavertree, Liverpool. LXiO<io

Sh.p. T.T. Enfield, new Octolier, 1916, mileaee under

thousand, guaranteed perfect condition through-

ont and unscrntchcd, very fast, strongly built; " r«x-

hnin district; £60, including '"mPS. horn speedometer,

leg shields, spare cham.-Sox L2,646, do The Motor

Cycle. (D)
LX17B«

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, eanipped with

3 lamp sets, Lncas horn, speedometer with trip,

wind screen snare tube, sundries, tip-top condition

throughout 90 gnlt also 1915 ditto, «'«%Lucas dynamo

set, wind screen, extra heavy tyres, £95.-Pnrk6r s

Bradshawgate, Bolton. lakoi

33h.p. Enflield, frame, spring forks, wheels, mod-

4 guards, carries saddle, handle-bara. everything

except engine, excellent condition, £5; also 2%h.p.

New Hudlon, drop baoTi, frame, spring forks, saddle,

mudguards, stand, fitted with J.A.P. eng"'«;„B-B-

carbSretter, magneto, £7/10. or exchange.-T. Shnbert,

Ivy Cottage, Adderbury, Banbury. Oxon. ii^'^"

Excelsior.

1 016 Excelsior, 7-9h.p., S-speed gear box, tradesman's

LU box attached, in first-class condition: 5"^ '"="

price £70.-Apply, 219, Glyn Kd., Clapton, E.5. [X1512

F.N.

01h.p. F.N., Benspray, U.H. mag, overhauled, all in

/*I very good condition, complete with lamp, lorn

pump, tools; £16.-22, Cannon Ed., Eamsgata. [X1559

FN S-6h.p., 4-cyl., clutch model, first-class con-

dition, new sidecar body; seen Sundays; tnal

given; 21 gns., good bargain.-96. Greyhound Ed^

'Phone

:

Mid. 662.

Wire:
"Lytoar, B'ham."

II

Harley-Davidson.

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Elainp-

stead.-Orders now being booked for eailieft d^
liveries new Harley-Davidsons. l-'-'"''

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Cornbination, electric

lighting, 3-SFeed, hand and foot clutch, excellent

condition ; 80 gns.-SS, Highfleld Ed., Luton. [\1654

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, Uh.p.. Jh^V^^.
Montgomery coachbuilt siderair, speedometer,

etc.; ^st £120, accept £85.-104. The Parade, Learn^

ington Spa.
1X1854

ir.9hp Harley-Davidson, electric model, Mills-Fulford

7 co'aclSuilt sidecar, speedometer, etc^ ™° "
Ro^

1,000: recently cost £150; open to good oSer.-Box

L8,468, c/o Ilie Motor Cycle. ima
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1917 mag., model, and H.D.

sidecar. £120; also 19,l^^lr*??i„rKt ' WaWh™:
car, £75; exchanges.-Lamh's, 151, High St., ""If"™"
stoiv, and 60, High Ed., Wood Green. [2084

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1916. 7-9h.p., Gloria No 3

sid-car light car tvres, as new, electric lighting,

dynamo speedometer, mechanically peri^t, spare accu^

nralator. and wind screen ; £95.-Fred B. Pas^; Knox

Ed., Wellingborough. Liio^i

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.l). Combination,

very fast, excellent condition, coachbuilt sidecar,

screen 3 lamps, 2 generators, speedometer, horn, practi-

cally new tyres and chains, tools, lots of spares, includ-

ing 3 inner tubes ;
£75.-Horton, 8, West Chisenlnuv

Pewsey. Wilts. .

'^^^^

Hazlewood.

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 3-

sneed kick start, hood, luggage grid, a luxurious

outfit^ £100. or exchange Fori-Melrose, 1, Kenlor

Ed., Tooting. London. mil.

Henderson.

RIDEE TROWABD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Hendersons; price about £98; de ivery

about April. '^^^^

Hobart.

TO 16 Hobart-Villiers, 2i/jh.p., 2-Btroke, 2-speed pear.

XV new Dunlop tyres, lamps etoj £32/10, a bar-

gain.-25, Arngask Rd., Cattord, 8.E.6. [19t5

H.S.M.

15 8hp H.S.M.. 3-speed, H.S. and clutch, hood,

screen: £60.-86. High Ed., Lee. [2038

Humber.

HTTMBEE, 1912, SVzh.p., 2-spced, handle start, condi-

tion as new, with wicker sidecar.-Tucker, Leigh,

Westbnry. Wilts. l-^s^^

HUMBER. 1913, SVzh.p., 2 speeds, handle starting,

Bosch, B. and B.. Druids, and coachbuilt sidecnr

;

£36 -Jarrett, 130. Bunhill Eow, E.G. [2026

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1 Oil S'/'li.p. Humber, 2 speeds, free engine: £25;
±U or exchange lightweight.—A. B. Stamfleld, 24,

Lewin Rd., Streatham Common, S.W.16. .[2156

RIDEE TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now beinf booked lor earhest de-

liverios new SVjh.p. and eh.p. flat twin Humbers. L2265

HUMBER New Pattern Flat Twin, 3-speed, witl^

lamps, liorn, and speedometer, very little nsedj

£66.-Apply, Saw Mills, Dunhill Rd., Earlsfleld, aW^.j

TO 18 3'Ah.p. Hnmber, horizontal opposed twin

XU engine, 3-speed clutch, handle starting, with|

coachbuilt Ivy sidecar, 2 lamp sets, mechanical horn,

luggage grid, ridden 500 miles only, really brand new;

£75.-Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [2194

Indian.

1015 5h.p. 3-speea Indian Sporting Combination;
Xil f63-.-86. High Rd., Lee. [2042

TNDIAN.-Early deliyery assured by placing your oirlcf

i with Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton.- [X1523

1 IQIS 7-9h.p. Indians, Colonial Models; £45 solo. £55
lU combination.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [2039

TO 15 7-9h.p. Indian (Canadian), spring frame, oier-

lu hauled; £43.-53, Biownhill Rd., Catlord.
^^^^

RIDER TEOWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hanlp-

stead.-Orders now being booked lor earliest de-

liveries new Indians. 1'*^°^

TNDIAN S'Ah.p. Twin. 1915, stored 2 years, clutch,

1 3-speed. excellent niechaniscal JO!"Jit'""i, ""-i
i cQzi

£40, first cheaue, bargain.-Beer, Vobster, Bath. [XI 6.94

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1913, 2-speea, clutch, kick startei:

handsome coachbuilt sidecar, like new, lamps

tools, spares; £50,-Box L8,427, c/o The Motor CyA^

T inil5 7-9h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, with

ly coach sidecar and all accessories in excellent

Older; £75.-Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambrid|e^

T m5 Indian 5-6h.p Combination, 3.speed, k.s.,

ly sporty torpedo sidecar; £60, or part «;change

fail, solo.-S.J.F., 2 Russell St., Brixton, S.W.9.^^^^

1015-16 Indian Combination, 3-specd, 'Sl'-I'-;. f™Sly frame, electrical equipment, al in sp cndid con-

THIS WEEK'S OFFER.

Latest Model TRIUMPH,
3*speed gear, countershaft.

Price £S5.

Alsi^ the following NEW machines, all of

which can be supplied without permits

:

V Model MATCHLESS and
Sidecar, 8 h.p £140

A.J.S., 6 h.p., and Sidecar,
with lamps and horn . . £133/16

ROVER, 3J h.p., 3-speed . . £97/10
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all chain .. 78gns. -

B.S.A., 4j h.p., chain^cum-
belt . . 76 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p..

2-speed 48 gns.

LEVIS, 2j h.p., 2-speed .

.

' £47/10

Maiden
[X1696dition.-Apply, Elm Villa, Boyne Valley Rd,

head.

1 016 £-6h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, countersMt, clutch,

ly kick Mart, speedonietar, new condition, only

5one 900 miles, '£65.-Box L8,467, c/o The Motor

Cycle.
'

Tftl4 Indian 2-speed Combination, as good a^ one

ly of this year's unscratched low miteage electric

lamps, fully equipped; £60.-19, Wilcox Ed., South

Larfbeth.
^^^^"

T 014 Spring Frame 7-9h.p. Bed Indian, clutcb luoael.

ly pMfect running order, fast and powerful iiia-

chine- otfers wanted.-Rawlinson, Oxford St., Lapsdon

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.

J*-*

Biggest Light Car and Motor Cycle Dealer i

South.

'Phone ; 1024.

48 years' reputation.
Closed Wednesday 1.

Hills, Esse.x.
[2069

T rtl4 7-9hn. Clutch Indian Combination, new

ly tyres, lamps, spares. Klaxon, disc wheels, and

24 gn. Bramble sidecar, wind screen and hood: ex-

pert examination; £45; deposit forfeited last week --

163, Southgate Ed., Islington, N.l. [2173

INDIAN T.T., 1914.. 2-sneed, kick starter, ciectrio.

liSrn and lighting system, luxurious coachbuilt

sidecar, whole turnout little used, and in excellent run-

ning order; £60.-Miller-Johnstone, Rushall l«ige^ neg
Pewsey, Wilts. LJi-ioa^

7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, spring frame, 1915 model,

hand and foot «lutcb, road race bars, machine

sold new by Godfrey's about 3 months ago and only

ridden 300 mires, green enamel: £65.

7-9h p Indian, similar specification as above but

ordinary touring bars, ex-Government machine;

£43.—Mason, Motors, Letchworth. [2197

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, free engine clutch,

spring frame, Phcenix torpedo sidecar, lamps, tools,

spares unused for two years, overhauled, new tyres;

any examination: £60, or near offer.-Sheppard, 41,

Lichfield Rd:, Stafford. [X1808

YEEY Fast 1916 Powerplns Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speea,

hand and loot control clutch, T.T. bars, does 68

m p h complete with lamps, speedometer, etc., original

tyres, all in good condition; price 70 gns., or part .«x-

change lower powered machine.—Brown, 16, Broad St.,

Ross-on-Wye. [X1770

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke. 2.speed countershaft, C.A.V., good me-
chanical order, £20 ; Dixie lightweight magneto,

35/-- Dixie 50° twin, 90/-.—Grocer, 25, Frederick Rd.,

Custom House, B. ,
[2030

Ixion.

1Q18 Ixion, 2-stroke, not done 500 miles, complete
X.*J with lamps, horn, pump, and spares; any reason-

able trial- £23/10, no offers.—Box 2,625, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X1614

James.
% tfi 14 3-speed James, C.B. sidecar, new condition

;

i-nfj £50,-86, High Rd., Lee. [2040

4h.p. James, 3-speed countershaft, K5, wants parts

and repairing; £18; appointments—53, Brownhill
Ed., Catford. [2103

MOTOR CYCLES FOI>
James.

SALE.

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp.
stead.—James machines. Delivery this month

new 5-6h.p. twin combinatftin, £104; 4Vih.P- solo, £79
combination, £.^'5

; dohvery Febniaiy, 3i/..h.p. twin
£79; March, ZV-il-V- 2-stroke. Ordeirs accepted in
strict rotation. 12267

J.A.P.

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hami>-
stead.-Calthorpes, aVsb.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 40'

gns. ; 2^ih.p., J.A.P., 2-speed, 45 gns. ; Immediate de-
livery. [2260

1 fkh.p. J.A.P. l.lOOoc. W.C. 50° Engine, latestXvF model, induction, water and-exbaust pipes, Bosch
magneto, drive and case, Chaier plate clutch, Chater 3-

speed gear, all new; £57/10.—Teviot, Longbridge Rd.,
Barking. [2098

Kelecom.
3.3h.p. Kelecom, less mag. ; £12,

4 Grange Walk, Bermondsey.
offers.—B., 76.

[X1535

Lea^Fi'ancis.

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 3',i.h.p. J.A.P. engine,
kick start, 2 speeds, clutch, handsome turn-out;

£45.-7, Mason's Av., Wealdstone, Middlesex. [2204

Levis.

T (Q15 2l4h.p. Levis, lamps, spare belt, excellent cnndi-
i-V tion; £26.—Jas. Ettles, Keith. [S;i553

LEVIS. 1916. Lucas lamp, horn, new tvres ; £24,
close ofier for quick sale.— 8, St. Nicholas Ed.,

Brighton. [1999

LEVIS Popular, 2".ili.p., 2-stroke. on the roads daily,
equipped throughout: £20.-23, Weston Park,

Crouch End, N. [1937

LEVIS, 1915, 21/ih.p., single-speed, complete, tools,
lamps, horn, in very good order; £22/10.-76.

Victoria Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [2145

LEVIS, 1915, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition,
only done 2,000 miles: £26/10, or offer.—Letters

only to Max, 112, Colomb St., East Greenwich. S.E.IO,
[2034

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
. st^ad.-Levis. Delivery this mouth. Model E.

2-speed, clutch, £52/10: Popular, £38. Orders heine
booked in strict rotation. [2268

LEVIS.—For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications of all models, sole

district agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St.. Walsall. 'Phone: 444. [X0127

LEVIS Model E., 2-speed, £47/10; actually here;
Popular Model delivered in 7 days, £38; also 1915

l^opillar, £27/10: and 1916 £31/10.—Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N-

[2082

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS Popular, 21/ih.p., little used, splendid .condfl

tion, guaranteed sound, and a good hill-climoefi

tyres and belt new, new Dixie mag. ;
genuine bargaina

any inspection, trial; £23.-Webb, S, School Rd„ HounsJ
low, Middlesex. [2140^

LEVIS. Levis. Levis.—A limited numljer of Popular
and 2-speed Model E. tor guaranteed early de-^

livery. If you are interested in 2-stroke motor cycles,

call and see us. Sole wholesale agents for London dis-

trict.—Cars ;uid Motor Sundries. Ltd., 24, Woodstock
St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. [0979,

Lincoln-Elk.

Ini3 2';,h.p. Lincoln-Elk. Bosch mag., perfect.

-LJ7 throughout: bargain, £16.—Hewlett, 20, Lons-j<.

dale St., Stoke, Staffs.' L2070n

1 Q14 3Vih.p. Lincoln-Elk and Sidecar, 2-speed counter-,
i-iy~ shaft, kick starter, in grand running order: oar---

gain, £25.—Berry, 125, Canal Ed., Mile End, B. [1990

L.M.C. . J

L.M.C. 4h.p. Combination, 1913, 2-speed. kick starteft^

good tvres, mechanically perfect. Xrall saddle; v

bargain, £35.-Buttei-»orths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane,^
Brixton Hill. [2134.:

Matchless -

1 Q19 Matchless, Victory Model; fl40.-Eoss 86,.,:

ly High Rd., Lee. [2041 .

MATCHLESS, early deliveries.-Sole Agent. J. .A.
-'

Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [XI 544,

MATCHLESS.—ActuaUy in stock, latest 8h.p. com-
binations with spare -wheel; £140.—Parker's.Srad-

shawgate, Bolton. .
[X1620

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey

agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

sure early delivery. £1552

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. -J.A.P.; 2-speed,

-

1913, excellent condition; £45.-Bowland, 239a,

Lord St., Southport. [X1811

RIDEE TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Matchless. Earliest delivery Victory^

model combination, £140. [2269..

MATCHLESS 1915 M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination, 2-

seater sidecar, full set lamps, the turnout as new,

stored since 1916; £93/10.-17, Abbey Ed., Croydon.
[2045

MATCHLESS Combination. 1914 model, thoroughly
overhauled and repainted, not been used for -18

months, exceptional condition : 90 gns.—Knight, Den-
tist, Ventuor. (2018

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually in

stock, with spare wheel and tyre; £140: seen by

appointment.—J. Tassell, la, Eloomfield Rd., Plum-
stead, S.E.18. [1606

MATCHLESS.-Special contracting agents for post-

war Matohless mc^dels; earliest deliveries: ex-

changes and easy payments arranged.-Maudes', 100,

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [9920

-1 Q18 Matchless Combination, Victory Model, com-
-Lt? plete, spare wheel. Lucas lamps,- Klaxon, rim 60
miles only; absolutely like new; £130, cost £147.-40,
Castelnau Ed., Barnes, London, S.W. [X1611

"||Q17 Matchless 8h.p. Combination, Montgomery side-,

-Lt/ oar, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, hood,

wind screen, luggage grid: £115, or excjiange to value.

—Melrose, 1, Kenlor Ed., Tooting, London. [2130

O.20.—Matchless-Jap 5-6h.p. combination, Bosch, B.
oW and B., 2-speed hub, .now taken down for over-

hauling, but soon re-assembled ; seen any time.—Marlow,

10, Springfield Crescent, Catford, S.B.6. [2102

MATCHLESS Combination, late model, Sh.p. M.A.G.
engine. 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, all enclosed

chain drive machine, and tyres in excellent condition:

£86, or would consider good lightweight in part ex-

change.—Box L8,458, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2101-

MATCHLESS 1915 Sh.p. M.A.G. Combination, 3-

speod, clutch, kick start, speedometer, horn, Lucas
lamps, large pump, new light car tyres, beautifully

sprang 2-seater sidecar, witb two -wind screens, enamel
ling as new, mileage 4,000; £90, lowest; insured for

£100- owner buying car.—E. R. Harrison, 193, Nelson

Ed., Gillingham, Kent. [2022

Minerva. ,'

MINERVA Motor Cycle, mag., new tyres, and inS
running order; £10.— G. Thurlby, Sudbrook, Graiit--^

ham. [X1807

33.h.p. Minerva Lightweight, m.o.v.'s, magneto, B.
4 and B., good going order; bargain £9.-1, Wast-

dale Ed.",' Forest Hill.
'

'

' [2208

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, good running order.

Palmers- £14.—Clark's, 9, Monks Rd., Lincoln.
[X1802

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, de--'

compressor, speedometer, lamps, ete.. complete
with light sporting coachbuilt sidecar; any trial: £50,
or lightweight and cash.-C.S., 497, OM Ford Ed., Bow,
B.3. .

[2019
Nevf Imperial.

NEW Imperial, 1915.' T.T., countershaft 2-6peed;

£25.-8, St. Nicholas Ed., Brighton. [2OO0

CROW Bros., Guildford.-New Imperial, all models.K^l

new and overhauled second-hands stocked. [SrTEjl

A52 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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'VTEW Imperial.—All models for_iim«edinte delivery,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

.. . -All models for ii_-

J. A, Stucey, Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesttll Rd.. Shef-

nem. [X1545

"I
15-16 Xew Imperinl-Jap. 2V'b.p., 2-speed, excellent

it/ condition- £24, or oflEers.—Banwell, Keevil, Titnv-

bridge. L1951

NKW Imperials, sole London agents.—2Uh. p. 2-speed
1919 models in stock; trade supplied.—Eeys. Ens-

ton Ed. [1509

IQlS-ie 21^11. p. 2-speed New Imperial-Jap, not aone
J-*/ 500 miles; 25 t:n8. : seen by nppoiutmeut onlv.—
Ooluison, New Hall, Stooksbiidge. Sheffield. [1949

NEW Impeiiiil Motor Cycles.—2-speed. standard, ami
ladr's models in stock for immediate delivery; no

permits regiiired.- P. J. Evans, 91. John Bright St..

llirmineluun [OgSf-

NEW Imperiftl-Jap, 2'>ib.p.. 1917, 2-speed, with anx
iliarj- jietrol starter for use when nmning on

paratHu

;

Kielinibnd
£50. iuolnding acccssories.~362, Uppe
I'utney. S.W.15. [X1664

19

1 Q16 N'.w Imperial. 2lob.p.. 2-speed model. E.I.C.
-*-tr mag., uiile;ige nnder 150, perfect in every de-

tail, and as new; auv inspection, trial; a bargain, £34.
—Weljb. 5, School Ud,, Hounslow, Middlesex. [2139

New Ryder.
£27.—Xew Eyder. 1917, 2\->h.v., 2-stroke, lamps.

Klaxon, etc.. new condition, small mileage.—Apply
after 5 p.m., Tanner, 13, Hestercombe Ay., FxUham.

[1959

Norton.
15 Norton, 3''.h.p. T.T., splendid condition; bar-

gain, £45.-141. Hatfield Ed.. St. Albans. [X1791

NOETON.—Early delivery assured by placing youi
order with Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X1522

NOETOX, T.T., 3fjh.p., 3-speed hub, new Henderson
sidei'ar: £55.-86, California, Quinton, Birming-

ham. [X1788

-|Q19 Norton, all models; immediate delivery.—Wal-
J- tJ lace Batchelor, Clarence St., Eingston. Tel.

:

1809. [146£

RIDEE TEOWARD and Co., 31, High St., Homp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Nortons. [2266

1 Q17 T.T. Norton, 3Vjh.p., Philipson pulley, and hand
-L*/ control, electric lamps, all accessories; £60; iini.

fast touring mount.—J. Barton, Coin St. Aldwyn, Fair-

ford. [200C

NOETON, 1916, special 4h.p. T.T. machine, escep-
tionrdly fa&t, large Lucas head lamp, mechanica]

horn, Binks carburetter, very little used; £50.—Bolton
Wrosall Ab'.iey, near Warwick. £X16ii

NOET0NS-—We are now booking orders for the latest

model Nortons, solo and sidecar outfits; £5 de
posit: deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100
Gt Portland St.. London. W.l. [1441

N.S.U.

N.S.XJ.. 3Vjh.p., 2 speeds, magneto, B. and B., tyre;
and machine excellent order, accessories

gain, £16.-27, Bedford Ed., Clapham.
bar-

[220S

N.S.tJ. Motor Cycle. 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, free engine,
spring forks, spring frame, believed 1914 model,

tyres in good condition, lamps, horn, spare belt*, ma-
chine had little use; £35.—Kirkham, 198, High St.,

Cheltenham. ' [X1540
N.U.T.

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
6tead.—Nnt, SV^h.p., twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick

start. Orde<rs being booked for earliest delivery. [2270

O.K.

RIDEB TEOVTABD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead,—O.K. Orders being Dooked for earliest

delivery. [2271

O.K. Juniors must be booked now if you really

want to get there and back every time.—^Young's,
The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6. [0967

P. and M
REMOVAL of Petrol Eestrlctions on January lOth

will again enable many firms to nrn light deliverv

vans. We have in garage several second-hand P. and
M. motor cycles, 3V2h.p. 1914 and 1915 models, with
torpedo delivery van mounted on sidecar chassis. Ready
for immediate delivery. Eunnin^ costs light, 60 miles
to gallon,—For appointment to view and all particulars,

write Euddlesden, 78, Stratford St., Leeds. [X1699

Precision.

PBECISION. S^/'h.-p., 1913, 2-speed, clutch, tyres ex-
cellent. B. and B. carburetter, mag.; £25.-77,

Queen St., Motley, Leeds. [2065

PEECISION, 1913, 39ih.p.. in excellent condition.
B. and B., Bosch, N.S.TJ. 2-8peed, recently over-

hauled; £25, with coachbuilt sidecar (underslung) £32.
—Beal, 12, Musgrave St., W. HartlepooL (D) [1993

41.h.p. Precision (late 1915), sidecar machine, good
4 as new, plating and enamel in good condition,

dinlDp belt, B. and B. overhead feed carburetter, alu-
minium foot plates, Fischer ihag., 3-speed S.A, gear,

lamps, etc.; only reason for selling, going abroad; £60.
ox near offer.—Box 2,640. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1748

KING
DICK

BRITISH MADE
GUARANTEED
FOR EVER -

VV7ELL and truly
" made from forged

steel, "King Dick"
Spanners grip "fair
and square." They
cannot burr a nut
when properly ad-
justed. Famous for

35 years; guaranteed
tor ever. Four sizes,

3in., 4in., 6in., and gin.

See that yoar spanner is stamped
with the Bullddg mark shown
above—the maik of the geunine
"Aine Dick."

ABINGDON ECCO LTD
Abinddon Works

TYSELEY BIRMINGHAM
London ; G. H. Smith, 12, Mortimer Street, W.i.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

T Qll Premier, 3V2I1.P., Gradua sear; BoecTi, B.B. car-
1*/ buretter, spleiidid running order; £14.~16, York
St., Dover. [1963

PREMIER, 1914, 2?ih.p., in good condition, free
engine, speedometer, Bosch raag.—23, iUelbourne

Rd., Iltord. [2143

3 ill. p. Premier. 3-speed Armstrong gears, Bosch mag..
2 grand solo, splendid condition; £22.—Thompson.

Burleigh. Brockmoor, Brierley Hill. [X17S7

PREMIER, 1913, 3y2h.p., 3-speed (Armstrong). Bosch
mag., B.B., keut in splendid condition, readv tc

ride awav ; £32.-60, High St., Berkliamsted, Heiis.
[X^703

1 015 Premier, 2V2h.p., Tvith automatic gear, all ac-
Xt/ cessories, £21, new condition; or would exchange
lor good combination, cash adjustment.— 5, Sandclifi

Rd., Erith. [2109

PREMIER, SV^h.p.. wicker sidecar, 3-speed, heavy
Dunlop tyres, kick starter, Lucas head lamps.

£35- also Canoelet sidecar body, as new, and 4 volt

accumulator.—H.F.G., 3, Byford Place, Mays Lane
Ed., Barnet. [2137

Rover.
,

3ih.p. Rover Model, 3-Epeed ' countershaft, kick-
2 starter, clutch; £80.—Harrods, Ltd., Brompton

Ed. [2230

1 Qll 3V'h.p. Rover, free engine, h.b.c, in escellent
J-*/ condition: £25, good bargain.—Apply
Lancaster, Newbiggin, Dacre, Penrith.

G,
[1968

ROVER 1914 SVsh.p., 3-speed and clutch [Armstrong).
all in perfect running order, except back wheel

requires truing up; £39.—Moore, Doveston Bank, Doves-
ton Ed., Sale. [2064

ROVER, 3V'h.p., late model T.T., Philipson pulley,

as new; '£40; complete. 2 lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, brand new rear tyre and belt.—Short, 485, Upper
Richmond Ed., East Sheen. [2213

T.T. model1918, 3>/2h.p., Philipson

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ^

Rudge.
RUDGE, late 1914, 3',~.h.p., dutch, condition as new.

only wants seeing: £35.—Eose Lawn, Station Ed.,

New Barnet. 'Phone; 231. (X1793

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Eudge-Multi, I.O.M. models only. Orflers

being booked for earliest delivery. [2272

"I i\l5 3i;.h.p. Rudge Mlilti and coach sidecar. :;and
i-t^ clutch, laiiip set, C..\.V., Senspray, horn, Inggage

grid, spares, fast, reliable.— GeUler, Newton-on-Trent.
[X1538

RUDGE Jlulti, 1914, and sidecar, hand clutch, smart
turnout: any trial iim before purchase; price

£38; ccchangcs.—Speechlcy, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton
Hill, London. [2127

RUDGE. 1912, 3y2h.p., fl-xed gear, good condition,

tyres almost new, also sidecar, wicker, wants
doing "up and tyre; seen any time; £18.—Sub. Post-

master, Stradbroke, Suffolk. [2244

RUDGE. 1913, 3i,f.h.p., fi.'ied gear, kick starter, tyies

are really good, practically new, bike is in good
mechanical condition, and in running order, engine re-

nuires a little tuning, no Iannis or accessories; not sent

on approval; flist £17 secures this bargain.—Loader, The
Elms, Bishops Waltham. [2241

Scott.

SCOTT, 7h.p., 1914. 2'Cyl., 2-speed, water-cooled,

poweriul hill-climber, good condition, tyres ex

cellent: £30, worth £40.—L.N.S., 72, Salisbury Rd..

Harrow. Middlesex. [2188

Sheffield Minor.

IQIS Sheffield Minor (Villiers), 2%h.p., 2-stroke, me-
XtJ chanism perfect, appearance fine, tyres practi-

cally new; trial; price 27 gns. "Write, or call after 7

D.m.—Towuend, 130, Hamilton Rd., Golder's Green,

X.W.4. [2032
Sunbeam.

1 (TllS 3y>h p. Sunbeam, perfect condition; £65.—Ross.
LU 86, 'High Rd.. Lee. [2043

1 Q 17 3V'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps and
Xt/ horn, very good condition: £105.^Below.

WE hsve two 8h.p. Sunbeam Combinations in

stock, 1917 and 1918 models. Write for lull

particulars.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St.. E.C.3. [0491

SUNBEAM Late 1915 Combination, fully equipped,

top condition; £73.-17, Abbey Ed., Crovdon.

SUNBEAM 1915 3',4h.p. Combination, 3-speed coun-

tershaft, kick start, perfect machine; S80.--129,

High St., Croydon. [2146

SUNBEAM, 1916, 3V2h.p., faultless condition;

£67/10, or exchange.—Lt. Disney, E.A.F.,

Rossie, Kingston Hill, Surrey. [2192

SUNBEAM, '3iAh.p., 3-sp6ed, coachbuilt sidecar, gas

head and ta'il lamps, .speedometer, horn; ^105^
Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Ed. [2232

UNBEAM, 6h.p., 1914, Gloria sidecar De Luxe,
.- speedometer, luggage trunk, not used 2 years

:

£75, no offers.-Armstrong, Sandycroft, Chester. [X16b!i

SUNBEAM 1917 W.D. Model, Triplex tank, mileage

under 1,000, absolutely as new and unscratched,

fiUly eiiuipped ;
£80.-46, Hillcrest Rd., Acton. 'Phonj

:

1578 Chiswick. [2117

8h.p. Sunbeam and Gloria sidecar, only done about

5,000 miles, good running order; owner going

abroad, must sell ;
price £100.-Apply, W. S. Marchant

Piideaux House, Eastbourne. 1197?

SUNBEAM, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine, sidecar, S-speed,

chain transmission, with patent oil bath, dynamo
lighting set, hood, electric horn, glass screen, speedo-

Tueter; £150.—Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Ed. [2231

SUNBEAM.—Immediate delivery: actually in stock,

new 3V2h.'(i. combination, pre-war finish, black and

gold, luxurious turnout; early delivery of 8h.p. com-

liinations assured; exchanges.-Parker's. Bradshawgate,

Bolton- •.

[-S1519

SUNBEAM 1917 3y..h.p. Combination, with Phcenix
' coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, warning signal, etc

not run 1,000 miles, fully insured to June, 1919; what

offers ?—Thompson, c/o Ballantyne, 8a, Three Kings

Yard, Davies St., W.l. [2023

1 014 Sunbeam, 3i/.h.p., 3-speed countershaft, Lucas
J-J/ . horn 2 lamps, 2 generators, speedometer, spare

tube and case, Bosch mag., B.S.A. carburetter, new
Pre.aduought Clincher back, machine little used, splen-

did condition; £57/10, lowest.-Wigner Linde, « ood-

cote Park Rd., Epsom. 1X1529

Triumph.
stock; £85.—Cross,

[X1782

s

ROVEE, i»io, ^72.^.1-., *.*. ". ,^.....,—

-

pulley, Dunlop tyres, long exhaust pipe, Lucas
lamps, mechanical horn, etc., in excellent condition

throughout, perfect order; £55; consider combina-
tion or lightweight part exchange.—Varty, Jarvis Hall,

Thundersley, Essex. [2166

Rudge.

RUDGE Multi Combination, splendid condition, late TEIUMPH, .free engine^, __m^2, j,ust^thormigWy ^over-

model, speedometer, lamps; £45.-71, Windemio
Rd.. South Ealing. [1960

LATEST Model Triumph
Agent, Eotherham.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 1911 model, complete, good

tyres; f14.—Springett, Billencay, Essex. [1996

TRIUMPH, 1917, S.A. couiit3rshaft 3-speed; 65 6ns.

-Jenkins, 27, Gt. Daigate St., Aberystwyith.
[X1667

1 ifll4 Triumph and Sidecar, complete, lamps, etc., 3

X«/ speeds, clutch; £51.-Cross, Agent, Rotherham

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913-1919, or A.J.S.-riill

particulars, 52, Alexandra Rd., Canton, Cardiff.

^^^^ ^ ^ , ^__. _ , over-

'£*2'o.—Bo'x"L8,466,' c/o TL- Moior Cyclr.
[223-

I X hauled

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issu<f. Ag^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TKIUMPH. 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, accessori^;

£36, bargaiii.—10, Brackley Rd., Chiswiok. [2161

1 013 Clutch Triumph, perfect condition, all; acces-

ly sories; £25.-10, Champion Park. Denmark Hill,

S.E.
Li-li'ib

rr» 11 Triumph, fixed engine, lamp, horn, etc. running
i.'f order: flS.-Gandy, Eodney, BrockcnhiTrBt,

Hants. - [X1612

TO 19 Countershaft Triumphs; immediate delivery

;

JLly' £85 -Wallace Batchelor, Clarence St.. Kingston.

Tel.; 1809, t^^^^

TBIUMPHS.-Early deliyeries, new rnodels; your old

machine taken in part payment.—Parker and Son,

Bt. lyes, Hunts. I-'-^"-

T Oil Triumph, 3y2h.p., good condition, new belt,

i-tJ neariy new tyres, lamps, horn, etc.; £15—lb,

York St., Dover. l^^''^

TEIUMPH, complete with all tools, lamps, etc., guar-

anteed in good order; f25.-Douglas Morpuss,

Sedgley, Dudley. [X1766

1 «114 Triumph. 4h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar, recently

±y overhauled; JEM.-Gibbs, 25, Evesham Place,

Strat£ord-on-Avon, LJ^lvba

IrtlS Clutch Model Triumph, good condition, com-

i-U plete with accessories and spares; £30.-Harris

29, Essex Rd., Acton. L-Josi

TEIUMPH, 1912, SVoh.p., clutch model, in good con-

dition; £32.—Thomas, 83, Devonport Rd., Shep-

herd's Bush, W.12. [2150

TT Triumph, 1912, rebuilt 1914. Mnbon gears, Kemp-
shalls, new tank, perfect condition; £27.-99,

Longley Ed., Tooting. 1X1771

1014 4hp. Triumph, clutch and 3-spe6d, sound, re-

ly liable machine; £45, or best oBer.-Ellum 40

Herbert St., West Bromwich. L^ious

TRIUMPH.—Immediate delivery latest countershaft

and 2-stroke models. Several second-hand from

£20.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton. LX1517

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, zyo^V-, 2-speed, free en-

gine', fine order: £26, or exchange with oash for

rood lightweight.— 6, Beam St., Kantwich. i:iLlti^i

TRIUMPH, 2-strok6, 1915, very iittlo lidden, as new,

complete with Lucas lamps, horn, and tools; 3B

gns., bargain.-H., 23, Crockeiton Ed., Upper Tootmg^

TEIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, Gloria sidecar, £42; 1907
Triumph, £15; Stewart speedometer less cable

and attachments, 35;-.-Visick, 9, King's Parade,^^jN^3^

31h p 1914 Triumph Combination, 3-speed S.A. hub

2 gear and clutch, Mllls-FuHord sidecar, 3 lamps

«nd horn; £47/10.-Gray, Heatherlea, Darttord He.nth^

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead —Triumph, delivery February, 4h,p., £85.

Orders being booked lor 2-sti-oke, earliest delivery.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear, used

200 miles, Lucas accessories; owner bought car;

£75.—C.H.B., 66, Waveney Av., Peckham Rye, Lon-

aon. [2112

TEIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, hand-controlled clutch,

semi-TT. liars, excellent tyres, and well equipped;

bargain, £36/10.—Longman Bros., 2, King's Parade.

Acton Hill. 'Phone: 1578 Ohiswiok. [2119

TRIUMPHS (two), latest 1919 models, actually on

the premises, £85; also 3iAh.p. 3-specd hub com-

bination. £43, in fine condition ; exchanges.—Lamb s,

151 High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green, N".

[2080

4h p Triumph, 1913, and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed,

klaxon, lamps, apron, speedometer, new tyres and

tubes, perfect order; any trial; £48.-Partridge 26

Kennington Oval. London S.E. [1986

SPLENDID Late 1916 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph-

Gloria combination, purchased October, 1915, used

during summer of 1917 only, condition and appearance

as new; bargain, £85.-la, Richardson Ed., Bccles.

Manchester. [JS.1804

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-spced, clutch, adjustable

pulley, head lamp, generator. Klaxon hoi-n^

tools, good condition, tyres nearly new, £35: with

coachbuilt sidecar, £40.-H. Stevens, 25, London

Rd., Salisbury. L.ilb(

TEIUMPH 1914 4h.p, Combin.ition. Sturmey-Arohei

3-speed, clutch, Bosch mag.. Brooks saddle. Stewart

speedometer, Lucas lamps, kit of tools, Canoelet sidecar

machine and sidecar very little used; £55; any trial

arrauged.-Edwards, The Bell Inn, Sotwell, Walling-

ford, Berks. _
[1995

Velocette

31h p Velocette, 2-stroke, chain drive, hand operated

4 2'-speed gear, automatic lubrication new tyres,

new lamp, in excellent condition; £28.-Lieut. Jones,

Uuugeness, Kent. Li-l7ab

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 8-lOh.p. Combination, 3-seater side

car. hood, wind screen, speetlometer, electno

lighting, tools, spares, family outfit, as new, low mile-

efe: accept £85.^436, Whitehorsc Ed., Thornton Heatl,

S.E.
^'^^^

i
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Jones' Garage
1, BROADWAY,

Muswell Hill, LONDON, N.10.

'Phone: Hornsey 2663.

1919 NEW MOD£LS
actually in Stock

for immediate delivery.

MATCHLESS Combinations,
Victory Models, spare

wheel, detachable, and
all interchangeable £140

KION, 2 strokes, single- -

speeds • • *33

Model K B.S.A., 4i t.p., „ „ ^_
latest models £79 W

ROVERS, T.T. Models, fitted

•with Philipson pulley,

latest models £67. 10

ROVERS, 3-speed models,

latest models £80

ARIELS, 3-speed models . . £80

NEW IMPERIAL Combina-
tions, 3 h.p £126

For our present stock of New
and Second-hand Machines, see

"Miscellaneous Motor Cycles."

J

N

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

8ho Williamson, '96400., coach sidecar, very roomy,

all-oha n drive, 2-speed countershaft clutch, amps

and CS 650X65 tyres all round, in lair condition

;

leo, or exchange. -Tickers, Newsagent, Meadowfleld^

Durham.
Zenith.

ZFINITH 1914, 8h.p., T.T. bars, very fast machine:

first cheQue £30 secures.-Sanderson's Garage

Brough, Westmoriand. lAious

4-5hr 1915 Countershaft Zenith and Mills-Fulford

coachbuilt sidecar, perfect running order; £55--

Box 2,639, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1749

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.izenith-Graduas, new models, delivery this

month; prices on application. i-s-iit

ZENITH 1916 5h.p. Twin, countershaft, clutch,

sporting Phcmix sidecar, Binks fast, good condr

tion; £60, near ofler.-3, Sherborne Ed., ieovil. [19=6

ZTTNTTTT-RRADUA. 1915, 6h.p., clutch, kick starter,

^M h™«S"™. conclibuilt f
<'<'<=''"^. »w\™?

and apron, as new; £76.-Rose LaAvn, New Boinel

'Phone; 231.
'-'

Zii-WTTTT-OTfADUA 1911, Si/oh.p. J.A, P., Bosch.

^^mS,*Dmids;tew' Duilop, P:^^"^ H lamp hnni^

idle 3 years; £20, near ofEer.-Bos 2,624, c o J

«

Motor Cycle.
L^ioio

31 h.p. Zenith-Grndua Conibination (wicker), 1912

2 lullT equipped, splendid condition, stoied 3 seais^

overhauled; £26; separate or exchange.-55, Watlmp

St., Wellington, Salop.
L-Vibbu

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1913, -3V2I1.P., single, drop frame,

head and tail lamps, generator, horn, speedometer.,

good tyres ™ust been overhaiiled: £30.-Tho Manager,

Falcon Works, 82, Wallis Ed., Hackney Wick, E.9^^^

ZKNITH 6h p. Combination, sporting coachbuilt side-

rarltdly equipped, in splendid condition, good

•IS hew bought 1916, not used during war
;

nearest

£57?TarEain.-Apply, 213. Putney Bridge Ed., Putnw^

/» Ph Ti Zenith C.B. Combination, Oct., 1914, stored

6 away f'A years, perfect condition, new belt and

tVres brass car head lamp, horn, speedometer, etc.

;

isl-^G Kitchingman, 76, Compton Row, HarehilR

Leeds.
Miscellaneous.

4h D Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, magneto, low, etc.,

*£ 10° also two push cycles, £3 each.-Smith

199b, King St., Hammersmith. I.I1D.S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

21h p. and 2h.p. for sale, £12 and £3.-197, New,
4, Ed., Battersea. [X1723

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., have the

following machines for sale, all guaranteed to

be in perfect running order, cash or exchanges:

SUN, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke, B. and B., Villicrs

engine; 26 gns. (13)

PREMIER. 1913, 3-speed, clutch, splendid condi-

tion; 29 gns. (18)

VELOCETTE. 1915, dropped frame, 2-stroke, 2-

speed, U.H.i mag.. Senspray carburetter, all
,

chain drive; 24 gns. (19)

PREMIER, 1914, 2V'h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag., •

in fine condition; 27 gns. (30)

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, ^En-

field gear, just been re-enamelled; 28 gns. (36)-.

B.S A., 1918, 4h.p., chain-oum-belf, just Selivered from
works; £79/16. (50) ' __^ ',

B.S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p., 3-speea countershaft, in splen- ,

did condition; 59 gna. (62) •

HUMBER, 1914, 254h.p .twin, 3-speed, in fine con-

dition, just overhauled ; 30 gns. (58)

PRECISION, S'Ah.p., Bosch, B. and B., single speed,

guaranteed; l7 gns. (59)

SINGEE, 1914, 3V"h.p., 2-Epeed countershaft, dropped
frame, perfect condition ; 35 gns. (61)

SUNBEAM Combination. 1915 6h.p., De Luxe side-
' car, light car tyres, in perfect condition through-

out, and as new; 105 gns. (63)

TRIUMPH, 1913, SVyi.p., clutch model. In fine con-
dition ; Bosch ;

29' gns. (53)

WOLF, 2V'h.p., 2-stroke, single speed, 1917, shop-
soiled only; '27 gns. (66)

SUN-V.T.S., 2-speed, 2-stroke, 1918, run 10 miles
' only, as new; 37 gns. (68)

THE H.C. Motor Co., 34Ti5.:.s^inchley Rd., N.W.3. j
'Phone: Hampstead 4651. Open Saturday -l

afternoons and Sundays. [1573 '

JONES' Garage.—1914 Ariel 6-6h.p. Combination, in

very good order; £70.-1, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 2-stroke 2-speed Clyno, in

splendid order; £35.-1, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.10.

JONES' Garage.—Rudge Multi, indistinguishable
from new, actual maker's guarantee given with

machine; £72;i0:— 1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Rudge Multi, in splendid condi-

tion, as new-, actual maker's guarantee given with

machine; £70.-1', Tlie Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Rudge Multi, in splendid condi-
tion, only wants seeing, actual maker's guaran-

tee given; £69.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1916 Abingdon King Dick, in

splendid condition; £50.-1, The Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Kerry.Abingdon, 2-speed, in

good order; £35.-1, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1916 3h.p. Enfield, T.T. model, 2-

speed, as new; *57.—1, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO. .

JONES' Garage.—1915 New Imperial, 2-speed; £40.
—1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1916 New Imperial, 2-speed; £45..
—1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1914 Sunbeam, 2-speed, kick start,,

oil bath, etc; ie45.—1, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Torpedo motor cycle, 2-speed, about

1914; £22.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill,-

N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1914 3i/>h.p, Zenith, in fine order;,

£45.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.-1915 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas;

«J £42/10.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1915 Calthoi-pe-Jap, 2^spced; £30.

—1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Orescent 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new;
£28.-1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. •

JONES' Garage.—We have also a large stock^ olj

other guaranteed machines in stock; send lor

lists.-lThl Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [7827
-j

£27/10 first cash secures.—6h.p. twin, 1914, 2-specd,i

coachbuilt combination, spring Iranae, water-;

proof Bosch. B. and B., absolutely perfect order; stored

2 years; N.S.U.-Railway Garage, Staines. Pbone:

46. ^

TNDIAN, 7-9h.p.. 1913. spring frame. 2-speed com-

i binaton, spring wheel sidec.'ir : also 5-6h.p._ Blum-

fleld twin engine, complete with C.A.V. magneto silen-

ccrs etc., all in flrst-'lass order; what offers ?-Box

2 606, 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [S14651

A5-1 Ai. letters relating to advertisements shouM «uote the „un,her at the end o, each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

CASH nareains.-Xcw Ah. p. 3-sreed Douglns pom-
Iiiiiution, £95: new 2''jli,p. War Office Donglns.

£60: 2"',li.l'. Dinisliis (Sevt.. 19131. 2 speeds. £34/10;
1916 6h.p. Entield roiubiuiition. £85:" 1912 Ch.p. En-
helu mid sideeiii. £32,10: 3'ih.p. 2-speed N.S.U.,
£19 10: 1914 6]i.p. 2-specd Res, wauTs attention,

£32 10: 2''4li.p. 3-speed Hex. £22/10: 2-sreed twin Rex,'

£18 10.— H;ilif;ix Motor Exohange (new address). 18a.

Umon St. South. Halifax. [2056

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead, have a good selection o£ second-hand

motor c.vcies for sale at cheap prices, including

:

Bat-Jap. 3i..h.p., 16 gns.; Bat-Jap, 1912, 2-speed( 29
gns.; Douglas. 1911, single-speed, 17 gns.: Enfield.

2^ih.p., 2-speed, 25 gns.; Humber, 1913, -S'.^h.p., 2-

speed! 29 gns.: James. 1913. 4J,ih.p., clutch, 27 gns.;
Lincoln Elk. 1913, S'/.h.p., 19 gns.; Minerva, 3'Ah.p.,
16 gns.: N.S.U.. 7-9h.p., Grado gear, 19 gns.: N.S.U.,
3h.p., twin. 2-speed. 22 ens.; Premier, 1913, 3V'h.p.,
25 gns.; and others. Full list of over 100 tree. [2276

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great bargains,
only a lew left: 1917 Levis. 36 gns.; 1916

O.K., 29 gns.; 1916 Hobart, 25 gns.; 1915 T.T.
Douglas. 45 gns.; 1914 P. and M., 45 gns.; .\riel,

S'ih.p., 33 gns.; 1915 Indian 39 gns.; 1916 T.D.C.,
23 gns.; F.N"., 4 cyls.. nearly new, 55 gns.; Sun-
Precision, T.T. type. 23 gns.; Bradbury. 3'/i'h-P-.

16 gns.; Brown twin, 19 gns.; red- Indian 7-9h.p.
comoination, 55 gns. ; Clyno combination, 42 gns.

;

Douglas. 15 gns.; F.N.. 4 cyls.. 18 gus. ; 1914V'
Morgan 2-seater, 85 gns. ; Phcenix 2-seater, '95 gnsT
Exchanges entertained, also eas,v terms. We are spot
cash buyers of good motor cycles. Bring or send.

—

Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). 'Phone : Battersea 327. [2122

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SWAX Sidecar, as new. painted green and black;

£10/10.-17, Abbey Ed., Croydon. [2047

BASTONES' for Sidecars at low prices.—228, Penton-
ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [2238

SIX Cane Sidecar Bodies and Chassis, in good condi-
tion : to clear £15 lot.—Sanders. Hitchiu. [2016

CANOLET B.S.A. ch.nssis, stand luggage grid: £4.
appointment.—53, Biownhill Ed., Catfprd. [2105

BRAND New Sidecar, complete, readv to fix: £8.
—Wadlord Garage, 306a, Walworth Ed., S.E. [2247

SFKTTXG Sidecar Chassis, wheel, tyre. tube, mud-
puiiid. nice condition; £4/17/6, bargain.—Jarrett.

13Qi Bunhill Row. E.O. [2027
G.ANOELET Cane Sidecar, upholstered in red

leather, toolbox in rear, suit S'i to 5h.p. ; £5/10
—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London. [2217
QIDECABS and Cliassis, touring, tradesmen's, and
V^ ,

?T'"rting models: eood variety; deliveries from
stO';i.—Durbury Sidecar Works. Farm St., Birmingham.

"DE^NOC Sidecars are manufactured at the Rennoc
-"-•^ Motor Sidecar and Engineering Works, 86 Yic-
tono Ed.. Stroud Green, London, N.4.

RENXOO Sidecars are designed and manufactured
under the personal suprrvision of Mr. I ^ooree

Conner. ' ^

T> EXXOC Sidecars.—We supply lugs, rims, spokes, np-
-«-»' holstermg material, tubing, springs, and all fit-
ments for any make sidecar.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel
. discs, etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale re-
tail, and export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
motor cycle and sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.-Spccial department for sidecar
body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

"OHCENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all
-* spares and undertake repairs for this make.

ENNOC Sidecars.—14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a speciality.

ENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate delivery
of all models.

ENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley. Yale. Indian, Ex-
celsior, Pope, and all American models.

R
R
R
RENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle and

sidecar frame repairs, enamelling and plating.

RENNOC Sidecars are actual manufacturers of
hoods, screens, and wheel discs.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
and clearance sidecars; special list.

RENNOC Sidecars have in stock 17 different de-
sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

T> ENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present
-*-1j sidecar with us to be overhauled, we have a
special department.

RENNOC Sidecar Works. 86, Victoria Ed., ToUing-
ton Park, Stroud Green, London, N.4. [2215

/"^.K. Sidecar Co.—'Phone us^ Hoiborn 933, for^J quotation for repairing or renovating your side-
car. Sidecars in stock. Hoods, screens, aprons, etc.
Reasonable charges.—336, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.I.

S_
[2207

IDECAR Chassis, with wheel and new tyre. 26x
2ii, complete with fittings, £2/10; basket car,

6/-^ two new chains, lin.xV'in.. 5 feet long each.
Eramptons, £2.—Fred Heaton. Carr Ed., Wyke. Brad-
ford. Pi;i665

Sidecars of all Types.
We axe in a position now to supply

Sidecars of all Types for Com-
mercial, Pleasure, and Sporting

Purposes. All our Sidecars are

pre-eminently the best obtainable,

and the prices asked afe ex-

tremely low when the high-grade

work is taken into conside'"ation.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send for our Catalogue.
Our supplementary Illustrated Cata-

logue, dealing with many Types of

Sidecars, willbesent you on request.

We can supply the complete Sidecar,

or, if desired, can book orders for

Bodies only.

The Willowbrook Co.,
WILLOWBROOK WORKS,

Belgrave Gate, LeiCeSteP.

R

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
CANOEIiET Tradesman Side Box. nice order; £9;

appointment.—53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [2106

9h.p. De Dion Car, van body, SpUtdorf mag'., B. and
B. eailmieltei; £25, or excliaiise for motor oycle

combination.—Hellensen Co., 189-, High St., Peckliam,
i:X1546

/?-8b.p. w.c. Rover Light Yan, 3 speeds and reveise,
vt Bosch, B. and B., carry 5 civt., suitable conversion
cvole car: £40; combination exchange considered.

—

Jairett, 130, BunhiU Row," E.G. [2028

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q14 7-9h.p. Swift Cycle Car, very nice condition;
JLtf £120.—Ross, 86. High Rd., Lee. [2044

THE Gibbons Cycle Car Company's Announcement
must interest you. See Miscellaneous column.

[1980iQ 14-15 Collingwood 8-lOh.p, Cycle Car, 2-seater;
JLt7 £85, exchange combination.—Wright. 113, Blair
St., Poplar, London. [2225

A.C. Sociable, in excellent condition, jnst overhauled,
suit doctor or traveller; bargain, £40.—Brown, 31,

Androse Av.. Reading. [2071

CYCLE Car, 3 wheels. 6h.p. Riley, w-.e. engine, 3
speeds, reverse, wind screen, electric lamps ; £50,

or exchange.—76, Loudon St., Chertsey. [2078

HUMBER Lipht Car, 6h.p., U.H. mag., B.B. car-
burettcr; 3 speeds, reverse, wants finishing;

£10; ?een Sundays.-96, Greyhound Rd. [2178

MOEGAJN^, 1914. J.A.P., a.c., hood, screen, lamps,
speedometer, fast, smart, paint excellent; £88,

offer, exchange.— 24, Beauval Kd., East Dulwich, [1956

MORGAN, air-cooled J.A.P., late 1913, mag., speed-
ometer, all working parts renewed, hood, horn,

sTinres. tools, lamps; any trial: £75.—Bos L8,427, c/o
The Motar Cycle. [2009

MORGAN, 1917, O.P., hood, screen, lOh.p. w.c,
new gears, speedometer; also 1915 w.c. Humber-

ette; part exchange agreeable.—Railway Garage,
Staines. 'Phone : 46. [2200

GRAND Prix Morgan. 1915. wnter-cooled, disc wheels,
all brass screen, hood, 5 lamps, generajor, spare

rhain (new), and links, oversize tyres, painted red, in
f^xcellent condition; £105; seen any evening after 6
o'clock,—Lawrence, 10, Morley Rd., E. Twickenham,
near Richmond Bridge. ^ [2050

MORGAN 1917 Grand Prix, M.A.G. engine, in per-
fect condition throughout, chain and bock tyre

both brand new, total mileage under 3,000, full usual
eriuioment. including disc wheels, sneedometer, etc.

;

£140 without new chain and horn, £5 less.-Johnson,
31, Leinster Gardens, Bayswater. [X1765

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CYCLE Car Disraantled. - 6h.p. 1911 Rex twin,

engine, Bosch mag., Araac carburetter, all con-
trols, horn, Clair silencer, Armstrong Mark VII. 3-

speed wheel, almost new, 121b. l^in. leather belt,

4ft. Rcnolds chain, (ront axle, springs, dumbirons,
wheels. 3 good tyres, Sin. adjustable pulley, petrol
tank, Best and Lloyd lubricator, chassis, etc., running
order when dismantled; seen any evening; ^£30 lot,

or sell separately.—Hammond, Letchmere, Olden Lane,
Purley. [2114

CARS FOR SALE.
1 A h.p. Adams 2-seater, single-cyl. horizontal en-
-L" gine, excellent order ; £22 ; motor cycle re«

quired.—Ashburnham, Litchfield Rd., Sutton, Surrey,
[2147

"I Q15 2-seater Whiting-Grant, 4-cyl., dynamo ligbt-
-Lt/ ing, self-starter, lamps; £120, exchango com-
bination or cycle.—Wright. 113, Blair St., Poplar,
London. [2224

SINGER, lOh.p., hood, screen, detachable wheels and
spare, speedometer, dynamo lighting set, 5 lamps,

very smart; £195; offer, exchange.—24, Beauval Rd.,
East Dulwich. [1957

SWIFT 1914 2-seater, in perfect condition and run-
ning: order, complete with all accessories, hood

and screen; £130.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car
Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter. [0958

1 Ah. p. 2-seat6r Riley, 2-cyl., 3 speeds, reverse, wire
JlXj wheels, 700x85 tyres, and coachwork as new,
wind screen. Cape hood, very fast: £80; appointment
Sunday.—200. Clurch Rd.. Willesden, N.W. [XI 814

SEVERAL light Cars in stock for sale for cash or
on our extended payment system, or your motor

cycle in exchange; send fer list, stating requirements.
-Service Co., 292, High Hoiborn, London, W.C.l.

[8735
CALCOTT 1915 2-seater, Calthorpe Minor 1916

sports 3-seater, Singer 1915 lOh.p. 2-seater, 90
h.p. Prince Henxy Mercedes, 90h.p. Grand Prix Itala
1914, 1914 Morris-Oxford; part exchange agreeable.—
Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone: 46. [2201

IDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp- *

stead, have always a good selection of second-
hand sporting and light cars, including sporting 2-

seater R.M.C., 90h.p. Mercedes, 80h.p. Berliet, 60h.p.
Gregoire^ 4-seater 35h.p. Mercedes, 45h.p. Mercedes,
15.9h.p. Briscoe, llh.p. Perry, lOh.p. Alldays, etc.

Exchanges. [2276

DEMOBILISATION Bargains I And such bargain!
Remember some of the cars almost new, and all

dates advertised here guaranteed accurate.—lOh.p.
Unique parcels lorry, modern, light car type, pointed
radiators, wire wheels, worth double, £45; lOh.p. Dar-
racq 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, spare, dickey

seat, bargain, £65 ; 1 5h.p. Charron chassis, 4-cyL
raonobloc, Solex, worth double, £65; 12-16h.p. Moto-
bloc chassis, unit engine construction, light, sporty
cfanssis, £75; 14-1 6h. p. DarracQ traveller's omnibus,
smart roomy body, chassis specially reconstructed, 4-

cyl. monobloc, Zenith, gate, worth double, £80; 15.9h.p.

1914 R.C.II. torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves, de-

tachables, centre gate, nice little 4-seater, £90; 12-15

h.p. Star 2-seater, gate. Zenith, £90; 30h,p. National

(U.S.A.), sporting 4-seater, fast car, £100; 38h.p.

Daimler chassis, £100; 2-ton Berliet chassis, twm^
solids, all gears new. wants slight adjustments, worth
treble, to clear £100; Thames bungalow plot at Sun-
bury, £100 freehold; 8-lOh.p. Renault platform lorry,

8ft.x5V2ft-. most economical, £115; ISh.p. Bayard 1-,

ton van, twin solids, roomy body, £115; 15-20h.p.,

Panhard live axle chassis, £120; 8-lOh.p. 1914 sports

model Humber streamline 2-seater, disc wheels, 40

m.p.g., £120; 40h.p. 6-cyl. Acme (U.S.A.) sporting

4-seater, special competition car, real snip, £125;
12-15h.p. F.I.A.T. taxi-landaulet, monobloc engine,

economical running hire car, £125; 12-14h.p. Renault
landaulet, £130; 10-12h.p. Le Gui sem:-sportmg 2-

seater, 4-cyl. engine, Zenith, £135; 18h.p. 1915 Max-
well streamline 4-seater, monobloc, enclosed valves,

j

centre gate, Bosch mag., £135; 2-ton Milnes-Daimler

'

heavy commercial, twin solids, live axle. Zenith, H.T.

mag., £145; lOh.p. A.C. light car, streamline 2-seater,

4-cyi monobloc, enclosed valves, pointed radiator, wire

wheels domed mudguards, £185; 3-ton Straker-Squire

lorry, cab front, H.T. mag.. Zenith, all new tyres,

aluminium radiator, twin solids, bargain, £235; 1914
Palladium l-ton van, solids all round, monobloc en-

twine enclosed valves, £245; 16-20h.p. Sunbeam chassis,

enclosed valves, detachable wheels, 4-speed, Claudel,

£250- 40h.p. Wolseley chassis, enclosed valves, de-

tachable wire wheels, extra long wheelbase, price over-

hauled £250; 20h.p. Crossley torpedo, monobloc unit

construction, detachable wheels. Zenith, £265; 13.9h.p.

1914 B S A. 2-seater, Knight engine, worm drive, de-

tachable wheels. £285; 3-ton De Dion commercial

chassis, latest round radiator type, worm drive, en-

closed valves, twin solids, steel wheels, £350; another

exactly similar, better condition, £385; ditto 3-ton

De Dion lorry, compfete, roomy body, high sides, £425;
2-ton Napier W.D. type lorry, worm drive, aluminium
radiator, enclosed valves, steel wheels, twin solids,

barf^ain. £575; 4-ton late 1915 Garner lorry, cab

front, enclosed valves, twin solids, very little used

indeed, real bargain, £650; 24-30h.p. 6-cyl. Wolseley

limousine-landaulet, enclosed valves, extra long wheel-

base, detachable wire wheels, £650.—Cox (below).

BOUGLAS S. COX, the -absolutely straight motor
man, 6a, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.,

-has all the above actually in stock and on view.

Please call. Hours 8 to 6.30, including Saturdays;

no business Sundays. Established 1902. [2243

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, a^^
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LORRIES FOR SALE.

4, 3, and 2-ton Lorries, dozen absolute bargains,

^100 to ^650. See long advertisement -under

Miscellaneaua Cars.—Cox, West Norwood. £2249

BODIES.
CANE Sideear Bodies.Several to clenr at 50/- ear.li.

worth £5; also several juvenile bodies; write lor
" -Tl)e Willowbrook Co., I/eicester. [0901

BASTOi^JE S for Sidecar • Bodles.-Several light
wicker and coachbuilt bodies; also tandem and

toipedo bodies at clearance prices.—228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [2239

SIDEOAE Uody Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings full sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de-
signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0818

ENGINES.
4h.p. M.M.C. Engine; i£2/15.—P. Willcocks, Datchet,

Bucks. [2185

1 Ah.ji. Twin J.A.P. Engine, with Bosch waterprool
J-^ mag., nearly new, good running condition; #25.
-Call, 126, Kentish Town Rd. [2211

DAYTON. 2h.p., 2-stroke, mag., exhaust, pipe, silen-
cer, almost new; £7.—Butterworths' Garage, 64,

Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [2135

BRAND New J.A.P. Engines, 5h.n. twin, £19/10;
4h.p. twin, £18/10; 3h.p. twin; £14: cylinders

mew) for 8h.p. and 2y2h.p.
; pistons for 8h.p., 6h.p.,

4h.p., and 2V3h.p. ; 4h.p., o.i.v., single cylinder, £14.—
la, Bloomflcld Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [1607

U'

SPECIAL Lightweight Magneti
Co., 292, High Holborn, Lon

Enamelling
OUTFIT No. 1,

For Motor

Cycle and

Sidecar.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
H. SO" Twin, brand new, suit J.A.P. ; £6.-17,
Abbey Ed., Croydon. [2046

BOSCH 180° Magneto, off Douglas; £3: perfect con-
dition.—Booth, 129, Grosvenor St., Derby. [2075

£3/15.—Service
London, W.C.I. [9658

BOSCH 004 Cylinder Magneto, good order; jBll;
appointment.—53, Brownhill Rd., Oatford. [2107

HARLEY Magneto Dynamo Outfit, 3 lamps, needs
attention £9/10; appointment.—53, Brownhill

Rd., Catford. [2108

BOSCH DA2, open type, anti, good condition, 60/-;
also nearly new 180» Dixie, clockwise, with vari-

able spark, 65/-.—26, Annesley Av., Hendon, N.W.9.

NEW E.I.C., never been used, guaranteed 12 months,
anti-clock, 180°; cost £8/10 from makers; accept

£7/10; clockwise wanted.-Riddle, 21, Anesome Rd.,
Middlesbrough. [X1567
CHARLES PAEKER and Co., Magneto Specialists,

undertake to repair and despatch any and every
magneto received by them in 24 hours, and guarantee
their job for 12 months.—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. have a special depart-
ment for motor cycle magneto repairs, and assure

you of instant attention.—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. are making a special
feature of speed in completing their transactions.

—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. always have a reserve
force of mechanics awaiting that urgent job.

—

Below.

CHAELES PARKER and Co., Magneto Specialists,
75, Park Rd. North, Acton, London, W.3. Tel. :

Ohiswick 1518. [2099

JEBRON, registered 291.298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.

;

cures misfiring ; 5/- each rivet ; Jebron screws, fit Bosch
magnetos, 11/- pair; old screws Jebronised, 5/- each.

JEBRON" Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Ed., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [X4331

FOR Magneto Repairs, spares, re-magnetising, British
magnetos and dynamo lighting equipments, write

or 'phone Streatham 2108. Established 1900.—Love-
Innd Bros., Crescent Magneto Works, Norburv, London.
S.W. [8076

MAGNETO Eepnirs.—Send your magneto to Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting. Reply paid; quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2_to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [9980

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto repairs, rewinding, re-
magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed

;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply Ltd.,
41, Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors, Bir-
mingham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [1723

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-
lished 1912. Manager S. 1. Boon, late from the

Bosch works.—Magneto repairs of every description.
All repairs at lowest possible prices, and 8tric1;ly guaran-
teed. We can mostly return then within 24 hours.
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyl.
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto Re-
pairing and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Euston,
N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelic,
Norwest, London. [1032

INCLUDES an ample supply of absolutely
everything you need to tlioroughly reno-

vate a Motor Cycle and Sidecar. Contents :

Spong:e, Chamois Leather, Rubbing Felt,

Pumice Block, Robbialac Brush, Glass
Paper, Cleaning Soda, Pumice PoifOer,
Auto-Stopper, " Kusnoline " Polishing
Liquid, Robbialac Thinners, Robbialac
Stopping, Mat, Gloss, Transparent; and
Instructions. Price 35 /-. Carriage extra
England and ^yales 1 /6, Scotland and Ire-
land 2 /-. Full particulars, including large
Colour Card. Irom Jensen & Nicholson, Ltd.,

M.C. Outfit Dept., Robbialac Works, Stratford,

London, E.15. Sole manufacturers of

I

Sy^iJSMM!^
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TYRES.
TYRES by Best Makers ; nearly half present prices.— '

26x2'/' sidet'iir cover, 16/6; Kempshall heavy anti.^

skid, 26x214, 18/6 each.—Service Co., 292, High Hol-J
born, London, W.C.I. [87472

NEW Beldam Tyres, 26x2 15/-, 26X21,4 17/6, 26)

2V; £1. 26X3 25/-; tubes, 26X2IA__7/-, .26x2ya;
Victoria Rd.|fl

[2144/

w

9/6; all new and sound.—Shelley, 76,
Harlesden, N.W.IO.

BURST M^tor Cycle Covers Bcmoulded and madg
perfect: broken away beads remoulded: every job'

a success, oT cash refunded; bursts from 3/6, retiuned

carriage paid quickly.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton

Mowbray. [X14001

EW Heavy Beaded Covers, 26x2 16/-, 26x21/4 25/

.

26X2>A 27/6; butt-ended tubes, 26X2% 8/6, 26X'
21/, 9/-; endless tubes, 26x21/4 7/6, 26x2i^ 8/-: senf

approval carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer
Garage, Tooting. [919;

TWO 26x2i<., to fit 21/4, Goodyear covers, not doni

20 miles,"35/- each; two 700x80, to' fit 650x65,

Clincher Dreadnought cevers, 45/- each; brand ner

one 28x21/, Continental cover, 30/-; 6ft. 5,iin. DunlOL

belt, 5/6.—See Heppelthwaite, Miscelleaneous Columa

BELTS.

4 New Pedley Belts, lin. and Vajn.; 12/- .each

Buckmasber, 160, Boundary Rd., Walthamstow.

TANKS.
TANKS of every description ; repairs, re^namellinft

- Write for booklet.-Green, Water St., Blaokfnars,

Manchester. ^"^"'

TiANKS —Tanks anv shape to order, repairs or ena^

elled: disc for motor wheels: general sheet niet

work- lists free—Att^voods, 86, Eosebery

Tel.: Central 12446.

PATENTS.

THE Inventor -of the TT. and I. doable sidecar (side

by-side) wishes to sell his patent, and would bi

pleased to hear from any person interested in sam^
There should be a very good market for such m

^""^'l
to-day. It can be attached to almost any make oO

motM cycle and at the same time g vmg F!'<'';'5'1£

all the comforts of a car.
Y''S„''"i*'''^'\T i??,S

who have lost a limb.-S. Lloyd, Uflculme, New Bainj,^

Av., St. Albans, Herts.

PATENT AGENTS.
Advice and Handbook Kree.

At. E.C
[9922

[206S'

"DASTONE'S for Covers

TYRES.
and Tubes.

-

-Special clear-

ance lines as- below:

"DASTONE'S.—26x2 Michelin 10/6, steel stud 20/-.

BASTONE'S.—26x214 Michelin Trident 22/-, Hutch-
inson Brooklands 18/-, Tourist Trophy 25/-, pas-

senger 30/-, Kempshall 19/6, do luxe heavy 30/-.

"DASTONE^S.-26x2% Hutchinson T.T. 27/-, pas-

senger 32/-.

BASTONE'S.-26X2i/2
rubber non-skid 18/6, Shell heavy grooved 18/6.

de luxe heavy 32/-, Gaulois
'6, Shell heavy grooved If

'

650X65 Henley heavy plain 32/6.

6X2 5/6, 26x214

King's

"D ASTON

BASTONE'S.—Hutchinson tubes,
6/-, 26x21/2 6/6, 26x3 7/6.

BASTONE'S, 228, Pentonville Ed.
London, N.l. Tel. : 24B1 North:

Cross,
[2257

ECONOMIC Tyre Co. — Another delivery of new
Kempshall clearance covers

;
goods carriage paid

;

on approval against remittance.

ECONOMIC-26x21/, Kempshall anti-skid 19/6,
listed 48/8; Kempshall non-skid 35/-, listed 61/4.

ECONOMIC—26X21/, Kempshall non-skid 45/-,
listed 72/6; 26x3 non-skid 76/-, listed 96/-; very

heavy oversize for 650x65.

ECONOMIC—26X3 Kempshall heavy anti-skid

45/-, listed 72/6; oversize for 650X65.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Kempshall anti-skid 40/-, listed

79/8; fit American rims, only few left.

ECONOMIC—The following are made by one of

the best-known British manufacturers :

ECONOMIC 24x21/1 heavy non-skid, lor 2-strokes,

32/6, listed 46/6; complete with tube, 39/6.

ECONOMIC—26x2y,x 214 extra heavy non-skid, for

214 rims, 41/-, listed 60/3.

ECONOMIC—650x65 extra heavy non-skid 43/-,

listed 65/-; 28x3 extra heavy 45/-, listed 69/9.

ECONOJUC—24x21/4 tubes 7/6, 26x21/4 7/6, 26x
2y2X2i/4 8/6,- 26x21/2 8/6, 28x3 10/-.

ECONOMIC—26X21,4 fluted covers, wired on, 7/6,

pair 12/6; good make, only a few left.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137a, Lewisham High Rd.,

New Cross, S.E.14. 'Phone : New Cross 1393.
[1826

SECOND-HAND 26X2% Tyre, sound, 7/-; 26x2i/,,

7/-; tubes, 4/-.—Smith, 199b, King St., Ham-
mersmith. [2163

TYBES.—See Bnncroftian Advertisement under Mis-

cellaneous^ Stelastic, Pedley, Kempshall, Hutohiii

son : extraordinary prices. [0845

I'^^Pa^™^Agency:*"Ltd.7r86;""Queen 'Victoria St!

T

King'*
'a StJ
[58ir

CONSULTING ENGINEERS. ".

HOMAS PEERS, late Mechanical Transport, A^
vlwH' Expert, new or second-hand machines

;
.coto

sultatlon" cxa?ninations.-18, Lothair Ed., rmsmitj

Park, London, N.4.
^^°°*

EX MUNDT, after twelve years' all-round expert-

-.w mce, offers unbiassed advice ^.the ^<''«^*"'" °' ??*

f^j^s^is^ti^r^s^^^t-^ fiFS
Bn^id^^^ ii^^;^o^exrc?^s^iS?|

DON'T Purchase that new or second-hand motrf

cycle or cycle car until you have consulted m*
There are many Lenins on the market just now. I cafl

OTobrtfy save you pounds. My experience . 01 practi.

Sally every mnki is at your disposal. Enquiries re date,

value repairs, etc., answered V return on r_eceipt

w

There are many Lenins on the market just now. I caft

probrtfy save you pounds. My experience 01 uracil,

cally every make is at your disposal,

v.-ilup repairs, etc., answered by re..

So 2/6 and' stamped addressed envelope. Money

tiifned if not satisfled.-Engmeer, Violet Villa, Wi

beoh, Gambs. ' '

INSURANCE
FOE Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), applffi

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops btor^

«"d. .... -r/ .7
DEEADNOUGHT Motor Cycle Policies at Lloyd'l.

Premiums from £1/7/6, payable yearly, quarterly

or monthly. Before insuring .elsewhere, write for prM

5pcctus.-Eoys, Ltd., 199, Piccadilly, London., [773r

TUITION.
OTOE Tuition.—The British School of^ Motoring

M' Ltd, gives the highest standard of training

[095a

driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest ^es .in

,

Ens and Call, or mie for full partionlars.-The British

School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly C.rcu&

^
AGENCIES.

GENTLEMAN with first-class connection, residin*

in Brussels (Belgian subject who speaks Enghsl^
r, ToTiveKPnt in Belgium English manufacture!*

20 yearffl

ddri

[20

desires to represent in Belgium English

of cycles, motor cycles, accessories and tyres,

experience of the trade.-A. Watelet, temporary addri

12, Dudley St., Luton.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, good all-round mechanics, lor car, mot(

cycle and cycle work; healthy position (moort

land): suit discharged service men. State age, wagef"

experience, and references.-She Yelverton Gara«

Yelverton, South Devon. Ufa

"TkBAUGHTSMAN Wanted, used to motor cycle da
JJ sign including engines, gear boxes, and genera

lav-out—Write in confidence, stating age, experienca

and salary required, Mr. A. ^V. Smith, 0/0 Chatn-LM^

Ltd., 74-84. Banner St., E.C.I. L-i-l '^

A56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Government Motor Cycles.

IN
our last issue we published an authoritative

article on the disposal of surplus Govern-
ment machines from a correspondent who
IS very closely in touch with all develop-

ments in this quarter. The conclusions to

which our correspondent came were that bargain

hunters would be in the main doomed to dis-

appointment, and that the Government's best

course would be to get the machines properly

repaired by their makers at a reasonable cost

and sold through the makers and their agents

at a fair market price, and thus realise the full

value for the property of the country. With
this conclusion-Tve heartily agree.

The wastage of war is great enough in any
case, and it is the obvious duty of all concerned

to save the taxpayers' money wherever it is pos-

sible. There is, however, one class to whom
special consideration is due, as we point out on
another page. We refer to the men who in the

early days of the war sold their machines to

the Government at a valuation and enlisted in .

their country's service. It must be borne in

mind that, although the price received was a

fair one judged by 1914 standards, the same
money would not purchase a similar machine in

the open market to-day, for the scarcity and
high prices of new machines at the present

moment naturally react upon the second-hand -

market and cause a rise in value all round.

Thus it is quite possible that a machine which
had been stored during the war, provided that

it had not suffered unduly from neglect or

exposure, would fetch a better price now, in

spite of its age—and motor cycles quickly be-

come veterans—than if it had been sold in the

year of its birth. This is partly because many
machines have remained practically unchanged
during the last five years, and partly due to the

high prices and scarcity to which we have already

alluded. It would then be a mere act of grace

to give these men an opportunity of purchasing

motor cycles equal to those which they
. owned

before the war at prices approximate to those

for which - they sold their former machines.

Several correspondents have written to us upon

this subject, and in one letter it is mentioned

that a man may purchase from the army a horse

to which he has become attached. The cases

are not precisely similar, but if arrangements

can be made in one instance it is also possible

that they may be made in another.

The whole question of the disposal of war-

worn motor cycles is an important one, and we
are therefore dwelling upon it at some length.

Further, we intend to keep the matter in view,

and publish weekly the latest obtainable

information.

Current Prices.

PRICES of motor cycles generally are 25%
in advance of those of 1914, and there is

a tendency among motor cyclists to con-

sider them too high. Without any desire

to make a plea of justification, we are,

nevertheless, constrained to consider the present

position in no way inconsistent with the times.

As much as we wish to see motor cycles offered

at pre-war prices, we are afraid it is more than

can be expected, at least, until manufacturers

ha.ve been able to adjust matters to the new
conditions.

We can only guess the actual cost of labour

and material represented in a motor cycle, but

the price of all articles manufactured in trade is

made up of material, labour, overhead expense,

and makers' and retailers' profits. We know
material and labour are up at least 100%, the

third item, probably, not quite so much, although

there is a great deal of labour in overhead
expenses. We also know that profits are based
on outgoings. So everything considered it does

not appear that a 25% increase over pre-war
prices is at all exorbitant, especially when it

is remembered that in purchasing everything to-

day the British public is called upon to pay
advances in price considerably more than 25%.

.^^ ,

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. ^.-.^^^ >

PRESERVATION OF INSU-
LATING TAPE.

A RATHER good t5p to prevent the
annoying unravelling of the outer
strands of insulating tape is to

take a very sharp knife and make a
number of light cuts across the diameter
of the reel. It will be found that this
effectually prevents the trouble.—R.H.B.

HAND CONTROL FOR
TRIUMPH CLUTCH.

A HAND-CONTROL attachment can
easily be fitted to the Triumph
clutch-control pedal arrangement as

follows ; Procure an ISiii.. length of |in.

X -iin. flat iron and file the bottom end

An arrangement for controlling

the clutch by hand.

to the radius of the pedal spindle. Drill

a hole through' the lever exactly opposite

the bolt on the spindle arm and fit

another bolt through the latter long

enough to take the lever and the extra

lever-retaining nut.—T. Faie.

A NEW USE FOR A
SPLIT FIN.

OCCASIONALLY a rod, rivet, or key
must be inserted into a somewhat
inaccessible hole, and it is often

difficult to find a pair of pliers sufficiently

small for the purpose. The Illustration

A new use for a split pin.

shows how a large split pin and a washer
may be used in place of the pliers. This
device might be quite suitable for the
purpose of replacing the small circular

key used to secure the spring on Douglas
valve stems.

—

AulomdbWd aux Armies.

A14

USE OF BOX SPANNER.
IN some awkward positions where it is

necessary to use a box spanner it is

often found that insufficient leverage

can be obtained with the ordinary small

tommy-bar provided, or the spanner may

Adjustable spanner used in conjunction with

a box spanner.

be too short or the bar too long or too

weak. In many such cases it may be
possible to turn the box spanner by means
of an adjustable applied to the outside

end as shown in the sketch.—L.A.B.

A CHEAP FRONT WHEEL
STAND.

PROCURE three pieces of any. hard
wood, such as oak : (a) 34in. long by
l^in. square (for two uprights)

; (6)

2in. square by l^-in. thick (for supports

marked X and X) : (r) 18in. long by Sin.

wide by 2in. thick (for base).

Take' piece (a), find middle and bore

lin. hole with brace, then cut into two
for uprights. Tenon the ends to fit into

mortises in base.

A simple front wheel stand.

Take piece (6), mark with line across
the middle diagonally, and cut into two
for supports to uprights at base.
Take piece (c)—base—make two mor-

tises about Sin. apart or any width to
receive front wheel.
Glue the parts together, and the result

is a strong stand to hold the front wheel
off the floor either for storing or whilst
repairing punctures in front tube.

If used only for storing, it will ^help

to preserve the front cover, which soon

deteriorates standing on the floor.

—

W.P.J.

PETROL PIPE BREAKAGES.
AVERY useful little device has been

sent to us by a reader which would,

in case of breakage of the petrol

pipe, save endless trouble. It is com-

posed of a piece of flexible tubing having

clamps at each end that can be tightened

to any degree by means of butterfly nuts.

The "tubing is inserted on the broken

petrol pipe and the clamps screwed firmly

A handy repalrmg device

down, making a petrol-tight repair. The
illustration clearly shows the arrange-
ment. This device is used on aeroplanes,
and can be obtained of the large acces-
sory dealers.

FILE HERE

FILE HERE

^

MARK' LIME
HALFWAY

Showing a method of cutting a stepped ring.

plates, which are fixed on a mandrel con-
sisting of a tolt or stud with two nuts
on it as shown. The ring can then be
lapped to finished size in the lathe.

-V.T.L.

CUTTING STEPPED RINGS.
THOSE who cut their own piston rings

are usually content with the diagonal
slit, not knowing how easy it is to

make the better job of a stepped joint.

The sketch shows how this is done. After
carefully scribing the centre line, the
vertical rough cuts are made, and the
scjuare portions filed out. The ring is

then closed up and held between end
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No Fear I

Ij.
TTN a recent issue I meekly warned novices not to

R 11 make a South Sea bubble of the flat twin, hinting

that it is not an easy engine to design, and that

some catchpenny merchants may unload dud samples
on an eager public. This well-meant warning has

k
brought down upon me the rage of Mr. Leonard B.
Henderson, who is familiar with all the flat twins

now undergoing development, and is satisfied that they

are all super-excellent. I have not the pleasure of
Mr. Henderson's acquaintance, but pass on his ency-

clopaedic panegyric to my readers.'

Back to the 'Bos,

THE other week I described various niggling little

aggravations which I had to bear with when
Christmas leave sent me back to the pre-war

'bus. All of them were concerned with replenish-

ment and other routine attentions. Let me now cite

the machine's conduct as a goer. It had done about

12,000 miles in its distant youth, and had not been
overhauled, even by my own clumsy hands, for eighteen

months, or run for a year. Nevertheless, it started up
at the first pluck of the back wheel, and proceeded to

reel off 700 miles without an involuntary stoppage

;

and, when I somewhat timidly opened it out down
three miles of straight, deserted moorland road, it

pushed its speedometer needle well up to 56 m.p.h.

and held it there.

The " Hogbos."

IT may be perfectly true that an up-to-date engine

of 350 c.c. or so with a suitable gear box will do
its mile a minute and climb any hill, but until

human nature is regenerated some of us will ask for

more than this. An ex-R.A.F. pilot, accustomed to

150 m.p.h., will not be thrilled by slamming open his

throttle with about $% b.p. loaded up to about 4 cwt.

There will always be a small but select market for a

sheer " hogbus," capable of climbing at terrific speed

and of furious acceleration on the flat. We have yet

to see an ideal mount of this character. In theory it

should add its special hallmarks to the usual

desiderata of Hght weight, comfort, and reliability. In

practice such speedirons are generally very uncomfort-

able and absurdly heavy. They are not unreliable in

the ordinary sense of the word; but like most high-

- bred animds they are flighty and capricious. The

60 or 70 m.p.h. -which may represent their best gait,

is not always on tap. I am not sure that owners want

it to be. In this class at any rate the rider rather

enjoys chasing round in search of a lost 100 r.p.m.

or so. Beyond question the single-cylinder types of

" hogbus " have been worked up to a higher pitch

than tlieir twin-cylinder rivals. The T.T. Triumph,

Rudge, and Norton may challenge comparison with

anv invaders in this class. But where is the standard-

ised 7 h.p. British twin hogiron? I know some very

fascinating o.h.v. big Japs have been put out by

various makers, but I think the market would stand

a little pushing in such machines if they were developed

on the lines indicated. Several American machines,

especially the short wheelbase Henderson, were

attracting many of our riders in 1914. I admit there

are distinct objections to the unrestricted sale of very

fast machines, but if they are going to be sold let them

be British.

A Distortion Test.

[OW that joy-riding is again permissible, a clique

of a few thoughtful friends may find some

experiments with cylinder temperature interest-

ing. The requisite apparatus consists of a mixed

bunch of motor bicycles and a thermometer reading

up to, say, 300°. (Two thermometers per machine

are really desirable.) The aforesaid clique then pro-

ceeds to work the assorted engines rather hard, pre-

ferably by " scrapping " them along the road, though

a full revs, climb on low gears or even a two minute

run on the stand will suffice. Finally, the cylinder

temperature is taken at various points, e.g.; on back

and front walls level with the top of the piston stroke,

on the valve chest and pulley or sprocket sides, over

the exhaust and inlet valves, and at any other old pair

of places which may occur to the experimenters.

Ignore the absolute values, but pay special attention

to the difi'erences. Then consider mentally the

advantages of an engine which shows the minimum
contrast iii temperature, e.g., between the back and

front walls of the cylinder after a hard run on the road.

The Record Flat Twin.

ABOUT halfway through the war I became involved

in a controversy with an engineer, who asserted

that it was not possible to manufacture a satis-

factory flat twin engine in the larger sizes, and implied

that the 350 c.c. type approached the practical limits.

This theory had no foundation in fact, but genrie

Dora . compelled me to argue in the abstract. I am
now free to disclose that I waged that tantalising com-

bat in close touch with a flat twin engine weighing

82 lb. and developing 52 b.h.p.^- This engine, I

believe, was designed by Mr. Bradshaw in reply to an

urgent demand from the War Office for a power unit

to develop 40 h.p. and weigh not more than 100 lb.

Plainly he more than fulfilled his share of the bargain,

though the other apparatus essentialto the projected

stunt proved disappointing, and the " Gnat " was con-

sequently stillborn so far as the war was concerned.

Mr. Hawker actually attained 97 m.p.h. in horizontal

flight with this two-cylinder engine (no mm. x 120

mm.) fitted to a lilliputian scout. Perhaps we shall

yet see a detuned " Gnat " on a cycle car chassis or

in a world's record Brooklands bicycle

!
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Unfit Army motor cycles, the majority of which will require a great amount of work expended on them before tfiey are fit for the road
The machines were left in the state shown, the tarpaulins inadequate to protect them frorr wind and weather.

HUNDREDS of war-worn and discarded motor
cycles, fit and unfit, are lying on Kempton
Park Racecourse more or less exposed to the

weather, illustrating the terrible wastage of material,

labour, and money which war inevitably forces upon
a people.

We have already written on the subject of war-worn
motor cycles. An article, which appeared on June 14th,

I 9 I 7 , illustrated

by photographs,
showed hundreds of

these machines ; both
' their numbers and
appalling condition

called forth severe

comments from
many of our readers.

Since the date of

our article tlje Cat-
ford depot, which
we mentioned, has
been evacuated, and
the Kempton Park
depot, where there

are still numerous
machines, is in pro-

cess of evacuation.

Now that the war
is over, we fre-

quently receive letters from readers asking for details

as to the disposal of these remnants of the Great
Conflict, and it is the object of this article to inform
motor cyclists as to the actual position of affairs.

During the war Kempton Park Racecourse has
been the distributing centre for army vehicles, as to

this depot all new lorries, cars, and motor cycles were
at6

Scrap and badly damaged machines, some of which are quite beyond repair

sent direct from the manufacturers, thence to the

mobilisation centre at Bulford, and from there direct

to the various units Overseas. Kempton Park also

received all the unfit vehicles, and lorries packed with

damaged motor cycles are still arriving. As they arrive

the machines are classified according to make and con-

dition. Two-thirds of the number are usually fit for

repair, and of these many—mostly of non-standard

makes— are placed

in the motor cycle

sales park. Non-
- standard makes are

those which are

neither Douglases,

Triumphs, P. and
M.'s, nor Clynos,

but such types as

Sunbeams, A.J.S.'s,

Rudges, Rovers, and
other motor cycles

made by well-known
manufacturers which
have been on home
service. It is

generally known
that the army em-
ploys as few makes
as possible so as to

simplify the problem
of spare parts. The classification of the machines
referred to is only effected after they have been in-

spected by a board of officer experts.

New motor cycles in crates, ready for distributiou,

are placed under cover in open-sided sheds, and are

not too well protected from the weather, as it can be

seen that the outside machines are exposed to driving
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The Wastage of War.—

rain or snow, and, even though grease is liberally .

applied to the bright parts, some evidences of rust

are apparent. Machines which have been repaired

in the army workshops are placed in crates and covered

6i

magnetos at ridiculously low prices, but, despite care-

ful enquiries, we have been quite unable to obtain any

confirmation of this; in fact, we have been definitely

informed that up to the present time none have been,

sold.

at-(ai<sswyiSii»iP«B*iMk^.vs« *.-y.*s'CTa'«.<asiSS*i^t.3v» _«tjc«i=:.

A panoramic view cf the army machines under tarpaulin.

with tarpaulins. Motor cycles awaiting repair are

in an open field, and as many as possible are placed

under tarpaulins, but a vast number of unfits are

without any protection whatever. It is the sight of

this huge number of motor bicycles left day and night,

winter and summer, exposed to all the vagaries of an

Enghsh climate, that has led to so much criticism,

and in defence of this it is argued, and not without

reason, that most of them have been rescued from the

battlefields of Flanders ^-^ and elsewhere, where

they have been exposed ^^5 ''^ rains other than

The sales park consists mostly of makes other than

army standard. On the outside thereof there are

crates of machines which have been rebuilt or repaired

by the army, and when the war was on these would

have been used for home service. In the centre of

the park are the unfit machines, mostly denuded of

saddles and magnetos, classified . according to makes.

The first notice reads: ",4 Rover, unfit H.S., no

more to be placed here," and the other notices are

of a similar nature.

The disposal of army motor cycles is in the hands

of the Surplus Government Property Dis-
" ' posal Board, 6, St. ,

James's Square,

London, S.W.i, and on enquiry there we

? learned that, pending the formation of

a definite scheme for the disposal of army

vehicles, the Board has temporarily sus-

pended operations. Previously, anyone

L

(Top) Motor cycles ready for sale and

classified according to make. In the rear are

new and rejuvenated machines in crates.

(Bottom) New and undated motor cycles.

The great majority of these are Triumphs

and besides those of heaven. They have m^m
often been literally buried in the ground,

and so a month or two'^s extra exposure will do them

no further harm. Unfit motor cycles, as they are

called, are those which have suffered severe accidents,

have been run over and ditched, or have been hit and

severely damaged by shell or machine-gun fire. We
saw several interesting cases of the latter during our

visit.

From time to time rumours have reached us that
'
derelict army motor cycles have been sold minus

could apply to the Board, get a pass, and go down to

Kempton Park to inspect the vehicles. Any reason-

able examination was permitted, but, of course, no

dismantling of any part could be allowed. We give

a list of some of the machines in the sales park :

24 fit Rudges, 86 fit Zeniths, and numerous unfit

machines, of which we may mention 17 Sunbeams,

96 Scott s.c. combinations, 36 Scott solo machines, 99
Zeniths, 23 Premiers, and 33 Rovers.

A17
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The Wastage of War.—

The question is—when will the Government move?
The market is excellent now; second-hand prices are

higher than they ever will be again, and, despite argu-
ments to the contrary, the goods are depreciating. A
few months hence, when new motor cycles will be
available, second-hand prices may drop, so no useful
purpose can be served by further delay. There was
an auction sale of certain Kempton Park motor
vehicles last week, but no motor cycles were included,
and why this was the case no
one apparently can give a

satisfactory answer. It is

quite time something was
done. It seems clear that

the R.A.S.C. has done its

best. During the latter part

of the war it has had to

struggle along with men of

low category ; it has asked
for the material with which
to build sheds, but none was
granted, as , all that which
was available was needed for

the R.A.F.
The Disposal Board is

, alive to what is required, but
can get no answer from the

Ministry of Supply, and so

it seems that this body is

really to blame.

It has been suggested that

it would be to the interest both of the general public

and the trade if die manufacturers were to buy these

machines, restore them to' new condition, and sell

them under a guarantee, and we understand that the

manufacturers have been approached, but have not

made an offer which the Board could accept. The
whole question, therefore, remains in abeyance. The
matter is an urgent one, as the motor cycles are bought
from funds supplied by the taxpayer, and he rightly

demands that they should be disposed of in the most
advantageous manner.

>-•

PAST AND FUTURE.
RE manufacturers awake to the coming condition

of things ? Are any of the firms who are really

in a position to produce the right vehicle by
the thousand making any preparations to do so?

The cycle car has not proved a success in the

past simply because it has lacked the support

of those influential firms who might have made
a success of it. It was left to little experimentahsts

in back street factories, and in the one or two
instances where mechanical success crowned the efforts

of reputable firms, financial success was impossible

owing to the bad name the vehicle had won at

the hands of others. Light, flat-twin engines are now
being made which render the cycle car more practical

than ever before, and in itself it is a practical type of

vehicle, demanding only commonsense methods and
proved and well-tried principles. There is no need for

new departures, absolute simplicity and proper weight

distribution being the two fundamental points. Who
is to be the first to take this gigantic market of the

machine for the multitude? Chinook.

Al8

machines are allowed

A shell-battered motor cycle which might well form one of

the exhibits in the projected National War Museum.

The motor cycle manufacturer and rider, too, have

a right to be considered. If the machines were released

at once before the manufacturer is in a position to

supply, many riders would be able to obtain machines

who otherwise would have to wait. This would

not interfere with the sales of manufacturers, for

at the moment there are few who have machines for

sale, and it will be some time before they are abreast

of their orders. If, however, the Government
to lie idle until the manu-
facturers are able to produce
in quantity it is quite pos-

sible that the trade in new
machines will be damaged.
Moreover, the prices obtained

will be much less than if the

machines are sold without

any further delay. At the

present moment, second-hand
prices are high, but this will

not continue indefinitely. -

There is in our opinion one
class of rider who should

have special consideration,

viz., the man who enlisted as

a D.R. early in the war and
so-ld his machine at a reason-

able valuation to the Govern-
ment. It seems to us a mere
matter of justice that such a

man should have an oppor-

tunity of replacing the

devoted to the service of the

instead of having to pay

>•*

machine which was
country at a similar price,

out a much larger sum of money to obtain an equally

sound machine. This does not mean that we think

that the Government should give away its . property

at prices far below- their actual value^—the differ-

ence having to be made up by the taxpayer—but

only that the class of rider to whom we refer should

receive the consideration which is obviously his due.

He must not expect a bargain, but a fair machine
at a fair price.

<

A' M'
ANOTHER GUDGEON FIXING DEVICE.

[ANY and varied have been tHF methods devised

to secure the gudgeon in pistons and prevent

endwise movement which would be liable to

cause scoring of the cylinder walls. The makers of

the Vermorel car have
an idea which is rather

unorthodox, and cori-

sists, as shown, in pass-

ing a locking pin through

the gudgeon boss and
pin from the top of the

piston crown, into which
it is screwed. This

method appears to be
both simple and reliable,

but we should antici-

pate difficulty in extract-

ing the locking pin after

any considerable expo-

sure to the heat of the

combustion chamber.

The Vermorel gudseon pm
fixing.
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Electric Lighting by Dry Battery.
Points to be Considered in Choosing an Electric Lighting Outfit.

The advantages ot dry cells over accumulators are set forth in the following article, which also shows that when
illumination is on'y required for short intermittent periods a dry battery even scores over a dynamo lighting set.

DESCRIPTIONS of, and experiences with, elec-

tric lighting sets have appeared in The Motor
Cycle on several occasions. Up till now, how-

ever, the writer has only seen reference to those of

the dynamo-cum-accumulator and the solo accumulator

types. Lighting by dry cell seems to have been almost

entirely ignored, and as this type of

battery has much to recommend it,

it is only fair to give it an innings.

The great merit of the dry cell is

that, once it is installed and wired

up, it requires no further attention

whatever during its life. It is abso-

lutely reliable, as witness its use to

operate switchboard controls on large

central station power plants. When
it is run down the cost of a replace-

ment is not a serious item—in fact,

the outlay is very often less than

would have been incurred in paying
for the charging of accumulators, in

cases where no " dynamo is fitted,

taking both types as in use for the

same period.

Attention Required for Dynamo
Lighting Sets.

Even when a dynamo lighting set

is properly installed, it requires a

certain amount of attention if it is to give good
results. During the summer months, for instance, the

accumulators must be discharged and recharged at

regular intervals unless much night riding is indulged

in. On a motor cycle an occasional discharge must

be specially arranged for either by switching on the

lamps during the daytime or by connecting the

acciunulators to a resistance taking a known
amperage.

It is when lights are required only for

short distances that the virtues of the dry

cell are chiefly manifest. It can—if of

reliable rnake—be left unused for long

periods without deterioration. This cannot

be said of the accumulator, which must, for

its health's sake, be charged every four or

five weeks whether used or not.

Four=volt and Six=volt Sets.

The writer has two dry cell sets in use

—

one six volt on a Rudge and one four volt

on a Douglas. The batteries are .both

Volex, obtained from Messrs. Ward and
Goldstone, and have given satisfactory ser-

vice, particularly the six volt cell, which

has been in intermittent use for nine months, prior

to which it stood on a shelf for three months until

time could be found to fit it up. It is still going

strong, and, judging by the light given by the lamps,

has lost little of its capacity. The four volt cell has

not done so well ; it has only been in use about three

The flexible metallic cable can be dipped

to the head of the machine in the tube

through which the leads are run. When
disconnected the terminals of these leads

are clamped under a convenient thumbscrew.

This equipment is shown fitted on the

writer's Rudge.

TOTAILLISMT

The wiring of the dry cell

electric lighting set.

months, and is already showing signs of falling off.

It will still, however, furnish sufficient current to

supply what light will be needed during the spring

and summer, thus giving nine months' lighting for a

cost of 6s. Neither battery has had any attention

whatever—in fact, the lid of each case has never

been removed since put on in the

first place.

The Boon of Electric Lamps.
Those motor cyclists wlio up to now

have only used acetylene lamps can

have no idea what a boon it is to be

able to wheel the machine out of its

shed and for both lamps to spring

into light with the touchijig of a

switch. The time taken to light

acetylene lamps, including that spent

in cleaning and recharging the

generator, is in many cases just about

the sarne as that taken by a rider

whose machine is equipped with

electric light in travelling the three

or four miles to his destination. In

addition, a little ordinary care taken

in the initial wiring up makes the

possibility of roadside stoppages on

account of failure of light very

remote.

The set as fitted to the Rudge is shown in the first

illustration, and it will be seen that its fitting up is

somewhat unique, inasmuch as the battery and head

lamp are both mounted on one common bracket. This

bracket was made out of a P. and H. set by cutting

off- the lugs which normally carried the acetylene

generator and brazing a strip of 14 s.w.g. sheet

steel, fin. wide, on top of each arm, to

form a platform for the battery box, which

is secured to the platform by a number of

wood screws.

The battery box is made from mahogany,
-j^in. thick, with a loose lid held down by

hook catches, the battery being tightly

packed in with horse hair.

An Unusual Position for the Battery.

The complete unit is carried on the

handle-bars, and, though at first sight it

appears rather ungainly and top heavy in

this position, no trouble has been experi-

enced with it on this score. It must be

admitted that on greasy roads its weight

can be detected, but it has never caused a

skid, and it is very convenient to be able

to remove head lamp and all during the summer
months by simply undoing two nuts and slackening

off the milled nuts which secure the wire leads running

to the tail lamp.

Double wiring is used throughout, thus eliminating

a common source of trouble with low voltage sets due
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to faulty connections at clips and suchlike places

when the frame of the machine is used as the return

circuit.

A square-shaped sump or well on the bottom of

the battery box serves two purposes ; it is a cover for

the switch, which is of the miniature tumbler variety,

and it also carries the terminals whereby both lamps
are connected to the one battery. The wiriiYg diagram
will make this clear. A hole is cut in the bottom
of the sump just large enough to allow a finger to be

inserted to operate the switch knob.

Little Outside Wiring.

Outside wiring is reduced to a minimum. One short

length of twin workshop flex, carried in a piece of

rubber tube for extra protection, permanently connects

the head light to the terminals previously referred to.

The twin wire to the tail lamp is carried in a length

of flexible metallic tube. The leads from the battery

to the switch, etc., consist of the inner members,
thinly rubber insulated, of twin flex after all the

cotton covering and serving has been stripped off.

They are run in grooves cut in the inside of the

battery box, and are kept in place by a strip of thin

leather glued over the top of them.

Both lamps have been converted from acetylene.

The head lamp carries a 6 c.p. small bayonet bulb

taking i ampere, and the tail lamp a 3 c.p. small

screw bulb taking ^ an ampere. All ventilation holes in

the lamp body have been stopped up, to exclude dust,

by brown paper stuck down with black spirit varnish.

The paper is well painted over with the same prepara-

tion. This makes quite an efficient job, and by suit-

ably snicking and cutting the paper at the edges it

can be made to fit quite snugly round the curves of

the lamp.

When the top cowl was removed, a hole was left

in the lamp top which was too large to seal satis-

factorily with paper, so a sheet of aluminium had to

be beaten to shape and riveted in place.

Reflector Experiments.
The head lamp was fitted with a Bausch and Lomb

"lens mirror. This was retained, although its efficiency

is not so great as that of the 'parabolic type of re-

flector usually fitted to electric lamps. This is due

to the former not collecting all the rays of light from
the white hot filament of the bulb which the latter,

owing to its position, does. To obviate thi^ loss as

far as possible the experiment was tried of silvering

over—as a mirror—the front half of the bulb, so that

the rays which would have passed straight from the-

bulb through the front glass are thrown back on to

the lens mirror and thence projected forward. The
experiment has been quite successful, and, considering

the 16w candle-power of the bulb, the illumination

obtained is quite good ;' 20 m.p.h. on open country

roads can be safely indulged in.

The bulb and its holder, of course, are fitted ver-

tically in the body of the lamp, and thefr shadow can
be clearly seen on the obscured front glass when the

light is on. There is, however, no noticeable blind

spot in the beam caused thereby. F.B.S.

COMFORT IN SIDECARS.
COMFORT in sidecars is almost as important as

comifort on the saddle, and any device which

makes for the benefit of the lady passenger will

always be fully appreciated, and, incidentally, add to

the popularity of the sidecar. .._

centre tax to the utmost any springing device of a
sidecar or car, and Messrs. Grindlay must be congratu-'

lated on producing a springing system that has to be
tested to be fully appreciated. No abrupt shocks could
be felt even when passing over the worst of pot holes,

a gentle rise and fall being the only motion notice'-

able. The body design is very pleasing. Alu-

minium panels and large car type mudguard give

a distinctive finish which will appeal greatly to

feminine taste.

The Gr.ndlay double sprung sidecar described m
our issue for December 5th No^e the semi-eliiptic

springs on each side of the wheel and the separate

cantilever springs supporting the body

A short run in the " Grindlay

that it is possible to construct a sidecar givmg
comfort equal to that of a well-spiung car;

in fact, it was far more pleasurable than
tiding in some cars. The roads in a munition
A20
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©PIMIOM
Notes on the Past, the Present, and the Future. By Prominent Men in the

Motor Cycle Movement.
THIRD SERIES.—Comments of Designers and Others well-known to Motor Cyclists.

Fron Mai f. W. Loughborough, Secretary

ol the A.C.C. and the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club.

THE fascination of motor cycling, com-
pared with any other form of loco-

motion—yes, flying included—^lias

beea explained, but the explanation,

whatever it is, does not interest me so

much as the fact that, unlike most of

those pleasures which we, as a nation,

are credited with taking so sadly, it

does not lessen with use.

Having been debarred from the said

road for so long, or, at least, being
strictly limited to that portion terminated
by home and the raQway station or place

of- business, the fascination of motor
cycling—free as the air—-will, to us old-

stagers, be redoubled. And for every
pre-war motor cyclist reviving liis old

interests there will be more than one
new recruit : men who have noted, during
their service abroad, the marvellous
efficiency of the D.E.'s mount, andothers
at home, men and women too, who have

saved up their

-s-^ssa war wages with a
' wise eye for the

future. Given any-
thing like reason-
able conditions as
to fuel supplies
and the prompt
removal of war
restrictions, and I

foresee a demand
for new machines
that will severely
tax our manufac-
turing resources.

Indeed, there is a
danger that, in

striving to meet

Mai.T.W.LougKborough l^''
demand, the^ ^ trade may so con-

centrate on pro-
duction pure and simple that it will lose
sight of the fact that, of all classes of

motor vehicles, the motor cycle is perhaps
the most capable of improvement.

Possibly I am presumptuous ; and if

I could be taken at ray word the result
would piove that the trade is not so
short-sighted after all. Nevertheless, I
do feel that, if I were given a free hand
in the drawing office and experimental
department of one of the leading makers,
I could remove some of the reproach con-
tained in my last paragraph. The pow-er
unit and transmission as such would not
worry me. I should approach the task
from the owner's, and not the engineer's,
point of view. I should keep before me
a mental pictiu-e of the two machines I

own at present. I should try and incor-
porate in my design everything that the
rational driver requires, and not leave it

to him to find room to attach anything

—

more or less permanently—afterwards. I

should be ashamed if I could not hose
down and polish up my completed product
in less time than it takes my neighbour to
clean his car.

Mr. T. Silver.

'"Jl^,,^ii^£^S£ii.£&:l ".ilKiiSi

From Mr. Tom Silver, Pioneer Rider at

Home and Abroad.

PEOBABLY design is
_
the bedrock

upon which every practicable measure
of reconstruction will be founded,

and it is certainly not a process which
can be delayed.

In pre-war days,

before the use of

the motor cycle

became as pre-

valent as it is

to-day, manufac-
turers had not
considered the
possibilities of

pressed steel and
die castings in

construction.
However, it has
now become evi-

dent that these
will play an im-

- portant part, and
no doubt the
trouble will not
be in the disposal
of the product, but in the production,
where cheaper and quicker methods
should be looked for, especially in making

_a medium or low-priced outfit.

In 1919 it should be possible to pur-

chase a better outfit at the same cost as

in 1914. It is plainly evident to all that
the experience gained during the war
can be adapted to replace the conven-
tional construction of a motor cycle,_ and
so enable manufacturers to make their

product of the design required, viz., a
foolproof, weatherproof, .sprung frame.

From Mr. A. J. Wilson, an Early Motor
Cyclist.

AT the end of twenty years of motor
cycling I am still hankering after a

really lightweight runabout motor
cycle upon which to do short rides for

which it is not worth while to get out the
car—a machine to be carried inside an
office door and forgotten until wanted for

an immediate journey, but then depend-
able to start without trouble ; to require
little more attention than the push bicycle,

so long as it be not over-driven.

Mr. A. J. Wilson.

From Mr. J. E. Greenwood, Chief Engineer,

John Marston, Ltd., Sunbeamland.

THERE is one feature of the post-war

trade that has struck me very
forcibly. It is the absence of any-

thing indicating which is likely to be the

most popular post- war model.
In pre-war days there is no doubt what-

ever that the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine was far the most popular machine
on the road. The chief reasons for this

were that it was the most highly de-

veloped type, and the type that was being-

turned out in the largest numbers, by the

largest number of makers. Another
strong argument in its favour was its un-

assailable position as the double-purpose
mount pre-eminent.

n past experience is any guide to the

futui-e the most popular post-war model
will be the double purpose machine.
Assuming that this is so, we are faced

with the question of what type of machine
it will be. There will be the ever-popular

single, the V twin, and the horizontally

opposed twin all fighting for premier place.

For solo work both the V twin and the

horizontal twin are delightful to ride,

and certainly more sweet and vibrationless

than the single ; but when the machine
has to tug a heavy
sidecar about there -^,-r-

is, to my mind,
nothing to com-
pare with a good
single. I am, ol

course, speaking ot

machines of about
500 to 600 c.c. I

have ridden a

good many twins
of about 600 to

650 CO., and al-

though they are
very nice to ride,

they seem to lack
the pulling powers
of a good 500 c.c.

single. The chief
reasons why the
single is the ideal

double-purpose machine are : It is very
easy to keep in good order, it will (if

reasonably handled) run a very long time
without requiring any adjustments or
repairs, and it is probably the most
durable engine made.
Regarding the most popular size oi

engine for the double-purpose machine,
some people think that the 3^ h.p. is not
quite powerful enough ; but when one
considers the really wonderful perform-
ances put up by standard 3i h.p. sidecar
combinations in open competitions there
does not appear to be any necessity to
go to a larger size engine.
The consideration of engine sizes brings

to mind another matter about which there
has been much controversy. I refer
to the merits (or otherwise) of the long
stroke engine. Personally, I do not think
there is much to choose between a so-
called long stroke engine and an engine
having equal bore and stroke. My reason

Mr. J. E. Greenwood.
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tor this statement is that, within the limits

of the average motor cycle engine, it is

impracticable to use a stroke-bore ratio

higher than about 1.3 to 1.

Although theoretically there is an in-

crease of efficiency with a long stroke,

the real practical gain is so small when
the ratio is limited as above that it is

not worth arguing about.

From Mr. Leonard B. Henderson, A.M.I. A.E.,

Managing Director of Henderson Side-

cars.

THE matter of reconstruction, in my
estimation, will be a colossal task,

and great industrial and commercial

questions will have to be settled by the

new Parliament.
Britain for the British, and British

markets for British industries, should be

an outstanding feature in future, this

being the biggest question in the recon-

struction of industry. In the past the

British markets have been flooded with
motor cycle fittings, acccessories, and
other goods exported by Germany and her

allies, most of which had been manu-
factured with the express purpose of

deceiving the buying public. The un-

wary have purchased the "goods," no
doubt under the impression that they

were British (owing to the inefficiency

of the Merchandise i\Iarks Act), only to find

after short use that their purchases were
worthless and unfitted for the purpose

intended. Can anyone say that that the

British .standard of quality has ever been
equalled? Impossible. Therefore, it is

the business of the

new Crovernment
to instil into the
public at home
and Overseas the
sterling qualities

of British goods.

I feel tnat the

motor cyclist
should really be
protected against

the allurements of

cheap and shoddy
articles, whether
produced in a

foreign country or

here in England.
In the period to

come I am con-

V i n c e d that all

such shoddy, badly
designed, horribly made, motor cycle

goods will be eliminated owing to the

fact that the motor cycling public are

getting more educated to the belief than
ever that a- good sound article is always
worth a little extra.

That the war has taught the nation

something applies to industry also, and
the motor industry comes in first. After-

war motor cycles, sidecars, accessories,

etc., will .differ greatly from the old.

Brains have been far from stagnant, and
each day we hear of great inventions

which show much promise, and which no
doubt will, more or less, cause a revelation

in statistics. New engines, on well tested

and highly efficient aero engine lines, are

already with us, and promise to end for

all time the defects of pre-war design.

It is quite impossible in this short space
to detail the wonderful and varied de-

velopments in metallurgy during the past

four years, this great advancement having

A22

Mr. L. B. Henderson,

A.M.I.A.E.

an inestimable bearing on the extra effici-

ency of post-war motor cycles. Unbreak-
able steel of a special alloy settles at once

all valve troubles of the past. Steel of

remarkable tensile strength will give

double strength for half the weight com-
pared with the old type used. Problems
.such as rust, corrosion, weather effects,

etc., will be bogies of bygone days.

In conclusion, I do not think there is

any further need for us to sing " Wake
up", England !

" in matters pertaining to

motor cycling.

From Mr Hugh Gibson, of the Clyno
Engineering Co.

CHEAPER machines, more weather-

proof machines, and an adequate
supply of fuel, are three of the

main essentials necessary to increase the

popularity of motor cycling.

If British manufacturers are going to

utilise to the full the increased facilities

for quantity productiqjj, then, once we
get over the reconstruction period, -the

output of motor cycles will be enormous,
probably exceeding l£O,OO0 per annum.
Fewer models and increased production

mean cheaper machines for the public -

(and, incidentally, higher wages for the

worker), and a policy of " one firm one
model " will no
doubt be adopted
in the future by
all the most pro-

gressive concerns
in this country.

By standardisa-

tion and concen-
tration on one
model, and by pro-

duction in large

quantities, motor
cycles will be pro-

duced very much
cheaper than ever
they were in pre-

war days ; but
until the cost of

material c-onres

down to a more
normal level the
full benefit of up-to-date quantity pro-

duction methods will not be realised.

Before long we may probably witness
the amalgamation of a number of firms

making a similar type of machine.
Suppose, for example, that the Triumph,

B.S.A., Rover, Sunbeam, Norton, and
Singer companies joined forces and con-

centrated on the production of one model,
each firm making component parts for,

say, 60,000 machines. An attractive model
could be produced to sell at 30 to 35
guineas, and the price would create the
demand and enable these firms to dispose
of a much larger number of machines
collectively than ever they could hope to

do individually.

Amalgamation, co-operation, and con-

centration on these lines amongst the
leading sidecar manufacturers would
result in the production of a high-class

standardised sidecar outfit that could be
sold at 65 to 70 guineas. The output,
of course, would be enormous, but the
demand would also be enormous ; whilst

by these methods American competition

could be met and defeated in most
markets ; and instead of our (Colonies

taking 90% of American-built machines,
they would be glad to take 90% British.

Mr. Hugh Gibson.

Mr John Duflv

From Mr. John Duffy, A.M.I.A.E., Designer
and Director of the Valveless Two-
strotce Engine Co., Ltd.

THERE are two features in motor cycle

design which, to my mind, have not

in tne past received the recognition

they merit.

ihe first of these is the loop frame.

For years now the conventional practice

has been to make the engine part of the

frame . structure, in which position it

helps to support the load in addition to

propelling the machine.
This is admittedly bad practice, and yet

coHvention continues to override efficiency.

The frame should be of a structure

complete in itself and capable of support-

ing the load whether the engine is in

position or not, and there is hardly a type

of motor cycle,

either two-stroke ;

qr four-stroke, i

which would not I

benefit by the

adoption of this

principle.

Among the ad
vantages of the

loop frame are

ease of assembh

.

high ground clear-

ance (when used

in con junction
with the outside

flywheel), and an
engine free from
frame stress. This
last is of particu-

lar importance on
t w o-s t r k e ma-
chines, where the crank case joints require

to .be gastight.

The second feature is the outside fly-

wheel.

The virtues of this over the usual type

are so obvious as to require little emphasis

from me. Accessible and adjustable big

end bearings, better acceleration, smaller

crank cases, less weight, and cleaner

engines are patent to anyone who gives

this subject a thought.
Why the outside flywheel should, almost

without exception, be left to makers of

flat twins and two-stroke engines is more
than I can understand.

From Mr. F. H. Bluemel, Managing Director

of Bluemel Bros., Ltd.

1AM pleased to take the opportunity

afforded me by the Editor of The
Motor Ci/cle to say a few words direct

to the users of motor cycles and acces-

sories, particularly relating to present and
future output and prices

I am afraid many have thought that

immediately war conditions terminate

the supply of goods will be renewed in

quantities similar to those that prevailed

before the war, and at prices somewhat
approaching those of that period ; but no
doubt, by now, the majority have already

iieen made to realise the impossibility

of this.

In the first place, raw materials are

not yet any cheaper than during the war,
and, as far as I can see, there is no appre-

ciable increase in output. This will no
doubt be made shortly ; but a great

improvement is necessary in this direc-

tion before manufacturers like ourselves

can hope to replace the greatly depleted

stocks of accessories, and it will therefore

be a matter of a few months before the
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TESTIMONY FROM FRANCE.

" The B.S.A., as you know, is standard in the French Aviation, which has many
hundreds m use. I must say the poor machines have, on the whole, a very bad

time and are driven very hard—the majority of their drivers had no previous

motor cycHng experience, are rather careless and ' fast '— everybody seems to

ride them and to learn to drive on them, mcluding officers—nearly always a

sidecar is attached. Despite such drawbacks it is marvellous how the machines

succeed in performing useful work in despatch riding, postal service, provisioning,

and conveying passengers. One may say now that, before the B.S.A., all sorts

of machines had been tried from small twins to big American Motor Cycles,

and that under such handicaps they all failed to be of any real use

" In conclusion, I feel I owe a debt of gratitude to the machine which has

carried me so faithfully, through fair and through foul, for two years of war.

She IS still sound although a little disreputable looTcing, as you will judge

from the enclosed photos."

Yours truly,

ROBERT SEXE,

Motocycliste Etat Major.

Catalogue Post Free.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,

SMALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle: A23
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SAFETY FIRST!
Immunity from accident does not exist;

but the financial consequences are entirely

covered by the MOTOR UNION Insurance
Policy.

The motorist who dj-ives an uninsured Motor
Cycle is endangering his bank balance.

'Phone Regent 2200 or send a card for particulars to

7AOTOR

INSURANCE

10, ST. JAMES'S STREET, LONDON, S.W.i.

Under the auspices of the
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Opinions.—

public can be sure of getting their

favourite makes from the dealers' shelves.

Now a word as to prices. Labour is still

costing more than double in pre-war

times, and by a recent Act of Parliament

the present rates must remain in force for

the next si.x months, which fact means
generally that, during the whole of this

year, unless material gets mui:h cheaper,

which is not anticipated, present prices

will more or less have to remain.

My advice, therefore, is that nothing is

to be gained in delaying purchases in the

hope of a speedy reduction ia price ; and

in order to help to find work for munition

workers, now that the majority of muni-

tions contracts have been completed, and

for the returned soldiers, it is a national

duty to purchase what is really necessary.

From .Mr. A. P. Young, Chief Magneto

Engineer, British Thomson-Houston

Co., Ltd.

AS I consider the future prospects in

this country of the motor car, motor

cycle, and other industries that de-

pend on the use of a petrol motor, the

predominant thought in my mind is that

the development of these huge industries

in the years that lie ahead will never

again be" solely dependent on high-tension

magnetos manufactured in Germany. This

striking transformation has been brought

about by the greatest war in history, and

it is not a very happy reflection—but

nevertheless true—that it required an

international upheaval of such magnitude

to secure this tremendous result.

The British magneto industry is now a

factor of vital importance, and it won

its laurels during the war when the whole

of its concen-

trated effort was
applied to the

development and
construction o f

aeroplane m a g -

netos of superla-

tive quality for

our Air Forces.

The success that

was achieved can
be gauged by the

single striking

fact that when
the Armistice was
signed it was
generally admitted
by aircraft ex-

perts that the
British Air Force
in equipment and

Mr. A. P. Young^

personnel was second to none.

Now that the war is all but ended the

British magneto industry has with aridity

turned its attention to the development
and standardisation of all kinds of mag-
netos for motor cars, motor cycles, and
other motor vehicles. The invaluable

experience gained during the war in the

design and construction of aeroplane

magnetos will be reflected in the designs

that wiU appear during 1919. From my
knowledge of what has been and is now
being done I can say that these magnetos
will be better than the German product,

and they should prove themselves superior

both mechanically ajid electrically. I

venture to predict that the experience of

motorists on the road will confirm this

view, which ia based on an intimate

knowledge of these contemporary designs.

Mr. Alec Ross.

From Mr. Alec S. Ross, Popular Clubman
and Competitions Official.

WHEN our armies are finally de-

mobilised, doubtless thousands of

young men who, before the war,

were satisfied with a town existence and a

sedentary life will .

want something
more vigorous,

exciting, and
manly. Every one

of these young
men is a poten-

tial purchaser of

a motor bicycle.

The yearly
output of motor
cycles in this
country increased

from about 6,0(K)

in 1908 to some-

thing like 60,000

in 1914, but even

now I am con

vinced that we
are only on the

fringe of the
.

motor 'cycle movement. Factories must

be enlarged and the output increased a

hundredfold. Prices must come down

eventually, but makers will be lU-advised

if they sacrifice quality to low price.

The ultra-cheap and shoddy machine will

alienate many possible enthusiasts and

do much harm to the industry and the

sport. Low prices must be the result ot

improved' methods of manufacture and

large output.

From Mr. E. R. Troward, of Rider Troward

and Co., the Hampstead Motor Cycle

Dealers.

AS regards reconstruction as applied

to motor cycle retailers, there is

surely room tor improvement and

reform—more efficient service, better

class second-hand goods, better over-

hauls, and better '

guarantees.
m-e.*™™--

Let us see that ?

in setting our

house in order we
do not overlook

the cleansing of
^

the retail motor «

cycle trade. In

pre-war days buy
ing a second-hand

motor vehicle was
like buying a %
horse—one took

an expert with

one to avoid
being " done." I

know nothing
about clothes, but

I do not take a

clothing expert

with me when I go to my tailor for a

new suit, nor do you take an expert

with you when you go shopping at Self-

ridges or any of the big stores.

Therefore, let us see that the retail

motor cycle dealer inspires confidence in

his would-be purchasers, so that a novice

may be able to buy anywhere without

fear. The trade now has a very big

future before it, and it is up to the

trade to treat all customers well, and

to give good_ workmanship and effectual

guarantees, especially as regards second-

hand goods, where guarantees now are

mostly lacking.

Mr. E. R Troward.
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From Mr. Geo. Pettyt, Proprietor ol

Maudes' Motor Mart.

AS an agent, the most sound advice 1

can give to a prospective motor

cyclist is to buy now. As events

are progressing, there appears little doubt,

but that the man who leaves his order

until the sun shines will be left without

a machine, riew or second-hand.

During the year 1919 I think we shall

see few startling models on offer, as most

manufacturers are rightly keeping to the

tried and trusted designs until they are

free to supply something new which will,

in, sa.y, ten months' time, need every

test to which a maker can subject a

machine. But 1920 will be an eye-opener

to every serious motor cyclist.

There will still be a few smaller manu^

facturers working on the old
,

British

principle of "individual output —it 1

may use such an expression; and, pro-

vided these manufacturers turn their

attention to a first-class product, their

machines will still be in demand, since

a number of buvers wiD always insist on

some such special type of mount, even

should the price be double that of a like

machine manufactured on the quantity

There is little doubt but that the motor

cycle is coming into its own as the

cheapest form of locomotion known in this

country for either one or two persons.

From Mr. Harry Ba*. ol Codfoeys, Ltd.

THE trade of a motor cycle agent

necessitates dealing in second-hand

machines. This second-hand business

—with all its possibilities for sharp

- practices—is certainly open to improve-

ment for the credit of the trade and the

protection of purchasers of second-hand

machines. .

The buyer of a new machine rehes on

the guarantee of the maker; the pur-

chaser of a second-hand machine on the

guarantee of the

agent — specific or i^gja^jsM&aa^te.^**!^**

as in some cases
"^

,i

the value of this

guarantee is

limited to its ad
vertising possibili-

ties, the b u J e 1

suffers.

But the agent
can, and should

by actual exanii

nation of all -n Dik-

ing parts of e\ery
second - hand ma-
chine passing
through his hands,
make his guaran-
tee of equal value
to that of the
manufacturer. He certainly cannot do it

otherwise. In other words, it should be

his business to reconstruct every second-

hand machine so that his guarantee rests

on a foundation of fact and not specu-

lation.

That something should he done to make
it less easy for the dishonest agent to

exploit the novice, all who have the

interests of the trade at heart will admit.

How it is to be done is one of the

problems of reconstruction.'

A fourth selection iviU appear next week.

Mr. H. Bax
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THE PRESSED STEEL FRAME.
A Midland Firm's Striking Deparlure.

THE pressed steel motor cycle frame
has long been regarded as an ulti-

mate development, but until recently

there has been no particular tendency in

that direction, in spite of the many
advantages which, theoretically, it pre-

sents. We have, however, foreseen that

the war-time experience of several of our
motor cycle manufacturers with engine
plates for aeroplanes would influence

motor cycle frame design. Therefore it

is of especial interest to find the makers
of the Diamond motor cycles, D.F.M.
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Wolverhamp-
ton, well advanced in the production of

the first models of a genuine tubeless
frame constructed entirely of steel press-

ings. Before proceeding further, it is as

well to state that this firm is not yet in

a position to entertain any enquiries re-

lating to this machine.
A glance at our illustration shows

what a distinct departure it is from usual
practice. The novelty is not merely con-

fined to the frame, but the engine unit
also is unique.

The frame consists of two side plates

carried right through from the head,
downwards, to form part of the engine
carrier, and, upwards, over the back
wheel, to form strengthening valances on
the back mudguard. The two plates are
connected behind the head by (1) a seg-

mental plate covering the petrol tank, (2)

by the tank itself when in position, (3)

by a removable plate over the engine, and
again (4) by the back mudguard. The
whole is completely stiffened by the
engine unit baseplate, which is bolted
in from the under side.

A
NOT many of the usual fittings on a

belt-driven motor cycle are more
useful than an adjustable pulley.

Even in these days of variable gears an
adjustable pulley fulfils a very useful
purpose. In the case of the older type
of three-speed hub gears the adjustable
pulley is just as useful as in the case of

the combined belt and chain-driven motor
cycle. In both these cases it allows the
rider on approaching a hilly country to

lower the range of all three gears, and
will enable him to climb any hill with
practically any load, and when the hilly

country is left the tourist can again
raise his gears, and so. continue his

journey in comfort.
The adjustable pulley made by Messrs.

A. and E. Lower, 568, Seven Sisters Road,
Tottenham, London, N.15, is a very
simple and easily fitted device. In the

All the plating, flanged for strength, is

of stout gauge, the side plates being of

lesser gauge than the top plates ; the

head is formed in a separate piece with
side wings, to which the side plates

are bolted.

The Engine Unit.

The engine unit is complete in itself

—

so complete, in fact, that when the chain

and petrol pipe are disconnected and the

baseplate unbolted, it can be entirely

removed from the frame, carrying with
it the two-speed gear box, magneto,
silencer, and carburetter. No part of the

engine unit is attached to-the frame, yet

so accessible is the engine that with the

cover plate removed it is possible to make
any adjustment, even to the removing of

the outside flywheel.

The engine is of the four-stroke , type
and of 427 c.c. capacity, and is placed
horizontally with side-by-side valves on
top of the cylinder, but its general details

we omit at present, as certain patents con-

nected therewith are not yet completed.
The same remark applies to the method
of springing and adjusting the back
wheel. That it follows car practice

throughout and gives promise of excellent

results is the most we can say at the

moment.
There are numerous other interesting

details, which will be dealt with later.

We hope to have a machine on test

shortly, when our actual experiences on

the road with this unique mount can be
given. As it stands at present, it pre-

sents no particular difficulty ; some faults

may develop, but nothing which cannot

be overcome. In this connection, the
friendly criticism of readers of The.

Motor Cycle is invited.

The designer has been particularly

careful to obviate any chance of side

play or want of strength at the head,
engine plates, and rear wheel. The
machine will be suitable tor riders of
either sex without alteration, and will be
an undoubted -advance on the point of

cleanliness. The engine is completely
shielded from the rider, and an ample
dashboard and leg shields can easily be
fitted, rendering the machine as nearly
weatherproof as possible.

On the point of cost, whilst the pre-

liminary models will certainly cost more
to produce than a tubular frame, the
saving when large numbei's are built

will be considerable.

The frame design of the new Diamond motor cycle. Pressed steel is entirely to supersede

steel tubing in its construction.

SIMPLE ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
case of the lightweight pulley, it consists

of an inner flange having a boss on
which there are two threads. The thread
nearest to the inside flange is left-hand

;

upon this the outer flange screws,

while on the extreme outside of the boss

is a right-hand thread for the cap that

locks the outer flange in whichever posi-

tion the rider desires.

The larger size pulley is practically the

same as the lightweight type, but in this'

case the boss is made of steel and
screwed into the inner flange, so that in

the event of either flange wearing or

needing replacing this is easily accom-
plished.

The pulleys are manufactured in the
following dimensions, 4in., Sin. , 6in.

,

and Tin. , and they are also made for any
size of belts and suitable for either side

of the engine.

Sectional view

of the Lower ad-

ustable pulh ,

Lower's adjustable pulley

(lightweight pattern)
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00
M=L Magnetos have
been supplied to
Government Depart^

ments during the past

three years — They
have recently been
made at the rate of

over 800 per week.

(ITM-L Magnetos havesatis-

^fied the most searching

tests of Government ex-

perts, and have made a

reputation for efficiency

and rehability under the

most stringent conditions.

Quality Tells.

^ We shall shortly be m a

^ position to begin regular

deliveries of a complete range of

M-L Magnetos for Motor Cycles

from the lightest to the he?.'siest,

and for any combination of

cylinders.

The
M-L Magneto Synd.. Ltd.,

Coventry.

B3
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THE SOPWITH
AVIATION CO.,

LTD.

1, ALBEMARLE STREET,
LONDON, Wl

Telephone

Works
Garrard 1.476.

Kingston-on-Thames.

.

Sopwith
A.B.C. 1919 Policy
Mass production of 3 h.p. Model.

Detailed particulars and price of the A.B.C. will be pub-
lished in a few weeks. When 3'ou see its principles of

design you will realise that there are brains behind it and
technical capacity far in advance of any other motor cycle

engineering achievement.

The following are some of its leading constructional

features :

—

ENGINE—Air-cooled flat twin of 400 c.c. capacity, mounted
athwart the frame. Mr Granville Bradshaw's unique ex-

perience with air-cooled aero engines has been employed to

the fullest advantage in this remarkable motor cycle engine.

Overhead type valves of the highest possible efficiency are

fitted—improving fuel consumption by 10% and power by
15% over other inefficient types of valve mechanism.
Again based on aero engine experience.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION-Engine, gear box, and clutch

are one complete unit, and the whole demountable by-

simply releasing four bolts. The unit is self-lubricating.

SPRINGS —Leaf springing front and rear, with both springs

in unison and correctly applied— giving perfect stability

and high-grade car riding comfort.

GEAR BOX—The famous 4-speed gate-operated A.B.C.
gear box as fitted to early war models.

LUBRICATION—Automatic lubrication on car lines. The
only attention needed is to "fill up with oil once a month."

FRAME CONSTRUCTION— The secret "lightness is

strength" has been applied to A.B.C. frame construction,

L)eing 30% lighter than previous practice, and at least

100% stronger with correspondingly greater resiliency and
freedom from fatigue.

BRAKES—Self-adjusting mud-proof cone brakes in place

of the inefficient contraptions common to the motor cycle.

KEYNOTE—

Design not Guesswork.

B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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ENGINE EQUIPMENT.
MORE LESSONS OF THE PLEBISCITE

Record of Readers' Votes on Various Items of Engine Specification.

IN
last week's issue we dealt at length with the pro-

portionate popularity of different types and sizes of

engines. \\"e are now able to go into details con-

cerning otlier items of specification.

Space last week prevented our including in the long

article on engines the result of the voting on such

points as carburetters and magnetos. Considering that

all cars have '' automatic " carburetters, and that the

single-lever control is very desirable from a simplicity

standpoint, it is somewhat surprising to find that in

both solo and sidecar classes the two-lever type is

favoured by the majority. The voting on this point

was as below:

Solo. Sidecar.
One-lever type carburetter . ... 32.8% 41%,
Two-lever type carburetter ... 67.2% 59%

From the foregoing it is apparent that the de-

mand for the two-lever carburetter is more insistent

from solo riders than from those who use side-

cars. Since the solo rider usually is keen to obtain

every ounce of power, this seems to signify that single-

lever carburetters have not yet been generally proved
to be so satisfactory as the two-lever type. On the

other hand, the sidecar driver is more inclined to con-

sider the advantages of a single-lever throttle control.

It should be noted that included in the figures given

for the single-lever are a large number of votes irt

favour of twist-grip control from riders of American
machines, and that without these the figures would
have been very much less.

Magneto Drive.

Despite the large numbers of macliines on the road

upon which the chain as the magneto drive is giving

every satisfaction, gear-driven magnetos secured more
votes in both classes than chain and shaft drive taken

together. It is questionable whether a train of gears

is the ideal transmission for the magneto. Every gear

wheel has to be supported in two bushes, and the gears

themselves tend to increase mechanical noises. In

addition the cost is higher than a chain, and, in some
cases, higher than shaft transmission. However, the

gear-driven magneto is voted for by the majority, as

will be seen below :

. Solo. Sidecar.

Chain-driven magneto 34.1% 35.1%
Gear-driven magneto 54% 48.5%
Shaft-driven magneto' 11.9% 16.3%

In considering the above figures, it is well to bear
in mind that, as reported last week, the flat twin engine

as a type scored 40% and 28% in solo and sidecar

groups respectively. Most flat twins have gear-driven

magnetos. As a matter of fact, only a minor pro-

portion of the flat twin enthusiasts quoted chain and
shaft transmissions for the magneto. Therefore, if

we take these figures into consideration, the gear-

driven magneto on other types assumes a very different

aspect.

Magneto Position.

The popularity of the flat twin also affects the

voting in connection with magneto position, as the

bulk of the forms specifying a central position are in

the flat twin class. The respective popularity of thn

three positions is shown below :

Before the engine
Behind the engine
Central

Solo.

15.8%
44.7%
39.5%

Sidecar.

12%
52.4%
35.6%

It will be noted that the proportion specifying a

centrally-disposed magneto is less tlian the percentage

of flat twins, in addition to which quite a large

number of readers who voted for four-cylinder engines

specifiied a central position for the magneto. This

discrepancy is accounted for by the many fiat twin

adlierents failing to register their choice in magneto

position, no doubt assuming that an opposed twin

must of necessity have the magneto between the cylin-

ders. Others, however, apparently did not agree that

the central is ideal, and specified a rear position, but

without any comment as to the reasons thereof.
_
There

were also quite a number of readers who signified

their preference for centrally placed magnetos on

V twins, especially in the case of the 90° twin. Several,

however, mentioned the central position for engines

of 50° and 60°, but did not go further to state exactly

how this could be done.

Lubrication.

On the point of lubrication readers are not so

definitely -in favour of any particular system. The
greatest voting is in favour of the conventional hand

pump and mechanical pump.

Hand pump ...

Semi-automatic drip

Mechanical
Forced feed
Automatic
Throttle controlled

Petroil

Quite a large proportion of readers specified com-
binations in which usually the hand puiijp was men-
tioned in addition to a mechanical or automatic system.

The semi-automatic drip feed system evidently is not

so popular with riders as it promised to be a few years

ago. The low number of petroil advocates is due to

the corresponding low number of forms giving the two-

stroke engine as ideal.

Our next, article on the plebiscite results will refer

to gears and transmissions.

Solo. Sidecar.

26.4%
19.1%

19.4%
15.1%

23% 27.4%
14.6%
4.2%
12%

21%
6.3%
10.8%

0.7% —
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X3lmes to TLlgljl Camps.

Jan.

Greenwich Time.

16th ... • ... 4.49 p.m.
. ... 4.52 „18th

20th
22nd

4.55

4.58

A Thoroughbred.

A new make of single-cylinder motor
cycle which, it is whispered, will aspire
to fame as a track machine, has been born
in an aeroplane factory.

Mass Production.

Mr. Hugh Gibson, the well-known
Bradbury and Clyno competition rider,

in this issue suggests amalgamations of
large motor cycle manufacturing concerns
with a view to increasing production.

The £150 Proposition.

Those of our readers who are protest-
ing against the rise in price of the de
luxe sidecar and " threaten " to buy a
Ford will be interested to know that
this car is now £250 f.o.r. Manchester.

Opinions.

A third series of Opinions from well-

known motor cyclists appears in this
issue, and includes some interesting com-
ments by men prominent in the " second-
hand " business, who are anxious that
this branch of the industry be placed on
a better footing.

Imports and Exports.

Despite the consummation of peace, the
value of exported motor cycles and parts
continues to drop ; but, although the
value of imported parts is less, the total
value of machines imported during
December, 1918 (in spite of the prohibi-
tion on imports), is greater than for the
same period in 1917. The figures for
December of both years are here given :

Imports for December.

,, ,, ISlS 1917
Machines £130 £22
Paita. etc £361 £1,669

Total £491 £1,691

Exports for December.

,, .. 1918 1917
Machines £22,046 £62,591
P-'lrts, etc £23,671 £33,316

Total £45,717 £95,907

The imports of machines and parts for
the twelve months to December 31st,
1918, amounted to £22,479, as against
£106,126 in 1917 and £176,015 during
1916. It is interesting to compare these
with the 1914 returns, which give
£187,676 for value of imports and
£1,168,799 for the exports.

b6

Price of Petrol in New Zealand.

A cask of eight gallons of petrol in
New Zealand costs 27s. 6d., compared'
with the pre-war price of 12s. 6d.

A Scandal.

The position regarding war-worn motor
cycles is most unsatisfactory. In this
issue we give a number of photographs
of these machines at Kempton Park and
a review of the situation at the present
time.

A New Motor Fuel.

According to Oil News, a petrol sub-
stitute has been discovered in Wash-
ington which, it is claimed, has greater
thermal efficiency than the best petrol,

and can be produced at less than half
the present price.

The substitute has a kerosene basis,
and is the result of more than five

months' experiments conducted by Major
0. B. Zimmerman and Capt. E. C.
Weisberger, of the Research and De-
velopment Divisions of the General Depot
at Washington.

It is claimed that the new fuel is

odourless, tasteless, and non-corrosive,
leaves less carbon deposit than petrol,
requires less air or oxygen for combus-
tion, and develops greater horse-power.
The ingredients are cheap, and can be
readily obtained, while the process of
manufacture is simple. The fuel has been

,
successfully tested in motor cars, motor
cycles, and other vehicles
propelled by internal combus- a^ta.
tion engines in both cold and s^^f^
warm weather, and under
sudden variations of load.

Special "yeatures.
WASTAGE OF WAR.
ENGINE EQUIPMENT.

BUYERS' GUIDE.

Exit the Ministry of Munitions.

The Ministry of Munitions shortly will

be known as the Ministry of Supply.

Pre-war Competition Awards
No doubt there are a large number of

medals in the hands of club secretaries

waiting to be claimed by motor cyclists

who won them in the competitions- of

1914. As a case in point, Mr. Weldon,
secretary of the Nottingham and District

M.C.C., is asking for the address of

Flight-Commander W. D. Longton, who,
before the war, was a successful com-
petition rider. We would advise all

readers who have such awards to their

credit to apply for them from the club

secretaries.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

The second lecture of the series

arranged by the Industrial Reconstruction
Council will be held in the Saddlers'

Hall, Cheapside, E C.2, on Wednesday,
January 22nd. The chair will be taken
at 4.30 by the Rt. Hon. Lord Balfour
of Burleigh, K.T., and a lecture on
'" Industrial Reconstruction in Govern-
ment Departments" will be delivered

1^ f by His Honour Judge Edward
(Wv*^ Parry. Applications for tickets

should be made to the Secre-

'%. tary, I.R.C., 2 and 4, Tudor
^/ Street, E.C 4

In America many motor cyclists turn their outfit into a motor sledge during the long
winter time. Runners are fitted to the front and sidecar wheels, and the driving wheel
made non-skid by means of rope or chain.
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Not a Hint.
" Ixion " wishes to convey his best

thanks to "An Old Reader," who sent

liim a box of cigarettes anonymously.

The British Motor League.

We are informed that a meeting of the

British Jlotor League will be held on
Friday, the 17th inst., at the Pillar Hall,

Cannon Street Hotel, at 2.30 p.m.

Motor Cycle Club for Swinton.

An effort is .being made to form a

motor cycle xlub in the Swinton district.

Eiders interested in the idea are asked

to communicate with ilr. R. R. Garner,

254, Chorley Road, Swinton, Manchester,
who is endeavouring to arrange an

inaugural meeting.

Better EcLUipment.

There is a decided tendency among
manufacturers to include better equip-

ment in the specifications of their new
models, and the policy of building do\yn

to a price appears to be entirely dis-

appearing. Larger tyres and better

saddles are almost general on machines

which before the war were regarded as

cheap lightweights.

The Central Committee of Employment.

The Central Committee for the Em-
ployment of Discharged Soldiers and

Sailors was formed in 1915 to tackle

the problem of finding employment for

those men discharged from the Services

who before the war were connected in

any way with the motor industry. All

those seeking work should write to the

secretary, Mr. T. W. Loughborough, 83,

Pall Mall, London, S.W., who will put

their names on the register, classified

according to trade. A full list of men
now seeking employment or information

as to the work of the committee will be

sent to anyone on application.

New Year Honours.

We notice the names of the following

well-known motorists in the New Year

Honours list :

Capt. W. 0. Bentley, who in years gone

by was a skilful performer on an^ndian
and won manj' hill-climbs, is now in the

R.A.F., and has been awarded the

M.B.E., Military Division. When war
broke out he obtained a commission in

the R.N.A.S., and distinguished himself

by designing one of the most successful

air-cooled aeroplane engines built during

the war. , ,

We notice that Lt. M. A. J. Orde,

R.A.F., whose performances on a Rover

were frequently recorded in pre-war com-

petition days, and who was a prisoner of

war in Germany for two years, has been

promoted to the rank of Substantive

Captain.

Capt. G. de Haviland, O.B.E., whose

name, besides being associated with the

early Blackburne motor bicycles, is well

known in aviation circles, has been

awarded the D.F.C.

Similar awards and honours have been

granted to Actiug-Maj. W. G. ilcMinnies,

the well-known Triumph and Morgan
rider, and Acting-Maj. Cyril Patteson,

M.C., one of our most skilful and
enthusiastic motor cyclists.

Capt. (Acting-Maj.) S. R. Axford has
been awarded the O.B.E.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

Latest Developments up to

the time of going to press.

Bargain hunters, whether 'private

iiuUciduals, D.B.'s, dealers, or

manufacturers, caiinot purchase new
or disused Army motor cycles at the

present moment. The control is in

the: hands of the Surplus Gorerh-
ment Property Disposal Board, 6,

St. James's Square, London, S. W.l,
and tills body has temporarily sus-

pended operations until a definite

disposal scheme is formed. For the

benefit of potential buyers who are

looking ivith ' keen interest, not to

say consternation, on the apparent
muddle in the disposal of the

nation's property, ive intend each

weeh to give in this column the

latest information obtainable on the

question. In last week's issue, and
in the current number, the position

up to date is .very fully and clearly

outlirted.

New Rex Models.

Two new models will shortly be placed
on the market by the old-established

Rex Co. These will be a 4 h.p. single

with three-speed gear and chain-cum-belt
transmission, and an 8 h.p. twin sidecar

with all-chain drive. Both models will

embody several new features.

Eastern Counties Motor Club.

Mr. J. W. Percival, of 5, Ruby
Road, . Walthamstow, honorary secretary

of the Eastern Counties Motor Club,
will be pleased to hear from all old

members at the earliest possible oppor-
tunity, in order that a meeting may be
fixed to arrange the club's programme
and fixtures for the coming season.

Bradbury Peace Models.

As we are about to go to press we have
received advance particulars of the Brad-
bury Peace models. These wiU include a

2| h.p. lightweight four-stroke single, with
engine 74.5x80 mm. (350 c.c), two-speed
countershaft gear and clutch, chain-cum-
belt transmission, which will be offered

at £63. The 4 h.p. single and 6 h.p. twin
similar to the pre-war models at £82 and
£100 also will be catalogued.
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The danger that despatch riders and

drivers of motor transport faced did not

always come from the German trenches, as

is witnessed l>y the Douglas flywheel and

ambulance lamp, both of which were riddled

by machine gun fire from an aeroplane.

American Prices.

The price of the Henderson four-

cylinder machine in America is £80,
or with full electric equipment £90 12s.

The Excelsior twin is appr.oxima.tely £70.

The Peace Model.

The 1919 A.J.S. sidecar is £142 16s.

and not £152 16s. as quoted in our

schedule of prices last week. This price

includes 700 x 80 mm. heavy Dunlop
tyres, spare wheel and tyre, sidecar

screen, apron, and stand.

More Army Motor Cycles Awaiting
Disposal.

Kempton Park is not the only place

where disused Army motor cycles are

awaiting disposal. A correspondent states

that there are many at Grove Park, near

Bromley, but here, unlike those at Kemp-
ton, the majority are under cover.

Motorists and the New Parliament.

Prior to the Election, the Automobile
Association and Motor Union wrote to

every candidate asking if he would be pre-

pared to support (a) a modern and up-to-

date Motor Car Bill introduced directly cir-

cumstances permit into the House of Com-
mons under recognised auspices ;

(b) the

reconstruction of the roads upon lines

adequate and suited to modern transport

;

(c) active measures to assure a sufficient

supply of fuel for such transport at a

reasonable price, and to encourage the

production of home-produced fuel as an

essential to national security and pros-

perity. The total number of replies

received were 341, of which 276 expressed

entire agreement.

The Motor Cycling Club.

As previously announced in these

pages, the annual general meeting of the

M.C.C. is to be held on Wednesday,
January 29th, at 6.30 p.m., at the Prince

of Wales's Room, Pagani's Restaurant,

Greatj Portland Street, London, W.l.

We have received a letter from Lt.

Southcomb May saying that, as the result

of the publicity given to the fact that

the club thought of engaging a paid

secretary, numerous applications have

been maie for the post. The M.C.C.
Committee, however, has decided to post-

pone its decision for the present so as

to give the club's own members still

Overseas a chance of applying.
_
In the

meantime, Mr. Southcomb May is carry-

ing on in his old capacity as hon.

secretary.

The 1919 Blackbvirne.

We are informed by Messrs. Burney
and Blackburne, Ltd., Tongham, Surrey,

that the illustration of the motor bicycle

which accompanies the paragraph appear-

ing in our issue of January 2nd is not

really a correct representation of the

latest 1919 Blackburne, but is rather a

suggestion of "the ideal machine" con-

cetved by Mr. J. H. Holroyd, the firm's

works manager.
We hope very shortly to be in a, posi-

tion to give an extended description of

the new model Blackburne, the latest of

a type which made its reputation for

reliability before tlie war. It is worthy
of note that the Blackburne motor cycle

was spoken of most favourably in Maj.

Watson's excellent book, "^The Adven-

tures of a Despatch Rider."

B9
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LESSONS OF THE TRACK.
Racing and its Effect on Design.

ANY discussion on tlie effects of the knowledge
gained by racing and speed work on tlie design
of the touring machine is rendered difficult by

the necessity of clearly defining the differences between
causes and effects so as to produce convincing argu-
ments. The facts that the results obtained are so
decisive and yet so easily affected by human element
show that a clear analysis of the various points at
stake are open to misconstruction. Generally speak-
ing, howe\'er, the results obtained in the majority of
cases are identical for racing and touring, w-ith the
exception that they are much more magnified in the
former.

Evolution by Track Tests.
Latterly 'a great deal more attention has been paid

to comfort than to speed, but at the same time the
leading minds have continued to develop their theories
on the track, and all the important results have necessi-
tated experiments beyond the capabilities of ordinary
touring mounts. Since practically all the real develop-
ment in engine design has centred on the four-stroke
cycle, a number of types have been brought forward
with more or less success, current work becoming
merely a question of perfection in details. The lessons
learned from each experiment conceived as a means
of perfecting a machine hgve invariably been intro-
duced into the pleasure vehicle, resulting not only in
its development but in improved methods of manu-
facUire.

_

Machines ha\'e been seen on Brooklands, for
instance, with compression ratios as high as 5 to i

without exhibiting signs of pre-ignition and overheat-
ing—quite contrary to theory. The value of this lies

in the demonstration of the fact that higher compres-
sion ratios may advantageously be employed, given
suitable valve and combustion chamber design, on
touring mounts.

Weight reduction has also become of importance,
and this demands the employment of the highest class
of materials. In an effort to decrease connecting rod
angularity so as to permit of longer strokes without
any greater loss in transmitting the explosive force to
the crank pin, very long connecting rods become
necessary. Chrome-vanadium steel has been success-
fully used for these parts, stressed up to 60,000 lb.

per square inch. Steel pistons turned to ^in. at the
skirt have proved satisfactory in every respect. These
two important factors are receiving marked attention
from designers. As regards the valve-in-head
cylinder design many of the racing limits can be
adapted to the touring engine without any ill effects,

the reason being that in no instance does ordinary use
demand such strenuous service; the" throttle is never
wide open for any length of time, consequently the
volumetric efficiency is seldom at its highest, and the
explosion pressure is necessarily diminished. The
same theory holds good in the lack of urgent need for

such extremely high engine speeds, and this allows of
heavier reciprocating parts as a means of reducing
the cost, without any apparent falling off in power.
The many attempts to increase engine efficiency

have forced upon us a marvellous increase in piston

BIO

speed, and re-

markable re-

sults have been
obtained that

would doubt-
less never
have entered

the designer's

head when con-

sidering stock

production.

As an im-

portant factor bearing on the matter of engine speed,

not only the details of cam design but also valve

timing have come in for a generous share of attention,

and while experiments along this line are fairly easy,

the wonderful results are demonstrated only by the

fast-moving vehicle.

Timing the opening of the exhaust as early as 70°

ahead of dead centre, and the closing of the inlet valve

as late as 6^,° past lower dead centre, with practically

no attention being paid to the closing of the exhaust

and the opening of the inlet valve, within reasonable

limits, have been proved thoroughly practical and

efficient in touring use, as well as in racing engines,

and to racing alone I believe this development is due.

The Problem of Stresses.

Generally it may be-.stated that even in the midst of

such examples of the modern designers' ability and
the remarkable developments introduced by metallur-

gists, it has been surprising to note the new things to

be learned at every race meeting. Prominent among
these is the fact that so many undue stresses on the

frames and engines seem to occur that cannot be cal-

culated in any way, but are demonstrated plainly in a

racing machine. This applies to all parts of the

machine and illustrates fully that fatigue-resisting

metals must be used practically throughout. Keys, hold-

ing gears that have pressed fits, and other minor parts
" such as small spindles and shafts that appear in ordi-

nary carbon or nickel steels to be more thjn strong

enough, considered from the standpoint of known
stresses, will fracture frequently at varying periods.

No doubt the same conditions prevail in touring

mounts, but are often attributed to misuse or neglect,

and occurring as they do at Jong intervals, the reasons

are seldom sought and consequently the right conclu-

sions never reached.

The Value of Track Work.

Although it may be that few actual designers

-personally participate in racing, the points that crop
up, and are made public, in connection with track

machines are found to be the subject of discussion by
both trade man and amateur in almost every quarter,

consequently, if the question be given fair and unbiased
consideration, the statement that racing is directly

responsible for the development of the modern motor
cycle—which means that manufacturing facilities must
keep pace with its progress—should be beyond con-
tradiction. Mascot.
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THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dates for 1919 Motor Cycles.

Make.

A.B.C
M-S
AJ.S
Allon
Allon

Abiei.

Ariel

Blackburne
Blackburne
Blackburne
British Excelsior

B.S.A
P.S.A.
B.S.A

Calthorpe . . ,

.

CAiTHORPE . . , .

Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield

Enfield
Enfield
Enfield

G.N. Cycle Cab
G.N. Cycle Car

HUMBER

James
James
James
Jamfs
James
James

Levis

2J

4i

3.V

2|
5-G
5-6

21

Particulars in Brief.

Spring frame.
Twin, 3-speed.
Sidecar combination.
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

and kick-starter.

3-3peed.
Sidecar combination

4-stroke, 2-speed.clutch

3-speed.
Combination.
2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-

starter.

All-chain drive.

Chain-cum-belt.

Sidecar

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed

W.D. Model.
W.D. Model.
Combination.

2-stroke, 2-speed. chain-
drive.

4-stroke, twin, 2-speed.

Combination.
Combination.

2-cyl. Standard model.
2-cyl. Vitesse model.

Flat twin, 3-speed.

No. G, single, 3-speed.

No. G, with sidecar.

No. 7, V twin, 3-speed.

No. 8, 2-s'troke, 2-speed.

No. 9, twin, 3-i^peed.

Combination.

2-stroke, single gear

Price.

i s. d.

70
106 I

l-;3 16
65

65
80
106

60
82

125

56 10

81 15
79 16
29 9

52
50

60
75
95

52 10
69 6

115 10
117 12

140
170

85 n

89 5
115 15
S9 5

54 12
99 15

126

38

Delivery.

May.

\ Endoi
/ January

\ January.

\ January.

February.

i

Delivery com-
menced.

Orders carried

out 'n rota-
tion as far as

Dossible.

/ Delivery com-
\ menced.

Delivery
commenced.

Ilt

is hoped to
commence
delivery in

January.

1 Early in

J April.

Shortly.

Delivery com
menced.

January. " Out-
put booked
until end of

March.

L.M.C. ......
L.M.c. ;

L.M.C

Matchless .

.

Metro-Tyler

Morgan
Morgan
Morgan

New Imperial
New Imperhl

New Imperial
Norton
Norton

Norton

Nortom
Norton

P. & M
P. & M

Radco

Royal Ruby. .

Royal Ruby. .

Sparkbrook .

,

Sparkbrook .

.

Sunbeam
Sunbeam

Triumph
Triumph

Velocette . .

.

Velocette . .

.

^^' ooler
,

WOOLER

H.P.

3i

4}
6

2J
2

4

3i

3i
3i

3J
35

2i

6orS

2J
2i

.3i
8

4
'^*

2t
2i

Particulars in Brief.

3-sp. couatershaft gear.
Ditto.
Twin ditto.

Combination.
2-stroke, 2-speed.

M.A.G. en^e.
G.P., J.A.P. engine
De luxe, M.A.G. (w.-c.

].A.P., i% 8s. extra).

i-speed.
}-speed.

aU-

J.A.P. engine,

J.A.P. engine,
cluK h

.

Combination.
All-chain drive.

T.T. countershaft,
chain.

Single gear, B.R.S. en-
gine.

Ditto, with B.S. ensrine.

Standard, T.T., all belt.

R.A.F. model.
Combination.

2-stroke, single gear.

-3-speed.

2-stroke single gear.

2-stroke, single-speed."

2-stroke, 2-speed.
3-speed, all-chain.

Sidecar combination.

W.D. Model.
2-stroke, 2-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed.
2-str.,2-sp.,ladies mod.

2-stroke, variable gear.

Flat twin, 2-stroke.

Price.

i s..d.
73
75
86 10

140
45

132 12
143 17

50 8
58 16

126
87 "0

a
80 II

G3

78
102

42
(approx.)
105
40

46 4
52 10

85
52 10

40
42

61 19
61 19

Delivery

(Delivery at end
of January.

January.
Ena ot January.

I

Delivery com-
menced. En-
tire output for

1919 booked
by various
agents.

(Delivery
commenced.

Delivery
' shortly.

A limited num-
ber during Jan.

Early in Febni-

\ Three or loui

/ weeks.

}
Early in Febru-

ary,

I Shortly.

{Deliveries to

agents com-
mence.

\ Delivery in a
/ few weeks.

I
April.

NEW DATA REGARDING ENGINES.
Precis of Mr. L. H. Pomeroy's Recent Paper before the Institution of Automobile Engineers.

AN informative paper was read recently

before the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, by Mr. L. H. Pomeroy,

dealing with the influence of valve area,

revolution speed, and combustion chamber
design upon horse-power and thermal
efficiency. While the experiments which
form the basis of this paper were of

necessity conducted with large water-
cooled, four-cylinder engines, the data
obtained can be applied in no less degree
to the smaller aLr-cooled engine of the
motor cycle.

Experiments were carried out with two
four-cylinder engines practically identical

in design save in the arrangement of the
valves, which were of tlie orthodox side

by side type in one engine, and overhead
in the other. These may for convenience
sake be termed engine A andi engine B.
The figures given by Mr. Pomeroy

showed that in these engines the maxi-
mum b.h.p. obtained was largely inde-
pendent of the gas velocity through the
inlet valve, and that much higher gas
velocities can be used than are common
practice without adversely affecting the
maximum b.h.p.

Engine B proved to be decidedly better
in respect of m.e.p. than A, but in each
case the calculated m.e.p. was fairly

steady at the various iiilet gas velocities,

Bl6

and did not fall off appreciably, -i.e., more
than 5% for gas velocities up'to 300 feet

per second. It was also shown that the
brake m.e.p.'s of the order of 95 lb. per
square in. ca^i be obtained with inlet gas
velocities in the region of 300 feet per
second.

The curves obtained showed that the
consumption per b.h.p. rapidly falls with
the increase in the inlet valve gas velocity,

but rises again with a further increase
in gas velocity as the upper limit of revo-
lution speed is reached.

It is well known that tui'bulence is

essential for both power and economy,
but these tests indicated that in con-
sidering turbulence, inlet gas velocity

must be regarded as to its relation to
revolution speed or piston speed, and
there is a certain minimum relation
between the two which produces the
necessary turbulence for approximately
complete combustion at all speeds. The
conclusions formed by Mr. Pomeroy in
considering these results are :

(1) That consumption is not directly
related to inlet gas velocity.

(2) That sufficient tutbulence is deve-
loj^ed to produce appro.ximately
complete and rapid combustion at
quite low gas velocities.

(3) That the improvement in consump-
tion with increase of inlet gas
velocity, shown by the. curves, is

related to revolution speed and
not to gas velocity as such.

The general conclusion drawn from an
examination of the results showed that
the consumption of petrol per b.h.p. per
hour is not materially affected by the
inlet gas velocity in any prescribed
number of r.p.m.
Mr. Pomeroy claimed that the chief

advantage which might be expected in
respect of the more compact combustion
chamber in engine B is that the jacket
loss during explosion and expansion
would be less, and that part of this gain
would be reflected in an increased m.e.p.
The petrol consumption results, however,
do not support this view, and show that,
although the thermal efficiency increases
with the speed, the actual consumptions
are substantially the same in each engine
at any given speed.
The principal lessons from the work

done were, in the opinion -of the author,
the evidence of the high charging
capacity of a small overhead inlet valve,
and the comparative independence of
consumption in respect of engine speed
and torque for horse-powers up to fifty

or sixty per cent, of the maximum.
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CAMPAIGN
IT is vital to the Motoring Community that there shall be

:

STATE REGULATION OF PRICES OF ALL
MOTOR FUEL. STATE ENCOURAGEMENT OF
PRODUCTION OF MOTOR FUEL WHEREVER
POSSIBLE WITHIN THE EMPIRE.

To obtain these advantages it is necessary :

(a) To press for immediate State action.

(b) To obtain standard specifications for home-pro-
duced Motor Fuels.

(c) To encourage production at home or within the

Empire of industrial alcohol as a constituent

Motor Fuel.

(d) To combat, and obtain State assistance in pre-

venting the danger of home-produced Fuels being

manipulated or controlled by any Trust.

ie) To obtain State prohibition of exports of home-
produced Fuel except supplies surplus to national
needs.

CUT HERE-
TO the Secretary

,

The Automobile Association and Motor Union,
Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, W.G.2.

/ undertake, as far as may be in my power, to assist m the

conduct of the Motor Fuels Campaign as outknei above.

Name

Address..

Membership No

Parliamentary Borough..

Dale

In answcnnn this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/clc. Big
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LOTor-cycle
-and Dxmliills

Some
Dunhill

Motorities.

Goggles. Lamps
Oilskins. Leggings.

Motor Cloihing.

Wind Screens.

Gene-ators. Grids.

Sidecars.

Horns and Whistles

Speed Indicators.

Voltmeters.
Accumulatcrs.
Batteries.

Lodge Plugs, etc.

Switches.
Valises.

Tool Kits.

ReraT Kits.

Solderin? Outfits.

Motor Oils.

Belts, etc.

VulcaniseTB.
Etc.. Etc.

IT
is all very well to picture that whirl through the

countryside as one long spell of unbroken pleasure,

but it is more practical to reflect on the possibilities of

mishap and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with all those

"Motorities" which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively with "troubles." It is not

good to find yourself in difficulty just as the shades of

night are falling and you at a spot "miles from any-

where." Be a "road-wise" motorist and equip yourself

fully and efficiently at Dunhills.

Write, call or 'photie for the booklet " DunhilVs

Motorities lor Motor Cyclists "— t/iere's nothing

you need it doesn't contain.

LIMITED,Dunhills
LONDON—359-361, Huston Road, N.W.I

Telephones -3405 and 3<06 North.

GLASGOW—72, St. Vincent Street.

Telephone—7649 Central.
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The Latest

Royal Ruby
Productions.

The Miliiary Model with

Additional Refinements.

THE Royal Ruby Cycle Co., of Blaii-

chester, have been engaged, like

other motor cycle manufacturers, oil

munitions of war for-.the past two years

or more, to the partial exclusion of their

proper line of work. The transition of

their new peace time programme is rapidly
taking place, and regular production will

shortly be assured.

Tlie small two-stroke, well known in

pre-war days, will continue to be produced
as before. The larger model for heavy
sidecar work will be a refined development
of the military model, originally designed
for use in Russia.

Substantial construction is its outstand-
ing feature, and there are numerous special

points in the design, including the eccen-

(Left) Sidecar lugs at the head ol

frame. Note the cross projections which

take shearing stresses. (Centre) The ,,.... i l t

rear biake with parallel action. (Right) Method of padlockmg the stand to prevent ttiett.

the total enclosing of the
trie movement provided to slide the gear

box when making adjustments. Others

are the triple front down tube ; the

interesting "silencing arrangement ; the

safety stay strengthening the gear box
bracket aiid seat-pillar tube ; the ample
carrier and easy method of completely

removing it with the mudguard ; adjust-

able footboards ; large under shields and
side shields ; and parallel action for the

rear brake. All these details are fairly

well known. Among the later refine-

ments are

chain drive, special design in sidecar lugs

to avoid throwing the shearing stress

on the bolts, and a neat addition to the

rear stand whereby it can be padlocked

in position to prevent the machine from

being stolen.

Attractively Finished,

The Sturmey-Archer gear is to be

embodied in future models. The familiar

War Office drab green finish of the Russian

models has been discontinued, and a more

handsome appearance produced in black

and red with gold lines. A spring frame

model is in course of preparation, and

extremely satisfactory results are being

The latest 8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar combination with totally

enclosed drive and Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

A neat method ol attaching leaf springs to

the sidecar chassis.

obtained from the experimental machines.
No doubt this model will shortly find a

regular place in the firm's programme.
We illustrate a new means of fixing the

leaf springs to the sidecar chassis—

a

marked improvement on the usual U
bolts.

Altogether the machine is a substantial

and thoughtfully designed model.

FURTHER DETAILS OF THE 1919 AMERICAN HEPJDERSON.
FURTHER details of the latest pattern

four-cylinder Model Z2 Henderson
motor bicycle are now to hand from

the British agents, Messrs. Robertson's

Motors, Ltd., 157b, Great Portland
Street, London, W.l. Some preliminary

notes concerning this machine were given
in the issue of October 17th last year.

The cylinder dimensions are given as

70 mm. X 75 mm., totalling 1,168 c.c.

The steel pistons are very light, having
two piston rings, split bronze small end
bushes lined with babbitt, and hollow
gudgeon pins. The crankshaft is a one-

piece drop forging with two end and
one centre bearing. The valves are
drop forgings of alloy steel, light and

very tough. The tappets are adjustable,

the valve stems and tappets being pro-

vided with light dust-tight covers to

eliminate noise. Both the crankshaft and
big end bearings are split bronze, and
babbitt lined.

The engine has been increased in size
;

it is better balanced, and will run more
slowly than previous models.
The lubrication is effected by means

of a worm-driven oil pump, which sup-

plies the lubricant to a large sump in

the crank case, from which it is fed by
splash through grooves and channels to

all the working parts. To supply the
engine with extra oil, an emergency
auxiliary hand pump is fitted.

The t',iree-speed box, which is integral

with the crank case, has 4^, 7^, and 10^
to 1 ratios, which last-mentioned ratio

should be low enough to enable the

machine to climb any hill in the United
Kingdom, when the power of the engine
is taken into consideration.

The change speed lever, situated on the
left-hand side of the tank, is provided
with a locking device which prevents the

gear from being changed till the clutch is

disengaged. 'The kick starter is fitted

directly to the gear box layshaft, «n<i one
stroke turns the engine over two com-
pressions.

The tanks will hold two gallons of

petrol and two quarts of oil.

I<21
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions ol his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The inotor Cycle," Hertlord Strest, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

LUBRICATION.
Sir,—Having read so much of late of the different systems

of lubricating motor cycle engines and the different oil

pumps designed for them, may I ask why more use is not
made of the geared oil pump ? In my estimation, it would
be ideal. It would start and stop with the engine, which
is just what is required, and a very small cylinder could be
fitted on the pipe or oil way line, fitted with a plunger,
say fin. in diameter, which would come up above the top
of cylinder about ^in. One could then tell if the pump were
working.

I should like to know what readers of your valuable paper
think about this. H. WRIGHT.
A LONG STROKE TWO-STROKE.

Sir,—I have been waiting twenty years for a 3^ h.p. long
stroke, two-stroke engine. Is it ever coming along ? I hate
wearing valve guides, grinding in valves, adjusting them,
chattering valve gears, etc. It seems to me that a very long
cylinder has greater cooling opportunities, greater suction
for gas, and the sweetness of running equals the flat twin.
What is mechanically vreong with such an engine? Do you
think I shall chance to see one befpre my three-score years
and ten? (I am only fifty.) I should so much like to ride
such a machine before I die. I want also very much to know
what is against 12in. mudguards ? I do so hate to put my
manicured hand- up a tight-fitting valance to remove mud
when the frost lifts; it makes me feel quite naughty. I also
want two and a half- gallon tanks and adjustable handle-bars,
but the trade conspires against me. R. R. RICHARDSON.

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—-As the originator of the controversy anent the " dead

spot" in the three-jet Binks carburetter, I would like to point
out that my conclusions were not jumped at as the result
of a single test on one machine. I believe I used my first

Binks instrument in the summer of 1911, and I have been
using it consistently ever since on every type of machine from
2 h.p. to 8-10 h.p. twins. In all machines—they number
thirty-seven to date, this "dead .«pot," has been a marked
feature, only varying slightly according to the type of engine.
Twins and two-strokes, with their more even induction im-
pulses, did not show it so markedly.

I can quite understand that a four-cylinder engine would
not show this bad feature very noticeably, but I do not think
that my contention can be controverted by the result of a
test on one machine. The fact remains that numbers of user's

of this instrument find this fault with it.

H, LINDSAY, M.B., Capt. R.A.F.

LEAKAGE OF MAGNETISM.
Sir,—I have read with interest Mr. Wm. Alexander's letter

in your issue for December 5th i-e leakage of magnetism.
It seems a pity that an otherwise good magneto should be

spoilt by this trouble, when the remedy is simple, and the
trouble can be cured as mentioned, or, better still, by a steel

sprocket which has a brass centre, this being fixed to the
magneto shafts.

In conclusion, it is extraordinary that the fault has never
been rectified by the makers. Were it

' eliminated the
Dixie would not only be a simple, but at the same time a
good magneto. J. P. J. CHAPMAN.

Sir,—When I first wrote you re leakage of magnetism, I

knew I should have a good deal of criticism on this point.

Now to answer " Sgt. 274 (M.T.) Co." Admittedly the
magnetism does not " alternate "

; it could not do so. My

meaning was, it passe, through the rotor and the laminated
field alternately. I have fully taken into consideration the
position of magnets compared with other types.

Thu'dly, that I have not located its peculiarity, I beg
to differ, for it is curious that a brass sprocket cured it.

It is also possible that a thousand magnetos can be correct
and the 1001st be wrong. Concerning other makes of rotating
pole magnetos, I am not conversant with them.

I think this alone also answers Mr. M. Clayton's letter,

except for the condenser. I have not had trouble with
this. It was not only examined, but my machine is in a
centrally heated garage. Finally, my deductions have been
drawn from my personal experience with and without a
non-conducting sprocket wheel. J. M. CHAPMAN.

THE FUTURE OF SURPLUS GOVERNMENT

-

MACHINES.
Sir,—Having read the article by your contributor " Cantab "

on " The Future of Surplus Government Machines " in The
Motor Cycle, of January 9th, I should like to express my
agreement with his conclusions.

Having seen the motor cycles, exposed as they are on
Kempton Park racecourse, I am firmly of the opinion that no
one except the makers of the various machines them-
selves could ever get them in proper riding order and satis-

factory condition. Any speculator might buy 100 of these

machihes in the hope of completing seventy-five, but it would
be a pure gamble. The seventy-five would even then not be
likely to add to the reputation of their respective makers.
Seeing all these machines are national property, it is in the

national interest they should be put in sound condition by
the makers for the Government at controlled profits, and
offered to the motoring public by the makers, through agents,

or otherwise, as a sound investment for any purchaser.
H. HASKINS.

ENGINE CAPACITY.
Sir,—The analysed census of readers' opinions upon the

question of desirable cubic capacity is interesting, but in

some respects a little misleading.

For one thing, it was not the average man in the street

who sent in the bulk of the voting papers, but the enthusiast,

whose tastes would generally sacrifice lightness to speed and
power, even to an excess of the latter.

As a proof of this, if this voting were a final criter'ion, the

sale of ultra-lightweights is finished, whereas we all know
differently. Certainly the little machines have their faults,

but there is a much larger proportion of people who will buy
them than the voting indicates.

For another point, those who have voted so heavily for

a 500 flat twin, or against a 350 to 400 c.c, are not exactly

influenced by a desire for a big cylinder capacity, regarded
from its point of size, but by a desire for the power that

they expect to get from a 500 flat twin, as compared with
the power that they expect to get from a 350 or 400 flat twin.

If any machine can give those voters that measure of

power hitherto needing a 500, but give it from cylinders only
measuring 400, and with corresponding decrease in weight,

then it is safe to assert that the same riders would have
voted for the 400 in preference.

Erijo, iet us hope that the makers of the 550 and 400
machines will not be influenced by the statistics to drop
their 350 and 400 models, but, instead, to develop the power
of the 350-400 till it satisfies sporting riders more than did
the pre-war models of that size. For the average tourist,

the motoring equivalent of the "man in the street,
'

' the

350 c.c. mount was in 1914, and still is in 1919, as great a
favourite as the 500 c.c. FRANK WHITWORTH.
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To the thousand and more
readers of "The Motor Cycle"

who have written us coacerning tbe

PREMIER
SUPER RUNABOUT
We w sh to express our regret that we have been
unable to senrl them the advance list for which
they have asked.

The abnormal cond'tions prevailing at the present
time are responsible alike for the printer's delay
in delivering the list and our inability to -cope
with the correspondence.

Immediately the list is ofl the press the same wiU
be fonvarded. In the meantime, we invite others
who are interested in a clean and efficient pas-

senger machine to send their names and addresses

COVENTRY PREMIER, LTD.,
:: :: COVENTRY. :: ::

And 20, Holborn Viaduct. LONDON. E-C

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to w.cntlrm *^Thc Motor Cycle.
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The Gap
in knowledge of

motor cycle construction

"The World's

Best Motor Cycle."

Copyright.

Has the gap between 1914 and 1919 been stored with fresh knowledge

of motor cycle construction ? Are 1914 designs to be revived in 1919

W-th just detailed improvements ?

We have stored the 1914-1919 gap full with motor engineering

knowledge, and motor cyclists will have the full benefit of it in

the A.B C

The 1914 standard of design is past history. The 1919 A.B.C. will

make history All the knowledge and unique experience gained in

producing the A.B.C. aero engine—the world's masterpiece—are being

used in designir'7 the A.B.C motor cycle

The design ot the whole machine has been worked out—not guessed

tut—as will be seen when the A.B C. Catalogue is issued

A B.C. MOTORS, Ltd., Walton-on-Thames.
'Phone : VValton-on-Thames 220. 'Grams : " Revs, Walton-on-Tharaes.'

Enqtdries for France, its Colonies, and Protectorates, should be addressed
loihe Societe Francaise des Moteurs A.B.C, 28, Avenue de VOpera, Paris.

OUR plant and staff having been released from War work of supreme
importance, which assiste'l, to a large extent, in bringing the War to

a successful issue we have already made the great "change over" and
have now resumed the manufacture of

OUR FAMOUS TABI_ETS
which have been used on every fighting front, and by motorists in every
corner of th^'world. Unlimited supplies are now available to motorists,

and can be obtained from 500 Dislyibuliitg Agents and l.ooo Leading Garages^

INCREASE YOUR PETROL ALLOWANCE
JUST DROP ONE IN THE CAN
Id. Saves Petrol Value 2/-

BY
257.

The power that wont in high explosives will now go in your petrol or
substitute.

"SPOTS" increase power. "SPOTS" increase mileage.

"SPOTS" increase speed. "SPOTS" make starting easy.

"SPOTS" prevent carbon. "SPOTS" decarbonise.

"SPOTS" ARE GUARANTEED.
25 Tablets 2/6 50 Tablets 4/- 500 Tablets 35/-

(Postage 2d.) (Postage 3d.) (Postage paid).

If your Garage cannot supply you send P.O. and your dealer's name and
address.

Manufactured only by THE

Goal By-Products Company, ^H^i.ro'rrLoS^. Urt.
(^Five doors from Southampton IlowJ,

VICTORIES GALORE
IF YOU RIDE THE

All-British Lightweight of Superiority

Now thatPEACE is assured

out yonder, make sure that

your days of motor cycHng,

whether on business or

pleasure bent, are days

free from trouble and

care bv riding THE

Best materials* and work-

manship throughout, fitted

with two-speed gear, foot-

boards etc.

Mounted in extra strong

low frame enamelled red,

giving maximum of com-
foit and control in riding.

The ACME of Simplicity and Accessibility.

:: The LAST WOiyD in Reliability. ::

THE 2J THAT WILL DO THE WORK OF A 3^ H.P.

The Two-Stroke that will Win Through.

INITIAL & RUNNING COST LOW. QUALITY HIGH.

BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
:: :: EARLY DELIVERY :: :r

TYLER APPARATUS CO., LTD.,
Banister Road, Kilbum Lane, London, W.IO.
Telesrims: ' Tylermetro, Phone." Tejephone: WiUesdeo 1356 (2 lines)

Also at BIRMINGHAM.

B24 /n answering these advertisementa it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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OVERSEAS MODELS.
Sir,—All we Colonials are indebted to you for your efforts

to brins; home to English manufacturers the need of meeting
Colonial demands. 1 expect to be home shortly on leave,
and shall be on the look out for a combination that will
meet local requirements. Failing satisfaction, I shall return
here anl invest in another Yank. But I hope this will not
be necessary, for we all want British machines, if only the
British manufacturers will give us the right sort of goods.

Ceylon. (Kev.) A. il. WALMSLEY.
TANGENTS OF OBSEKVATION.

Sir,—With reference to the discussion in your paper re

tangents of observation, I have noted the remarks of Mr.
Holland and "Curious," and I enclose the following
formula, which I think fulfils their requirements on the
distances at which objects can be seen, according to their
respective elevations and the elevation of the eye of the
observer, from sea level :

D = 1.42Vir.

It can be seen by this that an object 20ft. high is visible

to an observer whose eye is 300ft. above water from a
distance of 30.88 miles, arrived at thus :

Distance visible.

20£t. elevation 6,34 miles
300ft. ,, ... 24.54 ,,

30.88 miles

Which I think somewhat upsets the idea of seeing 200
miles from anywhere with the naked eye.

Egypt. GUNNEE HARLE.
GUDGEON PIN FIXING.

Sir,—I was much interested in "Ixion's" remarks on
December 26th, 1918, re lubrication. He says: "If he
keep the excess of oil out of the cylinder, the gudgeon pin
bush may complain." Then again : "When the oil supply,
to the cylinder is reduced to rational proportions, our tiny

gudgeon pin bushes will be overheated and overloaded, unless
they are redesigned in the meantime."
Now, why in the name of everything wonderful, do not

our engine designers take a leaf out of Mr. Ford's book, and
construct their gudgeon pins on his well-known and tried

principle ? There we have our gudgeon pin made a fixture

to the connecting rod, and a bronze bush pressed in the
boss on both sides of the piston. Thus there is double
bearing surface which gets ample lubrication from the
cylinder walls. Another great feature in the above design
is the elimination of any gudgeon pin fixing trouble.

I hope to hear other readers' opinions on this important,'
though much neglected, matter.

R. DE B. KENNARD.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINE.

Sir,—In the sketch published in The Motor Cijde for

January 2nd, page 13, I note that the designer has placed
the magneto in the correct position ! Such a thing, I think,

has never been done before. In all machines that I have
examined, or ridden, the magneto is either placed in front of

the engine, right over the exhaust box, where it gets danger-
ously hot and cannot be lubricated, or it is placed behind
the engine, but wrong way round, so that the contact breaker \

is towards the sidecar, and so cannot be adjusted without
detaching the sidecar.

The only proper position for a magneto is behind the engine

on a platform insulated with thick fibre or asbestos board,

so that heat cannot be conveyed from the engine, and the

magneto must be driven from the left-hand side of the engine

(as shown in the .sketch referred to), so that the contact

breaker is on the right-hand side of the machine, and can

be got at without interfering with the sidecar. Why so

many (I think all) manufacturers make the mistake of placing

the magneto in either the first two positions referred to I

cannot imagine.

I have at present a machine with the magneto in front of

the engine. The bearings are packed with vaseline which is

supposed to last for 4,000 or 5,000 miles or more, but after

packing the bearings I have examined them after a few days

and found that, owing to the high temperature conveyed
from the exhaust box, every trace of vaseline had disappeared,

and they were practically running dry ! Every designer

should know that vaseline (or other grease) becomes liquid

at a temperatijre of 200° or less, and so the magneto should
be placed, as I suggested, behind the engine on an insulated

plate.

Also, the low position (when in front of the engine) is all

right if a pit is available ; otherwise it is not pleasant to
,

have to " grovel in the dust " when attempting to adjust the

contact breaker, and it is also rather a nuisance to have to

dig a pit beside the machine if a breakdown occurs on the

road! Owing to the method of "securing" the magneto
sprocket generally adopted—a taper spindle only ; no key or

other positive fixing—these breakdowns are by no means in-

frequent, as I know from bitter experience in the past.

M. HITCHCOCK.
[Naturally the magneto will get hot if placed immediately

above the exhaust box, but this is the first complaint we
have received of such serious consequences, and this trouble

does not necessarily exist in all motor cycles having the

magneto in a forward position.

—

Ed.]

SPRING FRAMES.
Sir,—I venture to suggest a design of spring frame, as

shown in rough sketch herewith. This, I claim, possesses

all the advantages of those which you have illustrated

A suggested design for a sprmg frame sent in by " H,"

from time to time without their many drawbacks. The
detail, while it may appear complicated, is not so when
gone into. Y'ou will note the design embodies a leaf spring.

East Dulwich, S.E.22. H.

POST-WAR MOTOR CYCLES?
Sir,—At last the veil has slightly lifted, and some manu-

facturers have the temerity to state boldly that they have
actually a post-war motor cycle, or, if not, at least one
designed, priced, and catalogued. Good. But, unfortunately,

there are others, Let us be patient ! We gave up our
precious motor cycles in 1914, and after four years' abstinence

our fingers itch to open the throttle again and travel the

open road. But the time is not yet. Patience, only a few
months more and your wish shall be fulfilled. Close your
eyes to the attractive specifications and real prices which
appear side by side our exhortations, and if you wait long

enough you may. find we are producing just the machine
you want—or do not want

!

Why, in the name of goodness, are some manufacturers so

mystifying? They have a waiting list. Have they a policy,

and, if so, why not disclose it? Surely, it would appear as

if the dark hand of the Censor were at work. Is it that

some firm is producing a wonderful engine, with which it

intends to dazzle the world when we have all bought our

choice? I was speaking to a manufacturer just before

hostilities ceased and told him I was out to buy—would he
favour me with some idea of his post-war motor cycle ?

"Ah!" he replied with a merry wag of his finger. "And
the price, too? " I enquired. "Ah, ah! " he evaded again.

I saw his advertisement last week inviting me to enter his

waiting list parlour. Not I. If in two months there is only

a waiting list, in how many months will there be a production
of motor cycles ?

The whole thing is preposterous. One knows the difficulties

of changing over, but at least let there be plans made,
catalogues printed, and prices fixed, especially by those firms

who have been supplying motor cycles to the Government
during the war. In the first place there was naturally some
reluctance to specify prices ; but, manufacturers, do not,

be afraid, show your hands ; we know the worst, and have
stiffened our backs. The last penny of my gratuity shall

be yours, if you will only disclose the wonder you are pro

ducing in the dim, distant future. APEX.
Ripon.

A25
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A CURIOUS CASE.
Sir,—As a long-standing reader of your excellent and

always interesting paper, I venture to relate an experience
of mine with an A.B.C. flat twin fitted with Dixie magneto.
It has to do with the question of even firing and normal
running with carbon high-tension brushes removed.

I (like one of your readers, " DlR.," from Mesopotamia,
who writes in your number of November 21st) found that
the machine, minus a brush, fixed evenly, but I did not
even leave in the spring holder ! I have tried several

A.B.C.'s with both or one complete carbon brush removed,
and could tell no difference either in starting or on the
road. The gap from brass liner in vulcanite holder to the
high-tension slip ring of magneto I measured just under
•fg-in. to ^in.

How can one account for this, as there is nothing that
one can trrink of which would induce the high-tension
current into the holder and from there across the plug gap ?

Mansura, Egypt. F. A. COWAN.

RACING TRACKS.
Sir,—I should like to endorse the suggestions put forward

by Mr. W. Cooper in his open letter to the trade, published
in the issue of January 2nd.

Before the war I was constantly advocating the construc-
tion of tracks in the North and Midlands, but at that time
the idea did not seem to appeal to the majority of the
manufacturers. One hopes that the generally broader out-
look produced by the events of the last four years will

result in the adoption by the industry of a less parsimonious
policy in the matter of tracks, and of racing and com-
petitions generally.

At the same time I cannot follow Mr. Cooper in his

criticisms of Brooklands. Of course, the track is not quite
ideal—in more than one respect—but it has nevertheless
amply proved its value. Its renovation should be the first

job of reconstruction, and it would be interesting to know
what preparations, if any, are being made in this direction.

Perhaps the B.A.E.C. will n;iake a statement.

L. FRANCIS JONES, Capt., R.A.F.

STRAIGHT TUBE FRAMES.
Sir,;^7?e Mr. Bradshaw's comments on the above subject,

surely with regard to the lateral stresses a straight tube non-
duplicate frame, triangulated for all stresses in a vertical
plane, is on a par with a curved tube frame, in that it is

flexible t(f those lateral stresses, so that it should not prove
any weaker in that respect than a curved tube frame. The
difference in the lengths of the tubes in the respective cases
would be infinitesimal, so that- the lateral rigidity would be
approximately the same.
I cannot see, therefore, how lateral stresses can be used

as an argument against using the principle in a vertical plane.
As to my reference that proper triangulation has been demon-
strated to be feasible in these pages, I regret that I cannot
refer to the actual articles or diagrams, as, owing to having
been on Active Service the last three years it has been im-
possible to keep back numbers.
However, I remember one diagram of perfect triangulation

in a vertical plane, and also in any lateral plane, except for
the forks housing the rear wheel, which could be braced
girder fashion. All the tubes were straight and in duplicate,
including those on top and below the tank, and there was
an extra pair which braced the lower part of the frame, cross-
ing each other, not parallel, dividing it into two triangles.
It would, however, be rather difficult to house a tank suffi-

ciently low in this frame.
So to embody the principle for quantity production a

pressed steel tank forming the upper frame member (some-
what a la Premier two-stroke) would appear the best solution.
Possibly this could be pressed in two halves. Each side could
be arranged to be symmetrical, so that the same pattern would
suit either side. And these halves could be welded together
on the top and bottom edges, enabling the bottom of the tank
to be pendulous, below the line of the bottom of the steering
head. Duplicate tubes could depend from lugs on each side
of the tank fore and aft, one pair from the head and two
pairs from the saddle end to form two rigid triangles.
A small horizontal twin placed transversely would be housed

conveniently at the fore apex, the rear apex being the centre
of the countershaft. The rear end of the tank would possibly
house integrally a cylinder containing a plunger and spring

A26

for the spring frame, a la Flying Merkel. This latter arrange-

ment has the advantage of absorbing part of the load shock
by a horizontal component instead of all vertical. The centre

pair of bracing struts from engine to saddle might be
arranged to cross each other to give lateral rigidity.

However, no one can deny that Mr. Bradshaw's curved
tube frame must promise a longer life than many straight

tube frames on the market, ladies' models particularly.

R. M. WIGG.
WAR-TIME MOUNTS.

Sir,—It may be of general interest to your readers as well

as profitable, if a correspondence is opened on mounts used
during the war by the limited number of civilian riders with
petrol permits.

Of course, every reader has. marvelled at the superb
reliability of military motor cycles (to say nothing of the

equally superb dash and hardihood of their riders), as de-

scribed in your pages from time to time. We Anno Dominis,
C3's, and indispensables remove oux.iats and tender the

hero riders our sincere gratitude, with an expression of

admiration for the fine machines they have so capably
handled.
During the four years of war I have had to cover many

thousands of miles in a business—capacity, and, like every
other civilian rider, have managed to "carry on" only under
the greatest difficulties. Shortage of petrol and oil, difficulty

of obtaining spares and of getting repairs done have given
perplexity.

I have bought and ridden four machines during the

four years.

First. I bought a two-stroke which did me well as a solo

bicycle, but I wanted a machine to take a sidecar for the

purpose of carrying goods.

I tried a 3.^ h.p. with hub gears. This made an excellent

solo -machine, its flexibility making a strong appeal after a
" neck-or-nothing " two-stroke ; but with the coach-built

sidecar I attached to it I could never trust the gears. I

always managed to change sweetly enough, but when tackling

a stiff gradient with a full load I always got the impression,

in changing down, that I was setting a David against a

Goliath. So I sold it as a solo machine, and as a solo

machine it is still doing well.

I next tried a 3^ li.p. countershaft combinatimi. The
bicycle was heavy after the hub-geared machine. The chain-

cum-belt transmission, however, gave a silky, reliable drive,

the gears were delightful to handle, and one felt a robust
confidence in tackling hills. As a double-purpose machine
it was excellent, but in the end I found it too slow on hills

and the engine liable to overheat in hot weather when the

sidecar was loaded.

I next tried a 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi, which just filled the

bill. The power it can be made to exert from its long
cylinder is something to astonish those who do not know
this type, and the way it climbs hills which cannot be rushed
without knocking is good to experience. Its accessibility also

makes one independent of the repair depot for all the ordi-

nary purposes of cleaning out, changing tyres, grinding in

valves, etc.—not that I do much tinkernig; it never seems
to require it.

I wore out two belts rather quickly, but I was buying
experience. I now change down at the' bottom of the hill to

the gear I know will take me to the top, throttling down as

I do so. My present belt has been running eighteen months,
and looks good for another eighteen. It is a John Bull l^in.

Starting up in winter was at one time no small operation,
but I have acquired just the knack, and can always get away
with three turns of the pedals, EGDUR.

• • • • pi)

I
BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j

• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. •

A valuable colleciioii of useful " -wrinkles " and items of information con-
cerniug the lunniiit;, management, and reimir of motor cyolee. Z

Price 2/- net. By poBt, 2/3.

: TRACING TROUBLES.
J

Motor Cycle Faulta. Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fnlly
Explained. Price 21- net. By post, 2/2. •

; .

Obtainable by poijt (remittance witb order) trora Z

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street. London, E.C.4
or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. Z

GD- CD
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The Control of Aeroplane Engines
The Pilot's W«rk : Notes on Management

By TORQUE.

An article on the same subject appeared on December 26th.

ON most engines lubrication is by pressure,

recorded on^a gauge in lb. per square inch.

The correct pressure may be as low as

20 lb., or as high as 100 lb., according to design.

In either case an excessive pressure is certain to

be registered on first starting. The cold oil will build

up heavy resistances in the small bore pipes, and
the gauge will perhaps read xo lb. or 20 lb. more
than the standard pressure ; nevertheless, in the more
remote parts of the circuit {e.g., the far end of an
overhead camshaft) the oil is not really circulating at

all. So the engine is - run at 350-600 r.p.m. until

the gauge records the proper pressure. Too low pres-

sure signifies a leak. Absence of pressure shows that

the pump is out of action. Excessive pressure indi-

cates resistance in the oilways, i.e., cold oil or dirt.

When the pressure steadies at the correct figure, the

engine may be gently accelerated.

Tlie warming up of a big engine in winter may be

a lengthy business, as the oil tank may contain many
gallons of oil, all of which has to be warmed, as it

requires to be circulated incessantly. When time is

a consideration, the tank will be replenished with warm
oil just before starting up. Even if this dodge is

adopted, the oil in the more remote leads of the engine

may not have begun to circulate when the engine has

been running for several minutes. As the bearings

are under load the whole time, it is best to switch off

after three or four minutes'" running, and wait a few

minutes whilst the heat from the combustion chambers
is conducted to cooler parts of the engine. The engine

is then restarted, and run for another three minute

spell, and so on, until all the oil in the engine and in

the tank is hot. An alternative wrinkle consists of

pouring a pint of hot oil into the cam case—usually

the last detail to warm up : a plug is sometimes pro-

vided for this purpose, or the lid over one of the

cam case compartments can be removed. The same

dodge is employed with new engines taken out of store,

and with engines which have been standing idle for

several weeks

The Tachometer.

The revolution counter now becomes the centre of

interest. An aero engine is handled under very strict

regulations with regard to r.p.m. Three separate

limits may possibly be specified for a given engine.

For example, at ground level 1,500 r.p.m. must not

be exceeded. Above 10,000 feet the " normal " r.p.m.

may be 1,600 r.p.m. and the "maximum" 1,700

r.p.m. These figures require some explanation. Some

engines are designed with such high compression

ratios that it would not be safe to run them all out

with a full charge of gas at ground level. At altitude

the charge is weakened, and the engine may be speeded

up. "Normal" represents the Speed at which the

engine may be run continuously; "maximum" is the

absolute limit, and may only be maintained for a very

few minutes; the load on the bearings may be doubled

by accelerating from 1,600 r.p.m. to 1,700 r.p.m., and

the bearings can only stand the maximum load during

a brief spurt.

As soon as acceleration becomes safe, the pilot

ascertains that the engine has been properly tuned and

will give the maximum r.p.m. permissible on the

ground, with the throttle in the appropria'te position :

in the engine described above, this will not be fully

open. The aeroplane is meantime secured by chocks

before the wheels and by men at the tail. We next

proceed to test the ignition and carburation. The
former implies running the engine up and down its

range on each ignition separately: the latter demands
rather more violent acceleration and deceleration, such

as might be needed in a fight. A glance at the exhaust

will indicate whether the mixture is approximately

correct, and also whether the supply of oil is accurate :

the exhau.st should smoke a little at the first accelera-

tion, and clear almost immediately.

The altitude control should be tested before taking

off, but this duty should be reserved for specially

competent persons, as it is a task of great delicacy and

some danger. Opening the control weakens the mix-

ture. A weak mixture burns slowly. If ihc mixture

is unduly weakened at ground level, it will certainly

burn and warp the valves, and may even flame down
the inlet valve and cause a conflagration.

The " percentage " of control is known to the tester.

He will accelerate the engine to its full " ground level

revs.," and suddenly open the control. If all is in

order, an instant drop of perhaps 250 r.p.m. should

be registered on the tachometer. He just gives the

needle time to steady, notes the reading, and slams

the control ^shut again, before the valves can be

damaged or a fire be caused.

Getting Off.

When absolutely satisfied that the engine is running

petfecdy in every respect, the pilot prepares to get

away. The engine will be opened out gradually during

the run up. After getting off, the tachometer may be

referred to if the pilot is not completely at home with

that particular type of machine. In taking off, the
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chief possibility of a mistake lies in climbing too

steeply. The pilot will know what air speed should

be maintained, and this air speed is, of course, con-

nected to some extent with r.p.m.

Gaining Height.
Unless a defect should develop in the engine, the

pilot is now chiefly concerned with keeping his engine

cool and economising fuel. If the machine is climbed
too hard the water may boil, in which case a short

dive or a horizontal cruise will be necessary to cool

the radiator; nobody can afford to lose water at the

commencement of a flight. Fuel economy is attained

by careful attention to the altitude correction of the

carburetter. This is not sufficiently sensitive to

affect the power -perceptibly at low altitudes, -but it

can nevertheless vary the fuel consumption, which is

important, especially on four-engined machines which
devour perhaps eighty gallons per hour. Consequently

the pilot should set the altitude corrector with the aid

of the tachometer as he climbs. With such a machine
as the five-engined Gotha, carelessness with the mix-

ture to the extent of a io% error on the rich side in a

six-hour flight would mean wasting sixty gallons of

petrol. The " tankage" would have to be excessive

to allow for such clumsy pilotage, and would reduce

the bomb load by three or four cwt. Alternatively, if

the tankage were kept down to the theoretic mini-

mum, a bad pilot would not return from a long flight.

On a Transatlantic flight the vital effects of perfect

mixture are even more important. On rotary engines

the mixture is controlled by a " fine adjustment "

needle valve, the carburetter having no float feed.

With one of these engines a careless pilot may register

a consumption 25% greater than the normal. As
rotary engines were chiefly used on fighting scouts with

a three-hour " tankage," the bad pilot reduced every

flight by a period of forty-five minutes.

Coming Down.
Horizontal flight presents no special problems in

engine management, except so far as the use of the

radiator screening device is concerned, and the neces-

sary setting of the altitude correction. Coming down
is, however, quite a tricky business under certain con-

ditions. In descents from a great altitude an acci-

dental-engine stoppage ("losing the prop."), due to

' choking on minimum throttle, is of small account, as

the propeller is turned by friction with the air, and

will restart a responsive engine in a dive of a few

hundred feet. On the other hand, the engine is not

necessarily responsive, when once the prop." is lost.

The sparking plugs may oil up. The petrol level in

the carburetter is greatly affected in a steep dive

;

and, unless the " flooded " petrol is evacuated by suit-

able drains, the excessively rich mixture may obstruct

a re-start. Again, the radiator may freeze in a pro-

longed dive, or the oil may congeal very thoroughly.

Some machines can safely be dived at 200 m.p.h.,

and in winter -such a speed rapidly chills an engine.

In all these respects both the engine and the aeroplane

require knowing. Two engines of the same make
may be equipped with different makes of carburetter,

which require alternative handling in a descent. The
temperature of the atmosphere varies daily. Different

types of aeroplane furnish varying degrees of protec-

tion for their- engines, so that a given make of engine

may ask for one type of humouring in a Martinsyde,

and another sort of coaxing in a D.H. On some
machines the throttle " picks up " the altitude control,

which is' consequently shut in evefy "engine off"
dive. On another machine the pilot must remember
to shut the altitude control, or when he flattens out

after a long dive the mixture . will remain as set at a

higher altitude, , and the engine may choke. Generally

speaking, the pilot will throttle down his engine during

a long glide and watch his instruments carefully.

The pilot's main duty after landing is to report any
imperfections in the engine to the foreman mechanic.

Where a rotary engine is concerned, the stoppage
should be made by cutting off the petrol supply, so

that no gas may remain in the crank case and cause

an accidental start when the mechanics get busy.

Revolution tests can be made before switching off, and
will form a useful guide as to whether any serious

adjustments are needed.

A surrendered German bombing

aeroplane with a damaged under-

carriage. The building in the

background is a Zeppelin hangar
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Why not Solo Gears for Solo Machines? A Plea for Suitable Ratios,

BEFORE expounding my views I wish to point

out that by the term " gear ratios on solo

machines " I do not entirely allude to top gear

ratios : the motor cyclist—we all know him—who rides

a ji h.p. single on a 4 to i top gear and then grumbles
(i) because his engine knocks, (2) because he cannot

get any speed, (3) because his petrol consumption is

high, can turn this page.
.

The manufacturer professes to give us a machine
suitable for solo work and then plays his favourite

joke of giving us gear ratios of something like this :

5i Si, 15.

For a 3^ h.p. these ratios are preposterous; th©

top gear is absurdly low, and the drops between gears

are absurdly large. Of course, it is quite obvious

why makers give us ratios like this. .It is because

the gear box ratios are designed so as to be suitable

for sidecar machines (and apparently for all horse-

powers from 2|- h.p. to 8 h.p.). But why should this

be so? Surely there is a large enough market for

- solo machines to enable just one maker to give us a

gear box with suitable ratios.

A point in connection with gear box ratios is that

a large amount of the bad driving—bad driving, not

bad riding—is due to the gear box ratios. In that

the rider hangs on to top gear when he should always

change down because he knows that his machine will

be appallingly slow (and appallingly noisy) if he

changes to, second. So that the bad driving and the

ill-treatment of the machine are due to the supineness

of the maker

!

As a concrete instance, I know of a 3^ h.p. twin,

which is advertised and sold as a solo machine, which

is absolutely ruined by its gear box ratios. It is a

topping little 'bus in every other respect, but it

possesses this fault which makes riding it a toil instead

of a pleasure.

It has gear ratios (I am speaking from memory, but

the figures are approximately correct) of 5^, 8^,
and 16. Sixteen!

!

What are Suitable Ratios ?

The machine will climb anything and start on quite

a stiff gradient on second gear, so that this low gear is

never used, which means that the machine has only

two useful gears. So for what reason should the pur-

chaser have to pay for and carry about with him this

additional pair of gears? (Of course, all this does not

appeal to the extraordinary individual whose ambition

it is to climb Mont Blanc on a motor cycle ; for

such a person the sidecar ratios, as fitted at present,

are quite suitable.)

To return to our 3^^ h.p. twin, or 3J4 h.p. or 4 h.p.

single, for the matter of that, if it were fitted with

three speeds, say, 4^^, 6, and the present SJ^, it would

be, to my mind, ideal. One could then change down
early on a hill, keep up the revs, (and the speed), and

save- the engine, gears, and tyres the unnecessary

stress.

There is a gear box, a very excellent gear box,

which is fitted to the best of our war mounts, and will

be fitted to many of our post-war machines, but it is

emphatically not the gear box for a solo machine. It

gives ratios (memory again) of approximately 5^, 8^,
and 15. This was all very well up the line in France;

in fact, I will admit quite frankly that very often the

low gear was far too high for me—yes, I was a D.R.—
but in England, on English roads, oh ! no. Who will

ever want a 15 to i gear on a 4 h.p. solo machine in

England ?

'. The Useless Bottom Gear.

On this war machine, for starting one never needed

anything lower than second (unless it was on greasy

pave, and the result was usually the same whatever

one used). And for hills? Well, I have used second,

but not often. Yes, my fellow D.R.'s, I know all

about that time you climbed Kemmel Hill, but I am
talking of riding on roads, not on dirt tracks or

boulders.

This particular machine, the 4 h.p. Tr (my

word, I nearly let it !), was very nice to ride in the

back areas on a a,\ to i top, but of course one had

to change down a good deal in hilly country, which

meant dropping to about 7 to i—many revs and very

little speed ! If it had had a second gear of, say,

5f, with a low gear of, say, 9, it would have been

delightful.

To go into the question a little more technically :

to climb a. gradient of i in 5—abopt as steep a hill

as is ever met with in ordinary road 'work-—with -a bad

surface requires a tractive force of 550 lb. per ton.

If we assume a mean effective pressure of 75 lb. per

square inch and a transmission efificiency of 80%,
we find that the gear needed for a 500 c.c. motor

cycle, weighing with rider 450 lb., is 9.3, which agrees

fairly well with my proposed low gear of ?>\.

Revenons a nos—hoiies de vitcsses ! I have not yet

tried or examined a four-speed gear box, but appa-

rently it is such as I am asking for, with the loath-

some 15 to I added to the three useful gears.

So, in conclusion, may I beg Messrs. Gear-boxes,

Ltd., to give us poor solo riders a solo gear box for

a solo machine ? Archie.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering: each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked '.'Legal-" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Altering a Magneto.

Please let me know if it is

possible to convert a clockwise
magneto into an anti-clockwise
one by fitting a different contact
breaker.—P.W.

Yes ; by fitting a contact breaker operat-
ing in the reverse direction.

Magneto Lighting Sets.

I thought I would make an
attempt at magneto lamp light-

ing, and have an idea as to

how it should be done with
the following exceptions: (1.)

Could you tell me the approximate
voltage generated in the primary
circuit when the engine is running
at normal speed? (2.) If this current
is choked down to suit a five-volt

head light, would it be necessary
to place a resistance in circuit of tail

lamp if only a three-volt lamp is used ?

(3.) Is it possible to regulate the
choking coil in accordance with speed
of the engine automatically, and where
could I get one for this purpose ?

—

A.J.P.
(1.) The voltage in the primary depends
on many factors, and varies in different

magnetos and increases so greatly with
the rise in speed that it is difficult to
give any reliable figure, but ten Or twelve
volts may be taken as approximate for
the class of magneto concerned. (2.) The
best way would be to use a five-volt
lamp in the rear light as well as in the
front ; if a resistance is inserted it will
only waste current, which might just as
well be used in giving light. (3.) Such
an arrangement would be very compli-
cated and costly. If you intend going
to such an expense and trouble, it would
be more satisfactory to get a proper
dynamo lighting set. Before embarking
on this scheme we would remind you
that the energy available in this way
from a magneto primary circuit is quite
a small amount, and - that a good pro-
portion of this must be lost in the trans-
former, leaving very little for the lamps

;

also that it is bound to weaken the
ignition, especially at low speeds. The
accumulator in any case must be charged
from a separate source, and by obtain-
ing a larger one and using this to supply
the lamps without interfering with the
magneto, all the advantages of electric
lighting may be had at less expense.
What you call a " choking coil " should
really be a transformer. A choking coil

for an alternating current is placed in
series and consists of a single coil,

whereas a transformer is placed across
the circuit and consists of two indepen-
dent coils.

430

Running Costs.

I use a 2J h.p. Douglas three-

speed 1915 motor cycle (which is

my own property) on certain
work, the petrol and oil being
found me, but I attend to all

repairs and cleaning. Would you please
advise me what would be a reasonable
price to change per mile for the use
of the machine, the amount to cover
fair wear and tear and depreciation ?

—CJ
You should charge a pair of tyres, say,
every 5,000 miles, and add depreciation
as 20% for the first year wlie.n ntw and
10% each subsequent year, i.e., 10% of
the successively reduced values. A
farthing per mile would not be un-
reasonable.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, beine; fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,
give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.

ILIFFE &. SONS LTD.

Gear Box Lubrication.

I have a A^ h.p. Singer counter-

Q shaft gear machine, which I

> ride solo. (1.) When running
-^ the gears have a very pronounced^^

whistle. Is there any cure for
this, and is it advisable to run with
grease in the gear box, as there is a
hole from it into the crank case ? (2.

)

What size of jet should I use running
solo (B. and B.) ? (3.) What mileage
should I get per gallon ? (4. ) What
kind or make of lubricant would you
advise?—H.J.F.

(1.) The trouble may be shortage of oil.

It may make some difference if you use
oil and grease mixed in the gear box.
(2.) We should recommend a .032 jet.

(3.) Between seventy and eighty miles to
the gallon. (4.) For the engine, any
good make of oil for air-cooled engines,
such as Prices' Huile de Luxe, Vacuum,
Castrol, etc. For the gear box, most
motor cycle gear boxes are filled with
engine oil, but if the gears are found to
be noisy use gear oil ; Vacuum C, for
example, is a good lubricant. It is best
warmed before being inserted, but it

cannot be used in the crank case of an
engine.

Gears for Sidecar Work.
(1.) I have a 4 h.p. Bradbury,

which refuses to pull a sidecar on
the top gear of approximately
4^ to 1. Is this gear too high ?

(2.) I am using an inch belt,

which does not settle down properly
in the groove of the engine pulley. The
latter is evidently designed to accom-
modate a Jin. belt, which I find would
appreciably reduce the gear. Do you
think a |in. belt strong enough to

pull twentv-one stone, including lug-

gage?—G. E.G.
(1.) The gear for a single-cylinder
machine should not be higher than 5 to 1,

preferably a little lower, say 5j to 1. (2.)

The belt, of course, should not go riijht

into the pulley, but project, say, gin.

gin. is certainly small. The pulley and
rim should be made to accommodate .

either a lin. or liin. belt.

READER'S REPLY. ,

Cones Working Loose.

I have known this happen to our
battery Clynos through the wheel being
put in the wrong way round. The back
wheel, of course, allows of no mistake.

—

SouTHCOMB May.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Geimsbt to Ne"wcastle-on-Tyne.—J.C.C.

Grimsby, Laceby, Kealby, Thornton
Curtis, New Holland, by ferry to Hull,
Beverley, Market Weig-hton, York, Eas-
ingwold, Thirsk, Yarm, Stockton, Sedg-
field, Durham, Newcastle.

WiTLET TO AbEBGAVTNNY.—T.W.
Witley, Milford, Farnham, Odiham,

Hook, Riseley, Reading, Pangbourne,
Streatley, Wantage, Faringdon, Lechlade,
Cirencester, Gloucester, Ross, Monmouth,
Abergavenny.

Winchester to Oxton (Bibkbnhead).
—W.R.

Winchester, Wherwell, Andover, Lud-
gershall, Burbage, Marlborough, Wootton
Bassett, Malmesbury, Tetbury, Minchin-
hampton, Stroud, Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury, Worcester, Bridgnorth, Wellington,
Whitchurch, Chester, Oxton (Birken-
head)

London (Dalston) to Worcestee.—W.H.
Dalston, HoUoway Road^ Archway

Road, straight along to Barnet, Elstree,
Watford, Boxmoor, Berkhamsted, Tring,
Aylesbury, Waddesdon, Bicester, Bletch-
iugton, Enstone, Chipping Norton, More-
Ion- in-the-Marsh, Wootton-ou-the-Hill,
Broadway, Evesham, Worcester.
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EconomicallnsuranceforMotorCycllsts
PROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE COMPANY, LIMITED.

ESTABLISHED 1865.

REASONABLE POLICY CONDITIONS. PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

PREMIUMS FOR FULL and COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES (including sidecar)

Under 3J h.p. .

.

..£250 5 h.p. .

.

..£300
3^—4 h.p. ..£2100 6—10 h.p. With Sidecar £3 17 6

6— ro h.p. Without Sidecar .. ..£476
15% REDUCTION IF INSURED BEARS THE FIRST £1 OF ALL CLAIMS.

25 /o „ „ ,,
3jZ „ ,,

Extra BeneQts anl Personal Accident Insurance included at slightly increased premiums.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO-

Head Office: 61, COLEMAN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BRANCHES AND DISTRICT AGENCIES:—MANCIIKS'IER : 2, Footti Street. SWANSE.'^ : 4, Gloucester Place. BIRMINGHAM:
41, Temple Street. LIVERPOOL : 3, Cook Street. LEEDS : 5, East Parade. BRISTOL : i, Clare Street. NEWCASTLE : 5, CoUingwooC

Street SHEFFIELD : 16, Prudential BuiLiiugs. SOUTHAMPTON : <^6 & 37. High Street. READiNG : Broadway Buildlnes GLASGOW
68, Gordon Street. DUBLIN : 27, Nassau Street

Telegrams :
" Perpend, Ave, London." Telephone ; London Wall, 5306 (4 lines).

Tn ctMwering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle:' A3

1
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rilRMS OF DEALING.

We have now settled practically all our con-
tracts for the coming year, and can book your
order for earliest possible delivery of New
Machioes. We require a deposit of £5 with
order, returoable if the price we quote to you is

increased.

We can take >-our old machine in part exchange.
We can arrange an exchange valuation NOW
and you can keep and use your old machine
until we have the new one ready for delivery.

We can hire you a good Second-hand Machine
with which to carry on until the new model is

ready for delivery, at the nominal cost of ids.

per week.

We have definite contracts already p'aced for

A. NEW MACHINES.
the earliest possible delivery of the followong

ALLON, A.B.C., A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A., BUXCK-
BURNE, CALTHORPE, DIAMOND, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, HARLEY, HUMBER, HENDERSON,
JAMES, INDIAN, L.M.C., LEVIS, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, MORGAN, MATCHLESS, O.K., N.U.T.,
LO.M. RUDGE-MULTI, N.U.T., ROYAL RUBY,

TRIUMPH, and ZENITH.
5. We can deliver from stock the undcrmcntionerl

New Machines

:

ALLON, 2-speed, 2-stroke 48 gns.
ARIEL, sJ h.p., 3-speed £80 O
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-spced, chain-oim-belt . . 76 gns.
CALTHORPE, 2-speed, 2-stroke 40 gns.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed 45 gns.
EDMUND-J.A.P., 1919, 2j h.p., Enfleld 2-sp.

sear and clutch, spnng frame 60 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1910, 2-J h.p., 2-speed .. 48 gns.
HAZLEWOOD, .| h.p., 3-speed 79 gns.

ALLDAYS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, 4-stroke 73 gns.
. 6. Delivcrie* of further ARIEL, B.S.A., CAL-

THORPE, ilAMES (4i. 5-6, and 2i h.p. models),
LEVIS, and ZENITH machines are expected
this month.

7. You will probably have decided hy now that
yon will not stand much chance of getting a
machine unless vou order in advance. All that
you now want to decide is with whom to place

your order. We do not want to say that we
are the largest London coatractors for new
machines. This, as yet. we do not know. We
can only state that we have on order a VERY
LARGE NUMBER of every make, and that
we shall not state a delivery date unless we are
reasonably assured that the makers can deliver.

B. SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
TERMS OF DEALING.

1. THREE DAYS' FREE TRIAL.—Your money
back'in full within three days of purchase if not
satisfied.

2. THREE WEEKS' OPTION OF EXCHA.NGE.
—Your machine can be exchanged free.of charge
for anything else from stock within three weeks
of purchase, if not satisfied.

3. THREE MONTHS' FULL GUARANTEE.—
The same guarantee that the makers give with
a new machine.

Our stock of Second-hand Machines is still unequalled
.n London, and fresh stock is arriving daily.

SELECTION FROM SECOND-HAND STOCK:
ALLON igi8 5-6 h.p. twin 2-stroke Comhina-

tion. Lucas dynamo lighting, sporting
Sidecar, spare wheel, as new 115 gns.

ARIEL igi.t 3^ h.p. 3-speed Combination . . 45 gns.

A.J.S., 1916, 2I h.p., 3-speed, clutch, k-start. 55 gns.

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR 7-9 h.p. 3-speed
Combination, dynamo lighting ; run
\inder 1,000 miles, late 1916 model 98 gns.

6.S.A. 1913 3i h.p. 2-speeU Combination .. 38 gnx

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916 2-specd, clutch . 32 gns.
CALTHORPE, 1916, 2-speed, 2-stroke 29 gns,
CONNAUGHT, 1916, 2-spced, s-stroke 27 gns.
DOUGLAS 1916 4 h.p. 3-speed Combination 89 gns.
DOUGLASj 1914, 2-speed, perfect 39 gns.
ENFIELD^ igid, 3 h.p., 2-sp>eed, clutch, kick-

starter ^ / 42 gns.
F.N., T914, ^-6 h.p., 4-cylinder, clutch, kick-

starter, sporting Sidecar 68 gns.
HARLEY^DAVIDSON 19167-9 h.p. Combina-

tion, magneto model 89 gns.
HENDERSON 1915 10 h.p. Combination.

hood, sc'n 89 gns.
HENDERSON, 1915, lo h.p., fine coach Side-

car, as new 95 gns.
HUMBER 1918 6-8 h.p. water-cooled Com-

bination 85 gns.
HUMBERj 1918. 3^ h.p., twin, 3-?peed,

chjtch, handle start 69 gns.
HAZLEWOOD 1916 6 h.p. 3-speed Combina-

' tion, as new 85 gns.

HUMBER, 1913, 3J h.p., 2-speed .1 27 gns.

HUMBER, 1914, 2 h.p., good order ...... 17 gns.

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed 39 gns.
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sporting

Sidecar ' 85 gnS.
INDIAN, 1915, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sporting

Sidecar 75 gns. ^

IVY, 1916, single-speed, 2-stroke 23 gns.

JAMES, 1914, 4k h.p., single-speed, reno-
vated 32 gns.

LEVIS, 1916, Popular, single-speed 23 gns.
L.M.C., 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed 47 gns.
MATCHLESS, 1914, 6-8 h.p., 6-speed 39 gns.
MOTOSACOCHE, 3! h.p., twia, 2-speed, d. 45 gns.
MORGAN, 1915, 8-10 h.p.. ©"Ji.v. J.A.P.,

perfect, i tted copper dash . electric

lighting, and many extras , . 145 gns.
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 3* h.p., 3-speed ... 35 gns.
N.S.U., 1913, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch 23 gns.
N.S.U., 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed, clutch 26 gns.
NORTON, 1914, 3Ah.p., T.T 35 gns.
PREMIER, 1916, 3^ h.p., 3-speed 59 gns.
PREMIER, 1915, 3H1.P., 3-speed 45 gns.
PREMIER, 1914, 3A h.p., 3-speed 38 gns.
PREMIER, 1913, 2i h.p., clutch 23 gns.
P. & M. 1915 3^ h.p. 2-speed Combination 65 gns.
RUDGE-MULTI, 1915, 3,V h.p 48 gns.
RUDGE, 1913, 3^ h.p., T.T., smgle-speed ,. 27 gns.
REX-T.T-, 6 h.p., T.T., slopkig tank 35 gns.
REX late 191.1 6-8 h.p. coach Combination 69 ens.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7 Q h.p., 3-5p.,

electric model, perfect order 135 gns.
SUN-VILLIERS, 23 h.p., 2-spced 32gns
SUN-ViLLIERS, 2;] h.p. single-speed 25 gns.
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1916, 6 h.p., counter-

shaft 69 gnj.
SWIFT Cycle Car, 7-9 b.p., 1915 145 gns

Any Machine sent on "The Motor Cycle ""Deposit System.

RIDER TROWARD & CO.,
31, 40b, & 78, High St., HAMPSTEAD,

N.W.3.

A^2 hi answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1 /6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Eacli paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders sent in payment lor adver-

tisements should be made payable to _^—-r-co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,.

—

^
All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices ol

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the flrst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

VYfaen this is desiied, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

,

to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
IQ the advertisement. All replies should be addressee^
' No. 000. c/o 'Tlie Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4."

W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
i500ls is three days, and if a sale is etfeoted we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount

;

"* the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays '

:amage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged: when under
Cio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

iDSwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
sitence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked tor earliest de-

UTery of the new A.B.C. [2254

A.J.S.

"IQIT A J.S., 6hp.. lamps and horn; £85.—Below

"jQ16 A.J.S., 6h.p.; £80.—Below.

1Q15 A.J.S., 4h.p., semi-T.T. bars; £.68.—Elce and
Xt7 Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [0551

CEOW Bros., Guildford.—A. J. S. Agenta since 1912.
Write us for your requirements. [9777

A.J.S. . 1914, 2^j.b.p., 2 speeds, liand clutch, tyres as
new. all in nif:e condition: £34.—Harry Luinb, Oak

Terrace, Halifax. [X2065

RIDEK TEOWAED and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked tor earliest de

hvery of the new A.J.S. [2255

A.J.S.—Immediate delivery latest 6h.p. combination:
modern machines take^ in exchange.

Bradshawgate, Bolton.
Parker's,
[X2113

1Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting,
At' hood, -'eeu, speedometer, condition
feuarautee given; lowest 70 gns.-
NM9.

new
Monuery Ed.

[2538

MOTol^l

1919 MODELS.
P.&M.
B. S. A.
JAMES
ROVERLEVIS
ZEN I TH
NORTON
H U M B E RTRIUMPH
HENDERSON
MATC H L ESS
CO N N AU G HT

NEVy IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

We are now booking orders lor execution in strict

rotation. We quote higliest prices for allow-

ances on your present mount, and easy payment
terms if desired.

SECOND-HANDS.
RUNABOUTS AND CARS.

MATHIS, 191+, S h.p., 3-seater, clover leaf £225

MORGAN, 1916, de luxe, J.A.P. water-

cooled £165
PHffiNIX, igii, ii.ph.p., 3-seater, and

dickey MSB
STELLITE, 1914, dickey seat, being over-

hauled S230
ENFIELD, 1915, dynamo lighting, 5 wheels £265

GALCOTT, 1916, dynamo set, 5 wheels . . £325

FORD, 1914, 4-seater, standard £235

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS, 1915,8 h.p., M.A.G., dynamo £115
NORTON, 1916, 4 h.p., Norton Sidecar . . . £90

P. &M., 1914, 3Ah.p., wicker Sidecar, as new £60

A.J.S. 1915 6 h.p. Combination £100

A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., and Sidecar, spare wheel —
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9 h.p. Comb. £80
ROVER 1918 3j h.p. Comb., almost new . . £100

MATCHLESS, 1916. 8 h.p., M..'\.G., as new £165

ROVER, 1917, 3I h.p., 3-speod, like new . . £90

ROVER, 191R, 3i h.p. similar to above . . £100

SUNBEAM, 1916, 8 h.p., M.A.G., detach-

able wheels £130

HENDERSON, 1915, 10 h.p., 2 speeds .... £100

SOLO MACHINES.
ENFIELD, 1912, a} h.p., 2-sp., chain-drive (20

DOUGLAS, 191',, it h.p., 2-sp., nice order £36

RUDGE, 1913, 3l h.p., fixed gear, very fast £20

REGAL, 1914, 2 speeds, all accessories . . £36

P. &M., I9i4,3j h.p., 2 speeds, kick-starter £48

TRIUMPH, 1914, 2i h.p.. Junior, 2 speeds £40

TRIUMPH, I9r2, requires repairs £25

RUDGE, 3i h.p., T.T., like new, small mile-

age JS33

ENFIELD, r9i7, 3 h.p., twin, 2 speeds,

speedometer *60

SomO of the abovt havo not yet boon overhauled,

and, if desired, we could quote reduced prices

to clients who could do the work themselves.

Telephone
Telegr^ns :

Mayfair 552
"Abdicate, Wesdo, iX)ndon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914. 2'^4h.p., 2-3peed, cluteh, meohanicallv
and tii)i)e)iran*'e neiv ; £40.-0. Baets, 10, Kind's

M., Eichmond, Surrey. [2445

A.J.S.—For the earliest po.ssil)l6 deliveries of 1919
models, advance apecificntions and super service,

try the A.J.S. Specialists. The Walsall Garage, Wolver-
hampton St.. Walsall. 'I'hone: 444. [X0125

A.J.S., AuRust, 1916. 6h.p. combination, spare wheel,
i horns. Miller laiiips. set ot spare clutch plates,

valve, front and hack chains, condition almost as new.
perfect running order, not done 6,000 miles: £100:
owner boUEht oar.—Box 2.649, c/o '£kz Motor Cycle.

rX1882
A.J.S. bpares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [9189

Alder.
-j QI6 Alder, 2^^4h.p., 2-strcke, in new condition, nor
-Lv done 100 miles, Bosch mag., all accessories,
Dimlop tyres; hareain, £25.—Thorpe, 64. Heygate St.,

Walworth Ed., S.E. (2380
Alldays.

1 QI6 Allon. 25/th.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new: 37
Xi? gns.—W. Hemmiugs, 26, Arrow Ed., Bow, E.3.

[2323

ALLDAYS Allon.—Immediate delivery from stock, all

models ; exchanges.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-
ton. [X2120

1iC|16 Alldays. 2%h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, horn, new
-L«7 condition: bargain, £25.-152, Camberwell Grove.
Oamberwell. [2439

ALLON, late 1915, 2%h.p., 2-Btroke, 2-8peed, h.c.

clutch, lamps, etc., splendid condition : £33.— (33,

Ingleby Ed., Ilford, Essex. [X2036

A LLDATS Allon, 1918, 2-speed, 2-stroke, run 300
-ii miles onlv, oversize tyres: seen Liverpool; £41.—
Box 2,675, 0/6 The Motor Cycle. (D) [X214i'

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914-15, 2%h.p., 2-Btroke.

single speed, in first-class condition: £18, or neai

offer.—Mercer, opposite Adult School, Bordon Camp,
Hants. (Dl [2499

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest de-

liyery 2-speed and clutch Aliens, £68; also De Luxe
models, with kick start, £65. [2258

ALLDAYS 8h.p. 3-8peed Comlunation, June, 1914,
unused since 1916, mileage 4,000, completely

equipped, only wants seeing: £80.—Mylam and Co.,

197. London Ed.. Croydon. 'Phone: 2379. [2483

19

100, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.I.

Ariel.

12 Ariel. 4h.p., 3-speed, make fine sidecar machine;
£18. ir offer.—64a, Highbury Grove, Highbury,

N. f2316

31h.p. Ariel Combination, 1914, good condition ; £45,
2 or offer.-A. Brissenden, 75, Thurlow Park Ed.,

Dulwich. S.E.21. [2509

31h.p. Ariel 1913 Combination, 3-Bpeed countershaft,

2 chain drive, C.B. sidecar, all accessories, good
condition ; £38.—Poole, Woodberry Grove, North Piiich-

ley. [X2090

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co.,' 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.-New SV-h.?. J-speed Ariel in stock, £80.

Orders being booked' for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. coiu-

bination. ^ [2257

AEIEL 1916 3'Ah.p. Combination, original tyres, 70
gns. ; heap accessories ; exchanges arranged.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green, N. (2085

Auto-Wheels.

"COR Sale, Wall Auto-Wheel, new, and in perfect con-

-T dition, not done 5 miles; owner lelt; a bargain,

£12,—Foley, Square. Keumare. Ireland. (D) [2443

Bat.

1 ni4 4-5h.p. Bat-Jap. 2 speeds, free engine, lamps,
Xt/ speedometer, complete with Flying Middletoii

sidecar.—Apply; Davis. Garage, High St., Eingwood,
Hants. 12286

BAT, 1913. 6-6h.p.. spring flame, and Mills-Fulford
radial spring wneel sidecar, the whole in excellent

condition, with lamps
:

price £60 ; seen by appointment.
—P.. 72. Northampton Ed . Cioydon. (2444

BAT-J.A.P., purchased 1914, just overhauled, new
tyres, spare valves and chains, torpedo wicker side-

car, with wind screen : £50, or exchange new 6h.p. com-
bination with cash adjustment.—Jones, Broadway. New-
bury, Berks, • [X2183

8 h.p Bat, 1914. chain drive. 2-speed, F.E., hand
clutch, kick starter, torpedo tank, X.L. saddle, B.

and B. carburetter, Bcsch mag., Dunlop tyres, Mills-

Fulford C.B. sidecar in good order, with spares : £45,
or exchange Knfteld comliination.—Smith, I'lumher.

Wivenhoe, Essp.t. [2309

Blackburne. 3

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stend.-Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery of new Blacklmrnes: 2%h.p., 2.sp6ed. clutch, £60;
4h p 3-8peed, £80: 8h.p. combination, £125, or with

spare wheel £130. ' [2256

\II letters! relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BEADBUET and Sidecar, 4h.p., 2 speeds, free,

Binks, ffood condition, very reliable; f35.—Jnirtlier
particulars, Hoare, Anna Valley, AndoTCr, Hants. [2485

4]i.p. Bradbury Combination, splendid condition ; £25,
or exchange nitb cash lor 6h.p, Enfield combina-

tion.—Matthews, 86, Hisb St., Merton, Surrey, [2500

BEADBUEY Coaob Combination, perfect condition,
3-speed, countershaft, and kick starter, perfect

condition: price £55.—Chandler, Eeyre, and Williams,
Hitchin, Herts. [2568

BEADBUET,- 1913, 4h.p., N.S.TJ. gear, kick starter,

new belt and John Bull back tyre, and cane side-

car, good running condition: £26.—Holland, Hoy Com-
pany, Whitstable. [X1883

BEADBUET. 1913, with ivioker sidecar, 2-speed, free
engine, kick start, Bosch mag., B. and B. carbur-

etter, perfect running order; £25.—Stevens, Newsagent,
SunninshilL Berks. [X2151

B.S.A.

1919 models in stock.—Eeys, 378,
[1308

1 Q19 B.S.A.—Early deliveries at Briggs, Motor Agent,
J- if Wellingborongh. [X0120

TO 17 B.S.A. and Millford sidecar, complete, lamps,
J-»/ etc.; £76.—Cross. Agent, Eotherham. [5.2141

NEW B.S.A.'s in stock: Immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexander, Agent, Wallasey Village. [1506

I.S.A., SVsh.p., T.T. model, clutch, 1913;

The 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination.

B.S.A., 3-speed,
Euston Ed.

close offer.—132, Evering Ed., N.16.

B.S.A., .. .

excellent

£30. or
[2303

B.S.A., 1917, chain-cum-belt drive, clutch, 3-speed
gear box. as new, complete; £65.-12, Micheldever

Ed., Lee Green, S.E. [2319

3y2h.p., 1913, kick^start, 2-3p6ed and clutch,

condition, and sidecar; £30.-47,
Btreatham Hill, S.W. [2626

-10^9 B.S.A. Models, 78 gns. and 76Bns. ; sidecar
i*/ 28 gns. ; immediate delivery.—Wallace Eatchelor,

Clarence St., Kingston. Tel.; 1809. [1463

B.S.A. 1916 Combination, splendid condition, and
well eguipped; 65 gns.—LonEm,an Bros., 2, King's

Parade, Acton. 'Phone; 1578 Chiswick. [2530

1 Q16 B.S.A. Combination, spleudid condition, lamps,
X *7 horn, speedometer ; bargain, 55 gns.—Rogers,
Newington Terrace, Craven Arms, Shropshire. [X1889

B.S.A. Combination, 1916, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,

very little used, lamps, etc., really good condition;
Bournemouth; £70.—Box 2,674, c/o TJie Motor Cycle.

(D)
• [X2143

WE can give immediate delivery from stock cJ

the new B.S.A. chain-cnm-belt ;
price £79/15.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [0552

B.S.A—For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications and prices, sole dis-

trict agents, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.,

Walsall. 'Phone; 444. [XC126

TDIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
JX stead.-New 4i/4h.p. B.S.A. chain-cum-belt, in

stock, £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-

livery chain drive model, £81/18. [2259

B.S.A. 1916 Combination, speedometer, lamps, horn,

hood, screen; seen after 2 o'clock Thursday, or by
appointment: 60 gns., or exchange for P. and M.—
Thompson, 25, DavisviUe Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [2507

B.S.A., all-chain model 78 gns., and belt-cum-ehaiu
model 76 gns, ; also best B.S.A. sidecar, 28 gns.

:

actuallv in stock; exchanges arranged.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green,

N. [2081

Calcott

CALCOTT. 2i/>h.p., single speedy adjustable pulley,

a handsome mount; £20, or part exchange for

powerful combination.—Apply, Keeping, 45, Ivor Ed.,

Hamworthy, Dorset. [X1669

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.—All models in stock for

immediate delivery ; no permits required.—P. J.

Evans. 91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [0955

Q3.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1918 model, single speed, ex-
/W4 cellent condition, run under 500 miles, lamps,
horns, etc.; £30.—Box 2,611, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X1539
CALTHOEPE Junior, 2^/ih.p., nice machine, dog

gears, free engine, outside flywheel, good tyres,

tubes, footboards, enamelled green, price £22/10, or

will give £25 and above for 1915 B.S.A., Matchless
combination, or Enfield 6h.p.—Barnard, Fish Docks,
Milford Haven. [2290

Chater-Lea.

3ih.p. Chater-Lea, in running order; a bargain.—
2 Write Smith, 7, Coopers Cotages, Watford Ed.,

Harrow Ed., Sudbury. [X2023

CHATEE-LEA No. 7 Late 1915 8h.p. Combination,
3-speed gear box, clutch, kick starter, 3in. car

tyres, fully equipped, Lucas lamps, horn, coachbuilt

sidecar luggage grid, wind screen, lovely condition

;

£68/10.-26. Warham St., Kennington Park. rX2098

CHATEE-LEA, sound condition, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine,

Druid forks, Bosch mag., Armstrong 3-speed,

wheels 26x2Voin., spare back wheel, Millford wicker side-

car- oflers, £35.—Eankin, Berkhamsted. [X1998

Seek My
advice

—

Now that you can buy
your motor cycle— re-

strictions free — is the
time to have my assist-

ance in choice.

I am happily in a favour-
able position to supply any
of the undernoted well-

known makes, and, in

regard to particular needs,

my experience enables me
to guarantee your being
fully suited.

In Motor Cycles :

A.J.S. ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM-
PERIAL, ZENITH,
TRIUMPH,JAMES

HUMBER,
CALTHORPE, &c.

Or in Light Cars :

PERRY, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD.

I invite your inspection

and examination of the
latest models I now have
on view, and am ready to

furnish all information
regarding latest develop-
ments in design.

Enqairies Solicited.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

P. J. EVANS
"The BIRMINGHAM
House lor Motor
Cycles & Light Cars,'

87-91,

John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM
'Phone

:

Mid. 662.

Wire:
'*Lytcar, B'bam."

^ R.n.s

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CBOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey agenU
for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure earlj

delivery. [155|
Corah.

COEAH-J.A.P., 1h.p. free engine, Bosch, splendid
condition, accessories ; bargain, or exchange witn

cash for Morgan.-53, Milton Ed., 8.^.14. [2298

Douglas. I

NEW Douglas in stock shortly at Gourlays, FaJIoj!

field. Manchester. Ll"°!

I' St!

y-m

field, Manchester.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p.; £45, no «fi«"-Gf°ie^
23, South Parade, Chelsea. [247^»

4h.p. Douglas, new condition, only wants seeing; 4L
gus.-lOl, Upper St., Islington, K.l. L243i

DOUGLAS Motors.-Earliest deliyeries, all models
Book yours now.—Briggs, Motors, Wellingborouglj

DOUGLAS, 1915, 3-speed, 2',ih.p. model, horn am
tools: £42;iO.-Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston

[242,

"pkOUGLAS_ln Stook,_ 4h.p.__combina11onj_ f95^ WaJ
Office 2%h.r.

'Phone: 60.

model, £60, new.—Mofiat, Yeovil
[lie:

1 Q 14 Douglas, in perfect running order, 2-speed geaif'

XV tyres as new: 30 gns.—Blagrove, Chatfleld Hous^
Felixstowe. - [2287,

DOUGLAS, 1917. 2 speeds, beautiful machine, T.T.,

mileage 300 : £48/10.-51, Maplethorpe Ed., Thorn
ton Heath. [2480,

DOUGLAS, 1915 (late), 234h.p., 2-5peed, I.T., access

series : £42.—Lt. Disney, B-A.F., Eossie, Krngstotf
[2458;Hill, Surrey.

If cal bom, tools, etc.: £52.-Bos 2.666, o7o TJ
h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, mechanii

- -— -"• e/o TM
[X2057

Iffi

Motor Cycle.

1 015 4h.p. Douglas and Coachbuilt Sidecarrsplendid^:
J-O condition; £56.—Chandler, Keyre, and Williams^j,'

Hitchin, Herts. [2557^^

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol Douglas military models;.

2%ih p. £60, 4h.p. £75.—Gibb, Douglas Expert,

Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. £4749

D.OUGLAS. 1916-16 2a4h.r., 3 speeds, T.T. bars,

almost new tyres : £45 : any trial or examination.--

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X2114-

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 2-speed. new, only done 100
miles, lamps, horn, tools: 48 gns.—W. Ayers, Gar-

age, Kensington Palace. 'Phone; Park 86. [2406^

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed. clutch, tick start, over.'

hauled and worn parts renewed, excellent eondi-

tion, economical: £35.-43, Thursby Ed., Northampton.

1 015 Douglas. 2»;ihj)., 2 speeds, all accessories, tools.

Xf etc heavy Dunlops, as new, guaranteed in

writing; no approval; £40.-Bird, Foundry St., Korth-

ampton. [2409

NEW Douglas War Models.-4h.p. S-speed combin.a-

tion, £95 ; 4h.p. 3.speed solo, £75 : 2y4h.p. 2-speed,

£60 -HaUfax Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South,

Halifax. 1.2385

DOUGLAS. 1914, all usual accessories, also speed-

ometer, mileage less than 1,000; would pass for

new £45: exchanges considered.—Bunting, Wealdstone,

Hariow. P41b

DOUGLAS. 23.',h.p., 1915, 3-speed. unused 3 years,
' plate, etc., like new, knee-grips. Klaxon, pertect;

£48 -Petty Officer Patterson, E.N.B.S., Canning Rd.,

Stratford. [?318

in 15 Douglas. 2%h.p. W.D., 3-speed, In flrst-class

1V condition, including tyres, several new spare parts,

ridden bv expert; bargain, £45.-Box 2,670, clo TU
Motor Cycle. [X2103

ON Sale, 1914 4h.p. twin spring frame Douglas, con-

dition as new, 2-spe6d, and clutch, handle-bar eon-

tiolled.-Apply, W. Blaekwell, 143, Manchester Old Ed..

Middleton, Lanes. _
L.i.^ita

DOUGLAS, about 1914 model, in good running order,

3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, lighting set cem-

plete: £40.-Lieut. Nicholson, 10, West Cromwell Ed.,

Earl's Court, S.W. L<ii»'

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2%h.p., in magnificent condit_ion,

2-speed, Lucas lamps and hoi-n; seen alter 5.30

p.m a real bargain; must sell; accept £40.-Parr, 4

Leander Ed.. Thornton Heath. i<!ai.i

l,ai5 Douglas, 2?.ih.p., lamps, horn, knee-grips, mud
i" sliieldsT good Dunlops, and cash m exchange lor

Matchless combination, 1915 or siimlar lot; or would

sell £48/10.-51, Gleneldon Ed., Streatham. [2414

LATEST Type Douglas, brand new, only done 100

miles, every accessory, also leather kit with new

belt, two new tubes, and Dunlop tyre; cost over £90,

sacrifice £70.-Top Floor, 122, New Kent Ed. S^fc.

(After 5 p.m.)
' [2247*

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., late 1913, 7,000 miles, good

condition, lamps, speedometer, spare tubes, m.any

accessories, etc., semi T.T, bars, tested to 120 m.p-g.,

average 100-105 m p.g : at Eastbourne; £35. --\\ritL,

Cadet Hubbard, 66b, Lexham Gardens, W.S. [X1884

ELI CLAEK can give you good advice also good de-

liveries ol 1919 Douglas motors. He wiU help

you if possible with spares. The man on the spot.-

196" Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. 'Phone: 4169. Wires:

Ignition, Bristol. (Please do not send sample spares.)
[096S

AH letters relating to advertisements should -xucte the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS. 4h.p. and 2^4h.p., brand new models, in

stock. AVe are stockists and specialists of l)ouslns_

aiacJiines ouLv, giving tlio finest service and the grt'sitest

?hoi<'e of models in the South. Over nine j-eiiis' expen-
dDCe ns Doughis nsents.—Thompson and Co., 408, Coin-

'te merciiil Kd., Portsmouth. 'Phoue: 7105. [2518

;; 0-3.11-P- Douslases, brand new, in stock, iuimediatc de-
/V4 liveries, iitted 2-speed gears, touring or semi
T.T. liars, footboards or footrests. £60; tM-o best lamp
sets, lioru, registration, writiDe plates, £4 extra. Eu-
quiries iuvitetl. Full sr>eciftcation by post.— Douglas

Ilii Bpecinlists, Kobinsou's Garage. Green St., Cambridge.
'

[2091

U'lU]

L-GlOI?My|h.p. W.D. Douglases, brand new, in stock; immetli
nb ate deliveries: fitted 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
atort, £75: vrith Douglas coaehbuilt sidecar, £95; three
best lamp sets, horn, registration, writing number plates.

£5/10 extra. Enquiries invited. Full specification l-y

Eost.—Douglas specialists. Robinson's Garage, Green St..

'nmbridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. [2090

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—"We have bad four
years with Douglas motor cycles nnder active ser

[2* ice conditions. Our experience and advice are at your
disposal. We can supply a few of the famonr All-Black
Douglas from stock. Guaranteed early delivery of a

[UBUni'teil number of all 1919 models. If you are inter-

. i«Bted in Douglas machines, call and see ns.—Vivian
l.n^Hordie. Ltd.. Douglas Experts, 24. Woodstock St. [ofi'

Oxford St. J, Bond St., London. W.l. (Always open.)
[0978

Elswick.
pLSWICK Coach Combination. 3"'jh.p. twin, 1915.
JLi like new, 3 speeds, ridden 200 miles ; £49.—Cen-
tral Garage. Lord St., Southport. [X2146a

Enfield.
DfiJtiMxi^yFIELD, all models, early deliveries.—J. A. Stacey,
''•'m^ Sole Agent. 12, Ecelesall Kd., Sheffield. [X1543

LATE 1917 Roral Enfield, 2-stroke. 2i4h.p. 2-speed,
about 1,700 miles: 40 gns.—83, Sisters At.. Clap-

ham Common. PK.2085

ENFIELD, 5h.p., excellent condit;ion, 1913 twin, nc-

^ cessories: £28/10; Kent.-Box L8,572, c/o The
tipa Motor Cycle. [2395

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, sidecar specially built,
all lamps, tools, etc., kick starter, as new; £60.-:,T, tsi

illlti«k:

;i2ii

ii« 1!

12;(

art, ct(

j:1"^ i

[34(

[2«

Morpuss, Sedgley. Dudley. [S2053

RIDEE TEOWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead— Orders now lieiug booked for earliest de-

liveries Enfields. all models. [2261

ENFIELD Combination, boxight in 1914, used very
little, in excellent condition, lamps, t-ools, etc.

;

£55.-86, Hamilton Ed., Wimbledon. [2351

^^h.p. Enfield Twin, chain driven. B. and B. carbur-
'W4 etter, all in excellent condition, to ride away;
£18/10.—Woods, Normandy, near Guildford. [2293

3h.p. Eoyal Enfield Twin, 2-speed, chain drive, new
July 14th, 1917: owner giving np; as new; £50,

—F. W. Matthews, Plant Farm, Flitwict, Beds. [1966

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, like new, sell
cheap, or exchange 3V2h.p. combination and cash

;

seen any time.— 29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Eow.
[2426

"I
Q19 Enfields; combination 110 gns., 2-stroke 50

J-*7 gns., 3h.p. twin 65 gns. ; immediate delivery.—
Wallace BatchelorV Clarence St., Kingston. Tel.: 1809.

[1464
1Q16 [Nov.) 2i-4h.p. Enfield, 2-stroke. 2-speed, guaran-
-Lt^ teed as new, not done 500 miles, Lucas lamps and
horn ; 42 gns.—Hemslev, West Burton, Aysgarth.

[X2131
"1015 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped,
-l-t/ splendid condition, smart turnout, £63; also
I2ft. of Eenold chain, ^sXi^, new, 51- per foot.—Norton,
30. Victoria Kd.. Tipton. [X2006

ENFIELD Combination, Nov., 1914, two F.K.S.
lamps. Klaxon, new tyre on back, splendid con-

dition : £60.—P., 92a. Loampit Vale, Lewisham, S.E.13.
'PLone: 1474 Lee Green. [2307

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1917 Twin; also Sh.p., plain model,
in fine condition, here; 1919 expected soon. Book

up to secure.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
end 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [2083

1 Q 16 8h.p. Enfield Combination, special 2-seateT
-M-ij body, also single-seater torpedo body (int«r-
ehangeable), 3 lamps, speedometer, horn, whistle, etc.

;

ySllO, or nearest—86, Lewis St., Newport. [X1892

J/J ^NFIELD, 25Ah.p., 1914, 2-sp6ed. kick starter, all

^ *J chain drive, Enfield grey, tyres, head lamp, gener-
;;(1. :ator. rear lamp, been thoroughly overhauled, perfect
..jjcondition, Stewart speedometer, tyres unpxmctured, under

4,000 miles : £^0, oi nearest offer.—Hooper, Gt. Pam-
doa, Harlow, Essex. [2506

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, equipped mth
two mechanical hems, three lamp seta, trip speed-

ometer, folding wind screen vrith sides, spare tuoe, etc.,
first-class condition throughout, 90 gns. ; also 1915
ditto, with Lucas dynamo installation, wind screen,
extra heavy tyies, £95'.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X2119
Excelsior.

U
lis

IQIS Excelsior (British). 2^. p., 2-stroke, 2-Bpeed
1^^ countershaft, hand controlled clutch, E.I.C.,
Senspray. Lucas horn, in new condition; any trial here;
£30 ; date guaranteed.—Jno. Watkins, 7, Bryn Heuiog,
A.berbeeg. Mon. [2413

Ltd.GODFREY'S
208,Gt.PortlaiidSt.

LONDON, W.l
FOR

NEW MACHINES.
MACHINES IN STOCK
at date of going to press.

ROVEP., 3S h.p.. T. r £81
ROVER, 3ih.p., T.T., with Philipson

pulley" £85 15
ROVER, 3l h.p., 3-speed £97 10
ROVER 3.V h.p. 3-speed Combination . . £133
ROVER 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Combination . . £149 15
NUMBER si h.p. 3-specd Combination

(1918, shop-soiled) £100
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., W.D. Model £60
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. W.D. Combination . . £95
MATCHLESS 8 h.u. Victory Model Com-

bination . .

.". £140
DIAMOND, 2l h.p., 2-stroke £31 10

DIAMOND, 2f h.p., 2-5trol<e, 2-speed . . £38 17

CALTHORPE," 2lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £46
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K, 3-speed £79 16

MACHINES FOFt DELIVERY
IN 2 OR 3 WEEKS.

JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-speed £89 5

JAMES, 34 h.p.. twin, 3-speed £89 5

JAMES. 5-(5 h p., twin, 3-speed £99 15

JAMES 5-6 h.p. twin 3-speed Combina-
tion £126

ARIEL, 3J h.p., 3-speed £80
LEVIS, ai'h.p.. Model E, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £47 10

LEVIS, 2i h.p., Popular,'2-stroke £38
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed . > £85
TRIUMPH, 2ih.p., Junior, 2-stroke,

2-speed £52 10

P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speed, R.A.F. Model £78
P. & M. 3* h.p. 2-speed Combination . . £102
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2.V h.p., 2-speed .... —
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed —
(A few New Machines, 1916 design, with 1919

Blackburne engines. Special price, £75).

MACHINES AVAILABLE
LATER.

A.B.C., 3 h.p., 4-5peed —
INDIAN, all models —
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Sidecar Com-

bination —
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed ... —
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-5troke,

2-speed —
A.J.S. fj h.p. Combination —
BLACKBURNE, NORTON, SCOTT, IMPERIAL-

J.A.P., OLYNO, ZENITH. All Models.

CALTHORPE MINOR Light Car, G.W.K.,
MORGAN.

We are open to Buy for

Cash, OP take in Part Pay-

ment, Good Modern Second-

hand Machines.

Write for Catalogues, or for

any further information de-

sired, to

GODFREY'S i^to

208, Gt. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

4-CYL. F.N. and Sidecar, 2-siJeed, good running order.

-13, Nelgnrde Ed., Catford, S.E.6. [2469

4-0\'L. F.N. and Sidecar, 5-6h.p., in perfect condi-

tion, for sale or exchange other make: £40.-12,
Westliolme, Northumberland Heath, Erith, Kent.

[2461

Harley-Davidson.

RIDEH TEOWABD and Co., 31. High St., Hamn-
steiid.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Harley-Davidsons. [2262

1 CklS Harley-DnTidsoii, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, large coach
Xt/ sidecar, screen, lamps, horn, fast and powerful;
,€63.—Arthur, 15, Church St., Coatbridge, Scotland.

[X2138
iT-Qh.p. Harley-Dayidson, electric model. Mills-Fulford
• coaehbuilt sidecar, speedometer, etc., run under
1,000; recently cost £150; open to good offer.—Box
L8,468, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2236

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9b.p. Combination, in

perfect running order, and most excellent conai-

tion, lamps, horn, apion: price £76/10, no oilers.-

Owner. 27, St. John's Rd., I'utney Hill. [2457

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, 7-9h.p., S-speed,

Turner coaehbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, 3 lamps,

2 generators, horn, tools, etc., excellent condition

throughout; photo.; 70 gns., nearest-Tovey, Tetbury,

Gloucestershire. [2462

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, and Phojnix sidecar,

with wind screen and disc -wheel, outfit m farst-

class condition, and open to any trial and inspectinn

;

magneto model, with head light and rear; f75.-Alex
Murray, Baker, Dornoch. Sutherlandshire. ^2446

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination, ...electric

model, little used. Cape cart hood, DunhiU triple

wind screen, special back carrier seat, speedometer, new

tvres and spare; £95, no offers; seen by appomtment.—
I.aing, 217, Elgin Av., Maidn Vale, London, )^.9.

[X2UOO
Hazlewood.

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.l'., 1913, 2%h.p., Armstrong 3-

srieed and clutch. B. and B. top teed carburetter,

Bosch uiag.. lamps, horn, thoroughly overliauled ;
bat-

gain. £27.-17, Little Eahng Lane, South Eahng. [2283

1014 5-6h.p. Hazlewood and Cauoelet Sidecar, pet-

it? feet condition, S-speed, free engine, Bosch mag..

T4P engine- £55; been stored 2 years; owner on

acfl«' smdce!^!* Clarke, Woodlands, Stewkley, Bucks.

Henderson.

IDEE TEOWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
a-«/ steiKl -Orders now being booked for earliest de-

ih-eriel Jew Hendersons; price about £98; de .v_err

about April. „ ^ .

t2264
Hobart.

OBART 2Voh.p., 2-stroke, 1915, good condition;

15 gns.-17,' Tamworth Park, Commonside East,

llitcham.
1-''^"'

OBAET 2-stroke, £22/10; also wicker torpedo side-

Sir £12 -6, First Avenue Hotel Buildtngs, Hoi-

bora ' „ .

'2472

Humber.

HUMBER, 3>Ab.p., 2 speeds. Roc gear handle start,

good condition: price £21.-Chandler, Eeyre and

Williams, Hitchin, Herts. [2560

-irkl3 3i/.hn Humber, 2-speed, last used 1915: 19

19 gns. or Scchang; Douglas.-31, Nursery Eow

Walworth, London, S.E.17. L247i

-m—w-TT-MTiTrrt 1 Ql 3 ^'Ah V 2 speeds, handle starting,

HVofcrB.'ail'B.,fDridds, a'nd coaehbuilt sidecar;

£36.-Jarrett, 130, BuuhiU Eow, B.C. l^u-io

OLD Pattern Humber Bicycle, drop frame, mag., ex-

cellent tyres and saddle in good running order -^

Ackling. Ironmonger, Bath St., Abingdon. [X187b

-r»IDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St.,.Hainp-

E,™stJd.-oVdlrs now being booked f°r ^rtiest de

UTOri'iS ne-w S'/jh.p. and 6h.p. flat twin Humbers. [2265

-1 irH2 Humher and Canoelet Sidecar, splendid (ondi-

19 tiM Tidden only by owner week-ends, been stoied

tio vea s°°'pVice™£35.lAp'ply, Turner, Nursery Cot :,ge

Freeiywater, Waltham Cross. l^^'"

-f"rTT\rTn?T! (torpedo) 4h p., 1914, single speed, ad-

H^-^s?able pulley plendid condition and just been

St., London, (d , ^.
Indian.

-1 rkl5 7-9h.p. Indian, painted green kick starter, 28in

19 wheels, perfect; £45.-21, Montpelier Vale Bl. ck-

heath S.E.
t^^^^^

-r»IDBE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hanip-

E. stead.-oVders now being booked for enrliest^de-

li-i-eries new Indians. i^^ioo

5-6h o Indian Combination, clutch, and g^oqd pulling

en-ine, complete with tools, spares, and Lucas ac-

cessories"; £35.-JefSery. 3, Herbert Grove, Southend^o^n^-

Sea. , ,.j^
INDIAN 1914. 7-9h.p., service green, splendid ordei

thTouEhout, clutch model rood racer ;
.abspliitelv

lowest £35 --Brown, Eangemote -Village, Uurton^on^

Trent. '-

-iniS 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, kick-start, clutch.

xV 3-3peed, Dunlops, with sporting coaehbuilt side-

car. 3 lamps. Klaxon, tools, engine very tast in ex-

cellent ordofT £75.-Eobinson'3 Garage, Green St., Cam-

bridge.

w
w
H°
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, 7-9b.p., T.T. 2-Bpeed, red, lamp, speed-
ometer, tip-top nieclianical condition, good tvres

;

bargain, £37/10.—JButterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane,
Brixton Hill. [2460

"I Q16 5-61i.p. Indian and Sidecar, 3-speed and clutch
J-t^ model, electric lights, coaehbuilt sidecar.—Full
particulars and trial on application to Bos L8,535, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [2335

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, Swan torpedo
sidecar, engine as now, " T.T. liandle-bara, Amac

CMtiburetter, new tyres'; £75.~J.T.P., Eoseneath, Wood-
dde Av., Muswell Hill, N. [2463

1 QIC Powerplus Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., latest
M.*J side-by-side yi:Ive engine, 3 speeds, foot and hand
clutch, kick starter, luxurious Swan sidecar with hood,
Bcreen. and luggage carrier, lamps and horn; £75; seen
by appointment.—Owner, Ashley House, Cudnall, Chel-
tenham. [2322

1 Q 15 ,7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, clutch,
-Lt^ electric lighting, electric hnru, speedometer,
plating and enamelling new, large - Mills-Fulford side-
car, hood, wind screen, auxiliary seat, tyres perfect,
Bpares, etc.": no dealers, no offers; 85 gns., spot, cash.—
290, Blackhorse Lane. Walthamstow, E.17. [2315

Ivy.

1 Q16 2-stroke Jyy, in splendid condition, tyres nearly
Xtf new.—Douglas Morpuss,' Sedgley, Dudley. [X2052

James.

"IQ15 James 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
-Lt/ shaft, little used: £55.—Eaton Constantine Rec-
tory, Shrewsbury. [2405

JAMES.—Immediate deliyery from stock of the 414
h.p. combination.—Longman Bros., 2, King's Par-

ade, Acton. 'Phone : 1578 ChisM'ick. [2529

3ih.p. Late 1917 Twin James and light sporting side-
2 car, in perfect condition, guaranteed, lamps, etc.;

£65.—Seymour, 6, Ringstead Rd., Catford. S.E. [2519

JAMES. SiAh.p. twin. 3 speeds, new spare coTer and
2 tubes, purchased new 1917, very little used, in

splendid condition throughout; 52 gns.—Rowe, 140.
Church Rd., Hove, Brighton. [2365

RIDER 'KtOWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.-James machines. Delivery this month

new 5-6h.p. twin combination, £104; 4^/4h.p. solo, £79;
combination, £99 ; deliTory February, sy^h-p. twin,
£79; March, 2V2h.p. 2-stroke. Ordefrs accepted in
Btrict rotation. [2267

Kerry,
KEERT-ABHSTGDON, sy^h.p., Bosch mag., B. and

E. carburetter, belt, tvres, plating good condition

;

£23.-35. Southerton Rd., Hammersmith. [2364

Levis.

LEVIS.— Order now for earliest deliveries of 1919
models.—Longman, Fisherton St., Salisbury. [2358

LEVIS Popular, new 1918, 200 miles only, lamps,
etc., spare belt ; £30.—Lawn Bank, Keats Grove,

N.W.3. [2515

LEVIS Popular, 2i4h.p., perfect condition; £23/10;
owner on active service.—F. Clarke, Woodlands,

Btewkley, Bucks. [2371

"I Q15 Levis, a'Ah.p., just overhauled, new Dunlop
-I-*/ studded tvres, horn. Amac. drip feed; £22.—Ef.
Maclean. H.M.S. Royal Sovereign, c/o G.P.O. [X2004

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Levis. Delivery this month, Model E,

2-speed, clutch, £52/10; Popular, £38. Orders being
booked in strict rotation. [2268

LEVIS.-For the earliest pos.sible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications of all models, sole

district agents, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St.. Walsall. 'Phone: 444. [X0127
LEVIS, 1914, 2Voh.p., 2-speed. been carefully looked

after, fitted with beautiful lighting set, and tools,
etc. (worth £3/10}; sacrifice £34/10, no ofKers.—Searle,
13, Market St., Tamwoiih. Staffs. 1X2093

LEVIS Model E., 2-speed, £47/10; actually here:
Popular Model delivered in 7 davs, £38; also 1915

Popular, £27/10.-Lamb'8, 151, High St., Waltham-
Eftow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [2082

LEVIS, Levis, Levis.—A limited number of Populni
and 2-speed Model E. for guaranteed early de-

livery. If you are interested in 2-stroke motor cycles,
call and see us. Sol© wholesale agents for London dis-
trict.—Cars and Motor Sundries, Ltd., 24. Woodstock
St. (ofE Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. (Alwavs
open.) [0979

Martin.4 h.p. Martin-Jap, 3-speed. clutch, splendid condition.
£28: 4h.p. New Hudson, J.A.P. 3-speed, clntrh

tgear incomplete). £20; Bramble light sidecar, coach,
as new. £10.-13, New St, Wellington, Salop. [S2054

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, early deliveries.-Sole Agent, J. A

Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., SheffleUl. [X1544

MATCHLESS Actually in Stock, latest 5h.p. com-
binatiou, with spare wheel; £140.—Parker's. Brnd-

Bhawgate, Bolton. [X2116

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually in
stock, with spare wheel and tyre; £140; seen by

appointment.-J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plum- 1

stead. S.E.18. [1606 1

BECISTEREO

ACCESSORIES
AND

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

H.H. HAND LAMPS.
Invaluable for Road, Garage, or

Domestic Use.

Require

No

Attention.

GENUINE HELLESEN SPECIAL BATTERY
FLASH TYPE DRY BAT- CARRYING CASES.
TERY. Price 14/ 3 each. From 9 /- each.

H. H. ROUTE CARD or MAP HOLDER.
Affords fullest protection apainst severest weather.

Pitted with special celluloil cover, and uew extra strong

adjustable clip. Fig. 395. Price £!- each.

Price 2 iB each.

Handle-bar LAMP.
Adjustable clip, univer'*
sal irovement. datacb-

ablG lamp.
Fit; ac-l. 9/- each.

Operates wrtliaii ingen'-
ouscam action, and nill
lift tbe stroneestspriuKB
easily. Only measures
aiin. over all. Autn-
matieallv holds Epriiie

up Qiitil released by
turning nut.

115
A- H. HUNT,

-117, CANNON STREET,
LONDON, E.C.4,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

GROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Sur|
aeenta for tlie 1919 MatclilcBs. Order now to i

sure early delivery. [1^

•piDEB TROWABD and Co., 31, High St., Hai.'
J-*' stead.—Matohless. Earliest deHvery Victl
model combination; £140. [23

MATCHXESS-—Suecial contracting agents for ,

war Matchless models : earliest deliveries

;

changes and easy payments- arranged.—Maudes', IQ
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [Sf

1 Q18 Matcjliless Combination, Victory Model, ca
-Li/ ,plet6, spare wheel, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, run i

miles only, absolutely lite new; £130, cost £147.-
Castelnau Rd., Barnes, London, S.W. [XIS

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1912, 6h.p. ,

J.A.P., waterproof Bosch mag., Amac, tyres
new, enamel and whole machine in condition as fia
and ready for the road; £35, or exchange lightweigS
Douglas preferred, cash adjustment either way.-T
Beale. 58, Broadwall. Samford St., Blackfriars. To \
seen between the hours 7 a.m. to 12 noon, 6 tal
p.m. [23^

Metro.
TTLER-METRO, 254h.p., 2-.'!troke, 2-6peed, receit,

overhauled, good tyres, Lucas lamps and hoE
£25.—Carpenter, North Bar, Banbury, [XSOJ

METRO-TYLER Sporting Lightweight, disc whei
exactly as shown fldvertisenient, page 17, "3

Motor Cycle," January 2rid, only done, 180 miles, 1

gns.: Thornson-Bennett magneto, soiled only, £3/19
Jackson. 7. Osborne Rd., Brimsdowu, Middlesex. [24i

New Hudson.
"VTEW Hudson Lightweight. J.A.P. engine, 3 speefl
-L~ good condition throughout: £16/10.—Central

"

age. Lord St., Southport. [X21fl

1 QI4 Now Hudson, 3Voh.p., 3-speed. clutch, lamtt
J-v etc., perfect running order: -£29.—Lester, 8, BDr
way Place, Tottenham Court Rd., W. [23

"I Q15 New Hudson Combination, 3Voh.p., S-speed
1X if hox, lamps, speedometer, lovely turnout ; i

offer.-24, Beauval Rd., East Dulwich. [2^

NEW Hudson 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3-apeed, la
horn, speedometer, etc. ; £60.—Mylam and

197, Loudon Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379. [2^

NEW Hudson, 1914, 3V.h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch. _

start. Bosch, original fyres, stocked 3 years, laiiL

etc.: owner disabled; £38.-93, Northwold Rd., 01
ton, [3^

"I
Q14 New Hudson, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, first-class or^

J-*^ exchange good coihbiuation with cash, ^ell ."

also free engine hnb wheel complete, £2.—S. Cath
Notly Rd., Braintree. [2|

New ImperiaL
17 New Imperial, 2-speed, as new; £35.—Chafl

ler, Reyre, and Williams, Hitchin, Herts. [2ff

CROW Bros., Guildford.—New Imperifd, all mo^
new and overhauled second-hands stocked. [9^

NEW Imperial.—All models for immediate delivei

J. A Stacey, Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesall Rd., SS
field [Xlf

NEW Imperials, sole London agent.<!.— 2i,2h.p, 2-B||i

1919 models in stock; trade supplied.—Reys,
ton Rd. [1^

"VTEW Imperial Combination, 8h.p. ; immediate
.i-i livery ; 109 gns.-Exeter Motor Cycle and Li^
C;ir Co.. Ltd., Bath Rd.. Exeter. [OM

NEW Impeiial Motor Cycles.—2-Bpeea, standard, ag
lady's models in stock for immediate delivery ; .

permits required.— 1*. J. Evans, 91. John Bright S,

Birmingham. [Oa

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., 2-speed Albion gear, ty^
and condition almost new; £25, no olfers, or '

exchange with cash for good combination.-E., i

HoteU Stevenage, Herts. [X2ia

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, £121
also 2^>ih.p. lightweight tourist model, 48 gno

exchanges.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, aa
50, High Rd., Wood Green. N. [25i|

New Ryder.
2ih.p. 1916 New Rvder-Jap, 2-speed gear, in goi

2 condition; £35 cash.—Box 1/8.595, c/o T
Motor Cycle. [25^

Jforton.

NORTON.—Early delivery assured by placing yol

order with Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltou. [21*

1 Q19 Norton, all models; immediate delivery.—WjJLiJ lace Batchelor. Clarence St., Eingston. Tw
1809. - [14g

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Han
stead.—Ordeis now boing booked for earliest <

liveries new Norions. [22^

NORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the lateL
model Nortons, solo and sidecar outfits; £5 dgj

posit; deliveries in strictest rotation.-Maudes', lOff
Gt. Portlund St., London, W.l. [14^

N.S.U.

N.S.tJ. 3h.p. 2-3peed Motor Cycle, new E.T.C. mifl
and new B. and B. carburetter and new spai

belt; £11; if sidecar, £3 extra.—E. White, Melplasft
Dorset. [24F

19

A36 AH letters relating tc advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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The A.A. Fuel Campaign.

FROM January to September last year The
Motor Cycle dealt continuously with the

fuel problem in its various aspects. For
years before we had pointed out on every

possible occasion the importance of de-

veloping and e^ncouraging the home production

of fuel that would mean so much should foreign

supplies be cut off at any time. The war has

conclusively proved the truth of our opinions,

and at last both the Government and fuel users

are thinking of action along lines that should

have been followed long ago.

In various issues we called upon those de-

pendent on fuel supplies for their business or

their pleasure, and on those who exist for the

purpose of looking after the motorists' interests,

to give special attention to the fuel question and
to consider seriously what could be- done to pre-

vent a recurrence of the unfortunate state of
~ affairs through which we all suffered during the

last two and a half years of war. We appealed

to the private motorist, and we appealed to the

business user of mechanical road transport. We
appealed to the manufacturer of motor cars and
cycles, and with special vigour we appealed to

the private motorists' associations.

The business user has taken action only re-

cently, and the result of his action—through the

Commercial Motor Users' Association—has been
the suspension of the Government proposals for

the taxing of home-produced benzole. This is

a great victory, and one 'from which all motorists

will profit. The private motorist has taken

action in the forming of a new league to protect

his interests^a step that is at' present passing

through the preliminary stages only. And now
the private motorists' association with the largest

membership is taking the matter up.

A motor fuel campaign is being undertaken

and extensively advertised by the Automobile
Association. Stated briefly, the main points of

the campaign are State control of fuel prices and
encouragement of home production and home-

produced fuels. More laudable objects would

be difficult to conceive. Will they be realised?

We think they will, but only on one condition,

and that is that the universal support of the

whole motoring community is forthcoming. All

motorists should sign- the form and return it to

the A. A., for we assume that, although the form

is primarily intended for members, the Associa-

tion will more than welcome support from all.

The necessity for something of the kind is

becoming more and more evident every day.

Although the Petrol Controller is increasing the

amount of fuel which we may hope to obtain, he

is not making the fuel any cheaper, and nothing

is going to do more harm to all forms of motor-

ing than the absence from the market of a

reasonably-priced fuel. The petrol companies
have actually told us the price they charge for

their product is what the public can be forced

to pay, and it has come as a shock to many of

us to find that the benzole -producers are

apparently adopting a similar attitude. They
are doing themselves more harm than good, for,

instead of building up a market while they have

the chance, they are destroying its probability.

Speaking generally, the average motorist may
be called a conservative individual—as far as

his motoring goes, that is—and he is not going

to risk the use of a fuel of which he knows
nothing so long as he gains nothing. . When he
has tried benzole he will be quite willing to buy
it at the_ same price as petrol, because he will

know that by so doing he is serving his own
interests and also^ actually cutting down his

running expenses, as the m.p.g. with benzole

are better than with petrol.

Other home-produced fuels are nearer than
many people imagine. Many schemes are on
hand, and they are not all bad. The A.A.
wants to act as the protector and is well qualified

for the role—provided that general outside help
is forthcoming. We hope that it will be, and
commend the whole scheme to our readers for
their serious consideration.

An index to the advertisements jn this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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The Big Fellows.

I
AM a little disquieted about present motor cycling
tendencies. The financial future is completely
uncertain. The 500 c.c. type of machine is tem-

porarily listed at ;^8o or thereabouts. Optimists
glibly assert that by 1923 prices will have fallen

40% or so, and we hope they are right; but a glance
at the political situation in this and other countries
indicates that in 1923 prices may be where they are,

or worse. In the meantime, light cars average ^^300
or so, and even the Ford is ^250. These cheaper
grades of motor always found their special market
among the middle class : and as the middle class

sustains a unique and special squeeze^in most tighten-

ings of the money market, the rise in prices coincides

with the impoverishment of buyers. So I am driven
to speculate about the passenger market, and there are
thousands of buyers who must say :

" I want a passenger motor."
" I cannot afford a light car."
" I must choose between a cycle car and a sidecar."

His Decision.

AT the moment there is very little choice in cycle
-cars. The G.N. is listed at ^i6o-;£i7o;
the Morgan at £,i^2)^-£,i-AS '>

the A.V. at

^1^0 (?); whilst the figures for the, A. B.C. and the

A,C. Bantam are not announced. There remains the

sidecar. The sidecar market falls into two classes

—

the utilitarian single-cylinder, bought chiefly for heavy
duty by men of limited purse : and the two or four-

cylinder de luxe, which represents everybody's ideal

in this class. I cannot see the quondam cycle car or

light car man with prolonged experience of high-

powered, smooth-running engines reconciling himself to

a one-lunger, however excellent. But just as the British

machines are supreme in the 500 c.c. sidecar class,

so-^beyond allquestion—have the Americans captured
public fancy in the 7-10 'h. p. sidecar class. More-
over, there is a marked tendency amongst leading

British firms to reduce their c.c. The Douglas Co.
have won their reputation on 350 c.c. A new and
very powerful syndicate is plunging on 400 c.c. We
halve yet to hear of any really big British concern
going out baldheaded for the sidecar de luxe market,
unless the A.J.S., Clyno, and Matchless people intend
to concentrate upon it. I want to see a few of our
most capable designers catering for the passenger
market, whether by cycle cars or sidecars. Otherwise,
just as America has already captured our cheap car

market, so will she pinch our passenger de luxe
market. Tariffs strike me as a coward's castle. We
have beaten the world in point of design over almost
the whole field of munitions. If we omit the French

a6

75 mm. gun and a certain heavy lorry, we need fear

no comparison. I am certain we can sweep the board
as masterfully in motor design, given the necessary

statesmanship in the framing of policy. At present

we are very much on the defensive in the sphere I

have outlined, i.e.^ we have cause to fear that the

motorist who wants a vehicle to carry his girl and
.

himself cheaply, swiftly, and comfortably, will send

his money abroad.

The Value of Speed Records.

nSEE my colleague •' Koad Rider" writes slight-

ingly of speed records, regarded as a means of

informing the buying public. Their usefulness

can certainly be over-estimated. Nevertheless, if a

machine persistently gains and regains the hour record,

I am unquestionably informed that its -designer knows'

his job. He can plan an engine which embodies-

efficiency and stamina in a very high degree. More-
over, I may take it for granted that he knows how to

balance an engine, for an ill-balanced engine is not

likely to maintain maximum revs for an hour without

trouble. In fact, if I like the 'bus in which he mounts
his standard engine, I have only one question left un-

answered. Is he an honest man? Does he use a

single very expensive "star" engine to advertise his

name, and then unload shoddily built 'buses upon a

credulous public? Or does he put the brains which

inspired his Brooklands 'bus into the perfection of a

stock touring machine ? In other words, I can size

up these speed advertisements by a close inspection

of the sister road machine. 'Finally, it must be

granted that it takes a good engineer to design a

machine capable of winning the hour record at modern
standards, and a good workshop to build a 'bus which

will stand the racket.

«

Hinged Back Axles for Cycle Cars ? '

"|0} EADERS of our sister journal The Autocar may
JiN^ have noticed that the A. B.C. people have a big

sporting car on the stocks, of which the rear

axle is a peculiar feature. It is, so to speak, hingdd

at the centre like the axle of a Sopwith aeroplane

undercarriage, and the fear springs consequently run
across the track out frorti the centre of the axle

towards the road wheels, the latter comprising the

only unsprung weight at the rear of the chassis. This
design is based on the following theory : The first

duty of a spring is to keep the unsprung weight
pressed down upon the road regardless of its inequali-

ties. When the spring's' resistance is overcome by a
specially bad bump, its second duty is negative in

character

—

i.e., it must not rebound and push the body
upwards, ^^'ith a large unsprung Aveight {e.g., a very
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Occasional Comments.—
heavy axle, two wheels, etc.) a very stiff spring is

necessary to road adhesion ; but a very stiff spring will

push the body up. With a small unsprung weight
{e.g., nothing but two wheels) a light spring suffices

for road adhesion, and when a bad bump is en-

. countered there is no bouncing, for the spring is too

weak to push the body up. This system appears to

have distinct possibilities for cycle cars.

A Suitable Transmission ?

nT is no easy matter to devise a suitable transmission

for an axle which is in the habit of curtseying

amidships. The double bevel pinion drive to a

pair of crown wTieels is out of the question in a cheap
grade of cycle car. Side chains are ruled out by the

fact that the sprockets will- lean inwards when the

axle bows. On the other hand, the divergence from .

vertical alignment is not too big for belts. I have

not lost hope of the final belt drive for cheap cycle

cars, and I commend a consideration of this type of

axle to anybody who is thinking out a belt-driven

four-wheeler. He might further consider the idea of

endless belts, with which a breakage would be prac-

tically unknown until the belt as a whole was just

about worn out.

The Joys of Good Lighting.

nCAN remember the days when acetylene lamps were

so bad that we occasionally carried an oil lamp
in reserve in. a box on the carrier. When motor

cycles were born lamps were fitted with the spring

hinges still characteristic of push bicycle lamps, and

the vibration soon broke the hinges. If by any chance

the spring survived a long night ride it was long odds

against the genei-ator continuing to generate. In these

times ros. 6d. was regarded as a high price for a lamp,

and the first satisfactory sample that came my way

cost 8s. 6d., and was presumably a Hun, as its name

was Schmidt. Then I.ucas brought out a glorified

push bicycle lamp, with a springless box clip, which

slid over the ordinary push bicycle type of bracket

and was secured by a milled nut. This usually worked

well until the rigid forks hit a large hump in the road,

when the lamp generally did a short vertical climb, and

nose-dived steeply to a bad landing crash. Some years

ago lamp makers went over in a body to the car type

of two-prong bracket and the separate generator.

Since when our troubles have chiefly been due to

—

1. Impatience during the magic period known as'

" waiting for the smell." (Irascible individuals turn

on too much water and flood the charge.)

2. Carr3'ing a charge of carbide in the generator

for months before use. (This reduces it to snuff, and

chokes up the valves and the burner.)

, 3. Absence of a serviceable spare burner. (The

burner in the lamp is carboned up. The spare is either

in one's pocket, and, ergo, choked with tobacco:' or

in the toolbag, and, ergo, choked witli French chalk

or rubber solution.)

The great merit of the dynamo set is that it is proof

against all these httle human foibles'. Motor cyclists

are such careless beings that they provoke acetylene

into giving them variegated trouble. But I don't think

any' of us will dare to carry spare electric bulbs In

pockets or toolbags ; and on a. 1914- sidecar outfit the

possession of a dynamo plus a spare bulb spelt almost

complete insurance from lighting troubles. We are

all palpitating witJi eagerness to know whether the

electricians have evolved suitable batteries for solo

sets. Somewhere in England there is a man looking

for me with an axe. Early in 1915 I sold him a solo

mount fitted with electric lighting. He is now a pessi-

mist. He believes that a future Napoleon with some

such name as Schweitzevkoffski will shortly.^ invade

England at the head of a united horde of Russian and

Gennan Bolsheviks. My Ht^hling set is the key to his

dreams. So we
are anxious

test those pro

mised solo sets.

*>^^v

RUR.4L SCENES IN WINTER,

The lady motor cyclist's ideas and desires will in the future have to be considered even

more than in the past. The work women have done in the R.A.F. and other branches of

the Services has had its effect in creating hundreds cf potential buyers of motor cycles.
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Our. Fii3.st

(Joy R.IDBIT
was our lir.^t

joy-ride. As 1

tucked myself

into the sidecar 1

asked myself was
ever a girl more
utterly *^c o n t e n t

than I, on this

sparkling winter

morning of frost

and pale sunshine ?

O ur destination
was the little
Scottish station
seven miles distant, whither we were Informed we
must go to bring away the New Year hamper that
lay there foV us, and on the return journey we were,

to make a detour in order to see a house which,
according to local report, would provide us with just

such a hom.e as we had come into this Highland
country to seek.

Contentment.
In Jimmy (my husband) lay the foremost reason of

my contentment, since here he was, free once more,
and well, after hard service in France. He started

the engine, and away we went along the winding road-
way. Ahead of us lay the snow-capped mountains,
on the far side of which lay Loch X and our destina-

tion. There were pike in the loch, and lovingly I

fingered the rod and net beside me. If we reached that

loch in good time there were heavenly possibilities

ahead

!

A little while later, with the hamper reposing snugly

at my feet, we were climbing steadily up the narrow
mountain road which took us every moment
further and further from civilisation. How 7',

nobly the Scott raced along with its heavy
burden ! All who know the rhythmic " whirr "

;

of a Scott engine, so like the drone of an
aeroplane, will appreciate the keen exhilaration

that was ours as, perfectly tuned and perfectly

controlled, it bore us on and up. Only once,

indeed, has this machine, though possessing' two

speeds only, failed us on these steep mountain
gradients, and that was on a day when the road was
a veritable quagmire, the wind, almost a gale, dead
against us, and when, too, we had a heavy load

aboard.

On we went. Here a startled rabbit tore across

the track in front of us ; now a pack of groUse with

their blood-stirring cry, " Come back, come back,

come back!" flew angrily overhead.
'' Oh! for a gun!" called Jimmy, as his keen ej^es

detected a gorgeous cock pheasant crouching motion-

less in the tufted grass.

Alone with Nature.

Severar times, we saw whole families of black cock
in whitethorn trees eating the winter berries. Bleak
and bare was the landscape now—no sign of human
habitation anywhere—just the silvery stretch of road
ahead of us cutting its way along the hillside.

Numerous black-faced mountain sheep which, not
having lived in pre-war days, stared in stunned amaze-

Tiie Scott sidecar on the shores of the " wmd swept

'

from which the salmon and pike were taken

loch

ment at the strange outfit approaching, and
remembered '

to turn and run only when wc
were well past them.

Shortly after noon we were examining everv

hole and corner of " our house." Original!

v

aS
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- ur First Joy Riie.—

there must have been two cottages which later had
heen built into one, and the result to-day is a rambling
little dwelling, unconventional in style no doubt, but
well constructed and charming to look upon.

Straightway we fell in love with it, and, finding
the interior equally agreeable, decided we would come
to terms with its owner at the earliest opportunity.
Outside there was a little garage- upon which Jimmy
bestowed abundant and detailed attention, while I

gave equally engrossing scrutiny to a couple of, good
poultry houses, making complicated calculations the
while. Beyond these buildings was a stretch of pine
plantation, through which unmistakable sounds spoke
of a burn. As we approached, a pair of beautiful
white-tailed deer broke from cover and disappeared
like flashes of lightning into the shadowy depths
beyond. Truly this is a country of ever-increasing

fascination

!

Then, having looked into all practical matters, we
sat ourselves on the front door step and feasted

—

literally feasted—ourselves on- the view,- as well as on
sandwiches, which Jimmy produced from the 'pocket,
of an exceedingly, grimy trench coat. At our feet lay

the loch, wind-swept and immense ; -wild duck flew

overhead ; teal chattered on its surface ; and on the

near shore lay the little green and white boat which
was to be ours also. On the far side stretched the

hills, calm and majestic, and on a really clear day it is

said one can see right away to the far-off hills.

Soon we were in the boat, the pike rod in my eager

hands, while Jimmy gamely looked on from behind .

the oars, and ten minutes later came the crowning

triumph of our glorious day. There was a sudden

bending of the rod, out screamed the line, and I knew
I had a monster at the other end. As I drew in slowly

the strugglings and splashes grew more and more
violent, and our excitement surpassed all limits when
finally Jimmy landed at my feet a huge—salmon!

The first salmon I had ever caught, but—it was out of

season! Each df us tried to stifle the insistent calls

of conscience. But it was no good. Gently we un-

hooked the beautiful creature—king of all the fishes

—

• and lowered him into the sparkling water. Then we
sighed big, big sighs, and thereafter, as a reward for

virtue, caught a couple of fierce but plump pike.

The "sky was a fiery, triumphant red behind the

snow-covered hills as our "jigger" bore us down the

mountain track in the late afternoon, and, as the white-

walled cottages of t-he village in which we are now
staying hove in sight, Jimmy and I agreed that it had

been a glorious day.

Thus ended our first joy-ride. Truly, with the war

at an end, what more can healthy mortals desire than

a powerful sidecar in a sporting, beautiful country such

as this ?
.

Sheila.

IN ITALY DURING THE ARMISTICE.

Although the fighting is over our despatch riders find plenty

of work to do, and, judging from one of the photogiaphs, they find

entertainment also.
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Notes on the Past, the Presant, and the Future. By Prominent Men in the

Motor Cycle Movement.

FOURTH SERIES.—Comments of Com.petition and Other Well-known Riders.

From Mr. Archie G. Cocks, Competition

Rider.

DURING my trayels up and down the

country in the past few months I

have heard many motor cyclists voice

their views on the type of machine which

will be most popular in 1919.

The majority of these riders are more
or less of the same opinion as myself

—

that is, that the only motor cycle worth

riding in the future will be of the spring

frame variety, preferably with an engine

of about 8 h.p.

The transmission must be all-chain,

totally enclosed in substantial chain cases,

which must be easily and quickly detach-

able, and, moreover, they must be as

quickly and easily attached again.

In the past, we have seen many chain

cases which could be detached with ease

in five minutes, but these same chain cases

took at least five hours, plus five screw-

drivers, to attach again, to say nothing

about the enormous amount of un-

parliamentary language.

This type of case must vanish for ever,

as I am' absolutely certain that the 1919
motor cyclist will

have no use for it.

Of course, there
will always be a

number of motor
cyclists who will

be unable to aflord

the above type of

outfit, and for

these riders a
r f a 1 1 y efficient

spring seat-pillar

on the machine
and a spring side-

car wheel will be
ilenianded.

After very many
thousands of miles

riding on outfits

fitted with either

a spring frame or

a spring seat-pillar, 1 would never again

ride an outfit without one or the other.

There is one other type of sidecar outfit

which I feel certain will find favour with

a small percentage of riders, particularly

the elderly ones, and that is the two-

seater sidecar with all the controls taken

into the sidecar and eitlier steered by

means of a wheel or tiller, so that the

driver has the same amount of comfort

as the passenger.

After many thousands of miles experi-

ence in one of these outfits, which I built

as an experiment, I have come to the

conclusion that, for the elderly rider, and
particularly in the winter, this type of

outfit has many attractions.

There is one other fitment I feel sure

will be demanded by a number of riders

for several years to come, and that will be

a really efficient paraffin vaporiser, as I

am convinced that it will be a long time

before petrol becomes really cheap again,

if it ever does. At any rate, whatever
the price of it is, paraffin will always be
about half the price, and to the motor

Mr. Arcliic G. Cocks,

cyclist who has to 'consider his running
expenses paraffin will always hold out

attractions, provided it be properly

vaporised.

The two-seater sidecar I have previously

mentioned has always run on paraffin or

other heavy fuel, and so efficient is the

vaporiser that the engine is as good, and
develops as much power to-day, as it did

the day it was made, and I for one shall

continue to use paraffin as fuel until I

find a fuel as good as petrol at the same
price as paraffin.

From Mr. George Brough, A.M.I. A.E., Trials

Rider and Designer.

I
AM very optimistic about the prospects

1919 and the following years have in

store for motor cyclists. Thousands of

pounds' worth of machinery will be

diverted from the manufacture of all

kinds of munitions of war to the pro-

duction of motor cycles in large quan-

tities.

Scientific research has shown us how to

reduce the weight of our engines, with

an increase in power output. New and
better shop methods assist standardisa-

tion. .Concentration by one factory on

one model will eliable each individual

firm to pay attention to the dozens of

details which require attention before we
can claim that our trusty bicycles are as

free from trouble as are high-class cars.

I am of the opinion that we shall soon

see the e.xodus of the luxurious high-

powered combination. I think the next

show will confirm this. However, the

sidecar enthusiast, the potterer, and the

business rider will all be catered, for

when Olympia next opens its doors, and

the purely solo man who wants the fastest

thing on" wheels with complete equipage

will find it will not be necessary to buy

an over-engined machine weighing 150 lb.

too much, because it happens to have been

designed for sidecar work.

From Mr. George King, Popular Clubman
and Follower of Trials.

FOR the future of the pastime and

sport of motor cycling, I think com-

petitions and trials ought to be. made

a verv strong point, as in the past. Pre-

war "trials and hill-climbs created
the past popularity

of the motor cycle,

and this kind of

encouragement
will, I am sure,

bring back the old

enthusiasm to pre-

war motor cyclists

and create it for

the new comers to

our fraternity.

T here is no

doubt a very great

future for the

motor cycle, and.

with the help of

The Motor Cych,
a wonderful indus-

try will be ensured. IV.r Geo Kii

From Mr. H. I.'.ortiraer Batten (" Chinook ").

LOOKING into the future, a question

of immense importance seems to me
to be the problem of road con-

struction. An enormous increase in fast-

moving road traffic is bound to take

place during the next few yeai-s, and

one's recollection of the dust nuisance,

even in pre-war days, is painful. In

the future there. will be more motor 'bus

services, more road-tearing lorries, more
trackless cars, more touring vehicles and

motor cycles than ever before ; and if

there is to be any pleasure in road

travelling, if the health of the nation is

to be considered, radical alterations must
take place in road construction.

Of road users, the motor cyclist is

probably the worst sufferer, since he

travels at speed
without protec- '

' n
tion, but his case

i |

is by no means
so bad as that

of villagers and
country dwellers

whose houses are

situated at the

roadside, and
w h o throughout
the s u m m e r

months are simply
enveloped in dust.

This state of

affairs, apart from
entailing financial

loss, has done con-

siderable harm to

the pastime, and
the sufferers do
not appreciate that it is not the motors

that are to blame—that it is the road

authorities for not keeping pace with
the times. The motor is inevitable and
a blessing to civilisation, and one cannot

bring about an evolution in road trans-

portation without the necessity arising

for similar evolution in road construction.

There are difficulties. The writer's

village, for example, consists of a main
street standing on a gradient of about
1 in 16. The villagers refuse to have
the surface tarred on account of the

resulting slipperiness for t'neir horses :

they choose rather to live la . an at-

mosphere of dust—many of them rejoic-

ing in the fact that thereby they derive

a real grievance against the motorist

!

The war, however, and progress in agri-

culture have removed a good deal of this

rural pigheadedness, and it now remains
for motorists and anti-motorists to pull

together in the direction of general road
improvement—a question which involves

the health of practically everyone.

From Mr. Eric Williams, D.C.M., Winner
of the Last Junior T.T.

I
NOTICE, with satisfaction, that some
manufacturers are taking up the
American system of concentrating on

one or two models, making parts standard
and interchangeable throughout, so in

future let us hope our spare parts will

Mr. H. Mortimer
Batten.
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not want a lot of fitting, which was often
the case pre-war. But wliy not take it

furtlier and make chief distributing
agents or centres- for large areas, say,
six or eight, in the British" Isles? These
centres would do the whole business for
.their firm in this area in supplying new

" machines (appointing their own sub-
agents), effecting repairs which would
otherwise go to the manufacturers, and
carry a large stock of spare parts, which
could be despatched to private owner or
sub-agent within a short time of the
known requirements.
Now, regarding competitions, one must

admit that in 1914 in many of the trials
it was as much an endurance test for the
rider as for the machine. This now,
when a lot of us have been through the
" mill " a little with the Boche, and our
health not what it might be, makes us
shudder at riding through what we did
in pre-war days. If the A.C.TJ. would
take stock machines from the show
windows and then put the trade riders
on them, we should find results more
interesting and useful with less rough
riding, and the better standard machine
would come out on top ;. also, it would
be much more fair for the private owner
competitor.

From Mr. J. S. Holroyd, T.T. and Com.
petition Rider.

IN view of the great interest with which
the motor cycling public are awaiting
1919 productions, it seems to be rather

an opportune moment to say a few words
regarding what I term my ideal mount.
~~To commence with, it must be a turn-
oat with which I can enter any reliability
trial, and the very expression "reli-
ability" infefs, to me, an indescribable
charm. How many anxious moments
have I spent on account of unreliability
in bygone days, but never again.
For my power unit, I would like a

1,000 c.c. 60° twin engine having a heavy
outside flywheel. I like an outside fly-

wheel for many reasons, not the least of
which is that it does undoubtedly obviate
indulgence in gymnastic contortions when
"starting up" on a frosty morning.
lome of my readers may like this form
>f exercise, but I do not. Again, my

le mind is enthuseJ by an engine
which, when re-

quired, will just
" tick over " with
a perfectly equal
value in each ex-
plosion,- and I be-
lieve that the
outside flywheel
will give me this,

admitting that
carburetter a d -

justment is good.
For my present

purposes, I can
afford almost to

ignore technicali-

ties, but let me
say that the main
bearing on the fly-

wheel side must
have a minimum length of at least two
and a half times the diameter of the

shaft, and on the timing side I would
have a ball bearing. This would mean
lifelong wear, provided the oiling system
were perfect.

So we could carry on with these niceties

ad mfimtum, but lest I should be
accused of suffering from mental indiges-

tion, I must hurry through other details.

Let the frame be of the loop type, sup-

ported by wheels having 28x3in. tyres,

Brampton forks, 2|in. tyre clearance in

8in. mudguards, and, mark you, I for one
do not want the magneto to share duties

with the front mudguard.

From Mr. A. C. Robbins, Successftfl Com-
petition Rider.

RELIABILITY is the most important
item with the majority of riders,

and this has to be tested and proved
during next season in open competition.

In the majority of runs, a machine is

only called upon to average 20 m.p.h.
;

therefore so long as the general appear-

ance of the machine at the start and
finish of a trial is good, it stands the

same chance as a

more speedy and
scientific model.

Up to the pre-

sent the single-

cylinder has been
the most reliable

mount, as witness
its wins in nearly

all the most im
portant events,
and I commend
this type to all

beginners as the
best and most
suitable -machine.
In all my com-
petitions I have
ridden a single-

cylinder, but if

the twin were as
reliable I would prefer this type in

future. It would nave to be a fairly
high h.p. , so as to take a sidecar when
reqiiired.

Owing to the advanced methods of
engine construction, I expect some manu-
facturers will be able to give us a
3^ h.p. equalling, a pre-war 6-7 h.p.

Altogether, I think~we can look forward
to a very promising and interesting year,
and if all goes well the Motor Cycling
Club should be able to hold its annual
run to Edinburgh next Whitsun.

From Mr. H. O. Wood, T.T. Winner in

1913 on a Scott Two--stroke.

THE popularity of the two-stroke
machine has decreased considerably
during the past few years, mainly

owing to its- absence fi'om the ranks of

machines used for war purposes, the
chief reason being insufficient power. It

is probable that the future will give ws
machines powerful enough even for the
most exacting.
To multiply its supporters the two-

stroke must compare favourably with the
four-stroke on the following points :

Eeliability, prolonged efficiency, sim-

plicity, accessibflity, handiness, balance,
acceleration, flexibility, cheapness, and
consumption.

It will be generally admitted that the
best two-strokes do compare favourably
with and even excel foui--strokes in some
respects, excepting in fuel economy.

Manufacturers in the past have not
given this item sufficient consideration,

but no doubt they will now turn their

attentier in this direction.

Mr. A. C. Robbins.

From Mr. C. G. PuUin, Holder of the

Senior Tourist Trophy.

IN my opinion, post-war plans of the

majority of engineering firms had not

properly matured at the signing of the

Armistice, and it will be well into the

summer months before the, large produc-

tion schemes, now possible with the

present machine tool equipment and fac-

tory extensions, get into full swing
Labour should present no difficulty, wages
are likely to be high, and

^
also raw

materials ; but on a substantial output
and correct design these should not

stand in the way of a good, reliable, and
cheap machine.
The greatest question, to my mind,

that is not yet settled, is the design. I

have recently inspected numerous draw-
ings of machines now in the course of

construction, but although being brimful

of novelties and fitted with super-eflficient

engines, all tend towards complication.

The man in the street must have sim-

plicity.

I expect to see great developments in

two-stroke designs, and if only designers

will throw off -the cloak of convention
and realise that a two-stroke, three-port

engine can be equipped with additional

valves and. made to operate economically
without complications, a huge field awaits
their product.
Turning to gears, an infinitely variable

gear of the hydraulic type is clearly in-

dicated, splendid results now being ob-

tained from comparatively small units,

but some time will elapse before these

can be produced to meet the requirements
of motor cyclists. In the meantime, the
best compromise seems to be the epicyclic

type, all gears being in mesh and fool-

proof in operation.

The finality in frame design has yet to

be reached, but pressed steel construction

is likely. to come forward.

From Mr. Laurence H. Cade, the London
Motor CycIistJournalist.

THE future must inevitably be veiled

in obscurity, but the veil is rosy-

hued, tinted from the glow of what
lies beyond. Nineteen-nineteen is an
alliterative date, easy of remembrance,
and it will be a year to remember. It

will be the morning of time in the

development of a

new democracy of -mxiwrn
the road, for
motor cycling will

indubitably a p -

peal to the masses
as it has never
done before.

There will be
tens of thousands
of initiates of

both sexes, and
they have to

be taught : not
taught to drive,

but taught the

potentialities and
the limitations of

the types. There will be a tendency,

born of the magnificent war services of

the motor cycle, to expect loo much. We
shall see mechanical Shetland ponies

hauling pantechnicon-like sidecars, unless

—well, unless care is devoted to the

education of the newcomers.
As an industry, a sport, and a pastime,

there is a wonderful future ahead of us.

Mr. Lau.-'ence H. Cade.
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GEARS
AND THE POSSIBILITY
OF GEARLESSNESS.

DESPITE the rapid development of gearing for

motor cycles during recent years, and the
fact that now good and reliable gears

are obtainable, none the less we are still far

from the ideal. The hub gear came, saw, and
was conquered. Suitable for bicycles it was too
small for the motor cycle, especially for sidecars,

and so gradually became obsolete. The two-speed
engine-shaft gear is more reliable, but, projecting as
it does from the machine, it is apt to be damaged by
a tumble, and as the ratio of reduction is usually
about 35% it is unsuitable for heavy passenger work.
Omitting a few special types, thfere are now three
kinds of gear in general use—the variable pulley
type, the selective chain type, and the countershaft
gear box;. The first-named, if, as in the Zenith and
the Rudge, the belt tension is constant, is easy to

manipulate, and fits the gear to the grade beautifully.

Its disadvantages are that it involves direct belt drive,

and does not give a very low bottom gear, if the top
gear be sufficiently- high. The countershaft Zenith
overcomes these disadvantages, and permits the use of

a long belt, but the fact that all variable gears, except-
ing friction drive, necessitate use of the belt lessens

their popularity with many riders.

The Chain Transmission Types.

The selective chain types, like the Enfield , and
P and M., are simple and efficient. Being only two-

speeders, however, there must be plenty of engine
power in hand. A 3}^ h.p. with a sidecar needs
three ratios, unless one is prepared to do a lot of
low .gear climbing. With a 6 h.p. engine, how-
ever, in good tune, there are few main road hills that

cannot be taken on top, and selective gears are delight-

fully easy to manipulate in traffic.

The countershaft three-speed gear box is un-

doubtedly the most popular type. Its disadvantages
are weight and, sometimes, inaccessibility. It needs
careful use, and the continual declutching and some-
times double clutching involved are more troublesome on
a motor cycle than on a car, since the air-cooled engine
is less flexible, and the throttle must be adjusted every

time if the engine is not to race or stop. Moreover,
the driver has to be more careful than ever 'with this

type of gear in proportioning engine and wheel speeds

to each other. To add a fourth speed gives further

advantage, but at the expense of increasing the com-
plications of manufacture and the weight.

The writer has owned machines of every type
mentioned ; and, being in London and continually
driving in traffic, prefers his present mount—a 6 h.p.

Enfield combination—for that reason. Geared 5 to i

on top, it is capable of 10 to 50 m.p.h. on that ratio.

A14

At really high speeds it does seem under-geared, but

after all 30-50 is a speed one seldom wishes to exceed

with a sidecar on war-worn roads, and the 6 h.p.

engine geared 5 to i is beautifully flexible, and fast

enough for all practical purposes. Only for starting

and traffic crawling does the writer need his second

speed; he has therefore the nearest possible approach

to a gearless mount. Except for speed men, pure and
simple, a high top ratio is a mistake. Any increase

of speed on the level is discounted by the inability to

climb much on top gear. The lower ratio will probably

be as fast or faster on a cross-country uj3 and down trip,

as well as being much more flexible. . It is worth

sacrificing extreme speed capabilities to get a better

all-purpose mount.

Hydraulic Transmission.

The question still remains, however whether it is

possible to produce a gearless passenger mount. There
are three ways in which the problem may be solved

—

by steam, by an auxiliary electric motor, and by a revo-

lutionary system of transmission, such as by hydraulic

pressure.

The first two are already familiar to Londoners in

the National steam 'buses and Tilling's fleet of petrol-

electric vehicles. Both surmount stiffish hills, though

a trifle more slowly than geared vehicles. Steam is

still in the experimental stages so far as motor cycles

are concerned, but it seems to have a future, especi-

ally in commercial sidecar outfits, where high speed is

not required The auxiliary electric motor adds
weight, which might prove too much for a motor cycle

;

and so far as one can- see at present, both types are

more suitable for heavy than for light vehicles when
speed is more a requisite than power. The third pos-

sibility is still in the air, but one may ask whether
we must always be tied to the present form of trans-

mission. Is there any mechanical impossibility in

transmitting power from cylinder to wheel by hydi'aulic

tubes ? It is true that there are a number of practical

difficulties, but they are not of such a nature that they

can never be overcome. If some inventive benefactor

can work his way through tiiem, we should have a

transmission like the motor of an electric train, and
gears would be unnecessary. Instead of having a form
of transmission by which the wheel slows the engine,

and gears must be interposed to allow the engine to

run "fast whilst the wheel turns slowly, we should

have a perfectly flexible means of transmission, when
all that would be needed would be more throttle open-

ing for the increase of power. The experiences of the

last four years have done much towards perfecting

the petrol engine. But the ideal transmission still

remains to be found. Julrjs.
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SHAFT DRIVE FROM AN ENGINEER'S
POINT OF VIEW.

BEVEL, SKEW. OR WORM GEARS?

AN interesting point regarding the
question of drive is opened up by
the advent of the four-cylinder-in-

line engine similar to car practice, and
similarly set in the frame. Now up to
the present most makers of this type of

machine have fitted some form of shaft
drive, the exceptions being the friction

drive types, which, on account of the
right-angled primary drive, are most suit-

able for a chain final drive ; but if we
consider that the adoption of a shaft drive
entails at least two sets of gears to trans-
fer the line of drive from the central
crankshaft to the outside of the road
wheel, it will be seen that the question of
comparative efficiencies lies between the
pair of spur wheels with the shaft bear-
ings and universals and the chain.
As the general run of motor cycles were,

and have been since the inception of that
means of locomotion, driven by means of

belts and sometimes chains, the idea of
the more rigid type of drive was, and to a
certain extent still is, looked upon as an
unnecessary "refinement" and savoui'ing
too much of a slavish copying of car
practice.

A Pioneer.

One well-known shaft machine, though
not English, dating from about 1906, did
much pioneer work for the shaft drive
devotees. I refer to the tour-cylinder

r.N., which was really years before its

time in many respects. The T.A.C. of

about the same date introduced the worm

^Lett) A pair ot spiral gear wheels.

(Right) Helical bevel drive adapted tor

use on care.

drive on motor cycles, but as these

machines were not built on " sporting

"

lines they did not succeed as they should
have done, principally, of course, because
the motor cyclist of their day was culled

from the ranks of sportsmen, and the
potentialities of the motor cycle purely
as a means of transport—of both men and
goods—had not penetrated the public's

collective skull. Anyway, it was solely

in connection with four-cylinder engines
that the shaft drive was associated, and
the present-day tendency to a big increase
in the number of four-cylinder machines
on the market should do much to show
whether the shaft drive is a desirable
proposition generally from the motor
cyclist's point of view.

It must not be overlooked, however,
that the shaft drive may be applied in a
variety of ways. The final gearing may
be one of three—worm (either underslung
or overhead), bevel, or skew. Any of

these will provide a neat looking unit, but
the relative efficiencies differ with the
circumstances and conditions Kinder which
they are employed.

The Longitudinal Engine.

The principal problem, of course, with
engines set longitudinally in the frame is

to transfer the motion in a parallel direc-

tion some distance to one side of the
crankshaft. In some cases the first step
towards this is effected by the use of spur
gears, or bevels, the choice of final drive
lying between the shaft and the chain.

The skew gear up to the present has not
been used for the final drive and is in-

tended solely for use in positions where
the axes of the driving and driven shafts

are not at right angles. It may be pos-

sible, therefore, to continue the drive to

the rear wheel by inclining the shaft to

one side and employing skew gears instead
of universals and worms.
A very important point to consider in

all cases where shaft drive is used is the
necessity of employing a universal joint

at each end of the shaft to allow for the
misalignment during riding, but in these

cases their action is only incidental "and

occasional and does not lower the efficiency

of the drive to any great extent, the shaft
in the main being in line.

It is also required to have the gear
wheel amply supported on both sides so

that the liability of " whip " in the shaft

shall be reduced to a minimum, and a
thinner shaft can be employed ; also that
the meshing of the geais shall be constant,

as the greatest source of noise in gears

is the variation in peripheral speed..

The liability of speed variation should

also be combated "by incorporating m the

drive some form of cushioning arrange-

ment similar to that provided in the

case of chains. Further, allowances must

be made for the reversing and over

running of the machine.

The advantages of the worm aie

its high efficiency at moderately higli

speeds—indeed, the higher the speed, up

to a certain point, the less the friction

and the higher the efficiency—this is

possibly due to the better lubricating

effect. In all cases the worms should be

run in oil baths. Both worm and skew

gears are fairly expensive to install-

that is, to make a high-class job, but

when once properly mounted, with

adequate lubrication they are very quiet

and retain their good qualities a long time.

Comparison of the Types.

Bevel gears have the advantage of being

more easily cut and fitted, but they are

noisier than the former two types of gear,

and lose their efficiency more rapidly.
_

1

have not heard of helical bevels being

used on motor cycles, but they are essenti-

ally smoother in action and stronger than

the plain bevel, and a smaller mmimiim
number of teeth can be safely used. The

efficiencies of the worm and skew do not

differ greatly, but, if anything, are in favour

of the worm ; but, as has been seen, with

the gear box incorporated, an additional

loss is sustained by the introduction of an

internal right-angle gear—generally a

bevel—so that if a skew gear can be used

it will do away with this gear and effect

a corresponding saving in power losses,

though perhaps sUghtly modified by the

interposition of the two universal joints.

As regards the merits of the bevel as against

the worm, the bevel has little to recom-

mend it except cheapness ot first cost,

which personally I consider out of all pro-

portion to the 'satisfaction obtained from

the additional silence, efficiency, and long

wearing qualities of the more expensive

and better job provided by the installation

of a worm gear. Mascot.

(Top) Bevel gearing, as used on F.N. motor

cycles, (Bottom) Plain worm drive.

Bi
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PLUG INSULATION.

A PLUG of novel construction has now
been fully proved and tested by
the Robinhood Engineering Works,

Newlands, Putney Vale, S.W.15. The
outside insulation of the plug is made
from a material which, as far as known,
has never before been used for the pur-
pose. It is claimed to be far superior to

porcelain, more elastic, non-hydroscopic,
and is unaffected by change of tempera-
ture within the limit to which it will

be subjected.

A SPRAYING JET.

A .JET has been recently invented by
Mr. W. Javes, Norton Villa,

Osmaston Park Road, Derby, the
idea of wliicli is to cause the fuel to

emerge from the jets in a fine, whirl-

ing spray.

As will be seen from the illustration,

Mr. Javes's idea is to screw into a plain

jet a loose plug, on the top HELICAL
of which are cut a number GROOVES
of helical grooves. Petrol

passes through the centre

of the plug, issues through
the hole midway in its

length, thence flowing into

the channel provided, and
issuing up the helical

grooves. The jet is adjust-

able, and in a modified form
is provided with a mush-
room head, so that the
degree of opening can be
instantly altered, and (if

necessary) the petrol can be
shut off altogether. By
this means a very small
opening can be obtained,
and the objection to a small
opening— namely, that it

maj' lend itself to stoppage The Javes
by an obstruction—can be adjustable jet.

overcome by quickly open-
ing the jet and again restoring it to
its former position, such a procedure
being practically certain to clear out any
foreign matter.

In a further modification of the inven-
tion the area of the jet orifices can be
varied either automatically or by hand.
A demonstration of the device on a motor
cj'cle would undoubtedly be interesting.

THE MOTOR FUEL
PROBLEM.

DR. W. R. ORMANDY, in a paper
read before the Institution of

Petroleum Technologists, spoke of

the growing uses of motor fuels, of fuels

solid, gaseous, and liquid, and of substi-

tutes for petrol. Among these are the

coal tar distillates from coke ovens and
from gas works ; shale oil, of the com-
paratively large resources of this in

Scotland, aiid of the immense deposits

running from Norfolk down to Dorset-

shire, which are practically untouched

;

alcohol, from molasses or the non-
crystallisable residues from the manufac-
ture of cane or beet-sugar, from starch,

from potatoes, cellulose, and sulphite

wood-pulp residues; also synthetic alcohol,-

processes for the production of which

from ethylene and acetylene have been
developed. Alcohol, however, cannot be
used for the hundreds of thousands of

existing motors without admixture of

some sort. Motor - benzole mixes with
alcohol in any proportion, and experi-

ments have shown that one part of benzole

mixed with two parts of alcohol can be
employed in existing engines without any
alteration whatever beyond arranging for

the better heating of the air supply to the

carburetter, and possibly a slightly larger

jet. An engine provided with such an
admixture runs more smoothly than if

petrol were employed.

A NOVEL PETROL
GAUGE.

AN ingenious and novel petrol gauge

has recently been introduced by
Simms Motor Units, Percy Buildings,

Gresse Street, Rathbone Place, London,

W.l. The device is clearly shown in

our illustration, which demonstrates a

motor cycle tank with the top removed.

It will be seen that the gauge takes

the form of a wheel, inside the periphery

of which is a triangular float. The
wheel is supported on bearings inside the

tank, and when the latter is empty the

weight- of the float naturally remains at

the bottom, showing the figure 0, denot-

ing that there is no petrol left. It will

be seen that it is easy, therefore, to

graduate the wheel in, say, quarts, so

that the figure shown in the glass window
on the top of the tank will denote the

amount of petrol therein.

Since the device consists of only one

glass portion, and that an adequately

protected tiny window, its working is of

the simplest possible description, and it

is unlikely that it will give any trouble;

but it must bo borne in mind that the

Simms motor cycle petrol gauge is an

article wliich will not appeal directly to

the user, as it cannot be fitted by an

amateur, but to the manufacturer, as it

must be built into the tank. Sold, how-

ever, as a complete fitment, it cannot

fail to appeal to the practical motor

cyclist

y
1 ,
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THE 1919 SMITH MOTOR
CYCLE SPEEDOMETER.

THE Smith speedometer has for a long

time been popular among motor

cyclists, and now that the war is

over Messrs. S. Smith and Sons (Motor

Accessories), Ltd., 179-185, Great Port-

land Street, London, W.l, are free

to take up once more the manufacture

of this excellent instrument. During the

last four years the company has been

busily engaged in the manufacture -of

instruments for aeroplane work, which
has necessitated the greatest accuracy. It

can therefore be surmised that the best

possible work has been put into the Smith
motor cycle speedometer, which is speci-

ally designed to stand hard wear.

The latest model Smith motor cycle

speedometer.

THE SIMMS PETROL GAUGE.
(Left) The window in the top of the tank

through which the figures are clearly seen.

(Right) "1 he simp'e mechanism shown fitted

to a tank with top removed.

RACING IN NEW ZEALAND.

A SPECIALITY of many of the motor |:

cycle clubs of New Zealand is

handicap racing on the seashore-

As there is no Brooklands on which
to test machines at high speeds, the

hard flat expanses of sandy beach form
an admirable race track for the many
thoroughly sporting clubs which exist in

New Zealand.
On Saturday, October 26th, at New

Brighton Beach, Christchurch, N.Z.,

the Pioneer Motor and Sports Club held

a race meeting. The results are as

follows :

8 Mile Novice Sidecar H.^ndicap.

1. T. Tyson (7 Henderson) ... scr.

2. H. W. White (7 Harley-
Davidson) 15s.

Time, 11m. 9s. =43 m.p.h.

8 Mile Novice Solo Handicap.

1. H. W. White (7 Harley-
Davidson) 15s.

2. A. J. Nicoll (7 Indian) scr.

3. R. Brosnan (8 Bat) 503.

Time, 10m. 38|s.=45 m.p.h.

48 Mile Open Solo Handicap.

1. R. Kennett (7 Harley-
Davidson) 2m. 15s.

2. G. Moffet (7 Excelsior) ... Im. 30s.

3. H. W. White (7 Harley-
Davidson) 4m. 30s.

Time, 48m. 583. =58.8 m.p.h.

It will be noticed that American
machines were to the fore, but, in justice

to British makes, it must be explained

that there are few, if any, new British

machines to be had in New Zealand

to-day.
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Horn

2| H.P. 2-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT
"We are producing only one Model 2 -stroke Light-
weight, viz. : Single-speed, but it will be the best.

SPECIFICATION.—Special Frame with Rbyal Rubv Patent Safety Stavs. Villiers 21 K.p. 2-stroke Engine.
Dunlop Motorcyclette 26" x 2" B.E. Tyres. Dunlop Belt. Brooks Saddle. PRICE £40 NETT CASH.

Deliveries will commence in 3 to 4 weeks. Place your order early to ensure one.

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
CANNEL STREET, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.

Telephones—City 3818

—

Central 1570, Telegrams—" Machines, Manchester."

,

In answerinrj these, adi-ertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B3
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The G.N., originated by Godfrey
and Nash over ten years ago, and
since then the object of their un-

divided attention, is the successful

outcome of their determination to

evolve and perfect a light and com-
fortable two-seater of high perform-

ance and low first cost and upkeep.

Other tj'pes of two-seater, the motor
cycle and sidecar, the miniature car,

and the car-de-luxe, have their certain

advantages, and j'et fail to fulfil

all the conditions.

We have the assurance to assert

that the 1919 G.N., in its simplicity

of design and sturdiness of construc-

tion, sacrifices no essential attributes;

it embodies nothing experimental and
nothing "microscopic."

An illustration and specification of

the " Standard " model will appear

in next week's issue; an advance
catalogue, with terms, etc., will be

posted on application.

G.N. Ltd., Etna Works,

Albert Road,

Hendon,

N.W.4.

Raymond.

S^'®/'@/®/^'©/©/©/@/1/'®/@/'©/®/'©/®/®/©/'©/©/'©.'©/§fe

DOUGLAS
ALL BLACK MODELS
We have had Tour years with DOUGLAS Motor
Cycles under active service conditions. Our
experience and advice are at your disposal. A
few of the famous ALL-BLACK DOUGLAS for
quick delivery. Guaranteed early delivery of a
limited number of 1919 models.

A CUSTOMER WRITES:
11th j£inuary, 1919.

Gentlemen,
Thank you for your letter of the 9th inst.

w/ith Doug:l£i5 booklet and petrol licence
enclosed, i enclose herewith P.O. for 18 -, the
amount paid by you to the Petrol Control
Connmittee for tax on my licence. I note you
have despatched the machine. I will let you
know >jvhen I receive it.

Again thanking you,
Yours faithfully.

If you are interested in DOUGLAS machines
call and see us. Always open.

VBVIAN HARDIE, Ltd.
(DOUGLAS SPECIALISTS),

:4, WOODSTOCK ST. (oif Oxford SL), BOND ST.,

I.ONDOM, Vtr.1.

Look For
tlieNfew
TRADE
MARK

ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE OP
TWENTIETH CENTURY INVENTIONS

IS THE

BOWDEN
WIRE
MECHANISM

RECO TtUOEMAMC

the Bow'd N as

shown above on

all the operating

parts of Bowden
Wire JHechanism.

The OLD
MARK

— commonly-
known as the
•' Bowden I,oop
of Wire "—has
been mis - used
abroad, and we
have decided to
discard it.

It is known to millions of motorists
and motor cyclists the world over. It
is seen now on thousands of cameras, and in a
multitude of other applications. War evolved
many fresh uses for this remarkable invention.
The original brands of the wire are known under
the Trade Names (registered as Trade Marks in

most civilised countries).

BOWDENITE, BOWDENBRASS
BOWDENOIR, BOWDENSOLO,

BOWDENSILVER.

MANUFACTURERS S^ PATEN"

-» Borodei)

^LONDON
And at

New York,
U.S.A.

Established
1897.

B4 In anawcrirui tlie^e oc/vertisenients it is desiraOU to mention " The Motor Cycle.

Il
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Greenwich Time.
Jan. 23rd 5.0 p.m.
„ 25th 5.4 „
„ 27th 5.8 „
„ 29th 5.U „

Motor Cycle Police in Canada.

We learn that Montreal has now the
largest number of motor cycle police of
any town in Canada.

Preparing.

One well-known maker has already sent
a squad of competition riders round the
last Sis Days course on a batch of post-

war machines.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

A committee meeting of the Notting-
ham and District M.C.C. will be held
at headquarters, the Welbeck Hotel, on
February 14th, at 7.30 p.m. A most
comprehensive programme has been drawn
up, and it has been decided to pay more
attention to the social side than has been
done in the past.

Magneto Exhibition.

An interesting working exhibit of

British magnetos has been made by
members of the British Ignition Ap-
paratus Association at the Exhibition
of British Science Products during the
past fortnight at the School of Tech-
nology, Sackville Street, Manchester,
providing striking evidence of the re-

markable development of the British

magneto industry.

The Indnstrial Reconstruction Council.

A conference on " The Workers' In-

terest in Costing : A Factor of Indus-
trial Reconstruction," will be held under
the auspices of the Industrial Recon-
struction Council on Tuesday, January
28th, at 6 p.m., in the Hall of the
Institute of Journalists, 2 and 4, Tudor
Street, E.C.4. The chair will be taken
by Mr. Jack Joseph, of Messrs. J. Lyons
and Co., Ltd., and the opening address
given by Mr. M. Webster Jenkinson,
C.B.E., F.C.A., Controller of Factory
Audit and Costs . at the Ministry of

Munitions. Questions and discussion will

follow. No tickets are necessary.

Second-hand Prices.

We give below a complete list of the
average prices of second-hand machines
as advertised in the previous issue of The
Motor Cycle

:

Previous to 1915 1917
1914. 1914. and and

1916. 1918.

A.J.S., 2} h.p — £37 — —
A.J.S.,6b.p — £73 £90 —
A..I.S., 4 h-P — — ?6S —
Alder, 23 h.p., 2-strQke — — £25 —
AUdays Allon, 2jh.p., 2-str. . — — ^33 £41
Alldays Matchless, 2| h.p., 2-s. — £18 — —
Alldays, 8 h.p., sidecar — £80 — —
Ariel, 4 h.p £18 — — —
Ariel, 3* h.p., s'decar £38 £45 £73 —
Bat, 5-fi h.p., sidecar £60 £50 — —
Bat, 8 h.p., sidecar — £45 — —
Bradbury, 4 h.p., sidecar . . . £25 — — —
B.S.A., 3i h.p., sidecar — — £65 £76
B.S.A., 3*h.p £,0 — — £63
Calthorpe-Jap, 23 h.p — — — £30
Chater-Lea, 8 h.p., sidecar , . — — £68 —
Douglas, 2} h.p. .- £35 £36 £52 £49
Douglas, 4 h.p. sidecar — — £65 —
Elswick, 3I h.p., sidecar .... — — ' £49 —
Enfield, 2i"h.p., 2-stroke .... — — £44 £42
Enfield, 3 h.p £28 — — £50
Enfield, 6 h.p., sidecar — £57 £79 —
Enfield, 8 h.p. sidecar — — — £110
Excelsior, 2£ h.p., 2-stroke . . — — £30 —
Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.,s-c. — — £95
Hazlewood, 5-6 h.p., sidecar . — £55 — —
Hobart, 2i h.p., 2-stroke .... — — £16 —
Humber, 3^ h.p., sidecar .... £36 £30 — —
Indian, 7-9 h.p

"—
£35 £70 —

Indian. 7-9 h.p., sidecar .... — — £75 —
James, si b.p — - — £60
James, 4J h.p., sidecar — — £55 —
Levis, 2i h.p — — £22 £30
Levis, 2J h.p — £34 — —
Matchless, 8 h.p., sidecar ... — — — £130
Matchless, 6 h.p., sidecar ... £35 — — —
New Hudson, 2-J h.p — £28 — —
New Hudson, 3I h.p., sidecar — — £68 —
New Hudson, 6 h.p., sidecar . — £60 — —
New Ryder, 2^ h.p — — £35 —
O.K., 2j h.p — — £25 £37
P. & M., 3§ h.p., sidecar £46 _ _ _
Premier, 7-9 h.p., sidecar ... — £70 .

—

Premier, 3* h.p — £65 — —
Quadrant, 8-9 h.p £58 — — —
Radco, 2j h.p., 2-stroke .... — — £18 —
Rex. si h.p £15 — — —
Rex, 35 h.p., sidecar — £46 — —
Rover, 3i h.p £24 £35 — £85
Rover, 3* h.p., sidecar — — £75 £68
Rudge, 3* h.p., sidecar — — £58 —
Rudge, 3I h.p £22 £28 £50 £31
Sparkbrook, 2J h.p., 2-=troke — — £32 —
Sun-Vitesse, 2f h.p. . — — — £27
Sun-Jap, 6 h.p. sidecar .... — — — £90
Sunt>eam, 3J h.p., sidecar — — — --- £105
Sunbeam, 6 h.p., sidecar .... — £75 £120 —
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p — — — £68
Sunbeam, 8*h.p., sidecar .... — — £150 —
Triumph si bp £22 — — —
Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar £33 £41 £73 —
Williamson, 8 h.p £53 — — —
Wolf-Jap, 2i h.p £19 — — —
Zenith, 8 h.p., sidecar — — £ioo £75
Zenith, 5-6 h.p , sidecar .... — £40 — —

Spcclat 'ye.ature.s.

OUR FIRST JOY RIDE.

SHAFT DRIVE.
GEARS, AND THE POSSIBILITY OF

GEARLESSNESS.

No Petrol Permits in India.

The rationing of petrol was discon-

tinued on December 1st in India. This

decision was brought about because a
regular supply of petrol was expected

and there is a considerable stock accumu-
lated in Bombay.

No Sunbeams until May.
Although Messrs. John Marstons, Ltd.,

were released temporarily from their

French military contracts, these have
been renewed, which will prevent any
Sunbeam motor cycles from being placed
on the open market until May next.

Petroleum in Alsace.

Before the conclusion of hostilities the

German Petroleum Co. had considerable

success in Alsace. A number of wells

were sunk, and increased production was
anticipated. These oil wells are, of course,

now in the hands of our French Allies.

Road Reports.

It is naturally evident that it will take

a long time to restore the roads of Great
Britain to their pre-war condition of excel-

lence. A good deal has been written on
this subject in The Motor Cycle, and it

is clear that every effort will be made to

repair the roads, make new ones, and
generally improve the highways through-
out the United Kingdom. All this, how-
ever, will take time, and for some period
ahead there will be stretches of main road
in very bad condition which motor cyclists

would like to avoid.

We should be pleased to hear from
readers in various parts of the country
—and we know our readers cover the
whole of the British Isles—informing us
of any particularly bad stretches in the
districts in which they reside, and also

any information which vfould enable motor
cyclists who are passing through to avoid
them. It is only by co-operating in this

manner that motor cyclists can assist one
another and get the maximum amount of

enjoyment from the pastime.

B5
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Uetuined from Austria.

Basil Vickers-Jones, once famous as
a T.T. rider and hill-climbing ex-
pert, has returned to England from
Austria, wheie he has been interned
since the commencement of the war.
When hoatilities broke out, Vickers-Jones
held an important position in the Eger
(Bohemia) works of the Coventry Premier
Company.

War-worn Motor Cycles.

M- the time of going to press, we re-

ceived advice that "hundreds of motor
cycles" were arriving at Grove Park.
It is said that this is the result of the
evacuation of Kempton Park, where.^ as
reported in our illustrated article last
week, many hundreds of machines of all

makes have been parked pending their
disposal. We are told that a quantity of
these machines (mostly in crates) can be
seen from the road, and that they include
a large number which have been over-
hauled by the Army mechanics, and are
in good running order.

A Motor Cyclist Aero Engine Designer.

At various times we have given in-

stances of the benefits which the nation
has obtained—particularly during the war
—as the result of a really close study
of motor cycle engine design. It
would be interesting, for instance, to

know to what extent motor cyclists
have contributed to British supremacy in
the air. It is known that at least two
of the most successful types of air-
cooled engines were entirely the product
of motor cyclists ; and in other designs

• it is within our knowledge that motor
cyclists played a live part.
One of the most successful aero engines

of the war was the BR2 nine-cylinder
rotary engine designed by Capt. W. 0.
Bentley, M.B.E., R.A.F., who is one of
the three brothers who interested them-
selves in long-distance records and T.T.
Races, in the capacity of amateurs.
Capt. W. 0. Bentley, whose por-
trait is reproduced, and who was
lately awarded the M.B.E. as the
result of his war work, will be re-
called as a T.T. rider of no mean
repute. The older school of motor
cyclist will recollect the name of
Bentley in connection with End-
to-end records, and it was Capt.
Bentley 's brother, A. W., who
broke the record in 1908, riding
a Triumph motor cycle.

In 1909, Capt. Bentley, as a
private owner, rode a 3^ h.p. Rex
in the T.T. Race. In the follow-
ing year his mount was a 5 h.p.
Indian, but he was again un-
lucky, a burst rear tyre on Creg
Willey's Hill putting him out of
the running during the first lap.
He subsequently became a partner
in the firm handling the D.F.P.
car—a French production of very
modern design. Prior to the
design of the 250 h.p. BR2 engine,
Capt. Bentley—at that time a
lieutenant in the R.N.V.R.—pro-
duced the 150 h.p. BRl engine.
The two engines in general prin-
ciples are very much the same,
having cylinders made up of steel

liners surrounded by an alu-
minium alloy jacket 'shrunk on,
and steel heads.

The Carbide Order, 1917.

Further to the Ministry of Munitions
press notice of November 25th, 1918, re-

garding the restrictions on prices and the
movement of carbide, the prices have now-
been fixed at £30 per ton for lump and
£20 lOs. per ton for the granulated of

16 to 25 mm. in quantities exceeding
110 lb.

Capt. W, 0. Bentley, M.B.E., R.A.F.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

Vf to the time of going to press,

the authorities had not pvbhshed a

definite scheme for the disposal of
the bulk of ex-anny motor cycles.

Forty motor cycles were to be offered

for sale by auction yesterday, the

22nd inst., at Messrs. Aidridges, St.

Martin's Lane, London.

The BR2 250 h.p. rotary eng
Bentley, M.B.E, Its forerunner

known as BRl, This engine was
Fas done splendid work.

ne designed by Capt. W, 0.
the 150 h,p, ARI, later

?il kn tlie

War Tax Rescinded.

The American war tax of 3% is no
longer applicable to the export of motor
cycles from the U.S.A. to Canada, This
makes a reduction in price amounting to

from fifteen to twenty dollars.

Aluminium.
The price of the Government stock of

98-99% ingot is now £150 per ton. The
stock will be gradually released so as

not to interfere with and disturb the

aluminium industry.

Sale of War-worn Cars.

The second-hand motor trade were the

chief bidders at the sale of surplus

Government cars held at Aldridges, St,

IMartin's Lane, last week. Very high
prices were realised, an old six-cylinder

Smrbeam fetching as much as £425 5s.

If these prices are any indication as to

those at which the Army motor cycles

will be sold later on, there appears little

hope for the bargain hunters picking up
a rideable machine for an old song.

Brooklands.

It is expected that Brooklands will be
handed over to the B.A.R.C. by the Air
Ministry shortly, but nothing definite or

official is at present known. The Brook-
lands authorities are to settle with the
Government regarding necessary repairs

to the track wath a view to putting it in

order at the earliest possible moment.
Col. Lindsay Lloyd says he hopes to have
the track ready for the summer meetings,
and may be in a position to make a

definite statement shortly.

The Control of the Roads.

The Royal Automobile Club has estab-

lished a Pai'liamentary Committee to

consider legislation affecting roads and
road transport, with power to act when
it is considered desirable. The Club is

strongly of opinion that the control of

the roads should remain separate and
distinct from the control of other
means of communication, as here-

tofore, as it considers that any
fusion of such interests, which
would necessarily be more or less

conflicting, might handicap the
deA'elopment of mechanical trac-

tion on the roads.

Programme of the Dublin M.C.C.

The Dublin and District Motor
Cycle Club, whose operations for

some time past have been sus-

pended owing to the war, is

putting its affairs on a business
footing, and at a general meeting,
last week elected officers for the
coming j'ear. Those who served

,

the club well in the past were re-

elected, JMr. W. H. Freeman again
holding the office of hon. secre-

tary. The question of a com-
petitive programme was discussed
at some length, and it was de-

cided to hold four road events
during the coming season as

under : A reliability trial for the
Dunlop Cup on Easter Monday,
a reliability trial on Whit-
Monday, a twenty-four hours' re-

liability trial at the end of June,
and a two days reliability trial

on the Saturday and Monday of

the August Bank Holiday.
e, and

n6
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A NEW SPRING FRAME.
A Neat and Novel Device for Gradua Gear Machines.

THE patent files frequently
reveal activities in the
designing departments of
motor cycle manufacturers

of whicli the public know little.

Sometimes the publication of a
patent specification by the Patent
Office is the first and last intima-
tion of certain experiments or
ideas. On the other hand, such
specifications in some cases herald
the advent of a new model. Which-
ever of these two may Tie the case
in the present instance, a spring
frame embodying the Zenith-
Gradua gear and a flat twin
engine by Jlr. Fred W. Barnes are
of more than ordinary interest.

It is faii'ly obvious on examina-
tion that the design is niore than
a diagrammatic drawing, such as
forms part of the average patent
specification, and this strengthens
the impression that the flat twin

A spring Irame designed tor Gradua gear mad
patent is by Mr. F. W. Barnes, of Zenith

hines.

fame.

engine is included for a purpose,
and not merely to indicate the
position of an engine of any type.

The countershaft drive, too, is

suggested. H.owever, the subject

of the patent is the spring frame.
The main part of the frame is

a rigid structure. To this is con-

nected a linked wheel frame com-
prising the bottom tubes and the
back stays. The lower ends of

the back stays carry bifurcated

brackets, which straddle over the

bottom tubes and support each a

pair of rollers which respectively

engage the upper and lower sides

of the bottom tubes. These rollers

are grooved to prevent lateral

displacement.
Coiled tension springs are

attached at one end to the

brackets, and at the other end are

connected adjustably to lugs or

the -bottom tubes.

->-•••-<-

THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dates for 1919 Motor Cycles.

'\.B.C

A.J.S
AJ.S
Ali-on
Allon

Ariel
Ariel

Blackburne
BLACKBUkNE
Blackburne
Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbury
British Excelsior

British Excelsior

B.S.A.
B.S.A,
B.S.A.

Calthoepe
Calthorpe
Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle ,

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Dot
Dot
Dot ._

Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield

Enfield
Enfield
'Enfield....

G.N. Cycle Car .

G.N. Cycle Car .

Hdmber

James
James
Ja]«E5
James
Jaues
James

H.P.

6

6

2|

n
u

n
4

8

n
4
6

4i
4i

n
n
n
n

3i

3

2i

•A
4

4

2J

3

6

4i

3̂i

2i
5-6
5-6

Partirulars in Brief.

"Spriog frame.
Twin, 3-speed.

Sidecar combination.
2-stroke; 2-speed, clutch
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch.

and kick-starter.

3-speed.
Sidecar combination

4-stroke, 2-speed.clutch,

3-speed.
Combioation.
4-stroke, 350 c.c, 2-sp.

Single, 3-speed, chain.

Twin, 3-speed, chain.

2-stroke, 3-speed coun-
tershaft, and kick-

starter.

2-<;troke, 2-speerl.

All-chain drive.

Chain-cum-belt.
Sidecar

,
J.A.P. engine, 2-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke.

Ditto, 2-speed.

J.A.P.
Ditto, 2-speed.

S.-A. c /shaft, 3-speed.

Combination.
Twin, 2-speed
iVin, 2-speed.
W.D. Moaei.
W.D. Model
Combination,

2-stroke, 2-speed chain-
drive.

4-stroke, twin, 2-speed.

Combination.
Combination.

2-cyl. Standard model.
2-cyl. Vitesse model.

Flat twin, 3-speed.

No. 6, single, 3-speed.

No. 6, with sidecar.

No. 7, V twin, 3-speed.

No. 8, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

No. 9, twin, 3-speed.
Combination-

Price.

£ s. d.

70
106 I
1^2 16

65
80

106

60
82

125
63
82
100

63
56

81 15
79 16
29 9

52
50
47
54 12

47 5
54 12
82 19

135
65
55
60 ij

75
95

52 10
69 6

115' 10
117 12

140
170

85

89 5
115 15
89 5
54 12
99 15

126

Delivery.

May.
End o.

January.

January.

I
January.

April.

March.
Delivery com

raenced.
Orders carried

out n rota
tion as far a:-

Dossitle.

/Delivery com-
\ menced.

Delivery
commenced.

I

It is hoped tc

1 commence
delivery in

January

}
Early in

April.

Shortly.

Delivery com-
menced-

L.M.C
L.M.C
L.M.C

Matchless ,

.

Metro-Tyleh

Morgan ..,,..

Morgan
Morgan

New Imperial .

.

New Imperial .

.

New Imperial .

.

Norton ........
Morion

Norton

Norton .......
Norton

tr'. rti M
P. & M

Radco

Royal Ruby
Royal Ruby

Sparkbrook , . ,

.

Sparkbrook . . .

.

-iUNBEAM
sunbeam
SUN-VlTESSE

Sun-Vttesse

Triumph
Triumph

Velocette
Velocette

WOOLER ....
WoOtER

H.P.

3i

H
6

^1

s
I

H
3.)

n

H
3*

6ori

2A
5i
R

n
n

n

Particulars in Brief.

2-stroke, single gear

3-sp. countershaft ^ear.

Ditto.
Twin ditto.

Combination.
2-stroke. 2-speecl.

M.A.G. engine.

G.P., J.A.P. engine
De luxe, M.A.G. {w.-c.

T.A.P.. £8 8s. extra).

J.AJ', engme, 2-speed.

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed,

clutch

.

Combination.
All-chain drive.

T.T. countershaft, all-

chain.

Single gear, B.R.S. en-

gine.

Ditto, with B.S. engine.

Standard, XT., all belt.

R.A.F. model.
Combination.

2-stroke, single gear.

Twin 3-speed.

2-stroke single gear.

2-stroke, single-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed.

3-speed, aU-chaio.

Sidecar combination
2-stroke, single-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed

-

W.D. Model.
2-stroke, 2-speed

2-stroke, 2-speed.
2-str.,3-sp.,ladies mod.

2-stroke, variable gear.

Flat twin, 4-stroke.

Price.

/ s. d.

3S U

73
75
86 10

140 0.

45 n

132 12

143 17

143 17

50 8

58 16

126
87 -0

6

7:^

80
63

78
102

42
(appros.)
105
40

46 4
-52 10

40
(appros.)
52
(approx.)

87
54 0-0

40
43

61 19
61 19

Delivery.

Januaiy. Out-
put booked
until end ol

March.

I Delivery at end

] ot January.

Jaauary.
Endoi January

Delivery com-
menced. En-
tire output for

1919 booked
by various
agents.

Delivery
commenced.

Deliver\
'shortlv

A limited num
ber during Jan

Early in Febru
ary.

I Three or fou'

f weeks.

\ Early in Febru
/ ary.

} Shortly

April.

April.

{Deliveries tc

agents com
menced.

\ Delivery in a

J lew weeks.

Apri'
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Chain, Belt, Combination or Shaft?
The Voting on Transmission Systems in the "Which Type" Referendum.

The Fourth Article on Readers' Ideals.

WHICH TYPE?
An invitation to readers was issned in "The Motor Cycle" for November 21st and 28111, to send ns the

specification of their ideal machine. This referendum represents the opinions of thousands of thinking motor

cyclists, and has revealed the proportionate popularity of various engine sises, types and features in general.

Previous articles on this subject have appeared as under: "The Ideal Solo and Sidecar Machines, embodying the

Features Most Popular with the Majority," January 2nd. "Engine Types and Sizes," January 9th. "Engine
Equipment," January 16lh.

THE importance of the transmission question is

second to none, therefore the proportionate

popularity of the four systems in vogue should

provide manufacturers with data of great value to them.

For some time design has tended towards all chain

drive, and therefore it will not come as a surprise to

readers to learn that the chain led its three rival

systems by a very considerable margin.

On the other hand, it is perhaps curious that while

in the solo class the four-speed gear box secured the

largest number of votes, three speeds were generally

considered to be the more suitable for passenger

work. The popularity of the infinitely variable gear

(such as the Rudge and Zenith) also is clearly indi-

cated in the solo group. The following figures show
the proportionate popularity of

.
the various trans-

mission systems for solo machines :

Transmission for Solo Machines.*

From Engine From Gear to

rcentage to Gear. Road Wheel. Percentage.

6.8 . . Belt . Belt . 6.8

73.3 • . Chain
(Belt.

•
I Chain.

. 26.2

• 47-1

[
Belt. 2.1

14.5 . Shaft . Chain. . 0.6
>

i Shaft. . if. 8

Belt. 3-2

5-4 • Gears . \ Chain. . 0.8
Shaft. 1.4

It will be seen that all-shaft drive and the gearshaft

system together score 13.2%. Incidentally, it should

be noted that probably all those who specified all-shaft

transmission overlooked that the drive cannot be taken

directly from engine to road as on a car, owing to the

rear wheel being on the shaft line of the engine, and

therefore had in mind the same system as specified by

1.4% only, i.e., gears and shaft.

It is apparent that even for solo work the chain is

regarded as the ideal transmission by the majority,

while in the sidecar class it shared with the shaft 75%
of the total.

Sidecar Transmissions.*

From Engine From Gear to

Percentage. to Gear. Road Wheel.

1.2 .. Belt Belt.

66.9

25.7

6.2

Chain
(Belt.

IChain.

(
Belt.

Shaft ] Chain.
( Shaft.

[
Belt.

Gears \ Chain.

I
Shaft.

^Excluding iafim'tely viriab'c gears.

Percentage.

1.2

12.6

54'3

0-5
5-1

20.

1

1.2
3.6
1.4

In considering the number of gear ratios, it is at

first sight sui-prising to find that while in the solo

class the four-speed gear box found greater favour

than the three-speed type, in the sidecar group the

three-speed box took first place. This fact appears

to indicate that the extra ratio is regarded as a " top-

speed luxury " for favourable conditions. The reason

why this desire for such a ratio is more apparent with

solo riders probably is due to the fact that the

majority of solo enthusiasts specified an engine with a

greater reserve of power for ordinary purposes than in

the sidecar class.

Further Conclusions.

To facilitate a study of this question we give below

figures taken from our review of engine sizes which

appeared in the issue for January 9th.

Solo Engines.

Under 500 c.c 10.3%
500 to 600 c.c 70-8%l 3. ,0/
700 c.c. and over 18.9%) ^''/o

Sidecar Engines.

750 c.c. and under .... 48.6%
Over 750 c.c 51 • 4%

In judging these figures it is assumed that sidecars

with engines under 750 c.c. capacity have not a suffi-

cient reserve of power to propel an outfit on an abnor-

mally high gear, whereas such reserve exists with a

solo machine having an engine of 500 c.c. and over.

The voting on gear ratios was as follows :

Solo.

One speed 2-i%
Two speeds 10.4%
Three speeds 25.1%
Four speeds 41 .6%
Infinitely variable 20.8%

It will be seen that by 20.8% of the solo voters the

infinitely variable gear is considered to be ideal.

These specifications slightly increase the all-belt drive

figures and those representing chain-cum-belt. Taking

the infinitely variable gears separately we have the

following figures in the solo class:

*All-belt drive Sg.G'/o
fChain-cum-belt 48.9%
Friction drive i-3%

JHydraulic o- 7%
JMagnetic o 4%
No transmission specified 9.1%
*Type as Rudge, Philipson, Wooier.

t Type as Zenith countershaft Gradua gear.

X Mentioned as idea.is.

In the sidecar group the infinitely variable gears

specified include all the above systems and suggested

systems in similar proportions.

Sidecar
I HO/° /O

2 5%
. 48 9%

. 39 27o
7 6%
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Some Details of (he Peace Model of this Four-wheeled Cycle Car.

The standard model G.N- cycle car, fitted with a 90° 10 h.p. air-cooled twin engine, to be marketed at £140

IT
may be recalled that of the many cycle cars which
appeared on the market in 1912 the G.N. and the

Morgan ha%-e been the only two to survive. It has

been a case of a survival of the fittest, and since.

Messrs. G.N.. Ltd., have had some seven years' experi-

ence in the construction of four-wheeled cycle cars,

and have announced their intention to continue the

manufacture of this type of vehicle, particulars of the

improved peace models will undoubtedly be of interest.

The new models are improved in detail throughout,

and the only drastic alteration is the abandonment of

the belt drive and the substitution of chains. These
are four in number, and provide three speeds forward
and one reverse.

As in the older model, the primary drive is by shaft

from the engine to a countershaft which it drives by
means of a bevel gear, but, instead of a second counter-

shaft driven by chains from the first as in the pre-war

type, four chain sprockets are carried on the live rear

axle. Three of these carry chains directly from the

sprockets on the countershaft, while the chain of the

fourth is driven, when required, by a small sprocket

on a subsidiary countershaft. This little countershaft

carries a gear wheel which is made to engage with a

pinion on the main countershaft, and so provides a

reverse.

Chassis Details.
The change-speed lever works in a gate and through

a selector, the engagement taking place by means of

dogs. As the rear axle is of the solid variety, the two
internal expanding brakes may be worked inde-

pendently, so the brake on the off side is controlled

by the pedal, and that on the right by means of

the side lever. The pressed steel frame is mounted
on quarter-elliptical springs. It is interesting to

note that the front springs are provided with radius

rods extending from the underside of the frame to the

front axle. As regards the radius rods at the rear, the

forward ends of these are mounted on chain adjusters,

so that any slackness in the chains may be easily taken

up. To revert to the brakes, the drums of these are

loin. in diameter and are 2in. wide, so that they should
possess ample stopping power. Ball bearings are

provided where necessary. A distinct improve-
ment has been made in the steering, which is now

on more conventional lines, as the reduction gear

is of the bevel variety and wire and bobbin control is

no longer employed.
The 1 919 G.N. is fitted with detachable wheels and

650 mm. X 65 mm. tyres. The wheelbase is 8ft., the

track 3ft. 6in., the overall length loft. jin., the height

3ft. 4in. (with screen 4ft. lin.), ground clearance

9in., and weight 6]4, cwt.

£ngine Improvements.
It may be recalled that the pre-war G.N. was fitted

with a 90° air-cooled twin-cylinder engine, the bore

and stroke of which were 84 mm. and 98 mm. respec-

tively (1,098 c.c). The latest type is provided with

an air-cooled oil sump, the cylinders are held on by

four holding-down bolts instead of two; in fact, the

whole power unit has been generally improved in

detail. The Zenith car type carburetter should

make the engine more controllable at slow speeds and

capable of better acceleration. So as to get the maxi-

mum amount of cooling the cylinder heads project

beyond the level of the sides of the bonnet and are

thus exposed to the draught caused by the passage of

the car through the air. In the old pattern this was

detrimental, as the inlet rockers were unprotected from

dust, and so liable to wear—a fault which has been

overcome in the new model by the provision of en-

closed rockers and valve stems. A heavy flywheel is

fitted, and the clutch is of simple design, consisting of

a single steel plate and two Ferodo-faced plates.

The complete standard equipment which is men-
tioned in the catalogue as an extra consists of hood,

screen, spare wheel and tyre with bracket, electric

lighting set (contprising head light, two side lamps

and tail lamp, battery, switchboard, and dynamo),

horn,, pump, jack, tool kit, and number plates. With
this equipment the standard car is to be sold at

£16"]- los., and without it at ;£i40.

There is also another model, kviown as the Vitesse,

which is 100 lb. lighter than the standard vehicle, and

is fitted with a specially tuned engine. This model is

sold at ;i^i95 with equipment and £,^"10 without. The
fully-equipped Vitesse G.N. is supplied with a cellu-

loid screen, but there is no hood ; otherwise it is fitted

out in the same manner as the standard model.
B15
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The Editor does noc hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

VARIABLE IGNITION.
Sir,—I have a 1913-14 F.N. 5-6 h.p. motor cycle, fitted with

a Bosch magneto (fixed ignition). It seems plain to me that
I could get better running if the magneto could be made
variable. I wonder if any one of your readers, who is a rider
of the F.N., has made this alteration. I should be very
grateful for a little advice on the subject. H.H.T.

THE FUTURE OF SURPLUS GOVERNMENT MACHINES.
Sir,—I think Mr. C. S. Moore's suggestion that discharged

soldiers should be given the privilege of buying Army motor
cycles is good. Do not limit the purchasers to despatch
riders, however, but allow all ranks who were motor cyclists
prior to the war the opportunity.
From what I have seen of the majority of despatch riders

Overseas, they seem to think that the average Tommy never
had a motcir bicycle. I have seen things which have made
me smile many a time.

I should^ like to make a suggestion. ; Could you not have
a section in your paper for the real cycle car such as the
Morgan, G.N., Garden, and many others, like your Aviation
Section, which has been very instructive and interesting?

^
I may say that I have had T!ie Motor Cycle every week

since published, and never missed, though sometimes' it has
arrived a week or two late while on the four different Fronts
where I have served during the war. . F. P. CHANTER,

WHICH TYPE?
Sir,—I am one of the old brigade who still think that

an 8 h.p. V twin, single-geared and belt-driven, is the ideal
machine for touring work.
My 8 h.p. Matchless will do • everything I want, and is

the most flexible machine possible. Belt drive is absolutely
satisfactory with these big engines, whatever it may be with
smaller types. It is wonderful what an advantage the 1-^in.

variety has over the smaller sizes. My belts regularly run
2,500 to 3,000 miles, and require shortening not more than
three times in this distance. I find they can be run quite
slack without slipping, and perhaps that is the secret of the
satisfaction I have with them. E. B. HALL.

Sir,—The very apparent success of the "Which Type?"
plebiscite provides strong grounds for adopting the measure
as an annual undertaking. The importance of a wide field

of views cannot be over-estimated, and cannot fail to serve
as an efficient weathercock of public opinions. An appeal

. to motor cyclists every September would receive immediate
and enthusiastic attention from every type of keen rider.

In the light of past correspondence aneiit the suitability
of the 3 h.p. twin Enfield for sidecar worh, there is cause for
comment upon the general desire of 500 c.c. for solo. During
the past seven years I have ridden various h.p.'s, but must
candidly admit that a three-speed 2J h.p. twin Humber tops
the roll, and has been undergoing heavy work (two up) for
four years, and can still show its dust to a large number
of late model 3^ h.p.'s. Both the Humbers I have owned
have an astonishing aptitude for long life. I shall certainly
sample the new flat twin. A. STANLEY BLIOQ.
Guernsey.

SPRING FRAMES.
Sir,—Concerning " Ixion's " comments dealing with the

question of spring frames, I am strongly of the opinion that
when the correct design of springing has been evolved, of
comparatively light weight, though of strong construction,
and without that great drawback lateral play, this type of
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machine will prove to be actually faster than the fixed'
frame variety^, in that the driving wheel, no matter what
the speed, will more readily adapt itself to the condition
of the road. Also, by reducing "bounce," it will materially
lengthen the life of the rear tyre. I, too, have ridden
different kinds of spring frames, only to discover, somewhat
to my cost, the unmistakable presence of lateral play ; this

with but one exception, a little machine, beautifully made,
as old as the hills, and of Hun origin, glorying in the name
"Wanderer." Among the "nuts" of Hampstead this
machine was an outcast, although furtive glances would
sometimes be levelled at it when I was not looking. It
just bristled with cute mechanical stunts, and the springing
of the frame was "it." Tramlines, wet or dry, quickly
discover lateral play. VIC.

Finchley, N.W.

REAR LAMPS ON CYCLES.
Sir,—I enclose for your pei-usal a leaf out of a cbntemporary

of recent date in which the .writer holds forth against
D.O.R.A. for compelling cyclists to carry red rear lamps.
This particular scribe has been very venomous in agitating

against tliis infliction, as he calls it, and I would dearly like,

to answer him in The Motor Cycle. ."

He has been accusing motorists generally of being selfish

and domineering, and suspects they will do all in their powei'
to make cyclists carry a rear lamp pennanently after the lapse

of D.O.R.A. I have written to protest against this attitude,

but my letter was not published.
Please do not think the journal to. which I refer speaks for

all cyclists in this respect, because I assure you, as one of

them, I know njany will continue to use the lamp in, any
circumstances, not only because they consider it safer for

themselves, but also out of a gentlemanly desire to maintain
the true spirit of the road, which prompts them to assist other
road users all they can. CORPORAL ELSIE.

Hereford.

SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR?
Sir,—^Although my experience of motor cycling has been

short (I had a little 2^ h.p. two-stroke from about the end
of 1915 to the beginning of 1917), this was sufficient to give

me a taste for the sport. I am on the look-out for something
now that will carry three others besides myself, but the prices

of the new medium and heavyweight combinations almost
stagger one, notwithstanding the article in your issue of

January 16th on current prices. I wish it could be proved
that prices are not more than 25% up on pre-war rates. One
cannot expect them ever to be at pre-war rates, as the whole
conditions have changed, we hope, in many respects for

the better ; but when what used to be considered a moderate-
priced combination is listed to-day at £142 or thereabouts,

and a four-wheeled cycle car is going to be produced at

iS167 10s., the latter, too, complete with dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, tools, etc., it makes one hesitate between the
combination and the cycle car (or three-wheeled runabout)
proposition, and after the present great demand for all kinds
of motor vehicles has been reduced, the makers of com-
binations will have to look out. At least, that is the opinion
of one who may be perhaps only an amateur with little road
experience ; but on paper the combination is losing its

attractiveness ^because of its great increase in price against

other attractive propositions.

The best policy, to my mind, for those with only a
moderate sum to spend is to " wait and see.

"

THOS. W. WHITTAKER.
.1,
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R.P.M.

Sir,—We notice from your issue of December 19Ui, 1918,
in a reference to the Harley-Davidson lightweight, a remark
that " the makers claim that the engine attains the highest
crankshaft speed of any petrol engine built."
This is very interesting to us, as we are under the impres-

sion that the 8,000 r.p.m. attained by an A. B.C. engine
holds this record, and we should very much like to challenge,
in a friendly way, the engine to which you refer (or any
other engine for that matter) to attain, under the same con-
ditions, a higher crankshaft speed than that attained by us
at the present moment. A.B.C. MOTORS, LTD.,

Granville Br.\dshaw, Engineer and Manager.

INSURANCE.
Sir,—A few weeks ago I read a short paragraph relating

to a new scheme of insurance now being worked in America.
By placing a coin or two in an automatic machine a disc

is returned, and this covered a riding period of twenty-four
hours, but I do not know whether this covered man or

machine. For my own part I consider this method far
before the ordinary English way. Here, if we pay, say,

£3 17s. 6d. for a policy, and by ill-luck we do only two or
three months' riding, the insurance pans out at over £1
per month. With the new penny-in-the-slot business riders

pay for the actual ridir>g time oiily. Perhaps some of your
other readers can supply more details. AUTOMATIC.

Dalton-in-Furness.

THE COMMUNAL GARAGE.
Sir,—I was greatly interested in your article in 2'he

Motor Cycle of January 2nd on garaging of motor cycles.

Some time before the war I wrote to you, suggesting that a
firm of accessories dealers should build a place after the
style of a public swimming bath, and in the centre of the
building have a stores wliere petrol, oil, and any accessory
could be purchased, and round the outside small boxes built

to take sidecar or solo machines, which could be hired at a
reasonable price for six months.

If some system of garaging were possible in London, it

would enable many a young fellow who is in lodgings to
have a motor who at present cannot have one because his
landlady will not let him bring one into the house.

I hope The Motor Cycle will push this topic, so that
some of us unfortunate youths can have a taste of the open
road, and make an Al population, as we are verv much -

C3 now. W. 0. STEVENS.

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—May I say a few words through the medium of

your journal on the somewhat mysterious "dead spot;"
subject in connection with the Binks carburetter.

I have had considerable experience with various models
of this instrunient since 1909, and, properly tuned with the
correct jets, no "dead spot" occurs during the jet change
over; but with wrong size jets there is a certain amount
of hesitation and possibly actual stoppage of engine in

changing from one jet to another.

For the' benefit of your readers and any who may be
contemplating the fitting of a Binks carburetter, may I

suggest the method of procedure for its fitment? In the
first place see that it is the light size for the engine. For
instance, a 4 h.p. single-cylinder will require a larger

instrument than a 5 h.p. twin, because it has a lai'ger lung
or cylinder. A lot of Irouble is caused owing to the
purchase, from dealers and other agents, of the wrong size

and type, making it next to impossible to tune the engine
up in a satisfactory manner.
Bear this in mind, as there are at least fourteen different

models of the Binks carburetter for motor cycles alone.

So, having made sure of the right type, see that it is a

tight fit on the engine stump. The next thing is to test

the pilot (or smallest) jet by endeavouring to start the

engine. If it refuses to start, the jet is too small, so fit

a size larger ; if it starts and, upon opening the extra air a

little, races or appreciably accelerates, the jet is too large,

so fit a size smaller.

The same procedure is adopted in tuning up the second
pilot jet. Now, on opening to the main jet, if it is a size

too small, the engine will hesitate slightly ; if it is two or

three sizes too small, it will stop altogether. If it is too

large, it will unduly accelerate upon opening the extra air

valve, and, incidentally, be rather greedy for petrol.
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The spring clip at the bottom usually gives the best

results with the holes half covered; this has no influence

whatever on the first and second pilot jets.

I usually adjust the gas lever so that when it is closed

the engine is running on the first pilot jet; it is then

impossible to set the levers wrongly in starting, and it just

keeps the engine ticking over in traffic. Of course, it can

be stopped by opening the extra air lever.

By spending half an hour on these simple experiments

one is well repaid by the machine's beautiful running

throughout its life, and an easy start off is always obtained

without any injections or lifting of the exhaust. Although

this carburetter is primarily designed as a single-lever

automatic, the extra air lever is there for experiments and

varying climatic conditions. A. C. ROBBINS.

ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—Anent the ever-returning controversy respecting two

V. four-stroke machines, perhaps my experience with a Baby

Levis will interest and influence decisions as to choice of a

handy knockabout mount. Bought in 1915, second-hand, the

motor cycle has been constantly in use in the hilly country

around the head of Morecambe Bay. It has an Amac carbu-

retter (first a No. 26 jet, now a No. 20), ignition ^in advanced,

Sphinx mark C25, and two-stroke plug. No difficulty has

been experienced in starting, except from stone cold m winter

when a thimbleful of petrol ( ! ) through the release valve

removes the trouble. Lubricating oil is used freely, but run

off from the crank case

frequently. The plug is

removed for cleaning at in-

tervals of four months, and ^^^^^ " Elterwater
"

decarbonising of the engine JH
|^^ ^ and his Levis

is not necessary under six IHHHk two-stroke.

months. For winter riding a hot air intake is fitted, but for
the warmer weather a leather tube extension is used plus
an extra air inlet into the induction pipe. The latter
removes any tendency to four-stroke, and adds 5 to 10 m.p.h.

Light in weight, the Levis can show heels to anything its

horse-power, and delights in rising ground (" Ixion " can say
"rot" if he likes), and the makers rightly state "hard work is

good tor the Levis " (usual disclaimer, please). At speed the
" speech " of tiie engine is akin to an aeroplane, and there
being very few two-strokes round this district the himi is

well known.
A temporary mudshield is. fitted, and also footboards.

Consumption usually 110 to 140 m.p.g. Have several times
done 150 m.p.g., and this with the apology of stuff sold as

petrol. Can any four-stroke do better ? The even pull of

the two-stroke and total absence of vibration from the engine
is delightful, as also is the ability to paddle off.

Carnforth. ELTERWATER.

AIDS TO STARTING.
Sir,—I read in your columns of the improvement aero

engineering is to effect in motor cycle engines, but no one

so far has pointed out one drawback. Aero engines are

designed on the assumption that nothing but the very best

No. 1 petrol will be used in them and the finest lubricants

around them. Yet in other of your columns you advocate

the use of benzole, alcohol, and mixtures of different kinds

in engines designed for petrol. I wonder, sir, if you have

tried the substitute nearest to hand, viz., No. 3 war spirit.

I have, in one of the most easily started two-strokes on the

market (Velocette), and I have given up the wrestling

match. I dope it through the sparking plug hole five, ten,

twenty times a day.
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Yet, sir, in your preliminary account of the A.B.C. you
say no kick starter is to be litted, but the paddle-off method
is to be reverted to. Few advertisements of any but very
big machines mention a kick stai-terj' the 2J h.p. Blackburne
is the only one I know of. Would it be a legitimate
deduction that Mr. Bradshaw and the other designers have
never had to use No. 3 spirit? If so, I should be very glad
to lend my machine and half a gallon of No. 3 to Mr. B.
the next frosty morning, if I may be allowed to watch him
" paddle off "—no priming, hot water flannels, or blow lamp
heating to be permitted.

Seriously, however, I think designers and makers ought
to bear in mind that No. 1 petrol is not always to be had,
and that other and home-produced fuels are available in
increasing measure if the demand arises. Emergency priming
cocks, induction system heaters, and kick starters should
be fitted to every machine. Incidentally, the greater the
range of suitable fuel available, the more people would buy
it, and petrol prices would be lowered by competition.

I have no interest in any cycle, fitment, or fuel, but am
merely a very TIRED TIM.
[We also have tried No. 3 petrol, and cannot say that we

like it on a frosty morning.

—

Ed-]

PRICES.
Sir,
—"H.L.I." evidently does not understand the first

rudiments of business, which are to buy at the lowest price
possible and sell at the highest; also that the value of any
article is the price which can be obtained for it.

What reason is there that the dealer referred to in
" H.L.I. 's " letter should not put his price up for the combi-
nation in question? He has bought it in a favourable market,
and the market has risen. Had the market fallen he would
not have been able even to obtain his original price. When
prices come down, which they are bound to do some time, this
agent may have several machines in stock which he wOl have
to sell at a loss. It works both ways, and is the ordinary
method of doing business in all trades in which there is a
fluctuation of prices.

I should like to add that I have no connection whatsoever
with any motoring business. B.H.V.

Shipley.

Sir,—What a commendable modesty seems to have suddenly
developed, almost to an epidemic extent, in the minds of the
motor manufacturers of every type : modesty in the sense
that they are reluctant to shock the nervous system of the
present or potential buyer of the goods they advertise by
stating in cold print the selling price. One 5 mind is un-
consciously carried back to the days of the cycle boom, when
many cycle makers supplied their customers with their
wares as an act of grace

!

This tone largely permeates the "announcements" of a
number of present-day advertisers, practically all of whom,
of course, have had a good time since 1914, and have par-
ticipated in the good things the war has provided for them.
We are told that wages have increased enormously, and

also raw material costs. The writer, from his own personal
knowledge, admits the truth of these statements ; but, even
BO, there are other factors to be taken into consideration by
those makers of motors who would seek the favour of the
buying public. They, in common with all who have goods
to sell, have got so thoroughly used to the daily atmosphere
of the past four years of inflated (and often unholy) profits.

It is, of course, common knowledge that many of the
smaller fry have to thank the war for their present affluent
position, but these will no doubt soon be brought to at least
the common everyday level, even though they may not revert
to type. But as regards the big firms, they, perhaps not
unnaturally, will hope to continue to make the huge profits
to which_ they have now become accustomed ; but whether
their anticipations will ever be realised remains to be seen,
for, after all, the public will have to find the money to
provide the profits. Will they be willing to do so? That
is a question time alone will answer. It is quite possible
that an altogether new type of purchaser will arise out of the
topsy-turvydom of this England of ours, and, if so, how
far will he absorb the huge outputs which we all hope to see
created ?

I have had daily opportunities of discussing this price
question with a huge number of old motor cyclists-
enthusiasts who have been the real backbone of the sport,
and who have, quite uncomplainingly, made it possible to
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pay the 40% dividends of the pre-war period. They feel,

with me, that;, instead of makers endeavouring to maintain
(and possibly even to increase) such figures of dividend, they
should, instead of participating in the general scramble for

unholy profits indulged in by every purveyor of goods from
wire nails to aeroplanes during the war period, rather take
their share of life's burdens by being satisfied with a

reasonable return on their capital. Doubtless it is an absurd
proposition to put forward, human nature being what it is,

but, after all, the buying public will see to it that no super
fancy prices are paid, and thus those makers who are pro-

posing to charge £85 for a motor cycle worth little more
than half that figure will come down to common earth

once more.
So much has the picture of huge post-war demands for

motor cycles, and of unseemly scrambles to obtain a
machine, whatever the price, been placed before our eyes,

that we have almost come to believe it as being true ; but
we shall see.

I sincerely hope, as do all good Britishers, that all

expectations as to output and demand will be realised, but
there undoubtedly is a very real danger of output being
restricted, to some extent, by the tendency to charge fancy
prices. The present policy is certainly likely to have a
strangling effect upon the industry, and that we should all

deplore.

One other point is that fully 95% of the types that will

be offered will be 1914-15 models with a few minor improve-
ments tacked on, as it is common knowledge that the real

wp-to-date model will he reserved for the 1920 market, so
that, in addition to paying through the nose for a machine,
one will have an obsolete model on one's hands.
Another disturbing factor both to producer and consumer

will be the disposal of the hundreds of thousands of war
motor cycles. This element, in conjunction with the revolu-
tion both in design and price for the 1920 models, is likely

to militate very considerably against the stability of things
motoring for the 1919 season, and the makers will be wise
to consider well what their 1919 prices shall be.

I rather imagine that all old motor cyclists who buy a
new model every year will shun these obsolete types, and
purchase where real merit justifies the large capital outlay.
This, I know, will happen in a large number of cases, and I
rather fancy that some manufacturers will find disappoint-
ment permeating the results of their efforts, and perhaps
deservedly so. ROMANESQUE.
Dudley.

Sir,—I have before me "The Buyers' Guide" for 1919,
published in The Motor Cycle, and am surprised to read
of the high prices asked for post-war models.
We now know of sidecar combinations costing £140 or

more, yet cycle cars are comparatively cheap. One would
imagine that if motor cycles cost more to produce, so also
would cycle cars.

As a result of these prices, I think there will be a " run "

on cycle cars, and sidecar prices will have to come down.
Cycle cars like the Morgan will be very popular, and I
believe manufacturers will have difficulty in making the
supply equal the demand. I know personally one motor
cyclist who is contemplating the purchase of a three-wheel
cycle car, solely on account of the high prices asked for
some sidecar combinations.
May I suggest that motor cycle manufacturers lower

their retail prices, and be content with a smaller profit?
If they do this, they will surely have a greater demand for
their productions. W.
Manchester.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
A valuable colleciion of uaeful " wrinltles " and items of information con-
cerning the imming, management, and repair of motor cycles.

Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3.
TRACING TROUBLES.

Motor Cycle Faults, Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fully
Explained. Price 2/- net. By post, 2/2.

Obtainable by po:jt (remittance wifh order) trona

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4
or of leading Booksellers anH Railway Bookstills

ED" .10
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A seleclion oi questions ol general interest received from readers and out replies thereto. AH questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamjie J addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of en7alope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Benzole as a Fuel.

(1.) Is neat benzole easier to

start on than Grade 3 war
petrol? (2.) Can it be satisfac-

torily mixed with petrol? (3.)

Does it require a special tank?
(4.) Does it eat into and spoil the
enamelling? (5.) How does it compare
with petrol from the point of view of

m.p.g. and carbonisation? (6.) Are
most garages likely to stock it in

future? (7.) What is the bore and
stroke of the 2^ h.p. four-stroke O.K.
with O.K. engine (m.o.i.T.), 1915? (8.)

JMy crank case release is via the hollow
crankshaft. What would cause con-

siderable smoke to issue after three
minutes' fast running?—F.C.C.

(1.) Benzole gives an easy start, \inless.

actually frozen. (2.) To prevent benzole
freezing, it is best to mix it with petrol

in the proportion of one-third petrol and
two-thirds benzole. (3.) No special fit-

ments are required. (4.) If it is spilt

over the enamel, it may destroy it, but if

it is wiped off at once with an oily rag
no harm will ensue. (5.) The consump-
tion is better and the carbon deposit

about the same, though the deposit
appears to be of rather a softer nature.

(6.) We expect so. (7.) The bore and
stroke are 70x70 mm. (8.) Probably the
vaporisation of the oil in the crank case,

due perhaps to a slight excess of oil.

If the smoke is excessive there may be
leakage past the I'ings.

Registration.

(1.) I purchased a Eudge-Multi

S
clutch combination numbered
JI4204. The seller informs me
that the machine has -been in

his works for three years or

thereabouts. It has not been regis-

tered by him, and he does not know
who the man is or what steps he has
taken about the number. What should
I do—try to get the number trans-

ferred to me or get a new number ?

If the former, to whom should I

apply? (2.) The machine was driven
to me (about twenty miles) a few days
ago and was then going well. I can-
not now start it, even after heating
the cylinder and carburetter with a
blow-lamp and injecting petrol into
compression tap. Can you suggest a

method of starting? (3.) On pressing
down the starting pedal—with all

closed—^there is a slight hissing noise,

indicating a leakage about the top of

the cylinder head, which is apparently
bolted on. Does it require a new
washer, and if so, of what should the
washer be made ?—J.F.G.

(1.) You should write to the Clerk of

the County Council of Cheshire, Chester,

and ask for the number to be transferred
to your name. He will then send you a
form to sign, with the request for Is.

—

that is to say, if the number has not
been already cancelled. If it has been,

you will have to re-register the machine,
which you can do with any County or

Borough Council in the United Kingdom,
l^aying a fee of 5s. (2.) It is just pos-

sible that the fibre bush in which the
rocking arm of the magneto works has
swollen through damp. You should
therefore remove the contact breaker
cover, rotate the engine and watch if the
rocking arm is moving. (3.) Admission
of air at this point may account for the
difficirlt starting, and a new washer is

required. These washers are usually
copper and asbestos.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

TKe proprietors of this journal, beins fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Knocking and Overheating.

I have a 1915 3^ h.p. T.T.
~^i Rover (fixed engine), fitted with
> a Philipson pulley and B. and
-iJ B. carburetter, 34 jet. Is this

the correct size ? I use a single-

point aero plug. My greatest troubles
are knocking, overheating, and high
petrol consumption. It is geared 3J to

1, and is very fast when in good order.

(1.) After running about a mile the
engine gets very hot, and at the first

incline starts knocking. Retarding the
spark and closing the air does not ease
the knocking much, but makes the
engine lose power. Will you please tell

nie the cause. I have just fitted a new
carburetter float because the old one
leaked, and this had no effect on the
knocking, but gave more power. (2.)

Do you think I ought to take the
engine down and grind in the valves ?

The valve tappet clearances are correct,

as I have tested them. I took the
engine down twelve months ago, and
it has not done a great deal of work
since, so I do not think carbon deposit
should cause the overheating. The com-

pression is fairly good. Up to now 1

have been using B.B. oil. (3.) I have
never been able to get more than 70

m.p.g. ; now I cannot get 40. (4.) How
should the magneto be timed ?—G.C.

(1.) We should say that the jet in ques-

tion is rather too large, and you might try

No. 31 or 32. A single-point plug with
substantial electrodes should not cause

pre-ignition. (2.) It is quite time to take

the engine down, grind in the valves,

clean out the carbon deposit, fit new
valves if such are required, and generally

overhaul the engine. (3.) It is rather

hard to say why the petrol consumption
should have gone up ; 70 m.p.g. is quite

good, but of course the consumption you
speak of is ridiculously high, and you
might try a smaller jet, as first of all

suggested. Probably there is a leak

somewhere. (4.) The magneto should be

timed in the following manner : Place

the piston exactly on top of the com-
pression stroke aiid connect up the mag-
neto with the points just about to break

and the ignition lever two-thirds retarded.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
New Cross (London) to Htol, via

wolverh-\mpton.—f.h.
Regent's Park, Finchley, Bariiet, St.

Albans, Redbourn, Dunstable, Fenny
Stratford, Stony Stratford, Towcester,

Daventry, Dunchurch, Coventry, Bir-

mingham, Wednesbury, Wolverhampton,
Bloxwich, Brownhills, Lichfield, Burton-
on-Trent, Derby, Nottingham, Newark,
Lincoln, Brigg, Croston, Hull.

Aye to Hendon (London).—S.R.

Ayr, Ochiltree, Cumnock, Sanquhar,
Thornhill, Dumfries, Annan, Longtown,
Brampton, Alston, Newbiggin, Barnard
Castle, Scotch Corner, Boroughbridge,
Wetherby, Aberford, Doncaster, Bawtry,
Retford, Newark, Grantham, Stamford,
Alconbury, Eaton Socon, Biggleswade,
Baldock, Welwyn, Hatfield, Barnet,

Finchley ; at Church End (Finchley) take

the right-hand fork for Hendon. Approxi-
mately 380 miles.

MiLLOM TO Tavistock.—J.H.B.
Millom, Broughton, Gewthwaite, Green-

odd, Newby Bridge, Kendal, Lancaster,

Preston, Wigan, Warrington. Tarporley,
Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridgnorth,
Kidderminster, Worcester. TewKesbury.
Gloucester, Stroud, Nailsworth. Bath.
Wells, Glastonbury, Durston, Taunton,
CuUompton, Exeter, Okehampton, Tavi-

stock. The surface is likely to be rather

better xid JSIoretonhampstead and Two
Bridges, but this is an exceedingly hilly

road.
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Dissolution ot Partnership.

Messrs. the Eastern Garage Co., of

Forest Gate, E.7, advise us that a dis-

solution of partnership having been

mutually agreed upon between Mr. J. L.

Love and Mr. Chas. E. Lov€tt, the latter,

as sole remaining partner, will carry on
the business.

A Rumour Denied.

For some time thare has been a per-

sistent rumour that the A.J.S. Co. is

intending to market a light car. There

is no truth in this rumour, and the

Wolverhainpton firm will continue to

concentrate on the sidecar machine.

Change of Title.

We are informed that the Forward
Motor Co., the manufacturers of the
Forward sparking plug, will in future
be known as the Forward Sparking Plug
Co. The proprietorship of the company
and its general trade policy will in no
way be altered, the change of name being
merely to indicate the nature of the
business.

tBurberry's Peace Year Sale.

Burberrys, Haymarket, are now holding
a sale of weatherproof garments. Included
in the sale are a number of Service

weatherproof garments and several articles

of naval and military equipment which
have either been used as models or left

on hand in the course of the year's

business.

Henderson Motor Cycles.

We are informed that Mr. T. W.
Henderson, the manager of the sales

department, the Excelsior Motor Manu-
facturing and Supply Co., the makers of

the American Henderson motor cycle, will

shortly visit this country. Mr. Hender-
son is intending to stay in Europe in-

definitely as the European representative
of his company, and will have his head-
quarters in London. The London repre-
sentatives of the Henderson are Messrs.
Robertsons, 157b, Gt. Portland Street,

London, W.l.

Catalogues Received.

Messrs. AUdays and Onions' preliminary
catalogue for 1919 is to hand, and is

rather more complete than the average
advance list. The Allon two-stroke motor
cycle is fully described and illustrated by
upwards of a dozen pictures.

A well got up and usefully compiled
catalogue has been published by the
Hoffmann Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Chelmsford, Essex. This gives minute
details of their numerous ball and roller
bearings, many of which are suitable for
motor cycles. The catalogue may be
obtained on application to the company.
We are in receipt of the advance 1919

list of Wooler motor cycles, published
by the Wooler Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Alperton, Middlesex.

Where Benzole may be Obtained.

Messrs. Selfridge inform us that their

motor department can now supply benzole

in two-gallon cans.

The Enfield Two-speed Gear.

We are advised that the Enfield Co.,

Eedditch, is again in a position to accept

trade orders for early delivery of its

two-speed gear.

Rudge Preparations.

Preparations at the Rudge-Whitworth
works for a very large output of motor

cycles are rapidly progressing, practically

all this company's munition engagements

being completed.

Fire at Birmingham.

We regret to learn that the premises of

Messrs. S. Smith and Sons, Ltd., at 122,

Alma Street, Birmingham,' were com-
pletely destroyed by fire on the morning

of the 10th iiist. Customers are requested

to be good enough to address their en-

quiries to the London address of Messrs.

S. Smith and Sons, Ltd., 179-185, Great
Portland Street, W.l.

The Premier Runabout.

Messrs. Coventry Premier, Ltd., advise

US that they have received over a thousand

enquiries concerning their new runabout
from the announcements which have
appeared in The, Motor Cycle. We are

asked to state that the advance list is

not yet ready, and that, owing to the

abnormal conditions prevailing at the

present time, it is impossible for them to

write to each applicant pending delivery

of the list.

The Bluemel Programme.

Messrs. Bluemel Bros., of Wolston,
near Coventry, advise us that they are

continuing to manufacture the same
accessories as before the war. In
addition, they are putting on the market
an improved form of windscreen, which,

from experiments carried out, effectively

protects the sidecar passenger from the

wind and rain in anything but a very
heavy storm.

C.A.V. War Work.
The firm of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell

and Co., makers of the well-known C.A.V.
magneto, have during the last four and a
half years manufactured many devices

which have helped us to win the war.

Mr. H. A. Midgley, the company's chief

engineer, evolved a wonderful little fuse

for trench warfare, which has been used
successfully in the Stokes trench gun,

while other fuses for aeroplane bombs
and hand grenades were also manufac-
tured. Many tanks were equipped with
C.A.V. starters, which were also fitted

to " M-L's." A special type of starter

magneto for aeroplanes was also made.
Curiously enough, one of these was
found in a captured German aeroplane,

and it is now back at the C.A.V. works.

C.A.V. electric lamps were used for

numerous purposes—in a very neat, com-
pact, and simple signalling set, for

example, and in tank lighting installa-

tions. While Mr. Vandervell himself

stayed at his post at the works, all his

brothers and his eldest son joined the

Colours. One of the brothers, Maj. Frank
Vandervell, served in the Tank Corps.

JANUARY 23rd, igig
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Valve Mechanism.

The object of this invention is to

provide improved means for mounting
protecting cylinders over valve rods and
springs. These cover's are provided with
external tapers on one or both extremities
to engage with intei-nally tapered fixed

members and adjustable nut members.
The internal taper on the abutment,
engaging with the external tapers, presses

the constituertti parts of the cover
togetlier, and secures them in position.

The covers or cylinders are made in two
parts, and are held together by tiie

adjustable taper members at the lower
extremity.—F. A. Kimberley and the

James Cycle Co., Ltd., Birmingham, No.
117,235, July 11th, 1918.

A Leaf Spring Fork.

In this design only one pair of links is

used and the springs are approximately
vertical. With this device two distinct

motions are obtained, one in a vertical

and the other in a longitudinal direction.

It is not altogether a good-looking fork in

the form shown here, and probably the
springs would be exposed to the mud
thrown up by the front wheel, but these

points can be modified, and do not affect

the feasibility of the design.—G. Rigby,
Manchester, No. 117,300, July 12th, 1918.

A spring fork patented by G Rigby,

of the Royal Ruby Company.

1
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MAKE A
tEAN START

By Purchasing your Peace Year's Mount
from the firm whose name alone

is a Guarantee of a Straight Finish.

Write for Godfrey's Full List of New 1919
Models, giving Latest Prices and Earliest

Deliveries. Or, if you have already made your
choice of a machine, place your order now.

Your Old Machine Taken in Part Exchange.

Easy Terms of Payment Arranged if desired.

Wfile for Catalogues or any Fiirther Information Required to

TDGodfrey s, u
208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.
'Pbone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " T/te Motor Cucle." B23
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THE House for

NEW & SECOND-HAND MACHINES
g5-i^?^?^l

TERMS OF DEALING
We have now settled practically all our con-
tracts for the coming year, and can book your
order for earliest possible delivery of New
Machines. We require a deposit of £5 with
order, returnable if the price we quote to you is

increased.

We can take your old machine in part exchange.
We can arrange an exchange valuation NOW
and you can keep and use your old machine
until we have the new one ready for delivery.

We can hire you a good Second-hand Machine
with which to carry on until the new model is

ready for delivery, at the nominal cost of 10s.

per week.

We have definite contracts already placed tc

A. NEVIf MACHINES.
the earliest possible delivery ol the tollowinj;

ALLON, A.B.C., A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A., BLACK-
BURNE, CALTHORPE, DIAMOND, ENFIELD,
EDMUND, HARLEV, NUMBER, HENDERSON,
JAMES, INDIAN, LM.C, LEVIS, NEW IMPERIAL,
NORTON, MORGAN, MATCHLESS, O.K., N.U.T.,
I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI, N.U.T., ROYAL RUBY,

TRIUMPH and ZENITH.
5. We can deliver from stock the undermentioned

New Machines

:

ALLON, 2-speed, 2-stroke 48 fns.
ARIEL, 3* h.p.. 3-speed £80
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-spced, chain-cmn-belt . . 76 gns.
CALTHORPE, 2-speed, 2-stroke 40 jns.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed 45 gns.

EDMUNO-il.A.P., 1919, 2j h.p., Enfield 2-sp.

sear and clutch, spring frame 60 gns

NEW IMPERIAL, 1910, 2} h.p., 2-spced .. 48 ens.

HAZLEWOOD, 4 h.p., 3-speed 79 gnS-

ALLDAYS, 4. h.p., 3-speed, 4-stroke 79 gns.

6. Deliveries of further ARIEL, B.S.A., CAL-
THORPE, JAMES (4j. -i-e, and 2i h.p. models).

LEVIS, and ZENITH machines are expected

this month.
7. You will probably have decided bj now that

you will not stand much chance of getting a

machine unless -vou order in advance. All that

you now want to decide is with whom to place

your order. We do not want to say that we
are the largest London contractors for new
machines. • This, as yet, we do not know. W'e

can only state that we have on order a VERY
LARGE NUMBER of every make, and that

we shall not state a delivery date unless we are

reasonably assured that the makers can deliver.

B. SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
TERMS OF DEALING.

1 THREE DAYS' FREE TRIAL.—Your money
back in full within three days of purchase if not
satisfied.

2. THREE WEEKS' OPTION OF EXCHANGE.
—Your machine can be exchanged free of charge
for anything else from stock within three weeks
of purchase, if not satisfied.

5. THREE MONTHS' FULL GUARANTEE.—
The same guarantee that the makers give with
a new machine.

Ourstockof Second-hand Machines is still unequalled
in London, and fresh stock is arriving daily.

SELECTION FROM SECOND-HAND STOCK:

A.J.S., 1917 4 h.p.. 3-speed, as new
A.J.S., 1916, 2^ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, k-start.

ALLON 1918 5-6 h.p. twin 2-stroke Combina-
tion. Lucas dynamo lighting, sporting
Sidecar, spare wheel, as new

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR 7-9 h.p. 3-speed
Combination, dynamo lighting ; run
uuder 1,000 miles, late rqi6 model ....

ARIEL 1914 si h.p. 3-speed Combination . .

ARIEL, 1916, 3^ h.p., 3-speed
.-..^.A. loi^ "^ ''.o 2-SDe(^.i Combination
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1918, 4-5 h.p., tmn,

2-speed. clutch
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2-speed. clutch .

85 gns.

55 gns.

115 gns.

98 gns.

45 gns.

62 gns.

38gni

68 gns.

32 gns.

CALTHORPE, 1916, a-soeed, 2-stroke 29 gns.
CONNAUGHT, 1916, 2-speed, 2-stroke 27 gns.
DOUGLAS igi6 4*h.p. 3-speed Combination 89 gns.

DOUGLAS 1915 4 h.p. Combination^ 72 gns.
ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-

starter 42 gns.
F.N., 1914, 5-6 h.ij., 4-cylinder, clutch, kick-

starter, sporting Sidecar 68 gns.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON1916 7-9 h.p. Combina-
tion, magneto model 89 gns.

HENDERSON 1915 10 h.p. Combination
hood, sc'n 89 gns.

HENDERSON, 1915, 10 h.p., fine coach Side-
car, as new 95 gn*

HUMBER 1918 6-8 h.p. water-cooled Com-
bination 7 . . . . 85 gns.

H.AZLEWOOD 1916 6 h.p. 3-speed Combina-
tion, as new 85 gns.

HUMBER, 1913, 3i h.p., 2-speed 27 gns.

HUMBER. 1914, 2 h.p., good order 17 gns.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 h.p., khaki finish,

spring Iframe, ^countershaft gears,

clutch, kick-start 50 gns.

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed 39 gns.

INDIAN, igr5. 5-6 h.p.. s-speed, sporting
Sidecar 75 gns.

IVY. 1916. single-speed, 2-stroke 23 gns.

JAMES, 1916, 3^ h.p., twin, 3-speed, clutch,
kick-start 69 gns.

JAMES, 1914, 4t h.p., single-speed, reno-
vated 32 gns.

LEVIS, 1916, Popular, single-speed 23 gns.

LM.C, 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed 47 gns.

6-8 h.p., 2-speedMATCHLESS, 1915, , , .

countershaft 58 gns.

MATCHLESS 1914 3J h.p. twin 3-speed
Combination 48 gnS.

MATCHLESS, 1914, 6-8 h.p.. 6-speed 39 gns.

MORGAN, 1914, sporting, air-cooled 78gnl.
MOTOSACOCHE, 3* h.p., twin. 2-speed, cl. 45 gns.

NEW HUDSON, 1914, 3S h.p., 3-speed .... 35 gns.

N.S.U., 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed, clutch ^ 26 gns.

42 gns.

35 gns.

59 gns.
45 gns.

38 gns.

N.U.T., 2i h.p., T.T., o.h.v. twin J.A.P..

.

NORTON, 1914, ;i h.p., T.T
PREMIER, 1916, 3* h.p., 3-5peed ...

PREMIER, 1915, 3J h.p., 3-speed ...

PREMIER, 1914, 3* h.p., 3-speed ...

PREMIER, 191 3, 2* h.p., clutch 23 gns.

P. & M. 191 5 3^ h.p. 2-speed Combination 65 gns.

ROVER, 1915, f.T., Philipson 45 gns.

ROVER, 1918, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Rover
coach Sidecar 92 gns.

RUDGE-MULTI 1916, T.T., I.O.M 59 gns.

RUDGE-MULTI, 19x5, 3J h.p 48 gns.

RUDGE, 1913, 35 h.p., T.T., single-speed . 27 gns.

REX-T.T., 6 h.p., T.T., sloping tank 35 gns.

REX late 1914 6-8 h.p. coach Combination 69 gns.

SUNBEAM, 1915, 6 h.p., 3-speed, good
coach Sidecar 89 gns.

SUN-VILLIERS, 2|h.p., 2-speed 32 gns
SUN-VILLIERS, 23 h.p. single-speed 25 gns.

SWIFT Cvcle Car. 7-9 h.p.. rgi'i 145 gns
TRIUMPH, 1914, special XT., fitted J..\.P.

engine 36 gnS,

ZENITH-GRADUA, 19x5 4-5 h.p. tivin,

countershaft | 52 gns.

Any Machine sent on "The Motor Cycle" Deposit System.

' If you do not know the house of RiJmr Troward & Co., ask your motor cyclist friend."

'Phone: Hampstead { ^^^^

open till 8 p.m., and on
Sundays.

One minute from Hampstead
Tube Station.

RIDER TROWARD & Co.
31, 40b & 78, High Street,

HAMPSTEAD, N.W.3
B24 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q14 T.T. 2"'4h.p. Douglas, oTerhauled by an engi-
J. «/ ueer. complete ivith arcessories ; open to expert
oxaniinat-ion : £58/10, no offers or dealers; after 8
o'clock.—Richardson, 20, Heatli Hurst Rd., Hampstead.

[X2477
ELI CLARE can (jive you .good advice also ^ood de-

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will help
you if possible "nith spares. The man on the spot.—
19S., .Cheltenham Hd., Bristol. 'I'hone: 4169. Wires:
Iguition, Bristol. (Please do not send sample spares.)

[0966
"PiOUGLAS, 4h.p. and 2^4h.p., brand new models, in
-*^ stock. We a>e stockists and specialists of Douglas
macJiines oniv. giving the finest service and the greatest
choice of models in the South. Over nine years' e.vperi-
ence as Douglas agents.-Thompson and Co.. 408, Com-
meaial Rd., Tortsmouth. 'Phone: 7105. [2518

Q.3.h.p. Douglases, brand new, in stock, immediate de-

J^^ liveries, fitted 2-sneed gears, touring or semi
i.T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra, £60; two best lamp
sets, horn, regi^ration, writing plates, £4 extra. En-
Quiries invited. Full speciflcatiou by post.—Douglas
specialists, Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

4.. T.. [2898
n.p. W.D. Douglases, brand new, in stock; immedi-

ate deliveries ; fitted ,5-speed gear, clutch, kick
start £75; with Douglas coachbuilt sidecar. £95; three
hest lamp sets, horn, registration, writing number plates,
£5/10 extra. Enn.niries invited. Full specification by
post.—Douglas specialists. Robinson's Garage, Green St .

Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.: 388. [2897

"TJ.OtJGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.—We have had four
"V^ years with Douglas motor cycles under active ser-
vice condition. Our experfence and advice are at voui
disposal We can give almost immediate delivery of a
tew ot the famous All-black Douglas. Guaranteed earlv
delivery ot a limited number of 1919 models. We make
a speciality of repairs and overhauls; spare parts stocked,
becond-hand Douglas machines taken in part payment.
it you are interested in Douglas motor cycles, call aud
??.° "s.-yiviau Hardie, Ltd., Douglas Specialists. 24.
Woodstock St, (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l

[0978
Enfleld.

1 Q16 Enfield, 3h.p., complete lamps, etc.; £47 —
'-'^ Cross, Jeweller, Hotherham. [X249S

'F'.^'*^-'-?-'^'?;-..^,"^'^''' srey model, twin, 2-speed- £30
-i-i cash.-Mild, Longford, Middlesex. [2606

1 Q 17 Enfleld 3h.p. Twin, little used, perfect condi--«-" tion; i£42.—Mapplejions, Bradfleld, Berks. [2821
A'FIELD, all models, earlv deliveries.— .T. A Stacev,

Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1543

"P'OR Sale. 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, 2-speed. a>
-»- new; £90; appointment.—C. Brown, 25, Aberfeldv
at.. Poplar, E.14. [2712
T> IDEB J^ROWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
-«-i' stead.—Orders now lieing booked for earliest de-
liveries Enfields, all models. [2261

.
TDNFIELD Combinations.—1915 and 1916, -6hp
-•-' hoods, screens, lamps, etc.; best offers.—51, Maple-
thorpe Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. Any time. [2789
T7NFIELD, May, 1916. 2-stroke. 2-speed, guaranteed
J-* as new. not done 200 miles, all accessories ; ^638.-
Stone, 23,. Wellington- Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [2802
TrNFIELD. 3h.p., 1915. Cowey, Lucas lamp. horn.
-^ new Palmer cord, overhaul cost £12, little used
since: f40.-Bunn, 2, Baker St., Northampton. 1X2492

JQie 8h.p. Enfield Combination, date guaranteedJ-«-' fully equipped, overhauled Enfield works, smart
turnout; £90.-Brawn, 94, High St.. Beckenhani.
Kent. [2763
"Iiai4 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, 2-speed gear inJi»/ good condition throughout, . coachbuilt sidecar
lamps, etc.; any trial; 55 gus.-43. Windmill St'
Gravesend. [2760
"I 014 6h.p. JEnfield Combination, complete, all lamps,
«-«/ speedometer, light car tvres, new, mileage under
5.000; £60, ofler; after 6.-354, Uxbridge R4., Shep-
herd 3 Bush. [2724
I 017 6h.p. Enfield Combination, little used, with
-«-i/ -electric lighting. Euk starter, speedometer, me-
chanical horn, mirror, etc.; £120.—Bose, 4, Belford
Rd., Edinburgh. [25'?5

"IPNFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., chain, kick, cost £70, new
-L' condition throughout, mileage 800, accessories;
take first £45, or private exchange 2-speed 2y.-2^/.h v
and cash.—2, Beechfleld Rd., Huddersfield. [2620
"piNFIELD. 1916. 8h.p., hood and screen, £97/10-
J-i also 1916 3h.p., semi T.T. bars, heap accessories,
£57/10; exchanges arranged.-Lamb's, 151, High St,
Walthamstow. and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [2655
"IQ17 6h.p. Enfleld Combination. Lucas lighting set,
-•-1/ horn, speedometer, spare tubes, chains, plugs,
original tyres -on, low mileage, brand new condition
throughout; bargain, £95.-25, Kewsome Kd., Hudders-
fie'd. - [X2364
TjiNPIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1916. electric
-*-J lighting set, horn, luggage grid, sidecar cover,
etc., unscratehed, indistinguishable from new. mechani-
cal condition perfect; 90 gns.—Watson, SO, Boone St,
Lee, S.E. [2732

EXFIELD, 3h.p., semi T.T., 1916, 2.000 miles onlv.
overhauled throughout, electric lamps, and large

accumulator, speedometer: 45 gns., or exchange witlr
little cash for twin combination.—N. Tite, 523, Cam-
bridge Rd., E.2. [2500

Don't

select

your
new
mount
hastily

-ror you may be disappointed !

First consult ME—for I KNOW
the differing merits of all the
popular makes, and, having every
facility for your thorough com-
parison and test, can guarantee
permanent satisfaction.

I cordially invite your keen inves-
tigation Tjf the following NEW
models :

—

A.J.S. ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM
PERIAL, ZENITH,
TRIUMPH,JAMES

HUMBER,
CALTHORPE, &c.
If you want a really-reiiabJe

Light Car— choose from the
following :

PERRY, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD.

Call TO-DAY or fix -up appoint-

ment by 'phone or wire. Special

Payments arranged. Satisfaction
Sure.

P.J.EVANS
" The BIRmiNGHAM
House for iYIotoF
Cycles & Light Cars,"

87-91,

John Bright Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phons

:

Mid. 662.

Wire :

'Lytcar B'bam."

The 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD
Combination.

E

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

NFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, equipped with
two mechanical horns, three lamp sets, trip speed-

ometer, folding wind screen with sides, spare tube, etc.,
first^ilass condition throughout : 90 gns. — Parker's,
Bradshawgote, Bolton. . [X2510

Excelsior.

BRITISH Excelsior Late 1915 Combination, 5-6h.p.,
coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, speedometer, mileage

3,000. chain drive, 3 speeds, clutch, horn, wind screen;
f75.-Davey, 95, Barton Ed., Dover. [X2427

AMERICAN" Excelsior, 7-9h.p., 1916 model, dynamo
lighting set, 3 speeds, and kick starter, complete

with coachbuilt sidecar, hood, etc. : accept £78 cash
lor auick sale.—24, Grosvenor Av., East Sheen, S.AV.14.

[2865
1 016 4i/2h.p. British E.^celsior, S.A. 3-speed gear box,
J.t/ coachbuilt sidecar, very little used, first^?lass

condition: any trial; £70, a bargain; or exchange with
cash for Enlield or Harley combination.—J. Yearsley,

126, High St., Winstord, Cheshire. [S2430

F.N.
3ih.p. F.N., shaft drive, 2.speed, clutch; «16; ei-

3 change higher power.—82, York Rd., Battersea.
[2836

5ih.p. 4H3yl. F.N., Bosch mag., B. and B. carhur-
2 etter, spring forks, 26in. wheels, engine needs

tuning. 12 gns., or best ofler; or would consider push
cycle part payment.-Murphy, Post Office, Blackridge,

West Lothian. __
[2692

Grander.
1Q14 Grandex-Precision Coachbuilt Combination, 4^4
J-if h.p.. mag., 2-speed Enfield gear, handle starter,

chain drive, hood, screen, lamps ; cheap, 45 gns.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [2740

Harley-Davidson.
HARLET-DATIDSON, late 1915, done about 7.000

miles; £65; inspect by appointment only.—Cook,

Baltic House, Slough. [2731

"Id 15 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric light,

-Ltf and all accessories, recently overhauled.—Park,
WiUingham, Gainsborough. [X2235

-|Q17 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., Swan sidecar, hood,
-L^ in perfect condition; 120 gns.—P. DriscoU, 58,

Woodfleld Rd., Ealing, W.6. [28.24

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Harley-Davidsons. [2262

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, olive green{ fully equipped,
special Montgomery sidecar, not done 60 miles

;

£142/10.—H. Walling, 182, Portland St.. Southport.
[X2468

HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination. 1915, lamps,

horn, etc., in perfect running order, excellent con-

dition £76/10, no oflers.-Owner, 27, St. John's Ed.,

Putney Hill. [2592

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination, mag.
model, 3 lamps, horn, tools, new Dunlop on back,

also new spare cover, enamel (green) and plating as

new, excellent condition; price £90.—Hawthorn House,
Prospect I'lace, Pembroke Dock. [X2342

Hazlewood.

1 01* 5-6h.p. Hazlewood and Canoelet Sidecar, per-

JUy feet condition, S-speed. free engine, Bosch mag.,

TAP engine ; £55 ; been stored 2 years : owner on
active service.-F. Clarke, Woodlands, Stewkley, Bucks.

[2370
Henderson.

RIDEE TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
steaa.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Hendersons. [2264

"j (\b.v. 4-cyl. Henderson, 1916. just overhauled and
X \f painted, perfect condition : any examination

;

£75.-0. Jackson. 7, Myra Kd., Fairhaven, Lvtham.
[X2338

Hobart.

HOBART 2-stroke, £22/10; also wicker torpedo side,

car, £12.-6, First Avenue Hotel Buildings, Hol-

born [2'»72

1(;|16 Hobart, 21/ih.p.. mag.; 25 gns.—Wandsworth
-LiJ Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
Station). _ [2741

number.
HUMBER, 3iAh.p.. 2 speeds, handle starter; £22;

exchange.—211. Garratt Lane. Wandsworth.
[2773HTIMBER, 2h.p., lightweight, dainty little machine;

£12 : exchange.—211, Garratt Lane. Wandsworth.
[2775HTIMBER 3i,l.h.p. Combination. 2-spced. F.E., coach-

built sidecar, with all spares ; £30.-6, Willow
Villas, Coral Lane, Chelmsford. [2703

3Jlh.p. Water-cooled Humber Combination, fine turn-
2 out, 3-speed, kick start, electric light; lowe.st £4fi

;

any trial.—Hammond, Lutterworth. [2691

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liver!. .s new sy^h.p. and 6h.p. flat twin Humbers. [2265

HUMBER, 1910, S'/oh.p., Roc 2-speed, etc.. excel-
lent condition ; £20. or exchange best make push

bike and cash.— S., 90, Bargates, Leominster. [2662

HUMBER, 3^^h.p.. new pattern flat twin, 3-spP6d
countershaft, with lamps, horn, and speedometer,

very little used; £65.—Saw Mills, Uunts Hill Rd., Farls-

fleld, S.W. - [2703

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

3ih.p. Humber Motor Cycle, all plated exhibition
2 model, single-cyi., Roc 2-speed, free engine, fully

ermipppd with speedometer, guaranteed running order;
£25.-Budd,- 14, Sun Lane, Blackheatli, S.E.3. [X2405

1 C|14 Humber, sy^h. p., 3-speed S.A., free engine,
J-^ clutch, with nearly new coachbuilt sidecar, con-
dition perfect, just overhauled, tools, lamps, accessories;
£45.—Lt. Bryant, 1, West Caroline St., Blackpool.

[X2524
1 Q17 eh. p. 3-speed Humber Combination, all enclosed
-t*J'cush chain drive, detachable wheel, lamps, horn,
speedometer, coachbuilt bulbous baclr, sidecar with step,
apron, screen, and large luggage locker, spare tyre, tube,
chains, phigs, lovely condition ; bargain, £90.—Brook,
25. Newsome Rd., Huddersiield. [X2363

Indian.
INDIAN, 1914. 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, like new; £38. bar-

gain.—29. St. Leonard's St., Bow, E.3. (Exchange
3y^h.p.) [2867

FOR Sale (offer required), Indian motor cvcle and
sidecar. 1913 pattern, 7-9h.p.—Rayner, 92, Bath

Rd., Hounslow. -
[2696

RIDEE TROWARD and Co., 31, Higi St., Hamp-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Indians. - [2263

INDIAN 1915 7h.p. Road Racer, free engine, excep-
tional condition ; £40.—Thom,, 32, Second Av.,

Selly Park, Birmingham. [2723

INliTAN Motor Cycle for sale, £70, 1915, 7h.p., un-
used since July, 1916 : seen appointment only.—

Dr. Spreat, ^Yhet^tone, N.20. [2672

1 Q 15 Indian Combination, prnetically new, needs
J-«-' few adjustments, been stored 2V2 years; £75.—
Capt. Clarke, Binbrook, Lincoln. [X2473

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., free engine, re-enamelled, good going
order: £17/10, or exchange lower power.—F. Wil-

son, Swanlow. Winsford, Cheshire. [X2500

INDIAN. 1915, 7-9h.p., clutch model, in perfect con-
dition, lamps, horn. etc. ; £55.—Russell, Victoria,

Alexandra Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [2658

INDIAN Motor Cycle, 1915^ single gear, free engine
clutch, 7-9h.p. Model D. ; £45 : condition new

:

first cheque secures.—Ma stelow, Cowleigh Rd., Malvern.
[2664

INDIAN, 1915 Model D., clutch, P. and H. lamp set,
Stewart horn, just been overhauled, tyres good;

seen any time; £35.-14, Ewer St.. Gravel Lane, S.E.I.
[2685

"IQ16 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, KS., lamps, me-
-- 1/ chanical horn, tools, good condition; first cheane
for £60 secures same.—Waddell, Bilaington, Ashford,
Kent.

_ [2755

1 014 Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2 speeds, clutch.
J-t/ electric lamp, speedometer, in excellent condi-
tion; £65.—P. Driscoll, 58, Woodfield Rd., Ealing,
W.5. [2825

1 Q 16 Powerplns Indian Coachbuilt Combination, 3-
-LtJ speed, hand-foot clutch, T.'T. bars, lamps, me^
chanicnl horn, tvies, nearly new ; 74 gns:—Fox, 600
Fulham Rd., S.W.6. [2746

INDIAN. 1912, 5-6h.p.. with coachbuilt sidecar; any
trial or inspection ; complete with lamps and

generator : £30 ; seen by appointment.—Stapleton, 47,
Grosvenor Rd., Highbury, N. [2759

1 Q 15 Beautiful Red Indian, clutch model, 7-9h.p.
-*-«-' twin, mag., head lamp, overhauled, very fast; 45
gns. : exclianges.—Wandswortli Motor Exchange, Ebiier
St., Wandsworth [Town Station). [2742

INDIAN. 1915 [JuneJ. 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, foot clutch,
kick starter, P.H. lamp (unlit), engine, chains,

gears, plating perfect, urmsed two years; £55.— Kirby,
Newtown Rd., Warsash, Hants. [X2345

"I
Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, kick-start, clutch,

X«^ 3-spe6d, Dunlops, with sporting coachbuilt Kide-
car, 3 lamps. Klaxon, tools, engine' very fast, in ex-
cellent order; £75.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [2899

IQie Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Spring Frame Com
J- 1/ binution, absolutely as new, and almost un-
scratched, dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedomet^ir.
all usual accessories, not done 500 miles; accept £90,
as immediate sale necessary.- 98. Tulse Hill. ' S.W.2.

[2891
INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p.. racing model, clutch. Auto-

clipse lamps, generator. Sinks Indian carburetter,
red, Xl'all saddle, knee-grips, tyres, enamel, and plating
excellent, 80 m.p.g., and 70 m.p.h., just overhauled;
£50, or close offer.-Write, Bramwell, Southohue, By-
tfleet, Surrey. [2721

' James.
JAMES, SVjh.p., iree engine, B. and B., Bosch mag.,

tyres, engine in splendid condition; £30, close
offer— 7, Wastdale Rd., Forest Hill. [2766

-| Q17 James, 5-6h.p., twin. 3-speed, lamps, horn, very
Xft> good condition; £85.—Elce, and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0481

JAMES 5-6h. p. -Combination, run 300 miles, electric
light, mechanical horn, un.?cracthed ; consider solo

in part exchange.—Owner, 44, Chatham St., Derby.
[2796

JAMES 1919 Models promised this month early; jilso
actually in stock, 1917 3'/jh.p. twin, sem'i T.T,

bars, all accessories. £82/10; exchanges arranged.—
Lamb's. 151. High St.. Waltliamstow, and 50, High Rd.
Wood Green, N. [2656

PALMER'S
GARAGE

and

Engineering Works,
183-199, High St., Tooting,

London, S.W.17.
' Phone ; 2o3, Streath.im.

'Grams : " Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
'*

Selections from Stock :

CARS.
15-20 h. p. CHARRON Limousine £150
20 h. p. MOTOBLOC Deliverv Van £120
12-14 h.p, BELSIZE s-seater £175
U-l6 h.p. DARRACQ Lorry £«
IO-I2 h.p. SWIFT 2-seatec £J0
6h.p. DE DION 2-seater £10

20 h.p. 1915 STUDEBAKER £175
25-35 h.p. 1912 NAPIER Landaulet .., 1*0 1

t i-20 h.p. CHENARD Coupe £85
12 h.p. VINOT light Landaulet £150
25 h.p. MILNES-DAIMLER ^ ton Chassis.. £15J
25 h.p. DE DION 3-+ ton Lorry £203

25 h.p. DE DION Motor 'Bus, doubl; deck. £203

ACCESSORIES.
New Side Lamps, blaclt and brass, per pair £2 2

Ne'w Tail Lamps, black and brass each 10/-
New Columbia Voltmeters, 6-volt „ 7/6
New Electric Horns each 10/-, 15/-, 21 /-

N?w Brass Horns, double twist each 12/6
New Master Spprking Plugs „ 4 /-

N"cw Light Car Jacks 6/6

MAGNETOS.
B.T.H., 4-cylinder, waterproot, as new .'. . . €10 10
BOSCH D.R.8, for 4-cylinder, as new £8 10

SERLING, waterproof, as new £9
DIXEY, waterproof. Type 80, equally suit-

able for 4 or 8 cvlinder C6 10

MACHINE TOOLS.
Oin., 8in.. Slin., yim., loin., loUn- Sliding,

Surfacing, and Screw-cutting Lathes,

trom £«0
[2in, and i6in. Sensitive Drilling Machines,

from £12 10

Several Horizontal Milling Machiiies, from . . £50
Shaping, Slotting. Boring, Profiling^ Thread

Milling, Screwing and Tapping, Grinding,

Sawing, and Cutting-o£f Machines at low
prices £50 to £150

fim., 8in., qin., and I2in. Capstan and Turret
Lathes, about 20 available, at from £35 to £350

Write for Catalogtie of ovet 100 Machine Tools-

F.I.A.T. CSecond-hand Cars).
I2'r4 h.p. 4-seater £160
12-14 h.p. London Taxicab £150
12-14 h.p. light Landaalettes .. £175, £200, £225

Above all with new tyre«.

Write for Catalogue of F.I.A.T Can:

Special Bargain for

MOTOR ENGINEERS.
I cwt. new bright Steel Hex. Bolts, Studs. Nuts
l^ins. Screws etc., Whitworth, B.S.F., M»tri".

R.A. threads, about 2.000 new pieces, sent carria'.;e

paid tor £5.

Sample Parcel, post free, 10/-.

1,000 Gear Blanks. 6xiin.. ^xiin., 3jxim..

3I X ijin.. 4I X tin., 5^ X lin.. all 2 or2 Jin. diameter
bo.s 1 /6 per lb.

^Vrite for Catalogue of 5,000,000 Nuts, Bolts, and
Engineers' Essentials, post free.

NEXT AUCTION SALE,
FEB. 6, 1919,

at 2 o'clocl<.

Sole Address:
PAUIVIER'S GARAGE
and Engineering Works,

183-199, High St., Tooting, London, S.W.
'Phone : 208, Streathara.

'Grams: "Palmer's Garage, Tooting
"

MOTOR CYCLES FOI? SALE.
James.

1

"IQI6 James Combination, 4J.ih.p., 3 speeds, lamps, ^.X^ ilec. horn, etc., mileage about 1,000. the turnout 'b

as new; £75, or near ofier.—Jenkins, 4, Glamorgan i'

Terrace. Swansea. [3:2242 V

RIDEK TEOWAED and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp- !

stead-—James machines. Delivery this month
new 5.6h.p. twin combination. £126; 4'ih.p. solo. 85
gns.

: combination, 104 gns. ; delivery February. S^.-jb-P*

twin. 85 gns. : March, 2V'h.p. 2-stioke. Orders accepted
in strict rotation. [2267

Kerry
KEEEX-ABINGDON, with coachbuilt sidecar, in

good running order, lamps, accessories ; £40.—Ness,
Gas Works. Sandy. [X2437

Levis.

LE'VIS.— Order now for earliest deliveries of 1919
models.—Longman, Fisberton St., Salisbury. [2358

LEVIS 1915 Popular, ready to ride away: £22.-
Sgt.- Stevens. E.A.F., Racecourse, Manchester.

[2706
LE'^^IS Popular. 2i4h.p.. perfect condition: £23/10;

oivner on active service.—F. Clarke, Woodlands,
Stewkley, Bucks. [2371

LEVIS, 2V2h.p.. 2-stroke, single-speed, lamps, horn,
tyres, in good condition; £20, or near offer.—4,

First Cross Ed., Twickenham. [2845

LEVIS. 2i<lh.r., single-geared, belt. 1914, new con-
dition, perfect, not been 600 miles: £27.—Mnste-

low. Cowleigh Rd.. Malvern. [2.663

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
steod.—Levis. Delivery this month. Model E,

2.speed, clutch, £47/10; Popular, £38. Orders being
booked in strict rotation; [2268

LEVIS.—For the earliest possible deliverj of 1919
models, advance specifications of nil models, sole

(li.strict agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St.. Walsall. 'Phone: 444. [X0127

LEVIS, 1915. 2i4h.p., complete, tools, lamps, horn,
nearly new tyres and belt, splendid condition

:

any examination and trial here: £26.—Lieut. Wrcuph-
tou. Aerodrome, Weston-on-the-Green, Oxon. [X2400

LEVIS Model E., 2-speed, £47/10; actually here:
and 1916 Popular, semi T.T. bars, £29/10; also

1915 Popular. £27/10: exchanges arranged.—Lamb's,
151, High St.. Walthamstow, and 50. High Ed., Wood
Green, N. [2652

LEVIS, Levis, Levis.—A limited number of Popular
and 2-speed Model E. for guaranteed early de-

liver.v. If you are interested in 2-stioke motor cycles.

Oil II and see us. Sole wholesale agents for London dis-

tiict.—Cars and Motor Sundries, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
at. iofl Oxford St.), Bond St, London, W.l. (Always
open.] [0979

1Q15 Eaby Levis, zy^h.n.
-. this machine is like new,

J- *^ fitted with disc wh&els, knee-grips, uieing bars,

fully equipped, head lamps, pump, horn, etc., just re-

eeived from makers after a thorough overhaul and en-
gine tuned up for speed, Senspray, and C.A.V., Clin-
cher de Luxe: to see is to buy; £28/10; eaual to new,
3 months old.— 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, Lon-
don, S.W. 8. [2782

Martin.

MAEITN.J.A.P., 2%h.p., overhead valves, low, smart,
racy, specially tuned, excellent condition through-

out: wint combination; £22.—Hayleft. 8,- Milner St..

Islington, London, N.l. [2734

Matchless
MATCHLESS, early deliveries.—Sole Agent. J. A.

Stocey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1544

MATCHLESS, 8h.p.. J.A.P. engine. Swan de Luxe
coachbuilt sidecar.—245, Hnnimersniith Ed., W.6.

[2648
MATCHLESS Combination. 1918, dynamo lighting;

£120.-51, Maplethorpe -Rd., Thornton Heath,
S.E. [2790

CUOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

-snie early delivery. [1552

MATCHLESS.— Delivery from stock, latest 8h.p. com-
bination with spare wheel: £140.—Parker's. Brad-

sh.nwgate, Bolton. [X2606

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hoinp-
stead.—Matchless. ,

Earliest delivery Victory
n'odel cou.oination. £140 [2269

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, unused, hood,
screen, apron, lamps- £145. — Ware, 11,

Rochester Terrace, Camden Rd., N.W.I. [2817

MATCHLESS 8B2, 1915-16, M.A.G., Lucas dynamo
lighting, hoed, screen, spare w-heel. re-euamelled:

£125.—Box L8,733, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [2894

8 h.p. Matchless and Sidecar, 2.speed, stored duration
war, otherwise new comlition : geuuine oppor-

tunity ; £50.-8, Lithos Rd., South Hampstead. [2711

MATCHLESS, 1912, 4h.p.. 2 speeds, free engine,
J.A.P.. accessories, good Condition, ready ride

iiway; £25.-Brawn. 94, High St, Beckenham. [2576

-Q14 8h.p. Matchless Combination, J.A.P. engine,
JLt/ 2-speed, kick start, coacJibuilt sidecar, in new
condition: any trial; £65.-188. Parrack St., Graves-
end. [2761

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually in

stock, witb spare wheel and tyre: £140; seen by
appointment.— J. Tassell, la, Bloomlield Rd., Plnm-
stcod, S.E.18. [1606

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH, 6h.p., T.T., new tvres, 38 gns. ; wanted,
leiir cylinder and piston, lor 1914 oh. p. Enfield:

titer 6 p.m.— 14, College Court. Hammersmith Broad-
Uijy. . - [2688

ZESTTH, 1915, 4h.p. J.A.I'., Graflua countershaft
ee.tr, lamps, tools, spares, ivitli torpedo cane side-

..ir: oargain, iu first-class order, 42 gns.—Judge, Sud-
lHir.v, Suffolk.

~"
[2679

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

r[|15
Ladv's Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, perfect order;

«.' f45.-Box 2,709, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2498

LAliiS Douslas, 2-spee(l, kick starter (small part
missing), believed 1915, little used, new tyres and

I>L>it. lamps: accept, £30 tor quick sale: trial in Lon
don.—Box LS,731, c/o 2'he Motor Cycle.

"pUDGE. 1912,
tj-res, £24.

"D.S.A,. 19_1_2_, 3',4h.p

Miscellaneous.
3V-;h.p., 2-speed,

Lorn: £24.

lamps, ho

Bosch mag..

[2892

lamps

DOITGLAS. 1913, 254h.p., 2-speed, T.T., lamps, horn,
new tvres: £30.—Apply, 7a, The Mall, Sudbury

Town, Middlesex. [2550

JONES' Garage.—1919 Victory Model Matchless,
spare wheel, all wheels detachable and inter-

changeable.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 New Imperial Combinations,
Bh.p., splendid outfits; £126.—Broadway, Mus-

well Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Model K B.S.A.;
Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.-1919 Model H B.S.A.;" Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

Rover, 3y'h.p.
Muswell Hill, N.IO.

£79/16.-

£81/18.-

TONESJ Garage.—1919 _3-speed
£97/10.—Broadway,

TONES' Garage.—1919 T.T.
•' Philipson pulley; £85/15.-
Hill, N.IO.

Rover, fitted with
-Broadway, Muswell

JONES' Oarage.-1919 3-speed Ariel, Sy.h.p.; £80.-
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage
2-speed; 48

-1919 New Imperial Lightweight.
IS.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

ALL the Above are actually in stock at Jones
Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

Will have all other makes as soon
being supplied by the makers.—

Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-
as they are

Broadway

JONES' Oarage.-1916 3h.p
as new; £55.—Broadway,

TONES' Garage.-1916 A.J.S

T.T. Enfield, 2-speed.
Muswell Hill. N.IO.

good order; £80.-
Combination, in ver-,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

2-speed; £32.JONES' Garage.—1914 Calthorpe-Jap,
—Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garag
order; £45

JONES' Garage,-1915 Clvno. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
new; £35.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES Garage.—1914 Kerry-Abingdon, Si/jh.p.,

speed, in fine order; £55.—Broadway, Musw

—1914 3'/'h.p. Zenith-Gradua, in fine
-Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 4yh.ii.
done 200 miles, 3-speed, kick

Hill. N.IO

Torpedo-Precision, not
, . _ . , kick start, all lamps,

horn, coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely indistinguishable
from new; i£50.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, NMC
JONES' Garage.—1916 Enfield combination, 6h.p.,

hood, -screen, speedomet?r, lamps, etc., not done
1.000 miles, been standing 2 years, quite as good a
proposition as a new machine; £95.—The Broadway,
Mu^«well Hill, -N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1916 -Abingdon King Dick, as new;
£50.—Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1917 S'ih.p. twin James, 3-speed,
as new; £75.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Triumph, 3-speed, in fine
order; £60.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Triumph. 3-speed, and coach-
built sidecar; £56.—Broadway, Muswell Kill,

N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 T.T. Triumph, in fine order;
£43—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES'
£55.-

Garage.—1914 Triumph, 3-speed
-Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Rudge Multi, indistinguishable
from new ; makers' guarantee given ; ^75.—Broad-

JONES 'Garag
--makers'

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO,

-Rudge Multi, absolutely as new:
juarantee given ; £72.—Broadway, Mus-

well Hill, N.IO.

JONJIS' Garage.—Rudge Multi, demonstrati.in model,
as new; makers' guarantee given; £69.—Broad-

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Short 'bus ride from Finsbnry
Park or Highgate Tube Station.

JONES' Garage will be pleased to forward lists and
further particulars of any machine or machines

upon request.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO,

JONES* Garage supply on the deferred pavment
system.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [2553

MOTOR

LEVIS
'POPULAR 'MODEL

£38

\:

To secure earliest possible delivery

of this wonderful little machine,

place your order at once with

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM

Instruction^ for
amateurs to enamel

a motor circle.

A copy of our new leaflet entUlea

•Instructions for Amatews to

Enamel a Motor Cycle with

Robbialac" will gladly be sent to those

giving the name of their nearest accessory

dealer. Write Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd.,

Publicity Dept., Robbialac Works,

Stratford, London, E.15

ROBBIALAC IS

ALL ACCESSORY
SOLD BY
DEALERS.

CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

LATE Model Motor Cycle,
8 gns.—252, Brixton Rd

-1 Q16 2i4h.p.
-*-*/ Douglas, £

SALU.

2-speed gear, less engine;
Rd., S.W.9. . [2806

I'opnlnr Le%is, 21 gns. ; also 1911
peednuieter, .etc., £15, oi nearest; iil'ter

6.-25, Woodbeny Grove, N.4. [2687

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., have the
following machines for sale, all guaranteed to

be in perfect running order, cash or exchanges :

CUN, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke, B. and B., Villiers
engine

;

pREMlER,
tion;

2-speed,
26 gns. (131

1913, 3-speed, clutch, splendid condi-
29 gns. (18)

915. dropped frame. 2-stroke, 2-

mag., Senspray carburetter, all

chain drive; 24 gns. (19)

PREMIER, 1914. 21/i.h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag.,
in fine condition; 27 gns. (30)

p_ALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915. 2y2h.p., 2-speed,- En-
field gear, just been re-enamelled; 28 gns. (36)

VELOCETTE, 19
speed, U.H.

Kj

B.S.A., 1918, 4h.p., choin-cum-belt, just delivered from
works; £79/16. (50)

B.S.A.i 1916, 4i4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, in splen-
did condition ; 59 gns. (62)

HUMBER, 1914, 2'>ih.p .twin. 3-speed. in fine con-
dition, jnst overhnuled ; 30 gns. (58)

PRECISION, S'/ah.p., Bosch,
guaranteed; 17 gns. (59)

GINGER, 1914

B. and B., single speed.

SVsh.p.. 2-speed couutersbaft. dropped
frame, perfect condition; 35 gns. (61)

SUNBEAM Combination. 1915, 6b.p., De Luxe side-
car, light car tyres, in peifect condition through-

out, and as new; 105 gns.

'TlRIUMPH,_1913. 3i/2h.p.,

dition

;

J

63)

clutch model,
Bosch; 29" gns. (53)

2-stroke, single speed,
27 gns. (66)

SUN-V.T.S., 2-speed, 2-stroke, 1918, run 10
only, as new; 37 gns. (68)

nriHE H.C. Motor Co., 347. Finchley Rd., N.W.5.
' llampstead 4631. Open Saturday

WOLF, 2V2b.p.,
soiled only

;

lu fine con-

1917, shop-

miles

A 'Phone : . . _

afternoons and Sundays. [1573

ROVER, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, guaranteed, equal
new, £47/10; Fulford 1917 £15/15 sidecar,

£10/10; 1918 U.S.A. cjuburetter, £2/10.-11. Sinclair,

5. Victoria Av., Surbiton. [2835

IXTALL Auto-Wheel, -svith lady-back tandem, £12/10,
VV Auto-Wheel £7; Rex twin. 5-6h.p., low, fast,

£10: Alldays 2^-'i-h.P-. £7/10, complete; both magnetos
iust overhauled and e^iaranteed; old machines, but not
duds: bargains.—Harper, 2, Argyle St., Oxford. [X2456

C^ASH Bargains.—New 4h.p. 3-speed ' Douglas com-
^ bination, £95: new 2S,ih.p. War OfHce Dou'jbis.

£60; new 1919 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, £87;
1913 (Sept.) 2-4h.p. Douglas, £32/10; 1916 6h.p^

Knfield cnuibi'iatiun, £85: 1912 Pi'.'i. EnfiPid romliiti:i-

tion, £35; 3V,h.p. 2-sr;eed N.S.U., £19/10; 1914
61hp. 2-speed Rex. wants iittention, £52/10; 3'/..h.p. 2-

speed P. and M. and nnderslunp side^^nr, £29/10; 2-:'.\

li.p. 3-speed Rex: 1915 Calthorpe Minor light car,

£"300.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South,
Halifax. [2885

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars are nianufactnrecl_ at theRennoc

Motor Sidecar and Engineering
toria Rd., Stroud Green, London,

Works.
N,4.

86, Vic-

RENNOC Sidecor.'s are designed and manufactured
under the personal suprrvision of Mr. (reorge

and
okes,

all fit-

Conner,

RENNOC Sidecars.—AVe supply Ings, rims,

bolstering material, tubing, sprin,

ments for any make sidecai,

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel
discs, etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, re-

tail, and export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
motor cycle and sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.— Siier'iid department for sidecar
liody repairs, repainting, ujiholsteiing, lining, etc.

PHCENIX
spares

Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all

and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNO'C Sidecars.—14 models to fit ail motors;
tandems a speciality.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We can
of all models.

give immediate delj/ery

RENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley, 5'ale, Indian, Ex-
celsior, Pope, and all American models.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle and
sidecar trams repairs, enamelling and i)lating.

RENNOC Sidecars are actual manufacturers of

hoods, screens, and wheel discs.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand

and clearance sidecars; spscial list.

RENNOC Sidecars have in stock 17 diffoi-ent de-

sit'n bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

ENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present

lecar with u
department.

-tv^s'ide^ar "wltli us to be overhauled, we have

ipecial

RENNOC Sidecar Works. 86, Victoria

ton Park, Stroud Green, London, N.4,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONES' for Sidecnrs nt low prites.-2i;8. I'enton-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [2779

COACHBUILT Sidecars.-Book your orders now for
new iiatterns.— 245, Hoimuersniith ErI, \V.6. [2649

RIDEK TEO\yAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead. ii.ive always several good seeond-liand side-

cars lor sale. .Also agents for the Henderson. [2903

CjIDECARS and Chassis, touring, tradesmen's, andU sporting iiiodels; good variety; deliveries from
stoi.'k.—Burbury Sidecar Works, Farm St., BirminRham.

[2544O-SEATER Sidecar (Milltord tandem), red, snifalde
*^ for Indian, wind screen, hood, side curtains, hood
cover; for sale, or would exchaiige tor single-seater.
—Andrew, Greenniount, Norbury Av., S.W.16. [X.2404

G.K. Sidecar Co.—'Phone us, Holborn 933, for
quotation for repairing or renovating your side-

car. Sidecars in stock. Hoods, screens, aprons, etc.
Reasonable charges.-^336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I.

[2207
SIDECAR, brand new, Phceni.l latest undersluns

coachbuilt model, heantifully upholstered, coveiall
apron, Matchless colour, 4-point susi>ension, no tvre

:

best offer secures; after 7.-Perry, 3, Lushington Rd.,
Harlesden. [2701

TURNER'S Sidecar Body, reg. design, screen, fit-
tings, and hood, good condition, £7 ; Premier

wicker sidecar, No. 2, complete with couplings, tyre
good, £4/10; chassis, less couplings, wheel and springs,
i3.—Creasey, Institution, Talgarth. [X2467

BODIES.
WICKER Sidecar Body, SO/-. P.C. for size and

sketch.—Ingleboro', Pinewood Rd., Swansea.

^ [X2466
ni lb Trailer Bodies, wicker and cane ; bargain prices,t/v from 7/6 each to clear.-Burbury Sidecar Works,
l-'arm St., Birmingham. [2304

CANE Sidecar Bodies.Several to clear at 50/- eacli.
worth £5; also several juvenile bodies; write l=or

design.—Tlie Willowbrook Co., Leicester. [0901
"DASTONES for Sidecar Bodies.—Several light
^-^ wicker and coachbuilt bodies: also tandem and
to,pedo bodies at clearance prices.—228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [2780

CjIDECAE Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
*^\ ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings full sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de-
signing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, B.C.4 [0818

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
ENFIELD Hood and Screen, complete,

Seymour, 6, Eingstead Ed., Catford
lerfect

;

S.E.
£4.-
[2881

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
3-SEATEE Light Motor, Pope, single-cyl., running

order; what oiieis?-21. Brent St., Hendon, N.W.4.
[S2422GRAND Prix Morgan, 1915, tremendously fast;

£125.—29a, Electric Ay., Brixton Rd., S.W.9.M[2809ORGAN, latest De Luxe model, run few weeks only
indistinguishable from new; ofEers.—I'arker's Brad-

shawgate. Bolton. [X2511
ABOLISH AVaiting Lists and " get on the road."

Our advertisement under Miscellaneous shows you
how.— Gibbons Cycle Car Company. [2844

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
-I-*^ stead, have always several good cvcle cars in stock,
Morgans, G.N.'s, Gardens, and others. [2904

MORGAN, 1914, a.c. .I.A.P., hood, screen, lamps,
speedometer, paint new condition, oversize tyres;

i£85; exchange—24, Beauval Rd., East Dulwich. [2799

MORGAN, 1914 sporting, a.c, red, hood, screen,
lamps, speedometer, disc wheels, iierfect; £80, or

exchange Enfield combination.— 35, Clerkenwell Close
E.G. [2754

CYCLE Car, single-seater, streamline liody, belt drive,
2-speed countershnft gear, handle starting, ready

for unit and tyres; £10.-26, Ainiesley Av., Hendon
N.W.9. [S2499
pHQJNIX Smart 2-seater, lOh.p. (water-cooled), mag.,
-*- 3 speeds, reverse." hood, screen, 5 lamps, speed-
nmeterr- Stepney, watch, plated fittings; open to anv
examination and trial; great bargain, onlv 95 gns. ; take
combination part pnyiiient.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town St-ation). [2737

81i.p. 1916 Grand Prix W.C. J.A.P.-eugined Morgan,
a special radiator, and running boards and petrol

carrier, disc wheels, accumulator electric lighting, 3 oil
lamps, and full kit tools, one brand new Dunlop com-
bination rubbei and steel tyre on back, and brand new
Avon spare cover, also spare chain ; engine, gears and
chains, and appearance excellent; price £147.—Scholes
*' Burnside. ' Lightwood Rd., Buxton. (D) [X2512

CARS FOR SALE.
1910 model;DARRACQ Open Touring Car, 1910 model; £75

232, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [2811
TONES' Carage.-1914 G.W.K., all lamps, hood,^ screen, absolutely in fine condition; £140: guar-
anteed perfect.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[2900

J Jones' Garage j
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1, BROADWAY,
Muswell Hill, LONDON, N.IO.

'Bus Irom Finsbury Park or
Highgate Tube.

Phone: Hornnexj 2563.

Telegrams :

•'Jones, Garage, Muswell Hill.

1919 MACHINES
actually in Stock.

ARIELS.

B.S.A, MODEL K
B.S.A. MODEL H.

NEW IMPERIAL S h.p. COMBIN-
ATIONS.

NEW IMPERIAL LIGHTWEIGHTS.

MATCHLESS VICTORY MODELS
ROVERS, 3-SPEED

ROVERS. T.T. MODELS, WITH
PHILIPSON PULLEY.

(See Miscellaneous Motor
Cycles.)
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SHAPE.

MOTOR PATCHES
SPLENDIDLY ADHESIVE.
FULL OF ELASTICITY.

NOT SUSCEPTIBLE TO CLIMATIC
INFLUENCE.

BEAUTIFULLY MOULDED.
THE OUTCOME OF LONG PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE BACKED BY HIGH

REPUTATION.
YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY.

THE
COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,

CHEMICO WORKS,
BIRMINGHAM.

A24 All letters relating to ndvertisenients should quote the number at the end of each

CARS FOR SALE.
SUNBEAM Car, 12-181i.p-, little used, in perfert run-

ning order; £300.—Mrs. Pect, 10^ Thornbury Av.,
CTapham Park, S.W. [2810

CALTHORPE Minor 1916 Sports 3-seater, 90h.p.
Prince Henry Mercedes, SOh.p. Grand Prix Itfila

1914; part exchange agreeable.—Epilway Garage,
Staines. [2873

O-Qh.p. S.C.A.T. Cabriolet, late model, in perfect
-** ^ order, only run 9,000 uiiles, indistinguisliable
I'rom new; £400, near olfer. or biph-elass piano «"'on-

sidered part.—Bos 2,696, c/o TJic Motor Cycle. [S2328

1Q13 ante) Swift 2-seoter, 10-12b.p., 2-cyl., engino.
J-«-' rehashed, 3-f>peed, reverse, complete with hood*
srreen, speedometer, 5 himps, spare wheel, heavF
Mieheiin tyres, perfect condition throughout, smarV
appeaiance; £60, a bargain.—Brown, ^VateTwor^^
Fradley, Lichfield, Staffs. i:5:248ff-

HIGH-PO^yEREU and Sporting Cars.-In stock,
90"'

b.p. Mercedes, 225 gns. : 80h.p. Berliet, 325gn8. j-

30h.p. Napier, 295 gns.; 30h.p. Gregoire, 295 fens.;

45h.p. Mercedes, 325 gns. ; 35h.p. Mercedes, 135 gns.;-,.

SOh.p. F.I.A.T. chassis, 160 gns. : IS.Sh.p. Str-Tkeiv'

Sqnire, 250 gns. ; and others; motor cycles or other:.

r;irs taken in part.—Rider Troward and Co., 31, Higliv'

St., Hampstead.
^

[2905;

DEMOBILISATION Bargains! And sucli bargain (:-

Remember some ol tbe cars almost new, and all

dates advertised here guaranteed accurate.—10h.p.
Unique parcels lorry, modern, light car type^ pointed
radiators, wire wheels, worth double, £45; lOh.p. Dar-
racq 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, spare, dickey%_

seat, bargain, £65; 15h.p. Charron chassis, 4-cyUj
monobloc, Solex, worth double, £65; 12-16h.p. Moto-?
bloc chassis, unit engine construction, light, sporty
ciiassis, £75; 14-16h.p. Dariacq traveller's onmibus,"
smart roomy body, chassis specially reconstructed, 4*'

cyl. monobloc. Zenith, gate, worth double, £80; 15.9h.p.

1914 R.C.H. torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves, de-

tachables, centre gate, nice little 4-seater. £90; 12-15
h.p. Star 2-seater, gate, Zenith, £90; SOh.p. National;
(U.S.A.), sporting 4-seatGr, fast car, £100; 38h.p,i
Daimler chassis, £100; 2-ton Berliet chassis, twii*
solids, all gears new. wants slight adjustments, worth
treble, to clear £100; Thames bungalow plot afc Sun-
bury, £100 freehold; 8-lOh.p. Renault platform lorry,

8ft.x5V^ft., most economical, £115; ISh.p. Bayard 1-

ton van, twin solids, roomy body, £115; 15-20h.p.

Panhard live axle chassis. £120; 8-lOh.p. 1914 sporta

model Humber streamline 2-seater, disc wheels. 40
m.p.g., £120; 40h.p. 6-cyI. Acme (U.S.A.) sjxirting

4-seater, special competition car, real snip, £125;
12-15h.p. F.I.A.T. taxj-landaulet, monobloc engine,

economical running hire car, £125; 12-14h.p. Renault
landaulet, £130; 10-12h.p. Le Gui semi-sporting 2-

seater, 4-cyl. engine. Zenith, £135; ISh.p. 1915 Max-
welt streamline 4-seater, monobloc, enclosed valves,

centre gate. Bosch mag.. £135; 2.ton Milnes-Daimlet
heavy commercial, twin solids, live axle. Zenith, II.T.

mag., £145: lOh.p. A.C. light car, streamline 2-seater.

4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed valves, pointed radiator, wire
wheels, domed mudguards. £185; 3-ton Straker-Squire
lorry, cab front, H.T. mag., Zenith, all new tyres,

aluminium radiator, twin solids, bargain, £235; 1914
Palladium 1-ton van, solids all round, monobloc en-,

gine. enclosed valves. £245; 16-20h.p. Sunbeam chassis,

enclosed valves, detachable wheels, 4-speed, Claudel,

£250; 40h.p. Wolseley chassis, enclosed valves, de-

tachable wire wheels, extra long wheelbase, price over-

hauled £250; 20h.p. Crossley torpedo, monobloc unit
construction, detachable wheels, Zenith, £265; 13.9h.p.

1914 B.S.A. 2-seater, Knight engine, worm drive, de-"

tachable wheels, £285; 3-ton De Dion commercial
chassis, latest round radiator type, worm drive, en-

closed valves, twin solids, steel wheels, £350; another
exactly similar, better condition, £385 ; ditto 3-ton
De Dion lorry, complete, roomy body, hi^h sides, £425;
2-ton Napier W.D. type lorry, worm drive, aluminium.:
radiator, enclosed valves, steel wheels, twin solids,

bargain, £575; 4-ton late 1915 Garner lorry, cab
front, enclosed valves, twin solids, very little used",

indeed, real bargain, £650; 24-30h.p. 6-cyl. Wolseley""-

limousine-landaulet, enclosed valves, extra long wheel-,
base, detachable wire wheels, £650.—Cox (below). .-

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor*,
man, 6a, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E^''.

has all the above actually in stock and on view.i^
Please caU, Hours 8 to 6.30, inrluding Saturdays ;}

no business Sundays. Established 1902. [22'4ff3.'

LORRIES FOR SALE. {
4, 3, and 2-ton Lorries, dozen absolute barga-nsA

£100 to £650. See long advertisement iindem
Miscellaneaus Cars.— Cox, West Norwood. [224S»

ENGINES.
O0.h.p. Inclined Minetva Engine, 55/-: Don^liis frnma-.
'W4 wanted.—Robinson, Siindy, Bedfordshire. i277ttis

8 h.p. J.A.P. Engine, Bosch, Senspray corapletdB
Gloria coachbuilt sidecar; what offers?—9, Arcnd^B

Exeter. [52334«
6 h.p. Rex Twin Engine, w.c, with radiator, excellent^

condition; £6/10.—Howes, 122, Macoma- Rd.,.>
Phimstead. S.E. 18. [2666i";

8 h.p. Darracq Engine, in good order, with pump, ^
water and petrol tanks; £8/10; suit boat.—143^2

Lansdowne Rd., Tottenham. [284IJ
-I Ah.p. J.A.P. 1 lOOcc. W.C. 50° Engine, liitestf;-!" model, induction, water and exhaust pipes. BosohJ'
mngiieto, drive and case, "Chaler plate clutch, Chater 3* >

speed gear, all new; £57/10.—Teviot, Longbridge Rd.,
Btirking. [2098^.

advertisement, and the date of the issue. f

i
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ENGINES.
PEECISIOX Engine, 4',ih.p., with mas. and o.nrlmr-

etter. nearlv uew: £18; approval against casli.—

Bradwell, Sandgate Kd., Folkestone. [2643

6h.p. Sarolea, perfect running order. TJ.H. luag., com-
plete. £7; also wheels and tyres, 26x2Vi. tank,

carrier, stand, new Pedley belt. Brooks BlOO, .tank and
front rim slight damage, £2/10.-30, Terrace Ed., Well
St., Sonth Hackney. [2800

5-6h.p. Type B. Engine, for A.O. Sociable, fitted new
Amac carburetter and new magneto, guaranteed

perfect working order, and as new, accept £13/10; idso
6h.p. water-cooled single-cyl. Humber engine, in good
order, with carburetter and coil, battery, etc., suit
cycle car, £9/10.—James Pollard, "Wragby, Lincoln.

(X2373

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
Two New B.L.I.C. Magnetos, 180°, E.H., suit 8h.p.

;

£7/10 each.-W. Hayward, Rainham, Kent. [2611

SPHTDOEF Magneto, 50°, twin, anti-clock. Model
EV, as new; *4/4.—Burnup, 34, Gt. St. Helens,

E.C.3. tX2490

JEBRON'. registered 291.298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.

.

cures misfiring; 5/- each rivet; Jebron screws, fit Boscr,
magnetos, 11/- pair; old screws Jebronised, 5/- each.

JEBEOy Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver. Martin, making world's records.—Jeluoii

SB, Herliert Ed., Woolwich, London, , S.E.I 8. [X4:-,31

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto Specialists,
undertake to repair and despatch any and every

magneto received by them in 24 hours, and guarantee
their job for 12 months.—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. have a special depart-
ment for- motor cycle magneto repairs, and assure

you of instant attention.—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. are making a special
feature of speed in completing their transactions.

—Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. always have a reserve
force of mechanics awaiting that urgent job.—

Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto Specialists
75, Park Rd. North, Acton, London, W.3. Tel. :

Chiswick 1518. [209£

FOR Magneto Repairs, spares, re-magnetising, Brilisl.
magnetos and dynamo lighting equipments, write

or 'plione Streatham 2108. Established 1900.—Love
land Bros., Crescent Magneto Works. Norburv, Londoi,
S.W. [807f

MAGNETO Repairs.-Send your magneto to Pal
mer's Garage. Tooting. Reply paid; quotation tele.

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.-Palmer'.c
Garage. Tooting. [9980

BIRMINGHAM.-Magneto repairs, rewinding, re
magnetising, and overhauling promptly executed

;

moderate charges.-The Electrical Trades Sv.pply Ltd.,
41. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors, Bir-
Iningham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [3 721

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-
lished 1912. Manager S. T. Boon, late from the

Bosch works.—Magneto repairs of every description.
All repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly guaran-
teed. We can mostly return then within 24 hours.
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyl.
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto Ee-
pairing and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Eu-ston,
N.W.I. 'Phone; Museum 1158. T.A. ; Kumagnelic.
Korwest, London. [1032

^
BELTS.

UNLOP- Belt, 7ft.x3,iin.. brand new; 7/6.—Lieut
Hewin. Brompton Barracks, Chatham. [2680

TYRES.
ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Please note new address, 314,

New Crosa Ed., New Cross, S.E.14.

ECONOMIC—We have the following clearance lines
in Kempshall and other -well-known makes

; goods
carriage paid on approval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x21,4 heavy non-skid, for 2-strokes,
32/6, listed 45/6; complete with tube, 39/-.

ECONOMIC—26x21,4 Tvired-on fluted covers, 7/6
pair 12/6; only a few left.

ECONOMIC—26x21,4 extra heavy non-skid tor 2i/lin
rims 41/-, listed 60/3.

ECONOMIC—26x21/, diamond studded, 41/6; non-
skids, 35/-; ,650x65 diamond studded, 46/3.

ECONOMIC—650x65 extra heavy non-skids, 45/-
listed 65'-; 28x3 extra heavy, SO/-, listed 69/9.

ECON0MIC.-26X3 Kempshall non-skid, 75/-, listed
96/-; 26x3 anti-skid, 45/-, listed 72/6.

ECONOMIC—Guaranteed tubes, 24x214 7/6. S6X21/;
7/6, 26x2V-,xZVi 8/5, 26x21,4 8/6, 26x3 11/6,

28x3 11'6.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, JXew Cross Ed., New
Cross, S-E.i4. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [2826

GOODRICH 650x65 B.S. Cover, good condifon
12/-; 26x214 brand new Avon tube, 8/-; 8ft. x%

brand new Dunlop belt, 8/6; 6ft. % Dunlop belt,
nearly new, 5/6; 7£t. 3in.x^/4 Pedley, brand new. 7/5;
7ft.x^,4 Dunlop, nearly new, 2-piece, 5/-.—19, Wilcox
Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [2783

D

DELIVERY
OF

NEW MACHINES.
We have the tollowing delivery dates open :

A.J.S. 6h.p. twin Combination ... 136 gns. Mar.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £80 ,.

BLACKBURNE, Sh.p {100 „

B.S.A., chaiu-cum-belt 78 gns. Early.

CONNAUGHT MINOR, 2-speed £41 3 Stock.

CONNAUGHT, Standard, 2-speed £43 10 „
ENFIELD Sh.p. Cohbination 110 gns. Feb.

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination ... .112 gns. .

JAMES, 4i h.p £89 5 ..

JAMES, 3 h.p., twin £89 5 „

JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £54 12
,

JAMES, 5-6 h.p., twin £99 15 ,.

JAMES Sidecar £22 10 ,.

JAMES Sidecar de luxe £23 5 ,.

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination .. £140 Stock.

MATCHLESS, new standard finish.

Palmer cord tyres, hood and
screen, M.A.G. engine — ,.

P. & M. 3.i h.p. Combination £102 „

ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p. , £105 „

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p £S5

CASH. CREDIT. EXCHANGE.

The Service Company, Ld.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

Telpgrarps : A.^mittedly. 'Phone ; 6-1.30 Holborn.

LONGiVIAN Bros, of ACTON,
2, King's Parade. Telephone : r57S Chiswick.

And EALING, 17, Bond Street,
Ealing Broadway.

Always sound, reliable. Second-hand* Machines al
reasonable prices.

1915 T.l. INDIAN, as new ;
mileage about

Soo £45
rgt6 T.T. 3.! h.p. ROVER Philipson pulley £45
rgiS A.J.S., 6 h.p £9D
RUDGE MULTI £30
ALLDAYS MATCHLESS 21 gns.

And others.

Agents for Triumphs, Dougias, Norton, James,
B.S.A., Rudge, etc., tor which we are now booking

orders. Some deliveries this month.

Machines and Outfits Bought for Cash. Good
allowances made, and Exchanges with a cash

balance either way.

N.B.—Owing to Ealing premises undergoing
alterations, all communications to Acton
Branch.

To know just

how good my
coveralls are for

motor cyclists,

get this book.

END A CARD
for your copy
TO

IRVINE SMITH,
Buttershaw, Bradford.

B

B

TYRES.
BASTONE'S for Covers- and Tubes.—New clearance

linej a3 belo^v. Goods sent on approval against
remittance.

AST0NE'S.-26x2 Michelfn light, 12/-, hat 17/-;
steel-studded, 24/-, list 43/-.

BASTOiSrE'S.-26x2i4 Michelin Trident, 22/-. list

32/9; Hutchinson Brooklauds, 18/-, list 29/5;
Tourist Tronliv, 25/-, list 41/-; De Luse heavy, 32/-,
list 45/6; Kempshall, 19/6.

BAST0NE'S.-26x2iA Miclielin heavy Trident, 26/-,
list 35/9; De Luxe heavy, 35/-, list 51/3; Good-

rich saltty tread heavy, 45/-, list 57/6 ; Shell grooved,
13/6. list 36/-.

"DASTONE'S.—650x65 Henley plain, 35/-. list 53/3

BASTONE'S.—28x3 rubber-studcfed, suitable tor
front wheel and sidecars, 32/6.

BASTOSE'S.—Wired edfre covers; 26x2Vi heavy
Trideut. 19/6, list 32/3; 26x21/2 Michelin light.

12/6, list ?8/6.

BASTONE'S.—Special line of Michelin pnsh-cyrle
covers, 28xi'/2, 28x1%. 26X1M,, 26x1%, 6/9.

list !?/-.

BASTONE'S.-Hutehinson tubes, 26X2 5/6, 26x2%
6/-, 26X2V4 6/6, 28X3 9/6, butted 1/6 extra.

-ASTONE'S for Belts, Pedley and John Bull, all

sizes in stock.

BASTOSE'S, 228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel.; 2481 North. Telegrams:

Bastone's, Kincross, London. [2778

TYKES.—See Bancroftian Advertisement under Mis-
cellaneous. Stelastic. Pedley, Kempshall, Hutchin-

son : extraordinary prices. [0845

TYEES by Best Makers; nearly half present prices.

—

26x21/, sidecar cover, 16/6. — Service Co., 292,
High Holborn, London, W.C.I. [8747

BURST Motor Cycle Covers Remoulded and made
perfect ; broken away beads remoulded ; every job

a success, or cash refunded; bursts from 3/6, returned
carriage paid quickly.—Melton Rubber Works, Melton
Mowbray. [X1400

NEW Heavy Beaded Covers, 26x2 16/-, 26x2^ 25/-,
26X21/, 27/6; butt-ended tubes, 26x214 8/6. 26x

21/2 9/-; endless tubes, 26x2% 7/6, 26x2% 8/-; sent
approval carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [9191

TANKS.
TANKS of every description ; repairs, re-enamellinir.

Write for booklet.— Green, Water St., Blackfriars,
Manchester. [0900

THANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repairs or enam-
elled: disc for motor wheels; general sheet metal

work; lists free.—Attwoods. 86, Rosebery Av., E.G.
Tel.: Central 12445. (9922

PATENT AGENTS.
INVENTORS' Advice and Handbook I'ree. — King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 186, Queen Victoria St..

London. [5813
INSURANCE.

FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), npplv.
Ernest J. Bass, Insurance IJroker, ' Bishops Stort-

ford. [0695

DREADNOUGHT Motor Cycle Policies at Lloyd's.
Premiums from £1/7/6, payable yearly, quarterly,

or monthly. Before insuring elsewhere, write for pro-

spectus.—Roys, Ltd., 199, Piccadilly, London. [7734

TUITION.
MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,

Ltd., gives the highest standard of training in
driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest fees in
England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The British
School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circus,

W. [0953

AGENCIES.
OFFICER, Royal Air Force, keen motoring en-

thusia.st. shortly returning to Australia, desires
one or two good agencies.—Reply to Box L8,677, 0/0

The Motor Cycle. [2616

F'RENCH Motor Engineer residing in Paris. long ex-
perience and first-class connections, wishes to

undertake, agency for British light car and motor acces-
sories; workshop and garage available.—Communicate
first, Bayle, 6, Churchways Crescent, Horlield, Biistcl.

[2681

TO Manufacturers.—Manufacturer's agent, and buying
agent for important firms in the East [now visiting

ludia). wishes to get into touch with manufacturers
pf light cars, cycles, accessories, and especially novelties,

with view to business in the East.—Box 2,662, c/o 7'/'c

Motor Cycle. (XI 997

GENTLEMAN with first-class connection, residing
in Brussels (Belgian srrbject who speaks Englisli),

desires to represent in Belgium English manufactureis
of cycles, motor cycles, accessories and tyres; 20 years'

experience of the trade.—A. Watelet, temporary address

12. Dudley St., Luton. (2068

PARTNERSHIPS.
GENTLEMAN, with capital and experience, age 25,

desires partnership in good motor cycle garage or

ninnnfacttiring concern.-Apply. Box L8,704, c/c Tfte

Motor Cycle. (2690

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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consulting engineers.
FG. HEKKTAGE, 10 years' practical ospeiience,

• offleis unbiassed advice on the piireliase of nev
and second-hand motor cycle; machines esaniiued and
reported on : -distance no object.—48, Clarendon Rd.,
Putney, S.AV.15. [2693

COLE and Clease, 24, Union St., Birmingham, advise
on the purchase, insurance, garage, installation,

and maintenance ot your machine, new or second-
hand. Exppit examination undertaken; advice on agri-
luotois, country house lighting, etc. [X2438

REX MUNDT, after 12 years' all-round experience,
offers unbiassed advice in the selection of new

and second-hand motor cycles and light cars: examina-
tions and reports; Tehicies bought and sold on com-
mission; insurance.—Room 80, 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W. [2884

ARE You Buying a Motor Cycle? Have it tested by
a disinterested exx^ert. I have had 9 years' ex-

perience of all makes, and this is at your disposal.

Write me in any case. Fee for testirxg any make
10/6, exclusive of expenses.—Robert B. Breeze, Motor
Expert, 92, Northgate St., Chester. [X2515

situations vacant.
Goon Motor Cycle Mechanic renuired immediately.

—Age, wage, and references to Hurpenden Oarage.
Harpenden. ^ [2750

DRAUGHTSMAN, cycle and motor trade.—State age,

experience, and salary required, to Alldays and
Onions. Ltd., Matcliless Worts, Fallows Rd., Birming-
ham. [2613

REQUIRED, Traveller for London, calling, upon
garages for a quick selling line on good commis-

EiOn.—Write, C/o Andriesse Bros, and Co., 34, Gray's

Inn Rd., W.l. [2852

MOTOR Cycle Trade.—Wanted, experienced progresa
clerk for works, well up in figures, to increase out-

put.—State previous experience, wages required, and
present situaliou in confidence, to Box 344, Sells, Ltd.,

168, Fleet St.. London, E.C.4. [2697

DJiAUGHTSMAN Wanted, used, to motor cycle de-

sign, including engines, gear boxes, and general

lay-out.—Write in confidence, stating age, experience,

and salary required, Mr. A. V. Smith, c/o Chater-Lea,
Ltd., 74-84. Banner St.. E.C.I. [X1750

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Trade.—Wanted, first-class

machine hand, fully experienced in njachining
and boring lugs.—State previous experience, wages re-

quired, and present situation, in confidence, to Box
346, Sells, Ltd., 168, Fleet St., London. E.C.4. [2699

MOTOR Cycle Trade.—Wanted, first-class all-round

men capable of building, brazing, and experimental
work, for both motor cycle and sidecar chassis. Also
good filers and assemblers. Good wages and perman-
ency for the right men.—State fully experience, wages
required, and present situation in confidence, to Box
345, Sells, Ltd., 168, Fleet St., E.C.4. [2698

TO Motor Cycle Engineers.—Required immediately by
old-established firm of manufacturers near London,

first-class engineer, capable of forming department for

tlie design and manufacture from stait to finish of
motor cycles. Excellent opportunity for individual

. with exceptional ability and experience, and good testi-

monials.-Reply in confidence, giving age, experience,

and salarv required, to Box 325, Sells, Ltd., 168, Fleet

St., E.C.4. [0982

SITUATIONS WANTED.
DISCHARGED Officer (ex-Pilot. R.F.C.) requires post

as salesman, etc., in good motor firm dealing in

motor cycles or cars; willing to invest £250 in same;
previous experience, hard worker.—Lieutenant, 45, Luns-
downe Rd.. Boarnemouth. [X2331

PATENTS.
PROPRIETOR of Patent No. 106,561/16, "Com-

bined variable compression release device," for in-

ternal combustion engines, is desirous ot negotiating
for the sale outright, or royalty for same, with pro-
gressive firms.—Box 2.719, c/o The Motor d/cle.

[X2541

J^
WANTED.

SUNBEAMS, Harleys, A.J.S.'s, Enfields, B.S.A.'s,
Nortons, Triumphs, Matchless, and Morgans;

1915's and later purchased for spot cash.—Maudes*,
100, Gt, Portland St., London, W.l. [1916

Box 2,695.
[X2344

Carter, 82, Lechorn
[2695

Elliott, Westralia,
[X2469

date, etc.. Coles,
[2639

WANTED. Clyno or Matchless, not earlier than 1915.
-14, Barnehnrst Av., Erith. [2674

COMBINATION wanted. £

L8,594, c/o The Motor

COMBINATION, high power, recent model;
M.. 4. DoUis Rd., Finchley.

WANTED. Levis Model E., or Douglas
c/o The Motor Cycle.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cvcle.-
Hd., Harlesden, N.W.l'O.

CLEMENT-GAERARD. any type.
Ingate Rd.. Beccles. Suffolk.

2-STROKE, about 2V..h.p..—State
Bruliam, Brnton. Somerset.

Cyycle. [2541

cash.—
[2858

WANTED, cvlinder. for 1912 5-6h.p. Clyno.—Smith,
16. King St., Burnley, Lanes. [X2325

tf> 2,000 Waiting for machines, any make;
cW given.—]}ooths Motorics, Halifax.

good prices
[2641

!ll2 CIvno Back Wlieel. with or without sproiki^ts,
^ -Haivie, Hallsido, near Glasgow. [2603

yENITHS.

mmw
COiVJBlNATlONS.

1916 A.J.S., spare wheel, lamp set,

speedometer, very good condi-
tion £110

I9r6 B.S.A., No. 2 Sidecar, hood,
screen, electric lamp set, 2 horns,
condition almost as new £99

1916 Powerplus INDIAN, T.T. bars,

3-speed, kick-starter, Swan sport-

ing Sidecar, Amac carburetter

fitted £85
1916 ENFIELD Combination, hoocl,

screen, lamp set ; only done Soo .

miles. A beauty £105
r9i6 HARLEY, dyna'mo. lighting, 1917

Sidecar, splendid condition £100

SOLO MACHINES.
1917 3i b.p. ROVER, 3-speed, kick-

starter, large Lucas lamp set,

Klaxon horn ; only done 300
miles ; T.T. bars fitted t73

tqiJSi h.p. twin JAMES, Lucas lamps
and horn; shop-soiled only £67

L915 3* h.p. twin INDIAN. 3 speeds,

kick-starter clutch, lamp set,

beautiful solo mount, T.T. bar? . . £50

vV .'\N 1 ED.—Combination and Solo Ma-
Cll nes :- also a number of Light Cars.

VVe pay wonderful price~ tor monen.
machines.

Jl. SIVIITH & 00.,
lb, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON. N.W.I.

QQEQQQHQQQEIQHSQQEEQHQEIS

THE 150 IVIILES F»ER HOUR
ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Revolution Iiidicfttors on '^aine principle used on Government

AeropIant'B.

TheMotorEnrfineep&ScientiflcMan'sInstrument
Und6r Escanement Control like a Watch.

> he most perfect form
t governor known.

No centrifugal or

mayneto yoveinor.)

Gives truereaf"-

ms; at all speeds
fo 50 miles per

lourand beyond
UNLIMITED.

l''-ir motor cars,

£7 10s..including
iliiviug gear; tor

motor eyelids,
£4 15s.

Liberal Trace
Discount.

See The Motor Cycle,
"

S.iiitember 2tith, 1912.

Trill extra. fliso Wile Recorders
Recommended an 1 stoclifd liy - for hub cap.

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, Limited,
„ Rudge-WhitwoFth, Limited,
„ The Triumph Cycle Co., Limited,

and Bi-auches and by all other hii;h class Firma.
MannEactured by the inventor of tUQ Karrusel Watch.

B. BONNIKSEN,^|vS'<jroik street.

Apply for copy of National Physical Laboratory's Report.
Sand direct uiileHs your A.ceut can supply.

ORDER YOUR MOTOR
CYCLE NOW

AND BE ONE OF THE
FIRST HAPPY OWNERS.
Send for our Second-hand LisU

THE NORTH WALES
MOTOR EXCHAMGE,
CHESTER STREET,
WREX H Ann , N.W .

WANTED.
-90x77y2 twin.— Maudes'.

"D.S.A.— 1916, 1917 BOlo or combications.—Maudes'.

A.J.S.— ;916 and 1917 combinations and Hghtweights.
—Maudes'. V-Maudes'

NFIELDS.—1916 and 1917 combinations.—Maudes'E
D0trGLAS.-191S, 1916, and 1917 2 and 3-speel

models.—Manr't^s'.

1917 M.A.G.

,. -J

imodels.—Mauc'es'.

MATCHI,ESS.-1915. 1916, and
engined combinations.—Maudes'.

HABLET-DATIDSON 1916, 1916, and 1917 EIe&
trie and Standard Combinations.—Maudes'.

1915. 1916. 1917 svater-eooled J.A.P.
models.—Maudes' .^

TKIUMPHS-—1915, 1916, and 1917 lightweight and
couutersliait models.—Maudes'.

St7NI!EAMS.-1915, 1916, and 1917 single and twin^i
combinations.-Maudes'. ^

TV/T^UDES' are Bayers of any of the above for spot
"^

i-»A cash; very highest prices for machines

MOEGANS.-
or M.A.G

Portland St., Loudon, W.l.
eood
Tel.:
[2851

WANTED, Junior Triumph. 2-speed, about 1917. .

—25, Peel' Grove. E..2 London. [2839 '1

condition.- 100, Gt,
562 Mayfiiir.

lightweight, good
Merthyr Rd., Whitchurch, Cardiff.

order.—69,
[X2522

WANTED, 2-stroke
Merthyr Rd., W

B.S.A. Sidecar, in good condition.— I'rice, particulars,
to West, Poiiesivood, IBinfleld, Berks. [2607;-

OCOTT-MYEES Sidecar, complete, fit 1913 Scott —-
>3' Holt, 40, Kemp St., Fleetwood. (D) fX2339

WANTED, good T.T. Douglas, perfect, for cash.—
29, Brigstoclc Rd., Thornton Heath. [281S

1/V/i Motor Cycles Wanted, spot cash psiid ; tiring
Avf\7 or send. I'alluer's Garage. Tootiug. [0917

WANTED, Auierican Excelsior cvlinder, front type,
I915.-Smyth, Lota, Gcrrards Cross. [2810

8 h.p. Rover Engine, chassis, or complete car, in good
condition.— Bevir. Hurstdown, Heudon,

LATE Model 4h.p. A.S.J. Combination,
Suuuyside, Wash Common, Newbury.

[2642

or solo.—
[X2517-.

SUNBE.\M Coml'ina*ions: send particulars and price.
—Service Co.. 292. High Holborn, W.C.I. [9306

WANTED, motor bicvcle. 4-stroke, cheap.—Goodev,
Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet. [2812

ANTED, Sidecar, cheap for cash.—Speechley, 1,

Gunnerabury Lane, Acton, London, W.3. [2864a

LIGHTWEIGHT, must he cheap.-Send particulars
to Slimden, 22. Akerumn Ed., Brixton. [2673

comi)ination, auv make

:

29, St. Leonard's St., Bow, T3.3. [2868

w

or Junior
[S2478

WANTED, SV'sh.p. or 6h.p,
spot cash,

WANTED. Douglas. 2"jih.p.. 1914-1917,
Triumph.—Babb. South Molton. Dcvou.

ENFIELD or Matchless Combination Wanted, pri-
vately.—Mr. Harrison, 51, Pont St., W. [2791

A.J.S., Harley, or similar combination, immediate
purchase.—91, Clifton Rd., Soutlr Norwood. [2792

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle Wanted, or 2-stroke.—Str.
Hayes, 5, The Exchange. Thornton Heath. [2793

FIELD, 1913, 2''ih.p. cylin.der, camshaft, mag

WANTED, modern comttiuation, also eolo machine.
—Albury, St. Mary's Ed., Frinton-ou-Sea. [2716

WANTED, lightweight motor cycle : exchange type-
writer, cash.-21, Lyndhurst Ed.. Hove. [2753

A UTO-WHEEL wanted, with single lever control

:

A- cheap.—B., 33. Alexandra Ed.. Reading. [2747

WANTED, couiliination or ruualiout; low-est cash.—
30. Canterbury Rd., West Eill)urn, N.W.6. (2714

WANTED, Morgan, rnmplete. less engine, mag., and
carliuretter.-34, Mouk.swell Ed., Exeter. [X2335

MODERN, any good make; state full particulars,

price.-Mullis, 122, Cape Hill, Smethwick. [X2361

WANTED, high-class sidecar combination, in per-

fect condition.—Pickson, EastclifE. Sidmouth.
[X1745

WANTED, solo and combinations, good nmkes. net
earUer 1915.—Biuwn, 94. High St., Beokenhaui.

[2677
17NFIELD Combination. Send particulars and price.

1> —Service Co., 292. High Hollwrn. London. W.C.I.
(8888

HARLEY Combination; send particulars and price.
.

—Service Co., 292, High Holborn. London.
(8736

WANTED, couiliination, recent model, must he in
tirst-dass condition.—27, l.luflley Ed., Grantham.

(X2398
T] Ot2 3'^h.p. Hum'oer, with or without sidecar.—
it» Bcrkleigh, Manor Estate, Hemel Hempstead.

[S2238
.\NTED, Triumph rear wheel, clutch model, 1913,

good condition.-Ivempster, Fairford, Glos.

' ^ "in

Sussex. IDl
I2S03

w
WANTED. Bosch ZEV vjatertight, 45° to 50'

good condition.—Fisher, Shipley "

r*

A26 All litters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue:
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WANTED.
II/AXTED. 3-speed gear box, complete, to suit 7-9

VV h.u. ludiau.—Baker, 19, Limekila St., Dover,
[X2374

2-SEATEIv, in thorough sound condition throughout.—
Full uarticulars, B., 34, Esses St., Colchester.

[2726
PUSH Bicycle Engine Complete, also .22 target re-

volver.—Malcolm Toung, Colvton, Devonshire.
[2847

COMBINATION" vsanted. modern, and good condition.
—Thompson, 25, Davisville Ed., Shepherd'.« Bush.

[2842
WANTED, Bradbury footboards, also Autoclipse

lamp.—Calvert. Market St., Chorley, Lanes.
[X2493

TEIUMPH Combination, 1913-1919, or A.J.S. Full
particulars, 52, Alexandra Kd., Canton, Cardiff.

.; [2072
BEST Motor Cvcle offered lor £16.—Comerford.

Southgate, 57, Clarence Kd., Teddiugton, Middle-
eex. [X2359
4h.p. Douglas or similar combination : also good T.T.

solo mount,—Albert, 23, Market Place, Kingston,
S.W. [2626

MAGNETO (twin) for Moto-Reve, good condition.—
State lowest price, 17, Suffolk St., Forest Gate.

E.7. [2628

WANTED, G.W.K,. or any other light car, in any
condition.—Rustic Walk,' Lower Bourne, B«im-

Jinm. [2624

ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination. Send particulars and
price.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.

W.C.I. (8889

WANTED, frame, wheels, forks, lor 2^ih.p. Douglas;
spot cash.—Reply, Box L8,676, c/o The Motor

"ycle. [2615

"ttrANTED, good motor cvcle combination ; spot cash
'» waiting.—64, Tilton Ed., Small Heath, Birming-
ham. [X2425

GOOD Modern Solo wanted, such as Douglas, Im-
perial. O.K., or other.—Box L8,593, c/o The Molm-

I
Cycle. [2540

WANTED, modern 6 or 8h.p. motor cycle and side-
car, second-hand, for cash. — Dan Guy. Wey-

mouth. (X249"6

Tl/'ANTED. Douglas. 1914 or later, good condition.—
»' Send full particulars. Shore, Parkfleld, Langlev

Bucks. [2859

C0A-CHBT7ILT Body only, light. -Price, sketch, and
dimensions to Briggs. Ingleboro', Pinewcod Rd

,

Swansea. [X2464

WANTED, back wheel with clutch and spindle, foi
Bat-Jap, 650x65.-Lloyd Morris, Hendre Wen,

Llanrwst. [X2397

TWIN-CYL. Combination required, any good make.
6h.p. or over.—King. Heath Bank House, Cheadle

Hnlme. [X2127
f^HAIN-CUM-BELT Countershaft Sneed Gear, also
'-' M.C. head light.—Barker, Cannon St., Bedminster.
Bristol. [X2366
TXT"ANTED, front cylinder and piston, 1912 5-6h.p.
'» Clyno.—891, Ashton Old Ed., Openshaw, Man-

chester. •

[2636

TS Tour Motor Cycle or Car hung up for repairs?
'•- We will buy it as it stands.—E^iilway Garage.
Staines. [2871

WANTED. 2-specd lightweight of known make.—Statt
full particulars. Sandum, 50a, High Bd., Wood

Green, TST. [2659

1AA Motor _Cycles Wanted for cash.-Wandsworth

Station)
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsw-orth ITown

[8582

WANTED, good combination, Matchless or othei
good make, for cash.—29, Brigstock Rd.. Thorn,

ton Heath. [2816

BODY, coachbuilt. about 60 inches long bv 20 inches.
—Full particulars. 108, Queenswood Rd.. Forest

Hill. S.E.23. [X2396

"YTT"ANTED, motor cycle or combination t exchange
TV freehold plots.—Shaddick, 99, Montague Ed.,

Leytonstone. [2621

WANTED, good quality S'/jh.p. or 4h.p, motor cycle,
second-hand: also good lightweight.-Baines Eros.,

Gainsborough. [X2346

A.B.C. (1915)', Sunbeam, or modern make; repairs
Dot objected to.—Carter, 17, Webster St., Green

heys, Mauchester. [096t

IliiB' TVrOETON Big Four and 3y2h.p. T.T., recent date
:;:; J-l Send particulars and price.-Service Co.. 292, Higl

Holborn, London. [875(

6h.p. or 8h,p. Combination, Enfield, A.J.S., Match-
less, etc., condition immaterial if modern; price

fcnd particulars.—Pace, 1, Centre Ay., Acton Vale, W.
[2888

2-SPEED Hub Gear, for 2-;4h.p. New Hudson, oi
back wheel complete : must be 'back wheel complete ; must T?e in good workini:

order.—State price to J.C., 192, Folkestone Rd., Dover,
[X239£

\aTANTED, two wheels with solid tyres, not heavi
VV ones, either wire or wood spokes. State weighl
and size.—F. Heaton, Carr Ed., Wyke, Bradford.

[X237;

A SECOND-HAND Coachbuilt Body wanted, cheai
for cash.—Send full particulars, with sketch o'

photo, to Brandon, 15, Eglinton Place, Saltcoats. Ayi
shire.

W/ELL and truly made
from forged steel,

" King Dick " Spanners
grip " fair and square."
They cannot burr a nut
when properly adjusted.
Famous for 35 years:
guaranteed for ever.

Four sizes, 3in. to gin.

S:e that your ''panne',

is stamped with ihi

mark here shown—
the mark ot the penuine
"King DM."

ABINGDON ECCO, LTD.,
Abingdon Works, Tyssley, Birmingham.
London^G. H^ Smith, r2, Mortimer St., London, W.r.

WANTED.
£10 cash for best lightweiglit offered. Give date, fui:

particulars: Yorkshire; deposit.—Box 2,702, c/i

The Motor Cycle. [X242f

RAILWAY Garage, Staines, urgently require motor
cy;;les of known make, any condition; generou.';

cash prices paid.
'

[2869

COMBINATION and Solo Machine, good make.-
Particulars and lowest price, 94a, Swaby Ed..

Earlsfleld, S.W.18.
^

[2596

MOTOR Cycle or Combination, any power, any con-
dition; please write.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury

Lane, Acton, London. [2864

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, or 2^;4h.p, ; slight re
pairs no objection; cheap for cash.—Box 2,703

c/o The Motor Cycle. [X24S<

WANTED, F.N.. 4-cyl., 7h.p. and 5h.p., for cash -
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands

worth (Town Station). [273.'

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., not earlier than 1916, must lie

in excellent condition.—F.. 28, Holmwood Gar
dens; Finchley, N.3. [276?

SCOTT, not earlier than 1914. for spot cash ; state

engine number and full particulars.—Box LS.732
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2893

WANTED, Douglas, 2S/ih.p., must be in thorouglily

good condition. Write first.—Householder, 109,
The Av., West Ealing.

'

[2717

WANTED, 4-cyl. Motor Cycle, cheap; also olc

engine, about IV^h.p.—Visiek, 9, King's Parade.
Chrrrch End, Finchley. (2880

RUD6E Multi, 'I'.T. Isle of Man model; send pai

ticulars and price.-Service Co., 292, High Hoi
liorn, London, W.C.I. [9105

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand accessories

.

state particulars and prices.-Service Co., 292
High Holborn, London. [8742

WANTED, B.S.A. sidecar. No. 2 model preferred
good condition ; within reasonable distance o]

42. Staines Ed., Twickenham. [273C

GOOD Solo or Light Combination, all accessories.—
Write, stating lowest, cash waiting, Scott, 69a.

Hambalt Rd., Clapham Common. [2794

1^ANTED, Triumph rear^ frame complete with Roi

WANTED.
WANTED, motor cycle, about £20, damaged or out

of order preferred.—Jackson, 7, Osliorne Ed.,
Brimsdowu, Middlesex. [2837

"\T7ANTED, urgently, 1913-1916 3h.p. Enfield, Zenith,
V> Triumph, others; cheap.—William Jeniiings,

Bozcat, Wellingborough. [2705

WANTED, good light cane sidecar, with chassis and
fittings, complete, suitable for Triumph.—Super-

intendent Gray, Lerwick, [X2435

WANTED for cash, late good make combination,
about 4h.p.—Particulars, Peters, 54, Hoppeja

N.13. fX2026

wheel, must be in perfect condition.—Apply, 173,
Oleethorpe Ed.,. Grimsby. [261C

RAILWAY Garage, Staines, urgently require recent
small cars of known make in any condition

;

generous cash prices paid. [2870

WANTED, lightweight cycle. 1916-1917, must lie

_ _ in good condition.—Particulars to Goldsack.

[X2340
j
Pound Lane, Godalming. fX2234

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. a27

Palmers Green,

WANTED, back axle casing for 4-speed F.I.A.T.

car, 12-14h.p.—Letters, E. Payne, 19, Mns-
champ Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E. [2702

WANTED, B.S.A. coachbuilt sidecar, good condition,

luggage grid preferred.—Apply, Cooper, Stone

Cottage, Wormley, Surrey. (D) [2645

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., New Imperial, Levis, or AUon
(2-3peed), and with sidecar preferred; cheap for

cash.— 5, Norwich Ed., Ipswich. [X2360

T^AMAGED Motor Cycle or Combination wanted,
XJ any power, any condition ; must be cheap.—Box
L8,672, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2582

WANTED, Sidecar, coachbuilt, for P. and M. ;
par-

ticulars, condition, price, etc.—H.C., 172, Green-

vale Ed., Bltham. London, S.E.9. [2863

WANTED, combination, new, or in first-class condi-

tion, kick starter and clutch essential.-Hughes,
Engineer, Waterworks, Treherbert. [2625

WANTED. SVah.p. solo or combination, about 1913-

1915, cheap for cash.—Full particulars and price

to 74, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. [2574

CLYNO, 1912, 5-6h, p.—Wanted for kick startar,

toothed crank and bush on crank wheel.—Prices

to Hay. Beyton, Bury St. Edmunds. [2623

WANTED, 2 or 3-speed gear, with starter preferred,

to fit 6h.p. Bat-Jap; also coach sidecar.— 14,

Elderberry JRd., WeU Hall, Woolwich. [X2485

WANTED, good combination, also smart body for

Morgan; reasonable price for spot cash.—Fitt.

Barossa Terrace, Church St., Chelsea. [2781

CAN Any Manufacturer Supply New Cylinder and
Piston for 4','-h.p. 1913 Singer motor bike .'—

Apply, Box L8,729, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2889

WANTED, small single-cyl. magnetos, U.H. or simi-

lar, any condition.—Charles Parker and Co., 75,

I'ark Ed. North. Acton, London, W.3. (2727

HAELEY-DAVIDSON or Indian.—I am badly in

need of either lor everyday use.—Write full par-

riciUars, Morgan, 10, Howard Rd., E.17. [2661

WANTED, an up-to-date sidecar combination, Indian

preferred, not earlier than 1914 model.-Garage,

3. Selhurst Rd.. South Norwood, S.E.25. [26/7

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Solo or Combination, not earlier than

1 1914, any condition; price reasonable.—Lieut. B.,

Krentwood, Beckfield Lane, Acomb. York. [2728

WANTED, 2 speed Countershaft Gear, with clutch

and kick-starter, Jardine preferred.—D., 102

Salterford Ed., Tooting, London, S.W. [2768

ANTED, two Powerplus Indians, at once; cus-

tomers waiting.-Wandsworth Motor Exchange,

Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [2744

WANTED, Norton, Brough, Douglas, or Indian com-

bination or solo, countershaft gears; state

lowest cash.—Varty, Thundersley. Essex. [2813

WANTED, Harley - Davidson sidecar for 1915
machine, with all fittings, must be in tip-top

order.—A. Furr, 35, Radcliffe Ed., Hitchin. [2795

WANTED. Indian or other powerful combination,

not earliei- than 1914; also sporting sidecar.-

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [27E4

WANTED at once, reliable motor cycle, recent

model, with or without sidecar, for cash, or ex-

change Ford.—Box L8,673, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2603

1AA Motor Cycles wanted: bring or send; for

lUV spot cash.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [5845

ONE Big and Little End Bush and gudgeon pin, for

1912 Triumph; also both valve springs, new.—Lt.

Goding, Dallington, Prideaux Rd., Eastbourne. [X2329

C"
OUNTEESHAFT Combination wanted, also solo

machine state year, full particulars, and lowest

iiice.—Fawson, 223, Heneage St., Birmingham. [X2330

FIEST-CLASS Combination wanted, A.J.S. or Sun-
beam preferred.—Full details, and rock bottom

price to Sharman, 59, Eichmond Ed., Lincoln. [X2474

WANTED at once, combination or light 2-3eater

car- goml price paid.—Particulars and time ti

view, 436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [2745

ABOUT £70 Cash waiting for best 6h.p. Enfield

combination offered, not earlier than 1915 con-

,;,lejea —Strain, Lower Hunt End Farm, Crabbs Cross,

W

aedditcb. [X236

WANTED, 1913 A.J.S., Bh.p., 3-3peed, with or with-

out sidecar, frame good; slight repairs to engine

not obiected to. No dealers.-Box L8,674, c/o The

Motor Cycle. (2604

MATCHLESS 1914-18 M.A.G. Engined Comhinatiom
for cash, or exchange new Victory models; liest

cash allowance.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfleld Ed., Plum-

stead, S.E. 18. [X1794
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WANTED.
Q^IN.x2V2lN. Rear Wheel, complete with belt rim
/W \J and dummy rim, for New Hudson.—Full par-
ticulars. J. P. Brown, Motor Agent, Loftus, Yorks.

[X2489
WANTED, Enfield 2-speed combination, or Harley-

Davxdson ; will pay for good article.—Call by ap-

liointment, or write full particulars to 34, Warren Ed.,
Cliinglord. [265S

WANTET), countershaft combination; state lunke.

date, mileage, and li.p. ; about £50 cash -waitrni?;

no dealers.—H. King, Eastdene, Eossall Rd.. Cleveleys,

ni.ickpool. rX2471

TRIUMPH, B.S.A., Rudge Multi, or other modern
combination, with coachbuilt s.c. ; state lovjest

[trice; no dealers—162, Pretoria Rd., Bordesley Green.
Birmingham, [X24S2

FARMER wants 4 to 6h.p. combination or .solo, 1915
or Inter, couriterahai't gears. Give date, fnll par-

ticulars, lowest price for cash.—Hammond, Ganiiuers-
gill, Middleham. [^2424

WANTED, fully equipped powerful combination,
roomv coachbuilt sidecar, recent make, reason-

obi© price.—Chemist. 103, Speldhurst Rd., Bedford
Park, Chiswick, W.4. [X2358

WANTED, motor CTcle, B.S.A., James, Matchless,
A.J.S., in good condition. State full particulars,

letters only. No callers.-Miss P., 59, GreviUe Rd.,

Whipps Cross, E.17.
' [2660

WANTED, motor cycle, also combination. Please
write, giving date, price time viewed. Cash wait-

ing for right thing.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane,
Acton Hill, London. [2581

WANTED, coachbuilt combination, about 6h.p., not
earlier than 1914, must be in perfect condition

'ind price reasonable; Manchester district.—Bos L8,675,
clo'The Motor Cycle. [2614

WANTED, several good solo machines and combina-
tions, for spot cash, or sell on commission; 5%

when sold; no sale, no charge.—Youngs, The Parnde,
IZilburn. Hampstead 4807. r0977

'[T7ANTED, modern combination, Sh.p., 3-speed, de-
VV tachable wheels, coachbuilt sidecar, and acces-

sories, complete; limit £90 cash.—Particulars to A.J.T.,

25. Battersea Rise, S.W. [2665

THE H.C. Motor Co. requires good combinations and
solo machines for cash. Send or biing your iiia-

chines to us. Cash ofier mnde ou siglit—H.C. Motor
Co., 247. Finchley Rd.. N.W.3. [1199

WANTED, back stays, gear, and wheel complete
with controls, must have free engine clutch, suit

Sh.p Matchless-J'ap twin; clutch only with wheel, etc.,

would do.— 21, Barrack Rd., Exeter. [X2333

SPOT Cash for Triumphs, Douglas, A.J.S.. Enfields,
Brough, Nortons. Hendersons. Sunbeam, Zenitji,

Harley-Davidson. Write, call, or 'Phone Holboru 5777.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe J^ane, London. [1334

MODERN Combinations, motor cycles,, and light cars;
distance no object ; .

cash waiting. 'Phone, write,
or coll.-Moores' Presto Motor Works, Ltd., Tamworth
Rd., West Croydon, Surrey. Est. 1881. Croydon 1545.

[2227
WANTED, motor cycle combinations, light cars, or

Morgans; condition immaterial- if of fairly re-

cent date : distant to view no object. Send fullest par-
ticulars.— 80, Pershore Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

[2345
PEECT and Co. require at least 100 second-hand

motor cycles and combinations. I'lease offer us
your mount. We offer exceptional high prices. We
iiny you cash ou siglit.-Percy and Co., 337, EustoiT
Rd,. London. .

, [0925

THE H.C. Motor Co. can take a few good motoi
cycles and combinations for sale on commission.

5% only clifirged when sold; no other charges.—Write
tor lull particulars, The H.C Motor Co., 347, Finclilev
Rd.. N.W.3. [1200

WANTED. Indians, B.S.A.'s, Sunbeams, Triumphs
Enfields, Harleys, A.J.S.'s, Matchless, Douglases,

Ztniths; spot cash. Send particulars and price.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [2524

WE Are Wanting several solo machines and com
binations. Send full particulars, and our repre-

sentative will ca.ll with cash and bring away if suitable,
or would exchange with piano or furniture.—Bunting,
Mason's Ac, Harrow. [191E

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, to fit Premier, 3Vah.p. White
and Poppe engine, ^4in. screwed shaft (not taper)

;

must be complete and perfect. State price and par-
ticulars.-H. Todd, Moorwinstow. Leicester At., Brough-
ton Park, Manchester. [X2475

Sh.p. T.T. Cycle, 1913 or later, direct belt drive,
Zenith. Matchless, or other good make ; also

modern sporting sidecar, and 8h.p, air-cooled twin' cycle
engine. J.A.P. or other complete unit preferred.—Box
2,698, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2366

WANTED, motor cycles, cars, lorries, etc., etc. We
are one of the oldest and largest buyers in the

U.K. We pay full value.—The Southern Motor Co
(Established 1895), 230-232-234, Brixton Rd., S.W.9,
also at Acre Lane. Works : Wandsworth. [2804

WE are buyers of motor cycles of tbe following makes
not earlier thnn 1914: A.B.C., A.J.S., Brought

Rnfield, Harley-Davidson, Henderson, Indian. Norton'
Sunbeam. Triumph, Zenith, and other good makes.—
Write, giving particulars and prices. Service Co., 292,
High Holborn, London. [8743

ARMSTRONG & STURMEY -ARCHER
HUB GEAR REPAIRS.

We can supply all parts for at! types from stock.

Repairs to above gears in one day.

DOUGLAS GEAR BOX PARTS IN STOCK.
ANY COUNTERSHAFT GEAR PART MADE.

Sendpat'ern iiait'i if auotation is required, a^ we are not
acan'uiitetl with evt^ry tvpe of i^eur bos mad :.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney Bridge Road^ LONDON, S.W.I 5

'Phone: 1601 Pntney. t:cn;i paicjls tiiid wheels uta

L. & S.W, lljiilwny, Putney Station.

WANTED.
GLAFAYE, 2, Place Tartas, Bordeaux, wishes to

• obtain from British manufacturers their latest
catalogues of cycle cars, motor cj'cles, sidecars, cycles,
and accessories, together with best wholesale export
quotations and trade discounts for cash. [2772

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garape, Tooting,
\Vimbledon Station. Cii.sh offer will be tele-

graphed immediately on receipt of machine. Machine
can be included in fortnightly auction without charge
if offer not accepted. Reserve price may be fixed.— Sole
address. Palmer's Garage and Auction Booms, 183-199.
High St., Tooting. [0918

EXCHANGE.

MAUDES*.

MAUDES' Arrange Exchanges on any mnchincR;
best allowance for modern machines. See other

columns for particulars.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Pbrtlnnd
SI, London, W.l. );2850

EXCHANGE P. and H. Plated Generator lor Donj:-
las tools.—33, Kendrick Rd., Reading. [5:2440

GENT'S Cycle, B.S.A., 3-spepd, in good condition,
for sidecar.—Free, Upper Marsh, Wycombe. [2627

CHAPPELL Piano : exchange for motor bike and
cash: first arrival.-Apply, 159a, Kentish Town

Bd.. N.W. [2622

QPLENDIU sy^h.p. 2-speed Sidecar Humber, for 2-^ speed 2-stroke AUon, as similar.—24, Old St., Ash-
ton-Tinder-Lyne.

. [2846

SCOTT Combination, value £50; wanted 2-seater;
balance easy payments ; Lincoln.—Box L8,730,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [2890

EXCHANGE Henderson or Matchless combination
for late Douglas and cash or light car.—29> Brig-

stock Rd., Thornton Heath. [2814

NEW Lady's Fleet and gent's Raleigh cycles for
1912 3'/'h.p. S-speed Triumph or Bradbury.—20,

Park Rd., Wiliesden, N.W.IO. [X2336

EXCHANGE Cycle Car, 2-speed, reverse, or SV^h-p.
N.S.U. , 2-speed, and £5, for twin combinatioiT, or

sell £35.—Allen, Frampton-on-Sevem, Glos. [X2433

1 015 Campion 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination ; £65, or
X«!/ exchange 2-seater or higher power, cash adjust-
ment.—Furmage, 148, Berners St., Leicester. [X2402

EXCHANGE Indian T.T. bars and front wheel, com-
plete less tyre, for good pair Indian touring bars

and electric sidecar lamp, or sell.—Rostance. Radstock,
Som.

,
[2543

WANTED, good combination ; exchange Broadwood
boudoir grand piano, fine condition.—180, Finch-

ley Rd., . N.W. 'Phone: 2161 Hampstead. {Before
6 p.m.) [2630

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1917 Harley-Davidson combination, pe

feet order, splendid condition, for lower power anfl

cash, or sell for cash £100, bargain.—Box 2,710, c/S
The Motor Cycle. [X25a|

EXCHANGE Harley Combination (see advt. unda
Harley-Davidson) for Morgan, not earUer

1915. cash adjustment if necessary.-Hawthorn Hous^
Prospect Place, Pembroke Dock. [X234S'

HUDSON, 4h.p., 1914-15, 3-speed, free engine,
Canoelet, £35; and Wolf, 2V2h.p., 1914-15, Multl.'

free engine, £15; for powerful heavyweight, cash ad*
justment.—5a, Horace Rd., Forest Gate. [X2399

8-1 Oh. p. Willianison Combination, 2 speeds, freei
H.S under-slung C.E. canoelet sidecar, hoodp

screen, fully equipped, splendid condition; 58 ens.

j

lower power, cash adjustment.—35, Mowbraaexchan
Rd.. Brondesbury. - [28^

WRITE to us about that exchange deal you a^
contemplating. We can Quote you the beet alio'

auce Your old machine taken in part payment for
new machine, for early delivery.—The H,C. Motor 0(

347. Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [22^
SUN-VITESSE, 1915, single gear. Palmer tyres, coi

' dition throughout as new, £27 ; wanted, eith
single-cyl. Rover, Humber, Sizaire, any condition, i

cash, or part exchange for above.—Lieut., Apsley. F
low's Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [X24

MORGAN Runabout, 1914, a.c. J.A.P. engine. Bin
carburetter, jtfst overhauled, very fast, new hot

screen, large lamps, 2 horns, speedometer, clock, go
tyres, 2 new unpacked Avon spares, paintwork exe
lent: any trial; hardly been used; price £75, flj

accept good motor bike part exchange.—Write 3/ Gt;

naught Gardens, Forest Hall, Northumberland. [X23"

REPAIRERS.
ARMSTRONG Gear Repairs, promptly and eflacientffl

—County Engineering Co., Hounslow. [85gH

FOSTER, of 170. Cardigan Rd., Leeds, is again
your service, and can. now undertake any class

welding and machine work.

CYLINDER Grinding and Piston Making' is with^H
a speciality. We shall be glad to have your

quiries.—Foster, Leeds.

PISTONS.—We specialise in the manufacture
special aluminium alloy pistons, in hundreds

odd ones.—Foster, Leeds. [01

PISTON Rings, high grade, low price; standard
oversize.-Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Athei^

[i

WELDING Broken Cyhnders. flanges, combust]
heads ; immediate attention ; reasonable pri<

—Below.

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes, 3

experts of. 11 years' experience.—Below, '

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery instft]

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed; r

pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
Birmingham. t^Ojl

IS Your Car or Motor Cycle hung up for repaa
We will buy it as it is.—Railway Garage, Stain"

[29
WELDING.—Broken cylinders, pistons, connect!

rods; cylinders rebored, new. pistons and rings.-

Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Birminghffl^
[2:^

FRAME Repairs and Alterations.—Special frames (

tanks built, any designs: enamelling and platOTJ

—A Pilkington and Co., 390. Lichfield Rd.,,Birn¥yf
ham. . [211

PAINTING, body building, conversions, hoods- _

screens to clients' requirements ;
quick deliver^

ouotatious with pleasure.—Palmer's Garage, Tootiw
[9tGROVER, Smith and Willis, Basingstoke, will mi

a first-class job of your repairs. We have a r
machine shop and welding plant, and skilled mecham

CENTRAL Motors {Oldham). Ltd., undertake to i

ougbly overhaul and repair any make of m^
cycle.—Below.

BROKEN Frames, forks) ciant cases, connec§
rods, pistons, cylinders, etc., etc., welded by

;

process of oxynacetylene. Sendi your enquiries,

work guaranteed.—Below.

WE Repair all makes of gear boxes, N.S.U. g|
ev. All repairs promptly attended "to.-Xr

Huddersfleld Rd., Oldham. [3

BIRMINGHAM.—Motor cycle overhauls and enS
repairs and tuning; highest power guaranty

magnetos overhauled; quotations free; work execjS

promptly.— St. George Motor Co., 44, Erasmus T
Sparkbrook, Birmingham. [X2

WELDING, Brazing, and all class of ^eneral.^

pairs ; work guaranteed ; enQuiries solicited.-

26, St. Lawrence Rd., N. Brixton, S.W.9. [2J

N.S.U. 2-8peed Gears.—We execute repairs to
gears promptly, and" supply replacements forj

types—Eagles and Co., Acton Hill Works, Acton, H
don. W,3. [X9«

SWIFT of Coventry, Ltd., undertake the thorougki
' pair and overhaul of any make of motor oyclej

their large and well equipped repair works, l32-ia
Long Acre, W.C. Enquiries invited. [7^^

HUB Gears.—Armstrong and Sturmey motor ,

hub gears repaired and paits supplied; repairs i

overhauls of Triumph engines a speciality.— Q, A. Da]
60, Baker St, Sporkhill, Birmingham. [Xl«

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Editorial Offices:

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, Manchestet,

Telearanu : " CyL-iisc. Fleet. London." Telenrams : Alocorcycle. Coveiiiry." Teleayaiius ' Iliffe, Manchester."
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The Finelgn rat s a«oted above apply also to men In the Serviceu abroad.

CoLONiii, AND Foreign agents:
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The Sporting Single.

DESPITE die undoubted advantages of the

clutch, the reliability of chain trans-

mission, and the convenience of a change

of gear ratio, there is still a large coterie

of motor cyclists who recall with affection

the single gear mounts of a decade ago. In

developing the motor cycle as a machine for the

multitude, the rider, the trade, and the A.C.U.
together.have gradually changed it from an ultra

simple sporting mount into a single track vehicle

embodying most of the elements of a car. That
it serves the purpose of the majority in its latter

form goes without saying;- nevertheless a large

demand still exists for single gear solo mounts
such as were in vogue in 1909, plus, of course,

increased engine efficiency and more scientific-

ally designed frames.

Ten years ago the average motor cycle was a

single cylinder single-geared machine weighing

about 170 lb. and costing something under ;£s°-
The appeal of this class of machine lies in its

comparative simplicity, light weight, and high

speed. In addition, the light rear wheel

enhances the charm of the machine by playing

no small part in its powers of rapid acceleration

and general " nippiness," which are absent

when a machine has a rear wheel embodying a

clutch, or made heavy for more serious work.

Again, there is nothing to equal the all-belt

drive for silkiness of running. Present-day belts

should give no trouble whatever on solo

machines, and it is to be hoped that the lost

popularity for all-round purposes will not be

responsible for the entire abandonment of the

all-belt drive by the trade.

We are constrained to refer t-o this type of

machine because, at present, there appears to be

a tendency for makers to produce only a double

purpose " single," and to discontinue the manu-

facture of the old 500 c.c. type in favour of

an engine a little larger. To render these

machines suitable for sidecar purposes, they are

made heavier than is necessary and desirable for

solo use, _and have a gear box and transmission

which are only essential for passenger work. In

other words, these dual purpose machines are

sidecar models which can, if desired, be used as

solo mounts and- not, as they were a^few years

ago, solo machines with light sidecars attached.

This, of course, is as it should be, as by these

methods it is possible to give greater satisfaction

. to the majority than would be the case if the

machine were only a "makeshift" when used

with a sidecar. Nevertheless, it should not be

overlooked that a large percentage of the

original demand for the sporting single-geared

belt-driven machine still exists, and, in addition,

a large number of potential buyers of such

machines join the motor cycle ranks every year.

The Control of the Roads.

THAT the development of self-propelled

traffic is one of the most urgent recon-

struction problems is without question.

Motor vehicles will be among the most

important factors in the restoration of

commercial prosperity of the country. There-

fore it is the duty of all motor cyclists, as an

important section of the motoring community,

to take an intelligent and definite interest in the

present legislative proposals. The situation is,

briefly, that a Ministry of Transport is being

formed, under the leadership of Sir Eric Geddes,

which proposes to control the roads and bridges

of Great Britain, and there is a very serious

danger that such a proposal will be rushed

through Parliament before the public realise

the measures that are being imposed on them. *

The greatest danger lies in the fact that Sir E.

Geddes is a railwayman, and he is surrounded

by others with the same interests. We must see

that the roads do not suffer the same fate as the

canals. . The bigger motoring organisations are

beginning to take action, but unfortunately indi-

vidually instead of collectively. We must
strengthen their hands, and above all urge unity

of action.

,,^>h.

An index to the advertisements in tinis issue will be found on the page facing the baclc cover.
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Bigger Two-stroke Engines?

D
SUPPOSE that, eventually the motor cycle engine

will need as little attention as a push bicycle, and

that this ideal will depend partly on improved
design and partly on the use of improved materials.

Studying a diagram of the A. B.C. cycle car, it

occurred to me how extremely foolproof and easy to

keep in repair such a chassis would be if it were
equipped with a two-stroke engine. The transmission

is already so simple that no driving skill is required,

and that refacing the discs is the main item of repairs.

Impose upon such a transmission a two-stroke engine

with a magneto drive so arranged that it can only be

replaced in the right position, and you get an in-

credibly foolproof 'bus at an extraordinarily low manu-
facturing cost. Qf course, the snag is that as yet we
have not made two-stroke engines exceeding 2^ h.p.

which would keep cool without the aid of water. , If

big air-cooled two-strokes come along, they will lower

engine costs and reduce normal engine maintenance

to mere decarbonisation.

Advances in Two-stroke Cooling.

S the stationary air-cooled four-stroke engine has

advanced from, say, 8 h.p. to close on 400 h.p.

during the past five years, two-stroke enthu-

siasts may be pardoned for hoping that a proportionate

increase in the maximum size of an. air-cooled two-

stroke cylinder has occurred. There is little evidence

on the point. Two-stroke engine design has been
practically stagnant. A good deal of drawing office

work has been done, and a few experimental engines

have been made and run. None of them has set the

Thames on fire. It is premature to hope as yet for',

even an engine such as would simplify the cycle car

mentioned above. On the other hand, every advance
in cooling affects the two-stroke fro rata. I think we
may hope to see in 1920 motor cycle two-stroke engines

of fair size which do not bake their piston rings, or

require decarbonisation every 750 miles, or render their

sparking plugs incandescent on bad hills, or depend
on lashings of oil to prevent seizure.

A War Incident.

IN 1914 a firm de.signed and built an ambitious

bicycle with what passed as a real walloping air-

cooled two-stroke engine in those days. It never

went into production for the simple reason that it

would not run for more than half a mile under roadster

conditions. Not so long ago ihe makers confessed

their worries to an engineer whom they supposed to be

a leading light in air-cooled aero engine design. In

actual fact none of his aero engines had made good

—

from that standpoint he was something of a failure.

But he knew quite enough about cooling to transform

the 6 h.p. cycle engine. He gave its makers a few

tips, and when their bantling next took the road it

toured quite obediently with a sidecar ! This incident

A18

is significant. There are at least three British aero

engines of different makes which have beaten the

world in air-cooling on the grand scale. If a designer -

who knows the principles underlying one of these

engines from A to Z could be induced to concentrate

on the two-stroke ? There is unquestionably a

tendency amongst designers in general to consider the

two-stroke. For example, a leading firm of car manu-
facturers have had an experimental two-stroke car on
the road for months. Several aero engineers are busy-

in the same direction. It is not easy to be sure what
perfected two-strokes might offer us, seeing how crude

pre-war two-strokes were in comparison with four-

strokes. But at least it is certain that the two-stroke

is a far cheaper manufacturing proposition, and also

that it is very considerably simpler for an owner to

maintain.

1919 Prices.

EAM not one of those who suspect that the manu-
facturers are profiteering. Admittedly, £,^0 for

lightweights and jQ9>o odd for a 3^ h.p. tourist

solo are " some " prices compared with 1914. Ad-
mittedly, also, it is the custom of vendors in all trades

to grade their prices with an eye upon demand. One
friend of mine intends to market a car, the price of

which will not be setded definitely until he has " felt
"

the demand. He can turn out 1,000 chassis per

annum, and if he gets r,ooo orders the price will be
the minimum at which he can make a fair profit, e.g.,

£,1So: but if he gets 2,000 orders the price will be
;£i,25o or so. Suspicious riders recognise that there

is an unprecedented demand for machines, and fancy
that makers are taking advantage of the situation. I

never hesitate to go for the trade when I feel like it,

and my proprietors allow me considerable latitude in

that respect : but I hold the trade absolutely guiltless

at the present moment. The prices of commodities
are up about 100% on the average: motor cycle prices

are up about 25-33%—it is astonishingly little. More-
over, there is an excellent reason why every maker
must offer us the best and cheapest proposition in his

power. r9i4 reputations have to be confinned, if not

regained, after a five years' moratorium. They have
to compete with the wares of mushroom firms, lately

engaged on munitions. Some of these mushroom firms

possess magnificent resources—brainy staffs, skilled

hands, huge shops, modern machinery, big capital,

and special experience in aero work. In I9r4 we
could take it for granted that the tiptop firm of 1913
would be near the summit in 1914. In 191 9 it is just

possible that a firm which did not even exist in 191

4

may top the motor cycle tree. So the buyer is, for

the nonce, master of the situation. His old tyrant,

the firm who kept him waiting for delivery in 191 4,

has to win his custom and his confidence all over

again. Firm and customer are in much the same
position as one of those quaint divorced couples in
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PELMANISM IN 1925.
BY A BUSINESS

In the Pelraan lesson dealing with Imagination and how to

turn it to account occurs the following sentence: "It is by
the power of Imagination that we are enabled to picture

what might be." After re-reading this during one of my
periodic reviews of the Course, it flashed across my mind
that it would be interesting to attempt to visualise what
Pelmanisra might be in 1925.

So rapid has been its progress during the War that one can
do no more than speculate on what will be the exact position

of Pelmanism a few years hence, though it is- fairly easy to

foresee some of the results of the spread of this System of

mind and memory training. -

A SHORT REVIEW.
Let me remind readers quite briefly of one or two facts

concerning Pelmaiiism. A quarter of a century ago it was
unknown. For years its adxTince was slow—it was too new
for most people. They scoffed at the idea of mind training

;

said it couldn't be done. But its founder, Mr. W. J. Ennever,
and those associated with him, lacked neither courage nor
hope. Sooner or later, Pelmanism would earn the recognition

which was its due; of that'they were confident. During the

three or four j"ears immediately preceding the War Pelmanism
was just coming into its own. It remained for the War, how-
ever, to work that change in our mental outlook which has

- given Pelmanism its real opportunity. In the fifty-one months
since August, 1914, as many people adopted Pelmanism as

during the previous twenty years, while since the Armistice,
was signed the daily enrolments have been greater tlian ever,

and the half-million total in the membership of the Institute

is now within sight.

A MINISTRY OF PELMANISM.
Thus my imagination pictures the establishment of a

Ministry of Pelmanism, working in close harmony with the

Ministries of Education, Labour, Overseas Trade, and other
departments of the Government. Pelmanism will then occupy
a prominent position in the curriculum of our Elementary,
Secondary, and Public Schools, while every teacher wijl be a

qualified exponent of its principles and their application, not

only to the study of other subjects, but also to the problems
of after-school life and work. " Going to school " will be
shorn of itS' terrors and become a true delight to the children.

Their ordinary lessons will gain so much in interest through
Pelmanism that the task of the teacher will be considerably
lightened.

I conceive, too, that, that every boy and girl over school

age will be required to work through the Pelman Course, and
pass an examinationi on its teachings as a part of the
vocational training which, we hope, by that time will be a

feature of our national life. So many of the employers of 1925
will be people who are now studying the Course and will

benefit from it during the years just ahead of us that it will

no doubt be a common practice to insert the stipulation
" Must be a Pelmanist " in their advertisements in the " Situa-

tions Vacant " columns of the newspapers, for, by 1925, it is

practically a foregone conclusion that the superiority of the
Pelman-trained man or woman will be universally recognised,
no matter what his or her occupation may be.

MILLIONS OF PELMANISTS.
In my mind's eye I see Pelmanism making inevitably

greater and greater headway each year, until in 1925 its

adherents are numbered by millions, even if no move has
been made in the meanwhile to nationalise the study, as

has been repeatedly suggested in many quarters. But I
cannot imagine five years—and five of the most fateful years
in the history of the British Empire—passing before some
definite step is taken by Parliament towards making
Pelmanism a part of our national education.

EXIT THE SCOFFERS.
No great movement hscs made progress without arousing

a great deal of opposition. Pelmanism is no exception.
Yet it seems to me that ano'her five years will witness such

. a, tliiiuiing of the ranks of the scoffers and sceptics who
now, through sheer ignorance, deride Pelmanism, that no
anti-Pelmanist will dream of airing his views in 1925 for

fear of being considered eligible for a lunatic asylum.

A PELMANISED WHITEHALL.
At th6 risk of being considered a visionary or a super

In answering this advertisement it is

MANAGER.
super-optimist, I think we might count within the realm.s

of possibility the reorganising and reconstruction of our
Gtoyernmental Departments on a Pelmanistio basis. The
examples of business efficiency provided by two or three of

the newest Ministries liave raised hopes in some of us, and
surely, with Pelmanism on the flood-tide, we can look for-

ward to the time when all the departmental cobweb and
red tape will be swept away, leaving behind only organisa-

tions which will be of a real service to the nation.

And here my imaginings must end. These somewhat
scrappy views of what Pelmanism might be, and might be
doing, in 1925 may appear far-fetched and rather ridiculous.

Blame my enthusiasm for Pelmanism for my foolish

optimism, if so you describe it, but remember at the .same

time that, six years ago, nobody would have dared to

predict that Pelmanism would occupy the eminent position

it does to-day.

WHAT "TRUTH" SAYS.

I^et us now attempt to summarise the points which
emerge in a survey of the present position of Pelmanism.
Tlie first is the enormous extension of the work done liy

the Pelman Institute. Pelmanism is to-day a household
word. The little grey books which contain its teaching

are being carried all over the world wherever the English

language is spoken. In Mesopotamia and Macedonia, on
nrine sweepers and battle cruisers, men of all ranks are

busy in their leisure moments training their minds to a

higher efficiency. And at ,
home men and women of all

classes are just as eai'nestly striving to make themselves

mentally fit. A roll of a quarter of a million students is

something to boast about, a roll of a quarter of a million*

contented students is a matter for justifiable pride.

The second point that stands out prominently is the

recognition of the value of Pelmanism which is being

bestowed upon it by those interested in public education

and the public welfare. A third notable point is found
in the fact that the advantages of the training offered by
the Pelman Institute are being ever more largely souglit

for other reasons than financial, business, or professional

advancement. When first dealing with the subject Triilh

suggested that there was no class, however highly placed
or expensively educated, which could not profitably adopt
Pelmanism, that it was more than an avenue to business
efficiency and promotion, since it offered a means of real

intellectual development.

This phase of the training is shown to-day to h?\-e

arou.sed the interest of a very numerous class. The leisured

classes of both sexes are now studying Pelmanism in ever
increasing numbers with satisfaction to themselves. Dis-

tinguished Pelmanists are to be found on the roll by
hundreds.

All ranks of the peerage are represented, the judicial

bench, eminent men in all the professions, sailors, soldiers,

and diplomatists, leaders in society and social service are

finding out that through Pelmanism life can be made fuller

and rounder.

In all the correspondence one _detects only one note of

regret—that the student had not made the acquaintance of

Pehnanism sooner. On the other hand, the mental results

chronicled are of manifold diversity. Self-realisation, ex-

tension of interest in life generally, mental stimulation,
increased clarity of tliought, a greater appetite for

knowledge, a soui'ce of new ideas, are some of them which
alone would justify Truth's recommendation of Pelmanism
as an intellectual and social factor of undeniable importance.

*Now JfiOfiOO.

Full 'particulars of the Pelman Course are given in " Mind
and Memory," which also contains a complete descrijHive

Synopsis of the 12 lessons. A cojiy of this interesting

hooldet, together with a full reprint of " Truth's " famous
Heport on the worh of the Pelman Institute, and par-

ticulars showing how you can secure the complete Course at

a reduced fee, may he obtained gratis and post free hy any
reader of " The Motor Cycle" who applies to the Pelman
Institute, 199, Pelman House, liloomsbury Street, London,
W.C.I,

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." AI9
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The Magneto Pre-eminent

'a

/^N CARS and Motor Bicycles, on Aeroplanes,

Lorries, and Tanks—under the most exact-

ing War conditions, the British-built "B.L.I.C."

has fully proved its preeminence. .

We trust you will specify the "B.L.LC."

Magneto for your post-war requirements.

THE BRITISH LIGHTING AND
IGNITION CO., LTD.,

Proprietors: VICKERS, LIMITED,

204, Tottenham Court Road, London, W,l.

^1
Jl I

^,

%5

I

In ansiucrhui this adi-eriUemcnt it is desirable to mention "Tie Moto Cycle."
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Occasional Comments.—
America, who are flirting with a view to re-marriage.

For twelve riionths at least, gentlemen, the makers
will do the wooing, and it is the buyer who will be
coy. As for the agents—well, I dare say t/iey are

dreaming of premiums : and considering what Bar-

mecide banquets their showrooms have offered for

4/4 years, I can feel for them.

The " Tiny Tot/'
^HEN we find standard roadsters fitted withW 35° c.c. engines capable of 6o m.p.h., and a

220 c.c. engine ready to develop 5 b.h.p., the
" tiny tot " brigade, who clamour for an 80 lb. potter-

about jigger, appear to be within sight of their goal.

Ever since the i ys h.p. Clement-Garrard bicycle of

1903, weighing 70 lb., there has been an insistent

demand for very cheap featherweights, and a steady

trickle of productior> to meet it. The dimensions of

the demand are unverifiable, but it is probably big if

a good machine can be turned out at the right price.

The Auto-wheel and the motor scooter are the latest

examples : the latter is a freak : the former is not

over-powered, and in other characteristics falls, a

shade short of current standards. Still, a lot of water

has passed under the bridges since the last tiny tots

made their dciui, and I think the position to-day" is

that a good little'one is apt to cost as much as a good
medium-sized one, and that the tiny tots are still look-

ing for a suitable transmission.

The Little Fellow's Needs.WE can certainly get an engine of the "required

power at the required weight, and a good
engine at that ; the chiej bother is that the

magneto and carburetter will weigh as much as the

rest of the engine put together. I once bought a

brand neAV French carburetter from Gamage for

IDS. 6d. ; it weighed under i lb. and worked tolerably

well. If somebody could produce a vaporiser of this

kidney, and somebody else would do as much for the

ignition {i.e., a flywheel magneto), the wee engine

would be about right. Then comes the trouble that

litde engines want rather special transmission.

Garrard used twisted raw hide belts with- steel hook

fasteners, and a fixed gear of about 7 to i. When the

belt slipped, you twisted it more tightly ; when it pulled

through you chopped the end off, untwisted it a bit,

and pierced a fresh hole. The modern rider will

not stand this. He insists on variable climb-all-hills

gears, and there must be no fear of slip. Moreover,

as the wee engines only attain their high power output

by revs, a variable gear is actually a necessity. Hence

it is next to impossible, as yet, to provide a cheap',

featherweight transmission.

Air Leaks in the Induction Pipe.

fOT long ago I saw a huge aero engine, on which

a very simple provision against air leaks at in-

-duction joints . was employed. The pipes

bolted to each inlet valve port were " stubs," cut off

short; and they were connected to the main 'carbu-

retter manifold by giant rubber insertions,_ tightened

round the pipe-ends by strong band clips. This

flexible joint is cheap to make, overrules all small

errors of alignment, and. permits the erectors to con-

centrate in securing a good joint at each cylinder port.

I think it is worth adoption on certain multi-cylinder

motor cycles, which have, bad reputations in this

respect. The tip is easily tested, without greater risk

than the possible scrapping of an inlet pipe implies.

On some V twins there is hardly space for a rubber

insertion of adequate length, but the idea is easily

applicable to any flat twin.

A Big Sporting Twin.
(^OME years ago I chanced to handle Jake.de

^) Rosier's 90 m.p.h. racing Indian, and ever

since I have wondered whether our own trade

would ever evolve a really light sporting twin. In the

old days we did not bother about variable gears, huge

lamps, big carriers, etc., and one of the early single-

gearefJ 5 h.p. Bat machines, for example, probably

weighed less than the average modern 3^ h.p.

roadster. Nowadays, a machine has httle chance of

finding customers unless it possesses a variable gear.

The consequence is that by the time a maker has

equipped a sports twin it is nearly as heavy as the

roadster model, and can only be distinguished by dint

of o.h.v. or a dropped handle-bar. Now a stripped

twin of 5-8 h.p. offers us some of the very finest sensa-

tions in the motor cycling gamut. Such, a machine

should differ from the roadster model in the following

respects

:

- (i.) Hot-stuff engine. (2.) Maximum weight reduc-

tion. (3.) No equipment except stand and toolbag.

(4.) Short frame and special steering.
_

(5.) (?) Single

gear. I add the last item rather tentatively. I can

only speak for myself. It is a very bad hill which I

cannot climb with 5 h.p. and an adjustable pulley, and

on a sports mount I prefer the lightness of such an

outfit to the weight of two chains and a gear box.

AS THEY REACH THE DEPOT AND AS THEY EMERGE.

A Douglas as it is clumped at a salvage lepair shop in the West ot England, and one

of the repaired machines—rebuilt, enamelled, equipped, and tested for the road
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The Orbil magneto, enclosed

with cams a.nd gears.
Shaft and bevel-driven magneto

on the Diamond.
The single-cytmder Rover with

chain-driven magneto at the rear

?

MAGMS110 :3:r:v,e i

AND POSraOMo 1

'
An Important

a

Point in Design Reviewed. I

m
- -a

The worm-driven magneto

on the Pope.

An American single with front

gear-driven magneto

THE magneto is, perhaps, the most important unit of
a motor cycle engine. It is also a most delicate
piece of mechanism, and probably the least under-
stood part of the machine. It is, however, appreci-

ated by most riders that, to give the best results, a

spark should be produced during a certain definite fraction
of a second.
That some machines have the magneto in one position

and others in a totally different place appears to pass
unnoticed by the large majority of owners. If a magneto
is located where ittis bound to receive piore than its full

share of mud and wet, the rider may complain because he
has to clean its exterior, but he rarely thinks what influence
the position may have on the efficiency of the engine.
Some magnetos are driven by a chain, some by gears, and

a few are shaft-driven. At one time the accepted practice
in both twins and singles was to fit the magneto in a low
position at the front of the engine, and to drive it by a
cycle chain. This position and transmission system will

be found on many of the best modern machines, yet tlie

thinking motor cyclist will not agree that it is ideal.

Designers, of the latest twins have brought the chain-driven
magneto to the rear, but on the representative singles of
to-day the low front position is still retained. One cannot
say that this is due to any fact which proves it to be the best
position—in fact, one may say that it is the worst—but
since tlie machines so fitted are among'the most reliable, it

would seem that the magneto has now reached a degree of
weatherproofness that, from a mechanical standpoint, it is

no longer necessary to consider its [josition.

As regards the transmission, this is another matter.
Reliability is only one point in efficiency, and as it is

necessary for the spark to occur when the piston is at a

The gear-driven magneto
at the rear of the single-

cylinder Quadrant engine.

The Evans cyclemotor. A
neat magneto disposition on an

American auxiliary motor.

A22

Magneto placed over the

engine (in the tank), and
driven by a vertical shaft, on
the Bat.

The neat magneto chain

drive on the 4 h.p. Star. The
chain case is integral with

crank case.

Shaft and spiral gear-driven

magneto on the Puch,

The Triumph, with chain-

driven magneto at the front.

The Rudge magneto in front,

driven from the cam wheel.

Rear position of magneto on

the Velocelte

A single chain to drive

magneto and gear box. The
Grandex lightweight.
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B.S.A.
MOTOR
BICYCLES

TESTIMONY FROM FRANCE.

" The B.S.A., as you know, is standard in the French Aviation," which has many

hundreds in use. I must say the poor machines have, on the whole, a very bad

time and are driven very hard—the majority of their drivers had no previous

motor cycling experience, are rather careless and fast '— everybody seems to

ride them and to learn to drive on them, includmg officers—^nearly always a

sidecar is attached. Despite such drawbacks it is marvellous how the machines

succeed in performing useful work in despatch ridmg, postal service, provisioning,

and conveying passengers One may say now that, before the B.S.A., all sorts

of machines had been Iried from small twins to big American Motor Cycles,

and that under such handicaps they all failed to be of any real use

' In conclusion, 1 feel i owe a debt of gratitude to the machine which has

carried me so faithfully, through fair and through foul, for two years of war.

She is still sound although a little disreputable looking, as you will judge

from the enclosed photos."

Yours truly,

ROBERT SEXE,

Motocycliste Etat Major.

Catalogue Post Free.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,

SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A23
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The 1919 G.N.y True to Type,

The G.N. has always been a successful example of

the simple and straightforward cycle car. Its design

has always been based on sound and well-tried

principles. As a result, it not only survives as a

notable example of the simple and efficient type,

but has, in some respects, been even further sim-

plified and tidied up.

Specification,

ENGINE.—The engine is the
90° air-cooled twin, which
has been fitted to the O.N.
since 1912.

The G.N. engine is vibra-
tionless, the running balance
is superior to the balance of an
ordinary four-cylinder engine.

Its two cylinders, 84 x 98,
give a capacity of 109S c.c,

and the G.N. system of

air-cooling, with deep cooling

fins and arrangement of inlet

and exhaust valves, gives
excellent results The engine
is placed across the frame,
and the cylinder heads and
exhaust ports are very
thoroughly cooled by the full

and direct air draught.
A large external flywheel is

fitted, and gives very steady
running and slow pulling.

The rockers operating the
over-head inlet valves are
entirely enclosed in a neat
casing, cast integral with
the dome.

The cylinder heads are
easily detachable, and their
extreme accessibility enables
carbon deposit to be removed
in a few minutes.

The engine is mounted in

the frame by a system of

three-point suspension.

LUBRICATION.—G.N. sys-
tem of semi-automatic pump,
delivering direct to crank-
shaft bearings, air-cooled
sump to crank case.

TRANSMISSION.- Through
3-plate G.N. clutch to bevel-
driven cross-shaft, thence by
Renold roller chain to rear
axle. Drive is taken through
only one chain at once, and
all changes are made by sub-
stantial hardened steel dog
clutches. The transmission
is simpler even than on the
past Grand Prix models.

SPRINGS—G.N. semi-can-
tilever springs with radius
rods.

STEERING—A neat steer-

ing gear box is fitted with
bevel-gearing.

WHEELS—G.N. detachable
and interchangeable wire
wheels, 650x65, with spare
wheel and bracket.

WHEELBASE—Standard
8ft., Vitesse 8ft. 6in., track

3ft. 6in., over-all length loft.

3in., width 4ft. 2in., height

3ft. 4in., with screen 4ft. lin.

Ground clearance, 9in.

Weight, standard, 6J cwt.

Vitesse, 5i cwt.

PRICES—Staxd.\rd
model, without
equipment . , £140

Ditto with complete
standard equip-
ment .. .. £167 10

Vitesse m o d el

,

without equip-
ment £170

Ditto with complete
Vitesse equipment £195

FURTHER PARTICULARS, WITH FULL SPECIFICATION, TERMS,
ETC., WILL BE GLADLY POSTED ON APPLICATION

G.N. Ltd., ETNA WORKS,
ALBERT ROAD,

HENDON,
N.W.4.

<$

In answertng this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle "A24 Raymond.
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New Hudson twin with

chain-driven magneto at the

rear of the ensine.

certain point in its

stroke, any backlash on
a chain would tend to

alter the ignition tim-
ing at certain moments.
This tendency must
exist with a chain,
however nicely it is

adjusted, and the
longer the chain is,

-ru M k D ^ the greater the ten-The Moto-Reve t^^m engme dene/ will be, becausewnh gear-dnven magneto at the
j^e drive is not always

front o( the engine. exactly positive.

A certain amount of backlash exists Edso with a train
r of gear wheels, especially if

they are incorrectly cut or
are supported in bearings
that are worn. Therefore it

would appear that to over-
come this the best form of

magneto transmission for a
four-stroke engine is a shaft
directly connected to the
magneto, and driven by a
single half-time wheel off a
pinion on the engine-shaft.
This would eliminate all

sources of backlash but one,
i.e.., between the teeth of the
pinion and half-time wheel.

Probably this backlash is

not a disadvantage sufficiently-

great for the designer to con-
sider removing it altogether
by fitting a flywheel type of
magneto. Of late there has
been a marked tendency for
motor cycle designers to con-
sider this system, and un-
doubtedly ere long we shall

Bee flyv?heel magnetos on
EngUsn machines. In these
cases, however, as in those of
American motor cycles fitted
with them, increased effi-

ciency has not been the chief
consideration. Their intro-

duction is due more to en-
• deavours to reduce the cost
of production.
When one reviews the

variety of magneto positions
in general use, the number
is astonishing. First of all

J

there is the old conventional
eingle-cyhnder design, with
the magneto below the front down tube and driven by a

chain, such as the
.i.^jiii4i

'

.,c..^».—

x

s-juMfei^ Triumph, Ariel, Black-

burne, B.S.A., ViUiers
two -stroke, Levis,

L.M.C., Precision, etc.

Then there are those with
a chain-driven magneto at

the rear of the cylinder,

as on such designs as the

Rover, Sunbeam, AUdays,
and the Star.

The Star design is in-

teresting as showing a
chain magneto transmis-

sion designed with a
chain case integral with
the crank case.

In twin-cylinder
machines having chain-

driven magnetos, the low
front position was prac-

tically standard practice

prior to 1915, as' repre-

sentative of which may
be mentioned the J. A. P.

An eccentric (!) drive suggested

by a reader.

The American Excelsior

twin with gear-driven
magneto telow the front

down tube.

An American flat twin with

diagonally placed magneto.

A shaft end worm-driven magneto
on a single-cylinder engine—^the

1914 T.T. Premier

The Rex machine, how-
ever, had the magneto
before the engine and
within ^the diamond
frame.

Since 1915 designers
appear to have
favoured the rear posi-
tion. The Lea-Francis
was one of the earliest
V twins having the
magneto behind the
engine.

On the Sunbeam -rn r. , . « • 1 • 1

8 h.p. military model, The P. and M. twin with vertical

shaft-driven magneto.

the magneto is placed high

up in the diamond frame,
and is supported on a plat-

form carried by the rear

down tube. Here it is cer-

tainly out of the way of mud
and wet, but perhaps full

accessibility of the rear cylin-

der valves has been impaired.

The A.J.S. design carries

the magneto- still further

rearwards, the position being
behind the rear down tube,

where it occupies a space

otherwise not used. In both
these designs the chains seem
to be somewhat long, and
we may look to future models
being modified to some extent

in this respect.

A neat design with a
chain-driven magneto at the

rear of the engine is the

Alldays twin, in which the

chain is enclosed in the in- .

tegral timing case.

In' the fiat twin group, the
only chain-driven magnetos
appear to be the two latest

horizontally opposed engines,

I.e., the Victor flat twin
engine unit and the Raleigh.

One of our illustrations

depicts a magneto driven off

the main transmission chain—
that is, forming one point of

A Rex design, with chain- ? triangle We cannot

driven magneto in front, bu. '"^S''^^ ^>f .

^^^^^"^ ^'""g-

inside the frame.- ^^"7 ^^^'\^^}-°''1',^^ t^^^
entire pull of the engine

is transmitted to the magneto sprocket. Presumably, there

would be a bearing to support this load.

After the chain, the gear-driven magneto is the next

stage in development. Here, again, we find the position

of the magneto varies

considerably. It is

significant, however,
that very few English
designers have placed a
gear-driven magneto in

that low. front position

so common with those
machines employing the
chain. The W.D. single

—an .engine of very
promising design—em-
bodied this position and
form of drive ; while
the M.M. and Excelsior
American motor cycles

also have a gear-driven
magneto placed below
the front down tube of

the frame, but in

English designs the
gear-driven magneto is

The gear-driven magneto

at the rear of the Humber
engine.

The Alldays twin, with enclosed

chain drive for the magneto.



A M.A.G. twin

shalt-dnven maene*o
the rear.

usually placed w^ll above the
centre of the, crank case.

In the single-cylinder group,
the James, Premier, and Clyno
two-stroke designs have the mag-
neto at the rear of the cylinder,

employing a train of gears, of

wheel is one
~

The F.N. single with magneto
in front, driven from thrcam

wheel.

A French twin with gear-

driven magneto placed

between the cylinders.

which generally the cam
The Rudge, F.N. single, Bianchi (Italy),

J.E.S., and Flying Merkel (U.S.A.) are among those having
a gear-driven magneto in front of the cylinder.

In twins, the gear-driven magneto is not so common in

English designs, but most American machines, both singles

and twins, employ gear wheels.

The usual position of the magneto on American machines
is at the front of the engine, but on English and Con-
tinental designs it is more often at the rear, vphile on the
old Alcyon (France) a centrally placed magneto was

g&ar-driven.
^

Probably the difficulty

of placing a complete
unit in the frame has^
much to do with the

small number of English
twin machines employ-
ing gears. The Premier
3| h.p. even firing V
twin embodied a gear-

driven magneto, as did
al.«i0 the latest design of

this concern's 7-9 h.p.

engine. In both these

designs the magneto was
placed at the rear of the

cylinders, while the
Moto-Rev© had a gear-

driven magneto at the

front of the engine.

The gear-driven magneto is general practice in opposed

twin engines, the Raleigh and Victor excepted. Always the

magneto is placed over the crank case, and, with one excep-

tion, in a vertical posillon. This exception is the American

Bayley-Flyer, in which the ignition unit is inclined to

the rear.

The shaft as a magneto transmission is not so uncommon
as may be supposed. The 2-J h.p. Enfield, IMotosacoche,

Bat, Pope (U.S.A.), and the 90° twin P._ and M. are

among the twin engines employing it ; but in the single-

cylinder class the Diamond is the only English standard

The 8 h.p. military Sunbeam,

with chain-driven magneto at the

rear. In this position the chain

cover detracts from accessibility o(

the tappets of (he rear cylinder.

The P. and M. inclined engine

with chain-diiven magneto at the

rear.

machine so designed. The Puch
(Germany) and the 1914 Premier
T.T. engine also used, a shaft to

drive the magneto.
The P. and M. engine has the

magneto in a central position, and employs a vertical shaft

and worm gear, which form of gear was also part of the

design in the Pope and the Cleveland lightweight. In the

Motosacoche, Diamond, and Bat designs, bevel gears were
used, while the Puch has spiral gears.

It may be remembered that the Bat, which embodied a
shaft-driven magneto, had the ignition unit right above the

engine—in fact, in a chamber in the tank. Probably this

was the only machine in which
was reyealed full appreciation
of the necessity to keep the

magneto clean and dry, at ' a
time when most 'motor cycles

had this delicate instrument
placed within a few inched of

the road.
The variety of magneto posi-

tions and transmissions appears
to have come into existence en-

tirely on account of conveni-

ence. It is true that the low
front position was due, in the

first place, to the fact that it

was practically the only position

available on the machines, to

which the magneto was fitted

as an after-thought. The ,

machines were not designed to »_-
carry a magneto, and it is cer-

tain that had it been necessary

to- apply power to the earlier

ignition systems, frame designs

would have been altered to

accommodate them, when, in all probability, the low front

position for the magneto would not have been considered.

In .the meantime, there is no decided tendency toward
any particular system of magneto transmission. It may
be. said that the chain appears to be most popular with
designers, which probably is due to the extra cost of a
train of gears, which, in addition, is difficult to make as

silent as a chain.

Vedette.

^^,; " ..-^.^"^ ^Mi.
' ^ '^r^' '

' ^"^^ij±a
"

<̂it^ta^ V-. A' '.-^

An American two-stroke

lightweight with magneto
flywheel.

The American Cleveland with shaft-

driven magneto at the rear of the

engine.

The conventional flat twin has a

gear-driven magneto. In a few

cases a chain is used.

The militaiy model A.J.S., with

magneto placed behind the seat

tube and driven bv a long chain.
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Impressions of a Motor Cyclist Mechanic in Jndia.
A Comparison of British and American Motor Cycles.

SGT. ALGY DENDY, writing from The
Fort, Kohat, N.W.F., India, maizes

some enlightening remarks on the

design and behaviour of machines on the

Indian roads. In spite of the big pull

American makes have had during the last

lew years in Overseas markets, the British

motor cycle is still looked upon as the

finest machine in the world, excelling in

wearuig qualities. Sgt. Dendy says :

" I nave been sergeant-instructor in

workshops attached to an armoured motor
battery, and have had a good deal of

repair work to do to motor cycles of both
the two and four-stroke variety.

Dust and River Beds to Consider.
" Comparing the American motor bicycle

with the British, it scores in comfort
owing to its larger wheels and tyres, and
its weight holds it down well. But it

is tricky in the dust, and especially in

crossing dry river beds. The controls to

the gear and clutch are awkward when
passing camel and mule convoys. CE\,mel

convoys number anything up to 200,

and are usually in single file, which means
a lot of gear and clutch work. On the
narrow roads the heavy Americans want
a lot of holding up, and their steering lock

i.'! much too small. Getting astride a

Triumph after one of the big twin

Tappets on most engines are worn more
than anything, the large type, such as

fitted to the 1912 Triumph, being an
exception.
" Bowden wires are not nearly hefty

enough. Small two-strokes with no key-

Sergt. Algy Dendy,
M.M.G.C.

ways on which to fix the flywheels are
an endless trouble. I have had to cut
many keyways and fit keys before they
would -stop on.

" The most comfortable machine I have
ridden out here is a a 4-5 h.p. Zenith.
This seemed so nicely balanced that it

was like sitting in the middle of a sea-

saw, and that is just the thing for this

district.

Exceptional Petrol Capacity.

" Undoubtedly the ideals machine for

this part of the country for solo riding

would be a W.D. Triumph, with 28 X 3
tyres, dust and wearproof tappets, and,

above all, another type of spring fork.

Also, tanks holding four and a half gallons

of fuel would be a boolT, as petrol is sold

in four-gallon drums.
" For the sidecar, something very much

more hefty in frames is needed, and, more
than anything else, a spring sidecar wheel.

" Quite a nice testing ground here in

the summer is the climb to the top of

the Kohat Pass, rising 1,100 feet in seven
miles, starting with a river bed crossing,

and then about two dozen bends, very
nearly hairpins, with overhanging rocks

and precipices at the corners. These
bends prevent speeding, and mean a lot

of middle and low gear work, the sort of

liill on which one would like a fourth gear
—between top and middle.

An Opportunity for British Manufacturers.

" In conclusion, I might mention that

most people out here prefer the British

motor bicycle, but such are unfortunately

SCENES ON THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF INDIA.

Americans is like

mounting a racehorse
after a draught horse.

" Of the dozens of

engines, both British
and American, I have
taken down, fully two-
thirds suffer from the
gudgeon pin being loose
m the piston. The re-

sult of this is scored
cylinders. Piston rings
are too narrow for
their grooves, and the \

ends of the step cut .

rings always disappear. i

Small end bushes are
often loose in the con- i

necting rod, and the
rollers of big ends are
worn into flats. Valves
are always badly
pocketed, and the stems
worn on one side.

(Left) Camel convojs, sometimes nurfibering 200 animals, are frequently met with in the

Frontier district.

(Right) On the top of the Kohat Pass—a climb of 1,100 feet in seven miles.

(Bottom) The summit of the Kohat Pass is reached by a road well graded but full of acute

hairpin bends—a hill testing the ability of the rider more than the machine. .

not always ob-
tainable, and the
Indian and Har-
ley-Davidson have
got a big hold.
The British manu-
facturers will
have to do some-
thing soon if they
intend to get a
hold on the mar-
ket in the near
future. It is a
significant fact'
that almost any
three - year - old

English niotor

bicycle in moder-
ately good condi-
tion will fetch

more than a

similar machine
would .cost new at

the present time."
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OVERSEAS
SECTION

A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Loading Up It is nodceable that, w^ile American
the Handle- manufacturers make a special point of
''ars. keeping the handle-bars clear of all

accessories, British manufacturers seem
to take a delight in loading up the bars with all kinds
of impedimenta—or, at any rate, forcing the owner. of
the machine to do so. This is a strong point in favour
of the Americans, and every Overseas rider knows the

nuisances that constantly crop up in the way of handle-
bar fittings working loose. When the road conditions

are really bad the bars are subjected to a good deaU
of jolting, which is rendered worse by the necessity for

fairly stiff fork springs on Overseas mounts.
This loading up of the bars is a bad principle. In

the case of a heavy sidecar machine it does not matter
so much from a mechanical point of view, but it is

calculated to upset the nicety of steering of a solo

mount, besides subjecting the fittings themselves to a

strenuous time.
'

-

The heavy speedometer, at least, might profitably'

occupy the position favoured by the Americans,
namely, the top bar, and be driven from the rear wheel
of the machine. In this position it is better insulated,

and the distribution of weight is more as it should be.

The road clearer might occupy the same p.osition, as

this top-heavy fitting is a chronic offender on the bars.

The lamp must follow the steering head, and is not
generally a cause of much trouble oh the bars ; also,

since electric' lighting is in the stages of rapid develop-
ment, we can look forward to the weight of this acces-

sory being much reduced.

The loading up of the handle-bars is a thing British

makers who are 'interested in the Overseas market
should avoid, or, at any rate, if we are to carry most
of our accessories on the bars, let us have brazed lug
attachments, so that when once fixed they remain there

for good. • '
.

.

* [ji tj]

Piilly-equipped No one is better able to choose the acces-
Machines. sories than the maker, and when a

machine is turned out fully equipped
proper provision can be made for the attachment of
these accessories. But there are difficulties in the way.
One rider states that half the fun of the game is lost

unless a speedometer be used ; another denounces this

accessory as a useless extravagance. A speedometer
is doubtless a valuable accessory to the systematic
rider, but the fact remains that many do not require
it. Similarly one rider puts his faith in one type of
lamp and another in a different kind, so that it is an
impossible problem for a manufacturer to turn out a
fully-equipped macliine that will meet the approval
of all.

B6

A good plan has been adopted by the Enfield

Company—that of turning out two models, ' the one

minus accessories and the other fully equipped.
• The system' of a fully-equipped model 'gives the

makers an opportunity not only of employing the most

suitable accessories, but of fixing them in the best

way »nd in the best positions.

tj] cSj tf

Weak Points. Rear stands, rear carriers, and mud-
guards still persist in breaking or

dropping to bits under really severe conditions, and

there is need for something in the way of a general

revision if these items are to hold together indefinitely

on military and Overseas machines. In some cases

the carrier is dependent on the mudguard "for the

retention of its vertical position, which is quite

wrong. The carrier should be a self-supporting

structure, tending to strengthen and support the mud-
guard rather than the reverse.

Rear stands are not sufficiently strong, are made of

the wrong material, and the stop is generally too near

to the centre on which the stand pivots. The result

is that when the machine, possibly facing uphill, is

placed on its stand, the latter is slowly but surely bent

at a point adjacent to the stop, till finally it gives way.

The American military machines ' are provided with

fdrge^ channel iron stands, which is a far more sensible

plan,' and might be extended to the rear carrier.

It is the excessive vibration which brings about the

destruction of carriers and rear wheel mudguards.

The front wheel gets less of it, since it does not follow

the inequalities of the road so violently as does the

ba'ck. It is consequently only a matter of time before

the rear guard starts to give trouble, and, instead of

being called upon to help support the carrier and

stand, it should be supported by them.
Cj! [J] Cj] ,

Springing Taking it as admitted that some yield

the Sidecar is necessary in sidecars, we must then
Wheel. decide whether this be allowed for in

the chassis design by the em'ployment of

curved tubes or whether the chassis be built on correct

straight tube lines and insulated from the road by

springing the wheel. It need hardly be pointed out

which appears to be the better engineering principle. If

triangular, straight tube design be employed the chassis

can be constructed more lightly than if ordinary bed-

stead principles be followed, and by relieving both

frames of intermediate breaking strains and shocks a

further all-round reduction of weight would be per-

missible. Quite apart from this, a sidecar having an

effective spring wheel is infinitely .more comfortable

than one solely dependent on the tyre for absorbing
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road shock; indeed, the sidecar is the only self-pro-

pelled road vehicle designed for more than one rider

that is dependent on such slender -provisions, albeit

one of the fastest.

Quite apart from the questions of strength and

comfort, the sprhiging of the sidecar wheel would

permit the convenience of a strong and roomy luggage

Uiid and spare wheel carrier riding quite independendy

of the sidecar bodv. Unspmng luggage grids are

practically useless, and those attached to the_ body

possess the disadvantage that arises from tiie springing

of the body being unadjustable. Thus, with the grid

fully loaded, springing .designed to give maximum
comfort under the normal conditions when only a

passenger is carried is insufficiently '
stiff and vice

versa.

It is sincerely to be hoped that sidecar manufac-

turers will give this question of springing their careful

attention.

Despatch riders attached to a motor machine gun battery with their Triumph W.D. mounts in the hills of Samaria.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

British Motor Cycles Overseas.

A Canadian correspondent who is anxious to place British
machines on the Canadian market writes : "I may say
there is an ever-growing, demand for motor cycles in
Canada, and that the British machine is practically
unknown. It is now, however, receiving more attention
through the good reports of returned soldiers, who are loud
in their praise of certain British makes. It is now six
years since I left London to enter commercial life in
Canada, and, undoubtedly, there has never been a period
more favourable for the placing of British goods on the
Canadian market than at present, with so many Canadian-
born sons returning full of admiration for the Old Country
and home products. As you are no doubt aware, there are
no motor cycles built in Canada, America supplying the
demands—a state of aifairs which should not exist. With
the preferential tariff and cheaper labour at home, the
British-built machine^ ought to icontrol the market here from
Halifax to Vancouver."

An Ideal for India,
" SrsD," India, writes :

" I should be glad of information
as to whether any make of motor cycle and sidecar combines
all the requirements given,below, which I consider essential
to make motor cycling a success on oar local roads. I have
experimented with a S^ h.p. Rudge-JIulti, which has behaved
wonderfully under impossible conditions, but it is held up
by the worst roads. .

"The roads are mere tracks, for the most part of hard clay
full of holes, and with long stretches of soft sand.

" In places the roads are often flooded for long distances
with water, and great power is required to plough through
the thick eticky mud. It is never advisable to exceed 25
m.p.h., but it is frequently necessary to crawl for a mile at
a time through deep holes at a speed of 5 m.p.h., and to do
this without konking out the engine must be of fairly high
power, and must be capable of running in the lowest gear
lor long periods.

" Power.—For machine with heavily loaded sidecar at

least 6 h.p. is wanted, with a three or four-epeed gear of sub-

stantial type, and with the lowest gear about 20 to 1.
_
For

preference, owing to its simplicity, a. single-cylinder engine is

preferred. The 5-6 h.p. Rudge should do well.

"Ground Clearance.—Nothing less than 8in., and more if

possible. This is not only for the machine but for the side-

car chassis. ',

" Mmlguards with big enough clearari-ce not to choke with

the awful mud we have here.
" Chain drive or shaft drive essential. I find a^ belt takes

one to the deepest part of the water, and then faUs to grip,

and leaves one stranded to get out as best one may.
" Tyres.—Certainly 28in. X 3in. on all three wheels, with

interchangeable wheels. Punctures are frequent owing to

the many acacia thorns, and it; is advisable to have tyres

that can be removed to repair punctures, easily and single-

handed.
" The soft sand soon pulls the tyre round against the

ordinary security bolt, and I have fitted -|in. bolts to my
wheels—five in each.

" Sidecar.—A roomy sidecar without fancy fittings prefer-

able, and it is important that it should be fitted with a strong

luggage carrier of large capacity. .

" Other fittings advised are Rudge stand, powerful lamps,

'carburetter which will use paraffin, strongly sprung forks,

and perhaps a spring frame." ».

Continental Desiderata.

A French rider, R. Lbxe, Armee Fran^aise, says ;' " I

would like to point out that the 4 h.p. standard type of

English single-cylinder engine is the only engine which up
to now has been made absolutely reliable and foolproof.

- With the twin one is continually bothered with the unequal
oiling, unequal spring, tension and valve clearance, unequal
spark, air leaks, etc. What we want are rather improvaments
ill frame d€sign, better protection against mud and grit in

the various bearings and spring forks."
B9
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MAGNETO DRIVE. AUCTION OF W.D. MACHINES.
CHOICE OF A LIGHTING OUTFIT.

IME TO IlpHT I^2^P^
Greenwich Time.

Jan. 30th 5.12 p.m.

Feb. 1st 5.17 „
„ 3rd 5.20 „
„ 5th 5.24 „

Anticipation.

A bUie patch in the sky is sufficient to

set one thinking of the joys of the wheel.

Motor Import Duty.

The gross amount received from the

duties imposed on the import of motor
cars, motor cycles, and parts during 1918

was £271,469, as compared with £283,347
in 1917 and £475,200 in 1916.

The Burney Brothers.

Capt. E. A. Burney, R.A.S.C. and Lt.

C. S. Burney, R.E., are no longer con-

- nected with Messrs. Burney and Black-

burne, Ltd., the makers of Blackburne
engines. ' These well-known riders are

forming a company composed of ex-ofi&cers

and men of H.M. Forces who are expert
engineers to open a motor agency in

Scotland.

Motor Cycles in Canadian Police.

IMontreal now boasts of the largest

motor cycle police squad in Canada. It

was only recently that the motor cycle

was adopted by the Montreal authorities.

The fleet now includes fifteen Hendersons
and twenty-five Harley-Davidsons ; while
the Toronto police department has a large

fleet of motor cycles, including Triumphs.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

The third lecture of the series arranged
by the Industrial Keconstruction Council

^_will be held in the Saddlers' Hall, Cheap-
side, E.G. 2, on Wednesday, February 5tli.

The chair will be taken at 4.30 by the
Eight Rev. the Lord Bishop of London,
and a lecture, entitled "The Industrial
Awakening," will be delivered by JNIr.

Ernest J. P. Benn, chairman of the
Council. Applications for tickets shpuld
be made to the Secretary, I.E.C., 2 an^cl 4,

Tudor Street, E.C.4.

The British Overseas Market..

A correspondent from Lagos, West
Africa, who is an enthusiastic rider,
writes: "I have your interesting paper
sent out every mail, and find it most
useful and instructive, and should like'

to point out, with regard to the con-
troversy 'British r. American machines,'
that our manufacturers will have to wake
up now, otherwise the colonial market
will be lost to them. The Americans
have 'got in,' and undoubtedly turn out
a much more suitable motor cycle for
colonial \york than the British."'

BIO

Greetings from Overseas. ^
We have received a Christmas greet-

ing card from Lt.-Col. S. W. Carty* M.C,
R.A.S.C, who is how in Mesopotamia.
Lt.-Col. Carty will be remembered as

a prominent member of the Nevi^astle
and Mersey Motor Clubs.

E. African Campaign.
The South African D.R.'s \v'ho were

with the Forces operating in East Africa
against the Germans have now returned
home, but the D.R.'s from Great Britain
are still " up country "-^in Portuguese
East Africa in fact—where they are busy
"clearing up."

Spring and Semi-sj^ng Frames.

It is obvious that the rigid frame with
conventional saddle is regarded as out of
date by a- large number of motor cyclists.

In the "Which Type" referendum the
voting on these points showed that the
ordinary type saddle was specified by a
smaller number of readers than those'
who voted for spring frames. Rigid
frames secured 21.1% and 15.2% votes in

solo and sidecar classes respectivelyj^T

sprung saddle - pillar and semi - spring
frames together obtained 22.8% and
19.3% in solo and sidecar groups respcc-
tivelv.

1

In Season.

jNIud and rain and hard thojjghts con-

cerning mudguards.

American Motor Cycle Police.

The Detroit (Mich.) traffic police ar«

for the third year equipped with forty-

seven electrical model Hendersons.

Poor Benzole.

We have heard several complaints aa

to the quality of benzole produced.

Although in these days it is unreasonable
to expect spirit of pre-war quality, it

will not benefit the benzole producers in

the long run to continue supplying
inferior quality. Motor cyclists trying

" this fuel for the first time will b*
stronglj' prejudiced against benzole as a

fuel. And prejudice dies hard.

The D.B.'s in Africa.

Cpl. Syd. Du Rose, writing from
East Africa, says :

" I still continue to

receive the copies of The. Motor Cycle,
and it is a treat to receive them
and read the latest motor news of Old
Blighty. B.S.A.'s are still hard at work
out here. No other motor cycle could
stand the thi-ashing that a BiS.A. gets in

East Africa. It is a wonderful 'bus for

rough riding."

This is not a "tester's stunt," but one of the innumerable creeks motor cyclists have to

contend with in all Overseas countries. No wonder that high ground clearance is always

stipulated in Overseas specifications.
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The Latest Spring Frame.

The 1919 No. 7 Chatei--Lea will have
a spring frame.

The Inventor of the Exhaust Lifter.

We are asked to name the inventor of

the exhaust valve lifter. -This was Mr.
A. J. Wilson, who, as a motor journalist,

is known as "Faed." Incidentally, Mr.
Wilson was author of the first edition af

"^' Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," published from these offices. •

T. Silver, of Quadrant Fame.
Many readers, in company with our-

selves, will be pleased to hear that Mr.
Tom Silver, after having undergone a
serious operation, is making satisfactory

progress. We trust that the rejuvenating

air of Buxton will accomplish a speedy
convalescence, and that, before long, he
will be again moving in Quadrant circles

with all his accustomed health and
strength.

For the Consideration of the Trade.

At the present time there is an un-

doubted demand for a two or three-speed

gear which can be fitted to fairly modern
3^ h.p. single-cylinder machines. For
the next six months, and until manufac-
turers have got into full swing, there is

plenty of work to be done by clever

amateurs and motor cycle repairers in

converting old single-sp?ed machines into

really satisfactory sidecar mounts.

Reviews of Design.

In this issue we include another of our
reviews of current design, which have
been appreciated so much by readers.

This article reviews magneto ' drive and
position. A list of previous articles is

given below :

' 1918
Tuning MecLamsm Sinele-cyhnder Engines May 23
Timing Merbanism Twin-cvlmder Engines Jnly 11

Prames and Tanks Integral .. . . May 30
- The Side-by-Bide Twin Engine Jnne 6

Flat Twin Two-stiokes . . . Jnne 20
Three-cylinder Engines June 27
Fonr-cvUnder Motor Cycles .. .. Ang. 1

The Motonsed Bicycle Ang 15
Three-wheeled Cycle Cars .. . Sen 12
The Water-cooled Motor Cvcle Oct 3
Biaking Systems . Oct' 10
Spring Frame Motor Cycles . Not 7

in

New A.B.C. Sidecar.

Mr. Granville E. Bradshaw is reported

to be busilj engaged upon designing a

specially light sidecar for the new
400 c.c. A.B.C. motor cycle.

A T.T. Race in 1919?

There is just a bare possibility that

a T.T. race will be arranged this year.

It appears that tlie condition of the

roads in the Isle of Man at the present

time, and the uncertainty as to whether

they can be put into proper order in

time, prevents a decision being reached.

Ireland is the only alternative.

Wanted, a Modern Engineering Factory.

A prominent Midland firm of motor

cycle manufacturers are experiencing such

a flood of orders for new mounts, far

beyond the possible outpnt of their

factory, that they are desirous of getting

in touch with an engineering firm of

repute, with an up-to-date plant,' who
wish to turn from munitions to work of

'

this class, and who will guarantee a

supply to specification, probably running

into thousands of machines. We shall be

pleased to facilitate communications.

Testing Norton Engines.

Mr. D. R. O'Donovan, the well-known

speisfl' specialist, is again in charge of the

Norton Motors testing department, and he

will be personally responsible for the

riding in the firm's engine speed tests on

the Brooklands track. The certificate of

the Brooklands Auto Racing Club will be

given with each of the special engines for

T.T. and B.R.S. models, guaranteeing

that the engine has exceeded 75 m.p.h.
' for a distance of one kilometre. We are

assured that there is just sufficient of the

track left with a rideable surface to enable

this testing to be carried out.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

The. exposure in these jjages and

those of OUT sister journal " The
Autocar" of the scandalous neglect

of army motor vehicles at Kei/qiton

Park and other army supply dumps
has had the desired effect.

A special Department at the

new Ministry of Supply has tahen

over from the Surplus Government

Property Disposal Board the sales

management of all Government
motor vehicles, and it is stated that

Maj.-Gen. Sir 0. R. Grofton Atkins.

has been appointed to take charge

of the new Department.

It is said that manufacturers will

be given an opportunity to repur-

ahase machines of their own make.

If they refuse to buy, or their offer

is not deemed sufficiently good, the

vehicles will be offered to thepuhlic.

Sales of a few machines have

already taken place at Aldridges,

St. Martin's Lane, a report of the

first of which, together with photo-

graplis, appears on pct^ 116.

In spite of ihe thrills and excitement aviation offers, Lt. Owen Edmunds, who made the

first official mail flight between London and Paris, still retains his affection for the motor

cycle. His mount is a 5-6 h.p. overhead valve N.U.T.-J.A.P., with three-speed hub gear.

Lt Edmunds has made over^200 Channel flights.

Three-wheelers in Prospect.

More attention seems to be centred on

three-wheeled vehicles for this year than

has ever before been the case. We know
of four firms who are considering designs

for three-wheeled vehicles, and there are

a great number of rumours that other

prominent manufacturers are considering

this type favourably.

Six Days Trial in August.

It may be taken as practically definite

that an A.C.U. six days reliability trial

will take place in August this year. The
course suggested is a new one, and will

possibly be from a centre, as in 1914. By
. August all manufacturers should be in a

position to enter either their current or

1920 models. In either case, the import-

ance of some strenuous test is recognised

by everyone.

Precision Engines.

Precision engines for 1919 are now
announced. Two models are being intro-

duced. These are an 8 h.p. twin follow-

ing the general lines of the 1915 model,

but with improved and silent valve gear,

new exhaust valve lifter mechanism, and

roller big ends; and a 3^ h.p; single-

cylinder fwo-stroke of 350 c.c. capacity,

with many unique feature's, including

roller big end and main bearings, and

automatic lubrication. We hope to

describe both models shortly.

We are not so Militarised as the French.

Numbers of French motor cyclists

were mobilised in the early days of the

war, and the scheme included the calling

up of machines as well as riders. These

machines were requisitioned by .the

Government at one-third of their original

value. Machines have gone up so much
in value that French motor cyclists are

now suggesting that they should be

allowed to repurchase their machines from

the State on being demobilised, and should

obtain preferential treatment in the ques-

tion of the price of repurchase. British

despatch riders have x>vade the same
suggestion.

BI3
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The Latest Information regarding the Revival of the Various Clubs.

The Motor Cycling Cltib's Activities.

This year's programme will include a despatch riders' trial,

the opening run, and the annual London-Edinburgh run, but
further news of the club's activities will be given later.

Chester and District M.C.C
This club has not yet been reorganised, as most of its

members are still away on military duty, including the
secretary, Mr. R. Button, who is in East Africa.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The Birmingham M.C. Club's 1919 programme promises to

be a very attractive one. It is proposed that the local clubs
may reopen motor cycling competitions by having an inter-

club trial.

. ^ Mansfleld and District M.C.C,
Energetic motor cyclists in the Mansfield district should get

together to revive the local club. ^ The late secretary, Mr. C.
Evinson, of the Portland Motor Co., advises us that he will

not have time to devote to it.

Dublin and District M.C.C. '

Mr. W. H. Freeman is again holding office as hon. sec, and
four road events for 1919 have already been decided upon.
A reliability trial for the Dunlop cup will be held on Easter
Monday, another trial on Whit-Monday, a twenty-fours trial

at the end of June, and a two days' trial on the Saturday and
Monday of August Bank Holiday.

Liverpool M.C. Redivivus.

We are pleased to note that the trustees of the Liverpool
j\Iotor Club have decided to resume activities by holding a
public meeting at 7.30 p.m. oh February 5th at St. George's
Restaurant, Redcross Street, Liverpool. Other local clubs

would do well to follow their example, as there are so many
problems of vital importance to the motoring community at

the present time that can be better dealt with collectively.

Portsmouth Branch of the N.M.C.F.U.
On Tuesday evening, January 21st, a very successful and

well attended meeting of the National Motor Cyclists' Fuel
Union, Portsmouth Bra«ch, was held at headquarters,
"Blue Anchor Hotel," Kingston Cross. The newly elected

chairman, Mr. Cheyne, spoke of. the future business .and

social prospects of the club, the evening terminating with a

smoking concert.

Essex M:C.
A meeting is to be held at the Eagle Hotel, Snaresbrook, to

decide upon the. future activity of the club. It is intended
that a strong programme, of both sporting and social events,

shall be carried out, the club being in a strong financial

position. Old members and intending members should com-
municate with the hon. sec, D. S. Kapadia, Holme Villa,

Algers Road, Loughton, Essex. The date of the meeting is

not yet settled.

Bolton and District M.C.
The Bolton and District Motor Club, which, in common

with other motor clubs throughout the country, was com-
pelled to suspend its activities in the early days of the war,

is to be reorganised almost immediately. The first general

meeting for -the new season is arranged to be held at head-
quarters, the Swan Hotel, Bolton, on Thursday, February
13th, at 8 p.m. prompt. Other intending- members would
greatly assist the secretary by paying their subscriptions to

him at 215, St. George's Road, previous to the general

meeting. .„
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Bristol Wheelers Cycling Club. -^

A meeting of the Bristol Wheelers' Cycling Club will be \}

held some time in February, when a programme will be
arranged for the motor cycle section. —

Nottingham and District M.C.C. %
A most comprehensive programme has been drawn up, and

motor cyclists desirous of joining should communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. H. Weldon, at the Welbeck Hotel.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.C.
There is a strong feeling amongst the members of the

Woolwich Club that active operations should start as early

as possible, and a " victory " competition is among the

events being plarlned.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.
Secretary T. D. A. Chapman advises us that at present the

majority of the Plymouth Club members are scattered all over

the world in His Majesty's Farces. The revival of this club

is not likely to be so soon as its ex-members would desire.

, Sheffield and District N.M.C.F.U.
We hear that the Sheffield N.M.C.F.U. intends providing

co-operative garages in different parts of the town for its

members, built on similar principles to those described by
" F.A.S." in our Reconstruction Number of January 2nd.

Despatch Riders' Club.

A club has been forme'd to perpetuate the comradeship of

motor cyclists who have been R.E. despatch riders. Such
riders are invited to • communicate with the temporary hon.

sec. Signal Service Despatch Riders' Club, R.E. Depot,

Wellingborough.

Middlesbrough ^nd District M.C.C.
It is intended to restart this club at an early date. A

general meeting will be held about the end of February. In

the meantime, Hon. Sec. Jas. Gilchrist, 3, Roman Road, N.
Middlesbrough, appeals to all motor cyclists in his district

to associate themselves with the club.

Cork and District M.C.C. A

A general meeting for the election, of officers for the coming
season is fixed for February 5th. It is anticipated that a full

programme of events will be possible during 1919. Two
members of tlie club have recently appeared in the Gaztttt—
Capt. J. W. Payne, of the Connaughts, has been awarded the

Military Cross, and Capt. W. j! Morrogh, M.C, of the
,

Northumberland Fusiliers, the Croix de Guerre. Capt. L.

D. Humphreys, the first Cork motor cyclist to join up, was
taken prisoner in the first months of the war, and has now
arrived home. The hon. sec of the Cork M.C.C. is Mr.

Ronald S. Russell, 4, Prince's Street, Cork.

Auto Cycle Union. '

At a meeting held in London last week it was decided to .-

make the subscription 10s. for all individual members. ,

RIembers will henceforth be of one grade. The scheme comes

into operation as and from March 1st. The arrangement will
.

not affect those touring members who have paid their 5s.

membership fee, and those who have paid a guinea will not

be asked for another subscription for the next two years.

Members affiliated to the A.C.U. through their local clubs are

not affected by the new scheme.
. "The annual general meeting of the A.C.U. will be held at

^(j^angham on Saturday afternoon, March 22_nd, and will be .

^^QbilK^d by a conference of members of affiliated clubs and

local motor cyclists. ;
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Club News.—

The British' Motor Cycle Racing Club.

Old members of the B.M.C.R.C. are asked to communi-
cate with the secretary, Mr. T. W. Loughborough, 83, Pall
Mall, London, S.W.I, to join in an early effort to revive
the club. ,

A Proposed Motor Cycle Club for Hull.

Great interest is being shown in an effort to form a motor
cycle club for HuU, and local motor cyclists interested are
requested to communicate with Mr. Fred Hall, 1, Margaret
Street, Hull.

Wath and District M.G.C.
The Wath M.O.C. is one of the few clubs which have been

able to " carry on " during the war. Secretary W. W. Evers
(Sandygate) advises us that he has funds in hand, and that
many members have already paid their subscriptions tor 1919.

JEastern Counties M.C.
A meeting is being arranged by the hon. secretary, Mr. J.

W. Percival, 5, Ruby Road, Walthamstow, in order that
the Eastern Counties Motor Club's programme may be
arranged. Old members are asked to commimicate with the
secretary.

A Belgian Motor Cycle Club.
The Federation of Belgian i Motor Cyclists is holding a

preliminary meeting shortly, and every effort will be made
to revive motor cycling. One of the evils the Federation is

out to combat is the carrying of two enormous number
plates, which Belgian motor cyclists find a great incon-

venience, and every effort is being made to adopt the British
svstem of numbering.

lis

N.M.G. Fuel Union.

A social evening of the above Union will be held in tha

Athenseum Room of the Royal Hotel, Derby, on Saturday,

February 1st, at 7.30 p.m. An address will be given by Mr.
E. S. Shrapnell-Smith, C.B.E., deputy director of Technical

Investigation, H.M. Petroleum Executive.

The Cyclecar Club.

In ordei; to restart the'Cyclecar Club, a committee meeting

will be held at the R.A.C., 83, Pall Mall, on Friday, February

7th, at 8 p.m. Various important matters wUl be discussed,

including a change of title, subscription, and other proposals

to be submitted to a special general meeting to be held at

a subsequent date.

Ladies' Club in Coventry.

It is thought that there are sufficient lady motor cyclists

in the Coventry district to form the nucleus of a ladies'

Club, and several keen riders of the gentler sex are desirous

of forming such, a club. Those interested are invited to com-

municate with "Mrs. H. Williams, 76, Sir Thomas White's

Eoad, Coventry.

York and District M.C.C.
IMr. G. A. Reed, 6, Blake Street, York, the captain of the

club, is acting secretary 'pro tern, pending the election of

officers at the general meeting, which, it is hoped, will be

held at the York Station Hotel, on Wednesday, February
26th. No definite programme has been decided upon so far,

but it isthought that social runs on alternate Wednesday
and Saturday afternoons will be a regular feature, while

several trials and hill-climbs are in contemplation: All local

motor cyclists should get in touch with Mr. Reed.

A SPARKING PLUG WITH DETACH-
ABLE ELECTRODE.

The XL-ALL—A Newcomer to the Sparking Plug Industry.

ONE of the chief faults of plugs is the diflGlculty in

cleaning their interiors. It is not sufficient to remove
the carbon "bridge" across the electrodes; a film of

carbon is deposited over the whole internal faces

exposed to the explosions. This can be only partially

cleaned away by washing out with petrol, in even the best

of plugs. In fact, many of the best plugs seem
to be the worst offenders in this respect.

With these facts in mind, the XL'AH Co.,

Ltd., of Hall Green, Birmingham, makers of the

well-known XL'All saddle, have designed a plug,

the first and foremost advantage of which is the
ease with which it can be dismantled, the central

electrode being withdrawable, and every surface
needing cleaning exposed. The body of the plug
is of usual dimensions and case-hardened, with
four hexagonal cooling fins formed with the outer

electrode out of the solid. This construction
leaves a small aperture, through which the
central electrode projects, thus forming the spark
gap. The porcelain, in two parts, and -the nickel

central electrO|de are locked up in the one unit
with a second and upper body of smaller (

diameter, which also has four hexagonal cooHng
|

fins, and is threaded into the lower part. The i

joint is made with a copper asbestos washer,
thus merely making an exact replica of the
ordinary plug joint with the cylinder or vjilve

cap.
_ _

The construction of the insulating porcelains fhe XL'All
and the central electrode is particularly designed Plug,
to obviate any leakage, and an extremely fine

degree of accuracy in workmanship is to be maintained to

ensure perfect joints and coacentricity of the electigdes,

thus giving an unvarying spark gap no matter how many
times the plug is taken apart.

We are told that exhaustive tests have proved this plug to

be remarkably efficient. It has been tried in a variety of

machines, including two-strokes, big V twins, and even a

works gas engine.
Although t)f special construction, it is to be put on the

market, almost immediately, at a very reasonable price—in

fact, much cheaper than many special types of plug.

LONDON'S APPROACHES.
The scheme for the construction of a new western road

from London, which was on the tapis before the war, is

being revived, and it is hoped that some definite decision

may soon be reached. The engineering difficulties are

negligible, and the question now resolves itself into one of

finance and arrangements with the number of local authori-

ties to be considered. We hope to hear more of this in the

near future.

THE PETROL POSITION.
It is a relief—to note that there is some prospect of

improved fuel in the near future. The Government has in

stock a considerable quantity of special aviation spirit,

which is to be mixed with No. 3 spirit in such quantities

that the mixture will represent a good "petrol of No. 1

quality, which is promised at 3s. 3id. a gallon.

Possibly the fact that it is not always possible to obtain

petrol in some districts may pive rise to the idea that there

is still a national shortage of spirit. This is not the case,

however, as local . shortages are brought about by in-

adequate transport facilities.

B.S.A. PLANS.
In future the manufacture of B.S.A. motor cycles and

bicycles will be run by a company separate from the Bir-

mingham Small Arms Co., Ltd., which -will be known as

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd. Mr. 0. A. Hyde, the manager of

the cycle and motor cycle departments of the parent con-

cern, will be managing director.

Mr. Hyde is one of the best known figures in the trade,

with which he has been connected for over thirty years.

He invented the Hyde free wheel, which is now a universal

fitment on pedal cycles. He is president of the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and "Traders' Union, member of

the Council of Federation of British Industries, member of

the Executive Committee of the Association' of All British

Motor and Allied Manufacturers, member of the Local

Advisory Committee to the Ministry of Labour, and chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Engineering and National

Employers' Federation (Birmingham District).

Now that the Government contracts are about to terminate,

the whole of the enormous surplus factory space and plant

win-be adapted to the construction of cycles and motor
cycles on a scale hitherto unprecedented.
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W.D. Surplus Stock under the Hammer.
Last Week's Sale of Government Motor Cycles.

Some of the Scctts. These machines Ictched quite good prices

THE first sale of Government motor cycles took

place at Aldridges on the afternoon of the

22nd inst. Altogether nineteen machines were
sold, consisting of Rudge-Whitworths, Zeniths, Rovers,

and Scotts. There was a large number of bidders,

consisting chiefly of dealers, but a number of young
oflScers in khaki were conspicuous in the crowd.

Remarkably good prices were obtained ; the Rudges
fetched between ;£37 and ^39- Five Zeniths

were sold at an average of ^42, the lowest price

obtained being ^2>9 ^^d
the highest £,S2>- These
machines were sold as

being in fit condition.

Unfit Rovers made from

£24. to ^33, while the

Scotts, which were not

in particularly good con-

dition, were sold at

prices ranging from ;^2 6

to £4i-

Besides the lot of Government machines there were
sold a 1915 4^ h.p. B.S.A., with sporting sidecar and
disc wheels, guaranteed in working " order, which
fetched £14, and a Triumph combination which went

^^ £^^-
, . . .

It is interesting to compare these prices with

the average second-hand prices published in last

week's issue, remembering that the sellers in these

cases were private owners. , Among the surplus

machines at Kempton Park are a number of the

following makes : Lea-
Francis, A.J.S., Enfield

3 and 6 h.p., Nut-Jap,
Singer, Premier, Match-
less, Bat, Rex, Regal,
Motosacoche, Levis, P.

and M., Sunbeam, and
Bradbury. A large num-
ber were privately owned
machines , which were
taken over by the

Government in 1914.

fl
'I
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(Top) A batch of Rudges and Rowrs which had been renovated in Government repair shops. (Left) A mutilated Scott, which was
nevertheless sold for a good price. (Right) A privately-owned 4i h.p. B.S.A. sidecar, which found a buver at £74.
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Notes on (he Past, "the Present, and the Future. By Prominent Men in the
Motor Cycle Movement.

CONCLUDING SERIES;—Comments of Competition and Other Well-known Riders

l;_

Mr. Frank Whltworth.

From Mr. Frank Whitworth, Prominent in

the Birmingham Retail Trade, Popular
Clubman, and Successful Competition
Rider.

TO set down all the thoughts that
occur to one relative to tlie " re-

construction " position and future
possibilities of the motor cycle would
occupy more space than is at my disposal.

First, as to quantities, the possibilities

seem almost boundless. Why should not
everyone in Great Britain have a motor
bicycle—everyone between, say, the age
of nine and ninety ? This would enable

soine decent - size

outputs and some
real quantity pro-
duction. Yes,
enormous expan-
sion in quantity is

the first proba-
bility that strikes

one in relation to

the future of

^^mw\ motor cycling,
^^8^^^^ though perhaps

^ Y ^^^^k not to quite the

^MBfA^^^HH extent I have sug-

W^M^^^^m gested.

H^^HH^^HH
i

Next, as to ^he

gg^^^^g^^mj future type, there

is one point that

impresses me more
than any other

;

the type is no
more- fixed to-day than it was in the
first and false boom of 1904, nor in the

second and genuine boom of 1910. *Pro-
ducers and users were, in those days,

uncertain and wavering between dif-

ferent types of engines, transmissions,

and frames, and to-day they are still as

doubting and undecided. Indeed, the
manufacturers are, apparently, so far

as the bulk of them are concerned, feeling

less decided in their steps to-day than
they were in 1910.

In 1910 practically every one of the

big makers who then stepped into the
trade, mostly from the pedal cycle ranks,

followed a certain well-known and suc-

cessful lead, and produced a 3^ h.p.

single-cylinder diamond-framed machine.
It is probable, if the dozen biggiil

makers of the years 1910 to 1914 were
tabulated, it would be found that two-
thirds of them produced machines of

that type. The general opinion seemed
then to have settled on the 500 c.c. single-

cylinder as the desideratum of the motor
cyclist.

Even to-day it is probable that, of the
existing big makers whose names are
best known to the public, the majority
are still principally working upon the
same lines. But I submit that the
average motor cyclist and the average
manufacturer are not to-day feeling even
30 confident of the trend of future design
as in 1910.

New concerns are organising in the
background, recruited from entirely dif-

ferent sources. For whereas the older

motor ."icycle firms mostly sprang from
pedal cycle origin, some of these are
coming from the aeroplane industry, and
they approach the subject of motor cycle
design from an entirely new standpoint.
Their constructive ideas begin with the
engine, and then work through to the
suitable transmission, frame, etc. ; the
older school started with the bicycle, and
the engine came later for adaptation to

the bicycle. With the two schools com-
peting we shall get some improved results
fromJboth, particularly in the direction
of decreasing weight whilst maintaining
power.
New concerns are coming, and are

already making claims for the future of
their new types of machines. They assert
they can give increased general suitability

and efficiency for the purpose for which
the motor cycle is re' -lired, namely, the
safe, certain, speedy, simple, comfortable,
and economical transit of one or perhaps
two persons from one point of the country
to another.

From Mr. W. B. Gibb, the Gloucester
Agent, who is perliaps better- known
as a Successful Competition Rider.

IF there is one point more than another
which I may criticise in the present-
day motor cycle, it is that of the

inadequate iprotection from mud.
The war has certainly brought out the

weak spots of, the motor cycle, several
of which the manufacturers have cemedied
—much to their credit. Happily we
already see signs of improvement—in giv-

ing more clearance
between wheels and
mudguards, thus
obviating the
necessity of the
rider dismounting
to remove the mud
^^'ith a ^tick from
time to time.

Clearance, how-
ever, does not
prevent the rider
from being plas-

tered from head
to foot in mud,
after a few miles
on such roads as
we have had in the
last few weeks.
ilany riders, will

agree that it would
be to the mutual advantage of business-
men and the trade generally if this draw-
back could- be remedied at an early date.
The former recognise that they must arrive
at their client's residence in a presentable
condition. -

We^ see from time to time many home-
made devices to protect the rider ; but
why should this be necessary? Surely
manufacturers are in a better position to
devise some adequate means of protection
for the rider, and thus obviate the neces-
sity to don overalls when making business
calls at distances of a few miles.

Mr. W. B. Gibb.

Manufacturers have done well in de-

veloping the power unit during the last

few years, and I, for one, feel confident

they can do equally well in regard to the
question of mudguarding, if they will

only definitely lay themselves out to

tackle this problem, that is imdoubtedly
requiring urgent attention.

Frota Mr. Hugh Mason, Winner ol the

1913 Junior T.T.

FOR four years the ever-increasing

dema.nd for munitions has gradually

organised rapid, accurate, and massed
productive methods which were practically

unknown before the war. This and the test-

ing and treating of material, together with
the extremely fine limits of toleranc'e in

the gauging and inspection departments,
must surely prove extremely beneficial

and a lasting education to those called

upon to resume the manufacture of motor
cycles.

From the manufacture of munitions oT

war to motor cycle manufacture without
notice (as it must be if we are to produce
for Easter) is in-

deed a problem of

vital importance
to all concerned.
However, when
the time comes, of

one thing I am
surely certain :

machines may not
be cheap in one
way, but the motor
cyclist will get

better value for

money than ever
before, as a

machine manu-
factured upon up-

to-date methods
necessitates that
all parts must be
interchangeable to

the last degree. Again, all working parts,

including nuts, etc., must be hardened,
and suitable get spanners supplied ; also

larger tyres, more efficient mudguarding,
dynamo lighting, automatic and semi-

automatic lubrication will be required,
and the whole machine made generally
more durable throughout.

I am of the opinion that fewer models
will be manufactured, possibly only two,
viz., lightweight solo and sidecar com-
bination. The latter calls for the more
improvement, inasmuch as drivers will

require much more protection than
formerly, or ' they may quickly become
light car owners. Open frame ladies'

machines will not be demanded, as the
fair sex, having responded to the nation's

call, have consequently become more
sporting ; and, suitably clad, they will

prefer the standard and more rigid type
of frame, particularly as this standpoint
will enable them to use any make or

model, solo or sidecar, which comes their
way.

Mr. Hugh Mason
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Mr. Fred Dover.

Opinions.

—

From Mr. Fred Dover, the Coast Rider, of
Sheffield.

DURING the last three years I have
been driving an American 7 h.p.

twin three-speed countershaft modelj
and have always been able, up to the

last few months, to get any "part I re-

quired. Although the machine has its

drawbacks, I have every reason to be
well satisfied with it.

I consider that unless manufacturers
pay great attention to working on stan-

dard lines, and to secure the easy pur-

chase of spare parts (and the said spares

to fit when secured), they will be left

behind.
With regard to future competitions, I

think from a sporting point of view they
will be uninteresting, on account of

being largely technical. The present-day
machine and rider

2~1 can do anything
in the way of

j'unning to time
and climbing hills,

and, -in my
opinion, the popu-

I
larity of the old

events was due to

the sporting ele-

ment. What the
machine of the
future - will be
depends upon the
requirements o f

the rider.

For dgdging
about town on
pleasure or busi-

ness without lug-

gage, it seems to

me a 2^ h.p. two-stroke two-speed counter-

shaft model fills the bill. For solo dis-

tance riding with a small amount of

luggage and a sidecar attached occa-

sionally, a 3i h.p. single three-speed
countershaft chain-cum-belt is my. fancy.
For touring with passenger and luggage
for two, I want a 7 h.p. three-speed
countershaft, 28in. wheels, 3in. tyres, all-

chain jigger ; spring frames on all models.
I should vote for 28in. wheels on all

models also ; but, being of short stature
myself, I think 26x2^in. for solo riding
would be better.

Manufacturers, in their o*n interests,

should do all they can to improve and
perfect the "sundry" side of motor'
cycling, includ.ing perfect lighting
arrangements, cheap fuel, and prompt
attention to spares.

Fi'om Mr. Harold Weldon, Hon. Secretary,
Nottingham and District M.C.C.

HOWEVER keen we may be on
British motor cycles, I think we
must admit that in design our best

makes are not progressing as they should.
Compare any British car with the best
motor cycle made, and it becomes
evident at once what a long way behind
is the motor cycle. Why should it be ?

We did not wait for the Americans to show
us how to fit four-cylinder engiiies iu

our cars ; why should we wait for them
to show that they are desirable in motor
cycles ? Why did we let them get on
the market with all-chain drives, what
time we were still hanging on to belts ?

Not because American engineers are
more clever than ours. No ! Then it must
be our manufacturers who are to blame.
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If we in England can produce the finest

cars in the world, v?hy cannot we pro-

duce the finest motor cycles ?

Is there any reason why we should not
have four-cylinder, three-speed,' spring-

frame, detachable wheeled machines,
with automatic carburetter and lubrica-

tion the same as we expect and get on
any car 1 I plump for four cylinders,

because it has been proved in the car
world that the four makes a better all-

round car than does a twin^ngine ; it is

a better wearing car, and no more trouble
to keep in order.

The same thing will happen with
motor cycles, and, although I believe in

British goods for Britons, I submit that
there is no sweeter rumiing motor cycle
made than the American Henderson.
Our V twins will not bear comparison
with it either for smooth running or for
life of bearings—big-ends especially. A
big, easy compression, long-stroke flat

twin might run it close, but there isn't

one. Our frames, with one or two
exceptions, are the same as they were
when I first started riding in 1908.
Spring frames we must have. Rigid
frames ai-e no use to our cousins in the

.

Colonies, and they would like to use
British machines if possible.

We motor cyclists who ride to business
every day ai'e watching the cycle car
movement closely, but cycle cars must be
built on sturdy, simple lines like the
Morgan. In 1913 I owned a G.W.K.,
which I ran for 18,000 miles, and the
only times I had trouble with the

.
friction drive was when I had to start
away up hill. Now if this car had been
half the weight (mine weighed 15 cwt.
unladen) I, do not think it would be
stuck anywhere. I am now running a
Morga,n and an 8 h.p. Zenith, and have
nothing but praise for both, of them.

From Lt. francis A. McNab, R.N.V.R., ot
Brooklands Fame.

MAY I, in view of the tendency of
modern designers to increase both
cost and complication (i.e., four-

speed gears, spring frames, -kick-starters,

clutches, extra large and expensive tyres,

etc.), make a plea for a" sporting, simple,
and moderate-priced type of machine ?

From personal experience I feel con-
vinced that this constitutes the kind of
machine that will appeal- to a large

sectioB of service
men on their re-

turn to civil lite.

The specifica-

tions of the type
of motor bicycle
I have in view
would be some-
what on the fol-

lowing lines :

Engine, 5O0 c.c,
single- cylinder,
with decompressor.
A simple, light

countershaft two-
speed gear box,

J with chain-cum-
belt drive. No
clutch or k i c k
starter, the decom-
pressor on a well-

tuned engine eliminating the necessity

for these. The gear change should be
foot-operated, leaving both hands free for

starting and controL

Lt. F. A. McNab,
R.N.R.

I am sure that this type of machine
has many advantages, both from the

manufacturers' and the riders' point of

view. From the standpoint of the former,
'

simplicity in construction means few com-
plicated .(and therefore expensive) parts

to be made, resulting in a quick change-

over and early delivery.

I also maintain that, the fast and handy
type, easy to keep in tip-top tune (and,

incidentailsij.- quite, capable of taking _a

light side» on any ordinary road), is_

what the really sporting rider wants.

We are none of us likely to be blessed

with too much £ s. d. for some time to

come ; therefore, its price should make
this machine tlie choice of many.
May I, in conclusion, offer my con-

gratulations on the splendid way Tlie.

Motor Cycle has kept its high standard

of interest throughout the war. I wish

it the best of luck, and a speedy return

to the good old times of plenty of petrol.

From SecLt. B. Alan Hill, Competition

Rider and Journalist.

IN my opinion, future motor cycles

will eventually be divided into three
distinct classes

—

i.e., the commercial,

the luxury, and the sporting types. The
manufacturer who wishes to capture all

three" classes of trade, and especially the

first two named, will undoubtedly have
much heavy spade work to accomplish.

I expect the ultimate outcome will be

that few will tackle the problems offered

by all three classes, and each manufac-
turer will specialise in the particular

class he favours, in the same way^ as is

commonly done in the car trade at the
present time.

"

As far as the sporting machine is con-

cerned, I fancy the present type of

motor cycle already caters pr-etty well

for all tastes from .a sporting point of

view alone, and
it seems, doubtful r

whether future
designs could pos-

sibly improve to ,

any great extent '

on present types. .

In pre-war days
;

this . type of L

rider was un-

doubtedly in the

majority, this pro-

bably being due *'

cliiefly to the
facts that the
trade did not

cater sufficiently

for the business
man or the man
who desired com-
fortable and
luxurious travel, also the fact that the
public had not learned the hard lesion

; of war, i.e., economy.
Before economy became a considera-

tion to all, the business and trades men
resorted naturally to the cheap and
efficient Ford, - while the man who
required ; a machine for comfortable
travel usually sported the comfortable
high or raedium-pi'iced car. Now is the
time, while economy is still a necessity,

for the motor cycle industry to strike

a decisive blow and provre that a motor
cycle can be produced that can not only
compete with cars on their own ground,
hut beat them on the score of economy
and low original cost.

1

Sec.-Lt. B. Alan Hill,
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Undoubtedly the type which has so

far received the least attention, and
upon which the trade should concentrate,

is the commercial machine, for which
there is, even now, a big demand,
althougti the available types are only

makeshifts, while if a proper commer-
cial machine be produced, the demand,
I am sure, will be enormous. I suggest

that the following features should be the
chief aim of the manufacturer.

Simplicity of construction ; accessi-

bility of all parts ; suitability for either

solo or sidecarrier use ; adequate protec-

tion from mud and damp for all moving
parts ; foolproof and simple control, and
simplicity of adjustment ; automatic or

mecnanical means for lubrication of all

parts ; protection for the rider from mud
and dirt

;
quantity production ; standard-

isation of all parts ; and, above all,

pi-oduction at a price which will abso-
lutely defy competition by the cheap cars

which have monopolised the market up
to now ior this class of work. This
type of machine should appeal to the
tradesman for goods delivery.

From Mr. R. J, Mecredy, Editor ol " The
Motor News."

ALTHOUGH I have possessed many
motor cycles, the only one that ap-

pealed to me was a 1900 I5 h.p.

Phcenix.
It was built on

the lines of the
pedal cycle, and
the little engine

was secured in the

angle of the frame
between the dia-

gonal, and the tube
running between
the bottom bracket
and the head. The
drive was by belt,

and the usual
cranks and pedals
were fitted, and I

had a three-speed

pedalling gear in-

stalled in the back
hub, with a high
speed of lOOin. I

have been an ardent pedal cyclist since

the year 1879, and always thoroughly en-

Mr. R. J. Mecredy.

f
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joyed the mere act of self-propulsion, for

I am one of those energetic people whose
hpapiness depends, mostly, on energetic

exertion, though I must admit that. the

climbing of steep mountain passes, either

pedalling or pushing my bicycle, often

proved irksome.

The Phoenix solved the problem. The
starting of the engine on low or second

speed was' easy and rapid. Once under

way I switch^ in the lOOin. pedalling

gear and moorerated my pedalling just

short of the point when perspiration

becomes unpleasant ; and. when I han-

kered after a free-wheel downhill or on

the level, I could, if so disposed, cease

pedalling and leave to the engine any
work there was to do. Much of my

• riding was done amongst the Wicklow
mountains, and never once did I get

stalled. Quite moderate pedalling kept

the. little engine revving at its most
efficient speed, and I never knew it

overheat.

As a matter of fact, this natty little

combination embodied, from my point of

view, the best features of both the push
bicycle and the motor bicycle.

->-•••—«-

THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dales for 1919 Motor Cycles,

A.B.C

M-S
AJ.S
AXLON
Allon .

Ariei,
Ariel

Blackburne
BlacksURNE
Blackburne ,

Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbury
British Excelsior

British Excelsior

B.S.A.
B.S.A.
B.S.A.

Calthorpe ....
Calthorpe
Coventry Eagle
Coventry Eagle ..

Coventry Eag^e .

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Dot
Dot ....
Dot
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield

Enfield
Enfield
Enfield .

G.N. Cycle Car
G.N. Cycle Car

Humber

James ^ ,

.TamE3 ^.,
James , ,

.

Jamfs ...
James ^..
]am!c?

6
2^

2j

3.V

3|

2}

A

8

2i
4
6

4t
4t

-2|
2}

2i
2i

8

3

4

4J
4i
Zi

2i-
5-G
6-6

Partiriiiars in Briei.

Spring frame. --

Twin, 3-speed.
Sidecar combioation.
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch
2-stroke, 2-speed, clutcb,|

and kick-starter.

3-3peed.
Sidecar combination

4,-stroke, 2-speed,clutch

3-speed.
Combination,
4-stroke, 350 c.c 2-5p.

Single. 3-speed, chain.

Twin, 3-speed chain.

2-stroke, 3-speed coun-
tershaft, and kick-

starter.

2-stroke, 2-speeH,

All-chain drive.

Chain-cum -belt.

Sidecar

J.A.P. engine, 2-spee4.
2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke.

*

Ditto, 2-speed-
'

'J.A.P.
Ditto, 2-speed.

S.-A. c/sba(t. 3-spa^:

Combination.
Twin, 2-5peed
Twin, 2-speed.

W.D. Monei.
W.D. Model
Combination.

2-stroke, 2-5peed chain-
drive.

4-stroke, twin, 2-speed.
Comlpination
Combination.

2-cyl. Standard model.
2-cyL Vitesse modeL

Flat twin, 3-speed.

No. 6, single, 3-speed.
No. .6, with sidecar.

No. 7, V twin, 3-speed.
No 8, 2-stroke, 2-sijeed.

No. 9, twin, 3-speed.
Combination.

£ s. d.

.70

106 I

142 16
65

65
80
106

60
82 ^

125 ')

63
82
100

62 U
56

81 15
79 16
29 9

Delivery.

May. (Prioe
approi.)

\ Ena u
[January

j-
January.

\ January.

52
60
47

j
April.

0'
! March.
DeUvery com-
menced.

Orders caniert

out n rota-

tion as far r?

oossible.
' Delivery com-
j

" menced.

54 12

47 6

64 12
82 19

135-

65
55
60 J

75
95

52 10
69 6

115 10
L17 12

140
170

115 15
89 5
54 12
99 15

126

. Delivery end
of February.

Delivery
commenced-

It ts hoped t<

commence
delivery in

January

1 Early ID

/ April

Shortly

Delivery com-
menced.

Make.

evi3

L.M.C.
L.M.C.
L.M.C

Matchless .

.

iVIetro-Tyleb

Morgan .

Morgan .

Morgan .

N'EW Imperial
New Imperial

New Imperial
Norton
Vorton

Norton

Norton
Norton

H. 4 M
&M

Radco

Royal Ruby.,.
Royal Ruby .

.

Sparkbrook . .

Sparkbrook -

Sunbeam
-Sunbeam
SuN-ViTESsa .

,

Sun-Vitesse .

,

Triumph
Triumph .

Velocette .

r

Velogette .

Wooler .....
WOOLER

H.p. Particulars in ^riet.

2-stroke, single gear

3-sp. countershaft gear.

Ditto.
Twin ditto.

Combination.
2-stroke. 2-speef!.

M,A.G. engme,
G.P., J.A.P. engine
De luxe, M.A.G. (w.-c.

•J.A.P., £8 8s. extra).

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed.

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed,

clutch.

Combination.
All-chain drive.

T.T. countershatt, all-

chain.

Single gear, B.R.S. en-

gine.

Ditto, with B.S. enpine.

Standard, T.T.,aU belt.

R.A.F. model
Combination.

2-stroke, single gear

Twin 3-speed.
2-stroke smgie gear,

2-strDke, single-spee^.

2-5troke, 2-speed.

3-speed. all-chain.

3-speed, all-chain,

a-stroke, single-speed.

2-stroke, 2-speed.

W.D. Model.
2-stroke, 2-speecl

2-stroke. 3-speed.
2-str.,2-sp.,ladies mod.

2-stroke, variable gear,

tlat twin, 4-stroke.

-

£
38

73
75
86 10

140
45

132 13

143 17

50 8
58 16

126
87

7:^

80

63

78 U
102

42
(approx.)

105
ti

4') 4
'ii ri

94 10
120 15
4U U

(appros.)
52
(approx.y

87 U

64

40 1^

42

Delivery

January. Out-
put booked
until end ol

March.

(Delivery at end
of January-

January.
End ot Januai y

Delivery com-
menced. En-
tire output for

1919 booked
by variou.=

agents.

Delivery
commenced.

I>eliver>

shortly

A limited num
ber during Jan

Early m FeDru-
ary.

I Three or toui

/ weeks.

1 Early in Febm-
/ arv

\ Provisional

/ prices only.
April

April

{Deliveries tc

agents com-
menced.

\ Delivery in a

r few weeks.

61 19

61 19 } Apru,
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THE. Choice!
OF A

LIGHTING OUTFIT

A Survey of the Various Types and the Principles on whicfr they Worlc.

THE " Which Type '- referendum brings up the

question of Hghting sets for the motor cycle,

both solo and sidecar outfits. Now this is one

of the details which concern the whole of the motor

cycling fraternity very closely. Yet many do not know
the elementary principles and construction of the type

(Left) Sectional view ot an ordinary type of generator.

(Right) The Low generator iii section.

they advocate. In the following notes a survey of the.

various types of lighting sets is given which may be
helpful.

Gas Systems.
Perhaps the lighting apparatus most familiar to the

motor cyclist is the acetylene lamp with the separate

gaU generator. Of this lamp there are many types, but
the principle remains the same in each. The simplest

generator, one familiar to all who hiave used acetylene

lamps, is constructed generally as shown in the first

sketch. The drawing is practically self-explanatory.

The apparatus consists of a container for carbide and
a water reservoir, the water supply being controlled by
valve operated frorn above as shown. The carbide is

kept in a compact mass, by a spring-loaded plate.

The gas is generated by the chemical action of the

water on the carbide, and passes through holes in this

plate, and through holes in the
'

' floor '! of a^super-

imposed chamber filled with asbestos wool, or similar

substance. ' There it is cooled and filtered to remove
any solid matter or steam likely to be in suspension.

From the chamber it goes to the outlet via a brass

tube passing through the water container, and so to

the lamp.
Various modifications of and improvements on this

simple type have been adopted by makers at different
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times, such as shaking grids in which the carbide is

held in a wire basket. In this device the vibration of

the machine shakes the used and powdered carbide

into the well of the vessel, leaving the rest unclogged.

Another type of generator is the " Low,"- which is

illustrated diagrammatically. The body -is made of

steel lined with a porous substance, such as plaster

of Paris. The carbide is placed in a container in the

bottom of the body, anjd the water reservoir is attached

to the cover. The generator is operated by unscrew-

ing, the upper milled nut which opens the water valve.

The gas generated gradually raises the internal pres-

s-ure and may be released for use by opening the

needle valve on the outlet pipe. If this is not done

the pressure gradually rises to about 30 lb. per square

inch. At this point the pressure, acting through the

small orifice leading to the chamber in the lid, operates^

the small rubber valve which closes the water supply

valve, thus stopping any further generation of gas.

The object of the porous lining is to. absorb some of

the gas under pressure, which it releases when the

pressure drops. Great economy is possible by the

.- use of this type of generator.

A very clean and handy method of utihsing acety-

lene gas is to compress it in cylinders, so that all the

rider has to do is to connect up a fresh cylinder bought

ready charged, ' as each becomes empty, and there is

no waste of time and no messy handling of carbide,

etc. As there is undoubtedly danger in the carrying

of this gas under pressure, various methods have _been

tried of rendering it safe, and the most successful so

far is tl^at known as "dissolved acetylene." The gas

is pumped into cylinders,

which hold about five

cubic feet, and the lamps

are fed through a pres-

sure-reducing valve. This

system, tliough perhaps

expensive in first cost, is

admirable from every

point of view, the only

difficulties being those of

distribution, which, of

course, are not insur-

mountable.

The " service '.' in con-

nection with its distribu-

tion and the changing of

cylinders is' properly or-

ganised. The cylinders

must be as easily obtainable as petrol used to be-—at

every repair shop and every other ironmongers.

This practically covers the field as regards gas light-

ing, which has many good points and many obj^tion-
able ones. Carbide is not the most pleasant stuff

A compact dissolved acetylene

set, the cylinder beingxarried en
a bracket fixed to the steering

head.
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Parts of the F.R.S. dynamo set.

to the rear wheel and

Tbe Choice of a Lighting Outnt—
to Jiandle, particularly in conjunction with water, and*

witli the motor cycle lighting set this has frequently

to be done at the most awkward times in the dark
and the rain !

£lectric Systems.

Electric lighting has made great strides during the

past few years, both as regards reliability and port-

ability. Where dynamo-lighting outfits have been
used for the motor cycle they have generally been
confined to the big sidecar outfits, and altogether

too cumbrous and unsuitable for solo use. Now,- how-
ever, the outlook is more
favourable and solo outfits

should sooit become a

standard. Besides the

dynamo, of course, tliere

are many other systems,

such as the flywheel mag-
neto lighting, accumulators,

dry batteries, and the

American dynamo lighting

sets.

An example of the fly-

wheel magneto type was
illustrated in The Motor
C'ifde oi July 18th, 1918,
with a description of the

Johnson motor wheel. This
is naturally a very simple

type, yet it must, of necessity, be designed and built

with the engine. _

Accumulators are suitable for either solo or sidecar

machines, but .for the former tli^^ifficulty is storage,

which must be neat and substStial to protect the

accumulator from possible damage, either by direct

injury or vibration, etc. Accumulators are useful

where there are facilities for recharging, but they

require a' certain amount of care in use and may be
easily damaged in the hands of a novice.

For those who do not understand the action of the

accumulator it ma*, be stated briefly as follows :

An accurhulator'is a secondary battery, that is, its

power of giving out a current is the result of having

had a. current forced through it from some primary

source of supply. The chief advant_age in a secondary
b.attery is that

it can be dis-

charged and re-

charged time
after time. The
action of nearly

at! accumulators

depends on the

fact that if two
plates—one of

lead and one of

lead peroxide

—

are immersed in

sulphuric acid,

and an external

circuit c o m-
pleted between

The flywheel type of generator, which also"' th^m, a current

provides the current for ignition puiposes. Will flow through

the acid to the peroxide plate, and thence through

the external circuit back to the lead plate. Ifl practice

each cell may contain one peroxide or "positive."

plate sandwiched between two lead or "negative"

plates. Each cell gives out about two volts, so that

the usual double cell has a 4-volt current, which is

quite good for motor cycle lighting work. A con-

venient size for solo work would be a 20 ampere hour

with two lamps, and for sidecar with three lamps a

40 ampere hour.

The accumulator may be perfect in design and con-

struction, but it is always subject to diminution in

capacity by neglect on the part of the user. The fact

that attention only is de-

manded at rare intervals is

one of the reasons why
electric systems are liable

to be neglected. As regards

the lamps, a 12 c.p. bulb

is ample for the head light,

and 2 c.p. for the tail and

sidecar lamps.

A good dry battery finds

favour with many solo

riders on account of its

cleanliness and handiness,

and an ordinary 4-volt

battery should give a good

light for abbtit seventy

hours, or on an average six

months' use. A separate

battery is advisable for each lamp. ;

The combined dynamo magneto is used on a nuinber

of
^ American machines. This system comprises a

dynamo and coil which are fitted in place of the usual

magneto. The coil converts the low-tension current

to high-tensiori for the ignition, the low-tension direct

current chai'ges the storage battery, operates the horn,

and lights the lamps. Since the British -magneto

industry has grown so enormously during the war, it is

not likely that this type will be adopted as a standard

by many makers in this country.

Another method of obtaining electric light sufficient

for two lamps is the F.R.S. system, using the standard

magneto to produce the current. With this system it

is necessary to, carry an accumulator for use when the

rnachine is stationary.

-The ring at the right is attached

forms the driving disc.

Q_ STARTING SWITCH
HORN- SWITCH

AMMETER

,%

The disposition and wiring of a dynamo-magneto lighting plant

on a solo machine
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters sbouJd be addressed to th3 Editar, " Ths M9tor Cycle." Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be aocompanied by the writer's name .and address.

SUITABLE GEAR RATIOS.
Sir,—With reference to the article, " Gear Ratios on

a Solo Machine," on page 81 of your issue of Thurs-
day, January 16th, might we point out that the Eudge
Multi infinitely variable gear gives S^ to 1 on top
(which, apparently, is higher than any gear obtained with
the gear boxes mentioned in your article), combined with a
low gear of 6^ to 1, which also appears to be what your
contributor desires for solo i!iding ? No doubt it was this
happy combination which enabled Mr. 0. G. Pullin to win
the last T.T. Race ridden in the Isle of Man in 1914.

RUDGE-WHITWOETH, LTD.
CONES WORKING LOOSE.

Sir,—I notice in your issue of January 2nd one of your
correspondents complains of his cones workihg loose. I

presume, after carefully reading his letter, that his hubs
are disc-adjusting, as used on our P. and M. machines.
In these the cone is not adjustable, but the cup, which
screws, into the hub shell and the adjusting side, is fixed
by a locking ring or nut. What usually causes this to
come undone is the wheel being put in the wrong way about.
If the adjusting side is left-hand thread, the wheel should
be put in with adjusting side on the left side of the machine,
and, if right hand, to the right side of the machine.
Trusting this will be of some use,

W.E.T. (R.A.F., D.R.).
DIRECT BELT DRIVE.

Sir,—May I express my appreciation of Tfie Motor Cycle,
and especially of the exceedingly interesting and most helpful
"Occasional Comments" of " Ixion "

? It is good to see
Th« Motor Cycle of last week, which is so much more like
that of old days, both in bulk and general character.

It may interest you to know that I am a schoolmaster, and
find my motor cycle of great use in my work, or, rather, in
getting to and from my work.

I wish I could see more said in favour of direct belt
drive. I still maintain that it is an ideal drive on a big
twin, and most economical. There is no need to suffer from
belt slip, even in a deluge of rain.s Again and' again I
have come 150 miles through continuous rain on an 8 h.p.
Matchless without the slightest trouble from belt. Please
say a word or two in its favour occasionally, or ask " Ixion

"

to do so. E. B. HALL.

ROAD REPAIRS.
Sir,—I am an old-time reader of The Motor Cycle, and I

should like to voice my opinion on the- article, " The
Problem of the Roads."
The writer states : "In France there is a huge organisa-

tion of labour battalions under our most famous road
experts, who have been doing little else than repairing the
highways of France for the use of our victorious armies. It
would therefore not be difficult to bring this organisation over
here." Well, that sounds all right on paper, but is the
writer aware of what sort of men compose these different
battalions ? Is he aware Of the fact that there are a good
percentage of "1914 Mons men" among

, them, who have

August, 1914, with unbroken
Active Service, and, having done our share of the struggle,
it is up to the authorities to release us. We have been
treated quite badly enough without having the agony piled
on, and we have no desire to soldier on. If there is any
shortage -of labour at home for road repairing, why not
B32

engage the " Conchies " or prisoners of war, and, if need
be, some of those fellows who evaded military service in

different Government offices? I am sure they would be
better suited for the job than -some of us. Remember that

the majority of the motoring men are still out here, and
when we read such articles as T have referred to it makes
one's blood boil. (Late) CORPORAL R.F.A.
B.E.F.

PETROL FEED PIPES.

Sir,—As an amateur motor cyclist, may I trespass on your
space to ask a question which has puzzled me ?

Why are the majority of carburetters fed by a pipe coming
to the bottom of the float chamber, and not the top? I

have used hoth. With the ordinary pattern I had trouble

due to dirt in the pipe and round the needle ; and a bent
petrol pipe is not easy to clean at the best of times.

Now, the other day I thought my other carburetter (a

fi.S.A.) might need cleaning. Imagine my surprise when I

found a hard, thick layer of dirt in the float chamber,
which amounted to half an eggcupful, enough to block a
pipe a dozen times. I never had noticed, any trouble before
cleaning, and there was no improvement afterwards, but I

venture to suggest I should have been stopped a dozen times
with my old machine.
Now, sir, surely there must be some advantage in the

more usual type, but it is not simplicity, for all mechanism
to depress the needle is done away with, and as the float

rises it carries the needle with it.

Why, therefore, I ask, are the majority of carburetters
fed from below, when the overhead form seems so much
more simple and far less likely to cause trouble ?

N. H. KETTLEWELL.
THE COMMU'NAL GARAGE.

Sir,—I was interested in your article in January 2nd
issue on the garage problem. It is a problem, and one
that can only be overcome satisfactorily by motor cyclists'
clubbing together and building their own sheds. I have
often wondered why- blocks of lock-up sheds have not

Hieen built in new districts. Before the war a friend of

mine put up two houses, which cost, with land, £600.
His revenue from his capital outlay was £50 gross. I
tried to persuade him at the time to use the land for a
block of lock-up garages, for which he obtained a builders'
estimate, which 'would have brought up the capital outlay
to the same amount, £600 for forty sheds, which, rented
at one shilling per week each, would have brought in a
revenue of twice the amount he received from the houses.
The reason he did not decide to build the garages was

his lack of faith in sufficient motorists in the district to
rent the sheds. Probably he was right in his particular
district, but there are many localities where it would pay
the builder to put up a block of garages and bring in ' a
handsome return on the outlay, and at the same time
afford very cheap motor accommodation.

I think it is possible for such blocks of garages to be
. built so that they could be- rented at about one shilling

per week for a shed large enough to accommodate a sidecar.
If two solo riders joined company their garage problem
would be solved at a cost of sixpence each per week.

It seems absurdly low, of course, but let anyone look
at a house and garden, renting at, say, ten shillings per
week ; let him calculate how many motor cycles could be
stored on the same area—surely it would find floor space
for more than ten inachines. And sui'ely the building to
accommodate them would not cost the same as the five or
six-loomed house? CO-OPERATIVE.
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PRICES. ~

Sir.—I made enquiries a few days ago for a motor cj'cle

chain of a certain make. The enquiry was made at four
different houses, and I received four different prices, viz.,

8s., 5s., 4s. 6d., and 4s. per foot. This is not encouraging
to the motor cyclist, and the ' above speaks for itself.

Cannot the manufacturers in the interest of motorists fix

prices reasonably, and advertise them ?

Ilford. NOT CAUGHT.

Sir,—In your table of the different makes and their
programmes, I notice that you have put down the price of

our machines as £70, definite. .On reference to our letter to
you of January 3rd, it would appear that we have not made
it sufficiently clear that this price of £70 is purely pro-
visional. We have only said we are hoping to market
the machine at £70, but it may be more. We hope to be

*^ making a definite announcement within the next three
weeks. We are most anxious not to mislead our market, and

_^
when we are unable to state a thing definitely we would
much rather leave it clearly an open question.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION CO., LTD.
.

Al.\n R. Fenn.

Sir,—I note in your issue of last week the letter of
"H.L.I.," in which he refers to my answer to "Dis-
gusted," which, he states, explains nothing. May I again
trespass on your valuable space'to inform "H.L.I." that I

did not attempt to explain altogether the rise in prices ?

That I leave to the manufacturer. What I did do was to
protest against the attitude of " Disgiisted," who singled
out one particular make because its sponsors had the courage
to publish their price, which, at the most, is only temporary,
and subject to a decline when the cost of raw material
permits it.

I pointed out to "Disgusted" that the firm to which he
referred had not advanced this particular • model any more
than those of other first-class makes ; and I am now indebted
to the Editor of this popular journal for his publication last

week of " The Buyers' Guide," which alone confirms my
remarks in my answer to "Disgusted."
The firm referred to is one of the most conscientious in

the trade ; in fact, I consider that the British manufacturers
are a conscientious bo^iy of men, who command the good-
will of the world, particularly in the motor trade, and as an
American citizen I have no hesitation in stating that if the
British motor cycle trade were permitted to have a footing
in the American market they would be second to none, and
capable of holding their own, for I consider the British
machine the best, and second to none in point of workman-
ship, reliability, and practical engineering.
Another point I raise for "H.L.I." to consider is the

present second-hand prices. I have taken a few from last
week's issue of advertisements of leading agents as follows

:

1916 8 h.p. Sunbeam, £160; 1916 Enfield, 6 h.p., £105;
1916 A.J.S., 6 h.p., £100; 1917 Harley-Davidson. £120;
a 1916 Triumph solo, £80 ; and a Douglas solo, £70. This
selection of second-hand mounts, I contend, speaks for
itself when a comparison is drawn in the price of brand
new models, up to date and embodying improvements which
enhance their value, comfort, and convenience on the road,
such as are now being produced.
"H.L.I." claims to have had a review of stocks of new

motor cycles held by the leading agents. So have I, and in
my opinion these stocks are hypothetical and on paper only

;

but I cannot agree with him as to the price being fixed since
December 5th, 1918. He must bear in mind that, apart from
raw materials, there is yet considerable difficulty in obtaining

'tyres, chains, balls, and other necessary things, -which are
still advancing in price, and which manufacturers cannot
control. This alone justifies the increases to which
"H.L.I." refers between the dates mentioned.

JEFFERSON J. MOORE.
LEAKAGE OF MAGNETISM.

Sir,

—

Se the loss of magnetism in Dixie tnagnetos. I see
Mr. Chapman advises fitting either a brass -sprocket or,

belie/- stin, a steel sprocket with a brass centre. I own a
1916 B.S.A. with Dixie magneto; and iiot liking the idea
of a brass sprocket, I had my steel sprocket bored out and
a brass centre driven in. The result was exactly as before.
Immediately the sprocket was placed on the armature, the

,

periphery of the cog was as powerfully magnetised as before.

Even now that I have fitted a solid phosphor bronze cog.

there is enough magnetism round the teeth to hold a pni.

I am seriously considering fitting another make of magnely,

as starting is extremely difficult, and the only plug that 1

can get to stand up to the work without missnig \vhen hi.l

climbing is a Lodge racer. N.ir.U.

Handswortli.

Sir,—In an endeavour 4o help brother motor cyclists, I

should like to place on record my experience of. the Dixie

magneto fitted to my O.K. Junior motor cycle.
t i, 1

As in the case of your previous correspondents, 1 had

troubles traceable to poor ignition, and finally dismantled the

magneto. I found the permanent magnets were in a very

poor state, and had them remagnetised, which removed the

trouble. Whilst dismounted, it was noticed that the steeJ

of the magnets was so soft as to be very easily marked by-

drawing a file across them. I am open to correction, but 1

have always understood that permanent magnets to remain

permanent should be of dead hard steel, and it is to this

fact, in addition to the steel driving sprocket, that I attribute

the loss of magnetism.
It should be noted in reassembling that the magnets must

be in intimate contact with the steel bearing plates of the

rotor pole pieces, and that they in turn should revolve as

close as possible to the sides, as the slightest increase of air

gap at these points has considerable effect upon the current.

Another trouble is the rapid pitting of the points, the cause

"of which I have not yet been able to ascertain. .

F.C.C., Capt. R.A.

BENZOLE.
Sir,—A question of vital importance to motorists of all

classes is at present being decided by a new association,

known as the National Benzole Association. I believe this

body is mainly composed of manufacturers of benzole pro-

ducts. I have reason to believe that a circular letter has

been sent to all producers of benzole, giving a suggested

specification for motor benzole. As one who for some con-

siderable time has been manufacturing motor spirit, I can

truthfully say that benzole fulfilling this suggested specifica-

tion will not appeal to motorists after a few trial runs;

and the only persons who are going to benefit to any extent

are the producers of, the spirit. On the face of the letter,

I do not think that any motor engineer or cheniist has been

consulted. Furthermore, the price of the spirit is 3s. per

-gallon, which, again, is detrimental to ihe country, con-

sidering the tremendous amount of benzole which is now
being produced.

I suggest, then, that the Benzole Association should call

to a meeting the chemists who manufacture the product and

one or two good motor engineers and hear their views on

the subject, and I am quite certain that the result -will be a

product which will—if not quite equal to petrol—at least give

satisfaction and be worthy of the good name benzole pro-

ducers received during the war.
MOTORIST AND CHEMIST.

[This letter was submitted to the National Benzole Associa-

tion, who state that the quality of the benzole has been

decided by experts, and is, of course, subject to revision

from time to time.

—

Ed.]

An electric bicycle used with a delivery sidecar by the Wiilard

Storage Battery Service in Pendleton, Ore., U.S.A. A.n old motor

cycle, sans engine, and a " starter " from -an automobile, with a

storage battery, form this interesting combination.

A2s
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TANGENTS OF OBSERVATION.
Sir,—There have been several letters on this subject, but I

have not noticed that the correct answer has been published.
Excluding refraction, the distance (D) which can be seen

2R.

5^280
A = D=.in miles from a height (H) feet is

(2R is the diameter of the sphere and 5,280 is the number
of feet in a mile.) This is geometrically true when h is small
compared with 2R. As the diameter of the earth is roughly

8,000 miles, this formula reduces to -A = ^ E" almost exactly.

The effect of refraction near the surface of the earth is

2
generally taken as — D=, so that the formula becomes

4 _ ,

A = -y D=, or D = 1.62 ^h, or about 8% less than the figure

given by Gunner Harle on January 16 th.
In the winter of 1893 with the naked eye I saw -Mount

Etna in Sicily (height, 10,865 feet) from Valetta in Malta—
a distance of 125 miles
The weather is seldom clear enough to see this distance,

but the sight is certainly possible. The refraction of astro-
nomical objects at the horizon is about half a degree, but
then the whole atmosphere is looked through. The method of
combining the heights given .by Gunner Harle is correct.
The heights must not be added, but two sums must be done.
London. J.H.H. (Maj.).

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—Referring to Capt. Lindsay's further letter as to

the supposed dead spot in my carburetters, I would like
to state again, and most emphatically, that if there is no
fault in the construction of the carburetter this dead spot
does not occur. '

,

I only wish that I could get my esteemed client, Capt.
Lindsay, over to our works with a machine in which he
says he experiences a dead spot, and I would stake my
reputation that I could put this right in a few minutes.
I would also like to point out that, although Capt. Lindsay
has done me the honour of using my carburetters on no
fewer than thirty-seven machines, he has never even drawn
my attention to it in a letter. The matter must be only
trivial, otherwise so experienced a motor cyclist would
never have used my carburetters so consistently ; hut to
arrive at something final on this matter, I would suggest
that it be definitely ascertained and stated by an mde-
pendent party, such as yourself, whether a dead spot is
there or not. I suggest that I attend at -your ecfitorial
offices with a machine fitted with my ordinary three-jet
carburetter, and that it be then and there tested by you, or
someone you may appoint. If the dead spot is there—well
it is there, and there is an end of it ; but if it is not, it

must prove what I say—that no dead spot is or should be
there. The result of this test to be considered final,-and
published in your paper. C. BINKS.
[We shall be pleased to undertake the suggested test and

to report upon it, but we would point out that the only
thing it will prove will be the absence of a dead spot
in the particular carburetter with which the test is

made.

—

Ed.]

WAR-TIME MOUNTS.
Sir,—Since July, 1914, I have owned the following:

Quadrant, Triumpih, -Warne cycle car, 1914 6 h.p. Royal
Enfield, Douglas, 1915 6 h.p. Enfield, and, again, a 2| h.p.
Douglas (my present mount).

I have been a rider continuously since 1903, and on
looking back over four years of war one wonders how we
have kept on the road at all. My ofiicial duties have given
me many rough journeys, and, like many others, I have had
to do most of my own repairs. Coming home to Brighton
on a very dark and rainy night, with both bottom fork
links broken, carbon brush broken, and a belt link lin.
instead of fin., is no joke on a Douglas, I can assure you,
although I had a stout strap to hold the front forks to the
rest of the machine. On the pot-holey roads from Lewes to
Brighton I did not average twenty miles per hour, and,
furthermore, I did not try.

My Quadrant, which had a hub gear, I sold, and subse-
quently obtained a Warne cycle car, as I wanted protection
from the elements. May I be forgiven for deserting a motor
A26
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cycle. I have distinct recollections of overheating, breaking"
valves, and tremendous petrol consumption whenever l3j

tried to keep the 'bus covering thirty miles in the hour, ^i

This was a useless proposition to me, because the whole^
thing wanted thoroughly overhauling, and in war-time no
one could be found to do the job.

To carry on, I bought a single-speed 1910 Triumph, and as

I prided myself on always having an up-to-date " iron," this

was nearly the limit. We went together for many, many
miles all over Sussex, but did I not have to pedal up some
of the hills? I called on some friends one day, and left

it against a tree. When I came out of the farm I could
not get it to fire, although I tried for one and a half hours.

I was stranded seven miles' from the nearest station, so the

Triumph was left there until the Sunday, when we were a;

both ignominiously towed home by another Triumph. The';;

joke of the whole thing is that immediately I got home, and,

7

without doing anything except putting on the belt again, the >

old 'bus fired, and was never any further trouble.

Many little things, such as using small wire nails for -

chain rivets, Chinese lanterns when carbide gave out and ^

none could be bought, getting paraffin from country cottages
'

before the engine cooled, going without a decent meal for

seven and eight hours at a stretch because country places

gave up making meals owing to the rationing scheme, were
all in the day's run, and helped one to realise what the ,

" boys " over there are going through.
'

For some time I had the loan of a 1915 3^ ^^P- Sunbeam
combination, and never was a sweeter 3^ h.p. made. My
wife and I went from Brighton to Manchester, and took

'

five days to get back : held up in Birmingham for two
days, dug out of 15ft. snowdrifts in the Vale of Evesham,
wet through (and, owing to snow penetrating the bag, no
change of clothes) at Oxford, but nothing except kindness
shown everywhere. Never a misfire from the engine all.^

the way ; and when I say I had to take off the footboards
and front mudguard, frictioned a back tyre through, and
knocked oft the silencer, it will be noticed it was "some "

ride. In 1916 I diithe run from Brighton to Manchester in

one day on a 6 h.p. Enfield which had been hammered
for over two years, and except for a puncture I had no
trouble whatever, and got to a theatre in the evening.
My many changes of machines have been necessary because

big repairs could not be done under a long period, although
I could get a Class A priority certificate. I could only sell

out and buy another machine. I found that to pay a good
price for a reliable second-hand macliine was the only way
out, and I think this is a method that will pay others in

the near future. I practise what I preach when I state
that a fortnight ago I gave £45 for my present 1914 2| h.p.
Douglas, but its condition is practically perfect.

I have fifteen years' experience of motor cycling, but, like
many others, I will give it up and take to a bath chair with
auto-wheel attached before I will give £150 for a motor
cycle and sidecar which to-day, as in 1905, covei-s me with
mud and road filth, and requires six hours' solid work to .

clean it after 150 miles round Sussex on a bad day. We are '

a cheery lot, but there are limits even to our expenditure for
our pet hobby. WM. WILSON.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A reader, Mr. R. W. Lewis, Beverston, St. James's Square,

Cheltenham, w-ould be glad to hear from any other reader.-,
who is suffering from a similar misfortune to himself,
namely, the amputation of the right arm at the shoulder,

'

who could tell him how best to control a sidecar combina-
~

tion, and also which type would be most suitable for

'

his needs.

OD • •
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BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
j

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. \
-

A. valuable collection of usefol "wrinkles " and itemB o£ information con-
ceming the mnning, management, and repair of motor cycles. '

_:

„.„ . -_ Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3.
TRACING TROUBLES. yp

* / .,
Motor Cycle Fanlts, Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fully S '

Esplained. Price 21- net. By post, 2/2. • '

— ^ , ,

Obtainable by pot.t {remittance with order! from S

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20, Tudor Street. London. E.C.4 •

orot leading Booksellers ard Railwaif Bookstalls "

• ii.
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THE BAILY CRANKLESS ENGINE
A Revolutionary Idea in Power Transmission.

THIS unusual engine, which is the

subject of the accompanying illustra-

tion, has been submitted to us as

having been run successfuEy in Australia

four years ago.

As will be seen, the main feature of the

design is the elimination of the crank-

shaft, the cylinder being in axial align-

ment with the main shaft.

This method of construction is not new,
however, as the utilisation of a helix to

convert the reciprocating motion of the

piston to a continuous revolving one was
embodied in the " heli-crank " steam
engine designed by Mr. C. Hyde Beadle
in 1898, and later by Messrs. Moon-
beams, Ltd., who applied the principle to

a petrol engine. Unfortunately, nothing
came of this latter, and the design was
eventually dropped.

The Working Principle.

The Baily engine is of the double-
acting four-stroke type, explosions taking
place at both sides of the piston. The
method of working will be obvious from
the drawing. Each stroke of the piston

rotates the main shaft one complete turn
by the pressure of the " teeth " in the
crosshead on the diamond-shaped portions

of the helices. The flywheel is attached to

the end of the shaft. The smaller shaft,

which has a slower thread helix, serves to

The Baily crankle« engine, showing how the reciprocating motion is transformed to 3

rotary one by means c{ a helically threaded shaft.

start the crosshead on the retui'n motion
at the end of each stroke. It is driven
by gearing from the main shaft as shown.
Both the shafts are on tapered roller

bearings, which are adjustable from the
outside.

On turning to tjie piston and cylinder
construction, as shown in the drawing,
several grave defects become apparent.
Whether these have received attention in

the actual engine or not we cannot say.

It does not need any great effort of the
imagination to picture the piston rod and
head, after a short period of running, in

a state approaching the incandescent.

._J

The original helicrank steam engine on which the pnnciple was first successfully adopted.

and the introduction of lubricant presents

DO small difficulty. According to the

drawing, the bore and stroke are 85x102
mm,, giving a total capacity of 1,120 c.c.

after allowing for the piston rod in the

one side. As the clearance shown amounts
to only half an inch, the compression
ratio is grossly exaggerated.

Points to be Overcome.

On going into details, further discre-

pancies disclose themselves, such as the

rotating speeds. The guide rod is gea-ned

8 to 1 from the main shaft, so that at the

quoted speed of 3,000
' r.p.m. (6,000

strokes), at which the engine is said to run
smoothlv, the guide rod is turning at the

rate of not less than 48,000 r.p.m. ! The
valves are operated through cranked levers

bearing on a camshaft, which runs the

whole length of the engine, parallel to

the mainshaft.

The overall dimensions are given as

10 >4.22in., and the engine is said to

develop 16 h.p. at 1,000 r.p.m. A new
engine has also been designed, weighing
40 lb., to develop 44 b.h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.

Doubtless all the faults indicated are
capable of being overcome, and we think
the design deserving of more than passing
notice, in view of the possibilities it seems
to possess in the way of balance and
compact construction.

AMERICAN VIEWS OF BRITISH MACHINES.
WE are particularly' interested in the

views of American despatch riders,

many of whom have been riding
British-made motor cycles at the Front.
The poet Burns aptly emphasises the
importance of seeing " oursels as others
see us," but it has been part of our
insular nature to consider that English
motor. cycles are pre-eminently supreme,
and that nothing can be learnt from
foreign manufacturers. That English
motor cycles are supreme we know, but
this does not mean that we cannot learn
a good deal from the makers of other
countries.

One correspondent writes to Motor
Cyclinr/ and BicycUnrj of Chicago :

"Talking about riding motor cycles, I
might say that I am mounted on a
British one-lunger, belt drive, and three
speeds. I imagine it is good for forty-
five all out, but who wants to ride—or

rather can ride—that fast on these de-

lightful roads ? It is a low-hung machine
with 26in. wheels, easy to handle, some-
what like a Cleveland—that is, the fork

is the same, but it is driven with a V
belt instead of chain. I never had a bit

of trouble with it, and I have been
putting the tiny thing through its paces
for the past twelve months, so I can say
this much for it : it is good, though
small—the right kind of mount for this

kind of work."
Another correspondent to the same

journal declares his views on English
machines in no uncertain terms. Need-
less to say, these are the opinions of the
rider and not of this journal :

" Duriiig my time as a D.R. I have
had six Douglas machines, an English
make, two-speed, twin-cylinder, opposite
motor, weighing about 125-150 lb.,

2| h.p., no clutch, and belt drive. The

motor is very smooth running, but the
carburetter, lil'e the majority fitted on
English machines, is a joke. I rode a

, the best single-cylinder machine I

have ever seen. This was a three-speed
mediumweight model, just right for the
conditions 'over here.' It is a machine
of few' parts, with belt drive. There are
other makes of machines ' over here ' in

the war game, but I prefer the to
any as a solo machine. The sidecar
outfits are numerous, and I have driven,
of the English make, Clyno, Rudge, and
Douglas. There are many objections
to English machines, such as weak and
awkward franies, low-powered motors,
queer handle-bars, clumsy controls, no
equipment, not a graceful or sym-
metrically built machine. Of course, they
have good points. My objection to

American-made machines for solo use
over here is too high a saddle position.
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A selection ot questions ot general interest receued trom readers and oui replies cnereio Ai. jaeii.jns .r.o.na ue addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,^

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musi ii8 assompanieil by a stampBi adilressKi envelope lor reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference.. Letters contamme le?3

luestions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envjlope, and should be keo! distinct from questions bearing on technical subiect^

Overhauling a Zenith.

I have been overhauling my
machine, a Zenith-Gradua, and
cannot get the back wheel out

of the frame, nor the sliding

plungers which carry it. Please
let me know the best way to get it

out.—T.T.

If the wheel is on a machine dating from
1912, the plungers carry the fork ends,

and the wheel may be removed by loosen-

ing the two axle nuts ; but if of 1911

date or earlier, the plungers themselves
must b ^ removed, as they are screwed on
to the axles. Everything in the way of

the wheel should be removed, such as

mudguards, etc., and the two caps at

the rear ends of the fork taken off,

an<^ then the gear should be completely
unscrewed. This is rather a. troublesome
job, but it can be done by an amateur.

About the F.N.

(1.) Could you tell me the year
of a 4-5 h.p. four-cylinder F.N.,
frame No. 35,757 (no number on
engine)? (2.) It has no clutch.

Could you give me details of

F.N. clutch, and, if one can be fitted,

should I be able to obtain one ? (3.

)

It has no speed gear. Could one be
fitted, or could the bevel gear be
screwed to a two or three-speed hub ?

(4.) Can I obtain jets for a brevete

single lever carburetter, and how does
one adjust it to run slowly ? It will

hardly fire below 10 m.p.h. (5.) Is

there any special setting of the valves ?

The exhaust is set to close as the
piston reaches the top of the stroke.

What lift should the a.o.i.v. have?
(6.) And, lastly, what is the maker's
name, and what do the letters F.N.
mean?—F.H.

(1.) You will have to send this informa-
tion to the agents, F.N. (England), Ltd.,
Efenmo Works, Kimberley Road, Willes-
den, London, N.W.IO. (2.) The clutch
is of the multi-disc type, and full infor-

mation can be obtained from the firm.

(3.) The firm could also possibly fit you
up with a two-speed gear. A hub gear
could not be fitted. (4.) The word
brevete merely means patented. We
presume the carburetter in question is an
F.N. Successful adjustment of the auto-
matic inlet valves and carburetter is

the secret of slow running. (5.) Your
idea of setting the exhaust valve is

correct, but the inlet valves should
have an opening of about -i^in. (6.)

The machine was manufactured by the
Fabriq.ue Nationale d'Armes de Guerre
(the Belgian Small Arms Co.),- of Liege.

A2S

did

Wiring.

I have just purchased a 1914

-J Harley-Davidson. The previous

^ owner has had it stored for

several months, and when
removing the accumulator he
away with all the connections,

and I cannot see how to connect it up
to the dynamo. Please give me tlie

needful information.—F.H.B.

The negative terminal of the accumulator
goes to earth, the earth terminal being
a screw on the outside of the battery

box:; the positive' terminal to the
generator. If a vacuum switch is fitted,

connect this to the top terminal on the
switchbox ; but a manual switch should

be attached to the bottom terminal on
the bottom fuse.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of ne-w goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
lUFFE & SONS LTD.

Dismantling a Gear Box.

I shall be obliged if you will

^J^ tell me how to dismantle the

> gear box of a 7-9 h.p. 1916
-i-l model American Excelsior. I

have removed the box trom the
frame, opened the clutch and removed
the plates, also one circular nut on the
shaft, but I cannot get the inner
portion of the clutch, including the
chain wheel, off the shaft, and it is

apparently necessary to remove this

to get at two of the screws which hold
the gear box shell together. I have
tried gentle hammering of the' shaft
supporting the chain wheel, but with-
out result. I do not want to use too

much force. The other end of the
shaft, the one carrying the small chain
wheel and the kick-starter ratchet, does
not seem to be any easier to dismantle.
If you can give me any directions

for dismantling the gear box I shall

be extremely obliged. There are some
indications of feathers, but I am not
sure, and if they exist there seems to

be no way of extracting them. Are
there any left - hand threads ?

—

J.W.O'N.

To remove the chain wheels, get two
.'

hard wood wedges and drive them one

each side of the chain wheel, between-:

it and the gear box ; then screw the nut

on a couple of threads and hit it'

smartly with a hammer. This should

drive the wheel off without difficulty, or

you may hit the end of the shaft with

a heavy mallet or a lead hamnier ; it

does not matter which so long as you

take precaution that you do not damage "

the thread. The shafts are tapered and
the chain wheels are secured by keys.

Racing.

(1.) What is the distance of*

^ a Brooklands lap? (2.) A friend-

^ of mine had a 1912 Zenith, and
in wet weather he found the

gear lever almost impossible to

Is this always so on Zeniths?

(3.) What is the address of the owner,

of Heme Hill racing track, and also

the address of the owner of Canning
Town track?—J.S.N.

(1.) The distance of one lap at Brook-

lands Track is 2 miles 1,263 yards. (2.)

No ; the trouble was probably due to

grit, and could be cured by washing out,

with paraffin and oiling. (3.) Heme Hill

is owned by the London County Athletic

Club, Burbage Road, Herne Hill, Lon-.
don, S.E., but Canning Town track no.

longer exists.
'

turn.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" A.W.F." (Knutsford).—Four-cylin

der 8-10 h.p. Henderson and sidecar.

Consumption, speed, reliability, and
hill-climbing capabilities ; brake power,

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Rn.\BON TO Blackpool.—R.G.T.
Ruabon, Wrexham, Chester, Birken-

head, Liverpool, Ormskirk, Rufford,
Tarleton, Longton, Preston, Kirkham,
Blackpool. Appro:!;imate distance, 76
miles.

Coventry to JI.\nchesiee.—A.B.
Coventry, Fillongley, Kingsbury, Faze-

ley, Lichfield, Armitage, Rugeley, Great;
Haywood, Stone, Newcastle-under-L.yme, .^

Congleton, Wilmslow, Cheadle, jlan--
Chester.

i
NoRiaiMPTON TO Ripley (DerbyshireJ.;

-N.G.B. 'I
Northampton, Kingsthorpe, ' Brampton, .-

Husbands Bosworth, Wigston, Leicester,
Mount Sorrel, Loughborough, Derby,
Little Eaton, Ripley. Approximate dis-"

tance, 56 miles. ^
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Knowledge is Power

"The World's

Best

Motor Cycle.'

The A.B.C. Motor Cycle is

the result of

SPECIALISED

KNOWLEDGE
and establishes a new era in

design and construction.

Godfrey's, Litd., have pleasure in announcing that they have been

appointed Sole Distributing Agents for London and District, taking in

the whole or part of the following counties : Middlesex, Essex, Hertford.

Buckingham, Surrey, and Kent.

They will be pleased to hear from Agents desirous of representing the

A.B.C. Motor Cycle in their district.

Detailed particulars and prices will very shortly be issued

It is an A.B.C. proposition and an Al chance not to be missed, so get

in touch with Godfrey's right away.

GODFREY'S, LTD.
208, Great Portland Street, London, W.l.

•Phone : 7091 MAYFAIR (2 lines).

In answerinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." A29
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N.U.T.s
3| Twin, Three-speed.

METRO-
TYLERS

2| Two-stroke, Single and Two-speed.

We beg to aunomice that we have been appointed sole agents for the sale of the above two well-known motor
cycles for the following districts:

The whole of LONDON and of the counties of MIDDLESEX, KENT, SURREY,
SUSSEX, ESSEX, HERTFORDSHIRE, and a portion of BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
We have acquired the sole selling rights for the machines mentioned over the above districts, and are now able to
book orders for definite delivery. We are also open to consider the appointment of suitable sub-agents, and anyone
interested should get into early communication with us. The principal details of the machines are as follows

:

A. The N.U.T , made by the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Motor Co. This machine was famous before the War, both
for speed and reliability. The firm are concentrating all their energies on the production of one type—a super-efficient

si h.p. "V" Twin, three-speed countershaft gear, hand clutch and kick start. This machine has done wonderful
things on test, detailS^^of which will shortly be available. It is equally suitable for solo or sidecar work, for speed
on the open road, or flexibility in traffic. The price is not yet definitely fixed, but will be announced at an early

date. Definite delivery can be given in MAY, and the price will be competitive.

B. The METRO-TYLER. This machine is the outcome of the combination of two firms, both well known before

the War as the respective makers of the METRO and TYI/ER I^ightweight Motor Cycles. The best features of these

two machines have been combined, with the result that a super-excellent lightweight has been evolved.

This is a 21- h.p. two-stroke, of most attractive appearance, the frame having a sloping top tube, with sloping tapered
tank. The machine is fitted with Brampton Biflex Forks, and is luxuriously equipped throughout:. It is finished in
dark red, and disc wheels can be added if desired. The engine is super-efficient, giving good speed, flexibility, and
perfect firing at all speeds and under all conditions. A demonstration model can be inspected at our liarapstead address.

PRICES :

EXTRAS:
Two-speed Model,

Disc Wheels . .

.

£52 O Single-speed Model, £4-8

£2 10 O the set. Long Plated Exhaust Pipe, lOs.

DELIVERY—Fourteen Days certain.

We shall shortly be opening extensive showrooms in Great Portland Street for
the exclusive handling of these two machines, and we confidently recommend
them as the very best of their respective types. Meanwhile, we invite prospective
purchasers, both private and trade, to get into immediate touch with us. A supply
of catalogues for both the above will shortly be available.

Remember also that our stock of other new and second-hand machines is still the best in London, and

that we can book your order for earliest delivery of ANY make.

P.one :Ha.ps.ea.||- RIDER TROWARD 81 CO.
31, 40b 81 78, High Street,

HAMPSTEAD, N.W.3

open till 8 pan., and on
Sundays.

One minute from Hampstead
Tube Station.

A30 In answering this adccrtiscmcnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
applicalion.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to ^—-7-00"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __-*

—

'

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

< should be posted in time to reach the offices of

\
"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

I Tudor St., E.C.4), by the Drst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

I
fuote the number which is printed at the end of

I each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

dtidressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office
vVhen this is desiied, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost oi

registration and to cover postage on repMes must be added
to the advertisement chatge. Only the number will appear
.u the advertisement. All replies should be addressee.
No. 000, c /o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4."

awr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person'^

Jiay deal ia perfect safety by availing themselves of oui
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Tht
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of tht

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tht
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amouni
"^ the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay^
carnage one way. For all transactions e.\ceediTig £10 in
^'alue, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

n Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad-
ii payable to Ilitfe 5: Sons Limited.

The letter '" D" at the end of an advertisement is ai;

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself lh

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equalK
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

J answer to their en:iuirles are requested to regard the
•' silence as an mdication that the goods advertised havr
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so

! many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaco
' one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

IDEE TEOWAED ond Co., 31, High St., Hamp
stead.—Orders now being booked tor earliest d.e

livery of the new A.B.C. [225a

Abingdon.
BINGDOX Kins Dick, SVoh-p., free engine; a bnr
gain. £15.-337, King St., Hammersmith. [29ir

ABINGDOX King Dick, Si^li.p.. 1913. T.T. model
adjustable and free engine pulleys, all accessnries

£25.—Ex-Airf , 8. Havergal ^Villas, Green Lanes. Sout
' Tottenham. X.15. [311;

A.J.S.

R

A

CHOW Bros.. Guildford.—A.J.S. Agents since 1912
\\ rite us for rour requirements [977'

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, complete, perfect order.-
Dr. Crook, H.M.S. Excellent, Portmioutb. [±2811'

1 Q 1 9 A J.S. Combinations.-Write Merrick's ^Stores
-«-*' 174. Listerhills Ed., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439

A-

.

[X243
.J.S. Combioation.—Book your order now foi earlier"
possible deliTery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. BoltoiA[X289;.J.S. 6h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, chain. drive, kick, coac
sidecar, good order : 53 gns.—raterson, Percivn

Parade, Worcester iMrk. 1,314(

T>IDEE TEOWAKD and Co.. 31. High St.. Hanii
J-** stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-
n\eiy of the new A.J.S. [2255

MOTOR

EARLY Deliveries ol
P.&iVI.
B. S. A.
JAMES
ROVERLEVIS
NORTON
TR I U iVI P H
MATCH L ESS
BLACKBURNE
N£UV IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

WE are now booking orders lor execution in strict

rotation, and fully expect deliveries ol all tlie above
makes during the coming four weeks. We quote

highest prices for allowances on your present

mount, and easy payment terms if desired.

SECOND-HANDS.
HUlMAliOUrs ANU CARS.

MORGAN, 1915, ioh.p.,G.P., overhead valves £165
IVIATHIS, 1914, S h.p., 3-seater, clover leai . . £225
PHIENIX, 1913, ll.gh.p., 3-seater, and dickey £150
STELLITE, 1914, dickey seat, being over-

hauled £230
ENFIELD, 1915, dynamo lighting, yellow and

black £265
G.W.K., 1915, standard, being overhauled .. —
CALCOTT, 1916, dynamo set, standard £325
FORD, Tgr4, 4-seater, Stepney, good order . . £135
WOLSELEV, I9r2, i2-r6h.p., Landaulettc. . £375
PEUGEOT, 1914, 8 h.p., sports body £195
MORGAN, I9r6, 10 h.p., G.P., 4 speeds —
MORGAN, 1915, 8 h.p., G.P., all on £145

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
SUNBEAM I9r4 Combination, as new —
B.S.A., 1914, 4ih.p., 3-speed, nice order .. £60
NORTON, 1916, 4 h.p., Norton Sidecar ... £100
SUNBEAM 1914 3i h.p. Comb., ?11 lamps £70
P. & M., 1914, 3^ h.p.. Sidecar, as new .... £60
ROVER 1918 3* h.p. Comb., almost new £100
HARLEY-DAVIDSOfl igrr 79 h.p. Comb. £130

SUN3EAM, 1916, 7 h.p., M.A.G., det. wheels £130

SOLO inACHIIME».
LINCOLN-ELK, 1914, 2i h.p., 2-sp., nice order £20

SUNBEAM, r9iS-i7, 3! h.p.. 3-sp., like new £95

LEVIS, 1916, Popular model, like new £30
DOUGLAS, r9i3, 2} h.p., 2-sp., just overhaul'd £36
DOUGLAS 1914, 2.} h p., 2-speed, nice order . £36

RUDGE, 3j h.p., lors, fixed gear, very last . . £20

REGAL, 1914, 2-speed, all accessories £36

P. & M., 1914, 3i h.p., 2-spetd, kick-starter . £48
TRIUMPH, 1914, 2} h.p.. Junior, 2-speed £40

TRIUMPH, 1908, requires repairs £25
RUDGE, 3* h.p., T.T. model, original tyres . . £33

RUDGE M'ULTI, rgis, 3i h.p., Isle of Man.. £60
ENFIELD, r9r7, 3 h.p., twin, speedometer,

as new £60
NOTE.—One or two ot these mounts are not at

the moment overhauled, and since we are still very-

short of skilled labour, we are prepared to make
a reduction lO any clients who might desire to

take the machines as they are.

100, Gt. Portland St.
LONDON, W.I.

Telephone Mayfaii -,52

"AbdiCTfe. Wesdt London.''I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, advance specifications and super service,

try the A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wotver-
iiampton St.. Walsall 'Phone: AM. tX0125

A.J.S. Combination, late 1916. Lucas dynamo light-
ing set, detachable wheels, spare wheel, hood and

screen on sidecar, estra heavy tyres all round, as new;
£130, no oflers.—Douglas Moipuss, Sedgley, Dudlev.

[X2824
A.J.S. Late 1914 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

splendid condition, just overhauled by maker,
coachbuTlt sidecar, 2 lamps, tools, and spare parts to
value of £5, tyres excellent; owner forbidden to ride by
Medical Board: lowest price £85, no oflers; seen by
appointment only.—Lieut. P. John Webb, Fiamliugham,
Suffolk. [X2767

6 h.p. A.J.S. Service Model, left works December,
1918, with sporting coachbuilt sidecar, patent

wind screen, storm apron, 3 Hunt's electric lamps and
2 Hellesen batteries in cases, mechanical horn, ridden
100 miles only, really, brand new throughout; £145.
—French, c/o Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3186

A.j.a. spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. [9189

Alldays.

ALLON, 254h.p., 2-speed, 1916, as new; 28 gns.-
101, Aylesbury Ed,. Walworth. S.E. [3043

ALLDAYS. 2%h.p., 2-stroko. perfect running order;
£22.—Nash, 155. Goldhawk Ed.. Shepherd's Bush.

[3076

ALLON".-New 2-strok6 2-speed models, with hand
operated clutch. £55; delivery from stock.—

Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X2900

ALIiDATS-MATCHLESS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-stroke,

Cowey speedometer, head lamp, horn, spare tank,

tools; £20.—Eiokett, Brockham House, Brockham,
Betchworth. (D) [3045

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery 2-speed and clutch Allons, £58 ; also De Luxe
models, with kick start. £65 [2258

ALLON, 1919, single-speed, £39/12; also 19'fi 2-

speed, hand clutch, all accessories. £42/10 . also

1915 2-spe6d. all accessories, £36; exchanges arranged.
-Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltbamstow, and 60, High
Ed, Wood Green, N. [3206

Antoine.
3 h.p. Antoine. reguires slight repairs; £11, offers.-

B., 76, Grange Walk, Bcrmondsey. [2961

Ariel.

14114 3V.h.p. Ariel, new condition; £26. bargain.-
i-tf 29, St. Leonard's St.. Bromley-by-Bow. [3094

AEIBL. 1915, 6h.p.. electric lights, 2-seater sidecar;

£77/10; exchange Morgan or 2-s6ater.—255, Daw-
li,sh Ed., Bournbrook, Biriningham. [X2876

5-6h.p. 1914 Ariel, T.T. bars, many extras, Millford
Empress sidecar ; £46 ; exchange for first-class

Morgan with adjustment.—Lt. Ellis. Gretna. [X2691

RIDEE TEOWARD and Co., 31. High St.. Hamp-
stead.-New 3iAh.p. 3-sp6ed Ariel m stock. £80.

Orders being booked for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. com-
i)ination. [2257

Auto*Wheels.

WALL Auto-Wheel, with cycle, in sound running
order, and complete; £12, no offers.-Lt. Frain,

R.A.S.O., Grove Park, S.E. [X2862

Bat.

8 h.p. Bat. late 1913, hardly used during war, 2-

speed, kick starter, spring frame, 3. lamps, 3 geper-
ators. unscratched, cnnoelet sidecar; £62, or exchange
for slightly lower power combination.—7, Park Hill Else.
Croydon. [2950

Blackburne.

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St.. Hamp
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery of new Blackburnes: 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, £60;
4h.p., 3-speed. £80: 8h.p. combination. £125. or with
spare wheel £130. [2256

Bradbury
4 h.p. Bradburv, 3-speed, and sidecar; quick sale £30

—Glapham (Motors), 119. King George St., Green-
ivich. S.E. [X2927a

1(tJ12 4h.p. Bradburv. 3-speed, good condition; £26,
i,ij or near offer.-Taylor. 16, Guys Chile Terrace.
Warwick. [X2S36

BEADBUET, 1912, S'/ohp., little used, engine as
new. condition generally lierfect, with Lucas head

lamp and accessories; £18.—Hall, next to Green Man,
High Bd. Whetstone. N.20. [2949

Brough.
BEOUGH, 1916. 3y2h.p., S.A. countershaft, h.b. con-

trolled clutch, fiemi-T.T. Amac, Thomson-Bennett
mag. ; £55.—Lawrey, 26, Clarence Ed., Walmer, Kent.

[3048

at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number a.^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.—Reys, 378.
Euston Ed. [2972

NEW B.S.A.'b in stoch: immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexander, Agent, Wallasey Tillage. [1506

"IQ19 New fi.S.A., 4t4h.p., beltcum-chaiu ; £79(16:
J-«^ eschanees con6ideied.~Deane, Matlock Batii,
Derbyaliire. [X2906

B.S.A., SVoli.p., 2-speed, F.E., good condition, engine
overhauled; full particulars on application; £20.

—Morgan, 6. Asli Ville, Tredegar, Mon. [2971

DELIVERY from Stock of Model K B.S.A. chain-
cum-belt 4Vih.p.; £79/16.-Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.3. [0652

"I Q17 Model K B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, fully
-!-«/ etiuipped, under 1,000 miles; also 1916 model,
as above; sell either on©.—CoflBn, Holwell, Sherborne.

[X2958
B.S.A. (2), beltcum^:hoin models ; 76 gns. ; actuallym stock; e.xchanges arranged.—LambV, 161, High
St., Walhamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N.

[3201
1Q17 B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive, 2-speed,
-l-t/ kick staii, speedometer, apron, lamps, perfect con-
dition; £90, or exchange higher power.—Melrose, 1,
Kenlor Ed., Tooting. [3031

"I Q1.3 B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed, -free engine, kick
-Lt/ starter, complete i^-ith lamps, horn, and geucr
atcr, in excellent condition "'«'-" — _. „. .

St., Finchlev, N.12.
£38/10.—Emson, 58, "High

[3137
"D.S.A— For the earliest possible delivery of 1919JJ models, advance specifications and prices, sole dis-
trict agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.
Walsall. 'Phone: 4'!14. [X0126

"I
tll7 4i4h.p. Chain-cum-belt B.S.A., in excellent con^

-*-t/ dition, new cover and tube to rear wheel, original
tyre on front, lamps, horn, and accessories ; owner bought
car; £60.—Drake, Sutton, Ely. [S2787

FOE Earliest Delivery B.S.A., place your order with
us. Free insurance policy with ©very machine

ordered before March 7th.—The Brook Motor and Engi-
neering. Co., Withington, Lanes. [X2727

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp.
stead.—New 4i/ih.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, in

stock, £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest dC'
livery chain drive model. £81/18. [2259

B.S.A. 1916-1917 4i4h.p. Cycles, with 3-speed gear
box and countershaft, with sidecar, complete with

lamps; prices £75, and £80 respectively.—Apply to
Lebus's Garage, Ferry Lane, Tottenham, N. [2932

WAIBEO Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.—B.S.A. 1914
combination. No. 1 £29 sidecar, 3-speed counter-

shaft, chain-cum-belt; this combination is absolutely
as new, only ridden about 6 months, plating and enamel
good as turned out from works; £65. [X2592
4h-p. B.S.A., late 1914, and excellent Gloria sidecar,

all-chain drive, 3-speed. stored 2 years till lately,
exceptionally powerful engine, mechanic owner; full
particulars on request; £55, lowest; this is a genuine
bargain.—Box L8,8H, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2929

Calthorpe.

1 Q19 Calthorpe 2-strok©, absolutely new, 2-speed, free•i" engine; 39 gns.—Stevens, Ijouvencouit, Ashstead
[X2952CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles.—All models in stucu loi

immediate delivery; no permits required—P ,r

Evans. 91. John Bright St., Birmingham, (0955

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Caltho^pes, 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 40

gns.; 254h.p.
livery.

J.A.P., 2-speed, 45 gns.; immediate de-
[2260

r^ALTHOEPE Junior, lightweight, 4-stroke, 2 speeds,v^ free engine, Dunlops, perfect order; price £20;
seen by appointment.—E.B., 136, Harrington Ed., Sonth
Norwood, London, S.E- [2937

1 Qlf 2?4h.p. CalthorpeJap, Enfield 2-speed, drip

Y }^^^; sloping tank, lamps, tyres excellent, machine
perfect order; £34, or wonid exchange Morgan-—Ben-
nett, Eidgeways, Cumnor Hill, Oxford. [2943
/^ALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2i/2h.p., Enfield 2-speed,^^ Lucas lamps, Senspray, Xl'all saddle, usual acces-
sories, spares, excellent condition ; seen week-ends or
appointment.— 13, St. George's Av., Ealing [3060
"1 Q15 2-';4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-Epeed Enfield gear andj.ir clutch, .Stewart speedometer, Lucas head and tail
lamps, meclianical horn, mileage 2,000, excellent coudi-

S?° i ,
^'.,^"^""^"5'"''** ^"3 Son, 31, Tranquil Vole,

Blackheath. [X2826
/^ALTHOEPE Lightweight (4-stroke). 2-spced, fli-st-v^ class condition, engine, enamel, and plating- £24-
exchange 3V2h.p., cash adinstnient; Jones speedometer'
80 m.p.h., new, unused. £3/17; Pasha head light (self-
contained generator), 12/-.—Bieliardson, 72, Edgbaston
Ed., Birmingham. (D) [2940

Campion.

1 Q18 Campion-Jap, 254h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, lamps-Ltf generator.-Simpson, 274, Well Hall Ed-, Elthaiii'
London. [2960
4h.p. Campion-Jap, N.S.U- 2-speed, in good order

-

£20, or ofler.— Gutteridge, Watchmaker, Market
Harborough. [X2868
WALBEO Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.—Campion 1914

2-stroke,- all in nice order, 2 new Dunlop studded

Sole London Agfents
tor

and

British Excelsiors.

WITH BRITISH BRAINS AND

BRITISH MATERIALS BEHIND

THEM.

Designed to meet, the requrements of both
novice and expert. A tour can confidently

be taken anywhere—at any time—inexpensive-

to run, but as reliable as the most expensive

car. No outlay from tyxe troubles when
carrying the A-T.S. spare wheel, included
in the price charged for the whole outfit. A
boon to the keea commercial man and doctors.

If you desire to ^tour peacefully at Easter,

please communicate witb us immediately.

We have large contracts for the following

makes

:

A.J.Sm excelsior, triumphs, DOUGLAS,
ENFIELDS, B.S.A., P. & M., HENDERSONS,
HARLEY- DAVIDSONS, IMPERIAL il.A.P.'S.

Etc.

May we send you particulars?

Special consignment, just arrived, of Sidecar

Chassis, dual frame. 65c x 65 wheel for

underslung bodies, suitable for 6—8 h.p.

machines. Price (less tyre) . . £7 19s. Od.

Price for 3J h.p. machines . . £6 17s. 6d.

VVatsonian Coachbuilt Sidecars, for aj
and 3J h.p. machines £15 10

Handlebars, Douglas T.T. pattern. Jin. or
lin. stem price 15 1-

r.VV.R. Aluminium Electric Head Lamps,
for lightweights price 12 /6

Ditto, Sidecar Lamps
, 9/11

Ditto, TaU Lamps ,, 9/11

Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6

4^ volt. H.H. Batteries price 13/6

+ volt 20 amp. Store Accumulators .... —
4 volt 40 amp. Store Accumulators —
iv. 2cp. bulbs tor same each 9d-

Triumph Mechanical Horn, for top tube
or handlebar 27 /fc

Repair rents in your overalls or mackintosh
witb Mend-a-Tear, supplied in khaki or
black price 1 h

(Postage, 3d.)

Lucas and P. & H. Lamps and Horns in Stock.
A limited supply only.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD
Showrooms : 21a, TORE STREET, W.C.I.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage: Tottenham CourtEoad. 'Phone—Mugeom, 12J0.
Teiegtams—"Dynametro, Westcent. London.*'

A32
[X2593I

All letters relating to aavertlsements etiould quote the number at the end of each

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-sp«?d, T.T. bars, good conditioDf
30 giis.-41 — - ...._,

Church Crescent, Church End,
[3ir-Finchley, W-3

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

(^AMPION-J.A.P., 41i.p. twin, 2-spee<J countersL^ and clutch, all-ohain drive, 1914 niDdel, runum
order, but needs overhaulins ; £30.—Longman Btos,,jA
King's Parade, Acton. Tel.: 1578 Chiswick. [3^

Chater-Lea. .,

1Q15 Ohater-Lea, No. 7, 81i.p., 1916 enirine and ei-•-" box, hght C.B. sidecar. Indian red disc whtf^
perfect: £75.—Gerard, 10, Belmont At., EdinontoiL

CHATER-LEA, 8h.p., Jardine 2-Epeed connterBM
allKihain diive, nearly new tyres all round, e#

large sidecar, generator, 3 lamps, just been enamtf
throughout, little used during war ; exchange for
power Douglas, or B.S.A. preferred, or sell £48; r
6, or a P.O. before.-A.G., 5, Mansell Ed., Acton, ..

Chater-Lea-Jap
1Q11 Chater-Loa Combination, No. 7, 8I1 p. J.h
„.y_ engine. 1918 pistons and cylinders just fiflBmks carburetter, 2 tanks fitted, will ran on paraf
£45.-Jackson Bros., Builders, Eastleigh, Hants, [xl

Clyno.
CLTNO.—Earliest delii-eries. Tour name on onri

ensures this.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Staffoi'
[Xln

r~<EaW Bros., High St., Guildford. West Surrey aei
y^' for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure (

deliTery. H

rfjli.p. Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds.

.V^,.
<''"": £36.-27, Wilton Ay., Chiswick, L

(After 7 o'clock.) g
T Q14 5-6h.p. Clyno and Sidecar, 3.sneed, oondil
J-f as new. very little used, new Stewart speedomet
price 66 gns.-Dapp, Altona, Eadlett, Herts. [2!

.pjLTNO Combination, 6-6h.p., large luggage canOv^ etc., £40: also Rex solo, requires ignition and n
new spokes; £15. -Hills Garage, Dartmouth. [X271

/^LTNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-Epee<l,
^-^ start, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc. - best ««
over £40 accepted.-Apply, Motor, 80, Bromlelde Ei
Olapham. [X27(
i^LTNO Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick stmft'
y-f spare wheel, luggage carrier, petrol can holder, elec-
tric lamps, tools, spares, splendid condition ; any trial*,
must sell; £85.-Ivydell, Southfleld Park, Pinnr'
Middlesex. [X28i

Connaught.

"IQ15 Connaught, 2-stioke. new Dunlops; 17 gui,
-•-" Chalkley. 3, The Broadway. New Southgate. [31<

Coventry Eagle.
PJOVENTRT Eagle, 1915, 2-stroke, T.T., perfect littla
^-^ machine, as new; £24.-51, Maplethorpe Edi,
Thornton Heath. rSQMtt

Diamond. 'JK. ,

"TVIAHOND. new 2-stroke, with 2.speed gear- 37 gn^F
-L-' exchanges.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. ^^ '

rX2901.DIAMOND, new Xmns. 1917. 2iAh..p J.A.P., S-speeJ
gear, clutch, p. and H. tamps, horn, new tyres

excellent condition: £34.-r. Granger, Wyken HoK
Hinckley. [X277B

Dot

8 h.p Dot-Jap, 1912-1913. 3-3peed Chater gear, tilS
'

start, handsome coarfibiiilt sidecar, little us^
lately overhauled, lamps, fast, powerful, rare liargaifc
£59: also 7h.p. Bat-Jap, Whittle, sidecar, 2-speed Eitott
gear to M, sporting combination, £21, near offers co#
sidered.—Gordon, c/o Jones, 17. Cleveland Mews Lcfc
don, W. [29Mf

Douglas. jBj
NEW Douglas in stock shortly at Gourlays. FalloK

field. Manchester. [1781

DOUGLAS,' 1914, 2-speea: £40; any trial.-J. King,
123, Pownall Ed., Dalston. [3063

]Q IT Douglas, 2 speeds, sound, but wants tuning ajj;
-tf £28.-Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X2916

DOUGLAS, 1915, 3-speed. 2=,lh.p., in good con<litioiK
£42.—Bos 2,744, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X27Z4

DOUGLAS, 1915, 234h.p.. 3-speed, accessories: £45-
—Lt. Disney. Kossie, Kingston Hill, Surrey. [31tf8

FOR Immediate Cash, cheap.—Late Douglas, new con-
dition.—Ashby House. Hunstanton. Norfolk. [X28M^

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, T.T. model, very fas^
£35.—DriscoU, 58, Woodfield Ed., Ealing, W.5.

'

[310»
DOLTGLAS, 1911-12, 2-speed, running order, lamw,

complete: £20. or near.—3, Warren Ed., Reigatf

[iif
23.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, new condition: £40;'
4 any time.—Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar, 1

don. [2S

4 h.p. Douglas, 1915 Colonial model, with Ph(V
coachbuilt sidecar, accessories; £60.—Ely, Gd

Maldou. [X2S
"I 013 Douglas, 2-speed, just overhauled, good cnni-XU tiou; £36.—J.W., 112, Herbert Ed., Pluiiistead,
S.E.18. |;X28r"'

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h.p. combination. £95;
Office 2%h.p. model, £60. new.—MoSot, re(

'Phone: 50. [1

teadi

m

I
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-Smith's English Library, 2'ia Rne Rivoli.

The Clubs a Necessity.

THE
old saying " Unity is strength " has,

many applications, but none more true

than that in connection with the attitude

we should like to see. adopted by motoi\

cyclists toward those who would imperil

the national prosperity for which so many of

them have given their all. It is a psychological

fact that the individual motor cyclist is almost

always most apathetic concerning that which

affects motor cyclists as a whole, yet when several

are banded together to form a club, there

is none more ready to stand up for his rights.

He forms definite opinions' on matters of the

moment, and he is not slow to proclaim them.

He is all for the common good. In a club the

trend of popular feeling can always be gauged.

The reserved man finds a mouthpiece in the club

secretary, and thus the technical press can trans-

late his wants and pass them on to the legislator

and the manufacturer.

The present time is the one fraught with the

greatest possibilities and conse;quences to the

motoring community as a whole, and it is only

the intensely united action of the individuals and

the big associations which represent them that

will secure them a hearing in the settlement of

affairs which concern them so closely. Here,

then, is the opportunity of the clubs. What is

to prevent them getting into action at once, pick-

ing up the broken threads of 1914? We know
only too well how many gallant fellows, the

mainstay of their clubs, have laid down their

lives in the great cause. Some clubs are almost

extinct. Yet the aggregate number of motor

cycle enthusiasts is surely greater than in the

days before the war. What is wanted is a little

recruiting among the newly-fledged devotees of

the pastime, more publicity and more enthusiasm

among the older club members. There should

be no need to await the return of all the afore-

time members—there is plenty of material to

hand, and there is much to be done in which

the clubs can be a vital power if they will. But

they must act at once. .The most vital question

before the motoring world is at present the fuel

question. It is most undesirable that the great

petrol companies should obtain the control of

the home-produced fuel, benzole, which owing

to their organisation and means of distribution is

a possibility to be considered and resisted by all

motorists.

Rear Lights on Cycles.

AT
the present moment there is an ill-

advised agitation going on amongst
_

a

certain section of the bicycling community

for the removal of the regulation compel-

ling all road vehicles to carry rear lights.

They believe, or affect to believe, that motorists

are the cause of the retention of this regulation.

It is quite true that motorists welcomed an Order

which was obviously for the public safety and

did no more than compel others to do what they

themselves were already obliged to do. Every-

thing that can be urged against rear lights on

bicycles can also be urged more strongly against

rear lights on motor cycles, and yet motor cyclists

are not following the German plan of raising a

plaintive wail. It is suggested that a bicycle

head light enables it to be seen at a sufficient

distance; this is true only in the case of about

20% of cyclists. A motor cycle light is generally

brighter still, and, moreover, motor cycles are

overtaken much less frequently than pedal cycles.

It has been suggested in our columns and else-

where that it is gentlemanly to carry a rear light.

We agree: consideration for others is one of the

marks of a gendeman—but ridicule has been

thrown on this view in some quarters. Verb. sap.

Another point: The fact that quite a large

number of cyclists carry a red light in front is

used to prove that the regulation is complicated.

To us it only seems to suggest that the cyclists

in question should not be allowed on the roads

without a keeper. The only fault we have to

find with the red rear light rule is the very in-

efficient way in which it is enforced by the police.

An index to the advertisements in tliis ifsue will be found on tiie page facing the bac)< covei'.
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From a 'Bus Top.

WHEN compelled to travel on a public convey-
ance in London, eschevi-Jubes and taxis, and
mount a 'bus, selecting- an off side seat on the

top. When seated, do not immerse yourself in John
Bull, but use your eyes. I had a good pennyworth of
smiles by this cheap method the other day—as good as
any Chaplin film. It was pitch dark, and the grease
was of the greasiest. . As we drew abreast of Selfridge's,
I heard a terrific squawking from a mechorn, \nd
bending over perceived the ghastliest expression of
abject terror I have ever seen on a human counten-
ance. An R.A.F. sidecar was towing a subaltern on
a disabled motor bicycle through the thick traffic by
a rope about ten yards long. Nearlng Marble Arch
a vortex of blasphemy steamed up into a shocked sky
from the intersecting point of all the traffic lines.

There squatted a ^ery frightened officer in a very
small car. The bulbs of his side lamps emitted pink
pin points of radiance of a c.p. equal to the expiring
spasm of a wartime match. The police were decid-
ing what he ought to do": the rest of Ihe traffic was
piously declaring where he ought to be. A good'
jDenn'orth

!

New Motor Cycle Cartoretters?
Tp)RESUMABLY, war experience will inspire mo'difi-

ir cations in road carburetters, especially as road
^motors are now condemned to use fuel con-

taining about 30% of paraffin. The cost factor may
restrict invention where motor cycles are concerned :

though there is at least one double choke tube carbu- -

retter on the market for our benefit, the accurate
manufacture of diffuser jets {e.g., the Claudel-Hobson)
is not cheap. I expert the pre-war type of carbu-
retter is tolerably efificient on shigle cyhnders, as it is

strongly heated by conduction and fairly well screened
from head draughts. But I shall be surprised if we
do not see nrarked alterations in the carburation
systems of twins. The combination of a simple mix-
ing chamber, a cool or cold carburetter, and a long,
unheated inlet pipe is not good. One designer pro-
poses to le?d his -inlet pipe clean through the silencer.

Aero Carburetters.

THE other day I had an opportunity of inspecting
samples of all the carburetters which were em-
ployed on the very latest Allied and enemy aero

engines. Carburetters for rotary engines naturally stand
in a class apart, and have undergone little development
since 1914, but those designed for V, vertical, and
radial engines convey one notable lesson. Let it be
remembered that the very best petrol has been reserved
for aviation—stuff which evaporates if you spill it,

instead of leaving a wet stain for two or three days,
as our own viscous No. 3 does. In spite of this

designers have evidently found that aviation spirit

takes a lot of atomising, and their notions imply that

A6

air pre-war carburetters, whether of the car or cycle,

type, failed in two respects, (i.) They did not atomise

the petrol properly. (2.) They did not mix the petrol

and air efficiently. I deduce this from three points in

the design of T918 aero carburetters. First, the preva-

lence of hot water jackets for the mixing chambers.

Secondly, the measures taken to heat the main air

supply, e.g., \rj inhaling all air through the crank

case. Thirdly, the almost universal application of the

double choke' tube principle, which (a) partly corrects

the tendency to over-rich mixture at high speeds, and
{h) creates a specially strong suction centre around the

jet, thus breaking up the petrol and mixing it more
'thoroughly with air.

New Magnetos,

FEW of us have nny quarrel with pre-war magnetos,
except in so far as the contact breaker arin used
to stick up, and this was seldom an affliction to

any but the very greenest novice, as the rest of us had
suffered from it so repeatedly. Study of the patent

lists will show that umpteen inventors have damp-
proof contact breakers on. the brain, and they will

doubtless be standardised in due course. The next

commonest trouble related to the pick-up brushes on
the high-tension slip ring. These occasionally broke,

and occasionally short-circuited owing to " tracking,"

i.e., an accumulation of carbon dust and oil on the

brush path. The war has produced a number of

"jump spark" distributers, in which the tip of a

metal brush passes a contact segment at a small clear-

ance, so that neither fracture nor shorting can occur.

We shall not object to this if it comes our way. With
the development of very light engines, the weight of

magnetos begins-'' to look excessive. The use of

aluminium alloys has -cut down the weight of six-

cylinder magnetos by nearly 50% during the war, but
since the armature and magnets account for the bulk
of a tiny single or twin-cylinder magneto, we can hardly
expect any marked reduction in our class. Moreover,
the price of aluminium is still prohibitive.

A Possible Ignition.

S many know, the famous Liberty aero engine
has no magnetos, but is equipped with coil and
accumulator ignition of a very interesting type,

which is practically as reliable in use as a magneto.
Its special features consist of duplicate main contact

breakers and a generator which perpetually renews the

youth of the accumulator. As the contact breakersi

are in duplicate, troubles and adjustments are infre-

quent. No sane motor cyclist desires a better ignition

than the magneto, save only in respect of starting

where it compares mostunfavourably with the coil and
accumulator; the latter gives its best spark at mini-

' mum speed, whereas the magneto gives its worst. But
if we are going to plump for electric lighting, as seems
certain, the "situation is perceptibly altered. One and
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the same battery-cum-generator outfit may at some
future date cater for both ignition and Hght? When
the electrical trade offers us such an outfit, plus its

special starting facilities, plus the reliability for which
the magneto is famous, we can only make one reply.

Fof the Cold Stable.

fGH ! I have been sampling a sulky engine in a
cold stable on an arctic morning with pukka
No. 3 spirit—my hoard of 191 5 No. i having

been exhausted. To other sufferers from similar con-
ditions may I commend an injection dope of 50% of
methyl ether and 50% of petrol? I believe a rubber
pipe from the domestic gas supply is a sound stunt,

but, alas ! my garage is lit with paraffin, of which
the Pool Board No. 3 is already sufficiently re-

dolent.

Leg Woands and Motor Cyclists.

THE other night I dined with five ex-soldiers,

all of whom were ex-motor cyclists with artificial

legs. It was an eye-opener to me to learn how
walking exhausts such men. One member of the

company left Roehampton in 19 17, but still finds that

a walk of a mile knocks him out on a hot day, and
for this reason he has sold out a splendid business in

a sub-tropical climate. None of the quintette dares

ride a two-wheeler : none of them ever intends to do
so again. I am aware that many men ^yith only one
natural leg surviving continue to enjoy motor cycling :

but the trade should take cognisance of the fact that

there are numerous exceptions. They get the wind
up for a variety of reasons. The artificial leg suggests

an insecure footing, and they dislike handling a mount
which cannot stand up by itself. Of course the side-

car and the Morgan and the cycle car are available

for such men, always provided they can afford the

additional outlay. Nevertheless it appears that there

may be a distinct, if temporary, demand for something

more on the original Garden lines, i.e., the cheap

monocar. It is important that the controls should

be adaptable for use by men w;th but one sound leg

or one sound arm : I expect the man with an artificial

arm feels even more
incapacitated for motor
cycling than the man

" with oae sound leg.

I hope the trade will

not leave these unfor-

tunate brethren, who
have been crippled in

our service, to the

chance mercies o f

their own ingenuity

or of agents' adapta-

tions. Most of them
have been hit hard in

pocket as well as in

person, and it is

callous to say to a

man who formerly

pinched to pay jQ^o

for a bicycle, " Oh,
you can get the X
cycle car at ;£i5o!"
We should like to see

these men offered a

mount they can afford.

'5oui^GTlE'"7MER.

. page iketcK book,

who have

The Cone Brake.

NOVELTY which we are all anxious to try

out under road conditions is the cone brake.

We had no particular quarrel with the belt rim •

shoe, so far as use , and efficiency went, but it
:

was

rather a cumbrous piece of mechanism, especially on

chain-driven machines ; and we have not the least

objection to a brake which is neater, provided it is

just as good. The front brake is at present an un-

solved problem, and here the cone type may be of

special interest. A front brake must not be too power-

ful, must not be liable to rattle, and must not' obstruct

wheel removal or tyre repairs. A paper survey sug-

gests that the cone brake should be neat, light, cheap,

and self-adjusting for wear. We shall want to be

assured that it cannot jam if clobs of mud or small

pebbles are flung into it, and that no fresh road for

water to enter the (bearings is involved. The band

brake and the internal expanding type were justifiably

moribund before the newcomer appeared. The former

could conduct itself with propriety, but was usually

a nuisance : the latter suffered from invisibility : the

demise of its efificiency was apt to be extremely sudden.

Unbreakable and Unpittable Valves.

THE new steels are going to make minor contribu-

tions to our comfort. Exactly twelve years ago

I pui chased a motor cycle from a leading firm

which required a new exhaust valve and new piston

rings every hundred miles. In five hours' running on a

half-throttle average the exhaust valve scaled away
in lumps, and the rings lost all semblance of com-

pression tightness. Things had changed by 1914, but

our exhaust valves were always the better for a touch-

up when we inspected them, and it was standard prac-

tice to carry a spare. Some of the more considerate

firms maintained a special sub-section for refacing

cHents' valves. We took less interest in our piston

rings, but nevertheless we noticed that the labour of
" turning her over compression " diminished with

age. The other day I saw an exhaust valve which had
done a hundred odd
hours in an aero

engine, and barely

required skimming be-

fore going back for

another hundred. This

means that there is a

possibility of being able

to buy overhead-valved

engines without fear of

frequent hold-ups to

hunt for the ,missing

valve head ; that -valve

grinding as a necessary

preliminary to any run

of length will lapse into

^^comparative desuetude
"" " (what a lovely word !)

;

and that there will

in consequence be a

shade more roo.a in

the pannier bag where
the spare parts and
emergency gadgets
live.

•*7

A scene familiar to many motor cyclists

served in France
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The Four-cylinder Gonthier Motor Cycle. 1.1

Belgium's First Post-war Production.

BELGIAN motor cycle manufacturers
are ^making rapid recovery, despite

the troublous circumstances which
are still extant, and that they are not
behindhand in following the trend of

modern design is evident from the pro-

duction of a four-cylinder machine at

Liege, the town whose name conjures

up gallant memories of the early days
of the war, and which, in pre-war days,

was the home of another well-known
Belgian motor cycle, the F.N. The
designer and manufacturer, who has got

so quickly to woA, is M. Henri Gonthier,
well-known in motor circles in Liege.

The Engine.

The Gonthier engine has four air-

cooled cylinders, each a separate cast-

ing, and each with a bore of 55 mm.
and stroke of 75 mm., giving a total

capacity of 748 c.c. It has overhead in-

let valves, operated through adjustable

tappet rods. The ball bearing nickel

steel crankshaft is mounted on three

bearings, following car practice. The
pistons, which are of a patented type,

carry two rings at the top, and beneath
the lower one is formed a deep groove,

from which a series of holes give com
munication to the interior of the piston.

Oil is collected in this groove, and any
excess is passed through to the interior

and so back to the crank case. This
must tend to economy in oil and reduce
carbon . deposit without starving tlie

piston and cylinder walls to any par-

ticular degree. Lubrication is effected

by a neat mechanical pump, designed
to maintain a constant level in the crank
chamber.
The engine, clutch, and gear box form

one unit, being carried in the loop of

a duplex frame. The frame is well

designed, and of ample strength for

sidecar work. The forks are girder con-

struction, with coil springs and parallel

a';tion.

A new four-cylinder design by H. Gonthier,

a Belgian manufacturer. The bore and stroke

are 56 mm. x 76 mm. = 748 c.c.

The clutch is of the plate type, of

large diameter, lunnnig in oil The near

box is constructed to give no fewer than
seven speeds, with nine gear wheels, of

which only two slide on the shafts. It

Near side of unit, showing method ol

cradhng the engme.

is said to be just as simple to operate

as a three-speed gear, and yet it provides
a fairly gradual progression from low to

high, and rice, versa.

At the same time, it is

possible to overstep the
intermediary gears and
change directly from low
to top or otherwise, as

desired The designer
describes the gear
cjuaintly as a three-speed
gear with two inter-

mediary gears between
first and second, and two

A gracefully designed business sidecarrier supported on

a chassis of original design, the longitudinal framev. ork

being of pressed steel.

more between second and third A kick
starter is fitted

Transmission from gear box to rear

wheel is by a totally enclosed chain.

The carburetter, specially designed for

this machine, is operated by a single

lever and has two jets. The second jet

comes into action at high speeds.

The vaporising chamber is said to be
particularly effective in atomising heavy
fuels. As to the fuel consumption we
have no information, but the design
bears promise of economical results.

The method of springing, to which
this' firm is particularly partial, is a
parallel motion incorporating large coiled

springs ; it is embodied in the saddle,

front foi'ks, and sidecar springing, and
should prove very effective. The question
of mudguarding has been well looked
after, the guards being very w-ide and
substantially made, the. rear guard hav-
ing formed in it a conipartment for tools

and torining a carrier.

Both wheels are detachable and inter-

changeable, and when a sidecar is used
a spare wheel may be carried.

"

As regards the sidecar, M. Gonthier
claims to be the first to introduce this

attachment into Belgium, and makes a
distinct departure from usual practice by
employing a pressed steel frame with
welded joints. The attachments are par-

ticularly strong, and the girder type of

stay, also of pressed steel, whichstiffens the
sidecar axle, is a distinctly good point.

The construction of this sidecar chassis

is similar to that of aero engine plates,

and since so many of our manufacturers
have had experience in this class of work
during the war, it is not improbable that

it will play an important part in motor
cycle construction in the future.

As far as we are able to judge, this

machine gives great promise, and, pro-

vided that production is not interfered

with by the aftermath of war, it should
form a sturdy competitor in the four-

cylinder market.
The firm, previous to the war, was .

turning out a very useful 3^ h.p. twin-
engined machine, and its production is

to be resumed shortly. The cylinders-

are set at an angle of 50^, and it follows

standard practice in other details.

A>'
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"SOME BARGAINS."

77/

The Treatment accorded ex-Army Machines between the Port and the "Unfit" Park.

THE CHANGING SEASONS. Ex-Army motor cycles at Kempton Park. Since our recent exposure of the rapid deterioration of

these disused machines many have been sold by auction, and the remainder are being removed to repairing depots.

DISUSED Army machines are now under much
discussion, and probably many of the im-

pecunious brigade of would-be riders are

already visualising their cheap mounts.
Now that D.O.R.A. is moribund it will be permis-

sible to give the readers of The Motor Cycle some idea

of the treatment meted out to unserviceable machines
in their passage through the various collecting and
repair depots of the Mechanical Transport, and thus

warn many unsuspecting souls of tlie condition in

which they may expect to find most unrepaired Over-

seas machines.

The motor cycles are despatched from the port of

arrival in open trucks, packed cheek by jowl, fifteen

to twenty at a time, and, as a result of this, the jolting

of the journey and shunting, etc., they present an
almost inextricable mass to the men whose duty it is

to transfer them on to the familiar 3 ton loriy ; this

process is not usually effected without sundry ruthless

and sudden removals of such projections as handle-

bars, oil pump handles, foot-rests, and carriers ; in-

deed, it is remarkable how efficaciously " stream-

lining " may be carried out by means of a viciously-

applied "ammunition" boot!

The machines are next dumped (literally !) in an

''unfit vehicles" park by a receiving staff, who
examine and classify the machines, and also remove
the valuable "portable property," such as magnetos,

carburetters, and saddles.

It may be that familiarity breeds contempt, or may-
be sheer discomfort in handling rusty, jagged, broken-

backeS crocks (often under the bitterest atmospheric

conditions), which is the cause of much damage, for

if at all refractory or awkward it is no uncommon thing

for machines to be flung bodily from the lorries to the

ground.

Undoubtedly much of the abuse and man-handling

is due to the inefficiency of the arrangements for

dealing with motor cycles in quantities, and the men
who have no better lifting or transporting tackle than

their hands are scarcely to be blamed.
The damage . done to machines between the actual

moment of becoming unserviceable until the time of

entry into the repair shops is not to be conceived by

those who have not actually seen and dealt with a con-

signment of two or three thousand crocks, and it is

safe to say that the ordinary amateur with a penchant

for tinkering who buys a damaged army machine wdll

find his purchase dear at any price.

I do not wish readers to take an unduly pessimistic

view of my remarks, but I can state definitely that the

majority of machines returned from Overseas during

the last two years of the war and repaired in R.A.S.C.

workshops have required from jQio to ^30 worth of

replacement parts, and called for repairs quite beyond
the scope of the private riders' capabilities.

Home-service machines naturally are not so often

broken up, but one must remember that they are mostly

hacks, and are often used and exposed in a manner no

self-respecting motor cyclist would tolerate.

Any rnachines overhauled by the army, and sold in

that state would be really excellent value at ;£'io to

£^\% below maker's price, as the standard A.S.C.

workshops, at any rate, are to turn out machines practi-

cally as new—the only danger being the latent possi-

bility of frame breakage. ' Wharfedale.
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MODERNISING AN OLD F.N.

A Sporling Four-cylinder Machine.

uwio

The converted F.N., inleb valve side. A dropped tank, disc wheels, and greater rake add much to its appearance.

I
ATHER over a year ago many of our readers

were interested in the F.N. rebuilt by our

correspondent '' Olivos," and illustrated by a

small picture in our Correspondence columns.

"Olivos" has succeeded
.
in converting this little

engine in a most ingenious manner, changing the

existing exhaust valves into inlet valves and fitting

overhead exhaust valves. Several alterations were also

made to the frame, which has changed a somewhat

cumbrous touring machine
into one with a very sport-

ing appearance.

Valve Arrangement.

The shoulders in the

cylinder valve pockets for

the old inlet valves \yere

enlarged and a new ex-

haust elbow was screwed

into each. ,
As will be seen

from the drawings, these

are neat members accom-

modating an exhaust valve

slightly larger than the in-

let ;

• Q fact, the area of the

exha jst port is .886 sq. in.,

the , inlet area being .601

sq. in. The exhaust

rocker standards are

screwed into the elbows

and means are provided for

adjusting the clearance be-

tween the rockers and the

push rods. The rods them-

selves are shaped something

like a golf club, owing to

the necessity of locating tlie

inlet tappet rod so as to

_work through the tubular Various parts employed- in the conversion.

exhaust tappet, which somewhat resembles a tappet

guide. The camshaft was provided with cams of 220"
;

for the inlet and 240° for the exhaust, and the new |
cams were placed beside the old ones, the rockers

likewise being side by side. The whole arrangement

is extremely neat, and takes up extraordinarily little

space.

The ingenious arrangement of the inlet pipe

should also be noted, while the method of taking

the exhaust away from :

tlie cylinder heads to the

silencer is particularly

effective.

Other Details.

Other alterations to the

power unit include drilling

the pistons, and turning out

the flywheel so as to take a

dry plate clutch, while an
improved forai of gear also

has been fitted. An under-

shield runs below the

whole length of the power
unit. The rake of the

front forks has been con-

siderably increased, which,

we are told, has so im-

proved steering ' that the
'

owner can ride with his

hands off the bar, and
skidduig is quite unknown,

Tlie top tube is now
straight and slopes to the _

under tube, reducing the

saddle height and, with

the tapered tank, improv-

ing the appearance con-

siderably.

1
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Modernising an Old F.N.

—

The weight of the reconstructed

machine is about 300 lb. The owner
claims that a speed of 55 m.p.h. 'has

been attained, and at an average

of 30 m.p.h. remarkable petrol con-

sumption figures have been obtained;
on one occasion these worked out at

100 m.p.g., but the average petrol

consumption is 70 m.p.g.

Altogetlier, the machine with its

mecJianically-operated inlet valves

and improved exhaust valves now
provides very much better running,

especially at slow speeds, the altera-

tions to the flywheel contributing to

slower running.

The original cost of the machine
'^'^s ;£3 los. It is now an excellent

example of what can be done by an
enthusiastic engineer. As an illus-

tration of the versatility of the motor
cycle engine, Messrs. Olivos employ
a 2 h.p. 1902 Minerva engine to

drive machinery in their works. It

is adapted to run on gas, paraffin,

or petrol.

PT©IS(fi^IUI
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A sectional view of the converted F.N.

engine, showing the overhead exhaust valves

and the rockers actuating the ^inlet and

exhaust. The exhaust valve push rod is

rot shown in this picture. '

Another Rejuvenation.

The four-cylinder machine seems

to find favour with many riders

of a mechanical turn of mind.

The photograph of the rejuvenated

F.N., which is reproduced below,

came to hand last week from

Mr. T. C. Garrett, Merton Park,

London, S.W., and in this instance

it must be admitted that an excep-

tionally good job has been made of

the alteration. The enthusiasm shown

by owners for their restored and
modernised machines is quite equal

to, and generally greater than, that

shown by owners of new machines,

and probably there is no type of

machine that gives the same pleasure

as a . four-cylinder when running

well. Mr. Garrett has not gone to

the trouble of converting the auto-

matic inlet valves into the mechanical

type, but the several obvious improve-

ments that were made have, trans-

formed the old type .F.N. into quite

an attractive-looking mount of which

any owner might be proud.

> «9 r» <

THE LADY AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.

I
WAS not a little astonished' the other day to hear
a lady remark that to ride a motor cycle was
"unwomanly." I had foolishly imagined that

all that particular sort of Mrs. Grundyism had died

and been buried

since 1914, but what "^

one thinks and gives

utterance to may
find an echo in the

mind of others of

our sex.

Can a girl ride

a motor cycle and
still retain every

characteristic that is

expected of our
best young woman-
hood ? I certainly

believe so, and my
experience and ob-

servation covers a

period long before

the war. There is

no coarsening in-

fluence incidental to

motor cycling, and
the only way such

can possibly arise is

by the rider's de-

liberate interjection

of those elements

into the sport. The
girl who plays
hockey or. goes in

for basket-ball,' for

An F.N. owned by Mr. T. C. G
reconstructed and a new tank fitted,

sumption was 40 m p.g , but by fitting

carburetter a consumption of 90 m.p.g.

example, is more likely to get hurt and give way to

impulses not exactly lady-like than is the girl who
goes motor cycling. Still, many careful parents

encourage their daughters to play basket-ball !

Whatever prejudice still exists against the use of

the motor cycle by girls is undoubtedly due to lack

of knowledge on the part of the objectors. . I have

found motor cycling a safe, healthy, and ever-

fascinating sport, and I feel certain I could bring

any biased parent round to my way of thinking in

a ten-minute demonstration. So' far

as the ladies are concerned, motor
cycling is just what they make it

—

and it is so easy to make it simply
a pleasant, refreshing, and economi-

cal pastime that I

constantly wonder
why more girls do
not avail themselves

of it. The. war has,

of course, brought
countless recruits,

but as one who is

heart and soul in

the pastime I want
to invite and con-

vince its detractors,

the majority of

whom, I fear, are,

as in so many other

cases, those who
know least about it.

There is room for

us all.
Madge.

A13

arrett. The machine has been partly

When first purchased its petrol cpn-

and experimenting with the A M.A.C.

was obtained.
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WORK
FOR THE

CLUBS.

Reminders Srom Men in the Movement. Revitalising the Pastime.

By Lt. 17. Cooper, wJio first suggested
the Wi?}ter Trials.

ALTHOUGH the time is fast approach-
ing for many of the boys to be on
the open road again, are our club

organisers and secretaries ready with
their reconstruction programmes ?

There is not the slightest doubt there
is going to-be a wonderful boom in motor
cycling club life, and, in order to keep
up enthusiasm for the keen members,
new competitions must be inaugurated.
Why not revive the Blackpool, Brigh-

ton, Saltburn, and Skegness speed trials?
Two of the most successful speed

events in the management of which I
assisted were the Streatham and District
M.C.C. open speed trials during "1913 on
the Madeira Drive, Brighton, and the
Essex M.C.C. speed event, 1914, at the
opening of the new promenade at West-
cliff-on-Sea, the latter being witnessed by
over 10,000 spectators.
Races might be arranged between a

fast 500 c.c. pre-war model and a 500 c.c.

reconstruction model, and I know of at
least two machines which will be able to
give the. latter a run for its money.
Many readers may remember the speedy
]\Iatchless-M.A.G. at Westcliff and Don-
caster.

Then we have the eight-valve Indian,
JI.A.G., and Harley-Davidson racers. Is
it possible to arrange an event to compete
against these foreign giants ? A trial for
ladies only might be included (many
of the fair sex are keen to compete
against all comers), whilst many of our
speediest despatch riders wiU be home
and anxious to test their riding and
driving abilities against the fastest of
our cracks. What a time it will be for
Stanley (Triumph), Bailey (Douglas),
Emerson (A. B.C.), O'Donovan (Norton),
Collier (Matchless), and many others.
What club secretaries want to avoid is

the irksome 20 m.p.h. split second timing.
I suggest that a competitor's time should
be taken from his own watch, which
might be sealed in a 'small tin box and
fitted with a glass lid.

Another important point to remember
is that clubs should encourage the trade
man, or at least include in their pro-
grammes events for the " trade." I
maintam that no large club can survive

without assistance
-from the trade. I

have a great admira-
tion for the trade
rider (and I have
competed and ridden
many thousands of
miles against the best
of the trade), and
have always found
him 'a gentleman and
sportsman of the
highest grade, always
willing to assist anLieut. W. Cooper.

"unfortunate" in distress iri'espective of

the make of machine on which he is

competing.
That gallant sportsman the late Rear-

Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot was never so

happy as when competing against the best
of our trade men, and that is why I am so
emphatic about encouraging the trade.

BQDHDHBHBQHEIEIHQQHHQEIEIDQDQH

B This IS the period of reconstruc- a

^ tion, and among the many things ^

B which have to be built up again g

^ are the motor cycling clubs, and the Q

B Armistice was scarcely signed bef01 e q
!5 the more energetic ex-clubmen were Q

B thinking of competitions and the g

^ clubs of the future. In the following B

four short articles some interesting ^
Q opinions on this subject are given B

by four well-known clubmen who ^
CJ in the past have worked hard to tii

encourage the competition and social |
B side of the pastime of motor cycling, a

Q We take this opporttinity of inviting
^

B secretaries to write us concerning the q

1 present position of their clubs. ^

BBHBBQHBBBBBBQBQBBQBBBBBBQ

The important trade events can be left

in the capable hands of that progressive

body the Auto Cycle Union, whose ener-

getic secretary, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,

iias already outlined in T/ie Motor Cycle

the Union" reconstruction programme.
Shall we see during the reconstruction

that popular " social " club the IMotor

Cycling Club, Ltd., affiliate with the

A.C.U. ?

By Mr. J. Simmonds, Hon. Secretary

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

MOTOR cycling, after its period of

quiescence, should again prove itself

the premier sport. Have not the

airmen—our supermen—told us that

nothing can vie with it? Was it not

the sport of pre-war days that gave our

splendid motor cycling boys the training

in nerve, pluck, and endurance, fitting

them instantly for the branch of service

to which the majority instinctively turned,

the Royal Flying Corps? Was it not to

an unassuming motor cyclist, a fellow

club member, the late Capt. ,A. Ball,

that^belonged the glory of winning, I

belike, the most, certainly the highest of

fighting honours during the war? May
not motor cyclists as such do something
to perpetuate his memory?
The first time awheel, one will naturally

turn one's course to the scenes visited in

times gone by, where happy clubmen
congregated. 'The old trial courses will

be revisited, the various disasters and
brilliant performances of fellow clubmen
will be recalled. How -vividly we cannot

tell. Already certain hills, each with its

particular incident, are indelibly stamped
upon my memory, hills that for me will,

be eternal monuments to the memory of-

gallant men who have made the great

sacrifice.

To the future we look with the greatest

hope, both from the sporting and social

point of view. As the various clubs in

the adjoining counties are again brought
into being, arrangements will be made to

reinstitute the inter-club trial for the East

Midland Centre Challenge Cup. New
clubs will be especially welcome, and help

gladly given in their formation. No town
or village in the East Jlidlands having
half a dozen riders should be left unrepre-

sented. Arrangements have already been
made by a tew enthusiasts to visit various

towns in the East Midlands. A communi-
cation from intending club promoters to

me at 10, Cranmer Street, Nottingham,
will ensure a personal visit from one of

our committee to ensure their inclusion

in the inter-club events arranged for the
coming season.

The question of the banding up of all

affiliated clubs into geographical centres
should again be taken up by the A.C.U.

. No difficulty, should be found in forming
a geographical basis ; the only difficulty

lies in placating a disgruntled club on
the fringe of two centres, one of which
I know would rather plough the lonely
furrow than join in a centre on the fringe

of which it is geographically placed.

Mr. Straight, the late secretary of the
A.C.U., was keenly interested in the centre
matter, and visited Nottingham to form
the East Midlapd Centre,, since which
time no other centre appears to have got
to work, the fault lying mainly with club
secretaries themselves. Mr. Loughborough
also came to Nottingham in 1914, and out-
lined a scheme which no doubt will again
be brought forward. What we in the
East Midlands desire is a national club
trial, eliminating rounds to be run off in
each centre. The first, second, and third
teams to represent their centre in a final

from north, south, east, and west. The
restriction of entries to about tlixee teams
each would prevent the trial from being
unwieldy—a fault that was growing far too
common. That such a trial could be run
is prove'd by clubs being drawn from great
distances in the
popular Motor Cycle
cup competition,
which grows more
unwieldy year by
year, the main cause
of such popularity
being the great pub-
licity given to it in

the pages of The
Motor Cycle, while
trials secretaries of

smaller clubs when
running a trial are Mr. J. Simmonds'
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Work for the Clubs.—
restricted, no doubt by reason of the
number of weekly competitions of a
similar nature, to a comparatively brief
paragraph. This is a matter that club
secretaries must get remedied.
Reverting to the centre trial question,

the trial, if arranged, would be a means
of drawing a lai-ge number of clubs to the
A.C.U., who, by its influence, can com-
mand the publicity of the motor cycling
press. With the funds at its disposal
a trophy and gold medals could be
awarded—medals as awainled in Tine.

Motor Cycle cup competition (which is

run free from trade organisation)—medals
clubmen would be proud to wear.

By Capt. S. Chas. Perryman, B.A.F.,
Hon. Secretary, Birmingham M.O.C.

AT the moment of writing I am still

the hon. sec. of the Birmingham
Motor Cycle Club, but for the pre-

sent am stationed away, and am unable
to attend a general meeting of the

members which has been called to elect

officials for 1919. This is sufficient to

show that the Birmingham club is alive

and alert and only waiting an opportunity

to resume all its old activities. I hope
to be closely identified with the fortunes

of the club for many years to come, and
to assist in the organising of many another

Birmingham-Land's End, Birmingham-
Carlisle, and Birmingham-Edinburgh run,

also in the running of the " Midland

U^S^tts
Cup " and the open passenger machine
trials, which were so successful before the
war upset all our plans. It will be
difficult, I think, to initiate any form

of trial which will
serve the purpose
of a sporting test
for both machine
and rider better
than did the pre-

. war reliability trial,

with, of course, the
T.T. race as the
principal test of
the year. Inter-
national trials or
competitions should
be fostered. Un-
doubtedly trade

follows the competition, and it should be
found possible and worth while to foster
and encourage entries from Continental,
Colonial, and American riders in our
home trials, and to send entries to foreign
competitions.

I should also like to see a large develop-
ment of the inter-club trial, and would
put in a plea for a fuller and freer
social intercourse between the local clubs
of a district. A lead in this direction
is being made by the clubs located in
the Birmingham district, who are prepar-
ing a great reception for the " boys

"

from the Front on their return. This
should be a great event, and is an assured
success from the beginning. The idea is

one worth following, for undoubtedly the

Capt. S. C. Perryman.

n^

"motor cycle" and "transport" men,
not to mention " tanks," have done some
of the best work of the war—work which
will merit every scrap of recognition
accorded it.

By Mr. Harold Weldon, Hon. Secretary,
Nottinf/Jtam and District M.C.C.

IT is obvious to all seasoned riders that
the . only real test and guide to the
buyer is the. Six Days Trial. This

being so, , would it not be better for the
A.C.U. to concentrate upon it, and
leave the one-day trials to the centres or
the affiliated clubs? I

am of the opinion that
half the value of these
trials is lost through no
record being kept of the
quantity of petrol and oil

used. The quantity used
would probably have been
rather startling in the
case of certain 11.9 h.p.

so-called cycle cars which
have competed. Of
course, this would create
more work for the organ-
isers, but if the way of
running were reverted to in which a start
is made each day from a different town,
the local clubs would help. In fact,

they could be made responsible for check-
ing, supplies, accommodation, etc., when
the trial passed through their territory.

It would certainly create more interest in
the local clubs, vsrhich ia what we want.

Mr Harold

Weldon.

A BICAR OR TRICAR AT WILL.
A Remarkable Vehicle designed by an American.

THE laws of evolution are governed by
demand. Inventors sometimes for-

get this, and, instead of devoting

their time and ability to producing

articles for which there is a certain

demand in the immediate future, they

get so carried away with their ideas that

eventually they reach a point where their

inventions border on the ridiculous. The
invention illustrated here is in this

category, for it is difficult to imagine a

vehicle such as is depicted having the

least appeal to the motorist, while even
the " crank " would hesitate before pay-

ing good money for an article so ambitious

in character and so complicated in con-

struction.

It is not our uitention to give a

"engthy description of this brain storm :

it is submitted to readers of The Motor
Cycle only to show to what extent it is

possible to stretch the inventor's brain

when he becomes possessed of an in-

genious idea. -

The Object?

The object of the invention is to pro-

vide a motor cycle normally operating on
two wheels, but capable of being con-

verted while in motion into a three-

wheel vehicle of "inherent equilibrium."

The front wheels are movable away from
and toward each other while the vehicle
is in motion at the will of the driver.

By means of an electric switch, this

movement of the wheels is made to

operate automatically at certain speeds.

To explain how this is done the in-

ventor's claims cover over ten pages of

Three of the several drawings in the patent specification

which describes the bicar-cum-tricar referred to here.

a patent specification paper, with nearly
7,000 words and upwards of 200 figures.

It will be appreciated, therefore, that to

attempt a description here is hopeless.

It will be observed that the vehicle

is depicted as having a four-cylinder
engine, shaft-cum-chain transmission, a
rigid frame with a sprung body, wheel
steering, etc. The main feature of the
design, however, is the folding front
wheel arrangement. When used as a
bicycle the front wheels are close together,
side by side, and approximate to a
twin wheel. By electrically-controlled

mechanism in the steering head and the
back wheel these wheels are made to
spread out when the machine drops below

a certain speed
and to close up
again when that
speed is ex-

ceeded. Steering
a. bicycle with a " twin wheel " is a
rather uncomfortable thing to contem-
plate, while the automatic change over
probably would be a little nerve-shaking.
The illustrations are some of the many
given in the patent specification, and in-

clude an elevation and plan of the vehicle

and a diagram showing the mechanism in

the steering head. If any reader requires

further information, the number and date
of the patent specification is '.n,2P.0j

July nth, 19ia
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THE PROBLEM CONFRONTING THE LADY MOTOR CYCLIST.

aWHAT shall I wear?" is popularly alleged to

be one of the most absorbing topics to the

feminine mind, and to the proud owner of

a first motor bicycle it is only second in importance to

the question, " What shall I ride?" In this case it is

not vanity, for a sensible garb makes all the difference

to the lady motor cyclist's comfort.

For myself the matter presented some difficulty ; if

I had ridden only to please myself I should have had

no hesitation in wearing the smart free costume of the

land worker and riding triumphantly arrayed in a

threequarter coat, knickers, and leggings. But I did

not ride to please myself. I rode on business involv-

ing the credit and standing of other people (as so many

women will now the war is over), and I had to deal

with all kinds and classes, from retired colonels to

middle-aged ladies with parrots and-pug dogs. Some-

how, I did not fancy that they would

appreciate the land workers' costume.

My thoughts next turned to the fascinat-

ing suits that I had seen described in back

numbers of The Motor Cycle arranged to

meet this difficulty by an ingenious device

that converted them into knickers when
riding and into Bond Street

walking skirts when off the

machine. I investigated these

fairly thoroughly, but finally

rejected them because (i) I

had a friend who had a friend

who was alleged to look a

" sight " in one, (2) they were

expensive, (3) I saw no reason

to believe that they would
keep clean in all weathers,

and (4) I did not think that
Breeches and puttees form a serviceable but rather dumsj

costume for the lady rider.

I should be warm enough. Nice as these skirts are,

I have never regretted my decision.

My final choice was as follows, and I commend it

to other women riders,, who will no doubt despise it as

quite unequal to their own.
I. My first layer of clothing consists of the land

workers' costume borrowed from a young sister. I

should not have bought this, but it has been invalu-

able, for being mackintoshed it affords protecdon from

wet. It also has capacious pockets that carry my
various licences, a large knife, and a small " King
Dick " spaimer from which I am never parted. It has

the further advantage that its colour is inconspicuous,

and that when I know I am rid of my censorious world

I can cast my outer garments into the sidecar and ride

as free as any despatch rider. I might add that

underneath the land workers' costume I wear a double

set of underclothes. The English climate is a

cold one

!

2. Over the land workers "^knickers, but under

the coat, I wear an old blue serge skirt. This

also cost me nothing, as it was

destined for a jumble sale

until the motor bicycle rescued

it. It is a concession to Mrs.

Grundy that I bitterly resent,

but I have found that my
moral courage is not suffi-

cient to enable me to be quite

unmoved at the jeers and hoots

of small boys when I walk
down a village street unaccom-
panied by the motor bicycle.

3. Over all this I wear an

ordinary length mackintosh
that cost me ^^ ros. When

5'
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What Shall we Wear?—

first bought it was very fine and looked well, but since

I sat in a pool of petrol and knelt in a mixture of tar

and oil it no longer does me credit, but at least it bears

the marks of its trade and has many years of useful ser-

vice still left in it. Round my waist I have an ordinary

leatlier strap, stolen

from a bicycle carrier.

Once I bought myself a

fancy plaited leather

one—very smart and

up-to-date, but the pres-

sure of underclothes

burst it apart on my
first ride, and it now
lies by the wayside

unless it has been picked

up by some less corpu-

lent rider than myself.

4. On my legs I

wear, first, strong golf

boots that come half-

way up to my knees,

and over them either

leather gaiters reaching

to the knee or long

rubber leggings, made
by J. B. Brooks and Co.,

reaching to the thigh

;

price i6s. 6d. The
seller tried to induce me
to believe that ladies

only needed the shorter leggings, but sad experience in

the rain on a push bicycle with a cold pool of water

sitting, like a corpse, on my lap had taught me that

there is no part of the cyclist that needs more pro-

tection than the region above the knee.

5. My head was my greatest difficulty. At first I

cherished ambitions that I should be able to look like

an ordinary human being when motoring, and bought
mvself a small close-fitting straw hat and an ordinary

veil.

A mixture of dust and rain soon played hayoc with

this, and I was reduced to various makeshifts. I

found that I was quite unable to keep on my head the

neat hats that other women wear, though I have never

been able to discover the reason for this, so I pur-

chased an old-fashioned motor bonnet, tied with a

piece of ribbon under my chin. It never comes off,

rain does not hurt it, and Jt keeps my ears warm, so

leather mitts,

The ordinary masculine overalls cannot

girl, but some detachable leg covering is

in spite of the somewhat fantastic appearance that it

gives me, I cling to it faithfully, though I carry an

ordinary hat in the sidecar to meet any crisis that may
arise.

6. Protection of the hands is one of the greatest

problems, and I have not yet solved it satisfactorily.

They become so cold that I am unable to sound the

horn, and I dash recklessly through crowded streets,

thinking that a hospital would, at any rate, be warm.

I bought a pair of strong leather gloves, price 8s. 6d.,

under which I wore woollen ones, but I suffered agonies

in cold weather and developed lamentable chilblainsr-

My latest discovery was a pair of airman's "bags,"
with lamb's wool, that had

been left on the hosier's

hands as being too small

for the average aviator.

These cost 14s. 6d.

Their only fault is that

they are short and leave

a hiatus between them-

selves and the sleeve,

but this has been met by

a pair of woollen wrist-

lets. I can now warm
my chilled fingers by
curling them inside each

other in the mitt, and
only my thumb suffers

acutely. The mitts are

clumsy to use, so I keep
them for the coldest

weather. The hand problem is still to be solved.

•J.
My only other item of clothing is a black silk

navy handkerchief—a present—^round my neck. Dur-

ing my first really wet ride a cold stream of water

trickled slowly and persistently down my neck until it

had formed a litde lake dammed up by my leather

belt, which sent me hurriedly to bed upon arrival at

the village inn. Since then I have learnt better.

My total clothes bill, then, stands as follows :
•

Mackintosh £3 10

Gloves (8s. 6d. and 14s. 6d.) 13
Bonnet 13

Leggings ... ... ... ... ... 16 6

be said to be a becoming dress for a

desirable when a short coat is worn.

Total ... £6 2 6

->-•••

This does not seem unreasonable for the warmth
and comfort afforded.

(Miss) E. M. Gardener.

-<

THE MOTOR CYCLE AND THE INDUSTRY, AS SEEN BY "THE TIMES."
// *

I
»HE motor cycle is abominably and unneces-

I
sarily noisy," writes an author of an article

^ in last week's Times who compared the

-4 h.p. 2 cwt. two-wheeler "barking like a dog and

arousing a whole neighbourhood" with " 40 h.p. and

2 tons weight sweeping past . . . full of stateliness

and_^ith little audible effort. . . ."

The writer goes on to show the extraordinary con-

servatism of the industry in the past, stating that

"the two-wheeler ... is inclined to-be the pro-

duce of the cycle mechanic rather than the engineer.

This state of affairs, however, will rapidly change now
that important and powerful firms are taking charge

of its interests."

This statement appears to be quite unwarranted,

and the reference to important and powerful firms

taking charge is erroneous and unfair to the British

motor cycle industry.
" No one can pretend," says the writer of the

article, " that the motor cycle is half as good as it

ought to be. The provision of £ood suspension, so

that it can be ridden fast over bad roads without dis-

comfort, the reduction of weight, so that C3 can handle

it as easily as Ai, quietness of running, simplicity of

control, adequate protection against mud and dust

—

all these might be incorporated . . . without in the

least making it any the less a ' sporting ' vehicle for

the enthusiast."

B5
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SPARES AND SERVICE.

Some Remarks on the Supply
of Spare Parts in the Past
and in the Future.

THERE is no motor cyclist of any
lengthy experience who has not had
trouble in obtaining some spare part

for his mach-ine. This is a statement of
truth, but it ought not to be. The tech-
nical press is always containing some
grumble, more or less serious, of the way
in which an unhappy reader has been
treated in an attempt to get some quite
simple part from the makers of his machine

;

and in a quite recent issue there was a
paragraph to the effect that a correspondent
had had to wait a whole week before he received any
acknowledgment of his letter asking for a simple fitting

to be sent to him as soon as possible, as his machine
was held up and out of action pending its arrival.

When the acknowledgment did arrive it was no more
than the usual p7-o forma invoice, which in this par-

ticular case told a tale the laggard makers might have
wished to deny—^namely, that the part was in stock,

and that the cause of the delay could be no question

of difficulty in obtaining material or labour. Why is

this, and must it always be so?

Need for Reform.

At the present time we are all prepared to make
allowances for prevailing conditions, but really these

conditions have not made as much difference as is

often alleged, simply because things were so bad before

the Hun claimed our undivided attention that they

could not become much worse. Complaints on this

matter have always been more frequent than on any
other, and they cannot all have been due to the un-

reasonableness of correspondents. Some firms have
been conspicuously better than others—not that this

need mean a great deal—while some have been cjuite

good, but they both belong to a very small minority,

of which the most conspicuous members have always
been the Americans. Who ever heard of a serious

complaint about an American firm as regards its supply
of spares to a stranded rider of one of its products ?

Of course, the cynic might say that practice has made
perfect, and that this is the explanation why the

American spare part service has always been so good,

but obviously the argument "Vvill not hold water. Are
English firms always to allow their greatest competitors

this pull over them, and are they never to make an
effort to retrieve the situation and to regain such
markets as they have undeniably lost through this

matter alone ?

A Very Welcome Innovation.

Fortunately, signs are not wanting that in the motor
cycle world the real necessity of some reform in this

direction is being recognised. One of the most pro-

gressive programmes is that of a new concern in the

b6

Suggestions to Manufacturers

regarding Service.

motor cycle field. Rumour has it that one

of its strongest selling points is to be its

spare parts service. A depot is to be

opened in London for the supply of spares,

and it is to be kept open night and day, and

any spare is to be despatched immediately

by passenger train on receipt of a request by

telephone or telegram

!

Whether rumour is more reliable than

usual or not, there is here food for serious

thought by the pro forma and weekly mail

specialists.' As to the details of the pay-

ment system which these people have in

mind I can say nothing, but obviously difficulties of

this nature can be overcome, and it would appear that

here is an example in which they have been removed
entirely. If every other plan failed it might almost

be worth while for a firm to put, say, -Q2 or jT^j, on
to the price of its machine so that the purchaser would
have a balance with the firm on which he might draw
in case of emergency. Many riders would willingly pay
this sum when it was incorporated in the cost of the

machine, while they would be reluctant to open a

ledger account with the firm by the handing over of

the £^2 or ^2> ^s a separate sum soon after taking

delivery of the machine. And as the sum would be

connected in the mind of the firm with the machine of

a particular number, there is no reason why the selling

of the machine by its first purchaser should not also

carry the claim to the deposit to the new owner, who,

of course, would be able to draw on it only by means
of obtaining spares ; and so it would go on until some
owner would receive notification that a spare he wanted
was barely covered by the deposit standing to the

credit of that machine. He could then renew the

deposit or allow it to lapse, and the alternative that he

chose would provide conclusive proof as to whether

the idea was appreciated sufficiently to justify its con-

tinuance or not.

Standardisation of Parts.

If for some reason this suggestion were to prove

unworkable it does not by any means follow that other

simple means could not be found to- improve our spare

parts and replacements service. It has been suggested

that it might pay works to run their spares and even

repair departments at a loss, and a little thought

should make it clear that the idea is in no way remi-

niscent of absurdity. Presumably, no section of the

Ford factory is run at a loss, but how many Ford cars

are sold in the course of a year as the result of the

well-known Ford service? Who has not heard a Ford
owner say that he would prefer an English car, and

would not mind the extra capital outlay if he could only

be certain of getting the spares he might require as

promptly and comparatively as cheaply as he can in

the case of the Ford?
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Spares an! Service.

—

Cheapness of parts is a very important factor, but
it is not the only one to be considered. Manufac-
turing methods that have made a pair of motor cycle

handle-bars dearer than a new Ford steering column
have to go by the board, and they are going—or if

they do not the industry as a whole will show them
the way—and when those little, parts such as brake
fittings, engine valves, etc., are so much more cheaply

made they will also be more plentiful, and as a result

of standardisation less varied in shape and size. So
tliat their distribution will be simplified and easily

extended. Thus we may in time become less depen-
dent on the makers for the supply of many minor
parts ; and which of us has not suffered, at some time

or another, from going into a garage for a small spare

for our machine to find that the proprietor has plenty

of Jones's but none of Brown's, and, of course, only

the latter will fit our particular 'bus? The occurrence

of this kind of thing stands every chance of being much
lessened in the near future, and it will be to the goo'd

of the pastime as a whole when it can be obviated

altogether.

Taking things all round there is nothing that the

pastime of motoring, and especially of motor cycling,

so much requires to widen its popularity enormously

as a much improved spare parts service, and it is a

more than welcome sign that there are indications that

this improvement is on its way to us. May it come
quickly and stay long. Rama.

MORE NOTES ON SPRING FRAMES.
The Suspension Problem as seen by an Engineer.

BEING a mechanical engineer with considerable
motor cycling experience, the articles on spring
frames in recent issues of The Motor Cycle

"gave me to think." I cannot but gather from
some of the designs that their originators have scarcely
given sufficient attention to what I may term the " in-

cidental mechanical " requirements of a spring frame.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

For the purpose of these notes I will neglect those

designs that aim only at the " insulation " of the rider,

as I consider that they may be regarded, as it were,

steps towards the ultimate goal of fully-sprung

machines, useful steps though they may be.

The basic requirement is, of course, the interposition

of some form of spring device between the wheels and
the main frame of the machine The incidental re-

quirements from a mechanical point of view may be
cited as follows

:

(a.) The maintenance of the wheels in the plane
of the frame of the machine.

(^.) True triangulation, as far as possible, of the

added links and framing.

(c.) Resistance offered to the thrust of the rear

wheel in such a way that the oscillations of the wheel
take place along an arc, the centre of which is at or

near the centra of the driving chain wheel or belt pulley

—this in order that the vertical movements of the rear

wheel may not vary the tension of the chain or belt.

As an illustration of these points, fig. i shows a very

old form of front wheel springing, which fails to fulfil

requirements A or B, whereas fig. 2 shows a front

wheel springing which fulfils both requirements in

addition to forming a simple, pleasing design, easily

kept clean, as the spring is enclosed in a telescopic

sheath. It would be an improvement were the mud-
guard attached to the forward forked member instead

of the rear member.
Again, one wonders why the A.S.L. frame construc-

tion was not arranged on the lines of example fig. 2,

for as the A.S.L. stands it fulfils neither requirement

b or c, which the other does.

,
- It is worthy of note that those types incorporating

a pivot in the rear horizontal stays in the neighbour-

hood of the countershaft gear box should have the

pivot bearing as long as possible, as the rigidity of the

frame in a lateral direction is dependent on this joint

;

this is particularly the case where leaf springs are

introduced under the saddle, as in the Raleigh, A. B.C.,

Indian, etc., where the additional support given

laterally by the

down stays is not

usually supplied by
the method of at-

tachment of the

leaf springs.

I imagine that

coil springs may
have to be of con-

siderably larger

diameter or greater

length than at pre-

sent employed if

they are to give all

the results of leaf

springs. With
Fig. 3.

limited space, as in the Brough, N.S.U., etc., I am of

the opinion that the introduction of leaf springs as

shown in fig. 3 would result in easier riding than would
be obtained as at present.

I trust that my citing a Gennan example (the N.S.U.,
fig. 2), and my criticisms of the other types mentioned,

may not incur the displeasure of our designers, to

whom all credit is due for trying to provide what is

required by riders of present-day motor cycles.

T. Sharratt, Lt.

B.E.F. -Inspector of Ordnanct, Machinery.
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WORK FOR THE CLUBS. MODERNISING AN OLD F.N.

WHAT SHALL WE WEAR?

Time to 1i.ght l^np>5
Greenwich Time.

Feb. 6th 5.26 p.m.

8th
10th
12th

5.28

5.32

5.36

Better Ectnipment.

There is a tendency among manufac-

turers to supply their new models with

better equipment, such as saddles, tool

bags, and tools.

New Index Mark for Middlesex.

In addition to the distinguishing index

marks, H, MX, MC, which designate

motor vehicles registered in the county

of Middlesex, there has been issued to

the council the letters MD.

A Famous track Rider's Post.

We learn that Mr. D. E. O'Donovan,

in addition to his duties of supervising

the Norton " Brooklands Special " engine

department and the Brooklands tests, is

head of the experimental engineering

department.

French Government Machines.

We hear that the French ex-Army
vehicles are receiving approximately the

same treatment as are ours at Kempton
and elsewhere. The trouble in this case

is shortage of labour apparently, as

many of Uie vehicles are lying in trucks

and waggons. Whether they would be

better off in the sea of liquid mud which

prevails in the locality is a moot point.

Motor Cycles in Belgium..

Two of the principal Belgian motor
cycle firms, F.N. and Sarolea, are in

a bad way, as the Huns have carried

away most of the tools and material from
the "factories. The former factory has

suffered particularly severely in this

respect. Not only have the machine tools

been taken away, but the foundations on
which they were built have been abso-

lutely demolished. The only manufac-
turer who is able to resume the build-

ing of motor cycles is M. Gonthier, who
has a- four-cylinder motor cycle, with
which we deal in this issue.

Slany private motor cyclists had their

machines requisitioned by the enemy,
consequently there is a good demand for

motor cycles, though Belgian agents for

English machines are not in a position to

supply, owing to their being unable to

secure delivery, but it seems evident
that thqse British firms which are not
represent'ed might take steps to become
established in that country. They will

receive considerable assistance from the
Editor of La Molo, 1, Rue du Couvent,
Brussels, Belgium, who will be glad to

receive catalogues of new models.

Fifteen Months in Hospital.

We have heard this week from Mr.

W. (Billy) Pratt, the well-known com-

petition rider, who, we_ are sorry to

record, is still in hospital, where he has

been for fifteen months, after being

"knocked out" at Arras. He is look-

ing forward to the time when he will be

on the road again. We hope the date

is not far distant.

'he 8 h.p British Excelsior.

The specification of the Excelsior^ side-

car has now been decided upon, and in-

cludes 6 or 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, M-L
magneto, B. and B. carburetter, three-

speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

totally enclosed all chain transmission

(Hans Renold |x-|in.), quick detachable

interchangeable wheels, made under
licence from Lea and Francis, Ltd., pro-

vided with Timken roller bearings, Druid
Mark II. fork; semi T.T. bars, 25in.

wide, 28x3in. Duhlop heavy-studded
tyres. Best and Lloyd drip feed, stands

to front and rear wheels. Ground
clearance 6in. The sidecar has an under-
slung chassis, with interchangeable wheel
and four-point attachment, and coach-

built body. The prices are to be £120
for machine only, £150 with sidecar

;

Lucas dynamo lighting set £25 extra.

A Badial-engined Cycle Car.

Mr. A. H. R. Fedden, who has for

many years been associated with high

speed internal combustion engines, has

designed a cycle car chassis with a three-

cylinder radial engine of 994 c.c. capa-

city. The vehicle will weigh 6 cwt.

complete, and, it is said, should be pos-

sible to produce to sell at £160. The

bore and stroke are 75x75 mm., and the

b.h.p. is 16 at 2,000 r.p.m. 3

Second-hand Prices.

Average prices as advertised in Tht
Motor Cycle of January 23rd and 30th :

Previous 1914 1917
to

'

and 1916. and
1914. 1915. 1918.

A.J .S., 6 h.p., sidecar — {76 ^140 tH2V
B.S.A., 4i h.p., sidecar — £55 £69 £85
Calthorpe, 23 h.p — J27 £33 — -

Douglas, 23 h.p £23 £40 — — -

EoBeld, 3 h.p., twin — — £48 —
Indian, 7-9 h.p — £51 — —

,

Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar .... — £69 £87 —
>

-

Matchless, 8 h.p., sidecar ... — £98 — —
, ^

Norton, 4 h.p., sidecar — — £84 — -

P. & M., 3i h.p., sidecar .... £38 £63 — — :

Premier, 3i h.p — £36 — —
Premier, 3I h.p., sidec:\r .... — £39 — —
Rover, 3S h.p — £37 — -^

Rover, 3i h.p., sidecar — £47 — —
Rudge, 35 h.p — £34 — -
Sunbeam, 3J h.p — £66 — —
Triumph, 3i h.p £27 £41 — --""

Zenith, : h.p .- — £io — —

DEMOBILISED. The rider ol a Triumph countershaft model aiding in the rapid dispersal

of the demobilised. The naval man who has just received his papers is evidently no stranger

to pillion nding, judging by the weighty kit bag he has to balance.
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Running Order P

!i lu last week's issue we noted the
1 following advei'tisement : Eex 3j li.p.,

in, running order; less mag.

f
An Unpnnolnrable Tyre.

Mr. F. L. Rapsoii. the inventor of the
Eapid jack and other car accessories, has
luoduced an nnpuncturahle tyre, 'which
iippears to have great promise.

Embargo on Imports.

I The Autocar states on good authority

I that the prohibition on foreign motor
'mports will probably be cancelled soon,

lit a tariff- of 33^% may be retained.

(United Action.

, Successfully to combat repressive

measures concerning taxation, fuel, and
mads, a miited front must be presented
on the behalf of all private motorists.

Every motor cyclist sliould join a motor-
ing organisaticin, and all such organisa-

tions should work together for the com-
mon end.

bdon Models.

The Ixion ^Nlotor Manufacturing Co.

has now issued its 1919 prifes and par-

ticulars of its "Peace" models. These
inchide a single gear two-stroke at £42,
a similar model with two-speed counter-

shaft sear at £50. a ladv's model at

£56, and a sidecarette at £68 10s. The
last-mentioned outfit is more than a two-

stroke lightweight with sidecar attached ;

it is designed tliToughout as a sidecar

outfit for those to whom very high road

speeds are not essential. It is fitted

with a two-stroke engine having a bore

and stroke oit 75 and 79 mm. respectively,

a Stnrmey-Archer thi'ee-speed gear, with
kick starter, and tyres 26x2^in. The
lugs for sidecar connections are not

detachable from the motor cycle frame,

and to detach the sidecar occupies about

three minutes only.

Nnrembeig to Coventry in Two Days.

After an absence in C4ermany and
Au.stria of more than five years, Mr.
Basil Vickers-Jones, ex-T.T. and com-
petition rider, has returned to England
to re-enter the

British motor in-

dustry. Before the
war Tickers-Jones
was with the

Premier Co., and
the last time he
visited England
was to demonstrate
the company's light

ear, produced in

their German
works, ilr. Vickers-

Jones completed
J,

the journey—a dis-
""

lance of approxi- Mr. basii Vickers-
mately 700 miles— Jones, ex-T.T. and
in forty - eight competition rider, who
hours. ^yas interned m Austria
At the time the during the war.

war broke out,

Vickers-Jones was at the Premier Co.'s

Eger (Bohemia) Works, and was interned
in a village far removed from the war
zones. In fact, he tells us. he did not
hear a gun iired until his return to

England, and did not see a war aero-

plane until two weeks before the armistice

was signed.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

It i.i expected that the Govern-
ment's decision concerning the dis-
posal of wm-worn motor cycles will
be announced almost immediately.
At two sales in London last week,

a further number of machines were
sold, and obtained high prices. It
is fairly obvious that these sales
have some other object than the
disposal of surpliis Government
property, and it is suggested that
they are being held merely to "feel
the market."
In the meantime, the negotiations

with the Association of British
Motor and Allied Manufacturers are
still proceeding. Taken generally,
the '* trade " would like to overhaul
and repair thes^ machines before
they are offered to the public. This
does not, however, necessarily mean
that makers desire to repurchase
machines for resale, hut may act as
repairers and selling agents for the
Government.

Benzole Tax Rumour.
At the time of going to press, there was

.a report that the Government had decided
to impose a tax of 6d. per gallon on
benzole if the British benzole producers
continue to sell their output, or any por-
tion of it, to the petrol companies.

Nortb Country Coast Road Threatened.

The coast road from Silloth to Mary-
port is threatened with extinction, by
being con\erted into a track for a light
railway.

An All-British Composite Car.

In this week^s issue of The Autocar,
on sale to-movrow, there ia a fully illus-

trated description of a' new car produced
by Messrs. Angus Sanderson and Co.,
Ltd. (the parent company controlling the
N.U.T. firm), Messrs. E. G. 'Wrigley
and Co., Ltd., and Messrs. J. Tylor and
Sons, Ltd. The first year's output is

expected to reach nearly 10,000 cars.

Benzole.

The present position of the average
benzole producer is that he cannot sell to

the motorist on a large scale without
the aid of the distributing facilities of

the petrol companies. The Government
is understood to have recently offered to

control and distribute the fuel through
th« Anglo-Persian Oil Co., a controlled
establishment. This offer has been re-

jected, owing, it is said, to the opposition
of several firms who had arranged with
the allied petrol companies to use their

distribution service.

It is rumoured that the petrol com-
panies have made a very tempting offer to

the British- benzole producers, and if this

is accepted the former concerns will have
control of the only competitor to petrol.

This will mean that motorists will have
to pay for fuel just what the petrol

companies like to charge. In other words,
the whole fuel supply of Great Britain

will be in the hands of a monopoly.
Such an unfortunate state of affairs

must be avoided at all costs.
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A Sale of Surplus Government Motor
Cycles.

A sale of Government motor cycles

was held at Aldridges, St. Martin's
Lane, London, "W.C.2, "on the afternoon
of the 29th ult. , and very high prices
were obtained, notwithstanding the tact

that some of the machines were without
saddles, and others looked very much
the worse for wear. Five Zenith motor
bicycles brought £54 12s., £45 3s., £43
Is., £42, and £37 16s. respectively; five

Rudges were sold at prices ranging from
£42 to £46 each, while some Sunbeams
fetched £59 17s., £58 16s., £51 9s., £43
Is., and £42. The sale was very well

attended
On the following day forty-two Govern-

ment motor cycles were sold by Messrs.
W. and S. Freeman (Aldridges). All

except two were Douglases. The first

machine, in very poor condition, went
at 29 gns. , the average price for

the whole being about 25 gns. The
machines were not described in detail in

the catalogue, and many were in an ex-

ceedingly poor state. The highest price
paid for a Douglas was 37 gns., and on
examination of the machine it was found
that the frame was broken just under
the steering head.
Somebody got a remarkable bargain

in Lot 135. The auctioneer described it.

as " A Douglas motor cycle, registration

L.R. 1905," when someone shouted " Tt

has no engine !
" The result was that

it was sold for 15^ gns. It transpired,

however, afterwards, that it had an
engine, and, considering the condition of

the other machines put for sale, it was
in a very fair state, and was consequently
ridiculously cheap.
Two Douglas machines without engines

fetched 7^ gns. and 10^ gns. respectively,

while a Douglas frame and wheels went
for 11^ gns.

Bidding was exceedingly keen for a

three-speed countershaft Triumph, the
only one -of the batch which had been
ridden to the place of sale. Bidding
started at 30 gns., and the machine was
finally sold for 44 gns. The handle-bars
were rusted and covered with verdigris.

Despatch riders with the Army of

Occupation whilst passing through Liege

Sgt, Haskins (on right) says that the troops

have been joyously welcomed, and the

inhabitants cannot do enough to express

their gratitude. He was at St. Quentin

when the Germans came through, and,
" although over fifteen stone, failed to stop

them."

BI3
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The Latest Iniormalion regarding the Revival of the Various Clubs.

Westmorland M.C.C.
It i? expected that this club will be going strong by

early summer, though, at pi'esent, the majority of the
members are in the Services. The hon. secretary, Mr.
Joseph Wright. Blackball, Kendal, is keeping an eye on
things, with a view tu early resumption of activities.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The annual general meeting of the M.C.C. was held on
January 29th. Considering the difficulties of the times,
the meeting was well attended.

Col. Jarrott was re-elected president with acclamation, and
the following vice-presidents were also re-elected : Messrs.
Albert Brown, R. C. Davis, E. B. Dickson, A. J. Jackson,
J. Van Hooydonk, and Ernest Perman. Mr. W. H. Wells
was re-elected captain. Mr. Southcomb May is carrying on
the post of lion, secretary, which he filled so ably prior to

the war. Maj. Baddeley. M.C., was re-elected hon.
treasurer, and Mr. W. Richards was
re-elected auditor.

Mr. Head, the chairman of the
committee, suggested the opening
run to Brighton on April 5th, the
Easter Tour, and mentioned that it

was hoped to organise the London-
Edinburgh run. A long discussion
then followed as to whether or not
the club should immediately begin
to organise competitions. Some
were vigorously in favour of this

proposal, while others pointed out
the indisputable difficulties in the
way of so doing. There is little

doubt, however, that the opening
run to Brighton will take place,

and also the Piaster Tour. The
urgency of starting competitions
soon was put forward by Mr. B.
Marians, and Mr. Karslake spoke
strongly in favour of this procedure,
urging that it would be desirable
to hold a si.xty-mile non-stop run
from Broadway or Chipping Norton,
or some such village, during the
Easter Tour.

It was announced that the 1919
committee would consist of the following member's : Messrs.

Robert Head, H. G. Bell, A. Candler, A. C. Ai-mstrong,

P. G. E. James, H. Karslake, E. Lester, B. Marians.
E. M. P. Boileau, C. J. Seed, B. A. Hill, and E. Bridgman.

Mr. G. Pettytt offered a cup to the JI.C.C. for a team
competition between the Navy, Army, and civilian members.

Wellingborough, Rushden, and District M.C.C.
This club, wliicli had to cease its activities, in common

with others, early in the war. owing to the number of

enli.-itments among its membership, will be again placed on a
working basis in the early spring. The hon. secretary has
already advertised the intention to revive the club, and has
asked prospective members and old members to communicate
with him at the headquarters, Queen Victoria Hotel,
Rushden. It is thought full early yet to call a meeting, as

there are yet to be demobilised most of the old members.
It would be of great service if those interested in the club
would send their names and addresses to the headquarters,
BO that, when a meeting is decided upon, they could be
advised personally. There has been an encouraging response
up to now, and a "revival meeting" at an early date may
possibly be decided upon

BI4

(Tlub jDttles.
MEETINGS.

Fe.h. 7th.—The Cydecar Club Committee,
n.A.C, Poll Mall.

Feb. 13th.—Bolton and Dis. M.O. General,

Swan Hotel, Bolton.

Feb. nth.—Nottingham and Dis. M.C.C.
Committee, Welbeck Hotel, Nottingham.

Feb. SGth.—Yorh and Dig. M.C.C. General,

York Station Hotel.
March 22nd.—Attto Cycle Union General,

Birmingham.

EVENTS.
April 21st.—Dublin M.C.C,

Ilelidhility Trial.

June 9th.—Dublin M.C.C,
Trial.

June (end of).—Dublin M.C.C, Twenty-jour
Hours Reliability Trial.

August 2nd and Jfth.—Dublin M.C.C, Two
Days Reliability Trial.

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.
This club has not yet been restarted, owing to so many of

the members being with the Forces. The hon. secretary is'

Mr. E. W. De La Jlare, 88, Church Road, Newport.

The Auto Cycle Union.
It is impossible to make any definite announcement yet as

to what official competitions will be decided upon during
the present year, but such events will be promoted as will

tend to provide data for the trade and the buying public, |
as, for example, the Tourist Trophy Race and the Six Daysa
Trial. In regard to the former, the question of venue is not S
one which can be settled by the Union alone, and permission I

may not be granted to hold the race in the Isle of Man. J

Southampton and District M,C.
The committee of the above, having considered the re^ .

starting and reconstruction of the club, has resolved to calli

a public meeting of all old members- r

and of motorists of the town and .'

district, which will take place at the-!

R.G.A. Drill Hall, St. Mary'sJ
Road, Southampton, on Wednesday,'
February 12th. The chair will bei
taken at 7.30 p.m. by Mr. Alfred:
H. Oakley, the president of the',

club, and it is hoped that everyone^i
locally interested in the motor
movement will make an effort to he
present. It is desired to extend the
usefulness of the club in the future
and widen its circle of activities,

and with this end in view motorists,^

are asked to brmg forward at the
meeting any ideas they may have,

;

which will receive the fullest con-';

sideration.

Communications should be ad-
dressed to the hon. secretary, H. P.-
Young, Lt., Hants A.S.C., M.T."
(V.), Dunelm, 87, Shirley Parl^
I?-oad, Southampton.

. ^

Finsbury Park C. and M.C. '

At the annual genei-al meeting of
this club, the following officials

were re-elected : President, Sir Geo.
A. Touche ; captain, ]Mr. C. W. Cooke ; financial and general
hon. secretary, Mr. J. Evans, 33, Springdale Road, StokSj
Newington, N.16. '

•*

Leicester and District M.C.C. -^

The secretary, Mr. Harold Petty, The Old House, Crop-',
stone, near Leicester, informs ns that his club has been
revived, that there was a general meeting on the 24th ult.,

which was well attended, and that at the next meeting it is

hoped to draw up an attractive programme for 1919.

York County M.C.C.
Mr. W. E. Asquith, the hon. secretary, informs us that

it is the committee's intention to reorganise the club with
all possible speed. Unfortunately, many of the members
are widely scattered, and it will therefore be some time
before any definite programme can be arranged. At the
outbreak of war, Mr. Asquith was endeavouring to bring' i

about the amalgamation of the Leeds clubs. Doubtless,
something in this direction may be decided soon. There
are a number of medals awaiting claim by the winners of

the 1914 Leeds-to-London Competition. The secretary's

address is, 11, Moorland Sti-eet, Hyde Park, Leeds.

Diinloi) Cup

Vi'hit-Monday
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Club News.—

West Grlnstead and West Sussex M.C.C.
We are sorry to note that this club is to be abandoned,

owing to twenty-five of the original thirty members having
given up their lives in their country's service.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.
With a view to foi-ming new clubs in the district, the hon.

secretary, Mr. J. Simmonds, 10, Cranmer Street, Notting-
ham, will be glad to hear from motor cyclists residing in the
Newark, Southwell, Mansfield, Worksop, Alfreton, Long
Eaton, and Hucknall areas, or smaller places, i\Ir. Simmonds
will be glad to forward a list of established clubs to those
interested.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.G,C.

A meeting of the Sheffield and Hallamshire Motor Cycle

Club is being called immediately, and the club should be in

full swing by Whitsuntide, The hon. secretary is Mr. Dan
Bradbury, 3, Fulmer Road, Sheffield.

Penrith and District M.C.C.

The majority of the members now in the Services are

expected to be'demobilised soon, when the club will be imme-

diately revived. In the meantime the hon, sec, Mr, S.

Barron, 9, Arthur Street, Penrith, will be glad to hear from

any of the old, or prospective, members. Mr. Barron has

recently been invalided from the R.A.F. in consequence of

wounds sustained in an air fight.

->-•••—<-

MATTERS OF THE MOMENT.
The Political Side of our Reconstruction Problems.

Import Duty on Foreign Motors for Three Years ?

THE Motor Industry Branch Committee of the Engineer-
ing Trades Committee appointed by the Ministry of

Munitions has expressed the opinion that the industry
needs to be assisted by an import duty on foreign

vehicles and parts for at least three years.

Removal of Import Embargo.
The Autocar learns on good authority that the removal or

retention of the total prohibition of motor imports depends
largely upon the Government's view upon the effect that such
action will have on the labour market. If the sanctioning of

the importation of a certain number of foreign vehicles is

likely to lead to the easing of the labour market in this

country, the probability is that the prohibition wiU be relaxed

in the near future, so that the established concessionnaires

in Great Britain for foreign machines will be permitted to

import, under licence, possibly on payment "of" an import
duty of 33i%

War=worn Machines.
The Jlotor Industry Branch Committee report referred

to above advocated a scheme under which all Govern-
ment surplus vehicles are first offered to their original

manufacturers for repair and overhaul. " The condition

of vehicles so overhauled," the report states, "would be
guaranteed by the manufacturers, and this guarantee would
materially increase their market value. All vehicles,

whether so repaired or not, would ultimately be marketed
bv the motor manufacturers and their established selling

organisations, acting as agents for the Government in the

matter."

Legislature.
Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Committee specifically men-

tioned the motor industry as one of. those that has been

hampered by ill-advised legislation. The Motor Industry

— ^—«••

Branch Committee maintain that all proposals with regard

to taxation should be co-ordinated, so that, in the aggregate,

the burden caimot become excessive. It is also suggested

that the profits of such taxation shall be so applied that the

users of the vehicles taxed shall benefit. Restrictive and

repressive legislation and taxation cannot fail to check the

large expansion of which the industry is capable, and may
even jeopardise the position which it has hardly obtained

in the engineering world.

Co'^operation.

The Autocar suggests that upon nearly all broad principles

the interests of makers and users of motor vehicles are in

line, and that, given the necessary organisation, united

action between motorists and motor manufacturers would

be more effective than a number of smaller and independent

endeavours to secure the same end. Unity of control has

been the great lesson of the war, and is urgently needed in

the cause of automobilism. In the Reconstruction pro-

gramme, important problems directly affecting the interests

of motorists and the motor industry require the immediate

and serious attention of a single influential body representing

the interests of motorists as a whole.

The Proposed Ministry of Ways and Com=
munications.

The proposed Ministry of Ways and Communications, over

wjiich Sir Eric Geddes is to preside, needs very careful

watching on the part of the motoring organisations. Sir

Eric Geddes's interests are with the railways, and there is

a danger that our roads may be allowed to share the fate

of the canals if they are placed under railway control.

The R.A.C. Parliamentary Committee, which has already

set to work in good earnest, urges that the Road Board

should be strengthened and retained as a separate body
outside the jNIinistry of Ways and Communications.

Readers' Reports of the State of the Roads.
IK response to our paragraph in " Current

Chat "of January 23rd. readers have

forwarded us the particulars given

below regarding the present road condi-

tions in the districts with which they are

familiar :

Leeds-Kirkstall-Horsforth-Guiseley road.

There is a tram track the whole way, and

the condition of the setts in some parts is

appalling. An alternative route from

Leeds to Otley would be via- Woodhouse
Lane and through Headingley on to the

Otley Road. Extensive repairs are pro-

ceeding on this latter stretch, and the

surface is quite good, Fr-om Otley to

Harrogate, rid Pool, the surface is excel-

lent, and large stretches have already been
repaired. Harrogate (Gasworks)-Blubber-
houses-Bolton Bridge is, as always, in

excellent conditioii-

The road through Guiseley, Burley, and
Ilkley is good, but between Ilkley and
Addingham it is poor, and improves again

between Addingham and Skipton.

The Harrogate-Wetherby road is narrow,
but quite good. From Leeds to York
motor cyclists are advised to go by
Wetherby, the road being excellent the

whole way, Tadcaster is to be avoided
like the plague. The direct road joining

Leeds, Chapeltown, Harewood, and Harrc
gate is in good order.

HoUings Hill on the Guiseley to Shipley

route should be avoided. The bottom
stretch is terrible.

The road Apperley Bridge, Rawdon,
Yeadon Moor, rid Pool, to Harrogate is

excellent throughout.
Extensive repairs are proceeding on the

Otley-Arthington-Harewood stretch. In

all cases, however, Otley itself should be

avoided.
The Leeds to Bradford main road, rid

Stanningley, is in very bad condition,

but there is, unfortunately, no way of

avoiding it.

Readers are warned of the Westerham
Road from Keston Pond to Biggin Hill,

also the main Sevenoaks Road between
Bromley and Farnborough, the condition

of w-hic'h is reported as being " worse than

words can describe." The roads between
Cobham and Weybridge and between the

main Portsmouth Road and Weybridge
are in a shockingly bad condition, tne

worst parts being just outside Brooklands
traok.

We shall be glad of notification from
readers of the state of the roads in their

vicinity whether good, bad, or indifferent.
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HENDERSON SIDECARS.
War-lime Experience in Metallurgy

Chassis Conslruciion.

THE latest model Henderson sidecar
illustrated on this page has a dis-
tinctly pleasing appearance, and one

which will a^apeal strongly to the sporting
motor cyclist especially. To obtain this
result, however, nothing appears to have /

been sacriticed in respect of can-vine-
capacity. •' ^

We are informed that the
the most suitable
different parts has been studied very
closely, and the makers' experience
during the war has made it possible for

iDrove

question of
materials for the

them to construct, for example, springs
of far greater resiliency and toughness
than

toughness
usual. Such parts as -wheel

spindles are made of a special alloy steel
w^hich IS practically unbreakable, while
those patts which cannot be enamelled are
constructed of the new rustless steel
which, It IS said, will not even tarnish.

.

The connections are by patented ad-
justable joints of substantial design, as
will be seen on reference to the ilTustra-

The latest Henderson sidecar. The design is graceful, and great attention has been paid

to the streamlining of the body.

Showing the body suspension, which is

by semi-elliptic and coil springs. Note the
sidecar stand.

tion. The chassis is very stiff, employing

only four lugs. Long C springs are

fitted at the front, and a combined semi-

elliptic and coil tension spring—which
acts as a shock
absorber — sup-

ports the body at

the rear. A 1

1

spring j'oints are
bushed and work
on hardened bear-
ings. The wheel
is attached to the
chassis by a stub
axle supported on
a stiff triangulated
tube assembly.
The mudguard is

deeply valanced,
and is attached
to the body, and
asubstantial
stand is fitted. The absence of a luggage

frid will be noticed, ample accommodation
or spares and impedimenta being pro-
vided in the body without cramping the
passenger. There • is a spacious locker

at the rear, upon the rubber covered top

of which are fitted a rail and strap eyes

for the carrying of two spare tins of

petrol.

A novel feature is the incorporating of

the sidecar lamp in the cast aluminium
step, a sketch of which is given. A good
streamline effect has been obtained with
a semi-scuttle dash and sloping curved
windscreen. A spring seat is included in

the equipment, and should do much to

obviate fatigue on long journeys.

Three other sidecars are to be listed

—

viz.,, a touring model, a two-seater, and a
" featherweight. " It is hoped to com-
mence deliveries of all models immediately.

The sidecar lamp
neatly embodied in an
aluminium step.

The patented adjustable sidecar connection.

A Windscreen Adjustable to any Sidecar.
WE illustrat-e here a useful sidecar

windscreen, which Messrs. Ollard,
Westcombe, and Co., Ltd., Great

Charles Street, Birmingham, intend to
put on the market shortly.

Unsuccessful attempts to purchase a
windshield for their own use suggested
the possibilities of a demand for a light,
inexpensive screen that could be fitted to
any sidecar by a novice. The fact that
nearly every sidecar is of different width
indicated that a flexible windscreen of
sueScient length to remain slightly curved,
on account of wind pressure, when fitted
to the widest .sidecar, was necessary.
The framework of the screen consists

of four pieces of small-gauge spring steel
lin. wide riveted together, the two hori-
zontal pieces t-erminating in loops or eyes,
through which pass the stout side pillars,
which are attached to the sidecar body
by means of brackets. These pillars are
adjustable to any angle within 180°, and
one side is so arranged that the whole
can be swivelled lound to enable the
passenger to enter the sidecar.

The "window" consists of a sheet of

xylonite bound with webbing and having
leather protectors at the corners. In

An adjustablewindscreen,

to which that very desirable

adjunct, a sidescreen, can

easily be fitted.

addition, it is propo-sed to fit a side
curtain at one side, as shown in the
drawing.
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Itie Editor does noc hold tiimselt responsible for the opinions ot nis correspondents.

All ettots sliottid 06 addressed to (he Editor ' file Motor Cycle." Hertford Street Coventry and must le aceomoanled b» tha writer'- oame anu address

As Mr. Wright remarks, "it starts and stops with thePARAFFIN VAPORISER.
Sir.—Referring to the notes by Mr. A. G. Cocks on page

88 of your issue of January 23rd, could you induce Mr.
Cocks to let your readers know the name of the vaporiser
for paraffin of which he speaks so highly ? Or, if it is not a
commercial article, perhaps he would be good enough to give
a description of it. S.C.P.

MAKERS AND PROMPT SERVICE.
Sir,—In your issue of January 2nd 1 notice a corre

spondent complains of the dilatory methods of a certain
firm. May I quote my ("other side of the slate") ex
perience when dealing with the Hendee Co.
Having come into possession of an Indian machine, I

have had occasion to write this firm several letters re

spares, booklets, etc. I have invariably received a reply
by return, and when parts have been ordered they have
arrived by first post on the day after receipt of my order.

In one case, when unable to accommodate me from their

usual source of supply, they removed parts required from
a stock machine. In the period covered by the above I

wrote twice to English houses, and in the first case it took
me five days to obtain an answer, while in the second I am
still without a reply.

I add the usual disclaimer and enclose my card.

Leeds. LIEUT.

CARBURETTER CONTROL.
Sir,—In your issue ot January 2nd I notice that a corre-

spondent has raised a questiop which has puzzled me for

a long time, viz. : Why not fit a pedal throttle to a motor
cycle carburetter? I am quite aware that a bumpy road

would make it harder to manipulate than in a motor car.

To my mind, however, a pedal accelerator fitted in con-

junction with the handle-bar slides would be far and away
more pleasant to use than those clumsy (to say the least)

and very often badly proportioned "levers" which are

usually found out of one's reach "somewhere on the handle-

bars."

It appears to me to be amazing that no such fitting has

been" placed on the market as yet.

Why is it that probably ninety-five per cent, of motor

car engines are fitted with automatic carburetters, whereas,

to my knowledge, not a quarter of this percentage of cycle

engines are so fitted?

Is there any difficulty in turning out a small automatic

carburetter which is efficient?

R. B. FAIRTHORNE, S.-Lietit., R.N.

LUBRICATION.
Sir.—As a constant reader of your paper, I should like to

reply' to Mr. Wright's article on " Lubrication " in the

issue of January 16th.

Mv mount is a 1914 Sunbeam, which as turned out by the

makers was fitted with the Best and Lloyd drip feed. This

feed I eventually superseded by fitting a mechanically-

driven pump of the gear wheel type. It is located on the

magneto timing case cover, and driven directly, off the large

intermediate timing wheel. I have fitted a new oil tank

directly underneath the valve timing case, froni which the

pump draws its oil. From the pump the oil is forced up

to an ordinary sight feed, which is adjusted to drip at the

required speed into the engine, The pressure of- the oil

delivered by the pump is regulated by a release valve, so

Ihat the oil up to the sight feed is practically always at the

one pressure.

engine," and all one needs to do when encountering a hill or

hilly country is to turn the drip a notch or two faster. A
further improvement would be to have the drip adjustment

working in conjunction with the throttle lever.

I might mention that any oil which happens to leak

through the pump driving-shaft can only go through the

timing case back to the oil tank below. This system ha."

given me every satisfaction over many hundreds of miles,

and I think is certainly a step towards perfection as regards

motor cycles.

If any further particulars are needed, I shall be pleased

to give them. S. HUGHES.

EXPLOSION PRESSURES.
Sir,— 1 am surprised never to read anything about the

power mside the cylinder viz., the explosive mixture of

petrol vapour. The power ol this must vary with the quality

of spirit, and there must be a difference between the power

exerted by a vapour ot paraffin and a vapour of petrol

I suppose, really, we are dealing with explosives ; ana_ it

occurs to me that, with all the experience gained in relation

to them the last four years, it should be possible to supply

an explosive in liquid form to give us, say, 6 h.p. in a

3^ h.p. engine With a more powerful fuel we could have
lighter machines and smaller expenses and any speed.

The thoughts and experiments of your readers on this

matter would be interesting. Calcium carbide generates a

very powerful explosive. Has it ever been tried?

Edinburgh. JUNO.
[Acetylene has been tried in motor cycle engines. It gives

too powerful an explosion, and has been the cause of

accidents. Thern is not much difference in the explosive

force of the various hydrocarbons, though tliere is a little.

Forced induction also has the effect ot increasing the
power.

—

Ed.]

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—In answer to Capt. Lindsay's letter in your issue of

the 16th inst., I wish to mention that I have continued my
tests tor the " dead spot " on Binks carburetters on several

engines, both motor car and motor cycle. The results arrived

at were in every case the same as I mentioned in The Motor
Cycle ot January 30th.

Regarding your correspondent's idea that a " dead spot " is

not so noticeable on a four-cylinder engine, this is quite

erroneous, as I have proved it is much more noticeable on a

four or six-cylinder engine than on a single or twin.

He will be interested to know that the engines upon which

tests were carried out were a 2-| h.p. Sunbeam, 3^ h.p.

Triumph, four-cylinder Henderson, Morgan Runabout,
Straker-Squire car, 20 h.p. Vauxhall, and six-cylinder

' Clement-Talbot.
In every case the consumption and power of the engines

were very materially increased by fitting a properly tuned

Binks carburetter. In the case of the 2J h.p. Sunbeam, the

extraordinary mileage of 170 m.p.g. was obtained on a

long run.

It is therefore perfectly obvious that the fault lies not

in the carburetter Itself but' in the incorrect jet setting, which

is purely the fault of the rider.

T. D. WHEELER, Lt.,

Instructor in Internal Combustion Engines,'

Khaki College, St. Anne's.

B23
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WHICH TYPE?
Sir,—First permit me to congratulate The Motor Ci/cle on

the success of the " ^Vliich Type?" referendum. I have
been anxiously waiting (in this dreary and rain-swept part
of the globe) for the result, which, I think, ought to be
the means of great improvements in the near future.
The manufacturers know now what is in the mind of the

motormg fraternity, and it is up to them to materialise on
it. Will they? ;.

There was the question of "finish" I should liked to have
seen brought more forward. Existing machines have too
much nickel about them. Why any at all? All black is

quite good, but shows up the mud too much. Let us camou-
flage the ba<:kground for, it. The Indian red is much better

;

but why not all khaki, similar to the Indians and H.D.'s
with the Americans here, or a grey?

ONE OF THE OLD (MOTOEING) GANG.
B.E.F., France.

Sir,—As a believer in the belt drive, it is interesting to
read Mr. E. B. Hall's letter in your issue of the 23rd
January, commending the use of a l^in. belt on an 8 h.p.
IMatchless twin. The failure of the belt in some cases in
the past was not to be wondered at when a lin. belt was
forced round a 4iin. pulley, the lack of frictional contact
causing the belt to slip, and this the rider endeavoured to
remedy by increasing tlie tightness of the belt.
Treatment of this nature increases the casualties in the

transmission, and I have seen belts worn out after cover-
ing 500 miles.

Perhaps now, after we have all settled down to post-war
business, we shall see the renaissance of the belt-driven
cycle car at a very moderate price. My ideal is an 8 h.p.
flat twin, variable gear, belt transmission, two Igin. belts
running over lOin. and 18in. diameter pulleys.

E. OWEN DAVIES.

DYNAMO LIGHTING FOR SOLO MACHINES.
Sir,—In view of the fact that the ideal solo machine

specified by your readers is fitted with a dynamo lighting set,

I think that the design of a suitable outfit warrants more
attention that has so far been given to it. While the outfits

supplied for heavy combinations are excellent, they are too
large and weighty for use on a medium-weight solo machine.

I have for some time been working on the design of a set
suitable for this latter purpose, and hope before long to be iu
a position to carry out some tests.

I am firmly of the opinion that a constant speed di'ive to
the dynamo (such as Lt. Olechnovich described in your issue
of Januaiy 9th) is a better method of voltage rejjulatiou than
the usual magnetic field control for the followuig reasons

:

The normal speed of a veiy small generator, such as that
required for a motor cycle, is about 3,000 r.p.m. If it is

geared to attain this speed at a road speed of, say, 18 m.p.h.,
the corresponding speed at 40-50 m.p.h. would be too high

L

A dynamo speed governor designed by " S.C.C."

to be practical. Consequently, makers have designed their
generators to give full volts at about 1,750 r.p.m., and have
geared them to attain this speed at not less than 18 m.p.h. in
order to keep the maximum -speed within limits. This means
that the generator is larger and heavier than is necessary for
its output, and also that all work below 18 m.p.h. is thrown
on the battery. If, however, the speed of the generator is

kept constant the normal .speed can be reasonably high (say,
2,500 r.p.m.) at a much lower road speed, saving the battery,
thus allowing smaller cells to be used, and also reducing the
size and weight of the generator.
With regard to Lt. Olechnovich's drive, I independently

thought out a similar device, but it seemed to me to be too
bulky for use on a motor cycle. My own arrangement is to
use a shaft drive as shown diagrammatically in the sketch
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Induction joint mentioned by W. H. Hunter.
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which explains itself. This could be easily enclosed, and is

faii-ly compact. Another and more reliable device would

be a V belt drive with two expanding pulleys, coupled

together and controlled by a governor on tlie driver.

My remarlis on dynamo speeds and voltage control must not

be taken to apply to the larger machines used OU' cars.

S.C.C, Jl.A.F.

AIR LEAKS.
Sir,—While reading " Ixion's " " Occasional Comments "

in your issue of January 2nd, I was reminded of the
number of letters

which have ap-

peared in your
columns re air

leakage in the

induction system.
An idea which

I intend trying

on my bicycle (an

old Indian which
has the disease

badly) might be
of some help to

those similarly,

situated.

I purpose fit-

ting new induc-
tion pipes, with
an extension to

fit inside the dome
pipe and also to

serve to hold an
asbestos washer,
which should make

a tight joint. Pejhaps the sketch will make my meaning
clear. If adojited for new engines the arrangement could
be something after the style given in the lower sketch.

Two rings or washers could be utilised.

W. H. HUNTER.
VAItlABLE IGNITION.

Sir,

—

Be letter in your issue of 23rd January, signed
" H.H.T.," re variable ignition and F.N. engines. This
alteration can be made successfully and with decided
advantage. I have had experience of it, and should be
pleased to take in hand the conversion of your cori-e-

spondent's machine. E. O. STAFFORD.

Sir,—^In reply to the query of your correspondent
"H.fi.T.," in your issue of January 23rd, re altering a four-

cylinder F.N. to variable ignition, I should strongly advise
him not to attempt this, as it requires alterations to the
front cover of the magneto, which could only be properly
carried out by a very skilled workman, and, even if it were
done would not produce any advantage.
The F.N. engine is set to run at maximum advance, which

could not be inci'eased even with variable ignition, as it is

sufficient for the maximum speed up to which the engine will

run—about 4,000 r.p.m. The only variation that could be
made is to retard at low speeds, which again is quite un-
necessary if the valves and carburetter are in proper order.

As a lover of the F.N., may I reiterate the advice of the
makers to let the machine alone, and not to tinker with it

for the sake of doing so.

The usual disclaimer. ERIC CAUDWELL.

ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I should like to add a word of endorsement to

" Elterwater's " praise of the two^gtroke. I ride an AUon,
two-speed, with handle-bar controlled clutch. ThLs machine
I have been riding for purposes of military duty since June,
1918, in all weathers, day in and day out. This district

(Stafford), and especially the camp, has plenty of hills, but
the way the little machine romps up on top is an eye-opener.
My work entails constant stopping and restarting, but this

does not worry me, as the machine starts easily in the coldest
of weather, and with this so-called petrol. The hand-
controlled clutch, Brampton front fork springing^ and a front
brake that works (and. is not there simply to comply with the
letter of the law) are all refinements found on only the best
four-strokes, and I have ridden many single-cylinder machines
l)ut never one easier of control in traffic and holding the road
better under slippery conditions. The machine runs at slow
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speeds without four-stroking, and everything in connection

with the engine is very simple. I do not say the speed on the

flat is to be compared with a four-stroke, but I would
back my machine on, say, side lanes in North Wales, with

nasty turns and twists and ups and downs, every time. The
usual disclaimer, other than a satisfied owner.

B. A. WYNNE-YORKE, Capt.

Sir,—I purchased a 2i h.p. Levis in April, 1916, and, with

the exception of about four runs, I have had a coachbuilt

sidecar attached the whole time. I am proud to say that I

have never had the slightest trouble whatever. I have the

Enfield gear fitted (5 to 1 high and 10 to 1 low), all-chain

drive, Seuspray top feed carburetter (28 jet), E.I.C. magneto,

and Lodge aero racing plug. I may say this is the only-

make of plug on whicli this machine will run perfectly, as

the ordinary two-stroke plugs are of no use whatever.

I have never had any trouble with starting either winter

or summer. I use vei-y thin oil at the rate of one pumpful
every three miles from a Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricator.

The engine receives a quarterly overall, and carbon deposit is

very scarce. Four-stroking is unknown, even at walking pace.

My petrol consumption is 120 m.p.g. solo and 90 m.p.g. side-

ear. The average speed is 35 m.p.h. sidecar and 45 m.p.h.

solo, and overheating never occurs. Nothing has been added
to this engine to improve the running. I have fitted an iron

guard in front of the magneto and under the engine to protect

them from mud and loose stones, aa the engine is very low.

The little engine has never failed on any hiU in Derbyshire
yet, in spite of having a fully loaded sidecar. I have man.v
times taken three passengers besides myself up the dreaded
Sir William, Rlam Tor, C'owdale, etc. AH such gradients as

these make small difference to the wonderful little Levis.

I wonder what " Ixion " thinks about this. He can say

what he likes, but there is no two-stroke motor cycle of this

class with the same gears that can compare with the Levis.

It is simple and easy to handle, and is, in my opinion, the

only lightweight that is capable of really hard work. I am
just about to overall it for the coming season, and hope to

take part in a few reliability trials in the Sheffield district

at Easter.

I shall be very pleased to hear from anyone who can

improve on this performance with any other two-stroke. I

hope that someone will take the matter up and see if we
cannot arrange for a good time this year in the way of relia-

bilitv trials, etc. . F. W. VARNEY.
Sheffield.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
Sir,—Your remarks on the above suljject are opportune,

as no doubt many firms, new to motor cycle manufacture,

A pressed steel frame designed in 1 906.

are considering launching out in that direction, and it

remains to be seen whether any of these or even the older
firms have sufficient interest in steel girder construction to
attempt to substitute that method for the tubular frame.
Mr. Barnes's frame is equally fine in appearance as the

tubular frame, particularly as applied to the horizontal
engine, but it may not appear so neat if applied to the
Ir" type engine.

If possible, I would like to ask you to illustrate the pressed
frame design which appeared in your issue of September 5th,

1906, and which had* second prize in The Motor C'l/cle

Improvement Competition. This machine was designed by-

Mr. G. Pilkington and myself, and embodies all the present-
day practice of construction applied to a pressed steel frame,
which, no doubt, mav be of some interest to your readers.

H. SARGINSON.
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LARGER TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—I should much like to see a controversy about a

500 c.c. long stroke two-stroke, air-cooled. This appeals

to me intensely as an ideal no-trouble engine. The existnig

two-strokes, with their light frames, frail forks, tiny tyres,

and very low gear, are useless for a hard-riding long-distance

man. The Scott does not appeal to me, as it is water-

cooled and heavy on petrol and oil ^ j^.^h^j^dSON.

AIDS TO STARTING.
Sir,—" Tired Tim's " letter was distinctly humorous, and I

am inclined to sympathise with him in his picture of any

manufacturer " paddling off " on a motor cycle on a trosty

morning with 1919 petrol; but, in mentioning Mr. Brad-

shaw and the A.B.G., is not "Tired Tim' somewhat oil

t'nP T^R-ll^

I am under the impression the A.B.C. is to be fitted

with a kick starter. WEARY WILLIE.

[A kick-starter will be fitted as an extra, chiefly to sidecar

machines.

—

Ed.]

BENZOLE PRICES.
Sir-

—

Be your benzole campaign. In an article, " The

Motoring Outlook," T/ie York-shire Post of January 28th

says :
" Certain it is that the retail price now charged is

Ss per gallon; and one does not require any special know-

ledge of the trade to be aware that this is considerably m
excess of the price at which it can reasonably be marketed.

. Benzole producers should be made aware of the

fact that, if benzole is to be marketed at the same price

as high-grade petrol, motorists Avill turn from it in disgust

and choose the petrol."

Is not 3s. per gallon shameful, when I know of a man,

connected with a benzole-producing firm, running on benzole

at id. per gallon noivi^ H. BROCKLEBANK.

PRICES.
Sir, I wonder if you could afford me a little of your

valuable space to raise a few questions that seem to me
perplexing. Why will British motor cycles and sidecars

cost us so much in future? Where is upwards of £150

put into a combination ? How much will a similar American

outfit cost us, considering it has to pay 33^% tariff?

Will it cost £200? Americans pay equal wages, if not

more, and raw material costs at least equal, if it does cost

this figui-e. How is it done? If I purchase a 1919

machine, and try to sell it in 1920, how shall I stand if

the promised changes take place in design? Spring frames,

overhead valves, 28 x 3in. wheels, better silencing, and more

all-round efficiency. Have not these things been with us

since 1914 on Am'erican machines? So, therefore, we shall

be then just exactly six years behind our cousins. Perhaps

some enlightened reader can oblige me. PERPLEXED.

Sir,—The correspondence that has passed through The

Motor Cycle under this heading has indeed been interesting.

I have been anxiously awaiting particulars of a new twin

about to be marketed by a firm of repute, makers of a well-

known single-cvlinder,
" but after perusing " The Buyers'

Guide," given in your recent issue, I do not hold out much
hope of realising my w-ish.

Concerning "W.'s" comments in your issue for January

23rd, suggesting that manufacturers be content with a smaller

profit, even so, but the increased cost of labour and materials

over pre-war days must be recognised.

In my opinion, the prohibitive extra cost as per schedule

could be reduced to a satisfactory minimum, provided makers

would treat with buyers direct. SINGLE.

• [TT)(n) ».

I
BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j

I HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. •

• A. valuable collection of osetal " i\-rinkles " and items of information con-

cerning the nioninE. management, and repair of motor cycles.

Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3.

: TRACING TROUBLES.
;

• Motor Cycle Faults, Their IdentificaMon. mid Their Remediea Fully
• Explained. Prlca 2/- net. By post, 2/2. •

B _ ^ •

Obtaioable t)y post (remittance with order) from

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 j

i or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. .

(HI
• • .uJ
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, ** The Motor Cycle,

JO, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters conlarning legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the lefi-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct frojiv-questions bearing on technical subjects.

Voxi

Magneto Conversion.

Please inforni me if a two-
cylinder magneto can be used
on a single-cylinder, and if so,

would it require altering?—J.C.

can convert the magneto by re-
moving one of the contact breaker cams.

Lost in Post.

I sent to a London firm for a
motor cycle chain, enclo.sing cash
and postage. I understand the
chain was .sent by post some
time ago, but it has not been

delivered, and cannot be found. The
firm say I must be the loser, unless I
can claim from the Post Office. (1.)

Is this right or fair? (2.) Should not
the sender claim for loss ? If the
money I sent the firm had been lost,

surely I could not ask them to claim
from the "Post Office or be the losers ?

—W.E.A.
As you requested the chain to be sent
by post, you would have no claim against
the sender, unless j-ou can prove that
the sender either had not properly packed
the parcel or had not properly addressed
it. Of course, if you had stipulated that
the parcel had to be insured, you would
have been in a better position.

Misrepresentation.

I paid £40 for a Dene motor^ cj'cle and sidecar, stated to be
^ in splendid condition and of
-iJ 1913 date. When I got it home

I found the machine frame
broken. I went to the makers to see
if they would repair it. They told me
they had refused the same job before

;

that it was a 1911 turnout. I at once
wrote and told the seller, and de-
manded my money back. This he
refused. I then told him IT" should
put the case in a solicitor's hands, and
lie replied that he was prepared to
defend the case. On the receipt he
does not state it to be a 1913 machine.
Will you please tell me what to do?
Can I also make a case against him
for the machine not being as it was
advertised—in splendid condition? I
still hold the paper in which it was
advertised in splendid condition ; and
I have never been out on the machine
since I bought it, as it is unrideable.
-J.H.

Vou seem to have a good case for

damages, provided you have sufficient

evidence to support your claim. It

uould be much the best course for yon
to place the whole matter in the hands
of a solicitor in your district.

Petrol Tank Leakage.

Recently I found the petrol

^] making its way out arotmd the

> holes where the four screws
-2J which hold the tank to the

frame are attached. Knowing it

to be an awkward job, I solicit your
advice as to the method you would
propose to cure it.—.I.W.

There are several methods of overcom-
ing this trouble, one being to braze in

studs and put the nuts on the outside

;

another would be to solder in thick brass
nuts and red lead the screws before
tightening up. We believe Messrs. the
Service Co., Ltd., 292-3, High Holborn,
London, W.C.I, make a substance for

this job called " Coverole."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors or^Kis journal, being fijly

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

^ve notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Fitting a Sidecar.

(1.) I am fitting a lightweight

^^ sidecar to a Big 4 Norton.
> The back axle of the sidecar is

-iJ straight, one end attaching to the
chain stay of the machine. Un-

fortunately, this stay is pnly just

over eleven inches from the ground.
Consequently, the axle slopes down
from the sidecar wheel to the motor
cycle. Is this in any way dangerous
or detrimental? (2.) What r.p.m.

do you consider best for my engine,
both as regards vibration and power?
(3.) Do you think a four-point attach-
ment (the sidecar has only three)

worth obtaining, in order to make such
a sidecar safer with so heavy a
machine?—H.W.L.

(1.) It is certahily detrimental to fit

the sidecar as suggested, alike as regards
tyre wear, strain, and appearance. You
could doubtless obtain an adjusting piece

from the makers of the sidecar, or have
one made. (2.) 1,500- to 1,800 r.p.m.

(3.) We do not recommend a rigid fourth
attachment on light sidecar chassis with
single longitudinal tube. A strap might
be used with advantage as a safeguard
in case of accidents.

Legal Liability.

If a hen run into a motor
cycle and die, is the cyclist liable

for the cost? The owners ask

for its value.—M.R.D.D.

In the absence of proved negligence, you
would not be liable for damages.

Revenue Tax.

In January, 1918, I paid tax

on a B.S.A. motor cycle, which
was used till the end of April.

I then bought a lightweight
Sparkbrook, and used this, dis-

continuing the use of the B.S.A. en-

tirely. The B.S.A. has not been used
since the Sparkbrook was bought,
though both are still in my possession.

Am I liable to tax on the two motor
cycles? I am under the impression
that, as the one motor cycle has not
been used since the second was bought,
I am not. The Revenue authorities

are rather insistent on the paymeftt
of the second £1.—A.J.J.

We are afraid you will have to pay the
second tax, as the first one was paid on
the B.S.A., of which you gave par-

ticulars at the time. Unless, therefore,

the machine was sold or destroyed, the
fact of your having or "keeping"
another machine renders you liable to

the fresh tax.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Bexley Heath to Newbury.-E,B.
Bexley Heath, Eltham, Mottinghara,

Bromley, Beckenham, Elmers End, Croy-
don, Mitcham, Kingston, Raynes Park,
Maiden, Kingston, Sunbury, Staines,
Egham, Ascot, Wokingham, Reading,
Theale, Newbury.

Newport (Mon.) to Glasgow.—J.G.
Newport, Usk, Monmouth, Hereford,

Leominster, Ludlow, Craven Arms,
Shrewsbury, Whitchui'ch, Warrington,
Wigan, Preston, Lancaster, Kendal,
Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green, Locker-
bie, Beattock, Abington, Uddington,
Lesmahagow, Hamilton, Glasgow.

London to Bxjrton-on-Trent.—J.W.R.
Finchley, Barnet, St. Albans, Red-

bourn, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford, Stony
Stratford, Towcester, Daventry ; here you
leave the Coventry Road, and follow
the signposts to Holyhead along Watling
Street until you come to the cross road
leading from Nuneaton in the south to

Derby in the north, then go through
Twycross and Overseal to Burton-on-
Trent.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every
additional word, Eacli paragraph is charged
separately. Name and ad(&ess must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Ordei^ sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—-rTo"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __-&-5==-^

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street. Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

. in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
I For the coQvenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which" must include the
words Bos 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle, ' 20, Tudor Street,
H.C.4.

(5^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit S\-5tera. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is efiected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
car lage one way. For all transactions exceeding /^lo in
^Jiue, a-^feposit i^.i of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under

, iio the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made

ti payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
' the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

t4esirous, but have not ad\Tsed us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed o[. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co.. 31. High St., Hamp-
Gtead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

literr of the new A.B.O. [2254

WE Are Now Booking Orders for earliest deliveries
of A,B.C. motor cjc-les. Secure an e<nrlv delivery

V l-lacins vour order with us now.—Dunwells' Garage,
' Wignn. iel. : 323. " [X3219

I
A.J.S.

I A .J.S.—Immedi.^te delivery of new 1919 6Ii.p. com-
' .a- bination.—3I0SS, T\"em. [X3371

CEOW Bros.. Guildford.—A.J.S. Agents since 1912
Write us for your requirements. [9777

I 1Q^9 A.J.S. Combiuntione.—Write Merrick's Stores.
I XU 174, Listerbills Ed., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.
! rX2430
A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination. 2-speed, aU-cliain, perfect,

stored during war; £60.-53, Brixton Ed., S.W.
[3401

A.J.S. Combinations.—Book your order now for
euiliest deliverv.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X3311
RIDEE TEOWABD and Co.. 31. High St., Hamp-

stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-
Kyery of tlie new A.J.S. [2255

Speechlev. 1
W.3.

KH

EARLY
Deliveries of

p.&.m.
B. s. A.
JAMES
ROVERLEVIS
NORTON
TRIUMPH
MATCH L ESS
BLACKBURNE
NEW IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

WE are now booking orders for execution in strict

roiation and fully expect deliveries ot all the above

makes during the coming tour weeks. We quote

M;b2Sl grices for allowances on your present

mount

SECOND-HANDS.
RUNABOUTS AND CARS.

MORGAN, i9i5,ioh.p..G.P., overhead valves S165
MATHIS, lor-t, S h.p., j-seator, clover leaf . . £225

PHtENIX, fgis.ri.gh.p. 3-seater, and dickey —
STELLITE, I9r4, dickey SPat —
ENFIELD, 1915, dynamo bghtins £265

G.W.K., 1915, standard, being overhauled .. —
CALCO'TT, 1916, dynamo set. standard £375
FORD 1914, 4-seater. Stepney, good order . . £135
WOLSELEY, 1912, 12-16 h p. Landaulette. . £375

MORGAN, r9i6, ro h.p., G.P., 4 speeds —
MORGAN, lors 8 h.p. G.P.. all on £145

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
SUNBEAM 1914 Combination, as new —
NORTON, 1916. 4 h.p., Norton Sidecar . . . £100
SUNBEAM 1914 3i h-p. Comb., ell lamps —
P. & M., 1014, 3^> h.p.. Sidecar, as new .... £60
ROVER I9r8 3.V h.p. Comb., almost new £100
HARLEY-DAViDSON 1917 79 hp- Comb. £135

SOLO iVlACHINES.
LINCOLN-ELK, 1914, 2^- h.p., nice order £20

SUNBEAM, rgie, 3.5 h.o., 3-5p.. like new . £95

DOUGLAS 1913, 2 J h.p., 2-sp., just overhaul'd £36

DOUGLAS' 1914, 2} h p., 2-speed, nice order . £36

RUDGE, 3$ h.p., lors fixed gear, very tast £20

REGAL, i5i4. 2-5peed, all accessories £36

P. & M., 1914. 3-1 h,p.. 2-spetd, kick-starter . £48
TRrUMPH, rgoS", requires repairs £25

RUDGE, '3', h.p., T.T. model original tyres .
. £33

DOUGLAS,' I9r4, 2J- h.p., 2-sp £45

ENFIELD, 1917. 3 h.p., twin, speedometer... £60

NOTE.—One or two of these mounts are not at

the moment overhauled, and since we ^re still very

short of skilled labour, we are prepared to m.ike

a reduction to any clients who might desire tc

take the machines as they are

100, Gt. Portland St.

e.ONDON, W.I.
Telepbooe
Telegrams

Mayfan
"Abdicate, Wesdo. London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S,

IQI6 A,J.S., 4h.p., lamps, born, speedometer,, very
-L«/ good condition; £75.—Elceaud Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C,3. [0491

A .,J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-^ shire agent, Will Chapman, 113, Belgrave Rd.,
Leicester, the first appointed A,.J,S. agent. [3531

A .J.S.—For the e.nrliest rORsible deliveries of 1919
"- models, advance specifications and super service.

try the A.J.S.
Iiampton St.

Rpecialists. The Wnlsall Garage, Wolver-
Walaall- 'Phone: 444. [X0125

"JQ17 A.J.S. Standard 6h.p. Black Combination, no
S-iy lamps fitted, no spare wheel, mileage under 1,000,
wrench used on wheel nuts only, spare tube, plug, storm
apron, sidecar stand, Lucas horn; accept £95 nett.—
Orton, Fair View, Earl Shilton, Leicestersbire. [X3156

6 h.p. 1915 A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable
'v;heels all round, spare wheel and tyre, hood,

screen, luggage grid, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer,
tools, spares, splendid goer, fine appearance; 95 gns.

—

4, Eegent St., Halilax. [3490

4 h.p. A.J.S., interchangeable wheels and coachbuilt
sidecar, wind screen, spare wheel complete, elec-

tric lighting, new tyres, perfect condition, many
spares; any local trial; price £90.—Hands, Burton
Walks, Loughborough. [3522

A.J.S. apares; prompt delivery.—Cyrii Williams.
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton [9189

1 tJlS Alton 2-stroke, 2-speed; £37:
-fi-v bination.—W. Hemmiugs, 26, Arrow Ed.,

Alldays.
exchange com-

~ Bow,
E.3.

'
[3272

ALLOX 2-stroke, new 2-speed models, with hand
operated clutch: £55; delivery from stock,—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, [X5316

KIDEK TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Harap-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery 2-speed and clutch Allons, £58 ; also De Luxe
models, with kick start, £65 [2258

ALLOJf, 2')4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, new Jnne,
1918, little used, well kept, Allon leg shields, over-

size back tvre as new, all accessories ; only wants seeing

;

£42.—Captain Yorke, Jlilfoid, Stafford. [S3198

ALLON, 1916, 2-speed, hand clutch, all accessories,

£42/10; also 1915 2-Epeed. all accessories, «36;
exchanges arranged.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [3571

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914, 3i4h.p., T.T., footboards,

Bosch, B. and B., lamp set, single speed, good
tvres and belt, perfect order; £28: by appointment only.

—P. Smith, Burstead Grange, Billericay, Essex. (3403

Ariel.

ABIEL, 3',(.h.p., mag.. 3 speeds, decompressor; only

33 gns.—"Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). ^ [3461

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.-New S'/Sh.p. 3-speed Ariel in stock, £80.

Orders being booked for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. com-
bination. [2257

NOV. (1914) Ariel, 5-6h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, and
coach sidecar, speedoiMter, spare tyre, Lucas horn,

lamps, low mileage, ori;in# tyres, first-class condition

;

iirice 65 gns.—20, Bridge St., Penistone, near Sheffield.

[X3290
3lb. p. Ariel Combination, 3-speed gear box, clutch,

2 lighting set, mechanical horn, coachbuilt side-

car, iinderslung frame, witli apron; bargain, £55.

—

.•Mter 6 o'clock, 152, Camberwell Grove, Camberwell.
[3523

ARIEL 1916 6h.p. Twin Combination, coach sidecar,

all accessories, good tvres, perfect mechanical con.

dition, also appearance; i£77/10.—Bromley Motor
Works, Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. 'Phone : 961

[3557
Ariel, adiustable puUev, m.o.v., new belt, less

magneto, £8; (irado gear, fits Triumph, 40.'-;

3in, and 3 l-16in. pistons, gudgeons, 15/-: Triumph
free engine wheel, new condition, £4 : wanted, Triumph
1912 crank case.-53, Stanway Ed., Coventiy. [X3280

^h.,

Auto-Wheels.

GENUINE Wall Anfo-Wheel. little nsed, complete

:

£10.—Murray's. 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden,

Holborn. _ [X3226

ALL Auto-Wheel for sale, practically new, Bosch .

mag., in perfect running order: can be seen at any
time: bargain, £12.—H. " ^---., rr,.,.

Docks. Essex.

BaL
tools, readv to ride: first £17
Uplands, Stroud, Glos. [3407

FOR Sale, twin-cvl. Sh.p. Bat-Jap, latest model,
nearly new.—84, Earl's Court Ed., Kensington.

[3439
3-speed countershaft, enclosed

W^

4h.n. Bat, lamp, horn,

secures.—Highfield,

Marcus, Broadway, Tilbury
[3247

1915 Bat-Jap
t- -

-Any time, 29, St. Leonard
O ciiain'drive, coach sidecar, £85; excliange lower

A.J.S. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., eounter-
liiaft 3-speed, fully equipped; what offers?-"""'"'

r. 1, Gunnersburv Lane, Acton Hill, London.
[3410

.\ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Bromlev-by-
['348V

E3'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat

1Q13 6Ii.p. Bnt-Jnp, spring frnme. .Anino carburetter,
X«7 anil Iloscli 2-speod countershnit, clinin drive, upw
'^oaolibuiU »ide<nr; £45.—A. Aehton, Boroufc'Ii Oreeii.
Kent. 'IMioue: 31. [5375

Blackburne.
RIDER TROWARD nnd Co.. 31. Hinh St.. Rauip-

stend.— Onlers now beinn booked for e.Trliest di.'

livery oi new Bliickhurnea ; 2':4h.ii.. 2-Bpe6d, clutcb, £60;
4h.p., 3-speed. £80: 8h.p. eoiubination, £125, or witli

spnre wlieel £130. [2256

Bradbury
BRADBCRY Combination. 4h.p., 3-speed; £38.—

Johnson. 61, Osborno Rd., Acton. [3449

BEADnTTRT, 1914, Bosch, B.B.. 41i.p., free enpino,
all iii.fessori&'i. in splendid ninninfr coudition,

littte used; £35.-T. Allmnik, Whix.-ill, Wbikhureh.
Salop. [3535

BAEG-VIX.— 6Ii.p. Bradbury coiublnafion, conehbuilt
side'iir. splendid oondition, lumps, speedometer.

tools. sYrrn. nil juieHsories : £80; seen by nppoiutment
only.— 115. Manwood Ed.. S.E.4. [3269

1 Q15 4h.p. Bradbury, countershaft 3 speeds, chain
-M-if drive, kirk starter, complete with coaehbuilt Bur-
bury sidecar, horn, hiiiips. and spares, tyres and tubes
nearly new; £45,—H. Thomas, West Ford, Drewsteipn-
ton, near Exeter. [X3181

Brough.
1Q16 T.T. Brongh, 3U'h.p., 2-Epeed. as nejr, perfectXv condition, verv fast: £55; first cheque sevuies.
-Sharp. 164. Bath Ed., Ketterinfc'. [X3306

1 Q16 Brough. 3*,jh.p. T.T.. horizontal t^vin, 2-speed,
JLiJ speedonit-ter, accessories, new tyres, perfet-t cou-
dition; £52.—Wilson, Aberdeen Terrace, Northampton.

[X5298
BROTJGH. 1916, S'/olj.p.. S.A. countershaft, h.b. con-

troller! clutch, s«mi-T.T. Amac, Thomson-Bennett
mag. ; £55.—Lawrey, 26, Clarence Rd., Walmer, Kent.

[3048

Brown.
BROWN, late 1914, 2^4h.p. Precision engine, condi-

tion as new; price £20.—Joy, East Barnet Rd.,
Xew Bnmet. [X3220

B.S.A.

S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.-Reys, 378
Euston Rd. [2972

S.A., brand new, model H, chain drive, In stock.—
Moss, Wem. X3572

EW B.S.A.'a in stock; immediate dPlivery Moilel
K.— Alexander, Agent. Wallasey Village. [1506

IMMEDIATE delivery from stock of Model K B.S.A.
4i,ih.p. ; £79/16.-Eice and Co., 15-16, Bi.-;hops-

gato Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. [0551

B.S.A.. 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft gear, all-

chain drive, new condition: £45.—Martin, 67.
Lower Addiseombe Rd., E. Croydon. [3520

B.S.A. (2). belt-mm-chain models; 76 gns. ; actually
in stock; exchanges arranged.—Lamb's, 151, High

St. Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. N.
[3567

B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 1916. 3-8peed. coachbnilt side-

car, speedometer: £70, near offer.—Autolee Motor
Engineering Co., Ltd., 412, High Ed., Lee Green.
e.E.12. [3361

B.S.A. Millford Combination, 1912, Kempshalls,
lamps; accessories, overalls, everything almost new

condition; bargain. £45.—Q«pbination, 4, Pearl Lane,
Chester. ^ [X2992

LATE 1916 B.S.A., AV^h-v., 3 speeds, chain-cum-belt,
and coachbnilt sidecar, only ridden few miles,

rractically new. all accessories; £75.-294, Kennington
Park Ed.. S.E.ll. [X3308

B.S.A —For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance speoiScations and prices, sole dis-

trict agents. The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St.

Wiilsall. 'Phone: 444. [X0126

B.S.A. Combination, Model K.. late 1917, not done
800. b^ntitul condition. £95; B.S.A. combination.

Model K., 1916, 2,000 miles, excellent order, £75.—
Brown, Engineer. Loftiis, Yoiks. [X3331

FOE Earliest Delivery B.S.A.. place your order with
us. Free insurance policy with every machine

ordered before Mnrch 7th.—The Brook Motor and Engi-
neering Co., Withington, Lanes. [X2727

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
atead.-New 4',ih.n. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt. in

5toct. £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-
livery chain drive model. £81/18. [2259

B.S.A. Combination, 4Uh.p,. chain-belt drive, late
1917 model, Milliord coachbnilt sidecar, lamps

h<^m: any trial; good condition; £74; seen any tjme.—
Goodficll, 5, Friary Place, Strood, Kent. [3367

B.S.A.. 1913, 3',2h.p.. 2-speed, chain drive, kick
staiter, good condition, perfect running order, with

l;iinp. horn, and spares tyre, chain, valves, etc.): £55.
»ir nearest.— Scott, Inland Revenue, Keho. [X3251

B.S.A. 1916-1917 4';h.p. Cycles, with S-sr-eed ppnr
box and connt*^rshait, with sidecar, complete with

lamps; priues £75, and £80 respectively.-Apply to
/.nous's ijarage, terry Lane. Tottenhimi, N. [2932

OCTOBER 11915) B.S.A. Combination, all-chain,
lamps, mechanical horn, luggage grid, spare tyre

tube, tools. Triplex glass wind screen, hardly nst-d

(luring war. splendid condition; any triUl ; £60.—Billing-
Aam, Birch Av., liovercourt, Essex. [X3186

Sole London Agents for A.J.8. :and BRITISH
EXCELSIORS.

Contracts placed for

:

TRIUMPHS. HENDERSONS.
A.B.C. HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
ENFIELDS. CALTHORPES.
P. & M. NEW IMPERIALS.
DOUGLAS. B.S.A.

Any of the above can be supplied for Cash,
Exchange, or Payment out of Income. Write,
stating the make selected, and ask for proposal
form and terms for repayment or our Exchange
postcard if you desire your present mount

taken in part exchange.

ACCESSORIES.
H.H. Electric Head Lamps, black plated .

.

{State whether handlebar or stem fitting

required.)

Bulbs, extra
H.H. Electric Sidecar Lamp, N.-P., with

bulb
T.W.R. Electric Tail Lamp

Bulb for same
Tumbler switches

H.H. 4* volt Dry Battery
4 volt 20 amp. Store Accumulator
4 „ 40 ,. ,., ,,

6 „ 20 ,, ,. ,

6 „ .40 ,; „ „

55/-

21-

18/-
9/11
9d.

2/6
13/6
19/6
29/6
29/6
43/6

Taylor Post Horn, black finish 17/6
Triumph Mechaiiical Horn 27/6

Vevo Oil-guns, with 3 nozzles 4/3
Motor Cycle Oil Cans (flat pattern) 1/3

Blueraels' Portable Footpumps, isin 6/8
„ i8in 7/-

„ „ ,, to fit Doug-
las motor cycle 7/6

ACETYLENE LAMPS.
A few F.R.S. Sets to clear at Pre-war Prices.

800ft beam 58/6
i,oooft ' 68/6
i,20oft 7» /6

Acetylene Rubber Tubing, very stout

{postage extra) per ft. 6d.

CHAINS.
Hans Renold, S X 2 per ft. 3/9

gxi „ 3/2
hxis - 2/10
ix-(V 3/-

For Morgans, ^x -^g „ 4/9
Hans Renold Spring Links ^x-^g . . each 1 ,-

Ditto, t X i or i „ 9(1.

Ditto, hx-?s „ 6d.

Hans Renold Cranked Links same price, post 2d.

BELTING.
Avon, Dunlop, John Bull, and Pedley,

gin., per ft. 1 /5 Jin. per ft.

fin., „ 1/8 lin „
ifiin. ,,

Stanley Belt Fasteners each

,, „ Links ,

(Post, 2d.}. *

2/-
2/5
2/9
1/-
1/-

GLOVES.
Waterproof backs, gaunlet, lined 17/6
Ditto, with wool wrists 15/6

High-tension Wire, 7 mm., best quality,

per yd.
Low-tension Wire, 4 mm ,

(Postage extra.)

1/3
6d.

Mend-a-Tear, for repairing rents in mackintosh
or oilskins. Khaki or black.

f^ce per Outfit (post 3d.) 1 /-

Euk Easy Starter for Motor Cycles 25/-
The right thing for cold weather.

H. TAYLOR & CO. LTD
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I.
Whofesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Liaiiike; 1 ottentiani Court Uoaii. Phone—.*nisoam. 12J0.

Teletirama—"Dynametro. Westcunt, LonJon."

B. a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Corabinntion, 1914, belt drive, counterslli
3-speed, free engine, kick starter, conotlet coag

built sidecar, £45; 6in. nietal turning pedal lathe, era

pound slide-rest. 5t't. bed, 9in. and Sin. sell'-centriL.

(•bucks, £15; Harvey-Frost standard vulcauiser, JSS/fiL,
Stepnev wheel, 8teel-studde<l tyre, tube, £4/10.—Bailey;!
Coxwell St., Cirencester. [X31981|

Calcott.

CALCOTT, 2y4h.P.. free engine; £20.-'Ward, _
Station Ed,, Woodhouso, ShelBcld. [X32a

19
Calthorpe.

16 2^ili.p. 2-stroke Calthorpe, condition as nd
full accessories; £35.-86, High Ed., Lee. [33

j

"RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Haa
-IX stead. Immediate delivery new Caltliorpes, i

models. [3S

CALTHORPE, 2^/^11. p. Precision, 2 speeds, hew cd
rtition. lamps, accessories: price £25.-57, Arg?

Rd., Ilford. 3?

"1 C|16 2^'/ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, single-apeed, as br^
•- it new. unsoiled ; 30 gns.—Ohnlkley, The Broadwi
New Southgate. [34r

C1AI.TH0RPE Motor Cjcles.—All models in stock ;

' immediate delivery; no permits required.—P.
Rvnuii. 91. John Bright St.. Birmingham [09

"1014 Calthorpe-Precision, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free
XvF gine, 100 m.p.g., P. and H. lamps, laid np since

war; any trial; £20.—Letters only, Christopher, 58,
Bedwin St., Salisbury. (D) [X3364

Centaur.

"I
013-1914 3h.p. Twin Centaur (Huniber engine), 3-

-!.»/ speed and clutch, disc wheels, tyres and enam^
perfect, approx. 100 m.p.g., not ridden for two years;

£28, or offers; genuine bargain.—Lt. H. T. Ecoh, 3,

Carlisle St.. Crewe. [X33M;
Champion. »,

MUST Sell.—1914 Champion, 6h.p. twin Precision eA
gine, 2-speed Jardiu© gear box, clutch, H.S., alp

chain drive. Bosch waterproof maff., B.B. carburetteft-

lamp, horn, etc., good running order; £28.-16, YoK
St., Dover. . [3377

Cbater-Lea-<lap

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 4h.p. Coach Combination, 2
speeds, free engine, smart turnout; trial; 40 gnB.

—21, Newton Av., Acton, W. [3538

Chater-Lea.

GOOD Ohater-Lea for sale, 7-9h.p., conch sidecaM
no dealers; cheap.—244, High Ed., Chiswick, W,B.

[3381

CHATER-LEA Combination, twin engine, mag.. Sea.
spray carburetter, 2 speeds, free engine, han<U(^

starter, coachbnilt sidecar, wind screen, lamp, all in
nice condition, stored 3 years; accept £35; no dealers.—

8. Petersham Mews, Queen's Gate Place, S.W, [3238

Clyno.

CLYNO.-Earliest deliveries. Yonr name on our liit

ensures this.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford.
'

[X292a
CLYXO Combination. 6h.p., 2-speed. good eondittofli

new gears; price £40.—Clark, Tideswell, Bnxtoit
[X3144

f 012 eh-p. clyno Combination, 2-speed; £30. '6r
-Li/ offer.—Baldwin, c/o Pitcher's, Ashford, Middle-
sex. [3555

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey agente

for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure enrw
delivery, [155»

,<?h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, brand new Benolt^
chains, outfit like new; £50.—Davies, BowerhtM

1 )airy, Lancaster. [X32M
CLYNO Agents for North Hampshire.-Book yoB

order now for early delivery,- Grover, Smith, an5
Willis, Basingstoke. [35M

Connaught.
"I 015 Connaught, 2-strok6, fitted with new Dunloss^
XJ/ little used: £25.-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lam-
beth, London, S.W.8, [361f

Diamond.
DIAMOND 2-stroke with 2-speed gear, brand ne'

37 gns.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X331il

Douglas.
pjOUGLAS,-What? Never heard of a Douglas 1

TTJOUGLAS.-What? Never heard of Gourlayl

"pvOUGLAS.—What? Never heard of Manchester.

TVOUGLAS.-Well ! I'll be hoiizontalled.

Stock at Gourlays,

jiw

IICI

JlfU

IICI

:U

lit!

an
at:

t\

Fallowfleld.
[3395

like new; £28.—Wright, 101.
" " [3510

NEW Douglas
Manchester.

LATE 1913 Douglas.
St. George's Ed., Aldershot,

3 ah.p. Douglas, 1916
4 changes.—Palmer"

DOUGLAS. 1915, 3-8pced, 2%h.p., in good condition

£42.-Box 2,744. c/o 'The Motor Cycle.

ready for service;

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
sesO; ex-

[3422

ndition:
(X2724

B^2 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at. the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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RIDEK TROWARD and Co., 31. High St.. Hnmp-
st end. —Levis. Delivery this luouth, Model B,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Levis.

. __. _ . Hnm;
- - ^.^. Deliverv this luouth, Model —
2-speed. dutch. £47/10: Popular, £38. Orders being
booked iu strict rot.'ition. [2268

LEVIS.—For the enrliest possible delivery of 1919
models, lulvimce spei-ifications of oil iuo<lels, solo

distriot ngeuts. The Wnlsall Garage, Wolverhami>tou
St.. Walsall. 'PhODe: 444. [X0127

LJncoln-Elk.

LTXCOLX-ELK. 3V'h.p.. 1915, 2-speed, Bosch mag.,
all tine order; £26.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kings-

tou. [3420

Matchless

"I
QI9 Victory Matchless; £140; tuition to purchaser.

Xi? —Eoss, 86, High Kd., Lee. [3586

TTTATCHLESS. _earlr deliveries.—Sole Agent. J. A.
Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield. [X1544

CEO\Y Bros., High St.. Guildford. West Surrey
iigents for the 1919 Matchless. Older now to en-

sure early delivery. ri552

RXDEE TEOWAED and Co.. 31, High St.. Hnmp-
stead.— iliitchless. Earliest delivery Victory

niodel combination, £140- [2269

NEW iliitchless Combination ivith spare wheel, in
stock; £140.—EIc*- and Co., 15-16, Biehopsgato

^v., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0492

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery of the new Vic-
tory models with spare wheel ; exchanges.—Parker's,

Bradshawgats. Bolton. [X3314

MATCHLESS Combination. 1913. J.A.P. engine, 8-

lOh.p., 2 speeds, kick start, in splendid condition.
—Bos L9,024, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5393

MATCHLESS. 1915, 8b.p. M.A.G., Lucas dynamo
lighting set, spring wheel sidecar, perfect running

order: £115.~Mills, 19, Chalk Farm Ed.. N.W.I. [X3243

MATCHLESS-J.AP. Sh.p. Twin, sidecar combination,
2-speed, perieet nmniug order, tvres s new, dec-

Pendrell Ed., near Biockley
[3448

trie lighting; £45.-28.
Station, S.E,

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually in

stock, with spare wheel and tyre; £140; seen by
appointment.— J. Tassell, la, Bloomfteld Rd., Plum
Btead, S.E.18. fI606

MATCHLESS.—Special contracting agents for post-
war Matchless models ; earliest deliveries ; ex-

changes aud easy payments arranged.—Maudes', 100,
Gt PortUuid St.. London, W-l.

^
[9920

MATCHLESS Combinations, two, Tn stock, M.A.G.
engines, good tyres, good appearance, perfect

mechanical condition, lamps, speedometer, horn, etc..

£94 each.—Bromley Motor Works, Mason's Hill,

Bromley. Kent. 'Phone: 961. [3559

Metro.
ETEO-^TTLEE.—Earliest delivery of this sporting
lightweight. Free insurance policy at Lloyds for

all machines ordered before March 7th.—The Brook
Motor and Engineering Co., Withington, Lanes. [X2728

RHlER TROWAED and Co., 31, 40b', and 78, High
St., Hampstead, sole agents for the Metro-Tyler

2\iih.i). 2-stroke for London, Middlesex, Esses, Hert-
lordshire, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, and portions of Berk-
shire and Euckinghamshiie; imiuediLite delivery 2-

speed model £52, single-speeji £46; demonstration
model in stock. Trade enquiries invited and district

agencies arranged. [3601
Minerva.

MIIs"ERVA, 2V^h.p. or 3h.p.. accumnhitor, B.B. car-

buretter, running order, slight overhaul, good tyres,

1908 or thereabouts; bargain, £10, or offer.—22, Oak
St, Korthwich. [3334

3ih.p, Minerva, m.o.v., decompressor, adjustable
2 pulley, perfect order; or eschange for Indian,

ipiing frame (twin), complete, cash adjustment.—Letters
only. M. Cain, 8, Upper Bethesda St., Merthyr Tydvil.

[3358
Monopole.

MONOPOLE 2^4h.p.. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, hand clutch,

Villiers engine, in absolutely new condition, fine

goer; £36.—Snowden, 70, Oldham ltd., Hippouden, near
Halifax. [X3303

Motosacoche.

T Q 15 2i^>h.p. Motosacoche, variable pulley. F.E.,
J-t/ splendid condition, Bosch mag.; £25.—Smith.
Plumber. Wiveuhoe, Eases. [3338

1Q17 6h.p. Motosacoc^he Sidecar Combination. M.A.G.
J-*/ engine, Enfield gears, perfect condition, little used;
£80.-Richards, Phcenis Cottage, Leicester. [X3285

New Hudson
NEW Hudson, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, and Btarter,

lamps, horn, all in good condition ; £38.-65,
Bhrewsbiuy Ed., New Southgate, N.ll. [3467

NEW Hudson. 1914, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, not nsed since 1915, in perfect nrnning'

eoadition; £42.—Gay, Eastbrook End, Romford. [3363

NEW Hudson Twin, Bh.p., late 1913, 3-spe^ Ann-
strong gear, kick starter, very powerful, excellent

condition: £45.—Bell, Sellcraig. Crail, Fife. [X3111

NEW Hudson, T.T., 1915, 2V2h-P-, 2-Etioke, Dixie
mag., B. and B., heavy Dunlop studded tyres, fine

condition, very fast; £21.—Laker, Hollybash, Lympne,
Kent. [3289

RECtSTERED

ACCESSORIES
AND

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

H.H. HAND LAMPS.
Invaluable for Road, Garage, op

Domestic Use.

Require

No

Attention.

GENUINE HELLESEN SPECIAL BATTERY
FLASH TYPE DRY BAT- CARRYlNS CASE&
TERY. Price 14/ 3 each. From 9 /- each.

H. H. ROUTE CARD or MAP HOLDER,
Affords fullest protecfon asainst severest weather.

Fitted wiih special celluloi.l cover, and new extra strong

adjustable clip. Fig. 395. Price 6/- each.

Fries 2 (6 each.

Handle-Dar LAMP.
Adjustable clip, univer-

sal n ovement. detach-
able lamr-

FJH :-G4. 9/- each.

0i>6rates with an iiiReni-

ouscain action, aud will

lift the str.iiigeitsprincs

easily. Only measures
2.iin. over a;]. Anto-
matically holds spring
up until released by
turning nut.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

LONDON. EC 4

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, lata 1914, 3',yi.p., S-speed, rliiti'h,

lamps, horn, etc., cuaranteed perfet-t nmuine
order |^_£35.—Lester, 10, Hanway St., Tottenham Court
Ed., W. [3299

N

NEW Hudson, 6h.p. Precision, 3-3peed Armstrong
hub. lamps, tyres good, enpiue in good order, t^oara

need slight repairs; offers.—D. TurabuU, Leatham Hill,

Ccrnhill-on-Tweed. [X3293

4Jlb.p. NeiT Hudson Combination, chainK;imi-belt, 3
-4 speeds, speedometer, horn, lamps, and generators,

kit^k starter, as new; £58.—Smith, 3, Parade, Staines
Ed., Bedtont, Middlesex. [3374

j ilil3 New Hudson, 2")ih.r. J.A.P. , Armstrong 3
J- *y speeds, new condition, used only occasionally for

short runs, with Watsonian featherweight sfdeear: £38,
or separate.—H. Smith, Chemist, Clay Cross. [X3310

New Imperial.

CROW Bios., Guildford.—New Imperial, all models,
new and overhauled second-hands stocked. [9778

RIDEK TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Immediate delivery New Imperials [3604

NEW Imperial.-All models for immediate delivery.—

J. A. Stacey, Sole Agent, 12, EcclesalLEd., Shef-

field. [XI 545

EW Imperials, sole London agents.— 2i,4h. p. 2-speed
1919 models in stock; trade supplied.—Keys, Eu.s-

ton Ed. [2973

LATE 1916 New Imperial-Jap, 2y=h.p., 2-speed, very
little used, practically new condition ; £36, or

o'fers.—Barrett, Horley. Surrey. [3318

VTEW Imperial Combination, Sh.p. ; immediate de-

i-T livery; 109 gns.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light

Car Co.. Ltd., Bath Ed.. Exeter. [0958

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, 2%h.p., excellent

running order; S30. -Longman Bros., 2, King's

Parade, Acton. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. [3579

NEW Imperial Motor Cycles.-2-3peed, standard, and
lady's models in stock for immediate delivery ; no

permits required.-P. J. Evans. 91. John Bright St.,

liirmingham
.

[0956

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Sh.p. Combination, £126;
and 254h.p. lightweight tourist model, 48 gns.

;

actually in stock; exchanges arranged.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green, N. [3566

New Ryder.
31h.p. Now Eyder-Jap, 1916, Albion 2-speed gear, B.

2 and B. Pilot jet carburetter, in good condition;

£30 or nearest offer.—Blackbourn, 35, Queen St., Ret-

ford. [3343
Norton.

"vrOETON 1919 Models and prices:

Tl/TODEL No. 1, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive; £87,

"jiTODEL No. 7, Brooklands special; £80.

JiyrODEL No. S, Brooklands road special; £73.

M
M

ODEL No. 9, Tourist Trophy; £63.

ODEL No. 16, countershaft, all-chain; £85.

DELIVERIES Commence February. Book your ma-
chine now.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston.

[3167

NORTON, 3',;.h.p., T.T., very fast, just overhauled,

accessories.-Woodhall, Gofls Hill, Crawley. [3313

NOETON.—Earlt delivery assured by placing your
order with Davies, 229, Dcansgate, Manchester.

(3337

NORTON.—Book your orders now for earliest de-

livery. Exchanges.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-

ton. [S3319

1 Q16 Brooklands Norton, with racing sidecar, Philip-

1-tJ son pulley, full accessories; £63.-Eoss, 86, High
Rd., Lee. [3387

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.-Orders ow b.ing booked for earliest de-

iv-eries new Nortons. [2266

NORTONS.—Longman Bros., 2, King's Parade,

Acton; 17. Bond St., Ealing. TeL ; 1578 Chis-

wick. Sole district agents. Early deliveries, orders

now being booked. [3581

NORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the latest

model Nortons, solo and sidecar outfits: £5 de-

insit- deliveries in strictest rotation.-Maudes', 100,

Gt Portland St.. London. W.l. 11442

NORTON, late 1915, S'.Mi.p., T.T. Brooklands Road
Special, and low sporting flnsh-sided torpedo sidecar,

long "Xhaust, vaiiable pulley, accessories, etc., very tast;

lov trial • bargain, £65, or exchange higher power com-

liination,' cash adjustment. -Albert, 1, Church St..

Kingston, S.W. [3''45

NS U. Motor Cycle, 3'/=h.p.. good condition ; £20

;

very last.-Currington, Summerbridge, Harrogate.

NS U. Combination, 1914, 2 speeds, Millford coach-
'

built sidecar, nearly new. not beeir used over 2

years, only wants seeing; £48.-43, Paxton Rd.. Chis-

wick.
'^^'*

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of t^..
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R
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

N.U.T.
IDER TROWARD and '.•.. 31. HOb, and 78. High

—» St.. Hampstcad, sow aBenta lor the N.U.T. 3'..j

h.p. twin 3sneed, dynamo lightins for the whole ol

London, .Middlesex, Essex, Ilertlordshire. Surrey.
Sus>iex. Kent, and portions of Buckinghamshire and
Berksliire. Orders no'v being booked lor earliest

delivery, and district agencies arrangod. [3602

O.K.

RIDER TROWAED onQ Co., 31, High St., Hnnir-
stead.—O.K. Orders being booked for earlieat

(.elivery. [2271

1017 O.K. LiBlitweight, ning., 2-speed; gilt, 35 giis.

i-iJ —Wiindswortli Motor Excluiuge, Ebner St., Wiuuls-
worth (Town St;ition). [3466

O.K. Juniors must be bodked now if you really

want to get there and back every time.—Young's,
The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6. (0967

1Q18 O.K.. J.A.P. countershaft 2-sDeed. complete
M~*y with speedouieter, P. .ind H. lamps, Klaxon, pur-

(rhased Inst November for £51, only done 150 milep

:

reason for selling, liouglit combination; will sell lor

£43: perfect condition, and unscratched.—Jackstm,
Jeweller, Fleet, Hants. [3474

P. and M
P.

.ind M.—Earliest deliveries. Your name on our list

ensures this.—Martin llitcljell, Ltd., Stattoid.
T [X2921

P.
and M., 2V''h.p., good condition, nice, low m.icliine
£20.-17. "(joldhawk Kd., Shepherd's Hush, Lcm

don. - [3365

Peugeot.
5h.p. Peugeot, mag. (variable). B. and B., larnps,

horn, 2-speed and free engine, with wicker side-

car, complete: ^£15; exchange.- 11. Lome St., Lytham
[3435

Precision.

1Q14 2"'Jh.p. Piecision-Toppedo ; £16-86, High Ed,
JLJ' Lee. [3391

Premier.
3ih.n. Premier and Sidecar, 3-speed gear, chain-cuin

2 belt drive; £35.—Lucas, Berriew, Montgomery
shire.

.
[X3249

PREMIER, 3",ih.p., Bosch. B. and B., clutch, free
engine, as new; £35.—E.B.. 42, Hill Rise, Rich

luond. [X3145

PEEMIEE 2>;>h.p., £20: owner leaving for Canada
mil after 6.—Cpl, Stundeu, 22, Akerman Rd,

Blixtcn. [3398

PREMIER, 3',.l.h.p.. 3-speed, pedal start, like new
£38: coach sidecar, £8.-29, St. Leonard's

Bromley-by-Bow. [3485

PREMIER. 1913, 2%lh.p., in good condition; seen
after 7 p.m. ; £23, or near oSer.-75, Tburlow I'ark

Ed., IJalwioh, S.E. [3405

3 ill. p. Premier, clutch model, unscratched, run few
2 mUes only; bargain. £33.-436, Whitehorse Rd.,

Tlioruton Heath, S.E. [3417

PREMIER, 1914, 3";h.p., single speed, semi T.T., new
condition: £37/10.-356, Lordship Lane, S.E

'Phone; 365 Sydenham [3037

PREMIER 1914 2l,ih.p. Lightweight, Bosch, splendid
condition, little used, tools; £22, close offer

Vaus, 18, .Strahan Ed., Bow, E. [3477

PREMIER, 2iili.p., Dunlops, Service belt, lamps,
horn, spare valves, enamel, plating, and condition

gooil, little ridden: £16.—Stoddart, 10, Narford Ed.,
Clapton. London. E.5. » [S3184

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Premier Combination, 2-Epeed gear box^v complete with all accessories, completely over,
hauled, enamelled, and plated, absolutely as a new
turnout: a real grand lot, 85 gns.—II. and 3., 47, St,
Lambeth Rd., 'Vauxhall. [3585

Quadrant.
4li.p. 1914 Quadrant 3-speed Combination, splendid

order, canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, smart appear-
nnce: £45.—Bradley, 14. Bowles Ed., Old Kent E<].,
S.E. [3321

8-9h.p. Quadrant, 1912 or 1913. overhead inlet valves,
very little wear in engine, Enfield 2-speed gear and

clutch, all-chain drive, Lucas lamp and horn, spare
driving chains, tools, re-enamcUed, fast solo, or ex-
cellent lor sidecar; £58.—Box L8,574, c/o The Motor
Cuclc. [2397

Rex
REX 6h.p. Combinntion, 2 speeds, handle startin

fino order, electric lighting; bargain, £32/10.
Hall, 63, Highlever Ed., W.IO. [3325

REX 1913 4',4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, handle
stirting, new sidecar and tyres; £35, or nearest.

—56. Bury St., Lower Edmonton. [3368

5-6h.p. Rex, adjustable pulley, tyres almost new, Bosch
mag., guaranteed in ruimine order: first £14,—A.

Boss, 113, Mount Pleasant, Merry St., Motherwell,
Siothmd. [X3167

REX Late 1913 2-3peed Combination, coachbuilt, 650
X65 {unpunctnred), B. and B. automatic. Al con-

dition, not used since early 1915; £45.—60, Falcon
St., Plnistow, E.13. [3406

T

J Jones Garage j
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1, BROADWAY,

Muswell Hill, LONDON, N.10.

'Bus froru Finsbury Park or
Highgate Tube. .

Phone: Uomsey 266a

Telegrams

:

"JoneSt Garage^ Muswell Hill.

1919 MACHINES
actually in Stock.

ARIELS.

B.S.A, MODEL K
B.S.A. MODEL H.

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. COMBIN-
ATIONS.

NEW IMPERIAL LIGHTWEIGHTJ.

MATCHLESS VICTORY MODELS

ROVERS, 3-SPEED

ROVERS, T.T. MODELS. WITH
PHILIPSON PULLEY

(See Miscellaneous Motor
Cycles.)

SausAifap
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If you purchase a

NORTON
k is not money spent, but
a safe investment made.

Times good or bad, they
always command a wonder-
ful price second-hand; this

cannot be said of every make

THE BEST
MOTOR CYCLE

BARTLETFS,
London and District Agents,

74, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—943 Mayfair.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex. V

REX 6h.p. 1915 Combination. 2-speed. handle start-j

ing, mileage under 1,500, perfect condition
throughout; best offer secures same.—Kingdom, Mill-
wood, Umberleigb, Devon. [3542

T Q13 Bex Combination, 6h.p., free engine, 2 speeds,
Jl«7 handle start, coach sidecar, fast, good condition:
seen Saturday or Sunday: £45, or nearest offer.—Thoni-
ash Villa, South Ed.. Horsell, Surrey. [3297

TWIN Bex Jlotor Cycle, handle starter, mechaniclU
overhead iulet valves, Bosch mng., B. and B.

carburetter, Mabon clutch, good belt and tyres, reqniiea

retiming: £16.—Fire Station, Qosforth, Northumiiel-
laiid. [X3252

QALE, SV'h.p. Eex, spring forks, h.b.c., B. and B., new
3" piston, connecting rod, valves, accumulator igni-

tion, new cover on back, £10 : also Advance adjustable

pulley, 15/-, or exchange.—Smith, 331, Weelsliy Stj
Grimsby. [X319|.,

Rex-Jap.

rQ14
5-6h.p. Rex-.Iap, 2 speeds, handle starting, nc^

if tyres, Bosch, B. and 1)., largo coachbuilt sidecar,

4-point, 3 lamp sets, horn, mirror, all in beautiful coi>

ditiou, dons very little: £70,—Limih, c/o Bippondoll
Co-oD.. near Halifax. fX330a

Rover.

ROVER, new 3'/oh.p. 3-speed countershaft and T.T,
models, in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X3375

ROVER, 1912, free engine, splendid running condi-

tion, new Dunlop tyre ; offers : spot cash.—Wheeler,
Wixford, Alcester. _ [X3300

ROVER, 1917, T.T., Philipson, knee-grips, fast lot,

just uncrated; £57/10.-51, Maplethorpe Rd„
Thornton Heath, S.E. [3493

ROVER Combinatioa, 3-3peed, countershaft, 5-6h.p.

J.A.P. engine.—Brandish, Triumph Garage, 625,

Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [X3367

1 Q14 SVih.p. 3-speed Rover, new condition. £38; also

-Li/ 1914 clutch model. Philipson pulley, like new,

£36.-86. High Ed., Lee. [3339

-|Q 13-14 3i/.,h.p. Rover, Armstrong hub, 3-speeA
-L«J clutch, painted grey; £30, what offers ?—Reitfer,

62, Knighton Park, Sydenham. [3502

1018, Rover, 3'/.h.p., 3-speed countershaft, not done
-L «7 100 miles £80 : wanted. Model E. Levis, new.

—Box 2,799, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X3328

14 T.T. Rover, 3V>h.p., Philipson pulley, very little

used, and as goo<l as new, lamps, horit, etc. ; an*
trial : price f45.—Abergele Motor Co., Abergele. [X314e

OVER, 1917, 3>Ah.p., 3-speed countershaft, kicfc

starter, beantiful coach sidecar, lamps, speciM

Dunlops, new condition throughout; £87.-2, Russell

St., Brixton, S.W. [3432

ROVER, SVah.p., 3 speeds, clutch. Watlsrd speedo-

meter, watch, mileage under 2.000, conditiori as

new; £50; exclaange C.B. combination or lightweign",

and cash.—526, High Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [3443

ROVEE Combination. 3V.h.p.. late 1917, as new, not'

done 50 miles. 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter. vnti&

Rover coachbuilt sidecar : bargain : no permit requireo.—

Holvoet. 8. Loudoun Ed. Mews. N.W.8. [243^

31h.p. Eover, 1914, T.T., clutch model, in top con-

2 dition, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, enameUing
and plating good, new cover and belt, lamps,, horn,

spares: £35: no offers; no dealers.—Apply, 288, BWolI-

horse Lane, Walthamstow, B.17. [3400

Royal Prince.

3ih.p. Eoval Prince Motor Cycle; £16.—Particulari,
i

2 Bainbridge, Witton, Gilbert, Co. Durham. [X3118
;

Royal Ruby.

ROTAL Rttby. 2-stroke; order now for earliest de-

liveries of 1919 models.—Longman, Ksherton St.,

Salisbury. [2359,

ROYAL Ruby.-Now booking orders for the Intel

models; deliveries iii strictest rotation.—Davia
229, Lieansgate, Manchester. [33^

ROTAL Ruby.-Orders now being booked for earliest

delivery; 2-strokes £40, 8h.p. combination £135.
-Rider Troward and Co., 31, High St., Hampstcad.

[2902

Rudge.

RTJDGE Multi, 3y2h.p., good condition, complete
coachbuilt sidecar.—Write John Morrish, Henleyft

Henham. Essex. [3369.

RIDEE TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stefld.—Rndgo-Multi, I.O.M. models only. Order*

l^eing booked for earUest delivery. [227^

RUDGE, 3V>h.p., clutch, varLable gear, new Palmer
tyre. Millers head lamp, accessories ; 24 gns., or

nearest,-Write, Collins, 13a, Glenelg Ed., S.W.2. [3356

RUDGE Multi, S'/ih.p., late 1914, lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, tyre in new condition, and belt : accept

£36.-77, Eaynton Ed., Enfield Wash. Middlesex. [3262-

RUDGE, clutch, model, semi-T.T., SVah.p., just

been completely overhauled, re-enamellcd Hariey-

Davidson grey, disc wheels, fast and sporty, brand new
Hutchinson tyres, tubes, and belt as good as new; onu"

wants seeing: bargain, £35.—Holyoet, 8, Loudoun Ba
Mews, South Hampstead. [289S

19^

W
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BODIES.
Xfi Trniler Bodies, wicl:oi nnd oi.uG; Imrgnin rri<^es.

0\J from 7/6 each to cloar.—Burbiuy Sidecnr Works,
Farm St.. EinninErbiuu. [230^

CANE Sidernr Boilies.Several to clear

worth -

BASTOJS'E S
wicker w.

torpetlo .bodies at olearunee prices.— 228,
Bd., King's Cross. London, N.l.

SIDECAR Body Designs tor the trade only,
ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of criginr.i

designs, also working drawings full sized or to scr.le-—

Cooper's reliicle Journal. Ltd., established designers tc

the conch trade for over 80 years. Consult us wboii de
siguiug new ideas—20. Tudor St., Loudon, E.C.4. [0818

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,

at 50/- each
£5; olro several juvenile bodies; write for

Tlio Willowbrook Co., Leicester. f0901

for Sidecar Bodies.—Several light

ludem anil

Peutonville
[2780

Work

BASTOXES' for Sidecnrs at low prices.—228. Pcntoii
ville Rd.. King's Cross. London, N.l. [2779

SIDECARS, touring and sporting Diodels to order.
-Side.^ar Works. 895. Fulliam lid., W.6. [3255

MONTGOAIERY Sidecar, complete with tyre, wicker
bo-lr. perfect; £3. *' Ferndale," Gibbins Rd., Sellv

Oak. [3330

COACHBLTILT Sidecar for sale, soiindlr upholstered,
as liood as new : £10.—L. George, 204, Beoley

Rd.. Redilitcb. [X3182

WATSONIAN 0,B. Sidecar, little used: £10/10:
enamelled green.—19. Wilcox Ed., SoutJi I>am-

beth, London. [5513

MOXTGOMEBY Cnne Sidecar, quick detachable
loints, 26x2ii; £6.—Kerr, 3, Strawberry Terrace,

EdcGtowu. Carlisle. [3364

LIGHTWEIGHT Canoe Sidecar, good condition, suit
Duuclas or similar machine; £7.—Grove Mills.

Suttou Ed., Mitcham. [3257

^ ,_ -— ,., per-
Lester, 10, Hanwav St.. Tot-

[3300

STRONG Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit 3^ or 6h.p.
feet condition " ' - - -^

tenham Court Kd.
£10.-
W.

T\7ICKEE Sidecar, in perfect condition, ('omplete with
» » - couplings

ley. Jeweller.
bargain, £3/10;

Eromsgrove.
room wanted.—Web'

[X3086

NEW Rally medium weight touring models in stock
for immediate delivery.—Eider Troward and Co.,

51, High St., Hampstead.' [3606

COACRBTTTLT Sidecar, very roomy, red, very strong
nndersluug chassis, first-class condition; £9.

—

Purser, 90, High St., East Ham. [3409

CANE Sidecar, quick detachable, good tyre, £5: Mill-
ford sidecar chassis, 45/-; stamp, reply.—Hart, 27,

Wulpole Ed., New Cross, S.E. [3317

RENNOC Sidecars are maiiufactared_at the Eennoc
Motor Sidecar and Eugineerin; Works, 86. Vic

N.4.

and manufactured
suprrvision of Mr. ( -eorge

toria Ed., Stroud Green, London,

RENNOC Sidecars .are designed
under the personal

Coimer,

RENNOC Sidecars.—We supply lags, rims, spokes, up-
holstering material, tubing, springs, and all fit-

ments for any make sidecar.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hooST, screens, wheel
discs, etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, re

tail, and export.

RENNOC Sidecars.-We specialise in frame repairs to
motor cycle aud sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.— Special department for sidecai
body repairs, repainting, upliolstering, lining, etc.

PIICENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all
spares and undertake repairs for this make.

ENNOC Sidecars.-14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a specirJity.

ENNOC Sidecars.—We can
of all models.

;ive immediate delivery

ENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley, Yale, Indian. Ex
celsior. Pope, and all American models.

ENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle and
idecar frame repairs, enamelling and plating.

ENNOC Sidecars are actual manufacturers oJ
hoods, screens, and wheel discs.

EINXOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
and clearance sidecars; special list.

R
R
R
R
R
R
T> ENNOC Sidecars have in stock 17 different de
-tw . sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present
sidecar with us to be overhauled, we have a

Epecial department.

RENNOC Sidecar Works. 86, Victoria Rd. Tolling-
ton Park, Stroud Green, London, N.4. [3564

SIDECARS and Chassis, touring, tradesmen's, ami
sporting mndels; good variety; deliveries from

stock.—Burbury Sidecar Works, Farm St., Birmingham
[2544

"iV'EW High-class Underslung Sidecar Chassis, for
-i-^ Harlev-Davidsoin and American Excelsiors, 28x3
wheel. £6 '15; hew Avicker body, with apron, 18/-; new
coach bodies, £4/15 and £5/15; new medium weight
sidecars, to fit any leading English make, on rails in
crate, £12/10.-Halifax Motor Exchange £new address),
183, Union St South, Halifax. [3354

1919
Models
No^v in Stock

:

LEVIS • 2\ h.p. " Popular "

2-stroke Lig^htweight £38

VELOCE 2} h.p. 4-stroke,

2-speed £55

JAMES 2} h.p. 2-stroke
2-speed Lightweight £54 12

JAMES •!} h.p. chain-drive
3-speed Combination £111 15

TRIUM.oH, 4 h.p., 3-speed,
countershaft, W.D. Model .. £87 a

MONTGOMERY Sidecar Model
No. 2, complete £16 16

MILLFORD Corvette Sidecar,

complete £19 8

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM'

Telegrams :

Telephone :

" Primus, Birmingham."

Central 4310.

MU

Delivery of New Machines
We have the following delivery dates open

;

A.Ei.C., 3 h.p £70 May.
A.J.S. G h.p. twin Combination . . . 136 gns. Mar.

ARIEL, 3,V h.p., 3-5peed £80 Feb.

ALLON, 2J h.p., 2-speed, clutch ... £55 ,.

„ 2.1 h.p., 2-sp., clutch, with k.-s. £65 „

BLACKBURNE, a h.p £80 Mar.

„ S h.p £100 OMay.
B.S.A., chain-cum belt 76 jns. Stock.

„ all-chain 78 gns. Early.

CONNAUGHT MINIATURE, 2-speed £41 3 Stock-

„ „ single . £34 Early.

Standard, single £42 „

„ „ 2-speed . . £49 15 „
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-strokc, 2-sp. £54 12 Stock.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £95 ,.

„ 2.} h.p £60 „

ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination ... 110 gns. Feb.

„ 8 h.p. Combination . . . 112 gns. ,,

„ 3 h.p., twin £69 6 .,

„ 2j h.p., 2-stroke £52 10 „

JAf.-ES, 4i h.p £89 5 „

„ 3 h.p., twin £89 5 „

MATCHLESS 3 h.p. Combination . £140 Early.

LEVIS, 2 1 h.p., single £38 Mar.

NEW IMPERIAL, aj h.p., 2-speed . £50 Feb.
2> h.p., 2-sp., k.s. £58 10 „'

clutch £58 6 „

„ 8 h.p. Comb. . . £126 Stock.

NORTON, 3', h.p £87 Feb.

31 h.Tj., T.T; £63 „

O.K., 2.\ h-p." £48 10 Feb.

P. & M.'ilr h.p. Combination £102 Stock.

ROYAL RUBY, 8 li.p £105 „

TBIUMPH, 3'. h.p £87 „
CARS.

A.S.C., delivery Mav. A.C., Mav. ENFIELD, early.

G.W.K., early. MORGAN, April.

CASH. CREDIT. EXCHANGE.

The Service Company, Ld.
289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

Telegrams : Admittedly. 'Phone : 6430 Holbom.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SMART Cnne Sidecar, gowt tyre, valanopd mudguard,

tit any nuichine. £5: B.B. cnrhnretter, vnrialde
let. 12/6; V.S. frame, tank, spring fork, handle-bar,
etc., £1/10.-16, York St., Hover. [3378

G.K. Sidecar Co.—'Phone us, Ilolborc 933, lor

quotation for repairing or renovating your side-

car. Sidecars in stock. Hoods, screens, aprons, etc.

Reasonable charges.—336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I.
[2207

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
LARGE Box Carrier, as new, beautiful shape, all

flttinBs: £10, worth £20. - Walker, Whnlley
Banks, Blackburn. [3551

A.J.S. Combination, tradesman's box, 6h.p., 3-speed,
and clutch, electric lamps, eood order; bargain,

f55.-Warren, 187, St. Alban's Bd., Watford. [3244

AUTO-CARRIER, commercial, coachbuilt, as new,
£45; exchange motor cycle, cash adjustments;

seen any time.—Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar,
London. -- [3500

CARS FOR SALE.
PERRY Light Car, perfect condition; £140; consider

combination part.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton.
[3469

STANDARD, 9.5h.p., special 1914, dickey, dynamo,
speedometer, repainted: £255.—Railway Garage,

Staines. [3455

"I Kh.p. Sileut Knight Minerva Landaulet, Vanden
-«^ Plus bodv, good tvres ; £200 ; high-class piano
taken part.-Box 2,778, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3119

RAILWAY Garage, Staines.—Itala, lOOh.p., £985;
Mercedes, 90h.p., £500; Belsize van, £200; Sun-

beam landaulet, £360; Garden, 1915, £65; Morgan.
1914, £92/10; Standard, 1914, £255. [3458

HIGH-POWERED and Sporting Cars.-In stock, 90
h.p. Mercedes, 225 gns. ; SOh.p. Berliet, 325 gns.

;

30h.p. Napier, 295 gns. ; 30h.p. Gregoire, 295 gns.

;

45h.p. Morcedes. 525 gns. ; 35h.p. Mercedes, 135 gns.

;

SOh.p. F.I.A.T. chassis. 1 60 gns. i 15.9h.p. Straker-
Squire, 250 gns. ; and others ; motor cycles or other
cars t.aten in part.—Hider Troward and Co., 31, High
St., Hampstead. [2905

DEMOBILISATION Bargains! And suc^ bargain!
Remember some of the cars almost new, and all

dates' advertised here guaranteed accurate.— lOh.p.
Unique parcels lorry, modern, light car type, pointed
radiators, wire wheels, worth double, £45 ; lOh.p. Dar-
racq 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, spare, dickey

seat, bargain, £65; ISh.p. Charron chassis, 4-cyl.

monobloc, Solcx, worth double. £65; 12-16h.p. Moto-
bloc chassis, unit engine construction, light, sporty

chassis, £75; 14-1611 p. Danacii traveller's cnmibus,
smart roomy body, chassis specially reconstructed, 4-

cyl. monobloc. Zenith, gate, worth double, £80; 15.9h.p.

1914 R.C.II. torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves, de-

tachables, centre gate, nice little 4-seater. £90; 12-15

h.p. Star 2-seater, gate. Zenith, £90; SOh.p. National
(U.S.A.), sporting 4.seater, fast car, £100; 38h.p.

Daimler chassis, £100; 2-ton Berliet chassis, twin
solids, all gears new, wants slight adjustments, worth
treble, to clear £100; Thames bungalow plot at Sun-
bury, £100 freehold; 8-lOh.p. Renault platform lorry,

8ft.x5'/'ft.. most economical, £115; ISh.p. Bayard 1-

ton van, twin solids, roomy body, £115; 15-20h.p.

Panhard live axle chassis, £120; 8-lOh.p. 1914 sports

model number streamline 2-5eater, disc wheels, 40
m.p.g., £120; 40h.p. 6-cyl. Acme (U.S.A.) sporting

4-seater, special competition car, real snip, £125;
12-15h.p. F.I.A.T. taxi-landaulet, monobloc engine,

economical running iire car, £126; 12-14h.p. Renault
landaulet, £130; 10-12h.p. Le Gui semi-sporting 2-

.seater, 4-cyl. engine. Zenith, £135; ISh.p. 1915 Max-
well streamline 4.seater, monobloc, enclosed valves,

centre gate, Bosch mag., £135; 2-toa Milnes-Daimler

heavy commercial, twin solids, live axle. Zenith, H.T.
mag., £145; lOh.p. A.C. light car, streamline 2-seater,

4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed valves, pointed radiator, wire

wheels, domed mudguards, £185; 3-ton Straker-Squira

lorry, cab front, ILT. mag.. Zenith, all new tyres,

aluminium radiator, twin solids, bargain, £235; 1914
Palladium 1-ton van, solids all round, monobloc en-

gine, enclosed valves, £245; 16-20h.p. Sunbeam chassis,

enclosed valves, detachable wheels, 4-speed, Claudel,

£250; 40h.p. Wolseley chassis, enclosed valves, do-

tachable wire wheels, extra long wheelbase, price over-

hauled £250; 20h.p. Crossley torpedo, monobloc unit

construction, detachable wh'Cels, Zenith, £265 ; 13.9h.p.

1914 B.S.A. 2-seater, Knight engine, worm drive, d&.

tachable wheels, £285; 3-ton De Dion commercial
chassis, latest round radiator type, worm drive, en-

closed valves, twin solids, steel wheels. £350; another
exactly similar, better condition, £385; ditto 3-ton

De Dion lorry, complete, roomy body, high sid?s. £425;
2-ton Napier W.D. type lorry, worm drive, aluminium
radiator, enclosed valves, steel wheels, twin solids,

bargain, £575; 4-ton late 1915 Garner lorry, cab
front, enclosed valves, twin solids, very little used

indeed, real bargain, £650: 24-30h.p. 6-cyl. Wolseley
limous'ine-landaulet, enclosed valves, extra long wheel-

base, detachable wire wheels, £650.-Cox (below).

ODGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
man, 6a, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.,

has all the above actually in stock and on view.

Please call. Hours 8 to 6.30, including Saturdays;

no business Sundays. Established 1902. [2248

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

DUO 2.seated Cycle Car, 8h.p. .J.A.P., hood, screen,

lamps, perfect, late model; £85.-230, Brixton

D°

Rd., S.'W.9.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue..
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

GARDEN, 1915. 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, aero screen,

painted red; .-£65.—Railway Cjornge. Staines. [3453

MORCVN. 1914. J.A.P.. hood, screen, speedometer,
just repainted; £92/10. — Railway Garage,

Staines. [3454

CROMPTON. 1914, 6.8h.p. J.A.P.. torpedo shape. 2-

speed; £48. or offer.—Cuss, 20, Canning Crescent.

Wood Green. London. [3468

IQIS, 0,1'. MorKiin. lOh.p. w.c, M.A,G.. exrelleri

*~v condition throughout, electric liunps ; £160.—Lt.

Chase. Cliarthnni, Ciiuterhury. [3246

MORGAN 1915 Grand Prix, wnter-eooled. oveihond
valves, perfect condition ; nny trial ; £135.—

[X3320
valves, perfect condition ; nny trial

;

I'aiker's. Itindshnwente, Bolton.

A.C. Soeiu'ule. 1914. unused 2 years, good runninp
order, tiood, screen, hnnps. good tyres; £47.-16,

Church Lari\ Leytonstone. E.U. [3304

1 Q15 G.N, 3-speed. spare wheel, hood, screen, fully

XJ/ equipi.^d, perfect order; 135 gns.—Rider
Troward and Co., 31. High St.. Hampstead. [3607

A.C. Sociahle. 2-speed. hood, screen, side curtains,

brass hoiid •IninpB. tyres e-xcellent. uuichine in per
Walker. 13.

13333

M^

lert couditioii : £45. or uear aHer.— i'

Piouienade. Mi'l Hill, N.W.7.

rORGAN. lair-. Grand Prix, lOh.p. overhead w.c.

J. A.P., fish-tail body, electric lamps, horn,

screen, exceptionally fast, just repainted; £164.—
Bromley Motor Woi ks. Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent.
•Phone : 961. [3561

MOTORETTE {1913), by Premier Motor Co., Bir-

niiiiglinui. 2-sefiter, 3 wire wheels, single-f-yl., w.c,

2 speeds, hood, screen, tools, Iniups; priee £50, rock
l.ottoni; built tor a liidy of title; this little runabout
is in excelleut order, hud only 18 months' wear.—Keen,
iSiond St., Leominster, llL-refordshire. [X3112

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
4, 3. and 2-ton Lorries, dozen absolute barga-ns,

^100 to £650. See long advertisement under
Miscellaneaus Cars.—Cos, West Norwood. [2249

F'OR Sale, 20h.p. Austin touring ear, converted to
lorry, SQHwt. loads, pneumatics, engine in excep-

ti.Jiially pood condition; price £90.-Apijly, Daniel Uon-
c;i.ster and Sons, Ltd., Forge Deiiartmcnt, Sheffield.

[3270
MAX^yELL 4-ct1. Commercial Van for sale. £130.

lowest; a leally fine van, nnd a great bargain; suit
tradesman, or for any general carrier work; in perfect
rtmning order, and van as new.—Address, Bnisty
House. Burton Joyce, Notts. [X3229

ENGINES.
1 Q12 4h.p. Rex Engine, long exl:aist pipe and. luag-

. J-«^ neto chain case, in perfect running order: £5/10.
or offers.-H. Potts, 22, Lansdowne Rd., West Hartle-
pooL [3359

8h.p. Minerva, m.o.v., B and B. ca-buretter, Bosch
mag., variable pullev. plate clutch, induction and

exhaust pipes : £30.—Potter. 14, Bridge St.. Bishop's
Stortford. rX2439

31.h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., Bosch mag., B. and B. car-
2 buretier, £5; 8h.p. De Dion, latest enclosed mag-

neto, B. and B. carbnretter. fine boat engine, £13.—
" Venidale." Gibbins Ed., Selly Oak. [3329

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
SPECIAL Lightiveight Magnetos; £3/15.-

292. High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
-Service Co..

[3234

BASTOXES'
auteed

;

for Magneto Repairs; all work guar-
prices light.

BASTONES'.—We have a few Bosch and nixie twin
magnetos in stock.-228. Pentonville Rd.. King's

Cross. London. N, [3232

BOSCH, of! 3>;.h.p. Triumph, wants attention: 37/6.
or nearest.—Douglas. Bushtown. Colcraine. [X3299

ZAIR. 1914,
Xadine St., S.E.7.

anti-eloek; £4.—
[3480

BOSCH Lisbtweight
Knight, " " "

LIGHTWEIGHT Anti-clock Magnetos, Bosch, Eise-
mnuu, perfect; £3/15 each.-Asliton, Thornhill

Edge, IJev.sbury. [X3180

TWIX Car Magneto iThomson-Bennett), perfect condi-
tion, wateiiiroof. new, never used: £6/10. '

gain.—The Beeches. Tauwoiih Lane, Earlswood Lakes.
[X3245

BRAXD New Thomson-Bennett Magneto, twin, water-
tight. £5/5; '

greatly superior to

1914 Senspray carlnrretter, £1/5.
£6 the two.—Taylor, 5. Gladstone Place, Sandv Lane.
Camp Hill. Birmingham. [X3247

TEBHON;. registered 291.298.

cures misfiring; 5/- each rivet: Jebrou screws, fit Bo.sch
njuguetos. 11/- pair; old screws Jel»ronised, 5/- each.

JEBROX Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver. Martin, making world's records.—Jebion.

38. Herbert Ed.. Woolwich. London. S.E.I8. [X4331

FOR Magneto Repairs, spares, re-magnetising. Biitish
magnetos and dynamo lighting eauipnients. write

or 'phone Streathnm 2108. Established 1900—Love-
land Bros.. Cre.seent Magneto Works, Norljury. Londou
S.W. [S07P

MAGNETO Reparrs.—Send your magneto to P.nl-

mer's Garage. Tooting. Reply paid; quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—Palmer's
Garage. Tooting. [9980

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
CHARLES PAEKER and Co.. Magneto Specialists;

undertake to repair and despatch any
maiineto received by them in 24 hours, and

any and every

:

uarantee

CHARLES PARKER and Co. have a special depart-
ment for motor cycle magneto repairs, and assurq

you of instant,, attention.—Below. ^

CHARLES PARKER and Co. are making a special
feature of speed in completing their transactioira.

-Below.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. always have a reserva
force of mechanics awaiting that urgent iob.—

Douglas
Matchless
P. 6 M.
Rudge
James
Indian
Zenith
Enfields
Rover
Levis
Alldays
BS.A.
Henderson
SparRbrook
Morgan Runabouts
Edmund
Ixion

We are now booking orders for

the above machines. In some
cases we can dehver from stock,

Send on your order with a £5
deposit, we will obtain for you
the best possible delivery.

Be one of the Early
Happy Owners and
Rejoice Avith the

Throng.

Our Second-hand List will be

sent on request.

The North Wales

Motor Exchange,
Chester Street,

WREXHAM.
Telephone : No. 238. N. WALES.

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto apecialist9,':|j

75. Park Rd. North. Acton, London, W.3. Tel. « I

Chiswick 1518. I2099'l

BIRMINGHAM.-Magneto repairs, reivinding, re-
|

ruitgnetising. and overhauling promptly execxtted;.
moderate charges.—The Electricid Trades Supply Ltd.,
41, Qt. Charles Kt.. IJirniiugluiiu. T.A. : Motors. Bir-
mingham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [1721

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-.
lished 1912. Manager S. T. Boon, late from tha

Bosch works.— Magneto lepnirs of every description.
All repairs at lowest possihle prices, and strictly gufirao-

teed. We can mostly return then within 24 hours.

We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyL
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto He-
imiring and Winding Co.. 158. Seymour St.. Euston,
N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1158, T.A. ; Kurnagnelio,
Norwest. London. [1032

TYRIjS.
314,'ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Please note new address.

New Cross Rd., New Cro.ss, S.E.14.

ECONOMIC-We have the following clearance lin^

in Kempshall and other well-known makes
; goo

j

-arriage paid on approval against remittance.

C?CONOMIC—24 X 2»4 heavy non-skid, for 2-strok<

32/6. listed 45/6; complete with tabe,»39/-

1CONOMIC—26x21(1 wired-on fluted covers, 7/6,

pair 12/6; only few left.

ECONOMIC.
.,L-jab, 35

E'

E'

E'^

E^
ECONOMIC—26x21/2 extra heavy non-skid for 2i4iir.

rims 41/-. listed 60/3.

-26x21/2 diamond studded. 41/6; noa*
-: 650X65 diamond studded. 46/3.

OONOMIC—660x65 extra heavy non-skids. 45/.-,

Usted 65'-; 28x3 extra heavy, 50/-, Hsted 69/9.

CONOMIC—26X3 Kempshall non-skid. 75/-. listed

96/-: 26x3 anti-skid. 45/-. listed 72/6.

ECONOMIC-Guaranteed tabee, 24x2^4 7/6, 26x214
' 7/6, 26x21/2X214 8/6. 26x21/2 8/6. 26x3 U/6,

28x3 ll'5.

fECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., New-
Ll Cross. 8.E.i4. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [2826

BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes.-New clearance
line., as t)elow. Goods sent on approval against

remittance.

ASTONE'8.—26x2 Micheli-i light, 12/-, list l7/-i
teel-studded. 24/-, list 43/-.

ASTONE'S.—26x214 Michelin Trident, 22/-. list

32/S; Hutchinson Brooklands, 18/-, list 29/5:
Tourist Trophv, 25/-. list 41/-: De Luxe heavy. 32/-,

list 45/6; Kempshall. 19/6.

ASTONE'S.—26x21/2 Michelin heavy Trident. 26/-,

list 35/9; De Luxe heavy. 35/-. li.st 51/3: Good-
rich saftty tread heavy 45/-. list 57/6 : Shell grooved,

18/6 list 36/-.

TJASTONE'S.—650x65 Henley plain, 35/-. list 53/3

BASTONE'S.-28x3 nibber-stu^ded, suitable for

front wheel and sidecars, 32/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wired edge covers: 26x21^ heavy
Trident. 19/6, list 32/3; 26x21/2 Miohehn lighl,

12/6. list '8/6.

ASTONE'S.—Special line of Michelin push-cycle
covers, 28x11/2, 28x1%, 26x11/2, 26x1%, 6/9,

list ?/-. -

ASTONE'S.—Hutchinson tubes, 26x2 5/6, 26x2li
6/-, 26x21/2 6/6. 28x3 9/6, butted 1/6 eitra. -

Pedley and John Bull, all,,

B^

B^

B^
list

BASTONE'S for Belts,

sizes in stock.

BASTONE'S, 228,
Ixmdon, N.l.

Bastone's, Kincross,

AVON Steel-siudded Tyre, 700x75, almost new;
—Price, 292, High St., Lewisham.

.Pentonville
Tel. : 2481
liondon.

SRd., Kind's CrosSf
North. Telegramse

[2778

27/6.
[3312

TYE.es.—See Bancroftian Advertisement under Mia
cellaneous. Stelastic. Pedley, Kempshall, Hutchin-

son : extraordinary prices. [0845

NEW Heavy Beaded Covers. 26x2 16/-. 26x2iA 25/-,
26x21/2 27/6; butt-ended tubes, 26x2i4 8/6, 26x

2>A 9/-; endless tubes, 26x2^4 7/6, 26x2^^ 8/-: sent
,
approval carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's

^Garage, Tooting. [9191

MY Prices Astonish All Competitors.—Brand new
tyres ; 26x2 very Ijeavy Bt^ldam BuUdogr cover

(50/-}, accept 30/-: ditto, 26x2i^. 35/-; 26X21/1 Beldam
de Luxe cover, 26/-; Hutchinson heavy nihber studded,
25/-, extra heavy 30/-; Skew ditto. 21/-, heavy pattern
25/-- 26x2V. 16/-, steel 18/-, heavv 21/-, extra heavy
25/- aiid 30/-; secure at once.—Millards, Ohesterfleld
Established 1900. [XSIS^-.

A24 All letters relating tc advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TANKS.
TANKS.—Toiiks anv shape to order, repnirs or enniii

elled- disc for motor wheels; fjeuonil sheet metal

work- lists free.— Attwoods. 86, Kosebery Av.. E.G.

Tel.:' Ceiitrni 12445. (9922

PATENT AGENTS.
INVKNTORS' Advk'e aud Hnudbook Free. — King's

Patent Agency, Ltd., 186. Queen Victoria St.,

London. [5818

INSURANCE.

FOR Insurance of nil kinds (specinlly motor), apply,

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops Stort-

ftld.
^

L0693

DREADNOUGHT Motor Cycle Policies at Lloyd's

Premiums from £1/7/6. payable yearly, quarterly,

or montlilv. Before insuring elsewhere, write for did-

^pectus.-Roys. Ltd., 199. Piccadilly, London 17734

TUITION.
MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,

Ltd.. gives the highest standard of training in

driviu?. meolinnism, aud repairs for the lowest fees in

England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The British

School of Motoring, 6. Coventry St.. Piccadilly Circus,
^ [0953

AGENCIES.
AGEXCIES Wanted for motor cycles and accessories.

-Central Motor Cvcle Garage, 39, Bedford St.,

North Shields. [3283

DUTCH Firm, many rears in the cycle, motor cycle.

aud rubber tvres and tubes branch, seeks sole Tepre-

sentation for Holland.—Address, No. 6,017, Seyffards
Oniral Advertisement Bureau, Damrak 99, Amster-
dam. [3278

DEXMARK.—An old, well reputed firm in the motor
line, with address in Copenhagen, wants to take

Oter the sole aeeucy of a first-class English motor cycle.

—Applirnnts are requested to apply to 7,008, SylTe.<itei

Hvid. Copenhagen K. [3236

TO Manufacturers.-Mannfacturer's agent, and burin^
agent for impoitant firms in the East (now visiting

India!, wishes to get into touch with manufactnveif
of light cars, cycles, accessories, and especially novelties,
with view to business in the East.—Eos 2,662, c/o The
Hotter Cycle. [X1997

GENTLEMAN with first-class connection, residing
in Brussels (Belgian subject who speaks English)

flesires to lepresent in Belgium English manufacturers
of cycles, motor cycles, accessories and tyres; 20 years'
experience of the trade.—A. Watelet, temporary address
12. Dudley St.. Luton. [2068

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
SPECIALIST in Avinfion Engines, proposing produc-

tion of high speed motor cycle^: at moderate price.

desires conimunicition with prospective clients.—Box
L9,056, CO The Motor Cycle. [3546

A WEIGHT, 20 years' experience, many years
• tester and representative for well-known firin 'of

light car and motor cvcle manufacturers, gires un-
biassed opinion.-154. Gt. Portland St., W. [3214

FG. HERETAGE, 10 years' practical -experience,
• offers unbiassed advice on the purchase of new

and second-hand motor cycle; machines examined and
reported on ; distance no object.—48, Clarendon Ed..
I^atney. S.W.15- [2693

COLE and Clense, 24, Union St., Birmingham, advise
. on the purchase, insurance, garage, installation,

Bs4 maintenance of your machine, new or second-
hand. Expert examination undertaken; advice on agri-

motors, conutrv house lighting, etc. [X2438

REX G. MUNDY. after 12 years' all-round experi-
ence, offers unbiassed expert advice in the selec-

tion of new and second-hand motor cycles and light

cars, examinations and reports ; vehicles bought and
sold on commission; insurance.—Room 80, 83, Pall
Mall, London, S.W. [3544

SITUATIONS VACANT.
>ORTSMOUTH Municipal College.—Appointment of

Instructor and Lecturer in Motor Engineering.

WANTED, at once, instructor and lecturer in motoi
engineering ; must, be a practical man experienced,

and capable of complete overhaul; principal work at

pzesent to take classes for disabled soldiers and others

;

salary .£200.—Application forms and further particulars

may be obtained on forwarding stamped, addressed,

foolscap envelope, to the Secretary at the Committee's
Offices, the Municipal College, Portsmouth. [3032

CANADA.—An important group 01 British cycle and
motor ac^-es3ory manufacturers desire the services

of a thoroughly competent organiser and salesman to
manage their interests in the above territory. Local
knowledge and sales experience essertiah The oppor-
tnnitv offers almost unlimited scope for a keen and
onalified man.—Apply, Box L9,044, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3608
SITUATIONS WANTED.

YOUNG Man seeks position with large motor firm
as sales manager, traveller, or demonstrator, life

experience engineering, can drive and demonstrate any
car; 2 years Government inspector.—Box 2.758, c/o

TM Motor Cycle. [X2995

OFFICER. Royal Engineers, abont to be demobilised.
desires position of responsibility, excellent experi-

ence with highest class manufacturers in design and
manufacture of all tvpes of motor cycles.-Box 2.791,
A/o The Motor Cycle. fX3244

All letters- relating to advertisements

O/lways
^

keep
PARALLEL
artel I

grip ckai

Famous for 35 years: euarnn.

teed for ever. Four sizes Sin.

to9in.; ot all good dealers.

See 'hat your spanner is stamp
ed with the EoHdofi raark here
shown- the mark of the gen
ui'te "King Dick."

Abinsrdon Ecco. Limited,
Ty 8 e I e Yt Birmingham.
t-oodon: G. H. Smith.

12. Mortimer Street, W.

BURBEfiRYS'
1919 SALE.
1918 Suits & Topccats

Until end of February.

Motor Cycle Burberrys,
Uiied tweed or rteec--.

Usiial price. 5^ and 8 Gns.
E ale Price, 73/6 and 94/6.

The Burberry. World-
renowned weatherproof.
Usnal pricp, 5 Gns.

Sale Price, 73/6.

A large number o£ overcoats and
suit3 in wool coatings is also

ava lahle at reduced prices by
lieraonal selection only.

i/- extra on above prices

for packing and carriage..

Write for

Sale List

o£Bai,J^ms,

BURBERRYS Haymarket London S.W.I.

715 OTd selj

measurement
form
free

This Book
should be read"^

by every Motor 1

Cyclist.

Send for it !

IRVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW,
BRADFORD.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

C^
EXTLEMAN, with good knoMiedge of ensineerinff,

T liigh jiecuracy niiiL-hine work, mnteiial testing,

eti'., desires position na working pjutner in motor or
motor cvcle liusine.'Js near London or Colchester.—Box
L8,970, 'c/o IVic Motor Cycle. [3279

PARTNERSHIPS.
A DVERTISEK. with experience and capital, age 34,

A. desires partnership in light car and motor cycle

ascncv Midlands preferred.—Box 2,797, c/o Tlie Motor
ClicU:

'

[X3295

DEMOBILISED Officer, with capital at disposal arid

previous experience, desires an active interest m
au established motor cycle agency bnsiness in the Lon-

don district.-Marians, Strand I'alace Hotel, I^™™Pg

PARTNER Wanted to develop the lightweight inotor

cycle in the Midlands: capital not essential it

energetic, as the whole business is mannfacturing In

large Quantities.-Apply in first instance, Box 2,796,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [i.3291

FINANCIAL.
WELL-KNOWN Motor Cycle and Light Car E.xpert

requires £500 to form a company to specialise

in repairs in London, excellent prospects; first-class

agencies and contiacts can be secured; interview

in London by appointment.-Box L9,035, c/o TJj
Motor Cycle.

GARAGES.
[3545

GARAGE Accommodation OfSered to one or two

careful motor cyclists, near Queen s Park, N.W.a

;

ficilitip'* for cleaning and repairs.-Writ« first, men-

tiSins machiners., 21, Kempe Rd., Kilburn. [3525

1 WANTED.
SUNBEAMS, Harleys, A.J.S.'s, Enflelds, B.S.A.'s,

Nortons. Triumphs, Matchless, and Morgans,

19I5's and later purchased for spot cash,-Mand6s

100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. Lisib

N.S.U. Speed Gear, to fit SVsh.p. B.S.A.-Stoncleigh.

Marske-by-Sea. [X3109

WAN Sidecar, in good condition.-Box 2.755, c/o

The Motor Cycle. LX296b

EAE Stand for 5h.p. Indion.-lO, Park Av., Long-

sight, Manchester. L-s-aii"

ANTED, motor cycle.-144, Balling Ed., Haminer-

smith, London. '^^°°

OOD and Screen, coinplete, for 61i.p. Enfie^-P.

^ r Groom, Bury St. Edmunds. [X315b

OMBINATION, any good make; no rubbish; cash

-M., 4, Dollis Ed., Finchley. L31^s

ANTED, model 9 T.T. Norton -Goldsmith, H.M.S

Retriever, c/o G.P.O., London. [X3289

-Eobert-
[X2771

s
R
W
H
C
W -.

D°SS^tl; IJS;,fsrVSSo^
"''"

4? 2,000 Waiting for machines any make; good pnce.

a- given.-liooths Motorics, Halifax. 12641

WAJSTED, A.O. Sociable, or similar make.-Sutton,

44. London Rd.. Kingston, Surrey. [3241

TNDIAN Frame, 1913. 7-9^., sprung with or witll-

1 out forks.-24, Sydney Ed., Enfield. [X3223

WANTED, U or 12.toothed free-wheel, V^in.
BitflaJfl

Vsin.-Body, Town Hall, Torquay. [3248

WANTED, 4h.p. Triumph or similar engine about

1915 _l24, Shakespeare St., Hove. [i-d24u

100 rstl^'rlVJJrhfr.ir'To'A''''-- [0'^?f

W^?r^i?,?ph.^iJi,:51lerfiS!''lio.S?^ster!"^Ti3lfo

DOUGLAS 1914 2%li.p. Connecting Eod and Piston

wanted.-Truscott, New St., Sidmouth. [X3115

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Exhaust Pipes (wrthout "ilencer).--

84, Bowes Ed., Palmers Green, N.13. [3324

t'aTHE, screw^utting, 6in or 8in centre, hollow

JL niandrel.-151, Globe Ed., Mile End. [3370

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3 speeds: cheap for cash.-Stevens,

Eussell Villas, Eussell Ed.. Newbury. [X3332

"buDGE Front Wheel, 26x214: pair plated tounng

XV liandle-bars.-Taylor, Barker, Carhsle. [X3326

V-PTOOETTE lady's; state condition, price.—East-

w"od sandal Hill Ed., Baildon, Yorks. [X3322

WANTED, 20tooth sprocket, for Indian gear -Wat-

son, Mill House, Prestbury, Cheshire. [X3239

AB C Sunbeam, A.J.S., or late modern make.-Th«

Deanasate Mitor Exchange. Manchester. [0969

WANTED, right side of gear box o£ "IS 9b-P-

Indian.-Kirkman. New Milton, Hants. [3302

WANTED. Binks carburetter, twin, 6h.p.—Bates, 79

Eansome Ed., Coventry. [X3376

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, required this week.—Write,

91, Cliiton Ed., South Norwood. [3495

WANTED, magneto. V twin, anti, 6-8h.p., 45<-82,

Cornwall RA. Brixton, Loudon. [3517

W\NTED, combination, single-cyl., first-class make
-Box L9,039, c/o The Motor Cycle. "'=i«

wANTED, motor cycle or combination;

Skclton, 333, Acton Lane, Aeton, U.3.

[3549

cheap.—
(3419

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A25
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2ENITHS.
WANTED.

-90X77','' twin.— Maudes'.

S.A., 1916, 1917, solo or combiuations.—Mnuflea'.

1917 combinations and liglitweigbt.—

B
A.J.S.. 1916

Maiidos'.

"EiJfFIELn 1916 and 1917 Combinations.—Maudes'.

D,OUGLAS. 1915. 1916, and 1917. 2 and 3-speed
modelB.—Maudes'.

MATCHLESS, 1915. 1916, and 1917 M.A.G. engiiied
comliinat ions.— Maudes'.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON". 1917, electric and stimdard
couibinations.—Miiudes'.

TVCOEGANS, 191,5_» 1916, and 1917, water-cooled
J.A.P. and M.A.Q, models.—Mauuei

TRIUMPHS, 1915, 1916. and 1917 lightweight and
couutorshaft models.—Maudes'.

SUXHEAMS. 1915, 1916. 1917 single and twin com-
biunt ions.— Maudes'.

MAUDES' Are Buyers of any of the above for srot
cash. Very highest prices for machines in good

condition.— 100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [3530

"tTTANTED, motor^ bicycle, 4-stroke: cheap.— Goodoy.
[342

lino'wu

Accumulator
Electric

Lighting.

Complete Set,

Brightview, Hadley Ed., New Bamet.

MOTOR Cycle, combination, or light car,
make.— 42, Clementina Rd., Leyton. li'i^

CYLINDER, 3'/.h.p. Premier, also coach sidecar.
Phillips, 106. Ridley Ed.. Forest Gate. [3335

SUNBEAM Combinations; send particulars and price
—Service Co.. 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [9306

WANTED, modern combination, also solo machine.
-Albury, St. Mary's Rd., Frinton-on-Sea. [2716

WANTED, motor cycle or combination. — Write
Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill. [3411

WANTED, 1915-14 SVoh.p. Eover engine valves.—
Nene Farm, Wollaston, Wellingborough. [X3227

WANTED, Bradbury loctboards. also Autoclipse
lamp.—Calvert. Market St., Chorley, Lanes.

[X2493
WANTED, 6h.p. J.A.P. engined combination, good

.condition: cash.—E. Ash, Nurseryman, Slough.
[2917

WANTED, 4-seater car, in good condition; cheap; no
dealers.—Write 37, Winstanley Ed., Sbeerness.

[X2732
WANTED, 48° Bosch magneto, anti-clockwise —Par-

ticulars, Bainbrid^e, Witton, Gilbert, Durham.
[X3116

6h.p. or over combination, or cycle only, any good
make.—King. Heath Bank House, Cheadle Hulme.

[X3166
COMBINATION, recent model, Sanbeam, or Enfield

preferred.-405, Leeds Ed. North. Huddersfield.
[X5185

CYLINDER, 1912 Singer, 3i^h.p., new or second-
hand.—Coffin, 22, Qoodden Orescent, Cove, Hants.

[X3178
WANTED, front cylinder, for 1912 5-Gh.v. Eex

;

deposit.—Bannister, 1, Gladstone Place, Brighton.
[X3248

WANTED, 1916 Powerplus Indian combination,
spring frame.—5, Baroen Park, Tonbridge. Kent.

[X3256
LIGHTWEIGHT, 2 or 4-strok6, cheap for cash.-17,

Tamworth Park. Commonside East. Mitchnin.
[3379

ANY Motor Cycle Bought, cash.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

[3460
ENFIELD Combination, not earlier than 1914; ap-

pointment—Stanley, 764, Seven Sisters Ed., N.15.
[3529

HAELEY Combination; send particulars and price.

—Service Co., 292, .High Holborn, London.
[8736

ENFIELD Combination. Send particulars and price.

—Service Co., 292, High Holborn. London. W.C.I.
[8888

ARIEL S-6h.p. Combination. Send particulars and
price.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.

W.C.I. [8889

6*/^° Anti-clockwise Lightweight Magneto,^ for_twin

ley.

cyl. engine.—Moore, Westville, Riddlesden, Keigh^
[X2885

WANTED, good solo and combination, not earlier
1914; spot cash.—45, Waterlow Ed., Highgate

Hill. [3271

A.J.S., Matchless,
Dawson Sq.. Burn-

[X3349

I'or Solo -Mwhiiie^. ThW
set contaiiiH head lanci

autl tail lamp of th£

latest approved desitm.

with adju^tuble handle-
l)ar flttiDK^. The box to

fit on the top tube con
tains a 4.volt accumulator and a switch, givinn suffleient liyht

for the two lamps lor approx. lu liours tit one chargo. It,

t doubt, nils a lone-felt want tor solo machine liyhtiug.

ELECTRIC
ADAPTER.
Price 4/9 each

Spare Bnlbs, Z/- each.

This is a small fitting to enable

owners of gas lamps fitted with
burners of the Roni type {round

stun, uo make their lamps into electric.

The "adapter" fits over the existing

burner with a tight fit, and is connected
to an electric wire ,".nd battery.

WANTED.
STURMEY J.S. or Huiuber Boo genr -wnnted, oa

' rcHiuiriug repair not objected to.—20, Forrest Siij

Lnti'hford. [353

GHBD Keauirefl. floor, for sidecar comliinotion.-
KJ' Lieiitonant MoEvoy, 3, Claremout Ed., CricHe^l
wood, N.W. [327*1

1 QIS 4h.p. 3-speed T.T. Norton, luilenje under 3,000,''

-LV all accessories, 60 m.p.h. i
under £65.—Brampton,

Elstree, Herts. [3331

CABllEN Cycle Oar, complete or otherwise. Stati'

price and " '
*^"'

' ^
Yelverton, Devon,

IG Twin, Tvith or without sidecar t no objcctioul
slishtly out ol order; no dealers.—Word, 35, Href.*

tullest particulars.-Yelverton Garaga
n. [3278'

B
ham lid. Derby. [324S

1Q14 T.T. Triumph, clutch, or 1914 T.T. Trmmph;
-!«/ 3 speeds model.— S. Mefoall, Jones Motors, Ltd.,

King St., Mold. [3322
j

MOTOR Cycle wanted, lightweight, or will consider

combination.-Please write particulars to 170. Eelcombination.
Lane. Coventry. [X3279 I

"ITTANTED, a really good late outfit, to stand d&lL
VV wear; give lull particulars.—Box L9,043, ofgL,
The Molor Cijdc. [35TB1|

ENFIELD, A.J.S., or similar combination.—Par.
tioulars at once to Hayes, 5, The Exchange,

Thornton Heath. [34981

recent dnta

1

Sidecar sets, complete, as

above 153/-
Motor Cycle sets, with

accumulator in box, for

fitting to top tube . . 100/-
Lamps only, with handle-

bar fittings .. .. 45/6

F.R.S. LAMrb, Pershore Street!

BIRMINGHAM.

NORTON Big Four and 3y2h.p. T.T., ,^^.,... ..,.™

Send particulars and prio».—Service Co., 292, Hiia
Holborn, London. [=''56

MATCHLESS Combination or Enfield Wanted, pu^
chase at once.—Harrison, 390, London Rd.,

Thornton Heath. [3494

WANTED, motor cycle ol known make; give par-

ticulars and lowest lor cash.-Box L9,041, c/0

The Molor Cycle. 1357« ri

WANTED, coachhuilt sidecar and chassis^ complete *
suitable 3iAh.p. B.S.A.: oheap.-Gulliver. Steeple t-^

Morden. Royston. Li.aif»

WANTED, twin sidecar comhinations and Morgan
runabouts, for cash.-Collier'a Motorics, tlnioj

St. South, Halifax. l^^SB

WANTED Triumph 3'Ah.p. cylinder and piston,

also clutch, back wheel.—Mac, 28, Elphinstone

Rd., Walthamstow. 1347S

COMBINATION Wanted, twin preferre<l, not earliei

1914. condition must be tip-top.-Box L9,038,

c/o The Motor Cycle. L^"'"

DOUGLAS Frame, 2?ih.p.., less bars, saddle, and

wheels, must be m sound condition.-Jowett, IJ.

Brook Lane, Chester. li.a.J«^

DOUGLAS or Triumph, solo or combination, ndt>

earlier than 1914; no doalers.-33, Wilton Groyft

Merton Park, S.W.19. .
[3281

ANTED, sidecar, to^suit 5'^h.p.JBover cycle^^^ State

[3242

lAA Motor _0ycles Wanted for cash—Wandsworth

MODERN Combination, 3-sp6ed,
or similar machine.—Walton,

ley.

O-SPEED Gear Box. for lightweight, with clutch,
/W chain-cum-belt drive.—Box 2,756, c/o The Motor
CticU. [X2967

WANTED, two new or second-hand connecting rods,
for 1915 2%h.p. Douglas.—Hall's Garage, Steven-

age. [3309

O ~l Offered for out of order or damaged Armstrong
^J. VI. 3-speed hub.—Fletcher, 100, Exeter St.. Brad-
ford. (:X3360

WANTED, modern 6 or 8h.p. motor cycle and side-

car, second-hand, lor cash. — Dan Guy, Wey-
mouth. [X2496
WANTED, motor cycle or combination, for cash.—

F. J. ToUafleld, 22, Loampit Vale, Lewisham,
S.E.13. [3342

WANTED.
_^ ^_.Bs Wanted fo

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
Stationl. [S582

T> EQUIRED Immediately, a good sound machine or

XX combination.—Lt. Temple, The Vicarage, Kensal

Green. [3582

WANTED, good solo, combination, or small car.

—

Capt. Allen Hyne, White House, Brixton Rd.,

S.W. [3471

WANTED, motor cycle or combination.—Write full

particulars. Vaughan, 41, Codrington Hill, Brock-

ley, S.E. [3440

WANTED, Roc 2-speed wheel with controls and back
fork members.—Bainbridge, Witton, Gilbert, Co.

Durham. . [X3117

MODERN Combination or cycle car, only good ma
chine considered.—Robertson, 39, Broad St., Peter

borough. [X2772

WANTED, two countershaft gears, for a 31/5 and
2?lh.p., any condition.—Finnegan, Cullybackev,

Ireland. [X2769

BAT-J.A.P. and Sidecar Wanted, all chain drive, not
earlier 1915.-Evans, 18, Christopher St.. Llan-

elly, Oarm. [X2766

LIGHTING Sets and all kinds good accessories wanted
or exchanged.—The Deansgate Motor Exchange,

Manchester. [0983

WANTED, B.S.A., James, or other good make com-
bination, or solo, not earlier than 1914, counter-

shaft, kick start.-Sheppard, 41. Lichfield Rd., Staflord,

Forest Row, Sussex.

ROVER or Triumph wanted, not earlier than 1914

no dealers.-Particulars to Barton, 35, Queen Vic-

toria Ed., Coventry. [X32Ba

COACHBUILT Combination, Triumph, B.S A., OT

Matchless, in sound order.—Waterman, Wyatt^
Chorleywood, Herts. [3528

RUDGE Multi, T.T. Isle of Man model; send par-

ticulars and price.—Service Co., 292, High Hol-

born, London, W.C.I. [3598

WANTED modern machines and combinations, En-

field. A.J.S., Sunbeam, Triumph, etc.-Parker «,

Bradshaw'gate, Bolton. [X33ZI

WANTED, sidecar, comfortable, coach or cane, fiii

1915 7-9h.p. spring frame Indian.-Captain Bn>

chin, Kiugsdown, Deal. [X323Z

WANTED good up-to-date second-hand nccessoriest

state' particulars 8nd prices.-Service Co., 292,

High Holborn, London. [8742

STRONG, sound, F.E. single, clutch, cheap; also

chassis lor side box.-Hughes, Tanlan Stores,

Bettwa-y-Coed, N. Wales. [333S

WANTED immediately, lady's Douglas, not earlier

than 1913; private owner.-Newbury, 159, Con-

way_Rd.. Southgate, N.14. [3258

WANTED B.S.A. coachbuilt sidecar, good condition,

luggage grid preferred.-Apply. Cooper, Stogg

Cottage, Wormley, Surrey. (D) t33S%l

WANTED, a motor cycle suitable for solo or sid^j

car riding ; only bargain entertained.—Box

;

L9,042, c/o The Motor Cycle, [357S

^TTANTED, F.N. 4-eyl. Motor Cycles. 7h.p. and Sh.p.,

V\ at once.-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [3468

WANTED, rear portion of frame to fit 1911 single-

speed Rex, Tourist.-Hitchins, 53, East Ferry

Ed., Cubitt Town, London, E.14. [3340

WANTED. A.J.S., 4h.p., spare wheel and tyre, fol

cash; would exchange Splitdorf 50° magneto,

anti-clock, as new.-Bamup, 34, Gt. St. Helens, E^OjSj

;

WANTED good make solo machine, 2-speecl, lots

model. Full particulars and price, also rudeaga.

;

Douglas preferred.-Homedale, Benhill Av., Sutton,

[X3275 Surrey.
[3508

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WANTED.
.VNTED. Eufields. combinations and solo machines.

Mil Ich less, or other good makes.—Please write.

wn, 94. High St., Beckenham.' [3431

NFIKLD Combiuntiou. anr other good miike, or
motor t-vcle: st;ite rarticuTiirs and lowest.— Oshorne,

iper. 53, Jubilee Rd., Dom'oster. [5296

AKTElt. 2-3troke 2-speed. good make, must be in
excellent oouditiou.—Full iiartit-ulars to G., 1.

Aldington Mansions, Chiswiok, W.4. [5250

EKFIELD Sllombiuation, dvnnmo lighting preferred,
1914 or later model, rartimihus, or call Avith lot

Wet-^nd,-94. Hoppers Ed.. X.21. [3372

WANTED, iu good order. Eex 5h.p. front cylinder,
S'luare fins, a.i.v.. bore 3in., stroke S'.jjiu.—

PWUips. Kingscct?, Tetburv, Glos. [X3501

WANTED, combination ; good price given for suit-
able outfit-—Particulars and time to view, 436,

Whitehorse Rd.. Thorntou Heath, 3.E. [3416

WANTED, Enfield, Harley, or Indian combination,
for customer.—^Vandswc^lth Motor Eschnnge,

EbneF St., Wandsn-oith ITova Stition). [3459

WANTED, small single-cyl. magnetos, T7.H. or simi-
lar, any condition.-Charles I'arker and Co., 75,

Park Hd. Nortb. Acton, London, W.S. [2727

KDIAN- 7-9h.p. Solo or Combination, not earlier than
1914, any condition : price reasonable.—Lieut. B..
twoo-l, Eeckfield Lane, Acomb, york. [2728

OTOR Cycles, cars, lorries, etc., etc., required;
full value paid.—Southern Motor Co., 230 232-
Brixton Rd., S.\V.9. Established 1895. [3470

JfDIAN Combination, red Powerplus, not earlier 1915.
2-5-speed, good conditiou: reasonable price for

spot cash.—The Cherries, Maidenhead. [3550

WANTED, Enfield 2-5peed or H.D. or Indian
Combination; no dealer, no faucv prices; full

pwticulars.—Box L9,040, c/o The Hloior Cycle. [3573

;:^ fflTPEWRITER Wanted, Remington. Oliver, or Under-
T;:ifl i wood preferred ; also roll top desk, chairs, and

safe.—Works. 80, St. Aidans Rd., E. Dulwich. [5596

"KTANTED, 2-speed lightweight ;not earlier 1914).
TT mechanically perfect essential. AA rite porticuhirs.

lonrest for cash.—Rev. Bethel. Ironbiidge, Salop. [X3322

WANTED, back ^vheel for Eat. with chitch, spindle,
and sprocket wheel, complete. 650x65, chain

dri^e.-Lloyd Morris, Hendre Wen, Llaniwst. [X5253

WANTED, cylinder and piston complete, for 1911
Rex. 3'i;h.p.. new or second-hand; sovd price foil

gcod article.—Box 2,790, c'o The Motor Vycle. [X3250
\

WANTED, front and back mudguards (les3 tail-piece),
for P. and M., 1914: new or decent second-hand.

—Organ, Newsagent, Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. [N;3154

WANTED. 8h.p. T.T. J.A.P. engined machine, over-
head valves, l^elt drive : must be in good condi-

tioiL—Cohen, ISO, Kingston Ed., New Maiden. [X3183

1A /i Motor Cycles wanted ; bring or send ; foiXW si'Ot cash.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting [5845

WATSONIAN Collapsible Sidecar wanted, good con-
dition; cheap.—State price and particulars to

Hayes, 20, Railway St., Farnworth, near Bolton. [X3257

DOUGLAS Combination wanted, about £50; no
dealers. State age. condition, accessories, etc.—

Owner, Sutherland House, Wiudlesham, Surrey. [3260

WANTED, second-hand motor bicycle, not above 5\2
h.p., in exchange for new bicycle and part cash.—

Box J., Smith and Sou, 51, City Rd., Chester. [3301

ANTED, powerful combination, cheap for cash

;

A.J.S. or Harley preferred: anv condition, not
ier than 1914.—EUe, Daisy Bank, Matlock. [X3277

SDLAN or powerful combination, or Levis, or other
2-stroke might suit; also sporting C.B. sidecar

lied.—19, Wilcox Rd., .South- Lambeth, London,
":.8. [3512

AMES 5-6h.p., or Sunbeam oM-h.p. State full par-
ticulars and lowest price for spot cash. Must be

in good condition.-Replv, Bos: L8,969, c/o The Motor
ptfcle.

_

[3261

OMBINATION Wanted, modern twin ; cash waiting.
v^ Particulars and price. Would exchange 3h.p. 1917
Enfield and cash.—80, Beach Ed., Sparkhill, Binuing-
'liam, [3350

J SMITH and Co., 16, Hampstead Ed, jST.W.I, are
• open to purchase modern combination and solo

machines. Exceptionally high prices paid for modem
Qiachines. - [3565

3-SEATEE Car, Eover, Swift, Sizaire pieferred; ex-
change 1917 6u.p. Motosacoche combination, little

used, cash adjustment-—Eichards, Phcenix Cottage,
Leicester. [X3286

MATCHLESS 1914-18 M.A.G. Engined Combinations
for cash, or exchange new Victorv models; best

cash allowance.-J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Ed., Plum-
fitead, S.E.18. - [X1794
'T'RIUMPH 1914" engine nnit complete, good condi-
-- tion; also N.S.U. gear, fit Triumph, and Best
and Lloyd drip-feed complete.—Morgan, 17, Atherfold
Ed., Clapham, S.W. [3481
TlTOpEEN Combinations, motor cycles, and light ears;
^'-i- distance no object ; cash waiting. 'Phone, write,
or call.-Moores' Presto Motor Works, Ltd., Tamworth
Kd.. \rest Croydon, Surrey. Est. 1881. Croydon 1545.

[2227

WANTED.

P owe r f ul
Motor Cycle Lamps
with 5 inch face lo satisfy^the present law.

British made ofsolid brass, nickel
finlsli, lens mirrorcombined with
parabolic reflector so fixed that
the light is thrown a long way
ahead as well as on both sides
of the road. Fits standard
brackets. High quality. Delivery
from stock.

Complete price list free.

Ltd., -::::S^^:^M //III\%^
ESS Long Acre, L.ondon,W.C.2:

i:: t-J

J

(1-,^:

B.-J. I

4 '^'4

w

Victor Tyre.

The Victor Tjtc Company offer

the following Clearance

MOTOR CYCLE COVERS
at greatly reduced prices,

namely:

26 X 2 Ribbed at 10/- each.

26 X 2J „ at 11/- „

26 X 2|" Rubber - studded at

20/- each.

Victor Tyre Company,
Limited,

15, Carteret Street, Westminster, S.W,
Telephone—Victoria 2785.

ORTO WINDSCREENS,
HOOD, AND APRONS.

ORTO WINDSCREENS, 4 Types, SINGLE.
GLIDING TRIPLE, TRIPLE SLIDING, from 34'6.
ORTO HOOD, complete witii Side Curtains, 60-.
ATKINSON'S, 306, Uxbridge Road,
Li.-itJ: Fref. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. W.IZ.

WANTED, carburetter suitable 8-lOh.p. engine,
XWiu. intake, B. nnd B or Binks preferred,

perfect ; no duds.—Rogers, 65, Church Rd., Burgess
Hill, Sussex. [3497

WANTED, F.N.. 2V2h.p,, not earlier than 1913, must
be iu ftrst-rlQss coniiition and cheap for cash.—

Full particulars to Lieut. Commdr. A. M. Balnea,
Vernon,*' Portsmouth. [3412

SMALL Car. sin;rle or twin, Sizoire, Jackson, or Ve
Dion preferred, any condition; cheap for cash, dr

exchange Sun 2-3troke, as new.—Lieut., Apsley, Fellow's
Rd., Farnboroueh. Hants, [X3122

WANTED, several good solo machines and combina-
tions, for spot cash, or sell on commission ; 5%

when sold: "O sale, no charge.—Youngs, The Parade,
Kilburn. Hampstead 4807. r0977

THE H.O. Motor Co. requires good combinations nnd
solo machines for cash. Send or biing your nia-

cbines to us. Casli offer made on sight.—H.C. Motor
Co., 247, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [1193

ANYTHING to Sell? Motor cycle, cycle, lathe, tools,

magnetos, parts, accessories. We can soli auickly

for you, and get you top price.-The Mart, 151, Cale-

donian Rd., King's Cross, London. [328fi

SPOT Cash for Triumphs, Douglas, A.J.3., Enfields,

Bruu^h, Nortona. Hendersons, Sunbeam, Zeuitli,

Harley-Davidson. Write, call, or 'Phone Holborn 5777.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1334

GRADO Gear 'ball thrust pattern), to fit Bradbury or

Triumph; also Triumph or Bradbury clutch wheel,

complete with controls, must be good condition.—Small-

wood, 18, Park Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [3288

WANTED for cash, heavyweight combination, condi-

tion immaterial. 1914 or later, Harley or Matcli-

less preferred, but not essential. State absolutely lowest

price.—Sgt. Belcher, Ordnance, Ashford, Kent. [3347

WANTED quickly, Douglas combination, second-

hand ; no dealera ;
good machine, good price.

Write, stating price, mileage, condition, where to view

near Ascot.-Bos L8,968, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3259

WANTED, good combination, not earlier than 1914,

in exchange for full iron frame piano, by Mar-
shall, Huddersfield, in new condition.—Particulars to

Pycock, 14, Wood St., Mexboiough, n«ar Eotherham.

PERCY and Co. require at least 100 secouu-uaua

inotoi cycles and combinations. Please offer us

your mount. We offer exceptional high prices. We
nav you cash on sight.-Percy and Co., 337, Euston
Rd., London. [0925

THE H.C. Motor Co. can take a few good motor
cycles and combinations for sale on commission,

5% only charged when sold; no other charges.-Write
for full particulars, The H.O. Motor Co., 347, Finchler

Rd., N.W.3. [1200

WANTED, Armstrong Mark VI. or VII., or Sturmey
J.S. or J. A. gear, complete, with or without con-

trols and wheel, any condition ; also countershaft gear

box- all must be cheap.—53, Wilton Grove, Meitoa
Park, S.W.19. [3282

WANTED. Indians, B.S.A.'s, Sunbeams, Triumphs,
Enfields, Harleys, A.J.S.'s, Matchless, Douglases,

Zeniths; spot cash. Send particulars and price.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
[Town Station). [2524

WE Are Wanting severa'. solo machines and com-
binations. Send full particulars, and our repre-

sentative will call with cash and bring away M suitable,

or would exchange with piano or furniture.-Bunting.

Mason's Av., Harrow. [.'^200

FTIEE Engine Wheel complete and all controls, with
rear part of frame, for 1911 Triumph; also 3-

speed wheel and all-controls, with rear part of frame,

for 1911 Triumph; approval against deposit.— 130, Lin-

coln Rd., Peterhorough. [X3370

WE are Imyers of motor cycles of tiie following makes,
not eariier than 1914: A.BC, A.J.S., Brough,

b'ufield, Harley-Davidson, Hende.-'son, Indian, Norton.
Sualieam, Triumph, /enitli, and other good makes.—
Write, giving particulars oud prices. Service Co.. 292.

Hieh Holborn, London. [8743

REWARD. Reward.—Why of course you will b«
rewarded if you sell the machine you wish to

dispose of to Longman Bros., of 2, King's Parade,
Acton, because they will give you every attention, pay
you a f-air price, and send a competent representative

to complete the transaction with yoil for cash. No
trouble, and the matter eaded.~Tel. : 1578 Chiswick.

[3173

SEND Your Motor Cyclo to Palmer's Garage, Tooting,
Wimbledon Station. Cash offer will be tele-

graphed immediately ou receipt of machine. Machine
can be included in fortnightly auction without charge
if offer not accepted. Reserve price may he fixed.- Sole
address. Palmer's Garage and Auction Rooms, 183-199,
High St. Tooting. [0918

DOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.—Wanted at onca
for spot cash, second-hand 2^;4b.p. and 4h.p.

Douglas motor cycles. We are prepared to pay you
the best possible price for your machine either in

part payment for a new Douglas, or we will purchase
outright. Send us full particulars and the engin*
number, and we will make our offer by return. Spar*
parts o! every kind wanted. We are completely sold
out of new machines, but we can offer you favourabU
delivery of the all black and 1919 models. II you
are interested in Douglas machines, call and see us.

—

Vivian Hardie, Ltd., Douglas experts, 24, Wood-
stock St. {off Oxford St.), -Bond St., London, W.l.
Always open. [0987

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a 27
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WANTED.
DOXTGLAS. Donglas. Donplas.—Wanted, ot once,

seoond-hnnd machines ; be?t prices paid. We are
prepared to buy compIet<> macbiue^ or any parts in

EOod condition for spot casli. Send ns details and we
will make our offer by return of post.—Vivian Hardie.
Ltd., Douglas Experts, 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. Always open. [0985

BHIGHTON llotor Exchange.—Private owners wish-
ing to dispojie of motor cycles, combinations,

light cars, accessories, spares, etc., write us nt once.

We have a long waiting list of buyers on South Coast
and in Southern counties. We buy, pell on small com-
mission, or take in part exchange. Kepairs by skilled

pfflfl.—Brighton Motor Exchange and Garage, 73.

Preston St., Brighton (opposite West Pier). [0984

EXCHANGE.

MA TIDES'.

MAUDES' Arrange Exobniipea on nny machines;
best allowance for nioilein macliines. See other

colomns for pniticulars.—Maudes', 100, Gt. PoTtl;iii'l

St., London, W.l. [3850

EXCHANGE twin Indian, develops 5h.p., or seU.
See Indian column. [X3202

NOETON". 3'^li.p.. T.T. and sidecar, for good t^in
combination, or sell. See sales column,—Albert.

r5446
EXCHANGE 1915 2'-4h.p. 2-speed Calthoipe-Jap and

£10 for 4h.p. twin, 3-speed.—Apply, Box 2,789.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3230

OQh.p. Silent Knight Daimler (touring body), for
/W^ motor cvcle and <^-ash, or sell £230.—Hollymount.
Blackheath Hili. S.E.IO. [3433

EXCELLENT 1913 Scott, new front tyre, splendid
throughout, fur lightweight and cash, or sell £32.—

"Walton^ Dawson Sq.. Burnley. [X3348

EXCHANGE 1916 Ford Van, detachable wheels, as
new, guaranteed, for high-class combination and

cash, or sell 190 ens.-21, Monnery Ed., N.19. [3380

BAT. 4h.p., perfect ranuing order (value £15), and
£5 cash for lightweight 4-stroke, Douglas pre-

ferred.—Whatley, 1, Mayville Rd., Leytonstone. [3292

EXCHANGE laboratory, chemicals, apparatus, worth
£100. for good motor; STiit college or student: or

would sell.-Box L8,977, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3303

YOUB Old ilaehine taken in exchange, and earliest

deliveries given of Clyno. P. and M., Levis, and
James. Best allowances.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Staf-

ford. iX2924

EXCHANGE S'/^h.p. Endge, as new, sjieedometcr,

horn, lamps, iind cash, for 6h.p. combination, or

sell.—Apply any time, Thomas, 64, Church St., Edgwnre
Hd.. N.W. [3395

EXCHANGE 2S^h.p, Phcenix-Minerva, going order,

battery ignition ; combination, sidecar, and port-

able shed wanted; appointments.—Meads, 195, High
St.. Lewisham. [3294

1 OA Children's Winter Jackets, sizes 27x39. value
X/W" £120, for combination. Matchless, Enfield, etc.

—Write only, M.T., c/o Belburnie, 104, .Beaconsfleld

Ed., Tottenham. [5563

AliLDATS Midget Light Car, 2-seater, splendid con-
dition, for Enfield combination, not earlier than

1915, hood, screen, electric lighting set.—E.J., 804,
Seven Sisters Ed., S. Tottenham, K.15. [8 482

1 /^h.p. Talbot, tonneau body, artillery wheels. Stepney,
Xvf spares, good condition; exchange good piano with
plaver, or player-piano with music—F, Smith, 2, Hamp-
den Av.. Hampden Park, near Eastbourne. [3418

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, handsome coach-
built underslang sidecar, splendid condition, fully

equipped; 55 gns. ; exchange lower power, cash adjust-

ment.—35, Mowbray Rd., Brondesbury. [3441

WHITE to as about that exchange deal you are
contemplating. We can quote you the beet allow-

ance Your old machine taken in part payment for a

new machine, for early delivery.—The H.C. Motor Co.,

347. Finchley Ed.. N.W.3. [2243

ZENITH-GEADUA, S'jh.p. J.A.P., late model, top
hole condition, very fast, Boa'ch, new Dunlops,

accessories, £35; exchange with cash for K.S. counter-
shaft combination. No enquiries solicited from the crock
owners' and fake merchants' brigade.—H.D.C., 117,
East Ed.. London, N.l. [3541

6h.p. Zenith, and Watsonian Aero C.B. sidecar, 1915,
wind screen, lamps, horn, the whole outfit in lovelv

condition, T.T. model, very fast and powerful; will
exchange lower power combination, B.S.A. preferred, or
Bell £65- Privately owned.—Chas. Bell, 39, Penrhyn
Ed.. Kingston-on-Thames. [3507

HOUSEHOLD Furniture, or sell.-Clements cycle car
chassis, complete, less power, and tyres, £20

;

copper radiator, £2/10: Triumph motor cycle, less unit.

£8 : pair of P.M. wheels. £1 ; sidecar wheels, 7/6

;

Indian gear box, less clutch, £5; Triumph engine, £7;
idecar. underslung, sporty, metal body, £4; Chater
nar box, £5; 1912 Eex frame, 50/-; Rex J.A.P., De
Dion cylinders; pair of Chater hubs, 10/-; Eex twin
•ngine. 6h.p.. £4/10; Eover frame and tank. £2; 5h.p.

twin Peugeot, £5; No. 7 Chater frame, forks, tank,
irii«lB, bars, saddle, £8/10; 4-cyl. Splitdorl magneto,
£6- waterproof Dixie, £4; Bosch, £3/10; Motosachoche
wring forks and wheel, 30/-; Chater frame, 30/-.—
Oortls. 127, Ladysmith Ed., Brighton. [3527

ARMSTRONG AND STURMEY ARCHER

Hub Oo£iv- Re|3a.ii-3,
We can supply all parts tor all types from stock.

Repairs to above gears In one day. Douglas gear box
parts in stock. Any Countershaft Gear Part Made.

Stiul jinllcni pa) Is if qiint-ilion in rcijuired n.i iPi' arc mt
ncqini:t,;l tcilh evcrv ti/ju: ofafor bii.c Viiili'.

CROIVIWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327| Putney BHd^e Road, London, S.W.15,

'Plione : IGUl Putney.
Remove all outside axle ftttines xvhen scnJing gears, and
Mltach two labels with senders and oitr addresses, via

L. & 5.ir. Railway. Putney Stulion.

THE CHATHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

1919 MODELS IN STOCK.
Model H £85
Model E £47 10
Popular Model £38
Single-speed £42

CALTHORPE J.A.P., 2-speed £52
JAMES Big Single £89 5

3-speed

TRIUMPH
LEVIS
LEVIS
ALLON

F. BANNISTER, Railway Street,

CHATHAM.

OUGLAS.
REPAIRERS.

Douglas. Douglas.D
"IX/'E make a speciality of Douglas overhauls.

IF your Douglas wants repairing or tuning up, we
can do it.

/"^TJR Staff are all Douglas experts.

/^UE Charges are Reasonable.

VIVIAN HARDIE, Ltd., Douglas Experts, 24.
Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.,

London, W.l, Always open. [0986

FOE Motor Overhauls and Repairs try Kay, 146. St.
Sepulchre Gate, Doncnster. [X3251

ARMSTRONG Gear Eepairg, promptly and efBciently
—County Engineering Co., Houuslow. [8500

FOSTER, of 170, Cardigan Rd., Leeds, is again at
your flervice, and can now undertake any class oi

welding and machine i^-ork.

CYLINDER Grinding and Piston M;iking is with us
a speciality. We shall be glad to have your cu-

Quiries.—Foster, Leeds.

PISTONS —We speciiiliao in the manufacture of
special nluniiiiinm alloy pistons, in hundreds or

odd ones.—FoBter. Leeds. [0310

PISTON Rings, high grade, low price: standard oi
overside.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Atherton.

[1758
WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion

heads ; immediate attention ; reasonable prices.
—Below.

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes, by
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery installed
since hostilities ceased: accuracy guaranteed; new

pistons fitted.— Sadgrove and Co., 140, Couybere St..

Birmingham. [S0803

ENGINES and Gear Boxes Overhauled, rehushing and
gear cutting a speciality.—G. Pilkington. Midland

Garage, Beechwood Av., Coventry. [3118

WELDING, Brazing, and General Repairs ; work
guaranteed; enquiries solicited.—Write D., 26,

St. Lawrence Rd., N. Brixton, S.W.9. [3266

NEW Pistons Fitted, rebushings, gudgeon pins, and
valves to suit any make or year,—Russell Engi-

neering Co., 57, Trafalgar St.. Sheffield. [3345

PAINTING, body building, conversions, hoods and
screens to clients' requirements

;
quick deliveries

;

quotations with pleasure.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

REPAIRERS.
CENTRAL Motors fOldhom). Ltd., undertake to tlffl

oughly overhaul and repair any make of '

' '''

cycle.—Below.

BROKEN Frames, forks, crank cases, connectlnj
i

rods, pistons, cylinders, etc., etc., welded by tin
i

process of oxy-acetylene. Send your enquiries,
work guaranteed.-Below.

WE Repair all makes of gear boxes, N.S.U.
etc; All repairs promptly attended to.-

Huddersfield Ed., Oldham.

CTURMEY or Armstrong Hub Gears RepairedO promptly, or parts supplied.—The Rotary Jointing
Co., Regent St., Warrington. [3564,

ELECTRIC Lighting Sets, starters, motors, dynamoa.;
and condensers repaired.—W. Mantle, ElectricM

Engineer, 45, Canterbury Grove, West Norwood. [30611

ENAMELLING, plating, tanks renovated as new.
Send your parts to Murray's Plating Works, Uaigaj

St.. Coventiy. Electro platers to tho trade. [X329|!

N.S-TJ. 2-speed Gears.—We execute repairs to thQ
gears promptly, and supply replacements for

types—Eagles and Co., Actou Hill Works, Acton. Ld
don.. W.3. [X96|

GROVER, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke,
make a first-class job of your repairs. We hi

a fine machine shop and welding plant and skilH
mechanics. [Sff"

HUB Gears.-Armstrong and Stuimey motor
hub gears repaired and parts supplied; repairs i_

overhauls of Triumph engines a speciality.— G. A. Dall.

60, Baker St., SparkhiU, Birmingham. [X17!

SWIl'T of Coventry, Ltd., undertake the thorough i|^;
' pair and overhaul of any make ot motor cycle :ln:

their large and well equipped repair works, 132-13*.
Long Aero, W.C. Enquiries invited. [79SI

HARLET-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls carrS
out by skilled staff. We are now in a positionj

nut work in hand without delay.—Ha*-ley-Davidson M^
Co.. Ltd.. 74, Newm&r! St., Lundon, W.l. [2^

MOTOR Cycle Cylinders Rebored and Ground,
pistons, rings, and valves, any pattern* valve ,^_

ings trued up at shortest notice.-Vulcan EngineerMB
Works, Y'ulcan St., Walsden, near Todmorden, Yorl"""'

[9i

SOUND Repairs to motor cycles, magnetos, carl
' etters, etc. No botching. Skilled work

Prompt attention, reasonable charges.-The Mart, Ij

Caletlonian Rd., King's Cross, London. Plating
enamelling. [31

BURST Motor Cycle Covers Remoulded and mi
perfect; broken away beads remoulded; every

a success, or cash refunded; bursts from 3/6; rub]

stndded retreading, 14/6; returned c-arriage paid quiti'

—Melton Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [31

H. AND S. will make your old machine absolul

.

as new ; overhauls a speciality ; enamelling, pll

ing, at minimum cost. If you want the maximniD
power out of your engine, bring it to us and we will

get it for you.—H. and S., 47, South Lambeth Bfi..

Vaushall, S.W.I. [3584

GEARS, Gears, Gears.—We make any gear part foi

car or motor cycle. If you require quotation, sefltl

pattern parts. Do you have trouble with your ceawf
If so, send your box fomplete to us, and we can rederfgn

the gears when making new parts.-Cromwell Eng. CSk,

327, Putnev Bridge Rd., S.W.i5. 'Phone: Putney 1601.

LS.W. Rly. [23fi9

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears —All paxfa'

for everv tvpe in stock. We repair these geaw
promptly. Douglas gear bos parts" made and stookfliJi

also parts for countersliaft guars. Let us make t^W
replufemeut gears \ou cannot obtain.—Cromwell E«S'
neering Co., 327, Putuey Bridge Rd., S.W.15. (li-S^IT.

Rly.) 'Phone: Putney 1601. [1^9

OLIVOS Motors, 120. Bollo Bridge Rd.. Acton, W.%^
We Eire now open to undertake all classes of mo?ff

cycle repairs and overhauls. We have experts who (^
tune your engine for economy, speed, easy starting, OT"
silence. Our plant and stafi: enable us to guarantee

all our work, and there is nothing too difficult for us

to do. It will pay you to give us your consideratiMi.

What Olivos promises, Olivos performs. [X2181

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Hnb
Gears.—F. E. Jones, Muswell Hill, has given Up

the repair and supply of replacements for tne Arm-
Ktrong and Sturmey-Archer 3-speed motor cycle hub
gear, and the County Cycle and Engineering Co.,

Staines Rd., Hounslow, have purchased the stock^--

The County Engineering Co. hold a complete stow
of these parts, and can repair these gears at once<—
County Engineering Co., Hounslow. 'Phone : 332
Hounslow. [2602

TENNANT Engineering Co., Pershore St., Birming-
ham, pre-war engineer motor repairers, now rfr

leased from Government control, are again able
^
to

undertake every description of machining and repairiiyr

in connection with motors or other form of traction.

Cvlinders rebored, new pistons fitted ; Engines rebnshed,

'

thoroughly ovei hauled and restored to highest efficiency;

unobtainable parts duplicated ; frames altered and re-

paired ; welding by real experts; prompt delivery; oU

work fully guaranteed. [X2B87

MISCELLANEOUS.
XL'ALL Saddle, scarcely nsed; guinea.—34, EodnW

Rd., Roehampton, S.W.15. [3348

CHAINS, compression taps, and scarce sundries •*

reasonable prices.—Crow Eros., Guildford. [9779
[9981

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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Unrationed Benzole.
COMMEXCIXG on Friday la.st, benzole may

now be purchased for use in motor cycles,

cars, etc., without a permit from the

Petrol Control Department, and therefore

without the payment of the tax (6d. per
gallon) which had lately been levied upon it as

well as on petrol. This must be regarded as an
important concession, as it is another proof that

the Government are alive tq the urgent need bf
a home-proi.luced fuel which can compete, even
in a small way, with petrol. Our readers are

aware that a tax of is. a gallon is payable on
petrol (6d. is included in the price and 6d. pay-

able in advance to the Petrol Control Depart-
ment). A short time ago the advisability of

placing a similar tax upon benzole was con-

sidered, but it was finally decided not to impose
the 6d. which is included in the price, and now,
as we have already stated, the rest of the tax is

removed. This is the first real evidence of

official support for a home-produced alternative

fuel for motor vehicles.

It was lately rumoured that the petrol com-
bine was endeavouring to purchase the whole
output of benzole. This step should be opposed
at all costs, for if it were brought about the possi-

bility of a cheap, or even rnoderately cheap, fuel

would disappear into the dim and distant future.

It is most desirable that benzole should be under

separate control and sold at a price which will

give a reasonable profit to its producers. This
question of price is a very vital one, and for

that reason we have repeatedly urged motorists

and the motoring organisations to combine and
guarantee a market for benzole at a fair price,

for if this incentive be lacking the supply will

inevitably fall off. It was stated last week that

the gas companies were petitioning the Govern-

ment against the extraction of benzole from gas.

The amount of benzole to be obtained in this way
is quite considerable, and we understand that

when incandescent burners are used there is no

noticeable difference in the illumination. We

hope, therefore, that the request of the gas com-

panies will not be granted without due considera-

tion being given to all the points at issue.

Again, of vital importance to the supply of a

home-produced motor spirit is the question of

quality. The first benzole supplied in pre-war

days was inferior in this respect, and contained

sulphur, which had a very deleterious effect

upon the engine, causing much pitting of valves

and other more or less indefinite troubles ; more-

over, it was dirty. Later the benzole known as

90% gave very good results if it was properly

used, and though the carbon deposit was rather

larger than that produced by the best petrol,

it had the advantage of being more easily re-

moved. The ignition temperature of benzole

being high, knocking and pre-ignition were
practically absent when this fuel was used. In

fact, some engines cannot be made to knock
on benzole.

In 1 9 13 and 19 14 we used benzole regularly

with considerable satisfaction. The power was
excellent, and when the carburetter was properly

adjusted the consumption was about 20% to 25%
better than when petrol was used. The jet should

be reduced slightly in size, and the float weighted

to allow for the higher specific gravity of benzole,

and during a frost it is advisable to mix a little

petrol with the benzole to prevent freezing. We
have not yet had an opportunity of testing post-

war benzole, but we regret to say that informa-

tion reaches us to the effect that it falls short

of what it should be. This is much to be
regretted, and if the benzole producers, at the

commencement of their campaign, content them-
selves with anything but the best, the results are

likely to prove unfortunate for home-produced
fuel. Many of us know what benzole should be
like, and what it doubtless will be like when the

production settles down, but if new riders ex-

perience much trouble in their early experiments
with benzole, the fear is that they will discard

it for good and all, and utterly condemn what
really can be an excellent fuel.

45W>,

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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AN INGENIOUS REPAIR.
Rebuilding a Cylinder and Fitting a Buffer fo the Spring Forks.

FEBRUARY 13th, igjg.

AT the present time, when it is difli-

cult to procure repUicements, and
it is advantageous to do all repairs

possible at home, the following descrip-

tion of the rede.nptioii of a cylinder
which seemed beyond repair should be
of more tlian usual interest.

Owing to a faulty casting the cylinder
head of my 1914 T.T. Premier blew off

one day, when starting up, at the first

explosion, but, fortunately, no other
damage was done beyond a dent in the
tank.
The makers were unable to supply a

new cylinder, and welding was out of

tlie question, as part of the head was
lost. It was therefore decided that a

detachable head should be fitted.

The portion blown away was only the
flat top of the cylinder, so that it was
possible to dress off the ragged edges

NEW CVLINDEft HEAD

;.in. STUD

(Top) Showmg how the new detachable

head is secured to the body of the cylinder.

( Bottom ) The face of the top of the cylinder

after being ground to receive the head.

and get a flat face all round, just above
the valve seats. The shape of this face

is clearly shown in the sketch.

A Satisfactory Job.

A pattern for a new head was then
made, with four lugs for holding-down
bolts, and bosses for the original valve
caps. This was cast and machined, with
a flat face to lie on top of the cylinder.

It was held down by four |iu. diametei
hook bolts and a i^in. diameter stud. The
hook bolts were made of spring steel,

for strength, and also to allow for ex-

pansion of the cylinder. They were
located in slots cut in the cooling fins,

and hooked on to a steel band clamped
round the plain portion, just below the
lowest cooling fin.

To ensure a gaslight joint the faces

of the cylinder and the head were
scraped, and, in addition, a very fine

groove was chipped all round the cylinder
face, to prevent the jointing material
being blown out.

.4.14

(Left) The 3J- h.p. Premier, on which the

(Right) A ' 'cruiser " sidecar the body of

The material found most suitable for

the joint was graphited compressed as-

bestos fibre -3^in. thick, painted with
boiled linseed oil. This jointing material

was mostly squeezed out by the pressure
of ttie bolts, which were tightened up
when warm.
The ei gine runs quite satisfactorily

with this head, but the joint requires
renewal about every thousand miles.

This, however, is no great drawback, as

it can be quickly replaced, and, of course,

the cylinder may be decarbonised at the

same time.

Easy Starting Device.

I have a small petrol tank fitted on to

the top tube for starting when using
heavy fuels. From it a small copper tube
goes down to a hole in the induction

pipe, between the carbnretter and the

engine. The end of this tube is beaten
over to form a very small jet. For start-

ing, the main petrol tap is left shut.

The air lever is shut, and the throttle

very slightly opened. The tap on the

auxiliary tank is then opened, and after

waiting about thi-ee seconds the machine
may be pushed off and will start at once.

When the machine is once started the

main fuel may be turned on, and the
auxiliary petrol may be shut off almost
immediately. This auxiliary tank was
made from an ordinary carbide tin.

At the time when the water injection

craze was on this tank was used for water.

The water was used on steep hills, and,
although it reduced the tendency to

knock, it also reduced the power, giving
a much duller exhaust. It was on the
whole, however, a help in hill-climbing.

If used on the level it somewhat reduced
the speed. Its use was discontinued for

fear lest it might damage the cylinder
or valves.

The Hot-air Intake.

A hot air intake is fitted, but it was
rather difficult to make a_ neat one to

suit the Senspray carburetter, because
the direction of the air flowing into

the carburetter had to be completely
reversed. The problem was solved by
getting a semi-circular bend from an old

horn, which fitted over the air intake
on the carburetter. The other piece,

from the end of this bend to the
cylinder, was made from tinplate

soldered up. It was secured to the
cylinder by a piece of wire which passed
through a loop and went round the

repairs and other improvements were effected

which was entirely constructed by its owner.

fcj'linder between the fins, where it wa.?

quite out of sight.

Fork Improvements. J

The machine is fitted with Terry j
spring links on the front forks. They '-

have made a great improvement in the
riding qualities of the outfit; but it

was found tha', v, hen riding fast on
rough roads, the forks sometimes sprang ,

back far enough at the top end to strike the •
steering head. They did not strike hardB
enough to do any damage, but the sound
of the blow was such as to be annoyiiij.'

to one_ taking a sympathetic interest in

his machine. To obviate this, a rubber
buffer was fitted on the top spindle bear-

ing, between the fork girders.

The sidecar body was entirely made
by the owner. The floor is of |in. pine
wood and the sides of -i^-in. three-ply.

The space at the back of the seat has
a lid over it, and forms a capacious
locker. The weight of 'this body is no
more than that of the original wicker
one, and it is very strong.

LEATHER

) SPINDLE/

SPINDLE

STEERING HEAD

Illustrating the method of securing the rubber

buffer to the top fork spindle bearing.

The valance of the sidecar mudguard,
which is a great improvement, is made
of stout American cloth enamelled over,

and secured to the mudguard with small

hooks, which pass . through ^in. holes

drdled in the guard. The roll seen on
top of the tank in the near side view
of the machine is a mudshield made of

American cloth. It is very handy and
useful, for it may be fitted and removed
in a couple of minutes, and can always
be carried on the machine.

J. A. D. TUENER.

On another page we tell of the road
conditions in various parts of the country.

We shall be pleased to hear from all road

users as to the state of the roads in their

district for the common benefit. Generally

speaking, the majority of the main roads

throughout the counti-y are in a poor

state, though brave attempts at repairing

are being made by one or two of the more
enlightened county councils.
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OCCASIONAL
COMMENTS

" Clean " Design.

THAT word " clean '' conveys an impression tliat

cannot be defined. Perhaps an illustration is

the best method of approaching my meaning.

The other day I stood among the staff of a certain

factory who were busy designing their 1920 car.

Before us were the chassis of the best British and the

best American car in the class which the unborn 'bus

is destined to adorn. The British chassis had wooden
rumiing boards, supported by numerous brackets,

covered with rubber mat, secured by aluminium bead-
ing and brass screws. Various accumulator boxes,

etc., stood up four square at inter^'als along the boards.

The gaps between the boards and the frame were filled

by patent leather valances, secured by brass turn-

buttons. The front and rear springs, with shackles,

greasers, etc.,- came outside the valances. The frame
was inswept at the front and upswept at the stern. By
contrast the American frame had straight, flat side

members, set nearer together at the front. The side

members were very deep, and pressed into such a shape
that they acted as valances and running boards as well.

The springs were inside the frame and invisible. This

car was much the prettier of the two, a far better pro-

duction job, and cost 40% less to buy in this country,

after paying freight, insurance, and import duty. Now
which of these chassis has the more pronounced
affiuities with motor cycles? To select a minor item,

has anybody ever yet produced a handle-bar, a crank

case, a gear box, or a back wheel hub unit of really

"clean" design? And cannot our designs be
" cleaned " up ?

The Difficulty.

I
F course, a motor car is a civilised being, and

wears clothes: all its indecent intestines are

secreted beneath the bonnet, coachwork, and

floorboards, and none of its works need show except

the steering connections and back axle, wliich are not

obtrusive. By contrast the motor cycle is a naked

savage from a kraal, and as long as it is air-cooled,

portions at least of the machinery must remain ex-

posed. But there is neither need nor excuse for the

myriad dirt and rust-collectuig crannies which still

characterise the machines of all nations. Whether we

consider the handle-bar with its assortment of levers

and accessories—all attached by plate-clips—or the

front fork head with its telephone exchange of tangled

wires, or the tank top with its filler caps, petrol valves,

lube recesses, tank clips, and oiling apparatus, or the

crank case, or the gear box, or the rear hub, or the

carrier, we find an utter absence of smooth and shapely

surfaces, and a bewildering multiplicity of what Major

Matson used to describe as " twiddly bits." Until

these are exorcised, our machines must continue to

displease the eye and absorb hours when they require

cleaning.

^51
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"IXIOM'

Clotliing tlie Naked.

HAM not at all sure that the smooth exterior is

not possible. The power unit and its subsidiary

fittings are the main problem : so long as the

machine is condemned to carry a bristly, spiky, amor-

phous unit at its centre, no designer will see the point

of cleaning up such comparatively simple details as

the handle-bar, crank case, and chain cover. Within

the last year I have seen a 200 h.p. air-cooled engins

with never a fin on its cylinders, and a powerful water-

cooled car without any visible radiator. After all,

the cooling draught obtained by motoring along die

road is contemptible. Its average velocity can hardly

exceed 20 m.p.h., and it is disqualified for efficiency

—where air-cooled engines are concerned—by the

fact that its nature is to impinge on only one side of

the cyhnder. You can get a better draught and a

stronger draught by boxing in your air-cooled engine

or your water radiator completely, and using a ball

bearing fan to suck the air past the fins or the honey-

comb, as the case niay be. If this is once success-

fully attempted, the motor bicycle will, so to speak,

substitute a neat pair of tailor-made trousers for its

present waistband of beads and wire ; and, in due

course, it would add a bowler hat in lieu of painting

its cheeks and sticking feathers in its hair. All of

which improvements are ardently to be desired.

Pardon this outburst, gentle reader. It has been

thawing to-day : my front mudguard fell off eight

miles away, owing to a rusted bolt : and it is " some "

cold in rny garage. Also, I had been to a dance,

and was too lazy to change out of dress trousers : and

when Mrs. Ixion saw them laid over a chair back

this morning, she said "
I ! !

"

Overhead Valves.

K
CONFESS to very real disappointment at the

obvious decision of the motor cycle trade as a

whole to adhere to side valves. In the old days

the overhead valve was wisely eschewed because of the

risk of fracture: this danger is wholly obviated by

modern steels—there are air-cooled aero engines fitted

with exhaust valves nearly 2in. in diameter, which never

break, although the heads are thin and light. On
the technical side there is not one solitary word to be

said in favour of side valves, and least of all in con-

nection with air-cooled engines, where a symmetrical

section is so invaluable as a preventive of distortion.

The real problem in the application of o.h.v. to motor

cycle engines is purely practical. The puWic demand

a certain type of engine, and a motor cycle frame offers

scant accommodation for the longest dimension ofthat

engine. Overhead valves threaten to foul the middle

rail of the frame with vertical engines, and elongate

the already over lengthy flat twin. So we see the

Rudge people scolloping out their petrol tank to clear

an overhead inlet valve, and Mr. Bradshaw mounting

A15
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Occasional Commen's.—
his 400 c.c. flat twin athwart liie frame. Nevertheless,

1 cannot help feeling that overhead vahes will gain

ground, as their technical merits overweigh the prac-

tical difficulty. After all, there is no great objection

to inclining such valves, whilst tlie use of volute springs

shortens the length of the stem : indeed, the latter tip

is freely employed to reduce the "swing'' of rotary

engines.

No Mote Broken Sidecar Frames!

THE other day I happened to call at a facton'

which produced many of the sidecar chassis

used by the motor sections of the Machine Gun
Corps. Scottish Trials have no terrors for this con-

cern. The machine gun sidecar units scaled 11J-2
cwt. apiece, and practically every item in the original

chassis fractured when it was set to transport this load

over the roads of France and Belgium. Little by
little all the weaknesses were traced out and eliminated,

the last to yield being the spindle of the sidecar wheel,

for which Vickers finally produced a special brand of

100 ton steel. A director asked me if I w'ould like

to try their experimental 1919 combination. We were
in an upstairs shop at the time, but a dust-sheet was
whippecl off, I took my seat, and we curvetted down
a chicken ladder and over a devastated area where
works extensions were in progress. I can guarantee

that this model will be worth waiting for.

Detachable Cylinder Heads.
HILST making a round of inspection to pick

up information about experimental 1919
models, I have noticed that many manufac-

turers are coquetting with the detachable cylinder head.

It is, of course, as old as the hills, and was abandoned
years ago because amateur owners experienced difificulty

in remaking the joint. It would be absurd to antici-

pate a renewal of

such troubles when '
^^

'

'

thousands of owners

succeed in handling

the very complicated

gaskets fitted to

four-cylinder water-

cooled car engines

with loose heads.

The main advant-

ages of the detach-

able head are three

in number, and are

hei'e given.

1. It consider-

ably facilitates de-

carbonisation, especi-

ally on big twins,

where a big one-

piece cylinder can
only be cleared if

the crank case is

dropped.
2. It permits the

interior of the com-
bustion chamber to

he machined, which
retards carbonisa-

tion, assi.sts the cool-

ing, and last, but

PJ^^(^!L1S FEBRUARY isih, igig.

by no means least, reduces the liability of pre-ignition.

3. If side valves are retained, the construction of

the valve chest is simplified. When the valve chest

was cast on to the side of the cylinder, a " hot spot
"

was created on the cylinder wall; and the casting

was complex and difficult to machine if an air

passage was provided. If the valve chest is an

excrescence on a loose head, it is easier to cast and

to machine.

In some cases these detachable heads will be secured

by dogs or clamps.

r

Another Midland baker, Mr. S. Jones, has recognised the possibilities of the

motor cycle for business purposes, and has his bread delivered by the aid of a

B.S.A. tradesman's side-carrier. A load of one hundred and twenty loaves can

be taken, and he finds the advantages over a horse and van are numerous, both

from the point of view of convenience and of finance-

High Gear Ratios.
' N this paragraph I rashly challenge two eminent

designers, whose pre-war notions, at any rate, ran

counter to my own. The Rudge-Co. sent us a

letter (published on January 30th), in which they drew
attention to the fact that their multi-gear gives ratios

of 2)y2-(>% to I. For several years the ratios on Mr.
F. W, Barnes's Zenith-Gradua gear were limited to a

similar range. What I can only regard as a similar

heresy popped up in a recent letter, criticising the

inclusion of bottom ratios of 14 to i in four-speed

gear boxes. Admittedly, the high series are suitable

for (a) T.T. races
;

(b) high-speed solo touring ; but

they are found wanting for (c) the average private

owner, and (d) riding in mountainous districts. Given
a splendid rider who is an adept at handling and
tuning a machine, such mounts are simply delightful

;

-and, therefore, they inevitably obtain considerable

prestige. Then the trouble begins. Ignorant amateurs,
who are clumsy riders and hopelessly bad tuners, pur-
chase such mounts on the strength of their sporting
reputation ; and the owner finds his mount an
incubus in any really hilly country. Seven out of
every ten riders experience extraordinary comfort
when they are straddling a gear w'hich will conquer

any hill without
"

" " the aid of stunt

jockeyship. The
Brooklands clique

will mock at ratios

of 12 or 16 to I.

Let them mock. The
average owner is a

timid and clumsy
person, and his

engine is usually

rather out of tune
;

give him a double-

figure low gear, and
he will bless you.

Knowledge of this

led Mr. Barnes to

improve the Zenith

from a commercial
standpoint by in-

corporating a chain

reduction, and drop-

ping its bottom gear

to iiA-. For sports-

men who are also

mechanics, a 3J-6]-
range is certainly

ideal, but this can-

not be said of every

amateur rider.
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MARKED CHANQliS IN MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE DESIGN IMPENDING.
By "ROAD RIDER."

THE scientific study of air-cooling was postponed
until aeroplanes put a high premium on light

engines. Several of the earliest petrol engines

produced for road work were air-cooled, notably that

of the Leon Bollee tricar. In those days engine design

was so bad that even water-cooled engines were apt to

run red-hot. The question of weight seemed imma-
terial—witness the pinions of some, prehistoric motor
car gear boxes, which look as if they were meant to

take the first reduction off a 50ft. water-wheel. So
heavy water-cooling systems were clapped on to cars,

and if motor cycle engines retained air-cooling it was
supposed that 500 c.c. was its limit. As late as 1906

I possessed a 4^ h.p. engine which made its exhaust

port glow visibly at night.

Then aeroplanes brought the relation of weight to

power into new prominence : and tliat just at a time

when hot-stuff w.c. engines on sporting cars and
racers had drami attention to distortion, piston tem-

perature, valve heats, and other problems relevant to

efficient cooling. History does not relate on what lines

the designer of the first Gnome engine was thinking. .

Let us imagine that the sequence of his reasoning was
somewhat as foUow'S :

1. The motor car type of engine is too heavy for

aviation, and its torque deficient.

2. What parts of this engine can be lightened?

3. The crankshaft, crank case, and • water-cooling

system are some of the heaviest items.

4. If I substitute a starfish outline for a coffin

plan I shall lighten the crankshaft and crank case.

5. If I make the cylinders rotate, they may keep

cool without the aid of water.

So the original Gnome came into being. It kept

cool enough to be usable when it was in a good

humour : but at nights, when sighted from another

aeroplane, it looked like a dying planet or a gear

wheel heated prior to tempering. " Air-cooling no

bon for big cylinders!" was the general verdict.

Milestone No. 1. Air=cool'ng Advances from
8 h.p. to 37 h.p. by dint of the Rotary.

The patient crowd of aviators who wrestled with

the early Gnomes soon discovered that their com-

pression became almost non-existent after a few

minutes' running. Research showed that distortion

The early type Gnome rotary engine mentioned by " Road Rider.'

-An air-cooled eight-cylinder V type aero engine, to which has

been added a cowl to assist cooling.

was the bugbear. What was the use of machining
your piston and cylinder to an even .oo4in. clearance

^all the way round if five minutes' work swelled the

section of each part to an irregular lop-sided poly-

hedron ? One spof on the piston was trying to weld

itself into unity with a swollen lump on the cylinder

wall, whilst another spot, 2 or 3 mm. away, showed
a clearance of .oiin. Attempts to restrain this

anarchical expansion under heat showed scanty success.

Nothing daunted, the imperturbable Gaul discovered

that, on the whole, the cylinder expanded away from
the piston: so he adopted the flexible "obturator"
ring

—

i.e., an L-shaped brass ring in the top groovy
with a conventional (" packing ") ring behind it,

AI7
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A Tabloid History of Air-cooling.—

which closed the gap as the cylinder bore swelled, and
yet created little friction. Pilots were not as grateful

as one might have expected. They came in from
patrols with crank cases full of pulverised obturators :

and they said things. (Incidentally, put an early

Gnome cylinder alongside a typical 1914 motor cycle

cylinder : and ask yuur.self which of the two is more
calculated to distort.)

Di.stortion, otherwise uneven expansion, was by now
recognised as the real enemy of air-cooling. Imme-
diately a mighty Army of

research workers began to

grapple with it. Many of

these labourers contributed

their mite of fact or

theory to the campaign.
For example :

The leading face of a

rotary engine cylinder gets

more cooling than the trail-

ing edge : ergo, this is the

location for the exhaust

valve.

The front side of a naked aero engine gets more
draught than the reverse side : ergo, cowl the engine

in suchwise as to distribute the draught.

The windward side of an engine gets more cooling :

ergo, circumferential conduction round the cylinder

walls will help even expansion.

Knobs of metal are the dickens : they make hot

spots : a bas the fool designer who retains them.

Castings are anathema maranatha, unless machined :

anil even then the te.xture of the metal is not too

reliable. Saw your chunk of metal across : machine
it to limit gauges : and you may know where you are.

Why not run all the engines you have got, and take

their temperatures at various points?

Sometimes a cylinder expands away, from the piston

and you lose all compression. Sometimes the piston

expands into the cylinder and seizes. Research with

(a) various clearances ; {b) different metals might be a

good stunt.

\Vhy take the piston rings for granted ? They .spring

outwards, and build up walls of oil resistance as they

slide. One designer uses obturators (fig. i) ; another

einploys one ring and a perforated piston (fig. 2);
another prefers five rings on an undrilled piston

(fig. 3). Some rings are fat, others are thin. Some
pistons have waists, others have not. Ought not some-

body to go into ail this, or are they all right?

What about pre-ignition ? A red-hot sparking plug
or exhaust valve must heat up its neighbourhood.

Do all plugs and all valve steels keep equally cool ?

Some cylinders have walls as thick as a 7 lb. jam
jar : others are of wafer steel, like a safety razor

wmM, FEBRUARY isth, 1919.

blade. Some have shallow, coarse fins, like Army
bread and butter. Some have deep, fine fins, like

knife blades. Some are finned from head to foot :

others are naked from the waist downwards. Does it

really inatter which?
So the great work went on. Locked sheds at experi-

mental factories began to bristle with the weirdest

contraptions. Test single-cylinder engines of 50 h.p.

Huge wart-like objects swathed in aluminium quoits.

Barrels bound round with Bowden brake pull-off
.

springs. Jars sheathed in wavy copper zigzags. Brass

hats and No. 8 heads pursed

their lips and diffused

liush-hush conversation to

intimates. At intervals a

sort of thumping bellows

was audible behind locked

doors. Then perhaps a

sound as of two giants

tearing linen was heard.

Or a few rafters suddenly

tilted off the roof, and

lumps of metal soared

heavenwards in graceful

parabolas. Or the bellows continued, and the brass

hat concerned presently mounted another pip. Any-
how, the nett result was :

Milestone No. 2. Air=cooling Advances to 40 h.p
per Cylinder, or 360 h.p. per Engine.

And stationary engines at that, gentlemen. Gone
for ever, one supposes, is the rotary. No longer -need

a 300 h.p. engine waste 30 h.p. in overcoming its own
wind resistance in still air. No longer need an engine

throw out two gallons of perfectly good and very

costly oil into the ungrateful atmosphere during every

hour. No longer need the ungrateful mixture reach

the inlet valve via the devious route of crankshaft,

crank case, gear box, and inlet pipe. (Methinks a

rotary engine's inlet valve must feel like a very fat pug
hunting the ghost of a rat round Trafalgar Square.)

Well, that's that. And what about it? We shall

presently see' very marked changes in the design of

motor cycle engines. Do not believe the merchants

who tell you that considerations of cost doom us for

ever to those knobbly cast-iron cylinders which are

to modern practice what a Saratoga trunk is to a

Whitehall flapper's attache case. Steel cylinders,

machined inside and out, are little more expensive

than complex castings with their high percentage

of scrap. A modern efficient piston is not necessarilv

dearer than those prehistoric types best used for door-

stoppers. The -principles of aero engine design' are

directly and cheaply applicable to motor cycle engines :

and a few modifications in their application are easih-

arrangeable.

BENZOLE AND THE GAS COMPANIES.
In certain districts there ha\'e been many complaints

about the quality of gas, and the Board of Trade is to

be asked by a number of local authorities to rescind

the war-time order allowing gas companies to extract

benzole from household gas. It has been maintained,

however, that after extracting the benzole the difference

\m the calorific ^alue of the gas is so small as to be

negligible, and that no difference in its illuminating

power can be detected if incandescent burners are

used. Needless to say, the authorities who desire the

cancellation of the order are in the miijority.

The output of benzole from this source last )ear

was stated to have been 6, ooo,oqo gallons, most of this

beine used for munitions.

;^l
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Motor Cycle Design and Construction.
Notes on a Paper read before the Graduate Section of ttie fnslitution of Auto. Engineers.

ADISCUSSIOX upon general current
motor cycle design and coiistructiou

took place at the meeting of the
Graduate Section of the I.A.E. in

Coventry on the 4th inst., when a paper
was presented by Jlr. Romyns.
Many important points were introduced

in the paper and in the subsequent
discussion.

The general adherence to push cycle

design m frame construction was criti-

cised, together with the inefficiency of

steering head designs, and the too flimsy

bolts. The important feature of accessi-

bility was taken up from many view-
points, and American machines came in

for a great deal of criticism on this score

Whether taper rollers or adjustable
bearings should be substituted for plain

ball bearings in steering heads and hubs
elicited the reply that there is no such
thing as an adjustable roller ball bear-

ing, as wear is not uniform, and any
adjustment made is only a compromise.
Also, if mud has access to bearings it

makes no difference what type they are.

Shaft drive was not thought to be pro-
hibited on account of cost, but rather that
public opinion does not demand it.

Unit construction of engine and gear
box was advocated, but a suggestion was
made that they should be sep.irate castings
bolted together, after the manner of car
units, to allow of individual removal from
the frame
The use of aluminium pistons was depre-

cated for ordinary use, as they are liable

to expand permanently, and the e.xcessive

clearance necessary causes piston slap.

Also the excessive heat of the motor "cycle

engine reduces the piston to a semi-plastic
condition, and also causes scoring of the
cylinder walls.

The use of stainless steel was advocated
for nuts and bolts, particularly in exposed
positions such as on mudguards. This
fiteel, by the way, is of very good quality,
approaching that of B.N.D.

Tlie old question of utilising the crank
case as part of the frame was condemned
by the author of the paper, but one or
two members did not agree with this view,

I

^-^-~-

principally on the grounds that it was
necessary to have the metal there for oil-

retaining purposes, and, as it is amply
strong enough to take the stresses imposed
by the frame, it would be mere waste of
metal and unused weight if it were not
made use of in this way.

,
Mudguarding was dealt with b"' a

member who has experimented con' iler-

ably in this direction, and he said that the
only way entirely to obviate mud splash-
ing by the front wheel is to bring the
guards within Sin. of the ground, and
provide extensive lateral side flaps, and
enclose practically the whole wheel.

The chassis layout of the 1919 G.N. cycle car, which embodies final drive by four chains
frorn countershaft to rear axle. Note the engagement of the "reverse' by means of a

sliding pinion. A description of the G.N. cycle car appeared in The Motor Cycle of Jan. 23.

Readers' Reports of the State of tfie Roads.
Particulars from Soutfi-eastern, Northern, and Midland Counties.

FURTHER details are to hand con-

cerning the road conditions in {'arious

districts, as follow : The Westerham
Road from Bromley is similar to those

in the late battle zones, and accidents

are of daily occurrence. The Sevenoaks
Road between Bromley and Farnborough
is nearly as bad.
The Folkestone coast road up to two

miles out from Dover boundary is very
bad, and dangerous for motor cycles.

An alternative route is through West
Hougham and Capel-le-Ferne. Leave
Dover by Elmsvale Road ; or, leaving

Folkestone by Black Bull Road, which
is in poor condition, go along the

Alkham Valley. The Dover-Canterbury
road is good, so is the Dover-Sandwich
road. Tire road between Dover and Deal
is rough in places, especially near Dover.
Sandwich-Ramsgate road past Rich-
borongh Camp is very good, but closed

to non-permit holders. On the Canter-
bury-Folkestone road via Denstone and
Hawkinge, the last three miles into

Folkestone are very bad indeed. Alter-

native route by Kingstone. Barham, and
Elham, or the Canterbury-Sandgate-
Hythe road fturning left after leaving

Lyminge). The roads from Canterbury
to Ramsgate and Margate are somewhat
bumpy.
The road to Newhaven from. Lewes,

through the villages of Uford, Rodmell,

and Piddinghoe, is in a terribly bad
condition. Tourists are therefore ad-
vised to pass through Beddingham and
Heighten, which is not a main road, but
better than the other.

A correspondent sends us the following
particulars of the roads radiating from
Doncaster :

North.—The Great North Road to

Darlington, Durham, Newcastle, and
Edinburgh : Good condition with the
e.xception of two or three miles after

passing Wentbridge (eleven miles from
Doncaster) and short lengths near Mickle-
field, about twenty miles from Don-
caster. After passing Braham the road
is good. The North Road to York (vid

Tadcaster) : Fairly good to Tadcaster,
very bad from Tadcaster to York. North
Road to York (vid Selby) : Fairly good
the whole way.
South.—The Great North Road (south

of Doncaster to London) : With the ex-

ception of a mile near Rossington Bridge
(three miles from Doncaster), good.
From Doncaster to OUerton and Notting-
ham, very good condition generally.

East.—The road to Gainsborough,
Louth, etc., excellent from Bawtry on-

ward. The road into Lincolnshire to

Scunthorpe, Brigg, and Grimsby (vid

Hatfield and the Keadby New Bridge),
fairly good straight forward from Belton
via Beltoft to Althorpe ; the " Tween

Rivers Road " very bad, the whole width
of the road having been stoned without
being rolled.

West.—Doncaster to Leeds {via Ponte-
fract), fairly good to Pontefract, but bad
forward. Doncaster to Leeds, Bradford,
and West Riding towns (vid Wakefield),
fairly good to Wakefield, but bad for-

ward throughout the whole of the manu-
facturing area. Motorists going beyond
Leeds and Bradford are advised to travel

by the Great North Road to the thirty-

mile post (three miles south of Wetherby)
and turn left (vid CoUingham, Hare-
wood, and Arthington) for Ilkley, Skip-

ton, Settle, Windermere, etc.

Dtjkeries Roads.—The Lime Tree
Avenue road deplorable, owing to timber
waggons having cut it to pieces.

Ireland.

Particularly bad pieces of road in the
counties of Down and Antrim are as

follow :

Down. — Bangor to Xewtownards;
Newcastle to Kilkeel ; Hilltown to Rath-
fryland ; Belfast to Lisburn ; New-
townards to Portaferry : Knock (Belfast)

to Dundonald ; and Bangor to Bally-

halbert.

Antrim.—Belfast to Antrim ; Belfast

to Carrickfergus ; Kilrea to Portglenone
;

Whitehouse to Mossley ; and Ballymena
to Antrim.

A3I
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Why New Models come through Slowly.
What the Manufacturer has to Contend with at the Present Time.

MOTOR cyclists are freely engaging in a double
grumble just now— first at the prices wliich

manufacturers are asking, secondly at the fact

that three months have elapsed since the Armistice,

and few but pressmen have as yet seen a single post-

war model. High prices have already been justified

in these pages, and that convincingly. Delays are

equally excusable. A maker's first anxiety in these

days is to keep together a staff which he has recruited

with much trouble in the past. The public do not
up.derstand how delicate a matter it is to build up a
first-class personnel. It used to be an axiom that first-

ckss motors could only be built in Coventry: skilled

mechanics now congregate in many other districts, but
they are shy birds, and easily frightened away from a

slack factory. So munition contracts are kept running

on a reduced scale ; and, if they anchor down the staff,

they also hamper works reorganisation.

The Obstacles.
Then the new 'bus has to be designed and several

experimental machines tried out. One manufacturer
at least has got as far as sending a squad round a six

days' course in the hands of some blithe boys who will

do their best to break them up and discover any latent

weakness. Sometimes the experimental 'bus is a

lucky shot. Everything comes out dead right at the

first essay, and the works staff have merely to select

a prettier colour for the lining round the tank panels,

or to cut the cost of an expensive bit of machining.
More often something is radically wrong—cost, weight,

springing, gear changing, or engine performance.
Weeks pass quickly in the necessary experiments.

At last the design is finally approved, and the works
begin to hum with actual preparations for manufac-

ture. The key to the position lies in the drawing

office. Master drawings of every detail are made on

tracing cloth, and blue prints are taken for the use

of the hands. Simultaneously, the " alleys " in the

shops are being replanned. Time and money are

wasted if the finished machine emerges opposite the

canteen entrance 500 yards away from the running

shed, or if a quarter of a mile separates the erecting

shop from the points at which complete engines and
gear boxes appear. Useless machinery is being hustled

out of the place, now that the last cartridge or tank

oi> machine-gun has been delivered. The staff hustler

is exhausting all his tact and profanity upon the rail-'

way company and the machine tool firms to get his

new equipment delivered. The buyers are trying hard

to get definite price quotations and preferential de-

livery dates from all the firms who supply raw material
'

—steel, tubes, carburetters, magnetos, chains, enamel,
and a myriad other necessities. Patterns for castings

and jigs for ensuring economy and accuracy in repeti-

tion work are being frenziedly designed and made.
The financial department are tearing their hair and
wringing their hands. In these days of industrial

unrest, shipping shortage, and Government control,

few people dare say what anything will cost or when
it can be obtained. Just when everything begins to

run smoothly a section of the hands strike for a

twenty-hour week or an extra £^1 per day. No
wonder that in those rare cases where the experimental

'bus was passed for production' last No\-ember the

first machine may not reach its lucky buyer till June.
Pity the poor manufacturer. Never was any' business

man beset by so herculean a task. He deserves our

sympathy rather than our criticism.

:,ai5--«'''^* i,

A motor cycle as an aid to the sport of sledging. A snapshot taken during the last downfall of snov/
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1919 IMPROVED DESIGNS.
A NEW PATTERN G.A.V.

MAGNETO.

WE recently inspected a new pattern
C.A.V. magneto—a beautifully
made and well-finished little in-

Btniment. The type illustrated is suit-

able for flat twin motor cycle engines.
So far as its working parts are concerned,
it is in no way different from other prac-
tically similar models turned out by
Jlessrs. Vaudervell and Co., Warple Way,
Acton Vale, London, W., but it will be
noticed that it is slightly different in
shape, the magnets being of true horse-
ehoe form, and not rounded as in pre-
Aaous models. The contact breaker which
the firm has adopted is simple and
ingenious. As there is no fibre bush
to swell and no rocking arm to stick,
it can be seen at once that it possesses
advantages of its own ; and these two
items, which give trouble under cer-
tain conditions, are dispensed with by

A new pattern C.A.V. magneto, showing
how the platinum points are adjusted.

mounting the moving platinum point on
an L shaped flat spring, the upper and
curved end of which comes in contact
with a loosely mounted roller of fibre.

This in turn comes in contact with the
steel segments on the contact breaker
ring, which thus force back the spring,

causing the points to separate.

Two tools are supplied with the mag-
neto—one an ordinary spanner with gauge
for adjusting the platinum points, and a
tiny box spanner for turning the end of

the screw on which the adjustable point
is mounted. The method of adjustment
is shown in the illustration.

and more easily lost screw. The central

view shows how the interior portion of

the plug can be detached from the body,
enabling the portion which projects inside

the combustion chamber to be cleaned.

Exterior and sectional views ol the

K.L.G. plug.

The right Jiand view shows a section of

the plug, and incidentally the robustness
of the central electrode, which is of nickel
steef and has a pure nickel end. The
central electrode is wrapped in mica, and
this wrapping is surrounded by numerous
mica washers which are hydraulically
compressed into position.

These plugs are now to be sold by the
Robinhood Engineering Works, Ltd.,
Newlands, Putney Vale, S.W.15, at a
moderate price.

Not long before fighting ceased a D.R.
wrote to the Robinhood Engineering
Works, and related how he had searched
a derelict Boche aeroplane for souvenirs,
and had chosen for himself one of the
plugs. This he fitted to his motor bicycle,
and thinking all the time that brother
Boche, whatever other faults he might
possess, was no bad judge of plugs, he
thought one day to examine it more
closely, and then espied the letters

K.L.G. 7. It was plain, therefore, that
Fritz had originally taken the plug from
a British machine brought down in his
lines.

THE C.C. SPARKING PLUG.

MENTION has already been made in

this journal of the C.C. sparking

plug, but since that reference it

has undergone considerable alteration. It

may be remembered that the idea is to

draw a minute quantity of mixture from
the induction pipe,

past the ends of the
electrodes, and this

cools them and keeps
them continually

clean. It also serves

to prime the spot
which needs it most
—the place where
sparking occurs.

The latest form
of C.C. plug pos-
sesses an insulator

in two portions,

consisting of a por-

celain cap, and a
central portion on
which are mouldeS
a series of spirals.

The upper portion
of this insulator is

enclosed by means
of a brass casing.

The lower portion
of the central elec-

trode
, is hollow, be-

The improved C.C.

sparking plug.

neath the concave end of which is a
small perforated plate on which rests a
steel ball.

Projecting from the upper portion of
the plug is a small union intended to
be connected to the induction pipe, or,
in the case of two-stroke engines, to the
transfer passage. On the suction stroke
a minute quantity of mixture is drawn
through the tube and carried round the
spirals moulded in the insulator, and,
passing through a hole into the hollow
portion of the electrode, issues through
the spark gap, which is formed by the
ball and the hollow upper electrode, at
the moment when the spark occurs.
On the firing and compression strokes

the ball is held against its seating.

K.L.G. MOTOR CYCLE PLUG
DEVELOPMENTS.

A FEW months ago a reference to

K.L.G. sparking plugs appeared in

this journal. At that time the hand
of the Censor lay heavily upon articles of

this kind, but we are now able to describe

the plug more fully.

As it was originally made for air-cooled

rotarj' aeroplane engines, there can be
little doubt that it will stand the
temperatures encountered in a motor cycle
engine.

A good idea of the construction of the
plug may be gathered from the illustra-

tion, which shows three views. That on
the left is an external view of the plug,
iwhich, it will be noticed, has no terminal
screw, but m its place is a neat little wire
dip, which is instantly detachable, and
•very bit as effective as the more clumsy

J

A group of workers mounted on motor cycles at the K.L.G. plug factory ; all these are
enthusiastic motor cyclists. (In November, when an article on K L.G. plugs appeared, this
photograph was submitted to the Censor who, for some unfathomable reason, refused its

publication.)
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A trial of this plug on two-stroke motor
cycles, resulted in great improvement in

the running.
The plug is manufactured by the C.C.

Sparking Plug Co., 145, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C.4.

A SPRING SIDECAR CHASSIS
DESIGN FROM AUSTRALIA.

THE spi-inging problems connected
with "overseas machines are, or

should be, of interest to the British

designer, not only as an indication of

what is required in the Colonies, but as

being of assistance in solving the sus-

pension problems of home models.

T!ie sidecar chassis design illustrated

emanates from Australia. Pei'haps the

An Australian sidecar chassis, embodying a

springing device of unusual design.

most interesting feature is the system of

transverse springing at the rear. The
wheel cradle is hinged at the forward

end and the smaller road shocks are

taken up by the coil spring at the real-

end. This coil spring is in turn attached

to one end of the transverse semi-

elliptic spring. The opposite end of

the latter is hinged to the main side

member, thus insulating the machine to

The chassis of the Gonthier sidecar,

which was referred to in last week's issue

of The Motor Cycle, It is constructed in^

the main from steel pressings with welded

joints, giving great strength with lightness.

The main attachment is also of pressed

steel. The body is intended to be sprung

at the rear only, and attached to a swivelling

bar al the fro it

The Tan-Sad sprung pillion seat is shown with and without the addition of a foot and back

rest. The petrol-can grip is formed of turnbuckles and linked metal strips.

a large e.xtent from side stresses. Large
scroll springs are provided for the further

insulation of the body. The wheel has
a knock-out axle to facilitate tyre repairs.

THE TAN-SAD PILLION SEAT.

WHILST we do not wish to encourage
the dangerous practice of carrying

a passenger on the carrier of a solo

machine, it is obvious that there is little

objection tc tli« carrying of a third person

on a pi'operly-designed carrier seat of a

powerful sidecar combination ; and it is

principally with this object in view that

the Tan-Sad Co., 46, Weaman Street.

Birmingham, are developing their series

of spring carrier seats.

The general design has been altered to

give a better cushioning effect, three coil

springs being used at front and back—six

in all. The two centre springs can be
removed, when required for lightweight
use only. A link action in the frame
gives a parallel movement as the springs

are compressed.
Upholstery has been avoided, and a

plain metal seat ijrovided. curved to a
comfortable shape, upon which a cushion
may be ' strapped if desired. Wooden
handles may be added as further security

ior the rider, and for a solo machine a

jockey type of stirrup gives support for

the passenger's feet. When in use with
a sidecar, with the passenger sitting side-

ways, a footrest and backrest can be
fitted.

A can of petrol may be firmly fixed oji-

the seat, when not occupied by a pa*-
seiiger, by the use of a patent grip.

The fixing of this pillion seat to the
carrier of the motor cycle has not been
altered, the same principle of right and
left-threaded rods operating clamps in the
underframe being employed.
The intention, of the firm is not to

market a particular series of models, but
to leave it to the purchaser's wishes as

to how, and with what, he will fit up the
seat. Prices are not definitely settled

yet, but will be quite I'easonable. Pro-
duction is being commenced at once, and
delivery should be possible in a few
weeks'" time.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, beins fuUy

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will nol permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

A PLUG FROM THE U.S.A.

WE have received particulars of a
plug witTi separable electrodes
which, although it has been on

the American market some time, is not
so well-known over here.

The insulation is com-
posed of layers of mica
wrapped round the cen-

tral electrode, the whole
being compressed into

a hardened steel shell,

which is screwed into

the main body of the
plug, the joint being
rendered gastighl by
the interposition of a

copper-asbestos w-asher.

The plug body is of

case-hardened steel,
with the washer per-

manently attached. The
electrode is bent in the
form of a semicircle

round the central
" point," and fixed at

both ends. The porce-
lain collar merely serves
to protect the mica insulation. It is hoped,
to put these plugs on the English market
at an early date, at a price of about 4s. 6d.

The British distributer is Mr. Ixiuis N.
Cooper, 117, East Road, City Road,
London, X.

The Benton
(U.S.A.) plug.
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Final Article on the Various Points of Specification as voted for by Readers of

"The Motor Cycle" in the Recent "Which Type" Referendum.

Sidecar.

5.8%
35.8%
51.9%
6.5%

67.6%)
32.4%f
18.3%-l

81.7%;
21.9%

23.5%
10.7%
65.8%

IN
the issue for January 23rd we gave the prcfpor-

tionate voting of readers on types and systems of

transmissions, ^Yhile previous articles have dealt

with engine types and sizes and their equipment.

The voting on the various types of gears and

clutches omitted from the article in that issue was as

follows :

Types of Geaks.
Solo.

Epicvclic geai-s -6%
SUding gear 37.7%
Dog clutch 51.2%
Expanding ring 5.1%

Types of Clutch.

/Dry plate 69.3%
IWet plate 30.7%
/Single 35.1%
iMulti 64.9%

Cork inset 22.6%

Clutch Contkol.

Hand 30.5%
Foot 4.2%
Hand and foot 65.3%

The following figures give the results of the voting

on other details of specification. The first of these

is the question of spring frames, from the figures

regarding which it will be seen that The- Motor Cycle

campaign in favour of spring frames has borne good

fruit, and that the demand for this type of frame

from both solo and sidecar class of rider is most

insistent.

Solo. Sidecar.

Rigid frames 21.1% .. 15.2%
Spring frames 78.9% .. 84.8%

It is interesting to note that those who did not

favour spring frames specified some means of insulat-

ing the rider from road shock, such as the Edmund
and Bat semi-spring frames or a spring saddle-pillar.

The voting on . the three systems affecting riding

comfort only, as distinct from complete springing of

the machine, was as follows :

Solo.

Conventional saddle 77 .
2%'

Sprung saddle-pillar ....... 15 .5%
Semi-spring frame 7.3%

The popularity of the diamond framet in both classes

is very clear, but from the voting one gathers that

this should be of the duplex type.

Diamond oe Open Design.

Solo.

Diamond 88.4% .

Open 11.6% .

Other DETArLS of Design.

Loop design 25.1%
Girder design 32.5%
Duplex design 42 .4%

Sidecar.

70.7%
18.5%
10.8%

Sidecar.

85.7%
14.3%

27.7%
27.60/0

44.7%

Handle=bars.
Considering the known popularity of the semi-T.T.

handle-bar, it is not surprising that in both classes

this type has a distinct lead, while the D.R. type

comes second in the solo group.

Solo. Sidecar.

Upturned ' 13.6% .. 30.9%
Flat 8.3% .. 19.7%
Dropped 2.3% .. 2.2%
Semi-T.T 58.6% .. 39.7%
D.R 17.2% .. 7.5%

Present-day brakework has been the subject of

criticism many times, and on the voting on this point

makers no doubt will have material for thought, as

the most conventional type of front brake is the one

scoring the lowest number.

Front Brakes.

Solo. Sidecar.

In V rim 49.6% .. 43.9%,
Conventional shoes on rim . 13.4% .. 8.3%
Expanding 21.7% .. .39.6%
Contracting 15.3% .. 8.2%

Rear Brakes.

Inside V rim 28.8% .. 14.8%
Outside of V of rim (con-

ventional) 17.1% .. 11.9%
Expanding 36.7% .. 57.4%
Contracting 17.4% .. 15.9%

The demand for quickly detachable wheels is most
emphatic, no less than 91.6% voting for them in the

solo class and 96.8% in the sidecar group.

On the question of lighting, the majority favour

the dynamo lighting set, the conventional gas generator

coming second. The voting was as follows :

Solo. Sidecar.

67.6%
7.7%
14.5%
10.2%

« Dynamo ? 65.9%
Battery ;.. 6.5%
Generator

,
20.0%

Gas cylinder 7 . 6%
This concludes the results of the voting, and we

think both trade and rider will have learnt something

of value from them. Whether we shall see machines

on the lines set forth by our readers staged at the

next Olympia Show remains to be seen. We know
that quite a number of designers have followed the

plebiscite very closely, and, unable to wait for the

results to appear in The Motor Cycle, have telephoned

us concerning various points in order that they may
give them consideration for inclusion in the new
models they are now designing.

In conclusion, we thank the thousands of readers who
have sent us their ideal specifications. In subsequent

issues we hope to deal with- the hundreds of sug-

gestions for the improvement of motor cycles, which

formed the second part of our competition.

* Of these a few specified the F.R.S. system of lighting from the magneto,

with a dry battery in reserve for use when th.e engine is not running.
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TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING. SPRING OR RIGID FRAMES?

WHY NEW MODELS COME THROUGH SLOWLY.

'JlME TO IXGHT L^np5
Greenwich Time,

Feb. 13th 5.38 p.m
15th ... 5.12 „
17th ... 5.45 „
19th ... 5.49 ,,

Prices.

Despite the high prices of 1919 motor
cycles, manufacturers report a "brisk"
demand.

Handle-bar MuSs.
This is the time o£ the year when

handle-bar muffs add to the comfort of

riding, yet very few are seen in use.

Police Traps.

We are informed that there is a trap

working outside the Hotel Cecil, in the

Strand, London, where attention is paid
more especially to number plates, to see

if they are defaced in the daytime or not

illuminated at night.'

We also hear that a further ti'ap is

working in Sloane Square.

Munitions and Motor Cycles.

The combination of three large all-

British engineering firms to produce the
Angus-Sanderson car sets an example to

the motor trade. It is a policy discussed
throughout the war to meet foreign com-
petition. Only by greatly increased out-

puts and specialisation can the price of a
car or motor cycle be reduced very con-

siderably, and it will be interesting to see

if the policy is adopted by a fusion of

motor cycle manufacturers.

Drivers for Women's Legion.

Motor drivers are still needed in con-

nection with the Women's Legion. An
enormous number of women have re-

ceived motor driving training at the
various schools, and it is not too late

for them to apply this knowledge to use-

ful account. Particulars as to how to

join the Army Service Corps may be
obtained from the Commandant, Women's
Legion Jlotor Drivers, 15, Pall Mall
East, S.W.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

The fourth lecture of the series

arranged by the Industrial Reconstruction
Council will be held in the Saddlers'
Hall, Cheapside, E.G. 2, on Wednesday,
February 19th. The chair will be taken
at 4.30 by the Right Hon. Lord Lever-
hulme, and a lecture on "The Respon-
sibility of Trade Unions in Relation to

Industry" will be delivered by the
Right Hon. J. R. Clynes, M.P. Applica-
tions for tickets should be made to the

Secretarv, I.R.C., 2 and 4, Tudor
Street, E.C.4.
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Gloves.

Gloves that fit tightly upon the hands
are as bad as no gloves at all, at this

time of the year.

How they "Collect" tbe.Motor Cycle Tax
in France.

The French Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer has just issued an illustration

of the official plate for 1920, which
must be carried on all French motor
cycles, either on the steering head or the
diagonal down tube of the frame. It is

depicted in the accompanying reproduc-
tion, which is the full size~of the plate,

measuring 2^in. wide x Ijin. deep.

Sidecars and solo motor cycles provided
with more than one seat will have to

carry two of these plates, the second of

which must be fixed above, below, or

alongside the first. TtTis plate is the
official receipt for the annual tax, and
there is therefore no doubt, about it

having been paid. A plateless machine
is an advertisement of non-payment.

Canadian Roads.

The Government of Quebec has spent
approximately £3,000,000 on roads in five

years. In 1907 the Quebec Government
and municipalities systematically main-
tained 1,000 miles of highways. This
total had jumped to 18,000 miles in 1916.

The British Middleweight Machine.

After the experience of U.S. despatch
riders with British solo machines, there
is a tendency in America for considera'
tion of the "middleweight" type of

machine on the lines of the British 4 h.p.

single. A writer in the American Motor
Cycle and Bicycle Illustrated states

:

" British middleweights are splendid
machines but expensive."

The Scottish Demand.
Like most farmers, those in Scotland

have done well during the war, and
practically every farmer one meets in

the Lowlands, states his intention oi

purchasing a car when conditions relax

somewhat.
"They will all buy Fords," sighed a

garage owner to our representative.

"What about sidecar outfits jnd cycle

cars ? " enquired the latter.

The garage man shook his head.
"They know Fords," he said, "but they
regard' everything else as complicated."

Yet there is nothing simpler than the
modern motor cycle, if only this fact

were realised.

In view of the high price of second-hand motors, it is refreshing to hear of anything

selling cheaply. A reader of The Motor Cycle bought the Morgan illustrated for £82 IDs. It

is a 1914 model, with J.A.P. water-cooled engine, disc wheels, electric lamps, accumulator

tools, etc., and in excellent condition. He has had offers for it of £1 10 and £120.
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Ivy Two-stroke.

Ivy de Luxe two-strokes for 1919 range
in price from £42 to £53, the former
being a single gear model and the latter

the I.O.M. T.T. with two-speed gear.

The British Motor League.

A new motoring organisation has made
its bow to the public—The British Motor
League. The new league intends to

offer the same kind of legal assistance

to its members as do other organisa-

tions—but it is to be more "democratic."

Pressed Steel Frames.

The number of pressed steel frames
and the interest Jtaken in the subject is

rather noticeable just at present.
" Mechanicus,"^ contributor of the article

"Sidecar Design," May 23rd, 1918, sug-

gesting a pressed steel frame for a four-

cylinder sidecar unit, writes us that he
is particularly gratified to notice the
advances that are being made in the
direction of pressed steel frames, and
hopes to see his suggestion for the sidecar
combination adopted very shortly by a

firm of motor cycle manufacturers.

The Cyclecar Club.

A special general meeting of the Cycle-

car Club will be held towards the end
of March, and there will be several

• interesting items on the agenda. It is

proposed that the club, which will be re-

started as from April 1st, will be known
as the Junior Car Club, that its light

car members will be affiliated to the

Royal Automobile Club, and its cycle

car members (owners of three-wheeled

vehicles) will be affiliated to the Auto
Cycle Union. A list of events, runs,

and other fixtures will be arranged
_
for

1919, and a design for a new badge is to

be prepared.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

At the time of going to press very

little information can be added to

our previous statements regarding

the disposa I of War Office motor
cycles. The Surplus Government
Property Disposal Board appears to

be organising, and has appointed
seventeen controllers to deajf with
the -different classes of property.

Lt.-Ool. 0. V. Holbroob is the con-

troller in charge of the Mechanical
Transport section. In accordance
with arrangements made with the

various Government Departments
concerned, no surplus property will

in future be disposed of except
through, or by arrangement with,

the Disposal Board. A special sec-

tion is being set up to deal with sales

to neutral countries.

INDEPENDENT OF TUBES AND
There was quite a noticeable increase of motor cycles and

sidecars in the City during the strike last week, and the utility

of the motor cycle

was exemplified in no
uncertain manner
judging by this

loaded sidecar. .^HI^^HkHp '' \

The Velocette.

The prices of the Velocette given in

our Buyers' Guide have been withdrawn.

Price Fixing.

Concerted, price fixing by any industry

is regarded as a restraint of free competi-

tion in the U.S.A., and therefore illegal.

The Latest Service Journal.

The Albatross is the title of the newest
Service newspaper. As its name denotes,

it is an Air Force production, and its

home is Blandford Camp, the principal

R.A.F. depot. It is edited, printed, and
published at that delightful spot so

endeared to both officers and men of the

R.A.F. , and the first number is a most
promising one.

'BUSES.

Morgan Prices.

1919 Morgans have been raised in price

slightly above the figures shown in our

recent Buyers' Guide. The sporting

model is now £145; the G.P. £150; the

De Luxe a.c. £150, w.c. £lbO.

The A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

Although nothing has yet been officially

announced regarding the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trial, it may be taken as practi-

cally certain that this will be held next

August, and that the course will be in

the Wye Valley district. No doubt a

capital series of day trials can be

arranged radiating from, say, Chepstow,

and a great deal of new ground to A.C.U.
competitors could be included. Thirteen

years ago the Six Days took in a portion

of South Wales.

United Action.

A conference of representatives of all

motoring organisations has been called

for to-morrow (Friday) by the Motor
Legislation Committee, 83, Pall Mall, of

. which Mr. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., is

chairman, to consider the best means of

removing the war restrictions on motor
vehicles, the restoration of roads and

bridges, and the provision of a plentiful

supply of fuel at reasonable rates.

The Committee is opposed to thfe placing

of the roads and railways under the pro-

posed Ministry of Ways and Communica-
tions, and advocates the reconstruction

and strengthening of the Road Board.

This united action has been strongly

advocated by this journal and The
Autocar.

French TarifE,

The French Government is still keep-

ing the 70% ad valorem tax against the

British motor trade, and French manu-
facturers say they need this protection

for at least another twelve
months.

Import Duty.

The authorities consider

that by protecting the

British motor industry by
means of a tariff against

foreign imports, skilled

mechanics in the R.A.F.
and R.A.S.C. will be given

a better chance of finding

employment.
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CLUB NEWS.
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Nottingham and District M.C.G.

The meeting of this club arranged for February 14th,

and notified in last week's issue as a committee meeting,

is to be an extraordinary general meeting, to which all

local motor cyclists are invited.

South Birmingham M.C.G.
A preliminary meeting of this club was held at head-

quarters, "The Mermaid Hotel," Stratfoi'd Road, Bir-

mingham, on Monday evening, February 3rd.

It was decided to call a general meeting of the club on
Thursday, February 27th, at 7.30 p.m., and all district motor
cyclists are invited to attend.

Birmingham M.C.G.
At a committee meeting of the B.jM.C.C. it was decided

to hold the opening run on April 5th, to Stratford or

Evesham. All past and present members, with their motor
cycling friends, are invited to participate in this social run.

Strictly speaking, this will not be a competitive event,

but it is intended to award prizes and souvenirs to those
taking part. Full particulars will be announced later.

The competition programme for 1919 will be a most
attractive one, and motor cyclists, both experts and novices,

will be well catered for. All those who are desirous of

be«oming members should communicate with the lion, sec,
Mr. W. H. Egginton, 75, Earlsbuvy Gardens, Birchfields,

Birmingham.

Essex M.G.
It has been decided to hold the annual meeting of the

nbove club in London on March 4th; the actual venue will

be announced later.

An active and attractive programme is being arranged
for this year, and will include events which have been
so popular in past years. The club is financially in a very
strong position, having about £200 in hand.
The hon. secretary', Mr. D. S. Kapadia, Algers Eoad,

Loughton, Essex, is anxious to hear from old members
still in the Forces, and also from prospective members.-
The attention of members of the club using the district

of Woodford, Snaresbrook, etc., is called to the very active

police supervision that is now going on in this district,

motor cyclists being .stopped in several places.

>—•!

The Motor Cycling Club.
It has been definitely decided to hold the annual opening

run to Brighton, which has not been held since 1915. It is

expected that this popular gathering will be well attended.

Further details will be published in due course.
It has also been decided to hold the usual M.C.C. Easter

tour, concerning which there will be a further announcement.
_ It has been decided to hold, in the middle of March, a

smoking concert for members of the M.C.C. and their friends.

Newly elected members are reminded that they are liable for

the entry fee of 5s. and subscription, which will be demanded
when competitions begin, not exceeding one guinea. Hon.
sec, Mr. Southcombe May, 15, Endsleigh Gardens, 'London,

N.W.I.

(Tlub iDat.es.
MEETINGS.

and District M.O. General, Sivaii

Com-

Fcb. Joth.—Bolton
Hotel, Bolton.

Feb. lj,th.—Nottinciliam and District M.C.C.
mittee, Welbeck Hotel, Nottingfiam.

Feb. Slst.—Sntton Colclfield A.C. Annual.
Feb. 26th.—York and District M.C.C. General, York

Station Hotel.
Feb. $7th.—South Birmingham M.C.C. General.

March 4th.—Essex M.C. Anmial.
March 2$nd.—Auto CycleUnlon, General , Birviingham.

EVENTS.
April 5th.—Binninr/hain M.C.C. Opening Run to

Stratford or Evesham.
April 5th.—M.C.C. Opcninr/ Run to Brighton.

April 21st.—M.C.C. Easter Tour.
April 21st.—Dublin M.C.C, Dunlop Cup Reliabilili/

Trial.

June 9th.—Dublin M.C.C, Whit-Monday Trial.

-June (end oj).—Dublin M.C.C, 7'wenti/-/our Hours
Reliability Trial.

Aui/ust 2nd and Ifth.—Dublin M.C.C. j Two Days
Reliability Trial.

A COMBINED VARIABLE COMPRESSION RELEASE DEVICE.

A DEVICE, which we illustrate, has been patented by
A. S. Baylis, 2, Lowther Street, Coventry, the object

of which is to combine the functions of the exhaust
valve lifter, a decompressor, petrol injector, and

compression tap. It is intended to be operated by an

adjustable lever on the handle-bars. The main feature of

the construction appears to be a valve which may be
gradually opened, releasing some of the gas under com-
pression. The outlet from the body of this, valve also

embodies a double-seated valve of the mushroom type, which
seats automatically on the explosion stroke and on the in-

duction stroke. A priming device is also incorporated,

operated by a milled nut, and connected to the petrol tank
by a pipe.

T"

A: patented dev c; embodying in one instrument a release valve,

decom ressor, petrol mjector, and compression tap.

A POINT FOR BENZOLE USERS.
'HE fact that benzole can now be obtained without the

formalities of a licence will doubtless impel many to

times in these pages, when benzole is used in a car-

take advantage of it. As has been pointed out many
buretter adapted for petrol it is necessary to make provision

for an increased air supply. We repeat this information,

as we have recently heard many complaints from benzole

users as regards the tendency of this fuel to gum up the

valves and dirty the engine internally—a state of affairs

which is generally due to too rich a mixture. If the carbu-

retter is not already fitted with an adjustable air supply, it

is certainly woith while to get one. simply drilling a hole

in the induction pipe and arranging a clip cover. A good-

sized oil cup, threaded into the induction pipe, is quite

satisfactory, the extra air being allowed to enter or shut off,

simply by opening or closing the lid of the cup. It should

be placed downwards, so that grit cannot collect in the bowl
of the cup. This is a simpler arrangement than changing
the jet each time the fuel is changed. If benzole be em-
ployed and the maximum amount of air given, truly astound-

ing m.p.g. can often be obtained.
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THE CONNAUGHT PEACE MODEL.
New Model of a Pioneer Two-stroke Lightweight.

The peace model Connaught 2| h.p. two-stroke.

NEW models of the Connaught are

always of particular interest, if only

on account of its position as one of

the two pioneer simple two-strokes which
popularised this useful type of machine.
After four years of war, one naturally

e.xpects alterations from a firm manufac-
turing its own engine, but although tlie

Bordesley Engineering Co. has been prac-

tically exclusively engaged upon " muni-
tions " during the war, the principals

have found time to experiment.' . The
results of these experiments have not
bi'onght forth any discoveries necessi-

tating alterations to the engine, conse-

quently the peace model Connaught
follows the pre-war models closely, with

the addition of minor refinements.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

73 mm. and 70 mm. respectively, the

capacity being 293 c.c. and, as in the

pre-war model, the cylinder is offset,

which, it is claimed, permits of a more
effective scavenging by reason of the

slow movement of the piston at the points

of exhaust and intake. The exhaust and
inlet ports are superimposed, so that the

mixture passes into a chamber in the

manifold, -.vhich is separated from the

exhaust chamber by a thin partition of

steel. By this means the cold gas takes

up some of the heat of the exhaust,

cooling the later, and becoming more
thoroughly vaporised. This feature is

patented, and is used in one or two other

leading makes under licence from the

Connaught firm.

It may be remembered that it was the

Bordesley Engineering Co. which intro-

duced the petroil system of lubrication

into this country, and, while it was much
ridiculed at the time of its introduction,

it has been found fully efficient for two-

stroke engines, not only by the Connaught
concern, but also by many others. The
war-time experiments of the makers of this

lightweight have been with lubrication,

and it is interesting to note that they still

retain the system, and have every confi-

dence that it is the best method of intro-

ducing lubiiicant into the engine.

One of the new features of the machine
is the tank, which is most pleasing to the

eye. The edges have broad bevels, and
W'ith the aluminium and red panels give

the machine a very distinctive appearance.

The machine is fitted with 26x.2in.

tyres, and weighs 125 lb., with single

gear, all-belt drive, the price being £42.

With a countershaft two-speed gear and
clutch, the price is £53, and without

clutch £49 15s.

A miniature model with 24x2in. tyres

is also catalogued, a single gear machine
at £34 and a two-speed at £42 15s.

THE SCOTT SOCIABLE.
A New Company formed to Market Mr. Alfred Scott's Three-wheeler.

AT the time we introduced the Scott

Sociable to the motoring world in

1916. we characterised it as a most
praiseworthy attempt to solve the problem
of weatherproofing the most economical
form of two-seater. Owing to the war,
the idea of manufacturing it in quantities

had to be postponed. We are now in a
position to annoiuice that new and exten-

sive works have been acquired in the
Bradford district for the manufactui-e of

the Scott Sociable in big quantities. The
Scott Autocar Co.. Ltd.—an entirely new-

company, imder the management of ilr.

C. Tunstall. who formerly held a similar

position with the Scott Engineering Co.

—

will market the runabout, which, inci-

dentally, is to retain the original title of

Scott Sociable, the designation given it

by the Editor of The 'Motor Cycle.

The specification of the Sociable which
we described and illustrated in detail on
July 27th, 1916, and January 4th, 1917,
is as follows : Vertical two-stroke water-
cooled engine, 76.2x63.5 mm. bore and
stroke= 578 c.c. capacity, clutch situated
in flywheel, three-speed geai', shaft drive,
triangulated frame sprung fore and aft,

detachable and intercharigeable disc
wheels.

The car literally bristled with ingenious
features, as do most Scott productions,
and we feel sure that our readers will
hail the annoimcement with joy, since it

brings nearer to successful accomplish- ger vehicle

ment the two-seater weatherproof passen- £100 mark.
at a price approaching the

The Scott Sociable, produced in 1916. with Mr. Alfred A. Scott, A.M.I.A.E., the designer,

at the wheel.
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A Water-cooled Sidecar on
the Scottish Hills.

Conditions Affecting its Efficiency.

A GREAT deal has been said in favour of water-

cooled engines, more especially for sidecar

use, and the Scott motor cycle stands out as

an example of the suitability of the system for solo

use. My own experience of water-cooling is that it

is eminently successful in a moderately undulating

country. It is, however, apt to be a nuisance when
one's riding is done over really mountainous roads,

such as one encounters in Scotland, where eight or

nine mile rises are commonly met with in passing from

one valley to another. Water-cooling is entirely depen-

dent upon a current of air for cool running. Recently

my journey lay over the mountain tops in the teeth of

such a gale that we had nine miles of low gear work
ere we gained the height of land, yet there was no

suggestion of boiling, and the engine demanded a

minimum of oil. On the return journey we had the

gale behind us, and, though we resorted to low gear

only for two miles or so, the water in the radiator

was all but boiled away ere we shut off for the descent.

Disadvantages of the System.

Repeatedly this has been my experience with water-

cooled engines. Travelling against the wind all goes

well, but with a following wind the least excess of low

gear work brings the water to boiling point. This is a

great nuisance, since one is compelled to stop in order

to fill up, quite apart from the mess that is created

by the radiator overflowing.

The pith of all this is, then, that a water-cooled

engine is more dependent on the wind for retaining

its proper temperature than is an air-cooled engine.

Of course, there are two sides to the question. It

may be argued that, whereas the water-cooled simply
boils, thereby giving visible warning, but at the same
time retaining its full power, the air-cooled overheats

till finally it peters out, which is bad for the engine

and more annoying for the rider. But does a modern
air-cooled engine overheat to that extent under the

same conditions ? My opinion is that it does not. It

may attain a temperature far and away above boiling

point, but boiling point is an unnecessarily low tem-

perature ; therefore all the trouble that is caused by
the radiator boiling over is the result of quite unneces-

sarily attempting to keep the engine at a lower tem-

perature than good results demand.
Of course, if one is using a 500 c.c. engine for haul-

ing a sidecar over these mountain roads water-cooling

is thoroughly worth while and calculated to prevent

many a konk, but faking a modem sidecar outfit of,

say, 8 h.p., it is very seldom one experiences over-

heating provided the engine is properly tuned.

Curiously enough, moreover, the conditions which
cause an air-cooled engine to overheat are often the

reverse of those which cause a water-cooled to boil.
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I have had an air-cooled overheat when slogging away
for miles on middle gear against a wind, whereas a

water-cooled seldom boils under these conditions ; simi-

larly, it is very seldom I have had an air-cooled over-

heat with a following wind, as often happens in the

case of a water-cooled engine.

The Future of Water=cooling.

Interesting though the water-cooled motor cycle

engine is, there is every probability of the systeru dying

out entirely except in such engines as the Scott, which
is a type by itself. Vast strides have been njade in

air cooling, with the result that the more elaborate

system becomes superfluous, and the general tendency

will be with internal combustion engines of every type

to adopt the simpler method. Water-cooling is a

complication, and for the motor cycle a very significant

one. The additional weight, though not so great as

one would imagine, is a consideration, and the whole

. question revolves round the point—is it necessary ? It

would seem that the only factor to warrant the water-

cooled motor cycle engine is the inefficiency of air-

cooling, and as it cannot be claimed that the air-

cooled engine is inefficient, since it is calculated to

become in the future infinitely more efficient than in

the past, there would seem but a poor prospect for the

water-cooled.

Over and above all this, however, the water-cooled

engine is not to be Ughtly discarded. It has been

retained by many of the world's leading engineers in

aero practice, where the question of weight, etc., is

all important, solely on account of its superior

durability and reliability, its economy in lubrication

and sparking plugs. But aero en_gines are not up
against the difficulty that motor cycle engines

are up against. The former are not so much
limited in the area of the radiator used, and are

always assured of a sufficient cooling draught. In

motor cycle practice we are compelled to use a

radiator of small area, and we cannot aff'ord to carry

a large volume of water. Chinook.

THE MOTOR CYCLE INDUSTRY.
There is scarcely a motor cycle factory in thi.s

country which has not been extended during the war.

In some cases large manufacturers have doubled their

output facilities, while a few of the firms which in

pre-war days were regarded as small concerns are now
in a position about equal to that of better known
makers in 1914. At least one Midland firm has so

expanded that facilities now exist for an output of

200 machines per week, whereas before the war their

average output was less than a dozen motor cycles.
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THE THREE-JET SINKS CAKBURETTER.
Sir,—I have followed with interest the correspondence on

the Binks carburetter, and having used one for some time,
perhaps my experience may be of interest to others. The
carburetter is fitted to a 4;^ h.p. Precision engine (single

cylinder) in a sidecar combination. - Total weight without
driver or passenger is 4 cwt. Jets in use are 000, 4, and 10.

(1.) Starting.—With pilot jet open, extra air closed, and
carburetter flooded, the engine will start in frosty weather at

first kick on 95% benzole. Present day petrol requires an
injection in cylinder as well.

(2.) Jet Sizes lo give Single Lever Control.^!els 000, 4,

and 10 give approximately correct mixture in temperatures
from 45" to 50° F. until" the engine is warm, when extra

air has to be given to get correct mixture. If 0000 and corre-

spondingly smaller jets are used the mixture is about right

when the engine is hot, but starting is difficult, and the

mixture is too weak unless the engine is warmed up tor

several minutes before moving off. The mixture gets too

rich and causes petrol choke when the pilot jet is nearly

shut off. which necessitates adjustment of extra air lever for

slow running.

(3.) Dead Spot.—With 000, 4, and 9 jets the dead spot

occurs when opening on to the main jet unless the throttle

is opened up very slowly. Different settings of air slide over

the bottom air holes seem to have little effect.

I find it best to use a 10 jet for the main, as this practi-

cally cures the dead spot, but necessitates usin^ much more
extra air with the main jet in action. I find this an advant-

age, as when hill-climbing with full throttle one can shut off

alittle air and enrich the mixture.

It is useless w-ith this carburetter to slam the throttle

open, as the engine air chokes at once and fails.

(4.) Consumption.—1 get 70 to 75 m.p.g. on straight

runs with passenger. The best I could do with another car-

bui-etter on the same engine was 55 m.p.g.

(5.) General.—The engine is much more responsive to

control than with the previous carburetter. It will tick

over in free on the pilot jet at 250 to 300 r.p.m. Accelera-

tion is better, and power on full throttle is much greater.
_

I think the Binks is the nearest approach to an oMtomatic

carburetter that has yet been brought out, but it fails in

one respect, i.e., compensation for temperature variation,

and unless this is overcome I fail to see how any carburetter

can be called ' automatic." I should not like to use the

Binks without the extra air lever fitted.

Arriving at the correct jet sizes for any particular engine

is a matter of much experiment, and I think many users have

never got the best results because they have not spent time

on this.

Usual disclaimer. A. SHARVELL CULLWICK.

Sir,—There is a self-complacency about Lt. Wheeler's

letter of February 5th w-hich is generally found only in the

lucubrations of the very young.
,

I believe that !Mr. Binks claims to have sold' upwards of

20.000 carburetters, Lt. Wheeler has apparently tested

something less than ten, and upon the strength of that he

is apparently prepared to assert that none of the remaining

19,990 has a dead spot, and this in spite of Mr. Binks's

own explanation (see letter published on September 12th,

1918) of the causes which occasionally lead to a dead spot.

Personally. I regard Capt. Lindsay's letter a better testi-

imonial to the Binks carburetter than Lt. Wheeler's ; for the

(former has had a large experience of the carburetter, and

must have found some considerable advantages which out-

weigh the single disadvantage of the dead spot—in fact, he

says so in his article—while the latter's experiences are

insignificant in comparison. J- hOLLAND.

T.T. RACES IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
Sir,—In a paragraph in your issue of the 30th ult. it is

suggested that, owing to the uncertainty as to whether the

T.T. course can be put into proper order, Ireland is the

only alternative for a race this year. I do not know

on what facts this paragraph is based. The truth is that

the T.T. course, with the exception of one small part, is

in as good condition to-day as it was in 1914, when the

races were last held. That one patch—it is part of the

mountain road—is cut up very badly, and I have talked

the matter over with the Highway Board, which is respon-

sible for the upkeep of the Manx roads, and the Board is

ready, provided the A.C.U. signifies its willingness to hold

the race, as quickly as possible to divert all work on other

roads and to restore, and even better, the T.T. course,

so that the races could be held here as in former years.

I trust that your influential journal will do what it can

to assist in the reconstruction of the T.T. races. The

Isle of Man has passed through a very bad time since

August, 1914, and it wants every possible help it can get,

otherwise the plight of the inhabitants, who have hitherto

always given of their best to the motor races, will be

terrible. I might add for your information that the

Shipping ControTler has already informed the Island that

we shall have our boats back beforo June next. „„„
Douglas, I.O.M. GEORGE S. A. BROWN.

. .'J

THE STRIKE BREAKERS. A Douglas owner makes good

use of liis sidecar during the suspended operations of the Tube

railways.
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A belt-fastener tip

recommended by
" Various.^
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TO KEEP THE HANDS WARM.
Sir,—A tip for winter riding : Instead of thick gloves,

get a pair of fur or fleece-lined handle-bar muffs. They
keep the hands beautifully warm, and one is free to make
adjustments, etc., without the trouble of pulling off gloves.

E. W. R. PETERSON.
INFINITELY VARIABLE GEARS.

Sir,

—

He your article on "Gears" by "Julius" in the
issue of T/ic Motor Oych of January 23rd, I may state
that I have patented a gear for either chain or shaft drive
which gives ratios from 1 to 1 down to infinity (theoretically

—practically it is a 1000 to 1), free engine and a reverse.
Owing to the difficulties of obtaining material, etc., during
the war, it has not been possible yet to test this sufficiently

to market it, but the principle is one which has been used
in the textile industry for years, and has given every satis-

faction.

Now that hostilities have ceased, I hope to be able to
place it on the market within a few months.

T. W. E. BROGDEN, Lieut., R.A.F.

THE LIFE OF BELTS.
Sir,—I have found a very perceptible lengthening in the

life of the belt when used on an infinitely variable gear if the
belt ends are shaped to fit well home in the belt fastener,
and a still fur-

ther improvement
if the belt fas-

tener hook is

wrapped round
witfi a thong or
belt lace. This
soon shapes it-

self to the angle
of the pulley,
and when run-
ning on low gear
increases the arc
of contact very
considerably, and
does away with the "click" of the belt hook when passing
the pulley, and if this thong is tied with a knot on the top the
leather will last until it is time to shorten the belt again. I

enclose a model, which may be of interest to some of your
readers if sketched. VARIOUS.

Coventry.

SPEED!
Sir,—^In your issue of January 16th your contributor

"Ixion" discourses on the " Hogbus " of the future, and
makes the statement that an ex-R.A.F. pilot "accustomed to

150 m.p.h. will not be thrilled by slamming open his throttle
with about 3^ h.p. loaded up to about 4 cwt." Your contri-

butor is evidently labouring under the same delusion as the
said R.A.F. pilot, who very probably joined the Royal Air
Force under the impression that he was likely to experience
the joys of hitherto unhoped-for speeds. Surely enough has
been written about flying to make it quite clear that the 150
m.p.h. that is made by our single-seated fighters does not con-
vey the feeling of high speed to the pilot unless he deliber-
ately makes mental notes of the actual distance apart on the
ground of objects over which he is flying, and the time he
takes to pass from one to the other. Flying an aeroplane at

10,000 feet may be compared to sitting in a fixed aeroplane
and looking down on a huge coloured. map which is slowly
passing underneath the machine. The first impression I got
when I was " taken up " was that the machine was unable
to make any headway in the terrible wind which seemed to
be blowing. We barely seemed to be moving, and yet the
air speed indicator registered fifty knots. The wind illusion
was, of cours"e, caused by the fact that I was in the propeller
"slipstream." When landing, the nearer the machine gets
to the ground the more speed it seems to acquire, although
the speed is in reality being reduced from " gliding " to
"^tailing " speed.
Most aspiring pilets went in for flying with "Ixion's"

delusions as to feeling the speed of an aeroplane, and as their
instincts are not likely to change until they grow considerably
older, they will probably demand some sort of "hogbus." I
-personally consider that the T.T. model, or its 1920 equivalent,
will have a great vogue among ex-R.A.F. pilots. Young men
of eighteen to twenty-one do not need kick-starters and four
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speeds, and it is doubtful if many of them would care for the
extra weight and expense.

1 cannot agree with " Torque " that " losing one's prop " is

a matter of small account at any time, and especially with a
stationary engine. Does he know of any stationary that will

restart purely from "friction of the air on the propeller'":'

As his article is extremely informative and well-written, he
probably is speaking fi-om actual experience, and, if so, I

should like to hear about it as far as it concerns my point.

New Brighton. REVS.

AN OPINION OF A WELL-KNOWN COMPETITION
RIDER. V

i^ir,—Post-war machines! Many times have we read these

words in The Motor Cycle during the arduous times just

past, and considered them in many climes and many
countries strange to the motor cycle.

Surely, it Mr. Manufacturer has studied the lessons which
the war should have taught him, we shall get at least im-

provement of detail.

In the past we have been troubled with the small things

on a machine; some fittings are "too flimsy," and in con-

sequence cause trouble on the road, and by frequent renewal
increase the cost of motor cycling. "Accessibility" is

another point which needs careful investigation, and in my
opinion the seller who can always point out to the buyer the
simple way he can remove this or that, without having to

interfere with something else, scores points all along the linel

Problems of compromise, I know they generally ai'e, but
still improvement can be made with a little extra care and
forethought.

The question of competitions is another post-war item, and
we must look to the A.C.U. to give us something really

instructive, and a more searching test than in- pre-war days.
How many entries would be forthcoming for a week's trial

without tool ouM or s2Mre (except tyre repair outfit) and
standard machines taken from stock?- A perpetual trophy,

to be held for one year, should be put up for this event.
The future of the motor cycle is in the hands of the manu-

facturers, and the onus rests with them to place before the
buying public a machine at all times serviceable alftd

thoroughly reliable, with comfort and cleanliness combined.
W. PRATT.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY DRY BATTERY.
Sir,—The ar-ticle, "Electric Lighting by Dry Battery,"

by "F.B.S.," calls for a strong protest. I have no stake
in the matter other than a keen interest in the pastime for

its own sake, but I think that non-technical riders, who
Generally pay heavily for experience, should not be misled

y such claims as the writer puts forward.
Leaving out of question the weight and inelegant encum-

brance of any kind of battery on a motor cycle, one is com
pelled to state in definite terms that primary cells of any
kind whatsoever are useless for electric lighting on
motor cycle. A dry cell that would last two years on
door-bell circuit would be such a good proposition that the
" wet " Leclanche would cease to exist outside of museums. ,,•

I will quote an instance of everyday dry battery service.

Dry cells are used in appliances, "^galvanic" sets, faradic
coils, etc., for electrical massage treatment, almost to the
exclusion of wet varieties, on account of convenience, and
the currents normally used are measured in terms of milli-

omiieres, yet their life is rarely as long as six months. ^

Average discharge 15 mil-amps., not 1^ ampere for nine
months.

"F.B.S." says his head lamp gives 6 c.p. and tail lamp ,'

3 c.p. All I say is that if he can get 6 c.p. from a 4 watt
lamp and 3 c.p. from a 2 watt lamp, he is indeed fortunate.

Of course, to a motor cyclist who has cash to spare, a dynamo^
and accumulator are the finest lighting outfit possible,'

because as soon as the battei'y gives trouble he can throw
it out and replace with a new one ; but to the rider not so /
well blessed I say electric light is " off," because an accumu-
lator is a sivr qua non, and the accumulator has yet to be
invented which will survive the strenuous conditions of

service on a motor cycle, and a well-made acetylene outfit ;

is quite reliable and cheaper.
In conclusion, I suggest that electric light has been

boomed for motor cycles merely because a few like to

emulate car practice, and partly because of the shortage of

calcium carbide. PRACTICAL, ENGINEER.
St. Albans.

I
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Section ot a cylinder designed by

Mr. E. Russell, showing the aluminium

fins in position on a cast iron body.
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ALUMINIUM RADIATING FINS.
Sir,—I have been experimenting for some considerable time

witli a view to obtaining better cooling of motor cycles and

other air-cooled engines^ and have now perfected and pro-

visionally patented a method of perinanenll!/ viiiting

:Unminium radiating ribs with a cast iron cylinder body.
_

It is a well-known fact that aluminium has a much higher

conductivity than cast iron, the proportion being about 2|

to 1 in favour of the former nietal, and numerous attempts

have been made to fit ribs to iron or steel cylinders Any
method of casting on or shrinking the ribs over a barrel is

bad. as, upon heating, the aluminium having a greater expan-

sion, than iron be-

comes loose, thus

destroying the

metallic ^contact be-

tween the rib and
the cylinder with a

great" loss of cool-

miT effect. In my
method the rib

forms part and

parcel of the cylin-

der body, being put

into place during

the actual moulding
and casting of the

cylinder.

The sectioned cylin-

ders show the metal-
'
lie contact to be
perfect under all

conditions ; any tem-
peratures up to dull

red heat having no
effect whatever, and oh cooling or heating the ribs ring

as sound as those on cast iron. The ribs may be made
any depth, and as close together as desired, and it is im-

possible to separate them from the cylinder without tearing

the aluminium or breaking the cast iron.

This construction marks a distinct advance in cylinder

design : the aluminium ribs giving very much greater cooling

whilst retaining the desirable features of a cast iron cylinder,

and the rib being in perfect metallic contact with the walls,

allowing a free and unobstructed transmission of heat.

The method should be of great value, particularly in the

case of two-stroke engines. The e.xtra cooling should make
a vast difference, and to a great extent overcome the sticking

up of the top ring due to carbonised oil.

EDGAR RUSSELL.

FUEL PRICES.
Sir,—Reading so much of the high prices of fuel, and

the uncompromising attitude taken up by the different

companies, I am Surprised the powerful associations of

manufacturers and owners do not take up the matter in a

more practical manner. Suppose, for instance,_the A.A.

decided to supply its own members with petrol, and invited

its members to supply the capital according to the h.p. of

their motors. I do not think the Association would be long

before it had all the capital required. Then with its system

of scouts all over the country, it has the means of distribu-

tion already established, a percentage on the sales being

retained by' the purely tourist department of the Association,

which would greatly 'reduce the wages account.

Surely something'of the kind can be done. There is never

a disease without a remedy, and we should be a poor lot if

we put up with being fleeced by these big monopolies w-ithout

making some effort.
" Although I only own a 3-^ h.p., my £5

of £10 is ready any time. • A. J. JiALBY.

A SUGGESTED UNION.
Sir,—The majority of motor cyclists seem a very meek-

- minded lot, or long "ago we should have had some something

done to put a reliable fuel on the market at a reasonable price.

Unless tlie industry is to be strangled, it is absolutely

necessary that we should have this done without delay. The
tens of thousands of refurning men from the war, in the

great majority . of cases, cannot possibly afford to run a

machine with "fuel at the present fancy prices. With regard

to benzole, I have just been experimenting with it, and find

it far superior to Xo. 3 petrol, which is little better than
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neat paraffin. With "petrol" my combination rapidly heats

up and will not take the most moderate hill without knocking

mloaa HrnnneH info hnttnm I'.) eear), whereas
Of

and konking (unless dropped into bottom (!) gear), whereas

with benzole, knocking and overheating quite disappear,

course, the drawback to its use, in winter, is that .it is

iniDOSsible to start up on it. I have to inject No. 1 petrol

(cold) or No. 3 (hot) to effect a start. The price charged,

3s. a gallon, is absurd. It could be sold at a good profit at

Is. a gallon, but it looks as if a " combine " had been eftected

as one big companv supplies both petrol and benzole (!), and

so riders are bled 'for the benefit of the shareholders. What
is wanted more than anvthing else is a strong motor cycUsts

union, which could easilv enforce fair treatment at the hands

of manufacturers of fue'l, as well as of machines and acces-

sories. What excuse can be made, for example, for the way

makers are charging £3. and ovev. for carburetters?
^

If a strong union were formed, with a nominal subscription

(2s. 6d. a year would be enough), it would be a simple matter

to obtain machines and fuel, etc., at a reasonable price, and,

not only so, but the present numerous faults m machines

would be rapidly eliminated. A general meeting once or

twice a year in our largest towns would be quite enough to

di-aw up the necessary requirements.
, •

1 1

We want no more machines put' on the road with working

parts (wheel spindles, etc.) calculated at about 5% abov?

breakino- strain, and it is about time riders "got a move on

bv taking action in the way Ihave named—forming a strong

union.- I can see no possible objection to the plan, though

the trade might raise some, naturally. Making every allow-

ance for extra cost of labour and materials, there is no excuse

wliatever, in mv opinion, for the present-day "fancy prices

cliareed for fuel, for motor cvcles, or for necessary acces-

sories. ^I- HITCHCOCK.

BENZOLE.
Sii.,_I am in full agreement witli " Motorist and

Chemist's" letter criticising tlifi N.B.A.'s fuel specification,

and am quite sure. that this siSecification has certainly never

been worked out by any chemist who really understands

either motors or benzole.

As he says, three shillings per gallon is too much to

charge for 'this product, especially considering the price

at which the Government have taken it.
_ _

His suggestion that the National Benzole Association

should caTf a meeting of both ch'emists and engineers is a

good one. * - j t
I think a benzole for fuel use would be quite good if

made of 88% of 95's standard benzole with 12% 90's

toluol to prevent freezing, and would give the producer

an outlet for the toluol which now seems to be a drug

on the market. . .

I find that a lot 'of benzole now being produced is going

to the petrol companies, which is to be deplored.
^^

As regards your remarks in " Current Chat " re poor

benzole, I might say that there is absolutely no reason for

this, as the quality 'should be a great deal better than that

obtained pre-war,' as the Explosives Department of the

Ministry of Munitions have made the tests much more

exacting, with the result that benzole now contains more

benzene and le.ss toluol in proportion than the pre-war

90% benzole. .

I am pleased to see the prominence you give this subject,

as this all-British industry should be encouraged, so that the

nrice of petrol will become reasonable.

ANOTHER MOTORIST AND CHEMIST.
Wakefield.

[Licence-free benzole can now be purchased at 2s. 4d. per

gallon.

—

Ed.]

(?•"" — —^
: BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CyCLISTS.
k valuable collection of useful " wiinliles " and items of information con

cernint,' the running, management, and repair of motor cycles.

Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3.

TRACING TROUBLES.
Motor Cvcle Panlts, Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fully

Exiilainea. Price 21- net. By post, 2/2.

Obtainable by pest (reniittaiice wiib order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

or of leading Boolcsellers and Railway Boolsstalls.

mi"
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A selection of questions pf general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, *' The Motor Cycle,"
20. Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4. and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clear'y and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately^, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the lefi-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects..

Backfiring.

After about five miles runiiing
on my Scott at a good pace the
induction pipe blows off. It is

a 1911 model, with a Bosch
magneto and a Scott carburetter.

Do you think I have timed the magneto
too early ? I have tried retarding it

one tooth, but then the engine spits in

_
the exhaust.—H.H.L.

The trouble may possibly be due to re-

tarding the ignition too much, or to too
weak a mixture. It is just possible that the
trouble might have been due to.an explo-
sion in the crank case if the pipe was
violently blown oft', and this might have
been caused by the absence of gauzes in the
transfer port covers.

Magneto Conversion.

I have a spare magneto, and
am thinking of fixing it on to
my ^Morgan for a lighting out-
fit while the machine is run-
ning, utilising an accumulator

when the machine is stationary. The
armature being H section is, of course,
useless for charging the accumulator,
but, is it right that, with permanent
held magnets, the voltage is not
materially affected by the speed of the
armature within certain limits? I pro-
pose removing the contact breaker and
utilising the current off the low-ten-
sion part of the armature only, run-
ning the wires one from the cut-out
and the other from earth. It is a
car magneto. At what speed do you
think would give enough current for
five lamps?—T.W.E.B.

Although it is possible to use the primary
windings of a magneto in this way, tlie

output will vary a good deal with the
speed, in spite of the field being pro-
duced by permanent magnets instead of
electric magnets. There are some light-
ing sets made in this way, but the field

magnets in that case, being much larger
and more powerful, will ensure better
regulation. There is no reason why you
should not try it, however, .and we
should suggest that you gear the mag-
neto so as to run at about 1,500 to 2,000
r.p.m. at the ordinary speed of your
engine. We presume you intend to re-

place the long central screw after re-

moving the contact breaker, otherwise
you will not get a connection to the
primary windings from the cut-out ter-

minal. The best output is given at a
speed of about 2,000 r.p.m., and at this

speed the magneto will give a current
of 2 amperes at four volts or li ampere
at six volts. Probably the best light
would be obtained by using two six-volt
four candle-power lamps in parallel.

Purchasing a Motor Cycle.

Could you give me your opinion

?'
I

of a 3^ h.p. Premier motor cycle?
I am considering buying one

-2-J second-band for use with a side-

car.—D.R.A.
The 1914 3^- h.p. three-speed counter-
shaft motor cycle (not a 1915 model,
which was enamelled grey) was a good
machine, as its records in the trials with
sidecar testify. When buying second-
hand, it would be advisable to remove
the exhaust valve cap and examine the
cylinder wall at the point where it is

nearest to the exhaust valve seating, to

ascertain whether this is cracked. Re-
placement cylinders are not obtainable
just now.

Legal Query—Essence of Contract.

I gave an order about three^ weeks ago for a new machine, to

> be delivered in February, paying
-!-l a deposit of £5. Since then I

find I cannot possibly pay for
it. I have written the agents, explain-
ing that I cannot pay for the machine,
and asking them to cancel the order, I
forfeiting my £5 deposit. They have
answered, explaining that they cannot
cancel the order, and that when the
machine is ready they will enforce
payment. (1.) Can I legally cancel the
order? (2.) What do you advise me
to do?--G.R.

It is quite clear that you cannot cancel
the contract by forfeiting the deposit,
and the agents can make you take the
motor cycle, or they could resell it and
sue you for any loss sustained. If the
motor cycle is really worth the money
which is being paid for it, one would
imagine you would be able to get some-
one to take the machine over at the same
price ; but it rather looks as if you have
made a bad bargain, as otherwise one
would think that the agents would be only
too pleased to have the deposit of £5 and
then resell to another party at the same
figure. However, you have entered into
the bargain, and must put up with the
consequences if you do not pay. The
proper course is for you to inform the
agents that, having regard to the attitude
they take up, you intend to carry out
the contract, and will be glad to know
when the machine is ready. You could
in the meantime take steps to resell.

You do nob say what machine you have
ordered, but if it is a good make you
should have no difficulty in disposing of

it, and getting someone to take the deal
off your hands by completing the pur-
chase, in view of the scarcity of new
machines at the present time, at a good
price.

I

I

READER'S REPLY.
In reply to the queries of your corre- ;

spondent, " F.H.," in your issue of

January ZOth, re F.N. motor cycle,

machine No. 35,757 was made during the
year 1910. The F.N. multiple-disc

clutch can Jse fitted to any fixed gear
machine by substituting it for the exist-

ing flywheel and screwing a new front
cover into the bottom bracket. The fly-

•wheel is screwed on a left-hand thread'

with a right-hand lock-nut, a special tool ',

being required for its removal. A two-
speed gear can be fitted between the
bottom bracket and the bevel case in

place of the plain driving-shaft and frame
tube. Gears for converting old machines
were made by Messrs. Horstmann, of

Bath, but the only people now likely to

be able to supply are iSIessrs. Robert
Earl and Co., High Street, Hampstead,
London, N.W. If -the machine will not
run slowly, make sure the distributer is

clean, fit new inlet valve springs, and
take great care to make all joints on the .

induction system perfectly airtight. Also
see the exhaust valves are not sticking

,

in their guides owing to burnt oil. Should ;

your correspondent require any other ,

information, I shall be pleased to give it. i—Eric Caudwell.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.W.N." (Hull).—4 h.p. Douglas and

sidecar. Consumption, speed, and relia-

bility.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
.

Bradford to Southpoht.—E.W.
Bradford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Roch-

dale, Bury, Bolton, Hindley, Wigan,
Skelmersdale, Ormskirk, Scarisbrick,

Southport. Approximately 75 miles.

Leicester to Colwxn Bay.—E.B.
Leicester, Market Bosworth, Tam-

worth, Lichfield, Rugeley, Weston, Stone,
Pipe Gate, Woore, Nantwich, Tarporley,
Chester, Mold, St. Asaph, Abergele,
Colwyn Bay.

Orpington to Rochester.—H.K.G.G.
Orpington, St. Mary Cray, whence you

can reach the main Dover Road, which
follow for a short distance, then turn,
left for Sutton-at-Hone, Cobham, Cux-
ton, Rochester.

Bradford to Leek.—A.E.B.
Bradford, Brighouse, Huddersfield,

Holmfirth, Holme, Woodhead, Glossop,
Hayfield, Whaleybridge, Buxton, Royal
Cottage Inn, Leek. Approximately 65
miles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2 -, and 2d. for every

additional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately, hame and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to^—.rco"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. and crossed _

—

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue. iH

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

^^-ords Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
vdU appear in the advertisement. All replies should b^
addressed Ko. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4.

SIff" DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

mav deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit S^-stem. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are ad\-ised of this receipt.

The Ume allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

-imount to the seller, but if not we return the rjnount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays (

car lage one way. For all transactions exceeding /lo in

vdiue, a deposit fea of 2s. 6d. is charged; when .under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lUffe & Sons l.iniited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers oUen receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
A.B.C. ^^

RIDER TEOWARD and -Co., 31. High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked ior earliest de-

litezy of the nevr A.B.C. - [2254

WE Are Now Booking Orders for earliest deliveries

of A.E.C. motor cyoles. Secure an early delivery

by placing vour order with us now.—Dimwells' Garage.
Wigan. TeL: 328.

* [X3219

JONES' Garage, appointed North and Nortli-'west Lon-
don agents for the A.B.O. motor cycle; large con-

tracts placed : let us book your order, if you want
prompt deli very, which is expected in March ;

price

£70.—The Broadwav. Muswell Hill, N.IO (shoit 'bus

ride from Finsbury Park or Higbgate Tube). [4014

Abingdon.
AEIXGDON King Divk, late 1914. S-spesd, Gloria

De Liixe sidecar, luggage and petrol carrier ; cheap.
—A.P., 4. Ormand Yard. Jermyn St., London. [3919

ABIXGDOX, 4h.p. King Dick engine, 2-^peed gear,

elut h, new heavy tyres and tnbes
new eonditiou. lanltle-s: trial; £35;
Lotliiitu Ed., North Brirton.

A.J.S.

£85.—Eelow.

B. and B.,

evenings.—102,
[3870

BBBHBBBBBBBHa

AUDE'si
MOTOR MART

For Earliest Deliveries

of S
p. & M. IS
B.S.A.

JAMES Q S
ROVER -

M ARIEL 1
O LEVIS ^ 2
D TRIUMPH 9
E MATCHLESS
L NEW IMPERIAL g
S ROYAL ENFIELD

Orders booked for delivery in strict rotation.
JJ

Higliest prices allowed for your present mount H
YOU HAD BETTER NOT BUY A

MOTOR CYCLE g
Unless you are sure of getting a good one witi.

A GUARANTEE.
J[

SECOND- HAND. B

RUNABOUTS AND CARS.
HUr.lBER 1914 10 h.p. 4-seater Touring H

Car £425 g
CALCOTT, 191O, dynamo set, atamlard . £375 S
PHCENIX, 1913 11.9I1.P. 3-seatcr £200 9
STELLITE, 19T4, diokey seat £260 H
ENFIELD, T915. dynamo lighting, yellow H

and black £275 H
WOLSELEY I9T2 i2-if) h.p. Laodaulettc £375 S
G.W.K., 1915, 8 h.p., standard £190 5
MORGAN, 1913. 8 h.p., G.P £185 S
HUMBERETTE, 1914. w.-c. Stepney. H

Barg.iin £135 H° B
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS. g

HARLEY-DAVIDSOrj, 1917, 79 hp-, eke- B
trie model £135 B

P. & M., 1914, 3-' h.p-. Sidecar, as new . . £70 B
NORTON, 1916, "4 h.p., Norton Sidecar .. — B
ROVER, igiS, 3-^ h.p., 3-speed, .--.Imost new £105 B
SUNBEAM, 1914', 3i h.p.. Sidecar, all lamps £90 B
MATCHLESS, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £95 B
A.J.S., 1915. 6 h.p., electric lamps £110 D
P. & HI., 1914, go^ twin, 3-sp., new Sidecar £115 B

B
SOLO MACHINES. B

SUNBEAM, 1917, 3i hp-. 3-5p., Cowey, _
lamps £100 S

LINCOLN-ELK, 1914, = hp-. i"<:e order . £22 _
RUDGE, 3.'. h.p., 1913, S.xed gear, very fast £22 n
PREMIER," 1914. 3* hp-. 3-speed, head —

lamp £40
ENFIELD, 1917, 3 h.p., twm, as new £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, =* b.p.. 2-spced . £45 _
TRIUMPH, 190S ; requires repairs £25 g
SUNBEAM, 1915, 3s I'-P-. 3-speed, like new £95 g
P. & M., 1914, 3- h.p., 2-speed, kick-start — —
B.S.A., 1916, 3! h.p., single-speed £45 _
STEWART, 1918, 2I h.p., 2-5troke, 2-speed, g

shop-soiled only £48 n
STEWART, 191S, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, single- g

speed, new £33 mm

ALLDAYS MATCHLESS Frame, less engine g
and gear box £10 m

"1Q17 A.J.S

-1 (Q16 A.J.S..
J- iJ gcod eouditiou ; £75.—Eice and

6L-p.

4h.p. lami'S. horn, speedometer, \erv
" ~ ' Co., 15-16

Oamcmile St.. E.C.3. [a481

100, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.I.
Telephones :

Te'egraras

Ma>-fair 552.

Museum 557.

Abdica te,-W-esdo,

LondcQ.

'>ri

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.—For 1919 models and service, Taylor, Gnrnce.

Wer
""""

\~ednesburj\ [3771

A.J.S. 611. p.. 2-speed. kick start, countershaft; JE56.-

-79. rark Hill, Clapbum. [3915

CEOW Bros.. Gnildtord.-A.J.S. Agents since 1912
Write us for your requirements. [9777

A.J.S. Combination.—Book your order now for carlieEt

delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3808

1Q19 A.J.S. Comhiuations.—Write Merrick's Stores,

J-" 174, Listerhills Ed.. Bradford. 'Hione: 2439.

A.J.S. Combination, 2-speea, countershaft, all-chain,

. stored 2 years; £60.-^17. Garden Av., Mitrliam

Lane, S.W. t^SSl

1Q1S A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel and tyre,

i-tJ screen, lamps, speedometer; price £120.—
Waucbope, 9, Shoe Lane. [3980

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest (1^

liiery of the new A.J.S. 12255

,1 .J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-

.tS. shire agent, Will Chapman. 113, Belgrave Rd.,

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. [3551

Oilli-P- A.J.S., 3-speed, li.b. clutch, Lucas set, speedo-

1^4: meter, perfect; exchange for good combination,

or sell £54.-" Gwalior," Rustic Av., Streatham, S.W.16
[3683

A J S , 1914, 6h.p. (750 CO.), detachable retir wheel,

late 1915 A.J.S. sidecar, good order throughout,

accessories; £73/10. -Powell. Holbeton Vicarage, Ply-

mouth (D) [X3771

A J S (early 1914) 6h.p. Twin Combination, thor-

oughly bverhouied. Coronet sidecar, lamps, accM-

soiies. powerful, fast; any trial; genuine bargain, £70.

-Howse, Southall, Fairford, Glos. [X3773

A J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919

models, advance specifications and super service,

try the A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wo^Jer-

hamptou St.. Walsall, 'Phone: 444, [i.0125

A.J.S lot« 1914 6h.p. Combination, S-speed, gats

change, h.b. clutch, fully equipped, Lucas lamps,

horn, speedometer, tools, siiares, all in beautiful condi-

tion, coachl.uilt sidecar; lowest price £85, no ofleijj—

Pa:.'e, 11. Southgate St., Gloucester. [3bai

LATE 1917 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchange-

able wheels, spare wheel with new Dnnlop tyr«

and tube, hood with side curtains and storm ^pron,

screen, luggage grid, Lucas lamps and horn, new con-

dition, verv little used; fllO.-E. L. Shiers, Co^wold,

Gvoby Ed., Altrincham. [i.374a

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, 4h.p. twin, 3 speeds, hand
control clutch, adjustable wind screen, hood, sioa

curtains, stoim apron, and waterproof hood cover,

Smith speedometer, horn, Lucas lamps, and spare wheel,

pia<'tii'ally new; fllO.-Can be seen at 180, West End
Lane, West Hampstead, N.W.6. [3997

A .J.S opares; prompt delivery.-Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton I
SI 89

Alldays.

ALLOX, 23ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new; *35 —3,

Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X3739

ALLDAYS Matchless 2-stroke, new condition; £25.--

29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow. [38B9

ALLliATS . JIATCHLESS. 3'/nh.p.. 2-speed, 4-strok6;

£37.-24, Lushington Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [3661

AILON 2-ptroke, 2 speeds, hand-operated clutch;

delivery from stock.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-

ton. [X3813

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 4yh.p.. 3-specd counter-

shaft, all-chain drive, combination; 50 gns.—

232, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [3853

ALLON 2-stroke De Luxe, 2 speeds and clutch; £55.

—Isle of Wight agents, Witham Bros., Newport,

Wight. Early deliveries. [3686

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hanip-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest^ de-

£58; also De Luxe
[2258

, MOTORmm
^^^H Of SflTlSfN'^'

.,«(*

veiv 2-speed and clutch AUons,
models, with kick .start. £65

ALLDATS Alton.—We have five of these in stock;

1915 2-speed £33/10, and two 1916- price £42/10,

1917 2-Epeed hand clutch £46/10. and 1918 2-spe6d

hand clutch and featherweight sidecar £65; all eom-

rikte with accessories.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Wal-

thamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, K. [3805

Antoine.

AXTOIXE, 3h.p., kick-staiter, reqniiea slight re-

pairs; £10.-B., 76, Grange Walk, Bermondsey,

S.E. [X3412

Ariel.

ARIEL, T.T., late 1914. not used during war, just

been overhauled; £35.-H.S., 33, St. Stephens

Rd., Bow, E. tS768

ARIEL, 3V'h.p., countershaft, solo £80, combinatiou

£106; earlv delivery.—Island agents, Witham
Bins.. Newport, Wight. [368S

Bishopsgate Av.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and ihe date of the issue. A27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
,

Ariel.

RIDKR TROWARD i.nd Co.. 31. High St.. Hainp-i
Bteiid.—New 3';.li.p. 3-speed Ariel iu stock. £80.;

Urdera beiug booked for euriieat delivery 5-61i.p. cnin-
I'ination. [2357

1

A BIEL, 1914, S-speed. Bpcedoiueter. Luons lighting.^^ set. tyres nnd everything in good ronditioa; any
tritil given: £32.-A. Selbury, West Hoialey, near
Leatherheiid, Surrey. [3698
31h.p. 1919 Ariel Motor Bicyole. 3-speed counter-

2 8haft gear; price £80; immediate delivery
from stock; can be fitted with handsome coachbuilt
sidecar. £18/4 extra; combination, complete, £98/4.
—Wauchope, 9, Shoe Lane. [3981

JOXES' Garage, Old Ariel Agents.—As old agents we
will he able to give prompt deliveries of the new

model 4',;;h.p. 3-speed countershaft, and 5-eh.p. twin
3-flp6ed count^^ishalt model, wLich will embody several
new feature^: 1919 3'Ah.p. models from stoi'k, £80
The Broadwav, Muswell Hill, N.IO (short 'bus ride
irom Fius'mry Park or Highgat-a Tube). [4015

Arno.
B.-UIGAIN.—3i,^h.p. Arno, 1914, splendid condition,

not used for over 2 years, guaranteed perfect run-
ning order; fir.st cheque, £35.—Wingate, 36, Grace-
jhurch St.. E.C.3. [3618

- Auto-Wheels.
ArTO-\A'HKEL, good condition, new tyre; ,£8.-"\Vil-

- bliire. Inwuod, Grange Rd., Biishey, Herts. [3695

A TTO-WHEEL, .'standard model, good order, little
-^^ used; £8.~R. Dennis, Woburn Sands, Beds.

[X3631
Al'TO-WHEEL, £6; also Brown liphtweiglit. £20,-

Hull. Auctioneer. High Rd., ^'Uetstone. N.20.Wt3659ALL Auto-Wheel, complete, good condition; £5,
or offers.—Buist, 27, Grove Ed., Leytonatone.

E.ll. [3719

A t*TO-WHEEL. late model, good condition; £8/8.
ti_ complete.— (ieo. Smith, Motor Cycle IJepot, Olap-
bam Junction. S.W. [3741

A UTO-WHEEL and Lady's B.S.A. Bicycle, raafle
^1- Bpeciallv fi)r Auto-Wheel, in excellent condition;
i.l4;i4.— Mrs. Addison Scott, Alyth, Sandy Lane,
Cheam, Surrey. [X3629

AUT0-WH?:ELS. B.S.A. model, just overLauled by
company. £12/12 : also standard model, £8/10.

Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. N. [3806

Bat.

BAT 8h,p. Combination, 1914, 2-speed, kick, clntcli.

Millfnrd sidecar, pertect order; £47.—Box L9,219,
«j/o The Motor Cycle. [4009

6h.p. Bat and Swan coachbuilt sidecar, counter-
shaft 3-speed gear, free engine, and kick starter,

price £77/10; also a solo 2-speed Bat, fitted with
4-51i.p. J.A.P. engine, price £55.—Wauchope, 9, Shoe
Lane. [3982

Blackburne.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery of new Blackl)urneK ; 2^41i.p., 2-speed, clutch, £60;
4h.p., 3-speed. £80: 81i.p. combination, £125, or with
spiire wheel £130. [2256

JOXES' Garage have been appointed Xorth and North-
west London agents for the Blackburne motor

cycles: 2^41i-P. 2-?peed, £60; 4h.p. 3-3peed, £80; 8h.p.
combination with detachable wheels, £125; spare wheel
£5 extra. If you contemplate purchasing one of these
ideal mounts and want prompt delivery, let us have
your ord^r'i now.—The Brnndway, Muswell Hill, N.IO
abort 'bus ride from Einsbury Park or Highgate Tube).

[4016
Bradbury

4h.r. Bradbury, single-speed model; £23/10.—Wau-
chope's. 9, Shoe Lane. [3976a

BRADBURY, 3V>h.p., mag., in good order, modern;
£12, 15.— Hall, Auctioneer, Whetstone, N.20.

[3639

1 Ql9 Bradburys; cnsh or exchange.—Halifax Motor
Xt7 Exchange, 18a, TTuion St. South, Halifax.

[3756

Briton.

BRITON 2-cyl. lOh.p. 2-seater, complete with hood,
screen, 5 lamps and generator, spare wheel and

tyre, in first-class running order; £90.-18, Woodstock
St., W.l. [3962

Brown
BEOWX 6h-p. Twin, 2 speed, free engine, new tyres,

just nvf'ihanlcd ; or exchange lower power.—Coe,
101, Mill Hill Rd., Acton. [X3747

B.S.A.

1919 models -Eeya, 378.
[2972

EVANS
I have the RIGHT
Monnttopleaseyon
—both in point of

ECONOMY and RELIA-
BILITY !

And it will pay you to call

at "The BIRMINGHAM
House for Motor Cycles

and Light Cars " and in-

spect my representative

stock. Compare at your

leisure the many new
models offered, and then

follow up with an actual

test of the mount you

select.

EARLY delivery of any of the

following :

—

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM
PERIAL,ZENITH.
TRIUMPH,JAMES

HUMBER,
CALTHORPE, &c.
If it's a LIGHT CAR you need,

equal satisfaction will follov?

the choice of any of these :

—

PERRY, G.W.K,
CALTBORPE,
STANDARD.

Fix appointment by 'phone or

wire TO-DAY. Complete Satis-

faction Guaranteed with EVERY
purchase.

P. J. EVANS
87-91, John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOIOH CYCLES 1"0U SALE.
B.S.A.

19 B.8.A, Models in atoct; exchanges qnoted.—
Halit'ii.-c Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South,

Halifax. [3752

19

1Q13 B.S.A.,
J-iJ £38/10.-
Wood, S.W.

2-gpped, kick,
L. Johnston,

coachbuilt oomhinatiou

;

58, Paik Ed., Coilie'is

[X3720
T>.S.A., 3'/;,h.p., 2-spee<l, excellent oondition, done -very
-•-» little work, two new tyres; £65.—\V. SandevcocK,
Knapwell, Caiiilis. [X370S*
"1 Q16 41:111. p. B.S.A. Combination, all^ihain, good con-
-L*-' ditioii; £65, or nearest offer.—J.C, 45, Sweet
Briar Walk, Edmonton. [3787

1 Q14 U.S.A.. T.T. model, large Miller lamp set, me-
AtJ' ciiaiiiiul born, fiood tyres; £30.—Parker, 65. Clif-
ton Av., Wembley, Middlesex. [3820

B.S.A. Lute 1913 Combination, SV.h.p., Stewart
speedometer, F.E., jiood condition ; £40 ; Torkshire.

-Box 2,840. c/o The Mutor Cycle. [X3662

31h.p. B.S.A. and .Sidecar, 1912-13, 2-.'ipeed N.S.U.,
2 splendid condition; any trial; £20^16, S(

Germains Ed., Forest Hill, S.E.23.

IMMUniATE Delivery from stock of new
Model K.. 41/lh.p. : £79/16.—Elce and Co.,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[36i

B.S .
15-16"
[0491

'Plione I

KTid. 6«2.

Wires;.
"Lytcar, B'hani.'BS.A.. 3-spePd.

Euston Ed.

1 Q19 B.S. A., Model H, ju.et arrived; 78 gne.—Jenkins,
i-£/ Cycle Agent, J?orthampton. [X3408

1 Q17 B.S.A., 4l,ih.p., 3-specd. B.S.A. sidecar; ie75.-
i-U 29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow. [3887

1 019 B.S.A. Chain-cum-belt Models in stock; 76 gns.

'

LO —Rivett, 2,16, High Rd., Leytonstone. [3652

NEW B.S.A. '8 in stock; immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexandei , Agent. Wallasey Village. [15061

A28 All l&tters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

ECONOMY

B.S'.A. and Sidecar, 2-Gpeed, free engine, good trres,
Lurns hniips, ready for road: bareain, 51 gns.

—

GfOnier, Lane Ends, Hapton, Burnley. [X3718

1 Q16 B.S.A. S-speed Gear Box Model Combination,
J-v ns new, all chain drive, all accessories; £76, or
near.—Palmer, 127, Montsomery St., Hove. [X3-715

B.S.A — T-'or tliH eaiiiest ijoasihle delivery of 19!

3

luodela. ndvnnce specifications and priceB, sole dis-

trict agents, Tlie Walsall fiarage. WolverhuQipton St.,

WaLsiiii. 'Phone: 444. [X0126

"IQ14-15 B.S.A., 4'.ili.p.. all-rhnin drive, speedonieter,

;

-i- 1/ jiunps, etc., canditinii as , new, not used last ,2

years; £58.—Letter, 10, Hanway Place, Hauway St.,

Tottenham Court Kd., W. [3709

FOE Earliest Delivery B.S.A., place your order vith
us. Free insurance policy with every machins

onlered before March 7th.—The Brook Motor and Engi-
neering Co., Withington, Lanes. [X2727.,

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31. High St.. Hamp-
stead.—New ai^h.p. B.S.A., chain-oum-Mt, m

stock. £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-
livery chain drive model, £81/18. [2259

B.S.A. 1916'/> Cninbination, with head lamp, electric-

sidecar and rear, speertonieter, horn, fools, and
all accessories, very little used, in exceptionally good
condition; 70 gns.—Alpha, 134, GosTwell Rd., London,
EC. [5731

JONES' Garage ore old B.S.A. agents, and ran give
you df'livery Tvhere others cannot; Model K

£79/16, Model H £81/18.-The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. N.IO (short 'bus iid« from I^nabury Park or
Highgato Tube). £4017

B.S.A., 1915. chain-cum -belt, 3 speeds, kick, clatrh,
lamps, horn, speedometer, auxiliary tank, little

used since 1916, perfect condition, with coMchbnilt side-

oar, 3 new tyres just fitted; £65 cash.—Edgell, Bpck-
ley Rectory, Sussex. . [3662

B.S. A.—We have two models K. actually in stnck,
76 gns. each; also 1916 K. combination, £89/10;

and 1917 K. combination, £95; both t'nily orinipi'ed;

good iiriccs allowed on exchange's.-Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd,, Wood Green. N.

r3304
B.S.A. Combination. 1914, 4'^h.i-).', 3-speed counter-

shaft t;ears, all chain drive, tyres excellent. Low's
acetylene generator, coachbuilt sidecar, outfit in good
condition, practically um-idden past 2 years.—Can be
Keen at Wilton Carriage Co., 107, Waddon New Rd.,
Croydon. £45. [3630

'

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE. 1916. 2-spefc'd, 2-.'itroke, as new: £32,
—H.S., 33. St. Stephen's Rd., Bow, B. [3769

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
fitead. Immediate delivery new Calthorpes, all

models. [3603

CALTHORPF .Mntni Cities —Alt mnd«ls "- ••»''. *nr

immediat-e deli-veij'.-P., J. Evans, 91, John Bright
St., Binningham. [095S

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P., 1916 model, hardly used,
enamel, plating, engine, etc., as new; 36 gns.—

171, East Baruet Rd., New Barnet. [3667

LATE 1916 2^;4h.p. Calthorpe-Jati, Enfield gear, com-
plete, as new, many improvements.-Appiv, 56,

King Edward's Grove, Teddington. [3721

BARGAIN, £14.— C'dthnrpe Junior, 1914, 2-speed,
F.E., unused 2 yeiiis, overhauled, tyres excelleut.-^

Elson. Mavtield Rd., Beaufort, Mon. [3782

CALTHORPE, 1916, 2'';h.p., 2-stroke, good running
order and condition.—Longman Bros., 2, King's

Parade, Actcn. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick, [4034

CALTHORPE Juuinr, 1916, 2yoh.p., 2-speed, fitted

parartin, 120 gallnu; seen after 7 p.m.; £28, or
ofTcr.-Lawieiiee, 5, Dewey St., Tooting. [3703

CALTHORl'E-.T.A.P., latP 1916, 4yi.h.p. twin com-
bination, 2-speed Enfield gear, handle starter,

StHwait 80 ni.p.h. magnetic speedometer, eleetric himps,
coiichbuilf sidecar, with luggage carrier, perfect roudition

thruughnnt. tnnls. spare tube; price £70; seen anR,

time -Wells, Marlon Place, Woodbridge, Sufllolk. [361'*
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MOTOR CYCLtS FOR SALE.
Indian.

I\DI\X Combination, 1915. 7-9h.p.. 3-speed, coach-

built, not nsed ior nearly 2 years; seen any

time; £65.-10, Woodside Rd.. South Norwood. '^E.

frame.
^,.,^_ ,^ vondi-

tion: £60; after 1 p.m. Sut.-99. WiUifiekl Way, Gol_

tier's Gjoeu. .
16 (dt

IKDIAX. 7-9h.p., 1913, owner in France, 2-spee<l.

kick-^tflrter, handsome coachlmilt sidecar, tool;

INDIAX Combination. 1914. 7-9h.p.. spriiifr

2-speed. olntcb, nil accessories, in spleudul

lamps, pnuip, spares, etc,

Motor Cycle.

£50.- Bos Ii9.150. c/o The
[3670

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., 3-speed. clutch, lamps, spares, un-

used 2 years^ in very good condition; seen by
appointment; £57.—Capt. Crowe, Crumliu
Rd., Farnborough, Hants.

Osborne
[5885

.nlso a7-9h.p. Powevplus Indian and Sidecar. £80,
1915 5-6h.p. Indian and coachbuilt sidecar.

*77/10. 3-speed gear model, clutch, and kick-starter,

Wauchope, 9, Shoe Lane. [3979

INniAN. 7-9h.p., 2-sree<l genr box, sprint frame, per

feet conditiou. tvres Dunlop studded., low and fast

lanohiiie- bargain. £39. or near.—Thorpe, 54, Hevgate

St.. "Warworth Kd.. S.F. [3786

INDIAN, 7-9h.p.. 2-speed and free engine, T.T.

model, in good condition, very fast; subject to

anv expert examination; £56, or near oifer.—H., 48.

Clarendon Rd.. Putney, S.W. [3992

INDIAX. 7-9h.p., 1913. spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,
electric head and tail lamps, and Indian sidecar

with new tyre, other tyres in good condition; £50.—-

Wells and Son. Duvercourt. Esses. [3526

IXniAX. 7-9h.f.. 1916. electric lighting and horn. 3
speeds, speedometer, recording, kick starter, Indian

sidecar (right), mileage under 2,000; £78.—Particulars.
F. V. Dalton. Dean, Kimbolton. Huntingdon. [Dj [3729

1 1ll 15 3-speed Indian, Model A., mileage 500, £65:
At/ 1914 2':4li.p. Douglas, 2-sjieed, £55; both per-

fect ; wanted, Morgan or light car. value £100, ex-

pert examination. — MacDonald, Helenslea, Enttrnv,
Blairgowrie. [X3707

IXDIAX, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., free engine, Jones
speedometer. Klaxon horn, lamp, 2 generators,

original tyres exceileut condition, not done 3,000 miles

;

£55 cash ; seen any time.—Young, 46, Cazenove Rd,,

Stoke Xewington; N. [3742

VEET Fast 1916 T.T. Poweiolus Indian, 3-speed, kick
.itart, spet-ial engine. Swiiq, spbrting sidecar, com-

plete with lamps, horn, knee-grip^vand disc wheels, very

good condition ; £87. or modern lighter machine part

exchiiuge.—Brown, 16. Broad St., Ross-on-Wye. [X3770

POWEEPLIJS Indian Combination. 7-9h.p., 1916,
5-srefd, clutch, Mills-Fulford sidecar, speedo-

meter, lamps, etc., many *:pares, including tubes, done
under 5,000. running perfectly, owner leaving countiy;
must sell; £75.—Longman, Fisherton St., Salisbury.

[3668
IXDIAX, 1915, 7-911. p., luxurious coachbuilt coml>ina-

tiou, 5 speeds, clutch, kick-start, diec wheels,
Gloria sidecar, hood, screen, splendi^y equipped; bar-
gain for quick sale; £72/10. oiler; exchange for lower
power and cash.—Peat, 72, The Chase, Clapham Com-
mon. £3873

INDIAN Combination, Swan sporting Projectile side-
car, purchased brand new October, 1918. run under

100 miles, an esceiitional opportunity to obtain a prac-
Icallv new outfit at second-hand price; 90 gns.—Long-
lan Bros., 2. King's Parade, Acton. Tel. : 1578 Chis-
ick. [3580

XDIAX, 1915 T.T., 7-9h.p., with lamps, generator,
Klaxon, overhaul just co.'?t £10, new heavy Dun-

ips, 45 gns. ; also 1915-16 Indian, spring frame Power-
Ins model, lamps, speedometer, etc., ridden under
,000 miles, a powerful mount, in thorough order, £75,
Pughs, Engineers. Xew Earhet. [3647

James.
JAMES Combination, 3-speed countershaft, in very

good order; £55.—Jam'es, 114, Rochdale Ed..
Blackley, Manchester. [X3414

JAMES Twin, 1916, 3-spped gear, kick start, hand
controlled clutch, totally enclosed, but accessible

chain drive, only done 600 miles, perfect order; £55.—
Liddell. c/o Dallas, Millgate, Cupar, Fife. [3700

1Q18 James Combination, 5-6h.p. twin. 3-speed gearXt/ box. chain drive. 3 lamps and horn, spare cover
and tut-e, very little used, in perfect condition; £105:
seen by appointment.—Montagu, Black Lake Cottage,

-^amham. [S3683
1 Q15 4iih.p. James Combination, countershaft 3
J^Jt/ sr-eed, clutch, kick starter, new tyres, lamps, acces-
BOries, complete ; 53 gns.

:

' owner willing to guarantee
same; lightweight and cash adjustment considered.-30,
I^gard Rd., Highbury, London, X. [3777

RIDER TEOWARD and Co, 31. High St., Hamp
stead—James machines. Delivery this month

new 5-6h.p. twin combination, £126; 4l^h.p. solo, 85
gns.; combination. 104 gns.; delivery February, 3'Ah.p.
twin, 85 gns. : March, 2V2h.p. 2-struke. Orders accepter!
in strict rotation. [2267

J.A.P,
4h.n. J. A.P., 3-speed gear, and coachbuilt sidecar;

£55.—Wauchope, 9, Shoe Lane. [3971
T.A.P.. 4h.p., late 1915, single-speed, Bosch, heavy
'-' Dnnlon>_ good, one new, lamps, genuine; £35
Pinchin, KeUton, Bath. [X3817

i

I

I

We are now booking orders
for new machines. Those who
want earliest rossible delivery
of their favourite mount, or a

wide range of choice amongst
the lead'ng: makes, should com-
municate at once with us. Our

arrangements cover:

A.B.C.
A.J.S.
Ariel
B.S.A.
Calthorpe
Douglas
Enfield
James
Matchless
New Imperial
Norton
P. «S M.
Rover
Rudge
Triumph
Zenith

ALSO

Harley-Davidson
AND

Indian

MORGAN
RUNABOUTS

Deliveries now coming in.

Orders sliould be placed without
delay.

Write, Telephone, or Call—

ELCE& Co.,
The Reliable City House,

13-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile St , London, EC.

3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

4h.p. J.A.P. Model, dropped back frame, panelled
tank, drip feed, stand, carrier, etc., 26x21^ w 'f^ls.

Saxon forks, nearly new, les.s power unit; £5'!i'^.--

Clapham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich. [A3754a

8b. p. J.A.P. Tivin, internal parts brand new. .also

hrand new frame, Druids, wheels, carrier, stirds,
foot brake, handle-liars, mndguards, metal fof t'tonrds,

and ball hearings to suit: £30; what offers?—Keid 18.
Howat St.. Govan. [X3565

Kerry
KERRY 4-5h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., 2-speed, counter-

shaft, and sidecar; £25.—Wiggins, 22, Glenrtale

Rd.. Erith. [3963

T Q14 Kerrv-Abingdon, 4h.p., Mabon elutch, just been
it/ thoroughly overhauled; £33. or_ ofl,-rsj sidecar £5.

-C.T., 126, Queen's Rd.,. Upper Norwood. [5696

P

I
I

I

i

Lea-rrancis

1 Q15 3l4h.p. Lea-Prnmis, very good condition, 5,400
J-'tF miles, 2-siiee(l, kick.^t:irter, spare back r.hnin,

viilve, 2i/t'in. Dunlop extra heavy; £15; will lide 50
miles from Southampton to
1.9.156, c/o The Motor Cycle.

meet purchaser.—Box
[3675

Levis.

T EVIS Popular Model 1917, little used, in perfect
iJ order; £29.—Lloyd, T.ewes. [3964

iilb.p. T.T. Levis, looks like nevr; will accept £25/10.
f^Z —80, Sycamore Ed., Handsworth. [3813

LEVIS, 2'/>h.p., with footboards, excellent condition.

-Box L9.160, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3646

~|Q19 Levis; cash or exchange.-Halifax Motor Ex-
XU change, 18a, Union St South, Halifax. [3760

LEVIS.— Ordel now tor earliest deliveries of 1919
models.-Longman, Fisherton St., Salisbury [2358

LEVIS, 1915, Bosch mag., new tyres; £28.—Geo
Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction,

S.W. (3738

LEVIS, 1916, 2V2I3.P., 2-speed, little used; best offer,

reserve £35.—Eadsforth, St. Winelride's, Welsh-
pool. [X3633

1Q17 Levis, 2»4h.p., mag., Enfield gear; 35gns-
i.V Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-
worth (Town Station). [3936

LEVIS Popular, single speed, 2-stroke ; £38.—Isle of

Wight agents, Witham Bros., Newport, Wight.

Catalogues 00 request Early deliveries [3687

1 016 Levis, 214I1.P., practically unused; seen by ap.

i-fJ pointment; £36, no ofleis. — Capt. Tickler,

Brathay, Park Kd., Teddington. 'Phone: Kingston

1310. [3718

RIDER TKOWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.-Levis. Delivery this month. Model E,

2-speed, clutch, £47/10; Popular, £38. Orders being

hooked in strict rotation, [2268

LEV>,S— yor the earliest possible delivery of 1919

iiioiSis, advance specifications of all models, sole

district agents. The Walsall Garage. WolverhanUitoii

St., Walsall. 'Phone: 444 1X0127

FOR Sale, 2y..h.p. Levis, 2-speed Albion gear, brand
new Dunlops, lamps, and horn, and bars, over-

hauled and good running order; £28; no dealers^
Burgess, Conservative Club, Epsom. 1387&

Martin.

23.h p Martin, very sporting, carburetter needs adjust-

4 meiit, otherwise perfect; best offer over £17.—
Bullard, West Wrattiag Place, Cambs. [X3413

MARTIN Motor Cycle, Pafnir engine, Senspray,

BoscJi, good tyres, wants overhauling; ofiers.--

Gander, 31, North Ed. Av., Brentwood. [3781

Matchless

MATCHLESS, early deliveries.-Sole Agent, J. A.

Stacey, 12, Eoclesall Ed., Sheffield. [X1544

CEOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, West Surr6.v

agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

sure early delivery. [1552

MATCHLESS.—Book your order now for delivery

of the new 8h.p. models; exchanges.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3811

NEW Matchless Combination with spare wheel, in

stock; £140.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0492

RIDEE TEOWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Matchless. _ Earliest delivery Victory

irndel comoination £140 [2269

MATCHLESS, 1913, racing machine, overhead valves,

J.A.P. engine, perfect condition; £32, or -exchange
:ombination.- Westons. Vincent Rd., Clacton-on-Sea.

[X4ooa
MATCHLESS 8h.p. J.A.P., 1914, coachbuilt sidecar,

lamps, mechanical bom, hood, wind screen, in

solendid condition.—Bassett, Handel House, Yeovil.
[3872

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually iu

stock, with spare wheel and tyre; £140; seen hy

[ippointment.-J. Tassell. la, Bloomfleld Rd.. Pluin-

,teail. SE.18, '1606

MATCHLESS and Sidecar, 1912, 8h.p,, 1914 Arm.
strong 3-speed hub, not used from August, 1914,

till January. 1919: £45; stamp for reply.—79. Aniude.
St., Portsmouth. [X36ei

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless

1 Q19 Guaranteed S-lOh.p. Matchless Combination.
J-*/ tx>mpleto, spare wheel, eanier, etc. ; ^£135 ; to
b.- seen after 6 p.m.—Pcirson. 10, Morky Rd., Twioken-
ham. near Richmond Bridge. [3685

MATCULKSS — SpeoinI rontniotiue ngents for post
war MutcJiIeas modeia ; earliest deliveries ; ex

rlinnpes and easy piirnieiits tirronged—Maudes*. 100
(it. Portland St.. London, W.l [9920

Model Matcbloss, dropiied back eouuforsbaft
iriinio, MatcIUess spriue lorks, panelled tank, drip

teed, kick-up stand, etc., less power unit: £12/10.—
Clapham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich. [X5754

MATCHLKSS. Sh.p., 1912, 2-8^)eed, twin belt, late
1914. Montgomery de Luxe sidecar, screen, apron,

luggage grid, new 650x65 tyres, all accessories, perfect
lunniug order, not used last 3 venrs; £60-—Roberts,
Biikliy House, Ruthin, Deubighsbire. [X3687

JONES' Garage, North London agents for Jlatchless;
you can always rely upon us having one or two

of these in stock; Victory models, £140; no waiting
lor month's delivery from stock.—The Broadwav, Mus-
well Hill, N.IO (short 'bus ride from Finsbury Park
or Highgate Tube). [4021

Metro.

METRO All-red 2-stroke, 2-specd gear bos, T.T., long
plated exhaust, done about 200 miles, equal to

new; i:35.—68. High St., Crawley, Sussex. [3906

METRO-TTLKR.-Earliest delivery of this sportiup
lightweight. Free insuranoe policy at Lloyds foi

.'ill machines ordered before March 7t]i.—Tlie Brook
Motor aud Engineering Co.. AVithington, Lanes. [X2728

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, 40b. and 78. High
St.. Hampstead, sole agents for the Metro-Tyler

2',2h.p. 2-stroke for London, Middlesex, Essex, Hert-
fordshire, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, and portions of Berk-
shire and Buckinghamshire; immediate delivery 2-

speed model £52, single-speed £46; demonstration
model in stock. Trade enquiries invited and district
agencies arranged. [3601

Minerva.
3ih.p. Miner%'a, n.o.i.v., Aniac, £6.— G. "W. Bennett

2 Lyghe, Tonbridge, Kent. [3818

MINERVA. 3',-!h.p., perfect, less accumulator; offers,

or exchange anything useful.—Chandler, Castle St.,

Cirencester. [3730

MotO'Reve
'pWIN Moto-Reve, 2"'ih.p.. _good tyres; £12.—NashX 323. Eoro- High St., S.E.I [3913

mag. wants slight attention, other-
wise sound; £10.—Milnthorp, Eooper Hill, Sessay,

Thirsk. [X363e

2\^4h.p. Twin, mag., good running
£12/10: will exchange 3"-.h.p.—

Johuton, 58, Park Rd., Merton, S.W. [X3721

"VrOTO-REVE,

MOTO-REVE
order: must sell:

New Hudson.
LATE 1914 3-speed New Hudson, Montgomery ?ide-

r;ir, smart turnout, been stored 2^^ years: £46.
-50, Uitou Rd.. Dalston, N. [3669

NEW Hudson. 3'{.h.p.. 3-speed, free engine, condition
as new ; £45, l)argain.—Smith, Church Lane,

Handsworth, Eirmiugham. [X3415

3i-4h.p. New Hudson Combination, Mills-Fulford
2 sidecar. 3 speeds, clutcli, in first-class condition ;

£28/10.—Atkinson, Glasshouse Mills, Pateley Bridge.
[X3708

NEW Hudson Combination, 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, clutch,
new tyres, in perfect condition; £49/10, a bar-

gain, or would separate.—45, Brookfield Rd., Bedford
Park, Chiswick, W.4. [3927

1 Q13 New Hudson, 3',jli.p.. and Premier conch side-
-L t/ car. idle 2 years, needs hub gears and miuor
lei'airs: iDspe<'tion nnd enquiries invited.—Leavcslev.
Maiket Hill, Calne, Wilts. [X3763

NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, control from 2-seater V. and I. C.B.

Bidei'nr, hood, screen, completely protecting driver and
passenger, Bosch, Binks, Jones trip, spare tank, tyres
perfect, lam[)s, c^t generator; £60/10.-129, Grove
Green Rd., Leytonstone. [3616

New ImperiaL
"^EW Irnperial-Jap.^ 2^-iIi.p., 2 speeds, lamps; £33.

39. S<mth Parade, Oxford. [3792

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp
stead.—Immediate delivery New Imperials [3604

CROW Bros., Guildford.-New Imperial, all

new and overhauled second-hands stocked.
models
[9778

2-speed countershaft

;

"3799

FHE V-
I

y otorCo

Have the lollowing Machines tor disposal

:

C}. ARIEL, igig, 4 h.p., 3-sp,, c/sliaft,
kick-start, clutch. Just delivered,
new fgg „

loi. AUTO-WHEEL, 1916, ij h.p., with
Triumph best 3-sp. model Gent's
Cycle. Whole lot as new 19 pis.

102. ALP, 1914, ij h.p., lightweight, sinRle-
specd, Bosch mag., just overhauled 18 pi!.

105. ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., 2-speed, kick-
start, clutch, as new 43 gns.

87. HUMBER, 1914,2^ h.p., 2-cyl., single-
speed T.T. model, just overhauled . . 26 piS.

?8. INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., special
W.O. Model, completely overhauled,
kick-start, clutch 47 gns.

II. JAMES Combination, 1918, 5-6 h.p.,
new machine, 3-speed, countershaft,
de iu.\e Sidecar £104

73. JUNO, 1918, 4 h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-
Archer countershaft, J.A.P. engine,
new machine

; just delivered 69 ens.
103. O.K. JUNIOR, 1919, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

countershaft, new machine List price.
MARTIN-J.A.P., 1914, 3.V h.p., o.h.v.,
single; one of Harrv Martin's racing
machines, specially tuned up, ver>' fast 35 ens.
PREMIER, 1913, 2.i h.p., 3-speed,
hub gear, clutch, fine order 29 gns.
SINGER, 1914, 3 h.p., 2-speed, coun-
tershaft, clutch, dropped frame .... ZAens.
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3J h.p., clutch
model; good condition, overhauled 24 Ens.

98. TRIUMPH Comb., 1914, 3! h.p., 3-sp.,
clutch motlel, cane Sidecar

;
perfect

order throughout 49 gns.
91. T.D.C., 1912, 3* h.p., Grado gear;

mechanically perfect, enamel rough 19 pig.
104. TRIUMPH, igii, 3] h.p., single-speed,

good condition .
.'

19 gns.
ZENITH Comb., 1914, 6-8 h.p., T.T.,
coach torpedo Sidecar ; in fine order 69 gns

CARS.
ADAMS, 1914, 16-20 h.p.. 4-seat,
self-start., hood, screen, detach,
wheels

;
just overhauled. Perfect 349 gns.

BEDELIA Cyclecar, 1912, 5 h.p., re-
quires slight adjustment 19 gns.

56. DARRACQ, 1912, 15 h.p., 4-seater,
hood, screen, detach, wheels with
spare ; all complete : . 149 gnj.

75. G.N. Light Car, 1915, 10 h.p., 4-cy^,
3-sp. and reverse, gate change, 2-seat.,
just completely overhauled, and is as
new 169 gns.

6 '. MAUDSLAY, 1914, 16-20 h.p., 4-seat.,
with detachable bo.x body to fit in

place of rear seats ; in splendid order 270 gns.
2. Oakland, 6-cylinder, 1914, 40 h.p..

dynamo light and start. Klaxon horn,
detach, rims (2 spare), all tyres as
new : just completely overhauled

;

English 5-seater body, back screen,
every accessory 475 gns.
STELLITE Light Car, 1915, 8 h.p.,

2-sp., 4-seater body, dynamo light-
ing, detach, wheels and spare, hood,
and screen 315 gns.
STUDEBAKER, 1913, 20 h.p., 4-seat.,
Bosch mag., hood, screen ; perfect
order 179 gns.

I. WEIGEL CHASSIS, 1912, 45 h.p.,
4-speed, gate, live 'axle, detach, rims
(2 spare!, make fine van 98 gns.

Exchanges. Machines Bought for Cash.
Machines Soli on Commission. Sidecr.rs.

93-

iS.

61.

96.

76.

ro6.

Co,

107,

THE

347, FINCHLEY ROAD. N.W.3.
Phone : HampMcad 4631. 'Crams ; " AICHSGMOTO, Swiss, Londc)n "

Open 9 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. eacn day.
Sunday, 10 a.m. to s p-m

Wauchope. 9, Shoe Lane.
[3973

1 Q15-16 New Imperial-Jap.
i-if snip. £26.-8, St. Nicholas Ed,. Brighton,

BEAXD New Model 2'".'.h.p. 2-speed New Imiierial-
Jap: £42, no oifera.—Clarke, 12, Queen St., Louth.

[3867NEW ImperiaL—All models for immediate delivery —
J. A. Stacey, Sole Agent, 12, Keclesall Ed.. Shef-

field, exists
1Q19 New Imperials in stock: exchanges quoted —-l" Halilas ilotor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South.
Halifax. [3754

NEW Imperials, sole London agents.—2V2h-p. 2-flpeed
1919 models in stock: trade supplied.—Keys. Eus-

ton Ed. [2973

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

NEW
£36,

Junctifm

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New ImperiaL

Imppiiul-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect ordd
Smith, Motor Cy<jls Depot,- Chiphfl,

[371
-lieo.
S.AV.

TV] EW Tiuperiiil Conilijnation, Sh.p.; immediate
-LI livery; 109 Rns.-Eseter Motor Cj'cle uud Liri
Car Co.. Ltd., liatli Rd., Exet«r. [09^
Qili.2t. 1919 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed rountershafi

I

^2 gear; ^50/8; delivery from stock; first cheqne

I

secures.—Waufhopc's, 9, Shoe Lane. t^^T^I

NEW Imperial Motor CycleB,—2-Mpeed =tiind:i!'l ,it(4

1

lady's models in stork for imnie^liate delivery.-^
j

P. J. Evans, 91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0956 I

NEW Imperial-J.A.P..
reliable machine.

1916, 2^;4h.p., 2 speedBi
perfect running order

£36.—Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. W.5,
[3861

LATE 1915 2%h.p. New ImperiaUTap. 2-speed,
Miller's lamps, horn, and speedometer, in perfect

condition, little used, like new ; bargain.—H. Wilsoili
66, West Sq., S. Farnborough, Hants. [4002

1 Q17 New Imperial-Jap, only used 3 m,onths, as newi
-i-*? 2'4h.p., 2-8peed countershaft, P. and H. Hghtiug,
all ati-nssoriea ; buyinp combination ; £45.—Baanett,
Canal Farm, Acton Grange. Warrington. [X3729

JONES' Garage, Agent for the New Imiierial.— 81i.p.

combination in stock, £126; 2V_'h.p. 2-speed modeSs
in stock, 48 gns.—The Broadway, Muawell Hill, N.IO
(short 'bus ride from Finsbury Park or Highgate Tube).

[4022
SAVE Money by paying a good price for a reliable

' second-hand machine.— 2y^.h.p. New Imperial-Jap,
1916, 2-8peed, elutch, kirk starter, Lucas lamps, Glorio-
phoue, little aud carefully used; £40: good for many
venrs yet.—Lt. Hamilton, 5, Gordon Terrace, Newport
I.W. [S:3569

Norton.
"VrOETON 1919 Models and prices:

"lyrODEL No.

lyrODEL No.

TV/TODEL No.

lyrODEL No.

Jl/TODEL No.

1, 4h.p., 3-8peed, chain drive; £87.

7, Biooklanda special; £80.

8, Brooklands road special; £73.

9, Tourist Trophy; £63.

leV'cbuntershaft, all-chain; £85.

DELIVERIES Commence February,
chine now.—Batchelor, Clarence

St p3h
LwgailW
X38«P

Book your ijiffi

St., KingstouJ
rsi^

1 19 Nortons ; cash or exchange.—Halifax MotdS
XtJ Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [3757

T.T. Norton, 1915, mileage 1,000, as new, spee4'
ometer; £55.—Bos L9,167. c/o The Mutor CycV^[""

NORTON.—Book your cider now for the earliest .

sible delivery; exchanges.-Parker's, Bradshawgai
Bolton. [X38:

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Ordei.= ow b.ing booked for ejirlie^^t de-

i«eries new Nortons. [2266

3ih.p. T.T. Norton, 1916, extraordinary fast; ex-
2 change heavier machine. N.U.T. preferred; sate

£52.—Dobson, 28, Prince St., Dalton-in-Furness. [X3562

NORTON'S Big Four, model No. 1; will take your
present mount in part exchange and allow full

value; write to-day.—Bunting, 7, Mason's Av., Weald-
stone. [3986

NOKTONS.—We are now booking orders for tlie latest
model Nortons, solo and sidecar outfits; £5 de-

posit; deliveries in strictest rotatiou.—Muudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., London. W.l. 11442

N.S.U.

N.S.U., 3^,2h.p. Twin, sidecar, 2 speeds, mag., Sen-
Rpray, good tvres, and running order; £25.—Reed,

346. Westboruugh Rd., Westclifi, Essex. [X3564

N.U.T.
piDER TROWARD and Co., 31._40b. and 78,_High'

. sole agents for the N.U.T. ^%
dynamo lighting for the whole oi

St., Hampstead
h.p. twin 3-speed, d: _ „
London, Middlesex, Essex, Hertfordshire, Surrey,
Sussex, Kent, and portions of Buckinghamshire and
Berkshire. Orders no* being booked for earlierfT

delivery, and district agencies arranged. [36011'

O.H.
O.K. Junior; £20.—

RIDER TROWARD ana Co.. 31, High St., Hnmp-
stead.— O.K. Orders being booked for enrlieSt

-elivery- [2271

O.K., 1916, 2^;4h.p., 2-speed; 25 gns., or exchange
with cash for bigger power, Indian or Harley, not

earlier than 1915.-64, Brownlow Rd., Willesden.
[X3593

JONES' Garage, agents lor O.K. J.A.P.'s, having
placed orders for these little mounts long ago,

we will be able to deliver promptly, so let us have
your order and get tlie mount you want in quick
time.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO (short 'bu3
ride from Finsbury Park, on Highgate Tube). [4024

r
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MOTOR. CYCLES FOR SALE.
V. and M

P.
and M., R.A.F. model, and sidecar, in stork.—
Mylam, 197, London Rd., Cro.vdon. Plioiie :

2379. [5947

P.
find M.. 3l,(.li.p„ 1912. 2-spMd. clnti'li, liinks Mitli

hot nir iutnke. stoied 2 yeais. oveihnnle*! by P.
Had M. : £25: iu West Toil;shire.—Bo.\ 2,850, c/o The
il.tor Cjiclt. |.S.5t4,_

P.
and RI.. 1914. 3',-jh-p., 1917 gears, lamps, horn,
siit'edometer. new tyies, excellent condition ; bar-

gain, £45. or naarc-t ofa'er.—Can be seen, Maclecd. 5.

Cadosau Mansions, London. S.AV. [5623

P.
and M.. 1914, just been overhauled, re-enanielled.

plated as new, ivar service colour mcdel. new Dnn-
lop tyres, new cylinder, piston, valves, etc., 2-speed
flee enpine. kick start, .absolutely as new; only want?
seeing T £50. no offers.—Motorist, 136, St. Ann's lUl..

Tcttenliam. [X3e39

Peugeot. ,'*^

PEUGEOT 6h.p. Combination, 1914, Bosch mag.,
"icker sidecar, excellent condition; £25.-32, W'c.od-

side Ed., Kingston. [3953

PEUGEOT, 6h.li.. 2-speed, kick start, about 1913,
new heavy Dunlop b.rck, original enamel good,

excellent mechanical condition, stored 2 years; bar-
gain, £28; 10.— 6, Upper Nortli St., Brighton, [3845

Precision.

PEECISIOX, 1915. 2-speed, clntch, new tvres. like
new.— 172, Thorold Rd., Illord, Essex. [3723

PEECISIOX, 2"'lh.p., free engine, practically new, a
very sporty mount: £30, or near ofl'er.— 64a, High-

hury Grove, Highbnrn Earn, N.l. [3714

PRECISION 1913 4Uh.p. Combination, in running
order; trial given; few spares; £18.—W. Hadley,

36, The Hale, Tottenham, London. [3949

Premier,
7-9h.p. 1914 Premier, as new, complete v\'ith side

car.-Gl, Stockwell Park Rd., Stockwell, S.W.
[4042

PKEMIEE, SV'.h.p., 2.speed tub, mag., wants atten-
tion; £25, near oft'er.-20, Baladara Ed., Cardiii.

[X3775
3 ill. p. Premier and Sidecar, 5-speed gear, cham-ciui-

2 belt drive; £35.—Lucas, Berriew, Mont.^oiuery
shire. [X324C

PRE^MIEE, 2' oh. p., 3-speed,- good as new; cash, or
same and £40 for tip-top combination.—Clavdon,

Eastry, Kent. [3849

3ih.p. Premier and Handsome Coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-

2 speed countershaft gear; £73/10.—"U auchope, 9
Shoe Lane. [3974

Sih.p. Premier, late 1913, 3 srceds, splendid ccndi
2 tion; £38.—HnmWy, 113. Longford Ed., Chorl

tpn-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [X372;;

PEEMIEE. 1911, S'Sh.p.. Grado pulley, Bosch, E.
and E., good condition: £15, or exchange lighter

machine—Write V. West, 160, Folkestone Rd., j lover
[3691

1Q14 Premier, 3i'>h.p., 3-speed countershaft and kick-XU starter, in good order: £38/10.—Mr. Bates, 5,

Canning Place, Denmark Hill, Camberv^ell, S.E.5.
[3663

31.h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick
2 starter, £42: 7-9h.p. Premier, 2-speed, counter-

shaft model, snip, £52.—Clapham (Motors), King Georgi
St., Greenwich. [X375;

SPECIAL Model 1917 Premier Coachl)uilt Combina
tion, 3-speed, countershaft, kick start, hand and

foot clutch, 2 band brakes, as new, ridden 300 miles
onlv, accessories, only needs seeing: £69.—Thorpe
Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [3925

Q
Quadrant.

.UADRANT. mae.. good order, sound; £9/10.—Hall,
[3640Auctioneer, Whetstone. N.20.

19

I

JTwoStrokeI

H Ivy Policy for H

QrADRAN"T, 4h.p., 1910-11. clutch, h.b.c, realh
powerful and reliable : seen alter 7 p.m. ; trin;

Saturdav aitemoon or Sunday; £15/10, or near oflei,

-^ichoisoD, 42, Southsea At., "Watford. [X366e

Radco
RAnCO, 2i;*h.p., 2-stroke, T.T., splendid condition

:

£20, or exchange 3',^h.p. or 4h.p., with cash ad
jnstnient—Wallis, 78. Leiichu Kd., James St., Wal-
thamstow. [3824

Re&
19 Ees: cash or exchange.—Haliffis Motor Ex-
change, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [3759

5-6h.p. Twin Ees 4e Luxe. 2-speed, in good condi
tion: £30, or exchange for Scott—A. E. Hill

Lowca, '\\Tiitehaven. ^ [3776

£18.—Eex Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p„ 2-speed,
Bosch mag., complete less front forks.—Speechley,

r,-Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, London. [3862

4h.p. Eex, 1913, 2-speed. handle starting, lamp, speed
ometer, accessories, good tyres, only run 3.200, ex-

eeptional condition, perfect running order; £40.—Thorpe
Brookside, Cranleigh, Surrey. [378E

6h.p. Twin Eex, free engine, variable gear, Bosch

.

ma?., good tyres. Whittle belt, low, perfect order,

I

excellent condition, E. and B. carburetter, coachbuilt!
sidecar, apron, accessories; bnrcain, £38,10.-45, Charles'
Si.. Commercial Ed., E. [X3766

I

I

I

I

I

I

H

I

I

I

I

Specialisation
Having now completed our Muni-

tion and Aero contracts, we desire to

advise you that we are manufaclurlng

for 1919 our well-known Two-stroke

only in four models. We are dis-

continuing our Popular Models and

concentrating solely on de Luxe

productions, in order to give the

Motor Cyclist the finest engineering

product obtainable.

Our programme is

—

2i h.p. de Luxe "All-pur-

pose " Two-stroke,

Single-speed - - -

2h h.p. de Luxe " A!l-pur-

pose" Two - stroke,

Two-speed Gear

2 J h.p. de Luxe "Isle of

Man " Sporting Two- *» 4 r
stroke. Single-speed- i^D
2A h.p. de Luxe " Isle of

Man" Sporting Two-
stroke, Two - speed fj cq
Gear ----- X3«>
Sporting Models have Special
Engines and Disc Wheels.

Deliveries start end of March

£42
Lll-pur-

£50

To
The Ivy Agency will

be in great demand.
If your district is not

1 , covered write us, as

AffCntS we are now fixing

up lerritory.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.
THE

I

I

I

I

R

R

R
O

R

R

R

R

R

Imstocmt!
I OP ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex-Jap.

REX-J.A.P. Coililjinqtion, 1913, Sli.r.. 2 speeds,

linndle st.iiting. sidecar reupUolstered 1919, olei--

tiic light: or exeliiinge smaller h.p.—W.G., Pickwulc
House, London Rd., gtiood, Eocbestor, Kent. [X568G

, Rover.
31h.p, Rover and Sidecar, Bosch, B. and B.; £25.—

2 13, North St., Barking. [3916

ROVEl!, 1913, free engine clntch, new Dnnlops,

Bo.ifli: ISgns.-Police Station, Billericny, Isses
• [X3672

ROVER Combin.ation, 1914, 3.speed, henutitul opn-

dilion. heavv Dnnlops: £60; photogiiipli sen t

—

20it, I'itshanger Lane, Ealing. [X371,=

I till T.T. Rover, SV'Il.p., I'hilipson pulley, very little

l~if nsed, iind as good us new, lamps, liorn, etc ;
miy

trial; piice f45.—Abergele Motor Co., Abergele. LX314b

"DOVER, sy.h.p., T.T., riiilipson rnlley, late 1915,

SX in splendid condition, 2 hiinps and generator, speed-

ometer, Klu.xon, l;ist and reliable; price £47/10,—Lt.
Kiivnei, C.M.B. Base, Haslar, Hanls. Tel.: Gosport

255. [3560

ROVER, 1917, S'/'h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,

<lutch, kick starter, vith Rover coachbuilt sifle-

cur, kimps. Klaxon, speedometer, tools, perlect order

:nid condition like new; f90.-Box L9,202, e/o J ftc

M:lor Ciicle, [o811

1 ai2 Rover, 3l/>h.p., running order, £17; 4h.p. .T.A.P.

i-'J engine. Boscli waterproof mag., B. and Ji , as new,

£20. bargain; bench drill, .sell-leed, SO/-; 191? O.K.

2-Etroke, stored 12 months, £22; stamp, reply.-Fdgell,

Spriughill, Coleford, Somerset. [3656

JONES' Garage are Rover agents, and can give yon

delivery, not in a montlt's time, but now from
stock: 5-6h.p. twin, £100; 3'';.,h.p. 3-speed, £85; ^\'-.

ii.p. T.T., Philipson, h.b.c., £72; S'.ih.p. T.T., £6?;.-

The Broadway, iHuswell Hill, NIO (short bus ndc
from Tinsbury Park, on Highgate Tube). (4025

Royal Ruby
1 019 Rovnl Ruby; cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor
io' Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [3758

ROTAI, Ruliy. 2-stroke; order now loi earliest de-

liveries (if 1919 models.-Longumn, Fisherton St^

Salisbury. [2359

ROYAL Ruby, 3'/.h.p., Bosch inaj,, B.B. carbur-

etter, good tvres, new sjieedometer, perfect run-

ning order ; £25, or ofler.-P. ^Yillcocks, Datchet, B'lcfe

ROYAL Rubv.-Orders now being liooked for earliest

delivery: 2-stroke3 £40. 8h.p. combination £135.

-Rider Trowaid and Co., 31, High St., Humpstea^rl.^

1 017 2";lh,p. 4-stroke Royal Ruby, J.A.P, 2-speed

i-U gear box, lamps, Handphone, all sp.ares, little

nsed. practicallv new; £46.-Lieut. .Sirtwistle, Littc

llallingbury, Bishop's Stortford. Liibas

Rudge.
UDGE 3i/>-4h.p., perfect; first cheque £20.-Bntlin,

--J 26, Monnery Rd., Tufnell Park. [3891

"DDDGE Multi, 3y2h.p., 1914, very fast, in perfect

-tt running order; 30. gns.-230, Brixton Rd
S.W.9. l-38b4

RODGE Multi, 5-6h.p., sidecar, lainps, speedometer,

spares, done 4,000, new condition.—Gndd, 14

Caledonian Rd., King's Cross, [3628

RIDER THOWAED and Co., 31, High St., H.nmp-

stead.-Endge-Multi, I.O.M. models only. Orders

1 eins booked for earliest delivery '

,

[''272

1 (nil6 Endge Multi, variable gears, clutch, recently

1.V overhauled Rudge works, all accessoires; t.50, or

offer, auick sale.-A. K. R.iyson, 35, King s Ed.,

Horsham. L3(ai

RUDGE Multi, 1919, S'/oh.p., I.O.M. T.T. Model, new,

never used, privately ow-ed ; owner buying car;

mraplete with £5/5 speedometer, lamps, etc. ;
£87.--

Hissey, Trevin Towers, Eastbourne. L-S-36a^

JONES' Garage, Rudge Agents;-Isle of Man models

exported shortly ; let us have your order :
we will

be pronipt.-The Broadway, Muiwell Hill, N 10 (short

'bus ride from Finsbnry Park or Highgate Tube).

RUDGE Multi, 3i,:.h.p., 1914, and sporting torpedo

sidecar nearly new tvres all round, whole com-

bination in almost 'new condition, and all accessories;

£50.-Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixto-o

Hill. [3836

A Real Genuine Bargain, 1915 5-6h.p. Rudge-Multi;
18gns Rudge sidecar, windscreen, beautifully

upholstered, foot oil pump, new Dunlops; 4,000

miles- excellent condition, S70; exchange.—Holland.

28, WhitebuU St., Burnley. [3932

Scott.

SCOTT, 2-stroke, 2-speeds; a bargain, £30.—EeiUy.
215. Overgate, Dundee. [3944

SCOTT 1912 Combination, in good order, lamps,

speedometer, and accessorie- ; 40 gns.—Mogcr.

Eosemount, Ledbury, Herefordshire. [X3741

OJCOTT Motor Cvcle, 1915, in perfect condition, been
lO stored last two rears: £55: approval.—Arnold. 45.

Summerland Rd., Minehead. Somerset. [X3620

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,

water-cooled, Binks carburetter, nuite new: 85 gns.,

hiiriiiiin.—Rowe, 95, Lower Addiseombe Rd., Crovrlon.
[3817

R

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a3i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT 1915 Combination, twln-cyl.. hood, screen,
not used 2f-. years, excellent condition; £70:

exchange 3-wheeler or cycle car.—96. Chobham Rd.,
Stratford. [3852

SCOTT, 1914. 4^4h.p. twin, wnter-cooled, aolo or side-
ijir niiii-liine, unused lust 3 years, tyres as new.

sj.lendid condition : bargain, £40.-804, Seven Sister.-;

Kd., S. Tottenhiim. X.15. [3960

SCOTT, 4^4h.p., Brst-dass condition, overhauled
throughout, new crank case and piston, tyres and

chains in new condition, not used 5 rears; bargain,
£37.—Capt. Millard, Devon House, Uxbridge. [3650

lateSCOTT, 3"'4h.p. twin, 2-stroke, 2-spe6d, kick start,
1912, unused two years, re-enauielled, gear oud

crank case just overhauled l)y makers, new crankshaft
bearings Hud chain spro^-kets, liinks carburetter, lamps,
gerir shields, horn, and tools; £35, or near.-Box 2,834,
c/o rite Mulor Cude. [X3634

Singer.

SIXGEE. S'ih.p., 1915. 3-speed Stumiey-Archcr, ex-
cellent condition, not used 500 miles; complete

£47.—.lames, 27, King St.. Carmarthen. [X3177
SI.N'GER, 1913. 2''4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, B.

and B., cylinder and piston damaged; sell parts
separately or together; what oilers 1'—Robertson, 10,
Dudhope Place, Dundee. [S3818

Sparkbrook.
T Q14 Sparkbrook, 2-stroke. 2-speed, new tyre on
-•-«/ back, splendid condition; £25.-68, High St.,
Crawley. Sussex. [39p5

SrARKIiEOOK, 2-stroke, 2-8p6ed, 1917, with spare
si-eiial hdavy Bates tyre, ccorcely usedj £32;

owner oa seryice.—Lt. Granger, Wyken Hall, Hinckley.

SPAEKBHOOK, 1915. 2-6peea, 2-stroke, flrst-rS'c"^- Somc of which we Can deliver from stock.
dition, lamps, hoin. spare chain and belt, tools;

£50.— Harvey, Hurts Hall Estate Office, Saxmundham.
[3826

Sl'AEKBHOOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed, a'l.h.p., excellent
condition, lnuight new in Dec., 1916. and only

ridden for 2 moutlis ; 40 gns.—Goodman, Hamlet Gar-
dens, Hammersmith. [3298

Sun.

SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK

Latest 1919 B.S.A.,
4i h.p., chain and belt drive.

Price 76 gns.

Book your order now for early delivery of

any of the following machines :

A.J.S. B S.A. ROYAL
ENFIELD. NEW IMPERIAL.
LEVIS. MATCHLESS
NORTON.
TRIUMPH and P. & M.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

QXh.p. Baby Triumph, only ridden a few miUi-** £47/10.—Below.

NEW 4h.p. Connterslinft Triumph in stock; £87.-=
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomilo

St., E.C.3.
. [0552

1Q19 Triumphs in stock; exchanges quoted.—Halifax
-J-t^ Motor Exchange, 18a, Ui)ion St. South, Halifax.

[3762
TRIUMPH, 1914, clutch, tyres and belt new, engine

recently overhauled; £37.-367, Church Rd., Ley-
ton, [3636

TRIUMPH Spares in Stock.—W. Brandish, Triumph
Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. 'Phone:

1050. [X3368

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3'Ah.p., grand condition, 1916 im-
provements; ie25.—29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-

by-Bow. [3886

TRIDSIPH 4h.p, Countershaft Model in stock.—
Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:

2379. [3948

TRIUMPH.—Delivery from stock new 4h.p. counter-
shaft models; exchanges,—Parker's, Bradsbawgate,

Bolton. [X3809

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph; 3-Bpeed Sturmey-Archer, good
jLU extra heavy Uuulop tyres; 42 gns.—Rose's Gar-
age, Uxbridge. [3917

TRIUMPH. 1919, 4h.p., latest model, just de-

* .-,»!. r-. llvered; first cheque secures, £87. — Grey'«
Z.- 1_, IN 1 1 11. Garage, Beaconsfleld. [3847

"I
(> 14 Sun-Precision, T.T.. 3ii-4h.p., mag. ; 25 gns.—

Atf Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-
worth (Town Station). [3937

SUX V.T.S.. 2-sp6ed, F.E.. new brake fitted. 2 tool-

bags, and batteiT in leather case; £27/10; seen
anv time.-171. East Barnet Rd., New Bamet. [3648

<^J.h.p. 1916 Sun-Villiers, 2-stroke, Araac, Avon tyres,^2 in splendid condition ; £29,
change combination
Craylord, Eeut.

with cash.— 66,

Sunbeam.

bargain, or ex-
Iron Mill Lane.

[3720

discs,

JULIAN,

Garage, Beaconsfleld

F'OR Sale, 1913 3','jli.p. Triumph. 3 speeds and chitch,
eqiuil to new, not used during war ; £35.—The

Sui'ljly Stores, Straliane. [X319S

TPaUMPH, 1914, 3y2h.p., 3-speed model, in excellent
condition; £33.~I.ongman Bros., 2, King's

Parade, Acton. TeL : 1578 Chiswick. [4029,

3i-4h.p. Triumph, ^26; sidecar, £5; both new con-

^,, ^.r„«„ »»„<^^. ,
2 dition, ride awav; exchange entertained.—0% Droaa street,, Wrlght. 113, Blair St., Poplar. London. [3879

R 17 A F> I IV f^ rpRUT]\rpH-ENGINED Rover, 5h.p., very hot stuflE,*^ -• •'^ '-^ * * ^ ^***i A and sporty apearance; £20j exchange lor good

Biggest Light Car and Motor Cycle Dealers in
the South.

:
2-stroke.—68. High St., Crawley, Sussex. [390.7

Phone: 1024.

TRIUMPH. Si^jh.p., T.T., as new, guarantepcl perfect

innuins nrilov, willi aocessi:ries : linrpain, £?8.—

Bh.p. M.A.G..
-Eire and Co.,
E.C.3.

lamp."?,

15-16,
[0551

"I
Q16 3'-jh.p. &inbeam, T.T. Bars, discs, niudshields,

i ^y lamps, liorti, flplendid condition ; £85.—Below.

1 Q16 Sunbeam Combination,
JL«^ horn, speedometer; £135.-
Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St.,

1 Q19 Sunbeams in stock; exchanges quoted.—Halifax
J-*y Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

[3755
SUNBEAM.—Immediate delivery ol new jnodels; ex-

ch'anges; enquiries invited.—Parker's, Bradsbaw-
gate, Bolton. [3:3814

SUNBEAM Combination, 3',2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, stored since 1916, in exceiHional

condition; 70 gns.—Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd..
EaUng, W.5. [3923

FOR Sale. SV-h.p. Sunbeam, new October 1915
use two

Closed Wednesday 1. After 6 p.m. at 7, Ravenhurst Av., Hendon. [X3755

RIDER TROWARD and Co, 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Triumph, delivery February, 4h.p., £87.

Oiders being hooked foi 2-stroke, earliest delivery.

[2273

LATE 1915 T.T. Triumph, 3"i.h.p., flimb anvthingi
l;tiii[i3, accessories, condition perfect: £48, of

iiparest offer.- (i.. Ivy House, Burton Latimer, Kettet^

I ing. [X3719

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V'h.p., S-speed, chitch, sporting

wicker sidecar, nearly new tyres, perfect coiidif

' tion, ride away;
I

.Slieei).

£45.-48, Temple Sheen Rd

Serfect order,
ew York, Northumberland,

19

easons, tyres just renewed, guaranteed
offers wanted; see Wants, advt.—R^ed,

[3930

16 3^2h,p. T.T. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, tick start, disc wheels, very good condi-

tion, complete with lamps, horn, etc. ; £93, or part ex-
change higher powered machine.—51, Broad St., Ross-
on-Wye. [X3767

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Cotobination, Lucas electric light-
ing set, hood, screen, electric horn, and spare

wheel, delivery next month; full value allowed for
any motor in part exchange.—Bunting, 7, Mason's
At., Wealdstone. [3937

ABARGArN", 1914-15 B^c^.p. Sunbeam combina-
tion Gloria sidecar, windscreen, beautiful con-

dition, tyres practically new; mileage 3,000;
guarantee -^d; first cheque £95 secures.—Holland, 28,
Whitebull St., Burnley. [3933

"I
Q16 Sunbeam, 3lih.p., 3-speed, free engine, kick

X«7 starter, speedometer, front and rear Lucas lamps,
watch, horn, pump, waterproof overalls, etc., littl*? used

' owinff to petrol restrictions : £70, or near utt'er.—
George Delahoy. 24, Park Rd.. Spalding. [3704

T Q16-17 Sunbeam 312^.p. Combination, siderar new,
-i-*^ Lucas electric lighting, with spare accumulator,
speedometer, watch, grid, mirror, all tools, tyres all

new and unpunctured, machine just overhauled, condi-
tion guaranteed perfect and appearance as new. com-
plete and lururious outfit; seen after 6.30, or ride 50
miles week-end; £110. offers considered. — Gue>"t, 5,
Barnsley Rd., Edgba?ton. Birmingham. [X3571

Triumph.
4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed model, 1914; £47/10.-

thope, 9, Shoe Lane.

rpRIUMPH, countershaft, 1919^early deliveries

-Wau-
[3975

; £87.
[2360

We specialise in First-class Machines-
No rubbish offered or wanted.

COMBINATIONS.
jgiy S h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,

.AI.A.G., spare wheel, Lucas dynamo
lighting, condition as new £169

igiy 3^ h.p. N.U.T. Combination, 3-sp.

countershaft, kick-starter, hand
clutch ; very sporty, only done 100
miles £95

I9r6 Powerplus INDIAN Combination
;

mileage 500 £105
191 'i B.S.A. Combination, very good
order

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed
ignition, stored during war, almost new; £38; to

[37lV

clutch model. Bosch

I

be seen by appointment.—H.J.B.,
I W.8.

10, Pembroke Mews,
[3846

£65

£85

£80

£45
£45

SOLOS.
1917 ^\ h.p. SUNBEAM, W.D. model,
lamp set, all accessories

1916 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, disc wheels,
lamp set, speedometer, Klaxon,
senii-T.T. bars

1915 T.T. 2,i h.p. DOUGLAS, splendid
condition

1910 Baby TRIUMPH, almost new ..

CARS.
1914 SINGER, 10 h.p., Rotax dynamo

liyliting, very good order £220
Special sporting SINGER, outside ex-

haust pipes, fish-tail back, dynamo
lightmg, very last £250

«i. sn/iiTH & 00.,
16, HAMPbTEAD ROAD, LONDON. N.W.I.

rrjlDHBQGHDDmREiBElCIlDEBQHaSEDQE]

tion ; '£50, nearest cffer: stored whole war.-

8. St. Nicholas Rd., Brighton.

TRIUMPH, 3'/.h.p., late 1913 clutch model, mileage
2,500, Cowey speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn,

[stored since 1914; £30.—Capt. Dickinson, Estcourfc

, Heene Rd., Worthing. [3860

TRIUMPH. 1913, 3yoh.p., free engine, 3-speed, Bosch
niiit:.. 2 uia'^.sivp lamps, horn. Klaxon hooter, speed-

ometer, Xl'All saddle, excellent condition; offers.—H.,
13. Montague St., Worthing. [X3765.

TRIUMPH 1910 3'/2h-p. Model, new Bosch watei>
tight mag-, drip feed lubrication, excellent con-

dition; £23.—Longman Bros., 2, King's Parade,
Aclon. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. [4030

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, mileage 500,
Dhitins, enamel, tvres as new, unscratched condi-
--- - ' ,.,._.

-Lt Hellett,
[3797

TRIUMPH, 1916, couutershaft 3 speeds, coaehbuilj
sidecar, nearly new. lamps, tools, spares; gcod

rea.son for selling; highest offer accepted.—Palmer. 61r
Commercial Rd., Waterloo. S.E.I. [3772

TRIUMPH. 1919. 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft model,
iust ariived f:om works, now actually in stock;

£87; first one secures.-Wilkins, Simpson and Co.. II,

Haunuer?mith Rd. (opposite Olympia), London. [3376

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, all

tools, sparer, and accessories, with 1917 20 gn,

Gloria sidecar; £50; run l>e seen and tried any time.—
I

Wood, 1, Broomhill Rd., Goodmayes, Ilford. [X3744

TRIUMPH and Sidecar. 1913, Sturmey 3-speed. lanipa,

tools, new tyres, perfect mechanical condition,
enamel, plating poor becaused stored during war;
irenuine bargain, £38.—Fenn, 129. Castellain Mansions,
W.9. i3751

TRIUMPHS.—Longman Bros,, 2, King's Parade,
Acton. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. We have several

first-class second-hand Triumphs from 1910 to 1914;
also we are booking lor the post-war model early

deliveries. [4031-

-|Q15 2»4h.p. Triumph Junior, 2-speed gear. Miller
Jltf lamps, mechanical horn, brand new Clincher tyre

f

on back wheel, condition perfect, climb anything; bar-

gain, £45.—H. Massey, 19, Station Lane, Wombwell,
near Barnsley. [X3647
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

COMJIERCIAL'S cross-country 1912 fixed Triumph.
g:raiKl engine, fast and flexible, appearance good.

new tvre. other and belt good; first £23 secures or

e.tchanEe recent 2-speed lightweight.—77, Birkbyhall

Bd.. HuJdorsfleld. ,
L3985

JONES' Garage, Triumph agents, and contracts

placed; one model H in stock, £87: others

expected and promised in March.—The Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.IO (short 'bus ride from Finsbury
P»rk, on Highgate Tube). [4026

31h.p. Trimnph, engine j^o. 9,382, Bosch mog.,
5 plating and enamel like neiv, new bock tyre, the

original one on front, not used for 4 years, carefully

stored, lamp, tools, etc. ; £30. or exchange -with cash

for 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian spring frame or 7-9h.p. F.N.
—E. S. Andrews. The Limes, Out Northgate, Bury St.

Edmnuds. Siiflolk. [X3728

Victoria.

Tery little used, fin<;

The Supply Stores, Straltane.
[X3191

Vindec.

VINDEC Special Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed Eoc gear,
handle starting, Bosch magneto, and sidecar, in

sp'endid mechanical ordet: £18, bargain.—Butter-
worths Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, [3838

~|Q15 2-spced 2-stroke_Yictoria,
X «/ condition i

' 'J621.-

Williamson
'ILLTAMSON". 8h.p.. water-cooled, sidecar, 2-speed:

£85.-79. Park Hill, Clapham. [391 £

cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor
18a, tTuion St. South. Halifax. [3761

1 Q19 Wiili.imson

WinPrecision.
XTTIX-PRECISION. 3i::h.p., 1912-1913. fixed gear,

jooii t.vre*5 and belt, machine in appearance
similar to a Triumph; £24.—Butterworth's Garage,
6^, Mill Lane. Brixton Hill. [3859

31h.p. Wolf. U.H.
2 (lid foiKlitioD

;

SCHth.nll, W.

nin;?.,

bnrgiii

Wolf
Senspray carburetter, splen
, 16gns.—76, Western Ed.

[399C

Wooier.
Garage are appointed .agents for the new
er, 254h.p. horizontal twin with spring

Irame and aUo other attractive features; £59; let u:
haT.e your order, it is good; show model expected
shortly and deliveries in March.—The Broadway
Muswell Hill. N.IO (short ride from Finsbury Park
on Highzate Tubet. [4927

Zenith.
31h.p. Zenith and Sidecar- Giadau gear; price £35.—

2 W^uchope, 9. Shoe Lane. [5967

rOE Sf»Ie. Zenith-Gr.ndua 3''.h.p. combination : es-
[ert examination allowed.—97, NeK Ed, Grays.

_ [X3735
I7EXITH. 1916, 5lRp., and Canoelet sidecar, hardlv
ZJ used, like new; £85.—Hulbeit, 9, Ormonde Ed..
Kast Sheen, S.W. [3699

1 Q ^ 5 Zenith CombinntionV "Shrpn—pjactically new,
J-tT spare tube and belt; £90.—Letters 2, Church
HiJl. Wnlthamstow. [X3671

ZEXITn-GKADUA, 3'/.h.p., and wicker sidecar, tyres
and belt perfect, lamps; £56/10, snip.—261,

Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [3905

RIDEE TEOWAEJ and Co.. 51, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Zenith-Graduas, new models, delivery thi.*

month ; prices on application. [2274

ZEXITH, 8h.p., kick-start, coachbuilt sidecar, new
condition; £70; exchange 5Vl>h.p. and cash.—29,

St. Leonards St.. Broraley-by-fio'.v. [3890

ZEXITH. 8h.p., 1915. countershaft, clutch, coach-
built sidecar, C.A.Y. lighting set. escelleat cocdi-

t!on: £75.—Don, ilon Abri, New ilalden. [X3614

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1912, Bo^ch, new Dirnlop and
and tube, T.T.. excellent condition, lamps, horn;

£30, or oifer.—H., 16, Tuscan Rd., Plumstead. [3638

ABSOLrTELY as New Sh.p. Zenith Combination,
nnscratched, mileage about 1,000; £100; exchange

entertained.-Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar, London.
[3878

ZENITH GEADTJA 1914 Sh.p. Combination, running
parts in excellent condition, powerful, fast, C.E.

sidecar. Terv genuine turnout ; 40 gns.—White, Cnstle
ffill, Cncklade, Wilts. [X3774

ZENITH. 1917. Sh.p. J.A.P., Gradna conntershnit
gear, lamp, tools, et<;., tick start, splendid runniij&'

order: £85.—Captain Keller, K.A.F., Mill Farm. Earn
ley, near Chichester. [X3659

ZENITH, 1917, purchased Dee., 1918, 6h.p. twin,
Grndua gear, K.3., full accessories, everything the

veiy best, not done 500 males, lite new; £70; must sell,

fiP^ ^Box 2,847, c/o TTie Motor Cycle. [X36S0

ZENITH Combination, 4-5h.p., 1914-1915, twin,
sporting coachbuilt sidecar, countershalt model,

guaranteed condition, with accessories; £65.~Eutter
worth's Garage, Mill Lane, Briston Hill. [3837

% yENITH 1914 Sh.p. T^vin, winner of l,000c.c. hill-^ climb in 1914, and not used ^ince 1916, done
-about 4,000 miles only, fast mach.ine, T.T. bars; £55.
no offers.—Bostem, Prestwych, Dene Ed., Noithwcod.
'Phone: 223. [5785

ITYRES
Special

Clearance
Lines.

All goods sent on seven
days' approval against
remittance.

A 3/- OUTFIT is presented

Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding £1.

COVERS.
BATES—

Our List

Price. Price.

26x2} special heavy 30/- 58/-

26x2 J
special heavy 35/- 61/6

26 X 2 i rubber studded (wired on) 20 /- 48 /-

GOODYEAR—
26 X2i heavy diamond studded . 28/6 Pre-

^6 vol „ . 41/3 war
28x3' „ . 61 /-Prices.

650x63 „ 46/3

FIRESTONE—
26x2} X2i heavy non-skid 35/- 60/-

' {Oversize for 2i rims.)

.Sx2.iditto 37/- 65/-
(For Indian machines;.

KEIVIPSHALL—
26x2! X2j heavj' anti-skid 30/- 57/6

!
BEST MAKES—

Cannot advertise name.

I 700 X 30 heavy 3-ribbed 50 /- 71/3
{Oversize for 650 x 6^ cims.>-

I TUBES.
I Bites, Goodyear, Fircsione, etc.

I 26x2 ....6/- 8/9 28x3 .... 10;- I3'6

I
26X2i .... 6/9 10/- 28X2.iX2i 8/-II'6

26x2s 7/- 11/- 650x65 .. 10/- 13 -

26X2i SI- 11/6 700x80 .. 12/6 16-
I 2SX2J 8/6 12/6

[

Butted same price as Endless.

I BELTS.
1 All makes in stock at Special Prices.

j

RETREADING.
1 Extra hea\'y rubber studded 17/5
J Heavy rubber studded 15/-

I Medium rubber studded 12/6

1 Time required, 7 days trcm receipt of cover.

MOTOR CYCLES
Zenith

Combination,

FOR SALE.

ZEXITPI 1917 Comhinntion. Sh.p. J.A.P. englni-,

couutersliaft clutch model, fitted 3in. tyres, speed-

ouieter. lamps, horn, spares, mileage 4,000. in gowl
condition; can be driven away: £85, or nearest oiier.-

Hughes, 69, Week St., Maidstone, Kent. [XiS61

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

1Q16 Lady's 2-strol;6 Calthorpe, a.€peed, not ridden
X fj 500 miles, excellent condition : Dargaia, 30 gns.

-" Ulynol," Woodlea Ed., Worthing. [3732

Miscellaneous.

ONES' Garage.—1919 Viotojj Model Matchless,
tl spare
changeable

wheel
£140.-

all wheels detachable and Inler-

-Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 New Imperial combinations,

S-speed and hand-controlled clntch; £126.—Broad-
way. Muswell Hill. N.IO.

JG.NES' Garage.—1919 Model K B.S-A.; £79/16 -

Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.IO.

1919 3l/'li.p. Ariel. 3 speed and

Broadway, .
Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1919 New Imperial lightweight:

48 gns.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage will have all other makes as soon as

the makers start supplying.-Broadway, Muswell

Hill, N.IO

JONES' Garage, short 'bus ride from either Finsbury

Park or Highgate Tube Railway.

1916 semi-T.T. Sh.p. Enfield, as

N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-
clntch: £80.-

TONES' Garage.- --
O new: £55.—Broadway, Muswell Hill,

JONES' Garage.-1914 Calthorpe-Jap,
-Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Zenith-Gradua,
—Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

2-speed; £32.

3VAV- *^5-

not done 200JONES' Garage.—New Ision 2-stroke, l

milt=, fitted with all lamps, etc. ; £35 ;
like new.

very

-"The 'Broadway, Mua-

The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.-1913 Rudge Multi. new tyres and

J belt, in perfect mechanical running order, lamp,

etc.; £32.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, JN.IO.

TONES' Garage.—1913 G.W.K., hood, screen, lamps.

J honi etc. in very nice order; £128.-The Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.-1913 SV-h.p. New Hudson and side

J car, 3-speea and clutch, alljamgs, etc.,

nice order and condition; £35.-

well Hill, N.IO.

ONES' Garage.-Coventry Simplex-Jap, SV'jh.p.. T.T..

"machine built for spek will do 70 in.p.li., large

tank: £30.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, K.IU-

ONES' Garage.—1917 Allon, 2-speed and handle-bar

controlled clutch, fitted with light sidecar abso-

lutely "ike new ;
£52/10.-Broadway, Muswell H.U,

N.IO.
ONFS' Garage—1917 SVA.p. James, 3-speed counter-

shaft hire clriteh. absolutely Ute new; £75.-

Broadwav,' Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Carage.-1917 S'Jh.p New Imperial. 2-speed,

J as ne'V £45.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

J°^;?'' tSSeTi'r^'heff^pSd^SS^f^lhaT'gSt
tar:VigiE?;r^t:a^%ve&^cog^built^sidecar.^a

£105; like new.—Broadway,

4h.p.: £50.-
p —1914 T.T. Triumph,
Muswell Hill. N.IO.

Matchless combination, fitted

£145.—Broadway, Mus-

' beautiful outfit

Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Gara
Broadway,

JONES' Garage.-1919
with Lucas lamps, new

well Hill. N.IO

J ONI
tiL .

Broadw
[4028

and sidecar, with acees-
:luti . ,

N S.U., in good con-

III High Road, Streatham, s^
and

||4 Vanxhall Bridge Road.sw.
Victoria, i-

JFS' Garage will be pleased to give Inrther par-

tfcula?fot'an> machine or machines upon request,

upon application.

-

-ListsJONES' GaraL
Muswell Hill, N.IO,

£ 22 ' 1 0.—Andrews,

R^Sri^s'^a?JS!e'tSS?\a^e:V^art:-clutcl..tyres
belt good, , £14 ;^

also or^is.m,^ ^.-.-.^-
-^,^^i^^_.j^^j.

pedal start, -..,---.,- .. ^
Pitlochry, Perthshire, ^.B. [3771

iSlHI IHIII

;md
dition
ipacli,'

-r<TV OP WIGHT Motor Cyclists should see WitLam

I'^irS i^Hi^gh St., Newport about their new

inount. Earhest dehvenes oi
^f^^'^^f

-J'^
,„^^,'|t

Sit'irpairs'^l.y sSlled mechanics. Full range^o,

tvres and accessories.

NT-W 1919 Models.-We are accepting orders lor

S s \ Bradlmrv, Douglas, New Impenal, Norton.

Koval EubJ' lex I'mbiam: Triumph, Levis William-

fen motor cycles, and G.W.K.. and Calfhorpo hsht cars,

for earliest possible ijelivery.-

18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

RIDER THOWARD and Co.. 31, 40b, and 78, Hish
St Hampstead, have alway ~ very IXrge stock

of second-hand motor cycles lists tree. It is im-

rns-ihl? to publish the lull list every week, and

ntendfng pu?ehasers are well advised t; call The

Hampstead depot is one mmute , walk ftoni Hamp
f;„"rl T„he Station, and is oper evei day, 'Dclurhng

^.-iHalifai Motor Exchange,
[3763

stead Tube Station, and
Saturday and Sunday.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol ;ach advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. 1

Miscellaneous.

THE H.O. Mutor Co., 347. Flnrliley Ed.. N.W.5,
haTo the lolluwing machines for disposal:

JD^O. 1918. 3'-..h.p. J A. P.. Stiinuev-Aiulier eountei-
shiilt gfiiir, u«w luaeliiuo; 69 gus.

ENTIELD. 1915. 3h.p. twin, Enfield pear, perfect

order: 37 t'Qs.

PTtEMIEE. 1913, 2i(.h.p., S-speed. clutcli. pedal
•tnrt. Just overhauled; 27 gus.

ZEXITH Coml.inntion, 1914. 6-8h.p. J.A.P., aportiug
toncli sidc-ar

INDIAN. 1915,
thoroughly overhiiui-'d

l»eriiict ; 69 gus.

9h.r.. 2-spe*'d. kick,
49 gna.

clutoh, iu"t.

T.M.C, lOh.p., 4-cyl. 3-8peed, spring bark nnd f'^on',

just coiupletely overhauled, with sidecar chaesis ;

'

49 giu.

T.D.C., 3',jh.p.. Grado gear, Bosch, good order: 19
gus.

1915. fitted to Triumph. 1916.
iiBst 3-si>oe<l getir geut's cycle, perteet order: 19

gus.

A UTO-WHEEL,

gna.

SIXGER, 1914, 3h.p.. oiwn
(lut<:h: 34 gns.

chine, just dowu from makeis

frame. 2-op66d, r'clt

ARIEL, 4h.p.. new ma
£80

H UMBER, 2^,h.r..
order ; 24 giis.

TORPEDO, 1914. 2
22 giis.

A.LP., llih.p.,
18 gna.

1914, twin, single speed, good

jh.p., 2-speed, Precis^ion engine.

1913, perfect order, Bosch mag.

;

MARTIX-J.A.P., SVsh.p., o.h.T., one of Harry
Martin's racers, very fast, aud perfect through-

oat; 35 gna

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., N-TV-S.
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday aft«r-

nooaa and Sundays. [3583

7-911. p..

[3823
RUDGE, 1913-14. 29gns.: Inrlian, 1914,

35 yus.—245, Hanniiersiiiith Rd., W.e.

-| Q12 Clyno, _5-61i.p., 35 gns., combination; 1911

8.W.
Barolea, 5-6h.p. twin, 12 gns.—895, Pnlliam Rd

[3822

NEW Models in Stock.—S'Mi.p. P. and M. combina-
tion, £102; 2^lIl.p. 2-spt'ed New Imperial, £50:

Enfield, aVib.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, £52/10; Royal
Ruby. 2''ih.p., 2-speed, £50; Radco, 2Vih.p., 2-stroke,

fitted with lamps, horn, etc., as new, £25; Ariel.

33;4h.p., perfect, fitted complete. £25; Sunbeam, 3V>
h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, and sidecar, electric, fitted

Lucaa lamps, horn, speedometer, equal to new, £100,
only want3 seeinp.—Hebden's Motor ^Mart, St. James's
St., Burnley. Tel. : 488. [3953

BODIES.
for SidecarBASTOx^E 8

wicker and coacblmilt bodies;
Bodies.—Several IirIii

olso tandem and
torpedo bodies at clearance prices.—228, Pentonville
Rd.. King's Cross. London. N.l. [2780

SIDECAR Body Designs tor the trade only. Woik
ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of orif,'ini:i

«ie.signs, also working drawings full si7.ed or to scale-—
<_kioper'B Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. "estatilished designers tv

the coacli trade for over 80 years. Consult lis when de-

sigoins new ideas -20, Tudor St., Loudun. E.0.4 [081 P

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,
*rinrting bodieB.—
S.W. (3822.-

SIDECARS, roncbbiiilt tniiiiug oml
Sidecar Works, 895, I'lrlh.nTn Ed.,

BASTONES' fnr Side'^.nrs fit low prire.'?.— 228. Pentoii

7ille Rd., King's Cross. Londorr, N.l. [2779

WATSONIAN Ijghtweisht Sidecar, nearlv new:
£7.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Tliornton Heatli, S.Y.

[3926

RTDGE Co.ich Sidernr, in good condition, -with apron
seen by appointment.—Kingston Hall, Hiirlon.

[S3599

MOXTGOMEItT Wicter Sidenar, side door, InscitP
l-Tid, as new; £S.10.-H.S., 33, St. Stcphen'.s Ed..

CLEARANCE Lines

!

value. sIOL-k-soiled
Leicester.

several cane sidecars, splendid
only.—The V.'illovvbrook Co..

[0901

B.S.A.. Mills-Fiilford coachbnilt sidecar, lugpajr'-

carrier, ptrlect; £11.—Allen, Mellor House, Kdi:-

(rare. [3914

BRAMBLE Coachbuilt .Sidecar Ior_sale, splendid con
dition ; f9,'9, or nearest offer.

Obesbam. ]!n<'ks.

Barnes, Broadlnnds.
(3780

NEW Rally medium weight touring models in stock

for irarnediate delivery.—Rider Troward and Co..

SI, High St., Hampstead. [3606

WAT.'^OXIAX Lightweight Sidecar for sale, new roa-

dition; £7 10.—Lester, 10, Hanway Place, Han-
way St., Tott.-nh;mi Conrt Ed., W. [3710

SHOl'-SOILED Gloria Commercial Sidecar, Model 6.

14^118.- also extra strong and large box fiideeai

£6/10, oflels.-Smith, 27, Prince's Av., Hull. [S3594

SIDECAES and Chassis, touring, tradesmen's, aim
sporting models; good variety; deliveries fruii

rtoet.—Burbnry Sidecar Works, Farm St., Birmincliii'

[3851

eflsieRrM
GflRflG"

We can give

Immediate Delivery
of the following

MOTOR CYCLES.
ALLOW, ARI EL,
BLACKBURNE, B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS, JAMES,
MATCHLESS, NEW
IMPERIAL, TRIUMPH,
ROYAL ENFIELD.

The machines enumerated below, for

which we hold Agencies, will also be

available shortly, and we are booking

orders for delivery in strict rotation

—

A.B.C., A.J.S., BROUGH,
CLYNO, DIAMOND,
HENDERSON, N.U.T.,

NORTON, P. «M.
HOVER, ZENITH.

SIDECARS.
CANOELET, MILLFORD,

SWAN.

EXCHANGES
— ARRANGED. —
The following is a selection of our

Second - hand
Motor Cycles.
We will send full particulars to all enquirers.

ROYAL RUBY, tgrd, 2} h.p., 2-stroke .. £28

TRIUMPH, igo9, 3! h.p.. Tourist Model . £16
OVERSEAS, r9r4, 3! h.p., Tourist Model £32

ALLON, igrC, z] h.p., 2-stToke, 2 speeds,

and clutch ,
£42

TRIUMPH, J9r2, 3* h.p., clutch model,

and Philipson pulley £35
GHATER-LEA, 1916, 2J h.p., 2-stroke,

2 speeds £32
ZENITH, I9r6, 8 h.p., Gradua gear, and

free engine £67

BROUGH, igtO, 3! h-p., 3 speeds, coun-

tershaft gear, lamps, and horn £60
SERVICE, jgrs, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £26

PREMIER, rgrs, 3! h.p., 3 speeds £36

ROYAL ENFIELD rgte 6 h.p. Combrna-
tion, lamp.,, lioru, and speedometer . . £85

Deferred Payments accepted lor cither New
or Second-hand Machines.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C, A.C.U., A.A, & M.U.,

418, Bomford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone

:

490 East Ham.
Telegrams

:

"Egaraco, Loodon."

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars are monnfactured at the Rennoj

Motor Sidecar and EugineeriiiK Works, 86,

toria Rd., Stroud Green, London, N.4.

RENNOO Sidecars are designed and raanufacturei
under the personal suprrviaion of Mr. ( *«orgff

Conner.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We snpply lugs, rims, ppokee,
hol.st«iing mat-erial. tubing, springs, aud all flfl

meuts lor any malce eidecai.

wheelRENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hood3, screens,

discs, etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, re-

tail, and export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs tuj

motor cycle and sidecars. 9

RENNOC Sidecars.—Special department for sideoHW
body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

PnCENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all

spares and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNOC Sidecars.—14 models to fit all motoraj''

tandems a sjiecir.lity.

-We can give immediate deliver;

ENNOC Sidecars to suit riarley, Yale, Indian, Exi

ccUior, Pope, and all American models.

RENNOC Sidecars,

of all models.

R
RENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle am

sidecar frame repairs, enamelling and plating.;

RENNOC Sidecars are
hihoods,

actual manufacturers
screens, and wheel discs.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand

and clearance sidecars; special list.

RENNOO Sidecars have in stock 17 different da-'

sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present,

sidecar with us to be overhauled, we have »
special department. a

RENNOC Sidecar Works, 86, Victoria Rd. Tolling*

ton Park, Stroud Green, Loudon, N.4. [3564

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, good condition, 6Uit about

4hp. nrachine, £1S/15; another £13/13.—Geo.
Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction, S.W.

[3737

SPOETINQ Canoelet Sidecar, coachbuilt, hammock
scat, extra light, by Mead and Deiikin, beautiful

rondition, complete; sacrifice £9.—Else, Dimple, Mat-

lock. [X3731

NEW .Empire Coachbuilt Sidecars, to fit B.S.A,,

Triumph, and Douglas machines; prices

£27/10/3, £18/4, and £16/2 respectively.—Wauchoiie,

9, Shoe Lane. [39e8

BUTTEEWOBTH'S Garage have several second-hand
light sidecar chassis, with wheels and springs,

some want couplings to complete, for sale cheap.—
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [384^

HANDSOME Cane Sidecar, MilHord chassis, apron,

wind screen, foot gong and luggage earner: cost

£17 first cheQue tor £10 secures, bargain.—22, Banks
Av., Meols, Hoylake, Cheshire. [X3688

CAXOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, good condition, £5,

lowest- Phoenix sidecar, oeachbuilt, upholstering

slightly torn, otherwise pertect, £4/10, no oflers ; can

he seen week-enils or evenings.-91, Mapledcne Ed,,

Dalston, E.8. [3g!14

NEW High-class TInderslung Sidecar Chassis, for

Hnrjcy-Davidson and American Excelsiors, 28x3'

wheel £6/15; new wicker body, with apron, 18/-; new
co.acb bodies, £4/15 and £5/15; new medium weight

sidecars, to fit any leading English make, on rails In

crate £12/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 18a, Union
St, South, Halifax, [3765

TRICARS FOR SALE.

TEICVR, unflnisbed, 2-speed, chain drive, 8h.p. watee
looled; £15.—Buckley, 248, Haughton Green,

Denton, Manchester, [X3743

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MOKllVX, 1914, spoiting model, fawn, excellent con-

dition; cheap.—A. J. Bond, Somertou, Soni. [381S

8h ri .T A.l' Sporting 3-wheeled Eunahout, good COB-

.iiticiu- £50.-33, Wiltshire Ed., Brixton, London.
[3920

DE DION" 5' '.h.p., w.c, 3-wheeler: £20, or exchange
good 31'ih.p. cycle.—Letters, c/o Ede, 33, Manor

Rd., Wallington. [3692

O -WHEEL Cycle Car Chassis, water-cooled power

unit, radiator; £25, or nearest.—Boyack,_90_,

Albert St., Dundee. P!;3736

1 Q14 Swift Cycle Car, 7-9h.p., just overhauled, ep'A

i-U condition, lamps and accessories; £100.—Bowhill,
New St.. Holt, Norfolk. [3828

6h p W C 3-wheel Runabout, 2 speeds, clutch,

complete less mag., make good cycle car; £12.—

13, North St., Barking, [3945

3-SEATEE Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p. Blnmfleld, 3 speeds,

reverse, hood, screen, etc.; £80, or near; exchange

^nsidcred; seen after 5 p.m.-27, Imperial Ed^
lieeston, Notts. [X3748

/~(YOLE Car, 8h.p. twin, 3 speeds, 2-«eater, 3-wheelOT,

one of the smartest Imilt, wanta a little adjust-^

;

ment; price £45, or nearest oBer.—Q. Frith, Wheston,

Tideswell, Buxton.
""[X3754

A^G All letters relating tc advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The "All-weather" Motor Cycle.

OLD
usages die hard, whether ridiculous

in their application or not, and a case

in point connected witii the riding of

motor cycles is the unjustifiable employ-
ment of the term "season." At all times

of the year, in the cold days of January and
in the broiling heat of August, the motor
cycle is to the i:)leasure-seeker a pleasure and
to the business man a boon.

" Many things by season, seasoned are to

their right praise and true perfection," says

Shakespeare, and, if in high summer the motor
cycle is the best appreciated, it is no reason

whv we should continue to talk of motor cycling

as if it were indulged in only during that par-

ticular period. The abolition of the term
needs no greater justification than recent

events provided. Whilst the Tube strike

was in progress, hundreds of motor cycles

helped iii a small way to relieve the transport

between the suburbs and the city. During^ the

last spell of frost, too, the sidecars both for

pleasure and business were much in evidence.

At week-ends in the neighbourhood of big towns
motor 'cycles are as numerous as motor cars.

True sport and real pleasure may be experi-

enced in the rush of the biting wind, as well as

in the soft breezes of summer ; variety is the

spice of life, even in motor cycling.

Neither is this " all-the-year-round " riding

confined to the male sex. A sign of the times is

obsen-able in the keen enthusiasm of lady motor
cyclists and sidecarists in every kind of weather.

It is from the riders who scorn to store their

machines in winter that one gets the reasoned

and sound criticism of weatherproofing, and it

must be admitted that constructive criticism is

the most effective way of drawing manufacturers'

attention to riders' wants.

If the few motor cyclists- who coddle their

machines and themselves would brave the ele-

ments and cast "season" from their vocabulary,

they could speak more authoritatively on subjects

pertaining to the pastime, and, incidentally, add

greatly to their pleasures.

In talking of fishing, football, or cricket, the

expression is sensible, it has a meaning, but to

apply it to a mode of travel as universal as

motor cycling is a reflection upon the all-weather

qualities of the modern motor cycle.

Is a T.T. Race Possible ?

AN
invitation has recently been sent from

Douglas, I.O.M., to the Royal Auto-

mobile Club to hold a car race in

the island during the present year. The
R.A.C. has given its approval and the

decision now rests \yith the S.M.M.T. If a car

race is held, is it too much to hope that a motor

bicycle race might follow it? We have evidence

that the T.T. course could be put into- excellent

order by next summer, and the local authorities

are prepared to put the work in hand at once.

The Islanders look forward to the races as

a means of increasing their prosperity and bring-

ing additional visitors to their shores. Sporting

motor cyclists would doubtless vote unanimously

for the resumption of the races next summer,

but it is improbable that the trade will be able

to devote their energies to racing and at the

same time satisfy the numerous customers who
wait impatiently for their standard models.

A race for private owners and despatch riders

would, we have no doubt, receive a large amount

of support, and, if well organised, would turn

out to be a thoroughly sporting event productive

of much good tuning and good riding, but it

would hardly take the place of the classic event

of past years ; moreover, it is possible that

without the assistance of the trade there would

be great difficulty in bringing the event to a

satisfactory conclusion.

Though we and our readers would like to see

a race in the Isle of Man during 1919, we
recognise that, in view of the very exceptional

circumstances which prevail at the present

time, the final decision must rest with the. trade.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. (^,j,>^ii^j-

AUTOMATIC LAMP
LIGHTERS.

""rHE altacliment of auto-lighter mecha-

1 nism makes it possible to light

acetylene lamps by a flick of the

finger, like switching on electric lamps, on
any night, windy or otherwise.

First obtain two sets of mechanism,
consisting of wheel, holder, flint, spring,

and adjusting screw, as used on ordinary

pocket lighters.

To fit one to the rear lamp a piece

of strip tin or brass is cut, filed, drilled,

and bent to shape, and the lighter sol-

dered into position as shown. A small

slot is then cut in the side of the lamp to

fit the wheel by drilling a row of holes

and opening out with a file, so that tlie

spark occurs about a quarter of an inch

above the burner.

The lighter is then put in position on
the side of the lamp, and the ends of the

strip are bent to suit the contour of the
lamp and riveted on.

In the case of the front lamp the
lighter is put inside the lariip and oper-

ated from outside.

A piece of tin is shaped as shown, ;i

hole being made to suit the screwed por-

tion of the burner tube, and a smaller

one in order that the flint, spring, and
screw may be inserted after the body of

the lighter has been soldered into position.

The lighter wheel is fitted with a

spindle made of a cycle spoke, the end
of which is filed slightly taper, and driven
into the hole in the wheel.

A simply designed automatic lighter.

A hole is next drilled in the lamp case,

so that the end of the spindle may pro-
ject through. The projecting end of the
spindle is then bent to form a small
crank. Turning this crank in the correct
direction will result in a stream of sparks
being shot over the burner, which will

not fail to ignite the gas in even the
strongest wind. It is well to unfasten the
door catch, in order that an e.\plosion, if

It occurs, shall not blow out the front
glass.

The fitting placed in this position does
not in any way obstruct the light.

—

H.D.H.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO
CARRIER STRAPS.

STRAPS are poor things at their best,

frequently stretching and breaking at

the precise moment when most iieeded,-

and, further, they are exceedingly difficult

to manipulate in cold weather.

A really good substitute can be made
from E.A.F. wire, or any good cable of

that kind, and a pair of turnbuckles, such

as are used for rigging an aeroplane

;

Ir^^^^l^ fl

J

9^
Turnbuckles and R.A.F. wire as carrier

straps.

these articles should be easily obtained
just now. The approximate length being
decided, the necessary splicing and fitting

is an easy matter. Leather pads to pro-

tect the corner of the object carried will

be needed, and may be neatly looped on
the wire so as to slide to any position.

A board on the carrier, covered in felt,

if a good suit case is being carried, is

necessary to avoid chafing on the carrier

bars. A few turns of the buckles and
the wire can be drawn to the necessary
tautness.—F.A.S.

SINGLE CONTROL LEVER.
ALTHOUGH of the single control

type, this lever is used with dual
calales and the ordinary two-slide

carburetter; in fact, it is fitted in exactly

the same manner as the usual dou^

control.

As will be seen, the horizontal mota

of the lever determines the opening_j

the throttle, and the vertical mot^
regulates the position of the extra

slide.

It is obvious that innumerable mixtua

and .volumes can be obtained by vary^

the position of the control lever.

One might at first be inclined to

lieve that this compound motion is

complex for a standard handle-bar atta

ment, but it requires little practice-i

determine the best path of the contj

lever ; and after using once or twice,

varying mixture that is required frd

say, starting up to full load, can
operated by the thumb in one moven
upward and to the right.—H.

A new method of single lever control.

The movement of the lever might be termed
universal, and is similar in action to the

"joy stick" of an aeroplane.

AN EASILY OPERATEI
REAR STAND.

A PROPOSED solution of the probll

of raising motor cycles, particulan

the heavier models, upon thfl

stands, without excessive effort on
part of the operator is here given.
" The method adopted is to interpos^

lever between the cycle and its sta^

The stand for preference should be of

double A variety, the upper portion ^
ing as the fulcrum.

A rear stand requiring little effort of

operation.

"The stand is dropped into position

in the usual manner, the lever remain-

ing in a horizontal position.

"By depressing the lever the machine

is raised with a minimum of effort, and a

sprfng clip attached to the lower portion

of the stand retains the machine in posi-

tion as long as desired.

"When not in use the whole device

will collapse, and may be secured

the mudguard in the same manner
the ordinary stand, and it occupies

little more room.
"I find the arrangement is a giS

success on my Indian sidecar, and saw

many an exhausting struggle.—B.B.'^
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Strikes and Sidecars.

THAXKS to the collapse of the LunJon transport

system I have been largely resident in a variety

of sidecars for the past week, and they have

suggested a whole series of points for study and

experiment. One of the combinations was a 7 h.p.

Indian, the sidecar being almost as large as a Blimp.

This proved extraordinarily comfortable, but grossly

unsociable : I sat on a cushion on the floor, and the

Indian has rather a high saddle, so I had to give my
muzzle 90" right plus 60° elevation whenever I wished

to address the driver. I noticed with interest that

the owner used his pilot jet exclusively in London
driving, starting from rest on it, and travelling up

to about 22 m.p.h. on top gear without opening the

throttle. This secured rather an absurd adjustment,

and, as acceleration implied a gear change, the pick-

up was bad. I should like to conduct exhaustive

tests on slow-running carburation for motor cycle

engines J the. majority rely on weak suction at a

. large jet, and better results should be obtained by

fierce suction at a small jet. Another of my mounts

'was an A.J.S. s.c, which was normally driven in traffic

.on its lower gears, and gave terrific acceleration on

an excellently tuned Amac. Its main defect was the

absence of a spring frame : when crawling out in a

'traffic block, one could feel the back wheel dropping

into Oxford Street pot-holes and clambering out of

them exactly like a tank negotiating an old trench.

Two Methods of Traffic Driving.

THESE two machines showed up opposed methods

of threading the traffic. The Indian driver

adopted' the principle of constant engine speed

and used his gears for varying road speed. In favour

of his methods, it may be urged that he created the

minimum of noise, but gave himself the maximum
amount of trouble, including much one-handed steer-

ing. The A.J.S. driver never used top gear unless

he had a clear opening for a long sprint, but drove

- on the throttle with a lower gear engaged. The
average driver combines both methods.

Air-cooled Engines—in Winter and in Traffic.

To)OTH riders were obviously obsessed by their

Jo) engines in two main respects. They got the

wind up if they were blocked in traffic for a

minute or two, and it is unquestionable that ticking-

over in traffic does riot suit pre-war air-cooled engines.

At the same time you do not care to switch off, as

the block melts quite suddenly, and a slight delay is

involved even if the engine responds to the kick-starter

immediately—which it cannot on present-day juice.

Secondly, both of them were justifiably anxious about

letting their engines cool Avhen I made a call, lasting

more than a minute or two, because restarting was

so uncertain. .The kick-starter seldom acts with a

really cold engine on No. 3 spirit : prrjlonged pushing

and dope of a\iation spirit or methyl-ether are the

chief alternatives. It is quite clear that if fuel does

not improve in quality by next autumn, artificial heat

must be provided for engine starting; and the manu-

facturer who bears this point in mind will not regret

it. There is no particular difficulty about water-

jacketing the carburetter or inlet pipe, and a small

spirit lamp for boiling the water could be carried.

This sounds an extreme measure, I admit, but

desperate occasions demand desperate remedies.

Strong youngsters are having cruel struggles to start

well-tuned machines of moderate weight. If nothing

is done, the winter of 1919-1920 will see motor cycling

under a cloud ; and, if an electric carburetter heater

is the most convenient panacea, our machines are not

as yet furnished with the requisite current. Even if

dynamo lighting is standardised during the ensuing

vear, it is not yet certain that the size of battery

portable on a solo mount will stand the extra drain

of heating the carburetter for repeated starts per

diem. I think the eyes of some of our designers

would be opened if they could spend a day in London
just now with some of our girl D.R.'s and elderly

male private owners. Engine-starting clouds their

entire day in much the same way as an impending

visit to a dentist's : and bad fuel is the root cause.

The Motor Thief.

THE second bugbear of Metropolitan motoring is

the prevalence of theft. The burglars are as

ingenious as they are daring. No car or cycle

is safe if it is of a sufficiently common type to evade

recognition during its hasty trip to the secluded work-

shop where it is camouflaged prior to sale. It is' use-

less to change over the high-tension wires or put a

(iisc of paper between the contact breaker points.

Either the thieves are quite clever enough to diagnose

such little tricks, or more probably a confederate keeps

'

watch over the likely pull-ups, and cynically watches

the owners while they take their innocent precautions.

The only real safeguard is to own some weird-looking

projectile or to dazzle-paint it in purple and yellow

forked lightning, when the light-fingered brigade will

be nervous of being tracked to their lairs. Here, again,

the designer and accessory .dealer have an obvious

opening. As soon as bicycles lost their rarity and in-

dividuality,, cycle thieving developed into a new
"crook" profession, and anti-thief devices of an

effective character came on the market. Similar

devices are easily applicable to motor cycles, and the

demand for them will be constant.

Sturdy Two-strokes.

T7 L'DGIXG from one or two quiet digs in the Corre-

oJj spondence columns, I seem to have created an im-

pression that I have no use for baby two-strokes.

If anybody wants me to say that I regard them as having

reached the standard of the 7,% h.p. four-stroke, I

am emphatically a non-starter. This does not imply

A13
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Occasional Comments.—

that some of them are not really good: nor exclude the
possibility that some of them are really bad. I can
only generalise, and pace my critics, I will offer the
following propositions for debate:

1. The baby two-stroke is simple in design: and
consequently may attract the maker of cheap machines.
Two-strokes are therefore of very mixed breed.

2. A well-tuned two-stroke is an incredible^lutton
for work. As tuning involves very accurate setting of
the carburation and ignition, and is performed at best
with a very narrow safety margin against overheating,
it is not every buyer who gets delivei7 of a well-tuned
mount. Neither is every buyer capable of tuning a

two-stroke. An ill-tuned two-stroke may baulk after
three miles at 25 m.p.h. on the flat

Experiences as an Owner.
EHAVE owned perhaps a dozen baby two-strokes,

some of them good and some of them horrid.
The main problem with all alike was to find a

plug which they could not render incandescent up a
long hill : aero plugs seem to suit them, and, as these
plugs are now released for public sale, I think the
babies will grow more popular. In the second place,
theyneed running in: " baked " top piston rings occur
readily with many of such engines, implying that over-
heating is never far distant; if any part is tightish,
trouble occurs till a sweet-running fit is obtained.
Thirdly, you have to learn on the road how to wangle
the lubrication, which is never automatic and always
affects carburation. Fourthly, the lilliputian type of
carburetter is peculiarly liable to flooding, whilst an
over-rich or a lean mix-
ture accentuates the risk

of overheating. Con- ~<
sequently, if a duffer

buys an inferior make
of two-stroke, he is

usually in for trouble in

the flesh ; but if he is

keen and teachable, he
survives it, and when '
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" tune " is obtained, his little mount develops into a

reliable glutton for heavy duty. On the other hand,

if he is dull-witted and saddled with an ill-tuned or ill-

made or ill-designed machine, he gets thoroughly dis-

gruntled inside 1,000 miles. Here is my gospel for

would-be two-strokists :

1. Get a cool plug.

2. Run Jhe engine in patiently.

3. Oil it- very accurately.

4. Play with the carburetter till it is right.

This same gospel is freely expounded in an excellent

pamphlet of two-stroke tips supplied gratis to

applicants by Messrs. Brown and Barlow.

The Post-war Two-stroke.

EAM fully prepared to recant all the above caveats

within twelve months—they are only written with

ephemeral conviction. Five years of concentrated

progress in air-cooling lies behind us, and we have

yet to welcome the post-war baby two-strokes. Unless

they are designed by engineering ostriches, whose heads

have been buried in the sand since 1914, they will be

far less prone to overheat than their prototypes. For

example, a certain maker of air-cooled engines used to

warn his clients never to run his engines free for more
than sixty seconds ; three years later he .successfully

ran one of his own engines free and fanless for four

hours. Embody these modern principles in a baby
two-stroke, and the four maxims laid down above are

deprived of all urgency. Any old plug will serve a

cool engine. Stiffness when new does not itiatter if you
have a large safety margin in temperature. If an
engine is air-cooled, you need not use oil-cooling as

an auxiliary, and you
will not risk upsettmg
the mixture by convert

ing the cylinder into an
oil bath for the piston

If the temperature is

leasonably low, a fat or

lean mixture will not

produce seizure. So 1

am full of hope

li

liL^ii

i

The idea of restr.cting motor cycling to a " season "
is now dying a natural death in the United States, and, as in England, motor cycling

IS indulged in all the year round. The photographs—taken ia the U.S.A a few weeks ago—show Indian outfits in a district which mighi
well pass for a Yorkshire scene, with its typical low stone walls. The expedition was clearly a sporting one

AI4
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AT the moment it is doubtful whether the T.T.
will be held in 1919, and if so what venue will
be available. In any case, the next race, like

'.its predecessors, will be run " over the water." Our
readers may not have realised that to publish a fully
illustrated report of the race at all promptly implies
" some " rush. The afternoon boat leaves the Isle

of Man just about the time at which the race finishes.

The cable is pretty well blocked with press telegrams,
and it is impossible for any one journal to wire
thousands of words immediately. Consequently several
of our staff, laden with heavy boxes of negatives and
fat notebooks full of hasty jottings, board the boat at

the last moment. The afternoon boat is not always
an ocean greyhound : the s.s. Ben Machree was the

fastest of the I.O.jNI. Steam Packet Co.V fleet, and
she took over three hours to reach Liverpool. If some
of our party who deal with the actual finish of the

race and obtain full times from the judges are delayed
till the midnight boat, the voyage will probably take
them six or seven hours. AMien the pressmen at last

land in Liverpool, the trains are invarialjly awkward,
and in consequence fast cars meet them at the Prince's
landing stage, and con^-ey tlie negatives and copy to

our printing offices.

For the next T.T.. a service of powerful aeroplanes
mav lie empl^oyed. Busy men and habitual victims

of jnal de mer
' will cross by

a e r o p 1 a n e.

(J o m p e t i n g
fimis will trans-

port u i" g e n t

spares— pos-'

siblv complete
machines — by
air. The cross-

ing would only

occupy from
forty - five to

sixty minutes,

according as a

fast D.H.9 or

a weight-carry-

ing' Handley
Page was em-
ployed. It is

more than
probable that

The Motor
Cycle stafl" may
make the re-

^v^
^^^^^H^fe^>W^

-' -'
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Reporting by wireless the various incidents

of tile race

turn

from
journey

Douglas

Reporting the T.T.

from the Air.

Possible Use of Aircraft in Journalism.

to Coventry by air in one stage, bringing their manu-

script and photographs with them. Very little motion

is experienced in the fuselage of a giant four-engined

machine, and within a year or two newspaper associa-

tions will probably retain giant maihines for urgent

press reports of distant events. There is no reason

why such a machine should not embody a dark room

in which plates could be developed and prints made.

Literary representatives could carry portable alu-

minium typewriters with them, and polish up their

reports far more' comfortably than is possible in a

train.

Advertising or administrative stunts of an aerial

character are also likely to be associated with future

T.T. races. For example, a big tyre firm might elect

to charter a small airship from which a representative

could watch the progress of the race, wirelessing

reports to announcement boards erected at the points

where the chief crowds collect. Thus if the leader

in the fifth round stopped to mend a pimcture on the

mountain, ten seconds later all the controls would

hear " No. 7 mending back tyre one mile above Goose

N-eck," and so on. -

Indeed, it is extremely probable that in a few

years every illustraled journal of a topical nature

will employ one or more pilots on its staff, and

maintain its own aeroplanes. Modern journalism relies

on the camera,

and takes a

pride in pro-

ducing photo-

graphic reports

of big events

within a few
hours of their

occurrence.
Every known
form of swift

locomotion was
utilised for
these high-

speed stunts

before the war
—racing cars,

motor cycles,

motor boats,

and special
trains. Aero-
planes will

often render
possible feats

which were im-

possible with .
1 1 I

•
T

trains and Preparing copy and- developing plates

as the 'plane speeds on its way.
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Reporting (he T.T. from the Air.—

steamers and motors. At present aeroplanes would,
often let the pressman down. Night flying is in its

infancy, and what the Navy describes as ''poor
visibility " is a sad nuisance in long-distance daylight

flying. In five years improved instruments should

render the aerial navigator master of almost all con-

ceivable weather conditions. When that day comes,

the most important illustrated daily journals will

unquestionably keep a small fleet of high-speed

'planes, steered by crack pilots, and containing lilli-

putian dark rooms. In the meantime summer events,

concluding in daylight, such as the T.T. ,' offer' a fair

field for aeroplane organisation ; and I shall be sur-

prised if our next T.T. report does not enlist the

services of a pilot. Road Rider.

^J
CLEARING UP. A scene in France during the Allies advance into Germany.

The motor cycle in the foreground is a B.S.A.

Government Sale of Motor Cycles.
A Reader's Disappointing Experience during his Search for a Bargain.

THE bargain hunting car buyers are evidently suffering

as badly as the motor cycle merchants at the Govern-
ment sales, judging by the prices obtained for the

rusted and mud-caked remnants put up for auction.

It cannot be denied that a great deal of disappointment
has been caused among the many prospective purchasers of

mot-or cycles by the e.xcessive and oftentimes ridiculous

prices ; but this provides an obvious lesson. There is a clear

indication of a large market for a cheap machine, and of the

existence of a great number of ardent would-be motor cyclists

of mechanical turn of mind with very shallow pockets.

Twenty-five pounds is their outside limit on a ca.=h-down

basis, and if they could buy one of the Army discards at from
fifteen to twenty pounds and put it in order for another ten

they would be well content. But it is not to be. The pub-
lislied prices have deterred many bargain seekers from visit-

ing the sales, and the following gives an idea of the impres-

-sions of two men w)io went with the mistaken" idea of getting

something cheap.

The Trusting Optimists.
" Whilst on leave, I happened to run across an old motor

cyclist chum, who suggested we should make our way to the

Brixton Garage, where Aldridges were holding an auction of

Government stock, including forty Douglases. The prospect
of getting hold of a good machine cheaply, as I foolishly

thought, naturally appealed to me. as for some time past I

Vad been looking out for a machine against the time when
I should get my discharge.
"We found we had sufficient 'ready' between us (strange)

for a deposit should we buy anything, and off we went.

AI6

"We arrived there just as the auctioneer had started selling

the cars. After a lot of trouble we succeeded in obtaining a

catalogue, and made our way to the motor bicycles, where we
found a good crowd.

" We went round, making a note of our prices on the
catalogue. We had priced about a dozen, and on reaching

j
the thirteenth I said to my chum, ' Shall I put the same downJ
for that?' 'That's right,' he said, 'throw your money in*
the air ; the darn thnig has no gear box, nor a contact

^

breaker in the magneto.' We found lots of them minus
various pai'ts, such as gear boxes, contact breakers, valves, '.

etc., and on one we tried we found no piston in one cylinder
and the timing wheels gone.
"At last we had seen the lot, and 'starred' one or two

we rather fancied. By this time we were beginning to feel

hungry, so off we went to get something to eat. On our
return they were just about to start on the sale of the
motor bicycles.

" A hush went through the crowd. ' Lot 108, Douglas
motor cycle,' said the auctioneer, 'what can I say for this?'

The bidding started, and the motor cycle was knocked dow
for £29. We had put our price at £20. Others were put up,
and mostly fetched £10 more than we calculated. 't

" In one case, one we estimated at £10 fetched £26, and -

a voice from the back cried out, 'Put a chain on him; don't
let him get away '—a remark which I silently seconded.

" After seeing about thirty go we decided that sales were
no good to us, and we had better look out for a push bicycle.

We departed, cold, and thoroughly fed up. Ori leaving, I

shook hands with my chum, and remarked, ' Never suggest
another Government sale!'

—

Ktb."



A Study of the Mechanical and Psychological Problems of Warning Devices.
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NINETY per cent, of the antagonism
of a section of the public towards
motorists as a whole is said to be

brought about by the injudicious use of
violent and raucous road clearers, and
this can be well understood.
The basis of any appliance of the

nature of a road signal has two important
aspects—psychological and mechanical.
The former is brought about by the fact
that every person surrounds himself, or
herself, with a wall of partial insensi-
bility. For the greater part of the time
he is unconscious w'ith regard to his
surroundings, and not fully aware of the
dangers which beset liim in the street.

The depth of this preoccupation, and con-
sequently the speed of perception and
reaction, varies with each individual, so
that signals must be designed to have
effect on the least responsive.

The Ideal Signal.

It must be borne in mind, however, that
•the mere creation of an unusual sound
will not always serve as a warning. The
ideal signal must be distinctive and im-
pelling, and assert itself above all inci-

dental street noises In addition it must
satisfy the requirements of an emergency
alarm, and at the same time act as a
distant cautionary warning. In the first

case, then, it must necessarily be loud,
abrupt, and perhaps disagreeable, but not
so much so as to cause a temporary
paralysis of movement. Careful riding
should, of course, largely prevent the
.necessity for such emergency use. The
.second feature demands that the sound
have carrying power, be fairly directional,
and sufficiently concentrated to a narrow
zone of influence To turn to the
mechanical side, it may be stated that,
like other accessories, fifty per cent, of
these instruments virtually undergo a
breakdown test, receiving, as they do,
little or no attention at the hands of
the rider until they fail in some way,
which accoujits for the many ineffective

de\-ices one sees in common use. That is

the fault of the bothersome iuman
element, and should impel the makers to

make the mechanism practically self-

sustaining and foolproof.'

The Reed Horn.

The reed type of horn was universally
adopted on motor vehicles about 1903.
In these instruments the sound emitted
by the reed is generally strengthened by
resonance. The term resonance signifies
vibration. The ideal resonance is where
both sounding and responsive elements
possess the same natural period of vibra

tion. The resonator, therefore, reinforces
the tone, or the reverse. In the case of

sirens, however, the resonator is of no
fixed pitch, and only attached for the
sake of appearance. In the mechanical
horn the resonator should have a pro-

nounced natural frequency. The air

column within the resonator affects to

some e.xtent the natural frequency of the

diaphragm, and obviously the effective-

ness of the signal will be enormously

a=^
The simple reed horn This particuiar design

was used by many despatch riders

increased when the natural frequency of

the air column is selected so as to be the

same as the normal full speed note of

the bare diaphragm.

But, to return to the subject, very few

reed horns are effective in the rumble oi

traffic, and will not carry any great dis-

tance in the open country. They are also

affected by the temperature to some
extent.

Sirens.

The siren was introduced about 1905,

and found but little favour with motor
cyclists. It consisted generally of a

hollow rotor contained in a casing, and
was operated by the contact of a friction

wheel with the front tyre or by a geared-

up handle.

Section of an electric horn.

Exhaust WhisUes.

These were found on some machines

as far back as 1908, and have enjoyed a

kind of sporadic popularity ever since.

They are fitted to the e.xhaust pipe be-

tween the valve and the silencer, and

are operated either by a plunger or some

kind of disc valve. They owe their popu-

larity to two causes; a continuous bhist,

but one varying in intensity, is obtainable,

and the note is generally musical. Another

form is connected to the exhaust pipe

after the silencer.

The Electric Horn.

The electric horn is a dia,phragm horn

in which "the diaphragm is caused to

vibrate" by the influence of electro-

magnets. In the simplest form, the

diaphragm itself, being of soft iron, is

attracted by the electro-magnets, and,

carrying one of the contact points to

the electric circuit, serves to make and

break the current. When the circuit is

closed by pressing the button, the mag-

netic pull draws the diaphragm towards

the magnet. The movement of the dia-

phragm, as will be seen, breaks the cir-

cuit, and the elasticity carries it back to

the contact, thus reinstating the circuit.

The series of operations is, therefore, con-

tinuous, and produces a sustained note.

The Electric Buzzer.

A modification of the above is the

electric buzzer, which operates by the

action of a hammer, similarly to the

clapper of the electric bell, a diaphragm
taking the place of the gong.
These types are generally operated by

a six-volt battery, and, therefore, are

not greatly favoured for motor cycle

use.

The Mechanical Horn.

In the mechanical horn, the vibration

of the diaphragm is accomplished by
purely mechanical means, and the later

types have proved exceedingly popular.
In the centre of the diaphragm is a solid

knob of metal, arranged to receive the
impulses from a cam wheel or rotor. The
total movement of the diaphragm is not
more than five-thousandths of an inch, so

that it can be operated very rapidly.

The cam arrangement is rotated by a

variety of means ; in some cases a wheel
is used, geared to a rack which carries a

handle. When the speed of the rotor or

number of cam pushes is properly har-

monised to the vibration of the dia-

phragm, the ear perceives a recognisable

musical note. Otherwise, v.'hen the dia-
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Motor Cycle Horns and Sirens.—

phragm is coiitiiuially overloaded to make
a pieiciny sound, its life becomes con-
siderably shortened. For this reason, the
construction and design of a good
mechanical horn is not so simple as it

first appears. Some diaphragms crack
and crystallise in less than a thousand
signals. While the hand horn has the
advantage of not being dependent upon
any .source of e.\ternal energy, its posi-

tion on t'le niacliiiie is limited. It should

A very simply designed mechaaica!

hand-optrated horn.

not interfere with the operation of any
of the controls, Some riders prefer to

have it attached to the footboard and
work it with the foot, but then it must
be so arranged that it does not occupy
the foot which is required for the brake
pedal, and if attached to the bars it

should be on the opposite side to the
exhaust lifter. Probably the best place,

however, is on Uie top tube, where it

can be got at with either hand ; but this,

too, is a nuisance on greasy roads,
necessitating, as it -does, the removal of
the hand from the bars.

It would appear, therefore, that in

nearly every respect the hand-operated
diaphragm horn, it properly designed,
is the ideal form of signal. During the
period of action in whicli the rotor is

getting up to the speed and into the
phase with the natural period Of thy
diaphragm, there is produced a disturb-
ance that is entirely unharmonic, which,
because of its peculiarly rough and abrupt
character, is both distinctive and alarm-
ing if heard close at hand, and is thus
suited to the purposes of an emergency
signal. Unfortunately, many types are
made on pure guesswork, and their tones
are horrible, without being very effective.

The abuse of signalling devices is not
only an annoyance to the public, but
breeds confusion and tends to cause
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signals to be ignored, thus defeating tlie

interests of safety. The value of a warn-
ing signal is seriously impaired by the fact

that it is frequently used for the purpose
of a door bell, when the machine is stand-
ing by the kerb ; as an alarm clock for

sleepy garage attendants ; and as a play-

thing for street urchins. In a sense, the
warning signal may be said to constitute

the only bond of common interest between
the motorist and the public in its peculiar

function of guarding the public safety,

therefore it is deserving of more attention

than it has received heretofoi-e. Mascot.

The Kirby mechanical horn.

->-»»»-K-

Opinions from the U.S.A.
An American Correspondent chats on British and American Machines.

AT least one American motor cyclist

does not believe that the U.S.A.
motor cycle has always led the pro-

duct of this countiy in the evolution of

design. This gentleman, in writing to us

from Newark, N.J., gives the British

industry the credit for the introduction
of, among other things, flat twin engines,

footboards, gear bo.xes, kick starters,

sidecars, and front wheel stands, and
points, out that all the U.S. industry can
point to seems to be electrically-equipped

mounts.
Our correspondent is very enthusiastic

concerning the new A. B.C., and asks

why, " for the affections of Michael," the
makers cannot put it on the market at an
attractive price.- "Singular thing," he
writes, "the Harley-Davidson Co. are
busy with a ' sport ' model flat twin
that eliminates the short drive chain, as

does this new Firefly motor. Speed the
day when we can abolish messy chains
and have all shaft drive, silent and clean.

.

I wonder if it is too much to' expect on
a motor cycle.

'

"Your Triumph single must be a
'cuckoo of a mount,'" our friend con-

tinues in pure American. " TTiree friends

of mine—American D.R.'s, who have

ridden two or more British mounts^ '

simply rave when they describe the .

actions of a W.D. Triumph. One lad

says it is the first real motor cycle he _'

ever straddled." i
We are informed that there is

.
every .?

evidence that there will be a big revival

of sport in the U.S.A. this year, but the

industry appears to be composed only of

the Indian, Harley-Davidson, E.xcelsior,

Henderson, Cleveland; Thor, and Read-

ing Standard companies. The Smith
motor wheel is still going strong, but the

Merkel and Cyclemotor have dropped out^

as has also the Emblem.

-^—•••—<-

An Expanding Pulley Gear.
IN a recent issue of The Motor Oyde.

we described an ingenious cycle car

designed and built by a pioneer

motorist, Mr. Leonard Jones. At the

time of our visit to the inventor's work-
shop, details of the gear were not avail-

able, as the patents were not complete,

but we are now at liberty to deal with it.

The drive is conveyed from the engine

by enclosed chain to the countershaft, on
which is mounted an expanding pulley.

Over the rear axle, which is practically

identical with that fitted to the old Ariel

tricycle, is mounted a similar pulley,

the drive being conveyed from one pulley

to the other by belt. The chief novelty

in the gear lies in the fact that ball-

jointed toggle arms are employed for the

purpose of shifting tlie movable flanges.

The change speed lever is connected to a

sleeve on the countershaft. Inside this

sleeve works a smaller sleeve, which is

adjacent to the movable flange. The two
sleeves are connected to the toggle arms

A18

The gear as fitted to a cycle car

before mentioned, and the whole coupled

up to a similar arrangement on the other

pulley by an adjustable rod. The two'

sleeves which carry the flanges are also

connected by a forked rod which prevents

their rotation.

By means of the adjustable rod the

toggles may be moved toward or away
from one another, regulating the relative

opening of the flanges, and so tightening

or slackening the belt, as the case may be.

In the illustration, the position in one

of the lower gears is shown. Naturally,

to raise the gear the forward pulley is

contracted, and the after one is at the

same time automatically expanded.
In consequence of both pulleys being.

of large dimensions, the belt should

wear a long time ; the fact that it is:

adequately protected from, wet also tends,

to prolong its life and prevent any pos-:

sibility of slip. On the particular vehicle

to which it is fitted the gear gives a very:

smooth drive. •

l(ll(
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A FLEET STREET COURIER.

IN SEARCH OF NEWS
AND PICTURES

FOR A "DAILY."

THE MOTOR CYCLE AS AN

IF
you are one of those

Bohemian and poverty-

stricken men who earn a

precarious livelihood in Fleet

Street (and I do not sup-

pose you are), you will

understand that there is no
discipline more exacting than

that which emanates from
the Editorial chair. You
can be hail fellow well met
with any master of the blue
pencil and scissors while
there is nothing doing, but
when you are bidden to get
on to a story, you "get,"
and you do it quickly. And
that's that.

On a pitch black night,

and a rainy one at that, I

was busily doping a new
war model Triumph with a
particularly evil - smelling
overcoat of grease, when the
office boy ran down from the office to inform me that
the Editor of a big London paper awaited my ear at

the telephone. A minute later I was under orders ti;)

leave at once for the north-east comer of Norfolk,
armed with whatever I needed, to get an illustrated

story that had uninvitingly located itself in that par-

.^icularly inaccessible place. All that I needed meant
myself and an expert photographer to illustrate the

story, seeing that a word picture would be inadequate
without pictorial representation of the facts. It was
past five o'clock, and I was advised that a train left--

Liverpool Street at 5.20. A glance at the A. B.C.
showed me that that particular train was in no huriT

to get to its destination, and that when it did, it

landed me six miles from the end of my journey. Then
I lookeii-at the trusty Triumph, and fetched out the

road map.

Stirrups for the Pillion Rider.

J am no believer in pillion riding, but there was
only one machine and two men, so it had to be done.

It was necessary to warn our respective domestic circles

that we should be away, and, as we lived in different

and diflncult parts of London, it Was three o'clock in

the morning before we were ready to start—and still

it rained. I had scraped together all the old overalls

and impedimenta that I could find, and was done up
like an inflated scarecrow. The pillion rider was like-

wise garbed, with the additional and bizarre fitment

_,of brown paper leggings tied up with string. He had
superimposed two cushions oir the pillion, and had
fastened a pair of stirrups to add to his comfort, and

^ let me say at once that if you must ride on the carrier,

fit stirrups—they are worth it. After about twelve

' miles of impossible cobbles and sticky tramlines, we
touched the open road at Waltham Cross, and found

matters worse.

There was mud in e.xcelsis-—finches - of it, and in

the first hundred yards or so we decided that it would

DAILY JOURNALISM.
not hurt

The journalist and photographei about to start on their 100 miles

ride from London to Norlolk.

AID TO
us si.i much when

we fell if we dropped to a

slower speed. For about

forty miles we carved a way

through the mud without

disaster, and then dawn

began to break, so we opened

out a bit, and made Cam-

bridge in just enough light

for mine host of " The Bull
"

to ponder over the advisa-

bility of admitting so dis-

reputable a pair. Honeyed

words from my passenger

worked the oracle, however,

and we entered. After a

hearty breakfast we set

off again, and, with drier

and better roads, whizzed

eastwards through Ely to

Downham Market, which is

the centre of the muddiest

roads in the kingdom. An-

other hour took us through .

Iving's Lynn to Sandringham, where royalty was i;i

residence. Indeed, it was in attempting to make a

courtly bow to Her Majesty of Norway, who^ with

H.R.H. Princess Victoria was walking through the

village, that the. piUion rider nearly unshipped us.

Sa'hdringham is pretty, but it is a diamond in a quag-

mire. There are pinewoods which remind one of

Hampshire, and there is a smell of ozone, which came

as a pleasing contrast to the odour of- loam and ferti-

lisers which had offended our nostrils all through

Norfolk. .
,

;

Asleep on a Motor Cycle.

We accomplished our task in an hour or so, and

immediately set back for the Metropolis, lunching on

the way at Downham. I can always sleep well after

a hearty lunch, and so, apparently, could my passenger,

for we had gone but a matter of twenty miles when

he sagged over on to my back and snored unmusically.

The. next thing I remember was that I had. a dig in the

ribs from the now wakeful passenger, with a demand

as to why it should be necessary for me to negotiate a

level crossing at thirty miles an hour—and I did not

know we had passed one. I was more wakeful after

that, but the pillion rider was not, and in his wAkeful

moments he exploited with fine rhetoric the alluring

comfort of wayside hostelries and the dread crash

which was the fitting sequel to overdoing it on muddy

roads. But I had a mind to be through with fhe job

as soon as possible, and after a while he discovered

that he could not turn me from my purpose, and once

again reverted to his snores. Darkness fell- as we

entered Ware, but we stuck to it, and, fifteen hours

after leaving London, we were back again with about

J 50 miles to our credit and a coating of mud which

would have made a decent sized allotment. My com-

panion brightened considerably at the prospect of

bodily comforts, and he has now placed an order for

a machine similar to mine. L.H.C
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Experiences with Seven Different Machines at Home and Abroad.

By GEORGE F. HALLIDAY.

The aalhor of the following article is an engineer, and was a winner of one competition in connection with our recent

"Which Type" referendum. His specification came nearest to the sidecar aggregate, and was based on experience with many
types of machines in England and South Africa.

t

THE factors which led to my suggestiwg the

specification for a sidecar machine, whicli was

found to be the nearest to the aggregate in the

"Which Type" referendum were based on conclusions

drawn from riding experience on many different types

of machines, solo and with sidecar, which were owned
by me during the last six and a half years.

Backed up by an intimate technical knowledge of

engineering practice in general, and that appertaining

to high speed internal combustion engines in par-

ticular, my motor cycle experience has been conducted
more or less as an experimental hobby.
As my journeys of the last four years have taken

me to one of the colonies where conditions are entirely

different from those existing in England, a broader
view of general requirements has been acquired than

would otherwise have been the case.

One of the first motor cycles I owned was a Rex.
This outfit had competed in an A.C.U. six day trial.

It was reluctant to start, but, when it did start, it

went and took some stopping.

I had not had this machine long before I was
on my way to South Africa. My destination was
Johannesburg, a town abounding in motor traffic.

Soon after arriving I acquired my second Scott, which,
incidentally, was running on an alcohol-ether mixture
when taken over. This machine ran very smoothly
on the treacherous sandy roads outside the town and
had a fine turn of speed, but, as is usual with this

type of engine, fuel disappeared rapidly.

Belt and Chain Drive Machines.
Having occasion to return to England for two

months I sought out my old Rex and made an exchange
deal for a brand new Rex outfit which was ridden
i,oco miles in England before taking the combination
to S.iuth Africa.

It must be said that, although this machine had a

direct belt drive from engine to Roc hub gear, the

whole sidecar outfit was of very robust construction,
and when tuned up as a top gear machine it took a

lot of beating. When new the engine was excellent,

and having an adjustable pulley much experimenting
was done with different gear ratios. Usually it was
geared 3S4 to i on top for ordinary work using a ij^sin.

belt. This outfit used to cover the thirty-five miles

between Johannesburg and Pretoria regularly in

seventy-two minutes or thereabouts.

The outfit was sold in favour of a 3-J h.p. twin

James, bought primarily for solo riding. With all the

rigid scientific arguments in favour of the horizontal

opposed twin—and these the writer fully appreciates—
the engine of the twin James takes some beating in

"practice." The only points which it is thought
require attention are the gudgeon pins, which are

rather small in diameter, and the single bush twin big

end is not a very good principle in the writer's opinion,

although it is admitted it is difficult of substitution in

a small engine. The quick thread method of operat-

ing the clutch is not too good for colonial machines,

as the sand soon makes it difficult to work. A
stepped helix after Sunbeam practice is better, and
though in hand-controlled clutches the long lever

operating the push rod is simple, for compactness and
good design the recommended system is better and
more reliable.

The Effect of Altitude.

This machine was a grea:t favourite and very much
admired, because of the state in which it was kept;
the plating and aluminium were maintained in brilliant

condition (this is more easily achieved in the dry clean

colonial climate than in England) and the machine in

equal tune. In top gear the speed range of the James
was between eight miles and fifty-five miles per hour;
at the former speed the engine would fire perfectl)

regularly without falter, and it would always average

over 100 miles to the gallon. In an over-estimation

of the machine's capabilities a sidecar was attached;

with this weighing 120 lb. and a passenger weighing
eleven stone, the machine successfully negotiated over

a quarter of a mile of average i in 8 on top gear. The
combination was taken down to Cape Town during a

two months' vacation, where the difference in power
developed was noticed compared with the Johannes-
burg district, where the atmospheric pressure is only
four-fifths that at sea level. Machines sent from Eng-
land to such districts should have an engine with

a higher compression ratio than normal, thereby
counter-balancing the otherwise lowered compression
pressure.

Fitting a sidecar to a machine designed for solo use
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A Paying Proposition
— —^1

^ for every Motorist and Motor Cyclist.

" The Amateur Mechanic," written by skilled craftsmen in simple, non-tecl:\nical language, and
practically illustrated by helpful illustrations, is now in constant use by over 35,000 citizens. With
this " handyman's guide " at 3'our elbow, you can

Teach Yourself How
To Overhaul and Clean Your Motor

and to do simple repairs to motor cars and cycles. Also

To Do The Home Jobs That Cost Money.
The article oa OVERHAULING A MOTOR CYCLE has many helpful

iUu5tratioQs, and the foUowiag titled sub-sections : Summary—The Wheels
—The Frame—^The Tanks and Fitmsnts—^The Carburetter—How the
Elaine Works—Overhauling the Eagine^The Driving Gear—The Ignition

Appiratus—The Brakes—The Reassembling, etc. This is money-saving
kao.vleige for readers of this journal. The article on OVERHAULING
A MOTOR CAR has also moaey-saving value for readers. This article has
thirty-nine practical illustrations and drawings : also the following titled sub-
sections : Sumnairy and Explanation—Preliminary Examination Princi-

pally by Sight—Bearings—Carburetter, Couplings, etc.—Flywheel, Clutch
Fork, etc.^Gauge Gear, Steering Gear, etc.—Frame Springs—The Ear
Test—^Testing the Engine—Compression Testing—Testing with the Engine
Running—Worn Bearings—" Knocking "—

" Popping "—" Hunting "

—

Silencer at Fault—Clutch^-Change Gear—Undue Heating of Circulation
Water—Lubrication—-Testing on the Road—-Ignition—Valve Timing

—

Defective Compression—The Shafts. A COMPLETE OVERHAUL:
Testing for Alignment—Swivel Baarings—Wheel Bearings—Tyres—Remov-
ing Valve Chamber Covers—Removing Flywheel—Grinding in Valves

—

Rsm^vlng the Eagine—Testing Truth of Pistons—Removing Flywheel

—

Tining Gear^Magneto—Gudgeon and Pins—Case Hardening—Removing
Piston Rings—Eagine Repairs^Testing Bores of Cylinders^Truing Brasses
^Bsdding the Cr.inkshafts^Big End Baarings—Renewing Clutch Leather
—Ball Baarings—Gsar Renewings—Oiting Axle Springs—^Aligning Gear
Box and Engine—Reassembling—Engine Accessories—Brakes, etc.

The Anmteur Mechanic" a'so sives plain directions on—
How to paint and pipsr a room—^To sole and heel and patch boots and shoes

—

To mount maps—To bind magazines and to re-bind old books—To make a pair of
hand-sewn boots—^To restore colour of old brown shoes—To make household furni-

ture—To re-seat chairs—To upholster sofas, etc.—-To install a speaking-tube—To
make a wire bracket for placing over oil lamp or gas bracket so that food can be
heated over it—To clean a Primus or other stove burner—To repair bicycles—^To

overhaul a motor car—To repair motor cycles^To work in metal—To colour metals
—To make a garden frame—To repair water taps—-To varnish a violin—To remedy
damp walls—To repair the piano—To make a padded chair from an old cask—To
make mailcart and perambulator hoods—To mend penknives—To stuff animals

—

To dress furs—To stuff and mount birds—To do wood inlaying—To cure a smoky
chimney—To prepare working drawings and iiow to read working drawings—To
make a chemical weather-glass—^To renovate a grandfather's clock—To make
invisible ink—To make garden furniture, arbours, arches, seats, summer-houses,
tables, etc.—To use metal-drilling tools—^To clean bookcovers—To renovate mirrors
—To upholster furniture in leather cloth—To mend broken china—To do fretwork
—To build a boat—To make a canoe, etc.—To lime-wash poultry houses—To do gold-
plating and silver-plating—To clean a watch—To mend keyless watches and ordinary
watches—To distemper ceilings and walls—To make picture frames and to frame
pictures—All about curtain fittings—^To make metal castings—To make tracing
paper, waterproof paper, fire-proof paper, etc.—To clean paint oS glass—To fit up
a motor workshop—To clean boilers—^To fix" an anthracite stove—To re-gild and
restore picture frames—How to use spanners—To make doors and windows draught-
proof—^To paint walls—^To make a garden path—How to do nickel plating—To cure
noises in hot water pipes—To make soap at home—India and glue varnishes—To
clean and repair locks—All about acids for etching metals—Micrometers, how to
make and use them—How to make plaster casts, etc., etc.

With Over 4,000 " How-To-Do-It " Illustrations.

This Work has helped others: it will help You.
It is a real "Enquire Within" on How to save Money in the Home.

Mr. JAMES MOORE, Gloucester, writes

:

" The work U a splendid example of thorough-

aess, and a complete self-instructor. I consider

it quite bears out what you claim lor it"

Mr. G. LANCASTER, Waterloat, Uncs., writes

:

" I think they are weU worth the money. They
give me every satisfaction."

Mr. T. G. RIOROAN, Uppsr Tootine, London,
writes :

" With absolutely no knowledi^e of the trade to
guide me, after reading the articles on Boot-inaking
I was able to make a pair of boots, partly hand-
sewn and partly riveted—and to make them well.
Smce then I have made a verv tine pair of lady's
shoes. 1 consider tbat nothing I can say about
the work could be too much praise."

Mr. CARDWELL, Beltast, writes :

" They are splendid value ... I cannot explain
how pleased I am with the books. I shall recom-
mend tliera to all ray pals."

Mr. FREEYIAN, Poplar, E., writes :

" The work is of great help to those who seek
information on any subject, and is good value for

the money."

OUR FREE
BOOKLET.

Send for it To-day.

' One result of the war is a tremendoua
increase in Ui3 number of amateur
mechanics . . . This work is a god-
send to the householder." (Review.)

To the WAVERLEY BOOK COMPANY, Ltd. (M.C.N. Dept.),

7, 8, and 9, Old BaUey, London, E.C.4.

Please s4nd me, without charge or obligation to order, your Illustrated Free Booklet on the NEW
, work "THE AMATEUR MECHANIC," with particulars of your advantageous oficr to send the

work for a merely nominal First Payment.

Nam£
ISeiid thia Form or a Postcard)

Address

M.C.N. 1919.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'' "^^3
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It is Coming I

What ? The perfect motor
bicycle — the machine that overcomes all the

objections to motor , cycling and includes all

the comforts — the 5 h.p.

RALEIGH
FLAT TWIN MOTOR CYCLE

It is no ordinary motor bicycle, but something very sjpedal, full of new
ideas, things which will set all the motor cycling, world talking. The
new Raleigh is worth waiting for.

RALEIGH CYCLE CO., Ltd., NOTTINGHAM I

I
DIAMOND MOTORS.

THE RELIABLE MACHINES.

We are now " commencing the manufacture ol the
following models :

-

2| h.p. two-sti^oke, single-speed machine
(Villiers engine).

2i h.p; two-stroke, two-speed machine
(Villiers engine).

2k h.p. four-stroke, two-speed machine
(J.A.P. engine. Enfield gear).

Book your order now tor early delivery

THE D. F. & M. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
VANE STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Telegrams: Diamond. Telephone : 651, A B.C. CoJo. 5th Edition, U3ed.

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:
London—Messrs. Robertsons, 157B, Great I'ortland St., London, W.i
Birmingham—The Stevens Cycle Co., Gooch Street, Binningham.
Sheffield— Mr. E. W. Hatfield, 147, Norfolk Street, Sheffield.

Northumberland and Durham—Messrs. Travers, Ltd, Pilerin-

Street, Newcastle-on-Tvne,

Well-known Motor Cycle Company is desirous of placing large contracts,

for the. manufacture oj Engines and Gear Boxes, in the hands of a

substantial firm capable of dealing with this work in bulk, and turning

out a really sound Engineering job.

Firms interested should first address Box L9323, " The Motor Cycle,"

A24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Critic in the Saddle.—

cost me a broken frame, due perhaps to tlie curved top

tube. Needless to say, the sidecar became out of

favour. The twin James, I consider, is, in the main,

one of the finest solo machines made.

Sidecar or Solo Mounts.
Becoming tired of running off without being accom-

panied by my wife, I reluctantly parted witii my
favourite and took over a 5-6 h. p. A.J.S. combination
with accumulator lighting. 1 had access to a charg-

ing plant, and therefore this system was worth while.

Comments on this machine in general are bracketed
witii those on mv later machine of the same make.
Suffice it to say that, as a touring outfit with 700 x So
mm. tyres in South Africa, this machine comes nearest

to present-day requirements, though for prevailing

road conditions, a well-designed spring frame would
be an asset.

Passing now to English climatic and road condi-

tions again, my next acquisition was a step in another
direction, viz., a 3j4 h.p. single-cylinder Rover, semi-

T.T. bars, and chain-cum-belt transpiission.

The ensemble in this case is excellent, and detail

design very well carried out, necessarily making the

machine on the heavy side. The front forks were
improved as regards comfort by the fitting of Terry's

links, although I think the principle of making these

springs take both tension and compression is bad.

The aluminium chain case is a very commendable
feature, as is also the silent-chain drive. The multiple

plate cork inset clutch was found to be the most satis-

factory of any type yet used, and was extremely sweet

in action. It was found to be advantageous with this

machine in hilly country, especially with a sidecar, to

pack the cylinder base up ^in. With the approach
of winter it was decided to part with the Rover in

favour of a more powerful combination, and a stan-

dard 1915 A.J.S. outfit was obtained, which after a

little tuning and a few replacements turned out to be

a powerful outfit. I fitted this machine with 700 x 80

mm. tyres, which together with the very heavy
Brampton type forks gave extra riding comfort on

the rough stretches.

The Large Type T'wins.

I consider that the A.J.S. 6 h.p. engine is the most
successful attempt for its size yet made for sidecar

purposes. The moderate compression, large valves,

and light pistons go largely to confirm my views. It

is probable that the power and efficiency could be

/further increased by fitting a larger exhaust system,

especially in the piping. Many makers of the larger

types of twin engines do not pay enough attention to

the cleanness of design in exhaust pipe and tail pipe

shapes, and as a consequence it is often difficult to

clean these thoroughly. If the A.J.S. fitted heavier

gauge chain cases, I believe it would- become even
more popular than it is at present.' After all, it is

not difficult to design a satisfactory oil bath chain

case, clean and reasonably simple in construction.

A word or two will not be out of place on what is

becoming a rather worn subject, viz. , the kick

starter. Personally my experience with this device in

general has been a very happy one on later machines.

Perhaps it might be said that all these machines are

of good repute ; nevertheless, my contention is that
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far less adverse criticism would be offered if riders

would keep the detail adjustment of their power plants

in better order. It is futile to blame the kick starter

if one does not take the trouble to keep contact breaker

points and plug points in good order and proper

adjustment; eliminate air leakage in inlet valve stems

and induction pipes (no insulating tape should be

used in a sound engineering 'Job) to keep the carbu--

retter in correct adjustment according to the atmos-

pheric conditions prevailing at the time, and several

other seemingly paltry, but equally important, things

should be kept in mind.

Suggestions to Manufacturers.

The following suggestions are offered for the con-

sideration of designers and manufacturers when draw-

ing up detail specifications of machines such as will

be wanted by the public in future.

In most cases the diameter of the crank pin might

be increased with advantage, and in some engines the

diameter of the gudgeon pin also. Shafts in which

Woodruff or other type sunk keys are used might also

be increased in diameter, so as to minimise the

tendency for such keys to turn over under repeated

impact loads.

Oil should certainly be led under pressure primarily

to the big end bearing, unless, of course, roller bear-

ings are adopted.

Pistons should undergo suitable normalising heat

treatment before finish-machining or grinding is carried

out to release initial local casting stresses, which are

often the unsuspected cause of much loss of power in

engines, especially if an over-zealous speedmonger

commits the unpardonable mistake of overrunning his

engine during the first 400-500 miles.

General Layout Proposals.

The opinion is offered that it would be better from

many standpoints to reverse the usual order of general

layout regarding transmission and position of timing

gear, and place both drive from engine to the gear box,

and from the latter to back wheel, together with

magneto contact breaker, on the right-hand side of

the machine, and the tiniing-gear on the left-hand

side. Chain troubles occur much more frequently

than do valve troubles, besides which it would be

much easier to get at the valve's and tappets in the

suggested position than is the case at present with

the chains when cases have to be removed from amid

sidecar connections and framework.

It should be insisted that the magneto be placed

well up and behind the engine on a firm baseplate,

and not on a sort of improvised platform as has been

seen on many well-known makes, recently. The New
Hudson arrangement is to be commended.

Ball bearings in wheel hubs should be of ample

size, and adjustment should certainly be provided on

the outer races and not on the spindle races.

Footboard supports in many cases are not nearly

stiff enough, and usually develop a certain drooping

tendency, maybe spoiling an end view, which, other-

wise, would be quite pleasing in appearance.

Lastly, as most readers of The Motor Ct/cU have

a certain fund of commonsense, no further words

need be wasted in endeavouring to further the already

very live agitation in regard to the universal adoption

of the spring frame for all types of machines.
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REPORTING THE TT. BY AEROPLANE.

MOTOR CYCLE HORNS AND SIRENS.

BRAKES

'pME TO llGHT IA'^P'S
Greenwich Time.

Feb. 20th
22nd
24th
26th

5.51 p.

5.55
,

5.58 ,

6.2 .

Italian Regulations.

The ration of petrol to motor cyclists

in Italy is now seven gallons a month.

The importation of foreign machines is

prohibited except by permit.

The New A.J.S.

The makers of the A.J.S. have gone

back to detachable heads in the 1919

model. It may be remembered the mili-

tary model did not embody this feature.

Carburetters.

Carburetter manufacturers are settling

down to motor cycle models again. The
carburetter of a "lightweight motor cycle

appears to be ridiculously small after

handling aenjplane instruments almost as

large as twostroke engines.

Standard Benzole.

The National Benzole Association have

fixed a standard for benzole to be used as

motor spirit. It will be free from acids,

alkalies, and sulphur, like water in ap-

pearance (pre-war benzole generally had a

yellow tinge), and the specific gravity will

be .870 to .885. -

Appeal to London Motorists.

The Hospital Motor Squadron, attached

to the R.A.C., appeals for transport for

the wounded still in London hospitals to

the various entertainments provided for

them. The commandant is Mr. A. J.

Wilson, of 154, Clerkenwell Road, Lon-

don, E.C.I.

Second-hand Prices.

The following is a selection of average

prices asked for second-hand machines,

as advertised in The. Motor Cycle for

Feljruary 6th and 13th. It will be

noticed that there is a slij;ht advance on
the previous averages published.

Previous 1914
to and

A.J.S., 6 h.p., and sidecar ... —
Alion, 24 h.p., 2-strolie —
B.S..\., 4i h.p., and sidecar .

—
Douglas, 2; h.p jC35

Enfield, 3 h.p —
Enfield, 6 h.p.. and sidecar . . —
H. -Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar —
Indun. 7-9 h.p —
Indian 7-9 h.p., and sidecar .

—
Rover, 3i h.p f22

Rudge, 3J b.p —
Sunbeam, 3I li.p

Triumph, 4 b.p
Triumph, 3-J h.p £27
Zenith. 7-9 h.p., and sidecar

7enith 4-5 h.p., and sidecar

B2

1914. 1915.
/:82

£35

£41
£41
£fi7

C74
f43
£76 £110
£42 -
£34 -

- - £83
- £43 -

670 -
£51 —

1916
and 191S

1917.

£93 -
£42
£73
£57

£94
£111

£95

£80

Freaks.

Although war time e.xperience has re-

sulted in several new cars which can be
regarded as freaks, nothing of this

nature has been produced by the motor
cycle industry so far.

"Motor Cycles andHow to Manage Them."
For some months past, owing to the

absence of printing work's staff on service,

the handbook " iMotor Cycles and How
to Manage Them " has been out of print,

but we are now pleased to announce that

a new edition (the nineteenth) is now
ready, and copies are obtainable from the

publishers. Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, price 2s. 6d.

net, by post 2s. lOd.

Petrol Prices.

The maximum wholesale prices of petrol

are set forth in a new Order issued by
the Board of Trade last week, and are

as follows :

Per gal.

s. d.

. Aviation spirit (in 2-gal. cans) 3 0^

Special boiling points (in 2-

gal. cans) 2 11^

No. 1 grade (in 2-gal. cans) ... 2 10^

No. 2 ,, „ „ ... 2 9i

No. 3 „ „ ,r ... 2 8^-

In Scotland and Ireland, Id. per gallon

may be added to all the above prices.

The retail prices are represented by the

addition of 5d. per gallon in each case.

An American T.T. Race. <

We learn that there is some talk in

American motor cycling circles of estab-

lishing an event similar to the T.T. Race.

The ireneral feeling in America is for a

closed event for stock machines, and the

suggestion has been put forward that in

1920 the winners of the British and

American events should compete against

one ar.other. In our opinion, however,

it is extremely doubtful whether a T.T.

race will be lield this year. »

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

Two (meetings have been arranged in

Birmingham which will form part of the

regular Session of the Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers, though both the papers

to be read will deal specifically with

points connected with the design of motor
cycles.

The first paper to be read at the Bir-

mingham Chamber of Commerce to-day,

February 20th, by Mr. D. S. Heather,

B.Sc, will be entitled "A Survey of

Current Motor Cycle Design," and ilr.

Heather will write as a rider rather than

a designer of motor cycles.

The second paper will be read on Thurs-
day, March 20th, at the same place and
time by Mr. Eric Caudwell.
The address of the secretary of the

Institution of Automobile Engineers,

from whom tickets of invitation to both
these meetings may be obtained, is 28,

Victoria Street, Westminster.

\

An Indian sidecar outfit used by an American dealer for hauling

motor cycles from the Hendee factory to his stores.

i
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Fuel.

Almost every week brings forth some
new concession from tlie Government con-

cerning fuel supplies. It is not unreason-
able to expect that shortly all restrictions

may be removed.

Canadian Show.
Montreal is to have a motor show in

April, the profits from which will go to

aid the Jlontreal Soldiers' Wives' League.
A number of motor cycle e.xhibits will be
included.

Petrol Vouchers.

The Board of Trade announces that the
vouchers of motor spirit licences issued

by the Petrol Control Department may
now be used for obtaining supplies during
any month. The months printed upon
the vouchers may be ignored.

How to Fly.

Those motor cyclists who read and en-

joyed the articles which appeared in The
M'olor Cycle during 1918, entitled " Fly-

ing Facts and Theories," bv Capt. W. G.
Aston, R.A.F., A.F.Ae.S.", A.M.I.A.E.,
will be rejoiced to learn that a book on
the elementary principles of Hying by the
same author has recently been published.*
We cannot indicate the objects of this

book better than by a couple of quotations
from the introduction. "The primary
function of this book is not to teach you
whi/ aeroplanes ily, for that is the pro-
vmce of the abstruse physicist, but to

try aiid explain how they fly. And again—"I give it as my honest and considered
opinion that more people have been killed

while flying because they have been in-

correctly or inadequately informed of the
principles of this science than through
any fault of the structure of the aero-
plane."
The subject is dealt with in quite a

simple manner, commencing with the
necessity for a streamline form and the
movements of the air, following which we
find much information respecting the
angle of attack and the shape of the
wings. The construction of aeroplanes is

described and illustrated by ail immense
number of drawings.

• "Aeronautics Made Easy." Published by Messrs.
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4. Price 4s. 6d. nett, by post 4s. lOd.

A Spanish cycle car, the Edis, which has an 8-10 h.p. two-cylinder engine, 83'5 and

100 mm. bore and stroke respectively. The transmission is by shaft and lin. V belts,

while the suspension is by quarter elliptic springs. The weight is approximately 5 cwt.

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

It is probable that three methods
will be employed in disposing of

the Army motor cycles. In the

first place, the Surjilvs Govern-
ment Property Disposal Board may
sell them in blocks ; it may sell

vehicles of an old jjattern, or those

which may be described as of a
non-standard type, by aii<A-on ; and,
lastly, the Board may permit manu-
facturers to take a certain number
of their own vehicles on conditions

which would probably represent a
compromise upon the original pro-

posal to this effect ?:)u< forward
viany Tnonths ago.
' It seems, however, that at the

present moment no definite decision

has been reached, and the fore-

going suggestions are, therefore,

purely of a speculative nature.

We stated last week that Lt.-Col.

C. V. Molbrooh is Controller-in-

Charqe of the Mechanical Section

of the Surplus Government Pro-
perty Disposal Board. Among the

advisory committee appointed to aid
him, are Mr. H. O. B. Underdown
(Chairman of the A.B.M.A.M.),
Mr. Julian Orde (Secretary of the

B A.O.J, and Mr. F. Strickland (a
well-known consulting engineer and
writer).

Rear Lights.

There is no present prtfspect of the

rear light regulation being rescinded in

the case of cycles or motor cycles.

The Clyno Two-stroke.

Although it had been decided to

abandon the manufacture of the Clyno

two-speed two-stroke, in order to concen-

trate upon the 8 h.p^ model, the Clyno

Engineering Co. have decided to market

this little machine this year.
_
Several

improvements will be erirbodied, including

2iin. tyres instead of 2in., handle-bar

control to magneto, hand-controlled clutch,

increased number of clutch plates, belt,

guard, wider guards, Brampton forks, and

drip feed lubrication instead of petroil.

The price will be about £50, and de-

liveries will commence about Easter.

The Automobile Association and Petrol

Licences.

To expedite the issue of petrol licences

to motorists, the Petrol Control Depart-

ment has specially authorised the Auto-
mobile Association to receive applications

for fuel allowances, accompanied by
crossed cheques, made payable to H.M.
Paymaster-General, (not to the A. A. and
M.U.), to cover the amount due for the

duty of 6d. per gallon.

The Automobile Association hopes to

be able to post petrol licences to appli-

cants on the day following the arrival of

aplications and cheques at the head offices,

A.A. and M.U., Fanum House, Whit-
comb Street, London, W.C.2.

THE inauguration of a motor cycle

section of the Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers is a matter the

importance of which cannot be over-
' estimated at the present time. It means
the bringing together of the motor cycle

engineers and designers for their mutual
benefit through an interchange of ideas
and criticism.

Entitled as above, the paper to be read
at Birmingham this evening by Jlr. D.
S. Heather, B.Sc, marks the commence-
ment of this new era, and is decidedly
appropriate for the occasion, being a
criticism of general modern motor cycle
design as a whole. Every detail of con-
struction is dealt with in a thorough
mamier, and indicates clearly the direc-

tion in w-hich progress in design should
be directed.

Among the shortcomings of present-
flay engines. Jlr. Heather instances

"A SURVEY AND CURRENT MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN."
Mr. Heather's suggestions then, are

for solid crankshaft, outside flywheel,

and some system of forced lubrication.

the unsatisfactory features of built-up

crankshafts in conjunction with inside

flywheels, and the restricting effects of

this on other details, such as roller big

ends, and the trouble in dismantling.

Beside the inherent drawbacks of the
internal flywheels there is also to be con-

sidered their effects when the splash

system of lubrication is adopted. Piston
distortion and gudgeon pin fixing are

thoroughly dealt with, and remedies for

their failings suggested. The most un-

satisfactory feature of engines appears
to be that everything is cramped and
restricted as to size, particularly such
members as timing mechanism, tappets,

and bearings generally. Sufiicient clear-

ances are not allowed in such places as

magneto, gear cases, etc. Bearings are

consequently shortlived, noise early de-

velops, and oil is exuded on to the out-

side of the machine.

with the gudgeon working in bearings

in the piston. A further section of the

paper deals with the comparative merits

of the various types of engines at present

used on motor cycles ; the small two-

stroke, the horizontal twin, the single,

and V twins of varying angles.

Other sections of the paper deal with
clutches, gear boxes, transmissions,

frames, rear springing, front forks, and
miscellaneous details.

This paper, though offering many good

suggestions, is, on the whole, intended to

be somewhat of a destructive criticism,

and has been written to a certain ex-

tent in conjunction with a constructive

paper on practically the same subject,

to be read at pext month's meeting by
Mr. E Caudwell.
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Eastern Counties M.C.

Particulars of membership of tjiis club
mav be obtained from the hon. secretary,
Mr. J. W. Percival, 5, Euby Road,
Walthamstow. Professional competition
riders are not eligible as members.

Carlyle M.C.C.

The committee of the Carlyle il.C.C.

held a meeting on the 12th inst., when
a sub-committee was appointed to arrange
a sporting and social programme, parti-

culars of which will be published as soon
as possible.

Old friends and intending new members
are invited to communicate with the
secretary, JNIr. T. Laffeaty, 7, Vale Ter-
race, King's Road, Chelsea.

Darlington B. and M.C.

At the special general meeting of the
Motor Section of this club, held on Feb-
ruary 10th, it was decided to re-form the
club.

The opening run was fixed for April
18th, to Bylands Abbey, where lunch will

be provided.
Motorists wishing to join the club

should communicate with the honorary
secretary, Mr. T. W. Watson, Central
Chambers, Darlington.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

In conjunction with the A.C.U. this

club is endeavouring to arrange the stan-
dardisation of a motor cycle team for
all clubs, so that, in inter-club events,
fixed teams will compete.

Sporting trials both for experts arid

beginners will be held, and social events
and smoking concerts, etc., arranged in

conjunction. It is proposed to arrange
for country headquarters about twenty-
five miles from London, on a main road,
so that members can obtain hotel accom-
modation and meet other members whilst
on the road. The opening run will take
place in March or earlier, date to be
published later.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The general meeting was held on Feb-
ruary 10th, and was well attended. A
resolution was passed challenging any
motor club in the kingdom to provide a
team to compete with them for the Wool-
wich club's inter-team challenge cup, the
course to be 50 miles and a non-stop on
Kentish road.<. Full particulars of this

event may be had on communicating with
the honorarv .secretarv. Mr. F. J. Ellis, 3,

Nightingale' Place, ' Woolwicli, S.E.18.
The next general meeting takes place

at 8 p.m. on February 24th. It has
been decided to hold the opening run
on !March 2nd to "Three Horse Shoes,"
Knockholt.

Club jDates.
MEETINGS.

Fvb. 21.—Sutlon Coldfield and M.-W.
.4.6'. A.G.M.

Feb.
2.'f.
— Woolwich, Plums/fad and Dis.

M.C. G.M.
Feb. SG.—York and Dis. M.C.C. G.M.
Feb. S7.—^oiitli liirtniiiqliain M.C.C.

G.M.
Mar. I—Essex M.C. A.G.M.
Mar. n.—A.C.V. (Birminrjham). G.M.

EVENTS.

Mar. 2.—Woolwich, Plumstead and Dis.

M.C. Opening Rvn.
Mar. .—Ealing and Dis. M.C.C. Open-

ing Pun.
April 5.—Birmingliaiii M.C.C. Opening

Pun.
April 5.—M.C.C. Opening Pun.

Aprd IS.—Darlington B. and M.C.
Opening Pun.

April 21.—Birniinghani M.C.C. Easter

7'our.

April 21.—M.C.C. Easter Tour.

April 21.—Liverpool M.C. Openiyig Pun.

April 21.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

June 9.—Dublin M.C.C. Whit-Monday
Trial.

June (end nfJ.—Dublin M.C.C. 7'u-enty-

four Hours' Peliabdity Trial.

Aug. 2 and Jf.
—Dublin M.C.C. Two

Days' Bcliability Trial.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick-
shire A.C.

The Imperial Hotel, Temple Street,

Birmingham, is to be the venue of the

A.G.M. fixed for the 21st inst., at 7

p.m. The secretary is Mr. F. W. Finne-

more, A.C. A., 122, Colmore Row, Bir-

mingham.

Liverpool M.C.

At the crowded meeting held on the

5th instant, fifty-seven members were en-

rolled. The officials were elected, in-

cluding the secretary, Mr. Y. E. Hors-
man. A number of events were decided

upon—among them the opening run to

Llangollen at Easter.

We ."hall be pleased to hear again

from secretaries and others regarding
existing and projmsed clubs, their

programmes, and any other interest-

ing particulars. We are also pre-

pared to assist with advice or

publicity those desirous of establish-

ing clubs in their own localities.

Essex M.C.

As notified previously, the annual
general meeting of the above club will be
held on March 4th at the R.A.C., Pall

Mall, S.W., at 7.45 p.m. All those inter-

ested are invited to attend. Nomina-
tions and notices for agenda must be in

the hands of the honorary secretary not

later than the 25th inst.

Auto Cycle Union.

It may be remembered that it was
decided to run off the Arbuthnot Trophy
as early as possible after the cessation

of hostilities. This competition is open
to Naval officers at present serving in

H.M. Navy. The A.C.U. is now engaged
upon drawing up the rules and regula-

tions, and jMaj. A. M. Low, R.A.F., and
Mr. E. M. P. Boileau, have been ap-'

pointed to proceed to Portsmouth to dis-

cuss details with the officials of the Naval
M.C, whose co-operation is sought.

Tire competition will be in the nature
of a I'eliability trial, and the winner will

be found among survivors after a sub-
sequent hill-climb or speed test.

The Competitions Committee of the
A.C.U. recommend that the Six Days'
Trial be held in August or early in Sep-
tember, in South or Mid-Wales, and a
suitable centre is being sought.

Special attention will be paid towards
the encouragement of lightweight motor _

cycles of the cheaper kind. 'l

The difficulty in getting out a hand- '.

book has been found to be almost in-

surmountable, but it is hoped to publisli

a supplement to the list, which will

give latest information.

A travelling representative has been
appointed for inspection of hotels and
repairers' garages. A large number of

applications for appointment have been
received from hotels and garages.

Nothing definite has been decided re-

garding the T.T. Reports have been-
received from the Island, one of which»
states that the course is in such a badB
condition that the race could not possibly*
be held, while other reports state that the,'

condition of the roads is not so bad as
.

has been stated, and that they can be
easily repaired. In the meantime, news
from the various manufacturing firms, as

to whether or not they would support .

the T.T. race this year, is awaited.
Among certain firms it is felt that the
running of this race would impose ton:^
heavy a task upon the trade, in view offl
its unsettled state owing to the changingJ
over from war to peace conditions, and
that, while the T.T. race will be heartily

welcomed in 1920, it would be most in-

convenient to the trade generally to run
it during the present year.
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THE 2fh.p. COULSON-B.
71 mm. X 88 mm Singls-cylinder Blackburne Engine, 348 c c.

The 2% h.p. Coulson, a newcomer into the motor cycle industry. It is fitted with a spring frame and Blackburne engine.

WE recently published a few pre-

liminary details concerning the

2f h.p. Coulson-B motor bicycle.

The machine has now reached an , ad-

vanced stage of construction, and in about
three weeks' time the manufacturers,
the Aeroparts Manufacturing Company,
Albion Works, Albion Street, King's
Cross, London, N.l, hope to be in a

position to make deliveries. .

The machine has a simple spring

suspension. The frame is sturdily con-

structed of Ijin. tubing. On the under
side of each chain stay there is a leaf

spring, the rear end of which is attached
by means of a shackle to a' link carried

at the end of the back forks.

Both front and rear wheel spindles

are withdrawable, so that either wheel

may be instantly detached tor the purpose
of tyre repairing.

As previously mentioned, the mud-
guards are wide and generously valanced,
the rear guard being bin. across. Between
one and threequarters and two gallons of

petrol and a quart of lubricating oil can
be carried in the tank, which is fitted with
filler caps of large size at the forward
end. The tank is attached to the
secondary frame tube by means of special
brackets, the method of attachment being
invisible on casual inspection.
The engine is the 2| h.p. Blackburne,

which is a small replica of the well-known
3^ h.p.. engine of this make, and, like the
latter, is provided with an outside fly-

wheel. The standard Blackburne features
are retained, such as the detachable head,

solid crankshaft, and split big end bear-
ing. The bore and stroke of this engine
are 71 mm. and 88 mm. respectively (348

c.c). The engine equipment includes the
latest type Brown and Barlow pilot jet

carburetter, M-L magneto, and a stream-
line silencer.

The stand is fitted just behind the
bottom bracket on which the countershaft
Albion two-speed gear box is suspended.
The handle-bars are of the semi-T.T.
pattern, and are provided with rubber
grips and inverted levers .for the front
brake and exhaust lifter. The forks are
Druid stronger type Mark II., and cast
aluminium footboards with a l-ubber rest
for the heels are provided. The total
weiglrt of the machine is estimated at
between 150 and 160 lb.

A Grado Pulley with Kick-starter.
JUDGING from the number of single

gear machines in existence and the

demand for change speed gears, the

variable gear device illustrated here will

be welcomed by a large number of riders

who are now fitting up second-hajid

machines. It is a Grado expanding
pulley, giving a free engine and ratios

from 4 to 1 to 8 to 1, and embodies a
kick starting gear.

The principle of the Grado pulley is

known to many of our readers. The outer
flange continuously tends to close m on to

the inner flange, thus gripping the belt

in whichever position it may be. In fact,

if the controlling mechanism is freed, the
pulley will gradually close and raise the
gear, unlike the majority of similar gears,
which always incline to open out.

The Grado Co. has now embodied a
kick-starter, which is quite simple in con-
struction. A gear wheel is carried 'on»

The ratchet gear wheel and kick-starter

segment.

the pulley, and is connected to the
engine-shaft through a free-wheel ratchet
arrangement. Behind this is a segment
embodying a pedal lever, which, upon
being pressed down, engages the seg-
ment with the free-wheel pinion and
turns the engine.
The segment is, carried on a bracket

supported by the operating mechanism
of the pulley, and is stayed by a long
diagonal rod in tension. The whole of
the kick-start device moves laterally with
the outer pulley flange, but provision is

made to prevent any stress being im-
parted to the engine-shaft. This latest

design also has an improved method of
attachment to the crank case, which per-
mits it being fitted to almost any engine
without undue trouble. The price of
this model is £9 9s., and the makers,
Messrs. Grado, Ltd., Pershore Street, Bir-
mingham, hope to commence deliveries

during the next three weeks

B9
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THE NEW 8h.p. CLYNO.
A Modern Machine designed throughout from the Point of View of Overseas Riders.

The 8 h.p. peace model Clyno 76 mm. bore, 102 mm. stroke; 925 c.c. capacity; detachable heads; 28in.

mechanical lubrication ; spring frame.

3m. detachable '

WE have long urged that Briti-sh

motor cycle manufacturers would
benefit by more careful attention

to the insistent demands from Overseas
for a machine in every way suitable for

the special requirements which were
only fully covered in the big twin class

by certain American machines.
What is required by a large number

of Overseas- buyers is a large capacity
engine, 28x3in. tyres, spring frame, and,
coupled with such a specification, British
quality in design, material, and work-
manship.
The Clyno Engineering Co. in their

"peace model" have, it will be seen,

appreciated the needs of a vast pro-
portion of the Overseas market, for

the new Clyno has been designed

Gear un.t. showing the combmed magneto-
dynamo, which may be fitted to order.

throughout, frorn the point of view of

the Colonial, and the result is a machine
which sets a new standard of design
which will be appreciated just as much
by riders at home. The popularity of

American machines in this country and
Overseas indicates that what is abso-
lutely essential in the Colonies is also

desirable in Great Britain ; hence, while
the motor cycle designed for this country
may not be suitable for Soiith Africa
or Australasia, the true Ovel-seas mount
is equally good for home or abroad.
The general outlines of the new Clyno,

at first sight, appear to follow those of
well-known American machines. This,
however, probably is due to the high
ground clearance (over six inches), the
spring frame, and unconventional look-
ing carrier ; because, upon examination,
the general design is more British than
American.

The Spring Frame.
The frame is of very substantial con-

struction, the makers' experience with
their machine gun sidecars being respon-
sible for several special features, notably
the exceptionally strong head, which
has massive, but by no means ugly, webs
on each side and at the rear of the
casting. Both top tubes slope towards
the rear, terminating in a single mem-
ber embodying the carriers for the rear
springs, and a lug for a vertical tube,
which takes the place of the more con-
ventional " seat " tube. The foot of
this tube is the pivoting point of the
rear wheel frame, between which and
the engine the gear box is carried. For-
ward of the latter unit is another
" down " tube, the only bent tube in the
principal frame structure. This supports
the engine on one side and the gear box
bracket on the other. The four sidecar
lugs are integral with the frame, the

two rear members being on the vertical
j

rear tube, while, to meet the stresses
i

caused by the sidecar, the front down;
tube is l^in. in diameter, and strengthened :

internally by high tensile steel tie-bars.

Comparatively short springs with seven 1

leaves are hinged at their rear ends on
the sides of a loop member over the wheel, '

which in turn is pivoted at the ends of !

the chain stays. The bearings of the loop
\

are of good size, while at the frame end
the bearings carrying the stays are cal-

culated to prevent any lateral play. All
moving parts are equipped with grease S
cups. The carrier is on the spring portion
of the machine, and is of tubular con-
struction.

Mudguards «nd Wheels.

Deep valances are fitted to the Sin. rear

mudguard, which is well stayed, as is

the wide front guard.
Quickly detachable and interchangeable

28in. X 3in. wheels with voiturette rims
are fitted, and these have solid steel hubs
and large adjustable ball bearings.

I

The rear springing of the new Clyno
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The New 8 h.p. Clyno.—

An Sin. internal expanding bi'ake is

fitted on the driving mechanism at the

rear wheel, and is operated by a pedal

on the left side of the machine. The
shoes are faced with Ferodo, and there-

fore renewable. The front brake is of the

conventional type, i.e., fibre pads in shoes

working upon the rim of the wheel and
operated by lever on the handle-bar. The
latter is of good width, gives a comfort-
able riding position, and in shape may
be described as a step between the con-

ventional npturned bar and that which is

known as "semi-T.T."
Front and back stands and Brampton

type forks complete the main elements of

the frame.

The Long-stroke Engine.

We may say that it is a long time since

we were so favourably impressed by a

motor cycle engine, both in the points of

design and performance. The bore and
stroke are 76 and 102 mm. respectively,

which give a total cajjacity of 925.5 c.c.

The cylinders are- set at 42°, which we
tliink is somewhat unique in British

machines, the most general setting being
50°. The cylinder dimensions show that

the engine is of the long stroke type ; in

fact, the stroke, in proportion to the bore,

is longer than that of any British twin
motor cycle engine hitherto produced, the

rat.io being nearly 4 to 3.

Important features are the detachable

heads and the methods adopted to hold
them in position. On two sides of each
cylinder there is a sw-ivelling bolt extend-

ing from the crank case to above the

cylinder heads where they are linked by
bridge members, which bear upon the

centre of the cylinder heads. The part

in contact is concave on the cylinder and

Strong metal chain cases are fitted which are readily detachable.

convex on the bridge piece, which makes
the latter more or less self-centring.

To detach a cylinder head it is only
necessary to remove one'nut, slacken the

other, and swing the bridge piece clear.

The head removed, togeflrer Avith the

valve chests a-nd valves, the cylinder

barrels may then be withdrawn without
further use of tools.

The cylinder barrel is spigoted into the

head, and a gastight joint made by the

usual copper and asbestos ring. The top
fin on the cylinder barrel is " dished " to

receive the rim of the socket ijortion of

the joint.

Thirteen fins encircle the cylinder

barrel and are joined together at four

points of the circumference by what may
be described as vertical webs. The head
portion has " upright fins " across it, while

the valve chambers have fins arranged
approximately radially.

The pistons have flat tops, and are

of cast iron, with four webs. Three
rings are fitted at the top, and below
them for nearly half its total length

the piston is recessed, and has a narrow-

skirt with a strengthening rib about its

bottom edge. In the waist of the piston

are a number of h-oles, introduced to

The 8 h.p. Clyno engine. (Lett) The valve-operating mechanism. (Centre) Cross-section of the engine showing the bearings. Note the

small lubricating pump on the timing side end ot the main shaft, and the oil trough about the base of the cylinder. (Right) Section through the

jngine, showing the small ends of the connecting rods and the roller " big end."

BI5
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The New 8 h.p. Clyno.—

lighten it. Extra long' bosses arc pro-
vitted for the Rudgeon which works in

them. The gudgeon pin is fixed in the
small end by means of a cross bolt, the
connecting rod having a- saw cut from the
lower part of the small end boi'e ex-
tending into the I section rod, to allow
the small end to grip the gudgeon pin
when the bolt is tightened up. Thu^, it

is ivident that, instead of the con-
necting rod working upon a fixed
gudgeon pin, the latter moves in the
bosses in the pi.ston. By these means
there is approximately a hundred per
cent, gain in bearing surface Over the
more conventional liushed small end.

The "Big Ends."
As will be seen from the drawings,

one connecting rod is forked, which is

another departure from previous Clyno
ijractice, the 5-6 h.p. model having side-
by-side connecting rods. The big ends
are fitted with roller bearings, each
having two rows of rollers in bronze
cages. The plain connecting rod has
(fcjo rows side-by-side, while the forked
rod has a row on each side of the. other
pair. The cages are of one type, and
the pair on one side faces the' pair on
the other, having a hardened and ground
steel ring between them. The big ends
are lined with renewable hardened and
jzround steel rings.

Crank Pin.

The' method of fixing the crank pin
is novel. Although it has been in use
some time on war-time Clynos, the de-
sign is not generally known by the motor
cycling public. The crank pin is hollow,
and has tapered ends, which fit in
tapered holes in the flywheels. Through
the centre of the pin there is a shouldered
bolt, with a large head on one side and
a shouldered nut on the other. By
tightening the latter, the crank pin is

pressed firmly into the flywheels. Each

FEBRUARY 20ih, igig.

The gear box and magneto are fixed by
wedging clamps, thus preventing any
possibility of misalignment.

end of the bolt has a locking device, which
will be seen in the third drawing of
the engine.

Main Bearings.

Long plain phosphor bronze bearings
support the main shafts, the adoption
of which, no doubt, contributes to the
silence of the engine, which we inspected
after many thousands of miles of run-
ning.

A single cam wheel, which is sup-
ported in bearings at both ends of its

shaft, operates the valves on both cylin-
ders through three pairs of rockers. The
exli.Tust rockers, having the greatest

3l6

amount of woi'k to do ((.'"., to open the

exhaust valves against the pre.ssure of

the expanding gas in the cylinders), are

fitted with rollers. Two pairs of rockers

are used to operate the inlet tappet^,

the arrangement of which will be clear

from the drawings.
An extremely neat exhaust valve-lift-

ing mechanism is embodied within the
timing gear case. This is in the form
of a stirrup which, upon being raised

by means of a Bowden wire, takes both
exhaust rockers out of action. Means
of adjustment are provided by two
knurled collars.

The tappets, which are adjustable, are
equipped with light springs to keep
them in contact with the valve stems,
while double springs are fitted to the
valves, which are of ample diameter.

It will be seen from the drawings
that the induction pipe is very short,

and is fixed by screwed collars, which
compress washers of asbestos, and so

obviate all chance of air leaks at this

important point.

E.xceptionally large exhaust exits are
provided, with l^in. exhaust pipes carry-
ing the spent gases in easy curves to a
long 4^in. barrel silencer.

Lubrication.

At their lower ends the cylinders extend
deeply into the crank case, the space
between them and the crank case walls
being utilised as an oil trough into which
fresh oil is pumped by a small eccentric

pump on the engine-shaft. This pump
draws its supply of oil from a drip feed

on the tank. In the walls of the cylinder
barrels are a number of holes through
wliich the oil overflows and so lubricates

the pistons. • In addition to these holes,

there is a pipe in the trough through
which oil flows directly to the timing
side main bearing.

On the driving side the oil which drips
down the inside of the crank case is col-

lected in a trough just above the bearing,
to which it is fed by a large oilway.
No special means are adopted to lubri-

cate the crank pin and gudgeon pins,

which secure their share of lubricant by
splash in the usual way. In addition to

the mechanical lubrication system, the
machine has an auxiliary hand pump
with a two-way tap, by which the driver
may give either engine or gear box a
charge if and when required.

Shock Absorbing Device.

In our previous reference to the new
Clyno on the road we mentioned the
extremely smooth running of the machine.
There is no doubt that the shock absorber
largely contributes to this. The device
consists of a sprocket, free on the engine-
shaft, and having four cams on its outer
side. These bear upon four spring-
loaded plungers carried in a member
which is fixed to the engine-shaft. Thus,
the impulse of the engine does not impart
a shock upon the transmission. In addi-
tion to the spring pressure, there is the
frictional contact between the sprocket
and the member against which it is held
by the plungers.

The Gear Unit.

We are not permitted to give full

details of the new three-speed gear box.
It is interesting to note, however, that.

while the gears are the same size as the

gear unit of the 5-6 h.p. model, the com-
plete box is 6 lb. less in weight. The
layshaft is of the built-up type, while

the gear wheels are |in. and ^in. wide.

All gears are in mesh, and engagement
is obtained by dog clutches of the in-

ternal tooth type. The kick-starter is

entirely enclosed.

The clutch is of the multiple plate

type, with cork inserts, and fitted with

roller bearings. It embodies a single ad-

justing spring, and is operated by the

right foot. On the top of the gear box is

carried the magneto or mag-dynamo,
whichever may be fitted. This is driven i

by a chain enclosed in an aluminium case

as hitherto. .

At every point it has been remembered^
that it is necessary to guard against sand

clogging the working parts, which are

usually exposed. For example, the quick

thread operating the clutch, although

only outside the case for less than ^in.,

is protected by a sleeve.

Built -up Chain Cases.

The fin. x |in. chains are entirely en-

clcsed in strong metal cases, reinforced

and built up on castings, and are as solid

as the aluminium type previously fitted.

The method of construction has been

M
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On the big end bearings each connecting

rod takes two cages of rollers. Note the

central dividmg washer.

thoroughly tried out on the sidecar

machine guns supplied to the Govern- *•

ment. The mode of fixing is simple, i

and renders their removal an easy matter.

,

Accessibility at every point is a strong .

feature of the design. The footboards andf
pedals are built up as a complete unit,*

which may be removed by withdrawal of

two bolts. The clutch is rendered acces-

sible by detaching two screws on the
~

"Somed cap and two nuts on the top of,

the case.

Space does not permit of a detaile(

description of the sidecar, which we leave'

for a later date. It suffices to say that

it is a carefully thought out design, era-i

bodying a wheel sprung by quarter-]

elliptic leaf suspension.

The body is roomy, and is suspended on]

large C springs. 3

Altogether the new Clyno impresses us

as a thoroughly sound proposition, and
one which will remove much of the com-
plaint against the British motor industry,

that Empire trade is not regarded seri-

ously-

TH
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Springing and Frame Design,
A Pressed Sleel ConstrucJion having many Good Features.

MH. p. A. Fisker, of Copenhagen,
lias undoubtedly gone a long way
towards acliieviug the embodiment

of the ideas of super-refinement en-

thusiasts in his patented motor cycle

design here illustrated.

Tfie principal features of tlie construc-
tion are the duplex pressed steel mem-
bers carrying file engine and connecting
the steering head and the rear wheel
stays. The saddle is supportfid by the
steel tank, which is attached to the steer-

ing head at one end, and the main frame

A unique Continental design.

plates at the otlier. The springing is

of a decidedly novel type, comprising
long lever arms and helical springs.

The extra saddle, which is fitted in place

of the more usnal carrier, is also sprung.

A great deal of attention has been paid
to mudguarding. The pressed members
are stiffened laterally by wide footplates

extending the whole length of the engine.

The engine rests on another plate, which
forms an undershield, so that it is prac-

tically enclosed in a mudproof cradle.

A four-cylinder engine is shown fitted

with a simple type of

totally-enclosed shaft and
bevel drive.

No indication is given
in the specification of

any further provision of

means tor the preven-
tion of lateral play in

the springing of either

wheel. Failing any
additional support, to

that shown at these
points, we .should ex-

pect the side movement
to be considerable.

The frame construc-
tion, however, as a prin-

ciple, has much to re-

commend it.

MOST of our pre-war readers will re-

mernber W. B. Little, whose sen-

sational exploits on Skiddaw and
Helvellyn with a motor cycle caused
him to be known as the " Jlotor Moun-
taineer." He was well-known, too, as

a consistently successful competition
rider, winning, among other prizes, the
award for the best amateur solo per-

formance in the 1912 A.C.U. Six Days.
At the time the war broke out, Little

was in France as a competitor in the

- THE MOTOR CYCLE ON ACTIVE SERVICE AND AFTER.
- Little joined the Army almost im-
mediately, and in April, 1915, he was in

France, a captain in the Durham Light
Lifantry, and served some time on the
Brigade staff, later being second-in-
command of the 5th Border Regiment.
In 1917 he was given command of the

same battalion. In March, 1918, this

battalion had so many casualties that
it was amalgamated with another Border
battalion, and Little was given command
of a Manchester battalion imtil it was
disbanded. August last saw our friend

in command of the 6th Royal Dublin
Fusiliers, with which reginrent he is

now in France—a lieut. -colonel.

Lt.-Col. Little has been awarded the

D.S.O. and bar. and the M.C. He has
been mentioned in despatches four times,

and promoted brevet-major in the Regular
Army.

Lt.-Col. Little writes that he has been
out of touch with motor cycling mat-
ters dm-ing the past four and a half

years, but is very optimistic concerning
the future of the pastime.

"One thing is certain," he states,
" motor cycles have more than upheld
their own in this war. ' How the neces-

sary communication between formations
could have been kept without them 1

cannot imagine. During the warfare of

movement they had even more to do
than during stationary warfare, and to

say ' they did it ' is the least one can
say of them. Once the Army is settled

down again in civilian life, I forecast

a phenomenal demand for motor cycles.""

In fact, this war has made this, more
than ever, a mechanical era* and every
man, according to his means, will want
some mechanical method of locomotion.

I hope the fuel supply is being dealt

%T>.~
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with sufficiently far ahead to meet the

demand. Doubtless 27ic Motor CycU
will do its share in reviving the old

clubs, competitions, T.T. races, etc.

These must be got going again, even

if it is only for the sport that there

is to be got out of them. Naturally,

many of the old school of riders will

feel "a little past active participation, at

any i-ate judging from myself, but,

nevertheless, there is the coming genera-

tion to consider."

DRIVING BOTH WHEELS
OF A SIDECAR OUTFIT.

A SIDECAR outfit having both rear

wheels driven is the subject of a

patent taken out by Mr. W. F.

J. Simpson, of Reigate, Surrey._ The
design is interesting because, despite its

differential and apparent complication, it

still retains the main elements of a side-

car, inasmuoh as it can be detached

from the motor cycle in order that the

latter may be used as a solo machine.^

That is its main feature ; were it in-

tegral with the motor cycle frame, it

would be but a hybrid runabout without

the latter's advantages—i.e,, protection

for the driver from the elements.

The drawings reproduced are from the

Ijatent specification, but letters we have

received from the designer state that he

has more fully developed the idea, and

probably will make a machine.

As w'ill be seen from the drawings,

both rear wheels are sprung, and, it is

claimed, both wheels retain their rela-

tive position to each other by means of

a link motion, thus avoiding strains on

their respective frames.

The sidecar wheel is driven by an

"axle" shaft, which is connected to the

rear wheel of the cycle through a dif-

ferential. The latter is carried in the

hub of the motor cycle wheel, and, if

the sidecar is detached, it may be

locked up. thus permitting the machine

to be used as a solo mount.

Lt.-Col. W. B. Little, D.S.O., M.C.

International Six Days, which, it will

be remembered, was abandoned at the
outbreak of war. " The ilotor Moun-
taineer " was forced to give Up his

machine, receiving in exchange a receipt

from the British Consul at Lyona.
.A patented sidecar chassis with driven

wheel. and differential.

BI9
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Strest, Coventry, and must be accompanied hy the writer's name and address.

THE THREE-JET SINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—Regardiiiif the recent correspondence which has taken

phxce in your columns rr the Binks carburettei' and contro-
versy about " dead spot," we may say that of our half-dozen
motor cycles the last two were fitted with the Binks carbu-
retter, and this carburetter has always given us the greatest
satisfaction, and we would sooner any day have a Binks
carburetter plus a controver.iial " dead spot " than any other
motor cycle carburetter on the market.
For the combination of easy starting, slow running, accele-

ration and economy, there is no carbm-etter that can touch it.

JAMES MOXTEITH AND SONS.

RUSTLESS STEEL FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—In your report of a paper read before the I.A.E.

graduates at Coventry, it is stated that "this steel is of

very good quality, approaching B.N.D."
It certainly is of good quality, but is a long way from

B.N.D. , at any rate as regards tensile. Stainless or rust-

less steel has an ultimate tensile of forty tons per square
inch, whereas that of B.N.D. is about a hundred tons.
Stainless steel would find its best use in exhaust valves,
for which it has been very largely used in place of tungsten
steel. It is easier to machine and nearly as good in regard
to pitting, absence of deformation, etc., as the latter.

ERIC W. WALFORD.
OPINIONS.

Sir,—Having read the series of " Opinions " by men
prominent in motor cycling, it seems to me that, though
there are obvious advantages in concentrating on as few
models as possible, there are so many different types desired
by the public that, to cater for all, several models will have
to be produced.
There is an evident desire for higher powered light-

weights ; yet the low-powered lightweight still requires
advancement in order to see to what standard of efficiency

the ultra-lightweight can be brought.
The comparative cheapness of the sidecar outfit lies in

the fact that the motor cycle can be sold either for solo
use or with the sidecar ; but as few people ever detach the
sidecar, except for getting at parts otherwise inaccessible,
could not the same machine be sold, but with a different
frame? Then the solo machine could be made with a
frame suitable for solo use, and the .sidecar made a per-
manent fixture ; the same engine, gear box, transmission,
and wheels being used in both cases. This form of manu-
facture might lead to the production of a cheap cycle car

or runabout, also a motor cycle by the same firm. If the

cycle car were made within the same limits of weight as

the average sidecar outfit, a 6 h.p. engine ought to be
ample.
One firm one machine is becoming the motto at present

;

but could not firms producing different models combine
together, and so lead towards interchangeability of parts

amongst different models? R.E.C.
Chatham.

LEAKAGE OF MAGNETISM.
Sir,—As an electrical engineer, and one who has had con-

siderable experience in magnetos and automobile equipment,
I have been very much interested in the controversy re the
loss of magnetism in the Dixie magneto. To anyone who has
studied elementary magnetism it is at once apparent that the
magnetism in the Dixie must necessarily deteriorate, as the
end of the shaft on which the driving sprocket is fixed is, to

all intents and purposes, one pole-piece of the magnet. Conse-
quently, the passing of the chain over the sprocket and on
to the engine is a direct magnetic connection to the frame,
and when travelling must set up a perfect magnetic touch.
By "touch" I mean method of conveying magnetism from
one point to another. Hence, as the frame of the machine
absorbs the magnetism, the magnets of the magneto must
become weaker.
The only cure I can suggest is the one that has already

been mentioned, viz., fitting a gunmetal sprocket.
I notice " N.P.D." has done this, and remarks that a

pin will still adhere to the teeth of the driving sprocket. If

he still has the same driving chain on, this would cause the
above effect, as the chain would retain its magnetism. If the
effect is there without the chain, then I assiime it must be a
very small sprocket and the magnetism is purely of an
inductive nature, which is by no means serious.

Regarding "F.C.C.'s" complaint of soft steel, he is

perfectly correct in his assumption that permanent magnets
must be of hard steel.

Whilst writing you, I would like to say that it is up to
us rnotor cyclists to support home industry all we can, and
particularly this section, as we can produce, and are. pro-
ducing at the present time, the finest example-s of magnetos in

the world, superior by far to any foreign product that ever
flooded our market. This is a fact that I find requires some
driving home ; but I can assure all your readers that the
usual standard of efficiency and reliability so synonymous with
the word British is applicable to nothing so much as the
present British magnetos. SPARK.

Plan view of the new 8 h.p. peace model Clyno, an illustrated description of which is given on pages 184 to~l86 of this issue.

m
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rJAGNETO DRIVE AND POSITION.
Sir,—I have read " Vedette's " article on " Magneto

Drive and Position " in the January 30th issua of your very
excellent paper with much interest.

I was rather surprised, however, to notice that, possibly
inadvertently, no mention was made of the magneto trans-

mission system employed on the Douglas. I feel sure
that many readers will agree that, in point of view of

absolute freedom from dirt, extreme accessibility, simplicity

01 design, silent running, and general reliability, this type
has much to recommend it.

I would, of course, add the usual disclaimer, being merely
a very satisfied rider of this popular mount. 4 H.P.

Highgate. X.

Sii'.—I notice tliat an eccentric drive for the magneto is

suggested by a reader, and illustrated in the issue of the
good old Motor C'l/clc for January 30th, Perhaps he would
be interested to know that such a drive exists on my 4^ h,p.

twin Minerva, and also that it is quite satisfactory. Whether
this was fitted by the makers or added since, I do not know,
but I understand the old 'bus won the Jarrott Cup some-
wliere about 1913, so it mav have been a special fitting.

LEONARD S. MASON.
[The Minerva drive referred to was standard, but differed

considerably from that illustrated on page 107.

—

Ed.]

BENZOLE.
Sir,—^I notice m two places in your issue of January 30th

there is a complaint as to benzole being of poor quality

from a motorist's point of view. I think if the producers

would put benzole on the market it would simply walk away
from petrol (war time), but I am sorry to learn that the

toluol is not being taken out, and it will mean more sooted

plugs after a few miles run.

Now as a user of benzole for a considerable time, it was
my experience in early 1914 that I could run fairly well on
benzole with the carburetter adjusted to suit the heavy fuel,

but in October, 1914. the producers started to take the toluol

for war purposes, and the result in my experience was :

carburetter setting the same as for petrol, and not a sooted

plug for a good 1,000 miles, more power, no knock, and com-
paratively easy starting. Now, sir, if we can only get the

late 1914" product I for one will not bother about a smell

of petrol, and it is up to the benzole producers to give us

the best, and we will do the rest to " encourage home in-

dustries." 98%.
Rotherham.

Sir,—I should like to say a few words as regards the

benzole question. A great many motorists before the war
would not use benzole, because of the injury done to their

tanks, owing to tlxe imperfect washing which was then pre-

valent (washing being a necessity for the production of 90%
benzole). Perhaps many readers are not aware that out of

each 100 gallons of crude benzole so w'ashed and distilled only

about forty gallons become available as motor spirit. Many
motor cyclists have seen the splendid working results -obtained

with 90% benzole, but could not be persuaded to try it them-
selves, but we hope such grandmotherly ideas have disap-

peared, and that encouragement, by buying benzole, will be.

given to the benzole producers. All appearances tend towards

the petrol combine endeavouring to control the mai'ket. By
so doing home-produced fuel will disappear, thus making
motoring available only for the rich.

I hope to be able, when restrictions permit, to convince

motorists that benzole is superior to the best petrol A home-
produced fuel which I hope to place upon the market has

the following advantages : No knocking or konking of the

engine under ordinary working conditions, the fuel does not

injure the tank, but, according to my experience, preserves

it, and also has lubricating properties for the engine, and will

give 20% better mileage with increased power, the fuel

requiring considerably more air than petrol.

If the petrol combine put petrol on the market at Is. a

gallon this fuel would always be able to compete with it. for,

in my opinion, when motorists become acquainted with the

fuel they w-ill not return to petrol. This fuel is and is not a

substitute, and I can assure you that it will fire more
readily than n-ar-time petrol fr-ora cold, and good working
results can be obtained in companv with alcohol.

Longton.
'

MOTORIST.

REAIi LIGHTS ON CYCLES.
Sir,

—

lie your article "Rear Lights on Cycles," as a

"pedalist" I should like to endorse the remarks contained

therein. I never used but one light until regulations de-

manded two, but I shall continue to use two lamps whether

the law be repealed or not. They have no doubt prevented

inany an accident, both to the user and to other Iiahiluds of

the road. Why some people should wish to abolish the rule

is beyond comprehension, and it is liable to give the push-

cyclist fraternity a bad name as an unsportsmanlike crowd,

but I am sure the majority of cyclists neither wish to discard

nor will discard the rear 'light. The "Hunnish" ones who
would do away with this small additional extra and save a

few minutes a week cleaning the lamp at the expense of

other users of the road should be planked in a field together

and marked "Highly dangerous."
ONE WHO WILL STICK TO THE REAR LIGHT.

Watford.

Sir,—C'pl. Elsie raises the question of red rear lamps, and

w-ithout venturing any opinion as to the rights of his contro-

versy with your contemporary's correspondent, may I assert

my conviction that he is one of a very small minority in hi.s

affection for this fitment, the need for which, on cycles and

motor cycles, could only be really justified when the reduction

of the power of head "lights to a minimum was a necessary

precaution against air raiders.

Tlie compulsory use of a rear lamp in normal times imposes

an unnecessary and unfair burden on the rider, who, owing to

the position of the lamp, is generally quite ignorant of the fact

when the light gets accidentally jo"lted or otherwise put out,

and he is nevertheless held to account for the unintentional and

often unavoidable infraction of the law. The rear lamp law,

furthermore, is a direct encouragement to the reckless or care-

less driver, who trusts to the red lamp to enable hini to avoid

collision with overtaken vehicles, and, in case of accident, can

shift all blame from his own shoulders to those of the other

party, by asserting the latter had no rear red light—an asser-

tion which cannot often be disproved, unless the light

miraculously survives.

There are a few motorists (I ought to say motor cai-ists)

who claim that because they are compelled to carry a rear

lamp so ought all other vehicles, bui I am sure the majority

recognise this to be a false claim, as the primary purpose of

the rear lamp on a car was not to show a red light but to

illuminate the number plate,

I would suggest that carists should agitate for the law to be

amended to allow them to illuminate either back or front

plates at their discretion, like motor cyclists, and to combine

with motor cyclists and cyclists, and indeed all vehicle users,

to advocate the abolition "of red lamps for any sort of vehicle,

and the definite acceptance of the principle that the onus of

responsibility for avoiding collision rests with the overtaking

driver, wliose speed should be no greater than his head lights

justify. GEORGE E. L. SHERRATT.

WHICH TYPE?
Sir,—Your correspondent " One of the Old (Motoring)

Gang" has touched on a subject which has been written

about time after time, and, in spite of it all, the majority

of manufacturers to-day still cling- to nickel-plated handle-

bars, etc, in the same way that they do to the glorified

push-bicycle type of front brake.

As manufacturers are now advertising the fact that they

have gained a vast amount of experience during the past

four years, surely they must, by this time, have come to

the conclusion that there is far too much nickel on the

average motor cycle. If they have not, let someone stick a

pin in them, and try and turn a small part of their revs.,

torque, and valve-timing thoughts towards common things

like mud, rain,' and rust.

About eighteen months ago, I was in a Red Cross hos-

pital, where all the table knives were of rustless steel,

which never needed cleaning, never rusted or stained, and

were always bright. If we must have bright parts, why
not rustless steel?

I agree with "One of the Old (Motoring) Gang'' that

enamel is far better than nickel plate, especially if one

does any amount of all-weather riding or lives in a "dreary

and rain-swept part of the globe" like "One of the Old

(Motoring) Gang." DON PIP.

Colchester.
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ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I belong to that class of "would-be motorists" to

whom the cost of the present high power combinations is

prohibitive.

I was exceedingly interested in Mr. F. W. Varney's letter

of February 5th describing his experience with a 2^ h.p. Levis

and sidecar. Xow this is about what I want, but is it really

a feasible proposition, as the opinion of my motoring friends

seemed to be summed up in " Well, old man, of course, it can
be done, but it simply lugs the engine to bits in a season."

That " lugging to bits " process sounds a bit expensive in

repair bills.

I may say my weight is 12 st. and passenger 10 st., roads

good, and hills moderate. I do not, of course, expect speed,

but I do want reliable, economical running. Can some readers

help me with their experiences with 2J h.p. and light coach-

built sidecar, with some idea of the running expenses?
Luton. ENQUIRER.

Sir,—I hope your readers will forgive me for again, bring-

ing in the long-discussed topic of average speeds. But
surely the average speeds which F. W. Varney claims in

your issue of February 6th are, to say the least of it,

a trifle tall for a 2^ h.p. two-stroke.

Surely "F.W.V." does not seriously claim to have
averaged 35 m.p.h. with a coachbuilt sidecar attached.

May I enquire over what distances, and under what con-

ditions, this speed was attained?

As for his claim of an average speed of 45 m.p.h. solo,

surely he is mistaken. I myself ride a certain very well-

known 3i- h.p. long-stroke single, with a guaranteed speed,

and have never yet managed (on any machine) to average
45 m.p.h. over any distance worth talking about, although
I can claim to have put up some fairly good averages
over the New Forest roads before the war, but, in my
opinion, a person who claims to put up such speeds over
long distances is either a very good rider riding under
exceptional conditions, or a road hog of the worst type,

and, what is more, I am positive that no two-stroke (miless

specially tuned up, stripped, etc.) could possibly average
such a speed. I will admit the Levis is an admirable little

" 'bus," but I do not think people ought to put forward
such claims about a machine which is onlv meant for light

solo work.
"

H.C.T.P.
Abingdon.

Sir,—What is the object of Jlr. Varney's letter re the
Levis? Every experienced motorist can only think " it may
be true, but ," while many would-be motorists can
be very badly misled by it. Personally, I must say it

reads like a bad bit of "leg-pulling." Any motorist knows
the Levis pulls well, but the makers will not thank Mr.
Varney for claiming it to have the powers of a 5-6 h.p.,

or even a 7-8 h.p. twin. If the gradients mentioned are

"dreaded" hills, and he can take up three pasgengers
be-fidus himself, I suggest he send his engine back to

Messrs. Butterworth at once to be carefully investigated by a
committee of experts, to discover the reason of its phenomenal
powers. If his statements are accui'ate, we now know that the

highest 'power any motor cyclist wants can be achieved by
a single-cylinder . of Levis dimensions,

.
formerly absurdly

rated at a 2^ h.p. in error. May I also congratulate both
rider and engine on the remarkable average speed attained.

Taking present-day roads into account, the makers must
have presented him with a special frame as well as a special

engine, to take a sidecar with three passengers at anything .

approaching 33 m.p.h. H. F. MOHIQN.

THE FUTURE OF SURPLUS GOVERNMENT MACHINES
Sir,—Having read your contributor "Cantab's" article and

the letter from H. Haskins on this subject, I have come to

the conclusion that it is high time someone put in a word on
behalf of the " riders " as distinguished from " trade

"

interests.

Nothing, to my mind, would be so infinitely bad in policy

or so conducive to a continuation of profiteering, as for the
Government to allow the trade to " scoop in " all or most of

these war-worn machines at a flat rate, so that after being
repaired they can be resold to the public at an immense
profit. " Cantab " must have bad his tongue in his cheek
when he naively suggests that this proposed method of dis-

posal is mainly to protect the trade. He anticipates then
that the private buyer would be on a good thing by purchas-
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ing directly from the Government. I am afraid this kind of

proposal is not very convincing, and the only consolation

"Cantab" can offer after the poor shorn lamb has been
fleeced is the makers' guarantee.

It would be interesting to know what makes Jlr. Haskins
so firmly of the .opinion that no one except the makers
would be able erer to get the machines in satisfactory condi-

tion again. His suggestion about controlling profits' is

Well, now, how could anyone control profits on the resale

of machines whose condition, when, purchased from the

Government, ranges from "scrap iron" to, say, a punctured
tyre?

No; the only right and proper way to dispose of surplus

war material is to sell by public auction to the highest bidder

after .reasonable notice, and I think you will find that you
have a tough job in trying, as you have been latterly, to

convince the majority of yoiir readers to the contrary.

I may add that I have no connection with the motor cycle

industry. SUNBEAM.

THE CONTROL OF AEROPLANE ENGINES.
- Sir,—Ma^ I venture to criticise some of the remarks made
by "Torque" in his article on the control of aeroplane engines

in your issue of January 16th? To begin with, he is always

very vague as to the type of engine upon which he is dis-

coursing, and it is quite hopeless to attempt to make any

statements applicable to all aero engines. Not only every

make of engine, but also every individual engine itself,

differs to some extent from every other.

With reference to his statements in regard to oil pressure,

I am afraid I can hardly agree with him. Some engines

have two oil-pressure gauges—high and low. It is only on

the low-pressure gauges that I have ever noticed the pressure

to be excessive when starting up from cold. Most engines

have just the high-pressure gauge, and this, when starting

up from cold, almost invariably gradually attains its correct

pressure, and there it sticks, unless there is a leak or an

obstruction in the oil circuit.

I have never seen or heard of anyone stopping an engine

after a three or four minutes' run to allow the oil to warm
up ; and in my experience, even in the coldest weather, the

oil is always sufficiently warm to permit of running up by
the time the water is warm.
Then with regard to the rev. coimter. Almost every

engine has its own set of revs. It is very rarely that any
two engines do the same number of revs, when going all

out. Also different pilots have different opinions very often

as to the normal revs, of the same when flying level. Some
always rev. an engine much faster than others.

Then, again, 1 have never heard of an engine being run

up and down on each separate ignition system. Just run

the engine to its full ground revs, once and have done with
it, or else ifr will probably be 'so hot that it is boiling after

climbing a few hundred feet. Very often, if the pilot knows
his engine, he does not run it all out on the ground at all,

but only runs it up sufficiently to make sure it is firing quite

evenly and is pulling steadily.

If the pilot wishes to gain height du'ectly he takes off,

he will usually open right out while actually .
getting off,

and then throttle back a little.

May I add that with the average stationary engine a
- pilot is very unlikely to lose his prop, when descending,

,

as the throttle .should be set so as to tick over nicely on

'

the ground when pulled right back? I hope "Torque"
will be more explicit in future. R. A. BUTT.

03 • — »"[ii)

j
BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j

• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM. •

J The recognised standard text book of the motor cycle: deala with all £
types of machines and with every |iart of the machine. 400 ilTuatrations. •

> Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/10. Z

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. l

5 A valuable collection of useful " wrinkles " and items of information con- m
ceming the running, manageraent, and repair of motor cycles.

Z Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3. ;
• TRACING TROUBLES, Z

Motor Cycle Faulta, Their Identification, and Their Remedies Tally 5
Z Explained. Price 2/- net. By post, 2/2. •
• —

;
Z Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from •

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4
j

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

I
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Some Criticism
AND Suggestions
FOR SIDECARS

THE war has not

done much in

developing the

efficiency of brakes.

Much has been learned
from the conditions

obtaining in tlie war
zone as regards the

strength and durabihty
of frame design, while
the development of the

:aero engine will doubt-
less have a widespread
effect on petrol engines
of all kinds. But what
about brakes? Avia-
tors do not require
them, neither do the

majority of militarv

motor cyclists. T^e
latter figure for the
most part in f^at

country, where the
_mud or the dust or the

sand pulls them up
whene\er they close the
throttle. Their trouble
is not in stoppings but
in keeping going. If

the conditions happen
to be more homelike,
then the most they

require of the brake is

an occasional retard-

ing effect, such as is

required in traffic or

touring. Any variety

One of the most difficult climbs in England—Hardnott Pass, Cumberland,

and the venue of many hill-climbing parties before the war.

interest in such attach-

ments. The machines

they rode possessed

what is unquestionably

the ' best brake on the

road, but so that it

should retain gripping

power it was necessary

copiously to inject

petrol every trip, and,

as the friction surfaces

were inaccessible, the

natural result was that

the existence of the

brake was ignored.

On any one of the

machines one coiild

stand'on the pedal with

one's full weight on

even a moderate por-

tion of the gradient,

but with top gear en-

gaged it was impossible

to hold the machine.

Consequently the
clutch with a stationary

engine was forced to

serve as a brake. In

one of the pre-war

six days trials, after

four days, 90% of

the brakes struck

work, and the gears

were forced to per-

form two functions.

in ordinary flat country

of brake will do this, but

the brake for the heavy touring machine must do
more—it must be capable of holding the heaviestl

load for long periods of grinding stress; of not only"

holding, but of bringing the machine to a standstill at

any time, and of doing this day after day without

rapid depreciation or loss of efficiency. The war did

nothing to develop brakes, chiefly because the heavy

sidecar macliine was not much used in the Services,

and where it was used brakes were seldom required.

In a certain part of France at one time, however,

motor cvclists were well qualified to discuss thi-s

subject.

A Searching Test.

The men rode heavy outfits, with threelip, and their

riding mainlv consisted of a mountain descent of eight

kilometres and the necessary return. The descent

v.-as of an unrelenting houseside variety, with hairpins

innumerable, the roads were crowded with transport,

and often the journeys were made in darkness or

under heavy fire. If ever men required good brakes

on their machines these men did, but they lost all

The Clutch as a BraKe,

One learns to become pretty handy with one's gear

lever, but the system is not good. The dog teeth of

the clutch are only deep enough to stand the torque

of the engine, and the additional strain of brakmg soon

begins to tell. There comes a day when the low-gear

dog jumps, and when once it has jumped it can never

again be depended upon. It will jump when most

required to hold, plunging one headlong into a tram

of ravitaillemcnt or over the edge of a precipice.

Moreover, though the immediate retarding effect of

slamming in a low gear is great, it is not lasting, and

after the first sudden drag, the first acceleration of

the engine being completed, the machine proceeds to

gravitate, while, over and above all this, theefiiciency

of the engine as a brake is no excuse for the inferiority

of the brake itself.

Now the effect of the clutch on a siaiionaj-y engine

is excellent in its strong and progressive
_

retarding

effect, taking it, of course, that the compression holds

No brake ^can compare with the clutch in performing

that function, it wears well, and can be depended upon

A25
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Brakes.—
for long usage. This leads one to think that the best

type of brake for heavy sidecar outfits would be of

the metal plate variety contained in the back wheel.

It would be heavy, of course, but so, for that matter,

is the metal-to-metal expanding, and as regards

expense—well, most sidecar riders would not object

to parting with the dibs to ensure the possession of a

sweet, durable, and powerful brake. Indeed, I think

there is nothing more distressing for the ordinary

amateur sidecarist than that feeling of insecurity which
arises from lack of confidence as regards stopping the

machine. With solo machines the Simplest type of

brake is the best. It is a visible, open air proposition,

easy to rejuvenate, and practically infallible.

A hand brake one could notch would be a most

valuable fitment for a sidecar machine, though, of

course, useless for a solo mount. By sidecar machine

I mean any type of vehicle that can be classed under

the same heading as the sidecar, though really we have

less to grumble at than have the light car people. I

have driven light cars which one simply could not hold

even on a moderately severe West Riding gradient,

one or two small Americans being absolute horrors

in this respect. On drawing back the brake lever a

rather harsh grinding noise issued from the vicinity of

the rear wheels, but otherwise nothing happened. The
car proceeded at its own sweet will towards whatsoever
peril lay ahead, while one well-known make of light

car, when driven solo, merely proceeded to jump about

the road when the brakes were applied, and the more
urgent the need for immediate deceleration the greater

were its convulsions and the more unmanageable it

became.
We conclude, then, that the ordinary tourist values

a good brake above most things, and is quite willing

to pay for one which will wear indefinitely and can
always be relied upon. The expanding ring prin-

ciple is doubtless the best at present employed,
but it needs to be of ample dimensions and placed in

such a position that it can easily be washed out, other-

wise it will become inoperative owing to old oil and
foreign matter fouling the friction faces. I believe

that a simple design of plate clutch brake which could
be more or less roughly made and readily adjustable

would beat the expanding ring for durability, reli-

ability, and sweetness of operation. Who will try it?

Chinook.

->-•••-<-

MOTOR CYCLING DISCOMFORT.
A Crilicism and Some Suggestions for Designers.

NOW that post-war programmes are in the air

and manufacturers are endeavouring to re-

member how a motor cycle was made, the time

is opportune to call once more for special attention

to a very important but much overlooked point in

design. I refer to the question of fitting the machine

to the rider. As things stood in 1914, a motor cycle

was made in one size of frame to suit every rider

whether a guardsman or a bantam. The adjustments

provided, i.e., saddle, bars, and, in some cases, foot-

boards, were presumed to be sufficient to accommo-

date all riders. In consequence, only one rider in

ten rides in comfort ; the other nine

put up with aching backs and

wrists, cramp, saddle soreness, and

all the discomforts which bad design

coupled with bad roads can pro-

duce. I am a tall rider, over 6ft.,

and have never yet ridden in real

comfort. A modem W.D. machine
gave the best position I have found,

and even that was tiring on long

spells. The back foot-rests were

almost directly below the saddle, and the boot heels

hitched on, well—a T.T. position, in fact, but not

to be recommended for long touring rides. Generally,

my feet stick right forward on the front end of the

footboards and perform a continuous step-dance.

Some Suggestions.

The fault lies in endeavouring to fit the rider to the

machine, when the machine should be made to fit

the man. Perhaps it is too much to expect a series

of frame heights as is available , to purchasers of

bicycles, and it may not be altogether desirable, but

two sizes of frames could be marketed with a variation

A26
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Illustrating the extreme range of adjust-

ment necessary to enable men of various

heights to ride in comfort.

of 2in. to 3in. in the height, and the usual adjustments

for position would then be sufficiently effective to

satisfy most riders.

" Chinook " recently suggested several designs for

adjustable footboards, and whilst they were a step

in the right direction, they did not completely solve

the problem. The directions of possible solution, as

far as one can see at the present, are variable frame

heights and adjustable footboards or Tests. The
tendency to larger ground clearance in many new
models will facilitate the use of footboards giving a

considerable difference in position. A variation ,
of

6in. is not unreasonable, and a vari-

able footboard angle is also neces-

sary. Some riders consider adjust-

able bars an advantage, but general

opinion is against them at the

moment. Saddle adjustments should

have a greater range of movement.

I believe some firms have given

much thought to this point in pre-

war days, and they confess them-

selves so far baffled in finding a real

solution to the problem, but they must get down to it,

or the motor cycle may find itself under a cloud of

antipathy for one reason only—discomfort.

The firais who can devise some method whereby

their product will be spoken. of as " The most comfort-

able machine ever ridden " will capture a large market,

otherwise lost.

The diagram merely indicates the extreme range of

adjustments which are necessary to give comfort to

riders of all sizes. It is a nice point as to how far

the designers can go towards this ideal without unduly

increasing the difficulties of manufacture and pro-

duction. F.A.S.

\
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor ^Vcle.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended tor publication or not musl be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and beeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containmg legal

stions should be marked "Legal " in the leii-hand corner of enreiope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
are
question:

Water in the Carburetter.

There is water in the float of

?' my carburetter, and I should be
glad if you would advise me as

-JJ to the best method to remedy
the trouble, as I think it is

coming through from the tank. I may
say I_ am using pure benzole.—A.B.R.

Water in the float is exceedingly rare ;

in fact, we should say almost an im-
possibility. A slight crack in the float

"will sometimes admit petrol or benzole;
which, of course^ must be got rid of

by boiling out the petrol by immersing
the float in hot water, and then solder-

ing up the orifice. If you mean that
water gets into the float chamber, the
only way to stop it is to insert a very
fine gauze between the tank and the
carburetter which will pass petrol but
not water. The tank should also be
emptied and the water removed.

A Mysterious Trouble.

I have ,1 4^ h.p. three-speed
I James combination., and recently

took the engine down and
-IJ cleaned it, decarbonised cylin-

ders and pistons, cleaned valves,

carburetter, and magneto contact
breaker, etc. The machine was re-

assembled correctly, the timing being
unaltered, and a good spark is obtain-
able. The jet is a Senspray No. 38.

Clearance between valves and tappets
is correct. The machine runs well
on the stand while cool, and on the
road for about a mile, when it shows
symptoms of overheating, and comes
to a standstill with pronounced knock-
ing. I had an expert to examine it,

and he could find nothing wrong.
Three diilerent plugs were tried, with-
out avail. Prices' oil is used liberallv.

—

H.F.K.

Tour proposition is rather a difficult

one to solve without actually seeing the
machine. The trouble seems- to be due
to overheating, which maj' be brought
about by a variety of reasons : retarded
ignition, j.c, timed late; too rich a

mixture—see if the carburetter is not
flooding owing to a bent needle, etc., and
notice whether a great deal of air is

taken. If there is not a fair quantity
of- oil in the crank case there will be
great loss of compression after warming
up, and the crank case will become hot.

" There may be som.e foreign substance in

the cylinder becoming incandescent and
causing pre-ignition. Have you replaced
the washer under the cylinder? Omit-
ting this, or using a tliinner one, would in-

crease the compression and, therefore, the
ignition temperature. Are the valves

an easy fit in the guides and the stems
clean? ' Note whether they are likely to

bind on becoming hot, and finally, be
sure there is no partial obstruction in

the exhaust pipe or silencer to causse

back pressure. If you have altered the

gears or clutch they may possibly be
working stiffly and have the effect of

braking ; or perhaps there is a tight

bearing.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this ioumal, beins fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

ih enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Hub V. Countershaft Gears.

(1.) Would you kindly tell me^ your opinion about having the

> three-speed gear in the hub of
-SJ the back wheel instead of

ha^'ing a three-speed counter-

shaft gear? (2) Is there very much
difference between them when run-

ning? (3.) Where are the' J.A.P.
engines made?—J.C.

(i.) A hub gear is usually of the epi-

cyclic .type, which contains numerous
gear wheels and working parts. A
countershaft gear contains fewer work-
ing pai'ts, much larger gear wheels, and
is infinitely more reliable. (2.) There is

not a great deal of difference so far as

running is concerned, but the hub gear

places all the weight in the back wheel
which is not considered desirable. (3.)

The J.A.P. engine is manufactured by
J. A. Prestwich and Co., Ltd., Northum-
berland Park, Tottenham, London, N.17.

P,EAUER.S' REPLIES.

Variable Ignition on F.N.
." H.H.T." in your issue of January

23rd makes an ennuiry <c adaptation of

Bosch magneto, fixed timing, to give

variable ignition. I had this done to an

F.N. single-cylinder with very satisfac-

tory results, and the job is quite an easy

one If a slot is cut on the timing case,

extending jin. or so both ways from the

small screw which holds it in position

normally, the main part of the work is

done. This slot should give the necessary

sparking radius, and should coincide ap

proximately with the sparking range ol

the magneto. ' A slightly larger screw

will probably have to be substituted so

as to tighten in position without actually

gripping the timing case. It is also ad-

\-isable to test the magneto for spark at

all points in its new radius, as otherwise

there may be starting difficulties. The
controls I obtained ready to fit the F.N.
from Earl and Co., Heath Street, Hamp-
stead. I should be very grateful_ for any

readers' experiences of a multi pulley

(Grado, etc.) fitted to a single-speed two-

stroke (Villiers engine), re ease of fitting,

belt wear, etc.—Joseph Babet.

In reply to your correspondent

"H.H.T.," in your issue of January 23rd,

the above is really unnecessary^ if he has

a two-speed machine, the engine having

four cylinders. With an Amac carburetter

I can throttle down to about 7 or 8

m.p.h. on top and climb splendidly. A
pre-war friend of mine, a great F.N.

expert, had variable ignition with a single

speed, and I wanted it on my two-speed,

but he dissuaded me, as he only used it

slightly on stiff hills. I now find he was
right. Fit new inlet springs after about

1,000 miles or so. As " H.H.'T." may
know, many cars have fixed ignition.

Dismantling a Gear Box.

In answer to enquiry by "J.W.O'N."
on dismantling American Excelsior gear

box, in January 30th issue, if he does as

you mention, gets two wedges and drive.*

them fairly tightly between the gear box

and clutch, he will find that on giving

the gearshaft a smart blow the clutch will

easily come away. As to the kick-starter

side, if he looks at the bottom of the gear

case on the clutch side he will notice n

hexagon head. By unscrewing this he will

be able to draw the kick-starter completely

away after disengaging the return springs.

I would give a word of warning to

"J.W.O'N." not to take the gear to pieces

unless he has the proper tools with which
to work, as the gears run on ball bear-

ings, which are pressed on the gearshafts.

There are no left-hand threads in the gear

box or fitting.—J.E.M.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
HovLAKE TO Diss.—W.H.R.
Hoylake, Chester, Tarvin, Over,

Middlewich, Holmes Chapel, Congleton.

Leek, Ashbourne, Derby, Loughborough.
MeltoH Mowbray, Oakham, Stamford.
Peterborough, Wi.=.bech, D o w n h n in

Market, Stoke Ferry, Miindford, Thet-

ford. East Harling, North and South
Lopham, Diss. Approximately 225 miles.
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M.P.G.

The" makers of the Sun-Vitesse two-

stroke guarantee a petrol consumption of

at least iOOm.p.g. with their 1919 models.

Holdtite Patches.

We have received information that the

Surridge Holdtite patch is being handled
for export purposes by Morris, Russell

and Co., Ltd., 75, Curtain Road, London,
E.G. 2.

Wooler's New Home.
We liave been asked by the Wooler

Engineering Co., Ltd., to state that
during the completion of their new works
at AJperton they are occupying tem-
porary offices in tliat town, and all com-
munications should be addressed there
in future.

Two-strokes in Wax.
The two-stroke engine has been used

quite extensively for stationary purposes
connected with the war. Upwards of a
hundred 2| h.p. Peco engines were used
to drive trench pumps, and before accept-
ance by the authoi-ities had to, pass a
si.x hours' running test on full load.

A Sparking Plug Box Spanner.

To avoid the spoiling of their brass
plugs by the use of ill-fitting spanners,
the Apollo Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Mijselej' Street, Birmingham, are pre-
pared, on receipt of sixpence, to send to
users a box spanner designed for their

plugs. When asking for the spanner
the name of the motor cycle in which the
plugs are used should be mentioned.

A Doncaster Agency.

The makers of the Wilkinson carbu-

retter have opened new premises at 19,

Sliver Street, Donca.ster, as agents and
repairers of motor cycles and accessories.

Temporary Address.

As a result of the. recent fire at Birming-
ham, Messrs. S. Smith and Sons (Motor
Accessories), Ltd., have secured temporary
oifices, at 2, Great Western Buildings, 6,

Livery Street, Birmingham.

Bobbialac Leaflet.

Motor cyclists who wish to re-enamel
their sidecars and machines may find the

instruction leaflet, issued by Messrs.
Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., Qoswell
Works, Stratford, E., of assistance.

New Manchester Agency.

A motor cycle depot is to be opened at

229, Deansgate, Manchester, chiefly as an
agency for Norton and Royal Ruby
machines by Mr. T. Davies, captain of

the Stockport Motor Club.

An Adjustable Windscreen.

Ihe miakers of the windscreen described
in The Motor Ci/dc of the 6th inst.

—

Messrs. Ollard, Westcombe and Co., 46,

Great Charles Street, Birmingham—find

that it will be three weeks before this

fitting can be marketed, and they will be
unable to accept orders for the time being.

A Useful Diary.

We are in receipt of an extremely well-

got-up diary published by Messrs. George
Spencer, Moulton, and Co., Ltd., which
contains a few facts interesting to
students of the Great War, such as a
list of medals, ribbons, and decorations,
which enable the ordinary person to dis-

tinguish these. Interesting facts of value
to motorists are an English-French idic-

tionai-y of motoring tenns, a list of some
of the important motor records, instruc-
tions how to register a car or motor cycle,

a list of motor index marks, and a map
of the Great War, Western Front.

Fuel Supply.

We are advised that Messrs. Crow
Bros., 190, High Street, Guildford, are-

,in a position to supply benzole in two-
;

gallon tins.

British Magnetos.

At a dinner of the staff of the jM-L|
Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., it was statedl

that from an output of about eight mag-
netos per week in 1914 the figure at.,!J

the present time is neai'ly eight hundred
'J

per week.

New Showrooms. r

Extensive offices and showrooms havS
been opened by Messrs. Burney and"^

Blackburne, Ltd., at 166-168, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W.C.2. All com-
munications regarding the sale of Black-
burne motor cycles and engines should
be sent to this address.

,

',

The Bowden Brake Co. >,

We are informed by the Bowden Brake "1

Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Birmingham, that the

capital of the company has been incieased

to £75,000.
Mr. R. Melville Brown, 24a, Queen's-

JParade, Friern Barnet, London, N.ll,
has been appointed representative for

London and the surrounding districts.

Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth's War Work.

Our readers will require no reminder of,

the services which have been rendered by
motor cycle manufacturers to the natiouV
in its hour of need. Practically every
imaginable type of war implement has
been produced in the diflEerent factories

devoted in peace time to motor cycle pro-

duction. To demonstrate the comprehen-"
siveness of the range of war impedimenta
produced by Messrs. Rudge'-Whitworth,
Coventry, a special exhibition was,
recently arranged at their London '

pi'emises, 230, Tottenham Court Road.
The following list contains a few of the'

items they have manufactured, and wiU
give a fair idea of what has been
done : A bullet-proof shield, part of aero-

plane landing gear, lance bomb, bombs
ranging from 15 to 230 lb., vai-ious shells,

water pump for aeroplane, depth charges,
barbed wire-cutters, tachometer drive for ,

aeroplanes, carburetter for aeroplanes, ^
'<

shell fuzes, and aeroplane wheels.

Mr. Herbert A. Camer, of Bristol, and his 4 h.p. Triumph sidecar. (See paragraph accompanying.)

\2ii

AN EARLY BRISTOL
MOTOR CYCLIST.

WHEN Mr. Herbert A. Camer fii;st

started riding he did not meet more
than an average of two or three

machines per week, and his friends
thought that he would encounter a
terrible fate on those " dreadful motor
cycles, which ought to be put a stop to."

We may mention that at this period he
did a good deal of sidecar driving, the
sidecar being a trailer with one wheel
taken off and the arm bent round to

make a connection to the motor bicycle
frame. In this machine, attached to a
twin Clement-Garrard built up of Chater-
Lea parts, Mr. Camer did_ an exteiisive

mileage, driving on the open couiitry

roads and in traffic from the sidecar—^ho

mean feat in those days when no change
speed gear or clutch was fitted.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2 '-, and 2d. for every

additional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately, name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders sent in payment tor adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & S0N3 Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

I'D to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
'ms Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

. J': should be posted in time to reach the offices of
iSte «xhe Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,» Xndor St., E.C.4), by the flrst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is talien

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " Tbe Motor Cycle " Of&ce.
When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
re^tration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to tbe advertisement charge, which mu^t include the
words Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycl6." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoc Street,
E.C.4-

I!^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

Tbe time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
car lage one way. For ail transactions exceeding £10 in

vaiue, a deposit fea of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilige & Sons Limited.
The letter " D" at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
4esirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tbelr enquiries are requested to regard the
sUence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A-B.C.—Earliest delivery.—Sole Agent for Shropsbire,
J. C. Kckering, Shrewsbury. C4123

A .B.C.—Earliest deliveries. Your name on our list
'

iV ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., StaSonl. I

CX4050 i

RIDEE TBOWAED and Co., 31. High St.. Hamp-

]

stead.— Orders now being booked tor earliest de-
livery of the new A.B.O. r2254 1

WE Are Xow Booking Orders for earliest deliveries

of A.E.C. motor cycles. Secure an early deli-verv

by placing your order with ua now.—Dunwells" Garage,
ffigan. ' TeL : S28. tS.3219

A.J.S.

A -J.S.—For 1919 models and service, Tarlcr, Garape,
a. Wednesbury. [3774

A.J.S.—Earliest deliven- of 1919 6h.p, combination.—
J. C. Pickering, Shrewsbury. [4124

CHOW Bros.-. Guildford. -A.J.S. Agents since 1912
Write us for your reyuiremeuts [9777

-lOl'i' A.J.S. 6h.p. Twin: £80.—Eke and Co., 15-
J-jt7 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0480

"IQ19 A.J.S. Combiuations.-Write Merrick's Stores.
-•-" 174. Listerhilla Ed., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.

[X2430
order now for

Parker's, Bradshawe^te
[S:4193

4 .J-S. _ Combinations.—Book ^our
earliest possible delivery

Bolton,

WANTED
FOR

SPOT
CASH

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES
AND

LIGHT CARS.

Highest prices offered for

all makee, preferably not

earlier than 1 91 4.

Distance no object. Repre-

sentative sent to inspect.

Cash paid on sight. Machine
driven away.

This will save you all worry

and trouble of trial runs and
all risks.

THINK
IT WILL

IT OVER
PAY YOU

Send for List of Second-hand

Machines. All overhauled
and guaranteed.

MAUDE'S
MOTOR MART,
100, Gt. Portland St., W1.

Telephones : Mayfair 552 ; Museum 557

Telegrams: "Abdicate, Wesdo, London.

'

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

RIDEE TBOWARD and Co,
stead.— Orders now being

nery of the new A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1915, 6h.p., with Millford sidecar
wheel complete, oversize tyres, condition

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

the sole

FOR SALE.

31, High St., Ktimp-
booked for earliest de-

[2255

spare
fierlect.
X4202

Leicester-

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. [3531

,J.S. 4h.p. Late 1916 Combination, indistingiiishabje

from new. ._._._,
etiuipped; £95, no offers.-Reynolds,

ible

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try —
shire agent, Will Chapman, a 13, Belgrave Rd..

;e

-A.' troni"new,"but befterr interchangeable wheels, fully
- — - ~ " Waterbeach, Cambs.

[4133
deliveries ol 1919A.J.S.—For the earliest po;

models, advance specifacations and super service,

try the A.J.S. Specialists, The "' ' " " w_,..„.

hampon St., Walsall. 'Phone
Wolver-
[X0125

Combination, 1914, 2 speeds, kick

The Walsall Garage,
444.

Dvres t

-iriggs,

19"

19^

s new, would separate

;

Summerfield, Hartlebury,

03h.p. A.J.S. -. --- . - -.-- -^
/S 4, start, Wotsonian light O.B, sidecar, lamps, horn

£50, or £40 solo.— 1'.

near Kidderminster.
[X3986

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1915 Combination de Luxe, mileage about

5,000. screen, spare wheel, 3 Lucas lamps and

lorn, Cowey, etc., just overhauled by makers fljrst-rat«

oudition; £110.-L. Williams, 11, Grange Ed,,
ji^^Yo

6 6h p. A.J.S. Combination, aa new, unscratched,

spare wheel, Watford trip speedometer, 3 lamps.

, ganerators, Lucas horn; cost over SlSO^pnce ±llb,

or ne-ar offer.-Pearse. 4, Nniserj Walk, WorcMter.^^^

16 A.J.S. Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-Epeed and

clutch, lamps, horn, hood and wind screen,

etc., very good condition; 97 gns., near offer.

Wanted, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine and magneto.—9, High

St., Eusthall. Kent. 14340

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril WUliams
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [9189

Aider.
2-stroke, 1915i £25j^ or nearest;ALDEE, 2%h.p.

lamps.-Box 2,877 The Motor Cycle. [X3994

Alldays.

LLON.—J. 0._ Pickering, Shrewsbury. Orders now
[4125being booked for earliest delivery.

2-stroke, 2-speed, just overhauted, ns
-" Surbiton. [X4077

Your name on our list

ALLON, 1915,
new; £36.-37, Malvern Ed.,

ALLON.—Earliest deliveries. ^rT-- „;- .• i

, ensures this.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd., 6taf!ord_

,
LLON 2-stroke, 2A

Bolton.

LLON 2-stroke De Luxe,
3le of Wight ai

Wight. Early deliveries,

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co.

stead.— Orders now being

livery 2-3peed and clutch AUons,

[X4070
peeds, and hand-operated clutch,

stock.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

ALLON" 2-stroke De Luxe, 2 speeds and clutch; £05.

-Isle of Wight agents, Witham Bros., Newport
- - [ObOD

, 31. High St.. Hamp-
booked for earliest de-

£58; also De Luxe
[2258

odels, with kick start, £65

LLDAYS Allon.-We have seven of_ these in^stocj;

-A. 1918 2-3peed, like new, £48; 1915 2-speed, £33/10:

i.nd two 1916. price £42/10; two 1917. 2-Bpeed, hand

lutch, £44 and £46/10; and 1918, 2-speed
-^'- ;~i.* ...-.i .^*=5^11 complet-.-

Walthamstow, and
(4196

accessories.—Lamb's, 151, High St.

50, High Ed., Wood Green, N.

Antojne.

AXTOINE 5-6h.p. Twin, nearly new condition, hand-

controlled clutch, kick-starter, variable jet carbu-

retter; 28 gns.-lS, Carlton Terrace, Finchley Ed.,

Chills HIU, N.W.2. (After 6.) [4309

Ariel.

iDlhp Ariel, mag., good tyres, sound, smart nppear-

/*2 ance; £10.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

AEIEL, 2lAh.p, spring forks, mag., good tyres, just

been overhauled: £20.-19 Wood Lane. Shepherd's

new Dunlops, speedometer,
£25.-4, Glebe Ed., Staines,

[X4019

AEIEL 3V'h.p., countershaft, solo £80, comWriation

£106: early delivery.-Island agents, Withatn

Bros., Newport, Wight. [3688

ARIEL, 3y-h.p., 1912, fixed engine, decomiyessor,

good order, not run sines 1916
Combsrbach, Noithwich, Cheshire.

tyres good,

Bush.

3ih.p. Ariel Combination,
2 lamps, good order; "'

Middlesex.

£22.—Cowap.
[X3854

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement.

AEIEL 3'/..h.p., tvres good, great bargain, £15; also

a sideca'r, upholstered leather, no wheel, 45/-.-
-- - Lane, Cheriton Folkestone.

[X4029

RIDEE TEOWAEU and Co., 31.. High St.. Halnp-

stead-New 3'/,,h.p. 3-8peed Ariel m stock, £80.

i Orders being booked for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. coni_

bination.
^^''"

arage, 100, Eisboro

lIDEE TEOWAED and Co.,

and the date of the issue, A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AUIEL, 8I1.P.. sidecnr, 2-ape«l Eufiekl Renr. handle
stiirter, ihiiia drive, speodotuoter, inpcJuinifiil horn

tvres like new, siuire pover. tools, sptires, nir hojKl itiinii

pillion seat, autonintic hibrii'ntiou : £80, burgiiin
oliues, 6. Colne lid., Burnley. Lanes.

Arno.

[4064

AHNO. 2',...h.p.. absolutely new, mile.lgo under 30,
simrauteeU perJeet; l.arBuiu, £30.-Batrett.. Horley

Surrey. [4226

Auto- Wheels.
B.S.A. Aiito-Wlieel, complete; f 8/10. — Clnpham

Motors!. Kiat' Ucorgo St., Greenwich. (X4139n

WALL Auto-Whoel, complete, good condition, run:
well : £9.—Harris, llomestead, Bircbington.

(X4121WALL Auto-Whcel. nearly new. perfect iiiunint; order;
11 gns., bargain.—Bos L9,306, c;'o 2'hc Motor

Cycle. [4150

GENUINE Wall Auto-Wheel, little used, complete
£10.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hattou (Jarden,

Uolbnru. [X4093
TMI'liOVEll Wall Auto-Wheel, perfect condition, little
-*- used, coiiipleltj; £10. baignin.—Loueworth, Hnvdnu
LodBC, Cbelteuhaiu. [X.4014

A TTO-WHEEL. Swiff cvcle, 26in. wheels, good coir
..^ <lition. colnjilete: £20.—Bright, Casc;ide Works
I.it.hticld Oarden?, Willcsden Green. [4359

model, just overhauled by
standard model. £8/10.—

I,.i;ub'«. 151. Ilich St., Walthomstow, and 50, High

t UTO-WHEELS, U.S.A. .
^\. coiuitany, £12/12: also standard model.

liiL, Wood UR-eu', X. [4200

8h.p. Bat-Jap, 1913,
fr;ime, 3 lamps.

Bat.

reea. lots 01" spares; £55.-

2-speed,
aclibuilt sidecar.

kick starter, sprinp
. 2-seater, wind

-Winn, Staiuforth, Settle,

X4013
FOR Earliest Delivery B.S.A., placo your order with

us. Free insurance policy with every machine
oidered before March 7th.—The Brook Motor and Enei-
neeriug Co., Withingtou, Lanes. [X2727

B.\T-J.A.P., T.T., late model, 4-5h.p. twin, 2-speed
countershaft gear box, new tyres and belt, round

'ank. lamp, horn, and tools; £28.—Walbro Motor
Works, Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [X4109

BBADnrEY
C'laphaui

Bradbury.
2-siiC';d Combination ; bargain, £30.—

Mntois), King George St., Gieenwicli.
[X4139h

1Q19 Bradbnrys: cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor
i-tJ Exchange, IBa, Union St. South, Halifax.

[4280
BE.\liBUBT Combinatinn, believed 1914, 4h.p., 2

speeds, Bosch. B.J3., kick starter, etc., cane side-'38 gns., nearest.—Delhi,
[4107

aide door, smart turnout;
.Vviju Kd., Devizes.

31h.p. Briidbury and Coachbuilt Sidecar, Brampton
2 gear, lamps, and tools complete, all in good con-

dition and good running order; £35.—Hays, Market
Place, Abingdon, Berks. [X4021

1Q15 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-Epeed connter-
-I*/ shaft gear, kick start, lamp set. storm apron.
good tyres, all accessories, perfect
Common L,ane, Bow, London,

£80.-45, Bo
[4330

Brown.
BEO\^"^^ 3',ih.p., 3-speed. clutch, E.LC. mag in

splendid condition ; £30.-S.. 5, Home St., Frinds-
liury, Kent [4350

B.S.A.

stock.—Reys, 378,
[2972

only £35.—Box
[4148

I .. T ,T 1. ,- . ;.- — ^""J H. com.
binations.—J. C. I'lckering, Shrewsbury. [4126

I
019 B.S.A.Cham-rum-beH^ Models in stock; 7€ gni

BS.A.. 3-speed, 1919 models in
EEui;ton Rd.

B.S.jV. and Sidecar, very good order-
L9.308, c/0 The Motor Cycle.

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery models
bii •• -

9
-Rivett, 236, High Kd., Leytonstone. '

[3652

NEW B.S.A. '8 in stock: immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexander. Agent. Wallasey Village. [1506

"VTEW 4',',h.p. B.S.A., in stock. Model K; £79/16 —
i!.^"

"'"' '^°- *^'^^' Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St.. E.G.

, [0481

1 Q^',,'?-^-^ ,*'"'*'» '" stock: exchanges Quoted.—
f-V, H,aUlax Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St South,
Halifax. [4276

jh.p., free engine, clutch, lamps, horn
, ,. i, t + i

£26,10.-53, Devonpoit Ed., Shep-
herds Bash, London, W.12. [4153

all-ch,aiu model, Millford
• T, ri >-. ,. '"• -85; seen by aprjoint-

...•nt.-B Beildoe, Staines. [4069
"n>.S...\. 3V::h.p. Coachbunt Combination, 2 speedsJ-» kickslaner, chain drive, perfect, sound; £48- ex-
liinge.—211. Carratt Lane, Wandsworth, [4299

B.S.A., 1915 4i;h.p., 3-speed countershaft, all-chain
drive, with sidecar, lamp, speedometer,

1 Q12 B.S.A.,
X«7 good tvr...s

E

B.S.A. Combination (1915!
sidecar, splendid condition ; £85 ;

- new: £60.—A\'hitiuarsh,
„ - . -„ . ondition
Castle Garage. Mere. Wilts

(X4009

Agents for
A.J.S.

(Sole London and District).

BRITISH EXCELSIOR
(Sole London and District).

TRIUMPH B.S.A.
HEIVrOERSOlM A. B.C.

DOUGLAS
NEW IMPERIAL

CALTHORPE ENFIELD
P. & M. MATCHLESS

Write for deliver)^ dates and for our
exchange card if you wish your
present moiuit to be taken in part

exchange.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of the
following NEW MACHINES:

.| h.p. W.O. DOUGLAS Combination,
3 speeds, and kick-starter £95

^.l h.p. W.O. P. & IW, Combinalion, all-
chain drive, 2 speeds, and kick-start. £102

2} h.p. VV.O. DOUGLAS, 2-speeds .... £60
2i h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 speeds . , £52

SECOND-HAND.
1915 2} h.p. Ladies' DOUGLAS, .-j-speed,

kick-starter; fully equipped £62
1913 2.; h.p. DOUGLAS, 2 speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £38
igts Baby LEVIS, single-speed £25

SIDECAR CHASSIS, new. Model B„
dual underslung, for 6 h.p. and
8 h.p. machines, complete with
650x63 run (less tyre) £7 19s. 6d.
4-pomt attachment 12s. Sit

Auxiliary; Safety Arm, for converting
3-point attachment on sidecar to
4-point 12s. 6d.

(Postage, 6d.).

- ACCESSORIES.
Special consignment of New Michelin

Butted Inner Tubes, one size only.
26X2} each 8 /.

(Postage, 4d.).

CHAINS.
Present Prices.

Hans Renold, J x A, for Morgans . per ft. 5 /9
SxJ, for A.J.S., Enfield,

Indians, etc. . . . per ft. 4 /9
fxi 4/9
JXA 3/9
J X i, for magneto drive „ 3/2
(Postage extra.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms :

21a, Store Street, W.C.I.
Wholesale :

38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage:

Tottenham Court Road.
'Phone: Museum 1240.

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westcent,
London."FOE S.ile by prirata owner. 1917 I1..S.A., 4ijh n

almost as new: can be neeii bv aiJijnintiui-nt-' price
£70.—Afply to A. Eossie, AVer Hill, Hasleuiere, Surrey'

r4098

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.-,te of the

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

S.A., 1913, 31/^11. p., kick starter, chain drive, all
accessories, includine speedometer, Dunlop E.U.

tvres, in flrst-class condition 1 i40.-19, Dalton St.,
\\ olvcrhainpton. [4143

1 qi9 B.S.A., 4>/ih.p.. 3 .speeds. Model K, guaranteed
-*- ^ not been 200 miles, as good as brand new ; cash
£73.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden,
Essex. -Phone : 45. [X41li

B.S.A.—For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications and prices, sole dis,-

trict agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton 8t,,

Walsall. Phone : 444. [X0126

1 Q16 B.S.A. 4h.n. Combination, 3 speeds, chain driv«,
-»-«7 l:ick-sturt^r, Gloria can© sidecar, accessories, per-

fectly new condition all round; 64 gns.—Bipon Motor
Co., Borriise Bridge, Eipon. [4208

1 Q19 B.S.A.. 4',4h.p.. 3 speeds. Model K, brand new,
-L^ in stock, readv to ride away; first cheque
secures, *79/16.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron
Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [X41Qf

RIDEE TROWARD and Co., 31. High St., HamJ
stead.—New 4i/ili.p. B.S.A.. chaiu-cinii-belt,

stock, £79/16. Orders beiiiK booked for earliest .

livery chain drive model, £81/18. [22(J

J Q19 B.S.A. New Combination, nil-chain drive, ^

-*-*' speed, with clutch, wind screen, horn, 3 lamn
(.icetylene); just cost £120, accept £110 for cash.,'

Male, Rosslyu, Coalway Rd., Wolverhampton. [X413'

B.S.A., late 1916, with Millford sidecar, cantileveF
chassis, tyres perfect. Stepney road grip on rear,

Binks carburetter, all electric lights, complete with
accumulator. Lucas horn, tools, and sundries; £92/10.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X420^

B.S.A.—We have a model K. actually in stock, 7S
gns.; also 1916 K. combination, price £89/10; and

1917 K. combination, £95: both in exceptional contu'^IH

tion and fully equipped: good prices allowed on e&'

clianges.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50.

High Rd., Wood Green, N. [1196

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE.-Delivery of 1919 models from stock.

—J. O. Pickering, Shrewsbury. [4127 1

R1DI5R TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamrf
stead. Immediate delivery new C'althorpes, aU

models. [3608

3ih p Calthorpe Combination, 3-speed and clutq^
2 with hrmps; £38.-113, Blair St., PopI#

London. [425'1

C^AI.TIIOUPE Motor Cvcles — All models in «t.vk fnj

J immediate delivery.-P. J. Evans, 91, John Brig)

St., Birmingham. [09f

CALTHOBPe, 2.^ih.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, excelk

condition; £21.—Bosslyn, Grove Park Rd., M
tingham, Eltiam. ,

[12

1 niS Calthorpe, 2'iih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed. speedomel
-i-t7 lamps, horn, spares, stored 3 years, as new ; £3,

-91, Burghley Rd., N.W.5. [12r

1 016 2'fih.p. 2-stroke Calthorpe. condition as tii

-Ltf lamps, spare telt, lull accee-sories ; £25.—LitU
land, 14, Leamington Av., Hoe St., Walthamstow, E.1J

[42f

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2V.h.p., 2 speeds, believi .

1915 model, sloping top tube, good tyres, lamp
sets and horn, in very good condition; £35.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden. Essex. Phone:
45. [X410a

Campion
1 Q16 2^4h.p. Campion, 2-8troke 'Villiers engine, like lli

if/ new. not run during 1918: £30; wanted, cor"
bination.— G. M. Pirie, Cranleigh. [41

-|Q14 Campion, I'/zh.p., single, Bosch mag., B. am
-Lt/ B.. semi automatic carburetter, 3-8peed S.A. gear,

with loot controlled clutch, fitted with Dunlop extra

,heavy tvres, 2 lamps, spare belts, solid cast aluminium
footboards, Irame constructed with sidecar fittings,

enamelling and plating perfect, not been used lor over
2i,i years: £45.—Seen 18. Park Av., Notthend Ha.,

Golder's Green. [4141

Chater-Lea,

3ih.p. Chater-Lea, in running order; a bargain.-
2 Write Smith, 7, Coopers Cottages, Watford Ed.,

Harrow Rd., Sndbury, [4103

CHATER-LEA 5-6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combination,
i

2 speeds, wind screen; 5635; exchange, — 211, '

Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [4300

1 016 SJi-P. Chater-Lea Combination, magnificent out-
j

i-fj fit: £85.—Write, or call alter 6 p.m., Kennard, :

18, Myddelfon Square, Clerkenwell. [4186
;

Chater.Lea.JaD-
CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., 5-6h.p., 3-speed hub gear, and

coachbuilt sidecar: this is a genuine bargain, £35. '

—Whitmarsh, Castle Garage, Mere, "Wilts. [X4010 I

Clyno. i

CROW Bros., High St.. Guiidlord, West Surrey agents i

lor the 1919 Clyno Order now to ensure early I

delivery. [1553
\

1 Q15 Clyno Combination, fitted with all electric
j

-Li' lights, detachable wheels, spare wheel, 3-8peed
countershaft gear, kick start, and accessories, perfect:
£85.-45, Bow Common Lane, Bow, London. [4331

issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

/"^LTNO 8I1.11- Combiuatiou. comUininff bost poiuts ni"

L' Amcriciiu ami English big twins, just the outfit

,, r the Isliind. Book orders for earliest Ueliveiy.—

W ithaui liros., Newport, lAV.. Islnnd agents. (3689

/^LYNO 1914-15 61i.r'. Combination, 3-sroed, counter
V' shntt kick start, Clyno sidecar, wind screen, iuter-

> Iiancenble wheels, spiire wheel, has not been used for

l;i-t 3 years, evervthing in tip-top condition; price £85.
-Win. Hurlwb. Juu., Ltd., 63, Deuumrk Hill, S.E.5.

1

[4166

Connaught.
CONNAFGHT.—Earliest deliveiy of all iiiodels.-J.

!

C. Pickering, Shrewsbury. [412;^

Coventry Eagle.

COVKXTEY Eagle. X916. 2-stroke. 2-speea. not done
1.000 miles, lamps, horn; £40.—G. W. "Wilson.

High St., Warsop, Mansfield. [X4078

Dayton.
DATTOX 2-stroke Liglitweiglit. pond condition, and

good tyres, with lamps; £14/10.—Kose's Garaee,
I'xbridge. [4259

De Dion.

DE DIOX, 3h.p.. modern, low drop frame, overhauled,
new spring forks, mag., tvres, saddle, fast: £12;

;iiter 7 p.m.—29. Eussell Ed., St. Ann's, Tottenham.
[4184

Douglas.
pOOD Morning, Mr. G. Got any

"V".Y.Z. Flat Twins in Stock?

^O. sir. I only *tock the D horizontal opposed.

GOrRLAY. The Great Douglas Agent, Fallowfield.
Manchester. [4157

•>3.h.p. Pougliis. in excellent condition: £30.—Chart res.

-W4 Siiwter Ed., Derby. [4089

£30, or ex-
[4097

1 Qll Douglas,, single speed, new tyres, fine order;
Icl £15-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X4055

DOruLAS, 2^4,h.p., less crankshaft and magneto;
^7,' 10.—Johnson, 61, Osborne Rd., Acton. [4222

"TVOrGLAS. 254h.p., 2 speeds, clutch;
-L' change.—76. London St.. Chertsey.

£48.-Lt.
[4181

DOUGLAS. 1915 tlate). good condition
Wake, E.A.F., Bembridge. Isle of Wight.

1Q19 Dougl.nses in stock; exchangee quoted.—Halifax
-Li/ Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

[4277
DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn; bargain,

^26.-152, Camberwell Grove, Camberwell, Lon-
,100. - [4266

acces-
ingston Hill.

[4329

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h.p. combination. £95; Wai
Office 2^4h.p. model, £60. new.—Moffat, Yeovil.

Phone: 50. [1103

1 Q 14 Douglas, 2^.ili.p., 2-speed, perfect order, splen-
-*-«/ did mount; £38.—Bellwood, —

DOUGLAS, 1916^4, 2-speed. 2^4h.p., T.T,
sories: £50.—Lt. Disney. Rossie, Kingstsones;

Surrey.

Scarborough.
Victoria Rd.

[4255

DOUGLAS 191 1 Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, elabo-
rate ontfit: £80.-51, Maplethorpe Ed., Thornton

Htath, S.E. [4319

GIBB. The Douglas Expert, Gloucester, is the man
to get in touch with for best deliveries and advice

Phone: 852. [4749

1 Q14 2^411 P- 2-speed Douglas, lamps, hooter, in first-
-Lt7 class oraer: £42.— S. B. Wood, Pedham Place,
Swanley, Kent. [4379

"iQie Donglas. T.T., 25yi.p.. 2-speed, all-black mcdel.
-Lv in splendid condition; £50.—Fay, "Wheatash Kd..
Addiestoue, Surrey. [4105

DOUGLAS.—Book your orders now for delivery of
4h.p. and 2%,h.p. models; exchanges.—Parker's,

Bradsbawgate. Bolton. [X4195

O^^-P- Donglas, 2 speeds, accessories, very faj^t, con
•^ 4 dition as new ; bargain, £40.-436. Whitehors*
Efl, Thornton Heath, S.E,

£40.-436. Whitehorse
[4366

DOUGLAS. 1914. 254h p. T.T.. long exhanst. almost
as new, fast, perfect; anv trial; £39.—A.E.. 23.

Market Place, Kingston, S.W. [4230

RIDER TEOWAED and Co., 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.— Orders now Vieing t'ooked for earliest de-

bveries Enfields. all models. [2261

DPUGLAS. in good condition and order.—Cyclist, 4
Cornwall Parade. Church End, Finchley, N.S (by

titun irom Golder's Green Tube). [4172
1Q1S 224h.p. Douglas, not been used for 2 vears, in
-'-*' pood order and condition; any trial; £45,—Gav-
don. Brookhurst, Norwood. S-E.19. '

[4252

IQie Enfield 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
J.*/ linrn. lamps, complete; 84 gns.—Coventrv M( tor
Mart, Ltd.. 86. London Ed., Coventry. "fX4165.

j
T\OUGLAS. 1919, 2Sih.p.. 2-speed. now on rail- also
f-f nearly new 1916 2-speed W.D. Model.-Lamb's,
151,,3iBh St.. Walthamstow. and 50, High Rd.. Wood
Green. N.

^

[4193

"Up" EVERY time

but—a lot depends

on the mount
selected for the

task!

If it comes from my
Depot you'll "get
there " ever>' time
because the only makes
I stock are those of

.well-proved merit, and,

in selection, helped by
expert riders, you can-

not but choose wisely

EARLY Delivery of

any o f these ^ well
known makes —

A J.S., ENFIELD.
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN NEW IM-
PERIAL, ZENITH,

TRIUMPH,
JAMES, HUMBER,
CALTHORPE, etc.

And in Light Cars, too

equal Reliability is

guaranteed in a choice

from the

PERRY, G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD.

Inspection cordially m-
vited — appointments
arranged by 'phone or

wire. Remember —
Satisfaction always at

John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Pbone:

Mid. 5^.
Wiie

:

'Lytcar, b'.-a-n.

^ J

MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

4h.p. Tiouglas Combination. 3 speeds, tick starter, new
tvres, electric light set, splendid condition : best

offer —Roberts, Saw Mill Cottage, Eynsford. 'I'hone:
26 l''aruingham. [4236

1Q19 iJouglns, 2Yih.p., 2-speed, complete with Innips
J- 1/ jind horn, just delivered from makers; unable to
take deliverv owing to illness; £67/10.—Chapmau, 289.
Livertiool Rd., Islington. [4182

D.OUGLAS. 4h.p. 1915 model, 2-speed speed model,
lamps, horn, tools, been very little used, perfect

Older, condition as new; nuy trial; price £60.—Auereele
Motor Co., Al>ergele, N.W. [4137

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, tick starter, lamps,
perfect condition, any esamiuation, £42 ; with

Watsonian light sidecar. £52 ; seen Sunday.—Evans.
Woodcrolt. Heronsgate, Eickmansworth. [4245

DOUGLAS, 1919. 25^h.p., just arrived Irom works;
immediate delivery; now actually in stock; £60,

firsfc one secures. — Wilkins, Simpson and Co., 11.

Hammersmith Rd., opposite Olympia, London. [4159

1 Q 16 2'';h.p. Douglas, 3-speed clutch and kick
-L</ start, stored Z years, and guaranteed not
ridden over 1,500 miles, head lamp and horn, whole
in excellent condition; £55. — Cornwell, Borough
Lane, Saffron Walden. [4213

ELI CLARK can give you good advice also good de-

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will help
70U if possible with spares. The m«n on the spnt.—
196, Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. 'Phone: 4169. Wires:
Ignition, Bristol. (Please do not send sample spares.)

[0966
3.h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 2-speed gears,

/V4 touring or semi-T.T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra,

£60; two best lamp sets, horn, registration, writintz

number plates, £4/4 extra; enquiries invited, full

specification by post; deliveries in rotation.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [4333

DOUGLAS, 4h.p. and 22,ih.p., brand new model-s. in

stock. We -nre stockists and specialists of iJouglas

machines only, giving the finest service and the greatest

choice of models in the South. Over nine years' esperi

ence as Douglas agents.—Thompson and Co., 408, Com
inercial Rd., Portsmouth. 'Phone: 7105. [2513

4h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-speed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coachbuilt side-

car, £95; 3 lamp sets, horn, registration, writing
number plates, £5/10 extra. Enquiries invited; full

specification by pos-t; deliveries in rotation.-Douglas
Specialists, Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel.: 388. T.A. : Bicycles. [4332

Elswlck.

ELSWICK Cycle Car, 2-seater, 1914, 8h.p.
'

J.A.I*.,

Bosch. 3-.<ipeed; sell or exchange combination.—
S.. 5, Home St., Frindsbury, Kent. [4351

1 O^S Elswick, 2-Etroke, countershaft 2-8p6ed. light-

X?7 weight, little used. Dunlops .(tyre and belt new},
accessories: worth £35. first £25 aecures.-Laver, Inple-

nook. Birkby, Huddersfield. [4135

Enfield.

ENFIELD, 1915, excellent condition, tyres new;
seen any time.—245, Hammersmith Rd. [4243

NFIELD, all models, earlv deliveries.—J. A. Stacey,

Sole Agent, 12. Ecclesail Rd., Sheffield. [X1543

1013 Enfield Twin, single speed, chain drive, little

-LJ/ used; £20.-3, Park St., Wellington, Saloi..

[X4054
EN^EIELD.—Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our list

ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford.
[5:4071

ENFIELD 1919 6b. p. Combination.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow. and 50, Wood Green, K.

[4197

ENFIELD, 2^/(h.p., grey model, twin. 2-speed, in first-

class condition; £35.—Hammond's Garage, Crirk-

lade. ,
[3912

ENFIELD.—Boot your order now for delivery of new
models: exchanges.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-

ton. [S4197

1 013-1't 6h.p. Enfield, coachbuilt sidecar, not used
X«/ since 1915, in splendid condition; £66.—R.
Shepheard, Crockenhill. near Swanley. [4380

ENFIELD Combinations, 1914, 1915. 1916; outfits

here; earlv application to secure bargains.— Clap-
ham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich, S.E. 10.

[X4140

I
|i NFIELD Combination, 1913, splendid condition

;

i £55; seen evening-g or Saturday.—73, First

Avenue, Walthamstow, or 17, Woodland Villas,

Chingford Rd. [4338

1 Q16 3h.p. Enfield. 2speed, clutch, kick-=taiter,

Xt/ lamps, horn, speedometer, fully equipped, in

perfect condition, done about 1,500; £43.-56, Jack-

son St., Woolwich. [4270

ENFIE1.D, 3h.p.. June, 1915, T.T. 2-speed clutrii

model, overhauled by maters Jan., 1919, new
lamps, new mechanical horn, Watford eiteedoineter

;

£42 —Clements. 19, Sto:kwelI Park Crescent, S.W. 9.

[X4158
ENFIELD Combination. Bh.p. J.A.P., 1913, lyies

good, speedometer, lamps, and generator, engine

I in first-class order; £58. or exchange for very fast

high-powered combination and cash.— 136. Station Ed..

Addlestone, Surrey. (427F

E

All letter? relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a^j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S4LE.
Excelsior.

ONE 6-Ch.p. Aiiiericuu Exi-elsior nnd MoiitBOjiieiy

siil<y.ir, littiHi up with Lvu'iis liiniin. evoiythmg

us new- £95.—AttKooil's (jiiroge, Ecclcsliall, StiiHs.

1Q16 Ainpric-.in Kxoelsior, fully i-iliUMie'l. "" v^^e)'-

X»7 tiunnllv Uist, hiVa. iind iia uew; £85; tou jiot tor

owniM Hint youns offlter nishine to ' b" "
;

^'X<"iiiiRe

19161917 Enfi-'ld or Sinil>enin. small onsli ail.iustinont

:

Kfiiiiini.'.— B. Uay<lon, I'l'Iicr Norwood, S.E.19. 14253

1016 AiuiTiriiu E.\iclsior Coniliination. 7-91i.l)..

i-U dynamo lighting model, kick starter, 3-si)eed gear,

siiiedonieter. elei-trie horn and lanin. 2 spare chains,

fr<int wheel requires new cone, handlebar rcplatiug, other-

wise [naclune in good order, fast and rohahle, De Luxe
sidecar, lugRnge grid, hood, screen, and side curtains;

highest oSer acceiited.—Box 2,894, c.'o The Motor Cycle

F.N.

F.N. Lightweight, with mag., less lielt and chain: £9.

-Hall. Hotkninn, Whetstone, N.20. [4086

Ih p. F.N Grado gear, lamps, horn, good condition:
S £16.-152. Camlierwell Grove, Caniliciwell. [4229

F.N, 1913, lightweight, 2 speed-:, clutch, in good con-

dition; £17.-A B., 69, King Edward Ed., Rugbv,
[X4122

F.N.. 4-cvl., T.T.. single speed. Boscli. sound: £17;
e.\cli;iiige Ford parts: wanted, laiidaulet bmly.—

Boatlc. Hartley Wintuey. Hants. [4078

Crandex.

GHANDEX 1914 6h.p. Twin Precision Combination,
Entiold 2-speed, Bosch, kick start. Duplex light-

ing, accuunilator, spee<lometer, liorn, lamps, coachbuilt
sidei'ar. Uluemcl wind screen, apron, C springs, outfit

in excellent condition, mileage 5,000. privately owned;
price £95: seen Richmond.—Box L9,322, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4205

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY-D.\VIDS0N.-0rder8 booked for limited

number sidecar models.—J. C. Pickering, Shrews-
bury. [4129

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31 High St., Hamp-
&t«ad.— Orders now being booked for earliest de

liveries new Uailey-Uavidsoos. [2262

HAHLEY-nAVinsON, 7-9h.p., and coachbuilt side-

c;ir, 1916 model, been stored for 2 years, in good
condition; £80.—J. T. Jackson, Stalham, Norfolk,

(X4080
1 017 Harlev-Davidson, dynamo model, fitted with
J-«7 special constructed sidecar, everything new, speed-

ometer, electric horn, unscratched, 60 lu.p.h. ; £130.—
45. Bow Common Lane, Bow, B. [4071

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson, standard 3-speeil mag.
model, in good condition ; £70, or would exch.mge

with cush for 1916 electric model Harley-Davidson
BLiciibiirn, 160, Podgate Lane, Warrington. [X4153

HAELEY-nAVIDSON, 1917. 7-91i.p., mag. model,
and H.D. sidecar, in exceptional condition, £120;

also 1915 electric model, £67/10.—Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. N.

[4199
HAELEY-DAVinSON^ Combination, late 1915, stored

2 years, with lamps, speedometer, Harley tool kit,

Eowerful ; £95, or nearest offer, or exchange lighter coni-

ination, 4h.p. Douglas preferred ; seen by appoint-
mcnt.-Wright. 8, Bushnell Ed., Balhom. [X4097

Hazlewood.
1016 Hazlewood-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, counter-
JL^ shaft 3-speed clutch, K.S., lamps, watch,
mechanical horn; £78.—Wright, 113, Blair St.,

Poplar, London. [4249
Henderson.

HENDEESOX. 1914, 2siieed, clntch, in iwrfect con-
dition; £85-Earl and Co., Athenseum Works.

The Vole, Hampste.ad. [4400

RIDEE TEOWA.HD and Co., 31, High St.. Hamp
st«aa.— Orders now t>eing booked for earliest de-

liveries new Hendersons. [2264

HENDEESON, lOhp., 4-cyI., and Canoelet sidecar,
perfect running order; £95; smaller power com-

bination part exdiange.-Faulkner, Gloucester House.
I'ark Lane. London, W.l. [4347

HENDERSON Combination, 4-cyl., lOh.p., 2-speed.
horn, lamps, fur handle-bar muffs, spare tyre, speed-

ometer, I'lu.enix torpedo sidecar, stored during war, as
new. splendid coipi'tiou ; 80 gns. ; no dealers or offers —
L9,283, C/o The Motor Cycle. [4075

dumber.
3ih.p. Hnmber, 2-speed, less mag.; £14.-3, Park St.,

2 Wellington, Salop. [X4056

HUMBEB 2h.p. Lightweight, suit beginner; £15;
exchange.—211. Garratt Lane. Wand worth. [4298

HUMBER 2^ih.p. twin crank case, timing half,
wante<L—Chaplin, 85, Mawron Rd., Cambridge.

[4207
H0MREE. 2-yi.p., Eoc 2-speed, free engine, rn

cently overhauled; £27.—Sheldon, Sunbymead,
Wells. [4216

HUMBEE Lightweight, left factory .Tune, 1913,
practically a-s new; 20 gns.—T., 43, Windmill St.,

Graveseud, Kent. [4210

HDMBEE Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., running
order: £18.—Apply after six, 286, St. Margaret's

Ed., E. Twickenham. [4109

THIS WEEK'S OFFER.

Latest model Triumph,
3 speed Countershaft,

Price £87.

We are now booking orders for the following:

—

A.J.S. B.S.A. ROYAL
ENFIELD. NEW IMPERIAL
LEVIS. MATCHLESS
MORTON. ZENITH.
TRIUMPH and P. & M.

5ome of which we can deliver now from stock.

JULIAN,
'Phone: 1024.

84, Broad Street.

READING
Closed Wednesday 1.

(«-rQ

COMBINATIONS.
iQiS 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

electric lighting : only done 300
miles £130

1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
lamp set, horn, speedometer;
condition as new, only wants seeing £110

1916 Powerplus INDIAN Combination,
very good condition £100

1915 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 3-speeds, kick-

starter, beautiful Sidecar, electric

lighting, speedometer ; mileage
2,000 £95

SOLO MACHINES.
1917 3! h-P- twin BROUGH, 3-speed,

kick-starter, hand clutch, all acces-

sories, splendid condition £77
1915 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, T.T., lamps, -

new tyres £45
1917 2; h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,

lamps, horn. A beauty £40

CARS.
1914 SINGER, 10 h.p., spare wheel, 5

lamp=, good condition '. . . . £190
1914 STELLITE, 10 h.p., 5 lamps,

spare wheel, speedometer, dickey
seat. A little beauty £230

WANTED.—First-class Combinattons and
Light Cars, for Cash.

J. SIVIITH & CO.,
,
HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

F^lQBBQQElDHDHQElDHEIIIlHQElHElHBBp

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Humber.

HUMBEE 3h.p. Twin, lountershnft 2-siieed gear; in.

siilcndid order; f 30.-Brituell Bros., 45, High
St., Fulham, S.W. [4375

RfDEE TKOWARD and Co., 31. High St., HamD-
stead.— Ordeis now being booked for earliest do*

liTeri:." n-.w 3Voh.p and 6h.p. flat twin Hunihers. [2266

HUMBEE, 3-speed clutch model, and coachbuilt
sidecar, excellent condition: room wanted; £40.

—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., West Croydon.
[4341

3ih.ii. Humhcr Combination, Aug., 1915, Sturmey
2 3-s[jeod and clutch, kick-start, dcfKinipressor, drip

feed, mileage under 1,000, Dunlop tyres nearly new,
large head lamp, rear lamp, 2 spare valves, aluminium
coach sidecar, wind screen and IiockI, a flrst-dasa and'
©conomical combination, e<iual to new: price £65.—
Douglas, 68, Ivy Ed., Ciioklewood, X.\V.2. [4308

Indian. ^

INDIAN. Earliest delivery.—J. C. Pickering, Shrews-
bury. . [4131

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., electrically eauipned, new Swan i I

de Luxe sidecar.—895, Fulham Rd., .S.W. [4244.1

no Gns.—Indian, S'Ah.p., 1913, single. Bosch, cliitchj'

^ O sTicedoinoter, litt[e used.—Railway Garage, StaineK
[4401

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, torpedo sidecar, KlaxoiS
-L */ lamps, splendid condition, last; £65.-17, Leeff-. I

Rd.. Guildford. [4236"

"|Q12 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian (red), variable gear, naeS
Xt/ some iiviliaulirg; £25, or nearest-Bos -2,BM
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X41S'I

EIDER TROWAED and Co., 31, High St., Hapio!'
stead.— Orders now being booked for earlie.st de^

liveries new Indians. [226j

INDIAN 1914 Combination, spring frame, 2 speei

electric lighting, been stored; £65, bargain.^5:
Jlapletliorpo Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [431,

1 Q17 Indi;in (December), 5,-6h.p., perfect conditionV
i*/ recently overhauled, all liccessories ; trial allowed}
price £60, or near .offer.-B(«i L9,310, c/o The Motor.

Cycle. [4156

INDIAN Combination, red, 1916 (Nov.), 5-61i.p„ J-

speed, clutch, electric lamps, mechanical horn, not
done 600. perfect; sell or exchange for solo.— 32. High
St., Eeieate. [4221

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutcli, kick start,
J~*y lamps, etc., T.T. or touring bars, little used,
perfect condition; £68.—Erapson. Cockayne Hatley,
Potton, Beds. [4336'

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., clutch, fitted

with new hood and screen, head lamps, horn, tine

condition and smart; private owner; £59.-255, Francis
Kd., Leyton, E.IO. [4294

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1913, spring frame. 2-speed, clutch,
electric head and tail lamps, and Indian sidecar

with new tyre, other tyres in good condition; £50.

—

Wells and Hon, Dovercourt, Esse.x. [3526

5-6h.p. Indian, 1916, as new, complete with new 1919
sidecjir, Indian red, just delivered.—The above

combiniition can be seen by appointment at Ander-
son, 19, Esso.t Rd., Enfield, Middlesex. [4101

INDIAN Coachbuilt Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-

speed, clutch, kick start, electric light and horn,
speedometer, in excellent condition ami tine running
order; any trial; *70.—Box 2,888, c/o The Motor Ciicle,

[X4103

Ivy. 1

4Xh.p. Ivy-Precision, T.T. model de luxe, .s]>orting

4 sidecar, fast, powerful machine; exceptional bar-
gain, £35.-29, Montford Place, Keunington, S.E.ll.

1X4146

Ixlon. \

IXION 2-stroke, good condition, footboards, P. and*
H. lamp set; £24.—Stace, 3, Holmesdale Terrace,.

Folkestone. [4289

James.

JAMES.—New model 2-stroke in stock; earliest de-

livery others.-Pickering, Shrewsbury. [4130

JAMES, 2i/,h.p„ 2-strokc. 2-speed, late 1918, as new,
Lucas lighting set, liorn, no tools: 40"gns. net:

approval.-Thacker, Wynnstay Rd., Old Colwyn. [X4060

RIDEE TEOWAED and Co. 31. High St., Hamp-
stead—James machines. Delivery this month

new 5-6h.p. twin combination, £126; 4',;ih.p, solo, 85
gns.; combination, 104 gns.; delivery February, 3y2h.p.

.

twin, 85 gns. : March, 2V2h.p. 2-strok6. Orders accepted
in strict rotation. [2267 >

J.A.P.

J.A.P., 3V.h.p., low built, fast, excellent order;
£21.—Bellwood, Victoria Rd., Scarborough. [4257

J.A.P, with Swan sidecar, 4h.p., 3-speed, good run-
ning order.—Fabian, 12, AVaterloo Place, S.W.I. ;

[4055

.

Oih.p. .T-A.P., Bosch watertight mag., lamps, etc.,

/W2 good condition: £14/10, bargain.—436, Whiter,
horse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. I'SeS.

J.H.

J.H. 6h.p. Combination, in first-class condition,
complete with all lamps and tools; £85.—Apply,

Turner, 97a, Caryslort Rd., Church St., Clissold

Park, London, N.IO. [4327

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry

h.p. Kerry-Aliing^lon, B. aQd B.^ Bosch, ^pood con-
dition ; £18,-4. ule'je Rd.. Staines, Middlesex.

[Xa020

mnp., engine,
, frame; £16,

[4104

"^

^P

King Dick

KIXG Dick (19111, 3i..4i,ii,. 2 speeds,
etc., in good order, sUpbt detect ii

or offer,—Beech's Gariige, Liskeard.

Levis.

LEVIS. 2':,h.p.. 2-stroke, perfect; £26; exchanpe.—
211, Ga'rratt Lane, Wandswortli. [4296

1Q19 Levis: cneh or e.xehnnge,—Halifax Motor Ex-
X«7 change, 18a, Union St. South, Ilnlitax. [4284

LEVIS,— Order now for earliest delirerieg of 1919
models.-Louglu,^n, Kisherlon St., Salisl'ur}-. [2358

LKVIS.— Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our list

ensures this.-Maitin Mitchell, Ltd,, StntJord.
[X4072

LEVIS. 191415, 2-speed. little used, and in splendid
condition; seen.— 474. Middlewood Kd,, Sheffield

[4049
LEVIS Popular, 1915. acet.vlene Kainps, mechouical

horn, speedometer, tools, etc. ; £26.—Dr. Snell,
Cluistchnreh, Hants, [4067

LEVIS, 2kih.p,. new, Lucas lamps and horn, Brooks
special saddle, can of petrol; what offers? appoint-

ment,—36, Balfour Ed,, Bromle.v, Kent, [X4143

LEVIS I'opular, sinple speetl. 2-stroko; £38,—Isle of
Wight agents, VTithaui Bros., Newport, Wipht,

Catalogues on rcQuest Early deliveries [3687

LEVIS, 2i,jh.p., gear 454-1. T.T. bars, red tank, lamps,
horn, tools, sporting mtichine, fine condition, runs

splendidly; seen aiiv time until Sunday; 25 ens.- 108,
Olmreh St., Edmonton. ""

[4262

RIDER TROWAEr and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead. -Levis. Deliveiv this month. Model E,

a-speed. clutch. £47/10; Popular, £33. Orders being
booted jQ strict rotation. [2268

LE^^S.— For the earliest possible delivery of 1919
models, advance specifications of all models, :ole

district agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
Sfc, Walsall, 'Phone : 444. [X0127
21.h,p. Levis. 2-speed. countershaft gear box, de-

2 livered 1915 model, nearly new studded Dun-
lops, lamp sets, horn, and tools, in verv good condition

;

*35^-Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden,
Phone : 45. [X4107

L.M.C,

L.M.C. 3Vjh.p,, Bosch. Senspray. engine just over-
hauled; seen by appointment; £25. or nearest offer,

Gregory. 70. Chalk Farm Bd,. N,W,1, [4086

Martin.
MAETIN-J^A,P., 8-lOh.p., o.h.v., 1914. T.T. handle-

bars. Klaxon, fixed gear, tip-top condition- £60.
—Barnes Bros., Gainsborough. [X3849

Matchless
ATCHLESS.—Early delivery 1919 model comliina-'"" ' " ~' '

[4120

im

"

TYRES
Special

Clearance
Lines.

All goods sent on seven
days' approval against
rennittance.

A 3/- OUTFIT Is presented

Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding £1.

COVERS.
BATES—

Our Ltst

Price. Price.

26 X2i special heavy 30/- 58/-

26X2J special heavy 35/- 6r/6

25x2l rubberstudded (wired on) 20/- 48/-

GOODYEAR—
26x2 heavy diamon:! stiiflded . 28 /S Pre

;6X2 .. . "1/6 wai

,S X J .,
- 61 /- Prices.

65ox6.i ,
• *6/3

FIRESTONE—
26x2.1 X2j heavy non-skid 35/- 60/-

' (Oversize for 2^ rims.)

.»X2.!ditto. 37/- 65/-
(For Indian machines).

KEMPSHALL—
26x21 X2i heavy anti-skid 30/- 57/6

M tion.—J. C. Pickering, ShreTrsbiirj',

MATCITLE3S. early deliveries.—Sole Agent, J. A.
Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1544

MATCHLESS. .1914, 6h.p.. and coachbuilt sidecar,
excellent condition.—245, Hammersmith Ed.

[4242
6-3h.p. Match less-Jap, 3-speed, in new condition; will

exchrmge for SVL'h.p., or sell £56.-125, Canal Ed..
Mile End, E. [4174

MATCHLESS.—Book year order now for delivery of
new ah.p. models; exchanges.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [5419e

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

sure early delivery. [1552

TffEW Matchles-i Combioation. with spare wheel, in
J-l stock; £140.~E!ce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Ay,. Camomile St., E.C. [0491

RIDEK TEOWARD qnd Co., 31. High St.. Hamp
stead.— ilatchless. Earliesi deliveiy Victory

(rode! comtiination £140 [2269

MATCHLESS 2^ib.p. J.A.P.. Bosch mag. 2-speed;
£13. or e-^change for conihination, cush adjust-

ment.—12. Westholme, Northumberland Heath, Eritli.

[4219
MATCHLESS, 3h.p. twin J.A.P. engine, new tyres,

gccirl order: £50, or near cfEer ; readv to ride
awav.— Milln.s. The Firs, Spaniards Rd.. Hampstead

' HefltU. [4227

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination actually in
stock, with spare wheel and tvre; ^£140; seen by

appointment.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd.. Plxun-
stead, S.E.18. [1606

MATCHLESS, 1919. 8b.p. Victorv Model, with spare
wheel, horn, etc., only ridden 50 miles; cost £142.

sell £130. or cheaper machine and cash.-29. St. Leon-
ard's St.. Bromley-by-Bow. [4240
1W"ATCHLESS—Special contracting agents for post

I V
^^^ Matchless models; earliest deliTeries; es

cpoDpes and easy payments arranged.— Maudes'. 100
Gt Poitland St.. London. W.l. [9920
"]W"ATCHLESS Combinatioii, M.A.G. engine, 3-speed.
XTJ. kick stirt, speedometer, grid, petrol carrier, all

I

accessories, perfect condition; £120. or exchange to
I value.—Mehcse, l. Kenlor Ed., Tooting. [4234

BEST MAKES—
Cannot advertise naint.

;oox So heavy ribbed 55'- 71/3

700x80 heavy rubber studded . . 50/- 71 /s

(Oversize lor 650 x 65 rims.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mend.

4ih.p, Mead-Precision, single-cvl., air-cooled, 89

y

4 96mm., late 1914, 2-sj)eed VilUers gear box. fre''

engine, kick start, ratio 4^4 to 7''i, epeedonieter. 5
lamps, Bramble coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, hood.
stuim apron imd lugpage carrier, outfit in good condi-

tion, mileage 3,290; what oflersF—Bos L9,286. do "Hi.'

Moior Cycle. [^090

Metro.

METRO TYLER.-Eatiiest delivery of tliia sporting;

lightweight. Eiee insn ranee policy nt Lloyds to.

all machines ordered before March 7th.~Tlic Brool;

Motcir and Engineering Co., Withington, Lanes. [X2728

EIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31. 40b, r nd 78, Hig!i

St., Hampstead, sole agents for the Metro-Tylci
2',oh.p. 2-stroke for London, ftliddleseK. Essex. Herl
fordshire, Surrey, Sussex, Kent, and portions of Berk
siiire and Buckinghamshiie: immediate delivery 2-

speed model £52, single-speed £46; demonstraticn
model in stock. Trade enquiries invited and districl

agencies arranged. [3601

Minerva
3ih.p. MiperVa, h.t. magneto. B.B. carburetter.

3 new tyres, accessories, ride away ; £ 12.-

Bedford, 10a, Sunnyhill Rd., Streatham. S.W.16. [4214

5h.p. Minerva Twin and Sidecar, m.o.i.v., spring forks.

adjustable puflev. Amac, Eutliaidt uiag., 5in. tyres.

good order throughout: £16: seen any time.-^179, Sel-

huist Rd., South Norwood. [X407ti

3ih.p. Minerva, low. Bosch waterproof, 26 wheels.
3 footboards, carrier, B. and B., variable jet. Brooks

saddle, acetylene head and rear, separate generatoi.

toot brake, e.'icellent condition; bargain. £16.—E. Bics...

20, Blacktrinrs Ed., S.E. [45bV

Moto-Reve
OTO-EEVE Twin, grev, in splendid condition ;

prire

£20.— E. Eros, 20, BUickfriars Ed., Loudon, S.K.I.M

TUBES.
BKcs, Gooilyear, Firestone, etc.

26X2 ,,.. 6/- 8/9 28x3 -,,. 10/- t3/(.

26x2t .... 6/9 to/- 28x2.1x2i a/- 11/6

26X2J 7/- ti/- 650x65 .. 10/- 13/-

26x2.1 8/- 11/6 700x80 .. 12/6 16/-

28x25 8/6 12/6
Duttcd same price as Endless.

BELTS.
.\il makes in stock at Special Prices.

RETREADING.
Lxtra benvy rubber studded 17/8

Heavy rubber studded 15/-

Medium rubber studded. 12/S

iime re>iuirefl. t day^ iroju receipt of cover.

[435b

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2Y^h.^., in good condition, nearly

new belt, plating and tyres good; £15, or nearest

offer; privatelv owned.—Hartwell, 47. Regent Grovf.

Leamington. Warwickshire. [X3981

MOTOSACOCHE, SVoh.p. twin M.A.G., 2 speeds and
kick-starter, lamps, fas. machine, in very good

condition, enamel almost as new; £45, or exchange for

slower machine and cash, Douelas or Lea-Fraucis rre-

feraxl -47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [4378

~" New Hudson.

NElW Hudson, 4h.p., practically new, in first-class

condition; what offers ?—Sheldon, Suunymead.
Wells. [4217

NEW Hudson. 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed. clutch, fully

equipped, and just overhauled; price £37/10 —
Abergele Motor Co., Abergele. [4139

4ih.p. New Hudson, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, counter-
4 shaft, 3 speeds, clutch, handle starter, Bosch map.

;

£50. or near offer.-Akam, 22, Chesholiii Rd., Stoke
Xewington, London. [4099

NEW Hudson Combinntiou, 4h.p, J.A.P., 3-speed Arm-
strong hub, P. and H. lamps, horn, tools, perfect

condition £35.—Williams, Catherine Villa, Closewortli

Ed., Farnboiough, Hants ['^074

NEW HUDSON 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3-sreed
countershaft, h.c. clutch, lamps, horn, new spare

belt, stored since- 1916, practically unused; £70.-54,
Liverpool Rd., Newcastle, Staffs. [X4125

C

j

III High Road, Streatbam, s^w.

I
Vauxhall Bridge Road, sm

2e
266

Victoria,

New Imperial.

HOW II108., GuilOfoifL—New Iiuperinl. all luorleh,

new aD(l overhauled secoud-liaiids stocked. [9778

RIDER TROVVAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.—Immediate delivery New Imperials [36C4

NEW Imperial.—All models for immediate delivery.—

J A, Stacey. Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Slief-

tield. tS;iS45

1 019 Ne-,' Imperials in stock: exchanges quoted,—
-L5J Halifax Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South,

llalilax, [1273

NEW Imperials, sole London agents,— 2i/oh,p, 2-specd
1P19 models in stock: trade supplied,—Keys, I'lus-

lon Ed. _ [2973

NEW Imperial-J,A-P-, 2-speed, late 1914, just

overhauled; £25; ride away.—60, Doggett Rd.,

Catiord. [4335

1014 New Imperial-J.A.P., 2y2h.p., 2-speed, exrcl-

XU lent order; £32/10.—Belhvood, Victoria Rd,.

Scarborough, [4254

"I Q18 8h,p, New Imperial Combination, as new: £100:
Xt7 exchange two lightweights ; offers ; stamp,—Vicar-
age, Twyford. Buckingham. [4146

XTEW Imperial Comhinatiou, Sh,p, : immediate de-

li hvery 109 gns,— Exeter Motor Cycle and Lipirt

Car Co.. Ltd., Hath Kd.. Eietcr. [0958

NEW Impeiia! Motor 'Cycles —2-speed. standnrfl. -md

lady's models in stock for immediate delivery.—

P. J. Evans. 91, John Briyht St.. Birmingham 1095b

NEW Imperial, 1916. 2i;.h,p, J.A-P-. 2.speed, onlv

ridden few miles, roiiiplefe with lamps, etc,
: 32

i-ns -Smith, 15. llavei.itcirk Hill, opposite Chalk l-'arTi.

Tulie Station W344

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end or fuch advertisement, and the date ol the issue, ^3^
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ftlOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

EW IlTPEEIAl^J.AT.. ;',Ii.|... 1916, 2-sr.'ed,
ihiUh. kii-k-itiii-ter, I.iiii\« liiuipB nnil liom, not

niu bOO iJiiles, «1I OS now; £W.-Ci>}f, 223, Pcrl;li;iiii
Ityo. S.i: IS. [^209

Norton.
XTORTOX 1919 Models Jlid rrwes:

TyTODEL Xo. 1, 4h.p., S-spoed, chain drive; £87.

TIJODKL No. 7, Biookliinds spcciol ; £80.

TlTOnEL Xo. 8, Brookhinds road special: £73.

TyrODEL No. 9, Touiist Trophy; £63.

ODEL Xo. 16, couutershalf, ollKrhain ; £85.M
TiELIVEHIES Commence Felmi.nrv. Book vour ran-
.J-' ihiue now.— Ilntchelor. Claieuce St., Kinustou.

13167
"1QI9 Xortons; cash or exchange.—Halifax Motoi
t-tf Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Ilalitax. [4281

NORTON T.T., 1915, lamps. Brand machine. little
u-'cd; £45.-51, JIaplethoiTa Ed., Iliorutou H'-ath,

8-E. [4320

NORTON.—Book .vour order now for the earliest pos.
?iblc delivery ; exchange^.—Pai-ker's, Brad-^hawgate,

Bolton. [X420O

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp
steiid.— Ordei.o ow It ing Itooked for earliest de-

'iierie-'* new Norions. [2266

NORTfiNS.—We are novv booking orders for the latest
model Norton?, ?olo and -sidecar outfits; £5 de-

po.^it ; deliveries in strictest rotation.-Maudes', 100
Gt. Portland .St., Loudon, W.l. il442

NORTON, late 1915, 3M.h.p.. T.T., Brooklands road
special, long exhaust, variable pulley, accessories,

very fast; any trial; bargain, £54, or with casli for
twin combination.—E., c/o Leach Bros., Oilmen, Market
Place, Kingston. [4271

NORTON, 1916, 3',bh.p., S-speed coirntcrshaft
Sturmcy-Archer gear, C.A.V. mag., B. and B

carburetter, T.T. bars. Stewart speedometer, Dunlop
tyres as new, in excellent condition, only done 1.300
miles; £75.—Jackson, Easby Rd., Bradford. [4161

3ih.p. N..<?.r.. in

2 Penywalk Rd

N

N.S.U.
luuuing order;

N.tJ.T.

-Stephens, 9,

:X4118

.t'.T. 1914 4h.p. Twin 3-speed Combination; £46.
—15, Hamilton Rd., Ealing, W.5. [4212

Sih.p. N.I7.T. and Sidecar, lamps and horn, nearly
2 new: £105.—Elce and To., 15-16, Bishopsgate

At., Caraoraile St.. E.C. [0551

RIDRR TROWARD and Co.. 31 40b. and 78, High
St.. Hamp»tead. sole agents lor the N.U.T. SV-

!i.p, twin 3-speed. dynamo lighting for the whole of

London, Middlesex, Es^ex, Ilertfordsliire, Surrey.
-Sussex, Kent, and portions of Buckinghambhire and
Berkshire. Orders no* beinp booked for earliest
delivery, and district agencie. arranged [3602

O.K.

RIDKK TEOWAED antl Co.. 31, High St.
stead.— O.K. Orders being booked for

Lelivery.

Hfinjp
enrliesi

[2271

O.K.-J.A.P.. 2-speed, 2'oh.p., 1916. in good <^ondi-
tion, used very litth-; £32.—D. Buinett, Rossiue

ton llridpe, Doncaster. [X4172

O.K. Juniors must be booked now it you really
want to get there and back every time.—Young"';,

The Parade, Kilburn. N.W.6. [0967

O.K. Mark IV. Junior. J.A.P. 2^ih.p.. 2-siJeed
Lountersbaft. good order, nice appearance, lamps,

horn; £26.-38. Balfour Rd., Bromley, Kent. [X4144

O.K.. 1917, 2'i.h.p., 4-stroke, 2-8iieed, f-nndiiion n?
new. only ridtku ti few miles, complete with lumps,

eti\ : 3l gns.— Smith, 16. Hnverstm.k Hill, opposite Chiilk
Parm Tube StJitiou. [4343

Omega.
OjlTEGA, 1915, 3h,p., lamps and horn, in good con-

dition; £25.-33. Highfield Rd., Luton. [X3996

P. and M.
1919 R.A.F. Mode], in stock; price £78.-and M.,

Mitrtin Miti-hell. Ltd.. Staff-ud. [X407;

BRAND New P. and M. Sl^b-P. K.A.F. Combination;
£102; delivery this month.—Walbro Motor Cycle

Works, Saffron Walden, E-^sex. 'Phone : 45. (X4104

P.
and M.. 1919. 3Wh.p.
just <:ume into stock

Bt, Walthamstow. and 50,

2-speed model, and sidecar,
£102.— Lamb's, 151, High
High Ed., Wood Green.

[4194
* Peugeot.

PEftiEOT 6h.p., Grado gear, good condition ; £18/10.
—Johnson, 61, Osborne Rd., Acton. [4223

3ih.p. Twin Peugeot 2-speed Combination, handle
2 start, countershaft, lamps ; £24.— 1 13, Blair

St., Poplar, London. l4250

J Jones' fiarage j

N
E

1, BROADWAY,
Muswell Hill, LONDON, N.10.

'Bus from Finsbtiry Park or
llishgate Tube.

Phone: Uornsey 256:!.

Telegrams

:

'Jones, Garage. Muswell Bill"

S'
1919 MACHINES IN STOCK.

JAMES 5-6 ii.p. Combination £126
.j b.p. DOUGLAS, .-speed . . tSO
3* b.p. ARIELS, 3-speed £80
4} b.p. B.S.A.'S, Model K ... £79 16
2»h.p. NEW IMPERIAL . . . £S0 8
Sb.p. NEWIMPERIALConib.£126

GSb.p. MATCHLESS, Victory
Models £140

3} b.p. ROVERS, 3-sp. models £85

A
5-6 b.p. ROVERS, 3-speetl, all-

ch.iin £100
5-6 b.p. ARIEL Combination

in Stocli ' —

R
Expected very shortly :

A.C.C £70
BLACKBURNE ligbtweigbts. £60

ABLACKBURNE, 4 b.p £80
BLACKBURNE S b.p. Comb.,

detachable wbeels £125
Ditto, with spare wheel . . . ; £130

G6
b.p. ENFIELD Combination 120 gns.

S b.p. ENFIELD Combination 122 gns.

b b.p. Ditto, with dynamo
lighting, 140 gns. ; 8 h.p. 142 gns.

E
Please Note.—We have been ap.

pointed North London and North-
west London AgsntS for >l.B.C. and
BLACKBURNE Motor Cycles.

N
E

S'

G
A
R
A
G
E

THE,LEAD>ma
NILUOiL HOUSBI
>- MOTOR CYCLE*

1919 MODELS
are now coming tlirotigh — but
yon will be well advised to place
5'oiir order at once. We hold
agencies for the following
machines, and can give earliest

possible delivery.

HEX
LEVIS
JAMES

TDIUMPH
VELO CETTE
HENDERSON "4"

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.

The Premier Motor Co •)

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

1 013 ..I'/ib.p. Precision Motor Cycle, conchlrailtJ-y sidecar Bosch waterprool magneto, B. and B.
carburetter; trial given: £35.—Bedford, 10a, Sunny,
bill Rd., Streatbara, S.W.16. [4215

"IQ15 4b. p. Twin Precision Combination, S-epeed,
J-«^ kick-start, IJinks carburetter, 2 spar© tyres, 1
tuhe, 2 new valves, etc. ; a very nice and Jnst lot.-59,
Stockwell Park lid., St(X'kwell, S.W. (4409

Piemler.
REMIEE, 3V.'b.p., 2-speed, free engine, coach side-

r; £27/10.-29. St. Leonard's St., Uromley-bj.
[423B

19

R

Bow.

3 lb. p. Premier, 1914, S-speed Annatrong. clutch,
i K.S.. niechanicollr perfect; £35. Perkins, Olieifi.

1st, Ystiilyfera. [XaCM
PEESIIER, 1914, 3y,h.p., Philipson pulley, ncces-

SOI ies. tyres good ; £31 ; seen after 6.—Noble, Fern-
dale, ClaiJham Ed., Bedford. [X384fl

PEEMIEE Combination, 1913-14, very little used,
countershaft, coachbuilt sidecar and pillion seaK

new tyres, tools, and electric lighting; £70; escelleat
nmning: seen week-ends by appointment.— 37, Ed^
stone Ed., Brookley, S.E.4. [4U4

Quadrant.
"IQIS 4'!_.b.p. Quadrant, Bturmev-Jlrchcr 3-speeiI and
J-t-f clutch, splendid condition; £32.-7, Victoria St.,

Eugby. [X4155
Radco

RADCO, 2Vib.p., 2-stroke, lamps, accessories, grand
.
gner; £24.-29, St. Leonard's St., Biouilev-by-How,

[4237

Rex
19 B*!; cash or exchange.-Halifax Motor Ex-

change, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [4288

EX Twin and Sidecar, good order and condition:
£23. -Hall, Hockuian, Whetstone, N.20. [40M

REX, o.b.v., splendid climber, only wants slight
overhaul; £5.—Eex, 4, Pearl Lane, Chester,

[X4147
REX, 3i^h.p., brass head lamp, Amac carburetter,

watertight mag., 28in. wheels, forfeited pled^
£20; single coil trembler, 20/-.—Pawnbroker, 23, Weft
St., Congleton. [X38S1

REX de Luxe 6b.r. Combination, 2-*peed and clutoh,
coachl>uilt sidecar, wind screen and apron, lamps,

horn, tools, etc., 850x85 tyres fitted: any expert exain-
ination or trial; £52, or offer; good lightweight paiff;

seen any time.-C.S., 497, Old Pord Ed., Bow, E.3.
[4312

Rover.

ROVER. 1914, S'/oh.p., 3 speeds, lamps; £46; a1

2.-49. St. Augiistine's Av., South Croydon. [4i

ROVEE, 1913, SMih.p., clutch model, good runn
order, recently overhauled; £25.—Todd, Wfl«

beach, Cambs. [X4^

ROVEE Brand New Sidecar, with brake, in st(

£32/10.-161, High St., Waltbamstow, and 1.
High Ed., Wood Green, N. [4|

1 Q18 Eover, SVab.p., 3-speed countershaft,
X»^ starter, as new. done under 100 miles:
offer.—12, Eaton Rd., Birkenhead. [X4J

ROVEE 1914 S'/^b.p. and C.B. sidecar, stored dun
war, 3-speed, kick starter, lamps, bom : 60 g_a

reasonable trial.—Montague, 168, Wandsworth
Vauxhall. S.W. [X4^

ROVEE Combination, absolutely new, guaranteed I

ridden 50 miles 3 speeds, countershaft, clntiiijii

kick-starter, lamps, etc. ; 96 gns.—Robertson, 4, OrwT 7

Wcste.n Rd., Paddington, W.9. - [4342

ROVEE 3V2b.p. Coach Combination, 3-si>eed, Ifltej

1914, little used during the war, tyres good,.^'2;|

new belts, 3 inner tubes, paint good, the whole in sidffl"
'

did "condition, just overhauled; £62, or nearest.—Maria
4, liifr St., Yeovil [X4!e2[

ROVER Combination, 1914, 3-speed, clutch. Rover
coachbuilt sidecar, carefully stored during war,

'

splendid mechanical order, enamel and plating ae new,

tyres and belt very good, lamp-s, generator, spare valve,

etc., wants nothing spent on it; £60.-6, Dinsmoro
Rd., Balham, London, S.W.12. [4311

19
R

Royal Ruby.
OYAL Ruby.—Earliest deliTery all models.— J. C.

,

PickeriDB, Sluewsbury. [4121;

19 Eoyal Ruby; cast or exchange.—Halifax Motor;
Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [4282,

OTAL Rubv, 2-8troke, in perfect condition: £30.—
101, Shaftesbury Rd., Ravenscourt Park. [4247;

ROYAL Ruby, 2-stroke; order now for earlieet de-

liveries of 1919 models.—Longman, I'lsherton St..

Salisbury. [2359

ROYAL Ruby.—Orders now being booked for earliest

delivery; 2-strokea £40, Shjp. combination £135.
-Rider Troward and Co., 31, High St., Hampstead.

[2902

1 Q17 (Oct.) Royal Ruby. 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,'

J-«/ hand clutch, hand start, perfect, under 200
miles; £40 cash.—102, Laburnum Rd., Reddish Lane,
Gorton, Manchester. [X4149

A36 '^ll letters rMating tc advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RnuiE. 3'-.li.r.. flnUh. new Mt aud tube; £22/10.
-31. SUiirsted St. Kt^nuiugton. [4246

RVDGE >[uUi. 3'-.h.p.. 1915, sporting model, splen-
did loiidition; 40 gns.—48, Raveuslea Ed., Wands-

worth Common. S.W.12. [4295

RTDliE Multi. I.O.M., gCH">d condition, original tyres,

speedometer. Lorn, 60 m.p.li. gunnmteeil ; £50.—
143, Cruxtc-d Rd., Dulwicb. f4116

RIDER TKOWARD and Co,. 31. High St., Hauip-
8te>ad.—Rndce-Multi. I.O.M. models only- Orders

•^eiug booked for eiirliest delivery [2272

Rl'DGE Mnlti. 5i-_.h.p., 1914. relinblo mount, liuups,
horu. sepedometer, handle-car clutch, spare belts,

tut-e.—Andrews:; Oliver Cottage, Eiclestield. [S.4064

RVPiiE Multi. 3K'h.p., Herald sidecnr, find all nc-
cessories, both in good condition, engine as new;

±30.—Shepherd, Crondall. raruhaui, Surrey. [4220

T.T. I.O.SI. Rudge Multi. disc wheels, lamps, mechani-
cal horn. Ions exliaust. perfect (Condition, privately

owned: first cheque 70 gns.—Box 2,875, c.'o The Mvtor
Cycle. . [i3987

1Q15 4h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, clutch model,
-i-f in perfect condition, lyres, belt. etc.. nearly
new; price £65.—Scholes, Burnside, Lightwood Rd.,
Buxton. [X4128

RrriGE Multi. 1915, I.O.M., new front tyre, back
tyre as new. couditici perfect ; reason for selling.

buying new machine; £58—Lt. Barton, 7, S.D.S., Felt-
well. Norfolk. [434S

RUDGE, believed 1914, 3ijh.p.. chitch, T.T. handle-
bars, condition Al ; only wants seeing, can be

seen anv time; £30.~Cedar Stables, Richmond Rd.,
New Barnec. [X3843

1 <Iil4 Rudge Multi Combination. Montgomery sidecar.
At/ overhauled by ourselves, new rear tyre and belt,

sneedometer, lamps complete; 54 gns.—Coventry Motor
Mirt. Ltd., 86, London Ed., Coventry. tX4166

1 Q14 Eudge 5-6h.p. Combioation, 3-speed Sturmey-
J-v Archf*r gear, clutch model; £60, or exchange for

Douglas solo with c^ish ; seen Saturday afternoon or

Sunday by appointment.—11, Claremont Ed., Forest
Gate. E.7. [4166

Scott.

OCOTT, 2-stroke, 2-speeds; a bargain, £30.—Heilly,
, ^ 215, Overgate, Dundee. [3944

Singer
03-J-P- Sin^-er, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, ex-
/Wa eelie."t cc"i:tioa; £25.-87, Skipton Rd., Colne.

[X4145
SINGER, ZK^.-V-. 19i5. 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, ex-

cellent condition, not used 500 miles; complete
£47.—James, 27, King St., Carmarthen. [5.3177

Sparkbrook.
SPAEKBROOK-TILLIEKS. 2iL'h.p.. 2-speed, Bosch,

Senspiav. auxiliarv tank fitted; £27.—Hunt, Red-
cot. Manor Way, Blackheath, S.E. [4142

: QPAEKBROOK, 2i/oh.p. Viiliers, 1917, lamp, hora,
fy tools, several extras, perfect, and unsciatched, only
-done 800 miles; £56.—Abergele Motor Co., Abergele.

[4138

Sun.
UN-VILLIERS, 2i.'.h.p., 2-stroke, perfect; £25; ex-

change.—211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [4297

SUX-TILLIEES, 1914, 2-stroke, single speed little

used ; £25 ; seen by appointment only.—S., 67,
fiouthwark Bridge Ed.. S.E.I. [X4015

SUN-V.T.S.. 1916. 2V2li.p., single speed, 2-stroke,
Amac. belt, and tyres in fine condition, in perfect

running condition; £30. or nearest; seen any time.

—

SaTille, c'o Wilde, 40, Regent Rd., Morecambe, Lanes.
-^ [X4133

Sunbeam.
1Q19 Sunbeams in stock; exchanges quoted.—Halifax
*-^ Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

^ [4279
\J'C^~BEA]^^.^Ea^ly delivery ol new models ; ex-
*^ changes; enquiries invited.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
ESte, Bolton. [X4199

SUXBEAM. S^.nh.p.. 1915, perfect condition, large
lamp set and' rear; first cheaue 60 gns., bargain,-

Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [4132

1Q16 3ii.h.p. Sunbeam, disc wheels, lamps, horn,
J-t7 speedometer, T.T. bars; £85.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

SrXEEAM. 1914, 23-4h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, hand
controlled clutch; £35. or exchange with cash for

fltst-cla'ss Triumph or I^orton.-Hargrave, jun., Wath.
Bipon. [X4024

J

fili-P- SuntKeam Combination. Gloria spring wheel side-" car. luggage grid, petrol carrier, Lucas lamps,
-lorn; will give trial; £90; lighti^-eight part.—Morris,
Geniiain St., Famworth, Bolton, [X4075

1 016 3^,oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, complete with 3'-*' lamps, horn, grid, tools, etc., the whole outfit in
Krfeet condition ; can be seen and tried by appoint-
ment; price £100.-E.H.C., 38, Lowndes St., S.W. [4369

SrXBEAM. Si^h.p., Sep., 1914. onlv in use 2\'-, vears,
ju.st been thoroughly overhauled, Gloria sidecar,

leupholstered and repainted, lamp, horn, tools, spares.
^Sam Watson, Rosemount, Knock Rd., Beliast. [i4081

S

DELIVERY OF NEW MACHINES
We have the -following: delivery

dates open :

A.B.O., 3 h.p £70 May.
A.J.S. 6 h.p. twin Combination ... 136 pi«. Mar.
ARIEL, 3i h.p., 3-speerl £80 Feb.
ALLOW, 24 h.p.. 2-speed, clutch ... £55 ,.

„ 2i h.p., 2-sp..rlutch, with k.-s. £65 ,.

B.8.A., 4i h.p. c. & h 76 gns. Early.

„ 4i h.p., attached 78 gns. „
BLACKBURNE. 4 n.p £8u j Mar.

S h.p £100 OMay.
CDNNAUGHT MINIATURE, 2-speed £41 3

„ „ single . £34 Early.

„ Standard, single £42 „

„ „ 2-speed . . £49 15 „
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £54 12 Stock.
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £95

„ 2} h.p £60
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination ... 110 jns. Feb.

„ 8 h.p. Combination ... 112 gns. „

„ 3 h.p., twin £69 6 „

„ 23 h.p., 2-stroke £52 10 „

JAMES, 4i h.p £89 5 Stock.

„ 6 h.p., twin Combination £126 „

MATCHLESS 3 h.p. ComUmation . £140 Early
LEVIS, 2i h.p., single £38 Mar.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 2-speed . £50 Feb.

„ 2} h.p., 2-sp., k.s. £58 10 „

„ clutch £58 6 „

„ 8 h.p. Comb. . . £126
NORTON, 3; h.p £87 Feb.

„ 3.! h.-i., T.T £63 „

O.K., 2 J h.pr £48 10 Feb.
P. & M. jl h.p. Combinatio" £102 Early.

ROVER, "3! h.p £85 „
ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p £105 ..

TRIJMPH, 4 h.p. £87 Stock.

CARS.
A. -..J„ delivery May. A-C, May. ENFIELD, early.

G.N. April. G.W.K., early. MORCAN, May.

CASH, CREDIT. EXCHANGE.

The ServiceCompany, Ld.
289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.C.I.
l'3lee;rams : Admittedly. 'Phone : 6430 Holbom.

Instructions for
amateurs to enamel
a motor cycle.

yt copy of OUT new leaflet entiltea

ZJ "Instradions for Amateurs to

^ -*- Enamel a Motor Cycle with

Robbialae" will gladly be sent to those

giving the name of their nearest accessory

dealer. Write Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd.,

Publicity Dept., Robbialac Works,

Stratford, London, E.15

ROBBIALAC IS SOLD BY
ALL ACCESSORY DEALERS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam,

CUXBEAM, IT.. Si/jh.p., .l-speed, especially built for
•^ tliv T.T. ruce, e.ttm low, wide tanT;, guaranteed
in ahsohitel.v new condition inaide and out, heavy Dun-
lops, unscrntcbed and unpuuctured, Lucas lamps and
horn, laiee-Krips, best Sunbeam on the road;, what
otters? Worth £100.-Beynolds, Waterbeach. Cambs.

3Xb.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered July, 1917,
2 3-siieed countershaft gear. , kick-starter, twin

tank. Bihks carburetter, Lucas horn and tail lamp
set. F.R.,S. Major head lamp, new tvre on back wheel,
others very good, new College shield, cycle service
finish, sidecar black and gold, all in fine condition and
mechanically perfect; first cheque for £90 secures.—
Stanley Johnson, Bearsted, Kent. [X3952

T.D.C.

T.D.C., 4',jh.p.. .5-spced. pedal start; £39.-29. St.
Leonard's St., Brom;ey-by-Bow. [4241

'p.D.C. De Luxe, 2%;h.p.. Lite model, tvres and condi-
-- tion as new, splendid little machine, horn, and
spare petrol tank; £24. or near ofler; a bargain —E .

Suu Hotel, Stevenage, Heits. [4102

Triumph-
"1 Q19 Triumphs in stock; iEa?.—Parker and Son,
--*^ St. Ives, Hunts. [4156
3ih.p. Triumph, free-engine, perfect order- £28.-125.

2 Canal Bd., Mile End, E. [4176

TRIUMPH 3-3peed Combination,, splendid condition;
£45.-603, Lord St., Southport. [X4102

"1Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, in stork:
-"-•^ £87.—Rose's Gniage, U.x-bridge. [4258-
'T'BItrMPH, countershaft, 1919; early deliveries; £37
-•- —Longman, Fishertou St., Salisbury. [2360

1 Qll Tii.liniph; £25: splendid condition, all spares.--Lt' Harrison, 53, Goldsmith Ed., Acton. [4065
rpEIUMPIL „3'/2b.p., good condition, little used;
-t £20.—Bellwood, Victoria Rd., Scarborough. [4256

'T'EIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, in new-L condition; £50.-33, Highfield Ed., Luton. [X3995
IS Triumphs in stock; exchanges Quoted.-Halifax
Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

ih.p. Baby Triumph, almost new; £50.—Elce and
« Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile .St..

19

2
E.C. [0492
nnEIUMPH Spares in Stock.—W. Brandish, Triumnb
,-'-^„ Garage, 625, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. 'Fhon?;
1°50. [X3368
'T'EIUMPH.—Delivery from stock latest 4h.r. oounter-
J- shaft models; exchanges.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bolton. [X4194
'T'EItJMr.H, Si.Jh.p., splendid condition, with 1915 im-X provemeuts; £23.-29. St. Leonard's- St., Bromley-
by-BoK. [4239

"I
Q14 Junior Triumph, stored 3 years, perfect through

dK", out; offers; private owner.—Box L9,327, c/o
The Motor Cyclt. [4389
TlEItrMPH. sy^h.p,, Mabon clutch, lamps, speed-
-- ometer, good condition; £26. —Hole. 129, Park
Lane. Oarshalton. [4263
'T'EIUMPH, 31/oh.p., 1911 clutch model, splendid con-
-» dition, tyres nearly new; £25.—F. W". Parsons,
South Petherton, Somerset. [4100

TRIUMPH, 2h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed. excellent condition,
ready to ride away; £20.-Paine, c/o Shean, 1,

Shirley Rd., Hayes, Middlesex. [4322

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, also 2-apeed Peugeot, cheap.
—The Cycle Mart, Church End, Finchley (trams

from Golder's Green pass the door]. [4173

3Xh.p. Triumph and coaclibuilt sidecar, N.S.U. 2-
2 speed, free engine, smart machine; only £40.—

Bury, 125, Canal Ed., Mile End. [4175

TRIUMPH, F.E., 3y,h.p., recently overhauled, lamps,
toolbags, Dunlop belt new, tyres excellent; £29.—

9, Pelham Ed., Cowes, Isle of Wight. [4048

RIDEK TEOWAED and Co, 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Triumph, delivery February, 4h.p., £87.

Orders being booked for 2-stroke, earliest delivery.

[2273
1 013 Triumph, 3y;h.p., T.T., free engine clutch, tine
-L e^ nicel plated rims, good en:imel, splendid condi-
tion; £35.-53, Devonport Rd., Shepherd's Bush, Lon-
don, W.12. [4152

1 Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, brand new; in stock,
A.O ready to ride away; first cheque secures £87.

—

Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden, Essex.
'Phone: 45. [X4105

TRIUMPH, 4iih.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch; £48; re-

cently overhauled by Triumph Co.—Call, Saturday
or Sunday only, Skertchlv, 11, Oxberry Av., Fulham
(nr. King's Head). [X3962

1 Qll Triumph, SVoh.p.. aluminium footboards, he'?n
A-iJ overhauled by ourselves, replated and enamelled,
horn and lamps complete ; 32 gns.—Coventry Motor
Mart, Ltd., 86, London Ed., Coventry. [X4167

TEIUMPH, 3i,!>h.p., 1912, 2-Bpeed and free, fast

solo, in fine mechanical condition: trial here; sell

£28, or exchange more power, big twin preferred.—
Robinson, Castle Fold, TickhUl, Eotherham. [X4018

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH. 19J9, 4h.])., 3-speed countershaft model,

just arrived from works, now actually in stock;

£87. first one secures.—Wilkins. Simpson and Co.. 11.

Hammersmith Rd., opposite Olympia. London. [4160

1 Q09 Triumph. 3b.p., Eoscb. 1! H., niiiB ,
nenrly new

i- *y Clincher tvres. just i)een ovcrliuuKHl. and in goo*l

luuniuL- .irder. guarnntced: price £20. or uffer.-OnirieTt.

U UntTenden, South View House, Tines Cioss, More
hum lid.. Susses. '

fl^^

1Q12 S'^.h.p. Free Enitiue Triumph, fitted with 1913
11/ eiu-ine. dcconipicssor model, scmi T.T. bars, P.

and H. liKlitimt outtlt. Stewart speedometer, new tyres,

llunlop Iwit. pan saddle', whole in nic.> condition. Din

requires new iroiit mudguard: £30, Lmeam.-Bootn.
UiUEle, Haverfordwest. l''"""

Tyler.

LATE 1915 Tvlci-Piecision, 2Uli.P., F.K-. 2-speed

Bear. Tootrests. electric head and tail laiiips, new

tvies. adjustal.le pulley, horn, haudle-bar ™;"..,]"«
l.een overhauled, not used since; bnigain, f25-J. &.

Watts, 33, Kceioor St., Woolwich. L'"-'>'

Vindec.

VIXDEC, SV'.h.p., with eidecar, 2-spced gear, Bosch,

running 6rder.-87, New Park Bd.. Brixton.

Fon Sale. Vindeo, 25ih.p., 2-Epeed, new tyie, just

oveihaulid, ill health rtascn lor sale; £25.—Ma sh,

Xolkot, Albany Ed., Fleet, Hants. [4305

Williamson
WILLIAMSON 8h.p. Water-cooled Combination,

splendid outfit; bargain, £75.—Speechley. 1.

Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, London. [4304

Woll
03.h.p. Wolfe, new nimlops, B. and B., Pedley, pcr-

'V4 feet coudition; £23.-20, TyriellRi*., East liul-

wich, 8.E. [4066
Zenith

EAIILT Delivery Zenith 1919 models.-J. O. Pieker-

iug. Shrewsbury. [4122

6h.p. Zenith-Gradun. J.A.P., Bosch mag.: £35.—Clap-
ham (Motors). King George St., Greenwich. [X4139

TO 14 4h p Zenith-Gradua. excellent condition; bar-

L«/ gain £29.—Thorpe. Whitehorse Ed., Thornton
Heath. S.E. [1367

ZENITH Combination, 5h.p., 1914-1915 twin, Gradua
ge-ar. Bosrh, Birks. sporting sidecar: £65.— Bos

L9,331, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4393

RIUEE TltOWAEiJ and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
etead.—Zenith-Graduas. new models, deliyery this

month ; prices on application. [2274

ZENITH 1914 8h.p. Combination, stored during war,

very pood condition, all accessories; £60.—E.R-.
170, High St., Deptford. S.E. [4169

ZENITH-J.A.P., 4h.p.. 1912, engine rcbushcd, new
valves, guides, etc., all Gradua gear parts new;

£25.-40, Eowley Ed., W. Croydon. £4324

6h.p. T.T. Zenith, caaoelet sidecar, very fast, just

overhauled, replated and re-enamelled, stored 4
years: £50.-104, Whit«chapel Ed., E. [4093

ZENITH, countershaft, 4-5h.p., 1915, 2 lamps, only
used lor two years: trial oy appointment; £50.—

Selby, Westmoreland Ed., Bromley, Kent. (Dl [4225

1Q14 Zenith. 4h.p., and sidecar, clutch, and kick
-I J/ starter, J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag.: £38.—
Erankes. 27. Charlton Lane, Charlton, 8.E.7. [4365

ZENITH 4-5h.p. Twin, 1916, countershaft, clutch,
kick start, nil accessories, Stewart speedometer

niacnificcnt condition; gilt, f59/10.-Whitaker, 16,

Ardilaun Ed., Highbury, N.5. [4180

ZENITH Combination, 1915 (late), beautiful condi
tion. as new, tyres new, been stored, 6-8h.p. twin

;

£85 : no best offers.— Goodwin, Jeweller, Victoria Ed..
Widnes. EntertaLn part exchange, runabout or good
liKht car. [X3997

ZENITH Combination, 1914, 6h.p., twin, clntch,
kick start, like new, and splendid condition : £55

;

exchange big single combination, 5-6h.p. Rudge pre-
icrrcd.—Apply, after 6 o'clock, 67, Gordon Ed.. Wan
stead. E.ll. (415E

ZENITH-GRADUA Combination, 1915, 8-lOh.p., 9C
bore, special racing model, large tank, large pulley

Best and Lloyd drip feed to front cylinder, hand pmni
to crank case. Cauoelet racing sidecar: £85; also Lnca^
dynamo lighting set and Klaxon horu to fit; offers.-
Box L9.285. c/o I'he Motor Cijcle. [4077

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

1Q16 Lady's 2.stroke Calthorpe. 2-€peed, not riddenXU 500 miles, excellent condition: bargain, 30 gns.
-' (ilvuol." Woc41ea Rd., Worthing. [3732

1Q15 Lady's Douglas, grand condition, low mileage
XiJ 2-8peed, speedometer, P. and H. lamp, Sparton
mechanical horn, pump, tools; real bargain at £43.—
Marjorie Gates, Kylcmore, Beechfield Rd., Huddersfield.

[413£
Miscellaneous.

LIGHTWEIGHT 2rih.p. Twin. Bosch, lamp, horn,
good tyres; £22/10.-53, Devonport Ed., Shep

herd's Bush, Loudon. W.12. [4154
2.3h.p. Accumulator Motor Cycle, reliable, and ready
4 for road: cheap, or exchange for sidecar or motoi

shed; combination also wanted: appointments.—Meads
195, High St., Lewisham, S.E.13. [414C

LONGMAH BROS.
OF

2, King's Parade, ACTON
(Telephone ; 1578 Chiswick).

17, Bond Street, EALING,

BROADWAY,
Agents for all Leading Makes.

Immediate Delivery of Triumphs, Norton (3 weeks),

Diamond-il.A.P. (10 days).

Earliest possible delivery of Douglas, A.B.G.,

Henderson, James, Rudge, Harley-Davidson, etc.

place your order now.

SECOND-HANDS IN STOCK.

NORTON, 3! h.p., 1916, 3-speed counter-

shaft, and coachbuilt Sidecar, equipped 79 gns.

B.S.A., 1915 (late), 4J h.p., all-chain drive,

coachbuilt Sidecar, equipped £69

ENFIELD, 1914, 6h. p. coachbuilt Combina-
tion, equipped 69 gns.

ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination 68 gns.

ZENITH, I9T5, 6 h.p. countershaft coach-

built Combination 50 gns.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6 h.p., sporting Sidecar 40 gns.

TRIUMPH, I9r2, 2-speed, equipped 30 gns

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model 25 gns.

All the above are in erccellent condition, and a

further number of machines and combinations

expected in before the publication of this list.

N.B.—Owing to the Ealing premises undergoing
repairs, all enquiries to be made to Acton Branch.

Have you a good tyre that's badly cut?
If so, don't worry ; it is still a good tyre.

All that is wanted is

CHEMICO STOPPING
Your good tyre will be as good as ever

in a tew hours. It amalgamates with the

rubber in the tyre, making a perfect union.

CAN'T FALL OUT.
CAN'T EVEN BE PICKED OUT.

THE CODNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,

—CHEMICO WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.—

A38 All letters relating to advertisemeots should quote the number at the end ol each

Miscellaneous

THE H.O. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Ed., N,W.3,
have the following machines for disposal:

JUNO, 1918, SVjh.p. J-A.P.. Sturmey-Archer cquntrr-

ehaft gear, new machine; 69 gns.

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p. twin, Enfield gear, perfect

order ; 37 gns.

PEEMIEE, 1913, 2>/ih.p.. 3-8pecd, clutci. ped.'l

start, just overhauled ; 27 gns.

ZENITH Combination, 1914, 6-8h.p. J.A.P.. sporting

coach sidecar, perfect; 69 gns.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 2-8p6ed, kick, clatoh, jn-t

thoroughly overhauled; 49 gna.

T.A.O.. lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, spring back and front.

jn?t completely overhauled, with sidecar chassis:

49 gns.

T.D.C., 3Vih.p., Grodo gear, Bosch, good order; 19

gns.

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, atted to Triumph. 1916.
liest 3-speed gear gent's cycle, perfect order; 19

gns.

SINGER, 1914, 3h.p., open frame, 2-«peed, kicb.

clutch ; 34 gns.

AEIEL, 4h.p., new machine, just down from makers;
£B0,

HUMBER, 2iih.p., 1914, twin, single 8pee<l, good

order : 24 gus.

TORPEDO, 1914, 2;4h.p., 2-8peed, Precision engine;
22 gna.

A.L.P., I'/ih.p., 1913, perfect order, Bosch mag.;
18 gns.

MAE'HN-J.A.P.. 3y2h.p., o.h.y., one of Harry
Martin's lacera, very faat, and perfect through-

out; 35 gns

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., S.W.3.
'Phone; Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday after-

noons and Sundays. [3583

JONES' Garage.—1919 Victory Model Matchless,
spare wheel all wheels detachable and inter-

changeable; ^140.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1919 New Imperial combinations,
3-speed and hand-controlled clutch; £126.—Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1919 Model K B.S.A.; £79/16 -
Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 3i/2h.p. Ariel, 3-'8peed and
clutch; £80.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.M.

JONES' Garage.—1919 New Imperial lightweight;
48 gns.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James S-6h.p. combination,
splendid outfit; £126.—Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO.

1919 W.D. Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage will have all i>tner makes as soon -ts

the makers start supplying.-Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage, short 'bus ride from either Finsbury
Park or Highgate Tube Railway.

JONES' Garage.-1916 semi-T.T. 3h.p. Enfield, as
new; £65.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

J0NEI3' Garage.-1914 Cnlthorpe-Jap, 2-speed; £32,
—Broadway. Muswell Hill. N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Zenith-Gradua, 3'/2h.p. ; £45.
—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—New Ixion 2-stroke, not done 200
milts, fitted with all lamps, etc.; £35; like new.— ,

The Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1913 Rudge Multi. new tyres and .

belt, in perfect mechanical running order, lamp,
etc.; £32.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1913 G.W.K., hood, .screen, lamps,
horn, etc., in very nice order; £128.—The Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1913 SVjh.p. New Hudson and side-
car, 3-speed and clutch, all lamps, etc., in very

nice order and condition; £35.—The Broadway, Mus»
well Hill, N.IO,

JONES' Garage.—Coventry Simplex-Jap, S'/ah.p., T,T.,
machine built for speed, will do 70 m.p.h., largo

tank; £30.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1917 Alien, 2-speed and handle-bar
controlled clutch, fitted with light sidecar, abso-

Intely like new; £52/10.—Broadway, Muswell Hill,

N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1915 2?ih.p. New Imperial, 2-specd,

•as new; £42.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1913 P. and M. and sidecar; £55.—
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Nearly new O.K. Jap, 2-speed; £42.
—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1917 2%lh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed,

as new; £45.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1916 8h.p. Excelsior-Jap combina-
tion. Sturmey-Archer 3-speed countershaft gear,

dynamo lighting (Lucas), lovely coachbuilt sidecar, a

beautiful outfit; £105; like new.—Broadway, Muswell
Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1914 T.T. Triumph, 4h.p. ; £50.—
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage will be pleased to give further par-

ticulars of any machine or machines upon request.

JONES' Garage.-Lists upon application.—Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [4398

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

JONES' Garage.-
model; £60.-

i
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CultivatiDg Overseas Trade.

WE
recently had a visit from an Australian

soldier who, like most natives of our
Overseas Dominions, is thoroughly loyal

to the old country and keen to buy
articles of British manufacture in prefer-

ence to those made abroad. He was most
emphatic about die splendid way in which the

American firms handled their business in

Australia, the wonderful manner in which their

agency businesses were run, the excellent service

they gave to their customers, and their very

efficient method of handling their spare parts

business. He told us of a Britisb-made motor
bicycle of well-known make which had been for

some months out of commission, while a spare

part for an American motor bicycle could be
purchased at the local store in practically any
town of importance.

Of course, this may be an exaggeration, but

it would show that the British manufacturer still

does not take sufficient personal interest in Over-

seas conditions. Here is another instance : an
agent in Japan writes to an American paper,
' Before the war we had many English motor
cycles in Japan, but they are not powerful enough
to ride about this mountainous country. In

addition to that, it is not convenient to get hold

of spare parts of the machines as American
makes. For my" conclusion I will say Am.eri-

can motor cycles are very suitable to use in

Japan, and will increase in number after the war.

Motor cars and cycle cars are no good for

Japan.
'

' Sic !

This and similar comments should be duly

noted by British manufacturers ; it is quite time

that they recognised th^ importance of Overseas

trade—trade which should flourish not only in the

British Dominions but also in foreign countries.

If motor cars and cycle cars ar^ '' no good " in

Japan, here is a glorious opening for the British

motor cycle manufacturer. It is a thickly popu-
lated country, and there seems to be a large

scope for pushing firms, and we sincerely hope

that a year hence we shall net be compelled to

read such letters as the above in the American

or any other journals.

The Petrol Control Department.

THERE is every reason to suppose that

the Petrol Control Department will

cease to exist in about a month's time.

That much - blamed body has done

its duty. It helped to conserve petrol

when stocks were very low, and it is now but

the means of collecting the advance tax of 6d. per

gallon which was imposed by the Government,

making the total tax is. upon petrol. This

measure was put forward as a war expedient,

and, now that the war is over, it is almost cer-

tain that the tax will shortly be removed,

as it is clearly a severe burden upon the

motor industry. There is now no shortage,

of petrol; benzole has been released from

control; motor spirit vouchers, though originally

intended for use in a certain month, may now
be used for the purchase of petrol at any time,

and it is, moreover, the intention of the Petrol

Control Department to simplify the procedure.

An applicant who intends to, renew his licence

need only write to the Department, state the

number of his old licence, and ask for any

number of gallons of petrol he may require,

and send with his letter a cheque representing

the 6d. for every gallon he demands. It is

patent that this gradual relaxation must before

long end in the total disappearance of control,

but it is extremely urgent that the Petrol Control

Department should disappear soon. It is cost-

ing the country an enormous sum to run; its

raisoii d'etre has ceased to exist. At the present

time its sole function is to collect the tax, and the,

collection by such means is a very costly process.

Moreover, motorists and motor cyclists have

done an enormous amount for their country

during the war, and it would be only just for the

Government, as a quid pro quo, to eliminate

the control of petrol as quickly as possible.

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the cage facing the back cover.
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THE O.K. PROGRAMME.
Mass Produclion of One Model—a New 347 c.c Flat Twin.

The new 2| h.p. O.K. flat twin as it will appear when complete.

ANEW model flat twin intended for

solo work will shortly be introduced

to the motor cycling public by the

makers of the O.K. lightweight. This

machine has been designed and is being

produced by Messrs. Humphries and
bawes in their own factory, and will

mark the entry of this firm into the motor
cycle manufacturing field as distinct from
tliat of assembling.

The war has wrought' many changes,

and it is necessary to obtain a different

perspective of the various makes and
makers from that of pre-war days.

Nearly every motor cycle manufacturing
firm has considerably extended its factory

met in the new O.K. by 26 x 2^in. wheels,
which .on a 350 c.c. lightweight may be
regarded as ample.

Duplex Frama.

Straight tubes are used throughout the

frame which is of the duplex type, and
departs in several ways from conventional
design. In the first place, the top tubes both
slope to the rear, but the lower members
which support the tank drop at a greater

angle than the tube over them. This is

the reverse of general practice. On this

point it may be said that fashion has been
sacrificed for a more scientific design.

The steering head is a somewhat
massive casting webbed at the rear,^ and
embodying the lugs for no fewer than five

tubes, of w'hich the top tube of the frame
is l-jJgin., the duplex longitudinal tubes
|in., and the " down " tubes lin. The top
tube terminates in a "seat" lug of the

conventional type, and both pairs of tubes,
which are a little over 2in. apart at their
centres, connect with the single " seat

"

tube by, neat U shaped lugs. The sloping
front down tubes diverge towards the
bottom in order to facilitate removal of

the front cylinder, and are connected to

the parallel horizontal tubes supporting
the engine by means of double elbow lugs.

The design at these points is shown in

the drawing of the frame.

As before mentioned, there are no benf;
tubes in the construction of the frame.
Where the rear stays are usually bent
substantial castings are used on both
lower and upper forks, two short
jjarallel tubes being used to support the
gear box, and a simple means of adjust-
ment provided in the form of a draw bolt
with locking nuts. The stays are made
exceptionally wide to accommodate 6in.

domed guards which are deeply valanced.

The combined foolboards and undershield.

during the last four years, while some
have entirely outgrown the popular con-
ception of their standing. It is per-
mis.sible, perhaps, to class Messrs. Hum-
plu-ies and Dawes in this latter group,
as while, before the war, their average
output of motor cycles was comparatively
small, their extensions during the past
few years have increased their production
capacity to between 200 and 250 machines
per week.

The New O.K.

The new proposition is a flat twin solo

machine, which has been designed with a
view to meeting the requirements of a
large section of the riding public at home
and abroad. The first essential of the
colonial machine is ample ground clear-

ance, and on this point the new O.K
certainly scores with Tin. clearance, while
large tyres are another Overseas demand.

Every tube in the O.K. frame is straight. The vertical tubes of the carrier fit into split

_ sockets on the stay ends.
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The 26 X 2i wheels are fitted with

disc adjusting hubs and withdrawable

bolt^, the combination of which is novel

so far as motor cycle wheels are concerned.

Another feature of the frame part of

the machine is the combined sheet metal
undershield and footboards. The latter

are covered with aluminium and are

shaped and beaded at the edge. This
unit is carried on the frame by two bolts,

which pass through the sides below the

tootboards into ^ugs on fe'ach of the

parallel tubes.

Flat Twin Engine.

From the size and general specification

of the machine one e.xpects an engine
of greater capacity than 347 c.c. The
first impression is that a lightweight
engine is fitted in a " Sj " frame, which is

due, no doubt, to the somewhat long
wheelbase and the 22in. tyres.

The bore and stroke of the opposed
twin engine are 60.7 and 60 mm. respec-

tively, and it has overhead induction
sJves with enclosed operating mecha-
nism, which is well lubricated through
the tubular case enclosing the long
tappet rod. This system has been proved
to be most satisfactoiy on one or ^two
well-known engines.

_ Exhaust valves of generous dimensions
»re located at the side of the cylinder
leads, and the shape of the combustion

bers and the size of the pockets
raid assist scavenging.

Timing Gear.

A distinctly novel system of valve
lerating mechanism is embodied. Two
ims are formed on an internally cut
lar wheel which meshes with the
iving pinion. The sprocket for the
nt chain driving the magneto is fixed

the ram wheel, and the complete
lember is supported m a long bushed
aiing^ which in turn is carried in a
icket fi."5ed to the side of the crank

'case wall by four .studs. By removing
lour nuts the cam wheel aud sprocket

,n be withdrawn with its bearing.
The cylinders, which are staggered, have

lorizontEd radiating fins, and are secured
ly means of two studs only. The con-

Fiiecting rods, on account' of the stagger-
ing of the cylinders, are central with
tile pistons. Hoffmann roller bearings
support the one-piece crankshaft, while
split bearings, provided with bronze

The 2J h.p. O.K. flat twin engine has overhead inlet valves.

bushes, are used on the big ends. The
lubrication will be on the splash system.

A silent chain, enclosed in the timing
gear case, drives the centrally disposed
magneto. The carburetter will be an
Amac.

The' drawing of the engine shows some-
what long induction pipes, but we under-
stand this point is receiving further

attention on the part of the designers,

and that in all probability the lay-out

of the induction pipes will differ from
the present design.

Mass Production.

Details are not available of the gear
box, but we understand that it will be
of the two-speed constant mesh type,

embodying kick-starter and clutch. The
transmission will be by chain to gear box,
and final drive by fin. belt. The tank
will have a capacity of two gallons.

- Up to the present it has not been
possible to fix the price of the new
machine, but we are told this will be
in the neighbourhood of £50.

It is hoped, by the time the machine
has passed through its tests, that the

latest extensions to the factory will be
complete. These will increase the floor

space to approximately I5 acres The

lay-out of the factor-y is such that the
work progresses in one direction from
the time it enters the. receiving store

until finished machines emerge at the

packing shops near the railway siding,

which runs into the works.
The work of Messrs. Humphries and

Dawes during the war has necessitated

installing an up-to-date plant in evei-y

way suitable for the mass production of

motor cycles, and it is anticipated that

an output of at least a hundred machines
per week will be reached this year.

Plans are being made, however, to in-

crease this by over a hundred per cent.

War contracts included a great deal

of tubular construction work, and the

experience gained will be of inestimable

value in the production of the new
motor cycle, while it is the intention

of the firm to maintain the rigid systems

of inspection and the fine limits imposed

by Government requirements to ensure

accuracy and interchangeability. In

.short, the O.K. firm intend to restart

motor cycle production in such a way
that no lesson of war work, which can

be applied to motor cycle construction,

will be wasted, and that their progress

will be commensurate with that of the

engineering world in general.

- The crankshaft assembly of the 2| h.p. O.K., showing

the roller bearings on the mainshaft, the half-time pinion, and

the split big ends.

The novel timing gear. The cams are formed on an

internally cut gear wheel, to which also the magneto chain sprocket

is fixed.

A25
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions

British Over- THERE appears to be no doubt that

seas Models. The Mutov Cych campaign in favour

of British machines suitable for Overseas

is to fructify this year. At last the makers of this

country appreciate that the requirements of riders

in Great Britain are practically identical with those

of our Overseas Dominions, and are designing their

new products accordingly. All-chain drive, larger

wheels and tyres, increased ground clearance, larger

tanks, stronger and wider guards are rules of the day
both in new solo and sidecar machines which, with

the sever;il " Overseas " models produced for the

Russian Government, place the British motor cycle

industry in a position better to meet the requirements

of the Overseas rider than it has ever been. There
are signs, too, tliat the various trade organisations

are seriously considering questions to facilitate com-
mercial arrangements which should be of ultimate

benefit to the motor cyclist abroad.
tjl tt] Cj]

Spare Parts. In short, Overseas trade as a means of

increasing output and so reducing cost

is now part and parcel of the future pplicies of dur

most progressive firms, and,' as the supply of replace-

ment parts is so necessary to obtain and maintain

goodwill abroad, this question is not likely to be

overlooked. During the past four years many of the

motor cycle firms have come into direct contact with

the Government Departments concerned with the fur^.

nishing of .spare parts for the technical sections of our

Army, and the lessons obtained must be of benefit

to them in gauging the importance of the subject.

D.R.'s MIDST THE ITALIAN .ALPS. Although despatch riding in Ita'y, Egypt, and the Near East was no mere joy ride, there

must be some recompense to D.R/s in having visited some of the most lovely scenery in the world, beheld the antiquities of Egypt, and

the ancient cities of the Holy Land. Wiih the majority of motor cyclists the opportunity of such sight seeing in the ordinary course of

events would have been remote in the extreme, yet full appreciation may not be felt until they are back in humdrum civilian life.

A-i(,
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It may be said that one of the greatest problems which

the R.A.F. had to face was tlie supply of spares for

aeroplanes, lorries, cars, -and motor cycles—a pro-

position rendered more difficult by the number of

difTerent models used by this branch of the Service.

That the problem was solved is a certainty, and many
of the men who brought order out of chaos were
members of the motor industry. As to whether the

methods employed can be successfully applied to the

supply of motor cycle spares Overseas may be a moot
point, but undoubtedly the experience has taught

hundreds of men to appreciate the importance of this

question, which, before the war, was treated with a

certaiji amount of apathy.

701

Without doubt the secret of the R.A.F. success was

its central organisation, which maintained supplies at

its depots the world over. A similar organisation may
be possible in connection with motor cycle spares ;

in

fact, it is rather a matter for co-ordinated effort thaia

one to be dealt with by each individual firm on its own
behalf. Whether there should be different institutions

composed of members of the retail trade in each country

or one central manufacturers' organisation in the Home
country with branches abroad is one for the retailers

and makers to decide. However, something on these

lines would be of great assistance to the private Over-

seas buyer, and untiuestionably prove another attrac-

tion to the purchase of British machines besides stimu-

lating the trade.

A Selection o[ Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

Requirements in Dutch East Indies.

Me. G. K. F]-:eres, writing from Sueiigei Brohol Estate,

Post Tebiiig Tiiiggi, Deli Sumatra, Dutch East Indies, says :

" Am specially interested in your paper since you have started

a separate section for ' Letters from Overseas.' I am a keen
motor cyclist, and have had some years' experience with, both

a Douglas and a oi h. p. Triumph (tiir'ee-speed Sturmey-Archer)
in this Equatorial climate.
' "ily Triumph I have used with a sidecar for nearly two
years, and it has done marvellous work.
" I have (without sidecar) done some real hill-climbrag.

We have one health resort—Brastagi—which is situated about

3,IX)0 feet above sea level, and one ha-s to do the last 2,500

feet in the final twenty-six miles. The road is simply cut

into the rock, and there are about 500 hairpin bends.
" There have been so few motor cycles in this district that

some of the natives simply ran away thinking, I have no
doubt, that one of their famous ghosts- was at last on their

track.

"By the way, I have only to emphasise the I'emarks of

most "of your Overseas riders— unless Old Britain bucks up
with 28in. wheels, better springing, and different handle-bars,

then even the Britishers Overseas are going to favour the

Americans.
What I want to see is an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine on a frame

like the Indian or the Harley-Davidson—with something

porting about it ! Cannot you people in the ' Old Country

realise you are ' old-fashioned ' ? Xow is the time to get a

nove on ! Let us hear of some big factory in England turn-

.ng out motor cycles by the thousand—motor cycles which

)ne can compare with the Americans in price, appearance,

ind size."

.ttached

Appreciation.

Mr p. KxLis, writing from Mbulamuti, Uganda, Central

Africa, says; "I am writing to express my gratification for

the page of photographs of ' tiummer Scenes in Many
Counties,' in The. Motor Vi/de last summer.

•' A few photographs like these are ' as cold waters to a

thirsty soul ' to us exiles on the outposts of Empire, and are

a pleasant diversion from technical articles on valve designs'

and front wheel springing, although I quite appreciate the

fact that you have to cater for all tastes.
" I hope we shall have more of these photograph pageS' in

the future."

Illuminating Criticism trom Ceylon.

Rev. .A. M. W-\liisley writes from Ceylon on several

subjects of topical interest:
" I am glad that from time to time you take up

_
the

question of sparking plug design, and trust you will continue

to ui-ge the British manufacturers to improve the quality

of their productions. Doubtless the war, especially in the

air, has taught them much; but, so far, I believe, .none of

their improved methods has borne fruit in Ceylon. Jly own
experience may prove interesting.

•' Some time ago I put into the front cylinder of my
Powerplus Indian a single point English plug, made about

1914, and practically new. Soon afterwards I noticed, in

climbing a tricky pass that rises about 1,000 feet in three

miles, that misfiring set in after the first two minutes, and
unless I changed down at once the machine conked out.

Thinking the engine was foul, I decarbonised, and put thick

washers under the cylinder bases. On attemping the hill a

second and- third time, with a clean engine and reduced

compression, I fomid that the same thing happened again.
'." On removing the plug I saw that the central electrode

looked as though it had been heated to white heat in a

furnace, as, indeed, it probably had ! I substituted a single

point Splitdorf plug that had seen good service. Four or

five times since then I have had to climb the same pass.

There has not been the slightest sign of distress on top gear,

except on my part, when I found I was cornering too fast,

and likely to break ray neck ! I have had to scrap the

troublesome plug.
" T/e twist grip controLs, mentioned by Mr. Merlin in

your issue of January 10th. I am with him all the way.

Ceylon probably provides as tricky riding as most countries,

and, to my mind, there is no comparison between the

English and American methods of control. For how many
years has ' Ixion ' been grousing about 'tap-twiddling'?

Give me a handle which I can grip with the whole of the

hand whilst controlling the machine, and no danger of the

wires rusting up after a monsoon downpour. The latter

trouble has nearly caused an accident more than once.

"And what is the matter with the a^itomatic carburetter?

Has not 'Ixion' been shouting for this for ages? Somebody
said in The Motor C'ljdc recently that the automatic carbu-

retter and twist grip control conduced to careless driving

on extravagant mixtures, I do not see it. Take the

.Schebler carburetter—adjustable jet; by-pass (with the

effect of a pilot jet) also adjustable; hot air intake; extra

air intake; high speed adjustment, etc. The adjustable
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jet, extra air intake, and liicli speed adjustment are easily

reached from the saddle, and indeed I usually tune up my
carburetter whilst driving, with a liot engine, to suit elevation

above sea level, temperament, or any other ' eri'or of the

day.'
" A short time ago I drove my Powerplus seventy five miles

up a climb of 6,(K)0 feet on just about one and a quarter

gallons of war petrol. I do not want anything better

than that.

"Lastly, with regard to 'Goods Made in Germany.' I

hope you will stick to your resolution. Personally, I do
not see how any right-minded man on the surface of the

globe can have anything to do with either Gemians or

German goods for the rest of his life. For my children,

who arc mercifully too young to know what is going on, it

may be possible ; but, for me, with the thought of- a

thousand unbelievable horrors burned into my memory,
never !

"

Spares and Repairs in India.

Mr. F. W. Hendehson, Sind, India, writes :
" I have

been very interested in the remarks of correspondents
regarding the requirements of Overseas riders, such as

28in. wheels, good ground clearance, strong countershaft gear,

and lull chain drive. (For preference, I would prefer a
shaft drive.)

"Among the many suggestions made, I do not ever re-

member one on the difficulties of maintaining a cycle m good
running order or of having repairs properly executed. (I

confine my remarks exclusively to India.)
" The so-called garages out here can carry out the decar-

bonising jobs, painting, enamelling, or changing bearings

;

but when it comes to a general overhaul, one has to be
very careful to whom a motor cycle is entrusted.

" I know a firm of so-called motor cycle repairers and
accessory dealers who did not know how to retime a machine
when the timing gear had been upset. The firm had to

borrow a ' Hints and Tips,' and finally I did the job in

return for a free charge of petrol.

"Now, sir, this leads me up to the object of which I_am
writing to you.
"Manufacturers place machines on the market in India.

They are purchased. They run. They wear, and get
neglected, and the end is a breakdown. They go to the
garage, and, after a few months of trouble and much expense,
they are sold as duds, only to be doctored up and put on
the second-hand market as thorough-going reliable machines,
but in reality ' fakes.'

" Now, why do not English manufacturers combine to
have a reliable representative (a practical bench mechanic)
at Bombay, Calcutta, and Lahore, or even Karachi, fully

equipped witn spares, and fully conversant with the type!
of machines he represents? My contention ia that riders

out here could then have repairs properly done, and manutac-.
turcrs' wares would be saved a bad name. The IndianI
untrained, self-taught mechanic, undertakes a job, and thej
owner of the machine condemns the job and the machine
as unreliable.

"Two machines suitable for work in India are the OverJ
seas and the L.M.G. A friend of mine rode the forniea

and I possess the latter machine. It has done 15,000 milel
in twenty-one months. It has been entirely ridden, overl
hauled, and decarbonised by me. I have had to changa
nothing beyond the automatic variable driving pulley. I da
not liold a brief for the L.5I.C. people, but mention thia

to prove the necessity of manufacturers combining to placa
qualified mechanical men as representatives in the chief citiea

of India : men who could push business and be capable o|
guaranteeing a repair. I am a railway man, and thirteeiffl

years in India, have proved to me that, with a leader ta
guide the Indian mechanic in the repairs to motor cyclej

or car engines, it is possible to make him as qualified a|
he is at locomotive repairs. At the present time all motoj
cycles in India live on the reputation gained in Englanm
" Now that the war is over, we may see a great cnangl

in opinions regarding things motor cycling. Personally!
I cannot understand why the L.M.G. is not more
evidence, as it is an exceptionally fine machine for oversea!
work."

Overseas Trade.

"Kangaroo," writing prior to the Armistice, says: " II
is agreed that when the war is over our greatest natlona
need will be the highest possible measure of production
In no other way can the vast war bill be liquidated.

Without a market, however, production is not wealth ; therd
fore, co-equal in importance with production itself is eflficiencj

in marketing. f
" Where America and Germany, in pre-war days, ouls[

distanced the British was in the marketing, and had Britisn

goods been of better quality than that of their greate|
competitors, the race for commercial supremacy would ha\l

been lost. The valuable asset of Britain's reputation fd

good quality is most valuable to the country, but BritisI

quality plus more up-to-date business metliods would rendf
our position more secure.

" In pre-war days the Britisher had the advantage of

preferential tariff, yet did not succeed in holding his own
but tlitrt may not he a preferential tariff always. I

" Certain it is, the old comfortable, happy-go-lucky kinl
of world we knew in July, 191'% has vanished for evel
The Prime Minister once said that ' we must go on or

under.' Let every manufacturer apply those words to tH

wider outlook of the future."

->-•••-<-

MOTOR CYCLES IN SPAIN.
A Big Potential Market for British Machines.

IT
would appear that there is a promising market for

English motor cycles in Spain. 'The actual number of
machines, now in that country cannot be given
accurately at the moment because the Government has

only just insisted upon a complete registration, but there
is no doubt that the number is increasing rapidly, though
unfortunately, from the British point of view, the majority
of machines reaching Spain have necessarily, during the past
four years, been of American oi-igin, chiefly Indians and
Harley-Davidsons. Previous to the war, however, the better
known English makes, such as the Douglas and Triumph,
were greatly favoured.

Opinions ol a Britisher in Barcelona.
We recently had an interesting talk with Mr. Harry

Walker, of Barcelona, who represents a large number of
British accessory firms in Spain, and w;ho is very closely in
touch with motoring generally in that country. Mr. Walker
laid stress on the necessity of English manufacturers making
every effort to get back their pre-war standing in the Spanish
market.
At the same time he remarked that the present popularity

of American machines is not necessarily entirely due to their
own merits, but largely to the fact that their makers adopted
the policy of stocking with spares and supplies, not only the

A30

principal agent in each province, but also a certain numba
of carefully selected sub-agents, the result being tliat tH
Spanish buyer is usually satisfied jvith an American machinl
instead of, as has often been the case in the past, having n
wait a considerable time for a British machine, which frg

cjuently it was necessary to order.

With regard to sidecars, it would appear that these an
exceptionally popular, and in fact the tendency is to brf

high powered motor cycles with sidecars attached. TB
English-made sidecar is infinitely superior to that of ad

other country and this fact is well appreciated by the Spani^
buyer, but, unfortunately, . the duty is three pesetas p|
kilo., which is approximately equivalent to 4^d. per 1|
This high duty renders it difficult to sell any great numbi
of British-made sidecars, because the price of the complOT
outfit necessarily becomes very near that of some of tq

cheaper local light four-wheelers.

In these days of high prices it may perhaps seem Utopid
to talk of any sort of four-wheeler to sell under £100, b'q

Mr. Walker is emphatic that if it is possible to make

;

cheap form of cycle car, particularly one possessing
^

sporting appearance, to sell in Spain at less than £100, then

will be an immense demand in that country for such

machine.
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Ointes to Tllgbt TLamps.
Greenwich Time.

Feb. 27th ... 6.3

Mar. 1st ... 6.7

,. 3rd ... 6.10

„ 5th ... 6.14

p.m.

Motor Cycles in the U.S.A.

There are over 20,000 motor cycles in

use in the State of Ohio aloner- It is

expected that this figure will be increased

by 50% during 1919.

The Motor Legislation Committee.

The Chairman of the Motor Legislation

Committee, which has been organised to

deal with questions affecting motor users,

and has arranged a conference to consider

the present-day regulations, notifies the

organisations concerned of the resolution

that representation on the Committee
shall not be conditional upon subscription

to its funds, and extends the invitation

to the associations to provide representa-

tion on such Committee.

Manufactuiing Assistance.

The largest manufacturers of motor
cycles are not aU in the best position to

resume production of the staple goods.

A few weeks ago we referred to one large

firm requiring manufacturing assistance,

and we have been able to place them in

touch with engineering concerns who
could undertake such work. We now
hear of another important motor cycle

manufacturer who requires similar assist-

ance, either in making complete engine

or gear units, or the entire machine.

The Sky-pilot

We heard recently from Mr. R. M.
Bankes-Jones, who is now a pilot in the

SE.A.F. He was formerly curate at

Sunningdale, Berks., and a frequent con-

tributor to this journal before the war.
He writes :

" Congratulations on the new
lease of life The. MrAor Cycle has taken
on, after surN-iving the war period. There
are sure to be big days ahead for the
motor bicycle. I have been in the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force since last

May, and do not know when I shall

return to the United Kingdom. In any
case, I shall be sorry to give up flying

when the time comes. So far I have
flown the old Rumpety, D.H.6, D.H.9,
Avro, Pup, Camel, Bristol Fighter,
B.E.2G.D.E. and 12, R.E.8, 90 and
160, A.W. S.E.5, but not a Handley
Page yet I

The N.M.C.F.U.

The Sheffield branch of the Union will

hold a meeting on March 29th, and a
lecture will be given by ]\Ir. L. B.
Henderson, A.M.I. A. E., on March 15th.

The venue in both cases is the Imperial
Hall, Pinstone Street, Sheffield.

The Late Mr. E. Powell.

We regret to record the death of ilr.

Edward Powell, which occurred in London
on February 16th. Mr. Powell was a
well-known figure in the motor world.

He wa-s president of the S.M.M.T. from
1914 to 1918, and formerly associated with
the Humber Co.

St. Thomas's Secretary Honoured.
We offer our hearty congratulations to

Mr. G. Q. Roberts, secretary of St.

Thomas's Hospital, on being awarded the
C.B.E. Jlr. Roberts is the head of a

motor cycling family. His eldest son,

C. Q. Roberts, was well-known in the
motor cycling world as a skilful com-
petitor on a Blackburne in competitions
prior to and during 1914. He enlisted

as" coi'poral R.E. at the beginning of the
war, and was later killed in action. His
other, son is also a keen motor cyclist.

Special jFeatures.

TWO NEW FLAT TWINS.

FROM KILIMANJARO TO NYASA,

PREPARING FOR THE ROAD.

What is it?

A French sporting daily advertises in

the second-hand column a " Sidecar,

Triumph-Rudge, 1450 francs." It would
be interesting to know what sort of

machine this is ; some weird transform-

ations have occurred in connection with
military machines "over there," but a

Triumph-Rudge sidecar combination is

somewhat mysterious.

Rover Prices.

The 1919 prices of Rover motor cycles

are now announced, and range from £67
to £132 10s, The former price is for the

single gear model. With hand, controlled

Philipson pulley the price for the 3^ h.p.

is £72, and with three-speed countershaft

gear £85, the 3i h.p. sidecar outfit being

£117 10s. The 5-6 h.p, twin machine is

£100, and £132 10s, with sidecar. The
sidecar alone is £32 10s.

-«5f«j-Tr-rr^^?:T-'-4,^~ •-KSfiy?T«>y^>it*> .'-^

How an American motor cyclist solved the garaging problem. A block and tackle was

fixed to a specially constructed supporting beam and used for netting the machine in and

out of the basement.

Bl
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Velocette New Prices.

Tiic revised price of the 2^ h.p. two-
speed Velocette is £48 and the ladies'
machine £50.

New Flat Twins.

Ill tills is>ue we give particulars of the
\\t:\\ O.K. and the Harley-Davidson flat

twins, which differ considerably in one
respect at least. The former has a some-
what long wheelbase, and that of the
latter is e.xccptionally short.

Coming Events cast their Shadows before.
" These commodiou.s premises, suitable

for club, public institution, or conversion
to Hats, to be sold (with earlv possession)

;

floor space about 20,000 feet'super." This
notice is shown outside the Petrol Con-
troller's premises, Berkeley Street, and
no doubt foreshadows an early demise
of this Department—an event which is

already overdue.

Benevolent Fund Concert.

The Binningham Centre of the Cycle
and -Motor Trades Benevolent Fund had
a crowded house at their tenth annual
Bohemian concert at the Temperance Hall,
Birmingham, on the 21st inst. The chair-
man (.\Ir. Boultbee Brooks) and secretary
(Mr. A. C. Huckstepp) reviewed the
splendid \vork of the past year, 300 new
members being enrolled and £550 dis-
bursed. The fund gives substantial help
to unfortunate trade members. Mr. W.
A. Standring, editor of The Motor
Trader, and Mr. J. B. Clarkson, of New
Zealand, also spoke. The latter intends
forming a Colonial branch of the fund on
his return "down under."

A Motor Cyclist in Charge of a Siege
Battery.

W. S. Fitchett, who, before the war,
was manager of the repair department
of the New Hudson Cycle Co.. Ltd

,

writes to say that he will'soon be back at

^^^^ his old job. In
^^^HkL 1915 he- was en-
^^VHB| listed by the

7J»|j^ Editor of The
i"^^ .' Motor Cxide in

\ t ,

tlie 'M.G.C.
and afterwards
obtained a com-
mission as a
workshop officer

B.A.S.C. (M.T.),
having charge of

a mobile work-
shop in France.
Later on he was

promoted O.C. to a siege battery am-
munition column attached to a 12in.
howitzer battery using 120 h.p. cater-
pillars.
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W. S. Fitchett. .Sec.-Lt.

R.A.S.C. (M.T.)

Mi-mtiiui^lh.SESJiiaS:^^.

Miss G. K. Carlyon.who has just returned from Roumania, where she was awarded the Order
of St. Stanislaus and the St. George's Medal. Miss Cariyon, who is driving the Triumph
outfit with Miss Johnson In the sidecar, uses the machine to assist in running a clock factory

Petrol War Tax.

The 6d. per gallon war ta.x may be

removed shortly. The R.A.C. is moving.

Benzole.

A joint Fuels Committee of the Auto-
mobile Association, the Royal Automobile
Club, and the Society of JMotor iNIanu-

factiu'ers and Traders, hope to put a

proposition to benzole producers which
will obviate the necessity of the latter

getting rid of benzole to the petroleum
companies ; that necessity arising in some
cases because there is insufficient storage

accommodation at the benzole factories

and no means to distribute t!ie fuel.

Hampshi,re Roads.

£175,000 is to be spent on the repair
01 the main roads in Hants. ,

Exports and Imports. '

January imports of motor cycles (con-

sisting mainly of parts) are three times
the value of the December, 1918, figures,

despite the " prohibition " on imports.
The decrease of the January figures for
the past three years will be seen from the
appended table. The exports for the
three Januaries likewise have decreased,
more so with regard to machines than
in the case of parts and accessories :

Impoets fob January. ?

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

iVo furllti:r (hcdopmenl. regarding
the disposal of Armi/ motor ci/des

has tahen jylace, and last ireeh's in-

formation, is the latest ohioinahle at

the lime of going to ^^ccs.?.

Motor cycles
Parts

1917 1918 1919
£9,192 £58

.. £7,026 £3,138 £1,325,

Total £16,218 £3,138 £1,383

ExrOHTS FOR Januaey.
' 1917 1918 1919

Motor cycles .. ., £45,454 £29,454 £18,077
.. £33,676 £23,544 £23,224Parts

Total £79,130 £52,998 £41.301

Tlili; paper read by Mr. D. S. Heather
before the motor cycle section of the
Institution of Automobile Engineers

at Birmingham, which we reviewed last
week, formed the subject of an interest-
ing debate.
Referring to the admitted lack of

originality in design, Mr. H. Stevens
(A.J.S.) deplored the policy of secrecy
which had had such a retarding effect

on the trade in the past. This has
admittedly been largely removed by the
war conditions, but there is still an

MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.
element left which it would be better for

everyone concerned to abolish. As the
chairman, Mr. Lanchester, stated, where
there is no originality there can be' no
progress.

A number of useful proposals were put
forward by various speakers, such as for

pressed steel chassis, pres.sed handle bars
by the employment of whicli a great deal
of the clip attachment could be dispensed
with.

Rustless steel came in for a good deal

of comment.

It was also suggested that the short hie
of power units was brought about largely
by bad suspension in the fi'ame, and
through faulty lubrication. This latter

could be largely eliminated by taking all

oil in through the hollow crankshaft and
having distributing ways. Much interest

was displayed in the wooden models of
frames used to illustrate the paper. These
very clearly indicated the results of the
varigus stresses set up in a machine on
the road, and made clear the reason for

breakages in the down and top tubes.

(
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ANOTHER
AMERICAN
FLAT TWIN.

The Harley-Davidson 6h.p.
" Sports "—a Model embody-
ing many Novel Features.

AFTER long experience Tvith heavy-
weight sidecar motor cycles, the
Hurley-Davidson Company will

shortly market a 6 h.p. flat twin,
primarily intended as a solo mount,
although in the matter of weight (257

lb.), and nominal horse-power, it is equal
to the usual British passenger machine.
As regards the general features of

the machine, the frame is of the usual
single tube rigid type, supporting the
engine by attachment at three points
to the crank case and front cylinder.
The rider is insulated from road shock.s

by the sprung seat pillar, and the front
suspension is provided for by, a special

type of trailing or castor spring fork
of substantial construction. Unlike the
bigger models, the tanks for oil and
petrol are made as a unit, the former
holding two quarts, and the latter over
three gallons. 26in. x 3in. tyres are
fitted.

The Engine.

Pej4iaps the most interesting feature
of the machine is the power unit, so
many new ideas being incorporated therein.

It consists of a four-stroke opposed

JJ^OT(^]L3E 205

The near side of the new 6 h.p. Harley-Davidson flat twin. i he engme capacity is 584 c.c.

The power unit of the new f-f.-D. Ob;
induction and exhaust manifolds

twin-cylinder engine, having a bore and
stroke of 69.8 x 76.2 mm. respectively,
giving a total capacity of 584 c.c. The
cylinders, which are practically in line,
owing to the off-setting of the connect-
ing rods on their gudgeon pins, are not
provided with detachable heads, but it
is arranged so that the valves may be
ground in without removing the cylin-
ders from the engine, and the cylinders
may also be removed from the engine
without taking the latter from the
frame. The gudgeon pin bearing is of
the usual phosphor bronze bush type,
and the big ends house substantial
roller bearings, retained by a special
steel disc and hexagon nut on the two-
throw crankshaft. The piston has three
rings, and is drilled in the skirt for

lightness. Massive bob-weights are at-

tached to the crank shoulders by means
of tapered shanks which pass right
through the webs, and are secured by
castle nuts. The main bearings are also
on rollers, a double set being installed
in the latter instance. The outside fly-

Avheel is built up of pressed steel discs,
and to prevent the throwing up of mud,
etc., it is enclosed in a neat case.

Valves.

Side - by - side valve construction is

adopted, so that they may be operated
from the same shaft. One cam operates
each pair of exhaust and inlet valves
respectively, long pivoted rockers being
interposed between the cams and the
tappets. A good feature is the screwed-
in valve guides, which facilitate replace-
ment. It will be seen from the illus-

trations that a compact
and substantial con-
struction has been ob-
tained by incorporating
the gear box with the
crank case. The clutch
and conventional three-

speed H.D. gear are
actually above the engine
alongside the magneto,

lliil^*'' -»- tl^s power being trans-
' ..-.i» mitted to it by helical

gearing, which should,
ensure noiseless action.,

The gears, by the way,
are somewhat low com-
pared with British solo
mounts, being 5 : 1,

8.3 : 1, and 13.7 : 1.

To return to the en-
gine, however, the con-

struction of the exhaust and induction
pipes should: be noted; these are formed
in one casting, so that the induced charge
is superheated and better efficiency is

obtained with present-day fuels. their
square section also adds to the neat
appearance of the unit. A Schebler car-
buretter is used, with a special air
filtering arrangement. ,

Lubrication.

Engine, gears, and clutch are auto-
matically lubricated by means of a simple
adjustable plunger pump, and a hand
pump is provided for emergencies. The
gear compartment is open to the crank
case so that constant lubrication is ensured
by splash. A breather hole is drilled in
the intermediate gear wheel hub which

serve the twin cast

acts as a rotary valve, and a pipe leading

from the top of the helical gear case

feeds oil mist to the driving chain.

Clutch.

Seven steel -plates alternating with six

composition insert plates forming the

clutch are housed inside the main helical

gear, and run in oil.

The final drive is by chain enclosed in

a substantial case which has an inspection

window. Only one wheel brake is fitted,

at the rear, and this is of the contracting

band type, 7in. in diameter.

A low centre of gravity has been at-

tained, and yet the ground clearance is

ample at 5^in.

A speed of 55 m.p.h. is obtained, and

we should say the machine should prove

a good all-round double "purpose mount.

We vouch that the performance of this

new model will be watched with interest

on both sides of the Atlantic. British

riders will probably have an opportunity

of testing the new machine before the

summer is out.

The adoption of helical transmission

elimmates the short chains to gearshaft and

magneto refpectiveiy.
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THE PEACE MODEL A.J.S.
A 5-6 h.p. Sidecar Outfit with Several New Features of Design,

The 1919 A.J.S. 5-6 h.p. outfit. Many improvements have been effected both to the bicycle and sidecar.

IT was first announced that the 1919
A.J.S. would be the military model
" improved in minor details " ; but

the sum total of these alterations makes
the machine as much a new design as
most show models at past Olympias.
The engine, in the main, is the same

as that fitted in the military model, with
the exception that JMessrs. A. J. Stevens
have altered the cylinder design, which
now embodies detachable heads, a feature
of earlier A.J.S. machines, but not of the
military model.
A pair of long holding-down bolts and

a bridge piece as previously are used to
keep the head in position, and, as in
the military model, the bore and stroke
are 74 x 87 mm. respectivelv, the total
capacity being 748 c.c.

bQ

A.J.S. lubrication system, showing drilled

oilways leading to the main bearings

Several other alterations are revealed
upon closer examination of the engine
and its component parts. The cam wheels
and their shafts are now made separately,
which is the result of many experi-
rnents undertaken to produce a silent
timing gear. The exhaust valve lifting

rnechanism has been improved, and con-
sists of two short shafts supported in
bosses on the crank case, having fingers
on the inner ends in contact with the
underside of special discs on the exhaust
tappet rods. On the outer ends of these
short shafts are long levers interconnected
by a stirrup in the more or less conven-
tional way. The Bowden wire adjustment
member is carried on a boss in the centre
of the crank case.

A third alteration is in the angle at
which the exhaust pipes leave the valve
chests. They more closely follow the
angle of the cylinders, and are fixed by
means of screwed unions.-

Parallel valve springs are now used
instead of the taper type, hitherto
standard A.J.S. practice.
Two alterations in the engine equipment

which are immediately apparent are the
changed positions of the magneto and of
the silencer. The former is now in front
of the engine and inclined, heing car-
ried on a saddle platform resting on
two extensions of the forward engine
plates. The platform is fixed to the
engine plate extensions by means of
four bolts, the holes in the plates being
slotted, for the purpose of magneto
chain adjustment.
The silencer is a new pattern. It is

exceptionally large and constructed of
aluminium. It is carried beneath the
magneto platform, and forms a support
for a neat sheet metal magneto guard.

An -"Vmac carburetter and Thomson-
Bennett magneto are standard.

A.J.S. designers do not rely entirely

upon the splash system for the lubrica-
tion of the engine. The oil is delivered
to the crank case through a semi-auto-
matic lubricator, - which is located on the

" tank. On the plunger being depressed, a
spring slowly forces the oil into the
usual crank case feed pipe, but it does
not pass through a sight feed. After
passing the union on the crank case, the
oil enters a small chamber

;
part of the oil

leaks from this reservoir into the crank
case, but the major portion passes down
an oil-way to the main bearing on the
driving side. The bush of the main
bearing is drilled, and the hole com-

A combined luggage grid and locker of
ample dimensions is fitted, and the method of
holding the spare wheel has been improved
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(Left) The method of

carrying the spare wheel on

the back of the sidecar. The
rim is gripped at the sides

by neat clamps. (Centre)

TheA.J.S. gearbox, showing

mnnicates with a deep groove surround-
ing the journal, which is always full

of oil. The hole in the journal is con-
nected with a passage through the fly-

wheel to the crank pin. On leaving the
crank pin the oil descends through the
flywheel to the main bearing on the
timing side.

The Gear Box.

Most of the main features of the gear
bo.x are retained. It is of the sliding
gear type and several improvements have
been embodied, including a lay shaft
of the built-up type. The drawings
given here clearly indicate the salient

parts of the unit. It will be seen that
an exceedingly big leverage is obtained
on the clutch operating mechanism by
means of a long lever connected to the
end of a shaft which works in a sub-
stantial bearing ; the other end of the
shaft having a short arm for depressing
the plunger rod. The clutch is of the

multi-plate type, with two plates having
cork inserts.

Although differing from the pre-war
models in general appearance, a similar

design of frame with sloping top tube
is used. This, however, is completely
hidden by the saddle tank, which covers

the tube and follows a horizontal line

on the top. The tank is supported on
platforms on the lower tube, and is

the built-up layshaft

and multi-plate cork

insert clutch. (Right)

The chain case
support from the

carrier.

now enamelled black, with a broad gilt

line for decoration, which lends a very
handsome appearance to the machine.

Interchangeable quickly detachable
wheels, of the well-known A.J.S. type,

shod with 700 x 80
mm. tyres, are
fitted, while a
spare wheel is ac-

commodated on
the rear panel of

the sidecar. The
method of fixing

this wheel is ex-

ceedingly neat.

Two pairs of small

clips are fixed on
arms which extend
from the sides of

the body, and grip

the rim of the-

wheel- By loosen-

ing two nuts the

wheel is quickly

removed, but when in position it is held

rigidly.

A feature of the sidecar is the luggage

carrier, which is supported on the

body and therefore sprung. it is of

triangulated design, and constructed of

pressed steel, with a wooden platform

covered in sheet rubber. Beneath the

platform there is a commodious locker.

The sidecar, the panels of which are

of sheet steel, is particularly handsome

The newly designed

exhaust lifter.

and capacious. It is fitted with_ a -

hinged dash, carrying the screen, which

it brings well to the rear.

Other improvements include
^

the

enamelling of the handle-bar in lieu of

plating, while the control wires are

taken through the bar, which removes

a point of complaint frequently heard

against all machines with the many
Bowden wires clipped to the bar.

Probably one of the most interesting

features of the new model is the rear

stand, which is a successful attempt to

reduce the strain upon the rider in

raising the machine on to the stand.

This device is extremely simple, and

consists of an oval section lever hinged

to the side of the stand member near

its inner end. When not in use this

lever lies along the stand tube to which

it is clipped. When it is desired to

raise the machine on to the stand, the

lever is swung "round towards the engine,

a stop providing the correct angle ; then, .

with the stand on the ground, the lever

is pulled upwards, and the machine

raised with comparative ease. Eeader.s

will agree that Messrs. A. J. Stevens

are to be commended for giving this

matter, so often referred to in The Motor
Cycle, the attention it deserves, as it

was practically an impossibility for the

average man to raise a big twin sidecar

machine on to the stand unaided.

The new magneto

platform, showing

the method of

adjustment.

The clutch operating lever is exceptionally

long providing ease of manipulation.

The patent stand lever by which the

difficulty of raising the rear part of the

machine is removed.
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THE 3ih.p. BLACKBURNE.
An All-chain Driven Mount wilii Single-cylinder Engine of 83 mm. x 88 mm. = 499 c.c.

THE new Blackburne is a wortliy suc-

cessor to the previous models of this

make. The improvements are by no
means startling, so far as mechanical
design is concerned, but they are of such
a nature as to enhance the appearance of

the machine.
In the Blackburne engine itself there

has been little alteration. As is well-

known, tlie 3.J h.p, has an outside fly-

wheel, a solid crankshaft- with separate
balance weights, and a car type of split

big end bearing. By means of a system
of oil channels, the ordinary splash
method of lubrication has been made per-
fectly satisfactorv, and the oil level is

Kick-starter, showing inspection cover of

the gear box removed.

maintained in the crank case through a
Best and Lloyd sight feed lubricator.

For 1919 a Thomson-Bennett chain-
driven magneto has been fitted, which is

protected by a suitable guard.
The transmission is by chains, also

protected bv guards, but in future models
they may be entirely enclosed.

Considerable attention has been paid to

the design of the gear box, which is of

the sliding pinion type, and is provided
with an inspection plate, which also facili-

tates the introduction of lubricant.

The clutch is of the three-plate variety
with cork inserts, and, owing to an excel-

lent system of leverage, handle-bar control
can be easily adapted. The kick starter

mechanism is entirely enclosed, one stroke
of the lever giving two and a half revolu-

tions of the crankshaft.

All the frame tubes are straight, with
the exception of the heavily reinforced
top tube which is curved. The tank is

particularly neat, and will hold two
gallons of petrol and a quart of lubricat-

ing oil. The lubricator and filler caps,
which latter are of large dimensions, are
carried on one side so as to simplify the
removal of the tank.

The mudguards are of ample width,
and a small valance is fitted at the base
of the rear guard to prevent mud being
thrown on to the chain. The front brake
is the latest pattern Bowden rim type,
while at the rear an external contracting
brake, lined with Ferodo, is embodied,
which is provided with a remarkably

simple and effective means of adjustment.
28in.-x3in. tyres are fitted, and the

wheel spindles are withdrawable. The
equipment includes Brampton forks, foot-

boards edged with aluminium, a strong
tubular luggage carrier, toolbag designed
to be attached to the top tube, and rear

and front stands. The latter, when not
in operation, forms the mudguard stay.

The wheelbase is 4ft. lin. ; height of

the saddle from the ground 2ft. Sjin.
;

fivwlicel ground clearance S^in. The
w-eight is 250 lb.

From its solid construction, its excellent

finish, and sound design, the 1919 Black-
burne should find favour with a large

coterie of solo riders at home and abroad.

/^^^^^/y ^T^ '
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Rear band brake of the new Blackburne.

The latest adherents to the ilotor Legis-
lation Committee are the Auto Cycle
Union and the Association of British
Motor and Allied Manufacturers.

Practically the first item on the pro-
gramme of the Committee is the opposi-

tion to the proposed Bill shortly to be
introduced to constitute the new Ministry
of Ways and Communications. The
matter is an urgent one, for unless the
Government's intentions are altered the
roads will be placed under the control of

men who are naturally in favour of rail-

ways. That our roads should be in the,
hands of railway men would be contrary;]

to the interests of all, and the Road
Transport Committee must see that thia

is altered before the Bill is introduced.
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A MILITARY MODEL SIDECAR.
A Sidecar to Government SpecilicaUon for Private Owners.

THE Empire sidecar is not so well

known to the riding public as it is

to large producei-s of sidecar outfits.

Before the war the bulk of the Empire
output was absorbed by trade require-

ments, and during hostilities several

thousands of them were supplied to the
Government for Triumph and B.S.A,
machines. From this it will be gathered
that Messrs. Lowe's Empii-e Sidecar Co.,

Ltd., has a larger output than is usvially

realised.

At the time of our visit to the Empire
Sidecar works last week we saw several

hundreds of these vehicles in stock which
were awaiting instructions for delivery.

The Government has not entirely released

the company to resume their normal
business, but have sanctioned their

making a certain number for the public.

The military model sidecar is built

under a patented process, all panels being

The new chassis design of the Empire
sidecar. Four-pomt attachment is adopted,

the two front supports being connected

with a supplementary arm.

of special hydraulically-pressed close

annealed steel, which, incidentally, makes
a totally different proposition from the

usual sheet metal body. Th« design is

most pleasing and the general finish con-

siderably above the average. The seat

and back are double sprung, while the

"trimming" on the sides and tops is well

carried out ; in fact, throughout, the

sidecar is built for hard service. There
are the usual large tool-chest under the

seat, and side pockets for maps, etc.

The Chassis.

Designed specially for W.D. B.S.A. and
Triumph machines on active service, the
chassis is particularly sturdy in construc-

tion. At every point this is in evidence.

as will be appreciated by an examinatioi

of the photograph reproduced. Tha
-^ wheel is extra strong, with 10 gauga

spokes, built on a wide dustproof hub,

which has a knurled cap. All lugs are

cast with webs, and the shackles are

castings with oilers and guumetal bushes.

The springs are connected by shouldered

bolts, so that it is impossible to tighten

the nuts up against the edges of the

springs. A well-stayed 5in. guard with

full valance is fitted.

In every way the military model Empire
is a first-class "sidecar, and one which can

be quickly attached and detached.

Tlie makers are Lowe's Empire Motor
and Sidecar Co., Ltd., Empire Worlis,

Birmingham.

THE 1919 DIAMOND-JAP.
A New Lightweight with First-class Equipment.

Near and offside views of the new J.A.P.-engined lightweight Diamond o. 2J h.p.

ill

THE B. F. and iL Co., of Wolverhamp-
ton, are the makers of the interesting

shaft and chain-driven Diamond, but
for the present they cannot proceed with
the manufacture of this model, and are

concentrating upon two-stroke and J. A.P.
engined lightweights. The latter machine
is a new model, and is now illustrated.

As will be seen from the photographs
the engine fitted is the small single-

cylinder J.A.P. with chain-driven mag-

neto at the front of the unit. The bore

and stroke ai'e 70 X 76 mm. respectively

(292 c.c).
;

An Enfield two-speed gear is the

standard gear on this model, which is con-

tained in an aluminium oil bath chain

case, which also encloses the operating

mechanism.
In producing this model the makers

make no attempt to compete in price with
other assembled machines which are

similarly engined, but have endeavoured
to produce a lightweight first-class at

every point. 26 x 2ini. extra heavy
Dun'lop tyres. Brooks B150 saddle, best

class Bovvden fittings, British-made

variable magneto, Druid D.W. forks,

Dunlop belt, Senspray carburetter, high

quality toolbags, and well equipped tool

roll are items of the specification. The
makers' address is Vane Street,

Wolverhampton.

BI5
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The A.C.U.

As we have ah'e.-idy stated, a travel-

ling representative is to make an in-

spection by the variously appointed and
proposed liotels and repairers. A Mor-
gan Runabout has been purchased by the
A.C.U. for his use.

It is hoped to be able to establish local

consuls in all the principal towns in the
United Kingdom. These consuls should
be motor cyclists, preferably of some en-
gineering experience, who are not directly

interested in the trade, who will give
advice to beginners, act as stewards at

local trials, and generally represent the
interests of the A.C.U. and its mem-
bers. Readers who feel qualified to

act in this capacity are invited to write
to the secretary, Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, The Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall
Mall, London, S.W.I.

Surrey M.C.C.

It is not likely that tliis club will be
restarted as yet, owing to most of the
members being still in the Forces, and
there are no signs of their being demo-
bilised at present.

The Cyclecar Club.

The Cyclecar Club A.G.^I. is fixed for

March 24th, at the Royal Automobile
Club, when the officers and committee
will be elected. It is also proposed to

alter the title to " The Junior Car
Club."

Boltou and District M.C.
A successful opening meeting was held

on the 13th inst., and the otKcials elected.
The committee intend to hold a dinner
at an early date at which some prominent
speaker, probably an A.C.U. repi-esenta-

tive, will be present, as a recruiting
measure among the local motorists. In-
tending members should send their names
and subscriptions (5s. 6d., including affilia-

tion fee to A.C.U.) to the hon. secretarv,
Mr. J. E. Whittaker, 205, St. George"'s
Road, Bolton.

Italian Clubs.

The paper La Gozzcita DiRlo Sport has
organised a long-distance trial, to be run
in May, from Milan to Naples—about
530 miles.

The Moto Club Torino is holding a
reliability trial over the Alpine pass
Colle di Sestrieres and a hill-climb. A
reliability trial for Italian machines only,
distance about 220 miles, has been ar-

ranged for the third year by the Sport
Club !Milan. Details of these events will

be published later. The annual general
meeting of the Italian Auto Cycle Union
Moto Club d'ltalia) was held at Milan
on the 23rd inst.

Bl6

(Tlub i>ates,
MEETINGS.

Mar. l—Essex M.C. A.G.M.
Mar. 21.—M.V.C. S>n6l-huj Concert.
Mar. 2S.—A.C.U. (Birmingham). G.M.
Mar. 2i.~The Cyclecar Club. A.G.M.

EVENTS.

Mar 3.—Woolwich, Plumstead and Dis.

M.C. Opening Bun.

Mar. .
—Ealing and Dis. M.C.C. Open-

ing Run.
April 5.—Birmingham M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April 0.—M.C.C. Opening Run.
April 18.—Darlington B. <fc M.C. Open-

ing. Run.
April 21.—Birmingham M.C.C. Easter

Tour.

April 21.—Liverpool M.C.C. Opening
Bim.

April 21.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

June 9.—Dublin M.C.C. Whit-Monday
Trial.

June (end of).—'Dublin M.C.C. Twenty-
four Hours' Reliability Trial.

Aug. 2 <t- J,.—Dublin M.C.C. Two Days'
Reliability Trial.

Matlock and District M.C.C.

As the majority of the old members
of this club are serving with the Forces,

it has practically become extinct. Here
is a chance for some local enthusiast to

organise a live sporting club.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

We hear from the treasurer, jMr. W.
B. Anderson, West Walls, Carlisle, that

as most of the members are still in the

Army, nothing has yet been done to-

wards re-forming the club.

Wakefield M.C.C.

It has been decided to re-open this

Club, which was closed down " for the

duration," and an attractive programme
is being ari-anged. About twenty new
members have been elected already. The
hon. secretary, Mr. S. E. Wood, 186,

Stanley Road, Wakefield, will be glad to

hear from prospective members and others
interested.

We shall be pleased to hear again
from secretaries and others regard-
ing existing and proposed clubs,

their programmes, and any other
interesting particulars. We are pre-

pared to assist with advice and
publicity those desirous of establish-

ing clubs.

The M C.C.

The largest and most important
smoking concert ever organised by the

Motor Cycling Club will be held at the

large Queen's Hall (which will hold be-

tween 1,500 and 2,000 people) on March
21st. A number of first-class artistes

will be engaged, and those who intend

to be present may look forward to a most
enjoyable evening.
Members of the M.C.C, and of other

motor cycle clubs, may invite their

friends and lady friends. Tickets may
be had on application to the secretary,

Mr. Southcomb May, 15, Endsleigh Gar-

dens, London, N.W.I.
Those who intend to join the M.C.C.

are reminded that they will be admitted
on election and on payment of 5s. entrance

fee, and that no subscription will be asked

for until competitions begin. The sub-

scription will in no case exceed £1 Is.

Candidates for election must be proposed

and seconded by two members, one of

whom must be a member of the Com-
mittee, or provide two references.

A Labour Motor Cycle Club.

We hear of a new motor cycle club in

formation in South London in connection

with a Labour club,"composed of engineer-

ing trade unionists and others.

The N.M.C.P.U.

Outings of the Sheffield branch have
been arranged for March 2nd, Eyam,
Grindleford ; ilarch 9th, Hathersage; and
March 16th, Bawtry, Blythe.

At a meeting of the Coventry Branch,
attended by about 250 of the members,
Mr. Torkington, the chairman of the

Union, in the unavoidable absence of the

secretary of the Benzole Association, gave
a report on the workings of this organisa-

tion, and also its specification ' of

benzole which had been adopted as a

standard. An appeal was made to all

motorists to support this home production.

He also touched on the proposed new
INIinistry of Ways and Communications
by asking motorists to support the follow-

ing resolutions :
" (1) This meeting of

executives and delegates of the National
Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union, realising the

superiority of rail-free road motors over
any partial or extensive system of light

railways, places on record its strong
opposition to any legislation which will

put railway interests in control of roads

and road transport ; and (2) all present
pledge themselves to take the necessary
action to warn their labour organisations

that such railway control will be unfair,

and will hinder independent national

development of road traffic, preventing

reductions in the cost of food."
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PREPARING FOR
THE ROAD.

Points to which Attention should be given on an Old Machine.

NINETY per cent, of the breakdowns and petty

annoying stoppages that occur on the road are

the result of neglect or ignorance on the part

of the rider. One has only to purchase a second-hand

machine now and then in order to realise this—to

realise, further, the appalling lack of adjustment
motor cycles have to put up with in the hands of the

a\-erage amateur. How it is that breakdowiis are . so

infrequent as they are is somewhat of a mystery, for

there are thousands of men on the' road who seem
incapable of realising that they have a cycle to look

after in addition to a motor. The modern engine is

more or less infallible, requiring little attention, except

for the controls, and thus, having purchased a second-

hand machine, the power unit is probably as well left

alone, but the cycle parts should be subjected to a

most searching examination before any long distance

runs are tackled.

In the first place, the wheel bearings are ne^-er in

order, and on being taken adrift, as they should be

straightaway, it is more or less probable that one or

two broken balls will be found. -After the cones have
been cleaned and the bearing put together with its

full complement, the hub should be packed with

vaseline, and it will then require no further attention

for the remainder of the season. Do not use stiff

grease, for this is apt to stand aloof from the bearing,

which ultimately dries and becomes foul with grit

;

consequently another breakage will soon occur.

Watch the Steering Head.
Few riders realise how great are the strains thrown

upon the steering head when a sidecar is attached, or

to what extent

the comfort and
safety of the

solo rider is in-

volve d in its

proper adjusts

ment. Steering

heads are things

people frequent-

ly forget, and
riding with a

loose adjustment they verj' soon ruin the bearings, in

which case it is impossible to obtain proper steering till

they have been renewed. It is, moreover, dangerous

to ride with the steering head bearings out of adjust-

ment, and, having taken the bearings to bits—by no
means a difficult business—it is thoroughly worth
while to renew the cones if they aie at all rough
or unevenly worn. At all events, the balls should be

Section of a steering head ball race,

showing the position it assumes when the

races are out of adjustment.

renewed if there is any sign whatever of wear, though

if the cones appear to be very little worn they can

be turned round so that the maximuin pressures fall

on the least worn parts. A glance at the accompany-

ing sketch shows what position the steering head bear-

ings assume when the races are out of adjustment. If

the front brake is applied the bearing is thrown

violently into- this position, which completely upsets

the rider's control, and sooner or later either balls or

races or both will be sure to break.

Attention to Controls.

Old Bowden wires are not worth troubling about, as

they are a cause of endless annoyance and loss of

time, though if the outer cases

are good it is necessary only

to purchase new inner cables,

which are cheap. If the cables

look worn and the strands have

separated, renew them by all

means, as it is only a simple

soldering job, costing a shil-

ling or two, and you are then

sure of a year's' riding free
""^'

from control troubles, which
are among the most irritating. Be sure to

grease the inner cable very thoroughly

before soldering on the new nipples, using

some stiff grease which will be more or less

permanent.'

If the wires are sound, but rusted by lack of usage,

the strands will break almost at once unless given

attention. Take the cables off the machine, remove

the wires and soak them in paraffin until quite clean

and replace them, then run engine oil into the casing

by making a tiny cup of insulation tape at the end of

the casing, as shown in sketch. The oil can be

dropped slowly into this cup, and it will then drain

along the cable, the wire being pulled backw'ards and
forwards now and then to work it through.

The tractability, fuel consumption, and general

good behaviour of a machine are largely dependent on

the proper working of the controls. Not only should

the wires be free and well lubricated, but the return

springs inside the carburetter should not be so strong

that it is necessary to have the handle-bar lever adjust-

ment screwed up tightly. The levers should move
either way to the slightest pressure of the forefinger,

and, provided the wires are perfectly free, very light

return springs can be used. . It is surprising how
heavily these small points weigh in the handling of a

machine, and I remember a friend of mine asking me
Big
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to tune up his P. and M., which was "not going

well." All 1 did w\ns to free the carburetter controls,

leaving them working as they should, and his later

remark was to the effect :
" Whatever you did, it has

made a marvellous difference."

Tyre Precautions.

Do not forget the tyres. Probably you will find

that water is getting into them, with the result that

the rims are rusted inside. You will soon be troubled

by old patches coming off or something of the kind

if you use them in this condition, and the best plan is

thoroughly to sandpaper the rims, then paint them.

If this suggests too much trouble, renew the leather

washers at the valves and security bolts (if any), and

see that the lock-nuts are screwed thoroughly home on

to the washers. The slackening off of these nuts and
the resultant entrance of water is a common cause of

tyre breakdown.
There must be scores of riders who are now, or

will very shortly be, taking out old machines, and it

is thoroughly worth while to decide to spend a day
or two tinkering before sallying forth. If a machine
is ridden out of adjustment the trouble is rapidly

aggravated, and many a good mount is reduced to a

state of unreliability in the course of two or three years

of neglect, when, with discriminate use, its life might

easily have been trebled. I have in my possession

now a six-year-old machine which has 56,000 miles

to its credit, including two years of the most strenuous

competitions, but which is as perfect in control and
every bit as reliable—and almost as fast—as new
machines from the same factory. Chinook.

A motor cycle ambulance used by the city

of Melbourne. It is the first outfit o{

the kind used in Victoria.

Refinements or Small Cost?
A Plea for a Low-priced Mount shorn of Refinements.

WHICH are we to be given—refined motor
cycles or cheap motor cycles ? At present,

production in the motor cycle industry seems
''.<y be solely devoted to models of novelty and refine-

ment. Refinements increase while initial cost is

neglected. Do manufacturers appreciate that there

are two markets, of which the buyers of a cheap
machine, if produced, are by far the greater in number,
and yet at present they cater almost solely for the

buyer of the refined motor cycle ?

Reliability has come and come to stay. Now let

lis have cheapness. We hope and trust that manu-
facturers will not neglect this vast, untapped market.
Let them add to the present reliability the vital

necessity of cheapness, and they will find that the

market is both lively and large. Surely they can
see what success the Ford car has obtained from
cheapness and reliability.

With labour and materials at high prices, manu-
facturers cannot give reliability, cheapness, and refine-,

mcnts in one machine. They can give us the first

two in one machine, for the war has taught them
the price lowering effect of quantity production
There are thousands of men and women having
aspirations to a power-mount, but without the means
to meet the present cost. On the other hand, the

minority who have the means and value refinements-

above initial cost are always in a position to gratify

their desire. " Money talks," especially when laid,

out in a series of " gadgets." But the bulk of poten-

tial motor cyclists do not desire gadgets and novelties.

They want a cheap m.achine of reliable quality in order

that they may ride.

What of the Future ?

Reconstruction must not return manufacturers to

the " rut ' of pre-war days, the " rut " in which they

yearly added to the number of novelties. Let us

hope that they reconstruct their works so as to cater

for the two markets.

Of the two uncertainties, the future cost of fuel

and the future cost of motor cycles, the former is far

more likely to be lowered. The motoring classes

are clamouring for this, but the potential buyers of

cheap machines, although larger in number than

existing motor cyclists, have no voice. They are

waiting.

Will their waiting be suddenly ended by British

manufacturers, or will British manufacturers let the

American makers come to this country with a cheap
motor cycle as they came with a cheap but very

efficient car? Rach.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A SUGGESTED UNION.
Sir,—Might I suggest to M. Hitchcock that he com-

municate with Mr. W. Ellis, 70. Abingdon Street, Derby,
the_ general secretary of the National Motor Cyclists" Fuel
Union—a union formed for the jnu-pose of doing exactly
as he suggests, and which has already a large number of
members which is increasing very rapidly. The subscription
is a nominal one of 2/6 per .Tiiiium with 1/- entrance fee.
and four meetings are held in large industrial centres each
year. We have successfully fought the cause of motor
cyclists in the past, and can assure .Mr. Hitchcock he can
save his subscription on the first iev: gallons of fuel
purchased through the X.JI.C.F.U. \V. WEIGHT.

Sir,—\\'ill you please allow me, through your paper, to

reply tr. M. "Hitchcock re " A Suggested Uiiion." In the
first place there is a union in existence—a real fighting
organisation (as will be proved in the near future), known
as the National Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union, with branches
in every towai. . It is composed of working men, and
intended to look after their interests. The union is there

;

\vhat is wanted is for motor cyclists to join, and so

provide the force to fight. The more we have, the more
ideas we have to work on, and, speaking ifor the Execu-
tive, the more work we have the better we like it. The
N.M.C.F.U. is affiliated to the A.C'.U., and these two unions
are prepared to go the whole wav.

T." MALLALIEU.
Honorary Secretary, Coventry Branch.

CYCLE CARS.
Sir,—The chassis lay-out of the new G.N. cycle car in

your issue of the 13th is interesting, and appears to be a

step in the direction of simplified construction on purely car

lines. I am wondering, however, 'how the true alignment

of the chains will be affected, (a) when one rear wheel passes

over a large obstruction, e.g., a brick, and (b) when the

ear is occupied by the driver only, and he a man of at

least moderate weight. In either case it appears from the

drawing that the rear axle will be deflected out of vertical

alignment with the countershaft, or vice versa, and would
imdoubtedly result in undue strain on the chains and wear
of the teeth of the sprockets.

Also a rigid drive in conjunction with a solid back axle

involves the slipping of at least one of the rear wheels on
corners. Will not this tend to excessive tyre wear?

Perhaps the makers will shed a little light gained from
their practical road tests of the vehicle on these points

which appear to be the onlv blots on an otherwise highly

creditable design.
"

F. E. SCHOFIELD.

HIGH GEAR RATIOS.
Sir,—I notice that in The Motor CijeU of Feb. 13th,

" Ixion " refers to the gear ratios on Zenith machines.

I do not, however, quite understand what is meant by
the opening phrase of the paragraph, as there is apparently

no challenge as far as our machines are concerned. We
recognised that a 7 to 1 bottom gear was not sufficient for

sidecar work or for the type of rider mentioned, and there-

fore the countershaft model was designed to meet this

difficulty, as is stated in the paragraph referred to.

Consequently, we make two types of machines, one
^
of

which we call" the standard type (on account of its being

the original pattern as regards gearing), which is for the

sporting fraternity for whom a 7 to 1 gear is amply low

enough, and another type with the lower gear ratio called

the countershaft clutch models.

The standard models have a direct drive from the engine

pulley to the back wheel so that there is no loss of power
owing to transmission through a gear box, and also we
submit that, owing to the fact that with the Gradua gear

the rider does not have to drop suddenly from one gear to

the next, but can, by reducing his gear slowly, keep up

the efficiency of his engine during the whole time that he

is climbing " a hill, there is not the same necessity for a

very low bottom gear as there is on a machine of the three

or four speed type, where you not only have to reduce the

gear by definite steps, but also lose a certain amount of

momentum of the machine during the actual period of

changing geai F W BARNES, M I A.E.

The meeting of the Birmingham and Covenlrj' branches of the National Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union at Stonebridge last week-end.

Many new machines were in evidence and freely criticised.

B2.^
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LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sir,—My attention has just been drawn to the letter from

"Revs." in your issue of Feb. 13tli. He asks me to name
any stationary engine which a pilot can restart by diving
after losing his prop. In reply, I should be much interested

if "Eevs." can name any engine of any service type with
which this is nut po.ssible, assuming, of course, that the
engine is in a condition to be started. TORQUE.

BENZOLE.
Sir,—It seems obvious that with the cessation of hostilities

various attempts are being made to induce gas companies to

stop scrubbing their gases for benzole.

It cannot be too widely known that this, to us, vitally

necessary process involves so slight an alteration in the
calorific value of the gas as to be almost negligible.

Over six million gallons of rectified benzole were produced
in gas woi'ks throughout the country last year. You will
agree that this is far too important a contribution of motor
fuel for the national needs to be allowed to disappear. I

venture, through your columns, to appeal to every motorist
who may be in a position to help us in any way in this

matter to communicate with me.
It is strongly felt that not only should the existing com-

panies receive every encouragement to continue their efforts

in this direction, but also that the thousands of tons of coal

at present being carbonised and the gases left unwashed
should also be treated for the national advantage.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary, The Automobile Association and JMotor Union.

PRICES—STATEMENT BY THE MANUFACTURERS'
UNION.

Sir,—At a representative meeting of members of the !Motor

Cycle Section of this union, articles and letters recently ap-
pearing in the press, relative to the present and future prices

of motor cycles, were fnlly discussed.

The opinion was quite unanimous that motor cycle prices,

in the immediate future at all events, are much more likely

to increase than to decrease.

The opening of the season compels manufacturers to fix

list prices, in spite of the uncertainty of costs. The unstable
material and labour costs render the fixing of definite prices

, a matter of great anxiety, and manufacturers, in their desire
to keep those prices within reasonable limits, are running
quite considerable risks.

It would be quite safe to say that present catalogue prices,

relative to present factoi'y costs, are much more favourable

FEBRUARY 2p/i, igig.

to the purchaser than was the case in pre-war days, and
yet manufacturers have to face the possibility, amounting
almost to a certainty, that costs will be yet higher.

ALF. BEDNELL, General Manager,
The Cycle and Motor Cycle IManufacturers and Traders

Union, Ltd.

IS A CONTRACT BINDING?
Sir,—On page 168 of Feb. 13th, you reply to an enquirer

who has paid £5 and wishes to be released from his contract
to purchase. What about the other side? Surely it is equally
binding on the seller.

On Jan. 1st I ordered a well-known sidecar combination,
at £115 from a local dealer, taking a receipt for £5 deposit,

the outfit to be ready on Feb. 15th, but on calling for it

delivery was refused unless, an additional £10 was paid, a
letter received from the makers on the previous day being
shown as the cause of the increase. Protests were bluffed,

I could do as I liked, but I should not get it unless the
higher amount was paid, and rather than have any further
bother I accepted the return of £5. What should be done
if I meet with no better treatment elsewhere?

Is it a " custom of the trade " to quote one price and sell

at a higher? If so let us beware "Waiting Lists."

A SCRAP OF PAPER.

FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLES. _
Sir,—When, I wonder, will a British manufacturer market

a four-cylinder, shaft-driven, motor cycle as good as the
F.N. ? I say "as good" advisedly, because if he will

make one that is truly "as good," it will be an excellent
machine. Without stopping to discuss the points of F.N.
design, which were capable of obvious improvement, as an
F.N. rider I note with regret your pessimistic reports con-
cerning the factory at Liege. But I hope yet that we shall

see the F.N. concern revived. Many thousands of miles on
a 5 h.p. F.N., with its tiny engine and despised automatic
inlet (which, by the way, never gave the slightest ti-oublejj

leave me hankering only for the more powerful 7 h.p. type,
which had hardly got upon the market before the crash
came. That the F.N. has its own "little ways" I am well
aware, but it was a worthy representative of a type which
is years ahead of anything else on the market. I cannot
imagine any rider who has experienced the merits of the
four-cylinder engine and shaft transmission taking kindly
to any other type yet in sight. Oh ! for a good British four-

cylinder, shaft-driven machine.
FOUR-CYLINDER ENTHUSIAST.

Indiaji sidecar outfits out on test. This gradient,

on which many Indians are tested, is on the way to

Wiibraham Mountains, and rises about I in 6.
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MAGNETO POSITION.
Sir,—Eegardiiig JI. Hitchcock's remarks on an ideal side-

car macliinC; and the position o£ the magneto behind the
engine, with the contact breaker on the right-hand side of

the machine., which is to his mind the correct place and
way, I should like to say that this is standard practice on
Dene chain-driven machines, and has been so since 1914.

JAMES R. MOOKE.
Dene Motor Cj'cle Co.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—I have followed with interest the article by " Road

Rider " on the application of aero engine design to motor
cycle engines, which was published in your issue of February
13th. I cannot agree, however, with his statement that
" the rotary engine's inlet valve must feel like a fat pug
chasing the ghost of a rat round Trafalgar Square." Now,
sir, I have handled some hundreds of rotary engines of all

classes in the past four years, both on brake test and under
ordinary flying conditions, and have never found iJuit one
of their faults, which I allow are legion. The mixtvn'e is

flung up the inlet pockets by centrifugal force, and the supply
is always ample if the engine is properly looked after. One
other point which does not quite tally with my experience
is the statement that a rotary (and the engine in question
was either a 50 h.p. or 80 h.p. Gnome) throws out two
gallons of very good and expensive oil every hour. Assum-
ing that two-thirds of the oil used is thrown out through the
exhaust valve, the total consumption is three gallons an
hour. I can name a 120 Kp. rotary that uses one and a
half gallons an hour, of which about a gallon would be
thrown out and wasted. To conclude, I venture to say that
until an efficient engine is designed to outdo the rotary for
lightness and overall dimensions, the day of the rotary is not
'•gone for ever." G.C., Flight-Sergeant, R.F.C.

WANTED, WEATHER PROTECTION.
Sir,—Having had six to seven years' experience of motor

cycles, I am now thinking of purchasing a car.

I am, like many others, often set car-longing by the
liberal mud bath one receives whilst using a motor cycle
in bad weather. One of my present machines is fitted with
winter mudshields, in spite of which, using the machine daily,

most days this winter I return home with a most liberal

coating of mud and water, from the knees downwards.
All machines I have used seem the same. Cannot makers
do something for us riders I'e weatherproof machines?
To return to the subject, I hesitate to change to a car,

as I am doubtful of finding anything, short of the Rolls-

Royce type, that will cover the ground like a power-
ful motor cycle, or which will climb hills without a
lot of second or low gear work. I should think ft a

great change for the worse, if unable to take a moderate
hill on top. Also, I am doubtful whether a car would
stand the all-weather work, and be capable, with minimum
attention, of covering even horrible roads at 30 m.p.h.
All this I have found motor cycles stand, and I feel like

a man changing a good servant. I should be glad of the

advice of your readers. A. W. MANSFIELD.

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,— 1 have been most interested in the discussion which

has been going on for the past few weeks re the " dead spot
"

in Binks carburetters, for curiously enough I have found
this "dead spot" to exist between the pilot and second

jets, and have had no trouble in getting on to the main
jet. To be a little more precise, I find there is a distinct

"dead spot" when the pilot is fully open, but so soon as

I get a whifi of petrol from the second jet the engine ac-

celerates in a remarkable manner. On gradually opening
on to the main jet the machine literally leaps forward, and
I must confess I can usually get all the power I require

from the first and second, and seldom open the main at all.

I have nevet been able to get the ideal pilot jet, i.e., one
which will start the engine easily, and yet will not require

extra air.

I find that ii I use the next size smaller to the one I

have in at present I cannot start the engine at all, or only
after prolonged effort, but on the present jet I can always
start easily and take a little of the extra airwhen warmed up.

Now closing this air or opening further makes not the
slightest difference to this "dead spot," and as this "dead

spot " occurs only when the pilot is open fully I cannot see

that the second jet can have anything to do with the trouble,

for at this point the second jet has not come into phiy.

Now I do not object to using the air lever ; on the con-

trary, I would not be witliout it, but if this " dead spot
"

could be removed I should have nothing whatever to com-

plain of in this most excellent instrument. Jly machine is

a 1915 3i- h.p. twin Zenith (countershaft), and it is stiU ni

a new condition, but I cannot give the sizes of the jets, as

I am, alas, far away from my beloved machine, and my
memory does not serve me. Also, I have not had an oppor-

tunity of riding it for over twelve months
Just one word in praise of the Zenith. I have ridden it

3,600 miles without the slightest trouble, have shortened the

belt twice (Who says Zeniths eat up belts?), and have always

found it a most delightful machine to ride. It holds the

road well, and has a good turn of speed, and will climb

practically any hill. Will Messrs. Zenith Motors give us

solo riders a lighter machine with a 3^ h.p. flat twin enguie

and a decent spring frame? I think the gear is all that

could be desired. Usual disclaimer.

F. W. MARSHALL (Li.).

Sir,—After seeing in The Motor Cycle for February 6th a

further letter on the Binks carburetter, I give you the follow-

ing experience. During a recent Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday I went 502 miles on a 3^ h.p. three-speed Sunbeam,

and used exactly five gallons of No. 3 and Scotch naphtha

mixed in equal parts.

]\Iy jaurney was vid Glasgow, Carlisle, Kirkby Lonsdale,

Ingleton, Skipton, Bradford, Rochdale, Bolton, Preston,

Kendal, Carlisle, and home again.

The "dead spot" will certainly occur with wrong jets, but

with a little patience in adjusting the jets and the air slide

to suit the fuel it is entirely avoided. Considering that I

have mud-shields, and carried 30 lb. of luggage, in addition

to riding 11^ st., I think the economy is noteworthy, with

double journey over Shap. I may also say that in 7,500 miles

I have never' had a choked jet or other carburetter failure,

and after fourteen years motor cycling prefer this to any

make I have tried. Usual disclaimer.

The roads over Shap Fell and from Kirkby Lonsdale to

Settle were dangerous through ice and frozen snow. There

was also a considerable amount of ice and frozen snow on

the Lanarkshire roads.

With the exception of a few miles round Carlisle and a

portion of Shap, the surface is quite good and a "steady"

pace can be maintained.

I refrain from stating my average speed! -

Next to a reliable machine for these winter journeys, I

find the chief necessities are a Thermos of Bo\Til, and several

layers of light warm clothing. SUNBINKS.
Balloch, N.B.

,Sir,—With reference to the controversy regarding the

"dead spot" in the Binlcs carburetter, I may say that I have

used this instrument on a two-stroke, four-stroke single,

twins, and four-cylinder engines, and as yet have been unable

to detect a dead spot. I have lately subjected this carburetter

to a. laboratory test, and can still find no trace of this spot.

I would suggest that if users fit the correct jets, following

the simple instructions given by the makers, they will find

no dead spots and will come to the same conclusion that I

have—that the Binks is the only carburetter worth having.

I have no interest whatever in Messrs. Binks and Co.

London. ENGINEER.

[n]. •• .. = .... ."OH

1 BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS 1
: —

:

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM, i

• The recogiiiseil standard text brok of the mntor cycle: deals with all S
tj pes of II. achines auil with every rart of the machine. 400 illnBtrations.

• Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/10. I

i HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
\

\ k valuable collection of useful " wrinkles " and items of informatiou con-

ceming the running, management, and repair of motorcycles. J• Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3. .

• TRACING TROUBLES. i

.
• Motor Cycle Faults, Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fully 5

! Explained. Price 21- net. By post, 2/2. •

; Obtainable by post (remittance with oider) from
j

; ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street. London, E.C.4 :

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

0.
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The Slory of

a Greal Trek

of 250 Motor

Cycle
Cavalry

through the

East

African

Jungle.

The very

Strenuous

Conditions

there Over-

come prove

(he British

Machines

Unbeatable

for Work
Overseas.

Reminiscences by (Rev.) F. J. Ashley, formerly Chaplain and Capt. S.A.M.C.C.

LATE in April, 1916, two hundred and fifty of us,

officers and men, clambered down from the
carriages of the Uganda Railway Co. at Voi,

which is situated about one hundred miles inland from
Mombasa. .

We were immediately placed in quarantine, and
camp was struck, not to journey to the front, but
to depart three miles up-railway to a solitai7 camp in

the bush. We had arrived in the country at the tail

end of the rainy season, and the afternoon on which
camp was struck, down came tlie heaviest storm local

planters said they could remember for twenty years.

Kits were soaked, and many mags, had no spark of
life left in them. Machines were dotted all along the
three-mile path to the new camp, but the mags, were
speedily revived over fires the next day, and when the
timing was successfully accomplished by men who had
never taken a magneto down before, it was felt that
the morning lectures of the two previous months had
not been wasted.

A Seven=mile Column.
The fortnight spent at tlie new camp was passed

chiefly in hunting and practising riding in column.
The only road available for the latter was a narrow
footpath alongside the railway, and platoon, com-
manders had many threatened attacks of, apoplexy
on the approach of trains and the subsequent anxiety
to see that all were clear.

To train over two hundred men to ride in single file

requires patience for officers and men. Our corps
stretched over seven miles in length when in line, and
the difficulty was to set a pace that would allow the
whole line to be moving uniformly. The leading men
had to begin with a low or middle gear pace till all

were moving, for experience had proved that, if the
advance guard moved off in top gear, the last man to
get away would have to do fifty of sixty (if he could)
to catch up. With all our practice, what generally
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happened was that the advance guard enjoyed itself

for two hours or so and then halted to allow the otliers

to get up.

The rearguard and mechanics had the worst end of

the stick, for it was their job to attend to any rider

who fell out through a " fault " he could not right

himself. The rule was that men rode in pairs or

sections, and on one stopping, his half-section fell out

to assist, and gradually—particularly later on—the

work of the rearguard degenerated into pushing on a

few incompetent riders. Sarcasm and strong language

were its chief assets. I offered more than once to ride

behind the column and help the stragglers,- but was
told that my presence was a bar to the use of efficient

profanity as a spur.

Through the Sand Patch.

At last, on a sunny morning, we rode down the rail-

way and turned out on the old caravan road that led

to Kilimanjaro. Every machine was loaded with kit,

rations, and equipment, totalling almost the weight of

a light pillion rider.

For a time we rode over a good hard road through

the Bura Mountains, but when we came out on the

Serengetti plains we struck plentiful patches of sand.

We were to learn in time to treat it with indifference

born of patience and frequent practice in riding through

it, but at first it caused exasperation. I well remember
the first patch; it was not fifty yards long, but soft

and deep ; at the time I was riding dreamily along and
enjoying the breeze. It is fascinating to ride in column
when all goes well. The many engines made a pleasing

roar, suggestive of efficiency and vigour, my own purr-

ing and " tat-tatting " away beneath me, and the heavy
pack behind absorbing- the shocks of the uneven surface.

The line in front of one sways to and fro in the bush
until one keeps one's position without being conscious

of moving controls, and all was peace. Then tlie road

ahead dipped suddenly, and the riders one after
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From Kilimanjaro to Nyasa.—

another sank out of view,, and over all hung a yellow-

cloud of dust. When I reached the edge of the descent

I saw the cause was a stretch of sand. I stopped,
drew out of the line (being a privileged person), and
watched proceedings. There was no hard and fast

At Kilossa (white man's grave). TKe hut was erected for a stay

of a few days in the distiict.

law about sand^ since it had not been met before.

Some charged down into it as hard as they could go,

trusting to speed to carry them through, while the more
timorous or sensible dropped into low and paddled.
It was comical to watch. , A man would set his teeth

and blind down into it, swen'e violently to avoid one
overturned machine, and find himself climbing the
bank on the side of the road, swerve back; thrust the

lever into low, and charge down into the fray, dodge
again and climb the other bank, swerve back once
more, feet all a-splay, dodge yet again, and then crash

into another perspiring rider.

A Nightmare Ride.

" Where the - " each would vociferate, and then

go down before the onrush of a third. Months later,

many of us could get through long stretches of sand
or in top gear without taking our feet off the boards,

and lea^'ing a furrow a ploughman might envy.

We did not travel far that day, but on the ne.xt

had to reach Moschi, about one hundred miles from
Voi. The road was terribly bumpy in the morning
ride, and insecurely packed kits suffered. Tins of

bully, knives, forks, boots, socks, all sorts of things,

strewed the roads to form wealth for the local natives,

since few men cared to drop out of the line and lose

their position.

Darkness fell with ten miles to go, but orders were
strict. Only the rearguard was allowed to stay out.

It was impossible to see a dozen feet ahead. The
roads were muddy and ploughed into lorry ruts a

foot deep, and often these intersected. We fell

repeatedly, not to mention getting info the
'

' sluit
'

'

or ditch at the roadside.

Those ten miles were a nightmare. Once we were
cheered to see a fire in the distance, but it was only

placed there to divert us into another track to avoid

a broken bridge over & swift-running river. Many a

man wished the fire had not been there—or said he

did. Men struggled into Moschi up till midnight,

and after getting a man or two to help the machine
on to its stand (it was beyond one man), just dropped

down into a sleep which a dozen bugles would not

have" disturbed the ne.xt morning. In spite of their

re'peated falls, the machines suffered trifling damage
(chiefly twisted handle-bars and bent footboards), and
the morning was given to lounging and overhauling.

We spent three days at Moschi, due to the fact that

Gen. Smuts had grave doubts as to the possibility of

cycles getting through to the front at Kondoa Irangi,

some two hundred miles away. Ninety miles away
was a place called Lol Kisale, and the Colonel was
told to take twelve men and get there and back" in

three days as a test. The twelve best riders were
chosen and accomplished the feat, though it fairly

;xhausted them. They reported that the roads were as

bad as the one we had just traversed.

Rescuing an Armoured Car.

On the fourth day we bade farewell to the glories of

Ivilimanjaro and set off in high spirits for the Front.

Four lorries went with us to carry petrol, spares, and
supplies.

We slept from now onwards in the open, and each

morning found the machines wet with dew and the

pistons stuck with congealed " B " Mobiloil. Just to

stand on the kick-start crank was to prove the poorest

machine had an excellent compression, even on the

exhaust stroke.

At mid-day we came across an armoured car stuck

in a drift up to its hubs. Some fifty natives were

making a feeble effort to pull it out. Fifty cyclists at

once trebled the pulling power, and at the first

" Heave!" the rope parted. Each cyclist lay flat on

the earth, but not a native so much as staggered. The
riien arose in wrath and chased the natives as far as

they could see them. Then more ropes were pro-

duced and some two hundred men took hold and

pulled, and heaved till the four and a half ton car

sulkily climbed the bank.

The delay caused by the car and getting the bicycles

and our lorries over the river resulted in darkness fall-

ing with still ten miles to go. There were many groans

at the prospect of further night riding, though the

road was not so bad now. With half the distance

accomplished the Colonel decided to camp in an open

space in the bush.

(To be continued.)

A native hut used as sleeping quarters.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kep', distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Mixed Fuels.

(1.) What is the difference

_ between benzole, benzine, and
7 benzoline? (2.) Will the last

two run a Scott engine? (3.) If

so, will they also mix with
paraffin, and to what proportions ?

—

J.R.M.

(1.) Benzole (C^Hj) is a by-product in
the manufacture of gas, being a distil-

late of coal ; specific gravity .885 at
60° F., boiling point 176° F. Benzine
is that fraction which comes over during
the distillation of petroleum between
70°-120°. Heptane (0,H„) is the prin-
cipal constituent. This must not be
confused with the aromatic hydrocarbon
benzene (CjHj) or benzole. Benzoline is

the more volatile portion obtained on
redistilling benzine ; boiling point about
70° to 95°

; often used as synonymous
with benzine. (2.) Yes, but with the
former some heating device should be
installed. (3.) Benzoline only may be
advantageously mixed with paraffin

—

about equal quantities.

Electrical.

I am considering the question

^ of converting a disused mag-
'> neto, standard motor cycle pat-
-2J tern, into a lighting generator,

by rewinding the armature and
fitting a two-section commutator, and
I would be glad to know if it is pos-
sible to obtain 2.5 to 3 amps., at six

Tolts by suitable winding ; also the cor-

rect gauge of wire for armature. Speed
would probably be from 1,000 to 2,500
r.p.m. No doubt a higher speed
would be necessary.—T.F.C.

Although it is not possible to say
definitely whether you will obtain the
output mentioned, it is quite reasonable
to suppose that j'ou may do so. The
output of small dynamos is always a
matter of some uncertainty, and depends
greatly on the materials used and the
workmanship. In a magneto machine
also, the strength of the magnets is

naturally a most important factor. W'e
should recommend you to try the wind-
ing armature with No. 24 S.W.G., and
see what results you get from that.
Enamel-covered wire is the best, as the
covering takes up less room, and so
more wire can be wound on. When
you remove the armature for winding,
be sure to place an iron keeper across

the poles ot the magnet, and let this

remain there until after the armature has
been reinserted in the tunnel, otherwise
the magnet wQI deteriorate in strength.

Yon will probably find that the speed
necessary will be at least 2,500 r.p.m.

A40

Valve Timing, etc.

(1.) What is the valve timing
~^\ of a 1913 3i h.p. Triumph?
> (2.) What position should the
-iJ piston be in for giving best all-

round results in timing with the
magneto? (3.) What size jet gives
best results for starting, speed, and
economy of petrol combined? (4.) How
much oil is required in the crank case
when assembling the engine?—C.S.

(1.) Exhaust valve opens |in. from
i)ottom of firing stroke, and closes on
top d.c. Inlet valve opens on top d.c,
and closes -j\in. up compression stroke.

(2.) About ^in. down firing stroke on
full retard. (3.) 28 or 30. (4.) A little

less than half a pint.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, bein? fully

in accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

A Question of Sale.

I took my motor cycle to a^ garage for repairs, when the

^ proprietor asked me if I would
-iJ sell it, which I consented to do.

He could not pay me at the

time, but agreed to do so in three days,

time. I went for the money on the

date mentioned, but he still had not
got it, and asked me to call again in

a fortnight. In the meantime I

decided to keep the machine for my
own use. When I told the proprietor

he said I could not have it. He had
the money to pay me, but I would not
accept it. There was no deposit paid.

Shall I be compelled to let him have
the machine?—C.S.

There was a valid sale of the motor cycle.

To make a sale binding, it is not neces-

sary . for there to be anything in writing

when there has been part performance
of the contract, and, in this case, there

was part performance by rea.son of the

motor cycle being handed over to the

garage proprietor. The fact that pay-
ment was not made as promised would
not nullify the sale, but would simply
give you a right of action for the amount.

Dynamo Lighting.

I am anxious to fit a dynamo
lighting and self-starting set on.

to a Morgan, and want your

advice on the connections. I

have a twelve volt twenty ampere
dynamo with ring oiling bearings, and
intend driving this from the flywheel,

and fitting an accumulator. Should the

accumulator be fitted in parallel or series

to keep the lights constant? I have an
automatic cut-out to stop back charge

from the accumulator if speed gets too

low. My idea is to light the lamps
permanently from the accumulator and
just let the dynamo keep the accumu-
lator fully charged.—T.W.E.B.

The accumulator must be fitted in parallel.

We are not sure from your query whether
the dynamo is one made for car lighting,

anj therefore vi'ith some means of auto-

matically regulating the output so as

to avoid excessive current at high speeds,

or if it is an ordinary shunt-wound
machine. If it is the latter you will not

be able to keep it charging and the lights

switched on at the same time, as the varia-

tion in voltage would be too great and
would burn out the lamps. You could,

however, manage to work it so as to

charge the accumulator and then use the

accumulator independently for the lights,

and, from the last sentence in your letter,

we think this is your intention. In your
first sentence you mention a self-starter

;

we presume you intend- to use a separate
motor for this purpose. It would be no
good trying to use this dynamo as a motor
for starting.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newcastle to Glasgow.—D. McQ.
Newcastle, Ponteland, Otterburn,

Carterbar, Jedburgh, St. Boswell, Mel-
rose, Innerleithen, Peebles, Biggar,
Lanark, Crawford, Hamilton, Glasgow. •

Approximately 145 miles.

CONGLETON TO DuRHAM.—A.E.F.
Congleton, Buxton, Bakewell, Chester-

field, Barlborough, Worksop, Doncaster,
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Boroughbridge, Leeming Lane, Scotch
Corner, West Auckland, Spennymoor,
Durham. This avoids all big towns.

Staple Hill to Canterbury.—H.L.
Staple Hill, Marshfield, Chippenham,

Calne, JIarlboroughj Hungerford, New-
bury, Kingsclere, Basingstoke, Odiham,
Farnham, Hog's Back, Guildford, Shal-

ford, Shere, Dorking, Reigate, RedhiU,
Oxted, Westerham, Riverhead, Wrotham,
Maidstone, Lenham, Charing^ Canterbury.

*\
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2(i. for every
additional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Ordere sent in payment for adver-
• tisements should be made payable to ___-.--7rr"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __-&-^^-^

All advertisements in this section should be
,

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

. Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters
|

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20; i

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday 1

morning previous to the day of issue.
|

All letters relating to advertisements should
j

quote the number which is printed at the end of 1

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared. I

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical 1

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
|

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coQvenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

"vto the advertisement charge, which Tan-it include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Motor Cycle." Only the number
>vill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle,'* 20, Tudor Street.
E.C.4.

2»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal tn perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Sj-stem. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision- after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

' amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
car lage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
vdiue, a deposit fe^ of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lUSe & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
4esirous, but have not advised us to that eSect-

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enqturies are requested to regard the
. sUence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

A.B.C.—Earliest deliveries. Your name on our list

ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafliord.

[X4612
JONES' Garage.—A.B-C. We are appointed agents,

and can dehver in April 01 May.—Broadway, Mus-
n-ell Hill. [4821

TTTE Are Now Bnoking Orders for earliest deliveries
'V of A.B.C. motor cycles. Secure an early delivery

by placing your order with us now.—Dunwells' Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. EX3219

RIDEE TEOWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest de-

livery of the new A.B.C. [2254

A.J.S.

A.J.S.—For 1919 models and service. Taylor, Garape,
Wednesbury. . [3774

CEQW Bros., Guildford.-AJ.S- Agents since 1912
Write ns for your requirements, [9777

A.J.S. Solo, 6h.p.. 2-speed countershaft, all-chain,
kick start; sESO.-79, Park Hill, Clapham. [4714

1 Q19 A.J.S. Comhinati0U8.—"Write Merrick's Stores.
--*' 174. Listerhills Ed., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.

rX2430
1 Q16 A.J.S,, 6h.p., excellent condition, with Lucas
J-«/ lamp set; price £77.—Jennings, Glendown,
Muston Ed., Filey. [X4583

MOTOR MART.
A.J.S.

P. & M.
LEVIS.
NORTON.
MATCHLESS.

ROYAL ENFIELD.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.

NEW IMPERIAL.
BLACKBURNE.
TRIUMPH.
ZENITH.
ROVER.
A.B.C.

THE

EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

THE
FINEST
GUARANTEE

is to deal
Willi a firm
with a repu-
tation to
maintain.

SECOND-HAND.
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

NORTON, 1916, 4h.p., 3 speeds £110
ROVER, 1918, 3* h.p., 3-spced £105
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7-9 b.p., electric £135
SUNBEAM, 1914, sJh.p., Gloria £90
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., electric lamps . £110
SUNBEAM, 1916, 3J h.p., all accessories £105
DOUGLAS, 1915, 4 h.p., Sidecar £85
MATCHLESS, 1918, 8 h.p., spare wheel ... £145

SOLO MACHINES.
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2} h.p., 2 speeds £45
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3i h.p., running order .... £22
LINCOLN-ELK, 1913, 2* h.p., good order . £22
PREMIER, 1914, 3-sp. countershaft, 3^ h.p. £48
SUNBEAM, 1915, 3ibP'. 3-speed £95
SUNBEAM, 1916, 4-5 h.p., 3-speed, Cowey

.

£98

LIGHT CARS & RUNABOUTS.
MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, J.A.P £165
MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, 4 speeds £185
MORGAN, 1915, G.P., yellow and black £165
G.W.K.. 1915, 8 h.p.. standard £195
STELLITE, r9i4, dickey seat £250
CALCOTT, 1916, dynamo set, standard . . . £375
PEUGEOT, 1914, 6 h.p., white and black £195
HUMBER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo and starter,

as new —

100, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Telephones : Museum 557
Mayfair 552

Telegrams : Abdicate, Wesdo
LondoiL.

,mm
POTOR

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stend.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

inery of the new A.J.S. [2255

A.J.S., 1914, 2-Jih.p., 2-speed and clutch, splendid
condition, like new; £40.—G. Baets, 44, Denton

Rd., Twickenham, Middlesex. [4693

6 h.p. A.J.S. late 1915 Combination, hood, screen,
larap3, speedometer, chain; £90.-47, Hereford

Rd., Westbourne Grove, W.2. [4761

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-
shire agent. Will Chapman, 113, Belgrave Rd..

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. [3531

A.J.S. Combination, 1915, 6h.p. twin, detachable
wheels, spare wheel and tyre, screen, de luxe side-

car; £120.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, I'leet- St., Lon-
don. [4794a

A,XS. 1914V2 6h.p. Combination, fully ^auipped, de-

tachable wheel, excellent condition, mileage 4,104;

I

what offers over 75 gns. ? seen any time.—Nesbitt, Fern
Bank, Orpington. [Xa518

A.J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and super service, try the

A.J.S. Specialists, The "Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St., Walsall. 'Phone : 444. . [4668

A.J.S. (late 1914), 3-speed, 6h.p,, with coachbuilt
sidecar, fully equipped, splendid condition, engine

I

just completely overhauled by makers, 2 lamps, tools

! and spares; seen and tested any time by appointment;
price £95.-24, Rectory Rd., Ipswich. [X4571

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. Tel. :

Parts. [9139

19
Alldays.

15 AUdavs Alloa, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, good order;
£33.-85, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [4630

ALLOX.—Earliest deliveries. Your name on our list

ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafliord.
[X4613

ALLON 2-stroke, 2 speeds, hand-operated clutch

;

immediate delivery.— Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X4655

ALLON 2-stroke De Luse. 2 speeds and clutch; £55.
—Isle of Wight agents, Witham Eros., Newport,

\Yight. Early deliveries. [368b

-| Q15 21/^h.p. Allon 2-stroke, 2-speed, lighting set,

it^ horiT, b?lt and chain guards, as present model,
perfect condition; igSS.—Alter 7.30, 107, T.vlecroft Rd.,
Norbury, S.W. - [4691

RIDER TROWAED and Co., 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.— Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery 2-siieed and clutch Allons, £58; also Ue Lnie
models, with kick start, £65. [2258

O 3,h.p. Alldays 2-stroke, 1916. one speed, but guaran-
f^ 4 teed climb any reasonable hill, and in perfect

order: inspection and trial, appointment; £32, or

nearest.—James Pollard, Wragby. Lincoln. [4811

ALLDAYS Allon.—We have in stock 1918 2-speed,

like new, ie48; 1915 2-speed, £33/10; and 2

1916, price £42/10; 2 1917 2-speed, hand clutch, £44
and £46/10; and 1918 2-speed, hand clutch, (ind

featherweight sidecar, £65 ; all complete with acces-

sories.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,

High Ed., Wood Green, N. [4586

Antoine.

ANTOINE Twin, splendid order: £17/10.—Hall. 2,

Hockron Ckittage, High Ed., Whetstone, N.20.
[4461

AXTOINE 5-6h.p. Combination, kick-starter, in new
condition, for sale; £23/10, or take 3'/2h.p. com-

bin.ntion in exchange, with cash adjustment either way.

—O. Clark, 133, Liverpool Ed., Islington, N. [4606

19

1

^'^''^'^l^X'li^^^

4i-iel.

19 Arrel, 3'/oh.p., 3-speed, new, in etock; £80.-86,
High Ed.,"L66, S.E. [4631

3 h.p, Ariel, now in parts, £8. less magneto: Rex
srAh.p. engine, 50/-.—53, Stanway Rd., Coventry.

[X4655
JONES' Garage-—Ariel 5-6h.p. combination in stock;

3V'h.p. solo in stock. £80.—Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [4823

"1 Q16 Ariel 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, in excellent

XJ/ condition; price £80.—Hipwell, Wooders Hill

Farm, Hertford. [4659

ARIEL, 3V>h.p., countershaft, solo £80, combination
£106: early delivery.—Island agents, Witham

Bros., Newport, Wight. [3688

4h.p. Ariel Combination, variable gear, B.B., mag.,
Montgomery sidecar, luggage grid, about 1912;

£30.-Melrose, 1, Kenlor Ed., Tooting. [4517

AEIEL Big Single, 1916, 3-speed countershaft, kick-

start, and coach sidecar, wind screen; £75. bar-

gain.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [4665

NEW 1919 S'/jh.p. Ariel, fitted with coachbuilt side-

car, also nW; tno combination price, £98/14,—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [4794

All letters relating to adverlifements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

RIDER TROWAED nnd Co.. 31, High St.. Htimp-
stend.—New 3U'li.p. 3-si)ee(l Ariel in stock. £80.

Orders beiuy booked tor earliest delivery 5-6b.p. com-
binutioQ. [2257

Arno.

AENO. 1914, S'ih.i)., disp wheels, Dmilops. T.T.
tmrs, sprint' forks, low, last, very sporty, in new

condition, lamps, etc.: bargain, £36.—Thorpe, 54, Hey-
gate St.. Walworth Ed., S.E. [4541

Auto-Wheels.
ALL Auto-Wheel, running order; £5.—12, Wollas-

ton lid., Dorchester. [4712

EXriXE Wall Auto-wheel, little nsed; flO.-Mur
ruy, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Hollrorn^

/"ALL Auto-wheel
various motor

Green.

w
G ,.., .__ .

[X4563a

WALL Auto-wheel, complete, as new, f9/15: also

various motor accessories.—Beardshaw, Wood
[4500

Bat.

1 015 B'at, Sh.p., 3-speed, nice condition; £55.—Ross,
i-*J 86, HifTh Ed,, Lee, S.E. . [4632

~-6h.p. Bat-Jap and .Sidecar: £35.—Prince of Wales,

Fortune Green, West Hnmpstead, N.W.6. [4710

6-8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 1914, 3-speed gear box,

clutch, kick-start, lamps, horn; £65.-5, Eossiter

Ed., Balhaiu, S.W.12. [4490

BAT-J.A.P., 6-8b.p., Sturmey 3-speed, coachbuilt

sidecar, Orto wind screen, 3 lamps, electric out-

fit, in first-class condition; £65.-K., 38, Marlow Ed.,

Anerley, S.E. [4680

BAT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin. Bosch, Sinks carburetter,

llalion clirtch, perfect rnnning order; £25, or ex-

chan-e for lightweight.—Manager, 20, Vicarage Kd.,

Battersea Sq., S.W. [4698

B\T Combination, 6h.p. twin, fitted with Swan side-

car, 3-speed, kick-starter and free engine, all chain

drive, £87/10; also 4-5h.p. twin-cyl. 2-speea solo Bat,

£57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St,, London.

Bradbury
4h p. Bradbury, 2-speed, free engine, good order;

£28/10.-200, High St., Tooting, S.W. [4660

4h p. Bradbnry, very powerful and fast ; £25.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St-, London- [4796

"I Q19 Bradburys; cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor
XV Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax.

[4560
BEALlBljET, 1911, 4b. p.. Grade pulley, just over-

hauled- £20.-J. F. Woolley, 32, Juei St., Park
Ed.. Battersea, S.W.ll. [4445

1 013 Bradbury. 4h.p., single-speed, speedometer, and
J- ft/ horn, in vcy good condition throughout; £25.
—Wilson, 66, West Sq., S. Farnborough, Hants. [4782

BBADBURT. 4h.p., Bosch mag., N.S.IT. 2-speed

pear, stand, carrier, smart machine : £27/10.—Mur-
ray, 37a, Charles St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X4564

BEAnBURT Combination, 4h.p., all new tyres and
belt ready to ride away ; £30 ; only wants seeing

:

Bosch mag.—The Firs, Camliridge Ed., Farnborough.

BEADBTJRY. 4h.p., Bowden 2-speed countershaft,

as new, with wicker sidecar, stored 3 years; £35,

or exchange for higher power, cash adjustment.—Hart,

359, Oxford Ed., Manchester. [S;4524

4h.p- Bradbury, Empire C.B- light sidecar, Sturmey-
Areher J.S. 3-speed and clutch, wateriiroof Bosch,

lampe, horn, 2 belts, tyres excellent, one Dunlop new,
engine guaranteed, perfect; £45.—Maggs, Horse Shoe
E4., Pangbourne, Berks. [X4576

Brough.

1 Q16 Brough, 3'jh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick-starter.
Xft/ coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, and
spares, in first-class condition ; £70.-44, Howard Rd.,

S. Norwood. 'Phone : Croj-don 471. [4679

B.S.A.

.S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.-Reys, 378.
Euston Rd. [2972

N^

B
B.S.A., ^lih.p., 1918, 3-speed, as new; £70.-47,

Streathnin Hiil, S.W.2. [4511

EW B.S.A.'s in stock : immediate delivery Model
K.—Alesaoder. Agent. Wallasey Village. [1506

JONES' Giiraittf.—B.S.A. agents: two in stock, model
H. £81/15, model K. £79/16.—Broadway, Mns-

well Hill. [4822

1Q13 4iih.p. B.S.A., C.-c-E. drive, shop-soiled, £75;
JLt/ also 1914 B.S.A. combination, 3-speed, full ac-

cessones.—86, High Kd. Lee, S.E. [4633

B.3.A., 1915. 41-ih.p.. 3-speed countershalt, stored
2 years, as new, new tyres, coachbuilt sidecar

;

£60.—Moore, Cable End, Farnborough, Hants. [4684

B.S.A., S'.'h.p., 2-speed gear, and hand clutch, Lucas
K.E. lamp set. horn, tools, excellent tyres, per-

fect throughout; £35.—Abergele Motor Co., Abergele.
[X4408

B.S.A. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 1916 model,
countershaft pear, free engine and .kick-<;tarter;

£84 —VS'-'Uchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
[4797

-| QIS B.S.A., clutch model, with 22 gn. sidecar, all

X«7 accessories, outfit good condition, sound running
order ; £50 ; aft^^ 6 p.m. only.—7, Eaveahurst At.,

Hendon. [X4513

MYMachines

will meet

YOUR needs

!

V/hether that need be Solo

or Sidecar, Single or Twin,

Touring or Speed, High

Power or Low, you'll find

the mount to fill it atmy
Depot in John Bright

Street.

And the sekction, too, I

offer will please you, for it

covers most of to-day's

famous makes, and in-

cludes the

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,

INDIAN, NEW IM-

PERIAL, ZENITH,

TRIUMPH,

JAMES, HUMBER,
BLACKBURNE,
CALTHORPE, etc.

—so don't delay, but call

to-day 1

Light Car buyers, too, are

always welcome — I am
offering the latest models

of the

G.W.R.,

CALTHORPE,
. STANDARD,
and for Reliability and all-

round Economy those

models cannot be beaten.

Why not call and see me?
1 guarantee to fix you up

.

and give you fullest satis-

faction in the deal.

John Bright St,

BIRMINGHAM,
Phone Wire:

Lvtcar B'harn.

-f Q11 2i/;,li.p. CalthorpeJap, Enfield gear;_^ £26^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

3ih.p. B.S.A., free engine, 1914, run about 600
5i miles, aa new, guaranteed sound, not used last 2

years; what oilers? owner in army.—Pte. Young, Mister-
ton, Somerset. [4667

B-S.A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolveirhamptou St.,

Walsall. Phone : 444. - [4669

RIDEE TEOWAED nnd Co.. 31. High St., Hamp-:
stead.—New 4J/lh.p. B.S.A., chain-cnm-helt, in

stock. £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-
livery chain drive model,, £81/18. [2259

I Q16 B.S.A. 4V,h.p. Combination, chain-cum-belt, in
-*-<^ splendid running order, with speedometer, head
lamp, and mechanical horn : £75.—A. B., 8, Ingle Villas,

Woodhouse Ed., North Fincliley, N.12. [4528

B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1916. S-speed, all-

ehain, kick start, overhauled and new tyres 1919,
P. and H. lamps, horn, etc., perfect condition and run-
ning order; £70.—Lieut. Ward, E.A.P., Tern Hill,
Salop. [X4456

B.S.A., late 1916, Millford sidecar, with cantilever
springs, Binks -carburetter, all electric lights,

Lucas horn, tyres perfect. Stepney roadgrip on rear,

tools and sundries; £92/ 10.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X465a

B.S.A.—We have 2 Model K's actually in stock,

price 76 gns. ; also 1916 K combination, price

£89/10; and 1917 K combination. £95; both luUy
equipped and above average condition ; good prices

allowed on exchanges.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., "Wood Green, N. [4585

Calthorpe
„,. ^.. horpe-Jap, I „ , -

Newson, 23, Palace Parade, Hornsey, N.8. [4681

RIDER TROWAED and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
fitead- Immediate delivery new Calthorpes, all

models. [3603

C1AI..TH0KPE Mo'tor Cv<>Ie9 —All models in stwk tor

J immediate delivery.—P. J. Evans, 91, John Bright
St, Birmingham. [0965

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear, original
J-U tyres, lamp set, as new, perfect; £35.-45.
Bow Common Lane, Bow. [4744

"I Q16 Genuine 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, as new, used -.

JL*J one month, stared since; £35.—" Egbert," Clif- 4
ford Ed., New Barnet. 'Phone; Barnet 547. [4621 *

1 Q14 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^ili.p., Enfield gears, lamp, horn, -.

X.*J brand new tyres, splendid order; £35.—Jones, -

Dauntsey Agriculture College, West Lavington, Wilts.
[X4427

CALTHOERE-J.A.P., 1915, 2?4h.p., Enfield 2-speed
gear and clnteli, 2 lamps, generator, horn, tools,

ready to ride away; price 35 gns.—.Albyns, 872, Forest

Kd.. Walthamstow, Essex. [4468

Campion.
3Xh.p. Campion and Sidecar, P. and M. gear, in fine :

2 order, and complete ; £38.—Gross, Agent, Eother-
ham. [X4647

CAMPION, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, good tyres,

condition perfect; £24.—Parkin, 21, Muschamp
Vilk«, Warsop, Notts. [X4472

CAMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p Touriet Model, 1914. Ann-
strong 3-speed hub, splendid condition; £36.—

Wood, 48, High St., Windsor. [4502

CAMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

handle start, new belt, tyres good, Bosch mag.,
lamps, complete and ready to ride anywhere, guaranteed;
£32.-Blackwell, Hall St., Burslem. [X4520

Chater-Lea.

T Q15 5-6b.p, Chater-Lea Solo, countershaft 2-speed,

l-tJ absolutely genuine bargain, £45.—Wadley Works
Office, Wadley Ed., Leytonstone. [4533

CHATER-LEA, 8h.p., 1913-14, Jardine 2-speea

countershaft, all chain drive, handle starter, Bosch

mag., exira large sidecar, 3 lamps, car generator, just

enamelled throughout, 3 new tyres; exchairge leys power,,

BS.A. or Douglas preferred; £54; after 6, or P.O.

before.-A.G., 35, Alired Ed., Aeton. [4607

Chater-Lea-Jao

3ih.p., Jap-Zenith engine, perfect condition in

2 Chater-Lea frame, N.S.TJ. gear, Bosch mag.,

Druid forks, ready to ride away; £25.—H.J.B., 10, ,

Pembroke Mews, W.8. [4643

CHATEE-LEA 1914 Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P. en-

gine. 3-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, coachbuilt

sidecar, storm apron, lamps, speedometer, handle starter,

etc. : £70, no offers.- G. Suninan, Northfields, Dewsbury.

Chater-Lea-Villiers.

I 1 5 2^4h.p. Chater-Lea, 'Villiers engine, 2-speed,

i-iJ Powell and Hanmers' lamps and generator, horn,

as new- £27/10, lowest.-Smith, The Parade, Staines

Ed., Bedfont, Middlesex. [4576

Clyde. i

CLYDE 1914. Sh.p. J.A-t" 3-speed, clntch, chain

drive, aluminiran spb.., sidecar; £50.---Wnte, .;

Eowe Alexton, Uppingham, Eutland. [i43a4
;

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALT;

Clyno.

CROW Bros.. Hieh St.. Guildfcrd. West Snrrev ngents

for the 1919 Clruo Order now to ensure siirlv

delivery. "^^^

CLTIfO 81. p. Combination, combining best points ol

American and Eujrlish big twins, just tue outnt

lor tlio Island. Book orders for earliest deliverv.—

Witliam Bros.. Newport, I.W., Island agents. [3689

"IQ14 6U.p. Twin Clyno Combination, 3-speed counter-
Jlv shntt and clutch, kick starter, chain drive, inter-

changeable wheels, spare wheel, tyres pood, one new
rolmer. hood, screen, lamps, horn, pump, new plugs,

tools, laid up 5 years, whole outfit in splendid condi-

tion :
price £85 seen Saturday niternoon or Sunday by

oppointuient.—Wilson, 2a, Mi'nard Ed., Hither Green,

SE. [4452
Connaught.

ONXAUGHT, 25ih.p., lute model; £23: excellent
condition.—200, High St., Tootins, S.W. [4661

Corah.
31i.p. Corah, 2.speed and clutch countershaft, as rrew;

£30.-Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar, London.
[4600

Coventry Eagle.

1 Q 17 Coventry Eagle, 2-stroke, 2.E,peed, mileageLU about 200: £40: exchange T.T. single.—147,
Grenfell Rd., Maidenhead. [X4577

23.h.p. Coventry Eagle, good condition, tyres almost
4: new: exchange with cash for Douglas, or sell

20 gns.—Captain Davis, 3, Training Depot Station,
Lopcombe Court, Nether Wallop, Hants. (D) [4439

Dot.
T\OT-J.A.r. 1915 8h.p. Combination, tip-top order
-*-' new heavy tyres, coachbuilt sidecar, folding wind
screen, lamps, luggage carrier, etc.. smart, powerful : anv
trial: £80; only wants seeing.—Fletcher, 1, Barrowell
Green Villas. Green Lanes, Palmer's Green, N.13

[X4266
Douglas.

DOUGL.\S. 2^4h.p., 2-speed. good tyres; accent
£29.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [4759

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, tyres new, perfect;
£58.-45, Bow Common Lane, Bow. [4744a

1Q12 Douglas, good running order; £21, or offers.—
Lif Rawcliffe, Elder House, Huddersfield. [X4662

DOUGLAS. 1912, £20; 1913, £30: both in good nrn
ning order.—Paine, Borough, Canterbury. [442£

"IQ19 Douglases in stock; exchanges quoted.—HalifasJ." Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halitax-

OUGLAS.—Book your order now for new models:
exchanges.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X4651
1Q12 Douglas, 2^h.p., 2-5peed. good condition;
-l-«^ £25.—Modgwick, Biltmore, Hindhead, Surrey.

[4741
DOITGL.AS, 1915, 251h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled;

£42/10.-53, Devonport Rd., Shepherds Bush,
'W;i2. [4778

LOOK.—Donglas, T.T., 1915-16, countershaft gears,
almost new; £45/10.—R. Sinclair, 5, Victoria Av.

• Surbiton. [S;4270

DOUGLAS Cycle, 2 speeds, T.T., nearly new; j£42

;

all accessories.—51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E. [4721

1Q15 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn; £45.—
i-^ Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St.. E.C.3. [0491

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h.p. combination, £95 : Wai
Offlce 2?ih.p. model, £60, new.—Moffat, Teovil

'Phone: 50. [1103

D,OUGLAS, 2^4h.p. : mrrst sell, going away; perfect
running condition; £25.—Marshall, 77. Eoglesfield

St., Maryport. [4531

GIBB, The Douglas Expert. Gloucester, is the man
to get in touch with for best deliveries and advice

'Phone: 852. [4749

1 014 2;'4h.p. Douglas, tyres and belt new, lamps and
-L«/ speedometer, perfect; £38.—Box 2,947, c/o The
iljtor Cycle. [X4437

DOUGLASES.—1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed, accessories,

£49; 1915 3-speed, £52; 1915 2-speed, £46.-86.
High Ed., Lee, S.E. [4634

DOUGLAS, 1910, 2^4h.p., a.i.T., mag., requires slight
adjustments only; £18.—Nicks, 141, North St.,

Bedminster, Bristol. [S4626

FOR Sale, 1915 2%h.p. Douglas motor cycle; 40
gns.—Storey, 7, Blenheim Terrace, Abbey Rd..

St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [4856

1 Q14 (late) Donglas, 2iih-p. T.T., 2-speed, Lncas
-i-«^ lamps and horn, almost as new, perfect; £37.—
Bromley Oswell, Hadley, Salop. [X4607

DOUGLAS, 2;?4h.p.. late 1914, engine overhauled:
cost £14, will sell £37/10, lowest.—Smith, 3, Thf

Parade, Staines Rd., Bedlont, Middlesex. [457£

DOUGBAS, late 1913, T.T. model, an exceptionally
fast, sound machine; £37/10.—Longman Bros.,

3, King's Parade, Acton. Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. [4772

£75.-1919 Douglas, 2^,ih.p., with lamps, just delivered
private owner: first cash: can ride away.—Write

appointment, McCrlmmon, 34, Clarendon Gardens,
Maida Vale, W. 14421

TEN YEARS'
CONSISTENT TRADING,
MAKING FRIENDS AND
KEEPING THEM, IS THE
SECRET OF GODFREY'S
STEADY PROGRESS.

Write for our list, and get

your name on our waiting

list for a new machine at
' once.

GODFREY'S, L™
208, GT PORTLAND ST,

L

LONDON, ^^.

ioljeHottje of all

l.m6\x\Q Aakcs
£rbcst Sccopcl-^l

Katid-'^Unchtncs.

2 Lilies

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.

1 1 9 Douglas Motor Cycles, delivery from stock

:

Xf 2Sih.p. 2-specd, £60: 4h.p. 3-sl.eed combin.ltjon.

£105.-Tom Norton, Ltd., Llaudiindod Wells. [X4620

DOUGLAS, 1916, a^ih.p., 2-specd, used only 3 months,

as new, speedometer, lamps, etc. ; price, £60.

Samuelson, 24, Cable Ed., Hoylake, Cheshire. [X4470

DOUGLAS, genuine 1913, T.T., 2-sreed, counter-

shalt, Bosch mag., Amao carburetter, ready to

ride away; £27, or ofter.-Hawkins, Holmsted Place

Cuckfield, Sussex. 1X466/

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2?ih.p., 2-speed; price £60:
actually on premises; 1916 2-?P«d W.D mode

-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High

Ed., Wood Green, N. L40o=

DOUGLAS, 4h.p. 1915 model, 2-speed speed model,

lamp* ho7n, tools, been very 1'."1%>>!,"1'
. f;"'^,V'

order, condition as new: any trial; price £60.-Al.ertele

Motor Co.. Aliergele, N.W. l^'^'

DOUGLAS, 2y4h.p., 2-speed, new ,Ianuary, 1919,

semi-T.T., with sporting sidecar, lamps, mechani-

cal horn, knee grips, all disc Steels tools £80.-

Tallett, 340, Shaftsmoor Lane, Hall Green, Birmmg^

bam.
,

DOUGLAS, 2y4li.p., bought 1915, |^*« "l''.;??'',^;,,^

speed, enamelled grey, accumulator elMjtic li„n

ing, new lilge footboards, BOOd running condition com

plrte tools, plenty of spares; £35.-Eeeve, 12, t"''™"'

Ed., Hornsey, London. >-

ELI CLARK can give you good "/""^^
"If" SfP^.J^

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will he^

you if possible with spares. The man o° 'J^^P"'',.
196. Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. 'Phone: 4169^ W res

Ignition, Bristol. (Please do not send sample spnrM.^

DOUGLAS. 1915, 3-speed, just oyerhanled, re.ai tyre

practically new, front good ':o>"3'*'°"',t 2 smre
g6ner,ltor, horn, pump, spare chain, sP^ie

J^/'*; „^ "J"i*
plugs, a good reliable machine, ready for ^6 1°™
£55, or nearest ofler.-Capt. Chapman, TVootod

Charlton Kings, Cheltenham. L-s-it^'*

3h.p. Douglases, brand new fitted 2-speed gears,

/*4, touring or seml-T.T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra

£50; two best lamp sets, horn, registration writin

number plates, £4/4 e\t.ra;
.
enquiries invited lull

specification by post; deliveries in rotation.-Robin-

son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge, 14330

DOUGLAS, 4h.p. and 2%h.p. brand new models in

stock. We are stockists and specialists of Uou?'"?

machines only, giving the fines* service, and the grc.itest

choice of models in the South. Over "ine ye.ars esper

ence as Dongl.is agents.-Thompson and Co., 408, Com
mercial Ed., Portsmouth. 'Phone: 7105. L2518

4h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-Epeed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas ™achbuilt s.de^

car, £95; 3 lamp sets, horn^ registration, wilting

numb* plates, £5/10 extra,. Eiiquir.es myited; Ml
specificatSon by post; del'^ries in rotation.-Douglas

Specialists Robinson's Garage, Green St., OamD lage.

Tel. ; 388. T.A. : Bicycles. L''33<i

De Dion.

DE DION or pattern, 2%h.p., very low frame, mng.

ignition, 26x21/4 wheels, B. and B. earburetter

perfect order; £9/15.-2, Appian Ed., Eomau E<i
•
Cbi

I'ord. ,
'

Edmund.
EDMUND-J.A.P.. spring frame. 224h.p.,

.

,2-speed

models; £63, in stock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St..

Chester. ^ ,.,
^

Emblem.

TO 18 Emblem, lOh.p., T.T. clutch model, Pertect;
1" £80.-86, High -Ed. Lee. S.E. [4635

Enfield.

OTAL Enfield 3h.P. Twin, 2-speed as new: £35.--

The Old Forge, Whetstone, N.20. [4463

16 3h.p. Twin Enfield, good as new; seen any

time; 48 gns.—42, Invicta Rd., Dartford. [4792

16 3h.p. Enfield, in fine order, complete lamps.

_ etc. :
£47.-CiOBS, Jeweller, Rotherham. [X4575

NFIELD. all models, early deliveries.-J A. Sti'.-ey.

Sole Agent, 12. Koclesall Ed., Sliefdeld. [M543

ENFIELD.-Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our list

ensures this.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Staflord
[X46I4

JC'^ES' Garage.—Enfield 6h.p. combinations: deliveiy

'this month: 120 gns.-Broadway, Muswell Hill.

ENFIELD Combinations and 2-strokes. Early de.

liveries.—Sole Agent, Longman, Bisherton St.,

Salisbury. ["854

ENFIELD 3h.p. Lightweight. 2 speeds, exhibition

condition; £42.-51, Maplethorpe Ed„ Thornton

Heath, S.E, ["^2^

1 019 Enficlds, 3b.p. 66 gns.. 6h.p. combinations 110

ly gns.: actually in stock.-Tom Norton, Ltd., Lliin-

drindod Wells. [X42e9

ENFIELD, 3h.p., twin, 1914 T.'T. model, fine con-

dition; any trial; 40 gns.-Parker s, Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton. [X4660

ENFIELD.—Book your order now for delivery of

new combinations; exchanges.-Parkers, Biad-

shawgate, Bolton. [i.4t)b4

T7 NFIELD 1915-16 6h.p. Combination/Lucas dynamo

[hi lighting, heavy oversize tyres; £115.-Parker s

' Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4baa

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enaeld.

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., really sound outfit:

63 (;nt;.—Longman Bros., 2, King's Parade, Alton.
Tel.'! 1578 Chiswick. [4774

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31. High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest

deliveries Knfields, all models. [2261

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Model 140, 2 sppeds. etc.,

slih'htiv soiled; 50 gus.-Tlie Exeter Motor Cycle
and LifTht Cjir Co.. Ltd.. Bath Kd., Exeter, [0958

Ill'KKIELDS.—Tho latest 1919 model combination in
J stoc-k, also two set'ond-hand coiubinations, one

fitted Enrtt^ld Tradesman's box.—Celtic Woiks, East
Hill. Wandsworth. [4619

NFIELD Combination. 6h.p., late 1915. new ron-
ditiou, 3 lamps, Luras liornr speedometer, mirror,

and lot ot spare parts, neiirly new Dunlop extra heavy
tyres, sidecar -fitted with wind screen, clock, warmer,
apron; £92 '10; seen any time except Thursday alter-

noon.-SibIey, 106. Market Place. Komlord. [4612

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 1913. S'/Jh.p.. houd clutch. B. and B..

Bosch, nice appeiirance ; f35.—Jarrett, 130. Bun-
hiU Row, E.C. [4441

F.N.

F.N.. 4-cyl., 6h.p.. in goo<l condition : a borgain.
£27/10.-41. Brighton Rd., Croydon. [4497

F.N., 4-cvl.. clutch model, good tvres. Bosch. Caxton,
not used 2 vears; trial; £29.-15, Mervan Rd..

EHra Rd., Brixton. • [4690

F.N., 4-cyI., not earlier than 1912; state date, h.p.,

condition, price, and whether ready'to ride awny

:

oash.—Box 2,942, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4565

"IQ14 F.X., 4-cyl., 3-speed, plate clutch, along with
JLnJ F.N. sidecar, speedometer, lamps, horn, and
2 extra covers; bargain at £65.—MiUer, Ivy House,
Brighouse. [X4592

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, drop frame, disc wheels, thor-
on^hly overhauled, re-stove enamelled and plated;

25 pns.—Seen at Smith. 16, Hevestock Hill, opposite
Chalk Farm Tube Station. [4610

Grandex.
GRANDEX-J.A.P.. 4h.p., o.h.v., Bosch mag., 1914,

very fast solo mount.—Blowers, 126, Lordship
Lane. E. Duiwich. (D) [4438

1Q15-16 2'/.'h.p. Grandex-Precision, 2-stroke. Albion
-I-*/ 2-speed gear box, brand new Pedlcy back, nice
condition throutrhout ; 30 gns.—Mason, Glenahiiond,
Bellevue Rd., Kew Southgate. [4623

Harley-Davldson.

RIDER TROWAED and Oo., 31 High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de

liveries new Harley-Davidsons. [2262

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7-9h.p., khaki model,
touring and racing bars; any trial or examina-

tion; £100.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X4649

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-Orders being booked for
delivery out of the first batch to arrive; £5

deposit.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London,
W.l. [4865

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, believed 1917, 7-9h.p., 3
(pceds, condition as new; £100; too powerful for

owner ; lightweicht wanted.—P. Driscoll, 58, Woodftcid
Ed., Eahng, W.5. [4655

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 1915, and Cauoelet
sidecar, top-hole condition, new tyree throughout;

first cheque £85 secures.— S. Ellis', 7, Grove Park Gar-
dens, Chiswiuk, W.4. [X4'ai8

LATE 1915 Hnrley, 3-speed, magneto model, disc
wheels, not used for 3 yearfi, magnificent condi-

tion throuehout, extra fast one, exceptional opportunitv;
gacrifico £72.—Else, Dimple, Matlock. [X4618
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Cnml)inntion, late 1916. ex-

cellent condition, well equipped, looked over by
Harley-Davidsons: £100.—Longman Bros., 2, King's
Parade. Acton. Tel.: 1578 Chiswick. [4808

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1917, 7-9h.p.. ning. model.
and H.D. sidecar, in exceptional condition. £120;

Also 1915 ekctric model, £67/10.—Lamb's, 151, Hiph
St., "W althamstow. and 50, High Rd., Wood Green N

[4588
H.\RLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915,

dynamo lighting, 1916 improvements, lamps,
Bpeedometer, all accessories, mileage 3,000. perfect
condiuoa; 85 gns.—Maude, 255, Maldon Rd., Col-
chester. [4732

HARLEY-DAVinSON and Sidecar, in good running
order, new Bosch mag., 3 new tyres, new apron.

Klaxon horn, 8i>eedometpr, and 3 electric lamps; £65,
or exchange gocwl light car, cash adjustment.—

W

Tamer. 79, Crown Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [X4372
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916. electric model, bulbous

back sidecar. Cape cart hood, Dunhill triple wind
screen, special back carrier seat, speednmeter, etc. ; open
to any trial and examination by appointment: must sell •

£110. no offers.- 32, Momington Rd., London, N.W.I.
[4495

1 Q16 Harley-Davidson, L.J. electric model, little need,J-H i>enect order, new spare inlet and exhaust valves)
spare part worn chain, spare semi T.T. handle-bars com-
plete with controls; any trial or examination; price £70
for quick sale ; do offers ; tyres excellent—Donald
Cameron, Bangor, North Wales. [X4417

Agents for
A.J.S.

(Sole London and District).

BRITISH EXCELSIOR
(Sole l/oudon and District).

TRIUMPH B.S.A.
HENDERSON A. B.C.

DOUGLAS
NEW IMPERIAL

CALTHORPE ENFIELD
P. & M. MATCHLESS

Write for delivery dates and for oxir

exchange card if you wish your
present mount to be taken in part

exchange.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of the
following NEW MACHINES:

4 b.p. W.O. DOUGLAS Combination,
3 speeds, and kick-starter £95

3J h.p. W.O. P. & M. Combination, all-

chain drive. 2 speeds, and kick-start. £102
2} h.p. W.O, DOUGLAS, 2-speeds £60
2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2 speeds . . £5S

SECOND-HAND.
1915 2j h.p. Ladies' DOUGLAS, 3-spced,

kick-strirter ; fully equipped £52
1913 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2 speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £38
1915 Baby LEVIS, single-speed £25

SIDECAR CHASSIS, new. Model B.,

dual underslung, for 6 h.p. and
8 h.p. machines, complete with
650x65 rim (less tyre) . . £7 19s. 6(1.

4-point attachment '. 25. 6d.
Au.^iliary Safety Arm, for converting

3-point attachment on sidecar to
i-point 12s. 6d.

(Postage, 6d.).

ACCESSORIES.
Special consignment of New Michelin

Butted Inner Tubes, one size only,
26 X 2i each S /:

(Postage, 4d.).

CHAINS.
Present Prices.

Hans Renold, J X ^, for Morgans . per ft. 5 /9
4x|, for A.J.S., Enfield,

Indians, etc. ... per ft. 4 /9

fxi , 4/9
ix-?t 3/9
jx J, formagnetodrive „ 3/2
(Postage extra.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms :

21a, Store Street, W.C.I.
Wholesale :

38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.
Garage:

Tottenham Court Road.
'Phone: Museum 1240.

Telegrams: " Dynametro, Westcent,
London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1917, electric model, with
Montgomery sidecar, electric lamps and head

light with dimmer, bulb horn. Klaxon, and electric
horn, a magnificent model, not run 300 miles; price
£140.—Address, Briesty House, Burton Joyce, Notts.

[4765

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Ilarley-Dayidson Combination. 3
i-iJ speeds, pedal start, clutch, electric horn, head
and tail lamps, Stewart warning signal, Corbin speedc-
meter, sidecar lamp and generator, hood, screen, in-

distinguishable from new; offers.—24, High St.. Old
Brompton, Chatham. [4682

Henderson.
RIDEH THOWAKD and Co., 31. High St., HaniD-

stean.— Orders aow being booked for enrlie-;t de-
liveries new Hendersons. [2264

"I A h.p. 1915 Henderson and Cnnchbuilt Sidepar, inXV perfei-t condition, lamps; any reasonable trial; 96
gns., no ofilers.—Hill, 2, Blackfriars Ed., Wisbech. [4471

ORDEE Now for the Rolls-Royce of motor cycles,

the Henderson, one that will take you there .ind

bring you back, without failing.—Horswill, 42, Bridge
St.. Chester. Tel. ; 943. [4447

Hobart.
HOBART 2?ili.p. 2-sfroke, ride awny; £17/10.—

Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar, London. [4598

-| Q13 Hobart 2';ih.p. 4-stroke. H.T. mag., new belt
^*y and pulley; ^20.—Watson, Seer Green, Beacons-
field, Bucks. [4692

Humber.

HUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, handle starter, and side-

car, very little used; £35.—Hall, Ironmonger,
Ashlord, Kent. [4647

HtrSIBEE, sy.h.p., 1913, 2-speea, handle starting,

engine in excellent condition; £30.—Wood, 48,

High St., Windsor. '[4503

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., Bosch, new tyres,

splendid order throughout; dElS/lO.—Speechley,
1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton. [4700

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.— Ordeis now being booked for earliest de-

liveri." n' w 3V2h.p and 6h.p. flat twin Humbers. [2265

3ih.p. Humber, 1912, 2-speed and clutch, accessories,

2 stored for 4 vears, fine condition, Mills-Fuliord
sidecar; £30.-154, Sandy Hill Ed., Woolwich. [4432

Q.3h.p. Humber, countershaft, all chain drive, Bosch,
f^4 B. and B., overhauled, rebored, new piston,

mechanical valves; first £17/10 cash.—B. Robinson,
Prospect, Wheeltdn, near Chorley, L,Tncs. [X4522

HUMBER 1918 Combination, 6h.p.. flat twin,
water-cooled, 3-speed, self-lubricating enclosed

chain drive, shock absorber, MilUord coachbuilt side-

car; the turnout was purchased absolutely new last

month, and has only been tor short trial run, power-
ful and flexible, equal to anything yet produced, only
reason for selling owner purchased car, cost £125:
what offers ?-59, Alderman Rd., Ipswich. [X4571a

Indian.
^

1 Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-snced, Binks 3-jet; £40.-
JitJ Birkett, Penrhos, Hanley, Staffs. tX443Q

<> QGNS.—3i/>b.P. 1913 Indian, single, Bosch, dutch,
'v O siieedometer, little used.—Railway Garage, Stttines.

[4786
5 h.p. Indian, 3-speed, K.S., F.E., brand new; first

offer over £70.—Flanders, Skye Cottage, Ashdou,
Essex. [S4464

5 b.p. Indian, 3-«peed gear, kick-start and clutch, f.ist

solo machine; £67/10.—Wauuhope'e, 9, Snoe L;.ne.

Fleet «t., London. [4798

INDIAN 1915 Combination, in beautiful condition,

spring frame; £70.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thorns
ton Heath, S.E. [4725

INDTAlSr, 7-9h.p., 2-8peed, spring frame, gowl condi-

tion; £43, bargain.—411, City Rd.,' Angel, Isling-

ton. (Over shop.) [4451

INDIAJST, 7-9h.p., late 1915, clutch model, mileage

500 new condition; inspection invited: £60.—
Bell, Enfleld Wash. [4619

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St.. Hnmp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Indians^ [2263

7-9h.p. Road Racer Indian, mechanically perfect, very

fast all necessary spares and tools; £45.—Lieut.
Bowlby, C.M.B.'s, Dover. [X4463

INDIAN, 9h.p., late model, spring frame all acces-

sories; sell £52, or consider 2-stroke and cash.—
Mrs. Harrison, 23, Crockerton Rd., S.W.17. [4767

1 015 Indian, 7-9h.p.. clutch, very fast, splendid cou-
XU dition- £62; trial: call Saturday, Sunday after

2 p.m. Saturday.— 64, Balloch Rd., Catford. [4475

INDIAN". 1914, 5-6h.p., special road racing model,
splendid condition, ready to ride away ; 38 ens.—

Broad, Fruiterers, 7c, Horusey Rise, HoUoway, N. [4488

INDIAN, Sh.p., 3-speed, 1915 model, and sporting
coa.chbnilt sidecar, good condition; 67 gns.—

Longman Bros., 2, King's Parade, Acton. Tel. : 1578
Chiswick. [4771

INDIAN Combination, 1916, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutcb,

kick, equal to new, fa^it and powerful, Phcenix
torpedo sidec.Tr; £60 solo, £70 combination.— 55, Wat-
Irng St., WelUngton, Salop. [X4608

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Removal of War-time
Restrictions.
1.—Petrol.

Now that we are living once more under

"Peace" conditions, it is becoming more
and more obvious that the entire removal

of those restrictions upon motoring and

motor cycling, which were accepted loyally

as unavoidable during the war, is somewhat
overdue. Various ameliorations have already

been made, and for this we are grateful. It

is no longer necessary to possess a special permit

before one is allowed to take a motor cycle on
the road at all. The petrol regulations were

amended as the supplies became greater, first

by the granting of much larger allowances to

every appHcant and, secondly, by the permission

to purchase the petrol, for which the preliminary

tax of 6d. had been paid, in any month instead

of only in the specified month as hitherto. Both

these concessions were welcomed as valuable

and convenient, and we are now expecting the

final demise of the Petrol Control Department,

and with it, we hope, the removal of the~6d. a

gallon tax to which we have just alluded.

As reported in our columns last week, the

Royal Automobile Club has already approached

the Government on this matter, its Parliamentary

Committee having pointed out to the Secretary

of the Treasury the urgent need for the im-

mediate withdrawal of this war tax. The Auto-

mobile Association and Motor Union has also

taken a similar line of action and has elicited

the reply that, -while the Treasury does not

propose to tax benzole, the tax on petrol cannot

be dealt with before the consideration of the

- annual Budget.

2.—Lighting. "

We have already expressed our opinion on the

matter of red rear lights on cycles (including, of

course, motor cycles), and have but little to add

to what we have already said. We are glad to

note that this regulation is to be retained in spite

of all that has been so furiously urged against it,

but if the authorities decided to allow the use

of a really good reflex lamp in place of a live

light, we should have no objection to make.

We would again point out, however, that the

absence of rear lights on something like half the

pedal cycles seen on the road, together with the

extreme inadequacy of their head lights, robs the

regulation of nearly its whole advantage. When
one is expecting both front and rear lights on

every vehicle, the absence of lights on a road

should mean that the road is clear of wheeled

traffic—the presence of an unlighted cycle is then

more disconcerting than if no rear light regula-

tion were in existence.

The screening of head lights has been largely

modified, and motorists are now permitted to

carry quite adequate lights, but lately—in fact,

almost ever since the Armistice was signed in

November last—^we have seen motorists on the

road who disregard the modified regulations in

the most glaring manner. In fact, only last

week a car passed us which not only lit up the

whole countryside with its head lights, but

exhibited a bright white light to the rear.

It is quite obvious that those who cavil at and

disobey the rear light rule are largely instru-

mental in forcing these glaring head lights upon
car drivers, but we notice, with some amusement,

that complaints of bright head lights are now
emanating from the same quarter whence the

complaints lately arose.

We would urge the police to be more active

with regard to these infringements of the

law, for they are both a real nuisance to law-

abiding people. We do not wish that a cyclist

whose rear light is jerked out by a piece of bad
road .should be treated severely, but a man with

no rear light at all should certainly be taught

that laws are meant to be obeyed.

One thing more. Surely during the months
April-September inclusive, lighting-up time

might be as it was before the war, viz., from one
hour after sunset to one hour before sunrise.

An index to the advei-fcisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover-
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A 250 MILES
RIDE IN THE
HOLY LAND.

Experiences of Two Despatch
Riders on a Journey from

Damascus to Horns.

To many despatch riders their life

in foreign lands will form perhaps
the most interesting of their ex-

periences. More particularly does this

apply to those whose lot it has been

to visit warmer and yet fairly civilised

countries, where the bugbears of motor
cycling—mud, and war-wracked roads

—

are unknown. Many will, therefore,

envy Corporal Gurney Grice and another
D.R. (whose experiences are here re-

counted) their two hundred and fifty

mile ride through picturesque Palestine,

Rising early is a pleasure in such ji

climate, and at 8.30 one morning they

set off from Damascus on the first stage

of their journey, to a little town called

Zahle, perched on the eastern side of

the Lebanon Range. The roads must
have been fairly good for them to

average 25 m.p.h., which they did,

arriving in time for early lunch. From
Zahle the road led up the mountain side

in an interminable zigzag of hairpin

bends of no slight gradient, crossing

and recrossing the railway, which was
provided with a toothed centre rail to

enable the engines to ascend at all. The
summit is 5.050 feet above sea level,

so that the view in that glorious atmos-
phere must have been worth seeing.

From this point the road fell at a

moderate gradient for twenty-five miles.

During the descent the engine was used
in some parts as a brake. Away in the
valley the red-tiled roofs of the scattered
groups of houses, nestling under the
shelter of the mountains, gleamed in the
sunshine. The road, too, was bordered
by numbers of these little villages, well
built, and quite modern, which were
populated by Arabs or Lebanese.

A Modernised Town.
The arrival at Beyrout, with its well-

made roads and electric trains, was a
return to civilisafion. Another asset of
civilisation, speed limits, was apparently
absent, as they romped into the town
at 30 m.p.h., having completed the hun-
dred miles from Damascus in just over
four hours. Deciding to stay the night
here, the D.R.'s looked up some friendf,
and billeted their machines. The even-
ing was spent in looking round the old
town, which, under German rule, had
been in the throes of a famine, still

reflected in the pinched and starved
appearance of even the well-to-do.
Early next morning the machines were

replenished with oil and petrol, and after
strolling round the town for a time and
partaking of various Eastern delicacies
and a bottle of wine, a start was made
at 11.30 for the town of Tripoli, where
it was intended to stay the night. The
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One of the D.R.'s—Cpl. Gurney Grice, R.E.

first stop was at the quaint little village

of Jujunich—a place devoid of restaurants

or any public eating places. However,
a stray table and two chairs were dis-

covered and commandeered, and prepara-

tions made for a meal The victuals soon

caused a crowd to assemble, and the

natives were much attracted by a tin of

jam, which they unsuccessfully en-

deavoured to purchase. Pushing on

again, the enjoyment of the ride for the

next few miles was marred by tyre

trouble. This made it impossible to reach

Tripoli before dark, so it was decided to

stop at the ne.xt town en rovte. This'
proved to be Batroun, a picturesque little

place, a jumble of red-tiled roofs, but

civilisation was represented by "The
Palace Hotel "—accommodation at five

piastres. (Is.) a night. Helping themselves

to someone's door, the riders used it as a

ramp to run their machines into a shop

underneath the hotel. Washing' was a

most trying ceremony. A small Arab boy
poured water from a bowl, and this was
splashed on to the face with the hands,

previously soaped. After an evening

spent mainly in testing the edible quali-

ties of the local fruit, a return to the

hotel was made. The room which had
been allotted to the motor cyclists was
fairly dean, except for one minor discom-

fort incidental to the hot countries ! As
no illumination was provided by the

management, an acetylene light was fixed

up with a generator off one of the

machines. This phenomenon attracted

some other residents of the hotel to tie"

room, and, as everyone had plenty to say,

an enjoyable time was spent.

The hotel breakfast consisted of bully

beef, onions, tomatoes, and maize bread,

and at 10.30 a fresh start was made amidst
a crowd of curious natives and others.

The road for some distance was cut-in
the side of the cliffs overhanging the sea,

and tunnelled through the rock in places.

The surrounding country was well wcoded.

and the Lebanon mountains, reaching

almost to the sea, made a picturesque,

background.
" '

Oranges, grapes, and pomegranates,

were obtained at many of the small

villages scattered along the roads.

Th2 End oJ a Perfect Ride.

Two more punctures caused some delay,

but Tripoli was reached soon after one^;

o'clock. The town was rather dirty, and.-.

the only hotel which could be discovered*

was not too inviting, so the riders sleptj-

in the open by a convoy of lorries which

happened to be there. >

The journey was completed by af.

seventy-mile run the next day to Horns

—

150 miles from Beyrout. Horns is ai.

miserable sort of place, so the D.R.'s did^

not find much there of interest, except'''

some boxes of Verey lights and Romany
-candles, with which they celebratedj

Peace. 1

CHINA AND THE MOTOR"
CYCLE.

IT may seem absurd on the face of it to

advance the claims of China as a

country likely to be interested in motor
.

cycles, especially as British organisation',

in our Dominions is not yet perfect.

It is significant to learn, however, that

'

' Dr. Chao-Hsin-Chu, B.C.S., M.A., Con-'

sul-General of the Republic of China,

was a recent visitor to the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co. There he expressed views;

on the tremendous advance his country

.

is making, and advised business men to

establish trade relations with Chinese .

merchants direct rather than through
Japanese channels. JSfany thousands of;

motor cars are now being imported into

China, and sooner or later motor cycles

will be common iri the big towns. Who

'

will be the pioneers, the Britisher or the

American ?
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Automatic Carturetters.

Tq^ EADERS on the lookout for an automatic motor

JXV^ cycle carburetter should not forget the Claudel-
~

Hobson. I know S. F. Edge defined an auto-
matic as a device which gave an incorrect mixture
at all speeds, and I dare not quarrel with him, for

my Claudel is not economical. But it is a workable
one-lever proposition. It is quite the surest starter

I have e^•er tried, and it will run a flat twin engine
from as slow a tick as one can hope for in this vale

of tears up to over 3,000 r.p.m. on one setting with

an acceleration which I have only excelled on a Hen-
derson. On the eve of the war, I was about to try

out an Everest, of which I had heard as another
sound one-lever notion.

Wanted, a British. Foor-cylindei*.

THERE are plenty of rumours, of course, but

actual evidence that any British four-cylinder

motor cycle is going into production is hard
to come by. I saw more than one during the war,

but they were frankly experimental, and seem to have

been dropped. On the question of policy I have two
remarks to make. The first is that until sound four-

wheeled cycle cars come along, lots of folk will pay
\'ery high prices for a sidecar outfit de luxe—witness

the popularity of the big Clynos, Enfields, j\Iatchless,

and many Americans. A good four has the best V twin

whacked to the wide, and if any designer disbelieves

in the cycle car, the four is his obvious line. In the

second place, the 1914 Henderson satisfied me that the

four has very special fascinations as a solo mount, both

for luxurious travel on rational lines, and as a hogbus.

Incorrigitle.

WHILST I am orating about cycle cars, I must
revix'e an old heresy of mine and say that

modem belts have never received full justice.

It is perfectly astonishing what present day belts will

stand, provided they are big enough and are given

sound joints. Over and over again I have eradicated

belt troubles by fitting a lin. in lieu of a f^in. or resort-

ing to a similar trifling increase in contact area. There
are limits to this process on solo mounts because a very

stiff belt will not hug a very small pulley affectionately.

iJut on a cycle car the load is divided between two
belts, the belt line is not particular to an inch or

two, and you can use a front pulley of walloping

diameter if desired. The obvious solution of jointing

a cycle car belt has not been tried so' far as I know.
The three commonest belt troubles are fastener

niishaps, stretch, and slip. On a cycle car you can

dodge fastener troubles by manufacturing endless

belts : you can cure stretch with a turnbuckle on a

radius rod by spacing out the pulley centres instead

of getting out guillotine, punch, etc.", as you are com-
pelled to do on a bicycle for dread of raising the

gear; while slip is practically unknown with rubber

ccasioDal.

belts which are up to their load and have rational

pulleys and pulley centres. Of course, if the cycle

car is going to weigh 10 cwt., belts are probably an

absurdity : but the Morgan originally weighed no more

than 2% cwt., and, after four and a half years of

featherweight engineering, I do not see why a pretty

capacious four-wheeler need tip the beam at more than__

5 cwt. If I were a cycle car designer, instead of a

paltry, blithering, penny-a-liner, I should try out

modern belts on the above lines, and bribe Messrs.

Ormerod to make up a few dozen feet of their patent

Watawata belting in rubbered canvas core instead of

leather; it hugs a pulley better than any solid belt

can, and I have often wondered why it has only

appeared in the leather type.

Two Unconventional Pedals.

nSEE one of our readers is anxious to try an

accelerator pedal as an auxiliary to the standard

handle-bar lever. I carried out this experiment

in an idle moment some years ago, but found it of

no particular interest. If it possessed any merit it

was in sudden deceleration. The handle-bar lever is

seldom within easy reach of a normal finger when the

throttle is fully opened. Thus it was often a con-

venience to leave the handle in minimum position and

begin a speed burst solely on pedal control ; when an

emergency developed or a slow down was* desired the

pedal was released. Still the advantage was much

too trivial to justify the complication. On the other

hand, I rather liked an auxiliary pedal valve lifter

with which I have experimented more than once. It

is. conceivable that a pedal compression release, with

rather a more liberal leak than the standard valve

lifter affords, might be worth consideration. It was

very useful for wheeling the machine in pre-clutch

days, -and provides a pleasant form of coasting.

A Leakproof Petrol Tap.

WE all dwelt under the illusion that our petrol

systems were leakproof until the Connaught
people brought our their petroil two-stroke.

Other makers followed suit, and we began to notice that

the average privately-owned petroil baby was freely

smeared with a greenery-yallery ooze over a large zone

radiating round the petrol pipe and carburetter. The
more fastidious of us tested our pump-oiled four-strokes

by staining the fuel with a little oil, and then began
a series of frenzied tap grihdings. But unless one was
lucky, these small taps proved incorrigible, and we
gradually resigned ourselves to wasting a percentage of

our precious fuel at so much per gallon. Then
the war came along and the minutest petrol leak in

aeroplane installations caused pilots to do rapid-fire

profanity, ack emmas to be crimed. Governments to

wax hectic, and many lovable youths to go west what
time the tracer bullet streaked through the leakage

area, or a mild crash dipped a redhot exhaust pipe

A17
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Occasional Comments.—
in the ooze. Then Benton and Stone invented a new
positively petrol-proof tap with a cork seating. I

s'pose we're to have it on our peace model 'buses, eh !

what ?

Pressure Lubrication.

AS several correspondents have recently clamoured
for pressure oiling of motor cycle engines, it

needs to be stated that there are two formidable
arguments against applying this system. The first is

financial, the second prudential. From a designer's

standpoint, it is the easiest thing in the World to force

a stream of oil through hollow shafts, but you can't

do it as cheaply as you can employ flywheel " churn "

to fling oil into the ends of bushes ; and when all is

said and done, the best motor cycle has to be sold in

keen competition. Secondly, the pump and splash
system is as simple and reliable as a system can be.

But the adoption of forced oiling would import grave
possibilities of trouble. Such a system includes a

maze of small-bore oilways, and a single decent-sized
fragment of dirt at various crucial points would block
the circuit, arrest the lubrication, and lead to a seizure.

Can we trust even 90% of our riders to observe the

precautions essential to cleanliness? Are all motor
cycle lubricants sold in a perfectly clean condition?
How do riders behave when their requests for gratis

repairs are met with an accusation of " under-lubrica-
tion by the user?" Do we wish to drive half our
manufacturers into lunatic asylums? Nobody but the
correspondence section of a works office knows what
idiots some users still are.

Rear Lights or Reflex Mirrors?

VOICING what is merely a personal opinion, I

liope the country is too sane to return to an

illogical law, whereby only those vehicles which

were seldom overtaken had to carry rear lamps. Cycles,

being unobtrusive and silent, are par excellence the

vehicles for which rear warnings at night are logically

indispensable. If a 3' ton lorry were excused a rear

light, it looms so large and makes such a dust and

noise and smell that it could hardly be rammed unless

it stopped its engine and sat under some trees in a

very narrow road in a thick fog. As universal rear

lamps avert even this mild and improbable peril, they

are ideally desirable. On the other hand, rear lamps

are an abominable nuisance. On a car they are of.

the oil or electric variety : if oil, you light them and

drive away^—when the flame promptly riseg 2in., fills

the lamp with pendulous carbon, suffocates itself, and

lands you in the police courts; if electric, they hop
off their brackets and trail along the road till the flex

chafes through—in this case you pay your fine plus

two guineas for a new lamp. On a motor cycle, the

tail lamp is usually acetylene : you nip the gas tube

unconsciously with your thigh, or the burner of the

front lamp carbons up, and you pinch the rear lamp
burner as a spare. On a push bicycle you have to pay

from los. to 15s. for a sound tail lamp, which you

can probably ill afford. So the only peaceable solu-,

tion, in my opinion, is for all vehicles to carry rubj'

reflex mirrors : the good ones are as efficient as r,ed

lamps, and free from all their disadvantages, whilst

the Government can easily fix a suitable standard of

efficiency.

) ^ <—

A Privately Built Three-wheeler.
IT

is extremely difficult to design a small three-

wheeler if it is to look well on the road—

a

point which many professional, designers appre-
ciate. However, a- Middlesex reader appears to

have been fairly suc-

cessful in producing a

runabout approximat-
ing to the sidecar in

size, weight, and ap-
pearance.

Built in spare time
during the past three

years by Mr. J. A.
Payne, of Hayes, the

little machine illus-

trated is a long way
ahead of most ama-
teur efforts; in fact,

we have seen many
marketed vehicles of
this type which, on
the score of finish and
appearance, do . not
compare favourably
with it.

The track of the machine is 4ft. and the wheelbase
5ft., while the power unit is a 6 h.p. twin Rex engine
with overhead inlets, which is placed across the frame
and is started by means of a handle in front. Five
forward speeds and a reverse are obtained by a fric-

A18

A RUNABOUT WITH ALUMINIUM BODY.
A " home made" cycle car built by Mr. J. A. Payne, Hayes, and fitted

with a 1911 pattern 5-6 h.p. Rex engine. Friction discs and a Whittle
belt are employed.

tion disc immediately behind the engine, the final drive

being by 1^4 in. Whittle belt from an adjustable pulley.

The steering is by rack and pinion.

The body is constructed of aluminium on ash fram-

ing, the rear wheel
cover being hinged to

facilitate tyre repair,

etc. Tanks for t|iree

gallons of petrol and
two quarts of oil are

arranged under the

j
scuttle dash.

Personally, we think

it somewhat daring for

an amateur construc-

tor to embody friction

drive, as this type of

transmission does not,

as a rule, give the

most satisfactory ser-

vice unless installed

by experts in this par-

t i c u 1 a r line. Mr.
Payne may give us

particulars of his' ex-

perience in this direction a little later, which should
prove of great interest, as the friction transmission
provides the most simple form of gear change for

vehicles of this type. The final belt drive should be
fairly satisfactory if the small pulley is not too small.

I:
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A BATCH OF PATENTS

vJ,T is, of course, too early for us to expect
4 specifications of all the designers'

_^ post-war notions, but a batch of some
^ two dozen patents now before me shows

that brains are being profit-ably expended
,
on some of our minor needs. Half a dozen

.stand to the credit of Sir. G. E. Rigby,
""who is responsible for the Royal Ruby.

Rigby's patent chain cover. Patent

No. 121,371. 28/12/17.

^^e is out for leaf springing fore and alt,

'and has taken to heart the complaints

which riders make about chain adjust-

ment. For example, the average rear

y chain is difficult to expose, since its case

"must be rigidly mounted if rattles are

to be avoided. " So Sir. Rigby proposes

to secure a skeleton cage of strip~metal or

^tiff wire firmly to the machine,, and to

j^p a quick-detachable cover over tie

^rage. Or again, a gear box is often hung
"Irom four studs threaded through blots in

it..- Rieby's gear box adjustment. Patent

W \ No. 121,099. 2/8/18..

A bracket, and secured by nuts above the

•-;- bracket. Chain adjustment is perfiiniied

' by slacking four more or less accessible
' nuts and clumping the gear box to and fro

with a mallet, and as the bolts must be a

tree fit in the slots alignment is often lost.

;.^ Under ilr. Rigby's patent the rider

"Vtighteus his chaui by slacking one -nut

_and tightening another, having first

,.' loosened the nuts of
^ B fji . the clamping stud.

'
- I III & whilst alignment is

'=^aa-_LJfe^^> infallibly maintained.
Give me a Scotch-

man for thoroughness.
The picture of ilr.

JI. M. Monie's rear
wheel puncture pire-

venter is self-explana-
tory. He naively
states in his claim
that the idea was in-

spired by sustaining
fortv-seven punctures
in 11,000 miles. After
fitting the protector
he rode 10,500 miles
and "over 25.000

Monie's patent.

No. 118,331.

25/8/17.

nails " (to quote from the patent specifi-

cation) without punctui'es. But what
about the dust, Mr. Monie?

Mr. C. T. B. Sangster has a real novelty
in disc wheels. He anchors the oflf and
near side discs to

each 'other and to

the wheel by means
of the meat hook
clips, using radial
wire spokes in-

stead of the tan-
gent pattern. Then
h e fixes the
sprocket or belt

pulley directly to

one of the discs,

s that a disc

takes the drive.

I cannot imagine
one of these discs

becoming loose,
which is more
than can be said
of most types.

Sangster's

wheel discs.

Patent No.
111,428.

4/3/17.

The New Hudson Co. have a new
gadget for fitting brake or clutch pedals
on spring footboards without straining the
Bowden wire connections. This is obvi-

ously better than confronting the driver
with a footrest which keeps varying its

ixisition in^ relation to the pedals, and
should be valuable on " baby " machines,
where the w^eight of a fully sprung frame
is prohibitive. The Clyno designers have
two patents of interest, both relating to

detail. As outlined above, Mr. Rigby, of

Royal Ruby fame, considers that a chain
case should be (1) quickly detachable and
(2) rattleproof.

The Chain Case Problem.

The Clyno thinkers are rank cynics on
this matter. They imply that detach-
ability and silence are incompatible ideals,

and suggest a rider, " What about oil

leaks?" M.G.C. experience and Scottish
trials have made them pessimistic, and
where chain cases are concerned 'they
agree with the philosopher who told us
when we found a true friend to grajjple

him to our soul with links of steel. So

The Clyno gear case fixing. Patent

No. 117,763. 21/11/17.

their chain case clip goes as follows : A
hollow cone split by sawcuts is brazed to

each side of the chain stay. A hollow half

cone is formed on both sides of each half

01 the chain case. These pairs of half-

cones fit snugly over the cones on the

stays. Hollow conical caps slip over the

ass^'mblies, and a threaded bolt is then

passed through the lot, and drawn up
tightly with a nut. I do not remember
B'rank Smith losing a chain case in a big

trial, but he has evidently encountered
dirty work at the cross roads some time

or other.

Mr. W. H. Osborne is specially

interested in front forks. He stamps or

presses each side of

a trussed fork o f

very pleasing ap-
pearance from one
piece of metal, as

indicated in the side

view and the section.

This should be as

strong as it is hand-
some. Moreover, he
recognises that,

though a fork of the
Druid type is de-

void of lateral sway
when new, it may
easily develop a de-

gi'ee of side rock in

prolonged use, since

the inner face of

each link end rubs
against the boss
through which the
spindle is threaded.
So he proposes to
insert adjustable col-

lars or bushes at one
end of each spindle
bearing, w;hereby wear
can be taken up, and the fork kept
laterally steady.

Osborne's sheet

metal fork. Patent

No. 1 18,920.

22/9/17.

Osborne's Improvements in linked forks.

Patent No. 119,889. 12/9/17.

I have been led to believe by artists,

internees, and others that Holland is

a very flat country, but now—on purely
circumstantial evidence, mind you !—

I

advise the A.C.U. to hold the next Six
Days there. The Dutch gradients are
terrific. How do I make that out? Very
jjimply. Mr. Cornells Willem Kuijper
points out that if the transmission of a

motor cycle brake snaps or becomes other-

wise deranged, you cannot put the brake
on. In his opinion it is far better that

such a fracture should make it impossible

to tak' the brake off. So he mounts_ a
drum on the hub, and slips a multi-twist
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helical spring of immense power inside
it. A spring-catch control iever or pediil

is provided, which normally holds the
spring compressed inside the drum ; on
releasing the control, the spring expands
with a bang against the interior of the
drum ; and of course if the Bowden con-

The James gear box and crank case layout.

Patent No. 121,231. 25/2/18.

nection snaps or a nut falls off a coupling
rod. the same occurs—the brak-e is hard
in, pending repairs. Frankly, I could not
drive a machine fitted with the Willem
Kuijper brake : the thought of its sud-
denly going hard on when I was doing
sixty would make me wake in a cold
sweat o' nights. Hold hard ! Is this

our old friend Billy Cooper pulling cm-
legs, j/iore mio? Does anybody know if

lie has been interned?
More power to the James Co. It hss

dawned on them that higli-powered
machines are chiefly used with sidecars,

and that the modern sidecar, being
usually a cross between an Admiralty
buoy, a Canadian canoe, and a Sedan
chair, is apt to obstruct accessibility to

the left-hand side of the motor cycle. So
they are redesigning their cycles with
this thought ill mind. Not content with
mounting the more vulnerable items,

such as carburetters and contact breakers,
on the right—a simple trick which has
already occurred to commoner minds than
theirs—they have envisaged a true ideal.

I.e., that if you tilt the bicycle over
towards the right, all its inside should
slide out. They have not fully attained
this height in their present patent, but
they are climbing towards it. They con-
struct their gear box and crank case in

the likeness of cupboards : you just
take off the right-hand end plates and
remove their innards. Very nice, too

!

A Swiss firm, the Conder Manufactur-
ing Co., have patented a two-speed .gear

which looks unusually foolproof on paper.
The gear box is of the two-speed dog
clutch type, so familiar on the earlier

Douglas machines. The countershaft
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sprocket, driven by the engine, is pro-

vided with a drum, on which are two
clutches of the brake band variety. These
two clutches are so coupled to the gear

shifting mechanism that one of them is

tightened when a gear is engaged, and
that both are free when thtf gears are

in neutral. Thus the movement of a

The band brakes on a Swiss gear box.

Patent No. 114,413. 14/12/17.

A. T. Collier's gear box. Patent

No. 121,406. 22/2/18.

single lever controls the clutches and the

gears. This is the first foolproof dog-

clutch gear I have encountered. Its

value in practice will obviously depend
on the ease with which the clutches can

be adjusted and their durability. A
naked external band clutch of small area,

does not look too promising for . lAotor

. cycle purposes at first sight.
' Mr. A. T. Collier's gear is of the bevel

pinion epicyclic type, but, unlike its pre-

decessor, the Nala hub, provides three

ratios, there being two sun wheels engag-
ing planet pinions of different diameters,

the gear revolving solid on top. The
Nala hub proved reliable in use. but was
heavy. B.H.D.
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TECHNICAL ABBREVIATIONS.
Notes on some Little Things that Mystify the Novice.

THERE are many things that puzzle
the novice, when first entering the
ranks of potential motor cyclists by

reading Tht Motor Cycle, and not the
least among them are the technical
abbreviations which are frequently men-
tioned in the context and advertisements.
There are hundreds of potential new-
comers to the pastime who know little

of mechanics, and it is for their benefit
that this page is penned in the form of
a glossary of terms most commonly used.

Flat Tivin.—Now- almost generally used
as the type name of the horizontally-
opposed two-cylinder engine.

Cyl.—Cylinder.

C.B. Sidecar.—Coachbuilt.
K.S.—Kick-starter—a pedal for starting

the engine.

h.h.c.—Handle-bar control.
/'.iB.—Footboards,
/''.i?.—Footrests.
Coiiibiiwtion.—A trade designation of a

sidecar outfit.

Amp. -hour.—An electrical term denoting
the capacity of an accumulator.

Sinijle-fpeed.—One gear ratio only.

Two-speed.—Two gear ratios (and so on).

Huh Gear.—A gear contained in rear
hub, usually of the epicyclic type.

Plnnetarij Gears.—Epicyclic.

A2 2

c.c.—Cubic centimetres—usually used to

denote the capacity of the space

swept by the piston, or pistons, of

an engine.

Bore.—The diameter of the cylinder.

Stroke.—The length of travel of the

piston.

vim.—Millimetre. The metric system is

used in most engine dimensions.
Also by tyre makers in connection
with tyres made to suit car type rims.

Revs.—An abbreviation for revolutions.

Sevvirtg.—A coined word, meaning re-

volving.

Clutch.—A device by which the engine

is ' gradually connected up to the

driviug mechanism of the road wheel.

Also called a free engine.

Marj.—Short for magneto.

a.c.—Air-cooled.

u\c.—Water-cooled

.

a.o.i.v.—Automatically operated inlet

valve, or atmospheric ^falve—a valve

opened by vacuum before it or pres-

sure behind it.

m.o.i.v.—Mechanically operated inlet

valve.

m.yjj.—Miles per gallon.

tn.p.h.—Miles per hour.

r.p.iii.—Eevolutions per minute.

I.e.—An abbreviation used chiefly by
advertisers in the miscellaneous

columns to denote that a machine is

fitted with a clutch (free engine).

h .p.—Horse-power.
b.Ii.p.—Brake horse-power. The actual

power developed on the "brake,"
I.e., the testing machine.

i.h.2J.—The horse-power shown by an
indicator during tests.

v.h.p.—Nominal horse-power, i.e., the

power given by the manufacturers
as approximate. •

Countershaft.—Denotes that a machine
is fitted with a gear box between
the engine and road wheel.

T.T.—Tourist Trophy. Sometimes used

to signify type of machine, i.e., a

semi-racing mount on the lines of

the machines used in the Tourist

Trophy Races.
Two - stroke. — Sometimes erroneously

termed two-cycle. An engine com-
pleting its cycle of operations in two
strokes of the piston—one up and
one down. Usually a valvelcss

engine.
Four - stroke. — Sometimes erroneously

termed four-cycle. An engine com-
pleting its cycle of operations in '

four strokes of the piston—induc-

tion, compression, power, exhaust.
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Historic Fact,

C70HE first British Motor Cycle

\^ used in the war by the French

and Italian armies was the

TRIUMPH, but the British Armies

soon insisted that the entire output of

the famousTRIUMPH Motor Cycles

should be reserved to them and them

alone.

This is the finest tribute that can be

paid to the production of any manu-

facturer, and affords incontrovertible

proof of the sterling merits of

Motor Cycles.

The 1919 Models, which are exact replicas of those

which have proved their efficiency in every respect in

all the war zones, may now be obiained at the

following prices :

4 h.p. Type H. .

.

21 h.p. Type L.W.

£87

£54

I

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

London: 218, Great Portland Street, W.l.

Also at Leeds, Manchester, and Glasgow.

(The Company has nearly 2,000 Agents in the British

Isles to attend lo the wishes and needs of Motor Cyc'ists.)

/n answering this adve.rfhp.tne.nf. it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cude." •i2J
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JNY means 0/ getting

from one place to

another by road should

provide comfort, interest,

and speed at a reasonable

cost, without the introduc

tion of mechanism which

is delicate or difficult to

understand.

The G.N., departing from

the conventional in many
respects, does so with

excellent reason ; it was

originated by H. R. Godfrey

and A. G. F. Nash over ten

years ago, and is the out-

come of their experience

and continued progress in

design: its simplicity and

lightness make it a vehicle

of high performance, with

economy in both first cost

and running.

G.N., Ltd., Etna Works,

Albert Road,

Hen don,

N.W.4

(S)

Raymoad

To Motor Cycle

MaoDfactorers.

A firm of repute with

large Machine Shops and

Foundries, employing 750

hands, are manufacturing

a Patent

TWO-STROKE

MotorCycle
ine

which will revolutionise the

trade.

Enquiries are solicited

from prospective pur-

chasers of Engmes only.

Estimated Output :

250 ENGINES
PER WEEK.

At ^n extremely low price.

Box No. 2,987, c/o "The Motor Cycle."

In answering these advertisements it U desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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fPSMRkUMANOSRO fro M««iV
The Story of

a Great Trek

of 230 Motor

Cycle
Cavalry

through the

East

African

Jungle.

The very

Strenuous

Conditions

there Over-

come prove

British

Machines

Unbeatable

for Work
Overseas.

Reminiscences by (Rev.) F. J. Ashley, formerly Chaplain and Capt. S.A.M.C.C.

The first part of the story—published last week—deals with the journey from Voi to Moschi,

and leaves the column on their ninety miles' journey to Lol Kisale.

THE Colonel sent an officer ahead with despatches,

and I went with him for company. The first part

of the seventy miles' ride was along the side

of the mountain range, with the cliff for a wall

on the left and a precipice on the right, and it was
seldom possible to see far ahead. The officer led, I

followed, and three of his men rode behind me. He
set a rattling pace, and I did not like it. What I

feared came to pass. On rounding a bend I saw at

a glance that the wall had fallen down, leaving a

narrow space on the edge in which the leader was

wedged. I was going a good twenty, if not more

;

jammed on the brake and stood on the pedal, skidded,

and in a flash was over the edge. Fortmiately a bush

some twenty feet below pulled me up, and as the

cliff was a little out of the perpendicular we were able

to drag the machine up, and found it had no damage
be}-ond two nuts loosened, while I had a few bruises.

After that we travelled under brake control. The re-

maining ten miles into Kondoa were a nightmare

struggle through sand as soft and deep as that on a

seashore.

Attached by Bees.

Some little riding was done between the kopje

we occupied later and the town, a distance-_of about

2j4 miles. I was threadiiig my way back to the kopje

one day when I suddenly came on a machine lying over-

turned on the edge of a donga. It was in full view of

the kopje, and only four hundred yards distant from it.

I could not understand it, for it was rank heresy to

leave a machine thus, and if it had been an accident

it would have been observed. I saw several figures

moving about the kopje. I shouted ; there was no

answer. I called the number of the machine ! still

silence ; but, just as I was going to look over the

edge of the donga, there came a loud "Buzz-z-z,"

and the next moment my machine was lying in com-

pany with the other and I could not be seen for dust

as I legged it down the track, slapping at every stmg

I received. A hive in a neighbouring baobab treehad

been robbed of its honey, and the bees were waitmg

for anyone who came along. I had to get a mosquito

net and put two pairs of socks over my hands before

I could go back for my machine, and the bees covered

my net in a cloud till I left the tree well behind.

A Crash !

One of our Q.M. sergeants had not long arrived and

had a curious tale to tell. He with another man

set out from Moschi after the corps, and some twenty

miles out missed the road and went off down a native

track. After several miles the track seemed to peter

out, and they knew then they were wrong. Unfortu-

nately this man developed malaria and was not fit to

go on, having become partially delirious.

The next morning the poor fellow was unable to

move, so the Q.M.S. started on foot along a small path

which, according to the lie of the country, would

strike the Aruscha-Moschi road. He reached it after

a tramp of some five hours, and was fortunate enough

to meet a bullock waggon on transport duty. After

getting refreshment he started back with water bottles

full and reached his camp at night. The next morn-

ing the sufferer was able to travel, and they picked

their way back and got on to the right road. There

was a comical finish. The invalid was still feverish

and rode erratically with the Q.M.S. behind him to

pick' him up when he fell. Suddenly a green tent came

into view surrounded by canvas chairs, washstands,

and other impedimenta of officers not belonging to

fightmg units. To his horror the Q.M.S. saw the other

swerve once or twice and then head straight through

the grass for the tent. He crashed into it, bringing

everything down in ruins amidst the sound of

decanters and bottles falling and volleys of oaths. The
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From Kilimanjaro to Nyasa.—

Q.M.S. waited for no more but opened his tlirottle

fully and flaw past to a safe distance and then pulled

up. Presently the swaying rider appeared.
" What did they say?" demanded the Q.M.S.
" Oh! they swore a good bit," muttered die other

with dull eyes and a flushed face.
" And what did you say?"
"Oh! I asked them if this was the way to Lol

Kisale!"
We had now developed a strong respect and affec-

tion for our mounts, which seemed able to stand any
amount of rough usage and hard knocks. In this

connection a motor cyclist riding up a path along-

side a donga with an 80 lb. drum of oil on his carrier

skidded over the edge and dropped fifteen feet. Even
the carrier did not give way. The carriers, though,

were the weak parts of the machines, but they were
never designed to be subjected to such work as we
were forced to give them, since we had to travel self-

contained.

MARCH 6th, 1929.

section and he, tired of the eternal flour and 'vater

"damper," determined to make some "fat cookies"

—

a South African delicacy of flbur cooked in fat. The
fat they used was Mobiloil A

!

"But didn't it half kill you?"
" It gave us heartburn for a bit, sir!"

And I have memories of Kilossa on that score.

The doc. and I had five ducks' eggs given to us by a

friendly native, and we handed them over to our

orderlies to cook and then dreamed dreams. We

'

hadn't had eggs, it seemed to us, for years.
" It's ready, sir! We've rnade an omelette."

And they had, but it was made with cocoanut oil

!

That was one of the most cruel disappointments I've

ever had. The doc. stamped off beyond speech, but,

eggs being eggs, I ate some of the omelette, and it

was a week before I lost the taste of cocoanut oil.

Doctored Machines.

It was here a fault-finding competition was devised.

Each platoon entered three men, and three machines

-!

9

Natives embarking motor cycles on H.M.T. " Chancy Maples," Mbamba Bay, Lake Nyasa.

Riding under a hot sun, over such roads and carry-

ing such loads, threw a great strain on the engine and

gear box, but they stood it nobly. An officer told

me when he returned from a trip back to Moschi that

the roads were so badly ground into dust that a car

travelling threw up a wave before its radiator like

those from the bows of a steamer. On one stretch of

seventy miles he never once got out of low gear, and

in that space used a tank of oil. It seemed tall, but

we did many similar things later. Perhaps the greatest

expenditure was on spokes, the all-chain mounts being

the greatest offenders. The adjutant told me, towards

the end of the campaign, we ha"d got through over a

hundred gross of them. On reckoning it up I well

believe it.

The humorous side of things was always to be seen.

Even the short rations could not altogether depress the

men. How desperate was our plight can be pictured by

what my batman told me one day when I compli-

mented him on his cooking. He said that his half-

were " doctored " by the mechanics. The Colonel's

machine was one, and for a first trial the carburetter

had water poured into it. When the first competitor

was called from the hut he came forward, put his hand

on the plug and gave a vigorous dig to the kick-

starter to test the spark. To oiir surprise the engine

started, and there was a roar of laughter during which

the man retired thinking his leg had been badly pulled.

The explanation was, of course, that the petrol flowed

to the jet without entering the float chamber.

On another machine the brush at the end of the high-

tension wire was- removed, but that engine started, too,

the spark jumping from the slip ring to the end of the

wire which was fitted a little way into the opening to

conceal the fault.

One man I know would have been glad of such a
~'

live mag., for he was discovered by the roadside be-

moaning the fact that he could only get a spark from

two points of his plug and not all three. He was a

recent addition, I might add.

I
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From Kilmanjaro to Nyasa.—
At Kidek one platoon rode into a force of 3,000

men waiting for our division, and when fire was opened
upon them the leading men tliought their engines were
missing and backfiring, and only on glancing down and
behind did they see the spurts of dust. They left Uieir

machines hurriedly enough then to get under cover.

One of them said after that what worried him most
was to lie there and see the petrol dripping from tank

and jet, because petrol was so scarce that orders had
been issued threatening severe penalties on any man
wasting it.

The enemy were a little too confident, however.
They captured two of our men escorting a ration party

and threw their B.S.A.'s over a high bank down on to

a rocky river bed, which happened to be dry. Natives

reported their whereabouts, giving us in graphic panto-

mime the idea that they were smashed up. But through

>—

>
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experience we thought B.S.A.'s were not so easily

smashed, and two cyclists were sent out carrying two
more men pillion fashion. If they could be towed back
the various uninjured parts would be useful as spares.

The machines, however, came back under their own
power.

Our last ride when we left the country, Kigonsera

to Mbamba Bay, deserves a chapter to itself, and I

cannot hope properly to describe it an less. Briefly, it

5vas a " road " the engineers had not tackled, and we
had only the native path through the Livingstone

Range to follow. It was the rainy season, and we had
to overcome mud, rocks, rivers with no bridges, and
thick bush, taking three and a half days to do fifty

miles. It was an epitome of all we had encountered

except sand, and we were glad to walk over that to

embark on the steamer that carried us down to

Nyasaland.

••—(

IMPROVING A
Details of Some Minor Alterations

SO^IE considerable gain in convenience has been
obtained bv the owner of an Indian motor cycle,

Mr. H. A. T. Stanton, A.M.I. E.E., of 4, Ainslie

Street, Barrow, from the small yet effective alterations

described. As these alterations refer to kick-starter

and clutch mechanisms, possibly the ideas embodied
therein may be of value to riders of other machines.

The kick-starter, chain wheel, engine spi-ocket, and
chain were replaced by a new quadrant and sprocket,

as shown in figs, i, 2, and 3, giving a ratio of 4 to i

between quadrant and sprocket in place of the previous

ratio of 3.17 to i. This increase in ratio enables the

engine to be turned both further and quicker for a

given kick, and, with the larger kick stroke obtainable

with the new quadrant by hinging

the footboard to drop clear (figs. 2

and 3), the engine starts at the first

kick. The new sprocket has radia'

teeth arranged to fit the existing ones

on the engine-shaft. It has a light

spring in front which perfectly en-

sures engagement of these teeth when
the sprocket is driven forward by the

quadrant, and permits the latter to re-

turn to the " ready " position, when
the sprocket is driven backwards.

7h.p. TWIN.
which gave added Efficiency.

Another point concerns the clutch, which the owner
found somewhat difficult to adjust. When suffi-

ciently tight it was never really free in the "out"
position; and conversely when adjusted to be free it

slipped on hills. A diagnosis showed the defect to be

due to inadequate movement of the clutch pedal.

The near-side pedal, with its many connecting

rods and levers, was therefore replaced by a new
off-side pedal mounted close to the gear box, as

in figs. 4 and 5. The clutch rod, which projects from
the off-side of the gear box, was fitted vrith a chain
wheel in place of the existing lever, and the new pedal
connected directly to the chain wheel by a length of

y&m. bicycle chain. This pedal was supported by a

_^ _^ new bracket fixed to two existing

engine bolts, and by means of a
slot for one of these bolts the

bracket can be swung to adjust the

chain.

The writer wishes to say, in anti-

cipation of these improvements ap-

pealing to riders of similar mounts,
that no alterations whatever to any
existing parts are involved, and'that
he is willing to supply the drawings
to anyone desiring them.

(1) Kick-starter in normal (ie., housed) position. (2) Kick-starter ready {cr use. (3) Starter in position at finish of kick stroke.

(4) Cutch pedal in position. (5) Clutch pedal in the " out " position.

B5
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"Cimcs to Tllgbt Tramps.
Greenwich Time.

Mar. 6th

,. 8th

„ 10th

,, 12th

... 6.16 p.m.

... 6.19 „

... 6.23 „

... 6.26 „

French Racing Track.

An immense motor racing track in the
neighbourhood of Paris is proposed.

Tbe 501b. Machine.

Our U.S. contemporary, Motor Cycle
and Bicyde Illustrated, announces the
new A.B.C. in the following headline

:

"Four Speeds—50 lb.—150 Miles per
Hour."

Roads in the North.

A correspondent in Inverness asserts
that the main north road has ruts so
deep that the footboards o£ bis machina
were touching the edges as he proceeded
along the road.

Speed Limits.

An agitation has been started in
Toronto for the raising of the speed limits
in the province of Ontario. The Pro-
vincial Legislature will be asked to in-

crease the limit from 20 to 25 m.p.h, in
the country, and from 15 to 20 m.p.h. in
the cities.

Petrol.

There is apparently considerable delay
in obtaining petrol licences by direct
application to the P. CD., so that motor
cyclists are advised to send their par-
ticulars to one of the associations deal-
ing with the question.

The Automobile Association, Fanum
House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2,
has been able to arrange the issue of
hundreds of licences within twenty-four
hours to applicants, whether members of
the Association or not.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

A conference on "Labour Conditions
in Relation to Future Industrial Pros-
perity " will b« held under the auspices
of the Industrial Reconstruction Council
on Tuesday, March 11th, at 5 p.m., in
the Hall of the Institute of Journalists,
2.and 4, Tudor Street, E.C.4. The chair
will be taken by Maj. the Hon. Waldorf
Astor, M.P., and the opening address
delivered by Capt. James O'Grady, M.P.,
secretary of the National Federation of
General Workers. No tickets are necessary.

Summer Time.

The morning of Sunday, March 30th,
wOl mark the commencement of Summer^
Time, which will continue until the
night of Sunday-Monday, September
28-29.

Annual General Meeting oJ the A.C.U.
We have already stated that the annual

feneral meeting of the A.C.U. is to be
eld at Birmingham. The date has been

fixed for March 22nd, the meeting to
take place in the afternoon at the Dig-
beth Institute.

"Rich Mixture,"

We are in receipt of the Souvenir
number of an excellent publication,
entitled Bich Mixture, which is written
and illustrated almost entirely by officers,

N.C.O.'s, and men of the Home Mechani-
cal Transport Depot, R.A.S.C. The pro-

fits on the sale of the Souvenir go to St.

Dunstan's Home for the Blind.
Bich Mixture contains much that is

interesting, and much that is amusing

;

its illustrations are clever, and the motor
cyclist R.A.S.C. is not ignored. Most
people think that the R.A.S.C. had a
soft job at the Front, but many instances
are given of the great dangers to which
the men were constantly exposed.

Special 'SF'eatures.

A BATCH OF PATENTS.

250 MILES RIDE IN THE HOLY LAND.

1919 MODELS.

Priming Pipe Design. 1
A reader points out that his priming i

pipe had a deep curve in it, and,
realising that the petrol lay in the loop

and got stale, he shortened the pipe and
made it run directly from the tap union i

to the compression tap. He now finds
j

that the starting is much easier, as fresh

petrol is injected every time.

After Many Days.

That the Germans have taken care of

various mails they have captured is

groved by a letter shown to us by Mr W.
arson, of Bayliss, Thomas aiid_ Co.

(British Excelsior). It was posted in

Copenhagen on December 9th, 1916, and
arrived in England on January 21st, 1939.

The envelope was opened and reaealed by
the German authorities, and also by the

'

British Censor, who marked it " Part of

a mail captured by the Germans and
delayed."

The vogue of the three-wheeler of the Morgan type has not yet reached America,
although the three-track passenger outfit illustrated has gained a limited popularity
The driver, however, is exposed to the weather with this outfit, which compares
unfavourably on many points with the lully-equipped double-seated sidecar.
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Second-hand Prices.

Tlie second-hand market has apparently
passed its zenith, and the average of tlie

prices asked is becoming shghtly less week
by week. The following list gives the
average of the prices advertised in Th.^

Motoi- Cycle of February 20th and 27th

for second-hand machines

:

Previous 1914 1916
to and and

1914. 1915. 1917-

A.J.S.,6h.p — — £78
A.J.S.,=}h.p .— £40 —
AUoo, 2} h.p — i'33

—
Bat, 6-8 h.p., and sidecar — £65 —
B.S.A., 4} la.p., and sidecar — i'55 £82
Calthorpe-J.A.P., ::ili.p — £30 £35
Campion, 4 h.p., and sidecar ... — £41 —
Douglas, 2I h.p £21 £44 £55
Enfield. 6 h.p., and sidecar £60 £100 —
H.-Da\'idson, 7-9 h.p. -• — — £100
H.-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., and sidecar — £105 —
Indian, 7-g h.p — £50 —
Indian, 7-9 h.p., and sidecar .... — £70 —
Jlatchless, 6-S h.p., and sidecar . — £80 —
New Hudson, 3^ h.p — £40 —
Norton, 32 h.p — £70 —
Rover, 35 h.p £30 £45 —
Sunbeam, s^h-P-j and sidecar . . — £75 £85
Triumph, 4 h.p., sidecar — £45 —
Triumph, 3^ h.p £25 — —
Zenith 4 h.p., sidecar — £v —

Government Reply to the A.A.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in reply-

ing to the representations of the A. A.,
urging the removal oi the super-tax of

6d. per gallon on petrol, said :

"
(1.) That while their Lordships have

refrained Irom extending the Excise duty

to benzole, thej have no power to waive

the Statutory requirements of the Finance

Act, 1916, covering the issue .of fuel

licences and the payment of duty for

ordinary motor spirit.

" (2.) That they are unable to dea.1

with the matter in advance of the general

consideration of the Budget requirements

of the year."

The energetic Automobile Association

is not satisfied with this reply, and will

continue to agitat-e for the abolition of

"control" of motor fuel, the necessity

for which no longer obtains, and the

super-tax of 6d., wliich was imposed

purelv as war-time expedient.

Benzole.
A new company is to be formed to

undertake the distribution of benzole.

This fact was announced at a meeting

held in London the other day to inaugu-

rate the newly formed National Benzole

Association, which is an association of

benzole producers. jNIany , distinguished

persons were present at the gathering, and
the President, Mr. D. Jlilne Watson, who
is also president of the Gaslight and Coke
Co., took the chair.

Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith stated that

the Board of Customs and the Treasury do
not intend to impose the sixpence a gallon

tax on benzole at the moment. He also

declared that the consent of the Treasury
and Board of Customs had been obtained

for trial on a lai-ge scale of a mixture of

75% alcohol and 25% benzole on motor
omnibuses in the London area, wliich is

a big step in the right direction for foster-

ing the use of home-produced fuel.

The significant announcement that at

present benzole could not be sold at a less

cost than petrol was made by the chairman.

A useful suggestion was put forward by
Mr. E. S. ShrapneU-Smith that the motor-
ing organisations should participate in

the capitalisation of the new distribution

company.

|j^OT(^!US

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.
No definite plan has yet been

decided upon by the authorities as

to the vltimate disposal of the
bullc of surplus Government motor
vehicles.

Prospective buyers of ex-W.D.
motor ci/cles are advised to apply to

the Controller of Ulechanical Trans-
port Disposal Department, 1, Gros-
vcnor Place, London, S.W.I.
As it is impossible to announce

sales beforehand, those interested in
the sales at Aldridges should write
to Aldridges' JRepository, St. Mar-
tin's Lane, W.C.3.

Tyres 6n Lightweights.

Most of the 1919 lightweights have
26x25in. tyres instead of 25x2in., which,
in view of the present condition of the
roads, is a step in the right direction.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.
The Olympia motor car show being

announced to open on November 7th, it

may be taken as practically certain that
the motor cycle show will be held about
a fortnight after November 15th—the date
the car show finishes.

The 4 h.p. Blackburne.

The Blackburne motor bicycle, referred

to in the issue of February 27th, fitted

with an engine 85 mm. x 88 mm., 499 c.c,

is to be known as the 4 h.p.

Owing to a typographical error the
wheelbase was mentioned in our descrip-

tion as being 4ft. lin., while it is

actually 4ft. llin.

A Flat Twin Auxiliary.

We understand that the Johnson auxili-

ary motor, which was described in a recent

issue, will De made in England under
licence from the American company. It

is said that an English officer, who lately

returned from the States, has secured the

British rights. It will be recalled that

this auxiliary engine is a 1^ h.p. flat twin
two-stroke, embodying a magneto fly-

wheel, from which current is also obtained

for the lamps.

22p

Empire Trade Commissioner.

The Association of British Motor and

Allied Manufacturers has appointed Major

R. E. Goddard as its Overseas commis-

sioner tor the purpose of conducting a

tour of investigation of the markets of

Australasia, India, and the East.

Auction Sale oi Fifty Motor Cycles.

Fifty motor cycles, together with

accessories, are advertised to be sold by
auction on Friday, March 7th, by Harry
Reeman, auctioneer, Colchester. The
advertisement in a daily news'paper states

the sale will take place owing to " the

termination of Government contraots."

The War Tax on Peteol will go.

As announced in last week's issue, the

6d. per gallon war tax on petrol may be

removed shortly. The R.A.C. has been

moving vigorously in this matter for some
time, while the A. A., too, has had a

lengthy correspondence with the Board

of Trade and H.M. Treasury. Now the

Motor Legislation Committee, composed

of officials of the various motoring or-

ganisations, has sent a resolution to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer and the

Financial Secretary of the Treasury.

A Ministry of Ways and Communi-
cations.

The proposed new Ministry of Ways
and_, Communications, of which we have
already spoken, is to be entrusted, it is

suggested, with the control of railways,

light railways, tramways, canals, roads,

bridges, vehicular traffic regulations, and
electric supply. Great opposition will be

taken to the measure, for obviously the

control of the roads should be a separate

administration. The Motor Cycle and
The Autocar and every motor organisa-

tion have strongly protested against the

roads being controlled by a body of men
whose main interests are in railways.

Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., chairman
of the Motor Legislation Committee, has
forwarded to the Local Government Boai'd

a strong protest against any proposal

which will place the roads under the same
Ministry as railways and canals.

There are ample economical reasons

against such a proposar,'as the interests

involved are in many .cases quite opposed.

7HS

.^nm

THE FIRST WEEK IN MARCH.

Contrary to the programme of the seasons, March came in "like a Iamb," and many motor

cyclists took advantage ot the mild weather to picnic in the open.

B9
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Midland C. and A.C.

The motor cycle section sub-committee
of the Midland Cycle and Athletic Club
consists of Messrs. J. Webb, C. F.
Dawes, Frank Whitworth, and R. H.
Henderson, wiio will deal with the club's
forthcoming sports meetings and motor
cycle trials.

Woolwich, Flumstead, and District M.C.
As fiir as possible the 1914 fixture list

will be carried out this year. An impor-
tant'non-stop trial is the 50 mile non-stop
run to be held on April 6th, starting from
Knockholt, Kent. Three prizes will te
awarded, and entries will be received at
the start, by the hon. secretary, Mr.
F. J. Ellis, 3, Nightingale Place, Wool-
wich, S.E.18, from whom full particulars
may be obtained.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
This club has now been revived, and

the old executive re-elected. The pro-
gramme includes social events and com-
petitions for motor cycles, light cars,
and cycle cars. Speicial arrangements are
made for visitors to the district, and
reduced subscriptions for members resi-
dent outside a twenty-five mile radius.
The hon. secretary is Mr. H. W. Fortune,
St. James's Chambers, Cambridge Street,
Harrogate.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
This club has recently been re-organised,

and many new members enrolled. A
Challenge Trophy, value 100 guineas, has
been offered by Mr. H. Bowden, of the
Kaleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., for which the
competition will be open to all comers.
The course will be a sporting one over
parts of Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, and
Staffordshire. The Committee Meeting is

to be held at the Welbeck Hotel, Not-
tingham, on the 7th inst., when it will
be possibly decided to hold speed trials,
on a road stretch that has already been
selected.

The M.C.C.
Members of the M.C.C. are requested

to read carefully the paragraphs relating
to the M.C.C. in these columns, so that
they may keep in touch with the club
and its doings, and should necessity arise
to communicate with the secretary,"as the
list of members and their addresses is
undergoing revision.

The opening run will take place on
April 6th to the Red Lion Hotel. Hat-
fjeld. Cold luncheon will be served there
at 1 p.m. Those intending to be present
at the lunch must send in their names at
least a week beforehand to Jlr. A. C.
Armstrong, 7, Rosebery Avenue, London,
E.C.I, as unless this is done places cannot
be reserved for them

future TEvents.
Mar. 9.—N.M.0.F.U., She.ff.eld. Run to

HatheTsaqe.
Mar. 16.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Run to

Blythe.
April 5.—Birmingham M.C.C. Opening

Run:
April 6.—The M.C.C. Opening Run to

Hatfield.
April 0.— Woolwich, Plumstead M.C.

Non-stop Trial from Knockholt to

Lamberhurst and Back.
April IS.—Liverpool M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April IS.—Darlington B and M.C. Open-

ing Run.
April SI.—Birmingham M.C.C. Easter

Trials.

April SI.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

June 9.—Dublin M.C.C. Whit-Monday
Trial.

June (end of).—Dublin M.C.C. Tioenty-
four Hours' Reliability Trial.

Aug. 2 and i.—Dublin M.C.C. Tioo
Days' Reliability Trial.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.
Several new clubs are being formed in

the Nottingham area, due to the efforts

of ]\Ir. J. Simmonds, the hon. secretary,
who will be pleased to hear from motor
cyclists residing in Newark, Southwell,
Mansfield, Worksop, Alfreton, Long
Eaton, and Hucknall areas. His address
is 10, Cranmer Street, Nottingham.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Victory Cup open reliability trial

for solo and passenger machines will be
held on April 21st. The course will be
125 miles, and include several well-known
test hills in the Midlands. There will

be special conditions for low-power
machines. The awards consist of three
special silver cups : the Victory Cup for
best performance by any machine

;

the Duke Cup - for the second best
performance ; and the Evans Service
Cup for the best performance by a
member or ex-member (either sex) of
H.JNI. Forces. In addition, there will

be first and second-class awards, and, if

sufficient entries, a special award for the
best performance by a lady driver.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
A meeting of the committee with the

object of reviving this club was .held on •

Tuesday evening last.

Manchester M.C.
A very busy year is anticipated for

this club, comprising an Easter trial,

hill-climbs, reliability trials, and gym-
khanas. A meeting has been an-anged
for the 13th inst., at the Albion Hotel,
Piccadilly, Blanchester, to which all

interested are invited. The hon. secre-
tary is Mr. H. D.: Ashworth, British
Electron, Ltd., Hood St., Manchester

Liverpool M.C.
A smoking concert will be held on

March 19th, at St. Margaret's Hall,
Parkway, Liverpool, which is free to all

motorists. Tickets from the hon. secre-
tary, Lt. N. Dean, 22, Ford Street,
Liverpool.
The date of the opening run to Llan-

gollen has been altered to April 13th.
This run will embody an appearance
competition, and lady members will act
as judges.
There is no entrance fee to this club,

and, for motor cyclists, the subscription
is 21s. per annum, which includes the full
benefits of the A.C.U.

We shall be pleased to hear again
from secretaries and others regard-
ing existing and proposed clubs,
their -pTogrammes, and any other
interesting particulars. We are pre-
pared to assist with adoice and
publicity those desirous of establish-
ing clubs.

M.C.C. for Kentish Town.
We are informed that it is intended '

to establish a motor cycle club in the
''

Kentish Town district (N.W. London).
Any motor cyclists in that part who are >
interested are invited to write to, or call
on, Mr. W. C. Mison, 126, Kentish Town
Road, London, N.W.5. As soon as
sufficient applications have been received
to warrant it, a meeting will be called
for the purpose of electing the committee.
The Club will be afiiUated to the A.C.U.

A Motor Cycle Club for Blaenavon.
At a meeting of motor cyclists held in ;,

Blaenavon recently, it was decided to ^

form a local motor cycle club^ Those
interested should communicate with the
hon. secretary, Mr. B. R. Evans, 22, -^
Glantorvaen Terrace, Blaenavon, Mon. \!K

N.M.C.F.U. •
Rapid strides are being made by the

'

Leeds branch in an endeavour to become
'

the premier section of the Union. Meet-
ings have been held to discuss the fuel
question, which have attracted a great
deal of notice in the local press, and are
lilcely to be of benefit in obtaining better
and cheaper supplies of benzole. Sporting
events, competitions, and club runs for
the season are being arranged. The hon.
secretary is Mr. T. W. Lancaster, of
Evelyn Street, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.
The next open meeting is on the 10th inst.
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
An Appeal to all Riders for Combined Action. By Major S. R. Axford, O.B.E.

IT is curious, but various conversations
I have held with motor cyclists show
that there appears to be a hazy

notion concerning the Auto-Cycle Union.
Ask the average motor cyclist what the
A.C.U. is and means, and he will pro-
bably reply: "Oh! the Auto-Cycle Union
controls the sport and that sort of thing,
you know!" anything more definite he
is unable to mention.
Such is my excuse for dealing with the

constitution, the activities, and the aims
of the A.C.U., in this article.

It is not possible to treat the subject
in more than a sketchy manner owing to

the fact that an exhaustive treatise on
this subject wo\ild fill many pages.
In the first place, it may be interesting

to state that the A.C.U. is an offspring
from the Royal Automobile Club. The
E.A.C. was founded in 1897, as a society

, of encouragement for the motor and allied

industries in the United Kingdom, and,
being the supreme motoring authority in

this country, represents the United King-
dom on the International Association of

recognised automobile clubs.

The Aims and Objects.

In 1903, the E.A.C, with the con-

currence of the National Cyclists' Union,
formed the Auto-Cycle Club, now known
as the Auto-Cj'cle Union, and this latter

body represents the United Kingdom on
the Federation Internationale des Clubs
Motocyclistes.

The avowed objects of the Auto-Cycle
Union are, and always have been : (a)
to foster the pastime of motor cycling,

and to act as a society of encouragement

;

(h) to safeguard the rights and privileges

of members, and to take action, where
ad\-isable, in cases where general prin-

ciples affecting the rights of motor cyclists

are involved
;

(c) to provide a centre of

•information on motor cycling matters

;

(d) to make and administer rules and
regulations for the government of motor
cycle racing and other competitions.

Hitherto, I am afraid that the majority

of motor cyclists, certainly the sporting

element, have considered object (d) the

Alpha and Omega of the A.C.U.'s duties.

This is by no means so. for a careful

perusal of object (a) will reveal a far

greater aim, and one that in itself should

clearly and insistently demand the

material support of fviry motor cyclist.

The obvious method of giving such

support is to join the A.C.U., and from
what I am privileged to know of the
" plans of campaign," I can unhesitatingly

assure those motor cyclists who are not

j'et members that to remain non-members
is the greatest mistake possible—that is

if they nave the slightest interest in the

development of the pastime, in its freedom
from the tyraimy of combines, or in ob-

taining redress from unfair legislation.

Membership is open, of course, to both
ladies and gentlemen, and the benefits

apply equally in England, Scotland, and-
Wales, and also Ireland except as regards

the "Get you home '

' scheme.
Motor cyclists who are members of an

affUiated club are in a very favourable^
position, as under Division B the}' get
advantages which, as individual members.

they could not get for less than 10s.

(Division B means that their club pays
a capitation fee of 5s. per member.) Any
member of an affiliated club may enjoy
the full privileges of membership of the
A.C.U., including the benefits "of the
"Get you home" scheme, etc., by an
extra payment of 2s. 6d. This means
that Division C, in which he would then
be classified, offers to club members the
the full benefits, costing individual mem-
bers 10s. at a cost of 7s. 6d., so there is

obviously a great inducement for a mem-
ber to join through a local affiliated" club.

This scheme should also appeal gi'eatly

to the clubs themselves, for it certainly

is an incentive to the average motor
(lyclist to join his local club.

The officers of the A.C.U. consist of a

president, vice-presidents, and a com-
mittee of forty-four members. The presi-

dent and vice-presidents are, of course,

cx-oiEcio members of the committee. .

Representations on the committee are

as follows : Club members, 20 ; individual
members, 12; and E.A.C. nominees, 12.

It will be seen therefore that the R.A.C.
representatives have no actual controlling

power, as they are in the minority, except,

of coui'se, their power as ordinary mem-
bers of the committee.
There are seats for thirty-two absolute

representatives of motor cjxlists on. the
committee, and therefore if motor cyclists

themselves will see that only the right
men are elected the pastime should go
ahead like steam.

Committee Nominations.

Before going further, it might be well
to remind club secretaries of Rule 51,

particularly with regard to the payment
of capitation fees, for, unless they are
paid as notified in Rule IS, clubs will find

that they are not in a position to nomi-
nate members on the committee.
This rule disqualifying clubs from

nominating members for the committee
is perfectly fair, for it is a guarantee of

good faith as to size of membership and
consequent voting power.
Each club is entitled to one voting

paper for each twenty-five members or
portion thereof. Without the- rule before-
mentioned it would, of course, be possible
for an optimistic club secretary to esti-

mate his club membership at an absurdly
high figure. Payment of capitation fees

on his estimate is a steadying influence.

It is proposed that in future the com-
mittee shall meet en 'plcin every other
month, and at different provincial centres
as well as London. The railway fares of

committeemen will be paid by the A.C.U.
These meetings will be open to the press.

I certainlj- think that the quorum should
not be less than fifteen, as it is obvious
that much work must be done by sub-
committees, which should have executive
powers within their terms of reference,
and it would be unwise that the quorum
of the CJeneral Committee should be too
small in such circumstances for obvious
reasons. It should also be ruled that at
least two members of the Management
Committee must be present at meetings of

a sub-committee before their decisions can
become executive ones.

To give a sub-committee executive

powers would mean a great speeding up,

and the interminable process of referring

recommendations to the Management and
General Committees, etc., with its waste
of time, would be eliminated.

The Birmingham Meeting.

Before dealing with the annual general

meeting to be held in Birmingham on
JIarch 22nd, I would like to make it quite

clear that the management and financial

control of the Union is vested soleli/ m
the committee, which means that, if a

poor standard of nominees is elected, motor
cyclists will surely rue it. On the other

hand, if a sound energetic committee
results, things will surely "move."
The old system whereby the annual

general meeting had executive power was
hopelessly wrong, for it obviously needed
but a few "Bolshevists" to attend en
inas?e, and by a snatch vote wreck the

whole policy and constitution of the

Union. It would be as reasonable to call

a meeting of the electorate of the United
Kingdom to reverse Acts of Parliament.

I can see a most interesting period

ahead, a period moreover in which the

lighting organisation only will obtain

its end.
Therefore, the genial personality—it he

has no other qualifications—is useless on
the committee. Every motor cyclist has
his chance at the annual general meeting
of deciding who shall fight for him

;

therefore, in heaven's name, elect fighters

!

The man who sits at the committee table

like a deaf mute (and who does not know
this type) is not the man wanted. Bear
in mind that I am not thinking of any
particular individuals, for whom I am
either for or against. I only wish to

emphasise the principle that negative
personalities are far worse than useless

—

they fill the place of more fit men.
I am not, of course, suggesting that my

remarks are not labouring the obvious,
but I offer no apology for tliem, inasmuch
as the lethargy of most humans is well
known, but if I can spur even 50% of the
motor cychsts of Great Britain to take a

lively interest in their own welfare I shall

consider my efforts approaching sublime
heights of accomplishment.
As a last word, therefore, may I urge

all motor cyclists—whether members or
not—who can possibly attend the annual
general meeting to do so.

Clubs must forward the names of

nominees to reach the A.C.U. offices bv
March 15th.

Annual general meeting at the Digbeth
Institute at Birmingham March 22nd.

Individual members' annual meeting at
Birmingham Slarch 22nd.

Results of election to be published bv
the A.C.U. before April 6th.

First meeting of new committee to be
held on April 17th.

It is also intended that after the annual
general meeting at Birmingham on the
22nd the meeting should be thrown open
to the whole motor cycling public, when
many world-renowned motor cyclists will

speak. Motor cyclists should determine,
by hook or by crook, to attend this

victgry meeting.
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THE METRO-TYLER LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Two Examples of a 293 c.c. Two-stroke.

The touring model Metro-Tyler two-stroke. Ihe sporting model, fitted witli disc wheels and dropped handle-bars.

WE anaounced some time ago that the

Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., Banis-
ter Road, N. Kensington, and the

Metro Two-stroke Co., had joined forces.

The first results of the amalgamation are

the two new lightweights illustrated here.

One of these is a single-geared, sporting
model, with disc wheels wliicli give it

a very distinctive appearance, and tlie

other a more conventional machine with
two-speed gear.

The hore and stroke of the Metro
engine are 70 mm. and 77 mm. respec-

tively, which give a capacity of 296 c.c.

It is of the usual three-port type, wifli

a three-ring piston. Die-cast white metal
bearings are used for the crankshaft and
" big-end " These bearings are inex-

pensive and, owing to their simple design,

easy to renew.
Lubrication i.s carried out by means

of a Best and Lloyd sight-feed pump on
the tank which supplies oil direct to the
induction pipe, whence it is carried by
suction to the cylinder walls, the crank-
shaft bearings being fed from the base

of the cylinder through vertical oil ducts
drilled on the side of the crank case.

The mudguarding, both at the front

and rear wheels, is well carried out,

while the specification of both models
includes Brampton Biflex forks, Lycett's

pan saddle, 26 x 2^ Clincher tyres. Both
machines are enamelled dark red, which
is relieved by black lines. Prices range
from £46 for the single-speed model with-
out wheel discs to £54 10s., the price

of the sports model with disc wheels and
two-speed gear.

> <»e»-~^

THE 1919 RADCO.
An Efficient Two-sfroice Liglifweight.

ONE of the best known of the lower-

priced lightweights before the war
was the 2^ h.p. Radco, Avhich,

despite its exceedingly low price, was
quite an efficient little machine. For
example, we recall that it was entered
in several competitions, and almost in-

variably obtained an award. This con-

sistent good running of the engine may
have been responsible for the honour it

received by being copied so closely by a
well-known American concern.

The 1919 model is very little altered,

except that Druid forks are now fitted

in place of the more simple Radco type
embodied in the earlier models, while
the weight is approximately 100 lb.

26 X 2in. wheels with beaded edge Clincher
de Luxe tyres are standard.
With the exception of the magneto, the

engine and its equipment remain as

before. The bore and stroke are 62 mm.
and 70 mm., the capacity being 211 c.c.

The lubrication is by sight drip feed, the

oil being carried to the induction pipe.

The single-speed and two-speed models are
offered at 36 and 43 guineas respectively.

The makers are Messrs. E. A. Radnall
and Co., Vauxhall Works, Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham.

The Radco two-stroke model, fitted with
two-speed countershaft gear.

l.,.„<it^

WE have received the following in-

formation as to the condition of

certain roads :

The road from Uxbridge to Ealing is

reported by a reader to be the worst he
has yet traversed, and is one long stretch
of pot-holes of varying size for the
whole distance.

Alcester-Wellington, rid Bromsgrove,
Kidderminster, and Bridgnorth.—Yery
fair.

Stratford-Alcester.—Bad.
Wellington-Whitchurch.—Good, last few

miles in perfect condition.

Bi6 . -

ROAD REPORTS.
Whitchurch-Warrington, vicL Tarporley.

—Good.
Windsor-Oxford, i-ii? Henley and Benson.
—Good, especially near Henley.

Oxford-Stratford-ou-Avon.—Fair, but a_

few miles are bad.
The Lake District, Newby Bridge to

Windermere.—Fair, broken in places.

Windermere to Ambleside.—Fair, rather
bumpy.
Ambleside to Grasmere.—Fair, very

greasy in wet weather.
Grasmere to Keswick.—Good all the

way.

Keswick to Penrith, via Greystones.—
Very good.
Kendal to Bowness, vid Crook.

—

Excellent.
Penrith to Shap village.—Very good,

except for one or two short stretches.
i6hap to Shap summit.—Excellent.
Shap summit to Kendal.—Very bad

indeed.
A reader requires information concern-

ing the road from Inverness to Wick.
Another reader requires information as

to the state of the roads in North Somer-
setshire generally.
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SOME SNAGS FOR CLUB SECRETARIES.
Problems connected with Ihe Preparation of a Sporting Programme.

FOREWORD. Now that the clubs are coming to life so rapidly and vigorously, the time has come when the club

ofiScials must take stock of present conditions and rule their actions accordingly, and the policy of the principal events

will have to be studied from an entirely different viewpoint from that of 1914. The following article shows how at

least one wideawake club secretary has tackled the problem.

ANY couple of motor cyclists foregather so
chummily at a chance meeting on the road
that the running of a successful club looks

the easiest job in the world. In actual practice, no
secretary occupies a bed of roses, and a few warnings
from an old hand may be of ^service to provincial

clubs just starting or restarting.

In the first place, a large membership is essential

and is difficult to obtain in small towns. Numbers
are requisite for several reasons. In the first place,

the annual budget will be quite imposing, and plenty

of subscriptions alone can preserve the club from bank-
ruptcy : niggardliness in running competitions and
social events is a great damper. In the second place,

motor cyclists are drawn from all strata of society

and dO( not necessarily mix well. Their womenfolk
are often Hke oil and water, and in these days of

sidecars and cycle cars you must make the club

attractive to the fair sex. If the average attendance
at a club fixture consists of ten men who do not

know each other, except by sight, and six women
who do not want to know each other, the club will

be a wash-out. An average attendance of sixteen

implies a paper membership of loo in many localities.

On the other hand if you can count on an average

attendance of thirty, the various little cliques—even
of petticoats—can dissolve into their own eddies when
required. But an average attendance of thirty implies

either a paper membership of 200 or a very keen
membership of too, shepherded and coaxed by a super-

efficient secretary.

Tvsro Problems.
Having founded your club and secured your member-

ship, you are beset by two practical problems

:

(a) To satisfy your keen members.
(h) To make your slack members keen.

It is a toss-up which problem is the more difficult.

Amongst your keen members you have riders who
want a competition every week (some of them want

it on early closing day, others on Saturday) : riders

who want social runs to a tea house thirty miles away

at 20 m.p.h., and riders who want "scraps" at 35
m.p.h. to a public house eighty miles away; members

of each of these two sets are variously at leisure on

Thursday and on Saturday. When you have a com-

petition, 75% of the riders quarrel about the manage-

ment, timekeeping, conditions, and prizes : when there

is no competition, half the men blaze away to the

tea destination and the rest complain of their un-

sociability. The next week you put' the captain in

the van and forbid anybody to pass him, whereupon the

hot heads- whisper about a Sunday school treat. You
require the tact of an archangel, the patience of Job,

the ruthlessness of Hindenburg, and a dash of George

Robey to weld the outfit into a contented family.

But, generally speaking, you will gradually build up

a satisfactory club if you can avoid serious trouble

over the competitions.

A Fifty=guinea Cup.

There are two main snags in this connection. The

local M.P. will probably give you a fifty-guinea cup,

which will be the piece de resistance amongst a cata-

logue of small fry, ranging from copper kettles to

sparking plugs. That fifty-guinea cup may lead the

secretary of the A.C.U. to mark your town on his map

as " unclubbable." Only one man can wm it per

season, but, when he has won it, all the rest will

contend that they ought to have won it. The organ-

isation of the big event must be cast iron, waterproof,

swindle-tight. Get Ebblewhite to time it, S. F. Edge

to judge it, and a large posse of Scotland Yard men

to O.K. the non-stops. Otherwise you will pnvately

bribe the local Bill Sikes to pinch that cup dunng the

next winter.

Secondly, it is well to avoid reliance on inexperienced

local helpers in competitions, unless you are a shrewd

judge of men. In the consumption trial, for instance,

Elijah Simkins puts up a record of 432 m.p.g., and you

discover that he is going to marry the sister of your

volunteer marshal, who was responsible for measuring

exactly a quart into every rider's tank. Also take a

strong line about such things as weather. You have

no hill suitable for the climbing championship within

forty miles. You select a hill forty miles away, and

on the appointed day it rains cats and dogs. Out of

twenty-three entrants eight turn up. Shall you run the

climb off or not ? If you did not make it clear before-

hand that the event will be held wet or fine, the com-

mittee will probably declare it null and void, and the

riders who braved the elements and scooped the pool

will resign.

The Social Side.

The social side of club life is even more exhausting,

because motor cycling is essentially unsociable. There

is no real pleasure in touring in crowds, and conversa-

tion is not too easy a deux on a sidecar : many a happy

home has been wrecked because Angelina asked Edwin

to repeat a remark made from a superior altitude of

3ft. with a pipe in his mouth and a coat collar turned

up to his ears. My own view of these difficult matters

is that a club run should consist of a rendezvous, where

members may inspect machines; a go-as-you-please

tour to a common destination—let the speed-irons try

to average forty, and the potterers burble along at

fifteen; and tea together, preferably at a show place,
" where the riders may swap yarns, make acquaintances,

try their machines up a hill, and visit an old castie or

inspect Mr. Profiteer's prize shorthorns.

The conversion of slack members into active mem-

bers is a thorny task, but must be faced. Make them

feel that the club fixtures are worth attending and

what they miss by absence : make them see the members

missed them, and hope they are coming next week.

When at last they do turn out, treat them as if they

were your personal guests, and as if you were respon-

sible for their entertainment.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle/' Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WOODEN MODELS.
Sir,—May I point out that there is a slight error in your

report of the paper on motor cycles, which I gave before
the I.A.E. recently. The very "excellent wooden models of
frames were not used to illustrate the paper, but were pro-
duced and exhibited by Mr. M. Peters in the subsequent
discussion.

I shall be glad if you will kindly insert this correction, as
I consider that Mr. Peters is deserving of considerable credit
for the introduction of a really useful method of examining
frame design. D. S. HEATHER, B.Sc, A.M.I.A.E.

REPORTING THE T.T. FROM THE AIR.
Sir,—May I use a little of your valuable space to give

" Road Rider " my opinions on " Reporting the T.T. fiom
the air."

" Certainly his suggestion of conveying the reports and
photographs from Douglas to Coventry by air is quite bril-

liant, but I should like to see anyone developing plates in
a DH9, especially if it were "bumpy" ! I' should also like
to see literary representatives with their aluminium type-
writers carefully making out their reports amidst- the 'din
of four 400 h.p. Liberty engines, or even one in the case of
the DH9!

If he intends to take photographs of the race from the air,
I can assure him his efforts would not meet with much
approval. Just an ordinary aerial photograph with a few
little dots along the road would represent the complete Isle
of Man T.T., all of which could be got on one plate. Of
course, I may have taken the wrong idea about the photo-
graphs. "Road Rider" may not mean aerial ones.
He says, "'poor visibility' is a sad nuisance in long-

distance daylight flying. In five years improved instruments
should render the aerial navigator master of almost all con-
ceivable weather conditions." However improved the instru-
ments will be, they cannot improve the weather itself, and
so render the aerial navigator a "master."

In conclusion, I for one would not like to have 'planes
zooming overhead during a race I R.A.F. OBSERVER.

Southport.

ALUMINIUM COOLING.
Sir,—Permit me to thank your correspondent, Mr. E.

Russell (page 167), for a half-hour's amusement. I venture
to think that this emotion will be shared by many of your
readers, when it is pointed out that his letter inevitably
implies that neither Mr. Lanchester nor myself had heard
of coefficients of expansion, or that we had entirely failed
to take into consideration the effect of such factors

!

"Any method," says Mr. Russell, "of casting or shrink-
ing the ribs over a barrel is bad." He then proceeds to
explain that his method is to cast the one on to the other !

How this abolishes the (alleged serious) difference between
the coefficients of expansion is not explained.
Would it mt appear that, supposing differential expan-

sion to have the serious effects he alleges, the metal at the
roots of his lins must necessarily be in an extreme state of
tension—a condition aggravated by every additional degree
of working temperature, and tending, especially under
vibration, to distortion and rupture?
To revert to those alleged defects in the most successful

and extensively-applied system yet evolved, it would be
interesting to know upon what" basis Mr. Piussell's very
sweeping statements are made. I may have to bow to Mr.
R.'s technical authority, but regret to say that his name is

previously unknown to me. Will he therefore be good
B20

enough to inform us how many instances he has personally

verified of the aluminium parting from the iron liner; the

lypes of engines, system of fitting, degree of separation,

percentage of the ''great loss of cooling effect" (sicJ, £tc. ?

That a cylinder made as illustrated would have a neat
appearance is apparent. That it would prove superior to

an all-iron cylinder, under equal conditions, is most pro-

bable. That it may prove a serious addition to two-stroke
improvement is, in my opinion, quite improbable ; no attempt
being made to utilise two of the most valuable properties
of the metal, and a basic principle, vital to success on any
considerable scale, being totally ignored.

I may be permitted to remark that I have never seen or
heard of a case of looseness or of impaired heat-transmission
as described by Mr. Russe.l. Further, upon the data and
experience of nearly a quarter of a century, I have grounds
for suspecting that this defect in my technical education
may never be removed, so far as my own work is concerned,
even should I continue to use those "bad" methods which
are i-eally so superior, practically and theoretically, to the
illusive "improvement" illustrated on page 157. The latter
design is quite all right for what it is and so far as it goes,

but its efficiency will not be improved by the belated dis-

covery of the nests of mares that foaled over a score of
years ago. R. AYTON.

HOME-MADE VAPORISER.
Sir,—I am forwarding you a photograph of my 8 h.p.

Grandex-Jap, with a vaporiser of my own make over the
rear exhaust valve, which I think will be useful to some

.

of your readers. I have given it a good testing on a previous
mount of mine, a 3 h.p. twin Enfield with light sidecar.

A valve cap vaporiser used by Mr. G. Frid.

on which I used paraffin only, all through the bad weather
of 1916 and 1917, and I got splendid results. I am also

getting a big saving on the Jap. On a run from Ponders
End to Sudbury, in Suffolk, and back, with my wife and
three children, the youngest being five years old, I did the
139 miles on three gallons and one pint of war spirit.

I hope this will be of interest and useful to others.

G. FRID.

I
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DETACHABLE CYLINDEIi HEADS.
Sii',—^'e were very much interested in " Ixion's " com-

ments re the above, in your issue of the 13th ult. It is

true that many manufacturers are coquetting with the
detachable cylmder head : indeed, we notice that two of the
leading manufacturers have definitely decided to adopt the
detachable cylinder head on their new models. On the
Blackburne engine we have titled detachable cylinder heads
for a great many years, and, unlike other manufacturers, we
have never abandoned them in favour of the solid cylinder.
The question of the design of a suitable head, however,

is not entirely simple, and a great deal of time and thought
was spent before Ave arrived at the design now adopted as
standard on all Blackburne engines. This point we would
strongly emphasize, as many people seem to be under the-

imjiression that it is merely a case of putting a "lid" on
a cylinder, so to speak, whereas there are many snags and
pitfalls to be avoided. The stresses set up in' a casting of

this i^eculiar shape have to be carefully studied, and we
.

claim that our present design of cylinder head is one of the
outstanding features of the Blackburne engine.
With regard to " Ixion's " remark that " amateur owners

experienced difficulty in remaking the joint," may we say
that our correspondence files do not indicate that owners
of Blackbui'ne machines have had trouble in this direction.

BURNEY AND BLACKBURNE, LTD.
G. Leevers, A.BI.I.Mech.E., Director.

COMMUNAL GARAGES.
Sir,—Being greatly interested in the article by "F.A.S."

entitled " The Motor Cycle, where to keep it," published in

your issue of January 2nd, 1919, I have been keenly
^ disappointed at the very meagre attention which seems to

have been given the subject raised, viz., " Communal
Garages." I reside in an industrial centre (notorious for

its smoke and the steels which have made so important an
advance in metallurgy) and the houses follow the same law

as appertains to other industrial districts—the crowding of

as many houses as possible on each acre of land. These
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Plan of a communal garage suggested by Mr. W. Wright.

houses are built in rows and have no convenience for storing

any mechanical contrivance, not even a push cycle, when not

in use. The possibilities of communal garages appealed to

me very much, and being connected witTi a union having a

local membership of 800 I lost no time in bringing the

subject forward, with the result that we placed it on
oirr immediate programme, and anticipate having at least

one communal garage in each district, where each member
can have his own cubicle, a covered-in shed for common
use to clean and make other necessary adjustments from
time to time, and a stores where motor fuel, oil, and other

accessories can be obtained as required ; also, a well-equipped
workshop, where any small replacement can be made, will

be added where cu'cumstances permit. This is rather an
ambitious programme, but with the organisation we have
already in Sheffield it should be fairly easy of accompKshment.
We already distribute benzole on these lines, having one or

more stewards in each district, who receive the benzole

and distribute it locally. These stewards would have charge
of the stores and workshop. It would scarcely be necessary

to stock more than, say, 100 galls, of benzole, 10 galls, of oil.

and one tyre each of the sizes mostly asked for, as it is

only a question of a few days to obtain renewals and other

accessories. Those of our members who do not need a

cubicle would have the benefit of communal trading in motor
fuel, oil, and other accessories, the use of the workshop, •

and cleaning appliances, etc. ; last but not least the advice

and help of the experts who are always found in every

group of motor cyclists. This matter has been fully discussed

and will be commenced as soon as we settle the details of

expenditure, etc. In outline I imagine the plan of the com-
munal garages as in the accompanying sketch.

W. WRIGHT.
RUSTLESS STEEL.

Sir,—Your correspondent E. W. Walford appears to be
misinformed about the mechanical properties of this steel.

He quotes it as having an ultimate tensile strength of

about forty tons. Like all alloy steels its mechanical
properties can be widely varied by heat treatm«,at. Rustless

steel can quite readily be given an ultimate tensile strength

of 100 tons by water or oil hardening from 900°C.

JMr. Walford is also mistaken when he says that this

steel is nearly as good as tungsten steel in regard to pitting

and absence of deformation when used for exhaust valves. It

is considerably better. I have seen ,two exhaust valves,

one made from rustless steel and one made from the tungsten

steel previously used, which had both been run in the same
engine (Rolls Royce) for an equal' length of time. The
tungsten steel valve was badly pitted on the stem and cracked

on the seating and also scaled, whereas the rustless steel

valve was not appreciably affected. This observation relating

to the two valves is, I believe, merely an instance of

experience which was quite general during the last year

or two of the war.
The only respect in which tungsten steel has proved

superior to rustless steel is its greater strength at very

high temperatures. By suitable modifications in composition,

for this purpose rustless steel has been made quite as strong

as tungsten steel at high temperatures.
LEO. T. BREARLEY,

The Firth-Brearley Stainless Steel Syndicate, Ltd.

THE ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir.—Apparently ' Enquirer " has taken F. W. Varney's

ecstatic effusion re his Levis as an accurate guide by which
to measure his own requirements.

Average speeds of thirty-five with sidecar and forty-five

solo are possible with a 2^ h.p. Levis under one condition

only—downhill. I suggest to " F.W.V." that a new speedo-

meter might register his m.p.h. with more certainty.

"Enquirer" will with experience discover that for

efficient and care-free dual purposes a cubic capacity of

approximately 600 is necessary. A 500 c.c. will admittedly
give excellent service ; but, you old hands, what of that
long, stiff gradient, heavy surface, head wind and rain, and
a konk out halfway with two fair passengers ? And—ugh !

—

requesting them to place their dear little feet in the mud
and walk to the top. The American designer who doles

out 1,000 c.c. knows something of meagre capacity engines.

A. STANLEY BLICQ.
WHAT SHALL WE WEAR?

Sir,—I am afraid that the article by Miss Gardener is

calculated to discourage women motor cyclists more than
anything I have ever read. As clothed in her excessive

bundle of oddments, she seems to have suffered every-

thing, from chilled fingers to water trickling down her
back and on to her legs from her lap.

Now, I have ridden a Douglas and a small Enfield during
the last two winters, and have not experienced any of
these things. I wear an ordinary man's short, double-
breasted Burberry and high boots, lined gauntlet gloves,

and ordinary velour hat, with a ribbon under the c7iin.

The rest of my clothes I do not change for motor cycling.

I always wear short skirts. For my journeys (including
one on February 5th, in the snow) I can dress myself in

five minutes easily. In warm weather I wear shoes, stock-

ings, and ordinary clothes.

In the summer it is exhilarating and glorious to feel the
air going right through all one's clothes. I consider it

is the greatest mistake to dress up excessively for motor
cycling. Use as little modification to one's ordinary clothes

as possible, is my advice, and find out by experience in

each individual case what you feel you want.
(Miss) PHYLLIS VERNON.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE MAIMED.
Sir,— I should be glad to know from any other reader of

T/ie Motor Cycle, who has a disabled, stiffened, or ampu-
tated right leg, what make or makes (and their horse-power)
have no right-foot controls.

I am anxious to get a second-hand 2-i-3i h.p. two-stroke,

but if none is quite suitable I should like a 5J to 6 h.p.

four-stroke.

I am a reader of your journal, and I may tell you that
it gives me three or four evenings' delightful reading

every week. DEVEREUSE H. WHYTE.

MAKERS AND PROMPT SERVICE.
Sir,—In your issue of Feb. 13th I noticed that " G.R."

was worried by the fact that he wanted to cancel his order

for a machine, and the lirm he ordered it from refused to

cancel it. I should like first to state my experience in

that direction.

Two months ago I ordered a Big 4 Norton sidecar from
Messrs. Godfreys, Ltd., to be delivered this Februai'y.

Only thirty days ago I discovered that I should have to

cancel the order as I have to go out East. I wrote Messrs.

Godfreys and asked if they would cancel the order, and
explained why. By return of post I received a very
courteous letter and also- a cheque for £5, the deposit I

paid in December. This difference in treatment, I think)
well illustrates the difJerence in firms. I do not know from
which firm " G.R." ordered his machine,' but I think I know
where he will go for another machine when he wants one.

I was treated exceptionally well by Messrs. Godfreys, and
I have no interest in the firm whatever, except that of a
prospective customer. When possible I shall go straight

to them for my machine.
W. T. VIZER-HARMER (Lietjt.).

Sir,—I should like to endorse the letter of " Lieut." in your
issue for February 6th. I have dealt with the Hendee Co.

for nearly two years, and nothing can exceed the promptness
and politeness of their business methods. I have never
ordered a spare part without receiving it by return of post.

Just before Christmas I wished to fit disc wheels to my
machine, and wrote on Monday, December 23rd, asking them,
if possible, to send them at once. They were in my house
with all necessary screws, nuts, etc., on Thursday evening.
I think such treatment deserves recognition by those who
enjoy it. h. ENSELL.

Sir,—I should like to bring before your notice the way
in which Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., 44, Plumstead
Road, Plumstead, London, S.E., have treated me. I pur-
chased from them some months back a pair of ball races and
had no occasion to use them, having sold the motor cycle. I

wrote them returning the ball races and asking them to allow
me what they thought best. I was agreeably surprised to

find they refunded me the full amount, namely, 19/6. I

think tliis is a most businesslike and satisfactory way to

'

treat customers, and hope other readers of your paper have
had the same experience.

This firm never hangs up orders for spares if no remittance
is sent to cover, but helps one by despatching immediately.
Perhaps vou will be able to mention this in your paper.

J. H. GARDINER.
THE GRADUAL PAYMENT SYSTEM.

Sir,—I have recently been in communication with two of

the leading motor cycle dealers, namely. Rider Troward and
Gkidfrey, and both have informed me of the discontinuance of

their gradual payment systems, both stating that this is due
to the shortage of second-hand machines.
This action will rob many ex-soldiers of the joj's of the

open road this forthcoming summer at least. Returning from
Army life with only a few pounds in their pockets, many must
be left to gaze enviously at the munition worker with his £140
combination, whereas the continuance of the gradual payment
lystem would have given them opportunity to get hold of a
modest 'bus and enjoy the delights of motor cycling.
During the past two years, whilst the restraining hand of

"Dora" has been upon us, dealers have been only too glad
to sell on any terms, and many munition workers and such
have been paying towards the purchase of a mount, but we
unfortunate souls who were in khaki had no opportunity of
this, and now, when at last we are able again to take up the
threads of a peaceful existence, up go the prices, and the
schemes that would have enabled us to materialise our long-

looked-forward-to dreams have vanished, and we are left

kicking about "
'busless " whilst our more fortunate brethren

are speeding away on the roads and over the country for

which we did our humble best.

Is there a grateful and reliable dealer who will accept an
order for a decent second-hand combination on the usual easy
payment terms?
Wishing you every success, and thanking you for keeping

us posted in motor matters whilst we squared up things over
there, F.E.H.B.

Manchester.

REPAIRING BROKEN CYLINDERS.
Sir,—Referring to the article which appeared in your issue

of Feb. 13th, describing some repairs and improvements
carried out on a Premier motor cycle, your contributor

appears to be labouring under some misapprehension. He
states, ill regard to the broken cylinders which he so skilfully

managed to repair, that " welding was out of the question,

the broken portions of the combustion head being missing."
We replace combustion heads in such conditions, however
bad, and, although the work obviously calls for more than
the ordinary amount of skill, there is no difficulty about it.-

We often have cases of four-cylinder engines in which three

out of the four combustion heads have been entirely broken
away, ' whilst instances in which two heads are gone are

almost commonplace.
We fully appreciate the resource and ingenuity exhibited,

in carrying out the work described in the article, and we .

are sure your contributor will not mind our putting him
right upon this point. We think, indeed, the information

may be both of value and interest, not only to him, but
to your readers in general. We may add that we have m
hand at this present moment several cases of damaged motor
cycle engines, the breakages in many instances being of

precisely the same character as those in which your con-

tributor thinks that welding is out of the question.

THE NEW WELDING CO.

NOISY MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—In your issue of February 6th you give an extract

from The Tinies that the motor cycle is abominably and
unnecessarily noisy. At any rate, the first adjective expresses

public opinion. Although I am an engineer and take a great-

interest in motor cycles, I cannot deny that The Times
statement is correct. I have passed many hundreds of motor

cycles on the roads at different times, and there is only one
single-cylinder machine (Sunbeam) that in my opinion does

not make an undue noise. Occasionally a P. and M. is in this

category for quietness. There is another make with a

single-cylinder that makes a hideous row, and I asked at the

local agency why the machines always make such a noise,

and the man agreed that the machines in question did make
a perfect racket. I would prohibit such machines from using

the road.
ilanufacturers must remember that it is not in their

interest to cater only for youths and so-called speed mer-

chants, who often consider that noise is speed. Public

opinion is worth considering when it can be cultivated by
eflncient silencers and intelligent design. Of course, every

manufacturer will think his machine quiet, but the fact re-

mains that motor cycles are, in the main, abominably and
unnecessarily noisy, and a general nuisance in tliis respect.

Manchester G.F.S.
[Other machines than those mentioned are entirely satisfac-

tory in respect of silence.—-Ed.]

QD @
: BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS •

. _——_—-

.

• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM. I

J The recoeuised standorcl text book o( the motor cycle: deals with all S
types of macliines and wiih every rart of tlie machine. 400 illustrations.

I Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/10. S

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MUTOk CYCLISTS. Z

A. valnable collection of nseful " wrinkles " and items of information con*
ceming the runnine, management, and repair of motor cycles,

I Price 2/- net. By post. 2/3^ Z

: TRACING TROUBLES. I
• Motor Cycle Faults. Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fnlly S

Explained. Price 2/- net. By post, 2/2.
• _ :

.— •

Z Obtainable by post (remittance witb order) from m

i ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street. Undon, E.C.4

5 or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. S

g)............ ..(3
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Magneto Brushes.

Does a Bosch magneto re-

quire attention as regards
carbon brushes ? I have
been advised to take mine
apart and put in new brushes,

although tlie machine has never given
any trouble, and I think it best to

leave well alone.—E.D.

The brush on the collector ring, to which
the high-tension wire is connected, is

liable to wear or break. It may be
examined without difficulty by screwing
the vulcanite terminal out. If there is

plenty of carbon left, it does not require

renewing. The end of the brush should

be either flat or slightly concave in sec-

tion, and may be trimmed up with fine

sandpaper.

A Legal Query.

Wishing to purchase a motor

^1 cycle, I answered the following

^ advertisement: "Motor cycle, 2
-SJ h.p., B. and B., U.H. magneto,

OS nfw." Eventually I bought
it. It will rev. on the stand,, some-
times, but, although I have spent a

lot of money on it, it will not go.

How do I stand with regard to a

prosecution for " misrepresentation " ?

One of the pedals fell off the other

day.—C.G.
You do not say how long it is since

you purchased the machine, but you do
state that you have spent a lot of money
on it, which goes to show that you
have had it some time. As soon as you
found that the machine was not as re-

presented, you should have returned it

A selection of questions of general interest

received from readers and our replies thereto.

All questions should be addressed to the Editor,

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or
not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed
envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged
to write clearly and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and keening a
copy for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marlied "Legal" in

the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be
kept distinct from questions bearing on technical
subie.:ts.

to the seller and demanded your money
back. Your proper remedy is to com-
mence an action for damages for mis-
representation, and you should put this

in the hands of a solicitor, so that he
could advise you as to whether you have
sufficient evidence. With regard to the
question of fraudulent misrepresenta-
tion, your letter does not sufficiently

indicate that the seller was guilty of
criminal fraud, but, if you wished, you
could discuss this with your chief con-
stable. However, from the point of

view of your own pocket, it would be
best to drop the question of any criminal
prosecution and proceed for damages on
your solicitor's advice, that is, if the
party you purchased the motor cycle
from is worth suing.

TKe 1919 5-6 h.p spring frame A.J.S., a tuh

description of which was given last week. IV^any

new features are mcorporated in the new mode
detachable cylinder hea.ls being adopted once more.

Among other comportents of the engme that have

received detail alteration are the cam wheels and

their shafts, exhaust valve lifter mechanism, exhaust'

pipe angle, and the valve springs.

IS a
holes
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Overflowing Petrol.

The petrol drips
out of the air ports
of my carburetter
spray chamber.

At the bottom of the latter there
cone-shaped arrangement, with
in, through which the petrol

drips the very second I stop. Whether
it is like this going along, I cannot
say for certain, but I think it is,

because of the petrol consumed.—R.I. P.

The petrol level is evidently too high.
The float may Ijiave petrol inside it,

which will have to be removed by put-
ting the float in boiling water until the
spirit is evaporated. The hole must
then be closed with solder. If the float

is all right the needle should be ground
in and the level lowered by tapping the
needle collar slightly toward the top of
the needle.

Operation of a Hub Gear.

I ha^e a Humber motor
bicycle fitted with a two-speed
hub. Would you tell me how I

get the second speed, as there
are three pedals ? That on the

right is the band brake, and the one
on the left is the pedal which gives
the free engine position. Is the inside
one on the left the second speed, or
only another band brake?—T.W.C.

The low speed pedal is the one without
any catch ; that is to say, the low
speed is only in engagement while your
foot is on the pedal ; it operates the
gear through a band. The top speed
pedal has a catch which engages he
top gear, keeping it permanently in

until released. The other pedal, of

course, is the ordinary rear brake.

Fitting a Variable Gear.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1912 Hum-
qI her motor cycle and sidecar,

> fitted with a Eoc two-speed hub
-SJ gear. I find, however, that the

second gear is not low enough
to take the outfit, when loaded, up
some of the hills I encounter,
whereas I feel confident, if I had a

lower gear to fall back upon, it would
climb them well enough. Now, if 1

fitted a variable pulley, such as the
Philipson, and, when I was on the
second gear, started to use the variable
pulley, would this be equivalent to a
third or still lower gear? I am told

by a friend that this would make no
difference, as I should be still running
on the second gear.—A.J.S.

Certainly, the fitting of a variable pulley

would help matters greatly. Your
friend is clearly in error. The fitting

-

of a Philipson pulley would mean that

you would get a variation in the gear

ratio on both top and bottom speeds.
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Liability for Repairs.

I bought a motor cycle from a

friend, and went up to his place
to try it with him, and it would
not go. He suggested that we
should take it to a garage, which

we did. The bicycle is now ready, and
the garage people want £2. Now who
should pay the £2—the person from
whom I bought the machine, or myself ?

There was nothing said at the time,
but it was understood I bought the
machine in running order.—J.CM.

The question of liability depends on the
ownership of the machine at the time it

was repaired. If the sale had been com-
pleted, you would be responsible unless

the machine was sold you as being in

running order. As there was apparently
an " understanding " to this effect (which
would have to be proved), we think your
friend should settle the matter, or, if

he refuses, at least he should pay half.

Charging Accumulators.

In our town the electricity

1^ supply is alternating, fifty periods

I
>

I

one hundred volts, and from this

LiJ current I have adapted a device
to charge the accumulator of my

motor cycle consisting of two cells

of two and a half volts each, with a
total capacity of about sixteen ainpere
hours. The current being alternating,

I am obliged to transform it to a direct

current. This is done with the
"Electrolytic Clapet," composed of a
phosphate of soda bath, in which are im-
mersed an aluminium plate and a lead
plate, the first being joined to the
positive of the accumulator, the second
being joined to a lamp acting as resist-

ance. (1.) Is a lamp of fifty watts
suitable, or must I use twenty-five or
one hundred watts? (2.) Is this device
sound to charge accumulators? Is not
the high voltage of the alternating
current (100 volts) prejudicial to a
good charge of a small accumulator?
Or does the lamp used as resistance
reduce the voltage sufficiently to ensure
a good charge?—R.C. (Havre). f

The Electrolytic rectifier you mention,
known in this country as the " Xoden
Valve," is quite sound, and forms the best
means of charging small accumulators from
alternating current mains without the
need of buying more expensive apparatus.
(1.) A few precautions only are' required
to ensm-e successful working. The con-
nections you give are correct. For an
accumulator of sixteen ampere hours
capacity either a fifty watt or one hundred
watt lamp may be used as the resistance.
If there is plenty of time for charging use
the smaller lamp, as the lower rate will
be better for the accumulator. The
voltage of this lamp is important. The
Xodeu valve itself will absorb about
twenty volts, so that the lamp must be
suitable for about eighty volts. If a
lamp for one hundred volts is used hai-dly
any cmrent wiU pass. (2.) The valve is

liable to become rather hot in working,
and this must be watched. The solution
should not come up higher than 2in. '"••om

the top of the containing jar. The alu-
minium should be pure, and the water
should be distilled. The voltage is re-
duced to a suitable figure by the lamp
mentioned above, and no hann will be
done to the accumulator.
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Taking a Motor Cycle to Australia-

Would you please tell me the
"^i cost of duty on a second-hand

> motor cycle brought into New
-SJ South Wales (Australia), the

owner travelling by the same
boat? Its value is about £35. AI.so

the cost of freight from England to
Australia?—R.H.W.D.

Tlie duty on a motor cycle taken into
Australia is £10 per machine, while the
rate of freight to IMelbourne, Sydney,
or Adelaide, is 20s. plus ten per cent.

per ton.

Timing.

(1.) Would you be so good as?to let me know the timing of

a 4 h.p. single-cylinder J. A. P.
-SJ engine? (2.) I have just over-

hauled my engine and cleaned
it, and now find that there is no com-
pression. Will this return when the
engine has been running for a bit?

—

F.W.R.

(1.) Time the engine in the following
manner: Valves: Set the exhaust valve
to close just otter the completion of the
exhaust stroke. It will then commence
to open when the piston is about one-
seventh of the length of the stroke from
tli» bottom of the firing sti'oke. The
inkt should commence to open as the
exhaust clo.'es, and remain open for one
complete itroke of the piston, or while

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietor's of tiis 'ournal. being; f'llly

in accori with the rscom-nendations agresd
upon at the Paris Economic Conferen-^.
give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

the flywtieels turn through 180°. Mag-
neto: Remove the compi'ession tap.

Rotate the engine slowly until the piston
is within three-eighths of an inch of the
top of the compression stroke. (This
point can be found by inserting a pejicil

or piece of wire through the compression
tap opening.) This is the position the
piston should be in when the igniting
spark passes, which in turn takes place
when the contact breaker points on the
magneto just separate ; it remains, there-
fore, to arrange that both these opera-
tions synchronise. Loosen the magneto
sprocket, which is usually' on a taper
spindle. Rotate the magneto armature
in its proper direction until the contact
points just separate ; take note that the
piston is stiU in its proper position. Now
fix the sprocket tightly, taking care not
to move the armature in doing so, and
again verify the position. In the case
of magnetos which give a variable point
for ignition, the lever should be set in

the " Fully advanced " position prior to
timing, i.e., as tar as it will go in an
opposite direction to the armature rota-
tion. (2.) There should, certainly be some
compression after overhauling. If there
is any at all, it is likely to improve after
the engine has been run a little, but it

looks very much as if the valves were
not seating properly, and the most likely

cause of the trouble is that you have
ground in the valves, which has had the

effect of bringing the valve stems down
lower, so that, unless the tappets are

adjusted to make up for the difference,

they do not seat properly.

READER'S REPLY.

A Mysterious Trouble.

With reference ta" H.F.K.'s" trouble,

I have a 4 h.p. three-speed combination,

which I recently dismantled for cleaning.

When cleaned and reassembled the engine

started first kick, so I thought there was
not much wrong with it. I went for a

trial trip with a passenger in the sidecar,

and had gone about two miles when the

engine started to- knock. I retarded the

spark and manipulated the air lever with

no effect. The machine came to a stand-

still, apparently overheated. I looked

round, but could not find anything wrong, •

and when it had cooled down it started

off well again, only to repeat the trouble.

When I got home I examined the engine

to see if the timing was correct, and find-

ing this was so examined the valves to

see if they were sticking. These being

quite all right, I took off the cylinder,

but could not see anything wrong with

the piston- or rings. I then worked the

valves up and down, and they seemed
quite all right, but as they were covered

with excess of oil I thought I would take

them out and clean them. I got some
paraffin, added a little petrol, and was
cleaning with a brush when the exhaust

va'.ve guide dropped right off, hence the

trouble. When the valve was in place

the tension of the spring held the broken

guide up against the cylinder, therefore

it was impossible to detect the breakage.

—A CoNST.^NT Reader.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.H.J." (Chester)—Binks carburetter

on a 5-5 h.p. Indian for solo and sidecar.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

ScARBOaOUGH TO Glasgow.^L.L.S.

Scarborough, Whitby, Guisborough,

Middlesbrough, Stockton, Darlington,

Gainford, Barnard Castle, Middleton-in-

Teesdale, Alston, Brampton, Longtown,
Gretna Green, Ecclefechan, Lockerbie,

Beattock, Abington, Lesmahagow, Hamil-
ton, Glasgow. Approximately 216 miles.

Felixstowe to Manchester.—J.W.G.
Felixstowe, Ipswich, Stowmarket,

Woolpit, Ixworth, Thetford, Stoke Ferry,

King^ Lynn, Terrington, Long Sutton,

Holbeach, Swineshead, Sleaford, Leaden-
ham, .Newark, ilansfield, Chesterfield,

Baslow, Chapel - en - le - Frith, Cheadle,

Stockport, Manchester.

Salisbury to Manchester.—J.H.
Salisbury, Wilton^ Stapleford, Heytes-

bury, Warminster, Beckington, Bath,
Nailsworth, Stroud, Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridg-
north, Wellington, Hodnet, Whitchurch,
Tarporley, Northwich, Altrincham, Man-
chester.
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The Words of Godfrey's

IN

THE AQENTS OF LON,

Concerning Deposits
{AtwUier Chapter not to he found in the hook of Artemas.)

OW of all the laws of the land of En, none was more
profitable to those agents whose ways were devious
than the law of the essence of contract.

For it could be so wangled that the agent got the essence
and the buyer the burden of the contract.

And the manner of the wangle was this: they would entice
the public with smooth words, saying, "Lo, we can deliver
to thee the machine thy soul desireth." And for some would
they fix a date, and for others promise early deliveries.

And they did take deposits with orders.

INow, seeing the men who rode on wheels were sports and
knew not the law, they did pay gladly, without stipulation.

Then, peradventure, the time would come that one of the
men who had wasted his substance, or was tired of waiting
for that which was always promised but never arrived,
would seek to cancel his order.

Now, the righteous agent would straightway return the
deposit—saying, " Friend, here is thy money which thou
entrusteth to my care."

But, if otherwise, the agent would verily wangle the deposit
to his own profit.

Take heed, and hearken unto the voice of Godfrey's, for
it is in the reputation of a house that lyeth thy safety.

IN placing orders with GODFREY'S (or, in fact, witli any Agent of repute), the Customer need have

no fear concerning Deposits. GODFREY'S invariable rule is to return them in full should delivery not

be required. But in view of the very illuminating answer to a "Legal Query— Essence of Contract," in a

recent issue of "The Motor Cycle," it behoves the customer to select his agent with some discrimination.

Write for Godfrey's Full List of New Machines for which thsy can accept orders.

GODFREY'S REQUIREMENTS YOUR OPPORTUNITY.
Best Prices paid for Modern Second-hand Machines- Send full
p£U-ticulars and our representative will call at your convenience.

Sole Distributors. London and Home Counties for A.B.C., BLACKBURNE,
and INDIAN Motor Cycles.

SELLING AGENTS FOR ALL THE BEST MAKES.

GODFREY'S Ltd.,

208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.

Telephone: 7091 MAYFAIR (2 Lines).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle. A27
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!:» STILL THE BEST "4

I:. SELECTION J" 8Hr
BELOW we give a selection from to-day's stock, which we think you will rightly say

is the best in London. We think also that the prices will compare favourably
with those asked elsewhere. The reason why we can offer a varied stock in the midst
of the present shortage is noi that we cannot sell, but that we KNOW HOW AND
WHERE TO BUY. In ordering, a second or even a third choice should be given,

as it is impossible in these days to keep any list up to date. Remember also the

three salient terms hi our dealing :
-

1. A thr'ee days' free trial, your money back in full at tiie end if not satisfied.

2. A thiree weeks' option of exchange. Your maciiine taken back at the full price paid within three
weeks of purchase, for anything else from stock, or any new machine.

3. A three months' guarantee, the same guarantee that the rrrakers give..

SELECTION FROM STOCK—
A.J.S., 1916, 2j h.p., 3-speed 55 gns
A.J.S. 1916 4-5 h.p. 3-speed Combination, spare wheel 110 gns.
ALLON, igi6, 2-speed, excellent order 39 gns.
ALLON, new 1919, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch £55
BAT-J.A.P. 1915 5-6 h.p. 3-speed countershaft Combination .... 78 gns.
B.$.A. 1913 3« h.p. 2-speed clutch Combination ; 47 gns.
BROUGH, 1916, 3} h.p., 2-speed 59 gns.
BRADBURY, 1915, 3i h.p., Bat twin, 3-speed 55 gns.
CHATER-LEA, 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar 56 gns.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2} h.p., 2-speed, clutch 31 gns.
QALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 23 h.p., 2-specd, clutch 36 gns.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 4-5 h.p., twin, 2-spced, clutch 55 gns
DOUGLAS, 1917 4 h.p. 3-spepd Combination 85 gns.
DOUGLAS, 1915. 4 h.p., solo 59 gns.
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2} h.p., 2-speed. - 39 gns.
ENFIELD, 1915, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch '.

. 39 gns.
F.N. 1914 7-g h.p. 3-speed Combination 75 gns.
HAZLEWOOD, 1915, 3?, h.p., twin, 3-speed 62 gns.
NUMBER 1918 6-8 h.p. water-cooled Combination; 30 gn. Side-

car, as new 110 gns.
NUMBER 1917 6-8 h.p. water-cooled Combination 85 gns.
INDIAN, 1916, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, disc wheels, as new . . .* 72 gns.
INDIAN 1915 5 h.p. 3-speed Combination 78 gns.
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed. spring-frame, perfect 55-gns.
JAMES, 3I h.p., twin, 3-speed, 1916 59 gnS.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, 3.I h.p. twin, countershaft, as new 59 gns.
LEVIS, 1916, Popular 24 gns.
MATCHLESS, 1915, 3j h.p., twin, 3-speed, o.h.v 39 gns.
METRO-TYLER, 1917, 2:i h.p., 2-speed, discs 39 gns.
MORGAN, 1913, sporting, air-cooled 78 gns.
NEW IKiPERIAL, 1917, 2,' h.p., 2-speed, as new 39 gns.
HEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2} h.p., 2-speed, good order 32 gns.
HEW HUDSON, 1914, 3J, h.c, 3-speed 35 gns.
PREMIER, 1916, 3i h.p., 3-speed 56 gnS,

QUADRANT, 1916, 4J- h.p., 3-sDeed, coach Sidecar, hood, screen 78 gns.

RUDGE-MULtr, 1914, 3J h.p. ". 35 gns.

RUDGE, 1913, T.T -.. .•: 26 gns.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed 48 gns.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed 50 gns.

TRIUMPH, J914, 4 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar 59 gns.

WILLIAMSON, 1915, 8-10 h.p., water-cooled, 2-seater Sidecar ... 85 gnj.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1915, 4-5 h.p, T.T 59 gns.

ZENITN-GRADUA 1913 6 h.p. Combination 48 gns.

ROYAL RUBY, new 1919, 2-stroke *40

NEW MACHINES.
ARIEL, ALLON, CALTHORPE, METRO-TYLER, NEW IMPERIAL,
JAMES, ROYAL RUBY, and SUNBEAM, new models actually in Stock.

Orders also being booked for new A.'B.C, A.J.S. , Diamond, Enfield,

Edmund, Harley, Indian, Henderson, James, Humber. Hazlewood, L.M.C.,
Levis, N.U.T., Norton, Matchless, O.K., Rudge-Multi. Triumph, Zenith-

Gradua, Morgan, and G.N. £5 deposit required with order. All informa-
tion as to deliveries on request.

WE ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE N.U.T. AND METRO-
TYLER MOTOR CYCLES FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH AND EAST
OF ENGLAND. WE ARE STILL OPEN TO APPOINT AGENTS IN
SOME DISTRICTS. THE N.U.T. DELIVERIES BEGIN MAY. THE
METRO-TYLER WE CAN DELIVER ALMOST AT ONCE.
METRO-TYLER PRICES :

Single-speed, 2-stroke £46
2-speed, 2-stroke £62

Disc wheels, £2 los. extra ; long plated exhaust pipe, los. extra.

Catalogue on request

(Any machine sent on " The Motor Cycle " Deposit System.)

RIDER, TROWARD & CO.,

•Dh«n> . »»..« 5392 Office.Phone . Hamp, ^g,^ ^^^^^

31, 40B & 78. Higrh Street,

HAMPSTEAD.
Open tifl 7 p.m., and Sundays.

One minute Hampstead Tube Station.

A28 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention *' The Motor Cych.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater<Lea-JaD.

CHATER-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed; £43.—
The Lodge, Sunnyfield, West Heath, Hampstead.

[5161

Olb.i*. Chater-Len-Jap, Boscli mag., nniid forks. B.B.
(02 oiirliureiter, semi T.T. bars, black tank: £12/10.

1. Park Rd.. Dulwich. S.E.21. [4969

^HATEK-LEA 1914 Combination. Sli.p. J.A.P. en
\J Kiue, 3-speed, chitt^h. all-chain drive, coaehbuilt

Fsidecar. storm apnm, lamps, speedometer, handle starter,

oto • £70. iio offers,— G- Suuman, Noitbfields, Dewsbiuy.
[X4457

CHATER-LEA Combinntiou. 8b. p. J.A.P. engine, 3-

s[ie<^d \i*-ni- box. ehaiu drive, large sidecar, carrier
' basket, speedmueter, lamp, bcirn, mirror, pertert I'ondi-

ttion-
£95.— Bull, 71, Southchureh Rd., Southend-on-

SW. [^4934

Clyno.

L 1Q^5 Clyno. less back cylinder; £45, or nearest.—
X«7 —Climie, Electricity Works, Falkirk. [5152

V;i'"^EOW Bios., High St., Guiidtord. West Surrey agent;-

Vy tor the 1919 Clyuo Order uow to ensure enrlv

Ideliveiy [1553

/^LYXO. 6-8h.p., 1913, very good condition, new chains,
f Vy 2 speeds. Lucas lamps and horn ; £42.—T., 24,
> Toiruiev Rd., E. Dxihvich. [4937

CLYN03.—Parker and Son. St. Ives, Hunts., sole
iicents lor Himtiugdoushire, are nuu booking orders

for eaily" deliveries. 'Phone; lo. [4870

Defaux.

DEFAUX Motor Cvolette, complete, Bosch mag.,

^ Whittle belt, new tyres and tubes, wants slight

attention; £5, no oSers.- 2, Watkiu Ru., lolK'^^tnn*'

Kent. [X49S9

Dot
DOT-J.AP. 1915 Sh.p. Combination, new tyreti,

coachlniilt sidecnr, wiud screen, lamps, etc., excel-
lent condition : any trial ; Uargain, £75.—FletL-her, 1,

Barrowell Green Villas, Green Lanes, Palmer's Green.
[504G

Douglas.
T DREAMT I rode an horizontal twin,

A XD Nest Day I went to Gourlays,

A .XD Now I am more than delighted.

GOrELAX. The Great' Dcuglas Agent, Fallowfield
[522C

£30.—Drews' Garage,
[4945

DOUGLAS, hite 1912, 2"^4h.p.. 2 speeds, as new: £30,
—8, I>;incaster Rd.. Levtonstone. [4936

1 Q15 2"'4h.p. Dougla?. 2-speed, in good condition
J-t' £46.—Harrow Inn, CLeam, Surrey. [493

DOUGLAS, 1915 Colonial Model, 3-speed: £46.-13,
St. James's Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [4972

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., single speed, re-enamelled, nearly
new tyres ; £36.-23, Helvellvn St., Eeswick.

[X4873
DOUGLAS, 1914, perfect, new tyres: 40 gns. : alter

6 p.m.—Wembleydene, Wembley Park Drive.
[X4842

1 Q19 Douglas in stock: exchanges quoted.—Haliiax
J-t' Motor Exchange, 18a. Union St. South, Halitax.

[5014
TQ14 Douglas, 2^h.p.. 2-speed, fine condition; £42;
J-«/ after 6.—105, Oxford Gardens, Netting Hid.

[5123
1Q13 2-speed Douglas, T.T., long exhaust; 34 gns.

;

X*/ call^ alter 5.-18, Hest-ercombe At., Firlham,
S.Vr.6. . [5002

1Q13 Douglas, perfect, thoroughly overhauled, 2-
J-*' speed; £38/10.—Palmer, 127, Montgomery St.,

Hove. [X5098

DOUGLAS in Stock. 4h.p. combination. £95: W;ii
Office 22,ih.p. model, £60. new-—Moffat, Yeovil

•Phone: 50. [1103

GIBE, The Douglas Expert. Gloucester,, is the man
to get in fouch with for best deliveries and advice

'Phone: 852. [4749

£10-—Douglas, 1910, new rear tyre, Bosch mag., spring
iorka. wants kev-pin for flywheel.—Gough, High-

field, Xorthwich. [X5063
1C|14 Douglas. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps and hooter, in;tt7 first-tMass condition; £38.-S. Gold, 17, Hackney
Bd.. Shorediteh. E.2, [4878
'TlOUGLAS, 1915, 2-5peed. W.D. model, nearly new.^ —Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High -Rd-, Wood Green, N. [5006

1Q15 4h.p. Douglas and Coaehbuilt Sidecar, 2
--«' speeds, lamps, tools, etc., perfect condition:

, £70.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [5090
T^OUGLAS, 1913, 25ih.p., 2-speed, in splendid nin-*~^ ning order and condition; £28.—Beal, Pumpine
Shition. Parkhcuse Camp, Salisbury. [5127
"T^OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, Montgomery
-«-' sidecar, late 1915. good condition, including tvres-
£65.—Knight. 42 Foster St. Lincoln. [X4381
pVOUGLAS, 1914. 4h^ , kirk sUrt, like new, re-
-*-' cently overhauled, Bosch, speedometer, good
tyres; 45 gns.—92. Peel Rd., Wembley. [5263 1

1|Q13 Douglas, 2 speeds, etc.:
JLv Upminster. Essex.

- or any other preterred of

the i:ndernoled makes "from
P. J. EVANS."
" You can't go wrong '*

if you
do — for everything con-
nect-^-d with my np-to-datc
Service ensures satisfactory

select'on. A high-class stock— sidr-by side comparisons

—

tree advice by experts, and

—

Early Ddhveries, too

!

Here s choice for you :

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER. NORTON,
INDIAN NEW IM-
PERIAL. ZENITH,

TRIUMPH,
JAMES, HUMBER,
BLACKBURNE,
CALTHORPE. etc.

In Light Cars I'm oflering

G.W.K..
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD,

and for Dependability and
Lasting Service thee models
are easily in the forefront.

Don't buy until you've seen

my offers— if busy, ' phone

or wire appointment.

Remember, " Motor Cycle
*'

or "Light Car" you get

SATISFACTION guaianteed

—from
there

1
1 John Bright St.,

II
BIRMINGHAM,

Phone : Wire

.

Mid. 662. * Lytcar, B'hara.'J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALF:.

Douglas.
DOUGLAS, 1913. fondition as new. tyres. 2-3peefl,

ete.. WiintB new friuikshalt : £30. no ofleiB.—Ad-
vertiser. 136. St. Ann's Rd.. lotteiilinm. [X4960

DOUOLAS. 1913, 2"'ih.p.. 2 speeds, all apcessoriea.

excellent condition r f35.— Legeett. 73. Little

CadoBOn I'lnce. Slo,in6 Sa-, Loudon. S.W.I. [4880

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.ri., 2 speeds, iootboards. new
Dunlop t.vres, fullv equipped, perfect condition,

unused 2 years'; £40.—Broad. High St.. Esher. [6070

1 Q19 Douglas Motor Cycles, delivery from stock
-l-t' 25.4h.p. 2-speed. £60; 4h.p. 3-speed combinatioa
£105.—Tom Norton. Ltd., Llandrindod Wells. [X462(

DOUGLAS, 2f;ill.p., 1914 model, lamp, horn. etc..

in good condition, only done 2,000 miles.-

Apply, T. Lyal, Behar, West Heath Rd., Hampstead.
N.W.3. [5265

DOUGLAS. 2";.'ih.p.. delivered June. 1917. 3-speefi.

clutch, kick starter. 2 lamps, horn, very little used,

guaranteed perfect; £62.-G. C. Carter, SlimbndM Kec-

tory. Glos. [X435.

DOUGLAS, 2='ih.p., excellent condition, not used for

3 years, Bosch, lamped, generators, horn, tyret>

good; aft«r 7 o'clock; £22;iO.-Ea8t View, Stanhope

Ed., Highgate.
"

[6048

DOUGLAS. 1913. engine just been overhauled,

sound and running well, footboards, lamps,

generator, horn, tyres had very little wear; £35.—
Brown. Lord St., Sleaford. [X5120

DOUGLAS, Feb., 1917, engine No. 32.742, 3-speed.

clutch. Lucas horn, used 4 months only, perfect

condition; best ofier over £55; Manchester distjict.--

Box 2.997, c/o The Motor Cycle. [i.50 1'4

TO 15 Douglas, 2-speed. stored since 1917. brand

XiJ new condition, electric lighting, mechanical horn,

luxurious mount, ready to ride away; £47;i0.-Oasey.

18, Archway Ed., Highgate. N.19. [5191

1Q14 Douglas. 2?jh.p.. 2-sBeed countershaft, kick

it/ starter, foot clutch, electric lightmg set, me-

chanical horn, and accessories, perfect running order;

£45; after 6 p.m. only.-7, Ravenhurst Av., Hendom
Li.bU44

ELI CLARK can give you good advice also good de-

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will help

vou if possible with spares. The man on ttie spot-

195 Cheltenham Rd. Bristol. 'Phone: 4159. Wue»:
Ignition. Bristol. (Please do not send sample sparMj

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, foot-

boards, mud-shields, Lucas set, Stewart speed-

ometer. A.K. knee-grips, extra tool case, full .set ol

tools and spares, new tyre on back, the whole in.jwr-

feet order; £35.-Abbott. Pembroke College, Carntadge.

DOUGLAS. 4h.p. and 254h.p.. brand new rnodeU. a.

stock. We are stockists and specialists of Douglas

machines only, giving the finest service and the greatest

choice of models in the South. Over nine years experi-

ence as Douglas agents.-Thompson and Co., 408. (Jom-

inercial Rd.. Portsmouth. 'Phone: 7105. 12518

33.h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-speed gears.

4 touring or semi-T.T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra.

£60; two best lamp sets. horn, registration writing

number plates, £4/4 extra: enquiries invited, (iill

specification by post.-Robinson's Garage, Green bt

Cambridge. t^^*^

4h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-Epeed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coaehbuilt side-

car, £95; 3 lamp sets. horn, registration, writing

number plates. *5/10 extra. Enquiries invited; full

specification by post.-Douglas Specialista. Robinson s

Garage. Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 388. TA^:
Bicycles.

- [=245

Elswick.

1 ftl5 Elswick-Torpedo, 2%h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed. lamp
J-H set. condition perfect; £30; after 6.-354, Ux-

bridge Rd.. Shepherd's Bush, 15121

EnBeld.

TALBOT. Ware.-3h.p. twin Enfield, 1914, in perfect

condition; 40 gns, [X4998

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p. twin. 2-speed; £35.—Lieut.
Moulds, Red Barracks. Woolwich. [5149

ENFIELD, all models, earlv deliveries.—J. A. Stacev.

Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Shefljeld. [XI 543

ENFIELD,—Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our list

ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd.. StaSord.
[X4614

1016 Enfield Combination, new condition through-
J-if out- any trial; £100. —H, Wright, Arlesey.

Beds.
'

[5039

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1916, good condition;

no dealers; £92,-195, Stanstead Rd., Forest Hill,

BE. [5195

1 016 Sh.p. Twin Enfield. 2-speed. kick start, lamps.
J-i/ accessories, as new; £45,—Reeve, Wybostou, St.

Nents. [5232

ENFIELD Combinations and 2-stroke3. Early de-

liveries.—Sole Agent, Longman, Bisherton St..

Salisbury. [1854

1019 Enfields, 3h.p, 66 gns., 6h.p. combinations 120
XJ/ gns.- actually in stock.—Tom Norton. Ltd.. Llan-

drindod Wells. [S5117

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. 1916, perfect in everj

way; any trial; £85.—Seymour, 6, Ringstead Rd.,

Catfoid, S,E. [5231

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tjie date ol the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnGeld.

6h.p. Enfield Combination. 1915 model, in excellent
condilion: £37/ 10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet St., London. [5241

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest

deliveries £u&elds, all models. [2261

"1014 6h.p. Knfleld Combination, ooflchhnilt sidecnr,
J-«^ redtH-onitetl, splendid condition; i;60.—Edwnrds.
10. Devonshire Ed., Bexbill, [X4735

EXFIELD. 1914, r-ondition as new, lamps, etc., not
been userl lor 3 years ; £80. no offers.—Mot<irist,

136. St. Ann's Ed., Tottenham. tX4960a

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Model 140, 2 speeds, et«.,

slishtlv soiled; 50 gns.-The Exeter Motor Cycle
and Light Gir Co., Ltd.. Bath Ed., Exeter. [0958

EXFIELD. 1914. 2"'lh.p. twin, 2-siieed, new tyres and
horn, pertect mnidng order; £30, or nearest rea-

sonable offer.-Adcock, 15, Longwall St., Oxford. [X5043

3iJ,h.p. Enfield," 2.speed. kick start, overhauled, re-
4 enamelled, neiv chains, new Danlop tyres and

tubes, ftrst-ilnss condition: £35, bargain.-Cameron,
Eengg Hill. Glani. [X4850

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914, liood, screen,
speedometer, 3 lamps, little used during the war,

in perfect condition; £65.—Beswick, 1, West Heath
.\v.. Golder's Green. [5030

IQIS 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in perfect condi-LtJ tion. with Klaxon horn, lamps, Stewart speed-
ometer; £105; seen by appointment ,=^aturday after-
noon or Sunday morning.—Neill, 85, ISTew River Cres-
cent, Palmer's Green, N.13. [4959

6h.p. Enfield Combination, deliyered 1917, fitted with
hood, screen, Lucas lamp with most expensive

generator, speedometer, mudshield, and Binks caxbn-
retter, tyres unpunctured. guaranteed perfect in eveiy
way; price £180.—Hood, 45, Bow Common Lane, Bow,
E. [5188

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR. 1913. 3Vih.p., hand clutch, B. and B..
Bosch, nice appearance; £35.—Jarrett, 130. Bun-

hill Eow. E.G. [4441

F.N.

F.N. Lightweight, 2Kh.p. (accumulator), engine in
good order, one pedal crank broken; £9.-19,

Hertford St., Maylair, W. [X5024

Grandex.

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Grandex-Precision Twin, hardly used.
-*-»/ C.B. sid&^ar. hood, etc., 2 speeds, etc., speed-
ometer, practically as new. very fine lot, lighting set.
etc. ; bargain, £75.—Drews' Garage, TJpmiuster, Essex

[4947
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 191S Combination; 100 gns..
lowest.—Broom, 77, Marylebone Lane, W.l. [4986

4h.B. Harley-Davidson, 1915, coachbuilt sidecar, per-
fect order, spares; £50.—Porter, Maltby's Motor

Works, Sandgate, Kent. [4974

RIDER TROWAFD and Oo-. 31 High St., Hamp
stead.-Orders now being booked for' earliest de

liveries new Harley. Davidsons. [2262

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1916,
very little used, in perfect order, lamps, horn, etc .

£130.—Norris Farm, E. Oowes. [5136
HABLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric model,

splendid condition: £95, or near offer.—Harri-
son, 23, Crockerton Rd., S.W.17. [5273

HAELET-DAVIDSOX 1917. 7.9h.p, mag. model,
and H.D. sidecar, in exceptional condition, £120 •

also 1915 electric model. £67/10.— Lamb's, 151 High
St., Walthamstow. and 50, High Ed., Wood Green N

[5g,ll

Hazlewood.
-| C)15 Sh.p. Hn7,lewood-Jap Combination, 3-speed-
--«/ lamps, born, si)eedometer, hood, screen, been stored
since Oct.. 1916; £65.—Barlow, 153, Park Ed., Wigan

[X4885
Henderson.

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp
st«ia.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Hendersons. [2264

HENDERSON.—Orders now being booked for earlieet
deUvenes.-Sole agents for South Hants; The

Fareham Motor Cycle and Engineering Works, 2, High
St., Fareham. [5198

1 Q15 4-cyL Henderson Motor Cycle, Millford tandem
J. If sidecar, Stewart speedometer, head lamps, tail
lamp, and side lamp, all in good condition.—Can be seen
at any time at Brock's. The Square. Birchington, Kent
£85. [<j87l'

Hobart.
-IQ16 Hobart, 2i/2h.p., 2.stroke. 2-speed, Villiers, doneJ.U 500 miles, as new; £32.—Lt. Barlow, 22nd (L

)

Tank Battalion, Bovington Camp, Wool, Dorset. [4881

HOBAET-riLLIEBS. 2-stroke, countershaft 2-speed.
E.I.O., Amac, electric lighting, back saddle rest,

accessories, as new ; £37, or exchange.— 63, Solon E<i..
Brixton. [5027

Humber.
HUJCBER, SUh.p.. 2-speed. and sidecar; £35.—

Johnson, 61, Osborne Rd., Acton. [5156

Delivery APRIL—

NORTON
MOTOR CYCLES.

Don't .delay.

Placeyour order AT ONCE
Trial runs in the Big 4 Combination

may be arranged shortly.

Delivery MARCH—

SUN
two-STROKE.
The smartest and most

EFFICIENT
Two-stroke on the market.

100 MILES PER GALLON.

Delivery MARCH—

OMEGA
21h.p.Two-speed
The lightweight T.T. machine

of the future.

Fitted 2|in. tyres.

W^e shall be glad to allow trial runs
within the next few days.

TEST for yourself before you
purchase.

TRADE ENQUIRIES

PROMPTLY

ATTENDED TO.

Wholesale and Retail Distribating
Agents for

LONDON & DISTRICT:

Bartletfs,
74, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
number.

RJDER TEOWAKD and Co.. 31. High St.. Hon
stead,— Ordeis now beinp hooked for earliest 1

liven ^ n w 3V2li-P ajd 6h-p. flat twiu Huiubera. [2^

HUMBER, 1917, 3'/.h.p. flat t^vin, enamelled greL
uiileaffe under 2,000, good condition; accept £9

or near offer.—B. S. Culpin, Narcissus Gardens, Spdr

31.h.p. Humber Combination. 1915, Stnrmey-ArcB
2 3-speed. clut-ch. kick start, 3 lamps and gen

ntors. Millford coachbuilt sidecar and apron ; the whi'
in new condition; £60; would exchange with cash 1
5-6h.p. combination.~34. Settrington Rd., Fulham, 84

Indian.
INDIAN. 7-9h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, spring In

excellent condition; £42.-34, Grove Av., Nor

7 -Sh.p. Rood Racer Indian, done 3.000 miles, 6^
lent condition; £50.—Ainswoith, 41, Shan

Park, Bolton. [551

INDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., spring frame. 3-speed, sidoL
all O.K.; £75; seen London, S.E.—Box 2,992,1

The Motor Cycle. [X5d
INDIAN, 7-9h.p., Into 1915, clutch model, mil

500. new condition ; inspection invited : £6d
Bell. Enfield Wash.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St.. Ha4
stead.— Orders now t.>einB booked for earliest [

liverie'^ new Indians. [23

INDIAN, late 1915, 7-9h.p.. T.T. clutch model- (^grand condition throughout; fir^t cheane
secures.—Box 2,995, c/o The Motor Cycle. 1X5

1 Q15 3V:;h.p. Indian, 3-fipeed, clutch, kick-ata]
J-t/ fuily eiiuipped ns g( od ns new; nearest
deposit.—Williams. Llwyanwcws. Barmouth. [X49
INDIAN, 1916, 5-6h.p., 3-3peed, hand and font clnfl

kick starter; £62; after 7; no dealeea.—Mattha
30, Delvino Rd., Parsons Green. [ffl^

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., 1916, 3-speed, clutch, kick b%
electric light, heavy D.inlops, perfect condita

best offer over £58.-93. Nortiiwold Rd., Clapton!

INDIAN 1915 Combination, 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds, el
trie lamps and horn, disc wheels, fast, magniflcr

turnout; £85; wanted, Morgan.—24, Beauval Rd..
Dulwich. [4^

5 h.p. Twin-cyl. 1915 Indian, fitted with S-spJ
rounfershaft gear, kick starter, and clut^

£77/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
London.

'

[53

1012 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, new back wha
J- *y Dunlop heavies, low gear slips, needs adjtf
ment only, running order; 23 gns., first chequa
Wiles, Newchurch, Kent. [5q

LATE 1915 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., spg
frame, elect; ic:d enuipme't. new tyre^, stoi'e<

vears ; £75 : seen anv time.—Pike, 102a, Church
Chelsea. 'Phone: 137 Kensington. [5^

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., most hixurioL,
fitted, all elefiliic lights, electrin horn, and evflL

thing to perfection, enamel and nlatin,? not scratchfl

liko new: £80.—Hcod, 45, Bow Common Lane, Bott.

[5188

Invicta.

INVICTA-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, 1915, perfect; £25.-
Frost, 12, Ethelfteld Rd., Coventry. [X4879

Ivy.

15 21/lh.p. 2-stroke Ivy, stored 2 years; £25, oflaii.

Box 2,991, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X^&B7

"I1QI4 4i4h.p. Ivy-Precision, 3-speed, clutch, fnUr
J-t/ cfinipiied, little used;- £45.—Stanley, St AndieVfi
Rd., Cambridge. [4088

IVY Motor Cycles.—For immediate delivery of thaw
famous 2-stroke machines, try The Walsall

Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone : 44J.
London Denot : H. G. Henly and Co., 91, Gt. Pq»-
land St., W.l. 'Phone : 4084 Mayfair. [46M

James.
JAMES.—Immediate delivery of all models.—fi

district agents. The Walsall Garage. Woli
hampton St., Walsall. Phone: 444. . [4<

VERY Late 1913 James, 4i[4h.p., 3-€peed, clnl

lami>s, horn, spares, etc., condition perfect, b
stored 18 months;- -genuine bargain, £36/10 lowest-
Cannon Place, Brighton, [51

"I Q15 4^h.p. James Combination, as new.
A.9J scratched, mileoge 2,229, speedometer, all ac
sories, pillion seat, been stored; auv trial; cost £1
nearest £85 secures.—Apply, Box 2,996, c/o ThfM>
Cycle. [X5.I

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick star
28x3 Palmers, 3 lamps, horn, tools, and aofl

sories, bought new December. 1918, mileage 900;
days makers' guarantee still to run; price £110; trii

Ibbotaon, Beddington Place, Croydon. Tel.: 740 Ci
don. - [X4i

RIDER TROWARD and Co 31. High St., Hal
stead—James machines. Delivery this moi

new 5-6h.p. twin combination. £126; 4'/ih.p. solo,

gns.; comlDination, 104 gns.; delivery Fcbiuary. B^h. p^
twin, 85 gns. ; March, 2V^h.p. 2slroke Uulcrs accep^

in Etrict rotation.

19

[22tt7
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ROYAL EiihT.—Best. ddiTeries 2'>ih,p.
models. Order now.—Tom Davies,

MOTOR CYCLnS FOR SA,LE.

Royal Ruby.
OYAI. Ruby, 2-strt.tke; order now for earliest de-

li\TTie.s of 1919 models.—Longman, Fisherton St.

Snlislniry. [2359

and Sh.p.
229, Deans-

gate, JIauobester. [4427

ROTAL Knt>y.—Orders now heing tiooked for earliest
delivery: 2-strutce3 £40. Sh.p. combination £135

•ttider Troward and Co.. 31, High St., Hampstend.
[2902

<iudge.

1Q16 3'..h.p. ' Knd::e Multi. in splendid condition;
JL«7 £45—llrews' Uarage. I'pminster, Essex. [4945

.1Q15 Endge ITulti, 3V.,h.p.. Service finish; £40.-
-•»' E«llnnd House, Carshaltoa Ed., Sutton, Surrev.

CS4985
-1 Q16 Budge Multi, 3'..h.p., Palmer cord tvres as new.Av ready to ride away; 40 gus.—251, Eye Lane,
Peckliam. [4913

EtTDGE, 3'yi.p., Grade pnlley, and sidecar, good
condition, complete; f28.—Mawdsley, 21, Lord

St., Heywood, Lanes. [4602

TJUDGE, clntcli model. SV'.h.p., handle start, and
coachbnilt sidecar; £30.-9, The Parade, Cambridge

•Ed., Xorbiton, Surrey. [4920

BUDGE Multi, 1914, hand clutch, 5-6h.p., good con-
dition, minus starting pedals; £45.—Conchman,

46, Ctaremont Ed., TunUiidge Wells. [X5090

RIDER TEOWAEI) and Co.. 31, High St.,
stead.- " ' -- .Rudge-Multi, I.CM. models only

leing Hooked for eailiest deliverr

Hamp.
Orilers

[2272

1Q14 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, speedometer,J-f lamps, horn, lot good condition; £55.-50, tjl'ton
Ed., Dcnnham Ed., DaU-ton, Kl. - [5040
"pUDGE Multi. 1914. 3ioh.p.. new tyre and belt, inJ-t excellent condition; £35, a bargain.—Lt. Hack-
lortn, R.A.F., Isle oi Grain, Kent. [X4750
"DUDGE Multi. 1914. competition machine, prizeit winner, good condition, ride away; £34.—Forfield
13, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa." [X5021
"DrilGE, 3'oh.p., free engine clutch, semi T.T. bars.

V
,M"" trres and belt, new Binks carburetter, disc

wheels: £38. offers.-J. Waters. Suva, Hendon L:nie.
Church End. [4911
IDTDGE MULTI, ^l.^h.p.. 1913-14, and sidecar, new
f-y covers, just rebushed and overhauled, hot air
intake, P. and H. largest set; fSS.-Sparks, 45, Park
ijane. Stoke Newington. [X49a7
.pUDGE. S'ih.p., 1914, single gear, Lucas lamps
,. '"'?. hO'O- speedometer, tyres, and belt, in per-
Ject condition, not ridden 10,000 miles; £40 —Bo.v
L9,634, c/o The Motor C'ucU. [5256
"pUDGE Multi Lightweight Combination, 3V.h.p..
-"-fc specially designed sidecar, very well sprung, speedo-
meter, lamps, accessories, excellent condition, usual
tnal.-0-C. Signals, Manor House, Staines [X5095
T.O.M. Eudge Multi, S'.l.h.p., 1918 macliine with 1915

engine, overlap cam and spare, just thoroughlv
overhanled 1'. and H. lamp, new leather belt. 2 spare
helts complete, exhaust valve, etc., new back tyre, front
ate new; bonght car; £65.—Lt. Twentymau, Pickering,
Torks. [qgg'e

T ATE 1914 Rndge Multi 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Com-
-"- bination, complete lamp sets, speedometer, horn,
new belts, to^Is, etc., all new condition, been stored
.3 years, guaranteed only done 4.000 miles, genuine
perfect combination: £60, distinctly no offers.-6.Cannon Place, Brighton. [5213p CUGE Multi 7-9h.p. Twin Engine Combination.
-J-i' ridden few months only, engine No. 13.496, hix-
(Unously fitted up with speedometer, hood, screen Lucas
horn, large lamp set, acetylene and electric himps, rear
and sidecar, fnll Rudge kit- and manv extras, appear-
ance and tyns nearly as new. readv to drive awav -

-f,110.
absolute lowest.-Chapman, 26, Whimplo St.,

- Plymouth. .
^ [X4734

Scott.
"]>JEW Looking Scott Combination. 1913-14. costly
-LI coach car, engine just thoroughlv overhauled, new
Brnks carburetter.-30, Lee Park, Blackheath. (4963

"|014 Scott Combination, hood wind screen, luggageJ-" grid, in good condition; £50; exchange with cash
for Enfield or other twin combination.—Johnson, 139,
Hill Top, BolsOTer* Derbysliire. [X4883

Seal.
T ATE Model Seal 2-seater Combination, wheel steer-

±f ing. hood, screen, electric lights, J.A.P. engine,
Binks. A.J.S .type gears, start from seat, all accessories,Enk easy starter. 700x80 light car tvres. comfortable
turnout, excellent condition; price £100.— la, Richard-
son Ed , Eccles, Manchester. [X5091

Singer
CIXGER 2i.'ai.p. Lightweight, in splendid order;
>~J £19,10.-Hall, Auctioneer. Whetstone, X.20. [4955
CJIXGER Motor Cvcle, 2h.p., good condition: £19 or
*-> near offer.—14, Montem E'd-, Forest Hill, S.E.

CjIXGER, 1913, JUh.p., excellent condition, free en-•^ gine. clutch, Bosch, unused 3 vears ; £32 -Man-
ager. Blundell and Co., 3. Birkbeck Ed., Cidlev Ed ,

E.8. '[4985

I JONES' 6ARAGE i
** 1. BROADWAY, **

OMuswell Hill, LONDON, N.10. r\
'Bus from Finsbury Park or I I

niahantp Tul.e \-r
'Pkonc' Horitsey 2562.NTekvams: AT

"Jones, Garage, Musitelt Hill. i\
B.S.A., Model H £81 15 11
ARIELS, 3I h.p., countershaft _—

E
-models' £80 |7

B.S.A., Model K £79 16 f
NEWIMPERIAL,2-Epeed,coun- i^

- tershaft, 2! h.p £50 S ,

S'
JAMES 5-6 h.p. countershaft ^'

Combination £126 "%
MATCHLESS, Victory Model . £140 ^
ROVER, si h.p., 3-sp. c /shaft £85
ROVER, 5-6 h.p., twin, 3-speed

countershaft £100
lOig TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. (in stock) £87 U

Grgr^ARIEL, 5-5 h.p. (in stock) — j^
I9r9 ENFIELD Combiuatious this month. 8

6 h.p 120 gns. >1
6 h.p, dynamo models . . 140 gns.

^^AS h.p 122 gns. ^
8 h.p. dynamo models . . 142 gns. A

Tv.-o 1919 propositions worth yotir

R
consideration : w^

BLACKBURNE Lightweights . . £69 U
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed £82 |\
BLACKBURNE Sh.p. Comb. £125 **

A
Detachable wheels. Spare Wheel, a

£5 extra. A
A.B.C. 3 h.p-, twin engine, gear box and £^

clutch one unit.

GVVeareappointed Agentsforbotbthese ^^
machines.. Large contracts placed, and I
will be able tosupply trora the first batch ^J
that leaves the works.

EBIackburnes expected in March. w^
A.B.C. expected in April or May. u
Please Nole.—We have been appomie 1 1 j

Agents lor A.B.C. .and BLACKBURNE
Motor Cycles.

Enamelling
OUTFIT No. 1.

For Motor

Cycle and

Sidecar.

TNCLUDES an ample supply of absolutely
A dycrything you need to thoroughly reno-
vate a Motor Cycle and Sidecar. Content.'s

:

Sponsc, Chamois Leather, Itubbing Felt.

I'umioe IJlock, Robbialao Bmsh, Glaas
Paper, Cleaning Soda, Pumice Powder,
Auto-Stopper, " liu?nolinc " Polishing
Liquid, Robbialac Thinners, Robbialao
Stopping, Mat, Gloss, Transparent; and
Instructions. Price 35 /-. Carriage extra
England and Wales 1 /6, Scotland and Ire-

land 3 /-. Full particulars, including I.->rge

Colour Card, from Jenson & Nichelson, Ltd.,

M.C. Outnt Dept., Robbialac Works, Stratlord,

. London, E.15. Sole manufacturers of

DalstoD

'»7iniriV^f:-mv!irfr*r^7r<n»m-i^iiniv^-nn-

MOTOn CYCLES FOU SALE.
Singer.

LATE ftFodel Singer de Luxe Coachbuilt Combina
tion, 4Vl'Ii.p.. countershatt gears, foot clutch, al!

enclosed chain drive, kick start, speedometer, wind
screen, electric lights, horn, etc., a smart turnout; an>
ex[)ert trial or examination; £66, or oiler: good light
weight part payment; seen any time.—C.S., 497. Old
Ford Rd., Bow, E.3. [4993

Sun.
T |Q14 Snn-Yilliers, 2-stroke, excellent condition; £25,
J-*^ appointment.—205, South Croxted Ed., JJulwich

r488?
SUX-VILLIERR, 1916. 2>Ah.p.. single geared, exrel-

' lent Older throughout: £24.—D.F.H., 7, Eust Ed.,
Miiidenhead. [5208

rX\'i^ Sun Mrtnr Cycle. 41i,n, i,T A P. enpine. ?:-speP''

• ' Stnniiev-Archer gear, Bosch mn^., new belt Jind

tyre, with best coaL-iibuilt sidecui; £60.—Reynolds. The
Green, Newport PogueM. [518G

Sunbeam.
1 Q19 Sunbenms in stock; exchanges qnoted.—Hnlifnx
J-t/ Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South. Haliinx-

,

;

. . [5016
SUXBEAM Coml'ination, 3 speeds. SV-l-h.p.. Inuns,

lioin. speedometer, excellent condition ; £85.—Ap-
Iilv, 49. Hnrnsey Lane. [4876

SUNBEAM, SV-.'h.p., 1914 T.T. model, in fivst-cl!i5.s

condition, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon horn, tonls,

etc.; £70.-'\yilmott, Ashbourne, Derby. [49C1

1 Q 14 Sunbeam Coachbuilt Combination, S'.'.'h.p.,

J-iJ lamps, speedometei- ; 60 gns., will separate.—
Maton, 38, Waterloo Rd., Hammersmith. London.

'5271

1 C|15 Sunbeam 6h.p. and Sidecar. J.A.P. ensine, in
-1. «/ extra good condition, £ 125 ; wanted, solo or
2-seater car, cash adjustment.—B. Gaydon, Upper
Norwood, S.E.19. [5154

SUNBEAM, 2^,4h.p., 2-speed. kick stait, hand clutch.
Smith's speedometer, Lucas horn, lamps, tools,

several extras, only covered about 300 miles, absolutely
iinscratehed. and indistinguishable from new, guaran-
teed perfect: £72/10.—Abergele Motor Co., Abergele.

N.W. [X4407

Swift,

1 Q15 SwiEt, 3Voh.p., variable gear, B.B., Simms
Xt/ magneto, accessories; offers.—Clement, 123,
Palewell Park. Mortlake. [5213

Triumph.

1 Qig Triumphs in stock; £87.—Parker and Soji^.

St. Ives, Hunts. [4156

19 Triumphs in stock.—Parker and Son, St. Iv

Hunts. 'Phone: 15. [4S6719
1019 Trinmph. 4h.p., S-speed. countershaft, in

Xu stock.-Bacon, Wellington, Salop. [X4574

TmUMPH, conntershaft. 1919: early deliveries; £87.
— Longman. Fisherton St., Salisbui.v. [2360

"XTEW Tiinraph; Immediate delivery; £37.—Wan-
-Ll chore's, 9, Shoe Lane, I'leet St., Loudon. [5234

1Q14 4Ii.p. Triumph. 3 speeds, lamps, horn, etc.;

J.*/ £40. no offers.—H. "^Vriglit. Arlesey. Beds. [5091

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3"..h.p., Mabon clutch, just over-
hauled; £20.-21, Stonley Rd., Tottenham. [5175

l QIQ Triumphs; cash or exchange.—Halifax Motor
X«/ Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [5022

-| 014'Ji 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, in perfect condition;
X«7 £50.—iVIiller, 49, Sandclift Rd., Erith, Kent.~

. [5072
TRIUMPH Spares in Stock.—W. Brandish. Triumph

Garage, 625. Foleshill Rd., Coventry. 'Phone

:

1050. [X3363

TRIUMPH. 3i/.h.p . S-speert. free engine. C.B. sid»-

car, perfect condition; first £60.-56, Stewart St.,

[X49kj

4h.p. Triumph in stock.

—

Stacev, 12, Ecclesall Rd.,
[0989

Nuneaton.

1 Q19 ConntershaStXV Agent. J. A.
Sheffield.

I(£kl4 Triumph, T.T.. fi.^ed engine, splendid condi-
J-t/ tion; £32, no offers.—Lieut., 53, Pelham St.. S.

Kensington. [4910

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3 speeds, also coachbuilt sidecar
for same: approval, cash.—416, Windmill, Shire-

green, ShefBeld. [X5027

TRIUMPH, 1912. renovated 1914 by makers, stored

4'A years; £25; after 6.-21, Marlboronsh Cres-
cent, Chiswick. [X48S5

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., Stnrmey 3-speed, Watsoniaii
coach sidecar, lamps; £58.— 29," St. Leonard's_ St .

Eromley-by-Boiv. ' [oll2

14 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch. 4h.n., T.T. rnntbtoi.

fully eonipped, as new; £56.—Parsons, 116, St.

Leonard's IJd., Windsor. [X5092

TRIUMPH, T.T. 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, tyrei
ne-'trlv new. smart machine; £48.-17, Convent

Gardens, South Ealiug. [S5096

h;mdle-bars.
£35: altei

[4970

19^

1 Q13 Trinmph, T.T.. S'.l-h.p.. D.E.'s
-L«-' Lucas lightint; set. tools, ride away;
5—68. Kerry Rd., New Cioss.

3X11-P- Tiiumph, F.E., good condition, little used:
2 exchange higher poner' or eoml)ination, with

ash.—Pratt, Tailor, Hnntingdon.

.\II letters relating ta advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

[5033
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T'EirMPH, 3'4h.p.. 1913. iio* «U5ine,_reanI^ start,

i- iculittod ttn<

CamtiridBe Rd
cnanjellHl: 132.-9. Tlie

Xorbitou, Suiity.

Baby Model. 1915. 2atrcke,TRIC.MPH .

splindid order; £47/10.—Elce and Co., 1516,
BUlioiitate A\.. Camoinile St., E.G. '.0491

TKICMl'H. 3'.;.ll.p., 1914. X.S.I'. 2-sr«<l. Iimirs
t(K'I.s, sijifiid'id condition, read.v ridt>_

Piinid'
[4919

peed
516
0491

Lt. (iiinner, Tlie (jreen.

nwnr: £35,
Miirnoioufll, V\-iU5. [4873

TBIUMl'H 3',...li.p. Encine ivitb I'rnuio. tank, Iiandle
l»:ii8, ete., Iloncli mae.. II. and h. ciTbiiretter

llrst £12/10 seiures.—Abeigele Motor Co., Abergele.
X4410

Oili.p. Triumph, 1913, free engine, just o\erhnule<l,
t>2 new Duiiiop; seen Saturday or Sviudny; £30: ex-

edlent UiaeLjne.-52e, Haikfoid Rd., lllixtt.u, S.W.9.
[4961

IQIO 3U-l>.p. Triumph, Boeeh mag,, B. and B. car-
J. %J buretter, adjustaltle pullev. tyres sj'leudid tondi-
tion; £16.-Hart, 27, Walpolo Hd., Nc»- Cuiss, S.E.

[4930
RIDEU TROWADD and Co, 31, High St., Hamp-

?tead.—Triumjih, delivery February, 4h.p., £87.
Oidois being booked fo.' 2-stroke, earliest delivery.

[2273
1Q13 Trimnph, 3Uli.p., iree engine, £10 .iust paid
At/ for overhaul 01 engine (by makers;. £50: 1919
4h.p., 3-speed, in stocl:, £87.—Hirk, Sherburu, York.

[4891
TRIUMPH. S'Ah.p.. Iree engine model, late 1913,

lamps, horn, tools, tyres as new, iteiiei't through-
out. and as good as new, not used during w:n : £45.—
Abergele Motor Co., Abergele. [X4409

3ih p. T.T. Triumph, speeial luailiiue, renovated and
^ Philipson pulley fitted by Triumph 1918. very

fast -ud in e.xrellent condition; 50 gns. ; no dealers.

—

Jerrard, School House, Sutton Coldfield. [X5053

,
T.T.. foit clutch. Idfk starter.
auxi!i:iry petrol tank, himps,

aud all accessories, sound running order; £42: after
G p m. only.— 7, Ravenhurst Av., Hendon. [X5045

TRIUMPH, 3i-2h.p., 1913 fixed engine, as new, per-
fect condition, not ridden during war, all acces-

S' ries. Miller head and rear lamps: £30.—,\pply by
np; ointment, 63, Douglas Rd., Gofxlmavcs, Ksse'x.

[X4726
TRIUMrn Combination. 1913 (June), S>,..h.p., 3-

speed, clutch model, iliddleton sidecar, tyres .^nd
be;t nearly new, speedometer. Lu«'as lamp, spares, only
lied 0:1 leave, etc., since 1915. just overhauled, good
c:idition ; seen City; £45.—Banies. Henley, t'ernhnrst,

s;ls3ex. ;X4878
Vindec.

VINDEC. 3l4h.p., 2-speed gear. Bo!c)i, spring forks,
B. and B., perfect.—87. New Park Rd., Bri.xton.

— SHEFFIELD—
6. W. WILKIN & CO.,

HUNTER'S BAR.
SHEFFIELD'S LARGEST DEALERS.

SOLE SHEFFIELD & DISTRICT
AGENTS FOR

LEVIS, BROUGH, ROVER.
ZENITH, NUMBER, GALTHORPE

MOTOR CYCLES.
HENDERSON & MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.

1 Q13 Triumph, 3'L.h.p.,
-«-<-' paratfin vaporiser.

H.F.G., JOWETT, & M.B.
LIGHT CARS.

THE UNAPPROACHABLE

NORTON
ALL MODELS NOW DUE.

SOME OF THE ABOVE IVIACHINES NOW IN STOCK

CASH—EASY TERMS—EXCHANGES.
WANTED MODERN S/H MACHINES

1-£|_f
PHONE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

"I Q15 Zenith, 8h.p., with Millford coachbuilt eiflw
-i-t/ in perfect condition, tyres new, alao jjpftie t_,

and belt, new P. and H. lamps and Klaxon ; f80, *i

neare3t.-2. Church Hill, Walthamotow. :X49<[

Miscellaneous.

THE -H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rdd-NSW;!
have the following machines for disposal

:

JUNO, 1918, 31/oh.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-Archer cosnte^
shaft gear, new machine; 69 gns.

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p. twit, Enfield gear, perfej
order; 37 gns. A

PREMIER, 1913, a'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, ped|
start, just overhauled; 27 gns.

ZENITH Combination, 1914, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., sporta

coach sidecar, perfect; 69 gns.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 2-6peed, iiok, clutchj iK
thoroughly overhauled; 49 gns.

T.A.C., lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-speed, spring back and frosJ|

just completely overhauled, with sidecar chBsslf^

49 gns. i

T.D.C., Si/oh.p., Grado gear, Bosch, good order; .11

gns._ " i
AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, fitted to Triumph, 19l!

best 3-speed gear gent's cycle, perfect order;

SINGER, 1914.
clutch; 34 g

3h.p., open frame, 2-speed, Wd

261, BROOMHILL.
GRAMS: "ACCELERATE," SHEFFIELD.

Woll.
[5270

WOLF. 1914, 2'ih.p., 4-Btroke, in splendid condi-
tion: for sale, £32.-73, Oakhurst Grove, E.ist

Duln-ich. S.E.22. [4964

4h.p. Wolf-Jap. countershaft 2-speed. all-chain, nnder
slunK coachbuilt conihination

equippc-d : £48.—Raljson,
like

Tliames Dittou.
lullv
5144

Zenith
ZENITH, 3'2h.p., 1913, light sidecar, grand condi-

tion; £40.-50, St. George's Hd., Forest Gate.
[5086

1Q14 T.T. 8h.p. Zenith-Gradna. disc wheels, long
-- «/ e.vhaust £50: after 5.—Sutton, 21, Carlvle Av..
Harlesden, N.W.IO. [5132

1 Q14 90-bore Zenith, Phcenix cigar sidecar, lamps,
J-U belts, etc., tyros excellent; ofiers.—11, Elgin
Mews North, llaida Vale. . [5038

ZENITH Combination, coachbuilt sidecar. Gradna,
7h.p., eood order: £38.—Cyclist, next door tn

Green Man. Whetstone. N.20. [4953

RIDER THOWARJ and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Zenith-Graduas. new models, delivery this

month; prices on application. (2274

ZENITH, 1916, 6h.p., T.T. countershaft, horn, tools,
knee grips, tyres, enamel like new: £65; exchange

Indian and cash.—Southolme, Byfleet, Surrey. [5184

6h.p. Zenith, all-black finish, enamel, »^t'\. as new,
good niuning order, bought 1914, very little nsed.

with lamp, etc.; £55.—Brown, 24, Peckliam- Eye. [4971

ZENITH-GEADTJA, 3iih.p. J.A.P.. Bosch. Amac,
lamp, horn, new Dunlop and belt : £25. offers.

quick sale.-Box 2,975, do The Motor Cycle. [X4853
ZENITHGRADUA, 1917, 8h.p. twin, in perfect con-

dition throughout, only done about 200 miles;
offers wanted.—80, Grange Drive, Winchmore Hill.
N.21. [5068

ZENITHGRADUA, 1914, 8h.p., luxurious sidecar,
nearly new tyres, screen, lamps, grand condition

nnnsed 3 years; £76/10.-156, Browning Rd., Manor
Park, E.12. (5093

ZENITH and nnderslung sidecar, machine No. 3523,
1915. 6h.p.. countershaft, kick start, lamps, speed-

ometer, splendid running order: £80.—Seen an^ time
at 175, CamberweU Grove, London, S.E.5. "

[5209

ZENITH 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, in excel-
lent condition, kick starter, etc., Canoelet coach-

built sidecar; accept £78 cash; seen any time except
Bondaya.-24, Grosvenor .\v.. East Sheen, S.W.14.

:5153

%-----".---'

? Royal Leicester
J

^ SIDECARS ^

are built for comfort.

The bodies are roomy and well

upholstered, whilst our new registered
' Cantilever " Chassis is the best yet

produced

All shocks are absolutely eliminated

by the scientific springing

Write for our Catalogue and
—New Supplementary List.—

The Willowbrook Co.,

Belgrave Gate, LCiCeSter.

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

ARIEL, 4h.p., new machine, just down from makers
£80. -JHUMBER, 2»lh.p., 1914, twin, single speed, goj
order; 24 gns.

TORPEDO, 1914, 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, Precision engh
22 gns.

A.L.P., IVah.p., 1913, perfect order, BosdL magj

18 gns.

MARTIN-J.A.P., SVii.P.. o.h.y., one of

.Martin's racers, very fast, and perfect thro^

out; 35 gns.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd,, N.y
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday aft<

noons and Sundays. - loza

JONES' Garage.- 1919 Victory Model MatoblesJ
cpare wlieel all wlieels detachable and mtaH

changeable; £140.—Broadway. Muswcll Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 New Imperial combinatiolj

3-speed and handcontrolled clutch; £126.—Bi:oM
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1919 model K B.S.A., £79/18S
1919 model H B.S.A., £81/15.-Broadway, Mu

well Hill, N.IO.

JONES' GaraBe.-1919 3i/,.h.p. Ariel, 3-speed an
clutch: £80.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, W.iu.

JONES' Garage.—1919 New Imperial lightweight

48 gns.—Broadway, Muswell llill, N.IO. i

JONES' Garage.—1919 Ariel Combination, 5.6h.]rf'

actually in stock.—Broadway, Muswell Hu
N.IO.

JO.VES' Garage.—1919 5-6h.p. Rover, in stock; filOOj

—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Lists on application.—Broadwl^
Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—1916 Sun-'Villiers, 2-8troke,

speed, electric' lamps, horn, etc., quite as ne'

£35.—Broadway Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.-1917 Alldays AUon, 2.speei

"le-bars, control clutch, all lamps, horn, ,1™,

ratcbed; £42/10.—Broadway, Muswell HilHnew, unscr
N.IO,

JONES' Garage.—3i,4h p. 1916 Abingdon, KiH
Dick, T.T, model, as new all lamps, a fl

mount; £45.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.—Norton Combination, lamps, horflL_
nice machiiie, fast; £85.—Broadway, MuswelE^jl

Hill, N.IO,

JONES' Garage will have all otoer makes as soon a^!^
the makers start supplying.—Broadway, Muswel

Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage, short 'bus ride from either Finsbu:
Park or Ilighgate Tube Railway.

JONES' Garage.—1916 semi-T.T. 3h.p. Enfield,

new; £55.—Broadway, MusweU Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage.-1914 Zenith-Gradua, 3V2h.p. : £48;
-Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

TONES' Garage.—1917 New Imperial-.Iap, 2-sneedJ
" ' '

'" £45.—Broadwfdwsy^*J like new, all lamps, horn, etc.

;

Muswell Hill, N.IO.

JONES' Garage, short 'bus ride from
Park or Highgate Tube Station.

JONES' Garage will te pleased to give you fnll«l .^

pajticulars of any machine or machines upottS...)

-1914 4h.p. Triumph and CoachbuilK^
", new Dunlop tyri " '

£65.—Broadway,
3-speed, new Dunlop tyres, new cylinde^"
perfect; £65.—Broadway, Muswell Hill,;^

request,

JONES' Garage,
Sidecar,

and piston
N.IO. (627S- _
ISLE OF WIGHT Motor Cyclists should see WithauKj

Bros. 139, Hi^h St., Newport, about their n6Wi*J
mount. Earliest deliveries of Allon, A.J.S., Arfel,?^

Clyno, Levis, Triumph, etc. Catalogues on reauest.

Prompt repairs by skilled mechanics. Full range of

tyres and accessories. [5109
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The Horse-power of Motor Cycles.

NOT
once or twice only, but many times we

have pointed olit the necessity for some
combined action and universal agreement
on the matter of the horse-power rating

of motor cycles. At the present time,

although a certain amount of agreement exists

with reference to one or two popular sizes, every

manufacturer is a law unto himself, and con-

sequently nominal horse-power bears no constant
relation to engine capacity. It has become
customary to designate an engine of 500 c.c,
or thereabouts, 3J h.p., but one engine of 488
c.c. is commonly called 4 h.p. ; another (a_four-

cylinder of 496 c.c.) is rated as 5 h.p. A certain

twin engine of 430 c.c. has been used by several

makers, some of whom call it 3 h.p., others

3J h.p. Engines up to 550 c.c. are frequently
known as 3^ h-P-, but some years ago a 3 h.p.

engine had a capacity of only 353 c.c. Many
more instances could be given, but the foregoing
will sufSce to show how much confusion at

present e.xists in the rating of nominal horse-
power, and consequently in the minds of novices.

For instance, we have been asked whether, in

the event of a certain ^j4 h.p. engine (554 c.c.)

proving to be insufificiently powerful for sidecar
work in a given district, a' 5 h.p. (496 c.c.) would
be more suitable. This clearly shows the need
for some recognised formula upon which makers
shall base the nominal horse-power rating.

A Suggested Rating.

Now, for several years, we have insisted that

a motor cycle in good tune should be capable
of producing i h.p. for every 100 c.c. of its

capacity, and we have suggested that makers
should rate the horse-power of . their motor
cycles upon this basis, which has the great

advantages of simplicity and accuracy. As time

goes on and engines improve it may be desirable

to reckon i b.p. per 80 or 90 c.c, but at the

moment we think 100 c.c. will meet the case.

Of course, we do not mean to imply that the

suggested rating gives a true estimate of the

utmost power of which an engine is capable, and
we do not think it desirable that the latter should

be given as a figure denoting nominal horse-

power, even if it can be maintained for a con-

siderable time. It is quite possible for a 500
c.c. to show something like 11 h.p. on a brake

test, but it is only very rarely that such a power
output would be demanded of it on the road.

Some Existing Formulae.

There are, of course, many horse-power
formula in existence. Of these the R.A.C. and
Poppe are simple, but quite absurdly inaccurate

when applied to motor cycles. The inadequacy
of the former, which is also known as the

Treasury rating, was very clearly demonstrated
in our columns at the time when it was' proposed
to tax motor cycles on a horse-power basis. With
regard to the latter it is only necessary to point

out that it gives the horse-power of the usual

500 c.c. single as 4.67 and that of a 425 c.c.

twin, which is most obviously of less power, as

5.62. The formula generally known as the

Dendy-Marshall, but which more than one engi-

neer claims to have originated, is excellent for

showing the utmost capacity of an engine, when
used in that form which takes revolutions per
minute into account. The Riide and the

Hcspitalier, the latter being another formula
taking account of " revs.," both give good
results when the average running power is wanted,
while the Lanchester and S.M.M.T. formula
may be ruled out as being unnecessarily com-
plicated.

In support of our often repeated suggestion

we would urge its extreme simplicity, which is

desirable in any case, but especially so if taxa-

tion by horse-power should again come to the
fore. It should be remembered, too, that the

A.C.U. for competition purposes—wisely we
think—divides motor cycles into classes on their

capacity alone, entirely ignoring the nominal
horse-power given by the manufacturers.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back covei».
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Police Traps.

EVERYBODY admits that crime is on the increase,
especially amongst juveniles, who have been
relieved of salutary discipline by daddy's

absence on active service. Yet this is the time selected
by the police authorities to pester the small handful
of motorists with a type of surveillance which was
always silly and apt to be ridiculous in its incidence.
One might as well instruct a fire brigade to patrol the
streets watching where smokers threw their matches,
and leaving an empty fire station to receive brigade
calls. The average motorist frankly despises the
legal speed limit, which is a piece of camouflage
invented by dishonest politicians to smooth down
ignorant prejudices. It was never intended to be
enforced, and cannot be enforced. It leaves the
public just where they always were—at the mercy of
the commonsense of individual drivers, who generally
know that lo m.p.h. is quite as often legal but
dangerous, as 30 m.p.h. is illegal but safe.. This
tongue-in-the-cheek legislation is now foolishly

exploited by certain police areas to the neglect of fa'r

more urgent duties, and for the profit of local funds.
It is high time that this obsolete regulation was
replaced on the statute book by a " dangerous driv-

ing " regulation. In the meantime, authorities who
exploit it show that they misinterpret their responsi-
bilities.

Clean Run.

THERE was nothing spikier in creation than the

1914 type of aeroplane. Bits of wire and levers

and kingposts and instrument fittings and turn-
buckles and piping and exhaust pipes and other odd-
ments bristled out of its every surface and corner and
angle quite incredibly. Time went on, and wind
tunnel research proved that etficiency demanded
smooth surfaces and streamlined projections. It must
have seemed a pretty hopeless task to smooth out the
irregularities of a machine which resembled a game at

spillikins more than, anything else on earth; but it was
done, as a glance at one of our latest fighters will

reveal ; they are liKe- a. winged swordsheath. Now
motor cycles are also inconceivably bristly. They
have no mechanical modesty, but blazon forth to the
world their every part ; in fact, I can never understand
how their innate effrontery permits them to conceal
their pistons. The handle-bar is a mass of clips and
nuts and levers ; the engine is covered with all manner
of protruding details, and the latest countershaft gear
boxes look like an engineer's scrap heap, silver-

plated. None of these things matter where locomo-
tive efficiency is concerned ; our speeds hardly call for
streamlining and varnished exteriors. But these
chinks and crannies and corners are an intolerable
nuisance to the type of owner who likes a clean
machine. The cleaning of the average motor cycle
after the briefest run in bad v.eather demands illimit-

able patience, illimitable paraffin, and a glorified outfit

of scrapers and brushes resembling a leviathan's mani-

cure set. I dreamed last night of a motor cycle

equipped with a streamlined gear box and crank case,

forming a 'single unit, and topped by a polished

aluminium cylinder block, as smooth as a flapper's

cheek ; whether it concealed water-cooling or formed
the cowling of an air-cooled four-cylinder, my dream
did not reveal. Motor cycles are not as bristly as they

used to be ; I once owned one which had five 6in.

levers on the top tube (two carburetter, one ignition,

one compression tap, one silencer cut-out), and if one
leapt too far forrard in essaying a jump mount, the

results were painful to a degree. We have left that

sort of thing behind, but we are uncommonly slow in

realising that quite 50% of our riders dislike wasting

time, and yet prefer a clean mount.

Valve Spring Fastenings.

CORRESPONDENT enquires whether our
engines are likely to follow aero practice and
drop the slotted stem and cotter method of

securing the caps of valve springs. Most aero valve.''

are fitted with a coned spring

cap, which is pushed up against

a pair of split cones by the

spring : internal shoulders on the

cones engage annular grooves
in the head of the valve stem.

This system avoids weakening
of the valve stem by a slot and

.
is easily refitted on overhead
valves of generous size. Our
vah-es do not break at the slot,

and are usually somewhat in-

accessible, especially when a

spring-holding tool is in position.

The ordhiary slot and cotter

is probably the best for side

m.o.v. especially in conjunction

Valve spring collar

retaining device as used

on aeroplane engines.

\Vith such a neat little spring-holding gadget as the
Triumph Co. supply.

Technical Policy.

E
DARESAY readers have recognised that the genesis
of a sound cycle car may. have the most far-
reaching effects in the whole motor cycling

industry. In past years the British policy concentrated
on the double-purpose machine. With the exception
of a few lightweights most British machines were
adaptable either to sidecar or solo work, and were,
indeed, frankly constructed with that end in view.
Now the group of firms associated with the A. B.C.
Co. announce a fundamentally different policy. Con-
ceiving that it is . possible to produce a sound cycle
car, they eliminate the heavy sidecar de luxe, and
down come the c.c. and weight of their bicycle with a

bang. Naturally so, since it is designed for a small
and constant load. The question arises whether motor
bicycles of 3^ h.jj. to S h.p. would presently dis-
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appear frum other firms' catalogues if the cycle car

should prove itself at a low price? The answer is

probably in the affirmative, but there are a few
aveats. For a sturdy youngster there is no solo

-ensation which quite comes up to road-eating on a

:<?al heavy, high-powered " hogbus " of 8 h.p. Again,
-ome riders dislike " revs," and the small engine
annot offer high speed on a high gear. Finally, the

ycle car is not merely a substitute for the sidecar

utfit, but would deprive most of its owners of all

'olo riding—the man who formerly owned a bicycle

.ind a sidecar could not always run to a bicycle and
a cycle car. In case the cycle car makes good, a
change of policy by motor cycle manufacturers seems
probable, especially as cheap foiu-wheeled cycle cars

would have far wider sales than any tliree-wheelers.

A Folding Prop.

A FEW months back a medico discoursed very in-

terestingly in our columns about his ideal motor
cycle. It struck me that on the whole he was

trying to compress the Yankee ideals of complete

equipment into the dimensions of a baby two-stroke,

and diat he would be lucky if his steed scaled much
under 3 '4 cwt. But I relished much his suggestion

of a folding prop on the near side of the 'bus. ^NTien-

ever we stop with a standard machine three alterna-

tives confront us, and each is unpleasant. If there

is a wall handy, we try to balance the jigger against

it, which often necessitates buck-jumping 3 cwt. up

a 6in. kerb. As we depart the machine begins to slide

iiwav,- scrapes the levers off one end

•f the handle-bar, and then stabs its

lank heavily with the inside grip. If

the stop occurs in the country we dis-

cover a hump b\ the edge of the road

(Top) Passing through the village of

Downes- (Bottom) Members at the Three

Horse Shoes, Knockholt. Douglas, Match-

less, Harley - Davidson, and Triumph

outfits, also a -Morgan, were among the

make represented.

241

and balance the jigger against it. We turn away
to light a pipe, and the footrest eats through to

the base of the soft mud hump. The machine side-

loops noisily into a ditch full of manure and nettles.

Educated by such experiences we finally learn to use oiir

stands.

The Unpuncturable Tyre.

fY note of February 27th on the Rapson tyre has

provoked a letter from the inventor, who desires

me to say that his tyre is a " pukka " pneu-

matic, from which I augur that it must be adapted
for our use, no less than for the lordly motor car.

1 made a mistake in apostrophising him as the

Napoleon of the motor industry, for the reference

provided him with the excuse that Josephine was call-

ing, just when his disclosures were getting really in-

teresting. Anyhow, readers will be glad to know
that the lirms behind the production of the invention

are a guarantee of its practicability, and Mr. Rapson
may rest assured that, when he offers the world a tyre

which cannot puncture, motor cyclists will necessarily^

be even more interested than car owners. Dear me.
\Vhat times we live in. Zeppelins that rather enjoy
l->eing perforated by ten drums of "tracer." Pocket
telephone receivers, on which you're to be rung up
by wireless from Hong Kong whilst climbing Beggar's
Roost. Dreadnoughts which can't be torpedoed.

Tyres which don't puncture. If any big inventor is

hunting round for some unsatisfied public need, let

me say I am prepared to pay through the nose for

a bottomless purse.

THE
OPENING
RUN OF
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WOOL-
WICH
PLUM-
STEAD
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THE 3h.p. A.B.C.
Flat Twin Engine, 68.6 mm. x 34 mm., 398.4 c.c; Four-speed GearBox, Gate Change,

and Spring Frame.

The new spring Ivame 3 h.p. A.B.C, the engine of which is a flat twin fitted transversely in the frame. Many of the features are levolutionary

in design, yet the ensemble is decidedly attractive.

SOME preliminary details regarding the

A.B.C. post-war pi-ogramme appeared
in Tlic Motor Ci/c/e of November

28th, 1918, page 475. Since that date

items iu the 1919 programme have under-
gone some modification, and the engine
and other parts have been considerably
improved.
The first impression one receives of the

new A.B.C. is that it is designed as a

motor bicycle. It is no slavish copy of

any existing design, but a bold attempt
to construct a self-propelled two-wheeler
on original lines, but with no suspicion

of freakishness. The designer's ingenuity
iias had lull play, and yei, with all its

originality, there appears to be no reason
why the machine should not be successful

in every way. .
.

-

Probably the first characteristic of the
machine which strike."* one is the lack of

void spaces between wheels and frame
and about the engine. It is a motor
cycle designed around an engine gear
unit rather than an over-developed
bicycle fitted with an engine, and the
result is most pleasing to the eye. It

requires attention at one point, however,
to make it conform to the id^ls of a
large coterie of all-weather riders. We
refer to the mudguarding and the chain
cover. We think the rear guard would
be improved by the extension of the
valance between the chain and the tyre,
and that a totally enclosed chain would
be better than the threequarter guard
shown on the model illustrated.

When the early successful A.B.C. motor
bicycles are recalled, and the immense
e.xperience in the construction of aero
engines that the firm has had during the
past four and a half years is taken into

considerationj it is not surprising that the

new A.B.C. clearly shows how much the
firm and its designer, Mr. Granville
Bradshaw, have learnt during this period.

Mechanically-minded readers naturally
turn fli-st of all to the engine, or, rather,
the power unit, for in the new A.B.C. the
engine and gear box are in one. As
previously announced, the cylinders are
placed athwart the frame, but' this does not
render the machine unreasonably wide.
The former successful

A.B.C. practice of using /i^
steel cylinders with cast «»
iron heads has been re- Bj
tained. As the cylinder if/

is of absolutely uniform

design, there are no unnecessary pieces of

metal to cause hot spots and distortion.

The hemispherical cylinder heads are

held on to the steel cylinders by six bolts.

The valves are of the overhead type,

made of unbreakable steel, with volute

springs in -.place of the more usual he!i- •

cal type.

At first sight, there is a tendency to

regard such items as tappet rods and
rockers as being of exceedingly light con-

struction and possessing very small wear-

ing parts, but it must be borne in mind
that in the design of the new A.B.C.
lightness, as much as power, has been

taken into consideration, and efficiency

has been the watchword of the firm. All

The power unit, showing position of

the dynamo under the crown wheel
casing.

^^^
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The 3 h.p. A.B.C.—

moving parts, such as tappets, bearings,

and rocker bearings, are bushed wrth
pliosphor bronze, and the rockers them-
selves work on a broad arrow-shaped
bracket screwed on to t!ie cylinder head.
Needless to say, the tappet rods are

adjustable.

The A.B.C. cylinder and detachable head,

dovm bolt is shown.

The small ends of the connectiiig rods
are_ bushed to take the gudgeon pin,
which also floats in the piston, and the
big ends are provided with roller bearings
kept in position by a split collar which
is rfcessed to engage with the crank
cheek, wliich prevents it from rotating
on the crank pm. While these split

collars are not a new feature in A.B.C.
design, the method of holding them in

position is quite novel. Ball-bearings are
employed for the two-throw crankshaft.
Die-cast aluminium pistons are adopted,
having two rings at the top and a scraper
ring, while the base of the piston is of

slightly .smaller diameter than the re-

mainder, and is drilled with a series of

boles, w-hich relieves all oil pressure and
prevents oil from being forced into the
combustion heads.

At the bottom of the vertically divided
crank case is a pressed steel oil sump,
holding sufficient lubricant for 1,500 miles.

Below this sump is situated a gear-type
oil pump which is always immersed in oil.

This pump forces lubricant through an

and, finally, the oil pump wheel itself.

The arrangement of the timing gear is

an exceptionally pretty piece of design,

and the neat little camshaft is a perfect
car job in miniature.
The magneto is a special type C.A.V.,

and is situated on the top of the crank
chamber in a most accessible position.

Its position, and the de-

sign of the engine, per-

mit of extremely short

high-tension wires being
used ; in fact, Mr.
Bradshaw told us that
he had considered the
advisability of doing
away with the msu-
lated high-tension wire
altogether, and having a

single copper wire lead-

ing from the high-
tension terminals to the
plugs.

24-3

on roller bearings at its forward end,
while the secondary-shaft is internally

splined and also runs on roller bearings,
and carries the clutch.

The gear bo.x provides four speeds, and
the gear wheels, it may be mentioned,
are ten pitch, and are the same size as

those employed on light cars. It is

also interesting to note that the layshaft
runs on ball bearings, while the final

One long holding-

Alununium piston with concave head.

oil-way in the crank case dii-ectly on to
the connecting rod 'big ends, and the
other working parts are lubricated by
oil-mist. In the oil feed system, on the
right-hand side of the crank case, there
is a Eotherham oil indicator, by means
of which the rider can ascertain that the
oil is circulating properly.
The timing w'lieels are five in number,

the topmost driving the magneto ; next
comes the driving pinion ; then the cam-
shaft pinion, w-hich runs on ball bearings

;

nest an intermediate wheel for reducing
the speed of the oil pump, which re-

volves at one-sixth of engine speed;

Clutch and Gear Bdx.

Forming part of the crank case casting

is the flywheel housing, the flywheel

embodying the clutch. This is "of the

self-contained inverted cone type and
Ferodo lined. The clutch spring is of

ample strength, so that no adjustment
should be necessary, while sufficient

leverage is provided on the control to

render the clutch withdrawal an extremely
easy matter. This is effected by means
of a twist grip on the handle-bar. The
clutch is operated by a long rod passing

right through the hollow five-splined

mainshaft of the gear box, and actuated

at the rear end by a lever on the clutch

control shaft. When the clutch member is

out it is entirely free, and runs on the

gearshaft only. The splined shaft runs

Split collar on crank pin.

drive to the rear is by bevel, the bevel
being in.one piece with the splined shaft,
and engaging with a substantial crown
wheel running on two ball bearings in a
casing behind the gear box. One end of
this shaft carries the chain sprocket, while
on the other end is a gear wheel running
in oil, intended to drive the dynamo.
The final drive from the sprocket to the
rear wheel is by chain, the well-known
A.B.C. " cush " drive being incorporated
in the rear wheel sprocket. This is a
system, it may be remembered, consisting
of insulating the gear wheel from the
shell attached to the hub by means of a
series of large rubber buffers, which

Method of housing the power units. The ample Iront and undei-shidd is a commendable

ieature
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Showing the frame design and the front

and rear springing system.

effectually take up the initial shocks of

the engine, rendering the drive extremely

smooth.
The change-speed lever works in a gate

on the gear box and is of the rocking

pattern, and similar to that found on

ivolls-Royce and other first-class makes of

cars. It enables the change-speed lever

to be moved from side to side without the

slightest effort, so that there is no danger

of upsetting the rider's balance.

The carburetter is 'die standard A.B.C
pattern, and is wanned by means of a

special jacket surrounding the branch

from the main inlet pipe to the carbu-

retter, which IS connected by a small pipe

to one of the exhaust ports. The position

of this chamber is important, as it heats

the mixtnre equally for each cylinder.

.h^i-

VKc u-a-ikshaft and connecting rods.

Since ths oil supply is carried in the

sump, tiie whole of the tank is available

for petiol, so that the full capacity of

well over two gallons can be devoted to

the fuel. The mounting of the tank is

ingenious. It is anchored rigidly at the

i-ear while at the front it is carried on a

light steel bracket cross-braced diagonally.

This method of mounting, while ensuring

a practically solid fixing, entirely relieves

the tank of all frame stresses.

Frame Details.

The frame is a notable departure from

standard practice. There is a single top

tube, while the remaining members are

duplicated, forming what may be termed
" a double rectangular loop." The two

main members are of sufficient width to

accommodate the engine, and are so

designed that in the case of a fall the

engine is quite safe from damage. The
fonvard and lower portions of the frame

are filled in with sheet metal, so that the

under portion of the engine is protected

from mud—a most important matter

—

while the front extension protects the

working parts of the engine and the rider.

Air-ways are cut in suitable positions in

the tray, and are fitted with adjustable

louvres,' so that in the event of very bad

weather being encountered, or necessity

being found to pass a water splash, the

draught may be cut off altogether, and

the engine is' then entirely protected.

Even w^en these doors are closed, we are

given to understand, unless the engine

is driven to its fullest capacity, no over-

heating will ensue.

Underneath the bottom shield are two

cross members, not shown in the illus-

trations, v/hich serve to carry the power

unit, and this can be removed by undoing

four bolts. The rear portion of the

frame naturally is sprung,
^
and bear.«

upon^ two roller bearings situated ten

inches apart on the rear members of the

frame. This arrangement gives great

rigidity and lateral stability, while the

roller
" bearings prevent wear at this

point.

Springing System Minus Shackles.

Owing to the ingenious form of spring-

ing employed, no shackles are used. The
springs are practically two quarter ellip-

tical springs joined together at the thin

end by the main leaf being common to

both and forming the top of one set of

spring leaves and the bottom of the other.

At first sight, it would seem that the

midway point must be weak, but since

this is the point of flexure and there is

no other stress at this point, such is not

the case. There is no doubt that extreme

ttexibilitv is obtained, and the riding of

the machine should be most comfortable.

Since the preliminary design of the

1919 A.B.C. was reproduced in TU
Motor CycU of December 12th, 1918,

some modifications have been made with

regard to the spring fork. The spring

is of the quarter elliptic type, and the

thicker end is anchored to a special stay

on the front axle, so as to do away with

bending stresses on the head itself. All

links and pins in the front fork work

in bronze bushes. Adequate means is

provided for lubrication, but in case of

wear these parts can be replaced.

Instead of mounting the handle-bars in

the usual manner, the A.B.C. handle-bar

is carried in a special bracket forming

part of the forks. This bracket allows

of considerable adjustment, but does not

allow the handle-bars to be twisted ;
con-

sequently it is impossible for any acci-

dent to occur thi'ough slipping at this

point.

MARCH 13th, 1919-

All wires pass tlirough the handle-bar,

and the control is simple. For instance,

as jnentioiied before, the left-hand grip

woRcs the clutch, beneath it is the ex-

haust lifter, while on the right bar is situ-

ated the front brake lever. The two other

levers work the spark and throttle.

Internal expanding brakes are fitted to

both wheels. Mention was made in pre-

vious articles of cone brakes, but it has

been found that the internal expanding

type is the most satisfactory from the

constructor's point of view.

The Hubs and Brakes.

Even the hubs are designed by Mr.

Bradshaw, and these are provided with a

larger flange on one side than on the

other, the larger flange being for the at-

tachment of the brake drums, the bolts

holding the drum on to the wheel being

below the points of attachment of the

spokes. The spindles in both wheels are

withdrawable, so that if a tyre repair

should be necessary either wheel can be

'

easily removed.
Mention has previously been made of

dynamo lighting. In this case, the

dynamo will be carried below the crown

wheel casing, and behind it there is just

room for the battery.

A kick-starter will be provided for all

models. On the undershield are mounted

two aluminium plates upon which the

driver's feet rest. Throughout the de-

sign points of convenience have been

Change-speed gate on the side ot the

gear box.

well studied, and every care has been

exercised by the manufacturers to leave

nothing undone for the rider's comfort.

An idea suggested to us by Mr. Brad-

shaw, which he may carry out, was the

fitting of a toolbox underneath the crank

case containing two drawers in which the

tools are let into the solid wood, so that

it is impossible for them to be damaged

by rattling one against another.,

The weight of the machine without

fuel is 175 lb., and overseas purchasers

will be interested to hear that the

ground clearance is 65111.

The 1919 A.B.C. has now reached its

final stage, and is ready to be. handed

over to the manufacturers to produce in

quantities.

We cannot refrain from congratulating

Mr. Bradshaw on the excellent design

of the engine, and, indeed, of the whole

machine, and wishing the Sopwith com-

pany success in its enterprise.
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1919 Competitions — Olympia.
Interview with the General Manager of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

and Traders' Union.

No T.T. Race. Olympia Show, November 2ith to 29lh. The Question of the A.C.U. Six Days'.

' Prize Distribution Scheme for Clubs.

•neoasBi

AS was only to be expected by all who are cojiver-

sant with reconstruction difficulties, the manu-
facturers have definitely decided not to support

a Tourist Trophy race this year.

This information was imparted last week to The
Motor Cycle representative by Mr. Alf Bednell, the

general manager of the Cycle and Motor Manufac-
turers' and Traders' Union.

It will be appreciated that conditions prevailing at

the present time in the manufacturing world are such
that the greatest effort is required to re-establish the

industr}' in the motor cycle world, and that prepara-
tions for a T.T. race would retard the production of

the new machines for which there is such a great

demand. Many of the makers have not yet commenced
delivery of even their pre-war models which they are

reintroducing, and while these conditions prevail, the

manufacturers naturally veto any suggestion to hold a

T.T. race.

The Show.
Readers of The Motor Cycle will be pleased to learn

that at a committee meeting of the Union held on
Tuesday of last week it was decided to hold a show at

01}Tnpia from November 24th to November 29th in-

clusive. This gives a clear week between the closing

of the car exhibition and the opening of the motor
cycle show to enable the cars to be got out-of Olympia
and the motor cycle exhibits to be staged.

It has been decided to take over the S.M.M.T.
scheme of stands and decorations, and to adapt them
to the special requirements of the C. and M.C.M.T.U.
show. This means that all stands will be uniform and
in the hands of one contractor instead of the pre-war

method of separate contractors for each exhibitor,

which caused a great waste of labour—^a question which
must of necessit}' be closely considered this year.

International Exhibits.

Mr. Bednell advised us that the exhibition would
be of an international character, goods'of enemy origin

only being barred. As hitherto, Olympia will be the

only show at which will be shown representative

motor cycles of the entire world, and no greater proof

of British manufacturers' confidence in their products

is needed to show that they do not fear foreign com-
petition, since they invite their competitors in U.S.A.

and the Continent to exhibit at the Union's own exhi-

bition.

The Six Days Trial.

Although Mr. Bednell could tell us nothing

authoritative concerning the attitude of the trade to-

wards the proposed A.C.U. Six Days Trial for rpip,

we gathered that while the makers do not think such

a trial would be in any way conclusive, they would
do their best to support the A.C.U., which they

hold in respect. If an A.C.U. trial is held, there

is a feeling that it should be late in the year in order

to permit them to enter their new models if possible.

Hence, in all probability, the trial will be held in the

late summer, but not later than September 29th, when
summer time ends.

Quite a large percentage of makers. are of opinion

that the trial should be less than of a full week's

duration, in order that the competitors would not have
to be away for two week-ends as in the past. This
would necessitate the trial being for about three days
only, with one day for examination at the finish.

Standard Machines,
There also appears a decided tendency for the

makers to favour a trial of standard machines with

the gear ratios and sidecars usually sold by them
instead of permitting the use of freak gear ratios,

specially light sidecars', etc. This has frequently been
advocated in The Motor Cycle, and is a view shared

by the majority of our readers. But it must follow

that, if standard machines are to be insisted upon, the

course should not include freak hills which can only

be climbed on freak gear ratios.

Prize Distribution.

Mr. Bednell further informed us that a com-
petitions committee had been appointed to con-

sider 1919 competitions, and that this committee is in

communication' with the A.C.U. on this matter. At
the next meeting of the motor cycle section of the

, Union, the competitions committee will recommend
that every encouragement be given to private clubs

to hold local competitions confined to their members,
and also that the pre-war Prize Distribution Scheme
be resuscitated.

Altogether we were favourably impressed by the

attitude of the Union on many matters affecting the

rider, and no doubt there is a genuine desire on the

part of the trade to improve the standing of the

industry, both in the world of engineering and in the

eyes of motor cyclists generally.

THE COST OF PETROL CONTROL.

THE question was asked in the House recently

as to how many officers and servants there were
in the Petrol Control Department, the amount

of their salaries, and the total received from petrol

-licences during the year 1918. The reply was that

the staff consisted of 438 persons whose salaries

amounted to _;£39,62o; in addition, ten civil servants

were lent by other departments whose salaries totalled

about _;£4,ooo per annum. The motor spirit licence

duty realised £,2']i,,og\.

42 5
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THE

Whaley Two-stroke
Engine.

An Engine-gear Unit to be Inlroduced
by a Firm new to the Motor Cycle

Industry.

AN'EW engine is always interesting to the motor
cyclist, and an engine the production of which
brings into the motor world a firm of engine
unit manufacturers new to the industry is of

unusual interest. The designer of the engine
described, .Mr. R. S. Whaley, of Edgbaston, Birming-
liam, is already well known, having been connected
with several of the leading motor cycle firms for
many years past. He has evolved a simple two-
stroke engine and gear unit, and a carburetter which
will embody certain departures from accepted prac
tice, but ol which the final design is not completed,
hiyh-class accurate workmanship in the best of
ninleiial will be an outstanding feature. This engine
will be marketed as a complete unit suitable for build-
ing into even the smallest lightweight frames, and at
a very reasonable price.

We are not permitted to divulge at the moment
the name of the manufacturers of the engine, but
they are an old-established firm, and have gained
high standing in other branches of mechanical work
plant being capable of production on a large scale.
The engine has a bore of 69 mm. and stroke of 78 mm

giving a capacity of 292 c.c. It is therefore slightly laro-er
than the average two-stroke lightweight engine. Its nominal
h.p. is 2|, but on the bench we are told an experimental
engine developed a full 5 b.h.p.—a very promising showinn
for any engine of tins capacity. The cylinder is cast with
a domed top, and has fins of ample area, which will be
finished to a clean thin outline. Transfer, inlet, and exhaust
ports present no new features, except that a small baffle
is formed at the bottom of the transfer passage to prevent

the

General lavout ot the Whaley engine gear unit, showing chain case

in position.

inside the piston head directly over the gudgeon pin, its

function beiiif to collect oil and drop it on to the little-end

bearing. Another unusual feature of the piston is the

gudgeon pin, which has three diameters, the largest of these

being in one boss in the piston and the smallest in the

other, the small end bearing working on the middle
length. It is pinned at the smallest end. The connecting .

rod has a. plain bearing split big-end, and the balanced ,

oil being thrown up on to
A somewhat unique

feature of the piston is

the very narrow rings,
of which there are three,
in separate grooves at the
top, each ring being only

tV"- wide, and similar to
those used in aluminium
pistons.

The deflector head is

concave—a shape which
is said considetably to
assist the expulsion of
the exhaust gas. The
skirt is drilled as an aid
to lubrication, and a
small projection is cast

its walls.

iJectiona] view ot the engine. Note the leather
uriK-ersal joint coupling the magneto to malnshalt.
To illustrate the deflector in section the piston head
IS shown separated from the skirt

A26

crankshaft is also on
plain bearings.

Accessibility.
By removing the

baseplate of the alu-

minium crank case,
dividing tlie big end,
and taking off the fly-

wheel, chain and one
oil pipe on the mag-
neto side, the crank-
shaft, with the mag-
neto and its platform,
can be removed xvith-

out taking the engine
from the frame.
Another unique

feature of the unit is the magneto drive. The detachable
side plate of the crank case, which carries one of the main
bearings, has cast integral with it a platform for the

, magneto, which-is coupled directly to the crankshaft through
a leather universal joint. This universal is provided with
a coupling which permits of easy adjustment when timing
the engine. Whilst this arrangement necessitates the mag-
neto projecting over the footboard, it is not in the way of
the rider's feet so much as migTit be imagined. A ncal

The two-speed gear box which incor-

porates a kick-starter and cork insert

clutch.
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pump on the

The Whaley Two-stroke Engine.

—

aluminium cover will be provided to prevent damage to the
contact breaker. The saving in constructional cost by
dispensing with chain drive and its cover plates is obvious.

Lubrication.
It is intended to use a pressure feed oil

tank, and three leads are provided—one
to the cylinder wall and one to each of
the main bearings. Drilled oilways in the
crankshaft lead to the big end bearing.
A neatly designed -compression release

valve is disposed at an angle in the
cylinder head, and a by-pass tube is

taken from it into the exhaust pipe to
obviate the objectionable hissing which
occurs when the valve is made to ex-
haust into the open air.

The Transmission.
A short chain transmits the drive

from a sprocket bolted on the inner
fide of the flywheel to a two-speed gear bo.x, and is effec-

tively enclosed in a substantial cover which is formed to
cover the flywheel. This chain case has a hinged side
plate, the opening of which exposes a considerable portion
of the chain for inspection.

The domed cylinder

valve ani

Two=speed Gear, Clutch, and Kick Starter.
All joints of the gear box are formed so as to obviate

leakage, as the aluminium casing is designed to give a big
oil capacity, in order that the gears will run in an effective
oil bath. The gear wheels are machined in Ubas steel, and
heat treated, the layshaft gear wheels being in one
unit with phosphor-bronze bushes, and revolving upon

a Ubas spindle.

The method of operating the gears is

well designed, permitting easy adapta-
tion to any frame. A simple geared kick
starter is provided, together with a light
pulley for the final belt drive, and a
clutch of the cork insert type following
accepted practice.

We understand that an experimental
engine has been running on the road for
some considerable period, and has given
complete satisfaction.

No doubt many motor cycle manufac-
turers will be interested in the possibili-

ties of this new engine with a view to
adopting it as the power unit for one of their future
models ; and whilst at the moment the production of this

.proposition is only commencing at the present time, it is hoped
to put a fairly large number on the market in the very near
future.

head with a release

d plug.
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A NEW AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR.
Drip Feed Device Controlled by flie Throttle Lever.

A LUBRICATOR designed to supply
oil to the engine in proportion to

its speed and the work it is called

upon to do is the invention of Mr. Robert
J. Nash, of Herald Chambers, Jlartineau
Street, Birmingham. It is a neat-looking
device, somewhat resembling a miniature
carburetter, intended to be fitted to the
under side of the oil tank. It consists

chiefly of a constant level reservoir con-
taining a float, which regulates the supply
from the tank by means of a ball valve.

In operation- the oil is fed froni the
float chamber through a passage, having
an adjustable orifice, to an airtight glass
drip chamber, the upper end of which
commmiicates, by a small bore tube, with
the air intake of the carburetter ; while
at the lower end there is a small diameter
passage opening into the end of a pipe
which conducts the oil to the crank case.
The pressure reduction provided by the

closed crank case of either a four or a
two-stroke engine is in excess of that
produced by the maximum flow of air
through the carburetter ; in consequence
the oil feed has no tendency to do other

Exterior of the Nash automatic
lubricator.

Nash's automatic lubricator in section

showing the float chamber, and, at the

top, the air suction pipe to the intake of

the carburetter. The vertical tube at the

. bottom conveys the oil to the crank case.

than pass through the lower passage to
the crank case. The orifices communicat-
ing with the carburetter and with the
crank case pipe are so proportioned that
the suction caused by the rising pi.ston

acting alone is only approximately suf-
ficient to overcome the initial resistance
of the oil feed, hence the value of the
depression produced by the carburetter,
as a ratio of the air flow, and therefore
of engine speed, to regulate the propor-
tion of the oil flow.

In action the suction of the air intake
at the carburetter draws oil from its

level in the feed passage to the small
reservoir directly above the nozzle in the
glass drip chamber ; then the suction of

the rising piston, aided by gravity, draws
it througli the small orifice in the floor

of the drip chamber. A small needle
valve, operated by a knurled nut, permits
of adjustment of the drip similarly to the
usual ordinary drip feed regulator.
One would assume, as the suction

caused by the rising piston draws oil

through this small passage, that the
pressure wh^n the piston descends would
force it back again, or, at least in a two-
stroke, the oil pipe would form a way of
escape 'for the gas under compression in
ihe crank case. In practice, however,
this has not been found to be so, but, in
any case, a small non-return valve in the
lower end of the oil pipe would overcome
this defect.

The body of the lubricator is of die-

cast aluminium, with nickel-plated brass
parts. The tank flange and the screwed
parts carrying the device are of ample
dimensions, and a simple cut-off valve is

provided through the tank for use when
the machine is not running. This latter

does not appear to be entirely necessary,
as the action of the float would auto-
matically cut off supplies after a certain
level in the chamber had been reached.

Alternative design of attachment to oil tank

and drip arrangement.
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THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dales for 1919 Motor Cycles.

SINCE we last puljlished the Buyers'
Guide in the issue of January 30th,
there have been many additions to

the list of makes, but very few alterations
in the prices quoted. One British
Excelsior two-stroke lightweight model is

altered, and, instead of having a three-

speed counter-shaft gear with clutch at

£62, a two-speed gear with clutch and
kick-starter model is quoted at £60. The
price of the Metro-Tyler is now £46,
instead of £45, and the Velocette prices

have been altered from £40 and £42 to

£48 and £50. The Badco, on the other

hand, is now lower in price than first

quoted, the single-gear model being
£37 16s. instead of £42, quoted as an
approximate figure. Interesting addi-

tions to the last list include the 3^ h.p.

and 5-6 h.p. Rover and the Abingdon
machines.

Particulars in Brief. Price. Delivery. Make. H.P. Particulars in Brief. Price. Delivery.

A.B.C

Abingdon
Abingdon
A.J.S
A.J.S
Allon
Allon

Ariel
Ariel

Blackbi'rne
Blackburne
Blackblrne
Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbur*'
British Excelsior

British Excelsior
British E.xcelsior
British E.\celsior

B.S.A
B.S.A

Calthorpe
Calthorpe
Connaucmt M'ture
CoNNAUGHT M'ture
CoNNAUGHT Staotl'd

CoNNAuCHT Stand'd
CoNN'AUGHT Stand'd
Coventry Eagle
Coventry Eagle
Coventry Eagle
Co\'ENTRy Eagle
Coventry Ea^le

DlA-MJNU

Dot
Dot
Dor
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield
Enfield
Enfield
Enfield

G.N. Cycle Car
G.N. Cycle Car

HUM3ER

Ivy de Luxe ....
Ivy de Luxe
Ivy de Luxe ....
Ivy de Lu-^e ....
IxioN
IxioN
IxioN
IxioN

3J
6-7

G
6
2i

2|

n
4

2J

Got 8

4i
H

n

2A
2i

2i

n
n

s

3

n
n
4

4

-'i

3

6

2\

2%
2A
2 J

2i
2l

n

spring frame

3-speed
3 -speed
Twin, 3-speed
Sidecar combination . .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch

,

2-stroli:e, 2-speed, clutch,

and lack-starter . . . .

3-speed
Sidecar combination . .

.

4-stroke. 2-speed, clutch
3-speed
Combination
4-stroke, 350 c.c, 2-sp.

Single, 3-speed, chain .

.

Twin, 3-speed, chain .

.

2-stroke, 2-sp. counter-
shaft, kick-starter .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-strokp, single gear. . .

.

3-speed, combination . .

All-chain drive
Chain-cum-belt

J.A. P. engine, 2-speed.

.

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, single-speed . .

2-stroke, 2-5peed
2-5troke, single-speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed-
2-stroke, 2-speed; clutch
2-stroke
ditto, 2-speed
J.A.P
ditto, 2-speed
S.A. countershaft 3-sp.

J.A.i'. Enacld 2-speed

Combination
Twui, 2-speed
Twin, 2-speed
W.D. raodel

W.D. model
Combination

2-str., 2-sp.. ch..in-drive

4-stroke, twin, 2-speed
Combination
Combination

2-cyl., Standard model
2-cyl., Vitesse raodel .

.

Flat twin, 3-speed

2-stroke, single-speed .

.

ditto, 2-speed
I.O.M. model, single-sp.
ditto, 2-speed
2-stroke. single-speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, 2-speed, lady's
2-stroke, sidecarette ...

i s. d.
70

(approx.)

85
100
106 1

142 16

55

66
80

106

60
82
125
63
82
100

60
56
50
150

81 15
79 16

52
50
34
45 15

42
49 15
53
47 5

54 12

47 5

54 12

82 19

135
Go
55
60
75
95

52 10
69 6

115 10
117 12

140
170

85

' 42
50
45
53
42
50
56
68 10

May.

I Shortly.

/ Prices approx.
\ Delivery com-
/ menced.

I Delivery com-
r menced.

\ Delivery com-
f menced.

April.

March.

\ Delivery com-
/ menced.

\ Delivery com-
I menced.

Delivery now
commenced.

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery now
commenced

.

Delivery com-
menced.

Shortly.

j- Early m April

End of March.

Delivery com-
menced

James
James
James
James
James
James ,

Levis

L.M.C
L.M.C
L.M.C

Matchless .

.

Metro-Tyler
Metro-Tyler

Morgan
Morgan
Morgan . . . .

.

New Imperial
New Imperial

New Imperial
New Rider .

New Rider
Norton
Norton
Norton
Norton
Norton

P. and M
P. and M

Radco
RrtDob
Rover
Rover
Rover
Rover
Rover
RdVER
RuYAL Ruby .

RovAL Ruby .

Spakkbrook .

.

Sparkbrook .

.

Sunbeam
Sunbeam
Sun-Vitesse .

.

Sun-Vitesse .

,

Triumph
Triumph . . .

.

Velocette . .

.

Velocette . .

.

WOOLEK
VVOOLER

4J

3i

2}
5-6
5-6

31

a

21

2|

2}

H

n
4
3J

3|
34

3|

3J

3|

2i

n
34

3i
35
5-6

5-6

2S
25

3S
8"

2}

2J

4

2i

H
SJ

23

2}

No. 6. single, 3-speed ,

,

No. 6, with sidecar . . .

,

No. 7, V twin, 3-speed
No. 8, 2-stroke, 2-speed
No. 9, twin, 3-speed . .

,

Combination . .T. . . . .

,

2-stroI(e, single-gear . .

,

3-sp. countershaft gear
ditto

Twin ditto

Combination

2-stroke, single-speed .

2-stroke, 2-speed

Sporting model .......
G.P., J.A.P. engine ...

De luxe, M.A.G. (w.c.

J.A.P. £10 extra) ...

J.A.P. engine, 2-5peed. .

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed,
clutch

Combination
2-stroke, single speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed ......
All-chain drive
T.T., c /shaft, all-chain

Single-gear, B.R.S. eng.
ditto, with B.S. engine
Standard, T.T., all-belt

R.A.F. model
Combination

2-stroke, single-geai ...

2-stroke, 2-speed
Single-speed
Pbilipson pulley
3-speed
Combination
3-speed
Combination
Twin, 3-speed
2-stroke, single-gear . .

.

2-stroke, single-speed . .

2-stroke, 2-spced
3-5peed, all-chain

3-speed, all-chain

2-stroke, single-speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-spced

W.D. model
2-stroke, 2-speed

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-str., 2-sp., lady's mod.

2-stroke, variable gear
Flat twin, 4-stroke . . .

.

I s. d.
89 5

116 16
89 5
64 12
99 16
126

38

73
76
86 10

140

46
62

145
150

50 8

68 16
126
48
55 10
87
85
73
80
63

78
102

37 16

45 3

67
72

85
117 10
100
132 10

105
40

46 4
52 10
94 le

120 15
40
(approx.)
52
(approx.)

87
64 q

48
60

61 19
61 19.

Delivery com-
menced.

{Output booked
until end of

March.

April.

Delivery com
menced.

Delivery now
commenced

.

Delivery- com-
menced.

Entire out-

put for 1919
. booked by
various
agents.

Delivery com-
menced.

At once

End 01 March

1 Shortly.

Delivery now
commenced.

Delivery com
menced.

End of April.

End of March.

} Shortly.

Provisional
prices only.

April.

April

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery now
commenced

I
April.

I

Owing to the heavy E.A.F. lorries,
part of the Westerham Road has sub-
sided between Biggin Hill and the " Fox
and Hounds." The road runs on the
top of the chalk hills, and a warning
board has been erected, urging drivers
of traffic to keep to the centre of the
road. The road has subsided several
feet and further trouble is feared. Road-
menders last mouth were bi'eaking the

A30

ROAD REPORTS.
ice in the larger holes of the road with
pickaxes, and filling with stones. A very
rough and ready metliod

!

'Warrington-Preston.—Fair. But roads
in the Wigan district are very bad.

Preston-Lancaster.—Excellent, except
for one bad patch near Lancaster.

Lancaster-Kendal, vi6 Milnthorpe.

—

Perfect nearly all the W'ay. A little

broken near Kendal and Milnthorpe.

Kendal to Newby Bridge, via Crook.^-
Good.
Newby Bridge - Ulverston.—Good, ex-

cept for three or four bad patches.
Ulverston - Barrow.—Good, except in

about six places, where the surface ia

in an appalling condition.

The Coventry-Birmingham road is

good, except within the Coventry bound-
ary and on iVleriden Hill.

m
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li NOTES ON OBTAINING B.H.P.
How Horse-power can be Calculated from

Indicated Diagrams and Olher Data.
||

VOLUME

IN
the^e notes it is proposed to show a method of

working out the b.h.p. of a four-stroke petrol motor
from the general dimei«ions of the engine and its

indicator diagram. As it is clearer to select and fully

work out an example than to deal in general terms,

we will take an engine of the following dimensions:

Bore 3in., stroke 4in.

Area of piston head, 7 sq. in.

Maximum of r.p.m. permissible, 2,000.

; = radius of crank pin circle = Yt ft.

• I = length of connecting rod = fs it.

X = ratio l/r = 4.

w = weight of reciprocating parts = 1% lb.

The indicator diagram is a graph showing the pres-

sure in the cylinder throughout the cycle plotted

against the position of the g
piston in its stroke, i.e., -

the volume of gas in the §
cylinder. g
To obtain the dia-

°'

gram by actual test, in- S
volves the use of a lj

special indicator, but if |
the maximum pressure of 2

explosion, the compression "

pressure, and the pressure
at the end of the working stroke are known, we
can construct the diagram as the curves of com-
pression and explosion follow equations which are

approximately known. Fig. i represents the diagram
obtained in this manner, the known pressures being
taken as 300, 80, and 30 Ib.-sq. in. respectively for

this engine. For sim-

plicity we shall not be far

wrong in assuming the

pressure during induction

and exhaust as atmos-

pheric (15 Ib.-sq. in.)

and the explosion as

instantaneous, i.e., at con-

stant volume. The first

step is to obtain the force on the gudgeon pin during

the cycle, taking into account the atmospheric pressure

on the crankshaft side of the piston, and the area of the

piston. We therefore take a number' of pressure

values from the cur^'es in fig. i, deduct 15 Ib.-sq. in.

from each, and multiply the result by 7 (piston area).

This gives us curves a and b (figs. 2 and 3), showing

the force in lb. on the gudgeon pin due to the gases

in the cylinder during compression and explosion

respectively, the former being, of course, negative, as

it tends to retard the engine. The next step is to

ascertain the effect of the inertia of the reciprocating

parts. If at any point in the stroke the angle traversed

500

-500
COMPRESSION

- PISTON MOTIOM

Fig. 1.

by the crank from top d&ad centre is "a," then at that

point the force in lb. 'on the gudgeon pin due to

inertia
wv- (

la = c
gr \

a -t- — COS
X •)

Where 7; = velocity of crank pin in ft. -sec, ^=
acceleration due to gravity = 32 ft.-sec.^, and the other

symbols have the meanings given above. In our case,

t;= n-x stroke X revs, per sec. = 35^ ft.-sec. : and there-

fore
i;^X352 _

344-S-^ 32 X >6
,

Our formula may now be written 344-5 (^os a 4-^

cos 2 a).

Then when a= o°, inertia= 344-5 (i 4- ^) = 43°-6 ^b.

Again, when a=i8o", inertia = 344.5 (

—

1 + %) =
— 258.41b.

And if a=77°, cos a= .225o, }i cos 2 a=%x—
.8988=—.2247, and hence the inertia is zero.

By giving a number of intermediate values to a and

working out the corresponding inertias, we get the

inertia curves c and d
(figs. 2 and 3), the inertia

being taken as positive

where it tends to acceler-

ate and negative where it

tends to retard the engine.

(Note.—For this we have

to obtain the position of

the piston corresponding

to each value of a, either

by a formula or a graphi-

cal method.) By ' now
adding the values at

2000-

1500.V̂\
1000. "l\\
600

ifen
„^^^'^, \^

y^ EXPLOSION

-500 -

yd
PISTON MOTION

Fig. 3.

various points of the curves a and c, also h and d., being
careful to note where positive and where negative, we
get curves e and /, which represent the actual net force

in lb. on the gudgeon pin for all points of the com-
pression and explosion strokes.

Unfortunately, this force has to be transmitted

through the connecting rod. Hence it is split up, part

appearing as a force at right angles to the crank acting

on the crank pin, called the crank effort, which does
useful work; another part appearing at right angles

to the line of stroke forms the side thrust of the piston

against the cylinder, and again another part acting at

PRESSURE
CRANK EFFORT (g.F.)

,^ b„r,ngs

-G^C

SIDE THRUST
(H J.)

iY.J .

Fig. 4.
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Notes on Obtaining B.H.P.—

right angles to the crank effort and forming the pres-

sure on the bearings.

An easy graphical method of obtaining the first two
forces is shown in fig. 4. On X X as the centre Hne of

tlie engine we lay off the stroke A B, and dotted curve.

At the correct distance and to scale we describe the

crank pin circle. Then, for example, at the poiiit D
in the stroke, D E represents the net force in lb. on
the gudgeon pin, C D being the connecting rod. Set

off C F along the crank and D J along X X, each to

equal D E. Draw F G at 90" to X X, cutting C D
produced at G, and draw J H at 90° to X X, cutting

CD at H. Then to

the scale of DE, FG
represents the crank

effort and J H the

side thrust, in lb.

If we take a num-
ber of these force

values from curves

e and /, and present

the results as in figs.

5-6, we get curves

g and h showing the

crank effort in lb.

(and also torque,

since crank effort x length of crank — torque) and
curves i and j showing the side thrust in lb., for all

points of the compression and explosion strokes (fig. 6).

It will easily be seen that the crank efforts due to

the inertia forces during exhaust and induction will

balance out as

far as torque
taken over the

whole cycle is

concerned, but

we cannot neglect

their side thrust

effect. We there-

fore apply inertia

values from
curves c and d

4, and so
the side

curves

COMPRESSION

PISTON MOTION

Fig. 5.

AVERAGE

PISTON MOTION

Fig. 6

EXH. COMP. ExpL. h^lET.

to fig.

obtain

thrust

k and I which are shown in fig. 6.

Now we have all the particulars required. First,

from crank effort curves g h we find that the average

crank effort during compression and explosion is

MARCH 13th, iQig.

375 lb., or, since the length of the crank is ^ ft.,

and the crank effort is acting at right angles to the

375
crank throughout, then average torgue = x 2

I

187-5
lb. -ft. (The average value is obtained by

taking a number of values from the curves, and divid-

ing their sum by the number taken.) The work done

187. ; r.p.m.
by the torque per minute =

—

-^ x 27r x =

1,178,571 -4- 3 ft. -lb. (the torque being only avail-

able for one rev. out of two, we multiply by
r.p.m. -> 2.)

Next, we utilise our " side thrust" curves to ascer-

tain the losses due to piston friction, for friction is

dependent on this thrust.

At this high speed, and with a small engine, the
'

' coefficient of friction
'

' might amount to . 25, i.e.

,

we assume retarding force on piston due to friction

= side thrust x .25. Now from our side thrust

curves i, j, k, I, we find the average thrust during the

cycle = 65 lb.

Therefore friction loss (due to piston) per minute =
65 x .25 X stroke x strokes per minute = 16.25 ^

j/3 >, 4,ooo = ^5,5^ft.-lb.

So as not to inflict on the reader the process of

determining the bearing and valve gear losses, we will

assume that they amount to .6 of our piston friction

loss.

Then total loss of work per minute = 1.6 x

65,000 104,000

3 ~
~i

i

ft.-ib.

Now we have already determined work done by

1,178.571
ft. -lb.torque per mmute =

o
Hence useful work available from crankshaft =

1.178,571 — i°4,00° _ 1,074,571

3 3
ft. -lb. per minute.

This is equivalent to —'
'^'^' = 10.81; b.h.p.

_ _
3 X 33,000 -

This power is high for the engine dimensions, it

will be noted, because, for the sake of simplicity, the

indicator diagram is drawn with no heat losses effect

shown. Actually, a number of losses occur tending to

reduce the gas pressure during the explosion stroke, and
.;

hence to reduce the power obtainable. " B. Eng."

The Benzole Position.

THE Automobile Association has issued a circular

to its members from which the following is an
extract: " While every possible means of relief

is being vigorously sought, it is unpleasantly true that

British benzole, every gallon of which should be used
in Britain, is not being so used. Worse, vast quantities

are being exported. This is a national calamity. Pro-
ducers are not to blame. Distribution difficulties are

acute; drums and tins are scarce. Co-ordination of
supply is wanting. The National Benzole Association
has been formed ; its leaders are earnest business men.
They tell us plainly that home-produced benzole shall

be conserved to the use of British motorists if organised
3:2

British motoring will do its share. A standard speci-l

fication has been prepared; all the responsible benzolel
producers will conform. It is at once our national!

duty and to our common interest to use benzole. Dis-

v

tribution is a knotty problem. It is being solved.
'

Meanwhile, let us all make a start in however small a
way. Buy British benzole always through your local

A.A. agent. We can help you—^we will help him. Buy-
benzole in fifty-gallon drums and keep it twenty feet ,

from a dwelling place. The regulations are not difficult

to comply vrith. Alternatively, get the local A.A. agent
to store it for you. A large supply of fifty-gallon drums
has been secured by the A.A. which can be hired."
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An Example of

French Design.
A Novel Adaptation of the Unit

System of Construction.

OF more than passing interest is the

motor cycle design submitted as an
" ideal " by M. Henri Boursiac, of

Rouen, which we illustrate on this page.
The machine embodies ' many attractive

features, including a spring steering pillar,

spring frame, unit engine and gear, and
side-by-side twin engine placed at an angle of about

36 from the vertical. The appearance of the machine
is distinctive, but quite neat, and the spring frame does
not involve any unsightly appendages.
The spring fork is somewhat similar to that of the

Triumph, but in addition a vertical movement is pro-

vided by a substantia] helical spring enclosed within

the steering head, while

for the rear springing the

back fork stays are hinged
just under the saddle and
retained in the normal
position by a telescopic

spring-loaded stay from the

bottom bracket. This con-

struction, having four fairly

distant points of attach-

ment to the main frame,

should overcome the lateral

play bogey to a large

extent. At the same time
it necessitates special con-

struction of the final drive.

A frame of the duplex type is embodied, and forms

a cradle for the housing of the unit system and gear

box. Other items in the cycle part of the specifica-

tion include adjustable handle-bars incorporating
twist-grip controls, an expanding brake on the front

wheel, and a friction disc brake on the rear wheel.

The front brake is operated by a lever on the handle-
bar and the rear brake by the usual pedal.

A Frer.ch reader's ideal design, embodying a inclinedtwin-cylinder engine with

an overhead camshaft and a three-speed gear box integral with the engine.

It is intended that the side-by-side two-cylinder

engine of 70 mm. x 80 mm. bore and stroke be built as

a unit with the gear assembly, and ready access to all

parts obtained by means of quickly detachable covers.

The cylinders aie set at an angle of about 36° from

the vertical, and are provided with detachable heads

which embody the valve seats, supports for the over-

head camshaft casing, and

pairs of lugs for the valve

rocker spindles. Valve

guides are screwed into this

casting, and the valves in-

serted from the inside.

The camshaft is shown

,

as being driven by a ver-

tical shaft between the two
cylinders from a bevel on

a cross shaft, which in turn

is driven through bevels by

the crankshaft. Both driv-

ing shaft and camshaft are

enclosed in neat cases.

Under the exhaust rocker-

is an eccentric arrangement which acts as an " exhaust

hfter." Roller bearing big ends are provided, working

on the two-throw 180° crankshaft, which is drilled to

form oil ducts.

Forced feed lubrication is employed, operated by a

reciprocating pump situated at the lower end of the

magneto driving shaft, which latter is rotated by a

Plan view of the engine and gear box with the inspection cover

of the latter removed.

Section ot the engine

and three-speed gear box.

The extension of the oil

pump shaft forms the

magneto driving spindle

The adjustable carburetter in section

B5
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An Example ol French Design.—

bevel gearing from the crankshaft. The circulated oil

returns to the large sump from which it is drawn by
the pump through a filter. Contrary to usual prac-

tice, the neatly enclosed magneto and dynamo are

intended to be situated on top of the tank and driven

by the aforementioned shaft.

Two flywji^ls are shown—one at each end of the

crankshaft which j-uns in three ample bearings. The
drive is by bevel !o a sub-

stantial multiple - plate

clutch, the outer portion of

wliich is in one with the

primary gear box pinion,

which latter is bored to

receive the splined secon-

dary shaft. The gear

arrangement is of the usual

six-wheel type wdth three

sliding dog clutches, pro-

viding three speeds, with direct drive on top

starter operates through the layshaft.

A pair of gears at the end of the main shaft sets the

final drive to one side. This carries the shaft out far

enough- to clear the rear wheel without excessive angle

on the universal joint. The shaft between the gear

box and the final bevel should be flexible owing to its

being tubular and split down one side, as shown inr

the sketch on this page.

Construction of the

flexible shaft.

MARCH 13th, igig.

The designer has also evolved a carburetter in-

tended prim.arily for this machine, but it appears to have

possibilities for use on any other type of engine.

Reference to the section will show that the instrument

consists of the usual bottom-feed float chamber with a

passage leading to the jet opening into the throttle

barrel. Opposite the jet, in a special chamber, is a

kind of spring-loaded piston with an extension which

fprms an air throttle. -To this extension is attached a

needle which regulates the

A kick-

jet opening. The action is

as follows : Opening the

throttle causes a depression

in the barrel or jet chamber
and in the cylinder piston

chamber. This causes the

piston to be raised, more
or Jess as the regulating

needle is adjusted, and the

air throttle is opened, at

the same time the jet orifice is increased by the lift of

the needle. The whole actio'n, therefore, is auto-

matic, and the occasional regulation to suit climatic

conditions may be made by the milled adjusting screw

in the piston chamber.

So far this machine exists only on paper, but there

are so many desirable features which will appeal to the

majority of motor cyclists that we would -welcome its

realisation as a concrete fact.

Engine and Gear Box Lubrication.
Some Extracts from a Paper read before tlie I.A.E.

THE recent paper read by Capt. G. W. A. Brown
before the Institution of Automobile Engineers,
entitled "The Lubrication of Motor Cars," con-

tains one or two points of interest to the motor cyclist.

The first concerns the physical characteristics of engine
lubricating oil, showing the effects of use in a petrol

engine on its composition and properties. Capt.
Brown said :

" It is usual practice in engine lubrication to

fill the sump with a given quantity of oil, which
remains in use up to two or three thousand miles'

running. The longer the oil is used the thicker and
darker it becomes, and, in order to ascertain the
degree of deterioration caused by long periods of run-

ning, analyses were taken from

—

" (a) A standard proprietary brand of lubricating oil.

" (b) The same oil after 100 hours' running in an
aviation engine under full load.

"As a slight reduction is shown in the co-

efficient of friction, it is reasonable to suppose that

this will continue to increase with the age of the oil.

The original lubricating oil was of a yellow-green
colour and free from sediment, whilst, after 100 hours'
rupnirig, it became deep black. On examination,
this oil was found to contain a considerable quantity
of carbon specks or particles in suspension. These
particles, magnified iifty diameters, gave a dimension
of o.opi mm., and were so fine as to pass all the usual
methoids of filtering. We were able, however, to
separate the carbon specks by filtering through 3%
fuller's earth, or with animal charcoal. The solid
carbon particles so extracted amounted to 0.1%, carry-

bG
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ing also some traces of finely divided iron and copper.

Samples of oil were tested on a Thurston machine,

and the figures given prove the theory that the specific

gravity is entirely independent of the viscosity, as,

after use, the specific gravity has increased, while the

\iscosity has decreased."

Gear box lubricating methods were also criticised

and suggestions made. The author went on to say

that " A test of a gear box was undertaken by the

National Physical Laboratory which gave the efficiency

of the direct drive as being only 74% when the box was
full of oil, while, when a quarter full, the value was

97.5%. It is evident that, had grease been the

lubricant, the efficiency would have been lower still.

" A method of oihng the wheels of a gear box.by
making each dip into a trough in which oil is main-

tained at a constant level by a pump is suggested.
" It has always been the author's practice to put

only sufficient oil in the gear boxes of racing cars to

enable the teeth of the largest wheel alone to dip, but

the best method would appear to be to cause a jet of

oil to play upon the intersection of the gears on the

side of engagement. In this design, white metal bearings

are fitted for the shafts, and they are oiled under pres-

sure ; it is the author's experience that these are prefer-

able to ball or roller bearings, making, as they do, a

quieter and sweeter-running gear box, without

diminishing efficiency. In any case, it seems an un-

necessary refinement to fit ball bearings to a device

which, as usually lubricated, is more fitted for deter-

mining the mechanical equivalent of heat than any-

thing else."

-a
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"dntes to TClg^t 'Xamps.
Greenwich Time.

Mar. 13th 6,28 p.m.
„ 15th 6.31 „
„ 17th 6.35 „
„ 19th 6.38 „

New Registration Letters foi London.
The London County Conncil has added

LW to the seventeen other index marks
now in use for automobile registration.

The M.C.C. Smoking Concert.

At this smoking concert, which is to be
held at the Queen's Hall on March 21st,

a collection will be made towards the

funds of the St. Duiistan's Hostel for

blinded soldiers. It is hoped that a sub-

stantial sum will be raised for this very
worthy institution.

Ihe Roads.

X recent memorandum by the Road
Board to the Reconstruction Committee
piaces, as a conservative estimate, the

figure of £37,000,000, which must be
expended at once on reconstruction of

loads and bridges, apart from the ques-

tion of deferred maintenance, which it is

estimated will involve a similar outlay.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

The sixth lecture of the series arranged

by the Industrial Reconstruction Council

will be held in the Saddlers' Hall, Cheap-
side, E.C.2, on Wednesday, ~March 19th.

The chair will be taken at 4.30 by the

Rt. Hon. the Lord Mayor of London,
Sir Horace jMarshall, LL.D., and a

lecture, entitled " The Functions of

Government in Relation to Education,"
will be delivered by the Rt. Hon. H. A.
L. Fisher, JI.P., President of the Board
of Education. Applications for tickets

should be made to the secretary, I.R.C.,

• 2 and, 4, Tudor Street, E.C.4.

Motor Cycle Design.

The paper on current motor cycle

design by ilr. D. S. Heather, which was
read before the Institution of Automobile

I ^ Engineers, created a great deal of interest

among motor cycle manufacturers. A
good deal was said in the discussion to the
effect that manj' of the points raised by
the author had already received attention,

but there appeared to be an admission
that as manufacturers had found a ready
market for the whole of their output they
were disinclined to make drastic altera-

tions. It is hoped that the makers and
designers will take a .stronger line in the
discussion of the next paper, to be read
at Birmingham on March 20th, which
wfll deal with the design of the engine
of the sidecar machine.

Special Spring Number on April 3id.

: Three weeks hence the annual spring
number of The Motor Gycle-^an issue
keenly anticipated in pre-war days—will

be published. Features of an attractive

nature appealing to all tastes are in hand.

Looking Ahead.

There are makers who, at the present
time, are making up the balance of their

pre-war stock, proceeding with all speed
on their real 1919 models, are experi-
menting with their 1920 machines, and
have on paper the nucleus of their 1921
models.

Our Stocks of Petrol.

On February 24th it was reported
that there were twenty million gallons of

petrol imported solely hj the Government,
apart from aviation spirit and motor
transport spirit. There are, moreover,
additional stocks of petrol purchased by
traders since the Government ceased to

be the sole importers, so there is no
question of shortage now. How much
longer shall we be burdened with the
Petrol Control Department, its wretched
coupons, and the miserable super-tax?

Died on Service.

We regret to have to record the death
of Jlr. Ernest Parkes, son of Mr. Thomas
Parkes, one of the directors of the Sun
Cycle and Fittings Company, Ltd. Mr.
Ernest Parkes was a member of the

Birmingham M.C.C, and, prior to the -

war, took part in a considerable number
of competitions.

Special "features.

1919 COMPETITIONS — OLYMPIA.

A FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLE
BUILT BY ITS DESIGNER.

NOTES ON OBTAINING BH.P.

U.S. Service Machines.

According to a Washington (D.C.) re-

port, it is estimated that 34,800 motor
cycles are used by the U.S. Army.

The Next Motor Show.

In connection with the November Motor
Show at Olympia, the S.M.M.T. has decided

that, whilst the Exhibition will be fully

international, no goods of enemy origin

will be allowed to be shown. This decision

is comprehensive, and means not only

that no German or Austrian cars will be
allowed to be exhibited, but that no tyres,

parts, accessories, or fittings of any kind,

from enemy countries will be permitted.

A Motor Cycle Stolen.

Between 5.30 and 6.15 p.m. on Tuesday,
the 4th inst., a 1919 8 h.p. Sunbeam
combination, finished in black and gold,

registered number AU 1773, the property

of Dr. Davies, St. Thomas's Hospital,

was stolen from outside the Hospital
enclosure, in spite of the fact that the

hospital porter had been asked to keep
an eye on it. Any information with
regard to this machine should be com-
municated to Dr. Davies, St. Thomas's
Hospital,- • Albert Embankment, London,
S.E.I.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES.

8 h.p. Sunbeam ambulances from the

French front to be offered for sale at

Aldridges on the 19th inst.

B9
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A Scooter T.T.

Cuiisideiing that there are only a few

motor scooters in this country, 77ie

iJuUij Mail's announcement that a race

lor scooters is being arranged, appears

to be rather absnrd.

Calcium Carbide.

The Minister of Munitions has an-

nounced that the Calcium Carbide Order
of 1917 has been suspended. It is, there-

fore, now permistiible for traders to deal

freely in carbide without a permit.

Ariel Prices,

At the moment of goin^ to press, vve

are advised of an advance m Ariel prices

over tliose shown in the " Buyers'

Guide " this week. The 3^ h.p. model
is now £85. the sidecar outiit £115.

The price of the 5-5 h.p. combination is

£130.

A Motor Cyclist-car Designer.

The announcement of a new British

sporting car to be designed bv Captain

W. 0. Bentley, W.B.E., R.A.F., was
made in last week's Avtocar. Captain

Bentley will be recalled as one of three

brotliei's Bentley, all one-time enthu-

siastic motor cyclists, who occupied pro-

minent positions in the competition world

some years ago.

New Models in "The Motor Cycle."

Continuing our many first descriptions

of new model motor cycles, we are this

week able to introduce the new 3 h.p.

A. B.C., a motor cycle, the advent of

which has been eagerly awaited by
thousands of riders. The designer, Mr.
Granville E. Bradshaw, is also responsible

for the Dragonfly aero engine, a radial

type nine-cylinder engine, of over

300 h.p., one of the latest engines

adopted for the British Air Service.

Where are the Motor Thieves?

A well-known Coventry motor cyclist,

who is somewhat absent-minded, re-

lates a surprising experience. Attending
a meeting in Birmingham, he left his

Powerplus propped up against the kerb,

and forgot it. He returned to Coventry
by train, and it was the next morning
before he remembered his machine.
Naturally he rushed back to Birmingham
by the " fir.=;t available train; To his

astonishment, the machine was precisely

where he had left it.
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The A.J.S.

Through a printer's error, an illustra-

tion of the 1919 A.J.,S. given in last

week's issue was described as a spring

frame model. This is anticipating matters
somewhat, but a 1920 spring frame A.J.S.
is not improbable.

An Endrick Cycle Car.

A three-wheeler on novel lines will be
put on the market shortly by the
Endrick Engineering Co., formerly of

Oltun, Warwickshire, but now of Craw-
ley, Sussex.

A Three Days Trial.

This year's "six" days reliability

trials may whittle down to a three days
event. It may prove the only really im-
portant competitive event in 1919, and it

is expected that by early September
manufacturers' post-war models will be
ready for entry.

i4nnMaf Spring Number, April 3rd.

The Annual Spring Number of " THE
MOTOR CYCLE, " so appreciated before

the war, will be revived on April 3rd.

The issue for this date will be greatly

enlarged, and will contain a number of

special articles appealing to every

motor cyclist.

Horse-power Rating.

In our leading article the recommenda-
tion is made that motor cycle'engines be
rated upon their capacity, 100 cubic centi-

metres to represent 1 h.p. The jjresent

nominal horserpower rating of engines is

unsatisfactory, not to say confusing, to

the novice.

Despatch Riders and their Mounts.

Maj.-Gen. Sir A. R. Crofton Atkins,

K.C.B., C.M.G., Ministry of Supply, has
replied to the letter sent by Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, secretary of the Central

Office Motor Cycle Reserve Committee.
He says the suggestion put forward that

"special provision should be made to

enable the motor cycle despatch riders

of any branch of the service to purchase,

on demobilisation, the motor cycles they
have been using on duty," will have
sympathetic consideration.

Gear controi side ol the A.B.C. The integral engine-gear unit is completely guarded from
ir.ud by permanent shields ol ample size (For description see pages 242 to 244.)

THE DISPOSAL OF
ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

Two hundred motor cycles will be

sold at the Eoyal A'jricidtural Hall,

Islington, to-morrow, Friday; luhile

five 8 h.-p. Sunbeam ambulance side-

cars ivill be offered at Aldridge's,

St. Martin's Lane, on Wednesday,
the 19th.

The Ministry of Munitions has

now made considerable progress in

connection with the arrangements

for selling surplus war material.

Mr. F. G. Kellawoy, M.P.,
chairman of the Surplus Govern-

ment Property Disposal Board, has

already prepared the general plan of

action, and during the next few
months the public wiU have excep-

tional ojyportunilies for securing a

great deal of useful 'material.

A Special Salvage Committee has

been set up, which will deal parti-

cularly xvith, the matter of the

scientific utilisation of what might
otherwise appear to he "scrap" of

little or no value.

Many app)lications are being re-

ceived from ex-service men who
wish to obtain motor bicycles, etc.

In this connection it must be pointed

out that, except where material is

put up to public auction, the

Ministry will not be able to act as

retailers to private individuals. It

is hoped, however, that the various

associations which exist, and which
are looking after the interests of

discharged men, ivHl put thei/iselves

in communication with the Ministry.

>

Brig.-Gen. J. G. Weir, C.M.G.

A dinner was given on March 6th by
the officers past and present of the

Technical Department (Air Ministry) in

honour of Brigadier:General J. G. Weir,

C.M.G., who is retiring from the

position of Controller of the Technical

Department.

Imports and Exports.

The increase in the value of the im-

ports in motor cycles (for the most

part under special licence) for February

over January is about 800%. The ,

relative values for the three years are

tabulated below, and show a distinct

increase this year over 1918. As regards

exports, the main tendency is to in-

crease, as the value for February, 1919,

is nearly three times that of the previous

month, and shows an approximate increase

of 50% over the figure for February last

year. Progress is evidently in the right

"direction, and as many firms are rapidly

getting into their stride we may expect

continuous big increases throughout the

year, dependent a great deal on the

growth of home demand.

Imports.
1917 191S 1919

Motor Cycles .. £15,264 £10 £162 -

Parts .. ... .. £13,514 £5,663 £9,537-;:— .<!

Total £28,778 £5.673 £9,799

Motor OtcIm
Parts _ _

Exports.
1917 1918 1919

£89,932 £47,088 £58,297
£55,340 £38,065 £55,969

Total £145,272 £85,153 £114,266,-
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A NEW
FOUR-WHEELED
RUNABOUT. #

Enclosed Chain-cum-belt
Transmission—Variable
Pulley— Sea(-slar(er.

IT is evident that there are many new
and ingenious cycle cars coming to

the front at the present time. One
of these, here described, has been built

by Messrs. Jones and Marchaut, of 1,

Baker Street, Weybridge. It is not yet
on the market, but its designers and
builders are open to receive offers for its

manufacture from any firms capable of

taking it up.

It possesses several notable features,

including a rack and pinion starter, and
a modified form of expanding pulley gear.

The motive power is a 6^ h.p. J.A. P.
engine : the frame is of ash, and is

suspended on four quarter elliptic springs.

The drive is by chain to the countershaft,
and thence to the rear axle by belt. On
the countershaft is an expanding pulley

actuated by two large face-cams, the
shaft bein^ mounted eccentrically on
discs to which the cams are attached.

Plan view ot the cyciC car, showing it>

boat-like outlines

By movement of the change-speed lever,

the discs are rotated and the cams press

against the sides of the pulley. This

presses them inwards, thus raising the

gear, the belt line remaining unaltered.

Drawing the lever back enables the belt

itself to expand the pulley, and so give a

lower gear. Naturally the distance be-

tween the rear belt rim varies, but while

an equal tension is preserved on the belt

the tension on the driving chain is altered.

Expanding pulley mechanism.

To get over this difficulty an idler

sprocket has been conveniently mounted
on part of the mechanism, and is so

arranged that it takes up the slackness

in the chain as the gear lever is pushed
forward. There is also a plate clutch

carried on the engine shaft.

Other Details.

One of the accompanying illustrations

gives a diagrammatic view of the gear,

the idler sprocket, and also the rack

and pinion kick starter which works
admirably.

The Jones and Marchanl
cycle car.

It will be seen from the semi-bird's-eye

view of the vehicle that the engine and

transmission are entirely enclosed. This

view also shows the hammock seats, the

petrol tank at the rear, and the handle

tor the rack and pinion starter.

The back axle is solid, no differential

being fitted. The steering is ingenious,

as the worm is carried inside the steering

column and is adjustable.

It will also be noticed that there is a

band brake on the countershaft, while

the rear brake is applied on to the V of

the pulley, which is situated on the rear

axle.

The car has proved itself to be excel-

lently sprung, to have a good turn of

speei, and, we are told, to be capable of

climbing practically any hill.

Provided the belt and pulleys are of

good size, there appears to be no reason

why a reasonable measure of success may.

not be obtained.

-;>-•••—«-

IK reply to the opposition and criticism

being raised in the House of Commons
to the new Transport Bill by members

who consider that the development of

roads will be prejudiced if they are placed
under an authority influenced by railway
interests, the Government reply is said

to be to the effect that the control of roads
will be a distinct branch of the Ministry,
"and no official partial to railways will

intervene between it and the Minister.

This " reply " has appeared in the daily

press, and no reference is made to the fact

tiiat one of the chief objections is the

proposed appointment of Sir Eric Geddes,

ROAD CONTROL.
late manager of the North Eastern Rail-

way, as the Minister of Ways and
Communications.

"If a district needs opening up," runs

a newspaper report, " this Minister will

consult his different overseers and deter-

mine whether light railways, tramcars,

or motor vehicle service is best. Having
powers to run any of them, he may, for

instance, say that motor omnibuses shall

be put on a certain rural route, part of

the necessary improvement of the roads

being borne by the State, and if the

subsequent traffic justifies it, he may
institute a light railway. Such im-

Diagrammatic view ot the gear.

partial decisions in the merits of each

case would be impossible if roads and
railways were under separate control."

Once more we would remind our readers

of the fate of the canals after they came
under the influence of railway interests.

The opposition to the proposed Bill is not

entirely confined to motoring interests, in

which connection Mr. Bonar Law stated

in the House last week that, in view of

the many representations he had received,

he had decided to postpone the taking o:

the Ways and Communications Bill unti]

next Monday. It is said that Sir Edward
Carson may lead the opposition.

BIS
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Carlyle (Chelsea) M.C.C.

Mr. I. Laffeaty, the sicretaiy, informs

us that some confusioii apparently exists

between the name of this club and that

of a West-end institution of the same
name. The name " Carlyle " is associated

with the parish of Chelsea, and was

adopted by this club in 1903.

Finsbury Park C. and M.C.

The opening meeting will take place ou

March 15th. when tea will be served at

5.30 p.m., followed by a lantern exhibition

of club interest. Members and prospective

members intending to be present are re-

ouesled to notifv the hon. secretary, .Mr.

J. Evans, 33, "Springdale Road, N.16,

whether they require a place reserved for

tea or for the entertainment. The venue

is the lied Lion Hotel, Barnet.

York and District M.C.

At the annual dinner and general

meeting held on the 26th ult., the officials

were elected and great enthusiasm mani-

fested by members of the club. The
opening run has been fixed for April

9th, to Farndale. Mr. C. S. Russell

offered a gold medal or cup to be won
by a non-trade member of either sex,

who gains the highest number of marks
during the year. Marks are allotted at

the rale of one for attendance, one for

punctuality, and one for cleanliness of

machine. The hon. pecretarv is Mr. G.

A. Reed, 6, Blake Street, York.

CLUB NEWS.

Tutura TEvents.
Mar. lO.—y.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Itiin to

lilt/lhe.

Mar. JO. — N.M.C.F.U., Birmhigham.
OpcnirK/ Run to Stonebridqe.

Mar. :S3.—\'.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Bun to

Caftlctun.
Mar. 30.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Run to

Matlock.
April 5.—Birininijham M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April 0.—The M.C.C. Openinr/ Run to

Hatfield.
April 0.— Woolivirh, Plunhstead M.C.

Non-slop Trial from Knochholt to

Lamhcrhursi and Back.
April 9.—York and Di-^'frict M.C. Open-

ing Run to Farndale.
April 13.—Liverpool M.C.C. Opening

Run.
April IS.—Darlington B and M.C- Open-

ing Run.
April SI.—Birmingham M.C.C. Easter

Trials.

April SI.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

May I—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Reli-

abilitij Run to Knutsford.
June 9.—Dublin M.C.C. Whit-Monday

Trial.

June (end of).—Dublin M.C. O. Twenty-
four Hours' Reliability Trial.

Aug. S and J,.—Dublin M.C.C. Tried.
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Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C C.

It is intended to hold a meeting, with

the purpose of reforming this club, early

in April. The hon. secretary is Surgeon
Lt. S. White, R.N.V.R., 3, South Averiue,

Rochester.

Club for Ryton and Blaydon (Durham). ^

It is proposed to form a club in the

Ryton and Blaydon .districts, and a
meeting is to be held shortly with this

object in view. The secretary pro tern.

is Mr. A. Forster, 11, Ivy Avenue,
Ryton-on-Tyne.

N.M.C.F.U. (Birmingham).

A run to Stonebridge has been fixed

for the 16th inst., startmg from the Swan
Hotel, Yardley, at 11 a.m. On arrival

at Stonebridge, the quarterly general

meeting will be held, and the hon. secre-

tary will give the General Council meet-;

ing report. The Summer Outings and
Competitions Sub-committee will state

its programme.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

Additional rmis to those already adver-

tised have been arranged for March 23rd
and 30th to Castleton and Matlock re-

spectively. A reliability trial has been
fixed for May 4th to Kiiutsford. Solo

machines to average 20 m.p.h., and pas-

senger machines 18 m.p.h. Mr. L. B.

Henderson, A.M.I.A.E., has given a

gold medal for the winner, and second
and third prizes will be awarded. An
additional prize for the best perform-

ance of lightweights will be given. The
secretary is Mr. W. AVright, 48, Hinde
Street, Firth Park, Sheffield.

TFe shall be pleased to hear again

from secretaries and others regard-

ing existing and proposed clubs,

tlieir programmes, and any other

interesting particulars. We are pre-

pared to assist with advice and
publicity those desirous of establish-

ing clubs.

In last week's issue we illustrated a motor

cyclis'.'s picnic party in the open during the

first wec!:-end of March. Sheffield riders

towever. were not favoured with such mild

wcither. The riders depicted are members

of the Sheffield N.M.C.F.U. wl:o have

learned that the motor cycle is not a machine

(or summer only.

>---*~fc
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The Eternal Question—What shall we Wear?
Further Notes on AUire for Feminine Motor Cyclists.

A serviceable costume worn by Mrs. E. G. Cochrane,

can be quickly removed for riding

MISS GARDENER'S
article on the ques-

tion of clothing,

which was published in our
issue for February 6th, has
evoked considerable interest

among our lady readers. The
number of letters we ha\e
received on this subject indi-

cates that the motor cycle no
longer is regarded by the fair

sex simply as a vehicle of
pleasure, and that many ladies

are now using their machines
throughout the year. This
being so, the question of
appropriate clothing is of
greater importance to them
than to tliose who merely
ride for pleasure, as the
latter, as a rule, are not all-

weather motor cyclists.

The short contributions given below, from other lady
motor cyclists, are selected from correspondence
received since the article appeared.

Mrs. E. G. Cochrane, whose photograph we repro-
duce on this page, w-rites as follows :

" I was greatly interested in your article ' What shall we
Wear 1

' by Miss E. M. Gardener, and, for the benefit of
other lady motor cyclists, give my experiences with regard
to the vexed question of clothing.

" For ordinary weather I wear a sporting Norfolk jacket,
fitted with a fur collar, which is very serviceable when
turned up for riding at night.

" After trying all sorts of queer outfits, in the hope that
I might find something efficient, I have come to the con-
clusion that there is nothing to beat Bedford cord riding
breeches for good hard wear, appearance, and comfort.
Puttees are certainly clumsy and difficult, nay, almost im-
possible, for a lady to put -on properly, and so I have
discarded them, substituting instead a pair of warm cycling
stockings, worn over ordinary thick ones. In wet weather
I wear a long mackintosh waterproof overall over the Nor-
folk coat, and also top boots, which seem rather heavy,
but are really necessary. For ordinary weather I find thick
golf shoes sufficient.

" My cap is made after the fashion of the E.A.F. lady-
drivers hat, and is kept in position bj' pressure from the
goggles. A pair of fur-lined gauntlet gloves completes the
eosturne for riding; these latter I have found absolutely
essential. One gets chilled to the bone through wind rush-
ing up one's sleeves when wearing ordinary gloves.

" I always carry with me a short skirt, buttoning up
m front and at the back, which I slip on for walking on
arrival at my destination. The whole costume, with the
exception of the breeches and overall, is made of shower-
proof material, and is sufficient to keep out ordinary rain,
it being only necessary to wear the waterproof during a
really heavy downpour.
"I have used this costume on all occasions for a couple

of years, and it gives every satisfaction. During very cold
weather, I wear underneath the costume, in addition to
ordinary clothing, a Cardigan jacket, and also a woollen
scarf."

A second letter is from a lady who gave up motor
cycling on account of the difficulties of dressing neatly

:

" Although Miss Gardener seems to have gone a long way
to solve the problem of ' What shall we Wear ? ' there is

still room for some hard-thinking tailor to introduce a

costume that shall be complete

in itself, and not an adaptation

of various garments in which
one is ashamed to be seen with

or without one's machine.

I

" I gave up motor cycling for

i
this very reason. I rode only

i in the "summer, but, notwith-

! standing, I shrank from the

I

attention I attracted when off

j
the saddle. For the present, I

am content to be a sidecar

passenger until (1) a suitable

costume is offered to lady motor
cyclists, and (2) a motor cycle

is designed that shall protect

I the rider from mud. With the

help of The Motor Cycle, both

these things will eventuate."

'• M.D.," a Surrey school

girl, gives her experiences

in the following entertaining

letter

:

„, ,

.

" I was very interested in
1 he skirt

^^le article in
" vour pages on

'What shall,, w'e Wear?' I

have found this a difficult problem, and have not really

solved it. Being a somewhat youthful rider (I got my
machine for my fourteenth birthday two years ago), I do

not, of course, wear terribly long skirts.

"I use the bicycle to convey me to the station every

morning, as I go to school by train, so, of course, I have

to wear my ordinary school clothes and cannot—like Miss

Gardener—wear breeches, etc.
" I find it quite easy to ride in a skirt, and see no

reason why any lady should not, unless, of course, she

wears a narrow One. When I leave home, I generally wear
3 tweed costume, school regulation navy blue felt hat,

a tweed overcoat, and over this an old showerproof coat

—

very oily and muddy—which I discard at the station.
" I had difficulty' with footwear, however, as I could

not arrive in town (where the streets were almost dry)

splashed up to my knees in mud, but this was solved by
a friend, who kindly gave me a pair of field boots, which
I change at the station.

" Like IMiss Gardener, I also experience difiiculty with
headgear, and generally arrive at the station with my hat

clenched between my "teeth (I am afraid this accounts for

the colds I get, especially in wet weather). Behold me,
then, a flying female figure, hat between te«th (it's naaty

when the 'dye runs), a knaki coat, and trench boots, hft«ten<

ing to the station at the last possible minute. I run the

bicycle into the shed and emerge with navy blue hat, cos-

tume, and spotlessly clean shoes (I carry my shoes tied to

the belt of my coat).
" T wish somebody would send a few suggestions for

one who has to arrive at school respectably clad, and as

if she had never seen a motor bicycle or muddy road in

her life.

" At- first I found I was always getting my coat caught

in. the kick starter, but have solved that by having the

offending mechanism removed. I was taught to take a

running start—the clutch would not work, so the starter

was never of much service.
" I should be so glad if any reader could give me any

advice on this subject of dress, as it will be seen from the
above I must look like nothing on earth.
" About gloves, thanks to an airman, I find that silk

gloves worn inside gauntlets are the best."

Doubtless there are many other members of the fair

sex who have had some experience in these matters

of which they would not object to give others the

benefit. Particularly must this be the case among
members and ex-members of the Forces who have had
much riding to do in all kinds of weather.

Big
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A Four-cylinder Mount built by its Designer.
An Engine with Overhead Valves, Camshafts, and Other Unique Features.

The four-cylinder motor cycle is rapidly growing in favour. As a high-powered machine for all purposes it is eminently

suitable. We give below particulars of a machine built to the designer's own ideals many of which will doubtless find echo

in the mind of the enthusiastic amateur. Incidentally, if is not proposed to put this machine on the market

wE recently had the pleasure of

inspecting a machine of promising
design, built by Mr. R. G. Baird,

Nottingham, solely for his own use.

This machine embodies, among other

features, a four-cylinder engine of 750

c.c. capacity with overhead camshafts.

Nothing has been scamped, and every

detail most carefully thought out, and
equally well executed.
The frame is of substantial design,

with extra heavy Brampton BLflex spring

forks and quarter-elliptic leaf springing

at the rear. As will be seen from the
illustration, the rear springing is very
neat, the springs being bolted to a bracket
below the saddle, the thin ends of the

springs sliding between rollers secured to

the triangular support which carries the
rear spindle. The pivoting spindle is of

specially stout dimensions, and supplied
with a lubricator feeding the oil into

grooves. The construction should ba
capable of resisting a great deal of side

stress—the weak point of many spring
frame machines.

General Design.

A duplex tubular cradle carries the
engine, and the whole can be dropped
out of the frame by undoing four
bolts. The only weak point of this con-
struction appears to be in the use of
right-angled and T lugs, which take the
weight of the engine. The straight top
tube slopes up to the steering head, which
is of ample size to take upper and lower
Timken taper roller bearings on wbich
the steering fork works.
A neat-looking tank is used for

petrol oidy, and will hold two and three-
quarter gallons. Attached to the off side
of it is the change speed quadrant, as

B20

shown. The mudguards are exceptionally
wide, and the front one is provided with
a valance. The rear guard is secured' to
the heavy gauge carrier, and moves up
and down with the wheel, maintaining
Ijin. clearance. The wheels are con-

Section of the engine, showing the method
of operating the valves.

structed with voiturette rims to take
700x85 mm. tyres. The wheel hubs run on
Skefko ball bearings, and the rear wheel,
in addition, has a double-thrust ball

bearing. Adequate lubrication of these

parts is ensured by the provision of large

grease caps on the hubs, the grease

serving largely to exclude mud. 9in.

brake drums for the internal expanding
brakes are attached to the spokes, the

rear brake being worked by pedal and
the 'front by a Bowden control. The
wheelbase is 63in., the ground clearance
3|in., and the saddle height -52in. when
the machine is unloaded.
There are many features in the engine

construction worthy of note, and no pains
have been spared to make the transmis-
sion silent, efficient, and lasting.

The Engine.

The cylinders are of 55 and 80 mm.
bore and stroke respectively, giving a
total capacity of 760 c.c. The lower
end of each 'is spigoted into the crank
case, and held down by four studs in

the usual manner. Two openings at 60°

are provided in the combustion head to

receive the valve cages. Another hole is

tapped to take the sparking plug, also at

an angle. Lugs are provided at the
tops of the cylinders for attachment of

the camshaft case supporting bolts.

Special high tensile nickel-chrome steel

is used for tne valves, which have a split

cone spring-plate retaining arrangement
approximating to aero engine practice.

The effective valve diameter is 25 mm.,
and the lift 8 mm. Width of the seat

is 2 mm. at an angle of Z0°. The stem
is 7.14 mm. thick, and undercut to take

the cone cotter. The valve cage is made
of cast iron, with ports in the sides to
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A Four-cylinder Mount built by its Des'gner.-

The extremely neat clutch withdrawal

mechanism operating through heUces.

correspond with the inlets or exhaust
pipe outlets as the case may be ; the

whole is retained by a gastighfc sleeve

nut. The valves "are operated by two
overhead camshafts, which are driven by
spiral gears from the half-time shaft.

This construction disposes of the neces-

sity for rockers and pivots, the cams
acting directly on square-section adjust-

able tappets, which in turn bear on the
valve stems.
The valve timing is as follows : Inlet

valve opens 10° late and closes 45° late

;

exhaust valve opens 45° earlv and closes
6° late.

Each camshaft is an alloy steel rod, on
which are tightly fitted the separate
camSr^which -are pinned through and
separated by tubular distance pieces.

The shafts are hollow, rmming on
ball bearings, and forming ducts, into

which oil is pumped by the main gear-

tj-pe oil pump, the oil escaping through
small holes drilled from the cam faces

through to the duct. The surplus oil

flows into the camshaft case and retui-ns

to the sump by way of spiral grooves cut
in the vertical shafts, which, while
rotating, have a slight pumping effect.

The flow of pil into the camshaft can be
regulated by a threaded piece on the
end of the casing where the oil pipe is

connected.

Forced Lubrication.

The pistons are of " point five " carbon
st«el turned from the bar, with flat heads
and only two rings. No strengthening
ribs were considered necessary, and the
weight consequently was kept low.
Tubular connecting rods are used, and

serve as oil ducts to the gudgeon pins,

which have phosphor-bronze bearings, the
big end bearings being of white metal
without the usual brass shell.

A substantial five-bearing crankshaft is

employed, drOled throughout for forced
lubrication to all bearings. The main
bearings are plain white metal in alu-

minium -^ousings attached to the upper
half of the crank case in car engine
fashion. A flange is turned on the rear
end, which is driUed and tapped to take
the shanks of the countersunk set pins,
which hold the flywheel to the crank-
shaft. No balance weights are fitted to
the crank webs. The oil is fed to the
crankshaft bearings from a pipe with

^branches to each of the main bearings.
' In order to obtain the offset or desaxe
effect, the shaft is set 10 mm. off centre,
i.e., one-eighth the stroke to one side.

The crarik case follows car practics, in
that it is divided horizontally, but there
i> no tray for splash lubrication, and a
deep sump is provided below the big ends,
in which the whole oU supply, amounting

to threequarters of a gallon, is stored.
One wall of the upper half of the case
embodies the oil lead to the main bear-
ings, and baffles cover the cylinder open-
ings, just leaving room for the connecting
rods to oscillat«. A large sized combined
oiler and breather is provided with a
special oil retaining cap. Attached to
the forward end of the lower half of the
crank case is the gear-type oil pump,
leading from which are the two supply
pipes to the crankshaft and camshaft re-

spectively.

Bolted to a plate over the gear box is

the magneto, which is driven by enclosed
roller chain from the off side camshaft,
and attention to detail is shown by the
fact that the shaft spindle on the chain
cover carrying the half coupling is on
ball bearings so that no strain is put on
the magneto shaft bearings. As the
magneto is of a tj'pe that is liable to

lose magnetism through its shaft, half
the coupling is made of brass. The
coupling consists of two discs, one with
sixteen and the other with seventeen
holes to take the coupling bolts, so that
very fine ignition timing adjustments can
be made.

The Plate Clutch.

A Claudel-Hobson carburetter is used,
and the induction pipe takes the form of

a double to prevent surging and re-

bound of the gases at high speeds.

The flywheel is turned from the solid,

and incorporates a Ferodo-lined flat plate
clutch. The plate has a central boss,

which is broached to slide on four keys
arranged around the mainshaft, and six

helical springs hold a circular plate

member (faced with a ring of Ferodo
fabric) against it, and so press it

against a further fabric ring attached to

a circular cover plate on the other side.

The clutch release mechanism consists of

sis levers pivoted on bosses attached to

the cover plate, provided with adjusting
screws, which bear on studs through the
inner lined plate. The operating mecha-
nism is attached to the forward end of
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the gear box, and works through a four-

start quick-thread in a boss on the lever

end. The pressure is taken by ball thrust

bearings, so that a minimum of effort . is

required to withdraw the clutch. The
whole assembly (minus flywheel) only

weighs 3i lb. The gear box is a three-

speed, six-wheel type, sliding gear

arrangement, operated through forks

which move along rods inside the box.

Ab the shaft drive has to be taken to

(Left) The substantial construction of the

rear ball bearing universal joint is shown by

this section.

(Right) The easily detachable valve and

cage assembly which facilitates mspection

of the valves.

one side, the direct drive is through the

secondary-shaft, with equal-sized gears,

the reduction of 4.6 to 1 being obtained

through the worm gearing. Both shafts

are on ball bearings, with washers and
pads to prevent oil leakage. The other

two ratios are 6.44 to 1 and 11.6 to 1.

This unit weighs 22^ lb.

Immediately behind is the sliding uni-

versal joint, and another joint connects

the cardan-shaft to the worm gear, which
consists of a four-start straight type steel

worm, polished on the thread and sup-

gorted on ball bearings each side, and
aving thrust bearings to take the end

pressure. The worm wheel is of

phosphor-bronze, and the whole is en-

closed in an oiltight casing. The side

thrust due to the ivorm is taken in the

rear wheel by double thrust ball races.

Induction side of the Baird four-cylinder power "unit.

S33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE MAIMED.
Sir,— 111 reply to Devereuse H. Wliyte's enquiry, the

3i h.p. Sunbeam has no right foot controls. All controls,
including clutch, are on the handle-bar, and the foot brake
is operated by the left foot. WALTEB D. MALLET.
THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER

Sir,—With reference to the discussion in your paper upon
the "dead spot" in the Binks three-jet carburetter, I should
like to state that I found a. remedy for this by slightly
chamfering the upper edge of the air-hole for the second jet
on the side nearer to the engine.
The " dead spot " was only between the first and second

jets, the opening on to the main jet being perfectly smooth.
Hoping this may assist other users of this fine instrument,
Sheerness. H.C.

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
Sir,—Such a spirited appeal as Maj. Axford's should

surely arouse the rank and file of motor cyclists to taie an
interest in the A.C.U. and their own welfare.
There certainly is a vagueness in the minds of many

motor cyclists as to the vocation of the A.C.U., but surely
it is clear to every thinking motor cyclist that a body really
representative

_
of his fraternity and working for its best

interests is vitally necessary. Organisation is essential in
these times; the last four years have demonstrated that,
however worthy a pui-pose, unity of action is vital to its
accomplishment. There will undoubtedly be an aftermath
of the war in the form of legislative restriction, road
problems, and similar handicaps to motor cycling. As there
is obviously no possibility of the motor cyclist overcoming
these in his individual capacity, one would think that the
average rider would be concerned enough to find out what
the A.C.U. is, and then accord it his support.
The details of the constitution of the A.C.U. quoted by

your contributor should convince motor cyclists that the
management of the Union is established on about as sound
lines as it could be.
Major Axford's remarks regarding committee nominations

are particularly interesting. The fact that the management
and financial control of the A.C.U. is vested solely in the
committee makes the question as to who shall serve thereon
one of vital importance. The committee, indeed, practically
constitutes the motor cyclists' parliament, and as such its
personnel is a matter of concern to every rider. One can
hardly exaggerate the desirability of having a committee
of real motor cyclists of fighting temperament.
There is no lack of thoroughly practical and representative

motor cyclists at the present day. As a body no section
of the people did better service in the war "than motor
cyclists. Among those who bore a strenuous part in the
conflict, in khaki or out of it, are many who have learnt
the requirements of motor cyclists from A to Z ; and their
experiences with motor cycles under all conditions qualify
them to speak and act for the best interests of the fraternitv.
It is men of this type whom we want on the A.C.U. com-
mittee—experienced, clear-headed, aggressive counsellors,
who will give qualified, consistent, and disinterested service
for the safeguarding and advancement of motor cycling
interests.

The trouble is, I am afraid, that the average clubman has
not the qualification for determining who is really a repre-
sentative man to .send to the A.C.U. committee. The
danger Major Axford speaks of regarding the man whose
only qualification is a genial personality is very prevalent
m this connection. Geniality is a most acceptable charac-
-B24.

teristic in these days, but it is quite a mistake for local

clubmen to nominate a representative to the A.C.U. just

because he is a good fellow.

We all hope after the stress of the p&st few years for

an era of motor cycling that will in some degree com-
pensate for our endurance. But everything will not be plain
sailing in the immediate future, and it certainly behoves
every animated motor cyclist to find out what the A.C.U.
is doing, to give it what support he can, and to use any
influence he may possess to ensure that right men con-

stitute its committee—the motor cyclists' parliament.

OSCAE C. SEYD.
THE A.C.U. COMMITTEE.

Sir,—Maj. Axford's article in the last issue of The Motor
Cycle was extremely interesting, but I imagine the club

—

and individual members, too—are still in the dark as
regards the names of the " fighters " they should nominate
for election.

My knowledge of the men who have controlled the policy
of the A.C.U. in the past, and my faith in the future of
the Union, leads me to suggest certain names as those of men
likely to help forward actively the fighting programme that
we must get the Union to carry out. In the past, certairt

men have represented both the club and the private
members, which means that they have robbed one or the
other of their allotted representation. I have not been
able to complete my list of club nominees, but so long as the
club do not, when filling up the gaps, nominate the candi-
dates I have suggested as representing the private members
on the R.A.C. this mistake can be avoided. __

Suggested Club
Nominations.

H. Boocock
H. G. BeU
W. Cooper
A. V. Ebblewhite
C. J. Feeny
H. Johnson
B. Marians
Lionel Martin
W. Southcomb May Maj. Potter
F. Murray C. L. Scott

Suggested Candi-
dates to represent
Individual Mem-

bers.

Sidney Axford
S. L. Bailey
J. W. G. Brooker
G. Stanley Carter
T. W. Grice
W. H. Graham
D. W. Morgan
Vivian Olsson

Suggested R.A.C.
Nominees.

E. M. P. Boileau
Col. Brereton
Lt.-Col. Davidson— Gregory
Rev. E. P. Green-

hill

H. P. E. Harding
Col. Lindsay Lloyd
Dr. Low
W. G. McMinnies
J. R. Nisbet
E. S. Shrapnell-
Smith

A. W. Torkington

A. G. Reynolds Otto Thomas
J. Simmonds One more
W. H. Wells
L. Wozencroft
Duncan Watson ^

Five more
E. B. WARE.

[It will be generally agreed that only energetic workers
be nominated on the A.C.U. committees. Mr. Ware's
lists contain the names of many such enthusiasts, in every
way qualified to represent riders in the motor cyclists'

parliament; but if we may offer comment, the addition
of a stronger representation from the provinces (Birming-
ham, Manchester, Sheffield, Bristol, North of England,
etc.) is necessary. In the past too many provincial motor
cyclists have regarded the A.C.U. more or less as a
London institution—an impression which that body must
remove entirely if the support of the majority of motor
cyclists is to be secured. We fear that Mr. Ware's
suggested representatives, if elected, would not entirely

remove that impression.

—

Ed.]
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TO KEEP THE HANDS WAHM.
' Sir,—My riding has been like that of your correspondent,

Miss Gardener, in that at certain times I have had a journey
to do, no matter what the weather, and although the ride

has not been for many miles during the war, and never for

joy-rides, I ha\e suffered much from cold hands until tliis

winter. I had presented to me a pair of gloves made of

kid, the outside of the fingers and backs of the hands
covered with lamb skin with the wool on. There is a ^ood
gauntlet over the sleeve. When the handles of the machine
are grasped, only the wool is exposed to the weather. I had
a drive recently in 20° of frost, yet my hands were quite

warm. A soldier on leave carefully examined my gloves,

and he has "built" a pair. He had some thick kid gloves

as foundation, and two dressed hare skins. He has covered
them on the backs and made some gauntlets. They are as

good as mine for warmth and keeping out the rain and
snow. Personally, I consider them ideal.

W. J. BELDERSON.

ABVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—As a constant reader of your interesting 'paper, may

I say that I was amazed by llr. F. W. Varney's statements
in your issue of February 5th re his 2i h.p. Levis? While
readily admitting that the Levis is an exceptionally powerful
machine. I must say that I think Mr. Varney must
have his tongue in his cheek, when he states that his

machine is capable of taking three passengers in a coach-

built sidecar up the "dreaded hills," Sir William, Mam
Tor, etc. Surely if these statements were justified fully by
performance, Messrs. Butterflelds would announce them in

their advertisements? May I add that I should be inter-

ested to hear more from Jlr. Varney about this truly remark-
able machine? C. W. ORFORD.

Sir,—Having only recently landed in England from
Macedonia, and not having had the pleasure of seeing The
Motor Cycle, lately, I have missed your correspondent's

(Mr. Varney's) remarks about his admirable 2^ h.p. Levis.

It must be a wonderful machine if it can do all that is

reported in the letters of other correspondents in the issue

for Februarv 20th.

Mr. A. A. Smith and his Regal two-stroke.

In reply to " Enquirer," I have pleasure in telling him
that he need have no anxiety about the power of a 2J h.p.

two-stroke engine for sidecar work ; and as a satisfied

owner of a Regal-Peco combination, plus a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub, I have yet to meet the hill I cannot
climb xvith at least two passengers. I have driven from
Birmingham to the Isle of Wight and back with three up
(about 28 stone), and averaged fifty miles to the gallon on
that tour, which speaks well for economy. I average
80 m.p.g. solo.

I can safely say the Peco is a no-trouble engine, and
after 5,000 miles it shows no sign of wear or loss of power

—

no doubt due to the excellent oiling system (drip feed)
employed.
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I would urge " Enquirer " to see to it that he gets a full

2J h.p. unit, i.e., 75x79 mm. bore and stroke, 349 c.c. , and
be satisfied with notliiiit/ less. Not being a speed merchant,
he will, I feel sure, be well contentj although, riding solo,

he could obtain anything up to 40 m.p.h., should the fit

take him. Most of my riding has been with sidecar and
passenger,

I have pleasure in enclosing a photograph of myself and
trusty friend. A. A. SMITH.

/S A T.T. RACE POSSIBLE?
Sir,—Surely, seeing that the Isle of Man people are anxious

to have races in the Island this year, a motor bicycle race

at any rate can be held, provided the A.C.U. or other suit-

able body will undert-ake the oiganisation.

The fact that the trade is unable to participate is no reason

why the race should not be held. I am quite certain that

if, you asked m your paper for the names of amateurs willing

to enter, provided the entrance fee did not exceed, say, £5,
you would get a large number.

If Senior and Junior races were arranged on the lines of

the 1914 races, I imagine you would easilj' get one hundred
or more entries, and a sufficient sum would thus be raised

to enable the races to pay expenses, and very probably a

little bit over.

Of course, with no trade support the races would have tb

be run on a far less elaborate scale than in 1914, but, provided
the safety of competitors and public is assured by necessary
barriers and flagging, etc., we should have to get along with-

out elaborate stands, fiUing-up depots, etc.

As regards machines, there will by June or thereabouts
be a fairly wide choice of both 500 c.c. and 350 c.c. makes
available ; makers' standard or amateur faking only per-

mitted.
Without the crack trade riders and tuners and factory

assistance, average speeds would be a little below 1914, but
a good sporting race should result.

From a racing point of view the course was always rough,
and if it is a little rougher still this year I fail to see that
it matters. All the better test for man and bicycle.

There are plenty of sportsmen in Britain, both would-be
riders and spectators, so why not test the possibilities at any
rate a little later on when more of the boys are back?

VIVIAN OLSSON.
REAR LIGHTS ON CYCLES.

Sir,—Sij;natures to a petition against the compulsory rear
lighting of cycles are being canvassed for in in this district

(Stafford), where many hundreds of cycles are in daily use.

On questioning two or three of the more responsible
signatories they gave me as their reason for signing this peti-

tion that they "find the rear light a nuisance to fiddle with
and keep alight ; that's all."

Do these people realise how often the little red glow has
saved a life, to say nothing about the comfort it has given
to the drivers of fast moving traffic? If so, what can they
care for the safety and comfort of the majority of road users?

This red light has shown out of the gloom ahead when
vision has been temporarily "blurred" by on-coming head
lights, and has prevented on many occasions a smash on over-
taking a cycle user. This is a real danger ; hqw very real

can only be judged by a motorist.

I cycle daily (being three miles away from my business),

and, whatever the law maj' be, none of the five cycles in

my household will be used after dark without a rear light, as

my greatest " shocks " on the road have been caused by
rear lightless cycles.

If successful, these petitioners would force on to the road
thousands of glaring seachlights—the motorist's safeguard

—

a nuisance~in traffic as much to those who would thus be
compelled to use them as to the general public, particularly
cyrlisls ; and, of course, other slow moving trafiic would
follow up with more petitions.

Where, sir, should we eventually retrograde to?

I maintain the conditions of war did none other than
accentuate the necessity for the law as to rear lights, and it

would be a homicidal Act which would repeal it.

I have been a cyclist for thirty-five years, a motor cyclist

(about 17,000 miles) for eight years (without accident), and
a special constable for over four years, so I think my experi-

ence and opinion are not unworthy of record.

Please peg awav for sound judgment to prevail in this

matter,
'

W, J. SHEPHERD.
A.35
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RUSTLESS STEEL FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—liefeniiig to Mr. Walloid's letter in your issue of

Feb. 20th, may I point out that the comparison drawn by

him between Stamless steel and B.N.D. is soniewhat

aniUogons to the expression of an opinion that a piece of

coal is larger than a brown paper parcel. Both these steels

can, ill one condition of heat treatment, give lower tensile

strengths than 40 tons, if desired, just as they can both be

treated to give over 90 tons tensile.

After all, however, other factors are of more importance

than ma.\innim stress, from the motor manufacturers' point

of view, and the general mechanical properties of Stamless

make it a valuable material for many applications, apart

even from those wliere its freedom from cotrosion renders

its adoption almost indispensable.

The fact that Stainless steel has very largely replaced

tungsten steel in the valves of aero engines, where efficiency

alone is .the deciding factor, is definite proof of its superiority

as a valve steel for high duty internal combustion engines.

THOS. FIRTH AND SONS, LTD.,
E. B. BlLLINGHUBST.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY BATTERIES.
iiiv,—ln a recent issue of The Motor Cycle appears a letter

from " Practical Engineer " regarding battery lighting, which

I cannot pass unanswered.
"Practical Engineer's" criticisms are not borne out by

fact. It may interest bini to hear that 4 volt Hellesen

dry cells have been used in connection with certain instru-

ments used for war purposes, and although the work put on

them has been far greater than a bell circuit would do, they

have stood up to this work for more than three years, and

then have been used for bell ringing, and, to the best of

my knowledge, are still in use.

A few years back I installed a complete set of Messrs.

Hunt and Co.'s electric lamps and Hellesen batteries on my
motor cycle, using bulbs of the following candle-power : head
lamp 3; tail lamp 1.5. My average period of night riding

was four to five hours per week, generally using my lamps
for about one hour and a half at a stretch. With this use

the Hellesea cell lasted nearly fifteen months, and was then

put into use for bell ringing and other purposes.

As for "Practical Engineer's" statement that dry batteries

are generally used to supply a current measured in milli-

amperes, I should not care to have my mill-ampere meter
placed in most circuits where dry batteries' are used.

In conclusion, I can strongly recommend dry batteries for

lighting on a motor cycle when the lamps are only used at

intermittent times, and for, say, not longer than one hour
and a half at a stretch. "Then if a bulb consuming about
.6 or .8 ampei-e is used in the head lamp and the smallest

lamp obtainable for the voltage (4 or 6 volts), a satisfactory

lighting system will be obtained. I have no interest in

Messrs. Hunt and Co. C. R. RUSSELL, A.A.I.E.E.

PULLEY GRIP.
Sir,—The article m your issue of Feb. 20th on the new

Grado pulley draws my attention to a point that I have
often wondered about. You say "The outer flange con-
tinuously tends to close in on to the inner flange, thus
grijipiiu/ the bell in ^chichever jiosition, it may hey' Does
it? You then proceed, " If the controlling mechanism is

freed, the pulley will gradually close. . .
." That is the

point. It is obvious that the whole pressure generated by
the tendency of the flange to move inwards is e.xerted against
the control rod, and not on the belt. Look at it another
way : in the case of a pulley with fixed flanges, the pressure
at any moment between the belt and the flanges depends on
(1) the turning effort of the pulley at the moment and (2) the
initial tension of the belt (assuming the usual angles for
belt and flanges, 28°, I believe). That is, the pressure of

the belt against the pulley equals the pressure of the pulley
against the belt. If the latter alone were to increase, the
belt would luivc to rise in the pulley until the balance of
pressures was restored again. Therefore, it seems to me
that we cannot increase the " grip " (i.e. pressure) of the
flange on the belt without causing the belt to rise : this
does not happen on the Grado as the flange is prevented
from moving by the cor,trol rod. The only means of in-

creasing the pressure between the belt on the flanges is to
increase the turning effort of the pulley or the initial tension
of the belt.

A36

If my reasoning is faulty, perhaps some "high brow" i«

statics will correct me. I may say I have used a Grado
pulley for a considerable period, and I find my theory born*
out in practice. If a belt is in good condition it gripi

when slack on a Grado, but the same belt grips equally

well when slack on a fixed jjulley. When the belt is

hard or glazed (whether leather or rubber), it is the very
devil on either pulley. Hoping you can find room tor this^

and congratulating you on the continued excellence of The
Motor Cycle (I have read it for twelve years).

GRADUATE.
STEAM MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—May I be allowed to trespass on your space to answer,

the queries of " Slide Valve," Western N.Y;, U.S.A. ?

My address is St. James, Strattord-on-Avon. I should
be very pleased to accept his offer of advice and literature

on the subject of steam cars.

"Slide Valve" questions ray sanity in placing the engine
in the rear of the cycle car. It is not so inaccessible as

he imagines. I think he was confused over the word
" housing "—" bedding " would have been a better word';

The engine could be " bedded " on, not m the rear of

the chassis, and be covered with a dustproof bonnet. With,

the engine at the rear a short chain drive could be era;

ployed, as in tlie Garden cycle car.

Transmission could not be simjiler. I should strongly

advise those who intend making a steam cycle car to con-

struct the complete chassis, etc., themselves, but purchase,

the power plant from such factories that make a speciality ^
of small steam units. It does not pay for the average man*
to experiment in these plants. i

Finally, if the steam -plant is placed in the rear the safety
|;

factor is increased, because a hefty boiler plate could be
placed at the back of the driver's seat, so that if anything

did go "bust" it would not "bust" the occupants of the

car, who would be protected by the boiler plate.

(REV.) T. BAYDEN SINGLETON, B.A. ;.

THE CONTROL OF AEROPLANE ENGINES.
Sir,—I quite agree with Mr. Butt that it is difficult to

generalise about aero engines, but this is almost the only

accurate statement in his letter.
_ .

As to oil pressure building up to excess on the high-

pressure system of a cold engine, I will quote from some
notes circulated to units in tlie field by the G.0.0. :

" If the engine is opened out while cold, the pressure set

up will be enormous, and will probably cause serious

damage. The correct pressure, i.e., for a specified engine,

is 45 lb. per square inch : when the engine is cold, the

pressure will naturally be much higher."
' Mr. Butt has possibly never seen oil systems warmed
by conduction during engine stoppages, because his ex-

perience has been subsequent to the use of heating devices

which obviated this nuisance. Nevertheless, the Allied

Governments and contractors issued urgent instructions for

this method to be adopted as late as the winter of 1917.

It is true that every engine has its own variations of

r.p.m. It is also true that, given a suitable propeller and
a properly maintained engine, each engine has a maximum
speed, above which it cannot safely be rmi continu'ovsly

,

and a higher maximum which is just safein a brief spurt.

Many engines are wrecked because their pilots regard these

.specified maxima as mere hot air. _ -

These and other matters were necessarily handled
sketchily, owing to limits of space. TORQUE.

.i......... ...^

I BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS I
: .

: MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM, t

J The recognised standard text book of the motor cycle: deals with all ,
types ol machines and with every rart of the machine. 400 ilhiKtrations.

• Price z;e net. By post, 2/10. J

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MUTOh CYCLISTS.

«

A valaalsle collection of iiEefat " wrinkles " and items of informfttton con-

ceniing tlie running. maDaReraent, and repair of motor cycles.

, Price 2/- net. By post. 3/3.

TRACING TROVhLES. 5 1
Motor Cycle Faults. Thei
Explained.

Ideutification. and Their Remedies Fully

PFiOQ 2/- net. By poEt, 2/2.

QD-

Obtainable by pose (remittance with orderj trom

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London. n:.C.4

or of leaning BookselIer5 and Railway Bookstalls.

ED
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A selection ot questions 01 general in.erest leceivea trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, ' The Motor Cycle,

;o, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondent?

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

luescions should be marked "Legal " in the lefi-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Pre-ignition.

^^ My two-stroke is not running

Iq so well as it used to do. It starts

> away all right, but attei- a fe.w

LiJ miles it suddenly stops firing,

then, just as the machine is

coming to a standstill, the engine fires

for a few yards and repeats the per-
' formance. The trouble is less pro-

nounced on low gear than on high. I

have cleaned the carburetter, jet, and
plugs, but can effect no improvement.
—A'.J.

The trouble is probably di:e to the plug,

and we should i-ecommend you to try

changing it. Possibly an improvement
might be effected by using a smaller jet.

We presume that you have seen that the
magneto is in order.

A Worn Tappet Guide

I have lately purchased a 2|
^ri h.p. Brown motor cycle, and
> should be glad if you could help
-iJ me (1 ) When the back wheel is

turned the exhaust valve tappet
makes a clanking noise, and can be
rocked from side to side. Is this as it

should be? (2.) I had the machine
running the other day and volumes of

smoke came from the exhaust pipe and
the carburetter joint. When the enghie
was accelerated it gave several jerks

before it settled down and slowly

accelerated. - When . I removed the

sparking plug it was sooted up. (3.)

I have great difficulty in starting,

although there is plenty of petrol reaching
the engine. Once the engine is warm,
however, it starts easily enough, but
takes time to get going. (4.) The
machine is fitted with a long exhaust
pipe but has no silencer. Is this correct?

(5.) What is the age at which a driving
licence can be obtained? (5.) Can I

get the machine registered for a number
without having a licence?—J.M.

(1.) Evidently, the exhaust valve tappet
is worn or the bearing needs rebushing.
(2.) The difficulty here is too much oil.

(3.) The trouble is due to bad petrol.

(4.) A long exhaust pipe is satisfactory

provided the machine is reasonably quiet.

If, however, it is noisy there should be
an expansion chamber fitted as close to the
exhaust outlet as possible. (5.) Fourteen
years of age. (6.) This question is not
clear ; but if you are asking if you may
register a machine for which you hold no
registration or no driving licence the
answer is in the affirmative, but as soon
as the machine is registered you will be-
asked for a local taxation licence, which
must be taken within twenty-one days of
your ownership of the machine.

Rocker Spring.

There is a long spring and a

short one on the contact breaker
of my magneto, and the short one
is broken. I am told it makes
no dift'erence. Why should a

spring be put on if it is no use?—J.W.
The spring to w-hich you refer merely
prevents the contact breaker rocker from
coming off its pivot, and does not affect

the working electrically.

Loss ct Power.

I have a 1912 Triumph, which
ran well until the end of last

summer, when it would only run
a mile or so, and then gradually

lost power and petered out. I

had the cylinder reground, new piston,

gudgeon pin, rings, and crank case
bejirings, also connecting rod ends re-

bushed, and the magneto repaired.

Compression is good, carburetter acts

well—in fact, everything so far as I

can see is in good order, but still the
engine has no kick in it It has always
thrown oil about a great deal, especially

between the pulley and the crank case,

and although supposed to have had new
bearings fitted, is just as bad. (1.)

What is wrong with the engine? (2.)

How can I remedy the slinging about
of oil?—G.H.A. -. •

(1.) If you have satisfied yourself that
there is a good spark, that the carbu-
retter is worKing properly, and that there
is good compression, there can only be
one other solution, and that is that the

timing of either the valves or spark is

wrong. We are inclined to think that the

pinion on the engine-shaft has worked

round and thrown the timing out. \ou
should check the valve timing for this,

and afterwards the ignition. (2.) If the

rebushdng of the bearing is ineffectual in

retaining the oil you will have to have a

felt washer fitted inside the crank case,

but first of all make sure that the crank

case air release is quite clear and working

properly.

Fuel Mixtures

(1.) Please tell me if the mixing
of one pint of methylated spirits

and one gallon of petrol with

a two-gallon tin of paraffin,

making 3 gallons 1 pint of fuel,

would be a suitable mixture for sidecar

work. (2.) Will this fuel injure the

bearings or cause pre-ignition on a

1914 Indian? (3.) Is methylated spirit

suitable for a motor cycle?—A.N. P.

(1.) The mixture, if you leave out the

methylated spirits, would be satisfactory,

but not so good as petrol or benzole.

The machine would probably not start

on this mixture, and you would require

a hot air intake to be fitted. It might
also necessitate the engine being started
on pure petrol. (2.) The fuel would not
injure /Ae bearings, but would not be
so clea^pRnning as petrol, would probably
cause more carbon deposit, and a greater
tendency to knock. (3.) Methylated
spirits (or alcohol alone) are not suitable

for use in an engine not specially de-
signed for the purpose.

One of the repair shops for British Army motor cycles in Italy. The work of clearing

up is gradually be'ng effected on this front, and a few of the workshops have already bieen

dismantled

AW
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Silecar Brake.

Is it practicable to attach a
brake to a sideca- wheel, and
what type would be most suit-

able?—W.H.L.

A sidecar bruke is rjot advisable, unless
it can be compensated so as to act
together with the machine brake, and
this is a difficult proposition. If you
have a good front brake of a band or

15. S A type, that should be sufficient in

conJHiution with the rear brake. A
levei'-eontrolled brake with retaining
notches is highly desirable on the heavy
outfits.

Protecting the Belt Ends.

(1.) I have a 5 h.p. twin with
sidecar, all belt driven. I re-

cently bought a new lin. beJt,

and after a sixty-five mile run

^^^^IL®

had torn away from the sides at the
belt end tor a good inch. The belt, of

course, had stretched, but vras then not
over-slack. I may say that the same
thing occurred with the old belt, but
it had run over 800 miles before it

happened. I have only just recently
had the engine pulley skimmed up, and
it is perfectly true and smooth. The
belt pulley is a shade slack, but not
excessively (Sturmey-Arch^r three-speed
hub gear), and also runs quite truly.

Is there any sort of belt and protector
which could be used to prevent this?

I thought of cutting out of -^in. thick
rubber a piece shaped D and facing
the end of the belt with it. Do you
consider this the best thing to prevent
the side ends of the belt from tearing
away? (2.) When travelling on the
level or on a decline, as soon as the speed
reaches 50 m.p.h. the engine develops a
loud vibratory rattle, and seems as
tliough it was over-running itself, just

as if the pistons were unable to keep
up to the speed of the machine. The
rattle stops as soon as I thixittle the
engine down to below 30 m.^^fth. The
rattle does not develop when the
machine is pulling up a long steady
incline or a hill. The engine otherwise
runs splendidly. I obtained sixty-five

miles out of one and a quarter gallons
of petrol, including several restarts.

The engine is free from carbon deposit.

There is little side shake in the engine
pulley, but I am assured that it is not
sufficient to affect the even running of

the engine. I may say that there has
been rather more than the con-ect space
between the tappets and the valve_
stems, and I am having the stems
lengthened so that I can adjust them
correctly. Is it possible for this to be
the cause of the trouble?—R.C.T.

(1.) You can get a satisfactory belt end
protector from most accessory dealers.

Your idea, seems to be quite good, but
the worst of it is that a 5 h.p. twin is

really rather too powerful for belt trans-
mission with a sidecar, chain di'ive being
much bettej-. (2.) What you complain of
is an engine " period " due to the par-
ticular manner in which the engine is

balanced. The difficulty might be over-
come by having the balance of the engine
altered in accordance with the directions
given in onr pamphlet on balancing.
The tappet adjustment would in no way
cause the trouble.

Knocking.

I am having some trouble^ with my 1914 3^ h.p. Centaur
> motor bicycle. It has just been
-2J rebushed, and has had new piston

rings fitted, but knocks, and will

stop on a slight hill when on high
gear, and sometimes when changed to
high on the level, but when put on
low it will rev. again merrily. I shall
be grateful if you can tell me the
cause of the knocking and loss of
power, and the remedy. It will not
take hills now which it used to take
on high gear with no effort.—A.E.L.

It seems very likely that the knock is

due to the new bearings and piston rings
being rather a tight fit. Run the engine
for about two hundred miles, well within
its power, and use plenty of lubricating
oil, and if the engine shows any signs
of slowing up while running during this
distance, stop immediately so as to
avoid a seizure. If the engine does not
improve, it will have to be taken down
and each bearing carefully examined to
see if there is any tightness anywhei'e.
Also check the timing in case this may
have been altered.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully

in accord with the recommendation agreed

upon at the Paris Economc Conference, ^ve
notice that they will not permit the advertise-

ments of new goods manufactured in enemy
countries to appear in this publication

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Alteration of Price.

A few weeks ago I purchased a
TT] new machine of a prominent make
^ from the makers' London office.

-LI I paid the firm £60, roughly half

the cost of the machine, and re-

ceived a typewritten bill stating the

full cost of the machine, with a receipt

for £60 attached, as the machine was
not ready for delivery. I arranged to

pay the balance when it is. Since I

purchased the machine the price has
been raised, and on enquiry at the office

as to how I stood I was told by the

manager that I should be required to

pay. the extra amount, the manager
showing me one of the firm's catalogues,

in which they stated that they held

themselves at liberty to alter their

prices at any time. It seems to me
that this would only apply to prices in

a catalogue, but not to a machine al-

ready purchased at a certain price, and
on which a deposit had been paid.

How do I stand legally as regards the

machme?—H.C.D,
Unless it can be shown that you pur-

chased on the conditions in the catalogue,

the firm you refer to have no power to

increase the price, but must deliver in

accordance with the receipt for the

amount paid on account. The catalogue
may have been brought into the matter
in various ways. For instance, there may
be a printed intimation on the receipt

itself that the purchase is subject to the
terms set out in the catalogue, or there

MARCH 13th, i^ig. \

may have been correspondence between
you and the. firm, and their letters may
have shown that they were selling on the

terms set out in that catalogue.

Uneven Filing.

(1.) My machine is a 5-6 h.p.

S
Indian, which I have just had
overhauled. After a priming it

will start on the stand at the

first turn over, and fires quite

evenly. But when I try it on the road

I have to run with it ever so far

before it starts, and then it only fires

on the front cylinder till I get going

at a good speed, and then the engine

fires quite evenly again. (2.) What
mileage should I get from a gallon

of petrol? (3.) How many miles an
hour do you think I could obtain ? I

might state I use the machine solo.

—

J.G.

(1.) It very frequently occurs that when
a motor cycle is overhauled the carbu-

x'etter and inlet pipe joints are not made
airtight. If this is the case, you would
find that the machine would behave in

exactly the manner described in your
letter. See that all unions are abso-

lutely tight, that your magneto is in good
order, that the carbon brushes are clean

and are making good contact, and that

the platinum point surfaces are bright,

and we think you will then find that the

machine will start easily and fire regu-

larly. (2.) About seventy miles to the

gallon. (3.) About fifty miles an hour if

in e'ood order.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.J.T." (Boxmoor).—Ixion sidecar-

ette or Levis or other small two-stroke

or four-stroke and light sidecar.

".I.P.H." (Musselbrough).—Scott and
Binks carburetters on Scott motor cycle

using (1) Petrol, (2) benzole, and

(3) paraffin, with special reference io

m.p.g., slow running, power, and fre-

quency of decarbonisation.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
East Croydon to Chester.—R.C.

East Croydon, Croydon Road, cross

Mitcham Common, Mitcham, Merton,
Kingston Road, Raynes Park, Kingston,
Teddington, Hounslow, Heston, Southall

;

here you are on the main Oxford Road,
which follow through Beaconsfield, High
Wycombe, West Wycombe, Stokenchurch,

Wheatley ; here turn right and go through

Islip, Bletchington, Over Kiddington,
Enstone, Chipping Norton, Broadway,
Evesham, Worcester, Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Wellington, Whitchurch,
Chester.

Scarborough to Bettw.s-t-Coed.—E.H.B.
Scarborough, Pickering, Helmsley,

Thirsk, Ripmi, Ripley, Blubberhouses,
Skipton, Gisburn, Clitheroe, Whalley,
Preston, Tarleton, Rufford, Ormskirk,
Liverpool, by ferry to Birkenhead,
Hawarden, Mold, Ruthin, Cerrig-y-

Druidion, Pentre Voelas, Bettws-y-Coed..
Approximately 210 miles. This route

avoids as much traffic as_ possible, but
entails a very hilly road to Skipton. The
most direct route would be through a

large manufacturing area, many towns,
and much traffic.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
L—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every
Ladditional word. Each paragraph is charged
^separately. Name and ad^ess must be counted.
iSeries discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Ordere sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to^

—

^rr'
lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ^Jii^^

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle." Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of
each advertisement, and the date of the issue
in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle " Office.
Wheo this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c /y " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
E.C.4.

»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
ammmt to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
car iage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
vdiue, a deposit fc3 of 2S. 6d. is charged; when "under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Q)vcntry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
-Jesirous, but have not advised ns to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite Impossible to reply to each
OQe by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

piDEE TROWARD and Co.
J-l tCead-—Orders now
livery of the new A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

beins
31. High St.; Hamp-

booked for earliest de-
[2254

CROW Bros.. High St., Gnildford, have contracted
largely for the new A.B.C. Order now for

earliest delivery, [5293

JONES' Garage.—We are in a position to accept
orders for A.B.C. motor cycles : deposits optional;

delivery Apcil or May.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.
[0991

WE Are Now Booking Orders for earliest deliveiies
of A.B.C. motor cycles. Secure nn early delivery

by placins vour order with us now.—D<»aweUs' Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [X3219

A.B.C—We are noi7 taking orders for earliest de-
liveries, which commence about May: book early

to be in time.—P. Ellis and Co., ,360,
ham, London, S.W.6.

Lillie Ed., Ful
[5373

A.B.C—Earliest possible deUveriw given. Write to

ufi for specification and full particulars.—The
lalbot Garage, Ltd., Mersey Sa.. Stockport. TeL : 500.
Distributing agents for liancashire and Cheshire. [0990

^ Abingdon.
A BIN"GDOX and Sidecar, smnrt turnout

nest to Green Man, High Ed.,
£38.

Whetstone,
-Hall,
N.20
[5340

AUDE'SOTOR
ART.
DELIVERIES OFEARLIEST

1919
P.&M.
B. S. A.
JAMES
ROVER
LEVIS
ZENITH
NORTON
H U M B E R
T R I U M PH
HENDERSON
MATCHLESS
CON NAUGHT
NEW IMPERIAL

ROYAL ENFIELD

Immediate Delivery
of 191

»

Ha r ley - Davidsons.

SECOND-HAND
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

NORTON, r9l6, 4 h.p., 3 speeds £110

ROVER, rgiS, 3i h.p., 3-speed £105

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7-9 hp., elec. £135

SUNBEAM, 1914, 3* h.p., Gloria ....... £90

A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., electric lamps £110

DOUGLAS, 1915, 4 h.p.. Sidecar £85

SUNBEAM, 1916, 35 h.p., lamps, etc. ... £130

P. & M., 1914, 7 h.p.. 90 twin, new Sidecar Slla

A.J.S. 1918 3-speed Combination £140

BAT, 1914, 6 h.p. J..4.P., 2-speed «5
ENFIELD, 1916, 6 h.p., 2-speed £115

BROWN, 1914, 3! hp-, 3-5pfied £68

ENFIELD, 1916, 3 hp-> a-speed £55

SOLO MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3.V h.p., running order . £22

LINCOLN-ELK, 1913, 2I h.p., good order £22

SUNBEAM, 1915, 3-5 h.p., S'Speed ...... £95

SUNBEAM, 1916, 4-5 h.p., s-speed, Cowey £98

TRIUMPH, 1915, 4 h-P-. 3-sp- countershaft £74

SUNBEAM, r9i6, 3J h.p., as new £115

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2.t h.p., 2-speed £50

LIGHT CARS.

MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, J.A.P. . . .
.
£165

MORGAN, 1915. Grand Pn.x, 4 speeds .
£185

MORGAN, 1915, G.P., yellow and black. £165

STELLITE, 1914, dickey seat .......... £235

CALCOTT, igt6, dynamo set, standard . E375

HUMBER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo and

starter, as new •

MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, overhe.id

J.A.P ;• ^l'"

MORRIS-COWLEY, 1916, 10 h.p., coupe. -

100, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Telephones Museum 557
Mayfair 552

Telegrams : Atdicale, Wesdo
London.

'{mm

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon,

19'

ABINGDON King Dick, 1914, ZVih.p., 3-speed.
tyres good, lamps and horn ; £30 lor auick sale.

—Martin's Motor "Works, Sidmouth. [5525

A.,I.S.

CROW Bros.. Gnilrtfoul.-A.J.S. Agents since 1912.
Write us for yt,ur lefiuirelnents [9777

A.J.S. 1915 4h.p. Cuiubinntion, only 4 months' use;
f 100.—Martin's Motor Works, Sidmouth. [5526

I A J.S. Comltiuatious.—Write Merrick's Stores,

174, Listerliills Kd., Bradtord. 'Phone: 2439.
rX2430

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, all chain, excel-

lent condition, stored during war; £60.-53,
Brixton Ed.. S.W. [5296

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery o! the new A.J.S. [2255

-| Q18 A.J.S. 6h.p. War Office Combination and all

J-i/ accessories; nearest £130 secures. — Melrose,
Boushton Park, Worcester. [X5525

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1917 Combination de Luxe, complete,
lamps, speedometer, hood and wind screen, a_s uew^

-A. Henderson. Westward Ho. [X5396

Leicester-

[3531

recently

A.J.S.. 3-speed, clutch, been re-enamelled,
:ed, and overhauled at cost of £16; £44; new

13, Birchwood Ed., West Byfleet. [5395

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole

shire agent. Will Chapman, 113, Belgrave Hd
Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent.

3.3h.p. 1916 A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter,

4, overhauled at works (cost £29), absolutely ns new
;md complete; £78.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham. [X5573

O^h.p.

appearance.

A.J.S. 1918 MiUtary Model Combinatiou, hood, screen,

lamps, spare wheel, splendid order, complete: £145.
—Bice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

B.C. [0551

-|Q18 6h.p. A.J.S., military model, delivered Dec.,
X«7 done 650 miles, fitted lamps, etc., either

separate or with coach side;-ar to suit ; what oSl-is .—

Walton, Dawson Sa., Burnley. [X5468

A.J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and super service, try the

A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St., Walsall. 'Phone : 444. [4668

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.-Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. Tel. :

Parts. [S189

Alldays
2V'h.p., 2-3troke. 2 speeds, perfect; £32.—
Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [5601

£28/10.-Guy, 59,
Paddington. [5665

2-speed, 1916. bad little

-3. Park St., Wellington,
[X5444

ALLON,
211,

Id 17 Allon, perfect condition:
Xtl Bathurst Mews, Sussex Sq,

ALLDAYS Allon, 2"'ih.p.,

wear, but shabby ; £35.

S,^lop.

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 4l4hj., 3 speeds, couliter-

shaft, "
" ^

-

-^^ Wands-
[5608

sidecar; £55.-211, Garratt Lane,

worth.

ALLDAYS Allon, in stock, 1915 2-specd and 1916
2-speed hand olut^'h'.-Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hanip-

stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

livery 2-speed and clutch Allons, *58 ; also De Lux3
models, with kick start, £65, ^'^.58[2258

Ariel.

St., Guildford, agents
[6299CmOW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel

' since 1913, have 1919 models in stock.

AKIEL, SVzh.p. and 6-7h.p.; early deliveries.-F.'

Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rdj,

Harpurhey, Manchester. [SZba

A RIEL 3V2h p., 1912, variable gear, decompressor,
'* lamps, tools, 2 tanks, spare valves, good tyres,

last used 1914; £26/10.-66, High, St.,
smart,
Chatham. [5570

3IM.P.. with coaohbnilt side-

J...- u<ii f..,iu„c.o^,... o™r, clutch, decompressor, lamp,

horn, sp4c!ometer, electric rear lamp, splendid running

ni-d«;. nnl7done 5.000 miles; £57/10.-1, Tbe.Cresce.nt,

AEIEL, 1915, 3-speed, -,.....,. -

car, countershaft gear, clutch, decoinpressor, lamp.

^#

order, only done 5,000 miles; £57, . „-,,„,
Fottingham Rd., Melton Mowbray. [X5505

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—New 3",!;h.p. 3-speed Ariel in stock, «80.

Orders being booked for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. com,

bination.
^'^•^°'

Arno.

ARNO S'Ah.p., splendid condition, PhilipsOD

.'overnor pulley, Stewart speedometer, acetylene

lighting set, Dunlop tyres and belt; £32, bargam.-

88, Rosebaik Avenue, Sudbury Hill, Middlesex^^^

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, Model de Luxe, complete, perfect

running order, eaual to new.—AkriU, IB,

I'lace. Beverley.'''•ffli OF SATIS"-"^'

AU letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

Market
[X4856

A43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto'AVheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, little i.swl. £8/8: another, £10/10;
exolijiugog.—Geo. Siuitli, ilotoi Cycle Depot,

Clapham Junctioa (opp. Aid.ng' and Hobbs). [X5404

AUTO-WHEEL, good hill-climber, attached strong
B.S-A. bicycle, " nil iu good running order, also

fpares; what- oflersr—Box L9,774, c/o The Motor Cycle
[5456

WALL Anto-Wlieel, Amao carbnretter, mag., decom-
pressor, littlo used, and in first-rate condition,

runs well on benzol; £10.—Smith, 55, S. Norwood Hill,

8.E.25. [5552

AUTO-WHEEL, complete, new condition, perfect run
ning Older, guaranteed; can be seen by appoint-

ment: price £12/12, no offers.—Craig, 231, Grove Ter
roue. Wliitworth, Rochdale. [X5392

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. 3-speed 1S15 Combination, perfect
condition.—Box 3,039. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5516

BAT Motor Cycle, 3-speed Armstrong, U.H. mni
Watawiita belt. sidec:ir chassis, with tj-res, engine

requires repairs; £10, or offers.—W. H. Brant, Sunny-
side, Hatch Hide, Crowthorne, Berks [X554)

Blackburne.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, are old Black-
burne agents, and can give early deliveries.

[5300

JONES' Garage.—We can accept orders for all

models of Blackburne motor cycles; delivery
expected iu April; deposits optional.—Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. [0992

Bradbury.
BRADBUET, 4h.p., free engine; £28; any trinl.—

272, Green St., Upton Park, E. [5631

BIIADBURY 4h.p. Combination, free engine, pedal
start; £28.-29, St. Leonard's St.. Bromley-by-

Bow. [5537

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed free engine
gear box , lamps, speedometer, spares ; £ 45 .—

1

Ward's Ter., Broad Lane. Tottenham. [5713

BRADBURY and Sidecar, fine condition, 4h.p., 2
speed, clutch ; bargain. £55 ; bought car.—

Cornwell, Shoreham, Sevenoaks, Kent. [X5306

BRADBURY, 3V:;h.p.. 2.sreed, and sidecar, thorough
mechanical condition, Dunlope, front nearly new,

back littlo wear; seen Saturdays and Sundays, by ap-
pointment preferred; £35, or near.—11, Girton Rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.26. [X5514

BRADBURY, 4h.p., new cylinder, piston, complete,
B. and ii.. P. and H. lamp, good belt, £17;

Humber, 3'.oh.p., 1911, new tyres, Sen^pray, good con-
dition, not ridden last 3 years, horn, lamp, etc., £21.—
Kirby, Snitterby, Kiiion-Liudsey, Lines. [X5506

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combination, believed 1915, 3-
speed countershaft, handle-bar clutch, kick

starter, Lucas horn, lamps, . tools, excellent condition,
engine just overhauled and rebushed, new chain, good
tyres ; £80 ; seen evenings or . week-ends.—Challis,
11, Allfarthing Lane, Wandsworth. [5638

Brough.

BROUGH, 3i.:.h.p., 2-speed countershaft, fiat twin

;

price £60.—27a, Ashchuieh Grove, Shepherd's
Bush. , [5531

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1916 3V->b.p. Brough, 3-
speed gear, overhauled by maters; guaranteed

condition, £55. [5686

BROUGH.—A limited number of 5-6h.p. flat twin
combinations; delivery in April.— G. W. Wilkiu

and Co., sole agents Sheffield and district, Hunters Bar,
Sheffield- [5612

B.S.A.
.S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.-Reys, 378,
EustoD Rd. [2972

"VTEW B S-A.'s in stock; immediate delivery Model
-'-* K—Alesander, Agent, Wallasey Village. [1506

B.S.A., 3-speed, kick starter, counterfihaft model;
£58.—Clapham [Motors), King George St., Green-

wich, ^ [X5527

"I
Q14 B.3.A., unscratched, with lamps; 35 gns.

;

-i-tf ride away.—Wright, 113, Blair St., Poplar,
London. [5463

B.S.A., S'oh.p., 2-speed, clutch, chain-cum-belt;
£33.—Earls, The Vale. Hampstead. 'Plione

:

3287 Hamp. •

[5679

B.S.A., 1916. chain-cum-belt, and coachbuilt side-
car, excellent condition, any trial; 65 gns.—Tew,

Petersfield. [5467

B.S.A. Clutch Model Combine. 2 lamps, speedometer,
in excellent condition and tyres, any trial; £45.

—

38, Upham Park Rd., Chiswick. [5461

4ih.p. B.S.A, Combination, 3-speed countershaft, all
4 chain, lamps, speedometer, etc., late model; £75

—Thorpe, Whitehorso Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [5516

B.S.A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.,
Walsall. Phone : 444. [4669

B.S.A. " K," actaalls in stork. 76 gns.; also 1916
"K" combination and 1917 "K" combination,

£92 10.—Lnnib',s. 151. High St, Waltbamstow, and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green, X [5447.

B

5
Weeks
—and Easter's here—and

what about yonr Motor Bike ?

It's time you " got a move on "

—

time you thought about its pur-
chase—time you called at "P. J.
EVANS'Depot' 'forthatpurpose

!

Here you'll find a splendid stock
of all the leading models—a stock
to meet the needs of EVERY
rider, all ready for the Road.
Included is the

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER, IVORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM-
PEUIAL. ZENITH,

TRIUMPH,
JAMES, HUMBER,
BLACKBURNE,
CALTHORPE, Etc.

If this Spring you're "Light
Car" Buying note that I cau
supply the well-known

G.W.K..
CALTHORPE,
STANDARD.

Don't procrastinate—there's 5
weeks only—and these will soon
slip by ; so when you're near by
call and let us " talk it over."

Remember—side by side com-
parisons, expert advice iu selec-

tion, EARLY DELIVERIES,
and Satisfaction Guaranteed

—

those are some of

Jobn Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
Phone

:

Mid. 662.
Wire:

* Lytcar, B'hara."

M©TOR CYCLES FOR SALE
B.S.A.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St.. Ha:
stead.—New 4i4h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt,

stock, £79/16. Orders being booked for earliest
livery chain drive model, £81/18. [I

"I Q17 B.S.A., 4i4h.p., S-speed, chain-cum-belt,
-LH Empire coachbuilt sidecar, Lnoas lamps
horn, speedometer, usual spares, low mileage, good
ditiou; £80.—Turner, Hawthorn© Villa, Norton, St(

bridge. [XS:

WALBRO Motor Works, Ely, Combs.-B.S.A. I!

combination, 5-speed bottom bracket, chain-,
belt, all in excellent contrition, good coachbuilt sidi

^
large P. and H. head lamp, Lucas rear lamp, ho]
practically new belt; £75. [553ii

B.S.A., 1916, AVih.-p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
and coachbuilt sidecar, acetylene head, electrio s:y"

nnd tail, accumulator, firat-claas condition, oomplet& |
tools, spare belt and chain; bargain, £84/10, or
netir offer.—2, Sengry Rd., Waustead. [X5i

WALBRO Motor Works, Ely, Cnml>s.-B.S.A. 19]
combination, 3-spe^?d bottom bracket gear, chi

eum-belt, Lucaa head and rear lamp, Lucas hom^
tools, smart coaclibuilt sideoar, tyrea and belt Tfilft

good, front mudguard bent, otherwise as new; £85.
- - [XSSIJ

B.S.A.. 4^4h.p., late 1914, 3-8peed, all-chain count
shaft (not used over 3 years), mechanically

feet, with coachbuilt sidecars, complete with hood
screen, tools, horn, lamps, beautiful tiirnaut ; biwi

£86 cash, no offers.—Reply,. Lincolnshire, Box L^
c/o Ths Motor Cycle.

""

Buchet.
3ih.p. Buchet, Chater-Lea torpedo tanks, engine p«-

2 feet, wants pmnting, suit learner ; £12.—Fii
'"'

24, Waldow Rd., Willesden, N.W. [X5.'

Calthorpe.
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915. Enfield sear, as iw

£35.—Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-ThaiU(
[XSL

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. High St.. Haiiii
stead.—Immediate delivery new Calthorpe, a

models. [3608

CALTHORPE, 1918, 2-speed, 2-stroke, riddei
months ; £35.—Mappletons, Bradfield,

Reading. [5;

BRAND New Model, just uncrated, 1919, 2-sp^
clutch, 2-stroke, Calthorpe; £45.—Clarke, Qui

St., Louth. [S""

CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds, all accessories, 1

very nice condition; £25.—Bunting, Masons Ai^.
Wealdstone. isa,"^

"I
Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p.. 2-8peed, one year's

E- 1? sueedometer, lamps ; £32, offers.—Walker, Fid
M-ood, Balloch. [XSSJ

C1ALTH0RPE Mntor Cvrles- .411 nind^Ia in st-nr^fr ^
' immediate delivery.—P. J. Evans, 91, John BriJ

St., Birmingham. [QJ
CALTHORPE Junior, 2-spe6d, free, mag., new

new belt : £20 ; ready to ride away.—Avojxw
Southampton St., Faraborough, Hants. [5.0"

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1919 models: delivery frf

stock of 2-;:ih.p. 2-speed: £52.—Elce and Co.,.!
16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C, [Oq

"I
Q14 Calthorpe Jimior, Precision engine, ZM.

X«7 2-speed, lamp and horn, perfect condition; m|
£24.-43, Woodside Gardens, Bruce Gro*e, Totteog^
N.17.

-

,f^ALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2^Jh.p., 1615. Dixie mag., IO spr;iv carburetter. Enfield 2-speed Rear, eondi^
iia new, Lunas accessories, complete; £35;—The GbaS
Ruthmd Rd., Bournemouth." [5^
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. Motor Cycle, as new, rnn: _,

12 miles, Lucas lamps never lit, owner buy;

car; £40 for quick «ale.—Dr. Thomson, 1,, Aicao!
Gardens, Bowes Park. Palmers Green 463. [53

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1917, 25^h.p., CUncher stadffl

tvres, not done 100, C. and B. drive, aluiuinia
footboards. He Luxe saddle. King of Road lighting £
diip ffed, and pump lubrication, perfect condition; afl

6; £50.-168. Crayfoid Way, Crayford, Kent. [5fij

Campion
41.h,p. Campion Precision, 2-speed and clutch,

4= fine coachbuilt sidecar, all chain drive^ jg
overhauled: tried here; £45, or nearest.—Ja^
Pollard, Wragby, Lincoln. [5!fl

CAMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. 1916 Combination, clutchj
speed, kick -starter, all accessories, pracfeie!!

new; £70, no dealers.—Apply, J. Storey, Beau "

Arms Hotel, Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [X9

ChateT'Lea'Jap.
CHATER-LEA, 8h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, good ordl

single speed, £25; Cliater-Len, 8h.p. Rex, free r

gins hub, smart and fast. £26.-3, Park St., Welii.
ton, Salop. [X54)

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, splendid condition; any
£95.—23a, Upper Kennington Lane, Lon<^

SJE. [Sff*

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford. West Surrey age
for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure eaOT

delivery. [1555

A^4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Clyno.

full eanip-]^CLTXO 5-6h.p Coaclibuilt Combinnfion.
ment. condition -is new; orice £46.—Martin, 47

Holmewood Gardens, Briston Hill, S.W. [5419

/?b.p. C!j-nn Combination, 3-speed countershaft, clutch.
'J spare wheel and trre, hoin; 70 sns.. or near offer.

—12. Victoria Quadrant, TVeston-super-Mare. [X5543

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-strolte, 2»ih.p., lighting set, horn,

footboards, good condition, ride away; £25.—

H

Woods, Normandy, Nr. Guildford. [5509

|t|16 Connaught. 2^'ih.p., 2-speed countershaft, goodXv IJnnlops, fast, reliable, very good condition; price

£29/10.—D.B., 136, Harrington Ed., South Nonvoo<l.
[5437

Coventry Eagle.
Eagle, 2-'4h.p., 2-stroke, almost new;

125, Canal Rd., Mile End. [5690

COVENTRY Eagle. 2i:;h.r., 2-stroke, late 1915, very
little used, hardlv discernible from new machine

;

£25.— I'amment, 16. liayfleld Ay., Chiswick, TV.4. [5352

ITHE PROOF of!

ITHE PUDDING!!

COVENTRY
bargain, £35,

DALM 2-stroke. 1915 model, purrhased this yenr, not
done 100 miles, splendid ninning order and condi-

tion; trial given; £26.-19, Stoekwell I'ark Crescent.
S.W.9. [X5465

DAL.M. 1915. 2^4h.p.. 2-stToke, 2-speed gear, E.I.C.
mng.. tyres and belt as new, in very good condition,

and mechanically sound; a great bargain, £27/10.—E.
Gordon, 1. Lavstou Villa, Eoyston, Herts. [5581

Dot
Combination, 8h.p.,DOT-J.A.P.

in thorcugh condiTion
HoppoTS Ud-, Winehmore Hill,

wind screen, lamps,
£80.—Kearsey, 9<1.

jSr.21. [541?

DOT-J.A.l'.. 90x77, 511.P. twin, 1916. S.C. cha.ssis.
speedoiiieter, birge Lucas lamp, Jardine gear, per-

fect; £70.-211. Northumberland I'ark, N.18. [5433

Douglas.
2 speeds, etc.

;

Esses.

DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., single speed
ard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

1 Q13 Douglas.
J-t' Upmiuster,

IDOCGLAS. good order; £1S.-Hall
High Ed., Whetstone, N.20.

£30.—Drews' Garage.
[4948

.6.-29, St. Leon-
[5643

nest Green Man,
[5339

DOtJGLAS 4h.p.. as new, fully equipped; £57.-27,
Guyhurst Ed., JJalston, E.8. [5369

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, lamps, etc., overhauled;
£34.-37, St. Stephen's Ed., Bow, E.3. [5642

DOUGLAS. 1914, T.T., free engine, 2-speed; £38/10.
—Ball. 49. Eiverside. Kingston-on-Thames. [S6447

K
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From The Motor Cycle,

March 6th., 1919.

Makers and Prompt Service.

Sir,—In your issue of Februan' 13 th I

noticed that " G.R. " was worried by the fact

that he wanted to cancel his order for a machine,
and the firm he ordered it from refused to
cancel it. I should like first to state my experi-

ence in that direction.

Two months ago I ordered a Big 4 Norton
sidecar from Messrs. Godfrey's, Ltd., to be
delivered this February. Only thirty days ago
I discovered that I should have to cancel the
order, as I have to go out East. I wrote Messrs,
Godfrey's, and asked if they would cancel the
order, and explained why. By return of post
I received a very courteous letter and also a
cheque for £5, the deposit I paid in December.

. This difference in treatment, I think, well illus-

trates the dilTerence in firms. I do not know
from which firm " G.R." ordered his machine,
but I thmk I know where he will go for another
machine when he wants one. I was treated
exceptionally well by Messrs. Godfrey's, and
1 have no interest in the firm whatever, except
tbat of a prospective customer. When possible

I shall go straight to them for my machine.

W. T. Vijer-Harmer (Lieut.).

DOrGLAS, 1915, 2.speed, "W.D. model.—Lamb's. 151.
Hiph St., Waltnamstow, and 50, High lid., ^^ol;lJ

Green, N. [5445

DOIJGi^\S, 2.^ih.p., 1914, 2-speed, T.T., splendid
condition; £40.—Kev. Braybrooke, 48, Maple Ed,,

The

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h.p. combination, jE105; Wnr
Office 2^4n.p model. £60, new — Aiofliit. i'eovn.

'Phone: 50. [1103

GIBB, The Douglas Expert. Gloucester, is the m;iu
to get in touch with for best deliveries and advice

Phoue: 852. [4749

not used last

Inyoni, Bury
[5546

above i s ^
proof

X if proof be needed k
X —that Godfrey's X

[X5538,§ always study the x

H interests of their ^j

S authentic

DOUGLAS, 1911, excellent condition,
4 years ; approval willingly ; £20,-

St. Edmund's.

*1 Ql'l^ Douglas, 23:ih.p., overhead valves, special
--«/ machine, perfect, flier; £48/10.—Cecil Mott,
lattleport, Cambs. [5:5452

"1 Q15 Douglas Motor Cycle, beautiful condition; cheap.
XtJ —Storey, 7, Blenheim Terrace, Abbey Ed., St.

John's WoiTd, N.W.8. [5588

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2^h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick
starter, accessories; £45.—Lt. Disney, Rossie,

Kingston Hill, Surrey. [5558

"I Cfc 15 25'ih.p. 3-speed Doufrlas, first-class condition,
JLt/ spares, etc.; £50. no offers.—W. Owens, Bnms-
trick Ed.. Buckley, Chester. [S5498

51 Q 14 Douglas, 2 speeds, Lucas lamps, nearly new
Jit/ tyres and belt, in first-class condition; £45.—

" ' " •

[5674

condition

133, Archway Rd., Highgate.

1P|0UGLAS. 2^:ih.p., 1913, 2-speed, good
Jt^ new buck tyie, recently overhauled; £34.-EgWeit
Spearman, Bishops Stortiord.

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p. 1914 model,
horn, etc., in good condition

;

Ed.. Dounham Ed., Dalston, N.

2-speed. lamps,
£38.-38, Uiton

[550 V

1 Q 1 9 Douglas Motor Cycles, delivery from stock
J-«7 2^4h.p. 2-speed, £60; 4h.p- 3-speed combination
£105.—Tom Norton. Ltd., Llandrindod 'iVells. [X462i

eom-
£50, or exchange vv'ith

1, Kenloe Ed., Tooting.
[5377

DOUGLAS, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, T.T., nearly new,
plete with all accessories;

cash for combination.—Melrose,

DOUGLAS, late 1915, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, Stewart
speedometer. Miller lamps, horn, spares, all tools,

not ridden 200 miles ; £55.—Whitehouse, Dodworth
Barnsley. [X5472

Wr'ite for full lists of new
machines for wliich we
can accept orders.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1911, re-enamelled and plated, tyres
good, engine just overhauled; first £16 .?*cnies;"" — ]Jro,vn, c/o I'^ord, 56, Claremont St., Stapleton

Ed.. Bristol. [X5586

DOUGLAS, not unpacked, new 1918, as delivered
from makers, not yet l>een run ; price £75.—

Apply. Autolee, 412,
Lee Green 707.

High Rd., Lee, S.E.

WALIIEO Motor Works,
1917, T.T., W.D. model,

condition, speedometer, Lucas
and rear lamps; £55.

'Phone

:

[5278

Ely, Cambs.—Douglas,
lamps, horn, all in new
horn, P. and H. liend

[X5313

belt,"1014 Special Senii-T.T. Douglas, lamps, tyres,
Jl^ Einks i'ari)nretter, all ne\v. stored S'/j years,

xi-eptionally fast, first-class condition; £45.-

Throwley Ed., Sutton, Surrey.
Brynmaer,

[5284

ELI CLARK can give you roo<1 advice also good de-

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will help

rou if possible with spares. The man on the spot.—

196. Cheltenham Ed.. Bristol. 'Phone: 4169. \\ires:

rcnition, Bristol. (Please do not send sample spares.)
[0966

DOUGLAS, 4h.p. and 2^4h.p.. brand new models, lu

stock. We are stw^kists and specialists of Douglas
machines onlv. giving the finest service and the greatest

f'hoice of models in the South. Over nine years' experi-

ence as Douglas agents.—Thompson and Co., 408, Com-
mercial Rd., Portsmouth. 'Phone: 7105. [2518

Douglases, brand new, fitted 2-speed gears,

touring or senu-T.T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra.

£60; two best lamp sets, horn, registration, writin?

number plates, £4/4 ^xtra; enquiries invited. Mi'l

specification by poeit.—EoUnson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles. [5623

4h.p. Douglases, brand new. fitted 3-speed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coachbuilt side-

car, £105; 3 lainp sets, horn^ registration, writmr
number plates,

23h.p.
4 tou:

specification by
Garage, Green
Bicycles.

£5/10 pxtra. Enquiries invited; full

post.—Douglas Specialists, Robinsons
St., Cambridge. Teh: 388. T.A:

En&eld.

ENFIELD, all models, earlv fiPl'veries.-J A. Stncev.

Sole Agent. 12. Eceiesall Rd.. Sheffield. [X1543

NFIELD 6h.p. Combination, thorough repair, just

overhauled; £60.-Powell, Badsey,
^^^^^Yx5471

E

INFIELD Combinations and 2-strokes.

[5627

Early de-

E"liver'ies.-S'cSe'"AgenT Loigmail, Bisherton St

Salisbury.
'"854

1916 6h.p. Combination.—Lamb's, ISl.

Wa'lhamstow. and 50. High Ed., Wood
' [o449

ENFIELD
High St

Gie3n, N
NFIELD, 3h.p., 2 speeds, liiek starter.

'E^'^'AeX^nictltorn- £4T.-Terr-yri6,^ Grove Para,
lamps,

de.

Kast Finchley. t5681

T^XFIELD 3h.v Tivin T.T. ISl/.-^me 3.000 miles

ill originiil tyies nearly new; £40.-Box 3.0t!|. c'J

I'fti Motor Cycle.
IJ^sot't

Enfield Combination,

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K

distributors, London K
Home Counties for

J8

£ customers.
K
K
K
K
K
K
K Sole
K and
^ A.B.C., BLACKBURiVE and

j^
INDIAN Motor Cycles. JC

K

1Q13 61i.p. Enfield Combination, perfect runnu!,

Lu Older: £52; seen by appomtmenl-l.G., 51, Sand-

lifS Ed., Eritli, Kent. '-^'*^'

31, High St., Hamp-
booked for earliest de-

[2261

Selling agents for
best makes

all the*
K

K
LTD.g

X 208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,^

sg LONDON, W.l. "
S Telephone—7C91 . .aytair (2 Pines).

i GODFREY'S
sj ^^. . ....

Kent.

RIDER TBOWARD and Co.,

stead.—Orders now being

liveries Enfields, all models.

T7 NFIELD .^h.p. Twin, 2-=l'f?i .l''f,,="g''± S
ill tyres, all in perfect condition- £43.-li.aris, ine

Vale, Hampstead. Phone : 3237 Hamp. [5677

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Model 140, 2 speeds, etc

slightly soiled; 50 gns.-The, Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., Bath Ed.. Exeter. [0958

1 Q16 Enfield Combination Lucas lamps horn speert-

ly ometer, etc.. new condition tnronshout ;
any tr .

f98.-Empson, Hatley Ed., Oumlingay, b>indi, Ile.ls

[5635

1 ftl7 6hp. Enfield Combination, hood, speedomete

Li) etc., absolutely as new, used few times only

£11S._436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, b.L,Thornton Heath,
[5515

We are accepting orders for all

J°'*Sel?''of'iSnfie'ids"''one"del"ive°ry:pFom,rsed.this
"deposits optional'.—Broadway,

fcl6 EnOeld Combination

Muswell Hill.

[0993
Enfield gears, hood and

19 'wimlTp'iMnTlierlS'c'cmdition," littTe usef^ owing to
Ernnswifk

[X5499ctrol restrictions; what otters f-W. Owens,

itcl, Buckley, Chester.

EXFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, lamps

(electric), 115 gns. ; another, 70 gns. ;
exchanges.

-Geo Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction

(opp. Aiding and Hobbs). [X5402

8h p Enfield Combination, delivered Dec., 1916, hood.'

screen, and u=ual accessories, driven by, ownei

only, excellent condition; £96; seen by appointment

-

Ballard Coml e, Cooiube Warren, Kingston IIiU. [5522

N'FIELD Pre-war 6h.r. J.A.P. Combination, excel-

lent condition, engine as new, tyres good, lanips.

horn, wind screen, spare chain and valves; any test.

£70: at Bonfield's Garage, Bridport.— E. Le"tiiiill.

Laverstock, Beaminster.

E-^

All letters relating to advertisements siiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

(X5530
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

XFIELD Comliiuation, 6b. ii.. Iioiit'lit iic\r Maii'li,

1917, complete with h\m\K, luini, wind arietii,

toiila. etc., excellent conaition, only lun iiliout 1,800
tiiiliN- £105. or part exchange Doughi8.—Brown, 51,

liicatl .St., Ross, HSrefordBhire. [X5581

61r.p. Eufli'lil Combination, delivered 19W, fitted witli

hood, screen, Lucas lamp with most esiwnsive
jonerator, 8i)eedom(?ter, mudshield, and Binlie carbu-

a-ttcr, tvros unimiK tnrcd. gaarautced perfect in every
«ay; price £120.—Hood, 45, Bow Common Lane. Bow,
E. [5188

Excelsior.

AMERIOAN Excelsior Combination. 1916, dynamo
lit,'bting; £105.—Melrose, 1, Keuloe Eil, Tooting.

[5376
EXCELSIOR, 7-9li.p., 2-speed, double sidecar, rrot

been 2,000; £90.—B., George Hotel, Witham.
[5575

9h.p. American Excelsior, 1913, stored 3 years, o.h.v.,

racing cams, countershaft clutch, ScLrebler, Bosch,

very last: ;£35.— 187, Snowdrop Ed., Welling, Kent.
[5281

EXCELSIOR lAmerican) 7h.p. Twin and co;ichhuilt

sidecar, 2-8pced kick start, clutch, Bosch mag.,
Jone.s speedometer, lamps, mechanical horn, urechani-

cal and pump oiling, large tyre^, enamel, tyres, appear-
ance, and gointr thoroughly good; seen London district:

fSO, or ilose offer.—Apply. Eric Liddell, 4, Braehead
Terrace, Maxwclltown, Dumfries. [5311

F.N.

5 -eh. p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, heavy Dunlops, good
condition; £27/10.-13. North St., Barking. [5473

F.N. Lightweight. 2 speeds, pedal start, frrst-class

order ; £28.—Bunting, Masons Av., Wealdstone.
[5618

Qih.p. F.N., 2 speeds, clutch, Bosch, lanrps, horn,
-^4 ride away; £14.—McCvartney, 1, Golden Cross
Cottages, Churclr St., "Woolwich. [X5182

F.N., 2V>lr.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive, stored since
1914^ excellent condition; £14.—Smith, 35,

Kensington Place, London, W.l. [5641

LATE 1914 5-7h.p. 4-cyl. F.jST. Motor Cycle, live

shaft bevel drive, 2-speed gear box, hand controlled

Slate elutcli. Bosch type F.N. mag., F.N. carburetter,
oulile spiral cantilever spring forks, internal expanding

foot brake, basket sidecar, leather upholstery, elliptic

springs. Chater-Lea fittings, in new condition; £60.—
New Red Lion, Thorp, Chertsey, Surrey. [X6488

G
Grandex.

R-VN'DKX-PUP, 2-speefl; £18; fine <;on(litioii.-272.
Green St., Uiiton Park, E. [5630

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Grandes-Preoision Twin, hardly used,
Xt/ C.B. sideoar, hood, etc., 2 speeds, etc., speed-
ometer, prncticnlly as new. very fine lot, liphtinR set,

etc. : bargain, £7'5.—13iews' Garage, tTpiniuster, Essex.
[4947

Green.

3 ill. p. Wnter-cooled Greea-Precision, overliend valves,
2 less mag., otbemise in good going order, spring

forks, £13; 3V[h.p. Quadrant engine, complete with
pnlley and magneto wheel, 50/-.— 53, Stiinway Rd., Cov-
entry. [X5491

HarIe5''Davidson.
HAELEY-DAYIDSON" Combination, Oct., 1915, iu

splendid condition; 70 gns.—97, Malvern Ed.,
West Kilbnrn. [5371

H^UILEY-DAVIDSOX 1915 Combination, in perfect
running' rnndition, 7-9h.p. ; £90.-3, Liverpoul

Kd., Islington, W.l. [5428

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1916, 7-91i.p., electric model,
B.S.A. sidecar, little used; £115.—Dargent, lb.

Alma Ter., South Harrow. [5560

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.-Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liveries new Harley-Davidsons. [2262

1Q16 Genuine T.T. Harley. as new, mileage under
-- «^ 600 ; exchange for S-spced model Harlev.-
Graham, 12, Spring Rd., Wre.xham." [5663

1Q15 Harley-Dnvidson Combination, 7-9h.p., 3
L*J speed.^, splendid condition, Swan coachbnilt side-
car; £69.-Brauiley Oswell, Hadley, \Veilington. Salop.

[X5537
1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p. combination, elec-
-I-*^ trically equipped, perfect, not been 2,000 miles;
£68.—Builder, 172, Queen's Rd., Peckham, S.E.
'Phone: New X 236. [5563
l^-9h.p. Harley-Davidson. 1917 magneto model, fitted
• with discs, condition as new, complete with horu,

lamp, speedometer, and areessories; price £110.—Ban-

1

kin, Market St, Stranraer. [X5594
HARLET-DAYIDSOX, 1916, 7-9h.p.. electric model,

and sidecar, in exceptional condition; also new
1919 model, now at London Dork?.—Lamb'^-, 151
High St., Walthamstow, ond 50. High Ed.. Wood
Green, N. (5450

Henderson.
RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Harop-

stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest dp-
liveries new Hendersons. [2264

HENDERSON 1915 Combination. 4 cyls.. sporting
sidecar, all in perfect condition: £85.—Sydnev

Pearson, Gale House, Cheylesmore, Coventry. [X5592

Armstrong and
Sturmey-Archer

We have every
Armstrong and Stur-

mey - Archer part
actually in stock. We
can repair your gear

in four hours with
tested parts exactly

as we are supplying
to the British and

Allied Governments

and guarantee them.

GEAR
REPAIRS

in

4
HOURS.

RECOMMENDED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

E. C. Neil, Esq., Pease Hill Farm, Ripley,

writes :

'I have broken my compound cage
and have been advised by the Sturmey-
Archer Co. to write to you."

S. Hoole, Esq., Offerton Grange, Sun
derland, writes :

' In iMarch last you repaured my
Armstrong gear and it has given me
every satisfaction since— no trouble

whatever."

H. O. O. Rubbin, Esq., Sfotken Hall,

Stretton, Oakham, writes :

"I may say that the hub which you
repaired for me early last year has
never given any trouble since."

We claim the following to be a
RECORD IN GEAR REPAIRS.

Coworth Park. Sunningdale, Berks,

14/12/16.
Dear Sirs,— I must thank you very

much for repairing my gear while I

waited. To fit new parts and assemble
gear complete into wheel, after same
has been completely dismantled, in

about tliirty minutes, speaks very
well for your tools, workmen, and
organisation. I have since tested the
gear and found it perfect.

Yours faithfully, W. H. BROOKS.
Make a note of address. If you have genr trouXes,

write, wire, 'plione, or call.

Send wheels to Hounslow, L. & S.W. Rly., clearly

labelled with sender's name. Nearest station for

callers, Heston—HOUNSLOW District Railway.

County Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
kO NOON, W.

Wires : "Threespeed." 'Phone: Hounslow 322.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBEB, sy^h.p., 2-8pee<I, handle start,

during war, lide away; £22.—Wright,
Horninglow St., Burton-bn-Treat. [3

"Id 14 Humber 2?ih.p. Twin, clutch, lampai^-,
Lif condition; 35 bus.—15, Carlton Terrace, Fii

ley Rd., Childs Hill, N.W: (alter 6). [r

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., ml
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest :

liveries new SVoh.p. and 6h.p. flat twin Humbors. [2P

HUMBER, 3V.h.p., chain drive, Druid forlls, B(M
good rou'lition, splendid climber; bargain, £.

or near ofTer.-Wuiuwright, 12, Stauley Kd., Tedding*^
Middlesex. LB31»I

HUMBEB, 3V.h.p., 3-speed. clutch model, mi
coaohbuilt sidecar, excellent condition; ow)

in France; bargain, £40.—The Haven. 120, Sutherl

Rd., West Croydon. L«

3ih.n. 1912-13 Humber and wicker sidecar, 2-sp!

2 handle starter, lamps, horn, etc., perleot -

ning order; would exchange with cash lor 5-6h.p.
.,

bination.—Magda, The Orescent, Sutton, Surrey.
loGi

in 15 Humber, S'/ah.p., Snspeed S.A. hub and clutcOi,: i

J-fJ Millt'ord sidecar, all accessories, only done 1,900, ^
miles; good bargain for £60; can he seen by appomt-i

mont after 6 p.m.-B., 2, Clyde Ed., Alexandra Pari,

London. [XSSBS

Indian.

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., I
stead.-»-Orders now being booked for earliest

liveries new Indians. 1221

INDIAN, late 1915, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, Swan sidecar,

topping condition ; £85.-25, Waiham St., Sm-
ningtou Park. [SSM

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, 1915, done 3,500 milaf,

splendid condition, tyres new; £55.—Box 3,0439;

c/o The M'llor Cycle. rX5B72

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p.. 1915, 3 speeds,

starter, condition as new; £85.—Rogers, 23, Hli

St., Bromley, Kent [5411

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1916 Powerplus Inaian

and sidecar, head and tail lamp, horn, and coBlr

plete set ol tools; £85. [56W

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915, stored 2 years, clutch modd,
heavy Dunlops, Klaxon, lamps; i!65.—30, Co»-

brook Bow, Islington, N.l. [5489

"I Q15 Indian T.T., 7-9h.p., clutch model, new coil-

J-f dii^ioD; £45, offers; any trial.-" Suva," Hendaii

Lane, Church End, N.3. [6283

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., new, 1913, 2 speeds, hand clutch,

kick 8t;irt. unused since outbreak of war, can CD
60; £45.—Bunting, Masons Av., Wealdstoae. [5621

1Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., clutch, non-slip tyres go®
JL*' atj new, large head lamp and spare cluiin, pat-

ient rmiuine order; £50.-2, Thorold Kd., Chnthanl,

Kent. [X538B

1Q14 Iniliaji 7.9h.p. Boad Bacer, not used during
ji*y war, recently overhauled, excellent condition^

£60.—Lt. Critchley, Victoria Parki Wavertiee, Lives.

pool. [X54S1

INDIAN Combination, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3
spring frame, electric light, disc wheels, beautify

turnout; £85, exohange:-24, Beaaval Rd., East Diffi,

wich. [55mp

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model, not be«|
1,000 niilcfj, splendid condition, £62; also 2-seater

sidecar to match, £15/15; bargain.- 136, Ixnnheth
Walk, S.E. [5517

INDIAN ^916 5-6h.p. Coach Combination, 3 t>peed«»

clutch, ifick start, in new condition tbrouglioufrj

£78.—Peat, 72, The Chase, North Side Clapham CoiB-

mon, S.W.4. [5514

HENDEE Special, 1914, 2 speeds, electric starting,
lighting, and horn, Mills-Fulford sidecar, in

splendid condition; all accessories.—Miller, 49, Sandr
cliff Rd., Erith, Kent. [65^'

INDIAN Comiiinntion, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, eloeJH

trie outtit. tnols; spares, etc., stored 2 years, aSi<

new must sell; sncnfico £60.—Tomlinson, 19, Sidn"^
Kd., St. Margarct's-ou-Thame's. - [541

INDIAN 5-6h.p. 3-speed Combination, complt
lamps, speedometer, outfit as new; 95 gn.s. ;

'«

I'hanges.—Geo. Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Claphalflt

Junction (opp. Arding and Hobbs). [X5401

1 016 Powerplus Indian (red). Swan sidecar, 3 speedft"
X*J K.S.. hand and foot clutch, mag., dynamo set-

complete, speedometer, spring frame, practically neflr'!

condition: £115; no dealers,—JefSryes, 32, Eelstead Kd.,.,

Wanstead, Essex. [534ail;

INDIAN. 1917, T.T., clutch model, 7-9Ii.p., ClinciieK;;

tyres good, mechanical oiling. Klaxon horn, 3*-;

lamps and genciator. sprung front and rear, aliuniniuia '

lootljoards. pan saddle, splendid condition; £65; after

-

6.-24, Barnes Cray Walk, Crayford, Kent. [5686.

Invicta. .J

INTICTA, Villiers 2y2b.p. 2-«trok6, new engine poiUj
and Dunlop ou t>ack, JanUar.v, £25; also Wilt=^

fiOni.an light sidecar, cheap.—Thompson, 40a, Underhilta
St., Bridgnorth. [6416'f'

A^6 All letters relating to advertisements ^tiould quote ttie number at tlie end ol each advertisement, and tlie date of tlie issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IVY Motor Cycles.—For immediate delivery of these

famous 2-stroke machines, try The Walsall

Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone

;

444.

London Denot : H. G. Henlv and Co., 91. Gt. Port-

land St.. W.l. "Phone: 4084 Maylair. [4672

James.

DAN GUr, Weymouth.—New 5-6h.p. James Combin.n-
tion; 4^4h.p. big James combination for Mnri'h

delivery. [5689

JAMES.—Immediate delivery ol all models.—Sole
district agents. The Walsall Garage. Wolver-

-hampton St., Walsall. Phone: 444. [4671

JAarES, 4^ih.p., 3-speed, K.S., all chain drive, cora-
hination, go anywhere ; £70; accept Ughtweicht

And cash.—Avon Motor Cycle Co., Southbridge Ed..
Croydon. [5616

1Q14 James Combination, 2-speed countershaft, kick
Xt/ start, enclosed ohain drive, original tyres, little

used- anv trial: r>ertect; £65.-45, Brooklield Rd., Bed-
ford Park. Chiswick. W.4. [5545

JAMES 1914 4Mh.p. 3-speed Combination, complete,
tools, spares, Lucas horn and lamps, Stewart speed-

ometer, stored 3 years, well looked after, perfect con-
ditiou, original owner; £85.—T., 45, Elgin Av., Padding-
ton. [X5528

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead. — James machines. L>eliveiy this month

new 5-6h.p. twin combination, £126; 4i^h.p. solo, 85
gns. ; combinations, 104 gns. ; delivery February, SV^h-p.
twin. 85 gns.; March, 2'L'h.p. 2-stroke. Orders accepted
in strict rotation. [2267

1 Q14 James Combination, big single, 3 speeds, all

X tf chain drive, with lamps, toole, spares, speedo-
meter, mileage very low, overhauled recently, new Dun-
lops (heavies], a smart turn-out, not been used since
1916; £54; good as new.— G. North, Canteen, Dagen-
ham Docks, Essex. [5384

WALBEO Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.—James 1916
combination, 4Uh.p., all chain drive, large P.

and H. lamp set, P. and H. horn and rear lamp,
speedometer, mirror, all tools, £22 sidec^ar (James),
wind screen, cover-all apron, original tyres unpunctured,
'whole combination as new. done about 300 mile*, 3-

»peed bottom bracket; £95. [S5318

I.A.P
J.A.P. Combination,6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, perfert; any trial.—Abram,

Hoole Lane, Banks, near Southport. [5555-

8h.p, J.A.P. Combination. 2-speed. Bosch, B.B., good
condition; bargain, £55.—33_, Wiltshire Rd., Brix-

:

ton. [5490

J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed Jardine gear bo.\,

kick starter, engine run 200 miles, rest machine I

new. Corvette sidecar; £90; evenings.-51, Unt'^n
)

Lane, Forest Gate, E.7. [5572
j

"I 14-15 Star Jap, 6h.p., powerful twin, counter-

'

At/ shaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, been stored
3 years, new condition ; 75
nersbury Lane. Acton Hill.

J.H.

gns.—Speechley, 1, Gun
[5650

6 h.p. J.H., Sturmev countershaft gear, complete: £73.
Cross, Effingham Sq., Eotherham. [X5495

Levis.

LEVIS.—Order now for earliest deliveries? or 1919
models —Longman. Fisherton St., Salisbury [2358

LETTS.-Early deliverv of Popular models.— G. "0'.

Wilkin and Co., sole" agents. Hunters Bar, Shef-
field. [5610

1 Q16 2i4h.p. Levis, fullv equipped, not nin 500 miles:
Xt/ £32, or near offer.-Tickler, Brathay Park Ed.,
Teddington. - - [5350

LEVIS, Popular model, single-speed, nearly new

;

£33.—Earls, The Vale, Hampstead. 'Phone

:

3287 Hamp. [5678

ABARGAIN.-Late 1915 Levi.? Popular,
shaf . 2-^peed model, perfect condition

;

Griffiths, Craven Arms,

Levi.?
.leffect

Shropshire.

counter-
£30.—

[X5409

LEVIS, 1914, 2i,-.h.p., 2-5peed, enamelled grey,
Bosch, Sensprav, new Dunlop,. had little use

:

£29.—Write, Royds, 56, Station Rd., Sidcup. [5712

LEVIS.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St..

.Walsall. 'Phone : 444. [4670

RIDER TROWARD and Co.,- 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Levis. Deliverv this month. Model E.

2-speed. clutch, £47/10: Popular, £38. Orders being
booked in strict rotation. [2268

.5 Levis, 2'2h.p., 2-speed, chain-belt drive, ]Jn.scli

mag., Dunlop tyres, excellent condition. mer-^Buiis

cal horn, head lamp, generator, and tools.- 69a, Haui-
balt Ed-. Claphfun Commou, S.W.4. [5556

Matchless
MATCHLESS, earlv deliveries.—Sole Agent, J. A.

Stacey, 12, Ecc'lesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1544

5-6h.p. Matchless-J.A.P., 3-speed gear, new condi-

tion; bargain, £54.-125, Canal Rd., Mile End.
[5589

MATCHLESS Combination, new August, 1918, spare
wheel; £130.—Flint, 17. Station Ed., West

Croydon. .

[5310

19 =

Agents for
A.J.S.

(Sole London and District).

BRITISH EXCELSIOR
(Sole London and District).

TRIUMPH B.S.A.
HENDERSON A. B.C.

DOUGLAS
NEW IMPERIAL

CALTHORPE ENFIELD
P. & M. MATCHLESS

Write for delivery dates and for our
exchange card if you wish your
present mount to be taken in part

exchange.

ACCESSORIES.
College Mudshields. Keep the engine clean and

dry, and legs warm and dry. The best

protection against mud.
No. io8, double japanned leather,

complete with metal fittings

and straps price 25 /8

No. 252. Ditto, with asbestos sheet

to clear silencer price 28/6
A.K. Knee Grips, fit over tank, rubber or

leather per pair 12/-
E.U.K. Easy Starters. Easily fitted to

any engine. Make starting a simple

matter in any weather price 21 /-

Store Accumulators. Best quality :

4 volt, 20 amp .- 19/6

4 „ 40 , 29/6
6 .. 20 „ 29/6

+0 „ 43/6

\Va tci-proof-back Gaunllet
Gloves, double leather

palms, lined 13eece, wrist
straps. Very strong and
durable. Price (postfree)17/6

With wool wrists . . . . 15 /9

State size.

Leather Waistcoais, ladies'

from

(Postage, 4d.).

35/-

for the Trenches and Cold
Weather Riding, Combined
Overshoe and Legging. Abso-
kitely waterproof. Fits over
oidinary boot, and covers up to

thigh. Keeps boots dry, and
feet and legs warm. Fitted

withleathersoles price 23/-

Ssatless Type, protects

waist price 27 /-

State size of boot worn.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms :

21a, store Street, W.C.I.
Wholesale :

38, Alfred Place, W.C.1.
Garage:

Tottenham Court Road.
Tdephone : Museum 1240. - . „
Telegrams: " Dynametro, Westoent, London.
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All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numfcar at the end of each a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

sure early delivery. [1552

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stsad.—Matchless. Earliest delivery Victory

modfl oorabinatiou, ^6140. [2269

MATCHLESS, 8h,p., 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,

ride away; bargain, 28 gns; seen after 6.-48,
Templcsheen Rd., East Sheen. [5646

MATCHLESS 8h.p. 2-speed Combination, lamp,
horn, splendid condition; £65.-2, Harrington

Villas, Shooters Hill, Woolwich. [5640

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, 1914, mechanic.ll horn,

speedometer, everything on ; smaller power wanted

;

ofl6rs.-99, Shaftesbury Ed., Hammersmith. [5401

MATCHLESS, 6h.p. J.A.P., 1914 racing machine,
torpedo sidecar, disc wheels, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ;

f50.-Lnnn, 32, Welldon Crescent, Harrow. [5347

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, M.A.G. engine, 3-

speed, kick start, speedometer, apron, grid, petrol

carrier, etc.; JSllO.—Melrose, 1, Kenloe Ed., Tooting.
[5376

MATCHLESS, 1919 Victory model, delivery this

week- £140; can we book you orders? don't miss

it.-Clapham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich
[X5526

1 015 8h.p. Matchless, M.A.G.. electric, 2-seater C.B.

-Lt/ sidecar Sin. tyres, not used 15 months, perfectly

and fully eouipped.—33. Bavensdale Mansions, Crouch

End. N.E. [5325

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen, new
oversize tvres, as new; 128 gns.; exchanges.-

Oeo Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction

(opp. Aiding and HiAbs). [X5403

WALBEO Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.-Matchlep
1912 combination, 6h.p. twin J.A P., 3-speed huh.

new Dunlop tyre back wheel, Canoelet sidecar, hood

screen, tools, all in good order; £55. [ASil'l

MATCHLESS, Victory model combination, actually

in stock, with spare wheel and tyre; £140.

Liberal allowance for 1914-1916 Matchless, M.A.&.

models.-Tassell, la, Bloomfield Bd., Plumstead.^^^^

Metro.

METEO-TYLBE.-Immediate delivery of this sport-

ing lightweight, 2V.1I.P.. single-speed £46 2-spec.

£52 -Sole Wholesale and retail agents, Lancashire and

N Cheshire, The Brook Motor and Engineering Co.,

308, Deansgate, Manchester. [bisa

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31. 10b ^ind 78, High

St., Hampstead, sole agents for the Metio-Tyl r

2V.hp 2-stroke for London. Middlesex, Essex Heit.

fofdshire, Surrey. Sussex, Kent, and portions of Beik.

shiFe and Buckinghamshire; immediate delivery 2-

sneS model £52, single-speed £46: demonstration

rJodel S stock Trade 'enquiries invited and district

agencies arranged. L^o

Minerva

Olhp. Minerva, 1912, Bosch, B.B laminated forks,

02 Mal.on gear, lamp, spares, stored during war.

1^6; sidecar for same, torpedo 7°«i^*6'l°--^«^*™„
6, Caverswall St., Shepherd's Bush, W. [5399

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE 21/ih.p. Lightweight, in sound

°order and re-enamelled,J«en stored l.yeajs; bal

g„j„^ £15.-Motors, 32a, Portland St., Brightom [5532

MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, 2y2h.p., variable gear,

lamps, pump, =^P««dometcr, tools, spares run-

ning order; £16, no offers.-H.J.W., 8, Montpelier

St., Brighton. L5b51

MOTOSACOCHE, M.A.G.,. 1915, SVah.p. twin, 'T T.

bars,, footrests, de Lissa valves, lamps, horn,

and 'enerator, Enfield 2-speed condition very good.--

16, Holmwood Gardens, Church End, Finchley. [5295

New Comet.

NEW COMET, fitted Sh.p. twin P^WB'.ot engine,

me-bnnic.ally sound, tyres perfect; £18/10.-Sey-

mour, 6, Eingstead Kd., Catford. [6426

NEW Comet, new 1918 (Augiistl, 6-8h.y. J.A P. en-

cine Sturmev-Archer 3-speed conntershalt gear

with clutch and kick starter, electric lighting set specinl

TH bars and long exhaust pipe, oomi.lete set of tools,

etc
•'

this machine is exceedingly poweiliil and fast and,

having onlv run 200 miles, is in absolutely perfect con-

dftion price £80; can be seen any time.-Eupert House

Stone Grove, Edgware. L-i-atoD

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson. 2i/4h.p., 2-speed, 1915 excellent ron-

dition.-Bray, 3, Milton Ed., Highgate, N. [5470

-EW Hudson. 3=ih.p., 3-speed, pedal start, speed-

ometer, sidecar; £48.-29, St. Leonard's St., Brom-

ley-by-Bow.
1=='^^

Qlh.p. 1914 New Hudson, 3-speed clutch, ccach-

02 built sidecar, etc.; bargain, £36/10.—White

Frimley, Surrey. [6660

NEW HiKlson Combination, 3y2h.p.. 3-8peed, good

tvres, lamps, just overhauled; £40.-71, Pelham

Rd .
Wimliledon. looos

NEW HUDSON, 2%h.p., 1915, excellent condition,

stored 2. years; £24, or ofler.-Hammond MilU

green, Sp.-dding. [X5464

ivertisement, and the date of the issue. A47

N-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson,

NEW Huilaon, 2'-;ii.i)., 3-8|)eed, kick stnrt, cluteli,

Bootl tyres mid I'uuditiou ; f25.— UovauUole, Kiitb
ltd.. Uekedere. Keut. [5353

NEW Hudson 1314 SVA.p. 2-8peed Clutch Com-
bination, been stored 2 years; £45.—Cox, 24a,

Edgington Kd., Streatham. [5617

NEW Hudson Lightweight, aV^h.p. J.A.P., 3
siweds, clutch, nearly new: £32.-48, Ravenslca

Hd., Wandsworth Common, S.W. [5573

NEW Hudson, 1914. 3',2-4h.p., chaincum-belt, 3
speeds, clutch, kick start, accessories, any in-

spection or trial.—Cooper, 6, Caple Rd., Harlesden,
N.W. [6460

FOE S<de, 1914 2";4h.p. New Hudson motor cycle,

3-8i>et;d, rlutch, kick starter, splendid condition

tlirougliout: £32/10, no ofleis.—Norman White, 87,

High St., Banbury. [X5361

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, 1914,
small mile.ige, just overliauled and re-enamelled

throughout, outfit absolutely .^s new, lamps, wind screen,

etc.; £75.—Box 3,044, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X5546

1Q15-16 2iih.p. New Hudson, De Luxe model, 2-

Xt/ stroke, 2-speed, horn, mirror, tools, tyies un-

l unctured, mileage 1,500, plating, enamel, and mecha-
ni.sni perfect; seen Saturday afternoon or Sunday; £32.
-73, Cricklade Av., Streatham Hill, S.W. [X5529

N^

New Imperial.
EW Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good condition; bargain,
£33.-39. South Parade, Oxford. [6579

CEOW Bios.. Guildford.—New Imperial, all models,
new and overhauled secoud-hauds stocked. [9778

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Immediate delivery New Imperials.. [3604

NE^ IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, perfect order; £27.
— Gillam, Woodland Place, Bathwleh Hill, Bath.

[X5185
NEW Imperial.—All models for immediate delivery.—

J. A. Stacey, Sole Agent, 12, Ecclesall Bd., Shef-
field. [X1645

1 019 ^ew Imperial, 2V2h.p., 2-6peed, only ridden
Xi/ 160 miles; ie46.—67, Little Heath, Old Charlton,
6.E.7. [5511

NEW Imperials, sole London agents.—2V2h. p. 2-8peed
1919 modeis in stock; trade supplied.—Reys, Eus-

ton Kd. [2973

NEW IMPERIAL, 1915, 25Sh.p., 2-speed, in good
condition; £26, or nearest offer.-Knight,

Sewardstone, Chingford. [X5413

NEW Imperial J..4.P., 1916, 2lAh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
kick starter, lamps, first-class condition, only

done 300 miles; 37 gns.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge.
[5491

NEW I1IPEEIALJ.A.P., 25',h.p., 2-speed, ' free
engine, practically new, done less than 100 miles;

£45 ; view eveninge.-Atter, Bank House, 150, High
St.. Stoke Newington, N.16. [5359

1 Q18 New-Imperial, 2=4h.p., 2-sp6ed, M.A.G. engine,X t/ just overhauled, not done 500, condition as
new, semi-T.T. bars, lamps, horn, etc., tyres perfect;
£45.—L., Manor House, Steeple AjsMon, Wilts. [X5407

Norton.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildlord, Norton agents;
let us reserve you one. [5301

NOETONS.—For quick deliveries try the sole Man-
chester agent, Tom Davies, 229, Deanegate, Man-

chester. [4426

NORTON.-We hold large contracts, and can give
earliest delivery.— G. W. Wilkin and Co., Hunters

Bar, Sheffield. [5611

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being boolred for earliest de-

liveries new Nortons. [2266

NORTON.—We are sole District Agents, and can
give you earliest possible deliveries.—Longman

Bros., 2, King's Parade, Acton. "Phone : 1578 Chis-
wick. [5595

NORTON 1918 Big 4, military model, lamps, me-
chanical horn, speedometer, condition perfect,

mileage 2,250; £95.—iloore. Ivy House, Weaverham,
Cheshire. [X5585
NORTON'S.—We are now booking orders for the

latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5
deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.^Maudes',
100. Gt. PortUind St., London, W.l. [5675

N.S.U.
S.U.. 3'-_,h.p.. 2-speed, iree engine; £25.-272. Green

St., Upton Park, E. [5629

N.S.U. Bljh.p. Combination, 1912, 2-speed and clutch,
Bosch, 3 lamp eeta, 2 horns, speedometer, in per-

fect condition; £38.—East View, Station Ed., Harling-
ton, Middlesex. [X5469
BARGAIN.-N.S.U. 1914 twin 6h.p. combination,

eoachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed gear, free engine
Fpring frame, Bosch mag., electric light, excellent con-
dition; £60, or ofler; cash wanted.—27, Shelton Ed
Herton Park Estate, S.W.19. [5519

N.U.T.

N.T7.T.. 4h.p. twin, overhead, T.T., very fast, as new;
£57/10.-Longney, 5, Gittin St., Oswestry. [XS54S

N-

The Eastern Garage Co.

418, Romford Rd., Forest G ate, E.

7

Having given advertisement space
tliis week to the A.A. & M.U. to

enable that body to make an
important and urgent announcement
to motorists, -will be pleased to advise

intending purchasers by post what
motor cycles they have to offer.

Motorists

Stop the

Passage of

the

Transport

Bill

(Known as the

Ways and
Communications

Bill)

And protect the roads

from administrations and
control by officials
nnacqnainted and prob-

ably unsympathetic with

road users' requirements.

Write to your M.P. and
ask him to vigorously

oppose the Bill when it

comes before the House
for the second reading.

DO NOT DELAY!

Do it at once

!

o

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T., 2=4h.p. T.T. twin J,A.P. engine, lSIi_
single geared, stored away 3 years; £30, or neafi

offer.—Austin's Garage, Hoddesdon, Herts. [5482.

WALBEO Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.-N.U.T. 191«
3'/2h.p. tAvin; this machine is all in excellent

order, speedometer, lamps and horn, original tyree good,
tools, etc.; £39/10. [XSSI"

RIDEE TROWARD and Co., 31, 40b. and 78, Hi.
St., Hampstead, sole agents for the N.U.T. *

h.p. twin 3-speed, dynamo lighting, lor the whole l

London, Middlesex, Essex, Hertfordshire, Surra
Sussex, Kent, and portions of Buckinghamshire an
Berkshire. Orders now being beoked for earliest v
livery, and district agencies arranged. [36l|

0,K,
,K.-J.A.P., 2i/,h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, fast;

£32.-211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth. [5602

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hamp.
stead.—O.K. Orders being booked for earliest

delivery. [227lf

O.K., 1916, 2V,h.p., 2-Bpeed, good going order, com-
plete with lamps: f25.—Lieut. Rayner, Castle,

Monmouth. [X55ir.

I
{~\.K, Juniors. Delivery promised March. Book imme.'" diately. All machines personally tuned.—Meetorj.^;
Motors, Dorking. [5600^

1 015 O.K., ZVib.j!; 2-speed, good condition, can
JLJ/ fullT used; £25.—F. Charles, Newhoari
Northiam, Sussex. [545

O.K., 2%h.p., 2-speed, new back cover and tu
good order; £26/10.-1, Ward's Terrace, Broi

Lane, Tottenham. [5^

1 Q17 P.K. Junior, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., Dixie magnett
-»-»/ Amac carburetter, 2-speed countershalt gea-

chain-cum-belt, T.T. bars, cast aluminium footboard
2 lamps, Lucas horn, plating and enamelling perff"

machine hardly used; 33V2 gns.—Seen, 18, Park ^
Northend Rd., Golder's Green. [631

P. and M

P.
and M.. first-class running condition, fully equijipi

£28.—Bunting. Masons Av., "Wealdstone. [Si

LATE Model P.M., as new, countershaft gel

£45/10.—R., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [X664

P.
and M., S'/zh.p., 2-spe6d, chain drive; £19/19j
Collier's Motorics, Uuion St. South, Halifax. [5*"^

P.
and M.. 3i/2h.p., lata 1913, carefully used

- since new, excellent condition ;
price £40.—'B

3,040, c'o The Motor Cycle. (D) ^^^f

P.
AND M., 1919, SVzh.p., 2-speed model, -ind sii

car, in stock; £102.—Lamb's, 151, High 'Bf

Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green, N,
[544

P.
AND M., 1915, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, kick sti '

and coaohbuilt sidecar, complete with laii:_

horn, electric lighting, ready for the road; 75 gna^j

Bnrdett, 15, Waldemar Av., Ealing, W.l 3. [54:

P.P.

P.F., 2^4h.p., Bosch, Brown and Barlow, good ru
ning order; £20.-1, Ward's Ter., Broad Lra^

Tottenham. [BTS

Precision.

4ih.p. Precision, C.B. sidecar, good condition;
4 gain, £32.-4, All Saints Rd., Westbourne Pa

London, W. [XSSi^

PRECISION, 4i4h.p., Sept., 1914, Brampton _ ,

in new condition; £35, or nearest.—R. JacksOG
Rockland All Saints, Norfolk. [5371

D
Premier.

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Premier, S'Ah.p., 2-spea
gear; £25. [568;

'REMIER, 3i/2h.{)., clutch, late model, nice
dition; £32:—211, Garratt Lane, Wandswortq

[560
aft, SwaPREMIER, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, countershafi

.

sidecar; £75.-211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworti— [seg
PREMIER, 31^.?., 3 speeds, clutch, coach^'

sidecar; £40.-211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworl
[S«.

PREMIER. 3V'h.p., 3-speed countershaft, coach -cou

binntion, as new: £65.-29, St. Leonard's S&
Bromley-by-Bow. [55S

PREMIER. 1914, 3h.p., Bosch, Grado, good tyn
B. and B., as new; bargain, £30.-15, Mervan a

Effra Rd.. Brixton. [fiS

PREMIER. S'/jh.p., 3-speed, clutch, speedoihaj
lamps, tools, perfect running order; £30.-15

Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [SS"

PRE^MIER ZVJa.:p. Twin, 2-speed, light wicfc
sidecar, engine overhauled makers, perfect conoG

tion; £35.—Hammond, High St., Wivenhoe. [55©

PREMIER, 3y,h.p., 1914, countershaft, completi
with Canoefet coachbuilt sidecar, luggage c»q

rier, -wind screen, storm apron, speedometer, an
electric lighting, in good order; 55 gns.—Turner, (

Balfour Rd., Acton, W.3. [6B0|

Quadrant.
QUADRANT Combination, 1913, 4i4h.p., Annstro) _

3-speed, clutch, sound condition, ride away; £3&|
—M., Clock House, Carshalton, Surrey. [5512^

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the" end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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Adiertising and Publishing Offices:
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Tiletjrams ;

'1 ciephone ;

" Cycliat, Fleet. LondoQ."
Sdi8 City (are linea).

Editorial Offices:

Hertford Street, Coventry.

Subscription Rates : Home

TeUamms
Telephone

:

I5s. 2d.

Northern Offices

:

I99> Deansgate, Manchester.
Mocorcycle. Covencry.'

10 Coventry 'Ave linesJ.

Teleor
7'elenhoiie :

Ilifts, aiunchaicet.'

620 City.

all countries abroad, I9s. 6d. per annum*
The Fureiyn raters quoted above appJy also to men in the Serviceu abroad.

COLONLiL AND FOREIGN AGENTS:
UltlTBD States—Tba international News Agency, New York. Canada—Toroaio News Co.. Ltd., Toronto; Montreal News Co., Ltd., Montreal; WInnlpw

News Co., Winnipeg : British Columbia News Co., Vancouver : Gordon i Gotch. Ltd., 132, Bay Street, Toronto.
Australia—Gordon & Gorcb, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria). Sydney (N.S.Wj. Briibaae (Queensland). Adelaide (S.A.). Perth (W.A.). and Laahceston (Tasmania).
New ZEALA.ND—Gordon Jk Goteh. Ltd., Wellington. Auckland, Chriatchurch. and Dungdin. India— A. H. ^V^leele^ &, Co.. Bombay. Allahabad, and Calcutta.

Sooth .a.frica—Central News Acency. Ltd. Paris—Smith s English Library, 2-13 Tiwi Rivoli.

Cast off the Fetters !

IT
is very difficult at the present time for those

not in the haart of the movement to gauge
the widespread influence of the motor indus-

tries on the national life. >

Tlie time has now come when those who
so loudly decried the value of motor vehicles to

our existence as a nation are feeling the loss of

the support of the opinion of an uninformed
public. The daily press has had the truth

forced home to it by the indisputable value of

motor vehicles in war, and it is beginning to

acknowledge their invaluable aid in times of peace.

And even those papers whose former attitude with

regard to motor cycles was one of opposition

based on ignorant prejudice are beginning to

take a more enlightened interest in this most
useful means of locomotion, though in some
cases their interest seems to take the form of

somewhat enthusiastic reference to the more
freakish examples of motor cycle construction.

To consider the question purely from the view-

point of the motor cycle, in gauging the pro-

bable state of future markets for these machines,

we must take into account the numerous fresh

sources of potential motor cyclists, such as those

of both sexes, who Have been introduced to the

petrol engine in the Services, and home trans-

port organisadon. Many are the schools of

motoring which have sprung into being, but

there is a more potent recruiter of good opinion

than these. For four long years the public has

had dinned into its mind by ear and eye, by
hearsay and observation, that this is the me-
chanical age, and that the supreme and most
useful mechanism to all alike is the Internal com-
bustion engine—whether it be adapted to the

R.A.F., lady driver's mount, the officers' car,

the aeroplane, the .caterpillar tractor, or the

tank. And the result is that the public have

begun to think about it,- and later will recognise

the possibilities of its future, if they have not

done so already. Then it is but a step to

pondering over the possible benefit to the

individual. How cdn he take advantage of it?

" The motor trade has a big future," he says,
'•' I'm too old to dabble with it now myself, but

I'll put my boy into it."

War=tiine Appreciations.

Then there is the man who has donned khaki.

In battered France and muddied Flanders he

has come into daily contact with the automobile

in some form or another—in fact, his life has

often depended on it. Moreover, The Autocar

Schools in neutral countries for interned men of

the Forces have evidenced the popularity of the

subject. The Government has even gone so

far as to arrange for training in mechanical

transport subjects; classes have been founded

in most of our big cities, both at home and in

the colonies, and the leading firms have wisely

iJeveloped training systems in their own factories.

The latest news is that the Government is con-

sidering the granting of State assistance towards

the training of young engineers.

All these things are true and recognised, yet

in an enlightened and supposedly progressive

country the man. who makes these things possible

is the' man selected for the imposition of the

most unfair, ridiculous, and old-fashioned legis-

lation ever tolerated. Is it not time to end it?

Soon millions will depend upon the evergrowing

industry for a livelihood. If tfiey are not to be

disappointed the industry must be unhampered.

To-day is the time when unity of action is

extolled. The trade and the public are united

by mutual representatives to secure a measure of

reformation in many things concerning motor-

dom as a whole. Let them make a clean sweep

!

and hack and cut with resistless energy till the

manufacturers and the people are free of every

impeding fetter. Then, and not till then, can

we look forward to a future of commercial

success which will not only benefit the man who
produces motor vehicles and the man who uses

them, but all without class or distinction—and
that is true prosperity.

An index to the advertisements in this issue Aiill be found on the page facing the baol< cover.
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The A.C.U.
nREAD Major S. R. Axford's article on the A.C.U.

with much interest. Its commonseiise, its enthu-
siasm, and its optimism were all very taking.

What strikes me about the A.C.U. is that it necessarily
appears before the public in a white sheet, because it

has a past of sorts to live down. In the old days its

main work was the organisation and control of com-
petitions, in wliich the bulk of riders were not
interested. It signally—though perhaps inevitably-
failed to protect us from the rapacity of petrol trusts,
the persecution of any police authorities who chanced
to be malicious, and the callous cynicism of Parlia-
ment. The consequence was that the average pro-
vincial motor cyclist was bored stiff with the A.C.U.
and its claims. At the annual meeting of his club he
got on his hind legs and pointed out that the club got
no very obvious quid pro quo in return for its affilia-

tion fees
; practically every club secretary had to stand

this racket, and defence of the A.C.U. was not too
easy. Personally, I always felt that it accomplished
just about as much as was possible in the way of
political and public action, whilst its trials were toler-
ably well run, and such shortcomings as they exhibited
were due rather to the power of the trade than to the
weakness of the committee or officials. After all, the
R.A.C. is an infinitely more powerful body, and was
equally helpless in the face of police traps, asinine
speed limits, petrol profiteering, and other injustices
under which private motorists labour. Still, the fact
remained that the benefits were rather "nebulous, the
subscriptions tangible, and the value of membership
not easily demonstrable.
The officials have done wisely in working cut one

benefit which touches every potential member—the
" get you home " scheme. If on the top of that they
can offer the provincial member a little genuine assist-
ance in legal matters, they are sure of a membership
which will give them a real position as our represen-
tatives, and also furnish the sinews of war. After-
wards, in conjunction with the R.A.C. (which also
seems to be waking up) and the Parliamentary motor-
ing committee, they may manage to procure us rather
better treatment at the hands of the law and the police
and the fuel syndicates. If_ these ideals are to
materialise, the A.C.U. needs three things-: (i) A
" live " committee, (2) a thumping membership, and
(3) plenty of money. Let us all back it up; and if

it lets us down again, we will deal faithfully with it in
say, two years' time.

Clob RoCiTis.

I
ALWAYS wonder that so few towns boast a club
room for motor cyclists, and the A.C.U. may see
its way to organise such rooms. If you are a

Mason or a Forester or an Oddfellow or a commercial
traveller or a bookie, you are never at a loss for a
pleasant evening in a strange town. If you are a motor
cyclist, you arrive in a strange place, and there is

iS
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nothing to be done except to soak in a local bar, or

give the promenading shop girls a treat, or wander
dolefully about gazing at church spires until it gets

dark and cold and you return to your inn. The
pity of it is that you are probably quite red-hot about

your hobby, and bursting with ideas after an aggravat-

ing day in bad weather with a dud mount or a topping

run on a good one. Hidden somewhere in the town

are umpteen other fellows, all equally keen, and enjoy-

ing nothing better than an evening's " shop." But you

cannot get together anyhow. Now the rent and fur-

nishing of a room are not expensive. You can often

hire such a room over a garage, with a telephone

handy to ring up the club secretary. I am not think-

ing of the cosy quarters, complete with bar, which such

clubs as the Edinburgh M.C.C. run; for something

much simpler would fill the bill.

Propaganda Wofk.
iR take propaganda work. During last winter the

Aeronautical Society ran a series of magnificent

lectures on various aspects of aviation in some
of the leading munition centres. Motor cycling clubs

usually languish a little in winter time, as many riders

are fair weather birds. The old A.C.U. membership
included dozens of men who were capable lecturers :

some of them were racy raconteurs, some were ' tech-

nical experts, etc., etc. At small expense the A.C.U.
could provide most of the provincial clubs with a

monthly lecture during the " off " months. The army
has made us all more "clubbable" than we used to

be. There is an infinite variety of topics to select,

from. Lots of the provincial riders never go to tlie

shows or the Six Days or the T.T., and would appreciate

a lively talk on them from a man who is an authority.

The D.R. and M.T. men from various fields of war
could furnish excellent evenings' entertainments.

There is no reason why aviation and submarine work
should not be dragged in—they touch mechanical in-

terests which are akin to our own. Plenty of men
would tackle such jobs for railway fare and hospitality

without fees. To put it in a nutshell, the A.C.U. can
never do justice to its political duties unless it has the

clubs and the individual riders behind it : and it cannot
gather them in merely by organising a couple of annual
competitions, writing dignified letters of protest to the

Home Secretary, and towing lame dogs to the nearest

garage free of charge.

Tiny Carburetters.

EHAVE often wished that some technical expert
would publicly discuss the design of microscopic
carburetters. I am merely a practical rider, and

wholly unqualified for handling the subject. But all

my road experience suggests that wee carburetters are

peculiarly liable to " flood." If I buy a car with a

gasometer type of carburetter, I know it will never
flood till the needle wears. If I buy a motor cycle of

500-1,000 c.c. I may get occasional flooding as the
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result of vibration, e.g., when a semi-balanced engine
is doing 2,000 r.p.m. on a low gear; in the course of

time the needle will wear: there is (probably) no
filter, and flooding will occasionally result from dirt

on the needle valve seating. Nevertheless, flooding

will be the exception, not the rule. But if I buy a tiny

two-stroke with a float chamber section resembling

a penny, I am sure to experience a great deal of flood-

ing, even with a perfectly pointed needle and a clean

seating : how far it is due to the vibration of an engine

which has a wart on its piston, how far it is ascribable

to small petrol flow and quick float action, how far

the blame should be put upon other factors is unknown
to me.

A New Competitor ?

TO-DAY I realised with a start that the costlier

motor cycle outfits, the cycle cars, and the

cheaper cars may soon have to reckon with a

formidable rival. I was- shown a photograph of a
" private owner's " aeroplane. It differed widely

from die ^800 machines with So h.p. engines which

certain newspapers, which have gone off the deep end

on civilian aviation, have depicted. It was a tiny

monoplane fitted with a flat twin motor cycle engine,

and reminded one, in its general conception and dimen-

sions, of the quaint little turf-hopper on which Santos

Dumont used to scuttle round aerodromes in the days

of Cody and the Hon. C. S. Rolls. This aeroplane

is going into early production to sell at ^£200, even

in these days of expensive materials and high wages.

Nor is it made by Henry Ford. Moreover, the price

includes a kit of likely spares.

From the expenses of such a purchase to a side-

car's annual bill may be a far cry at the moment.
But things move fast. This is a far simpler produc-

tion job than the Ford car, which has been sold in

its country of origin at ;£75, and may be sold at

less some day. The crux of extensive landing and

rising grounds may be solved. Garage is simple.

Here is a possible picture :

A man of Ford's mental calibre concentrates on

the popular aeroplane, and sells it at ^£75 eventuall);;.

It uses four 'gallons of fuel per hour, and covers a

hundred miles. You take off and alight on sidings
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abutting on the new high-speed motor roads, which
must arrive sooner or later. To store the 'bus, you
unhook the wings, and halve a jointed fuselage, pack-
ing the whole concern in a space little larger than

a cycle shed.

Industry is certainly heading towards giant pro-

duction by super-manufacturers, and squeezing out the

small-minded and inefficient men.

The Farmer's Motor Cycle.

n
SPENT my last leave in an agricul.turaf county,

where the average acreage held by each farmer
is well under a hundred, and even the profiteers

do not run to motor cars. At the same time the local

transport system is just about as prehistoric as sur-

vives anywhere in Great Britain. The anti-joyride

restrictions were then in force, and I travelled from
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. in a variety of conveyances invented

by Noah in order to spend an hour with a man who
lived precisely nineteen miles away. When I had
blown off steam on my return, I enquired what trans-

port the residents employed. The local motor cycles

were all of the British twin-cylinder s.c. variety. I

interviewed several intelligent owners, and they taught

me some new swears which would have brought

unction to my soul at the end of my own thirty-eight

miles in eleven hours. First and foremost, they

cursed nickel plating more heartily than a mediaeval

inquisitionist ever cursed a Protestant. Not because it

rusted. They cared nothing for appearances. But
because it prevented the bicycle from selling when
they tired of the old mount, ajid hours in pouring rain

under hedges had turned its bar, hubs, bolts, etc., a

speckly saffron. Secondly, they cursed the sidecar,

its shape, dimensions, finish, splinterability, dinta-

bility, everything about it. And no wonder, for they

had used these fine Coventry-built coachwork side-

cars to carry calves, pigs, lime, manure, seed potatoes,

firewood, sulky bits of binders and harrows, and
other impedimenta. Sidecar designers, please note

that the agricultural sidecar must be roomy, afford a

comfortable seat for the best girl or wife on gala

days, and yet accommodate the maximum load of

farmhouse cargo on demand. ^Vhether it can be done
with one body, or whether two rapidly interchangeable

bodies are needed, deponent knoweth not.

BAFFLING THE
MOTOR CYCLE

THIEF

Owing to the large

niimber of Government

cars and motor cycles

lately stolen, all driver*

are supplied with a pad-

lock and chain, which

has to be used when-

ever the machine is left

unattended. Th«
motor cycle to which a

W.I^.F. is seen fixing

the lock is a P. and M

Al^
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The Best Solo Machine Specification in the Suggestions Competition invited in

Connection with our " Which Type " Reterendum.

THE suggestiQns for improvements in details of

motor cycle design received in connection with
the "which type" referendum are many and

varied, and range from mudguarding to valve opera-
tion, many readers putting forward similar ideas,
so that tlie segregation of the winners has been more
than a little difficult. The chosen suggestions, however,
embody most of the principal features asked for by
the majority in addition to fresh ideas. The winner
of the solo class is Capt. R. de H. Haig, R.A.F.,
Chattis Hill, near Stockbridge, whose specification is

as follows

:

Frame.—Treated with real anti-rust dull black
finish, nuts coppered and nickel-plated or black.
Straight tubes as on the A.J.S. Long steering head;
great attention paid to angle of rake, as this affects

skidding tremendously. Good sized oil holes to

steering head bearings.

Wheels.—Both wheels quick detachable, inter-

changeable if possible; if not, P. and M. type front,

Lea-Francis type back ; very heavy gauge spokes, as

on James ; Rudge type spokes ; Roman rims ; at least

two security bolts ; if satisfactory,. Sankey type wheels^
are preferable.

Brakes.—Rim type front "and back, carefully

designed as on Lea-Francis.

Hubs.—Must be mudproof and should have no
oilers and have roller bearings or self-aligning ball

bearings.

Stands.—Back stand extra strong, spring up ; must
not interfere with wheel removal ; front stand under
engine, and act as undershield, as on Lea-Francis.
AIuDGUARDS.—Front guard as on Enfield, only much

stronger at supports and picked to prevent rattling;

all bolts locked up
with locknuts or

patent nuts. It should have non-drip edges and plenty

of clearance ; back mudguard with valances all round,

but must give lin. at least each side of tyre clearance,

and be quickly detachable as on Enfield ; both

guards galvanfsed or anti-rust treated ; back mudguard
should have an extra stay at rear end.

Forks.—Brampton biflex^type, with long bushed

bearings adjustable to take up side play, screw-down

lubricators of a good size.

Handle-bars.—Adjustable, as on Indian, different

patterns provided to suit customers'.

Chain Cases.—Quick detachable, Lea-Francis front

case clips for both cases, and of stouter^coiistruction.

Tank. — H.U.T. type, rounded with, straps,

I.O.M. T.T. Rudge filler caps, petrol filter inside

cap and in petrol pipe.

Tool Kit.—Carried on top of carrier in flat wooden
box, with recesses to take each tool.

FooTRESTS.—Or boards, optional; both should lie

adjustable. Triumph rests are very good.. There

should be a splashguard like the A.J.S. on footboards.

Saddle.—Leaf spring Brooks.

Springing.—Some form of rear spring is essential.

Saddle pillar or front down tube used as oil reservoir,

as on the Scott. All bolts should be keyed as on

Triumph, and where possible like the Scott cylinder

holding-dcpwn bolts.

Back Wheel Adjustment.—By push bolts instead

of pull, and of ample size.

Engine.—Outside flywheel V twin, flat or single,

detachable cylinder heads, as on Blackburne, split

or roller big end bearings, roller or self-aligning ball

mainshaft bearings, force feed oil to all bearings from

sump below crank case (the sump fed by bird feed

from oil tank), oil level indicator on side of tank,

quickly adjustable tappets d la Isle of Man
B.S.A., flange joints on induction pipe,' which should

Details mentioned by

Capt. R de H. Haig

in his specification as

being very desirable

features

(1) The Rudge
spring -up stand.

(2) The Lea-Francis

front brake.

(3) Royal Enfield

Iront guard.

(4) Oil tank on seat

tube.

(5) Lea-Francis front

chain guard'.

(6) N.U.T. tank.

(7) Lea-Francis reai

brake

I

i
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have a hot air muff, side-by-side valv.es with bolted

down vah'e cap for both valve's (three or four bolts).

Exhaust pipe should be kept in place by clip joints.

-Magneto behind engine a la Clyno, chain-driven, and
in same chamber as timing pinions. This chamber
should be separate from crank case proper, and run-

ning in an oil bath.

Crank case release

of diaphragm type,

and sufficiently large

to maintain partial

vacuum in crank

case. Driving
pinion on crank-

shaft fitted as in

White and Poppe
~~-~/ ~"-~.^ engine, i.e., dogs

""--.^^ 7 on pinion engage
' ' in recesses in

The Indian adjustable handle-bars. shoulder on shaft

and kept in situ

by a nut on the end of the shaft. Gudgeon pins

should be held by spring washer, as in B.S.A.

Piston.—Almninium, and deeply recessed. Ex-

haust valve lifter should be an internal cam, as on

Triumph, and, above all, a clean crank case. As far

as possible, no cheese-headed screws. If the conven-

tional internal flywheels are used, crank pin should

be keyed, cone and nut on driving side, cone and nut

on timing side. Further, holes should be drilled

through both flywheels opposite crank pin, and taking
standard engine bolt for truing.

Gear Box.—Drive from engine by silent chain, to

rear wheel by oversize chain. Gear box adjustable 'bv

eccentric method as on Lea-Francis, so that gear
adjustments would not be altered. Gear levers a la

7,% h.p. twin James or like Triumph. Clutch control

a la Sunbeam, i.e.,

very light on handle-

bar, three or four

gears, all bearings

to be ball bearings

mounted in brass

bushes . when the

gear housing is

aluminium.

Clutch.—To be

dry plate with easily

adjustable spring

tension. Kick
starter to have in-

ternal teeth.

Finally, all Bow-
den controls should be easily detachable in toto from
machine; this can be done by judicious saw cuts in

terminals. They should be internal in handle-bar.

All levers should give a straight pull as on Amac con-

trols. The H.T. wires should be led through ebonite

tubes to plugs. There should not be more than three

sizes of nuts or bolt heads—say Ji^in., ^^in., li'm., and
of the same standard threads.

Magneto chain case integral with

the crank case, as in the Star

motor cycle.

Selective Clutch Gears for Lightweights.
An Appeallor Simplicity and Foolproofness.

THE writer is very much in favour of selective

clutch gears on the lines of the P. and M. and
Enfield for lightweight machines, and certainly

it seems that a heavy gear box is out of place, apart

from the question of cost, on these little mounts. In

the first place, the essence of the lightweight is fool-

proofness and simplicity, and the selective clutch

gear affords the most foolproof transmission possible.

When old it is not good for the heavier types of

vehicles, and it works at its best and sweetest when
not overloaded ; so that its wearing properties are

practically indefinite when it is applied to this type

of mount.
A gear box, besides being costly, adds^ complica-

tions, and robs the machine of its essential simplicity.

For it to work satisfactorily a friction clutch must be

used in addition, which means an additional unit and
an additional control. The lightweight clutch must
be small and light,- and small clutches are not always

very good. If the clutch is dispensed with the trans-

mission is far from being foolproof, and the machine
far from what might be desired in the way of con-

trollability. I have possessed lightvveights having the
" simple " dog-clutch change, which were jnore diffi-

cult to handle than a 40 h.p. car, and similarly I

have seen such machines in the hands of inexperienced

riders perform all sorts of acrobatic feats, such as

rearing up vertically on their hind wheels. It is

surprising what the gear boxes will put up with,

tliough such abuse is painful to experience and behold.

A lightweight machine should be such that any

novice, . who has had no previous experience, can

handle it straight away without difficulty. I am in

favour of the chain-cum-belt drive on these light

mounts on account of its sweetness, cleanliness, and
simplicity, and with a selective clutch gear it makes
an excellent combination ; but there is no reason why,

given a good selective clutch gear, an all-chain drive

should not be employed without the necessity for a

shock absorber. At all events, a cush hub is all that

is required for damping out the snatch should chains

be employed, and the all-chain Levis with Enfield

transmission system is a sweeter running mount than

many of its belt-driven comrades ; whereas, given an

absolutely positive "drive, as when a gear box is

employed, some additional shock absorber is required,

its need being felt chiefly when starting up from cold.

Effective Flywheel Weight.

Again, these small engines are apt to attain terrific

revs, almost in the fraction of a second when the load

is suddenly relieved by placing the lever in the free

position, and one proceeds, through traffic with the

engine alternately racing and konking unless it is well

tuned. This kind of thing is very rough on a gear box,

whereas a selective clutch gear, judiciously handled,

can be so manipulated as to keep a progressive load

on the engine. Also, since the engagement of the

gear is always more or less progressive, stresses on

engine and machine are lightened. Chinook.

A23
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Olmes to TLlg^t "Camps.
Greenwich Time

Mar. 20th e.'JO p.m.
„ 22nd 6-.44 ,.

„ 24th 6.48 ,,

„ 26th 6.5a ,,

Police Activity.

We are advised that the police are
particularly active on the roads in the
neighbourhood of Wanstead and Wood-
ford, Essex.

Auto-wheel Car Races.

The proposed (?) T.T. for scooters has
its parallel at Palm Beach, Florida,
where American society ladies race with
small four wheel " cycle cars " propelled
by auto-wheels. The.^e little vehicles are
known as " Smith Flyers."

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

A conference on " Industry and Educa-
tional Reconstruction ' will jje held under
the auspices of the Industrial Reconstruc-
tion Council on Tuesday, March 25th, at
6 p.m., in the Hall of the Institute of

Journalists, 2 and 4, Tudor Street, E.G. 4.

The chair will be taken by iSIr. W. Peter
Rylands, of Messrs. Ryland Brothers,
Ltd., Warrington, and the opening ad-
dress will be given by Mr. F. W. Sander-
son, M.A., headmaster of Oundle School.
Questions and discussions will follow.
No tickets are necessary.

An Old Boys' Association.

An Old Boys' Association, for mem-
bers of the "R.N.A.S. Armoured Car
Section, has been formed, and any motor
cyclist who joined this force, and who
would care to become a member, is re-
quested to communicate with the Secre-
tary, Mr. ,J. A. Johnson, 74, Queen's
Avenue, Finchley, N.3. It is hoped to
hold social meetings in London and in

any provincial town where it is justified
by the membership, and it is further
l-iroposed that the association should
have a benevolent function.

A Case of Overloading.

The following is an extract from a
reader's letter, which is an excellent ad-
vertisement for tlie machine he favours,
but which refers to a rather prevalent
practice of overloading which we do not
support :

"1 have a 1914 3^ h.p. 'three-speed
Rover, to which I have attached a single-
seated sidecar. IVIy usual load is my wife,
myself, and two children age nine and
six years. The machine has taken the
four of us, with the addition of three
gallon tins of petrol and 35 lb. of lugg.ige,
to North Wales several times on top
gear with an occasional drop into second."

A Super Scooter.

We have information that an improved
motor scooter is to be placed on the
market. This will be built in England
in large quantities, and sold at a moderate
price. The producers hope to have 200
ready by the middle of May, and to turn
out something like 5,000 during the
present year. The scooter will have a
2i h.p. two-stroke engine, a two-speed
gear, chain drive, and 20in. wheels. The
frame will be of very novel construction,
and a seat will be provided. Further
information will be published in our
pages when the various patents have been
accepted.

A Motor Cycle Trial in Australia.

News is just to hand concerning the
Sydney-Melbourne Inter-state Motor Cycle
Trial Only three machines went through
the trial without loss of points, and one
of these was a 3^ h.p. standard Zenith,
ridden by Mr. V. R. Blackett. This
machine reached Sydney in the early part
of 1914, and is a standard type without
clutch or kick-starter. Blackett had to

compete against' the very latest and most
powerful American productions. It was
the first to enter all controls and first to
arrive in Melbourne.
Blackett has alreadj- attained a great

deal of fame in Australia as a long dis-

tance rider who is able to effect a low
petrol consumption on his machine. The
official record throughout the whole trial

shows thai the machuie averaged 110 mUes
to the gallon.

Blackett was also successful in gaining
the prize for the most meritorious per-

V. R. Blackett, who made a splendid performance

in the Sydney-Melbourne trial, averaging 1 15 m.p.g.

and losing no marks

Special "features.
••REVS." AND THE SINGLE.

IMPROVING THE MOTOR CYCLE.
A SPRING FRAME ATTACHMENT.

formance and the prize for the machine
arriving in the best condition.
At the conclusion of the trial Mr.

Blackett returned home, reaching his

destination without any hitch, which
means that he travelled 1,600 miles
with very little rest and under very trying
conditions.

Henry Ford Again.

The New York correspondent for the
Express says that Mr. Henry Ford intends
to retire from his factories and to manu-
facture a new type of cheap motor caj to
sell for £50. Edsel Ford, who makes the
announcement, says that two sites for the
new plant are under consideration at
Hamilton, Ont., Canada, and Troy, N.Y.
The £50 car, according to Edsel Ford,

will appeal especially to people going to
and from work, who are now able to take
only infrequent leisure trips. He says it

will embody lightness with increased
strength, and the reduced cost will be due
to several new inventions. This rumour,
however, is not substantiated by the Ford
Motor Co. in this country.
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Popularity
and why—

B.S.A. CATALOGUE
FREE ON REQUEST

GUARAJ^TEED
INTERCHANGEABILITY.
No feature of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles is

better known, and certainly none is more
deservedly popular, than that of B.S.A.

Interchangeability. First adopted many
years ago in the manufacture of army
rifles, interchangeability was soon rigidly

enforced in all B.S.A. Productions. Every

part is gauged at each stage of manufacture,

and in the event of the detection of even

so slight a variation as a thousandth of an

inch the part is at once rejected. The
advantages accruing from the guaranteed

interchangeability of every B.S.A. Part are

overwhelming, not the least important

being that, in case of loss or damage, any

replacement parts that may be necessary

are certain to be exact duplicates.

"^
^ :YCLEi

For Solo ^%^ Sidecar

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LTD.,

Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'ucle.'
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The Key to the Open Road."

Serves
ALL

Your Needs :

Fights
ALL

Your Wrongs.
Subscription 10/6

SEND A POSTCARD TO
I

DEPT.THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION & MOTOR UNION
Secretary: STENSON COOKE.

FANUM HOUSE, WHITCOMB STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
BELFAST: 45. Arthur StreeL

BIRMINGHAM : Central Honse, New Street.

BRISTOL : Canada House, Balwin Street.

CARDIFF : 31, Queen Street

CORK: 25, South MaU.

BRANCH OFFICES:
DUBLIN: 12, CoHese Green.

EDINBURGH : 2, Castle Street, Princes Sl

EXETER : 271. High Street.

GLASGOW : Gordon Chambers, Mitchell St

LEEDS : City Square.

LIVERPOOL : 34, Ca»tle Street.

MANCHESTER : 3, St Peter's Square.

NORWICH : Prince of Wales Road.

PLYMOUTH : Prudential Buildinsa.

SWANSEA : Chancery Chambers. Rutland St

In answenng this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Sidecars "Outriders."

During his recent visit to Boston,
Mass., President Wilson had an escort
of police in sidecars.

Lady Tourist fiom Canada.

Miss Lillian Spencer, a Montreal motor
cycle enthusiast, will come to England
this summer to tour the " home " country.

Tom Silver Convalescent.

Mr. T. Silver is still at the Haddon
Hall Hydro, Buxton, recuperating after

a serious operation several months ago.

He advises us that he will soon be back
at the Quadrant factory.

1919 Enfields.

6 h.p. Enfield sidecar outfits are now
120 gns., the 8 h.p. model is 2 gns.

extra. With dynamo lighting the prices

are 140 gns. for the 6 h.p. and 142 gna.

for the 8 h.p. model.

War Tax.

The extra war tax of 6d. per gallon

on petrol appears lilcely to remain until

the Budget requirements for the year are

under consideration. In the meantime the

R.A.C. and other motoring bodies are

making every endeavour to have the

burden removed.

Why Stand Up.-'

Are we to arrive at the genuine light-

weight motor cycle via the scooter ? We
feel convinced that those who now show
enthusiasm for the motor scooter will

sooner or later—most probably sooner ( ! )

—demand a seat. It would be quite a

sensible demand tool Having obtained

a sitting position, we have the lightweight

motor bicycle.

A.C.U. General Meeting.

A large attendance is expected at the

Digbeth Institute on Saturday next, for

the A.C.U. meetings. At 2.30 the An-
nual General Meeting will elect a presi-

dent and vice-presidents, and receive the

annual report of the union and balance

sheet for the past year. At 3.30 there

will be the annual meeting of individual

members, to elect twelve individual mem-
bers to serve on the committee for the

ensuing year, and at 4.30 there will be

a meeting, open to all interested in motor

cycling, when Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith,

C.B.E., Major Axford, O.B.E., and others

will speak.

The Channel Tunnel.

Nearly a hundred years ago the making

of a Channel tunnel was discussed, and

now once more an intense interest has

been focussed on the project. All the

plans are ready for the work to commence
immediately, and only the Government's

consent is needed. France has always

supported the idea; and, had it not been

for the military opposition in this country,

the tunnel would by now_ have been an

accomplished fact. It is highly impro-

bable that a roadway for motor vehicles

wiU be constructed at the same time

;

but even so the advantages to be gained,

from the motorist's point of view, are too

manifest for discussion on the subject.

That a vast a,nd new touring ground will

be available without an irksome sea pas-

sage is one advantage—though probably

a minor one—that will appeal to motor
cyclists.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

A meet and run has been arranged
for March 22nd, with a view to attending
the A.C.U. General Meeting at Birming-
ham. There are now 1,400 members of

this branch.

Public Schools M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at the R.A.C.
on Wednesday evening, the 26th .inst., to

revive the Public Schools M.C.C, and all

motor cyclists interested are cordially

invited to attend.

A.C.U. TO EXCLUDE
FOUR-WHEELERS.

DECISION OF THE GOVERNING
BODIES.

Al a meeting of the R.A.C . and A.C.U.

Joint Committee, held on Monday of this

week, it was decided thai in futurt

" MOTOR VEHICLES WITH THREE
WHEELS OR LESS SHALL BE
DEEMED TO BE MOTOR CYCLES
ALL OTHER MOTOR VEHICLES
SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE
'MOTOR CARS'"

Representatives 0) the A.CU. Com-

petitions Committee, who have special

interest in four-wheel cycle cars and light

cars, are to be invited to attend ihe R.A.C.

Competitions Committee meetings with a

view to assisting in the organisation oi

light car trials

Drivers' Precautions on Westerham Road.

We are told that drivers of the motor
'buses on the Westerham Road are
strapped to their seats because of the

vibration set up by the large holes in

the road. Two of the largest holes are

known to the passengers as the Salt Box
and Biggin Hill bumps. Both bumps
indicate stopping points.

L.M.C. Prices.

The prices of the 1919 L.M.C. motor
cycles are £85 for the 4i h.p. and £95
for the 5-7 h.p. twin.

One-strokes ?

We frequently receive " designs " for

double-acting two-stroke engines which
are described as "one-strokes."

"Bush" Newsome back again.

Capt. C. T. Newsome, the ex-Rovej
exponent, is demobilised and has deserted

the motor cycle industry. He has now
an appointment with the Rover Car Co.

'The Engine of the Sidecar Machne."

To-night (Thursday, March 20th), Mr.
Eric Caudwell will read a paper on " The
Engine of the Sidecar Machine " before

the Institution of Automobile Engineers,

at the Chamber of Commerce, New
Street, Birmingham.

A Sale oS Army Motor Cycles

There will be a further sale of Army
motor cycles held by Aldridges (Messrs.

W. and S. Freeman), St. Martin's Lane,
London, W.C.I, at the Gilbey Hall,

adjoining the Royal Agricultural Hall,

Islington, entrance in Barford Street,

beginning at 10.30 a.m. on Friday next

• The Slough Motor Depot

There is a possibility of the great

Slough Arniy Motor Depot scheme being

modified. It will be remembered that

£1,700,000 was to be spent in the project.

A great deal of this has already been

spent, to say nothing of the waste that

has taken place.

the New Transport tiu.-.

The opposition that the dock and
harbour officials are making against the

Government's proposal to place the

Minister of Ways and Communications
in authority over their administration is

having more effect than the agitation by
the motoring interests against the inclusion

of road control under the new Ministry.

So says The Daily Mail. How such a

conclusion was formed, however, is diffi-

cult to understand, for the agitation of

the motor world could not possibly have
been more whole-hearted thnn it has been.

The peace model Griflon, exhibited ai the Lyons Show. It is a lightweight twin, which

does not appear to compare favourably with the latest British machines, and has all-bell

drive and pedalling gear. It will be noted that no silencers are fitted. .

B3
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A SPRING FRAME ATTACHMENT.
A Device fo Convert Existing Rigid Frame Machines.

AT the moment, we can recall no firm
specialising in converting conven-
tional machines into spring frame

mounts, and in view of the insistent
demand for spring frames, owing to the
condition of the roads at the present
time, there appears no doubt that such a
concern would receive support, provided
the device they offered were efficient and
the price moderate.
Over twelve months ago we illustrated

a design for a rear springing attachment
which was the invention of Mr. J.

Warner, a Coventry engineer, but, owing
to the war, nothing has been done in the
way of marketing the device until
recently. The arrangement, however, is

not new. It has, in fact, been in regular
use during the past tliree years on a
Triumph machine, used both solo and
with sidecar, and the fact that the inven-
tion has undergone very little alteration
since we last saw it goes to show that its

sponsors are satisfied with its performance.

Rigidity of Frame Retained.

As will be seen from the illustrations,
the most outstanding features of the
device are the double back stay and the
single coil spring underneath the saddle.
The rigidity of the frame itself is in no
way lessened by the alterations which
are necegsary to fit the attachment.
Probably a " spring wheel " is a more apt
term to describe it than " spring frame,"
as the pivoting point is at the outer ends
of the stays. The usual stay ends are
replaced by two special members, in

which swivel a pair of links that are
continued normally in a straight line, and
carry the wheel spindle at their middle.

The attachment fitted to a Triumph solo machine.

while an extra pair of stays are pivoted
at their extreme ends. These stays
normally are parallel with the rigid stays,

and at the top, bridging the wheel, is a

yoke, which is connected to a second link

system placed immediately beneath the
saddle and controlled by an adjustable
spring. This upper link S5'stem consists

of two plates or bars, which are attached
to the yoke through a sleeve by means of

a shaft which works on phosphor bronze

loads, such as when a sidecar is fitted

or a pillion passenger carried, or both.

A company has been formed, to be

known as Vowels, Ltd., with works at

Mount Street, Coventry. This firm will

undertake to make conversions. Where a

machine is fitted with detachable "chain"
stays it is only necessary to detach these

and the rear stays for the necessary

alterations to be made, otherwise the

complete frame would have to be sent

to have new stays fitted.

We understand that the price for the

conversion is quite moderate, and that the

workmanship will be guaranteed.

The guard, saddle, and carrier removed to

reveal the details of the Warner device.

The Warner spring frame attachment.

bushes, and are similarly attached to the
rigid stays. Besides their two main con-
nections, the two links are also connected
by a bolt which forms a bridge, placed
midway between the yoke and the rigid

stays. On this bridge is fixed a spring,

the top of which is adjustably fixed to

the frame members. This is adjustable,
and by means of a finger on the lower
rigid stay it is .possible to ascertain
whether the tension is correct for various

AMERICAN T.T.

AN American T.T. race is on the
boards, and several interesting sug-

gestions are put forward by readers

of the U.S. papers. One idea appears to

be to hold a race in each State on a course

of six to twelve miles, including a
"long" hill. It is proposed to have no
fewer than five classes (sidecars, heavy
solos, mediumweights, lightweights, and
"specials"). Presumably, the winners
of the State races would meet to find the
winner of the trophy.
Events of this character no doubt would

stimulate interest during the whole of the
summer season, and would give a greater
number a chance to participate than in

a single event.

An alternative suggestion is to hold a
single race more on the lines of the Inter-
national T.T., and a part of the Lincoln
Highway is mentioned as a suitable
course. Standard machines are favoured
by the majority of the T.T. enthusiasts,

who would bar eight-valve motors and
other special racing machines.

t^i.
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The British Government

during the war claimed the whole output of

our works and enforced on us the renunciation

of our extensive relations with the French and

Italian Governments. The performance of

THE TRUSTY

under strenuous active service conditions proved

to our authorities that the TRIUMPH could

be relied on to get there despite the wrecked

roads, bad weather, and many handicaps of war-

worn country.

Its easy start and quick get-away made it

pre-emmenfly a machine for despatch runnmg,

while its bursts of speed and reserve power

were certainly instrumental in saving the lives

of our D.R.'s.

Our new models vyrill retain all the merits

of the war model, and be built to stand the

same strenuous tests.

Nearly 2,000 Triumph agents in the

British Isles are at your service. Why not have

a chat with your nearest ? He can give you

all particulars and prices.

LONDON DEPOT : 218, Gt PorUand St., W.l.

Also at Leeds, Manchester, and Glasgow.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

In answering this adveTtisement it is desirable to menti'-.-r "The Motor Cycle." B5
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HERMES (Mercury)

LJERMES, the god of merchandise and

the messenger of the gods, according

to Greek mythology, would also be the

guardian deity of Motor Transport had

such existed in those distant ages. He 'was

the personification of rapidity of move-

ment, and that is what the motor stands

for to-day. The. modern association with

WOOD - MILNE
TYRES

will appeal to all motorists. On the Allied fronts

these tyres have established a unique record and'
played a big part in the rapidity of movement, so

essential to our victory. And in the Peace activi-

ties on which we are entering, car owners desirous

of efficient service will find them the ideal tyre

equipment.

WOOD-MILNE, LIMITED, 21, Albion Street, GAYTHORN, MANCHESTER. Telegrams :
" Wudmiln, Manchester." 'Phone : 8774 City (3 lines.)

LONDON : 42-46, WlGMORE Street, W.l. Telegrams: " Wudmiln, We,s(io, London." 'Phone: Mavfair 735. 6739, 6790. !

BRISTOL — BIRMINGHAM — PRESTON — NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE — GLASGOW — DUBLIN — BELFAST.
595

"/ purchased it in 1911, and have

ridden it continually in all Weathers

(hail, rain, blow, or snow) for over

40,000 miles. My repair billhas been

exceptionally light. The machine

is looked upon as a wonder in this

district." 5ep<. 11, 1918.

Thus Mr. D. Ward, East Brent,

Highbridge, in the best type of

reminder that your new mount

should be a HUMBER.

HUMBER LIMITED.
Head Office and Works : COVENTRY.

London f Showrooms— 32, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. i.

& District \ RepairWorte—Can perbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

Southampton & District: 25-27, London Rd., Southampton.

3! H.P. TWIN HUMBER.

b6 In answerinr/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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"REVS." AND THE SINGLE.

THAT mystic symbol "r.p.m." does not ahvays

mean power. Because an engine is capable

of high speeds, it is not necessarily a powerful

.one. The small internal combustion engine such as

is used on a motor cycle depends upon its speed, it

is true, but the limit of maximum power is reached

before the maximum speed is attained. Hence
" revs." do not always mean power, because most
engines capable of, say, 5,000 r.p.m. reach their

maximum power at a little over 3,000 r.p.m., after

which the power falls off rapidly; in fact, the power
at 3,000 r.p.m. may be 100% higher than at 5,000

r.p.m.

Should an engine on the track attain a higher

revolution speed than that at W'hich it gives its

maximum power, this is proof tliat it is under-geared,

the ideal ratio being that which will allow the engine

to reach the speed which has been proved to be the

top of the power curve, but not to exceed it.

One Advantage of the Flat T-win,

The ability to "rev." is cited as one of the greatest

advantages of the flat twin. It is clear that the better

mechanical balance of this engine allows of a higher

rate of revolution, but, unless this high speed can be

used to advantage, the rider gains nothing so far as

power is concerned.

Certain it is, there is a limit beyond which poppet

valves will not function properly. According to some
authorities this limit is reached between 3,800 and

4,000 r.p.m. ; hence one of the main reasons why the

power curve falls off long before the maximum "revs."

are obtained.

It is well known that a single-cylinder will develop

more power than a nurnber of smaller cylinders totalling

the same capacity, because of the losses in friction

and thermal efficiency, and it would appear that, until

the higher revving ability of the flat twin can be used

to full advantage, the single is bound to hold its

present position both as the power unit of a general

utility machine and as the propellant for the speed

machine.

The power
cuives of 1914

and 1915 single-

cylinder Harley-

Davidson 4 h.p.

models with 84.1

X 101.6 mm.
cylinder, 564.9

c.c. capacity.

REVS. PER MINUTE

Although the flat twin is a higher revving engine

than the single, the latter is capable of very high

speeds, as has been frequently proved '

' on the

bench," in which connection it may surprise the aver-

age reader to know that our greatest racing exponents

The Engine Speeds of Record Breakers
on the Track.

and tuners do not attach such great importance to

bench tests as is generally supposed. I am told that

many engines which beat all records " on the bench "

prove inferior on the track to engines which have

not given such good results on the dynamometer.
After all, it is in actual performance on the road

or track where the real merit of an engine is demon-
strated ; therefore, the number of revolutions attained
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REVS. PER MINUTE

A " graph " prepared by Mr. G. Funck, A.M.I.A.E., to show

h.p. at various mean effective pressures.

on the track by engines of record-breaking machines

is of far greater importance than the maximum revs,

obtained on the bench, but, undoubtedly, both are

interesting.

The gear ratio used on the Norton by O'Donovan
during his last record, when he covered a kilo,

at a speed of nearly 83 m.p.h., was sik to i.

This gives an engine of 4,000 r.p.m. It may be

assumed that, running under the more ideal conditions

of a bench test, the revs, would jump up considerably,

and that over 5,000 r.p.m. would be obtained.

Particulars regarding the highest revs, attained by

the 3^ h.p. Norton engine running free are not obtain-

able, 'but, under load on the track, Mr. Norton tells

me that 4,200 has been attained very frequently,

without allowing for belt slip or wheel spinning. The
power developed at this speed, at which the peak of

'

the curve is reached, is approximately 16 h.p.

High " Revs." with Sidecar.

The larger Norton engine will reach a similar num-

ber of revs, under load, but the power curve begins

to fall just a little earlier. 3,880 r.p.m., without

allowing for belt and wheel slip, has been obtained

with a sidecar, over an officially timed distance at a

flexibility hill-climb, which called for a fast run

with a 6 to I gear. The speed was 49.8 m.p.h. I

B7
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"Revs." and the Single.—

recall that a 3^ h.p. Triumph with sidecar, tuned

for a "speed burst," actually maintained a speed of

70 m.p.h. for a quarter of a mile, with and against

the wind. The gear ratio was $% to i. Therefore,

1,000 2,000. 3,000 4,000.

REVS. PER MINUTE

The power curve of the 500 c.c. Rudge single.

the engine speed was 4,980 r.p.m. This particular

machine was a Stanley-tuned Triumph, used by J.

Cocker. These speeds were obtained during com-
paratively short periods, but the hour records obtained

by Stanley in 1913 show that singles are capable of

high revs, for longer runs.

For example, the hour record for engines not ex-

ceeding 330 c.c. is still held by a Singer single, having

a bore and stroke of 75 x 79 mm. respectively. This

little machine covered 62 miles 1,199 yards in the

hour (62.68 m.p.h.), which represented an average

engine speed of 3,950 r.p.m., as the gear ratio was

4ji to I.

It is interesting to compare some of the speeds of

the various types of engines which hold or have held

records in this class, and for this purpose the following

schedule is appended

:

DOUGLAS (Sat twin) Flying km. 30.8 sees. 72.S3 m.p.h

SINGER (single) i tiour 62 mis. 1,199 yds. 62.68 m.p.h

NUT-J.A.P. (V twin) 100 miles ih. 36m. 7s. 62.42 m.p.h.

M.\RTIN-J.A.P. (single) Flying km. 32.763605. 68.28 m.p.h.

True, the flat twin scores with a half-minute run

at 72.63 m.p.h., but one can better compare the

respective performances of the V twin and the single

in the longer runs. The flat twin does not hold any

long duration records, whereas the single and the V
twin, both artificially balanced as compared with the

flat twin, kept up their revs, for an hour and an hour

and a half respectively.

350 c.c—5,000 r.p.m.—13 h.p.

The gear ratio used by Bailey on the Douglas when
he broke the flying km. record is not available, but

on test the engine proved to be capable of 6,500 r.p.m.,

the peak of the curve being in the neighbourhood of

5,000 when the power developed was said to be about

13 h.p. This particular engine was a special racing

Douglas fitted with steel cylinders made by the A. B.C.
company.

In the 500 c.c. class no V twins have held important
records, and at the present time the single-cylinder

holds all of them. For a short time the A. B.C. held

the flying kilo, and the flying mile, but these were
quickly recaptured by a Norton single. In this class

we have more particulars concerning gear ratios, and,

bS

consequently, engine speeds also. Below are given

so'me of the record speeds, together with the gear ratios :

NORTON (single) Flying km. 82.85 m.p.h. 3tt to i 4,000 r.p.m.

A.B.C. (flat twin) Flying km. 80.47 m^p.h. 3i to i 3,770 r.pjn;

SINGER (single) i hour 67.44 m.p.h. si to i 3,120 r.pjn

From the above it will be seen that in the 500 c.c.

class, under record-breaking loads, the single's revs,

were higher than those of the flat twin.

What are the highest speeds attained by a recipro-

cating engine of the motor cycle type is not on record,

but it is stated that the 250 c.c. A.B.C. running light

attained a speed of 8,000 r.p.m., and this it seems

would probably be the world's record. On test this

little engine, which weighed 14 lb. without magneto
and carburetter,, developed 2 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m.,

3 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m., and 4 h.p. at 4,000 r.p.m.

That 5 h.p. was not obtained at 5,000 revs, goes to

show that the peak of the power curve was somewhere
in the neighbourhood of 4,000 r.p.m., hence the revs. .

above this speed only served to demonstrate the perfect

balance of the small flat twin.

500 c.c—3,700 r.p.m.—10 h.p.

Perhaps the nearest approach to the revs, obtained

by the little A.B.C. of which definite information

is available was that obtained by Messrs. F. E.

Baker, Ltd., with a certain Precision single, which

attained 6,000 r.p.m. on the test bench, but the top

of the power curve was 3,700, while a Green-Precision

single developed slightly more power, i.e., 10 h.p.,

at much lower speeds.

The highest recorded revs^ of a Rudge 500 c.c.

single were 5,000 r.p.m., when the power at the peak of

the curve (3,600 r.p.m.) was 10.9 h.p. According to

a Rudge publication, the 750 c.c. single has attained a

speed of 4,000 r.p.m. .

To summarise, it is permissible to conjecture that

the maximum speed at which any internal combustion

engine will give power proportionate to the revs, is in

the neighbourhood of 5,000 r.p.m., and that only the

flat twin has been able to do this owing to its superior

balance. It has yet to be proved, however, which
type of engine is best able to maintain its speed

and power for long periods. At the present time the

single leads on the point of records, and no doubt
there will be keen contest between these two types

in the future. Vedette.

UNSIGHTLY ADVERTISEMENT HOARDINGS.
The Derry House, Wolston, Warwickshire, a landmark loiown

to thousands of motor cyclists. Several manufacturers advise us

with regret that this quaint little cottage may shortly be disfigured

with hoardings—ti regrettable act in view of the constant appeals

to improve our villages and preserve the beauty of the landscape.
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VALUE
FOR MONEY
10/

ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION

TO THE ACU
brings you the following FREE Benefits:

FREE " GET-YOU-HOME " SCHEME, whereby in case of accident

or breakdown on the road your machine is taken to the nearest garage and a

car is placed at your disposal to drive you and your passenger home or to the

nearest Railway Station, FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all matters

motorcycling, FREE Assistance of the R.A.C. Road Guides, FREE
Use of a Reading Room at the R.A.C, FREE Assistance in Tourmg

and Foreign Travel, SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc., etc.

The Auto-Cycle Union is recognised as the champion of every cause

which has the welfare of motorcycling interests at heart, and the

annual membership subscription of 10/- is in no sense proportionate

to the numerous practical advantages the member derives. A.C.U.

members are entitled to Special Benefits which cannot be obtamed

from any other motorcycling association, and it is in the direct

interest of every motorcyclist to join the A.C.U. without delay.

Fill in and Post the Information

Coupon below for fall details NOW!

PUBLIC MEETING of all Motorcyclists.

Tn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyele.'l B9
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This announcement is issued by ihefolloio-

ing British firms who invite enquiries for

particulars of their various models :

Godbolds.

British L.M. Ericsson Mfg.

Co., Ltd., Beeston, Notts.

British Thomson - Houston

Co., Ltd., Coventry.
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maoê
eans well made

MiA sssagssnetos'
re examples of British
uentific engineering at its best. In

1 le past four years they have proved
t lat *' British made is well made." They
J re more efficient and reliable than
my Magnetos which have been pro-
i uced at any time or anyw^here.
' hey aremade to standarddimensions
ind interchangeable and in sufficient
' uantities to meet every demand.

C. Magnetos, Limited, North & Sons, Ld., Watford.

Birmingham. Thomson-Bennett Magnetos
"L. Magneto Synd., Ltd., Ltd., Birmingham.

Coventry.

MeTiH^rs of t'i2
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SUNBEAM
WITH PERFECT POWER TRANSMISSION

The Best Motor Cycle before

the War— during the War—
AND AFTER THE WAR.

AS the time is conning near wSen

Sunbeam Motor Cycles can

again be supplied to the general

public, it will be a Source ot

Satisjaciion for You to remember

that your name is on their Waiting

List. Application should be made

at once to

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED,
11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

London: 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.I.

157 & 158, Sloane Street, S.W.I.

N.B.—The Sunbeam is the Motor Bicycle that carried all belore it just before trie Wai

began. Its extraordinary reliability and advantages are now bein? universally recognised

MOTOR CYCLES

Horn.

2\ H,P. 2-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR EASTER.

Those looking forward to the Easter holiday will find the Royal Ruby 2-stroke single-speed Lightweight just what they

are wanting. With the Royal Ruby special frame with Patent Safety Stays, Villiers 2i h.p. 2-stroke engine, Dunlop

motorcydette 26in. x 2in. B.E. tyres, Dunlop belt, and Brooks saddle. It is, without question, at £40 nett cash, the

*
best value on the market;

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
CANNEL STREET, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.

Telephones—Ciiy 3818

—

Central 1570. Telegram^—"Machines Manchester."

In nnswerinrj these odvertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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IID MPRESSI,
B.RDa^es

J. L. Emerson—who broke records on A.B.C. machines before the war—ridmg the new model up Box Hill.

A Lightweight which in its Performance will Rival a Heavy High-powered Machine,

VERY seldom does the jaded journalist, who is

perpetually sampling new machines on the road,

encounter a mount which impresses him as

fundamentally ''different" from the ordinary run of

motor cycles. I have had several such experiences

—

the first 2 ^4. h.p. Triumph, with its engine built into

the frame instead of gummed on : the original Douglas,

the pioneer of flat twins: the Scott: the 1914 A.B.C.
with its perfect springing. Last Thursday I marked
down a fresh milestone on the road of progress after

I had sampled the paces of the-1919 3 h.p. A.B.C.
As it is fundamentally "different," I am going to

analyse its gait in some detail, but, by way of summary,
I shall say that it is not a motor cycle at all : it is

a two-wheeled car. Let me make this plain. When
you drive a car, you forget all about your engine—

•

if it is a good one—until you need full power on a

speed burst or a freak hill. On the average pre-war

motor cycle you could not forget the engine. But the

new A.B.C. has no "period," and is silenced right

down to a low hum. Unless you are an engineer, you

forget it is there : and you float along the road, con-

scious rather of motion than of the mechanism which is

responsible for the motion. These psychological

effects are due to several detail excellences, which are

emphasised later in these notes—the absence of any

effort to balance or steer, the car-like insulation, as

well as the smooth quietness of the engine.

The second dent which the machine made in my
brain was due to its lightness. When I read the

specification in last week's Motor Cycle, and saw the

weight given as 175 lb., I grinned an unbelieving

grin. But I was wrong. The machine is far and away

the lightest complete specification I have ever handled.

It is a cross-breed between the Morris-Oxford light car

and J. S. Holroyd's famous ij4 h.p. Motosacoche.

I do not know how to put its nuances better than that.

I have previously bestridden a few (a very few)

machines which felt more like cars than motor bicycles :

but I can say without hesitation that I never tackled

one which was not a welter-weight : and this is a high-

bred bantam.

Powers of Acceleration.

A game bantam, I ought to have said. A fear-

nothing last ditcher. Let me particularise. Between

ourselves 1 have known the engine—or its first cousin

—for years, seen the tiny fellows revving incredibly

as they operated blowers or dynamos for the W.O.

So I knew it could rev, and I knew it could biep cooj.

But my colleague " Ixion " is always wringing his

grimy hands over flat twins, because he says that they

either rev or tug a high gear : but that one and the

same sample never does both. Well, he is wrong.

The gear ratios of this fellow are 5.2, 7, 10.25,

and 13.5.

First I tested the acceleration on the io| gear, and

nearly did a back loop over the carrier. Nothing to

be amazed at in this—most fiat twins can " jump " if

you slam the throttle open on a 10 to i gear, though

this engine does it on the gilt-edged scale—« la four-

cylinder Henderson : you must not be rash in giving

it gas with one hand on the bar. Next, at about 20

m.p.h., I changed up rather suddenly on to the 7

gear. " Now she's going to be sticky!" I prophesied.

Not a bit of it. I got another terrific "jump," and

the Brooklands D.F.P. just astern had to husde itself

to keep in touch with my dust. This shook my cyni-

cism. I slowed back to 20 m.p.h., put in the 5.2

gear, and slammed everything on again. Ye gods!

I had no speedometer, so I cannot be precise. 1

should estimate the machine was up to 55 -m.p.h. in

a very brief patch, and the helmsman of an Alpine

Rolls ahead confirmed the guess. Well, I knew what
" Ixion's " next croak would be, and the hilly, twisty

streets of Leatherhead were not far off. I got the

engine as hot as I could by some crazy sprints on

bottom and second : then I put on top gear, and

BIS
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Road Impressions of the New A.B.C.—

tackled the winding slopes at a positive creep with the
throttle shut right down. The game little bantam
burbled manfully up. So here we have a tiny flat twin
which can be driven on the throttle instead of on the
gear lever, which can rev, accelerate, and slow climb
on all its gears, and has a range of approximately
10-60 m.p.h. on top. Good enough, eh?

An Unrehearsed Test.
It is an insult to ask whether the machine can climb.

I estimate it can haul a sidecar up any main road hill.

I saw Jack Emerson drive it on third gear up the steep
grass slope of Bo.x Hill behind the Burford Bridge
Hotel. He tried and tried to get the back tyre to bite

on another grass slope and on a wet chalk path, both
graded at quite i in 3 : but the moisture was against

him. Incidentally, he made a comically unpre-
meditated test of what the man in the street considers

(quite falsely) to be a

snag in this machine.
Emerson was trying to

climb a greasy chalk
path wdth a grade of

I in 3 or worse. The
path resembled a trench
after a bombardment,
and the tyre would not
bite on the wet chalk.

So we lifted the machine
out of the trench and
Emerson made a clutch
start in the grass of the

parapet. Suddenly his

tyre bit and chucked
Emerson and the jigger

down into the trench.

Machine and rider rolled

over and over, ani the
wet chalk faithfully

marked every point of
contact for identification

purposes. Nothing was
bent or dinted, and not
one solitary portion of
the power unit was even
touched.

The machine I rode is one of the hand-made experi-
mental batch—not a Sopwith production mount : and
a number of oddments are still under attention. The
slow running is to be perfected. A stop is to be added
to the clutch. Experiments are to be made with stiffer

springs for heavy riders. But I have no hesitation in
saying that if the production machines are no better
than the sample I tested, they will nevertheless create
a furore. A genuinely powerful, genuinely comfort-
able, high-speed touring mount at 175 lb. is a welcome
novelty.

The Latest in Lubrication.
Turning to features of less novelty, I think the

lubrication and the springing represent the chief in-
terests. We have had plenty of motor cycle engines
with automatic lubrication, though we have not before
had one which can do 1,500 miles on one filling: and,
generally speaking, the more automatic a lubrication
system has been the shorter the life of the bearings,

B 4

The writer astride the new 3 h.p. A.bC

because small, overloaded, phosphor-bronze bushes

demand more than lubrication—they insist on oil-cool-

ing. But here we have a hot-stuff engine which receives

no fresh oil for a month of hard riding in sunmaer (the

pump circulates the whole supply once every three

minufes). How will it stand up ? Only time can show,

but I have no doubts. I maltreated the little engine

shamelessly, but I could not wring a conk or even a

warm smell from it. The secret is obvious. The vital

bearings are all either rollers or ball. Both types

actually run best in a dry state theoretically.
,

They
are lubricated in practice as a preventive ag;*inst rust,

which is their deadliest enemy ; in no other way can

you keep moisture away from them.

Springing and its Limitations.

As regards the springing, I must differentiate be-

tween ordinary roads and very bad roads. On normal

surfaces, good, bad, or indifferent, the idea of springs

simply does not occur to you. With a spring fork

and a rigid main frame, one is perpetually thinking,
" Quite a good fork, this \" or " Ugh ! that was some
pot-hole," or "They have remade this road." On
the little A. B.C. the normal motion is so smooth that-

the speed or the scenery

absorbs attention, and
such things as road and
springs pass into oblivion.

But on a really bad road
the spell is undoubtedly
broken. For example,
there are 6in. pot-holes on
the road from Hersham
to Esher, -which the River
Mole floods at intervals;

and the springing cannot
damp out such holes as

these. I doubt whether
any springing could, for

even the back axle of a
Rolls thumps horridly

over them. I am loth

to quote this as a criti-

cism on the machine, for

I do not dream that any
vehicles can float over

such atrocious going.

Control is extremely simple. The gear box works
as silently as on any _;^ 1,000 car. The two hub
brakes are smooth and powerful. The clutch (under
left grip) has ample leverage. The ignition may be
left fully advanced all day. The throttle lever has
rather too big an arc to be convenient for finger range,
but is, of course, preferable to two levers. The
steering is quite admirably planned : I did my best
to provoke a "speedman's wobble," but could not
get it.

Altogether, the firm is to be congratulated at having
stepped right into the front rank at the first attempt,
and that, with a machine of comprehensi^'e originality,

with no plagiarism from the successes of the older
competitors. If the new A. B.C. proves as durable
as it is unquestionably superfine, a magnificent future
awaits it.

[A detailed and fully illustrated description
of the A.B.G. appeared in last week's issue.
—Ed.]
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Noith Middlesex Wiieless Club.

As most members of the above club
are motor cyclists, Mr. E. M. Savage,
the hon. secretary, asks us to invite old
members to communicate with him at
Nithsdale. Eversley Park Road, Winch-
more Hill, N.21.

Essex M.C.
At the amiual general meeting, recently

held, it was decided that a dimier should
be ai'ranged as soon as possible, and
this will be held either the last Saturday
in IMarch or the first Saturday in April.
The time and place will be announced
later. All members on the books at
August, 1914, who have served in His
Majesty's Forces will receive a free
invitation. The opening run wOl take

Elace on April 13th ; the venue will

e announced in due course. It has
been decided that advantage shall be
taken of aflBliating members to the
A.C.U. The hon. secretary, Mr. D. S.

Kapadia, Algers Road, Loughton, Essex,
will be pleased to hear from intending
members.

York and District M.C.C.

At the first committee meeting held
recentlv the following events were fixed :

April 9th, opening run to Farndale, tea
at Kirby filoorside ; April 21st, rim to
Fountains Abbey ; May 7th, slow hill-

climb at Garrowby ; May ITth, paper-
chase; May 21st, reliability trial, Green-
how climb, etc. ; June 7th, help London-
Edinburgh Trial at York; Whit-Monday,
June 9th, run to Scarborough ; Wednes-
day, June 25th, Garrowby hill-climb

;

Saturday, June 28th, run to Bridlington.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
A special meeting of the committee was

held at 19, Hertford Street, Coventry,
on JIarch 11th, when a preliminary list

of fixtures for club members was drawn
up for 1919. Mr. M. F. W. Sampson was
elected honorary secretary. It is not pro-
posed to hold any open events this year,
but a strong social- and sporting pro-
gramme will be submitted for approval
at the annual general meeting for the
benefit of members only. The annual
general meeting was fixed for March 28th
at " The Towers," Warwick Road, Cov-
entry, at 8 p.m., when it is hoped that a
large, attendance of members and prospec-
tive members will meet. The entrance fee
is aboUshed for the firstfiftj' new members,
and the annual subscription has been fixed
at 10s. for all members.
The opening run wiU take place on

Saturday, April 5th, when a speed judg-
ing competition will be held on a circular
course. Forms of membership may be
obtained from the hon. secretary, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry.

'yuture TEvants.
Mar. 23.—A.G.U. General Meeting, Dig-

beth Institute, Birmingham.
Mar. S2.—N.M.C.F.U., Coventry, linn

to Birmingham to attend A.C.U.
Meeting.

Mar. $3.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and Dis-
trict M.C. Bun to Winchelsea Camp.

Mar. S3.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Run to

Castleton.

Mar. S3.—N.M.G.F.U., Leeds. Run to

York and Harrogate.
'

Mar. S7.—N.M,C.F.U., Leeds. Whist
Drive and Dance.

Mar. 30.—N.M.C. F. v., Sheffield. Run to

Matlock.
Mar. 30.— Woohoich, Plumstead , and Dis-

trict M.C. Hill-climb.
April 5.—Birmingham M.C.C. Opening

Run to Stratford-on-Avon.
April 6.—The M.C.C. Opening Run to

Hatfield.
April 6.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and Dis-

trict M.C. Non-stop Trial from
Knockholt to Lamberhurst and Back.

April 9.—York and District M.C. Open-
ing Run to Farndale.

April 13.—Liverpool M.C. Opening Run.
April IS.—Essex M.C. Opening Run.
April 18.—Darlington B. and M.C. Open-

ing Run.
April 21.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open

Reliability Trial for Victory Cup.
April SI.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup

Trial.

April 21.—York and District M.C. Easter
Run to Fountains Abbey.

May 3.— Birmingham M.C.C. Social

Tour..

May l—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Reli-

ability Run to Knutsford.
May 7.—York and District M.C. Sloiv

Hill-climb at Garrowby.
May 17.—York and District M.G. Paper-

chase.

May 21.—York and District M.C. Re-
liability Trial.

May 21f.
—Birmingham M.C.C. Social

Touring Trial. Week-end to Llan-
gollen.

June 9.—Dublin M.C.C. Whit-Monday
Trial.

June (end of).—Dublin M.C.C. Twenty-
four Hours' Reliability Trial.

Aug. 2 and j.-Dublin M.C.C. Trial.

The B.M.C.R.C.

At the recent meeting of the committee
of the British Motor Cycle Racing Club
it was decided to pursue a vigorous pro-
gramme for 1919. It was determined not
to wait unto Brooklands track was re-

paired, but in the event of this not being
done during the summer, efforts would
be made to hold speed trials elsewhere,
at such places as Rhyl, Bournemouth,
Southend, and Doncaster

HuU M.C.C.

Mr. Fred Hall, 1, Margaret Street,

Hull, is working energetically to organise

this club, and invites all motor cyclists

in the Hull district who are interested

to call upon him any day between 9 a.m.

and 7.30 p.m. Mr. Hall hopes to call a

meeting shortly.

Abersychan (Mon.) M.C.C.

At a meeting of motor cyclists held at

Abersychan on March 8th it was decided
to form a motor cycle club. Mr. W. H.
Oliver, Crown House, Abersychan, vfho
was appointed hon. secretary pro tern.,

wiU be pleased to hear from any motor
cyclists in the district who are interested

in the movement.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

A preliminary fixture list has been ar-

ranged, which includes a hiU-climb on
the 30th of this month an Easter tour to

N. Wales, fifty miles non-stop trial, also

in April, open trial for Matchless cup in

May, team trial in June, inter-team trial

in August, etc. The secretary is Mr. F.

J. Ellis, 3, Nightingale Place, Woolwich,
S.E.18.

The Motor Cycling Club.

An ex'cellent programme has been ar-

ranged for the M.C.C. concert, which is

to take place at 7.30 to-morrow (Fri-

day) evening, at the large Queen's
Hall. Tickets are free, and may be
obtained from the secretary, Mr. South-
comb IMay, 15, Endsleigh Gardens, Lon-
don, N.W.I., or from the Editor, The
Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4. Ladies are invited. The seating
accommodation will be upstairs, and also
in the central hall, at tables seating eight
or twelve people. Visitors are requested
to come early so as to find accommodation.
It may also be mentioned that invitations
are extended not only to members of

the M.C.C, but to other clubs and all

those interested in the pastime. A
collection will be made during the evening
for St. Dimstan's Hostel.

Birmingham M.C.C.

At the last committee meeting a pro-
visional list of fixtures was arranged for
1919. The committee are anxious to
make club life more attractive to the
average motor cyclist, and with this
object in view are arranging for more
social tours than usual.

Competitions commence with the open-
ing run, which is fixed for April 5th, to
Stratford-on-Avon. All motor cyclists
(members or otherwise) are invited to
attend this event. A speed-judging test
will be coupled with this run, for which
medals will be awarded. Hon. sec, W.
H. Egginton, 76, Earlsbury Gardens,
Birchfields, Birmingham.
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SALE OF 200 ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.

A RECORD sale of surplus Ai-my motor cycles, over 200
in numbei", was held by Aldridges (Jlessrs. W. and
S. Freeman), St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2, at

the Gilbey Hall, Barford Street entrance, adjoining

the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, beginning at 10.30 on
Frida-y morning last. The sale continued right through the

day without a break, and was not concluded until 6.30 in the
evening. Two auctioneers conducted the proceedings in turn
from a car in the centre of the hall.

AH the motor cycles sold were of makes not standard with
the Government, and consisted of Scott, Zenith, Humber,
Lea-Francis, Indian, Matchless, Ghater-Lea, Ariel, N.U.T.,
New Hudson, L.M.C., Griffon, Eex, Calthorpe, N.S.U.,
Motosacoche, Bat, James, Premier, Rover, Rudge, A.J.S.,
Campion, Regal, Excelsior, Royal Enfield, Singer, and
Bradbury.
The first batch of machines consisted of twenty Scott motor

cycles and sidecars, which ranged irom 22 guineas to 41

guineas. The macliine sold at the last named price had flat

tyres, no filler cap to the petrol tank, the top or the radiator
dented, and the front mudguard patched. Most of the
machines were suffering badly from rust and neglect, and
many had important parts missing. A Zenith which fetched
55 guineas had the back mudguard worn through, a badly
worn gear lever, and was, generally speaking, m very far

from first-class condition. The highest priced Zenith fetched
36 guineas. One, sold at 15g guineas, was in a terrible state.

The magneto chain case and magneto platform had been
bent nearly at right angles, the. front forks were twisted, and
there was no front wheel. Its companion, which sold for 17^
guineas, had no back wheel, and was in a deplorable condition.

Of the Humbers sold, the highest price was 27 guineas,

while the highest priced Lea-Francis went at 30 guineas.
One of these popular machines, sold for 16j guineas, had no
carburetter, no saddle, and no gear box. An Indian motor
cycle and sidecar was sold for 70 guineas—the highest price
reached.

k^ .v*-»'>

The final batch of motor cycles, 148 in number, all

commanded good prices, and even discarded frames of such
makes as Matchless, Ariel, etc., were sold at quite a
respectable figure. The highest priced Ariel fetched 34
guineas, the best N.U.T. £28 8s. The New Hudsons ranged
from £9 19s. 6d. to £36 15s. A Griffon motor cycle frame
went for £5. Even-the two German N.S.U.'s went by no

Lot 21 A 31 h.p. New Hudson in very poor condition.

means at bargain prices, fetching 16 guineas and £8 18s. 6d.

The single Jlotosacoche went for £22 7s., and the best
Bat for £21. Next followed a large batch of Scotts, and for

these the best price was £32 lis.

As regards high prices, two of the many Premiers went
for 30 guineas and two for 32 guinea.s, while some of the
Rovers fetched 21 guineas, 24 guineas, 28 guineas, and 30
guineas. One of the A.J.S. 's was sold for the exceptionally
good figure of 47 guineas, and an Enfield made 32 guineas. A
Singer motor cycle fetched 25 guineas, a Rudge 26 guineas,

and a Bradbury 45 guineas.

A Scott and an Indian which sold for 22 and 70 guineas respectively.
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(( GOING LIKE A BIG 8
•FRANK MELLOR, on his little 2f 'DOUGLAS,' did a

fine nde. His average indeed was wonderful." Such is

the report of 'Motor Cych'ns; ' on the TEN mile INDIAN
handicap, held at SYDNEY'S Big amival For FOUR
years the little " DOUGLAS " has been too busily engaged
to worry about sport and competitions Its first appearance
under PEACE conditions in SYDNEY, proved beyond
doubt that not only is it capable of retaining its position in

its ovm class but of whacking the bigger machines in larger

classes, for it obtained TWO—first, ONE—second, and a

third at this meeting, even after the handicappers had
penalised it to the extent of conceding start to much larger-

powered machines

Register your name and address with Department "B" lor

our "1919 PEACE Programme," which will be issued in

the course of a few weeks.

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LIMITED,
KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL.

Douglas

}f

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 7'he Motor Cycle.' B2I
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^ TALBOT GARAGE, Ltd.
STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing Agents for Lancashire and Cheshire for the Famous

I,

orld s

est

rHotor Cycle

Greatest engine efficiency and power for all purposes by eiir-cooled, flat twin power unit.

15% reduction in fuel consumption. Luxurious riding comfort by scientific leai springing.

Greater resiliency by 30% lighter frame construction, with 100% greater strength. Four-
speed gear box. Automatic lubrication. Send for peuticulars and early delivery dates,

and secure your mount for this season's riding.

'Phone : 500, Stockport 'Grams : "TeJbot Garage, Stockport."

Sports Model.

SINGLES ONLY."

Tlie theoretical object of twin-cylinders— i.e., additional power with smooth running— is

not always attained ; but when such does transpire, itisattheexpenseof the simplicity

and economy of the single. The problem of smooth power production, combined with
Jow maintenance cost, petrol economy, wonderful speed, and hill-climbing capabilities,

Las been solved in the Norton simple single. Hence our post-war programme is

GET ON ODR WAITING LIST NOW.

Utility Model.

LTD.,
HAM.

" 1, at least, have no use for a twin with snch a single on the market,'—CaPT. J. MAITLAND DINWIDDIE, H.L.I., Oct 14/18
London BARTLETT & CO.,
ABenta: GT. PORTLAND ST.

THE VELOCETTE 2.\ h.p. TWO-STROKE holds the record for lowest
petrol consumption—229 miles per gallon. It is fitted with a highly-

successful AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEM.

Preliminary list now ready. Send your name and address.

VELOCE LTD., FLEET STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

B22

Vrade HarkUAST UONGER THAN ORDINARY PLUGS.
1, KING'S ROAD, ST. PANCRAS. I.0NDON, N.V.I. Phone: Nortb 1227.

is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."In answering these advertisements it
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ROAD REPORTS.
SCOTLAND.

THE ferry between Graiitown and
Burntisland will con-mence running
on April 1st. This will save motor

cyclists going round by Stirling to get
to the North oi Scotland. Another route,

of course, is'via Queensferry.
Edinburgh - Stirling.—Very good to

Lauriston, thence to Stirling very bad,
and in some cases positively dangerous
for solo riding.

The road to Airth is excellent as re-

gards surface to within five miles of
Stirling, where the road has been badly
cut up by Admiralty operations.

Edinburgh to Peebles.—Road excellent.

Peebles to Selkirk.—Excellent except
for one or two short stretches.

Galashiels to Edinburgh.—Very good,
but badly cut up in places.

SOUTH WALES.
Swansea-Cardiff road.—Generally good,

parts very good. Tramlines in Neath
and Briton Ferry require care when
riding solo. Outskirts of Cardiff bumpy.
Swansea to Brecon and Hereford road.

—Very bad as far as Ystalyfera, owing
to 'bus and commercial traffic. Fairly
good- second-class road from Ystradgynlais
to Sennybridge over Bwlch. Good condi-

tion from Sennybridge to Brecon and
Hereford except some short patches
where timber hauling has been in pro-

gress during the winter months.

THE MABON ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY.

EVEX in these days of change speed

gears the adjustable pulley 19 still a

useful, if not an almost indispensable,

adjunct to the belt-driven motor cycle,

as it enables the whole range of gear ratios

to be altered to suit the conditions under
which the rider is travelling.

The particular pulley under considera-

tion is the design of Blr. A. Mabon,
who has been responsible for the intro-

duction of many devices in connection

with the pastime which have been of

great utility. Air. INIabon has built his

own engine, was the inventor of an in-

genious plate clutch fitted to the engine-

shaft, and of the Mabon variable pulley

gear, besides numerous other contrivances.

The illustration shows the pulley in the

highest and lowest gear positions. The
pulley works in the following manner

:

On the boss forming part of the inner
flange are three studs placed at equal
intervals, which engage in any one of
the five recesses, of wliich there are tliree

sets. To alter the gear, it is only neces-
sary to remove the Celt, push the movable
flange inwards, and turn it so that the
recess giving the particular gear required
is engaged. It would be necessary, we
should imagine, to keep the boss, on
which the flange slides, well greased.
The pulley may be obtained from Mr. A.
Mabon, Woodside Gardens, Bruce Grove,^
Tottenliam.
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IMPROVING THE OVERALL.
RIDERS whose footrests are not com-

pletely guarded from mud will find

a device similar to that illustrated

below quite invaluable. It is simply a

toe-cap of leather made to fit the boot,

and stitched on the existing overall.

The sole of the toe-cap is of strong sole

A PECULIAR MACHINE OF
ENEMY DESIGN.

THE strange looking motor cycle here
illustrated is a German effort in

design. The attachment at the side

is a kind of bath-chair seat, and from this

the machine is steered by a tiller, which
incorporates a magneto cut-out, operated

by twisting the shovel-handle grip. AU
the other controls are attached to various

parts of the tank.

The engine is nominally of 3j h.p. with

the inlet valve in the overhead position.

A long tappet rod which operates this

valve is taken through the induction

pipe with great disregard for the latter's

essential au-tightness.

The Mabon adiu^table pulley.

A belt-cum-chain driven machme of

German manufacture captured by our

Forces m Mesopotamia.

Ignition is _ by low-tension magneto,
which is fitted to the underside of the
bottom bracket in an inverted position.

In place of the usual spark plug a

mechanical make-and-break projects into

the cylinder, and is operated bj' the piston
striking a cranked lever.

Splash lubrication is used, the ex-
tension arm for operating the pimip
lying along the top tube. Means of

cooling the engine while stationary are

provided by a fan attached to the engine
pulley which forces air up a metal cowl
arrangement against the fins. 24in.

wheels are fitted, with front and rear

brakes of the contracting band type.

Transmission is by Im. belt from the

6in. engine pulley to the countershaft

clutch pulley, which is lOin. in diameter.

The final drive is by exposed roller chain

running on fourteen tooth and fifty-six

tooth sprockets respectively. Levers on
the tank operate the valve of the car type
carburetter and the clutch lever.

We are indebted to Lt. W. B. Smith,

A.S.C. (M.T.) for the photograph and
particulars.

An improvement to the conventional overall

devised by Mr. V. A. Holroyd.

leather, the sides being stiffened by a

lighter weight strip of the same material.

This keeps the part of the overall cover-

ing the instep securely in contact, and
prevents ingress of water and mud into

the lace-holes. Mr. V. A. Holroyd, of

Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., has

treated his overalls in this manner, and
submitted them for our inspection. It

is unquestionably an improvement on the

usual type of overall.

AN AUSTRALIAN CLUB
RACE MEET.

SEVERAL local records were made at

the beginning of this year by mem-
bers of the Motor Cycle Club of

South Australia. The races, which
occupied two days, were held on Sellick'a

Beach, the surface of which was perfect,

and a slight wind favoured the riders.

On the first day a mile handicap was
run off, with the following result :

1. A. V. Smith (Excelsior), handi-

cap 6s.

2. E. Ferguson (Indian), Is.

3. W. H. Hubbard (O.H. Wyatt-
Jap sc), 17s.

A mile solo and a mile standard

touring passenger races were held over a

measured mile, and electrically timed.

The results are tabulated below :

Solo : Class 1, up to 300 c.c.

m.p\h.

1. E. Warren (Elliott-Villiers) 76s.* 47.37

2. F. G. Rong (Victor) ... 82|s.

3. J. Wells (Victor) 91is.

Class 2, 301-350 c.c.

1. A. McKee (Kent) 60is.* 59.40

2. C. S. Lindsay (Douglas)... 62is.

Class 3, 351-600 c.c.

1. D. Cameron (Norton) ... 56s.» 64.28

2. H. Hirthe (J.A.P. twin)... 56|s.

Class 4, over 600 c.c.

1. E. Ferguson (Indian) ... 38|s.* 93.76

2. A. V. Smith (Excelsior)... 41is.

3. W. Hubbard (O.H. Wyatt-
Jap) ... 43-^-s.

A Mile Passenger Standard Touring
Race foe Barnet " Glass " Silver Cup.

1. A. V. Smith (Excelsior sc.) 49|s.* 72.30

2. E. Ferguson (Indian sc.)... 52|s.

3. P. J. Coe (Indian sc.) ... 56i3.

•Local records.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE
AND THE INDUSTRY,

AS SEEN BY "THE TIMES."

BY THE WRITER OF "THE TIMES" ARTICLE.

Recently we took exception to certain statements in an article in " The Times." The writer of this article now replies

to our criticism. Further editorial comment is given on the next page.

I
AM very glad indeed to see that T/ie Motor Cycle

of February 6th, in spite of disagreeing with

some of my statements, has done me the honour
of quoting quite a nice little bit from an article of

mine in The Times. Had I not been ill in the mean-
time, I would have taken an earlier opportunity of
replying to the criticism which has been applied to

my strictures.

" The motor cycle is abominably and unnecessarily

noisy," I wrote. I shall have no hesitation in re-

e.xpressing the same sentiment over and over again,

until it begins to be borne in upon the motor cycle

rider and the motor cycle manufacturer that such,
in the great majority of cases, is an easily demon-
strable fact. Anyone who lives as I do, on one of
the great roads leading out of London, knows this

perfectly well ; frequently in the otherwise silent night
his sense of hearing is made acutely aware of it.

I lised the adverbs in question because they represent
my considered and restrained opinion, which, in view
of the fact that I have ridden and owned a large

number of machines from 1901 up till the present
day, is not by any means that of one who is in any
way opposed to motor cycling. On the contrary,
in other articles in The Times, I have expatiated upon
the virtues of the motor cycle and endeavoured to

reflect my own enthusiasm for it as a means of trans-

port, both for business and pleasure, but because I

am alive to its many virtues is surely no reason at
all why I should shut my eyes to its vices. Did I do
so I should certainly fail in my duty as a critic

with the avowed intention of writing for the educa-
tion of the public, and for the encouragement and,
when necessary, the castigation of the motoring in-

dustry. If I can draw attention to the needless and
deplorable noisiness of the average motor cycle, it is

conceivable that a rather larger number of buyers Avill

demand a greater degree of " silence," and the usual
inter-effect of supply and demand will in consequence
exercise a beneficent influence.

Does Noise Mean Power?
Now I freely admit that the difficulty of thoroughly

silencing a single-cylinder engine is very real, but
it is by no means insuperable. It was, for instance,
done quite well on the 8 h.p. Rover car many years
ago (although, even in this case, it <»ould have been
done much better), and I am also prepared to admit
B24

that in the case of the present day single-cylinder

Sunbeam motor cycle, the silencing is carried out very

well indeed. But this only shows that it can be

done : it does not in the least repudiate my statement
that " the (understand ' typical ') motor cycle is so-

and-so noisy." I grant that motor cycle manufac-
turers are not entirely to blame, because very fre-

quently riders make a point of eviscerating the manu-
facturer's idea of a silencer, or else do away with it

altogether, and attach a long open pipe, that makes
a meek little twin roar away like any Brooklands
racer. But it is surely the duty of the manufacturer,
and a duty that he owes to the non-motor cycling

public, to design silencers which do muffle the exhaust
without absorbing a great deal of power. I am, con-

fident that open exhausts (fingers seem to be freely

snapped at the law on this point) are used not so

much because they make a noise, but because they

do enable more power to be got from the engine. So
long as this is the case manufacturers must bear the

brmit . of the blame, and the more so because even
when noise is the desideratum of the rider, it is nearly

always because he prefers (and I agree entirely with
him) the crisp bark of the exhaust to the rattle of
chains and the clatter of valve gear. By a parity

of reasoning a German band is rendered quite agree-

able in a boiler factory.

Engineers and—Others.
I furthermore consider that my strictures—which

I am perfectly certain will be accepted by the vast

majority of people, though not necessarily so by the vast

majority of motor cyclists—are justified in this respect
that so few detennined attempts have been made by
manufacturers to make any research into the cause and
formation of noise and to cope with it in the light

of their experimental results. When I said "the two-
wheeler ... is inclined to he the -product' of the

cycle mechanic rather than the engineer," I had this

very point of noisiness, amongst others, in mind.
Engineering science^ well served by a laboratory under
the guidance of skilled and enterprising brains, can
accomplish almost anything—it is impossible to set

limitations to what can be done with present-day
resources and information, leave alone those of the

immediate future, and if a perfectly silent motor cycle

were put on the road it would be but z. small achieve-
ment alongside some of the things which have been
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SPRING
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Powerplus
Fully

Equipped

\X/E are not prepared at the
present moment to an-

nounce new models or state

prices and deliveries. But, as

soon as we can do so, due
notification will be made in

this paper.

The rear springing was introduced in 1913, and has

proved one of the most successful of the numerous

Indian features.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"Indian House," 366-368, Euston Rd.,London,N.W

Telephone: MnseomiedS.
Telagnuns: "Hendian, Eusroad. London."

AUSTRALIA—109-113, Rassell St., Melbourne.
AFRICA—Indian House, 127-9. Commissioner St.,

Johannesburg ; Indian House, 579, West St.,

Dnrban; Indian Hou?e Strand St.. Port
r,i=7abPth

5

J

f^fw^*- U/fiU-^
If your bike is fitted

with the All British

Totally enclosed and

absolutely dust, water,

weather and fool proof
• • • • •

Don't take risks, but get our

Folder F and spare parts list.

C. A. VANDERVELL
& CO., LTD.,

Electrical Engineers,

ACTON, LONDON,
W.3.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

We are members
oftU
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We are pleased to announce that we have
been able to re-open and re-organise our

Department for Repairs and Overhauls, and
can now deal promptly with estimates for

work of this description.

Enquiries should be addressed to—
"Repairs Dept.," Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

Hampton Court,

For climbing, for endurance, and

for good all-round work, the

Zenith, with the infinitely variable

Gradua Gear, beats all comers.

ZENITH
CYCLES

Catalogue on request from—
ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,

Hampton Court, England.

The ZENITH "Clutch and Countershaft" type, with Kick Starter, Positive Looking
Clutch, longest Belt Drlv, and the Inflaxtely Va-iable Gradua Gear*

DEEDS, NOT WORDS.

Peterborough, 26/2/19.
To Messrs. Vivian Hardie, Ltd.
Dean Sins,—Tiianl<s tor tlie little nut. 8d. Iierewitll to

settle.
IVlay I put on record that my transaction with you over

the purchase of a"Doug:la.s" was carried through on
your part on straight business lines; furthermore, you
made a definite promise as to delivery and kept to it
absolutely.
Probably SOME other firms are prepared to do as

much for their would-be customers.
Certainly— I speak from recent experience

—

ALL other
firms are not prepared to do as much for their wouidbe
customers.

It seems to me that you are out to do business, not to
do your customers. Yours sincerely

(Signed) Lieut. R.A.F.
[Original ot above letter may be seen a! our offices.)

If you are interested, call and see us.

VIVIAN HARDIE, LTD. ^;^f^
Showrooms: 24, WOODSTOCK ST. (off Oxford St.),BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. Telephone: Mayfair 6559.

Works & Garage : 8, Duke's Mews, Duke St., W.I
(back of Selfridge's).

Doyour (^ImJers

NSSJ> h""'^'-'>'^ *" ""° *^=''' "mt

%

It's a

hundred to one that

they do if, after fitting new
rings and grinding in the valves,

you find you cannot get compression.

Such condition is, more than lil^ely,

evidence that the cylinders are worn,

probably larger at the top than bottom and

—

That's where we can help.

Behind our work there's a 20 years experience

in Motor Engineering and our facilities for, and

knowledge of the job, will count materially in

the prompt and efficient handling thereof.

Write us.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
River St., Birmingham.

LONDON

:

5, CromweU House,
High Holbom,

W.Cl

%

B36
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In answerinr; these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'
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The Motor Cycle and the Industry.—

done during the war. I cannot understand The Motor
Cycle tacitly adopting tlie attitude that "we must not

expect too much." We cannot expect too much. The
more we expect—and demand—the more we shall get,

and no possible good purpose can be served by what

I may call tlie inter-linear suggestion that what we have

is as good as we are entitled to have, and that any

excuses are equal to explaining away the shortcomings

to which one is entitled to take published exception.

As to engineers and cycle mechanics, the difference

between the two is that the one is a scientist and the

other is not. I do not say that all motor cycles are

produced by cycle mechanics, but I do say that a great

many are not produced by engineers. The mere
assembling of finished engines and gear boxes, the

building of wheels, and the enamelling of frames do
not constitute engineering, and no one can deny that

a very large number of motor cycles are produced under
these conditions. But as to noise, it is notable that,

with one marked exception, machines which emanate
from manufacturers who have tackled the motor cycle

on genuinely engineering lines are better than those

which are assembled of "standard" parts._

The Motor Cycle Industry.
" Important and powerful firms are taking charge of

its (the motor cycle industi^'s) interests." This state-

ment The Motor Cycle criticises as quite unwarranted,

and the reference to important and powerful firms

taking charge as erroneous and unfair to the British

industry.

The statement can hardly be unwarrantable, because

it is literally true. In the past we have had dozens

of different little manufacturers employing anything

between fifty and a hundred hands and contriving to

make, and catalogue, about half a dozen different

models. If motor cycle manufacture is to remain a

sound industry, and if Great Britain is to retain the

position in it Avhich she has won, it is quite, obvious

that this sort of thing " will not do." Wore than one

important and powerful firm has perceived this, and

at last motor cycles will be got out in this country on
- a really sound production basis. Is it not reasonable

to assume that, under the stress of competition between
really big firms, with gigantic interests at stake, the

progress of motor cycle design will be more rapid than

ever it has been under the bad old conditions ? I think

so. I also think that it will be very remarkable if more
than two-thirds of the firms at present making motor
cycles in this country are still making them—and motor
cycles only—for their living in five years' time.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
We considered it unfair to the British motor cycle manu-

facturer for the author to refer to him as " a cycle mechanic
rather than an engineer." The statement that "this state of

affairs will rapidly change noxo that important and powerful
firms are talking charge of its (the industry's) interests " we
said was erroneous and unwarranted. We did not comment
upon the question of noisiness raised by The Times, as we
fully appreciate that th^e is room for improvement in this

direction, and have very frequently referred to the matter in

The Motor Cycle.

The writer of The. Times article in the foregoing appears
to be under the misapprehension that we tacitly defend the

motor cycle on this point. He proceeds to state that he
cannot understand Tlie Motor Cycle tacitly adopting the

attitude that we must " not expect too much." We are

content to leave it to our readers, both makers and riders,

to decide whether we have ever adopted this attitude.

Frequently we have been ^told that we have " forced the

pace," but agree that but for our fifteen yeaxs' campaign
in favour of more efficient machines progress would not

have been so rapid.

The Times contributor now writes that "I do not say that

all' motor cycles are produced by cycle mechanics, but I do
say that a great many of them are not produced by engineers.

The mere assembling of finished engines and gear boxes

do not constitute engineering."

We did not raise any question on this latter point, neither

had we 'the " assemblers " in mind when mentioning that his

statement was unwarranted. We referred to his inference

that the motor cyde maker in the past was nothing more
than a cycle mechanic, and that in the future " important
and powerful firms were taking charge." We said the state-

ment was erroneous and unfair to the British motor cycle

industry, because the backbone of the industry to-day is the

same as has been responsible for the development of the

motor cycle in the past. True, one new firm has entered the

field, a concern which has taken over a pre-war goodwill
;

otherwise the industry remains as it was before the war, with

the exception that the output facilities are increased.

We would also point out that the engines and gears used

are designed by specialists, who are as much engineers as

any of the leading firms manufacturing throughout.

In many watersplashes the A.A. has erected posts to indicate the depth of water, and many times they have saved motor cycles and cars

from being stuck in a stream that has belied its shallow appearance. The one illustrated .5 situated in a ford near Codicote, Herts.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle •' Hertford Street,- Coventry, and must be accompanied by tha writer's name and address

RUSTLESS STEEL.
Sir,—I am interested to see that this steel can be treated

to 100 tons, and should like to know if, when so treated,
it would be suitable for the same duties as B.N.D. and
similar steels. I took my figure for the tensile of this steel
from the Air Board specifications, and have seen a good
deal of the comparative qualities of rustless and tungsten
steels for e.xhaust valves of aero engines. As regards
absence of deformation, I cannot agree with Mr. Brearley,
as we had for one aero engine to use thicker heads with
rustless than tungsten, owing to deformation. We also
had other troubles with the rustless steel which did not
occur with tungsten, so that my remarks on the comparative
qualities are based upon expedience.

I may say that I have also been using tungsten steel
valves in a car for 3^ years.

I do not want to decry rustless steel at all, as my
experience is that for all round work for exhaust valves
it is as good as tungsten, but for a very hot engine I
would prefer the latter. This is also the opinion of Capt.
L. Aitchison, R.A.F., in his paper on exhaust valve steels,
read before the British Engineering Standards Association,
last June. ERIC W. WALFORB (Capt.).

A.C.V. COMMITTEE.
Sir,—Those of us who have worked strenuously before and

during the war to make the A.C.U. a great national demo-
cratic body, keenly alive to the interests of its members and
determined to fight for their rights when occasion demands,
cannot be other than grateful to Maj. Axford for his generous
recognition of what we have achieved, as also for his very
able appeal for a larger membership, and, what is even more
important at the moment, for the selection of the right men
to serve on the committee about to be selected.

_
To'.ng the weight o( the new A.B.C. A full description of this machine was

given on pages 242 to 244 last week In this issue a report of its behaviour on
the road will be found on pages 275 and 276

B2S

The motor cycle movement is on the eve of a very great

development. In my opinion a million motor cyclists in

Great Britam is by no means an impossible number to con-

template, as soon as machines can be made in quantities to

meet the demand. ^.

If we can get the majority of them into one organisation
it will indeed be a force to be reckoned with, both by
politicians and profiteers, and we may expect to be strong
enough effectively to resist any suggestion of unfair legisla-

tion or excessive charges, whether the latter be for petrol or
any other of our needs.

We cannot succeed in making the A.C.U. as powerful as
it ought to be, unless we can satisfy the provincial motor
cyclists that it is, in fact, and indeed, a national body, and
not one run by Londoners for Londoners. The best way of
doing this is by securing the election of as many provincial
members as possible to our committee, which is the Parlia-
ment of the movement.

I personally question the practicability of holding committee
meetings at more than one centre, and London is certainly
the most convenient centre for all parts of the kingdom, by
reason of its train service from all parts. Given, however,
that provincial representatives have their out-of-pocket
expenses paid, as is just, I think, we ought to secure their
regular attendance at our monthly meetings in London.
Supplement this by the development of local branches of the
A.C.U. in the more important centres and by regular " open "

meetings for discussion, say, once a quarter, m each such
centre, and we ought to get a virile organisation—national
in the true sense of the word—working for our interests at
all times. I am not sure that Mr. E. B. Ware's list of

suggested candidates for election goes quite far enough in

the direction indicated,' and I would like to see, as' you
suggest, a stronger representation from the provinces, but

it is "up to " the provincial clubs to secure this
' — result, now that they have the opportunity.

i Further, may 1 say that we need as much
I

" new blood " as possible—keen, young, active
motor cyclists. The older, staider element is

;

fully represented, and, I, hope, always will be,
but it should not predominate.

Also, we must never forget that the A.C.U.
is essentially a private owner's organisation, and
private owners should always be in an over-
whelming majority on the committee, although,
in my opinion, a certain number of so-called
"trade" members should also always be there,
for, given the right men, they are a real source
of strength and helpfulness to the committee on
innumerable occasions. The committee should
be representative of all sections of society and
not preponderatingly of one.

May I therefore close this somewhat too
lengthy letter by urging A.C.U. members every-
where not to lose this opportunity of electing a
really strong fighting body of committeemen. If
we older members have not done our duty, do
not re-elect us. If, on the other hand, you
think we have done our best, then support us;
but, in any case, see that we are strengthened in
the manner above suggested, and remember that
the members will get just the committee they
deserve to get—no better and no worse—and it

will be of no use grumbling after the event.

OTTO THOMAS.
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STROKE-BORE RATIO
Sir,—It is not often I find a mistake in your paper, but

in your description of the new Clyno you say that the
stroke-bore ratio of 4 to 3 is the highest of any British twin.
You have evidently forgotten the 5-6 h.p. Ariel, the stroke-
bore ratio of -which was 4^ to 3, viz., 67x95 mm.

I owned one of these in 1914, and found it the coolest
running and most powerful engine of its size that I have
ever handled. 10 685,
B.E.F.

FROZEN OIL.

Sir,—Recently 1 was driving on a frosty day when my
machine, a Triumph, suddenly began to knock very badly
indeed. Thinking 1 was not giving the proper amount of
oil, I pumped several purnpfuls, as I thought, into the
engine, but the knocking still continued and, as I was pulling
a sidecar and passenger, it naturally made me very curious
as to the real cause. On dismantling the cylinder, I found
the crank case had very little oil in it, and the cylinder
walls and piston were bone dry. When I dismantled the oil

pipe I found I could get no oil .through as it evidently had
frozen. What I should like to hear trom either an experi-

enced engineer or rider is, what objections there could
possibly be to placing the oil tank at the back, as the oil

pipe would then get some little heat from the cylinder, and
could enter the crank case at the back of the cylinder. It

speaks well for the Triumph that the engine was non^ . the
worse. J. SIMPSON.

EASY STARTING.
Sir,—I have lately been using the petroil system on my

two-stroke Clyno in preference to the drip feed lubrication

which is fitted.

It occurred to me that I might use the now useless oil

tank for petrol and use it for injections, so now when
starting up from cold I simply give half a pumpful of

petrol, and the machine starts as if it were thoroughly warm.

A 1915 Clyno two-stroke with hand-controlled clutch The
sidecar is a Henderson Model A featherweight. (See letter

R. B. Brittaln.)

I hope this tip may be of some use to your readers, as it

saves slopping petrol about when starting, and is no trouble

at all. R. B. BRITTAIN.

SIDECAR BRAKES.
Sir,—It is with much disappointment I have observed the

neglect of improved braking power for heavy sidecar com-
binations. In my opinion, no heavy outfits at present on

the road are fitted with brakes enabling the driver to have
absolute control on a hUl of, say, 1 in 6, or to pull up really

quickly on anything of a slope.

We are apparently to have better engines, spring frames,

detachable wheels, etc.—all most desirable things—and yet

the essential—safety—is neglected. The much-boomed post-

war models of several of the biggest and most famous con-

cerns have recently been announced, and in every case

(A.B.C. alone excepted, and this is a lightweight) we are

to have the same bicycle type front rim brakes. No
single braked wheel, however well designed, is sufficient to

hold a heavy outfit with, say, two or three passengers and
luggage. The Enfield type front brake is better, but even
that is insuflScient.

Cannot we have a really good sidecar wheel brake ? That,
in combination with a good rear wheel brake, would give

adequate braking power and a sense of security now sadly

lacking, and it should surely be possible to avoid the

difficulties in application, which, I suppose, caused its lapse

from, e.g., the Rover Co.'s specification.

If you will use your influence in this supremely important

matter, you will earn a large increase in the already con-

siderable gratitude borne towards you by J.

Birmingham.

IN DEFENCE OF THE HUB GEAR AND BELT DRIVE.

Sir,—Much may be said in favour of the countershaft gear,

but one strong point in favour of the hub gear, which I

have never seen advanced, is that in the case of a belt or

chain-cum-belt drive it is technically correct, inasmuch as

the belt is not subjected to the extra power given by a reduc-

tion of gear. [This point has been mentioned again and again

in our columns.

—

Ed.]
It will be seen, then, that in the one case belt slip \a

counteracted, while in the other it is accentuated.

Now the chief fault, if not the only fault, of belt trans-

mission is slip, which brought into behig the all-chain drive,

and with it the count<^ rshaft gear; and I submit that, what-

ever the advantages claimed by this combination, nothing

can be sweeter, neater, or cleaner to handle than a belt on

the final drive, and where this is used the hub gear should

be retained, because the pull on the belt remains fairly con-

stant The countershaft lends itself better to the kick start-

ing gear, and claims reliability in the size and strength of

its gear wheels. There is no reason, however, why the hub

gear should not be made substantial, and, given this, it is

all that can be desired in reliability.

I submit also the advantage of a large hub in respect of

spoke strain, vyhere the wheel is driven from its centre, and

that it should be considered undesirable to carry this weight

directly on the wheel, instead of through the frame, does not

conform with my view or experience. This 1 consider in its

favour, and would like the experience of others, but surely

the strength of a bridge is governed by the load in the centre

of its span, and that same bridge is that much the stronger

when the load is on its piers. Sifnilarly, then, a bicycle

frame must be stronger, or could be made lighter, if weight

be carried where it counts least. M.R.C.

Ca-/ersham.

MAKERS AND PROMPT SERVICE.
Sir,—Your correspondent "Lieut.," Leeds, in your issue

of February 6th, mentions the first-class business methods

of the Hendee Co. On the other hand, correspondents

have complained at various times of the unbusmess-like

methods of some British firms, which would give one the

impression that it is a common failing. However, it is

not so, for there is one firm, at least, in "Lieut's" own
county, whose methods of conducting business are

exemplary. I refer to the Scott Engineering Co., of Saltaire.

Though engaged, like the majority of other firms, on

important Government work, they can, and have, always

found time to reply to any communication, and to supply

any "spare" required by return; also, they take infinite

trouble to put a rider right when he has met with any

little difficulty in the running or adjustment of his mount.

Having personally experienced such satisfactory service

from Messrs. Scott, I think it should be more generally

known that there are at least a few first-class British

firms who are equal to the much-lauded American concerns

in business methods.
I have no interest in the Scott Engineering Co. other

than as a satisfied owner.

If your correspondent " R. R. Richardson," in the same
issue, objects to the Scott merely because it is

^
water-

cooled, and has a rather higher petrol consumption for

its horse-power, they are but poor objections.

The advantages of a water-cooled machine that is a

real engineering job, plus the disadvantage of a higher

petrol consumption, more than compensate for any advantages

of a hot running, noisy, single-cylinder two-stroke.

However, it would certainly be interesting to hear the

evidence for and against a long stroke, two-cycle engine.

It is strange that the majority of two-strokes have a

stroke-bore ratio of approximately 1 : 1—in the case of the

Scott, the bore is actually greater than the stroke. It is

evident there must be sound reasons for makers adopting

such a stroke-bore ratio for their two-stroke engines.

C. F. EDMUNDS.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY DRY BATTERY.
Sir,— I have read the article by " F.B.S.," in your issue

of Janunary 16th, also "Practical Engineer's" protest, in

your issue of February 13th. "F.B.S." is presumably a
non-technical rider as "Practical Engineer" suggests, but
his article is interesting, and, generally speaking, represents
what a good dry battery will accomplish.

"Practical Engineer" is himself right off the track when
he attempts to take up the position of an expert on dry
batteries, and although his remarks might have been more
or less correct twenty years ago, they are far from correct

to-day ; if he would like to make the acquaintance of a

dry battery which will last for two years, and has in many
instances lasted for five years or more on bell and telephone
circuits, I shall be pleased to introduce him.
Dry batteries are eminently suitable for motor cycle

lighting, and when a suitable combination of battery, lamps,
and electric bulb is employed, most satisfactory and
economical results are obtained. Cleanliness, readiness,

reliability, a reasonable riding light, and no tinkering or
cleaning, appeal to many riders who are not out to blind
or dazzle all other users of the road. " Practical Engineer

"

has been unfortunate in the selection of the make of dry
cells with which he has obtained his experience, and seems
to be mixing up batteries suitable for Faradisation with
those suitable for electric head lamps.

I agree that " F.B.S." has probably ovei'stated the case
in regard to both candle power and current consumption,
as under such conditions of discharge, viz., 1^ ampere, no dry
battery of a size suitable for carrying on a motor cycle
would give economical results; it is probable that "F.B.S."
has mistaken the markings on the bulb and miscalculated
the consumption accordingly.
Dynamo lighting is, of course, the ideal outfit, but until

that is perfected and brought within the reach of the average
rider, electric lighting by dry batteries or accumulators,
according to the conditions and requirements as to light,

will still hold the first place. I could give " Practical
Engineer" examples where dry batteries in their tens of

thousands have been« used for quite heavy discharges tor

war purposes both afloat and ashore, which might, perhaps,
surprise him. Although interested in the dry battery of

another make than that referred to in the letter from
"F.B.S.," I feel obliged to vindicate the general use of

dry batteries for motof cycle lighting. A. H. HUNT.

REAR LIGHTS ON CYCLES
Sir,—Perhaps the most damaging evidence against the

retention in any form of the temporary war-time regulations
regarding rear lights on cycles, etc., is to be found in The
Motor Cycle for March 6th, wherein, on page 219, the follow-

ing serious admission is made :
" When one is expecting rear

lights on every vehicle, the absence of them on a road should
mean that the road is clear of wheeled traffic—the presence
of an unlighted cycle is then more disconcerting than if no
rear Hght regulation were in existence."

This is precisely what the opponents of the rear light have
been urging in support of their contention, and it makes it

essential that no stone should be left unturned to secure a
etatus quo ante helium with the least possible delay.

The asssumption that because there is no light the road
is clear for the motorist is against all reason and comrhon-
sense, besides endangering the lives of other road users and
at once placing a premium upon reckless driving, and in this
connection the pedestrian is likely to come off worse than all.

Since it is given to none of us to see from the backs of our
heads, and therefore impossible to guarantee that a lamp
once lit will not so out without calling attention to the fact,

it follows that the motorist who drives on the assumption
referred to does so with the full responsibility for any " acci-
dent" which may occur as a consequence, regulation or no
regulation. Further, in the knowledge that "dead men tell

no tales," we may fairly surmise that the rear light will
certainly not be alight after such " accident," and, in any
event, it would be impossible for the cyclist to prove that
it was, as he probably would not have seen it since starting
out on his journey.

It is significant that, although motor cyclists are similarly
affected as regards this rear fight nuisance they have done
nothing towards helping forward its removal, and will have
to thank the cycling bodies for any benefit which they may
indirectly share through their campaign in this direction.
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Surely there is a Gilbertian touch about the fact that, on
the same page as you advocate the retention of the regulation

compelling cyclists to carry rear lamps you are agitating for

the removal of another " wartime " imposition—the tax on
petrol! CECIL W. COOKE.
[We cannot agree with our correspondent that because a law

is often broken it should necessarily be repealed; Moreover,
we did not suggest, and we think Mr. Cooke know it, that
motorists should drive rashly when the absence of lights

suggested a clear road. Also, it is a fact that an unlighted
cycle is, for some reason, harder to see than a pedestrian,

and lesss able to avoid passing traffic. We commend Mr.
Cooke's attention to the letter written by Mr. W. J.

Sheppard, and published on page 261, March 13th. The
insinuation in the third paragraph may be ignored.

—

Ed.]

WHAT SHALL WE WEAR?
Sir,—I am afraid Phyllis Vernon has not done much

winter riding, or she would have had the uncomfortable
experience of rain trickling down her neck, also chilled

fingers. I think all motor cyclists will agree with me that
no coat or gloves will keep rain or cold out when one has
to do six or ten hours' riding.

I have now done three years' motor cycling, on an average
seventy miles per day, all weathers, country riding ; and
my ideal dress consists of breeches, woollen coat, leather

coat, good rainproof coat, and hat such as A.S.C. girls

wear, which I prefer for comfort, having tried all others

;

also strong boots and leggings.

Previous to 1915 I could not turn a nut. Since riding

I have done all my own running repairs ; also I am an
ardent reader of The Motor Cycle. (Mrs.) K.S.

Chiswick.

LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sir,^—I notice that " Torque," in your issue of February

27th, asks me to name "any engine of any service type"
which a pilot can not restart by diving after losing his prop.

As has been pointed out by a gentleman writing in your
issue of February 20th with reference to " Torque's

"

article, under ordinary conditions it ought to be impossible
to lose one's prop, with a stationary engine, as the throttle

of a stationary engine ought to be slightly open when the
control lever is in the extreme closed position. This
naturally means that the engine can only be shut off com-
pletely by using the magneto switch. Every case of losing

the prop, with a stationary engine that comes within the
present writer's experience has been caused by excessive
wear on the metal block that prevents the control lever
from completely closing the throttle, or else binding of

the throttle control wires. " Torque's " way of speaking
would lead one to think that cases of losing the prop, on
stationary and rotary engines are quite on a par. The
very reverse is the case.

If " Torque " is thinking of some unconventional engine
fitted with half-compression device, or its equivalent, lie

may be right in saying that a dive would restart the engine.
The same applies to engines fitted with electric or com-
pressed air starters. Otherwise, I cannot see that the
" friction of the air on the propeller " could overcome the
high compression usual in aero engines.

I hardly think it necessary to give a long list of the
stationary engines I do not consider to be equal to a re-

start by diving, but I will do as " Torque " asks and give
him an example—the 345 h.p. Rolls-Eoyce. REVS.
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BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.

The recognised standard text book o! the motor cycle: deals with all

types of machines and with every part of the machine, dOO illastratlona.

Pvioe 2/6 net. By post, 2/10.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
A valuable collection of HBefal " wrinliles " and items of information con-
ceming the running, management, and repair of motor cycles.

Price 2/- net. By post. 2/3*

TRACING TROUBLES.
Motor Cycle Faults,
Explained.

Their Identification, and Their Kemediea Follir

Pploe 2/- net. By post. 2/2.

ID-

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street. London. E.C.4
or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.
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THE EXCELSIOR LIGHTWEIGHT. ^#S
The First of the 1919 Models
of Bayliss, Thomas and Co.

ONE by one the well-known makers are

re-entering the motor cycle field with
new or revised models to satisfy im-

mediate demands. The first of the 1919
British Excelsiors to materialise is a
Villiers-engined lightweight, which we
illustrate here. This is the first time an
Excelsior has been marketed with a
Villiers engine. As on the majority of

this year's lightweights, the tyres are
26in. X 2jin. Three models are to be
offered, a single-gear machine at £50,
a two-.=peed at £56, and one with two-
speed gear and clutch at £60. The 1919 2\ h.p. Excelsior. Tlie Villiers two-stroke engine is Btted.

—^ta*^-^

THE TOOL KIT.
Three Useful Sets for Buyers of Second-hand Machines.

FEW items in the motor cyclist's equip-
ment are more important than the
tool kit. It is essential that the

owner of a motor cycle should have
enough tools of the right quality to

enable him to make any adjustments
which may be found necessary from time
to time.

In the past, the motor cycle makers
have got into disrepute owing to the

inadequate tool kit they supplied with
their machines, but, at the present time,

there is a decided tendency among
manufacturers seriously to consider this v
question, and very few, if any, additions

will be required to complete the tool

kits on future machines.
The question of tools usually concerns

the buyer of a second-hand machine to

a greater degree than the purchaser of

a new mount, and as hundreds of machines
are changing hands just now, and quite

a large number of them have been bought
and sold many times, it is probably true
theit fully 50% of present-day motor

rool roll offered by Maude's
Motor Mart.

IN order further to assist exporters to re-

cover their overseas trade, the Depart-
ment of Overseas Trade, in concert

with the War Trade Department, has made
arrangements for bringing to the notice

of exporters through the medium of the
press, trade journals, etc., and by special

notes direct to firms on the '

' Special
Register " of the Department, informa-
tion regarding changes affecting control
over exports.

Firms not already on the Special
Register may apply for admission to the
Special Register to the Comptroller-

Toolkit by Jenks, Wolverhampton.

cyclists will require to purchase new tools,

because it is not uncommon for a rider

to retain the best of his kit on selling

his machine.
For these reasons, the three tool kits

illustrated here will be of interest. •

One of these has been introduced by
Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Great
Portland Street, London, W.l. The
tools are of first-class quality. The C
spanner is by Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., the

cycle spanner is a genuine B.S.A., and
the adjustable wrench a Lucas. The
pliers, screwdriver, file, and the other

two spanners, also appear to be of first-

class quality.

In addition to the tools already men-
tioned, it is the intention of Maude's

Motor Mart to supply a special set of

box spanners with a screwdriver tommy-
bar to fit te-in., iiu., i%in., fin., and

3^^ in. nuts.

Another ijseful tool kit, which is en-

closed in double strength canvas leather-

bound roll, provided with a useful

strap, is by Messrs. Jenks Bros., Ltd.,

Wolverhampton. The kit includes two
tyre levers, an excellent pair of combi-

nation pliers, a screwdriver, three box
spanners, a punch, and an ordinary large

adjustable spanner, while in the pocket

provided there is an oilcan, etc. The
price is 18s. 6d.

A third set of tools is introduced by
Messrs. Tuck and Blakemore, Coventry,

and includes two adjustable spanners,

pliers, reversible screwdriver, box
spanners, file, punch, tyre levers, oilcan,

and belt punch. The roll is strongly

constructed of canvas with leather band
and loops for the tools and a separate

outside strap. The price is 25s.

FACILITATING EXPORTS.
General, Department of Overseas Trade
(Development and Intelligence), 73,

Basinghall Street, E.C-2. The annual
fee for admission to the Special Register

is £2 2s., which includes the supply of

The Board of Trade Journal.
The Department will, on request, imder-

take to ascertain from the War Trade
Department, and reply by telegram or

telephone at the earliest possible moment,
whether licences will or will not be
granted for orders requiring immediate
acceptance. Urgent enquiries should be
by telegram rather than by telephone, and

The Tuck and Blakemore kit.

should be addressed to " Orders, c/o

Advantage, Stock, London." They
should give the quantity, value, and de-

scription of the goods comprised in the

order and the name and address of the

ultimate consignee if the goods are

destined for a neutral country. In the

case of orders from Allied or British

territory, or from territory in the occu-

pation of troops of the Associated Govern-

ments, the consignee need not be stated

;

the country of destination will, of course,

need to be given. A reply of twenty-

four words (Is. 6d.) must be prepaid.
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Borrowing an Idea from Henry Ford.
A Suggested Cycle Car to be Built on the Lines of the Fordson Tractor,

MOST of us have heard of the Ford
tractor for agricultural purposes,

and some of us are, more or less,

acquainted with its method of construc-

tion, which is reminiscent of the old

8 h.p. single-cylinder Rover car. It will

be recalled that the Eover chassis

was sometliing on the lines of the Ford
tractor (which, by the way, is known
as the Fordson), inasmuch as the usual

frame supporting the engine, gear box,

body, etc., was entirely dispensed with,

and the rear and front axles were con-

nected by a single tubular construction

of cast aluminium.
The Fordson tractor consists, briefly,

of two units: (a) the front axle with
its engine, clutch, and accessories ; and
(i) the rear axle, change-speed gear, and
differential : the two connected loy flang-

ing and bolting the casings together.

This construction allows engine, crank-

shaft, clutch, gearshafts, and transmis-

sion to run in an oil bath.

Practically every designer of a motor
car chassis is asked to facilitate the

methods of lubrication and to simplify

the parts. Why not a cycle car on the

lines of the sketches reproduced below?

A Single Tube Chassis.

It will be seen that the rear axle and
differential of the suggested design

form the rear unit, the detail parts to

be simplified as much as possible, in

order to reduce cost of production, while

still retaining the quality of lightness.

The engine with its accessories, clutch

and gear box, might form the front unit,

or the gear box alternately could be part

of the rear unit.

Obviating Universal Joints.

Universal joints might be required

between the engine and gear box and
gear box and rear transmission, but it

should be possible to reduce the number
of these joints owing to the unit con-

struction.

The advantages of the design are that

all moving parts run in oil from front

to rear, and one filler conveniently

placed would suffice. In other words,

the rear axle, gear box, universal joints,

clutch, and engine would all receive

copious supplies of oil.

Practically the only parts that would
require separate lubrication would be
the outside axle bearings, front wheel
bearings, steering pivots, and the shackle

joints of the front spring, and joints of

the front radius rods. The steering gear

could be designed to pass through a side

extension of the crank case, and to be

lubricated by the same trough-splash

system, leaving the steering rod joints to

be separately lubricated by large sized

screw-down greasers.

Plan and elevation of the suggested cycle car. The engine shown is a four-cylinder,

but practically any type of engine could be used- The gear box is in the centre, but it

could be combined with the front sr rear imit'

The Fordson tractor, which is much used

for ploughing in this country. The design

suggested possibilities to our contributor for

a cycle car on similar lines-

As regards the front axle and spring-

ing, the spring is of the transverse type,

shackled at the ends, and radius rods

would be fitted to maintain alignment.

The objection to the design is that at

high speeds it would have a tendency to

cause rolling and oscillation of the body,
but with a vehicle of the cycle- car type,

speeds of thirty miles an hour should not

be exceeded. In fact, the writer would
design and make the engine to. cut out at

speeds over 30 m.p.h, by governing it

;

it would then be difficult to detect rolling.

This type cf springing, properly designed

and carried out, is quite luxurious on

rough roads.

The Comfort of the Passengers.

The front spring clip swivels on a

central pin forming part of the crank

case, and this is the only support for the

engine in front. It is also possible to

raise either of the front wheels separately

from the ground without disturbing' the

equilibrium of the chassis.

.

Mr. Parnacott's little cycle car, which
was driven by a 5 h.p. F.N. four-cylinder

engine, was something on these lines, a

wooden box taking the place of the steel

tube ,• but in this case the whole of the

weight was sprung, whereas in the sug-

gested Fordson cycle car, at the rear the

body would be sprung independently^a
principle employed in the Premier cycle

car of 1912.

In one respect this suggested design

is quite opposed to what is considered

ideal car practice. The tendency is for

designers to reduce unsprung weight to

a mmimum, but in this design, probably
half of the weight of the chassis would
be unsprung, with the natural result that
the_parts would be subjected to excessive

vibration.
Mechanicus.^
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and uur replies thereto. All questions should be addressed 10 the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bd accompanied by a stamped adtlressed envelopa for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legaj

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Chain Bolt Working Loose.

Is it impossible to liave a chain
bolt with a hole drilled in it for

a split pin instead of the usual
nut, which, in my case, has been
the cause of many accidents,

owing to its working off? To me it

seems very strange how our chain
makers can be satisfied with such a
fastening, when the remedy is so

simple. I should be very glad to know
where I could have bolts with holes
drilled to fit a i^in. x Ain. chain.

—

D.M.D.
Yes, there are plenty of chain bolts

drilled with a hole for a split pin. Any
motor or cycle agent with a decent stock
of drills should be able to drill a hole

for you, unless, of course, the bolt is too
hard. An alternative is, after you have
fitted the nut and screwed it up tightly,

to take two hammers—one heavy and the
other a light riveting hammer—place the
fiat side of the larger hammer against the
head of the bolt, and with the round end
of the light riveting hammer burr over
the portion of the bolt projecting beyond
the nut, and the bolt will then be quite

secure.

Electrical Conversion.

I should like to fit an electric

lighting set to a small cycle car

if it could be done. I should
like to use an old Bosch magneto

generator. This magneto is

type, and off a 45° tvrin-

It has

as

a D.A.V.
cylinder motor cycle engine,

just been remagnetised, and is in first-

class condition. I shall be glad to

have your advice on what alterations

and additions will be necessary to

make up this set. I am a first-class

mechanic, and have lathe and tools at

hand.—W.G.F.
You can use the old Bosch magneto as

a generator in the way you suggest, and
with your facilities for working you will

no doubt be able to make a satisfactory

job of it. The simplest way is to take
off the contact breaker arm, and use the
primary winding arm on the armature
as an alternator. This will give a small

output, probably about si.x or eight watts.

The best way is to rewmd the armature.
You wjU thus get considerably more
output on account of the winding, which
will then occupy all the space formerly
filled by the low and high-tension wind-
ings. Use wire 23 S;W.G., either double
silk covered or enamelled, and get as

much on as you can. If you want a

continuous current, you will have to fit

a commutator; but as it is only a two-
part one, it will not cause you much

trouble. While it is not possible to
state the exact output from these small
generators, you might reasonably expect
to get about 2.5 amperes at six volts

running at about 2,500 r.p.ra., from which
quite a useful light can be obtained. If

you take out the armature for rewinding,
I^lace an iron " keeper " across the
magnet poles before doing so, and do
not remove it until the armature is

returned.

Miniature Plugs.

(1.) Can you inform me of an
insulating material which could

be turned or moulded for ^use in

miniature sparking plugs for

model work? (2.) Can you give
me full particulars of the Begbee
igniter?—R.H.C.

(1.) For this purpose we should recom-
mend you to try ebonite or vulcanite. It

can be turned in a lathe with care, taking
light cuts, and has a very good appear-
ance when well finished. 'After turning

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, beins fuUy
in accord with the recommendations a^eed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,
give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD;

has been finished, leaving as good surface

as possible, apply two or three different

grades of emery paper, taking care not to

burn the surface of the work. Then apply
a paste of oil and rottenstone on a rag
and polish until a jet-black bright surface

is obtained, finishing off with a piece of

felt or similar material. Peiiliolders are

sometimes made of this substance, and
you might find this a convenient means of

obtaining the material. A short length

cut out of a penholder would probably do
very well for what you require with a

little work done on it in the lathe. (2.)

Th& principle appears to be identical with
that used in the Dixie and other magnetos
of the inductor type. The movable soft

ii'on core would no doubt be fitted with
end pieces at right angles to each other,

giving a Z shaped formation. The motion
being oscillating would not be so suitable

for a high speed engine as a rotating

motion used in the above magnetos.

Clutch on Two-speed Model.

I have recently bought a 3ih.p.^ Premier with two-speed counter-

^ shaft gear. All the controls are

-SJ missing, and I am in doubt re-

garding the clutch. Where is it

situated on this machine ?—L.W.
The clutch is within the gear box.

Charging Resistance.

I should be obliged if you
could tell me the candle-power
and number of carbon lamps I

should require on switchboard
to charge a two-volt accumulator

off a 220-volt main.—J.H.M.
You do not state the ampere hour capa-

city of your accumulator on which the

charging rate depends. Assuming that

the capacity is twenty ampere hours,

then two carbon lamps each of 32 c.p.,

wired in parallel, will give a suitable

charging rate. If it has a capacity of

forty ampere hours, then double the

number of lamps. The light of the lamps
will be practically unaffected when in

series with an accumulator of only two
volts, so that it is quite possible to use

some of the lamps of a house supply, thus
saving considerable expense in current.

The ampere hour capacity of the accu-

mulator will be marked on the label at-

tached to it by the makers.

Fitting a Phihpson Pulley.

I have a 1915 3^ h.p. Rover
^ri combination with Sturmey-Archer
^ three-speed hub gear. It runs
-iJ well, but I am troubled with

knocking on picking up round
sharp corners, and also lack speed on
the level with present gear, about 5

to 5i, which, however, I find is about
suitable for main road hills. I am
proposing to fit a Philipson pulley, and
should be glad of the following infor-

mation. (1.) Which is the more suit-

able, automatic or hand-controlled ?

(2.) Please explain the necessary work-
ing of both to reduce the gear in the
case of rounding sharp corners. (3.)

Do you consider results will justify

expenditure ?—E.H.L.
(1.) A hand-controlled pulley would be
more suitable. (2.) To reduce the gear,

the brake is applied on the exterior of

the pulley ; if no brake is fitted, the
boot is applied. (3.) The addition of a
pulley would undoubtedly be a refinement
to your machine. The knocking and lack

of speed are probably due to engine
trouble. Perhaps the compression is

too high, or the cylinder requires to be
cleaned cf carbon deposit, and the engine

generally adjusted.
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Misfiring.

I liave a 10 h.p. four-cylinder^ Henderson. A few weeks ago I

> took the engine down. Since
-i-l then there has been per.';islent

luistiring in the back cylinder.
I fitted new rings to the pistons, and
new points to the magneto. The rings
and magneto are quite in good order.

Yet as soon as I accelerate or get on
a hill the rear cylinder misses badly.
Can you give me any hint as to the
probable cause? I have tried all I
know, and am no nearer the solution
than r was when it first occurred.

—

A.H.C.
From what you say in your letter, it

seems clear that the trouble is not elec-

trical. We should therefore recommend
you to look at the inlet valve, and also

see that the induction pipe union of this

cylinder is air-tight. Also verify the
tappet clearances.

Liability for Fire.

I took my Scott motor cycle
^n for repair to a motor engineer,

> who found that a new crank
-2J was required. This part he was

not able to . obtain, and so he
kept the Scott until one could be got.

The building in which my machine
was stored was destroyed by fire.' Is

the engineer legally obliged to pay me
compensation ? The insurance policy
which I previously held for the
machine had been allowed to lapse
before the fire occurred. Also, what
do you consider a fair value for the
Scott with its accessories ? It was
bought new by me in July, 1915, and
was in excellent condition.—W.H.

The motor engineer is not liable for your
machine being destroyed by fire while
on his premises, unless the fire occurred
through his negligence or the negligence
of anyone in his employ. The value of
the machine would be about £40.

Timing a Four-cylinder.

Would you please tell me the
correct positions for timing both
the ignition and the exhaust
valves of a 5-6 h.p. F.N. four-

cylinder machine, 1912?—S.S.-
The machine should be timed in the
following manner : Turn the crankshaft
until the piston of the back cylinder is

five to six millimetres from the top of
the compression stroke. Unless the slide
holder on the crankshaft has been
altered, the carbon brush of this will
point to the position of the bottom right-
hand terminal of distributer, assuming
the latter is in position. Now grasps the
contact breaker of the magneto, and turn
it until the maximum resi.-tance is felt,

and slid«! the magneto gear wheels into
engagement with the corresponding wheel
OP the crankshaft of the engine. Having
bolted up the magneto and fitted on the
distributer, verify the timing. The
points of the contact breaker should
conimence to separate when the back
cylinder piston is in the aforementioned
position. The wiring of the distributer
in relation to the respective cylinders is :

bottom right wire to back cylinder ; top
right wire to third cylinder from back
(or second from front)"; bottom left wire
to second cylinder from back ; top left
wire to front cylinder. The lengths of

A 26
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the wires will, in themselves, show
wliich cylinders they go to. Beginning
with the back cylinder, the exhaust
valve should be timed in the following
manner : Set the exhaust valve to close

ju.st after the completion of the exhaust
stroke. It will then commence to open
when the piston is about one-seventh of

the length of the stroke from the bottom
of the firing stroke.

Using a Rectifier.

Is there a satisfactory method^ of charging accumulators 4 volts

> 40 amps, from 200 volts alter-

-IJ nating current lighting circuit?

The electric sundries people list

a rectifier, t)ut it charges at a lower
rate than the directions on the accu-
mulator state. Would this answer ?

—T.H.

You can charge your accumulator from
the alternating mains tlu-ough a rectifier,

although the latter may give .a lower
charging rate than that specified by the
makers of the accumulator ; it will

merely take a longer time to charge.
The effect of the longer time on the
accumulator will be beneficial rather
than injurious. If you do not wish to

buy a ready-made rectifier, it is possible
to construct one on the principle of the
Noden valve. Details are given in the
new edition of " Electricity and the
Motor Car " now in the- press, but it

consists mainly of an almninium and a
lead plate immersed in a solution of
ammonium phosphate. This acts as a
rectifier only, and must be used in con-
junction with either a transformer or a
suitable lamp in series with it to reduce
the voltage.

. In your case four 32 c.p.

carbon filament lamps of 180 volts would
be suitable, wired in parallel with each
other, but in series with the rectifier and
accumulator.

Attention to a Clutch.

Will you kindly advise »me on^ the following : (1.) My machine,
^ a Eudge Multi and sidecar (1913),
-i-i runs excellently solo when

dutch is not used. With side-
car clutch goes in with a "bark,"
and engine stops, no matter how gently
the clutch handle is released and how
much the petrol lever opened. Have
tried loosening the cone at end of gear
and clutch projection, but with - no
improvement. Rudge booklet does not
tell how this may be remedied., (2.)

To remove clutch and gear apparatus
(for overhauling if necessary) is any-
thing further required than to undo
the four exterior nuts ?— J. F.
Gallaheb.

The trouble evidently lies in the
clutch- plates. As you suggest, by un-
doing the nuts on front of the multi-
gear you can remove the front part of
it straight off the axle. This should be
immersed in paraffin. There is no need
to remove the Bowden control, and this
can be utilised to open and close the
plates while in the paraffin. Afterwards
shake the paraffin out and put in some
engine oil while the clutch is off the axle.

Poke a wire through the lubrication
holes and sefe that they are clear. Yoti
shoidd note that any initial pressure
interferes with the proper working of
the clutch.

MARCH 20ih, iQt^,

READER'S REPLY.
Timing.

With reference to your explanation
"F.W.R.'s" difficulty in timing 1

engine, in your issue of March 6th, mi
I suggest that auolher explanation 1
possible ? I have experienced the vea
same trouble as " F.W.R.," and found t

due to interchanging the valve tappefl
by mistake, thus causing complete loss i

compression.—S. R. Poole.

EXPERIENCES WANTED;
"J.R." (Walthamstow).—Binks cafl

buretter fitted to a Triumph, as regard
slow running and acceleration.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Swindon to Witney.—S.G.P.

Swindon, Highworthy, Faringdoii
Black Bourton, Witney. Approximately
35 miles.

Watton to Stradbroke.—F.H.
Watton, Bi-ockles, Larling, East Hap,

ling. North Lopham, South Lopham^
Diss, Scole, Stradbroke. Approximately^
30 miles.

Crewe to Surbiton.—T.P.

Crewe, Newcastle, Weston, Rugeley,
Lichfield, Cpleshill, Coventry, Southamjf
Fenny Compton, Banbury, Aynho, Bij

cester, Aylesbury, Amersham, Uxbridge
Staines, Kingston, Surbiton.

Brighton to Kkowib and Doeridge.—^1

E.S.H.
Brighton, Henfield, Cowfold, Horsham!

Cranleigh, Guildford, Worplesdon, Bislejgj

Bagshot, Bracknell, Reading, Pang
bourne, Streatley, Wallingford, Doif
Chester, Oxford, Banbury, Warmington,^
Warwick, Wroxall, Knowle.

Bristol to Ilfracombe.—S.G.P.

Bristol, Redhill, Highbridge, Bridg-
water, Williton, Dunster, Porlock (both"j
Porlock Hill and the avoiding route, on '

which you have to pay Is. toll, are in very
bad condition, we understand), Countis-
bury, Lynton, Parracombe, Combe Martin,

,

Ilfracombe. An alternative route- is :

'

Bridgwater-, Taunton, Milverton, Bamp-

i

ton. South Molton, Barnstaple, Ilfra- \

combe. Approximately 90 miles by tils'*

first route, and 110 by the second.

Margate (via London) to Manchester.
—O. AND A.

J'largate, Sarre, Canterbury^ Charing,
Lenham, Maidstone, Ightham, Wrotham,
Farningham, Sidcup, Lewisham, Old
Kent Road, New Kent Road, Elephant
and Castle, St. George's Road, West-
minster Bridge Road, over Westminster
Bridge, Whitehall, ' Cockspur Street, Pall
Mall, Regent Street, Oxford Circus,
Portland Place, turn left, then right at
Baker Street, and straight on vid Park
Road into Finchley Road, -then through
Golder's Green to Finchley and Barnet,
St. Albans, Dunstable, Hockliffe, New-
port Pagnell, Northampton, Husbands
B s w o r t h , Leicester, Loughborough,
Derby, Ashbourne, Leek, Congleton,
Wilmslow, ilanchester. Approximately
250 miles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

additional word, Each paragraph is charged

separately. Kame and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

- Postal OrdeTS sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—jfco"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oflices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the Orst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date 0! the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which mu^t include the

words Box 000, c /u " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
^wi!l appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle, " 20, Tudor Straet,

E.C.4.

Sff- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this t^eceipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
car lage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 ia

\jme, a deposit fc: of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
iio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable tO'IliSe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D" at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements ani receive no

answer to their enquiries are reqiiested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each

one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

'B.Wh St., Giiildlord,

FOR SALT.

CROW Bros.. Hi?;h St., Giiildlord, have contracted
lareeV for the new- A.'B.C. Order now for

earliest delivery. [5298

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31. High St.. Hamp.
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest de-

liver.v of the new A.B.C. [2254

LITEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. Plnpe
orders now to secure earlv delivery.—Victor Hors-

maa. Ltd.. 9. I'arr St.. Liverpool. [0003

A'
Rev

A

.BC-
OrdeT!!

-Sole agents for these famous maohiTips.
bonked now for earlv deliverr.—Chandler.

Kevre. and VTilliams. Siul St., Hitchin. [0996

.B.C. 1919 Model-?-—I*t u.> book your order for

^irlie^t delJTerv.—Contrnr-ting agents, Elce and
Co.. 15-16, Bisliopsgat© At., Camomile St., E.G. [0551

JONES' Garage.—We are in a position to accept
orders lor A.B.C. motor cycles; deposits optional;

delivery April or May.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.
[0991

WE At6-Now Booking Orders for earliest deliTenes
of A.B.C. motor ovcles. Secure an early deliTery

hv niacin? rour order irith us now.— Duuwells* Garage,

Wigan. Tel.: 328. [X3219

A.B.C—We are now talking orders for earliest de-

liTeries, which rommeoce about Mav: book early

to be in time.—P. Ellis and Co., 360, Lillie Ed., Ful-

ham, London, S.W.6. [5373

EARLIEST DELIVERIES OF

1919 MODELS.
P.&M.
B. S. A.
JAMES
ROVER
LEVIS
ZENITH
NORT O N
H U M B E R
TRIUMPH
HENDERSON
MATCHLESS
CONN AUGHT
NEW IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

Immediate Delivery
of 1919

Harley - Davidsons.

MAUDE'S
OTOR
ART.

SECOND-HAND
SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
NORTON, I9i5, 4 h.p., 3-sp=ed £110
ROVER, 1918, 3,1 h.p.. 3-sp=ed £105
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7-9 hp-,

electric £135
SUNSEAM, I9r4, 3i h.p., Gloria .... £90
A.J.S. 1913, 6 h.p., electric lamps ... £110

SUNBEAIH, 1916, 3! h.p., lam;)S, etc. £130

P. & M., 1914. 7 hp-, 90° twin £115

SOLO MACHINES.
ENFIELD, igrS, 3 h.p", 2-speed £55

SUNBEAfB, 1915, Sih.p., 3-5peed .. £9!

TRIUMPH, 1915, 4 h.p., countershaft £78

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2i h.p., z-speed ... £50

DOUGLAS, r9i4, ij h.p.. 2-speed £45

NEW RYDER, 1Q19, 2i h.p., 2-speed . £55 15

N.S.U., 1906, 6 h.p., 2-speed £25

BABY TRIUMPH 2-5troke, 2-speed . £52

LIGHT CARS.
MOi^GAN, 1915, Grand Fri.x, J.-^.P. . . £165

MORGAN, 1915, Grand PrLx, 4-5peed .£185

STELLITE, 1914, dickey seat £235
CALCOTT, igr6, dvnamo set, standard £375
HUMBER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo and

starter £425
MORRIS-COWLEY, 1916, 10 h.p. Coupe £500
ARROL-JOHNSTO.S, 1912, 9 h.p £435

100, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.

Telephones : Museum 557
Mayfair 552

Telegrams :Abdicate,Wesdo

,

London.

MOTORmm
^'^U OF SATlSf^t'

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

A.B.C—Earliest possible deliveries given. Write to

Ur; for speciticjition and full particnlara.—Tlie

Talbot Garage, Ltd., Mersey Sq., StockDort. Tel. :
500.

Distributing agents for Lnucashire and Cheshire. [0990

Abingdon.
ABIN'GDON 3V''h.p. and Sidecar, perfect, modern;

£23/10.—Hall, 2. Hockman Cottage, Whetstone,
N.20. [6779

ABI.NGDON 5-6h.p. Twin, Jardine 4-speed, Gloria

spring wheel sidecar; £65.—James and Adams,
High Rd., East Finchley. (5786

A.J.S.

J.S.—Early delivery oi new 1919 combination ;
book

now.—Moss, Wem. [Xo919

gear box, kick starter; £40.—25a,
Brighton. [6006

CROW Bros., Guildlord.-A.J.S. Agents since 1912.

Write us lor your requirements. [HI 11

16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps;

£120.—J. O. Pickering, Shrewsbury. Ibius

1QI9 A-J.S. Comliiuations.-Write Merrick's Stores,

Lu 174. Listerhills Ed.. Bradford. 'l'hone:^^24M.

A.J.S., 2^.',h.p.,

Mount St.,

19'

A.J.S. Combination.—Book your order now
earliest deliveries.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. _^Bol

ton.

A .J.s.A all

33h.p. . ,

4 did condition

:

for
lol-

[6133

1914 Sidecar, been repaired, complete rrith

connections; £10;i0.-Box 3,067, <= £.
2'''

Motor Cycle.
1X5910

A.J.S.,,.1914, l^speeds, Jof* J'JM'ianled.jplen-

Pleasley, Mansfield.

RIDER TROWAED and Co. 31, High St.. Harap-

stead.-Orders now being booked for earliest d^
livery of the new A.J.S. 1'^''=°

AJ.S., 2='ih.p., late 1913, 2-speed, hand clutch,

chain drive, good running condition

Crayford Way Crayford, Kent.

A J S -For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-

shire agent, Will Chapman 113. Belgrave Rd

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. lisai

A.J.S., 1916, 2!Jih.p., 3 speeds, ejain drive foot-

A. boards, good condition, just 0™rl'=>'?'«? ^'J'ilosn
Duckworth, 45. Cambridge Rd., Sonthport, Lanes. [5880

A.J.S. 6h.p. Twin Combination, 2-speed countershaft

clutch, kick start; £65; seen before 10 am. or

after 7 p.m.-Rosemary, Tram Terminus, Ditton, "^^'^^y^

J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries^ o^f_ 1919

£28.-180.
[6013

models, speciftcations, and super service, try the

A J S Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhainpton

St., 'Walsall. 'Phone: 444. [4668

property of deceased officer condition as new, only

ridden 6%onths; price £45.-Lady Garrod, oloP^ge

and Girling, Melton, Suffolk. 1586b

6hn 1915 A.J.S. ^uui.'.i.uv.v.", ^^— -. , , -, -

detachable wheels, screen, accessories, and tools.

lOE Sale, 1916 2-/4h.p. S-speed A.J.S^ motor cycle,

ert:

idden 6' months ;
prii

"iling. Melton

p 1915 A.J.S. Combination, spars wbeel and tyre,

.J. detachable wheels, screen, accessories, and tools,

fitted with handsome de Luxe A.J.S. sidecar
;
£115.-

Also

A J S very fast, 2-speed gear, clutch, and

kick starter broad tank, semi T.T. bars

Wauchope-s, 9 Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London,

i JS 6hp 3-speed 1915 Combination, fitted with

wind screen, hood, collapsible carrier, speedometer;

2h'-'--
£65.-
[5977

new.—69.
[5765.

A.J.S., late 1914, 6h.p.,

spring
centlv cost
no oilers.-John

1 Q 14, 5-6h.!)., A.J.S

£100- lovely running order, paintwork

Walford Ed., Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

and sidecar, speedometer,

_ _ 'saddle-pillar, " ivind screen and hood, re-

entlv cost £20 overhauling, in perfect condition
;
£70

10 oSers.-John Fridlington, Keby, York. [5894

Combination, 3-speed counter
sidecE

lamps throughout, all accessories perfect running

order: 90 gns.; after 6 p.m. only.-7, feavenhurst Av.,

Hendon. [X6127

6h p A J S , War Model, late 1918, as new, 3 speeds,

'hand clutch, interchangeable wheels 26x3in. tyres

(still guaranteed), enclosed all-chain drive, kick start, etc.,

exact model made at present day; price £100, no offera^

—Corfleld, Haulier, Newtown. is/»u

AJS Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,

'chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton.

Parts.
Alldays.

ALLOX, late 1915, 2-8troke. 2-speed, good order;

£33.—Ward. Hampden, Missenden, Bucks. 159bb

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, SV^h.p., 2-speed, 4-strok6;

£33.-24, Lushington Ed., Harlesden, N.WIO

ALLDAY'S Allon, 1915, 2'iih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed

clutch model; £38.-E. W. Miller, 153, Lavende.

Hill, S.W.ll. f^^^**

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-Epeed gear, with hand-operated

clutch, kick-starter; £85; early delivery.

Bradshawgate, Bolton.

Tel.
[9189

-Parker's
[6143

All letters relating to advertiseinents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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MOTOR CYCKES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

A LLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 1915, 3V'h.p.,
'

'

' "'3, DaA order, good tyres,
Guildford St., Chertsey.

lamps ; £40,
excellent

rgain.—77,
[5963

very little used

;

Rugby.

AIXON 1916 2-aroke, 2-speed, clutch, 2^ih.p.. pood
oondition, targe cxliaust; seen any day; £40.—

Hoffl. Cedars, RiLkmansworth. [5819

ALLON 2-stroke. late 1915. mileage 1,000, stored 2
years, condition as new; 27 ens.—Call after 7,

Pembury, Weston Park, Thames Ditton. [5854

ALLDAYS Alien, 1917, 2-slroke. 2-speed, clutch
model, hand control, fully equipped, good as new,
' ' £44, or near olfer.—17, Regent St.,

[X6021

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hamp-
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest de-

livery 2-speed and clutch AUons, £58; also De Luxe
niodc-ls. with kick start, £65. [2258

SACKS, motor cycle engineer, has 1914 Alldays-
Matchless 2'Stroke, thoroughly overhouled; £20.

—Alfred Sacks. Motor Cycle Engineer, 39-40, Rednall
Terrace, Great Church Lane, Hammersmith. [5797

"I
Q14 4h.p. AIldays-Matohless, clutch, handle starter,

Lif Bosch mng., AuiQC oarburetter, lamps, horn,
and spares, stored 2 years, in gootl condition through-
oat; £38.—L. Nicholson, Tatteuhall House, Hinstoi-k.
Market Drayton. [5998

Ariel.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents
since 1915. have 1919 models in stock. [5299

1 Q 16 S'/oh.p. Semi-T.T. Ariel, decompressor, prac-
J-O tically brand new, mileage 300; £51.-58, Ivy
Rd.. N.W.2. [5863

ARIEL. 1916, big single, S-speed countershaft, kick

start, lamps, speedometer; £58.—29, St Leoniird'£

St. Bromley-by-Bow. [6159

ARIEL, 3V2h,p. and 6-7h.p.; early deliveries.-F.
Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd..

Qarpnrhey, Manchester. [5269

ARIEL, 2y2h.p., 26X2V2 wheels, low, studded tyres,
in i>erlect condition. less mas.; bargain, £15.—

54, Heygate St.. Walworth Rd., S.E. [6014

31h.p, T.T. Ariel, 1914, splendid condition, guaran-
2 teed 50 m.p.h., complete with lamps; £35; seen

any day.—Benger, 7, St. Matthew's St., Rugby. [X5978

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 51, High St., Ilamp-
stead.—New 3'Ah.p. 3-speed Ariel in stock, £80.

Orders being booked for earliest delivery 5-6h.p. com-
bination. [2257

"I Q 16 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, 3-9peed counter-
-*- i^ shpft. kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, new
Dunlops, 2 Lucas head lamps, generators, tail light,
horn, all accessories, splendid condition, stored 2
years: 90 gns.; after 6 p.m. only.— 7, Ravenhurst Av.,
Kendon. [X6126
ARIEL, 1914, 5-6h.p., 3-specd countershaft. Turner's

coarhbiiitt sidecar with screen and hood, engine
been overhauled, and frame, tank enamelled this year
by makers, complete with lamps, watch, speedometer
Watford, full kit of tools, spare belt; £85.—Creasey,
Asylum, Talgarth. [X5960

Auto-Wheels.
WALL Auto-Wheel, just overhauled ; 9 gns., or

offer.—Seen any time, 15, Holland Park Av.. W.
_ [5734
i^ENUTNE Wall Auto-wheel, little used: £lO.—
VJT Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Hol-
bom. [X5993

AuraWHEEL. Wall, nearly new, sell less half cost;
bargain.-143, Drummond St., Hampstead Rd..

N.W. [X6044

STANDARD Auto-Wheel, good as new, hardly used,
cost 16 gns.; sacrifice £fe/10.—Pickford, 243, Old

St., . E.C.2. [5946

Atrro-WHEEL, B.S.A., attached lady's bievele, com-
plete: £14,'14.-JohDS, 27, St Gabriel's Rd..

Oricklewood. [6040

AtJTO-WHEEL. Model de Luxe, complete, perfect
nmning order, equal to new.—Akrill, 18, Market

Plac«. Beverley. [X4856

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914 model, complete, and in ex-
cellent condition: £15.—The Eastern Garage Co.,

418. Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [5792

ArrO-WHEEL. good hill-climber, attached strong
B.8-A, bicycle, all in good running order, also

ipare*: what oflers?-Box L9,774, c/o The Motor Cycle

AUTO-WHEEL, good running order, £8/8; another,
late model, £10/10.—George Smith, Motor Cycle

Depot Clapham Junction. {Opposite Arding and
Hobbs.) [5829

Bat.
£^-€h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, coachbuilt eidecar, 2U »pMds. clutch; £35.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's
Biiah. W.12. [6126
6h.p. Twin Bat-Jan, Bosch, spring frame and forks,

new tyres, lately overhauled; £32,—Speechley, 1.
Gmmersbury Lane, Acton Hill, I^ondon. [6032

6h.i>. 1914 Bat, 3-speed nonntershaft gear. chiti*h.
and kick start, semi T.T. bars; £73/10.—Wau-

ehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C. [5978

BAT-J.A.P., Twin, 8-lOh.p., N.S.H. gear, and
coach canoelet sidecar, good condition ; £55.—

9. The Parade, Cambridge Rd., Norbiton, Surrey.
[5919

Sole London Agents for A.J.S. and BRITISH
EXCELSIORS.

Contracts placed for

:

TRIUMPHS.
A. B.C.
ENFIELDS.
P. & M.
DOUGLAS.

HENDERSONS.
HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
CALTHORPES.
NEW IMPERIALS.
B.S.A.

.\ny of the above can be supplied for Cash or
Exchange. Write, stating the make selected,

and ask for our Exchange postcard, if you desire

your present mount taken in part exchange.

USEFUL
EQUIPMENT.

For Cold and Wet Weather
Riding, Cor.ibined Overshoe and
Legging. Absolutely waterproof.

Fits over ordinary boot, and
covers up to tldgh. Keeps
boots dry, and feet and legs

warm. Fitted with leather sole.

Price .
23/-

Seatless Type, protects
waist price 27 /-

State size of boot worn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SETS
lor

Cycle Cars and Morgans, etc.

Consisting of 3 Aluminium Electric Lamps,
Switchboard, and 4 volt 40 amp. Store
Accumulator . price complete £3 19s, 6d.

This Set will give a light from 15-18 hours
on one charge.

Spare 4 volt 40 amp. Accumulator .... 29/6
Spare Bulbs each 9d.

Extra.—Waterproof Wiring peryd. 6d.

8 yards included in each Set.

Easily fitted up by anyone.

Accumulators Charged on
the Premises.

T.W.R. Electric Sidecar Lamps , 8/3
Extra for bulb 9d.

(Postage, 4d.).

Hellesen 4 volt Dry Batteries (postage gd.) 13/6
Insulating Tape per roll 9d.
Ditto, large size „ 1/4

(Postage, 3d.).

Sidecars :

Watsonian Lightweight, coachbuilt

:

New Model G price £16 17s. 6d.

„ H „ £17 1Qs.0d.
B6 Dual Underslung Chassis, 650x65

wheel (less tyre), for 6 h.p. and 8 h.p.

machines £7 19s. 6d.
4-poiDt Attachment, extra . 12s. 6 d.

Model for 3^ h.p. machines . £6 17s. 6d.

Pillion Seat

:

Tan-Sad, spring upholstered (carr. paid) 27/-
Garburetters

:

B. & B. Lightweight 60 /-

Amac ditto 56 /-

Generators

:

P. & H., large size, with clip attachment' 18/6
P. & H., for rear lamps 8/3

(Postage 6d.).

Various :

XL-All Pan-Seat, soiled 50 /-
Semi-T.T. Handlebars, lin. stem 15 /-

Patchquick Repair Outfits (post, 3d.) . . 3/-
Mend-a-Tear, for repairing rents in

mackintosh or oilskins. Khaki or
black. Price per Outfit (post 3d.) . 1 /-

Euk Easy Starter for Motor Cycles .... 21 /-

The^nght thing for cold weather.

H. TAYLOR & CO.. LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.1.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1.

GaraRe: Tottenbam CooTtRoad, Phono— Uusenm. 1240.

Teleirram^
— "Dvnametrn Wostf^eiit f-on-Ioo '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., 8h.p., 2-speed gear box. free engine^j]
clutch, combination, kick start, laid up sincO]

war, first-class condition ; £60.—Colin,- Heath Sii'

Garage, North End, Hampstead. [59i

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 6h.p. twin, Turner coao!
built sidecar, Tvith hood and screen, 2-speed, tft,

starter, and free engine, very little used, stored during,
war, perfect condition, speedometer, lamps, 2 spar*
tyros, etc. ; £70.—Hatton Croft, Eastwood, ne-ir SoutjH
end-on-Sea. [X58m

filackburne. m
CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford, are old Blacgf

hurne agents, and can give early deliveries.
[5300

BLACKBUENE.— Sole agenta. Book now for early-
delivery.—Chandler, Reyre and WillianiB, Sun St,,',

Hitchin. [OSSSJ:

BLACKBUBNE 1919 Models.—I/et us book yoii|

'

order for earliest delivery.—Contracting agent*
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Oaniomile St;;

E.C. [055?

JONES' Garage.—We can accept orders lor alft,^

models oi Blackburne motor cycles; deliyerfe
expected in April; deposits optional,—Broadway, Mua-*;
well Hill. [0993^

Bradbury.
4h.p. Bradbury, nev^ N.S.U. 2-speed, free, rew helid

fast; £28.-3* Park St., Wellington, Salop. -

[X597la
BRADBUET Coach Combination, a-speed, pedal start ;^:

£38.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [6156

4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, free engine, good condition,'^
powerful, Bosch mag.—Reeves, Park Rd., Welling-^

borough. [5821

;

BRADBURY, 1913, 4i;dh.p., free engine clutch,-
£35.-9. The Parade, Cambridge Rd., Norbiton.-

Surrey. [5918

BRADBURY, 4h.p.. 1914, new tyres, top feed. B.B.,'.
fixed engine, mechanically sound; £30.—J-^orraine.i

The Rise, Sunningdale. [6011/
4 h.p. Bradbury, single speed, splendid condition: £25:5'

seen between 12-4 o'clock.—P. Zensen. 30a, Heruies^
St., Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, [SSO^.

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., T.T., 2-speed, F.E., tools,^^
new tyres, B.B., Bosch mag., perfect condition ^'

£33; week ends.—T. Warner, 69, East St., Epsom,

'

Surrey. [5773 '.

BRADBURY, 1913, 4h.p., 3-speed, dutch, Arm-',
strong, Bosch, waterproof, B. and B., P. and H.

lamp and generator, Watford speedometer, just over-;
hauled and completely enamelled, very fast, perfect;^'
seen any day; first checiue 45 gns. secures.—McGregor,<i
39, High St., Musselburgh. [X6078|

Brough. g
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1916 SiAh.p. Brough, 3-^

speed gear, overhauled by makers; guaranteed^
condition, £55. [5686 *

3JLh.p. Brough, 1915, Semi T.T,, and Montgomery
2 coachbuilt sidecar, all excellent condition,

Sturmey countershaft gear box, hand clutch, kick
starter, Diinlops, speedometer, lamps, horn, stored
since 1916, mileage 2,300; price £75; seen week-end.
—Bramley, Hook Rd., Surbiton. . [6027 *

B.S.A.

S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.— Reys, 378.
Euston Rd. [2972

tih.p. B.S.A. Combination, chain-belt drive; se70.—
4. J. C. ^Pickering, Shrewsbury. [6106

B

.S.A., S^/jh-v-, 2 speeds, lamps, etc.; £32.— J.. 115,-
Commercial Rd,, Peckham, S.E. [6155

EW B.S.A.'b in stock : immediate delivery Model
K.—Alexander, Aeent. Wallasey Village. [1506

B.S.A.—Early delivery of 1919 models; brand new
1917 Model H, unscratched, in stock.—Moss, Wem.

[X5920
B.S.A., Siy^h.p., 2-8peed, 1914. cane sidecar, excellent

condition ; 50 gns.—Phillips, Glenmore, Dnwlev,
Salop. [S6056

B.S.A., clutch model, complete with lamp set, 2 sets
w h mclle-bars, in splendid condition; £25.-151,

Globe Rd., Mile End. [5929

B.S.A., 1912, 2-8peed, SV^h.p., free, perfect condition,
with sidecar: £35, or nearest offer.-Write, Kirk-

lands, Tetbnry, Glos, [6154

1Q15 4i4h,p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive,
-»-«? 3-speed countershaft.—Reynolds, 18, Crescent
Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [5912

B.S.A., 1913, very little used, SVsh.p,, 2-speed, Bosch,
lamp, good tyres; best over £40.—2nd-Lt, Edgele,

10, Percival Terrace, Brighton. [5931

B.S.A. 3-speed Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 1916
model, countershaft gear, kick starter; £90,—R.

Shanks, Builder, Chatteris, Camba. [X5790

B.S.A.. 1916, 4^h.p., and Watsonian sidecar, all-

chain, 3-8peed, speedometer, accessories, kick start

;

£82,-143, Preston Drove, Brighton. [X5652

B.S.A., 4i^h.p., 1915, 3-speedy countershaft, chain-
cum-belt, and coachbuilt sidecar, lamps and horn,

tyres good; 60 gns.—After 6 o'clock, 27, Cranborne Rd..
Barking. [6024

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp-
stead.—New aHh.p. B.S.A., cbain-cum-belt. in

ilock, ie79/16. Orders being booked for earliest de-

irery chain drive model, £81/18. [2259

411l.p. 1916 B.S.A. Combination,, complete, with nil

- nrto — — . —
oi 5t. London, E.C

dc* nocessories, £54/10: also an all-chain driio model
nrto machine. £65.—TVauchope's, 9l, Shoe Lane, Fleet

[5979

^.S-A., 1917, 4%h.p., 3 speeds, speedometer, set

lamps unused, run 695 miles, been well taken
aire ol, no detects whatsoever; £70.—L. Porter, The
Abbe.T, Chertsey. [5937

B.S.A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

wents. The Walsall Garage,
Walsall. Phone 444.

Wolverhampton St..

[4669

21

B.S.A.. new 3-speed gear, clutch, recently overhauled
by rankers, frame just been rebuilt, engine in per-

fect condition. 1913, new v:iTiable jet cniburctter :
view

Saturdavs. after 4 p.m.—Walker, Park Lodge, Brent-
lord, Middlesex. [X5942

B.S..\.. late 1916, 4Vvh.p., with James sidecar, fitted

with lamps and horn, Dunlops, B.S.A. 3-speed
gear bo.x; a smart outfit in new condition: £85.—Seen
it Central Garage. Woolpack, High St., Romford.
Closed 1 o'clock Thursday. [5953

B.S.A. 3',-.h.p. Combination. 2.speed, kick start, new
Dunlop eitra heavy. V. and H. lamps, horn,

epeeilometer, extra cover and tube, spares, top hole con-
dition: any trial here: seen any time: 60 gns.. or close

offer.-EaiLsey, Chemist, Sunbury. [6044

Calthorpe
CALTHOEPE, 2h p., 1915. 2.speed. not used 2 years

£31.-56, Choumert Ed., Peokham, S.E. [5968

EIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31. High St., Hamp-
stead.—Immediate delivery new Calthorpe, all

models. [3603

CALTHORPE. 1914, 2-speed, £25.—George Smith,
.Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction. (Opposite

Arding and Hobbs.) [5830

CALTHORPE Minor, 5 detachable wheels, head and
rear lamp's, splendid condition; 195 gns.—245.

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [5732

OSh.p. Calthorpe. 2-Epeed, 1916 model. J.A.P. en
^4: gine. nil accessories; £45.—AYauchope's, 9, Shce
Lane. Fleet St., London, E.C. [5980

3h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1914. T.T., Enfield 2spced
4 countershaft, good condition, less cylinder; bar-

to gain, £21.—White, Frimley, Surrey. [6132

1Q14 Lightweight Calthorpe-Precision, 2-speed gear,
LiJ good running order, newly overhauled, tyres as

£16.—Hilder, Bexhill-on-Sea. [X5967

"IQ15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2!'.',h.p.. 2 speeds, Enfield
-i-«7 gear, not used since 1916, complete; £38.—53,
Devonport Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [6177

CALTHORPE-J A.P., 1915. 2=.'ih.p., Enfield 2-speed
gear, low mileage; £35.—George Smith. Motor

Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction. (Opposite Arding and
Hobbs.) [5831

IQ16 Calthorpe, 2-3troke, Enfield 2-speed engine,
-i-tf completely overhauled by makers' last month,
splendid condition, with lamps; bargain, £35; buying
combination.—Ineson, Plumber, Heckmondwike.

[X5912

Centaur.
2ih.p. Centaur, little used, in splendid running

4, order; £20 3, Park St., Wellington, Salop.
[X5970

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA, Sh.p. combination. 3-speed, counter-
shaft, coachbuilt; £75.—Apply between 10-11

a.m. to M., 16a, High St., Clapham, S.AV. [5373

Clyno.

CROW Bros., High St.. Guiidtord, West Surrey agenl>
tor the 1919 Clyno Order now to ensure earlr

delivery. 11553

6h.p. Clyno Combination, clutch, 2 speeds, all-chain
drive, splendid condition; £50.—187, Lansdowne

Ed., Tottenham, N.17. [6104

CLYK"0 1915 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
interchangeable wheels, lamps, speedometer, care-

fully used; £30.-95, Appach Rd., Bli.vton Hill. [6084

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed, disc iuter-
changeable wheels, hood, screen, speedometer,

lamps, horn . 95 gns.—Seen after a o'clock, 25, Davis-
viUe Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [6101

Connaught.
CO^NADGHT, 2-5peed, good tvres, lamps, fast: £32.

—3, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X6972

Corah.
3-3i;;h.p. Corah, countershaft 2-speed, clutch, nice

condition, ride away; £30.—115, Blair St., Poplar,
London. [6025

Dalm
1 Q16 Dalm, 2-stroke. had little wear, almost new ma-
-Lt/ chine, splendid running order and condition;
£33.-18. Archway -Ed., Highgate, N.19. [618J

Weeks
now!

Easter in 4 weeks' time, and
still without your Mount?

Don't "put it off" again, but call

TO-DAY, and definitely decide

at P. J. EVANS' Depot.

And you "can't go wrong" if you
do call here, because satisfactory

selection can always be made from

such leading and reliable makes as

A.J.S., ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,
INDIAN, NEW IM-
PERIAL, ZENITH,

TRIUMPH,
JAMES, HUMBER.
BLACKBURNE,
CALTHORPE, etc.

In Light Cars, too, 1 can show
you the

G.W.K.,
CALTHORPE.
STANDARD.

The "Call of the Road" will be
more popular than ever this

holiday, and thousands will be
answering it—don't leave selection

of YOUR mount until too late I

I offer expert advice free, side by

ide comparisons. Early Deliveries,

^and—in every deal your fullest

satisfaction. So 'phone
appointment and

call to-day
at

John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
*Phone

:

Mid. 662.

Wire:
' Lytcar, B'ham.'

I MOTOR CYCLLS FOR SALE.
Dayton.

DAYTON Lightweight, low Irame, pan saddle, all

spares, splendid condition, tyres nearly new;
£16/10.—Batten, Outfitter, CuUompton. [X6036

Dot
DOT-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., wind screen, lami-s.

in thorcugh condition; £80.—Kearsey, 94,
Hoppers Ed., Winohinore Hill, N.21. [541 ;

Douglas.
"TVON'T Stand in the road looking for

A NY New Flat Twin Coming Along,

'Y'"OU Might Get Knocked Down by a Douglas.

GOURLAY, the great Douglas Agent, Fallowfldd.
Manchester. [X5991

1 Qll Pouglas, 2%li.p.. complete, leas mng. ;
£12.—

XiJ —Wiles, Newchurch, Kent. [6020

C.
BERRY'S.—2%h, p. Douglas, 2 speeds, clutch,

bargain, £30.-125, Canal Rd., Mile End. [6004

231i.p. Douglas, T.T. model, complete, lamps, horn,
4 numbers; £37.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherbam.

[X6061

1 Q 12 Douglas, less mag., good running order otlior-

-!•«? wise; £14/10.—Cox, Station Hill, Eastleigh.
[X598;

DOUGLAS, 1915, 254h.p., 3-speed gear: any trial oi

examination; £55.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol

ton. [6142

DOUGLAS, perfect order and condition; £17/10.—
Hall, Estate Agent, Tally-Ho Corner, Fmchley,

N.20. [5781

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h.p. combination, £105; War
Otfiio 2%h.p model. £60. new.-Mottat. Veovil.

Plione: 50. (""^

GIBB, The Douglas Expert, Gloucester, is the m.'iu

to get in touch with for best deliveries and advice

Plione: 862. I.'"*^

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, T.T.,Just overhaiiled.

topping condition; £34, bargain.—35, Mile End
Rd., London, E.I. l^^^^

TO 14 Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch, Binks, Klaxon hooter.

-Li/ lamps, just overhauled; £38; buying sidecar ont-

gt.-Veal6, Handlorth, Cheshire. 16041

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, all accessories; re-

cently cost £105, accept £87/10.-51, Maple-

thorpe Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. L6031

DOUGLAS, 1915=4, 2-j:,h.p., 3 speeds; £50; or

exchange sy.h.p. Motosacoche or Brough.-J..F^

Quarry Brook, MaghuU, Liverpool. ixbl.iu

DOUGLAS, 1915, T.T., 2 speeds, fully equipped

including speedometer, been stored, as °ew 49

gns.-95, Appach Rd., Brixton Hill. [6085

DOUGLAS, 2y4h.p., late 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kicl

start, new cyls'! and back tyre, and spares; £40^

-Hanning, Doddington, Nr. Nantwich. [X5959

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, Perfect order,

°Smps horn; £40 :
apply niter 6.--Lt. Wood. Mars-

don, Barnettwood Lane, Ashtead, Surrey. [X5S77

1 mg Douglas Motor Cycles, delivery froni stock

ly24ih.p. 2-speed, £60; 4hp.. |-fP«d ,r™hin:,':on

£105.-Tom Norton, Ltd., Llandrindud Wells. [X4b2l

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., with light Watsqnian sidecar,

Bi^ks carburetter, in P^'^J?' ™^dition; 70 gns

—41, Church Crescent, -Church End, Finchley. [5874

DOUGLAS 1914, T.T. bars, very fast, the property

of the late 'Lt. Wamsford; £42 -Apply^ W.

Bcnnison, Chemist, 133, King's Rd., Chelsea,
i'-'^^f^^

DOUGLAS, 1915, 4h.p. combination, pejlect con-

rfiHnnaliavs well cared lor, and little used;

£B5.-Huggins!BKksTon Garage, Earl's Court SUtion.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%hp., 2-speed, overhauled as

new 45' gns.; exchanges.—Geo. bmith. Motor

Cycle &t;Claphkm Junction. (Opposite Arding

and Hobbs.) . J-

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2-speed m splendrd con-

dition, re-enamelled, new back tyre^ lamp set.

and all accessories, like new; £40.-42, Barclay Rd
Levtonstono. <^°°^'

D"
OCGLAS, late 1914, 2%h.p., excellent condition,

last used 1915, tyres as. new, complete set too s

lamps; 37 gns.-Write D., Scripps Advt. Offices, South

Molton St., W. 1=845

1 f»14 Douglas, 2'!ih.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, kick

LU starter, foot clutch, wide mudguards, foot-

boards, ready to ride; £45^Write for appointment

Martin, 8, Grenville St., W.C. [XbDSa

DOUGLAS, 2j4h.p.. November, 1915, 3-speed, clutch,

kick starter, little used, splendid condition; £43,

or eschau'^e combination; cash adjustment.—Home
wood, 226, Bexley Ed., Erith. [X603Q

IQ 16-17 Douglas, 2';Sh.p., T.T., all black, latest

Xt? compensating spring forks, accessories, etc.;

£56 no offers, or with cash for twin combination.—

E., 23, Market Place, Kingston, S.W. [5992

LATE 1914 4h.p. Douglas and coachbuilt sidecar, 2

speed, clutch, and kick start, complete with lamp^
and horn, absolute bargain, ready for road; any trial;

price £68.—Wholesale Confectioners, etc., Smallthornc
Stoke-on-Trent, StaflEs. [X5650

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, a^i
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motor cycles for sale.
Douglas.

DOVCLAS. 2'^b.p.. despatch rider's bike, painted
olive giecn. 2.sneed„ T.T.. long exhaust, extra

labt. 1914 tnginc, bike remade as new 1918, lamps,

horn, knee Krips; be^t oHer cash over dB45.— 2nd-Ll.

I-Jlgele, 10, Percival TerrBce, Brighton. [5932

ELI CLARK can Rive you cood r.dvice also ROod de
li\orioi of 1919 DouBhi* luotots. He will lielf

vou it I'ossilile with B^area. The uiuo ou the Bpnt,—

196. rhtlt«uhum Ud., Biistol. 'Phoue: 4169. Wires
Ik'uiticiu. Biifttol. (Please do not seud saiuijlo spuics.

[0966
DOUGLAS. 4h.p. and 2^h.p.. brand new models. ij>

•tix-k. Wo are stockists and spepinlL-its of Uonclni'

i:t;i« lanes onJT. Riving the finest service and the grontest

I Jii'i. t. ot nifxh-U in the South Over nine years' expen
tiiLy nn r>onglit« nc«>iit!« —Tliompson and Co., 408, Com
ujcrtiul Rd.. I'ortsmouth. 'Thone: 7105. [2518

Oilb.p. Doug1a5e9, brand new, fitted 2speed gears,
/W4 tuuriDR or *cmi-T.T. bars, lootboards 15/6 extra

£60; two bc-it lamp sets, horn, registration, wntm
niittiher platos, £4/4 extra: enquiries invited, fu'

specification by post.—Douglas Specialists, Robinson's
Parage, Greou St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.A. :

Bicycles. [6123

4h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-speed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coachbuilt side

car, £105; 3 lamp sets, horn, registration, writing

number plates, XS/10 extra. Enquiries invited; full

siKH-ification by post—Douglas Speciiiliata, Robinson'"
(ij.taL>«. Green 6t, Cambridge. Tel.: 388. TA
Bicycl<a. [6122

15 (October) 2^ih.p. 3-Epeed Douglas, semi-T.T
bars, only ridden 2,000 miles on short loaves

dining war, complete dynamo electric lighting with
switchboard, head, tail, and inspection lamps, electric

horn, accumulator, all in good working condition,

tyres done under 300 miles, pair partly worn covers

il required, Douglas tool kit and spare belt, all in

perfect condition, ready to ride away; pri<o £50 cash,

DO oilers: seen by appointment.—Write, C.H.H.,
Court Hill, Banstead, Surrey. 'Phone: Bank 8114
during day or Burgh Heath 166 alter 7 or on Satur-
days or Sundays. [6088

Enfield.

h.p. Enfield Combination, complete lamps, etc. ; £75.
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. 1:6107

I7NFIELD. ntl models, early deliveries.—J. A. Stacev
-i S«ile Agent. 12. Ecclesoll Ud., Sheffield. fX154"-

ENFIEiJ) 191fa 6h.p. ComhinatioD.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., and 50. High Rd., Wood Green, N.

[5889
ENFIELD Combination.—Book your order now for

earliest deliveries.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-

ton. [6140

6 h.p. Enfield, coach sidecar, wind screen, speedometer;
65gnB. ; leUable.—2. King Edward Gardens. Barns-

ley. [5965

EXFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, £25; also Canoelet
sidecar, snit S'Ah.p. or 6h.p., £10.-93, Northwohl

Ed.. Claiton. [5975

ENFIELD, 2'»4h.p., 2-speed, good condition; can be
5cen and tried by appointment; ^£32.—Perrins.

Architect, Rcdditch. [X5993

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St.. Hamp
stead.-Orders now being booked lor earliest de

liveries Enfields. all models. [226]

ENFIELD, 2^ih.p. twin, 2-speed, grey model, very
little used, new tyres; £30.—Wilson, 16, Aber-

deen Terrace, Northampton. [X6071

1Q16 Enfield Combination, mileage 1,500, Lncas ae-

X«/ cessories, oripinal tyres; 90 gns.— 17,- Tamworth
Park. Commonside East. Mitcham. [6059

ENFIELD 6h,.p. Combination. J.A.P. engine, very
good order, ready to use; £65.—Roberts, Music

Stores, King St., Melton Mowbray. [X6085

ENFIELD 3h.r. Twin, Model 140. 2 speeds, etc.

slightly soiled; 50 gns.—Tlie Exeter Motor Gycl.

and Light Car Co.. Ltd. Bath Rd.. Exeter. [095f

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, perfect running order,

siilendid condition, lamps, 8i>cedoraeter ; 69 gns.

—Pratt. Decorator, Tottenham I>ane, Homsey. [6037

J0NE3' Garage.—We are accepting orders for al

models ol Enfields; one delivery promised thi:

month; deposits optional.—Broadway, Muswell Hill.
[099?

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, coach sidecar; - £70:
exchanges.—George Smith, Motor Cycle Depot,

Clapham Junction. (Opposite Aiding and Hobbs.)
[5828

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, with Lnca;
dvnamo lighting, electric horn and inspectioi

liplit. gtKid t-oadition: £98, no ofleis.-Thomas, Midl;in«'
Bunk. Narherth. [X59i'"

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1916, Luca?
dynamo lighting set. speedometer, horn, hood anri

screen.' in perfect order; £125.—Boddy, Hernosand
Esher At.. Walton-on-Thames. [5877

NEW Eniield Combination, 8h.p., purchnsed Dec
1918. only driven from works, spotless, fitted speed

ometer, KInxon horn, adjustiiblo wind screen, hoed
lamps; £155.—Simpson. 6. Wilbury Crescent, Hove.

[X587f
ENFIELD. 2»4h.p.. 2-stioke. pnrchased August, 1917

brand new, in first-class condition, a really genuin-
offer of a most ^Hcient machine; nriee £40, lowest; n<

dealers.-C.V.T., 28, Cavendish Sq., London, W.l.
[X58Gi

mmM
COMBINATIONS.

I'jio A.J.S. Combirtation, 6 h.p., 3-sp.,

clutch, kick-starter, very good
order £110

1916 Powerplus INDIAN, 7-9 b.p.,

3-sp., liand and foot clutcli, Swan
Sidecar, dynamo lighting ; very
good order £13$

1917 3^ b.p. twin BROUGH Combina-
tion, very smart and sporting

;

a beauty £90
1917 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

hood, screen, lamp, splendid con-
dition £10o

SOLO MACHINES.
1917 T.T. ROVER, Philips' taillights,

lamp, ^.peedometer
; 300 miles

iqi5 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, all accessories

Special Racing J.A.P., 8-10 h.p. twin

J.A. P., overhead valves; fastest

machine on the road ; lamps, all

accessories

1917 2^ h.p. A.J.S., splendid order ..

CARS.
ic)i.| 10 h.p. STELLITE, dickey scat,

hood, and screen, all accessories . £254
1914 SINGER, dynamo lighting, hood,

screen; everything perfect .... £254
1915 (late) 15 h.p. twin STUDEBAKER

4-seater, touring, self - starlcr,

dynamo lighting ; all working
guaranteed perfect £2C0

U. SIVIITH & 00.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I

£47

£65
£55

[3)aE]saa0EDaaE]ciE]QQaQ0aQQHQaG]i3

Having contracted very largely for the ^^ollowlng

makes, we are in a position to give very

EARLY DELIVERY
of the following—

•

SOME FROM STOCK:

A.J.S, A.B.C,B.S.A.,

P. & M., Triumph,

Norton, Ariel, Enfield,

Matchless, Zenith, New
Imperial, and Levis.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING,
Biggest Light Car and Motor Cycle Dealer

in the south.

Closed Wednesday 1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAKfi,

Enfield.

ENFIRLD 3h.p. Twin, 1917, 2 speeds, tyrea g<^
one new, liorn, speedometer, 4,000 miles,,

thorough good order, recently overljauled; may he ;

Birmingham or Coventry; £50.—Box 3,077, c/o, '

Motor Cycle. IXgS

SKLL 6h.p. 1915 Royal Enfield Combination, ftffl

with Lunas dynamo lighting set, speedome
horn, everything perlect condition, will climb >i_

hill; give any trial ; 90 gns.—Widdop, Rose Moi^
Ripponden, near Halifax. [X5

ROYAL Enfield Combination, ^1917, mileage
under 1.000, condition and app^ftraiice as n|[

lamp, horn, and tools; 100 gus. ; recent coiintershi
geared single part.—Hawes, 129, Wantage Rd., Readii

X6Qj
ENFIELD Combination, overhauled by the msukffl

1916 fitments, excellent condition, absohitelyj
sound outfit, ready for a couj)le ot seasons' use \raffl

out spending anvtning on it: price 64 gns.—Longn™
Bros., 2, King's Parade, U.xbridge Rd., Acton. Ten
1578 Chi3wick. [-6

Excelsior,

EXCELSIOR Auto-cycle. lOh.p., Victory mod
nearly new, all latest improvements; ;£65. a ba

gain.—Particulars, Hall Keeper, Town Hall, HendtJ
Middlesex. [Ii.59

"IQ16 7-9h.p. Ameriean Excelsior, electric,
J-*? equipped, wants slight attention and battffl

uuderslung coach bu ilt sidecar ; £ 69 / 10.—Halifl
Motor Exchange, 18a, Union St. South, Halifax. [589

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1916. 7-9h.p., kick .^tart. elffl

trie liglit and horn, hand-foot clutch. 3-spefd gCff

with Gloria sidecar. tyre.=; good, splendid mechanid
condition; officer must sell owing to demobilisation
£85.—Box L9,900, c/o The Motor Cycle. [58f

Fafnir.

31.h.p. Fafnir, Bosch. B. and B., 2 speeds, and cluti;^

2 spring forks, low, running oider; £20.-19, Woi
Lane, Shepherd's Bush, W.l 2. [61'3

F.N.

6h.p. F.N"., 2-sper!(l. ehitch, all in good conditio^
£28/10.—455,'York Rd., Wandswoith. [597!

N., 2V''h.p., Bosch mag., new belt, just overhauled
in perfect running uj^der; first £15 secures^^

[57a

5

F
Douglas, 66, Queen's Kd., Brighton.

23.h.D. F.N., shaft drive. 2-speed and duteli, new fioS

•i tyre iUunlop). last, and powerful; 19 gns.—

M

Wilcox Ed.. South Xauilieth, S.W.8. {61S

F.N., 3b.p.. T.T. (74x80). single, belt drive, lelmi

throughout, Bosch,. Senspravi £20, no offers; sel

appointment. North London.-Wxite, Shaw, Traytgr

Uxljridge Ed., Slough. LS.57!

Harley-Davidson.
1 Q16 Harley, lM>st Ilarley sidefar, dynamo mode
-!-«/ offers, or exchange.— 29, St. Leoutad's St.,"Urol

ley-by-Bow. [61S

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hanw
stead.—Orders now being booked for earliest a

liveries new Harley-Davidsons. - [22^
TTARLEY-DAVIDSON,__1919, rnodels, actually

stock: also 1916 7-9h.p. electric model and sid

car, in exceptional condition.—Lamb's, 151, High Si

and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. '""
[58!

Henderson.
HENDERSON Combination, splendid conditio:

speedometer, lamps, etc. ; £65.-29, Brigstook
Thornton Heath. [60i

RIDER TROWARD and Co., 31, High St., Hami
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest d^l

liveries new Hendersons. [22"

Hobart.
•t'litionM"lO^'' Hobart, 2Vih.p., 2-stroke. in new conditio)

Xt)' 28 gns.—16, S'pencer St., Hinckley. [X6ia

HOBAET-VILLIERS, 251h.p.7 2-6trol;e, 2-spe9
Amac, O.A.V. mag.; £27/10; ride away.—AvoJ

dale, Soutliampton St., I'arnborough, Hants. [X587f

Humber,

HUMBER, brand new 1917 S'/ib.p. flat twin mo^
in stock.—Mos.5. Wem. tX59r

3ih.p. Humber, 3-speed, free engine, and sidecl

2 £45.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [61(

1013 3-&peed Twin Humber, good <'onflition.

J. if cash, lor iJouglns, or sell £20.—27, Ann
liiumstcad. S.E. [X59;

1914, in good condition, requii

or neareit.—Wilson, Dover Cc
tage, Koyston,' Herts. [58(

HUMBER, 1914, 3i,th.p.. 3-speed, clutch, ki<

starter; £35, or exchange lightweight.-

Sunnybank, Oakworth, Keighley. [X5S

MOTOR Cycle, Humber 2h.p. lightweight, peti
running order; £15; seen by appointmew

Mannering, 27, Milton Ed., Wallington. [5J

-| QIS Humber, 3V2h.p., 2-speed, and F.E., in splei

J^*y did condition, good tyres, new Dunlop belt; 2

gns.. first cheque.-Wiles, NewchUTch, Kent. - [BOlj

RIDER TROWARD and Co.. 31, High St., Hanvt
stead.—Orders now being booked lor earliest dis

liveries new 3V'b.p. and 6h.p. flat twin Humbers. [2265

HUMBEE, 2Vih.p.,
tuning up : £16,

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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THETLdfd^^Tn
THE BEST of ALL TWO-STROKES
for SIMPLICITY, ACCESSIBILITY,
RELIABILITY, and COMFORT.

Best Materials and Workmanship throughout in the ALL-BRITISH LIGHTWEIGHT OF SUPEBIORITY.

Specification and PRICES.

Extra Strong Low Frames,
Brampton Bi-flex Forks, 2j li.p.

Metro Engine, Clincher 26 x-2j
Tyres, Pedley Belt, Semi T.T

or T.T. Bars, etc., etc.

Single Speed Model, £46
Ditto,\vith Disc Wheels

as illustrated -

Two-speed Model with
Countershaft Gear_-_
Box - - - -»0Z

Ditto.withDisc Wheels £54 10
A7, -Kyr J , T- „ J r, J The 2i that will do the work of a 3^ h.p.
All Models Enamelled Red. ^

THE TWO-STROKE THAT WILL WIN THROUGH.
DELIVERY COMMENCED. BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

Sole Agents lor London and Home Counties RIDER TROWARD & CO., 31, 40b. and 78, High Street. HAMPSTEAD, N.W.3.

Sole Agents for Lancashire, The BROOK MOTOR & ENG. CO., LTD., 308, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

TYLER APPARATUS CO., LTD., Banister Road, Kilburn Lane, LONDON, W.IO.
Telegrams; "Tylematco, Phone, London." Als:> at BIRMINGHAM. Telephone: Willesden 1355 (2 lines).

m

THE

"BRITISH DOMINIONS"

Motor Cycle Policy

Covers all Serious Risks.

Every Motorist recognises the danger signal, which must

bring to mind the many and varied risks common to

motoring. Motor cyclists especially need a most complete

form of insurance covering the many risks to which they

are liable.

The " British Dominions " Policy for private motor cycles

(with or without sidecar) has been specially devised and

covers practically every serious risk to which the motor

cyclist is liable.

The policy is tlioroughly comprehensive, covers accidental

and malicious damage up to full insured value, including

lamps, accessories, and tyres when the cycle is also damaged

;

covers unlimited indemnity in respect of the hability of

BEAD OFFICE :

BRITISH DOMINIONS HOUSE
ROYAL EXCHANGE AVENUE,

LONDON, .E.C.3.

EAGLE

INSURANCE

ASSETS EXCEED

THE
motorist's
DANGER
SIGNAL

TT
the assured to the public tor injury to persons or property

(including all law costs incurred with the written consent

of the Company) and covers damage or loss of cycle,

sidecar, and accessories from fire, explosion, self-ignition,

burglary, theft, and transit etc.

A bonus is allowed for no claim, and special reductions of

premiums are provided for.

The policy may also be extended to cover the assured in

respect to fatal and serious personal accidents. Every

motor cyclist should avail himself of this beneficial policy.

Send a postcard to-day asking for "Motor Cycle Policy'

prospectus which contains full particulars.

pOMlId!
. COMPANY ltb"^^

^ 1 6,000,000.

Branches Sc Agents thioughoui

the United Kingdom.

Applications for

Agencies invited.

m
In ansiL-erinij those adiscrtisemtnta it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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-Ti- ^PlP^G'fED VfOPlCVZL

Right from the Start.

p. & M. design was right from the s.art.

Its principles of construction are the same
I

to-day as in igoo. Detail refinements are
• the only additions.

' The high value placed upon the P. & M.
is due to this consistency of design through
eighteen years, and emphasised by the fact

that owners consider nine and ten year-old
P. & M.'s the equal of new models of

other makes.

READ THIS.

" My machine, although a 1910 model, still runs
perfectly, and, after two years, storage, started at
first effort. The machine has covered many
thousands of miles and is still good lor many more.
In fad, in spite of its age, I consider it quite as iip-

ro-dnte as many so-called new models of other makes."

r
i^rl£LON }}. PlOOHJt, rfD^

I.
,

;

!

\

:

A24 In answeriii'j this adccitlsentcnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle
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Roads and Road Transport.
READERS who studied their daily papers

with care on Wednesday last week may
have been tempted to imagine that the much
advertised opposition of road users to the

Ways and Communications Bill had, to use

a popular expression, " fizzled out " during the

second reading on the previous two days. Any
such conclusion, however, would have been dis-

tinctly inaccurate, for, though the Parliamentary

Road Transport Committee did not press the

matter to a division, their chairman, Mr. W.
Joynson-Hicks, made it quite clear, not only that

motorists were anything but satisfied with the Bill

in its present form, but that a storm of opposi-

tion to it had been aroused throughout the

country among die local authorities whose duty

it is to make, repair, and maintain the roads.

The mere fact that a division was not chal-

lenged on the second reading must not be taken

as an indication that the representatives of auto-

mobilism in Parliament will not have a good
deal to say when the committee stage of the Bill

is taken. As a matter of fact, we know that the

clauses affecting roads and road transport will

be strenuously contested by the Parliamentary

Road Transport Committee, and we have no
doubtwhatever but that certain amendments will

be agreed to which will safeguard the roads and

will render it less easy for an autocratic Minister

to subordinate them to the railways.

Under the Ways and Communications Bill, as

it stands at present, it is proposed that Brigadier-

General Maybury, now manager and secretary of

the Road Board, of late responsible for the con-

struction and upkeep of the roads in France used

by the British armies, and before the war the

Kent' County road surveyor, shall be placed in

charge of a special Roads Department of the

new Ministry. That is excellent so far as it

goes, but it does not go far enough.

In the first place, it would be within the power

of the Minister summarily to dismiss General

MaybuT}', and to substitute for him a far less

competent man; in the second place, General

Maybury would be in a subordinate position,

where it would not be part of his duty to deter-

mine questions of policy when the interests of

the railways and of the roads happened to clash.

Such determination of policy would be the pre-

rogative of the Minister, and in the case of Sir

Eric Geddes, the Minister designate, there is

reason to fear that the advantage of the railways

would be served at the expense of the roads.

We believe it will be strongly argued during

the committee stage of the Bill that the Road
Board should be revived, either as a separate

Department with a Minister at its head, or as a

Department under the general supervision of the

Ministry of Ways and Communications. From
the point of view of all motor vehicle users the

former would be the more acceptable alternative,

but, judging by the attitude of the House last

week, we do not think that roads and road trans-

port are likely to be entirely divorced from the

new Ministr}'. It is more probable that the Road
Board will be attached to the Ministry, though

even this is problematical.

Government Motor Cycle Sales.

THE
amazing idea has been put forward in

the evening daily provincial press that the

high prices fetched by Government motor
cycles indicate that the motor cycle manu-
facturers are endeavouring to corner the

market by buying up evei7tlaing that may be con-

verted into a serviceable machine. This they desig-

nate as a " profiteering ramp in the motor cycle

trade," though why profiteers should buy goods

at high prices they entirely fail to explain. The
high prices are eminently satisfactory from the

country's point of view (diough not from the

buyers'), but they appear to us to be due rather

to the eagerness of riders to possess at once
some sort of motor cycle than to any action on
the part of motor cycle manufacturers, who, in

the matter of these sales, stand in a position of

absolute equality to the general public.

An index to the advertisements in tinis issue will be found on the paSe facing the back cover-
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Silencing the Exhaust.

A Rider's Experiments with Various Forms of Silence.

NOW that we have reason to expect a greater

degree of silence in valve gear and trans-

missions, the problem of eliminating the sound

of the exhaust is due for attention on the part of motor
cycle manufacturers. While the mechanical noises on
most machines were more irritating than the note of

the exhaust, there was little to be gained by reducing

the latter, because it only made the former more
apparent; but in these days of all-round mechanical

improvement manufacturers should make an effort to

render their machines silent in all ways.

The need for reform is evident to those who do a

thousand miles holiday on a sidecar outfit.- In some
cases there is difficulty in carrj'ing on conversation,

and the noise made by the engine is perhaps more
apparent when compared with the intensity of silence

when the machine is stopped.

Silencers vary according to the tastes of the makers.

The latter may or may not possess an exhaustive know-
ledge of the laws governing the question of silencing.

For instance, one finds a bigger expansion chamber

on some lightweights than on some 4-5 h.p. machines.

Again, some have empty chambers, while others em-
body baffles of various descriptions. A few makers
utiUse aluminium alloy for heat conducting purposes

;

others use sheet steel cylinders with timbrellic propen-
sities. In most cases the primary exhaust pipe has the

same diameter as the tail pipe.

The position of these pipes is an important matter.

For example, in some makes the entrance and exit of

ihe gases are on the opposite ends of the barrel; in

others the pipe enters tangentially on the circular side

Fig. 2.

of the silencer, the gases leaving at some other point
of the circumference. The idea is to produce a spiral

course for die gases within die silencer. In cases where
the primary exhaust pipe enters the barrel adjacent to
the opening of the tail pipe, it seems evident that the
gases entering the barrel must obstruct the passage of
the gases lea\ing die silencer, and thus create back
pressure.

The writer once possessed a machine having this

defect, and it may interest readers of The Motor GycU

to follow the evolution of an improved silencer which

is now fitted to his machine. The original silencer is

illustrated in fig. i, which also shows in the right-hand

sketch the alterations marking the first step in the

experiments.

Fig. 2 shows a copper pipe passing du-ecdy from

cylinder to a copper silencer built up of three expan-

sion spaces. This was a tremendous improvement on

-<1

the original so far as efficiency was
concerned, but the noise was much
the same.

Fig. 3 depicts another idea which

was tried in conjunction with the

original silencer. The back pressure

was fairly low, but the cone, pro-

duced megaphonic results giving an

exhaust of high resonance. The big

end was open to the atmosphere, the

idea being to impel a current of air

through it by the motion of the

machine and so add cold -air to

the hot gases. It was proved, how-
ever, that the exhaust gases found an exit from the

big end as well as from the fish tail. Investigation

showed that with the large end open there was more
back pressure than when it was closed by a cap, the

difference in speed being about two miles per hour.

This silencer had another drawback, i.e., the diffi-

culty of attachment. The intermediate chamber was
therefore omitted, likewise the cone, and an internal

chamber added in its place. This arrangement,

which is shown in fig. 4, was satisfactory from
the standpoints of efficiency and reduction of noise.

Fig. 3.

although perhaps it

massive and un-
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FROM THE MURMAN COAST.
A PELMANiST'S EXPERIENCES.

Wherever the British Army goes, the '

' Little Urey
Books" follow. They are to-day almost an ,iategral part
of tlie outfit of a British officer or soldier.

Even from the bleak Murman Coast, where a British force
is gallantly holding back the Bolshevist hordes, come letters

full of gratitude for what Pehnanism has done for its

students.
Here is one such letter, recently received :

" Your letters so far have been very valuable to me.
Thanks to your teaching, the — of the North Russia
Expeditionary Force selected me to be his typist ; later,

through my interest in some rather difficult problems

—

which became comparatively easy when the E-xercises,

especially E.xercise X., were applied to them—he made
me his confideutial clerk.

" 1 realise how much I have lost through not enrolling
in the Pelman Institute immediately upon my arrival in

England in the summer of 1917.
" Your exercises have also been of intellectual benefit

to me ; through their aid new interests are opening out.

What at first appeared to be a very barren outlook in

Russia now has every sign of being very profitable, for

my knowledge of Russia, its people, its industries, its

resources and possibilities, is on the upward plane—

I

am learning how to see, and, having seen, to under-
stand.

'

'

This letter emphasises in a peculiar and striking fashion
"the interest-power " aroused by Pelmanism ; and "In-
terest," as everybody knows, is a big item of the secret of

success. The man who is interested displays keenness—and
keenness to reach a definite goal has never yet failed to
result in progress.

Let every non-Pelmanist reflect upon this letter : let him
consider what it means. Here is a man taken from civilised

life, from his home, his regular occupation, his usual environ-
ment, and set down, a soldier, upon one of the most inhos-
pitable and apparently uninteresting parts of the European
Continent.
His first sensation is one of hopelessness : his uncongenial

surroundings discourage him. Left to himself he would
become the ^dctim of circumstances, as so many have done.
He takes up Pelmanism. He has heard much of it and,

without attaching much importance to it, decides that he
might as well study that, having nothing else to do in his

leisure.

Within a few weeks he begins to be conscious of a new
stimulus ; his outlook brightens, his individuality begins once
more to assert itself. He learns the grand truth which so

many have now learned

—

that " circumstances " cannot
extinguish the man who refuses to he extinguished.

His activities—inspired by the " Little Grey Books "

—

revive ; his faculties respond to the wholesome and in-

vigorating Pelman exercises—as they always do. Success
follows almost immediately : a small success, but it is

quickly followed by further success. New interests appear

;

he begins to find there is more—much more^in his environ-
ment than he was conscious of before. To use his own
words, '

' I am learning how to see, and, having seen, to

understand."
; How many unsuccessful men and women realise that they

themselves are largely to blame for "not having seen."
There are some who live all their lives confronted daily by
possibilities and opportunities which they never see ; clerks

J,

who might become managers if they saw what was in front

of them ; salesmen who might become organisers and
directors if they would view their hvunan and other sur-

roundings with seeing eyes.

If Pelmanism did no more than compel its students to a
wider and deeper vision, it would justify all that has been
said in its praise. But it does far more.
Having awakened you to a realisation of opportunity

—

having shown you that for each and aU of us the world is

f still full of measureless possibilities, it then develops in you
a sense of your own potential powers, stimulates you to a

resolve to develop and use those powers, gives direction and
strength to your efforts, shows you how to train and apply

L your faculties, and finally leads you to that form of success

which is your heart's desire.

There is no magic in it. It is so simple and as under-
standable as the deyelppmeiit of muscular streiii>th and
dexterity by regular physical exercise. An athlete clin train
any particular muscle or group of muscles by means of
definite physical exercises ; so the Pelinanist trains a
faculty—any faculty, or all of his faculties—by practising
the simple and interesting mental exercises set in the '

' Little
Grey Books."
The result is never in doi.bt. There has never yet been a

single case in which the Pelman exercises, regularly followed,
have failed to produce benefits. It may be that only twenty
or thirty minutes a day can be devoted to them ; that does not
matter. If the exercises are conscientiously followed, yo"u
will find the benefit coming from the first—benefit that you
yourself can note and appreciate.
The mere fact that well over 400,000 men and women of

all vocations have now adopted Pelmanism says a great deal
for the system—proves that it is no new experiment, but a
thing of tried and proved practical worth. Amongst those
400,000 you will find many who have been placed exactly
as you are now placed—who have felt just your fears and
hopes—have experienced just your disappointments—and
who have finally taken up Pelmanism to find—sometimes in
the very first of the "Little Grey Books"—just that
information and guidance which has changed their careers
from failure to success. Can you afford to neglect
Pelmanism?

QUESTIONS OFTEN ASKED.
Readers are requested to note very carefully the Questions

and Answers given below. It will save them and the
PELMAN Institute a certain amount of correspondence
about details.

1—How many lessons are there in the PELMAN Course?
Twelve. The Synopsis of these lessons will be found
in uie pages of " iuind and Memory."

2—How much time should be given to the Course daily?
This depends on personal circumstances, as some pupils
have more spare time than others. Twenty minutes
or half an hour daily should enable the pupil to com-
plete in three or four months.

3—Will this Course help me in my business?
There is no brain worker in any business or profession
who cannot benefit by the study of the Course.

4—What do you mean by the word " System "?

This word is used in order to express a certain
quality in the training; that quality is Method: in

other words, the organisation of knowledge and its

scientific application to everyday needs.
5—Is the result of the training lasting?

Undoubtedly ; the training ensures permanent benefit.

The man who is put on the right road for physical

health must continue to respect physical laws, other-

wise his health declines once more. It is the same in

the mental world. The PELMAN System shows a

man how to use his mind in the best way, but if he
becomes careless he naturally loses what he has gained,

and his mental efficiency relapses into his previous
inefficiency.

6—Is the instruction individual?
Yes. The system is individualised to each pupil by
means of annotations ; by personal letters ; and by
answering the personal questions of the pupil himself.

7—1 have not had a good education. Is this a drawback?
If you have had an ordinary school education you will

find nothing in the PELMAN System which you
cannot understand and nothing which may not be a

source of profit.

Fvll 'particulars of the Pelman Course are given in " Mind
and Memory," which also contains a complete descriptive

Synopsis of the twelve lessons. A copy of this interesting

booklet, together with a full reprint of "Truth's" famous
Report on the worh of the Pelman Institute, and particulars

showing how you can secure the complete Course at a

reduced fee, may be obtained gratis and post free by any
reader of The Moiok Cycle who applies to The Pelman
Institute, 199, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, Lon.d^n,

W.C.I. .,-• .
.--•./

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B3'
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COMMENTS
Engine Bearings.

WE all know that the first parts of the average

motor cycle engine to develop serious wear are

the connecting rod bearings. I hail two
tendencies which are distinctly evident in what a haber-
dasher would call the new season's goods. The first

is the system of making the gudgeon pin fast in the

small end of the rod and giving it bearings in the

piston bosses, which are naturally of larger area than

the conventional type. The second is the increased

application of roller bearings to the big ends. Patents

probably hinder an even wider application of this

system. The roller bearings stand up much longer

than phosphor bronze, but they can claim another

advantage, which the average rider may not yet have

realised. They require far less oil. Give the motor
cycle engine four things which figure on some of the

newer 'buses, namely:
1. Gudgeon pin bearings which need less oil.

2. Big end bushes which need less oil.

3. Cylinders which do not distort.

4. Pistons which do not push a bank of oil in front

of them, and set up unnecessary frictional heating.

Then we can cut down the rate of lubrication.

The periods between decarbonisations will lengthen

out and tune will be longer maintained.

Canadian Needs.

CANADIAN who has served in the R.F.C.-

R.A.F. for the past two and a half years,

sends rtie a very frank letter from Ontario

upon his demobilisation. Whilst in the Service he

rode many miles on a P. and M., and says he grew

to like " the dependable little creatures." He has no

good word to say for British machines, apart from

their sturdiness and reliability; "
3J h.p. is far too

small, and I hate single-cylinders like poison." He
frames an indictmen! from the Canadian standpoint,

which includes the following counts :

1. Crazy handle-bars.

2. Bowden wire control.

3. Too many levers on handle-bars.

4. Two-lever carburetter.

5. Small wheels and tyres.

6. Hand-operated lubrication.

7. Side-by-side valves.

8. InsufBcient springing.

9. Extrernely high prices.

10. Front brakes.

11. Enclosed chains. -

I don't know what "crazy handle-bais " mean. I

prefer Bowden wires to jointed rods. There are

usually six levers on the handle-bar—carburetter (two),

ignition, brake, valve-lifter, clutch. I agree in so far

that I prefer a single-lever carburetter, ignition lever

on tank or magneto, no handle-bar brake control, i.e.,

three h.b. levers instead of six. I do not desire to

use another two-lever carburetter. Tyres and wheels

are large enough for pre-war English roads, but

26 X 2^in. is probably too small for overseas work

and for post-war British roads. Hand-controlled oil-

ing ought to have been washed out years ago. What's

the matter with side-by-side valves? They are a

good deal more reliable than the finicky little o.h.v.

gadgets beloved of most Yankee designers. Spring-

ing—well, the unsprung frame will not be a good

seller in 1920; my correspondent must grasp the fact

that we used to liave good roads in this country, and

were too unimaginative to build motor cycles for

countries not so blest. Prices? Small outputs with

an assured market do not make for price cutting.

Front brakes? Please bomb Parliament; we don't

want them, but we have to fit them; still, there's no

reason why manufacturers should not fit two foot-

controlled rear wheel brakes. Enclosed chains. Our

public prefer them. A small percentage of our riders

always pull the cases off as soon as they take delivery

;

if that type of rider predominates in Canada or other

overseas markets, the trade ought to cater for him on

their export models, but naked chains don't sell over

here.

Circumstances Alter Cases.

ANALYSIS of the above criticisms suggests that

the motor cycle is produced by its environment.

Twist-grip control is more or less enforced by

rough roads. If you adopt twist-grip control, you

are limited to a semi-automatic or a one-lever carbu-

retter. Big .tyres may roll on a good road, but you

put up with their roll on bad roads because they ease

the jars. On rough roads you cannot spare a hand

to fool with an oil-drip adjustment: indeed, on a sur-

face like Applecross it is not i-asy to dab a pump

handle down. If the local bumps are intolerable,

frames must be sprung, whatever the additions may

weigh or cost. If you belong to a new country with no

foreign trade, you will develop a go-ahead spirit, and

when your 1919 output is sold, you will ask, "Let us

see, can I find a new market and double the output in

1920?" In which case your price will probably be

cut rather fine, as several of your neighbours will be

busy on similar lines. Finally, front brakes are quite

safe (if rather futile) on decent going, and chain cases

are a real advantage where there is no danger of their

getting kinked or buckled by complicated tumbles:

but no sane man wants either if he is going to blaze a

trail from the Cape to Cairo.

The long and short of it is that the British bicycle

grew up on Brirish roads, which it suits jolly well:

and the Yankee bicycle grew up under much rougher

conditions, for which it was specially designed, and

which it unquestionably fits. Unfortunately for us,

the average Brirish maker thought until yesterday that

the best bicycle for Brixton was also the best bicycle

for Buluwayo, and, anyhow, he did not miich care

- 65
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about Buluwayo so long as Brixton would sop up his

output. Meantime the American bicycle suited the

Overseas buyer, and the American maker was out for

world markets, just as the N.S.U. people were ten

years ago. By the irony of fate, just when the British

maker has developed tlie imagination to visualise

foreit'n markets and the ambition to covet them, war

debts" reconstruction difficulties, and labour problems

threaten to queer his pitch. Nevertheless, in twelve

months' time I fancy my Canadian friend may find

quite a few British twins to suit him.

"Wider Frames "Wanted?

To)EOPLE are remarking that certain 1919 machines

ir are too wide in the frame. Thus custom doth

make fools of us all. The widest 1919 frame

is narrower than the handle-bar span when all is said

and done, and the machine can still thread the same

old gaps in traffic. I wonder what the British working

man would say if our electric trams were modelled on

Irish jaunting cars, the passengers sitting back to back

down the centre, with their feet and legs stuck out

in the slipstream on footrests and footboards? Yet

this asinine practice has been standard on 90% of

our motor bicycles for twenty years. At last a few

makers, led by A. A. Scott, have tumbled to our real

needs, and widened the lower part of the frame to

form a well in which our nether limbs are more or

less protected from mud and dust and wind and rain.

The merit of this is beyond controversy—it ought to

have been done years ago. The only controversial

point is concerned with the results of a crash. Sooner

or later every machine comes a purler. Should the

impact be taken by components vital to the structure

MARCH 27th, igig.

or by stuck-on gadgets of a bendable or cheaply

replaceable character ? This is something of a problem,

and there are two schools of thought. A. A. Scott

works on the lines of the anti-torpedo " blister " fitted

to our super-Dreadnoughts : if his machine slides

twenty yards on its shoulder, the main structure^ is

immune, and the crash is taken by self-sacrificing

parts which transform themselves into fenders for the

occasion. On the new A. B.C. the frame itself stands

the racket. Financially there is little in it. A new
frame costs no more than a fresh set of mudshields,

footboards, etc. On the other hand, it is easier to

fit a few replacement gadgets than to strip a machine

and re-erect its components on a new frame.

Friction Drive.

I NE of my technical friends gave me a rude shock

last week. He is a cycle car enthusiast, and
was hoping to give the ubiquitious sidecar

a nasty knock with his new friction drive buggy. Like

everybody else, he imagined that friction drive must

be cheap because it is made of paper or cork instead

of steel, and has got no teeth on it. Then he sent

his buyers out to make tentative enquiries and got down
to the facts. All the firms who compress sodden
scrap blotting paper, or whatever the secret cSlnpo
is, into shapely rings sent him sample disc faces and
eke quotations for quantities. His own shops provided

figures for steel rims, webs, hubs, and shifting gear.

He scratched his head and stared at the figures till

his eyes swam. There is not a fiver between friction

drive and a pukka four-speed gear box for an 8 h.p.

cycle car. In fact, supposing your shops are moder-
ately equipped, there is not twopence between them.
Quite a " have," was it not?

Sheffield section ot the M.C.F.U. The run last

week to the pretty village of BIyth proved a popular

fixture. Nearly fifty machines were lined up on the

village green during the course of the morning, sidecar

outfits predominating.
, , r. • 1

Inset (left) : On the road near Blyth Bridge. Inset

(right) : A lady member with her two-stroke Crescent.

Hei neal riding garb is wort|jy of note.

.^^^^
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TO avoid anxiety follow the

example of experienced

riders and select a mount

with a great record behind it.

The fact that B.S.A. reliabiliiy

has been demonstrated by

thousands of machmes on war

service is proof that there is

nothmg freakish or experimenlal

about B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

Now Ready

the 1919

B.S,A.

Catalogue

THE B.S.A. Catalogue forms

a reliable guide to the

soundest and most pro-

gressive developments in

motor cycle construction. All the

latest refinements and exclusive

features for which the B.S.A.

name is famous are fully described,

while the handsome colour plates

showing the various models aie

undoubtedly the finest illustrations

of motor bicycles ever published.

Write to-day for Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL, ARMS Co.. Ltd., Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM

NMOTOx
,.Sk...........y^ & SIDECAR.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B?
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'Motor Cycling's

opinion

of the 3 h.p.

" The COMFORT ot the machine

was really extraordinary, and our

representative would not, previous

to the trial, have believed it possible

for him to have negotiated the road

at such a speed v^ithout being

thrown off

"The sense of SECURITY in

going round corners was really

extraordinary.

" The machine is capable of extra-

ordinary fflGH SPEEDS.
" The performance for an engine ot

this size, and on a machine which is

essentially suited for comfortable

TOURING, is indeed a good one,

and we cannot too much impress the

fact that this speed and acceleration

are not made at the sacrifice of the

interests of the pptterer.

" The genercJ running of the

machine was exceptionally sweet.

WORTH WAITING FOR?—
RATHER !

!

THE SOPWITH
AVIATION Co., Ltd..

65, South Molton Street,

LONDON, W.l.
Telephone Mayfair 4215 and 4216.

Registered Offices and Works :

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

bS In crMwerina this advcTtisement it i« desirable to mention "The Motor Gyclt.
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THE MOTOR SCOOTER.
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PR0PELLE3 PLAIFORMS OR MINIATURE MOTOR CYCLES?
DAILY press scribes

threaten us with ""

an in\'asion of

American motor
scooters. Some would
have us believe that

they will eventually

supplant the lightweight

motor cycle as a utility

machine : but we do not

think that, while reli-

able and proved light-

weights abound, the

British public will fol-
'

low the lead of Sir

Henry Norman and Admiral Hall to the

extent the lay press seems to think.

There is jio doubt that thea bove-men-

tioned personages have been instrumen-

tal in focussing interest on the Auto-ped,

to quote its proper name, the Motor

Scooter being an appellation given to it

bv The Motor Cycle, when it first made
its appearance in this country.

There mav or may not be room in

the field of motoring for

machines of this type ; of

course, they are only fit

for " pottering " about,

but, like all novelties,

attract. Their suc-

as a commercial

is another

will depend
price, their

they

cess

proposition

matter, and
upon their

mechanical efficiency, and their suitability for present

day roads.

Why Stand ?

'The drawback of the " Scooter " in its present form

is the fact that the rider is called upon to stand on its

platform, and the majority may find it extremely

fatiguing even for short dis-

tances. A question which
^j^i^Kuvi^-vt.

naturally arises is "Why ^^^TT^ (Left) At the Stanley Shows of

stand?" and, although we
have asked this question many
times, no satisfactory answer

Incidentally, the daily

press once again
s h o w s itself ready
to give credit to a

foreigner when the
credit is due at home.
The scooter is a British

idea—and an old one
i

at that. The Max led

in 1907, and appeared
at the Stanley Show of

! that year. It was built

-
,

'; for its inventor by
' Messrs. Douglas

Brothers, of Bristol,

and the engine was a 2! h.p. J.A. P. It

reappeared at the 1908 show, and one
model had a folding saddle.
The Max was not the only machine of

its type to be staged at the shows; the

Moto-Frip, designed by a Mrs, Kent, was
exhibited at the 191 r Olympia. This wa.T

a miniature tricycle fitted with a i^ h.p.

Moto-Reve engine, one cylinder of the little

twin having been removed.
In 1 91 3 we published

a cartoon in which the

artist suggested a scooter

"T.T.," and in 1916 we
illustrated a motor scooter

patented by Mr. J.

Maina, of Brixton, which
closely resembled the

Auto-ped.

In the meantime
Americadias also produced other designs and machines,
one of which, the Mon-auto, provided a seat, but, as

will be seen from the illustration on the next page, the
riding position was somewhat cramped. In addition,
American papers just to hand show the latest specifica-

tion of a machine on similar lines, but designed to

utilise an auto-wheel and a bucket seat.

If some enter-

The Auto-
ped {motor
.scooter) used

hy sun bathers

on the sands at

Long Beach,

U.S.A., in

1916.

has been forthcoming

1907 and 1908. The Max, upon
which the driver liad to stand.

(Right) The Moto-Frip, which
was exhibited at Olympia in 1911.

The engine was a little " two-cylin-

der
*' Moto-Reve, from which one

of the cylinders had been removed

some
prising maker will

make a scooter, fit

a saddle somewhat
on the lines of the

machine referred

to last week as a

super-scooter, and
make a first-

rate featherweight
motor cycle of it,

he will do well.
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In the two-stroke engine he has the

simplest fomi of power unit. There
is much greater promise of success in

this than in the scooter, pure and
simple.

It is amusing that the " motor
scooter " is now hailed as a new inven-

tion. Old readers of tliis juurnal know
differently, as it was illustrated in Tlie

Motor Cycle over a dozen years ago.

It is said that the Auto-ped has
achieved great success in America, but

confirmation of this point is lacking,

and for the past two years the U.S.
journals have scarcely referred to ir.

However, the success of an article in

America is no reason v.hy Great Britain

should take it up.

The Daily Mirror pro]5he.-.ies that
" Brighton, Southend, Clacton-on-Sca,

and other holiday resorts will have to

be enlarged to accommodate London's population of
seven odd millions who will scoot there on Friday

nights. And on
Monday morn-
ings these mil-

lions of breath-

less people will

scoot back to

work, invading

London from the

North, South,

East, and West— vast dust-
covered hordes of
holiday makers."
Undoubtedly a

great deal of

piffle has been
written concern-

ing the scooter,

and probably if

the same energy

and enthusiasm
were devoted to the lightweight motor cycle it would
serve the public better. It would be interesting to

read the reports of

The engine ol the Auto-ped scooter.

It was this type that Sir Henry Norman
used recently in the streets of London.

The G i b 90 n
Mon - auto, an

American 50 lb.

£20 proposition.

The Motor Skate, a French Invention

of 1911, which had a diminutive V twin

engine. The petrol tank and the ignition

batteries were carried in the " lider's" belt.

these writers after

they have attempted

a long journey
standing on a
scooter. It is not in

this kind of motor-
ing, however, that

the scooter may
score, but as a

utility runabout
machine for short

distances between
home and the office,

or shopping centre.

If there is any-

thing in the scooter

idea, we have every

confidence that the

British motor cvcle

A motor scooter designed

and patented by Mr. Joseph

Maina, Brixton, London,

in 1916.
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industry will get its full share pf the

trade in it. Already several makers

are keenly interested, and at least one

British machine has been undergoing

road tests for some time.

According to the designer, who,

incidentally, is a staid thinking man,
the little machine is capable-of quite

satisfactory speeds on country roads

and will climb ordinary hills. Not-

withstanding, we cannot think that the

British public will be content for long

to stand up, when by developing the

scooter one stage further it can be

made a comfortable and serviceable

featherweight motor cycle, capable of

moderate touring.

Naturally we welcome any addition

to the scope of the motor-driven

bicycle, and we are watching develop-

ments closely, but again we are con-

strained to ask "Why stand?"
As the Auto-ped is so constructed that it is very

difficult from the exterior to understand " why the

wheels go round," very few are acquainted with the

inner mysteries of

the mechanism.
As will be seen

from the illustra-

tion on this page,

the power unit is

attached on the

left side of the

front wheel,
whence the drive

is conveyed
through a dry
plate clutch from
a small pinion

on the crankshaft

to an internally-

toothed drum
secured to the

front wheel
itself.

The flywheel is located on the right side of the

wheel, and embodies a flywheel type magneto.

The single-cylin-

der has a bore and
stroke of 56 and 63
mm. respectively.

Petrol reaches the

automatic carbu-

retter by gravity

from a tank carried

above the front
wheel mudguard.
Tyres isin. x

2 %\n. are fitted.

The internal ex-

panding brake is

operated, as is the

disengagement o f

the clutch, by
pulling the steering

pillar backward and
downward.
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The British Goverment

during the war claimed the whole output of

our works and enforced oa us the renunciation

of our extensive relations with the French and
Italian Governments. The performance of

THE TRUSTY

under strenuous active service conditions proved

to our authorities that the TRIUMPH could

be relied on to get there despite the wrecked
roads, bad weather, and many handicaps of war-

worn country.

Its easy start and quick get-away made it

pre-eminenl ly a machine for despatch running,

while its bursts of speed and reserve power
were certainly instrumental in saving the lives

of our D.R.'s.

Our new models will retain all the merits

of the war model, and be built to stand the

same strenuous tests.

Nearly 2,000 Triumph agents in the

British Isles are at your service. Why not have

a chat with your nearest ? He can give you
all particulars and prices.

LONDON DEPOT : 218, Gt Portland St., W.I.

Also at Leeds, Manchester, and Glasgow.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

In answerinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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^f (/our service
^ MLWMrsf

_ Name

Addnss..

Tlie R.A.C. Road Guides are at the service of every

member of the Auto-Cycle Union at all times and will

gladly render intelligent assistance if you are unfor-

tunate enough to be stopped on the roadside. In case

of either breakdown or accident you can obtain a relief

car to take you and your passenger home or to the

nearest railway station AT THE EXPENSE OF
THE A.C.U.

This is hut one of the many benefits offered by the

A.C.U. to its members for an annual subscription of

10/-. An A.C.U, member is also entitled to FREE
legal advice and defence on all matters motorcycling,

FREE use of a reading-room at the R.A.C. FREE
assistance in touring and foreign travel, Special

Insurance Facilities, etc.

If you are not already a member of the A.C.U. it is in

your direct interest to join without delay. The annual

subscription is 10/- from date of joining. Why not

post the coupon below for full details TO-DAY ?

Informafion Goupon
Tht Secretary^

AUTO-CYCLE UNION,
PALL MALL, LONDON,

S.W.7.

Picas* stmt me futthtr particulars regarding the advantages

of becoming a member of the A .C.U,, together with Application

Form for memberships

'• The Motor Cycle," 27/3/19.

In amwering this advertisement it is desirable to wention "The Motor Cycle.'
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RECENT PATENTS.
REVItWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

A FEW years ngo there was a regular

craze for a hobby known as "bent
ironwork." Enthusiastic amateurs

purchased bundles of strips of soft

iron, a pair of shears, and a pair of flat-

nosed pliers. They then proceeded to

turn out candle-holders and easels for

photographs, which they presented to

meek i-elations or dumped on unsuspecting
bazaar committees. A crop of homicides
followed, because, although such orna-

ments were beautiful when suitably

gilded, it was quite impossible to keep
their twined interstices clean, and irate

housewives were consequently led to

break up many happy homes. The motor
cycle will ultimately perish for similar

reasons, unless something is done to

round ofi its innumerable spiky projec-

tions. Up to date, Mr. R. W. Coan has
ploughed a lonely furrow, in advertis-

ing " Clean Crank Cases." Now Mr.
Norton comes to his aid with a patent
for cowling in the top half of the
engine. Fundamentally, of course, Mr.
Norton's suggestion is of technical value.

The rear wall of an air-cooled motor
cycle cylinder lies in a patch of dead air.

As the sketch shows, Mr. Norton pro-

poses to fit a belt-driven fan at one side

of the engine cowling, and the rear wall

J. L. Norton's engine cooling device. Patent

No. 122,072. 5/3/18.

of such a cylinder will be as well cooled

as the front. He should presently offer

ns a cylinder cooled so evenly that dis-

tortion 13 imperceptible ; needless to say,

no motor cyclist has ever owned an
engine of which this could be said.

Hiders will egually appreciate the ease

of cleaning which such a design confers.

Mr. G. E. Stanley is taking the famous
Triumph fork in hand. The current

Triumph fork utilises a single coiled

spring, which is compressed very rapidly
OYer a really bad bump and rebounds
with proportionate violence. In the old

days, frightful pot-holes were the excep-
tion, and this "clashing" occurred so

seldom on British roads as to be im-

material. Now that most of our roads
are bad, the Triumph people evidently
feel that the action of their spring fork
needs damping ; . and Mr. Stanley has

G. E. Stanley's shock absorber for spring

forks. Patent No. 121,763. 2/11/17.

evolved a most ingenious device, which
will unquestionably improve the fork

over all kinds of road surface. Various
applications of the idea are conceivable.

In the form shown, the front end of the

spring beds into a steel cap secured to

the cross spindle at the head of the

forks. When the front wheel passes

over a bump, this cap is jerked back-

wards, and compresses the spring. Now
we come to the braking action. At the

centre of the spring cap is a coarse-

threaded nut, riding on a coarse-threaded

sleeve : the sleeve floats on the fore and
aft spindle passing through the centre of

the spring coils. When the spring cap

moves towards the back of the machine
over a bump, the nut at the centre of the

cap must rotate the sleeve. The rear end
of the sleeve bears hard against a bearing
on the steering tube, and so the sleeve

resists rotation by dint of end thrust.

The spring can neither shut up nor re-

bound quickly, and " clashing " is

obviated. If desired, a second spring

can be fitted to damp the rebound still

further. The whole mechanism can be
packed with lubricant and encased. I

shall be interested to see how the thread

of the nut and the central part of the

sleeve wear, but admit that several

alternative applications of the principle

are possible ; and we all know that

Triumphs never market a gadget which
they have not tried out.

Mr. A. V. Watson is interested in the

"obturator" type of piston ring. Before

the designers of air-cooled engines had
learnt how to prevent distortion, they
adopted flexible piston rings, so that the
ring might automatically take up the
varying clearance between piston and
cylinder. The sketch shows the com-
monest type of obturator, consisting of

a thin L shaped brass ring, located in an
ordinary groove by an ordinary type of

ring known as the "packing" ring.

This
,
pattern of obturator gave mucli

trouble on aero engines, as its vertical

flap met heavy weather on the upward
stroke of the piston. One example of

Mr. Watson's ring is illustrated. There
is no "loose flap" to chafe on the up
stroke of the piston, and the holes ',n

the bevelled top corner of the channelled
ring permit the explosion pressure to

"inflate" the ring on the firing stroke,

and so ensure a gastight fit for the piston.

Of course the friction generated by such

a ring flies right in the face of Mr.
Ricardo's theories, and I doubt it

obturators have any future on explosion

engines : but the patent may prove useful

on the pistons of certain types of pump.
Distance pieces may be mounted between
the channelled flanges to prevent collapse

of the ring when the side wall wears out

A. V. Watson's obturator ring (on right)

shown in comparison with a conventional

. Gnome type of obturator. Patent No.

122,054. 28/1/18.

Mr. N. Smith has patented a gadget
for varying the compression ratio. In

pre-war days expert riders often adjusted

the ratio by utilising valve caps which
projected into the valve chamber to

different depths, or were machined hollow

io different capacities; and the dodge
was quite useful when the same engine

N. Smith's variable compression device.

Patent No. 121,876. 18/3/18.

B13
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was used for such extremes as solo sprint

hill-climbs and sidecar touring. The
Smith patent is certainly preferable to

snch crude makeshifts, as it permits the

rider to vary the ratio from the saddle

by a large percentage. There should be
no fear of leakage, as the piston ring

is not subject to appreciable heat.

Laminated Valve Spring.

In the early days of motor cycling my
chief hoodoo was the valve gear. It was
a common occurrence for the timing

pinions to strip their teeth, and one rider

lost a fine chance of an End-to-end record

because his valve tappets ate through the

case-hardening of the cams and ploughed
them down into circular discs. Rocking
levers were presently interposed between
the cam and the tappet to distribute the

wear and furnish better leverage. I hope
the patent under consideration may be

understood to herald an overhead valve

Norton engine in due course. However
I hat may be, Mr. Norton proposes to use

a laminated valve spring to act as a cam
lever for an overhead valve as shown.

J. L. Norton's mechanically-operated

n-cerhead valve. Patent No. 122,379.

24/8/18.

The Swedish patent is perhaps too
technical to interest the average reader.
Briefly, before an engine can be made
vibrationless, two sets of parts require to

be balanced, viz., the rotating parts, e.g.,

the crank pin, which buzz round in a
circle, and the reciprocating parts, e.g.,

the piston, which bob violently up and
down. There is nothing new in balancing
the crank pin, etc., by such a counter-
weight as is shown in the drawings. Mr.
Moren, however, endeavours to balance
the up and down parts by means of further
counterweights, which slide in guides
fiied inside the crank case ; they are

Moren's balanced crank-pin. Patent No. 122,345.

30/5/18.

moved up and down to balance the piston

by means of cams fixed to the crankshaft,

and operating against cam-paths machined
on the counterweights. The value of this

patent rests upon compromise. Is the

probable improvement in balance prefer-

able to the frictional losses of heaving
the counterweights up and down in their

guides ?

llr. RadnaU has patented the cradle

method of mounting and assembling the

engine, gear box, and magneto snown
below. It has obvious advantages for

assembling machines in the shops or for

the private owner in home repairs. By

MARCH 27th, igig.

is self-explanatory. Four knuckle-
headed pins are mounted at the
usual points of the bicycle frame in

any approved fashion. At the
corresponding points of the sidecar

frame are four tubular lugs re-

cessed to house the knuckleheaded
pins. Each lug is fitted with s
spring-loaded cap, which locks the
knucldeheaded pins into the re-

cesses in the lugs. No tools are
needed to detach the sidecar. Th«
rider merely pushes back the
spring-loaded caps, locks them back
by means of a bayonet joint, and
gives the chassis a wriggle, when
the pins free themselves from the
lugs. As often as not the sidecar

should drop clear when the fourth
cap is" pushed back. Attachment is

almost equally simple, as it is only
necessary to lock back all the
spring caps, register the pins with
the lugs, and release the spring
caps. The joint appears to be as

safe as it is unquestionably simple

If

E. A. Radnall's cradle metliod of mounting

the engine. Patent No. 122,276. 30/1/18.

knocking out four bolts the unit, consist-

ing of engine, magneto, and gears, is

dropped out of the frame, whilst either

the magneto or front engine chains can

be adjusted by slacking two bolts, and
that without any fear of losing alignment.

It is surprising that so simple a cradle

has not been protected before.

Messrs. Alldays and Onions patent an
attachment for sidecar connections, which

Alldays and Onions sidecar coupling.

Patent No. 122,286. 8/2/18.

The last patent in my week's bundle
soars so far towards the ideal that it

deserts the practical sphere, so far at least

as motor cycles are concerned. It is the

invention of !Mr. Alfred Lewis, and when
1 say that it amounts to an infinitely

variable gear, which automatically changes
its own ratios in response to varying loads,

every reader's mouth will begin to water.

But if I add that this eminently desirable

effect is obtained by means of an epicyclic

train, which controls a second epicyclic

train by means of a friction drive, and I

further so on to say, with the Queen of

Sheba, that the half has not yet been told

you, and that the editor cannot spare me
space for the diagrams needed to explain
all the cams, springs, etc., concerned,
well, the order of the day becomes,
" Can-y on with a common or ganfcin
Sturraey-Archer !

"

MOTOR CYCLE DESIGNING IN THE FUTURE.

MR. L. B. HENDERSON, A.M.I. A.E.,
recently delivered a lecture on
motor cvcle design before the

Sheffield District N.M.C.F.TJ., when he
pointed out the need for more scientific
design in the future, as in the past the
motor cycle had not received the same
careful consideration as the motor car.
He referred to many engines being badly
balanced, the chief offenders being single-
cylinder and small V twins, necessitating
unduly heavy frames to withstand the

BI4

stresses imposed upon them. The extrava-
gance of present lubrication methods was
also dealt with, the lecturer demon-
strating how at practically no extra cost

oil could be delivered exactly where re-

quired and diverted from those places
where its presence was harmful. Mr.
Henderson also criticised clutches, the
alleged defects of mudguards, belts,

brazed joints, springing, steering heads,
etc. An interesting discussion followed,
in which the importance of introducing

rustless and stainless steel into the meinii- -u

facture of motor cycle components was i

mentioned.
The opinion was expressed that if motor

cycle manufacturers do not pay mora
attention to scientific design and cleanli-

ness, the motor cycle woaM be displaced
b^^ a small car, scientifically designed,
with all mechanism fnU^ enclosed, •
minimum of unsprung freight, and costr-

ing no more to produce than a sidecar
outfit of the same power.
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Dougl
BEATS ALL OTHER MAKES.
The biggest motor cycle event in Natal—The RUDGE
Trophy Hill Glimb, open to all makes of -machines—has

been won by F. A. R. Zurcher on his DOUGLAS.
All the best known makes of machines were beaten by the

little DOUGLAS—a 1914 model which had previously

done over 20,000 miles on the road—which also captured

the 350 c.c. Speed Trial.

Do you need further proof of Douglas Supremacy ?

Register your name with Dept. " B " for our

Peace Programme, which will be issued m the

course of a few weeks.

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD.,
KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL.

RUDGE TROPHY HILL
RESULTS (SOLO)

CLIMB

Name and Machine.

1. F. A. R. Zurcher {2} Douglas)
2. R. S izor (3.V Rudge) .......
3. R. Goodwin (2} A.J.S.) . . .

.

4-. A. R. Morcom (4 Norton) . .

.

5- P. l.awretice (7-9 Indian) . .

.

6. A. M. Stewart (3.', Rudge) . .

7. R. Blackburn (3I Rudge) . .

.

8. H. B. Morcom (3"! A. B.C.) .

.

9. T. H. Sparge (7-g'Harley-D.)
ro. L. R. Acutt (2J Douglas) . . .

11. R. S. Campbell (3; Scott) . . .

12. J. C. Button (7-9 Hirley-D.)
13. T. Kenyon (3V Rudge)
1.1. Marie F{. (4 Triumph)
If,. S. W. Si.npson (4J B.S.A.) .

.

ifi. B. H. Borain (jj Bradbury) .

17. A. G. Ford (7-9 Harley-D.) .

18. O. M. Peckham (3! Triumph)
19. B. Wilson (7-9 Harley-D.) .

.

20. J. Goldie (25 Douglas)
21.' C. Middleboro (2} Douglas) .

22. VV. A. Mills (3J Sun)
23. G. A. Arraitage (3^ Triumph)
24. A. B. Graham {3I Triumph) .

Best
Time.

27S

^^
4J
4+
298
l3|

39*
«l
428
23J
52f
21S
27
+1

4
3J

55

17S
2ii
i5

5S
34

Figure
of

Merit.

4874
4957
5129
5158
51C3
5814
5946
5949
6031
6220
6375
6380
6471
6564
6767
7220
7474
7829
8151
8251
8439
8917
10263

39, Newman Street, London, W,

,.:.^T^-J.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de. BIS',
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Taking The Clyno Point by Point

2:
Quickly detachable and inter-

chanijeable 2s"x 3" wheels, with
VOITURETTE rims, are fitted.

These have olid steei hubs and
large adjustable ball bearings.

This is the only bent tube in

the principal frame Btructure.

It supports the engrlne on one
side and the gear bracket on
the other.

The f"x I" chahiB are entirely enclosed In
strong meta! cases, reintorced and built up
on castings. This method of construction
has proved to be highly successful on the
Sidecar .Machine Gun Ontflts supplied by
us to the Government. It makes for
implicity and easy removal.

The front down tube is li" in
diameter, and strengthened
internally by high tensile steel
tie bars. It is calculated to
withstand any stress put upon
it by the sidecar.

The whole frame is of unusueiUy sub-
stantial structure. Note the excep-

tionally strong head, which, whilst

being mEissive, does not in any way
detract from the pleasing appeai-

ance of the whole design.

short spnngs with seven leaves are
hmged at their rear ends on the
side of a loop member which is
pivoted at the end of the chain
Etay-i. This system is calculated to
avoid any lateral play.

Of course it is not possible here to enter into

a detailed description of the twin-cylinder, long-

stroke engine, but expert motor engineers

consider it is bristling with

good points — exclusive

features which will make

for quite exceptional per-

formance on the road.

The Post-War Clyno, as

Note the angle of the cylinders.
They are set at 42, which, it is

believed, is unique in British
practice, the usual angle
being 50.

THE Sidecar Motor Cycle.

we have previously stated, is practically

identical with that yet to be constructed com-

bination, that has been specified and voted

by experienced riders

everywhere as represent-

ing the ideal machine.

The Clyno Engineering Co.,
Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.

Get your name upon our

waiting list to-day.
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The Three Factors in Producing
"Thrills."

Some Psychological Considerations—Excilement at 6 m ph.—Boredom at 120 m.p.h.

MY brain box started bubbling as I read some
criticisms by "Revs" on my colleague
" Ixion's " notions of the sort of " hogbus "

which ex-pilots would want after the war. " Ixion
"

thinks that a 3J4 h.p. machine is too slow for a man
who has flown at over 100 m.p.h. His critic compares
flying to sitting on a stationary platfonn and watcliing

a map being slowly unrolled beneath. I enter the

discussion without alarm, for I am going to pat them
both on the back.

The psychology of speed is very puzzling until you
have thought it out. When Mr. Locke King began
to construct Brooklands with a banking calculated to

hold cars swirling at 120 m.p.h., the "unco guid " held
up pious hands in horror. A jaded earth was seeking

a new sensation. The Roman amphitheatre, one

gathered, was a mothers' meeting compared to what a
bloodthirsty gate would seek at Brooklands—ton-weight

projectiles, belching oil fumes and thunder, careering

round till the sole survivor of each race lifted the cup.
We went to Brooklands, avid but shamefaced. What
did we reap in the way of sensation ? A bored Epsom
bookie was heard to remark in disgust, " Look at them
'ere blinky beetles crawling round that unmentionable
saucer." And he was right. The giant oval dwarfed
cars and speeds alike. To get a real thrill at Brook-
lands, one had either to be in a car, or sticking one's

nose through the palings, as a car doing not less than

100 m.p.h. hugged the inside edge fairly closely.

Incidentally, this is just why Brooklands has never

drawn really big crowds and never will : you get far

more thrills to the square millimetre in watching a ta.\i

take Piccadilly Circus at 25 m.p.h. The same
applies to the Isle of Man. In the last T.T. car

race I watched Lee-Guinness and others travelling

up to at least 80 m.p.h. along roads which were

mostly second grade lanes. Whether I got a

breathless impression of speed depended very

largely on where I stationed myself. If the stand-

point gave a view of several square miles of country,

\ the fastest car reminded one of the laborious pro-

V^ress of a rather lame cockroach. If you hid near a

-'^louble corner, saw the car lurch suddenly into sight.

IMPRESSIONS OF SPEED

IN THE
TOURIST TROPHY RACE (I.Q.M )

Probably more thrills are experienced

on tte T T. course than on Brooklands.

Ijoth by tte riders and spectatois.

i-i?
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Some Speed Sensations.—

skid round, and vanish, your marrows quivered. If

you sat in the front room of a house by Llie road, and
got the swift blur and split second concussion as the
car crossed the open window, you knew it was
moving. Otherwise you generally got bored, and
under-estimated thj speeds by 50%.

So is it with flying also. Ask a steady pilot whose
main job has been short distance reconnaissance at

altitude near the lines, or ferry work, how he likes

flying, and he will tell you in nine cases out of ten

that he finds it supremely boring. Put him on a baby
two-stroke in the City, and his manhood will respond
to the danger and alertness which the job implies.
" Revs " has probably fiown under some such cir-

cumstances as 1 describe above. But ask a stunt

merchant or a ground-strafer whether flying conveys
any speed sensations, and his answer will be -quite

different. At 10,000 feet, or, indeed, well below that
altitude, flying is very like sitting in a railway carriage

and surveying a distant landscape through a telescope,

e.xcept that you cannot smoke. But you get the speed
thrill in stunting: low down, or in any sort of low
altitude flying.

To sum up these peculiarities, tliere are really three

quite distinct factors in the. speed sensations which a
motor cycle can convey. The first is association. If

you are travelling faster tlian usual, the speed thrill

gets you. So you are sure of it on the first few jaunts

as a novice, for though you may only do 20 m.p.h
,

you never did as much as a push bicycle. If you are

a staid old potterer, and your eldest boy whacks you
to 30 m.p.h. when you give him his first motor, you
get the speed thrill all over again. When you have
habituated yourself in competition work or on lonely

roads to know what a mile a minute feels like, this

element vanishes out of your life : and, like first love,

it never returns till you take to some faster projectile

still, e.g., an aeroplane.

The Open Road and
Traffic Riding.

The second is relativity

—

pardon a mouthful of a word.

I mean .speed in relation to

surroundings. On the far-

flung and almost vacant road
across the Grampians, you
can reel off mile after mile

in less than im. 50s. without
the faintest suggestion that

you are going fast. But cross

London in a hurr}' from, say,

Bromley to Stanmore, and,
though you may never exceed
»5 m.p.h., you will develop
just the same physiological
symptoms as a T.T. winner,
and your sensations will be
very similar, although, in-

stead of trying to cut down
Tim Wood on a Scott, you
are chasing a fat old tramcar
in your anxiety to pass it

before passengers flood the
roadway at its next pull-up

BiS

SIDECARRING IN BURMA.
In the most distant and out-of-the-way parts of the globe

the sidecar is fast growing in popularity, and the B.S.A. outfit

shown has proved its worth, both from business and pleasure
points of view, on the frontier of the northern Shan states and
other districts of Upper Burma.

post. For this reason you can get somewhat
absurd speed thrills when a wheelbarrow runs away
with you down a garden path, and miss them
altogether when flying at 120 m.p.h. two miles

up. I have risked my worthless neck a 1 incredible

number of times in all sorts of suicide 'buses on land,

on sea, and in the air ; but I never, never get the wind
up so badly as when I am taking an S bend in a pony
trap at 8 m.p.h.

The Influence of Danger.

The third factor, which overlaps the previous two
to some extent, is danger. Once get the notion into

your noddle that danger is afoot, and the basic

elements of the speed thrill are there all right. I

imagine that an intelligent child of, say, two and a

half years, being wheeled a shade too fast in a

pram by a flapper sister, occasionally feels just what
a hedge-hopping pilot feels when he dives at the

ground and begins his zoom a shade too late for

comfort. Does not the sensation of having a large

throbbing melon in your mouth arise when you tackle

a greasy turn into your own front gate at 6 m.p.h.

instead of 4 m.p.h. ? Or when you set your speed
rather finely to take a dry corner and the pot-holes

in the road bounce your front wheel off the psycho-

logical line you had planned in your mind's eye?

There are other subsidiary factors. Noise is one
of them. Open the throttle wide on a low gear, and,

for preference, up one of those deceptive climbs where
the surrounding country does not rise imperceptibly

with the road. You note the engine bellow and
whisper proudly to yourself, " She's doing a good
45." Then you look at the speedometer, and, though
it is a generous liar, it cannot make your speed
better than 32.

To sit in a low sidecar of a fast machine or in a

speedy cycle car which occasionally rubs its stomach
on the ground, . will also

produce speed thrills ; es-

pecially if your driver, at 50,

leans lovingly towards you to

obtain ignition for his cig-

arette from your own. To
be near the ground at 40
is as thrilling as 60 on
a car, while 30 on a motor
scooter no doubt will cause

sensations equal to partici-

pating in a wild west show.

Nevertheless , broadly
speaking, your hope of speed
thrills depends upon travel-

ling faster than usual, seeing

near objects vanish fast

(like the telegraph posts

which a Yankee mistook for

a high paling), and on a
spice of danger. You get

none of these in routine

flight at altitude: you get

them all in motor cycling

under certain conditions. But
the veteran motor cyclist can-
not get them with a light-

weight on the open road.

D.
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f X:X. WINNER.
1914.

Have you yet had
a copy of the

1919

CATALOGUE
It is now ready and

will be sent post free

on receipt of a postcard.

By Appointment
Cycle Makers to

H.AI. KING GEORGB

WRITE NOW TO

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.
(Dept. 600), COVENTRY.

LONDON DEPOT: 230, Tottenham Court Road, W.l. (Oxford St. end).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B19
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SUNBEAM
WITH PERFECT POWER TRANSMISSION

The Best Motor Cycle before

the War— during the War—
AND AFTER THE WAR.

AS the time is coming near when

Sunbeam Motor Cycles can

again be supplied to the general

public it will be a Source ol

Sattslaclion for Yoa to remember

that your name is on their Waitmg

List. Application should be made

at once to

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED,
11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

London: 57, liolbom Viaduct, E.C.I.
157 & 158, Sloane Street, S.W.I.

N£.— file Sunbeam is the Motor Bicyde that carried all before it just before ttie Wai

began Its extraordinary reiiabihty and advantages are now being universally recognised

MOTOR CYCLES

In unswtring these advertisementa It is desirabh to mention "The Motor Cycle"
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
Annual General Meeting of (he Auto-Cycle Union at Birmingham.

Provincial Llement Confirmed.
Need for Stronger

THE provinces will be more- strongly
represented on the committee of the
A.C.L". than has hitherto been the

case, five of the twelve " individual
"

members elected for the ensuing year
being well-known provincial " motor
cyclists. The election of these committee-
men provided the most interesting item at
the first annual general meeting of the
Union to. be held in the provinces, which
took place last-SaUirday in Birmingham.

It was a cold, cheerless day, and the
meeting w-as held in a cold, cheerless
room in the Digbeth Institute, which is

located in a cold, cheerless part of the
-Midland metropolis. This combination
of uninviting circumstances probably
accounted for the attendance of about
one hundred members only instead of a
thousand, which could have been expected
had conditions been more favourable.
However, it was probably the largest
annual general meeting in the history of
the Anto Cycle Union, which alone
justifies the decision to hold the meetings
in different centres.

From AH Quarters.

Lop.don was very strongly represented,
however, while Liverpool, Birmingham,
Wolverliampton, Coventry, Bristol, Not-
tingham, and Derby had their repre-
sentatives. Maj.-Gen. Sir H. C. Holden,
K.C.B., F.R.S., was in the chair, and
among other well-known figures in the
motor cycle world we noticed Majors
Axford and Low. Messrs. H. G. Bell,

Rex Mundy, A. V. Ebblewhite, A. H.
Lakeman, ti. B. Ware, and W. H. Wells
as part of the London contingent ; Messrs.
S. W. Philpott and V. Horsman from
Liverpool ; J. Simmonds from Notting-
ham ; Capts. Geoffrey Smith and M.
Sampson, Coventry ; L. Wolstencroft,
Derby ; S. L. Bailey, Bristol ; while
Birmingham was represented by Majors
Brook and Duke, Messrs. A. D. Arter,.

F. E. Baker, W. H. Egginton, P. J.

Evans, J. L. Norton, P. Oiai, J. Stevens,
Alec Ross, F. Murray, and S. Rodway;
Mr. J. E. Greenwood represented Wolver-
hampton. Among the many visitors there'

was Lt. Eno, of the U.S. Army.
The report referred to on page 303 was

read by ilr. Loughborough and adopted.
It was moved that the Hon. Sir Arthur

Stanley be re-elected president of the
A.C.U. for the ensuing year, which was
carried unanimously. Maj. Axford then
read aloud a list of gentlemen suggested
as vice-presidents, viz., Prof. 0. V.
Boys, F.E.S., Lt.-Col. A. E. Davidson,
D.S.O.,- S. F. Edge, Esq., Sir H. C.

Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S., Lt.-Col. D. F.

NichoU. D.S.O.. Col. M. O'Gorman, C.B.,

J. R. iSfisbet, Esq., G. F. Sharp, Esq.,
A. J. Wilson, Esq., Col. Lindsay Lloyd,
C.M.G., J. W. Orde, Esq., and A. W.
Torkington, Esq. These were seconded
by Mr. F. E. Baker, and almost before
the meeting realised that they had had an

; opportunity to nominate others, if they

y so desired, the nomination was carried
.

I
en Hoc.

i; It was clear that tlie London motor
(• cvcHsts had come to Birmingham .with

a set programme to obtain control as

in the past—a policy which has not
been at all popular, as it has been felt

that with lO.OOO members scattered all

over the kingdom, it was not fair to them
that the committee should be composed
solely of London motor cyclists.

As has been mentioned by The Motor
Cycle, the A.C.U. must live down the

general impression that it is a London
instead of a national organisation, and the

only way. to do this is for the provinces to

have a voice in its management.
An R.A.C. guide at the door distributed

cards which were reminiscent of election-

eering practice. They read as follows :

" I am all out for an ultra-efficient A.C.U.
Among the host of good men who should
represent you the following selection is

offered for your guidance. If you know
of better men—good enough ; if not,

plump for the following : Axford, Bailey,
Brooker, Carter, Cooper, Feeny, Graham.
Morgan, Olsson, Potter, Scott, and Ware.
Yom's, for efficiency, S. R. Axford
(Major), O.B.E."
Of the eighteen nominations for the

committee, the following were elected :

Maj. Axford (London).
S. L. Bailey (Bristol).

H. G. Bell (London).
J. W. Ci. Brooker (London).
W. Cooper (London).
S. W. Philpott (Liverpool).

Maj. Potter (London).
Alec Ross (Birmingham).
Capt. Geoffrey Smith (Coventry).

E. B. Ware (London).
W. H. Wells (London).
L. Wolstencroft (Derby).

Mr. A. W. Torkington, in presenting
the balance-sheet, stated that in 1914
there was a loss of £700, and by a
policy of rigid economy the committees,
with the able assistance of Mr. Lough-
borough, the secretary, had been enabled
to reduce this loss to nil. The balance-

sheet he presented for the year ended
December 31st, 1918, showed a surplus
in hand of £180 19s. 2d., less debit

balance on January 1st, 1918, of £24 4s.

4d., leaving a sum of £156 14s. lOd.

An lUuniinating Address.

During the afternoon the members and
visitors- were addressed by Mr. E. S.

Shrapnell-Smith and Mr. Samuel Heu-
shaw, vice-president of the National Ben-
zole Association, both of whom dwelt at

length upon the importance of home-
produced fuel. Mr. Shrapnell-Smith's

discourse was most interesting, and we
regret the space available will not permit

a more complete report.

It was not possible to say how long it

would be possible to stave off a benzole

tax, but great efforts would be made to

put back the supertax of 6d. per gallon

orv petrol.

The speaker made an interesting an-

nouncement which has not appeared in

the press. This was to the effect that one

of the main reasons why the County
Council Association withdrew their opposi-

tion to the Transport Bill was a minute
sent to them bv Sir Eric Geddes, in which

.

he stated that the Government will con-

tribute half the cost of main roads and
quarter the cost of secondary roads.

.

While calling for united action as a

protection against unfair legislation, the

speaker said motor cyclists should form a

powerful federation under the A.C.U.,
distinct from car and commercial vehicle

owners—a body standing out for itself,

with a clear cut issue, because they ride

the lightest motor vehicle.

As an example of what can be achieved

by organised members, Mr. Shrapnell-

Smith referred to the concessions obtained

by the National Motor Cycli-sts' Fuel
XTnion during the war.

A Benzole Campaign.

Mr. Samuel Henshaw, the vice-president

of the Benzole As.sociation, in the course

of a long and educating lecture on benzole,

said the future of home-produced fuel

depended upon the attitude of motorists.

It'was with regret that he had to tell the

meeting that the question of producing
benzole from gas was in a very serious

position. A good number of plants had
shut down,' and some had already been
dismantled.
Mr. Henshaw endeavoured to show that

the present price of benzole was reason-

able, but he was not too convincing on
this point. He made the important
announcement that a company had been
formed, which we gathex'ed would be
known as the National Benzole Co., for

the sole purpose of distributing benzole,

and that the new company would open
depots in all important centres, with the

result that in a very short time it would
be possible to purchase benzole in the

company's two-gallon sealed tins.

Home-produced Fuels for the Six Days
Trials.

Mr. Loughborough expressed an opinion

that the ultimate solution to the fuel

problem would be alcohol, which, of

course, was not suitable for present-

day engines, but in the meantime a
mixture of alcohol and benzole would be

a useful fuel to combat the present high

price of petrol. It was quite' likely that

the 1919 A.C.U. Six Days would be open

to members who will agree to run on
home-produced fuel alone.

Several other gentlemen, including Blaj.

Axford, addressed the meeting, which
closed about 6.30 with a vote of thanks

to the chairman and various speakers.

THE DISPOSAL OF ARMY
MOTOR CYCLES.

AT the sale of Army motor cycles held

last week at the Agricultural Hall,

good prices were again realised. The
machines were in the main Rudge JIultis,

Scotts, and Zeniths, the latter making
an average of about forty guineas. Bids

from nineteen and a half guineas to four-

teen and a half guineas covered the prices

that ranged for the Scotts. :'

A good deal of humoui', was caused

when purchasers of decrepi^/^ipounts

at-tempted to .wheel (Jie machiae£a#le.
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"Dimes to TLlgbt Camps.
Greenwich Time

Mar. 27th 6.52 p.m.

„ 29th 6.55 „
StTMMER TlM£.

Mar. 31st 7.58 „
Apr. 2iid 8.0 „

Next Week <

The annual Spring Number of The
Molur Cycle will be published on
Thursday next, the 3rd prox.

Motor Cyclist's Loss oi Notes.

Despite advertised rewards, C. E. Col-

lier has obtained no tidings ot a bundle

of notes, value £116, that he lost after

the sale ot a motor cycle at Plumstead.

The First Post-war Competition.

To the Cork and District M.C.C. is due
the honour of being the club to hold

the first post-war reliability trial, which
was held on St. Patrick's Day.

Motor Cycling in Belgium.

Belgian motor cyclists, including the

passenger in the sidecar, must possess

a special permit to travel. These permits

have to be obtained from the police

.station nearest to the place where the

driver and his companion reside.

Missing Attache Case.

The hon. secretary of the N.M.C.F.U.,
Coventry branch, advises us that he lost

his attache case containing important

paperf. at the meet at the Stonebridge

Hotel on the 16th inst. It is thought
that this was taken by someone in mis-

take, and that this person will be glad

to know the address of its owner, which
is 32, King Eichard Street, Coventry.

Competition Hill Revisited.

E«f Mundy, the popular rider, is

now x>uring the country on behalf of the

A.C.'O. He is mounted on a Victory

model Matchless, shown on page 512,

which, although a new machine, satis-

fied Mundy as to its power on hiUs.

Being in Cheltenham, the ex-competi-

tion rider was tempted to test its capa-

bilities in some of the Colmore Cup
trial hills on the CotswoUs, and as the
weather and road conditions are now
similar to those under which the Col-
more Cup was run in pre-war days, he
made a short diUiur to take in Gambles
Lane (Rising Sun Hill), which he found
in a very bad condition. Notwithstand-
ing, Mundy tells us that the Matchless
" went up like a bird." It is in revisiting

such hills as CJambles Lane that the old

competition rider leuews the thrills of

achievement of bv-gone davs.

£80 Sidecai.

The writer of " Answers to Corre-

spondents " in a provincial daily evidently

has a wrong idea of values. He mentions

the price of a 7-9 h.p. machine .as £80,

or .with sidecar £160. We extend our

sympathy. VVe, too, know the difficulty

of answering correspondence outside our

special sphere. Only last week we were

asked to give legal advice concerning

divorce proceedings !

Unusual Incident in Dublin.

Two R.A.F. lieutenants had an uii-

ple,.sant experience recently in Dublin.

Thev were being driven in a sidecar by

a sergeant of the R.A.F. when they came
into conflict with a crowd watching a

funeral cortege. Misunderstanding the

instructions of a constable on point duty,

the sergeant did not stop, and the on-

lookers expressed themselves very strongly

on what they considered to be an

intrusion among the mourners. The
sergeant was dragged from the machine,

and sticks were brandished over the

heads of the officers. Some members of

the crowd took the machine *>_ the

quay wall and dropped it into the Liffey.

Special jFeatures.

THE MOTOR SCOOTER,
SOME SPEED SENSATIONS.

THE ENGINE OF THE SIDICAR.

Levis Prices.

The price of the Popular 2i h.p. Levis

is now £44 13s.

A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

This annual reliability trial, as

already stated, will be arranged from a

centre in Wales next August or

September. In framing the regulations

special attention will be paid to light-

weights and low-priced machines.

Sale of Motor Cycles at Colchester.

A two days' sale of motor cars, motor
cycles, bicycles, and accessories was_ held

at the newly opened motor repository,

Maidenburgh Street, Colchester, by Mr.
Hany Reeman. A Rover combination

Douglas £49, 1914 Sunbeam combination

£95, and an Enfield combination £95.

The next sale will take place on Thursday,
April 10th.

Birmingham N.M.C.F.U. meet last week-end. Inset, Mr.

Murray, the hon. sec. of the Birmingham Centre, addressing

the members from the Stonebridge Hotel on the " Ways and

Communications Bill."
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Found.

Mr. A. G. Laverack, of 123, Hewett
Ecid, Harringay, has in his possession
four pairs of new Aero piston rings for
different engines, which he found in

Palmer's Green.

[.C. and A.C. Trial.

A permit has been granted to the Mid-
Jland Cycle and Athletic Club to hold an
Popen one-day trial on Saturday, June
28th. Maj. Duke has been invited to act
as steward for the A.C.U.

The Essex Motor Club.

The Essex Motor Club are holding a
dinner at Frascati's Eestaurant on Satur-
rday, April 5th. We are asked specially to
faiention that all membeis who have served
jRn H.M. Forces are invited to the dinner.

Light Cars and the A.C.U.

Maj. A. M. Low, Messrs. A. V. Ebble-
white, J. W. G. Brooker, and E. M. P.
Boileau have been appointed to represent
the A.C.U. on the K.A.C. Competitions
Committee on matters connected with
light cars.

Sale of U.S.A. Government rvlotor Cycles.

The United States Liquidation Com-
mission have directed that fifty-eight
sidecar outfits be sold by auction at the
s.ile rooms of the Grahame^White Co., Ltd.,
London Aerodrome, Hendon, on Tuesday,
April 1st, at 11 a.m. These macliines will
be on view Friday, Saturday, and Monday
prior to sale. It is announced that sales
will take place every Tuesday fortnight.

A Trial ol Stock Machines.
On several occasions attempts have

been made to organise a trial for
standard motor cycles as sold to the
public, and the Auto-Cycle Union has

' iieen asked more than once to run its

Sis Days Trials for this type alone. Lip
to the present, however, nothing has been
done in the matter, as it was felt that
the A.C.U. was a body the object of
which was to improve the breed of the

- motor cycle, and that it should do its

utmost to encourage progress as far as
possible; consequently the Union gladly
accepted entries from makers of their
next year's models, which would not,
at , the time be sold to the general

.
public.

This is stUl the general feeling, but
the suggestion, which was made by a
prominent manufacturer the other day,
is a good one, and the A.C.U. should
not lose sight of the fact that a stock
machine trial would be one of con-
siderable value, and whenever it may be
possible to arrange such an event, it

would be exceedingly beneficial both to
trade and pubhc to do so.

In our opinion, such a competition
would best take the form of a one-day

.,trial of motor cycles chosen from, manu-
fncturers' stocks of new machines ready

j.for delivery to the public. Such com-
Epetitions have been run with considerable
Isnccess in America, and might well be
liBqnally successful in this country. A
ftrial of this nature would eliminate
{departures from standard practice intro-

Educed for a specially arduous trial, and
fa good idea of the performances of the
^standard makes in skilful hands would
Ithen be available to the public.
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AN ELECTRIC BATH CHAIR.
This little runabout is intended primarily for the use of invalids or for pleasure purposes

on good roads. It is driven by an electric motor through a chain to one of the road wheels,

and has two speeds and a reverse. The battery is capable of propelling the machine from
twenty to thirty miles without recharging. The frame is of steel and the seats are supported

on spiral springs.

A New Route.

The county of Notts is to receive

£100,000 of the ten million grant by the
Government to the cost of road and
bridge repairs. Of this sum £50,000 is

to be spent in completely resurfacing the
road from Nottingham to Bawtry with
Tarmac. Sections of the road near Ret-
ford, over-grown with grass, have only
recently been re-opened by the county
council, thus giving Nottingham a direct

route to the Great North Eoad.

Bat Redivivus.

After having been dormant for several

years during the war, the Bat filotor

Manufacturing Co. is again taking up the

manufacture of motor bicycles. Mr. T.

H. Tessier will no longer be connected
with the firm, but he has been of con-

siderable assistance to it in the process

of reorganising, while Mr. S. T. 'Tessier,

his son, wiU be responsible for the design

and production of Bat motor bicycles m
the future. Bat motor bicycles have
been on the market continuously since

190/?, and it is pleasing to note that this

well-known name will again figure in the

motor cycle world, and thatone of the

Tessier family, so long connected with this

make, will remain a member of the firm.

S. T. Tessier, who has been serving his

King and country through the whole
period of the war, was a consistent and
successful exponent of Bat motor bicycles

up to 1914. Two models will be manu-
factured—an 8 h.p. sidecar combination,
price £135, and a two-speed 5 h.p. solo

machine, price £90.

The Late Dr. W. "Watson.

It is with great regret that we learn

of the death of Professor W. Watson,
D.Sc, C.M.G., F.R.S., of the Imperial
College of Science and 'Technology, South
Kensington, formerly chairman of the

Expert and Technical Committee of the
Royal Automobile Club, and a well-known

authority on scientific matters, including
internal combustion engines. Dr. Watson
was one of those brilliant scientists who
lent his aid to the motor cycle movement,
and acted as one of the judges in the

A.C.U. Silencer Trials of 1907 and 1913.

He was a delightful man, and one whose
ability could be hardly guessed in the

course of a conversation, but his work
for his country has been most valuable,

and in no small way contributed to his

early death, which was hastened by his

experiments in poison gases. Early in the
war he was gazetted Temp. Lt.-Col. , and
became Director of the Central Labora-
tory, General Headquarters, France.

The Arbuthnot Trophy.

Considerable progress has been made in

the organisation of this competition, and
very valuable assistance has been rendered
by officers of the R.N. undergoing training

at Cambridge University. The prime
mover of the " Cambridge Navy " is

Sub.-Lt. Glen Kidstone, R.N., who served

with the late Rear Admiral Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot in H.M.S. Orion.

It has been decided that the competition

will extend over two days, will be held

in the West of England, and will be open
to solo motor cycles only, so as to empha-
sise the sporting side of the pastime. The
competition will run to a broad schedule,

and a winner will be decided on reliability

and performance in a flexible hill-climb.

In working out the results the cubical

capacity of the engines will also be taken
into consideration. These technical detail.";

are in the able hands of Major A. M.
Low, R.A.F., and Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite.
The actual venue of the competition will

be announced later, as will also be the

exact date, though it has been decided

to hold the event in July. The entry-

fees are £1 Is.

Full particulars can be obtained from
the secretary, the Auto-Cycle LTnion, 83,

Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.
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Hamilton and District M.C.C.

An etfort is being maje by the late

lion, sec, Mr, J. Law, to reorganise the

Hamiltoa Club. Interested motor cyclists

should communicate with this gentleman
at Carmaben, Low Waters, Hamilton.

Woolwich M.C.C. (Ladies' Section).

1 ho increasing number of giii motor
cyclists on solo mounts is noticeable in

S. Loudon. A ladies' section of the Wool-
wich club has been formed by Mrs.
Hardee. Mr. Collier, sen. (of Matchless
fame), is presenting a cup for competition,
ladies' section r. men's section.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Ai tivitics were recently resumed by the
holding of a general meeting. Mr. John
li'jers wa£ elected president ; Messrs.
Sadler, Scott, McAdams, Armstrong, vice-

presidents ; Messrs. Close and Randall,
hon. sees. ; Mr. J. Gilchrist, captain

;

and Mr. F. Nixon, vice-captain. It was
agreed to protest against the Transport
Bill. Twenty-five new members were
elected.

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C.

A dan<-e has been arranged to be held
in the Chelsea Towji Hall on April 11th.
'Tickets |3s.) obtainable from the hon. sec,
Mr. T. L-'tfeaty, 7, \'ale Terrace, King's
Road. Chelsea. A temporary fixture list,

covering April and May, has been
arranged, and includes the following:
April 20th. run to Guildford; April 27th,
Leathcrhcad ; JIny 4th, Merstham ; May
18th, Dorking. .Members leave the Fox
and Hounds, Putney, at 10.45 a.m. It
is hoped to organise picnic runs diu-ing
the summer. Captain of motor cycle
section, Mr. A. E. Littlelxiy, 8. Fulham
Park Garden, S.W.6.

Cork and District M.C.C.
Good weather favoured the Cork and

District -M.C.C. for its lirst post-war
trial, which was held on St. Patrick's
Day, for which there were twenty-seven
entrants on machines ranging from a
Baby Levis to 7 h.p. Indians. A secret
check five and a half miles from the start
caught a lew compttitors napping, and
Whitaker (1913 T.T. Triumph) tell foul
of a cow and suffered minor damages.
Diiggan (6 h.p. Enfield sc.) was late at
the finish, and was reported held up with
a broken chain, while Swanton (3^ h.p.
Indian sc.) was also in trouble with his
sidecar connections. Subject to con-
firmation by the Club Committee the
results were as follows : 1st, M. J.
Hegarty (Baby Levis), New Hudson cup
and medal ; 2nd, J. P. Frost (6 h.p. En-
field sc), sidecar prize; E. B. Russell
(4 h.p Triumph), club prize; H. C. John-
son (ZJ h.p. Revere), lightweight prize

;

W. P. Musgrave (4 h.p. Triumph sc),
novice prize; R. Barrett (6 h.p. Enfield
sc). President's prize.

"yuture "Events.
Mar. S7.~y.M.C.F.U., Leeds. W/iist

Drive and Dame.
Mar. JO.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Itun to

Matlock.
Mar. 30.—Manchefler M.C. Fally.
Mar. 30.— Wootwic/i, I'luin.steaa , and Dis

trict M.C. Hill-climb.

Ai)ril .'j.—Birminr/ham M.C.C. Oiieniiirj

Run to Stratf(trd-on-A ran.

April 5.—Cuniberland County M.C.C.
Sj^fcial Mcetimj, Crmrn, and Miire
Hotel, Carlisle, at 6.30.

April .5.

—

Ks«ex Motor Club. Virtori/

Dinn'^r at Fra-^cati's, Oxford St., W.
.•ipril (j.—The M.C.C. Oiieninij liitn to

Hatfield.
April l>.— Woolwich, Plumslead , and Dis

trict M.(.'. Non-stop Trial from
Knochholt to Laniherhurst and Bach.

April .9.—Liverpool M.C. Annual
Meetinej, Laic Association- Sooms.

.ipril 9.— YorL- and District M.C. Open-
ing Bun to Farndale.

April ll.—CarlijU C. and M.C.C. (Chel-
sea). Dance at Chelsea Town H<dl.

April IS.—Liverpool M.C. Opening Run.
.April 13.—Essex M.C. Opening Run.
.-April IS.—Darlingtqn B. and M.C. Open-

ing Run.
April 20.—Carlyle C. and M.C.C. (Chel-

sea). Run to Guildjord.

Manchester M.C.

The opening rally and reunion of

members will be at the Swan Hotel,
Bucklow Hill, at 2.30 p.m., on Sunday,
March 30th.

Active members (old and new), as well
as prospective members, are particularly
invited to turn up to arrange for the
season's programme. The honorary secre-

tary is Mr. Fred A. Eltoft, 133, Oswald
Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

Essex M.C.
A Victory dinner has been arranged

by the above club, to be held at Frascati's
Restaurant, Oxford Street, W., on Satur-
day evening, April 5th, and it is hoped
that as many members and friends as pos-
sible will take this opportunity of being
present. It has been decided that all

members on the club's books in August,
1914, who have served in His Majesty's
.\rmy, Navy, or Air Force, either abroad
or at home, shall receive a free invitation,'

and the honorary secretary requests that
all who are so entitled shall apply to
him for tickets not later than the "29th
inst., at "Holme Villa," Algers Road,
Loughtun, Other tickets can be obtained
either from the honorary secretary, or
from Mr. F. A. Applebee at 208, Great
Portland Street, W., at 8s. 6d. each. An
excellent musical programme is being
arranged.
The opening run will take place on

April 13th,
^
leaving the headquarters,

"The Eagle,' Snaresbrook, at 11 a.m.

Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwick-
shire A.C.

This club is resuming activities. It has

a large potential membership, and it is

hoped shortly to revive the Colmore cup
trial. The secretary is Mr. F. W.
Finnemore, C.A., 122, Colmore^ Row,
Birmingham.

Glasgow M.C.C.

Before the war the Glasgow M.C.C.
was one of the largest in the kingdom. It

has, unfortunately, lost a consi^lersible

number of members on service, including

its energetic and popular secretary, Mr.

E. W. Theim. The club is now being

reorganised.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

About fifty members attended the recent

general meeting, and it was apparent

that the revival of the club created very

keen interest. A gi'eat deal of trouble

had been taken by several energetic mem-
bers to collect and clean, the trophies and

cups for the meeting, which undoubtedly

had the effect of stimulating interest in

the club. A committee nucleus has been

elected, and a further meeting has been

called this week to frame a programme,
which will include competitions and social

events. The following officers have been

elected ; President, Sir Hallewell Rogers,

M.P. ; hon. sec. and organiser, E. C. F.

Boydell, 93, John Bright Street, Birming-

ham ; hon. treasurer, J. Parman ; captain,

H. Warden. The headquarters of the club

are at the Mermaid Hotel, Stratford

Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

The Motor Cycling Club.

^Members are again reminded of the

opening run to the Red Lion Hotel,

Hatfield, to take place on April 6th.

Those desiring luncheon must apply for

tickets beforehand to Mr. A. C. Arm-
strong, 7, Rosebery Avenue, B.C. 4.

The Motor Cycling Club . held two
concerts last week, which mark the be-

ginning of its new phase of activity

after the war. The first, last Wednesday,
followed a dinner given to past and
present members of tne committee. The
other concert took place in the Queen's
Hall on Friday, night, and was attended
by some 1,200 people. It was quite the

largest affair of this nature which has
ever beeii held by a motor cycling club.

The programme, as may be expected, was .^

a first-class one, and the evening was /

thoroughly enjoyed by the large audience *

which was present.

In the course of the performance a
collection was made for St. Dunstan's
Hostel for Blinded Soldiers and Sailors,

and -a goodly sum was realised for this

deserving institution. Quite a number
of well-known motor cyclists were present.
The chair was taken by Lt.-Col. Cliarlea

Jarrott, C.B.E". R.A.F., president of the
M.C.C.
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DUNLOP MOTOR CYCLE

TUBES.

FOUR IMPORTANT POINTS

:

1 Every tube, is moulded to the

exact shape of the cover.

There's no undue stress at any
point of the tube when it is

under pressure.

Each size and each section is

designed to fit the appropriate

cover perfectly.

Each tube is of full section

2.

3.

4.
size.

Good tubes these ! The same care

is given to their manufacture as

to Dunlop rubber-studded motor
cycle covers.

Prices for tubes of the following

sizes

:

26x2"

Endless 8/9

Butt-ended 11/9

26x2i^" 26x2^'
(to fit 21" rim)

10/3 11/9

1 3/3 1 5/-

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneumatio Tyre Industry,

P«r« Milli, Aston Grots, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON
Talepbone -

146, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.I,
5375 & 5376 Hoi born.

Are you playing a DUNLOP GOLF BALLP
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NORTON 16
T.T. 3 SPEED.

The unapproachable Norton.

THE exhilaration of great speed ;

the comfort of ample strength

;

the certainty of complete reliability

;

the pride of a fine possession-

all this is the lot of the man who's

lucky enough to own a Norton.

NORTON MOTORS, LTD..
PHILLIPS STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
London Aeenta : G. B. BARTLETT & Co., 74, Gl Portlana St

Tn an^wtring this advertisement it Is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A scene at the start of the Cork and District M.C.C. opening trial. This was the first o{

the post-war trials to be held in the United Kingdom.

Wath and District M.C.C.

The opening run of the above club will

be to the Dnkeries on Friday, April 18th.

Hon. sec, Mr. W. W. Eve"rs, 8, Sandy-
gate, Wath-on-Dearne.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

The committee of this club has arranged
to hold a special meeting at the club's

headquarters, Crown and Mitre Hotel,

Carlisle, on Saturday, April 5th, at 5.30

p.m. All motor cyclists are invited. Hon.
sec, Mr. T. Rutherford, 15, Blackfriars

Street, Carlisle.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

Fixtures include a run to Richmond on
April IBth and to Scarborough on April

20th. The start is from the Clock Tower,
Roundhay Park. The hon. sec. is Mr. T.

W. Lancaster, 7, Evelyn Street, Chapel-
town Road, Leeds.

Liverpool M.C.

A very successful concert was held on

March 19th at St. iMargarefs Hall, Park
Way, Liverpool, under the auspices of the

Liverpool JI.C. There were about 300

people present, and a very entertaining

programme was arranged by ilr. G.
Freeman.
Mr. S. W. Phillpott, president of_ the

club, addressed the assembly. The Liver-

pool INLC, he said, is the outcome of an
amalgamation of four Liverpool motor
clubs : the Mersey (Liverpool) JLC, the

Liverpool Amateur M.C.C, the Liverpool

A.C.C., and the Liverpool Volunteer

M.C.C. The funds of each of these clubs

had been put together, and were now in

the hands of the Liverpool M.C, which
is affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union and
associated with the Royal Automobile
Club, and gives the full advantage of each

of these governing bodies, in addition to

their own advantages.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The annual general meeting of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
wiU be held to-morrow (Friday) at the

Towers, Warwick Road, Coventry, by
kind permission of the C. and M.C.M. and
T.U., Ltd.

This meeting wiU, in effect, be the

revival of this well-known club, the

activities of which have necessarily been
restricted during the past few years. It

is hoped that all present and prospective

members will make a point of attending.

It has been decided that the first fifty

new members will be admitted without
payment of an entrance fee, and that the

annual subscription for all members shall

be 10s. 6d. Forms of application for

membership may be had from the hon.

sec, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Mr. Edward Manville, M.P., has kindly
consented to be president for the year.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The opening run to Stratford-on-Avon
on Saturday, April 5th, is open to all

motor cyclists, members and non-members,
and it is hoped there wiU be a huge
muster.
To add more interest to this run it is

decided to couple with it a speed judging
test, to be held on a section of road on
the outward journey. Silver prizes will

be awarded both io members and non-
members.
The start will take place at 3 p.m. from

the Nag's Head, Hockley Heath, Strat-

ford Road, ten miles from Birmingham.
There will be no entry fees.

It is essential that all motor cyclists

who intend to participate should send
their names and addresses to the hon.

sec, Mr. W. H. Egginton, 76, Earlsbury
Gardens, Birchfields, Birmingham, not
later than March 29th, to enable suitable
arrangements to be made.

> ^o«»-<-

The A.C.U. Sixteenth Annual Report.
THE war work of the A.C.U. has been

constantly referred to in The Motor
Cycle. According to the Sixteenth

Annual Report, just to hand, the Union
is at the beginning of another chapter
in its career, and tne opportunity which
is now presented to make it an even
greater force for justice and freedom in

the cause of the motor cycle than in

pre-war days has been fully appreciated
by the Committee.
The A.C.U. is well aware of the value

of united and organised effort by all

bodies representative of automobilism.
The Union has regularly attended all the
General Motor Conferences which have
been held since the autumn of 1915, and
ia directly represented on the Motor
Legislation Committee. The immediate
objects of this co-operation have been

- the removal of war restrictions on the

use of motor vehicles, restoring the roads,

and a plentiful supply of fuel.

The A.C.U. has gone ahead well as

regards membership since the war
'" fimshed, and at the time of writing the
;~ total paid-up membership numbers 15,859.

• No elections have occurred since 1916-17.

so that in the current year a new Com-
mittee will be elected. Almost the last

work of the retiring Committee has been

to provide for meetings of the General

Committee being held in provincial

centres as well as in London, and this

scheme will be submitted to the new
Committee for consideration and approval.

Appreciation of the Motor Messengers.

Briefly referring to the war work of the

Union, it may be mentioned that the

total mileage covered by the A.C.U.
Motor Messenger Detachment of the

R.A.C War Service was 192,768 miles.

The Service has now been suspended, and

the following is an extract from a letter

received from the G.P.O. :

" The Postmaster General desires me to

take this opportunity of expressing his

appreciation of the great services rendered

to the Post Office during a time of

national emergency, and he asks that you
will be so good as to convey his thanks

to aU those concerned- who have so effici-

ently assisted him in maintaining the

Telegraph service often under trying con-

ditions."

The report concludes by eulogising the

work of the motor cyclists in the British

Army, and the Union is proud of their

success, because, long before the war, it

recognised the military value of the motor

cycle.

Much Touring but no T.T.

Naturally the Touring Department of

the Union is engaged in preparing for a

busy time in the coming season, and is

revising its hotel and repairers' appoint-

ments. Unfortunately, it has been im-

possible to issue a 1919 edition of the
' Touring Guide," but it is hoped to

publish a supplement embodling up-to-date

information during the summer.
The Technical Committee has done a

great amount of work in examining second-

hand cars for prospective purchasers, and
a " catalogue reference library " has been

installed embracing the catalogues of all

motor cycle manufacturers.

So far as competitions are concerned,

the committee regret that, in fairness to

the British motor cycle trade generally,

they have not seen their way to holding

the Tourist Trophy Race in 1919.

Arrangements, however, are being rnade

to resume the annual Six Days' Trials,

and every encouragement will be given

to clubs to revive their sporting activities.

The A.C.U. accounts for the year show

a aatisfactorv balance sheet and a surplus

of nearly £i91.

,B3I
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IMPROVING THE SIDECAR OUTFIT.
The best sidecar macliinc specificalion in the Suggestions Competition invited in connectiov with our ' Which Type " referendum.

IN
the sidecar class Uie ideas submitted were not so profuse

with regard to the actual sidecar improvements, most of

the suggestions affecting the cycle unit, the requirements

of whit-h naturally differ greatly from those of the solo

machine. The winner of this section is Major P. H. Lewis,

R.E., who details a very complete specification, which is

given below.

1. A rustless finish throughout can be obtained as under :

(aj All bolts, screws, and nuts (except those Inside the engine

and gear box, which are always under oil), brake rims and
drums, belt pulleys, footrests, pedal levers, and other parts

which are liable to friction or abrasion, to be made of

stainless steel ; (6) rims, either aluminium alloy {e.g., Roman
rims) or stainless steel ; (c) mudguards of aluminium—they

could be of a solid construction without being very different

in weight, either way, from steel guards : enamel is seldom

satisfactory on sheet metal, as it cracks at the edges, and

is also affected by bending of the sheets ; [d) handle-bars,

hubs, hand levers, and otlier suitable parts to be covered

with celluloid, as on the Rudge ; (e) enamel is satisfactory

for the frame members ; (/) waterproof hubs, with large

lubricators designed to take the nozzle of a grease gun

;

{g) plating is only suitable for springs, and these should be

enclosed in leather gaiters and packed with grease.

2. Crank case and gear box should be integral, the base

carrying m one casting the gear box, clutch, kick starter

mechanism (only the crank and pedal being exposed), first

step of the transmission (which should be by gearing, to avoid

the necessity for adjustment), oil sump, pump, and lubricating

arrangements for gears as well as engine. The whole power
unit, in running order, should be readily removable from
the frame.

3. The tank should be of the saddle type, and about
lOin. wide towards the front, tapering to the rear. A tool-

box should be built in one with the tank, on the top at

the widest part. Toolbox to be about 10in.xl0in.x3in.

Saddle tank, embodying toolbox,

deep, sheet metal outside, lined wood, with wooden pockets

to hold all necessary tools and small spares. The lid to be
fitted with a transparent top, and form a map case, so that

the map can be read from the saddle without opening
the case.

4. Tank capacity should be 2^- gallons for a medium or

heavy weight, the oil being carried in the crank case sump;
the last half-gallon of fuel to be available only on turning

on a second tap.

5. Filler cap should be at least 2in. in diameter, and
towards the rear on the right-hand side of the tank top
(the sidecar being' on the left). This is for convenience
of filling.

6. The number of sizes of nuts to be reduced to a mini-
mum, and all should bo placed so that they can be dealt
with by an ordinary spanner. One small four-size spanner
and one large double-ended loop spanner (for plugs, valve
caps, etc.) should be enough to deal with all nuts.

7. Disc wheels.
8. Automatic spark control. There is a definite correct

spark timing for every engine speed in a given engine, and
this should not require to be controlled by the rider. Mag-
netos have been made already with automatic control.

9. Mechanical lubrication, giving forced feed from a
crank case sump to all parts of the engine and gear box ;

the whole arrangement contained within the power unit.
10. Rear mudguard should be extra wide and shallow,

built on to the carrier, and continuous at its front end
with an undershield. The undershield should close all the
space between the footboards, to which it is fastened,
curve up in front of the crank case, and also extend into
leg shields, as on the Sunbeam.

B32

11. The combined magneto and lighting dynamo should

be enclosed in the flywheel. A complete set of e^lectnc

lamps should be fitted, the head light having a double

filament bulb; the high-power filament to be connected so

that it is only run by the dynamo. When the dynamo is

cut out, the bulbs kept running by the battery should all

be of low consumption—hence the battery can be small.

Rear guard, undershield, and
leg shield integral.

12. Elimination of clips, small bolts, and nuts and screws,

for securing accessories, control levers, etc., i.e., accessories

built as part of the machine, is very desirable.

13. The sidecar to be fitted with quick detachable fit-

tings, using brazed lugs on the bicycle. When the sidecar

is detached, there should be no loose fittings left on the
bicycle, and the latter must be immediately fit to ride

solo {e.g., if the battery is carried on the sidecar, it must
be capable of being transferred in a few seconds to the

bicycle). The sidecar should be regarded as an accessory.

14. Single lever carburetter.

15. Half compression device operated automatically by
pressure on the kick-starter.

16. Spring frame—the rear wheel bein^ carried in a rigid

triangular frame pivoting on a substantial bearing at the

bottom bracket—this being the only pivot on which the
rigidity of the frame depends. Carrier to be sprung.

17. Chain drives to be by "silent" chain.

18. Belt drives. Minimum belt sizes: 3^ h.p., lin. ;

5-6 h.p., l^in. ; 7-9 h.p., l^in.

19. Tyre sizes: 3^ h.p., 2iin. or 650x65 mm.; sidecars

of higher power, 28in. x 3in.

The two main elements ol a flywheel magneto.

20. Silent valve gear; fibre caps on the lappets.
21. Helically cut gear wheels—for silence.

22. Gear control—more particularly for a two-speed

—

should be by means of a handle-bar lever fitted with a retain-
ing catch, as with the >>resent handle-bar clutch control, but
with three positions—lever down, high speed ; middle posi-

tion, neutral ; lever up, low gear. This control is more
particularly for gears susL as the Enfield, which have a non-
positive engagement,! ana so replace the clutch. An alterna-
tive control might be by toe and heel pedal.
The outstanding features of these suggestions clearly indi-

cate the more urgent problems requiring attention, which
are (a) better mudguarding, (bj rustproof finish, (c) more
substantial bearing construction, (dj improved transmission
systems, and (ej standai-disation of small parts such as

nuts, etc. These apply equally to the solo and sidecar

mounts. As regards the sidecar, the more
.

prominent features

are (a) the method of attachment to machines, (bJ springing,
(cj accommodation, and (dj ground clearance.
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SAFETY FIRST
Immunity from accident does not exist

;

but the finajicial consequences are entirely

covered by the MOTOR UNION Insurance

Policy.

The motorist who drives an uninsured Motor

Cycle is endangering his bank balance.

'Phone . Regent 2200 or send a card for particulars to

wmgm
mrnm

/Fi^^
^

^^iSf/

ID, ST. JAMES'S STREET, LONDON, S.W.i.

Under the auspices of the

HHQBaEJEIQQHHGlQaEISCnaQaQQBQQBBBBBBBBBEBBQBBaBa aBBBBBBBBBBBBDBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBa

In answering this advertisement it in desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B33
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BIG THREE RIB
Motor Cycle Rims.

Each.

Heavy Passenger 26 x 2J . . . .S 1 s. 3d.
26 X 2i 53s. 6d.

Voiturette Rims.

650 X 65 £3 6 O each.

Also Rubber Studded
Pattern.

A NEW TYRE
FOR EASTER.

Start the Season well. Now is the

time to look over your Tyres, and if

you have any doubt about them—fit

new ones.

It will repay you in extra pleasure and

comfort, and tyre troubles so often met

with at the beginnmg of the Season

will not be your troubles,

THE BIG THREE RIB

t

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70, Basinghall Street,

London, E.C.2.

IS a perfect tyre

made in varying

weights and sizes suitable for various

uses.

of Hutchinson make

in every way, and

SEND FOR THE
HUTCHINSON TYRE

CATALOGUE.

THE TYRE WITH TsHlME LIVES'
ft

B.?4 In oiuwerinif this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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A Commentary based upon Impressions formed after Chats with Manufacturers
since the Signing of the Armistice.

Conditions Wpiile a certain number of motor cycle

of Overseas makers in this country axe already export-
Trade, ing a proportion of. their machines, there

appears a tendency at the present time

for the majority to overlook the urgency for re-

newing their export business. With one or two

exceptions,- they appear to be content to try to cope
with the home demand, which they consider will give

them far less trouble. Although regrettable, this is

perhaps only natural at a time when outputs could be
disposed of several times over to buyers in the home
countr)' and, while it may not be the soundest business

policy, it is tlie easiest, and, sad to relate, the British

motor cycle industry seems to lean toward the line of

least resistance.

There are several other reasons, however, why
the British motor cycle maker will be late in

entering Overseas markets. First, conditions have
altered since the makers had their last business

dealings with colonial buyers, and much preliminary

work in connection with arranging agencies will be

necessary. Secondly, Overseas business has not been
entirely satisfactory in the. past. Thirdly, makers
wish to restart their export business on new lines.

Fourthly, there is a great deal of trouble in con-
nection with shipping and Government Departments.
Finally, there is the question of packing in closed cases

at a time when suitable labour is not easily obtainable

and timber at a premium and difficult to secure.

cji $ C33

Depletion EvEX with the home markets, the makers
of Office have not settled down to proper business
Staffs. methods—office staffs have to be re-

organised ; there are still many gaps
in their organisations which they are keeping open
for their old servants who are still with the Colotirs,

and they are content to " carry on " as best .they can
for the time being and dispose of their output to those

British agents who "worry- them" most.

From the foregoing, it must not be thought that

Overseas trade is being neglected, but rather that

up to the present makers have not had time seriously

to consider the matter. The question of the moment
is output, and they can sell all they can make at

home without much assistance from their sales organ-

isations which, at the present time, only exist in a
nucleus state.

It must not be forgotten that, during the war,

oiBce staffs were more disorganised tiian works
persontiel, and such persons as export managers were
among the first to join the Colours or have their

Much Ground

to be

Regained,

services diverted into channels more useful to a

country at war. Many companies to-day find great

difficulty in answering foreign and colonial corre-

spondence for the reason that the men who handled
it in pre-war days are not now with them. The
export packers, too, left the packing shops to meet
the Government's call for wood-workers for the con-

struction of aeroplanes. Many of them are now skilled

men in the latter line, and will not go back to packing,

which comes under the semi-skilled class of work for

which lower rates of wages prevail.

ijj tj] tji

Under these circumstances, it is easy

to understand why the average manu-
facturer procrastinates where Overseas

trade is concerned, especially when the

old Colonial buyers, having experienced the different

methods of American makers during the war, make
certain demands relating to supplies of spare parts and
alterations to standard design.

It is perhaps only human for the maker to hesitate

at the present time, when Overseas business means .

so much preparation to be satisfactory and the results

are not likely to accrue until the next financial year.

Makers have lost several months in this financial year,

and it is only natural that, to satisfy their shareholders,

they wish to make up for lost ground in the quickest

possible manner—and that is in the home trade. -

cj] C23 ts:

Against such a policy much can be said,

and we think that, when it becomes
absolutely necessary for the makers to

find Overseas outlets for their products,

they will experience considerable trouble in recaptur-

ing markets which are in danger of being lost. The
far-seeing business man appreciates that now is the

time to lay the foundations of future success, and is

catering for Empire trade by exporting a certain pro-

portion of his output, even if he makes less profit on
it than upon sales in Great Britain. The loss, if loss

it can be termed, he will suffer this year will be very

small in proportion to the amount it will cost to enter

the Overseas field a few years hence.

For these reasons—and also because we know
the Overseas buyer deserves the same consideration as

the home buyer—^we recommend every motor
cycle maker in this country who has suitable Overseas

models to look further ahead than he is wont to do.
" Sufficient unto the day " should not be the motto of

the motor cycle industry of this country.

B35.

A Better and

More Far-

sighted Policy,
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A Selection of Letters from Readers scaffered all over tlie World.

British Motor Cycles in Canada.
Mb. W.\i.i.ace K. W'ajine, 423, Annette Street, West

Toronto, Canada, writes ; " As the fact that I advertised for
a Triumph motor cycle has already been proclaimed in the
rages 01 the ' Rlue 'Uii,' it may interest you to l<now how
wan impressed by tlie machine—a 1913 three-speed model

—

which came into my possession.
• I suppose this machine would now be considered somewhat

antiquated in the Homeland, but it had seen very little
service, and proved to be in excellent condition. A.s winter
set in shortly after I bought it, I ran it down into the cellar,
and proceeded to acquaint myself with its internals. I found
everything in such good order that, beyond removing carbon,
I was unable to effect any improvenient. Meantime, my
admiration for British workmanship was considerably
enhanced.
"Before reassembling, I had the cylinder nickel-plated— its

appearance being thereby greatly improved—and inserted
closely coiled aluminium wire between the (ins to assist
radiation. I also removed the pedals and chain, and fitted
an extra pair of footrests in tlieir pUTce, which served to
modernise the appearance of the machine and gave me the
option of several changes of position when riding.

" I quickly took exception to the method of releasing cranli
case pressure through the centre of the engine pulley, which
sprinkled me liberally with oil, and drilled and tapped a hole
in the rear of the cylinder neai- the base. Into this, by means
of a small brass union, I fitted a piece of -^in. copper tubing
through which the oil spray is blown on to the ground,
resulting in a remarkably clean engine.
"Another 'stunt' I adopted was to pack the inside of the

alve springs with waste, which I occasionally saturate with
oil. This not only lubricates the stems, but protects them
from dust and mud, and keeps them in fine condition.

" I have ridden the machine 4,178 miles. Oil consumption
was less than one and a half gallons, and a gallon of petrol
fenerally carried me 125 miles. My only troubles were a
roken rear axle and a carrier, which persistently mis-

behaved, breaking at different times in no fewer than tour
places. The engine cannot be too highly praised. It ran
from beginning to finish absolutely without attention, I did
not even have to decarbonise it.

" While I consider the Triumph an excellent mount for solo
work on good roads, I must endorse the common idea that,
for all-round use over all kin<ls of Canadian roads, a machine
in the neighbourhood' of 8 h.p. is necessary. A sidecar,
with telescopic axle, is desirable for serious touring, as it
i« often almost impossible to negotiate deep sand or badly
rutted roada on a siingle-track machine. That we must have
pring frames, ample ground clearance, extra strong wheels,
and large tyres goes without saying.

" I found your ' Reconstruction Number ' most interesting,
and am very pleased to note that British manufacturers are
at last evincing some interest in the Canadian market along
the lines I have previously advocated.

" I wish Tht Molar Cycle the success it unquestionably
merits, and hope before long to see numbers of British
machines that have hitherto been strangers to us."

Eighteen Months on Electrical Henderson.
Mr. C. Russell, Sydney. N.S.W., writes: "I decided to

sell my light car and buy a Henderson, mainly because I
leave home on Sunday n-o»Tiing at six o'clock for a day's
fishing, and require something to climb clifis, traverse
bush paddocks, and do general acrobatics. My wife, who
always accompanies me, was game to take 'the risk.'
We are still going strong

!

" Well, this is what I think of it. I use 760 x 90 mm.
tyres, and find the mudguard clearance insufficient. I have
scrapped the flapper bracket and tail light, and it takes
exactly three minutes to detach the back wheel. Also fitted
longer rockers on the front fork tips. The dynamo is perfect,
no trouble with lighting at any time. The chains stretch
considerably. I have used two so far. Schebler carburetter
good. The clutch was bad for the first few months. Then I
dished the leaves. It now works perfectly, and I do nearly
all driving on top gear. I can do 4 m.p.h. on top with the
clutch sbppmg evenly and smoothly. Of course, if I have to
start up on a 1 in 3, or steeper grade, I have to use low gear.
I have taken the engine down five times so far, not because
B3&

it needed it, but because of a habit I have. The piston tops

were very rough, so I have ground them level and polished
them ; consequently, now have less carbon. All bearings
are as new, and will probably outlast the frame. By the
way, 1 have had trouble with the steering head ball races. The
gear box (three-speed) is foolproof and gives no trouble, but
I would prefer a friction drive in conjunction with a cog drive

for starting and steep hills. Consumption, about 45 m.p.g. I

have heard that others get up to 90 m.p.g., but I cannot
do this on the roads I have to traverse.

"The outfit and sundries cost me £160, but compared with
a two-cylinder it was cheap.

" If 1 can ever procure an English four-cylinder, 28in.

wheels, grip control, foot clutch, foot brake, 10 h.p., good
mudguard clearance, it is mine ; but it may be another 100
years, alas!

"

Prices o£ New Machines.

Mn. E. F. Jenkins, of The Cape Times, Cape Town, S.A.,
writes :

" May I beg of you on behalf of colonial riders to
add to the good work you are doing on behalf of the motor
cycling movement by using your utmost influence with the
British manufacturers to keep their prices down to the
smallest possible figure? The prices of new machines as

announced in j'our columns have filled us with dismay, and
we are wondering what we shall be asked to pay for post-war
models. Portunatey for the English maker, the South African
agents of American motor bicycles seem to be slow in cutting
prices. £110 is the retail price of a 7 h.p. Harley-Davidson
solo. We have had to put up with American components for

a couple of years past and the result has been to enhance
the reputation of British goods, whose superiority in the way
of chains has been particularly marked. I would suggest
that the motor cycle manufacturers fix the prices, beyond
which their machines shall not be sold retail."

The Motor Cycle and American Riders.

Mk. a. Anderson, 630, Bingaman Street, Reading, Pa.,
U.S.A., writes: "While in the service of the United States
Army at the training school for motor cycle mechanics at
Pittsburg, I became acquainted with a man ^vho has been
getting your journal for four years. I do not recall his name,
but he gave me your New York address. I brought a copy
home with me, and the Reading Motor Cycle Club, of which
I am a member, voted at once to subscribe to it. We
are very pleased with it. As you know, Reading is the home
of the Reading Standard, and I believe you will admit it has
got some pep. Out of 200 members of the club 75% were
in the Service. We are one of the leading clubs in the
country for boosting the sport, and have a busy season in
front of us in the line of racing and endurance runs. We
are always on the lookout for something new, and that is

our reason for subscribing to The Motor Cycle. We find it

a change from our magazines at home.
" Well, I Jiave told you enough. . I hope if you find room

you will place this little expression in your paper."

Mr. Harold Burrow, of Dunedin, N.Z., aboard his Indian

sidecar. He was the winner ol a recent reliability trial from
Dunedin to Timaru and back, a distance of 258 miles.
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2i H.P. 2.STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT

An opportunity for Easter.
Those looking forward to the Easter holiday will find the Royal Ruby 2-stroke single-speed Lightweight just what they

are wanting. With the Royal Ruby special frame with Patent Safety Stays, Villiers 2i h.p. 2-stroke engine, Dunlop

motorcyciette 26in. x 2in. B.E. tyres, Dunlop belt, and Brooks saddle, it is, without question, at £40 nett casbj the

best value on the market;

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
CANNEL STREET. ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.
TelepJtones—City 3818

—

Central 1570. Telegrams—*' Machines, Manchester**

-THE CAMEO

-

A PERFECT WINDSCREEN
FOUR IMPORTANT POSITIONS.

1 . The favourite riding position.

2. Open ready for passenger.

3. Folded down when not in use.

4. Folded forward when not required

by passenger

THE SCREEN IS FLEXIBLE AND CAN
BE BOWED TO SUIT SIDECARS OF

VARYING WIDTHS.

TO GARAGES. Ensure deliveries by

ordering at once. You will be asked every day

for "CAMEO" WINDSCREENS.

PRICE, Screen only £2-15-0
„ with Side Valance,

as illustrated - - £3-0-0
PACKING AND DEUVERY FREE FROM STOCK.

TO MOTORISTS. Ask your Local Garage

to supply you. We vrill send to him at once

if not in stock. If you are buying a new oufit

have a " CAMEO " fitted.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees

:

OLLARD, WESTCOMBE & CO., Ltd.,

46-47, Great Charles Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone : Central 632. Telegrams: "Ollard, B'ham."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." EJ7
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Moior-cycle
—and Dunliills

Rayni<»id.

In an-^wfirinff these o^vertisetnents it

Goggles. Lamps
Oilskins. LegginiiS.

Ma or Clo hmg.
Wind Screens.

Generators. Grids.'

Sidecars.

Horns and Whistles

Speed Indicators.

Voltmeters.
Accumulators.
Batteries.

Lodge Plugs, etc.

Switches.
Valises.

Tool Kits.

Repair Kits.

Soldering Outfits.

Motor Oils.

Belts, etc.

Vulcanisers.

Etc, Etc

IT
is all very well to picture that whirl through the

countrvside as one long spell of nnbrdken pleasure,

but it is more practical to reflect on ths possibilities of

mishao and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with all these
" Motorities " which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively with " troubles. " It is not

crood to find yourself in difficulty lus! as the shades of

night are falling and you at a spot 'miles from any-

where." Be a "road-\VTse" motorist and equip yourself

fu'iy and efficiently at Dunh

Drop us a card as to what you re^jmre, anc

urn mil send you particulars and quotatJons.

LjlXYinW^ LIMITED

LONDON—359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I
Telephones 3405 and i-06 North.

GLASGOW—72, St. Vincent Street
Telephone— 7649 Central.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. BS5
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A SCOOTER C'^RTOON OF 1912

O^ TM S GooS«

Twelve years ago a mild enthusiasm was created by the advent of the motor scooter.

No one took it seriously, however, and we reproduce a sketch that appeared in

The Motor Cycle in the issue of March 2ist, 1912, humorously depicting the contortions

of a rider as he might appear In a scooter T-T. race.

ALUMINIUM ENGINES.
THE one direction in whicli there seems

promise of considerable improvement
in motor cycle design is that of

weiglit reduction. In trying to reduce tlie

weight of a macliine there could be no
better starting point than on the engine,

as this is tlie heaviest individual part.

Improved engines mean smaller engmes,
which in turn mean smaller and lighter

machines, as the frame, wheels, etc., have
less to carry.

When the price of aluminium comes
down again to a reasonahle figure—«Lnd
there is no reason why it should not be
even cheaper than in pre-war days

—

engines constructed mainly of aluminium
may be developed. It is an open question
whethei: aluminium cylinders need have
iron liners.

It would seem that if an aluminium
aUoy, having bearing properties like those
used for pistons, were used, the requisite
durability might be obtained without
liners.

It is said that with cast iron pistons

in aluminium cylinders the wear on the
cylinder walls certainly would be less than
tne wear on an aluminium piston in a
cast iron cylinder. Gudgeon pin bearings
directly on the aluminium of the piston

bosses are now successfully used, and the
pressure on these bearings is considerably
greater than the pressure on the cylinder

walls, though the surface speed, of course,

is naturally less. With cast iron pistons

in an alummium cylinder, exactly the

same bearing conditions as with alu-

minium pistons in a cast iron cylinder

prevail ; but as cast iron on cast iron has
good bearing properties it is not improb-
able that aluminium alloy would give

equally satisfactory results.

Before the wax experiments were being
made in this country with an " all-

aluminium " car engine, in which cylin-

ders, water jackets, crank case, pistons,

and even the valves were of aluminium
alloy. _ Vedette.

507

ROAD REPORTS.
West of England.—Wo have received

information that the following roads are in

an exceedingly bad condition : Both roada
from Barnstaple to Ilfracombe, Barn-
staple to Cumbe Martin, Barnstaple to

Lynton, and all roads in a triangle drawn
from Barnstaple, with Ilfracombe and
Lynton as the ends of the base. The
road along the coast from Combe Martin
to Ilfracombe is impassable, owing to a
landslide, and will be out of repair for

many months.
Main road from Reading to Exeter.

—

In good condition as far as Hungerford,
then bad to Pewsey. Improved surface
from Pewsey to Westbury, and fair to

poor between the latter and Castle Cary.
From Castle Cary to Ilminster, good.
From Ilminster the road becomes hilly

and of uneven surface, though it improves
about five mU.es before Honiton. Between
Honiton and Exeter, good Tajmac sur-

face. Bad through Honiton.
Exeter to Dartmouth.—On the whole,

fair. Very bad until two miles out of

Exeter, when the surface improves.
Tramlines at Torquay and Paignton (coast

route) ; rather trj'ing with a lightweight.

Fair from Paignton to Dartmouth.
From Exeter to Bath vid Taunton and

Shepton Mallet.—Good main road to

Taunton, with a few bad patches. These
are being rectified, however. Taunton
to Shepton Mallet, fair, but good in parts.

Shepton Mallet to Bath, bad, especially

tlirough Badstock. Condition of roads
into, through, and out of Bath very bad,
with large pot-holes.

Bath to Chippenham.—Good.
Chippenham to Oxford vid CaJne and

Swindon.—Chippenham to Calne, good.

From Calne to Swindon through Wootton
Bassett, very had indeed. Bad through
Swindon, and then indifferent, with good
and bad stretches, to Oxford.

Bristol Road from Worcester to Bir-

mingham, fairly good, excepting in

suburbs of Birmingham.
Uxbridge.—Tram lines in Uxbridge very

had.
Oxford Road in very bad condition,

near Gerrard's Cross almost unrideable.

Oxford to Cheltenham, quite good.

Birmingham.—The Chester Road, in the

vicinity of Erdington and between
Erdington and Castle Bromwich, is be-

yond description.

Lancashire. Liverpool-Southport [vid

Aintree and Maghull).—Very good con-

dition.

Manchester to Southport.—Route vid

Chorley recommended. Turn left in Irlam
avoids Bolton. From Chorley vid Croston.

Plenty of signposts.

Southport to Stockport, vi& Ormskirk
and St. Helens, Great Sankey, Warring-
ton, Altrincham, Cheadle, Heath Station,

and Stockport.—Very good to St. Helens,
but painful exit for one mile. Remainder
very good. Alternative route vid Knows-
ley village and Prescot recommended.
Turn right at Rainford. Adds two miles.

Warrington to Prescot.—In perfect

condition.

Prescot to Liverpool.—Poor.

Manchester to Northwich.—In perfect

condition.

Oswestry to Birkenhead.—Majority very

good, but the stretch from Cefn to Ruabon
IS simply atrocious.

Chester to Birkenhead.—Very good.
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THE ENGINE OF THE SIDECAR
MOTOR CYCLE.

Exiracfs from a Paper read Lasl Week before tlie Institution of Automobile Engineers,

and tlie Discussion whicli followed.

ON Thursday of last week, at the
Chamber of Commerce, Bii-ming-
ham, Mr. Eric Caudwell read an

inleresliiig paper on the engine of the
sidecar machine, which, more or less, was
a 8ei|uel to the general smvey and
criticism of the motor cycle that was
made by Jlr. D. S. Heather in his paper
read before the same body on Feb-
ruary 20th.

"Probably because the motor cycle is

much less developed, the average pur-
chaser is far more critical than the pur-
chaser of a car," said Mr. Caudwell.
" Now the engine of such a car is prac-
tically free from mechanical noises, is

so well balanced as to operate over its

whole speed range without sufficient

vibration to cause inconvenience, is

lle.xible, and will give a practically con-
slant torque over at least half its revolu-
tion range, will run 6,0C0 miles without
requiring to have the carbon cleaned out
or the valves ground, and 10.000 miles
without dismantling for adjustment of
any of the working parts: its lubrication
is entirely automatic, and needs no
attention on the part of the driver except
an occasional replenishment of the oil

supply, and, once the carburetter is

correctly set, no .skill is required for its

manipulation, while all the working parts
are entirely enclosed, and no adjustments
are necessary between the periodic over-
hauls."
To show that this ideal is attainable

by the motor cycle engine, and to indi-

cate the lines along which it may be
reached, was the purpose of Mr. Caod-
weU's paper.
Only .engines of over £00 c.c. piston

displacement were dealt with, as with
the volumetric efficiencies at present
attained, a smaller engine wa-s considered
quite unsnitable for serious sidecar work.

Cylinder Cooling.

" Air-cooled engines only are dealt
with," said Mr. Caudwell, "as suffi-

cient experience has now been acquired
to show that in the range of sizes under
discussion, water cooling is a quite
unnecessary elaboration. Air cooling
would be perfectly satisfactory under
right conditions, but very little attention
appears to have been given to it by the
designers of motor cycle engines.
" A careful examination of a cylinder

of, say, a 1S06 3i h.p. Minerva engine
and any 1919 cylinder shows no essential
difference whatever in design except that
the valves and passages are slightly
larger, but the pitch, number and dis-

position of the cooling ribs, and the thick-
ness of the walls, remain practically
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Graph showing the tractive efiort of a 4 h.p.

motor cycle engine in relation to road speed.

unchanged. It is really surprising that
engines keep as cool as they do when
the obstrnctions to the direct flow of
air to them are considered, the cylinder
being usually placed behind a tube which
is not streamlined, while in front of that
is a mudguard, v hich may be anything
up to Sin. wide, and might have been
designed for tlie exprees purpose of
acting as a scoop to deflect the air away
from the cylinder, while the magneto is

also frequently placed in front. In the
same way there are tubes and mudgtiards
in the rear to. ob.-^truct the closing in of
the slip-stream, if one should ever be
formed. It is to be seriously questioned
if our much talked of experience with
air-cooled engines during the war has
taught us a great deal that will be of
use when applied commercially. Better
cooling is undoubtedly badly needed, as

Section of crank, piston, and connecting
rod of a 90 mm. X 130 mm. car engine and
85 mm. X 98 mm. motor cycle engine. Both
are drawn to the same scaled

it will give longer life of valves, less

carbonisation, and, in permitting the use
of a higher compression ratio, will im-
prove thermal efficiencies."

As an indication of the large scope for

improvement, Mr. Caudwell gave a
chart showing the tractive effort of a

4 h.p. motor cycle engine. This is repro-

duced here, and it will be noted that,

while it amounts to 90 lb. at 18 m.p.h.,

it falls away steadily until at the very
modei-ate speed of 36 m.p.h. it has dropped
to 64 lb., showing that, as the engine

revolutions increase, the mean effective

pressure steadily decreases. This indi-

cates not only inefficient cooling, but
restrictions in the valve ports and pas-

sages. As a fully -laden sidecar outfit

may weigh 700 lb., the commencing
values are quite creditable, but the engine

should bold its torque over a considerable

range before the curve turns downwards.
The speaker had many things to say

about engine balancing and crank effort,

and his deductions were made from
examination of various modern engines.

His remarks on these subjects were

very interesting, and may form the

subject of a separate article in a subse-

quent issue.

Crankshafts and Flywheels.

Mr. Caudwell said he could riot under-

stand why makers of single-cylinder and
V twin-cylinder engines, with few ex-

ceptions, have always placed the fly-

wheels inside the crank case. " The
disadvantages of this method of con-

struction are numerous and obvious,"

he said, " while advantages seem to be
non-existent. A car engine with an 85

mm. bore cylinder has a crank pin about
2in. diameter by S^in. long, so that it

is extraordinary that there should be
many thousands of motor cycle engines

running with crank pins only Jin. in

diameter by Ijin. long, and still more
extraordinary that, although the oil is

only fed in a most erratic manner with
a hand pump, they may yet last 5,000

miles without requiring renewal—that is/

about six months' work for a fairly

hard rider. Although some improve-
ment has been effected by the use of

roller bearings, these can hardly be re-'

garded as a satisfactory solution of thfl

problem in view of their small size and.

the heavy loads and shocks to which-

they are subjected."
The placing of the flywheels inside

the crank case means, too, that th'^

diameter cannot exceed about eight

inches, so that they have to be unduly
heavy. The average weight is from 2S
to 35 lb. the pair, which is- about one^.
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THE

TALBOT
GARAGE, Ltd:

STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and

Cheshire for the famous

Greatest engine efficiency and power for

all purposes by air-cooled, flat twin

power unit.

15% reduction in fuel consumption.

Luxurious riding comfort by scientific

leaf springing. Greater resiliency by

«i'-'% lighter frame construction, with

100% greater strength. Four-speed

gear box. Automatic lubrication.

Send for particulars and early delivery

dates, and secure your mount for this

season's riding.

'Phone: 500, Stockport.

'Grams: "Talbot Garage,

Stockport."

What do you
know about
your motor?
An Important Work for every Motor Cyclist

The time is past when it required an expert engineer to

drive a car, but a woiiving knowledge of the various parts

of a car and their functions is still essential to really suc-

cessful driving, and the importance of this work to every

owner and driver of a motor car, cycle, or cycle car can
hardly be over-estimated.

"The Book of the Motor Car" is the first really compre-
hensive work on motor cars, cycle cars, and motor cycles ever

published. By the careful study of its chapters the rawest
amateur can learn the principles npon which his car works

;

but at the same time it is so cornprehensive and so striking

in its detail that even the skilled man will find it a book of

enthralling interest and extreme utility, while the practical

motorist will find it quite indispensable. It should be as

much a part of the equipment of a garage as an oilcan or a

lifting jack. Eeading its chapters, even the most expert

driver will find himself gaining a fuller understanding of

points that he thought he understood already, and learning

hints that will enable him to increase the efficiency of his

mount in a surprising manner.

Driving and Repairs.
" The Book of the Motor Car " is full of invaluable in-

formation on all problems of driving and repairing a car,

instructions being given for all possible difficulties in lang-

uage that can be understood even by the most unmechanical
mind. The following are a few of the subjects dealt with :

Cylinders, valves of all kinds, different types of engines,

carburetters, ignition, silencers, gear and clutches, radiators,

cooling systems, brakes, lubrication, lighting systems, wheels,

tyres, fuels and how to use them, tools, and repair appliances,

etc., etc.

Cycle Cars and Motor Cycles.
The work pays full attention to motor cycles and cycle

cars, full details and instruction being given for all those

points wherein they must be treated differently from the

most powerful motor car. In these and all other respects

"The Book of the Motor Car" is in line with the very

latest discoveries in motor engineering. It is profusely illus-

trated with full-page plates, drawings, in plan section and
elevation, diagrams, and photographs, as well as a series of

sectional movable models in colour.

A FREE BOOKLET.
The publishers are willing to send an interesting illustrated

booklet describing the work to all sending this form or a
postcard
To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

75, Surrey Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send me, free of charge and without any obligation

on my part, your illustrated booklet giving full particulars

of "The Book of the Motor Car."

Name ..

Address

(Send this form or a postcard.)

In ansxverinff these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B41
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RENOLD CHAINS
FOR THE MOTOR CYCLE

QUALITY.
The high place held by the Renold
Motor Cycle Chains is due to the

extreme care in selection of materisd

and the great degree of accuracy in

manufacture.

We are constantly analysing and
experimenting with steel in order that

we may utilise only the highest quahty
in the manufacture of

THE RENOLD CHAIN.

The supply of "Renold" Chains is once more available, so be sure to specify them on
your Motor Cycle, and make sure you get them.

HANS RENOLD, LTD., DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.
LEEDS OFFICE : WESTMINSTER BUILDINGS, EAST PARADE.

^ DEEDS, NOT WORDS. ^

Burnley, 17/3/19.
Dear Sirs,

I have decided to send the Douglas Machine
per passenger train, as I find that it takes
about 14 days to send goods to London,
therefore I thought this would be best.^

I have packed engine in good strong case,
and trust same will arrive well.
Thanking you very much for your prompt

attention to all my letters, and the business-
like way you carry things out.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) H.T.
lOrtginal or abcrve letter may be seen at our offices.)

II ysu are Interested, call and see us.

VIVIAN HARD IE, LTD. °^^f^
Showrooms: 2*, WOODSTOCK ST. (ofF Oxford St),
BOND ST., LONDON, W.I. I elephone : Mayiair 6559.

Works & Garage : 8, Ouke's Mews, Ouke St, W.I
(back of Sclfridge's).

MOTOR CYCIE

ACCE SORIES.

The accessories of a motor

cycle are of two- kinds^neces-

sities and luxuries. Amongst

the foremost of the former is

an Insurance Policy in a sub-

stantial office giving full and

complete cover. -Both these

conditions are fulfilled in the

Pooling Insurance Policies.

Cost price Insurance always.

—

Licenses and General Insurance

Co., Ltd., 24, Moorgate Street,

E.C.2.

B4a In a!i.iwcrin'j these advertisements it ia deshable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Engine ol the Sidecar Motor Cycle.

third the total weight of the engine.
Bearing sizes, too, seem quite inade-
quate, although these are usually of

the ball or roller type. Although it is

a wonderful testimonial for the makers
that these bearings may have a life of
over 10,000 miles.

Piston and Connecting Bod.
" The restrictions connected with the

use of internal flywheels limit the dis-

tance between them to about gin., so

that the connecting; rod is not wide

Cross section of the 7 F.N.

enough to resist transverse strains. This
results in the rod springing, so that it

is usual to find that the gudgeon pin

is not parallel with the crank pin after

a very little use."
In Blr. Caudwell's opinion, the lubrica-

tion of most English engines seemed
to be in an embryonic state, and that the

Americans have a decided advantage, as

mechanical oiling is universal on their

machines.
The speaker thought that in the motor

cycle sizes of engines there was no need
to consider forced lubrication, the trough
system being adequate.
Mr. Caudwell stated that of all types

of engines the single was heaviest, largely

on account of the heavy flywheels re-

quired, especially when placed inside the
crank case. One popular engine weighed
68 lb., but the average, he said, was
85 lb. The V twin was somewhat better,

the average weight being about 100 lb.

for the 1,000 c.c. engine. He could not
give the weight of flat twins, but the
four-cylinder, he said, was the lightest of

all. The 1,170 c.c. four-cylinder Hender-
son, complete with clutch, gear box, kick
starter, magneto, carburetter, and silencer,

weighed only 128 lb.

In concluding, Mr. Caudwell said :

" Our requirements are fulfilled in the
largest measure, and about equally, by
the flat twin and four-cylinder engines.
The flat twin engine has certain advant-
ages in the way of fewer working parts,
but, as generally placed, the cooling of

the back cylinder is very inefficient, and
• the cylinder is also inaccessible ; in fact,

it cannot be removed without taking the
engine out of the frame.

" Doubts are often expressed as to the
advisability of placing a four-cylinder
engine in the hands 01 an unmechanical
public, but the success of the owner-
driven light car should be sufficient to
dispel any fears on this score.

' When the motor cycle becomes as good
as the car it will be similarly left alone,

except by the negligible few."

THE DISCUSSION.
The discussion which followed the read-

ing of the paper, while interesting, was
more of a general nature than one would
have expected from an assembly of up-
wards of a hundred members of the manu-
facturing trade. Among others present
we noticed Messrs. V. A. Holroya
(Rudge), George Stevens (A.J.S.), G. E.
Stanley (Trimnph), T. W. Blumfield
(Abingdon Ecco), J. E. Greenwood (Sun-
beam), Norman Downes (New Imperial),

G. E. Evans (O.K.), W. Hughes Butter-
field (Levis), J. Duffy (Valveless), J.

Clarke (Ariel). A. A. Austin (Coventry
Simplex), — Ireland (Thomson-Bennett),
Alec Ross, and Major Axford.
Mr. V. A. Holroyd, called upon by the

Chairman (Mr. A. A. Remington) to open
the discussion, said he could not under-
stand why Mr. Caudwell should expect
motor cycle engine makers to embody
crank pins 2in. diameter when present-
day machines gave the service they did.

On the question of inside flywheels, Mr.
Holroyd pointed out that the designers'
scope was limited to a large extent by
the ground clearance on the one hand and
the tank on the other. He agreed that
the next step in motor cycle design
might be a four-cylinder machine with
shaft drive which would eliminate chains
and chain cases.

Mr. George Stevens agreed with this

latter statement from Mr. Holroyd, but
he added a rider to the effect that, after

all, a motor cycle is not a car, and that
most motor cyclists could not afford such
a machine." The single and twin, Mr.
Stevens said, were comparatively cheap to

produce, because they were simple, and
whatever developments there might be in

four-cylinders, there would be a big de-
mand for the simpler type for some time
to come. Admitted, a motor cycle is not
so clean as a car, but he questioned
whether motor cyclists expected this.

The power plant of the Henderson four-cylinder motor cycle
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Mr. J. E. Greenwood agreed with moit
of Mr. Caudwell's paper concerning four-

cylinder engines from an idealist's point

of view, but as a commercial proposition

it was a very different matter. The
single of 500 to 60O c.c, he maintained,
was simple, economical, and reliable, and
although theoretically it was impossible

to balance, the bad balance could be

reduced. He mentioned one factor which
was not frequently referred to £is a point

in connection with the balance of a

single : this was that the centre of the

mass weight of the flywheels being in a

direct line with the centre of the recipro-

cating mass, the anvil action of the fly-

wheels absorbed a very lapge proportion

of the vibration caused by the unbalanced
reciprocating mass.
» Mr. Blumfield referred to the limita-

tions in space to embody larger bearing
surfaces, but he did not know of any
design which embodied bearings of the

size quoted in the paper. In reply to

the contention of the author that motor
cycles were in constant need of atten-

tion, Mr. Blumfield thought they would
be much better if left alone by their

owners.
ilr. G. E. Evans, of Messrs. Humphries

and Dawes, said it was futile to compare
a motor cycle with a car, and cited the

single as being probably the most reliable

machine suitable for the man in the

street, and that, irrespective of other de-

velopments, it would retain its prominence
in the motor cycle world.

The four-cylinder machine was coming,
thought Mr. Butterfield, but it would be
expensive. There was no doubt about
the market, as there was always a. class

of buyer prepared to pay high for an
ideal machine.

Mr. G. E. Stanley suggested that in

some respects the car engineers had much
to learn from the motor cycle engineers
rather than the other way round, while
Major Axford stoutly defended the
modem motor cycle, and referred to its

economy in upkeep, especially as regards
overhauling and replacement parts, as

compared with a car. He thought INIr.

Caudwell was chasing a shadow, and that
the two types of vehicles were entirely

distinct.

Other speakers included Messrs. J.

Clarke, A. A. Austin, and D. S. Heather.
In his reply, Mr.

Caudwell stated that
to imagine that all

motor cyclists are
sportsmen was a mis-
take, and that makers
will not tap the
largest market until

they cater for men
who are not sports-

men. In reply to the
several suggestions
that the four-cylinder
would be expensive,
he said the price of
the pre-war 7 h.p.

F.N. was £78, and
that the American
Henderson also was
sold at a price com-
petitive with other

types. He agreed that

singles and twins did

their work well, but
suggested that we
wanted something
better.
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THE 1919 J A.R LIGHTWEIGHT ENGINE.
Increased Kadiatin^ Sijrface

- ^if>-»B' being more aptly rated in the future at

't^...,v!S. 2J li.p. Its bore and stroke are 70 mm. x
76 mm., and the magneto, which was

^^^^_^^^^^^ formerly gear-driven, is now chain-driven,

Thenew2Jh.p. ^^H^^^^^^^^"" the cover of the cliain casing serving as

Jj\P enaine '^TS^^^^^^ P"'' ""'' P''""'^^' °' "'^ timing gear cover
'

/JH3BB3BBt£ and forming also a platform for the
of 292 c c. / W-^ISSaBtBI^^ magneto.

Exhaust Valve Lifter.

The engine has been improved further

by the fitting of a simple and ingenious
internal exhaust lift, and the provision of

t«ri bearings for the large timing wheel
spindle, one in the inside of the timing
gear case and the other in the cover.

The boss of tlie latter serves as a bearing
for the lever, of which the cam forms a
part, actuating against the heel of the
exhaust rocker, thus serving to raise the
exhaust valve.

In our illustration the ingenious Bowden
wire fitment and the internal exhaust cam
lifter are clearly shown. The crank case

Ar IKH years of war
and n;unitijn work
it was distinctly

refreshing to be able to

go through Messrs. J.

A. Prestwich's works at

Northumberland Park,
Tottenham, London,
N.\V.17, and see the old

familiar parts on practi-

cally every machine tool,

showing great activity in

the factory and a rapid

production of J. A. P.
engines.

The little 2^ h.p. has
progressed considerably
in design, so much so

that certain modifications

in the cylinder, such as

the nicreased size of the
radiating fins, have re-

sulted in the engine

Chain-driven Magneto — Improved Valve Lifter.

Chain drive

for magneto
replaces the

gear drive of

the earlier
models.

Timmg gear of the new J.A.P. lightweight engine, showing

integral magneto platform and timing case cover.

>—^9^ <

of this engine is now entirely oil-tight,

and on referring to one of the ph,otographs
it will be seen that a special oil ring is

cast on the pulley side of the crank case, J
so as to catch any excess of oil which
might leak through and drain it neatly
away without soiling the crank case.

Some improvement has also been effected

in the silencer, which is now of ample
dimensions and of pressed steel. The
valves are large, and the tappets adjust-

able. Altogether, the new 2-J h.p. J. A. P.
is a thoroughly clean job, and highly
suitable for lijght and mediumweight
motor cycles.

As this engine is one of the few tour-

strokes under 300 c.c. capacity on the
market at the present time, undoubtedly
it will be in great demand from the many
smaller makers who specialise in solo

motor cycles. Already we have dealt
with several such machines, the demand
for which considerably exceeds the supply.

WOLF PEACE MODELS.
A New Lightweight fitted wih a J.A.P. 2| h.p. Engine and Countershaft Gear.

ALTHOUGH there is nothing strik

ingly new in the 1919 Wolf-Jap
lightweight, it will interest our

readers to know that the old-established

Wolverhampton firm has decided to

make such a model. The machine is fitted

with the new J.A.P. lightweight engine,

the 1919 improvements of which are

described in some detail in the preceding

artide.

A two-speed countershaft gear, with
clutch and kick starter, is fitted as

standard, the gear being controlled by
means of a gate change fitted underneath
the tank, and the clutch by Bowden lever
on the handle-bar.
The specification includes Lion vari

able magneto, Amac or Senspray carbu-
retter, Druid forks, Lvcett's pan-seat
saddle, two toolbags witli tool roll and
full kit of tools, large aluminium foot-
boards, Best and Lloyd drip feed pump,
aod 26x24in. tyres. The price - "='

guijieas."

A 4 h.p. four-stroke and three Villiers-

engined two-stroke models will also be
marketed. The prices of the latter are
£40 for single gear, £48 with two-speed,

and £50 with two-speed, kick starter, and
clutch. The 4 h.p. J.A.P. - engined

medium - weight with Sturmey - Archer
countershaft gear is listed at £84.

is 56

The lates ightweight w:th a 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine and two-speed coun ershaft gear
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GUDGEON PIN FIXING.
Sir,—Just a line to point out that the idea of the fixing

of the gudgeon pin of the Vermorel car is not new. I have
nn old Minerva motor cycle with the gudgeon pin fixed in

exactly the same manner. Also I should like to point out
that the extraction of the locking pin presents no difficulty

whatever, and has given no trouble. R. WORSELL.

WAYS AND COMMUNICATIONS BILL.
Sir,—Will j'ou permit me the hospitality of your columns

to explain to your readers the result of the debate in the
House of Commons?
A large number of members were acting in co-operation

with myself to protect the roads from the dead hand of

the Railways ; but the general feeling of the House was
so strongly in favour of the Bill—at all events so far as it

affected railways—that, after giving the fullest consideration
to the matter, we felt that we could not divide against the
second reading of the Bill.

I need hardly say that at a later stage of the Bill we shall

move to omit roads from the powers of the new Minister
with a view to constructive legislation for the development
of roads and road transport being dealt with under a separate
Board, and on this we shall most certainly divide the House,
and I hope to receive support fi'om those members—I believe
the majority of the House—who, in their hearts, are opposed
to this gigantic monopoly. W. JOYNSON-HICKS.

A CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
Sir,—On passing through Wisbech, Cambridgeshire, on

Wednesday afternoon, March 12th, I was interested to
observe a challenge in the window of Mr. Bryan B. Ames,
motor engineer, of Lynn Road, Wisbech, stating he was
willing to match his 2| h.p. Allon against any other make of

two-stroke of the same h.p. for £100. I desire to accept
his challenge, and would be glad to arrange a race from fifty

to a hundred miles with my 2^ h.p. Ivy two-stroke of 224 c.c.

In the event of Mr. Ames agreeing to accept the challenge,
could the race be arranged by your paper?

I am willing to go to Wisbech and run him there, pro-
vided he agrees to pay my expenses should I win. If he
cares to come to Scotland, I agree to pay his expenses should
he beat me.

I would also suggest that Mr. Ames correspond with you
on the matter, as ne seems to be so much buoyed up with
the capabilities of his machine. However, I trust he will
accept or withdraw the challenge. T. B. HILL.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—Sergt. "G.O." does not seem to appreciate that low

type of humour which is based on gross exaggeration, from
which I deduce that he is Scottish rather than American.

- I beg to explain with apologies that I merely meant that
special and rather wasteful measures are required to supply
the cylinders of a rotary engine with a charge of mixture.
If he desires to question this statement, as thus re-phrased,
perhaps he will meditate on the peculiar construction of

the Bloc tube carburetter and compare the relative con-

sumptions of rotary, radial, V, and vertical engines of the
same effective horse-power : he will find the rotary at the

bottom of the list every time.

I never said that a 50 h.p. or 80 h.p. Gnome threw out
two gallons of oil an hour. ^

I am well aware that some enthusiasts expect great things

of various secret rotaries of novel construction, now that

the conventional types are obsolete or obsolescent. I am

willing to be convinced : but I don't quite see how an engine
which wastes 10% of its output iu windage can be more
efficient than one which reserves its power for the job in

hand; nor how an engine which is subjected to centrifugal

stresses can weigh less than a very similar engine which is

devoid of such stresses. Perhaps I may have to eat my
prophecy when I see some of these novel rotaries.

ROAD RIDER.
SPARE PARTS FOR OLD MODELS.

Sir,—1 and, I think, others would like to know -what
the manufacturers, who are entirely discarding their pre-

vious designs, are going to do for the man who has listened

to then' previous blandishments and bought machines.

A. B.C. Motors are a glaring example of such unfeeling

treatment, and yet they expect the buying public to rush
for the revolutionary product of Mr. Bradshaw's brain.

Although I have no doubt that the new creation will live

up to the old A.B.C. reputation, it seems to me that the
1914-1915 model was all that could be desired. I speak
from personal experience. Perhaps, next year, Mr. Brad-
shaw will have another "brain wave," and where will the

purchasers of the 1919 model be then, "poor things," if

the company concentrate on the latest model only?

I am awa,re that there are not many A.B.C.'s of the
1914-1915 model about, but those who have owned them,
I am sure, are highly satisfied, and it is up to the makers
to see that they may have replacements if wanted.
Some of these machines have been laid up during the

war, their owners waiting for the time when they may be
able to obtain that little spare they wanted, and now,
after keeping up their spirits with, no doubt, quite truth-

ful advertisements of the machine and engine, the makers
suddenly "put the wind up" the long-suffering owner,
by announcing an entirely new model altogether. J.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

We submitted this letter to Mr. Granville Bradshaw, who
replies as follows :

Sir,—Your correspondent is wrong in surmising (in the

case of the A.B.C. motor cycle at any rate) that because we
have taken full advantage of the knowledge gained by experi-

ence in this war, and redesigned our motor cycle, we have
not made provision for keeping an adequate supply of spares

and doing repairs to the pre-war A.B.C. machines.
What we have done is to place the manufacture of the new

model in a factory excellently equipped and arranged for

concentration upon this one model entirely, in order to give

the highest service of the best article to the motor cycling

public at the most reasonable price, and this has left us with

considerable facilities for repairing and overhauling pre-war

A.B.C. machines in our own shops.

We have a considerable number of pre-war machines being

overhauled and tuned up at the present moment by our own
skilled mechanics, and although we naturally cannot supply

every spare from stock, we have quite a large number of

spares, and are preparetl to supply at short notice any part

of which we do not happen to have a stock.

Your correspondent suggests that the 1914-15 modelj from
his own personal experience, was all that could be desired,

and we are very pleased indeed to hear this ; but, at the

same time, we do not think that the motor cycling public

should lose the benefit of later experience we have gained,

particularly when this does not in any way affect the delivery

of spares for our earlier models.

A.B.C. Motors, Ltd.,

Granville Bradshaw, Engineer and Manager.
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IS A CONTRACT BINDING?
Sir,—If your correspondent, " A .Scrap of Paper," had

consulted ,1 solicitor, he would, I think, have advised him
to bring an aitiou for breach of contract. He has beou
bluffed out of his rights. H.L.L.

HUB GEARS.
Sir,— Having read several articles and letters in The

Motor Cycle derosjatory to hub gears, I should like to say
that I have found them to be absolutely satisfactory in every
way. Havin;:; had three machines fitted with Sturmey-Archer
hubs and ail-belt drive, I never wish to have anything
difterent. The only attention I found necessary was adjust-
ing occasionally, oiling daily, and swilling out with paraffin
at long intervals. None of the machines was used for
" fair- weather " work only, but continually on bad roads
and in all weathers. I made a clean ascent of the Wrekin
in the winter of 1913-14 on a single-cylinder fitted with
a three-speed hub without the slightest slipping or trouble
with the gear.

I add the usual disclaimer. EX-D.R.
Shrewsbury.

TO KEEP THE HANDS WARM.
Sir,— If your contributor Miss E. M. Gardener will wear

undor her mitts a pair of loosely knitted gloves, made of
camel hair or natural alpaca, or a mixture of the two, brushed
ipell ovtxide and turned and worn inside out, she will find
them to keep her hands as warm as she can reasonably e.^ect.
For technical reasons, it is usual to find it easier to achieve
a really good " brush " on the right side of the glove than on
the wrong side ; hence the suggestion to turn it and wear
wrong side out under the mitt.

Gloves such as I suggest have been made in Leicester in
quantities recently, as the wools concerned have been " free
of certificate," and in consequence have been very much used.
The gloves should be kept very dry, as brushing holds the
moisture. COMFORT.

Leicester.

THE CONTROL OF AEROPLANE ENGINES.
Sir,—May I reply to a letter from Mr. R. A. Butt in

The Motor Cycle published on February 20th? I should
like Mr. Butt to be a little more concise and say to what
engine he refers.

In his second paragraph he states that it is only in low-
pressure gauges that he has ever noticed the pressure to
be excessive. May I ask on what engine he has found this?
He states that most engines have just the high-pressure
gauge, and that it gradually builds up to its correct pressure.
This, he will find, is in nearly every case exactly what it
does not do. Why are overload gauges fitted, and also

why do they fit gauges
which read up to, in some
cases, 400 lb. per sq. in.,

when the normal pressure
eventuaOy settles down to
40-60 Ih. per sq. in., and in
some cases less?

It is common knowledge that oil, when cold, is viscous.

The majority of oil pumps fitted in aero engines, are gear

pumps, and very efficient, so that as soon as the engine

starts up the pump delivers considerably more oil than the

engine requires, hence the necessity of a relief valve. The
relief valve and pipe leading back to either the sump or

the tank cannot pass the excess of oil owing to its viscosity

and skin frictio-i, so consequently an excessive pressure is

redstcred on the gauge. This happens on at least three

well-known makes of stationary engines, not once, but every

ti.'ne, unless the oil is made very hot before being put in

the tank, which is very often done.

I have both seen and heard of engines being stopped after

perhaps seven minutes' running in order that the oil may
warm up, but I admit there is not very much gained.

Mr. R. A. Butt cannot have had experience of machines
built for long flights, which carry, say, twelve gallons of

oil • as in the event of all this oil being in circulation, a
.

rough estimate in cold weather is to allow from one and a

half to two minutes for each gallon of oil in the tank to

attain anywhei'e near its correct temperature.
I should be interested, if R.A.B. replies to this, if he

would state what he considers the correct temperature C.

for oil to be before getting off. I am fully aware that a

number of pilots do consider that as soon as the water is

warm it is good enough to get oft. This is entirely wrong,
and should be pondered over for a moment thus : what is

happenmg inside the engine with the temperature low? The
oij is being thrown about in—shall we say—lumps, instead

of being sufficiently warm to form a spray.

R.A.B. states that almost every engine has its own .set

of revs. This to a point is true, but the revs vary very
little indeed. The maker has to turn out an engine giving

so much h.p., which is duly checked by officials, and there

is very little variation in the h.p. on the brake tests ; the

variation may be more often due to the variation of the
propellers.

R.A.B. states he has never heard of an engine being
run up and down on each separate ignition system. May
I take an engine with two plugs per cylinder, necessitating

either two magnetos or one magneto and one battery ignition ?

If the engine is so fitted it is obviously with a purpose,
which, let us say, is to make it more reliable, to say nothing
of a little extra power. Unless the two systems are tried,

for all R.A.B. may know he is only getting one spark doing
any trade. If he is out for a long flight, surely he would
rather have the satisfaction of knowing that if one plug
goes out he has a chance with the other. Any good man
who runs an engine will see that he gets very nearly the
same number of revs on each ignition. Then why have two
ignitions ?

I must apologise for such a lengthy letter, but R.A.B. 's

letter is one which could be picked entirely to pieces. May
I respectfully suggest that he get facts and then write them"?

And to be able to write
facts one must have con-
siderably more general ex-
perience than I gather from
the tone of his letter he
has. DAN.
London.

Mr. Rex Mundy, the A.C U- repre-

sentative, now touring the country

;inspecting A.C.U. hotels. Mundy s

fawunt is a Victory model Matchless.

p. H. Noble (late Heut. RA.S.C.M.T.) is back

again at the Pover motor cycle "works in charge of

the testing department. ' NdWe was orie of the

Rover competition team.
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aVN APPRECIATION OF BRITISH GOODS.
Sir,—On page 157 of j-oui' issue of the 13tb inst. you

give an instance of a despatch rider taking from a Boche
aeroplane and fitting it to his own machine a plug which
subsequently turned out to be of a well-known English make.
We should like to say that the Boche's appreciation and
adaptation of British fittings of aeroplanes were by no means
confined to plugs, excellent as they are, for we had many
instances during the progress of the war of bringing down
and capturing German aeroplanes fitted with Palmer land-
ing wheels and tjTes. THE PALiMER TYPE, LTD.

•:THE NEW A.B.C.

- Sir,—On opening tlie paper on Thursday morning the
first thing that attracted my attention was the illustration

of the A. B.C. motor cycle, and I must confess I was a

vee bit disappointed, as I, like many others, was looking
forward to a much neater, more accessible, and simpler
machine.
As " Ixion " remarks in the same week's issue, "Why

I.cannot we have a ' power unit ' without bolts, flanges, and
rods projecting out here, there, and everywhere, besides
all the awkward corners, making it absolutely a bugbear
of a thing to keep clean?

"

How jMr. Bradshaw intends the cylinders, rockers, tap-

pets, valves, etc., to keep clean and cool I cannot imagine,
imless he has designed a screen or something to keep the
mud off and the air on. Which, in my experience, has

J>;-been practically impossible.

You say that, though the tappets, etc., may appear to

be on tlie light side, yet they are bushed. Surely this

is to be expected on an up-to-date motor cycle, and I only
hope that facilities are given for lubricating these small
points in an efficient manner, otherwise they will soon
wear and rattle.

I think the springing excellent, and a move in the right
direction, owing to its simplicity and freedom from wearing
shackle pins, etc. There does not seem to be any pro-
\~ision made to overcome the changing length (due to spring-
ing) between the chain wheel centres on account of the
chain stays not pivoting on the centre of the driving
sprocket.

You mention that the timing has a train of five wheels;
also, there is a four-speed gear box and bevel and chain
drive, all taking a percentage of power. This does not seem
to me to be the most efficient way of utilising the power
given off by the cylinders to propel the machine. The
gear box may give direct drive to top speed, but not in

the sense it does on other machines, as it really gives
direct drive to the bevel only, then through the semi-
protected chain to the back wheel.

I believe there has been, in another journal, some corre-

spondence on the gyroscopic action of the flywheel. All
I can say is, if Mr. Bradshaw will ride a four-cylinder
F.N., reared six to one, at forty-five miles an hour, and
try to lean over to take a curve on the road, he wUl find
the machine refuse to lean, and if he cannot lean he cannot
get round the curve, unless he slides round. I myself have
experience of this.

In conclusion, I think Mr. Bradshaw is to be com-
pUmehted on the unique and very clever design of the
A.B.C., and I wish, it success in spite of my criticism.

H. WALKER.
Sir,—I h-Qve read with great interest the accounts of the

new A.B.G., and while the greater number of points please
me verj' much, I should like to offer one or two suggestions
for the improvement of the less important details.

(1.) Why should the front brake not be placed on the
left of the wheel, thus allowing the speedometer drive its

usual place on the right? (By the way, the present time
seems opportune for the adoption of " Ixion's " oft-repeated
suggestion that the drive should be screwed on to the hub
and locked into place, instead of the troublesome method
now used of attaching it to the spokes.)

(2.) The mudguards seem unduly narrow : valances close

to the wheels are a great nuisance in snow and certain kinds
of mud.

(3.) The splash guard is not high enough for winter rid-

ing ; detachable pieces might easily be added.
(4.) An oil spray directed on to the chain is bad in prac-

tice, unless the chain is completely enclosed, because the oil

forms with the road dnst a very effective grinding paste.

-E j'j

which quickly wears both chain and sprockets. 1 have
experienced this; a periodical soaking in a special chain
lubricant is far Better, and I should even prefer a dry chain.

(5.) Why not lubricate the fork links by drilling the steel

pins and fitting a grease cap on the end of each?
I hope that Mr. Bradshaw will take these suggestions in

the spirit in which they are offered, and make his machine
as near perfection as possible. JOHN HOLLAND.

ALUMINIUM COOLING.
Sir,—In spite of the very modest and courteous letter of

Mr. Ayton (March 6th), to whom, apparently, I have had
the privilege of affording half-an-hour's amusement, I still

adhere to my previous letter (February 13th).

I do not intend to enter into any further con-espondence
on this subject at the present moment, but in a few months'
time Mr. Ayton may discover that the monopoly of

mtelligence is not confined to the charmed circle of his

acquaintances. EDGAR RUSSELL.

THE HORSE-POWER OF MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I notice that in The Motor Cycle for March 13th you

suggest rating machines strictly according to capacity. You
state that a motor cycle "in good tune" should give 1 h.p.

for every 100 c.c. While admitting this, would it not be
better to rate it as nearly as possible to what may be
expected even in, poor or average tune, which appears to be
what the present manufacturer does? A nearer rating, to my
mind, would be 1 h.p. tor every 140 c.c.

Makers' Suggested
Make. Capacity. rating. rating,

c.c. h.p. h.p.

Rudge ... 499 3.5 3.56

Triumph ... 550 4.0 3.95

Douglas ... 350 2.75 2.5

A.B.C. ... 398 3.0 , 2.84

Enfield ... 770 ... 5-6 5.5

Indian ... 1,000 ... 7-9 7.12

I think this should be sufficient proof that to allow 140 c.c.

is preferable to allowing only 100. The public have got used
to rating a 500 c.c. machine at 3^ h.p. and will expect that

capacity for the power mentioned.
We all know that it is possible to get about 10 h.p. out of

a 500 c.c. engine with sipecial tuning. What the average

purchaser wants to know is the power he may be certain of

getting with his detuning. ROBERT B. BREEZE.

Sir,—We were highly interested to read your leading

article on the above subject in The Motor OycU of March 13th.

This question of the li.p. of an engine is one which has
" worried " us for some years, and in one of our catalogues

we mention, in describing our engines, that we prefer to

give, always, the cubic capacity, that riders could form
their own opinion, by comparing, as to the h.p. We think

it is highly desirable that some definite rule should be
recognised by the trade. We style our single-cylinder engine,

499 c.c, as Sj h.p. ; the single-cylinder, 597 c.c, as 4^ h.p.

;

and the twin, 842 c.c, as 5 h.p.

We hope something may be decided as the outcome of

your article, as soon we shall be printing a 1919 list, and
we propose describing our twin engine, which. will be 864

c.c, as 5-7 h.p.

It would, naturally, be a great advantage for the public

if manufacturers could describe the h.p. of their engines

on some acknowledged formula.

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

(=). .[n]

: BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS :
. —_—
: MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.

J
J

' Tha recognised Etandald text book of the mntor flycle: deals wuh .ill S
• types o! machines and with every rart of the mneliiue. 400 iltuatratioili. •

Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/10. S

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MUIOk CiCLlSTS.
\

S A. vahiablo collection of OBefnl " i\Tinklea " and items of information con- m
• cemiug the ruDiiinff, management, and repair of motor cycles.

! Price 2'- net. By post. 2/3. •

: TRACING TROUBLES. I

S Motor Cycle Fanlta. Their Identification, and Their Remedies Fully J
Explained. Price 2/- net. By post. 2/2. •

• — —
s

Obtainable by post (remittaoce with order) trom •

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street. London, E.C.4 :

! or of leading Booksellets and Railway Bookstalls.

..0
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A selection cf questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be ac :ampanied By a stam 'ed addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
art urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Preserving Plating.

(1.) In order to make all bright

parts on luy motor cycle rust-

proof I was thinking of giving

them a thick coat of ordinary
varnish, do vou tliink this would

be a success ? (S.) Is 65 m.p.g. a
good consumption for a 1917 3^ h.p.,

with passenger ?—F.G.

(1.) There are several special varnishes
and transparent enamels sold for this pur-
pose, but they are somewhat difficult to

apply. When applied the varnish is quite
invisible, and it is impossible to see if all

parts are properly covered. After the
job has been completed and the article

has been left to stand for a day or two,
any parts not covered immediately tarnish
and show up. After a little time the
varnish is inclined to turn yellow, and
the appearance is not good ; while to
remove the varnish by means of methy-
lated spirit is a tedious and difficult

matter. Oil and vaseline are also effec-

tive, but they collect the dust and are un-
pleasant to touch. (2.) This is not a
very good consumption ; on the other
hand, it cannot be said to be excessive,
considering the quality of present-day
"spirit."

Irregular Firing.

I am riding a 5-6 h.p. 1915

?' model Indian. The engine has
been running beautifully up to a

-i-i day or so ago. Whilst on a nice
stretch of road I opened the

engine up and then I throttled down
for a corner, but when I attempted to
open the throttle again it would only
fire on one cylinder. If I retarded the
spark it would fire on both. I took
out the carbon brushes which were
gummed up badly, and put new ones
in, but this does not make any differ-
ence. The timing is all rightj and if

I put the plugs on the outside of the
cylinders I get a good spark in both
with the ignition fully advanced. Some-
times I may get them both to fire, but
only three or four times in, say, two
hundred yards. The carburetter is quite
in order.—G.H.

Probably the trouble is due to a detective
magneto contact breaker. Perhaps one
of tlie cams is worn, or for some reason
the contact breaker points are not making
good contact. You should get someone to
rotate the engine while you watch the
behaviour of the contact breaker. It
is also possible that the plug may be
defective. Pings which will spark on
the exterior of the cylinder sometimes
fail to spark under compression.
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A Changed Tube.

On March 3rd 1 left my cycle

in a repairing shop for a new
lever to be fitted. On the fol-

lowing Sunday, about eight miles

from home the front inner tube
bur«t suddenly, throwing me off. To
save mj'self I had to let the cycle go,

ca'ising one pedal to snap off, and a

little damage to myself. When I re-

coversd, I pulled the tube out, and
found that my own tube, which was
practically 'lew, had been exchanged for

an old one, "hich cammed the damage.
Can I institute proceedings against the
man for fraud, and claim damages?

—

Wales.
Judging from what you say, we are of

opinion that you could institute either

criminal or civil proceedings. From your
point of view the latter would be better,

as it would be more satisfactory to obtain
damages than to get the man punished.
We presume that you are in a position

to prove your statements? If so we
advise you to employ a local solicitor.

of

Magnets.

Why are magneto magnets not
made in compound form ? That
is, instead of each magnet being
a single bar of steel, why is it not

composed of, say, six thin strips

steel, separately magnetised andL
fixed together, making a much morM
powerful magnet than a single bar ?J

Wliere can thin strips of tungsten steel

be obtained ?—A.J.W.
There is no reason why magnets for

magnetos should not be made as you
describe ; it is a question of the manu-^'
facturing cost compared with the result)

achieved. The principle is carried out!_

to some extent, as you are no doubt'
aware, in certain magnetos in which
double or triple magnets are used to

obtain extra mayiptic pH-p"iTth. Pre-
sumably it is found that it does not pay
to take the prniciple luroner man tms,
and, therefore, it is not adopted com-
mercially. For thin strips" of tungsten
steel, write to Messrs. W. H. Jubb, Ltd.,
12, Brittain Street, Sheffiel.d.

A CHARMING GROUP OF POTENTIAL SIDECARISTS
The fascination the motor cycle has for children is most marked. In this instance it is th:

cnildren of Lord and Lady Decies who have taken possession of an EnSeld outfit.
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Difficult Starting.

I have a 3 h.p. two-stroke

g^ Murphy. I have tried to start

> it on the road : I can push it

along while I have the release

open, but a« soon as I drop it

I cannot "et the engine over com-
pression. Please tell nie wliat to do,

as I am a novice.—W.J.H.
ou do not say whether the machine is

.t«d with a fixed or variable ignition.

the latter, advance the spark about
faltway when you are intending to start,

perhaps just beyond this point, inject

itrol through tlie release valve, and
ish at a good speed, when the com-

_iression should be overcome without
[much ditficulty.

A Two-stroke Query.

Will you please oblige me by
answering the following questions

regarding two-stroke engines : In
the downward stroke there is

compression in the crank case,
' the carburetter being fixed to the trans-

fer port. Is there a valve to stop the

Ipressm'e getting to the carburetter? If

; so, where is this placed, and how does
* the engine get its gas ; or, if not, how
is it that thei'e is not a blow back
through the Carburetter?

—

Sgt.-Obsr.
There is no blow back through the carbu-

retter because tlie inlet port is closed.

The carburetter is not 6xed on the trans-

fer port but on the other side. See the
illustrations in " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," latest edition, pages
£6 and 57.

Four-stroking

I have a 2| h.p. two-stroke

^T] motor bicycle three years old,

> and have never yet been able to

-2-1 get it to two-stroke under 20
m.p.h., and even then along the

« flat it will start four or eight-stroking

up to 25 m.p.h. If I give it a bit of

collar work it pulls well, but down the

slightest incline the engine fires irregu-

larly. I have altered the filing point

from dead top to a lead of |-in., but

find jin. the best spot, although the

makers actually recommend the spark

to occur at^ the top of the stroke, but
this position causes loss of power and
just as bad four-stroking effects. The
plug points have been tried at all gaps
within reason. The compression is

good, and there are no air leaks; in

fact, I hare tried everything I can

think of without effect. I often wonder
whether the port design is inferior, or

whether a dift'erent two-stroke carbu-

retter would be any use. The makers
recommend a 28-29 jet, but anything
above 27 causes more four-stroking.

Nothing is sweeter than a two-stroke
firing correctly, and the power and
hanging on is fine, but eight-stroking

on greasy roads and dark nights is

miserable, as you know. I cannot get

a good spark outside the cylinder by
turning the magneto over by hand, but
cannot think it is weak, as it fires so

well and regularly on hills.—E.S.R.

The question of four-stroking is a difficult

one. It occurs apparently - in nearly all

two-strokes under exactly the same condi-

tions as those described in your letter.

The exact cause is not apparent, and in

most cases it appears to be incurable,

recommended by the makers after the
machine has been in use for some time
is often beneficial. We do not think for

a moment that your magneto is weak,
and the reason why you do not get a
strong spark when rotating the engme is

probably due to the fact that the magneto
is not revolving fast enough.

Unequal Sparking.

WUl you please tell me the

?' I reason of and remedy for the
following : I have an 8 h.p.

-SJ Matchl^s combination fitted with
a U.H. magneto. I have had

the magneto down recently, and on try-

ing to start up I found this : With the
spark lever retarded I got a good
spark on one cylinder and a weak one
on the other ; then if I advanced the
lever fully I got a good spark where
the ' weak one was and vice versa.^
T.H.S

The reason is that, owing to the cylin-
der angle, the spark occurs nearer the
maximum position in one cylinder than
in the other. As you advance -the spark
you change these positions over. As
the speed of the engine increases when
once it has started to fire you get an
equally good spark in each cylinder, so
tlie difficulty, which is inherent in the
case of practically all old V tj'pe mag-
netos, only occurs at starting and at
very slow speeds.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE JN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully

in accord with the recommendation agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference, give

notice that they will not permit the advertise-

ments of new goods manufactured in enemy
countries to appear in this publication.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

but the fitting of a smaller jet than that vates the trouble-

Difficult Starting.

I possess a 1915 Royal Enfield

motor cycle combination. I am
wondering if you can give me a

little advice as to starting the

engine. The outfit is too neavy
to push and jump on, and unless I can

start with the handle the whole thing

is practically useless to me. I have
found the machine will start all right

after being pushed down a hill a few

yards, but it is only once in a while

that the engine can be started with

the handle. There are times when the

handle will start' the engine when
it is hot, and occasionally when
dead cold. I have done the usual in

the way of flooding the carburetter,

placing the magneto in all manner of

positions, also injected petrol, but even

then the handle fails to start the

engine. Can you suggest anything I

can do to recMfy matters?—H.T.O.

Try injecting a little petrol, but not too

much, and also try placing a rag in the

fixed air inlet of the carburetter
_
while

turning the handle, removing this the

instant the engine fires. Difficult starting

is nearly always due to air leaks at the

carburetter or induction pipe unions. Of

course, war time petrol probably aggra-

READER'S REPLY.

A Slipping Low Gear.

In your issue of Mai'ch 6th there is a

letter from a rider who cannot get up
hills on the low Roc gear of his 3i h.p.

Huniber. Devon is far from level, as

many of your readers know, and I had
similar trouble, until by leaning over- 1

discovered that the low gear drum was
slipping. It was evident to the eye that

the drum and the rear wheel were not

revolving together. It was also evident

that I failed on hills, not for want of

engine power or a sutBciently low gear,

but because my engine power was wasted
in useless friction. Should your querist

desire proof, I suggest that he tackle a

stiff hill, and at tlie top feel if the low
gear drum is not distinctly warm. After

making sure the frictional surfaces of the

drum and band were in good order, I

removed the lever at the end of the low
gear band shaft, and replaced it with one
twice as long. This proved an efficient

remedy. The adjustment of these gears

is rather a tricky matter, a little careless-

ness permitting the gear that is not in

use to be a drag on the other. The point

to be aimed at being to have both gears
holding firmly and the back wheel to be
free whi ""

'
, „, „

TlXNET.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
MaLTBT to RHTJDDL.4N.—H.S.

Maltby, Chesterfield, Bakewell, Bux-
ton, Macclesfield, Knutsford, Northwich,
Chester, Hawarden, Holywell, Rhuddlan.

Southampton to Swindon.—S.G.P.
Southampton, Winchester, Andover,

Ludgershall, CoUingbourne Ducis, Marl-
borough-, Swindon. Approximately 63
miles.

Warrington to Bradford.—F.C.P.A.
Warrington, Glazebury, Atherton,

Bolton, Bury, Rochdale, Sowerby Bridge,
Halifax, Bradford. Approximately 56
miles.

Wolverhampton to Aylesbury, via
Walsall and Birmingham.—D.S.H.

Wolverhampton, Walsall, Birmingham,
Solihull, Wroxall, Warwick, Banbury,
Aynho, Bicester, Aylesbury.

Coventry to Chelmsford.—H.S.

Coventry, Daventry, Weedon, Tow-
cester, Dunstable, Luton, Hertford,

Epping, Chipping Ongar, Chelmsford.

Blai-kburn to Dartford.—F.N.
Blackburn, Bolton, Manchester,

Cheadle, Wilmslow, Congleton, New-
castle-under-Lyme, Stone, Stafford, Ruge-

ley, Lichfield, Tamworth, Over Whitacre,

Coventry, Rugby, Crick, Northampton,
Newport Pagnell, Woburn, Hockliffe,

Dunstable, Redbourn, St. Albans, Barnet,

at Tally Ho Corner take the left-hand

fork, and go by Archway Road, through

Holloway, along HoUoway Road, New
North Road, Moorgate Street, The Bank,

then via King William Street to London
Bridge, cross London Bridge, along Great

Dover Street, Old Kent Road, New Cross

Road, Shooters Hill Road, Shooters Hill,

Crayford, Dartford.
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N.n.T. Appointment.

Mr. Geo. King, llio well-known club-

man, is now sales miuiagei- for the X.U.T.
Co.

Lightweights in Russia.

It is, perhaps, not generally Unown that

a large number of lightweight motor
cycles were ordered by the Russian
Government. Over 200 O.K. machines
were sent out and, we understand, gave
satisfactory service.

No Matchless Racing Machines.

Messrs. Collier and Sons, a corre-

spondent was informed, are not making
any machine for racing or record-breaking

purposes this year. Their last aeroplane

engine contract is completed, and the

large department for the overhaul and
repair of machines of their make is in full

swing.

Ariel Officials at Suvla Bay.

Captain J.
' L. Stocks, R.A.F. (son of

Mr. J. W. Stocks, general manager of

Ariel Works, Ltd.), has just received his

discharge and commenced liis duties as

travelling representative in the Midland
counties for Ariel manufactures. He first

joined the Armoured Car Division in 1914,

and was present with liis father at the

Suvla Bav landing (Gallipuli), in August,
1915. He then joined the E.N.A.S.,
obtained his pilot certificate, was trans-

ferred to the R.A.F., and has been doing
u.seful work on sea patrol. He gained his

captaincy in July last year.

Catalogues Received.

A new B.S.A. catalogue is to band,
and, as usual, is very full of detailed

descriptions of the well-known machine.
The illustrations of the models are in

colour. The catalogue is not dated.

" Roval Enfield Motor Cvcles " (the

Enfield" Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch) : Aji

e.xtremely wefll got up catalogue, illus-

trated by tinted illustrations of the
latest model Royal Enfields. The cata-

logue includes the 2i h.p. two-stroke, the
3 n.p. twin with overhead valves and
mechanical lubrication, and the well
known 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. sidecar com-
binations.

Wo are in receipt of Messrs. Jenks's
latest list, which is quite an interesting
ublicalion. This describes tools of all

^ndB—adjustable spanners, box spanners,
various types of pliers, set spanners,
screwdriyers of no fewer than seven
different kinds, oilcans, hammers, maUets,
punches^ tyre levels, and washers. All
tools marketed by Messrs. Jenks Bros,
are guaranteed to be of British manu-
facture.

We are in receipt of the magneto
catalogue issued by the British Lighting
and Ignition Co., Ltd., 204, Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.C.2, makers of
the B.L.I. C. magneto, and which is

owned by Vickers, Ltd. The object of
the catalogue is to furnish engine de-
tigners with a description of the com-
f)any's latest magnetos, but in the future
t is intended to issue separate pamphlets
dealing in detail with each of the most
important types. In the catalogue full
instructions are given for those intending
to order magnetos. _A full range of
motor cycle magnetos is listed.

A26

SFAHKLETS

The Endcick Co.

Mr. H. S. Bilbe, A.M.LA.E., who
was one of the lirst we recruited for the

Motor JIachine Guns, has now been

demobilised, and is restarting the End-
rick Engineering Co., late of Olton, at

Crawioy, Sussex.

Stainless Steel.

An interesting booklet has been issued

by the Firth-Brearley Stainless Steel

Syndicate, Ltd., of Sheffield, which con-

tains information and instructions to

assist those who are interested in using

stainless steel. The Firth-Brearley Syndi-

cate is not a manufacturing company ; the

steel is obtainable from Thos. Firth and
Sons, Ltd., Norfolk Works, Sheffield, and
Brown Bayley's Steel Works, Sheffield.

Full Up.

Since the Ai'mistice was signed and
certain restrictions removed, a very large

number of Triumph riders have availed

themselves of the facilities offered by the

Triumph Works for a general overhauling

of their machines. As a consequence,

they are now simply inundated with work
in this direction, and, for the time being,

are not in a position to accept any further

motor cycles for general overhauling. The
Triumph Co. natiu-ally regret having to

disappoint users, but riders will readily

understand the many difficulties manu-
facturers have to face after being all out

for so many years on war work.

MARCH 27th, igrg.

War Service.

Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd., moved
;

into their new factory in June, 1915, so

as to cope with the demands of all the

Allies for their goods. During the war
^

the company were engaged in the manu-
\

facture of rifle grenades, fuses, etc., butJ
the demand for Bowden wire became soi

great that the manufacture of this articled

gradually cut out that of other war
j

specialities, and many million feet of
j

Bowden wire have been consumed byj
Great Britain and her Allies.

N.S.W. (Australia) M;CC.
THE inter-state trial organised by thej

N.S.W. Motor Cycle Club at Christ.|

mas, over the new overland route

between Sydney and Melbourne, proved!
a great success. The" residts were
follow

:

First Pki/.es (value £10 10s. each).-

V. R. Blackett (3^ h.p. Zenith solo), noj
points lost.

A. Wright (7 h.p. Indian sc), no
points lost.

E. Tyler (7 h.p. Indian sc), no pointi

lost.

Second Phize (value £5 5s.).

L. Palmer (7 h.p. Indian), no poin^
lost at controls

;
penalised through start;

ing with sidecar and finishing .solo.

Third Prizes (value £3 3s. each).

li. Frost (7 "h.p. Indian sc), 60 point|
lost.

V. Flannagan (7 h.p. Harley sc),

points lost.

FoiTRTH Prizes (value £2 2s. each).

.T. Treteway (6 h.p. J.A.P. sc), 234
points lost.

E. Wiseman (7 h.p. Excelsior sc), 393
'

points lost.

Si'ECiAL Prize (for machine finishing in

best condition). •

v. R. Blackett (3i h.p. Zenith solo).

An animated scene at last weeks well-attended meet ot tlie Bi-mjngham N.IVl.C.h.U.

near Stonebridge.
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LINES THAT
EVERY MOTOR
CYCLIST WANTS
TIME, LABOUR,

AND MONEY

THE

(hemico]'
Specialities are obtainable from Garages, Motor
and Cycle Dealers everywhere. The least difficulty

in obtaining should, in the public interest, be
reported to us.

XHEMICO"
CARBIDE

Packed, coated and cleansed as in pre-war
days. The most reliable and the most
economical. Your dealer can supply.

*( ItCOOLIE
MOTOR CYCLE

OIL
No oil is too good for the good engine if the
best results are wanted. If you use " Coolie

"

Oil those best. results are ensured.

" CHEMICO "

PATCHES
The most reliable patch in existence.

Splendidly resUient, tenacious in grip and
easily placed in position. Made from the
be'st Para Rubber obtainable, beautifully
moulded and iinished.

These are but a few of our very many Unes,
wl,y not send for copy of descriptive leaflet ?

The COUNTY CHEMICAL
Co., Ltd.,

CHEMICO WOBKS.
BIRMINGHAM.

In an!>weTinrj this advertisement it is desirable to Mention "The Motor Cycle."
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I ASK YOU TO READ
THIS TESTIMONY.

OOULD anything be more convincing. Mr.
Ed variU actually spends money to tell me how
leased he i^, anJ Mr. Kendall spared his valuable
imie 111 writing me at length.

Mr. Fred Edwards, the well-known actor, after
Imving a SINKS fitted to l;is Bradburj' by Messrs.
Chiltern, of Cambridge, wired me on reaching
London tliis tliree word testimonial:

"GOD BLESS BINHS,"
the most unique testimonial ever given.

Mr. Kendall's testimony is more deliberate, and
really important to you.

a
O. Bm*s, fi> ., £cd«. Ftbniarv ill!, 1918.

Dear Sir,—About two y^nr? .-go I built, (or my own use, a motor cycle
composed of Chater Lea frame, A.J.S. pattern, 3-speed gears and kick-
starter, aad a 1913 7-g Rex engine, whicb had had very httle wear. The
engine had, when I bought it, a carburetter which I tried on the
machine when completed, and after tuning up. etc., only got 50 m.p.g.
Alter that I was told to try a variable jet, which I did, and only
got 25 m.p.g. after trying all positions of jet opening. A friend of mine
who had a garage (en which, by the way, 1 built my motor cycle) lent ma
an and a , both of which gave me 50 m.p.g., and througb
all tliis 1 had set my mind on a Binks Carburetter, but my friend of the
gara^'.' did not like them, and yet he had not tried them: however, I sent
my first to Booth's, of Halifax, and got a Binks in eschanga
ISO much to boot). 1 might say in passing, 1 have a Gloria sidecar. My-
fell w'ighing 14 stone and wife is stone, and a heavy machine, and taa
engiui- uould not run below 18 m.p.h. on any of the carburetters.
jhe first run on the Binks with self and wife and boy 14 years, we did

70 miles, and we c.in now do fin summer) 108 m.p.g., and not only that,
1 have cotivioced my friend of the garage and others to such an extent
that through my order about eight others have fitted BINKS, and aca
rtdigbled with them, and I feel convinced that the BinUs Carburetter is a
mechanical job, and as a petrol saver it is the thing.

I have used all kinds of so-called spirit, and have not yet had a choked
et, but have taken out iuy amount of flufl from under the sprin? at
Lottom of filter.

The only improvement 1 can thmk of is a better washer on cap under
j;l orifice, and a grub screw to keep ait slide from dropping oS, which it

has done with me about lour times, and slightly less control covers and
discs to same.
A- the time ol building the machine 1 was residing in Hull.

\ ours truly (Signed), W. H. KENDALL,
as Crow H ill Avenue, Cleethorpes Linc^.

.Makes the SCOTT machine run
Aeud eIow like a steam engine.
Sitecial models for SCOTT
m a h i n e ». DOUGLAS,
WILLIAMSON?. TEIUMl'H,
and all twins.

Order one to-tliy inslaad
ol l)uyin~ a new macliins.

PlBs 50 •

War
Advan33

Al^o plaq 1/G (or box. pacltinir. and rar-
nace. tocomply witkthenewrecnlation
r.,MH'lete with C snare jeta, kev. aiij

nstmctiona

MR. O'DONOVAN'S
STARTLING

RECORD BREAK-
ING PERFORM-

ANCES oDBrooklands

were all accompUsbe 1

by aid o! a Binks.

Price 49/

Send for my
practical

TREATISE ON
CARBURATION
free.

C. BINKS,
LTD.,

Phoenix
Munition
Works,
ECCLES,
near Manchester.

requiring

TRANSFERS
are invited to send particulars of wording required,

upon receipt of which we will submit, free of charge,

a specially prepared design.

REGISTRATION LETTERS AND NUMBERS, CRESTS.

MONOGRAMS, NAMES, ETC.. ALSO SUPPLIED.

£^ When asking for gratis design makers are

Til requested to state the colour of the back-

cround upon which the transfers will be aHixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
^:^L. COVENTRY

Manchester : Century Buildincs. 199. Deansgat'

LONDON:
20,TUDOR STREET, E.C. 4.

In a».owerin'i lite

f The ^^

HANDBOOK

j

\

i
Fully

I

Illustrated.

' Carefully

1 Indexed.

^TT Tlie amateur with no

^ knowledge of car mech- !

anism and the experi-

enced motorist alike will

find much that is inter-

esting and instructive in

this little volume

^TT It deals in a practical

^ way with the purchase,

driving, care, and man-
agement of a light car

and with every part of

the car itself.

BUY A COPY TO-DAY AND
GET TO KNOW YOUR CAR.

Obtainable from

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED
20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,

and aU booksellers.

Price

2/-
Net

By Post

(home
or

abroad)

2/4

I
is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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VICTOR HORSMAN, LTD.,

Liverpool & District agents for

:

N'/\|)nn/\'M' The unapproachable long stroke single.*'"" i."*!* The Big Four and Sidecar does the work of

a 6 h.p. Twin.
The B.R.S. and B.S. models for the Speedman,
giving 70 & 75 m.p.h.

17pl APPTPXR ^^^ two-stroke lightweight with the perfect

^ 1-/1</"\^L/ 1 1 1^« oiling system. Reliability with economy. Petrol
'~""~""^^^"^'""~~"

consumption 120 miles per gallon.

A 1> /^ The World's Best Flat Twin.

T'M'Til'A'M The Ideal high-power passenger outfit.

GJJ The Sporting Light Car. Simple, efficient,

^ '• tried and proved.

TV A "17 I p|\|\C Modele de Luxe 10 h.p. 4-cylinder Hght car.

"n. 1 "L/I^CrI/\J« Exceptionally low running costs, light on
*'"^"^^'~''^"'~"""^^~'

tyres, a perfect hill climber.

For specifications, prices, and delivery, write :

VICTOR HORSMAN. LTD.,

9, Parr Street, Slater Street, LIVERPOOL.

In answering tMs advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt." B3
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The Super Sidecar is the

Grindlay" Model de Luxe,

designed throughout to give

maximum comfort.

Two separate springing systems.

Patented system of wheel springing.

Patent springing of the body on

long cantilever springs. Superb

coachwork.

We have commenced delivery, and

invite enquiries.

AGENTS WANTED WHERE NOT
REPRESENTED.

Catalogues, etc., from

GRINDLAY (Coventry), Ltd., ^pon° End, Coventry.

\

United Spring Co.Get m toach

with the—

@lllllllllliaillllllllllSIIIIIIIIIII@llllllllll|[i]|||||||||||ill@||||||||||iaillllllllll^

Makers of Springs j
'il of Every Description. ^'

^ Also All Types of Spring Washers. =>

illlllllllliaillllllilll@lll!llllllieillllllllllSIIIIIIIIIIIIII@lllllllllli[^llllllllllll

Hawthorn Works, Smethwick.
Telephone- No. 118 Smethwick. Telegrams : Tension, Smethwick."

JENKS BROS., LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.

STRONG DOUBLE STRENQTH CANVAS ROLL. No rough edees.
When ordtrjng your new mounl, specily "JENBRO" TOOLS, tach tool isaade Irom drop lor^mgs and guaranleed. It your garage does not stock ihem

s«od us ;. line. UELlVliRY PEP REIURN. POSJ FREE.

R4

TWO USEFUL

BOOKS forMOTOR CYCLISTS.
Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.

One ot tbe tnost usetal nandbooks tor motor cyclists, itii

itiU of valuable information and " wrinkles " relating to tlie

purchase, driving, adjustment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, etc. of motor cycles. Sixth Edition
iReprint).

Price 2/. net By post. Home or Abroad 2/3.

Tracing Troubles.
Motor Cycle Faults, their identification and their remedies.
simply and fully explained. Third Edition (Second Repriatl.

Pnce 2/. net. By post, Home or Abroad. 2/2.

Obtainable (with remittance) fr<im ILIFFE & SONS LTD_
20, Tndor Street, London, E-C.4, also from all Booksellers.

In onswennti these aclveTtisements it ig desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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^ "THE SAME AS
\ YOU CAN BUY"

v%n.%-

I

I

I

.^V^^^Vi^-"-"

TIHIS phrase—"The Same as You Can Buy "—
was first linked with "Precision" Engines in

1912, when their users were winning hill climbs

and other efficiency contests with unfailing

'regularity. It was intended to convey that the

engines supplied to the public were of the same high

calibre as those which were achieving these successes.

d. In 1915, when our resources were requisitioned for

other purposes, the production of "Precision" Engines

was suspended, and the phrase dropped from our

announcements. It can now be resumed. Delivery

dates can be given for two 191 9 "Precision" Models

—

(i) An 8 h.p. twin-cyl. engine foUowrng the general lines of the 1915

model, but with improved and silent valve gear, a simple but very

efficient valve-lifting mechanism, eind roller bearing big end to

connecting rod.

(2) A 3J h.p. single-cylinder engine of 350 c.c. capacity on the two-

stroke principle possessing many unique merits, including roller

bearings to connecting rod big-end and main bearings, and an

automatic and continuous lubricating system. It is believed

that this model will earn a reputation as high as the famous

series of "Precision" Singles.

v-v-^-.^r- 'V-"U".%%%%^ -%---ir--i^- %%"V.'

REdaON
MOTOR CYCLE

F. E. Baker, Ltd., Precision Works. King's Norton. Birmingham.

c

i

I

iir-^^*%J%H

I

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' BQ
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^he [Aiew

WOLF-JAP
LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL
with two-speed countershaft gear & kick-starter

SPECIFICATION.
2} U.p. New J.A.P. Lightweight

Engine.

70 X 76 mm . 293 C.C.

2-Speed Gear, with Clutch and
Kick-starter.

Amac or Senspray Carburetter.

Drip-feed Lubricator.

Druid Forks.

Lion Magneto.

26 X 2i Tyres.

Complete with Two Toolbags

and Full Kit of Tools.

A thoroughly reliable machine for all seasons,

and one that will fully maintain the high

reputation gained by " Wolf " ^1olor•

Cycles in the past.

^ A lightweight that will

never let you down.
Order now for early

HeUverv,

Wn'te for /nil list of models.

THE WULFRUNA ENGINEERING CO.. LIMITED,
BRICKKILN STREET. WOLVERHAMPTON.

I

i

The Real

Lightweight
ha* 12 YEARS road work
to its credit. Advance
leaflets of new model wit
•oon be ready and deliveries
commence ab^ut May. Send
for par iculara, and place
yonr order cuuly for this
wonderful litlle machine
which ha« given pleasure
to hundreds.

TKe

J.E.S. Motor Works,

GLOUCESTER.

'OYERtheTOP
QuicKcr IFYOU USE "spots'^
PPOTS increase Milezise toy
SPOTS increase Power ^ t^
SPOTS increase Speed
EVERY BOX

SPOTS prevent carbon
/ SPOTS iTiake startins easy
SPOTS DECARBONISE

GUARANTEED.
Id. saves Saint (f„f™l.me) vatuG 2/-

CAN YOU AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THEM ? JUST DROP ONE IN THE CAN
85 Tablets 2/6 (Pojt 2d.) 50 Tablets 4/- (Post 3d.) 500 Tablets 35/- (Post free.

II your garage cannot supply you send us P.O. as abo\e and 3'our

dealer's name and address and we will do the rest.

The COAL BY-PRODUCTS Co., 25, Holborn House
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

In ansivering these adveTtlsernentg it is desirable to merttion "TIiq Motor Ci/cle."
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DIAMOND MOTORS
ARE THE PRODUCT OF INGENUITY.

70x76 mm. 293 c.c. capacity J.A.P.i rour-stroke Engine and EnSslil il n.p. 2-speeo, id-stroke (Vniiers Engine PRfCE 54 GUINEAS Mooei
2-speeil Gear. PRICE 58 GUINEAS MotJel E. 2i h.p. Single-speed 2-stroke (Vllllers Engine) „ 45 GUINEAS, Model C.

Embodying all that is BEST in DESIGN, MATERIALS, and WORKMANSHIP.

The Undisputed Best Lightweight on the Road.

THE D.F. &M. ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.,
WOLVERHAMPTON. Eng.Distributing Agents : London—Robertson's, 157B, Gt. Pordand St. Bitming-

hsm—Stevens Cycle Co., Gooch St. Sheffield : E. W. Hatfield. Norfolk SL
Northumberlano and Durham—Tiavers, Ltd., Pilgrim St., Newcastle-on-Tyne Telegrams: "Diamond.' 'Phone : 651 A.B.C. 5lh Code. Ed.

HAVE YOU OBTAINED A COPY OF OUR LATEST
BOOKLETS ?

"HINTS & TIPS" (which deal mainly with four-strokes).
"ALL ABOUT TWO-STROKES" (which no two-stroke rider can

afford to be without^.

WE SHALL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU EITHER OR BOTH
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

BROWN&RARinW \tA Westwood Roan,DRUnna. darluw , Lta., witton, Birmingham

sRICARDOp
r--

ManuFacturers. Founders.

Weyburn Engineering C-?Lt ULRaphaels Refinery.
Elstead. I ThomasSIBurdettR?'

Surrey. _^t__ Limehouse. e:.i4.

OVER 61.000 RICARDO PISTONS
ALREADY SUPPLIED AND ON ORDER.

The OWLYAlumi.nium Piston with NO Piston Slap.
Guaranteed advantages over other known types.

LESS WEIGHT - LESS FRICTION.
INCREASED HORSE POWER.
REDUCED OIL & PETROL CONSUMPTION.

VIBRATION ELIMINATED.
CARBONIZATION REDUCED.

We specialise m thernanufacfure of tks latest
patented, type under licence and to designs
supplied bij ENGINE PATENTS L'-S & M?RiCARt)0.
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1890.
Funds Exceed

£500,000.

. COMPLETE -

MOTOR CYCLE
INSURANCE
- POLICY -

from £2 per annam.

THE

LICENSES & GENERAL INSURANCE
CO., LIMITED,

24, Moorgate Street, LONDON, E.C.2.

SCIENTIFIC DESIGN, cumuined V7 tD --wrive years experience, makt
.p<^ 1919 HENDERSON SIDECARS better than THE BEST,
anH tbey must not be confused with the usual standard of sidecar

construction.

DU3'fl.£89 STEEL, speciaj unbreakable alloy steels, springs^ of

wondertu. resiliency, chassis free from rattle, lightness combined
wit., 'iirenc^th. etc, etc.. ARE FEATURES EXOLUSIVI t*
HENDERSON SIDECARS, each one being guaranteed

(or ONE YEAR.

The
Famous
Moder'A"
Feather-
weight.

Model
"Elite."

The Last Word in Scientific Sidecar Constroction
EARLY DELIVERY OF ALL MODELS.

LU\LitmtCQ Ccualogue n-ce.

HENDERSON SIDECARS, w'^oRlfs. Sheffield
Leorar^^ H. HeDdT'^oD, /».M,1.A.E., DesiKner).

ii

Tracing Troubles
j>

.MOTOR CYCLE FAULTS, THEIR
SIMPLY AND

Price 2 /- net
THIS handy little volume deais

with all the faults to which
motor cycles are liable, explains how
they can be easily diagnosed, and
fhows how they can be rectiiied. Every
conceivable c;*use of trooble is dealt with, anH
the reweHv for it cr.refullv explained

Obtatnabii irom

20. Tndor
and all

IDENTIFICATION AND
FULLY EXPLAINED.

, ByPost,X'2X2/2.-
ILIFFE & SONS LTD..

Street. London. EC.4.
leading hook^eLler-i.

THEIR REMEDIES...

/A"/ -n.UABLE WHEN OVERHAULING.

yHE present edition has been
*• brought up to date by the
author, all obsolete matter taken out arifl

new material added. The Section dealing
with Two-stroke Motor Cycles has been
considerably enlarged and rearranpjed. A
new Section dealing with Electric Lightinji
Dynamos has been added.

TCLAOC MARKARE USED BY AUU EXPERTS.
KING'S ROAD. ST. PANCRAS, LOi^DON, N.W.I. 'I'hone - Korth 1227.

We h-ive much pleasure in announcing tliat we nave resumed the manufacture ol our popular " Overseas
"

Motor Cycles (and fittings for export)
Th" 1919 Model with suspeosioo frame, a model of surpassing reliability and comfort is now in

preparation, and we expect ro commence delivering early in April. Send us a postcard and we will

post you copy of list when ready.
Meanwhile we are now delivering a limited number of Intermediate Peace Afodels fitted with

Sturmev Archer 3-speed countershaft gear. Prio^c as under:

3J h-p. single-cyllndep • £80. 6 h-p. twin • £92.

L THE OVERSEAS MOTOR CO., LTD., U, Johnstone Street, Ladywood, BIRMINGHAM.

1
/n ri„.i,ririii'i ilie,it. adveTtisements it >; tUfiruOle lu mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

i

I

i

IXIIIIIKIIIIISitlllllXllllias THE TAN-SAD PATENT KlllllXIIIIIXIIIIIXIIIIIiiSIIIIIK

Mads of Component
Parts 1 and S

(TANDEM SADDLE)

UNIVERSALLY FITS ALL MOTOR CYCLES

IF YOU ONLY KNEW WHAT
USERS SAY ABOUT THE

TAN-
(TANDEM)

Mad^ of
Componttnt

Parts
Nos.

1. 2, 3,6, 8,9.

YOU WOULD ORDER AT ONCE AND
MAKE SURE OF OBTAINING ONE
OF THESE EXCELLENT PILLION

SEATS FOR EASTER.

Apply : Desk 1, THE TAN-SAD WORKS,
46, WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM. Nos. 1, 5, 7.

[%iiiiiKiiiiixiiniKiiiiiKiiiii>Kiiiii%iiiii%iiiiiKiiiiiiisisiiiiiKiiiii%iiiii%iiii!%iini%iiiii%iiii|s«iiiii%i

In answerinfi these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

KIIIIIKIIIIIK
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'^Economical losurancerorMotor Cyclists
PROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE COMPANY, LIMITED.

ESTABLISHED 1865

REASONABLE POLICY CONDITIONS. PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

PREMIUMS FOR FULL and COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES (including sidecar)

Under 3i h.p. .

.

..£250 5 h-p. • ..£300
3J—4 h.p. ..£2100 6—10 h.p. With Sidecar £3176

6— ro h.p. Without Sidecar .. ..£476-

15% REDUCTION IF INSURED BEARS THE FIRST £1 OF ALL CLAIMS.

20 /o )i J, )i i--^ j> >i

Extra BeneOts anl Personal Accident Insurance included at slightly increased premiums.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO-

Head Office: 61, COLEMAN STREET, LONDON, E.G.

BRANCHES AND DISTRICT AGENCIES :—.MANCHlibl siR : .i, Boo[:i Siceei. SWANSEA: 4, Glouoesier Waoe. BIRMINGHAM:
4t, lempie Street. LIVEKHUOL : 3, CooK Street. LEEDS : 5, East Paca-te. BRISTOL: i, Clare Street. NEWCASTLE : 5, Collingwoof
Street SHEFFIELD : lO Hrudeotial Builiiogs. SOUTHAMPTON: ^6 & 37. Hish Street. READING: Broa.lwav Buildines. GLASGOW-
18 Gordon Street OUHIIN- 17. Massau Street

Telegrams :
" Perpend, Ave, London." Telephone ; London Wall, 5306 (4 lines I

Tht Patch that Locks the Puncturs.
Surridge's Patent 6866/10.

Outfits for Motor Cycles and Cars, 1/6,2/6,6/3, 10/6 each

PATCHES, 4 shapes. Oval, Oblong, Rectangular, and Square,

from all Agents and Factors.

ASK FOR THE HOLDTITE PATCH AND SEE YOU GET THEM. Send lor Lilt

SURRIDGE'S PATENTS, 73, Church Street,

CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5.

THE VELOCETTE 2i h.p. TWO-STROKE holds the record for loweit

petrol consumption—229 miles per gallon. It is fitted with a highly-

successful AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEM.

Preliminary list novo ready. Send your name and address.

VELOCE LTD., FLEET STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLE TOOL=KITS.
(STRONG CANVAS ROLLS.)

>

i ofe/vuTOC^i
I HANDBOOK!

A Guide to the Motor Car.

q Full ot practical and useful
information for all car owners.

' Eighth Edition, Price 2/6 net. By post 3/-. *f
' Home or Abroad. **

Obtainable from ILIFFE& SONS LTD., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4 *l*

and leading booksellers. ^
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The Spring of 1919.

NC^
since 1914 has spring brought with

iL so much promise of activity in the

motor cycle world. After the repression

of years of war, enthusiasm for the pas-

time seems likely to burst forth with
renewed vigour. Spring this year means more
than it has ever done ; it will be a reunion of

many motor cyclists who have lost touch with

each other since 1914, and who have been scat-

tered all over the worfd in the service of the

nation. Moreover, every meeting of motor
cyclists has an unusual interest this year, when
so much novelty is expected in the new models.
Truly, the winter of war is past and the voice

of the hooter heard once more in the land.

Single-cylinder Balance.

HITHERTO it has been recognised as a fact

—albeit a lamentable one—that the

single-cylinder engine could not by any
convenient means be balanced perfectly.

In the balancing of a motor cycle engine,

we have to consider two separate sets of weights :

the reciprocating parts and the revolving parts

—

not to mention such minor matters as the angu-

larity of the connecting rod and the formation

of a couple. It has . long been known that a

revolving weight can be balanced- suitably by
another revolving weight, hence it is easy to

balance the crank pin, big end, and that part of

the connecting rod, which is for convenience-

taken to be a revolving weight, by a weight, or

weights, placed on the crankshaft or flywheels.

Similarly, reciprocating masses can be simply

and effectively balanced by other reciprocating

masses acting in an opposite direction. This

accounts for the almost perfect balance of a fiat

twin, even when no balance weights are added,

for one piston balances the other, . and so w-ith

regard to big end and connecting rod. There

will, however, still remain an unbalanced couple

unless means are taken to prevent this by placing

the cylinders truly in line, and using a double

or forked connecting rod in one cylinder and a

three-throw crankshaft. But the improvement
in results hardly repays the added complication,

when it is remembered that, given a suitable

crankshaft and narrow big end bearings, such

as can be used when roller bearings are em-

ployed, the cylinders can be placed a very little

out of line.

In the case of a single-cylinder or V twin, the

problem of the couple does not occur, and the

primary balance has been the difficulty. Take,

for example, a vertical single-cylindered engine.

If the balance weights are made equal to the

unbalanced revolving masses, the big end and

crank pin will be adequately balanced, but the

reciprocating parts will be entirely unbalanced,

and much vertical vibration will take place. If

the balance weights are made equal to the sum
of the revolving and reciprocating parts to be

balanced, the vertical vibration is largely re-

moved—it cannot be entirely eliminated on

account of the angularity of the connecting rod

—

but a considerable horizontal vibration w-ill be

set up. From the rider's point of view, this

is less important, but it is customary to adopt

a compromise, and make the balance weights

equal to the revolving masses and half the re-

ciprocating masses. This results in only a very

moderate degree of balance.

We are now in a position to state, on the

authority of a well-known automobile engineer,

that a device has been invented by which a

single-cylindered engine may be really well

balanced. We are not at the moment permitted

to reveal the method by which such a desirable

end is achieved, but it is quite simple, and said

to be entirely effective. Moreover, the names of

those responsible for the device are a sufficient

guarantee that it will do all that is claimed for

it. It will be readily understood what this

means to the single-cylinder, for it will result

in its chief handicap, when compared with the

flat twin, being removed.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the page facing the back covert
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SIR HENRY NORMAN AND HIS AUTO-PED.
Interview with Sir Henry and Vajor Low, who fiave

designed an Improved "Motor Scooter."

A^

Sir hcmy INorman

on the motor scooter,

which received a great

deal of publicity in the

daily press quite recently.

S mentioned in the arlicle

" The Motor Scooter"

appearing in last week's

issue, the great interest taken in

the motor scooter by the British

public is largely due to Sir

rieiiry Norman and Rear-Admiral

Sir Reginald Hall.

Major Sir Henry Norman,

Jiart., F.R.G.S., A.I.E.E.,

M.P., is an old patron of motor-

ing, is a member of the R.A.C.
("ommittee, and of the Legisla-

tion (Committee of the R.A.C.

He is keenly interested in

_ scientific subjects, and among

f^Wa^'^
t'l^ nimierous important posts he

£|2K^ has held was that of Liaison

^p^^ '

C)fficer of the Ministry of Muni-

tions with the Ministry of Inven-

tions in Paris—a most interest-

ing appointment which brought

him in touch with the numerous
ingenious devices brought out by

our French Allies. He has also

taken a lively interest in science and electricity gener-

ally and wireless in particular, and the first time we
found his name connected with the motor cycle was

when he had an Allon two-stroke fitted up by the High
Tension Company as the source of power for produc-

ing, current for a wireless installation during his in-

vestigations at the Front.

There is no doubt that Sir Henry is extremely enthu

siasiic over his motor scooter,

and we are confident that an

account of his views on this

method of locomotion cannot

fail to interest our readers.

We therefore approached
Sir Henry, and he readily

accorded us an interview at

his house in Westminster.
" How did you become

acquainted with the Auto-
ped, Sir Henry? " we asked.

' Lady Norman saw it in

an American paper, and
said, ' Tliat is the very thing

I have longed for all mv
life.' " replied Sir Henry.

" Did it take her long to

get one ?
"

" Well, about six months,
and when I had finally ob-
tained it Lady N(jrman rode
it in the first five minutes
down tlie Portsmouth Road."

Here we may mention that

the Hon. Lady Norman,
C.B.E., has done magnificent
work during the war, and at

1522

the present moment is chairman

of the Women's Committee of the

Imperial War- Museum.
" Does Lady Norman find it use-

ful in her work ? " we
asked.

" Yes," replied Sir

Henry. " She has given

up the car altogether, and

uses the scooter exclusively

for getting about Town in

connection with her work."
"What do you

think of it as a

mechanical contriv-

ance? " was our next

question.
" I think it is a

very useful little
vehicle," replied Sir

Henry. " I may tell -

,^^^^^^ ^ow, R.A.F.. the well,
you that she has been known scientist, who expresses his

bombarded by en- opinion of motor scooters on this

quirers who addressed page.

her in the street. So far as its mechanical design is

concerned, I called in my friend. Major Low, and

together we took it to pieces, and found it to be hope-

lessly inaccessible and poorly made. I am confident,

however, that a motor scooter, properly designed, has

a big future, and I may tell you that Major Low and

I have taken out several patents, and in a few weeks'

time hope to have a sound design on the road."

Here we took leave of our genial host, who before

we departed showed us the

Auto-ped's garage, a small

coat cupboard near the front

door, and had a few minutes'

conversation on the subject

of motor scooters with Major
Low, whose name, of course,

is well known to our readers.

When asked his opinion on
the standing question, Major
Low replied: "Why stand? If

you stand on a motor scooter

you ha^e complete control

of it, and an absolutely per-

fect balance. If you sit down
it is not nearly so easy to

maintain the balance. Bearing

in mind that the motor scooter

is only used for short dis-

tances, I do not think the

standing attitude is at all an
objection. Mind you, the

present design of motor
scooter is hopelessly crude,

and the particular pattern

that Sir Henry Norman and
I are bringing out will be a

great improvement."

Sir Henry Norman, Bart., M.P.,
and Major Low, R.A.F., who are

collaborating in the production of

a motor scooter.
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A Logical Decision.

FROM one standpoint it is rather a pity that tlie

A.C.U. has disowned the four-wlieeled cycle car.
Should such a vehicle ever make good, it will

'wage war on sidecar outfits and other three-wheelers,
for \i a firm in command of the requisite brains and
capital ever takes up the cheap featherweight four-
wheeler, it could certainly be turned out at a price
which would cut the ground from under all existing
four-wheelers. Even in 1914 the Baby Peugeot—an
expensive design turned out in smallish quantities

—

was cheaper than many sidecar outfits. So the ideal
would certainly-have been for the four-wheeled cycle
car to remain under the mgis of the A.C.U. But this

ideal was shattered by the impossibility of drawing a
line between the cycle car and the light car, just as the
pundits have already failed to distinguish the light car
from the car proper. The decision is mournful, but
inevitable.

Wanted, Progress in Handle-bar Control.

fOBODY seems to have noticed that handle-bar
control is practically stagnant. We are still

using the apparatus which was invented a dozen
years ago. and w-hich admittedly serves its original pur-

poses fairly well, though it looks untidy and collects

rust. During the last year or two we have seen the birth

of automatic carburetters with a throttle lever arc of six

inches or so, and gear changes which demand no more
muscular exertion than a throttle opening. The former
are controlled by levers which compel the rider to take
his hand off the bar, thereby reducing the handle-bar
control to much the same level of inefficiency as the

old tank levers. The latter is operated by a side lever,

subject to a similar defect. In many gear changes the

/location of the gear lever is of no particular import-

ance, but a handle-bar change would be very pleasant,

especially for the clumsier riders, under three sets of

conditions, viz. : (i.) At speed. (2.) Over rough going
of any kind. (3.) In thick traffic. It may perhaps
be added that we are still waiting for a really sound
handle-bar clutch control. All that can be said in

favour of the best patterns is that they possess plenty

of leverage. The span of the grip is always too wide
to be comfortable, and if a hold-out trigger is fitted,

it seldom remains reliable for long.

About Noise.

IT is rather absurd of soine agitators to desire to

silence motor cycles in the interests of the general

public. We admittedly create a good deal of

noise on occasions, but our machines are much less of

a public nuisance than trains, trams, tubes, motor

lorries, and motor 'buses. I have stayed at six separate

hotels in London during the last year, and at none

of them was it possible to sleep until one's body had

grown accustomed to the uproar—incessant or inter-

mittent—created by various forms of cheap public

ccasional

transport. At my house in the suburbs low-

fiying aeroplanes awakened the household soon after

sunrise on every calm, clear morning. The man
who selects motor cycling noises as a high spot in

the list of public grievances has no sense of fact or

proportion. If making England " fit for heroes to

live in " is to include the abolition of all noises, in-

cluding suppressing the postman's knock, the milk-

man's yodel, setts and cobblestones, and perforniing

a surgical operation on cats, motor cycles must plainly

be silenced: but they play a very insignificant part in

the noisy noise which accompanies our daily life.

Manufacturers and Silencers.

TO say that our machines are noisy because the

average manufacturer is a poor engineer strikes

me as ridiculous. I rode an almost perfectly

silenced motor bicycle as long ago as 1904, and the

public would not have it at any price. Personally I

found it quite appreciably dangerous. A motor bicycle

is too small to catch the tail of a pedestrian's eye: if

we go in for efficient silencers, we shall be driven in

our own and everybody else's interests to fit raucous

alarms and to operate them incessantly—the remedy

may be worse than the disease. There may be some-

thing—but not so very much^n the contention of

The Times correspondent that riders like the open

exhaust because the only alternative is valve clatter.

But I am sure he is wrong in considering that the

elimination of mechanical noises would create a yearn-

ing for a silencer with a note like the hiss of a snake,

or even reconcile the average rider to such a silencer.

For some wholly mysterious and possibly criminal

reilson, most of us like engine noise for its own sake,

quite irrespective of the protection it affords or of the

extra power it might offer as compared with a badly

designed silencer. I fancy the reason is that noise is

suggestive of power and also of the more sporting

nuances of motor cycling—Brooklands, the T.T., etc.

;

but, whatever may be the reason, the fact remains.

The Debacle of the N.S.U.

CAN any Colonial reader tell me how and why the

N.S.U. machines lost their supremacy in our

Colonial markets? A few years ago every

letter to hand from the Dominions lauded the N.S.U.

machines, and derided the lop-eared way in which

Bridsh makers competed with the Hun, just as to-day

we hear panegyrics of the Indian, Harley-Davidson,

etc., and frantic enquiries as to whether our own firms

will ever wake up. I never much liked the N.S.U.

machines myself: they looked tinny, and they lacked

refinement; but they were undoubtedly reliable, and

they were fitted with reliable two-speed gears long

before the average British machine had thought about

such a thing. Then quite suddenly they lost their

Colonial popularity, and presently the Yanks came

along and filled the breach.

B23
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WHAT, boundless possibilities

are opened up by the use

of a motor cycle as an aid

to one's favourite pastime ! There

is hardly a known form of recrea-

tion the enjoyment of which cannot

be facilitated by its use. Shooting.

fishing, golf, tennis, football, photo-

graphy and sketching, to name
only a few— the motor cycle has a

place in each.

Of course, the motor cycle can be
the means of transit to and from
anything, be it a cricket match or a

wedding, a boxing tournament or a "jazz'' ball. It

is with tho.se pastimes into which the motor cycle

enters with a more intimate relationship that I propose
to deal. Touring may be called a pastime, and the

motor cycle Is par excellence the tourist's mount, but

this form of recreation forms such a well-known part

of motor cycling life that a passing reference is all

sufficient.

Shooting.

It is In the pursuit of game that a motor cycle

can assist to perhaps a greater degree than In any
other sport.

A misty morning In early October and a day's

shooting In prospect, the venue being a group of

small covets lying in a secluded ^alley alsout ten

How the Motor Cycle scores
over both the Motor Car
and Pedal Cycle.

miles away. A couple of sidecar

outfits, and stored away in them
a luncheon basket with the guns

and munitions thereof : even the

dogs can be squeezed In along with

the " guns," and if the sport does

not prove good—well—it Is, load up
and away to other fields. Without

a motor cycle It would mean a

wasted day and a return home to

drown the disappointment In—ginger ale.

Angling.

This offers much the same good use for a machine.

Many an owner who is lucky enough to have time, to

fish can tell of the advantage gained by an early

arrival, and, indeed, a late stay at his favourite water.

(Left) The motor cycle can be brought close to

the river's edge, thus saving the carrying of tackle

and food from the mn.

(Right) At most tennis courts and cricket clubs

the motor cycle is in evidence.

The delight of lounging after dusk at some
trout lay whilst the last orange glow

of the sunset Is making a mystic glitter on

the placid surface and a chorus of murmurs
emanates from the adjoining rushes where
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The Motor Cycle as an Aid to Other Pastimes.—

(Top) The sidecar proving its usefulness in "pot hunting.'

picture tells its own story

A simple method ol carrying a tennis racket.

some moorhens are squabbling over domestic matters
;

a quiet smoke and diseussion of piscatorial doings of

the day, and of other days; and then an easy return

journey to civilisation, form a delightful alternative

to tlie hurried scramble, sans motor cycle, to the nearest

railway station.

Following hounds may form an interesting occupa-

tion for a lazy day, the "following" being confined

to anticipating the course and getting up with the

hunters at various points

of road crossings. With a

hit of luck, one may even

be "in at the death," but

it is as well to remember
that Masters of Hounds do
not like promiscuous follow-

ing by outsiders.

Lawn tennis, cricket, and
all other kinds of field

games, come into a class

in which the motor cycle

forms a quick transport to

the scene of operation, and

the only points of interest

arising are (i) tlie carrying

of racquet, cricket bat and

pads, etc., when riding solo,

and (2) the question of

efficient mudguarding and a

clean working engine when
riding in flannels. The
first can be solved by a

type of clip on the fork,

of which there are several

on the market; but a full

cricket bag forms an awk-

ward proposition for the

solo rider by reason*cf its

unusual length. The
second point is one- that

may be solved by efficient

leg shields, and many riders

make use of their machines

whilst garbed in "whites"

without noticeable detri-

ment.

Golf.

More often than not the

golf course is several miles

out of town, and some
mechanical conveyance is

absolutely necessary. It is

in conjunction with this

pastime that the motor

The sketch block fixed to the handle-

bar of a motor cycle.

(Bottom) Usually the golf course is a few miles from home, and the

economical running of the motor cycle scores greatly over the lightest

of light cars.

cycle is more freely

used than with any
other. At a golf

club house on a fine

day, one can see a

dozen or two motors
;

sidecars and solo

machines being
always well repre-

sented. The carry-

ing of clubs will

generally be found
easiest slung over
the shoulder, but
a little ingenuity will devise a method of strapping a

kit on to the forks.

In those countries which are blessed with a reliable

type of winter and where the ice comes to stay, not
to vanish when the word "skating" is breathed, the
motor cycle takes quite a prominent place in winter
sports, not only in getting to and from the ice,

but no inconsiderable
T"^ amount of amusement is

derived by running a

machine on the ice as a

sort of tug-boat for the

towing of strings of

skaters.

There are some pastimes
which do not come under
the category of games or

sport, but are usually

termed "hobbies." These
include photography,
sketching, and the study
of natural history. I be-
lieve the motor cycle has
been used in connection
with the last-named to carry

impedimenta to places

difficult of access.

Sketching.

The motor cyclist who is

fond of sketching and even

the professional artist find

motor cycles of remarkable

assistance both in getting to

the desired spot and ii>

forming an easel and seat.

A route card holder or map
holder fixed on the handle

bar \\\l\ easily support s.

sketch block, and the rider

can remain in the saddle,

provided he can wheel his

machine into the desired

position. This dispenses

w-ith the conventional easel

and camp stool.

These are the principal

forriis of pastime in which
the motor cycle plajs such

an important part, and no

other form of vehicle can

give such " efficient " ser-

vice. F.S.

B25
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WHETHER the auxiliary motor
will ever attain the \ogue in

England that it has in America
it is very hard to prophesy. Neverthe-

less, it is an undoubted fact that there are

many here to whom the motor attacliment

would appeal. Several such auxiliary

motor sets have been offered to the British

public, and at least three firms are shortly

introducing improved models at a low price which j)ro-

mise to fulfil every requirement. The elderly cyclist

sliuns any suggestion of complication; the lady cyclist

must be convinced of reliability, and other potential

purchasers want to know wherein lie the advantages for

particular purposes, over bicycles and motor cycles.

Motor-assisted bicycles to some extent overlap the

field of both the lightweight motor cycle proper and
the pedal cycle, and yet have a distinct scope of their

own. For town hack work they should be an ideal

form of locomotion, and do all that the lightweight

motor cycle can do, hence they should appeal to

doctors, nurses, messengers, and business men. The
golfing enthusiast and the angler also would find a

machine of this type useful. It should
require a minimum of attention in the way
of adjustment and cleaning, and be cap-

able of going anywhere a pedal bicycle wi

go, and as those we have seen are light

enough to be lifted over stiles, the artist in

search of rural scenery could have no better

form of transport for himself and his pocket-
carried impedimenta. The nature lover

and the potterer, too, should find it an equal
boon. ]t must be admitted, however, thai

DkTHEIlR. LIMITATIONS.
these ad\antages are in many cases obtain-

able with lightweight motor cycles. On
one point the motor-assisted bicycle

should make a strong appeal, and that is

the fact that riding such a machine de-

mands no extravagant or heavy clothing.

On the latter score alone it should find

fa\'()ur with many.
Then there is the ardent cyclist.

Through the agency of this attachment he can greatly

increase his radius, save much of the heart-breaking

and perspiring uphill work, and yet get his normal

amount of exercise as well. This, of course, provided

his pedalling gear ratio is sufficiently high; in which

connection it would be advisable to have a three-speed

hub fitted.

Then lastly there is the ever-present question of

price. To the man who already has a bicycle it will

cost him the value of another machine.

Social Possibilities.

One aspect of these mounts which is often over-

looked is their inherent social possibilities. The main

f-^

•-^"JU,

The motor-assisted blc>'cle is useful to sportsmen in general who desire the
conveniences ot power coupled with the cleanliness of the pedal cycle.

Bi6

The motorised cycle makes appeal to ladies on account

of its light weight.

difference in motor cycle and bicycle club
' runs is that the motor cyclists are strung over

, many miles, while the cyclists generally ride

J in a bunch, and do not need sidecars to

provide a conversational companion. The
attachment of the motor does not eliminate

this advantage. For the person who lives in

some town in an industrial area, a trip into

the country by bicycle would often entail con-

siderable time lost in traversing uninteresting
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Economy,
One reason for the great economy
of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles is the

extreme efficiency of the B.S.A.

Countershaft Three-speed Gear.

This well-knovm device renders

hiU-climbmg with a sidecar and

passenger easy and sure. Business

riders, tourists, naval and military

men, all testify to the satisfaction

which B.S.A. Motor Bicycles

are giving, and, whether you
require a machme for commercial

or pleasure purposes, you, too,

will appreciate B.S.A reliability

and efficient service

For
Solo
and

Sidecar

Workmanship.
The more closely B.S.A. Motor
Bicycles are scrutmized and tested

the more is one impressed by the

excellence of B.S.A. workman-
ship. Every part testifies to the

thoroughness of B.S.A. methods.

For many years the public has

appreciated the value of B.S.A.

workmanship, the constant growth

of this popularity being fostered

by concentrating on B.S.A. Motor
Bicycles the most scientific

processes knovm to modern
engineering.

Full particulars from:

The Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,
Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

Manufacturers of B.S.A. Bicycles, Motor Bicycles, Cycle Fittings, Variable Gears and Coaster

Hubs, Free Wheels, Chains, etc.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B27
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Motor Assisted Bicycles.

—

residential parts, so that the speeding up eflfect of one

of these small machines would save that time and

enable longer periods to be spent in rural surroundings.

These, then, are a few of the pleasures and advant-

ages to be gained by the possession of an auxiliary

method of propulsion in addition to the bicycle.

Limitations.

When we advance into the range of the lightweight

motor cycle proper, we have quite a distinct and sepa-

rate set of requirements in which the motor-assisted

cycle cannot hope to compete with it. The great dis-

tinction between these two types of machine lies in the

word " auxiliary." The motor cycle is a motor and
just sufficient cycle—the reverse is the case with the

cvcle-motor, where the motor part is distinctly sub-

servient to tlie bicycle. Here, then, is the limit mark
of the motor attachment. It has no serious luggage-

carrving capacity. Compared with a motor cycle

proper, it is unpleasant to ride for long distances, or

for touring over bad roads in bad weather. On the

other hand, it is better than a pedal cycle in these

respects. A good speed average, compared with the

lightweight, is impossible, but again, a higher average

can be maintained than by pedal power alone. The
motorised bicycle, however, is not intended for high

'speeds nor for more touring tlian would be done on a

pedal cycle. Its aim is to save fatigue more than to

save time. On account of the small tyres and rigid

frame, vibration at higher speeds than those at which

the pedal cycle is run is objectionable, and also dele-

terious to the machine. To pedal the machine with-

out the engine assistance, owing to its added weight

and tiie stouter tyres usually fitted, may be said to be

somewhat tiring. Its apparent trustworthiness and
reliability render it liable to be neglected, and woe to

the unfortunate cyclist who finds himself miles from

anywhere with a lifeless motor. Again, the elderly

rider, inclined to cnibonpohit, does not find so small

an engine of much use on really steep hills, and push-

ing it up a hill is a searching test for weak hearts and

short-windedness.

Summing Up.
From the various pros and cons, it will be seen that

there is a distinct sphere of usefulness for the bicycle

with an auxiliary engine. It will, however, not appeal

to those who have been fully fledged motor cychsts,

although they may recognise it as a fertile source of

recruits to their favourite sport. It does not appeal

to the speed man, the solo or family tourist. It

should have a public of its own, and these will in all

probability be culled from the ranks of the bicycling

fraternity, and not from those of motor cyclist's. To
the latter there is a suggestion of the ridiculous in

being perched on a high saddle with a frenziedly

revolving engine, bowling along at 20 m.p.h. or less,

or pedalling uphill to keep up the revs. It reminds

one too much of the old days of l.p.a.

This is the age of wheels, and soon everyone will

want some handy quick means of locomotion, not as a

passing craze, but as an example of the ever-growing

need of industrial, commercial, and social efinciency,

and there is a class of rider for every type.

Mascot.
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RECORDS—FROM THE INSIDE.

A GREAT change has come over the motor cycle
industry during the last few years. When first

1 knew it, and indeed for many a long year
afterwards, there was hardly a theoretical engineer
engaged in it. The few engineers we boasted were of
the practical craftsman type. They were incapable
of designing an engine, but they knew how to make
one if somebody else provided the drawings; and on
occasion they knew how to fake one, too. So in the
earliest days if a firm or an individual contemplated
a. record-making or record-breaking stunt in the
interests of profit or glory, the position was that we
had a Continental engine—French, Dutch, or Belgian
—Minerva, Kelecom, or Peugeot ; and we had to make
it do something which the standard patterns could not
do, or find some freak man with an indiarubber
skin and ner\'es of steel wire who would dare
or stick

,
something calculated to appal any

other rider.

There were at this period four main stunt
avenues, each of which demanded quite difi'erent
treatment. You could circle round a small track
with semi-flat banking a mile faster than any-
body else dare do it. You could try to win a
hill-climb. You could essay fame in a relia-
bilit}' trial : these were usually run in penny
numbers of loo miles on
successive Saturday
afternoons till all the
riders bar one had
broken down, unlimited
tuning up being allowed
during the week.
Finally you could
attempt a long-distance
record, e.g., from
Land's End to John-o'-

By VETERAN.

Groat's, which then occupied about three days. The
track records at Canning Town, the Crystal Palace, and

on the flat grass tracks used for cycle sports were terrific

affairs, with Harry Martin, the brothers Chase, and vhe

Colliers kings at the game. Personal recklessness was
everything here. Half a dozen of these boys would
take machines capable of 50 m.p.h. to a suburban

sports meeting in a cricket field, and scrap round a

small circle of wet turf marked out by wooden posts

and ropes. Tuning had little to do with it. It was
simply a question of which man was willing to take

most risks. On the gently banked cinder tracks tuning

was of some account, but was amateurish, compared to

the wiles of a G. E. Stanley. You handled so many
engines per year in your job as an assembler of motor

cycles. Occasionally you hit a spot

engine, on to which you froze. You got

all the moving parts nice and lissom
;
you

got all the compression joints dead tight.

You tuned up the make and break con-

tacts, and you faked the carburetter.-

Then you crouched low, and risked your
neck at every corner. The early hill-

climbs would not raise a thrill nowadays,
though we thought them wildly excit-

ing, and the annual Catford C. C. climb

at Westerham
w a s so sen-

sational that it

verged on the

sinful and un-

healthy. All

the men I have

named would
be there, with

R. M. Price on
his Brown, A.
E. Lowe or

(Top) Harr>' .Martin (Mart and hour records. (Centre)
N. D. Slatter (A!c>'on). Class A, under 250 c.c, one hour; H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision), who put up sidecar records
Collier (Matchless), Class E, under 1,000 c.c, flying mile. (Bottom) F. W. Barnes (Zenith). Class 1, under 1,003 c.c
fl>'ing mile ; T. B. Haddock (A.J.S.), Class F, under 350 c.c, with sidecar, one hour , E. B Ware (Zenith), Class 1, under
sidecar, one hour ; G. E. Stanley (Singer), Classes C (500 c.c.) and D (750 c.c), one hour. (See ItMe on page 354.)

Left to right,

in 1913; C.R.
., with sidecar,

1,000 cc, with
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S. L. Bailey

(Douglas) fly-

ing km., 350

c.c class.

Ij^^^ius 5-'5

About this time some really good British

began to A^

^ne of the earliest J. A. P. engines, and a few others now
fpst to fame. Timing implied little more than I have in-

|icated above, except that numerous secret visits were
paid to tlie hill beforehand with a motor car full of

pare pulleys, and the most suitable gear was thus

sleeted. The start was from a standstill, but you were
lllowed a hefty pal to heave you off, and much de-

ended on whether the engine fired promptly, and.

whether you could fly into the saddle without wasting a

lenth of a second. Behind the scenes most of the

aakers were ransacking the Continent for new and
etter engines, and it was not an unknown thing.

>r a man to unearth a new engine somewhere
the Low Countries, bring it to England with

deadly secrecy, and make a new crank case to

camouflage it, so that no rival should buy a dupli-

cate. One year when two or three of the cog-

noscenti thought thev had got something rather hot,

Joe van Hooydorilc turned up with more than his usual

smile : he had got hold of the first 3!- h-P- m.o.i.v.

Minerva, which soon killed off the a.o.i.v. 2J h.p.

brigade,

engines

appear. The Motor
Manufacturing Co.
produced a good
copy of the 2 3| h.p.

De Dion, and the

Excelsior people
put it in a rather

weak and top heavy-

frame, on which
Sam Wright and
others were all but

invincible. - The
curious H u m b e r

chain-drivers, with
their engines in the

P. and M. position,

piloted by Johnny
Crundall and Bert Yates, also took a lot of holding,

and the British industry began to stand on its own legs.

Every ik)w and then I encounter a decrepit sample of

one of these pioneer makes offered for ^5 or so at a

junkshop. I always beg a ride, and marvel that I

could have enjoyed my tours on them as I unquestion-

. ably did. Yet one always looks back and recalls those

old days with pleasure and zest. Not less do I wonder
how these single-geared mounts carried us all over

the map.

Class A (under 250 c.c), fiymg km
(Singer). Class G (under 500 c.c.

(Rudge).

Our reliability trials were a literal scream. Red-
bourne was a favourite venue for the M.C.C. solo

trials, and Godstone for the passenger events with

primitive sidecars and tricars. The first stop outed you.

You toddled steadily twenty-five miles up the road and

twenty-five miles back, turning in the width of it until

you had done your loo for the day. If you sur-

vived, the performance began again the next Satur-

day. Leonard Jones, with a miraculous i^4^ h.p.

tricycle, and Milligan with a 3 h.p. Bradbury, nearly

drove the committee crazy. I believe that one summer
the pair kept going for about three months.

The End=to=end.

The End-to-end was, of course, too formidable an

affair to be taken in hand lightly. To begin with,

nobody knew the road, and the rider had to be pro-

vided with typewritten route instructions, culled from

C.T.C. road books and the like, whilst guides were

sought for on the more populous sections.
_
Then

steam ferries had to be chartered across the Firth of

Forth and at Beauly—nobody dreamt of riding round

in those days, and
the brief rest was
welcome to a man
who was spending

three sleepless days

in the saddle of a

single - geared
machine of two cat-

power or there-

abouts. Hotels hajd

to be warned all

along the road,
especially for the

night hours. It was
all very well fixing

a zero hour, and
wiring the time of

your start all down
the route, but there was never any reason in theory

why you should not do the 88o odd miles in

t\vo days, and you plotted your schedule accord-

ingly. But it must be admitted that there were

often frequent doubts and misgivings. As a rule,

the aspirant took two days to get half-way,
_
so

his manager had to be perpetually wiring revised

schedules to all the hotels, guides, garages, etc.

(I know I once scheduled my first no miles

for three hours, and my manager almost fainted

record holder W. A. Jacobs

with sidecar), C. G. Pullin
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Records from the Inside.
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when I rode in dead on time.) Then you had to

engage your timekeeper—one of the big cycle racing

men like Urry or Bidlakc. He had to train down to

Land's End to start you, and then up to John-o'-

Groat's to see you Jiiiish. As a rule, you did not

finish ; but you wired him you would be up by train

in a day or two, as soon as a new pulley or piston or

crank case had come to liand, and would he please

wait and start you off again in a fresh attempt from

the reverse direction. All this cost pots of money.

Still, many men and many firms had a go at it. Tom
Silver set up an astounding record with a single-geared

Quadrant in some sixty-four odd hours, an average

speed of about 12 m.p.h. including all stops. To sit

such a macliine practically continuously for the best

of three days was some feat. Even in daylight, when
the engine was running well and clear vision made a

rush possible, I don't suppose it could have climbed

such hills as Shap and Berriedale. At night rushes

were impossible, because lamps were bad and the rider

never knew when a hill was coming: so incessant

" l.p.a." would be the order of the day. Belts, of

course, gave continuous trouble. Valves and piston

rings wore down at an amazing pace : even cams could

not always be trusted, and the ignition contact breaker

required fairly frequent adjustment. The highland

section of the route was in very bad order, the strip

from Struan to Kingussie being more or less over-

grown and unrepaired. There were giants in the land

in those days, and Tom Silver was one of them.

Endato^end in 48 Hours.
Then G. P. Mills put a two-speeder at the course,

and cut the time down to forty-eight hours. His

Raleigh machine had two separate chains from' the

countershaft to the rear, and he coupled up either of

them by means of dog clutches in the hub. He
struck terrible weather on tlie northern half of the

run, but profited by familiarity with the roads owing

to his numerous pedal cycle records.

Trade jealousies are probably responsible for the

yarns that some of the record-breakers used up whole

relays of machines. Such libels were bound to spread

when no official body could supervise the ride, because

the speed limit—12 m.p.h. in Silver's day, and later

20 m.p.h.—was exceeded.

I shall always remember how I once happened to

be sleeping at an hotel bodering a southern patch of

the course, when about 2 a.m. I heard a bevy of motor
bicycles tear past "hell for leather." I guessed what
it was, and, tumbling out of bed, slipped overalls on
top of my pyjamas and ripped after them. I never

caught them, and the attempt on record failed.

Rumour was that this particular aspirant had about
six companions to escort him along bits of the road
which he did not know too well—one to lead him, and
the rest behind in case of accidents. On this occasion

I believe the leader took a sharp corner rather too
daringly, and the whole crowd, including the record-

breaker, piled up in a heap on top of him.
There are many interesting bits of secret history

anent a later chapter of records, i.e., those associated

with Brooklands. But few of them are known to more
than the handful of people most intimately concerned.
One or two of them prove that even at a comparatively
late date pukka engineers were not at the bidding of

all our motor cycle firms. Certain proprietary engines,

much used by assemblers, had acquired such a vogue

that the manufacturers began asking stiff prices for

them, which cut into the assemblers' profits. So the

assemblers conceived the idea of making their own
engines, and so saving the middleman's profits. Two
such firms asked friends of mine to design engines

for them at a price. In each case the assembler had
devised an engine which would do for his touring

mount, but it was no good for speed stunts. My
friends were both engineering students, so to speak,

and quite incapable of planning real hot-stuff engines:

but they did their best. One of them " designed " an
engine for the hour record, which when thoroughly

tuned lapped Brooklands at about forty, to his great

dudgeon; but he got his fee all right, because he
accidentally discovered it would climb any hill at forty,

if suitably geared, and the firm got a lot of kudos
with it, though they never dared to use it for anything
else. The other special hot-stuff engine was a com-
plete washout ; and both firms ultimately returned to

their first love.

Camouflaging the Secret.

Meanwhile, Rudge, Douglas, Triumph, Norton,
Singer, and J. A. P. were steadily cutting down all the

standard figures, and immense activity was displayed

in cchitouring cams and valve passages. The great

thing was to camouflage your real secret. If you hit

on some little gadget which lent another mile an hour
to your engine, you pretended it was really something
else, and when you put your machine away, you
furtively removed the magneto contact breaker or

the valve cams. Some rival was sure to spot this

harmless action, draw wholly false deductions, and
waste tons of steel and many hours in experiments
which probably led nowhere at the finish.

One bright lad completely flummoxed a very famous
designer. He bought one of the designer's standard
T.T. machines, did something to it, and then
challenged the designer to a private test. The de-

signer's machine got the worst of it in a brief sprint

:

not by a big margin, but by enough to matter in an
hour record. The designer finally paid over good
money for the secret, and was mortified to discover

that the inventor had merely raised the compression.

The Speeds of the Future.
Before long this old game will reopen, and as we

have now got plenty of real engineers in the motor
cycle game, and air-cooling has got so far since 1914,
we shall see some astounding stunts. There is no
reason why the short flying start records should not

be fought out with four valves per cylinder and com-
pression ratios as high as 6J^ to i. The cooling will

stand it nowadays, and patent fuels, embodying
benzole, do not object to super-compression. I know
one engine which makes standard aero plugs wilt like

tallow candles in a New York summer, and I fancy

there will be plenty of fun. But I am sorry for the

boys who have to sit these mile-eaters. A flying mile

or kilometre is not so bad, though the tiniest hesitation

or unsteadiness at 80 or 90 m.p.h. means immediate
death. But the idea of an hour record on two-wheelers

at such speeds as are now technically possible is fright-

ful on the very best of tracks; and I am not at all

sure that the B.M.C.R.C. ought to allow long distance

motor cycle records at such speeds.
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A 2,000 Sparks-per-second Test

The parts of an " M-L" Magneto are tested to a

verj' high voltage—20,000 volts for the moulded

insulation and 15,000 for the armature. In the

latter case the test is made at a frequency

corresponding to 2,000 sparks per second

—

about twenty times the maximum rate which

can ever be called for in service. Quality tells.

The M-L Magneto Synd., Ltd., Coventry
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The Right

Sidecar Machine

The New 3 h.p.

s

")?

cm

IS A
Perfect Chaperon
VERY UNOBTRUSIVE, WANTS
LITTLE OR NO ATTENTION,
BUT LOOKS AFTER TWO
PEOPLE VERY THOROUGHLY

It is meant for sidecar work, but it

gets its strength from the lightest and

most specialised materials, and its

power from scientific engine design.

Its function is to transport people

with the maximum of comfort and

efficiency—there 13 no prodigality of

useless metal to pull the speed down
and add to wear and tear.

The little engine and its four-speed

gear box are not to be daunted by any

hill—they have aeroplane traditions

to uphold. They know all about

SPEED and CLIMB.

And the wonderful suspension makes

the saddle as luxurious as the Sidecar.

VERY WELL WORTH WAITING FOR !

THE SOPWITH
AVIATION Co., Ltd

,

65, South Molton Street,

LONDON, W.l.
Telephone Mayfair 4215 and 4216.

Resisterpd Offices and Works :

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

In (inswcrin'j l/ii-f cidverthdiipnt it is rlrairahlc to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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RUNABOUTS AND
CYCLE CARS.

THE cycle

car pro-

position
is again in the

melting - pot.

Whether it will

emerge as a

vehicle mech-
anically s o u n tl

and as efficient

as the two types

it is supposed
to bridge (the

sidecar and the

car) has yet to

be proved, for,

excepting t h e

M organ, the

several macbines which are promised for this year
are new- designs, untried, so far as the public is con-
cerned, and in many cases untried also by their

sponsors.

Whether present-day designers of these little vehicles

will profit by the failures of their predecessors

remains to be seen. From the advance specifications

of some of the proposed machines, one gathers that

there are quite a number of venturesome ^spirits ready
to risk their all in machines which embody features

having little to recommend them. On the other hand,
several well-known firms have in hand runabout pro-

positions embodying nothing which is not tried and
proved practice.

It may be an open question which policy will most
help the development of tlie runabout ; but, while the

future of the type is in the balance, the soundest

{Kilicy appears to be one which plays for safety rather

than to exploit individual ideas of doubtful value.

Wanted—the Next Stage to a Sidecar.

. It seems tolerably certain that the miniature car

type of vehicle will not have a place in the cycle car

field for some time to come. Manufacturing costs

prohibit a vehicle embodying . such things as four-

cylinder water-cooled engines, shaft transmission, and
differential axles, from being produced at a price which

will allow it reasonably to be classed as a cycle car

—

a type of vehicle which essentially is nearer to the

sidecar than to the car in the inatter of price.

On this point it is difficult at the moment to state

an approximate price at which a cycle car should be

Notes on Small Three and Four-
^ wheelers—Pasr, Present, and

Future.

The Premier Super runaLoui, wh.ch is now on the road in an

advanced experimental stage.

The De Luxe model Morgan—a make that has lor many years
successfully demonstrated the possibilities of the three-wheeled
runabout.

sold. The average sidecar outfit costs about ;£iio.
The average light car figure will be perhaps ;^25o.
Therefore, it is perhaps permissible to quote ;£r5o
as a fair price which can be asked by makers of
cycle cars. If this Is so, then probably there may be
several new vehicles which will come into the class

with engines in the neighbourhood of 1,000 c.c.-and of

very light weight.

On the other hand, it is questionable whether £^i$o
is not too high a figure for the class of buyer who
is considering the purchase of a cycle car, for it must
not be overlooked that a vast proportion of potential

buyers of such vehicles are those who are quite satis-

fied with a sidecar except for the absence of protection

for the driver. It must follow, of course, that if there

is a great demand for motor vehicles at ;i£3oo and at

^150, there will be a field for another at ^200; but

the cycle car proper is a proposition interesting motor
cyclists, and when the price reaches ;£2oo, it appeals
more stronglyJo the buyer of a car, with which type

of vehicle it comes into competition. At the moment,
the solution of the cycle car problem may be looked
for in a first-class three-wheeler—four wheelers promise

to be too expensive this year.

Pre=war Types.
Pre-war cycle cars .were of many types, and included

the following

:

(j.) Three-wheelers with the engine at the rear of

the seats and driving the single rear wheel by means
of a chain or chains.

(2.) Three-wheelers with single wheel at the. rear

and the engine at the front.

(3.) Three-wheelers with the single wheel at the

front.

(4.) Four-wheelers with the engine at the rear driv-

ing live axle by chain.

(5.) Four-wheelers with chain or shaft transmission

to countershaft, final drive by belts.

(6.) Four-wheelers with all chain transmissions.

(7.) Four-wheelers with friction transmission and

final drive by shaft.

(8.) Four-wheelers with friction transmission and

final drive by chain.
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Runabouts and Cycle Cars.—

Tlic L. S. D., a Hudderefield picxJuction, having an air-ccoled

V twin engine and slia(t-cum-chain transmiision.

(9.) Four-wheelers with shaft transmission and
with twin engines.

(10.) Miniature cars, as the Singer.

The first-mentioned type, although reliable, was not
fast, and the most successful machine in this group-^—
the A.C. Sociable—has been abandoned. It is not
expected that any machines of this type will be intro-

duced.

Undoubtedly the success of the Morgan has been
responsible to a large extent for the revival of the cycle
car, and several machines in the second group will be
marketed shortly.

The third type finds no supporters now, but the
fourth (the Garden type) will be revived.

Type 5, with final drive iiy two belts, appears to
have been abandoned altogether, which is significant,

considering that this was the most general form of
transmission on cycle cars of 191 1 and 1912. The
G.N. in future will be chain-driven, and the Bucking-
ham will be an orthodo.x light car. The last Adamsou
to be built had shaft transmission, while there is no
news of the Victor.

All-chain driven cycle cars are conspicuous by their

absence in post-war programmes, excepting where the
engine is placed at the rear and drive direct to the axle.

Type 7 is no longer represented by the well-known
G.W.K. cycle car, which has been abandoned in favour
of a larger car accommodating four persons. Another
maker, however, will introduce a small car embodying
the same system of transmission.

All the pre-war vehicles in Type 8 have been aban-
doned, and the companies concerned no longer exist.

Undeterred, however, by these failures, at least three
other makers are taking their place.

Type 9, so far as transmission is concerned, will be
represented by three well-known firms, but probably
the vehicles will be very different propositions from the
Humberette and Swift, the most successful little cars

in this i^roup which have been abandoned in favour of

larger vehicles.

The tenth and last type—the miniature car—^lias

been developed in many cases until with a larger

engine and longer chassis it is a " large " car of the

lighter type. The miniature car is no longer a cycle

car—-only the Singer remains of the original group

with engines under 1,100 c.c, and even this small car

cannot be said to conform to the old cycle car defini-

tion on the point of weight.

In addition to the ten types mentioned, there

was the vehicle built on sidecar lines and fitted with

a two-seated body. At least two such machines will

be in evidence this year.

The Post='war Types.

The following is a list of runabouts and cycle cars

now being produced or promised for this year.

Name.

A.B.C 4-wheeler,

A.C. Bantam .

.

4-wheeler,

A.V 4-wbeeler
Cardan 4-wheeler
Cosmos 4-wheoler,

Endrick 3-wheeler

G.N 4-wheeler,
H.F.G 4-wheeler,

L.S.D 3-wheeler,

M.B 3 -wheeler,

Milton 4-wheeler,

Morgan 3-wheeler,

Palladium .... 4-wheeler,

Premier 3-wheeler,

Scott Sociable^r 3-wheeler,

Wooler 3-wheeler,

Type.

a,-c. flat twin engine,

w'.-c. flat twin engine,

a.-c. V engine at rear,

a.-c. V engine at rear,

a.-c. 3-cyl. radial engine.

a.-c. V engine, go°.

a.-c. flat twin engine.

a.-c. V engine.
V engine.

2-cyl. 2-stroke engine.

a.-c. or w.-c. V engine.
a.-c. flat twin engine.

w.-c. V engine
w.-c. 2-cyl. 2-strolce.

a.-c. flat twin engine.

Transmission.

Shaft.
Shaft.
Chain.
Ciiain.

Shaft.
•

Shaft and 4 chains.

Friction and shaft.

Shaft and chain.

Friction and chain.
Friction and chain.

Shaft and 2 chains.

Friction and chain.

Shaft and chain.

Shaft.
Belt and shaft.

Excepting the Morgan, all the cycle cars promised

for 1919 are new designs. Even the G.N. is altered

C4

The ;919 G.N., a four-wheeler built on tine cycle car lines.

The Wooler Mule, a three-speed flat twin-engined runabout to

be marketed by the maker of the Wooler motor cycles.

to such a degree that it may be regarded as a new
proposition—and consequently has to prove its eflS-

ciency. True, many of its features have been proved
efficient in the older model, but the final transmission

employing four chains is new so far as the public is

concerned.

The Scott Soci-

able has been
undergoing tests
for- several years,

and Mr. Alfred
A. Scott is not
likely to place it

on the market until

he is satisfied that

everything is right,

but here, again,

the public has not
yet had an oppor-
tunity of trying the

machine, and to all
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I
S a Trade Mark but—it's also

symbol !

To every man who rode a TRIUMPH*
in the War it suggests reliabilit)'

—

comfort and security. He thinks of

episodes—bUnding along "all out" to

cat throusfh in time — bumpinsc and

bouncino- over broken roads- soloing "

through the mud and grease, and then

—

he realises what the dependability of

the TRUSTY TRIUMPH meant to

him ! Realises what a mechanical failure

would have resulted in l

NOW— he's going to ensure that his

Peace mount will be a TRIUMPH, by

going to his nearest Agent right away.

The moral being—well, can you think of

a better machine ?

LONDON DEPOT—218, Great Portland Street, W.i

Also at Leeds, Manchester, and Glasgow.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.

In answeriny t/il< advertisement it is desirable to mention ' The Motor Cycle. C5
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Write for interesting Booklet about
British Magnetos—which will be
ready shortly—to Publicity Dept.,-

British Magnetos,
8, Bream's Bldgs.. London. E.C.4.

This announcermnt is issued by thejollow-

ing British firms who invite enquiries for

particulars of their various models :

British L.M. Ericsson
Co., Ltd., Beeston, N

British Thomson - H
Co., Ltd., Coventry.

tts.

oulton
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.Britisk macle

iieans well made
I

are examples of British
scientific engineering at its

est. In the past four years they
cve proved that '^British made is

)el made." They are more efficient
nl reliable than any Magnetos which have
Cin produced at any time or anywhere.
'hey are made to standard dimensions and

il^rchangeable and in sufficient quantities to
vet every demands

i£.I.C. Magnetos, Limited, North & Sons, Ld., Watford.
''^'"'^'^

_

Birmingham.
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos

|^.L. Magneto Synd., Ltd,
Ltd., Birmingham.

Coventry.

of the
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The * Standard* Model.

Specification and Prices of the G.N. Standard
and Vitesse.

ENGINE.—The cngne is the 90°
air-cooled twin, whicJi has been fitted

10 the G.N. since 1912.

The G.N. engine is vibralionless,

the running balance is superior to

the balance of an ortiinary foui-
cylinder engine.

Its two cylinders, 84 x 98, give a
capacity of logS ex., and the G.N.
system of air-cooling, with deep
cooling fins and arrangement of inltrt

and exhau'it valves, gives excellent
ret'Ults. The engine is placed acro.-s

the frame, and ilie cylinder heads and
exhaust ports arc vci y thoroughly
cooled by the lull and direct air

draught.

A large external fivivhecl is fitted'

and gives very steady running and
slow puUing.

The rockers operating the over*
bead inlet valves are entirely enclosed

in a nr-at casing, cast integral with
the dome.

The cylinder heads are easily de-
tachable, and their extreme accessi-
lility enables carbon deposit to be
removed in a few minutes.

The \'itesse model has a specially
tuned engine with overhead valves
and lightened reciprocating parts, it

is capable of high speetis and is

practically a racing edition of the
Standard engine.

On both models the engine is

mounted in the frame by a system
of three-pomt suspension.

LUBRICATION.—G.N. system of

semi-automatic pump, delivering
direct to crankshaft bearings, air-

(ooled sump to crank case.

TRANSMISSION.—Through 3-pIate
G.N. clutch to bevel-driven cross-

shaft, thence by Renold roller chain
to rear axle. Drive is taken throng 1

only one chain at once, and all

changes are made by substantial
hardened steel dog - clutches. The
transmission is simpler even than on
the past Grand Prix models.

SPRING S.—G.N. serai-cantilever

springs with radius rods.

STEERING.—A neat steering gear
box is fitted with bevel-gearing.

WHEELS.—G.N. detachable and in-

terc-iangeable wire wheels, 650 x 65,
with spare wheel and bracket.

WHEELBASE.—Standard 8ft., Vi-

tesse 8ft. 6in., track 3ft. 6in.,overn]l

length loft. sin., widfi 4ft. 2in.,

height 3ft. 4in., with screen 4tt. liii.

Ground clearance gin. Weight, Stan-
dard, 6i cwt. ; Vitesse, 5i cwt.

The STANDARD MODEL. Wilh
detachable interchangeahle wheels, but not

equipped with accessories - - - £140

Fully equipped with hood, screen, dynamo
lighting set with head lamp, side and tail

lamps, spare detachable wheel wilh tyre.

horn, pump, tool kit, jack, and number
plates ------- - £167 10

The VITESSE MODEL. With
detachable interchangeable wheels, hit not

equipped with accessories - - - £170

Fully equipped with celluloid screen,

dynamo lighting set with head lamp, side

and tail lamps, spare detachable 7t>heel

with tyre, horn, pump, tool kit, jack, and
number plates ------ £|95

FURTHER PARTICULARS, WITH FLLL SPECIFICATION, TERMS,
ETC.. WILL BE GLADLY POSTED ON APPLICATION.

G.N. LIMITED.
ETNA WORKS.

ALBERT ROAD,
HENDON. N.W.4

Raymyni.

C8 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Two 1919 four-wheeled cycle cars. (Left) The A.V., which closely follows the line of the pre-war Garden. (I^ght) The 1919 Garden

having enclosed engine at the rear.

The A.V. is practically an improved Garden, while

the 1919 Garden is a. new design, embodying many
new features. The Wooler three-wheeler is to have a

primary drive by three belts over variable pulleys, and
a final transmission by shaft and w^rni.

There are several other three-wheelers, including the

Endrick, of which very little is known at the present

time. The M.B., a friction and chain-driven vehicle,

and the L.S.D. w"ith shaft and chain transniission,

are both products of Nortliem firms. Then there

is the new Premier runabout, which appears to be
all that is claimed for it. Unlike the majority of the

new cycle cars, this vehicle is on the road.

The Palladium and H.F.G. employ friction and

chain and friction and shaft respectively, while tlie

A.C. Bantam, A. B.C., and the Cosmos will have more
or less conventional car transmission bv shaft.

Perhaps the most interesting engine of the new
vehicles is that which will be fitted in the Cosmos cycle

cars. This will follow aero engine practice very

closely, having three cylinders arranged radially. Of
the other engines, two are watei^-cooled two-stroke

twins—the Scott and the Milton. The G.N. has a

90" air-cooled twin, and the Premier, Morgan, A.V.

,

Garden, M.B., and L.S.D. are fitted with V twins.

No fewer than five of the sixteen vehicles mentioned

will have flat twins. These are the A. B.C., the A.C.

Bantam, Wooler, Palladium, and H.F.G.
From the above it will be seen that, taken generally,

the post-war runabout and cycle car are new proposi-

tions, and, while a limited number may be sold during

this summer, they appear to be 1920 models rather than

belonging to this year's output.

Vedette.

Tlie famous Dunchurch " avenue" in its present desolation. The fine elms, after much controversy, have at last fallen to the axe ol the

woodman. The outfit is a 5-6 h.p. twin Rover.

THE magnificent avenue of elms on the Dunchurch
Road, near Coventry, has long been threatened.

Btit now- the threat has been carried into effect,

one passes along diis famous stretch of .the Telford

highw^ay with, one might almost say, sentimental dis-

tress. What was one of the most glorious avenues- in

the Midlands- is now a desolate waste. No doubt

there were good reasons for its destruction, one of _

which was the inner decay of many of these noted

elms, this constituting a big danger to passers-by.

The outfit on which w'e ^isited the scene was a- 5-6

h.p. Rover, driven by Mr. Ravenhill, the works

manager of the Rover Co., and, although not a

proper road test, the impression obtained was de-

cidedly favourable. Smoothness, silence, and power

are three attributes that purchasers of high-powered

outfits will look for in the future, and these points

were particularly noticeable in the Rover outfit.

CQ
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Oimcs to "tight TLamf s.

&.lMMEIt 1 iMi;.

Apri 3rd .. 8.3

5th .. 8.6

Tth . 8.9

ail, . 8.13

The Strength of the A.C.U.

Counting the membei-s of afliliatc

club?, the tot.il strength of the A.C.U
i.* now 50,000.

A Rumour.
A rumour is abroad that the Mote

Bocoche firm, the manufacturers o

the famojs M.A.G. engines, intend

start a factory in this country. T
M.A.G. engine is a fine production, an

its admirers will be pleased to learn th

in the near future it will be British ii

stead of Swiss made.

Petrol Profiteering.

The Home Ofiice has circularised th

police authorities throughout the countr
asking them to do their' best to see th;

the vendors of petrol comply with the

requirements of the Petrol Retail Prices

Order. Those of our readers who are
overcharged should communicate wi
their local police.

The Proposed Sty Head Pass Road.

It is, we are informed, extremely likel;

that the proposal to construct a road be
tween Wasdale Head and Borrowdale wi'

be decided at the next meeting of the

Cumberland County Council.
,
A corr

spondent who talked the matter over wi
an influential member of the Council in

forms us that there will probably be
strong majority in favour of making the
road at once.

London-Edinburgh Run.
Every endeavour is being made by' the

-M.C.C. to hold the London-Edinburgh
run this year, which will probably take
place in June, competitors starling on
the evening of the 6th and arriving
in Edinburgh on the evening of the
following day. It ha.s been sul;-

gestcd that the London-Edinburgh this

year will be a more or less " go as you
please" competition. Entrants to qualify
for a gold medal must complete the
journey in twenty-two and a quarter hours,
twenty-four hours for a silver, and thirty
hours for a bronze medal. AiTangeinents
for meals tn route, will be made by the
club if possible, otherwise each competitor
will have to look after himself, owing to
the present difficulties in catering. There
will be no secret checks, but competitors
will be timed at certain points to see that
they do not exceed the speed limit, and
any competitor who is a quarter of an
hour ahead or behind schedule will be
disqualified. This year there will be no
return journey. The hon. sec. (Mr.
Southcomb May, 15, Endsieigh Gardens,
London, N.W.I; will be glad to hear from
members and others who will volunteer
to help.

Q^Qj^T

m
inc dioxey over the- da-Co, :

W^, ificn comes in the '

jwcet o'-t^eyeo-r,

ror i/ic rccC fCoocCreigns

in t^xe- winterspaX.&
re- W.„Uri J,

Taxes.

Speaking at the A.C.U. meeting in

Birmingham, Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith
mentioned that the pre-war 6d. per gallon
on petrol for private cars and 3d. for

commercial vehicles yielded £4,000,000
revenue, and that a further million was
derived from the annual licences, making
a total of £5,000,000.

It has been stated that the Government
intend to spend twenty millions on the
roads. Before the war fifteen millions
were spent annually, but sometimes "road
improvements " included pavements, light-
ing, water, electricity, etc. Of this sum
motorists contributed about 10% ; if the
supertax remains they will be contributing
nearly 50% of the total cost.

Special Jf^daturcs.

ANNUAL SPRING NUMBER.
Special Artic'es and

Photographs.

Police

!

Henley-in-Arden (Warwickshire) police

were busy examining driving licences
during the past week-end.

Sc3ttish Oil Mine Closed Down.
The Addicwell oil . mine, Linlithgow-

shire, one of the pioneer shale oil mines
in Scotland, has been closed down in-

definitely owing to labour troubles.

A Bargain.
In a list of " bargain " advertisements

the following quaint description appeared
last week in the Evcnii}^ Ncirs: "Seven-
nine twin Brown engine, 8 horse Sturmey
Archer 3 speed hub, heavy frame and
sidecar, what offer."

Mr. Alfred Bednell Resigns.

Mr. Alfred Bednell, O.B.E., has re-

signed his appointment as general manager
of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union, but until

his successor is appointed he will continue
to be in charge.

Fuel for a Quarter Million Miles.

Mr. S. Henshaw, vice-president of the
National Benzole Association, recently

told a meeting of motor cyclists that he
was prepared to accept orders for railway

tanks of benzole. These have a capacity

of 2,500 gallons, or sufficient for a quarter
of a million miles with a 3^- h.p. machine.

An Auto-wheel Case.

Recently, at Mortlake Police Court, a

reader of T/ie Motor Gycle. was sum-
moned for using a "motor car" with a
motor cycle licence. The summons wfs
issued, by the Surrey County Council,
who averred that his hand-propelled tri-

cycle, to which an Auto-wheel was
attached, was a motor car, and therefore
required a full motor car local taxation
licence. The Surrey County Council was
also supported by the local taxation

licence authorities. Our reader (who is a

cripple) defended the case himself, and it

was unanimously dismissed by the bench
of magistrates.

A New Relief Road.

The suggestion that a relief road should
be made on the London-Brighton highway
between Thornton Heath and Purley is

now in a fair way of being carried out.

Already the Croydon Borough Council are
proceeding with its construction. The
average width of the carriage drive, which
will commence at Thornton Heath Pool,

ci'oss Waddon Marsh to the left of the
National Aircraft Salvage Depot and the
Wallington Aerodrome, and join the main
road at Purley, is about sixty feet. It

will be constructed of dustless materials,
and have th^ foot-ways bordered with
trees, the estimated cost being £148,237.
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X. X. WINNER,
1914.

START!
ANTICIPATION.

FINISH!
REALISATION—VICTORY.

Rudge -Multi, the machine which
won the Senior Tourist Trophy
Race, Isle of Man, May 21st,

1914. The average speed was
49 m.p.h.
Now the War is over, and we can
again divert our energies to the
manufacture of Rudge -Multis.

By Appointment
Cycle Makers to

H.M. KINO GEORGE

The Start of the Senior Touris;
Trophy Race caused anticipation
of victory to many riders—par-
ticularly to Mr. C. G. PuUin, who
pinned his faith entirely to his
Rudge-Multi.
His Multi gear enabled him to
keep his machine at the top of

its power, no matter what the
gradient of the road.
His Rudge - Multi aided him
thus to

—

_Write for particulars to

—

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, LTD,
(Dept. 600), COVENTRY.

LONDON : 230, Tottenham Court Road, W.l. (Oxford Street End).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Sales of Government Motor Cycles.
" Quite a buzz of excitement was felt when the Audlioneer

announced that he had now come to the 3i h.p. Sunbeams.

One was sold for 57 guineas and one for 56 guineas. Bidding

was very spirited for these machines."

Vide ''Motor Cycling" Feb. 4th, 1919.

THE VALUE PLACED BY THE PUBLIC ON SUNBEAM
MOTOR CYCLES CAN BE ESTIMATED WHEN WAR-
WORN SECOND-HAND ONES COMMAND SUCH PRICES.

MAKERS

JOHN MARSTON, Ltd., 11, Sunbeamland, WOLVERHAMPTON.

London : 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C, and 157-158, Sloane Street, S.W.

For B^ficiency & Durabiuty UisE

PERFECT
Wee Lists oa Application to*—

ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO. (1909), LTD.,
36. Brooke Street. HOLBORN. LONDON. E.C.
plion»—Holbom IM3 Ot»jjii— ' ItotaJom Halb Lood'^Q '

M
NON-SKID.

In answering these aclvr.rtiseme.nts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Brig.-Gen. H. P. Maybury, secretary

and manager of the Road Board, who is

to be placed in charge of the special Roads

Department of the new Ministry of Ways

and Communications.

The Price o£ the A.B.C.

Owing to the fluctuating costs of

material and labour, the Sopwith Avia-

tion Co. has not been able to make any
definite announcement concerning the

price of the new 3 h.p. A.B.C. We are

now advised that the price has been

fixed at £85.

Club Representatives on the A.C.U. Com-
mittee.

The following is the result of the postal

vote for electing club representatives on

the A.C.U. committee :

Votes. Votes.

T. J. F. Forse .. 78 L. Martin .. .. 62
E. V. C. Brook .. 74 E. J. Bass .. .. 60
V. Horsman 71 J. St. John .

.

.. 60
A. V. Ebblewhite.

.

69 F. A. Applebee .. 55
A. G. Reynolds .. 69 F. S. Whitwortli .. 54
J. R. Svlvester .. 66 S. J. Ellis .. .. 53
A. D. Alter.. 65 F. Murrav .

.

.. 53
\V H. Egginton .. 65 J. L. North.. .. 51
W Weldon .. 63 F A. Hardv .. 47
F. W. Barnes 62 I. Buckley .

.

.. 45

Rejuvenated Ancients.

Spring is bringing out a remarkable
collection of antiijnities. On main roads

in the Midlands nuuhine,'! of other days
were to be seen taking the air. A
Quadrant of approximately 1905 date was
undergoing drastic ministrations to its

interior, having failed to drag a sixteenth

century sidecar up a 1 in 100 gradient.

Strangest sight of all was a James of the
" forks on one .side only " variety going

fairly well. Our hopes of seeing a Singer

front wheel driven tricycle were dis-

appointed.

No French Trials This Year.

The Automobile Club of France, which
holds a somewhat similar position to the

Motor Cycle Union of France as the

E.A.C. to the A.C.U., has, we under-

stand, publicly stated that there will be

no French motor cycle trials this year,

in view of the difficulties with which the

French manufacturers find they have to

contend, as regards materials and delivery.

It is pointed out, however, that there

is nothing to prevent private individuals

organising competitions among them-
selves, and those who may care to enter

such competitions should look through
the fixture lists of the Swiss and Italian

clubs.

Fuel Union RaUy.

A national " Victory " intermeet of the

National Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union will

take place on April 20th at Stratford-on-

Avon. The organisers think that this

"intermeet" will probably be the largest

gathering of private-owner motor cyclists

ever witnessed in this country.

AVe are advised that contingents of the

N.M.C.F.U. from Portsmouth, Weymouth,
Glasgow, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sheffield,

Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Coven-

try, Wolverhampton, Bedford, Notting-

ham, Leeds, Leicester, Lincoln, London,
Derby, Liverpool, Barrow-in-Furness,

Grantham, Rugby, and Ashby-de-la-Zouch

are now completing ai-rangements for

their run and attendance.

PURCHASING SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES.

.It this period of the year munij

used motor ci/dcs ehtmije hands.

Our readers ore (idrised to cxerrise

ei'cry care in i>urc/uisinij sceond-honti

7nac)iines, and to ileal only with

firms of hiijh reimtation, or, in the.

case of private ad rcrtisers uni-nown
to them, to insist upon dealimj

ilnoucjh our Deposit System, which.

is desii/ned to protect their interests,

unless the machine can he tested

^before purchase. Dates of manu-
facture should be verified, when pos-

sible, by talcing the engine and
frame numbers and sending these to

the mahcrs. No firm or person

ivhose methods are proccrl to be

unsatisfactory is permitted to adver-

tise in " The Motor ijyrle."

Sidecars for Taxi Service.

There is a dearth of taxicabs in Paris,
.

and, as a remedy, the French capital is

to have a pubHc service of sidecars.

Probably the machines used by the

Amei'ican .\rmy will be acquired and
equipped with adjustable hoods for the

protection of the passengers. The charges

are to be 7^d. for the first kilometre

(almost five-eighths of a mile) with 3d. a

kilometre afterwards.

The National Benzole Co., Ltd.

We stated several weeks ago that a
benzole distribution company was likely

to be formed. This has now come about,

the company (which has registered

offices at 5, Gray's Inn Square, London,
W.C.I) being capitalised at £300,000.

All of this amount has been subscribed

among the members of the National

Benzole Association. It will be a
pleasure to know that in the future the

distribution of benzole will be greatly

facilitated, and it will be as easily

obtainable as petrol throughout the
country.

Competitions Abroad This Year.

The Swiss have decided to organise

several motor cvcle trials, and the Italian

club, the ilotor Cycle Club of Turin,
intends to organise the famous Mont
Cents hUl-climb, which consists of a
fourteen-mile run, uphiU all the way,
and includes, so the announcement states,

the terrible hairpin corners on La
Scala. These terrible hairpins are not so

terrifying after all, as they are not so

bad as the Devil's Elbow or the hairpin
bends in the Isle of Man. The seveiity

of the trial is not in its gradients, but in

its length, which imposes a very severe

strain on an air-cooled engine. Such a

test is not possible in the' British Isles,

and we shoiild imagine that it would he
well worth while for the English manu-
facturers to consider the advisability of

entering for tliis event.

The Gazetta dello Sport is organising
. a reliability trial from Milan to Naples
(a distance of approximately five hundred
miles) in May, while the Jlotor Cycle
Club of Turin is organising a reliability

trial, including a hiE-climb over the Col
de Sestriere.

At the Junior Car Qub's rally at Burford Bridge last Saturday. Two New Zealand

motor cyclists on 2| h.p. " Maoris."
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Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The opening nin will take place on
April 6tli to Belvoir Castle. The start

will be from the Market Place, Notting-
ham, at 2 p.m.

Wakefield and District M.C.C.

An opening run to Bolton Woods ha?
been arranged for April 5th. Honorary
secretary, Mr. H. E. Wood, White Horse
Hotel, Westgate, Wakefield.

Oldham and District M.C.

The opening run of this club will be
held on May 4th, when the members will

go to Jlacclesfield and Jenkins Chapel.
Honorary secretary, Mr. H. Wright, 134,
Manches'ter Street, Oklham,

The Hall M.C.

The Hall M.C, started in connection
with the Dartford Ironworks, of which
membership is confined to members or
employees of the firm of J. and E. Hall,
Ltd., has at present about forty members.-
The opening run was to Wrotham and
Sevenoaks on Saturday, March 29th. It
is proposed to hold a paperchase in the
near future. The club has been affiliated

to the A.C.U.

Glasgow M.C.C.

At a meeting held in the Athenajum,
Glasgow, it was decided to recommend the
committee to promote competitions, and
to endeavour to develop the social side
of club -life. Mr. John Gow was re-elected
president, and the vice-presidents are
Mes^s. G. W. Orr, G. H. Cutbush, and
J. S. Fulton. The new captain is Mr.
W. Hood ; vice-captain, Mr. G. Wilson

;

honorary secretary, Sgt. A. C. M'Minn.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
The fifty-mile non-stop trial on April

6th will start from the "Three Horse
Shoes," Knockholt, Kent, at 10.30 a.m.
Entrance fee should be sent to the
hon. sec. before the day of the trial.
The coarse will be down Star Hill to
Dunton Green, along the main Hastings
Road, through Sevenoaks to Lamberhurst.
Hon. sec, F. J. Ellis, 3, Nightingale
Place, Woolwich, S.E.18. !

Bolton and District M.C.
The first three events of the season are

purely social, beginning with a run on
April 6th at 1.30 p.m. to Higher Hodder.
On May 4th the first competitive event

will be run off. in the shape of the ever-
popular reliability trial, details of which,
route, etc., will be announced later.
Any motorist or motor cyclist resident

in Bolton and district who would like
to take part in the social runs is invited.
Intending members should leave their

names and subscriptions (5s. 6d.) with
the hon. secretary, Mr. Jas. E. Whit-
taker, 205, St. George's Road, Bolton.

CM

future £vent5.
Ainil ',.—Birpiinghain M.C.C. Opening

Ihm to .Slraiford-on-Avon.
April 5.—Coventry and Warwickshire

M.C. Opcninq Bun.
April 5.—Cumberland Count// M.C.C.

Special Mectinij, Crown and Mitre
Hotel, Carlisle, at 6.30 jj.m.

April 0.—Esifex Motor Club. Victory
Dinner at Frascati's, Oxford St., W.

April 6.—Bolton and District M.C.
Opening Hun to Higher Hodder.

April 6.—Jllastern Counties M.C. Open-
ing Run to Harlow.

April 6.—The M.C.C. Opening Hun to

Hatfield.
April G.—N.M.C.F.U., Coventry. Run

to Badhy Wo(.ds.

April 6.—NoKingham and District
M.C.C. Oj^ening Run to Belvoir
Castle.

April 6.—-Woolwich, Plumstead, and Dis
trict M.C. Non-stop Trial jrom
Knockholt to Lnmherhurst and Bach.

April 0.—Liverpool M.C. Annual
Meeting, Law Association Rooms at
7.30 p.m.

April 9.—York and District M.C: Opcn-
inq Run to Farndale.

Aprd 'll.—Carlyle C. and M.C.C. (Chel-
sea). Dance at Chelsea Town Hcdl.

April IS.—Puhlic Schools M.C.C. Open-
ing Run to Shere.

April 13.— Eastern Counties M.C. Run
to Quendon.

April 13.—Essex M.C. Opening Run.
April 13.—Liverpool M.C. Opcninq Run
April lO.—N.M.C.F.U. National Meet

at Strafford-on-Avon.
April 21.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open

Reliability Trial for Victory Cup.
April 21.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup

Trial.

April SG.—Public Schools M.C.C. Hill-
climb.

May 4.
—Bolton and District M.C. Re-

liahility Trial.
May l—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Reli-

ability Run to Knutsford.
May 10.—The M.C.C. Speed-judging

Competition.
May SI.—York and District M.C. Re-

liability Trial.

May SJf.
—Birmingham M.C.C. Social

Touring Trial. Week-end to Llan-
gollen. ,

August.—A.C.U. Six Days Reliability
Trials.

RDchester, Chatham, and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at eight o'clock
to-night (Thursday) at the Royal Hotel,
Rochester, to discuss the re-formation
of the above club. An invitation is

extended to all local motorists, including
ladies. Honorary secretary, Mr. S.

White, 3, South Avenue, Rochester.

N.M.CF.U. (Coventry).

The Social Committee of the Coventry
branch, N.M.CF.U., has arranged an
open run to Badby Woods on April 6th.

Meet Pool Meadow at 2 p.m.

An Aldershot M.C.C.

Lt. M. C. Budding, R.A.F., "Aston
Villa," Ash Road, Aldershot, is desirous

of getting into communication with motor
cyclists in the Aldershot district, with a

view to forming a club,

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

This club is holding its opening run
on April 18th, and, as of old, the venue
will be Richmond. The hon. secretai'y of

the club is Mr. H. W. Fortune, St.

James's Chambers, Harrogate.

Eastern Counties M.C.

The opening run and reunion of

members will take place on April 6th,

to the Bull and Horseshoes, near Harlow.
Tea at 5 p.m. Active membersf old and
new, as well as prcspective members
(professional competition riders are not
eligible), are particularly invited to take
part. The following fixtures have been
arranged : April 13th, Quendon ; April
27th, Chelmsford. Hon. sec, Mr. J. W.
Percival, 5, Ruby Road, Walthamstow.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The first event to b"e held this year by
the M.C.C. is a speed-judging competi-

tion, which will take place on JMay 10th.

A petrol consumption trial will be held

in June.
The subscription of one guinea is now

due, and no member can enter for the
London-Edinburgh run, for which arrange-

ments are now being made, unless his

subscription has been paid.

The amount collected at the M.C.C.
smoking concert for the St. Dunstan's
Hostel was £32 odd. So far the club has
been unable to find accommodation for the

Easter tour. Hon. sec.-, Mr. Southcomb
May, 15, Endsleigh Gardens, N.W.I.

Ysfalyfera and Swansea Valley M.C.C.

It was decided at a meeting held in

Ystalyfera on March 26th to restart this

club forthwith. Appreciating that the

need for unity amongst all motorists was
never more urgent than at the present
time, the club has decided on affiliation

under the A.C.U. Division C scheme.
The joint secretaries, Mr. T. P. Lewis,
Gurnos, Ystalyfera, and Mr. Perkins,
chemist, Ystalyfera, will be glad to hear
from intending members. The annual
subscription is 12s. 6d. The committee
hope to run some interesting competitions
during the summer. The captain is Capt.
A. Lindsay, M.B. All motor cyclists in

the district are cordially invited to join

the clnb.
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Club News.—

Essex M.C.

The dinner arranged to be held at

Frascati's Restaurant on Saturday, April

5th, will undoubtedly be a great success,

nearly a hundred tickets having been
disposed of.

The opening run arranged for April
13th will take place to the Green JMan,

Harlow, leaving Headquarters, the Eagle,
Snaresbrook, at 11 a.m. Lunch will be
provided at 3s. 6d. per head, and all

members who propose attending should
advise the captain, Mr. F. A. Applebce,
at 208, Great Portland Street, W.
The committee have obtained the first

refusal from the Southend , Corporation
to hold a race meeting upon the pro-

menade, and, subject to sufficient support
being promised, a meeting will be run
during the summer.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

At a general meeting held last Friday,
this well-known Midland club was for-

mally revived, ilr. V. A. Holroyd was
in the chair. j\lr. Edward JManville,

M.P., was elected president. The com-
mittee consists of ilessrs. Y. A. Holroyd
(chairman), W. F. Grew, Ambrose and
David Elson, J. F. Spencer, W. H.
Carson, A. Wright, S. Wright, F.

Hulbert, G. E. Roberts, M. W. Danks,
and Capts. Geoffrey Smith and M.
Sampson. Mr. Arthur Wright, after a
detailed statement concerning the club's

financial position, which is very good,
was re-elected hon. treasurer, and Capt.
Maurice Sampson hon. secretary.

j\lany new members were proposed.
The club will be more of a social character
than the majority, and a provisional pro-

gramme which has been drawn up includes

an Easter Monday run to Malvern, a
long-distance trial for fifty-guinea cup in

May, Whitsuntide run, M.C.C. team
trial, and a picnic in June. Interested

motor cj-clists and other motorists should
apply for membership application forms
from the hon. secretary at 19, Hertford
Street, Coventry. The annual subscrip-

tion is now 10s., and the first fifty new
members enrolled will not be asked to

pay the 5s. entrance fee.

The Junior Car Club (formerly the

Cyclecar Club).

The chief item of business at the
annual general meeting of the Cyclecar

Club was the substitution of the name,
the Junior Car Club, for the original

title, concerning which the hon. secretary

said a few words. He spoke of the
difficulty of restarting the club under its

old name, when the cycle car was prac-

tically dead. It w-as hoped that the
R.A.C. would give the club control of

the light car movement, and the title

Junior Automobile Club had been sug-

gested—a corporate body which offered

the right to the Cyclecar Club to absorb
itself in this body and adopt the title

for a moderate fee. The R.A.C, how-
ever, did not see its way to grant the

privilege asked for, and it then remained
for the club either to go on its own lines

and attempt to control the movement or

join hands with the R.A.C. and get

control eventually. It was decided,
however, not to go against the R.A.C, •

and a satisfactory inten-iew had been
obtained with Mr. Julian Orde and tha

late Mr. Robert Todd, who promised

that a Light Car Committee would be
founded en which there would be
representatives of the Cyclecar Club.
JMr. Orde had also promised that the
Junior Car Club, when constituted,

should be affiliated, and he would ask
those members of the R.A.C. interested

in the light car movement to serve on the
Light Car Committee.
The following members were elected

on the committee : Maj. Gates, Capt.
Colver, Messrs. E. C C Starr, Stead,

Westall, Burroughs, Nash, Boileau,

Noble, Adamson, de Peyrecave, and
Higgs. ^

llr. Starr offered to present a cup for

the committee to use_ in such a manner
as to increase the membership of the

Junior Car Club, which offer was
accepted with grateful thanks.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Arrangements are now complete for the

open reliability trial on Easter Monday.
Hon. sec, W. H. Egginton, 75, Earls-

bury Gardens, Birchfields, Birmingham^
The B.M.C.C. is catering for the tour-

ing motor cyclist on such a scale as

has seldom been attempted by clubs in

the past. Apart from the usual awards
to be won in members' competitions, the
Austin Cup will be awarded to the
member who gains most marks in mem-
bers' competitions during the season.

The social touring fixtures embrace
half-day, whole-day, and week-end tours

to popular resorts. Some of these will

be picnic tours. These tours should pro-

vide a means of enjoyment that is denied
to the single individual. To encourage
members to turn out regularly, marks
will be awarded for each attendance, and
special prizes awarded to the members
who have the most marks at the end of

the season.

A photographic competition will be
coupled with the social tours and dub
competitions, and prizes awarded for the

best set of pictures taken this year.

Marking for attendance will commence
en Maj' 1st.

N.M.CF.U. National Meet.

The national meet will take place at

Stratford-on-Avon on the 20lh lust. A
good programme is being arranged, and

all members wishing for accommodation
should write at once, stating length of

stav, etc., to the organisers. Mr. F.

Murray, " Strathmore," Wharfdale Road,

Acock s Green, Birmingham, or Mr. T.

Mallalieu, 32, King "Richard Street,

Coventry, who will endeavour to arrange

for their requirements.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

The P*rM.C.C has now been revived.

A general meeting was held at the R.A.C.
on Wednesday last under the chairman-

ship of Mr. E, M. P. Boileau, a com-

mittee was elected, and a preliminary

programme was drawn up.

The Chairman, in opening the meeting,

referred to the former prosperity of the

club up to the time of the war, and the

great sacrifice made by many of its mem-
bers, and thanked Mr. Browning for his

services in acting as temporary non. slc.

during the last few months.
The committee was then elected, which

consists ot the chairman, Mr. E. M. 1".

Boileau, vice-chairman. Col. F. S. Brere-

ton. Major, B. C. Barton, Messrs. A. J.

Luce, L. P. Openshaw, Capt. M. G., W.
Burton, Messrs. T. W. Loughborough,
L. JI. Meyxick-Jones, C. B. Winter-
Lotimer, G. W. Bonliam-Carter, S. U.
Davis, C. Wright (hon. treasurer), and
H. B. Browning (hon. sec.).

The programme for 1919 consists, up
to . the present, of an opening run,

members meeting at the Bear, Esher, on
April 12th, at 2.30 p.m., and a stop tor

tea will be made at Shere. It was decided
to hold a hill-climb on April 26th,

and later on to hold a week-end "touch-
nothing" competition.

In the course of the meeting Mr.
Browning (hon. sec.) was instructed to

invite present members of public school?

to act as representatives of the P. S.M.C.C
in every school. The hon. see's address
is Riverbank, Staines.

A Garden monocar at the Junior Car Club'»meet last Saturday. For competition purposes

tills little machine is now classed as a car.

CI9
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The Future of Motor Cycle Competitions.
Three Kinds of .Compelitions and Three Reasons Therefor.

By T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, A.M.I,

THE fact that pedal c}cle racing has lost its old
grip on the public and is now confined to a
comparatively small, if enthusiastic, circle has

led some dim-sighted critics to foretell a similar

fate for motor cycling competitions. If the motor
cycle had reached the same- finality in design as the

push cycle of ten or even fifteen years ago, there

would have been some excuse for such forebodings.
Even so, there could be no comparison between the

two forms of sport. The combination of skill and
nerve on the part of the rider, the perfect "tune"
of the machine, the pure physical joy of speed and
power that in a car becomes impersonal, and in the
air is lost altogether, puts motor cycle racing in a
class by itself, and will keep it there. «

But racing ([ua racing or hill-climbing against the

watch, fascinating as it undoubtedly is, is now, and will

be for many years, the least of the three main reasons
why competitions should be encouraged. The private

entrant—strange blend of sportsman and mechanic,
to whom speed and speed alone appeals—^must, until

the motor cycling millennium, be prepared to take
second place to the trade rider, and to be penalised
in reliability trials for checking in ahead of schedule.
To the manufacturer, competitions appeal as oppor-
tunities for demonstrating the excellence of his wares,
as advertisements of reliability and efficiency. Whilst
to the third of the parties interested, those whose text is

" the encouragement of the sport and pastime of motor
cycling," the outstanding object is the improvement
of the breed.

Three Reasons for Competitions.

Thus' there are the three underlying reasons for
motor cycling competitions—first as an incentive to
progress, secondly as a demonstration of excellence
already reached, and, thirdly, to provide one of the
best forms of modern sport and relaxation. Every
sort of competition from the T.T. to the least im-
portant club fixture can satisfy all these three require-
ments more or less.

In " blue riband " events, such as the T.T. and the
Six Days, it is the duty of the Competi-
tions Committee of the 'Auto Cycle Uiiiim : ^
so to frame their conditions as to provide
such a spur to progress that the most
lethargic of manufacturers must realise that

a reputation made needs keeping. And
that I submit is the reason why in 1912
the Auto Cycle Union was fully justified

in promoting a race against the welshes of
the majority of the trade, and, again, it

explains why the proposal to confine such ,

competitions to stock machines does not i

find favour with the controlliiig body,
j

The more important open events organised
by such clubs as, for example, those of

I

Birmingham, Liverpool, or Bristol, or the
|

Motor CycHng Club, are the golden oppor-
tunities for trade advertisement of current
models. The more such competitions are

A.E. (Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union).

supported by the trade the better for everybody con-

cerned, and not least, the motor cycle public. And,
finally, we have the "closed " club competitions, where

the sporting spirit should predoininate, and where trade

support in any shape or form may do more harm than

good.

Three Classes of Competition.

In all three classes of competition the private sports-

man has his chance. In the club events he should

have the field to himself—in open events he should

be able to win his gold, and in the Isle of Man a

sporting chance must always be given him. He
must be encouraged, for when motor cycles reach such

a state of perfection that no further progress appears

possible—if that can ever be !—then we shall look to

the private rider to fill the entry list of the T.T. And
in the meantime the trade should remember that just

.

as the war has provided such a demonstration of utility

that to-day manufacturers cannot cope with the

demand, so when the factories get into full swing and
immediate wants are satisfied, further demonstrations

will be needed to keep the order book full. There-
fore I hope to see during the coming summer a goodly
number of open club events all really well patronised

by the trade.

The Six Days' Trial.

There will be no T.T. this year. The Union realises

that production is the main requirement to-day, and
that manufacturers cannot in fairness be asked at the

present time to devote the time to experimental work
that such an event calls for. On the other hand, to

continue to concentrate on production alone means
stagnation in design, a'nd so in the atitumn I look to .

the Six Days Trial to cover with laurels those who
have seen beyond the requirements of the current

year, and I trust-that, owing to successful participation

- in this important trial, more than one 1920 model will

have something more to its credit, and a stronger
appeal to the public, than a mere place in the 1919
show-.

A 1919 G.N. at the Junior Car Club's rally at Burford Bridge last Saturday.
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IS A T.T. RACE POSSIBLE?
Sir,— I have read the letter in TJie Mvtor Ci/ch of JIarch

13th, signed Vivi'.n Olsson, with great interest. Having
served for three and a half years of the war in France with
the Mechanical Transport, I should like to state that, should
a race for amateurs be arranged, as suggested by Mr. Olsson,
in my opinion it would meet with the greatest possible suc-

cess with ex-D.R.'s, etc., and I should like to put my name
down as a competitor in the Senior race.

R. WHITE (Capt).

PULLEY GRIP.
Sir,—I was much interested in " Graduate's " letter on

the Grado pulley. Although it has often been stated that
the belt pulls into highest gear, this is not borne out in

practice. If it were, the makers would fit the ball thrust
washer between the control rod and pulley, and not, as is

the case, between the sliding flange and thrust collar.

I have nothing but praise for the pulley in use, except
the harsh action on belts.

Has anyone experience of Whittle with the Grado ? If so,

I should like to hear how it works. R. L. BOYD.

UNNECESSARY RESTRICTIONS.
Sir,—We beg to call your attention to the serious in-

convenience of not being able to send a complete motor cycle
by passenger train that is over 112 lb. in weight. We can-
not see the necessity for such a restriction as this remaining
in force now that the war is over, and we think the matter
should be taken up, because at present it is necessary to
detach certain parts from the machine to get down to the
required weight, and if the machine is sent by goods- train it

generally takes a considerable time.

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.
GROUND CLEARANCE.

Sir,—I read with much interest the article on Mr. R. G.
Baird's machine in your publication of March 13th. As you
say, it is carefully thought out. There is, however, one point
which struck me rather forcibly in the design, namely, that
of ground clearance.

The ground clearance is given as 3-|in., and we are told

700 X 85 mm. tyres are fitted. Now 85 mm. is just over
3iin., and I judge that with one tyre fiat the ground clear-

ance would be about l^in.—not more.
It makes me shudder to think of the consequences to the

crank case and engine (to say nothing of the rider) of a burst
on a road with a surface such as is encountered nowadays.
B.E.F. R. H. CHAPLIN, Sec.-Lt. R.E.

POWER REQUIRED FOR SIDECARS.
Sir,—We note in your report of a paper read before the

I.A.E. on "Engines for Sidecar Motor Cycles," by Mr. Eric

Caudwell, a striking paragraph, which runs as follows :

" Only engines 01 over 500 c.c. piston displacement were
dealt with, as with volumetric efficiencies at present attained

a smaller engine was considered quite unsuitable for serious

sidecar work."
To this sentiment we desire to demur in the strongest

possible manner, though we should have been prepared, to

agree had the phra'se been " in the past " rather than " at

present."
Mr. Caudwell is evidently unaware that certain motor

cycle designers have made considerable progress in the saving

of weight and in the attainment of high brake horse-power
from engines of small capacity. The A.B.C. engine has a
capacity of 400 c.c, and, because it has a really good volu-

metric efiiciency, it will take a sidecar anywhere. But the

A. B.C. combination, with personnel of the average bulk, will

not weigh the 700 lb. Mr. Caudwell quotes ; it will rather

be in the neighbourhood of 500 lb. We do not wonder that

some designers demand a sidecar engine of 1,000 c.c, for if

they want to carry a couple of hundred pounds of useless

weight about they will require more power for this purpose.

But we would remind Mr. Caudwell that weight does not

mean power, any more than big cubic capacity means power.

Horse-power is determined by engine dimension, r.p.m., and

mean effective pressure. By increasing the value of the two

latter components we have been able to reduce that of the

former to a very notable extent, and this, we ai-e satisfied,

is the only direction in which true progress can be made.

We claim that in the A. B.C. sidecar combination the ratio

of total weight, divided by weight of passengers, is lower

than in any other combination of similar hill-climbing and
speed capabilitv.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION CO., LTD.
Alak E. Fenx, Sales Manager.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,
—" Road Rider " is right when he maintains that a

rotary engine is the most wasteful of all types with petrol

and oil. The Gnome Monosoupape was a very remarkable

engine as engines went in those days, but its very low

weight for power ratio hardly compensated, at any rate as

far as ordinary engineering utility went, for the very

marked disadvantages that went with it, the chief being

hea\^ fuel and oil consumption and liability to fire. For
aero work, the fact that it was, in its lightest form (with

no variable timing), uncontrollable did not matter very much.

The Gnome types of rotary must, in the light of later

design, be regarded as " back numbers," and it yet remains

to be proved t.hat the more improved types, the Le Rhone,
Clerget, Canto'n-Unne, Bentley, etc., can realbj favourably

compare with the latest radials for fast scout work.
" Road Rider's " point about the dead work performed

by rotaries in overcoming their own air resistance is not

altogether tenable. It must be remembered that the
" fivwheel effect" is considerable. REVS.

Capt. C. T. Newsome, R.A.S.C, who before the war was a

successful competition rider on a Rover motor cycle. In future

his activities will be in the car world.

C2J
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VALVE POSITION.
Sir,— I have re.ul very tempting desiriiitioiis of several

new motor bicycles in your paper lately, yet all but the
vertical cylindered ones seem to have horizontally acting
valves or inclined ones.

I linve been a motorist for seventeen years, though a motor
cyclist for only about six. I want a multi-cylinder machine,
but I fight shy of valves arranged as above. I consider
two cylinders enough, though might go in for a four, if

not more Ihan 3i n.p., not too heavy, nor the engine too
much liUe a toy.

AV. HEOINALD WILSON iM.A., M.B.B.C. Cantab,).

FROZEN OIL.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. J. Simpson's letter on page 283,
of your is.sue of -March 20th. He asks what objections there
could possibly be to placing the oil tank at the back of
the cylinder. The answer, of course, appears on page 268
of the same number, illustration 4, which shows the oil

tank on seat tube of the Kudgc IMulti, the oil pump of
which is worked by Bowdeu mechanism actuated by the
pedal close to the right footrest. In addition to giving a
more sheltered position for the oil tank, the rider's hands
are never soiled as in working a hand pump, and the top
tank holds petrol to its full capacity, and keeps much
cleaner tliaii wlien an oil t;ink is combined with it.

RUDGE-WHITWOKTH, LTD.

Sir,—With reference to your correspondent's letter over
signature of J. Simp.son, this conveys to my mind the in-
advisabiUty of using the so-called air-cooled motor oil at all.

Can any of your e.\pert correspondents enlighten me on the
subject? As far as I can see, the greatest desideratum in
internal combustion engine lubrication is that the oil should
maintain its body at a high temperature—in other words, to
have a good high viscosity. Why should an oil have to be
thick to lubricate efficiently, as' on application of heat it

undoubtedly is reduced to a very liquid state. I had the
same trouble as your correspondent, and experimented with
a high-class brand of water-cooled motor oil. I may say I
have used this with perfect satisfaction on an Indian,- O.K.
.Junior, and at the present time I am using it and nothing
else oil a 4 h.p. Douglas combination and a 2^ h.p. Levis.
My wife, who is an enthusiastic rider of a ladv's model O.K.,
uses^ the same oil, and I find I am getting "just as efficient
lubrication as I got with a so-called air-cooled motor oil.

Some makers claim that their air-cooled oils have a good
cold test, but I have yet to find an air-cooled oil that does
not congeal in winter. F. TAYLER.

REAR LIGHTS ON CYCLES.
/>ir.—I am glad to see you grant Mr. Cooke space to air

liis opinions upon this question, but regret the push-cycling
press docs not do likewise with those who write antagonistic
lo their views, as I know from personal experience.
Your correspondent mentions that motor cyclists ought to

be thankful to the National Cyclists' Union for taking up the
cudgels for them. So far, so good ; but we do not desire to
be associated with a class of road users who squeal like
(Jermans at any little thing which they think will be a trouble
or expense and place no value upon the general utility of the
thing. During the war, when all head lighting was reduced,
their agitation against rear lights was quite as rabid as now,
and their press was .so full of the subject that it seemed to
exclude all cycling news, and became a laughable production
upon rear lights and wastage of oil. Another much aired
grievance of theirs was that no extra food was allowed a
cyclist when on the road, as they claimed their- pastime made
them more hungry than other people who did not cycle.
Your readers can judge for themselves the class of agitator
behind all this, and will refuse to associate with such bad
"sports" in any petition they get up.

Cyclists ride a machine which is not taxed in any shape
or form, and has but one obligation placed upon it, and that
as to lighting, yet they fuss and fume and pester the Home
Secretary about their "grievances," whilst the motorist is
taxed all round, was restricted in or entirely barred from
his petrol during the greater part of the %var, has had to
carry a rear light for umpteen years, is told he must carry
two brakes, and have number plates fore and aft, and illumi-
nate them at night, yet, being a " sport," carries on with a
good grace ; but what a comparison he makes with the spoilt-
child cyclist. CORPORAL ELSIE.
C22

THE THREE-JET BINKS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—With reference to the recent correspondence appear-

ing in your pages regarding the three-jet Binks carburetter,

it will probaoly interest some of your readers to know that

getting rid of the blind spot between the second pilot and
the main jet is merely a matter of adjustment.
On a Norton 4 h.p. motor cycle (535 c.c), driven solo

with No. 2 spirit, the combination 00, 3, and 8 answers very
well, and for heavy sidecar work Nos. 00 or 0, 4, and 10
were fitted.

Widely varying grades of spirit or extreme ranges in
atmospheric conditions call for a different setting. The
above figures are the results of a series of experiments
carried out during the past month, and are given for what
they are worth. I might add that the petrol consumption
figures were very good, showing a decrease of over 15%
when compared with the best of three other instruments
tested, D. R. O'DONOVAN.

AIDS TO STARTING.
Sir,—I agree with " Tired Tim " in every remark he

makes about difficult starting. My 'bus is a little 2^ h p.
Hobart-Villiers two-stroke, single gear 5^ to 1, and I have
to get up early every morning to go to business on it. My
usual procedure is to give the engine a fountain-pen filler

full of petrol (?) in the sparking plug hole, and another in

the Amac carburetter air intake, with both valves wide open,
flood the carbm-etter freely, air valve closed, throttle half-
w-ay open. The engine will usually start in about three
pulls of the back wheel, and when it has run warm will

usually start fairly easily on" the road.
Before I thought of putting juice in the crank case rirl

the carburetter intake, I used to run for about one hundred
yards before the engine took it into its head to fire at all,

and then it used to blow back into the carburetter as soon
as my weight landed on it.

In conclusion, I might add that the Hobart is a lovely
little 'bus, and was perfectly satisfactory when I used
Pratt's No. 1. The usual disclaimer.
Roker. WEARY WILLIE.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY DRY BATTERY.
Sir,—In your issue of March 20th and several recent

numbers of The Motor Cycle I have noticed the question
of lighting solo machines with dry batteries and secondary
cells.

The great possibilities of the Edison nickel iron alkaline
cell, as a secondary cell, have not yet, to my knowledge,
been mentioned.

Its advantages over the ordinary lead cell (with some
disadvantages and remarks) may be of interest, and are
roughly as follows : -

Advantages.

(i.J Sirenglh.—Capable of very rough handling, knocking,
vibration, etc. ; the case, or container, being made of nickel
steel (in.stead of celluloid). Obviously, mechanical strength
and rigidity result. "Active" material in plates ?es« liable

to con'ie away and short circuit.

(S.) Discharge and Charge.—Very much higher rate of
discharge : can be short circuited without damage. Can
be discharged until voltage disappears—range of d.p. 1.5-r-

0.9 volt (ordinary conditions), usual working voltage 1.2
volts (per single cell). Not damaged by being overcharged.
May be left undischarged for a long time without damage.

(3.) Longer Life: Maintenance.—Outlast two or more
lead cells. Sluch less attention required. No corrosive spray
given off ; hence no terminal corrosion.

Disadvantages.

(1.) Costs more : outweighed by advantage 3.

(2.) Less efficient (electrically).

Eemahk.s.—Weight of each type almost the same. Eight
watt-hours per lb. weight : complete cell for 30 amp.-hour
cell. War stopped development in Great Britain and abroad,
generally, it being an American product.

From the foregoing, the Edison cell would appear to be
greatly advantageous for motor cycle use, where excessive
vibration, rough handling, and neglect, play havoc with
the ordinary lead secondary cell ; as some have had the
misfortune to experience.
In conclusion, I should mention I have no interest or

connection with the Edison Company. G.P.G.K,
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THE MOTOR CYCLE TUBE

P EMEMBER the great strain

each tube carries ; the jolt

of bad surfaces at great speed and
the shock of crossing tram Hnes.

Get Dunlop motor cycle tubes

in your covers—they're moulded

to the exact shape of the outer

cover: each size is a perfect fit

and each tube of accurate section

size^

Cut out tube troubles and go

on your way with the greatest

eomfort.

Prices for tubes of the following sizes

:

26x2' 28x21" 26x2^
("to fit 25" rim)

Endless 8/9 10/3 11/9

Butt-ended 11/9 1 3/3 1 5/-

^AMdof!

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Para Mills, Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: 146, Clerkenwell Road, E.G.I.
Teleohone 5375 & 5376 Holborn.
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Pre-war.

The great road trials.

'T'HE true test of a tyre is on the road^
^ Read the history of the Tourist Trophj

Race—the most gruelling pre-war road trial—frora

its beginning. You will find it the history of thl

Hutchinson Tyre.

Year after year the first man home on Hutchinson!

and, what is a bigger fact, always an overwhelming

percentage of the riders finishing the course on

Hutchinsons.

And the same in the Six Days' Trials and alj

roa4 trials.

Ask your nearest dealer to show yoi

a ''Hutchinson'' Tyre.

UTCHI

RUBBER STUDDED.

Size
Brooklands

(Light)

T.T.
(Medium)

Passenger
(Heavy)

26x2
26x2}
26X2J

29
30 3
34

38
41

45

50 3

51 3

53 6

In answering this advertisement it is de.sirahle to mention

HUTCHINSON TYlE:

BIRMINGHAM: 120, Snoi

Establh

'The Motor Cycle."
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The war-

the greatestroad trial.

T^HIS war has been for tyres the

greatest road trial of all.

A continuous test of unprecedented severity

;

with conditions undreamed of ; a test confidently

entered and from which the Hutchinson Tyre emerges

triumphant

!

It has been the tyre for durability as all

Despatch Riders will tell you.

Moral—use the tyre proved since the beginning.

Send to us for a complete Catalogue

of our Tyres.

ummismi

Jasinghall St., E.C.2.

'L: 20, Bridge Street.

THREE RIBBED PATTERN.

Size.
Light Car
(Light)

Small Car
(Medium)

Big Ihree
Rib

650X65
65ax 75

2 8

2 tl 3

2 16 3

3 1 6
3 6>0
3 11 6

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention ^' The Motor Cycle."

C-.D.F.
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Speed
The exhilaration of movement- rapid, smooth and lon^'

sustained : that confidence sound workmanship alone

entitles you to put in your mount; the miles fly by
joyously, your whole enjoyment is unspoilt by trouble

of any sort —for you're on a Norton.

And it's day in and day out with the Norton. Each day
a Norton is as good a friend as the last, and to-morrow
you'll find her just as eager and just as true.

PHILLIPS STREET, ASTON,
BIRMINGHAM.

London Agents

:

BAIiTLETT & COMPANY,
GT. PORTLAND STREET,

C26 In an-iwerinfj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de.
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LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sir,-—" Revs." ignores two not uncommon causes of a lost

prop, i.e., a minor engine derangement in flight or a partial
stoppiige of the pilot jet. His letter puzzles me, as most aeio
carburetters are titted with adjustments at the throttle stop.
Here ir:ar on tlie stop could hardly escape notice during the
most casual engine test.s before a flight.

As regards restarting an engine by diving, every make of
stationary engine can be T-estarted in this nianner if titted to

I an aeroplane which can safely be dived at the requisite speed.
The Rolls-Royce, being a geared engine, requires an unusually
steep dive, and is mainly titted to big machines which are not
normally nose-dived. But if "Revs." can get hold of a safe
machine'fitted with this engine and cares to satisfy himself
by an actual test, I will send a very handsome wreath to his

funeral if tlie engine does not start after, say, a 300ft. dive at
100 m.p.h. " TORQUE.

Sir,—Having read with interest the letters of yourJfeorre-
spondents "Torque" and "Revs" on the above subject,
I would ask "Revs" what he really means by "losing his
prop." Does he mean ^vhile in the air or on the water?

I have had considerable experience with all makes of
engines, both rotary and stationary, on seaplanes, and have
never seen a propeller stop rotating whilst the machine is

in the air, unless the engine seizes, and then the propeller-
shaft generally breaks ; but pilots very often lose their
prop on the water, especially while training.

I agree with " Torque," and should like convincing proof
of any service engine, stationary or rotary, that will not
restart by diving. As to prevent the engine restarting,
provided everything was in order, the prop would have to

stop, and the "air friction" is certainly not insufficient to
turn the engine over against the compression, or the " pro-
peller slip " would be too great to drive the machine forward
when the engine was running ; one might as well say the
"friction" between the road and wheels of a car coasting
downhill with the engine switched off was going to be in-

sufficient to restart the engine when the bottom of the hill

was reached. AIRMICK.
Oundle.

THE ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I was not in the least surprised to see that two

correspondents have evinced great intei-est, and, it must be
admitted a certain amount of thinly-veiled scepticism at Jlr.

F. W. Varney's account of the performances of his Levis.

When first I read his letter, I, too, felt inclined to write it

off as " hot air," but, on consideration, I came to the con-

clusion that he did not use the term " average speed " in its

usual and technical sense. I feel sure he meant that if one
took the average of his maximum speeds they would work out

at 35 and 45 m.p.h. respectively. And I feel it is only just

to him to point this out to your readers. Nevertheless, I

feel that he would be wise to publish the data from the

diary or record he has kept, to prove to the unbelievers that

what he says is true. I euvy him his machine.
My last mount, a 2^ h.p. T.D.C. Wolf, had a top speed of

40 m.p.h., and once, by driving it in a brutal manner, I

covered the twenty-nine miles from Lancaster to Windermere
in fifty-eight minutes. I generally found that on a long run
I could average 20 m.p.h. with careful driving in towns and
hustling in the country. This is what makes me feel sure

that Mr. Varney means what I suggest and not what he says.

With regard to his hill-climbing feats, I must confess that

they take my breath away. I suppose there is no likelihood

of his mistaking his hills. I once thought I had climbed
" Rest and be Thankful," but found out afterwards that I

was not within five miles of it.

I feel that Jlr. Varney owes it to himself to give us fuller

details, and that he would confer a great benefit on the motor
cycling confraternitv if he would explain "how he does it."

(Rev.) M. p. SARGENT.

Sir,—With reference to the letter from "Enquirer," pub-

lished in The Motor Cycle of February 20th.

I run a 1915 two-stroke Clyno two-speed with Henderson
model A featherweight coachbuilt sidecar, which has given

every satisfaction during the past three years, and is still

• running well.

Owing to petrol restrictions and military duties, I have
only covered about 5,000 miles with this outfit. During this

mileage the replacements have been one new tyre (a 2iin.
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being substituted for the 2in. on bicycle rear wheel) and
one new belt, which are still in good condition, and two or

three washers for inlet and exhaust ports. No replacements
have so far been made to the engine, although cost of re-

placement parts for this type of engine is quite small.

A speed of 25 m.p.h. can be comfortably maintained, except
on stiff hills, when 18 m.p.h. can be attained on low gear.

I have travelled from London to Margate, Dover, Folkestone,
Hastings, etc., and al.'o various parts of Essex, and have '

not come across a hill that cannot be climbed with this outfit.

Of course, freak hills are not attempted.
iMy weight is about twelve .stone and passenger nine stone.

Petrol consumption about 80 m.p.g., and plenty of oil is used.

There are many advantages in this type of combination
to the man who is content to maintain the legal speed limit,

and exercise reasonable care in driving, especially when turn-

ing corners. The engine is very simple, first cost compara-
tively small, tyre mileage good, and the machine is easy to •

start; the petrol consumption is, however, rather high,

although my 80 m.p.g. could no doubt be improved, but with
a loss of power, by fitting a smaller jet (I use a No. 30
Senspray).

The engine is decarbonised about every 700 to 1,000 miles,

and this is quite a simple operation, which can be carried

,

out in a couple of hours.

In conclusion, the Clyno two-stroke is an ideal machine
for this purpose, as it is sturdily built and is fitted with
an efficient two-speed gear and hand-controlled clutch.

Leytonstone. CLYNO TWO-STROKE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE MAIMED.
Sir,—I was interested a few weeks ago to see a corre-

spondent enquiring what machines were suitable for a rider

who had lost his right leg, and a reader's reply mentioning
certain machines which had the foot brake operated by the

left foot, and might, therefore, be considered suitable. This,

I am afraid, is not entirely the case. Having ridden, with an
artificial limb, various makes of motor cycles for some years,

I should like to give a word of warning.
Used with a sidecar, any machine which has the foot brake

on the side of the sound leg and a hand-controlled clutch is,

of course, quite suitable and safe, and one's disability makes
no difference at all. Riding solo, however, is a different

•matter. In case of an emergency, when one must stop all

headway instantly—as, for instance, if a child rushes into the

road or something emerges suddenly from a side road—one
is placed at a severe disadvantage, for the reason that the

sound leg must be placed on the road to hold up the machine,
thus leaving the front brake only for use. Suddenly applied

at speed, this is bound to cause a bad swerve at least, and
a certain spill on a greasy road. Almost worse still, on some
machines, the front brake is no use at all, being little more
than an ordinary push cj'cle brake.
The remedy consists in fitting auxiliary hand control to

the rear brake. A strong lever, with big leverage and heavy
Bowden cable, should be fitted close to the exhaust lift, so

that both levers can be gripped at once, thus shutting off

the engine and applying the back brake at the same time,
leaving the other hand free to apply the front brake, de-

clutch, or throttle down as requisite, also leaving the sound
leg free to hold up rider and machine if necessary. The foot

brake should be left in situ for normal use and holding the
machine down long hills.

In conclusion, I would like to say that the P. and M. and
Enfield, both fine machines, are ideal for riders who have
lost the use of the left leg. H. D. LEE.

^ dn

1 BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS :
•

.

: MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM \

The recopniseJ standard text Ijcok of the mntor cycle: deals with all !
types of inEichines and wiih every part of the machine. ^00 illiiiit rations

S Price 2/6 net. By post. 2/10. X

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOk CYCLISTS. I

A valuable collection of useful " wrinkles " and items of information con-

J cerning the running, macayement. and repair of motor cycles. •

• Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3. «

: TRACING TROUBLES. I

Z Motor Cycle Faults, Their Identification, ami Their Remedies Fnllv S
• Explained Pric 2'- net. By post, 2'2. «

Ob ainabie by post (remittance with order) Iroin •

: ILIFFE" & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4 •

or of iea^'ins Bookseller? sdH Rn'lway RooUstalts

0.
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A 1921 MACHINE DE LUXE.
AN ENGINEER'S

IDEAL.

Entire Framework, Forks, Tank, Mudguards,

to be made from (hin Sheel Steel.

A proposed design for an all-weather machine. Tlie complete linit and E;ear asjem'ily is mounted in a

sub-frame in the centre of the frame, which can be withdrawn to facilitate overhauhng.

EVERY motor cyclist has his ideal, which usually

is a composite comprising the best features of

the many machines he has tried and seen. The
motor cycle illustrated on this page is quite another

proposition, and while being frankly ideal it is intended

10 be a suggestion for the Rolls-Royce type of machine
to which many contributors have referred from time

to time.

Some of the features of the design are not entirely

original, but since they offer many advantages over

present-day methods they are incorporated in a general

design as indispensable in the writer's opinion, if the

outstanding faults of the average motor cycle are to be
overcome. This refers particularly to the p^resent type

of tubular frame, which involves the most awkward
construction possible in tlie attachment and accommo-
dation of all the sundry parts of a machine, the in-

accessibility of the engine and transmission, and the

difficulty of cleaning a machine in a rapid and satis-

factory manner.
The general design of the proposed machine may be

summarised in the following ;

Frame.
The entire framework, including forks, petrol tank,

mudguards, valances, carrier, tool and accumulator

boxes, is made up from thin sheet steel stamp-

ings and welded together with flush joints

wherever possible. By this form of construc-

tion, a strong box-like framework can be

utilised in the central section of the

around the power unit where the

strength is required, with the

lorners rounded off every-

where to give an easy surface

for cleaning purposes. The
pauge of the sheet metal

I'.iroughout should be gradu-

ated according to the stresses

set up in the main frame
i:nder running conditions, but

in all other places the metal

could be reduced in gauge to

cut down weight. It is not sug-

;.ested that this type of frame

.-8

machine
greatest

Suggested mountmg of the power unit and gear assembly in

an enclosed alummium sub-frame. The position of the magneto
contact-breaker will be noted.

would be lighter than the standard tubular pattern—on

the contrary, it may be slightly heavier; but the

immense advantages gained by the pressed steel frame

outweigh such a minor objection. The tubular frame

was discarded years ago for pressed steel construction

in automobile chassis," yet, the writer contends, we still

cling to old methods in motor cycle manufacture.

Sub=frame for Power Unit.

In the sketch of the proposed frame, a completely,

unobstructed opening is arranged in the centre for the

reception of the engine- and gear unit, which is an
entirely separate assembly in a sub-frame of. its own.

The front forks, mudguard, side valances and number
plate are built up as a complete unit in sheet steel, the

only tubular construction used in this locality being the

actual steering head itself. For front suspension, a

single semi-elliptic leaf spring is suggested, with

adjustable ball bearing links between the main frame

and forks.

Sheet metal construction of the main frame is

extended right to the rear in order to accommodate a

suggested form of rear spring su.spension for the rear

wheel and to provide automatically a. carrier and mud-
guard with side valances as well. In this case, the

portions of the rear section of the main frame whicli

require extra strength could

be stamped out of fairly

thick metal, whilst such
pieces as the valances, etc.,

which perform merely light

duties, need only be built up
in thin sheet steel and
welded in position with flush

joints.

The suggested springing of

the rear wheel is shown in

the drawing. If the spindle

of the wheel is bolted to a

vertical loop working in

slides in the frame and
anchored in a .slot at the top,

the wheel cannot move in

any other than a vertical direc-

tion. At the same time, the
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A Thorough Understanding

of the Working of Your Machine

will save You Pounds in the Year.

"The Amateur Mechanic," written by skilled

craftsmen in simple, non-technical language,

and helpfully illustrated by practical . . . .

" How-To-Do-It " Pictures, is

The Book for You.
The article on OVERHAULING A MOTOR CYCLE has lour illustrations, and the following titler!

=ub sections : Summary—The Wheels—^Tbe Frame—The Tank and Fitments—The Carburetter—How the

Engine Works—Overhauling the Engine—The Driving Gear—The Ignition Apparatus—The Brakes—^The

Reassembling. The following are titles of the sub-sections in the article OVERHAULING A MOTOR CAR :

Summary and Explanation—The Preliminary* Examination, chiefly by sight—Bearings^^arburetter, Coup-
lings, etc.—Fh'wheel, Clutch Fork, etc.—Gauge Gear—Steering Gear, etc.—Frame Springs, etc.—The EarTest—^Testing the Engine—Compression Testing—Testing with the Engine Running—Worn Bearings—Knock-
ing—"Popping"—"Hunting"—Silencer at Fault—<Ilutch—Change Gear—Undue Heating of Circulation
Water—Lubrication—Testing on the Road—Ignition—Valve Timing—Defective Compression—^The Shafts.
A COMPLETE OVERHAUL: Testing for Alignment—Swivel Bearings—Wheel Bearings, etc.—Tyres-
Removing \'alve Chamber Covers—Grinding in Valves—Removing the Engine—Testing the Truth of Pistons
—Removing Fl>'wheel—Timing Gear—Magneto—Gudgeons and Pins—Case Hardening—Removing Piston
Rings—Engine Repairs—Testing Bore of Cylinders—Truing Journals—Truing Brasses—Bedding the Crank-
shafts—Big End Bearings—Renewing Clutch leather—Ball Bearings—Gear Renewing—Oiling Axle Springs
—Aligning Gear Box and Engine—Reassembling Engine Accessories—Brakes, etc. This article has 56
practical illustrations and diagrams.

It is full of Money-saving Information for every Citizen.

It Shows You How
To paint and paper a room—To sfje and heel and patch boo's and shoes—To mount maps—To bind

magazines and to re-bind old books—^To make a pair of hand-sewn boots—To restore colour of old brown
shoes—To make household furniture—^To re-seat chairs—^To upholster sofas, etc.—To install a speaking-

tube—To make a wire bracket for placing over oil lamp or gas bracket so that food can be heated over it—^To clean a Primus or other stove—To repair bicycles—To overhaul a motor car—To repair motor cycles

—To work in metal—^To colour metals—^To make a garden frame—^To repair water taps—To varnish a violin

—

To remedy damp walls—To repair the piano—To make a padded chair from an old cask—To make mailcart
and perambulator hoods—To mend pen-knives—To stuff animals—^To dress furs—To stuS and mount birds—^To do wood inlaying—To cure a smoky chimney—^To prepare working drawings and how to read working
drawings—To make a chemical weather glass—To renovate a grandfather's clock—To make invisible ink

—

To make garden furniture, arbours, arches, seats, summer-houses, tables, etc.—To use metal-drilling tools

—

To dean book-covers—^To renovate mirrors—^To upholster furniture in leather cloth—To mend broken china

—To do fretwork—^To build a boat—To make a canoe, etc.—To lime-white poultry houses—To do gold-plating

and silver plating—To clean a watch—To mend keyless watches and ordinary watches—To distemper ceilings

and walls—To make picture frames and to frame pictures—All about curtain fittings—To make metal cast-

ings—To make tracing paper, waterproof paper, fireproof paper, etc.—To clean paint off glass—^To fit up a
motor workshop—^To clean boilers—To fix an anthracite stove—^To re-gild and restore picture frames—How
to use spanners—To make doors and windows draught-proof—To paint walls—To make a garden path

—

How to do nickel-plating—To cure noises in hot-water pipes—To make soap at home—India and glue varnishes

—To clean and repair locks—All about acids for etchingmetals—Micrometers, how to make and to use them

—

How to make plaster casts, etc., etc.

This Practical Work

Explains
the

Mechanism,

Cleaning,
and

Overhauling
of

Your Car.

Buyers praise it-

Mr. A. J. TATTON, Keresley, writes :

" I feel convinced I could make or repair most of the subjects dealt with if I relied only on the beautifui

illustrations."

Mr. WILKS, Winson Green, Birmingham, writes :

" The Amateur Mechanic ' is one of the finest examples of non-technical information I have ever seen.

I have found what I have been looking for for months. The low price at which they are oSered and the splendid

system ot payments are national benefits."

"The Motor Cycle" says ol

"The Amateur Mechanic."
" In this work we come across special articles

which should interest our readers, =uch as those

on Filing, Screw-cutting, whether by lathe or

by hand, How to use spanners. Metal-turning,

Metal-spinning, an article on the over-

hauling of the motor cycle, another on the

overhauling of the car. Taper-turning, Home-
made drilling machines, Emery discs, bobs,

and wheels. Hardening—and on fitting up a

workshopfor motor and general repairs

The motor cyclist will find much to learn from

this well-written and copiously illustrated

work. . . We have had a copy of ' The
Amateur Mechanic' in our possession for some
years, and many useful hints and tips have
been gathered from it. It should find a place

in the library of every practical motorcyclist."

The Rev. F. R. SWAN writes :

' It is compiled for those who want to learn

how No better present for a disabled

hero."

OUR

FREE
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
will tell you all about it.

Send for a Copy to-day.

No charge—no obligation.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK COMPANY, Ltd. (M.C.L. DepL),

7, 8, and 9, Old Bailey, London, EC.4.

Please send me without charge or obligation to order, your Free Jliusliated Booklet containing all

particulars as to contents, etc., of "THE AMATEUR MECHANIC," also information as to your offer

to =end the Complete Work for a merely nominal first payment, the balance to be paid by a few small

month.y p-yments, beginning tliirty daj^ after delivery.

Name

Address

^^C.L- loro
iSend this Form or a Postcardi

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The more tricky the turn—the more risky the surface—the
more acute the hairpin bend—the more pronounced are the anti-skid

properties of Palmer Cords as compared with ordinary (canvas) tyres.

To newcomers into the pastime this may sound all right in theory,

but to " old timers," who followed the Tourist Trophy Trials, the
performances of Palmers provide practical and positive proof.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.
119-123, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.Ca.

Motor Cycle Tyre Depot

—

103, St. John St., Clerkenwell, E.C.i.

Ako Birmingham, Coventry, Glasgow.
Leeds, Manchester, and Nottingham,

C30 In aTiswerinr^ this advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Giich."
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The IE 21 Machine de Luxe.—

box construction of the re.ir section of the frftmc

should, provided it is suitably strengthened Interally

by cro^ ribs or plates, prevent attempted side oscilla-

tion of the rear wheel whilst on a bad road with a

heavv sidecar. A long semi-elliptic spring ancliored

at the front end on either side of the frarne should

provide for comfortable suspension, whilst the rear

extremities of the springs are supported on extensions

from the. vertical loop connected to the rear wheel

inside the frame and valances.

Engine and Gear Unit.

A 6 h.p. V twin is the power unit most favoured

by the writer. It is .a type that has proved itself

capable of pulling healthily, and

one that develops no mysterious

troubles. This refers more especially

to sidecar work when an engine with

proved stamina and power is inevitably

required. The engine incorporated in

this design weuld have such features as

overhead valves, detachable heads, out-

side flvwheel, balanced crankshaft, cast

iron cylinders, and aluminium pistons :

the capacity of the engine being in the

neighbourhood of 800 c.c. Long stroke

and moderately low compression would

be adopted to ensure flexibility on top

gear, the maximum of efficiency being

sacrificed to gain cool and tractable

running.

The lubrication of the engine should

be entirely automatic with the whole of

the oil carried in the sump. The system

v.-herebv a small gear pump in the base

of the crank case feeds oil direct through

^a nozzle on to the big ends and direct to

the main shaft bearings appears to be

bv far the best, since the lubrication is

not dependent on the maintenance of

anything but a very low pressure, and

is correspondingly more reliable. With

this system, two adjuncts are indispens-

able for reliability, i.e., an easily detachable gauze

filter extending across the whole of the sump above the

oil carried in the crank case,- and an oil circulation

"tell-tale" at the side of the engine within sight of

the rider.

Automatic Carburetter.

For an ideal machine an automatic single lever car-

buretter is a necessity, with an auxiliary device and

hand control fitted on the carburetter itself whereby

the flow of petrol in the jet can be varied as with alti-

tude control embodied in aero engine carburetters.

This arrangement is preferable to the ordinary extra

air inlet attachment which is not always a success.

In order to give ample accessibility the magneto is

mounted on a platform at the rear of the crank case,

and driven by a horizontal layshaft and skew gear from

the cam box. It would, therefore, be an easy matter

to attend to the contact breaker, since it could be

arranged to face towards the right side in an open

position. —
Chain drive throughout is suggested for the trans-

mission, and a three-speed gear box (sliding dog type)

with a simDle form of dry plate clutch is located

Diagram o^ rear spring suspen-

sion. The rear wheel moves

vertically with the loop member
in the slides A, B, and C attached

to the frame.

behir.d the engine. In order to gi\c the maximum of

accessibility, the engine, gear box, and clutch are

mounted complete in an aluminium sub-frame, which
should be arranged to slide sideways on guides from
the main frame after the rear chain, controls, and
silencer have been uncoupled. By this form of con-

struction the complete outfit can be bodily lifted to a

bench and overhauled at leisure. The aluminium sub-

frame could also be designed to carry the lighting

dynamo on brackets immediately behind the crank

case in addition to the magneto, the dynamo being

driven by bevel gears from the same shaft that operates

the magneto. To save the complication of chain cases

and to give a smooth surface for cleaning purposes,

the sides of the aluminium sub-frame (which would

have large detachable inspection doors)

are extended sufficiently high to cover

in the. gear box, clutch, chain drive,

crank case, and flywheel of the engine,

so that the only portions visible would

be the cyUnders, magneto, contact

breaker case, gear box, and clutch con-

trol arms, and kick-starter pedal. The
final drive is on the right side of the

machine, with a chain case fitted widi

a large cover similar to a lid on a violin

case7 to render it an easy matter to

inspect and adjust the chain, when a

sidecar is attached.

General Details.

As so far very few machines have been

turned out with even moderate protection

from mud and wet, efficient mudguard-

ing would be of the first importance i,n

an ideal machine. Practically all the

dirt that reaches the rider on a wet day

arrives through the forward rush of the

machine carrying the rider into the mud
which is dripping and drifting back-

wards from the front mudguard and

its stays. This might be ehminated by

deep side valances and a wind deflector

which would deflect the ' rush of air

In both front and rear valances small

in order to allow a hose to be
downwards.

doors should be fitted.

inserted to wash and scour mud accumulated after a

journey. Protection to the rider would also be given

by wide footboards, attached to the main frame by

short laminated springs. ,

•

On the subject of brakes, the internal expanding

type for front and rear seems the best, the rear brake

being fitted inside the chain case and operating_ on

the rear chain wheel in a fully-protected position.

Possibly the two brakes might be interconnected and

operated from a single pedal through a compensating

device.

The price of a machine as outlined would be high

(unless one-type mass production was employed in its

manufacture), but even so it has many_ advantages

approaching those associated with a car, in regard to

accessibility, comfort, and ease of cleaning.
_

Many of

the suggestions given may be open to criticism,^ but

the broad outline may conceivably open up new ideas

to other motor cyclists, who, like the writer, have

learnt lessons derived from considerable experience on

the road and in the workshop. Millimetre.
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ASPECTS AND PROSPECTS.

A Rhapsody on the Pleasures *
*^'^'

of the Motor Cycle and the

Freedom of (he Roads.

THE late war has been responsible for

many things, but I never thought it

wouitJ have the effect of making me
into a motor cyclist. The fat, unsuspicious

years of slothful en.se—they were really not
so very slothful or easy, but it seems to be
the fashion to call them so—before the

war were not ^•ery good for me or for my
figure, but the days since I left the aiiriy,

to give my attention to work I was presumed
to be more useful at, have had a good effect

on the latter at any rate, and now many
things—including the motor cycle—do not daunt me
as they once did.

In the "Dear Dim Days." -

I do not put it down entirely to this, however.
Everything changes, and, undoubtedly, among other
things motor cycles. ^Vhen I first rode one, in the dear
dead dim days before even I had a car, they were
uncanny things—the direct descendants, in the opinions
of many people, of high bicycles—and their riders

were deemed super-athletes beyond all question when
they were not looked upon as self-homicidal maniacs.
Perhaps there was reason ; motor cycles in those times
were mere ordinary cycles with apologies for motors
hung aljout their frames, and in the days' when all

automobile machines had to carry batteries and com-
mutators and tremblers of one or other of the few
sizes extant, it must be acknowledged that they could
hardly be described as particularly neat and compact
contrivances.

Kindred Explorers.
But we were all classed as Yalioos together,

motorists and motor cyclists, and we had to weather
the same storms. For one thing, I believe—through
the mists of the past it is difficult to sort one's old
memotfes—that we all made much the same noises

;

nowadays some say that an internal combustion
engine makes a noise in inverse ratio to its horse-
jjower.

One might trace in the columns of The Autocar—if

it were worth while—my automobile education and
growth, and, as my thoughts go back, I can call
to mind that in their beginnings my hotel stable
companions were usually motor cyclists, and that
my "shop' was their "shop," and theirs was
mine. We were kindred explorers and sufferers,
but we had kin joys ; there was never any jealousy or
quarrelling between the two schools, except on the part
of some very superior persons—men and women who
could not think, who could not know, and who never
realised that the big, swollen, ungainly, sumptuous
tonneaux they leant back in had come but very
few years back from the little machines they so
C32

By OWEN JOHN
(of "The Autocar").

affected to look down upon. For the

father of the car was the motor cycle, just as

the motor is the absolute direct ancestor of

the modern aeroplane. (The excellent gentle-

men who lately, after a large luncheon,^ gave
it as their opinion that flying owed nothing

to motoring were much of the kidney of the

Cockney sportsman who would not believe

a certain bird could be a pheasant because
it was not yet October, and I am only sorry

I was not present to press the point.) -

But I stray—they always let me stray in

T/te Autocar, and I have got into the .habit

of it—I am tracing genealogies and rela-

tionships to do honour to my old love on the return

of my admiration for her. The motor car owes
just as much- to the motor cycle as the last thing

in banjoes does to the earliest string instrument

that , ever twanged. There is more than fancy

in the connection. Harken to a verse of Rudyard
Kipling's "Song of the ^anjo "—as inspired

and wonderful' a song as has ever been written, a

throbbing ganglion of the nerve-ends of many life-

times compressed into half-a-dozen little pages—and
note how there is something very close between the

thing he wrote about and the marvellous contraption

that I am telling of.

" The. grandam of my grandam was the Lyre—
(0 the blue beloiv the little fisher huts I)

That the Stealer stoojnng beachward filled ivitli fire.

Till she bore my iron head and ringing gvts!
By the xoisdom of the centuries I speak—
To the Tune of yestermorn I set the Truth—

/, the Joy of Life Jinguestioned—/, the Oreeh-^—
I, the everlasting Wo7ider Song of Youth/"

I am not sure I have not stumbled on the right name
for the motor C3'cle in the last line, for though my
jouth. as men count years, is behind me, yet I can
conjure up no fairer vision of the perfection of young
ilays than a blue spring morning, a long white road
in front, a machine almost a part of oneself beneath
one, and all the day one's own.

The Airman and Motor Cyclist.

Aeroplanes are not in the running. Men who fly

and who know all about it tell me that all the flying

man realises is himself and his engine ; the land and
water beneath him are but as a big map—he has nothing
to do with them whatever.

But the motor cyclist—he is the lucky one. . His
is everythiiig he passes and sees, the very heart of
the country belongs to him. If he does not like it

he can speed past, if he does he can linger, loaf, walk,
or stop altogether and enjoy it. Between him and
the airman there is all the difference between an
embodied soul and a disembodied spirit, and, far
better than his compeers at the .steering wheel, he
can enter into the very feel and es.sence of nature and
the joy of life.
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The Rule of theRoad

USE Pedley Motor Cycle Tyres,

Belts, and Accessories, and you

can't go wrong !

Q That's my rule—the rule of all who appre-

ciate maximum Comfort and Reliability.

<II Pedley products will help you to get the

very best results out of your Motor Cycle.

^ If you're looking for a combination of

Efficiency and Economy, Pedley will put

you on the right track

—

an^ quickly too I

PEDLEY is the Rule
on every Road.

J. PEDLEY & SON, Ltd., Oxford Works, Great Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London Address : 30, Holywell Lane, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. 2.
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Aspects and Prospects.—

That is, he should be able to; to some people a

motor cyclist is but a goggled, belted monstrosity,

possiblv sucking a cigarette but most certainly look-

ing at nothing but the dust with \Yhich he is about

to bestrew the world behind him. Which is a notion

I am out to disprove and contradict, and, incidentally,

I hope to be able to show that the days when a motor
cycle was the sole perquisite of the young are over,

and that we more stolid and staid young-old ones can

fit into it and get the best out of it equally well.

When I began this little essay my idea was to dwell

on its undoubted utilitarian advantages, but my pen
has absolutely refused to let me dwell on anything

so dull and ordinary. I can assure my readers that

nothing was originally further from my thoughts than

to find myself rhapsodising on its poetical side, but

it seems that I have written what I have written, and

that to some there may be sense and meaning in it.

I had so much else to say, too. I might have talked

on its saving of petrol and on its economy m tyres.

I might have compared its ease and pace with the hard

work and monotony of ordinary push-cycling, but all

that will do for another time, as also will my accounts

and experiences of seeing England from a new aspect.

Also I shall see car motorists from another
_

point

of view, and that may charge me with material ol

quite a new type of sermon.

THE TANKETTE.
A Development of the Mator Scooter which will be offered to the Public

in Quantities.
be closed and either tyre may be inflated indeTHE question, Why stand ? will not be asked by

potential purchasers of the Taiikette, illustrated on
this page, for, although the genu of the idea
behind this little vehicle was the scooter, it is pro-

vided with a seat, and approximates to the lightweight
motor cycle more than to the Auto-ped.
Weighing 135 lb., and measuring 6ft. Sin. over all, the

Tankette will be marketed by Messrs. Ronald Trist and
Co., Ltd., of Watford, who for many months have experi-

mented with various forms of

scooters, commencing with a
small toyliKe machine with
wheels lOin. in diameter. Just
one step further, and the

Tankette would be a light-

weight motor cycle ; hence it

can be regarded more as a /
competitor of existing light- /

weights than of the scooter / .

proper.

It is proposed to fit a

2|-3 h.p. two-stroke engine,

located at the rear, and driving

to a countershaft gear placed

before the wheel, and hence

back again to the rear hub.

This makes the primary drive

about 28in. and the secondary

drive about 15in. between centres. The frame is con-

structed -of flat steel strips about l|x-^in., built up so

that there are six members parallel at what would be its

weakest point. Both front and rear wheels are sprung on

leaf springs, the centre of the pivotal rear stays being

coincident with the centre of the driving sprocket.

A twin wheel is used at the rear, fitted with two 20xliin.

pneumatic tyres, with a free connection from one to the

other, so that on going round curves the air pressure re-

mains constant and the two friction points where the tyres

meet the ground are maintained. Both tyres can be pumped

from one valve, but, if a puncture occurs, the connecting

The Tankette—a link between the scooter and the

motor cycle.

p°endeS;^y. """cTsTsr slightly ' dished, are used instead of

^^Wr'are told that the rear wheel is instantly detachable

after removing two nuts. The hub has a hollow spindle,

which is used as an oil reservoir for lubricating bearings,

chains, and sprockets from one filler.
_

The countershaft and rear wheel transmission are com-

pletely encased, while an undershield protects other parts
^ > . ' and the rider from mud splash.

One pedal operates the two-

speed gear and free engine

device, which consists of a

double leather-faced clutch en-

gaging at option either the high

or low speed. The countershaft

also is hollow, and contains an

oil reservoir to lubricate the

clutch cone, sprockets, and
chain from a single filler. A
shock absorber is embodied in

the main sprocket on the

countershaft.

By driving air through vanes

in the rear mudguarding, the

back wheel is made to act as

a fan.

The designers inform us that

the embodiment of side wheel "runners" was decided upon

after long consideration, and that they were thought neces-

sary because the machine would be used mostly in towns and

suburbs. This arrangement permits of the machine being

stopped in trafl&c with the rider still seated and the engine

running idly. A band brake on the high speed chain

sprocket clutch drum on the countershaft is embodied, and a

tank with a capacity for one and a third gallons of petrol

is carried under the pan type seat.

The principal dimensions are as follows : Length over all,

6ft. Sin. ; wheelbase, 4ft. ; height to top of handle-bars,

3ft. lin. ; to seat, 26in.
;
platform clearance, 4in.

Side elevation and plan of the Tankette, shordy to be placed on the market, which

P 20 X l-2in. tyres.

11 be fitted with 2J-3 h.p. engine

B35
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M V Army experience did it ! During detention

my point of view in regard to motor cycles

veered round several points. Mixed up as I

have been with motor cycles of all kinds, and having

perforce to see them handled by riders, both male and

female, of all degrees of skill, naturally I have, as

a keen rider and a student of design, seen much to

provide food for thought. My outstanding impression

is that for solo work manufacturers are piling on too

much weight. " Nothing new in that," the reader

will retort, " since for years past we have had constant

pleas for serviceable lightweights." But I am not

thinking of weight reduction obtained by reducing the

size of the engine. Often as I have watched riders

operate their kick-starters, engage the low gear, and
glide away on the clutch, a sense of admiration for

the various progressive designers who had rendered

that sort of thing possible has come over me, but,

notwithstanding, I would continually reflect upon the

iiappy and sporting days spent in 1908 to 1910, when
" nippy " single-geared 3J, h.p. solo mounts were the

rule. Why, the very

uncertainty of a

successful climb up

a single- figure

gradient on that

type of machine
thrilled one. The
personal factor in

handling the machine
came largely into

play. As one was
dependent entirely

upon the tune and
handling of the
engine, there was a

.^ense of satisfaction

in conquering a
steep hill that no climb on
can convey.

A NEW PAl'lERN TRIUMPH—

A

The new type 4 h.p. single-geared Triumph
decompressor engine of 85 X 97 mm

variably-geared mount

Mere Soloists Neglected.

_

The cry for the double purpose mount for solo and
sidecar work has resulted in the creation of a magnifi-
cent machine answering that requirement, but obviously
a compromise cannot be ideal for one purpose or the
other. Mere .soloists are not iieing catered for as they

Arguments for (he Simplest and Lightest

Single-cylinder Solo Mount for the

Sporting Class of Rider.

were years ago, passenger carrying being the vogue

in these days.

Do I despise the variably-geared machine ? Not
a bit, even though its riders will have the laugh

of me when I get stuck on a hill. Change-speeders

are magnificent, as I have already said, and they are

undoubtedly the machines for everyday riders, but

there is a class of sporting young rider, agile and keen,

who, I know, would cherish a mount on the lines of

the i6o lb. 3A h.p. solo bicycles of ten years ago. So
pleasant were my recollections of long runs, including

ascents of noted hills—such as Sutton Bank—that I

brooded over what a modem 3-^ h.p. engine should

do with its ten years' advancement in design and
general efficiency if fitted in a bicycle shorn of a clutch,

gear box,_ chains and chain case, and dynamo. The
removal of these items would represent possibly a

100 lb. weight reduction, a considerable relief to any
engine, and render the bicycle a thoroughbred indeed.

Those broken exhaust valves of olden days can now
be cured by the adoption of tungsten or stainless steel,

and the second bug-

bear of belts pull-

ing through at the

fastener never occurs

with modern belts.

I would risk it, I

thouglit, and experi-

ment, the final con-

sideration being the

saving of ^2^ or so

in cost atrd a reduc-

tion in petrol con-

sumption. So I com-
menced enquiries for

a 3J4 h.p. T.T.
mount of pre-war

days, but nothing

attractive coming my way, I laid my troubles

before the Triumph Co., and (joy!) my order

for a simple single was accepted, the memories
of the old enthusiasm for T.T. mounts years ago
still being fresh in the manager's memory. I have
got the machine—fitted with a 4 h.p. engine,

though I would have preferred a modern 3^4 h.p.

on the score of lightness—and it can be described in

a twinkling.

SIMPLE SOLO SINGLE,
ustrated Is fitted with a standard

530 c.c.
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Simply a Solo Single.—

It has a new rear frame, direct belt drive from an

adjustable pulley—and that's all ! At first I thought

of a Philipson governor pulley, but have postponed

that idea in the interests of \Yeight reduction. It is

merely an engine in a frame. Some will say that this

is a retrograde design, but I do not think so, for

engine efficiency has made marked advances, and in

any case the experiment is fascinating. Those riders

who dislike the snatch of a " double " drive should

try a plain belt again. That is but one good

point to set against the disadvantages of a gearless

and clutdiless macliine. Starting troubles of olden

days have, as I imagined, almost disappeared. Thanks
to the convenient primer and the decompressor, I can

walk beside my machine with the engine firing regu-

larly, and I can turn in the space of an ordinary road

without dismounting. This is with a gear of 4I to i,

on which ratio hills such as Edge and Tysoe are

easy work, and Newnham could be ascended faster

than the rider can negotiate the top corner. All these

gradients are about i in 6. In the Lake District or

Devonshire the single-geared machine would be napoo,

but how many long gradients of i in 5 does a rider

meet in a year's riding ? The acceleration is re-

markable. Though I have not been timed, my
"walking pace" gear ratio gives me a speed approach-

ing 53 m.p.h.—not so bad.

Engine Snatch on Greasy Surfaces.

It is only when passing over treacherous surfaces

that one automatically .feels for the clutch lever to

cushion the drive. It is bound to be

wanted—as well as a gear—many times

yet, for I have not sought for freak

hills ; but to determine the limitations

and possibilities of a

modern single-cylinder for

solo work was partly the

object of the experiment.

If readers want to know

3t3

more I shall be pleased, in the light of extended
experience, to record subsequent impressions : but

a word to novices—a single-geared machine is not your

ideal. Only if you are experienced and take an interest

in keeping your engine in the best of condition, and
further if you are nimble, can the essentially sporting

single-geared machine make a strong appeal to you.

Specification of a 3h h.p. Solo Mount.
Had I a works at my disposal, and for the moment

ignoring the cost of production, I should have drawn
up a specification somewhat as follows for my most
simple solo mount

:

Engine.—85x88 mm., medium compression, out-

side flywheel, cast iron liner in an aluminium shroud,

as in the B.R. aero engines of Capt. VV. O. Bentley's

design, but extended to include the top half of the

crank case. This would enable one to drop the lower

half of the crank case and thus expose the big end,

or even remove the connecting rod and piston complete

if necessary. Detachable cylinder head, and Ricardo

slipper type aluminium piston. Decompressor operated

by a convenient toe and heel pedal, as on the Ariel

motor bicycle. D.U.

Taking Motor Cycles into Australia.

We have to thank a reader who is a member of the

Australian Imperial
Forces for the informa-
tion that anyone return-

ing to Australia may
take a motor bicycle

with him free of duty,

the motor cycle being

counted as " personal

effects." This only ap-
plies to goods which
are the bond-fide pro-

perty of the passenger,

and are not intended

for sale or for a gift or

exchange in Australia.

THE SIMPLE SOLO SINGLE IN 1911. (Left) Fred Dover on his 3i h.p. single-geared Premier, upon which he rode round

the coast of Great Britain. (Top) O'Doncvan dl h.p. single-geared Singer), who completed 3,000 miles without opening his

tool-bag. (Right) W. J. Clarke, (3i h.p. Rex), who covered 2,700 miles in six days, June 6th to 1 Ith, 1911.
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THE QUESTION OF
ACCOMMODATION.

The Third

Passenger-^

Juvenile and

Adult—

on Pillion and

in Sidecar.

THE sidecar is frequently referred to as the most

economical form of motoring; for two. It is

also tlie clieapest means of transport for tliree

persons. This is at least one point where the sidecar

.scores over the three-wheel runabout for, while it is

almost impossible to find room for a third passenger

on a cycle car having three wheels, it is comparatively

easy to accommodate three adults on a sidecar outfit,

and this in a manner much more comfortable for the

third passenger than on the average light car fitted

with a dickey seat.

On a sidecar outfit it is a simple matter to fix a

sprung seat on the carrier for an adult, and many a

motor cyclist has travelled thousands of miles with his

wife in the sidecar and " grown-up " daughter on the

pillion, and, provided due attention is paid to the

method of fi.\ing and supporting the seat, there is

nothing to be said against the practice. Even the

3^4 h.p. outfit is used quite extensively in this manner,

though at first sight it appears a somewhat heavy load

for a 500 c.c. engine.

While three adults on such

a machine are not to be

recommended, one cannot

ignore the argument
brought forward by those

who find that the popular
single 3 '4 h.p. will do the

work. Briefly, the argu-

ment is this: a 3^/^ h.p.

outfit weighs approximately

350 lb., three adults ap-
proximately 450 lb. more,
making a total of 800 lb.

Sidecar dickey seat

embodied in a

Norton sidecar.

Engines of twice the size frequently are used in cycle

cars weighing 900 lb. unladen, and successfully carry

three adults who bring the total weight up to 1,350 lb.

In addition, the vehicle has four wheels against the

sidecar's three, and the effort required to overcome

the extra friction of the car type transmission and the

extra wind resistance brings up the total load on the

engine to quite twice that of a 3;^ h.p. carrying three

persons. Whether this is a reasonable view to take

is an open question. We know that a 354 h.p. will

take three persons, but it means hard work for the

engine, which must be detrimental if the outfit be used

a great deal in this manner. A 5-6 h.p. twin is the

smallest engine which can be expected to give satis-

faction if three adults are to be carried.

Inside or Outside the Sidecar ?

The majority of owners will prefer to carry the third

passenger on a pillion seat, but the alternative method '

of having a double-seated sidecar is well worth con-

sidering. True, the average tandem sidecar is not so

pleasing in appearance as the single-seater, but there

are good-looking tandems which, attached to a big

twin machine, do not look unduly large. There is

another two-seated sidecar which has not been seen in

this country in any great numbers. This is the sociable

sidecar with side-by-side seats. Probably this type is

only suitable for the most powerful machines owing to

the extra windage of the wider body, but except for

this the sociable sidecar has much to commend it.

It is in accommodating the juvenile passenger

that the greatest diflSculties

arise. It is a problem
which may be solved for

one year and have to be

tackled again the next.

That a baby can be

carried in the arms of its

mother is true, but even a

young baby can rob side-

earring of most , of its

pleasures if the sidecar is

not roomy. Especially is

this so if the mother is not

strong, when the strain

Hammock for a

baby " in arms," to

support most of
its weight, and a

hammock seat for a

child a little older.

The Tan Sad seat

for tandem or pillion

rider.

ACCOMMODATING
THE THIRD PASSENGER
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"^it THIS Badge
to YOUR machine

The Secretary,

A UTO-CYCLE UNION,
PALL MALL, LONDON,

S.W.I.

Please settd me Hirther particulars regarding

ilie advantages of becoming a member of the A,CM.,
together with Application Form for membership.

Name ..

Address
"The Motor Cycle," 3U /i9-

EVERY Motor Cyclist should

Join the A.C.U. without delay.

The A.C.U. gives its members the fullest

value for their subscriptions, and places en

organisation at their disposal which is

unapproached by any other association

ANNUAL

SUBSCRIPTION

TO THE

brings you the following FREE Benefits

:

FREE "GET-YOU-HOME" SCHEME, whereby in case ot accldenl

or breakdown on the road your machine is taken to the nearest garage and a

car is placed at your disposal to drive you and your passenger home or to the

nearest Railway Station, FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all matters

motor cycling, FREE Assistance of the R.A.C. Road Guides, h Kt-t

Use of a Reading Room at the R.A.C , FREE Assistance in Touring

and Foreign Travel, SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc.. etc

Fill in and Post the Information

Coupon for full details NOW I

In answering this advertisemtnt It is desirable to mention -The Motor Ci/de." 339
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GOOD APPEARANCE IS ANOTHER STRONG POINT OF THE SUPER RUNABOUT I

It appeals to men and women who want a car and do not feel justified in paying the car price. Here, they think, a!

they turn to watch it speed by, is a vehicle embodying most of the advantages of both sidecar and oar— a real steppin

stone between the two— clean, cosy, and compact.

If they obtain a catalogue they learn that it is fitted with a water-cooled 8-10 h.p. twin engine, three speeds and reverse

shaft and enclosed chain transmission, and 700 x 80 tyres. Such particulars may convey little to them, but on enquir

their more mechanical friends tell them that it is a sound engineering job, and one they can recommend. Then anothe

couple joins the ranks of motorists to experience the joys of the open road.

Write to-day tor advance list.

COVENTRY PREMIER LIMITED,

COVENTRY.
and Bristol House, 19-20, Holl o n Viaduct, London. E C,l

640 In answerinfj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.."
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In answering this advertisement it is desirable to inentinn "The Motor Cycle.
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The Question ol Accommodation.—

of sitting in a cramped position makes a moderately

long journey most fatiguing. Therefore, the motor

cyclist who contemplates taking his wife and baby

with him on his jaunts this year should devise some

Tandem sidecar for adult and child.

means to relieve his wife of the baby's weight. It

should be quite an easy matter to make a portable

hammock to be slung on the sides of the sidecar.

It is the slightly older child who is so difficult to

accommodate ; too young to sit on a stool at its

mother's knee, and too heavy to be " nursed " for long

journeys, probably a hammock seat to take the weight

from the mother's lap is the only solution to the

problem. When it is a little older a stool before the

seat will meet the case, but when the child reaches the

age of four the problem has to be tackled more
seriously, and probably a larger sidecar will be neces-

sary-. The stool is inadequate again; in fact the

hammock seat will be found useful in carrying a

juvenile inside the sidecar body from all ages until

he or she,becomes too big for the space available.

At eight—and until the child is a child no longer

—

proper accommodation has to be provided. If this is

to be in the sidecar, then the tandem type must come
into use, but there is no reason why the sociable idea

should not be considered. Without going to the width

of the side-by-side seater for two adults, it should be

possible to have on a chassis of conventional type a

body of sufficient width to accommodate one adult and

a juvenile. A few inches could be spared between

sidecar and driver, and on the majority of sidecars

there is quite a wide gap between sidecar and wheel

which could be utilised to advantage.

>-
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If a sociable sidecar on these lines were mauo it

might be found convenient to stagger thx. ^eating

slightly. Such accommodation would be quite suitable

for a boy or girl from eight to twelve years of age,

after which the juvenile becomes an adult so far as

seating is concerned, and the only means of accom-

modating her (or him) is on a full-size two-seated side-

car or on a pillion seat.
_,

Sidecars have been produced which have a diAey

seat for a child, but it cannot be claimed that they

are an unqualified success, for while the baby may

be content to go off into the land of dreams—-and it

almost invariably does when sidecarring—the child old

enough to occupy a dickey seat usually desires to see

more than the back panel of the sidecar body and

the bottoms of hedgerows streaking past in a blurr.

To summarise, it should not be a very difficult

matter to accommodate the third passenger—juvenile

or adult, but certain it is in the former case a large

number of motor cyclists do not take the trouble. Let

them do this and so make sidecarring a greater plea-

sure to their passengers, and then there will be fewer

A sociable- seated sidecar fitted to a Harley-Davidson motor cycle.

complaints of cramped quarters. In conclusion, it

should be remembered by those who do not occupy the

sidecar seat that the larger the sidecar the more com-

fortable it is, and that it should have a screen to keep

off the pressure of the wind, which is not noticed by

the man on the saddle.

-•••—<-

THE VICTORY CUP TRIAL.
THE first post-war open reliability trial to be held

in Great Britain is bound to attract a great deal

of interest, therefore the Victory Cup Trial,

organised by the Birmingham M.C.C. for Easter Mon-
day, will probably be well supported by Midland com-

petition riders. In addition to medals, the awards

will include three cups, i.e., the Victory Cup, presented

by Lord Calthorpe for the best performance on any

machine; the Duke Cup, presented by R. W. Duke,

Esq., for the next best performance; and the Evans
Service Cup, presented by P J. Evans, Esq., for the

best performance by a member or ex-member (either
^

sex) of His Majesty's Forces.

The start will be at 9 a.m. from the top of GriflSn's

Hill, Selly Oak, Birmingham, and the course will be

approximately 120 miles, taking in many of the well-

known hills in the Malvern and Cotswold districts, and

probably including the Old Wyche, Portway, Birdlip,

Gamble's Lane (Rising Sun), and Sudeley. The lunch

stop will be at Cheltenham.

The schedule has been worked out at 20 m.p.h., and

awards will be made on marks. The entries close on

Saturday, April 12th, the entry fees being £1 is. for

non-members of B. M.C.C. and los. 6d. for members.

The hon. trials secretary is Mr. S. K. Jones, 93,

John Bright Street, Birmingham.
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A SPRING RUN INTO KENT
AND SUSSEX.

Legend and Folklore of Old-world Villages.

APiilL 3rd, 1Q19.

By CHARLES G. HARPER.

THERE will be more enjoyment in the opening

spring runs of 1919 than many a year has

known; and Easter fortunately comes late this

year, so that the trees will not be altogether bare,

the days will be longer, and—if the spring itself be
not unkind—the w'eather warmer than that of most
E asters.

Where, then, shall we go? There is an actual em-
barrassment of clicice, for one can go so far nowadays,
and some folk are ambitious. This is not an ambitious

tour. It is, indeed, quite a little one, but I think it

will be found of interest. We will start from Hyde
Park Corner, and, coming out of London by New
Cross, Lee, and Eltham, make, by way of Sidcup
and Farningham, for Maidstone. It is an excellent

main road, and not likely to be lonely, to say the

least of it. The holiday-maker, come back anew to

the road after the winter, w-ill probably not want
to stop anywhere short of Maidstone, and the broad

highway leads him on. Beyond
that capital of Kent it is another

matter. Maidstone at holiday

times does not attract me ; nor, ,

indeed, does any considerable

town at such seasons. Otherwise I

would invite you to inspect the

upper floor of the curious old red-

brick Town Hall in the -High
Street, which was once used as a

lock-up. On its beams the prisoners

have left some quaint records

;

among them one Davis :
" Davis.

3 times here to please his wife."
And Davis yet again :

" Job wept
at Misfortune. Davis smiles. Davis.

1799. 3 months."
I confess I should like to know something more

of Davis : but it may not be 1

So we proceed on our way, making for Sutton

Valence and Headcorn ; now fairly in the midst of

Kentish ruralness. At thirteen miles from Maidstone
stands Biddenden, whose Easter Monday custom is

one of the objects of this little tour. It is one of the

several villages known locally and collectively as " the

dens," of which Smarden, Bethersden, and Rolvenden
are examples. Biddenden, once one of the Kentish
cloth-weaving villages, still has some of the old cloth-

weavers' cottages to show, and it is in addition a most
picturesque and old-world place; almost unique in

keeping to this day the original old rough flagstones,

quarried locally, which for centuries have paved the

footpaths of the village street. Exactly what Bidden-
den is the accompanying illustration serves to show :

an unspoiled community of the Kentish weald. There
are the old red-roofed cottages, with two or three inns,

and the grey church tower at the further end. Few
tourists know Biddenden. but it is locally famous for

the " Biddenden Maids," sisters who are reputed to

B4-

A Biddenden cake.

The old church. Rye.

have lived in

the twelfth cen-

tury, and to

have founded
the charity
which ' is still

oddly cele-

brated every
Easter Mon-
day. Some anti-

quaries insist

that the famous
"Maids"
never existed,

but that view

is not popular in -Biddenden itself; and the anti-

quaries, while (as we think) unreasonably sceptical,

do not explain how, if they never had any existence,

the charity came into being. The accepted legend

tells hoff Eliza and Mary Chulkhurst were twins, born

in Siamese twin fashion, joined together at hips and
shoulders. Thus they are supposed to have lived

thirty-four years; and, when one sister died, the other

survived her by only six hours. They died, according

to the story, in iioo, and bequeathed " twenty acres,

more or less," for the purpose of providing an income

by which annually, on Easter Day, the poor of Bidden-

den were to receive each a loaf and a piece of cheese

;

and in addition all strangers passing through the

village were to have a cake stamped with the effigies

of the sisters. No trace of this will has ever been

found, nor can the date of the first celebration be

traced. In fact, the antiquaries aforesaid consider

that the date stamped on the cakes should be " 1500,"

not " HOC." The charity has been at least once in

danger, notably in 1656, when the then rector of

Biddenden, one William Horner, laid claim to the
" Bread and Cheese Land," but happily failed. This

land now produces some ^^o annually. Until 1906

the distribution of bread and cheese took place at the

church door after morning service on Easter Sunday,

the cakes being handed to all and sundry at the same
time. Crowds came with the object of receiving one

Biddenden, an old Kentish cloth weaving village.
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A Spring Run into Kent and Sussex.
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of those singular cakes ; and the day was changed to

Monday, in the hope that not so many people would
be able to put in an appearance.

The picturesque ruins of Ore old churcli.

The bread and cheese distribution is now made at a

cottage which was once the old workhouse, half a

mile from the village, at ten o'clock in the morning.

There are about one hundred recipients of this dole.

The so-called "cakes." of which any stranger may
obtain one or two. are desirable rather as curiosities

than as edibles. They are made of plain flour and

water, and are, in fact, a kind of biscuit, impressed

by a wooden stamp with two curious (and ferociously

hideous) figures of the legendary sisters.

Old-world Places.

Tenterden. in a further four and a half miles, is

one of those old remote and unchanged towns, which

look much alike, holidays or no holidays. It is a

stately and a likeable place. The most interesting way
from it to Rye is by Smallhythe, a tiny hamlet with

very picturesque half-timbered houses and the most

remarkable toll-gate in England. The gate admits to

a privately-owned road, and the tolls are eccentric.

Pedestrians pay one farthing, a motor bicycle three-

pence.

Rye looms ahead, prominent on its hilltop across

the marshes : an old, old town, beloved of artists.

There are the old quays, the Ypres Tower, the Mer-
maid Inn, the cobblestone streets, to tell of what an
old seaport was hke centuries ago. Rye is quiet, but

Winchelsea is dead and buried as a seaport. Once
ships came to the haven under the hill, but the sea

is now two miles distant, and sheep graze where vessels

once rode at anchor.

Eleven miles of a swooping undulating road bring

one to Hastings, which the spring tourist, now on the

road for the first time after the winter, may like to

vkit for the invigorating sea .air. To me the most

interesting part of Hastings is the Old Town, where

some quaint streets survive. There, too, is St.

Clement's Church, with the old cannon-ball in the

upper part of the tower, shot into it by the French
or the Dutch at some date unknown. Down on the

beach, in the fishermen's quarter, the odd " tackle

boxes," where the fisherfolk store their nets and other

gear, form a curious survival.

The Return.
We have now come some seventy-three miles. There

are two London roads out of Hastings : the new,
through Silverhill and Bohemia, and the old, through
the Old Town and Ore. Both meet at Baldslow, and
both are horribly infested by tramlines. But the old

road for preference. Rarely noticed at Ore, away to

the left, is Ore old church, roofless and fast going to

complete ruin. The sole reason for neglecting it was
that the people of Ore new village lusted for a brand
new building beside the road.

At Baldslow we leave the tramlines behind, and
come up along the main road to London through

Battle, too well known to be mentioned in detail.

Thence by Robertsbridge and up Silver Hill to Hurst
Green and a junction of roads at the approach to

Lamberhurst. Instead of proceeding into the village,

we turn here to the left, leaving the main road through

Tonbridge to London, and make for Tunbridge Wells

by Frant, a very good and fast road indeed. The
only things to interest the pilgrim in search of the

picturesque in Tunbridge Wells are the unique old

promenade called " The Pantiles " and the red brick

church hard by dedicated to " King Charles the

Martyr "—one of the five churches in this country thus

honouring the memory of Charles the First. I should

like to add that no man knoweth why " Tonbridge"
should be spelled with an " o " and "Tunbridge
Wells" with a " u."
An interesting way back to London is by Langton

Green. Passing the church and then turning right,

one comes in two miles to the quiet spot called
" Pound's Bridge," with the inn of that name as its

chief feature. It bears the date " 1593," and was

built by one William Darkenall, rector of Penshurst,

as a residence. Strange fortune made an inn of it

^

Tackle boxes at the fishermen's quarters, Hastings

many years ago. Penshurst itself, one of the prettiest

villages in Kent, lies ahead ; famous for Penshurst

Place, the baronial home of the Sidneys. Straight on,

to Penshurst railway station and then turning left, a

good six miles run follows to Crockenhill, in the midst

of the Kentish fruit farming district. Then come
Limpsfield and Oxted, followed by Tyler's Green,

hard by Godstone. Turning here to the right, and

climbing up to Caterham, the way grows suburban to

Purley and Croydon. The whole trip comes to 140

miles.
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How (he Blue Riband of (he Motor Cycle World originated,

and its Progress up to the Present Time.

THE memory of the public is proverbially short,

and perhaps it is not generally known how
closely The Motor Cycle is connected with the

origin of the Tourist Trophy Race. Nor is it fully

appreciated how the race has grown from an after-

dinner suggestion to the Blue Riband of the whole
motor cycle world. To re\'iew the famous race is the

object of this article, and no doubt it will serve to

refresh the memory of our older readers, in addition

to placing before new-comers to the sport and pastime
a comprehensive history of the classic event.

The first suggestion that such a race as the T.T.
would be keenly followed by motor cyclists and benefit

the movement was made by the late Mr. H. AV.

Staner, editor of The Autocar and at that time
managing editor of The Motor Cycle. This was at

the A.C.U. dinner in January, 1906, and the very

uncertain position of the motor cycle movement at that

time (due to daily press attacks) is revealed in the

following extracts from Mr. Staner's speech.

A Perpetual Challenge Trophy.
Was he, he asked, at a funeral banquet? It

might be so. Motor cycling was dead—at least so

said its enemies. . . . Motor cycling was the

finest amusement in the world. . . . He hoped
that some competition could be arranged for motor
cycles on the lines of the car Tourist Trophy. He
suggested that the engine dimensions and weight
should be limited and that the machine should be
fitted with mudguards, brakes, etc., and should be
fit to ride as a touring machine.
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That a Tourist Trophy race would be held during

the next year was announced in The Motor . Cycle fo)

December 12th, 1906, and in the following issui

particulars were given of the trophy, which, it was

announced, would be presented by the Marquis d£

Mouzilly St. Mars—a gentleman who had done ar

enormous amount of work towards the furtherance oi

the motor cycle sport and industry. It was presentee

as a perpetual challenge trophy and the race was td

be an international one.

Classifying the Competitors.

The main object of holding the competition was to

show that British motor cycles could beat their foreign

competitors.

Although the first race was not a consumption trial,

each machine was allowed only a certain amount cA

fuel. There were two classes—singles and twins-^

and the allowance of petrol for the former was on'

a basis of 90 m.p.g. and that for the twins 75 m.p.g.

Each rider was given an extra pint for leakage and

wastage. The course was from St. John's to Balla-

craine, via Creg Willey's Hill to Kirk Michael, and

back to the starting point by way of Peel—a distance

of 15-1 miles, which was covered ten times.

In 1908 the petrol allowance was reduced to a

gallon for a hundred miles for the singles and a gallon

for eighty miles for the twins. This year no machines

were allowed to be fitted with pedals.

In 1907 and 1908 the single and multi-cylindered

machines were raced separately, but in subsequerit

races there was one class only—single and multi-

.
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cylindered macliines competing against each other,

although not exactly on equal terms, the singles being
handicapped until 191 2, when the capacity limit of

500 CO. applied to all types of engine.

In 1909 the fuel allowance was abandoned and a
cylinder capacity limit imposed, the singles being
limited to 500 c.c. and the multi-cylinders to 750 c.c.

In 1 910 tlie single-cylinder capacity limit remained
the same, but that of the multi-cylinders was reduced
to 670 c.c, while in 191 1 the capacity of the multi-

cyHnder machines was further reduced to 585 c.c.

From the schedule on page~35i it will be seen that

in 1907 and 1908 the singles of 431 and 454 c.c. were
considerably faster than the twins of 662 and 745 c.c.

capacity. That great improvement was deemed to have
been made in the latter type is revealed by the reduc-

tion of the twin c.c. limit to 670 c.c. in 19 10 and 585
c.c. in 1911. The A.C.U. evidently underestimated

tlie advance in twin design, and by the time it

realised this and raced all types on equal terms the

Scott two-stroke twin had come forward as a speed
machine.

1 91 1 saw the first of the Junior races with singles

. limited to 300 c.c. and twins to 340 c.c, but in 1912
the limit was made 350 c.c. for aJl types.

In 1911, also, the course was changed from one 155
' miles in length to z^zy^ miles for the Senior and 225

miles for the Junior race. This was the car trophy

course, known as the four-inch course, on account

of the fact that the engines of the cars using it were
limited to a 4in. bore.

Single V. Twin.
In the six Senior races in which singles raced against

twins (1909-1914 inclusive), the single-cylinder scored

in the last event only, i.e., the Rudge in 1914. In

three of these races the twins were given the advantage

of increased cubical capacity. Of the three remaining

races, in which the two types raced on equal terms as

regards cylinder capacity, the Scott two-stroke won
twice (191 2 and 1913)—hence the net result of the

six races was as follows

:

585, 670, and 750 c.c. twins versus 500 c.c. singles;

the two-cylinder won three times. 500 c.c. twins versus

500 c.c singles; two-cylinder two-stroke won twice,

one -cylinder four-stroke won once.

Thus it will be seen that a four-stroke twin (V or flat)

has not yet succeeded in beating a single of the same

_ capacity.

Highest Average Speeds.

The highest average speed in the Senior T.T. was

that of Mr. C. R. CoUier (5 h.p. Matchless), the

winner in 1910, when the old course was covered at

an average speed of 50.6 m.p.h.

In the Junior T.T. the machines have raced on

-equal terms, excepting in the first of the races in 1911,

when the twins were given the advantage of an_ extra

40 c.c. capacity. The net results give three wins to

V twins and one to a single (A.J.S., 1914).

Mr. Eric AVilliams (A.J.S.), the winner of the last

Junior T.T., made the fastest time of the series, Mr.

C. Williams (A.J.S.), second in the 1914 race, making

second fastest time of the series, the average speeds

being 45.6 and 44.7 m.p.h. respectively.
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In the earlier races the places were about equally

divided between the Triumph and Matchless machines,

but after the Indian secured first, second, and_ third

places in 1911, tliis rivalry became submerged in the

brilliant successes of others.

The results given below show that throughout the

history of the T.T. race six makes only figured in the

first, second, and third positions. This is excluding

the multi-cylinder classes of 1907 and 1908.

1907 ... I. Matchless. 2. Triumph. 3. Triumph.

1908 ... I. Triumph. 2. Matchless. 3- Triumph.

1909 ... I. Matcliless. 2. Indian. 3. Trmmph.
1910 ... I. Matchless. 2. Matchless. 3. Trmmph.
igti ... I. Indian. 2. Indian. 3. Indian.

1912 ... I. Scott. 2. Triumph. 3. Matchless.

1913 ... I. Scott. 2. Rudge. 3. Indian.

1914 ... X. Kudge. 2. {f^lrr-} - '^I^'^"'^=-

Senior T.T. Leaders.

If we count the twin-cylinder classes of 1907 and

1908 and make a total of ten races, it will be seen

that it was possible for thirty different makes to figure

as first, second, or third in the Senior results. Instead

of thirty (or rather thirty-one, because in «ne race two

machines tied for second place), twelve only can be

mentioned, and seven of these are only
_

mentioned

once. These twelve makes secure the following places :

First. Second. Third. Total.

Bat - I - I

Dot t - - I

F.N - - I
;

Indian i 3 2 6

Matchless 3 2 2 ^

Norton i - ~ ^

Rex - - I I

Rudge I I - 2

Scott 2 - - 2

Sunbeara - I — t

Triumph I 2 4 7

Vindec - i - ^

Junior T.T- Leaders.

Treating the Junior T.T. in a similar manner, we

arrive at the following results:

lirst. Second. Third. Total.

Douglas (2-cyi.) I 2 ~ 3

Fdovard (2-cyl.) - - 2 2

Humber (2-cvl.) I - - '

Matchless (i-cyl.) - I - '

N.U.T.-J.A.P. (2-cyl.) .1 - - I

Ivv-Precision (i-cvl.) . . - - I I

A.j.S. (i-cyl.) I I - 2

Enfield - - I 1

Thus ui four races eight makes secure a place out

of a possible twelve, which is a more equal distribution

of honours than in the Senior T.T.

The Next T.T.

The next T.T. race is likely to surpass all others on

the point of interest. For one reason, there will have

been a gap of five years, and most engine designers

have learned more during that time than any similar

period before. In all probability we shall see a very

keen contest between five different types of engine,

i.e., the four-stroke singles, V twins and flat twins,

and two-stroke singles and twins, and while present-

day tendencies appear to indicate that the high-

revving flat twin will be prime favourite, it would not

surprise us if the single-cylinder type gave the motor

cycling world a surprise. The single four-stroke still

holds all the 500 c.c. records, and the makers of this

type of engine still retain their faith in it, even as a

record breaker.
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THE TOUESST TIR0PHY RAC!
1907-1914.

Classification of Enlranls. First Tliree in each Race, and file Machines Ihey rode.

Conditions.

No. of Entrants.

Rider and JIachiuc.

Particulars of Engine.

Time.

.Aver-

age

Speed,

ni.p.li.

Date.

Singles.
Multi-

cyl.
Total.

No.
of

c:yl.

Boro.

mm.
Stroke,

mm.

Capa-
city,

c.c.

1907

Two classes.

Singles and multi-cylin-

dei-s.

Fuel limits of one gal.

per 90 miles for

singles ; 1 gal. for

75 miles for miiltis.

> 17 8 25
<

Singles.

C. R. ColUer, 3i h.p. Matchless.

J. Marshall, 3.V h.p. Triumph.
F. Hulbert, 3,Vh.p. Triumph.

' Twins.
H. R. Fowler. 5 h.p. Norton.
AV. H. Wells, 5 h.p. Vindec.

W. Heaton, 5 h.p. Hex.

1

1

1

2

2

2

85
.82

82

75
75
77

76
8(1

86

75
75
80

431

454
454

602
662
745

h. ni. s.

4 8 8J
4 19 47§
4 27 49g

4 21 52^
4 53 44J
5 11 3 J

38.5
36.5
35.5

36.2
32,3
30.5

1908

Two classes.

Singles and multi-cylin-

ders.

Fuel limits, 1 gal. for

100 miles for singles :

1 gal. for 80 miles

multis.

1

^^ 22 37 J

Singles.

J. Marshall, 3.', h.p. Triumph.
C. R. CoUier, 3.V h.p. MatcWess.
Sir R. K. .4irbuthnot, 3i h.p. Tri'ph.

Multis.

H. Reed, 5 h.p. Dot.
W. H. Bashall, 0-7 h.p. Bat.

R. 0. Clark, 5 h.p. F.N.

1

1

1

2

2

4

84
85

84

75
76
50

80
76
86

75

95
57

476
431

476

662

431

494

3 54 50

3 57
4 7 5J

4 5 58
4 8 15

4 11 2

40f,

40
381

38.1,

38"

371

1909

Fuel limits abandoned.
1 class only. Capacity

limits ; singles 500 c.c.

multis 750 c.c.

' 31 28 59
(1) H. A. ColHer, 5 h.p. Matchless.

(2) 0. I.ee Evans, 5 h.p. Indian.

(3) W. F. Newsome, 3* h.p. Triu'ph.

2

2

1

85
71.5

85

05
89
88

738
714
499

3 13 37
J.

3 17 35J
3 31 10

49.04
48
44.92

1910

1 class only. Capacity
limits : singles 500 c.c.

multis 670 c.c.

43 40 83
(1) C. R. Collier, 5 h.p. MatcUess.

(2) H. A. Colher, 5 h.p. Mat<5hless.

(3) W. Creyton, 3i h.p. Triumph.

.2

2

1

85.5

85.5

85

58
58
88

666
666
499

3 7 24
3 12 45
3 17 58

50.62
49.22
47.92

1911

Capacity limits :

Singles, 500 c.c.

Multis, 585 c.c.

^ 43 24 .|
(1) 0. C. Godfray, 3J h.p. Indian.

(2) C. B. Franklin. 3J h.p. Indian.

(3) A. J. Moorhousc. 33 h.p. Indian.

2

2

70
70
70

76
76
76

584
584
584

3 56 10

3 59 52
4 5 34

47.1

47
46

1912

Capacity limit

:

500 c.c. in all types. 27 22 49
(1) F. A. Applebee. 3J h.p. Scott.

(2) J. R. Hasweii, "4 n.p. Triumph.

(3) H. A. CoUier, i\Iatchless.

2

1

2

69.8

85

70

63.5

88
C4.5

486
499
496

3 51 3

3 57 57

4 1 56

48.69
47.28
46.50

1913

Capacity Unlit

:

500 c.c. for all types. 78 2.3 103
(1) H. 0. Wood, 3i h.p. Scott.

(2) A. R. Abbott, Z\ h.p. Rudge.

(3) A. H . Alexander' 3J h.p. Indian

2
1

2

09.8

85
70

63.5

88
64.5

486
499
496

5 26 18

5 26 23

5 30 11

48.28
48.27
47.67

1914

Capacity limit

:

500 c.c. for all types.
- 40 53 102

(1) C. G. PuUin, 3J h.p. Rudge.
,,. (H. R. Davies, 3J h.p. Sunbeam.
^-MO. C. Godfrey, 3.V h.p. Indian.

(4) H. V. ColTer, 3^ h.p. Matchless.

1

1

2

2

85
85
69.8

70

88

88

65
64.5

499
499>

498;
496

4 32 48

4 39 12

4 39 23

49.49

48.39

48.36

JUNIOR T.T. RACE FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS*

1911

Capacity Umit

:

Singles, 300 c.c.

Twins, 340 c.c.

21 16 37 •

(1) P. J. Evans, 2J h.p. Hnmber.

(2) H. A. Collier, 2 h.p. Matchless.

(3) H. J. Cos, 2| h.p. Forward.

2

1

2

60
76
56

60
65.5

69

340
297
339

3 37 7

3 46 20
3 55 56

41.

i

39|
38

1912
Capacity Umit

:

350 c.c. for all types. 9 16 25
1

(1) W. H.Eashall, 1\ h.p. Douglas.

(2) E. Kickham, 2-?- h.p. Douglas.

(3) H. J. Cox, 11 h.p. Forward.

2

2

2

60.7

00.7

56

60
60
70

350
350
344

3 46 59
3 51 36
4 6 29

39.65
38.86
36.51

1913
Capacity Umit

:

350 c.c. for aU types. 11 33 44 •

(1) H. Mason, 2i h.p. N.U.T.

(2) W. F. Ne\isomc, Douglas.

(3) H. C. Newinau, Ivy.

2

2

1

60
60.7

70

61

60
90

344
350
346

5 8 34
5 9 20
5 23 6

43.73
43.04
41.79

1914
Capacity limit

:

350 c.c. for aU types. 15 34 49
(1) E. WilUams, 2-J h.p. A.J.S.

(2) 0. WiUiams, 2£- h.p. A.J.S.

(3) F. J. WaUicr, 3 h.p. Enfield.

1

1

2

74
74
60

81

81

61

348
348
345

4 6 50

4 11 34
4 19 65

45.6
44.7
43.3
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PREPARING FOR THE
ROAD.

GIVEN fine weather motor cyclists

should have a glorious Easter.

The weather has been so bad
in the early part of the year and
Easter comes so late in 1919 that we
may look forward in pleasurable

anticipation to days of sunshine. It

will also be an exceptional holiday
;

the war is over, there is a spirit of

freedom about, and it will be enjoyed all the more,
because the motor cycle has been denied to so many
during recent years. There is only one fly in the oint-

ment, and that is the roads, which, in many places,

are not good, but we are better off in this respect

in England than elsewhere, and, provided the rough
stretches are taken easily, no troubles should be ex-

perienced.

Now, troubles are avoided by care in the motor
cycle house, and all the time possible should be spent
in preparing the machine for the road. The first

thing to do is to clean it down thoroughlv. Begin
with the engine, and, with a good supply of paraffin

and brushes, remove oil and road dust until all is

scrupulously clean. Special engine cleaning brushes
can be obtained from most dealers, but often an old

stiff paint brush is better, as it will more easily reach
the nooks and crannies where oil and dirt collect,

as it is usually not too thick at the end. A cycle

cleaning brush of a kind sometimes, we believe, sold

as a bottle brush, is very useful. The small flat end
is good for cleaning inaccessible places on the engine,

and the long narrow part is specially adapted for all

other parts of the machine which are difficult to reach.

Paraffin is unfortunatelv expensive, but it is the only
convenient medium for removing grease and oil at the
present time. There is no need to polish the machine
until it is ready for the road, the object of cleaning

A special tool for opening piston rings.

being to render the motor bicycle pleasant to work-

upon, to ensure parts working freely, and to reveal to-

the owner those defects which are only apparent

through careful examination. In the cleaning process

the rider is brought into intimate contact with his

mount, and, as he proceeds, he comes upon loose

nuts, badly working control wire, improperly adjusted

tappets, a loose steering head, and other such defects

which, if not put right at home, may cause delay or

serious trouble, on the road.

If the machine has been stowed away for some time,

it is almost certain that, in consequence of months of

abominable weather, the magneto rocker arm is .stuck

up owing to the fibre bush having sweHed through

damp. The object of

this "bush is not generally

known ; it is not for insu-

lating purposes,, but it is

made of fibre because

this is the only suitable

material which will allow the rocker arm to work for'

long without lubrication. Consequently no oil should

be placed on the rocker spindle, as it only aggravates'

the trouble. A piece of emery cloth wrapped round a.

match and AY.orked through the bush may effect an im-

provement. The tang of a' file may be used in an emerg-

ency, but usually it is of too steep a taper. The best

method is to use a special reamer made to size. Such a

tool was once placed on the market by Simms Motor-

Units, but was withdrawn as there was apparently no"

market for it.

Now that so many motor bicycles are being taken

out of store and being made ready for the road again,

it would seem that this simple little device would be

especially welcome. It consists of a tiny D-shaped

reamer made accurately to size and riveted on to a

magneto spanner in the same manner as the gauge

usually attached to this tool.

A magneto spanner fitted with

a fibre bush reamer.
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(1) Cleaning inaccessible parts. A narrow brush is convenient for this purpose. (2) Every part should be examined.

(3) Using the grinder. Note the pedal cycles hung overhead so as to be out of the way.

(4j Making a cutter out of an old mowing machine blade. (5) Filling up. The modem motor bicycle has large filler caps and so

a good-sized funnel can be used. (6) Ready for the road.

While paying attention to the magneto it is advis-

able to trim up the platinum points, set them to break

.4 mm., and touch up the carbon brush and clean the

collector ring. If chain-driven, the tension of the

magneto chain ishould be adjusted when necessary, for

a slack chain means late ignition.

The cylinder and piston should be cleaned of carbon
and the valves taken out and examined. It is also

advisable to wash out the crank case with paraffin and
insert at least three charges of oil.

Attention to Valves.
It is almost certain that the exhaust valve will need

attention, and if it is in bad condition it is best to take

out the
'

' pits " in a lathe by taking a slight skim off

the face, or if no lathe is available put the valve in a

bench drill, get someone to turn the handle, and hold

a piece of emery cloth at the correct angle against the

valve face until all trace of pits has disappeared. Then
grind the valve on to its seating with grinding com-
pound, and if it is thought necessary to give a very

fine finish, complete the job with rouge. If the whole

of the grinding is done in the cylinder it is a long and

tedious process, resulting in much wear of the seating.

Attention should be paid to the strength of the valve

springs, and if weak they should be renewed. The
rings should be removed from the piston and replaced

if badly worn, the ring grooves being carefully cleaned

at the same time, but if the rings are free they are

best left alone. A useful tool can be purchased

for opening the rings, after which they may be slid off

or on to the piston, or if no special tool is handy_ they

may be removed by placing three slips of tin vertically

at equal intervals round the piston, and sliding the

rings on these. The novice must remember that piston

rings are exceedingly brittle.

The carburetter should be cleaned and the controls

carefully examined, and a spot of oil on the Bpwden

wires where they enter their outer casings is advisable.

When the engine has been reassembled it should be

run for a minute on half throttle or less, and then the

valve tappets may be adjusted to give a clearance

about equal to the thickness of the blue cover of The

Motcr Cycle. A complete overhaul should, of course,

include taking down all ball bearings in the bicycle

parts, washing them in paraffin, replacing any broken

balls, and carefully adjusting the bearuigs.

To Adjust the Head.
To test the adjustment of the steering head the rider

should stand astride the saddle and try to_ lift the

machine by raising the handle-bar grips. It is almost

certain that plenty of play will be found, which, of

course, should be taken up. This is an important

b6i
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The Machine in the Garage.—

point which is far too often neglected, and few appre-

ciate that it is advisable to test the head adjustment

every few hundred miles. The head is a part of the

machine which has to put up with heavy stresses,

especially at the present time when so much riding

has to be done over rough roads, and neglect means
worn ball races or perhaps more serious trouble.

Change>speed Gears.
Now, as regards change-speed gears. The modern

countershaft gear box is likely to need little attention

save lubrication, but care should be taken that the

gears engage properly. In the case of hub gears it

is most essential to see that the bracket on which the

change-speed lever is mounted is firm, otherwise the

gear wheels will not mesh properly and will suffer

damage. A useful item in the motor cycle house is a

force feed oilcan. This type is vastly superior to

the ordinary kind, as it causes the oil to be forced

right into the bearing, and is especially valuable in

lubricating such points as wheel bearings and spring

fork links. The rider should be careful to oil all mov-
ing parts such as links, brake rod joints, Bowden con-

trol stops, etc.

Next, the tyres having been removed, the rims

should be cleaned and painted. It is most unwise

> >•••—
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The Principal Motor Cycle Records existing on April 3rd, 1914. {See article on page 324.)

Class.

Duration or

Distance. Date. Rider. Cyls. Macliine,

Bore and
Stroke. CO. Record.

Speed,

m.p.h.

A.

Under
250 c.c.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

17/ 4/14

31/10/11

W. A. Jacobs.

N. D. Slatter.

1

I

1

Singer.

Alcyon.

65x75"

62x82

249

247

381s.

Im. Ifs.

43 miles 850 yds.

57.65 •

58.63
43.48

Al.
Under
275 c.c.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

26/ 8/11

23/9/11

H. Martin 1

1

1

Martin-Jap. 76x 59.5

76x 60

270

272

33.68s.

55.60s.

54 miles 310 yds.

66.42
64.75
54.17

B.
Under
350 c.c.

Flying km- - .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

19/12/12

19/10/13

S. L. Bailey.

G. E. Stanley.

2

2

1

Douglas.

Singer.

60.9X 60
60.9 X 60
75 x79

350
350
349

30.8s.

51.4s.

62 miles 1,199 yds.

72.63
70.04
62.68

C.

Under
500 c.c.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

6/ 4/14
6/ 4/14
15/10/12

D. R. O'Donovan

G. E. Stanley.

1

1

1

Norton.

Singer.

79X 100

85X 88

490

499

27.6s.

45.4s.

67 miles 782 yds.

81.05
78.60
67.44

D.
Under
750 c.c.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour ......

6/ 4/14
0/ 4/14
15/10/12

D. R. O'Donovan 1

1

G. E. Stanley. 1

Norton.

Singer.

79 X 100

85x88

490

499

27.6s.

45.4s.

67 miles 782 yds.

81.05
78.60
67.44

E.

Under
1,000 c.c.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

2/ 5/14
11/ 8/11
21/11/11

S. George.

C. R. Collier.

A. J. Moorhouse.

2

2

Indian.

Matchless-Jap.

Indian.

82.5x93
-

90 X78.4
82.5X 93

998 23.93s.

39.40s.

70 miles 1,388 yds.

93.48
91.37
70.78

F.
Under 350 c.c.

with sidecar.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

7/ 2/14

13/8/14

A. C. Starace.

T. B. Haddock.

2

2

1

N.S.U.

A.J.S.

54.5X 75

74
'

X 81

349

348

43.8s.

Im. 12.43.

41 mUes 757 yds.

51.07
49.72
41.43

G.
Under 500 c.c.

with sidecar.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

6/ 4/14

18/10/13

D. R. O'Donovan

C. G. PuUin.

1

1

1

Norton.

Rudge.

79 X 100

85x88

490

499

34|s.

58s.

52 miles 764 yds.

64.65
62.07
52.43

H.
Under 750 c.c.

with sidecar.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

6/ 4/14

18/10/13

D. R. O'Donovan

E. B. Ware.

1

1

2

Norton.

Zenith-Jap.

79x 100

76x 82

490

744

34|s.

58s.

56 miles 542 yds.

64.65
62.07
56.30

I. Under
1,000 c.c.

with sidecar.

Flying km. . .

.

Flying mile .

.

1 hour

17/ 5/12
17/ 5/12
18/10/12

G. F. Hunter.
F. W. Barnes.

E. B. Ware.

2
2

2

Zenith-Jap. 90x77

76x82

986

744

30.76s.

51.35s.

56 miles 542 yds.

72.72
70.11
56.30

to start a holiday on bad tyres, and great care should

be exercised in seeing that both covers and tubes are

sound. All nuts should be examined, and last, but

not least, the lamps should be overhauled. The best

plan when an acetylene generator has been neglected

for a long time is to place it and all its parts in a bucket

of water and leave them there for an hour or so, then

remove all trace of residue by scraping and by the

aid of a stiff brush, and dry thoroughly before filling.

It is most essential to see tiiat the lamp is clean, the

filter should be taken apart, and the gas passages

should be clear. Remove the burner and blow it
\

through with a, tyre pump.

Accessories and Fittings*

Finally, the motor cyclist should cast an eye over

his accessories and fittings, look to his speedometer

drive, and see that the pinions are not meshing too

deeply, and that the_ speedometer itself, the horn,

mirror, and watch are firmly in place. Then, after

a final polish, the motor cycle is ready for the Easter

trip. After attention such as is suggested a no-trouble

"non-stop " run may be anticipated. Time spent in

the motor cycle house is time well spent. It is ' a

splendid cure for brain fag, and well rewards the

rider who indulges in this form of relaxation.

AlLETTE.
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "'Tbe Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must b8 accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the papsr only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Advanced Prices.

I placed an order with a local

^ firm for an 8 h.p. sidecar for 112

^ guineas. I gave a deposit of
-LI £5. 1 got a letter to say that

there was an advance on the

price of eight guineas, which I would
have to pay. I shall be greatly obliged

if you will tell me whetlier I shall

have to pay the extra.—C.J.

Unless your receipt for the £5 states

the price to be 112 guineas, we fear you
will have a poor case. It is more than
likely that the firm in question print

their conditions in the catalogue or on a

slip attached to their receipts covering

this point. If, however, your receipt

states definitely the price, and there is

.no mention made of possible .idvauces,

vou can hold them to that figure.

Removing the Timing Pinion.

(1.) I have a 1911 3^ h.p

_ Bradbury, whicli I am overhaul-

V i'lg. Will you kindly tell mt
how to remove the small pinion

which drives the timing wheels?
The valve rocker arms are worn

into fairl_v deep holes, especiaUy the

rocker for the exhaust valve. Can this

be remedied by putting the little steel

tappet adjuster caps over the lower end
of the tappet stem? (3.) What is the

correct valve setting for this machine?

(2

-E.R.W.

(1.) The small pinion is secured by means
of a nut. Tliis nut should be removed,
and it can then be seen if the pinion is

keyed on. If it is keyed it may be with-

drawn by the aid ot a small tool drawer,
I obtainable from such firms as Bransom
and Kent, 70, Great Eastern Street,

London, E.C.2, and Lake and Elliot,

Ltd., Albion Works, Braiiitree, Essex,
etc. If, however, it is screwed on it

will require a special tool, which the

makers may supply, for removing it.

, (2.) The tappet adjuster caps would
certainly improve matters, but a new
rocker "arm should be fitted if possible.

(3.) Time the engine in the following
way : Valivs.—Set the exhaust valve to

close just after the completion of the
exhaust stroke. Jt will then commence
to open when the piston is about one-
seventh of the length of the stroke from
the bottom of the firing stroke. The inlet

should commence to open as the exhaust
closes, and remain open for one complete
stroke of the piston, or while the flywheels
turn through 180°. Magneto.—Place the

j

piston exactly on top of the compression
stroke, and connect up the magneto with
the points just about to break and the
ignition lever two-thirds retarded.

A Faulty Mixture.

I have recently obtained an old

J^ Kerry motor cycle, which has an
> automatic inlet valve and a B.
-LJ and B. carburetter. It starts up

easily with the air closed and the
gas about half open, but when I mount
the machine and open the throttle to

threequarters and begin to open the air

slightly tlie engine stops. I have
put a little tap in the induction pipe,

and if I open it slightly the machine
gains a little more speed. Can you
kindly give me some advice' on the

matter?—L.E.JI.

It looks verj- much as if you are opening
the air too soon. Continue running for

a short time before you open the air,

that is, until the machine has attained a
little speed and has become wanned up,
then open the air slightly, giving the
engine as much as it will take. If you
find the engine runs better with the tap

in the induction pipe open, then leave it

open, for more air is required.

An ancient L.M.C., which originally had

an' automatic inlet valve, converled by

Mr. R. R. Harris, a Gjventry motor cyclist.

The cam for the inlet was welded on to the

second wheel in the magneto train. Most

details of the additions are to be seen in

the illustration. The alterations have effected

a great improvement in the power of the

engme.

Difficult Starting.

I have a large, low compression,

single-cylinder engine on my run-

about, which is often difficult to

start. The magneto runs at

engine speed and is timed to fire

just before the top of the compresssion

stroke. Will it be safe and an im-

provement to adopt the following

method of starting up : Shut off the

extra air lever of the B. and B. carbu-

retter and lead a small copper pipe con-i

nected with the acteylene generator

through one of the holes of the fixed air

intake; turn on the water and then

crank the engine?—J.P.S.

Acetj'lene is not very reliable in its

action, and it would be safer to use a

gas jet to enable you to start easily. Just

push a piece of rubber pipe from a gas

bracket up the fixed air inlet of the carbu-

retter, leaving the throttle and air a little

way open, and the engine will start quite

easily.

Old Carburetters.

I have an 8 h.p. J.A.P., and

shall be very pleased if you can

help me out of my difficulty.

The original carbin-etter was lost,

and having an old Triumph car-

buretter by me (two-barrel type) I have

fitted this to the induction pipe, but

cannot get the bicycle to run except with

the control levers in one position, that is,

shut right off. The first time takmg the

machine out for a test after a complete

overhaul it started off at about 25

m.p.h. through the throttle not closing

more than half way with the lever in

the off position, and the least touch of

the air lever increased the .speed tre-

mendously, and the only means of keep-

ing down the speed to the above limit

was to keep the air lever ofi and lift the

exhaust. I have adjusted the throttle

slide to come to the bottom of the

barrel, the only position in which I can

get a start. Once started, moving
either throttle or air levers causes it

to misfire and eventually stop (simply

misfiring, not blow-backs or popping),

so I have only one speed. Variation

has to be obtained through the exhaust

lift«r, which I know you will say ia

detrimental to the valves.—A.E.S.

There is evidently something wrong with

the slides if it will not take extra air

—

or possibly there is considerable air leak-

age between the carburetter and the

cylinders. Have you tried a larger jet?

We cannot suggest anything else without

examining the machine or the carburetter,

but we should advise you to get a ne-w

carburetter.
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A Stationary Engine.

I have bought a singlccvlinder,

1^1 vertical water-cooled motor cycle

|> engine, of 3in. bore x 3iiii. or
LiJ S^tn. stroke. It has four legs on

it, and has been running a work-
shop. I should like to adapt it for

driving a dynamo. (1.) Will this

type of engine run for, say, six

hours? (2.) What should be the size

and weight of an extra outside fly-

wheel, to be added for steadier run-
ning for the dynamo ; also what
should be the approximate capacity of

the water tank—ten gallons? (3.) At
what speed would it be advisable to

run the engine continuously—about
1,000-1,200 r.p.m. ; and what would
be the possible horse-power on gas and
paraffin? (4.) How often, approxi-
mately, should a pumpful of oil be
given, in minutes at, say, full load ?

—

D.B.

(1.) The engine in question would be
quite satisfactory if properly cooled. (2.)

The flywheel should be about 20 lb.,

while the water tank should hold at
least ten gallons; more, if possible. (3.)

About 1,000 r.p.m. On gas or paraffin

it would develop .ibout 2^ h.p. at 800
to 1,000 r.p.m. (4.) As to how often
you should lubricate depends upon the
cooling very largely. We should say
approximately a pumpful every ten
minutes.

Magneto L.T. and H.T.

Will you be kind enough to

S
inform me how to distingui.sh a
high-tension magneto from a low-
tension magneto? We have am
internal combustion engine which

requires new parts, and even the makers
of the engine are not sure whether it

is high or low-tension. It has a Bosch
magneto, type D.U.2.

—

Capt. R.E.
There ai'e two kinds of low-tension mag-
netos, both of which are distinguishable
from the ordinary high-tension type. The
older type of low-tension magneto was
somewhat similar to the high-tension typo
in form, but had no contact breaker.
Tlie armature, instead of rotating, oscil-

lated, and instead of a contact breaker
there was a make and break inside the
cylinder of the engine. The later type
was more like the modern high-tension
magneto, but was supplied' with an addi-
tional coil which converted the current
from a low to a high-tension one. There-
fore, it was really a liigh-tension installa-
tion, though the magneto itself produced
a low-tension current. The high-tension
magneto can be easily distiriguished by
the wiring, which merely con.sists of a low-
tension swit-ch wire {sometimes not even
this) and a high-tension wire to the spark-
ing plug. The magneto referred to is a
high-tension one.

Maximum Fiessnres.

Will you please let me have
some data which will enable me
to calculate the maximum pres-
sure resulting from the ex-
plosion of a proper mixture of

petrol and air, with a given ratio of
compression ; or can you recommend
a book touching on this subject?—A.J.

We are not in a position to furnish you
with data for calculating maximum
pressures, as such data entirely depend
on circumstances,, and are taken from the
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particular engine under test. Innumer-
able factors liave a bearing on the re-

sult, such as suction temperature, valve
setting, size of induction pipe, compres-
sion pressure, stroke, etc., and over the
whole range of the above factors the
speed of the engine has a governing
effect. We may mention that an aver-
age figure for explosion pressures in an
internal combustion engine is about 350
lb. per square inch, but, on the other
hand, it has to be borne in mind that
an explosion of petrol and air in a.-closed

vessel will produce pressures running up
to some tons per square inch. There is

no book solely devoted to such a sub-
ject. You should read a book on in-

ternal combustion engine design, par-
ticularly those i^arts dealing with the
thermodynamics of the internal com-
bustion engine.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
B.iKNSLEi- TO LlVERrOOI,.—J.H.C.G.

Barnsley, Penistone, Woodhead? Ma
Chester, Eccles, Cadishead, Warringtojj

Prescot, Liverpool. This route proba\l

involves much traffic and tramlines. .

READERS' REPLIES.

Uneven Firing.

Seeing in Tht Motor Cycle of March
13th that a. fellow motorist, "J.G.," is

having trouble with his 5-6 h.p. Indian
with uneven firing, I might state I have
a 5-5 h.p. Indian, and had exactly the
same trouble, and I could scarcely move
with a sidecar, except in low gear ; also

when solo I could not run slowly, but
when going about 30 m.p.h. it was O.K.
I think if he gets his magneto looked to

it will put paid to all his troubles. I

had mine overhauled, and I can now take
a sidecar and two passengers without any
trouble whatever. If it is of any assist-

ance to our friend I can give him the
address to which to send his magneto,
where his troubles will be attended to,

as mine were. The condenser in my mag-
neto was punctured, and this caused
erratic firing. I also had great difficulty

in starting, but now I can start from
cold in less than six yards.—C. H.
Brocken.

Chain Bolt Working Loose.

In your issue of the 20th, a complaint
is made of fastening pin nut coming
loose and falling off, and you suggest
that any mechanic will drill a hole
through the end of the bolt for a split

pin. As this chain was ^in. x -|%in. I

should say it was no easy task, as these
bolts are always hard and necessarily so,

too, and, even if this were not so, the pin
would be very small to be drilled to take
a split piu. The obvious thing to do
would be to have a spring coupling, such
as Renolds fit. I have always found
this to be perfectly reliable on chains
up to |in., such as the A.J.S. fit. I

have been running a Morgan the last two
years, and have had no end of trouble
with these coupling pins, and I can say
it is no light task when the back wheel
has to be witlidrawn to take two of

these out and refit. As for burring over
the end with a hammer, that is -the last

I'esource I should adopt, as not only is

the pin difficult to withdraw on the road,
but a new pin and link would be required
everj' time. I have been in corre-

spondence with the Renold firm, and I

am informed that they now equip the
nin. X TrViii. chains which are fitted on
the Morgan with these spring links, and
I think it will be a great boon to the
riders of those excellent runabouts.

—

MOKO.VXITE.

Norwich to LE.iMiNOTON.—M.A.C.
Norwich, Wymondham, Attleboroug

Thetford, Barton Mills, Newmark^
Cambridge, Eltisley, Eaton Socon, Be
ford, Northampton, Daventry, Southaii

Leamington.

UXBKIDGE TO West Nor*cod.—B.L.B.
Uxbridge, Southall, Hanwell, Ealinl

Acton, Shepherd's Bush, Fulham Pan
Rd., High Street (Wandsworth), Trinid

Rd., Tooting Bee Common, over Streajj

ham Common, West Norwood.

Newcastle to Blacicpool.—W.F.-

Newcastle, Durham, Bishop Auckland
Barnard Castle, Bowes, Brough, KirkbJ
Stephen, Sedburgh, Kirkby Lonsda'
Lancaster, Garstang, Poulton, Blackpotj
Approximately 115 miles.

UXBRIDGE TO BedDINGTON.—B.L.B.
Oxbridge, Southall, Hanwell ; afti

passing the asylum turn right and i

across country to Brentford, Kew, Rica
mond, Petersham, Kingston, NorbitoB
Maiden, Cheam Commou, Cheam, Suttoij

Beddington.

CovENiHT 10 South Shields.—J.H.
Coventry, Nuneaton, Atherstonl

A.shby-de-la-Zouch, Derby, R i p 1 e w|
Chesterfield, Sheffield, Barnsley, Waka
field, Leeds, Harewood, Harrogate, Rip
ley, Eipon, Thirsk, Yarm, Stockton
Easington, Sunderland, South Shields.

CANTERBURY TO COVENTRY.—B.B.
Canterbury, Hockington, Sittiugbourna

Chatham, Rochester, Gravesend, DarJ
ford, Crayford, Woolwich, cross river

.

East Ham, Stratford, Leyton, Walthaq
stow, Tottenham, Edmonton, New Soutl
gate. Chipping Barnet, St. Alban
Dunstable, Fenny Stratford, Stoija

Stratford, Towcester, Weedon, Davent^
Dunchurch, Coventry.

Manchester to Land's End.—E.P.

'

Manchester, Altrincham, North-wid
Tarporley, Whitchurch, Hodnet, WellinS
ton, Bridgnorth, Kidderminster, Worcest™
Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Cambridge, Ston'a

Filton, Bristol, Bedminster, Cross, Eaa
Brent, High Bridge, Bridgwater, Taunton
Wellington, CuUompton, Exeter, Okg
hampton, Lifton, Launceston, Bodmin
Mitchell, Redruth, Camborne; Penzance|
Land's End.

East Grinstead to Bovey Tracet.-
W.L.F.

East Grinstead, Felbridge, Burstow
Reigate, Dorking, Gomshall, Newland
Corner, Merrow, Guildford, Hog's BackJ
Farnham, Odiham, Basingstoke, Wortirtg
Overton, Whitchurch, Andover, WeighiE
Thi'uxton, Amesbury, Stoiiehenge, Dep'
ford, Wylye, Hindon, Mere, BourtoB
Wincanton, Sparkford, Ilchester, Ilmin.ste

Chard, Yarcombe, Monkton, Honitori
Exeter, Alphington, Chudleigh, Bove||

Tracey. Distance appoximately 180 mila
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Sidecar Brakes.

OF
the many machines designed as sidecar

outfits, very few have embodied a brake

on the sidecar wheel, and the 191 9 model
of a leading make upon which this was a

feature before the war is now being re-

introduced without it.

With the tendency for sidecars to be heavier

as refinement after refinement is added, the

necessity to equip the sidecar wheel with a brake

appears to be obvious, especially when the

average front wheel brake does not give the

service it should.

It would appear that comparatively few experi-

ments have been made by manufacturers, and, if

the matter has been given consideration at all,

the question has been dismissed as being one
fraught with many difficulties. By others it is

thought that, if one rear wheel brake is sufficient

to hold a machine on a hill, the increased cost

of production of the sidecar brake is not justified.

This rather appears to be narrowing the margin

of safety, as, if the back wheel brake fails to

function, the driver has not complete control

of the .machine

It is certain that a jeally satisfactory sidecar

brake has yet to be evolved, and, although our

own expenence with sidei^ar brakes has been far

from encouraging, we .see no reason why a

successful design .should not be forthcoming if

designers will give the matter proper attention.

¥/e think one of the mistakes of the past has

been the practice of having separate controls to

the brakes on sidecar and back wheel, and also

in so placing the lever that the former could be

operated by the passenger From actual ex-

perience we know it is most undesirable to

permit the passenger to use the brake, as the

least pressure upon the lever, if unexpected,

instantly causes the machine to swerve to the

left.

It is clear that for a sidecar brake to be

successful it must be interconnected with the

rear wheel brake, and that it must have a

balancing or compensating action, and an easy

and accurate means of adjustment. Perhaps it

may be found beneficial so to adjust the brakes

that more pressure is applied on the rear wheel

of the cycle than on the sidecar wheel.

Spare Parts.

IT
may be admitted that the motor cycle maiiu-

facturer, like many another, is meeting with

difficulties in his endeavour to satisfy all who
ride his machines. The reasons are well-

known to all, and need not be enumerated

in detail. There is one point to which it seems

to us, however, that rather more attention should

be given, and that is the prompt supply of spare

parts. We have had, of late, sundry complaints

from our readers of failure to supply some small

part or other which is actually in stock at the

moment. Annoyance has also been caused by the

despatch, after about a week's delay, of a pro

forma invoice, followed later, after the money

has been forwarded, by the information that the

required part is not in stock and cannot be

manufactured.

One correspondent, writing under the spur of

some irritation, points out that a manufacturer's

responsibility does not cease with the sale of a

motor cycle. "A machine," he says, "may be

the fastest, cleanest, lightest, handiest, most

powerful, cheapest, quietest, and best climber in

the whole wide world, but when it stands idle for

the six finest weeks in the whole year, waiting

for a fork spring or some other trivial but vital

part, it is not one-tenth part as fast as i^ h.p.

Dinkie, . nor so satisfactory, and the owner will

never buy another, and he will take care to

spread the news among his friends, and will

eventually sell the machine to his enemy."

It cannot be denied that there is justice in

this complaint, but happily it is exceptional.

It should be remembered that the prompt supply

of spare parts will go a long way towards secur-

ing the order for next year's machine.

^^a.

An index to the advertisements in tills Issue will be found on the page facing the back covert
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A FOOT-CONTROLLED THROTTLE.
A Device oJ Particular Inlerest (o Those who have Lost an Arm.

SOME time ago, after a little experi-

menting, I constiiicted a successful

combined hand and foot-operated

throttle on my Lea-Francis motor cycle,

and it may interest others who are

thinking along similar lines to hear how
this was carried out.

Necessarily, the method
of procedure at the carbu-
retter must vary slightly

with different makes of
carburetters. Although the

Binks three-jet was the one
to which this description
applies, no doubt similar

construction with slight

modification would apply
to other makes.
The first thing to be done

was to lift the throttle by
two independent Bowden
wires, the sketch (fig. 1)

showing how this was ac-

complished.
The original Bowden

wire was removed from
the throttle and a ^in.

diameter brass rod sub-
stituted, with a small col-

lar soldered to the bottom
end to hold it in the

To the other end was soldered

Fig. 1.

throttle.

a rectangular brass cross-head, drilled
on either side with ts"'"- diameter holes
to take the two Bowden wires from the
hand and the foot controls. Over this,

and soldered to the screwed cap of the
throttle barrel, is a U-shaped piece of
brass, serving as a guide for the cross-
head and holding the outer Bowden
cables at the top, the inner cables pass-
ing through two -^m. diameter holes.

The inner cables have two small brass
nipples soldered on in the usual way,
after they have been passed through the
cross-head. One cable is then led to
the liandle-bar, the other over the top
of till- tiink and down to the ri^ht-hand

mm
m ^\

The pedal control fitted to the footboard.

footboard for the hand and the foot
control respectiveh'.

Fig. 2 shows the lever or accelerator
pedal, as it would be called, on a car

—

fitted on the end of the footboard to
the right of the brake pedal.
This was easily built up from |in.

square mild steel rod by acetylene weld-
ing. The vertical pillar was first welded
to the base plate, then the horizontal
piece to the top of this again. The

lever itself is a piece of the same
material pivoted, by a iin. Whit, bolt,

to the vertical pillar, and held up to

the adjusting screw by a flat spring.

Two small steel screws hold the spring

to the imderside of the lever, after the

Showing how the throttle is lifted by two

independent Bowden wires.

Bowden wire is passed through, on which
is the usual nipple. Adjustment is car-

ried out by the set screw and lock-

nut shown.
It will be noticed that the extra air

lever is not interfered with in any way,
but, as a matter of fact, on this machine
it is rarely used, the carburetter being
quite automatic.
A little practice is required at first

to get the " touch " of the pedal, but
when this is overcome the machine can
be controlled very easily, and the brake
and clutch pedals of the Lea-Francis

being right and left respectively, the
control is exactly like a car. Of course,

more accurate control can be obtained
with a sidecar fitted, but even solo I

find it very useful.

This system might be very useful
to a motor cyclist who has been so un-
fortunate as to have lost the use of an
arm or hand, as it would enable him
to dispense with the hand control
altogether.

I have been riding with the fitment

mentioned for several thousand miles,

and would not care to be without it,

and although the hand control is always
ready for use if required, I consider

it has been well worth the energy and
time expended on fitting. R.

IHE M.A.C. SPARKING
PLUG.

A SPARKING plug embodyiiig one
or two unusual features is the
M.A.C, manufactured by the

Mechanical Accessories Co., Oak Street

Works, Preston, Lancashire. The central

electrode is made of nickel steel ^in.

thick with a shoulder -j^in. thick. The
insulator consists of some 280 mica
washers compressed tightly together, the

whole of the mica being held in position

by a small brass ring and washer, and
cannot be moved. This insulator is

turned to a standard size so as to fit"

the thimble, which is turned out of the

solid brass with a shoulder to fit the

bottom body made with a taper thread

The M.A.C. sparking plug.

so as to form a perfectly gastight joint.

The electrodes, made out of -^ra.. nickel

steel, are spun on the bottom of the

thimble, and are easily cleaned inside

and outside after unscrewing the thimble

from the bottom body. A brush is sup-

plied with these plugs for this purpose.

The bottom body is made out of solid

brass, and need never be removed after

once being put into the engine, as the

thimble portion is the only part necessary

to be taken out to be cleaned. The top

body is also made of brass, and screws

with a taper thread on the top of the

thimble, binding the insulator, and
making the whole plug gastight. The
adjustment of the spark gap is effected

in a somewhat novel manner. The
central electrode is slightly bent, so that,

by loosening the thimble, the central

electrode may be turned and placed in

the most suitable position.
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The Ratios of a Four-speed Gear Box.

THERE has been much discussion lately as to the

merits o£ four-speed gear boxes as a class and
as to the plotting of their ratios. Some enthu-

siasts hold that the ideal box should have a couple

of close-set top ratios

—

e.g., 3f and 4A to i—the

former being used under easy conditions : e.g., speed

bursts, gentle slopes, or with a following wind. Apart

from the difficulty of securing two direct drives, such

a series is fallacious. A 4!- top is perfectly satis-

factory, and the rider who possesses both will never

be quite sure which is engaged unless he is extremely

familiar with his machine or glances down at his

gear lever. To my mind the sole justification of a

four-speed box is the provision of a very low

emergency ratio, running well into double figures.

Whilst one cannot pretend that a 12 or 15 tO: i ratio

is ever a necessity, it is occasionally a convenience.

It permits you to dodge through a flock of sheep on

the trough of Sutton Bank ; it is handy in any freak

climbing stunts you may be disposed to tackle ; it

facilitates starting from rest on severe inclines ; it

enables a small engine to pulL a sidecar up any hill

;

and, last but not least, it is indispensable to many
Overseas riders, who have to use tracks which are

really' unfit for motors. Thus for home use no
machine need be " crabbed " because it has only three

speeds : but the manufacturer who can crowd in an

extra ratio without extra cl^arge deserves every

encouragement, and will certainly receive it from the

export trade.

The Size of Petrol Tanks.

THE capacity of 2l petrol tank is usually dictated

by one of two considerations. Some manufac-

turers think out their frame dimensions and stick

in the largest tank which can be accommodated and

will took presentable. Others make a great talking

point of the fact that their tanks hold exacdy two

gallons, the presumption being that it is the correct

size for taking an entire can, whilst it is implied that

surly garages will not supply less than a whole can,

which is often true. Unfortunately, our tanks run

dr)'—if we are careless—miles from a garage, but i£

we are careful we fill up before the tank is empty, and

so the fact tliat an empty tank will take two gallons is

of no value whatever. Every pracUcal rider knows

that garages dislike " sphtting a can," partly because

few cans contain full measure, partly because spilling

and evaporation cause losses when a can is split, pardy

because customers dislike buying from a can which was

oi:-ned before their arrival. It follows that the ideal

taiik capacity is not two gallons, but two gallons plus

a reserve sufficient to propel the machine ten or twenty

miles—say 2J2J; gallons in all. This tank is by no
means cumbrous or unsightly on machines of 500 c.c.

or over, nor even on small machines which possess

scientific lubrication systems. If the reserve quarter

gallon is tapable only by varying the setting of a three-

way petr.ol tap, we could all blaze happily along till

the engine began to spit, then put the petrol cock in

No. 3 position, and buy a whole can of spirit at the

next garage. Under the existing practice we have to

take a precautionary peep at the tank every few miles,

and then, face a fracas widi a surly garage hand. The
remedy for both troubles is so simple that it should be

applied to all large machines.

Another Puzzle.

EQUALLY mysterious is the protracted survival of

a variety of obstacles to the withdrawal of

wheels. Since VVoodgate Bros., Surridge, and

other vendors of quick-drying and tenacious solutions

came to our rescue, we do not take our wheels out of

the frame with such frequency as was forced upon the

pioneer riders. Still, they have to come out some-

times, and, even in this year of grace it is often quite a

job to disengage thein. I am not thinking of such

snags as front wheel brakes, or chain cases : the diffi-

culties which I have in mind often outlive knock-out

spindles and other patented devices for making wheels

detachable. One snag is the mudguard, which

—

whether of the front or back variety—is quite likely to

foul the wheel when you are entering it into the forks,

unless the machine is raised far higher than the

makers' stands can hft it, unless some such common-

sense device as the Rudge hinged guard is fitted.

Another snag is the downward pointing eye in some

fork ends. At any rate, the presence of a friend to

hoike the machine a few inches higher than, the stand

can manage is often of vast assistance in replacing a

wheel. Here, too, the remedy is obvious.

An Expensive Toy.

KHAVE always found it difficult to take the motor

SEooter seriously, but you can never say what is

going to happen when .society people unearth a

new fad. The picture papers put a camera man in

waiting; dien the universe begins to gossip, and the

toy has gone into mass production before you have

time to look round. The motor scooter has hesitated

for some time between remaining a roller skate or

expanding mto a lightweight motor bicycle. At the

moment it is coquetdng with the more ambitious alter-

native. It has certain obvious advantages over, say,

a Baby Levis or Triumph. It costs .some ;£2o less at

a time when cash is distincdy shy. It dodges the

odium attached to pukka motor cycles in the eyes of

the smart set. If it goes wrong, you can tuck it under
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your arm or put it in a cab. In some parts of the

countr\i tiie police appareiuly permit it to curvet on
the pavement. On tlie other hand, it can never, never

be used for touring in its original form, and is un-

likely to commend itself for trips exceeding five mi'es

at the outside. My own verdict is that the scooter

cannot stay where it is. It may ultimately shrink back
to its original dimensions, and revert to being a sort

of pocket motor hicvcle for shopping purposes: or it

may swell out into a form indistinguishable from the

cheaper lightweights. In road i)ractice, of course,

the snag of these lilliputs is that at the best you have
no power to spare, and tune is seldom well maintained.

Consequently, their usefulness is strictly limited, and
unusually dependent upon the owner's skill. The real

novelty of the motor scooter, as compared with light-

weights, is that it presents itself frankly as a boulevard
runabjut and nothing more: it has no Laiid's End-
John-o'-Groat's nonsense about it. Will many people
pay ^2o-_£3o for it at that? Well, it is certainly

nice to be independent of trams, tubes, and taxis

within a five-mile range ; and that is what the scooter

offers us. Except as a fashionable novelty it will not

tickle the people who whistle for a taxi on the slightest

occasion ; and you can do a lot of tram and tube trans-

port for £t,o.

The Ultra-cheap Machine.

VARIOUS designers, manufacturers, and would-
be riders have taken interest in my occasional

mentions of the great demand for a very cheap
n^otor bicycle. It seems quite clear from their

opinions that those impecunious riders who would
make the backbone of this new market will accept

almost any machine of 500 c.c. which is cheap, reli-

able, and fairly comfortable. They will not be
fastidious about the transmission—belts not objected
to—or the artistic hues of the tank enamel, or the

glitter of the plating. But it must be able to pull a
sidecar, and should be tolerably fast as a solo mount

;

they do not want under-powered and dithery light-

weights. Quite a number of firms are feeling their

way in the desired direction, and all- of them are up
against one or mor:' rnags. I''or example, one concern

mm\

i
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has worked out extremely economical methods'of con-

structing the frame, tanks, guards, etc., but cannot
hit on any method of evolving a sufficiently cheap
engine. Anotlier firm wants to knock -Q^ off the cost

of the wheels, £2 off the ignition, £1 off the car-

buretter, and so on. In other words, an engineer may
see his way to cheapen the component parts for the f
design of which he is personally responsible, but the >

saving on these is inadequate unless it is balanced
by corresj^onding reductions in the price of parts

which are made by other firms.

Some Side Lights.

^QUESTIONABLY the best prospect of, say,

a J^^o touring machine in 1920, ultimately re-

ducible—as our finances stabilise—to jQt,o or

;£2^, would come if a small group of specialists

tackled the wdiole problem of design anew from stem
to stern, as Ford did when he planned his car. In

the meantime it is clear that this job cannot be half

done. The " class " singles command ^85 at the

present minute ; a simplified single at, say, £6^^ is

hardly worth the making, but a simplified single at

;£^o would be as big a stunt as the Ford car.

Before such a machine can be born, various specialists

must break soil which is almost virgin. We can never

get the ;£^o machine so long as we incorporate mag-
netos at ;£5, carburetters at 50s., and so on. It will

not have hand-built wire wheels, but pressed metal

wheels without wind-catching webs or discs. Its

erection will not include the bolting into place of

innumerable tiny gadgets, each of which is a separate

job. This machine can be made, and will be made.
At the moment it waits principally for :

1. A cheap engine. 3. A cheap carburetter.

2. A cheap ignition. 4. A cheap wheel.

No. I implies a two-stroke or outside flywheel four-

stroke. No. 2 demands something absolutely -novel

—

perhaps a fixed firing point and a catalytic plug, or

some such weird gadget. No. 3 might be managed
by aluminium die casting, seeing how absurdly simple

motor cycle carburetters are. No. 4 is not promising.

Disc wheels in quantity might be cheap, but are un-

pleasant to ride under certain conditions : pressed

steel artillery wheels are too stiff and too heavy.

Nothing will happen till we get a big, wise firm

genuinely interested ; at present small outputs de luxe

captivate all our manufacturers, and the handful who
dream of big markets look Overseas to find theiii,

ignoring the giant markets outside their own gates

A sidecar produced by an American firm, and so designed that

It may be separated into flat sections to facilitate compact packing

for export trade.

• Y SI
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IN THE
FUEL WORLD.
A New Process showing

Great Promise.

FOR years the British motor industry has been
deeply concerned over the supply of those fuels

.. on which it is primarily dependent for its

existence. Thirteen years ago, complaints of the high

cost of petrol were rife, and experiments were con-

ducted with alcohol, which, mixed with benzole, is

an excellent fuel for petrol engines, but, although

the trade and many private motorists saw the possi-

bilities of the fuel, the Government either could or

would not. 'And so, as a result of Excise restrictions,

alcohol was eflfectively and permanently barred.

Benzole was the next palliative, and in 1913, when
the price of petrol had risen to the unprecedented
figure of IS. 6d. per gallon, a certain amount of the

home-produced coal product was on the market at a

few pence cheaper. All motorists liked it—in fact

lliev could do nothing else—but the benzole producers

fnund a better market abroad, and most of the English-

j-.roduced benzole went to Germany, where it developed
the great dye industry and contributed to the accumu-
lation of huge stocks of explosives !

A Promising Process.

The Del Monte process came next, and no one

seems to know clearly Vvhy this gradually fell into

oblivion, for its prospects were quite rosy. It was

a thoroughlv commercial proposition for the production

of cheap motor fuel, and, if the truth ever becomes
known, it may appear that the petrol combine was at

the back of its early demise.

Then came the great upheaval of 1914, and with it

the immediate disappearance of benzole from the

market. The Government wanted all the benzenes

it could get for the manufacture of explosives, and in

some quarters it is believed that the war showed the

Government the folly of its indifference to the long

continued export of English benzole to Hunland.

Petrol began to soar in price at an alarming pace, and

a rationing system was introduced that added another

sixpence a gallon, and ultimately had the effect of

making motoring impossible to any but those who
were directly engaged on "work of national im-

portance," as the phrase went.

Now that the war is over, the authorities admit

the real national importance of a home-produced fuel

for road transport vehicles, and they are encouraging

all enterprises that hold forth any serious promise

of success. An experiment with alcohol. is being con-

ducted on London 'buses, and, if it is a success, k may

be hoped that some relaxation of Excise restrictions

will result, so that the artificially inflated cost of alcohol

will undergo useful modification.

..-o^;-'^'

The Greenstreet Process.

A process that is entirely new to this country may
be expected to fructify in the course of the next few

months, and if it does the effect on the fuel situation

as a whole should be considerable. Mr. Greenstreet

has had working in America for some years his patent

])rocess for the conversion of heavy hydrocarbons into

the lighter members of the same series, and also for

the removal of all sulphurfrom fuels that have hitherto

been unusable in internal combustion engines on

account of their too great sulphur content, sulphur

being injurious to both valves and cylinders.

From crude petroleum oil the process will obtain

about 65% more motor spirit than has previously been

possible, and the same holds true of its use with shale

and coal tar oils. From substances as dissimilar as

peat, sawdust, and coal tar by-products, a motor spirit

of first-class quality has been obtained, and a useful

feature of the process is that the boiling point of the

resultant fuel can be controlled. In other words, the

process will give a fuel to satisfy any reasonable stated

requirements.

Peat is widely distributed in the British Isles and

in other parts of the Empire, and great hopes are

l)eing centred in the promise of the Newfoundland

peat fields.

The keynote of the process is high temperature

intensive recovery, and reports on its working by

experts whose opinions may be accepted with respect

would appear to justify the claims that are made.

Oil that has been discarded by the ordinary petroleum

distillers as containing no more motor spirit

—

i.e.,

crude oil from which the lighter members have all been

extracted by methods in ordinary use—have been made

to give a yield of as much as 40% of first-class motor

spirit ! The plant is comparatively simple and cheap,

and can be erected almost entirely from materials

which are likely to be in stock.

Expert Opinion.

Sir Boverton Redwood is a petroleum expert who

has occupied a most important Government position

with regard to fuels during the war, and upon his

words unquestioned reliance may be set. His opinion

of the Greenstreet process is that if it had been work-

ing and fully established in England before the war

started we should have been entirely independent oj

foreign imported fuels! Negotiations for the full

exploitation of the process in the whole of the British

Empire are iDcing conducted, and there should be

further interesting developments to be recorded in the

course of the next few months.
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ADAPTING OLD CLOTHES FOR MOTOR CYCLE WEAR.

WITH the advent of spring, we of the weaker
sex always give much thouglit to the suit-

abihty, or otherwise, of various types of dress.

I remember seeing in the motorfng press recently

photographs of an American lady rider wearing a low
V-necked blouse. This is unpractical and dangerous
to health. To ride in such would be at least courting

pneumonia, but, as I said before, the photographs were

-American, and funny things are done "over the water."

After all, one can ride in unsuit-

able dress if one is so inclined.

A footballer could play in even-

ing dress. One must use one's

own discretion ; nothing teaches so

well as experience, but the follow-

ing ideas may assist the dubious.

The Question of Cost.

A friend of mine who rides a

2| h.p. Douglas in most weathers

fancied a leather coat, but found
that the price had soared since

r9i4 from a modest six guineas to

fifteen, so this was ruled out and
a substitute adopted. A quantity

of washleather was bought and
sewn inside an ordinary last

season's long tweed coat-; this

method of lining was carried dow'n

each of the sleeves and found to

be quite a success and
completely windproof.
This is a suggestion that

anyone can carry out

with time and patience,

and, consequently, there

is no need to resort to a
;

tailor.
j

Woollen Coats.

Woollen coats are occa-
sionally recommended.
These 'might suffice on a

warm day when pottering
from street to street on a

shopping expedition, hut
for real riding or touring -

are taboo. I ask any
reader to recall walking
in a woollen coat on a

windy day; the open
P2

Miss Maud Dunham and her Douglas outfit. The upper photograph
shows her clad for warm weather riding, and the lower in neat attire

for wmter time.

texture is little protection, and one becomes miserably

cold and uncomfortable.

Half:=yard Renxnant for a- Cap.
The illustrations of the driver of the 4 h.p. Douglas

combination show, I consider, a most practical " get

up," and yet one can scarcely call it dowdy unless

one is trying to be uncharitable. The tammie of tartan

was made by the wearer from a half-yard remnant,

and when pinned at the side it

has the virtue of " sticking on."
The Norfolk costume is durable,

and can be covered in extreme

cold by the long coat which at

other times reposes in the

capacious locker that is part of

the Douglas sidecar. The scarf

was also " home-made," and is

equal to the usual shop variety.

It is made of woollen material,

worked round the edge with a

blanket stitch and finished with

squares r.t bo.h ends in a purple

wool. Clovec with fur backs are

preferable to fur-lined, being as

warm as most, but it stands to

commonsense that if one motors in

wet and cold long enough no
gloves can entirely eliminate all

physical discomforts. For summer
wear a pair of double-

lined woven gloves, which
cost IS. I lid. at a village

store, give much service.

Spats are good wear for

.
the legs, these being very

easily put on.

,j j
When sufficiently clad,

i motor cycling is most en-

joyable, but under bad
weather conditions mack-
intosh and oilskin are the

only possible wear. Meet-
ing rain at twenty miles

an hour will saturate any
- but the most impenetrable

^_ ^ garments, and the lady

motor cyclist will add to

her comfort if she carries

in the sidecar an " oily

"

and sou'-wester.

I
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Popularity
and "wrHy—

B.S.A. CATALOGUE
FREE ON REQUEST

4

LONG SERVICE.
There is no necessity to quote exceptional

cases of B.S.A. longevity, there are thou-

sands of B.S.A. riders everyvi^here w^ho,

from personal experience, can testify to

the remarkably long service which B.S.A.

machines give. Year after year B.S.A.

Motor Bicycles are giving invaluable ser-

vice, frequently under the most arduous

conditions, and with unfailing reliability.

Freedom from worry and a saving of

expense are two important advantages

which have been largely responsible for

the great popularity of B.S.A. machines.

& Sidecar

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ASMS COMPAM ^TD.,

47, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

In anawermn this advertisement it is desirable to mention The Motor Ci/ele." B3
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AT THE TOP OF THE HILL.

That is where the efficiency of THE
SUPER RUNABOUT is revealed

To be able to climb and to go on

climbing, is one of the real joys of

touring. On a Premier Super Run-

about you can tour without anxiety,

without fear of stalHng or overheatiof

on these long steep mountain hill?

from which the most magnilicenl

views are obtamed And on descend-

ing you will know that the Premier

brakes are efficient and will hold the

Runabout on any grade The

Premier Runabout is an ideal

Touring vehicle, it is roomy, it has

ample space for the accommodation

of luggage, and a fuel tank holding

five gallons. Write to-day for the

advance list which gives details of

specifications

COVENTBV
PREMIER,

LTD.,

I

B4 In answcrinfi this adcertiscmcnl it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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Evolving a Motor Cycle from First Principles.
A Machine of Unorthodox Design embodying Aluminium Frames and Forks.

By MAJ. C. B. WATERLOW, R.A.S.C., MX

TO anyone returning from the uttermost parts of

the earth, it is strange and dehghtful to pick

up Once more the thren(Js of the old world, not

the least interesting part of which is "' the motor cycle

world." ' The blue " from which I am now return-

ing has been of such an exceptionally cerulean hue

tiiat neither letters nor journals were able to reach me
for tlie best part of a year. Therefore, I approach

Fig. 1.—A motor cycle designed by ti.e iTJthor from first

principles. The frame also lonns the crank case for a four-

cyimder horizontally-opposed engine, two cylmders being mounted
on either side. Rear springing may be incorporated also. For
ladies' use the tie rod may be removed and the rear part

triangulated.

once more the subject of the motor bicycle, its poten-

tialities and future, almost as a visitor from another

world, and in writing this article I am trying to

imagine that the e.xistence of push bicycles is unknown
to me, so as to approach the question in the same way
as one might, for example, tackle such a problem as'

' how to extract locked energy from the atoms,"
almost without reference to precedent or guiding for-

mula of any kind.

The problem in, this case is,." how to make a two-

wheeled self-proj5elled vehicle that shall be as ' good
'

as possible in every way," and the latter part of the

proposition needs so much amplification and defini-

tion that I shall content -myself by endeavouring to

describe my own particular ideals.

Following out this imaginary process of evolution

without reference to precedent or example of any

kind, I shall first of all discover that it is possible and

easy to ride a two-wheeled vehicle, probably by try-

ing it down a hill after the manner in which the

Wright Bros, started their gliding experiments. Then
I should have to think out the best means of connect-

ing the two wheels together and of locating my source

of power. Now the example of the brazed tubular

steel frame would not be before me, and this struc-

ture, with its almost glass-like rigidity and fearfully

unequal- distributions of stress and strain, would not

stand- the slightest chance with me. At this point,

many readers will call to mind the Brown Midget Bicar

of the earlier days of motor cycling; but, excellent

though Mr. Brown's endeavour undoubtedly was,_ it did

not resemble very closely the frame (provisionally

protected) which I illustrate in fig. i.

A famous scientist of the automobile engineering

world once remarked to me on seeing my motor

bicycle, a standard roadster of 1910, that it looked to

him like an animal which kept all its vital organs out-

side instead of inside. My frame (fig. i) has one

principal member A, which is a kind of large' breast-

bone containing the crank chamber, cylinder beds,

etc., as well as the steering head. To this principal

member, which is preferably cast in some suitable alloy

of aluminium, and which may be very light, are

attached the other two main members, struts for the

seat and the rear wheel respectively ; a light tie bar,

which also may be a continuation of the steel hawsers

or wires E, makes of the beam B a rigid structure with

the principal member A. The duplicated adjustable

steel hawser E maintains the whole in position, the

seat strut C being adjustable for convenience of posi-

tion about the pivot at its lower end, the adjustment

being secured by lock nuts or set screws or other con-

venient means.

It will be seen at once that I have burdened myself

with very few parts, and comparatively litrie work in

making and assembling them, whilst I can easily so

form my struts and ties as to get the most even distri-

bution of stress, and so can reduce the weight out of

all proportion to that of the brazed steel tubular frames

that we know.

Having satisfied myself on the question of the main

connection between the two wheels I must next think

out my source of power from first principles. I have

already indicated part of the conclusions to which I

came by saying and showing that I propose to cast

crank case and cylinder beds in one with the frame

member A, so I may as well say at once that I arriv;.

at a small four-

cylinder hori-
zontally-opposed

four-stroke, air-

cooled, with out-

side flywheels,

further details of

which I must for

the present with-

hold. As regards

its having four

direct acting
cylinders work-

ing on the Otto

cycle^which, of

course, I have to

discover i n d e -

pendently !
— I

soon find out

that this is the

.smallest number
of cylinders that will give me a semblance of con-

tinuous torque at all speeds, and, since I must have

comfort as an essential part of the " goodness "_ of

my machine, I must have at least four cylinders, which

are attached to the crank case at D. I might have

six or more, you say. Yes_, but I cannot see my way

to arrange them "conveniently" without sacrificing

more "goodness" than I gain by the increased

B5

Fig. 2.—A cast aluminium alloy spring fork

design by Major C. B. Waterlow.
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Evolving a Motor Cycle from First Principles.

—

number. Having generated my power I must find out

how to transmit it. 1 see at once that there are many
ways of doing this, that it need not even be done
through one or other or both of the ~\vheels, fan pro-

pellers being a possibility. However, I decide even-

tually upon the back wheel as being more consistent

with that "goodness" that I have set out to seek;

and I then puzzle my brains about how to get my
power in suitable ratios from the engine to this wheel.

The Gear Box.
Here, in the real world, as distinct from the world

of imagination in which I am at present wandering,

a very interesting point crops up. The early motor
bicycle manufacturers had the precedents both of

chain and shaft drive on push bicycles, yet, for the

most part, they chose neither, but painfully evolved

belt transmission, following rather the example of

power distribution in shops. Now, in these latter

days, they are largely reverting to the chains that they

cast off at first. This state of affairs sets one

thinking : it tends to show that there is plenty of life

in our engineering industries.

I decide on chain transmission via a countershaft

gear box, and this box gives me much trouble. Of
course, I knew nothing of the Frenchman who said

of the early Panhard " crash " gear box, " Cest crude

ct brutale, mais die marche "
: cUc marcJic, " it goes,"

was the essential feature, the others were subordinate.

However, I do not think that I, as a visitor from
another world, could stand the crash: my gears would
be always in mesh and would be brought in and out

of action frictionally. Again, as a visitor from another

pJanet, I should shy most emphatically at the sidecar

:

I could not possiblv understand it, because it is a

thing—a travesty of mechanics—that a close con-

sideration of first principles could never evolve. There-
fore, with my four-cylinder engine of fully six horse-

power, I should onlv want two speeds. - Therefore,
my gear box would be a verv dainty affair.

Having reached the rear axle, I see that I have
still got to arrive at the road, and I say unhesitatingly

that the tensioned wire Vvheel is the only thing con-

sistent with the " goodness " of my machine.
I very soon discover from first principles and other

things that I must have springing. In fig. 2, I show
a form of spring fork similar in principle to one that

I patented in those dim. distant pre-war days and that

others have again since patented, in so far as I can

see all infringing both myself and each other. The
fork that I show (also again provisionally protected)

has the advantage of keeping the leaf spring—evolved

from first principles^—out of wet and dirt. The
main fork member, which should preferably be of cast;

aluminium alloy, is carried in the usual manner on two

pairs of links. Here, however, the similarity to general

practice ceases, for the lower pair of links is extended

to the rear (see small sketch), and carries a laminated

spring, which follows approximately the line of the

mudguard. The lower end of this spring is connected

to the hub by two light struts which are normally in

compression. These struts may be made to support

the mudguard, but, if so, the latter must not be rigidly

attached to the main fork member.
Now in order to correct the appearance referred

to above as "carrying the vital organs outside"—look

at any modern American machine with all its equip-

ment on, and you will see the force of the illustration

—

I resuscitate a feature which seems to have dis-

appeared, namely, windscoops for the engine. There

are also other cooling arrangements provided, details

of which I must withhold for the present.

The first principles of my own anatomy demand an

extremely comfortable seat, footboards, and handle-

bars, and over the evolution of these I have little

difliculty, most human achievements being made under

the stimulus of pain

!

Moonshine ?

If this article succeeds in making its readers think

thoughts that are in any way new, it achieves its

purpose. I am, of course, well aware that there is

"nothing new under the sun," but under the moon
there may be : and I am being invalided home from
Mesopotamia as a "mental case." Therefore, in the

pale moonlight of thought in which I am oflficially

supposed to be wandering, I may have touched a little

of that magic of true novelty that does not appear in

the daylight.

Coming out into tlie sunlight once more—not the

sunlight of Mesopotamia : Oh, never that again, I

beg !—I should like to conclude these remarks by-

reminding my readers that motor cycle manufacture
is the onl\- branch of the motor industry in which we
British really lead the world. Let us all do everything

we can, by our inventive endeavours and otherwise,

to ' keep these home fires burning."

sast-v

A meet of enthusiastic Millhouse (ShefSeld) motor cyclists, who met last Saturday for the " first run " of a club that is about to be formed

ir the district. Reading from left the first four machines are new model Diamond, Douglas, Rudget and Enfieid.

b6
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N.M.CF.U. (Leeds).

This branch of the N.M.CF.U. held

a very successful whist drive and dance
last week, over 250 persons being present.

Hon. secretary, ili\ T. W. Lancaster, 7,

Evelyn Street, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.

A New Sheffield Clul).

An effort is being made to form a new
club in the Millhouses district of Sheffield.

Motor cyclists in this district who are

interested should comnninicatg with the

lion. sec. pro tern., c/o ilr. E. W. Hat-
tteld, Millhouses Garage, Sheffield.

Widnes M.C.C.

A meeting of Widnes motor cyclists

\ttis held recently, with the result that
a new club has been formed which will

be known as the Widnes M.C.C. An
opening run has been arranged for the

2ist inst. to Llangollen. Hon. secretary,

Mr. A. J. Bailey, 57, Regent Road,
Widnes.

Streatbam and District M.C.C.

In connection with the above club, a
meeting of members will be held at the
Crow'u and Sceptre, Streatham Hill, at

8 p.m., on the 15th inst. All old
members (and prospective new members)
will be welcome, and it is hoped to re-

organise the club and arrange a series of

runs and competitions during the year.

Troedyrhiw and District M.C.

This club wDl hold its opening rmi on
the 20th inst., when the members will

meet at 9 a.m. at the Masons' Arms
Hotel for a run to Porthcawl. Any local

motor cyclist desirous of joining the club
should attend the headquarters any
Wednesday evening at 7.30 p.m.

Manchester M.C.

Many new members are being enrolled,

chiefly, we understand, from the ranks
of new motorists. The hon. secretary

announces the first competition, in the

i form of a twenty-five miles speed judging
! trial, starting from the Swan Hotel,

Bucklow Hill, Cheshire, on April 13th,

at 2.30 sharp. This competition is open
to all (members or otherwise). No
watches or speedometers will be allowed,

and four prizes are offered.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

The Xewcastle and Di.»trict Motor Club
is nearing the end of its period of sus-

pended animation. A beginning will be
made on the 17th inst., when a run to

Allendale is in contemplation. Members,
friends, and prospective members will

meet at the Herd's House, North Terrace.

Newcastle, at 10.30.

The secretary, ^Ir. Wm. Robson Lister,

2, St. Nicholas' Buildings, Newcastle,
will be glad to receive intimation from
any motorist who may desire to take part,

and will, if necessary, arrange for lunch

at the King's Head, Allendale.

I^Mhxxi. TEvetits.

Ai>ril ll.—CarhjU C. and M.C.C. (Chel-
sea). Dance at Chelsea Town Hall.

April 12.—Public Schools M.C.C. Open-
inij Run to Siere.

April 13.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run
to Qucndun.

April 13.—Essex M.C. Openinr/ Run.
April IS.—Lieerpool M.C. Upenimj Run.
April IS.—Manchester M.C. Speed Juchj-

inq Competition.
AprH 'l3.—N.M.CF.U., Sheffield. Run

to Monsal Dale.

April ISr—Streatham and District M.C.C.
General Meetimj, Crown and Sceptre,

Streatham Hill, at S p.m.
April 17.—Newcastlc-on-Ti/ne M.C. Open-

inr/ Run to Allendale.
April IS.—York and District M.C. Run

to Richmond.
April 19.—NM.G.F.U. National Meet

at Stralford-on-Avon.
April 19.—N.M.CF.U., Sheffield. Run

to St ratford -on-Avon for Natroncd
Meet of N.M.CF.U.

April 20. — N.M.CF.U., Newcastle-on-

Tyne. Run to Alston.

April SO.—Troedyrhiw and District ALC
Opening Run to Porthcawl.

April 21.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open
Reliability Trial for Victory Cup.

April 21.—Dublin M.C.C. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

April 31.— Widnes M.C.C. Opening Run
to Llangollen.

April SI.—Yoric and District M.C. Run
to Fountains Abbey.

April 26.—Public Schools M.C.C. Hill-

climb.

April 28.—Edinburgh and District M.C
Open Reliability Trial.

May Jf.
—Bolton and District M.C Re-

liahility Trial.

May I,.—N.M.CF.U., Sheffield. Reli-

ability Run to Knutsford.
May 10.—The M.C.C. Speed-judging

Competition.
May 21.—York and District M.C. Re-

liability Trial.

May 2/f.
—Birmingham M.C.C. Social

Touring Trial. Week-end to Llan-

gollen.

.June 6.— M.C.C. London - Edinburgh
Run.

August.—A.CU. Six Days Reliability

Trials.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The 1919 programme has not yet been

definitely fixed, but the energetic band

of enthusiasts, who were responsible for

the popular Scottish Si.x Days, have

already decided upon an open reliability

trial, to be held on the 28th inst. Enti7

forms are now available from the secretary

of the Trials Committee, Mr. J. W.
Anderson, 6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

The question of a Scottish Six Days is

under consideration.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

On the 13th inst. members will meet
at the New Town Hall at 11 a.m. for a
run to Monsal Dale. On Easier Satur-

day those members who intend to par-

ticipate in the run to the National Rally

at Stratford-on-Avon will mceb at 2 p.m.

N.M.CF.U. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).

-Mr. W. R. Squibb, hon. secretary of

the Newcastle branch of the N..M.C.1'MT.,

63, Hampstead Road, Benwell Grove,
Newcastle, advises a club run to ."Vlston

on the 20th inst. Meet at Haymarkct
at 10.30 a.m.

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

Mr. .J. F. Burness, Keith Cottage,

Hamilton Road, Motherwell, N.B., advises

us that he is the hon. sec. and treasurer

of the above club, and that an official

announcement will be made shortly con-

cerning the resumption of its activities.

N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth).

The N.M.CF.U., Portsmouth and

District Branch, will make their opening

run to the White Horse, Easebourne,

Midhurst, on the 18th inst., starting at

10.30 a.m. from headquarters, the Blue

Anchor Hotel, Kingston Cross,

Bristol M.C.C.

The trustees and hon. treasurer of the

above wish to notify all members that

they are ari-anging for a meeting to be

held on Monday, the 14th inst., at

7 p.m., at the Granid Hotel, Broad Street,

liristol, for the purpose of receiving a

report from the hon. treasurer as to what

has been done with the club's finances,

and also to propose that the club resumes

active operations. It is ho[jed that all

members will make a special effort to be

present.

Essex M.C.

The opening run will take place on the

13th inst. to the Green JIan Hotel, Har-

low, leaving headquarters, the Eagle,

Snaresbrook, at 11 a.m. sharp.

It is some considerable time since

members had an opportunity of meeting

on the road, and it is hoped that they

will make a special endeavour to be

present. It is proposed to arrange an

impromptu competition during the

afternoon.

Those desirous of participating in the

Easter tour should advise the hon. sec.

at once. The itinerary includes the Wye
Valley, and embraces some of the finest

scenery in the West of England. Easy

stages have been arranged to give mem-
bers an opportunity of seeing the many
places of interest en route.

Members who intend to join the party,

or who require further details, are asked

to communicate with the hon. sec.

(Holme Villa, Algers Road, Loughtonj

in-order that hotel accommodation, etc.,

may be arranged.
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C.F.B. CYCLE CAR.
Advance Particulars of a Miniature Four-wheeler which may be Marketed Shortly.

THE C.F.B.
cycle car is

not yet on
|

the market, but is
|

an ingenious design

got out by a corre-
j

spondent, Mr. F.
|

C. Beauvais, who has

been, for several 1

years, experimenting

with various cycle

cars. This contri-

butor advises us that

he is making pre-
,

parations to make
the first machine ,

to demonstrate its

features. The draw-

ings show an 8 h.p.

air-cooled V twin engine placed behind a dummy
radiator, immediatelv behind which the body is

brought forward into a V shape, so that the air

passing through the bonnet is directed on to the

cylinders and swept away behind them.

It is the designer's idea to reduce price as far as

possible, and he hopes to be able to produce the

vehicle at ;£ioo. The chassis is of ash suitably

strengthened, and wherever possible steel pressing are

(Left) The steering is

by bobbin and cables.

The end of the steeting-

pillar has a universal

joint, permitting the

former to be used in

or out of centre as

desired.

(Centre) Showing the air-

cooled V twin engine in position.

1 he front of the body is wedge
shape to deflect air currents past

the cylinders.

(Right) Diagrammatic sketch

of the friction drive, showing the

bevel gears

The friction-driven C.F.B. cycle car

employed. The en:

gine drives a prO'

peller-shaft, at thi

end of which a largi

cone is mounted,

This engages with

a friction whee!

capable of being sll

along the face of

the cone. On the|

end of the ' shaft

there is a crowr

wheel meshing will'

one of two beve!

gears mounted on tin

countershaft. From!
countershaft to rear

'

wheels the drive

is by short belts

.

running over large diameter pulleys to the back wheels.
Sliding the friction wheel up and down the cone
naturally varies the speed, while changing over from
one bevel to the other produces the re\erse. This
gear gives five speeds forward and five reverse.

The frame is mounted on cantilever springs fore and
aft, and should consequently be verv comfortable.

The steering is by wheel, wires, and bobbins, the .•

latter being of large diameter and carried underneath"'

the bonnet. "

Hammock pattern seats have been adopted, and, by
undoing a clip, the steering >vheel may be moved
from the extreme off side to the centre, so as to be

in a convenient position should the driver elect to drive

solo. This displacement of the steering wheel is

rendered possible by the fact that it is pro^ided with a

universal joint just behind the topmost pulley. It

may also be noted that one seat may be folded away;

and the other slid sideways so as to occupy a central

position in the body.

The following dimensions may be of interest : overall

length loft., overall width 4ft., overall height 3ft.

4j/^in., track 3ft. 3in., wheelbase 7ft. 6in.

Hi!
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The Petroleum Executive find it necessary tox:orrect
the impression which appears to prevail in some
quarters that there is a serious scarcity of petrol. It

is asserted that there are abundant supplies in this

country available for all purposes.

BIO

PETROL IN PLENTY—AT A PRICE!
The control system is being continued not in order

to restrict supplies, but for the purpose of collecting

the war tax of 6d. per gallon, the present arrangements

for which must remain in force until the question can

he dealt with in the new Budget.
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Oimcs to "Clgbt "Camps.
Summer Time.

April lOtli 8.14 p.m.

,. 12th '8.18 ,,

„ 14th 8.21 „

„ 16th 8.25 .,

Motor Cycles by Passenger Train.

Through the action of the Coventry
Chamber of Commerce, the restrictions on

motor cycles over 1 cwt being carried on
passenger trains have now been removed.
The need for the abolition of this re-

striction ha« been referred to in The
Motor Cycle several time^.

Police Traps.

Police traps are in operation between
Lewisham Obelisk and Bromley Market.
The first is between St. Mary's Church
and Catford Terminus. The second is

on the London Eoad, just leading into

Bromley Market, a third trap is on the

Eltham Road, between Moltingham
Lane and Lee Green Terminus, and a

fourth on various parts of the Shooter's

Hill Eoad.

& Former Zenith Rider.

A. B. Wade, formerly well-known as a

rider of Zenitli^machines, informs us that

he has had to resign liis commission owing
to ill health. He will be glad to hear
from any survivors of No. 1 Battery,

5I.M.G.C., who would care to com-
nimiicate with him with a view to a

future re-union. Letters should be
addressed to A. B. Wade, 3, Tydraw
Place, Cardiff.

The Sarolea Motor Bicycle.

The Sarolea engine has been known in

this country for quite a long time as being
a very satisfactory- Belgian production.

The firm of'Sarolea, at Herstal, near Liege,

has been working hard since the Armistice
to reorganise its factory, which was con-

siderably damaged during the German
occupation, and the firm is hoping very

soon to begin to manufacture engines and
motor bicycles once more. Towards the

end of May it is hoped to produce a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder motor bicycle, 85x97 mm.,
fitted with Sturmey-Archer countershaft

gear, transmission by chain and belt, and
all the latest improvements.

This information has been sent to us by
M. Fagard, one of the Belgian, representa-

tives of the International Federation of

Motor Gychsts. He states that the speed
with which Belgian motor cycle firms can

resume their pre-war activity depends to

a large extent on the assistance the Allied

Governments can give them in furnishing

them with the necessary raw materials.

Scottish Six Days' Trials.

The question of holding a six
_
days'

trial is at present under consideration by
the Edinburgh and District M.C., the

organisers of this popular event before

the war, but, we understand, it is. doubt-

ful if such a trial will be attempted
this year.

Children on the Highway.

The Autocar last week touched on a

topic that concerns motor cyclists as much
as car owners. The article in question

was entitled " The Freedom of the Road
and its Concomitant ObUgations," and
referred to the obligations of pedestrians

on highways. In many districts during

the war fast motor vehicles practically

disappeared from the road, and the very

young children now do not realise the

"difference in speed between a war lorry

and a fast motor cycle. In consequence,

we must safeguard both the child and
ourselves by taking extra precaution,

especially on passing schools and cinema

shows. Time will however educate the

younger generation to look after himself

on the highway, but for the present extra

caution will- be necessary.

Special JFealures.

EVOLVING A MOTOR CYCLE FROM
FIRST PRINCIPLES.

CYLINDER DESIGN.

IN THE FUEL WORLD.

Singles on the Road.

A middle-aged family man who was
beginning to take an interest in motor

cycles said last week, " I suppose makers

have stopped making V twins now? This

remark was based on deduction, for the

number of single cylinders seen on the

roads compared with twins is particularly

noticeable, though not at all extra-

ordinary.

Runabout with Radial Engine.

The light four-wheeler with three-

cylinder radial engine, to which we re-

ferred in a recent issue, will be made by

the Cosmos Engineering Co., of Bristol.

The wheelbase will be 7ft. 6in. and the

track 3ft. lOin., the wheels being detach-

able and shod with 700x80 tyres. The
transmission will be by shaft, and, com-

plete with hood, screen, etc., the price,

it is said, will be under £200.

All cars and sidecars entering Dublin liave been stopped and srarched by the police, with

the object of ascertaining whether arms were being carried.

B13
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The M.C.C. opening run to Hatfield

A Spring Frame Chater-Lca.

As meutioned in The Motor Cijde some
time ago, the Chater-Lea Co. are intro-

ducing a spring frame model. This
machine was present at the M.C.C.
opening run last Saturday, and is a very

striking looking outfit.

Prohibition oJ Imports.

We are informed by a reliable authority
that the prohibition of imports is likely

to be relaxed in the near future. It is

probable that the various firms will be
permitted to import 50% of the quantity
brought into the country in pre-war days.

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
Opening Run.

Beautiful weather for the opening run
brought a large gathering of members to

the meet at Keresley House, the residence

of the president, Mr. Edward .Manville,

M.P., on Saturday last. After a very
cheerful reunion and excellent hospitality

from Mr. and Jlrs. JIanville, a start was
made with the first competition since

1914, this taking the form of a combined
paperchase and speed-judging competition,

for which eighteen competitors turned
out. Mr. Sam Wright laid a sporting
trail over twenty-two miles, ending up on
the outskirts of Coleshill, where thirty-

eight members afterwards met for tea,

when the prizes were presented.
In the solo class the winner was Mr.

A. L. Auerhaan (4 h.p. Triumph), second
and third places being taken by Mr. W.
Johnson (3 h.p. Enfieldj and ilr. S. P.
McGowran (4 h.p. Triumph). The
winner's margin of error was 4^m. slow.
In the passenger class the winner

proved to be Mr. G. H. Vernon (8 h.p.
Kudge), whose time was Im. fast. Mr.
H. Nelson (5-6 h.p. Rudge) was second,
7m. slow ; and Messrs. F. Hulbert (4 h.p.
Triumph), T^m. slow, and J. Bachelor
(4 h.p. Triumph), 7-^m. fast, tied for
third place.

The next competition will be held in

May, the event being a long distance
reliability trial for a fifty guinea challenge
cup.

last week end. Many new machines were in evidence, together with a large number of

well-known motor cyclists.

Birmingham M.C.C. Opening Run.
Upwards of a hundred members and

friends turned out for the Birmingham
M.C.C. opening run last Saturday to

Stratford-on-Avon, in connection with
which a speed-judging competition was
held. The preliminary results include the

following three names : E. Kibble and H.

The Motor Cycling Club's Opening Run.

This
,
year the Motor Cycling Clul8

decided to hold its opening run to the

Red Lion Hotel, Hatfield, instead of it»;

usual rendezvous, Brighton, owing to the:

fact that sufficient hotel accommodation
could not be procured. This took place

last week-end.

Kershaw (tied)

;

non-members.
Kuhn first among the

The New Indian.

One of the several new machines at

Hatfield, last Saturday, was a new
Power Plus- Indian—ridden by Mr. E.
Bridgman. It is the first of this model
to be seen in this country. The chief

novel features consisted of a Splitdorf

dynamo carried just level with the bottom
of the front mudguard, and adequately
protected by a wide shield. It was driven
off the engine shaft by an enclosed chain.

Instead of the usual rods, the car-

buretter and ignition controls were by
Bowden wires and twist grips.

Essex Club Dinner.

JNIany of the leading lights of the*

Essex Motor Club were present at the

reunion dinner held at Frascati's on
Saturday last. During the course of a

speech, Mr. S. G. Cummings, the presi-
'

-dent, remarked that it was the intention

of the club to embark on a big programme
of competitions and events for this year;

and progress had already been made in

organising the Westcliff speed trials,,

The enthusiasm displayed proved patently

that, the foundation of the club had in
no way suffered during the last four years

of enforced inactivity, and the future of,

the club seems assured.

Startmg off competitors at the meet of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C. last Saturday
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The New Claudel-Hobson Carburetter.
Single Lever Conlrol, Adjuslment Device for Varying Climates and Easy Starting,

Slow-running By-pass, and Top Petrol Feed to Float Chamber.

THE announcement that the makers of

the well-known Claudel-Hobson auto-

mobile and aero engine carburetters

are shortly producing anew type of single-

lever carburetter for motor cycle engines
will be of considerable interest, particu-

larly since the new device is altogether
different in general design from the model
produced before the war.

After a protracted series of tests, the

new Glaudel-Hobson carburetter, which is

known as the H.C.4, will be ready for

the market at no very distant date.

Since it is of the horizontal type and very
compact, it should be much more easily

adaptable to motor cycle engines than

Fig. 1
.

—
^The Claudel-Hobson horizontal-type

carburetter sectioned to show details of throttle,

jet, and float chamber. The arrows indicate the

path of air drawn vertically past the jet into the

interior of the throttle from the auxiliary air ports A and B. The

top feed of petrol to the float chamber will be noted

the earlier Claudel-Hobson model, as it

can be attached directly to the induction

pipe in the usual manner without special

alterations.

Although entirely automatic in action

with the single lever control, the carbu-

retter is extremely simple in design and

operation, whilst the easy method of ad-

justment for climatic or temperature con-

ditions and the slow-running device are

two features which will make a special

appeal to the motor cyclist.

Auxiliary Air Ports.

The main portion of the carburetter

consists of a horizontal barrel casting, in

the centre of which is a vertical rotating

throttle fitted with a single control lever.

Across the centre of the throttle a tunnel

is bored equal in internal diameter to that

of the carburetter barrel, and by rotat-

ing the throttle between given limits the

column of air drawn through the carbu-

retter to the engine can be varied. Im-
mediately below the ' carburetter barrel,

and protruding into the centre of the

throttle is the jet, which is housed in a

small annular chamber, as wilLbe seen

in fig. 1. Communicating with the annu-
lar chamber are two ports, A and B ; one
extending from the interior of the main
air intake of the carburetter to the jet,

whilst the other is drilled directly from

the e.xterior into the side of the chamber
surrounding the jet.

When the engine is running with the
throttle open, a certain amount of air is

drawn through the two ports upwards
past the jet into the throttle in addition
to the main column of air passing through
the carburetter to the engine, the com-
bined action of which causes petrol to
issue from the jet and Become finely atom-
ised, since the two air streams meet to-

gether inside the throttle above the jet.

The correct proportions of air and petrol
at all openings of the throttle are auto-
matically obtained by the varying amount
of air passing the jet vid the annular

chamber from the two
subsidiary air ports, a
point which constitutes
the chief feature of this
carburetter, particularly
since the automatic pro-
portioning of the mixture
is gained without the
use of a single moving
part except that of the
throttle. The throttle is

also specially shaped, in

order that the main air

stream passing across the

top of the jet shall have
the maximum of efficiency

in the atomising process
when the air speed is

comparatively slow at

small throttle openings.

In order to allow for

changes in climate or

temperature, a remark-
ably neat and simple

device is fitted on the

carburetter, as shown in

fig. 2. Projecting into a

slot cut in the main air intake side of the

throttle is a small streamline vane, which

is connected to a small thumb lever on

the outside of the carburetter barrel. By
moving the lever the vane can be rotated

in the slot of the throttle, thus varying

the amount of air drawn through the

carburetter to the engine, whilst, at the

same time, the throttle can be rotated

independently in its housing. By this

means it is possible at any throttle open-

Fig. 2.—^The diagram on the left shows

how the temperature adjustment vane

engages with a slot in the rotating throttle.

(Right) The vane with operating thumb

lever detached from the carburetter.

Fig. 3.—Plan of the Claudel-Hobson

carburetter in section, showing the path of

air passing the adjustment vane for tempera-

ture across the jet in centre of throttle and

through the adjustable by-pass to the engine.

When the throttle is rotated to the left the

main stream of air is drawn straight through

the throttle across the jet horizontally.

ing to vary the mixture without altering

the permanent setting of the carburetter,

in addition to which both the throttle

and the vane can be shut right off, thus

affording an easy means of creating an
abnormal suction on the jet for starting

up purposes, since the whole of the air

has to pass the jet vid the two subsidiary

air ports. The thumb lever and vane are

kept in position by a small spring, and

are easily withdrawable at any time.

By-pass for Slow Running.

This device will undoubtedly prove

extremely useful, for although the per-

manent setting of the carburetter is not

altered in any way, it is at the same time

possible to get the best results in fuel

consumption and engine efficiency under
all running conditions generally met with,

by the simple movement of a lever.

The by-pass for slow running on this

carburetter is shown in fig. 3, and it con-

sists of a pointed screw projecting into

a drilled passage, extending from the side

of the throttle chamber to the induction

pipe end of the carburetter barrel. The
screw has a hexagon head and a lock-nut

for adjustment purposes. Under ordinary

circumstances the throttle is closed for

slow running purposes, but the small

amount of mixture required to keep the

engine ticking over is drawn through the

passage and past the by-pass screw at the

side of the carburetter, and by adjusting

the screw the engine can be set to turn

over at the smallest number of revolutions

possible.

B19
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The New Claudel-Hobson Carburetter.—

To previMit " bliiw-bacU " of mixture

from the tlirottlc and, tlieroforc, waste

of fuel, a bell-sliaped cap is screwed on

the outer end of the carburetter barrel.

Any tendency for the mixture to escape

at low engine speeds when the suction is

intermittent is frustrated by the cap, bnt

at the same time the entry of air into

the carburetter is in no way restricted.

By releasing two

sprini; clips the

needle, Hoat, and

lid of Hoat chamber
can be readily with-

drawn.

OT(^IUE

The chief feature of interest in the float

chamber fitted to the new carburetter is

the top feed arrangement of petrol. The
float needle lias no toggle and weight
mechanism, and it simply engages directly

with a seating screwed in the lid of the

float chamber. An adjustable collar is

fitted on the needle, so that the level of

petrol can be regulated, whilst the needle
is kept central by small guides in the

base of the float cham-
ber and in the needle
valve seating respec-

tively. By withdraw-
ing a small screw above
the needle valve seating
in the float chamber,
air locks in the petrol

feed pipe can be elimin-
ated should occasion
demaird it.

Accessibility.

As it is only neces-
sary to unscrew a petrol
pipe union and dis-

engage two steel clips

to withdraw the lid of
the float chamber, it

is an easy matter to

get at the needle and
float at any time.

•••—

<
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Practically the whole of the carburetter
is made of gunmetal, and the construc-
tion is particularly sturdy throughout.
The makers, Alessrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd.,

29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,
S.W.I, will sliortly announce the date
when this new model will be ready
for the market, but in the meantime it

may be stated that either a union or a
plain flange joint will form the means of

attachment of the carburetter to the

engine or induction pipe.

The ClauJel-Hobscn horizontal-type

carburetter.

THE 8h.p. BLACKBURNE TWIN.
New Entrant in the Big Twin Sidecar Class of British Motor Cycles.

WE were afforded an opportunity to

see and test the new 8 h.p. twin
Blackhurne last week, and as space

in this issue is not available to do justice

to the performance of the machine, we
postpone details of the trial until the next
issue. The photograph given here will

show the reader how this new entrant
into the big twin sidecar class appears
now it is complete.
As will be seen, the outfit presents a

very handsome appearance. The frame
is of the straight tube type with diagonal

top tube, and the mudguarding is well

carried out. The chief feature of the
engine, however, i.e., the outside fly-

wheel, is not seen, as it is on the side
next to the sidecar, but many of the
details of the engine are shown and will

not fail to interest.

The bicycle part of the machine is

similar in many details to the 4 h.p.
model recently described in The. Motor
Vycli:. The whole machine is symmetrical
in design, even the frame tubes being
sloped to the same angle as the cylin-

ders. The magneto chain case is split

horizontally, the two halves being se-

cured by two screws, the removal of

which allows instantaneous access to the
chain. It will be noted that the design
of the front cylinder exhaust pipe is

somewhat peculiar, the pipe being tapered
to a funnel shape from the cylinder
union, tlie final exit to the e.xpansion
chamber being l^in. diameter. This, it

is claimed, as.sists in the expulsion of

the exhaust. Coil springs are used for

the sidecar suspension.

The new 8 h.p. Blackbume, the only " big twin '" fitted with an outside flywheel. The engine has 85 X 88 mm. cylinders with detachable heads.

I
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SALE OF U.S.A. ARMY MOTOR CYCLES.
Sidecar Outfits bought by Dealers at Figures Higher than the Catalogue Price.

A SALE of motor cycles

used by the United

States Army in this

countrv was held by the

Grahame-White Co., Ltd.

(Auction Department), at

the London Aerodrome,
Hendoii, London, N.W.,
last week, on instruc-

tions received from the

LT.S. Liquidation Commis-
sion. Altogether there

were twentv-three motor
cycles, and the prices

fetched were remarkably 0"^ °' "'^ "'"^ "'•" '^"''='''

good. The organisation of
puces,

the sale~was particularly well carried out, and the

Grahame-White Co. deserve congratulation.

The sale opened with the disposal of a number of

lorries and a few touring cars, and the first motor
cycle to be put up was Lot 74. So far as motor cycles

were concerned, the catalogue needed considerable

alteration, because it was first announced that there

would be nine Harlev-Davidsons for sale, but 4 h.p.

Douglases and sidecars took their place, and there

were no motor cycles of American manufacture for

disposal. The Douglases were in fairly good con-

dition and vastly superior to the motor cycles sold by

the Government Disposal Board at the recent sales we
have attended. Nearly all were fitted with lamps,

there were few parts missing, and, though there were

signs that the machines had been used from a year

to eighteen months, as the catalogue stated, they were

in fair order.

outfits that were disposed ct at good

It made £145.

Bidding for the first

Douglas started at ;£so,

and it was eventually

knocked down at £;]o.

Probably because the buyer

did not turn up promptly

it was put up for auction

again, and the next time

fetched £(iz^. Of the four-

teen Douglases sold, six

fetched ;£65 each, six were

sold for £,10 each, one was

sold for ^75, whi,te the last

on the list fetched' ;£77 los-

\\\ the afternoon a num-

ber' of 6 h.p. Royal En-

fields, brand new' and as taken out of their crates,

were [lut up for auction. They were well fitted up,

with luggage carriers attached to the sidecar bodies,

and many had D.A. cylinders fitted. The bidding

started at ;£ioo, and the first machine was knocked

down for ;£i45, the purchaser being heartily cheered.

Six more outfits fetched the same figure, and three

were sold for ^£147 los. each.

Good Prices for Flat Twins.

A 6 h.p. water-cooled Humber and sidecar was sold

for ;£95, while a 4 h.p. Douglas and sidecar which

had bean in use for about a year and was fitted with

new tyres fetched ^85. Another 4 h.p. Douglas and

sidecar was sold for ^80, while the last motor cycle

on the list, a second-hand 6 h.p. Enfield and sidecar

in fair condition, was sold for ;^i 10. Many of the new
Enfields were bought by the trade.

A water-cooled 6 h.p. Humber outfit which made £95. A 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar sold for £77 10s.

SELLING THE SIDECAR.

SOME rather amusing hints to agents on selling a

sidecar were given in an American paper recently.

"When you begin to talk motor cycle to Mr.
Man-with-the-money, it's about time to say something
about sidecars to the Lady-who-married-Him," is- a

useful hint in a country where motor cycles are used

chiefly as solo mounts. The writer of the hints

suggests that it is not wise to leave the sidecar pro-

position to be explained by the "hubby." "If the

job of making a sidecar enthusiast out of the missus

is left to him, he may not deliver the goods. Mr.

Man-with-the-money may try to explain matters, but

maybe he's not a good explainer—even if he is married.

Suppose he is not married ? The only thing to do in

that case is to watch, where he goes on Wednesday
and Sunday nights with his hair all slicked up and

cologne on his coat lapel—then slip your sidecar letter

under the girl's front door."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to tlis Editor " The Motor Cycle " HarKord Street, Coventry and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,— I am glad to learn from " Revs " (page 335, April

3rd) that the Canton-Unne is a lolary engine. I have only
encountered static radials of this make.
The loss of b.h.p. in a rotary ascribalile to radial wind

resistance is about 10%. ROAD RIDER.
THE SUPER-SCOOTER.

Sir,—A misunderstanding e.xists among our friends regard-
ing the relationship of Messrs. Trist and Co. and Messrs.
Tankettes, producers of the super-scooter. Messrs. Trist, in
order to help ex-Service men, the inventors of Tankettes, are
affording all possible facilities in their works and London
ulKces for the early production of these machines, and
although a friendly liaisoji exists between JMessrs, Trist and
1 ankettes there is no financial or any other agreement.

TANKETTES.
CHAIN TRANSMISSION.

Siv,—-YouT correspondent enquires as to the effect on chain
transmission of unequal rise on the rear wheels, with its
consequent twisting effect.

This state of affairs exists on all chain-driven cars, and
no injurious effects are noticed. The chain is a wonderfully
flexible medium, so much so, in fact, that on one car
advantage was taken of thi.s, and a castellated or other .sliding
coupling on the clutch was dispensed with. When the clutch
was out, therefore, the chain.s—about 3ft. centres—ran one-
eighth of an inch or so out of line. Ijut with no harmful
'«sult«- H. RAYMOND.
MOTOR SCOOTERS IN ENGLAND.

Sir,—I notice that on page 197 of The Motor Cycle of
February 27th mention is made of the number of motor
scooters at present in London. I saw a girl riding one
between East Molesey and Esher one afternoon last October.
I was driving a Crossley-Bat tender when the girl in que.stion
came out of a side road on to the main road, about twenty
yards in front of the car. Apparently, she took the corner
too fast, because she ran on to the footpath on the near side
of the road and turned a somersault into the hedge. Luckily,
the rider was not hurt, but I remember it rather put the
wind up me. SINBAD.
Blandford.

SINGLE-SPEED SPORTING MODELS.
Sir,—I am sure that the manufacturers do not pay

sufficient attention to the 3^ h.p. four-stroke single and fixed
engine. That is simplicity, and simplicity is the keynote
of reliability. Everybody does not want a gear box, dutch,
kick-starter, etc., to clean and to keep in order. A machine
without this, with a well-tuned engine, makes a good light
tourinw machine, and one that ought to cost much less than
the other model—in other words, a fool-proof machine, and
the machine for the million.

I am glad to see that a few readers have a gob~d word
for the simple single. If a maker was to put a model on
the market at a reasonable price, consistent with (jood work-
manship, he would deserve to do well. W. .T. STEVENS.
GEAR BOX LUBRICATION

Sir,—We read with considerable interest a paragraph in
your paper dealmg with a paper recently given by Capt.
G. W. A. Brown, before the Institution of Automobile
Engineers.
So far as gear box lubrication is concerned, we venture

to think that this problem has been satisfactorily solved by
our Ambroleum. We are glad to say that, our plant now
B24

being free from war work, we have been able to resume
on a large scale the manufacture of Ambroleum, and we
expect in a week or two to execute all demands.

STERNS LTD.

AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—I have heard such a lot of rot about average speeds.

A friend of mine once told me that he had done a hundred
and twenty miles in three hours on the road I He got

quite angry when I suggested that - his watch wanted
regulating. I find that twenty miles per hour is a very fair

average for a journey of over a hundred miles. _I have
as yet never exceeded that average. One can, of. course,

for .short distances make pretty good averages. I have
done ten miles in fifteen mmutes, but then, the road was
in perfect condition, and was also nearly straight the whole
way. I am afraid I think a motor cyclist a liar if he
says he has kept up an average of over thirty miles per

hour for a hundred miles or more. I have no doubt it has
been done, but then, the ca.se in question is so isolated_

that it is probably "the exception that proves the rule.'"

Slough. R.N.

REVS. AND THE SINGLE.
Sir,—Your article of March 20th raises the question in

my mind of the phy.sical causes tending to limit the revolu-

tions of any particular engine. The time for closing of

spring valves seems to be one of the more important causes.

I took the first machine handy and weighed the parts.

Weight of valve complete, 1,800 grains, plus one-third weight
of spring 600 grains gives 2,000 grain.s, or ^ lb. for the
moving parts. The spring is 2.75in. long unloaded, and
works between 1.6iii. and 1.85in. for the j'gft. lift with a
mean strength of 17 lb. The time of snapping over is

obtained from the usual formula

:

t seconds
'V 10.1 X 17

if gravity is taken as 32.2. The time is therefore barely
under 0.005 second or exactly 0.00466 second.
With a 26in. wheel and a gear of 5 to 1 the engine revolves

3,880 times in a mile. At a speed of 40 ra.p.h. this is

2,588 r.p.m.

The engine therefore turns 660° in 0.0232 second, or makes
one 'stroke of its Otto cycle in 0.0116 second. As the
valve takes 0.00466 second to close the engine revolves

180 X 46.6 ,

^yr degrees, or practically 72° in this time.

Here at once is an obvious physical limit to the speed of
the

^
engine, as loss of suction must result from the late

closing of the exhaust valve, and loss of compression from
the lateness of the inlet valve, whilst the frictiona! losses
remain unchanged.
The angular movement of the engine at a definite speed

during this delay varies only as the time of closing, and this
figure varies directly as the square root of the weight of the
valve, and inversely as the strength of the spring. Hence,
the angular movement can be diminished 5% by increasing
the strength of the spring by 10% or by reducing the
weight of the valve by 10%. The price to pay for such a
gain is the increased work on the valve gear and the
consequent danger of excessive wear or breakage.
The greatest road speed ever attained by this engine in

low gear worked out at 2,600 r.p.m. On top gear it can
barely touch 40 m.p.h. when in perfect order. 1 am not an
expert in the.se matters, and should value the comments of
those who are. J.H.H.
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THE NEW A.B.C.

Sir,— I an. interested to not« a few criticisms of the

A.B.C. motor cycle in your issue ui March 27th.

Mv. H. Wallver says he was looking for a more accessible

and a simpler machine, and quotes " I.xion's " suggestion of

minimising bolts, Hanges, awkward corners, etc., which are

difficult to keep clean.

This, I think, everybody will thoroughly agree with, but
I am quite sui-e that if Mr. Walker studies the design again,

or, better still, e.xamines an actual model, he will most
probably change his opinion on this point.

It is the old question of the best compromise between'
reliability, strength, accessibility, efficiency, and various other
it-ems, all of which have their degree of importance, and a
designer can genei'aUy only improve one point by sacrificing

another.
For instance, it is easy to keep a machine clean if it is

not fitted with a gear box or clutch, or springing, etc., etc.,

but the machine is then not very pleasant to drive, or so

useful, and the same argument might apply to any single

item of the design.

The engine unit is certainly not so simple and smooth
externally as a bare single-cylindered engine, such as we
have been accustomed to see, but the gear box is notT hung
under the bottom bracket with the clutch sticking out of

one side, operated by external mechanisms with innumerable
joints, and the primary drive does not consist of a chain
rmming at high speeds, which makes a noise and has to be
housed in. a bulky-looking chain case ; and the oil is not
carried in a tank with protruding hand pump, drip feed,

external piping, etc., nor is the change-speed lever attached
to the top tube through bell cranks, rods, and hinge pins

;

but all these items are made in one enclosed and compact
unit, which can be taken out of the frame with one spanner
and a pair of pliers, and it is completely protected underneath
and in front by an efficient shield.

The change in length of the chain wheel centres, on
account of the rear stays not pivoting exactly on the centre

of the driving sprocket, is one of those theoretical points
which I doubt if anyone has ever been able to make evident
in practice. The variation in length is not one-quarter of

;
the amount the chain stretches under the pull of the engine,

: and m the A. B.C. machine in particular it is a matter of a

[few thousandths of an inch throughout the whole range of

rthe springing.

Mr. Walker refers to the timing train of five wheels and
I' the four-speed gear box and bevel all taking a percentage of

[power, and I have come to the conclusion that Mr. Walker's
[ideal must be a single-geared machine, such as were used
[•in 1910.

In the timing gearing there is one'wheel on the crankshaft,
: one driving the camshaft, one driving the magneto, and, in

order to get the correct ratio, two driving the oil pump.
These two latter could easily be obviated by returning to an
oil tank and hand pump, drip feed lubricator, etc., with its

consequent constant attention and extravagance in oil, coupled
with shorter life for the engine, and I do not think that many
motor cyclists would care. to return to this for the sake of

two small gear wheels running in oil and absorbing an
infinitesimal amount of power.

Then ilr. Walker says the gear box may give direct drive

on top, but not in the sense that it does on other machines,
as it really gives direct drive to the bevel only. If Mr.
Walker will think again he will see that by putting in the

bevel I have reduced the number of drives from 4 to 3, as

compared with all-chain machines, which have one drive from
the engine sprocket to the chain, one from the chain to the

countershaft, a further one from the countershaft to the rear

chain, and a final one from the chain to the rear sprocket.

In the A:B.C. machine there are the two last mentioned,
and in place of the two first mentioned (which is an un-

pleasant high speed engine chain, necessitating adjustment
and difficult adequately to lubricate, noisy in operation,

inaccessible, and very subject to back-lash) there is one
reliable bevel drive completely enclosed, yet accessible, much
smaller in bulk, adequately lubricated, and qiiiet in operation.

With reference to Mr. John Holland's criticisms and sug-

gestions, I will take these in the order he names :

1. " Why should the front brake not be placed on the left

of the wheel, thus allowing the speedometer drive its usual

place on the right ? " This was an error on m.y part, and
has since been modified. At the same time, I might mention
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that it was only modified in case the motor cyclist wished to
tit his own pet speedometer, as the A. B.C. speedometer drive

is incorporated m the gear box.
2. ' .Mudguards seem unduly narrow, with valances close

to the wheel." These mudguards are not at all narrow in

the actual machine.
3. " The splash guard is not high enough for winter

riding." Careful experiments have been made in this direc-

tion, and it is only at very high speeds and on very wet roads

that spkishes can reach the to|).

4. The oil spray directed on the chain is, I agree, a little

doubtful, and is being thoroughly investigated.

5. " Why not lubricate the fork links by drilling the steel

pins and fitting a grease cap on the end of each?" I should

like to know what benefit Mr. Holland claims by this

method? As far as I can see, the grease or oil has to pass

down a long small hole, and through a further hole or holes,

drilled into the side of the pin. This weakens the pin,

increases the amount of drilling, increases the length of path

of the thick lubricant, places the greaser in a more vulnerable-

position, and has in car shackles generally found to be very

bad. Why should not the greaser be placed right on the

very spot where the grease is required?
•*

' GRANVILLE BRADSHAW.

Sir,— I am glad to see Mr. Bradshaw has made an engineer-

ing job of his new effort. I had a little to do with his pre-

war models, wiiich were also beautiful little engines. On
the power unit drawing I fail to see the engine suspension

lugs. How is this attached to the frame? Also, would not

a support for the carburetter be advisable, as the weight of

the induction pipe and carburetter tend, with vibration, to

make an air leak at the cylinder joint? Also, does only the

left cylinder exhaust valve open when the lifter is raised, as

is apparent by your diagram?
As for minor improvements, what are nicer or cleaner than

disc wheels—stampings, not those awful spokes ; and the

toolbox, could not one be made on each footrest, as they

would be accessible, large, and neat? The rear mudguard

seems hardly big enough. C. E. SMIIH.

1

Ir

Tiie parish church at Richmond, Yorks, Houses and shops loiiii

part of the building

B27
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LEST WE FORGET.
Sir.—Refeiriiig to The Mi>tor Cycle of Maicli 27th,

page 292, "Occasional Comments," by " Ixion," on "Engine
Bearings." Your gifted contributor refers to the increased
application of roller bearings to the big ends in the new
season's goods. Jlay we call your attention to the fact
that roller bearings were fitted to the Rudge gudgeon pin
and big end bearings in April, 1912 (seven years ago).

RUDC4E-WHITW0RTH LTD.

BORROWING AN IDEA FROM HENRY FORD.
Sir,—I think your contributor would do well to pay back

the idea lie is borrowing from Henry Ford, so far as its

applicability to cycle car design is concerned. Here we have
the two extremes : one a tractor of about 4 m.p.h. .speed,

where weight and short wheelbase are an advantage ; the
other in which lightness is a sine qttd non. One might just
as well start designing a traction engine on the lines of a
Levis. If enclosure of cardan-shaft, etc., is desirable, well,
put a case round it, and do not increase the unsprung weight
enormously merely to close in the shaft. I do not see him
selling many to customers when explaining the 30 m.p.h.
governoi stunt to prevent overturning of the chassis.

In your description of the Warner spring frame attachment
you state that the rigidity of the frame is not lessened. I

beg to differ. With an ordinary frame the axle supports are
rigidly connected by the axle, whereas this connection is

now removed. For solo riding probably the arrangement
might do, but get a heavy sidecar attached to the chain
stays, and see the " whip " taking a corner at speed.

WM. A. DAVIS, A.M.I.M.E.

ALUMINIUM COOLING.
Sir,
—" By the way," said the Ciieshire Cat, " what became

of the Baby ?
"

" It turned into a Pig," replied Alice.

"Ah!" said the Cheshire Cat; "/ thowjhtit would!"
(I quote from memory.)
What a world of trouble ! The little thing decked out so

convincingly : "as large as life and twice as natural"—to
its nurse ; and along comes that wretched cat, with a grin
lialf an hour in length, and points out that the dear infant's
clothes are lumpy in the wrong places. Dear, dear

!

All very well to laugh, fellow readers, but do you realise

to what sort of life the inventor is condemned in this
no.minally free and doubtfully happy country ?

It will be within the recollection of many readers that
during the month of July, 1917, there appeared in sundry
issues of this journal, with appreciative editorial comments,
a history of the genesis of aluminium cooling ; also an in

extcnso reproduction of what the Editor was good enough
to designate a "master patent," dated August 12th, 1898.
This specification contained the following phrases :

"I provide the tube, cylinder, or other body from
which heat is to be radiated with a partial or total covering
of a metal having a higher conductivity than the metal of

which the tube or cylinder itself is composed. . . It is,

of course, necessary tliat the conductive covering should be
applied to the radiating body in such a way as to ensure
intimate contact between the metals of which the body and
covering are composed. . . In order to ensure intimate
contact between the metals, it is preferable to cast the
gills in position upon the cylinder, but other methods . .

may be employed. .
." (Tapering, shrinking, etc.,

described.)

Referring to the rapidly extending successful use of this

invention, the Editor added remarks that, unfortunately,
are as true to-day as in 1917 :

".
. War-time developments on aeroplane engines have

demonstrated that such a patent might have been worth
annually many thousands of pounds. . . He (the inven-
tor) was too much in advance of the times, and suffered as
many other far-sighted men have done. . . We regret to
say that he saw no direct benefit from the patent. . . It
is galling to think that a patent expires automatically at the
end of fourteen years, when during that period no one
recognises the patent, and yet subsequently the scheme
covered by the patent specification becomes common practice.
. . Mr. Ayton's patent was a strong one, and exceptionally
lucid in expression."
Xo, sir, no direct reward—in cash. But think of the

joy and gratification of seeing British officers rewarded and
decorated for the successful exploitation of the very form
B2S

illuslriited in the patent drawini/, and the delirious delight
of opening The .Motor Cycle in 1919 and reading the fol-

lowing "modest" and "courteous" pronouncements over
the signature "Edgar Russell" :

" I have been experimenting for some considerable time
with a view to obtaining better cooling of motor cycles

(fie) and other air-cooled engines. . . Numerous aitemi'TS
have been made to fit ribs to iron or steel cylinders. Any
method of casting on or shrinking the ribs over a barrel is

BAD. . . This" (his cast-on) "construction marks a

distinct advance in cylinder design. . . The method
should be of great value," etc. (The variations in type are

mine.)
And "this construction"? It proves to be, I gather, an

application of a not very reputable art or device familiar to

most foundrymen. It has been largely used for the
"faking" of defective castings and the manufacture of

cheap bedsteads. The claims made for the results indicate

a joint similar to that obtained in the very engine illustrated

on page 20, issue of July 12th, 1917, and also in the boiler

tubes with which the comparative steam-raising tests were
successfully carried out, circa 1899 !

Evidently, therefore, in order to find the real novelty "of
great value" which constitutes such "a distinct advance,"
we must take Mr. Russell's, advice : "wait" a few months
" and see " what the Comptroller leaves in his final

specification.

"Well," says the reader, "and what has all this to do
with me? "

Simply this. Mesdames et Messieurs : I have every reason
to believe that ere long efficient and satisfactory waterless

cooling for every class of motor vehicle will be «« fait

accompli, and that this desirable result w'ill be attained by
intelligent improvement upon the already successful system
that Mr. Russell ;jretends, without any show of justification,

to condemn. I therefore consider it inadvisable that
prejudice should be engendered against waterless cooling by
the booming of alleged " impi'ovements " which are

essentially reversions, and which, as such, are likely to be
the cause of disappointment and dissatisfaction. Real pro-

gress, in the sense of the attainment of an efficiency com-
parable with that of a good water-cooled engine under equal
conditions, is only to be arrived at by due consideration of
all the essential factors, and these embody certain pointf

that, to the best of my knowledge, have never yet beer,

placed before the public or the trade in any published
communication. As to this, I wUl, if the Editor desires,

it, be more explicit at the earliest moment I am free to

do so. R. AYTON.

SPARE PARTS FOR OLD MODELS.
Sir,—I read with some surprise in The Motor Cycle (March

27th) a letter, signed "J," complaining of unfeeling treat-

ment by A. B.C. Motors, Ltd., in the matter of spares for

old models. I should just like to say that I am a rider

of a 1915 A.B.C., and on the few occasions on which I

have required spares, even during the war period, I have
not only received the most courteous treatment and attention,
but the spares as well.

I am prepared to admit that there is room for improve-
ment in the way riders are treated by many firms in this

matter, "but I have always received the best possible attention
from A. B.C. Motors, Ltd., who, if they merely retain the
same standard of excellence in post-war productions as they
did pre-war, deserve the best wishes of the motor cycling

iniblic. FRANK MORRIS.
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; BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j
. :

: MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM
J Tlie recognised standard text book of the motor cycle: deals with all

typea oX machines and with every part o! the machine. 400 illustrations. •
Price 2/e net. By poit, 2/10.

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MulOtK CYCLiSTS Z

m A valuable collection of nseful " wrinkles " aJid items of information con- J
• ceruing the running, management, and repair of motor cyclea.

I Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3. "

: TRACING TROUBLES. •

Motor Cycle Faults, Their Identification, antl Their Remedies Fully •
• Explained. Price 2/- net. By post. 2/2. «

. _ «

S Obainable by post tremittaace with order) Irom £

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street. London, E.C.4 5

or ot leading BookseUerr and Railway Bookstalls

QD- •^
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CYLINDERS.
Extracts from a Paper read before a Graduate Section of the I.A.E.

ON Tuesday of last week Mr. A.
Niven read a paper on "Cylinders"
before the Coventry Graduate Sec-

tion of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers. Mr. A. A. Remington, of

the Wolseley Co., was in the chair.

The major part of the paper was too

teclmical for the average motor cyclist,

but there was mucli to interest him in

view of the consensus of opinion- (many
times expressed in these columns) that

aero engine practice will be reflected in

future motor cycle engines.

The author pointed out that in aero

engines the cylinders weigh from 20% to

25% of the total weight of the engine,

and for that reason the cylinder, has re-

'ceived, and is still receiving, probably

more attention than any other part.
" The weight saved by the adoption

of aluminium is not so great as one

having no pockets or corners to cause
trouble. Spark plug can be situated at

the centre or offset as desired.

"(l>-) Domed head, with overhead
valves located at an angle. This type
presents no machining difficulties, and
has also a symmetrical head. The dia-

meter of the valves in this type is

limited by the diameter of the cylinder

bore, unless valve cages or a detachable
head is fitted. Spark plug is offset on
crown or located at the side.

"(c.) Flat cylindrical head, easily

machined, with valves side by side in the
crown. The remarks regarding diameter
of valves and location of spark plug in

type (b) also apply to this type.
" (d.J Cheveron head. The valves, the

diameter of which may be slightly larger,

according to angle of cheveron, than those

in types (c) and (b), are located at an

t'"^ y^xxy<
c

'rj
I

hi ff

f

Types of cylinder heads and valve positions shown diagrammatically.

would at first imagine," said Mr. Niven,
"taking into consideration the extra wall

thickness required and the additional

weight of a cast iron or steel liner and
valve seats. The extra liner and valve

seats would, of course, be unnecessary

in the case of a sleeve valve engine,

where the sleeve works direct in the

cylinder, and provides the working sur-

face for the piston. Cast iron pistons

working direct in aluminium have been

tried, but without success, the wear and
surface of tlie cylinder bore being far

from satisfactory.
" The glass surface attained under

working conditions in the bore of a cast

iron cylinder is ideal—a fact that should

not be lost sight of when piston friction

and absorption of heat by the cylinder

wall are considered.

Position of Valves and Form of Com-
pression Space.

" The chief difference in cylinder

design lies in the location of the inlet

and exhaust valves, and in the form of

the compression or combustion space.

The loss of heat through the cylinder

wall - and crown depends very largely

upon the area of the compression space

surface, so this is usually designed so as

to have the least wall area in proportion

to its cubical contents. From this point

of view, it will be obvious that the

hemispherical crown is ideal, this type

of head being approached in the sleeve

valve engine cylinder, whereas in a

poppet valve headed c\-linder the surface

is about 62% greater than that of a

corresponding hemispherical head.

"The various types of heads and valve

positions are sbown diagrammatically

above.
" (a.) Sleeve valve, with domed detach-

able head, which can be machined easily.

The compression space is symmetrical,

angle in the cylinder crown. Spark plug

is usuallv placed at the side.

" (e.)
' T head, which cannot be

machined. The valves are located in

pockets on opposite sides, the spark plug

being located above the inlet valve.

"(7.; L head, like its forerunner, the

T head, cannot be machined. The
valves are side by side in a pocket at the

side.
" In types (a), (b), (c), and (d), where

the heads are machined and polished,

thereby preventing carbon deposit and
pre-ignition, accurately equalised com-

pression spaces can be obtained,
_
with

beneficial results in power and efficiency.

" Types (e) and (f), with their varying

compressions owing to unmachined heads,

their uneven cooling and distortion, are

dying a natural death. The only thing

iii their favour lies in the valve position,

which facilitates the ' grinding in
'
and

removal of valves.

Aluminium Cylinders.

" Aluminium from a commercial, com-

bined with an efficiency, point of view

is the favourite material for air-cooled

cylinders, and, provided a good contact

is made between the cylinder and its

liner, and an efficient fan and cowling

system -is incorporated, the production o£

an engine as good as any modern water-

cooled high efficiency engine is quits

within reason. The numerous advantage!

such as low petrol consumption, less

weight and cleanliness, would outweigh

the loss of power in propelling the

air fan.

"The making of a satisfactory contact

between the liner and cylinder is a serioua

problem which up to the present has not

been solved. The cyhnder, when heated,

expands away from the liner, and the

conduction is' partially destroyed, a leak

occurs, accompanied, of course, by an

immediate drop in power.
_

Numerous
attempts have been made with the idea

of combining the conduction qualities^ of

aluminium with the strength and wearing

surface of cast iron, at the same time

avoiding a troublesome joint. Thus, we
have the Buchanan bimetal construction

in which an iron shell is encased in

aluminium and the Russell process of

casting aluminium fins in position on a

cast iron cylinder barrel, both inventors

claiming contact to be perfect under all

conditions. Die casting aluminium finj

on to a steel or cast iron liner has also

been tried."

During the evening it was mentioned

that the conductivity of aluminium may
be increased about 15% with air-cooling

and 6% with water-cooling by stove

enamelling the rough cast surface, while

the conductivity of ordinary cast iron

cylinders, such as are used in motor

cycle engines, is increased by about 7%
by this method.

Prospective members of Public Schools M.C
should not become one of the strongi

..C There is no reason why the P S.M.C.C.

[est and most influential in the country.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and out replied thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended (or publication or not miSt be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the p3p:r only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from qrrstions bearing on technical subjects.

Enamelled Brake Rim.

I have had my Doughis wheels
gp^l re-enamelled, and tlic film have
> enamelled the jalated belt rim by
-iJ mistake. Please say if it is pos-

sible to remove the black without
damaging the plating.—W.H.W.

The enamel may be removed by soaking
the rim in a hot solution of caustic

potash, and scrnbbiiig off with a brush.

Why have the rim plated? It is a most
unsuitable finish for a belt rim.

Difflcult Starting.

I have a 1913 twin Re.x, whicli

r^ 1 cannot start up. I have just

I > had the magneto down and
LSJ cleaned it. On the bench it

sparks well, but on being re-

placed it will hardly spark, the sparks

being very faint. Whicli cylinder is

the best to start timing from—the

front or back ? The engine is also very
hard to tui'n. I should be greatly

obliged for a little information on
these points.—A.G.

The reason for the magneto not spark-

ing when on the machine is probably
due to the fact that you do not rotate

the engine fast enough. It is customary
to time the engine first of all in the back
cylinder, which in most cases is No. 1.

The reason why the engine is hard to

turn is not clear to us. You must find

this out for yourself by e.xamining it

carefully to see if there is any stiffness

anywhere, after having injected a little

paraffin into the cylinder.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

I have discarded^'a 4 h.p. com-
bination, and am thinking of pur-

chasing a lightweight. I have
had no experience of two-strokes,

but am told (1) that they are less

economical (of petrol) than foui'-strokes

;

(2) they are more difficult to start
; (3)

they require more frequent decarbonis-
ing, and (4) are not such good hill-

climbers. I should be glad of your
opinion on these points. I think a

2J h.p. two-speed of either variety
ought to take me anywhere.—J.A.B.

(1.) This is quite true. (2.) This does
not follow, if the carburetter is properly
adjusted. (3.) A two-stroke may need
more frequent decarbonisation if over-
oiled. (4.) This is quite wrong. The
mverage two-stroke is a better hill-climber
for its size than a four-stroke. The two-
stroke is not quite so economical in petrol
as a four-stroke, nor is it so fast on the
level, tut it is a far better hill-climber
than a four-stroke with the same engine
dimensions.
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Magneto Trouble.

I have a two-stroke motor
cycle, which is fitted with a
magneto, and which is without
name or number. Unlike a

Bosch, this magneto makes and
breaks contact from a face disc. After
riding five or six miles, the engine will

suddenly pull up. I dismount, take
the cap off the magneto, syringe out
the front with petrol, place the cap
back again, remount, and go merrily
tor another five or six miles, when the
same thing happens again. Will', you
please tell me the cause and sup^est
a remedy?

—

Mag. Ken.

The magneto is probably a I-.H.,
handled by Messrs. S. Wolf and Co.,
115, Southwark Street, London, S.E.I.
The trouble seems to be due to over-
lubrication. Some of these magnetos,
being provided with ball bearings, hive
tlie bearings packed with grease, and
they will run for several years without
attention. If you have been attempting
to oil the magneto, or oil is reaching the
magneto, then the trouble of which you
complain would occur. At first, we were
inclined to think that the trouble was
due to a faulty condenser connection,
which 'wonld cause excessive sparking

ft the .platinum points, but if this were
the case merely washing out with petrol

would not, we think, have cured the
trouble, as it would necessitate the plati-

num points being touched up with a file.

Sidecar Track.

Can you tell me what is recog-

—
I

nised to be the correct distance

> between the motor cycle and side-

-iJ car wheels? My 4 h.p. combina-
tion is very lieavy .on tyres, and

it seems to me that my chaf:sis is

wider than the average ; the distance
from the centre of the cycle to the

centre of the sidecar wheel is 3ft. 7^in.

I _ have checked over the alignment,
which is correct according to some
articles which appeared in The Motor
Cydc some time ago. There is a dis-

tinct pull on the front wheel towards
the sidecar when riding.—H.D.

The track is quite an average width.
Both sidecar and cycle wheels should be
absolutely in alignment, both vertically

and horizontally. If the front . connec-
tion is strained or too long, the sidecar

wheel will naturally wear the tyre

quickly, and pull over. See that your
connections are rigid, and note whether
the sidecar stub axle is bent.

Why stond? This question was answered by Mrs. Kent, the inventor of the Moto-Frip,

one of the first motor scooters, which appeared in 191 1, for in 1913 it re-appeared with a

bucket seat.
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3't^voti^ the iTtejidt cuid

Convincing Proof that

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

are the most reliable in the world
is supplied by the fact that by far

the greater number of machines
in use by our Despatch Riders
in the geart War were C.A.V.
equipped H^s am mcvihers

of the

ACTON. LONDON W3

Patented Points—So. 8.

The Undershield.

A shield over the silencer keeps the heat
of the engine off the feet of the rider, and
off the engine ; the main shield is large to

fully protect the engine, with air inlet for

extra air cooling ; entirely and instantly

removed by undoing one bolt and two nuts

Royal Ruby Cycle Co.,

Cannel St, Ancoats, Manchester
lelephoiie—City 3818; Central 1570
lelepjrdiii

—" ftlachines, Manchester '
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every
additional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be coimted.
Series discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for
advertisements should be made payable___- -x—
to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__-ii^^^
Treasury Notes, beins; ointraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.
.'ill adverttemenis in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the oHlces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters
shoiJd be posted in time to reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.4), by the nrst post on Fr-day
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of
each advertisement, and the date of the issue
in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

sr printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav be

aiMressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" OfficeW hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
irords Box ooo, c /u " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advcrlisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo. c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
t.l-.4. KcplKi 10 Box Number aivcrtisemciUs coiilainins
TcmMances should be sent by regislcrcl post.

3W~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Pereons who hesitate to send money to unknown personsmay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Uepjsit iystem. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, both parties are advised of this receipt.

I he time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
qoo'ls 15 three days, and if a sale is effected we remit theamount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carri.ige one way. For all transaclions exceeding £10 in
value a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Jlifle & Sons Limited.

fbe letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
imlication th.it the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive noimwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods adverlised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive somaoy enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

• j •" =»«u

.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A -B.C.—Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our list-^ enmires this.—llnrtin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford. [7668
PEXTRAL Garage, Lord St., Southport. are now^^ booting orders (or early delivery of the new A.R.C.

rjROW Bros Hish St., Guildford, have coJt'^a«ed

„ 1-
."'?','' '"' '•'" "=" A.B.C. Order now lor

earliest delivery. [5298
4 -B.C.—For earliest deliveries come to the sole agents

5»- Baraet and Whetstone Garages, Ltd., 202-4 Hicli
:^t.. Barnet, Herts. [7615

T I'^EBPOOL and Di.itriet Agents for A.B.O. PlaceJ-J orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors
man. Ltd.. 9. I'nrr St., Liverpool. [0003
A -^a"'/"^"'? 'leenta for these famous machines-a. Orders booked now for early delivery.-Chaudler,
Heyre, and V\ dliaius. Snn St., Hitchin. [0996
JONES' Garage.—We are in a position to accept

orders for A.B.C. motor cycles; deposits optional-
delivery April or .May.—Broadway, .Muswell Hill, N, '

r0991
A.B.C.—Caffyns. Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers" for

Susses, are booking Orders for the earliest de-
literies; Gub-agencies considered where not represented

[6786

SECOND
HAND

SIDECAR COiVIBINATIONS
ENFIELD, 1916, 6 h.p. Combin., all lamps
HARLEY, 1916, 7 h.p., coach sidecar ...

NORTON, 1916, 4 h.p., 3-speed £110
ROVER, 1918, sJh.p., 3-speed £105
SUNBEAM, 1914, si h.p., Gloria £90
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., electric lamps £110
P. & M., 1914 7 h.p., 90° twin £115
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 191s, 7-9 hp.

electric £95

SOLO MACHINES.
B.S.A., igi6, 35 h.p., single-speed £50
SUNBEAM, 1915, 3j h.p., 2-speed £95
TRIUMPH, 1913. 3.\ h.p., 3-speed £50
NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2* h.p., 2-spced .. £48
A.J.S., T917, 6 b.p.,intefchangeable.\vheels

LIGHT CARS.
BABY PEUGEOT, 1915, 6 h.p., 3-speed . . £200
MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, J.A.P £165
MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, 4-speed ... £185
STELLITE, 1914, 2-seater, dickey £265
NUMBER, 1914, JO h.p., 4-seater £425
MORRIS-COWLEY, 1916, 10 h.p., coupe . . £550
ARROL-JOHNSTON, I9r2, 9 h.p., 4-seater £400
SINGER, 1915. 10 h.p., dynamo and starter £400
MORRIS-COWLEY, 1916, 11.9 n.p. .. £435
STELLITE, 1914, 8 h.p., 2-5eater, dickey . . £265
SINGER, 1917, 10 h.p., dynamo lighting . . £435

100, Gt Portland St,

London, W,l,

Telephones: Mayfair 552
Museum 557.

Telegrams lAbdicate, Wesdo,
London.

[MOTOR

'"'^se,"' OF SATlSf^"

imPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Easter Holidays,

the issue of " The Motor Cycle"
for April 24th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
All copy and instructions for
IVIiscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must, therefore, be in
our hands not later than first post
on Wednesday, April 16th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

TSLE of Wight.-Witham Bros., Newiiort, I.W., 0!
-- Island agents for A.B.O. machines. Full particu-
IfliB ou request. Orders being booked for earliest delivery.

_ [75l|
jVrORTH Ayrshire.—Place your orders now. Early de-'
-1-1 livery of A.B.O. Demonstration runs arrauKed h%
fliipointnient. You are interested, so write.—IJnwi^
Glengnmock. [X70aB'

A.B.C—We are now taking orders for earliest ds.
liveries, which commence about May; book earl*

to be in time.—P. Ellis and Co., 360, Llllie Rd., Fat
ham, London, S.W.6. [5371

WE Aro Now Booking Orders for earliest deliverlM
of A.B.C. motor cycles. Secune au early deliveM

by iilacinf; your order with us now.— Dauwells' tiaragiji

Wigan. Tel.: 328. [X32lJ(

A.B.C—Book early and prevent disappointment*
Specification and full particulars will he sent o^

application.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spaldina
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6968

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Rd., Sheffleli
sole A.B.C. distrlhutiug agent for Sheffield ana

district, will give yon earliest possible delivery of tl»
new A.B.C. motor cycles and light cars. [727:8

LATE Model T.T. A.B.C, 2.speed countershaft, frorf
and rear springing, steel cylinders, overhea'd

valves, very fast, splendid condition ; best offer over

£75.-Beager, 7, St. M:ittl:ews St., Rugby. [72M:

A.B.C—Sole Agents, wholesale and retail, lor C05B
wall and Devon; sub-agencies now being allotfc^B

Liberal terms and favourable deliveries; exchanges!!".
Maudes, 100, Great Portland St., London, W.l. [6583

|

' Abinj^don.

ABINGDON SVjh.p. Combination, 2-speed, free

gine, handle start, lamp, Cowey ; 35 gns. — 1%
Tamworth Park, Mitcham. [75J
ABINGDON S'Ah p. King Dick, 2-speed, olntch, h,b|

handle starter, new extra heavy Diuilop, gcod 0*
ditiou; fS6.-102, Lothian Rd., Bri-'cton. S.W.9. [75*

A.J.S.

CROW Bros., Guildford.—A.J.S. Agents since 1^
Write us for your requiiements. [9^

A.J.S. Conlbinntion.s.— District agents, Hilton, Slf.

and Co., Ltd., Foxhall Ed., Blackpool. [X71(

1Q19 A.J.S. CoiuliiuntioDS.—Write Merrick's StoiJ
i-U 174. Listerhills Rd., Brailloid. 'I'lione; 243

F5.24

A.J.S. Combination.—Book your order now
earliest delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltq

[7M

6 h.p. 1915 A.J.S. Coaehbnilt Combination, lamj
horn, splendid condition throughout; any triS

£95.—Bmpson, Gamlingay, Sandy, Beds. [741

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try the ?ole Leicesta
shire agent, Will Chapman, 113 Belgrave Rj

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent !39

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, stored 18 nfonfl

wind screen, and all accessories; trial ™
pleasure; £90.—McCurtain, 297, Nantwich Rd., Crerf

[X75|
A.J.S.-Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Lg

Bath Rd., -Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd.,
nioutli. Sole agents. I\'ow booking tor earliest

,

liveries. [01|

A.J.S. 1916 Sh.p. Combination, hood, screen, laa
horn, mirror, fepare wheel and tyre, very line

dition; f 125.—Hallfux Motor Exchange, Union
,

South, Halifax. [73

A.J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries ol ISi

models, specifications, and super service, try

A J S Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampfl
St.. Walsall. 'Phone : 444. [4^

A.J.S. 6h.p. 3.speed Combination, late 1913, stoffl

since 1915, iu excellent running conditjfl

throughout; any trial or examination; £63, completg
Cotton, Coalville, Ledbury. [7^

LATE 1915 2''ih.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starti

handle-bar controlled clutch, Lucas lamps, J

generators, new tyres, .stored 18 months, like new: £S
or neareet.—Lt. Hallam, Inkerman Barracks, Wokini

[X7S|
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

i .J.S.. 1914. 2^h.p., "2-speed. hand clutch. Amac, P.
-Ti and H. and rear, neat coach sidecar, a smart
ii'-htweight combination, owner maimed, getting run-

about, £60.—Letters oulv. 27, Rosemary Av.. Finchiey,

N.3. [7337

J.S., 1916. 2'^h.p.. 3-sreed. clutch, kick start, all

eutlosed cJiain drive. 1'. and H. lamps. Stewart
speedometer, done 700 miles only, stored since 1916.
and is prartionllv as new; price £60.—Watson, High St..

>lde1'urgh. Suflblfc. [X7542

A-J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams.
Chapei Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. Tel.

Parts. [918^
Alldays.

ALLOX.—Caflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, for delivery
shoJtly [678'.

toredI Q15 Alien 2-stroke, 2?ih.p., countershaft, stor.
!.«/ 2'.. years, nearly new; ^29, offer.—35, Colwell
Rd., East Dulwich. (7279

ALLDAVS, Matchless. 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, good condi
tion; trial, examination; £29.-17, Goldhawk

Rd.. Shepherd'- Bush. London. [7403

ALLON. 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, with hand-operated
i-hitih, kick starter-; £65; immediate delivery .-

Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. [7221

^^^ ^^V HV ^

i EXPERT KNOWLEDGE I
S COMBINED WITH A ju

S PUNCTILIOUS REGARD FOR *
1 Q16 AUdays, 2-speed. 2-stroke, excellent condition;
it-'' £57/10, or exchange with cash coachbuilt com-
biaatiou.-Box 3,217, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7592

ALLDAYS Allon, 2^4h.p.. late model, excellent con-
dition, ready to drive awav; £37.—Vivian Hardie.

Ltd 24. Woodstock St. {ofi Cxiord St.), Bond St..
W.l. [7446

SACKS, motor cycle engineer, has 1914 Alldays-
Matchless 2-stroke, thoioughly overhauled: £20.

-Alfred Sacks, Motor Cycle Engineer, 39-40. Rednali
Terrace, Great Church Lane, Hammersmitti. [5797

ALLDAYS Allon. iat? 1915. 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-

speed, and hand-controlled clutch. Lucas lamps,
Stewart speedometer, and horn, tyres and b?lt as new,
excellent condition and mechanically sound, been stcred
for 3 years; a genuine bargain, £40.—Gordon's Motor
Works. Royston. Herts. [7591

ALLDAYS Matchless, 6-8h.p,, even firing twin, chain
drive, 3-speed, Bosch, Senspray, spee<lometer, horn,

pillion, P. imd H., new ccach sidecar, screen, hood, little

used, under 5,500. equal any combination; 100 gns.

:

ganifjed Salway Motor Works, Wucdlord.—53, Empress
Av.. AYoodiord, Esses. [7425

Ariel.

ARIEL.—Caffyns, Ltd.. Eastbourne, for the earliest
possible deliveries. - [6788

CROW Bro^;.. Higb St., Guildford, Ariel agents
since 1913. have 1919 models in stock. [5299

ARIEL, 1919. 3ir^h.p., just from makers; list price;
one only.—Cooper, 6, Caple ltd., Harlesden, N.W.

[7552
ARIEL, SVjh.p. and 6-7h.p.; early deliveries.-r

Speakman, Arid Expert. 7, Rocbdale Rd.,
Harpurhey. Manchester.

'

[526&

Qih.p. Ariel Combination. 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
^^2, speedometer, etc., jeriect condition; £45.—Seen,
239, Liverpool Rd., Ishngton, N. [7369

ARIEL, 5-6h,p. twin, and sidecar, 2-speed gear, Bosch
mag., in good runnin" order; price £20.

—

Manners. Bankside, Dane Hill, Susses. [X7485

ARIEL. 3V:.'h.p., just arrived from works; £85, or
exchange, will allow full value of your present

machine.—Bunting, Mason's Av., Harrow. 'i'hone

:

193. [7594

ARIEL SV^h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combination,
1919 model, hardly used; &100.—Longman B.os.,

2, Kings Parade, Uxbridge Rd., Acton. TeL : 1578
Chiiwick, [7699

Arno.

ARNO, 3i^h.p., T.T., September, 1915, Senspray,
E.I.C., Druids, mileage 500, condition, appearance

as new ; £40.—Riddle, Ashkirk, Hawick, Scotland.
[X7477

AutO'Wheels
TXT"ALL Auto-Wheel, good running condition ; 9 gns.,
tV bargain.—Stone, Midland View, Belper. [7330

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall, good condition; 9 gns., or
nearest.—Apply, Auto, 2, Schubert Rd., Wands-

worth S.W. [7286

AUTO-WHEEL, in good running order, and gent.'s
B.S.A. cycle; 16 gns.—Booth, Eglantine, Brockley

View, Forest Hill. [7550

WALL Auto-Wheel, in fine condition, complete with
all fattings for lady'

K» THE BEST NTERESTS OF 88

« EACH CUSTOMER, MAKES »
DEALING WITH

IGODFREY'Si
SAFE AND PLEASURABLE.

SJ As large Contractors for New ^
K Machines, we can offer most K" favourable deliveries, but would K

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., 8h.p.. 3 speeds, kiclt starter, Millforrt

coachbuilt sidecar, excellent running order; accept
*65,-Drako and Fletcher. Maidstone, Kent. [6733

MODERNISED 3',;.h.p. Bat-i)e Dion, CI. tyres, per-

fect, in splendid running order; approval wil-

lingly; 15 gns.—Box L394, c/o The Motor Cycle. 17652

BAT. aV-h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, B. and B., accumu-
lator "ignition, going order, good tyres, 2 biakes,

in good order; £17.—J. W. Thorpe, 13, Broadbottom
l!d., Mottvam, Manchester. [7170

BAT-J.A.r. Siieeial Racing Model, 7-9h.p. twin, o.h.

valves, J.A.I*, c.nrburetter, Bosch mag., including

nil accessories, n fine uinchiue: iS^55 ; T\rit6 .tppointnient.

—37. Daleham Mews, Belsize Lane, Hampstead, N.VT.
[7529

Blackburne.
BLACKBUENB. - Caflyus, Ltd.,

eaiiiest deliveries of all mwlels.

£12 12.—Yandle. Ilminster.
or gent.'s cycle; price

[7213

ACTO-.TVHEEL. 1914 model, complete, and in ex
ceUent condition : £1 5.—The Eastern Garagfi Co

"118, Eomlord Ed., Forssl Gate. E.7. [7417

Bat. -

BATJA.P.. 1915. 6h.p., 3-speed. dutch. K.S.. coach
sidecar, speedometer, lamps, new condition: £90.

—95. Appach Ed., Brixton Hill. [7459
81i.p, Eat-Jap and Sidecar, spnmg frame, Bosch, B.

and B.. variable jet, lamps, horn, etc. : £25.-40.
Harvev Ed., Horuse.v, London. - [7465

BAT-.J.A.P. Twin, lOh.p., Bosch. S-speed. in good
condition; what offers;—Brown, €6, Inverness

S^ strict rotation.

j^ Full LIST of NEW MACHINES ^
J^ giving latest Prices and approxi-

j|g

Jlj mate delivery dates sent on
j|j

JH request.

K
S Sole Distributing Agents London
S and Home Counties for

r A. B.C.,
^^ Blackburne, and Indian

k Motor Cycles.

Sj Best Prices paid for MODERN K
^SECOND -HAND MACHINES, K
^ Send full particulars and our 9S

S Representative will call at your X
S convenience, g
X X
XAII GODFREY'S Second-liand JJ
X Machines are thoroughly over- JJ
X hauled before re-sale and are ^
X guaranteed
X
X
X
X

iGODFREY'S

Eastbourne, for
[6785

CROW Bros., Higb St., Guildford, are old Black
burne agents, and can give early deliveries.

[5301
BLACKBUENB.-Sole agents. Bool; now for earlv

delivery.—Chandler, Royre and Williams, Sun St ,

Hitchiu. [0999

BLACKBTJENE.— For earliest deliveries come to the
sole agents, Barnet and Whetstone Garages, Ltd..

202-4, High St., Bainet. Herts. [761S

BLACKBURNE.—Sole Agents, wholesale and retail.

Cornwall and Devon; sub-agents now being ap-
pointed.—Maudes, 100, Great Portland St., London,
W.l. [6584

JONES' Garage. — We can accept orders for all

models of Blackburne motor cycles; delivery
e.vpected in April; deposits optional.-Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. [0992

Bradbury.
]014 4h.p. Bradbury Combination ior sale.—Apply,
-i-i' J. J. Pitt and Sons, Bakers, Dcptiord. [7281

3ih;p. Bradbury. Bosch, sound condition, fast ; bar-
2 gain. £26.—Page and Girling, Melton, Suffolk.

[7505
BRADBURY, 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, special

coach sidecar, horn, lamps, tools, spares; offers.—

Ill, Green Walk, Crayford, Kent. [X7483

4Xh.p. Bradbury, as new, very fast, excellent condi-

4 tion, Bosch mag., B.B.; £32, no oflers.—G. Den-
ton. 75, Etta St., Deptford, S.E. [7207

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries of

1919 models try the sole Manchester agent, Tom
Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. [6652

BRADBURY, late 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

chai
• - '"" "

B^

ain driven, coachbuilt sidecar, very little used,

owner been in army; £60.—Crees, Sun St., Hitchin.
f7242

RADBUET, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speert. kick start, rlntfh,

and coachrtnilt sidecar, in splendid condition, en-

gine just overhauled: ride .Twav; lamps, tools, etc.: £50.

no offers.-Brown, Hotel, Eudon. Staffs. [X7540

BRADBURY Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed, all chain,

countershaft, clutch, Bosch, new chains and Dun-
lops, lamps, tools, overhauled; £40; any time except

Saturday. Monday, and Tuesday.—98, First Avenue,
Bush Hill Park. Enfield. [S7499

Brough.
3ih.p. Brough, 2-speed, flat twin, very O.T., an

2 Faster flier; £67.—Clapham (Motorsl, King George
St., Greenwich. [X7644

BROUGH, 2-speed countershaft, speedometer, fast,

powerful, splendid condition; £60, lowest.—804.
Seven Sisters Rd.. Tottenham. [7182

VERY' Fast 1917 T.T. Brough, S'/^h-P-, practically

new, adjustable pulley. Klaxon, Lucas lamps;
£55.—Box 3,218, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7190

BEOUGH. 5-61i.p.. Bosch, Senspray, 3-speed Arm-
strong gear, speedometer, lamps, horn, with Canoe-

let C.B. sidecar; £60.—Barnes. 2, Flat, 388, Finoliley

Ed., 5r.W.2. P5*9

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 3-speed, 1919 models in stock.—Reys, 378.

Euston fed. [297=

T 019 B.S.A. K., never ridden: reason given; £77.—
i-V 20, Sylvan Ed., Snaresbrook. [6856

EW B.S.A.'b in stock : immediate delivery Model

X
LTD. g

1 208, GT. PORTLAND ST., '|

^: LONDON, W.l. K
X leieohone— OS Maytair ( ncs) JJ
X X

Terrace, Hyde'Park, London, wi""'"' ""' '~'lT163]^itXiliX^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oi the issue, a25

II "ii.-^iesaadei. Agent". Wallasey Village. [1506

B.S.A., 1916, and Mills-FuUord sidecar, accessories,

excellent condition; £75 lowest.—Edwards, Hill-

grove, Wells, Somerset. [X7385

XT3 .3.A., 4^h.p.. 1915, 3-speed countershaft, all-chain

-. jt3 drive, speedometer, lamps little used; £68.-4.
Station Buildings, Woodside, S.E.25. [7607

B.S.A. Tourist Trophy, nr;t done 200 miles, perfect

condition, enamelling and plating new: £50.—
Allen, 10, Alexandra Gardens, Folkestone. [X7554

B.S.A., 3V.,h.p.. 1912 dutch model, a splendid solo

mount and good condition in every way, ready for

Faster: any trial given; price £33.—Tcgg, Camille.

I'ansbourne. Berks. [X7441

B.S.A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

agents. The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St..

Walsall. Phone 444. ["669
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MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Combination, new 1917, 4i:'|h.p., countershaft
3-speed, mileage 500, Dxinlop and Palmer tyres,

[lurbury sidecar, new. not run 20 miles; ^95.-16,
Bickersnaw Lane, Abram, Wigan. [X7384

B.S.A., 1914, 3-speed conntorabnft Rear, 4b.p., cliain-

cum-bfclt, excellent condition, tyres new, speed-
ometer, liimps and horn, not earlier tbao 4 o'clock- £70.
—27. Cianbornc Rd., Barkint;. [7539

1Q14 3-apeed Countershaft 4i4h.p. B.S.A. and excel-
J-%/ lent cane sidecar, first-claes couditiou, Lucas
lamps, horn; nearest £70 aeeures.—T. Pcarsc, ilehnt^e.
Boughton Park, Narcester. [X7602

B.S.A. Late 1913 Coach Combination, Model H.
F.R.S. lamj) set, mechanical horn, sjiare butt-end

tube, tools, a first-class outfit; ^675, no offers.— 27.
Melrose Gardens, Hammersmith. [7290

B.3.A., 1916, 4Vih.p., all-chain countershaft 3-speed.
speedometer, full set spares, tools, new cylindei-.

mudguards, kick starter, lamps, horn; what cff3rs?

—

Kewton, Rose Cottage, Little HuUon, Bolton. [X7423

B.S.A., August, 1917, Model K. 4i/ih.p., 3-speed.
clutch and kick start, Miller head lamp and

generator, Lucas rear generator, Terrj-'s links, mechani-
cal horn, mileage about 3,000, condition excellent; trial

by appointment; £75.—The Elms, Gosforth, Newcastle-
oo-Tyne. [75C7

B.S.A.—^The Birmingham City agents and speciilists

who confine their business absol'ut3ly to &.S.A.
manufactures always holds the most complete stock of

motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
diate delivery of all replacements.—The County Cycle
and Motor Co., 307-8, Broad St. "Phone : Midland
733. [7250

Calthofpe.
CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds, free engine,

good order, ride awav : £25.—Davidson, Acaci.i.
Centre Av., Acton Vale, W. [7455

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn,,
tools, thorough condition; £32.—Pickett, 8.

Court Ed., Tunbridge Wells. [7449

CALTHORPE. brand new 2-8trolre, 2-speed, Klaxon
lampa ; £45 ;

governess car wanted.—Percy, 17
Crescent Gardens, Wimbledon Park. [7540

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2 speeds, perfect condi-
tion, little used; £25; combination wanted.—After

6. 24, Garden Av.. Streatham Rd.. Mitcham. [7612

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2'^4h.p.,. 2 speeds, free

engine, Sensprav, lamp, horn, tyres new, condi-

tion good; £40.—Buck, Garage, 27, Sackville Rd.. Bex
hill. [7198

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., private owner, 2y2h.p., fine

condition, equal new, plating, enamel perfect, Sen-

spray, Xl'Ali saddle; £38/10.—Webb, 5, School Rd.,
Ilounslow, W. [7239

CAJjTHOEPE Lightweight,
_
2 speeds, free engine, and

spring footboards, speedometer, drip feed, lampe,
and other improvements, splendid order; £27/10.-302,
Albany Rd., Caraberwell, S-E. [7366

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 19151A, 2%h.p., free engine.
Enfield gears. P. and H. lamp, horn, etc., in per-

fect running order; not used during 1918; £30.—
Searle, Fruit Grower, Bluntisham, Hunts. [X7496

Campion
LIGHTWEIGHT 2-speed Campion, in splendid

order: £25, or exchange higher power.-A. Moyse.
Kessingland. [7598

"I OlS 6-8h.p. Campion-Ja-pt 3-speeded, clutch, side-

Xt/ caj. just overhauled and repainted' like Sun-
beam at cost £25, perfect; first £70 secures.—42, Hardy
Rd., Blackheath, S.E. [7287

Chater>Lea.

5h.p. Twin Chater, 26>:2i4 tyres, mag.. King of Road
lamp and generator, speed gear; £22, bargain.—

K. Bros. 20, Blackfriara Rd., S.E.I. [7642

CHATER-LEA, 3V2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., variablr

gear, lamps, tyres, and condition as new; £26.—
\fter 6 o'clock.—10, Woodwarde Rd., Dulwich Park
-.E.22. 17166

CHATER-LEA 6-8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
couDter=haft S^speed; seen running; great bargain.

£72.—Sppechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton, London
[7434

Chater'Lea>JaD
4h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap. Bosch mair., Amac. spring forks.

verv powerful and fast machine : £20. or exchange
good lightweight—Jeffery, Onchan, Isle of Man. [X754C

31h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, 1914, Bosch, Binks, N.S.IT.;
2 speedometer, excellent condition; £37.—Brook-

field Garage, Swan's Lane, Highgate. Hornsey 1657.
[7637

Chater=Lea=N.S.U.

CHATER-LEA, N.S.U. SV^h.p. twin. Bosch. Sensprav.
2-speed, free engine, tyres and belt as new; £18/10.

—Chambers, Preston Bissett, Buckingham. [X7442

Clyde.

CLTDE-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin. Bosch. B. and E. car-

buretter, clutch, tyres good, ready to ride away:
£25- stamp, photo.— 64, Doncaster Rd., Leicester.

[X7617
eiyno.

Ct.TXO.—Earlipst deliverips.-Your name on our MhX
ensures this:-Martin Mit hell, Ltd., Stafford. [7659

CROW Bros.. High St, Gmidford, West Surrey agent-

for the 1919 Clyno- Order now to eosure earlv

delJTery. [1553

A26

Sole London Agents for A.J^ and BRITISH
EXCELSIORS.

Contracts placed for

:

TRIUMPHS. HENDERSONS.

A.B.C. HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.

ENFIELDS. CALTHORPES.

P. & HI. NEW IMPERIALS.

DOUGLAS. B^A.

Any of the above can be supplied for Cash or

Exchange. Write, stating the make selected,

and ask for our Exchange postcard, if you desire

vour present mount taken in part exchange.

PILLION SEATS IN STOCK.
The Tan-Sad spring seat, dish-shaped, easily

fitted, No. I 33/-

Extras.—Cushion and grips, No. 8 5 /-

Side backrest, No. 5 7 /-

Side footrcst and guard, No. 4 .

.

6 /-

Footrests for riding astride, No. 6 5 /-

Petrol can grip, No. 7 8 /-

Any of the above extras cfm. be quickly fitted as
required to the standard seat. Cart- paid.

MOTOR CYCLE TOOL KITS.
Comprising 6 x 3^ in. adjustable wrenches,
combinarion pliers, screwdriver, punch, set

oi box spanners, t3nre levers, and oiican.

In strong canvas roll, with pocket.

Price (complete) 25/- (carriage paid.)

College Mudshields. The best protection

from mud. Keeps rider and engine
clean.

Model No. loS .. Price, complete 25/7
Model No. 252, with asbestos plate

to clear silencer 28/6

(Carriage 9^-)

Spare Parts:

J.A. P. 4-6-8 h.p. pattern valves .. each 5/-
Ditto, piston rings — ^ „ 2/-
Ditto, valve springs „ 6d.

Ditto, genuine gudgeon pins 4/4
Ditto, genuine valve caps. 3/8
Douglas 2 J and 4 h.p. pattern valves .

.

3/6
Ditto, valves springs 6d-

Enfield 3 h.p. inlet or exhaust valves .

.

3/6
Triumph pattern valves, 1915 exhaust.

.

5/9
Ditto, 1913 exhaust 3/9

P. & M. pattern valves 4/6
Rudge 3i and 5-6 h.p. valves 3/9
Levis, and. Villiers 2-stroke. piston rings 2/-
Triumph, Precision, P- & M., Clyno, and

B.S..A. pattern piston rings 2 /-

(Postage 3d. extra.)

A.J.S. Spare Parts Stockists. Sole London
Agents Rex Parts, earlier to 1912. Send particu-

lars of parts required^

Brake Blocks^ for back brake shoes. State
make of machine (post 3d.) 2/6

Sidecars :

Taylor's coachbuilt, for 3.J h.p. ma-
chines, complete with heavy Dunlop
tyre and apron £20 10
De Luxe Model £22 10

Ditto for 6 h.p. machines £22 10

De Luxe Model £24
(Fourth arm (extra), 12/6).

Canoelet Sidecars £24
Canoelet Minor for lightweights .- £14 3S. 6d.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.1.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1.

Garace: Tottenham Court RoaJ-'Phone—Maaeum. 12i0.

Teleerams— "DyoameLro, \Ve3tcent, LonJon."I
\11 tetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

GBOVEB, Smith and Willis, Basinustoke:—Agents foi
Clyno combination. IJon't wait until the fine

weather oomes before plncinfj your order. [6263

CLYNO.—Sole Agents Cornwall and Devon (except
small district) ; sub-agents now being appointed,

—Maudes, 100, Great Portland St., London, W.l. ;

„ [6585 !

iiLYNO Combination, 1914, 6h.p., interchangeable
V/ wheels, spare wheel, speedometer, hood, screen,
horn, lamps, and spares; £60.—Baker, 86, Beulah Rd.,
Thornton Heath., [756C i

CLYNO Coachbuilt Combination, 1912, 6h.p., 2-8peed, i

kii^k start, all accessories, spares, etc., recently
overliaiiled, new tyres, ready for road: £65.-72. Hamp
stead Rd., N.W.I. . [7542

CLYNO Oombinntion, late model, platinp and enamel
as irew, 4 detachable wheels, perfect, only wants,

seeing; 100 gns., no offers.—Ward, Riverside.^ Lea Ed.,^'
VValtluim Cross, 'i'hone: 5. [732441

CLYNO, 6h.p. twin engine, 3-speed gear box, 191-4^1
model, stored since the war, new tyres, detach-'ll

able wheels, speedometer, horn, and tools, special coach^il
built sidecar, privately owned, in perfect condition fj
£105.—Brook, Burnham, Somerset. [6745

Consul
1017 2i/2h.p. Consul-Villiers 2-stroke, single speed",!
-Lt'

_
good order; first chet^ue £33.—25, Ckilegate St...^

Coventry Eagle.

egate -,—..-
[!X7508 J

COVENTEY EaBle 1919 2%h.p., 2,8peed, only ridden.J
few miles ; 55 pus.—Apply, 45, Friern Barnet Rd.,

New Soutbgate, N.ll. [7472

COVENTRY Eagle, 1918, 2%h.p., 2 speeds. Klaxon
j

horn, head' light, etc., quite new; £45.—53, >

Hawk's Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [762€ 1

Diamond.
DIAMOND 2-stroke, 2y2h.p., good condition;* £30..]

—Longman Bros.. 2, King's Parade, XJxhridge
|

Rd., Acton. Tel. r 1578 Chiswick. .
' [7701)

Dot
DOT Combination, 9h.p. .J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, !

real road racer, with sidecar ; ,£85.—23a, Bramber
Rd., West Kensington, W.14. [7573

Douglas,
DOUGLAS, 234h.p., 1915. 2-speed; £48.—4, Station'

Buildings, Woodsidc, S.E.25. [7608
j

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2'/ih.p., 2-speed, perfect; 45 gns.
—13, Preeland Rd., Ealing Common. [7569]

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., Model B. 1919; price £85; never
used.—The Rectory, Brimfield, Herefordshire.

[X7192
;

1 d It Douglas, complete, less magneto. Palmer tyies,
i*? new tubes; £12.—Wiles, Dymchurch, Kent.

[7410.:

1Q13 Douglas. 2-speed, just overhauled, good condi-^
Lt/ tion: £30.—Blake, 86, Herbert Ed., Plumstead'

'

S i'.18. [X705e i

DOUGLAS 1914 T.T., lamps and horn, new Dunlot I

tyres: £45; evenings.- 11,. Gordon Ed., Fincbley,'!

N.3. ['7621 )

1 Q14 2%b.p. Douglas, 2-speed, T:T,. lamps, sparojl
-L«7 belt, fine order; £42.—Page and Girbng, Mel-'

ton. Suffolk. [7504

DOUGLAS in Stock, 4h-.B. combination, £105; Wai
Ortice 2^/4jl:P' model. £60: uew-— Moffat. Yeovil.

Phone; 50. [1103

GIBB, The Douglas Expert, Gloucester, ia the man
to get in touch with for best deliveries and advice.

Phone: 852. [4749

DOUGLAS, 2:'ih.p., very good order, recently over:

hauled, believed 1911; offers.—Box L393, c/c
The Motor Cucle. [7651

DOUGLAS, ^4h.p., 1915 Colonial model, in. ilTst-claflE
' condition; £45.—E. Alexander, Beacon- Farm,

Hungerford, Berks. [7258,|

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch mag., 1913, just:

overhauled; £34.—Watts; 15, Victoria Rd.:
Stechford, Birmingham; [X7573'!|

4h.B. 1916% Douglas, in perfect condition, lamps,
speedometer, etc. : any trial ; 76 gns. cash.—1,

Church St., Kingston, S.W. [7571

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 1916 engine, very good eondi
tion- price £42.—Address, Canty, Butcher,

Crockenhill, Swanley, Kent. [7192

33.b.p. Douglas 1914 Model W., 2-soeed, kick starter

4 and clutch, new tvres, lamp set, and horn; £49.—

8, Waterloo Ed., Leyton, Essex. [7421

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Feb., 1919, run 30C
miles, 3 Lamps, speedometer, horn, etc. ; for sale

at cost £120.—Broad, High St, Esher. [7541

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, W.D. model. £50;
another, 1914. 2-speed, £45; both in good con-

dition.—465, York Rd., Wandsworth. [717S

DOUGLAS, 2^b.v. 2-speed, kick start, splendid con-
' dition- £38; seen before 11.30 a.m. and after

6.30 p.m.-Herbert, 520, High Ed., Chiswick. [7321

1 Q14 2?4h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, Bosch mag., larnpsi

-Lt/ horn, accessories, 1915 mudguards, carrier, just

re-enamelled; bargain, £40.—Flowers' Garage, Harpenj
den, [X7382

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 254h.p.. 2-speed, T.T.. run'liased 1915,

exceptionnl condition. lonR exliaust. aocesaones

;

f52/10.-Lt. Disner, Bossie, Gluuofster Bd.. Kmsston

Hill. Surrey. ' i'*"
-|ni4 2"^lh.p. Douglas, Amac. Bosch, long exhaust.

Xif lighting set. brand new tyres. 2 kits, spare belt,

beantidU tune; ie46. no dealers.—Thomas, 32, Stock-

«ell Green, StoifkweU. Lvibl

ELI CLAKIi can Rive you cood advice also good <le

liveries of 1919 Douglas motets. He Kill heli

voo if possible with sporsi. The man on the spot-

196 Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. 'Phone: 4169. Wires

Iguitiou. Bristol. (Please do not send sample spores

D0UGL.\3. 4h.p. and 2^h.p., brand new models. .<

stock. We are stwkists and specialists of Douglas

luaohines only, giving the finest service and the greatest

choice of models in tlie South- Over nine years' experi

once as Douglas agents.-Tliompson and Co., 408, Com
mercial Cd . Portsmouth 'Phone; 7105. 1251P

4h.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted S-speed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coachbuilt side

car. £105: 3 lamp sets. horn, registration, writin-.

aumbar plates, £5/10 extra; specification with aat<« of

delivery by post.—Douglns specialists. Bobinson's Gar-

age, Groen St., Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycle.
[7665

2Jlh.p. Douglases, brand new, fitted 2.speed gear-

4 touring or semi-T-T. bars, footboards 15/6 e.vto

£60; two best lamp sets. horn, registration, wftin
number plates, £4/4 extra; specification with dates of

delivery Dy post. Douglas specialists, Bobinson's Gar-

oge, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 388. T.A.: Bicycles.
1:7666

Elswick.

ELSWICK, 2i4h.r., less cylinder and piston, new
tyres: sElS.—'V. Hinton, Woodham Mortimer.

Maldoh, Essex. [7238
EnBeld.

ENFIELD.—Caflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, cficr carlv

delivery. Book your order now. [6789

ENFIELD Combination, first-class throughout; any
trial; £60.-51, Church St., Wolverton. [7581

ENVTELD. all models, early deliveries.-J. i
Sole .\geat 12 Ecclesall Ed.. Sheffield.

Stacey
rX1543

ENFIELD Combination.—Book your order now for

earliest delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[7217

ENFIELD.—Earliest deliveries. Tour name on our
list ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd.. StaSord.

[7660
6h.p. Enfield Combination, excellent condition; £63.

—Southbury House, Mytchett Rd., Frimley Green,
Sorrey. [7344

ENFIELD, 25ih.p. twin M AG. engine. 2-speed chain
drive; £28/10.-9, lloncriefl St., Peekham.

8.E.15. [7362

1016 Enfield Combination, 6h.p. : £85: no offers;
Xt/ reasonable trial.—Box L395, c/o The Motor
Cycli. [7653

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed gear, good condition;
any trial or examination; price £45.—Parker's.

Bradshawgate, Bolton. [7225

ENFIELD Lightweight, free engiire, 2 speeds, n-^w

tyres, lamp, horn, etc.; 40 gns. ; after 5.—132.
Holmleigh Ed., Stamfo.d HilL [7413

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., 1915, just overhauled
handle start, in perfect running order; £75.:-BuT-

geas, Northdown. Wiotham. [7527

ENFIELD Military Combination, 1917, in good con-
dition for Easter tour; £120.—P. Sogers, 106. Ful-

bam Palace Ed., Hammersmitli. [7517

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., perfect condi-

tion throughout, fully equipped, as good as new;
96 gns.—76, Handen Ed., Lee, Kent. [7610

,-JDOYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, lamp, speedo-
MX meter, etc.. any trial: £76, or offer.—C.S., 14,

Swaton Ed., Campbell Rd., Bow, E.3. [7444

"1 015 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fitted with Lucas
Xf7 lamps, luggage grid, horn, etc., excellent running

-order- £95, or nearest offer.—Houfe, Wilberfoss, York.
[7203

3hp Enfield. 1916, thoroughly overhauled and tested

by makers last month, will take sidecar and
starts 'first kick; £60.-30, Blenheim Ay., Ilford.

[7175
1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, as new, not done
i-iJ 3 000 miles, 3in. tyres; £110.—Apply, after 6

pjn.. Fancourt, 4, Sussex St., Barking Rd., Plaistow.
' [7554

[INFIELD 6h.p. Coach Combination, speedometer,
-ll all accessories, luggage grid, in top hole condition

;

^6: owner bought car.—244, Mount Pleasant Ed-. Tct-

ham. London, N.17. [7323

LP. 1914 Enfield Combination, fitted with 3 lamps,

generators, horn, speedometer, tools, etc., in ex-

tent condition throughout ; f78.—Scholes, " Bumside,"
«htwood Ed., Buxton- [S7607

Excelsior.

!p.6}i.p. Single British Excelsior Combination for sale,
^' hood, screen, and lamps, all in new condition;
88.—Mottram, 77, Craven St., Coventry. [X7467

I'XCELSIOE, 2-stroke, 2 :peed, hand clutch, all-^ chain drive, lamp, etc.; any trial; £46, or offer.

—

pi., 14. Swaton Ed., Campbell Ed., Bow, E.3. [7394

1 MEEICAX Excelsior 7-9h.p. Twin, and coachbuilt
sidecar, 2-speed. clutch, kick start: £80.—Write

jppointinent. Liddell, 62, Camden Ed., N.W. [X7552

Reliable Outfits
"SERVICE"
BELTED SUITS.

Made n heavy Cape car hcod
material. All seams stitched

and solutioned.

Jackets, 40in. long, fitted with

wind cuffs and storm collar,

47/6

Seatless Trousers, spat bot-

toms, with gusset and clip

fasteners 27/6

" SERVICE " Lightweight Suit

as illustrated, made of best

quality double texture material

Jacket, 21/-: Leggings, 10/6.

LADIES' BELTED SUIT.
Made in finest quality double-texture

material. All seams stitched and solu-

tioned. Jackets fitted with wind cuffs and

storm collar. Complete trousers. Fasten

round waist with belt. Spat bottoms with

clip fasteners. Thoroughly wind and water-

proof. Complete Suit, £4-4-0.

GOGGLES.
Spring centre (as

illustrated, 3/6.

Hinged oentre3/6
" Service " Eye
Shields 2.-6

OIkSKINS.
"Service" Grey D.B. Jacket^

Lined 30/- Unlined 25 /-

Seatless Trousers, Clip

Fasteners, Lined 21/-. Un
lined 18/6

Black Oilskin D.B. Jackets

from 12/6-

Seatless Trousers' Clip

Fasteners

Leggings (as illus.) Button 5/6

Spat Bottoms 5/6

Gent's Black Full Length Overcoats, 17/6,

22/6.

Ladies' Blue and Dark Green Overcoats, 30/-,

Black, 21/-.

Our Oilskins guaranteed not to stick or crack.

BROOKS' Patent
Spring Leggings, as

illustrated.

Waterprooi With
material. hip

extension.

Fawn, 15/6 22/6
Black, 22/6 28/6

Stocked in Four
Sizes.

SERVICE WADERS, Black or Brown, 17/6.

GLOVES.
Grey horsehide, 3/11 ; tan ditto, lined wool,

5/- ; tan gauntlets, double palm and fingers,

lined wool, 10/6 ; black ditto, asbestol, un-

lined, 11/6; long gauntlets, tan Cape palms,

lined wool. 15/6 : short ditto, lamb's wool,

chamois palms, 15/6.

Tan Leather Racing Helmet, fleece lined,17/6

The Service Company Ltd.

289-293, High Holborn. London, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Fnfnir.

{Ih.p. Fafnir, 2-speed, clutch, B. and B. carburetter,
2 M.TT. mag., good running order; bargain, £18.-

T^_;l T» J r-i 1 lt«....l.n» fVT/lCWoolsey, Raihvay Rd., Dowuham Market. tX7466

19
F.N.

13 F.N. Combination, good condition; £40.-
Tueker, 30, Briton lid., Faversham. [X74B8

F.N., 2'!.'ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, cardan drive,

good order: anv trial; £26^10.-17, Coldliawk
Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. [7409

F.N.. 2'/.li.p., shalt drive, 2 speeds, clutch, last and
powerful, good condition, ready ride away: £20,

close offer.—Fuller, Carter Rd., Hornchurch. [7638

Harley.Davldson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, as new:

£97/10.-462. Lea Bridge Rd., Bakers Arms.
[7709

1016 Harley-Davidson Combination, Swan torpedo,
Xt? perfect; £120.-57, Lime Grove, Shepherd's
Bush. [7488

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric model,

in good condition; £89.-5, Canning Place,

Denmark Hill, S.E. [7183

H.\RLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination,
dynamo model; £115; good as new.—29, St.

Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [7491

KHAKI Ilarley-Davidson and Bramble Sidecar, mag.
model, Nov.. 1915. fully equipped, splendid con-

dition; £110.-Bevir, Hurstdown, Hendon. [7282

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination. 3-speed, kick start,

new 1916, perlect, £120; 1915 Douglas, 2-si)eed,

£52/10. perfect.—5, , Victoria Av., Surbiton. [7648

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON, immediate delivery, latest

1919 models, 2 only, 1 electrically eciuipped an^
1 magneto model.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1917, elec-

tric model, complete; £140; hood and screen,

lu'-'age carrier, lovely condition.—Short, 435, Upper
Rfchmond Rd., East Sheen, S.'W. [7495

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917 (latel,

mag. model, fully equipped, perfect condition;

£138- would exchange for late Rover, Sunbeam, or

Triumph with cash.—40, Golders Manor Drive, Goldeis

Green.
l/oui

XTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. late 1915, with

XX 1916 improvements, 7-9h.p., electric model, Gloria

sidecar, hood, screen, 3,000 miles, electric horn, lamp.=.

etc?, thoroughly overhauled b.v H.I? Co. in aut"mn,

1917, hardly ridden since, m beautiful running condi-

tion; £85, no offers.-Brynawel, Cwmsychpant, Llai.>_

byther, Carmarthen. [^litl

Ttf>17 7-91i p Harley-Davidson Combination, mag
liJ neto i'l' excellent condition throughout, tyre';

and chains almo.t new, spare cover half worn, screeii

3 lamps, D.A. cylinder, and ordinary generator,

siren, spkres, tools, insured; tnal by appointment,

owner ordered abroad: £140.-Capt. Hay, VarIe^^

Bromley, Kent. Tel. : Bromley 1482. [X6307

Hazlewood

HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycle Combination, 5-6h.p.

JAP engine, coaclihuiit sidecar, good order;

£110, or near ofter.-Crowe's Garage, 'ttilleeden Lane,

N.W. l'^'"

1014 Hazlewood-Jap, 5-6h.p., countershaft, clutch

.

i-if kick starter, Phcenix torpedo coachbuilt. all

accessories, can dsive away; £75.-Weller, 507, Hornsey

Rd., N.19.
'"^^

Henderson.

A -CYL. Hendcr.=on Motor Cycle, new 1914, been

i sto'-ed 3 years: £65 c.irriage paid, no offers,

worth £80.-Box L379, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7379

HENDERSON. I9I5. lOh.p., 4.(yl.. 2-specd, new

Dunlop studded, 28x3in. tyres, splendid condi-

tion, £90; W sidecar to suit, hood new tyre, £7.--

156, Browning Rd.. East Ham, after 6 p.m. [7298

1014 Henderson Combination, stored 3 years'

Li) original tyres, engine as new, very powerful and

-conomicar mount, guaranteed; private owner; £95,

or £TO solo.-F. Devereux, Bellvue Villas, ShiUirgton

Ilitchin. I^''^^"'

Hobart.

HOBART 1915 2";ih.p. 2-=troke Sporting Combina-

"on Watsonian ™achbuilt sidecar, disc wheel,

lamps, horn, complete; bargain, £50.-E. Woods. 312

Deansgate, Manchester. i.^i:>^o

Humher

HUMBER, new 3i,(,h p., 1917, flat twin model

unused; in stock.-Moss, Wem. [X.7473

HIIMBEB, sy.h.p., mag., Mnbon clutch new tyres,

excellent condition ; £15.-16, Belmont Ed., ItoKta-

head. '

HUAIBEE Lightweight. 2h.p., spring forks, infiP'.

£16.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. boutli.

Halifax.
''^"''

31h.p. Humher. 1914, 3 speeds, very low milcMgc,

2 perfect condition. Montgoiiieiy sidecar :
£55.--

Oliver, Sandlands, i;\-alton.on.tlie.Hill, Tadwoith. [7370

HUMBER Lightweight, engine and condition splendirt,

tvrea and belt new, ride away: £22: after .6 and

«eek-ends.-Kenwcod StaMes, Gower Bd.. W eybr^se.^^

All letters relating to advertisements siTould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hi:mber.

HUMBEU, 3VL'l».p.. 2-HT:eetl. free engine, liandle start,
Itnsi'Ji iiKig., uew tyre front, new rear wheel, been

stored; £18.—Bailey, SiindwiL-h Rd., Eythorne, J)over.
[X7573

HUMIiER. 4h.p., 2-sre^d. clut:-!!. Ijnndle btarter.

Amno, new helt, Milltord cOiJOhliHilt sidebar; all

laiiii's, iierfwt condition : £55.-63. Solon Ed., Bjixton.
[7694

31h.p. TTumber Combination, 2-?peed, handle start,
2 wants new tyre, engine just overhauled, owner

bought car; first £3u secures.—Lines, 102, Midland
Rd.. Wellingborough. [7202

LATE 1913 S\'jh.p. Hnmher. 2 speeds, rlutrh,
handle start, lamps, uorn, good tyres and con-

dition; £35.—Cornhill, Myrtle Villa, Shoulder of

Mutton Green. Welling, Kent. [7487

HUMUIOR. latest mcilel 3'/l;li-p. opposed twin, 3-speed,
handle starting, clutch, Lncns lamp set and horn,

had 3 weeks' u::e oulv; £80.—Baruet and Whetstone
Garages. Ltd., 202-4, High St., Barnet, Herts. [7617

HUMBER, S'^h.p.. 1913, 3 speeds, free engine, good
tyres and tubes, new belt, good plating and enamel-

ling, in thorough good condition, never had sidecar on
it, not been ridden for 4 years; any trial given Sun-
days or weekdays; £32.—Tom Batt, Turnden Farm.
Bethersden, Ashford. Kent. [X7426

Indian.

1Q15 Indian Combination, good condition, 3 speeds.±0 -Jeweller, 13, New St., Wellington, Salop.
[X7576

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p., electric lighting, excep-
tionally fast, not used 2 years; £82.-104, White-

chapel Rd., E.l. [7579

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch model, good condi-
tion; £55; alter 6 p.m.—30, Hartfield Crescent,

Wimbledon. 8.W. [7575

INDIAN, 7-9h.p,, 2 speeds, 1914 model, just reno-
vated; £55.—H. Pilfold, Richmond House, Odel

St., Albany Rd., S.E. [7177

5-6h.p. Indian, clutch model, less mag.; exchange 3h.p.

Enfield or Douglas : sell 30 gns. ; after 6 p.m.—14,
Cowper Rd., Acton, ^'.3. [7510

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., T.T., solo, good condition, fast, new
tyres, 2 new spares; £37; viewed Saturday after-

noon.—247, High Ed., Lee. [X7608

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for Indian. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., Liverpool. [0002

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, 1914, coachhuilt sidecnr,
new Dunlop t>Tes, in good condition ;' £70.—L.

Eieeman, Foulis, Bookham, Surrey. [X7584

INDIAN, 7-nh.p., T.T., clutch model, electric lamps,
separate dynamo, horn, speedometer; £60.—

Loweth, 6. Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [7453

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, just .overhauled,
-*-«-' in fine condition; £50, no offers.-Between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m., 6, Percjval St., Clerkenwell, E.G. [7599

INDIAN Combination, 2-speed, clutch, coachbuilt side-

car, speedometer, 2 lamps, horn, beautiful turnout;
£78, bargain.—411, City Rd., Angel, Islington (over

shop). — [7257

INDIAN, 7-9h.p.. Powerplus, almost new, and new
£40 all-steel sidecar, complete lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, etc. ; any trial London.—Box L369, c/o The
Motor Ci/clc. [7277

X"*NDIAN, 5-6h.p., 1915, clutch, ready to drive from
London to Scotland, topping condition; £60; no

dealers; appointment.—Derwent, Clarence Rd., Clapham
Park, Loudon. [7589

1 Q16 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick
J-f starter, lamps and horn, sporting torpedo sidecar,

top hole condition; 70 gns., no offers.—Buckman, 31.
Baylcy Lane, Coventry. [X7662

LATE 1914 2-speed 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, kick
starter, clutch, electric light, not ridden for 20

months, just partly overhauled, fast, splendid climber;
what offers?—Casson, Seacombe, Chard. [7185

INDI.AN Combination, Gloria, 2-speed, 1914, wonder-
ful condition, just thoroughly overhauled, electric

lamps, horn, tyres new, speedometer, T.T. machine
part; sell, £65.—Cpl. Biss, Royal Air Force, Dundee.

[7328
INDIAN Combination, 1914 7-9h.p., clutch model,

Prdmer cords, mechanicallv perfect, red finish, and
new condition. lipht sportv underslung sidecar, stored 31^
years; £65.—Write, Martin, 8, Grenville St., W.C.

[X7585
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, with screen, 1915, elec-

tric lighting, electric horn, speedometer, clutch,
3-8p6ed model, recently overhauled, in perfect running
order: price £95.—Hickman, The Ghyll, Crowborough,
Sussex. CX7434

POWERPLUS Indian, 1916 Model F, dual clutch
control, electrically e'impr>ed, Splitdorf dynamo

mag., latest transparent accumulator, easy startei (elec-

tric switch), extra hand air lever for carburetter, with
Mills-Fulford Mo<lel de Luxe sidecar, coachbuilt.
heavily padded; £115 cash.; ready to ride away.—Rev.
T. E. McComick, Kingsdon Rectory, Taunton. [7262

j

Invicta.

INVICTA. Villiers 2^/2h.p. 2-stroke, new engine parts
and Dunlop on back, perfect condition ; what

offers;—Thompson, 40a, Underhill St., Bridgnorth. [7547,

FORWARD
PLUGS.

An abundance of

unsolicited testi-

monials from users

of Forward Plugs^of which there's

a type tor every engine—confirms

our claim that they are stronger and
will stand up under harder usage

than any other make—let us send
you details of all our various models.

Telling Testimony

to ttie

Forward Fastener

Price 1/6.

Read this. It comes from a customer

at Stoke-on-Trent.

'About three years ago I sent for one of

your FORWARD Belt Fasteners for my
(Big Six) Motor Cycle Combmation. Up to

that time I had tried almost every make
of fastener, but every one failed. Almost
every time I went out I broke a fastener,

and I got downright sick of it. So you
will understand how pleased I am to say
hat since I put in your Forward / have

never had a break,''

If you want a cheaper but excellent

Fastener, there is

THE KING HOOK.
Price 1 /- or adjustable 1 /3.

FORWARD SPARKING PLUG Co.,

SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Ivy.

i\
1 Q^6 Ivy, 2-stroke, oomplete -with lamp set, e^i\
*-t/ £30.—2nd-Lt. Armstrong, 20th. Tank Battaliplii
Bovington Camp, Wooh (7i

1 Q14 4Vfh.p. Ivy Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
-L »^ equipped, little used ; i£50.—Edna Villa,
Andrew's Rd., Cambridge. [7!

IVY Motor Cycles.—For immediate delivery ol th|§
famous 2-stroke machines, try The Wald

Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone : 4<l
Loudon Depot: H. G. Henly and Co., 91, Gt. Prt
land St.. W.l. 'Phone ; 4084 Mayfair. [4§

IxJon.

IXION 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, excellent conditio^
^34.—Poole, Ashdown, Wellington, Salop. [7^

IXION, 1914, Villiers engine, 2V2b.p., 2-stroke. en§
as new, just overhauled by makers, perfect con-ditiflj

Lucas lamp set ; £30.—Joyce, 1 6, Colony Cottaif
FoleshiU. [X7§

FOR Sale. 1915 2V2h.p. Ision-Villiers 2-stroke, on
done 1,000 miles, Amac, e.i.c, new tyres,- turn

absolutely tip-top condition, photograph if desiz^
£30 or nearest.—^Write or call any time, Lt. liOBl

staff, Officers' Mess, Lulworth" Camp, Dorset. [74"

James.
JAMES Combinations.—District agents, Hilton, Shan

and Co., Ltd., Foshall Rd., Blackpool. [X?!

JAMES Motor Cycles.-Prompt delivery all modeS
trials arranged.-J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Wilts. [70a

FOR Sale, Jajnes 2i4h,p. 2-stroke, indistinguishan
from new; £45.—J. Bearinstain, Miswell Lafl

Tring, Herts.
. [741

JAMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 _
chines in stock.—Clinndler, Reyre and Willinni

Sun St.. Hitchiu. [09i|

JAMES 4'/ih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, countershal
clutch, kick starter, chain, drive ; . £ 85--21<

Oarratt Lane, Wandsworth. [76^

JAMES.—Immediate delivery of all models.—9(1
district agents. The Walsall Garage. Wolva

hampton St.. Walsall. Phone : 444. [46r

JAMES and Sidecar, 3-speed Sturmey-Aroher, clMti

Bosch mag., with sidecar, ready to ride away, sped
ometer: £45.-108, Glenparke Rd., Forest Gate. [74^

W WHITBY and Son, sole agents for Afion m
• Ealing districts for James motor cycles.

liveries now taking place.— 7, The Vale, Acton, W.i.

[X75U
4ih.p. James Combination, 1916, 3-speed, clutoBl,'

4 kick start, thoroughly overhauled, excellent run-

ning order, as new; must sell, ^75.—Snellgroye, 36,

Egbert Rd., Winchester. [X74e2

JAMES SV'.h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft, clutcb,

kick start. Miller lamps, new chains', extra sprocket,

valves, etc. ; £38, bargain ; seen after 6.—50, Cecil Aj,,

Enfield, Middlesex. [74fi0

J.A.P.

8h.p. Jap-Paragon, 3-speed, kick start, coachbuilt
adecar. speedometer, Klaxon horn, etc.; £68.—

East View, Chase Court Gardens, Enfield. [7458

J.A.P., 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, underslung coach-
built sidecar, good condition; dE47/10.—201,

Durants Rd., Ponders End, Middlesex. (D) [7240

4 or Sh.p. J.A.r. and Sidecar, mag., free engine,

clutch, 2-speed, chain driven, in good order: £25.

-Young, 41, Shepperton Rd., New North Rd., Islinr

ton. [75r

19
1Kerry

14 Keny-Abingdon, I'/^.V-, 2-speed. clutch, lamp*,-

suitable sidecar: £30.-46, Aldborough Rail •

[X7694Ilford

Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS, late 1913, 3i/ih.r. JA.P. engine, 2
speeds, clutch, chain drive, neiv Palmer cord tyres,

lamps, horn, tools, etc. : £50.—The Barnet and Whetstone
Garages, Ltd., 202-4, High St., Barnet, Herts. [7618

LEA-FKANCIS, S'AlLp. twin J.A.P., 3-speed counteir-.

shaft, kick start, with Montgomery sidecar, good
tyres, speedometer, horn, sidecar enamelled heliotropf

tank panelled to match, disc wheels; £70.—Frarpptol
Terrace "Walk, Bath. [X765I

Levis.

LEVIS, new 2y;h.p.. 1917, Model E, 2-speed, ag
free engine.—Moss. Wera. [X747

ROOK BEOS., Burnham, Somerset, tor early

liveries of the new Levis 2.stroke motors. [674|

LEVIS Popular, 1914, lamps, horn; overhauled, «
enamelled: £26.-14, Elderton Ed., Sydenham.

[X742!

LEVIS, 2y2h.p., late 1916, Enfield 2-spe6d, clutch,

as neir; £39.—Watkins, 44, Lexington St., W.l.
[7419

LEVIS Baby, 2l/lh.p., 2-stroke, 1916-17, Dixie, B.,

andB. ; £30.—Railway Garage, Staines. Phone:
139. [7530

-| 016 Leyis Popular, very good condition; price £28.
iJ/ —Address. Canty, Butcher, Crockenhill, Swanley,

Kent. ['^5'

B
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Easter, 1919.

THIS
is the season when all keen motor

cyclists attend well-known rendezvous, and
find great interest in examining the new
machines of their fellow enthusiasts. Be-

fore tlie war Easter could be regarded as

a time when most of the new models would be

in the hands of the public, but this year, we are

afraid, very few new designs will be found at

such meeting places on the road. The few en-

tirely new designs produced since the Amristice

are rare, and new machines are confined to those

makes in which pre-war design predominate.

However, there will be no lack of interest

.among motor cyclists, and no doubt every new
lookiiig machine will be keenly scamied for new
fitments and improved details, while makers'

samples not yet in the public's hands will be

watched for near every centre where motor cycles

are made. This Easter also opens the post-war

competitions, and it is anticipated that quite a

number of riders will congregate at various points

on the courses where the trials are being held.

The State of the Roads.

AS
touring by motor cycle is likely to begin

again in earnest at Easter, a few words

as to the state of the roads may be of

use to those who propose to go into dis-

tricts with which they are not fully

acquainted. We have from week to week been

publishing information as to the present state of

the roads of Great Britain, many of which have

been rendered more or less impassable by the

war traffic. Shortly, it will be best to avoid those

districts where large camps or aerodromes have

been situated, and generally those in which

much munition work has taken place.. Thus, in

the Salisbury and Blandford districts the roads

will be found tp be in very poor condition. The

county of Kent, too, has suffered in spite of the

pre-war excellerice of its roads. The coast road

from Sandwich, through Deal to Dover, to

Folkestone and thence inland more than half

the way to Canterbury, is in a very bad state, as

are also the road from New Romney to Ash-

ford and the first half of that between Canter-

bury and Margate.

In the London district many of the main roads

leading into different parts of the country are

much cut up ; the roads through Watford, Ux-

bridge, Ascot, Dartford, Bromley-Westerham,

and Warlingham being notable examples. Other

roads in this district which should be avoided

are those from Guildford to Ash, Reading to

Riseley, and Wokingham through Arborfield

Cross to Eversley.

Oxfordshire abounds in bad roads at the pre-

sent time, especially in the neighbourhood of

the university city and from Faringdon to Want-

age. Herefordshire has suffered much from the

haulage of timber and other heavy traffic. Riders

bound for West Cornwall are, after leaving

Launceston, advised to make their way through

Camelford and Wadebridge instead of over

Bodmin Moors. On the South Coast a bad

stretch will be found between Lewes and East-

bourne. The Welsh coast, too, has suffered.

The Mudguarding Problem.

WHEN the middle of April is reached, the

question of mudguarding as a rule is

laid for a while upon the shelf, but as we
write, the weather is like November
rather than spring, and we publish in

our Correspondence columns a further appeal to

manufacturers to give more attention to this im-

portant subject. We wish to second this appeal to

the best of our ability, therefore we make no

apology for referring time after time to this ques-

tion. Mud is thrown up by the front wheel, and,

before it can fall to the ground, the motor cycle

overtakes it and, consequently, both machine and

rider become very dirty unless means are taken

to intercept the mud. Surely, the brains

devoted to motor cycle design can provide some-

thing efficient and not unsightly.

An index to the advertisements in this issue «ill be found on the page facing the bacl< oovei".
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. <?^rt>*i^ 1^ cj ^t I

A Valve-grinding Device.

MB. J. F. T. CRIDLAND, a Forest
Hill reader, sends us a sketch of

an accessory he has made and found
useful in regrinding and truing up the

valves of a 2j h.p. Douglas, but which
can be adapted for any valve. As will

An easily-made device lor

trumg up valve faces.

be seen from the drawing, the base of

the device is a lin. board. Sin. x4in.,

Iievelled on one side to 45°. Two clips

for the file are secured to the top surface,

and are made of -i^\n. steel Jin. wide,

and a clamp and V bearing for the valve

are constructed of sheet steel lin. wide
and "iVin. and ^in. thick respectively'.

The file used is a 5in. dead smooth, and
the valve face is rotated against it by
means of a brace or a screwdriver.

A Punclure-proof Tyre,

NECESSITY -is truly the mother of

invention, and the patented punc-
ture preventer illustrated below is

no e.xception to the rule. Mr. W. A.
Rothwell, the patentee, had great trouble

A puncture-preventing device.

with the tyres on his 2| h.p. twin Enfield
during duties at aeroplane factories, where
nails and such things, so detrimental to

tyres, are lying about in abundance.
The idea occurred to Mr. Rothwell to

utilise a length of thin spring steel,

similar to that used as springs for

gramophones and clocks, which he securely

stitched between two lengths of stout

canvas. This band was then placed

Readers of "The Motor Cycle" are

invited to contribute to this page any
ideas successfully adapted to their motor
cycles. Contributions will be paid for at

our usual rates. Rough sketches will

suffice

between the cover and the tube, and
after 3.000 miles he tells us that he found
no retarding effects, and had no punctures.
He has, therefore, protected the idea,

with a view to marketing bands suitable
for all sizes of pneumatic tyres.

A Locking Device.

IN view of the numerous thefts of

motor cycles, the locking device illus-

trated may be of some value to motor
cyclists who have frequently to leave

their machines un-

attended. A
hinge on which a
padlock- can be

Fastening the A stirrup locking

gear lever into device,

neutral position.

locked holds securely the change-speed

lever in neutral position.

Another device that has been found

serviceable is the use of a stirrup similar

to those used in the Army to lock kitbags.

Easily-operated Rear Stand.

THE stand illustrated herewith has been
protected by Mr. A. S. Bryer, of

Southampton, and has for its object

the elimination of strain on the part of

the motor cyclist in raising his machine
on to the stand.

Mr. Bryer's stand has two legs and a

connecting bar of the usual type, and
around the latter rotates a sleeve, to one

end of which is fixed a foot lever.

The lever lies parallel and close to the

inner face of the leg when not in use,

and the end has two laterally projecting

lugs, extending one each side of the leg.

Similar lugs are also fitted at the other

end of the sleeve.

When it is desired to "raise" the

machine on its stand, the pedal lever ij

moved outward until the lugs at each

end of the sleeve engage the legs. The
pedal lever is now at an angle of approxi-

mately 80° to the leg.

Moderate pressure oi the toot is sufficient

to raise the rear of the machine

The rider holds the saddle or carrier

of the cycle, and by pressing upon the

pedal the machine is raised until the

stand assumes its supporting position.

On the rider withdrawing his foot, the

lever returns, by the aid of a spring, to

its normal position.

Jacking the Sidecar.

THE provision of a sidecar jack or

stand is claiming the attention of

some makers, but the majority still

allow the raising of the cycle on its stand

to throw the sidecar over at an angle,

thus setting up unnecessary strain at

the lugs.

The following suggestion would facili-

tate the raising of the sidecar without

undue exertion. A straight tube may be

pivoted to the axle between the spring

and the wheel, or in any other convenient

"position ; the rear end should have a

A cuggested sidecar stand.

roller or wheel, and the operating end

could be finished with a handle-bar grip.

The only movement necessary to lift

the sidecar is the pulling up of the lever

to a vertical position.—F.A.S.
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w Honour to Whom Honour.
^HILE everybody is talking big about " mass

production" and tlie " lessons of aero engine

practice/' I think we are in some danger of

forgetting two firms to whom the industry owes a

debt which is unforgettable. I refer primarily to the

Triumph Co., who in my opinion rescued motor
cycling from a slump due to bad design which

threatened to engulf it a few years ago; and, "secondly,

to the Douglas Co., whose perseverance made the fiat

twin a practicable machine. I am old enough to

remember how two separate firms tried to make a job

of the flat twin, and after strugghng along in obscurity

for a season or two surrendered. Then the Douglas
people, who were then best known as makers of shoe

trade machinery, took up the old Barter and Fairy

patents on sound engineerhig lines and with the

essential capital, with the result that the flat twin now
challenges the once monarchic single. Probably this

paragraph of mine is quite unnecessai7. Both of these

fimis are slow of speech. They are more prone to

perform than to promise. Neither of them has yet

whispered to the public of anything but-W.D. models.

I expect each factory has a rod in pickle for those

audacious mushroom firms which are plunging into

mass production. Personally, I hope to welcome some-

thing of real interest from both concerns.

Dirty "Wheels.

nF flesh could crystallise (pardon "fatigue") as

metal does from over-exertion, many motor

cyclists' tongues would long since have dropped

off as the result of deriouncing the 191 4 machine for

its dirt-collecting propensities. It is odd that, though

we hear so much about mud traps on the crank case,

rust traps on the handle-bar, oil and dust traps on the

tank top, poHce traps on the road, so few people

ever mention the propensity of wire wheels for catch-

ing and holding dirt, or die difficulty of cleaning these

parts. I suppose we are sunk in a sullen despair,

knowing that windage practically puts the disc wheel

out of court for serious riding. I should be very sorry

to say good-bye to the wire wheel for some reasons;

it is the only part of the average machine which has

a delicate and fairy appearance : and a speedster

should not look too lumpish. The wire wheel is

elastic to a certain degree, and so makes for comfort

:

it is cheap to make, and easy to repair, unless, of

course, you throw it under a traction engine, or bend

it into a true lover's knot by ramming walls with it.

But it is a beast to clean. Do not mistake me.
_

I

never clean my machines. I coat them with vaseline

on delivery, and when selling day comes, one good

wipe over brings away the vaseline plus the filth of

ten thousand miles. But saner owners, I am credibly

informed, spend an hour each evening going over their

'buses with metal polish. Moreover, the general public

considers motor cycling a filthy pastime, and^ counten-

ances speed limits and police traps because it sees us

careering about with mud on our spokes, which is far

worse than a Bacchante with vine leaves in her hair.

So—strictly pro bono publico—I plead for a pressed

metal artillery wheel, which shall be light, strong,

resilient, and easily cleaned. In Mr. Sankey's ear^I

breathe interrogatively the one word—" Duralumin
'

'
?

The New and the Old.

S one of the verv few riders who have sampled

both the old 1914 A.B.C. (500 c.c.) and the

new 1919 400 c.c. pattern, I am glad to_ give

my testimony that the new-comer will do practically

everything that its papa was capable of. With the

possible exception of the four-cylinder Henderson, I

do not expect to taste better acceleration than the 1914

model gave on second gear uphill: but the 1919 model

has a better jump on the higher gears. The steering

of the litde one is perceptibly the better of the two;

but I sdll have a weak corner in my heart for the

springing of the old 'un.

"Lightweight*' Bicycles.

WE have frequently wandered into confusion in

respect of lightweights. I have often sug-

gested that the term "light" in reference to

a car does not necessarily convey any particular

infomiation about its weight (or, for the matter of

that, its price, as was once implied); a light car in

1918 meant a car with a smallish engine: by 1920

it may only mean a car that has a smaller engine

than your pre-war car, which may have been_ of

40 b.h.p. So too in motor cycles. At one time

a "lightweight" motor cycle was a machine which

was catalogued at or near 100 lb. To-day it means

a cycle which has an engine of less than 400 c.c. but

which may tip the scale at 2%. cwt. This is simply

ridiculous. In the so-called light car world, the real

objecUve of classification is initial cost and running

cost. Whatever term is used for the "juniors" and

the " junissimuses " (I am an old man and have for-

gotten mv Latin) should guarantee that the car so

christened is cheapish to buy a'nd very cheap to run.

In the sphere of lightweight motor bicycles, price is

not the main objective. If some stout old party

who has not \iewed his toe-caps for years hears a

cvcle described as a hghtweight, it is weight which

is his primary interest. He wants to be sure that he

will not have an apoplectic stroke when he has to

hoike the carrier backwards to get the machine on

its stand. ' He may have no ambition to carry it up

steps, but at least he will be depressed if it pushes

A2a
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Occasional Comments,—

him over on his back when he rashly lets it lean

against him. At present, press, trade, clubs, and

enthusiastic conversationalists befog this sporting old

party quite hopelessly. For when Jones brags that

his "lightweight" can be kept on the mantelpiece,

he is talking of a Levis Popular, weight no lb. : and

when Brown talks of "lightweight," he is describing

deeds of derring-do on a 1920 'bus with spring frame,

lighting d}aiamo, and Zeppelin-aluminium-girder side-

car, weight =; cwt. all on. I am not so crazy as to

suggest that low weight is the Alpha and Omega of a

"lightweight." Comfort, hill-climbing, reliability, and

cost are all factors in the demand. But the term is

grossly misapplied at the present time ; and when so

many slim girls and impoverished elderly papas with

equators are nibbling at our hobby, it is time we

became more precise in our diction.

The Cheapest Sidecar Outfit.

ONE or two correspondents have written to ask me

what is the cheapest bargain in the way of a

sidecar outfit during the present epidemic of

famine prices. The answer must vary with three

factors, viz., the exact sum available, the nature of

the local hills, and the degree of luck encountered in

spotting what one is seeking. Broadly speaking, a

APRIL 17th, 1919.

fair fun is obtainable. Next to the twin I

should place the chain-driven single-cylinder, which

is also rather a rarity at a low price: three-speed

belt-drivers with hub gears are neither very scarce

nor very dear, but if a skilled overhaul of the hub

can be managed, the ensuing season should be free

from transmission troubles of a serious character,

unless bad hills and bad weather are met in combina-

tion. It is better to be lucky than rich, and some per-

severing buyers with shallow purses are unearthing

sellers who are not profiteers. Really, the whole ques-

tion turns on whether the would-be buyer is ready to

put his pride in his pocket. Until recent years even

the knut had to tour either with a three-speed hub and

belt drive, which gave trouble at regular intervals, or

with a single-geared belt. We were not particular.

We wanted to take our girls about with us, and we

took them. What matter if wisdom bade us dodge

certain hills at any time—rush another up to the stick-

ing point with passenger, descend, and rush to where

the passenger had tramped and was ready to help in

the push—always feel if the belt punch and knife

were in our pockets—and so on? We thoroughly

enjoyed these quaint, primitive, strenuous tours. If

the money does not run to a slap-up ^130 6 h.p. com-

bination with dynamo and three speeds, why not take

the best you can afford and use it? I'll be bound

this coming summer will resurrect

a lot of old crocks, and that their

users will enjoy the fun of tuning

them up and coaxing them to

achieve miracles. One of the

merriest souls I know used to drive

a high compression T.T. 6 h.p.

twin, single gear, belt drive, and

sidecar. He was not blessed with

a stout wife, and they did not take

evening dress with them, but they

had some exceedingly good times

together.

TESTING THE 8 h.p. BLACKBURNE
Negotiating sharp and steep turnings

into the Churt road. (See page 381.)

low-geared gear-boxless twin is

the best bargain in this line for a

poor man; if the average pace is

kept down, a big twin will stand

quite a low gear, and if opened
up from cool will do some
wonderful climbing on a single

gear. A chain-driven is prefer-

able in view of wet weather, but

if two belts, as wide as the pulleys

can take them, are carried, very

AJ4
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A Strenuous Test in the Hindhead District.

ONE day last week, on a very faint line, Mr. J.

S. Holroyd was heard to inform us that the

new 1919 8 h.p. Blackburne sidecar combina-
lion was ready for the road, and, beyond hearing some-
thing to the effect that he would like us to come and
see him try to break it up, little more could be heai;d.

We arrived by road the next morning, and found the

new Blackburne quite ready for the trip. The outfit

had only just been completed, and all it had had in

the way of a test was a run to Gosport and back to

Tongham. So far as the motor bicycle is concerned,

it is similar in many details to the 4 h.p. we recently

described, except that the engine is a 60° 85 mm. x
88 mm. 998 c c. twin, with detachable and inter-

changeable cylinder heads, and that most noteworthy
of all Blackburne features—an out-

side flywheel.

Particular attention has been paid

to the silencing of the engine, both

as regards the exhaust and also as

regards noises from the valves and
timing gear, and considerable success

has been attained in this direction.

We left the works in the luxurious

sidecar with the designer at the helm,

followed by another Blackburne
driven by one of the directors, Mr.
Cole, while The Motor Cycle photo-

grapher brought up the rear on his

Matchless, with Mr. Reeves, another

director, as his passenger. From
Tongham we made our way along

bumpy roads, which brought us eventually to Elstead.

From here we proceeded in the direction of Churt

until we reached a pretty spot where a steep, rough,

and narrow track, obviously not meant for wheeled
traffic, descended into the valley. Here we made a

brief halt to take photographs, and then the day's

work really began. It is not our usual custom to go

out on a trial run and leave the manufacturer or his

The Blackburne flywheel

IS secured by a taper and

key, locked on by a nut,

over which a cap is fitted.

representative to choose the course, but on this occa-

sion the matter was taken out of our hands, and no

one except our pilot knew w'hither we were bound.

In a few minutes we were in a part of Surrey the nature

of which could never be guessed : a wild district of

unsurpassable beauty, unsullied by signs of human
habitation, and devoid of all roads. True, there were

tracks, and these were similar to the mule paths that

exist in the Vosges and other mountainous districts.

Our descent was down one of these steep tracks. The
surface was sandy and intersected by ruts, gulleys, roots

of trees, and great stones, the avoidinj^ of which

(when possible) called for every atom of skill the

driver possessed. Such surfaces excited rebellion in

the hearts of certain competitors in the 1914 Six Days
Trials, yet they are of a kind met
with in our Overseas Dominions, and

it is for these countries that so many
British motor cycles are required.

Messrs. Burney and Blackburne

realise this, and their products have

the high ground clearance, the 28in.

wheels, and the power to combat
these conditions. The top gear ratio,

we may mention, was 4% to i.

When once the stretch of wild

country was entered we stopped, and

it was decided to make a round of the

course first so that we might choose

the spots where the best views might

be taken, but the photographer mis-

understood instructions and dashed on

ahead, much to Mr. Holroyd's consternation, as the

road was really dangerous, but he stuck in the sand at

the critical point and had to come back. It now came
the turn of the new Blackburne, and we charged up the

hill over a surface similar to that described above on

to a gradient of about i in 5. Just short of the summit

the combination almost came to a standstill owing to

, back wheel slip, but heeling over to a dangerously

.125
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A Road Test of the New 8h.p. Blackburne.—

steep angle, so abruptly did the track slope away, and

with a veritable precipice on the left, the engine

gallantly stuck to its work and surmounted the

gradient. The track now became less steep, but no

better as regards surface; notwithstanding, Holroyd

changed into second, climbed a short steep pitch, and

then, to our amazement, left the track, slewed round

to the rigiit, and charged up the hill over the gorse.

As we anticipated it would, the engine resented this

treatment and stopped, but Holroyd was much sur-

prised till he discovered he had omillcd to change

down to first speed. This was a fault which was soon

remedied, and we were again tackling the slope. A
glorious view unfolded itself, but for the moment we

were occupied in regarding the hollows, bumps, and

ridges which were wringing and straining the sidecar

frame, but nothing happened. The Blackburne did

all that it was asked

to do, and did it well,

and part of it over a
"

track which no car, not

e\en a Ford, could

have negotiated owing

to its narrowness. Most

of the course was done

again, and done even

better for the benefit

of the photographer,

and then the real test

finished up with a

"enuine "freak" hill-

T

climb. The surface was as before, the gradient 1 in 4

or worse ; the power was there but adhesion failed,

and a boulder blocked the way, so what would you?
It was a wonderful performance over a course of Mr.

Holroyd 's own choosing, and not one we should have

selected ourselves. Resuming normal conditions we
took the helm and returned to Tongham through Til-

ford and across the Hog's Back. This gave us the

opportunity of appreciating the new Blackburne 's good
qualities to the full. We found the engine to be beau-

tifully balanced, and its smooth and silent running

appealed to us most strongly. The engine possesses

wonderful powers of picking up speed on a gradient

without change of gear ; this is clearly due to the

outside flywheel, which enables power' to be main-
tained at slow speeds, while the fact that there are no
internal flywheels retarded by the viscosity of the oil

clearly adds to the efficiency of the engine. We are

left with the impression

that the new Black-

burne has made good,
and will be a mount
which will be much-
sought after not only

in this country but in

the Colonies, and will

go far towards recap-

turing the trade,

which, owing to the

war, has been allowed
to slip into allied but

foreign hands.

(Top) Rear view of the B'ackbume outfit. The width ot the mudguards is a commendable feature. The two lower photographs give a

good idea of the wild nature of the country that was traversed.

->-O0»~<-

THE LONDON -EDINBURGH.
THE ^lotor Cycle Club has decided to hold a

speed-judging competition on May loth, and
a petrol consumption trial early in June. The

London-Edinburgh run, which was last held in 19 14,

will be resumed this year at Whitsuntide. The start

from London will be on the Friday night prior to the

A26

Whit-Monday, and the return journey from Edinburgh

on the Monday, starting Sunday midnight.

The usual prizes will be awarded—gold medals

within 22^:; hours, silver within 24 hours, and bronze

within 30 hours. From what we hear, the event will

be well supported.
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A Remarkable System of Engine Construction.
All Main Parts built up from Stamped Steel Sheeting.

A SYSTEM of engine construction whicii, if it

proved to be successful, should be almost
revolutionary in its results has been patented

by Mr. A. W. Wall, of Sheldon, near Birmingham,
who will be well-known to our readers as the designer
of the Wall Auto-wheel, Roc gear, etc.

Only after some difficulty have we persuade.; Mi.
Wall, and those associated with him
in this project, to give us permission

to make some reference to the system,

beyond a review of the number of

patent specifications which have just

been issued in regard to it, but which
do not show the most recent applica-

tions of the principle. There is no
desire on the part of its sponsors for

premature publicity, but, as a matter
of interest to our readers, we have
obtained permission to give a few
explanatory particulars.

Briefly, the idea is to build up the

engine—^rhat is, the cylinders, cylinder head, crank

case, crankshaft, pistons, connecting rod, and other

parts—from units formed by stamping steel sheets.

A four-cylinder motor cycle engine, in addition to a

car engine, is in course of construction, and we have
inspected various finished parts, including the unit

consisting of cylinder jackets and crank case. In

regard to this main unit, it is formed of two stampings,

which are bolted together at the vertical and longi-

tudinal centre line. Each half is an exact duplicate

of the other, and the only machining necessary before

they are brought together is a grinding process which
allows their contact faces to meet firmly all over.

Grooves for oilproof packing and for direct oilways to

the bearings are formed with the stamping.

Poppet or Sleeve Valve.

Into this shell are pressed the actual cylinder barrels

consisting of steel tubes. When the engine is to

be water-cooled, the jackets are also of sheet steel,

pressed on to the cylinder casing, and water joints

are formed at the lower ends by means of grooves

in which packing material is inserted under pressure

Section of the built-up crankshaft

An air-cooled engine has its cooling fins similarly
pressed on, and is naturally a simpler proposition.

Detachable heads occur in both types, and provision
is made for sparking plugs, \'alve seats, valve guides,
and other details when a poppet \'ahe engine is in

question.

The' four-c\linder inotor cycle engine now being
made is of the four-stroke type, but
two-stroke and sleeve valve engines
are also in hand so far as designs
are concerned.

The crankshaft is particularly in-

teresting. The journals and crank
pins are formed by stamping a long
spigot, in the centre for the journals
and eccentricallv for the pins, fvmn
each of several flat steel discs. Two
opposed units, with spigots whicii

telescope one within the other, con-
stitute each journal or pin, and the

two and also one disc of the next
unit are held together by, roughly speaking, burring
over the ends of the spigots. Provision is made for
preventing rotational movement between the telescoped
parts, otherwise, of course, the shaft as a whole would
be twisted all shapes by the torque it must convey to

the flywheel.

The connecting rod bearings, of the roller variety,

are put in position between the telescoping parts duriv.g

the course of erection.

The advantages claimed for this form of constructi in

are many, among them being extremely low cost, very
light weight, unusual strength, and suitability for mass
production. As to the practicability of the scheme,
those who have associated themselves with Mr. Wall
first obtained a considered opinion from one of the
best known consulting engineers in the motor industry,

and the favourable views that gentleman expressed
convinced Mr. Wall's colleagues that the proposal
was feasible and practicable.

Some thousands of pounds have already been spent
in making the necessary dies and tools, for a sample
engine could only be built after an equipment suitable

for quantity prCKluction had been obtained.

A

1
.—A single pressing that will form one

.
Half of the cylinder "block" and crank case.

Fig. 2.--Section of the connecting-rod built up from two pressings. Fig. 3.—A piston built up ot steel stampings; (a) head (b) skirl,
tc and d) halves ot- body. Fig. 4.—Units of the built-up crankshaft.
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THE PEACE MODEL
RUDGE-MULTI.

Modilicalions and Improve-
ments in a Well-tried Design.

LIKE most of the large motor cycle

maiuifactuiers, Messrs. Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., have taken some

time to clear their factory of Govern-
ment orders before resuming the produc-
tion of motor cycles. Arrangements are

now complete, however, for a fair output
of the i\iulti model, which, as many of

our readers are aware, won the last

T.T. race.

The 1919 Rudge Multi can be said to

be an improved pre-war model, modified

in details, but not differing to any large

extent from its predecessor. The main
alter.ition is the new crank case, which
now has smooth surfaces, all projecting

ridges, willi which in previous models

A crank case with a clean exterior is one of

the improvements of the 1919 Rudge.

the crank case was ornamented, having
been removed. This has a distinct

advantage, as it is much easier to clean,

and does not collect mud, as do many
crank cases having rings cast upon them.
The timing case cover, too, has a
smooth face.

As of old, the engine has a bore and
stroke of 85 mm. and 88 mm. respec-
tively, and an overhead inlet vaUe
actuated by push rod operated by a cam
on the last of a train of gears, from
one of which the magneto is driven.
There is another point where the

Rudge engine differs from the majority.
The pinion for driving the half-time gear
has a vernier adjustment. The driving
pinion has twenty-two teeth, and is fi.xed

to the crankshaft, having twenty-one
serrations. Tliis, muUiiilied by two
for the lialf-time gear, gives a vernier
adjustment for timing the valves with
a moveme}it of less than one-half a

degree at a time. The reader may
work thii out for himself as follows

22 X 21 x2 1
, , , . ,

,

36C^ = 924
'P""' °^ ^ "''''

= .388 of a degree

An interesting feature of the Kudge
machine, and one which is appreciated

by many riders, is the method of carry-

ing the lubricating oil and operating the

pump. The oil tank is a separate unit

clipped to the "seat" tube of the

frame, and has a pump fitted in its lower'

end which is operated, through a

Bowden wire, by a pedal near the right

footrest. This ensures a petrol tank free

from oil always.

The Rudge sidecar is a particularly fine

piece of work, and is larger all round

than the pre-war model. The nose has

been broadened considerably, and an

adjustable footboard fitted.

Both cushion and back cushions are

unusually deep and well sprung, and the

height oi' the seat from the floor is highei

than in the majority of sidecars, as will

be seen from the accompanying photo-

graph.
In addition to the usual locker under

the seat there is a capacious compartment
between the rear panel and the seat back.

A grid with accommodation for two
petrol cans is supported on a sub-frame
which is carried by the two cross

members upon which the body also rests.

The grid is therefore sprung with the

body, although the latter does not support
the weight.
As regards the finish, this is as good

as any, and far better than most sidecars

we have seen. The top panel is of

polished aluminium.

F3^
—
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The rear locker and grid. The I

carried on the sprung portion of the

650 X 55 mm. tyres are fitted

machine and sidecar, the prices

are £80 and £30 respectively.

atter is

sidecar.

to both
of which

The 1919 Rudge sidecar, which has a larger and wider body than its preae^essor.
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THE REX SIDECAR SINGLE.

3S5

84J mm. Bore, 98 mm. Stroke, 550 c.c.

Capacity, Mechanical Lubrication.

The new Rex, which will be known as Model 77, primarily designed for sidecar work.

ENTIRELY new models have been few
and far between, many 1919 models
being war-time designs improved in

detail. So far as singles are concerned,
it is about five years since an entirely

new design was introduced. Therefore,
the Rex 4 h.p. sidecar single undoubtedly
w-ill create a great deal of attention on
this score alone. On two other counts
this machine is particularly interesting.

First, it is the latest model of a firm

which has been associated with the motor
cycle industry since its earliest days

;

and, secondly, the design is interesting

in itself, both as regards the engine and
the machme generally.

The latest Kes is essentially a sidecar

machine. It has been designed through-
out for passenger work, and is, conse-

quently, heavier than most machines of

the same capacity which are designed as

dual purpose mounts. The requirements
of the Overseas markets, too, have been
borne in mind, hence the American type
rims and 28 x 2iin. tyres.

The Engine.
In design tl)e power unit departs from

the average single-cylinder motor cycle

engine in at least one important point,

i.e., the lubrication system. The crank
case is in three main pai'ts, two sides,

and a base. The latter 'forms the bottom
of the crank case, and also embodies a

iarge oil sump extending forward to form
the platform for the magneto.
On the left side of this sump is the oil

filler, which has a screw needle for ascer-

taining the amount of oil in the sump.-
From the sump the oil is circulated by

a small gear pump on the right side of

the unit, through an adjustable sight-feed

ou the tank, to a luiion on the crank

'

case, which communicates with a circular

channel, from which it oveiHow-s into a
second channel, of which the base of the
cylinder barrel forms the inner wall. In
the latter are several holes for the en-

trance of the oil into the engine proper,
from which the piston also takes its

allowance.

The residue is constantly dripping into

the base of the crank case, where it is

maintained at a certain level for splash
lubrication, after which it drains back to

the sump via three holes in each side
wall. These holes also serve automatic-
ally to provide more oil when the machine
is going uphill, as, w-hen the machine
assumes certain angles, these oN'eiHow
ports one by one go out of operation,
and in consequence a greater depth of

oil is accumulated.
In addition to the mechanical oiling

system, there is an auxiliary hand pump
which can be used to give the engine an
extra charge of oil from the tank if or
as required. The pump is on the side
of the tank, and placed much further
to the rear than is usual. Thus the Rex
engine has two, distinct oiling systems.

Timmg gear of the Rex engine, showing
the decompressor mechanism.

The cylinder has a bore and stroke of

84^ mm, and 98 mm. respectively, the

capacity being 550 c.c. There appears to

be ample radiating surface on the fins,

which, along the side of the valve

pockets, are cast straight instead of fol-

lowing a more or less circular contour

;

and between the valve pockets and the
cylinder there is a clear air passage.

Side-by-side valves are used, operated
by a single cam—in fact, one cam serves

for inlet and exhaust valves and the de-

compressor.

The Decompressor.

The latter mechanism consists of a
finger carried on a sleeve, which is

mounted eccentrically on a shaft, to

which the operating lever is fixed. Con-
necte'd to the sleeve is an arm extending
to an auxiliary rocker integral with the
exhaust valve rocker pi'oper, but is not
connected directly to it. The auxiliary

rocker has a stud fitting in a slot in

the arm. Therefore, when the decom-
pressor lever is so moved that the finger

gets into the path of the cam, it partly

rotates the sleeve and brings the stud
to the end of the slot and so raises the
exhaust valve during a portion of the
compression stroke'.

A single shaft, placed centrally, is

used to carry the rockers, and the cam
wheel is off the centre line. The other
gear wheel in the timing case is for

the purpose of driving the oil pump.
There is a worm on the shaft of this

latter gear, which drives a phosphor
bronze wheel on the short shaft, rotating
the gear of the pump. This latter is

a neat little device, consisting of two
spur wheels in a small brass case, which
can be completely disconnected by re-

moving the union and si.x screws, with-
out disturbing the timing case coyer or

any other part of the engine.

Aluminium Piston.

It is extremely interesting to note
that the makers of the new Rex are

pinning their faith to an aluminium alloy
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The Rex Sidecar Single.—

piston. This is the subject of one of

the several putonts jiljoiit the machine,

and weighs thri'iqiiarteis fif a iioniul.

or about half the weight of a cast iron

.piston of the same size. As will oc

seen from one of the accompanying draw-

ings, the piston is of t!ie lantern type,

while closer examination will show that

two of the three rings are of uncon-
ventional section.

The designer has aimed at obviating

direct contact between the aluminium
piston and the cylinder wall, and this is

attained by the L section rings shown.
Neither the top nor the bottom of the

piston can touch the cyliiuh-r walls, as~
each end of the
piston is cut away
and the space
filled by the ring.

A groove is cut in

tliese rings to dis-

tribute the oil

along the path of

the piston and to

remove the sur-

plus. A third
ring below the
top ring is fitted,

audi like the
others, it is ^in.

wide.

The gudgeon pin
works directly in

the aluminium
bosses of the
piston, the small

end being split

and grippmg the
pin by means of a

nut and bolt. A large bearing surface

is obtained in this way, and we may say
we have examined a piston vjhich has done
o\er 2,000 miles, and no appreciable signs

of wear were apparent.
A double row roller bearing is used in

the big end of the connecting rod, which
is particularly light. The main shafts

The steering head,

showing the method of

lubricating the ball

races, and the cone fix-

ing for the handle-bar.

The brake pedal is well Lubricator to supply

supported on a long oil to the ball bearing

bearing, which has a supporting the belt

large lubricator. rim.

are supported on large ball bearings with
an extra bearing of the roller type on
the driving side.

The wheels are of the quick detachable
type with knock-out spindles, and are

interchangeable, the pulley wheel, which
is carried on a separate ball bearing, re-

maining in the frame. As will be seen

from the drawing of the head, the lower
ball race has a proper oil channel lead-

ing directly to it from a large lubricator

in front of the head, while the top ball

race is lubricated through oilways drilled

at an angle from four holes, which are

used also for adjusting the head. These
holes are covered by a sliding ring.

Adjustable Handle-bars.

An adjustable handle-bar is another
feature of the design ; the bar, being
gripped by a split lug, may be raised or
lowered as desired by slackening two
nuts. The other part of this lug fits on
the steering head over a long tapered
member having a key, and is held in posi-

tion by a large "hut" having an exten-
sion for a<:commodating the lamp bracket.
Brampton Bi-flex forks are fitted, with

a good size mud-
guard and a front
wheel stand. The
front brakes are
of the conven-
tional type, but
the wheel is ren-
dered accessible by
the brake shoes
being so made that
they can be swung
round by loosen-
ing the two nuts
which secure them
to the stirrup.

The rear brake, which The handle-bar lug,

has a parallel motion, which permits the bar

The brake spring is to be adjusted as to

enclosed. height.

The frame design departs from past

and present practice. The top tube
slopes to the rear but towards the rear

end it is bent. From this tube the canti-

The drilled con-

necting rod and
aluminium piston.

The latter is fitted

with three Jin. rings,

two of which are

stepped and have

scraper grooves.

The crank case and oil sump. The oil sump filler and level

indicator needle are shown on the left.

lever member of the saddle suspension
is pivoted. The four sidecar lugs are
integral with the frame, and the carrier
member embodies a large metal tool
box, which forms part of the rear guard.
By removing four nuts this unit, con-
sisting of carrier, tool box, and rear
portion of the guard, may readily be
removed.

Parallel Motion Rear Brake.

The rear brake has a parallel motion,
and the fibre pad works inside the V
of the belt rim. This brake is operated

by a pedal, and is the only control at

the driver's feet, all others being hand-
operated.

On the left handle-bar there are the

exhaust valve lifter and clutch levers,

and on the right the front brake and-
carburetter controls. The magneto ad-

vance and retard lever is, perhaps, ths
largest we have seen on a motor cycle.

This is located on the left side of the
tank.

The finish of the machine is in black

enamel, with very few plated parts, the

handle-bars being finished by a new
process, which renders the metal a dull

black finish, somewhat similar to what
is known as " gun finish." The tank ii

black and gold, with a mauve panel.

A Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box
gives ratios of 5.2, 8.3, and 13.6 to 1.

The proposed price of the machine
without sidecar is £82 lOs.
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N.M.CF.U. (Leicester).

This branch of the Fuel Union will

meet at 10 a.m. on the 20th inst. for the

run to Stratford-on-Avon. Hon. sec,
Mr. F. J. Underwood, 272, Humber-
stone Road, Leicester.

N.M.CF.U. (Birmingham).

The Birmingham branch of the

N.M.CF.U. will meet on the 20th, for

the inter-meet at Stratford, at Saracen's

Head, Shirley, at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. On
Easter Monday there will be a picnic run

to Badby Wood.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry.)

For the run to Stratford-on-Avon for

the national meet, the members wiU
meet on the 20th mst. on the Common,
Warwick Eoad, at 10.30 a.m. and 1.30

p.m.

N.M.CF.U. (London).

Members of the London branch are

asked to rally for the national inter-meet

at Stratford-on-Avon, and those intending

to participate in the run should communi-
cate with the local hon. sees., Messrs. J.

J. Moon, 1, Hunter Street, Russel Square,

and L. A. Langford, c/o Messrs., J. A.
Prestwich and Co.

Eastern Counties M.C
The opening run of the Eastern Coun-

ties yi.C. was to the "Bull and Horse-
shoes," Harlow, and was a very pleasant

and sociable gathering. Several of the
members were in khakj, and new members
were introduced. Over forty members

, turned out.

Ilkeston and District M.CC
The fixtures for the above club include

a run to Skegness on the 18th inst., and
to Ashbourne on the 21st. The club is

affliated to the A.C.U., and interested

motor cycUsts should communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. A. Checkland,
106, Bath Street, Ilkeston.

Banbury and District M.CC
At an extraordinary general meeting of

the Banbury and District M.CC. it was
decided to carry on the club as in 1914
with all available officials and committee.
Vacancies due to the war were fiDed.

The club's programme for 1919 is to
foster ' the social side of motor cyclmg,
and a few sporting events, such as a hill-

climb, reliability trial, old crocks' trial,

etc. Affiliation to the A.CU. has been
continued, and any motor cyclist residing
in the Banbury district is invited to be-
come a member. The opening run will
be to Stratford-on-Avon on the 18th inst.,

meeting at headquarters at 12.30 p.m.
Tea at Unicorn Hotel, Stratford, at
4 p.m. Hon. sec, ilr. H. A. Beard,
4, Horse Fair, Banbury.

jF^uture €vents.
April 17.—Nexvcastle-on-TyneM.C. Open-

ing Run to Allendale.
April IS.—Banhury and District M.CC.

Opening Run to Stratford-on-Avon.
April lS.~Ilheston and District M.G.C.

Run to S/.-egness.

April IS.—Middlesbrough and District
M.CC. Richmond Meet.

April IS.—York and District M.C Run
to Richmond.

April 19.—N.M.CF.U., Sheffield. Run
to Stratford-oji-Avon for' National
Meet of N.M.CF.U. on April SOth.

April 20.—N.M.CF.U. National Meet
at Strafford-on-Avon.

April SO.—N.M.CF.U., Leicester. Run
to Stratford-on-Avon.

AprUW.— N.M.CF.U., Ncwcastle-on-
2'yne. Run to Alston.

April 30.—Troedyrhiw and District M.C
Opening Run to Porthcaivl.

April 21.—Birmingham M.CC Open
Reliability Trial for Victory Cup.

April SI.—Dublin M.CC. Dunlop Cup
Trial.

April SI.—Ilkeston and District M.CC.
Run to Ashborne.

April SI.—N.M.CF.U., Birmingham.
Picnic Run to Badby Woods.

April Sl.— Widnes M.CC. Opening Run
to Llangollen.

April SI.—York and District M.C Run
to Fountains Abbey.

April 26.—Public Schools M.CC. Hill-
climb.

April 26. — Yslalyfera and Swansea
Valley M.CC. HUl-climb.

April 28.—Edinburgh and District M.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

May Jf.
—Bolton and District M.C Re-

liability Trial.
May i.—N.M.CF.U., Sheffield. Reli-

ability Run to Knutsford.
May 10.—The M.CC Speed-judging

Competition.
May 21.—York and District .V C. Be-

liab ility Trial.

May S!f.
—Birmingham M.CC. Social

Touring Trial. Week-end to Llan-
gollen.

June 6. — M.CC London ICdinburgh
Run.

August.—A.CU. Six Days ReliahUlly

^

Trials.

aasaoea

Middlesbrough and District M.CC
The opening run of this club is fixed

fojP the 18th inst., when the members
will hold their Richmond meet, as in

pre-war days. A very comprehensive
programme has been drawn up for the
year, including a hundred miles reliability

trial in May. The hon. sees, are Messrs.
C. C. Close and S. G. Randall, 5, Oxford
Road, Middlesbrough.

Cumberland County M.CC
A large gathering of motor cyclists

assembled for the annual meeting of the
Cumberland County Motor Cycli]ig Club,
which was held at the headquarters,
Carlisle. Rule 16, which debarred trade
members from serving on the committee,
was deleted. Mr. 'T. H. Daykin, 65,
Etterby Street, Stanwix, Carlisle, was
appointed .secretary, and Mr. A. J. Hunt,
Lonsdale Street, Carlisle, treasurer. It

is intended to hold a concert and open-
ing run at Easter.

Aberdare and District M.CC
At a meeting of the Aberdare and Dis-

trict Motor Club it was decided that
the club be carried on as usual this year.

It was resolved to become affiliated to

the Auto Cycle Union as in previous
years, and that the terms for member-
ship should be as heretofore.

The members of the club are only
too pleased to render any assistance to

members of the A.CU. who may be
passing through Aberdare Upon their

writing to the secretary, Mr. A. J.

Charles, 4, Tanybryn Street, Aberdare.

The Public Schools M.CC.
A hill-climb for members of the Public

Schools M.CC. will be held on Saturday,
the 26th inst. Members are to meet at
the Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring, lunch
will be served at 1 p.m., and a start for

the hill will be made at 2 p.m. The cost

of entry is 5s., and entries should be
forwarded to the hon. sec, Lt. H. B.

Browning, R.G.A., River Bank, Staines,

as soon as possible.

There wUl be the usual classes, includ-

ing a separate class for two-strokes if

sufficient entries are received. The other
classes will be: Class B., up to 350 cc.

;

Class C, up to 500 cc, including a class

for sidecars; Class D., up to 750 cc, in-

cluding a class for sidecars ; Class E.,

up to 1,C00 CO. ; also a class for sidecars

and three-wheelers.

A small silver cup will be awarded to

the winner in each class. Competitors in

1 his event will also gain marks for the
Robinson aggregate challenge cup, a
cup presented by the father of one of
the members for the highest number of
marks gained by any member during the
year's competition.
Motor cycles must be in full touring

trim, with mudguards, horn, etc., must
not be stripped, and must be subject to

examination. Lamps need not be carried.
~ It has been decided to appoint repre-

sentatives at the various public schools.

Members of existing public schools who
are willing to act in this capacity should

send in their names to the honorary
secretary.

B5
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Oil in Proportion to Engine Speed and Load.
A New Throttle-controlled Oil Pump.

SINCE the majority of motor cycle
engines are not fitted with mechanical
oil circulation, the little pump illus-

trated here will undoubtedly interest most
motor cyclists and many manufacturers

of engines. It
is manufactured
by I\Iessr3. S.

A. Lamplugh,
Ltd., King's
Road, Tyseley,
and consists of

a simple form
of roto plunge
pump, which
can be driven
from the crank-
shaft or the
shaft on one
of the timing
wheels.

It will be seen that the main body of

the pump consists of a circular aluminium
castmg, which can be fixed to Che crank
case or timing cover by three small

screws, and has suction and delivery ports

on opposite sides. In the lower part of

the case there is a small gear wheel on
a long spindle, supported in a bronze
bush. The end of the spindle has flats

cut on it to engage with a suitable slot

The Bowden-controlled

lever operating the
eccentric for varying the

stroke of the pump.

cut in the shaft, from which the drive

is taken.

The small pinion meshes with a larger

gear mounted on the rotor, the gear
ratio being 8 to 1. The
rotor is an annular brass
ring with a groc 'e cut round
the periphery. This groove
is divided into two equal
sectors by fibre plugs, close

to which a hole is drilled

radially through the rotor.

This hole forms the housing
for the double-ended pump
plunger, which is merely a
steel spindle of a diameter
equal to that of the hole
and turned down to a smaller
diameter in the centre to

accommodate the eccentric
controlling the supply. The
latter is mounted on the cap
of the main body, and is con-
nected to an external lever
by a steel spindle.

When the rotor revolves, carrying the
plunger with it, the latter follows the
contour of the eccentric, and, accord-
ing to its position, the length of stroke
is varied, the maximum being about

In action one planger begins to suck
in oil when the groove in 4he rim of the
rotor is opposite the suction port, while
the opposite end is moving outwards, and

'UMP PLUNGER

DRIVING GEAR
CCENTRIC

DRIVEN GE:AR

CONTROL LEVER

The Lamplugh throttle-controlled oil pump dismantled.

thus forcing the oil down the delivery
pipe, which should be connected to the
engine through a sight drip feed on the
tank.

We are informed that the pump will

be ready for the market in June.

->-•••—
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Another Four-strolce Lightweight.
The 1919 Omega which is fitted with the 2i h.p. J. A. P. Engine,

BEFORE the war Omega lightweights
were produced with both two and
four-stroke engines, and probably

the latter type was the better known.
It will > therefore come as no surprise
that its manufacturers, Messrs. W. J.

Green, Ltd., of Coventry, chose this

kind of machine when they decided to

concentrate upon one model for the en-
suing year.

The new Omega is fitted with the
latest type 2J h.p. J.A.P. engine, with
the magneto in the forward position';

otherwise the machine differs very little

from its predecessors. 26x2^ tyres are
now fitted, and a two-speed countershaft
gear is a standard fitment. The machine
IS

_
supplied as a touring model with

raised handle-bars, and as a sporting
machine with semi T.T. bars.

1

The 1919 2| h.p. sports model Omega.

The National Meet of the N.M.C.F.U.
Rally of National Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union at Stratford-on-Avon.

THERE is every promise of a big
gathering of motor cyclists at Strat-
lord-on-Avon during the Easter holi-

days on the occasion of the inter-meet
of the various centres of the National
Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union. A good pro-
gramme has been arranged by the or-

ganisers, and, although many of the
branches wiU be in Stratford on the
Saturday, the main programme is reserved
for the day following.

Parties of motor cyclists are attending
the meet from Portsmouth, Weymouth,
Glasgow, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sheffield,

Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol,
Coventry, Wolverhampton, Bedford, Not-
tingham, Leeds, Leicester, Lincoln,
London, Derby, Liverpool; Barrow-in-
Furness, Grantliam, Rugby, and Ashby-
de-la-Zouch ; and one may regard the
rally as historic, since many members are
newcomers to the pastime.

The organisers announce that from
2 p.m. to 3 p.m. there will be a demon-
stration of the latest models. At three
o'clock the visitors will assemble on the
recreation ground on the riverside, vfhere
they will be addressed by the president.

At 3.30 p.m. there will be a circular
run of approximately ten mOes to Charle-
cote Park. A cinema film will be taken
en route, and a prize will be awarded for

the smartest turnout.
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Make a Note of it

!

EVERY member of the Auto-Cycle Union is

entitled to have any summons arising out of the use or

ownership of a private motorcycle defended in any
police court in Great Britain or Ireland FREE.

The A.-C.U. provides an experienced solicitor and
pays all his fees and expenses, and at any time an
A.-C.U. jnember may obtain Free Legal Advice on
any matter appertaining to motor cycling.

Trouble may overtake you to-day ! At any time

you may be pulled up for exceeding a speed limit,

having your number plates obliterated, or because

your rear lamp has gone out—it is at such times as

these that you appreciate the practical assistance

provided by the A.-C.U.

brings you the following FREE Benefits:

FREE " GET-YOU-HOME" SCHEME, whereby in case of accident

or breakdown on the road your machine is taken to the nearest garage and a

car is placed at your disposal to drive you and your passenger home or to the

nearest Railway Station, FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all matters

motorcycling, FREE Assistance of the R AC. Road Guides, FREE
Use of a Reading Room at the R.AC., FREE Assistance in Touring

«nd Foreign Travel, SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc. etc.

Fill in and Post the Information

Coupon for fall details NOW!

Information Coapon.
The Seaetary,
AUTO-CYCLE UNION.
PALL MALL, LONDON, S.WJ.

Please send tic lurthtr paHicuUys. regarding the

advanages of bicming a member of the A i^.U .,

together with AppHcatimi Formfir membership.

Name"

Address .

Tiie il tor Cycle," 17/4/19.
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Sales of Government Motor Cycles.
" Quite a buzz of excitement was felt when the Audlioneer

announced that he had now come to the 31 h.p. Sunbeams.

One was sold for 57 guineas and one for 56 guineas. Bidding

was very spirited for these machines."

Vide "Motor Cycling," Feb. 4th, 1919.

THE VALUE PLACED BY THE PUBLIC ON SUNBEAM
MOTOR CYCLES CAN BE ESTIMATED WHEN WAR-
WORN SECOND-HAND ONES COMMAND SUCH PRICES.

MAKERS

JOHN MARSTON, Ltd., 11, Sunbeamland, WOLVERHAMPTON.

London: 57, Holbom Viaduct, E.C, and 157-158, Sloeme Street, S.W-

3^ H.P. TWIN HUMBER.

"/ purchased it in 1911, and have

ridden it continually in all Weathers

(hail, rain, blow, or snow) for over

40,000 miles. My repair billhas been

exceptionally light. The machine

is looked upon as a wonder in this

district." 5ep/. 11, 1918.

Thus Mr. rrWardrEast Brent,

Highbridge, in the best type of

reminder that your new mount

should be a HUMBER.

HUMBER LIMITED.
Head Office and Works : COVENTRY.

London / Showrooms— 32, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. i.

& District \ RepairWorks

—

Canierbury Rd., Kilbuen.N.W.

Southampton & District: 25-27. London Rd., Southampton

b8 /n ansu:ciinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyclt."
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On Warwickshire Hills with (he New Sidecar Single

WE were able to examine the new
Rex machine last week, and a

description with illustrations ap-
pears in this issue. After our inspection,

Mr. Hemingway, the enthusiastic manager
of the Rex Co., invited us to follow the
tracks of the sidecar single sans sidecar

on a two or tlu'ee hour run without stop-

ping the engine.

A suitable sidecar was not available,

but since the total weight propelled by
the engine was almost twice that of a

single of its size with normal rider, the
test promised to be interesting. We
admit that we anticipated an involuntary

stop through some trivial incident such
as generally happens when a rider sets

out to keep his engine running for a

specified time. Sometimes anxiety causes

these stops, the carburetter chokes, or

the throttle is closed in mistake for the

air lever. It is so easy to stop one's

engine when the run is not straight-

forward and instructions may be open to

misunderstanding.

ahead in order to observe the machine
on the hill.

Jlodel 77 came up steadily, on top gear,

until the last portion of the stretch of

1 in 5, when the Eex man changed down
to second while travelling at 27 m.p.h.
Turning at the top of the hill, he imme-
diately ran down again, and repeated the
climb, with practically the same results.

Controllability and Cool Running.

What impressed us more perhaps than
the climb—we were on the hill only a

week before with some particularly fast

machines of lighter weight—was the
manner in which the rider bi-ought his

machine to a standstill, declutched, and
remained seated in the saddle for the next
ten minutes with his engine ticking over

with the regularity of a car engine. Upon
request, he demonstrated to us the rev-

ving capabilities of the engine, and, this
' done, throttled down again to the slow
running in neutral gear, with which we
were familiar before the day was done.

From Edge we wended our way along

the ridge of the hill, from which such

fine views of Warwickshire are obtained,

to Sunrising. Here Model 77 gave another

demonstration, climbing the hill twice,

each climb being practically identical, the

rider changing down for the last portion,

and finishing the climb well over 20 m.p.h.

We then had an opportunity of seeing

that the rear brake was sufficiently

powerful to bring the machine quickly

to a standstill on the steepest part of the

hill, witli the engine still running.

Some time was absorbed on the top

of Sunrising, discussing the Rex and
things in general, and the engine was
kept running for some time, but in order

to permit a closer examination of some
of its features we ordered a stop for a

minute or so. Here it should be
mentioned the machine is fitted with
aluminium footrests, which pivot on the

front supports, and may be raised when
desired. The back connection is by a clip.

We were soon under way again en

route for Newnham, which lay over
" twenty miles away, and between the

two hills the pac« was hot, but the

Rex went up to within a few yards of

the crest on "top." A second climb

was made, with similar results, and
finally, the Daventi-y side of the hill

was taken on top.

A run to Rugby, through a blinding

snowstorm, concluded the test, which
covered about ninety miles of hard
riding. The crank case was free from
oil, and to summarise our impressions,

we should say that the 4 h.p. low com-
pression Rex will be found to be a very
suitable machine for sidecar work.

1

However, the rider of the Rex
is fully justified in claiming that

he did all that was required of

him. True, he stopped twice

—

once due to a misunderstanding
and not through bad driving or

lack of power, and once because

we wished better to examine the

machine.
From Coventry we made our

way, with the Model 77, as it is

called, to Stoneleigh and Warwick
at a fair average speed, which,
but for good company and the

beauty of the splendid spring
morning, would have been mono-
tonous.

After leaving Warwick, only
three vUlages lay along the road
to Edge Hill, our first objective

;

and, in order to warm up
" seventy-seven," we made the
pice a little hotter, and, by
arrangement, eventually " drew

Scenes on Sunrising Hill during road demonstration of the new 4 h.p. Rex motor cycle.
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THE LATEST POWERPLUS INDIAN.
Side Lever for Exhaust Valve Lifter. Wires -instead of Rods for Twist Grip Control

OXE of the centres of attraction at the

M.C.C. opening run was the new
spring frame Powerplus Indian

ridden by Mr. E. Bridgman. Perhaps its

most novel feature was the Splitdorf light-

ing dynamo, carried level with the bottom
of the front nnulgnard and in front of the

Broadside view o( the new 7 h.p. Indian sidecar outfit.

The engine itself lias undergone little

alteration, the bore and stroke being 79
and 100 mm. respectively, giving a total

capacity of 980 c.c.

A new form of change-speed gate has
been adopted, which is now fixed verti-

cally at the side of the tank, and ad-
jacent to it is a lever operating the ex-

haust lift. This strikes us as being quite
a good idea, as it precludes the e.\haust

lifter being used for controlling the
engine (always a bad practice), and places
tKe device easy of access to the driver
who is alx)ut to start his engine. The

The Indian twist grip control, showing
how access is oStained to the grub screw,

the removal of which allows the grip to be

withdrawn.

crank case and adequately protected by
an ample shield. The drive is by spring
belt oflE the engine-shaft, and the whole
of the driving mechanism is neatly
enclosed. A combined volt and ammeter
is attached to the top tube, and the
installation comprises a side lamp for the
sidecar, a tail lamp, and a head lamp
containing two bulbs, one giving full light
and the other for use in populous areas.

In the main, however, the new Indian
has not undergone any startling altera-
tions, but it may be mentioned that the
sjring frame vertical members are now
of T section instead of round, while the
U bracket has been reinforced. A simila
procedure has been adopted as regaro
the front forks, the main members ot
which are now of heavy gauge and
rounded instead of D shaped.

,w^

Showing position of lighting dynamo in

front of engine, and combined dynamo and
leg shield.

carburetter and ignition controls, instead

of being by flexible rods, are now by
wires worked by twist grips. The for-

ward end of the twist grip is provided
with a cap which can be slid off, reveal-

ing the grub screw which controls the

movement of the grip. If the grub screw

The gear box is easily adjusted on the

Indian by a stud and nut engaging a projec-

tion on the main frame.

be removed, the whole of the mechanism
can be dismounted easily. The carbu-
retter is the weU-knowrL Schebler of an
improved pattern.

The wheels themselveB have undergone
some alteration for 1919, being provided
with more spokes and with better de-
signed dust caps for the bearings.
On the particular model we saw, a most

excellent American-made saddle was
fitted, which was extremely comfortable.
We were also greatly attracted by the
strength of the triple head. The handle-
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tates' Powerplus Indian.

—

tiar clip is of a pattern rather similar to

that on the A.B.C.j which docs not allow

the handle-bar st-ay to be raised, but per-

mits the bar to "be tilted to any con-

venient angle to suit the dri\er's taste.

The latest model embodies a larger

exhaust box, wider brakes, and there
are four stays to the rear mudguard.
The particular model we saw is a sample,
and at the present moment the company
is unable to make delivery owing to the

prohibition on American imports. The
same remarks apply to the Indian flat

twin, which is now on view at the Hendee
Mfg. Co. '3 showrooms, Indian House,
SeO'-SeS, Euston Eaad, London, N.W.I :

an extremely neat little mount.

THE 1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
Combined Lighting and Ignition Set. Overhead Valve Lubrication. Exhaust Cut-out.

1 he latest niodel ybb c.c. Hariey-Uavidson with Remy lighting and ignition unit.

ONE or two samples of the new 1919

Harley-Davidson sidecar machines
have reached this country. In the

main, the new model does not differ very

greatly from the pattern we have already

described, but it is interesting to note

that it is fitted with the latest pattern

Remy electric installation, which consists

of a dynamo, accumulators, a coil, and a

contact breaker. The dynamo serves to

charge the accumulators, and to keep
them in good condition for running the

lamps and the ignition, while above the

dynamo there is carried a coil, by means
of which the current is converted from
low to high-tension. The contact breaker
is somewhat reminiscent of that on
a magneto, and is driven by a vertical

The spindles of the overhead Inlet valve

rockers are lubricated through a passage

hlLed with felt, and supplied by oil from a

1 1 ntainer at the end of the rocker spindle.

shaft from the dynamo, and is in a posi-

tion from which it is easily reached for

the purpose of adjustment and cleaning.
The accumulator is an Exide one, six

volts, fifteen ampferes. The switch con-
trols the lighting of the head, side, and
tail lamps.
In the Harley-Davidson engine the

overhead inlet valve is still retamed. It

has alwavs been found difficult to lubri-

Exhaust box cut in section to show position

of cut out. When the cut out is closed the

gases are deflected into the exhaust box and

thence to tail pipe,

cate the inlet rockers of an overhead

valve twin, and the latest Harley is fitted

with a special wick lubricator, which will

always keep the bearings moist, and wiU
exclude grit.

Some improvement has also been made
.in the wheels themselves, the back wheel
having wider hub flanges and heavier

spokes. The method of attaching the

handle-bars is interesting. They are

provided with duplex tubes, held in

two strong clips. The machine has an

excellent front stand, and points of

detail have been carefully studied. For

example, the horn is provided with a

special support to keep it rigid, while

the front mudguard is provided with a

rubber flap, which is quite a tuieful

idea, as it enables the machine to be

wheeled oS the kerb without any fear

of the bottom of the front mudguard
being bent. Another point of detail

which is well worthy of mention is that

the silencer is provided with a perfectly

legal cut-out, in the form of a butterfly

valve, which ensures the whole of the

gases going through the expansion

chamber before issuing into the air. Con-

sequently, if the machine is not unduly

noisy there is no legal objection to this

particiJar form of release.

The twin-clamp attachmjnt of handle-bar

to steering head.

B15
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Oimcs to TLlgbt TLamps
Simmer Time.

April 17tli 8.27 p.m.
19th ... ... 8.29
21st ... 8.30
23rd ... ... 8.36

Easter.

Tlie fiist " Peace " Easter since 1914 :

May the clerk of the weather be kind

!

The Car T.T.

The motor car manufacturers ask that
the proposed Isle of JIan race shall not
take place this year, as they are
primarily engaged in reconstruction.

A Powerful Cycle Car.

At the recent Junior Car Club meet
at Burford Bridge, a powerful racing car
was seen trailing a length of Whittle belt,
which, the driver maintained, "proved"
that his vehicle was a cycle car.

Victory Cup Trial Entries.

Tliere will probably be about sixty
competitors in the Birmingham M.C.C.
Victory cup trial on Easter Monday.
In addition to the following, we under-
stand there are at least twenty entries
promised but not received at the time
of going to press :

J. II. Bourne (8 Harley-Davidson ec.)
H. Boynton (8 Chater-Jan sc.)
T. Pike (2'/2 Levis)
J. A. Masters (8 llarley-Davidson sc.)
R. D. Oliver (7-9 Indian si-.l

C. Pearson (4 Douglas sc.)

S. Smith (2W Ivy)
. Lt. J. Jameson, R.N. (6 A.J.S.)
E. Kiciiham (4 Douglas sc.)

R. H. NichoUs {4>i B.S.A.)
R. Charlesworth (5 Zenith)
D. R. 0"Donovan (4 Norton)
J. Greenwood (8 Sunbeam sc.)

T. P. Delahaye [i'h Sunbeam)
J. Dudley (3',-. Sunbeam)
G. Dance (3','. Sunbeam)
L. Baiter (4';i B.S.A. sc.)

Rex Mundy (8 Matchless sc.) _

H. P. Taller (4 Norton sc.)
H. T. Smytheman (arj Ivy)
H. R. Lane (4i,i B.S.A.)
E. Kibble (4 Triumph)
E. R. Wintle (4li James)
H. B. Dcnley (10 Morgan)
H. J. Slretton-Ward (4 Triumph)—. Southwell (4 Norton)
G. H. Lovegrove I2'l Radco)
R. Troward (2^4 Metro-Tyler)
L. Newcy (Sli Ariel sc.)
Chas. Oerton (3'/. Ariel sc.)
E. W. Crott (4 A.J.S.)
A, J. Voung (2^i Sunbeam)
W. Austin Pell-Smith (8 Harley-Davidson 'c )

E. A. Bridgman (7-9 Indian eel
L. L. Sealey (4"i B.S.A.)
A. ^. Farr (4",i B.S.A.)
\V. J. Ilassall (4 Norton)
J. L. Norton (4 Norton sc.)
H. Ilassall (4 Norton)
T. Silver (Quadrant)
W. B. Gibb (2?j Douglas)
W. R. Steel (41, B.S.A.)
B. Bellfield ( )

P. Stevens (414 James)
H. Kuhn (2i; Levis)
P. W. Moffatt (3',-. Douglas)
C. Percival (4ii BTS.'V.)
-S. Wright (3"'. Humber)
H. Petty (3'i "Norton)

BI6

Prices.

The increased cost of 1919 motor cycles
over pre-war products, while apparently
heavy, compares most favourably with the
extra cost of cars.

Hill-climb in South Wales.
The Ystalyfera and Swansea Valley

M.C.C. are organising a hill-climb on
Easter Monday, which will be held at
Bwlch, two miles above Craigynos, on
the Swansea-Brecon road. The com-
petition will start at 2 p.m. Classes will
be run for 2-| h.p., 4 h.p., over 4 h.p.,
and for sidecars. The event will be
confined to members, but an invitation
is extended to motor cyclists in the sur-
rounding districts to join the club.
Those interested should communicate with
the hon. sec, Mr. T. P. Lewis, C4urnos,
Ystalyfera. The entry fees are 2s. 5d.
for one e\'ent, and Is. for every sub-
sequent entry.

The Spring Frame Chater-Lea.

The spring frame Chater-Lea created
a great deal of interest when it made
its (Uhtil at the M.C.C. opening run.
The sprung portion of the frame consists -

of a triangle, one end of the base being
hinged on to the rigid portion of the
frame, while the other end of the base
carries the rear wheel. From the top of

the triangle to the fixed portion of the
frame there runs a laminated spring, the
bottom end of which is rigidly fixed, while
the top end slides in a slot. The sidecar
wheel is suspended in a very similar

mnnner.

Special "HFeaturcs.
LATEST AMERICAN MACHINES.

NEW SIDECAR SINGLE.
A REMARKABLE SYSTEM OF ENGINE

CONSTRUCTION.

The Import o( Foreign Motor Cycles.

It is obvious that the prohibition of

the importation of foreign-made . motor
vehicles will not be retained indefinitely.

Not many weeks ago the Board of Trade
representative in the House of Commons
made an announcement which seemed to

indicate that the existing prohibition
would remain in force at any rate until

the beginning of next September. Various
committees have been appointed in con-
nection with the Import Restriction De-
partment of the Board of Trade to deal
with each class of goods, and, so far as
we can ascertain, these committees have
been very active, and have taken a good
deal of evidence from the commercial
interests concerned. It is anticipated
that some sort of rationing scheme will

be adopted shortly, as was stated in TM
Motor Cycle last week.

It is just possible that a distinction
will be drawn between the imports of
motor cycles and imports of motor cars,
since the number of motor cycles brought
in from abroad is considerably less than
that of four-wheelers. Since this is so,

the Government may come to the conclu-
sion that the percentage of motor cycles
may be fixed at a higher figure than that
for cars.

H

bi

»<

The experimental spring frame Chater-Lea mentioned above.

»f"<
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N.M.C.F.U. MEMBERS EXPERIENCE A BLIZZARD
IN DERBYSHIRE.

Whenever there is the slightest prospect ot snow, one can usually be sure of a blizzard on the Derbyshire hills. On a recent run ol the

Sheffield N.M.C.F.U., the member; were caught in a gale while crossing Baslow Moor, the photograph being taken at the highest point

immediately the snow had ceased

' Mechanical Oil Pump on M.A.G.
ilr. 0. de Lissa, of the- M.A.G. Co.,

turned up for the JM.C.C. opening run

on his old M.A.G. sidecar, with an

engine fitted with a mechanical oil pump.

Petrol Licences.

The number of licences issued to motor

cyclists by the Petrol Control Depart-

ment is as follows : First issue, 95,098

;

second, 48.580; third, 34,462; fourth,

29,152; fifth, 45,189; si.xth, 56,309. In-

cluded in the sixth issue there is also

a total of 37,003 licences issued to owners

of private cars and motor cycles which

are now grouped together.

Olymiia Car Show.

The late Mr. Byam Shaw was con-

sulted by the Society of Motor Manufac-
turers and Traders, Ltd., on the sub-

ject of the stand and building decoration

for the November Olympia Motor Show.
Circumstances have prevented the carry-

ing out of his ideas of a suitable setting

for the display of motors from all the

allied countries, but it is to be hoped
that something of the kind may be pos-

sible in 1920.

The scheme which is in preparation

for tha forthcoming international ex-

hibition wUl, however, be a big de-

parture from the past.

Imports and Exports.

The value of motor cycle imports ad-

mitted into this country under licence

dtuing March amoimted to £12,634. We
stated last week that there is a possibility

of their being greatly increased, and in
' the near future firms may be allowed to

import 50% of their pre-war quantity.

Exports.
. It is cheering to note that export values
for March show an appreciable increase.

There is an advance of £39,936 over
February's figures, while the table below
shows respective figures for March, 1917,
1918, and 1919.

1917. 1918. 1919.
Motor cycles £73,850 £32,593 £154,202

Petrol Economy and the Colour o£ Tanks.

A paragraph published recently in

Chambers's Journal under the heading of
" Science Notes " points out that the

British Red Cross have been experiment-

ing with petrol tanks in hot countries,

and have discovered [We think it is not

a recent discovery.

—

Ed.] that tanks

painted white cause the least loss of

petrol vapour, by evaporation. The e.x-

periments were made by placing a

powerful arc light three feet away from
tin plates painted various colours, and in

one case the tin plate w'as unpainted.

The rise in temperature was noted in each

case, and it was found that the best

results were obtained from the all tin

plate, the worst being from the one

coloured black. White was finally

adopted, because the tanks had to be
painted for other reasons.

The above is not written with the idea

of suggesting white as a colour for

motor cycle tanks, because loss by
evaporation is so small as to be negligible.

A Warning.

Motor cycle thieves are very busy in

Glasgow just now, and soma particularly
daring cases have been brought to our
notice. One reader's garage was broken
into and his 1919 Triumph detached from
the sidecar and stolen.

To Purchasers of Speedometers.

We hear that there are a number of

Stewart speedometers in this country
made to register in kilometres per hour,
with the dials altered to read in miles
per hour. Needless to say they are not
being distributed by the recognised im-

Sorters of these instruments, Messrs. The
ooper Stewart Engineering Company,

Limited, who are at a loss to know
whence they are coming. The word
"kilometres" is neatly erased, and
"miles" substituted, the alteration not
being noticeable until the dial is care-

fully examined.
Readers should not purchase speedo-

meters without a close examination.

The meet of the Birmingham M.C.C. at Hockley Heath last week on the,

occasion of the opening run to Stratford-on-Avon.

I-.J7
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THE UNIQUE ELECTRIC
REAR LAMP.

OXE of the neatest electric rear lamps
for motor cycles we have seen is

known as the Unique, and is the
product of Messrs. M. Mole and Son, of

51-54, Charlotte Street, Birmingham. It

is exceedingly small, its diameter ap-

proximating to that of a shilling ; it is

exceptionally strong, and the ruby glass

is well protected. A slot is cut in the

side of the lamp to give a white light

on the number-plate. To fit the lamp is

fj^OT^dUl

An electric rear light lamp of very compact
design.

quite a simple matter. A hole about half
an inch in diameter is drilled, and the
lamp then fits snugly against the
number-plate, and is secured in position

by a nut and lock-nut. Well finished and
nickel-plated, the lamp sells for 5s. com-
plete with 4-volt bulb.

ELECTRIC LIGHTINC SETS
FOR SIDECARS.

ALTHOUGH electric lighting was a
novelty on motor cycles a very few
years ago, there are quite a large

number of machines now fitted up with
electric lamps. Some of these machines
are fully equipped with dynamo lighting
sets, and the other extreme—the dry
battery— is to be found on machines which
at night are used only for short distances.
Between these two systems there is the
accumulator set which will always be
popular where recharging facilities are
available.

The lamp set illustrated on this page
is one of two marketed by Messrs. H.
Taylor and Co., 21, Store Street, London,
W.C.I, and consists of a six-volt 40 amp.-
hour accumulator, a head lamp, sidecar
lamp, and rear light.

Both the head and the side lamps are
finished in black, the former having an
.idjustable fitting which allows it to be set
at any angle, and has an adjustable bulb
holder for focussing. The tail lamp is of
cast aluminium. A switchboard is pro-
vided and fitted with a trembler switch.
The lamps are of the two-pole variety,
and the side and tail lamps are in sex-ies

60 that in the event of the latter giving
out, the rider receives intimation at once
because the side lamp also goes out.

Messrs. Taylor also market a less
expensive set consisting of three cast
aluminium lamps, which is more suitable
for town work than touring.

AN EXTRA AIR VALVE.
IN these days of heavy and expensive

petrol and benzole an extra air inlet

is often a useful fitting, resulting in

great economy and a cooler engine.
Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd., Victoria

The Bowden air mlet with the pocition ol

the gauze-covered inlet changed over.

Works, Willesden Junction, London,
N.W.IO, have lately placed on the
market a special extra air inlet for
motor bicycles.

A battery electric lighting set suitable for a sidecar outfit.

The Bowden air inlet in section.

This consists of a properly ground-in
valve which, when closed, entirely shuts

off the air, and ensures an easy start.

The main body of the air inlet has two
outlets tapped with the same thread, so

that the gauze cap will fit on either.

This arrangement is a

great convenience to any-
one fitting the device to

his motor cycle, as it

TS enables the air inlet to

be placed in whatever
position is most conveni-
ent, according to whether
or not there is sufficient

room to place it verti-

cally. If not, it can be
placed horizontally.

Carefully screwed into

the inlet pipe, and pro-

vided with a lead washer,
it should be quite secure
and free from air leaks.
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STRAP SUBSTITUTES.
WITH reference to thp article contri-

buted by F.A.S. on page 170 of

our issue for February 20th,

Messrs. Henry Milward and Sons, Ltd.,:

needle and fish hook manufacturersn.

Milwards' strap substitute.

Washford Mills, Eedditch, inform us that

they have a quantity of turnbuckles in

stock which may be used for drawing
tight steel wire used in the place of straps,

as suggested in the article previously

mentioned. For attaching such rigid

articles as a -wooden box or petrol can to

a luggage carrier these wires and turn-

buckles should be extremely useful.

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
OUR request for reports of road condi-

tion has resulted in much detailed

information coming to hand. The
following are a few of the reports very-

much condensed :

''

Great North Road to Darlington,'

Durham, Newcastle, and Edinburgh.

—

Good condition, with exception of two
or three miles after passing Wentbridge
(eleven miles from Doncaster) and short

lengths near Micklefield, about twenty
miles from Doncaster. After passing

Braham the road is good. The North
Road to York (via ladcaster) : Fairly

good to Tadcaster, very bad from Tad-
caster to York. North Road to Y'ork

[via Selby) : Fairly good.

The road to Gainsborough, Louth, etc.,

excellent from Bawtry onward. The road
into Lincolnshire to Scunthorpe, Brigg,

and Grimsby [via Hatfield and the Keadby
New Bridge), fairly good straight forward
from Helton via Beltoft to Altnorpe ; the
" Tween Rivers Road" very bad, the

whole width of the road having been
stoned without being rolled in.

Northwich to Tarporley.—One mile poor
out of Northwich. Remainder very good.

Liverpool to Preston, via, Ormskirk.

—

Good -generally. One bad stretch one mile
north of Aintree to three miles north of.

Aintree.
Ormskirk to Southport.—Excellent.

Ormskirk to Tarleton.—Excellent.

Birmingham to Wolverhampton.—In a
very bad state.

Birmingham to Stratford.—Fairly good.
Wolvernampton to Stafford. — Poor

generally. i
Stafford to Nantwich.—Good generally^
Scotland. Inverness to Wici.—From-

Inverness to Beauly, very bad—^ruts and
pot-holes. Stretches fair to Conon, very
fair to Tain and Ardgay. Bonar Bridge,
bad. Best road viQ, Dornoch to Golspie,

Brora, Helmsdale, fair. Best to go roiuld

vi& Tain rather than branch Novar to
ICincardine. Very bad near Altnamain,
owing to timber traffic.

Owing to the serious condition of the
road from Bristol to Ilfracombe, m&
Bridgwater and Williton, motor cyclists,

when arriving at Nether Stowey, are
advised to take the second turning on
the right on leaving the village, passing
through the village of Stringston, and
thence to Watchet and Minehead.

Bl8
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DUNLOP RUBBER STUDDED COVER.

REAL SAFETY.

'T^YRES with an efFective

non-skid device are a

definite insurance against

trouble.

These Dunlop rubber
studded non-sHpping motor

cycle tyres afford very com-

plete insurance. They re

entirely efFective because

the studs are staggered, the

big centrally placed studs

take up the main drive and

the smaller studs at the side

prevent side-slip when the

motor-cycle's canted.

It's a great tread and a

great tyre.

^^ulop

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Para Mills, Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: 146, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.I.
Telephone 5375 & 5376 Holbom.

Are you playing a DUNLOP GOLF BALL ?

Big
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Gentlemen—The King

''Ell

I

The New 4 h.p. Rex Single-cylinder Standard Motor Cycle,

5SO c.c.

'X the

arei

MODEL 77

The Sidecar Single.

THE REX MOTOR MANUFACTURING

CO., LTD., COVENTRY.
In answering this adveTtisernent it is desirable to mention "The M-otor Cycle.'
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REGION

j

The Huers' Hut at Newquay—a fisherman's tower, whence a look-out used to be kept for schools of pilchards.

The motor cycles are a Triumph t\vo-stroke and a New Imperial.

aN
the minds of most people " Cornwall " suggests

a remote part, separated, as it were, from the rest

of England, and associated with legends, super-

g, stitions, and traditions galore. The " Delectable

Duchy " is looked upon as a far-away land where,

not so very long ago, its inhabitants lived in a partly

civilised manner. It seems a kind of mystery county,

with holv wells, cromlechs, stone circles, crosses, and

tales of giants, jfairies, and spectres. Probably the

reason why Cornwall seems so isolated . is because

centuries ago all the British inhabitants in the West
of England were ordered to reside on the further side

of the Tamar. The people thus shut off retained

their own language and customs longer than they

would otherwise have done had they mixed with others.

Even now, in some parts of Cornwall, a visitor or
" up-country " man
is spoken of as

a " foreigner "

—

although he might

have come no far-

ther than from
Somerset.

Halfway between

Plymouth and Pen-

zance, forty miles

from each, is St.

Austell, the centre

of the china clay

industrj' ; and i n
this neighbourhood
the writer and his

friend, mounted on
a Junior Triumph
and a New Imperial

Jap, have often A Ccmish china day mine near Hensbarrow.

visited some interesting spots, a few of which are

described and illustrated here.

The superior kind of clay out of which some of

the most beautiful porcelain is made is obtained in

this locality, and thousands of tons of Cornwall's
" white wealth " is used every year for paper-making

and other purposes. China clay is simply decom-

posed granite, and the streams which run through

the pits are so whitened that the district has the

appearance of a land flowing with milk—if not with

honey. Huge pyramids of sand are dotted here and

there, left behind and piled up after the clay has

been washed out, giving a distinctive appearance to

the landscape. Just as some lucky people are said

to be born with silver spoons in their mouths, so

Cornislimen—or a large number of them—may be

said to come into

.

'
this world with pick

and shovel in their

iiands. Thousands
of Cornwall's
natives take to dig-

ging and delving

like ducks take to

water. In this
locality they dig for

china clay, and the

enormous open pits,

dazzling white in

the sunshine, bear

witness to their in-

dustry.

A spin of eighteen

miles .through old-

world villages and

country lanes, by
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l\ Region of Romance.—

uay of St. .'^tcphcn'.s, will bring Newquay into view.

It has been transformed in recent years from a little

fishing hamlet into a modern watering place, occa-

sionally favoured by Royalty. On the headland

stands an interesting structure known as the " Huers'

Hut." This is the ])oint of vantage where a look-

'•jl was kept for the " schools " of pilchards which

jicriodically visit the shores of Cornwall. Fishermen,

always on the watch, would give the signal
—

" Heva !

Heva!! "—to others waiting in the boats below.

King Arthur's Hunting Ground.

From Newquay to Lostwithiel is a fine run, part

of the way being along the Goss Moors, where is one

of the fastest and straightest stretches of road in

Fngland. According to tradition, this moor was once

,1 splendid hunting ground, and afforded good sport

to King Arthur and his knights in their time. Ex-

cellent snipe shooting is still to be obtained there.

The f(.-)ur-stroke proved slightly faster than the

Junior Triumph here, and gradually drew away from

it when both were "all out." But there is really

very little difference in the two machines—or at least

these two—at speed or hill-climbing. The two stroke

is rather more comfortable to ride, and at a speed

of thirty-five miles an hour, which is about its maxi-

mum, is as steady as one could wish. The writer
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has ridden it two thousand miles, and has had M
trouble whatever, except that caused by one of thi

first new British magnetos. This magneto was readilj

exchanged by tlie makers for another, which has give!

every satisfaction. The top gear perfonnances on th

little Triumph are extraordinary, whilst the stiffesj

hills even in Cornwall may be tackled on low gear

There seems to be no fault to find with the " petroil
'

,system of lubrication, and it is simplicity itself

Simply add one and a third pints of suitable oil td

a tin of petrol, shake up well, and fill up the tank

So long as there is any fuel to run on, the ride

can rest assured that the lubrication is looking afte

itself—^the more gas given and the faster the machine'

goes, the more oil the engine and bearings get. Riders .

o£ some two-strokes, it would appear, experience

trouble occasionally in starting. The Triumph is

one of the easiest starters imaginable—it two-strokes

perfectly right away, and continues to do so. Full

air can be given, and speed controlled without any

further alteration of the air lever. The New Imperial

has also proved very reliable, and nothing better

could be desired iri the four-stroke lightweight class.

The Oldest Railway Station.

At Ruthern Bridge, Avhich can be easily reached'-

by turning off the Goss Moor, in the form of an old-

fashioned thatched cottage, stands the oldest railway

station in England. It is near the terminus of a

branch of the London and South-Westem Railway.

In days past the line was used for conveying minerals

and goods to Bodmin and Wadebridge. Passengers

obtained their tickets at tlie cottage, and rode in open
trucks. Two engines, known as the "Elephant"
and the " Camel " used to deal with all the traffic.

Near Roche, which is about six miles from St.

Austell, there is a remarkable group of rocks, con-

sisting of huge masses of granite towering one above

the other tO' a height of a hundred feet. The ruins of

a chapel stand in the centre, formed by the adapta-

tion of masonry to the natural rock. A hermit, it is

said, used to reside in this lofty edifice. Some dis-

tance away lies the Holy Well. There was once a
chapel near the well, and the figure of a saint,

but both have now disappeared. It was

the custom of the ]ieasantry to offer

*%

(Top) Rf .he Rock, a lofty abode of a hermit in former days. (Left) A Cornish wayside cross. (Right) A fast road across Goss Moor.
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the saint pins, which were bent and thrown into the

water. Another holy well is sjtuated nearer St.

Austell, within the remains of an old baptistry, -where-

in also bent pins may still be seen. The custom was

to throw these bent pins into the well and " wish " at

the same time. People were " ill-wished " in this

manner, the pins representing, according to some
authorities, miniature daggers—signs of injury to those

agaiiist whom the ''ill-wishers" had a grudge. Still

another well is to he found at Holywell Bay. Here it

was the custom for a pin to be placed carefully on the

water; if'.it floated the wishes expected to obtain his

wish.

Near Roche, the road leads past Hensbarrow, a

mound on a lofty part of Cornwall, commanding a

view of both seas. This is supposed to be the

burying-place of a prince or princes of remote
antiquit)-. Iplose by is another mound known as

Cocksbarrow. The long barrows are held to have
been erected by a long-headed pre-Aryan race, the

round barrows bv a later round-headed Celtic people.

In the latter cremated bodies have been found, and in

one burying-place over fifty urns were found around
the principal and central one.

Church used as a Stable.

Nine miles the other side of St. Austell lies Lost-

withiel, in a hollow by the Fowey river. Its interest-

ing church possesses one of the most beautiful of the

old spires in Cornwall. The old font, with its

grotesque carvings, was subjected to great indignity

in 1644. when the church was used as a stable and
barracks by the Parliament forces. One of the troopers

baptised his horse from it, by the name of Charles, to

show his contempt for the church and king.

Prettily situated about a mile from the town are the

magnificent ruins of Restormel Castle, probably built

at the time of the Conquest. The outer wall is sur-

rounded by a circular keep, with a tower and gate-

house, and a moat, now dry, sixty feet wide and thirty

feet deep. The ivy and creepers with which the castle

is now covered give it a very picturesque appearance.
It is two storeys high ; the upper one, wherein the

state rooms were situated, had some fine Gothic
windows. An oven of remarkable size was a feature

of the kitchen quarters.

Sinners and Saints.

Steeply up Lostwithiel the road passes, near Castle-

down, an old Cornish " cross." The wayside
" crosses " scattered throughout the county are

familiar features—tokens of the teachings of missionary

saints who introduced Christianity into the land.

jNIany parishes, towns, and villages are named after

these saints. Asked why there were so many saints

in Cornwall, as compared with other counties, one
worthy is credited with the reply that it was to

counteract the large number of sinners there ! At all

events, one of these saints did the neighbourhood a

good turn, for he taught the British the art of "wool-

combing, and St. Blazey, further on the road towards

St. Austell, is named after him.

These are but a few of the many interesting places

to be found in this part of Cornwall, and now one can
travel about again—" in peace," more or less, there

will be the usual large number of visitors to see them
again shortly.

SIDECARRING IN THE U.S.A.

Indian outhts on an American highway, MassachuseUs. Its surface appears to compare tavourably with Biitish roads.

The scenery, too, in this State is fine. '
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, 'The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

IN STOCK!
Sir,—1 beg tlie licspitality of your columns to protest

ajniiust the practice extremely prevalent among trade
advertisers just now of quoting various popular makes of

Miutor cycles as " in stock," or " for immediately delivery,"
when such is not the case actually at the lime of advertising.
This is not only extremely disappointing to would-be
purchasers, but results in considerable waste of their time
and money, to say nothing of their tempers. I can see no
point at all in this deliberate misrepresentation, for all motor
cyclists are perfectly well aware of the difficulty of obtaining
machines just now. This practice, if continued, is likely to

lead to discrediting of advertisers by the public, and must
ultimately reflect on the reputation of the firms concerned.

B. HUMPHREY.
TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.

Sh',—I read with interest the letter by " Revs." under
this heading, in your issue of April 3rd. I regret that I
did not see the letter by " Ruad Rider " on this subject,
but, apparently, he said that rotary engines are the most
wasteful of all types with petrol and oil. " Revs." agrees
with him.
Excessive oil consumption I do not dispute, but I do

not agree with the statement as to petrol consumption. It

is generally believed that rotaries are extravagant in petrol,

but this is entirely erroneous. "Revs." mentions the T^e

Rhone and Bentley engines in his letter ; at 15,000 feet,

fully out, the former consumes 8^ galls, per hour, the latter

11. There are several stationary engines, which, at the same
height, consume anything from 14 to 18 galls, per hour, so

the rotary scores.

In the penultimate paragraph of "Revs.'s" letter, he says,
" It yet remains to be proved that the more improved types,

the Le Rhone, Clerget, Canton-Unnd, Bentley, etc., can
really favourably compare with the latest radials for fast

scout work." Surely he should have said it yet remains to

b'.' proved it the latest radials compare favourably with the
I'otaries. It is fairly obvious to what radials he is referring,

but they have not yet been proved. PITOT.

PROTECTION OF THE MOTORING PUBLIC.
.Sir,—May I be allowed to warn your readers of the

necessity of extracting from all motor firms the same safe-

guards as these are in the habit of obtaining from their

customers ?

Doubtless there are few firms which definitely resort to

sharp practices, but, unfortunately, there are some whose
negligence where other people's property is concerned verges
on the criminal. One should not be put off by such phrases
as "That will be all right; we'll see about that for you."
About twelve months prior to the Armistice I was re-

called to France at the usual short notice, having only a
halt-day to settle up my affairs in the depot. I made a
clear verbal arrangement with a respon.sible member of a
motor firm to collect a detached sidecar the next day from
my billet, and to keep or sell it for me. Not long after
arriving in France, I wrote to the firm, to be satisfied that
the sidecar was in their possession. No reply was sent to

my letter, and, thinking that any reputable firm would at
once tell me, had they not taken possession of my property,
I let the matter drop.

On coming home recently, I wrote again, and learned that
the firm professed ignorance of the whole matter. They
excused themselves by saying that the member of the firm
with whom I made the arrangement had now left, but they
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conveniently made no reference to my unanswered letter toj

themselves.
I trust there are not many officers or men whose absence

on service has made them victims to such methods of busi-^

ness. This little lesson has cost me £10, so that is why T^

take the liberty of trying to share it with your readers.

THE LEARNER.
MAKERS AND PROMPT SERVICE.

Sir,—I quite agree with Mr. C. F. Edmunds regarding!

the prompt and business-like methods of the Scott Engineer-!
ing Co. Recently, on my way from England to Scotland,!

the rear chain of my Scott gave out, and I wired the makers!
from an unknown address in the Lowlands to send mel
a renewal. I possessed no permanent address at the time,!

had not written the Scott Engineering Co. for two years orl

more, yet they remembered my name as that of an oldj

customer, and despatched the chain on the same <lay as]

they got my wire.

Later I wanted a sidecar cone, and received it in a postl

or so, with apologies for the high price they were compelled!

to charge, which was due, they explained, to the cone being!

an obsolete type, with the result that a machine had t-ol

be specially fitted up to make it, with resulting expenses
and delay. I

When the Scott people have overhauled and tuned myj
machines they have always made a splendid job of them, and!
such prompt service is a real pleasure—especially in these!

days, when everyone seems so ready to take advantage on
the extraordinary state of things in order to obtain maximumi
profits at a minimum expenditure. B.

Mossdale.

ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—Being a very enthusiastic two-strokeite, I am afraid^

I cannot let F. W. Varney's letter pass without comment.!

Has " Ixion " noticed it, and does he remember his remarkal
of my "Some Bicycle"?

I have ridden many two-strokes, including Levis, buffl

have never obtained such results as F.W.V. claims.
'

My present machine, an Excelsior-Villiers, which is thel

best I h^ve owned, will do 45 m.p.h. for a few minutes on al
good road, but certainly not nverm/e 45 m.p.h. ; 25 m.p.h.J
would be nearer the mark. F.W.'V'. also claims 35 m.p.h.'

average with a sidecar. Surely there is a mistake somewhere.
It is really marvellous how these little engines will pull,

and, in my opinion, they are ideal for the rider who is outj

to see the'beauty of our country, but, of course, are no use!

to the speed merchant who scours the country at 60 m.p.h.

and sees nothing but the road.

The chief trouble of most riders I have met seems to be|
overheating if the engine be run fast for any length of!

time. However, in many cases, particularly where lubrica-

tion is by drip feed to induction pipe, the cause of dryingl

up which follows is oil shortage.

With this method of lubrication, the drip feed is con-

siderably affected by crank case suction, which is very high'

at small throttle opening, but when opened out the vacuumj
in the crank case is partially destroyed, and the drip slowg

up just at a time when more oil is wanted. However, I fincfi

if I keep the exhaust a bit on the smoky side, and openj
the oil for a speed burst or hill-climb, there is no trouble. 1

It was a great surprise to me to see such a small percentage!

of votes for the two-stroke in your "Which Type? " voting!

results. I should like to hear readers' remarks aqainst thisj

type, and why they did not vote for it. EXCELSIOR.
King's Heath.
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WHAT SHALL WE WEAR?
Sir,—I have been much interested in several letters in

your paper fiom lady motor cyclists on the subject of dress.

I drive a Koyal Enfield combination, and though at first

I had a coat or two chewed up in the chain, I cannot under-
stand anyone who has once tried it giving up riding, as one
of your correspondents says she has done, on account of the
difficulties of finding a suitable costume.

I have solved the problem quite to my own" satisfaction,

and my friends tell me my outfit looks very smart. 1 wear
a land worker's kit made of brown corduroy velveteen, with
a neat little hat to match, to which my vanity has added
a touch of orange woollen embroidery. The coat reaches
nearly to the knees, and is loosely belted ; it has a large
pocket each side, and a small breast pocket ; the collar can
be turned up in cold or wet weather; breeclies are ordinary
equestrian ones, and I wear riding boots, or in wet weather
a pair of rubber Wellingtons, and carry with me a set

of youths' waterproof overalls. For very cold days I have
a light sleeveless fur jacket which, worn over a knitted

jumper, and under my corduroy coat, defies even a north-

east wind. I have a skirt to match my costume, which
buttons all down the front, and if I wish to be very
respectable I put this on over my bi-eeches when I dismount.
I find nothing keeps my hands so warm as angora rabbit-

fur gloves, but these are very expensive and do not wear
well for cycling. I find string hunting gloves warm and
strong, and they have the advantage of never getting slimy

as leather gloves do when very wet.

I find that in these enlightened days my costume does not

make me very conspicuous, and at the same time does not

make me look a frump. (Mrs.) BEATRICE BRADLY.

SILENCERS.
Sir,—The "noisy" motor cycle controversy prompts me

to forward details of what I consider to be an improvement
'to the silencer of an 8-10 h.p. twin 1912 J.A.P. engine.

The ordinary silencer shell, end plates, and bolts were used,

but the baffle plate

was taken out and
a short length of

lin. steam tubing

(gas tubing would
do) with a reducer

screwed on the

end.
The whole is

held together by
the usual three

bolts which go
right through, and,
incidentally, hold

the cup or " re-

ducer " tightly in place. The silencer is suspended by two
ordinary cycle chain adjusters, through the holes of which
the front bolt, which holds the engine into the frame, passes.

The effect of this design is that the gases enter and leave

on the same side, the gases passing into the shell, impinging

on the cup, striking the end plate, and passing out through
the pipe and fish-tail end without obstruction.

The result is- astonishing to those who know the noise that

an 8 h.p. twin can make when opened out, as it is now diffi-

cult to distinguish explosions from the noise of . the valves

and the whirr of the chains. The engine wiU help a sidecar

along at about 45 m.p.h. without distress, and does not

overheat. »
The alterations can be carried out by any plumber, or, if

done at home, from jnaterials obtained at any good iron-

mongers, will cost about 3s. to 4s. CB 486.

THE NEW A.B.C
Sir,—May I thank Mr. Bradshaw for his courteous reply

to my criticisms. I note that he agrees with me on point

number one, and is inclined to do so on number four and
number two. I arn glad the mudguards are not narrow

;

they appeared so in the illustration. Number five in rny

suggestions was simply on the score of .appearance; if

there is any real objection to the grease cap on the spindle

end, I will give way. It is, however, sometimes used.

With regard to number three, the height of the splash-

guards, my own experience shows that these should be

at least as high as the top of the tank. In support of my
contention I w-ould mention the fact that a contemporary

stated that the A.B.C. was so well mudguarded that the

An effective silencer which " CB 485

made for tour shillings

mud which, after a long run on bad roads, was deposited

on his knees brushed off easily when dry. Truly a wonder-
ful testimonial to mudguarding efficiency.

JOHN HOLLAND.

Sir,—You have passed an "old chestnut" fallacy in "The
Impressions of the New A.B.C." by B. H. Davios. '

I refer to

his remark on page 276, re ball or roller bearings requiring

no lubrication. This is certainly untrue, as any engineer

will agree. Tliere ?«».«< be a certain amount of sliding or

friction between the balls and the race, if the difference ol

diameter of inner and outer race is finite. In other words,

if the balls have a finite dimension, there must be friction.

I think this misleading statement should be corrected

—

hence my rush into print.

May I add one remark on the design of this delightful

mount. The spring frame (rear) is out of date very badly.

Could not the carrier be so arranged that one's luggage

would not suffer from vibration ? I speak feelingly. The
last trip I made, my tooth paste got well mixed up with

a cake of chocolate, a tooth brush, and some brilliantine.

C. W. PIDCOCK.

Sir,—I read with great interest the descriptions of the new
A.B.C. motor cycle and some of the criticisms of it. In

design it is without doubt several years ahead of any other

post-war machines of which I have read the specifications.

With one or two exceptions it is practically a perfect solo

mount. The improvements which I suggest could easily be

incorporated, and would add considerably to its refinement

and exclusiveness. Tliese are ;

(1.) The brakes should be a fixture on the frame rather

than on the! wheels, to allow of

—

(2.) Interchangeable wheels being fitted. Manufacturers

seem to think that the owners of de lu.re sidecar outfits are

the only class who desire this convenience.

(3.) An oil bath chain case, easily detachable if necessary,

should be fitted, at any rate for machines for use^ in this

country. This'is an infinitely preferable method of oiling the

chain. Spraying oil on to it is bad, as with the road dust the

oil makes quite a good grindhig compound.
Edinburgh. CONNOISSEUR.

B iLANCING A SINGLE-CYLINDER.
Sir,—I think you are not quite accurate in saying, in

your editorial in the issue of April 3rd, that it has hitherto

been impossible to balance a single-cylinder engine, though,

of course, it is true that no system has been successful

enough to come into practical use on any scale.

It is, however, possible to balance a single-cylinder engine

by prolonging the connecting rod beyond the big end and
putting there a bobweight heavy
enough to make the centre of

gravity of the connecting rod

assembly coincide with the cranlc

pin. As the mass of the connect-

ing rod, piston, bobweight, etc.,

coincides with the crank pin, it can

be balanced by a rotating balance

weight, balancing the whole mass.

At half-stroke, of course, the

rotating and reciprocating parts are

all moving at the same speed as the

balance weight, and are therefore

balanced. At the top and bottom
centres the piston is stationary,

but the bobweight is moving twice

the speed of the balance weight,

and therefore the engine is still

balanced. I think in this manner
that the effect of the connecting rod
angle is balanced, and the engine

therefore more perfectly balanced

than a four-cylinder vertical. An engine balanced on this

principle was shown at one of the motor shows a good many
years ago. I fancy that the reason it did not come into use

"was that it increased the wear on the big end.

F. STRICKLAND.
[The method to which our correspondent refers is illustrated

in Professor Sharp's book, " Balancing of Engines," and
gives excellent primary balance, but a very pronounced
transverse couple. Also Mr. Strickland has quoted us in-

correctly. We said that the single-cylinder could not hi/

any convenient means be balanced perfectly.

—

Ed.]

A3g
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AN UNVSUAL INCIDENT.
Sir,— In yuur issue of .Miiicli 27tli I notice reference to a

disturbance in Dublin, when some olTicers were Ihreatened,
and their motor cycle and sidecar thrown into the Liffey.
Surely. I think, you describe this incorrectly when vou call
it an •• Unusual Incident in Dublin "

!

" HAD .SOME.
Uridlington.

WHERE IS A GARAGE WANTED?
Sir,—For the last few months (since my demobilisation) I

have been searching around for a suitable locality in which
to recommence business. I intend opening a garage to cater
especially for motor cyclists on repairs and accessories, etc.

Up to the present every locality I have considered good has
been crowded with firms in the same line, who have obviously
come into being during the war.

I am sure there must be places which are not so well
catered for, and where the motor cyclists of the locality
would like someone to look after their needs.

It struck me that if you would be kind enough to publish
this in your valuable paper, perhaps some of your readers
would communicate with me through you.

I should like to state that I am an engineer and have
previously been in the trade. I volunteered in 1914, being
one of the original D.R.'s. My connection has been lost
during the war, and has naturally drifted to another, who,
not having joined up, reaps the benefit. MONS.
Shepherd's Bush.

MOTOR-ASSISTED BICYCLES.
Sir,—For many years we have been ?rdent admirers of

your publication, particularly enjoying your unbiassed
editorials and the constructive criticisms of your contributing
writei's. We therefore feel that you will welcome our calling
your attention to what wo feel has been an unjust "obituary_
appearing in your February 20th issue.

It is true that Cyclemotor production was reduced almost
to a_ negligible quantity during the period of the war. Being
originally a Canadian concern possibly accounted for our
taking an

_
early interest and interpretation of the world

war situation, which resulted in our early enlistment as a
100% manufacturer of war essentials, and during' the time
of the war we were important factors in helping to manufac-
ture Hispano-Suiza aeroplane motors, as well as to design
and produce certain features of the Hundley Page.
We realise that possibly to those not fully informed, the

Cyclemotor has been temporarily lost sight of, due to the
more important world issues at stake ; but we feel that it is

hardly just to read a concern out of the indu.stry because it

has been patriotically devoting its entire energies to the
nation's service.

It is therefore natural that we wish to place our position
properly before your readers. By the time this letter
appears Cyclemotor and Evans Power Cycle production will
have resumed its normal pre-war output, and by June our
increased manufacturing facilities will permit a 50% increase
over former capacity. We have at the present time on our
books active orders that have accumulated during the war
period which, with recent new business at hand, will tax
our manufacturing ability up to January, 1920.
We can assure you that we absolutely propose to meet

with our best and undivided efforts the fast-growing demand
for our product both at home and abroad.

CYCLEMOTOR CORPORATION,
A. C. Price, Sales Manager.

Rochester, X.Y., U.S.A.

LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sir,—^_" Torque " in his turn ignores another common

cause of a lost prop—failure to maintain sufficient pres.sur6
when running on "^bottom tank," and with the Rowbotham
pump sluggish or out of action.
But we are not concerned so much with the causes of lost

props as with the fact that every lost prop spells a forced
landing with a stationary engine. " Airmick " has " never
seen a propeller stop rotating whilst the machine is in the
air, unless the engnie seizes, and then the propeller-shaft
generally breaks." It is hardly relevant to the discussion
to mention the fact, especially as he professes to agree with
" Torque," who holds that props may be lost through
several causes, and again because " considerable experience "

would, one has .supposed, have dispelled his rather vague
views on propeller slip as expounded in his letter.

A4C-
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The '• question before the Hou.se " is—When one has lostj
one s prop with a stationary engine, can one regain it solelj
by setting the controls, etc., in the starting position, and
putting the machine into a dive?
"Torque's" generous offer of the handsome wreath makes]

me think that he is not now .so confident that losing one's]
prop with a stationary engine is a matter of small account. J
I would remind him that he asked me for anij service type,!
so that he can barely grumble at my choice.
"Airmick" also asks for an example, and as he is s\

seaplane man, I give him the 320 h.p. Sunbeam and the]
240 h.p. Renault-Merc. If his "considerable experience"]
extends to large flying boats, he will no doubt have met]
the 345 h.p. Rolls-Royce. Perhaps he may even be able to

j

prove " Torque's " point and qualify for the wreath !

REVS.

WANTED, WEATHER PROTECTION.
Sir,—I was much interested in reading the letter under!

the above heading signed A. W. Mansfield, as it exactly!
fits my own case. I became tired of repeated mud baths!
and sold my sidecar outfit. Then I bought a two-seater car

'

of a good make, but, whilst I am now immune from mud i

splashes, I have the disadvantages enumerated by Mr. Mans-j
held, namely, lack of vim in ascending a hill and the]
necessity of changing down on hills that my motor bicycle]
would take on top. I wrote to the manufacturers of my]
last machine expressing my satisfaction with the power audi
reliability of the engine, and asking if they could not devote^
a little attention to rud mudguards ; but in their reply their]
sole interest seems to be centred in mass production on aj
larger scale than before, and they are not at all interested

]

in the demands of the public.

•I know of many motorists who speak with disgust of a'l

motor bicycle, because of the lack of protection from mud,'
and of others who would become motorists but for that]
drawback. You give an illustration of a new sidecar outfit

'

(5 h.p.) which has a metal shield to protect the silencer
|

and magneto from mud. Why could that shield not be
extended on each side to protect the driver also? I ami)
getting sick of the term " ample mudguards " with every

j

new machine put on the market, when we all know perfectly

'

well that they are very far from ample. College mud- \
shields are very good as a substitute, but, being of leather,'!

they become toi-n. People who talk about wind resistances
make me tired. Mudshields cause no more wind resLstancoj

than the rider's legs. Why cannot the footboards be con-

tinuous and form a mudshield connected to the front forks,]

or at least to the front down tube?

It would also be a great convenience if we could have!
enclosed tappets, so that conversation with one's passenger!
wruld be possible. The manufacturer who is enterprising

j

enough to provide a motor bicycle with real mudguards,,]
spring frame, and noise eliminated to such an extent that]
conversation with the sidecar passeng'^jr is possible without^
shouting at the top of one's voice, provided, of course, thatJ
the engine is thoroughly reliable, will certainly have a very]
large sale as soo'i as his machine becomes known, and this

is a matter of judicious advertisement.
Dingwall. ANNO DOMINI.

SUJIMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. J. E. S. Lockwood writes to say that on March 22ndj

he received a specification of an invention relating to aero-
^

planes, but the envelope was torn and the letter apparently'
lost. He has no knowledge of the sender, but believes him '

to be a reader of The Motor Cycle.

Dj]
" ED

i

1 BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS—-

—

• M.OTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGEJHEM.
J The recojmiaed standara text liook of the motor cycle: dears witli all

tyi)es of machines and with every part of the machine. 40O illoBtrations.

; Price 2/6 net. By post, 2/10.

: HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTUh CYCLISTS.
A Taloable colloction of neefiil " wrinltlea " and items of information coa
ceming the ruoniue. management, and repair of motor cycles.

Price 2/- net. By post, 2/3.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London,
or of Jearling Booksellers and Raiiway BookstalJs.

E.C.4.
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A selection ot questions ol general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All ciuesrioiis should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle.
20. Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stampsd addressed envelope for reolv. Corresponderls
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference- Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " ii\ the lelt-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

A Three-wheeler.

To obtain protection in bad
j^ weather, I am thinking of

> making a runabout of an old
-iJ 6 h.p. A.J.S. Could you tell me

what objection there is to one
wheel at the front, centre steering,

and two at the back ? I should like to
know if it would be bad for cornering,
steering, or speed.—W.J.W.

The idea has been carried out by several
people. The only objection is that the
vehicle is naturally rather light iji front.
The front wheel is apt to bounce, and it

is rather difficult to keep it rigid. It

would probably also be rather awkward
to steer at speed.

Exhaust Pipe gets Red Hot.

I have a 4j h.p. Singer motor^ cycle. The cylinder has been
> recently rebored. The timing
-SJ seems to be correct, but what is

tronbling me is the flame coming
through the exhaust pipe and silencer,

making them red hot after a few
minutes' running. It starts up quite
easily and runs very well on half petrol

and half benzole. If you can tell me
the best way to get over this difficulty

I shall be greatly obliged.—H.L.
E\"idently you are running on an incorrect
mixture ; possibly it is rather too weak.
A weak exhaust valve spring causing the
exhaust valve to close late might also

cause this trouble. A third likely cause
is that you are running with the ignition

too far retarded.

Adjusting a Gear.

(1.) In adjusting the clutch
spring of the N.S.U. gear, 'how
is it possible to tell exactly how
tightly to adjust the spring,

which is a new one? (2.) Ought
the nut for adjusting the tension of the
spring to be screwed right home, or

just as far as is necessary? If the
latter, what prevents the nut from
unscrewing? (3.) As I am assembling
the complete gear parts myself, how
would 3-ou advise dealing with the
clutch? (4.) When the clutch is in,

the high gear is in position, and when
right out €he low gear is working.
Will you please explain how this can
be, as when the clutch is out, what con-

nection has the axle to the pulley? So
far as I can see, the engine must run

. free.—H.W.S.A.
(1.) You will have to test the adjustment
of the clutch spring by experimenting
until you get it right. (2 and 3.) The
nut should be screwed right home. The
pressure of the spring prevents it from
unscrewing. (4.) The high gear is in

position when the middle clutch cone is

in contact witli the female clutch cone on
the planet wheel carrier, and the free
engine is available when the male clutch
cone is withdrawn by means of the clutch
fork. The low gear is obtained by
holding the sun wheel through the inner
and outer clutch discs.

The Nodon Valve.

I should be very glad if you^ would give me a few particulars

^ as regards the Nodon valve for
-iJ alternating currents. (1.) What

quantity and strength of phos-
phate of soda solution? (2.) Size of

aluminium and lead plates? (3.) The
more suitable voltage to use : 200 or
50 (I have both available) ? (4.) Is the
apparatus suitable for charging accu-
mulators, say, up to 8 volts 50 ampere
hours?—W.E.F.

(1.) The phosphate solution shoiild

always be a saturated one—that is, the
water should be allowed to take up as

much phosphate as it will. The quantity
depends on the size of the jar used, and
is not important. The solution, however,
should not be allowed to come up higher
than within 2in. from the top of the jar.

Distilled water should be used if pos-

sible, otherwise clean rainwater. (2.)

The size of the plates is not material,

but a size commonly used is lOin. x lin.

X ^in. for the aluminium, and lOin. x
2in. X gin. for the lead. About 6in. of

the length will be immersed in the solu-

tion, and a current of about four amperes
wiU pass easily. (3.) By all means use

the fifty volt supply. It is about the

most convenient you could have for the

purpose. You will find that the rectifier

will absorb from ten to twenty volts,

and the remainder can be regulated with
a small adjustable resistance made of

20 gauge platinoid, or similar resistance

wire. The best way is to put an am-
meter in the circuit, and then you know
how much current is passing through

your cells. (4.) Yes, the best way ex-

cepting by the use of a motor generator.

The vernier adjustment of the Rudge
timing gear. The pinion has twenty-two

teeth and the crank pin twenty-one serrations,

which gives an adjustment on the 2 to 1 gear

of less than half a degree

Overheating.

(1.) I possess a 1914 3^- h.p.^ single speed Singer, which ii

> subject to overheating. If I

-iJ open the throttle when on an
incline, it knocks badly. It ha«

a 32 jet in the B. and B. carburetter.

(2.) Also the oil is blown out of the

crank case with some force through
the hollow centre ot the adjustable

pulley, which hardly allows enough oil

to remain in the crank case to oil the
engine. (3.) About how many miles

to the gallon will a 2| h.p. Douglas
do?—J.U.C.

(1 and 2.) First of all, see that the
engine is quite clean of carbon deposit,

that the valves are ground in, and that

the springs are strong enough. Use good
quality lubricating oU and a medium size

jet ; also see that the gear is not too

high. If you look to these points, the

engine should not overheat. We should
hardly think that an appreciable amount
of oil is lost through the crank case

relief, which is through the engine-shaft.

(3.) About eighty miles to the gallon.

Difficult Starting.

I have a 1915 5-6 h.p. Rudge-
llulti combination, which appears
to be in perfect order. Now the

only way I can start this machine
when cold is by advancing the

spark > two-thirds, setting the throttle

one-third open, the air lever closed, by
covering the main air passage with a

handkerchief, warming the plug, and
removing the belt. I can then start the

engine fairly easily with the pedal
starter. Now when I replace the belt

and start pedalling with the controls

set as above, all I can get are loud ex-

plosions in the silencer, 'but I cannot
start the engine. The only way I can
start when warm is by running down
hill and dropping the exhaust lever. I

simply cannot start by means of the
pedal gear or by running.—H.S.

We cannot understand why you should
have to remove the belt before you can
start the engine. Everything appears to

be in order, and it seems that th« real

reason—unless there are air leaks at the

carburetter or induction pipe union—is

the bad quality of petrol we are getting

at the present time. There will be some
improvement when the weather is warmer,
and a little later on better petrol will be

on the market; or you might try using
benzole. Try injecting a little No. 1

spirit, if you can get it, through the com-
pression tap. If you can get the engine
to fire on this it will probably continue

on the No. 3 spirit.

A41
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A Loose Bush.

Please tell nie if the small

?' bush in which the cam wheel
works on a CaUlioi-pe-Jap should

i-i be only driven in, or should
the aluminium casing be heated

and the bush be shrunk in, as I forced
it in, and through the weight it has to

bear it works loose, although I drove
the bush in as tightly as I could drive
it with a hammer.—J. P.

Tlie bush should be a good driving fit

in the crank case, and if the journal is

an easy (but not, of course, too easy)
fit it should not move. If, however,
it shows a tendency to do so, it should
be keyed or fastened with a set screw.

Which Jet?

I have a 2J h.p. twin Royal^ Enfield, B. and B. carburetter.

^ (1.) What size of jet gives best
J results for speed and economy of

fuel with No. 1 petrol? (2.) Size
of jet required for No. 3 petrol? (3.)
Size of jet required for benzole? (4.)
Does benzole give the same power and
•ipeed as petrol?—J.D.

(1.) Jet .027, adapter .44. (2.) Jet .029.

(3.) Jet .026. (4.) Benzole gives appro.xi-
riKitely equal power and speed to petrol,
but requires much more air. The run-
ning is much smoother witli benzole.

Silencing- a Two-stroke.

My two-stroke machine is an
^Z excellent one, but I should very
I > much like to make it more silent.
LiJ I have made some experiments

with the exhaust, and found
that the only efficient method of
silencing it was to close the small
holes drilled in the end plates of the
silencer, and fix a tin on the end of
the exhaust pipe as an extra expansion
chamber. But I found that as soon
as I blocked up these small holes a
considerable loss of power was experi-
enced

; yet without doing this, what-
ever else I tried, I could not get any
appreciable eSect. Could you sugges't
any method of efficient silencing with-
out too much loss of power? I know
that the freedom of e.xhaust has a very
material effect on the running of a
two-stroke engine. Either greater or
less freedom causes bad running of
niy engine. For this reason I should
like an arrangement by which I could
put in and out of action the extra
silencing device. This is a question
uhich I am sure would interest many
two-stroke riders. Would a large size
silencer do the trick without spoiling
the running? Please give me a help-
ful suggestion.—E.G.K.

\\ e fear you will find it impossible more
effectually to silence the machine in
question. If you do, thej-e will be so
much back pressure that loss of power
will be the result. A two-stroke is
natm-aUy noisy, and cannot well be satis-
factorily silenced. Possil/y some slight
improvement might be obtained by caus-
ing your existing silencer to exhaust into
a larger expansion chamber, and fitting
a long extension pipe. If you litted a
cut-out between the old silencer and llie

new one, you would then be able to i:.so

either the old silencer or the new one,
and such a cut-out -.vould 1 e qi.ite legil.
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The Two-stroke.

As I am thinking of purchas-
ing a motor cj'cle tor occasional

short week-end trips, and as 1

think that a two-stroke would
suit my requirements, I seek

your advice on the following questions

:

(1) Would a two-stroke be capable of

a twenty-five mile non-stop run, driv-

ing at, say, 20 m.p.h.? (2.) Would it

not be liable to become overheated
during summer months?—M.D.L.

(1.) Yes. (2.) No.

READERS' REPLIES.
Miniature Plugs.

I notice in ' your queries and replies

columns (March 20th) a correspondent
asking for information tc model sparking
plugs. In days gone by I had a great

deal of experience in this direction in

connection with high-speed model boats,

and obtained very successful results by
using the centre out of any well-made
mica plug and turning it down to fit

the smaller body, but there is a limit

to the amount of cutting down that
can be done, and on the whole it is

better to design the engine so that a

full-sized plug can be used. I can
assure you that both ebonite and
vulcanite are quite unsuitable, as,

although they might start and fire quite

well for a few explosions, the inner

end would immediately become charred
and form a short circuit. If your
correspondent cares to write to me I

can probably gi\e him some helpful in-

formation in regard to small petrol en-

gines, having been somewhat of a
"pioneer" in this direction.—F. G.
Arkell.

Four-stroking.

I note your reply to "E.S.R." in
"Questions and Replies" in your issue
of March 27th regarding two-stroke en-
gines. I own a 2| h.p. Connaught, to

which I fitted an extra air inlet by
putting a compression tap in the induc-
tion pijje. The effect of this was to in-

crease the speed by about five miles per
hour, and almost to eliminate the " four-
stroking " trouble. I am now fitting a
Bowden extra air inlet valve, and anti-

cipate a still further improvement. The
recent correspondence in your columns
regarding two-strokes has greatly inter-

ested me, and, having owned three
within the past four years, I am con-

vinced that the Connaught, Levis, and
Triumph two-strokes are far superior in
speed, hill-climbing, and comfort, to the
various four-stroke lightweight motor
cj'cles at present on the market. 1 feel

sure that the twin two-stroke has a great
future when it is perfected, and look
forward to the proposed Levis and Con-
naught horizontal twins.

—

Norman Aish.

Oil Slinging and Loss oi Power.

Referring to "G.H.A.'s" enquiry in

The. Motor Cycle of the 13th March, I

think my recent experience and remedy
may be of help to him and others in

similar difficulty. I recently had occa-
sion to fit a new piston to my King
Dick engine, and found, on warming up
to the work, it suddenly lost power, then
regained, and finally lost it, so much as
to peter out entirely accompanied by

APRIL lyth, igig.

much slinging of oil past the mainsha
on pulley side, smothering the belt wit!

oil, and causing the latter to slip badly^
Dismantling the engine, I found the topv,

ring partially seized, and signs of ea
blowing past the rings. I carefull;

prised the ring out of the groove, clearei

out the carbon^ rubbed the ring down 01

emery-cloth (a new piece of very fini

grain) on a perfectly flat surface, ant^
refitted. Result : Perfect compressioat
and sweet running ! I have no doubt thef
blowing past the rings caused much of
the excessive oil-slinging, assisted by the
absence of the felt washer between the

\

crank case and bearing on the puUe
side, which had been chewed up througjL
my having to leave out the steel washt^
when fitting a new bearing some tinU^
ago. So I cut out a thin leather washer'
to replace it, and, the bearing being now
bedded home, I have replaced the steel

washer, and all seems to be going well,

But why is felt used instead of leatherj'

Is not the latter more enduring?
regularly take The. Motor Cycle, ar _.

glean many useful tips from it. I anf*
much interested in benzole, and have
proved that, by using three parts of
benzole with one of war spirit, the m.p'.g..-

with sidecar has increased from 50-55
m.p.g. with war spirit to 80 m.p.g. with
the benzole mixture ; and, with the aid
of a Euk quick starter, I can get
the engine to fire most times with the
first kick of the starter, except on frosty
mornings, when a teacupful of boiling
water over the induction pipe does the
trick.—W. Krinoer.
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RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
SUTTON-IN-AsiiriELD TO SkEGNESS.—H.W.

Sutton-in-Ashfield, Mansfield, Newark,,
Leadenham, Sleafprd, Tattershall, Spilsby,
Wainfleet, Skegness.

Redditch to Rhyl.—G.I.

Redditch, Bromsgrove, Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Wellington, Whitchurch,
Wrexham, Mold, Trefnant, St. Asaph,
Rhyl.

*^

London to Dudley.—R.S.I.
London, Edgware, Watford, Berk-

hamsted, Tring, Aylesbury, Bicester,
Aynho, Banbury, Stratford -on-Avon,,

Alcester, Headless Cross, Bromsgrove,
Halesowen, Dudley.

til

Ikil

m

Bristol to Tunbridge Wells.—J.N. '

Bristol, Bath, Bradford, Devizes,
Upavon, Andover, Basiiigstoke, Farnham,
Guildford, Dorking, Reigate, RedhiU
Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells.

Birmingham to Weston.—T.H.W.
Birmingham, Alcester, Eveshan

Tewkesbury, Gloucester-, Stone, Alve^P
ston, turn right at Filton where trams
are met, cross Clifton Downs, down to

Ri\i;i' Avon, over Ashton Swing Bridge,
Congresbury, Weston-super-Mare.

WOLDINGHAM TO SWANSEA.—A.E.H.
Woldingham, Purley, Sutton, Surbiton,

Hampton Court, Staines, Ascot, Woking-
ham, Reading, Pangbourne, Streatley,

(

Wantage, Faringdon, Lechlade, Ciren-
|

cester, Gloucester, Lydney, Chepstow,
Newport, Cardiff, Bridgend, Aberavon,
Swansea
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PETROL
AND OIL.

HOW THEY ARE TREATED.

THERE is a vast difference between

petroleum as it flows from the earth

and its derivatives. Between the

crude and tinished products there is the

oil refinery, a region of giant stills, filters,

storage tanks, steam and power plants,

coal bunkers, and laboratories with their

attendant staffs.

Crude oils are not simple chemical com-

pounds, but consist of a physical mixture

of different compounds of the element

carbon and the element hydrogen. Other

elements such as sulphur, oxygen, and
nitrogen, various metallic salts, and other

impurities are present. Each one of these

many compounds has it.s own definite

physical properties, such as fixed boiling

point, specific gravity, and other specially

distinguishing characteristics.

Hundreds of different hydrocarbon
compounds lying between the extreme
limits of petrol and the heaviest oil are

separated from crude oil by fractional

distillation. These products are divided

into many different grades, according to

their physical and chemical characteristics,

and to the purpose for which they are

used and shipped f*o all parts of the

world, wherever an internal com-
bustion engine is used, a lamp
burned, or a wheel turned.

The agitator—a lead- lined tower for bleaching

oil and removmg impurities.

each of which has a different boiling point,

a different temperature is required for the

vaporisation of each compound. Dis-

solved gas and the lightest hydrocarbons
pass over first, and as the temperature is

increased heavier and heavier hydro-
carbons are vaporised.

The lower diagram is intended to show
how the vapours are led through a pipe

from the still and discharged into the base

of the aerial tower condenser. From there

Ciade Oils.

Crude oils may be divided into

three main families—those of

paraffin, asphaltic, and cyclo-

naphthalene bases. There is no
sharp line of demarcation between
these groups, since most crude
oils found in all fields may con-

tain mixtures in variable percent-

ages of hydrocarbons belonging to

two or more families.

The crlide petroleum is carried

from the wells to the refinery by
a pipe line. On its arrival it is

stored in tanks of large capacity,

and a certain settlement takes
place. The semi-solids which settle

consist of amorphous paraffin wax, mud,
and other earthv foreign matter.

XKM Htiwlhn

25% PETROl,

gCfflJMIUunBOIL _ 35%
LAMP OIL

5% LT.LUB.OILSl^

out

Separation into Groups by Distillation.

From the storage tanks the crude oil is

pumped into a large cylindrical boiler

called a " crude still." Distillation, as

applied to oils, is the separation of the

more volatile portions by vaporisation,

and their later condensation by passing the

hot vapour through a cooled tube. Light
hydrocarbons like petrol vaporise very
readily, whereas heavy oils form practi-

cally no vapours at atmospheric pressure
and temperature ; therefore, it is neces-

sary to heat and boil crude petroleum in

a elosed vessel in order to accomplish
complete vaporisation and separation of

the different hydrocarbons. Since crude
oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons,

•From " The Storr of Petroleum." by O. W.
Stratford (an engineer connected with a large oil

refining company in America}, which appeared in
Popular Science Monthl!/, to which magazine acknow-
ledgment is mada

How Pennsylvania crude oil is refined.

they pass up through alternate boxes and
air-cooled tubes, where products of

different boiling points are condensed
and then automatically separated into

groups. The lightest products pass com-
pletely through the tower, and flow, in

vapour form, to a water-cooled condensing
coil, where all light hydrocarbons con-

densable without the application of

pressure are liquefied and separated from

AERIAl
COISDENSEa

haphthus a fixed cases

First separation of crude oil into groups

by distillation.
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From Crude Oil to Mo(or Spirit.

The Methods of Distillation and the

By-products Obtained.

the remaining vapcurs, which are turthei

treated at a compressor plant for the

separation of very light hydrocarbons

from the "fixed" gases.

Of the remaining vapours the heaviest

condense upon striking the first air-cooled

tube, and the lightest upon striking the

last tube. Intermediate products, lying

between the light and the heavy ends,

condense in the intermediate tubes, de-

pending upon their respective boiling

points.

The vapours liquefying in different

sections of the aerial condenser tall back

into corresponding collector pans, whence

each is led by way of a separate water-

cooled coil to the storage tanks called

"running tanks." The, liquids recovered

in the collector pans are still at the

temperature above their flash points, and

it is necessary to cool them down to pre-

vent spontaneous ignition, when they

come in contact with air in the running

tanks.
Distillation continues until a residue

(crude cylinder stock as it is termed) of

about 15% remains, when the fires are

drawn and the remaining oil is pumped
from the still through a cooler

into a running tank.

The quantity and quality of

products obtained from this first

separation depend upon the

method of distillation employed

and from the base or " family

"

to which the crude petroleum be-

longs. This description, however,

only concerns Pennsylvania crude

oil of paraffin base.

High quality oils are obtained

when the separation is made by

distilling under vacuum or by
'

the use of fire in combination

with steam injection. Due to the

mixture of oil and water vapours

in fire and steam distillation, oil

vapours pass over at lower tem-

peratures than when fire is used

alone. This prevents the occurrents of

any serious " cracking " of the heavy
products.

Separation and Finishing of First Groups.

The first object of subjecting the group-

distillates from the running tanks to dif-

ferent processes is further to separate

each group into the final market form of

the many groups contained. The aecond

purpose of refining i'j to remove the im-

purities, colour bearing, and unstable or

unsaturated compounds and free carbon.

It may be well to point out at this time

that in the first group distillation there

is no sharp line of demarcation between
petrol and illuminating oil or between
any other similar fractions. Heavy con-

stituents are mechanically carried over

with the light portions, and more volatile

products are mixed with the heavy parts.

In order completely to separate these

further distillation is necessary.

The crude naphtha distillate is pumped
fiom the running tank to an agitator,

A4-',
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Petro. and Oil.—

where 't is heated with sulphuric acid,

waslied with water to remove the free

acid and neutralised with caustic soda,

again washed and separated from the

water. The heated naphtha is next sent

lo a steam still, where it is divided by
distillation into various market grades of

petrol, and pumped from there to the

Hnished naphtha storage tanks.

The illuminating oil distillate is

pumped to a steam still, where the crude
naphtha contained is separated by dis-

tillation and sent to the crude naphtha
still. The illuminating oil remaining is

sent to an agitator, where it is acid-

treated, washed, neutralised, rewashed
and filtered through fuller's earth, and
pumped to the finished lamp oil storage

tanks.

The crude light luliricating oil distillate

passes from the running tank to a steam
and fire still, for the purpose of changing
(by heat) the character of the paraffin

wax from the amorphous condition to

wa.x that may be crystallised and for

separating the fuel oil content. The
lubricating di.stillate then goes to a chill-

ing tank, where its temperature is

lowered to such a degi'ee as to cause

crystallisation of the wa.x. In this chilled

condition it is then pumped to a wax
filter press, uiuler high pressure, where
it is separated into crude scale wax and
pressed lubricating distillate. The latter

then goes to a steam and fire still, where
the gas oil is separated from it. The
remaining distillate is then divided into

lubricating oils of different viscosity,

varying from very light to medium light,

by fractional distillation.

The oils of different viscosities result-

ing 'from this fractional distillation are

Aerial condensers for autumatically

condensing different distillates.

APRIL ijlh, igig.

next sent to a fuller's earth filtei

through which it passes to the finish|

paraffin wax tanks.

The crude heavy lubricating dislillai

follows the same course in processing

that indicated for the light distillal

Fuel oil and paraffin wax are separate

in the same manner. The fractional d"

filiation of the remaining oil results

lubricating oils of heavier body thi(

those recovered by the processing of tli

light lubricating distillate.

Crude cylinder stock is greatly thinne
with naphtha, and then sent to a chillil^

tank, where the paraffin wax, from wMoi
vaseline is made, settles out. The
naphtha portion is pumped to a folU

earth filter for the removal of colon

bearing compounds and free ca

From this filter it passes on to a steatj

still, where it is separated into naphth
and low cold cylinder stock. From tU

still the oil is sent to a tank, where
is blown with air to remove traces

moisture, and then to the finished

storage tanks.

Thus are made some of the " oils " wi

which most motor cyclists are acquaints^

It will be seen that petrol is only one
the products of an oil refinery.

RUNNING ON "SOLID" FUEL
An Ingenious Conversion utilising Solid Naphthalene as Fuel.

MENTION has been made on several
occasions in Tht Motor Cycle, of the
possibilities of running a motor

cycle on solid fuel. Although we do not
anticipate that motor cyclists will discard
petrol, now that it is available, in favour
of naphthalene moth balls, it is interesting

to know that such fuel can be used to

propel a motor cycle.

During the petrol shortage in 1917 and
1918, Messrs. Olivos Motors, of Acton,
converted a Triiimjjh to run on this fuel

;

but, since the results obtained were not
so good as with petrol, and the cost con-
.siderably higher, it is not anticipated
that other readers of The Motor Cycle

View ol the conversion much camouflaged

by lagging.

will follow the plan of the inventors of

the device which we illustrate.

The machine is fitted with a wooden
" tank " of considerable width, the left-

hand side of which contains the petrol

and oil tanks, while the right-hand com-
partment is arranged to carry the moth
balls. In the lid is a door through
which the driver can feed the moth balls

into the partition immediately above the
vaporiser—a procedure which is neces-

sary every ten or fifteen miles.

"The machine is first of all started

on petrol, but, of course, a blow-lamp
could be used to melt the naphthalene if

desired. Five minutes after the engine
has been running on petrol there are

symptoms of choking and eight-stroking,

when the petrol may be turned off and
the rider can continue on the solid fuel.

There is no carburetter proper, the
petrol being introduced into the induc-

tion pipe between the naphthalene
chamber and the gas throttle, any excess
running into the hot air pipe.

The power developed from naphtha-
lene is about equal to that of coal gas,

about 75% of that of petrol.

The vaporiser contains about half a

pound of naphthalene, and as the
approximate cost of running on' this fuel

is 6s. 9d. per eighty miles, it will be
seen that it is not by any means a
cheap fuel.

The accompanying drawing gives a
pretty clear idea of the naphthalene
vaporiser and renders it .self-explanatory.

It will be seen that the principle involved
is to melt the naphthalene by means of

heat from the exhaust. When the fuel

has been reduced to a liquid state, hot
air drawn through the air pipe bubbles
through it in much the same way that
air bubbles through the old type sur-

face carburetter. Curiously enough, in

running on this fuel it is found be
ficial to control by the air lever. Tha
is plenty of carbon deposit while
naphthalene, but no knocking—the 1

only developing when petrol is used.

As will be seen from the illusti'atiq

on this page, the lagging of ash

string by no means improves the appea
ance. However, as a temporary measiiji

it was distinctly better than hari^
no fuel.

Diagram of the arrangement tor storing

and melting the hie'

A44
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17 Years^ Experience is

behind the B.A.T. That is one
reason why you should enquire

about it.

I

THE
Telegrams

:

"Syndikat, London." BAT MOTOR MANUFG. CO. (1918), Ltd.

PENCE, LONDON, S.E.20.

Telephone

:

Sydenham, 339.

—"TANKETTE"
(British Througliout).

THE WORLD^S FIRST SUPER SCOOTER.
FOR LADIES, GENTLEMEN., AND BUSINESS PEOPLE OF ALL CLASSES.

Complete freedom from MUD, DUST, HEAT, DIRTY OILOF ENGINE, etc..

Perfect ease of control, whether riding in traffic with your side wheel

runners down, or in the country with them up.

* WHY WEAR UNGAINLY OVERALLS?
Absolute comfort and reliability^, combined with POWER, STRENGTH,
LIGHTNESS, and COMPACTNESS.
The "TANKETTE" will give you ALL this, because it has Spring
Frame, Free Engine, Two Speeds, No S.^ddle but a comfortable Seat,

and complete Mudguard Protection.

PRICE NOT YET FIXED. BUT IT WILL BE

UNDER FORTY POUNDS!!
DON'T DELAY. Put your name on our waiting list now, and enjoy

the golden leisure hours of Summer.

DELIVERIES BEGIN FIRST WEEK IN MAY.

"TANKETTES" c/o RONALD TRIST & CO., LTD.,
CORONATION HOUSE, 4, LLOYD'S AVENUE,

LONDON, E.C.I.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de." A23
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I

ape not merely in the front rank, but
we are prepared to prove to any
sceptical motorist that they really

excel all other makes whatsoever for

COMFORT, DURABILITY, FINISH,
DESIGN, QUALITY & CHEAPNESS.

Give us an opportunity to prove this

to you if you already do not know this

fact. The knowledge will cost you
nothing, and may save you a great deal
in other ways.—New list is not yet
ready, but latest samples are.

X-L-ALL LTD., Hall Green. BIRMINGHAM.

Fox Bros. & Co., Ltd., are now
adapting their world-famous Puttees
for motoring, shooting, walking,

golfing, riding and cycling.

FOXS
(P.I.P.—Fox's Improved

IPUTTEES'
pQtteiB) "Non FraySplral"

Refiiilation Heavy Wpiyht, 8/6 pair.

Extra Fine Light Weight, 10/- pair. Extra hine Light Shade, 11/- pair.

PatenfeeB & Sole Manufacturers:
FOX BROS. & Co., Ltd. (De;.t. N ), Wellingt-n. Somerset
Agents Jor US.A-: Mauley &Johrson, 260, West Broadway, New York.

-, Seethat'henaifie'FOX'is on themetaldiscs _^^i
CAUTIOV. iritiht an^l lefrl alt'iched to every genuine pair /W

of FOX'S New Non-Fray SpiraiPuttees. \^
iiiiHiiiniiiii'JiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicfiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiriiiriiimiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif

A24 in answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '* The Motor Cycle."
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REMIE

THE SUPER RUNABOUT
has a reverse gear, a feature which, in conjunction

with its light weight, its simplicity of control, and

its cleanliness, renders it particularly suitable for ladies.

// you have not received the

advance list, please send for it.

COVENTRY PREMIER, LTD., COVENTRY,
And Bristol House, 19-20, Holborn Viaduct. LONDON, E.C.

In answering this advertisement itis desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. A27
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It was the only 500 c.c. machine which stood

the strain of sidecar work.

This model is now available to the public at the

exceedingly low price of £']^^ and in view of the

high standard of workmanship and finish it is

The best value in motor cycles to-day.

PHELON & MOORE, Ltd.,

CLECKHEATON, YORKS. 4, BERNERS ST., LONDON, W.l.

A28 In answerintj l/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cydc."

When the R.F.C. was first formed, the War Office

held exhaustive tests of the leading English motor

cycles. As a result, two types were chosen, one being

the P. & M.

A few months' use conclusively proved the superiority

of the P. & M., which was then adopted as the standard J
R.F.C. Motor Cycle. This was before the War.

The P. & M. is now used exclusively by the Royal

Air Force.
,

The P. & M. was used on every front without a single

weakness coming to light, and no motor cycle has

such a fine record of war service to its credit.

1
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The Import of Foreign Motor
Cycles.

IX
our iss«es for the loth-and 17th inst., we
gave exclusive forecasts regardihg the de-

cision of the Government concerning the

importation of foreign motor cycles. These
forecasts were founded upon such reliable

information that they have proved to be entirely

accurate, and we are now 'able to announce that

the prohibition on imports is to be withdrawn

and importation restricted to fifty per cent, of

191 3 imports until September rst this year.

The announcement of the Board of Trade on

this matter states also that the importation of

forgings and castings for motoV vehicles is to be

similarly restricted. In both cases licences will

be issued in proportionate monthly quantities,

but in the case of spare parts for renewal pur-

poses fox machines already on the road, these

are to be admitted freely under licence. The
prohibition on motor scooters is to be maintained.

The wording of the official statement is some-

what ambiguous, and there appears some un-

certainty in connection with what is meant

exacUy by a paragraph which refers to the licens-

ing in proportionate monthly quantities. If a

certain firm imported 1,200 motor cycles in 1913,-

presumably this concern may import fifty per

cent, of five-twelfths of this number (i.e., 250

motor cycles) between April ist and August 31st

this year. Government announcements are often

obscure, and it is possible that a supplementary

explanatory notice may be eventually issued by

the Department of Import Restrictions of the

Board of Trade.

Although no mention has been made of the

duty to be paid on motor vehicles coming into

this country under these regulations, it is safe

to assume that this will remain at 33>i% until

that figure is amended by Act of Parliament.

So far as British manufacturers are concerned,

the limited imports, especially if the duty be

retained, cannot have si\y serious effect upon

their business, except, perhaps, that the removal

of the prohibition may tend to accelerate outputs

all round, in order to be fully ready for a possible

removal of the restricrions in September.' The
possibility of even a limited number of imported

machines being available, in this country in the

near future will go a small way toward alleviat-

ing the present shortage of motor cycles.

Sales oi Army Motor Cycles
ia the Provinces.

WE
have several times urged that it would

only be fair to the taxpayer generally,

and motor cyclists in particular, if the

Government could see its way to hold

some of the forthcoming sales of surplus

Government property in provincial centres as

well as in London. We return to this subject,

as it is a question which a large section of the

public is asking, and therefore it is one to which

the Department concerned should give immediate

attention.

There is a feeling in the provinces that

London buyers only are to be given the oppor-

tunity to purchase the surplus stock for which

provincial taxpayers have paid just as heavily as

those residing in the London area, and we think

that the former should be given convenient

facilities for examining surplus Government

motor- vehicles, and, incidentally, participating

in the bidding for the machines.

Buildings as suitable' as the Royal Agricultural

Hall are to be found in most provincial cities,

such as Birmingham,. Bristol, Glasgow, Liver-

pool, Leeds, Manchester, Nottingham, etc., and

there is no doubt that the amounts realised

would in every way be equal or even superior to

those obtainable from London buyers.

Probably there are certain difficulties in con-

nection with the transportation of the goods, but

even for London sales the machines have to be

loaded at the depots and unloaded at the sale-

rooms, and to carry out sales in the provinces

would only mean that the distance between the

two would be slightly longer.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover/
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3i h.p. Single-cylinder Two-strokes Coming?
nHEAR by a side wind that the advance registered

in air-cooling during the war has rendered a satis-

factory 500 CO. single-cylinder two-stroke prac-
ticable, though I have no definite information that

one is to be put on the market. Readers will re-

member that in the old days a 350 c.c. two-stroke
was about the outside edge of the absolute limit for

air-cooling, and that some of these were easily tempted
to melt their sparking plugs or parboil their top rings,

so that A. A. Scott had to branch off into twins and
fit a radiator when he needed plenty of kick from this

type of engine. If such an engine materialises, it

should be a cheap production job, well-suited to the
popular machine of which I have already written.

Preiudice and Propaganda.
,L'ITE a [lathelic little note just to hand from

Xew Zealand. My unknown friend has booked
a British flat twin for 1919—note well, ye traders,

because he really wants one, but because his

favourite Indian is now quoted at ^135 in his town-
ship. Consequent on the placing of this order he
has just received a back number of Tlic Motor Cycle
in which some correspondent remarks that flat twins

are noisy, inflexible, give a lot of trouble, require
frequent gear changes, and collect tons of mud. So
my correspondent is in the dumps, and is on the verge
of selling an extra 100 sheep and buying an Indian
after all.

,

Of course these two sad cases

—

i.e., the New
Zealander and the critic who has put the wind up
him—are really subjects for the attention of Mr. H.
A. L. Fisher, Minister for Education, and not
for a mere motor cycling scribe. However, when
the great neglect their duties, the mean man must
step in. Let us analyse the statements, and it will

be clear that the critic ought to ha\e known he was
talking through his hat, whilst my X.Z. friend should
surely have spotted it also. Item one—" flat twins

are noisy." All motor c_\cles are noisy, but in any
class, e.g., the 500 c-C, the flat twin is necessarily

the quietest, for each of its barks is a 250 e.g. bark,

as compared with the 500 c.c. barks of a single: and
as compared with a 500 c.c. V twin, its barks are

even instead of being irregular. Item two—"flat twins

are inflexible." The exact accusation cannot be
identified, but presumably our authority has committed
the grievous crime of tautology, and means they require
frequent gear changes. After twenty years of motoring
everybody is supposed to know that there are two
main types of petrol engine—low speed and high
speed. The high speed t\pe wants a lot of gear lever,

the low speed type does not want quite so much. Both
are grossly " inflexible," as compared with a steam
engine, which does not want any gear lever at all. The
critic presumably means that a flat twin wants more
gear lever than a V or a single of the same c.c! This
is not true as it stands. The 2:^^ h.p. Douglas went
A30

through an End-to-end trial some years ago on less

gear lever than most of the 3^2 h.p. singles engaged.

It is true that the average modern flat twin wants a lot

of gear-lever, the reason being that the beautiful

balance of these engines permits them to be revved

up to 4,000 r.p.m., whereas iT you tried such stunts

with a single or a V twin, the carrier would twist round

and smash the head lamp.

The Indictment Continued.

nTEM three—flat twins give a lot of trouble. Tut,

tut, gentlemen. Surely even a. ^% hat knows that

the flat' twin is by now as much an established

type as the vertical and the V. Well, if a type is good
enough to survive in open competition, you may take

it that the trouble it gives is dependent,, not on the

peculiarities of the type, but on the design, material,

and workmanship embodied in any given sample. If-

a type is inferior, its number is up. Tube ignition

vanished—because it was a bad type. Accumulator
ignition vanished—because it was a bad type. The
magneto survived—because it was a good type. The
flat twin made its debut when the vertical and V were
estaljlished, and cut into their annual sales to the tune

of 25,000 machines because it was a good type. But
you cannot generalise about all the different makes.
I ha\'e had flat twins which never gave any trouble,

and I have had others which gave nothing else. It is

just like marrying a wife or buying an ounce of baccy

—

you must exercise judgment in selection. Item four

—

flat twins collect a lot of mud. What is the animus
here ? I suppose our anonymous critic means that if

you buy, e.g., a Triumph, the bottom of its crank case

is in the line of mudfire and is easy to clean ; but that

if you buy a flat twin, its cylinders- field the flying

"clarts " (as the Durham boys call them), and cylinders

are not easy to clean. Well, this might be true if

flat twins kept their cylinders where the Triumph keeps
its crank case, but they do not. As a rule the cylinders

of a flat twin are mounted pretty high up, and the

machine has a front mudguard of sorts. Oh ! dear.

I can pardon a man for writing "reams of glib non-
sense—I am by no means guiltless myself : but it is just

the absence of that analytic mental quality which
recognises hot air as lx)t air that has established the
So\'iets in Russia. Do not let it invade motor cycle
politics, please.

Wanted, a Ford Motor Bicycle.

T the present moment the ranks of the less well-'

to-do motor cyclists are full of bitterness and
disappointment. My postbag threatens to

'

ignite His Majesty's mails, so warm are the letters of

complaint which it contains. During 1919 it will pro-

bably be impossible to obtain a sensible touring

machine at less than ;^8q, and there is not one
symptom of any change in 1920, unless supply over-

takes demand, and with the cessation of much very

natural profiteering second-hand machines of pre-war
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Occasional Comments.—
and war origin slump down to their intrinsic values.

Will somebody please do for the motor cycle what
Ford did for the car, i.e., concentrate all the energies

of first-class design and first-class production methods
to evolve a roadworthy mount at a minimum price ?

I am glad enough to welcome all the refined four-

speed machines with electric lighting and other

luxuries. In the public interest I could spare the lot

if some genius would produce a simple, sound touring

machine at £^2i, or even at ;£40. I should be appre-

hensive if a ;^5o car appeared—there is not safe room
on our present roads for the millions which would sell.

But, given certain rational stipulations prior to the

issue of driving licences, our roads would accommo-
date illimitable numbers of motor bicycles.

How to Cheapen the Motor Cycle.

THERE are three ways of cheapening our

machines. Output is the first. Design is the

second. Scientific manufacture is the third.

The middle item is the culprit behind high prices.

Xobody has ever planned mass production of a single

specification designed from stem to stern in the

interests of economy^ The most superficial examina-
tion of our motor cycles betrays two facts about them
as a class. Not all of them are " designed " in any

real sense of the word. Not one of them is designed

with an eye to minimum price. A single-cylinder two-

stroke engine of about 400 c.c. and a two-speed gear

of the simplest character are prime essentials in the

£^2^ motor bicycle. Steel pressings must obviously

replace all the innumerable lugs and bolts and hand
jobs with which all existing machines bristle. The
wheels must—probably—be single discs spun over a

rim. The tank, gear box, and crank case must be

integral with the frame pressing, and so forth. This

job will tax the brainiest engineer in the country—it

is a far tougher problem than the production of a £^-)0

car, Ford's newest stunt, for you cannot save weight

of material or reduce the number of parts, or cut down
dimensions. It can be done, and it will be done. If

it is done quickly it will be a political achievement of

the first water, and the doer will deserve a peerage.

At present the wealthier amongst us scour out the cob-

webs from our brainpans at week-ends by a trip to the

sea, or a couple of rounds of golf or a jaunt in a car.

The poorer among us—who contract more cobwebs

—

have no relaxation but a few hours on the allotment,

or in a cinema, or at a league gladiatorial show ; and

such recipes are inefificient.

Gyroscopic Action of Transverse Flywheel.

nSEE one of our correspondents has resurrected the

old bogey of a flywheel rotating at right angles

to the track, pinning a machine to the straight-

ahead path and obstructing turns. It may be per-

fectly true that the writer's four-cylinder F.N. dis-

likes a sharp turn at an engine speed of 6,000 r.p.m.

or so, but it would take a great deal to convince me
that gyroscopic action of the flywheel is a perceptible

factor in this reluctance. After all, racing cars with

heavy flywheels spinning at very high speeds manage
some fairly abrupt corner work. Anyhow, I have

now had a chance of trying the 3 h.p. A. B.C., and

cannot detect the least reluctance on its part to take

a sharp bend at speed.

A Problem for Readers.

THIS is a tale of an awkward diagnosis with which

a tourist faced a roadside repair shop on the

stand and deliver lines. The tourist teetered up to

the big glass doors with the engine purring like a large

tomcat after its third fresh herring. As the rider cut

out the engine, the machine kind of baulked. The
manager sauntered out into the road, and the rider

explained that the machine would run perfectly when
once started ; that it was uncommonly hard to start

;

and that it pulled up very suddenly, almost as if it

had seized, whenever the engine was cut out. The
garage staff and one or two interested riders tested

the machine on the road, and found it was even as

the rider had said. What was the matter wdth it?

The machine was a Douglas, and I hold up the solution

for readers to show us what thev can do.

G)mpetitors at the start of the Manchester club's recent speed-judging competition. This well-contested trial took place over a course

of tiventy-flve miles. The motor cycles shown include a Douglas, Levis, Triumph, and Indian.

AJI
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The sidecars and solo mounts used for the demonstration Reading from left to right Messrs. F. Hulbert and G. E. Stanley,

Mr. M. J. Schulte, Mr. T. C. Peafson, and the Editor of T/ie Moior Cycle.

WHILST some manufacturers are hustling to i

produce their present year's designs, it is

surely something extraordinary to have 1920

models on the road. Naturally, the motor cycles to

which we refer are but forerunners of the new design,

but the fact of their being ready at this stage affords

another instance of the jealous care with which lead-

ing manufacturers guard their good name. Too much

secrecy in the past has prevented motor cyclists

appreciating to the .

full with what cau-

tion and thorough-

ness any ' new fea-

ture or design is

tested under all con-

ditions, months be-

fore it is intended

to be offered to the

ordinary public.
Reputations are not

made in a month

or a year, but they

can be dashed to

the winds by one

outstanding error.

It was the luck of

but few manufac-
turers to emerge

from the war ready

or nearly ready to

continue their staple

^ trade. Douglas, P.

and M., Triumph,

Clyno, and Sun-

beam, by reason of

G E Stanley astride the 1920 model chain-driven Trmmph. This machine is

fitted with the new type spring fork (details inset) and the new Triumph three-

speed gear box, in which is embodied an extremely efficient shock-absorber-

their motor cycles having been selected by one or other

of the Allied Governments, were in that fortunate

position—were it not so, the dearth of new motor cycles

would be more pronounced to-day than actually is

the case.

New Models under Test Again.

The incidence of the war broke a spell of spring-

time tests which we of The Motor Cycle were in the

habit of making

,. 1 _

-' each year, but hap-

pily, these exhibi-

tions of road-worthi-

ness have now been

renewed — instance

the trials of the

new A. B.C. and
the modern Rex re-

ferred to in recent

issues. Our present'

notes refer to

Triumph products, _
the company having

invited the writer to

complete a -quartet

of motor cyclists on

hill-climbing bent.

The machines were

rather a mixed lot.

Two had Triumph
three-speed gear
boxes and sidecar

attachments, n e -

was an all-chain-

driven solo mount
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Testing 1920 Models.—

geared 4^ to i on the top ratio of its tliree-speed gear,

and the fourth machine was the simple single-geared

belt-driven solo mount described in the Spring Number
of this journal. The first objective was tliat happy
hunting ground now so well known to our readers

—

the Edge Hill Range. The sidecars—piloted by G.

E. Stanley and T. C. Pearson—formed the vanguard
of the party, F. Hulbert and the writer following

later on the solo mounts.

With Hot Engines.

It has come to be regarded as a classic test route

in the Midlands to travel to Edge Hill at a " warm "

pace and straightway make the ascent of the half-

mile or more of i in 6 gradient. Not that failure

is frequent nowadays ; the test is more to determine

the gear that will most satisfactorily perform the

allotted task, and the speed and vim of the engine in

its culminating effort on the single-figure gradient.

Need we say, therefore, that every machine made
light of the hill? Rather should we state the gear

ratios and speed attained. The coachbuilt sidecar

outfits, with their 5^ to i top gears, surmountad the

first portion on top, the second speed of 8i- to i being

more than sufficiently low for the rest of the climb,

for the trustv (did we hear someone ejaculate lusty?)

singles " roared "—one may justly apply the hack-

neyed term—over the summit at a speed of 20 to

25 m.p.h. Closely following were the two soloists

—Hulbert on the chain-driver making

light; work of the hill on top gear, the

belt-driven mount, likewise geared 4^4!

to I, and no "change-speed," also

making no mistake. By mutual consent

at the hill summit the new Triumphs

do rev. some ! Interchange of mounts
followed, but it was always the same

^result, easy ascents on middle gear for

the sidecar mounts, and speed climbs

on top for the soloists.

A Severe Test.

One test of the new clutch and gear

was a restart on the steepest section of

Edge Hill with five passengers clam-

bered over the sidecar and luggage

carrier—gross ill-treatment which was

readily accepted by the engine without any exhibition

of distress.

Later at Sunrising, the chief interest centred upon

the ability of the single-geared mount with its 4I to i

gear to pick up after rounding the hairpin bend.

But there need have been no doubt on that score,

notwithstanding the slow down for the corner, for

its iii stone rider was literally catapulted over the

crest of the rise at a speed well in excess of the

legal limit.

There was nothing further to be done, for Edge

and Sunrising are the steepest gradients within easy

reach of the City of Motors, so the trip was con-

tinued to Stratford, where, at lunch, discussion cen-

tred upon single, V, flat twins, al,uminium pistons,

and what not. The air was petrolic, and Hulbert

and Stanley were at their best—that was worth some-

thing to a mere journalist.

1920 Features of Design.

But the reader will naturally be asking about the

1920 features ! It would be exhibiting undue im-

patience to expect to know too much now, for examples

of these new Triumphs will not be available for months

yet—exceptj of course, the single-geared sporting

mount, which, Mr. M. J. Schulte informed us, will be

ready for delivery in limited numbers almost im-

mediately. And so here is a chance for the nimble

motor cyclist who looks twice, perhaps thrice, at

£^9i-l I OS. for a three-speeder, and so decides to

wait.
' As regards the change-speeders,

it is obvious from the fact that

three of the four machines used on

the trip had an all-chain drive that

the Triumph designers—as well as

their road-burners—now favour this

form of transmission for passenger

work.
The positive form of drive is

used in conjunction with a spring

drive shock absorber of remarkable

(Top) Testing tKe clutch. A restart was made with five passengers on the steepest

part of Edge. (Bottom) An unposed group at the crest of the hill.

B3
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efficiency, which G.
E. Stanley has had
under test for nearly

two years. It is

embodied with the

countershaft clutch,

the multiple plates

of which are
alternately phosphor
bronze and steel.

By means of the

spring tension upon
these plates, undue
snatch is impossible.

Take, for instance,

the case of *t h e

throttle being suddonly swept open. The effect is to

cause a momentary slipping of the plates, and then

the drive is gradually taken up.

The new clutch is incorporated in the Triumph
three-speed ball bearing countershaft gear box,

the result of prolonged experiments. Changes can

iJ^^lJsiLS

Valve side of a new model single-geared 4 h.p. solo mount, which is announced

by the Triumph Cycle Co. as being ready for delivery in limited quantities.
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lever (mounted on

the tank tube as in

the 1914 Triimiplis)

may be moved, the

gears will not come
out of mesh until the

load is momentarily

relieved by a touch

of the valve lifter.

By a special design

of double dog
clutches, which take

up all clearance,

backlash is entirely

avoided. The
primary drive is

completely enclosed in an oiltight aluminium casing,

but the rear chain is left exposed except for a guard
over the upper portion, which is discernible in one of

the accompanying photographs. Two of the machines
were equipped with the new Trixmiph spring fork,

which, though working on the same principle as for-

merly, is cushioned in its action by a coarse.

• thread formed on the guide, which should

eliminate spring breakages and all bouncing

tendencies on rough roads. A neatly designed

casing completely enclosing the spring enhances
the general appearance.

Again, it should be added that these new
designs are still undergoing extensive road

tests, and buyers can hardly expect to see

the perfected patterns offered as standard
until Olympia. G.S.

(Top) The chain-driven sidecar

ascending Edge Hill in good form.

(Bottom) F. Hulbert bringing up
the new chain-driven Triumph at over

30 m.p.h.

be effected with impunity,

either on the clutch or \'alve

lifter. , Novices may cheer

up, for no harm will result

if they forget both ! In
changing, although the gear

i
'. i

f?^aii^^ ""j^^^k

1ite

'1
^

Siv ^ V

'^i

^i
1
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ANOTHER MIDLAND OPEN TRIAL.

THE Alidland Cycling and Athletic Club is hold-
ing a big " One Day " open trial on Saturday,
June 28th, in the Midland District. Three

classes will be catered for—the " passenger " machine,
the " solo " machine, and the " lightweight "

; light-

weights to include all machines up to and including

350 c.c. For each of the separate classes there will be
a perpetual trophy, given by various members asso-

ciated with the big Midland organisation, while for the

best performance of the day a special trophy will b«
awarded, known as the "M.C. and A.C. trophy."

E4

Club gold medals will, of course, be given to all

competitors gaining full marks. An interesting feature

of the event will be the award and special prize for the

best performance on a machine of 275 c.c. or under;

while other special prizes include awards for the best

performance by a private OAvner for any. class of

machine, and for the best performance by a member
of the club. The usual entrance fee will be charged—JP^\ IS. for non-members, and los. 6d. for members.

Entry forms may be obtained from the hon. secre-

tary, F. J. Urry, Lionel Street, Birmingham.

^
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions

Exports The tide has turned, and the number
Increasing. of British motor cycles exported in-

creases month b)' month as manufac-

turers are resuming the production of motor cycles.

In Januar)-, the exports in motor cycles and parts were

valued at ;^4i,3oi, February _;£i 14,266, and March
_;^i54,2o^. While not very large figures, they are

decidedly encouraging, considering that the largest

manufacturers are only just now commencing to deliver.

The enormous demand for motor cycles in the Home
country will no doubt have a retarding effect upon
exports generally, but we think there are many manu-
facturers who will look a httle further ahead than the

moment and endeavour to distribute a fair share of

their outputs Overseas.
* tSJ cj:

Overseas ALMOST every new model reviewed in

Models. Th& Motor Cycle reveals the genuine

interest the manufacturers have in the

Overseas markets—if not for immediate exploitation,

then for future campaigns—and it is anticipated that

very few passenger outfits at next Olympia will have

tyres less than 28in. x 3in. The first of the new single-

cylinder sidecar machines produced for post-war trade,

which was reA^ewed in last w-eek's Motor Cycle, has

a ground clearance of 5^in., 28in. X2j4in. tyres, and
mechanical lubrication. It was designed throughout

with full appreciation of the demands of the export

trade, and no doubt many other similar models will

appear during the year. 2 8in. X3in. tyres are almost

general now on twins of 5-6 h.p. and upwards, and
it is safe to say that ninety-nine per cent, of the makers
are experimenting with spring frames. The buyer

of motor cycles from abroad who visits the Olympia
Show in November next will, for the first time, find

that the majority of the machines exhibited are in

every way suitable for all conditions of roads.

(5 [5 Ej]

Sidecar OwiNG to the cost of freightage the
Bodies. price of imported sidecars in the Over-

seas markets is likely to be high for some
time to come, and with this in mind certain American
sidecar manufacturers are introducing specially de-

signed sidecar bodies which are shipped in finished

sections and assembled by the retailer abroad.

Although not new, this " knock down " system, as it

is called, has much to commend it at the present time,

and it would well pay British firms generally to go into

the matter. Packed in sections a sidecar body is very

compact, and if produced by or for a firm shipping

sidecar outfits, the case required for the sidecar chassis,

the motor cycle, and the " knock-down " body would

The Macliine

for the

Native.

be little larger than the present cases* in which motor
cycles only are packed.

tj3 tjl tS3

There is undoubtedly a huge business

to be done by some enterprising manu-
facturers who will design a simple fool-

proof lightweight specially for the

middle-class native of countries in the East. A letter

'

on this subject from a correspondent in India is

published in this issue, from which one gathers that

a high-speed would not be an essential ; in fact, it is

suggested that a maximum of 25 m.p.h. should not

be exceeded. Such a machine would have to be cheap,

light, and absolutely reliable, and leave little which

is open to readjustment by natives with an inquisitive

mind.
A low compression two-stroke engine with fixed

ignition and low geared with belt drive would probably

meet the requirements of the native rider. Ground
clearance should be high and saddle position fairly low,

but as cost would be the first consideration the spring-

ing would have to be provided by oversize tyres, say,

26x3in., and a well-sprung saddle.

In designing a machine for this special market the

maker would have to dismiss from his mind past

standards of refinement and finish, in which connec-

tion it must not be thought that the native intelligence

is fascinated by fancy colours and a lavish display

of nickel-plate. The average native of India, for

example, is suspicious of a glossy finish and bright

colours, and he knows insufficient of motor mechanics

to judge the merits of a machine excepting upon per-

formance. A cheap, plainly painted, plain looking,

easy-to-control motor cycle, handled in a straightfor-

ward manner in the East would undoubtedly appeal

to the native mind, and the firm who caters for this

market in the near future will have a lucrative field to

himself.
[j! tj] Ijj

Literature in We understand that several large manu-
Foreign facturers of motor cycles have in hand
Languages. preparations for issuing their catalogues

printed in several languages. In the

past very few makers have done this, and the fact

that the matter is now receiving consideration adds

to the evidence that the British motor cycle industry

will not be so apathetic concerning the Overseas

m_arkets, as, apparently, it has been. This enterprise

should be carried a step further, and instruction books

issued in various languages. Likewise any instructions,

usually printed on the tank, should be in the language

of the country into which it is exported.

B7
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A Selection ol Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

An Australian's Appreciation.
" Mechanist," of the First Australian Wireless Squadron,

A.I.F., writing from Bagdad, says: "Have just received
youi- ' Peace ' number, and with you and your readers am
looking forward to a new era of prosperity for the ' good old
hobby.' I have been a close student of your paper for
nearly eight years, and can appreciate the publicity you have
giveiT to the wants of ua colonials, and the encouragement
you have given to the movement in general.

" On this front the ' Dugs ' have done the brunt of the
work, and, in my opinion, are the more suitable machines
for the job. Kecently only Triumphs have been issued, and
have done well. The old trouble of insufficient mudguard
clearance is still our bugbear with both machines. Three
inches would not be too much, and would give one a chance
to scrape it out every mile or so.

"With the Triumph we are continually bumping the'
crank case and silencer on bumps and ridges across the road,
and bending the footrests. Then, in fording streams and
water-holes, the ' Dug's ' magneto position gives it a pre-
ference, and I have often seen Triumphs left behind to dry
out the 'ma^.'

" In Australia, where petrol has not yet been short, though
slightly dearer than in pre-war days, the demand for machines
will be very great from this on, and I trust the British
manufacturer will be able to get in early, and cater for this
demand, and not let his American cousin get the upper
hand, as he has been threatening to do lately. The English
' jigger ' is undoubtedly more economical to run, and wears
better. All we want are suitable models at a reasonable price.
"The specifications of the new A. B.C. seem nearly ideal

to me for solo work, provided the figure is not too high.
"Our tax in Victoria is now lOs., or, with sidecar, £1,

fdr all powers."

Motor Cycles Jor the Natives oJ India.

aiB. J. N. Oliphant, writing from Kheri-Lakkimpur, U.P.,
India, says :

" I read with much interest the article in your
issue of January 2nd, entitled ' Rolb-Royce and Ford
Models,' chiefly in reference to the latter. I should think
there would be an enormous field for the cheap quantity pro-
duced motor cycle in India, provided the requirements of
the market were carefully studied. Road conditions are
abominable for four-wheeled traffic (I speak particularly of
Northern India) and the mileage of metalled roads extra-
ordinarily small ; but many unmetalled district roads provide
quite tolerable going for a cycle or motor cycle. Travellers
on foot proceedmg m the traditional ' Indian file ' wear out
paths on the earth road surface which eventually attain' the
smoothness and hardness of concrete. Nothing but the
rather tortuous character of these, and the fact that nobody
worries to remove occasional obstructions, prevent a very
fair speed being maintained.

" My job as a forest officer entails the maintenance of a
large number of roads, and many of these have been brought
during the last two or three years into quite decent condition
for motor traffic by the simple expedient of preparing tracks
on which tlie foot passenger is encouraged to walk. He is,

fortunately, not so perverse as to pursue the usual winding
course if a straight track is prepared for him. I use these
roads principally in a Ford car, but knock about to a certain
extent on an ancient and battered 3i h.p. F.N. The former
is better for the liver than the motor bicycle, but the latter
is very long suffering. The forest staff and forest contractors
are rapidly taking to push bicycles, and many of them would
purchase motor bicycles if a suitable mount were available
at a reasonable price. India is at present in the push bicycle
phase, and no motor cycle manufacturer is going to break
records as regards sales in this country unless ne can produce
a machine which will appeal to the Indian public—the
European element hardly counts.

" The author of your article has got, in my humble opinion,
very close to the requirements for a machine which would be
popular here. 'Handy, reliable, foolproof,' and the greatest
of these is foolproof. 'The Aryan brother is not gentle with
machinery, and neglect would be the rule rather than the
exception. Finish is a relatively minor consideration. The
Indian mind would regard high finish %vith suspicion, as a
species of camouflage. As to speed, while the Indian
chauffeur often is imbued with the spirit of Jehu, I do rot
think it would be wise, in view of road conditions, to let

bS

loose on the Indian public anything capable of more than,

say, 25 m.p.h. The safe pace on unmetalled roads is more
like 12 m.p.h. Lightness is essential for £uch roads.

_
I

wrestled tor some time with a rather heavy 3^ h.p. machine,

but it beat me. Having no experience of two-strokea, I

incline to the established imperturbability of the four-stroke.

Automatic lubrication, autcftnatic carburetter, fixed ignition,

and good clearance seem desirable points. A good silencer

is also important in a country in which it is not unusual to

look round and find the horns of an infuriated bullock toying

with one's mudguard. The patpataha, a,pame onomatopoeti-

cally bestowed on the motor cycle by the villager of these

parts, seems to have a pecuUarly exasperating effect on
horned cattle. True, many Indians would probably resent

the absence of noise, and remove the silencer—that would
be their affair. Two speeds are essential. I think a clutch

could be dispensed with. As to drive, I have not sufficieiit

experience of modem developments to express an opinion.

The shaft drive suggested by ' Chinook ' sounds attractive.

As good springing as possible consistent with general sturdi-

ness. After all, the Indian wheeled conveyance is not noted

for efficiency of springs. High-tension magneto, I think.

The application of the Ford type to the requirements of a

lightweight would surely be difficult. I do not know if it

would be too much to hope for a machine such as described

to be retailed in India at a price in the neighbourhood of £20.

or £25.' A higher price would probably scare off a large pro-

portion of middle-class custom.

Business Energy and Enterprise.

An Anzac at present in London writes on the subject of

the popularity of U.S. machines in Australia :

" As an Australian at present stationed in London, may I

be allowed a few words on the frequently recurring subject

of English and American machines for Colonial use, and, as

recently pointed out in your columns, a factor that has

largely influenced the sales and popularity of the American
machine has been the thorough and businesslike manner in

which their agencies have been conducted.
" To go back a few years to the time when the 3^ h.p.

single was the goods, the English motor cycle, imported as

a complete machine or locally built up of component parts,

easily held the market ; in fact, there never was any serious

competition as to the supremacy of the British single, but

when motorists commenced to enjoy and appreciate the power
and pleasures of the twin we had to look elsewhere for a
machine at a reasonable price, and America stepped in and
filled the breach, and gave us of its best, and the price

was right, too. Now the twin J.A.P. was ever a warm
favourite, and considerable numbers were built, and as single-

geared solo and sidecar mounts achieved great success and
invariably gave complete satisfaction, but with the advent

of such luxuries as gear boxes, clutches, chain drive, etc.,

up went -prices, and an English twin so equipped was worth
a lot of money, but handled as a side line in sample lots it

was not worth £30 to £50 more than an American, and, what
is more, the Yankee made good, and now there are other

considerations besides cost that influence a man to buy and
ride a heavy American twin.

" With the push and go that characterise American manu-
facturing methods, it was plain that from the jump they
were out for business, and, with the services of our best

riders, took a prominent part in competitions, and in speed
and reliability events soon established a firm footing, and
to-day we find the American twin the popular machine both
for solo and sidecar work, and whilst the British-built twin
will always find a host of admirers and a few buyers, it wiU
need a very vigorous and up-to-date policy on the part

of manufacturers to popularise it amongst riders in general,

and with all their energies at present devoted to supplying
the home market with new old models, and waiting lists,

we can hardly e.xpect an English invasion for a year or two,
and it is not much use telling a man 12,000 miles away
that it will be worth waiting for.

" On different occasions during the past four years I have
had many pleasant days motoring in the North of England,
and undoubtedly the main roads are a treat and much
superior to our roads, but the best scenery and the most
interesting runs are not to be had on main routes, and it

is when we get on to the side tracks that the need for

stronger wheels and better springing becomes apparent."
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THE
j>COULSON "B

ON THE ROAD
A Run on a 3Jh.p. Rear-

sprung Model with Outside
Flywheel.

WE have already described the Coulson

"B" in The. Motor Cycle, but we
may remind our readers that its

principal features are its Blackburne
engine, which accounts for the "B" in

the title, and the system of rear spring-

ing, which consists of a pair of leaf

springs anchored to the forward end of

each chain stay, the ends of which are

connected by links to the special rear

wheel carriers hinged on to the rigid por-

tion of the frame. The particular model
tested was absolutely in the rough, and
quite devoid of such reiuiements as first-

class finish and enamelling, but it sufficed

to give us an excellent impression of both
the springing and the Blackburne engine,

which latter was the well-tried 3^ h.p.

type (85 mm. x 88 mm.), and not the

2| h.p., which was not ready for delivery.

Over London Roads.

The machine was handed to us on a

recent Saturday aftei'noon, which hap-
pened to coincide with the opening run
of the newly-revived Public Schools
M.C.C., and came in handily for attend-

ance at that function. It was not long

before we came to the conclusion that our
next mount should have a spring frame
and single lever carburetter. The Coul-
son was fitted with a Capac single lever

carburetter, which was quite delightful

in action, and gave all the power and
acceleration which could be desired,

though, owing to its being set rather
finely, it rendered starting from cold

rather difficult.

Esher, the rendezvous of the P.S.M.C.C.
boys, was reached without incident, and
then the merry crowd proceeded to New-
land's Corner. Just after the start we
were delayed by a choked jet ; but after

it had been cleared, a swift journey en-

sued to the famous view-point, and a fine

ascent was made of the steep hUl lead-

The 3J h.p. Gjulson B on which the test was made.

ing to it. The Coulson literally took

hold of the gradient, and soared to the

summit at a good swinging pace. A fine

run was made back to the Hut.
It was very pleasing to see Clive Preen

once more, who so ably performed the
duties of honorary secretary up to 1914,
and who arrived in the treasurer's

Harley-Davidson sidecar. He has been
serving as Trustee of Enemy Property
in Egypt for the last three years, and
has suffered considerably in health.

Testing the Rear Spiinging.

Our return journey from The Hut to

a point some distance north of London
was a most interesting one, as every
variety of surface was traversed. Leaving
the Portsmouth Eoad half-way between
The Hut and Cobham, we turned to the

left and struck the Weybridge Road,
where the first portion has been abso-

lutely destroyed. The machine took this

rough sui-face, inches deep in mud and
ruts, with wonderful steadiness.

People must bear in mind that it is

not reasonable to expect that on a spring

Members ot the Nottingham and District M.C.C. at the i^eacock Hotel, Beivoir, on the

occasion of their recent opening run.

frame machine the bumps will not be felt

at all. It must be remembered even on
a well-sprung car the road vibrations are

felt, but to a lesser degree than on an

unsprung vehicle. Now, in the case of

the Coulson, the springing was good, and
there was an absolute absence of those

nerve-thrilling bumps received by the

rider of an unsprung motor bicycle even
if he be seated on the most comfortable

saddle, and over this terrible road surface

the machine was thrown about BO badly
that we were almost unseated.

From Weybridge through Chertsey to

Staines the going was very good on the

whole, though rough patches were occa-

sionally encountered, and the ease with
which the machine rode over the uneven
surface was a real pleasure. From Staines

we proceeded to West Drayton.

No Road!

Just outside West Drayton Station the

road has disappeared atlogether. The
mud was inches deep, and of the pea-soup
variety, while lakes many feet across

abounded, and goodness knows how deep
they were. Over this type of road the

low gear had to be used for the first time,

except for starting, and very slowly we
dodged the pools of water by going round
them, finally reaching dry land once again
without a single dismount. Had the

machine been one of the sporting single-

gear type it would have involved at least

several sudden dismounts in water, prob-
ably ankle deep.

Beyond Staines more interesting coimtry
was reached, and we proceeded through
Harefield and Rickmansworth, where
there were several hills to be climbed.

Not once was a change of gear necessary,

and everj' ascent was taken at a remark-
ably good speed. Finally, we finished

the journey in the rain, after a long and,

what on an ordinary unsprung motor
bicycle would have been, a tiring run.

Our general impression of the springing

of the machine, the portion we were out

to test, was distinctly good.
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Manchester M.C.

Tlie official results of this club's recent
speed-judging competition are as follows :

Locke (car) Error 34s.

Lowe (Humberette) „ 28s.

Watson (Sunbeam) ,, 123s.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The hon. sec. of the Middlesex
ll.C.C, Mr. S. A. McCarthy, Essex
Lodge, 2, Nightingj^le Road, Lower
Clapton, London, informs us that he has
just returned to England after 2^ years'
service in the West Indies, but is not
yet demobilised. As soon as he is free
ne hopes to be able to revive the club.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
This new club is now well started,

and the following officers have been
elected : President, Mr. E. P. Leonard

;

vice-president, Mr. A. W. Booth ; cap-
tain, Surgeon-Lt. T. P. Cooper ; sub-
captains, Messrs. C. J. Stockwell and G.
Gill ; hon. treasurer, j\lr. 0. J. Roots

;

and hon. secretary, Surgeon-Lt. S. White,
3, South Avenue, Rochester. The secre-
tary will be pleased to hear from secre-

taries of clubs in Kent and Surrey with
a view to arranging inter-club meets and
com[ietitions.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick-
shire A.C.

The Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick-
shire A.C. is holding a closed reliability

trial on May 17th over a course of ap-
proximately fifty-five miles. The trial

will include speed-judging ; there will be
two observed test hills, and an awkward
hairpin bend. The competition will be
run on extremely novel lines, and full

particulars will be announced at an early
date. The competition will be for motor
cycles with and without sidecars only, as
the course is not suitable for cars.

The entry fee wiU be 5s., and entries
close by first post on May 13th.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The official results of the Birmingham
M.C.C. speed-judging competition are
announced as follows :

Winning Members.

^' {e' Kibble 1

'^'^^ with an error of 7s.

3. C. L. Whatley Error of ISs.

4. G. R. Morgan „ 30s.

Winning Non-membeiis.
1. — Kuhn Errorof 23.

2. G. A. Dalby ,, 203.

3. — Horricks ,, 22s.

4. N. Stokes ,, 423.

The ne.xt members' competition is fixed
for May 17th and 18th to Llangollen and
back. The conditions for this are such
as will enable any machine from 2^ h.p.

t'> b h.p. to compete on equal terms.

Jfutura £venls.
Eill-

Sivansca

Run to

Itun to

Bun to

District

April 26.—Public Schools M.0.0.
climb.

April S6. — Ystalyfera and
Valley M.0.0. Hill-climb.

April S6.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds.
Jiick Hudson's.

April S7.—Burnley M.C.C.
Ingleton.

April S7.—N.M.C.F.V., Leeds.
The Duheries.

April S7.—Nottingham and
M.C.C. Bun to Matlock.

April SS.—Edinburgh and District M.C.
Open Beliability Trial.

May 3.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Bun
to Warwick.

May S.—Torh and District M.C. Social
Bun.

May //.
—Bolton and District M.C. Be-

liability Trial
May ff.—N.M.C.l''.U., Sheffield. Beli-

ability Bun to Knutsford.
May 7.—York and District M.C. Slow

Hill-climb, Garrowby.
May 10.—Exeter and District M.C.C.

Opening Bun.
May 10.—The M.C.C. Speed-judging

Competition.
May 17-18.—Birmingham M.C.C. TTeei-

end Touring Competition to Llan-
gollen.

May 17.—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Half-
day Trial.

May 17.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and
District M.C.C. Open Trial for
Matchless Cup.

May SI.—York and District M.C. Be-
liability Trial.

May Slf.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social
Touring Trial. Week-end to Llan-
gollen.

June 6. — M.C.C. London - Edinburgh
Bun.

June 7-9.—Birmingham M.C.C. Trial to

Land's End.
August.—A.C.U. Six Days Reliahiliiy

Trials.

West Cumberland M.C.C.

Motor cyclists in the Workington dis-

trict should communicate with Mr. F.
Harrison, Moss Ghyll, Lamplugh, Cocker-
mouth, who intends organising a new club
in West Cumberland.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The results of the ' fifty-mile non-stop
trial of the above club are now issued,

and are as follows : 1, T. J. Ross (4 h.p.

Triumph sc.) ; 2, W. Jee (8 h.p. Matchless
Ec); 3, F. J. Ellis (6 h.p. Matchless sc).

Another trial to Hastings and back will

take place on May 18th. The competitors
will run in teams. Hon. sec, Mr. P. J.

Ellis, 5, Nightingale Place, Woolwich,
S.E.18.

Burnley Motor Gipsy Clnb.

The membership of this club increasea
every week. The opening run was to
Blackpool on Friday last. Hon. sec,
Mr. A. Leather, 90, Accrington Road,
Burnley.

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.

The dance at the Chelsea Town Hall,
to inaugurate the reopening of the Car-
lyle Cycle and Motor Club, was a great
success. The proceeds are to be devoted
to the club's prize fund.

Wombwell and District M.C.C.

Although only formed a month ago,

the membership of this club now exceeds
thirty members. Two cups have been
offered for competition. Motor cyclists

in the district should communicate with
the hon. sec, Mr. E. Charlesworth,
Central Garage, WombweU.

Exeter and District M.C.C.

The Exeter Club, which before the
war covered a large part of Devonshire,
has been resuscitated with a membership
of over a hundred. A light car section

has now been added for owners of three
and four-wheeled vehicles of not more
than 1,100 c.c. Mr. E. J. Hancock is

again hon. secretary, with Mr. F. Tapley-
Soper as hon. treasurer.

Motor Cycling Club.

The M.C.C. speed-judging competition
will take place on Saturday, May 10th.

Competitors will assemble at Hadlej
High Stone at 2.30 p.m. Speedometers
and watches will be allowed. Competi-
tors will have to ride twice over »
course of about five miles at a set speed,
and on a third round they will be allowed
to nominate their own speed up to twenty
miles an hour.

Liverpool M.C.

The opening run was a great success
and a good augury of the future of the
club. Two prizes were given for an
"appearance" competition, the judging
being undertaken by a trio of ladiea

selected from those present. This resulted

in a win for Mr. C. R. West, whose
mount was an A.J.S. and sidecar; and
in the solo class Mr. E. H. Garwood,
riding a 2| h.p. Royal Enfield, wa»
awarded the second prize.

The secretary, Mr. Norman Dean, has
arranged for a lecture on " Benzole and
its Properties," to be given by Mr. S.

Henshaw, Staffs. Chemical Co. The date,

which is not yet fixed, will be about the
beginning of May. An open reliability

trial to he run on benzole has been
arranged for Whit-Monday. The hon.
trials sec. is IMr. Lionel V. Barton,
Shaftesbury Hotel, Liverpool.
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A Trial of the

Latest Zephyr
Auxiliary

Motor.

A 501b. MOTOR CYCLE.

4^5

The light weight of the Zephyr motorised

bicj'de will make particular appeal to ladies.

ON several occasions we have referred
to the Zephyr auxiliary motor
attachment for pedal cycles, which

has been evolved by the London and West-
minster Industrial Syndicate, 8, Victoria
Street, Westminster, London, S.W.I. This
interesting and ingenious little power unit
has now reached the stage which will

enable it to be manufactured in quantities.
In the case of the final model the motive
power is a two-stroke engine of about
li h.p. (53 mm. x 53 mm.) attached to a
horizontal tube, the forward end of which
is fixed to the seat-pUlar, while the rear-
ward end is made adjustable on the
threaded extension of a pair of supple-
mentary back forks secured on the rear
wheel spindle of the bicycle. There are
two sprockets between the flywheel and
the crank case—one for the drive to the
C.A.V. magneto, the other for a chain-
driven friction pulley, whicb forms
a part of the chief feature of the Zephyr
attachment.

HiU-cUmbing Power.

The pulley and its sprocket are mounted
in an adjustable bearing at the lower end
of a swinging arm controlled by a Bowden
wire from a lever on the handle-bar. An
ingenious compression release on the
engine is worked by an inverted lever

under the left handle-bar grip, and the
right-hand lever controls the front rim
Tarake. The rear brake of the machine we
tried was of the back-pedalling variety.

To start the machine the pulley control

lever is raised, causing the pulley to stand
clear of the belt rim on the rear wheel of

th.e bicyclfe. The compression is released,

the pulley control lever depressed, and
the machine pedalled. On releasing the
pulley and compression levers the engine
fires, and the fibre-covered pulley transmits

the power to the belt rim. The direction

of rotation and method of mounting the

pulley cause it to take an ever-increasing

grip on the belt rim.

At the invitation of the makers, we
journeyed to Brighton one day last %veek
in order to try the attachment, and the
long hiU chosen for this purpose had a
gradient of about 1 in 14.

Mr. Albert Lambourn, of the Old Mill
Works, where the Zephyr is made, first

climbed the hill at a good twenty miles
per hour, which was quite a creditable
performance ; but our first attempt to

emulate this failed through not maintain-
ing the high revolutions necessary for so

small an engine to give its full power.
We had that morning been riding an
8 h.p. outfit, which explains our error.

However, on a second attempt the Zephyr
carried us up the hill in excellent style.

Re-starting on the Hill.

Probably the experienced motor cyclist

is not exactly the person to try an at-

tachment of this kind, as, unconsciously,
he expects the same results as are ob-
tained with a motor cycle, and it is only
when he realises that past experience for

the moment must be forgotten that he
can successfully operate such a machine.
One attempt to restart on the hill failed,

but on a second occasion a successful start

was made.
No doubt the Zephyrs will meet all the

requirements of those for whom they havs
been designed, and will do much good
missionary work among cyclists, who
ultimately will become owners of higher-
powered machines. Their sphere, however,
is not confined to this section of the com-
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The Zephyr is fitted with a stand having

a long leg, which is stayed by two straps

hooked on to eyelets on the near side wheel

stay. When out of position it is strapped

to the top tube.

munity, and we anticipate that, in this

mechanical age, a large number of people

win buy it for its general utilitarian

conveniences. IMany partially disabled

men, who are physically incapable of

strenuous pedallmg, will also find a

motorised bicycle a great assistance.

The weight of a bicycle fitted with a

Zephyr attachment is about 50 lb.

The Zephyr attachment embodies a two-stroke engine of 52 X 32 mm. — 1 10 c.c. and

friction transmission.

PETROL CONTROL.

IT may confidently be anticipated that

the super-tax on petrol will be

abandoned at an early date. So much
may be taken for gra,nted, but what con-

cerns motor cyclists principally at the

moment is to ensure that the date shall,

in fact, be not unduly delayed.

It is now admitted on all sides that the

object for which the Petrol Control De-

partment was instituted has been achieved,

and TAe Motor Cycle, opines that the new
Budget will reveal an end to its office.

The present price of petrol is 3s. 9d.

per gallon, and there cannot be any

questioning the statement that this high

price is having a deleterious effect on

the industry, an effect perhaps not par-

ticularly obvious at the moment, but

which will be more apparent as time goes

on. While on the subject of motor

spirit taxation, we must not forget that

the original duty of 3d. per gallon on

petrol was doubled in 1915. We contend

most strongly that there
,
should be an

immediate reversion both to the old or a

lower scale of duty and to the policy of

ear-marking the money accruing from it

for road improvement.
BI3
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THE GREAT MARKET OVERSEAS.
Methods of British and United States Motor Cycle Makers Compared.

By Capl. B. C. WOODWARD, R.A.F., of Cermiston, Transvaal.

THE question of British versus American pro-
ductions has been tlie subject of much corre-

spondence at various times in the columns of

this journal, and it is only In the matter of larger

wheels and tyres, plus the greater ground cleara'ice,

that the Asierican machines have proved superior to

the British for Overseas conditions. I

had been a rider for many years before

1 mounted my one and only American
machine, which was not of the spring

frame variety, and the greater insula-

tion from road shocks which that

machine provided over anything pre-

viously ridden made riding on South
African roads ( ?) an absolute pleasure.

Several important manufacturers, includ-

ing the Clyno, A.J.S., Matchless, Rover,
Royal Ruby, and Rex, are fitting larger

wheels and tyres. If road shocks can
be eliminated sufficiently by these means
to render rough riding comfortable to

the rider, the whole machine must benefit to a similar

extent, and fewer frame fractures and damaged or

broken wheel rims will be found on British machines
equipped in this manner.

The South African Market.

Personally I am under the impression that the

average British manufacturer was so busy in catering

for his growing home market before the war that he
thought very little of the supply of the South African

market. Certainly the number of machines which that

market can absorb is small compared with Great

Britain, but a small market of to-day may be a large

market to-morrow, and in the three years before the

war the machines on the road in South Africa more
than doubled in number. The purchasing power of

the population is far higher there than here at home,
and in 191 5 I should estimate the proportion of motor
vehicles to population was one to forty persons in

the three most thickly populated areas.

I have said that the market is a growing one, but

a popular American machine has captured many of the

new riders and not a few of the old. The credit for

this is not due so rrtuch to the machine as to the

methods adopted in placing it on the market. I have
known a British agency be given to importers of " soft

goods," and others given to firms with whom the

agencies were simply "side lines." Sometimes a motor
cycle before it reaches the South African market
passes through several hands, to each of which some
profit clings, resulting in the machines ultimately

reaching the retailer at a price which compels him to

sell at a figure higher than the real value of the

machines, or, in order to sell at a competitive price

with other machines, he lias to reduce the selling price

to an amount which does not leave him a fair profit.

Then, again, there is the agency held by the firm which
simply sits on its appointment in order to prevent

some firm in opposition from becoming too keenly

competitive.

Capt. B. C. Woodward. R.A.F.

There is another point which promotes the sale_ of

the American machine, and that is the commission

granted to sub-agents, which is higher than that re-

ceived by them on the sale of British machines. The
sub-agent is the final link in the chain of service

rtJ.idered to the rider. He has the task of mothering

the machine during the most critical

period of its life when it needs more

care and attention than at any period,

and when its rider is often least qualified

to care for it at all. His work does

not finish when the machine . leaves his

shop, but continues for a month or two

after the machine has taken to the road,

and in the event of defect in any part,

although that part is supplied free, the

sub-agent has the expense of fitting the

part. He earns all he makes on the'

sale of an American machine, and more
than he receives on the sale of a British.

The question of distribution of profits

needs some attention by manufacturers generally.

The demands of the home market will tax the

energies of manufacturers for some time, but there

are quite a few additions to the manufacturing ranks,

and this, with the large production programmes de-

cided upon by many, will eventually compel attention

to be directed towards the finding of new markets.

The tendency on the part of manufacturers at present

is to concentrate on the supply of home demands,
presumably at the expense of the Colonies, where

British machines are required just as urgently.

American productions during the past four years

have not been excluded from South Africa, neither

has D.O.R.A. raised her voice in prohibition of plea-

sure riding and restriction in the business use of motor
cycles, and should the home market receive first and
sole attention, further opportunity will be given

American manufacturers so to strengthen their hold

on the market that it will take years to establish the

British motor cycle on even its pre-war footing in

South Africa.

A Golden Opportunity.

British manufacturers are now making a new start

in production, some with entirely new designs, others

with their pre-war models embodying new features

resulting from experience gained during the war. Why
not redesign also the methods adopted by many in

handling Colonial trade. Bring your factories, factory

knowledge, and spares supplies more closely in touch

with your distant riders, and give them a " service
"

in every way equal, or superior, to that enjoyed by
riders at home. The ways and means are not hard

to find, and the result, even if not great in immediate
increase of business, can be obtained without expense

and at no great trouble. By more up-to-date and
keener business methods British goods will be placed

in their correct position on British colonial markets,

and the methods adopted for the supply of one market

should prove equally successful on all.

^
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"Glmes to TLlg^t TLamps.
SuxniEB Time.

April 24th 8.37 p.m.

„ 26th 8.41 ,,

„ 28th 8.44 „
,, iOth 8.48 „

Police Tiap.

We understand a police trap is working
every Sunday from midday till 7 p.m.
between Sunljury Cross and Staines.

The Price o! Motor Spirit.

The A.A. has called a meeting of all

interested motorists at the Star Hotel,
Maidstone, for to-day (Thursday, the
24th) at 3 p.m. to discuss " the price of

motor spirit." Mr. P. Frost Smith will

be in the chair.

Eastertide Events.

This Eastertide several important events

took place in the motor cycling world.

In ordinary circumstances. The Motor
Cycle would have commented upon and
illustrated the events in this issue ; but
in this instance we have refrained, out

of consideration for our works staff. Few
realise the task of printing a journal with
a huge circulation such as The. Motor
Cycle enjoys. Incidentally, it has set up
a world's record in automobile journalism.

This issue actually borders upon the

100,000 mark. To have included illus-

trated descriptions of Easter events in

this issue would have necessitated the

curtailment of a long-anticipated holiday

badly needed by all the sections of our

works.

1919 Pengeot Motor Cycles.

Despite the fact that we have heard
rumours that the 1919 Peugeot range

would include a four-cylinder, the Peu-
geot firm has decided to remain faithful

to the twin-cylinder 45° type for the

present year. The macliines, however,

have been improved by the fitting of a

countershaft gear box, the changes being

effected by a lever placed on the right-

hand side of the frame.

The two twin-cylinder types will be the

3i h.p. and the 6"h.p., the former having
cylinders 56 mm. x 70 mm., two-speed

gear, and 550 mm. x 50 mm. tyres. The
price will be approximately £87. The
6 h.p. pattern will have cylinders 70
mm X 96 mm., three-speed gear box
(which is curious, as the third speed is

obviously needed much more on the

lower-powered machine) ; price approxi-

mately £96.
The sidecars will bs sold made in

wicker, sheet inetal, and wood, the latter

following the general form of the floats

of a seaplane.

Motor Cyclists in Airmen's Garb.

The leather Flying Corps coats are very
popular with motor cyclists this year.

Turbines.

A Johannesburg man has invented an
internal combustion turbine, but then so

have men in nearly every town in Great
and Greater Britain.

Standardised Chains.

Three of the most important chain
manufacturers

—

i.e., Hans Renold, Ltd.,

Brampton 'Bros., and Coventry Chain Co.

—have agreed to standardise chain sizes,

a policy which tends to increase outputs

and facilitate renewals. The sizes of

interest to motor cyclists are as follows :

Pitch. Inside Widths;
Magneto chain 375 (Jin., .125 (^in.)

Motor cycle chain .. .5 (4in.) . .25 (Jin.)

Ditto 5 (tin.) .. .19 Ufa.;
Ditto 625 (fin.) .. .23 (im.)
Ditto 625 (Sin.) .. .375 (iin.)

Ditto 73 (}in.) .. .32 Uin.)
Ditto 75 (Jin.) .. .44 (4™.)
Cycle car chain .... lin. .. .67 (i|in.)

The Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent
Fond.

We are in receipt of the " Handbook of

the Cycle and Motor Cycle Trades Bene-
volent Fund," which contains the annual
report of the general hon. secretary, Mr.
A. J. Wilson, showing the state of the

affairs of the fund to be most excellent.

There has been a gain of 1,565 members
during the year,' and the financial posi-

tion of the fund has been improved to

the extent of £2,715 12s. 6d. In the

report, it is pointed out that over 1,000

members and subscribers have been
serving in H.M. forces, and their return

to civilian life has naturally entailed

heavy calls on the fund. Assistance is

also required by members who had their

own businesses and intend to start again.

Special '3P(toture5.

ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.

OVERSEAS SECTION.

THE GREAT MARKET OVERSEAS.

On the Road.

Every week-end sees more machines on

the road—and many of these new models.

Motor Cycle Police.

A Middlesex reader, who has been

trapped by plain-clothes policemen who
were using a sidecar outfit, is very sore

that " motor cyclists should trap each

other," and suggests that they deserve

to be given the cold shoulder by other

motor cyclists. We scarcely like to give

the number of the machine in case it

was a borrowed one. This appears to

be a new departure on the part of the

English police, but we would point out

that in America abnost every city has

its squad of police mounted on motor

cycles. Maybe, when the police taste of

the joys of motor cycling, they will not

be so anti-motorish.

How the French are disposing of their

Surplus Motor Vehicles.

In a leader in this week's issue, we
suggest that the Government should hold

sales of Army motor cycles in the pro-

vinces. The French Government has

already decided to sell its surplus Army
vehicles in twenty-five different centres.

AVe hope a similar decision will be reached

in this country. Successful sales of Army
horses and mules have

_
already taken

place in scattered provincial centres, and

it is fairly certain that auction sales of

motor cycles would be equally successful

if arranged to be held in different parts

of the country.

The Leeds N.M.CP.U. lined up for the start of their run to Boroughbridge and Thirsk.

BI7
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Which Type?
S|iociliciitions from Overseas still con-

tinue to arrive, and we hope shortly to

summarise them.

The Parisian Taxi Sidecars.

We vinderstand that 200 of the taxi-

sidecars to be put on the streets ot Paris
will be running in June. The drivers

will be in uniform, and will, we are in-

formed, be clean, polite, and correct in

their behaviour. It is also rumoured that

there will be no tips.

Jj^OT^im APRIL 24lh, igig.
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The London-Edinburgh Run.

We are able to announce still further

particulars with regard to the London-
Edinburgh run. It has now been decided

that competitors who, as we have an-

nounced before, will enter for the single

journey only, vfill be allowed to be a

quarter of an hour early or half an hour
late at all controls, except the final one
at Liberton, where they must arrive to

schedule. Competitors, however, will

have to hand in their number cards at

the official hotel in Edinburgh. The run
starts at 9 p.m. on June 6th, and it is

interesting to note that the moon will

be one day older than the first quarter

on that night. The awards will be gold,

silver, and bronze medals, if possible.

The M.C.C. of South Australia.

On .January 27th, at Sellicks Beach, the

M.C.C, of South Australia completed its

record runs, held over from the December
meeting, with the following results, all

electrically timed, with flying starts :

:Mile Passengeb, Over 600 c.c.

E. Ferguson (8 Indian
and sc.) 45|s. (79.29 m.p.h.)

E. A. Cutting (Indian
and sc.) 57|s. (62.5 m.p.h.)

Half-mile Passenger, Over 600 c.c.

E. Ferguson (8 Indian
and sc.) 22|s. (80.35 m.p.h.)

E. A. Cutting (Indian

and sc.) 30s. (60 m.p.h.)

Half-mile Solo, 301-350 c.c.

A. McKee (Kent) ... 35s. (51.42 m.p.h.)

Over 600 c.c.

E. Ferguson (8 Indian) 20fs. (86.54 m.p.h.)

L. Tapp (Indian) ... 24^3. (74.4 m.p.h.)

BiS

Sidecar Manufacturers in South Africa.

A fii-m in Johannesburg is seriously

entering the sidecar industry, producing
cliassis and bodies ; and over 1,000
vehicles already have been turned out of

the factory. It is said that over £13 is

saved in freightage alone upon each side-

car produced and sold in South Africa.

Motor Cycle Clubs in South Ab'ica.

ilotor club life has been very brisk in

S. Africa, and many motor cycle clubs

in Natal have drawn up fixture lists.

The Natal M.C.C. has taken all its old-

time trophies out of safe deposit in pre-

paration for new competitions. The
Durban and Maritzburg, E. London, Cape
Peninsula, and Rand clubs are also busy.

This enthusiasm will undoubtedly be
reflected in an increasing demand for
machines.

Motor Cycles for N.W. Mounted Police.

The Canadian Government recently

held a severe trial of American motor
cycles eligible for service with the N.W.
Mounted Police, which is being reorgan-
ised. A considerable number of motor
cycles are to be used in future in connec-
tion with tourist traffic, border smuggling,
the chasing of outlaws, etc.

A New Motor Cycling Review in France.

W^e learn that a new sporting paper
is to appear under the title of Motor-
cyclisme. The paper will deal solely

with motor cycling in France, and will

be managed by Mr. Sweerts, who is

well known in the motor cycling world.
The paper will appear regularly every
fortnight, starting at the end of the
month. The offices are 1, Cite Paradis,
Paris,

(Top) The Public Schools M.C.C. opening

run. Members' motor cycles outside the Hut
Hotel, Wisiey.

(Bottom) Lt. H. B. Browning, R.G.A., hon. sec.

of the club, astride his overhead valve Bat-Jap.

Home-produced Fuel.

The Liverpool M.C.C. Whit-Monday
Trial will be run entirely on benzole—

a

good example for other clubs to follow.

Magnetised Sprockets.

The leakage of magnetism into the steel

sprocket of a certain American magneto
is not confined to machines in this

country. A reader of The. Motor Cycle
has had the same trouble in America.

The Scooter.

In August of last year we asked in

these columns what had become of the
motor scooter. In a period of less than
twelve months half England is talking
about it.

Safety First.

In America the road associations make
great use of the phrase " safety first,"

and at one corner, we are informed,
there is a notice " Safety First—Dangerous
Corner—Slow Down to Fifty."

Benzole in the Transvaal.

It is said that nearly 5,000 square
miles of coal deposits are in the Transvaal.
The extractable tonnage is conservatively
estimated at about 56,000 millions. Con-
verted into benzole, with existing means
of distillation, this would produce ap-
proximately 140,000 million gallons of

motor fuel.

A Suggestion.

Why is it that when very unusual
fittings are adopted on motor cycles,

the makers fail to place adjacent to

the article a word or letters indi-

cating that it operates the reverse way
to the usual method ? For instance,

suppose an oil tap is closed by turning
it anti-clockwise, and opened by turn-
ing it clockwise, which is contrary to

the usual method, would it not be an
easy matter to indicate the direction of

movement by an arrow and the word
"Open"? It is done in a few isolated

cases, but is more generally omitted.
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THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
Current Prices and Delivery Dales for 1919 Motor Cycles.

Particulars in Brief. Price. Delivery. Particulars in Briei. Price. Delivery.

A.B.C. ...

Abingdon
Abingdon
A.l.S. ....

A.J.S
Allon ...

Ariel ,

Ariel ,

Ariel ,

Ariel

Blackelrne
Blackburne
Blackburne
Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbury
British Excelsior

British Excelsior
British Excclsior
British Excelsior
B.S.A
B.S.A
B.S.A
B.S.A.

Calthorpe
Calthorpe
Carfield .

Consaught M'ture
CoNNAUGHT M'ture
Connaught Stand'd
CoNNAUGHT Stand'dl
Connaught Stand'd
Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle ,

Coventry Eagle .

CoTENTRY Eagle ,

Co\"entry Eagle .

Diamond ,

Diamond
Diamond
Dot
Dot
Dor
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield
Enfield -

Enfield
ExnELD

G.N. Cycle Car
G.N. Cycle Cah

Hcmbe.i

Ivy de Luxe . .

.

Ivy de Luxe . .

.

Ivy de Luxe . ..

Ivy de Luxe . .

.

IXION
JXION
IXION
IXION

3

3.\

6-7

C

G

2 A

3i
0-6

G-7

2J

GorS
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.

The Abbtjihuot TKOPHY.^The Auto
Cycle Union is pleased to report that con-

siderable interest in the Arbuthnot trophy-

competition is being shown by naval

motor cyclists, and there is every promise
of the event proving a well contested one.

It wUl probably be held during the early

part of July. The late Rear-Admiral Sir

R. K. Arbuthnot was a prominent motor
cycle competition rider, and sacrificed his

life in the Battle of Jutland, the last

venture of the German fleet.

{Officially communicated.)

A W'ae Memorial.—At the suggestion

of Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd, the General

Committee of the Auto Cycle Union will

consider the advisability of suitably
' commemorating the great war services

rendered to the country by motor cyclists,

both Overseas and at home.
A.C.U. Teavelling Expexses.—It is

proposed that the third-class fares of

members of the General Committee of the

Auto Cycle Unio» resident more than

seventy-five laileB from the place of meet-

ing of the General Committee shall, on
demand, be repaid to them out of the

funds of the Union.
Badges fop. Motob Cyclists.—As fast

as supplies are forthcoming from the

manufacturers, the Auto Cycle Union is

issuing badges to members applying for

them for attachment to their machines.

Those desirous of receiving the A.C.U.
badge may rest assured that any delay is

occasioned only by the difficulty of obtain-

ing deliveries from the makers.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters sbould be addressed to the Editor. ' Tbe Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by tbe writer's name and address

V/HAT SHALL WE WEAR?
Sir,—The fact that "K.S." is unable to keep rain from

running down her neck is no evidence that all others are
similarly incapable. One does not hear men complaining
about water running down their necks, and I see no reason
why women should not be as sensible as men about their
neckwear.
When I wrote my last letter I left details to the intelligence

of your readers. I thought it unnecessary to say clothes with
V necks were unsuitable in the rain.

PHYLLIS VERNON.
TANDEM MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—May I be permittted through your paper to make a
plea for the tandem motor cycle. I have for the past ten
years been trying to secure a motor cycle with seat front and
rear, the rear seat to be suitable for a lady. I need hardly
enumerate the advantages of this machine, as those who use
the motor cycle other than solo will readily realise the
benefits of a cycle built on Ihese lines for touring purposes.
Is there no maker who is willing to turn out a tandem motor
cycle? If- there should be a firm willing to place on the
market a machine with a future, namely, a tandem motor
cycle, I trust to hear from such, either direct or through your
pages. NORMAN GREEN.
[There were several tandem motor cycles on the road fifteen

years ago, and they died a natural death.—En.]

ANOTHER NEW MODEL.
Sir,—Having been a, reader of your most valuable journal

for many years, I trust you will pardon me by giving you
a rough idea of the motor cycle (combination) which I intend
to manufacture on my release from the army, with which I

hope to open the eyes of the motor world. It is my own
invention and works most satisfactorily. The engine is a
flat twin of 6 h.p., of the two-stroke principle, but I shall

term it a one-stroke. The cylinders are of aluminium, fitted

with steel liners and detachable heads, air-cooled. My
intention is to use only one piston, no crankshaft, and no
connecting rods. There is only one short shaft in the
complete unit, mounted on two large ball bearings which
carry the flywheel ; and my patent gear, which gives four
speeds and contains clutch and engine starter, the magneto
being coupled direct to this shaft. From this shaft the
power is transmitted to the back wheel by an enclosed
silent chain. The unit is perfectly silent and vibrationless,

as there are no gear cut wheels in the unit whatever. The
machine will have a very smart and pleasing appearance,
and complete with C.B. sidecar it is to sell at the very
low figure of £45. B.E.F.

A SUGGESTED CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—I was pleased to read that someone has taken suffi-

cient interest in my suggestion for a cycle car to be built
on the lines of the Fordson tractor to write to you on the
subject. By the way, my idea is more on the lines" of the
old 8 h.p. Hover single-cylinder car, designed, I believe, by
Mr. Lewis. I mentioned his name in my article, but the
omnipotent blue pencil has been at work, with the result that
the name does not appear. I should also like to disclaim any
liability for the wording of the heading, although the idea
is, of course, "borrowed." It is unfortunate -we cannot all

be original, but as originality appears to suffer when brought
in contact with commercialism it does not always pay to be
too origina'.

I know the suggestion is opposed to what is considered

ideal car practice. It is obvious that the Unsprung weight
would be subjected to excessive vibration, and this I knew
at the time the suggestion was made.
The front springing would partially insulate the engine

and gear box from vibration, and, after all, I think most
rear a.xles are unsprung weight. The front springing is

borrowed from the Ader-—a French car—not from the Ford
or the Fordson. The Ader car was produced first about 1888.

I am obliged to Wm. A. Davis, A.M.I.M.E., for his kind
advice, but I cannot understand his remark that " one might
just as well start designing a traction engine on the lines of

the Levis." What has that to do with the suggestion?

If every traction engine was as simple as the Levis engine

and balanced on a single pair of wheels I could understand
him better. Was not the Mauretania designed on the lines

of smaller vessels that preceded it? If not, what lines did

the designer follow?

WiU Mr. Davis let us see his idea of a totally enclosed

transmission from front to rear by "putting a case round it"

(not an enclosed propeller-shaft only) without increasing un-

sprung weight. The suggestion was not mei'ely to close in

the shaft, but to provide for lubrication of all the trans-

mission from one point, viz., the crank case sump of the

engine. MEOHANICUS.

AN OLD CHALLENGE.
Sir,— One remembers that some time ago a controversy

between Messrs. De Lissa and Bradshaw took place, in which

the latter challenged any maker of motor cycle engines to

put up one for a bench test. I think Mr. De Lissa agreed

to do so when he was able to import a suitable engine.

Could this now be done? It would be interesting, as Mr.

Bradshaw has apparently revised his opinion of overhead

valves.

Re agent's methods: I wrote a firm for a 4 h.p. Douglas

tappet complete, asked them to post it to ah address as soon

as possible after receiving the cost from me. No reply.

After several days I proceeded on leave and called on this

firm, and learnt that " they did not have one, or they would

have replied to my letter," and "if we have not the article

we do not reply—unless you enclose a stamp." SNIPE.
Hurdcott.

IN DEFENCE OF THE HUB GEAR AND BELT DRIVE.
Sir,—Your correspondent "M.B.C." has much interested

me in his remarks on hub gears. I have at present a big

4g h.p. Quadrant with a large and heavy sidecar fitted with

a hub gear, and also at various times have had other

machines so fitted, and have never had any trouble with

them.
The thing overlooked by the average rider is the necessary

and simple adjustment of the gears at frequent intervals

and the daily oiling with thin cycle oil. This last is

most important. For comfortable sidecar work hub gears are

unrivalled, as with a small engine pulley one can get

quite a comfortable speed on top gear, and the average

3^ h.p. machine will then carry three, if necessary, anywhere
on main roads. The reason for the decline in popularity

of hub gears with their sweet drive, in my opinion, is the

difficulty of repairs or adjustments of any kind. I quite

agree with "M.R.C." that if made larger and more sub-

stantial, and also more easily repairable .should occasion

arise, hub gears would again regain much of their lost

popularity. E. KTMBER..

l!
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A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,— I must apologise for the slip in my lettsr of April 3rd.

The Salmson (Caiitoii-Unne) engine was wrongly included
in the examples of rotaries. Of course, as "Road Eider"
points out, it is a radial, the JI7 model (90 h.p.) having, I

thiiik, seven water-cooled cylinders, and the 190 h.p. "hori-
zontal " model fourteen.
"Koad Rider's" figure of 10°o as the loss of b.h.p. due

to circumferential wind resistance is probably correct, but,
as I said in the letter referred to, the " tiywheel effect

"

of the rotating cylmders, which is augmented by the low
compression, does help things considerafiiy.

All the same, as "Road Rider" "and I agree, the
rotary is more than supplanted by the radial, which has so
many of its advantages with so few of its defects. REVS.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Sir,—With reference to the article " Evolving a Motor Cycle

from First Principles," by Major Waterlow in The Molnr
Cycle for the 10th. inst., I must correct him on one point.

He says in his article :
" I should ... by reminding my

readers that motor cycle manufacture is the only branch of

the motor industry in which we British really lead the world."
I must ask Major Waterlow if he can name any aero engines
of any country, enemy included, that can hold a candle
to the following: Rotary—B.R.2: (Stationary air-cooled

—

A. B.C., Wasp, and Dragonfly; Water-cooled—Rolls-Royce,
Falcon, and Eagle ?

Major Waterlow may have been in "Mespots" for some
time and is now out of touch with aerial' motor developments,
but I cannot allow such a sweeping statement to go un-

challenged, as it is admitted our aero engines are " the best

in the world." SPARKPLUG.
Burton-on-Trent.

AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—Regarding the letter on average speed in The

Motor C'j/rle for April 10th, your correspondent "R.N."
evidently believes with the cynic that " all men are liars."

That being so, I feel that I may venture to make a few

remarks about average speeds without danger of incurring

any more blasting reproof than being dubbed by your corre-

spondent as one of the common herd, which worries me not

at all. As "R.N." lives at Slough it is probable that he

knows the road from London to Bournemouth. About a

421

I'^fihar
,

church, Lyndhurst, Redbridge, Totton, Winchester, Itchen

Abbas, Alton, Alresford, Farnborough, Bagshot, and Sun-
ningdale. The distance is about ninety*ight miles, and my
running time was 2h. 50m. exactly. This works out at 34
m.p.h. and a bit over.

I stopped for lunch at Winchester, and a short stop at

Farnham for some light refreshments. On both these
.

occasions I was careful to note the exact time and duration
of each stop on paper.
The run was made on a 1916 3^ h.p. Rover, the Tourist

Trophy model, with a Philipson pulley. The engine ran

perfectly throughout, kept perfectly cool, and there was an
entire absence of any signs of " racing " at speed.

I am unaware what make of machine " R.N." rides, but I

feel quite sure that, given a machine such as my Rover or

a Norton B.R.S. model, he would soon modify his opinion

as to the impossibility of averages of above 30 m.p.li. for

long distances. Usual disclaimer. R.D.B.
Egham.

HOW TO SELL A MOTOR CYCLE.
Sir,—I am writing to congratulate you on the excellence,

as an advertising medium, of your paper The Motor Cycle.

Last week I sent you a notice to the effect that I was
selling a 6 h.p. A..J.S. combination (1915). It was a bare,

unpretentious notice, but by 11 a.m. on the day of issue

I had disposed of the machine. The purchaser had made a

joirrney of fifty miles and brought the money with him. He
had to repair a tube and interchange a pair of wheels pre-

paratory to riding off, and before he was clear away three

other applicants put in an appearance and were disappointed.

In the course of the day a dozen telegraphic offers arrived,

most of the senders having prepaid a reply.

Next morning a dozen letters arrived from the " canny
"

Scot, and in the course of the day the wires were again

heated by urgent but belated messages. One of the senders

forwarded a considerable deposit, but stated neither name
nor address. If I do not discover him soon I shall have to

ask for your assistance in order that I may preserve my
reputation for honesty.

May I add, sir, that I am amazed at the credulity of the

public. My machine might have been a "dud," yet I could

have sold it twenty times over. I had no time to do any
cleaning, and the "'bus" was looking its very woi'st.

D. H. M. CURTAIN.

^"Ja^j ' ,;>' ^
Ylie suggested new stone bridge over the

LB. and S.C. Railway at Belmont, Surrey,

proposed as a memorial to those fallen in the

war. At the present time many town councds . .j .

are undecided as to the manner in which the •

, u- u

great sacrifices made during the war shall be commemorated, and such schemes wh.ch be-tdyhe h.ghwajs

people are truly better than ordinary monuments. It is proposed that the bndge depicted above shall

the glorious dead.

and serve

bear the

so many
names of

A^.^



IMPHOVING THE SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Sir,—We notice in your issue of >[arch 27tti, page 304,

an article by JIaj. P. H. Lewis, E.E.. in which the saddle
type tank is recommended. We would like to point out that
this type of tank is our registered design, No. 656259, and
is now fitted in all cases to our Allon motor cycles.

We also observe, on page 296, particulars of a patent
specification by E. A. Radnall for a cradle method of
mounting tlie engine, etc., of a motor cycle. We would
point out tliat we have used tlie cradle method of assembling
on the Allon motor cycle for more than five years, and we
cannot, therefore, see that Mr. Radnall can claim any novelty.

ALLDAYS AND ONIONS PNEUMATIC
EXGINEEEING CO., LTD.

ADVANTAGES OF A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I am afraid Mr. Varney is talking a little "tall"

when he says his 2^ h.p. Levis will average 35 m.p.h. with
a sidecar and 45 m.p.h. solo. To average these speeds the
machine would have to travel considerably faster, and
nothing will convince me, except an actual test, that the
2^ h.p. standard Levis is capable of the above. I am
f)leased to say I am the owner of a 1915 standard 2| h.p.
ong-stroke T.T. three-speed A.J.S., fitted with a Binks
three-jet carburetter (with no dead spot), and if Mr.
Varney lived nearer here I would be very pleased to give
him a run out to see him average his 45 m.p.h. solo on the
Levis. My A.J.S. has covered half a mile on the main
I'oad at 53 m.p.h. (not per speedometer reading), geared
5i to 1, and to average 45 m.p.h. I would have to drive
practically "all out" the whole time, which is impossible
on the open road. My best average was from Birkenhead
to Oswestry in the summer of 1917, and worked out at
29^ m.p.h. over a distance of about forty-six miles, and to
do this I had to "go some." I have had sprints with
all kinds of two-strokes, and the most that could be got
out of the best of them was very little over 40 m.p.h.
(excepting, of course, the Scott), If Mr. Varney's Levis
will beat the 2| h.p. Douglas (top speed between 40-45
m.p.li.), then he has got "some 'bus." My A.J.S. can do
anything from 2 m.p.li. up to nearly 50, and on one trip
from Birkenhead to Oswestry and back my petrol consump-
tion worked out at exactly 184 m.p.g. at an average speed
of 22i- m.p.h. I think I am perfectly safe in saying that
there is no two-stroke at the present time i-unning^ to equal
this. Usual disclaimer; please. L. STUART.

THE NEW A.B.C.

Sir,—I was very much interested with the new A.B.C.
motor cycle illustrated in T!ic Motor Cycle for March 13th.
One thing in particular the inventor has solved is the rear
springing, which, to my way of thinking, is ideal. I should

Diagram illustrating the letter from " AD 3744."

like to know though what vi-ill happen after a thousand miles
or so to the springs, bolts, or carrier stays owing to the chain
stays being much longer than the springs. If a circle is

drawn, nsing the bolt of the stays for a centre, and another
circle using the point of the springs where the "give" takes
place (my enclosed sketch is self-explanatory) as a centre, it

will be noticed the paths of the two circles are not parallel
to each other, so, as something has to go, I am keen to know
what. The spring would have to bend like a bow, or the^

joint give where the carrier is bolted to the chain stays.
This is curiosity, not criticism, because I can appreciate a

good thing when I see it. AD 3744.
Cai iiff.
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LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sir,—Having read with interest the correspondence on

this subject, I must reply to "Torque's" letter in The Motor
C'l/rh of April 3rd.

He says that the 345 h.p. Eagle engine is fitted to heavy
machines which are unsafe to dive. Quite so, but I would
point out that a number of D.H.4 machines were fitted with
these engines, and their speed on the level is over 115 m.p.h.,
so I cannot see what "Torque" means by diving at 10()

m.p.h. One of these machines has been dived " off' the
map " (over 160 m.p.h.), the map being the pitot reading,
but this failed to start the prop., although the engine was
O.K. Can "Torque" start a Siddeley Puma engine by
diving? I think not. SPARKPLUG.

Biirton-on-Trent.

Sir,—In The Motor Cijch of March 20th, I notice that one
of your readers, who signs himself as "Revs.," states that
he cannot see how the " friction of the air on the propeller

"

could restart a stationary engine. JMay I point out to

"Revs." that I know at least one type of stationary engine
that can be restarted by this method.
The engine in question is the D.H.9, which, as you know,

has a rather high compression, but, nevertheless, it can
always be started by getting " the nose well down," pro-
vided that it is in a condition to be started. It is owing
to the fact that a D.H.9 could be started in this way that
I am where I am now : it meant all the difference to my.
becoming at least a prisoner of war.

B.E.F. S.G.W.

OBTURATOR RINGS.
Sir,—In your issue of March 27th we notice a review of

a patent for an obturator type piston ring ; and, while it

is true that the designers of air-cooled aero engines have
succeeded in preventing some of the distortion, even so the

problem does not aj^pear to be satisfactorily solved.

The considerable development of obturators made during
the war has not been published, but it might interest your
readers to know that, far from an obturator giving trouble

on aero engines during the past few years, there has been
absolutely no trouble whatever with such as are manufac-
tured by this company—in fact, it is recognised that no addi-

tional overhauling of the Gnome engine is due to their use.

As a proof of this, we might cite the fact that an actual

flying life of 250 hours has been recorded, when they were
by no -means worn out, and that the same obturators can
be used again and again in different engines.

The tro\u>Ie referred to dates back to the beginning of the

war, and has long since been overcome. Astonishing as it

may seem, the great advantage of obturators lies in the

reduction of friction, so that there appears every prospect

that they will have a great future.

To any engineer it is evident that a piston ring is a

very inefficient packing device, and gases actually get behind

it, and, becoming imprisoned, cause additional friction.

We would also refer to the statement that the left-hand

drawing show's the conventional Gnome type of obturators,

whereas these are applied at the top of the piston, and are

thus exposed to the full force of the explosion. In the

.'sketch this is obviously not the case : and, not merely can

the pressure on the obturator be reduced, but it is evident

that it exists during a portion of the cycle only, and is not

imprisoned as with piston rings.

It may interest your readers to know that most promising

experiments have also been made with obturators in high-

compression engines.
,

ENGINEERING AND ARC LAMPS, LtD.

Qi)-

BOOKS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
MOTOR CYCLES AND HGW TO MANAGE THEM.

The recognieed standard text book of the motor cycle: deals with all

tjpes of machines and with every part of the machine. 400 illustrations.

Price 2/6 net. By post. 2/10,

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
A valuable collecf ion of useful " wrinkles ' and items of information con-

cerning the running, managemeut. and repair of motor cycltB.

pplce 2/- net. By "ost. 2/3i

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) trom

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4.

or of leading Booksellers and Rai.way Bookstalls,

.(ID

I

^
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The Post-war SMITH'S

Motor Cycle Speedometer
To Motor Cycle Manufacturers tor standardization

—to the Motor Cycle Owner for installation on
his mount—we are now offering a newly- designed

Motor Cycle Speedometer which we claim to be the
most perfect, the most reliable, and the most durable
instrumen; ever put on the market. It is a tre-

mendous advance on our pre-war model.

Smith's Motor Cycle Speedometer has been tried

and tested under the severest possible conditions-
conditions und^ which no other Speedometer could
survive—and every detail in the construction and
mechanism of the instrument has been proved to be
thoroughly dependable It is buil. to withstand the
excessive vibration and roac shocks to which motor
cycles are subjected. It is absolutely steady at all

speeds, and makes an accurate record of speed, no
, matter at what rate the cycle is travelling

Smith's Motor Cycle Speedometer indicates speed up to 60 miles an hour ; the total

mileage records 10,000 miles with a decimal figure showing; tenths of miles. The trip records

up to roo miles, and dlso has a decimal

figure, so that accurate readings can be taken

lor long or short distances. As will be seen

Irom the illustration, this new model is of a

refined and dignified appearance, whilst the

dial gives a perfectly clear reading, both of

speed and mileage.

A high standard ol excellence, both m design

and efficiency, is reached to a remarkable degree

in the Smith's Motor Cycle Speedometer,

and it is sure to meet with the entir approval

of all motor cyclists

Price (s«e) £4 10

JJiiiS^'^*"^SPEEOOMETER HOUSE ^^*vJi
179 185.05 Portland 5t..London.w.l.|l, W|

Telephones : Mayfair, 6350 (6 lines). ^*5a^^
Telegrams : " Spee4omel, Telew, London.'*

Midland Service Depot: 122. Alma Street. Birmingham.
Northern Depot- 12, Jackson's Row, Deansgate. Manchester. •

/n answerinfi this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A35
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THE

TALBOT
GARAGE,^
STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and

Cheshire for the famous

orld s

&esb

rnotor L)ccle

Greatest engine efficiency and power tor

al! purposes by air-cooled, flat twin

power unit.

1S% reduction in fuel consumption.

Luxurious riding comfort by scientific

leaf springing. Greater resiliency by

t3vj°(, lighter frame construction, with

100% greater strength. Four-speed

gear box. Automatic lubrication

SencL for particulars and early delivery

dates, and secure your mount for this

season's riding.

'Phone : 500, Stockport.

'Grams :
" Talbot Garage,

Stockport.'

'

Ask for
Castrol "C

'

C C WAKEHELD & CO, LTD.,
Wakefie'd House, Cheapside, London, £.C,2.

^Motor-cycle
-and DunKills

Dme

Dunfaill

Molorities.

Goggles. Lamps
OiUkins. Leggings.

Mo'or Clolhing.

Wind Screens.

Generators. Grids.

Sidecars.

Horns and Whistle;
Speed Indicators.

Voltmeters.
Accumulatcra.
Batteries.

Lodge Plugs, etc
Switches.
Valises.

Too! Kits.

Repair Kits.

Soldering Outfits.

Motor Oils.

Beits, etc,

Vulcanisers,

Etc.. Etc

IT
is alt very wall to picture that whirl through the

countryside as one long spell of unbroken pleasure,

but it is more practical (o reflect on the possibilities of

mishap and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with alt those

"Motorities" which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively with "troubles." It is not

good to find yourself in difficulty just as the shades of

night are falling and you at a spot 'miles from any-

where." Be a "road-wise" motorist and equip yourself

fully and efficiently at Dunhills.

Drop us a card as to what you require, ana

we -mil send you particulars and quotations.

Dunhiiri; LIMITED.

LONDON^359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I
Telephones -3405 and 3406 North.

GLASGOW—72, St. Vincent Street.

Telephone— 7649 Central.
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RECENT PATENTS
REVIEWED BY B. H. DAVIES.

THE last few years have converted
motor cycle engineers to the use of

j'oUer bearings for the big ends of

the connecting rods. These bearings
were the point at which seizure usually
commenced if an engine was either oVer-

Fig. 1.—Triumph Co.'s connecting rod

bearing. Pat. No. 122,539. 10/4/18.

loaded or under-lubricated. In nearly

twenty years of road experience I cannot
recall seizing up a main bearing, a timing
gear- beai'ing, or a gudgeon pm bearing,

and the seizures which have befallen me
occuiTed in the big end bearing or to the

piston, and the former outnumber the

latter very considerably. A roller bear-

ing cannot seize, and there is ample space

tD equip the big end with a race well able

to support the maximum load. Given
pistons of proper fit and design, engine
seizui-es should henceforth be unknown,
even amongst those expert riders who
"scrap," and those beginners who some-
times forget to lubricate. Incidentally,

since a roller bearing only requires suffi-

cient oil to protect it irom rust, and since

the, oil ration for the bronze bushes
formerly used in the big ends detp-mined
the oil ration for the entire engine, w-e

shall use less oil, and carbon crusts will

accumulate much less rapidly. With
bronze big end bushes a 3^ ^.p. engine
needs a charge of oil every five miles.

With roller big end bearings I have
repeatedly ridden forty miles on a charge.
In other words, the oil ration is now
chiefly determined by the needs of the
piston and the gudgeon pin, and they
normally require far less oil than the old
tv^je of big end bush.

'

There has been a most amusing scurry
for patents with regard to the mounting
of roller bearing big ends, and a vast
amount of ingenuity has been exhibited
I fancy a few of the pioneer inventors are
feeling rather sore, and must have had
hi^h words with their patent agents, for

valid master patents in this sphere might
have proved valuable, and were not

missed by a wide margin. The difficulty

tends to become acute when a designer-

wants to fit roller bearings on a one-piece
crankshaft with two or more throws ; but
is tolerably simple where a built-up
crankshaft is concerned, as the parts are
then easily threaded into place before the
crankshaft is completely assembled.

Triumph Roller Bearing.

The Triumph Co. and G. E. Stanley
have patented the highly modern arrange-
ment shown in fig. 1, which is, of course,

easily applicable to the gudgeon pin if

desired. I call it modern for three main
reasons. First, the rollers run directly on
the hardened crank pin and inside the
hardened big end, no separate races being
employed. This method saves weight,
reduces the dimensions, and facilitates

balance. Secondly, a double row of

rollers is adopted, which distributes the
pressures, and gives a better line of

contact with the races. Thirdly,

the rollers are "caged." The per-

spective sketch of the cylindrical

housing is self-explanatory. The
annular groove at the centre lightens

the housing and distributes the oil ;

and washers may be used if desired.

Jet in Transfer Passage.

Mr. L. W. Law has patented the
special method of vaporising petrol

on two-stroke engines illustrated dia-

grammatically in fig. 2. Pure air is

drawn through the inlet port into

the crank case as the piston rises.

When the piston descends this air is

compressed, and when the descend-
ing piston uncovers the transfer port
the compressed air is squeezed up
the transfer pipe and through the
transfer port into the- combustion
chamber. Existing patents cover
such an arrangement in conjunction
with a petrol nozzle mounted in the
head of the transfer pipe, so that
the rush of the compressed air past
the nozzle draws petrol into the com-
bustion chamber, and so furnishes an

explosive mixture. Under Mr. Law's
patent a bypass is taken from a suit-

able ixiint ill the transfer pipe, and the
delivery port of this bypass is m.ndo
to surround the petrol nozzle. So,
instead of a low air pressure approxi-
mately adjacent to the petrol nozzle, Mr.
Law provides a high air pressure abso-

lutely concentric with the petrol jet. His
bypass stream of air and petrol impinges
on to the hot deflector ledge on the

piston crown, and the stream, so to speak,
bounces back into the stream of pure air

emerging from the transfer port.

Forced Lubrication.

Mr. C. G. Pullin (the T.T. winner)
has a patent interesting to motor
cyclists, though it is chiefly propounded
for aero work. If an aluminium piston
is used in an aluminium cylinder,

splash lubrication is inadequate, and any

Fig 2.—Law's fuel injection. Pat. No. 122,564. 23/4/18.

Fij. 3.—Pullin's lubricating device, Pat. No. 109,' 13

failm-e of the oil supply results in very
rapid seizure and the ' speedy wrecking

of the engine. Mr.
Pullin employs pressure-
fed lubrication through a
How crankshaft, con-

lectLng rod, and gudgeon
, to oilways machined

in the thick skirt of the
aluminium piston, the oil

passage being finally

formed into a circumfer-
ential in the piston crown
just ' below the head.
Eadial holes allow the

oil to escape into an
empty groove cut round
the outside of the piston.
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Recent Patents,—

The grooves and holes by which oil passes
up the connecting rod are so shaped and
positioned that the oil is supplied to the
piston on the up-strol-e only. Above the
oil delivery groove on the piston is an
obturator ring, fitted upside down as an
inverted L (i.e., n ). On the down-
stroke, this obturator wipes the oil oft

the cylinder walls, and forces it back
through the ducts in the piston, from
which it drains back to the crank case

through an escape hole, which is open on
the down-stroke only. Should the oil

pump cease working, the engine is im-
mediately switched off, as a, plunger
switch in the magneto wiring circuit is

opened when the plunger is relieved from
the oil pressure. A neat union for con-
i:ecting a (stationaj-y) oil pipe to a (re-

volving) crankshaft is included in the
design.

A " Changed Over " Contact Breaker.

The James Co. have patented a neat
method of transferring the magneto con-
tact breaker to the accessible or off side

of sidecar machines. A small spur wheel,
fitted outside the crankshaft transmission
sprocket, drives a second and larger spur
wheel mounted on a stub axle projecting
from the crank case ; and the magneto is

driven by chain off a sprocket secured to
the larger spur wheel. The contact
breaker will thus come on the off-side of

ihe machine.

A Square Four-cylinder Engine.

I doubt whether M. Poisson-Quinton's
engine will ever figure on a motor cycle.

It is the first " square " engine I have

MAGNETO DRIVE

which A and B are constantly in mesh
with two gears JT and N on the driving-
shaft, and B and C are constantly in me.sli

with two gears X and Y on the driven-
shaft. Dog clutches are used to lock M
and N to tlie driving-shaft, and X and Y
to the driven-shaft. The four drives are
obtained through M, A, B, X ; N, B, X;
M, A, C, Y; and N, B, C, Y. The

APRIL 24111, /pip.

of the laminated type tor the rear frame.
'j

It is neat and light, but does not offer!

so wide a bearing to safeguard lateral

rigidity as some of the two-springj
patterns.

A Five-wheeled Morgan.
Mr. Horrocks, of Bolton, has a kindly)

thought for the man who buys a Morgan
for his honeymoon, and finds his wife
unwilling three years later to leave the
twins at home. It serves equally well for

tlie budding millionaire, who is just at
,

the stage when the pony trap has been ,

scrapped, and a Morgan has built up
the business to a point at which profits

J

, I

Fig. 5.—Williams's change speed gear.

Pat. No. 122,955. I8/3/I8.

box is somewhat large and of an awk-
ward shape. On the other hand, it con-

fers great freedom of choice in the gear

ratios.

Castor Sidecar Wheel.

Mr. Christiansen, of Copenhagen, pro-

tects a castor wheel sidecar, of which the

side wheel is sprung by a quarter-elliptic.

The diagram is .self-explanatory. I owned
a castor wheel sidecar some years ago,

I

Fig. 7.—Rigby's springing device.

No. 123,181. 21/2/18;

just do not run to a car. A light framsj
fitted with two side wheels is bolted to'l

the rear of a Morgan or similar three-]
wheeler, suitable bodywork being fitted'

to convey one's family or merchandise, as'

circumstances may dictate. The side?
wheels act as supporting trailers, the ',

original single driving wheel of the
Morgan carrying on its duties secretly;*
underneath the centre of the whole
caboodle, whilst the vehicle is ostensibly

Fig. 4.—The James magneto drive. Pat. No. 123,183. 25/2/18. Fig. 8.—Horrocks's carrying device. Pat. No. 122,923. 13/2/18.

ever seen. To form an idea of it, place
ionr 2 lb. jam jars upside down on a
table, arranging them so that their plan
view resembles a -four-leaved clover. Put
a 1 lb. jam jar centrally on top of each 2 lb.

jar. Imagine that each pair of jam jars
IS a two-stroke cylinder' with a lower unit
of greater bore than the upper unit, and
imagine that a " tandem " piston of two
corresponding diaijieters works in each
cylinder. In each case the lower and
bigger cylinder is a charging pump
supplying mixture . to the upper and
smaller cylinder? of its neighbour. Thus
you get a remarkably compact four-
cylinder two-stroke engine. The action
of the connecting rods on the crankshaft
is too complex for description here.

Four-speed Gear Box.

Mr. T. L. Williams protects a four-
speed gear box with three shafts. The
diagram is self-explanatory. The layshaft
carries three gears, A, B, and C, ot
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and am under the impression that British
designers dropped this pattern because the
castor wheel was so tiresome when the
outfit was wheeled backwards.

Mr. Rigby, of the Royal Ruby Co., is

still busy perfecting his spring frame.
As the sketch indicates, he is a firm
believer in using a single central spring

camouflaged as a four-wheeler. I have'
struck four-wheelers with only one driving
wheel—but five wheels, only one of which
drives I Fie, Mr. Horrocks ! Still, it is a
compromise such as Mr. and Mrs. Quiver-
ful must sometimes make with poverty.

Fig. 6.—Christiansen sidecar springing.

Pat. No. 122,860. 15/12/17.

RE PATENTS GENERALLY.'
Apropos patents and patentees, there '

appears to be conisiderable energy and''

money wasted on useless ideas just now.'
One can almost invariably tell a first

patent. It is usually the most obvious
way to overcome a difficulty, or too com-
plicated to be worth while. In the former
case, the idea nearly always has been
tried and scrapped years ago. We do not
wish to discourage young inventors ; in.

.

fact, the reverse is the case, but there,.

is no good purpose served by rushing to',

the patent agent with an idea before soraej
enquiries have been made to ascertain*

whether the idea is new or not. J
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A selection cf questions ot general interest received frcm readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle.

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, and whether intended (or publication or not misi bs acsompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents

are urget^ to write clearly and on one side of the papsr only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions^ should be marked "Legal" m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

The Local Taxation Licence.

I recently sold a B.S.A. and^ sidecar to a friend. I paid the

^ £1 road tax. Must the person
-LI I sold it to pay another £1

licence if it is transferred to his

name ?

—

Y.\nto.

Yes: the local taxation licence is not

transferable, therefore the purchaser
must take out a local taxation licence

to enable him to use a motor cycle.

Sidecai Screen.

I should be greatly obliged

^1 for your opinion of the 4 h.p.

> countershaft Triumph for side-

-iJ car work with hood and screen,

as in the past I have as an
Owner been very well satisfied with
this make, but only doubt if it will

have sufficient power for my require-

ments.—E.H.W.
Naturallv, in windy weather a hood and
screen, if erected, would make a good
deal of difference to a 4 h.p. machine,
but perhaps a folding screen only, which
c'ould be set at a convenient angle, would
not interfere with the running of the

machine to any appreciable extent. Your
machine is not lacking in power.

ally

Overheating.

I have recently purchased a

Q 23 h.p. two-stroke Villiers cycle,

^ and am using benzole as a fuel,

but I find that after running for

about a mile the machine gradu-
stops. The fuel was coming

through to the carburetter all right,

and the jet was not blocked. I found,
however, that the engine was exceed-
ingly hot, and I removed the plug,

which had a burnt appearance _ as

though it had been incandescent.

When trying to start up again I

found that the engine was very stiff,

and remained so until I had allowed

it to cool down. The engine is obtain-

ing plenty of oil. Is it necessary to

fit any extra air device for running on

benzole, and do you think this state

of affairs might . b€ caused through a

very dirty engine ? Do you think it

would improve matters to fit a Lodge
aero plug?—C.G.F.

Either there is water in the benzole o"'

you are using too large a jet. We think

it is more likely that the former is the

cause. Benzole can be used without any
alteration being made, but a smaller jet

is advisable. Certainly try the plug men-

tioned—this should be quite sijitable—

and see if the engine requires' to be

cleaned of carbon deposit.

Old Motor Cycle.

I have just viewed a li§;ht-^ weight motor cycle—2| h.p.,

> single geared, Amae, and Bosch
-iJ magneto, but without accessories.

The engine is a De Dion, with

overhead inlet automatic valve. If I pur-

chase do you think: (1.) £20 is a too

high figure? (2.) That replacements

would be very difficult to obtain? (3.)

I should have much trouble to sell, if

I wanted to? (4.) How can I get the

registered number transferred to my
name? (5.) What licences must I have

(I have my driving licence)? (6.) If

I use benzole, do I require a petrol

licence as well?—D.E.C.

(1.) Yes ; you can get good modern two-

strokes for that. (2.) Most certainly they

would. (3.) Possibly. (4.) Write
^

for

registration transfer to the Carriage

Department, Metropolitan Police, New
Scotland Yard. (5.)' Beside your driving

licence you require to pay the £1 annual

la.x, registration 5s. (6.) No licence is

required for benzole.

The Coventry branch o( the N.M.C.F.U. in Badby Woods, near Daventry—a picturesque spot

which has become very popular with Midland motor cyclists.
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Firing Point on Twin.

Do you know any reason why
the front cyhnder of a 45° twin-
cylinder V twin engine should
have the firing point snmewhere
about iin. later than that of the

rear cylinder!' I have always aimed at
having the firing points to coincide. 1
lielieve that most V twins have a
sliditly different valve setting for each
cylinder, but 1 have never met this
difference in ignition point. I shall be
extremely obliged if tou can throw any
light on it.—M.G. "

We can only imagine that you have an
engine of 45° to which has been fitted a
magneto made for an engine with cyliii-

deis at 50°. Probably if you grind or
otiierwise alter the magneto contact
breaker cams, you will be able to set" the
firing points to coincide.

Four-stroking.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
motor cycle with \'illiers engine
and Senspray carburetter. After
ticking away nicely from starting,
the machine begins to four-stroke

with intermittent periods of correct
running. I have a 30 jet, and the
timing is correct. The machine is run
on the petroil system. What can I do
to remedy the four-stroking? Can you
also tell me what proportion of oil I
should mi.x with a galloiij of benzole,
and whether four-stroking is harmful?
The machine gets along nicely even
wlien four-stroking.—L.P.

Nearly all two-strokes will four-stroke
under certain conditions. The only way
to improve the running is to e.xperiment
with different combinations of jet and
choke tube in the carburetter. You
cannot alter the valve setting without
filing the ports in the cylinder and piston.
Magneto timing .should be set well ad-
vanced. Clean the engine by removing
the carbon deposit. The proportion of oil

to petrol is usually one part oil to sixteen
parts petrol.

Dismantling an N.S.U. Gear.

I have bought a second-hand
N.S.U. two-speed gear, and, not
knowing how it works, I should
be glad if you would let me know
how to -take it down and re-

assemble it? What gear ratio does one
get from it? If the top gear is 5 to 1
what is the second gear?—G.W.W.

First remove the cross pin. This enables
you to unscrew the sleeve nut, which
has a right-hand thread. Having un-
screwed the nut, the gear is free to be
taken off, and tliis is best accomplished
by putting two large screwdriver.^-—one
e:ich fide of the pulley flange—between the
tiunge and the crank case, and levering it

off in this fashion. Before the gear is

taken apart insert a bar, which will act
as a dummy engine-.^iaft. This can then
be gripped in a vice, and it prevents the
balls from falling out. In assembling the
gear the balls are put in a race covered
with vaseline, and they are thus held in
position. The gear is fastened on to the
engine-shaft by the sleeve nut. If the
gear tends to stick alter releasing this
lut it should be tapped off by means of
scicwdrivers in the manner described.
Excessive force must not be used or the
H.inge will break. A sharp tap should

-•-4-;

suffice. It should be assembled, on a
dummy engine spindle in a vice. Release
the lock nut with the special key (left-

hand thread) through the slot in the
pulley; then adjust the flange to the
required position (the flange has a right-
hand thread), then secure the lock nut.
If the top gear is 5 to 1 the low gear
would be about 7^ to 1.

Misfiring.

I have a 7-9 h.p. Indian motor^ cycle and sidecar, which misfires

^ badly in the back cylinder when
-IJ running at slow speeds; the

trouble, however, is not so pro-
nounced when the throttle is opened.
The cylinders and combustion heads
have been cleaned of carbon deposit,
all joints are air-tight, new high-
tension wires have been fitted, and
plugs and contact points have been
cleaned. Can you suggest anything
further that can be done, and advise
me in what way it is possible to inspect
the brushes of the magneto, which is

a Dixie?—F.G.T.
The misfiring in the back cylinder is

probably due to oil or grease on the
.secondary spool. The front carbon brush
holder should be removed by detaching
the holder cover, which is held in posi-

tion by two small screws. If a piece of

rag soaked in petrol is inserted in the
opening and the engine turned slowly the
segments on the spool can be cleaned.
Should the spool, on examination, be
found to be clean, there may be a defect
in the condenser or the coil winding, in

which case the magneto should be re-

turned to the Hendee Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., Indian House, 355-368, Euston
Road, London, N.W.I, for repair.

Timing an a.o.i.v. Engine.

I have just purchased a 6 h.p.

twin Rex motor bicycle, which
has suction inlet valves. The
valve timing is somewhat in-

correct, and I should be pleased
if you would enlighten me on the follow-

ing : (1) What is the correct method of

valve timing where the inlet valves are
automatic? (2.) What is also the
proper magneto timing? (3.) Should
both suction valve springs be the same
tension and the same valve clearance?

(4.) How can one tell when the inlet

valves are operating? jS.) Will the
correct exhaust valve timing prove suffi-

cient? (6.) What do you advise for

making the cylinder joints air-tight?—P.

(1.) You need only concern yourself with
the timing of the exhaust, which should
be as follows": Set the valve to close just

after the completion of the exhaust stroke.

It will then commence to open when the
piston is about one-seventh of the length
of the stroke from the bottom of the
firing stroke. (2.) The magneto should
be timed in the following manner : Place
the piston exactly on top of the compres-
sion stroke, and connect up the magneto
with the points just about to break and
the ignition lever two-thirds retarded.

(3.) Yes, this should be so. (4.) Only
by the fact of the engine stopping, telling

you that the automatic valve may not be
working. (5.) This question has been
already answered. (5.) The only means
is to keep the inlet union nuts absolutely
tight and the surfaces clean.
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Leather Belts.

I have a 6 h.p. combination

?' I

driven by a l^in. Whittle belt

from an N.S.U. gear. Will you
>—I please advise me as to how to

treat this belt to get the best
J

driving effect from it ? I have scraped
the dirt off, but am afraid to put
any dressing on it, for I think that

softening may cause it to stretch. The
pulley is in good order. Is this the

best belt obtainable \ The drive is.

not satisfactory, but I think it ia

impossible to obtain satisfaction with;

this drive.—J.G.
Having cleaned the grit from the belt,,

you might treat the leather links with'

collan or castor oil, which will prevent
slipping if your pulleys are not worn. ',,

This will improve the leather, and will

not cause the belt to stretch. The belt can ;

only stretch through wear of the metal

links. The belt is quite a good one.

READER'S REPLY.
Difficult Starting.

Has your correspondent "H.T.V.
tried^ opening the compression taps and^
turning the engine over before injecting j

petrol? I have found it quite successful.

— ClIELT.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Cambridge to Rochd-\i-e.—H.B.
Cambridge, Huntingdon, Thrapston,

Kettering, Leicester, Loughborough, ',

Derby, Matlock, Bakewell, Buxton,
Chap'el-eii-le-Frith, Stalybridge, Oldham,
Rochdale. Approximate distance, 155

miles.

F.1RN'H.\M TO BlR.MINGH.VM.—L.J.G.

Farnham, Guildford, Chertsey, StaineaJ

Windsor, Slough, Maidenhead, Henley]
Dorchester, Oxford, Woodstock, EnstoneJ
Chapel House, Long Compton, Shipston4
on-Stour, Stratford-on-Avon, Henley-in^
Arden, Birmingham.

Cardiff to London'.—S.R.H.
Cardiff, St. Mellons, Newport, ChepJ

stow, Lydney, Newnham, Gloucestera
Cheltenham, Andoversford, NorthleachJ
Witney, Oxford, Stokenchurch, High
Wycombe, Beaconsfield, Uxbridge, Bren^
ford, Clapham. Approximate distanced

165 miles.

Evesham to W^vllington.—R.B.H.
Evesham, Broadway, Moreton-in-thel

ifarsh. Chipping Norton, Enstone, Woodl
stock, Oxford, Dorchester, Nettlebedl
Henley, Maidenhead, Slough, WindsoiT
Staines, Kingston, Sutton, Wallington.

ChF,.STKR to GrE.it MiSSEIfDEN (BucKs)l
—J.W.B.

Chester, Tarporley, Nantwich, WooreS
Stone, Rugeley, Lichfield, Stonebridgel
Coventry, Southam, Banbury, Aynhol
Bicester, Aylesbury, Great MissendenJ
Approximate distance, 165 miles.

SOUTHSEA TO ErITH (AVOIDING LoNDO>0l
—W.W.

- Sonthsea, Cosham, Havant, Petersfield

Hindhead, Godalming, Dorking, ReigateJ
Redhill, Godstone, VVesterham, Otfordl
Kynsford, Fariiingham, Dartford. EritllT
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Valve Position.

FASHION imposes its will on more tilings

than ladies' dress, and a few notes respect-

ing fashion as applied to valve design will

be interesting. In the old days of the auto-

matic inlet valve, operated by the suction

of the engine, both valves were carried in a

pocket, the inlet over the exhaust and situated

in the inlet dome to which the induction pipe was

attached. This system was good, but not ideal

;

it had the effect of cooling the overheated exhaust

valve by means of the inrushing cold gases im-

pinging upon it: also there was no opportunity

for an air leak past tlie valve stem. Both of

these are very real advantages, not to be lightly

abandoned. Moreover, the valve pocket was

only about half the size which is necessary in the

case of side by side valves or where the T shaped

cylinder is employed.
' When both valves began to be operated mecha-

nically, the side by side method was very natur-

ally adopted owing to the ease with which the

valve gear could be constructed for such a system,

and the advantages of the mechanically operated

inlet were so great compared with the suction

valve—especially, on twin-cylinder engines,

thoijgh, strangely enough, it was used on singles

for a considerable time before the twins followed

suit—that it more than compensated for any

advantages which the other position conferred.

And, moreover, it is to-day still used in a great

number of very excellent engines.

Most American engines had overhead inlets

until quite recently, when a very popular engine

reverted to the side by side principle. Side by

side valves with a cap over each are more acces-

sible than any other type, but this advantage is

becoming with every new improvement of less

and less value. As the material of which valves

are constructed becomes more suitable to its

purpose, so does the need foi- accessibility

diminish. Improved cooling, whether by means

of water—and we hear excellent accounts of a

new water-cooled engine of quite small size and

large iiorse-power—or the more scientific use of

metals having high conductivity and greater

attention given to design, also tends to the same

end and greatly enlarges the periods for which

exhaust valves can run without being ground.

Another method of arranging opposed valves,

and one very suitable for use in flat twin engines,

is to place the exhaust valves over the inlets

instead of the reverse. This has the advantage

of removing the hot exhaust pocket farther from

the cylinder, and thus not only assists greatly

in the cooling problem, but helps to avoid dis-

tortion by allowing the cylinder to be more

symmetrical in shape and also enables a shorter

inlet pipe to be employed—no mean advantage

when the pipe is exposed to a blast of cold air.

Now that valve breakages can be ruled out by

the use of unbreakable steel (tungsten or stain-

less), overhead valves are coming into their own,

and are likely to become more and more popular

during the next few years, either in their usual

form of separate inlet and exhaust valves, or in

the compound form in which the inlet surrounds

the exhaust or vice versa. This has the advant-

age of the cool gases being used to extract heat

from the exhaust valve, which would tend to

very efficient vaporisation, but it does not give

the designer the same latitude in the matter of

valve timing as is enjoyed when the valves are

in no way connected. Overhead valves can be

set in a hemispherical head, and, if combined

with a piston having a concave top, they admit

of the best possible fonn of combustion chamber

and are undoubtedly more efficient than any other

type. There is perhaps more difficulty in render-

ing the valve gear silent with overhead valves

than with the older types, but this should not be

beyond the wit of our manufacturers.

Another point in which the overhead valve

presents a difficulty peculiar to itself lies in the

lubrication of the valve gear. This can be done

by enclosing the operating rod in a tube through

which oil can pass from the engine or by wick

lubricators.

An index to the advei-tisements In this Issue will be found on the cage facing the baoli covert

ZH
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A Steel Sidecar for Lightweights.
A New Design of Sidecar Body embodying Aeroplane Practice.

DETAILS of a neatly designed sidecar, which has
recently been patented, have been forwarded
to us by the builder, Mr. W. F. Baxter, i8o,

Wells Road, Totterdown, Bristol. Tlie body is built

on aeroplane lines, as the framework is constructed

of silver spruce, all members being strutted and braced
together, ensuring great rigidity and light weight. The
whole of the body is covered with polished steel, while

the beading is also metal. ' The body is consequently

waterproof, and has excellent lines. Round the top

of the sidecar is a polished m.nhogany beading which

protects the upholstery from wear. The upholstering isi

well carried out, and the spring cushions are covered-,

with Re\ine.

Both the seat and back of the body are movable,

under the seat there is a good tool box, and we under-

stand that provision is being made for carrying a petrol

tin at the rear. The back is adjustable, and may be

fixed in either a sloping or an upright position. It will

be noticed that there is no side door but a convenient

step, by means of which the passenger can have easy

access to the sidecar. The mudguard is of ample
dimensions, and is attached to the body so that it is

sprung and there is no cliance of its supports breaking.

The sidecar chassis is well made, and there is also

a stand which considerably simplifies matters when
,

attention to the sidecar tyre is needed. Coil springs

are adopted as the method of suspension, which is

found to be quite satisfactory. The weight complete

is said to be no lb., so the sidecar is suitable for

machines of 3 h.p. and upwards. It is hoped that

arrangements will be made shortly to make the sidecar

suitable for any standard make of motor cycle. Bodies^

are also supplied for existing, sidecar chassis.

A steel sidecar body built on aeroplane

lines, all frame members being strutted and

braced

Fitting Bowden Controls.
THERE are many facts concern-

ing the fitting of Bowden wire

of which the average reader is

not aware, and the following hints

may be of interest to motor cyclists

who do their own repairs, and of

value to them in keeping their con-

trols in order.

First of all, the rider must remem-
ber that the inner member of the

mechanism—that is to say, the

twisted wire—should be tinned or

soldered before it is cut, and unless

this is done the strands will become
untwisted and the wire generally un-
manageable. Once tinned the wire

can be cut by a pair of wire cutters.

The brass nipple is then slipped over

the wire, and the end of the wire
nipped flat to prevent the former

A22

Fitting a nipple on to Bowden wire

slipping- off. The nipple and wir^

should then be treated witii a non-j

corrosive soldering fluid, and solderj

should be applied to the back of the

nipple. The nipple should then be

held in a pair of pliers in the mannec
illustrated, and the flattened end

burred over with a blob of solder.]

The wire having been w-ell greased

with vaseline, the outer member musf
be sliion, as well as the adjustable!

stop, and in fitting up the control ilT

should be seen that the lever is in

the " off " or closed position. Be-l

fore fixing finally the wire should!

be pulled taut, and the place for the

nipple, marked with a lead pencil.

Solder the nipple tightly in position,!

test the tension, and if this is cor-:

rect cut the wire.
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Get Estimates for Your Repair Jobs.

n
SHOULD advise readers not to give orders for

any motor cycle repairs without first obtaining
a written estimate, in which case they will pro-

bably be dumbfounded at the figures. We are all

aware that wages have risen and hours have shrunk,
but these are not the only items which affect the
matter. A friend of mine has just received a bill

exceeding ^22 for a comparatively minor repair job;
the bill includes in round figures ^12 for material
and ;^4 for labour, the balance being invoiced as

25% for "establishment" charges, and a percentage
on the lot to C9ver increased costs. The real spike
of this portentous account is the "material," which
consisted of certain obsolete 1914 parts, to an original

value of perhaps 50s. retail. The firm has carried

this dead stock for five years, and wants interest on
its locked-up capital. In addition, the stock of
obsolete spares^is probably getting low: perhaps the
Ijits have been allowed to rust during the war: and,
finally, the makers may have lost their patterns in

the scuny of munition work, and foresee a day when
they will have to choose between offending old clients

or tackling a \tx\ costly job. There may or may not
lie just cause for complaint in the particular invoice

which I ha\-e used as an object lesson. Be that as

it may, it is rather a damper for buyers of spares.

This particular job would not have been worth much
over jQ^ in 1914: in igrp by putting up the price of

spares 400% or so, and saddling all the other per-

centages on this hugely inflated item, a small repair

job is expanded to figures suggestive of buying a

second-hand 'bus. So take mv tip, and get a written

estimate.

Insurance.

THE last paragraph is symbolic of vastly increased

charges to be encountered in every item of motor-

expenses. For example, the insurance com-'

panies have not yet frightened us w-ith any very for-

midable rise of premitims. Perhaps—like ourselves

—

they have yet to disco-\-er w'hat manufacturers and

repairers intend to charge for jobs during 19 19. Per-

haps they propose to break the dreadful news gently,

capture our premiums, and then whittle down the

benefits or. ask for a war bonus. But the insurance

companies are doubtless paying double salaries, like

everybody else, and will find every liability in their

policies twice as ex-pensive as it used to. be. It looks

as though complete "cover" for a motor cycle is

going to cost as much as a light car policy involved

five years ago. I write in no alarmist spirit : I merely

observe that plenty of people who can no longer afford

to motor on the old scale are clinging to a hobby which

is now beyond their means.

§it^L

On Prices.

D
THINK it is time certain firms in the industry

realised that' unless they are very careful they

may kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. So

far as current prices of 1919 models go, I have no

word of complaint to utter. For example, if the 1914

3J-2 h.p. Tyreeater cost ^£65, £,1^,0 would be a fair

1 91 9 price for a similar model : and we are able to buy

the 1919 model at ^85 by reason of three special

factors, namely

:

(1.) The 1914 price admitted of profits which the

firm can afford to cut.

(2.) Production has been cheapened in certain

respects, which partly balance the increase in the cost

of labour and material.

(3.) Large munition profits in many cases enable

a firm to work temporarily to a reduced margin of

profit.
~

So it is a tenable theory that most of the factories

have adopted a wise and self-restrained policy. This

will be in vain if their example is not followed by all

the auxiliary businesses which complete the industry.

That ;£22 bill of which I wrote in a previous para-

graph is an eloquent example of the stupid policy.

Riders' salaries or wages may have increased 100%,
but that increase is the maximum. The invoice in

question has swollen 400% or 500% since 1914. If

garage, insurance, fuel, hotel bills, club fees, acces-

sories, repairs, spare parts, etc., are all going to jump
up even by 150%, there will be a huge slump in motor
cycling and a most dangerous and difficult time for

the industry. This can only be avoided if all traders

tackle their jobs in the spirit- of "What is the least I

can charge!" (which is—approximately—the manu-
facturers' policy) instead of " How much can I make ?"

In a Nutshell.

THE basic facts of the average rider's position

are

:

(i.) Salary up 100% (maximum).

(2.) Domestic expenses up 120% (minimum).

(3.) Motor cycling expenses up ?%.
It is obvious that if motor cycling expenses are

kept down to a rise not exceeding 100%, which is

approximately legitimate, continued ownership of a

machine w^ill still be a very tight squeeze for many
riders. If motor cycling expenses rise 150%,
thousands will be forced to relinquish the hobby. In

any case, the public will soon be shaken out of the

"easy money" atmosphere which the war has engen-

dered, and a slump of some sort is inevitable within a

iiery few years. Thus, on all grounds, any industry

or any section of an industry which profiteers to-day

will be sick and sorry to-morrow. The 1914 £(>S 'bus

at £?>•, in I9r9 is a sane signal : if the auxiliary sections

A23
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Occasional Comments.—

of the industry can put through a similar policy mutatis

miiiaiidis, the sport can carry on, and the inevitable

slump, when it comes, will just be a lean time and i ot

too serious.

C.G.
NYBODY who is concerned with aircraft

nourishes a profound reverence for the centre

of gravity. On motor cycles its location has

usually been a mere accident. Werner Bros, in 1899

carried their engine on a small scaffolding built out

above the front wheel. Raleighs copied this bad

example on their first machine— I think the belt

expert's yearning for widely-spaced pulley centres was

the prime cause. Anyhow, these machines used to

throw you off, jump on top of you, and pummel you.

The early " trikes " were even worse. Rider, engine,

and tanks were concentrated at the extreme rear with

lots of weight behind the rear axle : the front wheel

was carried on an outrigger all by itself in front, like

the elevators of a longhorn Maurice Farman. These

"trikes" would throw a back somersault if you set

them at a I in 5 grade. Gradually matters improved

;

28in. frames, triumphantly heralded by one thoughtful

Coventry firm in the interests of tall riders, were

washed oilt. But on lots

of machines the C.G. is still

rather funny. Its location

must always be beset with

difficulty when you carry a

heavy rider rather far back.

But reflect when the engine

is placed in such machines
as the Scott and the new
A. B.C.; and then test the

general steering and road-

holding qualities of these

two unconventional layouts.

Boxing in the Engine.

EVERYTHING is mov-
ing towards an ideal

often quoted by
amateur riders. In certain

cars—i.g., the four-cylinder

Sizaire-Naudin—the engine

closely resembles a suit-

case set on edge : there are

no naked valves, springs,

rods, etc., to be seen when
the bonnet is lifted. Since
a bonnet enshrouds a car

engine, such cleanliness of

external design is a mere
matter of taste where cars

are concerned. On motor
cycles, where every speck
of oil, mud, or dust has to

be removed when selling

day comes, and is a horrid

eyesore in the meantime, an
engine bonnet is a prac-

tical matter. Refer back
to the photograph of the

3 h.p. A. B.C. on page 242
of The Motor Cycle for

A24

The offices of the Petrol Control Department are being

advertised to be sold or let. Should the end of officialdom in

connection with the purchase ot petrol come in a fortnight's time

no one would accuse the Government of bemg unduly premature

considering the great stocks of fuel in the country. The Autocar

stated definitely last week that control of petrol is to cease.

March 13th and the sketch o£ the frame given

two pages later. It is obvious that the addition,

of a couple of hinged side shields would cover

the nakedness of the works without interfering

with cooling. In a current patent J. L. Norton

proposes to co^^i in the engine with a different motive—i.e., to equalise the front, lateral, and rear cooling.

Various pressed steel frames, now being protected, all

point in the same direction. Sooner or later, I fancy,

motor cycles will come to resemble the hull of a small

boat with a fork and wheel projecting from the bows.

Then we shall achieve real ease of cleaning.

No Prize Offcfed.

S a mere scribbler, I take no stock of gas

velocities through inlet valves. I do not know
(or care) what a B.T.U. is. It is all one to

me whether the i]p of my pet engine is 40 or 200 lb.

But I always thought the secret of- the aggravating

nature of flat twins was "w.rop in such mistries": and
as a mere layman I stood deferentially aside and
meekly accepted the goods which the trade handed
out with as little grousing as possible. T refer particu-

larly to the fact that a flat tn in engine can either push

a rev. counter up to 4,000 or pull a 4 to i gear like a

cabhorse on its last lap for the mews : but that one
and the same engine never

does both. Yesterday a

member of the staff burst-

into my oflice with the

glad new's that he had just

tried out a new flat twin

which combined both de-

siderata. I took down my
hat, pocketed my engineers'

pocket-book (I keep one
on the desk to impress
callers), tucked a slide rule

into my breast pocket, and
clamped a mechanical dic-

tionary in my left armpit.

Thus equipped I trotted

forth to intendew the

successful designer. He
frothed surds and cosines

at me for half an hour by
the clock, referred at great

length to differential and
integral calculus, discoursed

learnedly on the precession

of the equinox, and finally

wound up with a discus-

sion on the value of spec-

trum analysis. I dipped
stealthily into my works
of reference at intervals,

when he let fly a particu-

larly appalling polysyllable

;

but in the end I threw

myself on his mercy. " Can
you tell me simply how it

is done ?" " I do not know
myself;" he replied, "and
what is more, I want to

alter the \'alve timing, and
it may go phut again!"

So that's that.
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HILLS ON WHICH
I HAVE FAILED.

Some Accounts of Strenuous Motor
Cycling in the Old Days.

By VETERAN.

THE modern hill-climb strikes us sur-

\iving pioneers as veiy small beer
indeed. If you are touring, you

merely drop down one gear, and perhaps
another towards the summit ; but when you
roar over the crest and past the danger-
board, you usually have nearly half throttle

in reserve, and very possibly you have never
used your emergency gear at all. In a timed
competition climb, it is not a question of

whether you will get up or not, but whether
you can get round the corners at the speed
of which your mount is capable. In a six

days, the promoters can >9nly introduce an
element of chance by switching the entry up perpen-
dicular zigzag goat tracks ; and even at that ever3'body

has plent\- of engine power in hand. Success is only a

matter of whether you can steer roujid corners resembl-
ing a draughtsman's set square, whetlrer the back tyre

will grip on sliding shalebanks or six inches of camou-
flaged morass, or whether some ass stalls just in front

of you on the worst bit.

Times have certainly changed since I first rode

200 miles to try Sutton Bank. On that

—for me—historic occasion I took along two

spare pulleys, t\Ao spai'e belts, and a pulley

drawer. I got o\ er the i in 3 ^4 bit at the

Trough at the first tmie ot askmg, but my
engine over-heated to such an extent in the

effort tliat "it prompth conked out on the

easier knuckles round the bend. I eventually

completed the ascent in penm numbeis

Amulri , a famous Scottish test hill, which, with its hairpin bends and loose

surface, presents a formidable test for man and machine.

Twelve months later 1 returned with a better

engine, a pulley little larger than a florin, and a

belt of extraordinary tenacity. With this outfit I

made a clean but odorous ascent, accompanied with

a stink of burning leather on the upper portions.

Prior to that year, and for several years afterwards,

we hard riders never made a long cross-country trip

without first referring to a Gall and Inglis contour book

—my copies are tattered and dog's-eared. If we saw a

0.«ft) The famous hairpin bend on Applecross Hill.

(Right) The second bend on Kenmore, a hill on which others besides

" Veteran " have failed.

steepish line on the contoui grades, or a
' I in 7

" in the appended notes, we got

out our y^m. flat maps, and invented a

detour. Even at that, we perfoimed various

ritual ceremonies at the foot of such ascents

as Dashwood and River Hill. We paused

—

nominally to hght a pipe, actually to let our

distorted engines cool down. • We drained the

hot thin oil out of our crank cases. We re-

newed our belts, and hammered down our ad-

justable pulleys with spanners and stones. We
unhooked our belts, and extracted sin. lengths

of belting to balance the gear reduction.
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Hills on which I have Failed.
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Finally, we diew deep breaths, and, with palpitating

iiearts, stormed at the rise. As the pace slowed, we
cocked our ears at the exhaust, and presently our

wiry, muscular ankles vanished into a blur resembling

an electric fan in full blast. This performance was
facetiously known as " L.P.A." (light pedal assistance).

The last reserves consisted of jumping off and sprint-

ing alongside the conking bicycle ; but only exception-

ally sturdy fellows were equal to this after a few

hundred yards of " L.P.A
pursy habit of body,

I confess that I

never combined
'L.P.A." and "run-

ning with it " in the

same instalment.

With rare presence

of mind I would
"L.P.A." until an
intolerable weariness

in my calves and
ankles coincided

with a glimpse of

some little sheep-

track or rabbit alley

streaking off
obliquely up the side

of the hill. Then
"L.P.A." had just

about served its turn.

Remember the con-

ditions of "L.P.A."
were

:

1. djiin. cranks.

2. 6oin. gear.

2oin. fork-to-

reach.

For myself, being of a

0-

pedal

4-

5-

In

Rest-and-be-Thankful, a Scottish hill

and

Heavy waterproof clothing.

Road speed of 25-15 m.p.h.

other words, one ''ellpeeaed

pull a coachbuilt sidecar with a passenger. Two
years or so I had acquired quite a county reputa-

tion by riding a i ^4 h.p. Ormonde minus pedals up a

slope that might be likened to 800 yards of Ludgate

Hill : yes, and I won a cool fiver by doing it!

The Coming of Variable Gears.

The real snag came when sundry leading clubs began

to support The Motor Cycle campaign "in favour of

variable gears. Incredible as it sounds, the trade

frowned on the movement. With the exception of a few

firms—the P. and
M. two-speed, the
" Anglian " d o g-

clutch three-chain

drive, and Hooy-
donk's Phoenix hub,
no factory offered

anything but single

gears. This journal

did much to educate

public opinion and
render it articulate.

At last the Edin-

burgh M.C.C. leapt

into the breach. It

endorsed our policy

that a roadworthy
bicycle should be
able to climb any
main road hill in the

district where it is

used. So the
Scottish Trials were
sent - up Glencoe,

Rest-and-be-
Thankful, Amulree,
Cockbridge, and

over four miles in length, between Arrochar

Inveraray.

without any

support, standing on the pedals. As exhaustion

grew, one foot would slip off the pedals, and the tense

rider collapsed with a sensation like that of a ripe

plum dropped on a barbed wire fence. So the next

act was to prop up the bicycle and pause by the

roadside, gasping and palpitating. Breath recovered,

I would carry the bicycle up the oblique path-

let through the furze and whinberries, reverse the

bicycle by a tour de force, and roar down again on to

the main road for a repetition of the entire process.

Before now it has taken m.e a solid hour to get up Sun-

rising, Sutton, or Shap or Trow : and even at that I

was a better man than most, for I speak of days when
the majority of riders knew such hills only by repute,

or by riding to the top from the right side, and sniffing

timidly down them. About the time that other hardy
spirits and I used to organise week-end jaunts tc

those precipices (as we then regarded them), there

was a heated discussion in the M.C.C. Committee as

to whether or not the first London-to-Edinburgh run

should be held, some experts maintaining that the

percentage of failures would strike an irreparable blow
at the hobby. Yet, as every good roadman knows,
there is hardly a bump on the whole 400 miles of the

Great North -Road up which a motor scooter could not
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other stiff climbs, which no A.C.U. Committee of that

era dare have mentioned.

Piteous sights were witnessed. I have seen athletes
" cooked " at every conceivable sport—boxing, row-

ing, running—but I never saw men done quite so brown
as some of the plucky riders in th.i earlier Scottish Six

Days. Happy was the entrant who belonged to a

maker's team or an unofficial team of tw-o or three

pals. The duo or trio could share the arduous toil of

pushing one machine up, and come down again to fetch

the remainder. The policy paid beyond our dreams.
Manufacturers were stung by the ridicule heaped on
their miserably inadequate designs. The A.C.U. and
lesser English clubs awoke to find that the Edinburgh
sportsmen had stolen their prestige away, and that the

Scottish Six Days was the blue ribbon of the year.

Pathfinding patrols were organised from Piccadilly,

and the trade realised with a shiver that variable gears

had got to come. So to-day the motor cycling novice

can buy any standard touring machine and go where he

will on it: he would not fail on any hill of less formid-

able calibre than Kenmore or Applecross : and, if he

fails there, he must bltoie himself and not his mount.

As he roars blissfully up tortuous grades of i in 5, let

him remember that he owes his tickly sensations to

forgotten men who sweated and strained to teach the

motor cycling world the folly of single-gears. Moi,

qui vous parte, have pushed 2 cwt. up perhaps 200
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BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

THE

3iH p lARIEL
COMBINATION,

ridden by Mr. F. J, Watson, won a

GOLD MEDAL

SILVER MEDAL
was won by Mr. L. Newey on a 3i h.p. Combination.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD.,
3, Bournbrook, BIRMINGHAM.
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« I*14 POINTS
OF THE NEW 3 H.P.

"FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT
from the ordinary run of Motor Cycles."

Mr. B. H. Daves in " The Motor Cycle."

1

.

Perfectly balanced engine.

2. Overhead valves.

3. Detachable cylinder heads.

4. Steel cylinders.

5. Hand-controlled enclosed clutch.

6. Four-speed gate-change gear box

7. Enclosed transmission

8. Perfect suspension.

9. All black finish.

10. Adequate weather protection.

1 1

.

Single lever control.

12. Car-type brakes

13. Real quietness.

14. Automatic lubrication

Ideal
f o r

Sidecar
Work,

Price £85.
THE SOPWITH
AVIATION &
ENGINEERING
— CO., LTD.,

65, South Molton St., LONDON, W.l.

Telephone .. ... Mayfair 4215 and 4216.

Registered Offices and Works :

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

In anxti'f.rinf/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Hills on which I have Failed—

miles of single-figure gradient, all told, since 1903:
and, when my toes turn blue in bed on a winter night,

I grimace as I recall how I did in a valve of my heart

tears ago: for the doctors have still to learn the trick

of grinding i.i tliat kini of valve. And there are others.

Speaking from memory, I farcy only three riders out

of the entire entry climbed Amulree in the saddle the

first time we sent the Scottish Trial up that lovely

hill.

If I may digress to point a moral, there is abso-

lutely no novelty in the principles of the average 191

9

gear box, be it of the hub or countershaft variety.

You may wangle a patent for one even now, but

for decades past such patents were only to be had

by grafting some tuppenny ha'penny detail on to

an antique gadget, which Boadicea probably used on

special chariots reserved for mountain warfare. The
trade got into a groove over single gears : and it was
jerked out by a little . ;

Scottish dynamite

and journalistic ful-

minate of mercury.

We might just as

well have had one,

two, or three-speed
j

gears in 1903.
\

Clubs, press, and
users must protect

the industry from
getting bogged in

other grooves.' The
price groove. The
weight groove. The
rigid frame groove.

The four-hours-to-

clean groove.

I notice I have
yet to mention climb-

ing with a passenger.

Well, it simply was
not done. Of course,

it could not be. The
old quads were an
exception, certainly.

They bailed from
France. The French
engmeers may at

least boast that they

had heard of the

epicyclic gear as long

Sutton Bank, Yorkshire. This hill at one time was accounted most formidable

Even in these days of speed feats it is a hill which requires careful negotiation.

ago as 1900. De Dion

and Peugeot quads came over fitted with Bozier and

Dupont epicyclic two-speeds : Dennis, Enfield, and

other British firms sent across and bought some. I

admit that these quads were not exactly perfect.

Eight miles an hour up River Hill was good going:

but it had its advantages, for, if the grade stiffened

or the engine was out of tune, you and your lady

stepped o\erboard, without fuss or scurry, and walked

alongside at 4 m.p.h. When the old 'bus slowed to

2 m.p.h., you could push. Legend has it that a

weary old quaddist in the Seven Oaks district used

to help his quad up hill by pulling up the spokes— I!

But the noise ! A marine store in an earthquake was

a dim, religious hush compared to it.

Then the quad went out and we took to the

trailer—behind a single gear, of course. I need only

say that slim, petite damsels caught our fancy : the

rosy-cheeked country maid or hockey lass we were

obliged to deem somewhat blowzy. Look up the

records of the first M.C.C. Interclub Team Cora-

petition. After many searchings of heart, the manage-

ment compelled each sextette to include one passenger

machine. .A' potty course was chosen. I fancy the

brief slope up to Aynho Station in Northants was the

Qnly climb. But the clubs had a rare job to unearth

passenger combina-
" ""

"

'
" '

., tions which could

look at it : and

the favourite stunt

was a big racing

machine and trailer

with two midget

jocks for its crew.

The tricar boom of

1906 was an in-

terlude. Some of

these machines could

climb to beat the

band. But they

went pop just as

the cycle car did

a few years later.

Meantime, the moral

was being mastered.

Variable gears are

all but universal.

They have knocked
much of the sport

out of motor cycling.

They have camou-
flaged certain grave

shortcomings in the

petrol engine. They
tend to degrade

motor cycHng into

a utilitarian locomo-

tion for duffers. But they have at least given Britain's

sons the freedom of Britain's finest roads: and that

is no mean achievement.

.A^ a postscript let me justify an ill-chosen title

by saying that I do not think there can be any hill

in England, Wales, or Scotland on which I have not

failed.

THE SUPPLY OF BENZOLE.

The British Motor League has made arrangements

to supply its members with benzole of the best quality

in any quantity at the very moderate price of 2S. 6d.

per gallon, which is 2d. per gallon cheaper than

benzole can be obtained usually in fifty-gallon

drums. .\t this price, the benzole, wliich is guaranteed

to pass the National Benzole Association's tests,

is delivered free to any address in London, or,

in the case of country members, at any railway

station in England, Wales, or South Scotland, like-

wise carriage free. Particulars may be obtained from

.Mr. Hugh Scott, 28, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

A29
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THE VICTORY CUP TRIAL ANALYSED.
Victory Cup won by a Rider of a Two-s(roke Lightweight.

7 7 Entrants, 73 Starters.

62 complete the Course.

40 Gold Medals.

11 Silver Medals.

THAT over fifty per cent, of the entrants

for the Victory cup trial secured
gold medals may convey an impres-

sion to those who do not know the course
that the reliability and power of the
modern machine had been under-estunated
by the Birmingham M.C.C., who organ-
ised the trial. It has, however, been
proved before that, where it is possible
for a wheel to obtain grip, the machine
of to-day, and even of 1914, will climb
with success, provided the rider can
handle it.

The roads were dry, and, except for the
dust, which was very trying, conditions
were ideal for the competitors. Had it

been wet, we think the results would
have been vei'y different ; the first hill and
Rising Sun alone would have considerably
reduced the number of gold medallists.

It is perhaps only fair to the makers of
the machines that failed, to say that the
personal element was responsible for more
failures than mechanical troubles.
The course was a well-known one, and

for several years before the war we
watched the gradual improvement of
motor cycles on the same hills, excepting
Beacon Hill—a narrow, deeply rutted lane
near Bromsgrove. The other hills were
the Old Wyche Cutting, Portway (near
Painswick), the famous Birdlip, Rising
Sun (or Gambles Lane, to give it its
local name), and Sudeley.

Competitors were credited with 100
marks at the start. There were four
non-stop sections, to stop in any of
which meant the loss of 12 marks, while
for failures on the test hills competitors
were debited with losses in proportion to
the severity of the hill. Failure on
Beacon Hill represented 11 marks, on the
Old Wyche 6, Portway 8, Birdlip 10,
Rising Sun 7, and Sudeley 8. To qualify
for a gold medal, competitors had to
secure 97% of the cup winner's marks,
while lightweight riders were allowed to

(Left) E. Kickham. 4 h.p-

Douglas, on Portway Hill. " v^

(Right) A Norton outfit

on Beacon Hill.

drop to 88%. Silver medallists could
lose 8% marks, and in the lightweight
class 17%. The winners of the cups
were decided by a speed judging test
over a distance of two and a third miles.
The condition of Beacon and Rising

Sun was very bad. The latter was par-
ticularly rough.
With so many new-comers to the

pastime, it is perhaps natural that a great
number of our readers should be interested
in the performance of the machines in the
first of the post-war trials to be held in
Great Britain, and, appreciating this, we
have analysed the results as below :

A.J.S.

Five A.J.S. machines were entered as
under, and each was successful in obtain-
ing 100% marks, thus obtaining gold
medals

:

W. Stevens (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), gold medal.
P. W. Giles (6 h.p. A.J.S. so.), gold medal.
W. Choldcroft (4 h.p. A..T.S. solo), gold medal
W. Jameson (6 h.p. A..T.S. bo.), gold medal.
J. Stevens (6 h.p. A_J.S. sc), gold medal.

PREMIER AWARDS.
VICTORY CUP.

Presented by Lord Calthorpe for the best per-
fonnance by any machine.

G. KuHN, 2\ h.p. Levis two-stroke.
62x70 mm. 211 c.c. Enfield two-speed gear.

Amac carburetter.

DUKE CUP.
Presented by R. W. Duke, Esq., for the next

best performance.
G. A. DaleY, 4 h.p. Triumph sidecar.

95 X 97 mm. 550 CO., S.A. gear box.

EVANS CUP.
Presented by P. J. Evans, Esq., for the best
performance by member or ex-meraber of H.M.

Forces.
G. KuHN, 2\ h.p. Levis two-stroke.

Ariel.]

The Ariel has a 499 c.c. engine, and,
as we have frequently pointed out for
such hills as Sunrisiug, a machine with
this size of engine is slightly under-
powered. However, one of the side-
cars made a very good show. Oerton
failed on Sunrising and retired. Newey
stopped on Rising Sun only.

F. J. Watson (31/2 h.p. Ariel), gold medal.
L. Newey (31/0 h.p. Ariel so.), silver medal.
Chas. Oerton (3i,5 h.p. Ariel sc), retired.

Allon. >

Only one AUon two-stroke entered.
This was ridden by J. W. Milner, who
retired with engine trouble, which wa*
unfortunate.

J. W. Milner (2% h.p. Allon), retired.

Blackbnme.

The single 4 h.p. Elackburne entered
secured' a gold medal with 100% marks.

J. A. Watdon-Bourne (4 h.p. Blackburne), gold
medal.

B.S.A.

No fewer than eight B.S.A.'s started.

Nicholls failed on Rising Sun, W. ,R9{
Steel on the Wyche, Farr and Hill loaW
marks through being late at control.
However, to obtain eight awards out of
eight entrants is a very good performance.

O. Percival (4^4 h.p. B.S.A.), gold medal
L.. L. Sealey (4(4 h.p. B.S.A.), gold medal.
L. Baker (4'/, h.p. U.S.A. sc). gold medaL ,
H. B. Lane (41/4 h.p. B.S.A.), gold me<iaL -jjl
E. H. Nicholls (4i/S h.p. B.3.A. solo), silver medaL*. 1
W. K. Steel (41/, h.p. B.S.A. sc), silver medal.,
A. H. Farr (4i/i h.p. B.S.A.), silver medal.
A. E. Hill (4'/4 h.p. B.S.A.), silver medal.

Chater-Jap.
H. Eoynton (8 h.p. Chater-Jap), retixed.
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SCENES AT THE VICTORY CUP TRIAL. ^Mm^i ^Ifc..

(1) p. W. Moftatt on the new 3| h.p.

(Morgan) on

(8) A Sunbeam on Birdlip

spnng-frame.Douglas ascending Portway.^, (2),D. R.^O^o-vanJNorton^.^^^^^^^^^

:ycles. (6) H. B. Dealey

bottom of Beacon Hill.

OirwVcbT 3) H R LanT 4il.;"B.^XronTi;:Wr pirt of Rising Sun. (4^- Stevens (4i h.p, James sldeca

^) Thee owd of spectators on the'oid Wyche illustrating the new interest of the general pubhc.n motor eye

Morgan) on Rising Sun. (7) L. L. Sealey (B.S.A.) and W. J. Hassell (4 h.p. Norton s.deear) at the boti
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The Victory Cup Trial Analysed.

—

Connaught.

Only one Connaught was entered, and
this usually good performer in trials of

this nature stopped on tlie Old Wyche,
Portway, and Eising Sun.

L. H. JBoQsbtoQ (2';.. h.ii. Conniiugbt), no award.

Douglas.

Tlicre were four Douglas machines
entered, three of which were ridden by
well-known competition riders, the fourth
being C. Pearson on a 4 h.p. model with
sidecar, with whicli he failed to negoti-
ate the test hills, and consequently
received no award. The other three
riders, however, did well.

P. W. MoBatt (1919 3'f. h.p. Dongl.nsI, sold medal.
N. B. Gibb (2-'j L.p. liouclasi, sold medal.
C. KirUham (4 h.p. Dniiglns so.}, silver medal.
0. Pearson (4 li.p. Douglas sc), no award.

Kickham stopped on Eising Sun only.

Diamond.

The two Diamond lightweights entered
Becured gold medals.
A. Milner [2Y\ h.p. Diamond), gold medal.
H. Minton (2-;i h.p. Diamond), gold medal.

Enfield.

One 3 h.p. Enfield was entered, and
secured a gold medal.

B. li. Bird (3 h.p. Enfleld), gold medal.

Harley-Davidson.

Three of these big twin sidecars were
entered, and put up a good performance,
winning two gold and one silver medal.
Masters attempted to climb Rising Sun
on second gear and stopped on changing.

H. Nottbeck (7 h.p. Harley so.), gold medal.
W. A. Fell-Smith (7 h.p. Harley sc.), gold iiipdnl.

J. A. Masters (7 h.p. Harley fic.), silver medal.

Humber.
One 3^ h.p. flat twin represented the

Humber, and, piloted by Sam Wright,
secured a gold medal.

S. Wright (3% h.p. Hnmber), gold medal.

Ivy.

S. Smith (214 h.p. Ivy), retired.

H. Smytheman (2',^ h.p. Ivy), no award.

Indian.

The two Indians did well, the machine
driven by Bridgman being the new 1919
model.
E. A. Bridgman (7 h.p. Indian sc), gold medal.
E. D. Oliver (7 h.p. Indian sc), gold medal.

James.

Eight James machines of several types
were entered, but did not have the best

E. Kickham, 4 h p
Douglas, and Dinky

sidecar.

of luck. H. H. Saddington, on a
5-6 h.p. with sidecar, turned over at one
of the coi'ners, and afterwards retired

;

and Pollock on a 3^- h.p. twin stopped on
the Old Wyche. However, witn six

medals to their credit, the James per-

formance, on the whole, was very good.
Eric Williams, the winner of the last

Junior T.T., won a "gold."
S. Stevens (A'i h.p. James sc), gold medal.
J. Allday [Z\'z h.p. James twin), gold medal. -

Erie AVilliams (3'^ li.p, James twin), gold medal.
S. E. Muchlow (4Vi h.p. James sc), gold medal.
J. F. Lidstone (5-6 h.p. James), f;old medal.
R. E. AYiutle (41/1 h.p. James), sOver medal.
T. PoUoek (3',-j.h.p. James twin), no award.
H. H. Saddington (5-6 h.p. James sc), retired.

Levis.

With two entries, the Levis secured
the Victory Cup, the Evans Cup, and a
gold medal.

'

Gus Kubn [Z^A b.p, Levis), Victory and Evans
Cups.
P. Pike (2t^ h.p. Levis), gold medal.

IMoTgan.

H. B. Dealey on a Morgan secured a
silver medal.- A chain came oft the
sprocket on Rising Sun.
H. B. Dealey (8 h.p. Morg^'in), silver medal.

Matchless.

Only one Matchless was in the trial,

and this was piloted by Rex Mundy, who
had the misfortune to break his throttle
wire.

Kes Mundy (8 h.p. Matchless), no award.

New Imperial.

Two of these well-known lightw.eights
were entered, and one did exceptionally
well, securing a gold medal with 100%
marks. The other entrant, however,
made a performance the reverse of good,
which, since the machines were identical,
shows the influence of the human factor.

B. Kershaw (2^/^ h.p. New Imperial), gold meflnl.
P. S. Taylor ^2% h.p. New Imperial), no award.

New Comet.
A. H. Haden, jun. (8 h.p. New Comet), no award.

Noiton.

It was certainly not one of the Norton's
luckiest days, and with nine entrants
only four gold medals were obtained. W.
J. Hasseli retired with gear trouble,
O'Donovan turned over on Birdlip, and
Cutler had tj-re troubles which forced him
to retire.

H^A. Pattmann (4 h.p. Norton ec), gold medal.
H. Has-^11 (4 liTp. Noiton), gold medal.
L. Southwell (4 h.p. Norton), gold iiied.al.

H. Petty (31/2 h.p. Norton), gold medal.
— Mansell (4 h.p. Norton sc), retire/!.
D. A. 8. Clease (4 h.p. Norton), retired.
H. P. Cutler (4 h.p. Norton sc), retired.
W. J Hasseli (4 h.p. Norton sc), retired.
D. E. O'Donovan (4 h.p. Norton sc), rctireo.

'\
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Rover.

The only Rover entered was a 5-6 h.p.,>|

twin, ridden solo, and as the rider went*.;

off the course he obtained no award. 'i

J. 1'. Cndner (5-6 h.p. Bovcr), no award. 1,

Radco. I
G. A. Lovegrove (21/; h.p. Radco), no award.

Sun-Villiers.

— Gilmour (2V4 h.p. Sun-Villiers), gold medal. I

Sunbeam. «:

The six Sunbeams entered each secured:.!:

an awai'd, five of them winning goldji

medals. De la Hay stopped on Rising,]

Sun. '-t:

J, Drew (31/. h.p. Sunbeam sc), gold medal. i

J. E. Greenwood (8 h.p. Sunbeam sc), gold medall
W. Fraukham (31/. h.p. Sunbeam sc), gold medal,

J. Dudley (S'A h.p. Sunbeam sc), gold medal
G. Dance (31/2 h.p. Sunbeam), gold medal.

L. C. de la Hay [31/. h.p. Suiibeain), silver medal

Triumph.

Three Triumphs were entered by private

owners, one of whom, with sidecar, won
the Duke cup, another a gold medal, and

the third—Stretton Ward—unfortunately

fell on the rough surface at the foot o^

Beacon, and so lost his award.

G. A. Dalby (4 h.p. Triumph sc), Duke Cup.
E. Kibble (4 h.p. Triumph), gold medal.
H. J. Stretton Ward (4 h.p. Triumph), no award

Zenith.

Oae Zenith only was entered, and thii,

secured a silver medal. t

K. Charlesworth (5 h.p. Zenith sc), silver medaU

OBSERVATIONS ON THE
TEST HILLS.

Beacon Hill.

The majority of riders climbed Beaconj |

Hill steadily, but a few opened the*;!

throttle and went up with a dash. W.j I

J. Hasseli (4 h.p. Norton sc.) chargec^ I

up, the sidecar wheel leaving the grounoU
[

several times on the uneven surface. Th^
Levis lightweights were fast, as was also

Kickham (4 h.p. Douglas so.). Gibb (2|
h.p. Douglas) made a very steady bul
high speed climb.

Only a few failures were recorded OB
this hill.

The Old Wyche (1 in 2.9).

Hundreds of spectators gathered oa
the Old Wyche, and no doubt had a
capacious grandstand been erected is

would have been filled. Unfortunately
many non-competitors elected to try th^

hill during the competition, with tha

The new 3J h.p.

spring frame
Douglas. P. W.
Moffatt success-

fully piloted
this machine
through the

J

trial.
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The Victory Cup Trial Analysed—
result that both Boyntoii (Chatei'-Jap)

and A. H. Haden "(New Comet) were
baulked. Gilmour, an Australian who
entered at the last minute on a Sun
Villiers, failed to make a clean ascent,

liis only failure, and Rex Miuidy
(Matchless) gave a display of clever driv-

ing at the top corner -wlieu he was
obliged to slow down to a crawl to avoid

Newey (3^ h.p. Ariel sc).

Portway (1 in 5).

Xine competitors failed on Portway,
upon which performances were con-

sistently good. Saddington (5-6 h.p.

James sc.) turned over, otherwise- there

was little incident to report.

Birdlip (1 in 5).

As this hiU was in very good condition,

it was the scene of many exceptionally

fast climbs. ilost of tlie solo singles

ascended the hill fast without recourse

to their low gears. Charlesworth (5 h.p.

Zenith sc.) made a very fast climb.

Gardner's twin Rover, J. A. Masters (8

h.p. Harley-Davidson sc), and Gibb (2-|

h.p. Douglas), too, w-ere very fast. Giles

(6 A. J.S. sc.) did not change down until

' he reached tlie last thirty yards.

Rising Sun (1 in 4J).

Gambles Lane (Rising Sun) was once
more the "tit-bit" of the trial. The
surface was very loose, and to control a

machine on it required skill more than
the average rider possesses. The majority
of riders took the hill too fast, with
the result that on the top stretch the

machines became difficult to manage.
The big concoui-se of spectators who lined

the hill left but a narrow defile for the

•competitors, which, as usual, added to

their difficulties.

^Yhat impressed us most was the

manner in which the majority of single-

cylinder sidecars ascended this hill. In-

stead of the all-out rush in bottom gear'

with which we were familiar before the

war, these machines went up steadily,

picliing their way, and revealing a

greater reserve of power than one would
e.xpect with engines in the neighbourhood
of 500 c.c.
~ ]?eU Smith (Harley-Davidson sc.) made
a sensational climb, passing another'com-
petitor in -the narrow lane. Again, both
Levis machines made good climbs.

Masters (Harley-Davidson sc.) nearly

reached the top before changing gear,

and then stopped, Jsut made an excellent

restart. De la Hay (Sunbeam) fell, and
Steel (B.S.A., so.) got mixed up with the

spectators, but made a clean ascent.

Wintle (James) stopped, but made an
. excellent restart on the steepest part of

the hill. Mundy (Matchless), with his

throttle wire wrapped rojind a lead

pencil in his hand, made a very fast

cUmb.

Summaiy of Results.

Gold Silver No Ee-

Starters. medal, medal, award, tired.

LigMiveighti .... 14 8 5 2

Solo siEgles 17 9 5 1 1

Sideciir singles .... 15 8 2 6
«olo twins 12 9 2 1

Sidecar twine .... 14 7 3 3 1

Morgan
72
1

41* 10
1

11 10

73 41 11 11 10

•IncludiBg cup winners.

|j^^(^ILIS

From the above it will be seen tliat the

solo singles made the best average per-

formance, 82% securing awards. Twin
sideca'rs came next with over 78%, fol-

lowed by twin solos 75%, and single

sidecars over 66%. Only 57% of the
liglitweights secured awards. In the
matter of gold medals the solo twins
carried off the palm with 9 medals out
of a possible 12.

Retirements.

The retirements were higliest among
the sidecar singles, 33% of the starters

retiring. The lightweiglits came next
with 28%. The %o\o singles, solo twins,
and sidecar twins have one retirement
each, which represents 6%, 8% and 7%
respectively.

BY THE WAY.
Several " Hush " models were in the

trial, including tlie 1919 model, 3x, h.p.

spring frame Douglas, a 2| h.p. spring
frame New Lnperial, and a Sunbeam with
laminated springs fore and aft.

4-37

There were 5,(WO teachers in Chellen-
liani attending a convention. Result, no
luncli.

One of the Norton sidecars carried an
extra passenger on the pillion.

Several competitors were* baulked by
non-competitors.

Albert Mihier, still in khaki, mounted
on a Diamond, caused some amusement
on the Old Wyche by raising his front

wheel oB' the ground at the lop of the
hill.

Gibb's 2| h.p. Douglas had a very
pleasing exhaust note, and climbed excep-

tionally well.

W. H. Egginton, the Birmingham
M.C'.C. secretary, was riding a 6 h.p.

Sunbeam as an official, with his crutches

in the sidecar. He is slowly recovering

from a bad accident sustained some
time ago.

Rex Mundy (Victory Matchless) drove
the major portion of the trial w-itli a
broken throttle wire in. his hand. Not-
withstanding, he made one of the best

climbs on Rising Sun.

" Dignity and Impudence " was the title

given to a big Hai'ley-Davidson with

a Canoelet racing sidecar having an

enormous head light.

F. G. Edmond was seen oij the Wyche,
as a non-competitor, toying with the hill

on a 1920 chain-driven Triumph sidecar.

Many non-competitors showed lack of

sportsmanship by insisting upon trying

Rising Sun in between the competitors.
The egotism required to do this before

such a crowd of spectators was pitiful to

behold. We did not sympathise, how-
ever, with those who failed.

Bridgman's 1919 Indian sidecar gave a

good impression.

Several of Kickham's "Dinky" sidecars

were fitted to competing machines, and
w-ere voted to be the roomiest sporting

sidecar^ ever seen.

J. Dudley (S-^- Sunbeam) received quite

an ovation for his ascent of the Wyche.

The new Douglas ridden by Moffatt had
no exhaust noise under normal conditions.

The running of the machine reminds one
of a sewing machine.

Pike's Levis, with which he won a gold

medal, had the smallest engine in the

trial, the capacity being 198 c.c, and
did the entire course—125 miles—on less

than a gallon of petrol.

A B.S.A. rider was mistaken for " Pa "

Applebee.

In the time check at British Camp, near Malvern. Messrs. Lycett and J. T. Urry are seen

busy examining the rider's sealed watch.

BS
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Sheffield and Hallamshiie M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition has been
arranged for the lOtli inst., and the com-
petition for the Dickenson and Darwen
t'up will bo held on the 24tli,

Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwick-
shire A.C.

Mr. W.. Hughes Butterfield is organis-
ing tha half-day reliability trial on the
17th inst.., and the route is a secret one,
and will include at least two newly dis-

covered hills.

A Colchester Club.

It is suggested that there is room for
a motor cycle club in Colchester. Local
motor cyclists should get together and
organise a club.

The Junior Car Club.

On the 4th inst. the Junior Car Club
will hold a run to Arms Hill, Henley

;

several members e.xpect to make an
attempt to climb the well-known gradient.
Members are to meet at the foot of the
hill at 2.45 p.m. To avoid the U.xbridge
Road, which is in very bad condition,
those travelling from London shpuld pro-
ceed via Brentford, Hounslow, Colnbrook,
and Slough.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).

The Wolverhampton Branch of the
N.M.C.F.U. has been reorganised, A
new committee has been elected, which is

doing its best to place the branch upon
a real business footin<;. The secretary's
name is Mr. G. H. Sanders, and
interested motor cyclists should com-
municate with him at 199, Dunstall
Road, Wolverhampton.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

This well-known club is holding an
opening run, on Saturday ne.xt, to the
club's country headquarters, the Clayton
Arms, Godstone, when, it is hoped, there
will be a general reunion of old members.
Prospective members and other visitors

are also invited. The rini is in the after-

noon, so it is anticipated that the attend-
ance will be a' large one. The club is

endeavouring to organise a late autumn
open reliability trial.

Parley and District M.C.C.

We have had a letter from the hon.
sec. of the Purley and District M.C.C,
L.-Cpl. S._ J. Taylor, 201,653, 2/5th
Durham Light Infantry, Salonika Army.
He states that he will be glad if any
demobilised members of the old club
(moribund since 1915) wUl communicate
with him with a view to restarting it.

Unfortunately, Mr. Taylor sees no pro-
spect of returning home till 1920, so he
trusts that any old members will set to
work to revive the club, appoint a new
hon. secretary, and proceed with a new
programme. His father, Mr. E. Taylor,
19, Clifton Road, Wallington, Surrey,
will hand over the necessary books and
club papers.

b6

~SVi\\XXi. "Events.
Social RunMay 3.—Birmingham M.C.C.

to Warwick.
May 3.—Streatham and District M.C.C.

lieunion at the Clayton Arms, God-
stone.

May 3.—Yorh and District M.C. Social

Run.
May 4.—Bolton and District M.C. Re-

liability Trial.
May If.

—Harrogate and District M.C.C.
Social Run and Picnic, Bylands
Abbey.

May If.
—Ilheston and District M.C.C.

Run to Buxton.
May If.

—Liverpool M.C. Social Run to

Llandudno.
May i.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Relia-

bility Run to Knutsford.
May If.

— Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social
Run to Farlow Banh.

May If.
—Junior Car Club. Run to Arms

Hill, Henley.
May If.

—Eastern Counties M.C. Com-
petition, Audley End.

May 7.—York and District M.C. Slow
Hill-climb, Garrowby.

May 10.—Exeter and Di.itrict M.C.C.
Opening Run.

May 10.—The M.C.C. Speed-judging
Competition.

May 10.—Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C. Speed-judging Competition,
Mam Tor.

May 10.— Wolverhampton M.C.C. Relia-
bility Trial.

May 11.—Eastern Counties M.C.
Southend.

May 11.—Ilkeston and District

Run to Ollerton.

May 11.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield.

Dovedale.
May 17-18.—Birminrjliam M.C.C.

end Touring Competition to

gollen.

May 17.—Liverpool M.C. Social Run to

Llangollen.
May ir.Sutton Coldficld A.C. Holi-

day Trial.

May 17.— Woolwich
District M.C.C.
Matchless Cup.

May 21.—York and District M.C. Re-

liability Trial.

May 2If.
—Sheffield and Hallamshire

M.C.C. Competition for Dickenson
and Darwen Cup.

June 6. — M.C.C. London Edinburgh
Run.

June 7-9.—Birmingham M.C.C. 2' rial to

Land's End.
August.—A.CU. Six Days Reliability

Trials.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

This club is now in full swing with
Mr. A. 0. Haskins, 15, King Street,

Wolverhampton, as secretary. A reli-

ability trial is being organised for the

10th inst., and arrangements are in hand
for an open hill-climb.

Run to

M.C.C.

Run to

Week-
Llan-

Plumstead,
Open Trial

and
lor

Birmingham M.C.C.

Gus Kuhn (2^ Levis), the winner of

tha Victory and Evans Cups in the

Victory Cup Trial, obtained 100 marksB
and in tha speed-judging competition wafl

I63. out. G. A. Dalby (4 Triumph sc.)f

winner of Duke Cup and gold medal, 100

marks, 24^s. error m speed-judging. The
smallest error was Boughton (Connaught),

|s. ; the greatest error Nottbeck, 1,1233.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield). \
Entries for the reliability run to Knuts^

ford on the 4th (entrance fee Is.) may be

received up to to-morrow. Mr. L. ^m
Henderson will present a. gold rnedal n
tha winner, and three other prizes arl

offered if sufficient entries are received.

Those interested should comnrunicate.with

the hon. secretary, Mr. W. Wright, 48,-

Hinde Street, Firth Park, Sheffield.

Essex M.C.

The results of the recent speed

distance judging competitions are

announced as under

:

Speed Jitdging Comi-etition.
Error.

Varney (Trumbull) ... ... 51 sees.

— . Wellington (Triumph) ... 3 mina.

Distance Judging Competition, fl

ErrorJI
C. Pearson (Douglas) ... .., 1,100 ydS?

• li

Uf

E

Blackheath and District M.C.

A meeting will be held at the White
Hart Hotel, Bromley, Kent, on Saturday,

the 10th inst., at 8 p.m., to discuss the re-

formation of this club. All motorists and
motor cyclists interested are invited to

be present. The honorary secretary is

Mr. J. S. Wilson, Burnhara Lodge, Lake
Avenue, Bromley, Kent, who will be glad

to forward information to prospective

members.

Farnham and District M.C.C. ,

At a general meeting held at the Bush
Hotel,' Farnham, the above club was

'

formed with a membership of thirty.

The subscription was fi.xed at 7s. 6d. per

annum. It is the intention of the com-
mittee to hold a large number of social

runs, as well as competitions. Interested

local motor cyclists should communicate
with the joint hon. sees., Messrs. A. F.

Bateman and L. J. Mitchell, "The
Lindens," Farnham, Surrey.

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

The runs of the newly-formed Ilkeston

and District M.C.C. have been very suor-

cessful up to the present, and weB
attended by its members. The run to

Skegness was a very pleasant outing.

The club is enrolling many new
members, and a very strong membership
is anticipated. Motor cyclists in tU
district who would like^ to enjoy the

benefits of club runs should make applica-

tion to become members to Mr. A. Check-
land, 106, Bath Street, Ilkeston.

1
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Over 500 Motor Cycles at N.M.C.F.U. Rally.
The Gathering of National Motor Cyclist Fuel Union Members at Stratford -on -Avon

produces a Record Number of Participants.

ABOUT 550 members of the N.M.C.F.U.
congregated at Stratford-on-Avoii

for the intevmeet organised by the

Birmingham and C-oveutry branch secre-

taries, and these were mounted on almost

every conceivable type of machine, both

ancient and modern.
Almost everywhere the owners' keen

interest in their machines was in evidence,

aud as many of the members are nieclianics

it was not surprising to find that, in many
cases, the makers' design had been " im-

proved" in detail.

For example, one of the most attractive

outfits we saw was a Harley-Davidson,

u|xin which the owner, a Mr. Bateman,

of Coventry, had lavished much thought,

time, and money. The mudguards were of

his own make, and followed

A.J.S. lines to some exteiit. ,

Each was made in one piece of

heavy gauge material. The
guards were certainly the best

we have seen. Other improve-

ments included a hot air muff on

the induction i^ipe, a special

type of extra air valve, a thief-

bafiling device, and a three-sided

sidecar screen. The machine was
very complete as to electric

lamps, and the sidecar was ovn.i-

mented with a Tnascot.

Another machine which created a great
deal of interest was a 5i h.p. solo Sun-
beam finished all black, with disc wheels,
electric light, and chain-cum-belt drive,

while near by stood a Premier " flying

bedstead," one of the macliines with
05 h.p. single-cylinder engine and outside
flywheel, etc., built for the 1914 T.T.
The owner had reduced the compression
ratio and fitted chain cases.

Picnic Equipment.

Almost every sidecar carried one or

more small children, and picnic baskets

seemed to be p?irt of the standard equip-

ment in most cases.

The organisers had made arrangements
to park the machines in groups according

to the centres from which they had come.

We noticed groups of various numbers
from ShelKeld, Leicester, Derby, Birming-

ham, and Coventry. Naturally, the Bir-

mingham and Coventry centres were well

represented.

New Models.

The display of 1919 models -flias some-

what disappointing. The new Rex, a

6 h.p. Rover, an A.J.S. , and the Coven-
try Victor were noticed. The last men-
tioned is a flat twin of unusual design,

with the gear box mounted high up in

the frame.
During the day there were speeches by

officials, including Mr. A. W. Torldngton,

the president of the Union, and a cinema
operator was very busy
during the run out for the

circular tour of ten miles.

Later there was a demon-
stration by Coventry testers

in fancy costume, winch,
lowever, we think, was not
quite api^ropriate for a Sun-
day event. On the whole,
tlie organisers, Messrs.
Murray and Mallilieu, are

to be congratulated upon a

\ery successful rally of

membris of the N M C.F.U.

(Top) A smart Enfield sidecar outfit seen at the N.M.C.F.U. rally. A small mascot of Cupid will be seen on the

(Left) A well-equipped Harley-Davidson attracted much attention. The design of the windscreen is worthy of note.

(Right) .•\n_all black 31 h.p. Sunbeam, with disc wheels, the appearance of which was particularly admired.

sidecar.

MOTOR CYCLING AT CHRISTCHURCH, NEW
ON February 15th the Pioneer Sports

Club, Christchurch, New Zealand,

held its annual carnival, which
proved very successful. Pcesults :

Lightweight Handicu- (Eight iMiLES).

—

Machines up to 600 c.c.

L F. Haworth (2i Triumph) ..'. 70s.

.2. G. Moffatt (4i B.S.A.) 30s.

Time,9m.l7|s. 51.5m.p.h. Sevenstarted.

South IsL.iND iliDDLEWEiGHi Champion-
ship (Tex Miles).

--1. - F. Haworth (2i Triumph).
2. G. Moffatt (4^ B.S.A.).

Time, 10m. W^s. 58.5 m.p.h.

AUSTHAL.ISIAN HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION-
SHIP (Fifteen Miles).

1. H. R. Crawley (7 Harley-Davidson).
2. L. Maugham (7 Harley-Davidson).
Time, 14m. 12s. 63.4 m.p.h.

Tourist Handicap (Five Miles).—Open
to any power.

1. L. D. Earafield (2J Douglas) ... 210s.

2. E. G. Barrel! (7 Indian) ... 110s.

Time, 8ra. 26|s. 35.5 m.p.h.

Open Handicap (Eight JIiles).

F.-. Haworth (2^ Triumph) ... 150s.

N. Souter (7 Harley-Davidson)

25s.

1.

2.

Time,
easily.

9m. lOfs. 52.3 m.p.h. Won

ZEALAND.
Sidecar Handicap (Five Miles)

1. H. Jones (7 Harlev-Davidson)
2. R. . L. Kennett (7 Harley-

Davidson) scr.

Time, 6m. 23s. 47 m.p.h.

An interesting event was a race between

R. Crawley (7 Harley-Davidson) and J.

Mercer (100 h.p. biplane). The course

was five miles, each competitor making a

flying start. The airman flew round the

course at a height of about 500 feet, but

had some difficulty in keeping to the line

of the track. Crawley was an easy

winner by fifty yards. "The time i,s not

available.
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THE RICHMOND MEET.

MAiY 1st, igig. ij

Revival of (he Annual Yorkshire Intermeeting of Motor Cycle Clubs

Members of the Middlesbrough Motor Cycle Club, one of the several clubs at the Richmond Meet.

TO mark the opening of the summer
season in pre-war days the North of

England clubs held an intei-meet at

Eichmond, which was always well

attended. This year's event, however,
only attracted some seventy motor
cyclists, which comparatively low number
is accounted for in various ways. In
the first place, a large number of club
members have not yet taken delivery of

their machines, and many others who
were more fortunate took advantage of

the holiday to go touring.

However, despite the presence of
threatening clouds early in the day,
which induced several to don " oilies " in

preparation, members of the Middles-
brough, York, and Harrogate Clubs
started for the venue, and by devious
paths reached Richmond, which the first-

comers found very quiet.

As at every motor cyclists' rendezvous,
great interest was displayed in new
machines, but except for a few new
Triumphs, B.S.A.'s, and a P. and M., no
post-war models were on view. The only
light car in evidence was a smart Singer,
which had 8,000 miles to its credit, and
a few Morgans represented the cycle
cars.

Only one lady driver was seen, and
she was on an old twin Peugeot with
sidecar, which was driven from IMiddles-
brough.

Mr. J. Stevenson arrived frorn Darling-
ton with a 1913 5 h.p. Clyno outfit carry-

ing no fewer than five passengers—a load
which he says the machine is easily

capable of carrying. An old lightweight

F.N. with a passenger on the carrier

was noticed.

The event this year proved to be a

very pleasant affair, but future Richmond
rallies no doubt will be more like those

of pre-war days, when the secretaries

of Northern clubs met to discuss

summer programmes, and to arrange
inter-cluD runs, and motor cyclists

turned up in their hundreds.

THE Easter trial of the Dublin and
District Motor Cycle Club attracted
a very good entry, despite the fact

that the great majority of those who took
part in the event were mounted on
machines that in pre-war days would
have been regarded as being past service
for such strenuous work as Irish trials
usually prove. The certainty that this
would be the case doubtless weighed with
the committee in fixing the course, as
Dublin to Dundalk, by Ashbourne,

(Left) R. T. Cawthorne, a north-

country rider, on a smart Dot
outfit (Right) J. Butler on his 31

h.p. Scott sidecar.

DUBLIN RELIABILITY TRIAL.
CoUon, and Slane, and back by Dunleer,
Drogkeda, and Balbriggan, would not
have been regarded as a severe test in
the early days of the pastime. The route
of approximately one hrmdred miles ended
at Druracondra.
Of the 26 entries received, 19 started.
Despite the easy nature of the course,

only two-thirds of the starters completed
the journey. One secret check was
taken, and the variation thereat decided
the result of the competition.

The results were as follow : 1, A.

Grimes (7 Indian sc), 31s. variation; 3

and 3 tied, T. Redmond (7 Indian so.) and

J. Adair (2^ New Hudson), 34s. ; 4, A.

Carton (7 Indian sc), 38s. ; 5, R. Hewi-
son (7. Excelsior so.), 57s. ; 6, D. Allen

(2i AUon), 64s. ; 7, R. Clarke (7 Excelsior

EC), 69s. ; 8, P. H. Hurse (4i B.S.A.),

84s. ; 9, M. McLoughlan (3^ Norton),

88s. ; 10, T. Carton (2| Douglas), 89s.

;

11, R. Armstrong (6 Enfield sc), 94s.;

12, F. McMuUen (34 Rudge), 144s.

!i
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A 3ih„p. Spring Frame Douglas for 1919.
New Design Spring Frame embodying Enclosed Coil Springs.

Tne new 3J h.p Douglas, whichis fitted with a spring frame. The flat twin engine has cylinders 68 X 68 mm. =494 c.c.

WORLD-WIDE is the reputation en-

joyed by Messrs. Douglas Motors,
. Ltd.-, of Bristol, the pioneers of

the flat twin. A general engineering
business, with a speciality in boot and
shoe machinery, and an intelligent antici-

pation of the motor cycle needs of the
public in taking up a small flat twin
lightweight proved to be the foundation
of the present important branch of the
motor cycle industry. Then followed a
remarkable run of success in competition
on road and track, culminating in a still

more notable success on war service on
all fronts. Such in brief is a summary of
the qualifications and experience behind
this latest production, the 3^ h.p.

Douglas.

1919 is in fact a complete redesign in

every part. New as it is to the ordinary
rider, the firm have subjected the model
to extensive road tests 'during many
months, and now offer the 3^ h.p. as a
proved design, representing the result of
their accumulated and unique experience.

The Engine Unit.
The volume swept by the pistons is a

shade under 500 c.c, each cylinder being
68x58 mm., and it is to be nominated
3-^ h.p., but, of course, develops more.
The valves, inclined side by side on the
right hand of the unit (differing from
the 4 h.p. models, which are on top), are
operated through links by single cam
wheel, one cam lifting the exhaust
valves and the other actuating the two

inlet valves. An intermediate wheel
carries a worm driving, at right angles,

a small rotary lubricating pump running
at one-twentieth engine speed, situated

on the side of the crank- case near the

top, thus admitting of very short oil pipes

being used.
A hand pump and sight feed is inter-

connected with the rotary pump, and one
lead only is given, that being to the front

cylinder.

The magneto pinion wheel, indepen-
dently mounted, drives the magneto by a
single dog ; removal is facilitated without
disturbing the timing, and it is impos-
sible to replace the magneto incorrectly.

It is interesting to observe the position

adopted for the plug, i.e., between the

inlet valve and cylinder head.

A redesigned ,

spring fork

Note the sub-

stantial lamp
bracket. _ u

It is "e.xtraordinary how, in the early
days, environment considerably affected

the design of motor cycles. In this con-
nection the firm claim that their factory,
situated as it is in the hilly West, gives
them a considerable advantage over
many other manufacturers in the matter
of testing. They argue that if a motor
cycle will give efficient service in the
West CoTintry it may be relied upon to do
so anywhere, and many who know the
Bristol district well will agree.

Though retaining the general Douglas
outlines, the 3^ h.p. mount introduced for

"^y
The engine unit with

timing cover removed
to show the method of

withdrawing the shaft

of the oil pump

EI3



(Lett) Clutch operating mechanism. The arrow points to the adjusting ratchet lever. (Right)

detached ; -the centre portion of the domed clutch cover gives access to the

The cylinders differ slightly from
former models, the horizontal fins tapering

towards the base, whilst unusually large

cylinder ports are provided. The extent

of the offset is not so pronounced as

hitlierto, a little wider offset at the small

end of the connecting rods being necessi-

tated thereby.
Douglas standard type pistons are

employed with two top rings only. On
the lower edge of the lower groove a

bevel IS formed, through which is drilled

small flanges to retain the rollers, a

depression being provided on the rod to

assist assembly ; the addition of loose

flanges is thus obviated. Balance weights
are fitted and absolute tightness is en-

sured by wedging surfaces and one bolt

in each web. The main bearings may be
either ball or roller, provision being made
for either type.

Concentric aluminium fins are fitted to

(Left) A standard type of piston. Note

fmall drilled holes on the bevelled edge of

the lower groove. —

(Right) Gudgeon pin fixing. A domed
copper cap Is placed in the hole and ex-

panded into the groove by pressure. The
cop on one side has a central hole through

which to insert a rod when removing the

cap on the opposite side. ^
a number of small oil holes leading to

the interior of the piston. The interior

of the piston is webbed.
Main shaft and connecting rods form

a very neat item ; the roller bearing big

ends are ingeniously constructed with

By removing two nuts the chain cover Is

operating mechanism.

the valve caps to assist cooling, and very

light, easily adjustable tappets ate

another good point.

An Amac carburetter of the type
favoured by this firm, i.e., with exhaust
jacketed vaporising chamber, ia couplecT.

up to external induction pipes ; the in-

corporation of an induction chamber ia

the timing case was made the subject ot

experiment, but did not offer advantages
to balance the increased cost of produc-

The magneto Is removed by detaching

two nuts on a bridge member which releases

a horseshoe distance piece. The magneto
can be lifted out without disturbing the

timing.

The valve caps have two concentric

aluminium fins to assist cooling

tion. Perhaps tjie most unique point (^
this newly designed engine is its mode of-

attachment at three points only, two
lower frame bolts and one upper bolt

connecting the magneto holding-down
bridge to the centre of the under tank
tube. The advantage lies in the fact that

'

the whole engine unit can be taken out

of the frame in less time than it takes

to remove a cylinder from the average.

single-cylinder engine.

The method of securing the magnet*
is quite new. A horseshoe bridge with
a distance piece binds it firmly on the-

(Left) Plan view of the new Douglas (Right) Underneath view of the machine, showing ample size of the undershleld.

BI4
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A 3J h.p. Sprmg Frame Douglas tor 1919.—

top of the crank case, and also repre-
sents the third point of engine attach-
ment just mentioned. Each of the three
jiuts is instantly accessible.

Provision is made for the installation

of a Lucas Ughting dynamo, the drive
being taken from the magneto pinion ; a

new timing case cover and magneto
bridge are necessary with an extension
to cover the dynamo drive. This item
forms an exti-a to the standard specifica-

tion.

Combined chain and belt transmission
is still used, not without due consideration
of the claims of chain, belt, or shaft

drive. A Eenold \m. x fin. pitch chain
is employed between engine and counter-
shaft, the enclosing chain case being oil

tight, yet very easily detachable ; whilst

"

both chain and clutch run in an oil bath.

Countershaft Three-speed Gear.

The ratios adopted are : Top gear 5.1

to 1, middle 7.8 to 1, and low 11.9 to 1.

The gear lias been completely redesigned,

but on the same principles as that

The connecting rod, showing small

flanges for retaining the rollers of the big

end bearings.

formerly fitted on Douglas models ; the

chief innovations are the clutch and en-

closed kick starter. The clutch is of the
cone t\'pe, cast iron to mild steel, running
on a ball bearing. The chain wheel
carries six cone taper surfaces, three on
each side, engaging with corresponding
surfaces on the inner and outer plates,

whilst each face has oil conveying grooves
formed upon it. A 50 lb. double central

helical spring engages with three radial

Crankshaft, showing one loose balance

weight. Its final position is indicated by

the dotted line.

levers on a floating ring ; these provide

a 3 to 1 leverage, and the operating

mechanism provicfes a 4 to 1 leverage,

thus giving very easy control. No tools

are necessary for adjustment, a ratchet

lever, operated by hand, remaining in

situ on the clutch. The domed cover and

The metal undershield

and flexible leather leg

shields. The latter can be
quickly removed and rolled

up when not required.

the' gear box casting are in aluminium
with dull smooth finish. The combined
attachment for the clutch control lever
and exhaust lifter to the handle-bar is

particularly neat. The final drive is by
a jin. belt, which is protected by a metal
shield-

The New Spring Frame.
Steel lugs are employed, bored from

the solid stampings, the head being a

particularly strong point. The Douglas
spring frame, which we have previously
noted as a patent, is a complete departure
from their former practice, laminated
springs being abandoned in favour of

helical springs. The rear frame is pivoted
behind the gear box bracket on a very
wide, hardened and ground plain bearing

;

the upper point is connected through an
ingenious pair of levers, whose function

is to reduce movement, to a pair of

enclosed helical springs placed horizontally

on each side of the saddle lug. These
springs (each being made up of two con-

centric springs) act in compression, and
adjustment is provided to suit different

riders' weights. Approximately, Sin.

movement of the wheel is reduced to

about iin. on the springs. The carrier is

sprung with the frame. Means of lubri-
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eating all moving parts are provided.

For three years this spring frame has been

under test by the Dougfas firm, and so

satisfactory is it in the comfort provided,

hard wearing capabilities, and absence of

lateral movement, that it takes a definite

place in thpir future programme. Wheels

and tyres are 26in. x 2|iii.

Mudguarding.

Special consideration has been given to

mudguarding. There are deep valances

on wide guards to both wheels, a sub-

stantial undershield with side valances

fitting to the inner edge of the footboard,

and, if required, flexible leg shields

attached to a cross bar on the top tube.

Tills cross bar is only dropped on, no
fastening, the shields being buttoned
down tightly to the front flange of the

undershield.

The rear brake operates on the belt rim
from a right pedal through a compensat-
ing lever, whilst the front brake is of the

The rotary oil pump and driving shaft.

conventional stirrup type. The saddle is

fixed to the frame, adjustment for riding

position being at the footboards.

The new tank, a variation of the 4 h.p.

type, has a petrol capacity of one gallon

five pints, and of lubricating oil two and
threequarter pints. The gear control

lever is in the usual Douglas position over

the tank, and the vertical control rod

passes through the tank.

As a solo mount with empty tank the

machine scales 231 lb.

We hope shortly to avail ourselves of a .

proffered trial of one of these new 3^ h.p.

machines, which, combined with a re-

designed 2| h.p. lightweight and the

4 h.p. sideear model, will form the

Douglas range in 1919.

Valve side of the is h.p. Douglas. The weight ot the machine is 231 lb., and petrol capacity

1 gall. 5 pints.

Second-h.\nd Motoe Cycles.—The
Auto Cycle Union has been busily engaged
recently in advising members in buying
second-hand machines.

A MoiOE Cyclists' MEiiOELiL.—A com-
mittee has been formed by the Auto
Cycle Union to look into the matter of a

permanent memorial to the services ren-

dered by motor cyclists during the war.

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
(Officially commimicaled.)

A COMIIEMOEATION OF IMoTOE CYCLISTS.

—On the suggestion of the Rev. E. P.

Greenhill, the Auto Cycle Union is to

take steps to arrange a commemoration
service to the memory of members who
have fallen in the war.
FoETHCoiiiNG A.C.U. Meetings.—The

Auto Cycle Union has arranged the fol-

lowing dates and venues for forthcoming

meetings of the General Committee : Juno
20th, Bristol ; September, headquarters of

Six Days Trial; November 28th, London
(during the motor cycle exhibition)

;

February 20th, 1920, Manchester.

New Members.—Despite recent exten-

sion, the Auto Cycle Union is having to

consider the advisability of still further

enlarging the premises at headquarters.

Big
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The Six Days Trial.

It is practically certain that the A.C.U.
Si.x Days will be held in September.

Dutch Shctfv.

There -is to be a cor and motor cycle
exhibition in Amsterdam in July next.

Imports Restricted.

The Board of Trade announce that ball

bearings, roller bearings, ball retainers,

ball bearing bolts, and steel balls may be
imported only under limited licences.

•'The First 100,000."

This issue of The Motor Cycle sets up
a new -world's record in the circulation
of motoring journals, the printing order
exceeding 100,000 copies.

Lecture on Benzole.

The Liverpool Motor Club has arranged
a lecture to be held at the small Picton
Lecture Hall on the 5th inst. at 7.30 p.m.
The lecturer will be Mr. S. Henshaw, of

the Staffordshire Chemical Co., one. of the
best authorities on this subject. Mr. T.
W. Loughborough, A.JI.I.A.E., secretary
of theA.C.U., has promised to be present.

Trade Control Abolished.

The Board of Trade announced ' last

week that, with a few exceptions, all

controls on the sale and distribution of

commodities exercised by the War Office,

Admiralty, Ministry of Munitions, and
Board of Trade have been abolished, or
will cease at the latest by May 31st.

This opens the way to a great trade
revival.

Results of Cork Trial.

First-class awai-ds (marks lost given in

parentheses) : E. B. Russell, 4 Triumph
(1), G. H. Ogilvie, 4 Triumph (2), T. E.
Popham, 6 Enfield sc. (2), J. Gibbings,

4i B.S.A. (3), J. P. Frost, 6 Enfield sc.

(3), W. Waterman, 7 Indian (6), S. R.
Hasford, 3^ Zenith (5). Second-class
awards : J. Atkinson (5-6 Ariel), J. Ryan
(23 A.J.S.), J. A. Wil.<on (3^ Rover).

.

Third-class awards : W. J. Musgrave (4

Triumph sc). Special .awards : Best per-

formance, E. B. Russell ; sidecar prize,

T. R. Popham ; novices' prize, T. R.

Popham; sidecar prize under 600 c.c,

W. J. Musgrave ; beginners' prize, J.

H. Watson.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The eleventh- meeting of the session of

the Institution of _A.utomobile Engineers

will be held on Wednesday, the 7th inst.,

at the Royal Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, W.C, at 8 p.m., when iMr.

Chas. Day will read a paper on "Diesel
Engines." Cards of invitation to the

meeting may be obtained by those inter-

ested in the .subject on application to the

Secretary of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, 28, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I. A further meeting will also be

held at the Chamber of Commerce Hall,

New Street, Birmingham, on Thursday,
the 8th in.st., at 7.30 p.m., when INIr. E.

Tilston will read a paper entitled "Two-
stroke Engines foj Motor Cycles."

The Winner of the Victory Cup.

To Mr. Gus Kuhn, of S. Yardley, Bir-

mingham, is due the honour of winning
the premier award in the first British post-

war open trial. His performance was a

remarkably good one, especially as the

mount upon which he won the Victory

and Evans cups was a lightweight, to

wit a 2^ h.p. Levis.

The particular Levis upon which he

won the Victory cup is a comparatively

old machine, being a well-worn 1914-1915

model with Enfield gear (ratios 5^ and

10^- to 1), Amac carburetter, and Hutchin-

son 26iu. X 2in. tyres. Jlr. Kuhn tells us

that his average consumption is about 125

m.p.g., and that his maximum speed is

about 40 ra.p.h.

Special "Jeatures.

THE VICTORY CUP.

HILLS ON WHICH I HAVE FAILED.

NEW MODELS.

A.C.U. Committees.

The following are elected to serve

on the Competitions Sub-committee of

the A.C.U. : Messrs. E. B. Ware, A. V.

'

Ebblewhite, F. A. Hardy, Alec Ross,

J. W. G. Brooker, Maj. ' A. M. Low,
R.A F., the Rev. E. P. Greenhill, Col.

A. E. Davidson, D.S.O., R.E., Maj.

W. G. McJIinnies, R.A.F., Col. D. F.

Nicholl, D.S.O., R.A., Messrs. W.
Cooper and A. G. Reynolds.
The Touring Sub-committee consists of

Messrs. H. P. E. Harding, H. G. Bell, E.

M. P. Boileau, J. W. G. Brooker, B.

Marians. Maj. W. G. McMinnies, Mr.
W. H. 'Wells, Maj. J. R. Potter, Mr.
L. Wozencroft, Maj. S. R. Axford,

Messrs. F. 'Nfuiray and S. L. Bailey.

Mr. Gus Kuhn (No. 25), the winner of the Victory and Evans cups in the Victory Cup Trial,

mounted on the 2i h.p. Levis, with which he secured the awards. The weight of the machine

is sufficiendy light to permit of its being lifted by its rider. Petrol consumpiion equals 125 m.p.g.
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A 1915 4 li.p. Triumph
and Gloria sidecar,awarded

the prize given for the

best, appearance at the

N.M.C.F.U. Rally.

On Birdlip.

A small dog persisted in trotting across

Birdlip in front of almost every com-
petitor dnring the Victory Cup Trial, and
its owner did not seem to realise the

number of times her pet narrowly escaped

sudden death.

Demand for 1,500,000 Motor Cycles.

According to an American paper, Mr.
Duncan Watson, jNI.I.E.E., the managing
director of the British Harley-Davidson
Co., is credited with having stated that

the British post-war demand for motor
cycles will not be satisfied until a million

and a half motor cycles are produced.

French Jlotor Cycles.

An interesting article on the French
view of the motor cycle position in France
appeared in a recent issue of L'Auto.
The article generously gives England the

credit for being the leader in the world
of motor cycle construction. It points

cut how, in years gone by, French manu-
facturers were afraid of launching forth

into the motor cycle market, and con-

tented themselves with delivering cheap
machines, clearly inferior to those manu-
factured by their British neighbours. It

was shown that the motor cycle, far

from being a vehicle purely for sport and
luxury, became of prior utility during
the w-ar and was employed on a large

scale by the English, Americans, and
French. At the present time several of

the French aeroplane manufacturers are

devoting their attention to and are using

their factories for the production of motor
cj'cles of first rank, machines which our

contemporary says will be capable of com-
bating foreign competition. Not much
can be done at the moment, but a few

months hence it is anticipated that the

factories will be turning out machines of

a quality even better than expected. It

is reported that JM. Georges Levi, a

manufacturer of seaplanes, is about to

devote his factory and technical depart-

ments at Levallois to the manufacture of

high grade motor cycles.

Good Spare Parts.

A question in the House of Commons
the other day elicited the fact that the

Government has £15,000,000 worth of

spare parts and accessories for all types
of motor vehicles, half of which are in

this country. Such as are surplus are to

be sold.

New French Models.

The 1919 Griffon-.—The makers of the

Griffon—The Societe Anonyme des Cycles

Griffon, 40, Rue Louis-Blanc, Courbevoie,

Seine—are concentrating on a single model :

6 h.p. twin-cylinder, 74 mm. x 87 mm.,
to be provided with two-speed gear box
and clutch controllable either by foot or

hand, while the gears will be changed
from the handle-bars. Price £96; coach-

built sidecar, £28 extra.

The 1919 Clement.—Manufactured b-
Cycles Clement, 75, Grande Rue.
P're-Saint-Gervais, Seine. This

firm is also concentrating on a

single model : 4 h.p. twin-

cylinder, V type, 64 mA. x 77

mm., two speeds and

clutch, automatic

lubrication, at £120.
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Cognoscenti on the Saddle.

Among the machines on the . Ripley

Road last week-end were noticed a new
Wooler, a twin Blackburne, a 1919 T.T.

Budge with handle-bars almost rneet-

ing the footrests, a gigantic J. A. P. in a

light frame evidently home asseinbled,

one of the latest T.T. 'electrically-equipped

Harlcys purring along at an easy 40, and

a four-cylinder Henderson solo. Two-
strokes were greatly in evidence, as was

the ubiquitous Douglas.

Sir Douglas Haig and the Signal Service.

The close touch that this journal kept

with the motor cyclists in the Signal

Service (R.E.) throughout the war renders

Sir Douglas Haig's remarks regarding

army motor cyclists of especial mtere.st

to our readers. From the very moment
hostilities broke out the staff of this

journal were busily engaged in helping

the Government in every possible way in

obtaining suitable recruits for this im-

portant branch of the service. In contrast

to Lord French, Sir Douglas Haig refers

to the motor cyclists as such. It may
be recollected that in Lord French's first

despatch he unfortunately referred to

them as "cyclists," consequently a good

deal of the honour due to these brave

pioneers was lost to them.

Sir Douglas Haig's report is his last

and deals with the advance into Germany
from November 11th, 1918, until Decem-

ber 31st of that year. The report reads :

" On the advance of our forces to the

Rhine, telephone communication was

established between General Headquarters

at Montreuil and Cologne. Signal com-

munication entailing the putting up of

many thousands of miles of wire was
provided also for the control of railway

traffic, while to supplement electric com-

munication generally a Despatch Rider

Letter Service was maintained by motor

cyclists. The amount of signal traffic

dealt with became very great and on the

lines of communication alone more than

23,000 telegrams have been transmitted

in 24 hours. Similarly, at the General

Headquarters, as many as 9,000 telegrams

have been dealt with in 24 hours, besides

3,400 letters carried by despatch riders."

The obvious advantage of the sidecar over any other type of light motor vehicle, so far as

passenger accommodation goes, is well exemplified during the week ends. Sidecar outfits

with four up are a common sight. The owner of the Clyno shown above appears

to have solved the problem of carrying a family of six in a quite satisfactory manner.

B23
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A New Lightweight on Standard Lines.
The Carfie'd Two-stroke embodying Well-known Components.

The 2'. h.p. Carfield two-stroke. The engine is a 1\ h.p. Villiers and the gear a two-speed Albion.

CONSIDERING the demand e.sisting

for motor cycles at the present time,
it is perhaps surprising that more

new firms have not come into e.xistence

to taUe advantage o£ the popularity of

the motor cycle. In the car world up-

wards of thirty new motor firms have
entered the industry, ajid, although the

A SPANISH
MOTOR CYCLE.
A SPANISH reader who is a motor

mechanic, and has served with the

Hispano-Suiza and other important
motor firms in Spain, evidently is not
content to import " foreign " motor
cycles, and has completed a single-

cylinder motor cycle, which has attained
a speed of 64 m.p.li.

This engine has a bore and stroke of

85 mm., overhead valves, and is fitted

•with the builder's owu _ carburetter,
which, like the machine, lie is calling the
Cacharo, his own name.
A cone clutch and expanding pulley

gear are operated by a long lever on
American lines. >

Senor Cacharo also built a two-cylinder
machine with a 760 c.c. engine about two
years ago, which, the designer claims,
was the first motor cycle to be constructed
in Spain.

Spain is rapidly coming to the fore as
a motor cycling country, and, taken
generally, the Spaniard is a keen sports-
man, as witness the motor cycle events
frerjuenlly reported in The, ifotor Cycle.

call for motor cycles is even greater than
for cars, only a few newcomers have been
recorded."

One of these is the Carfield Motor
Cycle Co., of Smethwick, Birmingham,
which, though handicapped by inadequate
temporary premises, has made a good
start with a two-speed two-stroke light-

weight on the usual standard lines. It

has a strongly built frame, particu-

larly strengthened at the head, designed

to accommodate the well-known 2^ h.p.

Villiers two-stioke engine unit, with a

standard Amac carburetter and a C.A. V.
magneto.
The drive is taken through a Brampton

ijin. X 7%in. chain to an Albion counter-

shaft two-speed gear box, of standard
pattern.

The drive to the rear wheel is by
Dunlop Hin. belt, and the 26in. wheels,

which are finished all black, are shod
with 2in. Dunlop rubber-studded tyres.

Amply wide mudguards and a very sub-

stantial carrier are special features, the

latter incorporating two metal-cased

toolbags. The rear brake is heel-

operated, acting upon the inner side of

the belt rim.

The other points of the specification

are ; Lycett's pan saddle, semi T-T. bars,

and Best and Lloyd sight drip-feed lubri-

cator. A well-formed tank carries one
and a quarter gallons of petrol and a

quart of oil. The filler caps are of large

size.

Production commenced a few weeks
ago, and several Slidland agents have
machines in stock, the selling price
being £51.

->-•••-<-

A twin sidecar outfit designed and built by Senor A. Cacharo two years i

> ^C^-—<

AT a recent meeting in Paris of
the Internatiofial Motor Congress,
when the automobile industries of

Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy,
and the United States were represented,
the foll6wing resolution was carried :

" In view of the production during the
present war by the automobile industries
of the Allied countries of war material

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CONGRESS.
of all kinds, and of the services rendered
by automobile transport of the highest
importance to the armies, and in view
of the fact that motor transport of

passengers and goods is now an indis-

pensable condition in modern life, and
that motor transport generally has ceased
to be a luxury, and has become a neces-
sity of commerce, the Congress recom-

mends that the internal taxes and duties
of all kinds,

_
direct and indirect, which

fall heavily on automobilism in most of

the Allied countries, be largely diminished
in order to permit normal and progressive
development of automobile communicar
tions ; and that the product of these taxes
and duties be applied to the upkeep and
improvement of the roads."

I
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SINGLE-CYLINDEIi BALANCE.
Sir,—I am much interested in single-cylinder balance, and

I may tell you that I am preparing a 370 c.c. single, which
is better balanced than a modern Hat twin, and its weight
will be a little under 30 lb. Its fuel economy and m.e.p.
wiU also be a little better than usual. The bore is 54 mm.
and stroke 162 mm. HUGO MOREN.

Rasunda, Sweden.
[A balancing device for single-cylinder engines, patented by

ilr. Moren, was illustrated in The Motor Cycle of March
27th, page 296.—Ed.]

ROUGH TREATMENT FINELY WITHSTOOD.
Sir,—It may interest you to hear of the gruelling to which

a friend and I subjected a 1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. and new
Mills-Fulford sidecar in an attempt to reach a club meet
at iloel Famman on Easter Monday.

Starting the clirtib from the Ruthin side, instead of, as

we afterwards learned, from- Mold, we kept climbing, under
the impression everyone else was ahead. The "path," as

you probably know, is simply indescribable, and the gradient
in places— ! To put it shortly, we reached the top, much
to our own and several pedestrians' surprise. Qa^regaining
the main road, my friend took control, but within a few
hundred yards the front wheel skidded on some loose stones,

and, owing to an old wound, he was unable to straighten

out, and we charged the right bank at speed. The whole
outfit made two complete side somersaults, my friend under-
neath ! On picking ourselves up, we found a cut on his leg

the only casualty between us, whilst a very slight buckle
in the sidecar wheel, a burst tube, and small dent in the
top of the head lamp were the only damage. I really think
all credit should be given to the makers for turning out work
which will stand this treatment.

I have no connection with either of the firms mentioned.

J. W. WILLS.

ONE-LEGGED RIDERS.
Sir,—At the present moment there are many men who

have lost the use of a leg, and who look to the motor cycle

combination to solve the serious difficulties which arise in

the matter of locomotion.
Being one of those who have lost the use' of a left leg, I

started some time ago to search the makers' advertisements

in your paper to try and decide which make of cycle to

purchase. Not-finding the particulars I wished, I was com-

pelled to write to various makers, asking them for particu-

lars as to controls, etc., explaining that it was essential

that the cycle should be manageable without having to use

the left foot. In two instances I received courteous replies,

in the remainder either no reply at all or else an adver-

tising circular which carefully omitted the points I wished

to ascertain.

Would it not be to the makers' advantage, at this present

time, to give fuller details of their post-war models, of

which, in the.main, we are entirely ignorant? Alternatively,

would it not be to their advantage to court the custom of a

large body of men, of whom I happen to be one, by showing

ordinary civility and consideration to them as potential

buyers f

1 have noticed the previous correspondence in your columns

on this subject, which appears to have left the makers cold.

Why do thev not advertise "suitable for rider with right

leg only, " etc. ?
GAMMY-LEG.

London.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—I am always interested in " Letters to the Editor

"

appearing each week, and would hke to ask you if you would

put in one of your future numbers an appeal to the newer

riders who are just taking up motor cycling to cultivate the

old-time courtesy and chivalry which have so long existed on

the road and always have been such a boon to anyone when
in trouble on the roadside. I have been riding some years

now, both a push bicycle and motor cycle, and have received

help and advice, and returned them many times, untO. Easter

Monday, April 21st.

I was travelling between Desborough and Birmingham, and
after getting a few miles out of Market Harborough I picked

up a wire nail about 2in. long. The result, rather a bad
puncture. I pushed the sidecar right on to the turf on the

roadside, and jacked up the cycle on the stand, which was just

on the road. I then saw a steam tractor coining from Lutter-

worth way, and a motor cycle and sidecar from Market
Harborough. way. They came together just opposite me,

and although there was room to pass the driver of the sidecar

came so close in that he bumped my machine, spinning the

number plate and rear lamp right up in the air, split the

mudguard, and also dented it right across. I quite under-

stand it was an accident, but he did not stop, although I

heard the lady passenger remonstrating with him.

However, I do not want to make this a personal matter,

but I am afraid that, without this old-time courtesy the

open road will lose a lot of its charm.

C. J. WILLIAMS.

OBTURATOR RINGS.
Sir,—In view of the remarks made on this subject by a

correspondent in your issue of AprU 24th, I should like to say

that, as one who "has been intimately connected with the use

of these rings during the war, I can scarcely endorse the

opinions expressed.

As far as can be seen they were introduced in order to

permit steel cylinders having very thin walls to be used

without cast iron liners. Any slight distortion of these air-

cooled cylinders was compensated for by the elastic action of

the obturators. Over and above this feature, however, it is

difiacult to see what advantage they offer. Piston rings have

in all cases to be fitted in addition, in order to obviate exces-

sive loss of oil out of the exhaust.

Replying to the points raised by your correspondent, I

may say that, in my experience of hundreds of Clerget and

Mono type engines fitted with obturators of all manufactures,

the average life of a ring has been under fifty hours' running.

Taking the high cost of the rings into consideration, it is

evident "that, as a commercial proposition, they stand at a

disadvantage as compared with the cheap, efiicient, and

robust step-cut piston ring.

Your correspondent's remark about piston rings being in-

efficient because the gases imprisoned behind them cause

additional friction is rather curious, since it is just this

property that causes the obturator to wear so quickly, while

the piston ring remains practically unaffected.

In the latest rotary engines (B.R. type) the troublesome

obturator has been abolished altogether in favour of the

piston ring, on the lines of the Le Rhone, which has always

been a favourite for this very reason.

I should be very glad to hear of anyone who is sorry to

see the decadence of the obturator ring, excepting, of course,

those interested in its manufacture. MOVIL.
London.
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LOOSE CRANKSHAFT.
Sir,—May I thank those motor cyclists who spent some

time endeavouring to get my Scott motor cycle to start at

the Wisley Hut a short time ago. ^
After trying every means it had to he towed home, and

no doubt the reason of it not starting will be of interest.

The crankshafts had become loose on the flywheel, and

instead of one piston being at the top and one at the bottom
of the cylinders they both came to the top together. This,

of course, would not allow any firing. E. LANGFOBD.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—" Pitot's ' letter on page 398 of The Mutor CjirU

for April 17th is simply potted nonsense. I do not want to

be severe, but people should not rush into print without

obtaining at least passable authority for their facts. So far

from rotaries being more economical in fuel than stationaries

of corresponding horse-power, they consume about one-tenth

of a pint more per b.h.p. To put this more deiinitely, a

100 h.p. rotary uses approximately one gallon more fuel per

hour than a 100 h.p. stationary; a 250 li.p. rotary uses two
gallons more than a 250 li.

p.
' stationary. "Pitot" utterly

Ignores the question of horse-power in his letter : he does

not mention what sizes of rotaries and stationaries he is

thinking of, and so tumbles into some such pitfall as com-

paring an 80 h.p. Gnome with a. 400 h.p. Liberty, which is

absurd.
He is also quite wrong about radials being " unproved."

He is evidently wholly unaware of the R.A.F._ programme
for 1919, though it has long been an open secret in the trade.

He is. presumably, equally ignorant of the facts on which

that programme was founded.

I give '' Revs " up as a bad job on the " lost prop " question,

after suggesting to him the Socratic method of arriving

at truth.

In his opinion,

1. Does a lost prop remain stationary during a dive at

100 m.p.h. A.S. ?

2. If so, whyr
3. Failing (1), does a lost prop revolve bacl-icards during

a 100 m.p.h. dive?

4. If so, why?
5. Failing (3) does a lost prop revolve forwards during a

100 m.p.h. dive?

6. If so, what arbitrary factor preveuts the engine from

restarting? TORQUE.

Sir,—The contention put forward by " Pitot " in the issue

of April 17th would carry more weight if he had given more
accurate figures in support of his case.

While admittedly wasteful iii oil consumption, he does

not consider rotary engines to be correctly stated to be

wasteful of petrol. He mentions two rotaries by name,

saying nothing of their horse-power, and compares their

petrol consumption in gallons per hour with that of some

unspecified stationaries.

The comparison as stated by him is absurd. If he can

produce duly authenticated figures to show that the petrol

consumption" in pints per b.h.p. horn' (the only comparative

units) of a rotary is less than that of a decent radial (for

naturally only air-cooled engines can be considered in this

connection), I will withdraw my statement that " Road
Rider" was correct in maintaining a rotai'y to be wasteful

of petrol as well as oil. •

It seems to me that the rotary was doomed as anything
but an historical war-time make-shift the minute the palm
for low weight for power was allowed to tall into the hands
of the radial. REVS.

IN THE FUEL WORLD.
Sir,—With reference to an article entitled " In the Fuel

World," published in The Motor Ci/de of April 10th, I cail

to mind an analytic'al chemist's discovery of a process by
which /dcohol could be extracted from beer (without affecting

in any way the medicinal qualities or constitution of this

drinl-/) in sufficient quantities as to be *ble to place methy-
late'/ or benzolised alcohol on the market as cheaply as, if

not chr.aper than, petrol. In the proce.ss of de-alcoholising

be/r, alcohol becomes merely a cheap by-product.

I am acquainted with the inventor, and l-now the struggle

he, bqs -hadj for -ten years, with the Excise authorities,

to be allowed to exploit his invention, -^Hf in vain. He
Was allowed- to patent his process, had the trouble and
expense of erecting a factory, etc., and then was forbidden
to manufacture de-alcoholised beer, even in the smallest

quantities. After a long battle with the Excise, he took his

process to- the United States of America. Here it was
received, literally, " with open arms." The Government of

the U.S.A. at once altered the whole law of the country to

meet this one patent alone with their (originally British and
antiquated) Excise laws. It has been forcibly put before
our Parliament, but Jlessrs. Dilly and Dally of the Excise
authorities are inexorable, and as a consequence the poor
motorist has to suffer. A.M.J.INST.ENG.
Newark.

IN STOCK. '

Sir,—I am very glad to see this question has been put
before you and to read your correspondent's remarks.

Recently I saw two advertisements for " 1919 models in

stock" of a certain make I am anxious to obtain, but on
telephoning the advertisers I was told, in each case, that the

motor cycles had been sold the day before the advertisement
appeared. One firm said it would be pleased to book my
order and would give me delivery in six weeks' time! This

firm's advertisement appeared again in 7'he Motor C'l/rje

for April 17th.

There is also a firm who advertises regularly certain

accessories in stock. I have for several weeks now communi-
cated with it, but I am always told " Nothing at the moment,
but deliveries are expected in any time now, probably this

afternoon." When I called on the firm two or three weeks
ago I asked why it advertised articles as being in stock

when they had nothing, to offer, and they told me it was
" not their fault if the goods had been sold after the advertise-

ment was in the printer's hands " ; but the advertisement
still goes on in various papers week by week. I was told

that if I would leave a deposit the firm would- supply what
I required in strict rotation, and showed me copies of several

receipts for deposits on orders placed that morning.
East Sheen. X.Y.Z.

BZS

A fair number of members of the Newcastle and District Motor Club turned up on Good Friday for the opening run to Allendale.

Powerful sidecar outfits predominated, one of the smartest being a new A.J.S. (on right) owned by the trials secretary.
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HORSE-POWER RATING.
Sir,—Surely it is now time something was done to abolish

the present haphazard and often deceptive method of rating

the horse-power of engines. This is especially noticed

among the small two-strokes, all sorts of different bores and
strokes claiming to be 2^ h,p. Would it not be possible to

get makers to agree to a fixed ruling? I would suggest
100 CO. per h.p. Then the capacity or h.p. could be read
at a glance, i.e., 350 c.c. would be 3.5 h.p. and 270 c.c.

2.7 h.p., etc., and everybody would know what was being
offered hira. The rating suggested would come well vi'ithin

the actual b.h.p. developed. P.R.A.
London.

[This suggestion has already been made in The Motor Cycle
more than once.

—

Ed.]

PULLEY GRIP.
Sir,—We were interested in "Graduate's" and R. L.

Boyd's letter on this subject, and would like to make it

clear that the belt does actually pull the pulley flange

inwards (due to the curved slot), but it must be borne in

mind that the pull is also re-acted upon by the load on
the engine, and we have found in practice that there is a

balance formed between the tW'O pressures. The reason we
have put a ball thrust on the inner side is that we find

that many riders use the belt mucli too short to allow of the

higher gears being used without forcing the pulley inwards
with unnecessary pressure. Hence the necessity for a ball

thrust. GEADO, LTD.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Boyd's letter re the Grado Gear,

I beg to state that the gear does not work satisfactorily with

a Whittle belt. This is owing to the lack of friction between
cast iron and leather, also the tendency of the leather belt

to glaze when running with cast iron.

The pulley depends upon the surface grip on the metal for

its satisfactory action on the low gear; and with a rubber
belt' the low gears work well.

I have run a Grado for some time, and have effected a

vast improvement by fitting a ball thrust between the

collar and loose pulley side, also in fitting a hardened steel

roller on a pin working in the special slot in the pulley boss.

H. W. TATTERSFIELD.
A STATIONARY PROP.

Sir,—In view of the recent ,.

discussion in Tlie Mfjior C'yle

about losing one's prop., the

enclosed photograph may be of

sufficient interest for repro-

duction in your paper. The
photograph, which I took from
the front seat of a BE2e,
shows the propeller absolutely

stationary. 'The height was
4,000 feet. There was no difli-

culty in starting the engine,

an eight-cylinder stationary

R.A.F., after quite ^ a short

dive.

I have more than once been
a passenger in a BE2e when
my pilot has purposely " lost

his prop." On no occasion

was there any difficulty in

starting the engine by diving.

London. STALL.

THE NEW A.B.C.

Sir,—I should like to thank ilr. Bradshaw for the able

way he has replied to my criticisms, but I cannot agree with

him on all points.
,. , -i-

He savs it is the old question of accessibility, reliability,

etc., where the design calls for sacrificing one for another. I

am sorry to think with regard to accessibility combined with

neatness that he is not much nearer solving this question

thaa designers did in 1910.

I should like to say that I rode a motor cycle before that

year which was as near my ideal {except the springing) as

machines are to-dav, and it did not have a gear box hung on

to the bottom bracket with clutches, etc., sticking out (quot-

in<T Mr. Bradshaw's words), but it had three speeds and a

clutch which were entirely satisfactory—silent, neat, and

clean.

I think that accessibility and neatness have been sacrificed

(as far as &ne can judge by diagrams) because even if the
whole unit can be taken out with one spanner and a pair of
pliers it does not mean to say it is accessible.' Supposing,
for instance, the clutch were to get out of order (the best
designed ones do sometimes), this means taking out and dis-

mantling the whole unit ; whilst a clutch which is hung on
can probably be put right (anyhow made to do the driving)
in a short time on the road.
He also mentions a noisy high speed front chain in a bulky

chain case. Again, it anything goes wrong with this it can
generally be remedied on the road, and in these days of silent

chains and neat oiltight chain cases it is not necessarily

any more noisy than a high speed bevel, which has been
known to break, with dire results.

I like the novel way in which Mr. Bradshaw splits up a

single chain drive into two ; even so, it is then as efficient

as a bevel if properly enclosed.

He mentions the advantages of the mechanical oil pump.
I agree it has some over the hand pump and drip feed lubri-

cator ; but one of the chief advantages of the latter is that

you can see it working, and vary the quantity o£ oil to suit

the load on the engine. For instance, if the machine is

doing 30 m.p.h. with the throttle nearly shut the engine does

not require so much oil as when goin^ up hill at the same
speed with the throttle fully open; also, in my opinion, it

requires more oil when going slowly than when going fast

with full throttle. Another point in favour of the drip feed

lubricator is that you do know the engine is getting fresh,

cool oil instead of using the same hot oil over and over again

as it generally does with a mechanical pump, which supplies

oil in direct proportion to engine speed, which is obviously

wrong, as the above shows. H. WALKER.

Sir,—I am interested in the correspondence with reference

to the A. B.C. motor cycle, and much appreciate the letter

from Mr. G. Bradshaw in reply to his critics.

As an engineer and motor cyclist of fifteen years' experi-

ence, I am familiar with practically every well-known

machine on the market, and in my opinion the A.B.O. is

well ahead in design.

As Mr. Bradshaw says, it is always a question of com-

promise.
At last we have a motor cycle of ample power but light

weight, properly sprung fore and aft, with a lubrication

system equal to the best motor car. It is the transmission

that I admire most, and I have tried both belt and chain

drive. Surely nothing could be better or more efficient under

road conditions than a good bevel drive running in oil, and

a slow-speed chain. It seems absurd to talk of power being

absorbed by the gears when one considers the advantages of

such a system.

The standard type of machine with its countershaft gear,

added as an afterthouglit, its two chain cases, etc., does

not compare with the neat unit of the A. B.C. I cannot

help thinking that Mr. Bradshaw will eventually enclose

his chain, and certainlv abandon the oil spray. I have tried

it, and, although no doubt ideal with an enclosed chain, it

is not a success in dusty weather with an exposed one.

However, Mr. Bradshaw assures us that it is being tried.

In my opinion, the A.B.C. is a really beautifully designed

machine, and, moreover, is thoroughly practical, and ought

to be ideal, either for solo or sidecar work. What other

motor cycle really is?

I have no more interest m other
1 utivc xiv. ..-.. .^^-.^ the A.B.C. than any

machine commercially, but I am looking forward very much

to having one.

Penrith. GEORGE TAYLOR, A.JI.I.A.E.

0.
A USEFUL

BOOK FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

One ol Uie most useful handbool.B for m^t^r cyclists. It is lull o' valuali'e

information and ' wrinkles" rclat ne to the rurohaae. dnvniit. adiustment

manaeement equipment, repair. caraBinB. et.-.. of motor '".'''«''•'*'",?„

of the present edit on is the inclusion of illuatfations -howing the worliine

of motor cycle eneioes—both two-stroke and four-strolie.

Prif" 9'- nftt. B^ nnpf. Z/3.

Obtainable by post (remittance with orderl Irom

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

or of leading Boolisellers and Rail-.vay Bookstalls.

(111.
•QD
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SOUTH WALES HILL-
CLIMB.

"OME good sjjoit was obtained at

MAY isi, igiQ-

Ystalvfera and Swansea
the

Valle.v

M.C.C. hill-climb, the results of

wliich are given below :

Class I.—Lightweights.

J. Evans (2| New Imperial) ...

G. Cook (2i Uoyal Enfield two-

stroUe) ...

Cl.\ss II.—Up to 4 h.p.

\V. Leyshon (3^ Norton)
Capt. A. Lindsav (3^ Norton) ...

Capt. A. Lindi^ay (3J Scott) ...

D. E. Rees (3^ Sunbeam)
Glyn Rees (3i Premier)

J. "Morgan (3^ Premier)
•Fastest time of the day = 42

approximately. An excellent dim

Class III.—Unlimited Cap.\c

Capt. A. Lindsay (3^ Norton) ...

\V. Leyshon (3^ Norton)
Glvn Rees (3i Premier) ..^

D.' E. Rees (3^ Sunbeam)
(3^ Premier)

(3i Triumph)
— . Lyddon
J. Andrews

m. S.

1 25^

2

*59i
1 63L

1 91
1 141
1 15s

1 16i
m

J.

p.h.

TY
1

'

1|
1 4

1 13i
1 14|
1 181
1 24

MINISTRY OF WAYS
COMMUNICATIONS

AND
BILL.

HE following are. extracts from

memorandum prepared by Mr.
THE following are. extracts from a

memorandum prepared by Mr. Rees

Jeffreys, late secretary to the Road
Board, at the request of the Motor Legis-

lation Committee, and which proposes a

number of amendments to the Ministry of

Ways and Communications Bill

:

'"The Minister has undertaken that

there shall be a separate Department for

roads under General Maybury. General

Maybury should be assisted by a Board
Committee consisting of representatives of

associations of highway authorities and
traffic organisations. It should be pro-

vided that the Minister shall appoint a

Road Committee of not fewer than ten

members (exclusive of the head of the

Department, who shall be the chairman

of the committee), of which five members
shall be representatives of local authori-

ties, and five shall be representatives of

road traffic problems. The following

provisions are suggested :

" (a) That all roads shall be put into

one of three classes. Class 1.—Arterial

\V. Leyshon, 3| h.p. Norton, who made the fastest time of the day at the Ystalyfera and

Swansea Valley Hill Climb.

roads or main lin?s of road communica-
tions. Class 2.—Secondary roads. Class

3.—Local roads.

"(b) That to Class 1 roads a grant

of 50% per cent, of the cost of mainten-

ance shall be paid ; to "Class 2 roads 25% ;

Class 3 roads to remain a local charge.
" It should be provided in the Bill that

the Minister shall have power, ou the

advice of the Road Department or Board
to prescribe the minimvmi width of

arterial roads, i.t., to issue regulations

providing that tor the roads specified in

the regulatioris no new. building shall be

erected within so many yards of the centre

of the highway, without prejudice to the

powers of local authorities to prescribe

a greater Width for that portion of the

road passing through their areas. Similar

powers should " be conferred, on county
councils to conserve the width of Class

1 and Class 2 roads within their areas.

At present new houses ai-e often allowed

to be built up to the edge of a narrow
but important road, wiUiout sufficient

space being provided even for a footpath.

The inevitable result is that the passage

is permanently narrowed, or the local

authority is put to the expense of securing

the land and demolishing the buildings

erected."

A gathering of the members ol the Portsmouth N.M.C.F.U. prior to the opening run of this

southern branch of the Union.

CORK M.C.C. MEMBERS'
TRIAL;

THE Cork and District Motor Cycle
Club held its second competition of
the .season on the 21st \i\t., when a

members' reliability trial was held from .

Cork to Glandore and back. A very
large number of prizes were offered in the
event, and twenty-one competitors were
sent away from "Victoria Cross, at 10 a.m.

at customary intervals, as under :

D. Lucy (21 Douglas), J. Gibbings (4|
B.S.A.), J. H. "Wilson (3^ Rover), J. P.

Frost (6 Enfield sc), M. J. Hegarty (2|
Douglas), "W. Waterman (7 Indian sc),

J. Atkin.son (6 Ariel so.), J. Ryan (2^
A.J.S.), W. Musgrave (4 Triumph sc),

C. G. Goode (5 Vindec), C. O'Counell
(Baby Levis), D. Foley (3i Rudge), S. R.
Hosford (3i Zenith), G. H. Ogilvie (4

Triumph), R. -S. Russell (2^ Revere),

F. B. Russell (4 Triymph), J. H. Watson
(2i Revere),, E. Manley (2^ Sun), M.
Murphy (4 Bradbury sc), T. R. Popham
(6 Enfield sc), and ' J. Duggan

; (5

Enfield sc).

The outward journey, via Ballinspittle,

Timoleague, Plonakilty, and Leap, was
not marked by any incident of note,

save that Goode (Vindec) was in trouble

and had to retire, while R. S. Russell,

the popular hon. secretary, suffered from
a broken magneto chain, and subsequently

from a seized engine. jMost of the

others were on time at the luncheon stop.

The return journey was made by the

direct route through Bandon. Before

reaching Coi'k three secret checks were

taken, and as the margin of time allowed

at the open controls was liberal, it is

probable that these will decide the

destination of the awards, which will be

announced later. Sixteen of the starters

completed the journey.

B32
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ORITISH MAGNETOS are
^^ better than any pre-war
magnetos.

British Magnetos are being manu-
factured in ample numbers and types

to cover all the possible requirements

of British Manufacturers and Motorists

We, the following makers of British Magnetos, invite

your enquiries for particulars of our various models.

British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., Beeston, Notts.

British Thomson - Houston Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.

E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd., Birmingham.

M-L Magneto Synd., Ltd., Coventry.

North & Sons, Ltd., Watford.

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, Ltd*,

Birmingham.

CgocLboLds

In answering this adi-ertisemcnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A35
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The G.N. is exceptionally

accessible. The detachable

cylinder head_ always a

feature of the G.N. engine,

and now being widely

adopted by other makers,

is extremely simple to

detach, no skill, either, is

needed in re-making the

joint. Decarbonisation is

thus doubly simplified, for

not only is the head easier

to detach than the ordinary

cylinder, but the carbonised

Surfaces are immediately
" getatable."

In the event of tyre trouble,

the easily detachable wheel

can be replaced by the

•jpare, which procedure will

appeal to owners of sidecars,

combinations, in which stnic-

tural design impedes tyre

replacement. Further de-

tails and specifications from

G.N., Ltd., Etna Works,

Albert Road,

Hendon,

N.\V.4.

Telegrams
Telephone

'• Semloh.**

City. 4432.

Motorists'
Helmet.

Supplied in blacli

or tan leathei

LiiiPtl wool.
Watcrprool-

olmeS
ALL WEATHER SUIT

Complete Immunity from
all Elements. Designed
and made by experts.
Most Comfortable. The
fabric is proofed to latest
Government Specification
and Guaranteed Water-
proof. Send fov List and

Patterns.

THREE STOCK SIZES.

Sizel
for

5ft. Sin.

to

5ft. 6in.

Size 2
for

5ft. Tin.

to

5ft. lOin.

Sizes
for

5ft. 11 in.

to

6ft. 2in.

Price 80/- Complete.

Cash with order, post jree.

Cash returned for any
goods not approved of,

HOLMES & SON,
Albert Street Works,

MANCHESTER.
Contractors to H.M. Government

liaymottU

SCIENTIFIC DESIGN, ct-mumed w tr, rweive years experience, ma^e
the 1919 HENDERSON SIDECARS better than THE BEST,
an-* ihty muS' not be confused with the usuai standard ot sidecar

construction

RUSTLESS STEEL, special unbreakable allov steels, springs o
wonderfu. resiliency, chassis free from rattle, lightness combined
niti ^irene^th. etc., etc., ARE FEATURES EXCLUSIVE to
HENDERSON SIDECARS, each one beine euaranteed
for ONE YEAR.

The
Famous
Model'A"
Feather-
weight.

Model
•Elite."

The Last Word in Scientific Sidecar Constraction
EARLY DELIVERY OF ALL MODELS.

tliUitiatca Catalogue I'/ce,

HENDERSON SIDECARS, w^'oirKs. Sheffield
Leonard B. HendprsOD, ^. M.I.A. E., DesiKoer)

A36 In anstcerinf/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A Privately Constructed Runabout.
Neat Three-wheeler on Morgan Lines.

THE privately-built runabout illustrated

here is the work of Lt. W. G.
Watson, R.N.V.R.. of Spencer Park,

Wandsworth Common, S.W., and is one
of the few "amateur" productions we
have seen which is not a contraption.

As will be seen from the photographs,
Mr. Watson has taken the Morgan for his

pattern, both as regards the frame design

and the transmission system.
The engine fitted is a water-cooled

12 h.p. Spake-de-Luxe, an American
make, which was used e.xtensively by the
makers of cycle cars in the U.S.A. This
is supported on the lower members of the

frame and behind the " axle " tubes. The
radiator is located
before the engine
on the upper exten-

sions of the duplex
frame.

A leather - faced
cone clutcli is in-

corporated in the
large outside fly

wheel, ajid the
drive is taken to

the rear by an
enclosed propeller-shaft, via a large dia-
meter leather universal joint. Ball bea.r-

ings are fitted at both ends of the shaft.

The gear reduction is by bevel wheels
enclosed in a case, hence by two chains
to the back wheel, the two speeds being
obtained by dog clutches mounted outside
the gear box.
Both front and rear springs are shown

clearly in the photograp'i, and conse-

Showing troni

springing and splay

of wheels.

qiiently need not be rii'.'icrila il. ilKikiiig

is by means of two internal expanding
brakes operated by hand and foot. The
hand-brake lever and change-speed lever

are mounted on the central tube.

Steering is by worm and sector, and the
wheelbase i« 7ft. lOin., track 4ft. 2in.

The whole of the machine, excepting the

engine and radiator, was made by Mr.
Watson in just over nine months.

The rear springing of the Watson

A Variable Friction Gear and Engine Unit,

An Ingenious Design to give Two Points of Contact in Friction Gear

THERE is much to be said in favour

of the friction drive, when pro-

perly carried out, for the propul-

Bion of motor cycles and cycle cars. It

gives a graduated range of gears between

its extreme limits, which enables a.xider

to suit his gear to every slight variation

in the gradient or other conditions which

may be experienced. We illustrate an

ingenious adaptation of this gear here-

with. The two-stroke engine to which
it is applied has very much that is

- novel in its construction. For con-

venience, the drawing shows the
_
cylin-

der in a horizontal position, but it will

be readily understood that it may be

also placed vertically.

The inventor, Mr. T. S Smith, describes

his idea as follows ;
" The design of this

gear aims at the removal of the only

probable source of trouble with friction

gears, i.e., slip. The drawing shows the

device adapted to a singfe-cj'linder engine,

but it is equally adaptable to a ' V ' or

opposed twin.
"The two fljTvheels of the engine serve

as the driWng discs of the gear, and
are revolved' in opposite directions by
means of two connecting rods, which
are fulcrummed in the piston on the

- same gudgeon pin. Springs are arranged

on the crankshafts to keep the discs in
• engagement with the driven wheel, ball

bearings being suitably disposed to sus-

An unusual design of engme and friction

gear, b> T. S. Smith, in which are

incorporated two connected rods and

crankshafts rotating m opposite directions.

tain the thrust. This arrangement of

two driving discs in contact with the

driven wheel on either side removes all

unequal side pressure on the latter and

reduces friction and consequent bearing

wear to a minimum. Moreover, the use

of two light connecting rods revolving

in opposite directions in place of one

heavy one will conduce to better engine

balance and reduce vibration. It will

also eliminate the side thrust of the

piston on the cylinder walls. The driven

wheel may be built up or made with

spokes to serve as vanes, which will

induce a draught of air on to the engine

cylinder and assist cooling. A shaft

transmission embodying a clutch, with

bevel or spiral gear drive on to the rear

wheel or axle, would constitute an ad-

mirable transmission system, for either

motor cycle or light car. The gear, how-

ever, may be used in conjunction with

a belt or chain drive as the final drive,

if desired.
" Referring to the drawing, no attempt

is made to show accurate detail, but

simply to illustrate the general principle

of the device, which offers a cheap-to-

make, foolproof, infinitely variable gear,

which, if used with shaft drive, would

make an ideal transmission."

There appears to be no reason why tliis

system of transmission should not be

adopted with advantage for cycle cars.

A37
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London. EC. 4, and whether intended {or publication or not must be accompanied by a sfamped addressed envelope lor leply Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each qu^ry separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal ,

questions should be. marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept di'^tinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Pre-ignition.

My 2i h.p. O.K. runs at about
20 m.p.h. for about five miles
on full air and two-thirds gas

;

it then slows down and goes no
faster than 10 m.p.h., when I

have to retard air one-third, gas two-
thirds advanced, till it stops altogether.
After I let the engine cool down it

runs well until it again behaves in

similar fashion.—A.W.
The trouble of which yon complain is

probably pre-ignition caused by the use
of an unsuitable plug, the points of
which become incandescent and then
cause the symptoms of which you write.

How to find the C.C.

Please tell me how to obtain
the C.C. of an engine in both
English and French measure-
ments.—L.S.D.

The following is the formulae for finding

the cubical capacity of an engine :

D^ X .7854 X S X N.
D = Diameter of cylinder.

S = Stroke.

N = Number of cylinders.

This holds good for both French and
English measurements, and gives the
result in cubic millimetres and cubic
inches respectively. The measurement is

usually given in cubic centimetres, to get
which divide the cubic millimetre by
1,000.

A Four-cylinder F.N.

I recently purchased a second-
hand F.N. four-cylinder, fitted

with Bosch magneto and F.N.
carburetter. Before delivery to
me, the owner riveted a patch

on the connecting rod, in order to

strengthen a wealj place, and fitted

two new piston rings. (1.) I can now
get it to run (after doping through
the induction pipe) for a distance of
about two hundred yards, when it

stops dead, without any knocking or
signs whatever. The magneto seems
all right ; also the petrol supply to
the carburetter. (2.) During run-
ning the cylinders heat up con-
siderably. Can I do anything to keep
them cool, or is it the usual thing?
The machine, I may mention, is fitted

with automatic inlet valves.—CM.
(1.) Without actually seeing the machine
it is very difficult to say what is the
matter with it. It looks as if the carbu-
.retter is choked by some foreign matter

;

therefore the petrol system should be
thoroughly and carefully overhauled. (2.)

A3

The cylinders are bound to heat up

;

this is only natural, " and they often

reach such a temperature that you can-
not bear your hand upon them. You
can easily tell if the engine is overheat-
ing, by the fact of its knocking and
losing power. The inlet valves should
be examined, and you should see that
each opens to the same degree, that the
springs are fairly strong and have an
equal tension. It seems as if a new
connecting rod may be needed, as patch-
ing would be hardly sate, we .should

imagine.

Gears for Sidecars.

(1.) I am in pos.session of a

3|- h.p. Humber Combination
geared at 4 to 1 and 8 to 1.

Do yciu think these gears too
high for work on the Yorkshire

hills? '(2.) The driving pulley is Sin.

in diameter. If I fit a 4in. pulley,

what gear shall I get? (3.) When
running on benzole, should I give a
less opening of the air lever than that
given to the petrol lever? (4.) What
is the approximate amount of oil to

petrol on the above machine?—W.A.C.
(1.) The' high gear should be at least

5 to 1. (2.) If the Sin. pulley gives

4 to~l, the 4in. will give 5 to 1. (3.)

Benzole requires much more air than
petrol, and it is advisable to fi.x an extra
air device on the induction pipe. (4.)

The oil consumption is about 550 miles

to the gallon, or eight times the petrol

consumption.

Storing a Motor Bicycle.

I have recently purchased a

^1 2-^- h.p. New Imperial motor
^ cycle fitted with a two-speed
-iJ gear, and I should be glad if

you would answer me the fol-'

lowing questions : (1.) As the machine
will not be used much for some time,
should the tyres be left pumped hard
and the belt left on the pulleys whiLst

standing? (2.) Is the neutral gear
only fitted for convenience in wheel-
ing the machine about, or may it be
used when descending long hills?

Would any harm be done to the
machine when top gear was again en-

gaged at the bottom of the hill if the
speed were high?—D.C.L.

(1.) .Jack up both wheels, and leave the
tyres moderately soft. The belt should
be removed from the pulleys. (2.) The
neutral gear is only for convenience in

wheeling the machine about. If used
for descending long hills, the dogs raa\j

be di^maged while attempting to engage
the high gear.

Fitting a Magneto Switch.

Will you please e.xplain t6

me how I can fix a magneto'

cut-out to my Douglas? Please

explain as simply as possiblff,

as I have only just taken up

motor cycling. Also, please inform

what I shall need to buy.—W..E.A.

If there is not a terminal on tlic con-

tact breaker cover, write to tho makers
of j'our magneto for one, and on re-

ceiving it connect a wire from a switch

on the haudle-bar to the terminal on th^'

contact breaker cover. :

A Cracked Cylinder.

I have had the misfortune to

^1 break the cylinder of my 4 h.p,

> 1913 Bradbury. Can you ac-

-iJ count for the fracture ? I have
had back fires when starting, but

the only conclusion that I can come to

is that the piston stopped exactly at top

dead centre, and that the e.xplosioD

had to move something ; but even

then the pressure is only 160-200 lb.

per sq. in.—is it not?—which it should

have been able to withstand.—A.T.S.

The fracture was probably caused by
screwing up the holding-down nuts <H

the cylinder unequally, and is hardly

likely to be due to any fault in manu-
facture or material. The explosion

pi-essure may be as much as 350 lb. per

sq. in.

Fitting a Speed Gear.

(1.) I wish to fit some form of

^ gear to my 1913 clutch model

> Rudge motor cycle. If I fit a

-iJ Rudge-ilulti gear, would any
alteration to the frame be neces-

sary? (2.) Shall I require a new half,

crank case if I fit the Rudge-Multi
gear? (3.) Is there any countershaft

gear that I can fit to this machine?
(4.) Can you recommend any two or

three-speed hub gear (without hub
clutch, if possible) that would be suit-

able ior this machine?—B.V.S.
(1.)' Wii do not think any alteration to

the frame is necessary, but you had better

communicate with the makers, ilessrs.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry. (2.)

New lialf of crank case will not be re-

quired, but the crankshaft of the single-

gear model may be too shoi't. (3.) You
can fit an Albion change-speed gear by
obtaining lugs and connections from the

makers of the gear, Jles.'rs. The Albion
Engineering Co., Upper Highgate Street,

Birmingham. (4.) The Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub would be suitable. Write
the makers, Messrs. Sturmey-Archer
Gears. Ltd.. Lenton, near Nottingham.

I
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SHOULD THE DEAF AND DUMB USE MOTOR CYCLES?
In view of this question, which is frequently brought up in our columns, the photograph has exceptional interest. It is unique in the fact

that the riders are all deaf and dumb. It is their intention to form a social and motor cycling club in the Midlands.

Lubrication.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

Ivy. Please tell me : (1.) If the

petroil system of lubrication is

satisfactory when running on
benzole, and, if so, how much oil

per gallon should I use? (2.) Please
tell me how to prevent the plug from
fouling. Is this due to insufficient air

or excess of oil, or perhaps both?

—

E.S.A.

(1.) The petroil system of lubrication is

satisfactory with any fuel (use half a

pint of oil to one gallon of fuel), but it

is somewhat messy. (2.) The trouble

might be due to both causes ; it is best

to use a plug with a rather thick elect-

rode if vou can obtain one.

DilBcult Starting.

(1.) I have a 2| h.p. 1914^ two-speed two-stroke, which I

> have to push from ten to fifteen

-SJ ' yards before it will fire ; but
even when it does fire, it re-

peatedly misfires after a couple of

minutes, and on hills it will gradually
slow and eventually stop. (2.) Also,

when wheeling the macliine with all

levers set for starting, smoke issues
from the carburetter (a Senspray).
Should this be so ? (3.) I am using
benzoline as fuel. Is this correct, or

should it be mixed with something
else?—W.C.G.B.

(1.) The machine seems to start fairly

easily if it will start in ten or fifteen

yards. The misfiring may be due to a

variety of causes : too large a jet (which
we rather suspect is the case) or to water
or other impurities in the fuel. (2.)

This is nothing uncommon, and you need
not let this worry you. (3.) The fuel

you are using is probably benzole. This
will be quite in order, either mixed with
petrol or used neat. It should, however,
contain no impurities. In some benzole
now on the market there is a certain

?' [uantity of water, and it should, there-

ore, be strained through a very fine

gauze.

that

Loss of Water.

In driving a 1916 G.P. Morgan?I find that after running for

about half an hour on top gear,

the engine fails to pull properly.

On examination, it was found
a great deal of the water in

the radiator had evaporated, and had
to be replenished. While running for

one and threequarters of an hour en-

tirely on bottom gear (during which
time a distance of twenty-eight miles
was covered), the water in the radiator
showed no signs of boiling. I should
be much obliged if you could advise
me regarding the possible cause of the
trouble.—M.S.D.

Without actually seeing the machine it

is. a little difficult to say what is the
matter with it, but it looks very much
as if there is a leakage of water some-
where, as an appreciable amount should
not evaporate. We should therefore
recommend you to look to the radiator
and all connections, and see that they
are water-tight. Wliy run for so long
on low gear ?

READERS' REPLIES.

Difficult Starting.

As an all-weather and all-winter rider

for tire past seven years in the cold, in-

clement North, and having fully experi-

enced the weight and worries of war
petrol, the following simple device com-
pletely solved my heart-breaking starting

difficulties. Instead of pushing rag into the
air intake I have a piece of strong cloth

(carpet Ijin. x 2in.) which hangs loosely

from a piece of wire or ring around the

throttle wire of the Amac carburetter.

When starting I fix this piece of cloth

tightly over the main air intake. Then
sprinkle the cloth with petrol until satu-

rated or dripping. With everything else in

order a push of a few yards gives a splendid

start. Whatever air is sucked through
the cloth vaporises the petrol and suppbea
a good firing liiixtuTe for 200 or 30O yards.

Suction keeps the cloth rigid against air

intake, or a bent pin projecting from

a wire gauze cover will secure this suffi-

ciently. After a couple of hundred yards

a slight touch of the hand will brush the
- piece of cloth aside from the air intake, and
being fixed on a loose ring it wUl natur-

ally fall or get blown round behind the

carburetter, where it will be always clean

and ever handy for use. Anybody can

suit the above device to any other make
of carburetter. I have a hazy recollection

that I saw this tip hinted at in your
ingenuity-developing paper some six years

ago. But it took stubborn war petrol to

requisition many of your invaluable hints,

which some of us may have then regarded

as primitive and superfluous.—Ho Kuklos,
Killygordon.

In reply to " A.G.," who has difficulty

in starting a 1913 Rex, I think the

trouble is caused by the sticking of the

high gear clutch. If the operating pin

does not come out this is the cause. I

have just had a taste of it, and was a

long time in making the discovery.—J.

D. Macpherson.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
E. Whittaker (Batley) would like

readers' experience with the Grado-JNIulti

gear for sidecar work with a 4 h.p. engine.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Ch.\tha5i to Brighton.—F.P.B.
Chatham, Maidstone, Nettlested, Tun-

bridge Wells, Crowborough, Uckfield,

Lewes, Brighton.

Cannock to BLACKroot.—N.W.
Cannock, Stafford, Eccleshall, Woore,

N a n t w i c h , Tarporley, Warrington,
Ashton-in-Makerfield, Wigan, Preston,
Blackpool.

WOLVBRHAMPTOir TO HoLYHEAD.—R.S.

Wolv«Thampton, Wellington, Shrewa-
bnry, West Felton, Llangollen, Corwen.
Pentre Voelai, Bettws-y-Coed, Capel

Cnrig, Bangor, Holyhead. Approii-
mately 120 miles.

A39
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'^Iie A.V. Cycle Car.

The little single-seater shown on page

333 of the issue of April 3rd is the latest

tvpe of A. v., and is iiKuuifactured hy
Messrs. \Vard and Avey, Ltd., Somerset

IJoad, Teddington.

To Handle the Wooler.

Mr. A. C. Robins, who- was a skilled

rider of a Humber in 1910-11-12, and who
drove a Triumph in 1913 and a L.M.C.
in 1914, has now been appointed assistant

sales manaaier of the Wooler Engineering
'' Co., Ltd., ''Alperton.

A New Repair Depot.

We understand that a repair works has

been opened for ilatehless motor cycles

under the title of the Matchless R.P.R.
Works, 160, Regent's Park Road, London,
X.W.I, and that Messrs. H. Castell and
H . Wright are the works engineers.

Reports on Machines.

Any motor cyclist requiring independent
opinion on either motor cycles or cars in

the Manchester district may be interested

to Jcnow that E. Woods, A.M.R.Ae.S.,
Campfield Chambers, 312, Deansgate,
Manchester, is prepared to make such
i-eports.

New Garage in Cork.

Jack Healy, well known in trade circles

as "Tim," the popular Irish competition
rider, has been demobilised from the

Army, in which he has been serving as a

despatch rider since 1914. He has opened
a garage in Cork, with the A.J.S. and
Norton ageiicies.

Fire at Tyre Works.

The works of the Beldam Tyre Co.,

Ltd., having been partially destroyed by
fire, the manufacture of inner tubes
and the Combination "V " steel-studded
tyre, and all retreading work, is tem-
porarily suspended. The all-rubber tyre
output, however, will, fortunately, not be

interrupted.

Premier Three-wheelers.

The ownership of the Premier name in

connection with motor cycles and cars
has long been an uncertainty, so far as
the public is concerned. The original

Premier Cycle Co., now the Coventry
Premier, Ltd., made Premier motor
cycles, and are producing the Premier
super runabout, a three-wheeler of pro-
mising design. The Premier Motor Co.,
of Birmingham, made Premier cars, but
had no connection with the original
Premier Co. Later the latter concern
made a three-wheeler, which was known
as the P.M.C. Finally, there is the
Premier Motor Engineering Co., of

Bolton, who are introducing the M.B.
three-wheeler. Ail this is very confusing
to the buyer of three-wheelers, new and
second-hand.

Belt Slip.

The majority of riders of belt-driven

machines have had the annoying experi-

ence of a slipping belt, generally on a wet
and disagreeable d,iy. An excellent anti-

dote for belt slip is Sterns's belt brick,

marketed by ilessrs. Sterns, Ltd., of

Roval London House, Fin.sbury Squai-e,

E.G.

Booklets.

Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co., Ltd.,

Northumberland Park, Tottenham, Lon-
don, N.17, inform us that their booklets,

which give valuable information concern-

ing the J. A. P. engines, are temporarily

out of print. The matter is one which it

is hoped will be remedied very shortly.

Gloria Sidecars.

In future Gloria sidecars will be made
suitable only for Triumph motor cycles,

and will not be available to the general

public for fitting to other makes of

machines. The Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd.,

is a subsidiary company to the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, to whom all

communications respecting Gloria sidecars

should be addressed.

Universoline.

We have lately received a sample of

Universoline, a preparation for render-
ing joints gastight, sold by Messrs.
Sterns, Ltd., Royal London House, Fins-

bury Square, Loudon, E.C.2, and for

facilitating the screwing and unscrewing
of unions, nuts, or bolts. The formation
of rust .in the threads is oUviated, and
the articles can be unscrewed at any time,

even if they have been exposed to water.

We hope to report on its behaviour at a

later date.

Well-deserved Promotion.

Mr. Arthur Wright, who has held a

prominent position on the staff of the

Triumph Cycle Co. for the last twenty-
three j'ears, was in 1914 appointed
assistant secretary to the company.
Recently he has had a further promotion,
viz., to the position of secretary. Mr.
Wright is well known to Midland cyclists

and motorists, and has held the post of

honorary treasurer of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club for nearly ten

years. He is an active motorist, and has
ridden a motor cycle from the earliest

days of the pastime.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a folder giving the

latest information concerning the 1919
two-stroke Eadco, made by Mes.srs. E.

A. Radnall and Co., Vauxhall Works,
Dartmouth Street, Birmingham.
The 1919 G.N. catalogue is to hand,

and illustrates the Standard and Vitesse

models, with a plan showing the details

of the chassis. Very complete particulars

of these cycle cars are given. G.N.. Ltd.,

Etna Works, Albert Road, Hendon, N.W.4.

"The Metro-Tyler Two-stroke." The
Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., Banister
Road, Kilburn Lane, Kensal Rise, London,
N.W. 10. The publication illustrates and
describes the handy little lightweight,

which we have previou.sly described in

these pages, both single and two-speed
models. The company announces an
advance of l^°i on the price of the
.single speed.

THE KING DICK BELT
FASTENER.

AWELL-MADE belt fastener has latejj

been placed on the market bj

Abingdoii-Ecco, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir|

mingham, makers of the world-fame

spanners which have so long been use

by engineers in this country.

As may be expected, the new belt

fastener is of thoroughly sound design and

made of first-class material. It may be-

pointed -out that the clamps are serrated

on the inner sides so as to clip the belt

ends firmly. Hardened steel bushes of

hexagon form take the wear, and the'

fastener locks automatically and cannot

work loose. It possesses the advantage
. of being capable of being opened or closed"

I

King Dick fastener

instantaneously, and there are no loose

pieces to fall about when it is uncoupled.

The belt fastener is well finished and
practically rust-proof. It is made suit-

able for gin., -Jin., lin., and liin. belts. .'1

It is, moreover, moderate ii) price.

STATE OF THE ROADS TO
NORTH WALES.

MOTOR cyclists from London and the

Midlands usually choose the route

I'ift Stonebridge, Che.ster Road
(Erdington), and Brownhilh. From
Chester Road nearly all the way' to

Brownhills the road surface is very bad,

the pot-holes are numerous and practi-

cally unavoidable, as they stretch from

one' side to the- other. From Brownhills

to St. George's (Wellington) and on to

Shrewsbury and Llangollen the surface is.,

good, but from the last place to Corwen
and beyond there are a number of patches,

of loose stones.

From Bettws-y-Coed, via Llanrwst to

Conway, the road is quite good. Those
who want to follow the left bank of the

river from Bettws should avoid the

stretch between Bettws and Llanrwst ,

(this section has been much cut up by,,

timber haulage) by keeping to the right

bank and crossing the river at Llanrwst
Bridge. The left bank from Trefiw to \

Conway is fairly ^ood.
The bad stretches of road between

London and the Midlands and North
Wailes can be avoided by travelling as'^

follows: Stonebridge to Coleshill (excel-,*,

lent), Bassett's Pole, Wall, Muckley^
;

Corner, and along Watling Street %~ia
\

Weston-uuder-Lizard and Newport (Salop)._^i

There is a bad stretch between Weston"^
and the Shifnal-Newport road ; after thafl

the surface is excellent through HinstockJ
Whitchurch, Wrexham, Mold, St. Asaphj
to Conway. The roads through the campi
at Whitchurch and Kinmel require carea
but are not nt all bad. From Abergele
to Colwyn Bay and from Whitchurch to

Chester the road is excellent.
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Everyone wants Peace
and MOTOR CYCLES.
The desire for an early peace is great—but the demand for immediate
deliveries of motor cycles can best be described as frantic.

Everyone wants his machine at once, and Manufacturers and Agents are
inundated with orders which it will take months to execute.

To advertise machines as being in stock is ironical, because they are
snapped up long before the advertisement can appear—at least, that is

Godfrey's experience.

To make definite promises of delivery is asking for trouble as, owing
to causes entirely beyond their control, manufacturers are more often
than not unable to keep their promises to the agents.

All we can say is that, as Sole Distributing Agents (London and Home
Counties) for

A.B.C., BL.^CKBURNE, INDIAN
and SCOTT Motor Cycles

we can give the most favourable deliveries of these models, and as
large Contractors for all other well-known makes we are receiving a
good «hare of the present limited supplies.

We are not refusing Orders, but we feel it is only right to frankly
explain our position. Your order—if you decide to place one—will be
executed in strict rotation and as early as possible, but we can make
no definite promise as to delivery. Any machine available goes to the

first name on the list at the fixed retail price, and no offer of a premium
to secure priority is ever entertained by Godfreys.

We are keenly alive to the fact that upon the custom and goodwill of our
numerous friends depend the success of our business. We have not the

slightest wish to take up an independent attitude, and every desire to

accept and execute any and every order; but it is not fair to the

Customer and not fair to ourselves to make promises which cannot be
carried out.

Later on (in a very few months we hope), when machines are coming
through regularly and in ever -increasing numbers, we shall be able to

satisfy all our Customers. In the meantime, we can only express our
regret that the supply of machines is not equal to the present demand.

GODFREY'S LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
Phone; 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

i !i!i ;;
I I'l

m
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every
additional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—r-cS"
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__—=^

—

Treasury Notes, being; untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All adverti:ements m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the ofilces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oHices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the Orst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the couvenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
r^istratioo and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ooo, c/o "The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should b*t

addressed No. ooo. c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing
rctntttanccs should be sent by registered post.

IW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cyde," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
£xo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Illffe & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisiement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
deairous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
tllence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is qolte impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.O.—Earliest deliTeries. Tom name on our list

ensures this.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford. [7658

A.B.C.—Sole agent for Sonth Wilts; new booting
orders for early deliTeries.—Lonpman, Fisherton.

Salisbury. [7742

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildrord. have contracted
largely for the new A.B.C. Order now lor

earliest delivery [5298

A.B.C.—We are now taking orders for the new aIb.C,
twin ; order now for early deli-very.-P. Ellis and

Oa, 360, LiUie Ed., Fnlham, S.W.6. [8460

LIVEBPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hers-

man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., LiTerrool. [0002

A^.O.—Sole agents for these famous machines
Orders booked now for early deliTery.—Chandler,

Beyre, and Williams. Sun St, Hitchin. [0996
JONES' Garage.—We are in a position to accept

orders lor A^.C. motor cycles; deposits optional;
delivery April or May.—Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.

[0991
ISLE of Wight.—Witham Bios., Newport. I.W.. art

Island agents for A.B.O. machines. Full particu-
lars on request Orders being booked, for^ailieat delivery

[7515

DISAPPOINTED
FOR

EASTER

Make sure of delivery for I

WHITSUNTIDE'
ALL ORDERS ARE BEING SUPPLIED

I

STRICTLY IN ROTATION. |

I We invite your enquiries as to specifica" r

tions and delivery dates of

I

A.B.C., P. & M., B.S.A., A.J.S. NOR-
[

TON, ROVER, TRIUMPH, BLACK-
I BURNE,NEW RYDER, MATCHLESS I

ROYAL ENFIELD, CONNAUGHT,
I NEW IMPERIAL. '

MOTOR MART
100,Gt.PortlandSt.,

London, W.l.

Telephone: Museum 557.

Telegram s:Abdica!e,Wesdo,
London

MOTOR

-j>fi

tori

''*'iffl:»Tl5f*e^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C.—Distrihiitors tor Scotland. Boole your
.now to eusnie roiiBonable date for delivery.—'

I'urph I'ioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindliiy St, *
Irnrgli. tXI

WE Are Now Bookinff Orders for earliest deHvi
of A.B.C. motor cycles. Secure an early del'

by placinK your order with us now.—Danwalls' Ga,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [Xi

A.B.C—Boofc early and prevent disappoint]
Syeoififiitinn ;aid full particulars wili be aeff

appliL-alion.—The Spaldine Motor Co., Ltd., SpllL.
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6J

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Ed., ShiB)

sole A.B.C. distributing: agent for ShefB^ld-
district, will give you earliest possible delivery of j

new A.B.C. motor cycles and light cars. [7;

A.B.C.-Lieut. R. G. Parker, A.M.I.A.E., to

demobilised alter 4V2 years' service in the A3
and can give your enquiries his personal atteni
—Earliest deliveries ol A.B.C. 's from Paj-ker and
St. Ives, Hunts. £1

A.B.C—Sole and wholesale and retail agents
Oxfordshire and part of Buckinghamshire. Ei

deliveries guaranteed. Enquiries re sub-agenciea
corned.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., -Bie(
or 90, High St., Oxford. A.B.C. enthusiasts. "Plli

35 Bicester. [I

Abingdon.
1 Q14 S'/ih.p. Abingdon E.D., 2 speeds, hiindle atad
I-tf Loacliburlt sidecar.—Railway Garage, SteU
'Phone: 139. [ST

A.J.S.

JACK HEALY, Cork.-Offlcial A.J.S. agent.-Ga
and works, Drinan St. [X-flS

CROW Bros., Guildford.—A.J.S. Agents since IJ
Write us for your requirements.

A.J.S. Combinations.—District agents, Hilton,
and Co., Ltd., Foxhall Rd., Blackpool. [X^

A.J.S. Combination.-Book your order now
earliest delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, BolL

[X9fl

1Q19 A.J.S. Combinations.—Write Monick's Btor
\.V 174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. 'I'lione: 24

A.J.S. 1917 (registered) 6h.p. Combination, 3-spced,

lamps, horn, tools, condition perfect; li\2a.—

14, Nott Square, Carmarthen. [X8735_

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-

shire agent. Will Chapman, 113, Belgrave Hd.,

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent, I353I

A.J.S., 1917. 2i4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, hand
clutch, k.s., as new, lamps, etc. ; 66 gns.—92^

J.S.

let.-S,

110)

I cIqI

lifcl

m
(Wiw

IP.

. In

«,*
Kt,-I

Beulah Rd.. Thornton Heath, Croydon. [8493

1 A18 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination Machine, new 1919,
i-tJ with lamps, ridden very little; bargain,

£138/10.—Abson, 49, Kirkgate, Wakefield. [X9065

A.J.S. 1915 Combination, 3-speed. clutch, speedometer,

now being oveihauled by makers: SSgns. : pri-

vately* owned.- 1. Filmer House, Filmer Ed., Fulhonl
[8735

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd,,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd., Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de.

liveries. [0007,

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, detacliable wheels, hood,

screen, lamps, spring seat-pillar and pillion seatj

£125.-35, Manby Grove, Stratford. Apply any tira«>

before 11 a.m. [8333

4i.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, wind screen,

apron, speedometer, all lamps, horn, etc. ; best offer

over £100 secures.-Letters only, Stud Farm, East
Acton Lane, Acton, W. [8609

A.J.S.—For the earliest possible deliveries o! 1919
models, speqifications, and super service, try the

A J S Specialists. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton.
St., Walsall. 'Phone : 444. [4668

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1914, stored part war, Dnnlop 700x80
car tyres, sidecar de luxe, paint, etc., as new,

owner-driven, not the average worn second-hand out-..,

fit: trial; £110.—Reva, The Crescent, Belmont, SnttoOj
[8600

1015 6h.p. A.J.S. and Sportini? Sidecar, 4-poin%!
J-t7 attachment, interchangeable disc wheels, lamps, -I

speedometer, etc., in perfect condition, low mileage,.
|

now being overhauled and entirely re-enamelled, raed^,

second week in May; seen Tunbridge Wells; £120.-ril
Nott-Bower, Mayiield, Susses:. [X883f''i

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, first-class- conditio]

iust overhauled and re-enamelled, new chS
mechanical horn, mirror, speedometer with trip,:

lamps, 3 generators, coachbuilt sidecar, jnst reap!
stered, sprung wheel, hood with side curtains, apr*

screen with detachable wings, luggage carrier mci

prirating petrol and oil carriers, disc wheels, tyres goi

new Palmer on back wheel: £120; seen luomings
aopointment.-Davenport, Saudown House. Esher.

[X91!

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.-Cyril Willian

Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. Tel]

Parts. rSl'

m

Uti

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CROW Bros.. High St.. Gnildtord. Ariel
since 1913, have 1919 models in stock.

3JLh.p. Ariel Combination, 5 speeds,
. . 2 '.amps.

....
29. Peel St.

etc., tyres excellent;
Lincoln.

ARIEL. 3i.jh.p. and 6-7h.p.;
Speakman. Ariel Expert.

^ MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A J S . 1914-15. 2^ih.p.. countershaft, 2 speeds,

handle-bar clutch, new tyres and re-enameUed.

all-enclosed chain drive, kick starter, detachable wheel,

stored 3 years; £60.-A£ter 5 p.m.. Heath End Cot-

t.Tge, Hale, near Aldershot. IBSba

Alldays.

31h.p AUdiivs Miitchless. T.T., lont: exlmustT lamps,
"2 I'hihpson pulley; £45.-53, I'elbam St.. S. Een-

sinpton. [8744

ALLDAYS 8b.p. Combination. 1916, M.A.G. engine.

5 speeds, verv fine turnout; 95 gns., or nearest

offer.—5, Thoi-nton Place, Baker St., AV.l. [8677

ALLON 2-3troke, 2-speed gear, with hand-operated
clutch, kick starter; book your order now for

. earliest deliverv.--Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton.
[X9107

ALLDAYS Mntchlesa. 2^2^. p. 2-stroke Villiera en-

gine. Sturm ey-Archer 3-speed gear. Bosch mn?..
good condition ; -,'35.—Cooper, 15. Kichmoud Ud.. Ips-

wich. [8404
A.L.P.

A.L.P. Lightweisht 2h.p., 1914. new Goodyear bnrl;

trre »nd Pedley beU. just been OTerhnuled, spare
belt, etc., splendid condition; £20; seen by .nppoint-

menfr.—Be.asley, 23, Kiugsbury Ed., Neasden, N.W.IO.
[X8941

Ariel.

asent=
[5299

clutch, kick.
£80.—Anderton.

[X9132

early deliveries.—

F

_.____. 7. Rochdale Rd
Harpurhey. Manchester. [5269

ARIEL Coachbuilt Combination, SfAh.p., variable
gear, lamps, semi T.T. bars, mechanical horn,

splendid condition, one new. tyre, 2 others good; £40.
—Apply Friday 3-4, 30. Cleveland Mnnsions. Elgin Av.,
W.9. [8402

ARIEL 1912 SV^h.p., variable senr, decompressor, B.
and B. carburetter, speedometer, lamp, horn, new

spare belt, tyres and machine in splendid condition

;

£30; appointment.— G. Honey, 61. Oxberry Av., Ful-
ham, S.Vr. [8395
ARIEL.—Lieut. R. G. Parker. A.M.I.A.E., is now

demobilised after 4i,o years' service in the Army,
and can ^ve your enquiries his personal attention.—^Earliest deliveries of Ariels from Parker and Son.
St. Ives, Hunts. [8899

Auto* Wheels
AUTO-WHEEL, httle used, perfect; £9/15.-Box

L768, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8584

AUTO-WHEEL, pood condition; £7/10.—Apply. 5,

^.
Edwin St., Boston, Lines. [D) [X9037

ALT^O-WHEEL, Model de" Luxe, excellent condi-
tion; £12.-233. Felsham Rd., Putney. [8758

1 Q15 Autowheel de Luxe, new condition, only doupXCr 1,400; £15.-Box 3,319, c/o The Motor Cvclc.
[X8710

AUTO Wheel, perfect condition; £10, carriage paid
Trimble, Cheriton, Fitzpaine, Crediton, Devon.

[X8729
AUTO-WHEEL, perfect, readv to ride; £10.—Hall,

next Green Man Hotel, High Ed., Whetstone.
Middlesex. [8385
AUTOWHEEL, fitted to gentleman's 3-speed cycle,

both in good running order; £17/10 or offer.—
E. Jervis, 23, Milton Rd., Bournemouth. [8814

AUTO-WHEEL (Wall); £10: splendid condition,
fittings included; fetch bike and ride away.—

: George, 13. Model Cottages, East Sheen. S.W. [8495

WALL Auto-Wheel, nearly new, good hill climber,
attached Rudge-Whitworth 2-3peed bicycle: seen

»nv time; bargain, £14. no offers.—Locke. 9, River-
xlale Rd., Erith. [X9098
WALL Auto-Wheel, just thoroughly overhauled,

attached to gent.'s bicycle, all in perfect order,
tyres practically new, a fine outfit; £16 net.—168.
Ri.sley Av.. Bruce Grove. London. [8538

AUTO-WHEEL, B-SA., 1914. numerous spares,
attached gent's New Hudson 3-speed cycle, both

,
Bxcellent condition: £16/10, or sepante.-15, Balfour

: Grove, Oakleigh Ed.. Whetstone, N".20. [8422

WALL fB.S.A.) Anto-Wbpel de Luxe fNo. 43727).
with special all-blank B.S.A. binycle (N'o. 14439).

' epTing forks, spring saddle, nil bath, carrier, Luca.-i

^
lamp and bell, tools and fittinss, the whole in beautiful

' condition: cost £33/10/3 (receipt shown) pre-war; price

I:;.
£25. or exchange for 25^h-p. liehtweifrht: stamp for

• reply to enquiry.—Keen. Broad St.. Leominster. [8455

Bat
5-6h.p. Eat, B. and B., Bosch. £30; tomedo under

slung eidecar. £18.-29. Thornhill Ed., Levtnn
"E.IO [8707
8h,.p. Bat-Jap. Roc eear, srand coachbuilt sidecar,

eood running order; £85.—Mann, 15, Am^ St..

^ Ovenden. Hal.fax. [X9199

1 Ah.p. Bat-Jap and C.B. Canoelet Sidecar. 2-soeed
J-" pear, new tvresr £45.—9, The Parade. Cam-

Pd.. Xnrhiton. Surrey. [8739

AT-J.A.P. Twin, 8h.p., and sidecar, verv nowerfnl.
ri»d n'"^'^«orip= : £48 —Applv, G. Godfrev. 7.

:annal Ed.. Mile End Ed . E. [8421

I
TYRES

I

i Special
Clearance

Lines.
All goods sent on seven
days' approval against
remittance.
A 3/. OUTFIT is presented
Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding £1.

COVERS.
BATES—

Our List

PrlCB. Price.

.26X2^ special heavy 45/" 58/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT Combination, mag., tyres as new, gocd sidecar

running order, good condition; £30.-34, Mill-

grove St., Battersea, S.W. 11. [8599

41i.n. Bat, Kclccnm engine. Bosch, B. and B^ good

tyres, ride n«iiv; £19: call evenings.-Bnvm.s,

83. Trinity Ed., Tooting. S.W. [8392

1 Q12 4h.p. Bnt-Jnp, flxed^engine, rebored. new piston

Xi/ and bushes, excellent condition; will accept £25.

-Fitt, St. James St., King's Lynn. [i.S946

Blackburne.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, are old Black-

burne agents, and can give early deliveries.
[5300

BLACKBUENE.-Scle agents. Book now for enilv

delivery.-Chandler, Keyre and .Williams, Sun St ,

Hitchin. [°3^-

J ONES' Garage.—We can accept orders for all

models of Blackburne motor cycles; delivery

expected in April; deposits optional.-Broadway, Mns-

well Hill. '"^32

TOLACKBURNE.-For earliest possible *=,l'jery_ con.

suit the Oxfordshire sole agents.—The I.aytou

Garages, London Rd., Bicester, or 90. Higll__bt.j

Oxford. 'Phone : 35 Bicester. [851S

GOODYEAR—
26x2 heavy diamond studded

.

28 /6 Pre-

26X2.( .. .. *1/6 War ,

28X3" ., S'a^''"^650X65 „ :. KI3

FIRESTONE—
26 X2i.-<2j heavy non-skid 35/- 60/-

"(Oversize for 2J rims.)

28/2.\ ditto 37/- 65/-
' (For Indian Machines.)

LEYLAND—
26V 2j extra heavy, 3-ribbed

26 <2j
26 ; 2.i

28 K 3j (oversize for 2^ >'. 3 .

37/6
40/-
45;-
65/-

57/6
60/-

55/-
85/-

BEST MAKES-
Cannot advertise name.

700 X 80 heavy ribbed 55 /•

700 X 80 heavy rubber studded . 50 1-

(Oversize for 650 65 rims-)

71/3
71/3

Blumfield,

BLUMFIELD 1914 5-6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, counter-

shaft, B. and B. pilot jet carburetter, lamps.,

speedometer, StewartU signal, Dunlop steel stud (700

x80) fitted new this week on rear, luxurious coach-

built sidecar with locker, unused 2 years, guaranteed

take 3 adults anywhere; will drive purchaser any

reasonable distance home; best over £75.-Smilh, 82,

Francis St., Birmingham. lAauot

Bradbury.
4h.p. Bradbury, free engine, clutch; £25.—9. The

JParade, Cambridge Rd., Norhiton. Surrey. [8740

BEAnBTJET, 1912, adjustable pulley, lamps, etc.,

good running order; £30.-Slad6. 35, Victoria St

Westminster. l"'*"'^

Bradbury,
'4^'%rfect"ruiming' or°de?"Iss'-F." Logsdait, London

TUBES.
tsatcs, Goodyear, Firestone, etc.

26x2 ....6/- 8/9 28_X3

26X2i
26X?|.
26---2J-.

..6/9 10/-

.7/- Jl/-

. .B/- 11/6

..8/6 12/6

10;-

28X2iX2i 8/-

050 -< 63- .•10/-
700x80 12/6

13/6
Jl/6
13/-
16/-

BELTS.
Ah make; in Stock at special prices.

Best English make 6ft lengths by tin. 1 /3 per n.

5ft. lengths by |m.1 /I per ft.

W- can supply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, to any required lengths.

RETREADING.
LXtra heavy rubt>er studded 1 7 /S

Heavy rubber studded 15 /-

Medium rubber st-jdded 12/3

Time renuirerl, 7 dav-- irom receipt nf cover.

speeds, clutch, combination, in

rder- £55.—F. Logsdait, London

Ed., King's Lynn, "Norfolk. tX8932

BRADBURY.-For the earliest possible deliveries nl

1919 models try the sole Manchester agent. Torn

Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. [bbb.?

Ah.v. Bradbtiry, 2*pecd, F.E„ Bosch, B. and B ,
new

4 Dunlops and belt; £42, or near ofler.-"Ailsa

Craig," Eosedale Ed., Grays, Essex. Li-893a

BRADBURY. 4h.p^, 2-speed, free engine, and new

coachbuilt sidecar; £50.---The Avon Motor

Cycle Co., Southbridge Ed.. South End, Croydon^^^

BRADBUEY and Sidecar, 4h.p., 2-speed, free en-

gine special Dunlops, Lucas lamps, mechanical

horn, all flrst-class condition; any trial; £4|-46
Mill Hill Ed., Acton. [S.9072

BEADBUUY, 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, horn, speedo-

meter lamps, good tyres, lin. belt (new), very

powerfuf, take sid^.ar easily; £42; any trial here

;

suarauteed sound,-28, Burgate, Canterbury, Emt^^jg

Brougli.

BRODGH 1916 31<h.p.' Combination, Canoelet sfde-

car; 85 gn°-Lmdhurst, 4, Petherton Rd., High^

;

bury. N.

BROUGH 3'4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, handle-bar control

clutch iiist overhauled, perfect condition^ "T-T.

Ibir^-JohnscJi The Firs. Kibworth, Leicester. [X9Wt>

B'
UOTTGH twin engine, low, fast T T., in good nin-

nin" order no front brake: first cash /36, bar-

I . °' ° 5.™, i- -n-nods 312, Deansgate, Mnu-
gnin, no offers.—E. \\ oous. ii±^, ^ =

[X8944
' Chester.

BROUGH Late Model SV^h.p. Twin. 2 speeds, abiio-

iVitBlv as new, will do 80 m.p.h,. just been thor-

,oughlfo'-erhanled;'£74.-Short. 485. Upper Eichmond

! Ed East Sheen.
'•"^"^

i riEOUGH Model HC. 1916, SV^h.p... overhead valves.

' B Stnmey-Archer 2-speed clnteh. kick start, lamp.

,!^edom?t™ painted dust grey, wiiartest and fastest

orthe road; £95.-'Phon6: 688 Hammersmith. [8711

free en-

real bargain; £56.

—

[8697

h-b-id
I V.

£75.
[8442

2|J Vauxhall Bridge Road,
263

Victoria,
S.W.

1.

6hn Twin Brown Combination, 2 speed:

gine. ready to ride away, r

i

L73, High St., Tooting.

B.S.A

-I ni6 S-speed 4V4h.p. B.S.A. and C.B. sidecar

' itJ -H. Wright. Arlesey, Beds.

BRA 1916 _3-speed countershaft: £70.—Short, 485,

Upper Eichmond Ed., East Sheen. [8453

B-'-^51.°Ma^retho?pe"d'; Thornton Heath. -[8791

B-'

B.S.A.'s in

— Al«x.nii<ler.

fitock

:

Agent.
iininediat© delirery Moriel

Wiillusey "Villaee. [1506

spe'^ds, nice lot; £75.

<? 4 av.h T) Model H. nil clinin drive, rerfw't

^o^Bdition; £70 -143. Pe.khn.n Eye, S.E. [X8840

2-speed. free engine, kirk

staTClittle used, £43; 1916 J.H., 2>/,h.P-, 2-

"
.as new-W- Owens, Buckley, ncai

Chester,
[X9118

i'19"i .

IBHIII stroke, 2-speed

a., itile End Ed . E. [8421 ,.,.„„ticement ,nnd the date ot the issue. K±\
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the aate 4J
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I^on s.

and

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
B.S.A.

K 1916 nS.A. 4>^h.p. combinotion,
L-lutili; £68, a bjiiiiuin.—P. Deory,

. 3 spetds
Stralwmo.

rX9028
good order
The .Wid.r

rX9190

R.S A.. cbiiin.rniii-Wlt. new Dunlops, si'Ien-

ouditioii: £65.-82, Sterniliile BJ.. Hanmicr-
[8622

B.S..\.. all-chain model, and Monleonicry side-

car, ready to ride away.—Foullics, Shawbiiry,
[X9080

-Bastone's, 226.
London, N.l.

[8819

I Q13 B.S.A., clutch model, fast machine,
LO luroughout; £36.—Uol 3,358, c/0

Cticlr.

fiuitti.

Salop.

B.S.A., 1919 models, early dcliTcries.-

Pt ntonviUe Kd., King's Cross,
Ttl. : 2181 North.

B.S.A., 1914, Modi] H. O.B. combintnfon : nny exnm
inntion nnd trini: £65,—E. A. Mnttbews, Cuhorinntion nnd trinI: £65,-

ilcno, Tower Hd., Worthing.

3l-jh.r- i:-speed,

good condition;
St. WillesborouBh. Kent.

B.3.A.,
etc..

EASTERN
GARAGE

1019 B.i
At/ few

[8712

free engine, lamps, horn,
£35.-75, Cudworth Rd.,

[8696

B.S.-I.. 4h.p., 3-speed gear, chain-cum-belt drive

with coachbuilt sidecar. In sound condition; £80,
— Brook Bros., Buruham, Somerset. (8556

B.S.A. "Hlh.r., 1916, eliaiu-cnm-lielt, Moutgoiliery

Bulerar. £75; also B.S.A.. 1911, fixed cnirmc.

£20.-ilctcalfo. Manor Farm, liriglitlin. Susses. [8427

B.S.A. Combination, 1915 [late], little used, I'lh.ri..

cliniu-cnm-helt, 3-^pce<l countersliaft, oil a. -cs-

'uties; £95.—Beale; 3, Fosse Rd., Leicester. [XgiSI

1 Q14 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed countershaft
At/ model, just cost £16 for complcle renovation,

privately owned: bargain, £80.—Box 3,354, c/o The
Mow Cadt. [X9188

1Q13 B.S.A., 2-spced model, tank and fittings re-

AJ/ novated, fast and powerlnl. £43; open basket
sidecar to sit, £3.—Brookes. 147, Station St. East,
Coventry. [X9189

B.S.A. Motor Cycle, all Uiain, only ridden

miles, unscratched, with Lucas lamps and
horn; what oBers.—T. W. Gore, Windingwood, Kinl-
bury, Berks. [8805

B.9.,A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

ascnts. The Walsall Oatage, Wolverhampton St.,

Walsall. Phone 444. [4669

B.S..\. Sole district agents.—For earliest possible

delivery and best service, try The Layton
Caragcs, London Rd., Bicester. B.S.A. Specialists.

Thone : 35 Bicester. [8519

BS A., 3-speed, with torpedo coachbuilt sidecar, ma-
chine delivered March, 1919, mileage 570, Stewart

viieedometer. Lucas horn, lamps, sporty and perfect

;

il05.—77, Evesham St.. Ecdditch. [8745

B.S..A.—Lieut. R. G. Parker, A.M.I.A.E., is now
demobilised after 4',L* years" service in the -\rmy.

and can give your enquiries his personal attention.

—Earliest deliveries of B.S.A. 's from Parker and Son,

St. Ives, Hunts. [8900

B.S.A. Combination, 1917 4Wh.r.. 3-sp6ed counter-

shaft, chain drive, clutch, kick starter, 2 lamps,
generators, speedometer, mechanical horn, tools, done
1,700 miles careful driving, perfect condition; £100,—
fie May, Tonbridge, Kent. [8379

1015 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, chain-cum-belt,
AcF kick starter, S-speed countershaft gear, electric

lighting and horn, also mechanical horn, speedometer,
watch, pillion seat, luggage grid, aud tools, spares, etc.

,

at 80 gns.—Trench, Bangor. Tel. : 86. [8375

all-chain, new
and horn, screen,

luggage grid, and full accessories, spares, tools, etc..

mn between 400 aud 500 miles; owner getting larger

IKJwer; price £120.—Apply, Box L786, c/o The Motor
CycU. [8896

B.S.A. Combination, A^h.p. chain-cum-belt, 1915-
16, countershaft, 3-speed clutch, kick start,

700X80 tyres, all-round artillery wheels, Lucas head
and rear lamps, a real good reliable outfit; £90; no
offers.—Healey, 174, Mansel Rd., Small Heath, Bir-
mingham. [X9054

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City agents and specialists
who confine their business absolutely to B.S.A.

manufactures always holds the most complete stock of

motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
diate delivery of all replacements.—The County^ Cycle
and Motor Co., 307-8, Broad St "Phone : Midland
733. [7250

Burfoi'd.

BVBFOED, 1914, 31'oh.p., 3-spce<l, sporting wicker
sidecar, good condition, kick; £50.-8, Hampst. ad

Hill Gardens, X.W.3. [8509
Calcott.

CALCOTT Z'rih.p., 1914, variable pulley, Bosch, new
tyres, stored, just overhauled, splendid condition;

29 gns.—14, Sydenham Hill, S.E. [8835

Calthorpe.

C.
BERRY'S.— 2"-,h.p. 2-speed
£36.-125, Canal Hd., ""

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P.. 2uh.v., Enfield 2-8peed. .lutcli,

free engine, good order, condition, readv rid>.-

an.IV- 36 gns.-Harrington Ed., Norwood .Tunction.
[8435

I IF YOU REQUIRE s

I Early Delivery i
it is essential to

Order Now

"C'OE Siile. 1919 B.S.A. combination,
-T this January, electric lighting,

Calthorpe;
-Mile End, E.

bargain,
[3850

We have placed contracts for all the
most desirable motor cycles, and, for
the g:uidance of intending: purchasers,
we state below the position regardlne:
deliveries of each make. Enquiries will
receive immediate attention, and we
shall be pleased to send Catalogues
glvlnff-«urrent prices.

ALLON, 2-stroke ; delivery May.
A.B.C., 3h.p. ; delivery June.
ARIEL, 3I h.p. ; delivery commenced.
ARIEL, 6'h.p. ; delivery 7 days.
BLACKBURNE, 23 h.p. ; delivery June.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. ; delivery May (early).

BLACKBURNIZ, 8 h.p. ; delivery May (late).

BROUGH, 3l h.p. ; delivery M,iy.

B.S.A., -tl h.p. ; delivery commenced.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. ; delivery 7 days.

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke ; delivery 14 days.

CLYNO, 2-stroke; delivery 2 weeks.
GLYNO, 8h.p. ; delivery June.
DIAMOND, 2jh.p. ; c^elivery 7 days.

DOUGLAS, 1919 models; delivery June.
HENDERSON, 8-10 h.p. ; delivery indefinite.

JAMES, 2-stroke; delivery May.
JAMES, jj h.p. ; delivery 14 days.

JAMES, 6 h.p. ; dehvcry 14 days.
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. ; delivery suspended.
METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke; delivery 7 days.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p. ; delivery 14 days.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. ; delivery commenced.
NORTON, 3,! h.p. ; delivery May.
NORTON, 4 h.p. ; delivery May.
N.U.T., 3* h.p. ; delivery May.
OMEGA, 2* h.p. ; delivery May.
ROVER, 3i h.p. ; delivery May.
ROVER, 6h.p. ; delivery May.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2 J h.p. ; delivery commenced.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p. ; delivery commenced.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p. ; delivery conunenced.

SUN, 3 h.p. ; delivery Maj'.

TRIUMPH, 2i h.p. ; delivery commenced.
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. ; delivery commenced.
ZENITH. 5 h.p., twin ; delivery commenced.
ZENITH, 6 h.p., twin ; delivery indefinite.

s

" MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE 2-stroke. brand new, with tools aiL
pump; 36 gns.-Clayton, Garage, Hermitage Laifg

Childs Hill, N.W. [865^

15 CaUhorpe-Jap, 2^,!ih.p., Enfield 2-spced. storeS
.^ince 1916. excellent condition: 36 gns.—3J

TUtnn Ed., Dalston. [87^

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap 2"'jh.p.. 2-8peed, Bpleudid com
A if tion. all accessories, ride away; after 7; 40 pns,~

"
"" [85fl

C4

19^

8, Crowland Terrace, Essex Rd., N.l.

GUMMEHSON, 5. John's Place, Acton.-2h.p.
thoipc-Frecision, thoroughly overliauled_, rcplai

and re-euauielled, a perfect

1Q1S Calthorpe-Jap, 23ili.p..

A«7 lamp and horn, ^torcd 18 months, _equal

lightwoiglit; £30.

Enfield 2-speed,

[8T^

Lucj

new ; 34 gns.—C. Lewis,
sliire.

The Haven, Dilwyn, Heretora
[85S

CANOELET; delivery 14 days.

EMPIRE; delivery 7 days.

GLORIA; delivery 4 weeks.
MILLFORD; delivery AprU.
SWAN ; delivery 7 days.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
official Repairers to

K.A.C., A.C.n.. A.A. 4J1.U.,

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone: 490 East Ham.

Telesrams: "Esaraoo, London."

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2'''ih.p., good condition, Bprlfl

forks, acetylene lamps, Enfield 2-spced gear: £3|
iiiBpection invited.—Stnrtin, 70, Poiliiimout Hill, Honu
stead. N.W.3. tSSq

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P., 1915V2, 2%h.p., Enfield
speed, Senspray, Xl'All, thoroughly overhauled

stored 18 months, looks like new; £35.—Dunkley, W'
Cavendish Rd., Balham. [SSai

ALTHORPE Combination. 4 to 5h.p. J.A.P., lafl

1916. mechanically perfect, Enfield gears, hauay
starter, fitted auxiliary tank, spares; £70.—"Catej
ham," Hamsted Ed., Southend-on-Sea. [85

C^'

CamplAn.

1 Ol' Campion, 2%h.p., new condition; ie40.-
-L«7 Gnildford Rd., Farnborongh, Hants.

-Reeve
[sr

Centaur.

CENTAUR Lightweight, new condition; £28.-

33, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow, B.

CENTAUE and Coach Sidecar. 3V'2h.p., new
free engine, 2 speeds; any trial; £45.—Goal

7, Canal Ed., Mile End Ed., B.

-| Q14 Centaur Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

Xt/ start, lamps, horn, splendid condition:

Address, 53, Hawk's Ed., Kingston-on-Tliniues,

-H;a
tees

m
hantf
£65.-
[88C,a

Chater-Lea.
Combination. lamp.1 016 Chater-L«a Combination, 8h.p..

-ItJ screen and hood, as now; JB140.— 7, Meyers ,

Loyton. •
CHATEE-LEA 6h.p. Twin, good condition, iu

£30.—After 5.30, Franoies, 56, Smart's LSI

Loughton, Essex. P^^fll

CHATEE-LEA, SVih.p., adjustable pulley, good •

dition , just been overhauled; £25.—Plumat)
Vicarage, Woolwich. XX8H

HATER-LEA Sh.p. Combination, 1914 model,!
peed, chain drive, 700x80 car tyres, Searle ti

burstable tube in rear wheel, handsome coachbU:0
sidecar, takes 5 anywhere; any trial; £85.—Portia
Lodge, Lyme Regis. [85

1 Q14 8h.p. Chater-Lea Coachbuilt Combination, ii
-LtF overhauled, re-enamelled and plated, 3in. tyra

1 new Palmer cord and tube, new Amac i;arburetta

K.L G. plugs, 3 electric lamjis and battery, screef

C^

horn, mirror, pump, and toofs. looks like riew: fig

o«cr over £100 secures.—Wilson, 116, Springbank
Hither Green, S.E. t'

Chater-Jap.

CHATER-J.A.P. 8h.p. Racer and Coachbuilt .Sideffl

overhead vnlves; £65.—The Avon Jlotor CyO
Co., Southbridge Rd., South End, Croydon. [898

5-6h.p. Chater-Jap, T.T., spring frame, 2-Bpe|

Bosch, Binks, fast, powerful, £48; also torpt

sidecar, £4 ; offers.-273. High St. North, East Hall
[80;

Chater-Peugeot.

CHATEE-PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p. twin, Bosch,

spray, coach sidecar, new Eock 2-sppea, hang

.start, good condition, lamps, horn, trial, tyres goffl

^^_ . _„ „ drip feed; £55.-4, Park St., Berkhamstead. [Xgog

SIDECARS. M c,y„^

CLTXO -Earliest deliveries.—Your name on our :

ensures this.-Martiu Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford. [7S

CEOW Bros., High St., Guiidford, West Surrey aged

for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure eafl

-lelivery, ''"I

6h p Clvno. 1912, in splendid condition, engine

overhauled; £35.—Oswell, Cross Keys, Had
Salop. [^89

5-6h.p, Clyno and cane sidecar, 1914, -excellent

dition; £55. Seen any time.—Borden Vi»n
Sittingbourne. P^^3

GEOVEE. Smith and Willis, Basingstoke.-AgentsJ
Clyno combination. Don't wait until the .fl

weather comes before placing your order. [65

LYNO Late 1914 Combination 5-6h.p. Twin, ,

speed countershaft gear, spare wheel, excellg

condition; price £95.—Apply, Hemming, 37, Scruttl

St., Finsbury, E.G. [X91|

CLYNO.—Lient. R. G. Parker, A.M.I.A.E.,
demobilised after 4',!. years' service in the Arig

and can give your enquiries his personal attenU

—Earliest deliveries-ol Clynos from Parker ana _^
St. Ives, Hunts. \P%

I

C^

A-)4 All letters relating to advertisements sho.uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date -of the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Editorial Offices:

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, ManchestWt
Tele^rojiu : " Cyclist, Fleet. LjndoQ." lelearams : " Motorcyele. Coventry." Telegrams : ' Ilifle, Maiicbosiar."

i«i«pAo«fl ; 2848 City iflve Uneat. 'Telephone : 10 Goveutry tllve Itueai. Teleiihona : 620 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, I5s. '2(5.; all countries abroad, I9s. 6d. per annum.
The Foreign rat^s (inoted above apply also to men in the Serviceu abroad.

COLONl-AL AND FOHEIGS AGENTS:
Okited STATB9—The Interoati'onal New; Aeency, New York. Canada—Toronto New3 Co.. Ltd.. Toronto : Montreal News Co., Ltd., Montreal; WInnlpoa

News Co.. Winnipeg ; British Goiumbla News Co., Vancouver : Gordon A Gotch. Ltd., 1^2. Bay Street, Toronto.
ACBiruLU—Oordon & Goicli. Ltd.. Melbouroe (Victoriai. Sydney tN.S W.). Brisbane (Queensland). Adelaide iS. A.). Perth iW.A.), and Laanceston (Taamaniftl.

New Zealand—Gordon &, Gotcli, Ltd.. Weliiiigton. Ancltland. Ghristaharch, and Dunedin. INDIA—A. H. Wheeler ii Co.. Bombay. AUaliabad. and Calcutta.

South aFbica—Central News Aeency, Ltd. Paris—Smith's English Library, 218 Rati Rivoli.

Motor Cyclists and the Budget.

MOTORISTS in general speflt a somewhat
anxious time in awaiting tlie Budget, but

tiieir patience lias been well rewarded.

In a few days' time petrol licences will

be abolished, and the Petrol Control

Department will be but a bad dream of the past.

It has been officially announced that all petrol

licences will be withdrawn on Saturday, May
17th, but we hear that it is doubtful if they will

be issued after Saturday next. With the licences

die sixpence super-tax goes by the board, so

petrol will be that much cheaper for the motor
cyclist. Furthermore, it was recently stated in

public by a well-known petrol magnate that there

was so much of this fuel in the country that it

was difficult to know where to place the fresh

cargoes arriving, and that so soon as the Govern-

ment control of the fuel ceased it was bound to

come down in price. It seems, therefore, that

after the long years of weary waiting and priva-

tion a happier time is in store for us all. Readers

are reminded that they may return their licence

books to the Petrol Control Department, 19,

Berkeley Street, London, W.i, and obtain a re-

fund of the tax on every gallon of petrol which

has not been purchased. Tlie earlier the licences

are sent back the earlier will the money be re-

funded, as thousands of licences will have to be

dealt with.

It is pleasing to note that the Government
promise that the petrol super-tax was to be purely

a war measure has been kept, but we cannot help

feeling that the tax should have been removed

several months ago, as the charge on motorists

has beenfheavy, and the cost of collecting it has

been enormous. No fewer than 300 persons

were employed by the Department. The official

announcement that there is to be no tax on our

home-produced fuel, benzole, of which ioo,coo

tons are being manufactured per annum, is good

news. The Chancellor of the Exchequer also

declared that the luxury tax would be abandoned.

All this makes good reading, and what with

cheaper fuel, and the dropping of the luxury tax,

which would certainly liave been levied on the

more expensive motor cycles, we indeed feel we

have been spared to enjoy happier times. Mr.

Chamberlain also, pointed out diat there might

be some further taxation on motor cars, but that

the matter would be given consideration and

would be postponed till flie next Budget. Before

that time it is to be hoped that the Auto Cycle

Union and the other motoring organisations will

have carefully put the case of motor cyclists

before the Chancellor. Tlie motor cyclist is

taxed quite severely enough already, and it is

obviously unfair to place an extra burden either

on the private owner or on the trade. It is,

moreover, essential to point out, as we have

previously done at considerable length, and on
many occasions, that the Treasury formula is

not justly applicable to mot r cycles. Sufficient

unto- the day is the evil thereof, but we must be

prepared.

The Future of the Motor Cycle.

IN
this issue we make reference to the circula-

tion of this journal, and we think that the

majority of our readers will recognise the

portent of the record attained by T)ie Motor
Grcle in automobile journalism. Our natural

pride in the achievement is not mere self-satis-

faction ; in this unprecedented demand for T/ie

Motor Cycle we see ahead a time of exceptional

prosperity for the industry and a motor cyclist

community expanded even beyond enthusiasts'

anticipations. Nothing succeeds like success,

and every new motor cyclist joining the fraternity

probably is the means of inducing at least one

other to become an owner—and so the demand
for the most economical .motor vehicle goes on
increasing. Motor cycles are becoming really

popular with the general public : old prejudices

have gradually been lived down. For utilitarian

purposes, also, the motor cycle is now appre-

ciated at its full value, and altogether the promise

of the future is brighter than ever before.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Woolly Engines.

SO far as I know, nobody has ever tested public
opinion on the question of whether the pubhc
prefers a woolly or a hotstuff engine. Of course,

Ihe books of various companies which have coquetted
with both types must tell a tale to a careful student;
and we could all mention names and years to identify
certain models in which a rational compression ratio
was incautiously exceeded. If thiS' paragraph should
provoke any correspondence, the letters will probably
be unreliable as a guide, for the men who are keen
enough to write letters to us are generally bitten with
the speed mania. I rather fancy that 75% of us would
\-ote for an engine which is easy to start, reluctant
to conk, and does not require much humouring on its

controls. Now, my impression is that quite a lot
of British makers neglect these aspects of driving
pleasure, whereas the Yankee designer values them
more shrewdly. Unless American track timing is a
farce, nobody can put up better racing stunts than the
Yank—at any rate, with the 7 h.p. machine, which
is his pet speciality. But he regards the track type of
engine as the " pidgin " of the advertising department;
and he re-designs that engine before he sends out
roadsters to his agents. In England some at least of
our manufacturers run short of self-restraint at this
point. They turn out a stunt 'bus for competition
work, and their road model comes too near being its

twin brother. One result is that we produce the most
efficient small machines in the world ; another, to my
thinking, is that we oppress fat, elderly riders with
engines which are not woolly enough to suit them.
Of course, the ideal is a stunt 'bus which can be
woolly on the road; and I -rather fancy one or two
post-war machines may realise this ideal. But before
tlie war I estimate that some of our firms were not in
sufiiciently close sympathy with the average buyer; let

them visualise the "John Citizen" of " Poy's " car-
toons in the Even'mg News, and they will get the kind
of man I mean. He buys seven motor cycles out of
every ten sold in this country; and he is scared to
death by an engine which revolves eight times back-
wards if it pulls up against a compressio" when he
is trying to start it.

Aatomatic Carburetters.

FOR similar reasons I am rather surprised that
manufacturers first of all fit the two-lever car-
buretter almost exclusively, and, *acondly, adjust

it to close far enough to stop the engi.ic. I have not
the very slightest doubt that the " John Citizen " type
of user prefers an automatic carburetter, even if he
thereby incurs a trivial addition to his fuel bill. I

am well aware that shutting the throttle is technically
the best method of stopping our engines. Driving on
the valve lifter is not good practice, switching on and
off is equally bad, and declutching is deprecated
because the average motor cycle engine is imperfectly
balanced and imperfectly silenced. Nevertheless, a

duffer will find control very considerably simplified if

he is relieved of the air lever, and is prevented from
accidentally stopping his engine by shutting his

throttle too far. Now that the A.I.D. have developed
an " absolute " system of carburetter tuning by using

the flowmeter to gauge jets, automatic carburetters

can be correctly set at the works without any expendi-

ture on skilled testing.

Another Fallacy Gone?

ET will be interesting to see whether the flowmeter

reduces the range of the old lottery about

engines. It used to be believed that the track,

Brooklands, and Six Day trade machines were fitted

with engines which were selected from output by dint

of their making a specially brilliant show in the firm's

loutine tests; and that, outside these " star " engines,

considerable variation existed, so that a lucky cus-

tomer received a 'bus which was 5 m.p.h. faster than

the one delivered to his next-door neighbour. I heard
a knot of enthusiasts discussing the matter the other

day, and their conclusion was that the carburetter was
always responsible for such differences, that gauging

jets by the drill used in manufacture accounted for

carburetter vagaries, and that flowmeter testing would,
reduce these 20,000 outputs we hear of to a uniform
efficiency.

These doughty warriors were arguing from the

A.I.D. tests of aero engines, in which experience shows
that uncommonly level results are usually obtained

from aero engines. ' Factories turning out one hun-

dred engines a week found remarkably little difference

in the exactly recorded test results. I should be the

last to deny that the carburetter had a lot to do with

pre-war variations in motor cycle engines of the same
make. Our engines are as sensitive to their carbu-

ration as their riders are to the functioning of their

livers or the amount of liquor on board at any given

moment. I have wasted innumerable hours re-

tuning standard carburetters and fitting experimental

vaporisers; as a rule, a new tuning or a different

instrument will alter the behaviour of an engine most
perceptibly. I always used to blame factory testers

for the ease with which factory settings could be
bettered,; to-day I admit that the absence of an accu-

rate system of gauging jets at the carburetter's place

of origin was the prime factor.

Nevertheless, the "star" engfne will still pop up
in every batch proceeding through some factories ; ami
in others it will never appear at all. For example,
some factories still use hundredth inch gauges, and
"run the engine in" after assembly, warning credu-

lous customers not to drive the 'bus all out for the

first five hundred fniles or so. Other factories employ
scientific methods of manufacture, and experience no
call to " wear their engines in." They will lightlv

take a brand new engine down to Brooklands, and
guarantee it to lap at over sixty on its third circuit.

In other words, you get the " star " engine once in
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SCENES IN A FAMOUS 'VARSITY CITY.

(L.cft) A Matchless outfit in New College Lane

Oxford.

(Right) By Brasenose College, It was in this

neighbourhood that the meetings of the notorious

" Hell Fire Club " used to lake place.

every 500 or 1,000, \vhere workmanship is

jioor, and gauges are sloppy; but it is not

really a star engine at all— it is rather the

normal which all the other engines could and

should reach in a decently run works. In a

better class factory, all the engines will be

stars. One maker said to me recently, "I
was always afraid you'd buy one of our pre- "-" "
war mgchines from an agent— I may as well confess

that Qur standard 1914 engine wasn't any great

shakes. Now we've had four years on aero work, and

I hope you'll buy one selected at random from _any

agent's stock.

Obturatoi- Rings.

THE letter under the above title in our issue of

April 24th might impart a wholly false impression

to any readers w^ho regard obturator rings as

me of the ''hush-hush" secrets of the war. They
uere long ago eliminated from all aircraft engines

in the British service, with the- single exception of

a small "school'" engine, even the later rotaries being

innocent of them. It is common knowledge that

one or two inventors are exceptionally busy patenting

novel applications of the idea just now, but it is

bv no means certain that they are sure of a renewed

lease of life.

Sociability.

©URIXG a recent week-end I sampled the Ports-

mouth Road, and was principally impressed

by the enormous number of sidecars, and the

size of the loads which the combinations carried.

Sidecars seemed to be perceptibly more numerous

than solo machines, whilst many of the latter had

Rappers on their brackets. Evidently the unsocia-

l.iilitv of the solo machine is its worst enemy, and

this is. emphasised by the popularity of sidecars and

pillions—the latter positively dangerous. At least one

sidecar outfit in three carried an extra passenger on

the carrier, and frequently two or three youngsters

ivere stowed away in front of Mamma in the car.

Ructions are not unknown in happy motor cycling

homes as the quiver begins to fill. In more than

one case. Mamma was in the saddle, Papa on the

carrier, and the sidecar was wholly occupied by

mixed olive branches. In these turnouts, Papa

looked either henpecked or debonair; in the former

instance he was evidently relegated to the carrier

for good—in the latter he wished to create the

impression that camaraderie existed between him and

his better half, atid that they took tricks at the wheel

;

I hope they did. I returned to town in a meditative

mood. When I marry, there will be no nonsense

about a sidecar honeymoon ; I shall buy my bride a

lady's model Douglas ; it is better so. By the way,

I did not see a single machine en panne, despite

overloading and the terrible road vibrations.

A Tinny "Whirr in the Gear Bos.

CORRESPOXDEXT writes in some alarm

because, although his gear box retains the

usual three effective gears, it is prone to emit

a " tinny whirr,'' and the noise continues although

he has stuffed the ca.sing as full of lubricant as it

will hold. He dare not attempt to dismande the

box, and the one and only repairer within ten miles

refuses to investigate the affair. I think there is no

doubt that one of the ball races is loose in its housing

;

the outer race is a press fit in a housing in the alu-

minium casing, although this method of construction

is not particularly good practice. All that is neces-

sary is to take the gear box down and tin the outside

of 'the ball race so that it will be a better fit in the

housing. I do not think my correspondent need be

afraid of the job, and I offer him two tips to assist

in a more ambitious job than he has yet tackled.

The first is to swill the gear box absolutely clean

with parafifin before he starts so that he can see the

parts and will not be baffled by afterwards discovering

mysterious washers for which he can find no home,

because thev were embedded in lubricant when he

took it down ; the second is to write and ask the

maker for a blueprint section of the box.

A2^
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100,000 !
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The Weekly Circulation of "The Molor Cycle" actually Exceeds 100,000 Copies,

constituting a World's Record for Automobile Journals.

A Bright Outlook for the Future of the Pastime.

A 30,000 GATE. Imagine a croWid more than three times the size of the one shown above and some conception lof our

circulation figures will be gained.

STILL another record by the motor
cycle, but this time not on Brook-
lands !

Our readers have rendered it possible
for this journal to set up a new world's
record in the circulation of motoring
journals Of course, Tin: Motor Chirh:

has always led among motor cycling
liapers. but never has the figure of

100,000 been reached liitherto by any
motoring periodical—car or motor cycle.

The war merely delayed tlie achievement,
for in 1914 our weekly issues reached the
hinh figure of 93,000 copies.

It is sixteen years since No. 1 of this

journal saw the light, the first issue
being dated March 31st, 1903. For over
six years it was the only paper devoted
to the pastime, during which time Tlie

Motor Cycle piloted the movement
through the most difficult period of its

history. During this time our campaign
for change-speed gears was launched,
the magneto perfected, and the solution
of motor cycle design successfully
solved. The way was made clear for
devotees to take up the motor cycle in
their thousands.
Few readers can appreciate what

100,000 really represents. It is nearly
as big as the British Army of old con-
temptibles which did so much to stem
the Hun hordes in September, 1914..
Twenty tons of paper are consumed in

the ordinary weekly circulation. Even
the tiny wire used for stitching the
pages together is used at the rate of
nearly four miles per week.
Rotary printing machines (of which six

are installed)—even more wonderful in
design than our mstor cycles—are used
to print the journal. They ai'e designed
to reel off sixty-four page' sheets at the
rate of 5,000 copies per hour, counting,
folding, and stacking them ready for
collating and binding.

One Hundred Thousand Readers'.

Im.agine all of them mounted on motor
cycles riding in single file. With a gap
of only 5ft.. they would form a pro-
cession over 220 miles in length.

A3C

If entered for an A.C.U. Trial and
despatched at minute intervals, the
competitors themselves W'ould be strung
out over 33,000 miles, or a distance equal
to one and a third times round the world,
and the officials with the starting watch
would be busy for ten weeks without a

'

break !

Again calculate the combined annual
mileage of this number of motor cyclists

each using two gallons of petrol per
week. At an average of 75 m.p.g. the
fuel used (over ten million gallons)

would give 780 million miles of riding,
or a distance, more than equal to four
double journeys between the earth and
the sun, or over 31,000 journeys round
the world.

1,250 Miles of Paper.

So much for one hundred thousand
readers. Further figures directly con-
nected with the production of one hundred
thousand copies of Tht Motor Cyde are
just as interesting. We find a normal
week's issue stacked one above the other
would form eight pillars as high as

Niagara Falls, while the paper (exclusive

of the cover) used in the recent Spring
Number would form a ribbon, the width
of The Motor Cycle and printed on both
sides, reaching from London to Petrograd,
a distance of 1,250 miles. To cover this

distance a motor cyclist would have to

ride at 20 m.p.h. without a stop for over
sixty hours. Three such issues would
more than bridge the Atlantic twice.
The familiar blue paper used for the cover
alone would stretch for a distance of

thirty-four miles.

Through all the trials and vicissitudes that
the industry experienced in the momentous
years 1905 to 1911, and later when the .

industry assumed its present importance,
the bond which existed between our
readers and this journal is rarely observ-
able between public and newspaper.
From its earliest days The Motor Cycle
has been so much a part of the movement
that it has long since been regarded as
the hub of the motor cycle world. When
war broke out the journal itself, so to

speak, joined the Army. It proved its

national value by obtaining over 10,000

recruits with special knowledge, and later

chronicled the doings of those who helped
so materially to win the war. Written by
motor cyclists for motor cyclists, The
Motor Cycle has won appreciation all

over the world by its policy of fostering

the motor cycle movement and providing
interesting, helpful, and educative articles

for the thinking man. Here it may be
remarked that there is no keener motorist

on the road than a motor cyclist—he is

veritably part and parcel of his fascinat-

ing machine. Popularity may be judged
by demand. In this connection, it is

interesting to observe the rapid and con-

sistent rise in our circulation figures

during the past three months :

February 6th ...
*

... 67,253

February 13th 70,314

Februarv 20th : 72,881

February 27th 75,457

March 6th 80,301

March 13lh 84.486

March 20th 89,433

March 27th " 92,989

April 3rd 97,578

April 10th 98,643
April 17th 99,893
April 24th 100,935

A Record Demand for Motor Cycles—
the Portent.

Quite apart from the perhaps justifiable

pride we feel in the attainment of circula-

tion figures of such magnitude, let us

bi'oadly consider its portent. One fact

stands out prominently—the outlook for

the pastime of motor cycling was never
brighter. The interest in the sport and
enthusiasm for the type of machines we
all favour were never so pronounced.
During the most prosperous period before

the war the 100,000 mark was never
reached, but in cjuick time since the

Armistice that figure has been attained

by The Motor Cycle, and the figures go
on rising in a regular crescendo, as will

be appreciated from an examination of

the weekly totals published in this issue.
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Manufacturers should take encourage-
ment from the achievement. Ah'eady
the couviction is growing in the motor car
woi'ld that over-production is to occur
when all the factories are in full swing
next year. Xo such jjrospect is discussed
in the motor cycle field, where the possi-
bilities for the most economical form of

motor vehicle are illimitable. Again, the
British motor cycle possesses a reputation
second to none Overseas, and were
machines available many thousands could
^je shipped abroad immediately to fuffil

long standing orders incapable of execu-
tion because the industry patriotically
tlu-ew- all peaceful production aside to
assist in bringing about a successful
termination of " hostilities. Clearly the
motor cycle industry is on the threshold
of exti'aordinary developments, and the
present demand for motor cycles, while
abnormal when compared with pre-war
standards, is bound to continue.

One of the large specially-built rotary printing machines upon which The Motor Cycle is

produced. These machines are designed to print and fold a 64-page sheet at the rate of

6,000 copies per hour.

->-»C»-^

A New Automatic Carburetter.
A Three-jet Device with Single-lever Control to be known as the R.C.F.

THEEE is a growing demand for an
automatic carburetter suitable for

motor cycle use., and in the R.C.F.
we have one of extreme simplicity em-
bodying several novel points.

The float chamber contains a •spherical

float which fits the chamber loosely and
thus rises and falls with the petrol, cut-

ting off the supply by means of the usual

needle valve at the proper level. Below
the float but above the passage to the

H

jets is a fine gauze filter, hemispherical
in shape, extending over the whole base
of the float chamber.
Two bosses projecting from the float

chamber carry the mixing chamber,
which consists of a horizontal cylinder,
and the jets, generally tlu-ee in number.
Above the jets is a port which can be
closed by the throttle and varied in area
by an external sleeve having four
different-sized apertures designed to pro-

vide a correct mixture
under varying atmos-
pheric conditions. Until
the jets are uncovered
by the throttle they are
entirely outside the choke
tube, and therefore sub-
ject to no suction from
the engine. As the
throttle opens the suc-

tion on each jet comes
gradually into operation,
and there is no dead
spot. Wlien any jet is

uncovered there is no
obstruction between it

and the engine, even at

small throttle opening."?.

A stop is provided which
can be set so as to allow

the throttle to be closed

(Inly to a predetermined
point. Thus the best posi-

tion for starting and slow
running can at once be
obtained by fully closing

the throttle lever.

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.

We have one of these carburetters at

present under test, and like its perform-.,

ance very well. The pick-up is excel-

lent, and power good, but, as the_ carbu-

retter has not yet been quite suited to

our engine, the slow running leaves

something to be desired, and we can as

yet say nothing about the petrol con-

sumption, and so shall refer to it again

on a future occasion.

Elevation and
sectional diagrams

of the R.C.F. car-

buretter.

IscEEAsrsG A.C.U. Meheeeship.—
There is no falling off in the number of

applications for membership received at
the headquarters of the Auto Cycle
Lnion, and new members are joining at
the rate of over 500 per week.
The A.C.U. Libkahy.—Members of

the Auto Cycle Union are reminded that
there is a comprehensive library of

manufacturers' catalogues, which are

(Officially communicated.)

kept up to date, at the offices ; and that

these are available for personal perusal.

In the event of a member desiring the

catalogues of several firms, these will be
sent by post on the understanding that

they are returned to the A.C.U.
Official Ben-zole Tests.—The Auto

Cycle Union is prepared to analj^se

samples of benzole for members who feel

that fuel they have bought is not in

The R.C.F. carburetter fitted to a

3 h.p. Enfield.

accordance with the standard set by the

benzole companies.
Second-hand JIotoh Cycles.—The

services of the Auto Cycle Union experts

are available for the assistance of mem-
bers buying second-hand motor cycles

and cycle cars. The A.C.U. cannot

undertake to purchase machines, but will

advise prospective buyers whether to

invest in any particular machine.
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IDEAS : Useful and Ingenious.

Lubricating Bowden Wire.
AHIXT tor lubricating Bowden wires

is submitted by Cpl. Oddv, from
Belguim. He suggests that one

end of a short length of rubber lamp
tubing be placed over both iujier and

Lubricating

Bowden wire by
means of a small

piece of rubber

tube and an oi

mg forced mto
other end by means oT a small oil gun.
Cpl. Oddy states that in a few seconds
oil will emerge at the other end

An Anti-theft Lock.

ME._ W. H, TRAILL sends a draw-
ing of an anti-theft lock which
has the advantage of locking the

front wheel without any play such as
exists when a chain is passed through
the spokes, and which is liable to cause

lock suggested by .Mr. W. H. Traill.

damage should the machine be moved
with the wheel locked.
The suggested lock consists of strong

eyelet lugs welded to tbe fork side
inembers. and a steel loop riveted to the
inside of the wheel rim, through which
a steel pin may be inserted and secured
with a padlock. It is advisable to fit

two loops diametrically opposite each
other, in order to balance the wheel.

A^2

Reader.s of "The Motor Cycle" are
invited to contribute to this page any
ideas successfully adapted to their motor
cycles. Contributions will be paid for at
our usual rales. Rough explanatory
sketches will suffice

"•aBBBDaBaBDMaaBSMBSD iBaBaBaBBBaaeiiaBaaB

Emptying a Petrol Can without
Waste.

APIECE of iin. or |in. gaspij:)e soldered
into the screwed cap of a petrol can
and a small copper tube fi.xed as

shown in the diagram will effectively pre-

A device to prevent waste in emptying
petrol cans.

vent waste when emptying the petrol from
cans into the tank. This little device can
easily be carried in the toolbag.

A Simple Starling Vaporiser.

MR. W. ANSON, a Leicester re,,der,

forwards particulars of a simple
vaporising device to assist ;n starl-

ing with the heavier grades of fuel. It

consists of a small brass union which
is sweated into a piece of small bore
cojiper piping, closed at the end, and
provided with two very small holes dia-

metrically opposite to each other. The
device is screwed into the induction pipe

and is used in conjunction with a petrol

squirt to inject the fuel which is atom-

Vaporising jets in the induction pipe.

ised by its passage through the small
holes. Mr. Anson states that heavy fuels
never_ fail to give, a quick start when
vaporised in this manner.

Fixing a Tank.
A.SHEFFIELD reader—Mr. W. H.

Beresford—having had trouble with
]>ctrol leaking from his tank via the

holes for the screws which secured it in

position, overcame the difficulty by strap-
ping the tank on to the frame by means
of sheet fteel strips tightened by |in

bolts. At the top of the bands shoit

1

A strapped-on tank.

pieces of steel were bent to follow the
half circumference of the top tube and
riveted to the straps, thus preventing
anj' possibility of the band twisting
round.
Between the bottom of the tank and

the lower tube of the frame our corre-
spondent inserted three-ply wedges.

A Convenient Work Stand,

MOTOR cyclists who have adjust-
ments and repairs to make to their

machines know the advantage and
desirability of having the machine raised
off the floor. In the average motor cycle
shed, however, there is rarely sufficient

Details of a portable work stand.

room to store a permanent work stand
when it is not in use, hence the sug
gested "portable" stand illustrated here
may appeal to those with limited space.
The component parts of this stand are
made from two mineral water cases, and
a length of lin. x2iin. wood about 6ft.
long. The necessary alterations to the
cases and general details are of such a
simple character that any motor cyclist
could make the stand.
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Birmingham M.C.C. Easter Competition

^'Victory'' Cup Trial.

FOUR GOLD MEDALS
L. BAKER, L. L. SEALEY, C. PERCIVAL, and H. R. LANE, and

FOUR SILVER MEDALS
R. H. NICHOLLS, A. A. FARR, W. R. STEEL, and e! HILL,

OUT OF EIGHT ENTRIES.

GREAT SUCCESS OF B.S.A.
in Copenhagen Motor Cycle Club's Race,

Our Agents wire

:

Received from Copenhagen, April 22nd.

"In Copenhagen Motor Cycle Club race April

12th and 13th, 400 miles, 2 B.S.A. motor cycles

came in as Nos. 1 and 2.

They were the only motor cycles or cars that

completed the race within stipulated time."

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles for Reliability and Speed.

New Catalogue Post Free.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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14 POINTS
OF THE NEW 3 H.P.

orld*

Deal
rlobor Cycl

f?
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FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT
from the ordinary run of Motor Cycles."

Mr. B. H. Davles in " The Motor Cycle."

1

.

Perfectly balanced engine.

2. Overhead valves.

3. Detachable cylinder heads.

4. Steel cylinders.

5. Hand-controlled enclosed clutch.

6. Four-speed gate-change gear box

7. Enclosed transmission

8. Perfect suspension

9. All black finish.

10. Adequate weather protection

1 1

.

Single lever control.

12. Car-type brakes

13. Real quietness.

14. Automatic lubrication

Price £85.
THE SOPWITH
AVIATION &
ENGINEERING

CO., LTD.,
65, South Molton St., LONDON, W.l.

Telephone Mayfair 4215 and 4214.

Registered Offices and Works :

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

Ideal
f o r

Sidecar
Work.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Where are Ihe Ladies' Models?

Sidecar Machines Favoured.

Ex-Service Drivers in Reliability

Trials.

THE prospect of new models designed especially

for our use appears scanty. Most manufac-
turers are concentrating on models for men,

and, considering the proportion of women in the
country as compared with men, this is rather surprising,

unless it is assumed tliat a lady will ride the standard
macliine. In view of the limited output for the next
few months, and the increased demand for the standard
models, not many firms are listing an open-framed
mount for the 191 9 season. The Douglas manufac-
turers tell me that they intend making a few ladies'

models later in the year.

Po^ver for Sidecars.
We may give a sigh of regret for the little two-

stroke ladies' Clj'ho that was just being perfected

before motor cycle factories were converted to war
purposes. This machine promised remarkably well,

but, unfortunately, has been put aside for specialisation

on their other two models. We hope that later on
these designs will be brought forth again for those

who have objections to the closed frame. There
are still, however, plenty of good designs, allowing of

a varied choice. Except for the veriest beginner,

power enough to permit a sidecar to be attached is

best for all-round purposes.

Most girls, who were war service motor cyclists,

used 3^4 h.p. machines, and it is scarcely likely that

they will be satisfied with a lower

power when they select their own \
'bus. In my opinion, it is always 1:

unwise to attach even a featherweight

sidecar to a lightweight; there will '\*

inevitably dawn a day when the engine

'will be overdriven, and the wear and

tear will be so much greater

than with a machine having

reserve power. The raw
novice will be in a quandary
as to w-hich of the many _
excellent makes to purchase,

but by studying the pages of

The Motor Cycle, and bear-

ing in mind that the lowest-

priced article is not neces-

sarily the cheapest in the

end, one should be sure of

umpteen miles of pleasure.

Many people despise the

cane sidecar body, the coach-

built being more fashionable

and smarter in appearance,
and possibly wanner- for

winter riding, but the two
most comfortable sidecars I Miss James, an enthusiast

recollect were of cane con- Her mount is

^/^^'

struction, one the standard Enfield of about 1913 and
the other a Gloria with a sprung wheel. My passenger
frequently wishes it were fashionable to have a cane
sidecar still.

I am interestedly watching the types of mount
favoured by the women who are to be demobilised.

Having ridden in all weathers and conditions, the most
proficient of these riders should put up a good perform-

ance in future reliability trials.

We are promised much in the way of comfort by
spring frames, and improved engine design will con-

duce to ease of starting. The Raleigh people promise

us a specification that should suit the lady driver.

The thorn in the rose, however, is the high price

quoted all round. One could have obtained a light

car in earlier days for the price of a medium sidecar

outfit of to-day, and this, too, just as petrol has

become easy to obtain and promises to be of better

quality. In a few years' time, when factories are in

full swing, the output of motor cycles should be great

enough to allow a substantial reduction in price, but

for 1919 riding we must " pay the piper."

The Influence of the War on Dress.

The dress question should vex us no more, accus-

tomed as we now are to a rational costume in many
of the forms of labour undertaken by women. They,

at any rate, will not be afraid to clothe themselves

suitably to ride the only available motor cycles. There
will always be some ladies who still have qualms about

appearing in public in semi-masculine attire. Person-

ally, I have never found it difficult to ride in skirts. The
land army, the trench coats, and the sensible caps of

the Women's Legion all offer suggestions which are very

useful. The wai has taught us much, and, among other

things, how to dress prac-

t i c a 1 1 y and becomingly.

There is a greater selection

now in any of the well-known

stores, such as Dunhills,

than some few years ago we
could have found in all

England. Scarcely any garb

is proof against sixteen de-

grees of frost, so winter

riding may not become very

popular with women, but

for spring, summer, and
autumn we have everything

that can be desired to make
post-war motor cycling one

huge s u c c e s s—save the

machines. Mr. Manufac-
turer, do hurry up and get

them on the market?
May Walker.

who believes in plenty of power

a 7-9 h.p. Premier.

B3
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COMPONENTS OF THE MOTOR SCOOTER.
Reporl upon (he " Eveready " Auloped by an Eminent Engineer.

IT
is probably true that fewer than a dozen people in

this country know the mechanics of the American
Autoped. We know that exorbitant prices have

been paid by engineers interested in the motor scooter
to obtain these details. Therefore, in view of the great
interest manifested in this type of machine, the
description and drawings we are able to give here and
on page 463 are of more than usual interest to readers
generally and prospective makers of scooters in
particular.

An eminent engineer connected with the car and
aviation industries has purchased one of these machines,
and the drawings reproduced have been executed
by his technical staff. They show in detail many
points which have mystified would-be designers of
motor scooters, and prove many assumptions regarding
their mechanics to be wrong.

Full details of the transmission, clutch and brake
mechanism, and the flywheel magneto, are clearly
shown, together with a side elevation and plan, all

drawn to scale.

Specification.

The following is the engineer's description and
report upon the practicability of the machine.

(1.) Engine.—The single-cylinder engine is of 155 cub''c
centimetres capacity, with a bore and stroke of 56 x 63
mm. respectively, automatic inlet valve, mechanically oper-
ated exhaust valve. The engine is mounted on the left-
hand side of and on the same axis as the front wheel,
which is driven through a back gear and disc clutch, the
gear ratio being 5.2 to 1. Cast iron cylinder, piston, and
rings.

(2.) Driving Mechanism and Foeecaeriage.—The engine
crank case has a tubular extension, forming a support ex-
ternally for the clutch operating mechanism, clutch driving
gear, clutch discs and front wheel hub, and poles of the
flywheel type magneto. Internally, the crank case exten-
sion carries the crankshaft, on the conical end of which
is the flywheel containing the magneto magnets. The back
gear bearings are also supported by the crank case, which,
in addition, provides the lugs for the operating lever of the
internal brake acting on the front rim. The usual
front wheel fork is replaced by a frame formed of two
sheet steel plates fitted to the top and extension of the
crank case respectively, the upper part serving to carry
the head of the frame and steering column or pillar, form-
ing as a whole a complete forecarriage or power unit. Case-
hardened steel gears and cone type ball bearings are used,
with the exception of the main crankshaft bearing.

(3.) Construction. — Steel pressings are employed
throughout. The steering column with its handle-bar is the

only tubular member contained in the structure. Lateral

stability remarkably good.

(4.) Wheels and Tyres.—Sheet steel disc type, fitted

with 15in. x2iin. Goodrich tyres.

(5.1 Wheelbase.—355in.

(6.) Brakes.—Fibre lined shoe or band, engaging on in-

ternal surface of extension of the front wheel rim, controlled

by the rearward motion of the steering column.

(7.) Carbueetter.—Primitive jet and pipe arrangement,

remarkable chiefly for its inefficiency and reluctance to

work. Substitution of carburetter of approved type ia

essential. Diameter of inlet pipe fin.

Controls and Comment.
(8.) Control.—The front wheel brake and -the disc

clutch are connected to the steering column by means of

links and rods, and operated by the forward or rearward
motion of the steering column. The maximum forward
position of the steering column is controlled by a stop,

which provides a location for the actual running position

when the clutch is fully engaged and the brake fully re-

leased. A slight rearward motion of the steering column .

disengages the clutch, providing a free engine, while a

further rearward motion brings the front wheel brake into

action. Throttlin'g is effected by a varying degree of lift

of the inlet valve, actuated through a Bowden wire from a

twisting grip of the handle-bar. The ignition is fixed, and
no switch is fitted. It is considered that the ai'rangement

of control leaves much to be desired. Separation of the

interconnected clutch and brake is regarded as essential,

and the incorporation of variable ignition and an exhaust
valve lifter is very necessary.

(9.) Weight.—Completely equipped as delivered, 95 lb., of

which 76 lb. is contributed by the power unit or forecarriage.

(10.) Conclusions.—The Autoped may be regarded as a

handy single-track automobile strictly for runabout use.

Continuous journeys up to ten miles are made without
fatigue under ordinary road conditions. It can be used, and
successfully handled, on short journeys under conditions

and in situations that are seen to be inconvenient or im-
possible with an orthodox motor cycle, and it is found that

the facilities with which this machine is handled under
such conditions are restricted by the addition of a seat or

saddle. The steadiness and cleanliness of the machine under
adverse weather condition leave nothing to be desired.

With the few modificatjons named it is considered that
the machine in its present form is ideal for the purpose
it serves, and it may be regarded as the most usable and
manufacturable design so far published.

It is found that the machine appeals to all classes of a
large public to whom the orthodox motor cycle is not
attractive, and it is felt that the very large demand that
undoubtedly exists for this class of vehicle would have no
influence on motor cycle sales.

->-«o»-<-
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B.
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COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C

ON the 24th inst. the valuable trophy known as the Man-
ville Cup, and named after the donor, the president
of the club, Mr. Edward Manville, M.P., will be
competed for by members of the club.

The event will take the form of a non-stop trial over a
course of 81 miles. There will be an interval of one hour
for tea, which will be taken at the Round Tower, Edge
Hill, the start and finish being on the outskirts of (Zloventry.
Included in the event will be a stopping and starting test
on a hill. There will be only one secret check in the trial,
which will be used to decide the winner in the event of
there being a tie.

The premier award will be held for one year by the
winner, in addition to a permanent prize.

Class 1.

—

Solo.
A. Up to 350 c.c.

B. Up to 550 c.c.

C. Up to 1,000 c.c.

MANVILLE CUP TRIAL.
Class 2.

—

Sidecar Outfits.
Single-cylinder sidecar outfits.

Multi-cylinder sidecar outfits.

Class 3.

—

Cars.
Cars with _engines not exceeding 1,530 c.c.

Cars with engines exceeding 1,500 c.c.

Provided that there are not less than five starters ia a
class, the winner of the class will receive a prize.

The entry fee for the trial will be 5s., and anyone wish-
ing to join the club for the event must send in his name,
together with club subscription of 10s., to the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. M. F. W. Sampson, 19, Hertford Street, Cov-
entry, not later than May I7th.

Entries for the trial, which must be accompanied by the
5s. entrance fee, should be sent to the trial hon. secretary,

Mr. J. F. Spencer, Priory Street, Coventry, from whom the
rules governing ihe event may be obtained.
A large number of entries are expected.

Li

^
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Side elevation,

showing the

hinged steering-

pillar to facilitate

storage. Wheel-

fa a s e , 35Jin.

Weight, 96 lb.

The Components of a

Motor Scooter.
General Arrangement Drawings of (he

Eveready Auloped.

szrzi Section through

brake lever.

Section through

the rear wheel,

which is of the

steel disc type,

fitted with
15in.x2Jin. tyre.

Section through

the flywheel,

which embodies

the magneto.

(Left) Section through front wheel, showing details of transmission, clutch,

and" operating mechanism. (Right) End view, with flywheel, magneto, and

road wheel removed.

Plan of Eveready

Autoped.

B5
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THE TWO-STROKE ENGINE.

MAY Sth, iQig.

Lines of Development in Competition with tlie Four-stroke.

TUDGING by the sudden increase of its numbers
I on the road just prior to the war, the two-stroke
/ • motor cycle claimed an undoubted popularity in
a certain section of the motor cycling community. Its

devotees primarily, I think, sprang from the ranks of
lightweight riders and the fair sex. Since then it has
proved itself a reliable little mount, and more than
useful where speed was not the first essential, though
from consideration of design with
our present knowledge no attempts
have recently been made to put on
the market a larger engined machine
to compete with the four-stroke types.

Although superficially the two-
stroke is by far the simpler engine,

it is really more complex from the

designer's point of view than the

four-stroke. The details of its de-

sign are positively crowded with un-
satisfactory compromises—advantages
balanced against disadvantages all

the time. One of the principal re-

quirements of the two-stroke is a good
mixture at all speeds, which is never obtained in

practice. Nevertheless, in the better-known models
now marketed these defects are so minimised that they

make quite a good showing compared with the four-

stroke models, and are immeasurably more comfortable

to ride than four-strokes having a similar number of
cylinders.

The principal points considered by the average
purchaser of these machines are the smooth running,

extremely easy starting, even torque (making it safe

to ride on greasy roads), an attractive exhaust note

—

whether this would apply in larger models remains to

be seen—and the absence of valve clatter.

Theoretical Advantages.
Naturally the fundamental advantage of the two-

stroke over the four-stroke lies in the fact that a

higher power out-

put is obtainable

per c.c. Theoreti-

cally this increase

should be ioo%,
as there are twice

as many power
strokes for an
equal number of

revolutions. Up to

the present, how-
ever, it cannot be
claimed that any
two - stroke has
attained this

superiority, 20%
extra power being

nearer the mark.
Another equally
important advant-

age is derived

from the fact that

an impulse stroke

The Rowe engine, a two-stroke with
truncated pistons, the lower halves

of which act as charging pumps.
Mechanically-operated exhaust valves

are incorporated.

Ttii conventional type of lightweight

two-stroke engine, a Levis.

is obtained every revolution, against every other revo-

lution of the four-stroke. This even torque results in

a much better pulling power and a big reduction in

the strains to which the engine, transmission, and

frame are put.

The ordinary type which we are considering is

remarkably simple in the number and construction of

its \vorking parts—it is, indeed, the most simple design

of engine in existence, there being

only three moving parts (piston, con-

necting rod, and crankshaft). This

fact largely discounts the advantages

which are possessed exclusively by

the four-stroke. To go to the other

extreme, there is no reason why a

two-stroke engine more complicated

in design than the conventional type,

even embodying as many parts as the

four-stroke, should not successfully

compete with the latter, provided that

its own special advantages are ex-

ploited to the full. Those two-stroke

designs, providing a charging pump
of larger capacity than the cylinder volume swept by
the piston, allow of the whole compression space to

be utilised to the fullest advantage and the h.p.

increased accordingly—and more than make up for

the power lost' on the opening ' of the exhaust port.

The majority of two-strokes also possess most com-
pact combustion chambers, which make for higher

thermal efficiency. A big recommendation, too, is

their flexibility, rendering the employment of an

extensive gear range unnecessary.

Fuel Consumption,
But a second gear ratio is desirable, as the com-

plaint of inflated fuel consumption usually comes from
those who tune their machines to climb any main road

hill on a single gear. This usually means that a large

jet is fitted, with consequent high petrol consumption.

It is generally found, however, that a two-stroke

machine tuned to

give only the

same hill-climbing

capacity as a four-

stroke is quite as

economical as the

latter type, from
100 to 130 m.p.g.
being obtained with

engines of 250-

300 c.c. capacity.

The power
which is used to

compress the fresh

charge of mixture

in the crank case

is obviously wasted

as it expands again

while entering the

cylinder. Some de-
^^^ rj^^^^^ ^^^j^^^ ^a^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^

signs increase tne charging pump, the idea being to

power by a special overcome scavenging detects.

«
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The Two-stroke Engine.—

transfer arrangement, enabling the pump to surcharge

the working cylinder.

Another weakness in conventional two-stroke design

is the reduction of the effective stroke by the opening

of the exhaust port, causing a rapid fall of pressure,

also the fresh charge cannot e.xceed the volume con-

tained above the top of the exhaust port, and some of

the mixture is generally lost. Then, again, the run-

ning is liable to be somewhat erratic when throttled

down, with a consequent loss of the power of accelera-

tion. Two other two-stroke weaknesses are the car-

bonising of the top ring and an objectionable " rattle."

However, most of these troubles can be much reduced.

It will be seen, therefore, from this resume of the

pros and cons of the two-stroke engine that much
pioneer work still remains to be done before it can

compete, with' any hope of success, with the highly-

developed four-stroke type for engines of larger size

than the lightweight. That it has possibilities must

be admitted, as witness the immediate popularity of

the more successful designs, and it only needs careful

consideration, experience, and attention to detail to

bring it to a commercial footing equal to the poppet-

valved engine in every respect as a power unit for

the sidecar motor cycle. Mascot.

QUALITY AT MINOR POINTS.
On the Policy of including Bough:-out Fillings in (he Motor Cycle Guarantee

DO manufacturers submit proprietary fittings to

proving tests to satisfy themselves that such

components are of a quality that will enhance

their reputation? On first thoughts one would say

the answer to this question is self-evident, and that

no manufacturer would knowingly risk his reputation

by fitting to his machine articles of unproved quality.

On the other hand, experienced motor cyclists will

call to mind many annoyances—petty and otherwise

—

the possibility of which could have been greatly

minimised by a thorough proving on the part of the

cycle manufacturer of the articles concerned.

Increasing Prestige.

By the omission of a few simple tests the reputa-

tion of a machine is often jeopardised, and it would

appear questionable

policy to run such

risks with any

machine, irrespec-

tive of its price.

It is common
practice to exclude

from the selling

guarantee of a

machine the speciali-

ties manufactured

by another firm.

Would it not be

much more valuable

as a selling proposi-

tion to include in

the guarantee the

whole machine and
fittings, -without any

exception ?

The onus of fitting

reliable units would
fall wholly on the

manufacturer, and
the cheap shoddy
fittings on the

cheaper grade of

machine would dis-

appear.

Each firm should

thoroughly prove to

SIDECARRING IN HERTFORDSHIRE.

A ford across the river Ver, whence is derived Verulamium, the old Latin

name of St. Albans The outfit is an 8 h.p. Matchless.

its own satisfaction tliat tiie articles fitted to its

machines are of a good quality, and the motor

cycle industry would greatly benefit in prestige as

a result of the increased reliability, and of the longer

wearing qualities throughout.

A Proving House.

It is, of course, appreciated that small firms could

not maintain the requisite staff and equipment for

submitting the various specialities to rigorous tests,

and probably the best solution lies in the founding

of a proving house for every conceivable fitment made
use of by the motor cycle manufacturer. Unquestion-

ably, such an institution would be invaluable as an aid

to the development of the motor cycle, although it

need r/ot necessarily be confined to the motor cycle

or any particular

branch of the engi-

neering trade, but

rather exist as a

national trade in-

stitution.

Some of the

items which should .

be submitted to

these tests are

magnetos, high-

tension cables,
tool bags, saddles,

sparking plugs,

chains, carburetters,

controls, proprietary

lubricating devices,

compression taps,
petrol taps, belt

fasteners, etc. Only

by the continued

testing and proving

can the quality of

manufactured goods

be maintained and

improved, and by

the full use of these

means will the evolu-

tion of the perfect

motor cycle be

accelerated. A.K.
B9
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Motor Cycles from £16 to £150.
Another Auclion Sale of Used Machines.

HIGH prices were again the rule at a

sale of privately-owned and U.S.A.
Army motor vehicles held by the

Auction Deiwrtmcnt of the Grahame-White
Co. at Hendon on the 29th ult. Among
the privately-owned vehicles were a few motor
cycles. Sandwiched in among the cars was a

3J.^ h.p. 1913 Premier with a Supreme coach-

built sidecar, two-speed countershaft gear,

just overhauled and newly painted, which
went for the very high price of ^60.

The next motor cycle on the list was a 1911
"single-cylinder Kerry, of very ancient appearance

and with automatic inlet valve. This brought ;£i6,

while a 1911 7-9 h.p. two-speed Indian, minus
a silencer, rather a racing-looking mount, .was

sold for ^£19 and appeared to be cheap. The
next motor cycle put up was described as a 191

1

2j^ h.p. Calthorpe. This had a 2 h.p. Precision

power unit with a Dixie magneto, and appeared to

be a 1 91 4 model. Although the rear brake was
missing, this was sold at £,^0.

A Mixed Lot.

Among the U.S.A. Army motor vehicles were a

number of motor cycles in excellent condition, though
there were a few exceptions. One of these was a

New Imperial motor cycle and sidecar with gear

box removed, forks twisted, footrests bent, and was
generally in poor condition, which was sold for ^44,
while a similar machine with sidecar wheel buckled,

front forks twisted, and many parts missing was sold

for ^£57. Properly regarded as among the scrap

was a Matchless motor bicycle and sidecar, the front

cylinder of which was missing and the piston broken,

which fetched ;£8o. Next followed four Douglases
and sidecars which went for ^90 each, and then came

'seven Royal Enfield motor cycles and sidecars, which
were eagerly snapped up. The first, after the bidding
had started at a fairly low figure, was knocked down at

_;^i35, while for the next the bidding started at ;£ioo,
and it was sold for ;£iio. The highest priced Enfield
fetched ;£i5o.

Tlie last of the machines to be put up for auction
were ten Enfield sidecar combinations, which fetched
from ^115 to ;£i25, one of the most expensive being
without a chain.

(Left) The auction in progress. Keen interest was

manifested in the Enfields. (Right) An American

soldier explaining various points of the machines to

interested spectators.

While at the sale we met H. F. Edwards,

formerly a member of the M.C.C. Com-
mittee, who bought two Enfield combina-

tions at ^120 each. He was discharged

from the Army last autumn, after having

had long service with the M.T., and having been

blown off his motor cycle by a shell.

THE POLICE AND REGULATIONS.
THERE is a great deal of police persecution at

the present time against motorists of all classes.

Motor cyclists are being prosecuted, not only

for exceeding the speed limit, for having dirty number
plates, irregular lights, and other causes, but for not

having two independent brakes. The police seem
quite at a loss to interpret the regulations correctly,

and think that the only system allowed is when there

is a front wheel brake and a rear wheel brake. Any
motor cyclist whose mount confonns to the regulations,

and yet has been summoned, is asked to communicate
with the Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall

Mall, London, S.W.i.

A Matchless outfit with broken cylinder that sold for £80.
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Oimes to TLlgl)t Camps.
Sdmiier Time.

jMav 8th 9.0

., lO'th 9.3

., 12th 9.7

.. 14th 9.10

p.m.

93.5 m.p.h.

A speed of neai-Jy 92i m.p.h. was
attained recently by Ray Creviston,
riding an eiglit valve Indian, over a five

mile course in Portland Oregon.

Police Activity in Surrey.

While the Surrey police are pretty

good as regards not trapping in the open
country, they are very active in town.":,

e.specially in ten-mile speed limits. In
Farnham the other day a motor cyclist

was fined for travelling at from twelve
to fifteen miles au hour. Traps in the

open country in Surrey are to be found
only in districts included in the Metro-
politan Police area.

French Motor Cycle Competitions.

Though the leading lights in the motor
cycle world in France do not intend to

go in for serious comijetitions this year,

the Competitions Committee ot the iluto-

Cycle Club of France has decided to hold

a" touring trial over the Paris-Epernay-

Rheims road, and back to Paris. The
date and details will be fixed later, but

it is likely that the trial will occupy a

single day, and the average speed will be

20 m.p.h. for solo mounts and rather less

for sidecar machines. There will be a hill-

climb on the course. The trial will be

held subject to the approval of the French
Moto-Cvcle Union.

London-Edinburgh Entries.
It is anticipated that this year's

London-Edinburgh run will _ attract a
record number of entries. The following
have already sent in their entry forms :

E. Bridgman (7 Indian s.c).

Ee.x JIundy (8 Matchless s.c).

Jas. McKenzie (5 w.c. Humber s.c).

A. ilabon (4 JIabon s.c).

W. A. Fell-Smith (7 Harlev-Davidson
E. M. P. Boileau (3 A.B.C').
W. Cooper (

)

A. Candler (15 Rover car).

C. J. JIvson (10 Singer).

W. C. Henry (2^- Metro-Tyler).
W. H. Well's (25 Overland car).

A. Noble (10 A.C.).
W. G. Brownsort (10 A.C.).

Opening Run of the Streatham and
District Motor Cycle Club.

After a week more like January than
Slay, the weather was reasonably fine for

the opening run of the Streatham and
District M.C.C. to Clayton Arms, God-
stone, last Saturday. The attendance was
fairly good, about forty being present.

More would have been there but for the
late delivery, of new models, many
members still being without machines.
This same reason accounts for the small

number of cars present. A few of the old

Streatham members were in attendance,
including W. Pratt, the qld P. and M.
rider, now in " civvies," but, we are sorry

to say, still on crutches. He was wounded
about eighteen months ago, and, as he is

still under treatment, it is doubtful if

he will ride much this year. Other
members present were the Hunter
brothers, Messrs. Boutle. L. Barratt

(chairman of the club), Bateson, Hine,

and 0. A. H. JIason.

Special Jf'eatures.

1 00,000 A WEEK.
COMPONENTS OF THE MOTOR SCOOTER.

SPRINGING THE MACHINE.

Bad Roads in Liverponl.

A Liverpool doctor calls our attention

to the disgraceful state of the roads in

certain parts of Liverpool, particularly

in side sti-eets, where the surface is fre-

quently strewn with broken bottles and
other refuse dangerous to motor cyclists.

No Super-tax on Petrol alter the 17th.

In reply to a question by Mr. Joynson
Hicks, jir. Chamberlain, the Chancellor

of the E.xchequer, announced in the House
that he hoped " the duty will go on the

17th of JMay, and the Petrol Control De-
partment very soon afterwards."

French Two-steoke Cycle Car.

A new cycle car, to be known as the

Sicam, and "fitted with a two-cylinder two-

stroke engine (65 mm. x 75 mm.), and
cooled by means of a fan, will shortly

appear on the French market. The trans-

mission will be through a cone clutch,

the final drive to the rear wheel being

by belts over expanding pulleys. The
vehicle will be sold complete with hood,

screen, and electric lighting for approxi-

mately £140.

Victory Cup.

Mr. K. A. Gilmour, the Australian

rider, who entered the Victory Cup Trial

at the starting point rode a Villiers

engined machine made by jNIessrs. E.
Walker and Son, of Tyseley, Birmingham.

^art^

The Streatham ani Oiiirict .M.C.C. revived. Members who attended the opening run to Godstone last Saturday.
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Service Men in Birmingham M.C.C. Trial.

Fifty per cent, of the entrants for the

recent" Victory Cup Trial were members
or ex-members of H.M. Forces.

Cheaper Petrol.

This month motor cyclists may confi-

dently e.xpect a tardy, though none the

less welcome, reduction in the price of

petrol.

Whose Gloves?

If the air mechanic riding a Blua

Indian, who assisted a Kudge rider in

t-jouble with his magneto near Orsett

Cock, will send us his address the gloves

he left behind will be returned to him.

A Novel Use for the Sidecar.

Near a riverside resort we saw re-

cently a light racing outrigger skiff being

transported a distance of some eight miles

through traffic and country, turned upside

down on a sidecar chassis. With about
twenty feet of a delicately built shell

sticking out fore and aft, the driving in

traffic was a very ticklish matter.

Complaints.

We understand from the A. A. and
M.U. that complaints have been received

from residents in Maidenhead regarding
the speed of motorists in that town, and
that unless drivers more scrupulously
observe the speed limit through Maiden-
head, the police authorities will take

action. Another complaint which has

reached the Association relates to the

increasing use of open cut-outs -in the

neighbourhood of Prince's Gate.

Disfiguring Road Signs.

'the Royal Automobile Club's campaign
against the disfigurement of the country-

side by huge posters and other objection-

able advertisements is meeting with
considerable success. The well-known
Scapa Society is working with the Club
to induce local authorities to use the

powers conferred upon them by the

Advertisements Regulation Act of 1907.

To save these authorities time and trouble

a model set of byelaws accompanies the

explanatory memorandum sent to them.
These byelaws comprise the forms and
embrace the modifications or extensions

which have from time to time received

the approval of the Secretary of State.

The Industrial Reconstruction Council.

A conference on " Costing in Relation

to Scientific Management" will be held

under the auspices of the Industrial Re-
construction Council on Tuesday, the 13th
inst., at 5.30 p.m., in the Hall of the
Institute of Journalists, 2 and 4, Tudor
Street, E.C.4. The chair wiU be taken
by Sir Herbert Austin, K.B.E., and
the address given by Mr. J. H. Boyd
(Director of Costs and Efficiency Methods,
Central Stores Department, Ministry of

Munitions). No tickets are necessary.
The third lecture of the series arranged

by the Industrial Reconstruction Council
will be held in the Saddlers' Hall, Cheap-
side, E.G. 2, on Wednesday, the 14th inst.

The chair will be taken at 4.30 by Sir

Lynden JNIacassey, and a lecture on " The
Economic Limits of Nationalisation " will

be delivered by Brig. General Cockerill,

C.B. , JI.P. "Applications for tickets

should be made to the Secretary, I.R.C.,
2 and 4, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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Note to Readers.

Readers are requested when writing to

The Motor Cycle, to comply with the in-

structions to be found each week at the

head of "Letters to the Editor" and
"Questions and Replies." Neglect of

this causes delay and unnecessary trouble.

Letters should be sent to Coventry,
queries to London.

Mr. S. L. Bailey.

The well-known Douglas manager is

suffering from the effects of a car acci-

dent which occurred near Bath during
Easter. He must perforce attend to his

duties one-handed for the next few weeks,
otherwise he came off luckily.

French 1919 Models.

The firm of Terrot will concentrate
on two types—a single-cylinder 2| h.p.

and a 4 h.p. twin. The single-cylinder

has an engine 67x90 mm. and a variable

pulley gear, price £72 ; while the twin
is fitted with a two-cylinder engine,

64x97 mm., and a three-speed gear box
and plate clutch, price £128, sidecar £38
extra.

The Revival o£ Motor Cycle Clubs.

There seems to be no doubt that the

progress in the revival of motor cycle

clubs is being considerably hampered by
the non-delivery of new motor cycles.

Many members are anxious to join clubs

as soon as they can get delivery of their

new mounts, and until they do they
naturally do not see the jioint of sending
in their subscriptions.

This is clearly the case with that sport-

ing little body, the Public Schools M.C.C.
The hon. secretary is in communication
with numerous prospective members, but
it is heard on all sides that few will join

until they have something to ride. This
fact led to the postponement of the

hill-climb which was to have taken place

on April 26th to a date which will be

fixed later.

A Bosch Motor Cycle?

The Douglas firm are proud to find}
that amongst many items of interest!
which came to light after the Armistice!
is the fact that the Huns, having cap-i
tured a Douglas electric power generating!
set, produced an almost exact copy underl
the name of the Bosch, presumably made]
by the magneto firm. So near a copy!
did they make that many parts of tiiai

flat twin engine are interchangeable withi
Douglas parts. Does this herald an]
attempt at a German fiat twin motor
cycle y

Patent Rights and the Enemy.
The previous paragraph leads one tol

wonder whether the peace terms areJ
sufficiently comprehensive to includel
arrangements for the satisfactory settleJ
ment of the question of Allied and enemy!
patent rights. Will the German firms bel
allowed to continue infringing Englishl
patents after peace is signed ?

1919 Dene Models.

The Dene Motor Co., Newcastle-on-|^
Tyne, are specialising for this year upoal
the production of a big twin machine.^
The specification includes 8 h.p. V Jap]
engine, with Blic magneto behind engine,!

driven by chain from engine shaft. ThiM
design is a distinct " breakaway " froml
standard, and brings the contact breaker toj

the right hand side—a great conveniencal

in sidecar machines. Transmission is by|
-fin. X iin. Renold chain through Sturmey-
Archer three-speed countershaft gear.^

Chains are enclosed in cast and machined!
aluminium cases. Back wheel quickly de-1

tachable and fitted with buffer drive tol

eliminate shock. Dunlop tyres, 28in. xT
3in. Brooks saddle. The hubs are carried!

on Hoffmann journal bearings. The brakes!
ai'e of the belt-rim type with compensating!
shoe operating inside the rinK The pricel

will be £130. The firm also markets al
4 h.p. chain-cum-belt-drive model, thej

price of which is £95.

.^^
The utility and value of motor cycles tor municipal service are beginning to be appreciated by

city and town councils in this country, and in America they are used very extensively by police

and other municipal bodies. The photograph given above depicts a 7-9 h.p. machine used by a

fire dep artment.
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CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT

46g

Excessive Pressure

a Common Cause of

Trouble.

HOW many motor cyclists thoroughly understand
the working and adjustment of the clutches

\vith which their machines are fitted ? Quite
a small percentage, I venture to think. To anyone
it is clear that increasing the tension of the springs

increases the gripping capabilities of the clutch, and
there is a very large section of riders which, experi-

encing clutch troubles, at once flies to the all-important

spring as the slacker of the moment. The result is

that the average clutch in the hands of the average

rider suffers from much higher spring pressure than

would be necessary had the unit received that intelli-

gent attention which its function and situation in life

desen'e.

On medium weight machines the gripping qualities

of the clutch leave so wide a margin for the inefficiency

of the rider that, in the case of an efficient rider

—

i.e.,

the man who understands his clutch inside out—the

very lightest adjustment is sufficient for normal needs.

For instance, I have myself possessed high-speed twin-

cylinder machines of t,\ h.p. or thereabouts fitted with

gear box and clutch units of the same make and type

as those similarly fitted to machines up to 8 h.p.

On the 3J h.p. high-speed machine the pressure on
the plates could obviously be reduced to about half

that necessary for the 8 h.p., and considerable

advantages were obtained by easing off the springs

accordingl)'—especially if the clutch were hand-

controlled.

Saving the Gear Box.
It may be taken as a safe rule to ride with the

clutch as lightly adjusted as the load imposed upon

it permits—avoiding, of course, clutch slip when
ascending a stiff gradient on top gear. If the clutch

does not slip under such conditions, or when starting

up cold with the kick-starter, one can feel assured

that no slip to trouble about is occurring on the lower

ratio and therefore that there is little or no danger

of burning the clutch out through too light an

adjustment.

At all events, even though sufficient slip occur to

warm the plates perceptibly during a period of stiff

high-gear riding, this fact merely goes to prove that

the clutch is performing the function it should per-

form. New plates are cheaper th.an repeated rear

tyre and chain renewals, and certainly cheaper and

less distressing than gear box troubles. It will come

as no surprise to Overseas riders that gear box troubles

have proved by no means a rarity on military machines

sen'ing under the conditions of the battle front, and

that half these troubles are duly traced to the zealous-

ness of the rider in guarding against clutch slip by
screwing his springs fully, or almost fully, home

—

result, a clutch which is never quite free, or which

takes so much hauling out that a good deal of gear

changing occurs with the engine under load.

Modern clutches will stand any amount of intelligent

slipping, and if carefully kept and carefully adjusted

they should function not only in the ordinary sense,

but also as shock absorbers, thereby saving transmis-

sion, tyres, engine, and indeed the machine through-

out. One would seriously recommend riders who do

not feel themselves entirely au fait with the clutch

they use to make a point of mastering this unit, as

upon it depends the reliability of the mount. Often

at the end of a year or so a gear box gives out or a

frame breakage occurs or spokes yield or the engine

develops a knock ; the part that goes is condemned

as weak, whereas the sole weakness lies in the rider

in that he has not understood, and in his ignorance

neglected, that all-important unit—the clutch.

Adjustment.

So much agreed then, a word or two on arriving at

the proper adjustment may be of help. It is really

a job to be done by the correction of road test—a job

for the skilled tester—but with a little sound judg-

ment and the application of a small amount of

mechanical commonsense, rule-of-thumb tactics can be

successfully applied.

The rough and ready inile of thumb is that an engine

develops power more or less in proportion to that

required to jerk it over compression by the applica-

tion of the hand to the back wheel. Therefore, jack

the machine on the stand, and ease off the clutch till

perceptible slip is obtained when trying to jerk the

engine over in the manner described. Tighten up the

clutch slowly till no slip whatever is perceptible under

the most violent jerk, then give the adjustment another

half-turn for luck. When next hieing forth, watch

carefully for clutch slip, and should it occur tighten

up till it is eliminated. Do not forget that no amount

of tightening will achieve the results desired unless

the plates are in reasonably good order and the push-

rod adjustment as it should be. Look out for this push-

rod! It is a snare and a delusion for the unwary.

Chinook.

A new method of denaturing spirit has been patented

which has the advantage of being comparatively clieap.

The denaturant, which is obtained from the distilla-

tion of turpentine, is specially suitable, as spirit treated

widi it possesses an extremely disagreeable smell and

flavour, but is not so poisonous as spirit denatured with

methyl-alcohol. The value of a satisfactory denatur-

ing method is great, as it is » point which will

influence the authorities in releasing alcohol for fuel

purposes.
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Ripon and District M.C.C.

This club restarts under healthy con-

ditions, and there seems to be every
prospect of future prosperity.

Widnes M.C.C.

The Widnes Club promises to be a great
success ; the membership is increasing

every week. Local motor cyclists desiring

to join a club should communicate with
the lion, secretary, Mr. A. J. Bailey, 57,

Regent Road, Widnes. The next run is

on the 11th inst. to Blackpool.

Wallasey Motoring Club.

At a meeting held recently, the above
club was formed, and the following
officers elected : Hon. secretary, Mr.
A. W. Garnett ; hon. treasurer, iSIr. J.

Huntington ; committee, JMessrs. Har-
greaves, H. William.s, and J. Jones.

Local motor cyclists interested should
communicate with the secretary.

North Birmingham A.C.

The above club will hold an opening
meeting at 7.30 to-morrow (the 9th inst.)

at the headquarters. Acorn -Hotel, High
Street, Erdington, and invites all motor
cyclists and motorists who are interested

to attend. A long programme of competi-
tions and social events is to be discussed.

Hon. sec, JMr. H. J. Moseley, 384, Slade
Road, Erdington; assistant hon. sec, !Mr.

F. \V. Thrush, 34, Reservoir Road, Erd-
ington.

Luton and Beds. A.C.

The Luton and South Beds. A.C.C. has

been revived under the name of the Luton
and Beds. A.C, and the opening run
will take place on Saturday the 17th May,
starting at 2.30 p.m. from the Luton
Town Hall. Any motor cycle and car

owners in the district are cordially invited

to attend Full particulars can be
obtained from the hon. secretary, JMr

Geoffrey S. Davison, 16, Bute Street,

Luton.

Motor Cycling Club.

The M.C.C. is holding its first club
competition—a speed-judging contest on
Saturday next. There will be two
classes, viz., for solo machines and
passenger machines. The start will be
made from a spot in the neighbourhood
of Potters Bar at 3 p.m. A circular

course of about five miles is to be covered
three times. The first circuit at I65
m.p.b., the second at I85 m.p.h., the
third at competitors' own choice of speed,

not less than twelve nor more than
twenty miles per hour. At the comple-
*ion of the three laps competitors will

state their chosen speed on a card (given

to them prior to the event) and hand it

to the timekeeper. Club prizes will be
awarded to the best performances in

each class, provided the entries are

sufficient. The results will be announced
at the Salisbury Hotel, Barnet, where it

is hoped that arrangements will be made
for tea.

IFvLluxi. TEvcttts.

Mill/ 9.—XniiU Birmingham A.C 0[)en-

iiig Meethig, Acorn Hotel, Erding-
toti, at 1.SO p.m. -

Uaij 'J.—Bristol M.C.C. G.M., Grand
Hotel, Broad St., Bristol, at 7 jj.tn.

May 10—Bri.Hol M.C.C. Bally.

May lO.—Kxeter and Dhtrict M.C.C.
Opcnini/ Bun.

May 10.—The M.C.C. Speed-judging
Competition.

May 10.—Middlesbrough and District

M.C. Bun to Biecaulx Abbey.
May 10.—N. M.C.F. v., Leeds. Run to

IlMoy.
May 10.—Sheffield and Hallamshire

M.C.C. Speed-judging Competition,
Mam Tor.

May 10.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Be-
liability Trial for the Corke Cvp.

May 11.—Carlyle C. and M.C. (Chehea).
Bun to Mersham.

May 11.—Eastern Counties M.C. Bun to

Southend.
May 11.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

Bun to Ollerton.

May ll.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Bun to

Harrogate.
May 1.1.—N.M.C. F. v., Sheffield. Run to

Dovedale.
May 11.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run

to Castleton.

May 11.—Bochesfer, Cliatham and Di-i-

' trict M.C. Bun to Tunbridge Wells.

May 11.—Widnes M.C.C. Bun to Black-
pool.

May IS.—Oldham and District M.C.
Hill-cliinh, Booth Dene:

May IJf.
—Middlesbrough and District

M.C. Run to Stokesley and Salt-

burn.

May 15.—Tredegar and District M.C.
Hill-climb at Fiddler's Elbow.

May 17-lS.—Birmingham M.C.C. Week-
end Touring Competition to Llan-

gollen.

May 17.—Liverpool M.C. Social Bun to

IJangollen.
May 17.—Luton and Beds. A.C.—Open-

ing Bun.
May 17.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Invita-

tion Bun to Kearby.
May 17.—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Half-

day Trial jor Levis Cup.
May 17.— Woolioich, Plumstead, and

District M.C.C. Open Trial for

Matchless Cup.
May 17.—York and District M.C. F.aper-

chase.

May IS.—Carlyle C. and M.C. (Chelsea).

Bun to Dorking.
May 18.—Eastern Counties M.C. Bun

to Bedford.
May IS.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

Bun to Surfleet.

May IS.—Woolwich, Plumstead and Dis-

trict M.C.C. Picnic Bun to Limps-
field.

May 'SI.—York and District M.C. Be-
liability Trial.

May SJf.
—Coventry and Warwickshire

M.C. Manville Cup Trial.

Essex M.C.

It has now been decided definitely to

run the speed trials at Southend, which
will probably take place at the end of

June. An open hill-climb is also being .

organised, as well as the usual twenty-
four hour competition to York and back.

Full particulars will be sent to members
shortly. At Whitsmi a midnight ride to

Yarmouth will take place ia the form
of a competition.

Manchester M.C.

This club held a members' special

general meeting at the Crown Hotel,

Booth Street, Manchester,, yesterday.

(Wednesday), to elect officers and com-
mittee, and arrange the full programme
for 1919. Subscriptions for 1919 are now
overdue, and should be paid to the hon.

treasurer, Mr. Ct. B. Walker, 58, King
Street, Manchester.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Birmingham M.C.C,'s touring trial

on the 17th and 18th inst. is now arranged,

and the rules and regulations may be
obtained from the hon. sec, Mr. W. H.
Egginton, 76, Earlsbury Gardens, Birch-

fields, Birmingham. There will be two^
classes : A for solo machines above 300

c.c and passenger machines above 499 .

cc, and B solo below 301 c.c. and side-

cars below 499 c.c. Four special awards
are offered, and silver medals will be
awarded to all who are not more than
five minutes early or late at any^check.

Tredegar and District M.C.

A meeting of the above club was held
on the 28th ult., when it was decided that

the first fixture should be a hill-climb.

This will be held on the Fiddler's Elbow
between Gwalion and Blaenavon, distance

three miles, on Thursday, the 15th inst.,

at 3 p.m., in the following classes : Solo,

4 h.p. or over; solo, under ,4 h.p. ; side-

car, any h.p. touring models. There will ,

be three prizes for each class, and the

entrance fee for members will be Is. and
non-members 2s. 6d. for each event.

Entries should be sent to Mr. E. W.
Sutherby, hon. secretary, Whitehall Build-

ings, Tredegar.

Bristol M.C.C.

A very successful meeting was held at

the headquarters, Grand Hotel, Broad
Street, Bristol, on Tuesday of last week.-
Mr. Roderick Fry was unaniraou.s]y re- .

elected president, Lieut. H. Smith secre-

tary, and Mr. C. W. Rankin assistant .

secretary. The election of the other

officers was deferred until the next meet-
ing, which will take place at headquarters
on the 9th inst. at 7 p.m.

It was decided to hold a "rally" on
Saturday, the 10th inst., members to meet
at the Lamb and Lark Hotel, Keynsham,
at 3.30 p.m. All motor cyclists will be
welcomed whether they are members or

not. Members are specially invited to

attend.
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"Ixion's" Comments upon "The Motor Cycle's" Record in Motor Journalism.

HAVING contributed to The Motor Cycle since

it was little more than a four-page journal,

chiefly adorned by photographs of the pacing

motor cycles used for assisting push bicycle

records on the Continent, I naturally take a special

interest in our publishers' announcement that we have
smashed all records for the motor press in reaching

a weekly circulation of 100,000 copies. The signifi-

cance of such a figure is not easily recognised. Until

August, 1914, the man in the street used it as the

mathematician uses ?? to express an inconceivably large

number. Thus we were told in 1914 that 100,000
Russians had landed at Wick, and were detraining at

Dover, while I am not at all sure that my maiden
aunt had not sunk 100,000 Hun submarines before

the first war Christmas. Since then, what with the

Kaiser's original notions of indemnities and the paper
army corps of the Russian steam roller, and the

unemployment dole, and the number of Hun spies

who have been shot in the Tower, a hundred million

strikes us as a mere bagatelle. One hundred thousand
—unless it has the mystic sign " ^" in front of it

—

only sounds extraordinarily impressive to the men who
know. Being a journalist of sorts, the analogy which
best represents the immensity of the figures to me is

a comparison with daily newspapers. Some years ago
a cynic with a liver rem.arked that Lord Northcliffe

first wooed fame by inventing the Daily Mail . for

people who could not think ; and, sighing for fresh

worlds to conquer, subsequently produced the Daily
Mirror for people who could not read (I safeguard
myself from a libel action by hastily adding that I

never miss an issue of either paper). Obviously the

proprietor who caters for such a public has a large

number to draw on—Carlyle, at any rate, would say

so. By comparison we of The Motor Cycle appeal

to a very select circle ; for, speaking epigrammatically,

we chiefly address amateur mechanics with ;£ioo or

so to burn. Yet the Daily Mail, with its galaxy of
super-men on the staff, covering every possible interest

in this world and the next, can only sell an edition

just ten times as big as our own ; and the Daily Mirror,

which goes further towards relieving you of anv
necessity for an imagination of your own, disposes of

a beggarly 900,000 odd copies per diem. Journalists

know what a 100,000 circulation means.

What 100,000 Means.
You, gentle reader, not being a journalist can

hardly esteem us at our real worth, unless you chance
to have been a railway, or shipping magnate in August,

1 9 14, or perchance a quartermaster of the brass hat

class. In that case you had to collect just about
100,000 members of the original Expeditionary Force,

together with their impedimenta, and hustle them over

to France. That job unquestionably taught all the

staff concerned what 100,000 means. Perchance

you " follow " professional soccer, as the saying is,

and are accustomed to the leviathan gates which
the modern gladiator attracts.. If so, it is still

long odds you have never seen 100,000 of your
kind assembled simultaneously; for 40,000 is still

a bumper gate at a Cup-t'ie. Perhaps I had
better abandon the job of trying to make myself
realise what 100,000 is—I have never possessed
100,000 of anything except influenza germs. In a
few years, when we touch the ' 200,000 mark, my
successor's task will be much easier. The figure will

doubtless approximate to the r.p.m. of Granville
Bradshaw's latest engine, or to the mileage of one
of F. L. Rapson's unpuncturable tyres, or the Triumph
weekly output, or the Douglas speed in m.p.h. for a
flying start mile at Brooklands.

In the DarK Days.
Joking apart, those of us who have fought the long

battle have lived enviable years. We can remember
days when our pages were hard to fill and harder to
sell. Now we know what it is to reject lots of
interesting copy, and even—in war-time—to repress
an over-robust circulation because our paper ration

would not run to it. We have seen punny little

foreign engines of extraordinary capriciousness gummed
to the down tubes of ridiculously bad British frames,
and disfigured by incredibly silly transmissions. By
trial and error, by research and experiment, by pluck,
brains and energy, we have seen British motor cycles

climb slowly to the very top of their industrial tree,

and even threaten ethereal ideals. In the dark days
of the industry other journals have gone under, but
we have never missed a week. Over and above the

material rewards of our present position we have three

abiding memories to treasure. In so far as a journal

can play a part in fostering and developing an
industry, we can claim to have done yeoman service

to maker, trader, and user alike. Our belief in the

future of a machine which was once deservedly
despised and mocked at has been more than approved
by facts and history. Last, but not least, our bulging
mailbags bring us quiet meeds of appreciation from
all manner of men (and even women) in all the corners

of the earth—from the tropics to the sub-Arctic regions.

One last word. When this paper was founded
there was no motor cycling community. This country
boasted nothing more than a handful of isolated

enthusiasts, pursuing a strange and unpopular pastime.

To-day the pastime has created a special community
of enthusiasts within the bigger community of the

State; indeed, it is an international community—as

international as science, or finance, or Esperanto. As
this journal has played its part in creating that com-
munity, so it still VTOrks to link its members together :

and we of the staff are proud to share in the resultant

freemasonry.
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A Three-wheeler with Twin Rear Tyres.
New Runabout produced by a North of England Concern.

come to be re-

real stepping stone
RUNABOUTS have

garded as tli

Eetween the sidecar and the car, and
before the Qiid of tlie year it is probable

that several new machines of this type

will be- on the marUet.

Not the least interesting among these

new runabouts is the M.B., made by the

Premier Motor Co., of "Bolton. It has

an 85x85 mm. 961 c.c. water-cooled

J.A.P. engine, flat plate clutch, two
speeds and reverse gear box, with central

gear change, shaft drive to gear box,

hence by single chain, pressed steel

frame, Dnnlop pressed steel spoke

wheels, and 650x65 tyres.

The rear wheel is somewhat unusual,

twin tyres being mounted on indepen-

dent wheels which are so arranged that

they are built up into a single wheel.

i
The M.B. three-wheeled runabout.

A spare wheel is carried on the forward
end of the left running board, which
makes up the tyre equipment to five

tyres—the same as on a light car.

Serai-elliptic springs are used at the

front and quarter-elliptic at the i-ear,

and the steering is by drum and steel

cables. Complete with spare wheel and
tyre, lamps, horn, jack, and tools, the
price is £215.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
A Popular Whitsuntide Event that attracts Entries from Many Parts of the Kingdom.

Army and Navy well Represented.

THE rules and regulations of the twelfth

annual club run of the Motor CycUn"
Club from London to Edinburgh

have now been published. The start will

take place as usual from the Old Gate
House Hotel at the top of Highgate Hill

on the evening of Friday, June 6th, at

five o'clock. AH competing motor cycles

mu.st be at the starting place at 7.30, and
drivers must sign the checking sheet not

later than 8 p.m. The vehicles will be
started in the followmg order : first

motor bicycles, then sidecar machines,
then cj-cle cars, and finally cars. The
actual order of starting will be determined
by ballot. No driver will be allowed to

leave any control before his schedule
time. All motor cycles and other vehicles

must be driven throughout the entire run

by the member entering, and members
must accomplish the journey unaided by
attendants riding on the machines or by
organised assistance -in any form. Under
no circumstances may a passenger be
seated on the earlier.

A gold medal will be awarded to every
entrant reaching Edinburgh in 23 hour.s

from the time of starting ; a silver medal
to an entrant finishing within 24 hours,

and a bronze medal will be awarded to

every entrant whose time exceeds 24
hours but who reaches Edinburgh within
30 hours. Entrants may not be at any
place or time more than 15 minutes
ahead of schedule, nor may entrants
qualifying for gold medals be found at

any place or time more than 30 minutes
behind schedule.

Sidecars and cars musrcarry a passenger.

Applications to compete have been re-

ceived from as far north as Fife, Car-
lisle, Newcastle, Warrington, etc., and the

Services will be well represented. One
entrant is a lieutenant in the Brazilian

Navy.
The entry fee for all vehicles is £1 Is.

No trade numbers will be allowed, nor
any advertising device, other than the

makers' standard transfer. All entries

and entry fees must be sent to the trials

honorary secretary, Lt. W. Cooper,
R.A.S.C, M.T._ Co., Claydon, Suffolk,

before the 20th inst.

Lieut. W. Cooper will be pleased to

hear from any motor cyclists who are will-

ing to as.sist the committee by acting as

marshals and checkers.

"Up and Down" Drive on Demonstration Machine.
One Way of reducing Wheelbase on Medium Sized Flat Twins.

IN order to demonstrate the 5-7 h.p.

Victor flat twin engine unit which
the Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.,

are offering to the assembling trade, the
makers have fitted it into a short wheel-

base frame which has necessitated plac-

ing the gear box in an unconventional
position.

As will be seen from the illustration

given here, the gear unit is located

above the rear cylinder in a position

under the saddle. Thus the drive

roughly follows two sides of a triangle.

It may be remembered we described

this engine (which has a bore and stroke

of 75 mm. and 78 mm. respectively, giv-

ing 688 c.c. capacity) in our issue for

December 12th, 1918.

We understand that several prospective

manufacturers of light runabouts are in-

terested, and that deliveries of this

engine have now commenced. In a very

short time the output facilities will be

The Coventrj. Victor flat twin in a demonstration frame. Note the unusual position of gear box sufficient for 100 engines per week.

I
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THREE USEFUL CLEANING
BRUSHES.

WE have received three samples of
cleaning brushes from i\Ir. T.
Coltman, 2, Providence Place,

Laisterdyke, Bradford, which should be
very useful in cleaning the various
parts of motor bicycles. The engine

giving access to a receptacle at the back
suitable for the storage of petrol tins and
luggage, whilst the seat itself is adjust-
able.

The chassis construction is to be of a
very light character, and the complete
sidecar will be quite suitable for attach-
ing to lightweight machines. Suspension
in front is by spiral springs, and at the
rear by C springs, the upper ends of
which are attached to the body through
a double shackle.
Although designed as a sporting side-

car, this model is not particularly low in
build, and permits of easy conversation
between passenger and driver. The
makers intend to manufacture several
types of sidecar, and are making arrange-
ments to place large quantities on the
market within a short time.

A useful set of cleaning brushes.

cleaning brushes are of distinctly good
design, because the wires securing the
bristles do not, bulge out, as is often
the case, and therefore allow the brush

,

to reach inaccessible parts. The spoke
brush shown is of a size rather too large
for motor bicycles, but a smaller size is

manufactured, and Avill be ready for
delivery by the time these notes appear.

TORPEDO SIDECAR BUILT
OF STEEL.

STEEL for the building of sidecar
bodies does not, on casual considera-
tion, appear to be a material particu-

larly suitable for the construction of

light sidecars, but quite a number of

firms are now using it with considerable

success. The difference in weight, how-
ever, between a body built of three-ply

wood and thin sheet metal is not so_

great as one would imagine, and if any
disadvantage does e-xist on the score of

weight when steel is used it is counter-
balanced by gain in durability and
strength.

Newcomers to the manufacture of side-

cars, who evidently believe in material
more durable than wood, are Messrs. the
0. N. Davis Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Queensland Road, HoUoway, London,
N.7, who are introducing the Odec side-

car, which has a torpedo-shaped steel

body built on " sporting " lines. The back-
rest is constructed to allow for removal,

READERS' ROAD REPORTS
THE following are culled from this

week's mail bag of readers' road
reports :

Chester to Llandudno, via Connah's
Quay, Queensferry, Abergele, and Colwyn
Bay.—Very bad to Abergele, but much
better after.

The Great North Road (south of Don-
caster to London).—With the exception
of a mile near Kossington Bridge (three

miles from Doncaster), good. From Don-
caster to Ollerton and Nottingham, very
good condition generally.

The best way to reach North Wales
is via Wre.xham, iMold, and St. Asaph,
which was in excellent condition a few
w^eeks ago. The road via Welshpool
and Dinas Mawddwy is by far the best
way of reaching Dolgelly and Barmouth.
Liverpool to St. Helens, rid Prescot.

—

Very bad all the way.
Sidcup (Kent) to Hazlemere (Bucks),

via London.—Sidcup to New Eltham
fair, bad in patches. New Eltham to

Eltham bad. Through Eltham to Lee
good. Lee to Lewisham fair. New Cross
throiigh Old Kent Road to Westminster
Bridge very bad. Over Westminster Bridge
fair. Victoria Street bad in patches. Vic-
toria to Gunnersbury Lane, Chiswick,
good. Through Gunnersbury Lane to XJ.x-

bridge Road, Ealing Common, fair.

Ealing Common to Hanwell fair. Han-
well to Southall very bad. Turough
Southall wood paving good. Southall to

Uxbridge bad. Through Uxbridge wood
paving good. Uxbridge to Gerrard's
Cross very bad. Gerrard's Cross to

Beaconsfield bad, except one or two
short stretches before getting to Beacons-
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field. Through Beaconsfield good. Beacons-
field to Penn very fair. Penn to Hazle-
mere good.
Between Tring Station and Tring

Town the first half-mile is good but the
next mile is very bad indeed, so that
a motor cyclist is apt to drive too
quickly over the first portion of the
journey and strike the second portion
too fast.

Between Edgware and Stanmore, after
leaving the tramlines, the road is bad
the whole way to the latter village.

IMPROVING THE MAKER'S
DESIGN.

USUALLY when a motor cyclist fits

such a thing as a vaporiser to his

machine, the general appearance of

the machine is not enhanced, and sometimes
such devices are clumsily and roughly
made. But the owner of the Harley-
Davidson illustrated here—Mr. Bateman,

A vaporiser which improved the running of a

Harley-Davidson on heavy fuels.

of Coventry— is a mechanic, and the hot
an' muff shown is well made and highly
finished. In fact the whole of the machine
is an example of how a machine should
be kept.

The vaporiser takes hot air from both
exhaust pipes, to which it is connected
by two copper pipes, the whole being
plated and poli.shed.

The Odec sidecar, having a sporting

body built of thin sheet steel. Watch cases of the design shown above are used by the Cork

o id District IVIotor Cycle Club on their reliability trials. Pliers

with a changeable design are used for closing the seal.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be aeoompanied by the writer's name and address.

SCOTTISH FERRIES.
Sir,—Can_ you or perhaps one of your Scottish readers

infoi-m me if there is any trouble about getting a motor
bicycle across the Forth from Granton to Burntisland? It
looks so beautifully simple on the map that I feel sure
there is a catch in it somewhere. Are motor bicycles carried
on the ferry, and, if so, are there any humbugging regula-
tions about carrying petrol, or anything of that sort ?

Also, are the Highlands of
" Scotland now open for

tourist traffic? "W 5124
Sheffield.

DIFFICULT STARTING.
Sir,—There have been so many complaints lately in Tlie-

Motor Cycle about difficult starting that a hint which I
saw given in an old number of The Motor Cycle might be
worth repeathig. It is to Iieat the jietrol.

I had great trouble with my own machine lately in this
respect, and so now I just put my petrol squirt (which is
full of petrol, of course) into an old jar full of hot water,
and inject some of this hot petrol into the cvhnder; or,
if this does not do at once, into the plug, aiid this sets
the " jigger " off first push. EXPERIENCE.

Tyneraonth.

LOSING ONE'S PROP.
Sii—lt is kind of " Torque " to suggest to me the

Socratic TnethoS of aiTiving at the truth. It reminds me
of his magnanimous offer re handsome wreath. But as an
evasion it is not so skilful, for Socrates never wandered from
the point, possibly because, unlike " Torque," he never found
himself id chancery.
Why does not "Torque" say that he gives up as a bad

job further attempts to evade, a direct answer to ray question,
instead of saying that he gives wc up as a bad job?
His letter of iNIay l.?t marks the second time that he has

parried my demand for chapter
, and verse with a counter

question, and, for the second time, I will answer him.
Where " Torque," to use an R.A.F. colloquialism, " slips

up" is with reference to question Nq i ^^f t}jg Socratic
dialogue. Does a lost prop remain stationary during a dive
at 100 m.p.h., A.S. ? Granting, under protest, that 100
m.p.h. air speed is a dive, the answer is in the affirmative,
with the reservation that under abnormal conditions the prop
plight make a partial revolution, which would, however, be
insufficient to start the engine.
Answering question No. 2, If so, why? the compression in

a normal stationary aero engine is snch as to prevent mere
" friction of the air on the propeller " (" Torque's " phrase)
from turning the engme over compression with the jerk
necessary to secure an explosion. EEVS.

.
Sir,—As a reader of 7'Ae Motor Cycle I have noticed from

time to time certain correspondence therein dealing with
aeronautics by "Eevs," "Torque," "Spark Plug," etc., who
appear to have some knowledge of the subject. At the same
time I do not see the connection between this subject and
motor cycling. However, I should like to point out that
"Spark Plug" is wrong in stating that he does not think a
Siddeley Puma engine could be started by diving the
machine. If this had been true my machine ajpd I might
have found a landing gj'ound on the top of JIanchester
Cathedral. For, whilst on a certain occa.<!ion I was testing
a new machine fitted with a Siddeley Puma engine, I was
so unfortunate as to lose my propeller at a height of 2,600ft.
over the centre of Manchester, and regained it after a
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dive down to 900ft. (heights approximate). I may say at

the time I forgot I had wings or tail plane to drop off, but
I could not have cleared the city otherwise. The engine had
the usual two-bladed propeller. This, I think, proves that

a Siddeley Puma 230 b.h.p. can be started by diving the

machine. CONTACT.
Accrington.

[Tliis correspondence must now close.

—

Ed.]

THE NEW A.B.C.

Sir,—I have been much interested in the letters, etc., re the
.

new 3 h.p. A.B.C, and was hoping to see some sort of answer
to "A.D. 3744's" letter, which appeared in The Motor Cycle

of April 24th, but I was disappointed to find no reference

to it in The Motm- Cycle for iiay 1st.

I think he gives a wrong impression in his sketch, which
gives the idea that the spring is of the form of a beam fixed

at one end and pin-jointed at the other (front) end, whereas .

it is a beam fixed at both ends and with the point of contra-

flexure approximately at the centre. I may be wrong, but
the rear springing appears to me to be designed (not cribbed)

perfectly,, i.e., in a proper scientific way, and for this reason

I do not see how anything much can "happen" after "n" '

hundred miles. Some motor cycles I have seen give the

impression that if one were to ask the designer (so-called)

what relation shear has to bending moment he would just

gape and wonder what one was talking about. The A.B.C.
does not give me that impression, and I should like to

add that I have nothing whatever to do with the firm except -

as a " longing to be customer." DON PIP.
Colchester.

FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I have noticed that several of your coiTespondents

ask when we shall get a good British four-cylinder machine.
I take it that the Ogston Co. will continue the manufacture •

of the T.M.C. very shortly. I have driven one of the.se

machines hard for nearly three years, and have nothing but —
praise for it. The only mechanical troubles I have had are,

first, the brass gear wheels of the water pump wearing out,

and secondly, the breakage of a rear spring on the sidecar side

of the machine. The machine is a pleasure to handle, the -

workmanship excellent, the material of the best, and, with a No.
22 Zenith carburetter, I get 60 m.p.g. and a true tick' over in

"

neutral. I have driven exactly 20,000 miles, and have just
'

ground in my valves for the second time, and the condition

of the exhaust valves was very good, not a trace of pitting. .

I have covered in my valves, and the machine is now practi- 1

cally noiseless except for the purr of the exhaust. The
starting, even on present-day jietrol, comes at the second
turn over, without injection, even in the coldest weather. I

do not know of any machine other than the T.M.C. that can
pull a sidecar and passenger at as low a speed as 8 m.p.h. on
a 3i to 1 top speed. The first speed is only 7^ to 1, and
my combination is a heavy one, but I can take any hiU I

have come across in Kent on second speed—5^ to L The back
wheel can be retyred without taking it out in less than five

minutes—as quickly, in fact, as any machine with detachable
back wheel—or the back wheel can be taken out and re-

placed in ten minutes easily.

I have no interest in the Ogston Co. commercially, but I

am anxiously awaiting their nejit model. The only improve-
ments I can suggest to them are (a) gear di'ive for the oil and
water circulating pumps ; (b) Zenith carburetter with accelera-

tor pedal as standard—the pulling power with this instrument
at low speeds on top gear is phenomenal.

E. W. KIDDELL.
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The Sturmey Archer went

over the water with the first

of the "Old Contemptibles."

It "stuck it
" on every front

through the whole four and a

half years of war. Now it

has been demobilised and has

resumed civilian service, it

is at your service now, and if

you want to know the service

the Sturmey Archer gives ask

any soldier. We will leave

it at that.

The STURMEY ARCHER
COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
will be the mark of all good post-

war motor cycles ; see that you

have it fitted to yours. It makes

iust all the difference between

pleasant motor cycling and—the

other thing.

STURMEY ARCHER GEARS, Ltd.,

NOTTINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." B29
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Telesrams

:

nloh.

Telephonei City, 4432.

Motorists*
Helmet.

Sapi'lied in black
or tan K-ather.

Linid Wool

ALL WEATHER SUIT

Complete Immunity from
all Elements. Designed
and made by experts.

Most Comiortable. The
fabric is proofed to latest

Government Specification

and Guaranteed Water-
proof. Send for List and

Patterns.

THREE
Size 1

for

5ft. 3in.

to

5fL 6in

STOCK

Size 2
for

5ft. Tin.

to

SftlOin.

SIZES.

Size 3

for

Sft.llin.

to

6ft. 2in.

Price 80/- Complete.

Cash with order, post free.

Cash returned for any
goods not approved of.

HOLMES & SON,
Albert Street Works,

MANCHESTER.
Contractors to H.M. Government.

IIIIIIIBIIIIIII iiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiiii

United
Spring

B30 In answering these advertisements
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it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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FIELD TELEPHONES FOR MOTOR CYCLE HILL-
CLIMBS.

Sir,—It has occurred to me that the authorities must
have a large quantity of field telephones, cable, etc., which
is of no further use to them, but which would be a great
boon to motor cycle clubs to enable them to rig up elec-

trical timing apparatus for use at hill-climbs, speed tests, etc.

We have a large number of members already demobilised,
who would be quite competent to lay and work such
apparatus, and doubtless most other clubs are in a similar
position.

I need hardly add that the very fine part taken by
motor cyclists in the war entitles them to special considera-
tion in this matter. Perhaps you would be able to do
something for us and other clubs who are anxious to run
their events under the best possible conditions.

RONALD S. RUSSELL,
Hon. S«.cretary Cork and District M.C.C.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
Sir,—I have taken your paper for the last six years, and

have noticed very few suggestions for pressed steel frames.

I enclose a rough sketch of what I think is an ideal pressed

Suggested pressed steel frame by Pte. R. M. Smith.

steel frame. The only drawback is that the rider's feet are
inside the body, but this might be overcome by fitting a
stand worked by a lever, so as to keep the machine upright
when it stops. The saddle is shown by a dotted line. T.T.
bars should be fitted, so as to ohtain a better balance.
B.E.F. R. M. SMITH (Pte.).

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—As an ardent reader of The Motor Cycle, I feel I

should like to express my entire agreement with your article

in the issue of April 10th concerning spare parts.

I ordered new piston rings and gudgeon pins on March
21st. On March 30th I wrote to the makers of my engine,
asking them to send me an invoice as soon as possible, so

as not unduly to delay the despatch of parts. They wrote
acknowledging my order of March Sih (.nc). I then telephoned
through to them at the expense of three calls, and after being
shunted from department to department (and to each of which
I had to go through the whole story), I finally reached some
part of the factory where my order was recollected. They
could not understand the delay, and promised immediate
despatch on receiving remittance, the amount of which I

then learnt for the first time. I told them the cheque was
being posted, and to send the goods when received. I also

told them not to hold up the goods if they found that their

estimate was Ijd. more than they told me. They said they
would not. Three days later they acknowledged my cheque,

but required a further amount owing to their miscalculation

of costs, and said they would then send the parts as soon as

possible, i.e., probably three or four more weeks at the
earliest. Cannot I do anything?

It amazes me that a firm of their size should keep their

correspondence in such a hopeless muddle, and be generally

about as disobliging as it is possible to be. I feel I would
much rather satisfy my feelings on this firm than get the
parts now. P. De R. MASON.

Sir,—Not the least pleasing feature of • your excellent

journal of April 10th is your reference to spare parts.

My experience will perhaps, in the light of that article,

be of interest. I have a 1913 4i h.p. combination, and last

November my agents, Messrs. Wauchope, of Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, sent to the makers on my behalf, asking to

be provided with second-speed gear wheels for main and
layshaft.

No notice was taken of the order for some weeks, when
it was repeated, and receipt acknowledged.

Another application later elicited the fact that the parts
required were in tlie hardening shop, and would be sent
along soon. Still nothing happened. Then I wrote myself,
quoting their reference, asking them to speed up delivery.

I had a reply stating that the order referred to could
not be traced : "please let us know what you want and we
will send it along." I then went to Messrs. Wauchope and
complained that they had not apparently ordered the parts
required, and I was shown a whole pile of correspondence
relating to the matter.

I again wrote, quoting some of their letters to Messrs.
Wauchope, and received a postcard in reply, regretting
inability to supply my requirements quickly owing to shortage
of material and labour troubles. (All this after the parts
had been in the hardening shop for about ten weeks.) Again
I wrote, asking them to expljvin the discrepancy between
the letters I had and those sent to my agents, but up to the

Present have not been favoured with a reply, neither have
received the parts, and my outfit is j still lying idle.

Nearly five months have elapsed since the order was placed,

and I do not as yet know whether they are going to supply
me or not. If they would tell me that they cannot worry
over spares, then I should know what to do.

W. A. HILL.

A HOME-MADE CLUTCH.
Sir,—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle I see that

Mr. R. L. Boyd asks for details of a home-made clutch

on a countershaft mounted in the pedal bracket. As I

have made such a device, I send a sketch, which I hope
will be of some interest to your readers.

^ _

The axle is a piece of mild steel with 3% carbon ; it is

bored through with an 8 mm. hole (I think 7 mm. is large

enough). The ball

bearing cone is

a piece of tool

steel, hardened
and ground, and
screwed up tightly

against the
shoulder.

The belt pulley
is made of two
discs of mild steel,

Sin. diameter,
turned all over, so
that the angle is

exactly 23°. The
chain wheel is from

an old bicycle. It has nineteen teeth for chain, lin. pitch

and gin. wide. (It ought to be -fin. or ^in. pitch, but I could

not get such a wheel.) The chain wheel on the engine has
ten teeth.

I cut all the ribs out of the large chain wheel, and brazed
on a disc ; to this is fastened two pieces of Raybestos or

Ferodo lining. The disc runs on a roller bearing, as shown.
The pulley and distance piece are secured to the axle by a
key screw, while the outer piece of the clutch slides on the

axle with two keys, which are soldered on to the axle.

The spring is an old saddle spring. The clutch is not
fitted with a kick starter, as my engine is only 2^ h.p.

I have not yet tried the clutch with the engine running,

but I hope to do so shortly. VAGN PEYTR.
Hellesup, Denmark.

OBTURATOR RINGS.
Sir,—The statement by Engineering and Arc Lamps,

Ltd., re the considerable development of obturators durmg
the war is, to my mind, very misleading. From my ex-

perience the development, if it may be so called, has been

no more than '

' very moderate " ; in fact, since about the

middle of 1916, I have noticed a considerable deterioration

in the efiiciency of the few thousand obturators which
have passed through my hands during the war. Far from
the obturator giving no trouble, it ia the constant source

of the necessity for the overhaul of euch engines as the

Clerget, Monosoupape, and Gnome.
With regard to the citation of an actual flying life of

250 hours, well—^the least I can say is, that 120 hours, such

as I have known odd sets to run, ia beyond the wildest

dreams of imagination of the overworked R.A.F. mechanic,

or the average pUot. My own statement as above (120

hours) has been discredited by pilots of considerable ex-

B3I

Mr. Vagn Prytr s

countershaft

clutch.
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perience and position, even wlicn backed np by log book
entries. The most common trouble with tlie obturator
is breakage at the " lip," and burning of the ends, either
of which invariably causes about £30 worth of damage to
the average rotary engine. Finally, I would add that the
efficiency or otherwise of the obturator resolves itself in
the main to a metallurgic problem. The perfection of this
type of ring will be yet another triumph of those pmctised
in the art of metallurgy.

EX-TECH. SERGT.-MAJOE, E.F.C. and E.A.F.

A SIMPLE CYCLE CAR.
Sir,
—

" Chinook's " article published in The Motor Cycle
recently on the cycle car is very true. There is a big

A suggested cycle car on the lines of the Chater-Lea machine produced several years ago.

future for it if only the right sort could be produced. I

have been riding a flat twin 500 c.c. Brough for the last

4^ years and have got the idea that the flat twin would be
an ideal engine for a small light cycle car.

I am sending you a rough sketch not exactly to scale, but
approximately proportionate. It seems to me that an ex-
tremely simple runabout could be made with the engine unit
together with the gear box, that would be easily detachable
and very accessible, and do away with the motor . cycle
frame. All it would require would be a simple chassis about
5ft. long by 2ft. wide, with three cross stays to take the
engine and gear box, with quarter-elliptic sjorings back and
front to axles.

The Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear is very suitable
with its hand controlled clutch and easily operated gears.

Bakewell. W.A.M.

MAY 8th, igig.

MOTOR CYCLE IMPROVEMENTS.
Sir,—^Having had experience of belts that slip badly in

wet weather and pull through, usually going up hills, also of

chains that collect filth, stretch and snap, might I suggest
that makers of motor cycles should turn their attention to
a better system of transmission from the engine to the road
wheels, particularly in the case of sidecar combinations.
The ideal system to my mind is a shaft drive (bevel gear,

not worm). Many years ago cars were fitted with chain
drive, and the fact that this system has-been almost com-
pletely scrapped should set motor cycle makers thinking.
A previous correspondent has written on the subject of

noisy exhaust and infernal clatter from valve tappets, making,
conversation with the sidecar passenger almost impossible.

• Unfortunately I am not in a financial posi-

tion to set about making what I consider to

be the ideal sidecar machine, but I feel sure
that the manufacturer who built a motor cycle

with bevel shaft drive and a miniature " silent

Knight" engine would find an immense market
for his production from people who want a "no
trouble" sidecar combination.

Finally, I cannot understand why firms still

persist in putting the flywheel inside the crank i

case in view of the loss of power caused by the

wheel having to churn round in a viscous sea;

of thick lubricant. The well-known Douglasi

and the new Blackburne model mark steps in-

the right direction, though at the same time 11

consider that all outside flywheels should be
enclosed in a case to prevent oil slinging should

the lubricant leak through on to the flywheel,

and to prevent accident in the event of the.

flywheel bursting at excessively high speed.

Isleworth. E.G.H.

STARTING TIPS.

Sir,—I have noticed sundry references to difficult starting
on war spirit recently. As one who has been privileged (!)

to ride all through the restrictions, perhaps you will allow
me to make a few suggestions. First, with everything cold,

it is impossible to get Al starting with C3 spirit. I do not
think much of the hoary tip of pouring a kettleful of boiling
water over the carburetter stub ; it is messy, and, with inlet

pipes swathed with insulating tape, etc., against air leaks,
impracticable. But many people do not mind a little trouble
if they can ensure an easy start after it. So I suggest taking
out the plug—in the case of a twin one is enough—and
doping liberally through the plug hole. Then put the plug
on a gas ring, or the bars of a fire grate, for a few minutes,
or till it is too hot to handle with bare fingers ; then replace
and start immediately. I have found this method infallible.

It sounds wasteful of time, but the plug can be heating while
one is putting on overalls, etc. A simpler method which
is effective on less cold days is to put the petrol squirt into
a cup of hot water before doping. This is one of the simplest
tips, but surprisingly few people seem to know it. In the
case of stops up to an hour in length the machine, if possible,
should be put up out of a draught, as it will retain sufficient
warmth to get an easy start, but if in the slightest draught
it will get stone cold in a very short 4ime. Reverting to
the plug heating, a porcelain insulated plug will not stand
up to it. I have ruined several, but an old single-point
steatite Sphinx has stood up to the treatment for two years,
and is still sparking as well as ever, nor have I yet succeeded
in destroying a Lodge Aero in this way. Usual disclaimer.

(Rev.) .J, M. PHILPOTT.
Bi2

THE RULE OF THE ROAD.
Sir,—If you can spare the space, I should like to give a

word of warning to riders, both of motors and cycles ; in

fact, to all users of the road to exercise the greatest care

during the period the Overseas service men are coming back
into civil life. They have been used to the Continental rule

of the road in a great many cases, and accidents are liable

to be caused by their forgetting our customs when they first

come home. This is not theoretical, as I had a collision,

while riding a motor cycle, with a pedal cyclist just recently.

The road was otherwise deserted and quite clear, and each;
in full view of the other, and although the cyclist was nearer

his wrong side than the centre of the road he never thought
of stopping, and when quite close he cut in to his right. I i

jammed down the brake, but was too late to avoid him.

Fortunately, damage was very little in either case, and he
explained his conduct by saying he was only a few days
home from France, where they kept to the right. I hope
this may serve its purpose, as a warning to others who.
might have a similar experience, as accidents are never
pleasant, to say the least.

W. H. JAMESON.

• —0
1 MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS I
: —— .

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price. Post •

: I. Encrland & Wales. 2. Scotland. 3. London, free. •

(Showing roads into and out of London and avoiding
London.) Set of three, complete in case .. .. 4/6 4/^** Z

**The Autocar" Map of Ensrland and Wales. 5
m Dissected and folded in neat case cloth .. .. tz 16 13 {.• •

5 Also on rollers (a good wall map) .. .. .. 12/6 13/-

; "The Autocar" Map of Scotland.
"

• " The Autocar " Map of Ireland.
• Same styles and prices as above. J

"The Autocar" Sectional Map of Engrland and J
Z Wales Concisting of 24 loose sections on strong card. •
• In stout waterproof envelope .. (complete) 5/- .*5/6 «

• In solid hide case, transparent front ,, 15/- lS/6 S
"The Autocar" Half Inch Map of England and S
Wales.. In 37 sections. Each section .. .. 3/- 3/2 j

; "The Autocar " Map of South Eastern England. •
• In stout waterproof envelope 3/6 3 /lo J
• In leather case, transparent front 15/- l5l^
• . .

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from S

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. ;

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.
J

0'" ""(i)
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SPRINGING
1
THE MACHINE.
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A Few " Armchair" Notes on an Engrossing Subject.

A FOREWORD may be said on the subject of

springing generally. Although it is not pos-

sible to have too comfortable a machine, there

are limits to the extra expense and weight of springing

beyond which it would not seem worth while to go.

To judge from the numerous letters one reads, it would
be gathered that it is an everyday performance for

each motor cyclist to climb,

say, the Himalayas, or to

ride up an ancient river

bed, or over railway
sleepers two or three inches

above the permanent way.
Granted there are motor
cyclists who do these things,

some from choice and some
from necessity. If they are in sufficient numbers to

warrant it, by all means let them have a machine
suitable for the work. But let it be a distinct model,

so that we may retain our own mediumweight English

machine. We do hot need river bed models. Further,

it ought to be our endeavour to_ make every road

suitable for any machine to ride on rather than to

make every machine suitable for riding on any road

—

or apology for a road.

Perfect Roads or Perfect Springing ?
The absolute " go-anywhere " machine tends to

become an obsession. A lesson might be learnt from
experience in France, where for riding

over canal beds, ditches, dykes and
trenches, tanks were used and not motor
cycles. Perhaps, now that the super-

organisers are seriously at work there

may be something done in the way
of segregation of road traffic. It is not

a very brain-fatiguing matter to imagine
some of the saving this would effect

both to the road authorities and to the

owners of vehicles. Every bad road
means the expenditure of pounds in

weight and in cash more than should be

necessary for motor users.

Perfect roads and perfect springing are inevitably

correlated. Both are ideals which will never be fully

realised. As the cynic may say, " The advent of the

perfectly sprung machine will only occur in the era

of perfect roads, and that will be when there is no man
left to ride on them."
The following notes are intended principally for

the general reader who is fond of pursuing, in the

armchair as well as on the road, problems relating

to the motor cycle.

The study of springing systems is of the most

absorbing interest, whether taken analytically or

synthetically, whether you amuse yourself by pulling

to pieces systems already designed, or occupy yourself

in building one up according to your own theories.

Interest never palls, and
the game is never finished.

You or somebody else will

find objections to any

system of springing you

can devise. In time the

subject begins to have an

attraction something like

that which the question of

perpetual motion or of squaring the circle had for the

philosophers of old. A proof of this may be found

in the scores of patents which have been taken out for

spring forks during the past dozen years, and for rear

springing systems in more recent times.

Explanation of Diagrams.

Fig. I shows a wheel meeting an object on the

ground. The line A represents the force set up

on impact. This force can be resolved into the two

forces B and C. In other words, if the two forces B
and C acted as shown in fig. 2, they would have

exactly the same result as the single force A. Further,

if we balance, or, in the case of

springing, " cushion," each of the two

forces B and C, we have in effect

"cushioned" force A. We may say,

then, that any force acting on the

wheel to cause a shock may be replaced

by imaginary forces acting (i) parallel

to the ground, or (2) at right angles to

the ground. If arrangements of coils,

air springs, or leaf springs are pro-

vided to allow these forces to be

gradually, instead of suddenly, dis-

sipated, then the wheel is satisfactorily

sprung. If both wheels of a machine

are satisfactorily sprung, then the whole machine is

satisfactorily sprung. Figs. 3 and 4 show theoreti-

cally correct designs for springing a single wheel.

Some of the reasons why practical designs cannot

readily be arranged to give theoretically perfect

springing are :

(i.) The need of lateral strength, so that there may
be no side-play.
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Fig. 5.

Springing tlie Machine.

—

(2.) The fact that brakes are fixed on wheels and
a wheel must be rigid, or practically rigid, in the

direction in which the brake acts.

(3.) The back wheel takes the drive; here again

the wheel must be practically rigid in a line joining

the wheel centre

and the engine

(or countershaft)

centre.

Because o f

having to take

these things
into considera-

tion, most types

of spring forks

are rigid in one

direction, generally in the direction of the horizontal

force B. Others are made to cushion first one force

and then the other (not the two simultaneously), with

the result that there is a movement of the fork first

backwards and then forwards, reversals of move-

ments continually taking place as the springing ar-

rangements are performing their functions.

No types of front forks are shown. Examples of

these can be found in any issue of The Motor Cycle

and analysed by the reader for himself.

Rear Springing.

In rear springing, attention may be drawn to the

fact that a machine may be quite suitably sprung for

solo work and yet not for sidecar work. Also, a

springing system which might be all that was desired

for a lightweight might not fill the bill for a heavy-

weight. Consequently, for rear springing work it

would seem probable that a number of systems Will

be necessary, or sacrifices have to be made in certain

directions.

Most method.s of rear springing are variations of the

methods indicated in fig. 5, the two examples shown
lending themselves to illustration of what may be

called the hinged back wheel method. The objects

aimed at in the different variations are -to make the

frame as strong laterally and as free from whippiness

as possible ; also to arrange the hinge so that there is

as little alteration in chain or belt tension as possible

when the springing device is in operation. Considering

the last-mentioned point, it is obvious that the best

form of rear springing would be realisable in a machine
having a flexible shaft drive.

A Concrete Example.
The importance of strength in the different parts of

a springing system may be shown by a few simple
figures.

Suppose the weight of a machine and rider to be

360 lb. _and that two-thirds of this weight is taken

by the back wheel and -one-third by the front. When
the machine is travelling at the do-west speed it is

possible to pass over an object such as is shown in

the diagrams, the resultant upward force C will be :

For front wheel slightly greater than 120 lb.

For back wheel slightly greater than 240 lb.

That the force C will be much greater for higher'

speeds is evident, and the danger of incurring a

fracture 'is augmented by the application of the

force being almost instantaneous instead of what
may be termed gradual, as at slow speeds. Conse-
quently, it will be' realised that special care must be
exercised in pro-

viding the neces-

sary strength of

springs, links,

etc., and in de-

signing a spring-

ing system for

machines that
are expected to

maintain a Ingh

speed over
rough roads. In example fig. 6 the engine is not

sprung, but the arrangement gives very good insula-

tion from road shock for the rider, and is very

suitable for solo and lightweight work. Engro.

Fig. 6

A MEET OF WEST OF ENGLAND MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Yelverton Rocks, a rendezvous familiar to Plymouth motor cyclists.

situated on the high wild ground of Dartmoor. Among the machines

are B.S.-A.'s and an Enfield outfit.

It is

hown
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A selection ot questions ot general interest received frcm realers and out replies thereto All questions should De addressed to ttie Editor, "T^e Motor Cycle.'

J
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not mJSl b3 acconpanied dy a Stam.ssd addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a cop7 for ease of referen:e. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kep: distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Knocking.

When going up hill I set my

? levers about two-thirds open,
which seems to be the best

-2-1 position, although when going
up a fairly steep hill the engine

knocks, and, if I open or close the air

lever, or open the gas lever, it knocks
more, but if I close the gas lever it

stops knocking, but slows up and stops.

Would you please tell me the cause
of my trouble?—O.J.O.

In hill-climbing, as soon as the engine
shows signs of slowing down, gradually
close the air lever. Have you tried benzol?
The trouble is probably due to the machine
being geared too highly. We presume
the engine is free from carbon deposit?

Water Injection.

(1.) What is the address of the

? manufacturers of the Philipson
pulleys, and are they now

-2-1 making them? (2.) If I fit one
to my 1912 F.E. Triumph, will

it enable me to take a featherweight
sidecar? (3.) What maximum and
minimum gear ratios shall I get, and
is there appreciable belt slip on the
lowest gear? (4.) In starting up on
free engine, does the gear automatically
lower itself until the machine is under
tvay ? (5. ) My machine knocks very
badly when it gets the least warm.
The valve timing and ignition are
correct. Do you think the compres-
sion is too high ? I know that benzole
will cure the trouble ; but other
machines of the same make and date
run satisfactorily on No. 3 petrol, and
I do not see why mine fails. Can you
suggest anything? (5.) If I run on
benzole, would it be an advantage to

have a hot air inlet? (7.) Have you
had any experience in running on
paraffin with steam injection in the
induction pipe ; if so, is there any pre-

ignition on full load?—P.A.H.

(1.) Messrs. - Philipson and Co., Astley
Bridge, Bolton, Lanes., and they are
still marketing their pulleys. (2.) Yes.

(3.) Depends on the size of the rim. The
pulley sizes are 5^in. top, Ifin. bottom,
which w'ill give you your ratios. The
belt slips when it rests on the bottom
of the groove. (4.) No ; the tendency is

for the gear to climb to top. (5.) Your
machine probably requires decarbonising.

(6.) You recjuire a good deal extra air

with benzole, but it is not necessary to

heat it. (7.) There is no pre-ignition with
irater injection, but it cannot be regarded
as satisiactorv- excepting on high powered
machines.

Address Wanted.

_| I have a Vindec Special.

> Would you oblige by giving
-iJ me the maker's address, as I am

in need of spare parts.—A.N.
The Vindec was marketed by Messrs.
Brown Bros., Ltd., 22-34, Great Eastern
Street, London, E.G.

Clearances.

(1.) Will you tell me the correct

clearance between an air-cooled

cast iron cylinder and"" (a) a cast
-S-1 iron piston, (b) steel piston, and

(c) aluminium piston? (2.) A
water-cooled cast iron cylinder and (a) a

cast iron piston, (b) steel piston, and
(c) aluminium piston? (3.) Also please

give me the correct or approximate valve
setting for a racing motor cycle engine.

—J.C.D.

(1.) It depends on the bore of the cylinder.

The same amount of clearance on a

cylinder of 70 mm. bore would not do for

one of 85 mm. bore. The average clear-

ance with a cast iron cylinder and a cast

iron piston is 4-1 ,000th inch. The clearance
for a steel piston would be more than for

a cast iron piston, and for an aluminium .

piston slightly more than for a steel

piston. The correct amount of cleai'ance

is a question of experiment, and varies in

the case of the different manufacturers.
There is no fixed dimension. (2.) The
clearance for a water-cooled cylinder and
cast iron piston is approximately the same
as for an air-cooled one. The cooling of

the cylinder prevents distortion of the

cylinder, but it does not prevent distor-

tion of the piston which is subjected to

the same amount of heat in a water-cooled
engine, as in an air-cooled one, and, of

course, the increased clearance in the case
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TO ensure regular supply of

" The Motor Cycle," readers

are requested to place definite

orders with their newsagents or

at a 1 ailway bookstall for copies

to be reserved or delivered each

week. To depend upon chance

purchase is to risk disappoint-

ment.
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of steel and aluminium pistons would be

the same. (3.) There is no standard valve

setting for a racing motor cycle engine

;

the setting varies with different de-

signs, and there is no fixed rule.

Below we give you a setting of a well-

known 3^ h.p. single-cylinder engine

:

Inlet valve commences to open at 8° to

13°. and commences to close at 137° to

145°, and is completely closed at 207° to

213°. Exhaust valve commences to open

at 155° to 140°, and is fully open at 220°

to 226°. The exhaust valve commences to

close at 272° to 276°, and is closed at

0° to 5°.

Too Much Noise.

I have a 3^ Norton which is

fitted with an exhaust pipe, Ijiji.

diameter, direct from the cylin-

der without any expansion box.

The noise is especially notice-

able when accelerating, or when travel-

ling at high speeds. . Am I rendering

myself liable to prosecution, and if so,

how can this be remedied?—W.J. A.

The only remedy will be to fit an ex-

pansion box, otherwise you render your-

self liable to prosecution.

Lubrication of a Twin.

As ray 4-5 h.p. J.A.P. twin

"^ seemed to be losing power, I took

^ it down for overhauling, and

-*J found that both the rings on

No. 1 cylinder piston were

broken at the ends. The cylinder

seemed rather on the dry side. (1.)

Would under oiling cause the damage
and be the most likely cause? (2.)

Would it affect the running much?
(3.) I am using extra heavy Mobiloil

with Oildag. Would you consider this

too heavy? (4.) Can t do anything to

equalise the oiling of the cylinders, as

the front cylinder is getting the right

amount, and an increase would^ mean
frequent decarbonisation? In this case

the rear cylinder was much cleaner

than the front? (5.) I suppose the

baffle plate under No. 1 is a fixture,

otherwise this might be drilled? (6.)

Would a slack valve guide on the inlet

valve cause an air leak and diiBcult

starting, and would Dueo valve lubri-

cators help to ease it?—G.B.A.

(1 and 2.) Under-oiling would cause the

damage of which you complain, and would
naturally affect the running as it would

allow the charge to escape past the ring.*.

(3.) Perhaps the oil is rather heavy in

cold weather. (4 and 5.) You might try

the effect of drilling the bafile plate. (6.)

We think valve lubricators would be

beneficial in this case.

AS5
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Old Spring Forks.

I have boujrht an old machine,

j^ fitted with the old pattern

V XI-All spring forUs. There
-!J seems to be a great deal of side

play, so that the tyre rubs against

the fork. Would you be so good as to

tell me; (1.) Is this avoidable? And
if so, how? (2.) Would some variety

of pad taking the wear on the rim
instead of the tyre be feasible? (3.)

Is the present state of affairs

dangerous? (4.) Would the stresses

set up by a sidecar affect it in any
way? (5.) Apart fi'om the question

of comfort, is this fork superior to

a rigid one?

—

G.P.H.

(1.) Possibly washers of the spring type
would take up the play. (2.) No we
should not recommend it. (3.) Yes,
lor tlie tyre. Constant friction will rub
through the cover and cause the air

tube to protrude and burst. (4.) Yes.

(5.) Any spring fork when working as

it should is superior to a rigid one.

A Double Accident.

I should be glad if you would

^1 put me right on the following

y point; AYhilst driving my 4 h.p.

-i-l Bradbury and sidecar in Wales
along with a friend on an 8 h.p.

sidecar I met with the following accident.

The other machine was a few yards in

front, when the countershaft chain on
the 8 h.p. machine snapped, locking

itself around the sprocket wheels and
locking the back wheel, which brought
it to a halt within about three yards,

incidentally smashing the low gear
in the gear box. The stop was too

sudden for me to clear the machine,
and my front wheel caught the luggage
grid, throwing my machine over on its

side, smashing the front fork, wheel,
mudguard, lamp, top and bottom tubes
of the frame near the head, and twisting
the sidecar axle partly out of the
chassis. The only damage caused to

my friend's machine was the buckling
of his sidecar wheel, but this we were
able to straighten up so that it would
run. The 8 h.p. machine is insui'ed

for third party fire and theft ; my
machine is not insured. Have I any
clear ground for a claim against liim?
The damage, roughly, may be about
£20 to £25, as it might mean a new
frame. I may say I have been riding
motor cycles of nearly every make since

1910, and am looked upon as a safe

and skilful driver. A witness to the
accident was another member of the
party in a car, who was behind and
saw the smash.

—

F.B.J.

We should advise you to consult, through
your friend, the insurance company, as to

whether they will meet the claim he makes
on your behalf. Personally, we do not
think you have got a legal claim against
yom- friend, as if the case were tried in
the county court the judge would most
probably decide that the snapping of the
countershaft chain on the 8 h.p. machine
and the locking of the back wheel were
failures over which your friend had no
control, and therefore it was an accident.
We should recommend the claim to be
made by your friend, who is insured, in

such a manner that the amount claimed
will cover your expenses.

A36

An Old-type Twin.

I have a motor cycle built by
a local maker fitted with a V
twin engine, 5^ h.p. ; the ignition

is by coll and accumulator. What
will be the cost of a magneto,

paddle, inner tube, and brake?—A.F.
Your best course is to apply to the local

maker for a quotation for the parts you
require. If he cannot estimate, then
write to a firm like K.I.C. Co., Samson
Road North, Birmingham ; or Thomson
Bennett, Mafjnetos Limited, Great King
Street, Birnnngham, for the magneto.
The saddle, imier tube, and brake should
easily be obtained in a city like Belfast

Hub Gears.

My machine is a New Hudson
1914 6 h.p. twin combination,
fitted with Armstrong hub gear.

This latter is far from satis-

factory, and I should like to

i know if I could substitute, say, an
Enfield two-speed countershaft. If so,

W'Ould it be vei-y costly ?—D.K.
Doubtless you can substitute a counter-

shaft gear for the hub gear mentioned.
As to cost, enquire of the makers of the

machine, Me.ssrs. the Enfield Cycle Com-
pany, Ltd., Redditch, Worcestershii-e,

and allow for the cost of fitting. It

might entail some structural alteration

to the chain stays, i.e., the tubes from
the bottom bracket to the rear fork.

You could get your hub gear put in

order if you were to communicate with
Messrs. the Cromwell Engineering Com-
pany, 327, Putney Bridge Road, Lon-
don, S.W.15.

READERS' REPLIES.
Four-stroking.

"L.P." will find a No. 28 jet most
suitable for his engine. There are no
choke tubes in this type of carburetter

(Senspray), but a remedy for the four-

stroking will be found if he runs the

engine as follows : Start up with air'

closed and spark advanced two-thirds
(approximately), petrol lever about half-

open. After running about twenty yards
retard spark and petrol lever, and begin

to open air lever slowly until engine is

two-stroking perfectly. Should enghie

fail to two-stroke, depress air release
' valve several times, and release quickly

each time. The remedy lies in the cor-

rect air mixture.—F. Wilson.

Difficult Starting.

With reference to the complaint of
" H.S.," page 401, in the issue of April
17th, I have experienced a similar heart-

breaking difficulty with my 1913 5-6 h.p.

Rudge Multi. Perhaps "H.S." will try

the following proved .solution : Turn the
engine until the inlet valve is open, and
inject down the valve stem a few (very

few) drops of petrol. This method of

injection has at least saved me much
hard labour. Injections through the com-
pression top do not have effect if there

is the slightest sign of carbon deposit,

as the deposit blocks the passage.

—

Stak.

W. Smith.

I notice in The Motnr Cycle of April

10th a letter from " A.G." in reference to

the difficulty he experiences in starting

his 1913 Rex. As I am in possession of

a similar machine, I may be able to -help

him in hia hour of need and probable
despondency. 1 may say that my first

experiences with this machine began in

the winter, and it was my doubtful

pleasure to have to start the old 'bus

from cold on the glorified (?) mixture
untruthfully designated as petrol. I have
learnt by now quite a number of dodges
for starting my machine, and these may

.

be of use to " A.G." I have a Binks car-

buretter on the machjne, and have so

far been unable to find any dead spot

;

for one thing I do not know what a dead
spot is. Is it any relation to the things

they put in petrol to increase the m.p.e. t

With this carburetter I can get a mileage
with sidecar and two passengers of 140
m.p.g., and can usually touch anything
on the road that will allow itself to be
touched. If you do not believe this state-

nient it matters not, as I do not believe

it myself, but I thought I would like to

give you a shock. However, to get down
to brass tacks, this old 'bus of mine,
although approaching its sixth year on
earth, is a wonder. Undoubtedly at first

one experiences difficulty in starting, but
I am quite sure when once "A.G." gets

over the difficulty of starting (for further
particulars, write the subscriber), he will _

find he has a jolly good old reliable in

a 6 h.p. 1913 Rex, that is if it is in any-
thing like the condition of mine.—C. N.
Westoby.
[We are case-hardened to shocks of this

kind. A letter addressed to our corre-

spondent c/o the Editor will be for-

warded.

—

Ed.]

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
" C.H." (London).—Auto-wheel at-

tached to Olympia tricycle and assist

pedalling on short journeys in a flat

district, to carry two persons.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Bn.^DFOitD TO Alduorotigh.—F.M.

Bradford, Otley, Ripley, Ripon,
Masham, Leyburn, Richmond, Aid-
borough.

Cardiff to Bristol.—S.G.P.
Cardiff, Newport, Chepstow, Lydney,

Gloucester, Thornbury, Bristol. Approxi-
mately 95 miles.

Nottingham to Weymoith.—F.H.C.
Nottingham, Loughborough, Leicester,

Lutterworth, Rugby, Frankton, Southam,
Banbury, Deddington, Oxford, Abingdon,
E. Ilsley, Newbury, ..Whitchurch, An-
dover, Salisbury, Blandford, Puddletown,
Dorchester, Weymouth. Approximately
150 miles.

Ayleseuey to St. Ives.—D.S.H.
Aylesbury, Thame, Oxford, Faringdon,

Swindon, Wootton Bassett, Chippenham,
Bath, Wells, Glastonbury, Othery, Taun-
ton, Cullompton, Exeter, Crediton, Bow,
Okehampton, Launceston, Bodmin, Indian
Queens, Mitchell, Zelah, Redruth, Cara-jj

borne, St. Ives.

Richmond (Yokes) to Ashbouiine.-
K.C.T.

Richmond, Catterick Bridge, Leeming,-'

Boroughbridge, Wetherby, AberforS,
.;

Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Conisborough,
Rotherham, TotleJ', Baslow, Bakewell^
Hartingdon, Ashbourne.
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Dust - water - and
'weatHer proof . .

A certain spark under
all conditions ....
C. A. VANDERVELL & CO., LTD.
Electrical Engineers Aclon, London, W. 3

We are Members of the

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
GUARANTEED

HOYAL

6 or 8 h.p. TWIN.

Patented Points—No. 10.

The Sidecar Lugs.

Many sidecar attachments throw all the strain
upon the bolts. In the Royal Ruby patent
lugs, ribs and recesses are provided in tlie

frame-lugs corresponding with recesses and
ribs in the sidecar lugs; these take all the
strain and provide a perfect, mechanical joint.

The heaviest sidecar is safe on a Royal Ruby-

The Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Manufacturers at Royal r.uby Cycles, Motor Cycles & Sidecars

Cannel St., Ancoats, Manchester
ieieptioue—City 3^1^; eeiitcai 1570.
I eiegraiii:

—" Machines, Manchester'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements" in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every
additional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for
advertisements should be made payable__—

^

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed._-3-SSi
Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit. shouM not be sent as remittanceT.
All .idvern.ements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the omces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters
should be posted in time to reach the ofTices of
"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of
each advertisement, and the date of the issue
in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
regijtralion and to co\'er postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo.\ 000, c /o " The jMotor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. coo_ c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
K.C.^. Replies to Box Number advertisemctHs coutaining
remittances should be sent by registered post.

a*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^10 in
value, a deposit fee of zs. 6d. is charged; when under
/[lo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to llifle & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is wiUing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
sUeoce as an IndicatiOD that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply to each
one by post,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

K.D., S'l'Ii.p.. 2-speed, coachbuilt eom-
45 ens. ; 1913.- Eailway Garage, Stiiines,

:946.0

ABINGDOX
binatinn;

'I'hone; 139.

4h.pT Abingdon King Dick, Gradua gear, kick start
just fitted, new handle-bars, tyres, lamp, and belt.

being overhiiiiled, readv ride away in fortnight; £40.—
Boi 3,397. CO The Motor Cycle. [X9578

ABrNGDON, King Dick engine, 3Vjh.p.. F.E., pedal^X start, Bosch, new B.S.A. carburetter, new Dunlop
belt, new Dunlop and Clincher tyres and tubes. Brooks
saddle. £14/2/9 just spent on overhaul (receipt can be
shown), mechanical condition as new, fitted with new
tamp set. Klaxon, speedometer, mirror, to the value of
£10; accept 40 gns., genuine bargain,—Apply, Havns,
20. Chiltern Rd., Bow, E.3. [9160

A.B.C.
-E.arlie5t delJTeries, of the Birmingham and

Cycle Co., Southampton. [8988

A.B.C.—Sole agent for South "Wilts; now booking
orders for early deliveries.—Longman, Fisherton,

Salisbury. 17742

A B.C.-
^-- CoTCDtry

:Maude'$:
'm Motor Mart '

AGENTS FOR

A.B.C., P. & M., B.S.A,, A.J.S.

NORTON, ROVER, TRIUMPH
BLAOKBURNE, NEW RYDER,
MATCHLESS, ENFIELD,

CONNAUGHT, NEW IMPERIAL
CLYNO.

\
Best Prices Paid

SPOT CASH
for modern Motor

Cycles and Light Cars.

We invite your enquiries as to

specification and delivepy dates.

Deliveries are made in

strict rotation.

100, Gt, Portland St.,

London, W.l.

Telephone: Museum 55 7,

TeIcgrams:Abdicale,Wesdo,

London

MOTOR

"^^^^rP^^^^*

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

CHOW Bros., High St., Guiltlford, linve contrnoteil
liirgely for the new A.B.O. Order now loi

earliest delivery.

A .B.C.—Earliest deliveiies;
ensures tliis.—Miutin

Distributers, Stafford,

your name oi

Mitchell, Ltd.,

[5a

our bq]
Whola
[X9g

A.B.C.—We are now titUinp orders for th© new A.B.I3
twin; order now lor early delivery.—P, Ellia

Co., 360, LiUie Ed., Fulhain, S.W.6. [84

LIVKRPOOL and Distriet Agents for A.B.O. VU
orders now to seouie early delivery.—Victor Ho

man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., Liveriiool. [0^

A.E.O.—Sole agrents for these famous mnchiii
Orders booked now for early delivery.—Ohan^T

Reyre, and Williuras, Sun St, Hitchin.

JOXES' Garage.~We are in a position to
orders fcrr A. B.C. motor cycles: deiiosits optional

delivery April or Alay.—Broadwov, ajuswell Hill, N': ,

[0991
;

ISLE of Wight.-Withani Eros.. Newport. I.W., oreUl
Island agents for AB.O, mncliiue.s. l''ull particiMHl

lars on request. Orders being booked for eailiest deliveryjll
[761S-f|

A.B.C.—Distributors for Scotland. Book your order *

now to ensure reasonable date lor deliveTV —Edin* ;

I'urgh Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlay St., Edin-
I'urgh. [X8301.J

FANCOURT'S Garage, Stamford, for A.B.C.'s:
distributing agent for Soke of Peterboro'

County of Rutland
; particulars and - iUustrationaj

request. [X9|

IVTOBTH Ayrshire.—Place yonr orders now. Early^
A, B.C. Ueinonstrntion runs nrranered
You ore interested, so write.-TTn

livrry cf
appointment,
GleugarnocU.

WE Are New Bonking Orders for earliest delivi

of A. B.C. motor cyole. Secure an ea:ly del
by placing your order with us now.—Dunwelle' G;
Wigan. Tel. : 528.

A .B.C. — Bonk early, and prevent
il- Speciflc:rtion and full particulars
aptilication.

distributing
The Spalding Motor Co.,
agents for Lincolnshire.

disappoint]
will be
Ltd., "

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Rd.,
sole A.B.C. distributing agent for Sheffield

district, will give you eailie.st possible delivery of;
new A.B.C. motor cycles and light cars.

A.B.C. — Sole wholesale and retail agents
Oxfordshire and part of Buckinghamshire. E»

deliveries guaranteed. Enquiries
corned.-The Lavtcn Garages, '

or 90. High St.. Oxford. A.B.C. enthusiast^.
35 Bicester.

A.J.S.

JACK HEALY. Cork.-Offlcial A.J.S.
and works, Driuan St.

re sub-agencies
London Rd., Bicester,

'Phone

:

[935

ageut.--Gar^
[X8^

clutch, tyres nearly
Woking. [93

CROW Bros.. Guildford.—A. )f.S. Agents since 19fl
Write us for your reauiremeutfl. [97]

QiJh.p. A..T.S., 2-speed,
/W4 £28.—Lueae, Send,

"I Q 19 A.J.S. Combinations.—Write Merrick's
J-t/ 174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. 'Phone:

Stffll

24^
[X2i

A.-T.S. Spares, prnmpt delivery. — Cyril WilliaQ
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. Tel.: Ptt

A.J.S. 2^;41i.p.. late 1914, 3-Bpeed. clutch, kick «1

Bosch: £39.—Lewis, 6. Mattock Lane, Bnfi
Broadway. [X?
3ih.p. A.J.S., good condition, Sennpray, Bosoli,

2 ride away; £22.-163, Tudor Rd,. Ham^
Middlesex.

3ih.p,. 1916 A.J.S.. 3-8peed, all-chain
clutch, really sound condition; £65,

Box 3,402, c/o The Motor Cycle.

kict
or neaTCu

XX9|

A.J.S. 6h,p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick stan
good condition; accept £75; seen any time.-i

Faiifield South, Kingston-on-Thames, [9a

A.J.S.—Eor quick deliveries try the
shire agent. Will Chapman. 113,

sole Leicf
Belgrave

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. [i

"IQ15 A.J..S. 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped^
,

J~*y been thoroughly overhauled, good conditu
£128; after 5.—18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham. [91

1 Q16 A.J.S. Combination. Wataouian coachbuilt
Xt/ car, perfect condition absolutely; £97/
Bromley Oswell, Hadley, near Wellington, Salop,

rx9)

A.J S —Exeter Motor- Cvcle and Light Cir Co.,
Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for eailieal

liveries. t\

AJ.S. Combination,
first cash secures.-

1916. complete,
Vivian Hardie,

Htnck St., otf Oxford St., Bond St.,

'Phone: Mayfaii 6559.

as new; £1L
Ltd., 24, Wi
London,

[8

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Clutches and Variable Gears.

IN
some cases a certain araotint of confusion

exists in the minds of many as to the differ-

ence between a clutch and a variable gear.

.This confusion of thought is not so much
apparent when clutches and gears of the

ordinary types are under consideration, for it is

realised that a clutcli is a friction device, the

object of which is to take up the drive as

smoothly as possible, whereas a gear is a more
positive arrangement designed to give various

deiinite relations between the engine and the road

wheel. It is quite true that the road speed can
be reduced while the engine speed remains con-

stant by both clutch and gear, sometimes the one
being more convenient, and sometimes the other.

Briefly, the difference between the two is that

in the case of the clutch the speed is reduced

by a waste of power, and therefore the turning

moment of the road wheel is liot increased, but

when the higher ratios, i.e., the lower gears of

a true variable speed gear, are brought into

action the torque of the road wheel is very largely

increased. Hence comes the greatly increased

hill-climbing power possessed by a motor cycle

on its lower gears.

This difference is also apparent when the

machine is running at small throttle openings on

the level, a change down of gear being sometimes

followed by an increase of speed, because the

engine speed rises under the lighter load. The
engine speed will rise equally when the clutch

is partly withdrawn, and for the same reason,

but no increase of road speed takes place—rather

the reverse ; this clearly shows that the power

is lost. On a hill the clutch is sometimes of

value in enabling a machine to top a rise where

the engine might otherwise konk out, but this

is simply because the use of the clutch allows

the engine to maintain or even increase its

" revs.," and thus give out greater power than

it does when losing speed.

If these facts were always kept in mind, we

should not hear hydraulic and electric clutches

described as variable gears, for a hydraulic clutch

is brought into action by allowing a certain pro-

portion of the oil, or other liquid, which it con-

tains to escape from one part to another, and

this escaping oil does no useful work, but simply

takes some of the load off the engine. Hence
this is more correctly described as a clutch.

Caveat Emptor.
,WING to the rush for motor cycles ready

for immediate use, many dealers are

tempted to put up their prices to a some-

what high level. While this level does

not exceed what is right and proper con-

isidering the high prices of practically every

commodity and the high cost of labour, or, on

the other hand, the decreased purchasing power
of the sovereign, no one has any right to com-
plain. Naturally the scarcity of new machines

reacts upon the second-hand market and causes

a general inflation of prices with the consequence

that a good second-hand machine fetches, and

is really worth, more than it cost when new.

The prices obtained in the Government sales

are proof of this. It is when high figures are

charged for motor cycles in indifferent order

that the buyer has a right to complain. Instances

have been given in our columns of machines

beings purchased and taken away after only the

most cursory examination. If a rider makes a

purchase in this manner, he will certainly have

himself to blame if the machine turns out to be

unsatisfactory. When purchasing a machine
from a private seller, a trial run should be

obtained, and, if possible, a test made upon a

hill. Naturally, in the case of a solo machine,

the seller will not care to entrust his mount to

a total stranger unless the value be deposited

with him, but, if the buyer is in earnest, there

should be no difficulty about this. If, on the

other hand, a sidecar is for sale, the prospective

purchaser can easily be given a trial run, with

the owner on the saddle.

.
/^

.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back covei'.
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A Sale of Canadian Army Motor Cycles.

More Surplus

War Material

disposed of at

High Prices.

A 2| h.p. Douglas sold for 50 guineas

A BATCH of thirteen 1916
model 7 h.p. twin-

cyHnder Indian motor
cycles was offered for sale at

a sale of Canadian Army motor
cycles which took place on the

5th inst. at the British Motor
Cab Company's depot, i, Brix-

ton Road, London, S.W.9.
The auctioneers were Messrs.

Geering and Colyer, of Ash-
ford, Kent.

The auction began at 11

a.m., and was well attended, about ,300 people being

present, which, once more, illustrates the interest of

the public and the demand for motor cycles at the

present time.

The Indians in question had recently been repainted

a dark green, and presented a distinctly smart appear-

ance, and were in fairly good condition, though the

engines in some cases required the fitting of a few

small parts. The auctioneer, in answer to a question,

forcibly replied that he would give no guarantee for

any of these machines—a remark which caused much
amusement. The very last thing one might expect

would be a guarantee for a disused Army rnachine.

One of the thirteen 1916 model

average price of

A 4 h.p. Triumph, which realised 69 guineas.

The average price paid for

these motor cycles- was 58 gns.,

and the highest price 100 gns.

Four Triumph motor cycles

were next offered for sale, the

average sum of 62 gns. being

realised. These machines were

of the 1 91 5 4 h.p. Army pat-

tern. The condition of the

engines in some cases- was rather

bad, and X)ne mount, which

fetched 60 gns., had the carbu-

retter missing, as well as the

controls, front fork spring, and the sparking plug.

The highest bidder paid 69 gns. for one of these

machines.

Two Douglases, one 4 h.p. 1915 model, and one

2 1 h.p. model, were next put up for auction. The
4 h.p. mount, which had lost its clutch, chain wheels,

exhaust pipe, silencer, plugs, and saddle, was bought

for 56 gns. The other, in better condition, realised

5° g"s. -

The bidding was -slow at first/ but with the help

of a clever and witty auctioneer, improved later to

a firm competition, and on the whole the machines

realised more than their full value.

7 h.p Indians sold at an

53 guineas.

A travelling workshop catering for motor cyclists in the Plymouth district. These motor vans have been in service tor the aid of car owners

fo' a long time, but up to the present very few garage owners have been sufficiently enterprising to cater specially for stranded motor cyclists.

'
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Traffic Education.

WHILST the jietrol famine temporarily reduced
me to pedestriani^m, or at least to unwontedlv
large doses of that over-rated sport, I noticed

with grief how absolutely devoid of the road sense the

average pavement user is. Once he or she quits the

sidewalk, acute danger compels the pedestrian to aim
at being alert and nimble ; but on the sidewalk he has

;

about as much road sense as a lost calf. He walks
slowly along the dead centre or the wrong side, with

his stick projecting, so that one eight stone man can
block an 8ft. walk ; she collects her friends, and wheels
perambulators three abreast; they join arms, take

corners on the wrong side, or pace to and fro in the

Strarid during the luncheon hour. I thought often and
deeply that there was a loud call for instnictional

posters on the proper use of the pavement, such as the

anonymous " Safety First " people have published
.anent hopping on and off 'buses or crossing the road.

But I positively blushed at the way in which I saw
motor cvclists drive during the holidays, and some of

them men in khaki at that. They swirled out of by-

roads at speeds that took them well over on to the

wrong side of main roads, right out into streams of

tlrick traffic. They cut blind corners. They created

emergency after emergency by trying to overtake other

motors round blind corners, or when oncoming trallic

blocked the other half of the road. They turned down
side roads abruptly without signalling or looking astern,

often commencing a wheel from the centre of the

"pretty," as golfers call it. All that could be said

for them was that on the average they were very quick

with their brakes in tight corners, and that everybody,

whether sinned against or simiing, had a good-tempered
grin, instead of an oath when the b'eihe failed to result

in slaughter or a crash. Why do not the A. A., R.A.C.,

and A.C.U. cease to spend our money on offering to

get us licences which we are perfectly capable of ob-

taining for ourselves, and adorn tubes, 'buses, waiting

rooms, bars, and other places of resort with merry

pictures demonstrating the folly of overtaking a broad

car round a blind corner in a narrow road, or other-

wise courting a pink and messy death? Cyclists are

equally guileless and unimaginative.

A Narrow Escape.

EHAD nearly broken my oath. My last paragraph

had brought me to the brink of describing how a

fat woman with a basket of eggs—when I recalled

how a certain cycling club once saved me from commit-

ting manslaughter. Confession is good for the soul, so

I may as well confess that I was in a great hurry, and

I took a fairly ' easy bend in a broadish and remote

highway much too fast. Imagine my horror on round-

ing the comer to find the road packed from hedge to

hedge with the serried ranks of a cycling club pedalling

merrily in the same direction as myself. I could not

stop in time, but they saved me. Somehow or other

the outside men in each rank fell off their machines

into the hedges, and the inner men did a one pace right

or left close, as the case might be, leaving an alley right

through their centre, down which I hurtled, grateful,

but ashamed.

Gee-whizz.

nDO not use the above expletive for ordinary con-

sumption, but it seems appropriate if inadequate

on top of news I have just received. One of the

gentry who once made a fat living by importing big

twins tells me he thinks that the partial prohibition

of imports will make way for a 33^^% tariff in the late

summer, and that he expect^ to sell as many big

" seven-nines
'

' a,s America can let him have, the

British retail price being within smelling distance of

;^i4o ! This item provokes quite a galaxy of stimulat-

ing thoughts. First of all, 1 did not know costs had

risen in U.S.A. to such a height that a big twin plus

Atlantic freights, insurance, and London profits came

out at ^105 (exclusive of tariff). Secondly, when

supply overtakes demand, a selling price of ;£i_4°

ought to spell a close season for those British twins

which intend to oust the big Yanks from popular

favour; of course, as long as our pockets are full and

there are five buyers for every new machine available,

£,xi,o is a bagatelle; but if British makers cannot sell

against a price like ^140 in 1920, they will deserve all

they get—I mean, lose. Thirdly, I wish I knew exactly

why a large percentage of the big twin buyers in this

country prefer Yankee stuff.

De Gustibus?

THE big American twins are charming mounts

when they are new, but they do not (or did not)

wear like Britishers. They are usually very well

sprung forrards, and some of them are sprung aft as

well. They have mechanical lubrication of a kind.

They have walloping big tyres. They possess engines

of the semi-woolly order, and pull superbly on top

gear. But I am never quite sure why some of our

riders have such a 'passion for the imported stuff, and

I am not certain whether the American manufacturers

themselves understand it. I am sorely tempted to

place two factors high in the psychology of preference.

One is that the machine as a whole is " different
"

from the British single on which the buyer probably

served his apprenticeship, just as a Douglas gives you

novel sensations after ten years on Triumphs. The

other is that, though the design is not really " cleaner
"

than our own, it looks so; the machine seems more

compact, and looks as if it had been planned as a

whole, whereas some of our pre-war twins were spiky,
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Occasional Comments.—

and bristly, and gave the impression that they were

constructed of a number of ill-matched components

fitted together. Finally, Yankee "service" is pro-

verbially better than our own used to be.

The T-ime to Strike.

, , NYHOW, a period of restriction followed^ by a

•1

MAY 15th, igig. i(

continuation of high tariffs gives any British

maker who knows how to design a twin a chance

to strike. The Yankee twins are good, but they are not

competition-proof; and the number of their '14 sales

constitutes a market worth attack. Most of them give

a rider more petty trouble than a first-class British

machine, and the inevitable stage at which substantial

repairs become unavoidable arrives earlier. They are

quite absurdly heavy ; 3 cwt. is surely e.vcessive for a

solo 'bus, and is not even to my mind pardonatjie on

a sidecar hauler. The American front fork is good,

but not better than two or three of the best European

patterns : Americans have no essential monopoly of rear

springing. Their much-boomed lubrication systems

are not to be compared with the principles embodied in

the new A. B.C. I am not by nature and preference a

bestraddler of their cumbersome projectiles : I eschew

sidecars, and find that a class 500 c.c. will do all that

a solo man requires ; so I must not be dogmatic on the

secret of the spell that post office red or dove-grey

with Vermillion streaks has for so many eager buyers.

I view the tug of war without animus. If the Yankee

twins are really better, let them capture our 7-9 h.p.

market, and let the British rival take its medicine

like a man. I merely point out that the Britisher

has a splendid opportunity to make sure

of this threatened market, that the_ 1914

sales contain pointers to guide liim in

diagonising public taste, and that now is

the time.

The Sedan Scooter,

fi fi T5^ VERYDAY Science " does not damn
JcU the scooter with faint praise. It

anticipates the day when scooters

will be fitted with coupe bodies. A pair

of flat twins are to be mounted on each side

of the steering head, and parallel to it,

m

V

;h

i

driving the front wheel by chains ingeniously enclosed'!

inside the front forks. A pair of aeroplane wheels.;]

are carried astern on tuck-up forks, and serve to steady

the machine when stationary. How I should relish^,

the ascent of Shap on this model against a stiff hea^

wind ! But perhaps the root idea is to utilise exceS'

sive wind resistance as an automatic speed limit. I

commend this ingenious principle to future labour
j

governments, who might compel all the bourgeoisie to

affix steel discs eight feet in diameter to their front

,

forks, such discs to be at right angles to the track.

Dishonest?

EHAVE just saved an impecunious novice from

pouring his limited capital down the sink. He lives

in a fearsomely hilly district, and the local roads

during half the year are simply strips of morass.

Knowing nothing of the sport or trade, possessing

rather limited cash, and desiring immediate delivery,

he got into the hands of a firm of dealers who had

a baby two-stroke to sell, and had all but succeeded

in dumping it on him plus a sidecar I I am ready to

believe that, in certain comparatively level districts,

an expert may obtain results of a kind with a first->«J

class baby two-stroke and a sidecar. But to sellii

such a kit to a no\-ice resident amongst .
mountains IV

To Ije frank, there were just a few makers' catalogues-!!

in 1914 which erred—shall we say, on thi side ot;*

optimism? Lies never make a foundation for sound*
business : and unfortunately some of our greenhorni

swallow all catalogue statements with a childlik

faith. Our best firms write their catalogues witll

commonsense and self-restraint.

:::::.;,::
....

...,

Durin" the war we have had ample evidence ot the

motor cycle's great reliability in the hottest parts of the

world. It is no great surprise to hear that it has

proved equal to the task of negotiating the pathless ways '

within ihe Arctic Circle. The photographs sent by Lt. A. J.

Roberts show a 4 h.p. Triumph outfit that successfully

withstood most severe tests whilst with the Northern Russia

Expeditionary Force.
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THE ARIEL
1919 CATALOGUE

Yours

for the asking.

Send a postcard to-day

and the catalogue will be

despatched to-morroW.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD.,
3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.
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INSURANC
A COMMUNITY OF INSURERS. A
PURE ALLIANCE FOR THE JUST
SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS — THE
CERTAINTY OF SECURITY — THE
AVOIDANCE OF PERSONAL LIA-
BILITY AND FOR THE CREATION
OF INDIVIDUAL PROFIT. THERE
IS NO FINER PROPOSITION
EXTANT THAN THIS—THE APPLI-
CATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
POOLING INSURANCE FOR THE
PROTECTION OF OWNERS OF

CARS.MOTOR THE LICENSES &
CYCLES.

GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY,
LIMITED, 24, MOORGATE STREET,
LONDON, E.G. 2. COST PRICE
INSURANCE ALWAYS.

A28 In iiii'irenri'i '/"" iiiiverlisement il is desirable to mention '' The Motor Cycli
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ART AND THE
SIDECAR.

Wilh a

Few Suggestions

for Improving ils

UUlily and Comfcrl.

FIVE years, and with a war taking up almost the
whole of it, is quite a short time when viewing the
progress of art or industry, particularly so in

any case where the two are allied, and it is a very
short time ago since art and the sidecar seemed far

removed from one another.

The primary object of the sidecar is undoubtedly
to accommodate a passenger; alas, that now we are

getting family sidecars to seat two and three people,
though comfort is studied, the possibility of accomplish-

\

The many points contributing to a passenger s comfort

:

A. Overall body room F. Thickness of cushion
E. Door opening G. Height of seat

C. Height and slope squat H. Slope of footboard
D. Depth of cushion J . Leg room
E. Thickness of back

ing this with any pretence to elegant appearance is

very- remote. It is also true that some designers strive

mainly or totally for effect in looks to the entire

exclusion of comfort.

The coachbuilt sidecar is, in nine cases out of ten,

a sorry recommendation of the coachmaker's handi-

craft. There are exceptions, of course, the Canoelet

being one of the best examples, but many are ill-shaped

affairs covered with mouldings, transfers, ugly fit-

tings, and that most detestable fad of the cheap

coachpainters' art—a surfeit of fine lining.

To provide one comfortable seat is about as much
as can be conveniently and satisfactorily managed
on a sidecar chassis, anything more needing a larger

chassis, which becomes unwieldy, unsightly, and
certainly unfair to the cycle frame, to say nothing

of the poor engine.

There is no reason that I can see why so many
. motor cycles and sidecars should be capable of im-

pro\'ement, and this opinion is supported by the few

ver\' smart turnouts one sees on the road, and I think

perhaps the blame for this, as in all things, lies as

much at the door of the buyer as the manufacturer.

He accepts the sidecar as he accepts so much else

which does not happen to be the thing he is buying

—

all accessories are evidence of this. He is scarcely in-

terested in the type of lamp and horn to be fitted

—

anything will do.

Then again, from the manufacturer's point of view,

the attractive and comfortable sidecar—and by com-

fortable I mean not only comfortable cushions and

back squabs, but protection from the elements—is

going to be a telling factor in future sales, and, further,

if this can be accomplished, it should aid the sidecar

in competing with the light car.

Mention of protection from the elements reminds me
that, when in conversation with a member of the

trade the other day, the subject turned on sidecars

and their equipment. , He expressed the opinion

that the passenger is no' better off behind a screen

than without one, and that a hood is all that is

necessary. Very few sidecar passengers who have

used sidecars with correctly shaped screens will agree

with this. The correct type is one that is capable

of being brought close up to the occupant and having

side wings or alternatively a V or semi-circular type

of shield. An elaboration of this idea is preferable

to a hood and screen.

A Combination Hood and Screen.

A hood alone fitted to a sidecar, or any vehicle for

that matter, appears to be the height of folly, as it

serves as a veritable scoop for wind, and, of course,

rain when that happens to come along. A hood made
with a large celluloid light, and hinged as in a per-

ambulator so that it might be used in either direction,

would be a rather serviceable fitment in the absence

of a more orthodox hood and screen. One illustration

shows this suggested fitting. The Easting screen seems

to be quite a good fitment, though the writer has no

actual experience of it.

It should be understood that these remarks are

applicable to the larger sidecars such as are fitted to

Locker space.
The celluloid screen and canvas "-^SS. accessible from side

apron to be operated indepen- /^^^"^ or top, luggage plat-

dently or together, the side
/ //f\^ ^\ fof'Ti to be covered

screens to be framed with / // / '^^
^ :\ with fluted rubber,

aluminium.

A DESIGN FOR A

TOURING SIDECAR
-j^as.;^-^'-
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Art and the Sidecar.—
machines suited to heavy and continual two-passengei'

work; that is to say, nothing under 4 h.p. At present

I have in my possession a well-known 3^ h.p. V twin,

and am so satisfied with its delightfully smooth running,

coupled with plenty of power, that I am sorely tempted,

in spite of the maker's 'advice to the contrary, to fit

a sidecar. One reason why I have so far refrained

is that the occupant of such an apology for a com-
fortable vehicle, as in justice to the motor cycle frame
I should fit, would find little more protection and
comfort than on the carrier seat, where
the driver forms an admirable weather
shield. I do not intend to enter here

into the horse-power question ; nor yet

is it my Intention in this article to up-

hold the cheapest (and I will not say least

enjoyable) -method of travelling for two.

The tendency of some
builders to follow the

lead of the " smart set
"

by designing sporty side-

cars is, to my mind, 1"^ be

deprecated, since many
of the resulting atrocities

are little more than

slippers where one sits

"on" rather than "in"
the vehicle, which spoils

the only saving point

of the outfit's qualities
•—its smart appearance— by making it appear

ridiculous in the eyes of the more staid motor cyclist.

Points Designers Should Consider.

The diagram given on page 485 illustrates a few of

the points where protection is required and where the

comfort of the passenger might be improved by a little

studious attention from the designer.

The design I submit for consideration embodies

many of the features suggested. Good locker accom-

modation is provided elsewhere than under the seat.

,

Provision is made for carrying luggage by means other

than unsightly and rattle-producing folding grills.

Amongst other means to the attainment of pleasur-

able pleasure sidecars—and by this is meant of

pleasant appearance: a comfortable means of long or

short distance travelling, and in every way the opposite

y<^f'^
"^X

A suggestion for a hood-screen,

as a

of a nuisance and a makeshift—I would suggest a

more critical examination at competitions and club

runs. A few of the points for which marks should be

given are: (i) General appearance of complete vehicle,

accessories?^ and luggage; not merely the design and
condition of the body, though the condition, too,

should receive attention as being an index of correct

design and construction. (2) Comfort, i.e., roominess,

protection, ease of ingress and egress. (3) Utility, i.e.,

luggage carrying capacity,' etc.

The provision of a locker under the seat as the only

place in which oil, carbide, tools, spares,

extra large pumps, etc., can be stowed can-

not be too frequently deplored, until the

designer renders it accessible otherwise than

by first turning out the passenger. Ample
locker space can easily be provided at the

rear of tlie" vehicle, and that without render-

ing the body vastly

heavier or more un-

sightly. Indeed, in my
opinion, the appearance

may be improved rather

than otherwise in this

manner.

Just a final word on

colour schemes. I think

we have had quite
enough of camouflage,

and I fancy, moreover,

that dazzle has gone quite

far enough; at any rate, I am sure there are. realms

other than motor cycling to which their uses are more
fitted. So, then, when we have a cycle whose colour

is green with gold lines, may we hope in the future

to find harnessed to it a sidecar similarly bedecked,

and not sporting a post office red nor yet a chestnut

hue, as I saw the other day? They all may be very

beautiful, but to flash around the whole contents of
the paint box on one outfit is to savour rather too

flagrantly of the colour merchant's sample cards. In

this respect I remember the earlier 3^ h.p. Douglas,

itself a pretty machine in its silver and blue, but the

fitting of a sidecar, also in itself one of the prettiest,

to wit, sage green with red upholstery, did not im--

prove the tout ensemble. The parallel in car work
would be the painting of the bonnet, say, a blue with

green coachwork ! H. T. Ballemy.

to be used either as a screen or

hood.

CHEAP FUEL IN

IN
the current issue of Th& Autocar the question of

cheap fuel is dealt with in an article on Natalite

motor spirit. As the price of fuel will constitute

one of the most potent factors in the future welfare

of motoring, the statement that this fuel can be manu-
factured and sold at a price that would defy competi-

tion from the petrol companies is distinctly cheering.

Natalite, as we have already stated, owes its existence

to the ingenuity of inventors in Natal, South Africa,

and consists of 54.3% alcohol, 45% ether, 5%
ammonia, and 2% white arsenic, the last named being

suggested as a denaturant. The Autocar says that

those who have carried out road tests with Natalite

extending for as long as six months seem perfectly

satisfied that the fuel has no harmful effect on the

A3P

THE FUTURE.
engine, and they claim that with it they get practically

as much power as from petrol. No motorist in the

United Kingdom has yet had an opportunity of sub-

stantiating these claims, but that they are capable of

confirmation seems probable' from the opinions held

and published by a large number of expert chemists in

various parts of the world.

The one thing which now stands in the way of the

use of Natalite fuel in this country is the Excise regula-

tion. We do not think that the Excise authorities are

immovable, and we have reason to believe that, if they

can be convinced that a suitable denaturant which will

render the alcohol undrinkable will be employed, they

will not raise insuperable dbstacles-to the manufacture

or importation of Natalite.

.^\
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Birmingham M.C.C. Easter Competition

"Victory" Cup Trial.

FOUR GOLD MEDALS
L. BAKER, L. L. SEALEY, C. PERCIVAL, and H. R. LANE, and

FOUR SILVER MEDALS
R. H. NICHOLLS, A. A. FARR, W. R. STEEL, and E. HILL

OUT OF EIGHT ENTRIES.

GREAT SUCCESS OF B.SA.
in Copenhagen Motor Cycle Club's Race.

Our Agents wire :

Received from Copenhagen, April 22ncl.

"In Copenhagen Motor Cycle Club race April

12th and 13th, 400 miles, 2 B.SA. motor cycles

came in as Nos. 1 and 2.

They were the only motor cycles or cars that

completed the race within stipulated time."

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles for Reliability and Speed.

New Catalogue Post Free.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LT BIRMINGHAM.

In answerinn this advertisement it is desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle." A3'
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THE NEW 3 H.P.

orld*

Besb
Piotor \^y

»>

cie

REPRESENTS

REAL PROGRESS
There is a *'date' on every part of the whole design-

i. "1920," not ''1914-and-a-hit."

-and that "dale'

Price
£85

The Engine is better than any

previous motor cycle engine. It

embodies the very latest aircraft

practice.

The GecU* Box is better than any

previous motor cycle gear box.

Four speeds, gate-change, no

noise, high efficiency.

The Transmission is better than

any previous motor cycle trans-

mission. Enclosed bevel and

final slow-speed chain. Weather-

proof, simple, and of lasting

efficiency.

The Suspension is better than any
previous motor cycle suspension.

Perfect comfort, great lateral

rigidity, no wear and tear,

scientific design.

The A. B.C. is altogether
BETTER.

Made to take a sidecar anjfwhere.

Worth waiting for.

THE SOPWITH
AVIATION &
ENGINEERING

CO., LTD.,
65, South Molton St., LONDON, W.l.

Telephone Mayfair 4215 and 4216.

Registered Offices and Works :

KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.

A3I In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The writer's 3 h.p. Enfield. Note the carrier box, which protects a small leather travelling

case, also the handle-bar muffs,; they proved very cosy.

EXPERIENCES WITH A 3 h.p. TWIN.
An Appreciation and Some Criticism of an Interesting Mount, based upon a Year's

Ail-weather Riding.

TO combine a general average

speed of 30 m.p.h. with

petrol consumption of 105
ni.p.g. is not the rule witli light-

\veights, yet this can be stated

without exaggeration to be the

regular behaviour of the 3 h.p.

V twin Enfield, which the rider

has used constantly for a mileage
of four thousand. The machine
was used for week-end journeys of
about one hundred miles each way,
with occasional business runs.

It was purchased early in 1917,
and its first run was on snow-
co^-ered roads with a return during
the subsequent thaw o\ex half-

flooded roads—a rough test through
which it behaved excellently. At
first it promised to be a mud-
slinger, which was partly due to the speed—30 m.p.h.

riding for long through water)- slush is bound to pro-

duce a very dirty machine and rider, but the machine
always held the road in grease exceptionally well; not

the slightest tendency to side-slip was experienced dur-

ing the whole of its use.

These journeys were kept up at intervals of two

or three weeks for some nine months. Several times

the run of ninety odd miles was made without a stop

ivi approximately three hours, and never did the

journey occupy longer than four hours. The only

involuntary stops were through comparatively trifling

things, a broken throttle wire being the most trouble-

some ; lack of power w'as noticeable only once or twice,

and on one occasion the nuts securing the magneto

drive casing and magneto platform worked loose

through vibration.

Speeds.
The highest speed recorded (and the speedometer

has proved to be verj' accurate) was 46 m.p.h. No
doubt if ';periillv tuned for speed, it would exceed

50 m.p.h. It was
not this good
figure which was
the chief attribute

in speed ; it was
the steady way in

which it would
keep humming at

3° to 35 m.p.h.

There was an un-

obtrusiveness at

this speed which

often caused the

rider to suspect

that the speedo-

meter was record-

ing inaccurately,

but a good total

time for the jour-

The weight of the magneto and its

platform, with' the driving chain covers,

is carried by three bolts on the timing

case, and a support in front.

ney always dispelled this doubt. A repeated average
of 30 m.p.h. on a hundred mile journey, which
includes eight to ten miles of town traffic, is an
excellent performance for a 3 h.p. machine.

Petrol Consumption.

105 m.p.g. is not a careless computation, but the

amount of petrol purchased divided into the mileage
-without any allowance for waste. This was obtained
without any special fitments except the substitution,

for the original air inlet, of a curved intake serrated

to fit between the fins of the back cylinder. All

possible points of air leakage in the induction pipe
and carburetter were carefully wrapped with insulating

tape. < .

No freak hill-climbing was attempted, but the engine

hardly ever required second speed on ordinary main
road hills ; therefore I shoiild say that the machine
possessed excellent hill-climbing abilities.

It was very light on tyres, but the back tyre was
renewed after 2,500 miles by reason of a bad gash

which rendered it

nearly useless.

The consump-
tion of lubricat-

ing oil was not

checked very

carefully, but it

was somewhere in

the neighbour-

hood of 1,800

m.p.g.

I have nothing

but praise for the

well - known En-
field gear and
shock absorber

;

the latter was
particularly effi- J^g hot air intake. Observe the tape-

cient; and, to my wrapped carburetter joints.
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Experiences with a 3 h.p. Twin.

—

surprise, when recently dismantled for examination,
the rubber blocks showed no sign of wear or loss of
resilience.

The engine was not touched until some 3,000 miles

had been covered ; there was practically no sign of'

wear and no unusual amount of carbon deposit.

Now for some points of criticism, which are intended
in a spirit of friendly opinion and in no sense expressing

dissatisfaction.

Starting.

On very cold mornings, it was extremely difficult

to start; exactly why this was so, I was unable to

ascertain. Certainly poor quality petrol was part of
the trouble, but not all ; a pair of
Parker vaporisers fitted in the induc-
tion pipe gave some little improve-
ment. Once started there was no
further difficulty.

Comfort.

I cannot entirely recommend the

machine for a tall rider (but then,

very few lightweights are suitable for

people over six feet), but the medium
or short rider should find it quite as

comfortable as most machines with-

out spring frames. The best posi-

tion I could find produced discomfort
on a long run, but the fault lies

cliiefly in my own 6ft. 2in.

One point of detail which needs alteration is the

filler cap of the glass oil reservoir; being about ^in.
diameter and only projecting about lin., it is very
nearly impossible to pour oil directly into it from
the ordinary can. I suggest that the diameter be
increased to at least two inches, and it should project
more and be formed with a cup as shown in the
adjoining illustration.

Undershield.

An efficient undershield and magneto cover are badly
needed, and I w^ould recommend a complete redesign

of footboards incorporating with them, in one unit,

an undershield, leg-shields, and magneto cover, having
a short extension backwards under the driving chain;

In place of the small oil hller cap

provided, a suggested alternative is

shown.

the front wheel has an annoying way of spraying mud
on the imderside of the countershaft sprocket.. '

KicK Starter.

The forward position of the kick-starter and

direction of push is distinctly awkward, and I gave up

the use of the kick-starter and almost invariably started

by paddling off in low gear. I think a new type of

starter should be fitted behind the engine with an

action which will enable the rider to employ his weight

to better advantage.

Magneto Staging.

The method of carrying the magneto on an ex-

tension of the driving chain covers is not so good as

it might be. Only three of the five

small bolts carry the weight, and
they in turn take their support from
the timing case cover ; the hinged

supporting strut under the magneto
platform is of very little use. When
the outer cover plate is removed, the

whole casing and the magneto on its

platform sags over for want of lateral

support. The cover plate should be

removable without affecting the sup-

.

port of the magneto in any way, and
the magneto platform should have
lugs to clip it to the down tube ; the

inside half of the magneto driving

chain cover should be cast in one
with the timing case cover.

The question of control wires inside or outside the

handle-bars has been ofttimes a bone of contention.

I am not personally enamoured by the Enfield method
of enclosing the Bowden wires or the fixed lugs to

carry the levers, though both these are neat.

Despite the points indicated, I shall still take an
Enfield before many other makes, when I require a

fast, reliable, solo lightweight ; and I retain memories
of many enjoyable runs on this interesting machine.

F.A.S.
[The magneto fixing has given no trouble on a similar

machine in our possession, and as regards the

writer's trouble in starting, this is certainly curable.

Only the combination of frost and No. .^ war spirit

has caused sluggishness in our case.

—

Ed.]
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STAINLESS

IT
is only a question of time when the entire motor
cycle industry will recognise the enormous use

that can be made of stainless steel, and it may
be expected that many makers in the future will use

it for valves and exposed metal work.
Stainless steel is a chromium alloy steel, with the

composition of 12.5% chromium and very low, .28%,
carbon, the rest being iron and the usual impurities.

Its outstanding peculiarity is that it is perfectly im-
pervious to atmosphere corrosion.

As regards its mechanical properties, it can be given
any desired tensile strength (and so hardness) from 40
to 100 tons per square inch by suitable heat-treatment.

It also shows a remarkably high resistance to fracture

by impact upon it; in the well-known Izod impact
testing machine it required eighty foot-pounds to

break a notched test piece.

STEEL.
From these data much can be gathered. Enamel

work can be dispensed with, and, if desired, an entire

frame be made with it, as it can be readily drawn
into tubing. It can be pressed into rough or accurate

shapes for control levers and nuts. Spokes and rims

can be made of it wth the greatest of ease. Of
course, its greatest work can be done for valves,

scaling is unknown with rustless steel valves.

Its great fault is that it cannot be easily cast owing
to its high melting point (about 1,400"^ C), thus

it is out of the question for cylinders and crank

cases.

Probably the present cost of this steel, which, owing
to the high price of chromium, is large, will prohibit

its use for frames, but, otherwise, there is no reason

why the rest of the machine should not be manu-
factured from it. - Arthur Goffey.
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Oimes to TLlg^t "Camps.
StTMMEE Time.

May 15th 9.12 p.m.
17th
19th
21st

9.15

9.17

9.20

The Paris Fair.

We understand that an A.B.C. motor
bicycle is being exhibited on stand No.
39 at the Paris Fair, which opened on
April 26th. The Paris depot for the
"sale of this machine is at 39, Rue Auber.

Petrol Imports.

16,090,485 gallons of petrol were im-
ported during April as against 4,645,372
gallons for the corresponding month last

year. The total amount of petroleum
(which includes petrol, lamp oil, and
fuel oil) imported, however, was only half

as much as in April, 1918, the quantity
beuig 40,288,128 gallons.

Boche Methods.

We have received an enquiry from a
Belgian firm of cycle and motor cycle

"makers, Etablissements Scaldis, Antwerp.
'The pathetic nature of the letter will be
understood when we point out that the
firm are asking for the names of manu-
facturers of British plating accessories.

The Germans stole the whole of their

nickel-plating plant, and as they despair
of ever getting it back they are turning
to Britain to supply them.
- Doubtless some Boche is making use

of the stolen plant, and rubbing his

hands with glee at being able to obtain
it so easily. It was by such dirty

methods as these that the Germans hoped
to win the war and annex the world's
trade not only in bicycles and motor
cycles, but everything else.

Imports and Exports for April.

The value of motor cycles and parts
imported under licence during April
amounted to iSl,535. In the near future,

however, as we have already stated, im-
ports are likely to be greatly increased,

and- firms will be allowed to import half

their 1913 quantities.

EXEORTS.
' The comparatively high figures of the
March exports of motor cycles and parts
were not maintained, in April the
amount being £62,076 as against

£154,202. But there are several factors

that account for this sudden drop, the
chief one being the difficulty in coimec-
tion with transport and shipping.

Beitish Expoeis of Motos Cycxes.
April April April
1917. 1918. 1919.

£72,824 ... £63,117 ... £62,076

A Good Perlormance.

The new Douglas described recently
was a short time ago driven with sidecar
and passenger non-stop from Bristol to

Porlock, sixty miles, in about two hours,
and the hill was taken on the run without
a stop. It climbed good and well without
hesitation. The days are not far behind
us when Porlock Hill was considered un-
climbable.

A New French Motor Cycle Paper.

A copy of Motocijdisme, a new French
motor cycle paper, edited by our friend,

M. Gaston Sweerts, 1, Cite Paradis,

Paris, is to hand. M. Sweerts is closely

in touch with motor cycle affairs both in

France and in England, and he pays in

his paper a just tribute to the excellence

of the English motor bicycle. The paper
shows promise, and, if properly supported
by the motor cycle trade in France, should

be a great success.

Bearing upon Motor Cycles.

Under the heading " Why Bearing

Reins are Needed," a letter appears m a

daily paper under the name of ilr. Walter
Winans, which states that if bearing reins

were stopped few coachmen would be able

to prevent their horses from running

away. He then goes on to say that
" motor cycles are allowed to go at rail-

way speed in traffic, with open silencers

making a terrific noise, back-firing. 1

actually saw one man stop his motor

cycle in the middle of the road, purposely

let off a series of shots like deafenmg

machine gun fire in order to clear his

tubes (sic), scattering the horses ni

the road in all directions." It is a

little difficult to understand what i

this well-known sportsman means.

Few motor cyclists would -de-

liberately offend in this manner.

Spacial 3^(tatures.

BALANCING THE SINGLE.

ART AND THE SIDECAR.

A RUNABOUT WITH FOUR-CYLINDER
V ENGINE.

Prices in U.S.A.

As examples of prices ruling in the

U.S.A. to-day we quote those of the
Thor motor cycle—a name not altogether

unknown in this country. The 16 h.p.

(approximating to the big twins of this

country) with three speeds is £67 14s.,

electrically equipped £77 10s. A smaller

twin (about 5-6 h.p.) sells at £57 10s.,

and a big single at £47.

A.A. First Aid.

To assist members having mechanical
breakdowns of their cars and motor cycles,

the A.A. and M.U. has instituted a ser-

vice of "first aid " motor cycle combina-
tions. These vehicles are equipped with
the necessary tools for dealing with road-

side troubles, and are driven by competent
mechanics. In addition to spares, covers,

and tubes, first aid necessaries for

personal injuries are carried, also

stretchers to enable serious accidents to

be promptly dealt with. These machines
are working in close conjunction with
the A.A. system of roadside telephones,

and can be summoned by the patrols in

charge of the sentry boxes at the behest
of members needing their services.

HEAVY TWIN AND LIGHT SIDECAR'

,_,-,-^ A Harley-Davldson with

^T^^ a sporting sidecar owned
ftf:'*^ by Mr. R. Vaughan, of

•^ % Birmingham, who demon-
strates that the little Canoelet

SC JrrA^ shown is quite suitable for

heavy as well as light

machines.
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Gjmpetitors in the Hull Autocycle and Light Car Club's reliability trial held last Saturday.

The Six Days Trial.

Wa have remarked several times that
the leading trials organising bodies might
give a fillip to the development of the
lightweights by special considerations
being given to them in the big trials.

We are pleased to observe that the
A.C.U. has decided to pay particular
attention to low-priced and lightweight
machines in the Si.x Days Trial. It will
unquestionably encourage the production
of the cheap and moderately priced motor
cycle.

Revised Prices.

Several makers have been compelled to
raise their prices. The Excelsior two-
stroke two-speed is now £58 16s. ; with
kick-starter, £63 ; single gear, £50. Four-
stroke J.A.P. model two-speed, £60 18s. ;

with kick-starter, £65 2s. The Douglas
4 h.p. model is £85 ; with sidecar, £105

;

2J h.p. Doudas, £60. Ivy two-stroke
single speed, £45 3s. ; two-speed, £53 15s. ;

I.O.M. sporting models, single speed, £48
7s. 6d. ; two-speed, £56 19s. 6d. A.J.S.
sidecar, £148 ; motor cycle only, £110 5s.

New Models in the London-Edinbargh.
Several veteran competition riders will

compete in the London-Edinburgh event
this year on new models. Hugh Gibson,
the old Bradbury rider, and one of the
finest exponents of the single-cylinder
machine, and also the holder of the Land's
End-John o' Groat's record, will drive
a new model spring frame Glyno. A.
C. Robbins, the winner on an L.M.C.
of the Manufacturers' Trophy in the last
Edinburgh run, will this year ride the
new Wooler flat twin. J. S. Holroyd, of
Motosacoche fame, will appear on an
8 h.p. Blackburne with outside flywheel.
E. Bridgman will be mounted on the
1919 Indian, Rex Mundy on a Victory
Matchless, W. Cooper and E. M. P.
Boileau on 3 h.p. A.B.C.'s, and J.
Stevens on the latest A..J.S. Jack Has-
1am, the SheflBeld rider, who won a
special award by piloting a 3^ h.p.
Premier sidecar through the last Six
Days, will ride a 4 h.p. Douglas. Almost
every new make and new model, it is

anticipated, will be represented.

b6

The A.A. and Petrol Licence Refunds.

The Petrol Control Department has
authorised the Automobile Association to

receive applications for refunds in the
case of licences, which, after Saturday
next, still contain unused vouchers.

The Zenith Flat Twin.

The Zenith Co. is the latest aspirant

to the flat twin market. A new 2| h.p.

opposed model with the Gradua gear will

be introduced this year, and probably will

have a pressed steel frame on the lines of
the Zenith design already described.

Accessibility. .

" The word ' accessibility,' " said Mr.
E. Tilston, at a recent meeting of the
I.A.E., " should be posted all over the
premises of motor cycle manufacturers,
even at the risk of the workers taking
to themselves the assumption that the
managing director should be more get-

at-able in future and listen to their

grievances.

More Government Sales.

On Saturday week there will be the
first of an important series of auction
sales of Government motor vehicles,

which will be held through May and
June at the Royal Agricultural Hall,
Islington.

We understand from the auctioneers,
Messrs. Goddard and Smith, 196, Pic-

cadilly, London, W.l, that some hundreds
of motor cycles will be put up for auction.

The sales are to be held on Saturday,
so that all motor cyclists will have an
opportunity of attending.

British Industries Fair at Birmingham.
With the object of maintaining and

extending British trade, a. British
industries fair is to be held in Feb., 1920.
This exhibition will be of a different

nature from anything yet attempted in
this country, and wul be held in every
available building in the city and, if

necessary, a series of kiosks and stands
will be erected in the squares and main
streets. About twenty different industries
will be represented, including a section
embracing motor cycles, cycles, and cars.
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The Motor Cycle Industry and the Board
ot Trade.

The Coventry Chamber of Commerce
is making energetic efforts to reduce the
present nigh rates on

,

passenger train

goods traffic, which is hampering the
development of commerce throughout the
country, and Mr. Marwood, permanent
secretary to the Railway Department of

the Board of Trade, has offered to place

the matter personally before Sir Albert
Stanley, the President. It will be remem-
bered that, last month, Mr. Edward
Manville, M.P., on behalf of the Chamber,
was able to remove the restrictions on
the conveyance of motor cycles by
passenger train, by taking the matter up
with Sir Herbert Walker, acting chair-

man of the Railway Executive Committee,
which signifies that the Government
apparently now appreciate the importance
of the motor cycle industry.

A Strenuous Trial.

The Midland Cycling and Athletic

Club One-day Trial fixed for Saturday,
June 28th, is, by all accounts, to be quite

a strenuous affair. The course has been
fixed at not less than 200 miles, and
a great deal of country unknown so far

as trials are concerned will be traversed.

Into the conditions will be introduced
flexibility hill climbs and brake tests,

special attention being given to the latter

point, and failure on such testa will mean
total elimination.

A novel feature will also be intro-

duced, by checking times to the police

regulation limit through one of the
county towns en rcniie.. This will be
done in order to show that the present
limit of ten miles per hour is probably
more dangerous to the general public and
motor cyclists than a reasonable speed.

London-Edinburgh Entrants to Date.

The list of entrants for the London-
Edinburgh run at Whitsuntide continues

to grow. Quite a large number of com-
petitors will ride new models produced
since the Armistice.

Sor.o.
W. Cooper (3 A.B.C.).
W. C. Hemy (21/2 Metro-Tyler).
A. C. Robbins (2% Wooler).
R. L. Williamson (4 Triumpli).
Fred Notari (4 Triumph).
N. Pycrolt (4 Triumph).
G. A. Reed (2% Coulson B.).
E. M. P. Boileau (3 A.B.C.).
R. C. Boser 14 Triumph).

- J. T. Boss (4 Triumph).
P. W. MoHat (spring frame SV* Douglas).
A. Cocks (2'/2 Clyno).
T. H. Weaver (21/2 Sirrah-Yenus).
Tudor Thompson (2% Douglas).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne).
R. T. Leather (25i Douglas).
H. E. Walker (21/2 Hobart).

Passenger.
J, Emerson (3 A.B.C. so.).

J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc).
Thompson-Thompson (4 Douglas sc).
G. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc).
Rex Mundy (8 Matchless sc).
James McKenzie (6 Humber sc).
A. Mabon (4 Mabon sc).
W. A. Fell-Smith (7 Harley-Davidson 10.).

J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc).
R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc).
J. Haslam (4 Douglas sc).
F. D. Walker (I'/i B.S.A. sc).
J. L. Stocks (3V2 Ariel sc).
Gordon Fletcher (4 Douglas sc).
H. H. Saddington (5-6 James sc),
Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc).
T. C. Delahay (3'/. Sunbeam sc).
W. B. Gibb (31/2 Douglas sc).
T. H. L. Witt (6 Enfield 'sc).

E. G. Johnson (4 Douglas sc).

Cycle Cars and Light Cars.
F. Smith (10 Clyno).
G. A. Nash (10 G.N.).— Hay (10 G-N.).
G. G. Blakey (9.5 Hillman).
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A RUNABOUT
WITH A

FOUR-CYLINDER
V ENGINE.

A New Four-wheeler to weigh
6 cwl. which will be lilted wUh
a Four-cylinder 500 c c. Sleeve

Valve Two-stroke Engine.

EMBODYING a diminutive four-

cylinder engine of less than 500 c.c.

total capacity, the runabout illus-

trated has been designed to approxi-

mate to the de luxe sidecar on the

points of weight and cost.

Tliis new vehicle will be known as the -

Parr-Eagle "twin-two ten," as its engine

will be of the V type with four cylin-

ders, a twin-two, in fact, and the

nominal horse-power is to be ten.

As the drawings indicate, the layout is

attractive, and the general appearance

of the finished car will be quite good.

^Yith a pressed steel frame, sheet

metal body, 30x3in. tj'res, and pressed

steel-domed mudguards and running
boards, the weight is to be 6 cwt. only.

Castings will be employed at no other

points than in the engine, the car being

built almost exclusively of pressed steel.

The whole design, in fact, has been pro-

duced to embody the following features,

which are given in the order of their

importance in the estimation of the

makers :

(1.) Applicability to cheap quantity

production. (2.) Economy in rmniing,

which is to compare favourably with a

good sidecar. (3.) Reliability : to run at

feast twelve months without any atten-

tion whatever. (4.) Foolproofness : to be
incapable of being damaged by bad driv-

ing.

Air-cooled Foui-cylinder Engine.

The engine is described as an 8-10 h.p.

(nominal), high speed, high efficiency,

air-cooled four-cylinder, twin-two, sleeve

valve two-stroke. With a bore and
stroke of approximately 52 and 59 mm.
respectively, the total capacity is under
500 cc, and the car wUl come inside the

The Parr-Eagle runabout as it will appear when completed.

two guinea tax. We are not permitted
to give full details of the engine ; it

must -suffice to say that it has a high
compression and forced induction, and is

said to be completely scavenged and in-

ternally cooled.

According to present day standards, an
engine of this size appears absurdly
small for even a 6 cwt. vehicle, but we
know that a 11 cwt. light car has been
running about the London district for the
past three years which is iitted with a

similar engine.
Roller bearings are to be fitted in the

big ends, and the 90° crankshaft is of

the built up type. Die cast aluminium
pistons, too, are to be fitted.

Double Ratio Intermediate Drive.

The designers of the Parr-Eagle run-

about considered that friction transmis-

sion has so many advantages over the

gear set method of ratio variation that
an endeavour to eliminate its more out-

standing faults was amply justified. Briefly,

these faults in friction drives, a-s usually
ap2}Ued to automobiles (industrial drives

are generally quite satisfactory), are

:

Short life of friction composition, in-

efficiency, and low starting torque.

The first two faults mentioned are

caused almost entirely by the high pres-

sure between the discs necessitated by the

small reduction possible in the final drive,

while the third is due to the reduction

in the coefficient of friction when slip

is occurring.

In this vehicle these disadvantages are

reduced by the incorporation of a double

ratio final drive, which decreases the

Plan view showing the miniature engine and details of the friction drive.

torque on the driven friction gear on low
gears, when slip is most liable to occur.
A clutch is fitted in the flywheel in

order to obtain a high starting torque,
and also to avoid the additional wear on
the friction discs when they are used
for this function, as is almost general
practice.

From the dry plate clutch in the fly-

wheel the power is transmitted through a
shaft having two fabric universals to the
friction set which more or less follows

. conventional practice. From the cross-

shaft carrying the driven friction wheel
two silent chains transmit the drive to a

second cross-shaft which has dog clutches

for engaging one or the other of the silent

chain transmissions as required. These
have different ratios giving two speeds
without the use of the friction set as a
variable gear, hence the lower speeds pro-

vided by the friction discs alone are not
required. The final drive is by roller

chain to a live axle.

The friction discs and dog clutches are

all operated by one lever moving in a

gate, while the clutch pedal first releases

the clutch and then withdraws the disc.

Three forward speeds and a reverse are

provided, and an under screen encloses

the whole of the mechanism.
Two further features worthy of mention

are the seat starter, which is said to be
smooth and silent in action, and the pro-

posed lighting set, of which the dynamo
may be of the " flywheel " type.

Front Wheel Brakes.

A transverse spring is used at the front

and " compensated " cantilever springs at

the rear which will be seen in the accom-
panying drawings. The front axle is of

pressed steel elliptical in section, and
brakes, enclosed in oil tight housings, are

fitted to each front wheel. The rear axle

is tubular with the driving spocket and
brake drums at the centre, substantial

radius rods being embodied to take side,

driving, and braking stresses.

The wheels are of the pressed steel disc

type with detachable rimsy- and steering

is by 14in. wheel and irreversible gearing.

The wheelbase of the vehicle is 8ft. and
the track 4ft.

Altogether the Parr-Eagle is a design

of great interest at the present time, and
no doubt its development will be eagerly

watched. We hope to avail ourselves of

an invitation to try one of the experi-

mental chassis which are to be produced

during the summer, when the performance

B9
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A Runabout with Four-cylinder V Engine.

—

of the miniature engine will be duly re-

corded in Tht Motor Cych.
In the meantime, it may interest

readers to know some of the considera-

tions which led the Parr-Eagle Co. to

adopt the V four-cylinder two-stroke as

a power unit, and below we give the
designers' statement on this point :

" It was considered that for the pur-
pose under discussion an engine should
embody the following features, in the
order of importance given :

" (1.) Fuel efficiency (above every
other consideration).

"(2.) Reliability.

"(3.) "
, ,

Cheapness of manufacture.
"

(4.) Simplicity.
" (5.) Absence of vibration.
"

(6.) Lightness.

" Considerations (3) and (4) indicated

a two-stroke cycle' as desirable, but (1)

precluded the use of the Day cycle, which
IS basically inefficient.

" It therefore seemed that a new cycle

or an adaptation of an existing one was
" necessary. A two-stroke modification of

a cycle devised by Sir Dugald Clerk was
finally decided on as satisfying the con-

ditions laid down in (1)^(2), (3), and (4).

" Consideration (5) gave considerable

trouble, as a 180° twin two-stroke was
abortive, owing to the uneven torque
obtained. It was noticed, however,
that the adaptation of a cylinder to

embody the cycle referred to above had
resulted in a design that in a 90° engine

would give a mechanism in which only

the quite negligible fourth harmonic was
unbalanced.
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" A 90° two-cylinder, however, gives a
very erratic torque curve, and it was
therefore decided to employ a four-
cylinder two-crank design, as this gives
four egually spaced power strokes per
revolution (equivalent to an eight-cylinder
four-stroke).
" Theoretically, the design gives un-

balanced stresses one-forty-sixtn of the (

magnitude of those obtained in a four-
cylinder four-crank vertical of the same
cylinder capacity, and one-sixteenth of

those in a 90° two-cylinder, but prac-
tically the balance is considerably better
than in a 180° twin of the same power,
" Owing to the vei-y high overall

efficiency inherent in the cycle (about
20 h.p. Iitre= 50 c.c. per h.p. at normal
speeds), the engine can be made very
small, thus satisfying condition (6)."

TWO MORE MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Recent Patents in Great Britain and U,

IN all probability the revenue of the
Patent Office during the next few
months will be increased by fees for

patents relating to motor scooters.
Apparently the interest in this type of
machine is not confined to this country,
and inventors in the land where the Auto-
ped is produced are endeavouring to

design scooters, some of which leads one
to suppose that there are others besides
The Motor Cycle who ask the question.
Why stand?
On this page we illustrate one of the

latest American designs, which incor-
porates a Smith Auto-wheel and a sprung
bucket seat. This is the subject of a
patent granted to Mr. Jas. J. Dragner,
of New York City, and shows that only
a narrow margin exists between the motor
scooter and the lightweight on oi-thodox
lines,' as, so soon as a seat is fitted, it

becomes a miniature motor cycle.

Thus it would seem that if the motor
scooter is to secure a place in the world
of mechanics as a separate type of vehicle,

it must remain a scooter pure ^d simple,

and its one point of advantage over the

lightweight motor cycle, i.e., compact-
ness, must outweigh the points of

superiority of the slightly larger vehicle

with its higher power and greater sphere

of utility.

An English Design.

Another invention illustrated is

the patent of London engineers,

and conforms more to the original

scooter idea, but again, the
design invites criticism on the
points mentioned above. Here we
have a scooter without the scooter's

greatest and most appealing
feature, viz., its apparent simpli-
city.

S.A.
The inventors state that " preferably

the rear wheel is driven by a belt, and a

torque rod, having a right and left-hand

screw to enable its length to be ad-

justed to the belt tension, is provided to

keep the driving wheel in position. . .

By disconnecting the torque rod, the rear

wheel can be removed without altering

the adjustment of the bearings thereof.'

It will be seen that the machine is

intended to be sprung fore

and aft by laminated
springs, while the engine
casing constitutes the main
frame of the vehicle.

Tubes play a very small
part in the construction,

and are confined to the
steering pillar, upon which
is carried the petrol tank.

The control is by twist

grips, and it is suggested
that the wheels be of the
disc type, on the lines of

those fitted to the Auto-
ped described last week.

An American design that incorporates a Smith Auto-wheel
as the power unit.

A British patent which conforms more to the lines of the original

scooter than many recent designs have done.

THE BIRMINGHAM-LAND'S END WHITSUNTIDE TOUR.
SECOND in importance only to the

London-Edinburgh run, the Bir-
mingham M.C.C. Whitsuntide trial

to Land's End and back for the Lycett
Trophy has always been a popular event,
especially with Midland riders. Par-
ticulars of this event are now available.
The start will be from Birmingham on
Saturday, June 7th, returning from Pen-
zance on the following Tuesday. This
gives the competitors two clear days' rest
between the two journeys. The route
outwards will be Birmingham, Stroud,
Bath, Bridgwater, Minehead, Porlock,

Lynton, Blackmore Gate, Barnstaple,

Launceston, Bodmin, Penzance, Land's
End, and the return journey Penzance,
Liskeard, Tavistock, Two Bridges, Ash-
burton, Exeter, Taunton, Bath, Stroud,
Birdlip HiU, Cheltenham, Evesham,
Birmingham.
The Lycett Trophy and gold medal

will be awarded to the competitor who
makes the best performance, and all com-
petitors who are not more than 2m.
early or late at any check, and who climb
the observed hill, will receive a gold
medal. Those who fail to gain a gold

medal, but who are not more than 4m.
early or late at any check, will be awarded
silver medals, and bronze medals to all

who complete the outward or return
journey within 4Sm. of schedule time.
Marks will be awarded for the Austin

Challenge Cup, and photographs taken on
this run are eligible for a photographic
competition instituted by the club.

Applications for membership of the
B. M.C.C. should be made to the hon.
secretary, Mr. W. H. Egginton, 76,

Earlsbury Gardens, Birchfield, Bir-
mingham.
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Review of a Paper read by Mr. E. Tilston before the Institution of Automobile Engineers.

WITH Mr. A. A. Remington m the
chair, tlie Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers held its last meet-

ing of the session at Birmingham ' on
Thursday of last week, when Mr. E.
Tilston, designer of the Tilston piston
valve engine, read a paper on " Two-
stroke Engines for Motor Cycles."
Among those present we noticed several

designers of two-stroke engines, including
Messrs. W. Hughes Butterfield, G.
Fimck, W. L. Lechmere, J. Duffy, and
G. E. Stanley, while Jilessrs. J. E. Green-
wood, W. W. Bowkett, A. E. Parnacott,
J. L. Xortou, and many -other well-

laiown figures in the trade were present.

The author's opening remarks were
full of optimism concerning the future
of the two-stroke engine, which, he
stated, will be suitable for all types
of motor cycles, cars, and aeroplanes
when the right design arrives.

" To c-ommence with," Mr. Tilston
continued, " it is perhaps as well to
enumerate the advantages which de-
signers of internal combustion engines
look for in determining the type of

engine to adoiit."

1. Power per c.c.

2. Torque.
3. Reliability.

4. Good balance.

5. Absence of vibration.

6. Siviplicity.

1. Low cost.

8. Economy of fuel.

9. Ease of starting.

10. AccissihiVity.

11. Flexibility.

12. Best type of engine for frame
design.

13. Light weiglit.

14. Silence.

15. Durability.

16. Cooling.

The exponents of the two-stroke engine
claim that the twelve advantages which
appear in italics are found in this type
of engine.

The present type of three-ported two-
stroke engines gives about one-third more
power than the four-stroke engine for

the same size of cylinder with the engine
revolving at normal speeds, although the

power curve falls away more rapidly
than with the four-stroke engine at

abnormal speeds.
The two-stroke engine appears to be

the best type for frame design, inasmuch
as torque and balance (which minimise
vibration), total weight, and weight of

reciprocating parts are in its favour.

Reliability.

There can be no doubt that the present-

day two-stroke engine is very unreliable

for large horse-powers. In the first

instance, it is necessary to bear in mind

that there are two power impulses against
one in the four-stroke engine, conse-
quently the moving parts, especially the
piston and small' end of the connecting
rod, are more likely to get over-heated.
This is counterbalanced to a certain extent
by the fact that a new cool carburetted
charge is drawn into the crank case every
revolution ; this lies inside the piston,
and tends to keep these parts cool. In
the present-day two-stroke engine there
are other reasons for overheating, viz.,

the exhaust port is arranged at the lower
end of the cylinder, and the hot burnt
gases do not tend to escape, consequently
the piston in ascending is subject to the
heat from the exhaust. It must be ad-
mitted that even in small two-stroke
engines of 250 c.c. it frequently happens
that the engine peters out on a fast run
of fifty miles or so. For further proof

The Tilston air-cooled two-

stroke engme, with piston

valve controlling exhaust port

at top end of cylinder, the

displacement of which helps

the main piston to fill cylinder

wfth new charge,

of the evil effect of exhausting at the

lower end of the cylinder, it is only

necessary to examine the top piston rings

on the exhaust side of any two-stroke

engine, and they will be found caked up
with carbon, and often require cutting

out after a few hundred miles run. To
sum up, the disadvantages of exhausting

at the lower end of the cylinder are as

follows :

Loss of incoming charge through the

exhaust; imperfect scavenging; overheat-

ing of the piston, which is increased by
the deflector ; and caking of piston rings

with carbon on the exhaust side, all of

which add considerably to unreliability

and waste.

Economy and Flexibility.

The large difference in economy of fuel

between the present-day two-stroke

engine and the four-stroke engine is no

doubt due to the loss of incoming charge

through the exhaust, combined with the

large amount of burnt gases in the cylin-

der. Remove these two evils, and there

is no reason why the two-stroke engine

should not equal the four-stroke engine

as regards economy.
It would naturally be imagined that

the two-stroke engine would be more
flexible than the four-stroke engine, see-

ing that a single-cylinder two-stroke

engine is equal in power impulses to a

two-cylinder four-stroke engine, and

there can be no question but that by in-

creasing the number of cylinders flexi-

bility is improved. In the author's

opinion, the j-eason why the two-stroke

engine is actually not more flexible than

the four-stroke engine is that there is a

greater amount of exhaust gas left in the

cylinder on the compression stroke than

is found in the four-stroke engine. If

all the exhaust gases can be ejected from

the cylinder, at every position of throttle

opening, the flexibility would increase in

proportion to its superior torque.

The following are points that are de-

sirable and those "that are best got rid of

:

Undesirable.

The deflector on the top of the piston.

The exhaust at the lower end of the

cylinder.

Valves.

The waste of the incoming charge

through the exhaust.

Desirable.

The cylinder scavenged from end to

end through a ring of ports and an

annulus.
A light flat topped piston.

The incoming charge must fill the

cylinder completely with the throttle

fully open.

No exhaust left in the cylinder at any

position of the throttle.

Both inlet and ovitlet must be un-

obstructed to allow free passage, other-

wise back pressure of the outgoing ex-

haust prevents the new charge from

entering, and diffusion of the two results

in the escape of the new charge through

the exhaust. If these ideals are accom-

plished, it is possible to double the power

as compared with the four-stroke engine

for the same c.c.

The combustion space represents

roughly 20% of the cylinder volume, and

if this could be filled with a new charge

and fired twice, as compared with the

B13
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Two-stroke Engines for Motor Cycles.—

combustion space in the four-stroke

engine, which is filled with burnt gases

and fired once, then the possibility of

increasing the power of the two-stroke

engine may be more than doubled.

The two-ttroke engine for which the

author is responsible is the result of

very careful consideration of the merits

and demerits of both types of engines on

the lines laid down.
In this engine means are provided to

control the exhaust port (tlie piston

valve) which gives additional displace-

ment to induce a suiEcient charge into the

crank case from the carburetter, which
the movement of the piston alone fails

to accomplish.

The Principle of the Piston Valve.

The lower end of the piston and piston

valve are both open to the crank case,

and as they move upwardly together,

their combined displacement is available

to fill the cylinder at the end of the next
downward stroke of the piston. On the
explosion stroke, the closmg of the port
from the carburetter to the crank case

first occurs, followed by compression of

tlie charge in the crank case. The open-
ing of the e.\haust at the top end of the
cylinder follows, and shortly afterwards
the inlet ports from the crank case to

the cylinder are opened by the main
piston.

When the explosion takes place, the
piston valve is at the top of its stroke
and is considerably above the combustion
space. The cool carburetted charge,
introduced into the crank case every
revolution, lies not only inside and around
the main piston, but also inside the piston
valve, and as there is only a thin wall of

metal separating the hot explosion from
the newly introduced cool charge, the
excessive heat from the former is absorbed
by the charge, which is afterwards passed
into the cylmder, thus cooling the piston
valve and preventing dissipation of heat
from the outside. This helps the petrol
consumption and aids in an easy start.

The top rings of the main piston main-
tain their elasticity under severe loads
and constant running far better than is

found to be the case in the usual four-
stroke engine. This is due to the fact

that the piston in the two-stroke engine is

cooled internally every revolution, whereas
in the four-stroke engine there is no fresh
air introduced inside the crank case. The
piston valve is operated by link motion
from the gudgeon pin, with about half the

A scene in the paddock. at Newmarket races. Sidecars were well in evidence; modem
outfits were parked side by side with the oldest possible.

stroke of the main piston, but there are

several ways in %vhich the piston valve

can be reciprocated.
The lubrication of the piston valve does

not appear to give any trouble. In the
first experimental engine the petroil system
was adopted, and gave excellent results.

Probably, however, an oil mist is the best
system of lubricating the piston and piston

valve.

The author is of the opinion that a
single-cylinder two-stroke air-cooled engine
designed on the lines laid down is the
type for lightweight motor cycles, whilst

a similarly designed two-cylinder vertical

two-stroke engine is the ideal for sidecars.

Among those who challenged some of

the author's remarks were : Messrs.
Butterfield, J. Duffy, G. Funck, and D.
S. Heather. Mr. Duffy thought Mr.
Tilston's references to the three-port type
of engine were exaggerated, and said

that carburetters were more to blame for

lack of economy than the principle of the
engine. A carburetter for two-strokes was

.

badly needed, and after experiments with
one of the wick type he appeared to be
of the opinion that possibilities lay in

this direction.

Mr. Funck pointed out that the three-

port two-stroke has decided advantages,

among which he mentioned its simpliaty,

reliability, and cheapness, while another
speaker quoted 37% as the amount of

mixture lost through the exhaust port. It

was also stated that the very simplicity

of the type was hindering progress. Mr.
Heather mentioned 50 lb. as the mean
effective pressure of the average two-
stroke, and also that the length of th«
power stroke was not the length of th«

piston travel owin^ to the opening of the

exhaust port. This speaker did not think,

that it was possible to make a really

satisfactory type of carburetter for the

three-port two-stroke.
:,

No Answer to Critics.

In replying, Mr. Tilston referred to

the success of the two Levis machines in

the recent Victory Cup Trial, and con-
gratulated the makers and riders npon
the very fine performance. He, however,
refrained from answering his critics, and
promised to do so at a future date.

It appears that since the TUston engine
was demonstrated to the press some time
ago other and improved models have beea
made, and are undergoing tests by im-
portant manufacturers.

HILL-CLIMBING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT.
WITH a gradient in one part of 1 in

2j, and numerous hairpin bends,
Jenkins Chapel in the Peak Dis-

trict was often the venue for hill-climbing
parties before the war, and one of the
first events of the Oldham and District
M.C. after its revival was a revisit to
demonstrate the skill of its members in
scaling the hill.

This event took place last week, and,
owing to the heavy fall of rain the even-
ing before, speculation was rife as to the
possibility of any rider surmounting the
summit. The hill is 288 yards loner,

averaging about 1 in 4. The "first stretck
is reputed to be 1 in 3|, the second 1 in

B14

2^, third 1 in 4, and, finally, a stretch of

1 in 4j, and there are four 'feharp bends.

E. Bottomley, a daring young solo rider

of a Harley-Davidson, was tne first to
assail the hill, and the manner and speed
at which he made the ascent evoked
astonishment. J. Davenport, on a 4
Triumph three-speed followed at a more
steady speed and succeeded in reaching
the top without touching the ground with
his feet. These two riders caused some
amusement and excitement by descending
to the base, which was quite a difficult

undertaking.
H. Bottoms (6 Bradbury) next attempted

to climb the hill with two passengers,

but only succeeded in reaching the snnunit
without them., J. Botton (4 Triumph)
was the first rider to scale the hill with
a passenger, while another sporting side-

carist, with a single geared machine, die-

connected his sidecar ^nd successfully
climbed the hill.

Many others attempted the climb, bat
few succeeded, and the honours of th*
day were shared by the Triumphs and
Harley-Davidson.
Bottomley and Davenport succeeded.

making clean ascents five times in
cession, and any northern rider who kno^
this hiU will appreciate that they w<
very fine performances.
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Glasgow U.C.C.

Arrangements are well forward for the
hill-climb on the 24th inst. The hill wOl
not be mads known until the day of the
•vent.

Hull A.C. and L.C.C.

The first competition of the year was
run on Saturday last. The circular
course included Hull, Hersle, Ferriby,
S. Carr, Market Weighton, Beverley,
and back to Hull.

Grimsty and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Grimsby and district motor cyclists
interested in club life should communi-
cate with the secretary of the local club,
Mr. M. Jenuison, 114, Victoria Street,
Grimsby.

Hamilton and District U.C.C.
It is proposed to hold a general meeting

of the above club to-night {the 15th) at the
Commercial Hotel, Hamilton, at eight
o'clock. All motor cyclists in the district
are invited to attend. Hon. sec, Mr. J. F.
Bownea"!, Eeilh Cottage, Hamilton Road,
Motherwell.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).
The Wolverhampton branch of the

N.M.C.F.U. are holding their first social
run on the 18th inst., the trip being to
Wellington, Salop, where tea will be
taken. It is hoped that every member
of the branch wiU make a special effort
to attend.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

Energetic measures are being taken to
make this club a success, and interested
motor cyclists in the Eedditch district,

of which there are quite a large number,
should communicate with the hon. secre-
tary, Mr. F. G. Jenkins, Cuenca, Ease-
more Road, Eedditch.

Northamptonshiie M.C.C.

The above club has been re-organised
and restarts with substantial funds in

hand, in addition to which the club has
three valuable silver cups for competition.
Northampton motor cyclists wishing to
join the club should communicate with
Mr. J. B. Sneath, 3, York Road,
Northampton.

Liveipool U.C.

Twenty members took part in the social
run to Llandudno, eleven of whom took
part in the speed-judging competition.
The following are the resmt :

1. — Chapman (3% Zenith), 17 nLp.h., 19i, error.
2. M. H. Brown (7-9 Indian), 20 nup.h., 47b.

error.
3. T. Lane (6 A.J.S.), 18% m.p.h., 54s. error.
4. W. Pobjoy (6 A.J.3.), 16 m.p.h., 58a. error.
5. — Cottle (2^ Calthorpe), 18 ni.p.h.. 58b. error.
6. — Zachariaa (6 Sunbeam), 19i^ m.p.b., 63b.

error.
7. — Honeyman (4 A.J.S.), 16 m.p.h., 69a. error.
8. — WUkins (3% Sunbeam), 17 m-p.h., Im.

• 543. error.
9. —Pollard (251 Douglas), 19 m-p.h., 3m. 33a.

error.
10. — Bell (314 Rudgo Mniti), 171/2 m.p.h..

4m. 31t. error.

Jf^uture "Events.
May 15.—Hamilton and District M.C.

General Meeting Commercial Hotel,
Hamilton, at 8 p.m.

May 15.—Tredegar and District M.C.
Hill-climh at Fiddler's Elbow.

May 17-18.—Birmingham M.C.C. Week- ,

end Touring Competition to Llan-
gollen.

May 17.—Liverpool M.C. Social Bun to

Llangollen.
May 17.—Luton and Beds. A.C.—Open-

ing Sun.
May 17.—N.M.C.P. 17., Leeds. Invita-

tion Bun to Kearby.
May 17.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Bun

to HatAeld.
May 17.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Bun

to Stratford.
May 17.—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Half-

day Trial for Levis Cup.
May 17.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and

District M.C.C. Open Trial for
Matchless Cup.

May 17.—Torlc and District M.C. Paper-
chase.

May IS.—Carlyle C. and M.C. (Chelsea).
Bun to Dorking.

May 18.—Eastern Counties M.C. Bun
to Bedford.

May 18.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C.
Bun to Surfleet.

May 18.—N.M.C.F.U., Birmingham.
Bun to Tarningale Common.

May 18.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Bun
to Longnor.

May 18.—Wolverhampton N.M.C.F.U.
Social Bun to Wellington, Salop.

May 18.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and Dis-
trict M.C.C. Inter-team, Trial.

May 21.—York and District M.C. Be-
liability Trial.

May SI.—Harrogate and District M.C.C.
Social Bun to Pateley Bridge.

May SA.—Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. Manville Cup Trial.

May 2^.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social

Bun.
May S4.—Glasgow M.C.C. Hill-climb.

May 24.—Oldham and District M.C.
Beliability Trial, Heyden Bridge.

May 24.—Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C. Competition for Dickenson
and Darwen Cup.

May 25.—Eastern Counties M.C. Bun
to Newlands Corner.

May 25.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C.
Bun to Quorn.

May 25.—Liverpool M.C. Social Bun to

Blackpool.
May 25.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Bun

to Edwinstowe.
May 25.—Bochester, Chatham, and Dis-

trict M.C. Bun to Margale.
May 25.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Bun

to Bromyard.
May 25.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Bun

to Glossop.
May SI.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Bun

to Ed-winstowe.
May SI.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Belia-

bility Trial.

June 1.—Harrogate and District M.C
Beliability Trial.

June 6.—Essex Motor Club. Midnight
Bide to Yarmouth.

June 6-7.—M.C.C. London - Edinburgh
Bun.

June 7-9.—Birmingham M.C.C. Trial to

Land's End.
June 9.—Cork and District M.C.C.

Twenty Hour Beliability Trial.

June 9.—Liverpool M.C. Open Belia-

bility Trial.

June 25.—Essex Motor Club. ^ Speed
Trials at Southend.

August.—A.C.U. Six Days Reliability

Trials.

The Proposed Colchester Club.

With reference to our paragraph re-

garding the formation of a club in Col-

chester, Mr. Edmond T. Elliott, who was

an enthusiastic clubman before the war,

writes that he will be pleased to act as

trials secretary if such a club is formed.

His address is c/o Egerton's, Northgate

Street, Ipswich.

Purley and District M.C.C.

An effort is being made by Lt. C. A. H.

Mason, 3, Queen's Road, Wallington,

Surrey, who is undertaking this work in

the absence of the hon. sec, who is still

engaged on military duty, to start the

Purley and District M.C.C. Lt. Mascrn

will be pleased to hear from past members
of this club and from those who would

care to join.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The ne.xt runs will be to Stratford and
Bromyard on the 17th and 25th inst.

respectively. The club reliability trial

has been arranged for the 31st inst.,

entries for which should be sent to ilr.

Roberts, 25, Cumberland Street, Broad
Street, Birmingham. Hon. sec, J\Ir. E.

Boydell, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

An inter-meet with the Blackheath and
District M.C.C. is being arranged in con-

junction with the run to Margate on the

25th inst. or the run to Hawkhurst on
June 1st. Particulars of the club holiday

at Whitsuntide will shortly be announced.

Badges are now obtainable for 4s. 6d.

from the hon. secretary, Mr. S. White,

3, South Avenue, Eochester.

York and District M.C.

The results of the slow hUl-climb at

Garrowby are as foUowa :

Solo.
1. Maj. G. Jefferson (4 Triumph).
2. P. Payne (31/2 Ariel).
3. G. A. Walker (4 Triumph).

SiDECAES.
1. C. Potter.
2. W. E. Haddon (6 A.J.S.).

Impeompttj Race.
1. O. R. Todd (8 Martin-Jap).
2. G. Hanncn (3 Harley-DaTidsonl.
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THE M.CC.'S
SPEED-JUDGING

CON TEST.
Successful Opening of (he

Social Programme by a
Prominent Club.

THK first road event lielil by the -Motor
Cycling Club since llie Armistice was
a speed-judginff trial, run over a

course near Potters Bar on Saturday last.

The start took place ahout a mile from
the junction of the Goff's Oak and
Northaw Road to the Great North Road,
and the route was a circular one about
five miles in extent. Each circuit had
to be covered three times, the first time
at 16i m.p.h., the second at 18^ m.p.li.,

and the third at any speed between 10
and 20 m.p.h. the competitor decided to
declare. Altogether there were eighteen
entrants, and of these nine rode motor
bicycles and nine were down to compete
as passenger motor vehicles, which in-
cluded cars.

All the motor bicycle entrants started,
but one driver of a sidecar outfit and two
car drivers failed to put in an appearance.
Among the competing machines we noticed
a 3i h.p. T.T. Rudge-Multi, a brand new
S^ h.p. Sunbeam beautifully finished and
of most handsome appearance, one of the
new Metro-Tylei-s, and a new flat twin
Wooler. Of the olHcials present Jlr.

Robert Head, chairman of the II. CO.,
acted as chief marshal, Jlr. F. T. Bidlake
was the timekeeper, and Jlr. W. H. Wells
did valuable work in taking him round
the course so as to fix the arrows in
position. Altogether it was an exceed-
ingly pleasant afternoon—the rain held
off, the roads were fairly good and not
dusty, and the temperature w-as just right.
A start was made at about 3.15 p.m.,

and the leader of the competitors was A.
C. Robbins on the new 1% h.p. Wooler.
We started soon after, endeavouring to
keep to the prescribed speed. Speedo-
meters and watches were allowed, but we
carried neither, and our guessing proved
to be somewhat wide of tlie mark. Two
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bcene at the start ot the M.C.C.'s speed-judging; contest whicli took place last Saturday.

competitors passed us after the start, and
the rest of the trip was made alone.

The route lay along the Ridgeway, with
the Great Wood on the left looking per-
fect in its garb of fresh

, springtime
verdure, straight along to CufUey, pass-
ing the field vv-here the first German air-

ship (hot a Zeppelin but a Schutte-Lanz)
was brought down on English soil in

1916, leaving Cuffley station on the left,

and straight on through pretty Northaw
village, including a sharp I'ise, then round
to the right and back to the start. The
road surface was fair on the whole, but
bumpy beyond Northaw. Southcomb
j\lay (hon. sec, M.C.C.) retired on the
second lap, otherwise the event was with-

out incident.

At the conclusion the competitors pro-

ceeded to the Old Salisbury Hotel, Barnet,
where an excellent tea was served, and
the results were announced as follow :

M.
Motor Bicycle Class.

L. Luigi '414 B.S.A.), error 57s.
Metro-Tyler two-stroke),

A competitor in the M.C C. trial. E. Bridgman
on his 7 h.p. Indian.

\¥. 0. Hemy (2'/2

error Ini. 20s.
3. V. Olsson (4 Douglas), error Im. 21s.
4. S. C. Selby (31/2 Eudge), error Im. 65s.
5. A. C. Robbins {2^ji Wooler), error 2ra. 23.
6. J. E. Hull (2^i Wooler two-stroke), error

2m. 98.

7. R. H. May (4V, B.S.A.), error 2m. 10s.
8. E- M. P. Bolleau (31/0 Sunbeam), error 2ra. 203.

In the passenger class W. H. Wells's
car made the best time of the day, as his

error was only 47 sec. The best sidecar
was J. A. Masters's 7 h.p. Harley-David-
son, which finished third, error 2 min. 7
sec. ; E. Bridgman's 7 h.p. Indian sc.

was fifth, error 3m. 14 sec. ; while A.
Mabon's 3^ h.p. Mabon sc, was sixth,

error 3 min. 43 sec

To Commemorate a Pioneer.
Birmingham Schema (o Perpetuate the Memory of James Watt.

BIRMINGHAM, the home of so many
great enterprises in the engineering
world at the present time, was the

city where the great James Watt spent
most of the working years of his life,

and where he died in retirement at the
age of 83. The centenary of Watt's
death occurs in August nex't, and it is

only fitting that Birmingham should
desire to perpetuate his fame in a worthy
and lasting manner. To this end a
meeting was convened at the _ Coiuicil
House, Birmingham, on the 8th inst.,
nnder the presidency of the Lord Mayor,
to propose resolutions that the centenary
should be marked in the following
manner :

(1.) To endow a Professorship of
Engineering, to be known as the
.lames W'att Chair, at the Univer-

sity of Birmingham, for the pro-
motion of research in the funda-
mental principles imderlying the pro-

duction of power, and the study of
the conservation of the natural
sources of energy.

(2.) To erect a James Watt
Memorial Building, to serve as a
museum for collecting together
examples of the work of James Watt
and his Contemporaries, Boulton and
Murdock,- illustrating this interest-
ing epoch in the history of engineer-
ing. The building would also serve
as a meeting place and library for
scientific societies, and be a centre
from which engiaeers can co-operate
in spreading technical knowledge.

(3 ) The publication of a memorial
volume.

The meeting was attended by some 200 .*

representatives of learned societies and ^i

engineering institutions. A most interest-

ing speech was delivered by Sir Oliver
i

1/odge, Principal of Birmingham Ilniver- S
sity, on Watt's contribution to science.

'

In the course of his speech Sir Oliver
made the suggestion that the proposed
chair would practically resolve itself into

'

a chair of fuel research, and voiced the
(ijiinion that were .James Watt alive to-

day, in all probability his genius would
be directed towards improving and per-

fectiiig internal combustion motors.
The Lord Mayor made the announce-

ment that the Birmingham Small Arms
(Jompany, Ltd., had promised £1,000
towards the expenses of endowment of

the Chair of Research, provided five other
similar donations were received.
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BALANCING THE SINGLE.
Device by Famous Engineer to obtain a Perfect Matliematical Balance.

IN a leader in the issue for April 3rd we referred

to riie question of balancing the single-cylinder

engine; we are now able to give particulars of the

de'\-ice to which we referred and which probably fore-

shadows remarkable developments in single-cylinder

engine design. The inventor of the device is Mr. H.
R. Ricardo, the designer of several important war
service engines, but who perhaps is better known to

the general motoring public as the inventor of the

Ricardo two-stroke engine and the slipper piston.

From the patent speci-

fication drawings repro-

duced it will be seen that,

according to this in\'ention,

two masses are mounted so

that they can reciprocate

substantially radially with

relation to the crankshaft,

and are disposed in line'

with either side of the

crankshaft and on that

side opposite to the piston.

Two crank members are

formed on the shaft, ad-

jacent to the crank webs,

and are introduced to re-

ciprocate the two masses
in opposite phase to the

working piston. In the

diagram, these crank mem-
bers are formed as a pair

of eccentrics, the throw of

which is opposite to that

of the main crank. To
these eccentrics

Ricardo's patent balancing device for single^cylinder engines

are con-

nected a pair of weights, which are constrained by

links so as to reciprocate substantially radially with

relation to the crankshaft. The ratio of the throw of

each eccentric to the distance between the centre and

the centre of gravity of the weights to which it is con-

nected is equal to the ratio of the throw of the main
crank to the length of the connecting rod.

Further, the ratio between the weight of the masses

that are reciprocating {i.e., the piston and connecting

rod on the one side of the crankshaft and the counter-

weights on the other side) must be inversely propor-

tional to the strokes through which these masses re-

ciprocate. To control the reciprocating movement of

the weights, two rocking arms are employed, which

are pivotally connected at one end to the weight at

the point near the centre of gravity of the weight.

At their other end the rocking arms are pivoted to

some fixed point at one side of the crank case.

The illustrations depict in diagrammatic form a

single-cylinder engine arranged with the balancing de-

vice. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the

utility of this device is

not confined to single-cylin-

der engines.

A careful study of the

illustrations will show that

by making the rocking

link of sufficient length

and the throw of the eccen-

tric relatively short, the

arc through which the
y*"**^

'^"S. weights are reciprocated
'

111 A can be approximated to a

straight line. Other forms

of linkage may be em-
ployed which will enable

the weights to be recipro-

cated substantially radially

)vith respect to the crank-

shaft axis.

Where the centre of

gravity of the main re-

ciprocating mass (the
piston and connecting rod)

is not coincident with the

gudgeon pin, but lies at

some point in tlie connecting rod, so that this centre

of gravity describes an ellipse instead of a straight

line, the centre of gravity of each counter-weight

may be compelled • to follow a similar and opposing

elliptical path. This can be effected by connecting

the rocking link to the weight at a point slightly below

the centre of gravity of the weight. In this way the

common centre of gravity of the two groups of re-

ciprocating masses can be maintained coincident with

the centre of the crankshaft under all circumstances,

and a perfect mathematical balance can be obtained.

—«

WHAT WE STILL WANT.
ENOUGH information is available to suggest that

few, if any, of the 191 9 models will embody all

the practical gadgets for which the average rider

clamours. To quote examples, when I take delivery

of a new mount, the following operations are essential

:

(i.) Fit a speedometer. (No "integral" provision

for the drive : and the fitting of this accessory is

always a particularly fiddley job.)

(2.) Obtain and pack spares. (These will vary with

the type of machine : chain and belt spares, plug,

and valve representing the usual requisites. They are

never provided with the machine, nor is any provision

made for packing them.)

(3.) Obtain and pack tyre repair outfit. (Seldom

supplied. Frequently the outfit is too big for the

pannier. The vendors of the repair outfit should

dimension it to fit a standard pannier.)

(4.) Obtain and fit a tail lamp. (Provided only on
electrically-equipped machines.) A tail lamp should be

designed as an integral part of the machine, and sup-

plied with it.

I say nothing as to equipment with head lamp,

hooter, etc., on which tastes vary. In such matters

the practice first introduced by the Rudge people

(I fancy) of including a variety of suitable patterns

in their catalogue, just about fills the bill : it enables

the man who wants his machine complete on delivery

to suit his own fads. Road Rider.

B23
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The New Douglas Suspension System.
Laminaled Springs Abandoned in Favour of Helical

IT is now known by almost every spring
frame inventor and maker that the
proposition presents more difficulties

than is supposed by motor cyclists gener-
ally. Therefore the following description
of the details and principle of the Douglas
new frame will be found of more than
ordinary interest considering that the
principle is entirely different from the
other spring frame introduced by this
firm.

In our issue for May 1st we gave a
detailed description of the new 3^- h.p.
Douglas model, but space did not permit
us to deal fully with the spring frame
and the redesigned front forks. After
two years' road experience with the new
type of springing the makers are aban-
doning the laminated springing system
of their pre-war models, and have the
greatest confidence in coil springs as
being more suitable for motor cycle
frame suspension.

General view of the springing system. The
carrier tubes are omitted.

needed, as wear, if it occui's, will be
very slight, and can be remedied by
new washers.
At the apex of the triangle the rear

frame is connected ta the springs through
a pair of levers which largely follow front
fork practice. The upper ends of these
levers are connected to a compensating
link, which, in turn, is coupled to the main
frame. The levers are attached to a pair
of enclosed helical springs which lie hori-
zontally one on each side of the frame
with a forward attachment on the lower
tank tube. Each spring is made up of

Side view of the front wheel suspension.

Note the lamp bracket.

The back wheel is now carried in a tri-

angulated frame, which is pivoted on the
main frame at the rear of the gear box
bracket. This pivoting point has a plain
bearing 6in. wide. Hardened ground steel
bushes provide the necessary bearing sur-
faces for the hardened distance pieces
which surround a fin. knock-out spindle.
Hardened steel washers are pegged to the
inside of the frame forks, movement
occurring between the faces of these
washers and the flanged ends of the
bushes. Means of adjustment are not

Section through the lower links of the front

forks. Note the grease cups and means of

adjustments.

THE following are a selection of road
reports furnished this week by
readers of The Motor Cycle.

Warwickshire and Staffordshihe.
Chester Road Station to threequarters

of a mik beyond New Oscott.—Eoad
very Uad ; pot-holed all over.

LsiCESIliRSHlnZ.
Many of the Leicestershii-e roads are

bad, one of the worst being from
Leicester to Loughborough.

CuitBERLAND.
The road from Aira Force to Matter-

dale is good, but from Matterdale to
Troutbeck it is hardly safe, as it has
been badly cut up by heavy timber
waggons.
The road from Newby Bridge to Kendal

over Cartmel Fell is good.

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
The road over the Kii'kstone Pass is

in excellent condition, though the surface
is a trifle loose in places.

Denbighshire and Merionethshtre.
Chirk to Llangollen.—Road very bad

;

rutty condition for about two miles.
Corwen to Cerrig-y-Duuidion.—Still in

a bad condition (has been so for quite
a long time). It has been made up,
but badly.
Corwen to Bala (main road).—Very

bad, with loose stones. Valley road
, good.

Bala to Frongoch over the Arenigs to
Festiniog.^Road almost impassable; the
ruts are ten inches deep in places.
Portmadoo through Penrhyndeudraeth,

Harlech, to Barmouth, up to Penmaen-
pool.—In fair condition.

Springs and Links.
two concentric springs of differeut periodi-

city. Tlie action is obvious, but the

amount of reduction througli the links

and levers is not so easily appreciated.
_
A

vertical movement of 3in. on tlie driving

wheel is reduced to about ^in. on tho

springing. Lateral movement is practi-

cally non-existent.

The carrier is sprung with the frame,
the lower lugs at the rear of the tank
tubes accommodate a long supporting
bolt, which carries both the saddle springs

and the horizontal carrier tubes. The
sloping carrier tubes are fixed to the main
frame on the lug, on which the rear

frame is pivoted.

The principle of the new front fork is

the same as in former Douglas models.
The chief point aimed at in redesigning
has been to avoid lateral movement,
greater resistance to wear at the links,

and a good form of adjustment and lubri-

cation. If side play develops it can be
taken up by removing the grease caps,

and slackening off the outside locknuts
a few turns ; a key is then inserted in the
square holes in the spindle ends, and the
spindles turned counter clockwise until

the links move freely without side play.

The links of the spring

frame in section and the

wide bearing upon which

the frame is pivoted.

The method of holding the springs is

very good. Instead of tlie usual method
of a nut and washer grip on the end
coils of the spring, hardened steel lugs are

spirally grooved to take two or three of

the spring coils, and are screwed in at

each end of the spring.

The steering crown is formed with a
J

substantial lamp bracket projecting for-
,

ward through the spring fork tubes.

i
Carnarvonshire.

Lake Gwinant, nearly into Beddgelert.

-Eoad very badly cut up from timber
drawing.
Road from Portmadoc through Cria

cieth, Pwllheli, Llanbedrog, to Abersook;;

—Very good. '''

Road from Pwllheli to Nevin.—Good
Nevin througli Four Crosses to Cric-

cieth.—In very good condition.

Montgomeryshire.
Road from Dolgelly to Dinas MaW'

ddwy, Welshpool, and Shrewsbury.—la
very good condition.

Monmouthshire.
The road from Cardiff via Newport and-

Chepstow up the Wye Valley to Tintern
"

is in excellent condition except for about*
one mile on the Cardiff side of Newport.
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A SPORTING MACHINE.
Sir,—It \vill probably interest your readers to know that the

Zenith I rode in the Birmingham trial, and which did a non-
stop run, was a standard 1915 model with a low gear of only
7 to 1. This, I should think, was the highest gear in the
trial, and, in my opinion, is far more sport to drive round
a tricky course than a very low geared machine, as the
engine speed must be kept up on a stiff gradient. Con-
gratulations on your plan of description of this event.

I should like to recommend all readers who are keen on
motor cycling as a sport to enter in open trials. It gives

one an enjoyable and sporting day's outing, and you get
plenty of fun even if you do not pull off an award.

R. CHARLESWORTH, Lt., A.D.S.

SCOTTISH FERRIES.
Sir,—The Granton to Burntisland Ferry has been disused

for a few years It was advertised to start on May 1st.

I wanted to cross only recently, but could not. All the
satisfaction I could get was the statement that it would
start in June. There are no regulations regarding petrol.

To cross the Forth it is necessary to go to Queensferry.
Petrol may be carried. Solo mount, 6d. ; yourself, 5d. The
road from Inverkeithing is very bad as far as Kirkcaldy.

JAMES KILCOYNE.

Sir,—In reply to letter from "W 5124," I may state

that I have crossed the River Forth on all the ferries both
with^motor car and motor cycle, and have always found
absolutely no difficulty whatever.
There are no restrictions as to the carrying of petrol, and

the charges are very moderate. •

With regard to touring in the Highlands, I have not known
of this ever having been stopped. It is necessary, however,
for the tourist to apply for a passport to travel north of

Inverness, this being a special military area. The chief

constable at Inverness issues these passes.

Start of the first heat in the solo class at the York and District Motor Club's hill climb at

Garrowby Hill. Results will be found on page 495.

Ferries north of Inverness are very rough and ready

affairs, and there is considerable difficulty in loading and

unloading. A. SCOIT FREEMAN.

DUAL PURPOSE MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—Because a writer favours one special make of

machine I hardly think he is justified in insinuatiiig, even

in the form of a question, that aU other makes fail to be

ideal for solo or sidecar work.
As an aniateur rider, with practically no technical know-

ledge like Mr. G. Taylor, I can only speak from results aa

I see them ; and I say that there are many machines which
serve the dual purpose exceedingly well. We all look for

improvements and new ideas, and so welcome and give our

best wishes to the A.B.C., but why despise our old tried

and true friends, which have carried us thousands of miles

alone, and when asked to carry a double load have never

failed us? I am patientljf (or otherwise) waiting for a

34 h.p. Sunbeam which, with its oil bath, gear case, and
lively engine, will, I know, take me either solo or with a

sidecar over the worst hills and roa/ds of North Devon with

perfect ease, and there are many other makes which can do
the same. N. H. KETTLEWELL.

Sir,—I am rather disappointed in one respect with that

excellent production of Sir. Granville Bradshaw, viz., the

400 c.c. post-war model of the A.B.C. motor cycle, rated at

3 h.p. and weighing 150 lb. I have been longing for these

happy days of peace to come, so that I could order one of

the A.B.C. models, secretly hoping that the 500 c.c. model
rated at 3^ h.p. would be increased to 550 or ,600 c.c, thereby
giving us a 4-5 h.p. machine for " double purpose," instead of

which I find the capacity reduced to 400 and the weight
to 150 lb.

I want the machine chiefly for pillion riding with a com-
bined weight of say 22 st., including luggage, and possibly
for a sidecar when I can find accommodation for it.

Now I am afraid that this model
will not be strong enough for serious
touring under the conditions I have
stated, and that the load would
necessitate running the engine " all

out" for a considerable period of a

day's run. This is bound to result

in rapid wear and deterioration. I

do not mind the first cost, but I

cannot afford to buy a machine every
few years. The one I have must
wear and last for years, provided
time and money are spent on its

upkeep, and it is not overworked.
Cannot the A.B.C. Motors, Ltd.,

be persuaded to give us something
between their 1,100 c.c. cycle car

and the 400 c.c. solo mount?
I am sure there must be hundreds

like myself who want a double-

purpose mount that will give that

long service that I have stated to be
essential.

I trust, therefore, that some steps

will be taken to satisfy that demand
or many of us will, very reluctantly,

feel ourselves compelled
_

to buy
inferior mounts, but of higher h.p.

Portsmouth. A. H.P.
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SADDLE TANKS.
Sir,—I am glad to see the increasing popularity of the-

saddle tank, and to note that Messrs. AUdays and Onions
have adopted it as their standard pattern.

It is, of course, open to anyone who devises a new or

original shape of saddle tank to register the design of that

shape, and Messrs. Alldays and Onions appear to nave regis-

tered such a design a few months ago. The saddle tank itself

dates from pre-war days. You descrihed mine in your issue

of June 18th, 1914, in connection with the triangulated top
frame. This form of frame con.struetion is the real raiscm
d'etre for the saddle tank, the latter being the natural con-

comitant of the former. DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.

THE GYROSCOPIC ACTION OF FLYWHEELS.
Sir,
— " I.\ion's " remark re the gyroscopic action of trans-

verse flywheels in motor cycles seems to assume that this

action should tend to make a turn more difficult. On the
contrary, however, it has no effect with this type of flywheel,

and it is the ordmary flywheel rotating in the plane of the
motor cycle that makes cornering more difficult. This can
be shown by a simple process of reasoning fi'om the ele-

mentary laws of mechanics relating to rotary motion.
The trouble occurs in the " banking over,'' which always

takes place in cornering. In the case of the usual type of

flywheel there is a resistance to this " banking," and the

machine must therefore bank over at a bigger angle than
would otherwise be necessary. In the case of the transverse
flywheel, there is no resistance whatever, the effect in this

case being an increased pressure on the front or back wheel
according to the direction of the turn.

Obviously, then, the A.B.C. motor cycle, for example,
should be, as far as the flywheel effect is concerned, a better
cornering machine than, say, the conventional single-cylinder.

F. OGLE.
[" Ixion's " paragraph was written to correct the suggestion
made by a correspondent that cornering would be difficult

on an A.B.C.

—

Ed.]

AN ENTHUSIAST.
Sir,—Having been a reader of T7ie Motor Oi/ch for three

or more years, and observing that you occasionally give
space to paragraphs written by obscure lovers of the sport,

with snapshots, I venture to send herewith a small photo-
graph in which my i^ h.p. James twin machine appears.
You may be interested to know that I have taken up

motor cycling after attaining my 51st birthday, and I get
a tremendous amount of

pleasure out of my James
when I go out equipped
with a camera and a
binocular, and, although it^^BK Mi i l
this is a land of high hiUs ^SF '^ ^ n '

u

and steep gradients, I ha\e X y \ ?' l
°

not vet found an ascent ^^ / \ speaks enthu-

that mv little James will not / ;
siastically ot

romp up without trouble. i^ A- ,
'"°,'°'

^.tr. '•• « cycle, and or

the Jam'es in

particular.

%

A useful design ol

overalls.

I would like to add my congratulations to the many you
receive on the excellence of your paper, both as regards the
matter as well as the attractive "get up." I look forward
eagerlv to each issue, and read trie whole from cover to

cover." JOHN OWEN.
Abergavenny.
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THE A.B.C. COMBINATION.
Sir,—In view of the fact that future proud owners of the

A.B.C. who desire to run a sidecar will often ride solo when
the best girl is not available, it would be interesting to

know if machines ordered as combinations will have special

lugs brazed to the frame, or if all machines will be the

same. It will be a great boon—especially for those who
cannot get a combination indoors as a whole—if the sidecar

is easily fi.xed with little possibility of getting an incorrect

position.

Perhaps Mr. Granville Bradshaw v;ill oblige with details,

as none have yet been published. F.A.
Boijjnemouth.

OVERALLS.
Sir,

—

Ite " Ixion's " remarks anent overalls ; why should
overalls always be made so that they cannot be put on with-

out smudging the mud of a dirty
boot all over one's nether garments!
The instep straps also are fastened
in the wrong way. The enclosed
sketch shows how to avoid both^
these troubles, and overalls so made
Are fully as efficient in every way
as the usual kind—I have worn
them for years, having had them
made to order, and can speak from
experience. MUD-PLXJGGER.

York.

AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—A letter published in your

issue of April 24th from "E.D.B."
re average speeds has "given me
furiously to think."
As one who has travelled the

road in question many dozens ol

times for the last seventeen years,

I may claim to know it well.

To put up an average of 34 m.p.h. your correspondent
must have travelled for miles on end at speeds of 50 m.p.h.

and over. There are portions of this road where speed
is impossible, as at Iford, Christchurch, Totton (two

dangerous corners), Winchester, Itchen Abbas (two corners

dangerous), and Farnborough with its military traffic. What
arrangement did "R.D.B." make with the railway com-
panies to have all the level crossings open as he flew by?

All things considered, I am afi'aid that "R.D.B." must
be exaggerating somewhat. No wonder motor cycling

"stinks" in the minds of too many of the non-motoring
public, SHAZBAZZIK.

Sir,—With regard to the letter of "R.N." concerning
average speeds, I might mgntion that on Tuesday last I

lode from Dunstable to Rugby, a distance of forty-nine
miles, in Ih. 15m., which works out at 39.2 m.p.h.
The machine was a 1919 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, and was

driven well within its limits.

The same journey was done on another occasion with a
passenger on the carrier at an average speed of 33.4 m.p.h.
No overheating or loss o£ power occurred on either run.

Usual disclaimer. A. BRESLAU.

Sir,—Is not this question a relative one, like most motoring
questions, and needing various factors to be taken into
account? Doubtless "R.N.'s" friend exaggerated in saying
he did 140 miles in three hours, but there is a reasonable
medium between that and "R.N.'s" dictum that 20 m.p.h.
only can be fairly reckoned on. It is all a matter of whether
one wants to or not, plus horse-power and engine in good trim.

I have just completed a run of 340 miles, there and back

—

Lincolnshire to Wiltshire. My outfit is a 4^ h.p. B.S.A.
combination. I left at 8.30 a.m. and arrived at 4 p.m., stop-

ping once only to fill my tank. I carried ray own petrol for

the whole trip in addition to passenger and bag, and ate

as I rode. The petrol was No. 3 grade. The speed never
dropped below 25 m.p.h., was mostly 30 m.p.h., and often
35 m.p.h. so long as I had a clear road. I passed through
four big to^^^ls and encountered some dangerous corners,

which necessitated a slower speed, but the machine had no
rest, since the gears were constantly in use. I repeated the
performance returning.

If the engine is of 4i h.p. or more and in good trim,

I see no reason why any rider accustomed to more than riding
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A trial recently held by the Motor Cycle Club of Rome,
which included a 1 in 16 hill, with very bad surface, was won
by Trivellato, who is seen above mounted on a Harley-
Davidson. His average speed was 45 m.p.h.

about town should not do the same, with no untoward strain
on liimself or engine.
In doing a trip of well over a hundred mUes there is usually

some other factor besides mere pleasure present, e.g., urgency,
saving train fares (I saved over £5), etc. Consequently, one
gets over the ground as quickly as possible, so that, should a
breakdown occur, one has as much time as possible to rectify
the trouble. F.J.A.

Spilsb}-.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—^I was both amused and interested to read " Torque's

"

letter on this subject in The Motor Cycle for May 1st. I am
not in the habit of rushing into print without obtaining
authority for my facts. I have figures on petrol consumptions
of aero engines at heights which " Torque " has never seen,
so I am certain of my facts.

I presume that "Torque" is all the time referring to con-
sumptions in the air and not on the bench, for he says that
a rotary consumes about one-tenth of a pint more per b.h.p.-
hour than a stationary of corresponding power. Pints per
b.h.p.-hour is the bench method of giving consumptions

;

consumptions in the air are always gallons per hour.
I entirely disagree with the examples given by "Torque."

They are hopelessly wrong. I will prove this, and show that
the rotary is the more economical. The two following tables,

which give consumptions in gallons per hour, are self-explana-
tory. I have chosen these particular engines because they
are practicalUy all the same horse-power as the two large

rotaries given in table No. 11. They are aU taken at th»

same height (15,000 feet) and at full out speeds

:

Table I. (Stationaeibs).

230 h.p. S.P.A .... Hi galls, per hour.

230 h.p. Puma llj „
200 h.p. Raf. 3a 13| „
220 h.p. Benz ' 13 „

Table II. (Rotaeibs).

230 h.p. B.R.2 11 gaUs. per hour.

220 h.p. Clerget lOJ „
I regret .that in my previous letter I was not a little mors

careful about horse-power. I should have explained what
power of rotaries and stationaries I was thinking of. How-
ever, the above tables will do this. I still maintain that

radials are "unproved." I am quite aware what the R.A.F.
1919 programme was (I probably knew it before " Torque

"

did), but laying down a programme does not prove an engine.

This can only be done by plenty of hard work in Service

machines, and this has never been done with radials, so how
can "Torque" imagine they have beep proved?

I hope this letter will answer the v!>^ious points raised by
" Revs." in his letter of the same issu6> PITOT.

EASY STARTING.
Sir,—As a constant reader of your excellent paper, I see

frequent articles and allusions to the difficulty of starting up

under the present-day conditions of petrol, etc., and should

like to give you my experiences. In the first place, may I

say that I am badly crippled in the right leg'.

I am riding a 1916 A.J.S. combination, which I find suits

me admirably, and which gives me the minimum of trouble in

every way, but particularly in thia matter of easy _starting.

Whether it be high summer or the depth of winter my
machine will always start with, at the most, three kicks, by

the simple operation of flooding the carburetter, and I have

never yet had to prime the cylinders, though I have used

all grades of petrol and benzole.

During a recent frost, despite the fact that my machme
had been standing idle for some days in an unheated garage,

I was agreeably surprised to find that the engine started away

merrily at tlie second attempt, while on one occasion after

standing uncovered in the snow for about six hours it

started at the first kick.

I leave other A.J.S. riders to account for my apparent good

fortune in this respect ; but my system throughout has been

to ensure a minute adjustment of my valves, to keep my plugs

clean, and to pay constant attention to what is, I suppose,

the fitment which gets the least attention on a motor cycle

—

the high-tension wire. '

Finally, attention to lubrication and the use of good oil will

save " gumming " and much bad language from those who
find that it takes more time and energy than they can spare

-to start their machines and get on the road.

Wimbledon. K.O.S.B.

VALVE OPERATION.
Sir,—As you are doubtless aware, certain aero engines, for

example the Curtiss, have both overhead valves operated by
one rod and one cam. I should be

interested to know if any readers ot

your excellent paper have suggestions

as to why this method should not be
incorporated in the ^ manufacture of

motor cycles.

I cannot recollect any such design

of British or foreign manufacture,

and should by chance motor cycle

engines of this type be in use, and
have not come to my notice, they axe

certainly few.

Personally, I think that such a

design would result in the removal

of valve clatter and tend towards

Overhead inlet and simplicity in valve design, though, of

exhaust valves operated course, it would not permit of over-

by one rod and cam. lap. R. G. R. PRITCHARD.

CD."

MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS j

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price.

I. England & Wales. 2. Scotland. 3. London.
(Showing roads into and out of London and avoiding

London.) Set of three, complete in case .. .. 4/6

"The Autocar" Map oi Ens:land and Wales.
Dissected and folded in neat case cloth .. .. 12/6

Also on rollers (a good wall map) 12/6

"The Autocar" Map of Scotland.
"The Autocar" Map of Ireland.

Same styles and prices as above.

"The Autocar" Sectional Map of Engrland and
Wales Consisting of 24 loose sections on strong card.

In stout waterproof envelope .. (complete)

In solid hide case, transparent front ,,

"The Autocar" Half Inch Map of Enffland and
Wales. In 37 sections. Each section . . .

.

"The Autocar " Map of South Eastern Ensrland.
In stout waterproof envelope

Post
free.

4/10

13/-
13/

S/6
IS/5

3/- 3/z

15/-

3/«
In leather case, transparent front 15/- lit*

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London. EC.4,
or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

QD-
B3I
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SAFE TRAVEL BY AIR.
Landing under Difficulties. Anchored " Buoy " Balloons. Parachutes as Life Preservers.

By TORQUE,

EXPERIENCED pilots whose air impressions are

based on scout machines, and tainted by the

special dangers of fighting and stunting, are apt

to be pessimistic about commercial flight. They
often say that regular aerial services, irrespective of

weather conditions, are impracticable on any real

basis of safety ; and they regard the glib optimism

of the daily press as sheer "hot air."

In sober fact, while there is much premaiiire

optimism abroad, present hopes merely need post-

dating to, say, 1925, rather than contradiction. Take
parachutes as an instance. We have scarcely used

them except from balloons, but they are being

developed at a great pace. Large aeroplane liners

will soon be equipped with a parachute for each

passenger. Before long a test demonstration will be

organised. Twenty passengers will be taken up to

1,000 feet, don their

parachutes, and quit

the saloon through a

door in the side.

The mere sight of the

tackle wdll naturally
" put the wind up "

the occupants at first :

but before long they

will rouse no more
qualms than the sight

of the lifebelts on a

steamer. Modern pat-

terns open with in-

fallibility, and can
safely be used from
heights of 500 feet

01 less.

Improved instru-

ments will facilitate navigation extraordinarily.
_

In

1914 altimeters were useless as aids to night landing.

The instruments then in use suffered from " lag,"

recording the machine's height after an interval

during which it might have gained or lost many

feet. The modern types register instantaneously

and with great accuracy. With the aid of a

few more gadgets, it will become possible for

a third-rate pilot to make a perfectly safe night

landing on an unlit aerodrome in a thick fog. I

cannot give full details, but here is an outline of a

crude scheme. The aerodrome is located by balloons

carrying lamp signals and floating above fog level.

The pilot glides down into the rectangle thus indicated.

At a height of 200 feet, as registered on his altimeter,

he lowers a trailing ground indicator, which need not

be more complex than a weight slung on a cord,

though this is not the actual method in view. When
the weight touches the turf, the change in the pull on

the cord is signalled to the pilot by suitable mechanism

to which the cockpit end of the cord is attached. He
now knows his height above the ground to a foot, and

can land safely without wingtip flares or ground lights,

or if such ilkiminations are blanketed by an im-

penetrable fog. To go a step further, such an

B32

In view of the frequent discussions on the air-cooling of fairly large-sized

cylinders, it may interest those readers not conversant with aero engines to know

that the Gnat, a flat twin aero engine following motor cycle practice (although

30 h.p.), was quite a success during the war, although used without any special

system of cowling.

apparatus could be constructed to operate the controls

at the correct moment and to the correct degree.

The Remaining Risks.

Route-finding will soon be organised by means tjf

lighthouses, anchored balloons, and other ground

signals. Before very long overwater routes will be

similarly marked out, and the three chief surviving

dangers of aerial travel will be limited to :

1. Forced ." landings " on large expanses of water.

2. Fires in the air.

3. Collapse of the aeroplane in flight.

None of these is as formidable as it may
_
often

appear, both to the war pilot and to the man in the

street. Such machines as the " Felixstowe Fury "

will be used for trans-ocean flights. It has five engines,

and can take off or hold the air with two engines out

of action. Moreover, on her keel she can ride

out quite choppy seas. So before a " ditching
"

could have catas-

trophic results she

would have to come
down in really rough

weather far from
assistance and with

three engines more
or less permanently

dud.
Fires in the air

must remain a possi-

bility as long as

petrol is used for

aircraft fuel. On the

other hand, except

under war conditions,

a fire in the air is not

co/nmoner than a fire at sea ; it would usually be

detected in its infancy, and extinguished immediately

by chemicals. This peril is absolutely as negligible

as in any other form of transit, apart from the special

risk attending a crash landing ; and crash landings, as

suggested above, will be reduced or eliminated by other

methods.
Structural collapses have not been uncommon in the

war, but have generally resulted from enemy action

—

e.g., machine gun or Archie fire, or from exceptional

strains in stunt flying. The design of machines has

been safeguarded with great efficiency by the Air

Ministry,' and the quality of materials and workman-
ship has been verified by the A.I.D. Proposals now
before Parliament are evidently framed to continue

these precautions. With the removal of special war

strains and dangers structural collapses should become
extremely rare.

GRANTS FOR ROAD REPAIR.
In reply to a question by Mr. Joynson-Hicks in the

House of Commons, the Secretary to the Treasury

stated that the Road Board are dealing promptly with
'

ail applications for grants from highway authorities

in whose districts unemployment exists.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, Tne rvioio. Lycle,

20 Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stampEil addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Roc Two-speed Gear.

Would you please be so kind

~| as to give me the name of the
- > makers of the Roc two-speed
-iJ gear, as I had a small break-

down recently and broke the
clutch?—W.T.

The address you require is Messrs. A. W.
Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingham.

Which is the Faster?

"^L Would you kindly tell me
^ which has made the greatest
-iJ speed, a motor cj-cle or a motor

car?—H.A.C.
Up to the present, a motor car holds
the record for speed. The fastest motor
car, officially timed, was Heniery's Benz,
which accomplished 127.877 m.p.h. on
November 8th, 1909, at Brooklauds. The
fastest motor cycle, officially timed, was
Sidney George's Indian, which accom-
plifhed 93.48 m.p.h. on -May 5th, 1914,

at Brooklauds.

28in. X 2in. Tyres.

I have a very old Quadrant
motor cycle, and I require a
new outer cover for one wheel.

The one I have on it now is

28in.x2in. Can you tell me if

I can put a 28in, x2|in. on it, as I am
unable to obtain a 28in. x2in.? If not,

can you t^ll me where I can get a

28in. x2in. outer cover?—R.M.
A 28in. x2in. rim will not take a 28in.

x25in. tyre. If you cannot obtain a

28in. X 2in. cover locally, write to Messrs.
The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Aston
Cross, Birmingham, as to whether they
have any 28in. x 2in. covers in stock.

Worn Dog Clutches.

I have a 2-| h.p. Douglas.

~^L When riding on top gear the

> gear suddenly fails to hold and
-iJ the engine races round as if in

neutral. After a few moments it

. picks up again only to do the same
thing a short time later. I have made
all adjustments I can think of without
effect. I should be very much obliged

if you could help me.—C.H.D.
The trouble is due to worn dog clutches

in the gear box or to the gear control

lever being wrongly adjusted. See that

the gear is perfectly free in the neutral

position, and then ascertain whether the

top gear is fully engaged. If this happens
there should be no reason why the gear

should not keep in engagement, but if,

on the other hand, you find that after

this adjustment the trouble still ensues,

you should take down the gear box and
see if the dogs are badlj' worn. If they
are, renewals are necessary.

the

Sparkiag at the Contact Breaker.

Would a magneto be faulty if

(1) it sparked slightly at the
platinum points? (2.) The make
and break on my magneto is

faulty. The points are opened
proper distance, but they close

about two-thirds on the cam. Would
this cause it to spark at the platinum
points ? I get a good spark at the

plug. (3.) Is a sparking plug faulty

when it loses compression through the

body, except as regards loss of power
through losing a little compression ?

(4.) Can anyone tell if a magneto is

faiilty by the colour of the spark? (5.)

Is it possible for a magneto to fire

petrol when poured in through the
compression tap and not fire what is

drawn from carburetter? (5.) What
are the symptoms of a magneto getting

out of order, besides the spark becom-
ing feeble ? (7. ) What is the cause of

firing in the silencer about once in a

hundred or two when travelling " all

out"?—P.W.

(1.) No, this is only natural. (2.)

There must always be a slight sparking

at the platinum point, but the degree of

sparking is regulated by the condition of

the condenser. (3.) Certainly the spark-

ing plug is faulty if it allows the com-
pression to leak past the body of the

plug. (4.) You only need be concerned
with the magneto being faulty if it

ceases to spark. The colour of the spark
is nearly always the same. (5.) Certainly

this is possible if there is any defect in

the carburetter. (5.) There are no
others. (7.) Probably through misfiring,

which causes une.xploded charges to

enter the sUencer and get fired by the

next charge which is exploded.

I I
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B SPECIAL NOTICE. \

I vo Every reader. |

To ensure regular supply of

" The Motor Cycle," readers

are requested to place definite

orders with their newsagents or

at a railway bookstall for copies

to be reserved or delivered each

week. To depend upon chance

purchase is to risk disappoint-

ment.

D

Castor Oil.

- Having a quantity of castor

^T] oil at my disposal, would you

'f tell me if it would be suitable

-iJ for the lubrication of my Sj h.p.

sidecar combination? I have

been told it is used in air-cooled aero

engines.—H.C.
Castor oil is not suitable for motor cycle

engines, as it is liable to have a corrosive

action upon the cylinder. Aero engines

are run under different conditions, and

are frequently cleaned, whereas motor

cycle engines are required to run any-

thing from 1,500 to 2,000 miles without

having attention paid to them. We pre-

sume you do not refer to Castrol, which

is quite suitable for motor cycle engines.

High Petrol Consumption.

(1.) I have recently purchased

^ a 2f h.p. Alldays two-stroke

'i motor cycle fitted with a Senspray
-iJ carburetter. It is a good

machine in every respect, but I

find I can only get 48 to 50 m.p.g.

This seems to me a very low mileage.

I should be glad if you could advise

me how to improve matters ? It has

the petroil method of oiling, and a No.

26 jet is fitted. (2.) What is the cor-

rect amount of oil to a gallon of petrol ?

There is a ^ pint measure fitted to the

underside of the tank.—A.E.M.

(1.) We would recommend you to try a

smaller jet, as the petrol consumption
named is certainly too high if the machine
is used at normal speeds. If, however, you
are maintaining comparatively high aver-

ages, this may account for the consump-
tion mentioned. (2.) The correct propor-

tion is half a pint of oil to one gallon

of petrol.

Carburetter Freezing.

My 2| twin is fitted with an
Amac carburetter. The wire
gauze fitted over the air intake
becomes covered with a white
film, like thin tissue paper. This

cuts off the supply of air and stops the
engine until the film is removed, when
it goes all right again until the film re-

forms. I have varied the size of the
jet, but with no success. Can you sug-

gest cause and remedy and tell me if

the fact, of running on benzole is in any
way responsible ?—Rex.

The thin film referred to is probably
hoar frost or snow, caused by the rapid
vaporisation of the fuel which causes
intense cold. The only remedy is to
remove the gauze and fit a warm air in-

take. Petrol would cause the same
trouble as benzole. Try the effect of

running without the gauze first of all.

^3i
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Four-stroking.

I have a 1914 2i h.p. two-
ImI stroke Connaught and find' it

^1 satisfactory except that, when
I—

I running on the level or down-
hill, misfiring takes place, and

it four-strokes frequently, but when
going uphill it fires beautifully and
pulls well. I shall be greatly obliged
if you will give me an idea of the
Cfiuse of the trouble.—K.L.S.

This is a common fault among two-strokea
when running "light." Perhaps the
fitting of a smaller jet might improve
matters.

Miles per Gallon.

I have a 4 h.p. W.U. Douglas
r^ sidecar oumbinatiun, and shall

> be glad if you caii tell me : (1.)
LS-I What mileage should I get per

gallon? (2.) How should the
driving chain to the gear box be
tightened? (3.) How is it that my
aero plugs soot up every ten to fifteen
miles, especially the rear cylinder one?—W.P.

(1.) About sixty miles per gallon. (2.)
By loosening the nuts holding the gear
box to the bracket aiid sliding it back.
(3.) This is because you probably give
rather too much lubricating oil.

Copper Tubing and Acetylene Gas.

?'
I

Will you please let me know if
it is dangerous to use copper

-S-l tube for connecting up acetylene
lamps?—F..T.W.

There is certainly some danger in using
copper tubing in connection with acety-
lene lamjjs, though nearly everybody
does so. There is no doubt that steel
tubing is safer. Under certain conditions
—that is to say, if the temperature is
warm and damp—a substance is formed
of the nature of fulminate of mercury,
known as copper acetylide, which is
liable to explosion if the tube be sub-
jected to a blow or to friction.

Timing a Two-stroke.
My machine is a 1915 Levis

?""] two-stroke. I have taken it

down for decarbonisation, but
LiJ on putting it together it will not

run. I have thoroughly over-
haiJed every part—engine, carburetter,
and magneto—but can find no defect.
Timed contact points just breaking
"ith piston on top and spark fully
letarded. Is this correct? Carburetter
quite clean, also jet; no air leak any-
where. Petrol gets into cylinder all
right. Coniiuession excellent—suffi-
cient to lock back wheel. All ports-
inlet, e.xhaust, and transfer—quite
clear. I have tried several plugs, and
every one has given a good hot spark
when the plug has been out on the
cylinder top. I have injected petrol
into the cylinder, but get no explosion
from that; therefore I conclude it
must short-circuit under compression,
although the carbon brush is quite
clean on the slip-ring, also the
platinum points.—B.C.O.

If the carburetter is really fixed pro-
perly without any air leaks at the joiuts,-
and the timing is correct, the engine
should, of course, fire. The timing of
a two-stroke requires a much more exact

A 34

setting than docs that of a fonr-sti'oke.
You might try the spark rather more
retarded. If you half advanced the
lever and retimed as before, you would
probably get better results. We pre-
sume you have not replaced the piston
back to front ?

Cork Floats and Benzole..

(1-) Would benzole injure the

?'
I

cork float of the fuel level indi-
cator in my taiik. also the enamel

LiJ on the tank and the machine ? (2.)
I recently had the springs of my

Triumph forks plated and they now
seem much liveUer than before, bottom-
ing very often on what I do not con-
sider a very bad road. Could the
plating have weakened the springs?
(3.) Would Terry's -spring hnlvs be a
good remedy? (4.) Could you suggest a
better alternative, or how thev might be
fitted? (5.) What gauge " tubing is
usually used for making the chassis of
sidecars?—E.S.

(1.) Yes, unless the float is treated with
a varnish made of 90% alcohol and
sliellac. Pure benzole does not much
affect the enamel of the tank, but, as a
precaution, it is advisable to wipe off any
trace of benzole which has been spilt on
the tank with an oily rag. (2.) The fact
of plating the springs could not well have
weakened them. (3.) Terrv spring links
could not be fitted to a triumph fork.
As you mention springs, we assume that
the fork is of an old pattern or one not
of the Triumph design; the modern
Triumph fork has but one spring. (4.) A
better alternative would, we think, be to
return the springs to the Triumph Co. and
ask them to exchange them for a stronger
pair. (5.) The gauge varies from eight
to twelve.

Fitting a Sidecar.

Would you please give me
?'

I

ad\'ice on the following: (1.) I
have a 1914 3^ h.p. Sunbeam and

I-2J Gloria Al 1914 sidecar. Would
you let me know what you con-

sider the best means of connecting the
bicycle to the car? When new, the
back connection was by means of a
bent tube from the saddle pin to the
sidecar chassis just near the sidecar
wheel.

_
By having this kind of connec-

tion, it was impossible to keep the
sidecar wheel in a vertical plane, and
to get over this difficulty a straight
tube was fitted from the saddle pin to
a point about directly beneath the
centre of the body of the sidecar; this
connection broke the sidecar tube
within the first fifty miles. Now I
have the chassis repaired, I thought I
would seek your advice before attach-
ing it to the machine. (2.) I intend
fitting four coil springs between the
body and cross pieces of the sidecar,
and should be glad if you could tell
me what size springs to use (weight of
passenger 11^- stone), as the sidecar
wheel is not sprung. I thought these
coO springs would take off some of the
worst road shocks. Do you think ^in.
round stock, 2iin. long, iJ-in. diameter,
would be sufficiently strong for the
purpose?—E,D.

(1.) You require, a substantial connection
on to the horizontal rear wheel fork, one
to the saddle-pillar, and one to the

MAY isih, igiQ.

steering head. The point to aim at is to

get a connection from near the sidecar

wheel axle to the saddle-pillar in a

straight line. (2.) You require four

75 lb. springs, about 3^in. long, to give

approximately i^iu,. deflectitm.

Impure Beazole.

I have a 2% h.p. 1913 Douglas
fitted with an A.M.A.C. carbu-

retter, witli which I am having
some trouble. I should be mudi
obliged if you would give me a

few hints. I am running on benzole,

there has been no alteration to the

carburetter, and I have a jet which is

about three sizes bigger than is gener-

ally used. When I start up,: the machine
will sometimes run all right on the

throttle, but will net take any air ; at

other times it will only run about fifty

yards and then start blowing back
through the, carburetter, and stop as

soon as I try to open the air lever, I

have had the carburetter all to pieces

and cannot find anything wrong with it.

The induction pipe joints are bound
with tape, so there are no air leaks, I

have new cylinders, so it cannot be the

v;vlve guides, and the valves are not

sticking,- I get a good spark and the
timing is correct, I notice the slides

in the carburetter are worn slightly,

but have never had any trouble with
petrol,—J,H,

You can usually afford to use a much
smaller jet when you are running on
benzole. Very likely the benzole you are
using is impure, and the presence of water
in it might account for tlie blowing back
from which you are suffering. Find out
the source from which the t>enzole was
obtained, and, if you have reason to

,suspect its quality, write to the National
'

Benzole Association, Horseferry Road,
London, S,W,1,

RECOMMENDED ROUTES,
Letcestek to DROiTWirii.—F.H.S.

Leicester, Rugby, Southam, Leaming-
toiij Warwick, Strat ford-on-Avon, Alces-
ter, Bradley Green, Droitvvich. Approxi-
mately 76 miles.

Alcesteb to Liverpool.—J,T,E,S,
Aleester, Droitwich, Kidderminster,

Bridgnorth,- Wellington, Hodnet, Whit-
church, Chester, Birkenhead, ferry to

Liverpool. Approximate distance, 112
miles.

Wolverhampton to Heeiford,. avoiding
LAitGE towns,—H.G.C.

Wolverhampton, Willenhall, Walsall,
Aldridge, Hassetts Pole, Watling Street, .^
then direct to Fazeley, Athcrstone, High
Cross, Kilsby, Daventry, Weedon, Tow-
ctster, Stony Stratford, Fenny Stratford,
Dunstable, St, Alban.«, Hatfield, Hertford,

Presio.v to Lowestoft,—H,P,
Preston, Clitheroe, Skipton, Hkley,

Otiey, Harewood, two miles south of the i

latter place turn right and go through
Doncaster, Retford, Newark, Sleaford,
Swineshead, Holbeach, Long Sutton,
King's Lynn, Swaffham, Watton, Caston, ;

Attleborongh, New Buckeuham, Pulham,
Efarleston, Bungay, Beccles, Lowestoft,
Approximately 260 miles.
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WE KNOW
THAT by merely promising deliveries of new machines

we could keep a clerk all day and every day booking

orders.

THAT we could take any number of deposits and see

our Bank Balance (like the fat boy in Pickwick

Papers) "swell visibly."

THAT by buying second-hand machines indiscriminately

at fancy prices we could, without any trouble,

re-sell at still higher prices.

THAT we could easily obtain premiums for preferential

deliveries of new machines.

THAT in fact at the present time:

—

There is iinlimited capital {by way of deposits) for the asking.

Unlimited opportunities for making big profits.

BUT as we have no intention of sacrificing our

reputation—acquired by ten years' honourable

trading—fqr one year's orgy of Boom Profits :

—

We make no definite promises as regards delivery of new
machines.

We persist in our rule only to sell second-hand machines

as and when they pass through our ivorkshops—where

they are completely dismantled and thoroughly overhauled.

We continue our policy to supply new machines in

strict rotation at catalogue prices.

AND we are sanguine enough to think that in 1929

Godfrey's Ltd. will still flourish and be more firmly

established than ever in the confidence of the

motor cycling pubHc.

WE can foresee a lot of trouble in the near future and a

plethora of disillusioned and dissatisfied customers.

We do not want a single one to associate Godfrey's

with his disappointment.

WE want Godfrey's promise to be something which the

whole motoring world will accept without question

simply because it is Godfrey's.

WE don't want to refuse orders. We are anxious enough to

make our already large business larger still, but we wan t

no business which is not satisfactory to the customer,

and think it only fair to state we can only accept

orders at present for strictly rotational delivery.

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.GODFREY'S LTD.,

m
'Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines*.

We are open to purchase for cash modern second-hand motor cycles and combinations.

Send full particulars and our representative will call at your convenience.

!i! Illlgg p

s

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

^

A35
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THE A.A. AND THE MOTOR CYCLIST.
The wise motor cyclist is a member of the A.A. because he knows that not only does it offer him

advantages not approached by any other organisation, but its activities precede him into every corner of the

Kingdom and overflow on to the Continent.

Its General Headquarters are

at Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,

London, W. C. 2, where all its

administrative departments are

quartered. Here the Executive
Committee under the Chairmanship
of Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., review

and direct the work of the Associ-

ation, and the chief officials under
the Secretar)'-, Major Steuson Cooke,

meet weekly to discuss policies and
programmes. The personal services

of the staff are

at the service of every member
and each inquirer receives prompt
and pairtstaking attention.

In the Reception Room his

particular business is stated, and if

it can be settled then and there, that

is done. If not, he is put in touch

with the department handling it

without delay or circumlocution.

Headquarters is the Clearing House for

the considerable metropolitan membership,

and linked up to it, modelled on its lines,

and conducted with the same efficiency,

are seven District Headquarters covering

the entire Kingdom with offices at

Manchester.

Norwich.

Oxford.

Plymouth.

Swansea.

and Paris and
Nice.

At each of these a member can

obtain all the information and assistance

available at General Headquarters.

The new member, or the old one
re-starting, will have his way made easy

in the matter of a petrol licence at

any of these offices, and should he require

it, obtain an insurance voucher covering

the value of his machine and pro-

tecting himself to the fullest extent.

He is handed his badge, hoists it, and
has the most useful passport existing

in Motoring.

Should he meet with mishap, he will

find the A.A. road patrol_ a friend in

need ; should he desire information re

garding route, road or railway, the patrol

will provide it. He is

the motorists' guide, philosopher and {riend,
and his local knowledge is all embracing.

^36 In aiisv"-ing this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Carlisle. Liverpool.
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He can render first aid to man and ma'chine, can advise where the nearest Doctor, Post Office, Railway

Station, or Garage is located. He will bring fuel or human aid to the stranded motor cyclist, and his sentry

box is equipped with a telephone which often is a perfect Godsend to the iinfortunate or careless. If any
article of equipment has been lost, he becomes an enquiry agent, and the missing unit usually turns up a few

days later at the A.A. headquarters in the loser's district.

As he salutes, he notes the number of j'our machine for his

daily report.
Should your motor cycle be stolen,

or taken out for a joy-ride, these reports provide evidence useful

tn tracing thief or joy-rider.

First aid motor cycle combinations are provided

to assist members in case of accident or breakdown.

These machines are equipped with tools and material,

to deal with mechanical repairs and tyre replacements,

also stretchers and medical sundries for first aid to

the member or his passenger. They work in conjunc-

tion with the roadside telephones and can be sum-

moned by the patrols in charge of sentrj' boxes.

The A.A. has erected thousands of direction signs

on a plan which tells the traveller not only the nearest Village or Hamlet on his route,

but also indicates the terminal points. In addition, there are thousands of A.A. Special

Warning Signs erected at dangerous points of all roads in the Kingdom.

The Road Scheme of the A.A. includes the appointment and classification of

Hotels. This classification is being constantly revised in accordance with reports from

members and inspecting officials. It also includes the appointment of Road Agents,

Motor Cycle Agents and Garage Keepers, in

order to provide members with

assistance of a satisfactory skilled character

and to prevent overcharging.

In connection with its insurance of mach-

ines, the A.A. member possesses a special

privilege. Should any dispute arise between

him and the Insurance Company, a special

Committee of the A.A. adjudicate on the mat-

ter promptly and pay the award they decide

upon. Irr the case of any overcharge by motor

cycle repairer or road agent, the A.A. on appeal,

takes the matter in hand and secures the most
_£avourable settlement. Should a member be

prosecuted for any offence under the Motor Car

Act or D.O.R.A., free legal defence is provided

by the A.A. and the case fought in any court

in the Kingdom. This alone is worth

more than the membership subscription.

Should a tour on the Continent be

projected, now that the way to peace is

clear, the A.A. will be found indispen-

sable to comfort and freedom from

trouble with foreign Customs authorities.

At any of the Headquarters the member
is furnished with triptyques for the

country or countries intended to be

visited, and by merely indemnifying the

Association through his Bankers
he will be relieved of the necessity

for depositing actual cash in respect of the

Custo-ns dues levied on cars going abroad.

The A.A. is a safe and sure guide

and the best friend of the motor cj'clist

in trouble.

Further information as to the privileses enjoyed by members of the Automobile Association is obtainable in booklet form

from the Secretary, A.A. Cf M.U.. 21. Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2. and every motor cyclist who has not yet

"joined up " should write for a copy.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

addiiional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms
to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
applica'ion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___-.--5J"
"to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_—-=^

—

'

Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

MAUDE'S

All advera:.ements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the ofTlces of "The Motor Cycle." Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ollices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St.. E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on rephes must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo,\ OGO, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo. c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

£.0.4. Replies to Box Number actverlisemtnUs containing
rcmutattces shottU be sent by registered post.

J)«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing tlieinselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
£10 the lee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifie & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

tbc Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
sUencc as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to each
ODe by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

CEOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, have contracted
larpely for the new A.E.C. Order now lor

earliest delivery. [5298

A .B.C.—Earliest deliveries; vour name on onr book
ensures this.—Martin Hitchell, Ltd., Wholesale

Distributers. Stafford. [Xasee

A.B.C.—We are now takinp orders for the new A.B.C.
twin; order now for early delivery.—P. Ellis and

Co., 360, LiUi© Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [8460

LrVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. Place
orders now to secure earlv delivery.-Victor Hors-

man, Ltd., 9, parr St., Liveruool. [0003

machines
-Chandler,

[0996

JOXES' Garage.—We are in a position to aeceiit

orders for A.B.C. motor cycles : deposits optional

;

delivery April or May.—Broadway, Uuswell Hill. N-
[0991

ISLE of Wight.-Wiftam Bros.. Newport, I.W., art

Island agents for A.B.C. machine.'*. Full particu-

lars on request Orders being booked for earliest delivery
[7515

A.B.O.—Sole agents for these famous
Orders hooked now for early delivery.-

Reyre, and Williams, Sun St., Hitchin.

NEW MACHINES.
In order to save as much disappoint-

ment as possible, we want to make it

quite plain that the only w^ay to ensure
delivery is to book your order.

Deliveiies are being made in the order

they are received. To leave ordering

over, in the hopz of buying a machine
when you want it, means waiting till

next year.

Orders booked with us do not bind
you legally to take delivery, you
can cancel the order at any date, it

only ensures you getting the machine
in your turn.

Motor
|

Second-hand Machines.

As out stock changes so very

rapidly, a list sent for publica-

tion would be out of date on

the day of issue. We shall be

pleased to forward our list

upon application. If possible,

we suggest a visit to our Show-

rooms, so that you can see the

various models we can offer.

Mart
100, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l.

Telephone: Museum 557.

TelegramstAbdicate.Wesdo.

London

MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

A.B.C.-Distriliutors for 8i:ntl.nnd. Book yonr oriler

now to ensure reasounltle (lute for dt'livery.—E'lio-

Imrph I'ioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Orindhiy St., Edni-
hurgh. [X8301

FANCOtrRT'S Oamge, Stamford, for A.B.C.'b; solo I

distriliutiiii; agent for Soke of Peterboro' and i

County of Eutlaad: particulars llud illustrations on
reduest. tX9724

'

WE Are New BookinB Orders for earliest deliveries

of A.li.C. motor cycle, Seenre an early delivery

by plucinff your order with us now,—Dunwells' Gnrape,
Wignn. Tel.: 328. 1X3219

A.B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment, . i

Siieiiliiation and full paiticulars will he sent on

npiiliration.-Ttie SpaldinK Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
]

distriliuting agents for Liucolnsliiro, [X69G9

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Rd., ShelBeld.
solo A.B.C. distriliuting agent for Sheffield and

|

district, will give you earliest possible delivery of the

new A.B.C. motor cycles and light cars. [7270
|

A.B.C. — Sole wholesale and retail agents tor
j

Oxfordshire and part of Buckinghamshire. Early
deliveries guaranteed. Enquiries re sub-agencies wel-
comed.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester,
or 90, High St., Oxford. A.B.C. enthusiasts. 'Phone ;

35 Bicester. [9334

Abingdon.
ABINGDON K.D. S'/jb.p. 2-speed Coachbuilf Corji-

bination; 45 gns. ; 1914.—Railway Garai;c.

Staines. 'Phone : 139. - [1034

ABINGDON King Dick B'/sh.p. 1914 Coaohbuilt
Combination, speeds. Palmer cord back, Service

belt, Cowey indicator. Miller lamps, screen and hood,
excellent outfit, nearly new condition: £55.—5, Eoyal
Parade, Kew Gardens. [X0285

A.J.S.

JACK HEALY, Cork.-Offlcinl A.J.S. agcnt.-Gar.nie
and works, Drinan St. [X833G

CEOW Bros., Guildford.-A..I.S. Asents since 1912.
Write us for your reauirements. [97'(7

t 019 A.J.S. Combinations.-Write Merrick's Ston ^.

Xf/ 174, Listerhills Ed., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439
(X2436

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., 3 speeds, Gloria spring wheel
sidecar: £87/10.—Collier's Motorics, Union 8t.

South, Halifax, [9734

A.J.S. Sjiares: engine and gear box repairs: - promi>t
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-.

,

verhamptOD. T.A. : Parts. [1089.':^

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1918. new Mills-Fulford sidecar, ridden ft
150 miles, Lucas lamps and accessories; £145.— ^

Simons, Abbots Langley, Herts. [1068 V
A.J.S. 6h.p, and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick ^

starter, good condition; ^100, or offer,—Millns. .y
The Firs, Spaniards Rd., Hampstead. [9582 J,

'>','f*-^
"•i Of SAT15P:^

A.J.S., 6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, k.s., Gloria sidecar,
electric lights, perfect condition; £70; seen after

6 p.m.— f3, Devonshire Rd., Bixley Heath. [X0219

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination. MillK-Fnlford. electric

liglitiu/j;. new tyres ; nearest £95 ; any trial.— 6,
South Crescent, Store St., London, W.C.I. [X0477

A.J.S.—For quick deliveries try the sole Leicestei-
ahire agent, Will Chapman, 113, Belgrav

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent.
Ed.

[353

3ft.h.p. 1915 A.J.S., 2-speed countershaft, kick-starter,
4 hand clutch, horn, accessories, good condition;

£60 ; after 7.—Line, 58, Abinger Rd., Bedford Park,
W. [1106

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cvcle and Light Car Co., Ltd..

Bath Ed.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking lor earliest 6i:-

hveries. [0007

A.J.S., 23'^h.p,, 1914 model, 3-speed, countershaft,
enclosed all-chain transmission, kick start,

handle-bar controlled clutch, detachable wheel, very
good condition; £60.—Crolts, Low St., Sutton-in-
Ashfield, Notts. [X0586

A.J.S. 1917 Combination, little used, recently over-

hauled and tuned to perfection, spare wheel, hood,
screen, storm apron, new Klaxon, toolkit, new seatle.'-fl

waterproof trousers; £145 gns., no offers; view 9-10

a.m.-2, Ashford House, High St., S.W.19. [9712-3

1Q16 A.J.S. 4h,p. Coachbuilt Combination, electng
A-*y lamps, Stewart speedometer, mechanical hoif^
spare wheel with new heavy tyre, new spare Renok
chain, links, valve, etc.. luggage grid, wind screffl

apron; £120.-102, Lothian Rd., Stockwell, S.W.9.1
[953

A.J.S. 1915 (late) 4h.p. T.T., excellent conditio^
Miller lamp, generator Lucas horn, rear lighvj

auxiliary tank, Stewart speedometer, tyres good,

several spares including wheel discs; £80; exchange
]

rycle car.—Capt. Haig, O.T.T.S., Halton Camp, ^

Bucks. [X9950
;

M

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU CYCLES FOIt SALE.

A.J.S.

1Q18 6h.p A.J.S.. 3 sreeJs. hest A.J.S. sidconr.

Xtf 700\-80 tvres, ami detiiohiiWe wheels all rouml,

esi>eusiY6 lump sets ami Klaxou born, pnaranteed not

been 200 miles, equal to brand new, ready to nde nwav

;

fl75_^,ilUs. 49, High St., Saffron \Yalden, Esses.

•Pbone: 45. [X0399

A.J S. 5-6h.p. Twin Combination. 3 speeds, kick

sUi-t. hand clutch, lamps, horn, and speedo-

meter. Cameo screen, power unit perfect, whole condi-

tion practi.-allv as new; £105, bargain, no offers con-

sidered.—Coventrv Motor Mart, Ltd., London Rd..

Coventr.v. [X0614

1Q15 6h p. A.J.S. and Cancelet Sidecar. 4-pointXU attachment, interchangeable disc wheels, lamps,
speedometer, now being entirely overhauled and re-

enamelled, ready 3 weeks, every part per.^ec.t. low raile-

Bse, reallv fast combination: seen Txinbridge Wells:
nearest £120.—Bower. Mayfield, Sussex. [1125

Alldnys

1Q15 .\lldays-Matchless 2-stroke, Bosch mag., g'^cd
J-t/ condition; 30 gns.-537, Haydons Rd.. Wimble-
don. [9778

ALLP-VTS Matchless. 2>ili.p. 2-stroke Tillicrs engine:
£30: seen after 6.—109. Streathbourne Bd.. Bal-

kaiu. rX0593

ALLOy 2i;4h.p., 1915, 2-speed, lamps, speedometer,
stored 2 years; £35.—14a, Alliance Rd., Plum-

stead. S.E. [1082

O39.'10.—2^4li.p. Alldays. condition like new, climb
CT^ anything, good running order; any trial against
cash.-Rose and Crown, King's Langley, Herts. [1071

ALLO.V 1918 2-stroke 2'ih.p.. 2-speed. lamps and
horn, run few hundred miles, condition as new.

£50 : owner going abroad.—Nunn, 50, Cadogan Ter..
Victoria Park, K9. [1040

ALLOX. kite 1918. 2-speed. h.c. rlnfch. leg shields, all

accessories, oversize back tyre, caretully kept and
used; 50 gns.—Capt. Wvune-Torke, Headquarters. Can-
neck Chase, Stafford. Tel.: 303. [X0533
ALLDATS Alton Motor Ovcle, 2=,lh.p.. 2-sp6ed, 2-

stroke, new Seospray carburetter, very little used,
lejidy to drive away; price £40.—Commercial Car Hirers,
Ltd., 112a, Junction Ed., Upper HoUoway. X. [0015

Ariel.

ARIEL 2iihp., Bosch, B. and B., horn; 20 gns.—21.
2Cew Xorth Rd., Eeigate, Surrey. [9877

CEOW Bros.. High St... Guildford. Ariel agent-
since 1913. have 1919 models in stock. [529£

ARIEL, 3^2h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, new tyres, and
coachbailt sidecar; £60.—P. Wilderspin, Chat-

teris. [9593

ARIEL, 3Vih.p. and 6-7h.p. : early deliveries.-

F

Siieakman, Ariel EsperT;" 7, Rcjehdale Ed..
Harpurhey, Manchester. [526S

ARIEL 4h.p. T.T., nearly new condition, 5 speeds
lamps, luechanical Lorn, knee-grips, absolutely it-

f42.-E.A.G., 32, High St., Eeigate. [9882

.Arno.

"IQ16 Arno. 4h.p., fixed engine, lamps, speedometer,
J-v good conditicn. readv to ride away; £36 —
Barton, 22, Harleyiord Ed., Vauxball (near station).

[9750
Auto-Wheels,

UTO-WHEEL, good as new: £7/15.—Waucbope's, 9.
Shoe Lane, London. [1055

TI7ALLS' Auto-Wheel and Lea-Francis Bike, 3-EPced :

'» £20.-290, Brixton Hill, S.W. [9924

'^XTALL -A.uto-Wheel, splendid condition; :£10/10.—
»' 8. Wordsworth Ed.. Wallington. [9961

AUTO-WHEEL, 500 miles, perfect order- £10/10-
Annand, 19, Faton Ed., Coventry. [S029E

AUTO-WHEEL De Luxe, aceessoPres. perfect run-
ning; £9; deposit.-Tcoley, Oookham, Borstal,

Bochester. [S0510

TWO .Auto-Wheels, both in gcod condition and run-
ning order; £10 each.—B., 67. High St., Saffron

Walden. [9840

AUTO WHEEL, B.S-A., as new inside and out, not
done 200 miles; 10 gns.—^King, Camp View,

Strensal!, York. [1088
Bat,

IQlS-ie Bat-J.A.P.. 6h.p.. canoe sports sidecar.-XU 202a, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [9906

BAT-J.A.P.. 6-8h.p. twin, mag., B. and B-, free
engine: £30.—Ccllinson, William St., Liversedge,

Torkshire [X0256
8lLp. Bat-Jap, spring frame, B.B., Bosoh, very power-

ful: bargain, £45: after 5.—Tanner, 18, Hester-
combe At., Fulham. [9923

8h.p. Twin Bat-Jap Combination, 1912, 2 spei
spring frame, new tvre, engine recently overhauled,

good condition: £58.-39, Oakfield Ed., Cliiton, Bristol.

[X0118
Blackburne.

CROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, are old Black-
burne aeents, and can give early deliveries. [5300

BLACKBCEXE.-Sole agents. Bopk now for early
delivery,—Chandler. Eeyre and Williams, Sun St.,

Hifjhin. [0999

A

MOTOR CYCLliS FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

JOXES' Uariige. — We can accept orders for all

models of Ilhickburne motor cycles; delivery
xpected iu April;

well Hill.

deposits optional,—Broadway, Muh-
[0992

BLACKBURNE.—For earliest possible delivery con-
sult the Oxfordshire sole agents.—The Laytiin

90, High St.,

[9332

late 1914, stored since

Garages,
Oxford,

London
"Phone

:

Rd., Bicester,
35 Bicester.

BLACKHUENE 3iyi.p. T.T., . _

1915, perfei't condition, fast, flexible, climb any
hill, long exhaust, lamps, syren, real sporty machine;
£56.-Wilcox, 23, Park Ed., Rugby. (Exchanga con-

sidered.) [X0387

Bradbury.
BE-\13nURY 4h.p., good condition; f36.—Eawlinson.

Oxford St., Laugdon Hills, Essex. (9775

4h.p. Bradbury, free engine, T.T. bars. 1914. perfect;

£35.-8, Wordsworth Ed., Wallington. [9960

4h.p. Bradbury, in very good condition, tyres as new.

-Cambridge Automobile Co., Cambridge. [1047

BRADBURY 4h.p., Bosch, spring forks, lamps, and
footboards, running order; £30.—Box Ll,090 (!«

The 3Iolor Cycle. 19624

BRADBURY,—For the earliest possible deliveries of

1919 models try the sole Manchester agent, Tom
Davies. 229. Deansgate, Manchester. [6652

BEADBUEY, 4h.p., 1912, NS.U. 2-8peed, free, good
tyres, tubes, belt, bead lamp, generator ; £25.^

Root, 79, Huntingdon Ed.. East Finchley. [9742

1Q15 3'Ah.p. Bradbury, 3. speed, free engine, coach-
X^ built sidecar, splendid turnout; £67/10. bar-

iiain.-Ashton, Thornhill Edge, Dewsbury. [X0206

BEADBUEY 1915 (September) 61l.p. Combination, 3-

specd countershaft, detachable back wheel, new
700X80 Dunlop on ba(:k, just thoroughly overhauled by

makers- £110.—Jones, Belgrave. Muuntflelds, Shrews-

burr, [X0a45

1Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed N.S.U. gear,

X«/ thoroughlv overhauled, new cylinder, complete,

fitted torpedo side entrance wicker side car; £55.—
Pressland, The Sub, Gloucester Rd., Hampton, Middle-

sex. [9973

Brough

BROUGH early deliveries, sporting mount.—J. Blake

and Co., Liverpool and Manchester. [X0439

BROUGH 1916 Slab.p. Combination, Cancelet side-

car; 83 gus.- Liudnurst, 4, Petherton Rd., High-

bury, N. [8338

Brown.

3 lb. p. Brown, mag., good running order, m.o.v.,

2 lamps; £24.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop.
[X0606

21h.p. Brown, U.H. mag., B. and B. carburetter,

2 good running order: £12.-.A. Gotch, Chesh.am

House, Kettering. „ .- .j j Y
3 lb p Brown, low frame, B.B., Druids, good tvres,

2 less mag.; seen running; £15, offer.—45, Stau-

i.uiv Rd., I'eckbnm, S.E. [X0o93

h p Brown, fitted with Osborne Grado gear, new

belt, mechanical valves, lamps and horn, accu-

mulator ignition, in splendid running order; £15.--

Sparks, 31, Broadwater Down, Tunbridge Wells. [9628

"DEOWN, 3i,4h.p., 1917-18, Enfield ^-speed, only^^donB

•34"

600 iuiles, B. and B., Bosch, Dunlops, aU_ acces

series, with
-82,

Canoelet sidecar,

Gwendoline Av.,

CQual new; £75; will

Upton Park (alter 6
(1107

separate,
o'clock).

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 3'/-h.p., I'llly equipped; £35, or best offer

-25a, Mount St., Brighton.

Combination, just overhauled
Surbiton.

accessories; £68,

B S A.'s 11

Alex;mder,

[1084

£80.-
[9874

, , _.,., 1914 clutch model, all

26; Powell Ed., Clapton. [X0442

ytock; immediate deliveiy Model
Agent. Wallasey Village 11506

3V>h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, nice condl-

£40.-211. Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.
[1120

1016 B.S.A,. 41/ih.p., 3 speeds, with 28 gn. side-

-L«/ oar; £85; wanted, light car.-Mermaid Cottage,

Eye [9578

TO 13 2-speed B.S.A.; best offer over £45; seen by
JLJI appointment.—Hutchison, 6, Leyland Rd.,

S.E.12. [9697

S A late 1913, clutch, Watsouian eoachbuilt

sidecar, £53; also Brown, £26.-49, Well St.,

1 Q17 B.S.A. . .,
XiJ Tippett, 37, Arlington Ed,

B.S.A. Combination," 4i/i,hjj,

ace

NEW B S A.'s

K.-

B.S.A.,
tion

B
Hackney. [1126

BS.A., 1919 models, delivery first week June—
Hadlow's Motor and Cycle Works, 130, Camber-

well Rd., S.E.5. (9232

BS.A., 3V"h.p. clutch model, new tyres, very fast,

excellent running order ; £45.—" Chalet," Rutland

Ed., Bournemouth. [X0329

semi-T.T., perfect order, thoroughly
- '- " ' Rd.,

Farnborough, Hants. [9950

BJ5.A., 1919 models, early deliveries.-Bastone's, 228,
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.

Tel. : 2481 North. [? 19

B.S.A.. SVjh.p., , . , _ .

overhauled; offers.—G. Reeves, Guildford Rd.,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

10 19 B.S.A. Combination, delivery before Wliitsun-
*-*' tide, owner not requiring; what olfers ?—Box
I 1.089. e/o The Motor Cycle. [9623

13. S. A. Couibiiiatinn, just OYerliauIed, pirtted, emiuirlled.
^-* 3-8|H.tid, t-lKiiii'i'un) iivlt, clutch, kick stait.— T.
W. Shilw, Welliijgtou, Silloli. (X0508

B.S...V., S'.Ui.r., splendid condition, adjustable
Iiullcy, lamps, horn, new Dunlopa; £46.-269.

BrownhiU Hd., Cattord, S.E.6. [9688
T>.S.A.. Iiclievid 1917, 3-siiecd, under 3,000. lullv
J-» eiimiiprd, perfect condition, C.B. sidecar; j:90,
li:»est.-.MilliNil, UiHiert Bd., Belvedere. [9888

'D.S-.iV., 1913, 2-sj)eod hub ge.Tr, complete with lovers,-' kick fctiirter, brake, 26in. wheel, tvio and inner
luho: £16.-89, Abbey lid., St. John's Wood, N.W.8.

[972310 19 B.S.A. K, sporting coach sidecar. 3 lamps.
*.«^ Kla.Ton, delivered April, in.surcd, unscralchcd.
biiyins car; £106.-47, Brajdon Rd., Slamiord Hill.

[9839
ID.S.A, 4',ih.p. Combination, 1917-18, very little used.
.-' streamline coachbuilt sidecar, tirstH-hiss accessories:
trial; price £120.—Major Bumuiius, Tidworth, Hants.

B„
.

[X0409
.S...\., 191213, wicker sidecar, Siih.p., 2 speeds,
excellent condition, powerful, reliable: seen any

lime, trial alter 5.30; je39.—41, Codrington Hill, Forest
Hill, S.E.

"
[9858

X>.S..\., clutch, 3',.jh.p., little used, lamps, horn,
J-* spares and tools, tyres, enamel, and plating in
excellent condition; £45 cash.—Adams, 41, Lawtord
Rd., Rugby. [X0363

B.S.A., 4h.p., 3.speed, chain-cuui-bclt, esceptionrrlly
little wear, not 2.000 miles, complete with head

lamp and horn; £63.-Evans, 27, Richmond Av., Wills-
den Green. [9570

1 qi8 (Jlay) B S.A., 3-8peed, clutch, coiinteishait kick
J-«^ starter, hiiups, new tyres, little itsed, in splendid
cundrtion. £80; sidecar £12; after 7 o'elock.-171. Cam
berwell Grove, 6.E.5. [X0404
"D-S.-A. Sole district agents.—For earliest possible
i-» delrvcry and best service,, try The Layton
l.iragea, London Hd., Bicester. B.S.A. Specialists.
Phone : 35 Bicester. [9333
T ATE 1913 B.S.A.. 3i..jh.p., 2-speed gear, free
J-' engine, lamps, speedometer, been stored 3 years,
condrtion as newj £48.—Alter 6 p.m„ 55, High St..
Addle&tone, Surrey. [X019r
O.S-A.—For the earliest possible deliveries of 191£
i-* models, specrficatrmrs, and prices, sole districl
agents. The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St
Walsall. Phone 444. [4669

1 Q15 3-3pced 4,iih.p. B.S.A. Combination, chain-
-*-*' cum-belt drive, tyres new, machine compbtely
overhauled; £90.—Dollman, seen at 8, The Village
Old Charlton, S.E.7 [9916
p.S.A. Combiiration, 1914, 4i4h,p., 3-speed counter-
>-* Shalt, kiik starter, chnin-cuirr-lielt, lamps and
stares, the whole in excellent condition; any trial- £70,
lowest.-Bray, 121, London Ed., Coventry. [±0586
4_ih.p. B.S.A. 1914 all chain Combination,^* mechanrcally excellent, tyres very good, family
irdecar. upholstery poor, lamp, horn, speedometer-
£80.—Sa.\elby, .'jtretton-on-Dunsmore, Rugby. (X0361

1Q19 B.S..\. Combination, 4i4h.p., chain-cum-belt
-•-" and coachbuilt sidecar, with Lucas acetylene
lighting set, horn, absolutely new, not done 300 miles-
prrce £115; aiiporutment only.—Reddall, King St.!
Dunstable. [X0424
"D.S.A.. 4V4h.p., 3 speed, clutch, kick starter, coach-
-»-' built sidecar, delivered December, 1918, abso-
lutely perfect condition, not done 700 miles; bargain,
100 gns. ; this machine is practically in same condi-
tion as when it left works; seen by appointment.—
E.W.L., 30, Paternoster Row, E.C.4. [9616

IQIS 4'.4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, everything beauti-
-*-v ful condition, encased weatherproof chain drive
kick starter, 2 speeds, free engine, tyres good, sidecar
(light coachbuilt Canoelet), nearly new; £90, nearest
»sh offer secures.—Apply after 5 o'clock, D. W.
Miller, 15, Malvern St., Burton-on-Trent. [9795
"D.S.A.—The Birmingham City agents and specialists
--• who confine their business absolutely to B.S.A.
manufactures always holds the most complete stock of
motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
drate delivery of all replacements.—The County Cycle
and Motor Co., 307-8, Broad St 'Phone: Midland
733. £7250
^ih.p. B.S..\., 1916, chain drive, 3-speed, free en-"3:4 gine, clutch, Chater-Lea sidecar, P.H. head
lamp, T.W.R. rear lamps, speedometer. Barton horn,
very complete spares, tools, thoroughly overhauled, re-
enamelled March, been stored, carefully ridden ; reason
.sale owner going overseas; really .sound outfit; trial
by appointment; jBlOO, lowest.—Lc. Lewis. Rye Close
House, Bedlord. [X0194

Caltborpe.
HENDON.—Calthorpe Junior, 1915, 2-6peed Pre-

cision, good; £32.-22, Annesley At., CoUindale.
[9698

CALTHORPE 2h.p. Precision Junior; £30.-J. V.
Gummerson, 5, John's Place, High St., Acton, \V.3

[1076
CALTHOEPE-PEECISIOX 1915 2".h.p., 2-Bpred

countershaft; £31.-10, Paget Bd., Lordship Park,
N- [9821

COLMORE

DEPOT
The largest Motor Cycle

Dealers in the Country

offe

Immediate Delivery

68

New Imperial
8 h.p. Motor Cycles

Price £120
Delivery BIRMINGHAM.

(Please note this price does

not include sidecar.)

SB
These machines were supplied

for the use of the

AMERICAN
:: ARMY. ::

They are absolutely new and
have never been unpacked, and
are offered to the public by us

at less than these machines
will fetch by

Public Auction
a a

Orders executed in

rotation.

Colmore Depot,
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

Close at I p.m. on Saturdays.

Sample machines can also

be seen at

COLMORE DEPOT,
Deansgate, Manchester.

COLMORE DEPOT,
24, Paradise St., Liverpool.

COLMORE DEPOT,
62, High St., Leicester.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ctilthorpe.

IQI554 Calthorpe-Jap, Bnticld 2-siH,'ed. nil acoesBori.s:A" any tiiul; 38 gns.—Weybourne Cottage, l''arnliaiii.
Snnoy. [995:;

1Q15 Calthorpe Junior, 2V,h.p., 2-spee<l, condition ns^*J new; £35; alter 7.30.-45U. Duntshill Rd., Enil-
Held, S.W. [9893

(^ALTHOEPE, 2%h.r., 2-«peed, lamps, etc., gr««^
^~^ tyres, enamel and plate as new; 432.-120, Suth.r.
land Bd., West Croydon. [97.54

CALTHORPE Junior, 2.spced, lamps, in .splendid
condition; £30.—White, 118, Barry Rd., Ston.-

bndge, Willesden, N.W.IO. [9647

CALTIIORPE-J.A.P., 2">!lh.p., Enfield 2-speed, new
Dnnlops and belt, all accessories; £35.—Kintj,

t'amp View, Strensall, York. (1087

CALTHORPE Junior, 2h.p., 1914, enamel as new,
plating good, new cvlinder, valves, etc.; £27.—

Trulocke, 7, Corn St., Witney, Oxon. [9983

CALTHORPE 1916 2V!..h.p., 2-speed, 2-8trolte, e-Xc. !-

lent condition, new spare cover, horn; £35.—Tin-
Tinvcrs. Quom, near Loughborough. [X059 2

pALTHOBPE-J.A.P., Sept., 1915, 2VA.V.. 4-3trok.>,
Vy Enfield 2-speed, fully eciuiptjcd. tine condition

:

£42/10.-Kirklaud, Hightown Rd., Banbury. [X9975

1 Q 14 Culthorpe-Jnp 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed countci-
-*-«-' shjilt, nuig. requires slight attention; bnrgnin, 25
gns.

; Senspray.—White, 1, High St., Erimley, Surrey.

-. ^ [5887
jQ14 2i'ih.p. Calthorpe-Precision, 2 speeds, almost
-L*J new condition, been stored several years, P.H.
lamps, horn, etc.; £35.-21, Brent St., Hendon,
N.W.4. [X0363

1Q14 2h.p. Calthorpe-Precision, perfect condition,
-Lv only ridden 500 miles, untouched since June,
1915; £30 immediate cash.—Wells, 27, Hastings Rd.,
Ealing. [1124

CCALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914, Precision engiiu ,

-^ in perfect condition, speedometer, lamps, ston d
since 1916; £30.—Cranston. Jerviston .St.. New
Stevenston, Holytown, Scotland. [X0227

CALTHORPE Combination, 4 to 5h.p. J.A.P., late
1916, mechanically perfect, Enfield gears, handle

starter, fitted au.xiliary tank, spares; £70.—" Catcr-
hani," Hiimstel Rd., Southeud-on-Sea. [855/

1014 Calthorpe-Precision 3%h.i}., 3-speed, clutch in
--•^ Sturmey-Archer hub, complete with light coarli
built sidecar, horn, tools, etc., excellent runnir,-
order; inspection, trial; offer nearest £65 secures.—
9, Kendrick Rd., Reading. [X0312

c
Centaur.

ENIAUE Lightweight. Bosch, B. and B., new tvt >

and Ijelt; £16.— St. Aubins, Elm Grove, Wimbledon.
[X0529

Chater;Jap.
h.p. Cliater-Jap, Bosch, Druids, fast, reliable; £30.
—T. W. Shaw, Wellington, .Salop. [X0S05

Chater-Lea.
CHATER.LEA. 3i,4h.p., B. and B.. mag., good con.

dition; £27.-28, Bexley Rd., Belvedere, Kent.
[97488 h.p. Chater-Lea Combination. 3.speed, gear box, in

perfect condition: £80.—Watson, 6, Drake St..

York. (X0552

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, upholstered
carrier seat; £110.—Hollymount, Blackheath

Hill, Greenwich. [1021

NO. 7 8h.p. Chater-I/Ca Combination, with 2-seater
coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, tboronghly over-

hauled; what oSersF—Apply, Burch, Tavistock. [X0328

Chater-AIinerva.
3 h.p. Chater-Minerva, C.A.V. magneto, Amac, T.T.

bars; £15.-39, Lime Grove, New Maiden. [1005

Chater-Peugeot.
CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 5-6h.p. Twin, N.S.TJ. gear,

Bosch, Senspray, drip feed, good tyres, perfect
running order; £35.—.S.-Sgt. Simpson, Canadian
Ordnance Office, Ashford, Kent. [9568

Clyno.

CLYNO, 2-3troke, 2-speed, hand clutch; 56 gns.; de-
livery this month.—Martin iMitchell, Ltd., Stafford.

[X9e67
CLYNO 8h.p. Combination, the model superb ; de-

liveries June.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford.
[X9868

CROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, West Surrey agei
for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure ea;

delivery. [1^^

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-speea, 1914, good oi<f
Palmer cord tyres; £62.—Knipe, 39, High £

Bedford. [Xot

GROVER, Smith and Willis, Basingstoke.-Agents lolt
Clyno combination. Don't wait until the fine

weather comes before placing your order. [6263

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,
spare wheel, excellent condition; £95.—Aveling,

Estover, March. [X0195

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTNO Motor Cycle with sidecnr. 6h.p.. 1912 model,
just overhnuled throughout.—To he sold li^ anrtiou

on Thnrsdav. May 15th. at 12 o'clock, at the Forse.
Totteiidge. N.20. [9703

6h.p. Clyno Combination, late model, been stored,
excellent condition, like new. spare wheel and

lamps, complete: £126.—Freeth. 5. Cornwall Parade.
Church End. Finchlej, N.3. [9611

CLYXO 6h.p. Combination. 3-5peed. interchangeable
\» heels, screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, spring

luggage and petrol carrier, completely equipped, very
aiuart outfit, as new; 95 gns.—156, New King's Rd.,
Fulhdm. S.W. [9618

1Q19 8h.p. Clyno Combinations. Deliveries com-XU mence in June. Place your order with us at
cnce to ensure early delivery. 1919' Clyno 2-strokes:
deliveries this month: order at once.—Kays, 116-122.
Pitshanger Lane. Ealing. Tel. : 553 Ealing. [9694

CLTJCO. late 1914, 5 to 6h.p.. o-speed couutershnft
combinatiou, new condition, mileage 2,600, speedo-

meter, wind screen. 3 lamps. 2 horns, spare InteT-'-mge-
able wheel, new 3in heavy Diinlops back anc ont;
"£110, no offers.—21, North Terrace. Inchicore. L-ibHu.

[1109
CLYNO Coachbuilt Combination. 1914-15. 6h.p..

3-speed. K.3.. all-chain drive, detachable inter-
change-able wheels with spare wheel, re-enamelled and
overhauled, spleiidid condition, good tyres, lamp,
horn, *tc.. stored during war; a. bargain, £110.—
Tel.: Harrow 138. [1112

Coulson.
J. Blake and Co., Liverpool

[S0440
Corah.

1 Q16 Cornh 3Uh-P-. 2-speed, cwmtershaft, clutch,
!-«/ first-class order throughout; trial; £37/10.-212.
Church St., Wolverton. [9981

Coventrj' Eagle.
COVENTRY Eagle Lightweight Combination, Yilliers

eneine. 2-speed countershalt, Senspiar. Oanoelet
Hinor sidecar, accessories, spare belt and chain, head
lamp, periect running order; f^55.—Bell, la. Balgoies
Sq., Gidea Park, Eoraford. Essex. [9900

Dayton.
Amac carburetter, faet, mag.

.

first £27: after 6.30.—112, Fi:fth
W. [9744

Diamond
4-strofce. 2-speed,

(
r^OULSOX E: order now,^ and Manchester.

TYRES
Special

Clearance
Lines.

All goods sent on seven
days' approval against
remittance.
A 3/- OUTFIT is presented
Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised ' on orders
exceeding £1.

COVERS.
BATES—

zi special heavy

Out List

Price. Price.

45/- 58/-

PJATTOX. 2h.r
Dniifls. horn

:

Queen's Park.

23h.p.
4 drive, clutch

Diamond,
ve. cl

Wellington, Salcp-
£40.—Jeweller,

tick, chain
13, New St..

[X0507

Douglas.
set the fashion to the world.THE Donsbi

—Below.

G0t7RL.\T, the Great Douglas Agent, Fallcwfield.
Manchester - [X0414

DOUGLAS 1915 2"fih.p., T.T., e.xoellent conditina:
f45.-Eox LI, 140, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9805

DOUGLAS, 1913. 2^ili.p., single speed, good condi-
tion.—Xiish, 48. High St., Grays. [9872

"TkOUGL-.VS. 2!^4h-p., 1911, perfect condition; £30.—
'-' Mays, 62. Queensmill Rd., Fulham. [9908

DOUGLAS.—Sfnd vour enquiry as to delivery to
The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester. [9335

C BERRY'S.—2^1h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, almost new;
• bargain, £55.—125. Canal Rd.. Mile End. [9966

DOUGLAS. 2"»ih.p.. 1916. lamp, horn; £55.—A.
Johnson, Vale House, Tonbridge. Letters only.

[1060
f>3.h.p. Douglas, 1913, recently overhauled, periect*4 condition; 40.—Box LI,144, c/o The Motor Cycle.
. [980°
TJOTJGLAS, 1916, 2?ih.p., T.T.. 2 speeds, excellent
-^-^ condition, fast; £55.-5, Victoria Av., Surbiton.D[X0607OUGLAS 1916 2?ih.p., 2-speed, T.T. .- £55.-F. J, P.

Disney, Rossie, Gloucester Rd., Kingston Hill.
Surrey. . [9930

TVOUGLAS 2»ai.p., 1917 W.O. model. 2-5peed. splendid
-L' condition- £60.-67. Little TTp.ntli. n]d Phnrlton

GOODYEAR—
26 X 2 heavy diamond
26X2.t

turided. 28/6 Pre-

41 /6 War
Prices.

FIRESTONE—
28 X 2^ heavy non-skid

(For Indian Machines.

condition; £60.-67, Little Heath, Old Charlton,
S.ii.7.

^ [9881

GIBB, The Donglas Expert, Gloucester, is the mac
to get io touch with for best deliveries and arlA-ice

'Phone: 852. [4749

DOUGLAS, 2lih.p., 2-speed, W.D. model, perfect
condition; 50 gns.—53, Pelham St., S. Ken-

sington. [H27
T\OUGLAS a^^.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,
-*-' new tyres, accessories.—^Hobden, Albany Rd..
Salisbury. [1043

"I
014 Douglas. 2%h.p., 2-speed, goo3 running order;

-*-*' first offer £50 secures.—Symons, 30, Riggindale
Ed., Streatham. [9849

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combinationf 1919. new March, run
200 miles, perfect condition; £100.—'WTiittam, 54.

West View, CUtheroe. [XO520
"1 013 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. sporting model,
•^*f very fast, iust overhauled; any trial; £40.

—

[1026

1
13 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. sporting
very fast, just overhauled; any trial

Empson. Gamlingay. Beds.

LEYLAND—
26X 2J extra heavy, 3-rJb!jed 37/6 57/6
26x2i „ 40/- 60/-

26-2* „ 45/- 65/-

28 X 3J (oversize for 28 3^ 65/- 85/-
26x2| oversize for 2' rims ' 70 - 50/-

BEST MAKES—
Cannot advertise name.

700 ^ So heavy ribbed 55 r 71^3
700.^80 heavy rubber studded . 50- 71/3

(Oversize for 650 - 65 rims.)

TUBES.
Bates, GooCyear, Firestone, etc.

26-2 6/- S/9 28.3 ..10/ 13,6

26x2i ..6/9 10. 28X2JX2i 8/- II/6

26x^1. 7/- 11/- 050.- 65 10/- 13/-

26>"2l.. .8/- 11/6 700x80 12/6 16/-

28 v2j 8/6 12/6

BELTS.
Ah make- in Stock at special prices

rtcst English make 6ft lengths by i in. 1 /3 per tt.

Sft.Iengthsby |in.l /I per ft.

-\V; can =upply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, to any required lengths.

RETREADING.
hxtra heavy rubber studded 12/5

Heavy rubber studded 15 /-,

Medium rubber studded 12 /j

Time rennired, y d.iV5 irom receiot '^f cover.

1

1 III
Vanxhall Bridge Road.sw.

S Victoria, i-

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

CHERRY'S.—1915 3-speea countershaft clutch
. kick start Douglas combination; bargain, £60.—

125. Canal Ed., Mile End. [9963

DOUGLAS Prompt delivery. 4h.p. combination.
£105; War OlFico 2';4h.p. model, £60, new.—

MoHat, Yeovil. Thone : 50. [1103

DOUGLAS 23/,h.p., 1915, 3-spced Colonial Model, (jood

order, used little for 2 years; £55.—Crisp, jun.,

Guodwius Ed., King's Lynn. [X0397

"IQ19 W.D. 2^4h.p. Dousino, run 200 only, as new;
JL^ what otfers ?—Lovd, Crauhourno Lodge, Wink-
fltld, Windsor. Tel.: Wiukflcld Eow. [9772

DOUGLAS, 1913-1914. T.T. model, fully eanipped,
and in perfect condition and running order : £35.

-Lt. Turner, Wallop, Stockhridge, Hants. (9866

D.OUGLAS 2=,ih.p. Coloni.al Model. 2-speed. spares,

tools. Klaxon, and all accessories, as new: £56;
after 6.-39, Pennard Kd., Shepherd's Bush. (9891

iiJIQlS W.D. Douglas, perfect condition and running
ij-l-t' order, extra good puller, tyres perfect; £45.—
I;11.D.K., R.N., Bolnore, Ilayward's Heath. Sussex.

I!
(9791

I,
1 Q15 Douglas, 2'^h.p., 2-speeds, clutch model, kick-
Xt/ starter, £52; can bo seen in the evenings be-

ll 'tween 6 and 7.—Richards, 149, Kentish Town Rd.,

N.W. [S687

"I Q15 Douglas Combination. 4h.p., 3-speed, kick staitet,

J-«3^ clutch, electric lighting, wind screen; £95. or

part exchange solo.—Letters, E.l''., 36, Wynne Ed., Brix.

ton, S.W. [9820

DOUGLAS 2^;4h.p. 2-spe6d, clutch, kick start, new
tvres, splendid order throughout, fully equipped;

£48.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane. Acton Hill,

London. , [9975

II pkOUGLAS.'l914, semi-T.T.. 2aih.p., lamp, generator
J-/ spare belt and cjise, horn, tools, long eshaust;

0' 47 gns.—Write, Lawrence, Lawience House, Hiiilnv

[bury, Herts. [9753

D'TVOUGLAS. 4h.p., 1915. 2 speeds, K.S., perfect

I
! Xj condition, very little used, good tyres, lamps.

! J horn; £75.—Major English, Berrington War Hospital.

D Shrewsbury. ' [X0466

' 1015 Douglas T.T.. 3-speed, 2%h.p.. Dixie. Amac
J-'t' lamps, horn, tools, spares, overhauled February;

£52. lowest.-Hiihnan. Technical Stafl Mess, E.A.K..
Farn'iorough, Hants. [S0394

rQlS Douglas, 2.f'ih.p., 2-speed, TT., new tyres, belt,

•^ saddle, toolbags, and new Amac carburetter, brand
new condition, mileage under 300; £56.— Maitin. 8.

Greavelle St., W.O. [X0450

1 Q 14-'''i Douglas. 2-speed. perfect going order, semi
JLt/ T.T. bars, k'nes grips, footboards, new mud-
"uards, Dunlops; bargain, £46/ 10.—Hough, 18, Arch-
way Ed., Highgate, N.19. [1131

DOUGL.'VS, T.T.. 2"zih.p., 1913, 2 speeds, long ex-

haust, evry fast, good tyres, lamps, Klaxon, all

tools- £42; write for appointment.—E. Burrough.
104.' Vineyard Hill, Wimbledon. (X0259

DOUGLAS, late 1915, 2¥,h.p., 3-speed, semi-sporting

handle-bars, long exhaust, head light, spares,

excellent running condition; any trial; £56 cash,—

Cotton, Newbury Park, Ledbury. [1129

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., 1914 or 1915, not used since

1916, owner dead, as new, speedometer, electric

lamps horn, perfect throughout, only wants seeing:

£50. bargain.—Smith. 3, Parade, Staines Ed.. Bedfont.

Middlesex. L1006

DOUGLAS.—We have two twin Douglas combina-

tions, ex-armv sale<; shortage of mechanics pre.

vents us from overhauling these, and we can ofler at

£74 and £85 respectively.—M^audes'. 100, Gt. Portlan.i

St., London, W.l. [1°56

ELI CLARK can cive yon good advice also good de

liveries of 1919 Douglas motors. He will help

vou if possible with sparer. The man on the spot.-

196 Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. 'Phone: 4169. Wires-
,L-iiitioD Bristol. (Please do not send sample spnres.l

(096K

1 Q19 W.D. Model Douglas Combination, with
Xt/ lamps, tools, and S3veral spares, including belt

and chain: mount purchased late February last;

accept £115, no offers. Trial evenings after 7 p.m.

by arrangement.—Write R. Hughes, Woodfleld, Red-

berry Grove, Sydenham. [9028

O^b.p Douglases, brand new, fitted 2-speed gears,

-V4 touring or seml-T-T. bars, footboards 15/6 extra

£60; two best lamp sets. horn, registration, wntin-j

number plates, £4/4 extra; specification with dates of

delivery by post. Douglas specialists, Robinson's Gar-

age, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 388. T.A.: Bicycle3_
[1114

4h p Douglases, brand new, fitted 3-speed gears,

clutch, kick-start, with Douglas coachbuilt side

car £105; 3 lamp sets. horn, registration, writing

number plates, £5/10 e.xtra; speciflcition with dat€« of

delivery by post.—Douglas specialists, Robinson a oar-

age. Green St., Camhridga Tel.: 388. T.A.: Bicycles^

Elswick.

ELSWICK Combination, 1914, 3-Bpeed. clutch, drip

feed all accessories: £50: e.TChange lightweight
"""

part.-36, David Lane, Shadwell. E. [9913

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

E>7FIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination; 110 pu.—29, St.

Laonard'a St., Bromler-by-Bo». [9860

ENFIELD 2^4h.p. Twin, Teiy eood order; £30.-29.
St. Leonard'^ St., Bromley-by-Bow. [9861

ENFIELD, 1919. 3h.p., neTcr been ridden; what
cHers f—59, Glangarry Ed., E. Dulwich. [9745

ENFIELD. 2'^ib.p., In good condition, new back
tyre; £26.—Steward, 33, Knox Kd., Forest Gate,

E.7. [X0318

ROVAX Enfield, twin, disc wheels. Just overhauled;
£45.-Skew, Wenham House, Woodbridge Rd..

Guildlord. (9643

ENFIELD 8h.p. CombinQtioD, splendid condition, disc

wheels; after 6 p.m.; £115.-156. Browning Rd.,
East Ham, E. [9896

1 Q16 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, K.8., ciccllent condi-
ii' tion. just overhauled: 60 gns.—26, Addison Av..
London. W. 19959

ENFIELD 1914 3h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition,
good tyres; £45.— la, Devonshire Ed., HoHoway,

N. (After 6 o'dock.i [9678

1 Q16 Enfield 2-stroke, new oversize Palmer tyres, me-
i-if chonicnlly perfect ; £37.—ilcNaught, 25, Sher-
irooke Av., Glasgow. [X0400

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, electric light, all aoces-
A«7 Eories, original Palmer cords ; £120.-51. Gleneldnn
Ed., Streathara, S.W. L9938

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, 1918; £115:
or would consider lower power and cash.—Box

3,439, c/o Die Motor Cycle. (XOlll

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1919, fully equipped,
lamp, hood, tools, etc., brand new; £160.-76,

Handen Rd., Lee, Kent. [9969

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., Bosch, Amac, ?». and H.
lamps, tyres good, 2-speed, running order; £40.

-Ponrice, Rye Hills, Silloth. [X0366

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1916 Twin, only ridden 500 miles,
lamps, horn, complete, as new: after 5 p.m.—

hooper, 47. Catford Hill, 8.E.6. [X0535

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, 1915-16, perfect con-
dition, little used, any trial, lamps, horn, etc.;

£115.—Slater, 88, King St., Blackburn. [XOllO

1 Q19 Enfield and Sidecars, new and slightly nsed,
JLtJ complete with lamps, horn, oversize tyres; £145
to £120.-16, Hesper Mews, Earl's Court. [9594

1Q17 Royal Enfield 2i41i.p„ 2-stroke, 2-speed. free
-»-*' engine, lamp, accessories, tools, splendid condi-
tion; £44.—Homer, Lister Institute, Chelsea. [9926

ENFIELD. Sole district agents.-For earliest
possible deliveries, try The Layton Garages,

London Rd., Bicester. 'Phone: 35 Bicester. [9335

6-8h.p. Royal Enfield 1914 Combination, speedometer,
new tyres and tubes, escellent condition, 3 years

store: £130.—Norman Cycle Works, Bridge St., Maiden-
tead. [9901

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, new Dunlop and
Palmer, Bosch shaft drive, just overhauled, gas

tamps, horn, pump; £25.—Bos 3.440, c/o The Motor
VvcU. ID) [X0128

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.n., new in 1914. hood
and screen, nice condition, stored considerable

Ime; £98.-31, Havelsham St.. Goodhind St., Stapleton
Id., Bristol. [X0605

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, as new, un-
Borati-hed. mileage under 3,000. 3 lamps, geiier-

llors, speedometer, horn, etc.; £100, lowest.— Apply,
Box 3,464, c/o The yiotor Cycle. [X0426

ENFIELD 1918 8h.p. Combination, in new condi-
tion, run 2,500 miles only, with £12 worth acoes-

BOiies and spares, guaranteed perfect; £130.—Watson.
132. High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. (9994

BR.\ND New Royal Enfield 8h.p. Combination,
Palmer cord oversize tyres, acetylene head and

sidecar lamps: £145, no offers; seen after 6 p.m.—
C. WUlment, 35, Jervis Rd., Fulham, London. [9746

ROYAL Enfield. 2^'4h.p., twin, 2 speeds, chain drive,
1918 B.B., tyres good, enamelling and plating

ts new, 2 lami'^, all in excellent condition; 32 gns.

—

.Alter 7. Davi?, 30, Beacon=field Rd., South Totten-
ham. N.15. [9646

ENIIELD. 3h.p., 1915, a-speed, kick start, P. and
H. head lamp, Lowe generator, Lucas horn, Cowey

fpe-'dometer, goo<l tvres. Watsonian lightweight sidecar,
property of naval officer now abroad, combination good
Drdei throughout; £65.— Southflelds, Sutton Common.
Surrey. [X0454

^ Q14 Roy,al Enfield 6h.p. Combination, stored duringX iy war. in first-class condition, sidecar just coach-
painted, fitted with hood, screen, and spring luggage-
:.arrier, 3 lamps. 2 large generators, eseeptionally fine
engine, the whole in first-class and perfect order; £90:
::an be seen anrl tried by appointment only.— 47, Broad-
way, Coventry. [X0389

Excelsior.

A MERICAN Excelsior; place orders now.—J. Blake
-^ and Co., Liverpool and Manchester. [X0441

1CH7 Excelsior Combination, 6h.n., 3-speed couuter-v sliatt pear, coachbuilt. not done 1,000; £100.—
mingworth. New Inn Yard, Kendal. [X0116

A pyestion

of Policy.
As every Motorist knows, there is a

dearth of mounts, because for various
reasons factories are not yet pro-
ducing 191 9 models in quantity.
This state has brought into being the
"waiting list," by which means the
man who has decided on the make
he \vill ride can place an order cover--

ed by a small deposit and rest as-

sured that he will receive delivery in

strict accordance with his position
on the list, but in advance of the
prospective buyer who expects to

blow into a depot and purchase from
Stock. The number of deliveries

made from stock this side of Novem-
ber won't keep the Registration
Dept. very busy.

It is here that the question of

policy arises. Shall a dealer accept
orders for which he can only pass on
the maker's promise of delivery, or
shall he refuse to sell until he has the
goods actually in stock ? We have
chosen the former pohcy because as

buyers we had to adopt it or we
should be left in the rush. Imagine
a Motor Tra,der going round the
Manufacturers next June, saying,
" Sir, all the men in 'my district go
on their holidays next month so I'll

buy those 'buses I see in the test

shop." Only one guess is needed at
the answer.

What about YOU, patient
reader, what of your policy ? Will
you wait to see and then spend the
Summer walking, or get on the
hated waiting list and ride ?

If you fancy one of the good
makes we sell, get in now and let us
quote you approximate delivery.

Victor Horsman Ltd,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.

AGENTS FOR :—

NORTON, INDIAN, A.B.C.,

VELOCETTE, HAZLEWOOD,
and B.S.A. MOTOR CYCLES.

^ G. N. RUNABOUTS. DAY-
LEEDS LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLtS FOR SALC.
Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior Coachbuilt Combinailonfl
dynamo lighting, and horn, not ridden since .com-

pletely overhauled and re-eu.amelled; £110, no dealers.
-Hall, 2. Rodney Cottages, Clifton, Bristol. tX9962
EXCELSIOR, American, late 1916. 7.9h.p., T.T.

model, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start, racing side-
car, car head and rear lighting, Klaxoii, speedometer,
si>ares; this machine is mechanically perfect: £120.—
Broad, Fruiterer, 7o, Hornsey Rise, London, N. [9747

Falnlr.

FOR .Sale, 8-lOh.p. Falnir, 2-oyl. water-cooled
engine, complete, with Bosch mag. and car-

buretter; £20.—A. R. Montgoniery, Victoria Rooms,
Bristol. [XG27a

F.N.
N., 4-cyI., in running order; £22.-104, Blongh
Rd., Battersea. [1014F

F.N. 4-cyl. 4-5h.p., Bosch mag., shaft drive, engine
g'"-'! condition; £20.-69, King Edward Bd.,

Eugl.y. [X0401

F.N., 4-cy!., 6h.p., clutch, kick start, excellent condi-
tion; £45; aft«r 6 p.m.—Apps, 12, Stanley Gar-

dens, Hnmpstead, N.W.3. [9863

5-6h.p. F.N., engine perfect, Bosch, fixed gear; highest
over £25, or exchange twin; after 7.30.-520,

Heckford Rd., Biixton, S.W.9. [97i8

~l Q14 F.N., 2-speed, Bosch mag., horn, front and
X*.' rear lamps, excellent condition, ready to rids
away; £35, no offers.—E.G., 58. Chapel St., Dalton-
in-Furness, Lanes. [X9971

Grandex.
GRANDEX 1914 T.T. Vyih.-p., twin Precision

engine, Enfield 2-speed, all chain drive, Bosch
mag., lamps and horn, tyres good, petrol capacity 3
gallons, good running order; £55, or near offer.—
Hesketh, Pleasington, Blackburn. [X9973

4ih.p. Grandex-Precision 3 speeds, ^ee engine, ^

4 overhauled, new tyres and tubes in .Tanuary;
would exchange for 2%h.p. Douglas. Pinfield. or Levis,
or sell £40.—36, Victoria Rd., Askern, near Don-
caster. [X0466

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1915, only had

3 months' wear; £80.-.'Vrthor Belcher, Wantage,
(X0226 .

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, believed late
1916. mag. model, Canoelet sidecar, good con-'^

dition; £100.—Rider, 3, Moorgate Terrace, Rotherham.
[X0280

HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, mag.
model (Bosch), fast, powerful, speedometer, lamps,

horn, etc.: £110; consider exchange.—Guest, 73, Church
St.. Rugby. [X0388.-

LATE 1915 7-9h.p. Harley. electric model, 3-8peed, .

kick start, in beautiful condition, been stored
during restrictions; £90: ready to ride any distance.^
32, Hartley St., Ulverston, Lanes. (X0370

GENUINE 1916 T.T. Harley, double tank, pedal
start, clutch, mileage under l.OpO. enamel very

good; best offer acceiJted, or would exchange for good
single.—Box LI, 163, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1095

I Q15 Harley-Davidson. 7-9h.p., 3-=peed, mag. model.
X«7 with Gloria spring wheel sidecar. Triplex wind
screen, etc., overhauled and re-enamellcd grey; offers

above £95.—Walker, Inctt Farm, Broseley, Salop.
[9852

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916,
dynamo lighting. Bosch mag., 2 large sets head

lamps, magnificent condition, new tyres, etc. ; 100 mile*

trial- £112 cash.—Godfrey Attwood, 13, Park Terrace,

Swind.iu. (X0407

HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, in

perfect running order, -lamps, mechanical horn,

speedometer, 2 new tyres, wind screen, appearance «»

new best offer over £115; can be seen at Newmarket
by appointment.—Wheeler, Gesyna Hall, Wickhambrook,
Newmarket. [9623

HARLET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1916
(Nov.. '15), No. I,13652K, been stored, overhauled,

and all like new, electric lighting, electric horn, front

and back brakes, luggage rack, hood, screen, apron,

mirror, etc., a superb turn-out; £130 cash lowest

tor quick sale.-" Moorside," Hereford Ed., Harrogate
[X0211

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915. bushes and
bearings perfect, general condition excellent, been ,

in careful service for total of 19 months, 14 as solo 1

mount, stored whilst owner at the Front. Mills-Fulforq-:]

coachbuilt sidecar (4-point| fitted January this year at <

ccst 19 gns., tyres new (unpunctured), driving sprocket "I

and chains new, acetylene installation, Klaxon, large i

tool kit, mag. (Bosch), speed guaranteed, average 39 4
all day if desired; £95: no lower ofier.—Lieut. MilletWJI
St. John's CoUege. Oxford. [X039lj|

Hazlewood. -—^

HAZLEWOOD 5-6h.p. Coach Combination, ehaln-^
belt, Armstrong gear, all accessories, wind screen, a

etc any examination or trial; £75.-51, Church St.,i

Wolverton.
[9769J

HAZLEWOOD, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., engine No. 52508,1
3-speed gear box, latest pattern, us new, lairal

side<;ar with child's seat, hood and screen, perfect conoi-g
tion- seen by appointment: £115.-67. Marlborough Rd.,]
Wimbledon Park, S.W. 'Phone: 5414 Ken. [998?j

A42 .^11 letter."! relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue..
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A Lightweight T.T.

ONE
effect of the success of a small two-

stroke in the Victory Cup Trial will be a

revision of opinion in some quarters con-

cerning tliis type of machine. Before the

war there was a certain hesitation about
two-strokes, and the four-stroke seemec] to be
winning back its old favour. The splendid per-

formance of the Cup winner and his colleague

on the smallest engined machines in the trial

(less than 200 c.e. capacity) proves that, under
l'a\ourable conditions and at a set speed, a

machine of this type can be regarded as a satis-

lactory solo^moter cvcle for ordinaiy, and eveii

extraordinary, road conditions. That a difficult

course of over -126 miles was covered on less

than a gallon of petrol sho-ft's the economy of an

efficient two-stroke, and is a point which, in these

days of high-priced fuels, should go- a long way
fmther to popularise the lightweight.

In this tvpe of machine we see the motor cycle

for the million. Such a machine has many
advantages for general utilitarian purposes ; it

has verv few parts, and consequently needs little

attention; it is light—as light as, if not lighter

than the motor scooter—both points having great

bearing upon the question ofquantity production

and reduction of cost.

For many years this journal has asserted that

in the~ two-stroke engine lay the keynote of the

lightweight, and The Motor C ych has consistently

encouraged, this type of engine. Just before the

war we recommended the A.C.U. to conduct a

special trial for two-strokes, and, although our

suggestion did not bear fruit, a trial exclusively

confined to engines working on the two-stroke

cycle may become an accomplished fact before

very long.

A Cup Offered.

Also in 1914 we offered to the A.C.U. a silver

challenge trophy for a separate cla.5S in the T.T.

races for lightweight motor cycles limited to

250 c.c. capacity. We repeat that offer to the

governing body, as, undoubtedly, there is no

better means to develop the small engine and

light machine than the conditions imposed during

a long run at speed over a T.T. course.

Because the small lightweight is the most suit-

able and most promising machine for- " the

million," a tertius class T.T. has a strong claim

upon the governing body, and we appeal for the

organising of this suggested class in the next

T.T. Probably, in view of recent engine develop-

ment, it might be found desirable to reduce the

limit suggested in 1914 to 225 c.c, or even

200 c.c.

A Weight Limit.

As to whether a weight limit should be im-

posed is a matter for the A.C.U. to settle, should

the committee accept our offer. Naturally, the

small size of the engine automatically tends to

induce designers to reduce the weight of the

complete machine as much as possible ; but it

may be remembered that the average weight of

the 1914 Junior T.T. machir.es which completed

the cour.se was over 200 lb., the heaviest being

234 lb., and the lightest 159 lb. True, tanks

had a capacity for two gallons of petrol and a

comparatively large quantity of oil ; but, even

allowing for these necessary extras, the weights

were considerably higher than is desired for such

machines.

The two lightweights which did so well in the

Victory Cup Trial weighed about i cwt.. For

a 200 c.c. !25 c.c c;c. class T.T., a

limit in this neighbourhood might be found

suitable.

We are convinced that the time is now ripe

for more attention to be focussed upon the light-

weight smaller than the Junior T.T. class, and

that the A.C.U. might with advantage promote

a race for machines between 200 c.c. and 250 c.c.

capacity. We hope, therefore, that our offer of

a trophy will be accepted, and, that the 1920
A.C.U. programme for the Tourist Trophy races

will include a class for genuine lightweights.

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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What Trials do Not Tell.

T tiiis time of the year we are naturally bom-
barded by queries which boil down to "What
machine shall I buy"? Enquirers often take

four foolscap sheets to put the question. I notice a
distinct change of tone in these letters since 1914.
Many of the querists are concerned with information
which a manufacturer's catalogue cannot give. The
published results of trials cannot give it.

'

I cannot
give it, unless I have ridden the machine concerned
far enough or recently enough to have recei^ed an
indelible impression of its finer points. I am hunting
about for a simple Saxon word to cover the subject
matter of these queries, but I doubt if anything outside

the French nuance will do. Briefly, the a\'erage buyer
is now perfectly assured that any leading make of

motor cycle will give him all the reliability, speed,
and hill-climbing which he needs. On general
grounds, he narrows his choice down to perhaps two
or three machines by different makers, and then
consults someTjody whom he regards as an authority.

His interest may concentrate on various details.

Here are a few samples : steering, springing, silence,

service, chain life, fuel and oil economy, detachability
of wheels, top gear pulling, balance of engine at high
speed, cleanliness in respect of oil and of mud, brake
action and wear, loose nuts, carbonisation rate, valve-

grinding period, accessibility, de\elopment of rattles,

second-hand value, and the like. I think this list

covers most of the finer points, the nuances which
Philip Gibbs might describe as the "soul" of a motor
bic}cle.

The Parting of the Ways.

DX the past it was broadly taken for granted that

all motor cycles were miich of a muchness in these

subtler aspects of quality. Machines were formerly
differentiated chiefly by reliability, speed, climbing
power, cost, and weight. On these five points the
press, with the aid of ctjmpetition results and manu-
facturers' advertising matter, could provide all requisite

information. To-day fastidious and experienced riders

admit another twenty points into their critical purview,
and no man living can deal out facts on them all. A
few leading journalists have tested most of the 1919-
1920 experimental 'buses, but none of us have yet
sampled—to quote one obvious example—^^the

'' ser-

vice " of the many new firms who have already
invaded the motor industry, nor do we know whether
the old firms are going to offer service of the 1914
vintage, or change their familiar policies. Moreover,
of the twenty odd new points in my list of desiderata
above, there is not one on which a Six Davs Trial of
the pre-war type could throw verv much light.

Three Deductions.

T7 N twelve months' time thousands of private owners

ii will be in a position to give definite opinions on
all these points in respect of the 191 9-1 920

models: and " reputation amongst owners " is, there-

fore, going to count far more heavily than ever it did

as a factor in sales and output. A satisfied customer

has always been the best advertisement, ^but customers

in our particular industry are becoming super-critical,

and they will never again be contented with some of.

the crade, coarse 'buses which sold freely enough in

the old days. Fierce competition lies ahead, and
makers will be compelled to listen more sympathetically

to the public voice, as soon as the present famine oi

machines ends. Secondly, the prestige and value. of

the big trials will tend to decrease linless the organisers

are clever enough to incorporate some lest of these

secondary qualities. Nobody thought a penny the

less of the Rolls aero engine because Major Wood
fell into the sea off Holyhead, and nobody would
think less of the Triumph if their first string dropped
out of the next Six Days within ten minutes of the

start ; mowadays we take reliability within limits for

granted where first-class samples of established types

are concerned. Thirdly, we need an independent

testing laboratory, e.g., at Coventry, tO' which manu-
facturers could submit engines for an ordeal approxi-

mating to the Air Ministry fifty hour "acceptance"
test of a new' type of aero engine. A detailed report

from such an institution would be more valuable to

the manufacturer and more instructive to the public

than a long string of gold medals won in road stunts

of various kinds.

There would be no difficulty in organising such tests

of engines and transmissions to-morrow with a clever

man at the helm. I fancy comparative tests of com-
fort and springing might be devised. One great advant-

age of such an institute would be its power of curtail-

ing the period during which the " form " of a machine
becomes public. At present this period is lengthy.

A new model is staged at Olympia in November. The
public may buy at sight, and possibly burn their fingers.

Or ihey may wait till after the T.T. (seven months
later), or the Six Days (nine months later). They do
not want!- to wait if the machine is sound. The manu-
facturer does, not \yant to wait, with his capital locked
up and earning next to nothing. The proposed testing

institute could undertake tests in winter, and would
be useful to makers, agents, and buyers. If certain

firms shunned such a chance of publicity, we should
know what conclusions to draw.

This year, however, many 1920 models will be
entered in the Six Days event, and prospective buyers
may judge their merits from the results
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£1,000 A YEAR AT
By GEORGE HENRY.

26.

VV7E were sitting in the club lounge after lunch the
''V other day, and the talk liad turned to the
wonderful possibilities that modem Business offers the

young man.
"The business world is simply crying out for men of

mental energy/' said Baines. "Any young man—and,
for the matter of that, any young woman, too—who can
l>ring an efficient mind to bear upon business problems
i-; sure of a well-paid joli to-day. There's a young rhap
-itting in the corner over there—d'ye see him? Doesn't
look brilliant, does he ? Just an ordinary personality

—

a young man of twenty-six. Looks keen in a quiet
way, eh ! Speak to him, and you'll lind that his mind
is alive. His brain begins a search for ideas before he
gets his shaving water in the morning, and doesn't
leave off before he closes his eyes to sleep—even then
1 11 wager there's some part of his mental apparatus
at work.

"One firm alone pays that young chap £1,000 a
year for giving ideas."

" Antl l'\e no doubt he's worth every pennv of it,"

1 himed in the managing director of a well-known manu-
facturing firm who was in the circle. " We've a young
lellow very much in the same boat. He came to us in

c|uite a minor position, something in the stock room.
He hadn't been with us three months before he was
in my room one day with a scheme for increasing out-

[lut-. worked out to the smallest detail. In six months
he'd proved himself, and, frankly, I'd pay him double

his present very liberal salary if he asked for it. I

couldn't afford. to lose his brain."

"Isn't it surprising that so few voung men realise the

opportunities that surround them?." mused Baines.

"It isn't surprising really," returned the managing
ilirector. " Education, or rather lack of education, is

at the root of it. We are only just beginning to live

down the evil effects of that shibboleth of the last

generation—'Mv son, be contented with your lot.'

i'lX) many young men believe that brains are bom, not

made. They are content to accept the theory that

genius is a gift from the gods. As a matter of fact,

genius is just super-mental-efificiency. And any mind
e.xcept a diseased mind can attain it. The most definite

proof of the claim is this Pelmanism movement. Some
of 3-0U are sceptical of Pelmanism ; hut let me tell you
that Pelmanism has done more to bring men and women
to a realisation of their powers and possibilities than

anv other educational factor.

"That young man I .spoke of just now—I asked him
once how it was that he, who on his own showing, had
never asjjired to more than a ' thirty-bob-a-week-job,'

how it was that he became fired with enthusiasm for^

my business, how it came about that he gripped the

details so well in so-.short a time, how he plucked up

the courage to be^ard me in my own den. His answer
I ame- readily and simply. ' I discovered My.self—

I

iniderwent a course of Pelmanism.'

"If every young clerk and salesman did the same,

if every young womari who is tapping typewriter keys

followed his example there wouldn't be the dearth of

^r,ooo a year workers that exists to-day. There are

managerial armchairs crying out for occupants, and

crying in vain, because the people on the stools

In answerinrj this advertisement it

in the general office don't trouble to send out an invita-

tion card to Opportunity.
"And as for Opportunity— the opportunities in

business to-day are endless. Given the efficient mind,
the young people of mental energy, receptivity, creative

thought, logical reasoning, and self-confidence cafi get

anywhere. And, believe me, the quickest, the easiest,

and the most certain way to get those qualities in

cxcelsis is
—

'Pelmanise.'

"

"Why are you so keen about Pelmanism?" asked
Baines, as the circle broke up.

" Well, between ourseh'es," answered the managing
I'irector, "I'm a Pelmanist mvself."

OVER 500,000 MEN AND WOMEN.
The Pelman Course has already been followed by

over 500,000 men and women. l! is directed through

llic post, and is simple to follow. It lakes up very

little time. It involves no hard study. It can be
practised anywhere, in the home, in the office, in the

train, in spare minutes during the day. And yet in

quite a short time it has the effect of developing the

mind, just as physical exercise develops the muscles,

of increasing your personal efficiency, and thus

doubling your all-round capacity and income-earning
power.

THE MOST POPULAR BOOK.
By A LITERARY CRITIC.

THE two most popular novelists in Britain are Nat
* Gould, who publishes four stories a year and is

beloved by the British soldier in the ranks, and "Victoria

Cross, a million of whose books are said to have been

sold during the war.

But, leaving out light fiction like the two classes

mentioned, no author has such a wide public as the

pul.)licist who wrote "Mind and Memoa'." This

volume has enjoyed the record circulation, in the last

two decades, of over 3,000,000 copies. Not only have

these copies been circulated

—

they have hecn read.

I had often read about "Mind and Memory," but

I had never the book itself until I recei\ed one the

other day from the Editor. I understand now how
his mind must have been well Pelmanised before he

could have crowded into thirty-two pages such a mass

of interesting facts and figures, and before he could

have made 3,000,000 people read a serious work.

Most serious books I have to criticise are verbose

and over-written. Here is a writer who believes in his

iiiission, and then has the organised brain to preach

it tersely and without the waste of a word.

The case of Pelmanism is put down briefly and so

con^incingly that the 3,000,000 copies issued converted

500,000 readers into c'fjnvinced and ardent Pelmanists.

Never surely in the history of literature has a pamphlet

or a treatise of any kind—or even such, propagandist

fiction as " Uncle Tom's Cabin " or " Law Down Yftur

Arms"—had such an astounding result in comparison

with the effort involved.

Take my advice: write for a free copy to:—^The

Pelman Institute, 199, Pelman House, Bloomsbury

Street, London, W.C.i.
If \ou only want to learn how to write convincingly

you will find in " Mi-nd and Memory" a lesson for

nothing.

desiraljle to mention "The Motor Cycle." a2i
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Some Reflections and Advice to Competitors.

hardly seem? possible that the most
interesting and best attended of any
closed motor cycle trials—the London-

Bdinburgh run—is actually to take place

eaiu alter an enforced break of four

ars. ,— _
Vevious runs seem almost like da'eams,

hA I am sure even those of us who have
empeted in this classic event several

imes look upon this year's run almost as

innovation.

\1o me the event had become a sort of

mual jaunt. I have competed no fewer
ban eight consecutive years, each succeed-

Sg ride seeming to be easier than the

st, partly on account of the increased
pliability of machines, and partly, I

jlppose, physical accommodation to the

deal.

Physical Effects.

rln some respects the run is more of a

nysical test than a test of the machine,
hd for this reason it must not be treated

lightly. It must be a great disap-

bintment to fail ; but, with intelligent

^esight, and bar accidents, the coveted
old medal is a " snip."

Pfit has been my practice to gi\e a few
lints'and tips prior to each year's run

—

Qore for the reader who is tackling the
rent for the fh-st time. I hope anything
? write here may help to smooth the difti-

ilties of the long run
The worst mistake I ever made in this

m^—the first I rode, in 1907—was to

i:ink a pint of beer with my lunch—and
^hat a time I had from Newcastle to

Berwick, for only by sheer force of will

Jcould I keep my eyes open, and tAvice I

must have gone to sleep momentarilj-, to

be awakened by my machine bumping on
to the grass at the side of the road.

Several strong cups of tea, however, at

Berwick kept me going to the finish. To
my mind, beer—perhaps present-day beer
is far less potent—is the worst possible

drink on this run.

Keeping Awake.
If I have anything en route betVveen

official meal stops it is whiskey. Seriously,

keeping awake is one of the points the
novice has to study, and, paradoxically, a

certain amount of trouble on the road is

Eometimes a blessing in disguise, inasmuch
as it distracts one's mind from the mono-
tony of reeling off mile after mile.

It is generally conceded that the worst
section of the run is the first fifty miles or

, so after lunch. Edinburgh at this stage

seems an interminable distance aw-ay in

spite of well over half the distance having
been covered, and until one reaches within
twenty miles or so of Edinburgh the end
seems as far off as ever.

But to get back to riding hints.

Lamps.

A good lamp, of course, is essential.

I used two in 1910, 1911, and 1912, but

the two years follow-ing only one, as

lamps had so much improved. But I

carried two generators as a safeguard.

Ordinarily, only one refill of the generator

is needed, and this is done at Biggles-

wade, forty odd miles from the start,

where, though no time is allowed officially,

all riders up to time stop and have a cup

of coffee and a sandwich. Fortunately,

this year these welcome necessities will

again be available, though the food and
drink question is not so easily solved for

the real meals of the day.

Grantham is the first official stop (half

an hour), and a welcome stop it is. The
early starters find the day breaking during

the "last few miles in to Grantham, but

the street lights are invariably on, and
there is something uncanny, albeit fascin-

ating, in running into this town in its

stillness and quietness, except for an

odd goods train snorting away at the back

of the town.

Food and Warmth.
As regards food here, it is hoped to

arrange for this to be provided, but up
to the time of writing no definite

arrangements have been made. I hope a

good hot meal will be available, for one

IS ready for it at this time of the morn-
ing : it is very cold sometimes. I have
known frost on the ground an hour out

of Grantham.
This brings me to another point : Keep

warm, and, if necessary, shed some
clothes at one of the stopping places

later in the day. A wide, warm body
belt is a boon, for, besides keeping one

warm, it can be pulled up tightly, and
the road shocks to the back considerably

reduced. Personally, I found this the

best tip I ever discovered for long-

distance riding on a motor cycle. I hate

to think of the possible state of the

roads this year, which reminds me of

another point. Always-be on your guard

for freshly laid and unrolled stones. X

never remember a run without them, and
have cause to remember them in 1908,

when I croppered in the dark, a friend

carrying my cap off my head with his

foot'rest as "he cavorted over the stones.

It has not always been possible to get

ad\-ice of these patches in time to warn
riders at the start. They should be

looked for between Hatfield and Stamford

in particular.

Moderate Speeds.

A word of warning to those who find

it difficult to ride at a moderate speed.

The continuation of this classic run

year after year has onb' been due to the

committee of the Motor Cycling Club
making rules calculated to damp the

speed propensities of the minority, who
would otherwise ruin the event. The
iiile that any rider found fifteen or more
minutes ahead of schedule time (which
is based approximately on legal limit

speed, viz., 20 m.p.h.) is disqualified is

strictly enforced, and more than once a
competitor has to his chagrin had to

forego the coveted gold medal after a no-

trouble run through. The last four events

have been run most smoothly, the police

rendering every assistance in guiding the

riders, etc., and I exhort every rider

to respect the amenities of the road
and all speed limits when and where
they may be found.

Hills.

In these days of improved mounts and
variable gears, the hills encountered on
the run are negligible to a well-tuned

machine. It is not unusual to experience

very hot weather, so overheating is a

point to bear in mind.
Dust is another evil, both from the

point of view of carburetter and one's

eyes. Smoked glasses are a great relief

on the interminable white road, and more
especially if there is a strong sun.

Riding in Company.

Riding with another motor cyclist is

to be commended : while jogging alo«g at

an even " twenty," conversation can be

carried on, and the monotony relieved

considerably. In past events this was
only possible to entrants for the medals

;

the entrants for the special cups, since

they did not know when or where they

would be timed, had, perforce, to keep
dead on time.

As no special awards are put up this

year, any two riders starting within a

few minutes of each other could ride

together, the later starter of the two
bearing in mind that his schedule time !5

later, and not be drawn into the mesh
when running into one of the checks.

Setting Watches.

Finally, every entrant should set his

watch to official time at the starting

point, and compare his time at each

checking place, in case a watch objects

to the shaking it receives on the way.
Route cards should be first given a coat-

ing of size. After this has dried, a

^coating of white varnish, when the cards

will be waterproof. Fill in your own
arrival and departure times at the various

points before treating the cards, these

times, of course, being based on your

own particular starting time. This pro-

cedure saves mental calculations en route,

which are a bugbear. H. G. Bell.

A23
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M#ing the Best Of
,^-«*« .u*«-

A FEW HINTS
ON
GEAR RATIOS.
CARBURETTERS,
AND
LUBRICATION.

given to every

enthusiast t o

a brand new
great many

IT
is not

sidecar

possess

outfit. A
will have to make do with

old machines for another

year at least, and, apart
from the difficulty of obtaining a new machine, we
may always assume that the old machines outnumber
the new. These lines, then, are written for the man
with the old sidecar turnout.

In the text books of a few years ago we read that
for sidecar work at least 3i h.p. is necessary and

with a change-speed gear

for hilly districts. At
the present time, anyone
owning even a modern
three-speed machine does

not^need more than one
short tour, fully loaded,

away from his native

heath, to become an
ardent advocate of 6 to

8 h.p. -for real sidecar

work. But we have to
make the best of our old machine. It may be a
Triumph, Bradbury, Humber, or Premier, fitted with
a Roc, Albion, Millennium, or Bowden two-speed
gear—and it pulls a sidecar.

Gear Ratios.

The value of a two-speed gear for sidecar work
depends ultimately caicris paribus on the value of its

lower speed, because it is this gear which decides
whether you can just scramble home up
a long I in 9 or I in lo rise without
shedding your passenger or running
alongside.

Of the various two-speed gears in use on
old mounts, the X.S.U. gives the " high-
est " low gear. There is, as most readers
know^, a reducdon of 50% from top to low,

A24

A standard \\\n. steel

piping cap, screwed at the

end to suit valve cap thread,

gives approximately 32 c.c.

extra compression space.

The Stanley belt fastener

sheaths are a saving to the

belt on low gear work with

an adjustable pulley.

or a rise of ,53^% from low to top. Thus, if the
" top " ratio is 5 to i, the low gear is 7^ to i. With
an adjustable pulley a top gear of about 514^ may
be obtained, which gives the lowest possible

gear of 7^ to i. This gear roughly approxi-

mates to the middle gear of a modern
three-speed, and, though it would not be

of much use in real hill-climbing with a

sidecar, a great deal of useful -work and
pleasure can be obtained from a 4 h.p.

machine fitted Avith such a gear, provided

both engine and gear are in good condition.

First, with regard to the machine. It is,

of course, essential that compression be

good,, wheel bearings correctly adjusted,

and valves properly ground in. Also, un-

less the valve springs are known to be new,

it will be advisable to fit new ones. Too
often is this point neglected and the old

ones deemed good enough ; but in most
cases it will be found that there is a marked
difference with new springs fitted, and the

experiment is well worth the very trivial

amount which need be expended.
The exhaust valve lifter should be car^ully examined

and so adjusted that the valve seats properly when
running. The writer has seen a 191 2 machine which

had developed exhaust valve trouble,

and the cause w'as finally found to be

that the primitive valve lifting arrange-

ment prevented the valve from firmly, l]

seating. This only occurred when the

engine was running on the road, which
made the cause of the trouble rather

difficult to locate.

Sectional

diagram

illustrating

a worn
valve guide.
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Making the Best of the Old Machine.—

In many cases, witli an old machine, it will be

necessary to give special attention to the carbnretter

and make experim'ents with dilTerent petrols, levels,

and jets. If no spare jets are available, one may close

up the one in use with a light hammer, and gradually
increase the size with needles until the opening giving

the best results is obtained. Carlmration for sidecar

work with an ageing single-cylinder is a very important
matter. When a machine is used as a solo mount
faulty carburetter setting is not so

noticeable, but there is only one
carburetter setting really suitable

for the sidecar machine worked up
to its - maximum - power, and only
experiment can iind this.

Air leakage at the inlet valve

L;uide during the induction stroke

not only makes starting diflicuU,

but plays an important part in the

running of the engine, especially

when carefulx-arburation is required

as in hill-climbing or running
slowly. One of the illustrations

given here shpws a simple method of o\ercoming leaks

of this kind.

Ne.\t comes the important question of lubrication.

.\) one is often called upon to give a good charge

of oil to the engine at a second's notice, the hand
pump, with whic-li most pre-war machines are fitted,

will probably be found clifficult to improve upon.

It should always be remembered that it is better to

over-lubricate than to use the oil pump sparingly.

pulley,

variable pulley

This, of course, is purely a question of judgment, but
't may be taken as a good, rule to give the engine a
full charge before ascending a long hill. While " on
the run," half charges every four, miles may be more
bcnellcial than a full charge every eight miles. A
good quality oil should be used, as there is no cconoriiy

in buying a cheap oil which inadequately lubricates
the engine bearings.

'I'he gear unit shouhl be gi\en attention by an occa-
sional washing out with paraffin and recharging with the

lubricating oil most suitable for the

type of gear fitted.

As regards belt transmission,

it will be advisable in the majority

of cases to obtain the lowest to])

gear possible by means of the ad-

justable pulley, if such is fitted.

It may be found that the belt
" jumps •' every time the fastener

passes over the engine pulley. A
Stanley fastener guard is a simple
and effective remedy for this, or the

fastener may be wrapped with a

strip of raw hide, as shown in the

accompanying drawing.

The spokes in the back wheel should be examined,
especially, if the belt drum is anchtircd by means of
clips to the spokes.

In conclusion, it may happen that, if an overloaded
single is used on heavy spirit, it may be beneficial

temporarily to lower the compression. A simple
method of doing this is shown, a domed cap being in

lieu of the ordinary exhaust valve cap. C.R.E.
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Motor Cycles

lEUTEXAXT G.

B. HILLIXG,

r Disabled Men.

D.C.M. and Bar,

1st AViltshire Reg., who
is seen on his 6 h.p.

A.J.S. and sidecar,

was severelv wounded
in the right leg, which
is permanentlv s'.iff,

and he is unable to

use it. He never rode
a motor cycle before

his injury, but thought
that this means of

_ locomotion would en-

able him to get over

his disability and to

enjoy touring in the

country. The altera-

tion was entrusted to

Maude's Motor Mart,

100, Great Portland
Street, London, W.i,
who, we are glad to

announce, are making
a speciality of convert-

ing machines for the

use of wounded sol-

<liers. Bv means of

extending the footrc s

Lt G B Hillmg, D C M., and

his A J S outfit, the right footiest

which has been altered to

enable him to ride m comfort,

althou'rh unable to bend his knee

and the fitting of a

special footboard,,

shown in the illustra-

tion, I,t. Hilling is

able to stand on the

special footboard,

work the kick-starter

with his left leg, and
then mount the

machine. The right

leg reposes on the

special footboard and
has no woiTc to do,_ as

all foot controls are

arranged on the left-

h a n d side of the

machine.

Under such circum-
stances motor cycling

is perfectly safe for

people who unfortu-

nately have not the

full use of all their

limbs ; at the same
time, it is not to be

- recommended that any-

one so affected should

make a practice of

riding a solo machine,
for their o\vn sake.
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Allon Two-stroke
Improvements.
Delail AKeralions to a
Popular Lightweight.

IF evidence is wanted to prove that the
two-stroke lightweight is as popular
as ever the order files of the mnjority

of two:;troke makers will supply all that
is needed. Slessrs. AlUlayi; and Onions,
for instance, have been obliged to refuse
further orders for some time, as the
demand was much in excess of the present
output of their works at Fallows Koad.
They are not alone in this respect ; many
other manufacturers are " snowed under "

with orders. Conditions are impro\'ing,
and every week witnesses progress.
Although there are nuuiy improvements
in .details wliich make for increased
accessibility, the latest models are sub-
stantially the same as the former Allon
production.

Unit Assembly.

The engine unit is now assembled and
aligned complete with the gear box,
magneto, and silencer on the bench, and
the whole placed in the frame en bloc.

When being decarbonised, the cylinder
remains in »itu, the crank case lower half
is dropped, and with it the tiywheel, shaft,
connecting rod, and piston. The neces-
.=ary scraping can be done through a
large port in th'e liead which carries the
release valve dome. The exhaust port
has been redesigned, and the pipe is now
attached by bolts through two lugs on
the pipe.

Frame and tank construction form the
principal improvements. Messrs. AUdays
claim to be the first to introduce the
saddle tank, and all future Allon models
will be fitted with a very smart double
tank, saddled over the sloping top tube.
A U-shaped pipe connects the two com-
partments at the rear. A sump and filter

over the petrol tap is a good feature.

An attractive lightweight outfit. The latest Allon two-stroke

with a Cancelet-mir.or sidecar and Rally wheel covers.

A new type of exhaust pipe connection

which takes the place of a manifold cast on

the cylinder.

while the capacity is oiie" and a half

gallons of fuel and three pints of oil.

Efficient metal leg shields are now a
standard fitting, also small aluminium
covers over the front and rear hub band
brakes.

A coil spring hidden in the magneto
contact breaker cover enables the former
vertical spring and cable stop to be dis-

pensed with, and so gives better access

to the sparking plug.

A Severe Test,

The model illustrated is a special

, order, and, although the makers do not
intend this lightweight for use with a

sidecar, it is' quite capable of giving
much good service within reasonable
limits.

pa;ssenger were each about 11 stone, the

second speed was very seldom needed.
Rally wheel covers are specially fitted

to this machine, but these are not

standard.

A lady's model also incorporates the

saddle tank, and a belt guard.

The firm's recently patented sidecar

lugs are now being made, and give

promise of being an excellent fitting. The
ease with which they can be manipulated
will be the chief advantage ; the pos-

sibility of detaching or attaching a side-

car by hand, without tools, is certain to

appeal to sidecar owners.

The Allon spring sidecar coupling. The
bayonet fixing can be operated by hand

with ease.

The Canoelet-minor sidecar as fitted is

probably one of the lightest attachments
obtainable, but it cannot be termed
roomy, and is only suitable for a small

person. Nevertheless, a run of several

miles in Birmingham traffic, and inciden-

tally over tramlines and cobble paving
in an atrocious condition, served to show
its capabilities ; although rider and

Two views of the saddle tank of the

Allon. Note the large filler caps, connecting

pipe, and the sump over pelrol tap.

BAD PETROL AND GOVERNMENT PROFITS.

IN reply to a question as to the profits

the Government have made on petrol,

it was stated in the House of Commons
last week that the accounts between the
importing companies and the Government
have not yet been settled, but the prices

had been fixed to balance as nearly as
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possible to cost price after allowing for

freight payment to the Ministry of

Shipping. On January 31st, Government
purchase ceased, aiid the petroleum com-
panies have ^ince been free to import on
their own account, although restricted by
lack of storage facilities.

iMr. Joynson-Hicks asked if the com-
panies are allowed to sell decent petrol

now, or ai'e the Government insisting on
getting rid of old stock and poor quality

American petrol. The answer tJo the

question was that the companies were
allowed to sell newly imported petrol.
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A SPORTING
CLIMB.

Ascending Grindon in a S<orm on
a 4 h.p. Douglas Sidecar wilh

Four Passengers.

-^-
1

The 4 h.p. Douglas ascending the steepest portion of Gnndon Hill. Observe the state of the surface.

GRIXDON Hill is not unknown to

competitors in the A.G.XJ. Six Days'
Trials. -Tt has been the Waterloo of

many a bold rider with its riverbed sur-

face and steep gradients, coupled with its

formidable S bend.
A few days ago, however, a party of

Sheffield motor cyclists, mostly well-

known riders, decided to settle for their

own satisfaction whether the ascent was
too steep and too rough for standard
sidecar outfits.

They left Sheffield in beautiful sunny
weather, and found grand going over
the moors to Bakewell. but when dropping
down into the village dark clouds gathered
on . the hills ahead. A distant rumble,
along with a clammy atmosphere, warned
them of an approaching storm.

Four up on a "4."

From the steep bank into Manifold
Valley they got their first sight of

Gruidon Hill, arriving just as the sky
grew dark.

It was decided to get the climb over

as soon as possible, owing to the

threatened storm. Lots" were draw-u for

the first attempt at the ascent. J.

Haslam started off wnth lour up, includ-

ing himself, riding a 1919 standard
4 h.p. Douglas combination.
As Haslam set off, a great crash of

thunder shook the valley, and before he
had got to the first S bend, down came
the ram. To describe it as rain does not
do Nature justice. It was like the open-
ing of some huge mill sluice. The driver

and his passengers braved the elements,
and scaled the nill in fine style, reaching
the top before stopping.
Another Douglas rider foUovved, carry-

ing tliree pa.ssengers (two in the sidecar),

and, with the exception of a slight check
on the second bend—through the blinding
rain—lie also made a clean ascent.

Grindon Hill is without shelter of any
kind, so both riders and onlookers were
soon wet to the skin, dust-coats not being
found waterproof !

H<"slam, having climbed the hill with
his three pa.ssengers, was challenged to

attempt the climb with four up, excluding
himself. Notwithstanding the loose

nature of the surface, and the heavy rain

still falling, he again made a clean ascent.

The load on one corner nearly pulled

driver and machine into the wall, as the

bend was taken slightly on the inner side,

but the machine picked up well, and
finished the rest of the climb with a rush

across the roaring watersplash in the

top field.

Haslam rode a standard Douglas 4 h.p.

machine, and used his bottom gear ratio

of 131 to 1.

(Left) To climb Grindon in a rainstorm with one passenger in the sidecar is a good

performance, but to take five up under those conditions is a worthy achievement.

(Right) The Douglas pulling well on a steep portion of the hill.

A3I
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A Selective Clutch Gear for Old Machines.
A Simple Gear Unit (o take the Place of the Pedalling Gear of Old Paitern Machines.

NDOUBTEDLY the sidecar makes a
stronger appeal to the average
potential buyer than does a solo

mount, and any device which helps to
make a solo machine suitable for sidecar
use is of particular interest at tlie pre-
sent time when the demand for sidecar
outfits exceeds the supply.

There are available a large number of
single geared 3^ h.p. singles, and twins a
little larger, fitted with pedalling gear
which would be more useful if they had
a change-speed device. Two and "three-
speed hubs are not plentiful, and generally
require several alterations to tlie frame
before they can be fitted, but the Rigby
gear illustrated has been designed to
take the place of the pedalling gear, and
w;t!i such a gear fitted a comparatively
old machine can be brought up to date,
witli chain transmission and kick-starter,
without a great deal of trouble; or, if

desired, a chain-cum-belt transmission
can be installed.

The engine-shaft is fitted with two
sprockets mounted on an extension of the
.shaft and held thereon by means of a split
spring washer and lock nut^, no keys
being employed. The countershaft gear
mechanism is carried in a shell which is

eccentrically bored, and passing through
v hich is the hollow main ."haft." Through
this hollow shaft runs a push rod, which
is given a lateral mot-ion by a double
pedal, through which it is operated by
means of a quick thread device. At the
opposite end of the push rod there is a
cross head mounted on two ball bearings
attached to two thrust plates having in-

clined surfaces coi-responding with similar
faces in the inside of the phosphor bronze

Section of the two-speed counter-

shaft Rigby gear adaptable to almost

any machine having pedalling gear-

clutch drums lying outside the main shell,

which is mounted on ball bearings. The
drums are split in two places on their

periphery, and, when not expanded, form
bearings for the pair of large chain
sprockets.

All the ball races are adjustable, and
the working parts are enclosed in a dust-
proof case. The conversion set includes
double engine sprocket, chain sprocket
and adapter for rear wheel chains, the
countershaft gear and aluminium cover,
or, where chain-cum-belt transmission is

required, with a pulley in place of the

small sprocket for the final drive. The
gear reduction is £0%

This gear is specially suited for all

Triumphs from 1906 previous to the

countershaft model, Bradbury, Matchless,

Premier, Rover. B.S.A., Rudge, Singer,

and similar machines with pedalling gear.

The gear is the patent of Mr. E. J. Rigby,
of Prescot Road, S.t. Helens, Lanes., who
is open to grant licences to one or more
first-class manufacturers of motor cycles

or units.

walcruesi Uv.a .ormerly oi.ngle geared and belt driven, now a

two-speed countershaft chain-driven mount.

An old pattern Triumph fitted witli the Rigby two-speed gear

conversion set.

THE following is a selection of the
reports received from readers on the
state of the roads in various parts

of the United Kingdom :

Shrewsbury to Sanderstead (Surrey) via
''

Ironbridge, Bridgnorth, Kidderminster,
Worcester, Tewkesbury, Cheltenham,
Cirencester, Faringdon, Wantage, Reading,
Sandhurst, Bagshot. Guildford, Dorking,
Reigate, Purley : Rough to Ironbridge,
fair to Bridgnorth, thence better to

Worcester,
_

good to Cheltenham, fair

to Cirencester, fairly good to Reading
(though rough in places), good to Bagshot
and Guildford (avoid road ria Ash), loose

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
stones in places to Reigate, good to

Smitham, and then bumpy through Purley.

Return route—South Croydon, Waddon,
Sutton, Cheam, Ewell, Hook, Weybridge,
Chertsey, Staines, Henley, Oxford, Chip-
ping Norton, Evesham, Worcester, and
then via Wenlock to Shrewsbury : Bumpy
to Waddon, good to Cheam, slightly

bumpy to EwelT, rough to Weybridge, fair

to Staines, but loose stones in places and
on to Maidenhead, thence good to Henley
and Oxford (except last five miles), fair

to Chipping Norton and Evesham, although
bad ruts in places where timber haulage
has taken place, fair to Worcester. Bridg-

north to Shrewsbury better via Wenlock
than Ironbridge. Throughout the whole
route there is a tendency in places to fill

up pot-holes with loose stones and trust

to the traffic to grind them in. The road
Worcester - Stourln-idge - Wolverhampton-
Shrewsbury is fairly good.

The hill known as Black Forest Hill in

Devon, from Starcross to Haldon, is "up"
for miles at a stretch, and a Canadian
lumber camp light railway takes up half
the roadway. The alternative is to go
via Kenton, which joins the hill about
one-third of the way, where the surface
is quite good.
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WHEEL BEARINGS.
A Suggestion for Simpler Adjustment by Eliminating the Troublesome Lock-nuts.

OFTEN have I sighed, not only for truly water-

proof hubs, but for wheel cones that could be

more simply and quickly adjusted. Lack of

proper adjustment in this direction is one of the com-

monest neglects on the part of the everyday motor

cyclist, especially when a sidecar is attached. The
owner of the outfit, having packed his hubs with

grease, proceeds cheerfully to forget all about them,

and one day, finding one of his wheels a little loose,

he decides to postpone till to-morrow the troublesome

business of fishing out special keys to make the ad-

justment, and so forgets it again. In the meantime,

mud and water get into the bearing, and when next

his attention is drawn to it the damage is done, the

cone unevenly worn, and so tliere is nothing for it

but to fit new cones if the wheel is to be restored to

its pristine order. I have examined

a whole collection of machines at

a second-hand store, and have

found at least eighty per cent, of

them badly out of adjustment as

regards wheel bearings and steer-

ing heads, and so it is with the

majority of machines on the road

—

simply because the ordinary novice

avoids the ticklish business of

tinkering with narrow, jammed-up,

cone nuts.

Practically every rider in France

discovered that wheel bearings were

a prominent weakness in present-

day design, while the present state

of the roads in England, and the

amount of stagnant water they

carry, demands constant watchful-

ness, or wheel troubles soon crop up.

A suggested method of bearing adjustment

recommended by the writer. A milled disc

takes the place of a special spanner. A
further step would be as shown on the right,

a short lever fixed permanently to the cone.

When a side-

car is attached the front wheel of the motor cycle is

the first offender, the sidecar wheel is a good second,

and it is only a matter of time in the rear wheel, which,

usually the sturdiest bearing of the three, develops a

considerable headache in pursuit of the others. The

sidecar acting as a stabiliser, the defect is not notice-

able till considerably advanced, by which time, as

already stated, the harm is done. I suggest that if

wheel cones were more instantaneously adjustable,

trouble in this direction would be less common.

A Suggested Simplification.

Wheel bearings could very easily be designed_ so

that they could be adjusted simply by the applica-

tion of the fingers, no keys being required other than

the standard wheel spindle key every rider carries.

Personally, I should be very glad to see the last of

thin cone lock nuts, requiring their special spanners

—

nuts with inadequate gripping surface, which have

a knack of jamming, so that the slender jaws of the

spanner soon yield to the labour of unjamming them.

If they do not jam they are apt automatically to alter

their adjustment, the wheel becomes a trifle slack,

and so trouble is stored up for the future. I have

known wheel bearings to become absolutely unadjust-

able to any nicety, owing to the con'stant attention

they have required, and though it may appear that I

am making the most of the alleged weakness it is,

nevertheless, fairly clear that an improvement in de-

sign, eliminating the weaknesses referred to, would

be a considerable step in the direction of perfection.

Accompanying is a rough sketch

of a design which would render the

wheel bearings adjustable simply

by turning the milled head of the

cone after slackening off the spindle

nut. The sketch does not intend

to convey more than the idea for

adjustment. The forks would be

arranged to spring open sufificiently

to permit the disengagement of the

shallow locking ratchet, the slips

between the notches of which would

not be too great for fine adjust-

ment. When the cone had been

adjusted by the finger and thumb
it would be held in the vice-like

grip applied by the tightening of

the spindle nut. There could be

no doubt as to the permanency of

the adjustment, which could be done in a few seconds

after loosening off the spindle nut. It will be seen

that the adjustment disc cannot turn because it is

ratcheted to the fork. The main body cannot turn

because it is on the square spindle, which passes

through a square hole in the fork.

The only objection one can think of to this arrange-

ment is that there might be some wear, resulting in

play in the thread of the cone, and on tightening

up the spindle nut the wheel would be found a shade

tighter than intended, but this could easily be allowed

for in the setting, and, at any rate, occurs to some

extent in present-day design. The adjustment cone

would, of course, have to have a good long thread,

as it would be called upon to bear the whole pressure

applied by the tightening of the spindle. Chinook.

ANOTHER MIDLAND

ON Saturday, the 31st inst., the South Birmingham

M.C.C. will hold a half-day reHabiiity trial over

a sporting course of about sixty miles. There

will be two classes, for machiries above 300 c.c. and

for those below 301 c.c. The club awards will be the

Allday Cup (value sixty gns.) for the best performance

of. any rider, and the Joyce Shield for the best

"aniateur" performance. There will also be gold,

HALF-DAY TRIAL.
silver, and bronze medal awards to the first, second,

and third in each class. A' secret check will be taken,

to be used only in case of a tie.

The start will be from the Mermaid Hotel, Sparkhill,

at 2.30 p.m. Entries close on Saturday next. The

event is open to members of the S.B. M.C.C. only,

the trials secretary of which is Mr. E. Roberts, 26,

Cumberland Street, Birmingham.
B3
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NORTON SIDECARS.
An Attachment in keeping with tiie Design of the Big 4.

NORTON MOTORS. LTD., do not
believe in luilf measures. The
reputation of their big single for

power and reliability necessitates a side-

car in keeping with it, and with this

object in view the firm are setting out
to produce a most attractive outfit.

Formerly their sidecar chassis were
built to their order, but they intend
taking up this branch themselves. Mr.
W. J. Hassell, the works manager, is re-

sponsible for the design, and he has been at

some pains to ensure a frame and eonnec-

The newly-designed chassis to be used tor the

tions which shall form a suitable combina-
tion with the " Big 4 " model.
The sloping front connection has a small

lug which takes the end of the footboard
supports, and this forms a triangulation

which makes for considerable strength.

The telescopic tube to the seat-pillar lug

has three movements, and the rear axle

attachment has two movements, so that

the range of adjustment is unusual. One
of the chief points is in the construction

of the radial joints at front and rear.

These allow a range of movement sufficient

for all purposes
without sacri-

ficing rigidity

in the slightest

degree. Spring-
ing follows the
firm's former
practice, and
the body may
be very easily

detached from
the front
springs and
lifted up out of

the way, thus
facilitating ad-

justments.'

A type of

Norton sidecar

1919 Norton sidecars. of which little

An innovation on new Norton sidecars

IS the fitting of a small screen for the child s

dickey seat.

has been seen, although it has been made
for several years" is the dickey seat model.

In the rear locker is a folding seat fitted

with an upholstered back, and_ on the

latest model a detachable screen is fitted.

Production troubles are being cleared

up, and Norton models, both machine and
sidecar, should be coming through during

the next month.

Valve Speed in Proportion to Piston Speed.
An American Valve Operatin

ALTHOUGH, at first sight, not ex-

tremely novel, the valve operating
mechanism illustrated here is an

attempt to obtain certain results which
are not immediately apparent.
The aim of the invention is to assure

the opening or closing of each valve at

such a rate as to afford an area of valve
opening in direct proportion to the speed
of piston travel, with a view to main-
taining a constant velocity of the inlet

and e.\haust gases, and thereby lessening

the effect of gas inertia.

Piston velocity is higher at the inner
end of the stroke than at an equal distance
from the outer end, and reaches a maxi-
mum at a point in between the inner end
dead centre and the mid-point of the
stroke. This fact makes it advantageous
to open the inlet valve and to close the
e.xhaust valve quickly, as it is at the
points mentioned that the piston exerts
the greatest effect upon the mixture and A valve

e.xhaust gases. Thus, by correctly pro- closing

g Mechanism aiming at Greater Engine Efficiency.

portioning the length of the cam follower,

it is feasiole to maintain the area of valve

opening in constant ratio to the velocity

of piston travel during that period and to

obtain a maximum valve opening at the

time of maximum piston speed.

Mr. R. W. Phelps, of Rock Island, 111.,

U.S.A., the patentee of the device illus-

trated, attains this end through a sym-
metrical cam operating both valves and
imparting to one a quick closing and to

the other a quick opening. Ttie variation

between rates of opening and closing of

the valves is due to the varying radial

distance from the point of contact between j
the cam face and the flat face of the
follower to the pivot of the latter. The
point of maximum valve lift may be
advanced or retarded relative to the point
of opening by varying the position of the
pivot. With the more conventional form
of valve gear this occurs midway between
opening and closing, and rarely at the

time of maximum piston speed.
gear designed to give valve opening and

at a speed in proportion to piston speed.

MOTOR TAXATION AND THE ROADS.
THE following resolution was unani-

mously passed at a recent meeting of

the Motor Legislation Committee :

.
" This Committee regrets that no

assurance has been given by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer that the proceeds
of taxation upon motor vehicles and
motor fuel shall revert to the purpose
for which it was originally imposed.
"The increased taxation was accepted

by the motoring organisations in 1909

B4

on the understanding that the proceeds
should be devoted to the Road Improve-
ment Fund, and be administered by the

Road Board. This revenue was diverted
to the general purposes of the Exchequer
in 1915 as a purely war emergency
measure.
"This Committee desires to record its

opinion that the restoration of the Road
Improvement Fund from January 1st,

1919, alone affords highway authorities

the assurance of the financial resources

to carry out the urgent work of road.

reconstruction and improvement necessary
to meet the immediate requirements of all

classes of road traffic ; and, further, that
until the Central Road Authority has
secured an annual income, they will tie

unable to exercise their borrowing powers,
by which alone sufficient funds can be
raised to carry out at once a national

scheme of road reconstruction."

I
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Single-cylinder motor cycles on Glendoe during tlie Scottish Six Days Trials of 1914.

IT
is a little difficult to define what one means by a
" sporting " motor cycle. For some folk the mere
externals of the machine fill the bill. Drop the

handle-bars, remove the entrails of the silencer, wear

a leather skull cap, with sausages over the ears, fit a

speedometer dial graduated up to 80 m.p.h., and then

you are a sportsman. For another type of mind it is

enough to own a machine of a make which has figured

largely in the archives of Brooklands and Manxland,

and on occasions to ride it rather fast. For persons

of a truly detestable kidney, the word need not mean
more than to find Kingsway clear of traffic and free

from police, to roar up it at forty with an open exhaust,

making everybody stare, and then to shut down and

creep winking into Holborn wth the air of being " one

of the boys."

The True Sportsman.

I offer a different interpretation, and present it by

means of an illustration. In 19 14 (?) the Rudge team

for the Scottish Trials was entered with belt drive and

a bottom gear oi 6j4 to i, as compared with the chain

drives and 10-15 to ^ emergency ratios of most of

their rivals. I do not know the inner history of this

brave effort. Probably neither the firm nor the riders

were aware of the calibre of the hills along the route.

Had those hills been even moderately straight, the

high-geared Rudge would have stormed thegi at terrific

speeds. But you cannot climb precipices on a high

gear unless you can keep up your revs. ; and you can-

not keep up the revs, on a 6^ gear round comers

which represent a Cubist artist's impression of a true

lover's knot. At the start the cognoscenti averred

that the first big hill would behold the debacle of the

Rudge crowd. But they had not reckoned with the

sportsmen in the Rudge saddles. I have admired

manv motor cycling deeds of derring-do, but I never

saw anything finer than the pluck and skill of some of

the Rudge jocks, They swept up to those appalling

corners
—" blind " ones, in some cases—at crazy

speeds. They " lay over " as far as their footrests

would let them till their bicycles assumed the angle o-f

a spun penny on the verge of collapse. They cut their

engines out at the psychological second, wrenched the

hurding jigger round in a steep " bank," and slammed

on full engine again. If they fell, as sometimes had

to happen, they were up and running furiously to xe.-

start on I in 5 goat tracks before any man could hft

a finger. This was sporting work, jewelled and

machine polished. They were setting their mounts at

fierce, dangerous, all but impossible feats.

Now that a non-sporting mount costs ^85 or so,

many of us are being forced back upon the cheaper

single-geared solo machine. And why not? Tone
down the Rudge picture a little, and what sort of

riding contains more zest and thrill to the square

millimetre? The 500 c.c. single-gear, belt-driven for

preference, can be taken almost anywhere in Great

Britain by the right sort of man. Major W. G.

McMinnies, R.A.F., in the last Scottish Trial got a

T.T. Triumph up the Kenmore side of Amulree in

pouring rain. He stripped to his socks, so to speak,

to do it, sending his kit on by train, but he did it.

Main road hills in England and Wales are less formid-

able: a moderately good rider, in full touring kit, can

wangle a T.T. single up nearly all of them if he knows

his business, and it is just the spice of uncertainty that

tickles one.

Having no gear box or free engine wherewith to

camouflage indifferent tuning or clumsy driving, the

sportsman must know his machine inside out. A new

machine of this pattern will start in two yards ; three

months later it may need a lot of pushing about unless
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The Sporting Single.—
the owner studies and pets it. Ham-fisted work with

the controls reveals a rider's deficiencies: he tries to

cross London from north to south or east to west on
it, and spends a sweaty, sweary couple of hours, conk-

ing out behind slowed taxis or seeking a cranny in the

traffic big enough to give him vantage for a starting

run. A month later his deft forefinger slides the

throttle in quarter-millimetres, iock—lock—iock (very

slowly, leaving room ahead), and then in quick time,

tockety, iockety, iockcty, as a gap opens and he nips

through the block with never a dismount. When tlie

surge of packed vehicles comes to a dead pause, he
must stop with them : but, knowing his job by now, he
is restarted on the decompressor before the 'busmen
have let their clutch pedals up.

The Supreme Test.

If traffic is perhaps the supreme test of single-gear

driving, hill work is certainly a very close second, even

in England where real hills are far to seek. In the

novitiate of sportsmanship a little mechanical assist-

ance is possibly desirable. A Rudge-Multi or the

simpler Zenith models or a Philipson pulley gives you
a bottom gear which is higher than the second ratio

of many countershaft boxes : and the non-sporting

driver is usually forced down to first gear on Sutton.

So a novice tackl.ng our more difficult hills on such a

machine is at least semi-sporting. But there is better

fun to be had—from this special standpoint—in a

pukka single-gear, without any reserve but maybe an
adjustable pulley and a spare belt or a three-length

fastener.

Years ago the late I. B. Hart-Davies and F. Hul-
bert used to go " prospecting for pimples " on single-

gear Triumphs with adjustable pulleys, and " H.-D."
told me shortly before the crash that killed him that

flying was no better fun than these hill-jaunts. I

have ridden many, many thousands of miles on tour

and in trials, but 1911 stands out as my golden year.

I rode a 3I h.p. Rudge with an N.S.tJ. gear giving

a 5! to I gear, plus incalculable friction. It was

always touch and go on the knuckle of a really bad
hill ; and that kept me fresh and interested, for quite

a lot hinged on every feel of the carburetter levers.

A Thing of Pep and Life.

In between thick traffic and stunt hills the single-

gear is the most charming mount on the roads, and

to my mind no car can approach it, whilst the three-

speeded tourist is dull and utilitarian by contrast.

In the garage your single-gear T.T. belt-driven is

as docile as a baby two-stroke—you can lead it about

with a forefinger, or pick it up and dandle it. Out-

side the garage door you can heave it off without

appreciable effort, whether the road be steep or flat.

Get it running, and nothing short of a racing car has

the same pep and life. It answers its spark and
throttle as a live thing should. Its noise is clean

—

just the bark of the hot gases behind you, and the

sharp clack of the tappets near your right knee

—

np confused smother of squeaks and rattles and growls

from a hundred different stresses in as many fric-

tional parts. And the simplicify of it ! When the

back tyre begins to thump, off with a couple of nuts

and the wheel is adrift. If you keep a watchful eye

on the belt in the garage, you need never touch it by
the roadside, unless you venture among mountains in a
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wet week. There is nothiag else to go Wrong, "except

the veneer of tune : and the sportsman enjoys tracing

those lost 100 r.p.m., or the secret cause of a grow-

ing sulkiness in producing the first pop.
Since weight is a matter of account with these

thoroughbreds of the road, the owner is protected

from many inanities. Let the dud rider pack the

panniers till they bulge : strap a flat case on the

carrier, containing umpteen spare chains in grease-

proof paper, a jQz case of magneto bits, and other

absurdities ; and finally ruin the set of his jacket and
breeches by depositing further reserves of greasy iron-

mongery in his pockets. What does the single-gear

man carry? A Patchquick set. A 4in. King Dick.

A knife. A beltpunch. Maybe a plug. A " plus

sign " vestpocket screwdriver. Not much more. More-
over, and for similar reasons, he is protected against

one of the more ridiculous instincts of our fallen

nature. I mean the "acquisitive' faculty by dint

of which accessory dealers wax fat. Put the

average motor cyclist down in front of the proper

counter at Gamages, or Hunts, or Dunhills, with

;£$ in his pocket, and he will -have to walk home in

nine cases out of ten. His purse is the sole limit

of what he will buy. Leather cases for belts and
inner tubes and plugs and tyre kit. Mascots galore.

Map cases. Watch cases. Containers for spare car-

bide. Weird alarms. Patent switches. Reverse

mirrors. Badges. Muffs and gloves. Body belts.

Goggles. Lubricators in amazing variety for every

component of the machine. Tail lamps by the half'j
dozen. Densimeters. Voltmeters. Ampere meters. ?

We all do it. I've done it. I shall do it again
,

shortly. But you cannot insult the self-respect of a

single-gear T.T. by bedecking it with these pretty

toys.

Choosing a Wife !

The girl? Ah, there's the rub. When the hate-

ful Percy comes along with a sprung wheel sidecar

and electric dynamo and exhaust footvvarmer and
windscreen, you think he'll cut you out ! Let hiin.

It's a sound test. If she's after money and comfort
and swank and soft cushions, let her go. It is not

every girl who is worthy of a seat on the carrier of

a fast T.T. : and those who are generally make good
wives. But— just pour
passer le lemps? Oh, run
away and .get a four-speeder

with a sidecar if you can
afford it.

€^

J. G. Poole, captain of the Nottingham and District MCC
Mr. Poole is the Nottingham representative of Messrs. Rudge-

Whitworth, Ltd., and for years has been a keen supporter of the

competitions held by this very live Midland club.
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1,000,000 MOTOR CYCLISTS POSSIBLE.
The Scooter and the Question. Why Stand? A Case of a Fly in the Ointment.

THE sporting spirit which permeates
the whole motor cycle movement
was well exemplified by the com-

plimentary dinner given to Jlr. Frank
S. Whitworth on Friday evening last at

the Wheel Club, Birmingham. Mr. Whit-
worth is known to many of our readers

as a competition expert, not only astride

a motor cycle—he was usually seen on a
Douglas—but also as an organiser, for he
is a leading light in the Sutton Coldfield

and Mid-Warwickshire A.C. For many
years past Jlr. Whitworth has held an
important post with the Colraore Depot,
but is now commencing a new business
under the title of F. S. Whitworth, Ltd.,

as agents for cars and motor cycles, and
premises have been acquired in New
Street, Birmingham. His former chief,

iMr. E. C. Paskell, proprietor of the Col-

more Depot, was in the chair, and the
gathering consisted of many motor cycle

trade celebrities, from London and the
Midlands, the North being represented
by Mr. G. E. Kigby, of Manchester.
Beside the speakers there were present,

among others, Messrs. Humphries and
Dawes (O.K.), Mr. Cochi-ane (Best and
Llovd), Mr. Downes (New Imperial), Mr.
Alldav (B.S.A.), Mr. Eason (A.B.C.),
Messrs. H. Smith, J. St. John, P. Mose-
dale, H. R. Lane, E. H. Henderson, E.
King, P. Olai (Amac), C. H. Gough, and
J. Urry.
Naturally the great possibilities ahead

of the motor cycle industry were the
subject of constant reference by the

different speakers. Mr. Paskell, in wish-

ing Mr. Whitworth success in his new
venture, stated his conviction that the
market for motor cycles was in the neigh-

bourhood of 1,000,000. The figure of

250,000 was given as the existing number
of roadworthy motor cycles in this
country, so that the extent of the promised
expansion of the movement might be
gauged. Later Mr. Granville Bradshaw,
the designer of the A. B.C., who had
driven from London on his Rolls-Royce,
voiced the opinion that the motor scooter
was not being regarded' sufficiently seri-

ously. He considered that that type of
machine had a prosperous future, particu-
larly among ladies, and especially those
living on the outskirts' of a town, for the,y

would adopt the scooter in their thousand's
for shopping expeditions. At first he had
somewhat scoffed at scooters, but he now
readily acknowledged his mis-take, and
was quite enthusiastic as to their future.
This conclusion, too, had been arrived at
after experiments with an engine fitted

to the front and rear wheel—he favoured
the latter method—and after testing his
latest scooter creation with 1^ cwt. of
luggage. Here is a chance for the enter-
prising milk boy, paper boy, and
messenger boy.
Mr. Alec Ross (Bowden's), in the course

of an amusing speech, advised all his
trade confreres to cultivate the press

—

as he had done—especially drew Mr.
Bradshaw 's attention to the dates of the
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial (July 4th and

. 5th) and the Six Days Trials (Sept. 15th
to 20th)—reviewed what the specialised
press had done for the industry—parti-

cularly on the sporting side—and pointed
out the indispensability of that section
of the press to the automobile movement.

Again, Why Stand?

Mr. Geoffrey Smith (Editor, The Motor
Cycle), who responded, expressed appre-

>—WO^

ciation of the spirit of camaraderit
evident that evening among men who were
supposed to be trade competitors. He
regarded the friendly feeling shown that
evening to a new trade competitor indi-

cative of the true spirit of the best types
of sporting motor cyclists. Mr. Bradshaw
had chided him for apparent lack of

enthusiasm for scooters. He inclined to -

the opinion that the daily press enthu-
siasm would wane, and buyers would
demand a seat to their scooters and other
features of accepted motor cycle design,
arfd thus we should arrive at the true
lightweight motor bicycle, with which he
was satisfied as it possessed a far wider
range of action.

Mr. Bradshaw Tells a Tale.

During the evening an amusing incident
occurred. Mr. Geo. Stevens (A.J.S.)
seemed very troubled because Mr. Brad-
shaw, who arrived late, explained that
he had experienced delays on the road,
first, by a fly getting into the jet, and
again by unbalanced steering, due to
changing one of the front wheels, which
necessitated a second stop to set matters
right. Mr. Stevens, quite overcome with
such a story, retired to a comer con-
vinced that this was leg-pulling of the
highest order. How could the fly have
got into the jet, he pondered, surely that
meant via funnel, petrol tank, feed pipes,
gauzes, etc. And who ever heard of

steering being balanced during a fast road
trip? Returning to the fray, Mr. Stevens
and Mr. Bradshaw were several times seen
arguing the matter out, evidently to the
satisfaction of both, for they toured the
A.J.S. works at Wolverhampton in com-
pany on Saturday morning.

THE M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

AT the time of going to press 114

entrants had been received for the

London-Edinburgh run at Whitsun-
tide, which we give below :

Solo Motok Cycles.
W. Cooper (3 A.B.C.)
W. C. Hemy [2\- Metro-Tyler)
A. C. Bobbins (2;j Wooler)
R. L. Williamson (4 Triumph)
Fred Notari (4 Triumph)
N. Eycroit (4 Triumph)
6. A. Eeed (234 Coulson B.)

E. M. P. Boileau (3 A.B.Cl
R. C. Boxer {4 Triumph)
J. T. Ross (4 Triumph)
P. W. MoHatt (spring frame 3>,'. Douglas)
A. Cocks (2i,i Cfyno)
T. H. Weaver (2"-. Sirrah-Verus)
Tudor Thompson r2^.t Douglas)
J. A. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne)
H. T. Leather (2\i Douglas)
H. E. Walker (2?4 Hobart)
R. W. White (4 Triumph)
H. Le Vack (3' . M.A.G.)
H. C. Nals ((3'/Rudge Multi)
A. J. Sproston (3i> Lea-Francis)
W. R. Preston (3i,™ Sunbeam)
F. H. Ronksley (8 'Zenith)
C. H. Hunt (3",i Zenith)
L. A. Baddeley (2?4 Douglas)
Vivian Olsson (4 Douglas)
G. T. rdall (2'.'. Chater-Lea two-strclre)

_ G. P. Glen Kidston (3^-2 Sunbeam)
L. de Arango (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
W. G. Harrison (3',i Norton)
W. J. Lake (2=4 Omega)
P. J- Enticknapp (4 Blackburne)
P. Pike (214 Levis)
A. HiU (3V'2 Zeniih)

ENTRIES NOW NUMBER 114.

H. R. Harveyson (6 Matchless)
P. T. C. Body (31/2 Sunbeam)
H. Walker 1.2'h Levis) -^

J. F. Hull (2<)4 Wooler)
J. A. W. Armstrong (31/0 Lea-Francis)
A. M. C. Scott (5-6 James)
G. F, Ammon (2\'; Metro-Tyler)
C. W. Addingley (3'/-. Humber)
J. E. Addingley (41;, B.S.A.)
J. Smithies (2% Allon)
W. S. Jameson (6 A.J.S.)
H. Minton (3V2 Sunbeam)
C. S. Baddeley ( )

Pa.ssencek, Motor Cycles.

J. Emerson (3 A.B.C. sr.)

J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc.)

Thompson-Thompson (4 Douglas sc.)

G. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.)

Rex Mundy (3 Matchless sc.)

James McKenzie (6 Humber sc.)

A. iVIabon (4 Mabon sc.)

W. A. Fell-Smith (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

J. Stevfens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

J. Haslam (4 Douglas sc.)

F. D. Wajker (4ii B.S.A. sc.)

J. L. Stocks (3>/2 Ariel sc.)

Gordon Fletcher (4 Douglas sc.)

TT. H. Saddington (5-6 James sc.)

Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc.)

T. C. Delahay (3V. Sunbeam sc.)

W. B. Gibb (3'/. Douglas sc.)

T. H. L. Witt (6 Enfield sc.)

E. G. Johnson (4 Douglas sc.)

John Godsal- (8 Bat-Jap sc.)

W. P. Tippett (4 Rex sc.)

R. C. Osborne (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

John Hilger (3V2 Rover sc.)

A. J. Read (8 Sunbeam sc.)

P. E. Saeber ((S'i Rudge sc.)

Leslie Pulham (3',2 Ariel sc.)

P. H. Douglass (7-9 Harley-Davidson ec.)

E. Milton (5-6 A.J.S. sc.)

Kaye Don (8 Zenith sc.)

S. Julian (6 A.J.S. sc.)

F. Smith (8 Clyno sc.)

W. A. Jacobs (6 Rex sc.)

J. P. Le Grand (6 Rex sc.)

Frank White (6 Rex sc.)

A. G. Douglas Clease (4 Norton sc.)

Sidney F. Garrett (8 Blackburne sc.)

W. H. Eggington (8 Sunbeam sc.)

S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.)

F. T. Jonas (31/2 Ariel sc.)

S. A, Applebee (7 Indian so.)

-E. Atkins (31/2 Ariel sc.)

A. Carton (7 Indian sc.)

S. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.)

R. Hoywill (6 A.J.S. sc.)

G. W. Wierkin (5 Brough sc.)

J. R. Lane (4 Douglas sc.)

T. B. G. Vale (8 Enfield sc.)

J. D. Campbell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

D. R. O'Donovao (4 Norton scj
G. Stevens (6 A.J..S. .sc.)

J. Ilargreaves (4 Norton sc.)

Cycle Cars .^nd Light Cars.

G. A. Nash (10 G.N.)
— Hay (10 G.N.)
G. G. Blakey (9.5 Hillman)
W. H. Oates (11.9 Lagonda)
G. C. Stead (10 A.C.)
V. H. Birch-Reymardon (12 Clegg Darracq)
J. Addis (10 Aston-Martin)
0. J. Myson (10 Singer)
A. Noble (10 A.C.)
G. W. Brownsort (10 A.C.)
K. A. McDonald (8 G.W.K.)
C. A. H. Mason (H.9 Morris-Cowiey)
H. C. Vadis (10 A.C.)
A. J. Dun<au (8 Duncan cycle car)

J. Van Ilooydonk (11.9 Phcenix)

B
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I5lmes to TLlsl)nLatnfis.
Summer Time.

May 22nd 9.21 p.m.
„ 24th 9.25 „
,. 26th 9.28 „
,. 28th 9.30 „

Police Trap.

We learn that a police trap has been
working over the week-end at Castelnau,
just past the bend and between the
Boileau Arms and the Red Lion.

A.A. Glasgow Offices.

The Glasgow office of the A.A. is now
at 23, Eoyal Exchange Square, Glasgow.
The telephone number and the telegraphic
address wDl be as heretofore.

Ten-mile Limit.

The police are very active on the Kew
Road, from Kew Bridge to Richmond,
at week-ends. Many motorists enjoying
the opportunity afforded by the spring
weather fall victims to the policemen's
stoj) watches. A ten-mile speed limit
begins near the end of this road, just
on entering the town.

Grovernment Petrol.

Mr. Kennedy Jones asked in the House
last week whether the petrol sold to-day
is all Government petrol, and in answer
to that question it was stated that besides
the Government petrol, of which there
were large stocks when the war stopped,
other petrol is now on the market.

A Panacea for all Ills.

A correspondent complaining of over-
heating of his engine enquires whether
he had better submit it to an engineer
for overhaul or fit a steel cylinder.
There is something fascinating and won-
derful about steel cylinders to the lay
mind, but in this case a pair of new tyres
would probably be as effective.

Cycle Cars in France.

The makers of the original cycle car,
the Bedelia, 32, Rue Felicien-David,
Paris, are placing two models on the
market, a single-cylinder at £107, and
a two-cylinder sold at £142. The single-
cylinder model is complete with hood,
screen, lighting, horn, and toolkit. Its
engine is a 4 h.p., and the change of
speed is by variable pulleys, aUowing
(so it is claimed) all hills to be climbed.
The consumption is 88 m.p.g., and the
average speed twenty miles an hour.
The two-cylinder is a sporting type,
petrol consumption 50 m.p.g., average
speed 50 m.p.h., and it is claimed to climb
hills at 30 m.p.h.

Additional Identification Marks.
In addition to the existing distinguish-

ing index marks of various counties, the
following identification letters have been
assigned in addition : London County,
LX ; County Council of Lancaster, TB

;

Surrey, PB ; Borough of Birmingham,
OE ; County Borough of Manchester, NB.

Huge Motor Scheme Successfully Launched.
The first share issue of the British

Motor Trading Corporation, Ltd., the
largest organisation of its kind in this
country, with a capital of £2^000,000,
has been over-subscribed. It shows that
the public and the trade recognise the
need for expansion and progress, without
which we have but little chance of com-
peting successfully for ' the colonial and
foreign trade in motor vehicles.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The programme for the next session of
the Institution of Automobile Engineers
appears to be interesting. Papers have
already been secured from Mr. Ricardo,
Dr. Aitchison, Dr. Ormandy, Mr. W. M.
Hackett, and others. Among the subjects
to be dealt with will be engine design,
valve failures, volatile fuels, production
of steel tubes, producer gas for vehicles,

cast iron for use in automobile construc-
tion, etc., while it is hoped to obtain an
important paper on American practice.

It is intended to hold a special session

of the Institution during the period of
the Olympia Show, which will be

Special ~S^oX\xxi.%.

MAKING THE BEST OF AN OLD
MACHINE.

THE SPORTING SINGLE.

THE LONDON -EDINBURGH RUN.

arranged in such a way as to give mem-
bers an oppprtunity of meeting the
president and council.

A useful feature of the next session will

consist in the reading of the papers not
only in London, but in the various pro-

vincial centres in which a demand appears
to exist, and where the subjects of the
papers are connected with local industries.

How Long Will it Last?

The other day we set out for London on
a 1914 3Ji h.p. Humber and sidecar with
Armstrong three-speed gear. The engine
and gear were in good condition, but the
sidecar was shabby, and the machine by
no means a new one. We made a good
run to the county town, six miles away,
where, noticing that the lubricator was
not working, we stopped at a garage
kept by a well-known motor cycle rider
to have it cleared. While attention was
being paid to it, we mentioned the fact
that we were taking the machine up to
London to he sold, and stated that the
price was £50. After a short trial run
by the proprietor, the money was paid
and we completed the journey by train.

1.11

lliA.C.l

The sidecar chassis put to good use by a sculling enthusiast who uses it for taking his skift .:

down to the water.

as am
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,
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Major Dixon-Spain, the newly-appointed

assistant secretary of the A.C.U.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

K It has been practically decided that

r the venue of the Six Days trial this year
will be Llandrindod Wells, and the dates
from September 15th to 20th.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
The M.C.C. is greatly in need of volun-

tary helpers at the Grantham check, at

which the first competitor is due at

2.5S on the morning of Saturday, June
7th. Those" willing to assist should com-
municate with Sec.-Lt. W. Cooper,
R.A.S.C, M.T., Clayton, Suffolk.

The Arbutlinot Trophy.

The rules and regulations for the
Arbuthnot trophy event are nearly com-
plete, and will be announced shortly. Tt
will be in the nature of a two days' trial

on July 4th and 5th, and will be open to
officers and es-ofEcers -of the Royal Navy.
The start and finish will be at Plymouth,
and the winner will be found by sending
the competitors up a certain test-hill.

On each day the first ascent will be at
a slow speed, and the second at a high
speed. The competitor whose average
difference is greatest will be accounted the
winner, the test bemg one of consistent
running throughout.

Petrol Reduced—Grood News Sor Motor
Cyclists.

On Monday last, the 19th inst., reduced
charges for fuel were announced by the
Shell Marketing Co., Ltd. as follows :

Per gallon.

.. 2s. 8d.

.. 2s. 6d.

,. 2s. 6d.

2s. 4d.

Shell motor spirit

Flag motor spirit

Crown motor spirit

Benzole motor spirit

The reduction was not altogether un-
expected by our readers, as, in the issue
of the 8th inst., the following paragraph
appeared :

" TJfis month motor cyclists ma>
confidently expect a tardy, though
none the less welcome, reduction in

the price of petrol."

Levis Cup Trial.

As the premier award in the Sutton
Coldfield A.C. trial last Saturday was
presented by Mr. W. H. Butterfield,
managing director of the firm making
Levis motor cycles, no Levis machines
were ent«red by riders connected with
the firm.

The R.A.E.M.O.C.

A motor cycle club has been founded
in connection with the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at South Farnborough, and
has a membership of approximately 100.
The first run will be to the Hut Hotel,
Wisley, on Sunday afternoon, June 1st.

The secretary is Jlr. T. P. Mears, 09
Department, Royal Ah-craft Establish-
ment, South Farnborough.

The 1919 N.U.T.

The N.U.T. Co. is moving into larger
works, but preparations for the output
of the 1919 model are now well in hand.
The new machine, which has been sub-
jected to several thousand miles testing,

is fitted with a 7)!^ h.p. V twin, made
exclusively for the N.U.T. by the J.A.P.
Co. from the design of Mr. Hugh Mason.
The cylinders are 64.5 mm. x 76 mm.,
and the machine is intended for solo use
only. Chaiu-cum belt transmission, with
a Sturmey-Archer gear box, is adopted,
the chain being entirely enclosed in an
aluminium, case. With 26in. x 2^in.

Palmer Cord tvres, the saddle height is

29in.

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.

The Club Competition for the Manville
Cup, a trophy valued fifty guineas, pre-

sented by Mr. Edward Manville, M.P.,
president of the club, will be held on
Saturday next, May 24th. The starting
and finishing point is Davenport Road,
Coventry, and the trial will be held over
a route of just over eighty-one miles.

The event will be non-stop, except for

Mr. Claude Grahame-White and

Captain Robertson aboard a 1-J h.p.

Buckboard, which is propelled by an

Auto-wheel. Mr. Grahame - White

states that he is making preparations to

produce these little machines with an

output of 1 ,000 per week.

the tea interval of one hour at the top

of Edge Hill. A starting and stopping

test will be made on Sunrising. Thirty-six

entries have been obtained, which are

sub-divided into the following classes :

Motor Cycles.—Up to 350 c.c. Up
to 550 c.c. Up to 1,000 c.c."

Sidecars.—Single cylinders. IMulti

cylinders.

Cars.—Up to 1,500 c.c. Over 1,500 c.c.

Motor Cycles lor Discharged Soldiers.

It has been known for a long time
that we have been in sympathy with any
scheme which would enable discharged
soldiers to purchase surplus Gbvernment
motor cycles at a reasonable figure. The
A.C.U. is also in sympathy, and has
been in communication with the Surplus
Government Property Disposal Board
with a view to persuading them to adopt
some scheme which would enable ex-

D.R.'s and other discharged soldiers

either to purchase their old machines or

other Government motor cycles at a
reasonable price.

The Disposal Board has replied to the

effect that it has not been found possible

to grant preferential treatment to ex-

service men, and that the object of the

Board is to sell at the highest possible

price so as to relieve the tax-payer.

To a letter from a correspondent who
recently approached the Controller on this

subject, a reply was made to the effect

that the Department is prepared to sell

motor bicycles by private treaty at full

market price to any approved organisation

interested in the welfare of discharged
soldiers, which is willing to undertake
the responsibility for disposing of such

vehicles to ex-service men on a scheme of

deferred payments.
This sounds very nice, but, unfortu-

nately, no such organisation exists so far as

we know, which will undertake the busi-

ness of buying motor bicycles and selling

them on the deferred payment system.
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BIRMINGHAM-LLANGOLLEN AND BACK.
Week-end Touring Trial of the Birmingham M.C.C. 34 Survivors of Ihe 41 Competitors.

Over forty members of the Birmingliam M.C.C. started in the club's two days' trial to

Llangollen and back last week-end. A scene at the start.

FORTY-ONE competitors started in the

above trial on Saturday afternoon,

and thirty-four of them had arrived

back at the finishing point near Streetly

at 9.10 the following evening.

Starting from Duke's Garage, Bircbfield

Road, at 2.30 p.m., the competitors were

G. Kuhn, on his Victory Levis, and A. Q.

Bostock on a 2| h.p. A.J.S., made clean

ascents, and Kershaw (2^ h.p. New
Imperial) got up with foot assistance.

These were the only successful soloists,

whilst sidecar honours fell to Rex Mundy,
who, with Lt. H. R. Davies, had ridden

dering the dust rather trying, and, as

usual, punctures were frequent. One or
two finished with flat tyres.

The survivors of the trial and the
machines they rode are as follows :

G. Kuhn (Levis)
F. H. Weaver (Venus)
E. R. Trowaid (Metro-Tyler)
B. Kershaw (2y2 New Imperial)
P. S. Taylor (New Imperial)
W. A. Bown (Bown-Villiers)
L. Newey (SVa Ariel sc.)

C. Oerton ( )

W. E. Emery (Rudee IMulti sc.)

M. G. Silver (Quadrant)
F. T. Hill (twin James sc.)

W. C. Treen (James sc.)

T. F. Watson (Norton)
W. H. Edwards (6 twin James ac.J

A. H. Edwards (James)
E. Kibble (Triumph)
E. Danlts (James sc.)

H. P. Cutler (Norton sc.)

J. AUday (4Vi single-geared James)
S. Rodway (twin A.J.S. EC.)

L. Balier (B.S.A. sc.)

T. Pollock (twin James sc.)

G. R. IMorgan (Triumph sc.) .

H. H. Saddington (James)
O. L. Whatley (Triumph)
A. Woodfield (Olyno sc.)

H. J. Stretton Ward (Triumph)
J. F. Lidstone (twin James)
G. H. Dalby (Triumph)
H. Phillips (twin James sc.)

B. L. Bird (B.S.A. sc.)

E. Sherriff (James sc.)

.R. W. Vaughan (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

L. Clarke (twin James sc.)

Observations.

Lt. Treen, R.A.F., rode from Brown-
hills with a flat front tyre. Nothing to.

what he has gone through as an observer,,

for he wore three wound stripes and"'

several decorations.
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guided by route cards ria time checks at up to Llangollen during the night, after

the Bradford Arms, Shrewsbury, and ^-— - ct-t—J-"'- t.„„;„ „— „„„.,+

Llangollen, a_ distance of 763- miles.

After breakfast on Sunday morning
several competitors, in company with the

Liverpool contingent who assisted in the

checking, tried their luck on Alty Bady,
the local p\i.cc da resistance. There were

more failures than successes, as may be

imagined in view of its precipitous nature.

competing in Saturday's Levis cup event.

The return trip, which measured 80^
miles, included two observed hills. The
leader left at 3 p.m. on Sunday, the

remainder following at minute intervals.

Harley Bank, Wenlock, and Jockey Bank,
Ironbridge, were no real test of the

machines.
The weather was fine throughout, ren-

W. H. Edwards, who rode one of the

new big twin James sidecar outfits, carried

a passenger on the carrier throughout.

P. S. Taylor, thanks to his spring frame

New Imperial, was able to finish the last

ten miles on a flat back tyre. He was
thus able to keep on time throughout.

J. Allday had out for the first time a

4j h.p. single-geared James, found no
difficulty in climbing the hills, and was
delighted with the smoothness of the all

belt drive.

Scenes during the Birmingham M.C.C. Two Days Trial. (Left) Cutler (Norton) tlniing in at Llangollen.

(with Mr. T. Silver as passenger) signing at the finish of first day s run

(Right) A rider of a Quadrant

B16
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THE LEVIS CUP TRIAL.
Sutton Coldfield A.C. holds Sporting Half-day Event.

THE Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-War-
wickshire Automobile Club usually
opens the competition " season " with

the Colmore Cup trial, which, before the
war, probably attracted more entrants
than any reliability trial organised by a
motor cycle club. This year, however,
the manufncturers were not ready for a
Colmore Cup trial in February or March
—and perhaps the Sutton Coldfield Club
was not ready to organise it—so to mark
the opening of activities, they held an
opening half-day trial over a thirty-

seven miles course, which proved to be a

sporting event. There were two observed
hills—both in the same non-stop section

—and the two features of the trial were
route finding and speed judging.
The course was not marked in any way,

neither did the route cards mention any
place by name nor give any distances.

Competitor's did not know whether the
course was forty or sixty miles. They
were provided with a direction card which
they had to follow at 18^ m.p.h., and
speedometers were barred; so, altogether,

The winner ot the Levis Cup, H. Greaves
(Calthorpe-Precision) , ascending the observed

hill.

to the competitors, it was a most sporting
event, and by no means could the speed
judging be termed speed guessing, since
they had to average the speed mentioned
over th& whole of the course.

Although rough and in narrow lanes,

the observed hills were not sufficiently

severe to eliminate any of the competitors.
In fact, every starter except two finished

without loss of marks.
The gradient of the most severe hill

may be judged by the fact that the
lightweights only resorted to their second
gears on the rough portion near the top,

and the 3^ h.p. sidecars successfully

negotiated the ascent on middle gear.

Sir. W. Hughes ButterfieM, the donor
of the cup, organised the trial, and
eighteen competitors were sent oft from

The machine on which H. Greaves won the Levis Cup—a Calthorpe fitted with the new

350 c.c. Precision two-stroke engine.

the Levis Works, Stechford, including

the following well-known competition
riders : T. Stevens (James), W. L. Guy
(Scott), the last winner of the Levis Cup,
F. A. Watson (Sunbeam), Rex Mundy
(Matchless), H. Greaves (Calthorpe-Pre-

cision), H. 0. Wood, the Scott T.T.
winner, and A. Milner (Diamond).
The following are the awards

:

1.

—

Levis Cur and Gold Medal.
H. Greaves (350 c.c. Calthorpe-Precision two-

stroke). Time error of Im. 7is.

2.

—

Club Gold Medal.
A. Milner {2V^ Diamond-Jap). Time error of

Im. 15>3.

3.

—

Club Silver Medal.
Sej'mour Smith (2^^ Ivy two-stroke). Time error

ol 2m. 28Bs.

SiLVEK Souvenik Phizes.
II. E. Lane (4»j B.S.A.), A. W. Thrush (4

Triumph), T. Stevens (4^1 James sc), R. E. Walker
(21,4 Excelsior), W. L. Guy [i'A Scott), B. H.
Norris (414 B.S.A. sc), P. A. Watson (Sy.. Sun-
beam sc). J. N Roberts (2% Douglas), P. G.
Dallison (SV-^ Ivy.Precision), S. W. Sparkes (SVa
Rudge MultO, Rex IVIundy (7 Matchless sc), and
H. J. Edwards-Cox (4Vi Sunbeam sc.)

Retired.
F. R. Hoverd (21'-. Allon) and H. O. Wood (3%

Scott).

The greatest time error was 17m. 13|8.

Rex Mundy was fourth with 3m. l|s.

Scene eifter the finish of the Levis Cup Trial on Saturday.
BI7
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Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
The Matchless Cup tiial has been post-

poiied owing to unaxoidable circumstances
and will be lield later in the year.

Ballymena and District M.C.C.
Competitions arranged by this club in-

clude speed-judging, reliability, and petrol
consumption trials, with possibly a hill-

climb. Social runs round interesting parts
of the country are also included.

Bristol M.C.C.

A special general meeting was held
recently at the Grand Hotel, Bristol, when
many new members were elected. Capt.
I'hilip Urout was elected captain of the
club, and a working committee of ten was
also elected. It was decided to hold a
tourist competition (for members only) at
Whitsuntide to Land's End, competitors
starting, from Bristol on Whit-Saturday
and returning on Whit-JMonday.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The reliability trial held on the 10th
inst. over a route comprising Bridgnorth,
Farlow, Whitley, Stourport, and Kidder-
minster resulted as follows : .

1 (Corke Silver Cup and gold medal),
H. J. Stretton Ward (4 Triumph).
2 (silver medal), A. J. Stevens (6

A.J.S. three-wheeler).

3 (bronze medal), Lt. A. jMilner (2^
Diamond).

New Glasgow Club.

A .social club for Glasgow motor cyclists
has been suggested for some time, and
such a club has now been formed under
the title of "The Garage Club." Club
rooms have been opened by Messrs. Bell
Bros., at 250, Great Western Road, who
have also undertaken to fit up and decorate
the premises.

It was proposed to run social and com-
petitive fi.xtures. The following office

bearers were elected: President, Mr. Wm.
Simpson ; vice-president, Mr. J. Barclay ;

captain, Mr. J. Connel ; vice-captain, Mr.
R. Runnell ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. Robin-
son ; treasurer, Mr. H. Macdonald ; com-
mittee, Messrs. D. S. Anderson, N. Lau-
rence, J. Bell, J. JIackie, and E. N.
White.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

After four years of enforced suspension
this old club was resuscitated at a
general meeting held at headquarters

—

Clarke's Hotel—on Friday last. There
was a good attendance of members, and
everythmg points to a most successful
season.

Col. Dennis F. Boles, M.P., was again
elected president, a position he has held
since the club's formation. i\Ir. W. G.
Potter was re-elected captain, Mr. H. T.
Kite deputy captain, Mr. W. E. May-
nard treasurer, and ilr. Stuart Goodman,
Little Court. Taunton, hon. secretary.
The opening run is to Sidmouth on

Thursday, 29th May, leaving headquarters
at 2 p.m.
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Opening

Run to Edwin-

Ttdiability Trial.
Reliability

Tulurc TEvenls.
iUay 2!t.

—Coventry and M'aru-iektshire M.C. Uan-
ville Cup Trial.

May S/,.—Biriuinfihum M.C.C. Soeial Run.
May il,.—Glasgow M.C.C. llilhelimh.
May U.—VUlham and District M.C. Reliability

Trial, Ileiiden Bridge.
May ii.—Sheffield and Hallamshirc M.C.C. Com-

petition for Dickenaon and Darwen Cup.
May SL—N.M.C.F.V.. Leeds. Itvn to Vxtrnsjorfh.
May Si.—Exeter and Distriet M.M.C. Opening Run.
May S5.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Newlands

Corner.
May £5.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Quorn.
May 25.—Liverpool M.C. Soeial Run to lilackpool.
May 25.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run to Edwin-

stowe.
May 25.—Ttoehrster, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Margate.
May 25.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Brom-

yard.
May 25.—N.M.C.F.V., Sheffield. Uun to Glossop.
May 25.—Manchester M.C. Reliability Trial.
Matt 25.—Wolverhatiipton M.C. Ri(Ti to Holt Fleet.
May S5.—Widnes M.C.C. Ran to Rhyl.
May 25.—Ballymena and District M.C.C, Benzole

Consttiaption Trial.
May 25.—N.M.C.F.V., Leeds. Picnic Run to Nun-

monkton.
May 2S.— i'ork and District M.C. Run to Bolton

Abbey.
May S9.—Taunton and District M.C.C.

Run to Sidmouth.
May 31.—N.M.C.F.V.. Sheffield.

stowe.
May 31.—S. Birmingham M.C.C.
June 1.—Harrogate and District M.C.

Trial.
June G.--ESSCX Motor Club. Midnight Ride to

Yarmouth..
.June 6-7.— M.C.C. London-Edinbvroh Run.
June 7-9.—Birtnintiliarn M.C.C. Trial to Land's End.
June 9.—Cork and District M.C.C. Twenty-hour

Reliability Trial.
June 9.—Liverpool M.C. Open Reliability Trial.

June 25.—Essex Motor Club. Speed Trials at
Southend.

June St.—Midland C. and A.C. Reliability Trial.

September.—A.C.V. Six Days Reliability Trials.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

It has been proposed by a few motor
cyclists in this district to form a club in

Worcester. All interested in the pastime
are invited to attend a meeting for that

purpose at the Grandstand Hotel. Wor-
cester, to-morrow, Friday, the 23rd, at

7.30 p.m., or to communicate with Mr. C.

E. Tysoe, 38, Droitwich Road, Worcester.

Glasgow M.C.C.

This club will hold a hill-climb at

Inverberg on Saturday next, at which
there will be five classes. (1) under 350
c.c, (2) 350-600 c.c, (3) exceeding 600
c.c, (4) sidecars under 600 c.c, and (5)

sidecars exceeding 600 c.c. A prize will

be awarded to the winner in each class

(provided there are six entries). The hon.
secretary of the club is Mr. W. J. Turpin,
26, Wilson Street, Glasgow.

Swinton and District M.C.C.
This club, which was formed with the

earnest desire of fostering the pastime of .

motor cycling in the Swinton district by
promoting social outings and club sports
competitions, has developed with encourag-
ing rapidity. The president is Viscount
Mountmorres, Vicar of Swinton.
A copy of the rules, together with the

programme of runs, can he obtained on
application to the hon. sec, Mr. L. H.
Harris, 15, Kersal Avenue, Pendlebury.

Ripon M.C.C.

The Ripon Motor Cycle Club has been
restarted. A general meeting was held

in Ripon recently at which fourteen new
members were elected. The hon. secre-

tary of the club is Mr. James Douglas-

Stalybridge and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club has been formed
for motor cyclists residing in Stalybridge

and the surrounding districts, the object

of which is to promote social runs and
competitions. Local motor cyclists should

communicate with Mr. T. H. Mills, Wood
Lea, Stalybridge.

Hartlepools M.C.

The Hartlepools M.C. is making a
strong appeal to motor cyclists and car

owners to join the club, and has issued

a compelling circular which details the

advantages of so doing. Motor cyclists

in the Hartlepools district should write for

a copy of this to the hon. secretary, Mr.
W. T. Walton, jun., 21, Scarborough
Street, Hartlepool.

Scarborough and District M.C.

An effort is being made to revive the

Scarborough and District Motor Club, and
motor cyclists or car owners in the district

are invited to communicate with either

Mr. John D. Fell,. 57, Gladstone Street,

Scarborough, or Capt. H. L. Waddington,
R.A.F., 51, Valley Road, Scarborough,

North Birmingham M.C.
The committee will meet shortly to dis-

cuss future competitions and social runs.

The first event, -probably, will be a relia-

bility trial for the silver cup presented
by the distributers of Shell motor spirit.

Prospective members of this club are

invited to communicate with the hon.
secretary, Mr. A. W. Thrush, 34, Reservoir

Road, Erdington.

Sid Vale M.C. and L.C.C.

There was a good response to the invita-

tion sent out to motor cyclists to start a

motor club in Sidmouth. About twenty
met at the Y.M.C.A. rooms. Councillor

J. Lashbrook was unanimously elected

chairman, Mr. Owen . Ford secretary,

and Mr. Thomanson, Lloyds Bank,
treasurer, with the following as a com
mittee : Rev. — . Griffiths, RIessrs. Pick-

son, Martin, Arnold, Wilson, Oliver, and
Mortimer.

Sale and Altrincham M.C.
A new club for the southern suburbs

of Manchester has just been formed under
the above title. The club subscription
is 10s. 5d. for motor cyclists and 15s. for

car members. The officers elected are all

well-known and enthusiastic motorists, and
a strong co.mmittee has been formed.
Those desirous of joining who use the
Cheshire roads should apply to the hon.
secretaiy, Mr. F. Stanley Booth, Holme
Lea, Momington Road, Sale, or the
assistant hon. secretary, Mr. J. T. Ward,
Arran Avenue, Sale. i
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The New Spring Frame Matchless,

SINCE early in 1915 Messrs. H. Collier

and Sons have been experimenting
with spring frames for motor cycles,

and no doubt, but for the war, a spring

frame Matchless would have been offered

to the public in 1916. In 1915 we
described a iJat twin Matchless which
embodied a spring frame with coil

springs, and the new Model H, as the
Peace model is called, has a springing
device which is a modified design of that

fitted to the flat twin, and gives an excep-

tionally large movement to the rear wheel.

As will be seen from the accompanying
illustration, the springing system differs

in many respects from others embodying
coil springs, which are carried at the
outer corners of two triangular members
rigid with the frame. The wheel fork is

pivoted at its inner end, and a sub-

stantial loop passes vertically over the

wheel, having at its lower end lugs for

carrying the springs.

We shall shortly describe this new

model more fully ; in the meantime it

suffices to say that the design embodies
more features not apparent from the
photograph. One of these is an ingenious
arrangement of linking both driving and
sidecar wheels. This synchronises the
movements of both wheels, and prevents
the driving wheel from leaning when
turning corners.

Other features include an automatic ex-

haust valve lifter connected to the start-

ing pedal, and interchangeable wheels.

THE GRAHAME-WHITE SALE.
AMONGST the various lots offered for

sale last week by the Grahame-White
Aviation Co., Ltd., were several

motor cycles. A Royal Enfield sidecar
was purchased for £125, and was only
exceeded in price by a brand new 8 h.p.

New Imperial-Jap sidecar outfit, which
was sold for £145.
A 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar outfit (Army

pattern) was knocked down for £104.
With the exception of a 1912 3^ h.p.

Humber motor cycle and Chater-Lea cane
sidecar, which realised £55, Wie remain-
ing machines were solo mounts. Of
these a 2^ h.p. Rex fetched £15 and a
1911. 2j h.p. Kerry went for £15.

(Top) A 4 h.p. Douglas

sold lor £90.

(Left) £143 was the price

paid for this New Imperial

outfit, which was quite new.
|

(Right) This 21 h.p. Rex.

of very early date realised

£16.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BENZOLE AND TANKS.
Sir,—As many readers, like myself, are using benzole, they

will find that, by giving their tanks a coat of Shellac varnish
(obtained at almost any oil and colour merchant), the
benzole will not soften or affect the enamel in any way.
It is a spirit varnish, dries quickly, and with a bright,
hard finish. My tank has been treated with it for over four
months and is still in perfect condition.
King's Heath. EXCELSIOR.

AUCTION SALE OF CANADIAN MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—\V 2 have noticed that, not only the catalogue, but

the press, states that the Indian motor cycles sold at the
British Motor Cab Co.'s Depot, Brixton Koad, on the 5th
inst., were 1916 models. This is an error. The machines in

(juestion were 1914-15 models, and entirely different from the
1916 PowerpUis.
We should appreciate it very much if you would give

publicity to this letter, as we consider it is only right that
pui'chascrs of these machines should know exactly what
models they have purchased.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
W. H. Wells, Manager.

THE LYCETT TROPHY.
Sir,—Although the Birmingham M.C.C. has issued pre-

liminary regulations for the Lycett Trophy, which have been
published in your valuable paper, the committee has been
continually up against the usual stumbling-block when a
premier award is up for competition, namely, finding the
winner which will elimuiate the element of luck. Although,
rather late, a special meeting was called to go thoroughly
into the matter, and, after much discussion, in which all the
suggestions put forward had their weak points, it was decided
to award the Lycett Trophy as follows :

The Lycett Trophy will be awarded to the competitor who
makes a perfect performance. That is, not more than two
minutes early or late at each time check and climbs the
observed hill. If more than one competitor qualifies, they
will be bracketed equal trophy winners and each awarded a
silver i-eplica in miniature of the Lycett Trophy. Aitliuugh
this does not actually pick out the winner, I tliink you will

agree it is a move in the right direction, as it gives to each
who has made an equal performance an equal award, as all

those who are within the four minutes margin are considered
to have made an equal performance on time.

W. H. EGGINTON, Hon. Sec.

NORTH WALES ROADS.
Sir,—I read with intere.st in The Motor Cycle of May 1st

suggestions as to a route to North Wales. I happen to have
just completed the journey myself. My route was Slough,
Maidenhead, Henley-on-Thames, Oxford, Woodstock, Chip-
ping Norton, Evesham, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridg-
north, Much Wenlock, Shrewsbury, Llangollen, Corwen,
Bala, and Dolgelly. I spent one night at Oxford with some
friends. I avoided all big centres such as Birmingham, and
met with nothing big in the way of hills. The roads round
Hounslow are bad, but otherwise I found them good ; there is

another bad bit before reaching Shrewsbury. In Shrews-
bury, on signalliiit,' for a turn to the riglit, in order to follow
the pointer "to Holyhead," I was made to go straight on
by the police. There was no other pointer, so I took the
first turn to the right down a narrow back street which
landed me out at the bridge on the north side of the town.

I think the pointer where the policeman would not let me
go might quite well be removed to this street. Between
Llangollen and Coiwen there was one bad piece of unrolled

stones. I took the valley road from Corwen to Bala, which
was good. The roads in Merioneth are in a shocking con-
dition owing to much traction traffic in log hauling. Very
little seems to be done to mend them beyond throwing down
large stones. The Dolgelly-Festiniog road in particular

should be avoided. C. T. A. BEEVOR.

SINGLE-SPEED AND FOUR CYLINDERS.
Sir,—There has been a lot said recently re the single-

speed "big single" as a sporting 'bus, but very little has
been said about the four-cylinder single-speed machine.
The single must always be the simplest and most reliable

type of engine, but the 5-6 h.p. F.N. and the 7-9 h.p.

Henderson have both proved to be reliable machines if

properly looked after.

The following is my ideal specification :

Frame.—Sprung front and rear d la Indian.
Engine.—Four-cylinder 7-9 h.p., o.h.v., air-cooled.

Tank.—Wide at the front, tapering to the rear, to hold
two and a quarter gallons of petrol and half a gallon of oil.

Lubrication.—^Drip feed with auxiliary hand pump.
Carburetter.—Two-lever variable jet.

Transmission, etc.—Shaft drive. Combined lighting and
ignition generator, behind the engine, close to the tank.
Semi^T.T. handle-bars with Pedley grips.

A machine such as this would satisfy any ordinary desire
for speed, and would be easy to manage in traffic, as when
the engine is warm a slight pusli will start it, and if all is

in order it will fire regularly at 3 m.p.h.
FOUR CYLINDERS.

REPAIR JOBS.
Sir,
—" Ixion " is quite right in what he says, but the

trouble, again, is that firms require the cash first, and do
not always fulfil their contracts. This has happened to me
twice. What is to be done then ? Also they do not keep
anywhere near the time stated, which is a great annoyance.
On the other hand, I had the following repairs to my

engine (a 1916 J. A. P. 5 h.p. twin) : Completely dismantled
and cleaned, rebored crank case and fitted special bush, con-
necting rods straightened, new baffles, rockers hardened and
ground, two new gudgeon pin bushes, big end bush, crank
pin, two spindles, cone for gear and balls, inlet pipe nut,
piston and rings and gudgeon pin, piston ring valve cap and
washer, three valve guides, four valve spi'ings, odd washers
and bolts, valves ground in, and whole engine assembled
with a new cylinder.

Spare parts
Plus 45% ...

Labour

Total

What could be more reasonable, and, moreover, it was
done to time. Also, now I have had some dealings with the
firm, they do not hold up spare parts for the cash, but
despatch them promptly.

I should wish here to thank Zenith Motors for the way
they treat their customers.
Should other readers be willing, I should like to give

and hear of the firms who do not give satisfaction, and see

their names printed in your paper. G.B.A.

..£4 12

..2 1

..3 6

3

2

.. £9 19 5
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A GOOD CLIMBER.
Sir,—The performance of my "Big Four" Norton is, I

think, worthy of the notice of your readers.

With a Norton coachbuilt sidecar, myself and passenger

(each weighing fourteen stone), petrol and spares, it

climbed the well-known Porlock Hill, near Minehead, with-

out any effort or stunt riding. This outfit is just an
ordinary standard " Big Four " single-cylinder Norton, and
can pass hea\'j' twins quite easily.

I have used this combination for four years, and am
Btill running on the original Dmilop heavy tread 26 x 3

oversize tyres—an excellent feature of the Norton outfits. '

I should like also to say that the Norton people have
always been courteous and prompt in despatching spares.

Bedminster, Bristol. B.J.

AN EXTRA SPAIiK.
Sir,^The cause of a peculiar firing back into the

carburetter of my brother's machine batfled us for many
days, and as we thought the matter rather strange, I have
written to you so that perhaps some other motor cyclists

might benefit from the explanation.
Jluch intermittent firing after one big pop in the car-

buretter made us think that premature ignition was caused,
and we were led to believe that the Bosch magneto was
giving two sparks. This turned out to be the case. The
contact breaker casing was worn rather on the end boss

of the magneto. So much so, that the points of the breaker
varied in distance apart as they moved round. This wai?

due to the eccentricity of the casing and the contact breaker,

wliich caused the points to touch again and break a second
time towards the end of the cam piece, thus causing a

second spark at the plug points and somewhere near the

begimiing of the suction stroke. Hence the explosion when
the valve was open and the intermittent firing.

A new contact breaker casing and end plate put matters
right immediately. The trouble may not be new to you,

but it struck us all as being most novel. P. BOWLEY.

AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—Just to show that it is possible for a girl motor cyclist

to be interested in another part of motor cycling besides the

clothes to be worn, may I comment on the letter from Mr.
Stuart in the April 24th issue?

I was pleased to see something sensible written on the

subject of averages. I did not see Mr. Varney's letter, but
the idea of his two-stroke averaging 35 m.p.h. with a sidecar

and 45 m.p.h. without puts my head in a whirl. I have
ridden a Levis and an Allon, and always thought they were
doing well if they touched 35 m.p.h. solo. I should have
called 20-25 a good average on a long run.

I have what I consider an excellent 2| h.p. Douglas,
Colonial model, and have never done more than 46 m.p.h. on
the level. My best average was from Bromley to Birchington
(seventy miles odd) at 27 m.p.h. exactly. To do this I was
riding at 35 m.p.h. most of the way, and for several stretches

of good road at 38 m.p.h. I only beat this run by five

minutes a week later on a 4^ h.p. Bat, which seems to show
that, taking cross roads and villages into consideration, one
cannot comfortably, in the interests of one's own safety and
that of other people, do much more than average 27 m.p.h. I

have a Bonniksen speedometer..

I read vour paper with interest, as I am a very keen,

though ignorant, motor cyclist. (Miss) E. BIANVELL.

GUESSING COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—To determine reliability by speed guessing is nothing

short of ridiculous, and maj', at some time or other, open
the way to fraudulent practice in order to obtain the premier

award.
In the Victory Cup trial there were many riders_ who

qualified for the guessing competition, i.e., secured highest

possible marks for reliability, but their mounts were in effect

designated less reliable than those fortunately placed machines

whose drivers had the good luck to estimate speed
_
more

closely. The result is that there can be no real pride of

ownership, because possession signifies nothing meritorious,

and, consequently, a verj' excellent and remarkable perform-

ance loses the appreciation it deserves.

In spite of the splendid management and organisation of

the Victory Cup trial, and the hard and voluntary work of

the officials, it has ended unsatisfactorily, as so many similar

trials are bound to do if reliability is determined by a man's

ability to ride to a timetable, his knowledge of the exact

position of a check, or his ability in speed-judging.
^

It would save a deal of trouble if the qualifynig riders

numbers were put in a hat and a draw arranged for the

premier award. This should be more satisfactory to the

sporting fraternity, and would be just as efficient a test of

reliability as the method in question.
• , t

In the coming Birmingham-Land's End and back trial of

the Birmingham Club for the Lycett trophy, some other

method than timetable riding is wanted, and I have no doubt

the officials of the club would hail with delight any suggestion

that would assist in this respect. The Birmingham Club is

not alone in its desires in this direction. Accelei-ation,

fast and slow hill-climb, petrol consumption, stopping and

restarting on hUls, etc., are admirable, provided a satisfactory

formula and the necessary numerous officials can be found.

JAS. L. NORTON.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR
Sir,—I read with sympathy the experience of "The

Learner" in your issue of April 17th, and cannot help

thinking that more publicity might be given to us fortunate

ones who have been treated generously by the trade. Some

two months ago I was on the look-out for a second-hand

sidecar machine. From previous experience I knew that I

ran risks, but unfortunately my purse would not allow of a

new machine. I saw the mount I wanted at Messrs.

Selfridges—a 4 h.p. Calthorpe-Jap and sidecar. I e.xplained

at the time that I could not afford to be continually putting

my hand in my pocket for repairs. After a short trial the

machine did not come up to my expectations. As soon as I

explained matters to Messrs. feelfridge they promptly gave

me a free hand to have the machine thoroughly overhauled

at their expense at any repairers I might choose. In your

advertisement columns I saw that Herpin and Sharpies, of

47, South Lambeth Road, undertook overhauls.
_
"They had

my machine three weeks, during which time I visited their

shop frequently and saw for myself the excellent work which

they put in. These two men were recently aero engine

testers in H.M. Forces, and I feel sure that if I had fitted

a pair of wings to my machine when they had finished with

it I should have flown. I have just returned from a week's

holiday without the slightest hitch. I have no interest in

either of these two firms other than as a satisfied customer.

I wonder if many of your readers have been treated aa

generously and as well as I. SATISFIED.

THE FIRST FRENCH
MOTOR SCOOTER.

The model shown, manutactured by M. Blauseur, of Pans, is

entirely in the rough, and it is reported that M. Blauseur has

made this outfit simply for his own use. The tiny engine is fitted

with an overhead mechanically-operated inlet valve, and the drive

is by chain to the rear wheel.

B2f,
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ADVANTAGES OF A FOUR-STROKE.
Sir,—I see in your Apiil 17th issue that " Excelsior

"

wants to know why the majority of people prefer the four-
stroke to the two-stroke. I infinitely prefer a four-stroke
as a lightweight mount for the following reasons : (1) It is

more economical in oil and petrol
; (2) it is faster

; (3) it does
not overheat so easily ; (4) it does not use up bo many spark-
ing plugs; (5) it carbonises up much less than a two-stroke;
and (6) it can sustain speeds of about 35 m.p.h. for quite
long periods, whereas if you do that with a two-stroke it

gets " tired."

Of course, a two-stroke is a better hill-climber, and is

usually rather an easier starter. I once had a New Imperial-
Jap that got up to within fifty yards of the top of Birdlip
Hill on top gear, and I never had any trouble in starting
up with war spirit and 15° of frost.

I think that this compares very favourably with a two-
stroke. Though a two-stroke undoubtedly has advantages
such as simplicity, lightness, etc., I do not think its advant-
ages anything like outweigh its disadvantages. R.N.
On Active Service.

PULLEY GRIP.
Sir,—With reference to my original letter on this subject,

and Mr. R. L. Boyd's letter in your issue of April 3rd, I
have not yet seen a ball thrust Grado pulley, as my own
is the 1915 model with plain thrust. The wording used by
Mr. Boyd does not make it clear on which side of the operat-
ing ring the ball thrust is situated ; he thinks it ought to be
fitted "between the control rod and pulley." Which part
of the pulley? He cannot mean the "sliding flange" {i.e.,

outer flange), as he uses that expres-
sion in tlie next line. However, (9

there is no doubt in my mind that
the ball thrust is most needed
between the operating ring and the
adjustable outer collar. It is also
needed to a lesser extent between
the operating ring and the outer
flange. On my own machine, when
the throttle is. well open, I find it

impossible to loiver the gear with-
out momentarily switching off

owing to the terrific tendency of the outer flange to
close in, which overcomes one's" efforts to move the control
handle. On the other hand, when running with very little
throttle, the pull of the belt is not sufficient to tend to
close the flange. In this case the thrust on the operating
ring is obviously in the opposite direction, hence the need
of two ball thrusts. I found proof of this when I took
my pulley to pieces, when I found both sides of the operat-
ing ring slightly worn. The lubrication was the difficulty,
because grease soon disappeared. Consequently, I fitted a
ball race to both sides of the operating ring.
The steel washers made a free sliding fit on the sleeve

of the sliding outer flange. By turning down the operating
ring to half its original width, room was made on the sleeve
for the four washers. This arrangement has given every
satisfaction so far, and is quite simple to fit if a lathe
is available ; the cost is negligible.

I have not used a Whittle belt on the Grado, but my
experience with 'this belt in the past was that it was more
inclined to slip than ordinary Belts, unless one frequently
scraped and dressed the leather : it so soon developed
a hard glassy surface in dusty weather. To my mind,
there is nothing to beat a Dunlop of generous width, and a
Forward ' fastener (which cannot come unhooked when the
belt is running slackly in low gear).

Blackheath. - GRADUATE.
Sir,— I have seen the correspondence in youi' columns re

the above and I am in agreement with your correspondent,
Mr. 11. L. Boyd, that, re Grado pulley, the makers' claims
are not quite as clear as they might be. During the last
four years I have liad two machines fitted with this gear, a

2i h.p. and a 3^ h.p. My experience is that there is very
little extra grip on the belt when the belt is slack or in

"bottom gear." It is only necessary to try a decent hill

to prove his. As soon as the pulley is called upon to do any
out-of-the-ordinary work, with the belt slack, the machine
commences a series of leap frog jumps and " konks out

"

with a big effort to jump the moon. On the other hand
(and this is my reason for sticking to the Grado) it is an
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ideal gear for a solo speed merchant not desirous of out-of-
the-ordinary hill climbing. On my 3i h.p. T.T. model I
run the gear at about 4|xl on top, and with speed up I

should talie a bit of passing up an ordinary hill or on the
level. The pulley is at its best when cornering at speed on
an ordinary hill ; a toudi of the lever brings the machine
round without losing revs. The same applies to picking up
quickly from a standing start.

Here is a point I cannot understand : it is often claimed
as a proof of the pulley's gripping powers that if the control
lever were taken away the pulley vpould run automatically
into high gear. Surely this is opposite to the claim that
the pulley has a tendency to grip the belt when slipping.

If, as is claimed, the outside flange moves inwards when
the belt commences to slip, then what really happens is the
gear is raised slightly, the movement being equivalent to
moving the control lever slightly, but this is not gripping
the belt.

Let me say in conclusion that for ordinary solo riding the
pulley is, to me, just that much better than a fixed gear
that it is not worth the while having a gear box fitted.

Sheffield. BELT DRIVE.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—Under the above heading, a letter appears in your

issue of May 1st, in which the writer, Mr. C. J. Williams,

asks you to put forward an appeal to the newer riders who
are just taking up motor cycling to cultivate the old-time

courtesy of the road. He quotes an unhappy experience of

his, and all who read it must feel sympathy for him. May
I, however, give my experience on the road at Easter ?

On Good Friday morning I started from Croydon to East-

bourne at a leisurely pace, on my 2^ h.p. Levis. Being
unaccustomed to the saddle, I stopped every half hour or

so, to stretch myself. On almost every occasion, hardly
had I left the saddle, when a sympathetic sidecar would slow
down at my side to offer assistance. On one occasion, at

Uckfield, the number of offers of help was almost em-
barrassing, and I quickly continued my journey, thinking
gratefully of the fine spirit of comradeship shown by my
fellow travellers. JOG TROT.
Sanderstead

Sir,— I have read Mr. C. J. Williams's letter in Tfie Motor
Cycle of the 1st inst., and I am sure motor cyclists will agree
that many performances such as that of the "gentleman"
with the sidecar outfit who damaged Mr. Williams's machine
and did not even stop to apologise would do a lot to spoil

motor cycling. It seems to me, however, that this is rather
an isolated case, at any rate round Kent. I have been out
for several runs this year and have experienced two punctures
and one " belt break." On each occasion, passing motor
cyclists slowed up and asked if they could assist.

The driver of the sidecar outfit in question would do well

to follow the example of the Kent motor cyclists, but if he
still pursues his mad career, wishing him no harm, I hope
the next thing he bumps into is not the rear lamp and
mudguard of another motor cycle, but something such as

the back wheel of a steam roller. H. G. WARDEN.
OD.

I
MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS

: "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD IV1AP3. Price. Post

Z !• England & Wales. 2. Scotland. 3. London, free.

J (Showing roads into and out of London and avoiding
London ) Set of three, complete in case . . . . 4/6 4/10

"The Autocar" Map of Engrland and Wales.
Dissected and folded in neat case cloth .. ., 12/6 13/-

5 Also on rollers (a good wall map) . . .. 12/6 13'
• "The Autocar" Map of Scotland

"The Autocar" Map of Ireland.
• Same styles and prices as above.

"The Autocar" Sectional Map of England and
S Wales Consisting of 24 loose sections on strong card*

In stout waterproof envelope .

.

(complete) 5/- 5^6
In leather case, transparent front „ 15/- 15/5

• "The Autocar" Half Inch Map of Engrland and
Wales. In 37 sections. Each section ,, .. 3/-. 3/2

Z
** The Autocar " Map of South Eastern Engrland.

In stout waterproof envelope . . ., ,. 3/6 3 /lo
In leather case, transparent from ,. ,, .. 15/- 15/6

^
_ ,

• Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street. London. E.C.4,
S or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

..OD
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A selection ot questions ol general interest received from readers and out replies thereto All questions should be addressed to the Editor, 'Tbe Motor Cycle,'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether inte^ded for publication or not must b8 accompanied by a stamjied addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the papsr only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease ot reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kep' distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

but

Removing a Front Wheel Spindle.

I shall be greatly obliged if

^n you will tell me how to take out

f the front wheel of a 1913 7-9

h.p. Indian. I have thoroughly
examined it and tried my best,

vithout success. The forks seem
too rigid to spring apart sufficiently to

clear the hub spindle.—J.P.B.
There is absolutely no difficulty in remov-
ing the front wheel of an Indian motor
bicycle. All you have to do is to remove
the two nuts and knock out the spindle
with a lead hammer.

Speedometer Repairs.

Can you please inform me where

gy\ I can get a Stewart speedometer
> new hair spring fitted for record-
-SJ ing mileage per hour ? The one I

.

have, I have found out, is broken,
and it wiU not record speed.—E.W.E.

The makers of the Stewart speedometer,
Messrs. Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co.,

Ltd., 11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury,
London, W.C., will probably be able to

assist you.

Rear Lamp lighted by Magneto.

I desire to light a small glow

?' I

lamp (for use in rear light) trom
the primarj' winding of my

LSj E.I.C. magneto fittetf to 1915
Alldays-Allon, and should appre-

ciate your assistance on the following
points : Necessary alterations to mag-
neto. Wiring up, viz., in series with
contact breaker, or shunt on primary
circuit. Am I correct in assuming that
when an armature is rotated in a per-

manent- magnetic field the voltage will

not exceed a certain fixed point, regard-
less of revolution of armature, and that
neither wUl electrical damage be caused?
—SU480. '

(1) We do not recommend the practice of

taking a lighting circuit from the primary
of a magneto while it is being used for

ignition as well, because it is likely both
to interfere with the effectiveness of the
spark and to give unsatisfactory lighting.

The voltage given by the primary wind-
ings under these conditions is complicated
\>j the fact of the self-induction of this

circuit when the contact breaker opens.
If you wish to carry out this scheme the
best plan is to get into touch w-ith Messrs.
i".R.S. Lamps, Ltd., Birmingham, who
make a special set for" this purpose with
a transformer coil to reduce the voltage
to four volts for the lamp. In any case,

the wiring for the lighting circuit must be
taken off as a shunt circuit. You are
right in assuming that when an armature
is rotated in a permanent magnetic field

the voltage will not exceed a certain fixed

point. The reaction of the armature pre-

vents this being exceeded. This applies
to an ordinary armature, but with a mag-
neto where the circuit is periodicaUy
interrupted by the contact-breaker the
conditions are difl'ei'ent.

Use o! Benzole.

I am purchasing a new 1919

J^ B.S.A. and would like to give it

^ a trial on benzole. (1.) Do you
SJ advocate the use of benzole in

new models? (2.) What is your
opinion as to using this spirit in a new
1919 4i h.p. machine? (3.) Does it

tend to carbonise more readily than the

present poor qualities of petrol? (4.) Is

the flash point higher or lower than
petrol? (5.) Would a different jet have
to be used, or will the usual jet supplied

with the B.S.A. machines take benzole
the same as petrol? (6.) Can the same
speed, power, and economy be effected

fi'om benzole as from petrol? (7.) Does
benzole cause overheated cylinders more
than petrol? (8.) Can a B. and B.

carburetter be used with advantage on
B.S.A. models?—H.O.W.

(1.) Yes, if a good quality is obtained. (2.)

Quite suitable for any machine. (3.) No.

(4.) A higher temperature is required for

ignition. (5.) No; the jet of the B.S.A.
carburetter is adjustable and is suitable

for either. (6.) Slightly less speed, same
power, more economy. (7.) No. (8.)

Certainly ; but the B.S.A. carbm'etter is

quite efficient when properly adjusted.

Repairing a Carburetter Float.

^Z] jMy carburetter floods owing to

> a small quantity of petrol in the
-iJ float. How am I to find the Jeak

and remove petrol?—H.D.M.
Heat the float in a saucepan of water.

As soon as the water becomes hot, petrol

vapour will be observed issuing from the

leak, which can thus be located. The
quickest way to get the petrol out of the

float is to enlarge the leak slightly, and
when the float is quite empty the leak

may -be soldered over.

The Local Taxation Licence.

I had a B.S.A. motor cycle at

the beginning of this year. I

took out my licence at the post

office, for which I paid £1. I

sold the machine recently, and
now have a two-stroke. The police

inform me that my old licence will not

do for this machine. Is this right ?

—

One IK Doubt.
The police are absolutely in the wrong.
The local taxation licence entitles you
to keep one motor bicycle at a time until

the said licence expires.

Hill-climbing expeditions are again becoming popular, and all the well-known acclivities are

being revisited. The picture shows a party of motor cyclists on Alms Hill, near Henley.
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Cylinder Studs.

I am having trouble with my^ engine, which is a 1910 7-9 h.p.

> Peugeot fitted with a dutch on
-2-1 the eugine-shaft. I find that one

of the bolts which holds the
cylinder down is stiipped, and I should
like to know what means can be em-
ployed to remove it.—C.G.

The holding-down bolts are screwed into
'

the crank case, and can be imscrewed by
means of a footprint spanner. A better
method is to screw two nuts on each bolt
tightly one against the other, and then
unscrew with an ordinary spanner. Unless
the thread is too far gone, when the first

method must be employed.

Rear Cylinder will not Fire.

After my 5-6 h.p. Indian had
?been put aside for several months

I found that the back cylinder
-iJ would not fire. After overhaul-

ing it, cleaning carburetter, jet,

and plugs, also cleaning and adjusting
platinum points, cleaning carbon
brushes, taking ofi cylinder heads, clear-

ing carbon deposit from them, grinding
in all valves, inspecting leads to plugs,
replacing everything carefully and see-

ing that all joints ai-e tight, I still find
that the back cylinder will not fire.

Will you tell me how to find the
trouble?—H.J.K.

First of all, see that the magneto is spark-
ing properly and that the current is reach-
ing the back cylinder, then try changing
the plug, and finally see that there are
DO air leaks at the induction pipe or
carburetter unions to this cylinder, and
that the inlet valve is working properly.

The Rudge Clutch-

(1.) You were good enough to

help me with advice before con-
cerning the EudgeMulti clutch.

Will you kindly do so again? I

have taken the clutch down,
cleaned carbonised oil oft the projec-
tions on the plates, of which, by the
way, I found fifty-one ; removed the
odd plate, raised and lowered the ten-

sion of the spring, tried removing
another plate, and made various adjust-
ments of the outer cone, and still the
clutch engages so fiercely that there is

a distinct bark or scream when it is

engaged, and the engine stops. The
machine has plenty of power when
started with the clutch in, and I am
at a loss to know what to do now.
What would you suggest? (2.) Would
you mind giving me some idea of how
the plates in this form of clutch en-

gage and disengage?—J.F.G.

(1.) The correct number of plates in the
clutch should be fifty. If you have taken
the clutch apart, cleaned it, and have
omitted to clean all the holes in the main-
shaft through which the lubricating oil

reaches the clutch, your work has oeen
in vain, and want of lubrication may
cause the trouble. If you followed the in-

structions in the Rudge booklet, and
everything is in order and the plates are
not excessively worn, there is no reason
why the clutch should not be satisfactory.

(2.) The spring presses the plates together
and locks them up solidly, so that the
clutch should take the drive. When the
pressure is taken off the plates separate,
and the clutch is then free.
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Broken Contact Breaker Springs.

Will you please tell me, or
suggest any reason why, when
riding a 2| h.p. Douglas, with
a Bosch ZA2 magneto fitted, four
contact breaker springs should

break in four weeks, three of them
in the last week? The machine runs
well for about ten miles after fitting a
new spring. The magneto is oiled
according to instructions, and seems
quite clean.—A.D.F.-R.

The trouble is probably due to the
contact breaker springs being over-
hardened.

Low-tension Magnetos.

Please give me some informa-
tion regarding low-tension mag-
netos. I have a motor cycle and
have no idea of the ignition

method employed, and fail to get
any spark from the magneto. Also,
how do the plugs work?

—

Constant
Reader.

There are two types of low-tension mag-
neto used on motor cycles. The first, a
very early type, consisted of the magneto
producing a low-tension current and was
fitted with an oscillating armature. The
cylinder was provided with a mechanical
make and break. This type was soon
superseded, and the next development of
the magneto consisted in the production
of the Eisemann, which was a rotary
magneto developing a low-tension current
raised to a high-tension one by means of

a coil carried in a compartment of the
tank. If by plugs you mean the mechani-
cal make and break inside the cylinder
the action is as follows : On the current
bein^ generated from the magneto the
circuit is broken automatically inside the
cylinder and a violent spark jumps across
the gap created. The system is open to

the usual defects of the complicated piece
of mechanism, and leakage of compression
is also possible.

The Silencer Regulations.

I should be grateful for informa-
tion on the question of the degree
of silence required by law in the
case of a motor cycle. (1.) Is the
fitting of a silencer necessary by
(2.) Ijoes the law leave the neces-

sary judgment to the policeman?" (3.)

In the event of a silencer being legally

necessary, are baffle plates also essential ?

(4.) What about the machine with a
long exhaust pipe?—G.L.W.L.

(1.) The following is an extract from the
Silencer Regulations :

" He shall not use
any cut-out, fitting, or other apparatus, or
device which will allow the exhaust gases
from the engine of the motor car to go
straight into the atmosphere without first

passing through a silencer, expansion
chamber, or other contrivance, suitable
and sufficient for reducing as far as may
reasonably be practicable the noise which
would otherwise be caused by the escape
of the gases." (2.) Even though a motor
bicycle may conform structurally to the
regulations, it is left to the policeman
to say whether or not it is considered
noisy in his opinion. (3.) You will also
note that no mention is made of baffle

plates. (4.) Here, again, comes the ques-
tion of noise. It might be quite well
argued that a long exhaust pipe is, in

itself, an expansion chamber.

law?
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READER'S REPLY.
A Loose Bush.

I had the same trouble as your cori'e-

spondent "J. P." in your issue of April
17th, and got over the difficulty by
making a special bush with collar. I

should be pleased to help "J.P." if he
cares to communicate with me.—H. A.
Rogers.
[A letter addressed c/o The Editor will

be forwarded.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
B.H.—Bonniksen Isochronous speedo-

meter.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Nuneaton to Abergavenny.—^T.E.J.

Nuneaton, Coventry, Kenilworth, War-
wick, Stratford, Evesham, Tewkesbury,
Newent, Ross, Monmouth, Abergavenny.

Abergavenny to Barmouth.—T.E.J.
Abergavenny, Hereford, Leominster,

Ludlow, Craven Arms, Bishops Castle,
Montgomery, Welshpool, Llanfair, Dynas,'
Mawddwy, Dolgelly, Barmouth.

Barmq-cth to Nuneaton.—^T.E.J.

Same route as above to Welshpool',
then Shrewsbury, Wellington, Ketley
Bank, turn left to St. George's, and
along Watliog Street through Crackley
Bank, Weston-under-Lizard, Gailey,
Muckley Comer, Fazeley, Atherstone,
Nuneaton.

Witney to Carmff.—S.G.P.
Witney, Burford, Northleach, Chel-

tenham, Gloucester, and back by the
route previously given. Approximately
96 miles.

Canterbury to Bath.—A.J.P.
Canterbury, Chilham, Charing, Maid-

stone, Leybourn, Ightham, Seal, Brasted,
Westerham, Limpsfield, Godstone, Rei-
gate, Redhill, Dorking, Gomshall, Guild-
ford, Farnham, Odiliam, Basingstoke,
Whitchurch, Andover, Ludgershall, Up-
avon, Devizes, Melksham, Box, Bath.

Wiu-ESDEN to Barrow-in-Fxfrn"ess.—A.B.
WUlesden, Harrow, Rickmansworth,

Great Missenden, Aylesbury, Bicester,
Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester,
Headless Cross, Kidderminster, Bridg-
north, Wellington, Hodnet, Whitchurch,
Tarporley, Warrington, Wigan, Preston,
Lancaster, Carnforth, Milnthorpe, Bow-
land Bridge, Newby Bridge, XJlverston,
Barrow-in-Furness.

Bournemouth to St.amford, via Wel-
lingborough.—J.E.B.

Bournemouth, Christchurch, Lynd-
hurst, Cadnam, Winchester, Newbury,
Abingdon, Oxford, Bicester, Buckingham,
Stony Stratford, Newport Pagnell,
Bozeat, Wellingborough, Kettering, Great
Weldon, Stamford.'

Altrinch.-im to Minehead.—A.F.T.L.
Altrincham, Northwich, Tarporley,

Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridgnorth,
Kidderminster, Worcester, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester, Stone, Alverston, Bristol,

Axbridge, Highbridge, Bridgwater, Mine-
head.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLDAYS a-ftvoki', Sh.p.. good running order:

£24.-1. W. Sh,i\v. Wellington., Salop. [X1027

ALLOX. 1915. 2-spttsl. lamps ami siieedometer. stortxl

2 vears: i;35.-14a, Alliauoe Ed., Plumstend.
[1137

ALLON. late 1916. Inrnps. Klaxon: 38 gns. : un-

used 2 years: after 7 p.m.—35, Battersea Rise.

S.W.U. tiei'i

f Q16 AlUlars Allon. conuter(=haft drive, splendid eon-
xO ditioa: £45.—Knwliusou. Oxford St.. Ijingdoii

Hill. Esse.^:. 1 [1338

ALLDAVS Allon, 1915, 2-strokc. new eondition; £39.
no offers; alter 6.-35. Freegroire Ed., Caledonian

Ki, HoUoivaj-. [1267

ALLDAYS Matebless. 2'-jb.p., 2-stroke. good eoudi-

tiou: trial, exainin.atlon ; £30.-17, Qoldhawk Ed..
Shepherd's Bash, London. [128C

ALLOX ,Marih, 19191. 2"'4li.p.. 2.strol;e. 2-speed, li.e

elnteh. P. and H. lamps, Luins lioru, eondition

as ue\r; £57; after 5 p.m.— 14, Hnvenscroft Park.
Bamet. [1383

Alp
£25.—Alp lightweiglit, exeellent condition; genuine;

stamp for reply.—Adveitiser; S, Hatherley ltd .

Beading. [1544
Alcyon.

Q^li.p. Alovon. smart lightweiglit, B.B. carburetter.
^•i Bosch m:ig.. good tvres. good running order; £55.
-I.iaries. 54. Ureenfleld Ed., South Tottenham. [1211

American, Ltd.
9h.p. American. Ltd.,' free engine, lamps, horn, speed

ouiet?r, not done 4.000 miles, very -fast; £65.—
H. \Tright. Allesey, Beds. [153'

Ariel

AKIEL Cimbmation: £50: not before 7.30 p.m.—
50, .Mann St.. Walworth, S.E. [1447

CHOW Bros., High St.. Guildford.—Ariel agents since
1913. 1919 deliveries h;tTe begun. [5299

i RIEL. 3i-2b.p., new tyres, very fast machine, in ex-
**. cellent condition; £43; seen after 6.—41, Heath
Gardens, Twickenham. [1648

ARIEL. 31^'h.p. and 6-7h.p. : early deliveries.- !'

Speakma'n. Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd.
Harpurhey. Manchester. [5269

ARIEL, S'jh.p.. kite 1917, 3-speed countershaft, as
new. overhauled by makers last week.—134, Clare-

mont Ed., Rugby. ' [X0843

ARIEL 1914 S'oh.p., 3-speed sear, clutch, new back
tyre, in thorough going order; £45 or nearest.

—

Lanark, Sunbury, Middlesex. [1458

ARIEL 3i:;h.p., T.T., beieved 1913, re-enamelled, tvres
and engine perfect, new V. and H. lamp set ; £45.

-Box L1.351, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [1678

Arno.
tEXO Motor Cycle, SUh.p., Bosch mag., splendid

*"V. condition; anv trial; £45. or offer.—C, Meade.
Elms Bakery. 568, High Rd., Leytonstone. [1330

4h.p. Arno, mag., B.B.-, perfect running order, nearly
new tvies, lamps, horn; anv trial: £38.—Lawn

Dale, Cotteralls, Hemel Heinpetead, Herts. [1711

Auto-Wheels

WALL Auto-Wheel, good condition; £7/10.—Mel-
bury. Bushey Heath. Herts. [X1064

WALL Auto-Wheel, perfect condition; £8/15.-8.
Wordsworth Rd-, Wallington. Surrey. [1557

i CTO-WHEEL, B.S.-\. de Luxe, mileage 250. a-
--"i- new; 12 gns. ; offers.—Cpl. Lawrence, 30, Park
St.. Cardiff. ' [1617

FOE Sale, brand new Smith Anto-wheel, just brought
in from America, complete with fittings; what

ffers?-B., 15, AUevn Park, We<=t Dnlwich. London.
i.E. - [X1038

Bat.

4h.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame. B.B., clutch, just over-
hauled, ride awav ; £30.—Field, 26, Rowan Rd..

Beiley Heath, Kent. [1154

BAT 9h.p. Com'oination. 3-speed. car tyres, handk
starter, splendid condition.—A.W., 47, Bromles.

Irary Villas Kilbum. X.W. [1406

BAT-J.AP. 8h.p. Combination, coachbuilt. 2 sr«eds.
clutch. K.S., spare Dunlop new, all accessories:

£70. before 10 a.m., after 5 p.m.—Wills, 9, Ravenstone
St., Balham. [1151

J^h.p. Bat-Tap, 1913. engine just overhauled, new pis
^ ton fitted, tyres and belt as new. spring frame

. model. £35 : also 6h.p. Minerva twin, fitted new C.A.T
i mag.. T T. handle-bars, 26X2I2 tyres, one new S.S.. new
L belt, adjustable pnllev, very fast machine, not a crock

:

any trial- £32.—Ford, jun,, Xorth Moreton, near Wall-
ingford, Berks. [X126:

Blackburne. -

GROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, are old Black
bume agents, and can give early deliveries. [530C

BLACEBUENE.—Sole agents. Book now for earlj

delivery.—Chandler, Eeyre and Williams, Sun St,

Hitchin. --
'

, [0999

JONES' Garage. — 'We can accept orders for al,

models of Blackburne motor cy^^les: delivery
expected in April : deposits optional.—Broadway, Mus
weU Hill. - [0992

We know
THAT b}- merely promi.sing de-

liveries of new machines, wo
could keep a clerk all daj- and
every day booking orders.

THAT we could take any iiumbe*
of deposits, and see our bank
balance (like the Fat Boy
in Pickwick Papers) "swell
visibly."

THAT b)' buying second-hand
machines indiscriminately at
fancy prices, we could re-sell

at still higher prices.

THAT we could easily obtain
premiums for preferential de-
liveries of new machines.

THAT at the present time

—

There is unlimited capital
for the asking,

Unlimited opportunities for

making big profits.

BUT as 'wc have no ii\ten-
tion of sacrificing our
reputation— as acquired
by ten years of honourable
trading — for one year's
orgy of boom profits,

WE make no definite promises
as regards delivery of new
machines.

\VE persist in our rule to only
sell second-hand machines, as
and when they pass through
our workshop—where they are
completely dismantled and
thoroughly overhauled.

WE continue our policy to sup-
ply machines in strict rotation
at catalogue prices.

AND-
WE are sanguine enough
to think that in 1929
Godfrey's, Ltd., will be
more firmly established
than ever in the con-
fidence of the Motor
Cycling public.

GODFREY'S
LIMITED,

208, Great Portland

Street, London, W.l.
Telegrams :

" Gofrabike, Wesdo, London."

Telephone : Mayfair 7091 (2 linesi.
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

13 4h.p. Bradbury, nertert condition througliout:
4:35.— Ininaii, 1, Otiiello St., Liverpool. (1370

BKAimrUV, 1913 (late!, 2-3iieed, kick starter;

£42,10.— Robertson, 39, Hiimil St., Peterborough.
[1171

|014 4i,h,p. Bradbury, 2-speed, pedal start, ni w
A*' coach sidecar; £58.-29, St. Leonards" St.,

Bromley-by-Bow. E,3. [1427

BKAliIlURY 4h.p., 1915, tree engine, excellent con-

dition, tvres almost new, lamps, lioru; £47.— Kin;:.

22, Kilith Ed'., Faversham, Kent. [1491

BR.-VDlJUltY.— For the earliest possible deliveries o(

1919 models try the solo I\Ianchester agent, Tom
Davics, 229, UeansgaLe, ^^ancllcstcr. [6652

4h.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-spced.

clutch, splendid condition; £65: trial, seen after

6.-7, Grove i-'aradc. High Kd., FincMcy, N, [1593

FOB Sale, 3h,p. Bradbury, iu good order. Stewart
speedometer, Cirado variable gear; £30, or exihaui-'e

lor good 2-stroke,—Ingham, Crossley Sanatoiiuiii, h'rnil-

shaui, Cheshire. rX0845

1ilil9 Bradbury, 6h.p., new at Easter, twiu-cyl,, kiclt

XJ7 starter, chain drive, 3 speeds, free engine, and all

tlie latest, horn and lamps; secured car.—Best offers to

Wlialley, Clovclly, Croston, I'reston. [X1167

BEAOBUBY 4h.p, and Sidecar, N.S.U. gear. B, and
IJ., Bosch, lamps, generator, horn, all accessories,

excellent c'ondition : £39 : seen Saturdays alter 5,—
Glemh:iui, Ashurst Ud., North Fincliley. [1213

BRADBUKY, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and B.,

Dmid, nearly new tyres, belt, etc., overhauled,
re-enamelled, replated, with comfortable wicker side-

car; 48 giis,—Write, S., 21. Kempj Rd., Kiiburn.
[1371

Brough
BKOUfiH early deliveries, siiorting mount,—J. Blake

and Co., Liverpool anil Manchester. [X0439

BBOUGH, 6h.p., little used, idle during war: expert

trial; fiist cheque, £50,—McDermott. .Shercock,

Ireland. [X1046
Brown.

3ih.p. Brown, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, good
2 tyres, in good running order; £28.-44, Oimiston

Ed., East Greenwicii, S.E. 10. txn50
BEOWN ; PRECISION, 2%h.p., 1914, 2-srced

countershaft, P. and H. lamps. Stewart speedo-
meter, good condition; £34/10.-163, Loughborough
Rd., Loughborough Junction, S.W. [151-1

BROWN, 3V'b.p,, 2-speed, tree engine, semi-T.T.

bars, Amac carburetter, Simms British magneto,
splendid condition; £30.-90, Crayford Way, Crayford,

Kent. [1S04

B.S.A.

BS.A., 3ii.h.p., fast machine: 32 gns.— 58a, Delancev
St., Cainden Town, N.W. [1543

31h.p, E.S.A., 1914, clutch, lamps, perfect; 45 gns.

2 -76, Western Ed., Southall, W. [1337

B.S.A., T.T.. clutch, new condition: first over £50.—
318, Cricklewood Lane, Cricklewood. [1269

>TEW B.S.A. '8 iu stock: immediate delivery Model
< K.— Alexander, Agent. Wallasey Village. [1506

B.S.A., Xmas, 1915, K., alniost new- Canoelet. lamps,

horn, very little used; £80.-2, Chepstow Ed., New-
port, lion. [X0973

B.S.A Combination, SV.h.p.; 2 speeds, excellent con-

dition and running order.-64, Loughborough Park,

Brixton, S.W.9. [1206

B.S.A., 1919 models, delivery June and July.—
Hadlow's Motor and Cycle Works, 130, Camber.

well Rd. S.E.5, [9232

B.S.A., 1919 models, early deliveries.—Basbone's, 228,
Pentonvdle Rd.. King's Cross, London, N.l.

Tel. : 2481 North. [8819

BS A 1917 Chain-cum-belt Combination, stored 2

years, practically new; £85.—Lt. Moore, Box
LI, 272, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1202

B.S.A., 1914, S'Ah.p., in firsf-clas condition, new
tyres; 50 gns:.-199. Pentonyillo Ed., King's

Cross. 'Phone: Holborn 1812. [1210

BS.A. 4i',h.p, Combination. Phoenix sidecar. Hood,

triple screen, 3-speed, clutch, as new; £90.-47,
Pretoria Av., Walthamstow, E.17. [1551

B.S.A.. 3i^h.p., 2-speed. clutch, fine condition and
order. Tittle used, Lucas lamp, accessories, cane

sidecar; £55.—Child. Northleach, Glos. [X1136

T 013 2-=peed B.S.A., mechanically perfect, tyres as

l-tJ new low gear needs repair, ready to ride away;
£35._Withey, 43, North Bar, Banbury. [X1178

BS A. T T I.O.M., late model, specially built

throughout: highest over £80 secures: private

owner- trial by appointnient,-Box Ll,268. c/o The Motor

Cycle.' [1183

FOE Sale, B.S.A. 4Vih.p. motor c.vcle, 1915, sidecar,

lamps, horn, speedometer, good condition, stored

2 years —Hamilton, Burton Ed., Kennington, Ashford,

Kent. [l*"^!

B.S.A. 1914 S'Ah.p., 2-speed, free engine, very power-

ful, perfect throughout, plating, enamel, and tyres

unsoiled, stored 4 years; £60, or near.— 1, College Ed.,

Woking. [1570-

SALE. B.S.A., 1915. 4l'4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,

chain-cum-belt, almost as new, been stored :;'/

and little used previously; £65.—Ellis, Cecilyears,
Rd., Swanage.

AI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue, A33
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CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

a)l-<-)iain diivo. 3-specd countershaft, only
done 2,000 miles, spcedometei-. lamiis. eti*., like

new ; best offer accci)ted ;
guaranteed.—G. W. Green,

Militate. Thir>k. tX1074

B.S.A.—For the earliest possible deliveries ol 1919
models. si>ecificatnyits, and prices, solo district

aKcnts, The Walsall Garage. Wolvurliaiopton St,
Walsall. Pliono 444. [4669

1Q14 U.S.A. nnil 1916 sideonr. clinin drive, sjieedo-

X«/ meter, jind all simros. Binke oarliuretter, splen-

did condition, littlo used; £75.—iluigiitioyd, 5, ClinninK
Rd.. Birkdiile. Southiioit. [X0995

1 Q13 U.S.A. Combiuiition. coa*'li-l'uilt sidecar, c-luiin

A*/ drive, in ptrfect condition tlnougliiiut-, not iu iise

lor 28 uioutlis: £75, no olJers.—37, Daleliam Mews, Bel-
sizo Lane, Hanii'steai], N.W. [XI 133

4 ill. p. U.S.A., 3-speed, kick start, just overhauled
4 hy uitikers, perfect condition, and light coach-

bnilt^fiiilccar ; ixchtin?:e for higher power.—60, Glnfistonc

St., Desliurough, Market Hnrboro'. [X0915

B.S.A. Motor Cycle, free enpiiie model, in19'*
cut '

-Ta:

B
out The w;ir, complete with Lucas head light; £42/10.
-Taylor. Corn Merchant. Billericay. Tel.: 5. [1341

I.S.A.. 3ii:h.p., 1913, 2--Tieed, free engiue, l)elt, ab-
solutely relialile, paintwork good, new electric

Jiorn, lamjis and batteries, complete with tools and
pump; £70 cash.—Kennard, Dumpton House, Rams-
gate. [X0925

1 QI9 AlUliiiin B.S.A.. Mcntpomery sidecar, deliverefl
M-iJ fortnight; owner has artiticial leg, cannot iiiiin-

ago clutch : 3 lamps, p<^nerators. mechanical horn,
screen, aiiron : offers over £110.—Hart, 21, Queen St.,

Chesterfield. [D) [X1168

B.S.A. Comljination. beautiful C.B. sidecar, absolutely
\inscnitched. not done 1.000. 2 speed.s, counter-

shaft, kick starter, clutch, chain-cum-belt, new tyres,

lamps, horn, belt miiTor adjustable iootbo;iids: £75, or
exchange car.- 1. Bell's Garden Ed., Teckham. rX0979

B.S.A. 4»4h.p. Bramble Combinntion, matched, prac-
tically new, lirst time out April 12th, 1919, all

ciiain. 3-i^peed countershaft, kick start, chassis enclosed,
•creeu. detachable child's seat. Klaxon, P.H. head light,

tools: not done 200 miles; nearest £120.—Andrews, 58,
High 6t., Coalville, Leicestershire.- [X1037

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City agents and specialists
who confine their business absolutely to B.S.A.

mannlact Tires always holds the most complete stock of

motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
diate delivery of all replacements.—The County Cycle
and Motor Co.. 307-8, Broad St 'Phone: Midland
733. [7250

CaUhoi*pe.

Oilh.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, new tyres; £43.—
'V4 Pickering, Mardol. Shrewsbury. [1307

2ih.p. Cnlthorpe, 2-speed Precision, ride away; 30
2 {;nji.-76. Western Ed., Southall. W. [1336

t.VLTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2^-/ih.p.. Enfield 2-speed,
splendid condition; £47.—Wilfred, 4, High St.,

Chelmsford. [1312

CALTHORPE 1915 2iih.p.. 2-stroke, conntershaft 2-

speed year, stored; £32.—Hanberg, 164, Bower
St., Bedford. [XI 139

CALTHOEPE Junior, 2-speed, excellent condition,
stored .-^incf. 1916; bargain lor cash, 25 gn-s.-77,

Cha^ Side, Entield, [1472

fcl4 Calthorpe Junior. 2i:ih.p., 2-ppeed. owner buy-
henvier machine ; offers.-J )eats, The Nook,

Burgh Heath, Surrey. '
• [1228

^.\LTHORPE 1917- 2";4h.p. 2-stroke, countershaft
2-speed, excellent condition; £41; seen any time.

164. Broadfield Rd., Catford. {1641

lALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2?ih.p.. 1916. Enfield gear, done
700 laiiips, soeedometer, good condition ; highest

ofler.— Be'udit, Queen's, Cambridge. [X0S41

IQld Calthoipe-Jap. 2^:4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, sloping
-l «/ tank, mn 72 miles: what offers? 4h.p. wanted.
—Atkinson. 68, St. John St.. Coventry. [X1103

fcl6 Calthorpe Minor 2-seater Car, dynamo light-

ing, 5 detachable wheels, like new; £350.-29.
St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow, E.3. [1426

^16 Calthorpe-Jap, a^^h.p., Enfield gear, unused 2

yeiirs. mileage under 1.000, excellent condition;
38 gns.". near oli'L-r —Miller, Snieddyhill. Duns., Berwick-
shire. [X093O

CALTHORPE Combination, 4-5h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Enfield gear, electric light, sidecar coachbuilt,

newly varnished; £75.—Robinson, War Department
rjignal Factoiy, Teddington. [1523

1 Q17 Calthorpe 2-stroke. 2'.yh.p., 2-speed countershaft
Xt/ pejir, s«^nii-;iuto. cajburettei, front, rear lamp set,

tvres pnod. mar-hiue equal to new.; £35; after 6.-64,
Rnvnham Ed., Edmonton, X. [X0931

J 15 C:ilthorpe-J:ip 2^4h.p., Enfield 2-speed. lamp,
horn, etc.. condition as new, engine just ^ver-

^

hnuled. perfect, tvres and belt good; £42.—Xorfolk
1

House, Silencer Ed.. East Molesey. [1568

1 C|19 Calthorpe, 2"'^jh.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed gear, with.
itF fjee engine, jU'^t delivered and not used: machine I

delivered nearest stition jmmediatslv npoa receipt 50
gns. cash.—Bos 3,504, c/o The Motor' Cpcle. [X0996

Campion.
CAMPION, late 1917. Villicrs 2-stroke engine, 2-

sneed, 1 lunlops. Amac, iierfect order, like new

;

£38.—Williams, Central School, Carnarvon. [1192

c-^
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GROSE
LTD.,

1297
North.

36S4
City.

Old Jewry, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2.

and a.t 255-257, Holloway Road, N.,

and at 8, New Bridge Street, E.O.
To save delay, p!er\sc adiircss all post orders

to Old Jewry, E.C.2.

SIDECAR
BODIES IN STOCK.
Wicker, light sporting shape, 55/-

Coachbuilt: Light sporting shape,

locker at back, well uphol-

stered, painted and varnished

Green or Red 110/-

Coachbuilt : Touring shape, locker

under seat, springupholstered

Green or Grey £7 7

Coachbuilt : De Luxe m'd'l £8 8

Coachbuilt: De Lu.xe model and
bulbous back £9 9

Special coachbuilt aeroplane

fuselage sidecar body, with small

windscreen 10 Gns.
The ?nosi Sporty S:d'rar yet produced.

SIDECAR CHASSIS . . £7 10

CAMEO WIND SCREENS wiU fit

any sidecar 55/-

With side valance .... 60/-
(carriage and packing free).

TAYLOR'S WIND SCREENS.
25/-, 30/-, 32/6, 47/6.

SIDECAR HOODS.
open sides, 50/- closed sides, 60/-

SIDECAR SUNDRIES.
Auxiliary Arms ., 9/6

best 14/6

Aprons, short pattern '9/6

storm ,, 14/6

Aprons made to paper pattern in 7 days

Mats 6/6

Celluloid for Wind Screens 18x16 7/6

GROSE'S GAS REAR LAMP.
Very neat and well plated ...... 7/6
Ditto for Sidecar 7/6

TERMS:
Cash with order only, and Carriage extra.

Ush returned tor any goods not approved ol.

4
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Centaur.

h-r- 1913 CentaiiT, ]i. and B.. Bosnli, ehiteli rao^
fast ijiaeliine; f30, or ofler.—100, Stanley

Ted(linntoij. [1^

Ft>R Sale, 3VL'h.p. Centanr, clntch model, in splenS
running order, Bo&ih mag., new tyres; a realbl

^nin. will iirt'ept £36.—Wvntt, 4, Union GroVe, Watffl
worth "Rd.. Clapham, .S.W.8. (13.

-Chater-l.ea.

C HATER-LEA, 2 stioke, 2-speed, Rood condition
;

gus.— 31, King Edward St., Slongh. '[X12^

CHATER-LEA 61i.p. Combination, coachbuilt, .

speed, chain drive, enamelled, plated, ovevhaulel
equal new : £80.-3, Park St., Wellington, Salop.

[XlO'
Chater-Lea-Fafnir.

CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR, SMih.p., wiolter sldecjj
Bosch, B. and B., chain-cum-belt, variable g^

and free engine: £35: alter 7.-30, Garden Rd., PeS
ham Rye, S.E.15. [l4

Chater-Lea-JaD.
CHATEE-LEA-,T.A.P., 1913, 6h.p., Mnhon clntt

•tnd cane sidecar, nice condition ; £60.—Roberta^
^9, Broad St., Peterborough. [ll'f

6h.p. J.A.P. Engine, special Chater-Lea frame, 24-

2'/, Palmer cords, B. and B. carburetter, copjL
tanks, full T.T. bars, very fast and racy machine, BOBg
mag., all mechanically as new, single speed, fixed rf

gine; £30.—Kiddell, H.M. Customs and Excise, T"oH|
stone. [^®f

ChaterLeaKerry.
CHATER-LEA-KEBRY 5-6h.p. Combination, All

strong 3 speeds, handle starter, splendid cond
tion; £45, or offers,-Bowles, 27, Albert Rd., Queed
Rd., Dalst(}D. [139

Clyno.

CLTSTO. 2-stroke, 2-speed, .hand clutch; 66 gns.;':

livery this month.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., .StafloH

[XSf"
CLYNO 8h.p. Combination, the model superb;

livciies June.-Mnrtiu Mitchell, Ltd., StaSord.
'

[X93t{

CROW Bros.. High St., Guildford. West Surrey agisa

for tlie 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure ea^
dcliveiT- f^^

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, lamps, hoii,

etc., splendid condition; £110.-40, Replinghan
Rd., Southfields, 8.W.18. [14

GROVER. Smith and Willis. Basingstoke—Agents i

Clyno coiiiliination. IJon't wait until the fl

weather" comes before placing your order. [62©

61i.p. Clyno Combination, No. 3 Gloria sidepM,
;

speeds, kick starter, lamps, horn, tools, outfit,

new; 105 gns.—Uavies, Bowerham Dairy, Lancaster.^

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., countershaft 2-fip

kick start, Bosch, good tyres, spares; £65; all

6.— Kadwell, 80, Ormiston Ed., Westcombe Park, Grei

wich. [12^

"Id 19 8h.p. Clyno Combinations. Deliveries cri

X«7 mence in June. Place your order with ua '

once to ensure earlv delivery, 1919 Olyno 2-stroke

deliveries this month; order at once.—Kays, 116-13
Pitshanger Lane, Ealing. Tel. : 553 Ealing. [96^

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 2'/,h.p., splendid machine, in fiM

class order; £33.-15, Wickham Rd., S.E.4. [IS'

Coulson.

COtlLSON B ; order now.—J. Blake and Co., Ljyerpa
and Manchester. [i04^

Dot

DOT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin, sporty, red, Bosch, Bini
Lucas large eet; £30.-141, Elgin Crescent, H«

land Pork. [^^llf
Douglas,

THE Douglas has set the fashion to the wot
—Below.

GOURLAY, the Great Douglas Agent, FallowfieL
Manchester [X04J

DOUGLAS. 234h.p.. 2-speed. excellent conditio

£50.—Hockey, Nursery "Villa, Chard. [16

OUGLAS, 2iih.p., 1911. Bosch, running ord
fast; 20 gns.—79, Ramuz Drive, Westcliff. [J.6

OTJGLAS, 2'*ih.p., 1911, just overhauled, excell

condition; £35.-Beddoe, Warwick St., "Worth?

T 014 Douglas, 2-speed, in good condition; £50;
i-if Millns, The Firs, Spaniards Rd., Hampstear

DOUGLAS, 2"!'jh.p., needs slight adjustment, i

condition; £24.—Wood, 76, Stockwell Rd., S...

1011 Douglas, perfect running order, lamps, et

i-if £22.—Whitwell, Nook. Broadway, Peterborou.

1 016 4h p Douglas, sidecar, speedometer, not done
i«7 2.000; 85 gns.—17, Garden Av., Mitcham Lanft

S.W. [1358

OUGLAS 2%h.p., horn, tvres as new, fast, go<^
condition; £45.—17a, Lytchett Terrace, Richmond,

Surrey. [1652

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed. little used, good
condition, lamps, etc.; £45.—Lt. Grove, 12, New

St., Salisbury. [1377

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1Q15 Indinu S-speed 7-9h.i)., kuk start, electric lamps
J.i' aud hani, cuaibbuilt sidocnr, excellent order and
condition ; price £95.—AlHirgele Motor Co.. At'ergele.

[X0889

,

1 Q^6 Indian Combination. 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick
XtF start. cHitch, coachbuilt sidecar, too fast for

owner; 110 gns.—1, Victoria St., Braiotree, Essex.
[1448

INDIAN, 1914. 7h.p., clutch model, stored o years,

in perfect condition; £60, or exchange good com-
ation.—130, Hither Green Lane» Lewisham, S.E.13.

[1276

INDIAN, 1916, 6h.p., S-speed, clutch, kick start,

Klaxon. lamps, eseelleut coudition : 70 gns; after

6.—Wiuirfield, 2, Queen's Mim<ious. Brook Green.
[X09S8

-|Q14 Indian, 7h.p.. clutcU T.T., used M;iy to Nov.,
M.9J 1914, ouh', stored since, exivllent i-oudition.

Bpeedoiueter, lamp, Brooks saddle; £65,-33, Beaumont
St. Oxford. [l.Seo

3ih.p. Indian Twin, 1917, semi T,X.. 3-speed. clutch.

2 kick starter, excellent condi^on. little used, Luc;i.^

horn, lamps; £87.—Currinstou, 5, St. Andrew's St.,

Cambridge. ri54V

INDIAN, late 1915, 3-speed, clutch and kick start.

Millford sidecar, lamps, horn, spares, only run 700
miles: £115 or near oHer.—Moy, Beach Hotel, Frin-
ton, Essex. [1457

INDIAN 7-9b.p. Combination, coachbuilt, 2-speed

clutch, lamp and generator, hoxn, splendid condi-

tion; £90; Saturdav, Suadav.—Eirks. 702. Holloway
Rd., Loudon, N.19.

,

[1467

1 Q14 Inthau, countershaft gears, clutch, chain drive,
it/ 7-9h.p., electric lamps and horn, with Gloria

sporting Projectde sidecar, fine outfit; £110.—Abergele
Motor Co.. Abeigele. [X0890

-| Q14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, speedometer, 2 electric
M-iJ lamps, Millford C.B. sidecar, excellent condition
throughout: nearest offer to £70.—Jarvis, Printer, St.

Peter's At., Cleethorpes. [X1114

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p.. 1914, 2-speed, clutch.
etc.. speedometer, lamps, done 7,000, stored

during war; nearest offer to £100.—A. V. Campbell.
The Croft, St. James's fid., Harpenden. [N1202

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., T.T. road racer, clutch
model, in perfect running order, smart appearance,

tvres good as new, complete with lamps, and all acces-

sories; £62.—F. Mehew, Bluntisham, Hunts. [1368

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., clutch. T.T. model, disc wheels,

long exhaust, lamps, tyres like new, jxist been
enamelled and plated, engine in perfect order; £50,
or offer.—262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow. [S1193

POWEKPLtJS Indian. 1916 Model F.. dual clutch

control, electrically equipped. Hills-Fulford ilodel

de Luxe sidecar, coachbuilt. heavily paddeil, all tyres

good: price, including one new spare Dunlop tyie, £120.
—Coombs, Cold Harbour, Sherborne, Dorset. ' [1661

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Twin Combination, road racing

clutch model, guaranteed Milis-FiUiord spring
wheel chassis, sporting type body, enamel and plating

n3 new, heavy Dunlops. 3 lamps, tools, horn, very little

used, fast and good climber; 95 gne., no offers.-Boss,

"Foulis," Bookham, Surrey. [X1047

Ivy

TVT-PEECISION, 1915, 4iib.p., 5-speed, clutch, and
sidecar; £57, 10.—Eobertson, 39. Broad St., Peter-

borough. [1172
l&ion.

1 C|15 2i/2h.p. Ixioh 2-fitToke. in fine condition, lamps,
JLJ' horu, tools; £27.— Gregory. Aldeburgb, Suffolk.

[1231
James.

-I Q16 Janres 2-stroke, 2-speed. as new; £47/10.—
-L«7 29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow, E.3.

.[X428

JAMES, 4i4h.p., 3-5peed countershaft, all chain.

Canoelet sidecar; £85.-272, Green St., Forest
Gate. [1325

JAMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 ma-
chines in stock.—Chandler, Eeyie and ^^ illiams,

Sun St., Hitchin. [0997

1013 James, 4h-p-, 3^peed, J.S. Sturmey-Archer,
JLt/ £45; with Mills-Fulford cane sidecar, £50.—
Ostler. Crofts, Witney. [1278

JAilES 2-stroke, 2-speed CS., Amac, Dunlop tyres

and beli't, in good condition throughout: £40.—
Qnelch. Perry Court, Winham, Mar Canterbury. [X1216

JAMES 1914 Combination. 4i4h.p.. exceptional con-

dition; £90: Saturdays Viy appointment, 'i'none:

4177 Park.—Warner, 10, St. Marv Abbotts Terrace. ii.en-

siagton. [1413

JAMES Twin, 3-speed. countershaft, kick start, hand
clutch. 2 new heavv 1 lunlo^s. extremely fast and

powerful, esrellent condition; 60 gns.—56, Gibbon Ed..
Kingston-on-Thames- [XI 170

JAMES 4Uh.p.. fixed engine, T.T. model, about 1913,
splendid coadition, real flier, take 2 anywhere,

ride awav, verv fast; price £35.—dagger, Claughton
St., Kidderminster. [1188

JAMES 3*-_.h.p. Twm, 3-speed. hand clutrb. all en-
closed drive, ne^' tyres", the "whole in tip-top con-

dition: £60. or sood 2-stroke and cash.—Motorist. 40.
Eelgrave Ed., Wanstead, E. [1489

1 Q14 .James 4i4h.p. Big Single, coachbuilt combina-
J-*-' tion, splendid condition, all-chain drive,
countershaft gear box, clutch, kick starter, guaran-
teed perfect running order, new sidecar, electric
lighting throughout, all accessories ; £85 ; after
6 p.m.—7, Eavenhurst Av., Hendon. [1610

^ Specialists for

DOUGLAS,
ZENITH,

MATCHLESS
MOTOR CYCLES.

Another unsolicited testimonial.

Torquay, 26/4/19.

To Vivian Hardie, Ltd.

Dear Sirs,

I must thank you for your
attention. It is a blessing to dis-

cover a firm whicii takes a real

personal interest and treats their

customers on the good old English
lines of courtesy, promptness, and
consideration.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) H.C.S.

We have now opened a new Depart-
ment for the prompt supply of Motor
Cycle Tyres, and can give delivery

from stock of HUTCHINSON and
DUNLOP Covers and Inner Tubes.

HUTCHINSON.

%

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
.lames.

"I ft 19 I'/lli.i). Jumps nig Single Coinbinntian. S-sjiepil

J-«^ couiiteishfitt. kirk st.Titer. Jnmea Cnuoelot sidf-

nn, eonclilmilt, nil tyres perfect, lamps, mechanical liorn,

tuols. spares, ivliole iu perlect etmditiun, very siiiait,

IKHverl'ul, nml relinl)le: £120; by apiioiutment onlv.—
lOSii, Lee Ed., nlnckllcatli. [163.^

1 Q 14 James 4','alip. Combinatiou, chain drive, 3-

A«? speed countershaft. Binks 3-iet, fully equipped,
Lucas lamps, mirror, horn, speedometer, little used,

perfect condition; cash £90, or exchange with cash, for

lat? 6h.p. twin combination: seen Saturday after 11

a.m. or Sunday, also evenings.—llodgkinson, Cossinp.
a™ Ion, Leicester. (X1034

^

m

.l.A.P.

J.A.P. Motor Cycle, siilendid condition, engine
-19, Wilcox Ed., South

[1566

IS

%

m

Beaded Edge. Three Ribl ed.

T.T.—
26 X 2j Cover 37/3 Tube 11/-
26 X 2| ., 39/6 „ 11/9
Passenger

—

26 X 2i Cover 46/9 Tube 11/-
26x2-1 „ 47/3 „ 11/9

10% advance on Covers

5% advance on Tubes.

DUNLOP.

^ been overhauled; £40.-
Laml)efk, London, S.W.8.

SPECIAL S-lOh.ij. Overhead Valve goxTTVi Racing
J.A.P. Combmation. late property of Mr. F.

Barker, 3'Speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

clutch, and kick starter. Bosch, Senspray, American
type rims, nearly new 750x75 Avon tyres, lamp, horn,

red steel racing sidecar, whole machine practically

unscratched, and built for lightness and speed, large

adjustable pulley for solo or track; any examination;
price £120, or exchange 1916 solo Harley.— 3, Court-

lands Av., Lee, S.E.12. U646

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Set, Bosch: £10, complete
Abbey Wood.

Juno.
03.b.p. Juno-ViUiers, 2-stroke, almost new; £36.-19,
'Cd Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth. London. S.W.8.

[1564
Levis.

BABY Levis, in good order: £26, bargain.—Hollings-
head, Pamber. Basingstoke. [1175

LEVIS 2-stroke. splendid running order: £38. no
offers.-Beddoe, Warwick St., Worthing. 11143

10a. Shieldhall St..

[1572

EVIS 2.stroke.
J Parker's, 24E

2-spsed gear, excellent condition.

—

. Deansgate, Manchester. [X1224u

Rubber-sVadded Light

—

26 X 2-i Cover 45/- Tube 10/3

Rubber studded Heavy

—

26 X 2i Cover 57/6 Tube 10/3
26x2| ,, 60/9 „ 11/-

Best prices paid for second hand
Motor Cycles and Douglas Spare
Parts.

VIVIAN HARDIE.Ltd.

24, Woodstock Street,

(Off Oxford Street),

Bond St., LONDON, W.l.
•Phone; Mayfair 6S59.

LEVIS.—Earliest deliveries; your name on our hook
ensures this.— Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford.

[X9869
BABY Levis, 2yih.p., 2.stroke, good power: £32/10.

— Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South.

Halifax. [1343

LEVIS Popular, 1914, with accessories, stored dur-

ing war, brand new tyres; £25.—Avery, 8, Priorv

Rd., Clifton, Bristol., [1623

LEVIS. 1916 Popular, splendid condition, easy starter:

£35; Saturday, Sunday.—Birks, 702. Hollowav
Ed., London, N.19.

,
[1468

LEVIS, 2Mh.p., countershaft, very fine running order

;

seen any time; £33.—S. W. Goodman, 24. nleteh.

ley Ed.. Bletchley, Bucks. 1X0674

VERY Late 1915 2-speed Levis, excellent running
order and condition: £38.—Thorpe, Whitehorse

Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [1564

LEVIS 2',4h.p. Popular, late 1917. very little used,

lamp, horn, tools: 35 gns.—Cuzner, Langley.

Burrell. Chippenham, Wilts. [1528

LEVIS.—For the earliest possible deliveries ol 1919
models, specifications, and prices, sole district

agents. The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St.,

Walsall Phone: 444. [4670

LEVIS Popular Model,' Sept., 1915, in perfect run.

ning order, just overhauled and fitted with new^
piston, new Dunlop tyres and Dunlop belt, smart ap-^

pearance: £34.—F. Mehew, Bluntisham, Hunts. [1369

Lincoln.Elk.

LIXCOLX-FLK. inst overhauled; ride away; £26.—
Sticker. 49. High St.. Kingston-on-Thames. [X0970

LINCOLN-ELK Combination, 4V2h.p., countershaft

gears, kick start, chain and belt drive, engine just

overhauled: nearest offer £45.—Peterkin, 61, Hugh
Rd., Covent-v. [X1251

Lloyd.

LLOYDS 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed sear, 1918. used

6 months only, excellent condition, almost as

new- £50- Cambridge.—Box 3,529. c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X1254

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 41/ih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, tyres.

Iielt as new. Supreme coach underslung sidecar,

very smart; trial; £65.-21, Newton Av., Acton. [1707

LMC, 4Vih.p., late 1914. recently overhauled, Stur-

lijey S.speed, clutch. Best drip feed, Boseh, Sen-

spray, lamps, horn, A.K.'s, College shields, tyres Avon
combination and extra he;ivy Dunlop, all perfect: £65.

-Murray, Chemist, Bruntsfield, Edinburgh. (XI 187

Martin.

Qh.p. 1913 TSIaitin-Jap. sporting model, lamp, horn,

speedometer (less drivel, dropped bars, knee giii

iiM

Escoml>e, Sevenoaks.

Matchless
ATCHLESS-J.A P., 8h.p.. tip-top condition

6 p.m.—40, Victoria Ed,
" "

[1268

Kilburn, N.W.

^^iili^^^^^l^^^l^^i^^^^i^^
.119

.seen

[J471 -

13 8h.p. Matchless. 6-speed Gradua gear, good

condition ; £60. -Stanley Cobb. The Grove. Esher.
[1217

.411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ^idvertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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Matchless
MATOHLKSS. 7-9h.l.. M.A.fi., Swan C.B. fideonr,

limxl, seieeu. eto. ; fH7; niiy trial.— 3, Langdiilo
Av., Hitcliiim. [1471

CROW llios.. Hit'li St.. GuiWlotfl, W>st S-,nrey
aKCUti lor the 1919 -Mat-iiiess. Older now to en-

sure t'lirly delivery. [1552

M.\TCin,ESS 1914 Conibination. M.A.G. 7-9h.p.,
3-sp<?ed. hood, serpen, neeesscrics : £115.—Jiflkiiis.

61. AlleuhurK lidus., Lavender Hill, S.W, (1620

1015 Mntehless Combination. M.A.O. eneine. 7h.T).,A^ 3-<*Iieed. eluti-h, and kiek start, elei^trie ' lights

;

fllS.-Paul, AmWesidc. Priory Park, St. Albans. [1153

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Coaehbuilt Conibination, wind
screen. 2-speed. kii'k starter, eliaiu drive, first-elass

eoudition; £100.-73, Alasons Hill. Brouilev, Kent.
[X1106

MATCHLESS Combiuntion, war model, splendid oou-
ditiou. spare wheel, hood, sereen, speedoniet-.-r.

lamps, et.-.; £128/10.-Ellis, 8, ParkliniBt Hd.. Jle.vhill

on-Sea.. [XICJO
MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 6h.p. eoaebbnilt sidecar, speedo-

meter, lainr.i, all in line rondition, 2 new tvrea,
ete, : 92 )?ns.—Hillside, Beeelnvood 'Rd., Leagiove. near
Lnton. lieJs. [X1048
1Q19 \ew Model H Matcliless Combinaticns. Plaee
-itf your order with us a't once to ensure early
delivery.—Kavs, 116-122, Pitshanger Lane, Ealins.
Tel. : 553 Kalins. [9695

MATCHLESS Comliination, late 1917, 3-speed, epaie
wheel. Lueas lamps and horn, sereen, complete, in

e.^eellent innditiou: £155.—Apply, Thames Crttape,
Lalehaul, Middlesex. [1635

MATCHL1-:SS Combination, 8h-p. M.A G. engine, Nn.
34016. enmplete witij dynamo lighting, speed-

oiiiefer, wind sereen, e.Xi client condition; £130.— Gard-
ner, Gawertt, BnekinKham. [X1169
3ih.p. Matchless. 3 speeds, Hoseh inaK., kick jtait^

2 Amac, new tyres, tulies, ancl belt, Irnnrj, etc., re-
enamelled and plated, perfect condition ; £70.—Hnhord,
7. l=;ruiine Ed.. Lewisham. [1411

"IQ12 4h.p. Jtatchless-Jap. inst been overliaiOed, re-
-1-*/ enamelled, perfect condition, new B. and B, car-
bnietter. Bosch mag., new tvre.s and belt; 56 ens or
oifer.-The Hollies, West Wickliam, Kent. [1662

MATCHLESS New Model H, spring frame, 8h.p.
Jap engine. Write at once and book for earliest

delivery; Lucas dynamo outfit at option. 5% on
your deposit. Decide now and order the best cora-
bination.-J Tassell. la Bloonifield Hd , Phimstead.

7704
"lyATCHLESS 1914 Combination, Sh.p., 2-sp2cd.
-''-• chileh and kiclt .starter, new coaehbuilt 'sidecar,
hood and screen, acves.^orics, stored 2 years, splendid
eOiidTliou; accept SllO; seen after 6.30 p.m —P. Per-
cival. 35, Bramley Ed., N. Kensington, London, W.IO.

''1395
TM'ATCIILESS-.LA P., Sh.p., 2-speed. free engine,
-L'A kiik stait, tyres fair, new handle-bars, seat, tonl-
bafs, stored for last 4 years, iust overhauled: first £65
cash down -cures.—H.H.H., North View, Shenlev Ed .

BoK-hamwood, Herts. Elitree Station, Midland Rail
[1462

MATCHLESS, 7-9h.r. and sidecar, 1915, 3-speed,
clntch model, complete with Druid forks, new

heavy tyres, D.A. lighting, lamps. Klaxon, speedo-
meter, mud-bields. tools, etc.. jnstr" been overhauled
and rc-enamel!ed, better than new; £120.—Write
Cant. Neville, 4, Barn Hill, .Stamford, Lines. [1410

Metro
METROTYLKK. - Sole agents lor Heitfnrdshiie.

Cliandler. Reyre and Williams. Sun St.. Uitclii-i

[0998
TVTETRO S-stroke, 2-si)3ed, red, T,T., long exhaust.
-t*-*- as new; £42, or exchange combination.— Ireland,
Builcalow, Fclpham, Bognor. 'X1083

Minerva
MIXEKTA 41). p." Twin, mechanical valves, in fine

'onditinn. take sidCi-ar anywliere. la'ups, horn,
't-. : £21, or cfler.—Bo.x Ll,360, c.o The Mitur Cyrlr.

[1700
Oih.p. Mincrva-Clmter. Gradua sear. Bosch, new e\ti;i
»-»4 i.,-,-ivv Dnnlop, grod tyres and belt, rebusheil
£25: alter 6.-23, Eglintou Ed„ Woolwich Comm.in,
S.E..18. [1497
31h.p. Minervfr, Eisemaiin mag., Auiae, spring frame

2 very fast, old machine taken part, payment- 3'..
Ii.p. X.Sr.. £12, or £5 down, 10/- weekly.—The GaKipe'
AVviX St, Idle, Yoikshile. - [S1115

Moto-Reve
MOTO-EEVE, 2-'jh.r. twin, just been rebushed and

overhauled throuzliou' : £18, or exchange higher
power.-43, Kilmorie Ed., forest Hill. [1470
Oih.p. Twin ^loto-Reve, magneto requires contact
^4: bi-eaker cover, otherwise in good condition;
£12, no oHere.—Gibson, 101, Springbank Rd., Hither
Green, S.E.I3. [1606

mag., .Amac, tyres just new,
-on. few adju-t-iic'its, £10: tri ar

hassis, wheels, tyres and tubes, wheel steering, front
and back brakes, heavy chain for drive. £9 or offers

;

2-spced epicyclic sear and clutch, made for above,
also smt cv,:!e car, £4.'10. — A. Goth, Che-lr:.'t
House, Kettering. [1401

Motosncoche.
MOTO-ACOCHE Li---1 t«.ii-l;t gtod condition: £14.

-Write, Widker, Tech. Siliool, Osterlev P:irk,
il:ddlescx. 'XI 154
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LIVERPOOL. \
%

m

J.BLAKE & Co., i

Rodney St , Liverpool,
j
«

Are prepared to purchase \

any number oJ up-to-date

SECOND-HAND :
m
m
fl

Motor Cycles i

Sidecars,

Light Cars
\
m
m

of reputable makes :

- £or CASH. - I
«

m!! I I I IIBIIl^lWIIWIIi III II II ^llliiiW^Bi——Ml •

LIVERPOOL. I

1 Q18 2"'ili,i

MOTOR CYCl.KS I-QR SAKE,
Motosacocbe.

Oili.p- jUtitivarochp, Jloacli, fre? engine, sptiriM.jJ
'^a (iveihauled: £23.-24, Lottie Rd., Selly Oak,T
luiiitjluim. fxq
^ih.i). Motosanoelie, imininfi older, ready to
^4: £12.—Humphreys, Lhmfuehreth, rjolgelloy, !

oiietlisbiie. _ .[iB

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, Eoscli mag., Dm
seen luuiiing ; bnignin, £18/10.—.SpeetM^fi

Guunershiny Lane, Actou, London.
1 <I115 Mutosacoohe, SV^h.p. twin M.A.G. engine, gJ-*' Held CS. pear, Boar-h, Anian, excellent conmtH
offer 6 : £60.-Motor, 305, Green Lanes, N.4. [f

New Comet.
,p. New Comet, Peco engine^ 2-ati;tfi

,
fi8 new; £50; after 5 p.m.—Hoa:^

Linltfield Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex.

New Hudson.
"VTEW Hndson-Jap 2"!;',h.p., 3-spced, in goo<l condilj
-L^ £33.-^(i. Sheppard, 55, Wannrhydd Rd.. ~
t";iil. [3

NEW Hudson 2-stroke, £52/10; 4h.p. cotnbin
£108; deliveries this month.—Maitin WM

Ltd.,- Stiffoi-d.

.
2%h.p., 2-i^trokc. 2-speed, free\.

eessories. as new; £50.-16, Clarembnt:
near An&el, Islington. 'Phone: Holborn 1812. [3p!

2S.h.p. New Hudson, 3-Bue«d, frlntsh, kick stdlj
4 thorouyhjy overhauled, nearly new light

for same: £55.^James, 95, I'eascod St., Windsor. [ll

LATE Model New Hudson, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sa|
mileage 650, identical t'o new; part'^. e^T"

I heavyweight, or sell.—2nd.-Lt. Greatrex, 19tli
*

I

Bait., Warehara.

14 New Hudson 2^:4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed,j
accessories, siDlendid condition; £40.—An

letter oulv, when view can be arranged, Capt. Now
U, Southwell Gardens, S.W.7. [§

ipeed New Hudson, semi-T.dJ.i*
Boseh Jiiag., reciuires abb^

woitli reiuiini; owner, regular ofllcer on leaVer--Hffl^

time to wait for new parts; what offers ?—PiJttia
Long Sutton, Langport. [Ku

NEW Hudson,
all nccessor

19

1Q14 SVoh.p.
JL*^ Danlnp tyres,

<|>3h.p. Moto-Reve,
^'1 iiinnint' inr:dit;u

NEW '^MODELS
ARE

If you have placed your order with

us you can rely on one of the earliest

deliveriss. We have booked large con-

tracts for the leading machines. If you
have not placed your order we advise

you to do it at once to ensure delivery.

We can also offer a lim'ted selection of

good second-hand machines, Solo and
Sidecar.

WANTED. — We are cash buyers of Second-
ha"d Solo and Sidecar Machines of any make not
earlier than 1914. Best possible prices offered-

EH U^Mf7
15 18, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,

Camomile Street, E.C.

Telephone

—

Avenue 55-I8.

Te'egrams

—

' Elcemocyca. London.

New Imperial.

NEW luiperial-.Tap 2"^li.p., 2-spGed, bought Da
her; £42.-20, Fuirmount Rd., Bexliill-on-Sea.

[xmi-
NEU Imperial-Jap, 1916. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, new con-

dition: £42.—Brnokfield Garage, Swains Lane, Higli-
^uti?. Hornsey 1657,

~
[1493,

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest
TModels.—Sola London agents, Rey's, 173, Great

Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [9677

NEW Imperial J.A. P., 1916 2^>;ih.p., 2-.speed, counter-
shaft, kick start, hand elutnh, hmlps, horu ; £47/iO,

-29. St. Leonard's St., Bromle^-by-Bow, E.3. [1423

NEW Imperi;d-Jap 2^^ill.^)., 2-Bpeed, late 1915, Klfl^
horn, excellent rondition; £39.—Marnuire, .50,

mouth Rd., Bermondsey, S.E. {Before 9 or after

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., August. 1916. 2-'Bfl

countershalt, pulley, chain, sprocket, piston, vaB
puides, all hearings neAv 1918, new heavy Dun!^
2'4iT]. : £40.— Edwards, Weston Underwood. Olney, Bd

33.h.p. Imperial-Jap, excellent condition, Alfi
4 ^ear. semi-T.T. bars, practically new heavyi

lops, powoful P. and 11. lamp, generator, horn, 'fi

exhaust, sporty mount; accept £45. no offers, f
cheque secures.—Hawes, 98, Grafton Rd., N.W.5. [It

Norton.

JACK HEALi:, Cork.—Norton official agent for the
South of Ireland. - [X8335

CROW P.ros., High St., Guildford, Norton agents; let

us reserve you one. [5301

BROOK Bros.. Burnham, Som.. are sole agents fOT,J

Noiton; early delivery assured. [leSft

NORTON 1916 4h.p. Sojo, as new; seen any tfme:
90 gns.—245, H.mmersmith Rd. [1719

ATORTON" 4h.p., 1914, 3-spee^l, clutch, lamp spt ay,
-L> oellent condition; 52 gns.-King, Egrove I|^H
Oxford. (^^^H
NORTONS.-For Quick deliveries try the sole^ffl™

cLcster agent, Tom Duvies. 229, Deansgate, Mfin-
Chester. [4426

LIVERPOOL and^District Agents for Norton. Place
orders now to 'secure early delivery.-Victor Sort*

man. Ltd., 9, Parr St., Liverpool. [0004

DAN URADBURY, 224, London Rd.. SheffieW, the
irell-known^Norton exponent and agent, will five

von earliest possible delivery of No'rtons. [726fl

NORTON, 1916. T.T., S'/ib.p.. countershaft, chl
cum-lielt, fully equipiicd, jnirfect condition ij

and out; £80.-355, Norwich Rd., Ipswich. [i

1 Q16 4h.p. Norton, 3-apeed, clutch, lamps, etc.. tuiu.!

-Ltf Norton coaehbuilt eidecur. in l)eautiful cnndition;
£96.—Euipeonj Cockayne Hatlev, I'cttou, Bedfordsbii*.

[1417
NORTONS. — We are now booking orders for tfae

latest model Norton solo and siderrar outtifs: £5
deposit ; ileliveries in Btrictest rotation.—Maudes', 100;

Gt. Poitland St., London, W.l. [5675
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I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.DX.

T.D.C. 4b. r- Coac'libuilt Couiliination, clutch, 3-speed

ritiirmey-Aielier. Duukip iieavies tliiuugiiont inearly

new), himps. boru, tools, etc., all in spkudid condition

and running; seen iilter 6 p.m.; £60.—T.D., 79, Clyde
Ciicus. Xotti:-uham. X.15. [X1223

Triumph.
3Xh.x>- Triampli, single sjKecd, stored 4 years; £36.—

2 19. Oxluid Ed.. Dukentield. [1265

TRIUMPH. 3".h.p.. clutch model, very good condi-

tion; £32.-58, St. Lawrence Rd., Brixton. [1442

Slh.p. Triumph, fixed engine, in splendid running
2 order; £55.-5. Ciimberwell Terrace, Leamington.

[51218
BEOOK Bros., Bumham, Som.. cnn give enrly de-

liveries ol Triumph cycle. Write tor paiticukirs.
11699

TRJUMPH, 5i-.h.p., clutch, new tyres; £45.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange. Union St. South, Halifax.

[1345
TRIUMPH, 3i«h.p., 1915 clutch model, excellent

condition; £40.-112. Ridley Rd., Forest Gate.
E.7. [1469

X>ABY Triumph, late 1915, 2-speed, new condition;
.0 £47; 10.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.
E.3. [1422

TRIUMPH.—Triumph spare parts supplied by
Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd., Loudon Rd.,

Coveutry. [X0613

TRIUMPH. 1915, thoroughly overhnuled, and in fine

condition, vei'j* last; £42/10.—Abergele Motor Co.,

Abergele. [X03S6

TRIUMPH, 1915. 3'-'h.p., free engine, good condi-
tion: £42.—Robeitdon, 39, Bioad St., Peter-

borough. [1173

TRIUMPH, 1914. countershaft gears, clutch, splen-

did bargain : 60 gns.—10, Paget Ed.. Lordship
Park. X.16. [1466

"I Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, lamps and horn,
Xi? been stored, equal to uew.—Boi H.292. c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1239

TRIUMPH. 1909. SVch.p., touring model, needing
repair; £12.—Eiistern Garage, 418, Romford Ed.,

Foreet Gate. E.7. [1251

TRIUMPH 3li.h.p.. U.H. mag.. B. and E., netr tyres,

mechanical horn, overhauled; £20.—Harris, Home-
stead, Birchington. [X0842

TRIUMPH, 3'>2h.p., T.T. model, just been renovated
and overhauled; £35, or ne;ir ofler.—262, Black-

torse Lane, Walthamstow. [1148

TRIUMPH, 1912, lunning order, good tyres, lamps,
variable pulley; first cheque £28 secures.—Lt.

Grove, 12, New St., Salisbury. tl380

. 1 Q13 3-speed Triumph, mcchanicaUy perfect, new
XJ/ tvres, lamps, horn, tools, nice machine; £48.

—

Withey,'43, North Bar, Banbury. [X1179

TRIUMPH, 3i-.h.p., clutch model. Phoenix C.B. side-

car, good tyres, belt," lamps, etc.; £48 cheQue
secures.—Bnckell, Gillingham, Dorset. [X0962

TEIUJMPH. 1912, free engine, new tyres, 3 belts,

accessories, all spares, little used; £38.—Aherne,
28, Wargrave Av., South Tottenham. [X1177

TEIUMl'H 1914 4h.p.. clutch. S-.'ipeed. lamps, spepd-

ometer. and all accessories, perfect condition ; £50.

—Box Ll,350. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1677

3ih.p. Triumph, 2 speeds, free engine, lamp set, speed-

2 ometer. sporting sidecar, etc.; £47.—Carter, Eiyn
Terrace. CamdifEaith. Pontypool, Mon. [X0938

TRIUilPH 31'ih.p., pedal start, foot clutch, excel-

lent condition, ready ior any journey; £35.—
' Bunting, Mason's Av., Wealdstone. [1596

TRIUMPH 3V^h.p. and Sidecar, F.E., tyres nearly
new. good" running order; £38.—Martin, c/o

Dixon, 58, Station Rd.. Anerley, S.E.20. [1622

TRIUMPH Slch.p.. 2-speed. free engine, new Dun-
lops, jnst "overhnuled, splendid condition ; first

£37.—Box L1.270. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1185

TRIUMPH, 1913, T.T., fast and sound, lamps,
EJaxon horn. Palmer cord tyres, been stored

;

£40.—Lt. Grove, 12, New St.. Salisbury. [1378

TRIUMPH, fitted new heavy Dunlops, nice condition :

cash offers; or will exchange with cash for com-
bination.-Eiehes, 71, Approach Rd., E.2. [1484

3Xh.p. Triumph, 1910-11. just overhauled, new
2 cvlinder and piston fitted, good running order;

£40.—Lt. Bowen, Markethill, Co. Avmagh. [XIOSS

2ih.p. Baby Triumph, 1915, new condition, small

4 mileage, carefully used, all accessories; best

offer over £50.-2, Vickers Rd., Erith, Kent. [1367

TRIUMPH, 3V-'h-P-, 3 speeds, ' clutch, kick start,

Bosch, electric lamps, etc.. condition as new;
65 gns.—Root, 156, Archway Rd., Highgate, N.6. [1600

TRIUMPH. SVoh-p.. T.T- 1913. ju^t overhauled and
leenamelled, perfect order, fast and reliable, acces-

sories: £45.—Evre, 12, Chaffinch Rd., Beckenham.
[X0911

TRIUMPH 3',2h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, just over-

hauled and enamelled green, tyres and tubes per-

fpct- a bargain, £40.-45, Kimberley Rd., Stockwell.

S.W.9. [145.9

3ih.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination. 3 speeds,
2 Bosch mag., just overhauled ; £60 ; trial between

1 and 4 Saturday.—Belle Vue, Ruskin Av., Waltham
Abbsy. Essex. [1361

FORWARD
PLUGS.

An abundance ol

unsolicited testi-

monials from users

of Forward Plugs—of which there's

a type for every engine—confirms

our claim that they axe stronger and
will stand up under harder usage

than any other make—let us send

you details of all our various models.

Telling Testimony

to the

Forward Fastener

Price 1/6.

Read this. Il conies from a customer

at Stoke-on Trent.

'About three years ago I sent for one of

your FORWARD Belt Fasteners for my
(Big Six) Motor Cycle Combination. Up to

that time I had tried almost every make
of fastener, but every one failed. Almost

every time I went out I broke a fastener,

and 1 got downright sick of it. So you

will understand how pleased I am to say

hat since I put in your Forward / iiave

never Jtad a break.''

If you want a cheaper but excellent

Fastener, there is

THE KING HOOK.

Price 1/- - or adj ustable 1 /3

FORWARD SPARKING PLUG Co.,

SUMMER BOW, BIRHIMGHAH.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

12 Triumph Motor Cycle, SVoh.p., spare valve, tools,

decompressor, engine perfect, ready to drive;
price £40, no ofler.—Apply, J. G. Bameej', Park Cres-
cent House, Erith, Kent. [1138

TRIUMPH 4h.p., clutch, semi T.T., new tvres imd
belt, 1914 model, lilie new, splendid order; £50,

or esch:mKe good lightweight. Douglas preferred.— Tlirel-

fall, 78. Penny St., Limcaster. rX1427

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., lamps, speedometer. Klaxon,
spares, iu.st been thoroughly overhauled,- indis-

tinguishable from new; £60, or near offer.—15. Meadow
Ed., nr. Keunington Church, after 6.30. [1356

TRIUMPH Junior, splendid condition, 2-spced,

conntf^rshalt, lamps, new unused spares: seil, or

exchange with cash for first-class combination.—
Phylmaro, Woodgrange Av., North Fmchley. [1603

4h.p, Countershaft Triumph, Oct.. 1915, stored Wi
yenrfi, only ridden 500 miles, condition like new,

Lucas lamps and horn, spares, owner bought car
:
80

gns. -Ganderton, Newington, Paignton, Devon. rX0967

TRIUMPH Junior, brand new 1919 model, not done

80 miles, fitted 2i,;;in. lieavy Cliucliers. linrii,

speedometer, back lamp and generator, all tools; £60
cash; seen after 11 'o'clock Sunday.-148, Clements Ed.,

East Ham. tX0965

1 012 3V.h.p. Triumph, N.S.U. gear, just been over-

i-V hauled, grand condition. £38/10: Smger,
2>/,h.p., Philipson, new Dunlop tyres, very fine order,

£32- Gloria cane sidecar, suit Triumph, £3/10.—Hick,
Sherburn, York. 11642

TEIUMPH 3i/;;h.p. 1912-13 Combination, 3-speed S.A.

liul), clutch, extra large wicker sidecar, 4-pomt

attnchuient. electric light, speedometer, new Olmcher
Dreadnouslit tyres, first-class runnmg order; £55 no

offers -Apply. 13, Champion Grove, Denmark Hill. S.l-..

(Alter 4 p.m.) fl*36

TRIUMPH 1914, 4h.r., 3-speed hub gear (Sturmey-

Archerl, and 1916 Gloria sidecar coachbuilt com-

l)ination in good conchtion and perfect running order,

Lucas lamps, bulb and mechanical horns, accessories

and tools, tvres almoi^t as new; -wliat oflers? no dealers.

-Apply, H.E., Box LI, 265, c/o The Motor Cycle

TEIUMPH, 3>/.h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed. coachbuilt com-

bination, stored during war. complete set tools,

accessories, spare l>elt. brand new tube and tyre, earner

i:or petrol can, supplementary oil tank, wind screen,

apron sidecar excellent condition, engine refitted this

niontli, ready for road; £68.—Commander Brown,

H.M S. " Egreinont," Chatham. [X0928

Velocette.

VELOCETTE. 2';lh.p., 2-speed

excellent running order;

field Cres., Ealing.

LIVEEPOOL and District Agents for Telwette. Hace

orders now to secure early deUvery.-Viftor Hors-

luau, Ltd.. 9, Porr St., Liverpool. 10005

Viiliers.

LIGHTWEIGHT Viiliers 2-stroke. 2-speed, splendid

condition, new tyres; £30.-Adams, 31, South

Rd., Southall. ,. ^
ll^l''

Vindec.

-| niS 4iAhp. Vindec Twin, 4 speeds, countershaft

iti gear' bix, kick start, spring frame drip feed,

fnllv equipped, and absolutely as nfcw; £58.-49, Med-

way Ed., Bow. l^""

4-5hB V.S. Twin, take 2 anywhere, £25, first cash

;

Philipson pulley, fit Bradbury, as new, £4.-EdReU

Springhill, Colcford. Somerset. 1'=""

Whitworth.Arnold.

WHITWOETH-AENOLD Motor Cycle 31/jh.P:^ twin,

a.i.v. Bosch mag., B. and B perfect conditmn;

£25.-Garland, 3, Beulah Terrace. Elm Grove Ed.. We^y^-

''"'^'"=-
Willian.son.

8hn Williamson Combin.afion, in perfect condition;

£95.-16, Trinity Sq., Brixton. [1703

WILLIAMSON Combination, 2-seater sidecar, 8h p.

WC- Douglas engine, just done up; £110.--Applv,

Box 3,494, c/o r/ie Motor Cycle. L-i-U935

WILLIAMSON Water-cooled 8-lOh.p. Combiriation,

in excellent order; £110. or exchange Ind.an.--

Melrose, 1, Kenlor Ed., Tooting. L1434

WILLIAMSON Combination. 8h.p., hood and screen,

late 1914, lamps, horn, spares; £110. or near

<,fler.-Woolgrove; Street Farm, Little Bartord, Igdmg-

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p., water-cX)oled,

coaAbuilt sidecar, disc wheels, long exhaust,

lamps horn, tools, powerlul. fast, very smart appear-

an^f'aSd in excellent condition; £120; no offers or

dealers -L.Wyse, 11, OakhiU Av., Hampstead, !V\W^

Woll
-i-vTciTT? T 4 P 1917 2"4h.p-, 2-specd. clutch, kick

W°tnier^fn- Jcrfl^* order; £4^Eobertson 39

Broad St., Peterborough. IH""

WOLF 2i;;h p., fixed engine, U.H. mag., Amac,

enamel 'and plating Perfect. £27 or neaiest;

nlnir coil 7/-- acoumulator. 4-voIt II amps.. 7/-.

B Snd B. lightweight carburetter and controls new

"nViable jet, 30/-; 2 exhaust whistles, 3/6 each.--

17. Kingsway, Coventry,
.

v^l^ski

chain-cum-belt. in

£38.—Tracy, 7, Wood-
[1440

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
WoU.

1 Q16 Wolf 2';ih.fi. 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick start, hc-ftd
S-if and rear lamps, horn, excellent condition;
£30.~Kowe, Til© Guldens, ATyberton, Boston, Lines.

[1650
Wooler.

WOOLER.—Enquiries solicited.—37, The Daleham
Garage, Belsize Lane, N.W., sole agents for the

N.W. districts. [9145
Yale.

LATE 1915 7-91). p. Twin Talp, little used, guaranteed
in thorough condition

-6. Jletbuen Park,
£80: seen alter '6 o'clock.

Jluswell Hill. [X1142

Zedel.

ZEDEL 3^;'ih.p., clutch, B. and B., Simras, tvres per-
fect, lamps, puuip, fide away: £19: after 6 p.m.—

6, Helmsley Terrace, Hare St., Hackney, E.8. [X0977

Zenith.
4-5h.p. Twin Zenith, countershaft and dutcli model

;

*80.—Pickering. Mardol, Shrewsbury. [1311

90 bore, with sporting sidecar, and
£94.—Youngs, Parade, Kilburn.

[1687

^80.—Pickering. Mardol, Shrewsbury,

ZENITH, 1914,
accessories

;

Ilanu'stead 4807,

ZEMTH-GRADUA 1915 6-8h.p. J.A.P. Combina-
tion, coachbuilt sidecar, good tyres, any trial;

£85.-18, Chesilton Bd., Fulham, S.\V.6. [1445

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6h.p., lamps, horn, very fast,

smiles at hills, tyres, enamel, machine good con-

dition; trial; ^660.-64, Balloch Rd., Catlbrd. [1313

8h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, late model,
hlnck and grey C-jinoelet, perfect order and condi-

tion ; £110.-Arc Engraving, Ashcombe Rd., Wimbledon.
[1301

./Jh.p. Zenith, 1916. and sidecar, very fast, electricO lamps, speedometer, meclianical horn, first-class

;

£90 • after 2 p.m.— 9, Bonneville Gardens, Clapham
Park, S.W.4.

' [1488

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua,

£45.—Orchardleigh

perfect condition,
tored, few

Picardy Hill, Belve-
[1333

TQ14-15 , .

-Lv tyres and belt as new, has been
accessories; "'

dere, Kent.

ZEXITH, S'Ah.p., 1913, piston and ringe fitted re-

cently, tvres and belt nearly new, lamps and
accessories." ride awav; £59; seen after 6.—Eric, 36,

Stockwell Park Rd., S.W.9. [1476

ZENITH, specially built, 8h.p., side valve engine,
racing sidecar, 2 bodies, fastest and smartest out-

fit on the road, not done 500 miles, usual accessories

and tools, snip; £125.-673, High Bd., Tottenham, N.
[1530

ZENITH. 5h.p. twin, ' 1914 countershaft. fnlly

equipped for the road, Montgomery streamline
sidecar, locker at rear, new belt, new inner tubes, real

Rporty outfit, not used since 1915; £75.-51, Station

IM., Gillingh.nm, Kent. [1158

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Motosacoclie, just overhauled and enamelled,
as new; £35.—Beddoe, Warwick St.. Worthir'ir

[1141
Miscellaneous.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347. Finchley Ed., N.W.3, have
tlie following machines for disposal:

TTTT 1919 2^:ib.p., 2-speed, new machine; list price.

NEW Hudson 1913 3V,h.p., 3-speed, clutcli, guaran-
teed; 37 gns. (160.)

SCOTT Combin.atinn. 1913. 35/;h.p., coacb sidecar, 2
' speed, kick start, in perfect order; 55 gns. (178.)

NEW Imperial 1916 2'/jh.p„ 2-Bpeea, T.T. model, just
ovcrh;iuled

3-speed, clutch, as

35 ens. (177.)

T\EXE-PEECISION. 1914. 4hj,
new tlirough^. 55 gns. (179.)

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 3-speed, IT., unscratclwl

:

62 gns. (181.)

TRIUMPH 1912 3>A.h.p., clutch model. T.T. liars,

overhauled; 29 gns. (174.)

PULLMAN Pilot, 1914, SVA.p.. 3-8peed, clutch, just
overhauled, J.A.P. engine: 30 pus. (154.)

DOUGLAS 1914 2=ih.p., T.T. model, 2-speed, very
fast; 45 gns. (180.)

EXFIELD 1915 3h.p. T.T. Model, 2-8peed, Enfield
gear, just completely overhauled; 47 gns. (176.)

N.S.Ur Combination, 1914, 3V:.h.p.~ twin engine. 2-

speed, kick start and clutch, complete with sidecar

;

49 gns. (175.)

TRIUMPH 1915 2"lh.p.. 2-8peed, 2-stroke, like new:
59 gns. (169.)

2-speed, 2-stroke, in fine order.
36 gns. (148.)

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Ed., X.W.3.
'Phone; Hnmpstead 4631. Open Saturday after-

noons and Sundays, [9490

6h.p. Twin, mnning order; 37 gns.-405, Rotherhithe
New Rd., Camljcrwell. [1705

X-6h.p. Combination, C.B., pillion seat, take 3 easy;O £60; after 6.-31, Winehendon Rd., Teddington.
[1477

B.S.A. and N.S.U. C.B. Combinations: £45 and £65.
—Lieut. Nonh, 37, MOntpelier Crescent, Brighton.

[X1211

WOLF 1915 2=:lh.p.^
and very fast;

THE LEADING.
Mmmim house!
r- MOTOR CYCLES

We hold Agencies for the following
Motor Cycles, and can give earliest
possible delivery :

—

F.N.
REX
LEV IS

TRIUMPH
HENDERSON "4"

AMERICAN-EXCELSIOR
Sole Birmingham Agents for

,

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
Emmediate Delivery of Models I^os. i

and 2.

THE PREMIER
WIOTOR COMPANY,
ASTON RD., BIRMINGHAM.

Your

Golden

Opportunity.
We are buyers of

Any modern motor

cycle or combination.

Send us brief particulars, price, and when

and where to be seen. We pay prompt cash

or take in exchange, as you prefer. Don't

miss your chance, as, with increased supplies,

ihe price of second- hands will fall,

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

Phone : 6430 Holborn.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

5-6h.i). But, Minervii eiiKine, Rears. £28; Metro, Im
reil. ili<jc whfels, £35; bargain.—Sapswoitli. 2. TOi)

Teiroce, Tonbridge. [X09T;

LIUHT\YEIGHT, 2"'jh.p., French niflke, eemi-T.'.
Bostb, low and last, pood condition; £22.—Grii

wond, Histon. CaniU';. [llTll

^ Xb.p. Motor CjN'le, new horn, . and apptvlene laDl'pi
^"•4 udiuBt!il)le piiMev, retidy to-ride away.—L. Firsri
biouk, Old Mill, Uareuth. * [lei

MOTOR Cycles; any make new machine supplied oa,
best t^rnis; qniok delivery secured; second-hand

bareninfl in motor cycles and combinations.—The Mart,
151, Caledonian Rd., Kind's Cross, London. [1-590

3ih.p. N.^S.U. Motor Cycle (slight repairs), £9; SVoh.p.
2 N.S.U., 2-speed, free engine, kick start, sidecar,

£25: S'Ah.p. Centaur, mag., ride away, biUffain, £15.~
,

Suiitb, 34, rreston Rd., Standish, near Wigan. [X0993
6h.p. Twin Combination, 3-speed oounterehait, kicS

start, 3 lamps, horn, many spares, including T;haiu'
and valves, Mills-Fn Ifoi'd coachbuilt sideoar. hood and
sfieen. all in good, and smart condition, ready tp ride;.
£80; Loudon district.—Box LI, 359, c/o Tfte Motor Cycle,

[168S-
BODIES.

VENUS.—Singles, tandems, stepped, and UDderslung;^
cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen's; repairs, TO*
pninting; exchanges. ^

VENUS.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies, any d)^
sign, in the rough if desired. *

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to "user; fiavft^
money; lists ready, write. ^'

6-8, Gourley St., S. Totten-

P

I^E(

i'^1

VENUS Sidecar Co,
ham. [6754:

NEW Morgan Hood for sole.—Apiily,
Brondesbury Villiis, KilburD.

SIDECAR Body, ooaohhuilt, new, -nia]iugnuy -wind
' si^reen, undated; first '£& secures.—Jones, Browu-

leigh, Hiilstead. [X1063
SIDECAR Bodies, ooaohbuilt, smait design. Trade

supplied in tlie white or finished. Prices right.

—

Cooper, 90, Brighton Ed., Birmingham, [X1140

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 28 lb., fit
any chassis, any colour, strong, sporty ; cheap.

—

Venus Sidecar Co., 6-8, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
(1358

BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodie.=.—Coachbuilt, under-
slung, step pattern, a^d lightweights in stock; in-

spfiction incited; at clearance prices.—228, Pentonville
Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.

'

[8817
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de-
signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.G. 4. [0818

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
A.-W., 4.7,'

' [140j|
EASTING Wind Screen, perfect, only used onc^l

—32, Graceciiurch St., E.C.5. Tel.: L.W. 6336.^
[X117,S^

SIDECAR Wind Screen, steel fittings, fl:iea in two
minutes; 20/-.—Geo. Pratt, 45, High St.. Hnnt-

iug<lon. [S0839S

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS;
TRADESMAN'S Box Deliver.v Sidecar. Canoelet.' com-

plete, ready for use, off 3V2h.p. motor; £8/10.-.
Sims, China Store, 15, Railway St , Chatham. [X0681

N.S.U. Carrier, 6-6h.r., with mng., 2-speed, free en-
{?ine, new tvres, in good order, unitable for a

tradesman; £50.-Kilner's, 1, Wickhaui Ed., Beckea-
ham. [1286

SIDECAR -ATTACHMENTS.
TITIDDLETON'S.

TiTIDDLETON'S make Sidecars, they do an' all.

TI/TIDDLETON'S Flier still dodging the coppers.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars have won more gold medals,

.

cups, reliability trials, and records than znoEt
of you have had hot dinners.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars tout drag der moder nnt

'

vear im oudt, or dake zo mutch' pedrol, Goot!";
I puy vun. Special terms to Scotchmen. i

MIDDLETON'S recognise that no lady, however"
smart, can fancy herself or swank if sitting in a

Ford, so always advise a sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S have nothing to say against Henry.
Like the man in a frock coat, with bowler hat

and brown boots, Henry doesn't realise what one looks
like in his kar.

MIDDLETON'S can only supply a limited number
,

for Whitsun, so look slipiiy.

MIDDLETON'S.—That's the name you careful tee-

total chaps ; now push the boat out and buy
the -wife a sidecar. Better to do your own taking out
you know.—27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4, ,

near Tube. 'Phone : Ilornsey 1584. [8281

WICKER Sidecar; £6/10.-272, Green St., Forest
Gate. [1328

iffi

) I
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
FOR Sale, Montgomery sidecar, cane cliair; £3/10.

—1. Apsley Villas. Acton, W. [1533

LIGHT Sidecar, excellent fondition. new tyres; £10.
-4, Byfield Gardens. Barnes, S.'W. [1207

ARIEL Coarbl)uilt Sidecar. S-point attachments: £10.
—E. Bnrtou. Winteringham. Doncast^r. [X1174

LIGHT Coochbuilt Sidecar, good condition; £10.-6,
West Heath Av., Golder's Green. '^.W.S. [1214

SIDECAR for Sale, coachbuilt. good condition; £6.
—Root, 156. Archw-ay Rd., Highgate, N.6. [1601

WICKER Sidecar, ofE Triumph; £3/15; in good
condition.—Sisley, Henbury, Macclesfield. [1372

NEW 1919 Service Undershmg Coachbuilt Sidecar.—
Lnpford. Cconibe Lane, Kingston Hill, Siiirey.

[1272

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Uuderslung Sidacar, absolutely as
new; i-16, no offsrs.-Withov, 43, North Bar, Ban-

bury. [S1180

CANDUM Sidecars.—Sidecar bodies in metal, coauh,
cane, and wicker; prices to suit all.

;;ANDUM Side&ars.—2-seatera to suit Indians and
Harleys.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Hoods, screens, and aprons. Re-
pairs, repainting, and re-upholstering at factory

prices; chassis and frame repairs.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The new -super-2-seater, to com-
fortably accommodate 2 full size adults. A<k

us about it.

Co,SANDHAM Engineering Co., 336,
W.C.I. "Phone: Holborn 953.

Gray's Inn Rd..
[X0617

BASTONE'S for Sidecars at low prices.—228, Pen-
tonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. [8816

CCORONET Sidecars. Send for illustrated catalogue
/ —Booth's Motorics. Portland Place, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars for B.S.A. , -Triumph, Harley
Davidson, Pbelon-Moore.—Booth's Motories, Hali

fax. (X512a

SANDUM Sidecars.—Bodies in welded metal and coach-,
built: always 100 in stock; prices to suit every-

hody.

SANDUM Sidecars.— 2-seaters to suit Harleys and
Indians.' Ask to see our snper-seater, which carries

two 6-foot passengers.

QAXDUM Siflef'ars.—Wholesale m.anufac.turers oi
O" coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, aprons
?tc..

SAisDUM Sidecars.-Most noted body builders in the
countrj'. Every workman an expert.

QAXnHAM Engineering Co.. 336. Gray's
»^ W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933.

Inn Rd.,
[X1012

WICKER Torpedo Sidecar, Watsonian, new; £12.—
J. Downes, 92a, Fambridge Rd., Maldon, Essex.

[1507
BRAND New Douglas Body and Chassis, compiece

with apron; 25 gns.—2d2a. Hammersmith Rd.
[1720

SIDECAR (bath chair), complete with tvre, good
condition; 45/-.—Turtle, 11, Buxton Rd., East

Sheen, S.W. [1443

COACHBUILT Sidecar, nearly new Dunlop trre, per-
fect condition; £15—73, Broomwood Rd,, Clap-

ham Junction, S.W, [1416

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured at the Rennoc
Motor Sidecar' and Engineering Works, 86, Vic-

toria Rd., Stroud Green, London, N.4.

RENNOC Sidecars are designed and manufactured
under the personal supervision of Mr. George

Conner. .

RENNOC Sidecars.—We supply lugs, rims, spokes,
upholstering material, tubing, springs, aed all

fitments for any make sidecar.

RJENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,

etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, retail, and
export.

"OENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
-tV motor cycles and sidecars,

RENNOC Sidecars.—Special department for sidecar
body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—T-he -Rennoc Co. can supply all

spares and undertake repairs for this make.

KENNOC Sidecars.— 14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a speciality^

RENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate deliverj
of most models.

RENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley, Yale, Indian, E.v
celsior, Pope, and all American models.

RENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle and
sidecar frame repairs, enamelling and plating.

F.R.S. ELECTRIC

Sidecar sets, complete, as

above 153/-
Lamps only, with handle-

bar fittings . . . . 45/-
MAGNETO
LAMPS. «. complete

Set

123/6

A lle\

lidlu.
-—a::methoilof )''tninii

sufficient for tv

lamps, from the extra ci r- V^
rtiit ri'oduced by miu'ntio.

which has heen waste.l so

far. As Goon 'as engine
3tiiit<i the lami'S liuiit.

Pcrfei'tlv s mple unci frolproof. Ko irodli'e

your lamp~ lit. A' accumulator is titled

wlien ninchiiie is at a stanibtill.

ill fiUtise to pet
iito box for Use

This If a small hUurj
to enable owners oi

gas lamps fitted with
burners of the Ron;
type (round stem
to make their lamp
into electric.

The "adapter" fit?

'over the existing

burner with a tight fit, anu

is connected to an electric

wire and battery.

BRITISH HOR
Pt-ice 21/6.

RENNOC Sidecars • are actual manufacturers
hoods, screens, and wheel diics.

of

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
and clearance sidecarsj special list,

EENNOC Sidecars have in stock 17 different de-
sign bodies t-o suit old and new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present
sidecar with us to be overhauled, we nave a

special department.

RENNOC Sidecar Works, 86. Victoria Rd.. ToUing-
ton Park, Stroud Green, London, N.4. (George C.

Conner. Managing Director.) "Phone: Hornsey 850.
[8860

Accumulator
Electric

Lighting.
Complete Set,

£6 10 *

-ec coQtaiiia head lamp
and tail lamp of the

liit^'Bt approved deai^in,

with adjustable handle-

bar fictings. The box to L-. .
--

fit on the top tube eon-

tains a 4- volt accumulator and a swUcli, giving sumci 'iit i \-l

for the two lamps lot approx. in hours nt one c ait.'*-. 1

without doubt. Alls a long-felt want for solo machu.a luhtni.

" BEAM " Works, Persnore

Street, BIRMINGHAM.F.R.S. LAMPS,

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDT5CAU. excellent, roomy, built to order 1916, Sin.

tvre, Hurley green.—Seen Laceby's Garage, 27.
Uiiili Rd.. Streathoni. London. [1189

SIinCCAR (one only), rompleto. for sT>ring frame
Iiuliiin iuuapdiate delivery; £28/10.—Youngs. Par-
Kil'Mirn, Hampstead 4807. [1686

PERFKCTION Coachbuilt Sidecars. 15 Kns,; new
Perfection coach b'^die=. £6/5.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. '[1346

WICKER Sidecar, gocxl condition, vrith fittings, ex-
cellent for 3',-jli.p., brand new tube and cover

;

£5.—Ivev. Hornchurcli (Upniinster Station}. [1248

MORRISON'S Spring Wheel Chassis, re-enamelled
black, new tyre and tube, 4-point attachment,

complete ; £5.—Edwards, Syston, Leicester, [1510

SIDECARS and Chassis, touring, tradesmen's, and
sporting models, good variety; deliveries from

stock,—Burbury Sidecar Works. Farm St., Birmmgham.
1.9324

GLORIA Cane Sidecnr, perfect condition, -waterprnof

cover, luggage grid, fittings for Rudge or Triumph;
I'nvp.^t price £16 ;" full paiticuUira giveu.—Pape. Drif-

field, Xorks. ("X0976

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Coachbuilt Sidecars, with aprons,
brand new, in stock, immediate delivery, £20

;

for other makes £1 extra.—Douglas Specialists. Eobia-
_ ^ /-• a^ r'„~.K,.;-»^n n'nl • -ZQQ T A •

son's Garage, Green St,

liiryoies.

Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.A.

:

[1667

8h.p. De Luxe Morgan; £120.-
Lane, London.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Wannliope's, 9, Sl'ne

ri581

ALLDAYS Midget 2-seater, 1913; £135.-272, Green
St., Forest Gate. [1329

MORGAN, 1914, hood, screen, C.A.V. lighting.—

39, Clifton Gardens, Maida Vale, W. [1517

A.C. Sociable, speed 30-32, good hill-climber, reli-

able; *50; any trial.—3, Park St., Wellington,

Salop. '
^ [X1031

CYCLE Car, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, friction drive, re-

quires overhauling; 40 gns.—232, Bnxton Bd^
S.W.9. 11=^"

UO Cycle Car, 2-se.nter, 2-cyl., 8h.p., hoo'd, screen,

good condition; £60. -Williams, Fur/.y Mount,

Cnmro^e. Pem. '
- [1269

MOIiGAN. Grand Prjx. water-cooled, overhead valve

J.A.P. ; fast, sound; iei40; any trial.—13. New
St., Wellington, Salop. [i-105U

LIVEEl'OOL and District Agents for G.N.-Placa

orders nmr to secure early delivery.-Victor Hoi3-
X..1 n ii^Tr Gt T.ivprnonl. lUUUl

D^

i:inn, Ltd.. 9. I'nrr St., Liverpool.

UMIIERETTE, water-cooled 8-lOh.p., 1915. tnlly

new condiUon _
throughout ; £190^eriuippedH\ ---

Eobertson, 39, litoad St.. Peterborough.

AC Soci.nble, in perfect runninB order, speedometei

and electric lighting-, complete; £75.—B,
'

59, Station Kd., Willesden Junction.

1917, 8h.p.,

Under-
[1222

hood.
wood,

MORGAN, type 1917, 8h.p., 700x80 tvres,

screen, speedometer, pumps, etc., splendid condi

tii.ll -Tandy, Kuno, Ciewe. (1657

De Dion engine, Bosch

M^

C^

J

tion: £120: any

EAGLE Cycle Car, Bh.p. w.c.
, . .

-

mag.. 3 new 760x90 tyres and tubes, requires

overhauling; bargain, £35.-16, York St., Dover^^

MOEGAN. sporting, 1914, 8-lOh.p. J A.P.. in good

condition, hood, screen, lanips, and speedonieter,

very fast, low mileage; 125 gn?.-Banwell. Keevil. Trow-

bridge, Wilts.
1^286

CAKDEN Monocar. 1913 model. 4h.p. Precision, chain

drive, plate clutch, slight repairs needed, enmna

and mag in good condition: ofters.-likins, Catistield,

ehnm, Hants. 1"^'

OEGAN, A.C. Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, wind screen,

hood, side curtains, 5 lamps, electric light, gas,

etc- £130; anv trial; after 6 o'clock.-W.B., 179,

Balaam St., Plaiatow. U^""

rCLE Cor 4-cyl., Binks air-cooled engine, 2-speed,

reverse, live axle, differential, brand new hack

tyres, complete, except for carburetter; seen Ontlands

Paik Garage, Weybridge; £55. _ [1194

CYCLE Car 8-lOh.p. Twin Engine. Bosch mag., 3-

speed and reverse gear box, forming one unit,

tubular frame, most flttinss to complete, as new
;

price

£40—Box LI, 326. o/o The Molar Cycle. [1391

81i.p. De Dion 2-seater, single cyl., mag., 2-speed,

"ood running order, llood, screen, lamps, tools,

spare'tyrcs- £40, or exchange for motor cycle; seen

by appointment.-37, Cuuninghom Ed., Tottenham.

ORGAN Eunabout, Sh.o. air-cooled J.A.P., 1914,

electric lighting hood, screen, fast and economi-

cal in good condition throughout, ready to drive

awav; hest offer over £100; no dealers.—Holly View

White Rose Lane. Woking. [1574

AILWAY Garage. Staines ('phone 139). have in

'stock 1916 ilorgan, G.P.. o.v., £165; 1914 Hew
cycle car £145- 1913 G.W.K.. paintwork excellent,

£185; Salmon, ICh.p.. streamline, racy, £235; Babv

Mathis, very smart, £325.—See Cars. [1693

-I Qie Qarden Monocar. 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, disc.

JL*y . tt-heels. electric lighting, mechanical horn, wind

screen, excellent tyres, painted grey and black, paint-

work unscratched, best looking Garden on the road:

£92. or. exchange car.-Capt. Haig, O.T.T.S., Halton

Camp. Wendover. [X1134

M^

R^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A43
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

1 Ql'^ A.C Stx'ifllilo, in I'triect eondition, recently
J-H overliuul^d, B tyi)*; eugiue (95x102 raui.), Hnr-
court riulialors, B. anil H. top leed ciirbuiettei-, ausiliury
Lot ;iir iutjike, Bos<li iuiir., tj-ie** lu-w, hood, screen,
und ail iii-'cessoritfs : £5 worth of *iMires; expert iiisp^f-
tion mvited; £95 lur iiuick pale.—R. Uentlvy, 148,
Marrowbrook Lane, Cove, Hauts. [X1044

CARDEX Alonocar?. 1919 modela. Sole conceg-
sionnaires.—The Railway Garage, Staines, are

now delivering ideal runabouts lor pleasure, foj
fomaerciaU, and professional men ; 105 ens., dickey
?eat extra. Specification: 8h.p. J. A.P., seat starter",
Sturmey-Archer S-speed gear box. removable scuttle.
Dunlop tyres. Supiditd in strict rotation againt^i
deposit. Call and inspect. [169^^

CARS FOR SALE.
1 Q17 or 2907? It doesn't matter, they're all in
*~*J equally good running order when my staff of
30 experts have done with them. I say it with pride
that some of my 1907 cars run better and will probably
tive better service than many 1917 models offered else-
where. Also my descript ions may be relied on and
dales advertised are e^aianteed accurate.—Cox (below).

iQiaVj 6h.p. Warrick Box Auto-carrier, ^£60; A.C.-Lv 3-\vhfel sociable, runs really nicely, £70; 12h.p.
Tormau 2-seater, mae;., ^95; 15h.p. Darracq lorrv,
4-cyl., mag., solids all round, 15-cwt., £120; 12h.i).
Swift 2-seater, gate, raag., engine just overhaukd,
£125; 14-16h.p. Dariacq lorry, cab front, monoblot-,
15-cwt., £145; 8-lOh.p. P.D.A. li^ht car, streamline
2-seater, low and sporty, pointed radiator, live axle,
£145; 15.9h.p. 1911 Darracq 4-seater, Coronation type,
£165; lOh.p. Delahaye van, enclosed valves, 4-speed
cate. torpedo front seat. £185; 1915 Ford 4-seatev.
smartly repainted, £185; 15-20h.p. New Pick torpedo,
monobloc, enclosed valves, Claude!, £195.—Cox (below)

-| Q17 2-seated Ford, £200; 16-20h.p. Rover landai:
--•-' let, engine and gear box single unit, smart body
tiey clot' interior, £225; lOh.p. Waverley light ca :.

streamline 2-seater. 4-cyl. monobloc, Chapuis-Dorniec
tngine. Zenith, £235; lOh.p. llurtu 2-seater, 4-cyi.
monobloc, enclosed Talve<, gate, Solex, dash radiator,
£245 ; 12h.p. Albruna 2-seater, dickey, 4-cyl. mono-
bloc C.A.V. dynamo lichting set, £250; 12-15h.p.
Sirron ,2-seater, semi-.-^porting, dickey, Claudel, gate.
£275; 15h.p. White eho-'sis, monuMor-, 4-siieed g;itr,

enclosed valves, £285 ; 11.9h.r. Uriton 4-Eeatc-r tor-
pedo, detachable wheels, pointed radiator, enclosed
valves, £295; 15h.p. 4-cyl. Standard streamline tor-
oedo. gate, Zenith, smartly -repainted. £325.—Cox
(below).

1 017f^ 4-seated Maxwell, streamline, electric starter,
A-iJ dynamo lighting, monobloc, detachables, £335;
12-15fa.p. F.I.A.T. streamline 4-seater torpedo, mono
bloc, dynamo lighting. £350; 12-15h.p. Panhard Ian
daulet,' late. 4-cyl. monobloc, smart body, nice cai
£385; 15.9li.p. Standard wide 3-sRater. double dickey,
monobloc, enclosed valves, worm drive. Sankey detach-
able wheel--. £385 : 15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston torpedc
4-seater. Sankey detachables, enclosed valves, 4-speeder.
£385; 12-16h.p. Sunbeam landanlet. detachable wheels,
enclosed valves, 4-spped, £450; 12h.p. Kniglit-Daimle:
coupe 2->eater, 4-cyl. monobloc sleeve valve engine,
11.9h.p. rating, worm drive, detachable wheels, £485.--
Cox (bolow).

ROLLS-ROYCE Sporting Streamline 2-seater, 4-cyl.,

20h.p. model, domed mudguards, disc wheels,
BoM-h. Zenith, smart, bargain this, £500 ; 15h.p.
Knight-Dsimler limousine, beautiful condition, detach-
able wlieels, worm, electric lighting set, frameles-s win-
doTfs, smart, £525; 15-30b.p. sleeve valve Argyll coupe,
partii ularly smart, wide 3-seater. dickey, fast, and
silent, 4-specd. Zenith, splendid condition, £550;
13.9h.p. De Dion super-taxi % landaulet, monobloc
enclosed valves, 4-speed. detachable.^, almost new, pas
Scotland Yard, £585; 18-24h.p. 1914>.j Siddeley-Deasy
chassis, sleeve valve. 4-sijeed, detachable wire wheels,
worm drive, cantilever springs, £650; 15-20h.p. 19I7Vi:
F.I.A.T. chassis, spi^cial heavy duty type, twin pneu-
matics, detachable disc wheels, C.A.V. dynamo -light-

inB set, long stroke monobloc, enclosed valves, excep-
tional op;x)rtunity, £750; magnificent dome roof supei-
landaulet. body, suit either last two, £200 fitted.—
Cox (below).

COMMERCIALS. Commercials.—All following havr;

twin solid rubber tyres, tnany compktely over
hauled and retyred : 30-cwt. Milnes-Daimler van.
Zi-nith. Bosch, 4-speed, aluminium radiator, £150;
2-ton De Dion van, 15h.p, 4-cyl.. sump lubrication.

£200; 30-cwt. Lacre van, extra large body, mag., gate.

£225; 3' --ton Milnes-Daimler. L.O.O.C. engine, sump
lubrication, 4-speed gate, overhauled, £250; 3-ton late

tvpe De Dion chassis, worm drive, enclosed valves,

steel wheels. ZR4 watertight, £300; another bettt-r,

overhauled. £350; with lorry body complete. £385;
1913 Vulran van. extra large box body, suit furniture,

fii-., worm drive, enclosed valves, alnminium radiator
20-30-i\vT., £385; 1914 3-ton Seabrook lorry, enclosed

valves 4-spted. £425; an- th^r ditto, overhauled, re

tyred. £485; 1915 ditto, £500; ditto overhauleil. rt-

tvrcd, £550; 1914 2".^ton liarrier lorry. 4-peed, £550;
2-'-on 1916 Vinot lorry, monobloc, enclosed valvrs

Tvonn drive. Zenith, Bosch. 4-speed gate. £575; 3-ton

J 914 Karrier lorrv, Tvler enginf*. enclosed valves. 4
Fpeed. £585; 3»:.-ton 1914 Xapier. worm drive, enclosed

v.-Llve. 4-speed. aluminium radiator, overhauled, re-

tvred. £685; 3-ton worm drive Maud^^lay ditto, £700:
4.ton Scout, enclosed valves, worm drive, £750.—Co>
{below).

DOUGLAS S. COX. the absolutely straight motoi
man. 6c. Lansdowne Hill. West Norwood. S.K

has all the above actually in stock. Plea=e call

Hours 8 tn 6.^0. including Saturdays. Nd busine='

Sundays.' Established 1902. _ [1581

A44 All letters relating to advertisements

G. W. Wilkin & Co.
BXIICK 2-cyl. 2-seater and Dickey,

i-limber; £95.-234, Brixton Rd.,

SHEFFIEL'J'S LARGEST DEALERS

HUIMTER'S BAR,
SHEFFIELD.

CAKS FOI^SAlE.
wonderful
S.W.9. [isa

5h.p. Riley w.c. 2-seater, 2-speed, elutch, chain, beu
good condition; £65.-21, Barmouth Rd., WanM

worth, S.W. lies

£48.— 2-seater car, liood, sereen, Steivney, lnmpB,.«nia

,

appearance; seen runniufr.—Speec^ley, 1. Gunu^
Ijury Lane, Acton Hill, London. [15g

DAKRACQ 1912 2-seater with Dickey, inoBt
liable: £225. accept good solo or combinai

MORE MORE
MILES PER GALLONPOWER BENZOL

EQUAL TO No. 1 PETROL
(Except In price).

Guaranteed to start from ccld. No priming.

2 /A PER GALLON:
/ ^ PROMPT DELIVERY.

IN 50 GALLON DRUMS. DELIVERED FREE

I in part.—230, Brixton Rd., .S.VV.9. [IS

Monuloix
[11

ACCESSORIES IN ABUNDANCE.

Tan Sads, J.A.P. Valves and Rings, Windscreen!

Easting, Bluemels and Cameo Cliain Pailf

CoventaV and Renold Saddles, Carbide, Bdl
and Tube Carriers, Plug Cases Mudshields. i JT
Sidecar Aprons, Belts, Dunlop, Pedley andine^

Clipper, Suits and Overalls. JTar Mucadam Dealers, Keadliy, Doncaster. [1

Per Gall
l "DEESTON IIumb3r 2-.=eater with dickey, disc wh:

Vacuum Oil in 5 gall. Drums, "TT" 6/- "^

"BB" and "A" 5/-

DE DION, Sh.p., water-coohd. 2 aj)d 4-seat9r bddia
oHers. Wanted, 4-cyl. 2-seater or combination

Win. Paxmau, Lisraorc, Ireland. (D) 1X10

ADAMS lOh.p. 2-sfater. Stepney and nrcessoril
£70; original tvrci on Iront. new tyres on ba^

wheels.— Dickinson, Gardens, Ulvclston. t^(^

FINE Old 20h.p. Belsize Chassis, very strong, gu
antecd : thorough exflminution invited;

wanted.-Hughes, Gibhins Ed., Selly Oak. [l?!

Sh.p. De Dion Car, artillery v.-h<?el8, 3-Bneed nud '

verse, stamped steel trauie. 2 Itnckct seats : i:47/j
—W'auchone's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. Loudou. (V

DE DION Sh.p. 4-seater Car, 3 speeds and rove;

Iioud, screen, hnnps, mag., Zenith carbiirettB
spares, ready drive away; bargain, £55.-12,
St., Bjidgwater.

OR Sale, 2-seater Huniber car. newly upholsteil
and painted. wat«r cooled, 3-speed <Tnd re\ej8e,^

new covers on, lor f55.— Blanshard and Co., Slag .

Castrol " C" in 5 gall. Drums .. .-. 6/-
Delivered Free.

Watford Speedometers £4 and £5

TVPES Dunlop, Pedley, Wood-Milne
Hutchinson and Clipper.

^Special) Genuine Dunlop Belts in short length.'^:

5ft. 3in. X fin., 3 lengtli.s make 2

8ft. 6in. Belts. Price 6/- per length

TELf
PHONE:
GRAMS:

261, BROOMHILL,
'ACCELERATE, SHEFFIELD.'

LONGMAN BROS.,
17, Bond Street, EALING.

AND

2, King's Parade, Uxbridge

Road, AC'ON
(Telephone: 1578 Chisvfick.)

AGENTS FOR:— Triumphs,
Ariels, James, Douglas, Enfields,

Rudge, B.S.A., Harley. Davidson's,
Nortons, and all leading makes.

We can still accept a limited number
of orders for new machines, and in

some cases give early delivery.

We have a few good, sound, second-

hand machines in stock, at reasonable

prices, including the following :

Matchless Combination. Specially

equipped, and in special tune.

Hood, screen, etc.

Triumph, 3-speed countershaft model.

Rover, 3-speed coimtersliaft model.

Premier, 3-speed, 3i h.p.

Diamond, 2-stroke.

Corah-Jap, single gear.

WANTED.
All types of machines, solo and
combination. We send a reppe-

sentative to view and purcliase

without giving you any trouble,

beyond sending us a line saying

what you have and approximate
price. Distance no object

-U* acetylene and electric lamps, new hood, recen
repainted for coming season, racing model, perfect i

dition: £530.—Cox, 42, Clayton Rd., Peckham, f?.]

(13
RAILW-W Garage, Staines Cphcnc 139).—Toureil

Crosslev. £350: Standard, £500: Detrorfl

£250. Martini, £35. 2-seafeer3 : Ma.this, £3^
Sainton, £235; G.W.K., £135: SiHiirp, £145;
£145: Morgan £165; Ford landaulet, £325;
combination, 45 gn.= . - [ISsJ

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
3gle, n.r., a.i.,

Ed., Soiitli Totteuliam
U.H. Sing^le, n.r., a.i., maj;

IT- -

N
£4. 90, Tyneiuoufl

EW 4-cyl. Waterproof Magnetos: £8/17/6, carrii

MAGNETOS
or tapea-,

B^

Sprockets, in any metal, size; screjs

___^ liom 5/6; terms to trade.—VallK,

6, Temple liow, Birmingham. [Xi

THE Euston Ignition Co.'s 12-hour repflir sen
guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetoflj'^

winding, remagnetisiug.- 335, Euston Rd., N.W.I, jj
18

BASTONE'S.—Dixie single-cyl. magnetos, anti
;

clockwise, £3/18/6; also a few other singles i

tvvin.5 in stock.—228, Pentojiville Rd., Kings (S
London, N.l. L?

RAND New Weatherproof Magnetos, best nn'^

singles and twins, 50°, onti-clockwis*!: limlj

number at greatly reduced prices; opprowil.—BoO
Motories, Halifax. l^^B
M-\GNETOS, -dynamos, and all electrical appan

repaired by expeits. prompt attention arid spa
return.—Kays, 116-122, Pitshanger Lane, Kaling,.M
Phone : 553 Ealing.

"
IflB

MAGNETOS.—Quick efficient repairs at modeS
charges. Eewinding and remagnetismg.—^^

Wallace Magneto Repairing Co., 186, Walworth
London, S.E. 'Phone: Hop 97. [1^

LIGHTWEIGHT Single Magneto, clockwise Dig
for 2-stioke, new and guaranteed, £3/2/6: IJ

twin ditto £5/7/6. 4-cyl. Splitdorf. leas contact brena

50/-.-Hnghes, Gibbins Ed., Selly Oak. flf

SYDHTM, the super-metal for magneto conta'cts, i

lasts indefinitely : contacts fitted to nustomffl

=crews or blades; 3/6 each post free; returned 8^
day.—Silverdale iMig. Co., Vittoria St., Birmingham

MAGNETOS thoroughly repaired by exi.
mechanics and returned in 3 days. ModeM

charges, with highest efficiency workmanshin
Williams Bros., 46, Cromwell Rd., Walthamstow, Eg

BRIGHTON.— Magnetos, coils, dynamos, and
electrical c.ir equipment, overhauled and repajj

promiitlv and efflcieutly; car liglifiug sets a spec

H

-The Southern Ignition Co., Rutland Rd., Hg
Brighton. t*

-If your magneto is not working

,.,,,„..,,, do not delay, but send it to us:

once- all work guaranteed and done by skilled workn
-Craddock Bros., 21, Keogh Rd., Maryland Va
London, B.15. _

W
M\GNETO Repairs.—Send -your magneto to

luer's Garage. Tooting. Reply paid; quotrt

tclcgiiiphed on receipt. Quick, (.fti''ieut lepair guafl

tflfd in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 honrt

Pahncr's Garage, Tootiug. fS^

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service for magnetl,

repairs, spare parts; remagnctising I'f, ?!«';''!, »«,
ce=s; dvnamo lighting equipments. Established isuej

Phnn-'- Streitham 1390.- Crescent Magneto WorBl,

Norburv, London, S.W. 9^3^

MAGNETOS.-
inctorily.

Should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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IGNITION Al'l'LIANCES.

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto repairs, wwmding. re

nm"nelisms, and overhauling promptly exec, .fd;

nioderali charges.-The Electrical Trades S«ppl.v. Ltd

41. C.t. Charles St.. Uirmingham. T.A. : Motors Bir

mingham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central. [1721

THE Magneto Uepairing and Winding Co., fctab
lished 1912. Manager S. T. Boon, late Irom the

Bosch works.—Magneto Repairs of every descriptu:.

All lejinirs at lowest possible prices, and stncflj- gu.iran

teed U'e can mostly return them within 24 hours.

We have several new and second-hand single and ..cvl.

masnetos in stock, all guaranteed.-Ple:ise note new

aiMress: The Magneto Eep-iiring and Winding Co., 78,

lHmui*tend Ed.. Enston Rd., London. N.W.I. >PhoU6i

Museum 1158. T.A. ; Kuiuagnelic, Norwest, London.
_^

ENGINES.
Power Unit, complete, -w.nnts new
Normuu, Engino Cottagee, W.itnnll,

Notts. ,
[X1066

EX 5-6h.p. V Twin Engine. m.o.'i.T., tank, wheels.

and part frame; £19/10.-Crowtber, Kingswood.
Maltbr, Eotherham. [X1061

Twin Moto-Eeve. 50°, and onrburctter. mak^
first 7 gns. secures.—Hull,

Confectioner. Buckingham. [X.1172

Sib. p. Minerva
2 n.i.v.; £5.-

IR
33.h.p. _
4 spoity lightweight

;

il/\-12h.p. Double FlJ'^vheel Horizontal Gorton Gas
1 X\f engine, complete : first cheque £35.—Tasker,
Auctioneer, Chapel St., Southport. . [X9957

4" p. J.A.P.. Zenith shnft. Mrith brnrket for luiigueto,

new, £14: complete with imisneto and carburetter.

fl9._90. Tynemouth Ed., South Tottenham. [X091t;

iC^XGINE. 5h.p. Pe Dion, new riugrs, adjustable pulley.
rJjj detachable head, Lodpe Aero, perteet; £4 10.—
Martin Berlyn,
ham.

65. Wheeler's Ed.. Edgbaston, Uinumg
LX1080

NEVT 6h.p. J.A.r. Engine, complete. Zenith carbur-
t tt.?r, Thomson-Bennett mag. ; what offers r—

Scni.'Jt.'-] lickens. Heronsgill, Horsham, Sussex. Tei.

:

Horsh;im 172. [X0S40

ANTOINE Engine, 3iL.h.p. {full). B. and B., car-
buretter, with franae, tank, forks, bars to snit;

not sell separate; ^£7. or near offer.—Box LI,269, c/o
The Motor Cvclc. [1184

TYRES.

IlL
EGCATE. Edinbnrgh, lor tyre value.

: r EGCATF,.

A.B.C.

MOTOR
CYCLES.
Deliveries will soon

commence.

Have you placed your

Edinourgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance 1919 tyres

Manufactured n this city by the largest indiarubbei
manufacturers in the British Empire, and famous tiie

h world over fo' quality, resiliency, durability, and non
(skidding properties.—See below for approval terms.
Prompt despatch guaranteed. We pay carriage.

;GGATE. Edinburgh.— 1919 nr-,v pattern 4-ply
fabric. he.ivy rubber studded, beaded covers, '26

I
"X2 32/6. list 45/9; 26x2% 35/-, list 46/9; 26x2»s.
to fit 2(4 rims, 37/6, list 50/-; 26x2V>-38/6, list

51/3.

;GGATE, Edinburgh.-1919 new pattern, 6-pls
fabric, extia heavy, rubber studded, beaded

1
covers. 26x21^. 47/6, list 63/6; 26x2V-'., to fit 2M, rims,

k.47/6, list 63/5; 26x21.. 47/6, list"63/6; 650x65.
|i49/-, list 65/-; 700x30, for 650x65 rims, 51/-, list

^.68/6: absolutely perfect for high-powered machines.

Il-T EGGATE, Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
I' J-' new. and sent anywhere on 7 days* approval

against remittance: cash refunded in full if goods not
approved "^L

LEGGATE and Company, Motor Cycle and Tyre
specialists, 15-17, Sliiteror.l Kd.. Kdiuiiuiijli

'Phone : Central 8693. T.A. ; Tyres, Edinburgh.
fX0412

IfXJASTO.VE'S for Covers and Tubes, new 'and clSar

order?

We shall be in a position

to supply promptly.

TYRES.
ECOXOMIC Tyre Co —New clearnnre covers. Kemp

shall, Macintosh, and other well-known makes.

days' approval

3-ribbed 35/-, listed

ECOXOMIC—We send goods on
ciuiiiipe paid against remittance.

ECONOMIC—26x2 I.eyland 3-rib

55/6; 26x2Vi 3-ribbcd 37/-, listed 57/

TfCONOMIC

E'

E'

-26x21,4 Leyland rubber-studdej, 38 6

;

,-iCONOMIC.-26x2i/»x2i,J Firestone non-skid 35/-,

listed 50/-; 26x21,4 well-known non-skid, 40/-.

COXOMIC—28X21A Macintosh etopslip (tor Indian

m'achinesl, 40/-;' 28x3 Kempshall heavy anti-

skid, 45/-.

CONOMIC.-2SX3V8 Lcvland 3-tibbed, .o'ei-size for

28x3, 65/- listed 85/-; 28x3 nou-skld. 57/6.

CONOMIC—650x65 Kempshall anti-skid, 35/-;

well-known extra heavy non-skid, 45/-.

CONOMIC—650X65 steel and rubber-studded com-

bination, 92/6; 700x75
65, 95/-. -, „,,

CONOMIC.-26>:2ii tubes, 7/6; 26x2-iii, 8/6;

21!. 8/5; 650x65 Duulop, 14/6.

PCONOMIC-Belts by one ,.f <*» best Bntisl, maker..

ditto, oversize for 650 x

26x

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

9, Parr St., LIVERPOOL,
j

Telephone No.: Royal 1123.

E^

E^
E^
65, I

E^
E^"^n"lT5'toot:V^'^'"'lli fiiCUiiio. 2/2 i;oot;

Cliallenee fastener free with e.ach belt.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co., 314. New Cross Rd., Is e»

Cross SE.14. 'Phone ; New Cross 1393. [1394

TUBES all sizes and best makes: 6/6 each,

,.,ge.-81, Queen St., Hammersmith.

EPOYNTOX, Wnrsop, Nott.s, saves you monCT on

tyres. Satisfaction guaranteed, or ?<>"'
.I'™*^

refunded. '-

OCX2V. Non-sldd Kemrshrill 10/-;
2f<2'/;

"^™-

JCb tinental. 7/-; 26x2ii tube, new. 7/-.-64 Bel-

lamy St., Balham. LltbJ

TTEES.-See Bancroftian Advertisement under Mis-

celhmeoiH. Stehistic. Pedley, Kempshall, Hutchm-

son: extraordinary prices. lUBi..

2", New Rubber Studded Beaded Edse Tyre-<.
" - • butted tubes, 9/6; bargains:

Arthur, 10, Hamilton St.

[S12S9

GOODRICH.—Special line of new 26x2ii covers.

39/9.

jlus pn;T-

[1431

lib 25/6; heavy red

carriage paid; approval.

Paisley.

OODRICH.-Special line of new
,

26x2iAx2Vi 41/3,, usual prices 56/- and

26^^

^iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii^rAiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiii,'^

ance lines.

|1T>A.?T0NE'S.—26x2
30/6,

Michelin
teel-stnd 24/-.

17/-, Trident heavy I ==

jTJASTONE'S.-26x214 Michelin Trident heavy 32/9.
' -t> De Luxe heavy 32/-, Invincible rubber-studded
18/6.

llTD ASTONES.—26x2?i De Luxe heavy 34/-, best Eng-
|J"jL> lish-made rubber-studded 36/-.

iSTONE'S.—26x21;. for 26x21,4 rim, De Luxe
heavy 36/-.

~

iSTO.XE'S.-26X2V2, for 26x21!. rims. Goodyear
Diamond 41/6, Goodrich heavy Safety tread 45/-,

f
Shell 18/6, Victor 22/6.

BASTO.XE'S.-26x254. oversize for 26X2V2. Victor
rubber-studded 40 j

Henley plain 35/-. heavy
rubber non-skid 32/-, Goodyear Diamond 46/3.

suitable for

rubber-studded 40/

[iT>ASTOXE'S.—650x55

BASTONE'S.—28x3 rubber-studded
front wheel or sidecar 32/6, De Luxe heavy 45/

= I can only accept orders -for ^
^ O.K. Junior. @
= Ivy Two StrokB, =
= Sun Two-Stroke. =
g Rudge Multi.

^ New Imperial Combinations
Delivery about lo weeks.

Head Lamps (2) and Generator (1) _
Suitable for Jlorfan and [•]

= Light Cars. Marvellous Value

= £5 5 O per set. _
(Si Do not be disappointed this WTiltsun- fit your =
= Sidecar now. If you have not got one. call and [•]

I have a large variety to rr

-a^ 7 sets only.

11 T) ASTONES.—Wired edge covers. 26x2>4 Michelin
l'J-> 17/3. 26x2i.i 13/6. Trident heavy 26x21,4 32/3.

B ASTONES.—Hutchim^on tubes. 26x2 5/6. 26x21,4
6/-. 26x214 7/-. 28x3 9;6. Michelin butted

tubes, 26X2V4 10/-, 26x2i;j 10/9.

BX>ASTONES for Belts.—John Bull and Pedley, all

a

D^

N^

izes in stock.

HoursBASTONE'S.-
9 till 1.

[I'D ASTUNE'S, 228^ Pentonville Rd.,

of business, 9 till 6, Saturdays '^

inspect my stock.^ choosf from.

= A.J=S., J.A.P., B.S.A. Spares in Stock.

[•1 i^ large assortment of aU Accessories and Fit-

^ meats always on hand.

= A.J.S. Repairs my Speciality.
-

^ F J YOUNGS, 2, 3, & 5, The Parade, Kilburn,
r^ ' ' lonjjox. x.w.g.

z:z 'Phone: TeL.iddress:

^ Hamp&tead 4807. ' Vupackit. Kilb, London"
-

;

—

-

{2 words only).

f88T5isiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii®ii

B

[•

llllll[EIIII'- London. N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement

60/. res'pectively; tubes, 7/9.-Service, 292, U'Sh Hoi-

born. London. 1'^°^

x2i4 New Extra' Heavy Rubber Steel-studded

rvres. 60/-, Ust 82/6; heavy red 2% butted tubes.

9/6: bargains; carriage paid; i^pproval.-Arthur, 10.

Hamilton St.,- Paisley. l2>.l/b.J

1000 New, also eicar.ance Tyres,. Tubes, and Belts foi

'

sale Eepairs and letieads promptly handled.-

Call or write direct, Kemp's Vulcanising Works, oO

Hardmiin St., Maucliester. 15324

TTBES; bargains; all best makes and sizes.-26x2ij

extra heavy. 27/-; 26X2V2, to fit 2V4 nms, 30/-,

extra heavy: 28x3 extra heavy, 32,6 plus postage; ap-

proval.-81, Queen St., Hammersmith, London. [1430

CEASED Eiding.-For disposal, 3 new 26x3 Avon

Sunstone covers, cost £5/3, what ofiers? Also one

26x2V, Dunlop extra heavy cover, new and 3 Avon

tubes. 26X3. new.-Box 3,426, c/o Ike Molor <Jge.^^

ON'T Scrap Tyres—trv us. Ton can reduce you:

tvre and tube bill by sending them to be repaired

by our' process. All work guaranteed; 12 years' expert.

ence.-Victory Tyre Eepairing Works. 26, Tine St

Leicester. [X1161

BW Heavy Beaded Covers. 26X2 20/-, 26x2i,4 25'-.

26x2V" 27/6: butt ended tubes. 26x21/4 8/6, 26x
2'/., 9I-; endless tubes, 26x21/, 7/6. 26x21/. 8/-; sent

approval carriage paid receipt remittance.- Calmer

-

Garage, Tooting.
,

1-1630

BAEGAINS.—Brand new ribbed, 2in. 19/6. 2i4rn.

21/-- rubber studded, 2in. 20/-, 2i4in. 23/-; extra

heavy 40/'-: new tubes," 7/3, 8/6; various others cheap.

State 'renuirements. We can vulcanise buTsts; send us

your old" cover.-Armstrong, 17, Goldkawk Ed., Shei)_

herd's Bush, London. L127»

I
HAVE Small Quantity oi England's best known

tyres, guaranteed brand new and perfect; extra

heavy 28x3, cost 67/6. accept 4'7/6; 28x2i,j. 63/-.

accept 42/-; 26x2i:„ 63/6. accept 40/-; 26X2-.3, 38/-;

26xk. for 2I1 rims. 35/-; 26x214,. 34/-:, cash l-e-

turned in full if not approved. —Eichards Eiibljei

Mart, Sydenham Ed., Guildford. [X083i

E\CE Bargains.—Motorists, halve your tyre bill

by buying from me. My prices are the lo"'e'-

,„ the trade. Ca.-^h returned m full if not satisfied

New 26x21.4 rubb;r-studded 27/6; heavy 30/-

26>-2"i. 32/6: tubes. 6/6 each; 28x21/2 and 28x3
bfand -new extra heavy, 67/6: covers, 47/6 each to

clear.-Millard's Eubber Mart, Chesterfield. [X0193

BELTS.

BELTS, all sizes, best makes; 6/- each, pins post-

ase.— 81, Queen St.. Hiimmersmith, London. 1143-!

CULVEETOWN Motor Cycle 2-riece Belts. %in. 6d..

iS' »4in 7d.. "/Kin. 8d . lin. 9d., I'/sin. 1/- Per tcot

:

postage 6d. extra: money refunded if unapproved:

thousands sold; customers Eati3fled.-77. Edwards Rd^
^'^'"^'°'''

TANKS.
repairs, re-enamell-ng.

reen. Water St.. Blackfriars.

Manchester. fO^O

P^

1= rpANKS of every description

;

—
I
X Write for booklet.—Gi

and the date of the issue a4.t
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TANKS.
1

TANKS.—Tiiiiks miv Bliiiue to order, reiinirs or cnnin-

1

elled: (list's for motor wlieols : -geuwal sheet inetnl

work: lists free.—Attwowls, 86. Eoselwry Av., E.O.
Tel.: Oeutrol 12445. [9922

VAPORISERS.
I7CONOMISE Your Fuel and obtain the best results
^ by fitting a Peacock vaporiser, 2.'8, post tree;

lightweights, 2 '-. Send a postcard lor illustrated ex-

I'lanatoiy leaflet.— Peacoik. Cobb and Co., Tudor
Works, Peritend, Birmingham. [1235

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOCKWOOD, Aero Patents Specialist.-Guide
• tree.— 3, New St., Birmingham. [7816

CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Ed.,
London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [6635

TOKS' Advice and Handbook Free. — King's
' "

"
Victoria St.,

[5818

INVEN'
rat«ut Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen

Londo.n.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
RG. NTE, 36, Gleneldon Rd.. Streatliam. London

• (3 years' active service M.T.). 15 years' exiierieuce

motor cycle trade, gives unbiassed advico on purehnse
i:iotor cycles, light cars, etc.; sales attended: liieliest

leierences, motor press, etc. [1093

FG. HERRTAGE, 10 years' prnctical experience,
• offers uDl>iassed advice on the purchase of new

and second-hand motor cycles; innchines examined and
leported on : distance no object.—48. Clarendon Rd.,
Putney, S.W.I 5. [2693

GOVERNMENT Sales of Motor Cycles.—Two prac-

tical motor engineers, attending above sales, are
j'repared to secure bargains for readers, sale or com-
mission.—Write, stating requirements, to Box LI,271,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1186

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply,

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops Stort-

ford. [0693

CHEAPEST Motor Cycle Rates, premiums from 10/-.

—F. Pavne and Co., Insurance Brokers, 37, Gt.
Tower St., E.C.3. [9239

ROYS. Ltd.—Motor cycle insurance at Lloyd's.

Lowest premiums, payable yearly, quarterly, or
monthly. Write for prospectus.— 170, Gt. Portland St.,

London. [7734

THE Lowest Rotes for motor and other insurance,
obtainable from Tharp's, 9, Norton Folgate,

Bishopsgate. E.l. Tel.: L.W. 274; and Ivinghoe, Grove
Hill. Woodford. E.18. [8113

COVER your motor cycle by The Bell {at Lloyds)
comprehensive policy.—For prospectus and full

particulars apply R. G. Howard, 5, Moorgate St.

Buildings. London, E.C.2. [9318

COMPLETE Comprehensive Policies. Motor cycles

from 37/6; Morgans, 75/-; immediate repairs

permit.—Wrigleys, Lancashire's Premier Motor In-

surance Brokers, The Corner, Hoghton St., Southport,
[1592

DREADNOUGHT Motor Cycle Policies at Lloyd's
Premiums nom £1/7/6 per annum. payal)le yearly

:iuarterly, or monthly. Before insuring elsewhere, write

loi prospectus, Roys. Ltd.. 170. Gt. Portland St., Lon-
don. [0994

" rpHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy (subscribed by
A Lloyds' Underwriters) covers motor cycle or cycles

nnd sidecars us^ for private purposes. Complete com-
prehensive cover. Maximum benefits, minimum rotes.

Free weeklv copy of *' The Motor Cycle " to all policy

holders paying a premium of £3/7/6 or over.—Full par-

ticulars and prospectuses on application, The Manager,
' The Motor C^cle " Insurance Department, 20, Tudor
St., London, E.C.4. [0995

TUITION.
SIDECAR Driving.-Ladies and gentlemen quickly

made proficient.—41, Ashlord Rd., Cricklewood.
[9584

SIDECAR Driving Lessons by private owner, 15
years' experience, mechanism also taught.—C,

Salisburv House, Hazlitt Rd., \V. Kensington (near

Olympia)". [X1209

MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,
Ltd., gives the L'ighest standard of training in

driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest fees in

England. Call, or write for full particulars.-The British
School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circus,

W. [0953
SHIPPING.

BUriNG and Shipping for Colonial motor and cycle
importers.—Ti'C be=t service through Lindner and

Co., Ltd.. Birmingham. Establislied 1842. [4577

SITUATIONS WANTED.
CYCLE Mechanic, demobilised, requires situation in

London district, army certificate.—L., 34, Bilron
St., Barking. [1235

WANTED, by youth with experience turning, boring,
drilling, etf., situation as above with motor cycle

r.r similar firm : S<mth-wpst England prGlerre<t.—Box
3,517. c/o The 31'jtur Cycle, [XlllO

GENTLEMAN, discharged, 23. desires position v/ith

motor cycle and car business as ji'nior salesman
or demonstrator, 7 years' mechanical experience, 4";.

despatch riding; Liverpool-Manchester district? pre-

terred.-Box 3.492, c/o The Motor Cycle. [XOeso

The Leamington
Pillion SeatPatent

Child's size,

With guard
and extra

straps to

hold child in.

34/-
Full size,

40/-
Complete
with Hair-

stuffed

cushion.

Spring

cushion,

6/- extra.

Spring Coshion for Carrier Riding

With Straps, 10/6

With 2 Chps and

Under-plate. 12/6

Cycle Works,
Newchapel, Lingflcid,

Dear Sir, Surrey.
The Spring Cushion for Pillion Ridmg

which we had just before Easier has been on a

long tour to the Midlands and the North, and has

given our customer complete satisfaction.

Yours faithfully,

SYDNEY WALLIS.

W. J. BRADLEY, Patentee and Manufacturer,

69, Regent Street, LEAMINGTON SPA.

'.r.^--^^
t>

ilB^li^B^

m1 9H^^^^^^''.AM^E^'j^
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Enamelling
OUTFIT No. 1.

For Motor

Cycle and

Sidecar.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
To Manuiacturers.—Capable fJentlcman wi»hea ,

get into touch witli a go-aliead firm of Ug
car or motor cycle builders to manage agencies '

travel the British Isles, or would take sole Bell

rights on contract, 16 years' experience, and .„

interest in Mie retail business, with proved organic
and controllin:: abilities.—Box L512, c/o The IHa
Cycle. [71

SITUATIONS VACANT.
EXPEEIENCED Chauffeur, London district, capi

of attending to running repairs, required for SJ
commercial iight car.—Write, F.P., c/o J. \V. ViflT
and Co., Ltd., 5, Nicholas Lane, E.C.4.

OFFERED to Keen Salesman already represei

firm of standing in motor trade, two good
able lines largely advertised and in demand, wori
as a side line would show a handsome return ; _8^
factory terms.—Apply, Box Ll,266, c/o The Ma
Cucle. [-1^

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
COLWTN Bay, Ehos.—The Towers, Whitehall '!

7 doors from Cayley Promenade. Supper,
breakfast, garage, 8/6.-Tel. : 233. [6633,

PARTNERSHIPS.
EXPERIENCED Sales Manager desires partner yrit,

capital to open motor . cycle and motor ac^^
series business, good proposition to one willing to^
vest; principals only dealt with.—Write in firstf
stance with details. Box LI, 26.7, c/o The Motor Oj

ADVERTISER desires active position in motor
and or motor cycle trade, willing to inves1>^

to £1,000 in a really going concern, remunera
required £400 per annum, age 25, public school ed

tion. several years' commercial experience, at pre

holding a responsible position in a large commei^
house in London, but is desirous of getting into >

motor trade.-Heplv in first instance to B., 189,.

Deacon's, Leadenhall St., E.C.3. [XO

GARAGES.
MOTOR Cyclists Note.—Private garage,

bench; 2/- weekly.—195, Elgin Terrace,

Vale. \.^
AGENCIES.

AGENCY Wanted.—Motor cycles, cycles, and aoi

series. Advertiser opening up new premL
main North London road.—Box 3,531, c/o The MiMf
Cycle. [1525

OVERSEAS Agency.—Member of A.I.F., shortly le-

turning Australia to resume position of husiiieBS

m.anaeer, will accept approved agency N.S.W. lothei

States arranged for if desired! of motor lorries, charm-
banes, toiuing care, motor cycles, motor accessonwi

one mate only accepted: good business references sun-

mitted —H T., c/o Grundy, Lamb, and Grundy, Sohoi-

tors, 14, John Dalton gt.. Manchester. [XUIS

W SAUNDERS, Ltd.—This private company was
• registered on March 12tb, 1919, with a capital

of £12.000 in £1 share. Objects, to acquire the Red
Oarage and Motor and Engineering Works of the late

W W Saunders. 26 and 28, Crouch St., Colchester,

one of the oldest established motor businesses in the

county of Essex. W. Saunders, Ltd.. still hav«

vacancies as agents (sole or otherwise) for high-class

cars, light cars, runabouts, and motor cycles.— lei.;

Red Garage, Colchester. 'Phone : 392. IU7«

INCLUDES an ample supply of absolutely
everything you need to thoroughly reno-

vate a Motor Cycle and Sidecar. Contents

;

Sponge, Chamois Leather, Bubbiug Telt,
Pumico Block. Robbialao Brush, Glass
Paper, Cleaning Soda, Pumice Ponder,
Auto-Stopper, " Eusnoline " Polishing
Liquid, Robbialac Thinner.9, Robbialao
Stopping, Mat, Gloss. Transparent; and
Instructions. Price 35 /-. Carriage extra
England and Wales 1 /S, Scotland aud Ire-

land 2 /-. Full particulars, iuoludiug large
Colour Card, Irom Jensen & Nicholson, Ltd.,

M.C. Outfit Dept., Robbialac Works, Stratford,

London, E.15. Sole manufacturers o£

GENERAL TRADE.
RELIABLE 2-stroke Engine Units.—Would ^

pleased to hear from firm interested.—Box 3,5Sffi;.i

c/o The Motor Cycle. [XOB'W

MOTOR Cycle Frames.—Quotation required from

frame manufacturers for a large number of cycle

irames.-Apply, Meteor Mfg. Co., Ltd., 98, Tolhngton

Park, N.4. t"""

WANTED firms who can undertake the inanufactTO

of quantities of small motor cycle gear pnrtit

Must be first-class workmanship "?,''.
SOod<lehveii«B,

Binningham or London di.stnct-Write. Box Ll,328;

c/o The Motor Cycle. uaaai

ADDRESSES of Firms making deep drawn stamping*

3-16in. plate, 3in. deep. 2y;in. diameter, cam
connecting rod stampings, valves, crnnkshatt stamK

ings. gear cutting, small turning, cylinder horing. vnly«

fittingt-Box LI, 527. c/o The Motor Cycle.
_

'1302

PERSONAL.
LAI 2397 —If not claimed will lie sold to dci-'^av ex-

pen.ses.—Weheter's Garage. Folkestone.

A WANTED.

SUNBEAMS. Hailevs. A.J.S.'s, Enfields, B.S.i

NortoDs, Triumphs. Matchless, and Morgffi

19I5'a and later purchased for spot cash.—Maud
100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [l^

[1^

AAAA.

BRING your machine to us before taking it els^

where. We will buy lor spot cash; highest-

prices given. Lightweights and twin combinations

particularly wanted. Ride up with machine, and
walk out with cash.—The H.C. Alotor Co., 347, Finch-

ley Rd., N.W.3. 'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open
Saturday afternoons and Sundays. [566S

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue.



Advertising and Publishing Offices:
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

TeU'ijrarju ; " Cyclist, Fleet. London."
Itlaphone : 3648 City (0ve lines;.

Editorial Offices

:

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Northern Offices :

199, Deansgate, Manchesteff.

Tele.TiiiiLs : , Mocorcycle. Coventry." Telegrams :
* Uifte, Manohesier.

-

Telephone : 10 Coventry iSve lines*. Telephone : 620 City,

Subscnption Rates: Home* 15s. 2d.; all countries abroad, I9s, 6d. per annunu
The Forelea tatss quoted above applj^ also to men, in tlie Servloeu abroad.

CoLONuL AND Foreign agents;
OlfiTED 8TATHB—The Interaational ?Tbw= Afrency. New Torlt. Cinada—Toroa:o Newa Co., Ltd.. Toronto: Montreal News Co., Ltd., Montreal; Wlnniptj

News Co.. Winnipea: British Columbia Sews Co., Vancouver: Gordon cfe GoicU. Ltd., 132. Bay Street. Toronto.

AD8tra,LIA—Gordon & Gotch. Ltd., Melbourne i Victoria'. Sydnev iN SAT.), lirisbane Qoeenilaiid). .Vdelaide (3. A.). Perth 'W.A.). and Launceflton(TasmanlR\
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The Price of Fuel.

IN
last weet's issue we announced a belated

reduction in the prices of motor fuel, and
quoted the figures sent to us by the Shell

Marketing Co. It now transpires that the

figures were trade prices, and that the reduc-

tion to the public is anlj' threepence per gallon.

There was no such intimation on the postcard

advice we received.

Such a small concession can hardly fill any

devotee of the motor cycle with glee. Many
times we have been told that the exorbitant

prices of petrol have been due to Government
control, and that when this was relinquished an
appreciable reduction in the price of fuel could

be confidently expected.

,. We are not convinced that the present high

prices are necessary; but the spirit which was
responsible for the statement on the part of an
official of the Petrol Trust, that " The value of

anything is what it will fetch," still prevails

among the petrol kings.

One has only to compare the enormous
numbers of motor vehicles used in the U.S.A.,
where the price of petrol is low, with the size of

the British motoring fraternity, to realise the

importance of the question of cheap fuel, and
the retarding effect high prices are likely to have
upon the future expansion of automobilism in

this country. Given fuel at the prices ruling

before the war, there is no reason to doubt that

the United Kingdom will use motor vehicles in

the same proportioa to its population as the

United States. ^

At present the cost of petrol is placing a limit

on long journeys ; and, economical as is the type

of machine we use, motor cyclists do not ride the

distance-s they would if the price of fuel were
more reasonable. In the meantime, motor cyclists

and, in fact, motorists generally, are being forced

to the conclusion, as we have often pointed out,

that it is necessary to be independent of imported
fuel, and will continue to use benzole whenever
it is obtainable.

-^S.

Motor Cycle Prices.

WE
are often asked by readers if the prices

of motor cycles are likely to fall, and

we have regretfully to answer that it is,

most unlikely; in fact, it is more than

probable that prices will continue to

rise for some time to come.

We all know that the cost of materials is

high, and that the cost of labour is ever-in-

creasing. It is not reasonable, therefore, to

expect that motor bicycles will become cheaper

iri the near future.

There seems to be only one solution of the

difficulty, and that is, the question of produc-

tion. Manufacturers who are in a large way
are able to turn out a large number of machinel,

using the latest tools and the latest labour-

saving devices, and will be able to sell more
cheaply to the public than the small maker whose

rate of production is only a comparatively few

machines. We see signs in every direction of

an unsettled state of affairs in the motor cycle

trade. From one day to another the manufac-
turer does not yet know how much to charge

for his new models, and this fact is reflecting

very heavily upon the private purchaser.

The manufacturer in his catalogue or pre-

liminary list makes some such statement as
" prices are subject to alteration without notice."

This is a very hard rule, and it has meant that

in many cases a prospective purchaser who has

paid his deposit to an agent for the machine he

is anxious to buy at, say, ^6o, receives one
morning a letter from the agent, some weeks

before the machine is due for delivery, to the

effect that the price has been raised ;£$ or £io.
The feelings of the prospective purchaser may
be well imagined, and he is more often than

not prone to vent his wrath upon the unfortunate

agent, who is no way responsible.

Though we fully realise the difficult position

of the manufacturer, he should use every effort

to give the prospective purchaser fair warning of

what is about to take place.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the cage facing the baclc cover.
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Those Trophjes.
FEW years ago any weali'hy sportsman with a

habit of distributing massive silver trophies

was a popular person in motor cycling club-

land. To-day any wideawake secretary gets his

doctor to certify that he is suffering from smallpox
if he hears that a plutocrat is contemplating such
mis])laced generosity. Circumstances compelled me
to emphasise this impasse even in pre-war days, but
the difficulty of Ijoiling down an entry of loo good
men on loo good mounts to one absolute winner is far

graver than ever it was. The problem is acute in

a one day event of the daylight type. In twenty-four
or forty-eight hour rides, darkness strings the men
out a little, but not sufliciently to separate the real

cracks appreciably. In the Six Days Trials of the

future, the superfine quality of the entrants will tend

to counterbalance the length of the route, and make
it increasingly difficult to allot single awards, such as

a special prize for the best performance by an amateur.
Secretarial ingenuity is apparently exhausted. Secret
checks, speed tests, split-second timing at controls,

fuel consumption,^ flexibility climbs, speed judging,

freak hills of the 99% eliminating type, and all other

conceivable factors have been introduced. Most of

them entail an intolerable amount of work. Most of

them allot the special award with no greater fairness

than if the names of the gold medal winners were
shaken up in a hat, and one were drawn at random.
I have accompanied several big trials in which one or

more of the special awards were certainly questionable.

I believe the sport has reached a stage at which we
should choose between eliminating the single victor

(i.e., restricting the awards to gold medals for all

gaining a certain percentage of marks) or awaiting

a brainwave of consummate genius. The factors of

selection employed in 1913-1914, and foreshadowed
for the minor events of the present season, are the

sorriest makeshifts. Such a policy is certainly desir-

able so far as Saturday events are concerned. [This
paragraph was written before the publication of Mr.
Norton's letter in our last issue.

—

Ed.]

Limitation of Entries.

FURTHERMORE, unless I am much mistaken,

reforms are no less necessary in regard to the

number of competitions and the size of the

entries. There is not a word to be said against club

members' events, or even against such events being
thrown open to amateur riders from neighbouring clubs.

But the 1 913 type of roundabout is plainly going to be
restored. From Easter to Michaelmas, plus a few
audacious spasms at Christmas and the Xew Year, every

week-end is to see a host of competitions, large and
small ; every manufacturer's catalogue and newspaper
advertisements will be reduced to smaller and smaller

type in order to recount the appalling list of gold
medals and fastest times ; every ignorant beginner will

be increasingly bewildered by the apparently uniform

A20

victories of the best and the worst machines (how can

he distinguish between the team prize in the A.C.U.
Six Days and the speed-judging competition of the

Mudshire M.C.?); every factory will be compelled to

waste good men on the weary circuits at legal limit

which add another line to the firm's catalogue of

medals.

Incidentally, these incessant competitions tend to

become injurious all round. They obsess club life

and frighten away many desirable members and mem-
berettes. They create in the minds of the general

public a maximum impression of speed, noise, and
dust. In the bigger trials, the size of the entry is a

nuisance to ofificials, competitors, hotels, and public.

The Remedy.

WE have stagnated for five years, and it goes with-

out saying that we must be allowed to nm
riot this summer—and perhaps next year as

"v«:ll. But before the season of 1921 at the latest, and
preferably during the coming winter, the A.C.tJ.

should take steps to control what threatens to develop

into a general nuisance. The remedy is absurdly

simple. In the first place, competitions should be
classified. A dozen (more or less) events should be

hall-marked as first class; for these only should

entries be accepted from the trade and from in-

dividuals wlio have won their spurs in minor canters.

.

If desired, a running score- might be kept of all

successes in these first-class shows, and at the end of

the year the men who deserve most credit would get it.

Second-class events would be those of the smaller

clubs : trade entries and individual entrants with, say,

three golds (exclusive of dates) to their name would
be excluded from second-class events, and the novice

and tlie duffer would get a show. Other details could

be left to an opportunist policy. For example, fifty

entrants are enough for any road event; and that

number can be made the limit by a variety of dodges,.

e.g., setting a stiff entry fee, limiting each make to

three representatives, etc.

The Alternative.

T present we are heading for the kind of Bedlam
represented by four big competitions every week-
end in one part of the country or another, each

with its 100-150 entrants, and some 75% of gold

medals. One evil result from the competition rider's

own standpoint is already evident—gold medals are

as cheap as dirt. - There is hardly a solitary motor
cycling medal which retains anything like the prestige

of the old North Road Cycling Club's " record " golds.

Another evil is the fearful waste of time, eriergy, and
money involved. Yet another is the habit evolved by
certain firms of svi'amping poorer rivals by entering

their machines in dozens, directly or indirectly. Next
year we must prepare for a change. Control of this

confusion by a live and democratic A.C.U. will be

welcome when tlie time comes : and we may hope for

some rational supervision within two years.
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A Big Existing

and Potential

Market in Java.

T lOTOIR CYCLI
IN THE

;AST IMDIEl

900
Molor Cycles

in the Town of

Soerabaya.

OWING to the ad-

vantages which
the Americans

have enjoved^ during

the war, they have
literally turned Java
into a market of their

own, so far as things

motorish are concerned.

A glance at the official

statistics will give an
astonishing idea as to

the extent of the

growth of the Ameri-
can imports in this

part of the world,

which development, to

a very great measure.

is traceable to the big increase of wealth in the island

during the war. Now, however, that the war is over,

it is tnost sincerely to be hoped that British manu-
facturers of motor cycles will make a great effort to

lind a strong position for their productions in this

market. American cars are, of course, everywhere,

and perhaps it is not too much to say that American
motor cycles are almost as numerous. Indeed, so

n.uch progress has been made under almost ideal

conditions, that there is scarcely an American machine
whose name is not a household word, especially in

the bigger towns. The present state of affairs must,

I am sure, impress British makers, but even more
important is the fact that motor cycling in, Java and

Sumatra is only in its infancy, and a great boom
can surely be ex-

pected in the very

near future.

This tight little

island of Java—to

leave out the numer-
ous other Dutch
]X)ssessions in the

Indies—^has a popu-
lation of about
thirty millions and
no fewer than a

million Chinese. The
latter own perhaps
more wealth, col-

lectively, than any
other Oriental race

in this country, and
practically all the

important retailing

business is in their

hands. Java is

generally acknow-
ledged to be one of

Motor cyclists in Java do not require ove

in neat

the most fertile
countries on the face

of the earth, and it
.

is no idle boast to

claim that it will soon

experience such pros-

perity as it has never

known before, its re-

sources of commodi-
ties for export being

almost unlimited.
^
An

increased prosperity

means, of course, that

all inhabitants, of

whatever race or

colour, will have more
money to spend, and

it is principally to this

com'ng increase in viealth among the Chinese and better

class of native that one must look for the development

of the pastime of motor cycling, although, as a matter

of fact, the motor cycle" is daily growing in popularity

with the many thousands. of Europeans and Eurasians.

Of much interest to the motor cycle world is the

fact that petrol, petroleum, suitable lubricating oils,

greases, and other by-products are produced in great

volume by the Dortsche Petroleum Company on the

spot, so that motor users here are more than inde-

pendent on the outside world for such necessaries.

Tyres of every known make in Europe and America

have been imported in enomious quantities almost

without a break for the last four years. The petroleum

company has a very excellent system of distribution

at fixed rates,
according to the dis-

tance of each depot

from the supplying

centre, and it must
be a very small

place indeed in

which there is not

at least one Chinese

dealer ready with

whatever a touring

motorist might re-

quire. It has already

been reported in

The Motor Cycle

that the roads in

Java are very good,

and I can testify

that this, broadly

speaking, is a fact.

True enough, in the

more inaccessible

mountain places sur-

faces are anything

A2I

rails but are able to enjoy the pastime

attire.
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Tha Motor Cycle in the East Indies.—

Imt perfect, but in all my travelling, in East Java
at least, I have not yet found a road leading to

anywhere interesting that could not be ridden by motor
bicycle in more or less comfort.

There, in the blue distance, is Tosari, whose sana-
torium is renowned all over the East, 6,000 feet above
sea level, the approach to which is a magnificent wind-
ing climb of about seventeen miles from the plain

—

truly a joy to any motor cyclist with a moderate amount
of power under his control. Nobody who has not
experienced this climb and the subsequent descent can

Top:

A road in Java.

Middle:

A motor cyclists'

camp on the south

coast of the island.

In

ideal
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are getting more and more numerous, but the attire

of many of them is inclined to be fantastic. They love

to ride slowly about town with their exhaust open and
clutch only partly engaged ; and, as they almost in-

variably ride Indians or Harleys, they produce what
to them is a very delightful noise.

Looking at the map of the world, it is perhaps diffi-

cult to realise that this town of Soerabaya—to take one
of the principal towns of Java:—boasts about 300,000
inhabitants; but such is the fact. Motor cycling

locally is very much to the fore, about 900 machines
of all makes being registered in thecity. TheJollow-

ino; table will give an idea of the proportion of

various makes in use :

Harley-Davidson 25%
Indian 20%
Excelsior ' 10'%

Henderson 10%
F.N 10% - -

Sunbeam 2^%
Cleveland lightweiglit ... 5%
Indian lightweight 5%
Royal Enfield 5%
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ^2%

this country, where the conditions are so

for long tours, the big twin is overwhelm-
ingly popular, and 28in. wheels have become so

well established that, if British manufacturers
wish to get into the trade here, they will have
to cater for this feature. It goes almost with-

out saying that the quality and reliability of

British machine is well known amongst
serious and under-— - , standing motor cyclists

in this country, most
of whom, by the way,
are regular readers of

The Motor Cycle; but

form the re-

motest idea of

the exhilaration

of this run,

whilst the

changing
scenery un-

folds as one
makes the
gradual transition from the great heat of the plains

to the extreme cold of this fairyland in the clouds
is truly gorgeous.

The main roads, taken as a whole, are splendid

;

and, with the exception of local towns in which there

is generally a polite request suspended from the trees,

nsking motorists to drive slowly, there is no speed-
limit. This freedom of the road has perhaps one
drawback, inasmuch as it gives road hogs too much
latitude, and their frequent " blinding " through in-

tricate slow traffic has done a good deal to bring motor
cyclists into disrepute in the eyes of many Europeans
here. On the whole, however, the public and the press

are quite sympathetic. It is only when a glaring case
of recklessness is reported that some control to be
exercised against motorists is asked for. Xative riders
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me Motor Cycle in the East Indies.

—

makers at home will have to fall into line and give

what is wanted, which is, of course, something to

compete in all respects with the best known American
machines. I have unfortunately lost touch with what
has developed in the English motor cycling world,

so, perhaps, after all, some of my remarks are super-

fluous. I sincerely hope they are ! [Most British

Colonial models now have 28in. wheels.

—

Ed.]
Although until recently I have been a rider of an

American mount, I am looking forward to the time

when I shall be in a position to get an English big

twin and sidecar; and you may take it for granted

that the handful of my fellow countrymen here, who
axe very keen and have experience of all kinds of

mounts, arc it one with me in hoping for the ascend-

ancy of the British bicycle in this wonderful country.

It is now for the industry at home to make a strenuous

bid for these markets, for it goes without saying that

the Americans and their friends will not relinquish

their present very strong position without a fight.

It might be arrsinged that a suitable man be chosen
to tour the East from Colombo to Shanghai in the

interest of the motor cycle trade in general, and so see

for himself the peculiar conditions of each big market

;

the knowledge and business that would result from such
a tour would more than repay the outlay. This is

the time for combined effort, and I am sure that in

all the big towns of this country, at any rate, there

are keen Britishers or pro-British Dutchmen who
would only be too glad to help such a representative

in his mission. Banyu Biru.

During H.M. the Kmg s visit to Sheffield last week, more than usual interest was taken in the " march past " of a

Motor Machine Gun Battery. These Clyno outfits did fine work on the Western and other, Fronts being specially

mentioned in despatches by Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig.

->-»0»—f-

An Open Trial Amid Welsh Hills.
Liverpool M.C. to run its Whitsuntide Event on Benzole.

THE first important trial to be run on benzole
- will be held under the auspices of the Liverpool
M.C. on Whit-Monday. It is an example which

other clubs might well follow in order to encourage
the use of home-produced fuel.

It is anticipated that the trial will attract a good
entr}-, as the course comprises one of the most beautiful

tours in North Wales, and the tsial finishes early to

enable those competitors from other districts than
Liverpool to reach home the same night. Many par-

ticipants in the London-Edinburgh run are expected,

and special arrangements are being made to meet the

train which leaves Edinburgh at 4.55 p.m. on Satur-

day and Sunday, arriving in Warrington at 11. 11.

Here the secretary of the Liverpool Club is arranging

for a supply of fuel to be outside the station for the

sixteen miles run to Chester, and the garage at the

latter place will be open all night. London-Edinburgh

competitors intending to enter the North Wales event

should communicate with the secretary, Mr. L. W.;

Barton, 22, Lord Street, Liverpool.

The trial starts at Hawarden Castle Hotel, Queens-

ferr}', at 9 a.m., and embraces Mold, Cilcain,

Loggerheads, Ruthin, Cerrig-y-Druidion, to Bala,

where there is a lunch stop of lYz. hours. The return

journey is via Pont Newyd Station, Cross Foxes Inn,

Dinas Mawddwy, Bwlch-y-Groes, Bala, Llangollen, Old
Horseshoe Pass, Llandegla, Coed Talon, Hope, Ha-
warden, and Queensferry. The total distance is

approximately 130 miles. The three non-stop sections

are as follows : From Mold via Cilcain to the Logger-

heads—about eight miles ; from Dinas village to the

top of Bwlch-y-Groes—eight miles; and from Llan-

gollen to the top of the Horseshoe Pass—about six

miles. First, second, and third class certificates will be

awarded. Entries close on Monday next, the 2nd prox.
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THE 350 c.c. PRECISION TWO-STROKE.
A New Engine with Mechanical Lubrication, Detachable Head, 74 mm. Bore and

81 mm. Stroke.

,. The new Precision engine m detail : (Left) Part section across the crank case. Note the double ports in the cylinder for the transfer of

gas. (Centre) Part section through the crank case, showing the magneto drive chain with disc on the crankshaft, roller bearings, etc.

(Right) The magneto chain is utilised to throw oil into the trough through the lower strainer.

THE new Precision two-stroke engine
made its dihul in the Sutton Cold-
field Trial for the Levis Cup, arid

its rider was announced, as the winner,
but, owing to the fact that he failed to
produce the sealed envelope explaining the
route, he was disqualified.
This, however, does not lessen the

merit of the performance.

The cylinder and detachable head of the

350 c.c. Precision two-stroke.

We were at the Precision works a few
iays previously and tried the new- engine,
the development of which we have fol-

lowed with great intere-st since the days
. before the signing of the Armistice, when
A26

it existed only on paper. For its capacity,
it impressed us as being remarkably
efficient, being capable of attaining and
maintaining high speeds without the least
sign of over-heating.

Although intended solely as the power
unit for a solo machine, for demonstra-
tion purposes Messrs. F. E. Baker, Ltd.,
Slave fitted the engine in a light sidecar
machine, and have obtained speeds higher
than those of any of the pre-war side-

carettes we have tried. What is more
important, however, is the fact that, after

an all-out run with sidecar, the engine
was no hotter than is an air-cooled engine
of the four-stroke type after it has been
running for a short time. This demon-
strated that the designers have succeeded
in making, an advance on pre-war design
of the three-port two-stroke engine, and
no doubt the lubrication contributes in no
small degree to the results obtained.

It may be recalled that we described
this lubrication sj'stem when reviewing
the patent specification some time ago.

The Question of Lubrication.

Among two-stroke designers and user.~

it is generally agreed that the question of

lubrication has very great bearing upon
the efficiency of this type of engine. Too
little lubricant causes the engine to over-

heat, and too much upsets the mixture
and accounts for the four-stroking of

many engines, in which the gas is fust
compressed in the crank case.

In designing the new Precision engine,

Messrs. Baker have aimed at providing
a continuous supply of oil to the walls

of the cylinder always consistent with the
speed of the engine. At the same time
it was considered nndesirable to embody
mechanism of a complicated nature. To

obtain the desired results, the designers

first of all placed the magneto behind
the engine, and approximately level with
the cylinder. The magneto drive is by
chain, which is utilised to carry oil from

The connecting rod and crankshaft,

showing the roller big end and the method

of its retention.

a sump on the side of the crank case to a

trough at the top of the chain case. Heie
the oil is filtered, and flows by gravity rio

a channel at the rear of the cylinder to
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Ihe 350 c.c. Precision Two-stroke.—

two passages communicating witli tlie

^cylinder at two points opposite each
other. Tlie piston has an oil groove,
which helps to distribute the oil equally
around the cylinder.

It may be imagined that the oil thus .

tlrrown up and into the trough by the
chain -would be iu the form of a spiay.
This is not so, however, but a continuous
stream of oil is in circulation, so that the
ti-ough is always full. The oil which
drips from the cylinder walls on one side
is taken through a. channel to the com-
pression retaining washei's on the fly-

wheel side of the crankshaft, while the
balance does what little lubrication is

necessary at the roller big end and side
bearings. The supply is regulated as
required by means of a cone valve ad-
justed by a knurled sci'ew on a dial.

Incorporated with the magneto driving
sprocket in the main shaft is a disc
which serves to pick up the oil when the
level is below that of the underside of
the chain, and on the side of the crank
case there is a gauge to show the level

of lubricant in the sump. So long as oil

is visible at all in this gauge, the disc
will circulate it, and sufficient oil can be
carried for about 300 miles—the con-
sumption being approximately 1,000
miles per quart.

The oil is not used more than once,
hence the presence of the two strainers
shown in the illustrations requires some
explanation. It will be noted that the
magneto chain case, which acts as an oil

container, is fitted with a large filler cap
held in position by a stirrup and knurled
screw. The top strainer is used when

', the supply of oil is replenished, and is

ji kept in position by a light spring. The
(lower strainer filters the oil that is

-thrown up into the trough, and is a safe-

guard against small particles of metal
s\ from the sprocket or chain being taken
*, into the engine.

^ A Detachable Head Adopted.

& As will be seen from the accompanying
* drawings, the new Precision, has a de-
Btachable head, which is an innovation in

% two-stroke engine design. This is

f_ secured to the main barrel of the cylinder
•: by four long bolts which screw into the
S. cylinder casting. The head is machined,
>' which probably assists in the general

efficiency of the engine, as a machined
surface does not carbonise so quickly as
one which is rough cast. The compres-
sion release which is fitted in the head
is a comparatively large mushroom valve
,and operated by a substantial lever and
a strong spring which owing to its ex-

posed position is not likely to lose its

tension through overheating.

The cylinder has a bore and stroke of

1^ mm. and 81 mm. respectively, the
capacity being 349 c.c.

Owing to the extremely narrow con-
Jiiecting rod, possible with a roller bear-
:ing big end and the design of the crank
throws, the capacity of the crank case
is kept low, hence the initial compres-
sion is fairly high.
Although this engine may be described

as being of the three-port type, there are

actually four ports in the cylinder. At
-the front there are the exhaust and inlet

ports, and at the rear two transfer ports.

Through one of the latter the mixture
from within the piston passes into the

Plan view through cylinder showing the

oil channels and the valve for regulating the

supply.

transfer passage ma one of the holes

which are drilled in the rear side of the
piston to balance it. This assists in cool-

ing the piston.

A Well-designed Piston.

The piston has one ring only, which
is of the conventional type with diagonal
cut, and is pegged to prevent its turning
iu its groove. The top of the piston is

designed to turn the flow of the incoming
gas in a vertical direction in an easy
sweep without loss of gas direct to the
exhaust port. ^The accompanying draw-
ing shows the rather unusual shape of the

deflector. On the "root" of the piston

there are several webs which increase the

area for cooling purposes and permit of

light construction.
Phosphor bronze bushes are fitted in

the piston bosses, in which the gudgeon
pin oscillates. The latter is secured to

the small -end of the connecting rod

—

another reversal of usual two-stroke
practice, and a feature which provides
exceptionally large bearing surface.

As mentioned previously, the " big

end " is fitted with a roller bearing.

•This consists of sixteen rollers retained

by two hardened plates, which are riveted

on to the connecting rod, the whole being
\ very neat and light assembly.
Roller bearings are used also to support

the main shaft, two rows of rollers" on

The new 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke

engine.
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the flywheel side, and one on the in;ig-

neto drive side.

On both sides compression retaining

washers are fitted, which consist oi

hardened bushes and slightly dished
spring steel washers. In addition, felt

washei's are inserted between the bushes
and the ends of the bearing housings.'

Qnite an interesting feature of the

engine is the method of connecting up the
magneto. This probably necessitated
more thinking out than any other part

of the design. A moment's consideration
will show that a constant flow of

oil over the magneto sjirocket on the one
hand, and the necessity to prevent oil

reaching the magneto on the other, com-
bined to create a problem difficult of

solution, if accessibility and simplicity

were to be retained.

Magneto Coupling.

^. large boss is provided in the back
Nof the chain case, and in this a long
bearing is fitted and provided with ample
means of lubrication. The chain sprocket
is fitted with a long sleeve which revolves
in the bearing, and within the former is

another sleeve, having at its outer end
a flange containing a taper hole to take
the tapered shaft of the magneto. The
coupling between the two is by a simple
form of dog clutch, and as the two
sleeves are not in contact no strain is

placed upon the armature shaft, the
coupling being self-aligning, as it were.
A screw plug in the outer case gives

access to the screw, which secures the
magneto shaft to the flanged sleeve ; by
turning this screw the flange and taper
shaft separate, thus facilitating magneto
adjustment, while when it is desired to

remove the magneto altogether it is

only necessary to loosen one nut, which
slackens the strap holding the magneto,
when the unit may be withdrawn.
Adjustment hi the magneto chain is

-obtained by the sliding plate, which em-
bodies the magneto platform and the"
bearing for the sprocket sleeve.

The exhaust pipe is of rather unusual
shape, and is perhaps better described as
two expansion chambers. The vertical
portion consists of castings top and
bottom connected by a conical tube with
the smaller diameter at .the bottom.
This permits a rapid expansion of the
exhaust gases as they leave the cylinder.
k second chamber on similar lines is

connected at right angles to the lower
end of the vertical chamber, the exhaust
pipe extension being fitted in the former.
Although no baffles are embodied, the

exhaust is not unduly loud, but, should
it be found desirable, a baffle could be
installed in either of the chambers.
To summarise, the new Precision engine

strikes us as being a most interesting
power v.uit to which has been devoted a
considerable amount of thought and time.
It has been designed as a power unit for a
solo machine—a type of motor cycle quite
distinct from the lightweight and the
average " 3^ " which has been developed
as a dual-purpose mount.
At the present time there are too ie.^'

machines in this class for the solo rider
who requires something more than a
2^ h.p. lightweight and a mount of lighter

weight than the dual-purpose "3i," and
no doubt there is a future for a 350 c.c.

two-stroke of the Precision type if it is

built into a frame suitable for its power.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Paving Over six months have elapsed since tlie

the Way. first Armistice, and eacli week that slips

by more and more accentuates the diffi-

cult position in which the British makers of motor
cycles find themselves. High prices of materials and
labour difficulties, together with a scarcity of many
of the vital essentials, combine to retard and restrict

output, with the obvious result that those of their foreign

competitors, who have not so suffered from the effects

of the lengthy period of disorganisation and diversion

from their ordinary business routine, are taking steps

to secure Overseas trade by establishing business

centres and organisations in likely countries. The tem-

porary expedient of restricted imports and a tariff have
eased the internal situation somewhat, from the makers'

point of view, but pity the poor rider!

Although the action of the Swedish Government in

placing a temporary embargo on further imports of

American machines into that country is indicative of

the great activity now proceeding, the immediate
establishment by the United States of central business

bureaux will give them a precedence that will not be

easily regained by the British manufacturers, who have

still a long way to go before they get their own house

in order.'

The first important step has been taken by this

country in the despatching of a trade commissioner to

study the trade conditions in all parts of the world

;

and, by the time his reports are complete, the motor
cycle industry here will most probably be ready to cope

with the Overseas demands. In the meantime, the

greatest energy is necessary to prepare the way for

trade in previously untapped areas by the establish-

ment of permanent commissioners appointed by the

representative body of the trade as a whole.

tjl tj! tj3

Brakes. The question of brakes is a very im-

portant one to all motor cyclists, but

perhaps even more important to the Overseas rider

than to the man at home. Obviously it is best from a

theoretical point of view that all wheels should be
braked, as this gives the greatest possible retarding

effects, and, moreover, does not throw all the work
on one wheel and tyre. In practice there are difficulties

in the way of this highly desirable consummation,
but only those difficulties which, in our opinion, can
be overcome when proper attention is given to the

subject. We recently touched upon some of the pit-

falls which lie in wait for the designer of a sidecar

brake. It is very necessary that if a sidecar brake be
fitted it should be so arranged that it is impossible to

apply a greater retarding force to the sidecar wheel
than to the wheels of the motor cycle to which it is

attached. A sidecar brake, then, should, be com-
pensated and connected to the rear wheel brake in

such a manner that it is applied with greater force to

the bicycle wheel than to the wheel of the sidecar.

If the reverse were the case the drag of the sidecar

might pull the whole outfit round, and disaster might
follow.

At the present time motor cycle front wheel brakes

have a bad reputation generally, though it must be
admitted that there are several good examples to be

seen on the road. This has come about from the too

slavish copying of cycle practice. What_^ is good
enough for a cycle may be inadequate in the case of a

motor cycle on account of'its greater weight and ^peed.

The problem is not, however, impossible of solution.

That~a rider should habitually ignore his front brake,

or worse still remove it, is a reflection upon the ability

of the motor cycle designer, just as to fit" two brakes

to a rear wheel (a too common practice) is tantamount

to a confession of incapacity to design a satisfactoiy

front brake. Some firms are, we know, giving con-

sideration to this important detail, but we fear that

others are not, and therefore we have not yet seen the

last of the front brake upon the tyre rim, which makes
its presence felt most acutely when it becomes neces-

sary to remove the front wheel for tyre repairs.

[J) iji rj)

Wanted, a Anyone examining the modern Colonial
Smaller and model motor cycle must be left with an
Lighter inipression that manufacturers apparently
Colonial consider all Overseas buyers are tall

Model. riders. With the increased ground clear-

ances and larger wheels, which are now
features of most new models, the saddle height has

increased also; and, although the majority of these^

machines will be found quite as suitable for solo riding

as the foreign-built machines which have been de-

veloped by the solo rider's needs, design in the larger

class has not reached that stage when the comparatively

short rider can sit astride a big twin with his feet

comfortably on the ground.

This, of course, applies to all riders, at home and
abroad, but it is a question which affects the Overseas

buyer more because big twins are more often used

abroad as solo mounts. Hence there appears to be

a vacancy to be filled in the field of motor cycles by
a machine designed exclusively for the short-legged

motor cyclist, which would be lighter than, but still

as powerful as, the modern big twin.
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A New Hudson sidecar outfit on the coast road near Capetown. In this district the roads are good, and motor cycles are now seen

in greatly increasing numbers.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.
Motor Cycles for the Argentine.

" Bbitishee," writing from Buenos Ayres, emphasises
the possibilities for the British-made machines and sidecars
in South America.
" Having been a keen motor cyclist for some years I am

deeply interested in the manufacture and sale of machines.
The Argentine at present is almost entirely supplied by
the United States. There is a wonderful field open here
for the British manufacturer in this line alone, provided
he is far-seeing enough to produce a machine the country
requires, and is prepared to compete with the American
firms ; if not, the Yankees, with their usual enterprise,

will have all the trade. There is also a very good opening
for strong coachbuilt sidecars, as the sidecar combina-
tion seems to "be getting very popular in these parts. I
think the single-cylinder machines, like the Sunbeam, P.
and M. , etc., would do very well here, but I do not re-

commend belt-driven machines for this "country. Also,
machines like the Matchless and A.J.S. would do well
here for sidecar work. I do hope our manufacturers will

make a big effort now, and before it is too late, otherwise
the Americans will, I fear, have all the trade."

An Ideal Speciflcation for India.

An ideal specification for India is given by Me. J. W,
Bennett of the Indian Police

:

" As an interested reader of your journal and a motor
cyclist of some experience in India^ I feel justified in making
a few_ remarks regarding the kind of motor cycle required for

Colonial use, especially at such a time as this when ' Recon-
struction' is thrust so prominently before our eyes.

" During the last five years I haye owned no fewer than
five different machines of English make, viz., a 3i h.p. single-

speed Triumph, a 3 h.p. twin two-speed Royal Enfield, a

3^ h.p. three-speed countershaft Rover, a 3^ h.p. single-speed
New Hudson, and a Tii h.p. twin hub three-speed Matchless.

" Now,^ on an English road, or on an Indian road, which
can stand comparison with the former, all these -machines are
excellent. But good roads are the exception, and not the
rule, in India ; so our motor cycle must be built to stand
good and bad alike, and on bad roads we must have some-
thing sprung front and rear. (For that matter, all machines

should be of this type, whatever road it is intended to

traverse.) I do not profess to be an authority on springing

;

that is left to the manufacturers. But the springs must be
prepared to stand plenty of strain, and at the same time

have lots of flexibility.
" Our next consideration is lack of bridges. We must

just take a water-splash in our stride. Now, a belt or

chain-cum-belt drive is all right up to a limit, and it is

reached when it comes to a case of water. It is essential to

have either an enclosed chain drive or shaft drive. Moreover,

both in the case of water and bumpy roads" we must have
high crank case clearance. The English motor cycle has the

same fault as the English motor car, so far as Colonial use is

concerned—there is not enough ground clearance. We also

want the magneto perched high on the frame to prevent the

admission of water.
" Now, to consider loose and hilly surfaces. Large wheels

and tyres (28in. X 3in.) are essential, as they tend to prevent

, skidding. I am glad to see that hub gears have died a
natural death. So give us a really good three-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch. The clutch should be foot operated.

I am not in favour of hand-controlled clutches. Bowden wires

are all right in their way, but they can make themselves very

disagreeable at times, especially when 'they snap somewhere
in the middle.

"It is seldom an average speed of 20 m.p.h. is attained

for a long stretch. The usual performance is far short of

that. Bumpy roads, pot-holey roads, and bullock carts and
cattle which refuse to move out of the way, prevent a good
average. Hence, the amount of ' tap twiddling ' necessary is

enormous ; nay, more, it is highly inconvenient. When the

road persists in jerking you off the saddle into mid-air you
want all your ten fingers to grasp the handle-bars the more
tightly. In my opinion, the American system of grip control

is superior to our method.
" It is a well-known fact that no motor cycle has yet been

equipped with a really efficient mudguarding system. Well,

most of us are fairly used to getting a bit splashed, and by
means of weird and wonderful disguises manage to keep the

inner layer of clothes fairly clean. So let that pass for the

time being. My argument is that there should be more
clearance between the tyre and the mudguard. More than
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once—many times, in fact—when travelling over a road where
the mud is specially glutinous, I have been absolutely
stopped dead because the mud, having filled the space between
tlie tyre and the mudguard, had completely jammed both
wheels. And how difficult it was to scrape out the mud when
the clearance is only one inch ! This also points, I think,
to the moral that both front and back mudguards should be
very easy of removal—oli' with a few nuts, and both should
be free to be taken out without further trouble.

" In India garages do not abound. E.xcept in the big
towns, such as we hear about in the geography books at

school, they are an unknown quantity, bo when we go out
for a run of, say, 150 miles, we must prepare for the worst,
and carry every spanner, spare part, belt (or chain), inner and
outer tubes, puncture outfit, etc.—in fact, anything we may
want en route. Now, sir, how is it possible to carry all these
articles 1-a the average motor cycle toolbag? To waste no
words, it is an utter impossibility. We cannot—in fact,

do not—rely on the stock-in-trade of a passing motor cyclist

to supply our wants in case of a breakdown, for we know
that in all our journeys we shall never—or very, very seldom
—see such a phenomenon. So our requirement is a really

capacious toolbag—two, if you like, so long as they accommo-
date all the necessary jimjams. And they should be fitted

to the side of the carrier. We want the top to carry our
tiffin basket. There are no inns, hotels, or half-way houses
out here—in fact, no means of procuring anything except
milk and bananas. So we must just carry a small meal,
with a minimum of crockery and cutlery. We must have
a large tank, capable of holding at least two gallons of petrol

and half a gallon of oil, roomy and comfortably inclined foot-

boards, a large saddle, with, I think, a respectable back rest,

something on which to lean without getting a pain in the
small of the back, and efficient lubricating system, more or
less foolproof, so that there is no fear either of caking one's

plug with oil or causing the engine to seize, which requires no
attention beyond a periodical filling with oil and the turning
of a tap, which allows a sufficient quantity to oil all bearings,

and no more."

Tropicar Conditions.

Mr. Gr. W. NoTLEY, of Neboda, Ceylon, gives a reminder
to magneto manufacturers and all who cater for motor cycle

trade in the hot countriesT- He says :

" I have been very interested in the articles on drives arid

positions of magnetos—especially the latter.
" Several of the designei's seem to have completely for-

gotten the conditions of the tropics. A very common trouble
out here with magnetos is for the shellac (or whatever the
insulating substance is) to run out when the whole power
unit has become heated after a long climb or long I'un, and
when the magneto has cooled down the armature becomes
solid with the magnets. There is one type of magneto which
does not suffer from this trouble, but is often known to lose

its magnetism. Cars are troubled in this way as well as

motor cycles. Of course, it is essential that the magneto be
protected from the wet as far as possible, as tropical rains

are noted for the way they come down in ' bucketfuls.'
"When are British makers going to send out some of their

machines? The only British bicycle on the market at present
seems to be the B.S.A., which, by the way, does remarkably
well, and stands an enormous lot of knocking about.

American machines are very popular, or, at any rate, are

very much in use, because they seem to be the only high
powered outfits obtainable at present. , I am longing to see

British machines take their proper places in Ceylon.
" I have noticed Eev. Walmsley's remarks from time to

time on twist controls and the danger of levers. I have
found the latter very satisfactory and prefer them to the

American controls any day. I might add that I have used
both, but suppose we all like the controls we are used to."

A Biitish Single in etmada.

Replying to a letter from Canada in our issue of March
27th, Mb. W. Greenwood, of the Tangent Cycle Co.,

Toronto, points out that the 3j^ h.p. Triumph is quite equal

to the abnormal conditions with which it has to contend in

that country : "I cannot pass over Mr. Warne's letter in

your issue of March 27th without comment. The machine
mentioned is one I used in 1914. Having the cylinder plated

is a doubtful improvement. As he removed the pedals and
chain, and attached another pair of footrests, some difficulty

must have arisen when he had to start the engine, in a foot

of sand, against a strong wind. Drilling a hole near the

base of the crank case is another brilliant idea. What makes
the idea more amusing is that the Triumph Co. had a
similar arrangement in their 1913 models, the result being

that after the machines had been run a few hundred miles

the big end bushes were ruined jiy the sand that got into the

bearings ; and the Triumph Co. sent us a number of con-

necting rods and bushes to replace the ruined ones, and
also some brass plugs to stop up the holes in the tubes.

Perhaps Mr. Warne got his idea from the Triumph, and
simply removed the brass plug from the tube.

" Packing waste inside the valve springs is novel, and
125 miles to a gallon of petrol is very good ; I could only get

90 miles. Perhaps he should have said a tankfril,
" Now Mr. Warnc- says 8 h.p. is required for serious

toui-ing, but I must call his attention to the fact that the
Triumph 1912 clutch model holds the record around Lake
Simcoe, Toronto and return—181 miles. The writer was in

the sidecar on the record run. The time was llgh., including
all stoppages—one of i^h. at Barrie for lunch, another at

Bond Lake of 40m. for broken head lug and front wheel
axle. The road from Toronto has a rise of 1,200 feet to

Bond Lake, then a drop of 500 feet to Sutton, fifty-five

miles from Toronto. This distance was done in 2h. 40m.,
over rough roads. This road has since been improved with
a Tarmac surface. Why should 8 h.p. be necessary when a
clutch model 3i h.p. is enough for a trip lilce this?

"

A Matchless sidecar in a picturesque Hereford village. On motoring past these old-world cottages the inevitable remark on their quaintness

is always forthcoming, but their internal arrangements are, in the majority of cases, none too impressive.

B2
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SCOOTER
DEVELOP-
MENTS.

rHE Motor Cycle
policy in regard to

scooters is well
known. We have openly-

stated our conviction

that it will eventually
develop into a miniature
mo-tor bic«le — the
genuine ligbtwefght we
have sought for years
past. Our query, oft re-

peated, " Why stand?",
has remained unanswered.
Surely the person, who
w-ould prefer to stand on
a motor-propelled plat-

form when he or she
might well adopt a com-
fortably seated position
and progress at compara-
tive leisure is a rarity.

We have made these re-

marks before, since tlie

answer to our simple
question admitted of but
one answer. Apart from
this, we welcomed the
advent of the original

motor scooters, since it

was clear that they would
[jerform important mis-
sionary work by attract-

ing to the ranks push
cyclists who have hither-
to regarded motor cycles as too heavy.
The natural development which we

foresaw and forecasted in these columns
is happening. The scooter we are about
to describe can more correctly be
described as a miniature motor bicycle

—

the genuine lightweight, in fact. It has
a pan seat, an open frame permitting a

coat or mackintosh to be worn by the

rider, petrol capacity to give it a range
of action, far beyond that of the original

toy scooters, and its road performances
more nearly approach the lightweight

motor cycle, though obviously, in the

absence of a change speed gear—-yvhich

may or may not represent a possibility

of the future—its hill-climbing or,

alternatively, its speed capabili-

ties, are limited by the gear ratio

adopted.

"

For some time past a consider-

able amount of experimental work
has been carried out in the evolu-

tion of a practicable scooter by
Messrs. A.B.C. Motors, Ltd.,
which has now reached fruition,

and the new design should be
ready for sale in about a month's
time. Viewed through the eyes

of the average motor cyclist, the
A.B.C. (properly known as the
A.B.C. " Skootamota ") is an
extraordinarily diminutive and
compact bicycle, yet directly one
takes the saddle and assumes
control of the machine an impres-
sion is immediately evident that it

is built for ease of handling and
the utmost simplicity of control.

As seen in the illiistrations, the
frame is of the open type, and

The Latest A.B.C. "Skootamola" provided

with a Pan Seal, and now forming a Step

belween ihe Scooter Proper and the

Lightweight Motor Cycle.
shallow X-shaped cross

members made of lieht

steel tubing, which stiffen

, the middle section of the

framework and give addi-

tional stability in the .

main frame assembly.

The Power Unit. '

The engine has a

single horizontal cylin-

der with a bore of 60
mm. and stroke of 44
mm. (125 c.c. capacity),

and, although only
rated at Ij h.p., the

engine is easily capable
of giving 2^ h.p. under
normal conditions. The
cylinder head is detach-

able complete with the
valves, which are

mounted opposite to

each other in the cylin-

der head casting, the
exhaust valve being
overhead for cooling

purposes. Following
A.B.C. practice, the

cylinder is made of

steel and turned from
the solid, a flange being
provided at the base so

that the cylinder can be
held to the crank case by four nuts.

A single-throw crankshaft with one
web and balance weight is mounted in

ball bearings inside the miniature crank

case, and the big end provided with a

roller type bearing. The piston is of cast

iron, having two rings of the same
material above the gudgeon pin. On the

opposite side to the cylinder a small

C.A.V. magneto is secured to the crank
case by means of a clamp and long bolt,

and is driven by a train of gear wheels
from the crankshaft in a housing cast at

the side of the crank chamber. The
camshaft for operating the valves is

mounted in ball bearings above- the
crankshaft as shown in the
sketch, and also carries a

sprocket by which the drive is

taken to the rear wheel with an
enclosed ^in. x-f^in. roller chain,

the gear ratio being 10 to 1. A
small steel flywheel is keyed on
the outer end of the cranskhaft
outside the crank case, and is

also enclosed. A little single-

lever automatic carburetter is

fitted to the engine in an open
and accessible position, and is

supplied with petrol from a small
tank mounted on brackets above
the crank case, the feed of petrol
being by gravity. Inside the
tank there is a separate compart-
ment for lubricating oil ; a hand
pump is fitted in this compart-
ment by which lubricant is forced
through a pipe directly to the
crank case as occasion requires.

The exhaust gases are taken
through a short length of piping

An idea of the size of the A.B.C. "Skootamota" is conveyed by the
photograph shown above. Incidentally, it confirms our contentions that the
scooter is the ultra lightweight in embryo, for it embodies nothing which is not
more or less motor cycle practice.

built up of light steel tubing with welded
joints, ^and, owing to the fact that the
centre portion of the frame is dropped to a
very low point, it has been possible to pro-
vide a large open space in the centre of the
machine so that any tangling of dress in
the case of lady riders is entirely avoided,
whilst, at the same time there is plenty
of foot room. The frame is built up of
four longitudinal tubes attached at the
front to the steering head and to the
triangular framework at the rear of the
machine, which is built over the rear
wheel and supports the power unit and
pillar for the pan seat. In the centre
of the frame of the scooter are three

The complete power unit of the A.B.C. scooter, showing the

neat arrangement of the magneto and combmed petrol and oil

tank above the crank chamber. An important item is that the

cylinder head complete with inlet and exhaust valve assembly is

detachable from the cylinder for overhauling purposes.
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The single web balanced crank-

shift of the A.B.C. scooter power unit

w th roller iearing in connecting-rod

big end. The transmission of the

The frame of the A.B.C.

scooter stripped to show
arrangement of tubular

members.

to a small silencer mounted just above
the tail of the rear mudguard.

Bicycle Parts.

The steering head and front forks of
this little macliine follow ordinary bicycle
practice in construction, with the excep-
tion that the forks themselves are very
short in length, while the 16in. wire
wheels are shod with 2|in. tyres: Two
contracting band brakes are fitted as
standard, the rear brake being operated
by a pedal in the front part of the foot-
board, whilst that in front is controlled
by a grip lever on the right handle-bar.
In order to give additional comfort a
special pan saddle of extra width is em-
ployed, and rubber shock absorbers are
fitted under the footboard on the main
frame. There are also rubber supports
at the front end of the board.

General Utility.

In taking a trial run with this minia-
ture motor bicycle (for in effect it is no
other) we were pleased with the manner
in which the machine could be used and
controlled. It should make a distinct
appeal for short journeys and general
town runabout purposes, where constant
stopping and starting are necessary. We
found the machine comfortable to ride
and able to ascend the moderate hills in
the locality in which our test was made
with no signs of overheating. Owing to
the small overall dimensions it is pos-
sible to ride the machine through narrow
spaces in comfort at three miles per hour
where it would be unsafe to pilot an
ordinary motor bicycle, and a great

point in its favour is that it requires
little effort to start while in the saddle,
merely a single push of the foot being
necessary.

,

Rear of the A.B.C. " Skootamota." It

will be noticed that our query, " Why
stand?" is answered in Mr. G. Bradshaw's

design.

I ear wneel is taken

through the timing-

gear wheels to a cham
spro'ckel on the cam-
shaft.

The ease of control, in conjunction with
its open frame, low weight and build,

suggests possible developments for this

type of machine tor messenger service and
parcels delivery.

This, the newest of the many A.B.C.
productions, can also be used with success

in journeys of some length, such as from
outlying farms into neighbouring towns,
largely for the reason that the rider is

seated on a comfortable pan saddle in-

stead of remaining hi the standing posi-

tion ; it is suitable for narrow Ifines, it

climbs hills comfortably, and the ]iet''ol

tank will hold sufficient fuel for a run of

fifty miles.

A Comprehensive Equipment.

It is possible to traverse a circle of

9ft. diameter with ease, while the engine

is throttled down, and since tlie ina.xi-

mum speed of this scooter is a,bout

twenty miles an hour it is possible to

accomplish ten miles an hour with reason-

able comfort for journeys of moderate
length. As the machine, only weighs
60 lb., and is compact and easy to

handle, an attractive point is that it can
be stored away in any handy place in a

house or shed, and is ready for use at a

moment's notice.

The price of this smallest of all motor
cycles, known as the A.B.C. " Scoota-
mota^^' is £40, which covers the regis-

tration fee, and equipment comprising
horn, tools, number-plates, electric head
and tail lamps with battery. The sole

rights of manufacture and distribution

are held by Me.ssrs. Gilbert Campling,
Ltd., 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.l.

—> ^ o^ <

ANOTHER SCOOTER—"THE MOBILE PUP," WITH AN ENGINE HAVING
OVERHEAD VALVES.

WHETHER the scooter secures a
permanent place in the world of
automobiles or not, there is no

doubt about the interest displayed by the
public and the readiness of manufacturers
to meet what promises to be a brisk
immediate demand. Already there are at

least three propositions on the market
and beiug advertised, and several other
embryo designs are being experimented
with by private designers and by firms
genuinely interested in the new type of

vehicle.

The latest addition to the ranks of

scooter manufacturers is IMr. E. 0.
Stafford, who will shortly introduce the

I
Mobile Pup, the design of which, it is

b6

claimed, is based upon actual road ex-

perience.

A small four-stroke engine, with
mechanically-operated overhead valves

and detachable head, is to provide the.,

power. The cylinder has a bore of

55 mm. and 60 mm. stroke, the capacity

being 142 c.c. A flywheel type magneto
will provide both ignition and lighting

current, and a single lever carburetter is

among its other features.

No clutch is fitted, as the designers

consider such a fitment is dangerous with

this type of vehicle. The drive is through
a shock absorber through gears to the

front wheel, the gear ratio being 5^ to 1.

With 18x2^in. Palmer cord tyres, it

cannot be said that this new scooter is'

under-shod. Steel disc wheels are fitted.

The control is by twist grip and exhaust
valve lifter, and to facilitate storage the
steering column folds after the manner
of the Auto-ped. Brakes of the internal

expanding type and deeply valanced
mudguards are included in the specifica-

tion. The standard finish is grey.

We understand deliveries are to com-
mence in six weeks' time, and that the
price for the first five hundred machines
is to be £25 each. We hope to avail our-

selves of an offer to test the scooter in a

short time, when further details of its

mechanism will be given in The Motor
_ Cycle.
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North Cheshire M.C.C.

Members, ex-members, and other motor
cyclists in the Wilmslow district, who are
interested in reviving the above club
should communicate with Capt. J. Oliver,
at " Netherfield," Wilmslow.

Northamptonshiie M.O.C.
The above club intends holding an open

hill-climb at Doddington Hill, near Earls
Barton, Northamptonshire, to-day (JMay
29th). There will be three prizes in each
event. Hon. sec, Mr. J. B. Sneath, 3,

York Eoad, Northampton.

Streatham and District M.C.C.
A members' speed-judging competition

wUl be held on Saturday' nest, the 31st,
when two classes will be run if sufficient

entries are received : (a) Motor cycles
(including sidecar combinations)

; (b) cars
(including cycle cars). Members start
from the Clayton Arms, Grodstone, at 3.30.

Newcastle and District M.C.
A week-end run to the Lake District for

the Whitsuntide holidays is being pro-
moted by the Newcastle and District
Motor Club. Members and friends wilf
assemble at the Herd's House, North
Terrace, at 2 p.m. on the Saturday, and
will reassemble at the Queen's Hotel,
Keswick, at 7 p.m. The hon. sec. Mi-.

W. R. Lister, 2, St. Nicholas Buildings,
Newcastle, will be glad to arrange hotel
accommodation for anyone desiring to
participate. It is proposed to return from
Keswick after luncheon on Whit^Monday.

Woolwich, FluDKtead, and District M.C.
Arrangements have been made for an

inter-club picnic ruu by members of the
Woolwich, Plumstead and District Motor
Club, the Streatham and District Motor
Club, and the Rochester, Chatham and
District Motor Club. Tlie meet will take
place at the Rose and Crown, Green Street
Green, Oi^jington, Kent, on Sunday, June
29th, at eleven o'clock. The run will be
a tour of the Kentish hills. The picnic
will take place on the top of one of the
hills about half-way through the run.
Clubs interested in inter-club runs, or
who intend to take part in the S.E.
Counties inter-team trial on August 16th
over a sixty-mile course in Kent, wUl be
welcomed.
Further particulars of the picnic and

trial may be obtained from the hon.
sec. of the Woolwich Club, Mr. F. J.
Ellis, 3, Nightingale Place, Woolwich,
S.E.18.

Result of the Woolwich Club's recent
team trial to Hastings and back ; Gold
medal winners—0. Breen (Matchless),
Petersen (Metz), G. Sims (Douglas), T.
Ross (Triumph), Miss Gray (Matchless),

.
W. Whitaker (car), and F. J. Ellis
(Matchless).

"Bfuture Events.
MAY 19.—NORTHAMPTONSUIBE M.C.C. OPEN

HILLCLIMB.
May :!y.~TauntO}i and DistTict M.C.C, OpEning

Run to aidmottth.
MA.Y 31.—S. BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. BELI-

ABILITY TRIAL.
Maij Sl.^Finsbunj Park C. and M.O. Re-union

and Garden Party.
May 31.—N.M.C.F.V., Sluffield. Run to Edwin-

stowe.
May 31.—Middlcsbrouoh and District M.C.C.

Hill-climb.
May 31.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Speed

Judjing Competition.
May 31.— Wolverhampton M.C.C. Week-end Run

to Llangollen.
JUNE 1.—HARROGATE AND DISTRICT M.d.

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
June l.—Curlislc C. and M.C.C. Rttn to New-

land's Corner.
June l.—Halifax M.C.C. Run to Kirhby Lonsdale.
June 1.—Essex M.C. Picnic Run to ^laldon.
June 1.—Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Hau-khurst.
June 1.—Oldham and District M.C, Run to White-

well.
June 3.—Oldham and District M.C. Hill-climb.
June It.

—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Run
to Durham.

June 6.—Essex Motor Club. Midnight . Ride to
Yarmouth.

JUNE e-7.—M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBVRGII RUN.
June 7.—Woolwich. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Run to Green Street Gre^n.
JUNE 7-9.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. TRIAL TO

LAND'S END-
June S.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and_District M.C.

Run to Charing.
JUNE 9. — CORK AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

TWENTY-HOUR RELIABILITY TRIAL
JUNE 9.—LIVERPOOL M.C. OPEN RELI-

ABILITY TRIAL.
June 9.—Manchester M.C. Gymkhana.
June 1!,.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Run to Welling-

ton Wrekin.
June 15.—Essex M.C. Run to Southend.
June 15.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run to Ash-

bourne.
JUNE It.—JUNIOR CAR CLUB. HILL-CLIMB

AT SOUTH HARTING.
June il.—Oldham and District M.C. Hill-climb.
June SI.—Woolrcirh. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Run to Maidstone.
June S^.—Birmingham M.C.C. Picnic Tour.
June SS.—Essex MX!. Run to Harlow.
June 22.—Manchester M.C. Inter-club Run with

Liverpool M.C.
June 22.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Run to Rud-

yard Lake. Derbyshire.
JUNE S5.—ESSEX MOTOR CLUB. SPEED

TRIALS AT SOUTHEND.
June 2S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Speed Trials.
JUNE IS.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR

HOUR TRIAL TO EDINBURGH.
JUNE I!;.—MIDLAND C. AND A.C. RELI-

ABILITY TRIAL.
June^ 29.—Essex M.C. Run to Dunstable Downs.
June 29.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run to Der-

went Valley.
June 29.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. {Ladies' Day).

Run to Cound Lodne Inn.
JULY i AND S.—ARBDTHNOT TROPTfY TWO

DAYS TRIAL. PLYMOUTH DISTRICT.
JULY 5.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL.
JULY 6.—OLDH.4.M AND DISTRICT M.C. RE-

LIABILITY TRIAL.
JULY 13.—LIVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL-

WYN BAY.
JULY M.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND

CUP TRIAL.
AUG. 16. —S.E. COUNTIES INTER -TEAM

TRIAL.
SEPT. 15.—A.C. U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY

TRIA LS.

A Maidenhead M.C.C?
An attempt is being made to start a

motor cycle club in Maidenhead and the
surrounding district. All motor cyclists

who are interested are requested to com-
municate with Capt. J. V. Hey, Coruisk,
Cookham, Berks.

Macclesfield and District M.C.

The opening run of the above club will

take place on Sunday, June 1st, starting

from the club's headquarters, the Spread
Eagle Hotel, Chestergate, Macclesfield, at

2 p.m. Members and non-members are

cordially invited. The ruu is to Peover,
where a picnic will be held.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

H. Greaves (Calthorpe - Precision),

announced as winner of the Levis Cup,
was disqualified for non-production of

sealed envelope at the finish, and the

amended results of the trial are as

follows : (1.) A. Milner (2-L h.p. Dia-
mond), time error Im. 15|s., Levis cup
and gold medal; (2.) Seymour Smith
(2j h.p. Ivy), 2m. 28|s., club gold medal;
(3.) Rex Mundy (8 h.p. Matchltss sc),
3m. l|s., club silver medal.

Bristol M.C.C.

Many entries have been already re-

ceived for the Whitsuntide tour-trial,

Land's End and back. Entries will be
received up to the first post on June 5th
if sent to Mr. H. Smith, 6, Brynland
Avenue, Bishopston, Bristol. Accommo-
dation has been reserved for a limited

number at the Land's End Hotel.

West Kent M.C.

At a general meeting of the Blackheath
and District Motor Club, held recently,

it was decided that in future the club
will be known as the West Kent Motor.
Club. Arrangements are being made
for the headquarters to be situate in

Bromley, and an early commencement of

the club's activities is anticipated.

With this in view, a further meeting will

be held to-night (Thursday, the 29th),

at 8.30, at 'the White Hart Hotel,
Bromley, Kent. All motorists interested

are invited to attend.

Finsbury Park C. and M.C.

A reunion and garden party will be
held on Saturday of this week (the 31st)

at the residence of Mr. E. Allen (vice-

president), "Mount View," Little

Heath, Potters Bar. Tea will be served
at 5 p.m. Past, present, and prospective

members are cordially invited. 'Tickets

Is. each from the hon. sec, Mr. J.

Evans, 33, Springdale Road, N.16.

Halifax M.C.C.
This club has been revived, and

weekly runs are being arranged to which
all local motor cyclists are invited. This
year the activities of the club will pro-

bably be confined to social runs, but
several competitions are suggested for

1920. The subscription is 5s., and
arrangements are pendmg by which it

may be possible for the club to use the
Clare Hall, Y.M.C.A., as headquarters.
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"Clme* to TLlgbt^^amps.
Summer Time.

May 29th ... 9.31 p.m
51st . ... ... 9.53 j^

June 2nd ... ... 9.36

a 4th ... 9.38

High Prices in France.

At a recent sale of Army motor cycles

in France the prices of the new 4 h.p.

Triumphs on sale varied between £120
and £140.

Police Trap.

We are informed that a police trap, in

which motorists are timed both ways
over one mile, is working on the London
side of Maidstone. The distance is un-

usual, as police traps in the Metropolitan
area are usuallj' over a furlong.

Another Ford Rumour.
It appears that a large aerodrome in

County Antrim, which has been occupied
by the R.A.F., has been purchased by
Henry Ford, and on this it is stated that

a huge works will be established for the

making of motor cycles to be sold at £10
each.

Costly Railway Travel.

A railway expert has stated that at

least two years must elapse before

British railways can be restored to their

normal carrying powers, and that there

is no hope of the fares being reduced for

a considerable time. Owners of motor
cycles can regard this news with more
equanimity than most people. Those,

however, who are awaiting delivery of

new machines will grow more anxious as

the holiday time approaches ; especially

as manufacturers are behind in their

deliveries.

Southend Race Meeting.

By permission of the Coi-poration of

Southend-on-Sea the Essex Motor Club
will hold an open race meeting on the

Western Esplanade, Westcliff-on-Sea, on
Wednesday, June 25th.

The various events will include classes

for cars and motor cycles of all t\'pes

and sizes, and given fine weather a very
interesting meeting should result. It is

expected that a great number of manu-
facturers will enter their new models,

of which, in a number of cases, this will

be the first public appearance.

Entry forms and full particulars may
be obtained upon application to the hon.

organising secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller,

51, Pulteney Eoad, South Woodford,
Essex E.18.

London-Edinburgh Run—the Timekeeper
at the Start.

We greatly regret to learn of the
sudden and serious illness of Mr. A. G.
Reynolds, who was to have started the
competitors from Highgate. Mr. Rey-
nolds has had to undergo a serious opera-
tion, and we learn that he is progressing
as satisfactorily as can be expected.
His place as timekeeper at the start

will be taken by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite.

Motor Cycles for the Post Office.

The Treasury has sanctioned the pur-
chase by the G.P.O. of 500 motor bicycles
for the carrying of mails. The experi-
ment will be confined to London at first.

.
Motor cycles have been used by the

U.S. Post Office for many years, and we
do not doubt that their use in England
will be most successful.

It is wonderful how slow the Govern-
ment have been in realising the value of

motor cycles until the war forced it upon
their notice. For years the American
police have employed them, while the
only interest the British police force
have taken in motor cycles has been the
trapping of their riders.

Petrol Prices.

Last week we published what purported
to be the revised prices of petrol. The
information then held by The Motor
Cycle concerning the imminent drop in

the cost led us to believe the prices to

the public would be approximatelj' as
stated on t!ie postcard which we repro-
duce. They appeared to be reasonable
retail prices, and we accepted them as

such. Unfortunately for motor cyclists,

the Shell Co.'s information advice re-

ferred to wholesale prices, although there
was nothing to indicate this on the post-
card. Instead of the prices retail being
23. 8d., 2s. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 2s. 4d.,
they are 3s. Hd., 2s. ll^d., 2s. ll^d.,
and 2s. 8d. for Shell, Flag, Crown, and
benzole respectively.

Shell" MLviiketing Compattv. iJMmED.

ISMATISISI |g^_

XC iy to o</»M yot <^ ALTERATION n»

9.C

" Sheu Motor Spdut -*—..SJif-

Ceown Motor Spmn. . . .., *-\^ per cau,

B&*iOL' Spirh -1/*!.

.-PEK GAli.

-PER GAIX.

-PBS OAU,

Special 1f^oX^xx^%.

SCOOTER DEVELOPMENTS.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE
EAST INDIES.

OVERSEAS SECTION.

Detroit's Export Output.

During 1918 Detroit, U.S.A., supplied

8,550 cars to Canada, 2,700 to Japan,
3,830 to Australia, 3,360 to France, and
2,090 to the United Kingdom.

An Outing for Crippled Children.

London motor cyclists who have side-

car outfits are appealed to by the Cripples'

Mission of the Shaftesbury Society and
Ragged School Union, Bethnal Green
Branch, 32, St. John Street, Theobald's

Road, London, W.C.I, to take some of

the poor crippled children of Bethnal

Green for a good day's outing in Epping
Forest. A date will be fixed in July.

Any help will be greatly appreciated by
the Society.

The Popularity of the Passenger Machine.

The predominance of sidecar machines

over solo mounts now on the road is

most marked, and where the single track

machine is used, fully 50% carry a
passenger on the pillion. In club runs
especially is the popularity of the pas-

senger machine made manifest : as an
example, at the Redditch and District

M.C.C. opening run last week between
thirty and forty members were present,

only two of whom were riding solo.

Twenty-hour Open Trial in Ireland.

The twenty-hour open reliability trial

organised by the Cork and District M.C.C.
will be held on June 9th over the 1915
course, viz., Cork, Fermoy, Dungarvan,
Carrick-on-Suir, Clonmel, Mitchelstown,

Cork, Killarney, Waterville, Kenmare,
Macroom, and Cork. An average speed

of 20 m.p.h. is to be maintained, and
Gowlane and Ballagisheen Hills will be
"observed." There will be no split-

second timing at secret checks. First-

class awards, gold medals ; second-class,

_silver medals ; third-class, bronze medals.

As the committee are not satisfied with
any of the usual methods of finding a

winner of a single cup, substantial pre-

sentation prizes win be awarded to all

competitors qualifying for first-class

awards. The trial should be a very_ sport-

ing event, as the club, in framing the

rules, has taken into consideration the

.

fact that few 1919 models are available..

Rules, entry forms, and full particulars

may be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
R. S. Russell, 4, Prince's Street, Cork.

BIO
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A scene at the start ot the first official run of the Edinburgh Motor Club which took place last week.

Chairman of A.C.U. Competitions Com-
mittee.

The Rev. E. P. GreenhOl has been

unanimously elected chairman of the

Competitions Committee of tlie A.C.U.,
with Mr. A. G. Reynolds as the deputy
diairman.

" The Motor Cycle's " Recruits.

The O.C. of a Jlotor Machine Gun
Battery writes from the Caucasus :

" All

the best men in this battery who served

with me in France were recruited by
TU Motor Cycle."

Results of Birmingham-Llangollen Trial.

The premier award in the Birmingham
il.C.C. two days' trial to Llangollen and
back was won by H. P. Cutler (4 h.p.

Norton sC). The special prizes in Classes

A and B were awarded to G. R. Morgan
(4 h.p. Triumph sc.) and W. A. R. Bown
(2^ h.p. Bown-Villiers) respectively, while

T. F. Watson (4 h.p. Norton sc.) won the

novices' prize. In addition ,to these,

twenty-eight competitors were awarded
silver medals.

Defining the Trade Rider.

The old-time difficulty of defining a

trade rider is agitating motor cyclists in

the North. . The Motor Cycle Board of

the North-Eastern Automobile Associa-

tion has a rule that " No official of the

Board shall be connected with the motor
trade as a means of earning his liveli-

hood." This is felt to be too sweeping,
' i)ut a just definition is difficult. The

question will probably be considered by
the Motor Cycle Board at its first post-

war meeting caUed for to-night, the 29th,

at Newcastle, when the question of com-
petitions for the present year will also

be settled.

Our Summer Number.

Full of interest and valuable hints and
information set forth in a bright and
interesting manner, the Summer Number
of The Motor Cycle, which will be pub-

lished on June 19th, will provide matter
for thought, help, and entertainment of

motor cyclists the world pver. The con-

tributions include articles on many
phases of motor cycling—summer tours,

picnicking, competitions, sidecar matters,

design, etc., all fully illustrated, and it

should be of more tlian ordinary interest

to all who have occasion to use the motor
cycle.

York Club TriaL

At the reliability trial held on the 21st

inst. the club gold medal was won by G.

A. Walker (three-speed Triumph), and
the second award, » silver medal, was
secured by R. B. Russell (Triumph two-
stroke). The run took place through
some of the ^nest scenery in Yorkshire,
and the weather was ideal.

London-Edinburgh Run^Lights and
Numbers.

Competitors are warned that they
must take special care to see that their

registration numbers are of the correct

size and are properly illuminated.

SPECIAL

SUMMER NUMBER
Our issue for JUNE 19th will be

enlarged, and contain many special

articles of more than usual interest

to every motor cyclist.

Competitors are also reminded that in

electric lamps the bulbs must not exceed

24 watts (24 nominal candle-power) ; in

acetylene lamps the burners must not

consume more than 21 litres of gas per

hour. The front glass of all electric and

acetylene lamps in which the diameter

or longer side (according to whether the

glass is circular or rectangular) exceeds

bin., all electric lamps in which the bulb

exceeds 12 watts or 12 candle-power, and

all acetylene lamps in which the gas

consumed is more than 14 litres per hour,

must be obscured with at least one thick-

ness of ordinary white tissue paper.

Triumph Prices.

W& are advised that owing to the pre-

sent cost of labour and material the

retail prices of Triumph motor cycles

will be increased on June 10th. The
new prices will be : 4 h.p. three-speed

model, £92; 4 h.p. T.T. roadster, fixed

gear, £75 ; two-stroke, £50.

Helping the Motor Car Novice.

There appears to be the opinion of

many motor cyclists that cars require far

less attention than do motor cycles.

That car owners have their little

troulDles the same as motor cyclists is

confirmed by the demand tor "Faults and

How to Find Them," by J. S. V. Bick-

ford, M.A., which is published by our

sister journal The Autocar. This handy
little book has now reached its fifth

edition, and fully explains remedies for

over eleven hundred "faults," and in

addition gives a valuable chapter on

electric lighting and engine starting sets.

The price of the book is 3s. 6d., and

is obtainable at all first-class booksellers,

or direct from our publishing offices, 20,

Tudor Street, E.C.4.
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A Sporting Trial on the Edge Hill Range.
Coventry Club's Event for the Manville Trophy.

MAGNIFICENT weatliei- lavouied the

competitoi's in the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. non-stop relia-

bility trial last Saturday, when thirty-

four members started over a sporting
course for the Manville trophy.

The enthusiasm shown augurs well for

the future of the club, and, although there
was nothing strikingly original in the
nature, of the trial, the stopping and re-

starting test on Sunrising Hill provided
interest as exemplifying the skill of the
riders as well as the quality of the
clutches of the various machines.
A speed of nineteen miles an hour was

required to be maintained over the course
of eighty-one miles, which included Edge,
Sunrising, Tysoe, Sibford-Ferris, and
Avon Dassett hills.

Incident during the first part of the

run was not particularly evident. Bicknell
(8 h.p. iMatchless) unfortunately experi-

enced tyre trouble, as did Ingall (Lea-

Fi'ancis), otherwise all competitors reached
Edf;e on time.
This famous, but not particularly formid-

able, hill is light work for any modern
machine, although certain competitors
took the hill more happily than others.

Lt. Milner (2^ h.p. Diamond) came up
well. Uycroft, Close, Auerhaan, and
White (Triumphs) made fast ascents.

Probably the fastest climb of the solo

riders was that of Stretton-Ward, who,
unfortunately, broke a valve on Sunrising
and retired.

Several of the sidecars ascended the
hill on second gear.

A twenty-six miles run was scheduled
between Ed^e and Sunrising, where the
stopping and restarting test took place,

and here the setting was ideal. A more
beautiful spot would hTive been difficult to

At the start of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Trial last Saturday.

(4 h.p. Rex) being timed away.

T. R. Gibbins

find, white and purple lilac, brilliant

yellow furze, and bright green foliage

making a. lovely setting for the colours

worn by the ladies witnessing the test.

On this hill a few of the competitors

appeared to look amazed when stopped by
the marshal, and one could not but think

that they had not read the rules very

closely.

Sidecarists had the advantage over the

solo riders, the latter having to balance

the machine on the steep portion of the

Capt. H. O. Teage (4 h.p. Triumph sidecar) restarting on Sunrising, with K. Haziewood
(8 h.p. Haziewood) behind.

hill ; but, generally speaking, the perform-

ances were good, much better than the

light cars that came up later.

One of the best restarts was made by .

Finch (4 h.p. Triumph sc). The 8 h.p.

Haziewood, too, was handled well by K.
Haziewood. A. P. McGowran (Triumph,
sc.) manipulated his clutch splendidly,

for a start on this position of Sunrising
with a hub gear and sidecar requires

some skill.

The 8 h.p. Sunbeam, ridden by
J. E. Greenwood took the hill with
ridiculous ease, and stopped and got
away after the start as fast as airy of the

solo riders—probably the best perform-
ance. The impression formed was that
modern clutches can be handled with far

less care than of old. They are more fool-

proof, and none of the machines gave the
impression that they were fitted with
harsh, ill-designed clutches,

Crawley (Triumph so.) suffered gear
trouble, and covered fully two-thirds of

the com'se on the second ratio, but did
remarkably well.

Several competitors went off the course,
while a few got lost altogether before they
reached Sunrising.

The following were checked in at the
finish : G. H. Thomas (2| h.p. Monopole),
Lt, A. Milner (2ih.p. Diamond), H. Finch-

(4 h.p. Triumph sc), N. Rycroft (4 h.p.

Triumph), H. Close (4 h.p. Triumph),
T. R. Gibbins (4 h.p. Rex), ,W. E. John-
son (3^ h.p. Humber), A. E. Auerhaan
(4 h.p. Triumph), G. L. White (4 h.p.

Triumph), G. Dance (3^ h.p. Sunbeam),
De la Hay (3^ h.p. Sunbeam), A. P.
McGowran (3i h.p. Triumph), H.
Whitten (3^ h.p. Humber), K. Haziewood
(8 h.p. Haziewood), H. D. Teage (4 h.p.

Triumph sc), S. Crawley (4 h.p. Triumph
sc), J. A. Dudley (3^ h.p. Sunbeam sc),

J. E. Greenwood (8 h.p. Sunbeam sc),

and A. R. Grindlay (7-9 h.p. Harley sc).

BI4
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The Glasgow M.C.C. Open Climb.
Some Fast Ascents of "Rest and be Thankful."

THE first and open hill-climb of the
Scottish season was held on Satur-
day last. The venue, which was

kept secret, turned out to be the famous
' Kest and be Thankful " hill, well-known
to competitors in the Six Days Trials.

An entry of twenty-two, fairly repre-
sentative of the best riders in Scotland,
assembled at the bottom of the hill in

perfectly ideal weather.

The event consisted of six classes as

follow ;

1.—ilotor cycles having cylinder capa-
city not exceeding 350 c.c.

2.—Motor cycles having cylinder capa-
city exceeding 550 c.c. and not exceeding
600 c.c.

3.—Motor cycles having cylinder capa-
city exceeding 600 c.c.

4.—Jlotor cycles and sidecars not ex-

ceeding 600 c.c.

5.—-Motor cycles and sidecars exceed- -

ing 600 c.c.

It was decided to give each competitor
two attempts, the fastest ascent to count.

Timing was worked by means of synchro-
nised watches, and worked satisfactorily.

The surface of the hill was comparatively
good, and, with the exception of a little

looseness at the corners, was favourable
to fast times.
Owing to lack of entries. Class 1 was

not run off. Competitors started well

down the hill, and the finish was about
100 yards above the well-known hairpin.
Roughly the distance covered would be a
mile and a half.

Class 2, the first class run off, provided
some good riding, W. Deans (3^ h.p. Ariel)

taking the hairpin well in both climbs.
Capt. Walker (3^ h.p. Triumph) also per-
formed creditably, taking the_ corner well
out, and runniug no risks. J. W. Walker
(5^ h.p. Norton) stopped half-way up the
long slope.

The big class produced the best riding
of the afternoon. D. M. Brash (7 h.p.

Harley-Davidson) was first to start, but
the hairpin gave him some trouble.

A sidecar on Rest and be Thankful during last Saturday's hill-climb.

A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) had dis-

tinctly hard lines. He travelled up the

long "slope at a good speed, but, it any-

thing, took the hairpin too fast. Keep-
ing close in on the corner, he was prac-

tically bumped off on the stony surface

and stopped.
A. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson) made the

best ascent of the day. Taking the corner

at good speed, he never faltered or

wobbled, and gave the impression that

climbing "The Rest" was an every day
occurrence. T. A.' McCreadie" (8 Sun-
beam) made a good ascent, but not quite

as spectacular, as the previous competitor.

D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield) made an
e.Kcellent ascent, his cornering and mani-
pulation of gears being quite a feature.

In the 35 sidecar class W. Deans (3g

Ariel sc.) and H. W. Ballardie (4 A.J.S.
sc.) gave good accounts of themselves. N.
Eraser (3-^ Sunbeam sc.) was, if anything,
a little slower, but nevertheless made a

good ascent.

The big sidecar class produced some
good cornering, and it was surprising to

see the manner in which the combinations

romped up the hill. Here again A. Brash

(7 Harley-Davidson sc.) proved that the

comer could be taken at speed, and,

keeping close in, had no difliculty in sur-

mounting the steep gradient at this point.

The spectators were provided with plenty

of thrills in this class. J. Barclay (6

-^arr»rr~r«trst^"/'«a«Ksg«myj3d8S^;jE'yT'y<^

I. W. Walker (3i h.p. Norton) at the start of the Glasgow hill-climb held last Saturday.

A. Brash, 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, taking

the bend on Rest and be Thankful in good

form.

A.J.S. sc), ascending at great speed, took
the corner very fast, and in getting

around the bend ripped off his sidecar

tyre. Amidst the shouts of the onlookers,

he finished on the rim. D. S. Alexander
(8 Enfield sc.) repeated his performance
in th-e solo class, making the very best

use of his gears. J. Gunning (7 Harley-
Davidson sc.) had rather an unfortunate
experience. He simply roared up to the
bend, and in his effort to take the comer
turned completely over. His passenger
was badly shaken, but luckily neither
was seriously damaged. This competitor
had never been up the hill previously,

and a trial run would have obviated what
might have been a very serious accident.

The results will be announced later.
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THE FIRST GOVERNMENT AUCTION SALE,
Unused Machines in Neglected Condition realise High Prices.

After many months and after frequent urging by The Motor Cycle, the Government has

at last made a start to dispose of the "unused" surplus army motor cycles. The crates

shown contain 2J h.p. Douglases which were sold for figures around 74 gumeas.

ON Saturday, at the Royal Agricultural

Hall, Islington, under the direction

of the Surplus Government Property

Disposal Board, some 300 motor cycles

and sidecars were offered by auction by

Messrs. Goddard and Smith.

So well had the sale been announced

that buyers, and would-be buyers, came
from all parts of the country in search

of bargains. In fact, a queue some 300

yards long had formed before the

opening time ; once inside • the hall, the

long procession of people passed the re-

mains of an aeroplane engine exhibit,

went through the main hall, with its

collection of lorries, and arrived at the

Gilbey Hall, where the motor cycles to

be sold were arranged.
It had been Hoped that the machines

offered would be of better quality than

those previously put before a none too

enthusiastic public, and also that this sale

might mark the decline of the fallacious

and exorbitant price reached hitherto.

Neither of these hopes was gratified,

and there were a great number of

machines of the type now referred to as

Kempton Park models.

"New" Machines Unrideable.

It is true that, within crates, in the

centre of. the hall were rows of Douglas
2| and 4 h.p. machines which had never
been issued to troops, but on either flank

was a hopeless collection of rusty, in-

complete motor cycles in the last stages

of decay and filth. Even the machines
which had not been issued were, in the

majority of cases, unrideable, since the
tyres had decayed until ominous cracks

showed round the walls.

Natui'ally, one cannot expect used
machines to be in really good condition,

for Army work is strenuous and the riders,

often careless, always, busy. One does
expect, however, that new machines, still

in their crates, should be serviceable, and
that the prices to be paid shall represent
their value.

The taxpayer part of the motor cyclist

will rejoice exceedingly at the high prices,

but the real motor cyclist portion of him
will grieve.

Passing round the machines one had a

good idea of their/ state. For instance,

No. 3, a Triumph, had no belt, no carbu-

retter, no magneto, no front wheel, no
rear tyre, no leather on the seat, a much
bent gear lever, and no footrests. Yet,

for this contraption, in a rusty condition,

twenty-one guineas were paid. For
another Triumph with both wheels, but
wonderfully rusted, without carburetter

or magneto, the sort of thing, in fact,

that no man would have had before the

war, no fewer than forty guineas were ex-

pended. Prices for the first collection

averaged about £19.
Neither the B.S.A.'s nor the Scotts were

in better condition, while some of the

Douglases had juat come from an unmown
field and brought the grass with them.

A Matchless and sidecar fetched sixty-

one guineas, and really was a bargain

according to that day's prices; but even

on this machine the Service "scrounger"
had done his worst. Some Indians belonging

to the Canadians had" their magnetos and
carburetters, but apparently this made
but little dift'erence to the price.

Some Enfield ammunition carriers in

bad condition, but not absolute wreckage,
fetched from seventy to sixty-six guineas,

and the buyer would have to spend some
£20 on repairs, and perhaps £30 for a

sidecar.

After the lunch interval the unused
machines came up, and the crowd became
much denser. The price of eighty;two
guineas for a 2| h.p. Douglas, however,
was too much for the majority, and was
greeted with loud and derisive cheering.

Thereafter things settled down, similar

machines bringing seventy-four guineas to

the taxpayer, until lot No. 133—another

2| h.p. Douglas—brought the price to

seventy-two guineas.
After lot W8 the price fell a little, but

at 156 it went back to seventy-one guineas

amid groans and hoots and whistles.

Thereafter the seventy guinea line was
held, until the last tew machines went at

seventy-one guineas.

After the 2| h.p. came the 4 h.p. and.

sidecar Douglases, and prolonged and
surprised whistles greeted the opening

price of 125 guineas, beaten by the next
machine, for which 130 was the figure.

Thereafter each combination went at 125

guineas.

One or two lots caused heated argu-

ments, and once the. auctioneer had words
with a derisive spectator, to the intense

joy of the gathering.

Dissatisfied Bidders.

Following the better machines the third

batch, consisting of Douglas wreckage,
provided little excitement, and a large

portion of the crowd went home. Prices

for 2| h.p. Douglases in very bad condi-

.tion ranged from eleven and a half to

nineteen and a half guineas.

The rostrum was a raised platform on
which was the auctioneer flanked by the
military. In front were seats for some
300 people, around stood a huge crowd

;

and in the future it would be well if

the auctioneer were provided with a mega-
phone. Actually at fifty yards' Tange it

was impossible to hear a word or to know
which machine was being sold. Naturally,
tills made a hot and tired crowd very
restive, and for the first half-hour of

the afternoon it looked as though trouble
was brewing. Derisive cat calls, whistles,

and shouts of " Fetch a megaphone,"
'"Will the auctioneer speak up?" and
"What number are you selling?" com-
pletely drowned speech even -at shorter
range, while the people on the fringes

of the crowd pushed and struggled to the
discomfort of all.

It is all: very well to sell motor cycles

at high prices, but surely it would b*
better to arrange that all might hear
the figures even if only as a lesson.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shouH be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

AN IDEAL SINGLE.
Sir,—In reviewing the se\"eral post-war models of well-

loiown makes, one cannot but notice that manufacturers are
disinclined to make any radical alterations in their designs.
As a rider and admirer of the Norton single, might I suggest
one or two improvements on this otherwise excellent model?
1. Change of position of the magneto to behind the engine,
as per T.T. Rover. 2. Flat rims, with 650 x 65 mm. tyres.

3. A slightly shorter wheelbase. Then indeed should we
have the ideal single. SPEEDIRON.

Lee, S.E.

THE C.FJS. CYCLE CAR.

Sir,—I am venturing to write to you for the first time,
having been a reader of your paper for about six years,
with reference to your preliminary account of a proposed
new cycle car, -described in your issue of April 10th, 1919,

and named the C.F.B. cycle car. My only regret is that

the designer has only got to the stage of having an experi-

mental model bunt, as, tor my part, I consider the design
in every degree excellent (with pne exception), that is, of

course, as far as the present description goes. If the de-

signer happens to read this letter, I hope that he will see

his way clear, at a very early date, to let us have a full

description of his design. I cannot help saying that there

are thousands of others at present in the Forces who are look-

ing for just such a machine as this, and I congratulate the

designer on a good looking and reliable machine. The excep-

tion I mentioned above was that I think a single

chain drive to the rear axle would be far preferable to the

belt drive shown, and would not, I venture to think, add
a great deal to the cost.

In conclusion, I hope to see a further description of this

machine, and, better stUl, to own one in the near future at

£100. CHAS. W. PERCY.
E.E.F., Egypt.

STANDARDISATION OF CHAINS.
Sir,—With reference to a paragraph in your issue of

April 24th, stating that Messrs. Brampton Bros., Ltd., the

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., and Hans Renold, Ltd., had
agreed on standard sizes for chains, I am instructed to

inform you that the figures quoted by you are incorrect.

The three firms above named and Messrs. Alfred Appleby
Chain Co., Ltd., are considering the question of stan-

dardisation, but are not yet ready to put forward details.

Full information will be given to the press in due course.

F. LINDSAY FISHER, Secretary,

Association of British Driving Chain Manufacturers.

ONE-DAY TRIALS.
Sir,—May I make a few remarks concerning the details

of the Midland Cyclmg and Athletic Club's one day trial,

as printed at some" length in TM Motor Cyclt of May 15th ?

Why take a trial for more than 200 miles ? Surely 100 or

120 miles is quite long enough for a one day trial, and why
give as reason for such a long journey that it enables some

extA stiS hiUs to be included ? Surely hiUs like Birdlip

or Rising Sun are quite stiff enough. What ordinary rider

wants a machine to climb hi11s any stiffer than these ?

.1 also note that the course is to be kept a secret. Why
is this necessary ? Surely one of the objects of a reliabUity

trial is to create interest in the pastime, and how can the

average man arrange to get to the most interesting parts of

the course if the route is kept a strict secret until shortly

before the start ? TOURIST.
Birmingham.

ONE-LEGGED RIDERS.
Sir,—In reply to "Gammy-leg's" letter, re one-legged

riders. I am also minus a prop (the left one),^ and recently

got a new Royal Enfield combination which is just "it.

There are no foot levers on the left side, and in fact, only

one foot lever, viz., the rear brake. The foot-boards are

long and of a good width, and are also sprung which nieans

a lot as the wooden one is not so apt to jig off. Also having a

handle-starter it agam meets one's needs, and I might add

that from cold a couple of turns are sufficient. I have

no connection with the Enfield firm, but have found them

to be most courteous in all their dealings. PADDY.
Portadown.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—You publish two letters re spare parts in your issue

for May 8th. May I give my experience?

I have a 1913 Humber, and broke the spindle of my kick-

starter. I wrote the makers tor a quotation, and in their

reply they said the parts were not in stock but would have

to be made. I ordered them, and they came through in

less than a weeh, and this just before Easter. I then ordered

some oversize piston rings to be specially made, and they

came through in a short time at less cost than any ot the

cheap firms advertising in the papers would do them.

Another firm is Mr. Perkins, of Leyton, who sells adjust-

able pulleys. I ordered one Thursday, and he despatched it

the following Saturday afternoon.

The usual disclaimer. EDGAR CARR.

EMPLOYMENT FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.

Sir,—It was very gratifying to note that the work of

motor cyclists during the war had been so much appreciated

that the A.C.U. were considering the advisability of suit-

ably commemorating their services. V/hat would be

infinitely more gratifying is that something be done in the

matter of employment for some of us D.R.'s who have been

demobilised and who have been experiencing very great

difficulty in obtaining jobs.

Personally (an ex-D.R. with 4^ years' continuous service

in Mesopotamia, Palestine, India, and Egypt—part of this

time an infantryman) I have applied to those well-known

makers, whose machines I have ridden under all conditions,

for any kind of job, only to be met with the reply that,

" owing to having to re-instate aU their pre-war employees,

they can hold out no hopes at present." I grant that this

is highly creditable to the firms, and their pre-war employees

should count themselves very lucky, but those who have no

jobs to go back to and those of us who came from the

Colonies to join up in 1914 are still on our beam ends.

Cullompton. L.A.O.

AN IMPOSITION AND A WARNING.
Sir,—I recently purchased a new motor cycle from an agent

in a well-known 'Varsity town. I went over and drove the

machine away. Nevertheless, the agent had the audacity to

charge me for the crate, 253. I paid, but took the matter

up, and found from the manufacturers that he had no right

to make this charge, the price of crate being included in the

price of the machine. Pressure was brought to bear, and
the money refunded.
This may be of interest and help to others. If any have

had to pay, as I did, they should take immediate steps to

recover their deprivation. This sort of thing should^ be

stopped at once. It is bad enough to pay such high prices

for machines without paying twice for a crate.

VOXN PAH.
B2^
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The motor cas. acts as applied to the motor
SCOOTER.

Sir,—May I, through the medium of yom- valuable paper,

offer the suggestion and invitation to those manufacturers
and others interested in the scooter movement, that a com-
bined effort be made to secure modification of the Motor
Car Acts of 1896 and 1903, as applied to the auto-scooter.

Bearing in mind that the li.p. of the motor scooter proper
should never exceed 2 h.p., and the weight 80 lb. maximum,
at least a 50% reduction in tax should be made. Also, with
a lightweight vehicle of this type, two powerful brakes are

not only unnecessary but dangerous. E. 0. STAFFORD.

EVOLVING A MOTOR CYCLE FROM FIRST
PRINCIPLES.

Sir,— JIaj. Waterlow's article on motor cycle design from
first principles is open to criticism.

With reference to fig. 1, by applying first principles of

forces in structures, it will be found that the members E
from head to saddle strut, and saddle strut to beam carrying

rear wheel, are not in tension but in compression, and there-

fore to be economical and prevent undue loading sf the tie-

rod from beam B to main frame A there must be struts.

With regard to the use of an aluminium alloy casting for

such construction, I do not think anything is to be gained,

as far as saving in weiglrt is concerned.

I would pin my faith to steel in the form of pressings.

From a cost point of view, it does not appear by any means
cheap. A. R. HENDERSON.

THE NEW A.B.C.

Sir,—As a rider in the Tropics, allow me to endorse what

\^ you and others have said in criticising the new A.B.C. motor
cycle regarding the necessity for a wholly enclosed chain case.

This is absolutely necessary in tropical countries, where, for

nine months in the year, the wheels will be driving ^;hrough

thick dust, which, combined with the oil, soon wears chain

and wheels. It is-the lack of this on a chairi-diriven machine
which makes me hesitate to invest in an A. B.C. I notice

also that " a series of large rubber buffers " are used in con-

nection with the " cush " drive. Rubber in any form used in

any article in the Tropics is fatal, as it perishes in no time.

One other point, the sheet metal frame in front of the engine.

This, it is stated, has adjustable airways. Will these be

sufficient for temperatures of 100° and over in the shade?

Calcutta.
,

INDIA.

SCOTTISH FERRIES.
Sir,—I write to correct a statement made by A. Scott

Freeman in his letter to The Motor Cycle of May 15th, in

which he says ;
" It is necessary, however, for the tourist

to apply for a passport to travel north of Inverness." The
regulations regarding passports for the Highlands were

suspended on November 30th, 1918, and one may now travel

anywhere- in these parts with absolute freedom.

A. Scott Freeman is again in error when he says that

the " ferries north of Inverness are rough and ready affairs;"

The Kessock Ferry from Inverness to the Black Isle (Ross-

shire) is one of the best that I have ever travelled on.

The boat, which is propelled by
steam, is constructed to carry almost
any touring car. The fare for motor
cycle and rider is 9d. The boat

sails once per hour on week-days.

The Bona Ferry, which transports

travellers from either side of Loch
Ness, is also up-to-date, although, so

far, big cars are unable to utilise it.

Mr. H. Smith, the manager of the

company, has a sensible scheme on
hand, whereby touring cars of any
size will be accommodated shortly.

The fare on this ferry is Is. 9d. for

motor cycle and rider. The ferry from
Ballachulish to Onich is capable of

carrying cars of any size. This ferry

is sometimes suspended through bad
weather, otherwise it runs every day.

The fare for motor cycle and rider is

2s. 6d., which includes an all-in in-

surance policy.

S. MACKENZIE.

PRICE OF PETROL.
Su',—The Automobile Association has been told for many

months that the cause of the exorbitant prices of petrol was
that the Government had purchased such enormous stocks

at higli prices that they insisted on such prices being kept
up to avoid serious loss.

We were further informed that, as soon as the petrol

companies were free to. market their own stocks, we should

see an immediate and appreciable fall in prices.

«The long-looked-for moment has arrived, and we learn

that the price of No. 3 grade petrol is 2s. lid., and that

of No. 1, 3s. Id.l What a miinificent concession!

It is, surely, yet another proof, if such be needed, of the

grip the Trusts have on the industry, and I would once more
ask all motorists to join in the A. A. campaign in favour

of the production of the trust-free fuel, viz., benzole.

Let all motorists insist that benzole shall be produced to

the fullest extent of our country's resources, and let every

one of us use benzole when and wherever possible.

I may add tliat the Fuel Department of the Automobile
Association has in the press at this moment a list of several

hundred suppliers, which will shortly be available for all

members. STENSON COOKE,
Secretary,, The Automobile Association and Motor Union.

HILLS ON WHICH I HAVE FAILED.
Sir,—In reading the very interesting article " Hills fin

which I have failed " in The Motor Cycle for May 1st, I

notice that " Veteran " alludes to the 1 in 3^ bit on Sutton

Bank. Now the steepest bit on Sutton Bank is practically

1 in 4, which is a very different proposition. During the Easter

holiday I did a good deal of stiff hill-climbing on a standard

geared 3^- Sunbeam (1916), including Rest-and-be-Thankful,
Kirkstone Pass, Spital of Glenshee, and Sutton Bank. I

was unable to take my passenger up the last-named hill with
an engine that had run 800 miles since cleaning, and was
about ready for decarbonising, but on dropping the pas-

senger the machine started at the steepest point and sailed up
in fine style. The surface is very bad.

I think your readers would appreciate a chart showing,

say, the gradient of twenty or thirty worst main road hills

in Great Britain which could be pasted on cardboard and
hung in the cycle shed or house.

Furthermore, unless " Veteran " is writing entirely from
a "solo" point of view, I would differ with his statement

that a novice can set out on practically any modern machine
and climb these hills very often without recourse to bottom
gear. I have been driving fourteen years, and during tour-

ing conditions find that when I tackle hills like Kirkstone

Pass and Rest-and-be-Thankful without stopping to cool

down at the bottom, it takes all my skill and the use of the

bottom gear to make a clean ascent with passenger and'

coachbuilt sidecar, and think it would be rather dis-

heartening for a novice to set out for a 1,000 miles to tackle

the collection I mention, and expect to sail "up either on
half-throttle or middle gear.

Halifax. SUNBINKS.
[We published details of the principal hills in Great Britain

in The Motor Cycle of March 28th, 1912.—Ed.]

^-;«5:^5s-?3fr

Many large engineering works now have their own motor cycle clubs. A .meet of the

Siddeley-Deasy M.C.C, which club is composed of motor cyclists who help to produce

Siddeley-Deasy aero engines and cars.

lat
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A biplane of simple design produced by an American motor cyclist,

engine as the power unit. It is stated that a speed of 45 m.p.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—In his letter on the above subject (May 15th) " Pitot"

gives some figures which are so absolutely hopeless tha£
correction is necessary.

I have made out a table giving the correct horse-power and
consumption, and also stated the reports from which my
figures have been taken :

who used his twin Indian

h. has been attained.

H.P. Engine.
Consumption,
Galls. /Hr.

200

260

230

S.P..\. 6A

Puma . .

.

Benz

13

18.69

l8.75

Aeronautics^ 27th March; Flight, 3rd Apri

1919.
Ditto, ditto.

" Enemy Aircraft Engines " (Iliffe and
Sons Ltd.).

250

150
--

no

130

B.R.2 ...

B.R.I ...

Clerget .

.

Clerget .,

.

20

II

9-17,

10.9

Aeroimutics,27th ^la^tch; Flight, 3rJ April,

1919.
Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

From the above table it will be seen that " Torque " was
fully justified in saying that a rotary consumes about one-
tenth of a pint per b.h.p. per hour more than a stationary

—

in fact, he is well on the safe side.

As regards the R.A.F. 3A, I have tested- a good few of
them, and, on an average, they developed 250 h.p. with a
consumption of between 17 and 18 g.p.h.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the figures obtained
on a bench test are the ones to go by, and also that the proper
way when comparing engine performances is to express the
consumption in pints or pounds per b.h.p. per hour. If
" Pitot " had only known something of what he is talking
about he would have known that it is an absolute impossi-
bility to determine the horse-power and consumption of an
engine when flying -at 15,000 feet witli the instruments sup-
plied in an aeroplane. I should advise "Pitot" to read a

most excellent article on " Flowmeters " in The Automohile
Enrjin-eer for Hay, and he would perhaps begin to realise the

lExtreme accuracy required when determining the consumption
of an aero engine. B.Sc, A.M.I.A.E.
Derby.

EXPERIENCES WITH A 3 H.P. TWIN.
Sir,—I ahvays read with interest the pages of your publica-

_tion, but "F.A.S.'s" article in your issue for May 15th,

under the heading of "Experiences with a 3 h.p. Twin,"
strikes me as being particularly unfair to the make with
which it deals. I have owned a similar machine for the last

two and a half years, and perhaps you will grant me space to

state my experiences.

To treat the points at issue as -they arise :

(1.) "F.A.S." states "the highest speed recorded was
46 m.p.h." Without tuning of any sort I have frequently

reached a speedometer reading of 48 m.Tp.h..,. with a passenger

on the pillion.

(2.) Hia petrol consumption of 105
m.p.g. is quite a conservative estimate.
I have averaged this without altering

the air intake in any way, and 75% of

runs are performed with "two up."
(3.) Vihy does he have this difficulty

in starting up? I have never injected

fuel into the cylinders, and find that, •

by flooding, two or three kicks are sufK-

cient, including winter conditions and
No. 3 petrol. I may say that I never
" paddle off " my machine, and, after

4,000 miles, the kick-starter is as lively

as ever.

(4.) My height is 6ft. lin., and yet I

find perfect comfort in the riding posi-

tion. Perhaps "F.A.S.'s" extra inch

makes all the difference, or is he broad
in rather more than proportion?

(5.) What is wrong with the kick-

starter position? I find that, should

one inadvertently stop the ennne in

traffic, it is quite possible, if tliere is

a little "weigh" on the machine, to
" kick-start " up again without placing a foot to the ground.

The direction of push allows plenty of leverage.

Wliy has he omitted to mention the front wheel brake (mine

has never worked), and would it not be preferable to have a

lubrication tell-tale which does not necessitate leaving the

saddle? KEiS'NETH COHEN, Sec. Lt. E.A.S.C.

PLEASE QUOTE PRICES!
Sir,—I believe that thousands of motor cyclists will agree

with me that advertisers who use your excellent medium
would do far bigger business if they stated the prices of the

goods they offer in the advertisements. ,

They teU us all about the merits of their vfares and ask

us to write for " interesting booklet." This may be all right

in the case of new model solos or combinations where a pro-

spective buyer naturally does not make up his mind without

studying several specifications, but in the case of accessories

and "gadgets" generally, if he likes the look of a thing on
paper, and considers the price reasonable, in eight cases out

of ten he will get one from his dealer, or will write to the

advertiser direct, enclosing cheque or P.O. But he often

will not trouble to write twice.

I have dealt satisfactorily as a customer with several .of

your advertisers with good things to offer and who have the

"savvy" to state the price; but, on the other hand, the

advertising pages of my copies of The Motor Cycle are ear-

marked for months back as advertisements of things I

certainly need and should have bought long since no doubt

were it not for the annoying omission referred to.

It may be a small matter, but I believe that our big .cash

chemists and tea companies long ago recognised the fact that

people will not even trouble to cross the road to make a

purchase if they can help it, much less go to the trouble of

preliminary correspondence to get what they want.

Brighton. SUSSEX.

OD P
\ MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. '

1. England & Wales. 2. Scotland. S.London,
(Showing roads into and out of London and avoiding

London ) Set of three, complete in case .

.

'The Autocar" Map of England and Wales.
Dissected and folded in neat case cloth

Also on rollers (a good wall map) .

.

'The Autocar" Map of Scotland
"The Autocar" Map of Ireland.

Same styles and prices as above.

*The Autocar" Sectional Map of England and
Wales. Consisting of 24 loose sections on strong card.

In stout waterproof envelope .

.

(complete)

In leather case, transparent front

'The Autocar" Half Inch Map of England and
Wales. In 37 sections. Each section

'The Autocar" Map of South Eastern England.
In stout waterproof envelope

Post
free.

4/6 4/10

.2/5
12/6

13/-
13'

s;-
J5/-

3/6
In leather case, transparent from 15/-

IS/5

3(10
15/6

Obtamabie by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street„London, E.C.4

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls-
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, rumbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from qu '

'

A Stuck Rocker Arm.
I should be much obliged if?you would tell me if there is

anything one can do when the
-SJ make and break of a magneto

sticks in damp weather besides
taking it down and drvina; it.

—

D.B.H.W.

You will require to reamer out the bush
either by wrapping a piece of emery
cloth round a match or by using a suit-
able reamer. In a case of emergency the
tang of a file might be used, but this has
much too steep a taper. On no account
oil the part of the rocker which oscillates
in the bush.

Burnt' Exhaust Valve.

My machine is a 4 h.p.^ Triumph running with a sidecar

> on benzole, and I am experienc-
-2J ing great difficulty with the

exhaust valve, which bui-ns out
rather quickly. I am told this is

due to running on too rich a mixture.
Would you kindly give me your
opinion ? I may add that the seating
is good, and the valve lifts about ^in.

Also I find when running slowly, say
about ten miles per hour, and coming
to a corner where there is a big dip on
the road, the explosion blows back
into the carburetter. This also takes
place at times when running at low
speed and coming to a bit of very
bumpy road. To get over it I have
either to open the throttle or reduce
air, but find that opening the throttle
too suddenly causes the engine to
knock if running on petrol. I also
find the engine knocks when using
petrol if I try to accelerate up a
gradient. These knockings are absent
when using benzole, although I can feel
that the explosion is more powerful,
and cannot quite understand why this
is so. My carburetter is a Triumph
make, and is fitted with two sets of
holes against the jet. The smaller and
upper set can be closed with a slide. I
have tried with the slide open and
closed, and can observe no difference
in running.—C.B.

Too rich a mixture is quite probably the
cause of the burnt valves, as benzole re-

quires a great deal more air than petrol,
and it may be advisable for you to fit an
extra air valve of some sort between the
carburetter and the cylinder, but it is

perhaps better to try the effect of a
smaller jet first. Examine the inlet valve
fpiing. and see if it is weak. Your igni-
tion timing appears to be slightly too far
advanced. The contact breaker points
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should just be separated when the piston
is about one-sixteenth down the firing

stroke, with the spark lever in fully re-

tarded position. Benzole is a slower
burning fuel than petrol and requires a

higher temperature for ignition ; also the
explosion is not so violent, but quite as
powerful, so that it is not so liable to

cause knocking. The holes at the bottom
of the throttle barrel are the ordinary air

supply holes.

Dynamo Lighting.

I should be pleased if you
^1 would give me the following in-

5^ formation : Particulars of wiring
-SJ for Beiko dynamo when using

a head lamp and tall lamp,
either separate or together. The Berko
is driven by contact with the rear-

wheel tyre. The candle-power, volt-

age, and amperage of lamps needed
for head and tail lamp. Are these
dynamos satisfactory when used in

conjunction with a dry battery?
Would the ordinary pocket flash scrcAv

bulb be suitable for the tail lamp, or
Vfould it burn out? Particulars of

wiring for dynamo, dry battery, and
switch for using battery for both head
and tail lights when machine is sta-

tionary.—W.F.H.
Tha best way is to wire your head and
tail lamps up in scries. That is, take a
wire from the insulated terminal of the
dynamo to a switch on the handle-bar or
other convenient spot, from there to one
terminal of your head light, from the other
terminal of the head light to the tail

lamp, and connect the other terminal of

the tail lamp to earth, making a good
connection to the frame. Both terminals
of the head lamp must be insulated. The
other terminal of the dynamo must also

be earthed on to the frame with a wire.

In the above case use a four-volt lamp
taking | ampere for the head light, and a
two-volt lamp taking | ampere for the
tail light. These will give about 3 and 1^
candle-power respectively. The dynamo
cannot be used in conjunction with a dry
battery. You . could, however, if you
wished, use a dry battery for your tail

light only, and u.se the dynamo entirely
for the head light, when a six-volt lamp
bulb should be employed for the latter.

The bulbs used for the ordinary pocket
flash lamps must not be used in conjunc-
tion with the dynamo, but are suitable
where a dry battery is made use of for
the tail light as mentioned. To provide
a head light whe;i standing will necessi-
tate a separate battery, with its own
switch.

I questions bearing on technical subjects.

Disabled Rider.

Since I am unable to use my
left foot, could you let me have
a list of makes of motor cycles
which have no foot controls on
the left side, and which are also

fitted with a kick starter?—J.S.B.

Two prominent machines which have no
foot controls on the left side are the
P. and M. and the Enfield, but the latter

is started by handle. It may interest

you to know that Maudes' Jlotor Mart,
Great Portland Street, London, W.l,
make a speciality of conversions for

disabled riders. All you would require
would be the foot brake on the right-hand
side and a handle-bar-controlled clutch.

Mysterious Trouble with a Two-stroke.

My 2} h.p. 1916 two-stroke
Ixion was overhauled and taken
out for test. The machine
started off all right, and pimply
flew up a steep nill. I turned

round and came down the hill with the
air and throttle levers shut, but with
the engine under compression. On
reaching tho bottom I opened the

,

throttle, but the engine would not start,

and I had to wheel it home. Since then '

I have tried to get it going, but with
no result. The compression is good, but
with a hot plug and hot petrol injected
into the cylinder it will not fire.

Would it be of any use to take the
engine down and clean it again?—A.W.

It is impossible to say definitely what
the trouble is with your machine without
examination, but the first thing to do is

to remove the plug, and, by revolving the
back wheel, see if you get a spark. If

you get a good one you will know there is

nothing wrong with the ignition. Next
turn your attention to the carburetter,
and see if the jet is clear and the float

chamber floods easily; As you have tried
with petrol injections, however, this is

not likely to be the trouble. The timing
of the spark may possibly have slipped.
Check this by putting the spark lever in
central position,

_
turn the engine pulley

till the piston is at the top of its stroke,
when the magneto contact breaker points
should be just about to separate. If they
are not in that position., they will have to
be altered by uncoupling the magneto
driving sprocket and resetting the contact
breaker position. As the compression is

good, there is apparently nothing wrong
with the rings, and there can be no other
necessity, for taking down the engine
again. Observe whether the crank case
is airtight and if there are signs of leak-
age at main bearings.
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Magneto Shorting.

t should be glad if you could^ enlighten me concerning the mag-
> neto on a Scott macliine. When
-IJ pulling the back wheel round

with one hand on the frame I

can feel the current. I am experiencing
difficulty in getting it to start. The
spark at the plug, when testing, varies

a good deal, being sometimes good and
then poor. With the magneto spanner
on the brush terminals it throws a good
spark between magnets and spanner.

—

L.D.
Obviously, if you can feel the current
from the magneto all along the frame
when revolving the magneto, it shows
that the current is coming to earth or

short circuiting instead of passing along
the high tension wire to the plug. With-
out examining the machine it is very
dithcult to tell what is wrong, but you
sliould carefully examine the high-tension

table to see if the wire is exposed and
touching the frame. It might touch occa-

sionally and cause the poor spark which
you mention. Apparently there is nothing
wrong with the magneto itself.

Aid to a Beginner.

I have never dnVen a motor
"^ cycle (but have ridden a pedal

> bicycle for years), nor have I any
-LI knowledge of engineering. I am

contemplating purchasing a motor
bicycle and sidecar, and, as a prelimi-

nary, have been studying your book
" Motor Cycles and How to JIanage
Them" and reading Tlit Motor CycU-
for the last month or two, and also

seeking advice from friends who have
motor cycles. I am now in a quandary,

and am writing to you for advice. In

the book you suggest at least 5 h.p.

twin for sidecar work, but I see machines
such as B.S.A., Ariel, etc., %vith single

cylinders and less horse-ixiwer, advertised

as all that is necessary for sidecars, and
I also see many singles running which
seem to get along all right. (1.) Please

tell me the advantages, if any, of the

more powerful machmes. (2.) Refer-

ring to the book, how does one carbu-

retter supply the two cylinders of a

twin? (3.) Would it be advantageous
to fit a carburetter to each cylinder?

(4.) I often read " the engine is 74.5 X
80, 350 c.c," etc. What do these-figures

refer to?—A.R.B.
(1.) A single-cylinder motor Bicvcle and
sidecar of, say, not less than 3^ h.p., is

quite satisfactory for ordinary touring,

provided only one passenger is taken and
not much luggage, but when you take a

hea\-y passenger and a great deal of

luggage a 6 or 8 h.p. would be necessary,

and with such a reserve of power you
would be capable of climbing any hill in

the country, and hills abound wherever the

scenery is most attractive. (2.) The
carburetter is usually fitted with a T
shaped or Y shaped induction pipe, and
one carburetter is capable of supplying

two or even four cylinders. (3.) No ; it

would be wasteful and extravagant. (4.)

The figures mean that the bore—that is

to say, the diameter of the cylinder—^is

74.5 mm., and that the distance through
which the piston travels in the cylinder

is 80 mm. 350 c.c. is the piston displace-

ment in cubic centimetres. This is all

described in " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them."

Pte-ignition.

I have a 1914 2| h.p. Douglas.

^1 The other day I was testing it

^ for speed, and, having run at
-iJ 38 m.p.h., it suddenly began

firing in the silencer. After
about twenty yards of this, the machine
slowed down, and finally stopped. I

took out the plugs, and could find

nothing wrong. On restarting, it fired

evenly until I ran over 30 m.p.h.,

when the same thing happened. On
shutting off, the engine recommenced
smooth running, and continued so long

as the speed was under 30 m.p.h., the

engine seeming to have a strong objec-

tion to exceeding this speed limit. 1

should be glad if you would explain

the most probable cause of this trouble.—Lodge.
The trouble may be due to a partial

obstruction in the petrol pipe, which so

restricts the flow of petrol that when a

greater amount is required at high speeds

the supply fails and the carburetter

becomes empty. It is more than likely,

however, that you are using unsuitable

plugs, which cause pre-ignition. This

would also account for the symptoms j'ou

describe.
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RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Stalybkidgb to Birmingham.—P.H.I.

Stalybridge, Stockport, Altrincham,
Northwich, Tarporley, Woore, Stone,

Rugeley, Lichfield, Sutton Coldfield, Bir-

mingham.

Ealing to Bocen^mouth.—C.F.H.
Ealing, Richmond, Kingston, Esher,

Ripley, Guildford, Farnham, Alton, New
Alresford, Winchester, Romsey, Cadnam,
Lyndhurst, Hinton-Admiral, Christchurch,

Bournemouth.

Liverpool to Biemingdam.—H.W.H.
Liverpool, by ferry to Birkenhead,

Chester, Whitchurch, Hodnet, Welling-

ton, Crackley Bank, Galley, Brownhills,

Perry Bar, Birmingham.

Shrewsbury to Llandudno.—W.E.P.
Shrewsbury, West Felton, Llangollen,

Pentre Voelas, Bettws-y-Coed, Llanrwst,

Llansantffraid, Llandudno. Appro-xi-

mately 85 miles.

READER'S REPLY.
Timing a Two-stroke.

I note that B.C.O. cannot get his Levis

to run after an overhaul. I had ex-

actly the same trouble, being unable to

get the least sign of an explosion, after

trying all three grades of petrol, and

carefully checking the timing and elimin-

ating all air leaks. In the end I emptied

all the petrol out of the tank, filling up

with benzole, and, to my surprise and

joy, the engine started running with one

piill over of the back wheel. I generally

run with half benzole and half petrol,

but it will start up and run well on

petrol alone now, and invariably starts

within two yards, and without giving

an injection. What the original trouble

was I do not know.—R. W. Whallet.

NoEwiOH TO Middlesheough.-R.W.
Norwich, Hockering, East Dereham,

Swaffham, King's Lynn, Long .
Sutton,

Holbeach, Sutterton, Sleaford, Leadenham,
Newark, Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry, Don-
caster, Wentbridge, Ferrybridge, Aberford,

Wetherby, Boroughbridge, Thirsk, Ton-

tine Inn, Yarm, Stockton, Middlesbrough.

Bath to Pbn-t-Graiq.—W.W.
Bath, Chipping Sodbury, Wickwar,

Wotton-under-Edge, Berkeley, by train

via Severn Bridge to Lydney, Chepstow,

Newport, Caerphilly, Pontypridd, Pen-y-

Graig.- Approximately 50 miles.

CL.iYDON TO BAnnow-iN-FuKNESS.—W.D.
Claydon, Stowmarket, Ixworth, Thet-

ford, Mundford, Stoke Ferry, Kings'

Lynn, Long Sutton, Fosdyke, Swineshead,

Sleaford, Leadenham, Newark, OUerton,

Worksop, Aston, Rotherham, Wortley,

Penistone, Huddersfield, Halifax, Keigh-

ley, Skipton, Settle, Ingleton, Kirkby

Lonsdale, Kendal, Ulverston, Barrow.

^2^

^Kfl-S t.^^'^^-z.^"-

A Harley-Davldson put to strenuous use on a farm. We understand the machine performed

the work of hauling this heavily-weighted trailer with ease.
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Matchless Repair Works.

We are asked to sUite by Messrs. H.

Collier and Sons, Ltd., the manutactnrers

of Matchless motor cycles, that the Match-

less R.P.R. Works,' Regent Park Road,
London, N.W., are in ni^ way connected

with their firm.

British Motor Cycles in Denmark.

A notable success has been gained by
B.S.A. riders in Denmark. In the

Copenhagen M.G.'C. 400 miles race, first

and second places were secured by B.S.A.

motor bicycles. These machines were

the only competitors (motor cycle or car)

to complete the course within the schedule

time.

The A.B.C. Export Manager.

We are informed by the Sopwith
Aviation and Engineering Co., Ltd., that

they have just appointed Slaj. H. A.
Geaussent to take charge of the export

department for their A.B.C. motor cycles.

Maj. Geaussent is well known to many
of our Colonial readers, having been for

several years previous to the war expprt

manager for the Hutcbinson Tyre Co.

Economy oJ Two-strokfts.

The economy of the small ordinary

simple three-port two-stroke when properly

designed was well exemplified by the

198 c.c. Levis upon which Pike won a.

gold medal in the Victory Cup Trial.

Careful measuring of the fuel used by this

competitor revealed that his petrol con-

sumption was 132 m.p.g., which is very

remarkable, considering the nature of the

course.

Larger Factories.

The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Motor Com-
pany have now moved to larger works
at St. Thomas's Street, Newcastle. This
new factory is being organised for high
efficiency production of the N.U.T. motor
bicycle.

The Rotax Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.,

inform us that they have removed their

Birmingham works to much larger pre-

mises at Landor Street. These works are

purely a manufacturing centre, and all

correspondence should be addressed to the
head offices at Victoria Road, Willesden
Junction, N.W.IO.

Universoline.

Some reference was made in the issue

of May 1st to a preparation known as

Universoline, sold by Sterns, Ltd. The
preparation is for rendering joints, such
as valve caps, gastight, and also pre-
venting them from binding in the
cylinder. We lately had some difficulty

in removing the valve caps from a little

engine which was rather apt to get hot,
and after decarbonisation we treated the
valve caps with Universoline, after
which they were perfectly gastight, and
yet after considerable use they were
removed without difficulty.
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Monogram Co. Reconstructed.

Those motorists who proved the quality

of Monogra.m oil before the war will

be pleased to learn that the recon-

struction of the British Monogram Oil

Co., Ltd., has now been completed, and
a new company has been formed, under
the title 01 the British Monogram Oil

Co. (1919), Ltd., Stanley Works, Warple
Way, Acton, W.3.

A Patent Friction Drive.

We are informed by Jlr. F. C,
Beauvais', 9, Barent Road, Camberwell,
London, S.E.5, who is responsible for the

C.F.B. cycle car described in the issue of

April 10th, that the cone friction drive

used on that vehicle has been protected,

and patents are being taken out in respect

of the other special features, and also in

respect to the car as a whole. Jt is

anticipated that the first car will be on
the road at an early date.

Zephyr Motor Attachment.

We are asked by the Lo_)idon and
Westminster Industrial Syndicate, Ltd.,

8, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I, to

state that the Zephyr motor attachment
lias been protected by grant of letters

patent for , the United Kingdom and
abroad. An application has also been
lodged securing patent rights of the stand
illustrated in the issue of April 24th,

which will be of service for Zephyr and
other motor cycles fitted up by the

Syndicate.

A Useful Scheme.

JMessrs. Phelon and Jloore are sending
their representative, Mr. E. Lewis, to

visit all towns where there are P. and
M. agencies. He will be driving a

standard P. and M. sidecar outfit, and
will give demonstrations to prospective
riders, give advice to present owners of

P. and M. motor cycles, and help them
with any difficulty'^which they may be
experiencing.

This scheme is to be run closely on
the service lines which exist in the car
world, by means of which manufacturers
help those who have purchased their

vehicles for some considerable time after

delivery. "
~

The Creation of a New Industry.

We have received from Messrs.

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, Ltd., an
attractive booklet containing some ac-

, count of the creation • of . the .magneto
industry in this country after the out-

break of war. Before the war Messrs.

Thomson-Bennett were the only makers of

magnetos in England, and their output
was negligible compared with present-

day production. Our readers can obtain

copies of this booklet on application to

the above firm at Great King Street,

Birmingham.

The O.K. Junior Flat Twin.

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

of Hall Green Works, Birmingham; have
been very busy on special work in con-

nection with Handley Page, Sopwith, and
other makes of aeroplanes. They are one
of the few firms who are being ordered to

continue in this direction, and this will

occupy a. good section of their works for

some time. However, they are busy
completing the design of the new O.K.-
Junior horizontal twin 2| h.p. motor
cycle.

From Tanks to Lighter Vehicles.

Maj. Frank Vandervell, who has just

started in partnership with his brother
Lt. Percy, under the name of " Vandys,"
as motor agents, etc., at Pembridge
Gardens, Netting HiH Gate, was from
1902, and until the outbreak of war,
intimately connected with the electrical

firm of C.A.V. at Acton, of which his

brother Charles is the head. He v^as

mobilised two days before the declaration

of war (being then a member of the
Artists' Rifles), and served with dis-

tinction both in Gallipoli "and France,
first with the South Lancashire Regt.
and then with the Tank Corps, of which
he was one of the first six officers, and
received his majority in January, 1917.

Catalogue Received.

Messrs. Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kings-
wood, Bristol, have prepared a new book-
let describing their 4 h.p. model. This is a
most interesting publication, which should
strongly appeal to the many users of the

4 h.p. Douglas sidecar combination.

A meet of the Redditch M.C.C., composed chiefly of members of the staffs of the B.S.A.

and Enfield Co.'s.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

additional word. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.^—j-go"
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. and crossed.-

—

-—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All adveniLements m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the ofnces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by ihe Qrst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers* errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

\\'hen this is desired, the sum ot 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies most be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo.\ 000, c /o ".The Motor Cycle." Only the number
win appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo. c /o '•' Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

li.C.4. Replies to Box Nutnbcr advertisements containing
Tunxttanccs should be senl by registered post.

»e~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to' send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
l>ep<Kit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee -ot 2s, 6d. is charged: when under
£10 the tee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is wilUng to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eSect-

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaeh
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

EARLIE3T Deliveries of A.B.C.; book vour order

now.—Witham Bros., Newport, Wight. [1355

A .B.C.—Caflvne, Lt-d., Eastbonme, distributers for

A. Susses, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.
[0016

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, have contracted

largely for the new A.B.O. Order now for

e-irliest delivery. [5298

A .B.C.—Earliest deliTeries ; vour name on our hookA ensnips fhis.—Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Wholesale
Distributers, Stafford. [X9366

A.B.C.—We are now taking orders for the new A.B.C
twin; order now for earlv deli-very.-P. Ellis and

Co., 360, Lillie Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.
"

[8460

LrVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

inan, Et-i, 9. Parr St.. LiTerpooL [0e03

JONES' Garage.—We are in a position to accept
orders lor A_B.C. motor cycles; deposits optional;

delivery April or iTay.-Broadway, Uuswell Bill, N.
[0991

A.B.C—Distributors for Scotland. Book your orde:

now to ensnre reasonable date for delivery.—Edm-
'. t'ureh Pioneer Motors. Ltd.. 50, Grindlay St., Fdin
-. rrurgh. - [X8301

All letters relating to advertisements sh

'•«••••••«••••«

100, Gt. Portland St. ,

London, W.l.

Dear Sir,
We thank you for

your letter of enquiry
for earliest delivery
date of 1919 Motor
Cycles.

We are sorry to have
to disappoint you,
but deliveries are
coming through so
slowly, and we have
already booked so
many orders, which
must be dealt with
strictly in rotation,
that we are afraid it
would only lead you
to expect a machine
at an early date if
we accepted your
deposit.

We think it best to
be perfectly frank as
to the position, and
we are sure you will
understand that, if
we could help you, we
should have been only
too pleased.

If you care to con-
sider a second-hand
machine, we shall be
glad to forward you
our list.

Hoping to have the
pleasure of supplying
you at a future date.

Yours
faithfully,

MAUDE'

S

MOTOR
MART.

Telephone : Museum 557.
Telegrams :

" Abdicate, Wesdo, LondoB."

, a aaaaaaaassaasaa.••«•*•
ould quote the number at the end of each

IIVIPORTANT IMOTICE.
Owing to the Whitsun Holidays,

the issue of "The IVIotor Cycle"
for June 12th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.

All copy and instructions for

IVliscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must, therefore, be In

our hands not later than first post
on Thursday, June 5th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.BO.-Sole asents for these famous machinea.

Orders booked now for early delivery.—Chandler.

Reyre. aud Williams, Sun St., Hitchin. L0996

FANCOCTET'S Qaiace, Stamford, for A.B.C.'s: sole

distributing apent for Soke of Peterboro' and
County of Rutland; particulars and illustrations on

rptiuest. [X9721

A.B.O. — Book early and nreyent disappointment.

Speciflcation and full particulars will lie sent on

application.-The SpaldinE Motor Co., Ltd., SpnW'"/'
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. LXbSby

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Rd., Sheffield,

sole A.B.C. distributing agent for Sheffleld an.l

district, will give you earliest possible dehvery ot \l\a

new A.B.C. motor cycles and bgbt cars. [/.i/u

Abingdon.
31h.p. Abingdon K.D., new Amac carburetter, new

2 belt, good tyres, h.b.c., in good condition; £45,

or offers; after 7.-526, Devon Buildings, Tooley St.,

S.E. [1896

ABINGDON King Dick, 5-6h.p. twin. 1914, 3-apecd,

clutch, Bosch, Senspray, all in perfect order ex-

cept frame, which is broken ; what offers cash, or ex-

change for lower power.—N., 32, Lampton Ed., Hmins-

low. [1839

A.J.S.

JACK HEALT, Cork.-Offlcial A.J.S. agent.-Gn rage

and works, Drinan St. [S8336

TO 19 AJS. Combinations.—Write Merrick's Stores.

If 174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. 'Phone: 2439.
Li243o

in 16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, spare

ly wheel, lamp.!, mirror; £130.—Brock, 37, Hamp-
den Place, Halifax. ^ [X1880

10 16 254h.p. A.J.S., S-speed, clutch, kick starter.

ly lamps, horn, fine condition: £65.-12, Herbert

Rd, Plumstead, Kent 12142

A J S -For quick deliveries try the sole Leiceslei-

shiro agent. Will Chapman. 113, Belgrave Rd..

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. 13531

A J S Spares ; engine and gear box repairs ;
prompt

delivery.-Oyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wol-

verhampton. T.A.: Parts. \\oaB

A3 S —Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd-.

Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

liveries. I-"""'

A.J.S. 1917 Combination, recently overhauled, spare

wheel, hood, screen, apron. Klaxon, spare tube,

new seatless trousers, etc.; 138 gns.—Cooke, 32.

Church lid., Wimbledon. [2058

TO 16 A.J.S. 6h.p. Ooachbuilt Combination, luggage
XI7 grid, apron, 3-3peed, k.s., hand clutch, tyres

and machine as new; £120; letters only.—L.. 23,

Thornton Rd., Barnet, N. [2191

LATE 1916 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, hand clutch,

kick starter, Lucas dynamo Ughting set, spare

wheel new tyres, accessories, in beautiful condition,

little 'used; £155.-Wiggin8, Fellmonger, Witney.
LX140D

AJS 6h p. Combination, from the worka June. 1918,
'

'and purchased June 19th, 1918, acetylene lampo,

Lucas bulb horn, spare wheel, original covers, spare set

piston rings, ditto valve springs: a bargain at fl50:

no dealers by reanest.-J. E. Ponlsoa. Wheat She^f

Hotel, Cheadle, Staffs. [X1711

Alldays.

ALLON —Oaflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, for deUvery

shortly. [0017

ALLDAYS Matchless, Villiers engine. 2y2h.p., 2-stroke.

good condition: 30 gns.—Stokes, New Rd., Oundle,

Northants. [X:326

ALLON 2i/.h.p., 2-8troke. 2 speeds and clutch, horn,

and lamps, good condition.—7, Mayfleld Cottages,

Sundridge, Sevenoaks. [X1805

ALLON lato 1918, 2%h.p.. 2-speed, band clutch, leg

shields, mechanical horn, spare Dunloo cover,

new tyree, spare front mudguard, and all tools, guaran-

teed climb Portway. spare Voltalite lighting set, front

and rear; £55.—Cridland, Bamwood. Gloucester. Tel.:

27 Bamwood. LX1777

advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A3 5
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MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
Alldays.

AI.T.DATS 2-stroke, 2-Bl.fecl. 1917. only 500 liiil.'n.

P. an<! H. lumps, Sparton horn, in absolute new
condition; £50.-16, Cl«lL'iU(tnt Sii., X.l. (Neitr Antiel.i

[2288
1Q17 .Mldavs-AIIon, 2-'4li.p., maEl.. conntershaEt,
d-*f lamps, "Klaxon, nearly new: 46 gns.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebncr St., Wandsworth {Town
Station). [2029

Ariel

COUNTKRSnAFT Ariel, well equipped, as new; 68
6ns.-224a, Chipham Rd., S.W.9. 11745

CEOW Ilros,, Hicli St., (Guildford -Ariel agenls finre
1913. 1919 deliveries liavo begun. [5299

A lUEL, 3i;.h.p.. 1913, fine condition; £40.—llamil.
•^ ton, Burc:hetts Farm, Oi-kley, Surrey. [2222

AlilEL, 3''.h.p., T.T. sporting model: after 6.—10b,
IVabody Sq., Blackfriars Kd., London, S.E. [2165

1016 Ariel, 3V'»h.p., 3-speed. and sidnear, little used,LO eiecllctit condition: f 100.—H.M.D., 51, High
it.. O.tlord. (1870

ARIEL 1911 3Vjh.p., free engine and variable gear,
all accessories, ride away; £25.—Write 26, Park-

burst Rd., N.7. [1925

ARIEL, S'^h.p. and 6-71i.p. ; early deliYeries.—l''
Sijeaknijin, Ariel Expert, 7. Rochdale Rd..

Harpurhcy. MMnchester. [5269

ARIEL. 1912, 3',.ih.p., 2-speed Fitall gear, mechn-
.^ nif;illy iwrleot, first tyre still on iroiit wlteel,

500 niites since 1913; liest oyer £.55.-Bell-P:itterson.
Ecelefeclian. (X1897

1Q16 Ariel 6h.p. Combination, Best speedometer,
JLtF hmpii and horn, spares, including engine I'Uslies,

in i>erfe<t condition and running order; £100.—Athron,
South Elm.^all, Pontefrnct. [X1544

19

W

A.S.L.

14 A.S.L., T.T., 5-6h.p., ndjustablo pullev. Bqsch
inag-, >nfnir engine, perleot except tvres. 'too

fast for ornier, do over 60 m.p.h. in North Staffs, hills;
£45. or ue.Trest.-Finuiken, Bottom House, nejir Leep,
Staffs. [X1719

Autn- Wheels.
ALL Auto-Wheel, little used; £10/10.-148 Mel

fort Ed., Tliointon Heath. [1856

WALL Auto-Wlieel, all fittings and spares, in tip.
top order; f10.— Scholeficld. Middlewich. [X1334

AUTO-WHEEL, hardly been used, good condition;
£15.— Slienston, Leadhall Lane, Harrogate. [X1721

AUTO-WHEEL, attached 3-fpced Rflleigli, new tvres,
ic;idy to ride; £15.-7, Kmgsley Ed., Bedford.

[1878
TXTALL'S Auto-Wheel, in good order: liens, no
VV oflers.— B. Slessor, Eancar, Loumay, Aberdeen-

shire. [XI 351

ACTO-WHEEL (Wall), good order: 10 gns. also tan-
dem. lady-back.-BroT, 644. High Ed.. Norlmry

Terminus. [1944

A UTO-WHEEL, perfect order; fl4; bring cycle anda- ride away.—Hall, next Green Man Hotel, Whet-
itone, N.20. [1742

AUTOWHEEL, just tuned by expert, does 25 m.p.h •

flO/lO.-Bewers, 10, Hazelgrove Ed., Havwaid's
He;iti!, Sussex. "

[1891

A UTOWHEEL, splendid condition, mechanically and
CX enamel, also new spare tyre; 11 gns.—4, Approach
ftd., St. Albans. [2041

"VT^ALL'S Auto-Wheel and gent's bike, in good run-
VV ning order; £12, or separate.—4, Kersley Mews,

Bnttersea, S.W.ll. [1722

A UTO-WHEEL, 1916 B.S.A. Model do Luxe, as new,
.ii- not done 300 miles; £16/16, no offers.—74, Park
Ed., Uulwicb, S.E. [1975

WALL Auto-wheel, perfect; £8/10; or complete with
gent's cycle, fitted new tyree and tubes, £13/10.—

Witts, Eoyston, Herts. [X1853

W.\LL Auto-wheel, attached lady's B.S.A. bicycle,
new; cost 36 gns.: what offers.' must sell.—Box

1,060, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1535

WALL Auto-Wheel, Model de Luxe, and gent's 3-
speed cycle, good running order, good climber

;

U16/10.-72, I'enton St., N.l. [1976

Bat.

K-6h.p. Bnt C.B. Combination. 2-speed gear, clutch;^ £40.—D. 5. Chri.st's, Cambridge. [51727

I Q14 Ji;it-.Tnp 5-6h.p. Combination, in good condition;
i-*y b;irgaiu, 70 gns.—" Alvertoo," Gipsy Lane,
l.'.ikingbam. " [X15e4

£90; Bat-Jap 8h.p., with very fine sidecar, 3-speed
gear, lamps, speedometer and spares.—Seen any

time at 237, London Rd., Southend-on-sea. [1961

BAT-.T.A.P., 6h.p. 'twin, C.B. combination. 3-speed,
spring tnime, clutch, lamps, eti'. ; first cbeoue £55

se<ures; absolutely perfect.—^orth, 37, Montpelier Cick-
cent. Brighton. [XI 953

BAT-J.A.P., eh. p., 1914, 2-speed, kick starter, and
Canoelet c.b. sidecar, bowl. s<reen. lamps, bom,

rhole outfit stove enamelled black with grey tank, mud-
guards, and s.c. body, Binks carburetter. 6-60 m.p.h. on
top. a really splendid and smart outfit: £90.—Oliver,

Brantham Lodge, Friars Place Lane, Acton, W.3. [X1929J

A35 AH letters relating to advertisements sh

Sole London Agents for A.J.S. and BRITISH

EXCELSIORS.

Immediate Delivery

of

8 h.p. New Imperial

MOTOR CYCLES,
fitted with 3-speed counter-

shaft gear, kick-starter,

and clutch.

PRICE

£121-0-0.
Sidecars extra.

These machines are absolute^ new

and ready for the road.

SPARE PARTS.

Piston Rings for the following engines

stock

:

2j h.p. Levis pattern .

2i h.p. Villiers pattern

Diameter. Depth,

mm. in.

.. i

i

mm.

• 5

5 .. 6

2j h.p. Douglas pattern

4 h.p. Douglas pattern .

3,V h.p. P. & M. pattern

4 h.p. Precision Single

pattern

5 h.p. Precision Twin

pattern

2} h.p. A.J.S. pattern . . 74

6 h.p. A.J.S. pattern ... 74

2j h.p. J.A.P. pattern . . 70

4and8h.p.J.A.P.pattern 85

6 h.p. J.A.P. pattern .... 76

3S h.p. Triumph pattern . 85

(Postage 3d. e.Ktra.)

5l

5J

51

5l

4-75

6

Price.

Each'

1/6

, 1/6

. 1/3

1/6

1/9

1/9

1/6

1/.6

1/9

2/-

21-

21-

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.Cl.

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Gaiaee: Tottenham CourtBoaJ. 'Phone—:\Iii3eum. 12.10.

Telefirams— "Uyuametro, Westceiit, LonJon."

[BBflaaHiaBfl m^
ould quote the number at the end of each 2

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy,

/? li.p. Tiut Coachbuilt Combination, 2-Epeed counter*
y^ Bhiiit, clutrli, spring frame, occessories, excellent
inndition, £65; Canoelet obassis, £3; cane body, 10/-.

—Gerard, 10, Belmont Av., Kdmontou. [2023 "^

Blackburne.

CROW Bros.. Hiph St., Guildford, are old Blark-
bnrne agenta, and can givo early deliveries. [5300

BLACKBUENE.—Sole nfrents. Book now for enily
deliverv.—Chandler, Reyre and Williatna, Sun St.,

Hitfhin [0999

BLACKBimNE, 3',4h.p., 1914, Bosch, Senspmy. good
condition, reliable; £50, or best offer.—Smithy

Westacre, Droitwich. [X1S53

JONKS' Garage. — We can ocoopt orders toi all

models of Blackburne motor cyrlea; delivery
expected in April ; deposits optiouMl.—Broadway, ilns-
well Hill. [0992

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 1914 4'/ih,p., Gradua gear; £40, lowest.

-131, Western Rd.. Southall. [1850

BRADBURY, 1914, clutch model, good condition,
tyres and belt, sound; £39.-32, Fairacres Rd.,

Oxford. [X1832

BRADBURY, 1912. Armstrong 3-3peed, kick starter,
and Wolbrown sidecar; £45.—Porritt, Stationer,

llcckmondwike. [XI 862

BRADBURY, 4h.p., Boach, 2-!'peed, lamps, etc., ride
awav; llrst checjue securea; £45.—Slinn. 147, Peter

St.. St. Helens, Ljmcs. £X1588'

BRADBURY 4h.p.. light coachbuilt sidecar, 2-3peed
N.S.U., Hosch. .splendid condition; £52/10, hiirfiitin.

-135, High Rd., Wembley. [X1754

4 h.p. Bradbury, 1913, fixed engine, excellent order
throughout, unused 3 years; £30.—Booker. 13,

Gladstone Terrace, Epping. [1940

"IQ14 Bradbury Combination, 4J/ih.p,, N.S.U.. sot
J-*^ Lucna lamp, horn, splendid condition.—43a,
Arrow Rd., Devons Rd., Bow, E.3. [2155

BRADBURY.—For the earliest pos.sible deliveries of

1919 models try the sole Manchester agent, Tom
Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. [6652

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, pedal
starter, perfect order; £30.—Saturday afternoon

or Sunday, 1, Cotswold St., West Norwood. [2056

BRADBURY, 4h.p., single speed, enamel and plate
as new, tuned for speed; bargain, 40 gns.-The

Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [1994

BRADBURY, N.S.U. 2-Bpeed, guaranteed sonud, and
tnke sidecar easily: £32, or with Brampton gear

(needs changing) £26.-42, Priory Av.. Walthamstow.
[X1914

6 h.p. BTnidbury 3-3peed Combinotinn, 1914. Binks
cnrburetter, -3 new cover^^, in good running order,

only kick starter not in order; priie £55.—Rogers, St.

-John St., Whithorn, Wigtownshire. fX1792

BRADBURY, 4h.p., T.T. model, 1913, new belt, tyre
and tube, perfect condition ; £38.—Any trial

ilnring week-ends, at W. Davenport's, Whitchurch Rd.,
Banbury, neflr Tarporley, Cheshire. [X1E59

,

BRADBURY, 1913 (autumn), Villiers free engine,
llnsnh, good tyres, belt, tools. Miller lamp, ge.'ie-

rator, Lucas horn, 3,000 miles, splendid condtiion

;

oflers.-Price, Gwalia, Llanwrtyd Wells. [XI 541

4h.i). Bradbury (1913), free engine, enclosed valves,

speedometer, good tyres and belts, lamps, tools,

spares, everything readv for road; onlv wants seeing; seen

any time: £42.-33, Halstow Rd., Greenwich, S.E.IO.
[220& ,

Brough.

BROUGH early deliveries, sporting mount.—J. Blake -

and Co., Liverpool and Manchester, [X0439

Brown".

ih p. Brown, mag., Druids, B.B-: £22; sound tvTc?.
2 -13, New St., Wellington, Salop. [X17C9

BROWN 3Vih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds;
£32/10.—Dousinell, 32, Market St., Maidenhead.

[X1533
BROWN 3h.p., full accessories, in good running ordcj-;

£30, near offer.—Job, 16. Florian Rd., Pntney.
[1809

BROWN 3y'.b.p., Dixie waterproof mag. to fit, must
sell; 10 gns.—Kemp, Maypole, Southminster,

Cssex.
' '

[2170

BROWN, 2y2h.p., U.H., B. and B., good tyres; seen
running ;" £20.—McLeod, c/o 6, Millere Terrace,

St. Monanoe, Fifeshire. [X1579

BROWN 3V:rh.p. 3-3peed Combination, hand and fort

clutch, new October. 1914, with lamps and all ii<-

i-essories' 55 gns., no offers.- 5, Rainham Rd., Kensiil

Green, N.W.IO. [2019

BROWN SVsh.p., Bosch, Senspray, running order,

overhauled; good wicker sidecar; 5-6h.p. twin
/lanie and accessories; for quick sale cheap.-^87, New
Park Rd., Brixton. [2283

B.S.A.

BS A —Early deliveries from Turner Bros., 134, Upi er

Thames St., London, E.G. .
[1938

NEW B S-A.'s in stock; lUirnediate delivery Mclel
K.— Alexander. Agent. Wallasey Village. [1506

SA Z'/'h.p., lite new; £36; lamps, horn, Dunlop
tyr^C-259, Brownhill Rd., Catford, S.E. 6. [1971

3

B
vQrt:££2ient, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

XFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination; £120.-29. St.
Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. (C034

6h.p. Enfield Combinntion, 2-speed, Bosch t\rin. etc.

:

£75.—Bumsdall, Dig St., Ashbourne. [S.1322

ENTIELD 234b.p. Twin, splendid order: 35 pns.—
Saker. 42, Hanover Park, Peckham. S.E. [1853

Enfield, 1914, 2-speed, kick-start; £43, no
-31, Kichmoud Ter., Keiiniuptoi

Gate. [2356

ROTAL Enfield Twin, disc wheels, 2-speed; £45.—
Skew. "Wenham House, 'Woadbridge Rd., Guild-

ford. [1811

ENFIELD 2^4h.p. 1913 Twin. 2-speed, Bosch, receutlv
overhauled, good condition ; £35.—West, Avenue.

Donmow. [XISO?

ENFIELD 2^4h.p. Twin, perfect mnninp order: £35
—Write pjirticulars. Walker. Manor Croft. Work

sop, Notts. [Xl92e

ENFIELD 2"'ih.p., 2-speed. new tyres, chain drive

;

£56.-25 St Margaret's Ed.. ElmeTs End, Beoken
ham, Kent. [SlSOr
1014 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, new tyree, juat over-
J-i/ hauled, equal to new; £45.—Stratton, Evesha"
St. Eedditch. [2132

^3h.p, Enfield. 1911. complete with pedalHngr gem
/W* Uosch mag.; £12.—Copus, Palmers Cross, Bram-
'ey, Surrey. - [211:

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., electrical lightsXV guaranteed perfect; £125.—45, Bow Common
Lane, London. [2091

1 Q14 Enfiela twin, 23411.?., 2-speed, F.E. chain
Xt/ diive.-new Dunlops, perfect : £45.—4a, iMin -

George Rd., N. [233.^

1Q15 5h.p. Enfield, 2-speed. kick stnrt. ln:iir' .'!•'

X«/ horn, good condition; £50.—Wheeler, 61, Rnrlev
Ed., Sittingbourne, Kent. [X1230

ENFIELD Combination, 6li.p., mileage under 8,000;
£70; no oifers. Evenings.—Howe, Arnwood, CliK-

sea Grove, Leigh-on-Sea. '-" [2104

ENFIELD "oh.p. (late model), 2-speed, clutch, kiol

starter, Amac, lamps, beautiful condition : S3 gns.
—63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [2012

ENFIELD Combination, mileage 1,000, perfect,
speedometer. 3 lamps ; best over £130.—Box

.3,074, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1890

ENFIELD 1914 Sh.o. Combination, good conditinn
£90; seen in Stafford by appointment Saturday or

Sunday.—Macadam, Goal Butts, Eccleshall. Staffs.

fX1491
1 Q17 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., new condition,
jLk9 horn, speedometer, head light, generator, spare
lube; 125 gns.—59, Central Park Rd., East Ham.

[2042
ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed. splendid condition

£52/10; also 3-speed and reverse gear box, suit
belt drive cvcle car, £7.—13. Osberton Rd., Retford
Nott=; [X1846

ENFIELD Lightweight 2Sih.p. twin, 2 speeds, chain
driven. Bosch mag., B. and B. carburefier. nice

order.- £55.—Bate, Brook Lynn, Golbome. Newton-le
. Willows, Lanes. [1947

ENFIELD, 3h.p., late 1916, brought up-to-date, new
wide tank, front belt rim brake, new rear Dunlop,

lamp eet. horn, all tools; 60 gns.—Letters, Smith, 19,
Princes Sq., Eayswater. [1890

ROYAL Enfield Combination, 6-8h.p., late 1917.
not done 250 miles, absolutely as new and

guaranteed, all hills on top 3 up; £135.—George, 28.
Burgate, Canterbury, Kent. [X1835

"Q19 Enfield 2i:ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-3peed, mileage under
Xt7 100, with second-hand head lamp and generator,
"horn, mirror, watch and holder; complete, £54.—
Box 3.073. c/o The Motor Cycle, [1847

"I Q 16 Enfield Combination, new condition, lamps.
Xt? tools, horn, reflector, speedometer, wind screen,
apron, deck, foot wairmer, spring luggage grid, spare
tyre, 2 tubes, chains, etc.; £120.-103, Finchlev Rd.,
N.W.3 - [X1834

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, with hand Klaxnr
and speedometer, but no lamps, almost new condi-

tion, overhauled, fast, excellent appearance, and well

tvred: lowest price £110.—The Layton Garages, uicester
Oson. 'Phone: 35. [1939

LATE 1917 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Lucas dynamo
lighting. Cameo wind screen, new light car tyres

and tubes all round, beautiful condition, perfect £155
or modern lower power part.—Rose, 14, Cyprus St., Glnhf
Ed.. Old Ford Ed., N.E. [2067

Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior: place orders now.—J, BInke
and Co., Liverpool and Manchester. [S0441

EXCELSIOR 7-9h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, in soofi

f'oudition ; price £110.—Heekford, 25, Fredericl
St., Birmingham. [X195r

EXCELSIOR 3iAh.p., good tyres and belt, B.B. car
bnretter. Xl'all saddle and forks. Bosch mag., onlv

rponires fitting: £12.—B., Banthwaite, The Crescent
Belmont. Sutton. [193',

1 Q15 American Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., navv
X*/ blue, C.B. sidecar, 3-speed. kick start, dynamc
lighting, elef;tric horn, 750x90 tvres, nearly new; £100.
-Charles. Baker. Landore. S. Wales. [1852

IBgHgBI

itti

TYRES
Special

Clearance
Lines.

All snoods sent on seven
days' approval affainst
remittance.
A 3/. OUTFIT is presented
Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding £1.

COVERS.
BATES—

Our List

Prico. Price.
^^ ^ 2i special heavy .. 45 /- 58 /-

GOODYEAR—
26x2 heavv fiiamond s^tudded
26V2i

28/6 Pre-

41 /6 Wat
Prices.

2S X 2J forsS V 3 rim,rubber studded 40 /-

29X2J oversize for 28X2iriin,
rubber studded " .. 42/-

FIRESTONE—
23 X 24 beavy non-skid 37/-

(For Indian Machines.^
65)-

B

LEVLAND—
26X 2i extra heavy, S-r^bbed 37/6 57/6
26x21 „ 40/- 60/-

26.<2i „ 45/- 65/-

28 X 3i (oversize for 28 x 3) 65/- 85/-

26 X 21 (oversize for 2h x\mi\ 70^- 50/-

BEST MAKES—
Cannot advertise name.

700 X So beavy ribbed 55 /- 71/3
700 X 80 heavy rubber studded ..50'- 71/3

(Oversize for 650 ' 65 rims.)

TUBES.
Bates, Goodyear, Firestone, etc.

26x2 6/- 8/9 28x3 10/- 13/6

26X2i ...6/9 101 28X2iX2i 8/- 11/6

26x74.. .7/- 11/- 650x65 10/- 13/-

26X2i 8/- II /6 700X50 12/6 16/-

28x2^ 8/6 12/6

BELTS.
AU inaite- in Stock at special prices.

Best English make 6£t lengths by lln. 1 /3 per tt.

5ft. lengtlis by jin. 1 /I per ft.

\V' can =upply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, to any required lengths.

Owing to removal of petrol restric-
tions largely increasing- our orders,
we respectfully claim the indul-
gence ofour customers. Ordersare
being executed in strict rotation
as Quickly as possible.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

AMERICAN Exrelsior Combination. 1916, comiilpf"
witli dynniilo liKliting, speedometer, horn, iml

done 1.500 mile.s; any trial: £120.—Crabb and FiiVi^l.
Water Lime. Hifh St., Watford. [X177)

Fatnlr.

FAFNIE SV^h.p., free engine, lamps, horn, new
tyres. Bosch mag., accessories, guaranteed per-

fect; £20.-45, Bow Common Lane, Bow, London.
[2089

F.N.
4-OYL. F.N"., 5-6h.p.. single speed, in running order.

-104, Ploufli Ed., Batterseii. [2123

F.N". 4-cyl. Motor Cvele,'^nund running oraer; £28/10.
—133. Caml.erwell New Ed., S.E, 5. [2080

fQll F.N"., 4-evl., in good order; bargain, £30.—
i-if Earl, The Vale, Hainpstend, N.W.3. [2158

F.N. 2l^h.p. 2-5peed. shaft, little used, in fine con-
dition : £20.—Bellairs, Brausgore, Ciiristchuri-h.

[X1992

F.N., 5-6h.p., shaft drive, engine tuned up, new-

tyres. Bosch mas., take sidecar; £20.—E. Fo\Yler.

Arlesey, Beds. [2225

F.N.. late model, 5-6h.p. 4-cyl., enclosed, Bosch, 2

speeds, disc clutch, dropped frame, enamelled
red; bargain, 58 gns.—Below.

F.N. aV2-5h.p., 4-cyl., mag., dropped frame, nearly
new 'tyres; 36 gns.—Wandsworth Motor E.\-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [2031

5h.p. 4-cyl. P.N., fixed gear, drop back frame, re-

enamelled, new tyres, new gudgeon pins, and all

bearings taken up, new condition ; £30, or offer, bar-

:^ain.—HoUoway, Lee Cottage, Stapleton, Bristol. [XI 943

P.N. , 2V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Boeoh, B. and B.,

engine just overhauled, perfect running order, will

plate and enamel to^snit purchaser; ready in two weeks
after purchase: £38.—Tombs, 36, Matlock Ed., Caver
sham. [2166

Gradior.

GEADIOE 231h.p. Light Motor Cycle, F.N. engine,

Palmers, Brooks, spring forks; £24.—Jervis, 3,

Common Ed., Stafford. [X1884

E!!.

1
S lli

^] 2|4 Vanxhall Bridge Road,sw
a """

Victoria, 1

\

Grandex.
GEANDEX-PEECISION, 2^4h.p., 2-speed: bargain.

£30.—Earl, The Vale, Hampstead, N.W.3. [2159

2ih.p. Grandes-Precision, mag., Druids, now built

;

2 £24.-13, New St., WelUngton, Salop. [X1760

GEANDEX-PEECISION, 1914, 2h.p., 2-8peed, lamp,

generator, not used since March, 1917: £20, or

near offer; seen any time before 9.30.—78, Mitfoid Ed.,

^ii^gsdo^Tne Ed., HoUoway, N. [X1548

GRANDEE Special, 1915, 4V4h.p.. Precision, 3-speed.

kick start, clutch, drip feed, etc., and coach
sidecar, wind screen, luggage and petrol carriers, any
trial; would separate; best over £65.-2, Linden
Villas, Prince's Rd., Weybridge. (2005

~| Q14 Qrandex-Precision, 4i4h.p., powerful. 3 speeds.

Xt/ clutch, T.T. bars, lamps, horn, 2ft. lOin. coppei

exhaust, speedometer (not in working order), also fur-

lined sheep'swool m.ackintosh; £45; giving up riding.—

W. Pattison, Twydall Crossing, GiUingham, Kent. [1800

Harley-Davidson.

HAELET-D-AVIDSON 1915 Combination: £75: seen

by appointment.—Arthur Cann, Lake Villa, Brad-

worthy. North Devon. [1728

HAELEY-DA-VIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., late

1915, new coachbuilt sidecar and tyres, spiendiii

condition, Bosch mag.; £30.-122, Coventry Ed.. Ilford.

[2146
-| 015 Harley Combination, 3-speed, mag., model,

-L«7 splendid condition; 110 gns.; modern solo con-

sidered part exchange.—Grasmere, Glencairn Park Rd.,

Cheltenham. [X1986

HAELEY-Di-VIDSON. late 1915. llh.p.. complete

with coachbuilt sidecar, standard grey colour, ex-

cellent condition: £125, or nearest offer.—James fiar-

ases. Church Stretton. [X1900

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9Il.p,. late 1915 electric

model, lamps and horn, speedometer, clutch. 3-

sneed, kick start; £90.—Curtis, 18, St. Thomas Rd.,

Finsbury Park, N.4. [2004

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, 3 speeds,

dynamo lighting, electric bom, spare chains (un-

used), hood, screen, original tyres, unused 2 years: £140:

any trial.-37, Meath Ed.. IHoid. [2162

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, elec-

trically equipped, mag. model, good condition

throughout, ready ride away; £115; good solo taken

part exchange.—J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Wilts. [2108

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1917, sidecar, 3

speeds, clutch, kirk starter, mag. ignition, C.A.V.

lighting set, recently overhauled, tip-top condition, very

fast; would change tor Douglas 2%li.p. and cash on

agreement; £150.—H. O. Moller, School House. Fel-

sted, Essex. [X1790

1 Q19 Electric Model Harley-Davidson, just delivered.

JL*y special sidecar with child's seat, electric side

light, sikeedometer, wind screen. Cape hood, hood bag.

etc.; best offer over £200 secures; cost considerably more
tlirin sum mentioned; full insurance included.—Write,

H D , 48. Alconburr Ed., Brook Ed., Clapton, E.5.

1 'Phone: Dalston 3458. (1851

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3U
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HOBART, 1L_ . -.-. ....
dropped li-ame, good condition, really cheap.

ens., carriage paid.—Wilson. 36. Coney St., YorK,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarleyDavidson.

HAEI.Ey-li.\VIII.-;ON Conil.iniition. 7-91l.p.. 1915.

flectrii- inodtl. littlo iisoil, ;uiil in flrst-cliiss cnu-

<inion- £125: liphtweiKht Bolo iis pnrt I'XCluiURi.- '-"n-

•idtred.-Daniels. 46, Cplon Lnne. Forest Unte, 1.:.7

[Xlo40
Hazlenood.

BAnGAIX.-2\li.p. 3-5pe«d Ha/l-wootl (J.A.P.I, splcii-

did condition tlirouelioiit : £30.—Arlington, Lcn.s.
(1873

Henderson.

HEXDEHSON 4-fvl. -Official distributers, J. Blake

and Co., Liverpoel and Mancliestor. [X0439

HEXPEnSON.-Cvt-n,'t Rear Car for Henderson. ;i»

in • The Jlotor Cycle," March 6lh, new, first one in

Enplaiul. Cape top, front screen for driver, 28in.>:3iii.

G'fodvenr. Mne streak, owner in similar ear 47 I'-ii-

Kith 2 ndnlts and 2 children in car : on view Coluiore

Motor Cvde IJepot, I'aradise St.. Liverpool; £46, or

would exchange for any good make 4 or 5h.p. c.vcle.—

Cioucher, 1, O.xford Kd., Southampton.
,

(D) [9622

Hobait.
2'^h.p., 3-spced, clutch, with

-" - - 32

[2227
Humber.

T Q14 HuniHer, SVL-h.p., 3-6peed, good condition: 50
X«/ gns.—Swain, Southam Rd., llanburr. [1734

IQ14 Humber, Rock gear, SV-h.p., good condition:
J-V £30.—J. S. Nicholas, Terbeston, Begelly, Pern.

[X1401
HCilBER 3'Mi.p., 2-speed. almost new. perfect order;

£35.—rumell, Worcester St., Kidderminster.
[X1527

Oh.p. Ligbtweiglit Humber, not done 1,000 miles.
/^ enamel, etc., as new. good goer; £32.—Scholefield,

Middlewich. rxi335
3ih.p. Humber 3-speed Oufit, just overhauled, all

2 working parts as new; £70.—J. Burloot, W'ood-

honse, Ajidover. [2211

HUMBER Lightweight, Dnnlops. B. and B...Eise-
mann mag., recently tnned; £26.-6, Royal Ter-

race. Southport. [XI 780

3ih.p. Humber, chain drive, perfect running order:
2 first cheque £16 secures.—309, Two Mile Hill,

Kingswood, Bristol. [2179

HUMBER 3V.h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, coachbuilt
sidecar an^ spares, splendid condition; accept

£65.—E., 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [2187

piston,
£30.-

Hnnter,"!, Barton Rd., Walton, Liverpool. [X1852

3Xh.p. Humber and C.B. sidecar, S.A. 3-speed huh
2 and clutch, splendid condition; any trial; £60.—

Greenwood. 40, Kidderminster Rd . Croydoq. [1921

HUMBER 1915 3V',h.p. Combination. 3-speed. clutch,

K.S.. Millford OTB. sidecar. 3 lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, perfect condition, as new; £90.-8. St. George's

Av.. Ealing. [2258

HUMBER 6h.p., water-cooled, brand new. all-black

combination, 3 lamps, F.R.S. accumulator set. East-
ing wind screen, and spares; £140.—Bums, Urummond-
hill, Inverness. [1781

-|Q17 3V>h.p. Flat Twin Hnmbcr and Sidecar, 3-

i-U speed countershaft, all chain, clutch,- tyres and
lamps new; £80. After 7 p.m.—Roden, 5, Burton
At., Watford. [2103

3Xh.p. Humber Combination, 2 speeds, handle start,

2 trial any hill, engine, enamel, plate, perfect,

£50: also Fulford cane body, £1; no offers.-43, West-
ward Rd., Chingford. [2252

-IQ 14-15 Humber SV-h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
Xtl start, clutch, sriperior roomy underslung coach-
built sidecar, the whole unscratched, stored; £75.—
Write, C.C.F., 2, Madeira Park, Tunbridge Wells.

[2027

HUMBER 3',jh.r., 2-speed, handle start, lamps, hoiu.

tools, and coachbuilt sidecar, ready for road: best

oBer over £55- seen 8.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., or alter

6 o'clock.—A. Florence, la, Farnan Rd., Hopton Rd..

Btrcatham. [1723
Indian.

IXDIAX, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, coachbiult sidecar; 85 gns.

—245, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. [2215

IXDl.-VX, 5-6b.p., clutch model, running order; £59.
—Costa, 1, Victoria Rd„ Brighton. [2186

POWERPLUS Indian Corabinntion, smart lot, fast

;

125 gns. 245, Hammersmith Rd, W.6. [2214

IXDIAX 5-6h.p. 1915 Combination, perfect order:

f 110.—Box LI. 533, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2310

X-6h.p. Indian. 1915, clutch model, sporting combina-
O tion, 3 speeds; £70.-112, Buiy Park Rd., Lutou.
Beds. [2021

IXDIAX 7-9h.p. Clutch Model, lamps, mechanical
horn, good condition: £50.—Bromley Oswell. Hnd-

ley, Salop. [X1788

IXDIAX Combination 7-9h.p., electric light set, gfjorl

condition: £83; after 3 p.m.—74, Branrbleburv

Ed.. Plnmstead. [1979

"I Q15 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, hand and foot clutch,
^*y kick starter, long exhaust, excellent condition;
best over £65.—New, Ridgmont. Farnborough, Hants.

(2156

Q3.h.p. Twin Humber, 3-speed, F.E., new cyl.,

^4 •. pulley, tyres and belt recently fitted; £30.-

^'Deliveries
in Sequence."
In consequence of Ihe limited output and
spasmodic deliveries of motor cycles during

the present '* Reconstrurtion Period," we
regret it is not possible to quote our clients

more than approximate delivery dales. We
are, however, able to assure intending pur-
chasers that we are in a position to supply

with a minimum of delay, as our contracts for

all the most desirable machines are large, and
were placed early enough to ensure preference.

We shall be pleased to give the fullest possible

information concerning the following, and if

your order is placed with us, you will have the

advantage of knowing that you will rereive

absolutely foir treatment, as we do not, under

any circumstances, depart from our intlexible

rule of " Deliveries in Sequence."

MOTOR CYCLES.
ALLON, 2-stroke.

A.B.C., 3 h.p.

ARIEL, iVh.p.
ARIEL, 6 h.p.
BLACKBURNE, ^^'i h p.

BLACKBURNE, .) h.p.

BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p.

BROUGH, 3> h.p.

BROUGH, 5 h.p.

B.S.A. 4j h.p.

CLYNO, 2-stro'Ke.

CLYNO, 8 h.p.

DIAMOND, 2^ h.p.

JAMES, 2-stroke.

JAMES, 4.{ h.p.

JAMES, fi h.p.

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.

METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke.

NEW IMPERiAL, 2.1 h.p.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.

NORTON, 3'. h.p.

NORTON, 4 h.p.

N.U T., 3.'. h.p.

OMEGA, 2?, h.p.

ROVER, 3S h.p.

ROVER, 6 h.p.

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2 1 hp
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h p.

ROYAL ENFIELD, C h.p

RUDGE, 3! h.p.

RUDGE, 3 h.p.

SUN, 3 h.p.

TRIUMPH, 2} h.p.
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.
TRIUMPH, 3." h.p.
ZENITH, 5 h:p.

ZENITH, 6 h.p.

SIDECARS.
CANOELET ; delivery 14 days.
EMPIRE ; delivery 7 days.
GLORIA; delivery 4 weeks.
MILLFORD; delivery April

SWAN ; delivery 7 days.

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K. two-seater.

G.W.K. four-seater.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
OfEciai Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

418, Romford Boad, Forest Gate, E7
Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams ;

" Egaraco, Londcn.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

5-6h.p. Indian Combination, clutch model, just l>eiug

overhauled: £48/10.—Atkinson, Glasshouse Mills,

Patelev Bridge. rX1574
IKDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914. clutch, very fast, excellent

.

condition; £60 lowest; after 6 p.m.—Richardson, J

74, Tulse Hill, S.\V.2. [1996

IXDIAN, 5-6h.p.. lamp, horn, accessories, fast and
^iowerlul. excellent condition, like new; £55.—Box

3,065, c/o 77ie Mutur Cycle. [X1730

LIVEEPOOI, and District Agents for Indian. Place
orders new to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

man, Ltd., 9, Parr St., Liverpool. [0002

"|fil5 Indian, Millford sidecar, 7-9h.p. road racer,

-Lt/ clutch model, speedometer, lanjps, and horn; £70.
-10, Stockwcll Park Ed.. Chipham. [1817

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

spring frame, good order; £65; Douglas part ex-

.hange.—Graham, Sprig Rd., Wrexham. [1968-

INDIAN, 4h.p., clutch model, spring frame, over-

hauled, re-enamelled, erjual ne*. fast.- emart
machine; £45.-^lyde, Burnside, Shere, Surrey. [X18S4

1(1115 (late) 7-9h,p. Indian Comhination. hood, screen,

-L«? elet^trio lamps, horn, jnst overhauled, unused smce
1917; 90 gns. -Hills, 18, Albert Ed., Canterlftiry. [1784

1015 Indian, stored 3 years, 3-speed, clutch, kick
-It/ start, 7-9h.p., lovely condition; £78.—Apply,
Brynmaer, Throwley Ed., Sutton, Surrey, after 6 p.m.

[2299
1015 Indian, spring frame. 7-9h.p., 3-Bpeed, and
1 tJ MiUs-FuHord coachbuilt sidecar, excellent

'uachine, good tyres; £100.— S. B., University College,

Oxford [1869

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerclue. lat« model, and smart
Bramble sidecar, good condition throughout; pri-

vately owned; what offers?-J. Barker, Lyth Hill.

Shrewsbury. [X1726

1Q15 Model C Indian, overhauled by manufacturers
i-U this month, combination. 7-9h.p. ; £125, or would

consider exchange for new Ford car.—Cole, 198, High
Ert., Illord. [1885

INDIAN 7-9h.p. T.T., 2-spced, clutch model, garnged

3 Tears, thoroughly overhauled, very fast, lamps,

iiorn, etc.; first £60 secures.—Rutland, 18, Deodar Rd.,

I'utney, S.W. 11981

WHAT OSers tor nearly new Indian and sidecar, every

possible accessory, spare handle-liars, etf^--Chauf-

feur, The Junipers, Woodmansterne, Surrey. Tel.
: J.Q.

,5 llurgh Heath. [1860

My Pet Indian, 1916, 7-9h.p., T.T., will do 70,

m.p.h., bought new 1917, plating, enamel, tyres,

perfect; £80 or nearest.—Tapstone, Church Rd., Farn-

borough, Hants.
,

[2009

INDIAN 1914 T.T. Clutch Model, speedometer,

lamps, accessories, jDerfect order, very ^ast, owner
eturning New Zealand
Walton-on-Thames.

£ 65.—Berks, Bridge St.,

[2048

road racing model.7-9h.p. Indian, 1915 (October),

clutch B. and B. carburetter, recently thoroughly

overhauled; £65; after 6 p.m.—Weedon. Lynden House.

Benhill St.. Sutton. Surrey. [2073

INDIAN 5-6h:n., 3-specd, and clutch model, absolutely
,

flrst-class ruachine. as new. fast, silent, and powei-

ful- £80,—Aeropnrts Manufacturing Co,, Albion \yolk6,

Alliion St,. King's Cross, London, N.l. [1933

INDIAN Combination, 3-speed, 1915, 7-9h.p., com-
pletely equipped; English controls, lamps, etc.,

ma-'nificent condition and appearance; £115.—Long-
man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : 1578
Chiiwick. (2085

LATE 1915 7h.p. Indian Powerplus, 3 speeds, K.S,,

hand and foot clutch, torpedo sidecar; reason sell-

ing, too fast for owner; £100, or exchange lighter com-
Ijin.ation : seen any day between 3 and 5.—Persson. 56,

Lower liennington Lane, S.E. [1855 ,

RED Indian 1914-15 Combination, spring frame, 2-

speed clutch, new tyres, speedometer, lamp sets,

hood and screen, owned and driven by an engineer;

best offer over £90.-71, South Side, aapham Com-
mon, S.W. 'Phone: 322 Brixton. [2180

Ivy.

Oihp Ivy 2-stroke, late 1915; £35; give cash, ex-

/*2 change Indian.— 1, Percy Rd., Hampton, Mid-

dlesex. [1920

rai4 4h.p. Ivy-Precision. 3 speeds, clutch, coach-

•/ built sidecar, powerful; any trial; £65.—Wadlow,
Chislchuist Ed., Orpington. [2233

.lumes.

JAiMES 1914 big single 4Kh.p,. 3-speed. F.E. com-
bination, C.B. powerful; £78.-48, Prince George

Rd., N. [2338

JAMBS,—Sole agents for Hertfordshire, 1919 ma-
chines in stock.- Chaadler, Eeyre and Williams,

Sun St,. Hitchin, [0997

3Jlh,p, 3-speed 1913 James Canoelet Combination,
2 Bosch, sound condition, only done 1,500 miles,

engine just overhauled; £65,—Seen, 189, Gt, Westem
Ed,, Aberdeen. (51885

JAMES 4'4h,p- 3-Bpeed 1916 Combination, coachbuiH

Canoelet sidecar, with extra silencer, recently over-

hauled at a cost ol £20, lamps, horn, and speedometer;
£78- seen at any time by appointment—Wright, 16,

Oazenove Ed,, Stoke Newington, N,16. 'Phone: Dal-

rton 2429.
' 1-1873

A40 AI! letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement,, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M

P.
AND M., just delivered, unoTfited. lamps, born

:

buvinir cut; befit offer over £85.—Box 3,057, e/o

The Motor Cycle. [X1329

P.
AND 31., 3i'.;h.p., Tvicter sideear, 2-speed, olutoh,
kick start, accessories; £60: stored since 1916.—

The Hawtliorns, Qerrnrd'.'? Cross. Bucks. [1836

P. and M.. 2-spced. Bosch mas.. P. and M. carburetter,
iu pood runuius order; £50. first cheque secures.-.-

ilr. F. Upton, 25, Monk Bridge Kd., Headingley, Leeds.
[1727

Peco.

PECO 2.stroke. 2^4i.p., in good running order, 2-speed
couutershait, tj-res good, 1,900 miles, vrith lamps:

45gns., or nearest.— 63, Conway Rd., Soutbgate, N.14.
[2305

Peugeot.
K-6b.p. Peugeot Twin Concbbnilt Combination, 2
t» speeds. Boscb, B. and B. : 48 gns. ; trial by ap
I'Ointmeat.-Gibson, 101. Springbank Rd.. Hitber fireen,
London. S.E.13. [2265

P.F.
TD.F. 6-8h.p. Twin Combination, wicker sidecar, chain
J- drive; £28. offers.-Joyce, 1, Soirtoris Rd., Ensh-
den. [174,

Precision.
"I Q14 Precision 4i4h.p., Chater-Lea frame and wheels,
-t." Ko.^ch mag., adjusbible pulley; £35.-7, Alma Ed.,
Entield Wash, iliddlesex. [X174'
'TOP.rEDO-PEECISION SV-b.p.. good running order,
J- new belt. C.A.T. mag., lamps,- born ; bargain, £25
-Heath, 2, Rusbton Rd., Burslem. (A.1946
Q.ab.p. Precision, late 1914, 3 speeds, clntch, com-^* piste with spares and lamp; £40, no offers

—

Karu. 4. Cornwall Parade. Church End, Knchley. [1893

Premier.
"pEFMIEE. 3i-,h.p., 5-speed, clutch, in perfect order-
-•- £45.-10, iljlton Ed., Old Ford, E,3. [1894
pEE.MlER Lightweight Clutch Model, good tyres

-

-«- accept £34/10.-E., 277, CamberweU Ed. [2188

"pEEillEE and Sidecar, 7h.p., 3-speed. clutch- ride
-»- away; £55.-19. East St., Bexley Heath. [S;i487

pEEillEE, 2iih.p., 2-speed, Boscb, B. and B.. per-
-^ te.t machme; £39.-13, Victoria .Ed., Deal.

"PREMIER 31/ih.p., Sturmej 3-speed, clutch, been
-»- stored; £40.—Box Ll,537, 0/0 the Motor Cycle.

pREinER 3M.h.p., T.T. engine, Philipson pulley,
«- - powerful machine; £45.-15, Wickbam Rd., S.E.4.

[2243
3ih.p. Premier l»st and reliable, Bosch, splendid

a condition; 36 gns.-18, Kelmore Grove, East
Dulwich, S.E. [1997

PEEillEE, 2;!ib.p.. condition as new. Bosch mag.,
new covers, low mount; £32; after 7.30—147,

Eavensbury Ed., Earlsfield.- S.W. [1864

PEEillEE, SlAb.p.,- 3-speed. 1914 model, excellent
machine; £52.—Longman Bros., 2, Kin"'=

^Parade. Acton. 'Phone : 1573 Chiswick. [2088

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Twin, 3-speed gear box, kick
start clutch. Ivy sidecar, hood and screen, really

beaatiful outfit, sound; £110.—Longney, Oswestry.
[X1939

TDREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 3y,h.p.,
-*- 3-speed, clutch, hood, screen, stored during "war,
first-class condition £70.—Highfield, Chase, Couls-
don, Surrey. . [2092

PREMIER Si/^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, with sporty tor-
pedo sidecar, side entrance, luggage and petrol

carrier, good condition, stored 3 years; £45.—136
Oakfield Rd., Penge. [1927

PEEillEE 3'/2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, new belt
new tvres. gears and motor been thoroughly over-

hauled, complete with coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Isaat
Richards, Ebosymedre, Eu.abon. [X1776

PREMIER, 3V!;h.p., 3-speed, h.b.r. clutch, Watford,
mirror, horn, P.H., Bosch, Senspray. new tyres

and belt, tools, spare-?, stored 2 years ; call after 6 p.m.
—Howse, 37, Warrington Crescent, Maida Tale. [X1583

3ih,p. Premier and Sidecar. Grade gear- Simms mag.,
2 engine recentlv rebushed, lampsj horn, and spare

tyre; 38 gns.—Edwards, 76, Hunterhouse Ed., Sheffield.

[X1849
PEEMIER 3V2b.p., 1914, countershaft, coachbuilt com-

bination, wind screen, apron, luggage carrier, elec-

tric lighting, tools, spares, new Dualops; £65.-109.
Onslow Gardens, Wallington, Surrey. [2072

PEEMIEB, 1913-14, in fine condition, S'/ih.p.,

stored 4 years B. and B. carburetter, Bosch
mag., clutch, pedal start, P. and H. lighting set, tyres
£Ood, ready to ride anywhere; best offer over £40 has
it; buying lightweight.—168, Risley Av., Bruce Grove.
London. [X1935

Quadrant.
4ib-p. Quadrant and wicker sidecar, 3-8peed, clutch.

4 Bosch, E. and B., lamps; ride away; 40 gns.—
Entwistle. Knockhall House, Greenhitbe, Kent. 1X1485

QUADRANT, SVjb.p., enclosed Bosch, B. and B.,

ncarlv new belt and Dunlop, semi-T.T., running
order, ready to ride; £20.—Box 3,066, cio The Motor
Cycle. [X1722

Wa

« ; .-

When you can obtain,
along with Highest Value
for every £ j'ou spend, a

Dependable

Delivery Promise,

it's an opportunity Motor
Cycle Buyers should not
fail to investigate, and —

THAT exactly IS

our offer

!

Definite contracts witli

leading manufacturers
place us in the happy
position of being able to

give comparatively early
deliveries of the following

:

A.B.C., Ariel,

Blackburne, B.S.A.,

Enfield, Lea Francis,

Ivy, New Imperial,

Norton, Sparkbrook,

and Triumph.

Write us — we cordially

invite correspondence —
all communications
receive our most careful

consideration and we will

quote you with a Delivery
Promise we will not break

!

We also now solicit j'our

esteemed enquiries for

Hillman, Singer,

and Standard
Light Cars.

NOTE—We are always
prepared to purchase
second-hand Motor Cycles
and Sidecars for cash and
invite correspondence.

Remember, your money is

ALWAYS weU spent at—

'r.y^

s<M^

The LAYTON GARAGES,
London Rd., BICESTER,
and 90, High St.. OXFORD.

Telephone : No. 35, Bicester.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO, T.T. Model, powerful, splendid condition;
£33, bargain.—36, King David Lane, Shaclwell,

E. [2040

RADCO, splendid, numing order, good tyres nnd con-
ditinn, footboards, born; £33.-77. Worcester

Villas. Hove. [\Z1\

RADCO, 2\\\\.v., 2-stroke. excellent condition, perfert
runiiiuff order, tyres good; 30 gns.—Jiirman, 13,

Crouch Hill. N.4.
'^

" [216';

1 Q18 EaSco. 2'/-;Ii.p., little used, ride awny. oM'ner
-*-»^ buying conibiuation ; offers.-8, Navy St., Clnp-
bam. London, S.W. 4. [1867

RADCO 2i,ih.p. 2-stroke. 1916 model, condition like
new, original tyres, footboards, splendid hill-

climber; £35, or near offer; ride away.—34, Chatter-
ton Rd., Bromley, Kent. [2194

Rex
3ih.p. Rex, low, Booch magneto, B. and B., good

2 tyres; £25.-8, Brandrcth Rd., Balham. [2335

5-6h.p. Rex Combination, tyres and belt, new, horn
and lamps, running order; £55.—la, Buckland

Rd.. Leyton, E.IO. [2057

LATE 1914 6-8h.p. Res Coachbuilt Combination,
Vteen stored, condition perfect; seen after 6; £75.

-4. Clyde Ed., Brighton. [2147

6h.p. Res v., 2-speed, chain drive, Bosch mnc, handle
start, and C.E. sidecar; £30.-56, Horton Ed.,

Kilnhurst, near Eotherham. [XI 91

9

~l QIS Rex. 4h.p., Sturm ey-Areher 3-Epeed, Binks
-S-«? carburetter, good condition; ££55.—Pratt, Decor-
ator, Tutteiiham Lane, Hornsey. [2224

REX Combination, late 1913, 6h.p. twin, F.E., 2-speed,
overhauled, lamps, tools, etc.; ride away; £85.

—

5, Mar&et I'lace, Noithfield Av., West Ealing. [2113

3ih.p. Res, in good working order, tyres and tubei
2 good as new, Bosch ; £28, or nearest offer;

Kuing abroad.—Box LI,475, c/o T/ie Motor Cycle.
[1841

31h.p. Eex, single, very powerful and fast, any test.
2 any guarantee, been overhauled, smart apiiear-

aixoe; £33; reason selling, leaving the country.—15,
Cardigan Ed., Richmond HilL [1735

1Q13 Rex Combination, twin, 2-speed, clutch back
Xt7 wheel, handle start, not'run since 1915, splen-
did condition: £70. or best offer.—Evans, 53, Bridge
St., Kington, Herefordshire. [X1864

1 Q14 6-8h.p. Twin Rex C.B. Comlunation, 2-speed,
J- *y clutch, foot control, handle starting, Boscb, E.
and B.. Oowey speedometer, new Duulops on cycle re-

cently, lampe, horn, tools, pump, and spares ; any trial

or insoection ; £80.—Nimelev. Beamhurst, Uttoxeter,
Staffordshire. [X1800

Rex=Jap.
1 Q 15 Rex-Jap. 8h.p., 3-3peed countershaft, all

Xt/ enclosed chain drive coach sidecar; £ 95.-29,
St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [2085

REX-J.A.P., T.T., overhead valves, 41i.p. J.A.P. en-

gine, fitted with Grado gear, very fast and power-
ful; any trial; £48.—C.S.. 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.

[2101

Rover.

£55.-1914 3-speed Rover, lamps, horn, etc.; any trial.

—Empson, Gamlingay, Sandy. [2278

ROVER, earliest deliveriee; your name on our boot
ensures this.-Martin Mitchell, Ltd., Stafford.

[X97994
ROVER 3i/>li-P-» 2-speed, kick start, coach sidecar,

any trial; £56.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.
[2099

ROVER 1914 3V-h.p., sporting combination, C.B.. 3

speeds. clutch,"iully equipped; 55 gns.—93, North-

wold Ed.. Clapton. [2109

ROVEE.—Several T.T., with or without IMiilipson

pulley (second-hand), in excellent condition.—

Turpins, 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [1758

ROVER 1914 SV'.h.p. Combination, excellent con-

dition, P. and'H., mechanical hooter; 58 gns.—
101, Aylesbury Rd., Walworth, S.E. [2094

1013 3V-.h.p. Rover, Bosch. B. and B., clutch, new
X.U cover- £35, or exchange variable gear machine,

cash adjustment.—Clarke, 24, Adderwell Ed., Frome.
[2116

ROVER (Imperial) 3V2I1.P., fis new, T.T., S-speed,

clutch, Senspray, Bosch, all accessories, new tyres;

£75- after 6,—Apply, 472, Hornsey Rd., Holloway, N-
[2069

31.h.p. T.T. 1917 Eover, Philipson pulley, lamps, tools,

2 etc., very fast, been stored 15 months, excellent

condition; £65, no offers.—H., 117, London Ed., Twicken-
ham. [2275

ROVER S'/sh.p. 3-speed. free engine, good lamps,
horn, some accessories, perfect condition; 50

o^ns —Morford, Turret House, Bradbourne Rd., Seven-
oak's. [2296

ROVER Combination. 1914, 3-speed, coachbuilt side-

car, speedometer, lamps, tools, spares, excellent

condition • £75.—Philcox, 4, Hewett's Villas, Green-

hitbe. Kent. [2018

T Q 18-19 Rover Combination, S-speed countershaft.

J- ft/ kick starter, lamps. Klaxon, all accessories, every-

thing perfect, condition as new; owner bought car;

95 gns.—Durose, Scropton Farm, Foston, Derby. [2161

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

BARGAIN, f65.—Hover. 3',:.lJ.r-. with cnnchbiiilt side-

cnr. absolutuly as new, boaebt new lute 1914. nn-

nseU during war. 3 speeds, lamps, outfit in sjilendid con-

dition, ready to drive aivny.—Clovelly House, Baulniry

Ed.. O.vlurd. [X1779
Royal Ruby.

ROYAIj Ruby 1916 2-speed 2-stroke. fully equipped,
perfect: £39.-6, Rylston Hd., Fulham, S.W.6.

[X1991
Rudge.

RDDGE 3V'b.r., rhitch, free engine, eood condition;

£27.-IJirkwood. Helmsley. [XI 531

RUDGE Multi Combination, not used during war:
f75.-Capt. Vorster, Drockley. [XI 528

RUDGE 1913 3i;.h.p. T.T. Clutch Model; £30; alter

7.—Harvcyfon' Station Rd., Finchley, N. [2175

RUDGE, 1915, 3i!,li.p., free engine, perfect order;

f SO.-Tliornely, 34, South St., Ashbourne. fXleSO

31h.p. T.T. Rudge Combination,, fast- £45.—Frost,
2 11, Chitty St., Tottenham Court Ed., W.

[2045

RUDGE Multi Combination. 5-6h,p., «nd 1913 nicdel.

mechanically new; bargain, £80. Kirkhmda, Tet-

bary. Glos. [1883

RUDGE Multi 1915 3V.h.p. : price £48; owner bouslit

combination.-Hurst, 78, Edgell Ed., Staines

Middlesex. ["9"

1 Q13 Eudge Multi. 3'/4h.p.. very little used, not ridden
X«7 since 1914. perfect condition: immediate sale

—

76. Eaton Terrace, S.W.I. [1848

5-6h.r. Rudg« Multi, 1914, first-class condition, with

Eudtje coachbuilt sidec^ar; lieen stored; £70.—
Cooper, 7, Holdsworth St., Windhill, Shipley. [X1887

1 Q15 3'''h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, clutch, pedal

JlU start good tyres and tuljes, lamps: first eheiiiie

for £62 secures.- 21, Keppel Ed., East Ham. [1960

RUDGE C. Combination, 1914. all accessories, spare

tyres, tu'ies, belts, speedometer, lamps: ride away:
£80.-8. Grosveuor Gardens, Crioklewood, N.W.2. [X1705

1Q14 Rndge, not ridden 400 mile.', free engine and
Xv clutch, in first-class condition: owner in armv
«ince 1914; £48/10.—Heaps, 51, Crosby St., Cale Green.

Stockport. 1X1892

RUI3GE T.T. Model, tvres and belt not done 100
miles, fixed engine, fast, engine in excellent con-

dition- £37/10.-Laxton, 15, Rutland Terrace. Stam-
ford. [X1925

RUDGE Multi, T.T. Model, disc wheels, new Dun-
lops, torpedo steel sidecar, pillion seat: owner going

abroad- 60 gns., no ofiers.—Capt. Clark, 60, St. George's

Ed.. Aldershot. (X1902

RUDGE T.T., fixed gear, Binks, Dunlop studded
and t-ett nearly new, imuroTised footboards, ex-

cellent condition, ready for any journey; £40.—Sergt.

Ridgway, Eoyal Engineers, "Wendover Hall, Humberston.
Cleethoroes. [X1724

RUDGE Multi 3',ih.p,, with Eudge coachbuilt under-
slung sidecar, fitted nev heavy Dunlops through-,

out, outfit not run 1.000, been stored, complete with

storm apron, lamps, spares, etc. ; 87 gns. ; entertain part

exchange furniture.— 36. Leyborne Park, Kew. [207^

Ruffles.
RUFFLES.—Deliyery from stock, 2i2h.p.. 2-speed.—

W. H. Grimes and Co., 18a, Bruton Place, New
Bond St., W. [2107

Scott.

SCOTT, 1915, 33ih.p., 2-speed, kick-start, fair con-

dition; £43.—Box L1545, c/0 The Motor CycU.
[2322

33.h p. Scott, Bosch mag., 2-speed, kick start, last,

4 perfect, 1914; £60,-323, Romford Ed., Forest

Gate. U7S7

1 014 Scott Combination, Mills-Fulford sidecar, excel-

Xt/lent engine, last.—Midgley, 187, Toller Lane. Brad-
ford. [2263

SCOTT, nearly new, semi-T.T., Cowey speedometer,
k.s., low mileage, perfect; £90.—J. Fo.x, Ferry

Bank, Qreensferry, Chester. [X1863

33.h.p. Scott. 2-8peed. clutch, kick start, Bosch mag..
4 very fast, stored during war; seen after 6 p.m.;

£45.—Oakmede, Barnet. [1942

SCOTT 3->ih.p , Nov., 1914. new tyres, lamps, horn,
just overhauled, any trial; 60 gns.—Wilson. 45.

Maiden Rd.. Kentish Town, London. [2003

SCOTT Combination. 1915. like new. believed net
ridden 50 miles. W.D. model, very fast; "any trial

£75.—Wadlow, Chislehurst Rd.. Orpington. [2232

QCOTT 3«ih.p., Bosch mag.. B. and B., Smith speed-
O" ometer, lamp, horn, newly, enamelled, needs over-
hauling; .32 gns.. bargain.—26, Victoria St.. Scarborough.

[X1701
1Q16 Scott Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
J-«7 starter, overhauled, all in splendid condition,
and very good tyres; £75.—Martin, 8, Grenville .St..

W.C [2290

SCOTT Combination, coachbuilt. upholstered, ready to
ride away. E. and B.. Bosch, clutch, lamps com-

plete nent turnout: £55.—Harrison. 33, Lavm Rd.. Fish-
ponds. Bristol. [XI 407

SPORTING Scott. 1913-14, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
start, disc wheels. T.T. bars, unused during war,

very fast; £45: also coachbuilt sidecar for same.—
Wood, Greenford Hou«e, Greenlord, Middlesex. [1828

BARTLETTS
Kindly note change

of address :

93,

Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.

Sole London and District

Agents for

:: NORTON ::

SUN two-stroke

OMEGA-JAP

21 H.P.

BARTLETTS
93,

Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.

'Phone 943 Mayfair.

MOTOR CYCLES fOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 3=^h.p.. 1915. all red. T.T., disc wheels,
gear just overhauled, replacement invoices given,

many new spares, new Dunlop back: £70, or nearest
offer.—Capt. Buck, R.A.F., Eastchurch, Sheppey, Kent. .

[2193
LATE 1914 genuine Scott motor cycle and Scott

'

sidecar, W.D. type, just overhauled, kick-starter,

2 speeds, no lamps or accessories, good tyres; quick
sale £65, no offers.—Berresford's Garage, Holywell
Cross, Chesterfield. [X148X

SheSield Minor.

SHEFFIELD Minor, 2y,h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect

order, wide bars; £38.—Virgo, 166, High St.,

Hounslow. Tel.: 125. [1799

Singer.

SINGER 2l/2h.p., yariable gear. Bosch. B. and B ,

' wants overhauling: cheap.—Martin, AVangford. Suf-
folk. [2229

1 Q15 Singer, 3yoh.p., 3-speed gear, free engine, very.
-Lt/ little used, in good condition : £58.—Mitchell,
14, Lebanon Park, Twickenham, 'Phone : Richmond
1444. [2192

SINGER Coachbuilt 2-Bpeed Combination, all good

tyre". lamp..=, srieedomcter. glass, horn, spares, ana

tools, 'first-class condition; £85.-62. Beachcroft Rd.,

Leytonstone, N.E.U. [2137

SINGER, latest model, 4y2h.p., Singer- coachbuilt

sidecar, countershaft gears, all enclosed chain
drive, toot clutch, kick start, speedometer, wind screen,

electric lighting; £85, or offer; after 6 p.m.—61,
Colveslone Orescent, Dalston, E.8. [2184

Sun.

EARLY Delivery from the sole Sun Vitesse Shef-

field and District agent, Dan Bradbnry, 224, ton-
dnn T?,l. Sbeflleld. 17271

SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke, '-2 speeds, condition as new.

liimrs, horn, etc. : £42, genuine.—34, Cassland

Rd.. South Hackney, N.E. [2150

SUN 2-stiQke, Oct., 1918, V.T.S., 2-speed count_er-

sbiitt, good condition, all accessories: £38.—Lt.
Gauntlett, M.T.R.D., E.A.F., Harlescott, Shrewsbury.

Siintieam

SUNBEAM, 1918 Army model. 3',4h.p.. Chater-Lea

wicker sidecar. 3-spe--d countershaft, complete

£110. or solo £105.-5. Cluitterton Ed.. Bromley, Kent

SUNBEAM 1917 (November) 8b^. Combination,
spare wheel, hood and screen, Lucas lamps and

horn, done about 2,000; price £165.-28, St. J§J?^as

St., Brig.hton. [X1994

SUNBEAM Combination, perfectly new sidecar, and

1915 3'/.h.p. cycle, in grand running order, laiups.

etc . £120: trials invited.—Vivian. 12, Tennis Court

Ed..' Cambridge. [X1948
^

8hp Sunbeam Combination, almost new condition,

speedometer, clock, born, lamiis unused, leg sluelds,

Gloria spring wheel sidecar, hood, screen, luggage earner,

mileage abont 5.000. a very smart outfit: £135.--lloi-

den, 90, Castle St., Reading. 12075

Triumph.

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, F.E., 2-speed, condition as new:
£55.-94, High St., Tooting. [2117

ih.p. Triumph, 2-spoed, Bosch, good order; ^20.--

2 17, Cannon Place, Hampstead. [198^

TRIUMPH 3",ih.p., clutch m™Iel, sidecar; £40.—Bird, .

10. Skipton St., London Ed., S.E.I. [1724 -

TO 12 3"'4h.p. Triumph, clutch. Gr.ado gear; f45.---J.

-LJ? s. Nicholas, Terbeston, Begelly, Pern. (X1400

TRIUMPH, 1914-15, 3-sneed, clutch, pood condition ;
i

£45.—Box L1S44, c/tf The Motor- Cycle. [2321,

TRIUMPH, fixed gear, good order throughout; £30.

-Hrown Hill House, Stradbroke, Snflolk. [X1404

BROOK Bros., Bumham, Som.. can give early de-

liveries of Triumph cycle. Write lor particulars.

TRi'UMPH. 3'ih.p., clutch, new tyres: £45.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange. Union St. South. Halifax.

(1934

TRIUMPH, SV-h.p., lamp, new tyres, tools; £45;
after 5 o'clock.—14, Woolstone Rd., Catford.

[1909

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, in splendid condition,

fully enuipped; £80.—Empson, Gamlingay. Sandy.
[2279

TRIUMPHS, two clutch models, one Ringlo speed;

£36 to £45.-211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.
[2267

TRIUMPH, 3y>h.p., stored during war, grand con-

dition; £29'; evenings.—25, Cromwell Rd., Forest

Gate. [1910

TRIUMPH 1912, clutch model, in excellent condition,

lamps, tools, etc.; £45.-104, Plough Ed., Batter-

sea.
[2122

TRIUMPH 3i4h.p., T.T. model, new lamps, very

fast- £35.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-

Bow. ,
[2082

TRIUMPH.—Triumph' spare parts supplied by
Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd., London Ed.,

Coventiy. [X0613

TRIUMPH 3V''h.p., MaVion. gocwl running order: 30
ens. • seen alter 6.—Wade. Bradfleld, Manningtree.

[22E4

3

gn
Essex.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIFlfPH 4h.r. Combination. 3-speed. clutch. 1914
model; 60 gns.—Pearce, 5, Eastville, Weston.

Portland. tl919

TEIUMPH. clutch model, little used, condition per-

idot, fully equipped; £50.-33. Courtenay Gardens,
rpminster. [1847

TRIUMPH. 31/jh.p., 2-speed, countershaft, kick start,

Bosch mag., in good condition; £33.-3. Salis-

bury Terrace. Yeovil. [X1845

TBItJiTPH. 1912, 3V-h.p.. clutch model, good condi-
tion: £40, or nearest: after 5.-77, Wood Lane.

Shepherd's Bu.sh, W.12. [X1720

1Q14 Triumph. 4h.p., S-speed, clutch, coachbuilt aide-

X*J car. perfect condition; £75.—Caryle, New Rd.
Chilworth. near Guildford. [X1856

TRItTMPH S'/oh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, coachbnilt side

cnr. httle used, perfect condition: £70.— S.. War
boys. Belmisthorpe. Stamford. [1780

1Q19 4h.p. Triumph and cane «iderAr, lamps, gene-
J-t7 rator, speedometer: Tibat offers over 120 gns.—
108, Snltcrgate, Chesterfield.

'

[51896

TEnjMPH 1913 3'i:h.p., Bosch, B.B., good tyres,

does a hundred m.p.g.. fast and reliable; £33.—
Collins. 21. Pulford St.. S.W.I. [2111

TRIUMPH, chitch, free eni?lne, no magneto, carbur-
etter or belt; wants OTerhauling; engine perfect;

3 gns.-Sasby. Saddler, ilargate. [X1492

4h.p. 1914 Triumph, 2-spe6d countershaft. K.S., new
tyres: seen any time: £48,—Benjamin, Moorland.

Lampton Rd., Heston, Hounalow. [X1702

TRTUMPH 5l-jh.p., clutch, overhauled, new T.T. bars,

belt and parts, perfect running order; £48, no
offers.— Z9. EHe&iiiere Ed., Chiswick. [2118

"Id 13 Triumph. 3 speeds. Bosch, lamps, horn, etc..

J-t7 good condition, and mechanicallv perfect: £55, no
cffers,—129, SoQtU Lambeth Ed., S.W. [2119

TRrUMPH. 3',-_.h.p., clutch model, tyres as new. com-
plete with lamps, excellent order, stored daring

war; £42.—H. Judd, Pringiord, neiir Bicester. [X1709

TRIUMPH 1919 MfKiel H.. 4h.p., 3-speed counter-
shait, never ridden: spen London; offers oyer

£87/10 to Box Ll,460, c^o The Motor Cycle. [1775

TEIUMPH 1912 Clutch Model, N.S.U. gear, new
cylinder valves and tyres, cane built sidecar;

£47/10, or nearest.—Lawren^jK, Bourton-on-tbe-Water.
[51489

TEIUMI'II 1913, free engine clutch model, good con-
dition, new back tyre, front good, ready to ride

away; £38.-127, South St., Bishops Stortiord, Herti.
[2212

rWRIUMPH Combination. 1910, N.S.U. 2-speed gear,
A recently overhauled, perfect condition; any trial]

or esaminacion.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, j

[XI 941
TRIUMPH Combination, 3',v2h.p., 2 speeds, free

engine, stored during war, little used before; £45:
genuine.—34, Cussland Ed., South Hackney, London.

|

5.E. [2149

LATE 1914 4h.p. Trinmph Combination, 3-speed,'
with all a<:ces--ories, perfect throughout; bargain,

£65-—c/o A- E- Ellis, Boot Store;, Sasmundham. '

Suffolk. [1956

TRIUlfPH, stored 4 years. 3',oh.i)., mag., fine ma-

1

chine, only 3S gns.—Wandsv.orth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St.» Wandsworth. 'Phone : Battersea
327. [2032

TRnrsrPH, Si-sb-p. B. and B. carburetter, new
Dunlop. tank re-enamelled, lamp, etc., good run-

ning order: £34.—73, SL Leonard's Ed., East Sheen,
.S.W. [2239

3Xh.p. Clutch Triumph, overhauled, le-enamelled, re-

3 plated, front tyre good, back new, new belt,

r^.nal accei=oties; £50.—Box LI,541, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2318

TRIUilPH. 3'Ah.p., 1912. fised engine, Bosch mag-
fast, new belt, back tyre good, front little worn,

i^een stored: 38 gns.—G. Hollingstead, Pamber, Basing-
stoke. Hants. [1845

1Q16 Countershaft 4h-p. Triumph, excellent condi-
X«7 tion; £80.—Longman Bros., 2, King Parade.
Acton, or 17, Bond St., Ealing. Thone : 1578
Chiswick. [2086

TETUMPH 4h.p., 1914 T.T, 3-speed, clutch, new
tvres, overhauled last month : £65 : reason for aeU-

ins. buying car.—Keeue, Homeland, The Eeach, Shore-
ham-on-Sen. [1946

'TTEIUMPH 1315 4h-p., 3 speeds, clutch, not done
J- 1.000, perfer^t condition, horn, lamp, etc, very
fast, stored 3 vears ; 80 gns.—Codrington, 110, Eaton
Sq.. S.W.i. [1760

TRIUMPH 1913 Clutch Model, under 3.000 miles,
bought new 1914, not ridden during war, compl-rte

^par-^s: £38; seen after 6-30.-50, Archibald Ed-, Tof-
neli Park. X.7. [1779

TTETUiEPH, 3i,2h.p., 2-speed, F.E.. good running
-1- order, new belt and tyres, wicker sidecar, ophol-
sterv =h'shtiy damaged; £30; or sell separately, £26 and
£4.-^3:iker, 42, Hanover Park, Peekham, S.E. [1854

TRrUilPH 1914 Combination, 3-speed, clutch, ^ck
start, lamps, bom, coachbuilt sidecar, wind

s -reen, extra seat; best over £55: rijie away. Wanted,
Enfield twin.—5 14, Old Ford Rd., Bow, London.

[2106

iTwoStroke!

I

I

I

RESULT.
I

Sutton Coldfield AC
Reliability Trial for M

w the " Levis " Cnp, on 5
M Saturday, May 17th. M
^ TWO IVYS ENTERED 5

Mr. Seymour Smith riding a

1914 Model Two-Stroke, which

had done many thousainds of

miles, obtained

2nd PLACE
winning tKe Club

GOLD MEDAL
and the Captain's

SILVER SOUVENIR PRIZE.

1919 Catalogue free on application.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.

Both ridden by private owners, ^B
gĝ Mr. George Dallison and PV
IV Mr. Seymour Smith. ^h

Q TWO IVYS FINISHED M
O nRTATNINC FULL MARKS. A

I

I

I
m

I

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IQll Triumph, clutch model, fitted N.S.tT. gpar.
--«/ wicker lioiit sidecar (as new), good tvres nil ronud,
Dew belt, lamps, horn, spares, tools, ready lor journey;
£47. lowest.—A. Gillett. 37a, Marefair, Northampton.

[X1762
TRITJRrPH 1914 T.T., complete with lamps, etc.,

less power unit, splendid condition, 30 gns.;

anderslung coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, £13/10;
1911 frame and tank complete, £3.—Morgan, 17,

Atherlold Rd., S.W.9. ' [2334

TRIUMPH T.T., 1912, overhnnled, new piston and
ionnecting' rod complete, Einks carburetter, cellu-

loid covered bars, sound fast solo mouot, guaranteed.

idle during war. all accessories; £35.—Write. Lieutenant
Lewis, 39, Hartfield Rd.. London. S.W.19. [X1904

TEIUilPH 4h.p. T.T., 1914 (December), stored ZVo

years, recently overhauled by uinkers, periect cnii-

dition, extra rhilipsnn pulley. Watford speedometer,
large tank, usual accessories, new tyrea and belt ; 52
ens.— 12. Cheltenham Teiiace, Chelsea, London. [1764

TRIUMPH 1914-15 Combination, Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed, tyres in topping condition, set lamps. 2
generators, back rest on seat, special Canoelet side-

-car; 90 gn.'^.; seen Thursday alter 5 p.m., or Sunday
I I'loruiiii.'.— \V. I. Austin, 272. Durnatord Rd., Wiiiil<le-

don Park, S.W.19. [2008

TRIUMPH aV^h.p. Combination, Stunney-Arclier 3-

apeed hub, IJosch nui?., Keiopahall tyres in good
I condition. Mills-Fulford O.B. sidecar. Coivey speed-

ometer, complete set 3 lamps, horn, pump, tools, spares,

rilnte and enamel almost as new. sound mechanical ren-

dition; £80.-5, King Edward Rd., Rugbj. [X1767

Velocette.

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for Velooette. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

luan. Ltd.. 9, Parr St., Liverpool. [0005

Yerney.
VERNEY Motdr Cycle for sale, B. and B. carbure'/'^r.

Dixie mag., just been overhauled, needs timing;
£10; new saddle; a bargain.—Box Ll,532, c/o Thi
Motor Cycle. [2309

Victoria.

LATE 1915 2^h.p. Victoria, 2-8peed countershaft
gear, Villiers 2-strnk8 engine, very little used,

original heavy Dunlops still on ; £28.—Caims, Castlefin.

ijo. Donegal. L-il915
Vindec.

,f^h.p. Vindec Special, spring forks. Bosch mag.; bar-O sain, £45.-8, Wordsworth Rd., Wallin^ton. [2:0S

W
Rd.,

w

Wanderer
twin 3h.p., variable

"1

I

I

I

I

!Msfo(Mr!
I OP ITSTYPE I

ANDERER. twin 3h.p., variable gear, spring
frame, like new, any trial; £36.—C.S., 14, Swaton
Bow, E.3. [2093

Williamson
ILLTAMSOX w.c. Combination, really first-rlac?,

complete; £120.—Longney, Oswestry. [X1940

WILLIAMSON, 1914, 8-lOh.p.. coachbnilt aiilernr-,

95 sn3.-245, Hammersmith Rd., W.6, [2216

\TTILLIAMSON'S 8h.p., water-cooled, hood and
VV screen.—Hayman, Chipping Norton, Ozon.

[1993
WILLIAMSOX Combination, 1915, 8h,p. water-

cooled, in new condition, used for a short time
prior to owner joining up, coachbuilt eidecar with hood
and screen, luggage carrier at rear, lamps, electric horn,
speedometer, etc.; price £115.—R. F. Fhggle, Ltd..

Edgware. [1744

WILLIAMSOX 8-lOh.p. Water-cooled 1914 Coacli-
built Combination, lamps, speedometer, renewed

md overhauled by flrst-class eugineer, as new in appear-
iiice, mechanically sound, and ready in every detail for

jard business or pleasure use: £120.-47. Hamilton Rd.,
Reading. [2074

Wolf

WOLF 2-stroke, done 400 miles; £32.—Longney,
Oswestry. [X1933

Q3.h.p. Wolf, 2-6troke, 1915, in new condition; £32.
>W4 —34, Cassland Rd., South Hackney. London. N.E.

[2148

WOLF, ai^h.p., 2-3troke, 1916, splendid running
order.—Johnson, Station Rd., Eynstord. Kent.

[1525

WOLF, Burman. 1914, 2^h.p., geared, mnnlnu
order ; £30.-Coc.per, Hillside, 71, Bath Rd..

Worcester. [S1770

WOLF, late 1916, 2%h.v-, 2-apeed, hand c'utch,

stored for 2 years, full? eanipped, new condition;
-5 gns.-Brent, Knoll, Herbert Rd., Hornchuicb. [1846

WOLP-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.r., 2-Hpeed and clutch, all

chain drive, tyres like new, lamp and horn, enar-

TDteed condition; £45 —G. Bacha, 6, Wilton Mews,
South Belgravia. S.W.I. [1862

Wooler.

WOOLER 2-stroke. variable gear. American clutch,

B. and B., Jone.'i speedometer. P. and H. lamps,
shock absorber, belt tightener, new; nearest, £45.^
Hodsdon, University Hall, Eahuf, W, [X1926

Zenith.

1 Q15 Zenith-Gradna, 6h.p. [Bo-ws«r} Combination
i*^ splendid condition. — Sillingl^am, SpringfieM,

Chard. [i813

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.U.

Triumph.
ZKXITH 6h.r. Twin, fomlilmilt Bidwiir, Orudn;!

Be:ir, clutclf; £75.-211, Ualtatt Liine, Wmuls-
TOith. [2268

ZEXITH Cnmhinntion. Grmlun pcnr, SVJi.ii. siiiirle,

ahsoluuly O.K,
race. Len'isliam.

£50. Oweu, 1,
[2133

ZENITH, late 1914. 6h.p., countershaft, kick starter.

Milford Emprcfs sidecar; £70.—Coronation Cot-

tage. Longficld Hd.. Tiing. [1998

ZENITH-GRADD.V 41i.p.. now Mieholins. new lielt.

lonipe. nud horn, i>erfect mechanicul order; £45.—
7. Orchard St.. Newport, Wight [X1799

SrOETIKG T.T. Zenith. 8-lOh.p., 1917. IJRht sidH.ni,

electric lighting, little nsed ; £87 ; opiiointuicut.—
Littlehoy, LeigUton I'aik, UoadinK. (X163£

ZENITH 6h.p., countershalt, kick start; £95; ex-

change lower power; cash adjustment.—Mose-
[2001

ange lower power; cash adjustment,
dale, 30, Canterbury Rd., West Kilburn, N.W.6.

SHEFFIELD.

G. W. Wilkin & Co.
SMfcFFIEL S LARGEST DEaLEBS

HUNTER'S BAR,
SHEFFIELD,

Can eive earliest deliveries of

Norton, Zenith, Rover, Ixion, Omega, Brough,

Levis, Humber, Chater Lea, Calthorpe, Rex

Motor Cycles.

ZENITH-GRADUA J.A.P., Bosch mag., very power-
lul, will take sidecar, perlect condition, ride

»w»y; £62 first cash. Saturdays.—47, Colvin Rd.,
E»»f Ham, E.6. Pi;i999

ZE.NITH 6h.p. and sideonr, excellent rnnning'condi-
tion, speedometer, Bleriut prismutio l:inip. all ac-

cessories and A.A. insurance; £75.—Vokes. 40, Twiolcen-
ham Rd., Teddington. [1974

ZENITH-QHADUA, 4h.p., 1913, and Canoelet cane
sidecar, thoroughly overhauled after 3 years* dis-

use: abont £50. or sell separately.- Garner, " Grey
Friars," Eyhall Ed., Stamford. [S1710

ZENITH-GEADTJA 8h.p., hand controlled rlutili.

lamps, etc., eicellent running order and condition,
little used: £75; seen after 6 p.m.—436, Whitehorse
Ed., Thornton He.ath, B.E. [2131

ZENITH-GEADU-A 8h.p. J..\.P. Combination,
speedometer, lamps, ready for road, good con-

dition: nearest £85, bai^ain; severe trial; no dealers.
—Apply, 3, Mayow Rd., Forest Hill, E. [2244

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., 1914 or 1915, enamelled
red. discs, all lamps, mechanical horn, Tvater idea

for engine, good condition, very fast, tools, perlect, speed
merchant ; £60.—ilounsey. Newland, Ulverston, Lanos.

[X1320
RED Zenith, 6h.p., 1915, just overhauled, excellent

condition, fast and sporting; 85 gus.; no dealers.
-Lt Dolman. The Cottage. Eanulf Ed.. West Hanip-
•tead, N.W.2 lopposite Platt'j Lane, i'inchley Ed.)

[1889
1Q14 Zenith-Qradna Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P twin,
-i-i' Bramble sidecar, lamps, horn, hood, screen, tubes,
tyrea practically new, perfect condition: £110 cash, no
offers: owner buving car; after 7 p.m.- 136, Hoppers
Rd.. Winchmore HilL [X1801

ZEXITH New 4-5h.p. Twin, Just delivered, complete
with lamps, mechanical horn, epeedometer, unused.

:0Bt £90, receipt shown, good reason for selling; best
Dfler will be accepted; after 6 p.m.—" Rosemary,"
turn Terminiis, Ditton, Surrey. [1880

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

CALTHOEPE 2y.h.p. Lady's De Luxe, Enfield 2-

jpeed, soiled only; oflere,-Briar Mill, Droitwich.
[X1768

LADY'S Levis 2i4h.p., 2-speed, new condition, speed-
ometer; £45.-32, Leigham St., Plymouth, [1977

LADY'S Douglas, in good condition, s

speed, clutch, and kick starter; £55.-
Rd., Dalston.

3 new, 2-

-58, Ufton
[2174

LADY'S Motosacocho, ,nice low machine. Bosch, B.
and B.. pedal start, easily handled, now being

ridden by lady, very good condition; £22, or offer.-
Grove Hotel, Balderton, Newark. [XI 587

VELOCETTE 2Uh.p. 2-stroke, lady's model, 2-speed.
all chain drive, Senspray carburetter, E.I.C.

mag., done 250 miles only, and Is absolutely as new:
£45.—Watson, 132, High" St., .Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[2130

Miscellnneous
-IQ13 Douglas, 2-speed, clutch; £38.

-I nil Triumph, clutch model; £37/10.

-1Q14 B.S.A., 4>,ih.p., clutch model; £49.

1 Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame; £85.

-1 Q14 N.S.TJ., 5h.p., twin, 2-speed; £42.

GTJMMERSON, John's Place, Acton, W,
office).

(next post
[1934

18 Alldavs S-stroke, 1912 Douglas 2-specd.—54
Pritchard Rd., Hackney Ed., E. [227619

1 QI9 Hobart and British Excelsior 2-speed 2-ptrokes
-L*/ in stock.-Clifford, Motorics, Eastwood, Notts.

[2235
MOTOR Cycles: any mate new machine supplied on

beat tOTnf?; quick delivery secured: sc-ond-hand
b&igaina in motor cycles and combinntions.—The Mart,
161, Caledonian Rd., King's Cross, London. [1590

Jih.p. Motor Cycle, T.T. bars,
~ mechanical valves, Bosch mag., new belt and

tyre, splendid condition, ride away; £27 or offer.—49,
Well St., Hackn^, E,9.

Montgomery
Watsonian

Henderson
Sidecars.

H.F.G. M.B. Jowett Light Cars.

ACCESSORIES IN ABUNDANCE.

Chains, valves, piston rings, belts, tyres, aprons

speedometers, plugs, windscreens, mudshieldr,

etc.. etc., etc.

2/6 per
gal.

Vacuum Oii

BENZOL
DELIVERED FREE.

in 5 gall. Drums, '

50 sal.
drums.

Oastroi ' C" in 5 gall. Drums ,

TT'
BB'

rer 6 til

6/-
5/-

6/-

TCI rPHONE: 261. BROOMHM-L.
'GRAMS: "ACCELERATE, SHEFFIELD.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchlcy Rd.. N.W.S, have
the following machines for disposal;

TVT 1919 2^;ih.p., 2-speefl, new machine; list price.

NEW Hudson 1913 3V-h.p., 3-speed. clutch, guaran-
teed; 37 gns. (160,1"

SCOTT Combination. 1913. S'ih.p., coach sidecar, 2-

' speed, kick start, in perfect order; 55 gus. (178.)

NEW Imperial 1916 2Vjh.p.. 2-speea, T.T. model, just
overhauled; 35 gns. (177.)

DENE-PRECISION, 1914, 4h.p.. S-spced, clutch, ilB

new throughout: 55 gns. (179.)

DOCGLAS 1915 2'/lh.p., 3-speod, TT., unBcratohed;
62 gns. (181.)

TRIUMPH 1912 3'/.h.p., clutch model, T.T. bars,

overhauled; 29 gna. (174.)

PULLMAN Pilot, 1914, 3'/>h.V-. S-speed, clutch, Jusl .

overhauled, J.A.P. engine; 50 gns. ,154.)

model, 2-8peed, Tory

FOE Sale
order;

St.,

Worth Waiting
For.

SPEED, FLEXIBILITY,
CLIMBING POWER,
COMFORT,
CONTROL ABILITY,

IN FACT

ROAD WORTHINESS
IT'S THE

3 h.p. A.B.C.
you're reading about.

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone No.: Royal 1125.3ih.p. Motor Cycle, T.T. bars, adjustable pulley,

2 mechanical valves, Bosch mag., new belt
'^27 or oHer.

[2255

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

DOUGLAS 191^ 2^fih.p., T.T.
fnst; 45 gns. fl80.)

ENPIELn 1915 31i.p. T.T. Model, S-speed. Enfield
gear, just completely oveibouled; 47 gns. (176.)

N.S.U. Combination, 1914, SVah-p. twin engine, 2-

speed, kick start and cluicli, complete with sidecav^ -•
,

49 gns, (175.)

TRIUMPH 1915 2%]i.-p., 2-spe"ed, 2-Btroke, like new,;
59 gns. (169.)

WOLF 1915 2';5h.p., 2-speed. 2-strolie. in fine order,
and very laat: 36 gus. (148.)

THE H.O. Motor Co., 347, Fincliley Ri, N.W.3.
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday after

noons and Sundays. [949C

31/211.p. racing J.A.P., in perfect runnitic
£45.—Apply, B. Brown, 30, Boundstonc

Trowbridge, Wiltshire. [224C

4h.p. Motor Cycle, mag., spring forks, B. anc B..

perlect, ride away; £25.-4, Scotts Villne, Thork-
ton Hill Rd., Thames Ditton. After 6. [2246

TWO Motor Cycles, suit mechanic, one fitted H.T.
mag-, less cylinder, good tyres; £l5 the two.

—

Bedford, Sunnyhill Rd., Streatham, S.W.I 6. [217;i

1 Q13 5-6h.p,, 4-cyl., shaft drive, tv?o speeds, H.B
Xtf clutch, spring forks, T.T. bars, just be-.n thoi- '

oughly overhauled; fi.rst £36 secures.—Millard's,
Chesterfield. [X1482

MOTOR Cycle, 3h.p., F.E., hand-operated r-lutoh,

Ariel engine, kick start, in perfect condition,

ready to ride away; price 38 gns.—Apply to Morgan,
7, Lancefleld St.. Queen's Park, Harrow Rd. [1833

WILLLiMSON 8h.p., Douglas engine, 2-speed,

clutch, magnificent underslung coachbuilt side-

'

car, like new, with wind screen , cover, speedometer,

mirror, horn, etc.. perfect, £100.-22, Drayson Mews,
back of Kensington Town Hall,

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-8peed, sloping tank, fine running
machine; £35.—Address as above. [2329

4h.p. Douglas, 1915, kick start, clutch, 2-speed,
speedometer, mechanical horn knee grips, con-

dition fine, 70 gns.; also 4h.p. water-cooled Precision,

1915, 2-speed, fully eqaipped, £45: will sell both
£114, or exchange small car.—Ellis, 59, Hugh Rd.,
Coventry. [X1870

CLEARING Oat Sale,—3VL>h.p. Minerva, complete
with sidecar chassis, good order, £14/10; Black-

barne. Bh.p., overhead valves, wants n^agneto and
exhaust pipes, £14/5; DH2 Bosch magneto, clock-

wise, nearly new, for twin, £4/10; lot £32j all

carriage paid.—Clifton, 62, Wells Rd., Bristol. [X1995

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C, Sociable, ieats 3, good going order, all sound;
£30.—Bellairs, Bransgore, Christchurch. [X1993

P.
and M. 4h.p. Trica, for sale, lately overhauled;
£35,—Barry, 34, Broughton Hill, Letchworth,

Herts. [XI 325

BODIES.
VENUS.—Singles, tandems, stepped, and underslung;

cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen's; repairs, re-

painting ; exchanges.

\7ENUS.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies, any de-
' sign, in the rough if desired.

save

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-8,

ham.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user
money; lists ready, write.

Gourley St., S. Totten-
[6754

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 28 lb., fit

any chassis, any colour, strong, sporty ; cheap.—
Venirs Sidecar Co., 6-8. Gourlcy St., S. Tottenham.

[1358
BASTONE'3 for Sidecar Bodies.—Coaciibuilt under-

slung, step pattern, and lightweights in stock; in-

spection invited; at clearance priceo.—228 Pentonville

Kd., King's Cross, London, N.l. TeL . 2^f8i North.
[8817

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, lull-Fized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de-

signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London. E.C.4. [081 f
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Co-operation.

WHEN one spends ;£6o to ;£iSo on a motor

cycle it is probably the event of a life-

time, at least for many. Therefore it

is not surprising that such purchasers

should have definite views of their own
requirements, such desiderata constituting what

is generally termed "demand."
Now the people who should be in the best

position to gauge this demand are the salesmen,

because they know what the public asks for and

are constantly in contact with experienced motor

cyclists who are never loth to discuss the

features of their previous mounts. It is, there-

fore, ob\-ious that for this knowledge to be fully

utilised there must be close co-operation between

the designing department of the motor cycle

manufacturing concerns and the men who sell

their machines. This has frequently been done

to a certain extent, and demands even antici-

pated, but there is also often. a dormant demand

the existence of which is not realised.

The public, and the motor cycling public par-

ticularly, likes to be educated, but in its own

time and way. It is not particularly anxious to

have anything forced on it, and this cannot be

done except by tremendous effort. There has

been too much tendency to introduce new

essentials in construction instead of refining

those already in existence. In spite of recon-

struction, this is not an age of radicalism; it is

rather a period of intelligent refining of essentials.

We have the essentials that make up a success-

ful motor cycle in various price limits. The

problem is to make the things we already have

better, more saleable; to recognise more what

the public wants in the form of convenience,

appearance, and cleanliness.

The designer is undoubtedly in a difficult and

delicate position. He has to steer a medium

course between the demands of production and

the public desires. The public wants many

things that the production department finds it

impracticable to build. The sales department

does not want certain features on a machine for

the sake of causing trouble id the production

department. It wants particular features that,

as shown by the experience gained in meeting

the users and dealers who buy machines, are

demanded.
Motor cycles are divided into classes according

to the order of the five essentials of the success-

ful machine : reliability, appearance, perform-

ance, economy, and price. Reliability should

come first in all cases, and " appearance " covers

mudguarding, etc. The other qualities take pre-

cedence according to circumstances.

The manufacturing end of the industry is con-

stantly looking out for new developments in the

engineering side ; this is good, but we would like

to see more attention devoted to the many things

that can be refined.

Taxation of Miniatures.

IT
seems absurd that, while the pedal cycle

is free. from taxatidii, a miniature machine

fitted with a diminutive engine at once

becomes subject to a tax of ^i, and also

entails registration and a driving licence.

We have frequently referred to the desirability

of a reduced tax for such machines as motorised

bicycles, and the need for some reform again

becomes apparent now that several firms are

seriously entering the industry with such auxiliary

motors and " scooters."

If the pedal cycle is exempt because it is i

machine used by the multitude for utilitarian

purposes, then the case for motor cycles designed

with a similar object should also be considered

by the authorities.

It is suggested that a 50% reduction in tax

should be made where a motor scooter does not

exceed 2 h.p. and a weight of 80 lb.—a suggestion

we commend to the notice of the A.C.U. and the

A. A. for consideration in connection with their

plans to combat any unfair taxation which may
be suggested when the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer re\ises the present schedules.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the baoi< cover.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious.

An Ama eur's Cush Drive.

A HOME-MADE shock absorber on a
chain-driven machine was made as
follows : Four small brackets were

bolted to the rear wheel rim as shown

—

two on each side, each pair being con-
nected by a rod which carries two stiff

coil springs. The chain wheel, instead of
being attached to the spokes, is carried

An easily-made shock aLsorber.

on a disc which has two arms projecting

almost to the rim. At their extremities a

loop is formed, which passes round the
rod between the springs. It will be seen
that the drive must of necessity be taken,
via the arms, through the springs, with
consequent saving in tyre wear.

A Saddle Improvement.
ACCORDING to Mr. F. G. Ralcliff,

of Birmingham, the ordinary saddle
can be made very much more

comfortable, especially for long-distance
riding, by making a felt pad as follows :

Procure a piece of felt half an inch

Adding comfort to the saddle by the

addition of a felt pad.

thick, and cut to the shape of the saddle,
and sew thinner pieces in a semi-circle
round the back to make it thicker there.
Then cover the whole with American
leather, which will make it waterproof.
It is secured to the saddle by wires

—

tapes are not strong enough—one over
the peak and two at the rear. The
additional thickr.ess at the back provides
a better shaped seat than the standard
saddle..

Readers of "The Motor Cycle" are
invited to contribute to this page any
ideas successfully adapted to their motor
cycles. Contributions will be paid for at

our usual rates. Roug'n explanatory
sketches will suffice

Dual ThroUle Control.

THOSE who favour pedal control of the
throttle will be interested in the
device fitted by Mr. E. ,H. Craig, of

Newca.stle, to his machine. The wires from
the pedal and from

^
the handle - bar ^ -^X 1>

were taken to a fa tU to

brass box, made
from a length of <^°'^^"°' f^ HI cohtkol

tube and joined in-

side to a ring
formed of a sec-

tion of metal tube,
as shown. Con-
nected to the oppo-
site side of this

ring is the throttle
wire proper. It
will be seen that
it the hand throttle

is set, the pedal
control can be
operated independ-
ently, and the hand
control prevents
the slide being
closed altogether
when the pedal is

released. This de-
V i c e may be
attached to the
lower tank tube,
and entails no alteration to the carbu-
retter.

^Ul CARBUREITER

Foot control

addition to handle-

bar control for the

throttle.

Cleaning Off Enamel.
MANY ex-members of H.M. Forces

will be acquainted with the dis-

infectant known as Creoso'.e.

Creosole, if used in its neat state, has the
effect of cleaning all enamel from an
article. The instructions are very simple.
Apply the liquid with a piece of waste
to the enamel which it is desired to be
removed.

.4pply thickly, and allow the fluid to
soak in for about half an hour. After the
expiration of this time the enamel will
have crinkled up. This can now be re-

moved with the aid of a piece of waste.
The crinkled portions will wipe off quite
easily, but in the case of any small
patches remaining, these can be removed
by a slight rubbing with waste soaked

in Creosole. The surface will be free

from Fcratches to spoil the effect of re-

enamelling.
One must be careful to clean the Creo-

sole from tlie hands as soon as possible.

The English equivalent to Creosole is

Jeyes' fluid, but any Creosole-base dis-

infectant will do.—\V. A. Egoinion.

Extra Air Valve.

MR. L. R. CUTLER, of Birmingham,
has made a useful extra air valve,

particulars of which are here given.

The valve was made for use while running

on benzole, and has proved very useful,

especially so because a fine adjustment

is provided. The body is turned and

bored out of a piece of brass, and the

A simple extra air valve.

valve made from a small bolt with the

head tapered slightly to make a good
joint with the seat. A light spring is

slipped over the stem to open the valve

when the nut, w'hich is off a plug ter-

minal, is unscrewed. An ordinary spring

clip is attached to the valve body by small

screws and soldered, which holds it firmly

to the induction pipe.

Induction Pipe Warmer.

To facilitate easy
starting up in

cold weather,

Mr. G. R. C.

Spencer, a Kent
reader, utilises the

device illustrated.

A holder is made
from a small tin,

to the bottom
of which an acety-

1 e n e burner is

attached. Air holes

are drilled in the

buttom round the

burner and also

in the sides, and
a wire clip is made
1o suspend the

whole from the
induction pipe.

When required for

use, the tube from
the generator is

connected up and
the gas lit, which
soon raises the pipe to the required
temperature.

A imique method

of warming the in-

duction pipe for

starting purposes.
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American ** Service."

'Y comments of May 15th have provoked quite

a barrage of private correspondence, some of

it reasoned and some of it acrimonious. The
enthusiasts for the big Yankee twins either state or
betray three main reasons for their partisanship. On
the first point they are all agreed, viz., that for

courteous, efficient, and businesslike " service," the

importers usually have the home manufacturers beat
to a frazzle. The second ground for adherence to the
ioreign makes is technical—one engineer sends me a
closely reasoned claim that the Americans are superior
in design and workmanship to our best products. The
third factor is non-arguable, irrational, and feminine,

but intensely valid—it is simply " I don't know why
I luv you, but I do, do, do."

Maker and User.

SO far as "''service'' is concerned, I am and must
remain a thorough-going ignoramus, for, if a

firm supplies my wants promptly and generously,

answers my letters by return of post, and treats me
decently if a legitimate grievance arises, I cannot
safely assume that an unknown private owner at home
or overseas would inevitably receive similar considera-

tion ; he might, or he might not. But I can assure

our home makers that there is a remarkable unanimity

amongst correspondents to the effect that you should

buy an American if you want to be petted and nursed;

and eke that there is a deep and sturdy body of resent-

ment at the manner in which some British firms treat

their customers. I will quote one or two recent cases

in point, without being guilty of the fallacious sug-

gestion that they are typical. Some months ago I

personally ordered a leading British machine. The
other day I wrote and asked if the firm could state an

approximate delivery, date; For ten days I heard

nothing; then a curt letter arrived, obviously dictated

,5i after a most cursory and unintelligent glance at my
quer}', stating that if I wanted an X , I had better

apply to the local agents (whose name and address

were not mentioned'). Or, again, the other day a demo-

bilised pal of mine bought a 1913 Indian and sidecar,

much against his will, impelled by the fact that it was

the only tolerable machine available at his price. He
bought it with qualms, and assumed rather an apolo-

getic attitude when mentioning his choice. I am not going

to say he had no trouble with it—what can you expect

with a /zth-hand six year old? But "service" has

converted him into a pro-Yankee of the purest water.

When he called at the London depot—which must
" have been carried on at a heavy loss for several years

—

he was greeted by an exceptionally intelligent girl, who

promptly handed out the required spares across the

—counter, and that at a rational price. Or, again, a

demobilised doctor tells me that he wrote to several

British firms on donning civvies, and got replies of the
• don't bother me " order: in several cases he made

further enquiries, and got no answer at all.

lOIHAL
BY -iKiari'

COM/^AE:NTeS
The deduction is obvious. That a number of British

firms give " service " of a super-American type is not

sufficient. If all the importers give Ai service, and

only 10% of the home makers give C3 service, an

impression will be created that for courtesy and goo<.l

business methods you must buy foreign stuff.
_

The

surly, haphazard, exploiting type of maker is not

merely a bankrupt in embryo or an irritation to the

unfortunate riders who tumble into his maw. He is

an incubus to 'the entire British trade, and ought to be

blacklisted by the firms who supply raw niaterials and

accessories, by the shows, and by the trials.

An Engineer on the Americans.

IT is onlv fair to state both sides, and a technical

correspondent takes the following line: " I think

Americans in general make better engineering

jobs from start to finish. The balance is better, the

cam gear is more silent, and the slow running is

superior, since the inlet pipe does not require lagging

with insulating tape. The weight of the reciprocating

parts and the bearing surfaces compare favourably

with home practice. The finish of the engines is

above reproach, and all spares are a dead fit. The

engines wear well, whatever they used to do. Refer-

rin°g to my , can you name a better hub adjust-

ment, a spring fork with more lateral rigidity or

better provision for taking up wear, a better clutch,

steering head, etc., etc.? The detail work is simply

excellent. Felt-lined chain case—no rattles, and re-

movable in three minutes. A fall does not weld foot-

rest spindles to frame. The carburetter gives 85

m.p.g., is adjustable from the saddle, is proof again.st

airleaks, and has a jet which cannot be fouled.

Finally, the machine will -do from 11 to 70 m.p.h.

on top gear." If these claims are facts, they are,

of course, unanswerable.

I deduce that the Americans have been steadily

growing better and better at a high rate, and that

Their 1919 models constitute a very serious proposition

for our own trade to tackle. Wherefore I repeat my
warning of May isth: Let the British trade establish

a reputation for class in big twins and goo<l service

before the tariff comes off.

The Weight of Solo Mounts.

ANOTHER correspondent takes exception to my
suggestion that three hundredweight is an exces-

sive weight for a solo machine. Of course, I

freely admit that 8 h.p. Britishers run quite as heavy

as any American 7-9 h.p. My point was that three

hundredweight was a ridiculous figure for solo

machines, irrespective of nationality. So long as un-

sprung frames were the rule, machines which exceede<l

two, °or possibly three, hundredweight were_ em-

phatically the goods for long distance work. Lighter

machines joggled you up badly and roughly, in pro-

portion to their lightness. 200 miles on a light-

weight spelt torture; a similar distance on the best

A17
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Occasional Comments.

—

2% li.p. machine was tedious; on a two hundredweight
machine, with a 3^ h.p. engine, 200 miles did not

represent an effort ; and the double century on a three

hundredweight striding twin was positively enjoyable
from start to finish. But the spring frame has changed
all that. Even now there are comparatively few
spring frames on the road ; some of them chiefly serve

to elucidate the faults of front forks, which were
once unsuspected ; others are bad at both ends ; and
only a few are genuinely satisfactory under hard wear.

But the spring frame has washed out the old neces-

sity for a very heavy mount as an essential of com-
fortable riding, and modern engines can provide the

necessary " pep " without undue bulk. I am open to

conviction as events develop; but I am quite distinctly

and unashamedly of the opinion that a weight of three

hundredweight and an engine of 1,000 c.c. will strike

the solo rider of the near future as laughable.

If You Don't Have to Pash It.

F course, I am eating my own words—not for

the first time. In the early days of the motor
cycle, there was a " light v. heavy " con-

troversy. The light brigade wrung their hands,

pointed out that the first imported Werners and
Minervas -weighed one hundredweight or whatever it

was, and that misguided Britishers were inflating

motor cycles into unwieldy monstrosities with incredible

horse-powers (2I h.p. was the limit in those days).

I used to opine that the weight did not matter so

long as it propelled itself, and that the real point

was to get a reliable runner and a good climber. The
claim was true, and we pushed weight up to over tw'o

hundredweight and horse-power up to 3^^ h.p. nominal.

Then the Americans chipped in, and extended the

process to the three hundredweight 12 b.h.p. line.

Now, I fancy, we shall see the process reversed. The
medium-weight will develop until it can do all we
want, and finally the pukka lightweight, which no man
living has ever seen, will annex half the solo market.

After all, weight does matter—it always mattered.

It had to yield to reliability, to climbing, to comfort,

and to speed. Given those things, no sane man is

going to carry an ounce more than is necessary. The
heavy machine
costs more to buy
and to run, and it

is always unwieldy
to handle, whether
" handling "means
getting it out of

the garage or

pushing it to the

nearest railway

station. One of

the main interests

of the next two
years consists in

the fact that we
shall be offered

machines scaling

well under 2 cwt.

,

which will do all

that seventy - five

per cent, of our Mr. Trevor T. Laker, a well-known

riders ask. starting an aeroplane passenger

JUNE 5th, iQig

The Pioneer in Weight Reduction.

I

F course, the Douglas people were the real

pioneers in this line. When their first 350 c.c.

engines appeared, they represented a definite

challenge. Avoiding the pitfall of the featherweight

ideal, which was then—as now—^impracticable, they

said in effect, " Why do you fellows lug so much un-

necessary weight about with you? We are cheaper
and lighter than your present mounts, but they cannot

slip us uphill or on the flat, and they cannot give us

any start in reliability or comfort." It just was «ot
quite true, but it was so nearly true that in a year or

two Douglas was established as one of the select coterie

of best sellers. In T920, or possibly earlier, one or

two machines, including the Douglas and rivals which
embody its principles, will repeat that ancient

challenge, and every word in it will this time stand

analysis. The smaller engine will give the required

power, and evince the full standard of reliabihty. The
economy will be there, and the comfort. Youngsters

may continue to lug round one or more unnecessary

cwts., but women will not, neither will men over thirty

years of age. Weight reduction is a prime factor in-

the open market ; and the firm which ignores the point

will live to regret it. I go so far as to think that the

production of a single first-class scooter would eat

deeply into the motor cycle market, for thousands of

people use their machines simply as short-distance con-

veniences. . If you can get the work done by a machine
scaling 100 lb., costing £,2,0, and doing 150 m.p.g.,

why go in for 220 lb., ;^8o, and 75 m.p.g.?

Incredible?

THE old yarn of the £\o Ford motor cycle was on

the rounds once more last week. The daily

press had the story again as usual without

foundation. As we cannot get a push-bicycle, even

of the gaspipe order, at such a figure, the story is

obviously absurd. But I am perfectly prepared to

credit that Ford can and will market .a very usable

motor bicycle at £2^^ if the fit takes him. It will not

weigh 3 cwt. It will not develop a brake-horse-power

running into double figures. But it will not sell a

penny the less readily because of these peculiarities,

and it would cause a very perceptible slump in the value

of urban cottage

property. After

all, it was rather

absurd t h at in

1914 in Detroit

you could get a

20 h.p. five-seated

car of very decent

quality for £tt,
and that the cheap
two-wheeler of any

. class obtainable in

the same city cost

over £^0. This
particular anomaly
has never been
realised over here,

for the simple

reason .that this

country has yet to

produce its first

really cheap car.

competition rider before tlie war, who is

service at Nuneaton at Whitsuntide.
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176 Entrants for the London-Edinburgh Run.
Official List of Entrants, Itiei

Catering

TO-MORROW evening (Friday) will see

the start once more of the famous .

London-Edinburgh run, the popular
event which the Motor Cycling Club ran
every year without a break from 1904 to

1914. Now, after five weary years, this

classic event will take place once more,
and at 9 p.m. of the 6th inst. 176 com-
petitors will start at half-minute intervals

from the Old Gatehouse, Highgate, for

their four hundred miles trip northwards.
ilr. H. J. C. Spring, proprietor of Ye

Olde Gatehouse Hotel, Highgate, has
inidertaken to provide supper for com-
petitors from 6.50 to 8.45 on the
evening of the start. He is also pre-

pared to fill vacuum flasks ^\'ith hot
coffee and to provide sandwiches to take
away. Naturally, it will greatly facili-

tate his arrangements if those who desire

supper, coffee, and sandwiches will notify

him, so that he will know for how many
to provide. Mr. Spring's telephone

number is Hornsey 163.

This year there will be coffee and sand-

wiches at Biggleswade, <he first stop,

which are excellent foundations for the

dreary drive through the hours of dark-

ness ; and the same fare will be on hand
at the garage at Grantham.
In sucli places as York (second "break-

fast ") and Carlisle (lunch) it will probably

be a case of first come first served, and
the solo riders will (as it is right they
should, since they have no accommodation
for luncheon baskets) most likely score.

All alcohol should be eschewed during the
run, though perhaps a light wine at dinner

before the start will do no harm.
The most important advice to com-

petitors is that they should not forget to

wind up and set their watches before the

start.

The secretary of the A. A. has placed

the A. A. road' scouts at the disposal of

tie committee, so that the route should

be well marshalled.
For' the first time in the history of the

London-Edinburgh run, thanks to the

Daylight Saving Act, the competitors

will start in broad daylight, and enjoy

over an hour's run before it is completely
dark. This will take them to Hatfield.

Thereafter, the road is good and practi-

cally flat to Biggleswade.- In the dark
portions there are one or two awkward
places, but these are usually marked by
willing helpers with lamps shining or

arrows. The first of these is in Baldock,
where at the end of the wide main street

competitors torn right, and then sharp
left, after which there follows a wonder-
fully straight road right to Biggleswade.
On entering the town competitors bear
to the left, then proceed straight on, and
puU up at the Swan Hotel. On leaving
the town they bear sharply to the left

over the river Ivel, and then strike north-

wards for Girtford, where the main road
turns very sharply to the right over the

Ivel. This is cjuite a dangerous spot, as the

turning comes quite unexpectedly in the

dark.

After this the course is straight forward
to Tempsford, and about half a mile from
this village the main road bears sharp

r Numbers, and Starting Times. Some Hints to Competitors.
Arrangements. The Course Described.
left, and it is quite easy to go straight
on into St. Neots and Huntingdon unless
the rider is careful. Here the left-hand
road should be taken and the River Onse
crossed, after which competitors have no

This and the ioUowing page form a
USEFUL GUIDE to Competitors and
others irderested in the London-Edin-
burgh Run, and we suggest that this

copy of "The Motor Cycle '

' is carried

by all who follow the event.

cause to worry, and a long easy run over
straight road ensues to Wansford. To-
nionow the moon is one day over the first

quarter and sets at 2.3 a.m., and so,

given fine weather, the night portion of

the trip should present few teiTors to

newcomers, who may be comforted by the
fact that members of the committee, who
know the road well, will be riding in

front and will lead tlie way.
By means of the moon chart, repro-

duced here, and which is published by
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., com-
petitors can see at a glance that they
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only have about three hours complete
darkness. The sun sets just after the
start, and it is not dark till one hour
later, though lamps should be lit half

an hour after sunset, and the moon will

shine till after 2 a.m. The sun rises

about a quarter to five, and so it should
begin to get light at 3.45 a.m.

The Entrants and theii Official Numbers.
Time of start.

1. Cooper, W. (2 J Douglas) 9 p.m.
2. Baddeley, L. A. (2^- Douglas) 9.0J
3. Olsson, V. (4 Douglas) g.i
4. Sproston, A. J. {3^ Lea-Francis) .... 9.1 J
5. MoHat, P. W. (3; Douglas) 9.2
6. Boileau, E. M. P. (3 A.B.C.) 9.2J
7. Robbirjs. A. C. (2J Wooler) 9.3
8. Hemy, W. C. (2j Metro-Tvler) 9.3}
9. Scott, A. M. C. (5-6 James) 9.4

46.

47.

48.

49.
50-

31,

5--

5 3-

54-

55-
56-

57-

S8.

59-
60.

61.

62.

63-

64.

65-

66.

67.
68.

69.

70.

71-
72.

73-

74-

73-

76.

77-
78.

79-
80.
81.

82.

83.

84.

85-
86.

87.

90.

91.
92.

93-
94-

95-
96.

97-
98.

99-
100.
lOI.
102.

103.
104.

105.
106.

Time of

-\rrnslrong, J. A. W. (zh Lea-Francis) 9
Williamson, R. L. {4 Trfumph) 9
Notari, Fred. (4 Triumph) 9
Rycroft, N. (4 Triumph) 9
Reed, G. A. (2J Coulson B.) 9
Box«r, P.C. (4 Triumph) 9
Ro^s, T. J. (4 Triumph) 9
Luiggi, Mario (4} B.S.A.) g
Lane, H. R. (4i B.S.A.) 9
Cocks, A. G. (2J Clyno) 9
Hall, S. (3* Rover) 9
Thompson, Tudor (2j Douglas) 9
Walker, A. E. (2* Hobart) 9
Leather, R. T. (23 Douglas) 9
White, P. W. (4 Triumph) 9
Watson-Bourne, J. A. (4 Blackburne) 9
Weaver, T. H. (2.I Sirrah Verus) .... 9
Niis, H. C. (3J Rudge) 9
Preston, W. R". (3^ Sunbeam) 9
Salter, F. E. (3J Rudge) 9
Hunt, C. H. (3S Zenith) 9-
Ronksley, F. H. (8 Zenith) 9
Udall, C. F. (2 J Chater-Lea) 9
Pulham, Leslie {3A Ariel) 9
Lake, W. J. (2} Omega) 9
Harrison, W. G. {3^ Norton) 9
Kidston, G. P. Glen (3.! Sunbeam) ... 9
Pike, P. (2i lj5vis) .

.'.
9

Enticknapp, P. J. (4 Blackburne) .

.

9
.\rango, L. de (7 Harley-Davidson) .

.

9
Hill, B. Alan (3* Zenith) 9
Harveyson, H. R. (6 Matchless) 9
Walker, H. (2! Levis) 9
Hull, J. F. (23" Wooler) 9
Bodv, P. T. C. (3* Sunbeam) 9
.Addhigley, C. W. (3.1 Humber) 9
Addingley, J. E. (4f B.S.A.) 9
Ammon, George F. {2-% Metro-Tyler).

.

9
Smithies, T. (2J Allon) 9
Jameson, W. S. (6 A.J.S.) 9
Baddeley, D. S. 9
Chidley, K. V. (2:? Wooler) ; 9
Sharp, J. E. (}i Humber) g
Johnson, E. C. R. (3.! Humber) 9
Hewitt, A. H. N. H. '(6 Zenith) 9
Nicholson, L. (3A Sunbeam) 9
Fleetwood, W. J. {2} Douglas) 9
Coulson, F. A. (2J Coulson B.) 9
Phillips H. (2j Allon) 9
McClude, Alec (2i Allon) 9
Clules, L. E. (2} Allon) 9
Vickers, Phillip (3 A.B.C.) 9
Simras, B. H. (4 Triumph) 9
Charlesworth, R. C. (5 Zenith) 9
Rutherford, T. (3I Sunbeam) 9
Rideout, F. G. (2} Coulson B.) 9
Brown, J. Robertson (8-10 Henderson) 9
Reyre, H. (4} James) 9
Boby, R. S. P. (3i Norton) 9
Kingwell, A. N. (2.1 Douglas) 9
Ball, F. C. (2} Douglas) 9
Wray, George (34 Triumph) 9
Nicholson, Charles {3-I Sunbeam) .... 9
Bateman, H. G. (2} Diamond-J.A.P.). 9
Smart, K. de B 9
Bridgman, E. A. (7 Indian Sidecar) .

.

9
Applebee, F. A. (7 Indian Sidecar) ... g
Haslam, J. (4 Douglas Sidecar) 9
Fletcher, Gordon (4 Douglas Sidecar)

.

g
Gibb, W. B. (3.5 Douglas Sidecar) ... g
Dover, F. (4 Douglas Sidecar) 9
Garrett, S. F. (8 Blackburne Sidecar) 9
Holroyd, J. S. {9 Blackburne Sidecar) g
Gibson, Hugh (8 Clyno Sidecar) g
Stevens, J. (6 A.J.S. Sidecar) 9
Davis, R. C. (8 Chater-Lea Sidecar) .

.

9
McKenzie, Jas. (6 Humber Sidecar) .

.

9
Mabon, A. (4 Mabon Sidecar) 9
Fell-Smith, W. A. (7 H. -Davidson Sc.) 9
Carton, Ado. {7 Indian Sidecar) g
Jacobs, W. A. (6 Rex Sidecar) 9
Le Grand, J. P. (6 Rex Sidecar) 9
White, Frank (6 Rex Sidecar) g
Walker, P. D. (4}- B.S.A. Sidecar) ... 9
Stocks, J. L. (3I Ariel Sidecar) g
Saddiagton,H. H. (5-6 James Sidecar) g
de la Have, T. C. (3! Sunbeam Sc.) .

.

g
Witt, T.'H. L. (6 Enfield Sidecar) ... 9
Johnson, E. C. (4 Douglas Sidecar) .

.

9
Masters, J. A. (7 Harley-Davidson Sc.) 9
Thompson, Thompson I4 Douglas Sc.) 9
Hilger, John (3^ Rover Sidecar) g
Read, A. J. (8 Sunbeam Sidecar) 9
Don, Kave (8 Zenith Sidecar) 9
Milton, E. (6 A.J.S.) 9
Douglass, F. H. {7 Harley-Davidson) 9
Tippett, N. P. (4 Rex) 9

4i
5

5i
6

6J
7
74
8

8i
9
g*
10
loi
II

Hi
12

I2.i

13
I3i
14
I4l
15
I5i
16

t6i
17
I7i
18

18J
ig

igi
20

20J
21
2li
22
22*
23
23!;

24
= 4i
25

25S
26
26.V

27
27J
28

28J
2g
294
30
3oi
31
31*
32
32 i
33
334
34
34i
33
354
36
36.V

37
37i
38
384
39
394
40
404
41
414
42
424
43
43i
44
444
45
434
46
464
47
474
48
484
49
4g4
50
304
51
5ii
52
524
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I" THE COURSE OF
K THE LONDON-EDINBURGH

RUN,

With time of arrival of the

first ccmpetitor.

iScotc/t. Grriter- lO-IOaTn-

\
li/cn.td/'ftie/c 6-70 ant

DoncciyTcf , ^

J-36 ctnt- \

Time of Start.
Nott, GcorgR (5-6 Clyno Sidecar) ii.iij
Peiirson, C. {4 Douglas Sidecar) 10 . 12
Bryson, E. G. (8 Enfield Sidecar) 10. 12J
Le Vack. H. (8 Motosacoche Sidecar) 10.13
Pettyt, George (8 Morgan) 10. 13*
McGarigIc, V, (8 Morgan) 10.14"
Hancock, T. R. (8 Hanco) 10.14J
Williams, Eric (10 Morgan) lo.is
Bell, H. G. (8 Morgan) 10.15J
Morgan, H. F. S. (8 Morgan) 10.16
Candler, A. {15 Rover) lo.iGi
Myson, C. J. (10 Singer) 10.17'
Noble, A. (10 A.C.) 10.17!
Brownsort, W. G. (10 A.C.) 10.18"

Grimaldi, E. G. (11.9 Albert) 10.18J
Maybnry, H. C. {45 Oaklands) 10.19
Hawkes, D. (27 .A.ustro-Daimler) 10^ 19!
McDonald, K. A. (8 G.W.K.) 10.20"
Mason, C. A. H. (ri .9 Morris-Cowley) io.2oi
Davis, S. C. H. (10 A.C.) 10.21
Kash, C. A. (ro G.N.) io.2ii
Duncan, A. J. (8 Duncan) 10.22
Westall, S. D. (10 A.C.) ; 10.22.*

Hay, J. V. (10 G.N.) 10.23
Blakey, G. G. (9.5 Hillman) 10. 23^
Gates, W. H. {11.9 La^onda Coupe) 10.24
Stead, G. C. (10 A.C.) 10.24!
Addis, John (10 Aston-Martiii) 10.25
Birch Reynardson, V. H. (12 Darracq) 10.25J
Hooydonk, J. Van (11 .9 Phoenix) 10.26
Gorst, Harrv {20 Ford) 10.26J
McEntagart, H. P. (15-18 Hupp.) 10.27
Don, Ralph (to .'\.C.) . . 10.27r

9^MILi;5

y%

107.

108.

109.
1 10.

1 11.

1 12.

113.

iro.

117.

n3.
119.
120.

121.

122.

123.

124.
125.

126.

127.

12.S.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133-

134-

135.

136.

137-
138.

139-
140.

141.

142.

US-

Time of Start.
Godsal, John (8 B.A.T.) 9.53
Osborne, R. C. (7 Harley-DaVidson) 9-53^
Clease, A. G. Douglas (4 Norton) 9.54"
Julian, Stanley (6 A.J.S.) 9-54!
Atkins, E. (3.I Ariel) 9.55"
Ellis, E.J. (8"Matchless) 9.55.1
HjTOill, R. (6 A.J.S.) 9.56"
Mundy, Rex (9 Matchless) 9-56i
Wilkin, C. W. (5 Brough) 9.57"
Bullas, Thomas (3! P. & M.) 9.57.!
Vale, P. B. G. (8 Enfield) 9.58"
Egginton, W. H. (8 Sunbeam) 9-58^
Sawer, S. {4 Norton) 9.59
Jones, F. E. (3! Ariel) 9.59!
O'Donovan, D. R. (4 Norton) 10.0
Smith, Frank (8 Ciyrio) 10. oi
Campbell, J. D. (6 A.J.S.) lo.i"
Stevens, George (6 A.J S ) 10. lA
Hargreaves, J. (4 Norton Sidecar) 10.2
Minton, H. (3! Sunbeam Sidecar) 10
Letchworth, George H. (3i Sunbeam Sidecar). 10
Axford, S. K. (6 A.J.S. Sidecar) 10
Bradbury-, Dan (4 Norton Sidecar) 10
Grinton, George (7 Harlev-Da\'id;on Sidecar) . 10
Emerson, J. (3 A. B.C. Sidecar) 10.
Pittock, E. J. (5-6 James Sidecar) 10
Tou'nshend, E. C. (4 Sunbeam Sidecar; lb
Deacock, V. (4 Douglas Sidecar) 10
Thorpe, F. (4 Douglas Sidecar) 10
Fenn, A. G. (3.I Zenith Sidecar) 10
Smith, J. (6 Enfield Sidecar) 10
Collier, C. R. (8 Matchless Sidecar) 10
Collier, H. A. (8 Matchless) 10,

Hoult, J. A. (8 Matchless Sidecar) 10
Lathburj', E. B. (3,'. Rover Sidecar) 10.

Marshall, E. (6 Enfield Sidecar) 10.
Richards, F. H. (5 Zenith Sidecar) 10.

9
9!
10

10!

No fewer than forty makes will

be represeiited by the entrants, of

\\ hich the Douglas leads with eigh-

teen competitors. The following
-hows the number of machines of

different makes:

A.B.C 3
Allen 4

A.J.S. h
Ariel 4
B.S.A 4
B.A.T I

Blackburne . 4
Brough I

Clyno 4

Coulson .... 3
Chater-Lea . 2
Douglas .... 18
1-^ianiond . . . i

Eifielci 5

H.-Davidson. 6
Henderson .

.

Hobart
Humber . .

.

Indian ....

James 4
Lea-Francis . 2

Levis 2

Mabon i

Matchless ... 6

Morgan .... 5

Metro-Tyler . 2

Motosacoche. r

Norton 7
Omega i

P. & M 3
Rover i

Rex 4
Rudge 2

Sirrah Verus. i

Sunbeam . . 12

Triumph ... 8

Wooler . . 3

Zenith . P

ZZSa.

\^\Jwr/ntai Cross 12-4'^ccm,

_JEato!i Socon tl^I'Z/:>>ii-

Vk 3aldocJ{ /O ^S/^jn.
'^

JTART ~)yjBcu-uet 9-Zf^^\
Old Gate JYbctje

9.?3 7lt

^,
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A HEAVY TWIN AS A SOLO MOUNT,
Some Personal Experiences with a "Victory" 8 h.p. Malchless.

ALTHOUGH there are' hundreds of heavy 'twin
sidecar outfits on the road at the present time,

it is comparatively seldom that one comes across

a heavy i,ooo c.c. twin, primarily designed for side-

car work, that is in daily use as a solo mount.
At the end of 1918 a lucky chance enabled the

writer to pick up a practically new Victory model
Matchless combination at a moderate price, which bar-

gain was eagerly snapped up, and this somewhat extra-

heavy motor cycle, built originally for machine-gun
service in Russia, has since been ridden solo over

1 ,500 miles.

During this distance not a single mechanical failure

has been experienced, and, with the exception of three

or four punctures, all has gone well.

The sensation of bestriding such a heavy machine,
fitted with 700 mm. x 80 mm. Hutchinsons (not blown
up brick-hard), must be
experienced to be realised.

The 8 h.p. Matchless, which

the owner used as a solo mount

for 1 .500 miles.

Easy to Ride.

When once in the saddle,

the motion from 4 m.p.h.

to 50 m.p.h. is quite per-

fect, and, were it not that

this particular machine is

much under-geared for solo

work, this latter speed could

be easily bettered by 20%
without detriment to one's

personal comfort.

The gear ratios are ap-

pro.ximately 5 to i, /J^ to

I, and 12 to I, so that it

will be seen the 1,000 c.c.

J.A. P. would, if necessary,

lug the machine up a moun-
tain side on the low gear;

and it is comforting to think

that the machine will

climb anything, provided the

back wheel can get a grip.
,

The steering and general balance are excellent, and

these do not appear to be affected by either speed or

road surface.

OfJate.the roads (!) within a thirty miles radius

of London have been thoroughly explored: the con-

dition of these " tracks " must be personally tested to

be fully appreciated.

Heavy to Push.

The road between Acton and Uxbrldge, and for five

miles beyond the latter town, easily wins the first

prize, it being impossible to remain on the saddle for

stretches of one hundred yards at a time. These bits

had to be traversed by pushing the Matchless (and

luggage): no light task.

However, good, and even excellent, roads are still

to be found, especially in the Midlands ; and on these

the entire absence of %'ibration and rattle makes the

heavy machine a real joy to handle, and does away

with any sensation of fatigue, even after the longest

journeys.

Of recent long distance trips, a run from Coventry

to Eastbourne {162 miles), via Oxford, Reading, and

Horsham, in six hoiu-S is a good example. This

journey was undertaken on a Saturday afternoon
" against time," as it was impossible to start before

2.30 p.m., and only two stops were made for re-

plenishments CH route (Wallingford and Horsham).

Average Speeds.

Though a high average speed is possible on a

machine of this description, perhaps the speediest trip

was from Warwick to Banbury in the early morning,

a distance of nineteen miles, which was covered in

under the half-hour. This particular road is excellent,

and but for a couple of cows, nothing impeded the

speed which at times was a trifle alarming.

As a matter of fact, the pace was maintained as

far as High Wycombe (a

further sixty-five miles),

which was reached in ih.

40m. from Banbury.

The comparatively low

top gear considerably assists

the average speed on long

trips, and enables a sidecar

to be towed without much
diff'erence in maximum
speeds, except, of course,

on steep hills which, solo,

tlifi machine would natur-

ally romp up on top.

The highest speeds so far

registered by the Stewart

speedometer have been

52 m.p.h. (solo) and

44 m.p.h. with the sidecar;

but, to prove that a good

average can be maintained

with full load, a run of 102
— miles, between Stamford

and London, was accom-

plished with a fourteen-

stone and rather frightened passenger in four hours

exactly, and this with a pile of Easter holiday luggage.

M.P.G.

The petrol consumption works out at about

55 m.p.g. solo, and in the neighbourhood of 40 m.p.g.

with a sidecar, though this could be improved con-

siderably if the writer was willing to sacrifice the re-

markably slow running quality of the carburetter for

the sake of adding a mile or two extra to the

gallon.

To sum up, for an enthusiastic rider the heavy twm

for- solo work scores every time, but naturally does not

recommend itself to any but the somewhat muscular

motor cyclist. For this type of rider nothing could

be better than the big Matchless. The sensation of

overtaking and sweeping past another machine, on a

hill especially, is one of the most satisfactory of motor

cycling experiences, and is partly responsible for the

writer having become an ardent advocate of the big

twin for solo work. B.

A25
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Current Prices and Delivery Dates for 1919 Motor Cycles.

Make.

A.B.C.

Abingoos
Abingdon
A.I.S. ....

A.J.S
Allon . .

.

Ariel .

Ariel .

Ariel .

Ariel .

Blackburne
Blackburne
Blackburne . . , .

.

Bradburv
Bradbury
Bradbury
Bradbury
British Excelsior

British Excelsior
British Excelsior
British Excelsior
B.S.A
B.S.A
B.S.A
B.S.A

H.P. I'articulars in Bnet.

Calthorpe
Calthorpe
Carmeld .

CoNSAUCiiT -M'ture

Consaucht M'ture
CoNNAUCHT Stand'd
CONNAUGHT Stnilfl'd

CONNAUGHT Staiid'd
COULSON B

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Coventry Eagle .

Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Dot
Dot
Dor
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

Enfield
Enfield
Enfield
Enfield

G.N. Cycle Car
G.N. Cycle Car

Humt-er

Ivy de Luxe
Ivy de Luxe ,

Ivy de Luxe ,

Ivy de Luxe
iXlON ,

IXION
iXION

3S
6-7

3i
5-C
6-7

2?
4

8

23
4

4

(i

Go'r!

4i
U
3.V

2\

-'A

2i

21

21
2}

2i
n
3J

2\
4

4

3

Sprirnr frame, 4-speed,
flat twin

,

3-speed
3-speed
Twin, ;i-speed

Sidecar conibination ...

2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch
atid kick-starter . . . .

3-spced
Twin, 3-speed
Twin. 3-speed
Sidecar

4-stroke. ?-sp?ed, clufcri

3-speed
Combination
4-stroke, 350 c.c, S-sp.
Single gear
Single. 3-speed, chain .

.

Twin, 3-speed, chain .

,

2-stroke, 2-sp. counter-
shaft, kick-starter .

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, single gear. .

.

3-speed. combination .

All -chain drive
Chain-cum-belt
Single gear
Sidecar

J. A. P. engine, 2-speed.
2-5troke, 2-speed
2-stroke. 2-specd

2-stroke. single-speed . .

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, single-speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, 2-speeft. clutch
4-stroke, spring frame.

.

2-stroke
ditto, 2-speed .

J.A.P
ditto. 2-speed
S.A. countershaft 3-sp

1..A.H . Enfield 2-speed
2-stroke
2-stroke. 2-speed
CouiUiiiatiou
1 win, 2-spced
Twin, 2-speed
W.D. model
W.D. model
Combination

2 -str., 2-sp.. ch .in-driv

4-stroke, twin, 2-?pcp<i

Combination, model 180
Combination, model 190

2-cyI., Standard model
2-cyl., Vitesse model

Flat twin. 3-speed ....

2-stroke, single-speed . .

ditto. 2-speed . ;

I.O.M. model, single-sp.
ditto, 2-speed
2-stroke, single-speed . -

2-stroke, 2-speed
2-stroke, 2-speed, lady's

Price.

i s. d.

85
85
100
no
U8

65 I)

86
100
100
30

60
82
125
68
1h

92
112

63 'I

58 16
50
150 n

81 18
79 16
66 3

29 8

52
50

^8
46
42 U
49 15
5S

69 6

47 5

54 12

82 19

e:() 1,-

47 5

56 14
140 u
70
55
65
85 U

110 U

•j-J 1 I (J

69 fi

126
147 U

UO
1 70 'J

45 3

53 15 II

48 7 6
56 19 6
42 u
50
56

Delivery.

,
Delivery six to

eight weeks.
Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery com-
menced.

\ Delivery com
\ raenced.
Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery
commenced.

Three or four
v/eeks

Delivery com
raenced.

_
Delivery -"om-
menced.

(Delivery com
menced

S ortly

I
September.

Ttiree months.

Utl very com
menced

James
James
James
James
James
James

Make.

Levis

L.M.C.
L.M.C.

Matchless . .

.

Metro-Tyler .

Metro-Tyler ,

Morgan ,

Morgan ,

Morgan ,

New Imperial
New Imperial

New Imperial
New Rider .

,

New Rider
Norton
Norton
NoRTO.'a

Norton
Norton

Omega
,

Overseas
Overseas . . .

.

P. and M. . . .

,

P. and M

Radco ,

Radco
Rex
Rover ,

Rover ,

Rover
,

Rover ,

Rover ,

Rover ,

Royal Ruby
Royal Ruby

Sparkbrook .

Sparkbrook .

Sunbeam ....

Sunbeam ....

Sunbeam . . . .

.

Sunbeam ....
Sun-Vitesse .

Sun-Vitesfe .

Triumph ....
Triumph ....

Velocette .

.

\V0LP ......

VVooler
VVooler

H.P.

4i
3\

5-6

8
2i

2J
2i

8

2i

A
4

3i

3 A

31

3,1

3A
6

3i

2i

2i
4

oi

Zl

3i
3i
5-6

5-G

6 or 8

2i

•l\

2\

1

2J

Particulars m Brief.

No. 6. single, 3-speed .

.

No. 7, V twin, 3-speed
No. 8, 2-stroke, 2-speed
No. 9, twin, 3-speed . .

.

Sidecar Canoelet
Sid'^car de luxe

2-stroke, single-gear ...

ditto

Twin ditto

Combination
2-stroke, single-speed ..

3-stroke, 2-speed

Sporting model
G.P., J.A.P. engine ....

De luxe, M.A.G. {w.c.

I.A.P. (10 extra) ...

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed.

.

J.A.P. engine, 2-speed,

clutch
Combination
2-stroke, single speed .

.

2-stroke, 2-speed
All-chain drive

T.'I., c/shaft, all-chain

Single-gear, B.R.S. eng.
ditto, with B.S. engine
Standard, T.T., all-belt

4-stroke, 2-speed .

3-speed
Twin. 3-speed

R.A.F. model .

Combination .

2-stroke, single-gear

2-stroke, 2-speed . .

.

3-speed
Single-speed
Philipson pulley . .

.

3-speed
Combination
3-speed
Combination . . .

Twin, 3-5p. combination
2-stroke single-gear

2-stroke, single-speed

2-5troke, 2-speed . .

.

Sidecar for 8 h.p. ,

.

Sidecar for 3i h.p. .

3-speed, all-chain .

.

3-speed, all-chain .

.

2-stroke, single-speed .

.

2-stroke 2-speed ...

W.D. model ....

2-stroke, 2-speed

2-5troke, 2-speed
2-str.. 2-sp ,

2-stroke, variable gear
Flat twin, 4-stroke . .

.

Price.

i s. d.
98
98
60
99 16
24 15
28 17 6

43 13

85

95

140
'^9 9

67 4

145 U

155

92
60

58 IG
132 C

48
55 10

91 7
89 5

76 13
84 II

66 3

113

39 13

48 7

82 10
67
72
85
117 10
100
132 10
141 15
40

46 4
52 10
36 15
28 7

96 12

120 15

43 10
hh

SO
92

Delivery.

4«

48

01 19

til 19

Delivery com-
menced.

Entire output
booked.

Delivery com-
menced.

Delivery
'

,
commenced.

Delivery com-
menced.

Entire out-

put tor 1919

booked by
various
1 gents.

Delivery com*
menced

Delivery crm-
menced.

Delivery com-
menced.

\ Delivery com-

f infiicRd

1 Delivery ror.i-

) mencetl

1 Delivery

f comm'^nc' d.

Shortly

Delivery com-
menced.

} Output booked

} Shortly.

,
Delivery com-

menced.

jSbortly.

1 Dilivery coin-

/ menced.

ASELECTION form the many road
reports received from readers is

given below :

YoiiKSHinE.—Middlesbrough to Salt-

burn : This road is now bein^ repaired,
but stretches are still in a shocking condi-
tion. Middlesbrough to Sunderland : By
the transporter bridge this road is fair as
far as Ryhope, whence into Sunderland it

is very bad. Sunderland to Newcastle : This
road is very bad indeed. The East Boldon
to Sunderland stretch has been renovated
in places, but is getting cut up again by
the heavy traffic. Middlesbrough to

A26

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
Darlington: Bad to Stockton; thenco

food to Darlington. Middlesbrough to

Vhitby : Not very good to Guisborough ;

thence not bad. Practically all the roads
near and around manufacturing centres
like IMiddlesbrough, Sunderland, South
Shields, Stockton, etc., are very bad
indeed. Away from these the roads are,

on the whole, not bad.
Farnham to Plymouth : The Winchester-

Salisbury road is very good. There is a
bad patch on the Sherborne side of Yeovil,
just outside the town, and others on either
side of Shaftesbury, but none of them

serious. A road to be avoided by motor
cyclists is the one from Chudleigh to King-
steignton, en route, for Newton. Entering
Plymouth, the road following the Plym,
from Laira Bridge to Plymptoii toll bridge,

should be avoided and the town entered
from the north-east via Mutley Plain.

With the above exceptions, the roads on
the route, Alton, Winchester, Salisbuiy,

Yeovil, Chard, Honiton, Exeter, Chud-
leigh, and Totnes, are surprisingly good.

Glen Eagles (Auchterarder to Muchart)

:

This road is practically impossible now
for motor cycles.
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THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY.
Competilion Rules and Details of a Sporiing Naval Event Next Month.

WE are now able to publish particulars

relating to the Arbuthnot Trophy
trial, to be held under the com-

petition rules of the Auto Cycle Union on
Friday and Saturday, July 4th-and 5th. In

framing the rules the A.C.U. Competitions
Committee has endeavoured to promote a

sporting event which would have appealed

to the gallant officer whose name the

trophy bears. It is intended that a.

similar trial, or some other form of com-
petition, shall be held annually, the

holder of the trophy being eligible to

compete free of entry fee. The trial this

year will occupy two days, and the total

distance will not exceed 250 miles. The
start and finish will be at Plj-mouth.

General Conditions.

It may be remembered that this im-

portant competition, which is quite unlike

any other which has ever been held, was
the outcome of a suggestion made by The
Motor Cijch, wliich was instrumental in

collecting the fund for the purchase of

the trophy, and in getting it executed

by Lady Scott, the widow of the famous
explorer.

Although it had been finally decided

that the trial should be open to any
officer in H.il. Navy, at the last moment
the Competitions Committee of the

A.C.U. also made it open to any officer

of the Royal Naval Reserve, or Royal
Naval Volunteer Reserve, on the active

service list on the date on which entries

close, wliich is 5 p.m. on Monday, the

23rd inst. Each entry must be accom-
panied by a fee of one guinea, and if the
entrant is not already on the competition
register of the Union, by the application

for such registration, the fee for which
is 5s., or, in the case of a member of a
club affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union,
2s. 6d.

The course each day will be between
100 and 150 miles hi length, and details

will be published the day previous to the

trial. A competitor may not leave the

course under any circumstances, and may
be disqualified or otherwise penalised

should he do so.

Competitors' motor cycles must be
driven under their own power only
throughout the trial, during which their

road wheels may not be brought to rest

under any circumstances whatever, except
for exigencies of traffic and at the official

controls. Pedalling or running alongside

is prohibited, as is kicking on the ground
for purposes of propulsion. Outside
assistancCj or as-

sistance by an-

other competitor,
is forbidden.
The maximum

time allowed for

a competitor to

cover each section

will be that re-

quisite for an
average speed of

18 m.p.h., whilst
the minimum time
allowed shall re-

quire an average
speed of 20
m.p.h., allowances
being made for
ten - mile limits,

difficult country,
etc. Arrival times
will be taken at

the finish of each
section only,

namely, at the
luncheon control,

the test hill, and
finish each day.
The earliest and
latest times of

arrival at all im-
portant points
will be shown on
each competitor's
route card. There
will be no secret

checks.

THE ARBUTHNOT
TROPHY.

Designed and executed

by Lady ScoM:; and

subscribed for by the

motor cycle public to

perpetuate the memory
of the late Rear-Admiral

Sir Robert Keith
Arbuthnot, Bt., K.C.B.,

M.V.O., who gave his

life for his country at

the Battle of Jutland.

Any competitor not ready to start at

the appointed time will be disqualified.

The order of starting will be by ballot

each day. and the first competitor will

start at 8.50 a.m.

Throughout tiie trial, no adjustments,
repairs, or replenishments of any com-
petitor's motor cycle, including repairs or

replenishment of tyres, may be carried

out, except that a replenishment of oil,

petrol, and water is permitted during
the luncheon control.

Efficient silencers must be fitted, and
any competitor who, in the opinion of

the stewards, fails to comply with this
regulation will be disqualified.

Defining the Winner.

A " consistent driving " test will be held
on the same hill each day, the ascent
of the hill being part of the route of the
trial. The hill will be divided into two
parts, the first part to be climbed at an
average speed of not more than 10 m.p.h.,
and the second part at an average speed
of not less than 15 m.p.h. Tlie difference

between the time taken by a competitor
to climb the slow and the fast parts
of the hill respectively will be noted each
day, and the competitor who most nearly
repeats on the second day his performance
of the first day shall be adjudged the
winner of this test.

Every competitor who completes the
trial -according to these regulations will

be awarded a silver medal, and the trophy
will be held by one of the medal-winners
who makes the best performance in the
consistent driving test.

If no competitor succeeds in completing
the trial according to these regulations,

the competitor who makes the fewest
number of involutary stops will hold
the trophy, or if such number of stops

is the same for more than one competitor,

then, of these competitors, the one who
makes the best performance in the con-

sistent driving test.

> qO«

Plain Talk to American Motor Cycle Manufacturers.
VERY often British motor cyclists

point to American machines as being

a standard which manufacturers

should aspire to obtain for colonial

models. It has been said that the average

British machine - is too light for service

overseas, yet an American dealer appeals

to makers in the United States to make
their machines lighter.

"Now think a minute," he says. "In
1912 we had some real motor cycles, lots

of power, light in weight, and could

handle them without letting them fall on
us and break a leg. The small man
mastered his machine, and now it takes a

husky ' six-footer ' to ride one.

'Let us sit in a comfortable position

and not with our knees up under our

chins, with aU our weight on the saddle

and our feet up alongside the front wheel.
" Now for a sidecar. Let's have a

-slow-speed motor, about 1,150 c.c, low
compression, one that will run standing

still for a few hours .without burning

up, and cut the speed all out. Just let

it pull a sidecar 40 mlp.h., and keep

doing it! and a frame for sidecar work
only, no spring frames. You wouldn't

have springs on one side of your car at

the rear end ; this throws you out of

balance. For sidecar work, your rear

wheel doesn't set up straight now. CJive

us a lot of clearance for mud chains, a ^
waterproof magneto, and spark plug con-

nections that will stand a splash of water

;

a front guard that will keep us from get-

ting drowned when we hit water. JIake

it entirely different from anything you
now have. Give us a front fork with

rocker arms and pins that won't have to

be replaced every thousand miles. Give

us a transmission for sidecars—one that

won't strip and get out of order. If you
can't build three speeds right, give_ us

two speeds that are right. Give us side-

car clearance as much or more than a

'flivver.' It this outfit costs as much as a

'fliv,' let's- have it. Then we could go

when we wanted to, and get back and

run so much cheaper than we do

now. Remember this sidecar motor and

nia<?hine is to be for sidecars only.
" Now, Mr. Manufacturer, your high-

salaried men who design these two-

wheelers sit in soft chairs and ride in

Packards, and have a line of argument
that would make a common motor cycle

rider get down on his knees and ask to

be forgiven for what he mentioned about

improvements ; they know, course they

do ! They draw fiom five to ten thousand

a year, and do what the directors tell

them to do in order to make big profits,

and keep from changing any machinery.

But. nevertheless, keep an eye on Henry
Ford ; he got by nicely, and you all

laughed at his product in 1908. Ten
years later he couldn't spend all of his

monej'—because he made it in quantities."

A29
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Sidecarring with a 400 c.c. Flat Twin.

First Impressions of the A.B.C. Sidecar on the Road.

So much interest has beeji displayed

in the A. B.C. motor cycle, which

hitherto has been seen by the

majority only on papery that some further

ilotails of its running are certain to be

welcomed by our readers.

During a recent weeU-cnd we covered

ninety miles solo and some seventy-five

miles" with a sidecar on a machine which

is the prototype of the production models

which the Sopwith Co. will launch on the

market.
This early model, though it possesses

certain faults which, we understand, will

not be present in the later types, would
satisfy the most critical motor cyclist.

These difficulties are a bad carburetter,

which refuses to fire regularly under

17 or 18 m.p.h. on top gear and remark-

able oil slinging propensities. In the later

models a new carburetter will be fitted,

and an improvement made in the crank

case design, which will remedy the other

trouble.

We drove the machine home without

a passenger in the sidecar, and found that

even over quite rough surfaces the outfit

held the road extremely well. The side-

car, though not a luxurious affair, is of

medium neight, and comfortable, not

because of the soft padding of the

cushions, but owing to the excellent

springing of the axle, which is mounted
on quarter elliptical springs while the body
is fixed on springs.

Our first surprise came when we climbed

a long and trying hill on top speed at

36 m.p.h. over the crest, and realised that

the little 400 c.c. engine had made an

The 3 h.p. A.B.C. with a sidecar fitted with a sprung axle.

^.B.C. double-sprung sidecar chassis

ascent equal to that of a 30 Jt-^p. Lancia

car which we had driven over the same
road a week or two before.

40 m.p.h. with Sidecar.

Later the same evening we took a

passenger for a short trial spin,

touched nearly 40 m.p.h. on a slight up
grade, and climbed a hill of average

steepness at 30 m.p.h. On the return

trip 42 m.p.h. was attained. The next

day we drove the machine with a pas-

senger over various by-roads in ordinary

undulating country, and never ufed a

lower speed than third, but we finished

up with the impression that the 3 h.p.

A.B.C. laden with

>i one passenger and lug-

gage will go practically

anywhere in Great
Britain, and be capable
of climbing such hills

as Birdlip or Sutton
Bank under these condi-

tions. Would that either

had been close at hand
so as to make the

attempt ! No matter
how severely the engine
was abused, it was im-

possible to make it

knock, no matter
whether the spark was

^ji^ ' / fully advanced and the
-^ •'

throttle suddenly opened
on a hill.

./

The, next day we removed the sidecar,

and drove the machine up the Great

North Road as far as Buckden. The sur-

face was good on the whole, but where

ordinary pot-holes occur these are hardly

noticeable, so excellent is the springing,

which with the Brooks saddle renders the

A.B.C. luxuriously comfortable, there

being an entire absence of unpleasant

"rebound."

The Machine Criticised.

The steering is good on the whole, but

wider handle-bars would, we think, be

desirable, as the steering at low speeds

was not very steady. Critics who have not

tried the machine have suggested that with

the machine set across the frame cornering

would be difficult. This we did not find

to be the case, as ordinary curves in the

road could be taken at a good swinging

pace. Needless to say, the engine is, to

all intents and purposes, vibrationless,

but the valves are a trifle noisy. Doubt-

less some of the noise could have been

eliminated by cai-eful tappet adjustment,

but on the whole we are inclined to think

that the slight clatter is the penalty of

efficiency—a fault found in many motor
cycle engines.

We are greatly looking forward to a

closer acquaintance with the production

model A.B.C, with its new carburetter,

improved crank case, tool box under the

footboards, and Lucas dynamo lighting set.

->—«D0«>—<-

MOTOR CYCLING AND HEALTH.

THE fact that large numbers of doctors

use motor cycles for their rounds is

in itself a proof that the motor

bicycle is a means of locomotion which

can do no physical damage to the ordi-

nary individual. In nine cases out of ten,

if any doctor advises a man to give up
motor cycling he is not a motor cycli.?t

liimself, and the advice of a doctor who
is one should be sought before the idea

of the patient ridmg a motor cycle is

given up.
There is no doubt whatever that motor

cycling is just as healthy an occupation

as- exists. It is a means of getting fresh

air, and of invigorating both body and

mind, and is the greatest benefit to the

worker in the town; but there is just

one point to which the attention of the

beginner should be called.

Slany men, especially those who are

just emerging from the prime of life into

middle age may find that the first few

miles on a motor bicycle or motor cycle

and sidecar will cause various aches and

pains, and a certain amount of fatigue,

which may frighten him from continuing

the pastime. The reason- for These aches

and pains is not far to seek, and they are

not serious. They simply mean that the

riding of a motor bicycle brings fresh

muscles into play.

Those who think of giving up motor
cycling because they have suffered after

a first ride should try to bear in

mind the agonies of a man who has once

ridden a horse, then given it up, and:

taken to it again, and his sufferings after

his first ride. These are not to be com-

pared with the paltry aches and pains that

the unpractised motor cyclist may be

called upon to experience. Atlktte.

:M\
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Olmcs to "Cigl^tTLamps.
StrnMEE Time.

June 5th 9.41 p.m.
„ 6th 9.42 „
„ 9th 9.44 „
, nth 9.46 „

Sommer Number on June 19th.

A fortnight hence, a special Summer
Number of The Motor Cycle will be
published. Definite orders should be
placed with newsagents.

The Oldest Motor Cyclist.

We personally know a motor cyclist

over sixty years of age. Others of mature
years are to be seen on the road, and it

would be interesting to know who is the
oldest motor cyclist. Will these young-old
riders send their photographs and brief

particulars of their experiences?

Speed Limit.

Active co-operation by motorists using
the Exeter-Plymouth road near Chud-
leigh is solicited by the E.A.C. in oppos-
ing the application for a ten-mile speed
limit made by the Devon County Council,
and now before the Local Government
Board.

M.C.C. Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle "

Cup.
The Motor Cycling Club has fixed a date

in September for the inter-club team trial

for the fifty-guinea cup presented for this

purpose by The Motor Cycle. There is

every prospect of this competition being
held, provided there is sufficient support
from the clubs.

Secretaries of motor cycling clubs who
are able to send a team to compete in

this popular competition are requested
to communicate with the secretary of the

M.C.C, Mr. Southcomb ILiy, 34, Gower
Place, London, W.C.I. ^

The P.S.M.C.C. and the Arhuthnot Trophy.

Naval officers who intend entering for

the Arbuthnot Trophy are reminded that,

if they are members of a club af&liated to

the Auto-Cycle Union, they are entitled

to be placed on the A.C.tJ. register of

competitors at half fees, a procedure
which is necessary, as the competition is

counted as an open trial.

A suitable club affiliated to the A.C.U.
which they may care to join is the Public
Schools Jlotor Cycling Club—secretary,

Mr. H. B. Browning, E.G.A., Paver
Bank, Staines.

Officers who were educated in the

Britannia, at Osborne, Dartmouth, or any
of the recognised, public schools, are

eligible for membership of this club.

London-Edinburgh Run.
Readers who desire to see something of

the London-Edinburgh run will find much
useful information in this issue of The
Motor Cycle. They should carry a copy
with them.

Spectators who turn out during the
hours of darkness to cheer the competi-
tors on, should turn their motor cycles
so that their lamps face northward. There
is nothing more disconcerting to competi-
tors than to meet motor cycles with head
lights which shine directly'into their eyes.

Petrol Tins.

Some curious situations are arising from
the increase of charge for spirit cans to

3s. Some dealers insist on 3s. for every
can, new or old, while others only charge
the new price for cans stamped with
that figure. An instance brought the
state of confusion existing to our notice.

Purchasing a tin of spirit, the garage
proprietor offered us an unmarked tin

for which he wanted to charge 3s. We
offered him a tin in exchange, but he
would only allow 2s. for it. Fortunately,

it was a tin which had been sold us the
night before by his man, who confirmed
our statement with satisfactory results.

It would appear that some definite ruling

on the matter, however, is necessary.

Special jFealures.

GUIDE TO THE LONDON-EDINBURGH
RUN.

THE HEAVY TWIN AS A SOLO MOUNT.

TWO NEW SCOOTERS.

Beware near Chislehuist.

There is considerable police activity

round Cldslehurst, the police being very
keen on securing summonses for inefficient

silencers, and also for exceeding the speed
limit. The traps are worked on the Eoyal
Parade and on the main road.

Fighting Unfair Trading.

The solicitors to the A.C.U. obtained
judgment for the full amount claimed

from a motor dealer who, having already

sold a machine, effected a resale of the

machine which he was supposed to be
keeping for the original purchaser. The
A.C.U. endeavoured to obtain a second-

hand machine of similar make for the

victimised purchaser, but found this

practically impossible, and therefore

ordered a new machine. Thus, the

defaulting dealer was given a deserved

lesson on the danger of profiteering and

sharp practice.

Since the removal of petrol restrictions motor cycling has again become very popular in

the navy. In a large ship the machine can be kept on board, and even ridden round the

quarter-deck for testing purposes. This photograph of a Douglas owner was taken aboard

H.M.S. Barham.

Bl
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A. Midland Rendezvous.
The George in the Tree Hotel at Berks-

well is well-known to Midland motor
cyclists, who will be interested to know
that it has been taken over by Lt. A.
Milner, the competition rider, wlio intends
maknig it a high-class motor cyclists'
rendezvous.

Police Traps.

There is a police trap at the foot of
Harrow Hill on the Sudbury side. The
gradient is rather stiff and riders of single-
gear motor cycles must rush it and are
consequently caught.
Motor cyclists are being stopped in

Hounslow to see if their machines are
properly equipped with two brakes, that
the number plates are of the correct size,
aiul that the silencers are efficient.

A £25 Miniature.

We have received preliminary particu-
lars of a small machine known as the
Motocyclette, sold at £25 by the United
Industries, 26, Ludgate Hill, London,
E.G. 4. Tins consists of a motor attach-
ment fitted to an ordinary pedal cycle.
The power unit is a 1 h.p. two-stroke
engine, fitted with a Wizard damp-proof
magneto, Sentinel carburetter, handle-bar
control, 'in. cord leather belt drive, hub
and rim brakes, and a petrol tank hold-
ing 1^ gallons of fuel. It is designed for
a speed of twenty-five miles an hour, and
IS claimed to do 100 miles to the gallon
of fuel. The cost of the unit excluding
the bicycle is £17, and it is claimed that
It will fit any pedal cycle without brazing
lugs or to altering the frame.

Birmingham - Land's End Trial.

THE following entries have been received
for the Lycett Trophy two-day event
during the coming week-end

:

E.Kickinnr (31/ Sunbeam sc.)
G.tului , (21/2 Levis)
r. X Watson (31/0 Ariel sc.)
A. H. Johnston (2^ AUon)
C. H. AAwright (2% New Imperial)
E. B. Troward (21/2 Metro)
E. Henrite (2% New Imperial)
W. A. Bown (21/2 Bown-Villiera)
S. Wright (3V2 Humber)
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph)
M. G. Silver (4 Quadrant)
T. Silver (8 Quadrant)
S. R^dway (4 Norton sc.)
G. A. Dalby (4 Triumph)
G. A, Dinrfe (4 Triumph)
H. B. Denley (8 Morgan)
H. Poole (6 A.J.S. sc.)
H. C. Heith (2% A.J.S.)
P. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.)
R. Baker (4 Triumph)
H, Jones (3>/2 Sunbeam)
W. N. Tetley (Sy, Sunbeam)
E. Arch (8 New Imperial sc.)
J. E. Greenwood [8 Sunbeam)
T. Stevens (4 James sc.)
H. R. Fowler (5-6 James sc.)
Ij. Clark (5-6 James sc.)
H. Boynton (5-6 James)
K. E. Hay (5 Hazlewood)
H. Edwards (4 Sunbeam)
E. Kibble (4 Triumph)
L. Baker (4V- B.S.A. sc.)
S. T. Hill (5-6 James Ec.)
C. Oerton (4i/, Ariel sc.)
L. Newey (4^4 Ariel sc.)
W. E. Emer>- (31/2 Rndge Multi)
E. W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.)
S. Petty (5-6 James sc.)
n. P. Cutler (4 Norton sc.)
R. H. Nicholls (Wi B.S.A. sc.)
F. T, Watson (4 Norton sc)
A. P. A. Rosa (8 Roval Ruby sc.)
V. G. Webb (2% Douglas)
H. D. Meade (2% N.UJT.)
H. A. Pattman (4 Norton sc.)
B. W. Vaughan (5-6 James sc.)
F. E. Mucklow (4ii James sc.)
T. Pollock (5-6 James sc.)

H. I. Stretton-Ward (4 Triumph)

Price of Petrol.

The Peiroleitm T'nnes says there is very
little prospect of the price of petrol coming
down to pre-war level.

B2

SUMMER NUMBER
JUNE 19th,

Will contain many Special Articles ol

interest to all motor cyclists, including

WHEBE TO GO FOR THE SUMMER TOUR
Written by motor cyclists familiar
with the districts they describe.

A REVIEW OF DESIGN IN 1919.

,THE FAMILY SIDECAR.
The most popular vehicle on the road, and why.

THE YOUTHFUL MOTOR CYCLIST.
Why the motor cycle appeals to the young man.

NO AGE LIMIT.
The motor cycle as a suitable mount for

the man of mature years.

The usual popular features of
"The Motor Cycle" will be retained.

British Crude Oil.

It is difficult to estimate the true value
of the reports concerning the oil boring
undertaken by Lord Cowdray at Chester-
field.

^

Second A.C.U. Committee Meeting in

the Provinces.

The directors of Douglas JNlotors, Ltd.,
and the Bristol M.C.C. are making
arrangements to entertain the A.C.TL
Committee when they visit Bristol for the
second meeting of the 1919-20 session to

be held in the provinces. The meeting
will be held at the Grand Hotel, Bristol,

on the 20th June, and a number of bed-
rooms have been reserved for members
of the committee. Those members of the
committee wishing to reserve a room
should communicate with the manager.
For the morning of the 21st, Douglas

Motors, Ltd., have invited the committee
to view their works, and will provide
sidecars to convey the visitors from the
hotel. The directors have also invited the

' committee to take lunch with them that
, day, and afterwards propose' to convey
their guests to either Weston-super-Mare
or Cheddar Gorge, where an event is Ijeing

organised by the Bristol M C.C.
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PoUce and Lighting Regulations.

Exeter police are particularly busy
regarding the motor light regulation,

The regulation prohibits a car carrying

lighted head lamps, the glass of which
exceeds Sin. in diameter. A London
chauffeur was summoned for an infringe-

ment of the regulation, and his solicitor

rightly pleaded that the regulation was
difficult to understand. A light up to

five inches diameter need not be obscured,
but if it exceeds that diameter the

whole must be darkened. Few people,

said the solicitor, knew this, and defen-

dant pleaded ignorance of the regulation.

The summons was dismissed on defendant
paying the costs.

R.A.C. Annual General Meeting.

This meeting was held at the Club
House, Pall Alall, on the 29th May, the
chairman, the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley,
G.B.E., C.B., presiding.

Reviewing the work of the Club during
the war, the Chairman stated that there
had been a large increase in the member-
ship, and that the Club was in a sound
financial position in spite of the difficulties

caused by the war. In the first days of

the war the Club offered honorary mem-
bership to all overseas officers : knowing
that it wa-s difficult for an officer from over-
seas to find accommodation in London, that
he would be practically stranded, and
probably know nobody, the Club felt that
he "was a man to whom of all others it

should be the first to offer hospitality.

14,000 overseas officers had availed them-
selves of this privilege, and the com-
mittee had had gratifying testimony to

the value and appreciation set upon the
privilege of honorary membership. That
hospitality would continue until all such
officers had returned to their homes.
The R.A.C. War Service Department

was instituted in order to help the
Government at a difficult period. The
total mileage accomplished by these
voluntary drivers, as far as an estimate
could be formed, was over 37,000,000.
Mr. A. F. Bird, M.P., expressed the

appreciation and thanks of the Colonial
Office for the splendid hospitality extended
to overseas officers.

^-
;

An experimented model 8 h.p. Sunbeam fitted with spring frame. This machine is

undergoing strenuous tests at the present time.

i
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AU letters should lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must 1)8 accompanied by the writer's name and address,

EASY STARTING.
Sir,—As an A.J.S. rider, I was much interested in

"K.O.S.B.'s" letter in The Motor Cycle, of May 15th.

JNIy machine is a 1914 2| h.p. model, and I have never had
the slightest trouble in starting. During the war the machine
was idle at one period for over twelve months, and on taking
it out it started at the Ursi kick. This was with pre-

war spirit, a little of which I had on hand. Again, however,
the machine was "laid up," but this time for quite two
years, and on trymg the engine it started and ran perfectly

at the third kick; the spirit used being War Grade 1. Such
a performance may seem questionable, but I can absolutely
guarantee the truth of my statement. AJ 2594.

South Shields.

Sir,—Several of your contributors iave been complaining
recently in your colunms of-diffietdty in starting.

I was troubled with this very much untO recently with a
Morgan Runabout, and then I cured it in the following
manner. •

I now carry a small piece of muslin about two inches
square, and when I flood the carburetter (Binks) I hold the
rag underneath the float chamber, and let it absorb the
overflow. Then, pushing the petrol-sodden piece of cloth

into the air intake, one pull up of the starting handle
invariably starts the engine. Then remove the rag.

Hopmg this may be of some use to some of your readers,
Dungannon. R.A.F. (Pilot).

THE CAPACITY OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—Would it not be far more accurate, and also more

advantageous to the two-stroke, if the period that the ports
are open is excluded from the stroke for the purpose of

calculating its capacity? For instance, my Allon has a bore
and stroke of 70 X 76 mm. = 292 c.c. Suppose that the ports
are open for 6 mm. of the stroke, and calculate the capacity
70 X 70 mm. = 269 c.c. Also put down the, nominal horse
power from this.

Jly reasons for suggesting this are : (1.) That this really

measures the quantity of mixture that the cylinder can take.

(2.) That consequently the power can be more correctly

assumed from this.

I should like to know of any objections to this bv readers.

Ilfracombe. "E.E.C.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—As some of your correspondents have pointed out,

many present day motorists lack the esprit de corps to help

motorists who are delayed by breakdown on the road. For
instance, on May 10th, whilst travelling from Bradford to

Bolton Abbey I spent an hour in assisting »n unlucky rider.

But, on the way back, my friend on a Harley-Davidson and
sidecar ran into a flood on the road, and we could not do

anything, and six miles from home. The Jlorgan I rode had
sooted plugs, and no good spare plugs.

Out of well over one hundred motorists who passed not one

stopped to ask if he could assist; and yet the aid of two

plugs, which I would have paid anything for, would have
' got us out of the difficulty. Without them my own machine

would hardly move.
Finallv, we partially cleaned two plugs, and the Morgan

was compelled to pull the Harley-Davidson and sidecar and

three people six miles up steep gradients of between 1 in 10

to 1 in 5 up to Heaton. (Anyone who knows this district will

realise what this means.) It did it with three stops, and all

-credit- to the makers of the Morgan, but it has done a lot

o! dainage as it is a 1914 machine.

A little / do as you would be done by " would have saved

us all this trouble and expense.

I hope you will excuse this ti-om a great admirer of jtjur

paper, to whom Thursday is the day of the week.

Bradford. AH 1707.

ONE-LEGGED RIDERS.
Sir,—I regret to find that your correspondent "Gammy

Leg" should have cause to complain at the manner in which
manufacturers have treated his application for a machine

suitable for a rider with only a right leg.

I have also lost my left leg, but have had no difficulty in

finding a suitable machine. The machines I am riding, and
will always ride, are the 2| h.p. and the 4 h.p. Douglas.

^

This make is most comfortable and free from vibration,

and I find it the most suitable machine. I am sure it would

suit your correspondent, as the machine can be controlled

without the use of the left leg.

I would also say that the Douglas is suitable to the man
who has lost his right leg, and if he would take advantage

of my experience, which I have previously recorded in these

pages, he would have nothing but a Douglas. I have pre-

viously suffered considerably in using other engines that

were not so vibratiouless. E. G. FERY.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY.
Su',—I note with interest your statement that the^ rules

and regulations for the Arbuthnot trophy event will be

announced shortly. The point to which I wish to draw atten-

tion is the fact that " the start lad finish will be at Ply-

month." Though it does not necessarily follow that the whole

event will be concentrated round that area, I submit it would

be much more convenient for this event to be held in the

Midlands, and more or less equidistant, and more get-at-able

from all Naval depots and bases, such as Portsmouth, Chat-

ham, Harwich, Rosyth, and even North of that. Probably

it is too late now to alter any arrangements already made,

but as the majority of the ships in home waters are not

at Plymouth it consequently means at least two days more

leave "being asked for than if it had been held in the Mid-

lands, and may prevent quite, a number of would-be com-

petitors from entering. It is not just a question of asking

for leave and getting it even these days.

H.M.S. Commonwealth. GEDRIC NAYLOR, Lt. R.N.

[The rules and regulations of the Arbuthnot Trophy trial are

given elsewhere in this issue.

—

Ed.]

EMPLOYMENT FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.

Sir,—We have noticed the letter from " L.A.C." in your-

issue of the 29th ult., and are writing so that he and any

other despatch riders who may be in the same boat may
take their opportunity.

As our name indicates, this company has been formed by

ex-D.R.'s, and our aim is to employ as many ex-D.R.'sas

possible.
. r 11

We have not, unfortunately, been able to get into full

swing as yet, and cannot offer employment to more than

one or two at the moment, though later we shall hope to

do more.
In the meantime we shall be glad to hear from any ex-

D.R.'s who may be wanting employment. They should state

their qualifications and also their ai-my service, as, in the

event of there being more applicants than we can employ,

this will be taken into consideration. >

- THE D.R. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
R. S. Maksfiei.d, Director.

B5
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SALES OFARMY MOTOR CYCLES IN THE PROVINCES.
Sir,—In a recent issue of your journal I was glad to see

the article in connection with sales of Army motor cycles
in llie provinces. It is absolutely unfair to prospective
buyers in other large towns to be denied this privilege,
and especially men who have done their " bit ' on the
saddle. I feel sure your many readers outside London
would be grateful to 'J'/ie Motor Cycle if a change of place
for these sales is brought about. J. A. PARTINGTON.

PRICES OF MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—In your issue of May 22nd, " Satisfied " is certainly

"one of the lucky boys!" My experience during the past
few months lias oeen the reverse. I have advertised and
answered advertisements, but " na-poo." I am in want
iif a good combination, not less than 4 h.p. with suitable
touring gears, and would have paid a good price, but nothing
worth tlie money asked has crossed my path. Next season
perhaps those who have paid such high prices for 1914 and
older machines will be glad to sell at half the price they
paid tliis year. Meanwhile, I think I shall not do better
llian wait until a good reliable single or twin combination
is offered at a reasonable price. At the same time I am
confident The Motor Cycle will be "dead nuts" on any
shady deals that are exposed any time.

DISAPPOINTED.
SPARE PARTS.

Sir,— I have read your Correspondence columns with great
interest, lately on the subject of obtaining spares, etc.

I wa« very badly placed through a mechanic fitting, or

misfitting, an X-L-All pan-seat on my motor cycle with
two springs of different tensions, resulting in smashing up
the underwork. I was about to proceed on a tour,
and tried every garage in my county, asking it to procure
one for me. The great majority told me that they would
order, but it would be weeks or even months perhaps before
I got delivery-

1 thereupon wrote X-L-All Ltd. explaining how I was
placed, and they sent me the required part per return
complete to the merest detail, and from a very vague
description from me. I had not had any previous dealings
with this excellent firm, although I have used their saddles
for a considerable period, and I may say that they cannot
be beaten for use and comfort when riding, especially on
very long runs.

I may add that I did not send cash with order either.

'

In my opinion if the motoring public were to combine
together and only patronise firms such as the above, leaving
out of the running the firms who do not even reply to

one's order, a change would result.

Westbury. COMFORT SEEKER.

Sir,—I should like to present the other side of the spare
part argument. I have a 1913 A.J.S., which required new
valve guides. Although out of stock of these old parts the
firm in question got them specially cast and machined in a
little over a week, and at a reasonable charge. I am not
even a shareholder. MANCHESTER.

GOVERNMENT MOTOR CYCLES FOR EX-OFFICERS.
Sir,—With reference to the enormous numbers of motor

cycles which are obsolete or must be sold, as they will not
be required, would it not be a good opportunity for the
Gtovernment to recognise the services of officers, who have
been wounded or invalided out of the Army, by allovping them
the option of purchasing a motor cycle for their actual own
use at a nominal sum?
A kindly act such as this would be greatly appreciated by

numbers of officers who offered their services to their country,
and would make them feel that they have not been overlooked
in the disposal of the surplus stock.

It should, of course, be a sine qua non that, an officer being
allowed to purchase a machine at a nominal cost, it should be
for his own use only, and that he should not be allowed to
part with the said machine without the consent of the War
Office having first been obtained.
In hundreds of cases an arrangement of this kind would

be an immense boon to officers who could not afford to pur-
chase motor cycles in the open market, and it would provide
them with a form of recreation which they could not obtain,
except in rare cases, were they obliged to purchase machines
through the oirJinary business channels.

b6

A concession such as this on the part of the War Office

would be highly appreciated, and would be a further oppor-
tunity for it to recognise the services of young officers.

C. FITZGERALD A. BIRD.
GRADIENT WANTED.

Sir,—I would like to know the gradient of a hill in North
Wales, which is situated about four miles from Mold and
runs oft the main road between Mold and Ruthin. The hill

in question is on a byroad from Llanferres to Maes Hafn,
and, I believe, has been used as a test hill bv some of the

Liverpool clubs. H. MIDDLETON JONES.
Heswall.

FOUR-STROKE V. TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—As regards lightweights, I think the four-stroke

type beats the two-stroke type every time. Let us compare
the advantages and disadvantages of both types.

Four-stroke. Two-stroke.
Moxbnum Sliced ... 45-50 m.p.h. 35-40 m.p.h.
ReHabiliiy Reliable. Reliable.

Fuel consumption... 100-120 m.p.g. 80-110 m.p.g.
0)7 consumption ... Good. Bad.
Simplicity Not very simple. Very simple.
Carbon icposit Decarbonise once Decarbonise every

every 2,000 miles. 500 miles.

Starting Easy to start. Easy to start.

Overheating Does not overheat Overheats very
easily. easily.

Hill-climbing Good. Very good.

Also, the average two-stroke's consumption of plugs is

absolutely abnormal. If you drive over 25 m.p.h. for

any length of time the average two-stroke machine will

show distinct symptoms of "tiredness," whereas I have
driven a 2^- h.p. J.A.P.-engined lightweight for nine miles
at an average of 31 m.p.h. without showing any signs of
overheating.
As far as I can see, the only advantages the two-stroke

has are : (1) Simplicity
; (2) good hill-climbing ; and (3)

cheapness. As regards cheapness, I think the average man
would pay an extra £5 for a four-stroke. R.N.

This narrow, rutty, and stony by-lane, with a gradient of 1 in 6

or so, is a sample of the " going " selected by trials committees in

their endeavour to eliminate a number of riders. The modem
machine, however, is seldom baulked by gradients alone, but loose

stones or mud on hills of 1 in 3 or less certainly do call for

good driving.
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A LIGHTWEIGHT T.T.

Sir,—We are pleased to see that you are faking up
the question of a lightweiglit T.T., and notice you suggest
a c.c. of 200 to 225. In our opinion it would be advisable
to increase tins to 275 c.c, as our experience proves that
engines of very small capacity, after running a year or two,
fall off in power to such an extent that the average owner
becomes disgusted with it, for be does not properly under-
stand that it is due to wear, and can be put in order by
a little expert attention.

In addition, we would like to see some means taken,
particularly with the two-stroke, to safeguard excessive
petrol consumption, for, as you are no doubt aware, extra-
ordinary power can be obtained from the two-stroke, but the
petrol consumption is generally heavj-, and would be
entirely misleading to the public if some means w^ere not
taken to check this, VELOCE, LTD.,

J. Goodman, Managing Director.
[We commend these suggestions to the notice of the Auto

Cycle Union.

—

Ed.]

INFORMATION WANTED.
Sir,—Within the next few weeks I shall proceed to Basra

on business, and desire to take with me my motor cycle, a
1914 Triumph (an old and trusted friend) fitted with Sturmey-
Archer three speed hub. Would any of your readers, ex-

D.E.'s in Jlesopotamia, be good enough to give me the
following information either direct or through your corre-

spondence pages (in which latter case the information would,
no doubt, be of general interest). (1.) Does the dust and
sand in any way injuriously affect the engme, gear, or wheel
bearings, and should any special precautions (such as fitting

gauzes in the induction pipe) be taken? (2.) How does the
sunmier heat affect the tyres ? (3.) Are there any roads
in the Basra-Bagdad district fit. for riding on? (4.)

Generally, whether it is desirable to take a motor cycle to

such a climate and, if so, should any special steps be taken
in order to keep it in good order and prevent undue
deterioration? R. A. GUTHRIE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE DISABLED.
Sii',—After reading in The Motor Cycle " Motor Cycles for

Disabled ilen," I thought my own case might interest some
of your readers. I was wounded rather severely in the left

arm ; but, strangely, the arm has grown quite strong, and has
left the hand partly paralysed, so that it is impossible for me
to get a grip. Under these circumstances it seemed as if I

should have to give up motoring, but I "chanced my arm"
with an Ivy two-stroke with fixed ignition andi gear. I had
to change the decompressor lever to the right handle-bar, and,
to prevent my right hand slipping off the handle, I made a stiff

leather gauntlet lined with camel fleece and fitted with a
wind cuff. The elastic in the cuff of the gauntlet gripped my
left wrist and held my hand in position. Thus, I was
enabled to steer quite easUy and comfortably with the
damaged arm, and, when necessary, it was quite sate to take
my right hand from the handle-bar for any purpose. Since
my first experiment was successful I have grown bolder, and
now ride a new model New Imperial with kick-starter, two-
speed, and clutch. I converted the hand-controlled clutch

into foot-controlled, and placed, the lever on the right foot-

board. Then I changed over the exhaust valve lifter to the

-right, and now all controls are operated by the right hand.

With the aid of my priceless leather cone I can ride as easily

and safely as if I had the full use of both hands.
In a few weeks I shall require some practical advice, as I

have on order a new A.B.C., and that will have to undergo

the same treatment as regards alterations to clutch and
exhaust valve lifter, unless, of course, this catches Mr. Brad-
shaw's eye, and he can make the necessary alterations for me
before l"take delivery. ONE PIP—YORKSHIRE.

Sir,—I noticed a letter in your issue of the 3rd inst.

with reference to motor cycling with one leg. I regret not

having been able to give my views earlier, but think my
experience might be of use to many riders with one leg.

Personallv, I have lost my left leg above the knee (middle

third), i had a 2| h,p. A.J.S. at the time, and rode it

several times after having my leg off, but before I had much
confidence, and decided it was too heavy and high. I then

obtained a 2| h.p. James two-stroke with 24in. wheels, on

which 'I covered thousands of miles, and climbed many
long and steep hUls, including Red Bank, near Grasmere.

I think for anyone starting to motor cycle with one leg it

would be very inadvisable to try and ride solo a heavy
machine such as the ones mentioned by your correspondent,
who may possibly be very long in the leg, abnormally strong,

or only ha\-e his leg off below the knee.
Another point I would mention is that with certain

machines and types of handle-bars the latter are apt to

catch the wooden leg when turning to tlie side of the

wooden leg, and consequently throw one oft'.

With regard lo the side "for the brake, this is not very
important, as it can easily be changed over. I have not had
Bowden handle-bar controls fitted to rear brake, and do not

personally consider it necessary.
The Baby Triumph, Enfield two-sCroke, and Clyno two-

stroke are all suitable machines, also the 2| h.p. Douglas.
I never had any difficulty in starting by paddling off, pro-

vided I put a rag in the air inlet in cold weather and
cleaned the dirt out of the carburetter occasionally,

Hulme. N.O.O.E.

A.C.V. SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Sir,—I take the liberty of making the following suggestions

for consideration by the A,C.U. Competitions Committee
when the rules and regulations for the Six Days Trial are

being compiled.
(1.) That two trials be held—('oj one for solo machines

and (b) one for sidecar and passenger machines.

(2.) That all machines be ridden by amateurs.

(3.) That a reasonable allowance of petrol be made for

each day's journey. The petrol to be obtained at
^
certain

points only, and the tanks sealed. Any machine failing to

complete the journey on the allotted amount to fall out of

the competition.

(4.) That, if it could be arranged, tyre trouble should

not disqualify, provided in other respects the machine per-

formed satisfactorily.

(5.) That a system of marking be adopted which should

take into consideration the total weight of the cycle or outfit,

plus passenger or passengers.

(6.) That cleanliness be given a prominent position as

regards marks.
.

•

(7.). That a minimum low gear ratio be established.

Suggestions 1 and 2 would prevent the trial from becoming

too unwieldy as regai-ds numbers.
In addition, No. 2 would show the performance of machines

in the hands of the ordinary riding public.

If desirable, a trade trial could also be held.

As regards No. 3, it could be arranged that a distance of

100 miles had to be traversed before additional petrol could

be obtained. This' would enforce the fitting of tanks of a

sensible size.

It is obviously unfair that a machine should be penalised

merely because a nail is picked up on the road.^ This is a

case of luck, not mechanical weakness. Hence No. 4.

No. 5 protects the standard touring outfit. Tlie same
applies to No. 6.

No. 7 prevents a machine with freak gears from scoring

over the machine fitted with the ordinary type gear box.

C. J. LEATHERBARROW.
(ijj • • '0

1 MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS |

' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. t

1. England & Wales. 2. Scotland. 3. London,
(Showing roads into and out of London and avoiding

London.) Set of tliree, complete in case .

.

"The Autocar" Map of England and Wales,
Dissected and folded in neat case cloth

Also on rollers (a good wall map)

"The Autocar" Map of Scotland
"The Autocar" Map of Ireland.

Same styles and prices as above.

"The Autocar" Sectional Map of England and
Wales. Consisting of 24 loose sections on strong card.

In stout waterproof envelope . . (complete)

In leather case, transparent front ,;

"The Autocar" Half Inch Map of England and
Wales. In 37 sections. Each section

" The Autocar " Map of South Eastern England.
In stout waterproof envelope

Post
free.

4/6 4/10

10/6
12/6

5/-
15/-

13;-
131

IS/6

3/- 3 '2

3/«
In leather case, transparent front , . . . • 15 /- IS/6

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4,

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

og.'
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A SIMPLE TAIL LAMP.

A TAIL lamp of simple
lately been placed mi
bv James Grose, Ltd.,

London, E.G. 2. The little

metrical

Old
amp

pearance,
quite
finished.

lit

th(

design has
the market

Jewry,
is sym-
in ap-
and
well
It is

by applying
iiame of a

A tail lamp of a clean

design.

m a t c h to a
couple of holes
underneath the
burner, so that
the front need
not be opened.

SADDLE COMFORT.
ALTHOUGH quite a number of motor

cyclists use back rests on their
saddles, probably more would use

them if arranged so that they could be

A " swing down " back rest of American
design.

swung down conveniently for mounting.
Such a back rest has recently been intro-
duced by an American firm, and, as will
be seen from the accompanying illustra-
tion, is quite simple in principle.

A NEAT PETROL FILTER.
MOTOR cyclists who have suffered

ironi water and other impurities in
war petrol will be interested in the

simple little filter which is to be marketed
by j\Iessrs. Rotherhara and Sons, Ltd.,
of Spon Street, Coventry. The body is a
simple bronze casting, having an inlet
orifice on one side and an outlet directly

A petrol filter

which may be

fitted to the

majority of exist-

ing machines.

opposite. The filter gauze is attached to
a short length of tube, which is held in
position by a peg and is bevelled off from
top to bottom so as to expose the largest
possible gauze surface to the flow of
petrol. A sump is formed in the body
casting, directly below the gauze, and
" sludge " may be drained from this either
by a tap or plug. The gauze and its
tubular mounting are held in position by
a screw-on cap, and the complete filter is

very small and neat.

TRIPLEX GLASS GOGGLES.

THE LICOPHOTE
INSPECTION LAMP.

ONE of the handiest and most ingenious
inspection lamps we have yet had
the pleasure of seeing is known as

the " Licophote," sold by the Engineer-
ing Accessories Company, 2, Army and
Navy, jMansions, 115, Victoria Street,
Westminster, London, S.W.I.

It consists of a small pocket flash lamp
battery of good quality in a khaki twill
case, held by a simple wire frame. On
the top is a small box, at one end of

which is a spare bulb in contact with
the terminals of the battery and covered
with a red celluloid disc. At the other
end is a detachable plug, with an ample
length of flexible wire leading to the in-

spection lamp, and also a switch for
switching on the rear light.

In the twill case there is a pocket for
a spare red disc. The battery frame is

provided with a projection so that the
battery can be hung inside the pocket or
on the motor cyclist's belt. In this posi-
tion the inspection lamp may be con-
veniently used, and in the event of there
being necessity to do any serious work
at night the inspection lamp is dropped
down the sleeve and held by means of a
wire clip, which can be slid up or down
the flex so as to adjust the length of wire
to suit the size of sleeve. In this posi-
tion the lamp is' securely held on the
sleeve and shines on the work while the
adjustment is made, leaving both hands
free.

The spare-bulb holder can be removed
and the bulb detached by pressing the
two springs which hold the red disc in
place. The red disc comes away and the
bulb may be lifted from the clip which
holds it.

The idea is that, in the event of a
motor cyclist being suddenly overtaken
by darkness, with both
lamps out of order, he
can hold the inspection
lamp in his hand and
use it as a head light,

hook the battery on to

his pocket, and shine the
red light to the rear,

thus covering two or
three miles still conform-
ing to the law.
The whole device is

beautifully made and well
finished, and should un-
doubtedly appeal t o
motor cyclists, especially
those who are entering
for the London-Edin-
burgh run. The inspec-

tion lamp may be
switched on or off by
twisting the metal part
of the bulb holder.

Triplex safety glass goggles returned from
France by an officer who reports that he fell

from a great height, but his eyes were not
hurt owing to the fact that he was wearing
Triplex unsplinterable goggles,

AN IMPROVED
COMPRESSION TAP.

AN effort to improve upon the existing
form "of compression tap has been
made by Capt. Lubbock, of the^

Sittite Valve and Engineering Co., 60,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
In the left-hand drawing, Capt.

'

Lubbock has attempted to sliow the source
of leakage in the existing form of com-
pression tap. From the drawing of his
improved device, it will be seen that the

The usual type of compression tap,

showing where leakage frequently takes

place, and a needle type designed by
Capt. Lubbock.

tap is of the needle valve variety, and
screws down on to a ground tapered
seating, while there is a lever for locking
the stem, so that leakage is impossible.
T%e lid covering the cup has a series of
holes drilled in it, through which petrol

may be injected, and its centi'e serves as

a bearing for the valve stem.

muse AS Atl

inSPECTIOH LAMP
THREADED DOWM
inesLEEVc lawina
HAMOS FREE

HOOKtO
On TO BELT OR »

TO ACT AS A REAR LIGHT

BIO
The Licophote inspection lamp.
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WORTH WAITING FOR

THE 1919 BIG POWERPLUS

Motocyclc

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
'* Indian House," 366-568, Enston Rd., London, N.W.

Telephone : Museum 1643.
Telegrams : " Hendian, Eusroad, London."

AUSTRALIA— 109-113, Russell Street, Melbourne.
AFRICA—Indian House. 127-9, Commissioner Street.
Job -nnesburg. Indian House, 579, West Street.
Durban. Indian House, Strand Street, Port Elizabeth.
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SUNBEAM
WITH PERFECT POWER TRANSMISSION.

Three 3i h.p. Sunbcnms with

Sidecars were entered in the

Birmingham M.C.C. Easier Trial

and won Tliree Gold Medals.

This fact speaks vohmics lor the

power of the Sunbeam Engine
and the perfection of the Sunbeam
Transmission.

31 h.p 95 guineas.

8 h.p 120 „

No. 1 Sidecar

for 31 h.p. .33 „

No. 2 Sidecar

for 8 h.p. . . 38 „

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED,
11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton

London ; 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
157 & 158, Sloane Street, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES

IMoTor-cycle
-and Dimliills

Some
Dunhill

Motorities.

Go3gle8. Lamps
O Iskins. Leggings.
Motor Clothing.

Wind Screens.

Generators. Grids.
Sidecars.

Horns and Whistles
Speed Indicators.

Voltmeters.
Accumulators.
Batteries.

Lodge PIug3, etc.

Switches.
Valises.

Tool Kits.

Repair Kits.

Soldering Outfits,

Motor Oils.

Belts, etc,

Vulcanisers.

E!c.. Etc.

IT
is all vefy well to picture that whirl through the

countryside as one long spell of unbroken pleasure,

but it is more practical to reflect on the possibilities of

mishap and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with all those

Molarities which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively with "troubles," It is not

good to find yourself in difficulty just as the shades of

night are falling and you at a spot "miles from any-

where. Be a "road-wise" motorist and equip yourself

fully and efficiently at Dunhills.

Drap us a card as to what you require, ana

it>e will send you particulars and quotations.

DunhiU's LIMITED,

LONDON-359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I
Telephones -34'J5 and 3<06 North.

GLASGOW-72, St. Vincent StreeC
Telephone - 7649 Central.

COULSON B.
• Fitted with the Blackburne 2|- h.p. Engine.

The Super-excellent Lightweight Motor Cycle.

Note the Spring Frame.

Engine, 2} h.p. Blackburne.
Ignition, M.L. Magneto.

/
Gear, Two-speed Albion.

V Transmission, Chain cum Belt.
Wheels, 2.6 x 2\.

#
Handle-bars, Wide T.T.
Springing, Rear pivoted arm.
Leaf spring. Only one working

S'
point.

PRESENT PRICE ^
.60 Guineas.

We are prepared to appoint agents where not already
fi.^ed for South Lancashire and North Cheshire.

Book your order now for early delivery of Coolson-B,
Brongh, Henderson, American Excelsior, B.S.A.,

A.B.C., J.E.S. Motor Cyclettes, and Chater - Lea
2-stroke Motor Cycles. Write for full particulars to

J BLAHE & CO.,
22, Bodney Street, Liverpool.

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,'
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Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The trial for the Dickenson and Darwen
cup, held at the end o£ last month, will
probably result in a tie between F. Dover
(4 h.p. Douglas sc.) and H. Reynolds
(4i h.p. B.S.A. sc).

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The results of the speed-judging com-
petition are as follows : 1, W. Hillman
(4i B.S.A. sc.), no error; 2, H. Herbert
(4i B.S.A. sc), 13s. fast; 3, R. Nicholls,
jun. (4^ B.S.A. sc), 25s. slow.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).

The reorganised Wolverhampton branch
of the N.M.C.F.U. promises to be a
success, and the recent opening run to

Wellington was well attended. Several
members attempted to climb the Wrekin,
and the riders of a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam,
7-9 h.p. Indian, and 3^ h.p. James suc-
ceeded. Mr. George Stevens (6 h.p.
A.J.S.) made a sensational clunb.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

The opening run of the ' club took
place, under ideal weather conditions on
May 25th, the destination being Rowar-
dennan, Loch Lomond. Upwards of thirty
partook of an excellent lunch provided
at the hotel there, and an enjoyable hour
was spent in enjoyment of the sunshine
and beautiful surroundings. The hon.
secretary is Mr. J. Robinson, 250, Great
Western Road, Glasgow.

Blaenavon M.C.C.

Great interest was shown in the recent
hill-climb on the hill between Govilon and
Blaenavon which includes the noted
Fiddler's Elbow. This was the . first

competition held by this newly formed
club and proved a great success, the climb
being witnessed by about 500 spectators.

The results were as follows :

Lightweights (up to 3 h.p.).—E. Howells (2^4
Calthorpe-J?p).
Solo Class (S',!. to 4^4 h.p.).—A. Williams [VA

B.S.A. 1.

Sidecars (3V4 to 4% h.p.).—D. Williams [ii\i

Jrmes).
"

SiDECAES (6 h.p. and over).—H. Howells (6
Enfield).

Worcester and District M.C.C.
A meeting was held at the Grandstand

Hotel, Worcester, on Friday last, when it

was unanimously decided to form the
above club. There was a good attend-

ance, and about twenty members were
enrolled. It was resolved to hold a

general meeting later on to elect officials,

etc. The opening run was arranged for

Sunday, June 15th, to Stratford-on-Avon,
starting from the Grandstand Hotel at

2.30 p.m. prompt. All intending members
and friends are especially asked to com-
municate with C. E. Tysoe, 38, Droitwich
Road; Worcester (temp. hon. sec).

TFuture TEvents.
June 6.—Essrx Motor Club. Midnight Itidc to

\armoutli,
JUNE 0-}.—M.C.C. LOXDOa-EDlNBURGH HUN.
June 7.~tilaintiron M.C.C. Run- to Llnnnorsc Litkr
JUNE ?.—BK2STO£ M.C.C. RELlAlllLlTl'

TKIAL.
J line 7.—S. BirminfOiam M.C.C. Run to Hasclor.
June 7.-~Finsbnri/ Park C. and M.C. Run to St.

Neots.
June 7.—Woolwich, FUimstead, and District M.C.

Run to Orrcn Street Green.
JUNE i-g.—BlBMINCHAU M.C.C. TRIAL TO

LANDS ENV.
Juno S.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Whitbv.
June S.—N-.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Picnic liun to

New Forest.
June S.—Woolwich, Piumstcad, and District M.C.

Run to Charinij.
JUNE 9. — CORK AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

TWENTY-HOUR RELIABILITY TRIAL.
JUNE 9.-LirERP00L M.C. OPEN RELI-

ABILITY TRIAL.
June 3.—Manchester M.C. Gi/mkha-na.
June I'l.—M.C.U. of Ireland, Ulster Centre. Speed

Trials at MogiUigan.
June 1!,-—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Run

to Cowdale.
JUNE L>,.— WESTERN M.C.C. (GLASGOW).

OPEN niLL.CLIMB.
June U.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Run to Welling-

ton Wrclcin.
JUNE U.-YEOriL AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
June 15.—Essex M.C. Run to Sovthend.
June 15.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Picnic on Whitby Moors.
June 15.—N.M.C.F.U.. Birmingham and Coventry

Branches. Joint Ilill-cUrab at Broadway.
Jvnc 15.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Doncaster.
June 15.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Picnic Run to

yVaggoner's Wells.
June 15.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run to Ash-

bourne.
June 15.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Knight-

wich.
June 15.—Worcester and District M.C.C. Opening

Run to Stratford-on-Avon.
June 15.—Yeovil and District M.C.C. Run to Long-

leat.

.lUNE IS.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL FOR
CRADDY CUP.

June IS.—Yeovil and District M.C.C. " Treasure
Hunt."

JUNE M.—A.C.U. COMMITTEE MEETING AT
BRISTOL.

JUNE 31.—JUNIOR CAR CLUB. HILL-CLIMB
AT SOUTH HARTING.

JUNE 21.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION.

JUNE IS.—YEOriL -iND DISTRICT M.C.C. AND
TAUNTON M.C.C. INTER-CLUB HILL-
CLIMB.

JUNE IS.- BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. .SPEED
TRIALS.

JUNE M.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR TRIAL TO EDINBURGH-

JUNE 2S.—M.C.U. OF IRELAND. ULSTER
CENTRE. RELIABILITY RUN.

JUNE SS.—MIDLAND C. AND A.C. RELI-
ABILITY TRIAL.

JULY I, AND 5.—ARBUTHN0T TROPHY TWO
DAYS TRIAL. PLYMOUTH DISTRICT.

Julu 5.—M.C.C. Ilill-dimb.
JULY e.—OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C. RE-

LIABILITY TRIAL.
JULY 12.—LIVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL-

WYN BAY.
JULY 12.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL.
JULY ll-lS.-M.C.U. OF IRELAND. ULSTER

CENTRE. IRISH END-TO-END RELl-
.ABILITY RUN.

JULY 16.—ESSEX MOTOR CLUB. SPEED
TRIALS AT SOUTHEND.

JULY 19.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

JULY. — MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. im MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL
FOR GJERS AND NEW HUDSON CUPS.

AUG. le. — S.E. COUNTIES INTER -TEAM
TRIAL.

SEPT. .f.—M.C.C. TBA3I TRIAL FOB THE
• MOTOR CYCLE " CUP.

SEPT. 15-20.—A.C. V. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Birmingham M.C.C. social run
(vice-captain's« day) was to Warwick via,

Kenilworth. The vice-captain, Mr. T.
Silver, to give further interest to the rvm,
organised boat races on the river at

Warwick, for which twenty-four entries

were received.

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

The run for the 8th inst. is to Heme
Bay, and on Whit-Monday to Battle.

On the 29th uist. there will be an inter-

club meet with the Streatham and Dis-
trict M.C.C. and Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C, in order to go over
the course for the intended team, trial

for the Matchless cup. The Rochester
club has arranged to enter a team of six,

and those wishing to compete should send
their names to the hon. sec, Mr. S.

White, 3, South Avenue, Rochester.

An Open Scottish Hill-climb.

To be held under the open competition
rules of the Scottish Auto Cycle Union,
the Western M.C.C, Glasgow, is organis-

ing an open hill-climb on the 14tb inst.,

in which there wUl be five classes.

These classes are as follows : (1.) Motor
cycles under 350 c.c (2.) Motor cycles

over 350 c.c. and under 600 c.c. (3.)

Motor cycles exceeding 600 c.c. (4.) Side-
cars under 600 c.c. (5.) Sidecars exceed-
ing 600 c.c. A prize wUl be awarded to

the winner in each class on the following

wei*^ht
formula, -.

—

2

.
^ provided six

capacity x time
entries are received for each class. The
trials hon. secretary is Mr. E. Napier
White, Sunnybank, Campsie Road, Hill-

park, Glasgow.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The first open one-day trial of the -

Edinburgh and District M.C, held at the
end of last month included a course of 170
miles. There was a large entry, but only

thirteen competitors qualified for awards.
These were :

Fred J. Hutchison (8 Matchless sc.)

D. Balloch (6 Enfield sc.)

G. Grinton (4i,i B.S.A.)
A. J. C. Lindsay (6 A.J.S. sc.)

W. H. S. imier (31/2 P. and M.)
W. H. Anderson (4 Triumph)
J. R. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

R. S. Macrae (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

C. B. Burney (3V. Blackburne)
A. L. Downie (2j4 A.J.S.)
N. W. Downie (2% A.J.S.)
D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

T. A. M'Creadie (8 Sunbeam)

The club has decided to hold several

very interesting trials in the near future,

and the first of these will probably be
on the 14th inst. Details of this trial can
be obtained from !Mr. J. W. Anderson,

6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

B13
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Essex M.C.
It has unfortunately been found neces-

sary to postpone the Southend speed
trials, wluch were provisionally fixed for
the 25th inst., and, subject to the approval
of the Corporation of Soutbcnd-on-Sea,
they will be held on July 16th, on the
Western Esplanade, Westclifl'-on-Sea.
Entry forms, etc., will be posted at the

end of the present week to those who have
applied for them. Full particulars may
be obtained upon aj)plication to the hon.
organising secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller,
51, Pulteney Road, South Woodford,
Essex, E.18.

Glasgow M.C.C.
The "results of the hill-climb on Rest

and be Thankful are as follows :

Class 2, not exceeding 600 c.c. (formula).
1. W. Dc.nns (3'/. Ariel).
2. Capt. Wnlkcr (S'/. Triumplil.

Fastest fioie, ^y:lIker {3Vj Triimiph).

Class 3, exceeding 600 c.c. (formula).
1. D. Brash (7 Hnrlev-Dnvidson).
2. A. lirasb (7 Harlev-Davidson).
3. U. 6. Alexniuler (8 EufieW).

F.nstest tioio, T. Brasla (7 Harley-Davidson),
fonnula.

Class 4, sidecars not exceeding 600 c.c.
1. W. Peans (3'/, Ariel s.c).
2. H. W. Bnllnrdie (A.J.S. s.c.l.

3. N. Frnaer (Sunbeam s.c).

Class 5, sidecars exceeding 600 c.c.
1. — Barclay (A.J.S. s.c).
2. — Wiiclit (5 Indian s.c).
3. — Baddeley (A.J.S. s.c).

Fastest time, A. Brash (7 Hatley-Dayidson).

Bristol M.C.C.

A special general meeting was held on
Thursday, the 22nd ult., vTlien there was
a large attendance. Twenty-six new
members were elected. Mr. J. King was
elected vice-captain. The secretary re-

ported that the entries for the Whitsun-
tide club trial are coming in splendidly;
entries close to-day.
The speed trials (open) at Weston-

super-Mare are fixed for Saturday, the
21st inst.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The winner of the Manville Trophy,

for the second time in succession, is

S. Crawley (4 Triumph sc), whose error
in time at the secret check, which had
to be used to decide the winner, was
eleven seconds.

The special prizes were awarded

:

Class I. (Solo).—G. L. White (A

Triumph).
Cl.ass II. (Sidecar).—a. R. Grindlay

(8 Harley-Davidson s.c).

Class III. (Cars).—S. Wright (10
Humber).

It has been decided to hold a trial

on the first or second Saturday in July
in order to test tlie brakes and clutches
of the machines and the skill of the
drivers. The trial will be held on a
circular course, not exceeding ten miles

in circumference, and will embrace several

stiff hills, of which, both on the upward
and downward journeys, there will be
stopping and starting tests on each round.

In all probability the team which will

be selected to represent the Coventry and
Warwickshire Club in the M.C.C. team
trials, to he held in September, will be
picked as the result of this trfpl.

Exeter M.C. and Junior Car Club.

Exeter Motor Cycling Club has been
revived and there is every prospect of

a successful season. The name of the

club has been altered to the Exeter Motor
Cycling and Junior Car Club, this being

with a view to bring into membership
owners of light cars. At the opening run
on the 24th ult., there was a good
attendance.

Oldham and District M.C.

Practically ninety-eight per cent, of

the competitors in the Oldham and Dis-

trict M.C. trial made a non-stop run.

The ideal conditions were responsible for

this, as the course would have been a

difficult one had the w"eather been wet. The
majority of the competitors were ahead

,

of time at the secret check. The following

are the results: T. Leach' (4 Bradbury),

loss of eight marks ; F. Wilson (4 Triumph
so.), loss of eleven marks ; H. Holt (6 Brad-
bury sc), loss of twelve marks.

->-•••—<-

FAST AND SLOW HILL-CLIMB.
Northampton Club holds Interesting Event on Doddington Hill.

OVER a hundred spectators witnessed
the Northamptonshire M.C.C. hill-

climb last Thursday, when standard
touring machines were made to climb
Doddington Hill at their highest and
lowest speeds on top gear.

The hill was 550 yards long with a

fradient of 1 in 5, and each competitor
ad to make a standing start, returning

to the bottom of the hill after his fast

ascent and then making a second top gear
climb in the " slow " test, the difference

between the two times deciding the

results.

It was originally intended to divide the
entries into three classes, but finally only
the heavyweight and 500 c.c. solo classes

were adopted, as the sidecar class arranged
did not attract sufficient entries to make
a competition, but J. J. B. Croall (7

Harley-Davidson sc.) made an exhibition

climb, covering the distance in exactly

30 sees.

The greatest speed on the hill was
attained by G. M. Sharpe on a 3^ Norton,
but his time, owing to a bad start, was
321 sees, r
are given

:

Heavy\veight Class.
-Fast

CSrab.
s.

H. J. Bagsley, senr. (6 Rex) 30

J. Bagsley, junr. (6 Rex) 33i

500 c.c. Class.

J. B. Sneath (31 Sunbeam) 37
F. Grose {3^ Indian) 40J
J. Paradise (si Norton) 3ii
F. Jones (3i Triumph) 36^
)M. Sharpe (3i Norton) 32I
R. Douglas (3i Triumph) 4i§

J. Lucas (3J Triumph) 50
B. Dawson [5s. allow'ce] (2J Douglas) 49i!

JrBrown [los. allow'ce] (2^ Campion) 632

Slow
Climb.
m. s.

. I 56
• I 51

I 52
. I 30
. I 455
. 2 o
. Failed.

. r 48

. Failed.

H.J. Eagsley, at the Northants M.C. hilUclimb, winning the speed climb in the heavyweight class on a 6 h.p. Rex.
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Finding a
S. Birmingham Club holds

WITH the idea of eliminating the
necessity of resorting to speed
judging and secret checks as a

means of linding winners of the Allday
Cup and Joyco Shield, the S. Birmingham
IM.C.C. nitroduced tests for the competitors
which had some bearing upon reliability
and efficiency of their machines. A secret
check was taken, however, in case of a tie.
The features of the trial included a stopping
and restarting test on Sunrising, a brake
test on Edge, a surprise hill, aiid a water
splash, and the exacting nature of the
trial may be judged by the fact that only
two competitors lost no marks.

Twenty-si.\ entrants ^.started, of which
many were Allon two-strokes and Triumph
solo and sidecars. The James, B.S.A.,
Norton, Clyno, A.J.S., Douglas, and Har-
ley-Da\idson were represented hy one
machine each.

Jlr. E. Roberts, the organiser of the
trial, evidently believes in the surprise
element, and one must admit that a stop
and restart on a hill are^usually required
when least expected. With this in mind,
the spot selected for the stopping and
restarting test was immediately round the
S bend at a place where motor cvclists
intent upon climbing the hill would be
travelling fairly fast.

It was clear that few of the competitors
properly understood what was demanded
of them, and to this was due a large
number of lightweight failures.

Such a test was comparatively easy
for the larger powered machines, E.
Boydell (6 A.J.S. sc), H. Blumfield
(6-7 Abingdon sc), P. Cutler (4 Norton
sc), T. Stevens (4^ James sc), H. J.
Uzzels (4i B.S.A.^sc), and T. Hufton (6
Clyno. sc), making the stop and restart
in splendid style. S. Upton (7 Harley-
Davidson) came round the bend too fast
and, in pulling up inside the tapes, un-
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Winner by Efficiency Tests.
Eighty Mile Trial with Stopping. Restarting, and Brake Test.

u
Sidecars being timed away at Didsbury in the reliability trial held last Saturday by the

Manchester Motor Club.

fortunately stopped his engine, and having
to keep one foot on the brake to prevent
the machine running backwards, could not
restart the engine without assistance.

All the Triumphs, in the hands of A. W.
Thrush, H. Walton, G. Dalby, — Hunting-
ton, A. Gill, F. Stretton-Ward, and S. C.
Lambert, did wejl, as did L. Newey on
an Ariel sc.

From Sunrising the competitors were
taken down Tysoe Hill, up Broom Hill,

through Compton Wyniates, and up Tysoe
to Edge.

One of the competitors in the " potato race " event at the Hull Auto Cycle and Light Car Club

gymkhana held last Saturday.

The brake test on Edge revealed that
fully half the competitors had not read
the rules thoroughly. 73^ yards were
measured down the hill, which distance
the -Competitors were required to cover in

fifteen seconds (10 m.p.h.) ; at the end of

this distance a marshal signalled for the
competitors to stop, the distance allowed
being three yards.
Very few succeeded in stopping in this

distance, but it is probably true that all

could have done so had they considered
the matter properly.

Most of the competitors came down too
fast, and did not apply the brake until

they were actually on the first tape mark-
ing the three yards, with the result that
they skidded a fair distance ; the majority
did not pull up under twenty to thirty
feet outside the nine feet allowed. Upton
(7 h.p. Harley-Davidson) proceeded for

seventy or eighty feet with his rear wheel
locked.

T. Stevens (James) stopped with his

front wheel one foot over the line. G.
Dalby (Triumph sc.) was one of the few
to stop inside the tapes, while Newey
(Ariel sc.) skidded right round inside the
marks.
The test was very instructive, but also

destructive to tyres.

After leaving Edge HiU the competitors
had an easy run on main roads to Bearley
Cross, after which place they had several
miles of narrow lanes, with a surprise
hill, unmarked on the route card, and a
ford.

The results are as follow

:

Class I.

—

Machines above 300 c.c.

1. L. Newey (3i Ariel sidecar) No marks lost
2. G. Dalby (4 Triumph) „
3. T. Stevens (4J James sidecar) . . . Lost 2 marks.

Class II.—Machines vhdem 300 c.c.

1. B. Kershaw (ai New ImpezJal) . . . Lost 17 maxks.
2. L. E. Clulee (24 AUon) „ 67 „
3. A. EUeman (aj Allon) „ 68 „
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TWO NEW SCOOTERS OF THE
PLATFORM TYPE.

Sir Henry
Norman and
Dr. A. M.
Low's
"Norlow"
Described,
and Par-

liculars of a

Priva(ely-built

Scooter.

Dr. A. M. Low on the " Norlow," which he designed

in conjunction with-Sir Heiiry Norman.

SCOOTER enthusiasts are, at present,

divided on the question of " to stand
"

or " not to stand," and the designs

o! the several little vehicles we have
illustrated, and others which are in the

experimental stage, are of two types

—

those fitted with seats, or saddles, and,
therefore, to all intents and purposes
miniature motor cycles, and those on
which the accommodation is merely a

platform.
Two additional machines of the latter

type are illustrated, both of which are
the designs of engineers, the Norlow
being the result of experiments by Sir

Hem-y Xorman and Dr. A. M. Low,
A.C.G.I., etc., and the other designed and

Broad side view

of the Smith-

Clarke scooter.

Note the simple

triangulated
frame.

constructed privately by Capt.

Smith-Clarke, who is connected

with one of the large Midland
car firms.

The Norlow.

Sir Henry Ivoniian and Dr.

Low's machine is front wheel
driven, and, althougli smaller and
lighter than the American Auto-

ped, it somewhat resembles it,

in so far as well-guarded disc

wheels and folding steering pillar

are fitted.

The engine is a 60x60 mm.
two-stroke, having an aluminium
cylinder with a steel liner. The
chain drive will be concealed, and
adjustable through a 5in. dia-

meter clutch. A main bearing

3in. long supports the crankshaft

but at every other point ball

bearings are used.

Pet roil lubrication lias been
adopted as being the most
simple, and a carburetter

designed especially for the engine

is fitted. For ignition the coil

system has been adopted, dry

batteries supplying the current

for both ignition and lighting.

The main part of the engine

unit is on one side of the front

wheel, the main shaft passing

through the centre of the hub,

the flywheel being on the oppo-

site side, and driving a counter-

shaft on the fork side by a short

chain, from the inner end of

which another chain transmits the power
directly to the wheel.

An internal-expanding brake on the

front wheel is operated by an upward
movement of the steering pillar, and the

compression release and throttle controls

are by twist grips.

Leaf springs are fitted between the

platform and the head, which, with

the 2|in. tyres on 16in. wheels, should

almost eliminate road shocks. The weight

is said to be under 60 lb.

The Norlow will cost about £28, and

will shortly be ready for the market, the

commercial arrangements being in the

hands of Major H. 0. D. Segrave, 56,

Conduit Street, W.l.

The Smith-Clarke Scooter.

Tire scooter designed by Capt. Smith-

Clarke was made by him for use by his

wife for shopping and general runabout

purposes, and Mrs. Smith-Clarke informs

us that, while the interest of the public

is a little embarrassing, the machine has

proved very useful.

We have tried this little machine and,
while we think it would
be improved by a spring

fork and larger tyres, we
were very favourably
impressed by its rruining.

So well distributed is the
weight, that when one
stands astride it and
raises it by the handle-
bar, tile wheels remain
parallel with the ground.

Capt. Smith-Clarke de-

monstrated that it was possible to ride

for long distances without holding the

steering bar.
, n

We were particularly struck with the

design and method of construction.

The tubular portion is all triangulated,

while the construction is such that "build-

ing '
is reduced to mere assembling.

The framework consists of two stsel

plates, six tubes, with flattened and drilled

ends, and a head and fork assembly with

veiy few brazed joints. The engine fitted

has a bore and stroke of 55 mm. and

60 mm. respectively, and has overhead

valves. This is placed on one side of

the frame, the "outside" flywheel and

driving pulley being between the two

main plates, with the direct-driven mag-

neto on the opposite footboard. True, by

driving the magneto at engine speed, an

idle spark occurs in the top of the exhaust

A scooter designed and

built by Capt.G.Smith-

Clarke for use by his

wife, who is now a

scooter enthusiast.

A

stroke, but the higher speed of the mag-
neto makes for easy starting.

Between the engine and tlie rear wheel
there is a countershaft built up on an
ordinary bicycle liub and carrying a V
pulley, taking the drive from the engine

by a small Whittle belt, and a small

sprocket for the final drive.

TTie wheels are 20xTJin., the Auto-
wheel size, and the machine weighs 55 lb.

AN AMERICAN T.T.

DENVER motor cyclists are making
efforts to bring about a T.T.

race in their district which, if it

materialises, will be held on the Fourth of

July. The course proposed is a triangular

one, just outside the city limits, and
eleven and a half miles long. Three sharp

bends are included to test human as well

as mechanical efficiency.

In stating their claims for the race to

be held in their district, Denver motor
cyclists mention that the Isle of ]\Ian T.T.

course is upwards of eight miles. For the

benefit of oiu- American readers, we would
point out that this course is 37;^ miles in

length, and is usually covered six times.
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A selection ot questions of genera] interest received from readers and our replies thereto. An questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle/'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must ba accompanied by a stampitt adjrcsssd envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the pap;r only, numbering each quvjry separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept di-Jtinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

The Local Taxation Licence.

Having sold my car (for which

^] 1 took out a £4 4s, licence in

> January), and having bought a
-IJ sidecar outfit, can I have the

licence transferred 'i
—JIotok.

There is uo need for you to take any
further steps. The same local taxation
licence will do (tlie greater including ths
lesser).

Erratic Running.

I have an early 2| h.p."

Douglas, which is very erratic

when working the throttle.

When running at a slow speed
and opening the throttle it does

not increase speed for a time ; then it

suddenly races off at a terrible pace.
Would you be good enough to tell me
how to rectify this ? Is the petrol

level too high'?—C.W.J.
The trouble seems to be probably due to

a partial obstruction in the jet, which
clears itself. As the machine is an old

one, we should recommend you to over-

haul it carefully ; see that the valve
tappets have the correct clearance, that
the valves are in order, and that the
springs are of the correct tension.

Timing.

(1.) Are the inlet valve guides^ of the 1913 and 1914 2i h.p.

<f Douglas detachable ? (2.) If so,

-^J how can I get mine out, as they
.seem to have become practically

welded in ? (3.) What is the correct
valve timing for a 2| h.p. Douglas ?—
B.G.B.

(1-2.) Up to the 1916 model Douglas,
valve guides were not made detachable,
therefore you cannot get thera_ out. (3.)

The valves should be timed as follows

;

The exhaust valve closes iVin. after the
piston has completed the exhaust stroke.
The inlet valve opens -pein. after the
piston has begun the induction stroke.
When one cylinder has been timed the
other will foUow suit. To time the
engine, remove the cage and washers
securing the timing wheel spindles.
Slacken -the nut securing tie toothed
wheel to which the valve cams are
attached, and loosen the wheel by
palling it forward. The inside cam
operates the exhaust valve. Bring the
piston to the top of its stroke, move
round the cam against the valve tappet,
in the opposite direction to that in which
the flywheel moves, until it has just

ceased to bear against the tappet-, then
move the flywheel forward so that the
piston descends iVin., and mesh the gears.
-The valves will then be found to be set

accurately.

Pre-ignition.

I have a 1915 2% h.p. Doughis,

~| and, after running a few miles,

> the engine stops on any long hill.

-i-i The stop is preceded by a series

of jerks, and changing into low-

gear does not remedy matters. I have
cleaned tiie jet (a No. 24), and, so far

as I know, the Amac carburetter is

quite all right. What puzzles me most
is that, after stopping on the hill for a

moment, a slight push starts the engine
again, and it takes the hill satisfac-

torily. I should be extremely obliged
if you could help me, as a local garage
can only suggest a larger jet, which,
seeing the hill failure is a recent de-

velopment, can hardlv be the source of

the tMuble.—J.H.B.
"

The trouble is probably due to the use of

an unsuitable plug, which causes pre-

ignition and the engine to behave in the
manner described in your letter.

Scott Timing and Lubrication.

I have a 1916 Scott, and 1

should be glad if you could put
me right on two things. The
first is I can get the right-hand
cylinder to fire quite regularly,

but the left will not fire at all, althougli
everything seems all right, including
the ignition. The second is I do not
understand the mechanical lubricating
system.—W.C.S.

The correct timing is as follows : begin
with the left-hand cylinder, see that the
piston is at the top of the stroke, and
the contact breaker fully retarded. The
platinum points should then be fully

broken on the back segment. The rear

high-tension wire should go to the left-

hand cylinder. This applies to the
Bosch magneto. The failure of the left-

hand cylinder to fire is probably due to

an air leak or defective crank case com-
jDression. The lubrication system is fully

described in the Scott handbook. We
presume your machine is fitted with a

drip feed lubricator. Oil can run through
to the crank case when the crank is in

one position only, that is, the vertical,

as the slot in the gland controlling this

coincides with the oil-hole at this point,
which is arranged so tTiat at a particular
moment the vacuum in the crank case

is at its maximum, which occurs just

prior to the inlet port opening to the
carburetter, consequently the maximum
quantity of oil can be sucked in. If

the machine is in good order and no
leaks occur at the oil pipe unions the
suction is suflScient to operate the oiling,

and all that is necessary is to regulate
it by adjustment of the lubricator screw.

The pump plunger can be fixed in a down
position by the clip provided, and can

be instantly released should an extra

amount of oil be required, the spring

underneath the plunger putting pressure

on the column of oil in addition to the

suction.

Overheating.

I recently puichased a 2| h.p.,

two-speed, " 1915 model AUon.
This machine runs excellently on

the level, and I have no difficulty

in starting up. I have checked

the timing, and it is correct : I give a

fairly rapid drip of oil, but there is a

great falling off of power on hills; even

changing to bottom speed does not

improve matters, as the machine usually

peters out within 100 yards. There is

no difficulty in restarting, and it

usually manages the rest of the hill.

The petrol level is correct.^ (1.) What
is the cause of the trouble? (2.) Can 1

fit a more efficient silencer without im-

pairing the engine's efficiency ? (3.)

If well tuned, will this machine take a.

featherweight sidecar ?—L.P.J.

(1.) Evidently you are using too large

a jet; also try a plug which is specially

designed for two-strokes. New piston

rings, which are too tight, may have been

fitted. (2.) We are afraid you cannot
alter the silencer without impairing
efficiency. (3.) The engine in question

is not suitable for serious sidecar work.

Running on Benzole.

I have tried running my motor

^JT] cycle on half benzole and half

^ No. 3 petrol, and find it better
-?-J on hills than No. 3 alone. Som.e

people say benzole, even if thus
diluted, will corrode and eat away the

inside of the tank in time, while others

say benzole used alone does no harm.
(1.) By using half benzole and half

No. 3 petrol, is there any danger of

my tank being corroded inside V (2.)

Would any harm be done to the engine
or carburetter ? (3.) Would it over-

heat the engine ? (4.) Is there any
guarantee that benzole bought has any
harmful ingredients removed ?—V.Q.

(1.) We should not think there is the

slightest danger of corrosion in your tank
;

(2) or any harm to your engine or car
buretter ; (3) or overheating through the
use of benzole. (4.) A standard of

benzole has lately been adopted, and
if the benzole is found to contain any
harmful ingredients the matter should bs
reported to the National Benzole Asso-
ciation, Horseferry Road, Westminster,
London. S.W.I.
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Typical war-worn motor cycles offered for sale by auction. The majority of above are minus tyres and generally in a dilapidated condition.

The Result oi Neglect.

I liave a 5 li.p. Indian, 1915,

^Zj the left twist handle of wliich

> is practically immovable (the

-iJ machine has been standing for

2i years), e.xcept by using great

force. I intended, therefore, to dis-

mantle it in order to put matters right.

Although I have taken the small screw
out, I have not been able to get the
twist liandle of?. I should be greatly
obliged if you could tell me liow to do
it.—B.H.

The rubber grip is fitted on to a metal
sleeve which goes over the handle-bar.
The grip sliould be soaked in boiling

water for five or ten minutes, when it

can be twisted off. This will expose the

nut which holds the sleeve to the inner

control rod. The metal sleeve must then
be removed together with the tube and
cap at the front of the bar where the
universal control is fitted. The cap is

held in position bj' a small cheese-headeS
screw. After the removal of these parts,

the control can be pulled a short way
through the handle-bar at the forward
end, and the universal joint can be
detached by knocking out the rivet. This
will allow the controls to be pulled out
from the grip end.

A Cracked Crank Case.

(1.) Would a cracked aluminium
"iri crank ease be detrimental to hill" climbing, etc.? (2.) Would it

-I-l be possible to cause loss of com-
pression in a four-stroke motor

cycle engine ? (3.) Could the crank
case be repaired by oxy-acetylene, or

electric welding, or by any other
means? (4.) Could you give a rough
estimate of the cost of the repair ?

(5.) Is a 3i h.p. combination, with
two-speed Eoc gear, capable of carry-

ing 27^- stone weight, over average
roads, say with 19 stone on the motor
cycle and 8^ stone in the sidecar ?

—

W.W.
(1.) While the fact that the crank case

is cracked could not be said to be

detrimental to the running of the engine,
it is always possible that the crack may
develop and cause serious trouble, and
-also that the oil maj' leak from the crack
and a seized engine might result. (2.)

Certainly this would not cause loss of

compression in a four-stroke engine. (3.)

It should be possible to weld the
crank case. We should recommend
you to get into communication with
the following firms: Barimar, Ltd.,

10, Poland Street, London, W.l; and the
Oxygen Welding Works, Ltd., 44, New
Summer Street, Birmingham. (4.) We
regret to say we cannot give you an
estimate of the cost. (5.) We should
say that the machine would be distinctly

overloaded.

The Low-tension Magneto.

In 1916 I bought an N.S.U. for

[^1 £11, and used _ it for about six

I
> days, when I was called up for

LiJ service. It ran all right then,

but was rather difficult to start

;

it has an accumulator magneto, B. and
B. carburetter, and a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder engine, which pulls splendidly.

From what I can gather from your
book, " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," I should say it is good
enough to learn on. Do you think
it would be worth while to have
an up-to-date magneto fitted on this

ma<:liine ? The present one is in front

of the engine and is driven direct, but
is worked by an accumulator in the
front part of the tank. I am going to

do as you suggest in your book—get

familiar with the working of a motor
cycle and then go in for a really good
machine, and a new one.—C.I.

As you bought the machine cheaply it

would be well worth keeping to learn on.

The existing magneto should be quite

satisfactory, though it is clear you do
not understand its working. It is a low-

tension magneto, the current from which
is raised to a high-tension by a coil

carried in the tank, not by an accumu-
lator, as yon suggest.

RECOIWMENDED ROUTES. .

Derby to Hitchin,—S. du R.

Derby, Castle Donington, Lough-
borough, Leicester, Market Harborough,
Kettering, Higham Ferrers, Bedford,

Shefford, Hitchin.

Cardiff to Wolverhampton.—H.E.J.

Cardiff, Newport, Chepstow, Lydney
Junction, Newnnam, Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury, Worcester, Hartlebury Junction,

Stourbridge, Wolverhampton.

Weymouth to London.—A.B.M.
Weymouth, Dorchester, Blandford,

Thickthorn, Salisbury, Andover, Basing-

stoke, Hartley Row, Bagshot, Eghara,

Staines, Hounslow, London.

Bristol to Nottingham.—G.E.J. —
Filton, Alveston, right fork to Stone,

Gloucester, Cheltenham, Winchcombe,
Broadway, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick,
Kenilworth, .Coventry, Hinckley, Ibatock, '

Whitwick, Isley, Walton, Long Eaton,

Nottingham. Approximately 163 miles.

Coventry to King's Lynn.—CD.
Coventry, Binley, Brinkiow, Stretton,

Pailton, Lutterworth, Kibworth, Hus-
band's Bosworth, Lubenham, Market
Harborough, Stoke Albany, Cottingham,
Corby Weldon, Oundle, Warmington,
Elton, Chesterton, Peterborough, Elye, \

"Thorney, Guyhirne, Wisbech, Walton,
King's Lynn. Distance, 90 miles.

Edmonton to Bournemouth.—T.B.R.
Edmonton, Seven Sisters Road, Camden

Town, Albany Street, Marylebone Road,
across Edgware Road, Oxford and Cam-
bridge Terrace, Bayswater Road, Shep-

";:

herd's Bush Road, Hammersmith Bridge,
Castelnau, Barnes, Roehampton, King- '

ston Hill, Kingston, Surbiton, Thames
Ditton, Esher, Cobham, Ripley, Guild_-

ford. Hog's Back, Farnham, Alton,

Winchester, Romsey, Cadnani, Lynd-
hurst, Christchurch, Bournemouth.
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# PATROLS and CAR THIEVES.
The A.A. patrol does

things outside the province

of other guardians of public

interests, and the present

epidemic of motor car

thefts discloses additional

evidence of his real utility

A member

loses his car or
motor cycle,

either after leaving it

standing for a few minutes,

or from his private garage

during the night. He may
notify the police, but his

most practical course is to

telephone particulars

immediately to the nearest

A.A. office.

As soon as this informa-

tion is received by the

Association, a full descrip-

tion of the stolenvehicle, i.e.,

mal-e, horse-power, colour,

registered number,ahd other

essential details is telephoned to the A.A. Branch Office

and all the A.A. roadside sentry box telephones.

The patrols in charge, in turn, pass the information

to all other patrols in their districts, or these men may

receive te'egrams from A A. Headquarters.

T/is hue and cry is raised!

It is one of the ordinary du;ies of the patrols to

record the numbers of all the cars and motor cycles

they see on their beats

It is, therefore, practically

impossible for a stolen

vehicle to be used on a

road patrolled by the A A
during daylight, without

leaving clues concerning lis

whereabouts.

Cases are on record

where the watchfulness- of

the patrols has resulted in

a ring fence being drawn

round the thief, and he has

been driven to

abandon the car on

the road,

with an empty fuel tank,

for, in addition to tracking

the thief, the patrols pass

their information to garages,

thereby rendering it difficult

for the thief to obtain petrol

or other supplies

When the car is seen, " necessary action "
is taken for

bringing it to a standstill. If such action is unsuccessful,

the patrols use the wires running between the A..A.

roadside telephones, and the

thief's progress is ultimately arrested,

unless he leaves the main road.

A.A. paLrols are the " special police " of British motoring.

While motor car thefts are rampant, the wise motorist will

join the Automobile Association, and become entitled to their

services in this connection, and benefit by the thousand and

one other unique services afforded by membership of the A.A.

Every motorist who desires information as to

the other privileges enjoyed by the members of

the Automobile Association should read the booklet,

"The Key to the Open Road," a copy of which

can be obtained from the Secretary, A.A. & M.U.,

21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2.

In anstcerinrj this adceTtisement it Is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B23
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NO NEED TOWAIT
FOR

3 h.p. SUNBEAMS
AND

5-6 b p JAMES
As a limited number of the above Solo Machines—Khaki Green finish thrde-speed

Models—have been secured by

GODFREY'S
All brand new and packed in crates as delivered by the makers to

one of the Allied Governments at the end of 1918.

Unless prevented by transport difficulties these machines will be in

our showrooms by the time this advertisement appears.

We have only been able to secure these attractive machines by paying a high price

for them. Our prices are naturally based on that, but we have made them as

\ovr as possible ; our margin of profit being, in fact, less than ordinary trade

terms would yield.

3i h.p. SUNBEAMS - - £125 ^N^r

5-6 h.p. JAMES - - - £130 ^^eT

THESE MACHINES ARE OFFERED SUBJECT TO BEING
UNSOLD ON RECEIPT OF ORDERS WHICH WILL BE

EXECUTED IN STRICT ROTATION.

GODFREY'S LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland St., LONDON W.l."Phone: 7091 Mayfair

(2 lines.)

!i! !(! i!ili! Illi

m

^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

BROWN, 5M:h.p.. S-speed. hrin, free eogiue, iTicker

sidecar, in good running order nnd coniiition

;

£32.—T. Liicas, Jan., Gas Works, Long Bunkby, Rugby.
[X2377

B.S.A.

B.S.A.—Early deliveries from ^Turner Bros., 134,
Upper Thames St., London, E.O. [2843

NEW B.S.A.'s: repnirs, overliauls. spares; any make
supplied.—Alexander, Agent, 108, Wallasey Vil-

lage. [1506

3ih.p. B.S.A., clutch model, good condition; £36.
2 —Evenings. 74. Dollis Park. Church End, Finch-

ley. [2761

41.h.p. 1916 B.S.A., 3-speeds, chain-cum-belt trans-
4 mission; 60 gns.—Wauchape's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [2856

B.S.A., 1913 clutcli model, excellent condition, ilttle

used; £45; after 6.-6, Claverley Villas.

Finchley. N. [2671

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2919

FOR Sale, B.S.A. S^^h.p. combination, 1915, free

engine, 2 speeds, little used; £80.—Williams,
Stanford-in-tb€-Vale, Berks. [2702

B.S.A. 1919 Models. Deliyeries commence shortly.

Book up now,—George Smith's Motor Cycle
Depot, Clapham Junction. [3034

B.S.A 1915 Combination, coach, 2 speeds, k.s., new,
condition, perfect order; £74, bargain.—53,

Russell Rd., South Tottenham. [2394

1 Q14 B.S.A.. Tourist Trophy Model, stored since 1916,
Xt/ fine condition; best ofler over £35 secures.—82.
Balaam St., Plaistow, London, E. [2992

B.S.A. Combination, 1914, stored 2 years, 2-speed
clutch, tyres and belt, new; £85, spot cash, no

o^ers.—Taylor, 54, Bishop' St., Shrewsbury. [2611

B.S.A 1915 4iih.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch,

K.S., all-chain, like new; seen running; offers.—

Acacia House. Ceutre At., Acton (side door.) [2968

1 Q16 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. 3-speed Combination, suitable
-1- *y for tradesman, or without body, perfect ; £80.—
Agar, 54, St John's Terrace, Sutton-at-Hone, Kent.

[X2276
B.S.A, 4^lLp., late 1913, single-geared model, stored

during war, guaranteed perfect running order

;

accept £35, quick sale; silence negative.-Owen, Coly-
ton, Devon. [X2210

-j Q19 B.S.A. Model K, coachbnilt sidecar, P. and H.
J- *y lamps, speedometer, horn, not done 600 miles

;

best offer over £105; seen only by appointment.—H.
Bagott, 48. Broad St., Oxford. [X2215

B.S.A., all-chain, 3-speed, kick start, coachbnilt side-

car, lamps, horn, done about 800 miles, as new;
onlv wants seeing ; £110, bargain.—Smith, 3. Parade,
Staines Ed., Bedfont, Middlesex. [2590

LATE 1916 B.S.A. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
speedometer, Klaxon, P.H. lamps, all accessories,

splendid condition, little running : 80 gns.—Pennington.
Berkeley House. Lyminge. near Folkestone. rX2600

B.3.A. 1915 3V2h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick sta,rt, new belt and spare, CJB. sidecar, nearly

new, new tvie and tube, splendid running condition

:

trial; £95.—Whait, Craven St.. Melton Mowbray. [2750

B.S.A., 4i/ih.p., late 1914, all chain, coachbuilt com-
bination, 3-speed countershaft-, lamps, speedo-

meter, etc., stored 2 years, excellent condition; 85
gns.—Watkins, 2h, Morgan Mansions, Holloway, N.7.

[2955

"IQ19 B.S.A., 4^h.p., 3-3peed, chain-cum-belt, model
JLtJ K, complete with Lucas lamp set and horn,
first-class condation, ridden 300 miles, owner leaving
district; what offers?—Box 4,009, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X2329
B.S.A., 3-speed. K.S., late 1915, K., chain and belt,

new gear box, good tyres, Lucas set. mechanical
horn, reliable machine, go anywhere; £65: no rubbish;
exchanse Triumph or Norton.—Box 4,620. c/o The
3Iol:>r Cycle. [X2560

B.S.A. Combinarion, 1915, 3-speed, chain-cum-belt.
fully equipped, speedometer, etc., perfect condition,

mileage 9,000. 160 miles 2 gallons^ 21st May, tyres as
new; £89.—Izzard, 585, Green Lanes, N.8. 'Phone:
Homsey 2214. [2491

B.S.A., 1919, 3-speed, 4i4b.p., countershaft gear,
chain-cum-belt, not done 300 miles, only de-

livered from works last month, as new; £83/10, no
offers; owner giiring up.—Draper, Eottingdean, near
Brighton, Sussex. [2528
"I Q19 B.S.A.. 4i4h.p., Model K, 83 new. with horn,
-L *y delivered March, not done 300 miles, Dunlops,
with Xo. 4 Bowser coachbuilt eidecar and apron, de-
livered April, all perfect condition, guarantees ana re-
ceipted bills shown; appointment, trial; £107.—Colman,
36. North Bailey, Durham. tX2217

B.S^., 1917, 41/ih.p., chain-driven, 3-speed, B.SA..
countershaft clutch, K.S., E,I.C. magneto, tyres

as new, Chater-Lea light coachbuilt sidecar (will

eeparate), splendid condition throughout; thorough
trial given; £100, or best offer spot cash.—61. Rail-
way Approach, East Grinstead. [2932

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City agents and specialists
who coiifine their business absolutely to B.S.A.

manufactures always holds the most complete stock of

motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
diate delivery of all replacements.-The Countv Cycle
and Motor Co., 307-8, Broad St 'Phone : Midland
733: [7250

Sole London Agents tor A.J.S. and BRITISH
EXCELSIORS.

Terry's Folding Spanners

:

Midget size 1/6
Cycle size 2/6
Motor size G/-

(Postage, 4d.)

Terry's One-minute Tyre Levers. 3 in one
Set price 1 /G

Strong Single Tyre Levers, Gin 76.

Ditto, gin 1/2
Ditto, rain 1/6

(Postage, 3d.)

Auto-Wheel, only run 700 miles,

price £13 13s.

Speedometers

:

Watford, for 26in. wheels, standard
model £4 4s.

Trip Model £5 12s. 6d.

Foofpumps :

Bluemels' portable, isin 6/8
Ditto, rSin 71-
Ditto, Douglas size 7/6

(Post free.)

Spanners

:

ajfin. King Dick, genuine 3 /-

4in. ditto 4/6
6in. ditto 7/6
4in. King Dick pattern 3/6
6in. ditto 4/9
6in. Billings, genuine 6 /-

7in. BUlings, pattern 2/5
riin. ditto 6/9
Lucas Gurder 4/6
Nut-grip Pliers 3/3

(Postage, 4d)

f_„_^j-

(

L Gameo Windscreens,

jl r_\ JJWml_ >> light, strong, easily

i'
* 1^* S^^^^^^^ fixed, celluloid panel,

FrT^V-^^^^r^'-^rS^-I^V nickel plated fittings,

^bl,|§^^i.^£-^;^^ price 55 /- ; or cora-

^n
'^ //^ plete with side cur-

tains made in stout
waterproof khaki 60 /-
Lodge Sparking Plugs 5 /-

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs ^ 5/-
Sparking Plug and Magneto Cleaning

Brushes 9d.

(Postage, 3d.)

Dunlop and Pedley Belts in Stock.

A.K. Knee Grips. To fit over tank, with
rubber shields . . per pair (post paid) 12 I-

Motor Cycle Tool Kits.

Comprising one 4in. adjustable Wrench, Com-
bination Pb'ers, Screwdriver, Tyre Levers,

Nut-grip Pliers, Belt Punch, Steel Pin
Punch, and Oilcan. In strong canvas case.

Price, complete 25 /-

(Carriage paid.)

GLOVES.

MTan Leather Gauntlet, lined

fleece 17/6
Ditto, with wool wrists, less

gauntlet 13/9
Tan Leather Driving Gloves,

very durable 8/3
Cotton washable Cleaning

Gloves, per pair 1 /-
Ditto, with leather facings 1 /9

Ditto, gaunlet 3/9
(Postage, 3d.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.0.1.
Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.0.1.

GaraKe: Tottenham Court Road. *Phone—iloseum, 1240,

Telepram3
—
"Dynametro. Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A, SV'h.p-. 1913, 2-8peed, free engine, pedalling
genr for stnrtiiip, atnrecl gronter pnrt war, recently

overlinulod, splondid condition, complete witli now olec-

trio lamp, electric horn, batteries, tools, pump; trial

un deposit of amount: owner lias car; bargain, £60
cash.—Kennard, Dumpton House, Ramsgate. Tel. :

374. [X2355
Calthoi'pe.

CALTHORPE Junior, l»recision 2-stroko, 2-speed

;

£30,-82, Downs Fnrk Ed., Hackney Downs. [2780

CALTHOarE 2-8trok6, 2-speed, perfect order;

£37/10.-134. Cherry Orchnid Hi., Croydon. (2741

CALTHORPE Comhinntion. 8-lOh.p., torpedo sidecnr,

condition lis new- £110.—Melrose. 1. Kcnlor Ed..

Tooting. [2949

CALTHOEPE, 1918, 2-stroke, lady's, Enfield 2-speea,

as new; 52 gns.-Chureli House, 16, Maida Hill

West, W.i. (2705

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed.
splendid condition; £47.—Spalding, 4, High St.,

Chelmsford. [2663

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-8peGd, Just over-
JLt/ hauled; letters only; first cheque secures.—7,
William Place, Enfleld. [2636

CALTHOEPE Junior, Precision, 2-spced, free engine,
fine condition, all accessories, ready ride away:

£35.-87. Truro Rd.. Wood Green. [X2463

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., in perfect order, just

been overhauled, Enfield 2-speed, all accessories:

£40. no offers.—After 6 p.m.. 10, Bisham Gardens,
Highgato Hill. [2471 .

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915. 2^)4h.p., Enfleld 2-speed
F.E.. new tyres, recently overhauled, splendid

condition throughout; £37; appointment.—61, Eller-

ton Rd., Surbiton. [2667

1 IQ17 Caltliorpe-Jap 2^ih.p„ Enfleld 2-speed, 2 gener-
JLiJ ators and lamps, mudshield, special carrier, spare

belt, etc., good condition; £50.-Pengelly. Trinity
House. Abingdon, Berks. [X2558

Campion,
CAMPION-PRECISION lightweight, 2-speed, good

condition; £25.—Sgt. Errington, A.O.C. Hut.
Lydd Camp. [2675

OJih.p. Campion (Jap), 2-speeds. chain-cum-belt, ex-

/vi cellent condition; £40.—Reeves. Guildford Rd..

Farnborough, Hants. [2676

CAMPION-J.A.P., 4iih.p.. 2 speeds, tree engine,

condition perfect; £40.—Taylor, Brownlow Cot-

tage, pieasington, Blackburn. [2799

CAMPION-J.A.P. 8h.p. 1918 model, all-chain drive. 3

speeds, and O.B. sidecar, in perfect order, and
little used; £125.-Eaynham. Saffron Walden. [2891

16 Campion 6h.p. Combination. J.A.P. engine, 3-

speed, countershaft, kick start, fully equipped,

new tyres, splendid condition: after 6 o'clock: no

dealers; £118.-317, Camden Rd., Holloway. [2662

-| 015 Campion Motor Cycle and coachbnilt sidecar.

-Lt/ 4'/4h.p. Precision, B. and B.. Jardine countershaft,

chain. 2 speeds, free engine, kick start, good ninniug

order; 85 gns.-C. W. Hamel. 8, Park Ed. North. Bed-

ford. [X2268

14115 Campion 4%h.p. Precision Combination, 2-

XtJ speed, K.S., chain drive, Bosch mag., Millford

sidecar, plating as new, perfect condition; £110.—
Bamnton, 132. Herriok Ed., Loughborough, Leicester-

shire: [2833

Centaur.
31Jh.p. Centaur and Sidecar. Mabon clutch. Bosch

2 mag.- £28.—Stanley. 66. Montague Ed.. Cam-
bridge. [X2604

31h.p. Centaur, chain drive, lamps, horn, etc.; £27.
2 —9, The Parade, Cambridge Ed., Norhiton.

Surrey. [2640

CENTAUR 1913 5-6h.p. Twin. N.S.U. 2-Epeed.

Bosch. B. and B.. good tyres; £38.-12. Temple-
sheen Rd.. East Sheen, S.W.14. [X2594

CENTATJE, T.T., SV^h.p., 2-spe«d. Dunlops. Bosch,

B and B.. condition like new. been stored 2

years; bargain, £50.-23, Chapel St., IJlverston. [X2397

Chater-Jap.

4hp. Chater-Jap, Bosch, 2-speed; £45.-47, C}ueen'»

Terrace, Newcastle.
• [X2372

31h.p. Chater-Jap, B.B.. Bosch, new belt, tyres nearly

2 new, variable pulley, take 2 up Eeigate. in splen-

did condition; £45, a snip.—Jonas, 882, Garratt Lane,

Tooting. [2887

£85. or near offer.—8h.p. Chater-Jap coachbuilt
combination, 3-8peed. clutch, handle start, all

lamps, accessories, perfect running order.—Alter 6

p.m., 67. High St., St. John's Wood. N.W. [2603

CHATER-JAP T.T. Bh.p. twin, spring frame model,
countershaft gears, enclosed Bosch. Binks. Best

and Lloyd; exchange with cash for big single com-
bination; sell £60.-26. Pulleyns Av.. East Ham. E.6.

[2541

CHATER-J.A.P., 6h.p.. 3-speed Sturmey hub gear,

clutch, handle starter, Druids Mark 11.. fitted

to run on parafifln, large roomy sidecar, pillion spring

seat, new Palmers. Dunlops. belt, perfect condition
throughout, lamps, horn, engineer owned, trial, £80;
large roomy 2-8eater family sidecar for above, £25;
all in new condrtion.—35, Park Rd., Green Lanes,
Ilford. After 7. [2876

19'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-.Iap.

£25. 4h p. Chtiter-Jap, Armstrong 3-speed, F.E.
U.H. mag., T.T. bars.'H.B. ndju.sting 6in. adjust-

ing pulley, re<juires £S spent on frame, all parts coni-
ptoto.—Ford, Jan., North Moreton, near Wallingfortl.
Berks. [X2367

Chnter-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 8-lOli.p., 3-spced, nnil Inme siilerai.
lamps, and accessories: £75.—Barnes, 308, Upper

Biohmond Ed., Mortlake. [2427

CHATKR-I.1'].\, 6-Sb.p., coachbuilt sidecar, acecs
series; £65: view by appointment.—" Granton."

Gt. North Kd., Hichgate, London, N.6. [X2323

4h.p. Chatcr-L«a, Stevens engine, Grado gear, spring
lorks, mag., good tyres: £25.—Murray, 37a,

mi

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X2431

CHATEH-LEA. ^^^h.p. Combination, 2-8peed comiter-
ahaft gear, perfect coniiition; tritl; 50 gns.— H.nck

sntranee, 119, Bowes Ud., Palmer's Green, N.13. [2700

Chater-Lea-Jap.
CHATEE-LEA 6h.p. Twin J.A.P. ConoliVniilt Cnni-

bination, S-speed. cliQin drive, excellent condition,
eqnal to new: any trial; lamp set. iiorn, ready tor tour;
£80.-3, Park St.. Wellington, Salop. [X2362

CHATEK-IiEA. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed. hood,
fcreen, pillion seat, epeedometer, Lucas horn,

nrirnjj,. head and t<iil lamps, in sound mpchanical con-
dition; any trial given; £115.—Birch, Littlocot, Sutton-
at-Hone, Kent. [2454

CHATER-LEA-,T.A.P. 8h.p. Combination. Nov..
1913, extra large C.B. sidecar, Jardine 2-speed

countershaft, Amac, Bosch, Jones speedometer, spring
pillion seat, lamps (gas and electric), horn, tyres new.
stored during war; anv trial; genuine outfit; alter

6, 2 Saturdays: £107.—Smith, 32, Gorst Rd., Wands-
worth Common. [2801

Cbater*Peugeot.
5-6hj). Peugeot. Ohater-Lea combination, 3 Bpeeds.

hood, speedometer, spares ; 50 gas.—30. Home-
stead Ed.. Fulham. [2595

Clyno,

CLTNO, 1915, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, perfect; 42
gns; offers.—35, Westcombe Park Ed., Black-

heath. [2912

CEOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, West Surrey agents
for the 1919 Clyno. Order now to ensure early

deliTery. [1555

5-6h.p. Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, late 1914,
splendid condition, Klaxon, lamps, etc. ; £ 80.—

After 6, 16, Iffley Ed., Hammersmith. [2613

GEOVEE, Smith and Willis. Basingstoke.—Agents foi

Clyno combination. Don't wait until the fine
weather comes before placing your order. [6263

speeds, K.S., Lucas"'
. bargain, first

cheque 95 gns.—Eeynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. 'Phone

:

No. 7. i.2486

CLYNO 2-speed Combination, cane sidecar, Bosch
Amac; £75, or nearest offer.—Apply after 6.30,

two knocks, L, 36, Hawarden Grove, Heme Hill,

S.E.24. 12540

CLYNO Combination, exceptional condition, 3-speed,
completely equipped, spares, spare wheel, large

Low generator, etc.; £120.—Westlake, Ashford.
Middlesex. [2607

CLYNO, 1914, 2^^h.p., 2-speed, ^-stroke, clutch, com-
plete, thoroughly overhauled, 100-120 m.p.g., tyres

front good, back 1,000: inspection any time; 45 gns.—
Job, St. James's Ed., Hampton Hill, Middlesex. [X2082

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 3 .

accessories, sound, reliable outfit

;

Deliveries comClyno Combinations,
mence in June. Place your order with us at

-|Q19 8h.p. Ulyi
At/ mence in J
once to ensure early delivery. 1919 Clyno 2-strokes
deliveries this month; order at once.—Kays, 116-122,
Pitshanger Lane. Ealing. Tel. : 553 Ealing. [9694

CLYNO Motor Cycle, 6h.p., beautiful condition. 3-

speed countershaft, kick starter, detachable wheels,

lamps, horn, speedometer, chains run in oil bath, 700 x
80 new Palmer Cord tyres (Ught carl, only done 200
miles since 1915, stored during war; inspection invited;
price f98.—Apply, after 6 p.m., 31, Little Heath, Charl-
ton, S.E.7. [2445

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, splendid order; £30.—King, The

Aviary, Byfleet, .^urrey. [2726

CONNAUGHT 2-Etroke, 2^h.p., perfect running;
£28.-58, Hamilton Ed., Salisljury. [2659

3h.p. Connaught 2-strolce, 2-Epeed, P. and H. lamp
set, new condition; £45.-21, Keppel Ed., East

Coulson.
[2756

COULSON B ; order now.—J. Blake and Co., Liverpool
and Manchester. [X0440

Coventry Eagle.

COYENTEY Eagle, 2-stroke. late model, good condi-
tion; £35.—Eldridge, Eastbury, Dukes' Av., Finch-

ley, N.3. [2587
Dalman*

DALMAN Z-stroke,
nice condition

;

Kentish Town.

DAYTON ll^li.p.,

running order;
mouth.

2-speed. perfect mnninp order,
£32.-Mead, 34, WiUes Rd.,

[2568
Dayton.
new Model de Lose, in perfect
£20, or near offer,-Burrow. Ex-

[X2610

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

"Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK
We are now placing on the

market an entirely new and
patented Rubber Sole. These

soles are specially prepared

with an adhesive surface, and
fixed with Elite Holdtite Sol-fix

solution. We guarantee them
to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. The process of fixing

is exactly the same as that of

repairing a punctured Motor or

Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our

process is that the Boots or

Shoes when fitted with our soles

become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with

each pair of soles.

PRICES :

Gents'.

m'

Size.

lO-II
8-9

6-7

Size.

6-7

4-5
2-3

Size.

4-5
z-3

1-13

Ladies'.

Per Pair.

. 3/6
3/3
3/-

Per Pair.

, 2/8
. 2/4
• 2/-

Boy.i' and Youths'.
Per Pair.

3/-

2/10
2/8

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 ,3, 2 /6, and 4 /6. An 8d. tin is

sufficieat for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Anyexcess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanxtiall Bridge Road,

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
De Dion.

DE DION, ^V-h-P-. hand clutch, pood running order;
£35.-63, ArKngford Rd., Brixton, S.W. [2527

Dene.
DENE-J.A.P. Combination, 8b.p., 1917, fullr

equipped, child's scat; £135; alter 6 o.m.—78,
Plumstead Common Ed., Plumstead, S.E.18. [!i952

Dot.

8h.p. Dot-Jap Combination, O.B. sidecar, 4-point con-
nection, 2-8pecd gear, all-chain drive, Bosoh mag.,

handle start, all spares, fully equipped; any trial; 75
guB.— 669, Ashton New Rd., Cliiytou, Manchester.

[X2383
Douglas.

D.OUGI.AS. Itinff of horizontals.—Gourlny, Agent,
Fllllowfleld. [2571

1014 Douglas 2-spGed 2-''.'ih.p., in excellent condi-XO tion; £50.-104, Plougb Rd., Battersea, S.W.
[2961

DOUGL.AS 2'!ih.p., 1912-13, T.T., 2-specd, tyres
excellent: £45.—Noble, Chemist, Peterborough.

[2873
DOUGLAS, 1915, T.T., in perlect condition; £55.—

Between 7 and 9, 23, Edcrlinc Ay., Norbury.
[2711

Qih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, free, excellent condition,
-^4 lamp and speedometer.-King, Egroye, Oxford.

tX2590
DiOUGLAS 1914 2';.'ih.p., 2-speed, new tyres, good

order, stored 2 years; £46.-1". Deery, Strabano.
(X2070

DOUGLAS, 2%li.p., 1915, teen stored; ie60, or
offer.—Millns, The Firs, Spaniards Rd., Hamp-

stead. < [2819

"F\,OTJGLAS. late, W.D. 2';ih.p., 2-speed, all lamps,
J-J etc.; 52 gns.; as new.—S3, Pelham St., S. Ken-
sington. [2495

1 014 Douglas. 2')41i.r., Bosch, Amac, perfect order;
-Lt' ie45, or best offer.-Box Ll,714, c/o 37ie Motor
Cilcle. (D) [3006

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-sp6ed, equip-

ment seen London; flOO.-Box 4,037, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X265S

DOUGLAS.—Best deliyeries; 4h.p. combination,
i£110; War Office 2s^h.p., £65.—Moffat, Yeoyil.

'Phone : 50.
^ [1103

DOUGLAS 2-speed, good condition; can be seen
' after 6 p.m.; J630, or near ofler.—112. Herbert

Hd., Plumstead. [2989

Oa-h.p. Douglas, -1913, 2-speed, Bosch, new tyre,

/W4 perfect running order; £41.—32, Baliern Grove,
Chiswick Lane, W.4. [2811

1 014 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas Motor Cycle, new tyres,

JLV perfect condition; £48, no offers.—Seamark Old
Tiverton Ed., Exeter. [2731

1 014 (late) Douglaj, 2?4h.p., 2 speeds, splendid condi-

_

l.rJ tion, lite new; best oBer over £48.—Box Ll,730,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [3022

DOUGLAS 1913 2'!!ih.p., 2 speeds, excellent condi-

tion, lamps, etc.; ride away; £42.—Lt. Joslin, Sea-

planes, Westgate-on-Sea. [2420

<>3.h.p. Douglas. 1915, Lucas accessories, tyres and belt

/V4 as new; fiist cheque £54.—Reynolds, Waterbeach,
Cambs. 'Phone: No. 7. [2485

DOUGIjAS, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, good con-
dition; £50; after 6.-35, I'reegrove Ed., Cale-

donian Rd., Holloway, N. [2789

GIBB, The Douglas Expert. Gloucester ('Phone: 852),
regrets to inform his numerous clients ho cannot

accept orders for early deliveries. [4749

1Q19 Douglas 254h.p.. W.D. model, no accessories,
-i-*/ mileage under 200; 69 gns., no offers; deposit,

approyah-7, Town St., Ulverston. . [X2524

DOUGLAS Late 1913 2';ih.p., 2-speed, new condi-

tion, new Hutchinsons, long exhaust; £50.^
Lurcock, 44, Boston Rd., Eanwell, W.7. [2810

D.OUGLAS New Models, actually in stock, 4h.p.

combination and 2^ji h.p. 2-speed solo.—Austin's
Garage, Hoddesdon, Herts. 'Phone : 45. 2795

1 Q17 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, W.D., good condi--
J-U tion, £56 ; another ditto, but needs carburetter,

£53.—Box Ll,727, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3018

O-ih.p. Douglas, late 1915, only 800 miles done, new
/V4 condition, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon; offers.

— 1, Hillside, Stonebridge Park, Harlesden. [2392

DOUGLAS, 1911, single-speed, all good, new Dunlop
and belt, needs part assembly; £18/10.—Wight-

wick, Stanley Rd. At., Carshalton-on-HiU. [2457

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., in excellent condition, carcfnllT

stored during the war, ready to ride away; £30,
no offers.—Box Ll,635, 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [2410

DOUGLAS. 1911, 2-speed, Bosch, good running
order, engine recently overhauled, new crankshaft

fitted; £20.—Carter, 54, Dover Rd., Walmer. [2748

DOUGLAS, 2'^h.p., smart appearance; £35; rid*

away; exchange with cash for K.S. twin Indian.— -

Plraala, 17, Charles St., Efatton Garden, E.0.1. [2SU'

1 Q19 Douglas, 4h.p., as new, lamp, horn, speeded
Xv metsr, tools: 96 gns., or exchange recent

Triumph, Norton, Rover.-1, Park Parade, Cambridge.
[X2639

DOUGLAS 2iSh.p. 2-speed. recently overhauled and
enamelled, T.T. bars, XI^AU .saddle, tyres good!

32 gns.-Hatchtord Hill Cottages, Cobham, Surrey.
[2601

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

INDIAN" 1914 7-9h.p., T.T.. olutoh, very fost : £55
78, Siiriughank Rd., Hither Greeo.

'^"'*
[2986

INDIAN Sprin? Frame Motor Cycle, in good run-
ning order.—30, "Vaiixhnll Wiilk, S.E. ['^935

INDIAN 5h.p.. 1915, 3-speed, hnnd and foot c

all in top-bole condition; £75.-27, Peldou
lutcli,

Av..
[2781a

INDIAN Combination, C.B., clutch model, thorough
going order; £65 lowest.—12, Huntsmoor Rd..

Wandsworth. _ [2440

- |y-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, speeds
I and clutch, very last; £95.-50, Harrow Rd..
1-eytonstone. [2767a

5-6h,p. Indian, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, excellent con
dition: £75; no dealers.—15, Alleyn Park. West

Dulwich, S.E. [X255a

INDIAN, 7-9h.p.. free engine. 2-speed. Bosch, ex-
cellent condition; £70.—Bambridge, Decorator,

S/i.^

'i_/_ .STtm

Riverside, Kingston, Surrey.

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame,
J-<^ C.moclet sidei^ar. overhauled and enamelled- £90.
-98. Oak St.. Rurton-on-Trent.

[X2370

Sliced. 1916
" 1- £90.

LX2514

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., speeds, electric light-
ing, in splendid order; £105.-24, Townley Rd..

j E. Dulwich, S.E., after 6 p.m. [2669

,"|C|15 (late) Indian. 7-9h.p.. T.T, clutch model, disc
J-*' wheels, perfect condition; 65 gns.—109, Down-
ton At., Slreatham Hill, S.W.2. [2905

INDIAN, 1915. 5h.p., clutch. 3-speed, ridden 3,000
miles, as new: £75, or offers.—H. Leftwich, 15,

Hartington Rd.. Chiswick, W.4. [2690

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for Indian. Place
orders new to secure earlv deliverv.—Victor Hors-

man, Ltd., 9, Parr St.. Liverficol. [0002

"IOId Powerplus Indian Combination, Hendee coach-
J-t/ bnilt sidecar, excellent condition, new Splitdorf
mag.; £110.—Wiles, Littlestone-on-Seo. [2644

TNDIAN 1914 7-9h.p.. 2-sDeed, Swan coacbbuilt side-
-*- car. accessories : £115 : exchange lower power.—
134, Cherry Orchard Kd, Croydon. [2740

CJ-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
*-f clutch, Mills-Fulford coacbbuilt sidecar, new con-
dition; £90.-Arthur Belcher, Wantage. [2784

_ "I Q16 7-9h.p. Ind'an Powerplus Combination, splen-
-L t/ did condition, electric lighting, spares, etc.

;

£130.—Busby, 6, College St., Islington. [X2424

IN])IAN 1916 7-9h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, in splendid
condition, little used, lamps, ready ride away: £80.

—Ehosha ilotor Co., Mawneys Ed-, Romford. [2981

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., new 1S14. 2-speed,
lamps, horn, speedometer, mileage 4,500, tip-top

condition; £95.-10, Gerald Rd., Bournemouth. [2470

1 Q15 Indian 7-9h.p. 3-speed Combination. £125;
-*-*^ 5-6h,.p. 3-speed Indian. £65; Rudge-Muiti coach
combination, £62.—24, Beauval Rd., East Dulwich.

[2677
1 Q15 Twin Indian 5-6h.p., 5-speed, Millford eoach-
J-iJ built sidecar, wind screen, lamps. Lucas horn, as
new; £100.—Jupp, 5, Devonshire Rd., Horsham, Sussex.

[2894
INDIAN C.B. Combination. 5-6h.p.. 1915, smart out-

fit. 3 speeds, band and foot clutch, fully equipped,
nearly new tvres : £105.-27, Peldon Av., Richmond.

[2781
INDIAN, 1915. 5-6h.p., 3-speed. kick start, disc

wheels, new Dunlop tvres, Canoelet sporting side-

car; £100.-23, South Bruton Mews, Bruton St., W.
[2551

INDIAN 1915 5-6h.p. Road Racer, electric lighting,

new Swan sidec-ar, all accessories, exceptionally
fa5t fine condition; £110.-104. Whitechapel Rd., E.l.

[2455
INDIAN 1915 (Oct.) 7-9h.p.. clutch, road racing model,

recently thoroughly overhauled, in splendid condi-
tion: £75. a bargain.—Jonas. 882, Garratt Lane, Toot-
ing. [2886

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. 1914, red, clutch, speedometer,
lamps, splendid condition; exchange Zenith, cash

adjustment, or sell £70.-9. Temple St.. Basiord, Stoke-
on-Trent. [X2517

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, coacbbuilt, 2-speea,
clutch, lamp and generator, horn: £90, or nearest;

Weduesdav, Saturday.—Birts, 702, Hoiloway Ed., Lon-
don, N.19. [2698

INDIAN Combination, roanhbuilt. 7-9h.p., 2-speed.
clutch, lamps, horn, tools, spares, splendid condi-

tion; £80.—Applv [after 6), F.B., 266, South Lambeth
Ed., Stock^-elL [2407

INDIAN 5-6h.p. 1916 Combination, 3-speed, kick
start, speedometer, electric lighting and syren,

new condition; 95 gns.—21, Cole St., Gt. Dover St.,

Borough, S.E.I. [2906

MY Pet Indian, 1916, 7-9h.p., T.T., wUl do 70
m.p.h., bought new 1917. plating, enamel, tyres,

perfect; £80 or nearest.—Tapstone, Church Rd., Farn-
borough, Hants. [2009

1Q16 Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., with Phcenlx
JL«7 sporting sidecar, Binks, electric lighting: seen
after 6 p.m.; £120.—Humble, 200, Windmill Rd.,
Gillingbam, Kent. [2473

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p, Powerplus Model G and Indian
Sidecar, the whole outfit as new. not done 1,000

miles; £140.-Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av.,
. Camomile St., E.G. [0551

When you can obtain,
along with Highest Value
for every £ you spend, a

Dependable

Delivery Promise,

it's an oppoTtunity Motor
Cycle Bu3^ers should not
fail to investigate, and —

THAT exactly is

our offer !

HtZ

c^^h:

Definite Contracts with
leading manufacturers
place us in the- happ5'
position of being able to

give comparatively early
deliveries of the following

:

A.B.C., Ariel,

Blackburne, B.S.A,,

Enfield, Lea Francis,

Ivy, New Imperial,

Norton, Sparkbrook,

and Triumph.

Write us — we cordially

invite correspondence —
all communications
receive our most careful

consideration and we will

quote you with a Delivery

Promise we will not break

!

We also solicit j'our

esteemed enquiries for the

Hillman, Singer,

and Standard
Light Cars.

NOTE— We are ahvays
prepared to purchase
second-hand Motor Cycles
and Sidecars for cash and
invite correspondence.

Remember, your money is

ALWAYS well spent at—

MOTOR CVCI.ES FOR SALE.
Indian.

£42.-Iiidiiiii 5-6l!.i)., T.T., very fnst. Englisl) <-on-

tiols. B. and B.. new tyrea. spnro vnlvea, etc., to-

iiuires few fidinstineiits, otherwise snuud.—Jnekson, The
Sinings. Bindley, Yorks. [2988

POWEEl'LUS Indian, jnst re-eninnelled, with Mill-

foid sideciiv !ind npion, aa new, little used, M'ith new
set 01 hmii)s; yrice £125, or best offer.—Pottier, 25,

Brenrley St., Birntinghiini. [X2087

INDIAN, late 1913. 7-9h.ii.. T.T. rood racer, clutdl

model, in perfect nmiiii.i; ludor. smiirt iipiieiimnce,

tvres good as new. eoiiiiilite «itli lamps and all acees-

."iories; £62.— F. Mehew, Bluiitisliaui, Hnuta. [2586

1Q15 7.9h.p. Indian Coarhbuilt Combination, spring
i-U frame, 3 si«?eds, clnteh, kiek start, lamps, horn,

ele., being overhauled; 95 gns.. no offers.—llorley.

:secn at) 8, The Villago, Old Charlton, S.E. [X2*85

INDI-\M Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914 model, 2-si)eed,

clutch, and k.s., electric lamps. Phcenlx sporting

'sidecar and disc wheels, all in splendid condition;

£95.—A.C.S., 91, Bellenden Rd., Peckham, S.E.15.
[2441

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., late 1915, 3-speed,

olutoh, and kick start, new tyres and new sidecar,

in perfect running order, stored 2 years, splendid con-

dition- flOO.-Ward, 18, Wendell Ed., Shepherd's Bush,

W.12. [2848

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, coacbbuilt sporting

sidecar, 3-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter,

fast machine, late 1915 model, £145; also another

with large sidecar, price £135.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [2850

INDI.\N Combination, 1915, spring frame, 3 speeds,

3 electric lamps and horn, coacbbuilt De Luxe
sidecar, new tyres, extra luggage carrier, spare chains

and accessories; £100; seen London.-Box 4,040, o/o

The Motor Cycle. [2815

1 015 Indian Combination, spring frame. S-speed,

-L«7 clutch, quick start. Klaxon, lamps, speedometer,

tools complete, new tyres, hood, excellent condition:'

£90. no offer.-Barbezat, 53. St. Margaret's Ed.. East

Twickenham, S.W. [2993

POWERPLUS Mag. Dynamo Sprung Frame Indian
Combination, in splendid condition, 7-9h.p.,

hand and foot clutch, luxurious Mills-Fulford side-

car, very easy starter, tools, etc.; £140.—Ramsden,
Braincar. Wakefield. [2598

INDIAN Combination. Hendee Special. July, 1914,

7-9h.p., countershaft gears, clutch, chain drive,

electric starter and born, dynamo lighting, speedometer,

etc., mileage 3,500, tools, spares; 116 ens.—Lingard,

Bridgcholme, Chapen-en-le-Frith. [X2496

., ^ 1Q15 Indian 7-9h.p., new P. and H. lamps, chains,

i'li -.'.A Jl *y valves, etc., many replacements, just been thor-

oughly overhauled, guaranteed in perfect mechanical

i)!''-;! condition: owner going abroad: £75.—Lt Mayes, 10.

Stanhope Terrace. Regent's Park, N.W.I. [X2272

ICllS Powerplus 7-9h.p., T.T., 3 speeds, kick starter,

-It/ dual controlled clutch, speedometer, luxurious

Indian torpedo sidecar, discs all through, just over-

hauled and renovated, equal to new, a beautiful outfit;

£146.-Jones, 882, Garratt Lane, Tooting. [2885

LATE 1914 7-9h.p. Indian, with sporting eoachhnilt

sidecar, 2 speeda, clutch, kick start, disc wheels,

luggage grid, petrol carrier, wind screen, electric light-

ing electric and mechanical horns, very smart outfit;

£110.-436, White-horse Ed., Thornton Heath. [279C

INDIAN 7-9h.p., October, 1915. stored 2 years, 3

speed, kick starter. Phosnix sporting sidecar, lockei

in tail, 4-point attachment, aeroplane wind screen, alu-

Illinium footboards, disc wheels. T.T. bars, long coppel

exhaust pipe. 5 electric lamps and horn, speedometer,

special car type clut<^h pedal, petrol filter, extra leaves

and shock absorbers to springs, overhauled, re-enamelled

and varnished throughout, front and sidecar tyres un-

vunctnred, tools, spares, including chain: £120.—Lieut.

R. Nichols, 95. Cheriton Ed., Folkestone. [2889

Ivy.

1 Q19 Ivv 2-Etroke de Luxe Model, brand new. not

tJ/ vet 'ridden, enamelled buff, fitted new Klaxon

horn, pump, tools, etc.; *55.-Write, Box Ll,720 c/o

{pr-i\ l he Motor Cycle.
,

l^"!''

LATE 1914 Ixion-Villiers 2-stroke. perfect order and

good tune; £32; after 7 p.m.-107, Tylccroft

Ed., Norbury, S.W.16. [2643
James.

FOE Sale James 4i/lh.p. combination, 3sneed counter-

shaft, all-chain drive: £60.-Merr.v, 19, Victoria

St., Nuneaton. [2584

JAMES.-Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 ma-

chines in stcKik.-Chandler. Eeyre and Williams.

Sun St.. Hitchin. "
1°^^'Ji

K
' <JL.

The lAYTON GARAGES,
London Rd., BICESTER,
and 90, High St.,

Telephone: No. 35,

OXFORD.
Bicester.

^m
1Q13 James, big single, and ^0="=^ sidMar S-speea

ly countershalt. chain kick starter Binks carM

retter. perfect condition, lamps, etc., complete. £75

Plant! 10, North St., Derby. |A<!toa

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue, sn

=T5^

4 lb p. James Combination, perfect condition
;
what

I offers ?-E. H. Hockley. Hatfield Heath, Essex

(Station Sawbridgeworth, G.E.E.) [2687

J\MES Combination. I9151/2, 3 speeds, countershaft,

Canoelet sidecar, little used, beautiful condition;

£95_34, Birmingham Rd.. Oldbury. [X2310

JAMES 4iAh.p.. clutch model, excellent condition,

£40;' also Fafnir. 3Vi.h.p., Boseh. Ireo engine

£20.-16. Belmont Rd.. Maidenhead. Ii253<

JAMES 4l/4h.p.. big single, 3-8peed hub gear, elntclx

Bosch, B. and B.. good tyres, fine condition ; £55

;

evenings.-lOS. Croydon Ed.. Anerley. S.E. [2890
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 1914 Combination, S-spccd. connterslialt, all-

chain drivo. kick start, fittfd lamp 60t, speedi>-

meter, nearly new Dunlop tyres; £65.—Gosa, 71, South
Side, Clanhiim Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : 322 Brixton.

[2910

IQ15 James, 4l(ih.p., big single Canoclet Combina-
-l.«7 tion complete, privately owned, carefully used,
splendid condition, 2 lampa, tools, aundry spares,

ready lor road; 84 ens., delivered, no offers.—Chiids.

Molbury. Dorchester. (2526

1C|19 3-specd 5-6h.p. Jame^ and de luxe sidecar,
XJ/ kick starter, luggage grid. Klaxon, and tools

complete, tyros unpunctured, mileage 800, absolutely
perlect. £130; 4h.p. clutch solo machine taken part
exchingc, must bo o! recent date.—Massey, 45, Upper
Tichborue St.. Leicester. [2383

AX^-V- Jtimes Combination, 1916 model, S-speed^4 I'ounteishiift, foot elutnh, kink tsturter, oll-chnin

enclosed drive, Stewnit speedometer, Inuips. horn, opron,
creeu, new condition throughout, exreptionallv smnrt
outfit: 85 K113.. bargain: reason lor selliuK, no necnni-

modation.-iiickmore, Kulali, Sholford, Surrey. [X2069

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Combination de Luxe. 3-

epetd, foot and hand-controlled clutch, best Lucas
acetylene head lamp, clcijtric sidecar and tail lamp,
Klaxon horn, speedometer, wind screen, spare chain,
tube, etc., as new, only done 400 miles; best offer

•ecnres; owner bought car.—Box Ll,718, c/o 'J h c

Motor CijcU. [3010
J.A.P.

J.A.P., 7h.p., a.i.T., now mng., coachbuilt sidecar;
£40.—Neale, Thornwood, Epping. [2633

J.A.r. 4h.p., 1914 clutch, overhauled: trial; £39.—
Mons, Cnurchill Rd., Bordesley Green. Birmingham.

rX2518
J.A.P. 4h.p. Motor Cycle, brand new: £50: after 6.

—251, Cricklewood Lane, Child's Hill, N.W.2.
[2635

1016 4*»-P- JA.P., Bosch, B. and H., eiclo, afterLU 6.30 ; £32.—Hubbard, 137, Hcnford Rd.,
Enfield Wash. [2518

J^.P, 4h.p., m.o.T., B.B., Bosch, Druids, tyres as new,
ready drive away, 1912: £30.-1. W. Shaw, Well-

ington, Salop. [X236o

J.A.P., 4h.p., as new, 3 speeds, clutch, fully equipped,
toole, etc., real sidecar machine; £54, no otfeis

whatever.—Mason, Hawkstone Hall, near Shrewsbury
(Hodnet Station). [X2507

J^.P. 4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., Bruid forks, N.S.U.
gear, new belt, and spare tyre, rebushed and re-

•namelled ; £25 ; seen by appointment.—Owen, Stoke
Orange, near Grantham. [X2417'

J^.P., 1916, 2^^h.p., 2-speed countershaft, perfect
running order, stored 18 months ; £40 ; unem-

Rloyment cause of selling; first cash secures.—18,
'elson At., AVellington Lane, Hull. [X2068

J.E.S.

LEA-FEANCIS Model de Luxe, as new, Sturmey-
Aicher 3-speed, 28in. frame, fitted J.E.S. auxiliary

motor; ready to ride away; £25.-194, Brighton Rd.,
Oroydon. [2565

J.E.S. Motor Cycle, li^h.p., very good condition,
girder forks, original tyres, good running order,

ride away ; £12/10 ; trial here; suit lady rider.—Rey-
nolds, Butcher, Wimblington, Cambs. [X2380

Ealcombe '

KALCOMBE 3h.p., Bosch, Amac, lamp, horn ; ride
away; bargain.—2, Westerdale Ed., Greenwich.

[2492
Kerry

KERRY, 3V2h.p., splendid condition, lamps, horn,
take eidecar, ride away; £28; before 6 p.m.—36,

Shaftesbury Rd.. Forest Gate. [2665

KEEEY-ABINGDON and Sidecar, good running order.
2-speed, hand starter, lamps, watch, mirror, and

UMire wheel; £75, or nearest.-30. Star Hill, Rochester.
[2951

King Dick.
Qih.p. King Dick, 2-speed, clutch, free engine;OZ £22.—Full particulars. Box Ll,715, c/o llie
Motor Cuple. [3007

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANCIS 1916 4b. p. Twin, 2 speeds, counter-

shaft, kick starter, enclosed chain drive, detach-
able wheels, excellent condition; any trial: £75.—Percy
Nunn, Whatfield. Ipswich. (DJ [2864

4h.p. 1915 Lea-Francis, 3-speed, kick start, all-enclosed
chain drive. Quick detachable wheels, vrith Mill-

ford cane sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer; £85.

—

Ridings. 70, Long St., Middleton. [X2588
LEA-FEAIfCIS, 3^h.p., 2-speed, hand and foot

clutch, K.S., spares, under 4,000 miles, retyred,
perfect condition, Cowey speedometer, Lucae horn and
Umpi; £80.-45, Oharltoa Ed., Blackheath, S.E.

[X2481
LEA-FRAXCIS 1916 3-speed Twin, laid up two years,

Lucas head light, mechanical horn, detachable
wheels, enclosed all-chain drive, condition as new, mag-
nificent sidecar machine ; £95.—Bmeal, Eose Cottage,
Dunbar. [X2393
LEA-FRANCIS, 3Mr4h.p. twin J.A.P. engine with

latest large valves and springs, late 1915, stored
3 years, only used one season by original owner, 3-

»peed countershaft gear, kick starter, hand and foot-
controlled clutch, enclosed chains, special Bosch mag.,
extra large Brooks saddle, oversize tyres, lighting,
detachable wheels, splendid condition throughout,
reliable and fast.—Moss, Wem. [X2425

FORWARD
Dr Tll^C ^^ abundance of

IJljUVlO. unsolicited testi-

monials from users

of Forward Plugs—of which there's

a type lor every engine—confirms

our claim that they are strpnger and
will stand up under harder usage

than any other make—let tie send

you details of all our various models.

Telling Testimony

to the

Forward Fastener

Price 1/6.

Read tins. It comes from a customer

at Stoke-on-Trent

"About three years ago I sent for one of

your FORWARD Belt Fasteners for my
(Big Six| Motor Cycle Combination. Up to

that time I had tried almost every make
of fastener, but every one failed. Almost
every time I went out I broke a fastener,

and I got downright sick of it. So you
will understand how pleased I am to say
that since I put in your Forward / kave

never liad a break''

If you want a cheaper but excellent

Fastener, there is

THE KING HOOK.
Price 1/- - or adjustable 1/3.

FOBWADD SPARKING PLUG Co.,

SUMMED BOW, BIBMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS. No. A1006, Inte 1915, SVili.p. J.A.P.,
3-siiee<l. clutch, kick start. Bosch, Amac, Druids,

born, tools, nil enclosed chain drive, tyres and original
ounuiel perfect, very little used, not done over 1,500
miles, smart appearance, very eilent, fast, and does
about 55 m.p.g., now under overhaul at Holland's Gar-
age. Sleaford. Lines., preparatory to sale: owner getting
light car; easily worth £85, but near offers considered.
—Apply. Capt. Wutliins, Bridso Cottage. Scopwick,
Lines. 1X2220

LeviB.

ih.r. Levis, 1916, excellent condition, lamps; £38.
2 -61, Glenesk Rd., Eltham, S.E.9. [2699

B

2
LEVIS, 2";i'ih.p., last, excellent condition, all acces-

sories.—Lovekin, Whitby, near Chester. [X2312

ROOK Bros., Bumham, can deliver a Levis Popu-
lar cycle from stock i

£44/13. Write to-day. [2424

LKVIS 2J,4h.p., perfect condition, new Dimlops, ex-
cellent climber: £32.-243, Waverley Ed., Reading.

[2761
LEVIS, 2i4h.p., new tyres and belt, splendid con-

dition; £32/10.-1, The Rise. Craylord, Kent.
[2762 -j

LEVIS, in good condition: £32,—3a, Devonshire Row i

MeW6, Devonshire St. (oft Gt. Portland St.|, W. I
[2402

LEVIS Popular, teored during war, original enamel,
tyres, belt, etc. ; £35.—Lyndhurst, Lyndhurst Rd.,

Hove. [X2083

Olh.p. Levis, tyres as new. Bosch mag.: ride away;
/V4 £29.—Sutton, 63. Leathwaite Rd, Claphani Ooni-
moR, S.W.ll. [X2579

"JQ16 Levis 2y:;h.p., born, electric lamps, speedo-
-Ltf meter, nearly new tyres; 30 gns.—P., Prospect
House, Sandgate, Kent. [2456

1 Q16 Levis 2-stroke Popular Model, excellent condi-
-L«/ tion. fitted complete with P. and H. lamps,
horn, pump, tools, etc.; £44.—Write, Box Ll,721, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [3013

LEVIS Popular, 2^,^h.p., new last January, practi-

cally unused, sight lubricator, perfect order;

£42, no offers.—.Shtimpton, 24, Battersea Rise,

Clapham Common, S.W. [2898

Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK 3>/.h.p., Bosch mag.: what offers?-

Rogers, Braughing, Ware, Herts. [2537

LINCOLN-ELK 4>/.L.p., 2-speed. K.S.; £40, or nearest.

—75. Abercrombie Av., High Wycombe. [2846

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 4^h.p., 1915, just overhauled, and in first-

cUiss condition, with wicker sidecar; £55.— Scotia

Motor Co., LochgeUy. [X2086

L.M.C. Motor Cycles.—The motor cycle with tlie com-
forts of a car. All models available shortly.—Ths

sole distributing agents for London and the Home
Counties. Mebes and Mebes. the original light car special-

ists. 144, 154-6, Gt. Portland Si. W.l. Tel.: 3426
Mayfair. [2270

FOR Sale, 6h.p. L.M.O., 1916, S-speed countershnft,
stored 2Vj vears, coach sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.,

equal to new, £85, powerful machine: 6h,p. 1914 En-
field and wicker sidecar, stored 2 years, mechanically
perfect. 2-speed, lamp and horn, £65.—Supply Stores,

Strabane. [X2584
Lugton.

LtJGTON, 35/,h.p., 1913, 2-speed, F.B. and kick start,

Bosch waterproof mag,, nearly new tyree, abso-
lutely sound: £40.— Gibson. Towercroft, Eynaford. Kent,

[X2209
M.A.C.

4h.p, 'M,.\.C., just overhauled at a cost of £17,
fitted with 1917 B,B, carburetter, Bosch mag.,

new Lucas lamps front and rear, Lucas horn, free
engine, handle start, drip feed lubricator, tyres nearly
new; bargain, £30; sidecar chassis springs and tyre,
£2.—Frank P. Bomford, Drakes Broughton, near
Pershore. ;X2325

Matchless
MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 1915, not done 1,000 milesj-

a beauty; £115.-53, Russell Kd., South Totten-
ham. [239S

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Matchless, Broad-
Way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade>-

North Finchley. [2921

CROW Bros.. High St, Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the 1919 Matchless. Order now to en-

sure eiirly delivery, [1552

8h,p, Matchless, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, sound engine
Gloria spring-wheel eidecar; £85.-15, Enmoro

Rd, S, Norwood, 8.E. [2792-

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, interchangeable
wheels, 3 speeds, new 15th May; £148,-113,

Rodney Rd., Walworth, S.E. [2956

MATCHLESS-JAP, 4h.p., Binka, Bosch, T.T. 1914-
15, perfect condition, fast, seen after 5.30;

£63.-22, Racton Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [2674

MATOHLESS-J,A,P. Combination, Sh.p., 2-speed,

free engine, kick start. 1913, stored last 2 years,

in good condition; £85.—A.W., St), Market St., Watford.
[2442

"I Q19 New Model H Matchless Combinations. Place
Xtf your order with us at once to ensure early

delivery.—Kays, 116-122, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing,

Tel. : 553 Ealing. [9696

B32 AI< letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PREMIER, S'-jh.p., Sturmey 3-speed clntch, wicfcer
sidecar, plating and enamel shabby, good running

order; appointment letter: best over £40.—Stockdale,
Do la Warr Rd:, East Grinstead. [2812

PEEMIER Combination. Bosch, 3-speed liub, clutch,
tools, spare tubes. Wit. etc.. footboards, sidecai

wicker, upbolsteied leather, onnmel good condition; £50.
—Bos LI, 695. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2621

PIIEMIER, 3i,^h.p., 3 speeds, countershalt. F.E.,
clutch, large 2-seater cane sidecar (1 for child).

£65 cash; aiwther. similar, but hub gears, £50.—Hill.
Niufield, Battle. Tel.; 201X7 Bexhill. [2973

7-9h.p. Premier Combination, Fulford Empress
sidecar. 3-speed, clutch, 3 new tyres, just thor

oughly overhauled by makers, as good as n?w; £110.—
Arc Eugraviug. Ashcombe Rd., Wimbledon. [2i42

P.V.

P.T.-J.A.P.. 5'^h.p. twin, and ilidtUeton spoitiuf
sidecar (S-C. new), tyres new, complete, splendid

condition: prit^e 470.—P. l-'. liutler, 46, Newlands Park.
Sydenham, S.E. [2709

Quadrant.
03.h.p. Quadrant Lightweight, sinfrle-speed; £28.—
f^^ 93. ToUington Park. London, N.4. [X2368

3ih.p. Quadrant, Bosch masneto, B. and B., new
2 tyres, ride away; £34.-11, Portland Rd.,

South Norwood, S.E.25. [2957

4h p. Quadrant, Bosch mag., Chater-Lea Irame, splen-
did running order; £29: after 7 p.m.—7, Ecking-

ton Gardens, New Cross, S.E.14. [2520

Radco.
SALE, 1914 Radco 2-stroke. excellent condition

:

£25.-17, Regent St.. Rugby. [X2031

RADCO 2»ih.p.. 2-stroke, excellent condition; £55.-
78, Springbank Rd., EUther Green. [2987

RADCO 2i4h.p. 2-5troke. absolutely perfect, ready
to ride; £35.—Chalkley, The Broadway, New

Soathgate. [2772

RADCO 2-stroke, 2V'h.p.. 1918. equal to new, wih
climb anv hill: a bargain, £42.~JoDaa, 882. Genaid

Lane. Tooting. — [2888

JONES' Garage, special agents for Radco, Broad-
wav, Muswell Hill, K.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2923

1 014 Radco 2Uh.p. 2-stroke, just been thoroughly
Xt/ overhauled, and in splendid running condition;
±'52.-257, Cavendish Rd.. Balham, S.\V.12, [2822

RADCO 2-stroke, perfect condition, very Little used,
aluminium footboards, Stewart speedometer, 2

good lamps, etc. ; bargain, £25.—Tyler, Grocer, 13,
Eokeby St., Stratford. E. [2443

kex

REX 5i^h.p., R.E.. running order: £12.-111. ilid-

land Ed.. Nuneaton. [X2555

5h.p. Res. 2 speeds, free engine, fine lunning order;
£42.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham. [X2614

6h.p. Res Combination, splendid condition; £65, or
near.—Green, New Dale, Wellington, Salop. [2605

REX, 6h.p., 2-5peed, cracked cvlinder, otherwise
good; £20.—Urquhart. Fire Station, Fulham Rd.

[2558

REX 3^2h-p., Bosch mag.. B. and B., footboards, needs
adjusting: £18.-35, Elizabeth St., Leigh, Lanes.

[X2583
REX 1913 6h.p. Twin Combination, overhauled, ready

for road; £75.—E., 30, Brunswick Sg., Camberwell,
S.E. [2421

REX. 3i-'.h.p., good condition, old pattern, less mag.;
£15.—Horiey, (seen at) 8, The Village, Old Charl-

ton, S.E. [X2486
COMBINATION, twin Ees 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, overhead

valves: £70.—Benson, 36. Elinco Rd.. Peter-
borough. [X2603

REX 2'ih.p., splendid condition, wants mag.; £16.—Wylde, Manchester Rd., Marsden, near
Haddersfield. [2585a

REX SUh.p.. B. and E.. h.b.r-.. foctbonrds, enamel
good (.ontUtion, complete ; £8 : room wanted : bar-

g-iin.—56, William St., Blackwood. [X2487

REX S^ih.p-, adjustable pulley, new tvres and belt,
Bosch watertight mag., De Luxe saddle; £22.-2.

Carlton Terrace, Famingham, Kent. [2831

1Q16 Res Combination. 6-8h.p., coachbuilt sidecar,
A*' first-class condition, chmb anything; £130.—A.
Robinson and Sons, Derby Rd., Biincklev. [X2266

REX 2-5peed, handle start, twin Bosch mag., less
engine; £25 lot, bargain, or buy J.A.P. 6-ah.p.

engine, fit above..—Rhodes, Hillside Av., Dobcross. nr
Oldham. [2817

IQll Rex, 6h.p.; £35; 3 speeds and clutch, B.
--«/ and B. carburetter, Bosch mag., in perfect
running order.—Herrington, Easthampstead, Brack-
nell. Berks. [X2421
"OEX 1914 7-9h.p. Combination, new coach sidecar.
-*-*' 2-3peed, handle start, splendid condition, just

i

nverhauied; nearest £80; before 6 p.m.—36, Shaftes-

'

bury Rd., Forest Gate. [2667 I

ONE Rex Motor Cycle, 1910 model. 3^.>h,p.. minus
mag., carburetter, and belt, engine just been

'-.'erhauled and as good as new; what offers.—Mr. S.I
Ccoper, Regent St.. Finedon. Wellingborough. [X2318

The
Holiday Spirit.

True happiness depends upon
Freedom from Worry.

"T^O many hundreds of motor
cyclists the pleasure of the

\Miitsuntide ride or tour will be
in great part due to the fact that
their

Sturmey-Archer
or

Armstrong Gear
has been repaired by us, and is

consequently as reliable as when
it was fitted.

yY7E specialise on the repair of
^^ Sturmey-Archer and Arm-

strong Gears, and have a large

stock of tested parts for replace-

ments.

RECOMMENDED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We have been kept very hard at

work since the armistice in

remedj'ing gear troubles for motor
cyclists, and we are looking for-

ward to a short rest at Whitsun-
tide, but after the holidays we
shall again be at your service,

so^

A Pleasant Holiday to
Every Motor Cyclist,

but, in case you should have
gear troubles, make a note of the

address

—

COUNTY Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
kON DON, W.

Wires ;
" Tiireespeed."

^TT Send wheels to Hounslow,
H 1 1 Clearly

L. & S.W. Rly.,

labelled with sender's name.
Nearest station for callers," Heston—
HOUNSLOW, District Railway,

MOTOR CYCLliS FOR SALE.
Rex.

/•li.p. Rex de L«X6 Combination. 2-speed, clutch. Irick^ stiirt, £10 electric ligbting set, enpiiio overhauled
and rebUHhml, new tank. etc.. excellent condition, all

«rey finish: £92, or nearest.— 3, Warwick Av., Coventry.
(U) [X2387
8h.p. Rox, 1914, nnd coachbuilt Bidecar, 3 epeed

eountorshnft, Binka carburetter, over 70 ni.p.g..
lompleto with 3 lamps, speedometor, clock, ' and 2
Iiorns, good condition, and in pert'eet running order,
iast and reliable; f89.—" aoutbbrae," Ogden lid.,

Uramhall. Cheshire. [X2491

Rex-Jnp.

REX-.T.A.P. Coachbuilt Combination. 6-8b.p,. new
tyres, lamps, requires a few repairs; £80.— Mfilriisi-.

1, Kenlor Ed., Tooting. 129M

Roc
5h.p. Roc Twin Combination, underslung, 2-speeJ.

free "engine, tyres good; £46.-79, Upton l.ane.
Forest Gate. [2560

ROC. 4h.p., 2 speeds, just been overhauled, new
tyres and tubes, complete with all accessories;

.£40, or olfers.—II. White, 16, Stockwell St., Greenwich.
[26S4

Rover.

ROVER S'/jh.p. T.T. Model, 1915; £55.-Morris.
Swepstcn, Leicestershire. [2480a

ROVER, 3V'b.p., clutch, in very nice order; £51.—
C.A.E. Co., 21, Hobson St., Cambridge. [2633

1014 Rover, 3'/2h.p., S-speed, clutch, tyres, belt ex-

J-J7 cellent, ready ride away.—King, Egrove, Oxford
[X2592

ROVER 3V.h.p. T.T. Model, Philipson pulley, very

fast, new: £79/10.—Morris, Swepston, Leiceste--

I

shire. [2430

ROVER, sy.h.p., 3-5pecd, free engine, Bosch, just

overhaule'd; £46.—Ball, 49, High St., Kingstcn-
on-Thames. [X2369

JONES' Garage, special agents for Rovers. Broad-

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [2924

ROVER Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, screen, nil j i

excellent condition. outSt looks like new; £75.-

27, Peldon Av., Richmond. [2783

ROVER.— Several T.T., with or without rhilipsim

pulley (seoond-handj, in excellent condition.

-

Turpins, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [1753

"I Q17 T.T. Rover. Philipson, condition as new, Lnca;
A-*J lamp sets, all spares complete: £70, no ofler.';.

—59 Hamlet Gardens, Ravenscourt Park. W.6. (5 t..

7 p.m.; [X255i.

ROVER, 1917-18, 3V>h.p., T.T., Philipson, practicall>

unscratohed, very fast, lamps, tools, etc.; £68.

first cheque secures.—Lt. Cunningham, 25, Leicester

St., Southport. [2379

TT Rover, late 1916, SVsh.p., Philipson pulley

exceedingly fast, and in exceptional condition,

equipped with lamps, horn, knee grips, etc.; 65 gns^
Lowetb, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Laling. [<!307

ROVER, 3V211-P-. ISll. single-speed, Senspray. Bosch,

speedometer, new Palmer, 3 belts, fast and power-

ful, stored during war; 40 gns.-A. P. White, Oaven_

dish Chambers, Buxton. ['666

"D OVER, S'/-b.V; Philipson, M-L. B. and B.. lamps.

-tt horn, speedometer, tools, 1 new spare belt, verv

fast, in perfect running order, excellent condition; 58

gns. ; ev6nings.-136, Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [2508

ROVER 1917 T.T., Philipson, not done 1,500, owner

abroad from April, 1917 to 1919, very fast, in

first-class condition, tyres not marked, horn, lamps.

: tools ; 80 gns.-Lloyd, Assam House, South Woodford^

ROVER 1914 3iAh.p., 3-speed, clutch, MiUford coach-

built sidecar, the whole in capital condition, new

Goodvear studded cover on sidecar wheel: £60; would

separbte.-F. Charles, Newhouse, Northiam, Sussex.

4hp Rover, 3-speed, clutch, tools, 2 lamps, 2

generators, mirror, horn, not ridden 500 miles

since bought new 1914, perfect throughout, with

Canoelet C.B. sidecar, hood, screen, Lucas lamp and
generator; great bargain, £75: seen any timc.--J

Harrison, 55, High St., Eastleigh. [2816

Royal Ruby.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Royal Rubys,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [2925

"I 016 Royal Ruby 2-stroke, splendid condition, new
if heavy Dunlop and tubes, P. and H. lamp set;

first £35.—Wiles, Littlestonc-on-Sea. (2645

16-17 Royal Ruby 4-5troke, 234h.p. J.A.P.. coun

, jL..^ tershaft gears, lamps, handphone, spares, good

-condition; 38 gns.; part exchange combination.-Good-

win, St. Pancras Schools, near Watford. [2593

Rudge.
15 5-6h p Rudge Multi, splendid condition

;

accept £65.—Todd, Waterbeach, Cambs. [2436

TjDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., 1915, new conditions-After

6 p.m., 24, Townley Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E. [2882

UnGE, Sy^h.p.. hand clutch, very fast, powerful;

£35 —Davis, 211, Garratt Lane, Wandsworth.

II
[2916

NEW 1919 3'Ah.p. Rudge Multi, insurance policy nno

re-istration' paid.—Maxted. Queen's College, Cam-
Jl oridse, [2489

19^

19'

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
nudge.

RUDGE 3V.li.p., trres nemlr now: 38 gns., lowest.

biiienin.-Bruwn, Eangemore Vilhige, Burton-on-

Ticnt. 1X2476

1 OIC liuilBe Jlulti Conibinntion. nuto oil feed, si>l«;iilnl

l«/liit: Imigiiiu, £95.-DreK-, 1. Station Ed., Ll'-

iimistrt. I23b»

RUDGE, 3i:.h.p., and sidecar, clutch model, h.b.c..

spnre tvre, tube, and accessories; iiSS.—56. Ohl

St.. E.C.I. " '2715

3»h.p. Rndgo and .Sidecar, pedal starter, F.E.. good

2 order; "£ 55.-Edvvards, 73, I-yndhurst i;rov<..

Ferkluuu. tZICS

31h.p. RudgB, red tank, T.T. bars, about 1913
5 model; price £il7/10.—Wauchope b, 9, bhoe

Lane, London. [2864

RUI)(iE 3':.h.p., T.T., T.ariiiMc gear, engine, tyres,

iiud belt "in cxtelleut condition; £40.-156, Arcli-

war Kd., N.6. -- 12996

JONES' Garage, special agents for Rudge, Broad-

wav, Sluswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Parade

"North finchley. [2926

311i.p. Rudge Mnlti, pedn! start, Lite moilel. foot

5 oiler, clutch in excellent order ; £55.-200. Hit-li

St, Tooting, S.W. [2946

RUDGE 3'.ih.p. Multi, 1913, good condition; £35,
or exchange combination or light car,—Jack Reid,

59, Curris St., Cwm, Mon. [X229b

14 3Vjh.p. Rudge and Sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed
19^ lamps, etc., splendjd condition^; 60 gns. -Sim-

uioiids, I'iml'ico, iieinei Hempstead, Herts. [2813

RUDGE Combination, (ir.'ido Multi gear, coarhbuilt

sidecar, in excellent condition; £65; seen any

time alter Friday noon.—Bryant, 46, Northam SU
Fratton, Portsmouth. [2376

RDDGE, 1914, 3i..h.p., clutch, kick starter, riew

condition, been' stored; any trial; accessories;

£50.—.'^Iter 6, 42, Hanover Park, Peckham. [2559

1015 3H.h.p. Eudge, eporting model, lamps, in good
1" couaition; liigliest offer oyer £50 accepted

wanting good combination.—X. Borman, Helpinehnm
Lincolnshire. [X2482

-I 015 3i(.h.p. Eudge Mnlti, T.T. clutch, new belt and
JLJ/ tyres. Klaxon, mirror, head and rear lamps,

.iifpssories, excellent condition; 50 gns.— Apply, J.
A^

9, Alexandra Ed., TJxbridge. [2450

RUDGE Combination, cane sidecar, 1913, just over-

hauled and re-enamelled, new belt, Grado pulley,

not used since 1914, perfect condition; ififO.-Wacher

Victoria, Alexandra Kd., Parnborough, Hants. [2664

31 lip Clutch Eudge. in perfect condition, ennmelling

2 and plating eijunl to new. tyres unpnnctured. com-

i>l.-t.5 with head and tail lamps, horn, tool kit back seat,

iiud innny spares; bargain (no dealers). £60.—A. 'iliomp-

Kon. Forest Hall, Meriden, near Coventry. [X2259

Ruffles.

"D UFFTt.ES.—Delivery from stock. 2V2h.p.. 2-speed.—

-TV \V H. Grimes and Co., 18a, Bruton Place, ^ew
Bond St., W. [2107

Scott.

SCOTT Combination, 1915, ooafh sidecar, lamps,

sound throughout; iVO.-TV., 4, Park Av., I^|^-|-

331i p Scott Combination, splendid condition, tyiet

4 nearly new; £55.-13. FuU'ord Cross, \ork.

S-lbp Sfott, 1914 Binks, excellent engine. Canoelet

4 sidecar- £B0, or will separate.-8, HoUifray Kd
Khiwbina. Cardiff. [X252r

-| 013 Scott and f5idecar, Binks, Bosch, not mmh
AJJ used; £55. Later model wanted.—StebbingE_
Attleborough, Norfolk. [2818

SCOTT 1915, Binks carburetter, lamps, etc., most
excellent condition; 60 gns.—" Elphinstone."

Salisbury Av., St. Albans. [X2427

SCOTT 2-speed, just overhauled, enamelled, and

plated, new tyres and chains; £55; alter 6.-48.

Upper Clayton Ed.. Clapton, E.5. [257

r

SCOTT Combination. 1912. completely overhauled

new chains, 1913 frame, mileage 5.000; £62/10.

—37, Balvernie Grove, Southflelds, S.W.18. [X230E

SCOTT 3''ih p., 2-speed, just overhauled, new Binks.

splendid order: £45, offers: owner buying com

bination.-WoUiug, Ham House, Upton-on-Severa^^^^

CICOTT 3"4li.p., 2-speed, KS., wonts one new ring find

io" retiming, otherwise good condition : £35.—Taylor

5. Gladstone Place. Sandy Lone, Camp Hill, Biniiiiig

linm. 1X2490

SCOTT, 2-speed and kick starter, W.D. model, all

in good condition and good running order; one

at £50 and one at £60.—Hawkins, 455, York Ed..

Wandsworth. L2896

3a.h p. Water-cooled Twin-engined Seott, 2speed,
4 clutch, kick starter. Bosch mag., Binks corlm-

retter, all chain drive. flr6t.class order; £37.—Holland,
28, Lonsdale St., Burnley. [2933

SCOTT Combination. 1916, new. unsoiled. 2-cyl.. 2

stroke, water-cooled, B. and B. carburetter, kick

start 2-spppd, special all-nickel finish, plated rims,

heavy pattern tyres, large head lamp, Jones speedometer

with special finish Milllord coachbuilt sidecar, paint^^d

iiionve. special show finish, upholstered grey leathei

[spring back and cnshioni, smart Cape hood with side

ibints, hood dust envelope, screen, apron, ready tc

ride away; any ti-ial : absolutely the smartest turnout

on the road- best offer: private owner.—Pye, Arundel.

Snnninglield Hd.. Hendou. X.W.4. [X249]

A-^6 A" letters relating to advertisetaents

"Machines for

Whitsuntide
IN STOCK !

at the time ol eoine to press-

IVY PRECISION, 3 speed KJ 10

LEVIS, single speed •J" '"

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed, as new, all

lamps **' '"

MORGAN, wants slight overhaul »110

ign 6h.p. J.A.P.-CAMPION Combmation,

C.B., 3-spced, etc »B0

ipr? ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination, all

lamps and speedometer »13w "

1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD and C.B. Sidecar, aU

lamps, etc .• • ^92 10

J915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, all

lamps, etc »"5
1915 HARLEV-DAVIDSON and extra large

Sidecar, electric model »13Z

1914 INDIAN Corabiuation, 2-speed, all

lamps *%'. '0

1913 REX Combination, 6 h.p., all lamps .. «7& u

I9i.t REX-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combination, hood,

screen, etc ,,
°

1914. TRIUMPH and new C.B. Sidecar, all

lamps Ill
"

1913 BRADBURY and Sidecar, 2-speed . . . .
«B0

I9t2 TRIUMPH, clutch model, all accessories £47 10

I9ri SINGER, 3-spced, speedometer, as new £67 10

I9t3 BRADBURY, 2-speed ««
1914 ELSWICK, 2-stroke, 2-speed £40

2 new shop-soiled C.B. TURNER Sidecars,

each "• '

iQiq ROVER Sidecar, new
NEW MACHINES IN STOCK at time of EOing to Press.

VINDEC, 2-speed, 2-stroke.

3.1 h.p. ARIEL Combination. .

5-6 h.p. ARIEL, solo.

RADCO, 2-stroke.

O.K.-J.A.P., 2-spcod.

JONES GARAGE,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, and at

Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

Biggest Light Car and

IVIotop Cycle Deaier

in tine Soutli

Can offep some of the follow^-

ing fop ear'ly delivepy :

AJ.S., A.B.C., B.S.A.,

P. & Wl., TRIUMPH, ARIEL,

ENFIELD, MATCHLESS,

ZENITH, NEW IMPERIAL,

LEVIS, ROYAL RUBY.

JULIAN,
84, Broad St.;

READING.
•Phone: 1024.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

14 Singer 2-stroke, in excellent conaition and
running order; £32.-104, Plough Kd., Batter-

,ea, SW. t25^2

1 h.p. Singer 2-8peed, gear box, painted grey, every.

4: thing in pcrlect order; £45.-20, Ospnnge Rd.,

rulnell Park. ['023

03h.p. Singer, 3-Bpeed, clutch, kick start, very fast,

4Z Jnd splendid running order; £30, no ofiiers.-Box

(.1,690, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. l<!t)i'

SINGER 1914 2V.h.p., 2-8pcea, in splendid running

order, good condition generally; £35, lowest. -«.-.

Reed, Bourne Rd,, AUoid. Linos. \i.iuia

in 13 3V..hc Singer. Bosch, B. and B., speedometer,

19 loinps, etc., good condition; £32, or offers.-

Taheruacle, 63, Marsh House Lane,
^""'"^"p'Jlgqoe

31hp T.T. Singer, Bosch magneto, Stewart speedo-

2 meter, Stewart alarm dr p feed lubricator,

B.B., last and -powerful.-18, Stamford fid., Da'ston^^^.

SINGER 4h.p., Kicker sidecar, new Dnnlops, Lucas
' Ininps, ready ride away : £45 -Lieutenant GiWeis-

,lale, c/o May Cottage. Castle St., Caergwrle, "«" \V.ev.

ham.

SINGER 4h.p., 1914, 3-Bpeed, done only 2,500, com-

pletely overhauled this month, appearance as new;

£45, or ofier.-47. Kingshall Rd.. Kent House. Becken-

ham. - '

SINGER 2J-^.p , 1913, stored early 1915, B. and B.

carburetter Bosch mag., new back cover m
splendid order; price £31.-Copythorne, Halley, near

Witney, Oxon. 1X2410.

SINGER 1914, 4iAh.p., 2-spee<l, free engine, clutch,

and coachbuilt underslnng ei^ecar. new tyres and

belt, etc., ride away; any tame after 7.30; £65.-OUiy,

14, Grange Rd., EaUng, W. [2788

QINGER, ' 1914, 2»/ih.p., smart lightweight, B.B.

b carburetter, tyres as new, disc wheels, long

exhaust ready to ride away; £*0j. ,""> "H,*"! i'"'
6 p m -Lilut Gibson, 55, Queen's Ad., BeckenW^^

STNGKR 1914 a'^ih.p., countershaft 2;speed gear,

^rtutdi, Bosch mag.^n e^ellent '">'''»e °'to and

condition: offers over £40: all a<^'^^'i™'''=''-Q,^™,'J''S f

'

Lea Heath. Hurst. Berks. Seen at 16, Queens K.U

Reading. .V ,

oiiNfET? 1913-14 2V.h.p. Lightweight, 4-Etroke,

S multi -ear, T.T. 'liandle-bars, new back tyre,

She and belt absolutely- sound, simple, trouble free

nLttv little roachine, complete and ready .to ride

Snvwbere splendid puller; offers; owner buying run-

about -li Sngcroft Villas, Westham, Weymonth.^^

Sparkbrook.

SPARKBROOK 1915, SVih.p. Villiers engine, 2-speea

and FB., Sensprav :
price **0 S""? "^^^'-.i-Si^li

7-Swanmore, Shrub End Rd., Colchester. [X2091

OPARKBROOK Lightweight, 1919 riiodel, Villiers

S engine, 2"/.h.p.. 2-speed gear, perfect condition.

^ new, Snly recently bought, not done 100 miles;

£48lLazen6y, 9, Watcombe Circus, Nottingham.^^

Sun.

31hp Snn-Villiers 2-stroke. new Dunlop, spare belt,,

2 new Lucas head light; £38.-82, Timlty St.^

Gainsborough.

QUN-VILLIBRS, 2 speeds,. 2^ih-Pl, ?f,"°*^'SJ5'
.'

k5 clutch: £42.-Hill, Nmfield. Battle. lei .

201X7 Bexhill.
''^''"•

EARLY Delivery from the sole Sun Vitesse Slief-

fleld aiVd District agent, Dan Bradbury, 224, Lon-

Ion Rd.. Sheffield. I'-^"

STTN Vitesse 1917 2«/lh.p. 2-stroke, 2-speea, good

"'tyrls* perfect condition; £38.-12, Temp esheen

Rd., Fast Sheen, S.W.14. [X2595

CUN-VILLIERS 2-st;oke, .2-speed, l"' Thomson-

-Bennett mag., Binks S-jet carhuretter, P. and H.

head Lucas tail lamps, Lucas horn, Dunlop back nearly,

new,' front good. Brooks saddle: first cbcQue about £40

secures.-Deale, 19, Victoria St., Paignton. [2845

Sunbeam.
'

31hii 1915 Sunheani, with Montsomerr sidecaifc

2 iVimiis ami accessories, in perfect runnmg order!*

£120.-Hill, 254, Willenhall Rd.. Wolverhampton.^ 1

1Q14 Stmbeam S'/jh.p., 3-Bpeed, l"clt start chaal

ly drive, laid up for 2 years .condition and tyres

perfect: f35.-Oarter, Melrose, Fairfleld Av., CheUag

ham.

1 fkl8 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., interchangeaWe

19'^h«fs, si«re wheel, «S,lf
"did 'fn^.i™ through-

out- £155.-14, Cyprus St., Glolw Rd., Old Ford Rdj,

6 h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1915, lamps. Bn«foin^
and watch, condition practically as new :

trial giv^
£125: owner going abroad.-4. Lower Brook St..^Wm-

chester.

1 fkl5 3i4hp. Sunbeam, 3 speeds, clutch, kick etartel-

19 "ctain drive, in lovely ™ndftion ; also coaehtoj

sidecar: sold separate or together.-Obey 8 GaraW

Twickenham.
' t H

TO 19 French Military Model Sunbeam. S'/^.p.,

19 speed, hand dutch, lamp, tools, etc.. compia

done 700 miles; highest offer.-Box 4,006, c/o J
Motor Cycle. ^^'^

^

Should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAKE.
Miscelluneous.

""TXT'E have 24 New 2"^4h.p. Douglas motor cycles.

"TTTE have 18 new 4h.p. Douglas combinntions.

WE have 12 new 2^'4h.p. Alldays Allon motor cycles,
all brand new, nil nctnally in our showrooms for

immediate delivery.

"\T7"E hare a 4h.p. 1919 Douglas, 2 weeks old, as new;
'» Douglas, 1915, 2">4h.p., 3 speeds; Douglas, 1914,

-\b.p., 2 speeds.

TTTE hnve several new sidecars in stock.

WE have 2 brnnd new motor cycle frnmes, complete
less engine. We bare . severnl second-hand motor

cycles and «ide^':irs.—Periy nnd Co., 337, Euston E<1..

London. 'Phone: Museum 1337. [2859

THE H.C. Motor Co.. 347. Finchley Rd., N.W.3. hint
the following machines for disposal:

TTX 1919 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, new machine; list prirf>

NEW Hudson 1913 3";.h.p.,

teed; 37gns. (160.)'
S-speed, clutch, guaran-

1913, S^ih.p.. conch sidecar. 2
in perfect order; 55 gns. {178.1

SCOTT Combination,
speed, kick start.

NEW Imperial 1916 2V'h.p-. 2-speed. T.T. model, jusi
overhauled; 35 gns. (177.

>

DEXE-PEECISIOX. 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, op
new tbroughont ; 55 gns. (179.1

DOUGLAS 1915 2">;h.p., 3-speed. T T.. unscratclied

;

62 gDS. (181.)

TEIUMrH 1912 3V'h.p.. clutch model, T.T. bars.

overhauled: 29 gns. (174.)

PTLLMAX Pilot. 1914, SlUh.v.. .3-speed, clutch, just
overhauled, J.A.I', engine: 30 gus. (154.)

DOUGLAS 1914 2'\lh.p., T.T. model, 2-speed, very
last: 45 gus. (180.)

EXFIELD 1915 3h.p. T.T. Model, 2-speed. Enfield
gear, just completely overhauled ; 47 gns. (176.)

N.S.U. Combination, 1914, S^/sh-p. twin engine, 2-

speed, kick start and clutch, complete with sidecur

:

49^:is. (175.)

TKIUilPH 1915
59 gns. (169.)

^h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, like new

:

TVTOLF 1915 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, 2-strote, in fine order.
'» and very last; 36 gns. (148.)

THE H.C. Motor Co.. 347,
'Phoue: Hampstead 4631.

aoons and Sundays.

Finchley Ed., N.W.3.
Open Saturday after-

[9490

MOTOR Cycle, .

saddle, and belt good, few accessorie:
£6.-57, Mill Hill Rd., Acto

KERRY, 2^ih.p., in runnin;
Res. 3i-.h.p., B.B . les;

£8.- "

MOTOR Cycles:
best terme

THELEAblNG.
MILUmi^ house!
,ror MOTOR CYCLE

'

g^
V\'e hold Agencies for the following
Motor Cycles, and can give earliest
possible delivery ;

—

F.N.
REX
LEVIS

TRIUMPH
HENDERSON "4"

AMERICAN-EXCELSIOR
Sole Birmingham Agents for

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
immediate oelivery of Models Nos. i

and 2.

THE PREIVIIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
ASTON RD., BIRMINGHAM.

*>3.h.p. 2-strofce De Luxe, 1916 model, good condi-
/W4 tion; £30.—Miles, Bodicote, Banbury. [X2304

IVT 2-stroke, splendid condition, £26/10; also Radco,
£33: bargains.—36, David Lane. Shadwell. E.

r2867
2V'h.p. Pebok engine, corers, tubes,

needed;
Mill Hill Rd., Acton. [2522

order, good tjTes, £13;
mag., splendid engine.

Box Ll,716, c/o Ths Motor Cycle. [3008

any make new machine supplied od
quick delivery secured : second-hand

bargains in motor cycles and combinations.—The Mart,
151, Caledonian Rd., King's Cross, London. [1590

MOTOR Cycle, 3h.p., F.E., hand-operated clutch,
Ariel engine, kick start, in perfect condition,

ready to ride away; price 38 gns.—Apply to Morgan,
7, Lancefield St., Queen's Park, Harrow Ed. [1833

CLAPHA^r (Motors), Greenwich.—Try us for a good
combination, solos, finest selection coach bodies

and sidecars, all makes arriving daily: call to secure.
Open 5 p.m. during holidays.—119, King George St.,
tear Greenwich Park. [X2422

TRAXSFEE Lines for motors, gold or colour, froui
40ft. for 1/-; lines for cycles, complete set, panelled

gold or colour. 1/3; send stamp for list, samples an<j
instmctious.—Transfer Specialist, 13, Eiversdale, Gleb-:'-

lando Ed., Ashton-on-Mersey. [X2253

COVEXTET Eagle 2-stroke, countershaft 2-speed, onlv
used few times. £50 ; lightweight Humber, £25,

good condition: Yilliers engine, 2-stroke, as new, 2-

speed counte^rshaft gear box, £40.—Forfield Motors. 13,
Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X2656

1014 7-9h.p. Clutch Indian, complete equipment,
J- «7 £70 ; 1914 2^.p. Humber twin, 2-speed,
splendid condition, £45; 1916 2^4h.p. Douglas coach-
built combination, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, £85.—
Collett Bros., opposite Norwood Junction Station.

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
^^^^^

Invalids' Hand-propelled Tricycles,
3-speed gear, Dunlop tyres

;

catalogue free.—Harry Rayner, 10 and 12, Gteorge
St., Blackpool. [X2249

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
GIELIXG 3-wheel Cycle Cat' Chassis, detachable

wheels, less power unit; £22.-134, Cherry Orchard
Ed., Croydon. [2745

PANHARD 4-cyl. Light Delivery Van, recently over-
hauled, tvres, etc., sound, room wanted; £55 —

53, Russell Rd., South Tottenham. [2397

lolllllllllillHlllllllIlllSrBlllllllllllBlllllllllllS

T> AYBECK
-LV Sturmey-Archer

= I can only accept orders for ^
S O.K. Junior.

= Ivy Two Stroke,

Sun Two Stroke}

^ Rudge Multi.

New Imperial Combinations
Delivery about lo %veeks.

Head Lamps (2) and Generator (1)

Suitable for Morgan and =

B

®

^ 7 sets- only.

= Ligbt Cars. Marvellous Value,

= £5 5 O per set.

[si Do not be disappointed this Whitsun—fit you'— Sidecar now. If you have not got one, call and

=: inspect my stock. I have a large variety to

^^ choose from.

= A.J.S., J.A.P., B.S.A. Spares in Stock.

[•] A large assortment of all Accessories and Fit-

l^ ments always on hand.

= A.J.S. Repairs my Speciality.

=: c J. YOUNGS, Z, 3, & 5, The Parade, Kilburn,

[»] LONLiON, N.W.6.

^^ 'Phone

:

Tel. Address :— Hampstead 4807. " Yupackit, Kilb, London"— (2 words only).

a

a

®

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
GrELING 3-\vlioel Pnri'el Cnr, detnchiilile wheels, sviit

iilile lor ertK'er, drnper. etr,. nmchiue good as iif».

sliglit ntteution necessnrv, Boach enrloaed nitlB.; £100.
or tnke cnr or motor cycle, cash either wiiy.—134, Cheirv
Orchard Ed., Croydon. [2711

VENDS.-Sinsles, tandems,
cheapest in trade.

BODIES.
stepped. and undersluns;

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen's: repairs, re-

painting; exchanges.

Y7"ENU3.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies, any de.

in the rouiill if desired.

Bodies direct [rora factory to user; savo

VENUS Sidecar Co.
ham.

SIDECAR Bodv, coachbuilt,
CamberwoU Hd., S.E.5.

write.

6-8, Gourley St,,

sign

VEN US-
money ; lists ready

Totten
[6754

£6/10.—E., 277,
[2901

MODERN Coachbuilt Body, requires upholstering, le

painting; 50/-, lowest.— 133, Hithergrcen Lane,
Lewish.im. [2841

2-SE.ATER Sidecar Body tor Sale, new, cbean;
also 2',''h.p. Hex engine.—116, Greenwood Rd.,

D.il.*ton. ' [2390

SIDECAR Body Co. 100 coachbuilt bodies in stock.

high'Class finish and latest designs. Come and
see them.

IDEOAR Body Co. Specialists in high-class body
building.

SIDEC.AB Body Co. Hoods and aprons. Repairs,

repainting, and reupholstering.

SIDECAR Body Co. Trade supplied, any quantity.

Enquiries invited.

SIDECAR Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton Rd., E.6
Phone: Dalston 2057. [293«

s

WICKER Sidecir Body,
just

light, excellent conditicp
been renovated and en.nmelled; £3.~C. W
Court Ed., Tunbridge Wells. [2472

NEW Coachbuilt Sidecar Body, painted, upholstered,

spring seat, side entrimce; £7/5-—31, \Miubo!1
E.2. [273Y

B^

St., Barnet Grove, Bethnal Green Bd.,

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 28 lb., fit

any chassis, any colour, strong, sporty; cheap.—
Venus Sidecar Co.. 6-8, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.

[1353
ASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies.—Coachbuilt, undci-
slung, step pattern, and lightweights in stock: in-

spection invited; at clearance prices.—228, Pentonvillj

ltd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North.
[8817

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

-

Cooper's Vehicle Journal. Ltd., established designers to

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when dc

signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.0.4. [0818

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
£6.—Thompson, 44,CLYNO Sidecar;

Ed., Ealing.

M^

siiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiaiia aiiiiiiiifiia

Windermere
[2941

SIDECAR for sale, coachbuilt; £12; excellent cond'-

tion.—156, Archway Ed., N.6. [299/

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, well sprung, and tyre a-.

new.—Offeis to Middleton, Glossop. 1X1842

WICKER Sidecar, complete with couplings and apron ;

£3.-93, Station Ed., Sidcup, Kent. (;3024

B ASTONE'S for Sidecars at low prices.—228, Pen-
tonville Kd., Kings Cross, London, N.l. [8816

C10R0NET Sidecars- Send for illustrated catalogue
y —Booth's ftlotories. Portland Place, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars for B.S.A. , Triumph, Harley
Davidson. Phelon-Moore.—Booth's Motories, Hall

lax (X512H
ILLFORD Sidecar, coachbuilt, red, off Indian,

28in. wheel; £15.-86, Lewis St., .Newport. Mon.
[X2009

CANE Sidecar, with side door, apron. Palmer tyre,

new tube; JSIO.—143, St. George's Rd., Coventry.

SIDECAU, Montgomery coachbuilt, with luggage car.

lier, fittings, and Dunlop tyre; £12.—Moss. Weni-
[X2460

WICKER Sidecar, body enamelled grey; £5.—Neal,
Berkhamsted Ay., Wembley Hill. Middlesex.

[X2544
ILLFOED Coachhnilt Sidecar, os new; £16.—
Meadows, 17, Hemstal Ed., 'West Hampstead.

[2806
IDECAE. complete with apron, etc.; bargain,

£3/10.-49, Althorp Rd., Wandsworth Common.
[2967

SAXDUM Sidecars.—Bodies in welded metal and coach-

built: always 100 in stock; prices to suit every-

body.

SANDUM Sidecars.—2-seaters to snit Harleya and
Indians. Ask to see our super-seater, which cariies

two 6-foot passengers.

Q.ANDUM Sidecars.-Wholesale manufacturers

etc.

SANDUM Sidecars,-Most noted body builders in tho
country. Every workman an expert.

Co., 336. Gray't Inn Ed.,
[X1012

M^
S^

coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens.

SAXDHAM Engineering
W.C.I. 'Phone: Holbom 933.

of
aprons,

AIJ letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A39
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, roachbuiU. unfierslung, condition a^

new; accent £16/10.—E., 277, Camberwell Rd..
S.E.5. [2903

inouiised May delivciv :

?-Ive, High St., Cli.-iiiii.

surrey. [287G

ROOMY Coachbuilt Sidecar, aprcn, good conditiin.
suit 4h.p. or 6h.p. ; £6, or near oUer.—Calhaein.

Garage, Cle\edon. [X2205

JAME^ Canoelefc Sidecar, new retread tyre. 4-poiQt
attachment, good condition ; 3E14.—Couchniait.

Moor. Hawkhurst. rX2<J69

'pKIt'MPH-GLGRIA Sidecur. .i wluit ofleis over list price?—Ive, High St.,

NEW Sidecar, coaclibuilt, Dunhills, cost £32, cnly
used a week; t-'oing lor £27; privately ownedt-'Oll „

Ealing

INDIAN Millford Sideo;
ditton,

RENNOC Sidecars are designed and roanulacturcd
under

R' lugs, rims, spokes.
, springs, and all

actual maDufacturers, wholesale, retail, and

Maddock. Garage. Ealing,
"

[2^158

iir, good appearance oud con-
3iu. Kenipshull tyre; bargiiin, £17/10.—

Cnpt. Hay, Cookliam, Binks. L2'498

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured at the Rcnnor
Motor Sidecar and Engineering Works. 86, Vic

toria Ed.. Stroud Green, London, N.4.

Sidecars are
the personal supervision o( Mr. George

Conner.

t ENNOC Sidecars.—We supply
upholstering material, tuoin,

fitments lor any make sidecar.

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,
etc, •

*

export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
motor cycles and sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.-Special department for sidecar
body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all

spares and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNOC Sidecars.— 14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a speciality.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate delivery
of most models.

RENNOC Sidecars to suit FTarley. Yale, Indian, Ex
celsior, Pope, and all American models.

T> ENNOC Sidecars specialise in motor cycle and

R
RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand

and clearance sidecars; special list.

RENNOC Sidecars have in stock 17 different de
sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present
sidecar with us to be overhauled, we have a

special department.

TJ ENNOC Sidecar Works,

sidecar frame repairs, enamelling and plating.

ENNOC Sidecars are actual manufacturers
hoods, screens, and wheel discs.

.... Tolling-
ton Park. Stroud (ireen, London N_.4. (George C.

Conner, Manag

86, Victoria Rd.,
.ondon

Director.) 'Phone

:

PERFECTION
Perfection coach bodies,

Ilornsey 850
[1936

coachbuilt sidecars, 16 gns. ; new
£6/10.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. [2580

chassis
-David
[3023

TI'OIl Sale, full size cane sidecar, for 4 to 6h.p.,

X; newly enamelled, new heavy Dnnlop tyre.-

Evans, Devil's Bridge, Cardiganshire.

2IDECAR, coachbuilt Phcenix. wind screen, npion.
upholstering good, Palmer, fittings; 13 gns. : alter

6 p.m.—24, Wimbourn© Gardens, Ealing. CX2269

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, special Indian touring model,
unscratched, suit any equal power, very hand-

some; 20 gns.—Simpson, 18, WiUougbby Rd., Ipswich.
[2347

NEW Rud;ie Multi Coachbuilt Sidecar, luggage
carrier, lamp, generator, fit any machine; £28.—

-- - " " - Waterloo Station, S.E.I.
[2557

I.B. Canoelet Sidecar, 4-point, luggage grid, new
Dunlop, first-rate condition ; £ 12 / 10 ; seen by

appointment only —Osborne, 10, Gellatly Rd., New
Cross, S.E. [2358

CANE and Wicker Sidecars. £6/10 and £3; fil.in

Clvno chassis, ofEers; engine, 2';^h.p.. good condi-
tion. 35/-. : pair Triumph wheels, oflers.—Prout, Canon
St., Taunton. [2863

GLORIA Sprung "Wheel Cane Torpedo Sidecar, lug-
gage and petrol cjirrierB, Blnemel TTind screen.

S^

Palmer, 22, Cornwall Rd.,

C'

wheel, splendid condition-.
Rd.. Crawley, Susses.

SIDECAR, coachbuilt,
vermilion.

26
£15.—Stiinden, 100, Spencfi

[2630

grey, lined an^ upholstered
excellent condition, complete vfith

waterproof cover and tyre ; £ 1 1.—Hills, Fairview.
Alexandra Rd., Epsom. [2380

SIDECAR, Enfield, wicker body, good condition,
second-hand gudgeon pins, new small end bushes,

valve springs for Morris-Oxford; what offers.—Box
4,027, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2533

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA 2-seater, good tyres. 4 lamps; £49.—Read's

Garage, New Maiden, Surrey. [1875

in running order. 3-speed and
£55.—C.H., The Garlands, Caterham

[X2307

2-speed5 and reverse, an np-to-
100 gns.—Wanchope'B,

9, Shoe Lane, London. [2858

SINGER Tricar, 8h.p..
reverse;

Valley.

8h.p. A.C. Sociable,
date model, very smart;

See these
Forks ? 1)9"

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the
vibration on YOUR
machine. No others
are exactly like

them, nor quite so

good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks
Send postcard to-day for full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

WE PURCHASE
FOR CASH

MOTOR CYCLES
AND

LIGHT CARS
AT

HIGHEST PRICES

Any make not earlier than 1914 model.

No risk in dealing with us. Cash on

sight. Write, 'phone, or call with

machine if possible.

THE RELIABLE CITY HOUSE,
15-16. BISHOPSGATE AVENUE

Camomile Street, E.C.

lelephone

—

Avenue—554?

Telegrams^
' Elcemocyca, London."

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
SAI.E. Morgan, 1914, perfect, hood, screen, air*

cooled J. A.P. twin; trial hy appointment; £85.—
17. Regent St., Rugby. [X2030

3-WHEEL 6h..p. Rex, w.c. engine^ new, mag. car-
buretter, and tyres perfect condition; trial; £35.

—53, Idonia St., Deptford, S.E. [2776

A.C. Snriiiblft, new condition, new tyres all round;
.£85, or oxchanpe conihination, oiish iidjustinent.—

134, Cht'iry Oivlinrd 3id., Croydon. [2743

PREMIER 3-wheel Cycle Car. water-cooled, up-to-
date, very spoity, in excellRnt condition, good

hill-rlimber; £85.—Tom Foy, Alpine Villa, Kidwelly.
[2944

GRAND Prix Morenn, 1916. wutor-cnoled, overhauled,
\ery fast and comt'orfcnble. dine wheels, and nci;e&-

sories, good tyres; £185.—Conisbro, Rickmansworth Rd.,
AVatloid. [X2247

"

GARDEN Monocar, late model, twin J.A.P. engine, -

2-speed, dome guards, lamps, etc., splendid .

order; £90.--Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St.. E.C. [0492

RAIL^yAY Garage, Stnines ('Phone: 139), offer: Dew
1914 cycle car, £145; Salmon, lOh.p., streamline

tail, sciirli't, £235; Garden 1919 luonocars, 105 gns.,
delivery about one month. [2722

MORGAN Grand Prix, W.O., disc wlieela, Bi)ecial

engine, Zenith carburetter, foot accelerator,
;nixi!i(iry tank, prerisnre feed, hood, soreen, lamp, etc.

;

£185.-Seen after 3 at 85, Cauideu Mews, N.W. [2679

A.C. Sociable, splendid condition, 2-speed, hood,
lamps. 3 new tyres, new chain, Bosch mag., B.

and B. carburetter, mechanically perfect; £45, or near
offer.—Hillyer, 21, High 5t.. Shoeburyness, Essex.

[2940

A.C. Sociable, complete with hood, screen, 5 lamps,
3 now oar tyres and tubes, Bosch, engine just

overhauled, numerous spares, and a thoroughly reli-

able machine ; £75 ; bargain.-76, Cromwell Rd.,
Luton. [2525

DE DION lOh.p. Water-cooled Cycle Car, Bosch
mag., Zenith carburetter, Gradd gears, sporting

type, brass acetylene head lamps, horn and acces-
sories, perfect condition, any trial; £85.—L. F. Tru-
man, 52, High St., Sidcup, Kent. [2408

GARDEN Sporting Monoenr. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,
automatic carburetter. Aero wind screen, speed-

fast, pr;irtir-ally new. Palmer tvres, £87, no oflers; also

2"y4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1917 model, elet-tric lighting,

etc., £40.—Filton, Pildacre Mills, Dewsbury. [1796

OFFICER Leaving Nortli Wales Hospital, and un-
able to complete, wisht's to sell Morgan type chnasis,

5-sp('pd gear box fixed. 8)1. p. twin I'recisiou engine (new),

steering fixed, 700x80 wire wheels, tyres fair, two
chains, £55: also Star liijht car chassis, gear box fitted,

steering less <;olumn and wheel, £15; or £65 whole lot.

—Lieut. Hall, Oulton, 52, Pretoria Rd., Streatham,
London, S.\V.16. [2548

GARDEN" Monocnrs, 1919 models, deliveries daily.—
Tlie Railway Garage, Staines CPho^ie: 139), sol©

eonressionnnires, commend these ideal littlo runabouts
as thoroughly practical for pleasure, lor professional,

and commercial use in even the hilliest districts. No
starting handle. Seat kick-.^itarter can be operated by-

lady with ease. Specification : 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Sturmey-Archer 3- speed gear box, all controls inside,

perfect accessibility, 55 ra.p.h. if required, 60 m.p.g,
easily, Dunlop tyre.s; price 105 gns.; aucesaories, tandem
.seat extra. Supplied in strict rotation against deposit

'

with order. Delivery about one month. Call and
inspect. [2725

CARS FOR SALE.
1 Oh. p. Sizaire-Nnndin 2-seater; £120.—Talbot Hotel
X/W Garage, Stourbridge. [X2500

MAXWELL 1917 4-seater Car; dE295.—29, St.-

Leonards St., Bromley-by-Bow. [2840

1 OlSh.p. Forman 2-seater, good order and condition:
X/W £180.—Talbot Hotel Garage, Stourbridge. [X2499

1Q14 Humberette, 8h.p. twin, a.c, runs well, lamps,
t/ hood, si-reen; £120.—Siaw, Jeweller, Wellington,

Si.lop. [X2361

1 Q15 Tmnibull 2-seater, very good appearance and
it/ -condition ; £135,—Talbot Hotel Garage, Stour-

bridge. [X2497

rril4 12-16h.p. New Pick, 4-seater,- very smart and
0* good condition; £275.—Talbot Hotel Garage,

Stouibridgo. [S2498

8.9h.p. De Dion car, 3-speed and reverse, 2-seater;

£47/10, running order.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [2857

8I1.P Rover, inenhanicallv perfect and sound (less ,

tvres), 4-8eater, hood; £25.—Carter, The Bush,
Abltev Foregate, Shrewsbury. [X2360

-| Ah. p. Stanley Steamer, 2-seater. sonnd boiler, run-
X" ning order; £30, or exchange A.C. 3;wheeler.--

Riley, 40, Sun St., Ulverston. [X2568

9h.p. 2-cyl. Renault 4-seater, 3 speeds, reverse, •

hood, screen, and running order; £75.—Murray,
37a, Charles St. Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X2430

-| /\h p Talbot, good condition, tyres and tubes good,

XV lamps, stored- 41/2 years; 90 gns., or exchange
i

pood combination; after 6.30.-48, Church St, Luton,.
'

Beds. [X2475 ;

3-SEATER Car, 8-lOh.p., hood, screen, Ford body, '!

wire wheels, 3-speed and reverse, in good condi-

tion except gear bos needs slight repair; £25; room
wanted.—22, Church Lane, Battersea Square. [2862 1

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ,at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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AGENCIES.
A GENCY.—A well-established Dutcli firm are openA^ to accept agency lor first-class firm of raanulac-

turers ol o'cle and motor accessories, also tyres.—
A^ldress in first instance. Box H.Y. 637, c/o of .Tack-
spn's, 19, Cullum St.. E.C.3. [2550W SAUNDERS. Ltd,—This private company was

• registered on March 12th. 1919, with a capital
ci £12.000 in £1 share. Objects, to acquire the Ked
(Parage and Motor and Engineering Works of the late
H'. W. Saunders, 26 and 28, Crouch St.. Colchester.
cue of the oldest established motor businesses in the
county of Essex. \V. Saunders, Ltd.. still have
vacancies as agents (sole or otherwise) for high-class
CATS, lifiht cars, runabouts, and motor cycles.—Tel. :

Red Garage, Colchester. 'Phone: 592. [1178

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
G. HEKETAfiE. 10 years' practical »=^xperienC6,
ofleri upbiassod advice on the fuiohase of new

and second-hand motor cycles: machines examined and
rrported on ; ^tistance no object.—43. Clarendon Kd.

,

Putney, S.WJ5. [2693
INSURANCE.

FOH Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply,
Ernest J. Bass. Insurance Bioker. Bishops Stort-

I'^rd. (0693
/CHEAPEST Motor Cycle Rates. Premiums from
^' 10/-.—F. Payne and Co., Insurance Brokers, 37,
Gt Tower St. E.C.3.

. [2558
ROYS. Ltd.—Motor cycle insurance at Lloyd 5.

Lowest premiums, payable ytarly, quarterlv, or
monthly. Write for prospectus.— 170. Gt. Portland St ,

London. [773a

COMPLETE Comprehensive Policies. Motor cycles
from 37/6; Morgans, 75/-; immediate repairs

permit.—Wrigleys, Lancashire's Premier Motor In-
eurance Brokers, The Corner, Hoghton St., Southport.D[1592KEADNOUGHT Motor Cvcle Policies at Liuvd a.

Premiums from £1/7/6 per annum. payal>Ie yearly.
auarteriy. or monthly. Before insuiiug elsewliere, wute
j»'i prospectus, Roys, Ltd.. 170, fit. I'oitland St., Lon-
don. r099<J
" T^HE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy (subscribed by

-i- Lloyds' Underwriters) covers motor cycle or cycles
and sidecars used for private purposes. Complete com-
prehensive cover. Masimum benefits, minimum rates.
Free weekly copy of " The Motor Cycle " to all policy
holders paying a premium of £3/7/6 or over.—Full par-
ticulars and prospectut>es on application. The Manager,
" The Motor Cycle " Insurance Uepartmeut. 20, Tudor
St., London, E.C.4. [0995

TUITION.
MOTOR Tuition.-The British School of Motoring,

Ltd., gives the highest standard of training in
driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest fees in
England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The British
School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circus,
W. [0953

SHIPPING.
BDTING and Shipping for Colonial motor and cycle

importers.-Ti>e best service through Lindner and
Co., Ltd., Birmingham. Established 1842. [4577

SITUATIONS WANTED.
MEGHAXIC. age 33, seeks situation in London, 16

years' experience, overhauling and demonstrat-
ing.—S.S., 79, Hugh St., Victoria, S.W. [2414

DEMOBBED Desfratch Rider. R.E.'s. requires
situation, rider since 1909, 6 years' sales ex-

perience, tall, gixid appearance, age 26.—Bo.x LI, 684,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2533

YOUNG Man. public school education, just de-
mobbed, wishes employment as manager or

salesman in light car and motor bike trade, 2 years'
pre-war trade experience in London, over 3 years in
France with heavy artillery transport.-Box Ll.631,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2529

TO Manufacturers.—Capable Gentleman wishes to
get into touch with a go-ahead firm of light

car or motor cycle builders to manage agencies and
travel the British Isles, or would take sole selling
rights on contract. 16 years' experience, and has
interest in the retail business, with proved organising
and controUinr abilities.—Bos L512, c/o The Motor
Ci/cU. [7737

SITUATIONS VACANT-
MECHANIC Wanted, really expert, for complete

overhauls, any make of machine, bushing, etc.;
permanency if satisfactory.-Apply, stating wages and
experience, to Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3002

WANTED, for Norkvood Junction. £rst-clas3 cvcle
and motor cycle mechanic, good frame and

wheel builder, for general repairs, lengthy pre-war
experience essential.—Apply, statins experience and
wages re^nired. Bos 4,022, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2532

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE. TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

WANTED, small motor cycle or cycle business,
within 30 miles London; price must be moderate.

—Box Ll,685, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2534

FOR Sale, splendid motor cycle Business, central,

. and on main read in large south cca?tal town,
agencies; price £400.—Box Ll.723, co The M'-for
Cycle.

' •

[3020

YOU WILL WANT A WRISTLET WATCH WHEN
MOTOR CYCLING — WHY NOT HAVE A
GOOD ONE ? You cannot do better ihan ihe

"SEARCHLITE"

Registered.

CASE.—Solid Nickel. Sccew Back and Bezel, Absolutely
Dustproof.

MOVEMENT.—Finest quality, 15 Jewel Lever. Guar-
anteed to keep time within ten seconds a day.

STRAP.—Solid Pigskin, Wide or Narrow.
I^IAL.—Black Lnminous with Gnarantee of Luminosity.

This Watch is luminised in England, and is the

most brilliant on the market. The Dial is REALLY
VISIBLE at ni,i!ht—it gives a light as brilliant as a

SEARCHLIGHT.

PRICE — £3-3-0.

HI fsj oq
24c, King St., Hammersmith, W.6.
Telephone : Hammersmith 197. Established 1S56,

Or from our shops at Clapham Junction, W^oolwich,
Southampton, Lewisham, Reading, Hammersmith,

Chatham, and Wood Green.

Manchester Motorists
are invited to view tJie " De Luxe" Model

GRINDLAY SIDECARS
at the Sole Agents foe the district.

EARLY DELIVERIES CAN BE OFFERED
ON ORDERS PLACED NOW

LEECH & TAYLOR,
MOTOR ENGINEERS,

4j Cateaton St. (opposite Market Place),

MANCHESTER.
Telephone : Central, 2526.

LIGHT CARS, MOTOR CYCLES, ACCESSORIES.
/KODERN SECO^D-HAND MACHrNES BOUGHT.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

FACTORY Premises offered free of rent for 3 years,
32 miles from London, S.OOOEt.. with large yard,

by a gentleman, jjractiral, with a view to wofkina
partnership.—Box Ll,643, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2484

PERSONAL.
MOTOR Cycle, Ees. No. L0 1143, «uksa claimed

wittiin 14 diiys. uUl he acid to pay storage charges,
'tr.—Wt'hstei iind Son, Folkestone.

/JTOTOR Cvrle. Eee. No. LP 287, unless claimed
*-withiii 14 days, Mill lio stild fo pay storage charges,

et^'.—Wehster and Son, Folkestone.

MOTOR Cvole. LO 2367. nnless claimed within 14
<l!iys, M-ill he sold- to imy storagu charges, etc.—

W*fi ster and Son. Folkestone.

CYCLE Car, 1)5539. unless clnime<X within 14 day?,
\yill be sold to pay sturnpe charges.—Wohster .^nd

Son Folkestone [2439

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
COLWYN Bay, Rhos.-Th© Towers. Whitehall Ud.,

7 door.s from Cavlev Promenade. Supper, he'l.

breakfast, gnnigc. 8/6.-Tel. : 233. [6533

GENERAL TRADE.
WANTED, firms who ran undertake the manufacturer

ol qiuintities of small motor cycle gear parts.
Must be first-class workmanship and good deliveries;
Birmingham or London district.—Write. Box LI. 326.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1393

LOST AND FOUND.
WILL a client who purchased a motor cycle from

Maudys" Motor Mart, and at the same time
lost a memoriam ring, communicate with the under-
signed with a description, when this will be duly
handed to him.—Maudes, 100 Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[2999

^ WANTED.
STJNBBAMS. Harleys. A J.S.'s. Enfields. B.S A.'s.

Nortons, Triumphs. Matchless, and Morgans;
1915's and later purchased for spot cash.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., Loudon. W.l. [1916

A AAA.

BRING your machine to us before taking it else

where. We will buy for spot cash; highest
prices given. Lightweights and twin combinatitwi''
particularly wanted. Ride up with machine, and
walk Qut with cash.—The H.C. Motor Co., 347. Finch-
ley Rd.. N.W.3 'Phone : Hampstead 4631. Oppu
Saturday afternoons and Sundays. [5669

^ENITHS. 90X77'/2 twins.—Maudes'

O.S.A.. 1916. 1917, solo or combinations.-Maudes .

A.J.S.. 1916. 1917, combinations and lightweight.—
Maudes'.

rjiXFIELD 1916 aud 1917 Combinatioa3.-M;iudes'.

and 1917 2 and 3 speed

and 1917 MA G -«ngined

pjOUGLAS 1915, 1916.

M
Models.— Maude;'

ATCHLESS 1915. 1916,
Combinations.-Maudee'.

PUI-LEYS fop any motor.
Adjustable, Sin. diameter, 14-/6, Plated.
Fixed, to 5in. diameter. 7 6.

Supplied in size 3in. to 9in. clia.meter.
W£LL-KNOVyN MAKES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed. Post Free.

J. PERKINS. ""•S^Jo^n'?"-
Telephone: 24S. Walthnmstoit

,

ENDRICK
ENG. CO.'S

DECOMPRESSOR
lor Easy Starting and Slow
Running. tits into valve
cap or spares. P. hole. Valve
caps screwed. 1 /6 each.

93/95, High SI, CRAWLEY.
SUSSEX.

All Asents can supply it.

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1917 Llectric and Standard
Coiuhioations.— ilaiidea'

MOnOANS, 1915. 1916. and 1917 waterKJOoled
J.A,P. and M.A.G. models.— Maudes'.

TRIUMPHS, 1915, 1916. and 1917 lightweight and
countershaft models.— Maudes'.

OUNMEAMS. 1916. 1916, 1917. siosle and twin com-O liinMtious.— .Miiiides'.

MAUDES' are liuyers of any of the abovo for spot

cash very highest prices for machinert in pood

condition.— 100, Gt. Portl.-.nd St., London, W.l. [437!

LEVIS Wanted. Rood order.—Schafer. Cheadle Heath,
Stockport. rX1751

TRIUMPH Wanted, clutch model.—Schafer, Cheadle
Heath, Stockport. [X1752

SWAN Sidecar, in good condition.—Box 2.755. c/o

The Motor Cycle. fX2966

DOUGLAS Wanted. 1915 or later.—Schafer. Cheadle
Heath, Stockport. CX1753

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, good condition.—" Tago." 176.
High St., Acton. [X2262

SCOTT Coachbuilt Sidecar.—Madgwich. Biltmore.
Hindhead. Surrey. [2604

TRIUMPH or Douglas, no dealers.—Write, 38, New-
stead Rd., Lee, S.E. [2502

WANTED, sidecar.—Particulars, price, Box LI. 722,

c/o the SJotor Cijch. [3014

UTO-WHEEL Wanted.—Ernest Alderton, Esq.. 426.

Strand. Gerrard 1094. [2419

WANTED. Scott, perfect condition.—Roberts, 10,

"Cibbcns Rd., Bedford. [X2218

AG''sETO. high or low tension, suit 4i/^h.p.—Erancis

3. Pellhurst Ed . Ryde. [2753

ECENT Old Rudse, about £25.—Letters, 24, Town-
ey Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E. [2833

BIG End Roller Bearinz for 1915 Indian required.

—Bunce, Ashbjr./, Buck-. [2430

A^

D

All letters relatins to adverti.'cments should quote the number at ihe e.-.d of each advertJseme.Tt and the date of the issue. A43
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WANTED.
OC Gear wanted, with or without controls.—
Watson, Garage, Abcrlour. [X2428

.C. Socijible, coinliiuntion, or solo; £45 or undt^r.—
. lis, Tollington F:)tk. NA.

'

[2469

IGin frame Jor 1916 Powerplus Indian.—L.iw,
Trinity College, Cambridge [X2072

WANTED, ehiiin sprrnket for Indiiin bnck wheel.—
Wood, niverside, lieediug. [2672

GtlOll Lovis or SfOtt; ciiah.—Write, 69n, Hanilmlt
Kd.. ClapliuiM Coniuion, S.W,4. [2771

OCOTT Drir-fe*d T,iibrir;itor, completo with oil pipes.

—Jiis.», 172, Butt Ed., Colehester. [2434

ANTED, Binka carburetters for B.S.A.—60.
Orchard St., Weston-super-Mare. [X2295

ANTED, light eoachbuilt body, new or second-
hand.—Crose, Agent, Kotherham. [X2615

NI-'IELD Conibination: good price for smart tnrn-

out.-764. Seven Sisters Rd., N.15. [2787

ANTED. liiaKueto. suit 2.stiOke lightweiglit—HE..
14, Fambndce Hd.. Alaldou. Essex. [2755

ANTED, Combination, about 4h.p. ; no dealers.-
Wnte, 9, Eurlsball Ed., Eltham, S.E, (2503

?R.'\ME, spring forks, and tank, or separate.—11,
Heather Cottages, Ash Vale, Surrey. [2412

ANTED, 2',4h.p. F.N. engine.—Southern, 635,
Si-xth St., Trallord Park, Manchester. [2354

ISTONS, connecting rnch. aud magneto, for 6h.p.
J.A.P.-I/., 9. Hatchlands Ed., Eedhill. [2734

Motor Cycles Wanted, spot cash paid; lirliig

or seuil. I'aljuer'a tiarage. Tooting. [0917

ONNECTING Bod, with big end bush, for 1911
Douglas engine.—88, Park Rd., Dulwich. [2977

ENTLEMAN wants good motor cycle, under £40.—
Alter 5 p.m., Langley House, Surbiton. [2655

ANTED, good motor cycle or combination, spot
ash.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. [2829

R.U. Gear or Philipson, fit Triumph or J.A.P.-
Whitley, Francis Terrace. Park Ed., Aston. [X2570

'SUNBEAM Comliina'iona; send particulars arid price
' —Service Co.. 292, High Hollioru, W.C.I. [9306

R

R

W
W
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W
W
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A rxO-WHEEL or J.E.S. Set Wanted.—Lieut. Lin

W
ell. Rose Cottage, Gunwalloe, Cornwall. [X2357

ANTED, engine, m.o.i.v., and gear lox, for cycle
car.—Jones, Jouesboro'. (jerrards Cross. [X2580

SOLO or Combination.—Full particulars, lowest price
T.E.D., 44, Aybrook St., Baker St., W.l. [2959

TWO Chain 'Wheels and Chain, lor cycle car.—Par-
ticulars, Ackliug, Ironmonger, Abingdon. [X2589

WANTED, late model T.T. Eover, Philipson, fast,

perfect.—Finchett, Glenthorne, Oswestry. [X2479

WANTED, overhead valve 8h.p. Zenitli-Jap, without
conutershnft.—Opeushaw, E.A.F., Grain. [X0843

N.S.U. 2-speed gear, fit B.S.A.. perfect condition;
otIers»-BoJt 4,003, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [X2075

GOOD Motor Cycle or Combination lor cash.—16,
Osten Jlews, Emperor's Gate, Kensington. [9759

BEOUGH or A.B.C. wanted, not earlier than 1915,
for cash.—Box LI, 646, cjo The Motor Cycle. [248.!

COACHBUILT Sidecar for 3i/.h.p. P. and M.-
Watkins, 118, Tettenhall Rd., Wolverhampton.

[X2213
WANTED, P.M. or Enfield combinntion.—J. O. Clif-

lord, 14, Harrington Sq., Eegnt's Park, N.W.I.
[2404

GOOD Combination, chain- drive: £60-£70-—Full
fiarticulars, 93, Kildare St., Farnworth, Bolton.

[X2214
WANTED, motor cycle. Morgan, combination, Ford,

good price paid.—97, Sheffield Rd., Barnsley.
[1236

L.VD'VS Motor Cycle.—Fall particulars to Miss K.
Whiting, C^stlethorpe, Stony Stratford, Bucks,

[X2252
1^"^NFIELD Combination. Send particulars ana prrce

-. —Service Co., 292. High Holfiorn. London, W.C.I
fRR8«

HARLEY Combination: send particulars and price.

—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.
[8736

WANTED, A.C. Sociable, expert trial, reasonable
price.—Write S., 21, Kenrpe Ed., Kilburn.

[2362
\'t7ANTED, front cylinder for Bh.p. J.A.P. em-'iiic;

VV good price paid.—17, Abbeydnle Hd., Sheffield.
[2897

C'OACHBTJILT Sidecar complete, suitable VAh.-p.—
' Bavles, Station Rd., West Auckland, Durham

(X2328
"\X7ANTED, Grand Prix Morgan, must be first-class
VV condition.—Hall, Hope St., Mill Hd., Cambridge.

[24'94

WANTED, twin Solo or Combination for cash.—
Particulars, Facey, Hillhead, Colyton, Devon.

[X2442
"\T7ANTED, b.ack cylinder and piston for 1915 5-6h p.

V\ Clvno motor cycle.—Noble, 9. Campbell St., Banff.
[X2438

CYLINDERS for 5h.p. F.N., plugs at side, or coruplete
engine.—406, Narborough Ed.. Leicester. fD)

[X2381
T IGHTWEIGHT wanted, or machine and sidecar,
—' good condition.—56, Wellington St., Hertford.

[S2506

to remember
EARLY DELIVERY
OF ALL THE BEST MAKES
CAN BE SECURED BY BOOKING

YOUR ORDER WITH US.

DON 'TWASTi THIS SUMMER
We can supply, some fr-om stock,

A.B.C., ALLON, CLYNO,
ENFIELD, JAMES,

LEVIS, P. & M., NEW^
HUDSON, ROVER, and

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.

Also the famous

A.B.C. LIGHT CAR.

;£5 deposit with order, return-

able at customer's option if

we cannot deliver at date
promised.

MARTIN lyilTCHELLllD
CREENCATeX JL STAFFORD JLufl

T

R
EPAIHS
ENEWALS
ENOVATIONS

Any make CYCLE or CAR.

"BAT"
MOTOR CYCLES

A SPECIALITY.
Vears' Experience in BAT IVorki.

Clifton Motor Garage
(A. E. Cook. Proprietor).

45, CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH
NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.

WINSTANHENNEY MOTOR CO.
63, South End, CROYDON.

Large Stock of Second-hand Motor
Cycles and Combinations

Part Exchange on any Machine. Repairs a Speciality.

2t H.p.
PETROL ENGINES.
For Farm or other atation
nry work. HQi>per cooled.
MiEneto fuiiition . Port-
able, EfiBy to start
WeiHht .'i cwt. Sent out
complete with petrol ta' k,
and mouuietl on wooii
skids ready for rnnniny.

Send for List.
TJeliverif irmn Stock.

Booth's Motorlos, Portland Place. Halifax.

WANTED.
WANTED, N.S.tr. ftwrs to suit syji.p. Tviumih.—

.McConnell, Butter JVIarket, Warrington. fD)
rX251J

WANTED, 1911 Douglas cranksliatt, in good con-
dition.—Yeend, Batll St., Clieltanham, Gtos.

[2547
DOUGLA.S, 2')ili.p., not earlier 1914, no rubbisli.—

Young, 77, Lower Sloane St., Chelsea, S.W.I.
[2600

WANTED, Triumiih back wheel, clutch model.—
Oarr, 15, Pitrk Parade, Rokor, Sunderland.

[2592

WANTED, rear cylinder, a.i.v., for 5-6h.p. Rex.—
Gale, 13, Torbay St., Kentish Town, N.W.I.

[2669

MORGAN Runabout, or similar 4-'wheeler not ob-

jected to.—King, c/o Cornell, High St., Ongar.
[2647

SCOTT, 1912-14. condition immaterial, also 6h.i>

twin engine.—Crabtree, Bridgend, Lancaster.
[2563

WANTED, Baby Levis, must be in good running .

order.-Powell, 117, Ashley Down Hd., Bristol.

<»70-£80 for S-speed 7-9h.ii. Indian. Harley, or Hen.
ot ,lerson.-Full particulars, Box 4,026, c/o The Motor

Ciicle. [X2535

WANTED, Douglas frame: cheap; send pnrticulam ^
and price-Miller, 30. Canal St., Bootle. Liter-

pool. [X2677

WANTED, large torpedo c.b. sidecar body, or com-
plete, suitable No. 7 Chnter-Len.—Wyatt, Dock-

ing. '2618

GOOD Make Solo Machine, hand-controlled clutch,

kick start.—Bailey, 108, Moulsham St, Cholms-
ford. [2384

MAGNETO for Douglas, magneto wheel, also carbur.

etter wanted.— Grainger, 7, Bridge Av., Hammer
smith. 12704

SCOTT Combination wanted, not earlier than 1914
no dealers.—Thompson, 103, Honeywall, Stoke-on-

Trent. [X2399

WANTED, T.T. Irame and tank tor Bhji. J.A.P.
N.U.T. preferred.—Box Ll,726, c/o The Motor

Cficle. [3017

WANTED, rcliahle motor cycle: spot cash: privata

owner: fullest particulars. — Sigga, Wolvcrton,
Burks. [271ti -

WANTED, T.T. Triumph, Rex, or Douglas; cash.-
Apply, P.T., 67, Erlanger Rd., Newcross Gate,

S.E 14. [2500

WaNTTED, kick-starter chain wheel, with calche:-,,

Armstrong Mark VI.—Horner, Whitchurch,
^alop. [X2260

KERRY ABINGDON, F.E., clutch, h.-b. control, lor

4h.p. J.A.P-, perleot order; cheap.- Hethermgtcn
Moffat. [X231.'

ARIEL 5-6h.p ComWnation. Send paiticulors nuC
price-Service Co., 292. High Holborn, Lond.iTi.

W C

1

[S889

WANTED, Cylinder, suit ii.-ih.p. Zedel, good con-

dition.—Fortune, 2, Reading St., Swindon,

Wilts.
,

i;X2093

WANTED, Motor Cycle; also sidecar, coach built,

fair condition.—Mansell, Woolslhorpe, Gran
tham. [2634

NEW Hudson 3'Ah.B. Cylinder (1912 pattern) wanted.--

Write H., 21, South Lambeth Ed.. Vaaxhall,

9.W.8. [2561

WANTED, good motor cycle, lightweight or com .

bination ; spot cash.—36, King David Lane. Lou.

don, E. [2868

3i-4i^h.p. Combination, in good mechanical ord?r,

2 2 or 3-speed.—Wilkins, 23, Fosseway, Midsomer
Norton. [X2436

WANTED, good combination, Enfield preferred; full

particulars.—Piuafore King, 3a, Copley Rd., Don^
castor. [8387

WANTED, magneto and carburetter for Douglas,

also saddle.—67, Little Heath, Old Charlton,

S.E.7. ^ 1-5°13

1/\A Motor Cycles Wautert for ca.sh.- Wandsworth
\f\f Motor Exchange. Ehner St.. Wandswortll (Town

Station). [8582,

£125^Cash lor the best Harley, Enfield, or Sunbeam
combination offered. — 17, Tamworth Park,

Vlitcham. [26ia

WANTED F N , solo or combination :
moderate

"price;' state partioulars.-F.B., 26, Eyhall Ed.,

Stamford. [X26S5 .

WANTED, 6 or 8h.p. twin engine, magneto and car-;",

liuretter.-Oameron, 26, Charles St., Bridgeton,-;.

Glasgow. [X2320.-

WANTED, good class motor cycle and sidecar fo^A
cash; no rubbish.—WiUi.ime, 137. WplIingtoir«T|

Rd,, Ehyl. [X2528
.

j

ANTED, front cylinder and piston of 1917 '

Powerplus Indian.—Scrase-Dickins, Heronsgui,
,^

Horsham. [2398;-;

ANTED, best offer of motor cycle or combination/ '

for £50 approval.—Box L1,6B9, i./o 1 he "'""'t^j
Cilde. (D) [261ffl|j

ANTED, gear box with dutch, to suit 4h.p. chai^
drive Bradbury (or spar£s).-Forbes. F BlocM^,

Invergorden. [X254

w
w
w

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
6h.p. A.J.S. Coinbiuation. 4 detachable irheels, fli>^t-

nite Older: exthauKe for U.N.. w any got-il lii;iit

i;ir of reoeut date, ailjustment eitliei war.—Bos LI,636.
.• o The Motor Cycle. [2428

LTOHTING or Charging Set. 2-stroke engine and 35
volt 8 ainp. dynamo, tanks, coil, etc., in excellent

londitiou : exchange for motor cycle, or sell.—Pnii;icu-
lais, Moore. Homeston, Blantrre, Scotland. [S.2212
-| Q14 E.S.A. T.T. Model, new tyres and belt, perfect
-L»/ condition (£59), for Enfield combination, 1916
«P; cash adjustment, or would buv good Knfield com-
bination— 15, riumstead Rd.. Woolwich, S.E.18. [2466

THE H.C. Motor Co. specialise in exchange deals.
T\"e will allow you highest price for your old

machine against any otUer new or second-hand machine
1.1 stock: machine bought for spot cash.—The H.C.
Motor Co.. 347, Fmcliley Ed., ^\^y.3. 'I'hone:
Hampstead 4631. Open yatuidav afternoons and Sun-
d;iys. [5667
. REPAIRERS.

A J.S.

A .J.S. Repairs my specialitv.—Youngs, 2 and 3, Theii Parade, High Rd.. Kilb.nn. [0976
/^EORGE SMITH'S Giirage.

rjEOEGE SMITH'S Gnrnge.

QEOEGE SMITH'S Ciirage.

QTEBHAFLS,

CMALL Repairs,

T ABGE Kepairs.

ESECUTED with Promrtness,

/^ITILITT,

X Skilled Mechanics.B
"^n"E Eealise Your Pleasure

TS Satisfaction.

r^PEX to Receive Tour

TXSTEUCTIONS, 8.30 a.m.—7 p.m.

pjEPOT: 268, Lavender Hill.

/^LAPHAM Junction, S.W.Ik

r^ARAGE: Mossbnry Ed.,

TN Eear.

',*PH0XE: Battersea 1271.
-t [3032

"TyHITTALL Machinists Co.. contractors to the Was
VV OfBce, for all motor repairs.—Below.

WHITTALL foi Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded, accurately

machined, promptly returued.^Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders ground with guaranteed
accuracy, pistons fitted: prompt, moderate.^Is'ew

pistons made to pattern or sketch.—Whittall MachTnists
Co.. Whittall St., Birmingham. [0988

AEMS.TEOXG Gear Eeiwiirs. promptly and efficiently.

—County Engineering Co.. Honnslow. [7386

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer .^ears or part?
wanted.—Marks, 3, Shoe Lane. London. [7748

ENGINE Repairs.—Write us. Nelson and Hardte.
Engineers, Leam St., Leamington Spa. [X2e53

WE specialise in Scott's repair*.—Glaholm and Ast-
bury, 44, Ellison St., Gateshead-on-Tyne. [X0347

PISTON Einps, high grade : low price . standard or
oversize.-i'atent Rings, 30, Wigan Ed., Atherton.

[6575
WELDING Broken Cylinder.*!, flanges. coniimstiuL

heads; immediate attention: reasonable pricus

—Below.

WELTJING Aluminium Crank Cases, pear boxes, by
exiieris of 11 jears' experieLc-e.— Below.

CYLIXDEE Grinding on latest machinery Installed
since hostilities ceased; acfuraey guaranteed: new

pistons fitted.-Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere St.,

Birmingham. [X0803

CENTRAL Motors (Oldham), Ltd., undertake to
thoroughly overhatil and repair any make ol

motor cycle.—Below.

BROKEN Frames, forks, crank cases, connecting
rods, pistons, cylinders, etc., etc., welded by the

process of oxy-acetylene. Send your enquiries. All
work guaranteed.—Below.

WE Repair all makes of gear boxes. N.S.U. gears,
etc. All repairs promptly attended to.—185a,

Hnddersfield Rd., Oldham.
'

[X0390
EXAitELLIXG, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before;

handle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating
Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers to
the trade. p:i841

DELIVERIES ARE SLOW
BUT

WILLIMPROVE SHORTLY

Book your orders without delay for the
following :

Alldays Allon, Bradbury, Clyno,
Calthorpe, Connaught, Humber, Ivy,

James, New Imperial, P. & M., Metro
Tyler, N.U.T,, Rudge, Scott, Wooler,
Zenith.

IN STOCK:
ALLDAYS ALLON . . . . £65
IVY TWO-STROKE .

.

. . 42
RALLY LIGHTWEIGHT and
GRIN DL AY SIDECARS.
CAMEO SCREENS.
£5 deposit with order, which will be returned
if date is exceeded or at client's option.

COVENTRY MOTOR MART, Ltd.,

London Road, COVENTRY.

ARMSTRONG AND STURMEY ARCHER
HUB GEARS.

We repair the above gears promptly. Douglas Gear
Box Parts in stock. Sturmey Archer CountersDaft

Gear Box Parts stocked and repaired.
Send wheels and parcels clearly labelled with owners'

aitd our addresses to —
The CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney BridgeRoad, London, S. W.15

'Phone : IGOl Putney.
/Jlso remove all outside axle fittings when sending

gears via L. i> S. W . Railway, Putney Station.

We do notpepairpu^h-cyclegearsorsupoly parts

BEST & CHERPESTI
7//f"UNIQUE"'

ELECTRIC TAIL Lf\MP
CBn BE USED WITH U PLRSH-LRMP BRTTERY

r\ur(\ber
plaJs.

ASK YOUR DEALER TO fIT YOU OlfE. OR APPLY THE MAKERS

M Mole & Son . ,„,^ '^S^^k^"^-
Charlotte St. ""BIRMINGHAM.

We are lontiiiually having

DEI-iVERIES
of some of the followin;? ]\Iotor Cycles :

B.S.A., Rudge, P. &M., New Hudson, JameSj

Clyno, Sunbeam, Sun, Velocette, Radco.
Before buying, write

SAM HEARD, LTD.,
50, Higher' Eanam, Blackburn

REPAIREUS.
FOR Best WeUlinp Results. Super Weldinp Co.. Gor-

ton St.. (ireengnte, Salfoid, Mnnehester. [2332

DON'T Wait, wo can undertake repairs, replare-
raonts, and overhauls at once, trade or privat*.—

Central Garage, Hunstanton. [3038

FRAME, olijissis, and tank repnirs, enamelling and
platinp, liy experts; prompt deliveriea.—Lnughnui

Co., i'itzroy St., Leicester. 12536

FOSTER, ol 170, Cardigan Rd., Leeds, is again at
your aervic't?. and can ,undertake any class o£

welding and machine work. '

CYLINDER Grinding and Piston Making is with us
a speciality. We shall be glad to have your

enquiries.—Foster, Leeds.

PISTONS.—We specialise in the manuracture of
special aluminium alloy pistons, in hundreds of

odd ones.—Poster, Leeds. [0310

PAINTING, body building, conversions, hoods and
screens to clients' requirements, quick deliveries;

quotations with pleasure.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[4571

FRAME Repairs and Alterations.—Special fraraefi and
timkfl built, any designs: enamellinp and plating.—

A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Birmingham.
[2583

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, pistons, connecting
rods; cylinders rebored, new pistons anil rings.-

A. Pilkington and Co.. 390. Lichfield Rd., Birmingham.
[2582

TANKS Made to Order; alterations, repairs, and re-
enamelling; discs for wheels; all work guaran-

teed.—'Phone: 965 Avery's, Gordon St., Coventry.
[X1987GROVER, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke.-We do

all classes of maeliining; if you cannot get spare
parts send us your enquiry; repairs of every descrip-
tion. r6264

MOTOR Cycles overhauled, re-enamelling, welding,
tyres retreaded, vulcanised; experts in gear re-

pairs.—National Motor Co., 48, Bath Row, Birming-
ham. [X2608

TONGE Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Man-
cheisteT.—Agam at your service. Send that broken

cylinder or crank case. Certain to please you. Quick
return. [X2532
STURMEY or Armstrong Gears and Premier free

engine hubs; repairs executed or parts supplied
promptly.—The Rotary Jointing Co., Regent St., War-
rington. [9447

MATCHLESS Repairs our speciality; parts supplied;
correspondence in vited : 20 years' engine experi-

ence to help you.—R.P.R. Works, 160, Regent's Pnrk
Rd.. N.W.I. [2373

MOTOR Cycles Overhauled Thoroughly, tuning, etc.;

speeialitr. the James, any model; 7 years with the
James Co.-Write S. E. JIueklow, 95, Baker St.. Spark-
hill, Birminghiim. [X2246

FOR Quick Repairs, McConnell and Bailey, 232,
Rhodeswell Rd.. E.14.—General overhauls, spare

parts made and fitted to any make motor car or cycle.

Established 1906. ri898

REPAIRS to Motor Cycles; magnetos promptly
attended to. Large stock accessories and parts.

Dunlop tyres stocked—The Mart, 151, Caledonian Rd..
King's Cross, London. [X588

BROKEN Parts, frames, forks, cylinders, chassis,

carriers, welded and finished immediately. 'Phone

:

Hop. 2092.—Universal Welding and Eng, Co., Salisbury

St., Eermondsey. {'Bus 47.) [2432

GENERAL Machine Parts for cars and cycles .pis-

tons, piston rings, valves ; accurate machine work
a speciality.—White Bros., 13, Windmill St., Totten-
ham Court Rd.. London, W.l. [1721

REPAIRS and Overhauls.—Motor cycles, any make;
quick, reliable ; 18 years' experience.-T. Bush,

18, Melbourne Grove, Fast Dulwich, S.E. (Late fnre-

man, The Service Co. Garage.) [1793

MOTOR Cycle Overhauls, welding a speciality; re-

pairs to frames, etc., at moderate charges by
efficient workmen, 15 years' reputation.—Pioneer Motor
Works, 290, High St., Stratford, London, E.15. [2115

NEW Pistons fitted, also gudgeon pins, bushes,
and valves to any make; complete overhauls

undertaken; estimates given.—Russell Engineering
Co.. 57, Trafalgar St., Sheffield. [2105

WANTED, Harleys. Enfields, A.J.S.. etc., to over-

haul, enamel, and plate, turn nut as new ; com-
binations from £18, solos £14. replacements extra.—
H.T. Motor Co., 21, Monnery Ed., N.19. [9681

B.S.A. Specialists in Repairs and overhauls; replace-

ment parts.— Geo. Smith's Motor Cycle Depot, 268.
Lavender Hill (opposite Arding and Hobbs), Clapham
Junction, S.W. 'Phone: Battersea 1271. [1751

REPAIRS, Overhauls, Alterations, etc. ; engines re-

bushed : enamelling and plating ; valves for all

makes in stock; Ford pistons, complete.—Write, Wil-
liams and Harding, Paradise St., Coventry. [X5591

COVENTRY Motor Mart. Ltd.. London Rd., Coven-
try.—Overhaub and repairs to any make of motor

cycle or light car; obsolete parts made and fitted;

plating and enamelling ; skilled mechanics ; prompt
attention. [X0612

STOVE Enamelling, our prices frame, forks, mud-
guards, stand, carrier, and wheels (black), 25/-;

colours, 35/-; sidecar chassis. 14/-; quickest delivery.

—Park Motor Works, la. Paradise Rd,, Green Lanes,

Highbury, N.5 [X2196

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. A47
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REPAIRERS.
ENGINE Ovexhanls: Alterations, ropftinting, enamel-

ling, plating; spare parts made; new pistons;
rings ami bushes; expert prewar mefluinirs and
machinists.—A. and A. Eneineeiing Co. (Prop.. O.
\V. Talbot), 35a, Edward Kd.. DaTsall Heath. Bir-
uiingbum. [1842

ACETYLENE and Electric Weldings. -^ Biokcn
tlanecs, cracked water )n<-kGtii, scored bores, worn

bearinps. built up; aluminium gear boxe-"^. crank cases.

any broken motor pait wi-ldcd and machined up and
returned in 7 days, 14 years' experience.—Lincoln
Jeffries, jun., flnn and Motor Maker, VdO, Stcelhonse
Lane. Birmingham. [6784

AUMSTUONO and Sturmcy-Archer 5-6peed Hub
dears.— F. E. Jones, Muswcll lliU, ha:: civen up

the re|>air and 6Ui)ply o( replacements for tne Arm
strong and Sturmey-Archer 3-speed motor cycle hub
gear, and tlio County Cycle and EnRineering Co..
Siaines lid., liounflow. have puichased the stock.—
The County Engineering Co. bold a complete stock
of these parts, and can repair these gears at once.-
County Engineering Co., Houuslow. [8986

TENNANT Engineering Co., Pcrshore St., Birming-
ham, pre-war engineer motor repairs, now re-

leased Irom Government control, are again able to
undertake every description of ma«hlning and repair-
ing in connection with motors or other form of

traction. Cylinders rebored, new pistons fitted. Engines
rebushed, thoroughly overhauled, and restored to
highest efficiency. Frames altered and repaired. Weld-
ing in any metal by real experts. Prompt delivery.
All work fully guaranteed. [X2887

MISCELLANEOUS.
INDIAX Electric Head and Toil Lamps and horn : 50/-.

—Wood, Kiveiside, Beediug. [2673

DYN.\MO, lighting cycle or car; £3/17/&.—Lucas,
84. Upper Ground St.. S.E.I. [3030

PHILIPSON Pullev; 30/-.—Smith, 183, Munition
Cottages, Foleshill, Coventry. fX2388

FOR Sale, all parts of 3'$h.p. Triumph.—12. Queen
St., Cleaton Moor, Cumberland. [X2566

N.S.TT. Gear, off Precision; £5/10.—E.A., Grove
House, Rainbow Hill, Worcester. [X2646

BANCROFTIAN Co., the most reliable and cheapest
house in the United Kingdom.

TYRES.—Don't buy any until you have seen our
special list of high-grade clearance tyres at less

than nali manulacturer's prices. Write for list at
once. We have the largest stock of tyres in London.

BELTING.—All best makes in stock at lowest prices.

Few short lengths.

"IITATER PROOF Overalls.—Highest class at prac-
VV ticaily pre-war prices. Don't buy any until you
have seen our list.

MAGNETOS.— In stock. Bosch, Dixie, U-H,. etc.

Repairs at lowest prices.

CHAINS.—The largest stock in England; Perry, Cov-
entry, and Renolds. All sizes at lowest prices.

SPEEDOMETERS (a great speciality of oursl.—
Largest stock in London. Stewart. Cowey. Wat-

ford. Jones. Smith. Repairs and replacements at
Iowe;t prices.

CARBURETTERS and Replacements.-Brown and
Barlow, Amac, and Sensprays at lowest prices.

PISTON Rings and Valves.—Pretty well all makes
at exceptional prices. Send patterns.

ORNS (new).—Motor cycle, 12/6, latest pattern;
mechanical, 21/-, 32/6, and 36/-.

LAMPS and Generators are a great speciality of

onrs. Lucas, P. and H., Miller's, F.R.S., and
others in stock at lowest manufacturers' prices.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement xxvi.) June sth, i^iq.

H

WIND Screens and Aprons in stock, Cameo a
speciality. Hoods at low prices.

MOTOR Cycles and Sidecars. Orders taken for all

makes; early deliveries. We stock everything
for the motorist. Send your enquiries.

BAN'CROFTLAN Co., 64 and 78 (extension of

premises), Bishopsgate, Ix)ndon, E.C. T.A.
Chaikel, London. Tel. : 9897 London Wall. [2989

INKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these lor any
michine.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

INKS Carburetters.-Good allowance for your car
biiretter in exchange.-Booths Motorics, Halifax

INKS Carb!irettei3.—Hun on parafBn or substitute

and economise.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax,

B
B
B
BINKS Carburetters.—Supplied promptly; old car

buretter taken in exchange.—Booth's Motorics
Halifax fX5125

WATFORD Speedometer, 1,100 miles, off Douglas,
£2;i5.—Babb, South Molton, Devon. [X2642

STICKY Oilskins easily restored; instruction free.

Vis Company. 22. Newgate St., London. [2763

PAIJR. Dougla' Cylinders, 1914, want regrindin{_

first 20/-.—35, Avondale Rd., Southport. [2433

Speedometer, complete, perfect, for 26in.

wJie-l; £3/10.—Clark. South Witham, Grautham.
[X2414

STEWART Speedometer, 26in. wheel, practically

new; 50/-.—144, Hamlet Court Rd., Westcliff,
[X2275

TWO Connecting Rods and one piston, for Powerplus
Indian- cheap-—Coupe, New Rd., Basingstoke.T [2403

JONES

!?IITfil IFFF'^ MOTOR CYCLE andauiukirrt «9 motor cab shed

Lenk'th. Widlli. nricllt (iiidt f. Prh'e. Floor extra
out. (ift. 01 tt. £ 9 O £3 a o
Blft. 6It. filft. £10 15 £3 4 O
loirt. 7ft. Hit. £17 O £5 10
nit. eft. O.'t. £21 10 O £7 O
16It. 12tt. 101 1. £36 £14 O
20U. , 12(t. - 10ft. £'46 O O £18

All sent carriage pditl in necliotis.

Siitcliffs's Motor S}ieds are the atron^'cst built, Itost desiiiue^

MotorSliedayou can tret at niiythirt,' like the price; don'tb**
(emiited to buy weakly constructed^ Slu'ds, t}iey iire moKtes-
))enKive iu the end. Study Sutelirfe's Construi-tiou — Sides,

eiKls. roofs built on ij-inch best malch bonrd^. roof ali^o covered
with extra heavy fell, rainproof, f'ftmeworlt of trommdoiis
stroncth. All floor.s are double stioii^ib. will cnrry a ton or

more weii;lit easily. AH houses erictod mid bored before des-

piitcli. all boltn eiipnlied free. If any client is not perfertly

satiated, simply roluni shed and wg refund purcliaap price.

Full detoila in free booklet, tan rail any aize in 2io 6 days.

F. & H. SUTCLIFFE. 44. Wood Top, Hebden
Bridge^ Yorks. 'Phtmn :—5S. Ilehdcn Bridae.

When ordering your new
machine, specify

The "ADVANCE"
ADJUSTABLE

PULLEY,
When having yoiu
old madiine over-

hauled, do the sama

tt isan economical
NECESSITY, anc

always gi»es satis-

action.

Write for parliallars

til—

The ADVANCE
MOTOR MFG

CO.. LTD.,
Kin';stl!orpe Roaa,

NORTHAMPTON

T a n.lc s. n n y

>ibape. to order.

Ilopaii-sand re-

rn am e I 1 i n ir

from 10/6.
nnoltlet free.

iQa
GREE Ni

iiiiniiinryryr

Auxiliary
ta n IcB, with ,_
niler, tab. T g
liieco, pipitiK,

clipg, com- t
plete, always
iu Block.

Water St, Blackfriars, Manchester.
iiiiiiiiiiiMnumiiunjniiimigimmim*^

WE SHALL
• shortly open our Premises at

LEEDS.
Meanwhile, all enquiries with regard to

New Machines or overhauls, etc., to

—

WATTS BROTHERS,
135, Mottram Road, STALYBRIDGE.

72

MISCELLANIiOUS.
COUNTERSHAFT Gear (new), 2-Ereed. k.8., chitoh,

A.J.S. type. £10/15.-10, Lincoln St., Birmini;-
hain. [X2JG7

F.N., 1908. being dismantled, all parts lor s.^k

;

offers wanted.—The Grange, BoUeaby, Norfolk.
(O) [2612

STEWART speedometer trip, 70/-: Avon 650x65,
SO/-.—C l-I. Thomas, St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

London. . [2481

SPBEDOMETER, Cowev 26in., perlect, complete;
first cheque £3.—Sleath, 408, Wylds Lane, Wor-

cester. [X2609

PISTON EiilEs. all sizes. 2/6 each; send pottorii.—

Geo. Suiitli's Motor Cycle Depot, Cluiihnm .1 na-
tion, S.W. (1746

ELKCTEIO Horns, lompB, nccnnnilntovs, batteries.—
fieo. Suiitli's Motor Cs'cle Depot, Olaphum Jmu;-

tiou. S.W. [1'748

REXOLD.S Chains, ail sizes in stock, Iro 2/9 loct.-
i;eo- Smith's Motor Cycle Depot, CUipham .Iiiiic--

tion, S.W. [1749

VfKW Lodge Aero Plugs, homd, ns advertieed liack

J-> iinse "Motor Cycle"; 9/-.—Barker, Oxford Ed.,

Worthing. [X2571

PHILIPSON Pulley, Triumph, £2/7/6; Leamina-
ton pilion seat, 12/-.—43, Fleetwood Rd.,

Leicester. [X2565

MINERVA.-Large stock of spares: no. cylinrteis.-

Oooksou Bros, aud Harrison, Wright St., Old

-

Tniflord. [X978';

ONE Gross Bolts, nuts, washers, etc., 2/6; 2 gross,

4/6.—Tallett, 340, Shaftsmoor Lane, Hall ""cn.
liinninghani. [1238

AMAC Carburetter, perfect order and condition,

27/6; Middlemore saddle, 15/-.—86, Townsegd
Rd , Southall. [2360

SPEEDOMETER (car), trip, American magnetic,

33in wlieel; £3.—The Nest, Lyaway Lane
Ropley, Hants. [X2356

FEW 1914 2'ih.p. Douglas Parts, some new; stiite

wants. Also 1911 Roc gear paits.-Motors. 30,

Vark St.. Cardifif. [^730
.

Kt\ NUTS, Screws, Washers (assorted), 2/6, rot
ifXf free; send for list.-Erie Meadows, Bonkflcld

Lane, Soutliport. [8928

-I AFT. "iin.x5-16in. Chain, 30/9; chain sprockets
J-V lor luagneto, 2/6.—Oosling, 136, Cauldwell

IIiiU Rd., Ipswich. [X2317

SPRING Washers, 3-16 to 'A, 1/6; 35 castle,

nuts, 'A to 'k, 1/6; carriage paid.—Wood, 38,

Tithbarn St., Preston. [X1714

STEEL Tubes, round and oval section, various sizes

and gauges; several tons for sale.—C, 179, High
Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. • [2572

INDIAN Carburetter, 25/-; Indian Schehler, 35/-;

Amao complete, 37/6.—C. Heath, Mayville,
,

Dursley, Glou::estershire. [X2270

TAIL Lamp 10/-, side lamps 42/-, pair brand new;
goods approval against remittance; post Iree.—

Palmer's Garage. Tooting. - [6831

M'OTO-REVE Frame, wheels, tank. bars, and
saddle, Druid forks: what offers!—18, Mel-

bourne Grove, East Dulwicli. ~
.

[2995

WATFORD Speedometer, 26in., complete and per-

fect, £3/3; Tynesider pillion seat, £1.-230.
Archway Rd., Highgate, N.6. [2516

SMITH'S Speedometer, complete, good order. £5-

Bradbury tank with oil pump, 30/-; Sunbeam uont
mudguard, 12/6.-Moes, Wem. [X2461_

TO 14 Sinks Carburetter for 25Jh.p. Douglas, only

-LJ? us3d lew weeks, as new; SO/-.—Toy, 22, Hazliit_

Rd.,-West Kensington -Park, W.14. [2708

FOR Sale, Claude! Hobson carburetter for lin. or

liin. stub, vertical or horizontal; what oH3rs.—

Box 3,071, c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. [X1772 ^

0.3.h.p. Douglas Piston, complete with rings and
j

/W4: gudgeon pin, also two adjustable tappets, all'

brand new; 25/-.—Day, Okehampton. [2462

TRIUMPH pattern Pistons, complete with rings and
',

gudgeon pin, 36/-; rings, 2/6; gudgeon pins, 3/6;

in stock.—I.ifford Accessories Co. '',

PISTON Rings.—Triumph, Rudge, Precision, 'Villiers,

JAP., Sunbeam, James, 2/3 each: Enfield-'

Douglas, Levis, 2/- each; in stock.—Lifford Accessonei

Co.

VALVES, 3% nickel, nearly all standard patterns i

stock, 6/6 each.—Lifford Accessories Co, lOl

Guildhall Buildings, Navigation St., Birnungh^^^

3h n N S U Engine, frame, tank, wheels, forks, coil

and new battery; £7, oflers.-J. Cleasby, 72. Hi|
St., Bewick Main, Birtley. Co. Durham. [X2461

KLAXON Motor Cycle Horns, special purchase, 20j

on offer; 37/- each, carriage pa.d.-Harris, 51,

Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London, E.7. U»'"

TRY the Aslatt tyre stopping, the £ s. d saver in tyrj

hills; I/IV- per tube, post Irec.-The Aslott Co.

Midanbury Lanel Bitteme Park, Southampton. [X25™

INDIAN Touring Bars, £1 : Indian kick starter, lO/-

3in. Kempshall tyre and tube, 10/-; electric ipr^

f 1 or £2/10 the lot.-Capt. Hay, Cookham, Berk^,

All letters relating to advertisements should auote tlie number at tlie end ol eacli advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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IS ASSURED TO THOSE WHO DEAL WITH US.
OUR STOCK OF MACHINES IS LOW, BUT THE
MECHANICAL CONDITION OF EACH IS RIGHT.

MACHINES AVAILABLE TO-DAY, 28/5/'19 :

191S ENFIELD Combination. 1916 ALLON two-speed.

191 7 ENFIELD Combination. 1914 (late) NEW IMPERIAL two-speed.

1915 INDIAN 7-9 Comb., spring frame, elec. lighting. 1916 SUNBEAM 3i h.p.

1913 INDIAN 7-9, h.p., t%vo-speed, and Sidecar. 1916 ZENITH-GRADUA 3^ h.p.

1916 B.S.A. 4i h.p. and Millford Sidecar. 1916 B.S.A. All-chain and No. i Sidecar.

CYCLE DEPARTMENT.—Our Stock, of New Machines comprises B.S.A., ARIEL,
RUDGE, and CALTHORPE Cycles from £12 12 0, and many second-hand.

LAMB'S, 151, High St., Walthamstow, & 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
Telephone : 169 Walthamstow. Telephone : 1956 Hotnsey.

Telegrams :
" CYCLOTOMO, Phone, London."

THE

HOBART

2i b.p. LIGHTWEIGHT.
PARTICULARS AND DELIVERY DATES

ON REQUEST.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING
MOTOR BICYCLES SINCE 1901.

HobartCycleC^IP
HOBART -WORK-S

A NEW THING IN MOTOR CYCLE MAGNETOS.
The ."SIMPLEST and LIGHTEST
High Tension MAGNETO yet produced

RUNBAKEN
W.L. 1 TYPE MAGNETO.

: WEIGHT ONLY 31bs. 8 ozs. :

Dimensions : Height io6 mm., length io6 mm., over all.

The introduction of the RUNBAKEN W.L.I, type makes it no
longer necessary to fit a Magneto nearly as big as the engine.

By eliminating all

unnecessary parts,

we have produced a
Magneto specially
suitable for small,
light engines up to

2i h.p.

Thoroughly effi-

cien t, it sparks
regularly from the
lowest spteed up to

g.ooo revs, per
minute.

It gives a power-
ful spark as soon
as the armature
commences to ro-

tate, ensuring easy
starting.

Entirely d us t-

proof and water-
proof. Will work
without variation
under water.

MINIMUM WEIGHT-MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE.
Telephone ;

' Full particulars from Telegrams ;

City, 8266 THE RONBAKEN MAGNETO CO., LTD. Runmag,

(3 lines.) Cheetwood Lane, Derby St., MA^'CHESTER. Manchester.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A51
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ADVANTAGES OF

ALLDAYS
44ALLON

No. 2.—STRENGTH.

^r

The above illustrates the onginal and distinct
frame of the "ALLON" (2-stroke) MOTOR CYCLE.
The outstanding feature of the design is that

No bent tubes are
used.

With a Motor Cycle like the " ALLON "—where
speed is- combined with lightness—strength is

absolutely essential, and here you have it. Our
Engineering reputation of 250 years is a guarantee
tliat the workmanship is as perfect as the design.

Price, complete with 2-speed Gear,

Hand-operated Clutch, and Kick Starter £65
Write for New Illustrated Price Liit. which gives particulars of
manv other advantages of this—THE BEST OF ALL MOTOR
CYCLES.

ALLDAYS & ONIONS, LTD.,
(Dept. C). BIRMINGHAM.

OVERALLS for Motor Cyclists
DIRECT FROM THE ALL-BRITISH" WORKS.

H ERE is an opportunity for Motor Cyc'is's. Mechanics, and othe-s
to obtain Overalls circci from the "All-British ' Works. Norih-
anipton. at BarRain Prices. These Overalls are cut s as to vive

perfert freedom of

movemen*. and
every garment is

fully guaranteed
except against Car-
bonization. The
prices are such as to

provide a splendid
and serviceable

garment at a
generous money-
saving price. See
detaiUbetow. Send
your order to-day,

stating article re*

quired, and chest

and inside leg
m asurement, and
the garment comes
to you by return.

If you are for any
reasan dis'atisfied,

return it to us with-

in four. diys. and
we will refund your
money immediate-
ly. You risk
nothing and we
guarantee to satisfy

you.

To Works Managers and Others—Special quotations given for large

quantities for workpeople. Write (or particulars.
Troiineis Dib Overalls Jat-ltets Combin tion Suits

In Blue Dongaree 9/3 10/3 10/- 19/3
In Brown Denim 8/11 9/11 9/6 17/6

Carriatre Paid to ynur Door
llliishated liocklet Free on ,eceipt of Postcard.

ERNEST DRAPER & Co. Ltd.,
54, "ALL-BRITISH" WORKS, NORTHAMPTON.

ai danprer to yourself and
iiiachiue by using Control Fitments
that aet instantly and eflieiently.

Control efficiency is certain, provided
your mount is fitted with

BOWDEN BRAKES
AND FITMENTS
whicii are unfailingly reliable and con
structed to cope with all the exigencies
of road emergencies. Rid yourself of
ilanger troubles and replace your
Fitments with 'Bowdon, Tyseley,'
without delay.

BowdenBrakeCo. Ltd,

A52 In an.<:wenng these adcertUcments it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle.'
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Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, Manchesteff.

Advertising and PubHshifg Offices: Editorial Offices:
20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4. Hertford Street, Coventry.

Teleoraiis : "Cyclist, Fleet. loiidon." TeictiiaiiVi :
" Motoccycle, Coventry." Tciefframa :

" Iliffe. Mancheator."
leUpimne : SSiS City tfive liuesJ. TeieoKJue i 10 Coventry (five lineal. Telephone : 620 City.

Subscnption Rates : Home, I7s. 4d. ; all countries abroad, I9s. 6d. per annum.
The Foreign ratis Quoted above apply also to men in the Servicer abroad.

Colonial and Foreign agents;
United States—The International News .\Rency. New York. Canada—Toronto Sews Co., Ltd., Toronto: Montreal Newa Co,. Ltd,, Montreal; WinnlpflS

Newa Co., Winnipeg
: British Columbia Newa Co., Vancouver ; Gordon k Gotch; Ltd., 132. Bay Street, Toronto.

AcsTa.u.li—Gordon ,t Gotch, Ltd., Melboutno (Victorial, Sydney (N.S.W.). Brisbane i Queensland), .Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.l, and LauncastoniTaamaniai,
KEtv Zealand—Gordon i Gocch, Ltd.. Welliuclon, -\uckland, Christchurcb, andBunedin. India—.\. H. UTieeler & Co., Bombay, Allahabad, and Calcutta.

South .\feica—Central News Ajrencv. Ltd. PAti't-Smith's English Library, 218 Rue Rivoli.

Finding a Winner.

SIXCE competitions have been resumed there

has been no'general support on the part of

manufacturers, but probably we shall see

the re-entr)' of the " trade " rider in some
of the important events before the A.C.U.

Six Days Trial in September, provided such

events offer sufficient inducement for the manu-
facturer to enter.

There is no doubt tiiat the majority of makers
are far from enthusiastic where trials are con-

cerned, and this is not entirely because they are

apathetic. Far from it, the average manufac-
turer realises the importance of competitions as

a means to prove ti'ie efficiency of his product in

public test. But there are indications showing
that " the trade " is now loth to spend money
and time on trials in wliich the majority of com-
petitors secure gold medals and the wimiers of

ihe premier awards are determined by the watch.

In other words, to revive the interest of the

maker, organisers must make the winning of a

trophy or a medal an achievement which will be
recognised as something out of the ordinary, and
this without imposing conditions upon competi-

tors which are quite irrelevant to the efficiency

of the machines and depend solely upon the

skill of the riders.

In the future, therefore, it would appear that

there will be two kinds of trials—the sporting

competition designed to attract the private rider

and the more serious event, or real reliability

test. No doubt the A.C.U. trials of the future

will be on the lines of the latter, and one or two

clubs are also seriously considering the elimina-

tion in trials of the unpopular secret check and

speed-judging competition.

The Kn'ocK=out Trial.

It is obvious that such trials must be somev.-hat

arduous, and that survivors will be few, but

strenuous conditions are necessary for modern

machines. It has been proved by the results of

recent trials that if " reliability " merely means
riding to a 20 m.p.h. schedule over almost any
class of road, including what would have been
regarded as freak hills a few years ago ; then
there remains nothing to be proved. Most
modern machines are capable of doing all that

such trials demand of them, and it is only the

element of luck causes retirements. But there

are points which have not been so fully developed

as is possible, and which affect the general effi-

ciency of the machine for utilitarian purposes.

These points include improved braking systems,

greater flexibility, and the ability to stop and
restart under all ordinary touring conditions.

Awards on Merit Only.

The first trial to be organised on the lines we
have indicated will be held this month under

the auspices of the Midland Cycle and Athletic

Club, who are to be congratulated upon their

enterprise in an honest endeavour to find a

winner for the premier award entirely on points

of merit, and we welcome this old club into the

field of motor cycle competitions as an organisa-

tion more than usually alive to the necessities of

the present day. This trial, which is referred to

in this issue, is a most ambitious undertaking for

a single club successfully to handle, but the

enthusiasm displayed by the organisers leaves

little doubt as to its success.

It is significant that many members of the
" tl-ade " are assisting in organising the trial,

which fact reveals the desire of manufacturers

to make a trial which will be worth while, and

tlie V. inning of premier award something of

which to be proud.

The competition should attract a large number
of trade entrants, as we have never found the

manufacturers lacking in confidence when a
gruelling test for their machines has been sug-

gested. In addition, the trial will have a strong

appeal to the many enthusiastic motor cyclists

who usually enter competitions from the sport-

ing point of view.

"XT

An index to the advei^isernents in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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AN AMERICAN
NEWS LETTER.
Trade Governing Compelilions.

Road Records Barred.

THE Federation of Motor Cyclists, the
body which controlled the sporting
side of motor cycling in America, has

died of dry rot after a spectacular careei'
of sixteen seasons. In its place U.S.A.
riders have the Competition Committee of
the Motor and Allied Trades' Association.
The new body will regulate competition
of all sorts in motor cycling, but will not
attempt to knit the riders together for
Eocial intercourse or to combat adverse
legislation.

The M.A.T.A. has ruled that all eight
valve and ported motors are barred from
mile tracks; that a stock machine is one
that may have anything done in the wav
of tuning, but changing bore, stroke, or
compression ratio is barred; that an
endurance run is 250 miles long, and that
there are no longer amateur and profes-
EiOHal riders. American motor cvclists
are now novices or experts, with the 'single
e.xception of a track professional. Once
a motor cyclist has ridden for a cash prize
he becomes automatically a professional.A novice is a trade or private owner who
has never won a leading prize in a motor
cycle competition. Kiders are classed
according to ability and not according to
their trade or profession. Thus, a sport-
ing dealer is not made a professional when
he compotes for the sheer love of the
sport. Road record trials are officially
taboo. '

An Endurance Record.
Roy

.

Aa-tley, of California, recently
broke a much coveted record in the West.
He drove_his Henderson solo mount 394
miles in l^h. 10m., taking 70ra. off the old
Indian record. Artlev broke his forks
wilhm sight of his goal, replaced them,
and made the reverse trip in record time.

Ihe veteran Baker, one of the best

Scenes at an American hiil-climb at Dover, N.J. In America gradients are found

which are almost impossible to ascend, and prizes are awarded to those who reach the

highest point.

long distance riders (who holds the
twenty-four hour track solo record of 1,675
miles), wants to regain his Transcontinental
mark and the Three Flag Dash time.
These are held by the Henderson and
Excelsior, the coast to coast being six days
6h. 16m., while the Three Flag, from
Canada to Mexico along the Pacific Coast,
is held by Bennett, 70h. or so for 1,500
miles. All but a few hours of that is

non-stop, too.

The third annual Capistrano hill-climb

in California,- by the way, was the most
sensational event of its kind in the
world, for it is a 500 foot grade with a
finishing slant that pokes up toward
heaven at the angle of 75%—not esti-

mated, but measured.
The Excelsior repeated its annual

victory with a win in the stock class,

while the Harley-Davidson broke into the
winning column at this hill by capturing

the " free-for-all." The hill requires tractor

bands on the rear wheel to aid in making
_
the grade.

In addition to road activity, there is

talk of a 250 mile track race at Los
Angeles this month ; two speedway race
meets on the Fourth of July ; a 14.5 mile
course has been selected for an American
Tourist Trophy Race out near Denver,
Colo., for sidecars only ; and several
clubs are bidding for the National Endur-
ance Run Championship.

Clubs are springing up all over the
United Staters, while the dormant organisa-
tions are receiving an injection of new life.

And while this is happening among the
riders, the factories are far behind in their •

orders and are getting slower in deliveries
daily. Maybe, Ford will bring out that
£50 peace chariot of his. Maybe he will

;

but it does not seem to worry anyone at
present. E. B. Holton.

->-•••-<-

THERE is no doubt that wheel discs
are increasing in popularity among
motor cyclists, as, apart from their

eliminating the necessity to clean the
spokes, they give a machine a
spoiting appearance, which, just
now, is the "fashion," and
likely to remain so for some time
to come.
A new wheel disc, which is

bound to attract attention, is

being offered to the motor cycling
public by the Coventry Disc
Wheel Co., of Whitefriars" Street,
Coventry. It is extremely neat,
being made without a joint, and
the usual method of fixing by nuts
and bolts near the periphery is

unnecessary.
Tlie disc is cut by machinery

and joined by welding, making
a perfectly invisible joint, and at
the centre there is a brass flange
having three holes. The pair

WHEEL DISCS WITH FLANGE FIXING.
of discs are connected by means of three
long ^in. bolts, which draw the flanges
together and so fix the discs firmly against
the wheel rims.

; Ace wheel disc, showing the flange Axing and metho^jl
pocketing the valve.

Another feature of this disc, which is

to be known as the Ace, is the method
of exposing the valve. This is shown in
one of the illustrations, from which - it

will be seen that a recess is pro-
vided in one of the discs which
pockets the valve in such a way
that no gap is left through which
dust can permeate.
The manufacturers hope to

produce these discs to sell at £1
per wheel set, and intend making
a speciality of equipping sidecar
outfits. The standard finish will
be in black enamelled with plated
centre flanges, but colours will
be optional, and aluminium discs
will also be manufactm-ed.
Mr. E. R. Lloyd, late R.A.S.C,

M.T., who, before the wax, waiL
with the Singer Co., is manageiB
of the company, which, verffll
shortly, will be in a position t^
make the discs in quantities.

I
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Era/xiorv
How to Avoid Skids.

ACORRESPOXDENT of the Cologne Post (the

paper pubhshed for our Amiy on the Rhine)
finds the German roads very provocative of

side-slip when wet. He warns fellow despatch riders

that the risk of skidding is vastly reduced if the rider

puts his wht)le weight on the footboards when travers-

ing a dangerous patch of road. The sports editor of

rhe said journal takes the opposite view, and informs

his correspondent that " the higher the weight on the

machine, the' less likelihood there is of the- wheels
slipping '' from under the rider. A fortiori, if a tennis

umpire's scaffold chair were substituted for the ordinary

saddle, side-slip w-ould die a natural death. The sports

editor should conduct experiments to discover what
difference in stability would result if the rider {a) sat

on a saddle pin which would raise him 12ft. from the

ground line, or {b) stood on the footboards wearing

stilts which would hoist his body to a similar height.

For me, a wide pair of handle-bars and a saddle well

forward are good enough ; I like the saddle as low down
as I can get it, and I never stand on the footboards

except when I see I cannot escape running over a very

fat man or at level crossings.

Baking the Sparking Plug.

n
WONDER where the Rev. J. M. Philpott picked

up his tip of heating the sparking plug to over-

come the coyness of a cold engine at starting time.

If he has independently re-invented it .as a tour de

force, it may interest him to know that it has long been
quite a popular dodge amongst air mechanics. For
example, I understand that at the Sunbeam-Coatalen
aero engine test shop, it is a routine practice to keep
the plugs in special racks and to put each rack into

an oven shortlv before its engine is due for starting.

I should be interested to hear a technician discourse

on the exact reason why a hot plug should ensure

an easy start from cold, as it always does. It is too

remote from the carburetter to affect vaporisation of

the complete charge very materially, nor can it raise

the temperature of the combustion chamber very

appreciably. Are we to understand that a very few
degrees of heat make all the difference in a start from
cold, or that the bridging of the plug gap by a bead
of condensed moisture is commoner than most of us,

have suspected ? At any -rate, whatever the reason

may be, I can vouch for the soundness of Mr. Phil-

pott's recommendation.

Getting Nearer to It.

n
HEARTILY congratulate the Douglas designers

on their new 3^ h.p. For one thing, it does not

flaunt its springs ; a couple of big rear laminateds

are a trifle too obtrusive, and are apt to cock up the

stern of the machine till it reminds one of the bustle

in a mid-Victorian skirt. What is more to the point,

the machine is light. It is a fully-sprung 3J h.p. at

rouglily tw-o hundredweight. The A.C.U. has very

seldom nerved itself to publish the actual running

weights of the machines entered for its trials ; but

some years ago I concealed my diminutive figure in

their scale room, and can testify that in those days

the average weight of an unsprung 3^ h.p. with a

single gear or variable pulley was over two hundred-

weight. Since then weights have shown a steady

increase, what with spring frames, full chain drive,

three and four-speed gear boxes, chain cases, and

frames supposed to be sidecar-proof. The new

Douglases evidently intend to reverse this deplorable

-

process. There are numerous laudable details in the

layout. You get your lamp bracket thrown in instead

of having to pay some shark of an accessory dealer

half a guinea for a fitting which never blends into the

outlines. You cannot mistime your magneto. The
piston has definitely broken with the "maximum-
friction " fype so universal in 1914. Getting the

engine out is not comparable w-ith the 500-piece jig-

saw puzzles so popular in military hospitals. Mud
shielding is not forgotten. The design shows happy

co-operation between practical riders and sound en-

gineers.

Service.

IT is an almost incredible fact that the average

motor cycle manufacturer arranges no organised

local " service " for his customers in England.

Until quite recently you could break an exhaust

valve of any leading British engine without feeling

at all certain that a spare would be obtainable in

the next big town. The firm would have an agency

in that town, but an "agency" by no means implied

a representative stock of spares, nor does it at this day.

A few makes are in almost universal demand, and in

the larger towns a tourist on a sister machine could

replace an exhaust valve w'ith tolerable certainty.

He could only replace a less vulnerable item, e.g.,

front wheel spindle, if he had the luck to strike a

sensible agent who would remove the required part

from a stock or used machine. If the tourist were

riding one of the lesser makes of machine, he would

not be able to get spares except at the very livest

and largest agencies. Such business methods are

atrocious in the twentieth century. Manufacturers

should make it part of their agreement with their

" agents " that they maintain a stock of at least one

of everything likely to go wrong. I have known an

agent refuse to strip a part from a machine in his

window to help a stalled tourist along the road. In

war, when necessity was our law, the maker of an

aero engine was compelled to supply spare parts

with each engine delivered, and the kit of spares

sometimes amounted in cost and weight to the

equivalent of an engine and a half, or even more.

I am not implymg that a motor cycle engine demands
quite such liberal "service" as that; but I note two

facts of relevance while I am on this topic.

I. A friend of mine who bought a 1913 I;;dian
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Occasional Comments.—

second-hand the other day has been able to purchase
any bits he wanted across the coimter at Indian House.

2. One of tlie mushroom motor cycle syndicates
intends to equip all its agencies with a complete kit

of spare parts which will not be listed at profiteering

prices.

Testing the Compression.

nN the early .days of the motor cycling era we used
to test engine compression by standing on the

pedal and mentally noting how long it took to go
down. When advanced design robbed us of pedals,

we based our estimates on feeling the back wheel, or

on the amount of weight we lost in producing a start.

Such rule of thumb methods will not satisfy your pukka
engineer. Mr. Eustace Thomas, of Manchester, has
evolved a childishly simple apparatus for tuning up
the compression of his light car. The gadget is of

special value where four cylinders are concerned, a

single or twin presenting a much easier job ; but I

describe the instrument in case any fastidious owner
is eager to Exorcise the tiniest vestige of a leak. The
engine is put on the compression stroke, with the com-
pression tap shut, and rubber bungs inserted in the

valve ports of the cylinder

—

i.e., the inlet and exhaust

orifices in the head. Pipes threaded through holes in

the bungs are suitably bent and led into a vessel con-

taining water, so that the far end of each pipe is

under water and beneath an inverted glass bell jar.

I'^in. rubber hose is used to couple up the compression

tap to an air reservoir, e.g., an old oil tin. This

reservoir is provided with a gauge, and is charged
with corrtpressed air by a tyre pump, an ordinarj' tyre

valve being used as

a non-return. At

the commencement
of operations the

compression tap is

shut, and a pres-

sure of, say 50 lb.

is pumped up in

the reservoir. The
compression tap is

then opened, and
the reduction o f

pressure down to,

say, 25 lb. is timed
against the watch,

whilst bubbles in

the two glass jars

show whether there

is a leak at either

valve, and, if so,

whether the leak is

great or small. If

the external joints,

e.g., valve caps,

sparking plug, and
compression tap,
have already been
perfected by a

series of oil tests,

an unusual rate of
leakage unaccom-
panied by bubbles

in the glass domes
shows that the

A26
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piston rings are faulty. Of course, for real accuracy in

using such a gadget the operator requires a standard
leakage period to work to ; until he knows how long the

25 lb. drop in pressure should take with rings in per-

fect orrler, he can only wck by his " previous best."

Mr. Thomas found the apparatus was a regular eye-

opener as to the number and obstinacy of the air leaks

in the average engine. An Okill gauge will, of course,

register the actual compression or explosion pressures

of any given engine ; but it cannot betray the exact

location of individual leaks, as this home-made gadget
will do.

Honesty the Best Policy.

TO judge by the letters I receive, some of the

second-hand dealers are sharks. I blame no
such concern for charging fancy prices in these

days. Materials are up. Labour is up. The staffs

have in many cases been fighting for us ; often at

Tommy's pay, goodwill (if any) has evaporated, and
the business has to be re-built from the base. An
article is worth what it will fetch, and if there is a

slump (and there may be) following on over-production

it will not be nice for the agents any more than for

the factories. So if an agent asks me a price,

provided it is market price, I do not complain

that it is perhaps even in excess of what the 'bus

cost its last owner but four or six years ago. I myself

have probably squeezed my employers for a 100%
rise in salary, and got it. But it is bad morals and
bad business to sell scrap stuff at any but bargain

prices; and to sell dud stuff at gilt-edged prices is

a short cut to bankruptcy. Motor cyclists as a class

are loquacious in-

dividuals. The aver-

age Britisher mayTHE 8 H.p. DUNCAN-ENTERED FOR THE
LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

A " home-built " cycle car, constructed by Mr. A. J. Duncan, a Smetliwick

dental surgeon, in lieu of motoring durmg the war. The engme fitted is an

8 h.p. J.A.P., which drives, through a Harley-Davidson three-speed gear box, an

adjustable countershaft carrying 14in. pulleys. The final drive is by twin belts to

belt rims, also 14in. diameter. The rear wheels, apart from the rear axle, are

separately sprung (see inset). Mr. Duncan is an old member of the M.C.C., and

so great is his faith in his own creation that he entered the cycle car in the

London-Edinburgh twenty-four hours' run at Whitsuntide.

not be difficult to
" have," but he is

not shy of telling

all and sundry
about it afterwards.

The firms who are

tempted to adopt
these get-rich-quick

methods will be the

very first to feel

the pinch when the

struggle between
the factories to

skim the cream of
the market is over.

Public opinion can-

not be defied with

impunity. Already
—even after a four

and a half years'

moratorium— seven

riders out of ten

will answer
prpmptly if invited

to name two or

three trustworthy

second-hand special-

ists ; and just . as

promptly if the re-

quest is for a black

list of wrong 'uns.

i

I

I
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The Trials and Tribulations of a Pioneer Motor Cyclist.

1HAVE been a motor cyclist fur su many years that
my earliest reminiscences are rather hazy. But I

am quite clear that we regarded the real pioneer
riders as quite unspeakable persons. To begin with,
they were obviously crazy—just like a healthy boy who
prefers collecting beetles to playing cricket, or a youth
of twenty who gets married. Worse than that, they
were vulgar. The early motor cycles were quite
incredibly dirty; and anyhow engineering was not then
regarded as a gentleman's hobby. Still, just for the
rag of the thing, n-e occasionally accepted invitations
to joy rides from these low, common fellows. In that
Pickwickian sense, I sat on a front driven Werner,
a i;?'4 h.p. Minerva, and sundry trikes which vibrated
like growlers driven fast over petrified kidneys, and
made a noise which was cross between massed machine
guns and a chaff-cutter in delirium. Also on a j^i
h.p. -Benz Victoria., which rattled off twelve miles in
the first hour and took three days to make the return
journey. Again, on a 3I2. h.p. De Dion voiturette,

bonnetless, one front passeng^er facing two rear pas-
sengers, steered by a handle like a tramcar control,

minus any reverse, with a very sensitive contact-
bceaker apparently located in one of the rear hubs,
and never seen without a bicycle secured to the rear
panel by a clothesline on the "get-home-somehow"
principle. I particularly remember the profound scorn
and rage with which the University of Oxford watched

J. Van Hooydonk rattle tinnily past Garfax on a i^
h. Phcenix.

The Caprices of Fate.

I wasted some years in this unpardonable mood.
W. last the caprices of fate stuck me down in a little

provincial town, with much leisure and no occupation.

tin
despair, I gave serious attention to billiards^ On

my nightly tramp to the saloon I passed a cycle

shop—now extending tentacles over several counties

as a multiple garage. In this cycle shop -stood a

motor cycle, on which the local cyclists disported them-
selves after working hours. They were not trusted to

try it on the road, and they could not bring them-
selves to buy it. But the salesman allowed them to

caii and worship it, and to mount it on the stand and
try and start it. To my dying day I shall recall that

iiighdy vision of whirling legs swathed in heather

stockings, the occasional cough from the exhaust, the

hsft tlie pedals administered to the rider when it back

nred, and the dripping, puffing faces of the men who
had tried and failed. Tiring of billiards, I jettisoned

my caste conventions, and tried to buy that machine.

I rejoice that I did not, for it had a flat belt drive to

a pulley with the diameter of a thimble : and the district

was hilly. But the agent asked jQio more than I had

got. With that business acumen which has since made

me prosperous, I called on the rival cycle dealer. I

represented to him that motors had come to stay.

That he must go ahead. That—tell it not to the

M.T.A.—he must supply me at trade price. He did

so. I wonder if any other motor cycle has ever been -

sold on such terms, viz.

(i.) The vendor to lend me his head mechanic as

escort two evenings a week (the mechanic was a racing

cyclist).

(2.) The buyer (myself) to garage the machine at

the vendor's, so that he could put it in the window,

whenever I was not riding it. (No charge for cleaning.)

I had any amount of. trouble with that machine.

The mechanic usually accompanied me, and, fortified

with beer on the longer jaunts, kept up well. He had

one sovereign specific for all loss of power—grind in

the float needle. When the machine stopped, he over-

hauled the near side and I the off', search being our

sole principle of diagnosis, and a sound one, as a

detached wire was generally the trouble. On the

carrier was fastened an oil lamp, as we both feared

and respected the carbide lamp, which seldom worked.

Finally, the engine melted its inside, and, when it was

returned from the works, you could not turn the

pulley :_ probably someone had left a hammer in the

crank case, or something of that kind; but, after an

acrimonious dispute with the vendor, I transferred to

the rival cycle dealer.

He had just got delivery of the first 2% h.p.

Excelsior ever seen in those parts—a machine
_
of

extraordinary reliability, and with great hill-climbing

powers. It had an 80x80 mm. M.M.C. engine on

De Dion lines, and, despite a ^^sin. V belt and a 4^4^

to I gear, was a great hill-climber. It stopped a

promising boom by the Quadrant firm, being more

powerful than a 2 h.p. of that make which Tom Silver

was just demonstrating. The Excelsior had been well

written up by that versatile genius, E. Douglas

Fawcett, novelist, chess player, and philosopher, who
later achieved some fame by coaxing a 6 h.p. De
Dion car up some of. the Swiss mountain tracks. I

rem.ember calling to yarn motor cycles with him just

as the post came in. His den was stacked with

chess boards in layers, on each of which an incomplete

game was staged. The mail consisted of postcards

on which maestros of all nations reported their next

move in correspondence matches. I remember my
A27
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How I Took Op Motor Cycling.—

Excelsior for three principal reasons. In the first

place, it carried me 15,000 miles with no mcnlionahle
trouble; though why the single front forks ne\-er
collapsed in that period, considering how 1 rode it,

is a mystery. Secondly, it de\-oined belts at an
extraordinary rate. On long trips I carried three :

and, as you jointed them with miniature meat-hooks,
to shorten them on the road was not jam. "For years
I bore Lycetts a grudge for a belt they sold me at this
lime. It had metal eyelets an inch apart, so that
when it stretched, you merely chopped off an inch and
put the hook in a new hole. I was too green to see
that these holes weakened the belt unpardonably, and

JUNE r?.ih, igig.

presumably Mr. Lycett was also in his saliid days. 1

was so charmed with the easy hooking that I bought
six, and, looping three round my tank, started out on
a grandiose summer tour of 1,000 miles. After ajsout

thirty miles, all three belts had snapped and beeii

shortened, and snapped and been shortened, till none
of them would meet round the pulleys. So I fell to

splicing, until my belt consisted of some dozen short

lengths united by meat-hooks. It kept on snapping,

varied by falling off and disintegrating into its com-
ponent sections. Lycett eventually established an

armistice by inventing a new hot stuff belt and giving

me two or three.

Believe me—those were stirring times.

Judgment in Advertising.
A few Noles by an Old Hand for (hose who have Machines to Sell

MANY people appear to possess an appalling lack
of judgment in the wording of their advertise-
ments when they have a second-hand machine

for sale, not appearing to realise that the proper
stringing together of the announcement is vitally

important as to whether or not it will catch the eye of
intending purchasers. In reading through the second- ,

hand columns, one advertisement at once appeals as
interesting; while a dozen others, though practically
on the same lines, are passed by liardly noticed, the
only difference in Ihe one and all the rest being pro-
bably in the word-
ing. It strikes you
as being open, con-

cise, and as telling

you just what you
want to know.
Sometimes the

most essential points

- are left out entirely

—as, for instance,

the year of manu-
facture of the

machine advertised.

No more fatal
omission could be
made, and personally

I should never dream
of writing to an
advertiser who omits
to name the date.

Other a d V e r-

tisers waste valuable

words, such as
" Enfield two-speed
gear, chitch," or "P.
and M. chain dri\e

two - speed," or

"1914 Scott two-
stroke,'' and so on.

"Enfield gear

"

would be quite
enough, P. and M.'s

ha\e made only one
type of machine,
and every Scott has

A family sidecar—asmartSh.p
Harley- Davidson outfit se'en at a

recent club meet near London.

been a two-stroke. Better far to cut out this super-

fluous wording—for the man who really wants a Scott

or a P. and M. or an Enfield knows the, fundamental

features of the machine—and state instead the condi-

tion of tyres, cycle parts, mileage, equipment, and

so on.

Skimpily worded advertisements such as " 191

4

Douglas, two-speed, ;£4S, no offers," do not pay. It

is far more profitable to go the whole- hog, spend" a

shilling or two more on the advertisement, and make
sure of a proper response first time—rather than hav-

ing to renew the advertisement, I suppose I have

sold at least thirty motor cycles through the

columns of The Motor Cycle during the last twelve

years—machines ranging in value from ^20 to

^iio—and this experience has taught

me that it pays every time to "go a

buster " on three inserts of a good lengthy

kind, concise, open, and' as exhaustive

as one can afford to be.

Details as to

equipment, spares,

mileage, the make
of sidecar, if a

sidecar outfit ; in

fact, everything that

the buyer of a

second-hand motor
cycle requires to

know should also

be included.

It is not a bad
plan even to quote

the engine number in

addition to the date,

in which case the

reader cannot get

away from the fact

that you are acting

genuinely with him,
and having drafted

out your announce-
ment, concisely but
fully, add your rock
bottom price and " no
offers." Chinook.

\
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Some Crilicisms of Present-day Designs and Constructive Suggestions.

MUCH has been written in the past of acces-

sibiUty. but at the moment one does not hear
quite so much of this very desirable feature.

Now the modern motor cycle is a great advance on
that of, say, ten years ago, and, all things considered,
is of great reliability. Yet there comes a time when
the best mount needs an overhaul, or at least

adjustment. When that time comes I wonder what
the owners of many of the best known makes of twin

and even singles will do. Many Avill send their

machines to the makers or to the local garage, but
there will always be a great number who will do their

jwn tinkering, and it is the latter who have my earnest

sympathy.

An Opposed Twin Criticised.

The other day I had occasion to decarbonise the

engine of a modern 35^ h.p. flat- twin, and in order to

do this I was actually obliged to take the engine out

of the frame. Nor was this all, for one of the tappet

guides had to be removed before I could get at the

cvlinder holding-down bolt.

i

A suggested method of engine suspension, the small sketch

showing the detachable side plate, the removal of which would
enable the engine to be withdrawn from one side.

While I had the engine out I thought I would
examine the big end bushes: These I discovered so

cunningly concealed in the one-piece crank case that

it was only with the utmost difiSculty that I succeeded

in taking them down and assembling them again.

-Xow^ this engine is quite a pretty piece of work in all.

other respects, and I positively admire the outside key

or dog type of drive to the magneto ; it is' of the high

efficiency type and has a wonderful turn of speed, and

has done everything asked of it during my ownership,

yet it falls short in the vital matter of accessibility.

I do not wish a wrong construction to be placed on

the meaning of these remarks, which, of course, do not

apply to all flat twins, some of which are wonderfully

accessible, notably the Douglas, which has earned

world fame for its all-round handiness. I merely

wish to point out how excellent ideas can be spoilt

by lack of care and thoughtfulness in design.

Detachable cylinder heads have always appealed to

me as making for far greater accessibility than ever

obtains in the majority of engines. Their success in

the car world, notably on the Ford, has probably done

more to popularise that particular machine than any

other point of technicar advantage.

In the motor cycle world the proved success of three

notable examples—^A.J.S., Blackburne, and Bradbury

—should surely banish doubt and lead to a more wide-

spread adoption by the makers of other famous

machines.

Overhead Valves.

While talking of cylinders I frequently wonder why

so many of the makers of. overhead valve engines still

make it necessary to remove the cylinder in order to-

take out a valve. With the detachable head again

this trouble is done away with, but to those who are

not blessed with this convenience it must always

remain a problem why a detachable cage comprising

valve and seating in one unit such as is fitted to the

M.A.G., Rudge, and many aero engines is not more

extensively used.

Why Not Flat Valve Springs.

Valve springs have always been fiendish things to fit

without a proper tool, and are in the majority of cases

without adjustment. Given the Lanchester type of

flat leaf spring, it would be a simple matter not only

to facilitate fitting, but also- to introduce adjustability.

However, the spiral spring is very neat and—when in

position—unobtrusive, so I suppose it will stay, but

while it stays it would certainly be a great convenience

if all makers of machines using valve springs would

provide a device such as is included in the tool kit

of the Triu.mph—namely, a spring cage.

Frame design has undergone some changes, hut

remains essentially the same except in one or two cases.

Even so, the removal of a modern 6 or 8 h.p. V twin

A method ol using a fial spring tor an overhead valve.
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Accessibility.—

from the frame necessitates quite a lot of trouble that

should not be necessary. It is surprising that the

loop type of frame has not found greater favour. An
application of the loop frame might easily be made
to incorporate a cradle with a detachable side plate,

Uius enabling the engine to be drawn out from one side.

QuicKly Detachable Wheels.
Countershaft gear bo.\es have done much to make

things easier for those formerly afflicted with hub
gears, at any rate when punctures occur. The knock-
out type of spindle fitted to several chain-driven

machines makes for greater accessibility. There will

probably be some one asking, " What about the ex-

pense? " and I must admit I have not consirfered cost

of production in these remarks. However, true

economy often looks expensive at first.

Still, we have heard so much of a cheaper production

by firms specialising on one or perhaps two models that

surely we may hope that the final plans laid down for

their design will incorporate not only fivrther points

of refinement, but altogether eliminate the undesirable

features qf the pre-war era, and thus enable the

British motor cycle to maintain its position, as the.

world's leader. Douglas B. McQueen.

CLUBS AND TRIALS.
BY AN OLD COMPETITION RIDER.

ONCE again clubs and their secretaries are busy
with their competition programmes, and many
particulars have appealed in print of proposed

open events. First and foremost I suppose is the pro-

posed A.C.U. Six Days Reliability Trial, the date for

which is September 15th to 20th. It is to be regretted

that/so far we see no announcement of breaking away
from the old " groove " of the " out and home " relia-

. bility trial ; Surely the motor cycle, from a test point

of view, is past this stage and deserves something more
' brainy " and intellectual.

I would ask clubs whether they consider that manu-
facturers will continue to support these trials un-

less new ideas are incorporated which will cause

public interest in their machines and at the same time

be instructive to public and manufacturer alike ?

To make a reliability trial simply a test between

"watches" is simply farcical. Could anything be

more unfair to the manufacturer than to determine

the best machine by the seconds hand of a watch ?

A Suggestion.

Trials with non-stop sections, freak hills, and bad

road surface conditions are equally unfair, as they

resolve themselves very often into physical tests, and

the elements of luck and strength of rider have far

too great a prominence;

_ The field is a very large one for instructive trials.

A few which come to my mind at present are :

(i.) Hill-climbing with flexibility tests.

Acceleration tests.

Traffic driving tests.

Accessibility.

Mudguarding.
Lamp, tyre, and non-skid tests.

Fuel tests.

Also, why not a test for one-lever carburetters?

These would instruct and interest the rider arid manu-

facturer alike.

I have before me at the moment particulars of a.

trial, which was- carried out by the Streatham and

District Motor Cycle Club in November, 1913,

called an "Open Touring Trial," which included tests

in reliability, speed, acceleration, and stopping and

starting on a hill, and the'judges' report and published

results were a mine of information and one of the most
interesting documents issued by a club which I have
ever read. That trial, in my opinion, was a step in

the right direction, but even that is not finality in
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of an instructive and

(2-)

(3-)

(4.)

(5-)

(6.)

(7.)

what might be done in trials

interesting nature.

Individual A.C.U. Trials.

There is a type of trial I should like to see carried

out in greater numbers than lieretofore, and that

is the " individual " trial under the rules and obser-

vation of the A.C.U., which admits personal obser-

vation throughout the trial, \ind the A.C.U. might

make more generally known their willingness to observe

these trials.

Unless we can obviate the overlapping and similarity

of trials, I am afraid manufacturers will begin seriously

'to think of the cost; therefore let us devise means
to prevent this eventuality.

I think we realise and recognise that much gratitude

is due to manufacturers for their past support of

our trials and the generous manner in which they

have contributed, in many instances, to our prize lists.

Let us prove to them that we are really alive to

their interests, and then I ana sure they will not fail us. ,

My final word is, do not ask too much of them this

year, but let us concentrate our energies and brains in

devising means and ways to interest them in our trials

and competitions, to our own and their benefit for

future years.

An ex-P. and M. rider, W. Pratt, who was badly wounded

eighteen months ago, astride our photographer's Matchless. Pratt

still has to use crutches, and it is highly improbable that he will

appear in competition this year.
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RECENT PATENTS.
REVIEWED BY B. H, DAVIES.

JlBamMliBpMmBmCTUwi'Miamaiililtl.mBS

OF the making of spring forks there is

no end, but the Royal Ruby latest,

in one of its applications, looks rather
nice. As the illustration shows, it con-
sists of a modification of the Druid -type,

in which the fork is hinged to the steer-

ing head by two pairs of side links.

Under the Ruby patent a third link is

Risty's spring fork. No. 125,859. 26/3/18.

placed between the lower pair and is

utilised as the cantilever of a spring, pre-

ferably of the laminated pattern. This
leaf spring may either lie in the line of

the fork (which makes a very neat job)

or be appro.xiniately horizontal. INIr.

Eigby states in his claim that the side

links of the ordinary four-link fork often
break, and that the additional link en-

ables the machine to be ridden home after

such contretemps. I have not personally
struck a broken side link.

Compound Handle-bar Control.

Mr. Fisker, of Copenhagen, has pro-
tected a compound type of handle-bar
control, embodying the usual inverted
lever and a special form of twisting grip.

Fisker's handle-bar

control No. 123,901. «»
21/5/18.

The end of a Bow-
den wire is secured
to a tiny lever
pivoted on a lug
formed on a sleeve

fixed in. the end of

the bar. The twist-

ing grip contains a / ;'

sleeve, the outer '
,f

end of which is 11..., _-'

extended to form a

cam ; as the grip is twisted, the cam oper-

ates the lever and tightens or relaxes the

wire. By a suitable arrangement of cams
two wires can be operated by one twisting

grip. The combination is quite neat, but

the leverage and range of movement
afforded are not excessive.

A Simple Carburetter.

Messrs. Kemp and Spurway have
evolved a simple carburetter which is

fundamentally of the two-lever type, but
can be adjusted to a fair degree of auto-
maticity. It is of the vertical type with
a side gas outlet to the engine controlled
by a piston throttle, and its main interest
lies in the air contr-ol. The air intake
is situated on one side of the base of

the jet chamber ; the air control piston
is machined out internally to form the
choke tube, and surrounds the jet. The
entire air supply thus passes up round the
jet. The choke tube is coupled by a side-

stalk, bridge piece, and Bowden wire to

the second lever on the handle-bar. As
the lever is "opened," the strength of
the depression and the point of ma.ximum
depression in the spraying chamber are
both varied. Very strong suction is

obtained for starting purposes with the
choke tube in its lowest position, and by
suitable contouring of the choke passage
any desired correction for high speeds

Kemp and

Spurway's

carburetter.

No. 121,572

19/7/18.

can be obtained. At the same time pro-

vision is made for the choke tube to rise

aad fall automatically in response to

engine suction. The choke tube is made
very light, and would naturally respond
to engine suction unless the coiled spring

surrounding its control wire were stiff

enough to repress it. As the choke tube

is light, a light spring can be used ; and
the tension of this spring can be adjusted

from outside the carburetter by a milled-

headed sleeve.

Valve Operating Mechanism.

The James Co. have produced a neat

mechanism for operating side valves in a

single or twin. They state in their claim

that on the ordinary side valve engine,

the valves are mounted in the same plane,

but the cams in two different planes, so

that cranked tappet levers are often neces-

sary, and bent levers are expensive to

make and liable to fracture. As the

sketch shows, their device overcomes all

these snags : but its mam value may be
that it sets the exhaust valve further out
than the inlet valve, and simplifies the

task of dissipating the exhaust heat into

the atmosphere, instead of conducting it

back into the cylinder head, where it is

usually answerable for a hot spot and
consequent distortion.

of gap IS

electrode

The James valve mechanism. No. 123,800.

28/2/18.

Sparking Plug with Adjustable Ctap.

Messrs. Kent and Martin have devised
a sparking plug with two features of in-

terest. In the first place, the central

electrode screws up and down in a
.threaded bush, inserted down the centre
of the electrode. A marked disc and
pointer below the milled head of the
electrode show what size

operation, as the central

screwed towards, or away
from, the fixed sparking
pqint. Secondly, the

metal body of the plug
is perforated to admit
cooling air to an annular
recess surrounding the in-

sulator. Such a plug will

make good if or when it

is as well insulated as a

non-adjustable type, and
proves as compression-
tight in prolonged use.

I have tested several

such patents on the road.

In most cases the insu-

lator began to leak or

the charge to "blow,"
or the adjustment to jam,
before I had made up my
mind whether the adjust-

able gap was of much
practical use. In the plug
under notice, there are

obvious possibilities of

variable expansion, of

gas leaks up the thread of the electrode,

followed by carbon jamming the threads.

Nothing short of actual test can deter-

mine its value. The inventors have pre-

sumably verified these points before sink-

ing money on their notion.

Kent's spark-

ing plug. Pat.

No. 122,865.

2/1/18.
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A HETERODOX RUNABOUT.

JUNE i2th, igig.

A Newcomer with Several Novel Features to bs Marketed by a Large
Engineering Firm in the Midlands.

JUST as, a few years ago, it was hard
to draw tlie lines of demarcation be-
tween the cycle car and the light car,

and the latter and its larger sister, it is

almost as difficult to-day to define some
of the new designs which are about to

be introduced to tlie public.

It is an open question whether the local

taxation authorities will consider a
"three-wheeler" with twin rear wheel
a four-wheeler or not, but if these twin
wheels are built up as one, probably such
a niacliine could, with justice, be claimed
to be a three-wheeler.
On the other hand, a vehicle having

two separate rear wheels placed close

together is so near being both a thi'ee

and a four-wheeler, it is hard to designate
its type.

The Ashton-Evans runabout, having rear wheels eight inches apart, giving the appearance

of a three-wheeler.

The arrangement of rear framework and
tremsmission

The Ashton-Evans design, which we
illustrate on this page, is in this category,
but since its proposed price is in the
neighbourhood of many of the new three-
wheelers which will shortly be on the
market, and also because motor cycle
practice exists at certain points, it will

interest those of our readers to whom the
three-wheeler appeals.

Two Rear Wheels Eight Inches Apart.

Two rear wheels, Sin. apart, form a
noticeable feature of the design. The
wheels are supported on short axles, and,
therefore, practically as accessible as any
wheel on a four-wheeler.
A central cardan-shaft drive is carried

to a bevel between Ihe two wheels, three

speeds and reverse being provided by a

car type gear box of extremely neat
design. Also between the rear wheels is

carried the single quarter elliptic leal

spring vvhich constitutes the rear spring-

ing.

The frame is of tubular construction of

trussed design, and a motor cycle type V
twin engine is being considered as the
power unit, but more probably a four-

cylinder ivater-cooled may be decided
upon.
With a wheelbase of 8ft., and an engine

developing 15 h.p., the weight is under
12 cwt. The price has not yet been
decided, but Ashton-Evans Motors, Ltd.,
hope to be able to market the car at a
figure in the neighbourhood of £200.

THE FALLOLITE LAMP.
A Successful Adaptation of the "Limelight" Principle to Motor Cycle Requirements.

IT is more than five years ago that we
dealt with the Fallolite lamp in Tha
Motor Cycle. It was just beginning

to attain a certain amount of popularity
among motor cyclists when the war broke
out, and the production of Fallolite lamps
for private uses ceased.
In the lamp under consideration there

are two distinct departures from standard
practice. The first of these is in the
design of the burner, which practically

amounts to' an incandescent burner
adapted to the use of acetylene gas ; and

The Fallolite motor cycle head lamp.

the second is in the design of the
generator, in which considerable ingenuity
13 displayed. Of course, it is not neces-

sary to use a container at all, but gas
must be supplied to the burner under
slight pressure, and this can be obtained

by the use of a dissolved acetylene
cylinder.

The burner is of the Bunsen variety,

and admits a tiny jet of gas together
with a large proportion of air through the

nozzle. At the base of the nozzle is fixed

a small holder for the purpose of carrying
the wire on which the pastille, composed
of rare earths, is fixed. Almost immedi-
ately after lighting the lamp the pastille

becomes incandescent, and a very power-
ful light is given off. This burner, the
makers claim, is eight times more efficient

than an ordinary burner. There is no
doubt that it gives a better light and is

more economical than the ordinary type,

as its consumption is one-third of that of

the usual acetylene lamp. Moreover, the
light is perfectly steady.

An Adjustable Beam.

The Fallolite lamp has another ad-
vantage : there is absolutely no glare

unless one directly faces the lamp, as the

back of the pastille is quite " dead."
Since the burner slides through the centre

of the mirror, the focus can be con-

veniently adjusted so as to give either a
narrow beam, penetrating far ahead, or a
wide beam. It is also claimed that the

colour of the light is such that it enables

objects to stand out in their natural

colours—a fact which renders the Fallolite

very effective in penetrating fog.

,
The latest type of Fallolite generator

is an ingenious and well constructed
article. The gas
supply is absolutely
autornatic, and,
once full, the gener^
ator can be lit or

relit without waste
until the carbide
is completely ex-

hausted. When out
of use the gener-

ator is perfectly gas-

tight, and from the

time the flame is

extinguished there

is no smell.

The lamp and
generator are made
by Fallolite, Ltd.,

27, Noel Street,

London, W.l.

The generator used

with the Fallolite

lamps.

CHEAPER MOTOR FUEL.
The next of the series of public meetings

being held by the Automobile Association

in connection with its motor fuel cam-
paign will be held to-day at York in the

Assembly Rooms, at 3 p.nv Local

motorists are strongly urged to attend.
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Olmes to TLlgbtT^amps.
S011MEE Time.

June 12th 9.47 p.m.
Wth
16th
18th

9.49

9.50

9.52

Dangerous.

Our attention has been called to the
very dangerous condition of the canal
•bridge at Sankej' Bridges, Warrington.

Ariel Prices Up.
Owing to the continued advances in

cost of production the Ariel Co. advise
us that on and after the 11th inst. their

prices for Ariel motor cycles will be
advanced to £90 for the 3^ h.p. counter-

shaft model, £105 for the 5-7 h.p., and
£30 for the sidecar.

Passenger Machine Trial.

The Birmingham Motor Cycle Club
is making arrangements to hold an ope^
trial on July 19th for passenger machines
only.

^he course will be in the Midlands, but
over entirely new ground. The awards
will be as follows : Premier awai'd, the

Midland cup; first awards, gold medals;
second awards, silver medals.
The entry fees will be £1 Is. for non-

members, and 10s. 6d. for members.
Further particulars will be issued later.

Application for membership should be
made at once to the hon. sec, Mr. W. H.
Egginton, 76, Earlsbury Gardens, Birch-

tield, Birmingham.

The Bristol RaUy.

As announced in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle, the Bristol Motor Cycle
Club, at the request of the Auto Cycle
Union, are organising a West of England
rally for individual members of tbe Union,
or members of affiliated clubs, for Satur-
day, the 21st inst. The General Com-
mittee of the A.C.U. meet at the Grand
Hotel, Bristol, on the day previous, and
it is intended to commemorate their visit

by a big Bristol motor cycle meet, the
organisation of which is in the capable
hands of Messrs. S. L. Bailey, Tozer,
and Gates, of the Bristol M.C.C.
The programme up to the present is

by no means complete, but a very inter-

esting afternoon is promised to those who
can find time to make the journey.
Already one of the finest bands in Bristol
has been engaged, and Lady Smyth has
kindly loaned the beautiful grounds of
Ashton Court for the picnic.

The grounds are a haven of beauty, away
from the hustle and bustle of the busy
city of Bristol. The route, which will be
arrowed for the convenience of visitors,

abounds in magnificent views, from
densely wooded promenades to abrupt
chasms of colour—deep ravines of shrub-
bery, bordering the banks of the Avon,
winding like a huge brown serpent 300ft.

below. Apart from its magnificent
scenery, there is much more to commend
the route, as many spots and landmarks
within handy distance are of more than
passing interest. A brief historical re-

view will be included in the souvenir
programme, which is being prepared.

Special "yeatures.

HOW I TOOK UP MOTOR CYCLING.

ACCESSIBILITY.

LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.

Amongst the sports items will be events
for ladies as well as gentlemen, full par-

ticulars of which will oe announced later.

Bristol riders evidently mean royally to

welcome motor cyclists to their city, and
those who take advantage of the invita-

tion are assured a pleasant and interest-

ing time. Members of the A.C.U. who
have not yet visited the West of England
will find the trip quite worth while.

SUMMER NUM3ER
NEXT THURSDAY,

Will contain many SPECIAL ARTICLES o^

interest to all motor cyclists, including

WHERE TO GO FOB THE SUMMER TODS
Written by motor cyclists familiar

with tbe districts they describe.

A fiEVlBW OP DESIGN IN 1919.

THE FAMILY SIDECAfi.
rhe most popular vehiclff on the road, and why.

THE YOUTHFUL MOTOR CYCLIST.
Why the motor cycle appeals to the young man.

NO AGE LIMIT.
the motor cycle as a saitable mount (or

the man of mature years.

The usual popular features of

"The Motor Cycle" will be retained.

The organisers of the Bristol Rally on the 21st inst. Seated in the Morgan is Mr. Gates,

on the carrier of the machine Mr. S. L. Bailey, and in the sidecar Mr. Smith, the seaetary

of the Bristol club. The solo rider is Mr. Tozer.

King's Birthday Honours.

Hearty congratulations to Capt. C. T.

Newsome, R.A.S.C, on being awarded the

O.B.E. (Military Division). Before the

war, Capt. Newsome was a Rover ex-

ponent in trials and T.T. Races. Other
motor cyclists mentioned on the list

published on the King's Birthday are

Motor CycKst Cpl. G. Halliday, 3rd

Division, Signal Company, R.E., who has
been awarded the Distinguished Conduct
Medal ; Capt. A. J. 0. Henrey, and Lt.

W. J. Houghton, who have received the

M.B.E. (Military Division), both of the

South Afrfttin Motor Cyclists' Corps.

Maj. A. J. falmer, late assistant cashier

of The Motor Cycle, and who joined the

Motor Machine Gun Corp? through The
Motor Cycle, has also been awarded the

O.B.E. ,

B,5
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Next Week!
The Motor Cycle Summer Number,

which will be an enlarged issue.

Brooklands.

In conversation with Col. Lindsay

Lloyd last week, we were assured that

there was no possibility of Brooklands

race meetings being organised this year

owing to the state of the track.

Police take to Motoring.

A reader advises us that on the Man-
chester-Chester road the police recently

used a Ford car to chase a motor cyclist,

whom Ihey considered was exceeding the

speed limit. We wonder whether the

Ford won the race, and, if so, whether

the policemen were not liable to be pro-

secuted for exceeding the speed of their

victim.

A £100 Cycle Car !

We have heard of a new cycle car

which is to be placed on the market in

the autumn of the present year. The
specification includes 8 h.p. V twin en-

gine (water-cooled), stamped sheet metal

two-seated torpedo body, bucket seats,

four disc wheels, shaft transmission, and

three-speed and reverse gear box. The
car is said to be entirely British built,

and is to be produced in quantities with

every part catalogued and interchange-

ablei and will be ready by autumn. The
proposed price is £100, but £80 is men-
tioned as the ultimate figure when pro-

duction is in full swing.

The Birmingham-Land's End Trial.

Fifty entrants started in brilliant

weather for the Birmingham M.C.C.

Trial to Land's End last Saturday. The
roads were good as far as Minehead,

where there was a time check, after which

the competitors had to climb the notorious

Porlock Hill on the way to Lynmouth.
The route then included Lynton Hill, and

continued via Loxhore and Barnstaple to

Penzance. Many failures among the light-

weights were attributed to the bad state

of the roads, which were in great contrast

to the first part of the journey.

Among those who made good ascents

of Porlock were Kickham (Sunbeam),

Baker (B.S.A.), Stevens (James), Newey
(Ariel), and Kuhn (Levis).

Duke (Triumph) was the first competi-

tor to reach Penzance, Baker following.

The following completed the outward

journey : R. W. Duke (4 h.p. Triumph),

G. A. Dalbv (4 h.p. Triumph), G. A.

Dingle (Triumph), H. Poole (A.J.S.),

H. C. Heath (2| h.p. A.J.S.), H. B.

Dealey (Morgan), F. W. Giles (6 h.p.

A.J.S.), T. Stevens (4i h.p. James sc),

L. Clark (5-6 h.p. James sc), J. C. Green-

wood (8 h.p. Sunbeam), E. W. Choldcroft

(4 h.p. A.J.S.), — Baynton (5-6 h.p.

James), E. Kipbee (4 h.p. Triumph), L.

Devey (4i h.p. Ariel sc.),- H. D. Meade
(2| h.p. N.U.T.), T. Pollock (5-6 h.p.

James sc), F. J. Watson (3i h.p. Ariel

ec), E. Kickham (3i h.p. Sunbeam), C.

Harkwright (2' h.p. New Imperial), A.

H. Johnson (2J h.p. Allon), G. Kuhn
(21 h.p. Levis). H. R. Fowler (5-6 h.p.

James), H. P. Cutler (4 h.p. Norton sc),

and R. W. Vaughan (5-6 h.p. James sc).

Mr. T. Silver checked the competitors

in at Penzance and restarted them on the

return journey at 4 a.m. last Tuesday.

b6

Name and Address Wanted.

The Editor will be pleased if " In-

terested " will communicate with him,

sending name and address. Correspond-

ence will be treated with strictest con-

fidence.

Motor Legislation.

The Automobile Association includes in

its membership a very large proportion

of the members of both Houses of Parlia-

ment. In connection with its opposition

to the Transport Bill, and its campaign

for the reapplication of the revenue from

motor taxation to road maintenance and

improvement, the support of these members
has been asked for.

Scandinavian Markets.

American motor cycle manufacturers

are not vi'asting much time in getting on

to a peace footing. Representatives are

active in Sweden and Denmark already,

and establishing central sales organisa-

tions, and have altered their pre-war

policy by offering credits. The importa-

tion of cars is already very heavy, and

apparently the position will soon be the

same with regard to motor cycles.

The Moto-Cycle Club de Lyon.

We have had a communication from M.
Bothier, secretary of the Moto-Cycle

Club de Lyon, Pla'ce des Terreaux, Lyons,

in which he offers assistance to English

motor cyclists passing through that town

by giving them information as to how to

traverse the town, and all help possible.

Lyons is a town which has been closely

connected Ly trade with England for

many generations, and its inhabitants

are exceedingly amicably disposed towards

everybody and everything British.

Touring in Ireland.

We understand from the R.A.C. that

a member who has recently undertaken

a tour in the South of Ireland reports

very favourably on his experiences there.

He" found the hotel and garage accom-

modation quite good, while the roads

generally were in fair condition. The
tourist frequently took his meals by the

roadside, and he commends the hospitality

of the people in supplying hot water and

other necessaries. This motorist's experi-

ence provides a happy contradiction to

the somewhat prevalent fear that Ireland

is not an inviting land for the motor

toui
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Thief-prooi Devices.

The Autocar last week gave illustrationa

and particulars of upwards of a dozen

thief-foiling devices for attachment to

cars. Many of these could be adapted

for use on a motor cycle, and we invite

readers to send suggestions regarding such

fitments.

Australia and the U.S.A.

Recent sporting events held in U.S.A.

reveal the overwhelming proportions of

American made machines compared with

those of other countries. This is not as

it should be, though it must be said, in

fairness to the British representative

makes, that they generally make a good

showing against the often higher-powered

Yankees. The actual proportion of

British machines to American in the

three or four most recent trials amounts

to something less than four per cent.

An Amalgamation in Belgium.

An amalgamation has just been made

between the Royal Automobile Club of

Belgium and the Belgian Motor Cycling

Club. Members of the Royal Automobile

Association of Belgium become members

of the R.A.C.B., the president of the

Association becomes vice-president of the

R.A.C.B., members of its council are

admitted to the councils of the R.A.C.B.,

and vice-presidents of committees of the

R.A.A.B. become vice-presidents of com-

mittees of the R.A.C.B.

Electricity and the Motor CycUst.

But few motor cyclists have more than

a very elementary knowledge of electri-

city, both as regards its application to

ignition and to lighting, and, although

written primarily for the car owner,

"Electricity and the Motor Car," by F.

H. Hutton, will not fail to interest and

be of immense use to the motor cyclist

who wishes to know more about the sub-

ject. This book is published by the pro-

prietors of The. Motor Cycle, and contains,

among others, lengthy chapters on first

principles, their direct application, accu-

mulators, ignition, dynamo-battery igni-

tion, and modern magnetos, all of which'
are as useful to the motor cyclist as to

the car owner. The price of the book is

4s. 6d. net,- or by post 4s. lOd., and may
be obtained from leading booksellers, or

from Messrs. iKiffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, London, F,.C.4.

A 2i h.p. Coventry Challenge fitted with an experimental spring frame of a new type.
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142 motor cyclist competitors start. 126 finish (equalling
88' 7% successes), 63 being mounted on solo machines,
and 63 on passenger motor cycles.

AN immense crowd, which, for its size,

must have been a record for any
motor cycle event, assembled at

Highgate last Fridav evening to see the
^tart of the II.C.C. 400 miles run to Edin-
burgh. The 159 competing machines were
lined up on each side of the broad high-
way, and one could at once locatS a new
model by the crowd that gathered round
it. The new Clynos, A.B.C., Hobart,
Matchless, Chater-Lea, Douglas, and
Wooler—all spring frame machines

—

attracted a great deal of attention, but

J. D. Campbell and his passenger, New
Zealand motor cyclists, on an A.J.S.

the Blackbui'iies, Eex, and A.J.S. also

had their group of admirers.
The interest of between 5,000 and

10,000 spectators was not idle curiosity, as

every other person seemed to have in

his hands a copy of either Tlie Motor
Cycle or the official programtne. Even the
police were interested, and were seen
studying the machines with The Motor
Cycle as a guide, and it was clear that

their interest was in no way connected
with their activities in measuring the

lenses of the lamps. Quite a large squad
of police were on the spot, including

mounted men to help to keep a clear path
for the competitors to pass through.

In addition to the competing machines,
there were motor cycles of every descrip-

tion, and bicycles propelled by Auto-

wheels belonging to spectators. The
A. B.C. scooter "scooted" through the
crowd and cansed great amusement.

Bennion of Uotoi Cyclists.

It was a happy reunion of many old
friends, for the entrants had come from all

quarters—including Ireland—to compete
in the classic event. The Services were
well represented. There were upwards of

forty makes, of which a dozen were new
models which very few had seen. Most
of these Peace models are ,'in every way
worthy of the British motor cycle in-

dustry, and nothing but good can come
of their being displayed before a patiently
waiting public.

The Clynos now have red and black
tanks, and look particularly smart.

Mr. H. F. S. Morgan's runabout
attracted everyone's attention by its wliite

finish and black guards, etc. The neXv

spring frame Matchless and Chater-Lea
are a light buff. The latter machine em-
ploys a single leaf spring, which con-

stitutes a very neat suspension.

As the hour of nine approached, the

crowd became denser, and when the first

of the competitors—Sec.-Lt. W. Cooper
(Douglas)—was sent away by Mr. A.' V.
Ebblewhite, there was only a narrow lane

extending for half a mile between two
deep rows of spectators.

For the first time, the trial started in

daylight, thanks to summer time, but,
by tne time the first of the sidecars
started, it was time to light up, in which
connection it was quite noticeable the

(Left) Showing how
the oil is led into

transfer port cover of

the 1919 2ih.p. two-

stroke Clyno.

(Right) Section ol

transfer port cover,

showing how oil

travels from main oil

lead through centre of

studs to the piston.

number of machines which were equipped
with electric light. Several of the

machines were fitted with the latest

Lucas combined lighting and ignition unit.

We counted over twenty lady passengers.

Scene at the start from Highgate on Friday evenmg last. The crowd was immense,

and almost completely hid the new machines from view.

B9
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petitor near Potters Bar, had his carrier

broken, and for the rest of the long

journey had t« carry a heavy. bag slung

over his back.

Impressions of the Night Trip.

It had been very hot at the start, but,

once started, it 'was comfortably cool;

.«o much so that we feared that De
Arango, the Brazilian naval lieutenant,

who wore only a drill suit and no

overalls, would 'feel chilled to the bone,

but he appeared happy, nevertheless, on

his Harley-Davidson.

The start—{or the first time in daylight. Sec

run, and Major L. A. Baddeiey

THE RUN DESCRIBED BY A
COMPETITOR.

Once more en route for Edinburgh after

five years' interval ! There seemed to be

the same bustle and the same familiar

faces. But we missed that searchlight at

the start, the darkness overhead, and the

hundreds of lamps. Now we comfortably

glide away in broad daylight, and the

night journey somehow seems shorn of its

terrors.

Our immediate companions were old

stagers, purposely placed in front to lead

the way. W. Cooper, the trials hon. sec,

was number one, and for half the journey

escaped the dust, a 2J h.p. Douglas carry-

ing him on his important mission. L.

A. Baddeiey, also on a Douglas, one of

the travelling marshals, was number two,

and then followed Olsson (4 h.p. Douglas).

Our old friend A. J. Sproston, now

home from Egypt, and back in civilian

life, was on a Lea-Francis, Moffat on one

of the new 3^ h.p. Douglases, A. C. Rob-

.-Lt. Cooper (No. 1). the organiser of the

awaiting the starter's signal.

bins on a new Wooler, Hemy on a Metro,

and Scott on a 5-6 h.p. James. It was

a perfect evening.

The vanguard stopped quite reluctantly

outside Hatfield to light lamps. It

seemed a shame not to go on until the

last glimmer faded from the summer

sky. Here we met a small naval con-

tingent, foregathered to cheer their ship-

mate, Lt. Kidston, R.N., who, after his

ship was torpedoed early in the war,

served in H.M.S. Orion under the late

Sir Robert Arbuthnot, who told him of

the joys of the London-Edinburgh run.

Near Welwyn we saw the first victim of

the many tyre troubles.

The roads being good, naturally it

was the easiest thing in the world to

be ahead of time : consequently there

were several waiting outside Baldock.

Here Nicholson (Sunbeam) reported two

punctures already. Another early suf-

ferer was Robertson Brown (Henderson),

who was knocked over by a non-com-

Lt. J. A. W. Armstrong (3i h.p. Lea-Francis).

The surface was fairly good, but it

threatened to hecome dusty at Biggles-

wade, the first check. Here the arrange-

ments were excellent. Petrol and

necessities for the machines were promptly

served out, and the proprietors of the

Swan Hotel had a splendid spread for

the competitors. It was not really dark

till this place was reached, and when we
left the sidecars were arriving. Some of

the competitors used wonderfully power-

I I

At every point the interest of the public in the new mounts was shown by the crowds around them. (Left) A group about

Emerson's A.B.C. sidecar. (Right) Hugh Gibsons new Clyno is admired at York.
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The London-Edinburgh Run,

—

ful liea4 lights, causing a weird effect on

those who were not so well equipped.

We wei'e using a quite effective and well-

trusted small Lucas head light, but some
cif the electric projectors threw so

brilliant a beam that the shadow of the

rider ahead danced in front of him nearly

all tlie time, thrown on the road, against

the trees, or, worst of all, against a cloud

of dust.

After the last stop the one or two
dangerous corners were well marked, and
all was plain tailing till we reached the dis-

trict round Alcoubury, when there were
several miles of rather bad road, which
was struck unexpectedly. We had been
warned of a rough stretch near Stamford,
and close to where it began we came
across- two policemen, whose advice we
followed, and by keeping close to the side

of the road we were considerably less

inconvenienced than most. Hereabouts
6. A. Read (Coulson) lost his tool kit,

and was later reported to have crashed
and had to retire.

An Automatic Tail Light.

On the way to Grantham we saw some-
thing of the Scootamota, which was being
ridden by a non-competitor. To this point

it travelled well, but having lost the
silencer, blue flame shot out behind.

This was the first Edinburgh run in

which tail lamps were compulsory, and
the effect of the long string of these
during the night was very strange, but
not all of them, unfortunately, kept alight:

It had been a wonderfully fine night -

run. and an equally fine day followed.
Here stories were exchanged of experi-

ences of tlie night trip. At Buckden some
thoughtful people with a car provided
free tea for those requiring it, which was
much appreciated. Later some stray
horses were encountered, which were said
to have driven at least one competitor
into the ditch.

The roads were good on the whole to
Doncaster, but excessively bad from
Ferrybridge to York, where again the
arrangements were splendid. The most

(Left) The cover

of the timing gear

case of the 5 h.p.

Brough flat twin is

extended to form a

manifold.

(Right) An alu-

minium air deflector

fitted between the

tank and the cylinder

head on Mr. Pike's

1\ h.p. Levis.

R. C. Davis (8 h.p. spring-frame Chater-Lea sidecar), one of the first of the sidecars to

start with lighted lamps.

At the York check, which was in the hands of the Rev. H. T. S. Gedge, who is shown taking

the times of K. V. Chidley (flat twin Wooler) and G. F. Ammon (2J Metro-Tyler).

interesting part of the morning journey

was from Scotch Corner to Penrith,

through glorious country under an Italian

sky, but, unfortunately, the dust I

Several competitors continually rode in

inseparable groups.

Troubles en Route.

D. S. Baddeley (P. and M.) had con-

tact breaker trouble near Brough, whilst

Douglass (Harley-Davidson sc.) was in

collision and buckled both wheels and re-

tired. W. Cooper (Douglas), who had
had electrical trouble, passed at a rare

"bat" near Penrith, his troubles over for

the day. Luigi (B.S.A.) had punctures

in this section. News also reached us

that the fine old sportsman Dover (Douglas

sc.) had to withdraw owing to eye trouble

due to defective goggles.

After luncheon at Carlisle the sky be-

came overcast, and a violent south-west

gale sprang up.

The climb to Mosspaul summit (800ft.)

caused no trouble. Many rested at the

inn at the top for tea. Here the

weather was glorious again and the con-

ditions excellent. Later our only trouble

with the A. B.C. occurred, an exhaust

rocker sticking, owing to dust. It caused

a little delay, but, once put right,

the machine ran beautifully, and finished

to time. Hawick, the next and last check

before Edinburgh, was enjoying a holiday,

and the streets were tlironged with people.

Later in the afternoon rain fell heavily,

and the journey, almost to the finish,

was by no means comfortable. Happily
it was fine again before Liberton was
reached, and, e.\cept for this final down-
pour, the weather had been glorious.

Naturally, the number of successes was
considerable. But ill-fortune overtook a

number among these, other than those

previously mentioned, being Frank Smith,
who, owing to gear box trouble, retired

at Doncaster. Another of the new models
which failed to finish was the flat twin
Wooler (ridden by A. C. Bobbins) which
developed engine trouble near York. The
sister machine (ridden by Chidley) finished

successfully. Nias (Rudge) was reported
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delayed only by a puncture near Carlisle. The
Duncan, a belt-driven cycle car, {ell behind during
the night, and was last seen near Wentbridge.
Below we give a list of those who completed the

journey ; as to who gained medals, nothing can be
said till all the checkei's' sheets have been verified.

Competitors had to cover the journey in twenty-
three hours to obtain a gold medal, and twenty-four
hours and thirty hours for silver and bronze
medals respectively.

(1) Entering York. (2) Hearing the finish. Competitors

going well after eighteen hours riding.

to have retired after an accident, while Harrison
(Norton) had his magneto break down before reach-
ing tirantham. Clease (Norton sc.) suffered with
tank trouble early in the run, and failed to finish.

As regards the seven cycle cars entered, the

Jiorgans, of which there were five, ran exceedingly
well, especially that driven by H. F. S. Morgan.
Nash's G-N. also ran most consistently, and was

«SMj.-^<n*ii; ^ttut^^^if^fa^t^^tif^m rfiift^^^AMtfi^iiSM

LIST OF SURVIVORS.
Lt. W. Cooper (2";i Douglas)
Maj. L. A. Baddeley (2% Doaglasl
V. Olsson {4 Douglas)
A. J. SprosLon (3V-i Lea-Francis)
P. W. Moflat (SV> Douglas)
E. M. P. Boilean |3 A. B.C.)
W. C. Hemy (21,, Aletro-Tyler)
Capt. A. M. C 8cott' (5-6 James)
Lt. J. A. W. Armstrong (3Vj Lea-

Franris)
R. L. Williamson (4 Triumph)
Fred Notari (4 Triumph)
N. Kyirolt (4 Triumph)
P. C. Boxer (4 Triumph)
T. J. Ross (4 Triumph)
Mario Luiggi (4>4 B.S.A.)
H. R. Lane (41,4 B.S.A.)
A. J. Cocks (2IA Clyno)
S. Hall (3i:. Rorei)
Tudor Thompson (2';i Douglas)
A. E. Walker (21/2 Hobart)
Mai. R. T. Leather (2% Douglas)
P. W. White (4 Triumph)
Capt. J. A. Bourne-Watson (4

Blackburne)
T. H. Weaver 121/. Sirrah-Verus)
W. R. Preston (3i,i Sunbeam)
F. E. Salter (31/2 Rudge)
C. H. Hunt (31A Zenith)
Lt. F. H. Ronksley (8 Zenith)
G. F. rdall (21/, Chater-Lea)
Leslie Pulham (31/3 Ariel)
W. J. Lake (2% Omega)

Lt. G. P. Glen Kidston (31/2 Sun-
beam)

P. Pike (21,., Levis)
P. J. Enticknapp (4 Blackburne)
Lt. L. de Arango (7 Harley-Davidson)
B. Alan Hill (3V2 Zenith)
H. R. Harveyson [6 Matchless)
IL Walker (2V. Levis)
J. F. Hull (2"f4 Wooler)
P. T. C. Body (3i,i. Sunbeam)
O. W. Addingley (31,4 Hnmber)
J. E. Addingley (414 B.S.A.)
George F. Ammon (2i/o Mttrc-Tyler)
Sec.-Lt. W. S. Jameson (6 A.J.S.)
Capt. D. S. Baddeley OV- P. and M.)
K. V. Chidley (2^i Wooler)
J. E. Sharp (Ji,/. Humbsr)
E. C. R. Johnson (3i,<. Humb.'r)
A. H. N. H. Hewitt (6 Zenitli)
L. Nicholson (3V' Sunbeam)
W. J. Fleetwood (2% Douglas)
H. Phillips (2% Allon)
Alec McClude (2% AUon)
L. E. Clulee (2%i Allon)
Lt. B. C. Charlesworth (5 Zenith)
T. Rutherford (31/2 Sunbeam)
J. Robertson Brown (8-10 Henderson)
H. Revre (6 James)
Capt, A. N. Kingwell (2% Douglas)
F. G. Ball (2)i Douglas)
George Wray (31/2 Triumph)
H. G. Bateman (2% Diamond-Jap)
K. de B. Smart (6 Zenith sc.)

E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.)

F. A. Applebee (7 Indian sc.)

J. Haslam (4 Douglas sc.)

Gordon Fletcher (4 Douglas sc.)

W. B. Gibb (31/, Douglas sc.)

Lt. S. F. Garrett (8 Blackburne sc.)

J. S. Hohovd (8 Blackburne sc.)

Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc.)

J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

.fas. McKenzie (6 Humber sc.)

A. Mabon (4 Mabon sc.)

W. A. Fell Smith (7 Harley-David-
sou sc.)

P. D. Walker (4y, B.S.A. sc.)

Capt. J. L. Stocks (31/2 Ariel sc.)

H. H. Saddington (5-6 .James sc.)

T. C. Delahay (31/. Sunbeam sc.)

T. H. L. Witt (6 Enfield sc.)

E., G. Johnson (4 Douglas SC.)

.T. A. Master (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

Thompson Tliompson (4 Douglas sc.)

.John Hilger (3V2 Rover sc.)
A. J. Read (8 Sunbeam sc.)

Lt. Don Kaye (8 Zenith sc.)

E. Milton (5-6 A.J.S. sc.)

N. P. Tippett (4 Rex sc.)
John Godsal (8 Bat sc.)

R. C. Osborne (7 Harley-Davidson
sc.)

Stanley Julian (6 A.J.S. sc.)
E. Atkins (31/. Ariel sc.)
F. J. Ellis (8 "Matchless sc.)

Capt. B. Haywill (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Rex Mundy (8 Matchless sc.)

G. W. Wilkin (6 Brough sc.)

Thomas Bullas (3Vi P. and M.)
P. B. G. Vale (8 Enfield sc.l

S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.)

F. B. Jones (31/2 Ariel sc.)

D. R. O'Donovan. (4 Norton sc.)

j. D. Campbell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

George Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

H. Minton (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

Dan Bradbury (4 Norton sc.)

Jack Emerson (3 A. B.C. sc.)

E. J. Pittock (5-6 James sc.)

E. C. Townsheud (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

Victor Ueacock (4 Douglas sc.)

F. Thorpe (4 Douglas sc.)

A. G. Fenn (3'/. Zenith sc.)

J. Smith (6 Enfield sc.)

J. Av Hoult (8 Matchless sc.)

E. Marshall (6 Enfield sc.)

P. H. Richards (S Zenith sc.)

George" Nott (5-6 Clyno sc.)

C. Pearson (4 Douglas sc.)

H. Le Vack (8 M.A.G. Motosacoche
sc.)

NOTES ON THE TBIAL.
Altogether the run was one of the most

successful the Club has ever held, and
the organisers deserve the greatest credit.

Major Baddeley (Douglas) came through
successfully on tyres six years old.

George Pettyt (8 Morgan,
Vincent McGarigle (8 Morgan)
Eric Williams (8 Morgan)
Lt. Harrv G. Bell (8 Morgan)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
Maj. E. B. Lathbnry (3',4 Rover sc.)

The 1919 model all-black A.J.S. sidecars

ran like clockwork throughout.

George Wray rode a 1909 Triumph he
bought for £14, which he fitted with a

gear of his own design.

Emerson's A. B.C. outfit was only
finished at the last moment. The engine
had not even fired before ten o'clock on
the morning of the trial.

The inseparable Jacobs and Le Grand
conld not compete, as their new Rex
mounts could not be completed in time.

Mr. Duncan - Watson at the start

thoughtfully presented each Harley-
Davidson driver with a box of cigarettes

and matches.

B16

The Blackburne firm was fortunate
enough to get all their new models
through, and to finish successfully.

Great interest was evinced in the run
throughout. Even in the country groups
collected at cross roads and on the few
hills on the route to observe the long pro-

•^ession of competitors.

Most of the non-starters were prevented
from competing from the ail-too prevalent
delay in delivery of new models.

An amusing notice near a dangerous
comer on the route read " Sound your
horn," and in small letters underneath,
"and save your neck."

Mr. W. H. Wells led the procession
aboard his 25 h.p. Overland—the first

official car, Lt.-Col. Chas. Jarrott was
at the helm of the second official car-
white 25-30 h.p, Crossley.
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Oldham and District M.C.
Entries close on Friday, the 20th, at

7 p.m., for the Oldham and District M.C.
hin-climb at Booth Dene on the 21st.
Hon. sec., Mr. H. Wright, 134, Man-
chester Street, Oldham.

York and District M.C.C.

The interest of Yeovil motor cyclists
in the local club augurs well for its

future. A strong committee has been
formed consisting of Messrs. P. W.
Moffatt, F. E. Butt, F. Mason, Courtney
Williams, E. Arnold Wright, V. Tucker,
R. Field. A. Ewens, W. J. Edwards,
E. Cbaffey. E. Woodman, Mrs. Charles-
ton, and Mrs. Lukin. The secretary is

Mr. Joseph Ewing, jun., 17, Wyndham
Street, YeovO.

Edmborgh and District M.C.

A sporting open one-day reliability

trial will be held by the Edinburgh and
Distj^'et M.C. on Saturday, the 14th, open
to all classes of motor cycles and cars.

The trial starts at 1.30 p.m. on the
Liberton tramcar terminus. The course,
eighty miles, is a secret one, and certain

hills will be observed, up all of which a

clean ascent must- be made. There will

be a stop of 1^ hours for tea, during
which no repairs or adjustments may be
made. The organisers are Messrs. F. J.

Hutchisson and H. McClae, 6, Castle
Terrace, Edinburgh.

The Junior Car Club.

The Junior Car Club will hold a hill-

climb on South Harting Hill, open to

members only, on the 21st. Class 1 will

be open to standard three-wheeled cycle

cars with engines not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

carrying a passenger. Awards will be
made on time and formula according to

the number of entries received. The
formula has been devised by Maj. A. M.

W
Low, and is;;;T-7 oT^- '^^^ trials hon.

secretary is Mr. G. N. Higgs, 31, Vaux-
hall. Bridge Road, London, S.W 1.

Harrogate and District M.C.C. Trial.

The Harrogate Club was blessed with
a most glorious day for its reliability

trial held on June 1st, but it was a pity
the members were not also blessed with
deliverj' of new models, for then the entry
would have been considerably larger.

The course picked out was about 100
miles in length, and included such
hills as Middlesmoor Hill, Greenhow,
Church Bank, and Leathley Bank (all

included in non-stop sections). It was,
however, sufficiently arduous to eliminate
quite a number of machines.

Except for the three riders who tied
for the awards, most of the remaining
competitors experienced puncture troubles.

The results are as follow

:

1. W. B. Atkinson (4 Trinmph).
2. W. E. Grange (3% P. and il.)

3. D.Mooie (31/2 P. and M.1

/^uture Events.
June U.—M.C.V. oj Ireland, Ulster Centre. Speed

Trials at Magilligan.
June li—Sheffield and Uallamshire M.C.C. Bun

to Cou'dalc.
JUNE li. — WESTERN M.C.C. (GLASGOW).

OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
June H.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Run to Welling-

ton Wrekin.
JUNE li.—YEOVIL AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
June IS.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Little

Waltham.
June 15.—Essex M.C. Run to Southend.
June 15.—Middlesbrough and Distriet M.C.C.

Picnic on Whitby Moors.
June 15.~N.M C.F.U., Birmingham and Coventry

Branches. Joint Hill-climb at Broadway.
June 15.—N.M.C.F.V., Leeds. Run to Doncaster.
June 15.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Picnic Run to

Waggoner's Wells.
June 15.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Run to Ash-

bourne.
June 15.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Rye.
June 15.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Knight-

wick.
June 15.—Worcester and District M.C.C. Opening

Run to Stratford-on-Avon.
June 15.—Yeovil and District M.C.C. Run to Long-

leat.
JVNE IS.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT

M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL FOR
CRADDY CUP.

June IS.—Westmorland M.C.C. Social Run to
Windermere, etc.

June IS.— Yeovil and District M.C.C. " Treasure
Hunt."

June 19.—N.M.C.F.V., Leeds. Half-yearly General
Meeting.

JUNE M.—A.C.U. COMMITTEE MEETING AT
BRISTOL.

June 10-11.—Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C.C. Re-
liability Trial to Holyhead lor Hulton Shield.

JUNE ll.-BRISTOL M.C.C. RALLY AT ASH-
TON COURT.

JUNE Sl.-JVNIOR CAR CLUB. HILL CLIMB
AT SOUTH HARTING.

JUNE SI.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION.

JUNE 11.—OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.
HILL-CLIMB. BOOTH DENE.

June 21.—Public Schools M.C.C. Surprise Com-
petition-

JUNE 28.~YEOVIL AND DISTRICT M.C.C. AND
TAUNTON M.C.C. INTER-CLUB HILL-
CLIMB.

JUNE IS. — BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. SPEED
TRIALS.

JUNE 2S.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR TRIAL TO EDINBURGH.

JUNE 2S.—M.C.U OF IRELAND. ULSTER
CENTRE. RELIABILITY RUN.

JUNE IS.-MIDLAND C. AND A.C RELI-
ABILITY TRIAL.

JULY i AND 5.—ARBUTHN0T TROPHY TWO
DAYS TRIAL. PLYMOUTH DISTRICT.

Jutu 5.—M.C.C. Hill-climb.
JULY 6.-0LDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C. RE-

LIABILITY TRIAL.
JULY 12.—LIVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL^

WYN BAY.
JULY 12.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL.
JULY 11,-15.—M.C. U. OF IRELAND. ULSTER

CENTRE. ZnZSH END-TO-END RELI-
ABILITY RUN.

JULY 16.-ESSEX MOTOR CLUB SPEED
TRIALS AT SOUTHEND.

JULY W.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

JULY. - MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. 200 MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL
FOR GJERS AND NEW HUDSON CUPS.

AUG. 16.-S.E. COUNTIES INTER - TEAM
TRIAL.

SEPT. S.-M.C.V. TEAM TRIAL FOR " THE
MOTOR CYCLE " CUP.

SEPT. 1.5-21).—A.C.U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Competitors in the Surprise Competition

on the 21.?t inst. meet at the ten-mile

speed limit post out of Barnet on St.

Albans Road at 2 p.m. The competition

will consist of a run of about forty miles.

Entries close on the 17th inst. Hon. sec,

Mr. H. P. Browning, Riverbank, Staines.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The Glasgow Motor Cycle Club will

hold a gymkhana on 21st inst. at Glebe

Park, Largs. Many entertaining events

are included in the programme.
Entry forms may be obtained from Mr.

W. Miiir, 20, Monteith Road, Glasgow.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

After three years inaction, owing to

the death of the late secretary, Mr. E.

Goult, and the War, the old club, which

has been one of the strongest clubs of

the North, has again been formed, with

Mr. J. Franks as new president and Bar-

grave D. Gray as secretary. A good

strong working committee has been

formed, and the first social run is fixed

to take place on June 22nd to Roche
Abbey. Mr. B. D. Gray, 3, Hal! Gate,

Doncaster, will be pleased to hear of,

and give any help to, other clubs running

through Doncaster.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

A protest made by T. Stevens was
upheld at a committee meeting when the

South Birmingham M.C.C. decided the

results of the reliability trial described

in our last issue. This alters the awards

as below

:

First in each class receives gold medal,

second silver medal, and third bronze

medal.
Above 300 c.c.

1. T. Stevens (4iA James and sidecar).

2- L. Newey (sV' Ariel and sidecar).

3. G. Dalby (4 Triumph).

Under 301 c.c.

1 B. Kershaw (2Vj Imperial-Jap).

2. L. E. Clulee (2% Allon).

3. A. Elleman l2'/2 Allon).

Westmorland M.C.C.

There was a good muster of motor
cyclists at the recent annual meeting, held

at the Commercial Hotel, Kendal. The
prospects of reorganisation would appear
to be excellent, but the competitions for

the present season will be limited in num-
ber, owing to the lack of up-to-date

machines. Officials for 1919 were elected

as follows : Hon. sec, Mr. Joseph
Wright ; hon. treasurer, Mr. E. P. Mont-
gomery ; trial secretaries, Messrs. Arthur
Moffat and W. Westwood ; auditors,

Messrs. W. D. Stewart and F. A.

Ireland.

Herts County A.C.

The committee of the Herts County
Automobile Club desires it to be more
widely known that there is a motor cycle

section of the club to which the sub-

scription is ten shillings and sixpence.

A new motor cycle committee is about
to be formed, and a programme of com-
petitions is in course of being arranged
to include hill-climbs, reliability trials,

consumption trials, speed-judging, and
inter-club competitions, etc. New mem-
bers are eligible for election to the motor
cycle committee. Membership forms may
be obtained from the hon. secretary at

173, High Street, Watford, Herts.
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A RIVAL TO THE SIDECAR.
.The Bleriot-WhippeC, a Small and Speedy Runabout, lo be Produced in Quanlities.

THE runabout built by Messrs. Jones , ^

and JIarchand and described in our
issue of March 13th is to be marUeted

by the Air Navigation and Engineering
Co., Ltd., of Addlestone, Surrey, and is

to be named the Bleriot-Whippet. This
company has an ambitious programjne,
and arrangements are well forward to pro-
duce some thousands of these small
vehicles, the entire capacity of the works
being devoted to their production. It is

intended that the Bleriot-Whippet shall
be essentially a rival to the sidecar and
motor cycle, as speedy and as economical,
but with equal comfort and weather pro-
tection to driver and passenger.

The 8h.p. Bleriot-Whippet on the road.

A view of the engine and countershaft,

showing pulley contracted on high gear.

Note the long square notched quadrant.

Only the experimental model is running
at present and, we are informed, certain

alterations will be embodied in the
standard production model. These modi-
fications consist first in the fitting of an
8 h.p. Blackburne twin, of 85 mm. x 88
mm., with an outside flywheel and detach-
able cylinder heads. With this engine a
single disc Ferodo-lined clutch will be
fitted to the left hand extension of the
crankshaft, and the starter Vill be altered.

Originally, there was a lever on the near
side of the car arranged to operate a rack
and pinion, but in future the lever is to

be placed within reach of the driver on
the right hand side, and will control a
segment meshing with a pinion connected,
through a free-wheel, to the crankshaft
extension.

The pedal brake will operate a V block
working in the rear axle pulley, while
the hand lever is to be connected to a

pair of expanding shoes housed in a
drum on the countershaft.

Certain alterations to the body, wheels,
and chassis sizes bring the wheelbase to

6ft. 9in., the track to 4ft. 2in., and the
tyre size to 700x80 mm., but the change
is so proportioned that the general lines

of the machine remain unaltered. It is

probable also that there will be a modi-
fication to the front axle .enabling the
car to be turned in the width of the
average main road.
The ingenious variable pulley, with its

cam-operated jockey sprocket to take up
the slack in the engine primary drive

/ chain, is retained, while the axle still has
its large belt pulley in the middle.
There will possibly be two models, one

completely equipped with hood, screen,
lamps, etc., and the other a sporting
model. The de Luxe model is not yet
priced; but the latter is to cost about £175.

To Find a Winner by Efficiency Tests.
THE Midland Cycle and Athletic Club

trial on the 28th inst. promises to
be a most strenuous event, as the

committee have set themselves the task
to find a wianer for the premier awards
without resorting to the unpopular secret
check or speed-judging. Some very
prominent members of Midland sporting
circles are behind the event, several of
whom are connected with the manufac-
turing trade, and an honest endeavour
is being made to organise a trial in

which only the best riders on the best
machines can olatain an award. The
course is about 200 miles in length, and
the trial will start at 6 a.m. on the first

section of 80 miles, when a second
"breakfast" will be partaken. After
an hour's interval, there is a .second

section of 130 miles to the lunch stop
of one and a half hours.
No adjustments will be permitted, and

a severe brake test will be imposed on a

hill which will "discover" poorly braked
machines. There will also be a stop and
restart test on a hill, and also a flexibility

test, the first part of the hill to be taken
slowly, and the second part fast.

Competitors for this test vrill be divided
into a number of classes, according to the
type of macliine, and their time ratio

will be the slow divided by the fast time.

The flexibility figure of merit will be
the time ratio divided by the average
time ratio of a certain number of the
best time ratios in the same class, which
will equalise, as far as possible, the
chances of the different types and sizes

of machine. From this test all the chief

awards will be made if all other marks
are equal.

Each competitor will be credited with
100 marks, and deductions made as
follow

:

,

Ten marks lor any stops other than official ones.
One mark per minute for each complete minute

late or early at any checked point.

Five marks for " footing " of any kind, or for
dismounting and running the machine.
Five marks for failure at stop and restart test.
Failure at brake test will mean disqualification.

The prizes are as follow :

The M.C. and A.C. Trophy, for the best perform-
anc-e of the day, irrespective of class.

The " Jordison " Trophy, for the best perform-
ance by any passenger machine.
The " Trader " Trophy, presented by the pro-

prietors of our trade contemporary. The Motor
Cycle and Cycle Trader, for the best performance
by any solo machine of over 350 c.c.

The " B.N." Bowl, presented by the proprietors
of BicycUnQ News, for the best performance by any
lightweight machine of 350 c.c. or under.

In addition there will be three valu-
able prizes for the best performance by
(1) a private owner, (2) a lightweight of

275 c.c. "or under, (3) for the best per-

formance by a club member.
Gold medals will be awarded to all

riders gaining 100 marks and silver

medals for ninety marks.
Entries close Wednesday (first post),

June 18th. Entry forms may be obtained
from the hon. trials sec, Mr. F. J. Urry,
Lionel Street, Birmingham.
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FEATURES OF THE ZENITH FLAT TWIN.
MR. F. W. BAENES, the former

Zenith exponent, is responsible for
two very practical inventions

which will shortly be found on all Zenith
machines. These are a saddle and a rim
brake. y

The saddle is a most practicable
device, the seat portion being suspended
on two quarter-elliptical springs clipped
on to lugs fastened to the saddle tube,
whUe the forward end of the saddle runs
on a roller on the top tube.
As will be seen from the illustration,

the saddle can be turned up so that the

50 mm. bore and 58 mm. stroke. Be-
low the crank case is carried a counter-
shaft driven by chain from the engine
shaft, on which is mounted the e.xpand-
ing pulley gear forming part of the
Gradua system.
Our short test revealed that the engine

is practically vibrationless, and the gear
all that can be desired, and we liave no
doubt that this model, w-hen ready for
the market, will be an extremely popular
one.

The other invention refers to all

models of Zenith motor bicycles, and is

The latest Zenith

saddle.

seat is kept dry in the event of the motor
bicycle being left out of doors during a
shower of rain.

The whole device is exceedingly simple,
and in use we found it to be most com-
fortable when we tried it on the new 2|
h.p. flat twin Zenith lightweight. This
machine is quite a departure for this

firm, and retains the well-known Gradua
gear so long associated with Zenith
Motors, Ltd. The engine follows more or

less conventional design, having cylinders

A USEFUL CHAIN RIVET
REMOVER.

WE have lately received a sample -ol

an excellent self-centring chain

rivet punch from Mr. Chas. Tal-

bert, 73, Westbury Road, Walthamstow,
Essex. The tool is made from solid bar

A self-centring

chain rivet re-

mover

steel with a rust-proof finish. As it is

case-hardened throughout, it should wear

indefinitely, and stand all the rough usage

to which "motor cycle tools are generally
' subjected when carried on the machine.

Also, although of a convenient size for

the work it has to do, the ri"vet remover
is small enough to be carried in the tool

roll.

It is made in two sizes, for chains of

gin pitch, -i%in. in width and upwards,
' and a larger size to fit fin. and -|in. pitch

chains of any width. It is an exceed-

ingly useful tool, which no rider of a

chain-driven machine should be without.

A new belt rim
brake.

a simplified and improved form of belt
rim brake. This brake is an exceedingly
clever idea,4Sfe it does away with the use
of control wires. It can be brought into
operation no matter where the position
of the back wheel may be, whether slid

forwards for high gear or backwards for
a low gear ratio. By depressing the
pedal the arm hinged on the carrier sup-
porting the brake shoe is raised. As this
arm is lifted it raises the bell crank on
the brake shoe, moving the shoe with it.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
ROAD MAPS.

THOSE motor cyclists who do not use
road maps little realise their value

on the road, and the entertainment
"they provide during winter evenings.

There are many riders who make a habit
of marking a map showing the roads
covered during each summer, thus making
a permanent record, and, by the time
the picnic baskets are packed away for

the winter, the map has become a key
for many a fireside tour.

A map should be mounted on canvas
if it is to be of good service to the

motor cyclist, and also contained in a

case for carrying in the pocket of the

sidecar, or one of the pannier bags on a

solo machine. The. Motor Cycle, road
maps are prepared specially, for motor
cyclists, and are obtf»Lnable in a strong

cloth wallet. Three maps comprise the

set. (1.) England and Wales (scale six-

teen miles to the inch) ; (2.) Scotland

(scale sixteen miles to the inch) ; and (3.)

London (four miles to the inch). Three
grades of roads are clearly shown together

with marks showing where garages and
hotels are to be found. Road summits
and intermediate distances between towns
are also indicated.

The London map will be found in-

valuable to those who wish to get round
London on a tour, such routes being

marked in a distinctive colour. The price

of the complete set, in case, is 4s. 6d.,

or, by post, 4s. lOd., and are obtainable

from our publishing offices, 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4.

PARR-EAGLE RUNABOUT.
THE Parr Eagle Runabout, described

in our issue for May 15th, has six

speeds forward and a reverse. The
accompanying illustration shows the gate

for the gear lever, which is located and

m— ro - 3 S3

<ji en 4»

locked by the clutch pedal. It \vill be

recalled that the engine of this little

vehicle is a small V four-cylinder two-

stroke set at 90°, and has a 180° crank.

A NEW IDEA IN TWO-
STROKE ENGINES.

A TWO-STROKE engine in which the

exhaust ports form an almost/ con-

tinuous ring round the cylinder,

and has, adjacent, a similar ring of ports

for transferring the new charge of gas,

has been patented by the Imhoff Motor
C!o., of Switzerland.

It will be seen from the accompanying
diagram that the top of the piston is

roughly conical in sliape and is fitted

with radially arranged ribs intended to

guide the incoming gas to the centre of

the cylinder.

The piston is shown as being fitted

with a large number of rings. Excepting

during the admission period of the fresh

gases, one of the rings is always upon

the cylinder wall between the two series

of ports. This is to prevent the mixture

being sucked into the exhaust slots. _ A
rotary valve controls the induction into

the crank case from the carburetter.

Exhaust
P0RT5

A two-stroke engine of Swiss design.

B23
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addresseJ 10 ttae Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must ba accompanied by the writer's name ana address

VALVE OPERATION.
Sir,—It inav interest Mr. Pritcliard to know I bought

a J.A.P. 85xS5 engine, as he illustrates, about 1909, and ran
it for some years. Its faults were wearing of tappets and
the noise; its advantages, impossibility of overheating, very
high efficiency and economy, valve heads could not enter
cylinder if broken, etc.

Why the firm ceased making it, goodness knows; for

a better engine never ran. A. E. PAYN.

Sir,—The letter in your issue of the 15th ult. by Mr. R.
G. R. Pritchard recalls old memories. In 1910 I owned for

a short time a locally assembled machine, built in 1904, with
B.S.A. spring fi'ame and originally 2| Minerva engine hung
on down tube. In 1905 this engine was replaced by a J.A.P.

,

82 bore x 76 stroke, overhead inlet and e.xhaust, both oper-
ated by one rod and cam precisely as suggested by your
correspondent. The rod had a strong return spring, enclosed
in the guide, which was of wide dimension. This old engine
pulled well and ran very smoothly, but the ignition, being of

the ancient battery type, with a most wretched contact
breaker, festooned with wires, the engine never had a fair

chance. In its heyday, however, this machine was con-

sidered rather hot-stufi, and, in some respects, was in advance
of its time. JOHN CONCHAR.

THE LEVIS CUP TRIAL.
Sir,—I should be glad if you would publish this letter to

the effect that the disqualiircation of Mr. Greaves was one
upon a technical breach of the rules, not involving any slur

or discredit upon Mr. Greaves or upon his machine, the

Calthorpe with Precision engine.

The Comriiittee regret having to make the decision, dis-

placing Mr. Greaves from first place, but rules are rules,

and must be complied with. PHIL. MOSEDALE.
Organising Secretary for the Sutton Goldfield and Mid-

AVarwickshire Automobile Club.

PETROL IN THE PEAK DISTRICT.
Sir,—This is for the benefit and warning of any of your .

readers touring on Sundays in the Peak District.

I left Sheffield for Buxton, via Middleton Dale, Tides-
well, and Miller's Dale. On returning from Buxton I did
not fill up with petrol, as I found I had sufficient in the
tank to carry me to IBakewell ; on arrival at Bakewell I

called at a garage belpnging to one of the principal hotels,

and was told they had no petrol for sale, as they required

all they had for private use, but, as I had just seen them
supply a car driver with some this was clearly a get-out,

'

and it is quite evident that motor cyclists are not en-

couraged at that garage. I then went the round o£ the
town, calling at four other petrol dealers, and found them
all closed, and I was told that they only opened on Sun-
days when they thought fit. As I had by this time only
about a gill of spirit left to carry me to Sheffield, things
looked pretty serious. However, I was then directed to

Needham's Garage, where I received very different treat-

ment, as, although they had no petrol in stock, they sup-
plied me with all the benzole they had left (threequarters of

a gallon), after which I went on my way rejoicing.. I

should therefore advise your readers not to rely on get-

ting filled up at Bakewell. ARNOLD E. WARD.

COASTING WITH THE EXHAUST VALVE RAISED.
Sir,—There is a very debatable question at present occupy-

ing the minds of motorists, and it is this :

When going downhill, vrith the exhaust lever fully raised,

both petrol and air levers open, are the exhaust valves
being burnt ? Some contend that an explosion is taking
place all the time, and is escaping through the silencer
in the form of a blue flame. If this is so, what has one
to do to get a current of air through the engine with the
petrol lever closed, as both air and petrol go through the
intake pipe. An expression of your readers' opinions would
be interesting. J. TAYLOR.

4

Ashton Court, Clifton, the venue of the Bristol Rally on the 21st inst. in connection with the A.C.U. first committee meeting !n the provinces.

24
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SPARE PARTS.
Sir,

—

lie complaints as to spars parts, I may say tliat

I have ridden an Enfield combination for the last six

years, and, as to despatch of spare parts, the promptness I

received would take some beating. 1 had a small accident
which called for a quantity of new parts. I rang the
Enfield up on the ilonday and received every considera-
tion, and the parts were despatched the same .day,

fitted on, and the machine in use again. The usual dis-

claimer. • 15IG TWIN.
Bii'mingham.

Sir,—This is my experience of repairers. About three
months ago I bought a motor bicycle which required atten-
tion to the engine-shaft. I sent the macliine to a garage
just before going for my Easter holiday, and on my return
was informed that the shaft had been sent to the engine
makers for renewal. After several letters to them, in a
fortnight they informed the garage people that they could
not deliver under three weeks. The garage people then sent
a letter requesting the old shaft by return of post, as I

could get one turned in a couple of hours. Although letters

and telegrams have since been sent, they have not delivered
the new or the old shaft. -

I consider this far too long for a new shaft, and most dis-

courteous not to i-eturn the old one. H.C.W.
Sheffield.

Sir,—I have read in three of your different i.ssues com-
plaints about delay in delivery and "the usual disclaimer"
about the promptitude of delivery.

In January I purchased a machine of well-known make.
On April 8th I sent magneto (through my agent) back to

the makers of the machine to replace bi-oken shaft. This was
nine weeks ago. since when I have heard' nothing whatever
concerning it, although I have asked for it to be returned
as it is. JIv agent has written twice and I myself once,

but we have'haii no replies. DISGUSTED.
Glasgow.

MOTOR CYCZES FOR THE DISABLED.
Sir,'—Much has been written recently on suitable machines

for the disabled, and I think, perhaps, my experience vi/ill

interest, at least, a certain section of your readers, especially

those who, like myself, have a verj' limited purse, so that
specially built machines with *kick starts and other fancy
contraptions are quite out of the question. War service has
left me with a left arm about as useful as a missing rum
ration, and is consequently nursed cosily away while the

other does all that is necessary.

My mount is a 2| h.p. two-stroke two-speed O.K. (an

admirable little 'bus, in spite of its age), with fixed ignition,

and just the right weight to handle single handed ; and the

following are manoeuvred with ease on the right handle-bar :

exhaust lifter, front brake, air and throttle levers, and

horn
; while the oil pump and gear are worljed by the same

hand, or the hitter may be " slammed " in with the knee.
I might add that the machine is ridden in all weathers

and traffic, and I am certain that any reader whose enthusiasm
for motor cycling has been damped by infirmities, after the
first mile or two, will gain sufficient confidence in the one
arm to feel riding again a pleasure. H.S.W.

Hitchin.

SCOOTERS.
Sir,—I have fnllowed with much interest the discussion

in your paper with reference to the motor scooter, and
especially the controversy as to the fitting of a seat. As a
keen motor cyclist who wishes to do what he can to forward
the cause, in however humble a M'ay, may I add my quota
to this discussion?

I have seen it stated that the small diameter of the wheels
accentuates the irregularities of the road surface. Surely
this answers your question "Why Stand?"

For if one sits, with - the roads in their present state,

surely after a very short time there will be produced a
condition painfully reminiscent of one's school days.

Winchester. B.

MOTOR CYCLE PRICES.
Sir,—What you stats with regard to the difficult position

of the manufacturers is. unfortunately, only too true.

Although we do state, so far as quotations for L.M.C.
machines are concerned, that we reserve the right to withdraw
quotations without notice, we have all along executed orders
for agents at the original price arranged, altnough subsequent
alterations in price have been made. The only exception has
been that we have reserved the right, naturally, to alter

prices of stock orders agents may have placed, but this would
not affect the public. In fact, we have taken steps which
should in every case enable a purchaser who has paid a
deposit to purchase his machine at the price originally

arranged with the agent, i.e., the standard retail price current
at the time of purchase.

THE LLOYD iMOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

Sir,—Referring to the article under the above heading
in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle.

We agree that raising prices without notice is a very
hard rule, but, unfortunately, under present conditions,

it is unavoidable. Increased prices of materials, also advances
in wages, have not only to be paid without notice, but
frequently retrospectively, giving the manufacturer no chance
of recouping himself.

We are afraid it will be impossible to have fixed prices
until more normal conditions prevail.

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD.,
Wm. RossiTER, Secretary.

A picturesque scene in the ancient village ot Edge. The tower in the background was built to commemorate the_ battle ot Ed^e. a.ii is

visited by thousands of motor cyclists in the course ol a year. The scene shown was on the occasion of a recent trial held in the district.

A.15
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A one-armed rider of a two-stroke Sun-Villiers, who lost his

limb during the war, yet manages to manipulate his machine

quite easily.

DISCOURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—On Thursday evening, May 22nd, I was riding my

Rex combination, with my wife in the sidecar, to Bath
Theatre, and when about four miles from Bath, on a hill known
as Sally in the AVood, I saw an R.A.F. officer-, obviously

stranded with a motor cycle by the side of the road. I

hailed him in the usual way, and asked him if he needed
assistance, and on stopping found he had a nail through
his back tyre, and no tools or repair outfit to effect. repairs.

I offered to help him for ten minutes, and he dropped his

rear wheel out, and I helped him get the cover oft. Being
pressed for time, he suggested I might lend him my kit of

tools and repair outfit, saying he was coming on to Bath
and would bring them to any place I would name. I

therefore told him to leave them at the theatre box office,

but up to the evening of May 26th there was no sign of them.
The officer mentioned that a rider on a Triumph had passed

him and laughed at his trouble, and I am thinking he is

better off than I am.
This officer was riding an 8 h.p. Zenith, 1915 model, and

was reading JVie Motor Cycle. He had of me a new large

size Patchquick outfit, three tyre levers, and -a large King
Dick spanner.

I should be very glad if you would make mention of

this in your next issue. It does not always pay to act

the good Samaritan. C.E.F.
Trowbridge.

Sir,—Mr. C. J. Williams is perfectly justified in asking
that the old-time courtesy of the road .should be re-established.

Previous to the war 1 rarely had to stop for trouble with-
out some passing motor cyclist slowing down and calling out
an inten'ogatory " All right?"

Since being demobilised in February last I have driven
n\y combination about 1,500 miles, and although I have had

^35

several stops for trouble, on two occasions only have passing

motorists asked if they could assist me. One of these two,

I might add, was the driver of a large car.

Only recently 1 was hung up outside Worthing with a
puncture, and, although seven or eight motor cyclists passed,

only one slowed down to ask if he could assist.

My experience during the past four months has made it

quite clear that the pleasant old-time courtesy of the road

has practically ceased to exist. W.W.B.
Kusper.

^

AMERICAN TWINS.
Sir,—To accept " Ixion's " comments re American twins

(issue of iMay 15th) as being "without animus" is some-
what of a "psychological problem," until one remembers
the five-bob-a-time thrusts at John Henry; then one
understands.
ilany agents, .with their tongue in their cheek, .and their

minds on the higher profit, gave the natural life of the
Americans as twelve months. " Ixion " lends colour to this,

and I suppose, when the Detroit duds begin to understand a
little of steel alloys and heat treatment, thsy may possibly

prolong their life by a month or two.

One of the most progressive and successful British twin
makers, whp is turning out what is " some " new model, is

embodying many of the points decried by " Ixion," including

the "semi-woolly" engine.

High compression, high efficiency engines have their sup-

porters, but thermal efficiency rarely troubles the average
rider, and American twin owners willingly allow useful

calories to slide out of their exhaust . pipes for the
advantage of that "tick over" -and absence of knock when
climbing on top gear.

" Ixion," of course, is aware that it is the practice of
American twins to seize up every few miles. What else

could prompt his "mechanical lubrication of a kind"?
I may say that I eke out a miserable pittance by vivisecting

and holding post-mortems on the mechanical contrivances
which are the primary subjects of your excellent publication,

and I have yet to discover something that will commend
itself to me like a certain Milwaukee production, yet wjien the
like hails from the Midlands I will readily acclaim it.

G'EOKOE MAOGS.

A SATISFACTORY LIGHTWEIGHT.
Sir,—May I be permitted through your columns to

express an opinion of what I consider an ideal motor
bicycle '!

I bought my machine second-hand for a figure which is

very little in excess of what is very often given for an
ordinary push-bicycle. It is an ultra-lightweight, scaling

about 100 lb. I have ridden it for business and pleasure

purposes for five seasons, covering upwards of 10,000 miles.

I have never been hung up on the road. I have never
attempted any freak hills, but njain road hills never trouble
me, as, a variable gear being fitted, pedal assistance is

seldom, if ever, required. The size and weight of my
machine "enable me to lift it in and out of an awkward
gateway with comparative ease.

A jockey pulley takes up the .slack of the belt when the
gear is altered. People suggest that the jockey is a dis-

advantage, but I fail to see it, as the lower the gear is the
more the Whittle belt encircles the pulley on the engine, and
thus a better grip is given when there is climbing to

be done.
My average speed is not thirty-five miles an hour, and I

do not want it to be, both for my' own sake and also that of

others who have as much right to use the road as I have.

I averaged just under twenty in a run from London to

Norwich, and stopped once on the way to fill up the
petrol tank.

Finally, this old 1911 2;j h.p. ifotosacoche .takes me
wherever I want to go with practical certainty. Although I

weigh over 12 stone, on a long run I ^et liO miles to the
gallon, and starting troubles are practically non-existent. I

very rarely have to run the machine more than three yards,

or, if I wish, I can get a standing start with the aid of the

jockey and free engine.

I attribute my success with this little ',' Motor Sausage"
to treating it as a pal and not as a slave, tuning it caie-

fiiUy, renewing parts as they wear, and not trying to improve
on-the imakecs' design.

HAROLD WILLMOTT.

I
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The mishaps that may overtake the most careful of motorists

are numerous. It beho\es every rider to msure both

himself and his machine.

To encourage motor cychsts to take out a complete Policy under

Table 3, such policy holders are admitted to full membership

of the Auto-Cycle Union at one-half the usual subscription.

The A.C.U. Insurance Policy provides for every contingency,

and its terms bring it within the reach of everyone who can

run a motor cycle.

It is a straightforward contract, affording exceptionally

generous benefits. Its conditions are stated clearly and

without ambiguity ; and you are invited to compare it in

every particular with other policies.

The A.C.U, Policy is issued by the Law AcciderTt Insurance

Society, Ltd., a company of the highest standing ; who have

agreed that m the rare event of a dispute between themselves

and a Member of the A.C.U., the decision of the A.C.U.

Committee shall be final.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION,
83, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.L
Telephone : Regent 5350

Write to-day for fuU
particulars of A.C.U.
Insurance and Mem-
bership. Fill in the

Coupon NOW.

Inqrc£zry Go czjyon.

The iSeereiary,
AUTO'CrCLE UXIU.\
S3, PALL-MALL.

LONDON, S.W.I.

Please send me further particular.9 regarding the

advantages of becoming a member of the A.C.U.
together with Application form for membership.

Name..

Addre.'Oy..
Tbe Motor Cycle," 12/6/19.
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AN
ACTUAL
RENEWAL
RECEIPT AS
ISSUED.

SHOWING
THE
PERFECT
SYSTEM
OF
MOTOR
INSURANCE.

THE INSURANCE POOL,
24, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

Conducted and Guaranteed by the Licenses and General Insurance Co., Ltd.

MOTOR CYCLE INSURANCE.

TRCCtlVCb this 15th day of May, 1919, the

sum named below, being the premium

on the PoHcy for Twelve Calendar

Months from ist May, 1919.

Countersigned,

Agent. ' Managing Director.

Name and Address of Insured. Pclicy No

Premium - -

No Clainr Bonus

*Pool Discount

Net Premium -

Renewal Premium.

JOHN BROWN, Esq.

Triumph Junior 2J h.p., value £60

481936 i
s

4

d.

1 16

5 5

I 10 7

*The Profit of Pooling Insurance.

Ask your Agent or Dealer TO INSURE your Motor with

j The LICENSES & GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd. |
= or write for Prospectus to 24, MOORGATE ST„ E.C.2. =

WOOD-MILNE, LTD.
London: 42, Wigmore St., W,
lelepbone: Maytair 735, 6789, 6790.
Wires : ' VVudmila, Wesdo. Londoa,'-

Manchester.Birmitishani, Belfast.
Bristol, Dublin. Glasgow, Leeds,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

If you would know what it is to be absolutely free

from tyre trouble, to be able to negotiate the

"toughest" piece of road without wondering "what
is going to happen ne.xt "—or finding out, then fit the

new Wood-Milne " Keygrip " Tyre.

These tyres are made on the most generous lines, and
the very heavy tread gives a degree of comfort

hitherto unknown.

With "Keygrips" on, it is good-bye to aches irom

larred wrists and back.

Write for our Latest List
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THE HIGH-TENSION MAGNETO.
Us Theory and Conslruction from a

Beginner's Point of View.

NU.MEKOUS articles have been written
dealing with the construction and the
theory of operationof that most inter-

esting machine, the high-tension magneto.
The descriptions, or explanations, given
by most writers usually come under one

of two headings—either
they are extremely tech-
nical, and are under-
stood only by the elec-

trical engineer, or they
are so very practical
that the actual theory
of operation of the
machine is given a wide
berth, presumably to

avoid puzzling the
reader.

Considering that
! everything depends
upon the proper func-
tioning of the magneto,
it is surprising the
apparent lack of interest

on the part of motor cyclists concerning
this really wonderful little machine. But
for its advent, the evolution of the motor
cycle would not have progressed to its

present stage, as more than half the
troubles of the early motor cycles were
comiected with the ignition apparatus.
To-day, although the least understood part
of the machine, probably it is the most
efficient.

This article is written in an endeavour
to make quite clear to those possessing
only a slight knowledge of electricity

exactly how the high-tension magneto
generates the high voltage necessary for
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Fig. 2.

jump spark ignition, and the writer
wishes to state here that, although the
high-tension magneto, as a machine,

Fig. 3.

is most unique, it is still quite simple
and understandable by any practical

mind.

Apologia.

The explanatory matter is devoted ex-

clusively to magnetos of the revolving
armature type, as the majority of mag-
netos in use to-day are constructed upon
this principle. Also, the writer is of

the opinion that, if the working principle

of this type is once comprehended, the
operation of any . other type becomes
obvious upon e.xaraination of the machine.
It is, perhaps, needless to point out that

magnetos, while designed by electrical

engineei's, are simply components of a

much larger and more complex class of

machinery, which is designed and built

by the mechanical engineer, and, as the
satisfactoi'y performance of the internal

combustion engine is so largely dependent
upon the quality of the ignition apparatus
used, it behoves the designer, builder,

and operator of this class of prime mover
to acquire as much knowledge of the con-

struction and operation of the high-tension
magneto as possible.

In attempting this explanation the
writer has taken the liberty of departing
more or less from the orthodox text book
style, and in some cases has quite ignored
scientific reasoning, in an endeavour to

make the explanation as clear and as

understandable as possible.

The Parts of a Magneto.

The high-t«nsion magneto of the revolv-

ing armature type consists of :

(1) The magnet system
(fig. 1), comprising one
or more permanent mag-
nets and two soft iron

pole shoes or pole pieces.

These pole pieces are

shaped to embrace :

(2) -The armature (fig.

2), which consists of a
soft iron core laminated
in the centre and of the
usual H shape or shuttle

type. This core has two windings
wound upon it. One, called the primary,

is wound next to the core, and consists

of about two hundred turns of copper
wire about .028in. in diameter. The
second winding, called the secondary, is

wound over the first, and contains from
7,000 to 8,000 turns of copper wire, usu-

ally about .004in. in diameter. The
greatest care is necessary in insulating

these windings, as the voltages are very
high, and the space for insulation is

limited. The inside end of this secondary
winding is connected to the outside end
of the primary winding. This serves as

an earthing connection for the secondary.
The outer end of the secondary winding
is connected to the slip ring or collector,

and from here ihi spark current is con-

veyed by means of a coUcctor brush and

connection stem to the spark plug. To
the ends of the armature core are scicwed

and dowelled two end plates made from

some non-magnetic material, usually gun-

metal. One end plate is hollowed out,

and in this cavity is placed :

(3) The condenser (fig. 3), consisting of

a large number of thin tinfoil sheets

separated by somewhat thicker sheets of

high-grade mica. Alternate sheets of tin-
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The High-tensian Magneto.—
foil are connected together bv means of
the tabs, as shown, thus givnig a large
plate area, in a small compiuss. Tlie mica
plates with the tinfoil sheets between are
assembled into .and clamped there by
two sheet brass clips. These clips make
electrical connection with the tinfoil tabs,
and thus serve as terminals for the con-
denser, as well as means for holding
the assembly together. One of these brass
clips has a small ear or tab projecting
fioni the side, which, in the majority of

magnetos, is simply fastened to a step in

tho condenser end case by means of a
small screw, and serves as an earthing
connection for one terminal of the con-
denser, and, in some makes of magneto,
also for one side of the primary winding
and the inside end of the secondary
winding.

breaker, form one rigid assembly, which
rotates within the carcass or frame of
the machine. The bearing bracket at
the contact end of the magneto carries a
sleeve, which may be oscillated in a
rotational direction through an angle (in

the majority of magnetos) of about 30°.

This sleeve carries the cams, whfch are
simply pieces of case-hardened steel, semi-
circular in shape, and chamfered off at

the ends. The oscillation of this sleeve
carrying the cams permits of advancing
or retarding the point of fgnitiun. The
earns project from the inside surface of
the oscillating sleeve, and engage at
certain intervals the rocker or movable

' TO EPAKK PLUG

-Fii?. 5.

Note.—Some types of magnetos have
the in.'^ide end of the primary winding
earthed right to the armature core, this
type of construction making it unneces-
sary to bring out both leads of the
primary winding.
The opposite condenser clip makes

electrical connection with, and by means
of being riveted to, a gunmetal base or
plate on the back of the condenser. This
base has projecting from its centre a
stem, which passes through an ebonite
bushed hole in the condenser end plate
spindle. This stem makes electrical con-
oection b}' means of a screw A (fig. 5),
and the screw also serves to hold in
position

(4) The contact breaker, which consists
of a gunmetal base with a hollow tapered
projection on its rear or bottom face.

On this base is mounted the necessary
contact making and breaking mechanism,
which interrupts the primary circuit at

certain intervals during the rotation of
the armature. It will be noted, by re-

ferring to the semi-diagrammatic layout
of tho armature and its components, that
when everything is in order the armature,
together with the condenser and contact

arm of the contact breaker. By this
means the contact breaker points are
opened at the proper times. At other
positions, when the rocker arm , is not
engaging with the cams, the contacts are
held together bj' a spring.

The Eleciiical Circuit.

In tracing the path of the current we
find, first of all, that the ends of the
primary winding are connected to the two
condenser terminals or clips, and . that
one of these clips is connected to the con-
denser end case and through the metal
of the case to the base of the contact

D-

{
COND^N'SEf!
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IDD

CONTACT MAKE
AND BREAK

Fig. 6.

breaker. The other condenser clip and
terminal combined makes connection with
the centre block of the contact br.eaker

via the gunmetal condenser base and the
contact breaker retaining screw A (fig. 5).

The outline of this circuit can thus be
represented by the simple diagram (fig. 6).

Xulr.—The diagram shows that the
contact breaker short-circuits the. primary
winding, and that the condenser is con-

nected in parallel with the primary wind-
ing and the contact breaker. Now, sup-

pose the coil of wire represented by the
primary winding to be rotated in a mag-
netic field in such a manner that the flux

or magnetic lines of force passing through
the centre of the coil is constantly vai'y-

ing from zero to maximum, back to zero,

reversing and rising to maximum again,
'

and so on continuously. Obeying the
fundamental law of the generation of an
electro-motive force, there will be a
current set up in this primary coil which
is constantly varying both in direction
and magnitude as the armature revolves.

It is important to note here that the .

current flowing in the coil (primary wind-
ing) is only present when the contact

'

breaker points are closed. When the
contacts are open there is no current flow-

ing in the winding, but because of the
coil continuously cutting lines of force

due to the rotation of the armature,
there is an e.m.f., or potential diffei'ence

or voltage, present across the contact
points. This e.m.f. is constantly varying
in polarity and magnitude as the arma-
ture revolves.

It is a fundamental fact that, when-
ever a cm-rent flows through a coil, there
is a magnetic field set up ny the current,

and if the coil does not contain an iron

core the strength of this magnetic field

is proportional to the value of the current
flowing. If we add an iron core the
strength of the magnetic field produced
by the current is enormously inci'cased,

this increase depending upon the quality
of the iron.

Now, as the armature revolves in a
magnetic field, and, as we
have just learned, if the
contacts are closed, the
armature also has a mag-
netic field of its own,
there must he some distor-

tion or displacement in
the permanent magnetic
field produced by this

second or created field.

In the attached diagrams
two conditions are- pre-

sented.

(To he continued.)

WEEK by week we publish reports as

to the condition of the roads sent
to us by readers who go to this

trouble for the benefit of their fellow
motor cyclists. The following are culled

from this week's mail bag :

We are informed that the road from
Bristol to Gloucester via Thombury is in

a very bad condition., and motor cyclists

are advised to take the road through
Chipping Sodbury, Old Sodbury, and
Xailsworth.
A reader's report of the London-Exeter

road : London-Exeter road via Dor-
chester.—London to Guildford good,

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
rough through Farnham, Ioo.se on to

Winchester. From Winchester through
the New Forest road fairly good, but
loose in places ; bumpy into Dorchester.
Dorchester to Bridport full of pot-holes

;

Bridport to Lyme Regis very rough, and
the condition of the steepest hills is very
bad, so bad that near Lyme Regis the
silencer touched the ground and a-piece
was torn off the end. Lyme Regis to
Seaton fairly good. The road back to
Town, via Chard, Crewkerne, and Yeovil,
is very much better. -

Main road Dollar to Stirling : Badly
cut up and patched with tarred chips.

Loaiiinghead - Glenhead road through
Gleneagles ; Very rough.
The roads in the South of Ireland, in

Counties Tipperary and Waterford, are in

excellent condition. This applies also to

byroads ; but in Limerick, Clare, and
parts of Cork they are reported to us as

not being fit for horse-propelled vehicles,

not to mention motor vehicles. Our
informant also tells us that garages,

except in the cities and one or two large

towns, have no experience of motor cycles,

or else do not -wish to be bothered with
them, but the inhabitants generally are

very -well disposed toward tourists.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All juestions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,".
20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
i;uestions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

The Treatment o£ Belts.

My machine is a 5-6 h.p.

J— Rudge !Multi, and to save the
"? wear and tear to which rubber

belts are subjected I have started
using a leather belt, but find

that it will not grip on the pulley while
ascending any gradient. Is there any
special treatment that has to be
given to leather belts before using
them ? If so, I shall be very grateful
for the information.—W.B.

The belt is probably not sufficiently

tight. It possibly has also got dry and
hard, and the surface needs to be scraped
and then well soaked in coUan oil,

obtainable from most saddlers.

Timing a Twin. •

I have timed the magneto of my
— I 6 h.p. twin Rex in diltereiit posi-

> tions but it will only fire in the
-i-l front cylinder, with occasional

explosion in the silencer from the
back cylinder. When at top speed it

picks up better, but it is almost im-
possible to reduce ^peed without the
back cylinder ceasing altogether. Can
you kindly suggest any reason for this?

You should remove the rear plug and.note
whether you get a spark on revolving the
wheel. It is sometimes advisable to have
the plug points in the rear cylinder set

sUghtly wider than those in the front.

Try changing over the plugs, also see that

there are no air leaks in the induction
pipe, that the valve guides are not much
worn, and examine the carbon brushes.

Misfiring at Slow Speed.

I have recently purchased a

^T] new 2j h.p. Calthorpe-Jap motor
> cycle, fitted with an Amac car-

-!J burett€r, and have now driven it

300 miles, biit I fuid I cannot
cure bad misfiring on both gears at

slow speeds or when running light

down hiUs. There is no sign whatever
of misfiring while climbing hills, or

while gathering speed, or when travel-

Jing at twenty miles per hour. I have
tried jets from 24 to 30, and three kinds
of plugs, but with no effect.—W.A.

Without actually seeing the machine it

is very difficult to say what" is the matter
with it, as the symptoms described may
be attributed to a variety of causes. For
example, improper carburetter adjust-

ment, air leaks at the carburetter or

induction pipe unions, leaky air or

throttle slides, worn inlet valve guides,

etc. Perhaps a little larger jet might
cra'e the trouble. Try setting the plug
points a little wider apart.

Magneto Trouble.

Would the magneto sparking at

the points cause the spark at the
plug to occiu' at the wrong time
for firing charge? Jly Douglas
has been laid up two years and

will not fire petrol squirted into the
cylinders, although there is a good
spark at the plugs. I have taken con-

tact breaker off and find insulators all

right.—A.W.G.
Your magneto sparking at the contact
breaker suggests that the condenser is

broken down. This trouble, however,
should not cause any alteration in the
timing of the spark, so before doing any-
thing further you should check the

magneto timing and clean the condenser
connection.

Buying for Another.

I was asked by a friend (a

"^ novice) to go with him to inspect

^ a 4 h.p. 1912 motor cycle and
-iJ sidecar which he considered j^ur-

chasing. I examined the machine,
which was in a very dusty condition,

owing, the owner informed us, to his not
having had time to clean it. Every-
thing seemed to me to be in good order,

and he gave me a short run in the side-

car. On my recommendation, my friend

paid a deposit to secure the outfit. Two
days later the owner gave my friend a

lesson in driving, and, after his paying
the remainder of the money, let him
take the machine home. I was not
present on that day, but the day after,

intending to go with him for his first

run, I was seated in the sidecar, and dis-

covered that the tube from the seat-pillar

was broken right through where it enters
the socket on the crank case, also that

it had been welded either by the late

owner (who on being shown the break,

which was an old one, denied all know-
ledge of it, or of sharing the expense of

having it repaired) or by some amateur.
It seemed to me as though the break
had been covered by the clip band that

carries the pump, and that the vibration
must have _caused the band to slip off.

Your advice on the matter would be

greatly esteemed.—W.J.T.

Whether the purchaser of the machine
can recover any damages from the seller

depends upon what representations were
made when the machine was purchased,
and whether the purchaser relied upon
such representations. If there were no
representations he cannot have any claim,

and even if there were it might be very
difficult to claim, as apparently he did not
rely upon any such representations but

desired you to advise him as to whether
he should purchase the machine or not.

Apparently you advised him to the best

of your ability. If you did not receive

anything for the advice we do not think
anything could be claimed from you
because the advice was bad ; but if any
charge was made, then you would be liable

if the purchaser could say that the advice

was given negligently, and without
proper care. At the same time it must be
remembered that the machine was second-

hand, and one ciinnot expect' guarantees
with such mounts.

Repairing a Two-stroke.

I have a 2^ h.p. Levis on

~^D, which the exhaust pipe joint

> blew out. I got some -|%in. sheet

-iJ asbestos and made a new joint,

but when I tried to start the

machine again it would only just puff

and not go, and made a terrible knock-
ing sound. The oiling system is all

right, and it is not over-lubricated. I

have cleaned the carburetter, but it

seems to flood at the bottom.—J.L.

It looks very much as though you had cut

the hole in the washer too small, and it

was restricting the outlet of the exhaust
gases. If petrol runs out of the carbu-

retter when standing, the level may be

too high, the needle may require grinding

in, or the float may be punctured.

The Attachment oJ Magneto Sprockets.

My machine has been laid

^1 aside for over two years and I

^ have begun to overhaul it, but
-iJ have met with the following

difficulty. I began by removing
the aluminium cover from the gear

driving the magneto, but I am unable
to remove the two small wheels—one
from 'the engine, the other to the

magneto—which carry the driving

chain ; do these simply draw out or
do they screw out ? I note that the

spindles are threaded, but apparently
not for the wheels in question, or are

they held on the other side ? If so,

how is the crank case removed ? The
engine is a 3^- h.p. 1912 Precision.

—

G.E.G.
The magneto chain wheels are usually

held on a tapered shaft by means of a

nut. It looks as if in your case the nuts
had been removed at some time, and if

this is so"the sprockets can be withdrawn
by means of a special tool made tor this

purpose, such as is supplied by Lake
and Elliot, Ltd., Albion Works, Brain-

tree, Essex, and such firms. Otherwise
you may be able to remove them by
gently tapping two wedges behind them.

A41
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Loss of Compression.

I have a 1911 or 1912 2% h.p.

?'
I

twin Humber, which has run
very satisfactorily until tills

l-?J season. Now I find it has
practically no compression at all.

Would you tell me if there is any
other cure for it than having the
cylinders rebored, fitting new pistons,
etc. ?—S.T.H.

Presumably the valves are compression-
tight? If you remove tlie cylinders you
will probably find that the cause of the
loss of compression is one of two things,
either the cylinders are dry through the
Oil having drained away with standing,
or the rings are stuck with carbon or
congealed oil. In any case you will

probably find that new rings, properly
fitted, will cure the trouble. It would
be as well also to check the tappet
clearance.

Running on Benzole.

I have a 4 h.p. Triumph on^ order, and intend partly to use

> benzole, which I suppose gives
-2J more power. Is this extra power

harmful to the engine and trans-

mission of a single-cylinder machine?
If not, what proportion of benzole to

petrol do you recommend? I believe
two parts of benzole to one of petrol
is very satisfactory. Is it necessary
to decarbonise more frequently with

. benzole than with petrol?—L.K.W.
Benzole gives a little more power, and
there is a complete absence of knocking.
It is not harmful to the engine. An
excellent mixture is two-thirds petrol and
one-third benzole, or even half and half.

It is just possible that you may have to

decarbonise a little more frequently with
benzole, though the carbon is soft and
easily removed, but this may be obviated
by ensuring an adequate supply of air.

A Composite Machine.

I have the offer of an Indian
motor cycle, and should be
obliged if you would answer the
following questions: (1.) The
seller of the machine reckons it

to be a 1911 3^ h.p. model. Is that
coiTCct? (2.) It has an automatic inlet

valve. Is this serviceable, and could it

be replaced if anytliing was to go
wrong? (3.) It has a low-tension
magneto, and has to be connected with
a transformer to make the spark.
Could I fit a modern magneto ? (4.)

There is a chain wheel of about 12Ln.

diameter fitted on the crankshaft, and
the drive is by chain to the two-speed
gear box and belt. Is this service-

able? The belt pulley is at least

14in. in diameter. (5.) Would this

machine pull a cane sidecar ? I am
only bothering with this machine
because I regard it as a novelty. It

has leaf springs in the front and is

sprung at the rear by some style closely
resembling the new Douglas. Do you
think £20 about a reasonable price for

the machine ?—E.A.W.
We do not recognise the machine you
describe as any standard make. It is

certainly not an Indian. The automatic
inlet valve is quite serviceable as far as
it goes, but an engine so fitted is not as
efficient as one with mechanically operated
valves. You could certainly fit a modern
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magneto. Chain-cum-belt drive is quite

a good form of transmission for solo work.
The machine should certainly take a

sidecar. The present value of the machine
depends entirely on its tune and general

condition ; it seems to be a machine
as.'iembled from second-hand parts and
£20 should not be too little.

A Leaky Petrol Tank.

(1.) I should be glad to hear if

you would advise me to dismantle
my petrol tank. On giving the
engine a run in the garage, I

noticed petrol leaking between
the cylinder and crank case. I stopped
the engine at once, and, on taking out
the crank case plug, found it flooded
w'ith about a pint or more of petrol.

The only way I can account for this is

jietrol from the tank leaking into 'the

oil chamber, and to get at the leak the
tank will liave to be taken apart. I

cannot sec how this is done, as it seems
all in one piece. (2.) My carburetter
is giving me trouble. The engine used
to tick over in free, but now it races

and stops : how can I get it to run
slowly ?-C.W.

(1.) Evidently the cause of the trouble
is a leak from the oil compartment to

the petrol compartment. Do not attempt
to repair the tank yourself, but either

send it to an expert tank-maker or to

the makers. (2.) The trouble is probably
due to a choked jet or to an air leak at
the cai'buretter or induction pipe union.

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
"C.E.C." (France).—A motor cycle

engine used as the motive power for an
electric light plant in a small house, or

to drive a circular saw, etc.

INFORMATION AND ADVICE
WANTED.

Questious for D.R.'s.

(a..) Will some D.R. inform me what type
of oil some of them are using out here
in France on their Triumphs? On
various occasions I have noticed the smell

of oil strongly reminiscent of my aero
" flips," which points to the use of

castor oil. If this is the case, is it found
satisfactory, and what quantity is used

JVNE 12th, iQig).

to mix with the usual motor cycle oil?

(b.) I have noticed the use of the old
corrugated flexible rubber tubing joining
the box respirator to its canister for a
handle-bar "grip. Looks effective;

practically, is it good?—A.W.G.M.

READERS' REPLIES.
If your correspondent " A Constant

Reader " in The Motor Cycle of May
22nd cares to write to me, I can give

him some useful tips on low-tension

magnetos, having used one for nine years

on an old pattern Singer motor tricycle.

—

Fekij C King.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Plvjiovcii to Eon.^M.—H.R.V.
Plymouth, Plynnrton, Ivybridge, Buck-"

fastleigh, Ashburton, Chudleigh, Exeter,

Honiton, Chard, Ilminster, Ilchester,

Wincanton, Mere, Hindon, Wylye, Ames-
bury, Andover, Whitchurch, Basingstoke,
Hook, Hartley Row, Blackwater, Bag-
shot, Virginia Water, Egham. Approxi-
mate distance 176 miles.

Pbeston to St. Albans.—H.E.H.
Preston, Wigan, Ashton-in-Makerfield,

Warrington, Knutsford, Holmes Chapel,
Newcastle-under-Lynie, Stone, Rugeley,
Lichfield, Weeford (follow Watling Street
througii Fazeley, Atherstone, and Crick),
Daventry, Towcester, Dunstable, St.

Albans.

Leamington to Penzance.—D.C.
Leamington, Wellesbourne Hastings,

Ettington, Halford, Moreton-in-the-Marsh,
Stow-on-the-Wold, Northleach (on left),

Cirencester, JIalmesbury, Chippenham,
Melksham, Frome, Bruton, Sparkford,
Ilchester, Ilminster, Honiton, Exeter,
Moretonhampstead, Two Bridges, Tavi-
stock, Gunnislake, Callington, Liskeard,,
Lostwithiel, St. Austell, Probus, Truro,
Redruth, Camborne, Hayle, Penzance.
Return : Penzance, Redruth, Mitchell,

Indian Queens, Goss Moor, Bddmin,
Launceston, Okehampton, Exeter, Cul-

lompton, Wellington, Taunton, Bridg-
water, Cross, Bristol, Gloucester,
Tewkesbury, Evesham, Stratford-on-Avon,
Warwick, Leamington.

The Wolverhampton branch of the N.M.C.F.U. at the foot of the Wrekin on the occasion

of a recent run. This branch has been re-organised and now has the appearance of

becoming an important section of the Union.
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' Encouragement of Inventors.

IT
is verv desirable that fresh brains should

constantly be brought to bear upon all motor

cycle problems, for only in this way can

rapid progress be ensured. The most revo-

lutionary, and sometimes the most valuable,

inventions are often rriade by men who are not

connected, or even in close touch, with the in-

dustry to which the inventions apply. That this

should be so is not in itself surprising. "When

the man who has been trained in automobile

engineering is called upon to think of, for in-

. stance, a gear box, his mind naturally turns to

orthodox practice, and>he passes in review .the

many gear boxes, the standard models of various

firms which differ indeed in detail and possibly

in method of operation, but largely follow the

same general principles. It is iiot, then, astonish-

ing that he, having these examples—excellent

examples, too—in mind, should turn to the im-

provement of existing design rather than to the

production of something entirely new and

original.

- On the other hand, it is most important that

an inventor who has ideas which he believes to

be new should make himself acquainted with

what has already been done in the same field

;

otherwise he may find to his sorrow that he has

been wasting his time and energy on something

which has already been produced, and possibly

discarded for some reason not readily apparent.

A few years ago there was little inducement

offered to inventors to proceed .with invention's

of which they possessed the nucleus. Neither

the inventor nor his inventions appeared to be

wanted by those with the capital to develop them,

and there appeared very little return for any

innovation except to the patent agent and the

Patent Office.

The inventor, too, has suffered through lack

of encouragement and advice, and here The

Motor Cycle has, for many years, endeavoured

to assist. The file volumes of this journal form

a complete record of the development of the

motor cycle, and contain many hundred descrip-

tions of patents and ideas of more than ordinary

interest. It has always been one of the objects

of the journal to encourage new thought in de-

sign and principle, and our periodical reviews

of current practice and inventions are written

with a view to assist, by constructive criticism,

all who are interested in the evolution of the

motor cycle.

The War Motors Association.

THIS journal has long urged that some

scheme should be adopted to enable ex-

officers and men to purchase motor vehicles

from among those not required by the

Government at a reasonable figure. The
Auto Cycle Union, too, has done much valuable

work in this direction. The War Motors Asso-

ciation, 240, High Holborn, London, W.C.i,

has now been formed with this object in view.

The Association has arranged with the Dis-

posal Board of the Ministry of Munitions, to

purchase on the best conditions a large number

of motor vehicles at reasonable prices. Only

two and a half per cent, has been added to

cover administration charges, and there is no

question of profiteering.

The vehicles will first be sold to wounded and

disabled officers and- men to whom a car or

motor cycle is a real necessity. It is not clear at

the moment whether there will be any advan-

tage in purchasing price to ex-members of the

Forces, or whether they will enjoy a preferential

opportunity of purchasing machines at market

value. A technical committee is advising men
as to the' most suitable vehicles for their par-

ticular requirements, and gives practical assist-

ance free of charge.

The Association is working in conjunction

with all societies which have as their first object

the welfare of discharged officers and men of

H.M. Forces, and arrangements have been made
with the Central Committee for the Employ-
ment of Discharged Soldiers and Sailors.

An intjex to the advertisements in this issue wilt be found on the page facing the back. cover'.
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Us Influence on Social

and Domestic Life.

THE outstanding feature of

post-war motoring, u n-

doubtedly, is the large

number of family sidecars to be

seen on the road. Irrespective

of the power or date of the

machines, sidecars of all types

are made to accommodate whole

families and, in addition, picnic

equipment, enabling the party to

be independent of restaurants.

What is more surprising, per-

haps, is that, apparently, every member of these

parties is comfortable, despite the fact that imagina-

tion prompts one to believe only a jig-saw can rival

the intricate manner in which lower limbs are inter-

laced.

We have heard of families of two adults and five

children taking a trip from the Midlands to Black-

pool on 3^ h.p. sidecars, and have listened with con-

cealed amusement to the explanations of the owners

as to why they were compelled to send " some of

the luggage and the eldest boy " by train.

The reason " some of the luggage and the eldest

boy " is not accommodated on a machine is usually

because the limit had been reached as regards space,

for with many of these family men it is space, and
not power, that limits the load. The rider of the

old school fits as light a sidecar as he can obtain if

he uses a "3l- h.p." for passenger work, and has an un-

comfortable feeling most of the time that he is not

giving the engine a chance. Such thoughts rarely

trouble the family sidecarist of to-day—and it is a
tribute to the two or three-speed motor cycle that

things do not happen to compel these owners to con-

sider their engines a little more.
Bearings wear more quickly, of course—depreciation

is more rapid, perhaps ; but, everything considered, the

average- family man obtains more value out of his

machine than the more fastidious owner, and gives

pleasure to the whole family, uniting man and wife

and children with one common interest, which makes
for domestic happiness. -_

Many of these family sidecars are'owned by new-
comers to the motor cycle fraternity, who reap the

benefit of the pioneer work done by The Motor Cycle,

which, for six years, ploughed a lone furrow in

motor cycle journalism and so prevented the threatened

demise of the industry when motor cycles were un-

popular and unreliable. To The Motor Cycle cam-

paign and the A.C.C. trials is due the change-speed

gear as a general fitment on motor cycles, which

Happy owners who believe in sharing their

motor cyclmg pleasures. Apparently only

the accommodation of a five-seated car can

excel that of a sidecar outfit !



The Family Sidecar.—

makes them suitable for

passenger work. Less than

a decade ago, a 3J3 h.p.

[machine was quite unsuit-

able for sidecar work,

and, while we think that

an engine a little larger

lis to he recommended when
' a sidecar is attached, to-

jday the average " 3^ h.p."
• will not only " take " a

! sidecar, but the average

.
family in addition— and

\ do it well.

In addition to the week-
fend runs so popular with
fthe family man, the
|,
machines usually are used

to 'transport the family to

fthe ' sea-side " for the

[
annual holiday, and this

;year undoubtedly we shall

fsee large numbers of these

\
outfits on tlie roads to the

! coast. A man with two
[children thus makes a

[Substantial saving over the

jcost of railway fares, and
. the figures below form an
average comparison.

Those motor cyclists who
lake the present-day motor
cycle for granted owe their

pleasure to a handful of pioneers—both riders and
manufacturers—who struggled for years because of

Their faith that eventually the motor cycle would attain

the popularity itr-enjoys to-day.

Distance, 150 JIiles each Wat.

£ s. d.

Seating a child on a hassock in the toe ot a sidecar relieves the

passenger of much discomfort.

Return railwav fares

for two adults ... 5 15
Ditto for two chil-

dren 1 17 6
Incidentals 5

£5 17 6

Benzole for sidecar
at 75 m.p.g., four
gallons at 2s. 9d. ...

Oil and incidentals ...

s. d.

11

5

15

603

As to tlie cost of run-

ning the outfit at the week-

ends, it is probably true

that it costs • no more than

the amount a man at a
" loose end " will spend
on recreations in which his

wife and family do not

participate.

No doubt sidecaring as

a family pastime will do
much to influence domestic

happiness. It binds all

—

father, mother, and chil-

dren—together with o n e

common interest and pre-

vents the disintegrated

household one often finds,

where each member of a

family has to find his or

her own amusement. A
week-end on the road is

a most valuable tonic to

a tired woman, and breaks

the deadly monotony of
housekeeping that dis-

gruntles many a worried
wife and mother. The
week-end on the sidecar

with picnic baskets and
children breaks up a long
procession of 365 colour-

1 e s s days into five-day

weeks of pleasant reminis-
cence and anticipation, each divided by full-of-inci-

dent journeys into coiintry which otherwise they would
rarely see.

Apart from the health point of view, the education
of the children is improved, and they are better able to
absorb their school lessons because their wits are
sharpened.

In short, the sidecar is a real boon to the family
man, and he i? not slow to realise this. It behoves
sidecar manufacturers to remember his special re-

quirements when designing new models and to allow
plenty of space and strength.

Four B.S..4. owners making the utmost use of their

outfits. Eleven passengers were on this occasion easily

conveyed on four outfits through the, most heautifiil

Ecenerv' in Wales.
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The Life of a Macliine.

MONGST my consultants last week was a rural
postman,

_ recently discharged from the army.
His savings, including the gratuity, were

sufiicient to buy a motor cycle. His round averages
about 1 20 miles per week, and he is allowed 32s. per
week fur the expenses of transport. In pre-war days
he used a horse and trap. The questions put to nie
were whether the 32s. weekly allowance would 'cover
(a) upkeep and (b) the purchase of a new sidecar outfit
every tliird year. It is curious that so n.any people
arbitrarily set the useful life of a motor cycle at three
or four years. The plain fact is, of course, that motor
cycles should be classed with women's hats and frocks

—

they do not so much wear out as pass out of fashion.
I know that certain fluffy confections of tulle and
chiffon look shabby after half a season, but though
tlieir pristine grace may be lost, they could still serve
their original purpose of covering heads or bodies as
efficiently as in their first youth. In practice,- of course
the smartish sort of girl passes them on to her maid
or a poor relation long before they are genuinely
shabby. This is how at least five riders out of ten
treat a motor cycle. They run the newness off it, and
then dispose of it to a poorer and less fastidious
owner; the next season finds them with a new mount.
Here and there you may find an owner who compares
with an ancient lady of much local repute in my
county. Her clothes are bought to last. Her Sunday
hat and mantle were built by a first-class dressmaker in
the year one—indeed, her grandmother probably wore
them at Queen Victoria's coronation. E\'ery five years
or so she adds a bit of new ribbon or a few jet beads,
but the enduring substratum of both articles defies
the march of centuries. A motor cycle subject to
certain obvious conditions can be similarly maintained.

The Cheapest Way.

IF I were a rural postman with a gross capital of,

sa)') .^75) I should not dream of buying -a new
machine every third year. I should select a first-

class machine of tolerably simple specification, pro-
duced by a firm which does not come out with revolu-

tionary novelties every spring and possesses a good
name for supplying obsolete spares. After twelve
months the machine would have done about 7,000
miles, allowing for a little Sunday joy-riding. I should
expect to renew the chains, and possibly to have the
engine bushes attended to. At the end of the .second

season (say, 14,000 miles), the gear box and sprinj
fork bearings might profit by an overhaul: any scaled
or chipped enamel might be retouched' to avoid rust

:

there might be a few spokes loose, and _the wheels

bC-

"
1 X I O N

"

might therefore be trued up and their rims enamelled:
one or two Bowden wires should perhaps be replaced,
etc. Each year would call for a few minor jobs of the
above character, but, surveying the machine's probable
record over a long term of years, I can foresee no really

bulky replacements with two probable exceptions. The
first is the cylinder; the bore would unquestionably
become enlarged and ovality would develop; the

effects would become serious after perhaps 20,000--

miles, and I should then have to choose between re-

boring it and fitting a larger piston (with the result

that the engine must be rebalanced),-or buying a new
cylinder. The second is the front fork. I never heard
of a trussed girder fork collapsing from fatigue of the

metal; but after 50,000 miles I might elect to fit a new-

fork complete. Treated on these lines, the life of a

first-class motor cycle is not to be reckoned in tei-ms

of mileage or years: it approaches the infinite. The
vulgar notion that a machine becomes unsafe or

excessively troublesome after two or three seasons is

a fallacy. This fallacy is based partly on the extremely

careless and amateur fashion in which many riders

"maintain " their mounts, and partly on the fact that

motor cyclists are a mildly moneyed clas?, able to in-

dulge a flirtatious zest for mechanical novelties. Thus
my postman friend can certainly save money out of

his 32s. allowance, if he is man enough in 1922 to

resist the temptation to buy a new season model fitted

with a six-stroke rotary engine or a petrol turbine.

So Simple.

TT HAVE neither seen nor tried the Ashton-Evans
i! carette, but it is certainly a logical "break" in

cycle cars. Low price does not admit of a four-

wheeled chassis with a differential axle, so some
designers omit a^ieel, thus rendering the odd remain-

ing wheel somewhat inaccessible : whilst others retain

four wheels and fit a solid rear axle, against which the

public nourish a real, if groundless, prejudice.._ The
Ashton-Evans engineers retain four wheels, and use a

solid rear axle only Sin. between hub centres. This
certainly seems to be the best compromise yet evolved.

I am naturally eager to try out this system on the
road,- and wonder that nobody has adopted it before.

On the other hand, if the proposed selling price of
;£2oo materialises, the newcomer must fight some ^
formidable adversaries, for it is in the same cost line

as the A. B.C. and Cosmos, which are conventional-

four-wheeled chassis. The real opportunity for the
new type of frame is as a rival of the Morgan and A
A.C. Runabouts; with a simpler specification it need
not exceed their costs by more than ;£5—a sum which
many people would pay to secure- the advantages of

twin driving tyres and accessible back wheels. ""
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THE IDEAL LIGHTWEIGHT—WHEN ?
A Twenty-year Old Problem. Will the Scooter hasten the Arrival ol the Genuine

Lightweight? A Triangular Contest now Commencing.
ROPHETS have neverP. .

tired of reiterating dur-

ing the past twenty
years tliat the only possible

motor cycle of the future is

the lightweight. Very
probably they are correct,

but in the meantime the

mediumweight and the heavy-

weight types of machine are

enjoying much well-deserved popu-
larity, and it must cause impatience

to those who years ago- gave up the

motor bicycle because it was " too heavy
and cumbersome " to observe the delay in

the advent of the genuine miniature fool-

proof machine. The ultra lightweight, which
shaH be entirely dependable, capable of going

anywhere, and marketed at a reasonably low
figure, must undoubtedly form the " mount for

the million" when general developments enable

such a type of machine to be markefed in quantities.

The Ambitious Specification of "The Million."

As a scribe who for^more than fifteen years has been

told time and again ~ that anyone who pinned his

faidi to the heavy and powerful machine was on un-
safe ground, I marvel greatly at the tardy arrival of
the reliable miniature answering the pedal cyclist's

requirements. But let it be emphasised that the

specification laid down for the "ideal" is certainly

ambitious. We are told that its mechanism must be
entirely enclosed, the machine must be mud and
weatherproof, it must have an open frame so that one
may ride it with ordinary everyday apparel without

getting soiled, it must climb any hill, require no
exertion in starting, and finally be cheap to run and
cheap to buy.

Very nice, too ! the reader will remark, and a really

attractive mount when it does arrive. How far are

we removed from this ideal ? A^oi very far—in the

writer's judgment.,.

A Triangular Contest.
Hitherto attempts to satisfy the huge army awaiting

such a mount have been by (i) motor-assisted bicycles,

The 90 lb. lighbveight Wolf of 1909, a machine marketed at

nineteen guineas, with a four-stroke engine having an outside
fli^vheel.

and (2) miniature examples

of accepted designs of

powerful machines. Now,

however, a third competitor

has entered the arena and

seeks to attract the million.

^SmmmmmMW I refer to the motor scooter,

but not the type with a

" stand up " seat, which must

take a back seat, to use a

metaphor. Among the huge

potential army of converts there are

many elderly riders not to be attracted

by a motor-propelled platform. A
comfortable pan seat they must have! I

have in mind the scooter embodying the best

features of motor cycle design, but developed

until the name scooter would discredit it, but

nevertheless deserving of the term " mimature

motor cycle."

Not a Mechanical Toy.

Any form of expensive toy enjoys but an ephemeral

life ; the original scooters are too limited in their range

of action. The class of buyer to whom I refer as "on
the brink

'
' requires a mount that can be used for occa-

sional touring, and not mere shopping expeditions.

This type of motor cycle I firmly believe to be pos-

sible, and in the immediate future at a weight of 60 to

70 lb. Development in engine efficiency has rendered a

tea cup-sized engine capable of serious hill-climbing

with a fairly low gear. Since the war, the scientific

value of the correct application of light alloys has

become more generally and far better understood, so

that we now await with confidence the enterprising

manufacturer who will take advantage of modern de-

velopments, step in, and fill the breach. Lightweights

of JO lb. or less, and costing under £30, we must

have, for the thousands who annually find pedalling

too laborious. The triangular contest now commencing

between manufacturers of (i) motor-propelled bicycles,

(2) motor scooters, and (3) lightweight motor cycles at

present weighing about 130 lb. must result, sooner or

later, in the production oi the miniature motor cycle

for the million such as, I have outlined. Which will

win public favour in 1920? G.S.

The ladys model pacer, an ultra lightweight little more than a

bicycle, fitted with a J.E.S. auxiliary engine, and weighing about

701b.

B7
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NO AGE LIMIT.
The Motor Cycle as a Suitable Mount for (he Man of Mature Years.

TWO weeks ago we raised the query " Who is the

oldest motor cyclist? " and in response to our
invitation for these young-old readers to send

us their experiences we have received many letters

which endorse our opinion that there is no age limit

where the motor cyclist is concerned.

Among these letters there are several from readers

who are a mere fifty-five to sixty years of age. The
average man may be "of mature years" at this age,

but tliese motor cyclists are boys compared with their

brothers of seventy and over.

Up to the time of writing, the oldest motor cyclists

to our knowledge are two clergymen—the Rev. Edward
W. Wilmott, Vicar of Cornish Hill End, Braintree,

Esse.x, who is nearly seventy-two, and an Irish Canon,
who prefers to remain anonymous, who is also in his

seventy-second year. Mr. Wilmott writes

:

"As a regular reader of Tlie Motor Cycle, I am interested
to hear that you are curious to knoAV something about the
ages of the 'old brigade.'
"Well, I bought my 6rst cycle in 1867, and trundled it

many a mile with its wooden spokes, %Yooden rims, and iron

band. Of course, in time I took to pneumatics and multiple
gears, and then when Sunbeams came, with the little oil bath,

1 transferred my allegi-

ance to them, and have
remained loyal to theifi

to the present day.

" My present parish

is in the depth of the
country, miles from a
railway station or markel
town, and so five years

ago I turned my attention

to motoring, ar.d got a

Sunbeam 'sidecar outfit.

I began with a 2| h.p.,

but though that might
'do for town work, I

found it was of no use

for the country and so

changed it for a 5|J h.p.,

which, I find, gives ample power for all my work, while the

sidecar provides for all passenger, station, parcels, or goods
requirements.
" The Sunbeam cycle is still in daily use, though I do not,

as a rule, use it for distances over fifty miles, but tor business

purposes and saving of time the motor is essential.
' If God spares me to live another three months I shall

then be seventy-two, and every year increases my power of

enjoyment."

A 72=year=old Sidecarist.

The letter from our Irish correspondent, who is

another single-cylinder sidecar enthusiast, is given

below :

" I am well into m\- seventy-second year, and by no means
of strong physique or in vigorous health, and for the past six

years have been riding a 4 h.p. Triumph with sidecar. I find

it invaluable in my professional work as rector of a large

country parish, and a constant source of enjoyment, as well
as a means of health.

" My early experiences were a bit exciting, which is not to

be wondered at when for a week or more I did not know
that the way to stop quickly was to raise the lever handle of

the exhaust valve, and my ignorance led me to charge straight
into a wall at a fair speed, and I had besides a few mishaps
at left-handed turning^ too quickly taken, but such draw-
backs soon became things of the jiast

" As to cars, a friend of mine bought a large five-seater

when he was about seventy-five, and declared his intention of

driving it himself, to the dismay of his family and friends,

The Rev. E. \V. Wilmott (age 72).

and on his first attempt overturned the car in the ditch. Ee
had been a yachtsman in his early days, and gave this as his

explanation of the accident :
' When I found myself with the

wheel between my knees I thought I was on board the old

yacht, and as I wanted the thing to go port so I turned tha

wheel starboard.'

"This, I fancy, must have happened in the history of

motoring with others who, like my friend, had followed the

ways of the sea in their youth. " With him it led to his being

content to resi, upon the laurels as a steersman which he had
gained afloat, leaving the guidance of a car tor the future

to the chauffeur."

Another reader over seventy years of age is Mr. John
R. Marsh, of Wigton, Cumberland, who writes

:

" I saw in a recent issue of The. Motor Cijcle, of which
I am a regular subscriber,

under the heading ' The
Oldest Motor Cyclist,'

you invite old cyclists to

write to you. ',

" I am over seventy
and commenced riding a

motor cycle fourteen

years ago. My first

mount was a 2 h.p.

Humber, and I am finish-

ing with a 2\ h.p. Levis

—

a gem of a motor cycle,

which carries me any-
where. Between them,
I have ridden a 3^ h.p.

Triumpli (belt drive,

single gear) and a 4j h.p.

'B.S.A. and sidecar on
wliich I have several times ridden from Wigton to Newark
in the day. I still hope to enjoy many years of motor
cycling. I ride to and from business most days."

A sixty-seven year-old reader, Mr. W. Crooke,
writes from Edinburgh

:

" I arrt now in my sixty-seventh year, and at present
drive a 3j h.p. Rover combination, which I find exceptionally
easy to handle and very economical, as I get from eighty
to ninety miles to the gallon of petrol. I commenced motor
cycling in 1902 with a 2| h.p. F.N. with flat belt drive.
Since then I have had various makes, including Humber,
V.S., and Enfield.

" It may in'carest some of your readers to know that I
started my cycling career in 1874 on a boneshaker."

Mr. W. Crooke (age 67) on his

3J h.p Rover outfit.

Mr. J. R. Marsh (age 70).
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WHY THE
MOTOR CYCLE APPEALS

TO THE
YOUNG MAN.

THE reason for my intense desire to possess a

motor cycle from the earliest days was always

somewhat obscure. When the young school-
'' boy sees a reckless driver swerving round a blind

corner at a dangerous angle, he is always impressed,

nnd at once feels the desire to be the proud possessor

"tif one of these machines. The sporting instinct that

., is latent in every boy comes to the surface, and reveals

itself in the wish to accomplish something that appears
not only dangerous and exciting, but a feat that will

attract- attention and surprise the onlooker. It is

this sense of daring publicity that at first unconsciously
~ appeals to the juvenile rider.

Initiation.

My first machine was a 3^^ h.p. Rudge-Multi. The
neatness of this machine, however, did not satisfy me,
and my chief desire was to transform it immediately into

,1 noisy, racy-looking mount, regardless of the makers'
design. The exhaust pipe was naturally one of the

first things to be removed, and a large-^.copper one
was fitted. The exterior appearance, noise, and style

of the machine are not all-important, but it -gives con-

siderable pleasure to the young motor cyclist to lean

dangerously ..over the back of the machine and hear

the roar from a carefully-constructed exhaust pipe.

To make quite certain that the exhaust was satis-

factory I employed some boy friends, with large ears,

who congregated at the appointed spot on the chosen
route, to carry out the noise test.

A sense of lordly predominance crept over me, and
as I approached the, excited faces with ears strained

to catch the growing roar of my exhaust, I carefully

affected, the correct racing attitude as I dashed by, to

return a hero, and receive the glowing praises from
my little group of admirers. Many of these tests

were carried out until it was unanimously agreed that

the noise was perfect and would surpass that of any
other machine in the neighbourhood.

Long-distance touring never appeals very much to

me. Preparing a route to arrive at a pre-arranged

destination and return by another way is devoid of

excitement. I maintain that a machine can be more
instructively appreciated when the road work con-

stitutes a form of test upon some new" adjustment or

improvement that has been fitted. There are, how-

^ever, conditions under which touring can be made

quite enjoyable : by the addition of a cushion strapped

on to the carrier of the machine, and the customary

flapper seated thereon. The details of the best means

of successfully arranging these excursions are, how-

ever, much too complex to explain, and should be

left to the ingenuity of the individual.

A small workshop is desirable, sufficiently equipped

to enable the rider to effect ahy small repair or adjust-

ment. The greatest' fun can be found by continually

adjusting the tappets, the magneto, and valve timing

gear, and fitting different sized jets, experimenting

with various mixtures of fuels, and carburetter adjust-

ments, such as a home-made design of induction pipe,

air intake, and carburetter heating device. Very little

machinery is necessaiy : a small Drummond lathe, a

vice, and set of useful tools, are quite sufficient to

tune up or rebush any part of the machine. A motor

cycle is never perfect in the eyes of us youngsters,

and the wet and dull days can be spent in a very

instructive and interesting way by experimenting with

any of these fittings. The sporting machine offers

a very wide scope for indoor amusement; and, when

the next suitable day arrives for outdoor riding, there

is always something engrossingly new to be tested,

which not only affords constant amusement, but pre-

pares the machine for the forthcoming trials for which

the enthusiast will enter.

Another of the many reasons why I like the motor

cycle is the fascination of speed trials and hill-climbs,

and I- think that one of the best conditions under

which a speed . trial can be carried out is on a wide

stretch of sand. Although the small disadvantage

created by the fine dry sand entering the exposed parts

of the machine is annoying, sand offers a good surface

for speed tests, especially if it is slightly damp.

Exciting Competitions.

During the summer months I spent many happy

week-ends at a seaside resort on the West coast, where

a five-mile track of sand, damped by the ebbing tide,

was popularly attended by enthusiastic motor cyclists

;

and after a pleasant run from my home, about thijrty

miles distant, an impromptu race on the sands, with

an equally powered machine, combined with the at-

tractive scenery of the pleasure resort, formed a most

exhilarating recreation. The pastime, in my opinion,

would be very dull were it not for competitions and

hill-climbs, which are usually very amusing. A con-

siderable amount of practice is required to compete

with professional riders, but the practice that is neces-

sary affords some exciting and enjoyable hours.

BU
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The Youthful Motor Cyclist.—

I liave found that much amusement can be obtained

b); what might be termed "scientific" riding. Con-
siderable slcill is required to take, successfully, a sharp

bend in the road at sufficient speed to reach the

standard required in speed trials or hill-climbs, and
a most enjoyable hour, or so can be spent by prac-

tising this (liffic.ult task. A corner having a soft grassy

bank on the near side is the most suitable, and much
more comfortable*, as the inexperienced rider is bound
to have a number of falls, resulting from bad judgment
of the angle at which he can ride his machine.

The centre of gravity of the machine should be as

low as possible to hold the tyres to the road. This,

JUNE ig/Zi, igiQ.

howevei, can be considerably aided by the riding posi-

tion affected by the driver. Thoroughly to enjoy the

qualities of a machine of this type, all superfluous

fittings and gadgets should be removed. A speedo-

meter, throttle, and ignition controls only, should

adorn the low T.T. handle-bars which are essential to

allow the rider's body to form, as near as possible,

a stream-line or anti-wind resistance position.

The pastime under these conditions is both inex-

pensive and enjoyable, and the proud owner of an

efficient motor cycle of this kind always has the satis-

faction of knowing that his machine is in the best

possible state of repair and Capable of doing any kind

of work at any time. B.

S^

«,'

SUMMER DAYS AMID THE SAND DUNES.

No summer would, of course, be complete without a holiday by the sea, andjo holiday complete without those delightful picnics with

the " old 'bus " to assist in Unding the ideal spot.
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The Rcnic-BasketancltKe Sidecar.

Hints and Tips

as to its

Contents and
Accommoda-

tion.

D

A Useful

Guide

to Motor
Cycling

Picnic Parties.

D
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THE picnic basket has now become an almost
essential part of the sidecar equipment, and
it would not be surprising if designers of 1920

machines more seriously consider the question of its

accommodation. Provision is usually made to carry

a petrol tin. There are two pannier bags . and a

locker under the passenger's seat for tools and spares,

. which we rarely use, and many sidecars have a grid

to carry luggage ; but, so far, the picnic basket has

not entered into the accommodation plans of the

sidecar.

(Left) The Primus portable spirit stove. (Centre) A similar

type—the Radius. (Right) A convenient lighter, which boils

half-pmt of water and costs lOid. per dozen.

Naturally, to those who have luggage grids whicK
are supported by the springs and not on the chassis

itself, these means, unused excepting for tours, will

be considered as suitable for carrying the picnic

basket. Provided the basket is in a dustproof cover,

the grid solves the problem ; but such a cover must
be dustproof, as the majority of picnic baskets are

not. Even the cloth or leather outfit is not impervious

to dust if placed in an exposed position : hence it

is necessary to cover the picnic equipment if carried

on the grid.

This cover may be a made-to-measure case of water-

proof material, having a close-fitting " lid " com-
pletely enveloping the sides. Another means of pro-

tecting the contents from the dust is to wrap the basket

in a waterproof sheet, which is useful as a ground

sheet when picnicking after a shower of rain, or may
be used as a canopy as illustrated above.

When a single passenger is carried in the sidecar,

pace for the picnic basket may be found on the floor

"jf the car, but the average sidecar is not sufficiently

large to do this without robbing the passenger of her

)r his comfort. If the equipment must be carried

in the sidecar, it will be found more convenient to

split up the paraphernalia, the stove, kettle, and cans

being packed in the tool lockers, the plates, etc.,

in a strong leather case, and the eatables in small

biscuit tins which can be distributed on the floor of

the sidecar. This, at the best,_ is only a make-shift

arrangement for the motor cyclist who has not a

sprung grid.

A Miniature Pantry.

Since the majority of motor cyclists who picnic

are family men and, in addition to their wives, take

their children along on their jaunts, the equipment

required increases as the spare space decrease? ; thus,

with the family sidecar, a sprung grid is a real neces-

sity, unless the designer of the sidecar has made
proper provision for the picnic equipment within the

body itself.

We recently saw a sidecar with a rear locker, which

the owner had converted into a miniature pantry. The
sidecar was of the type having, a locker in

the rear panel. The well of the locker was used

to accommodate the stove, water, fuel, kettle, and

tins for eatables, and the lid was equipped with a

canvas envelope, in which were fixed knives, forks,

spoons, and small " odds and ends." The top

space of the locker was fitted Avith a detachable rack.

A small picnicking

outfit marketed by
Messrs. Brown Bros,

which costs 35s.

B13



A small case for a vacuum flask

and sandwich tin, costing 18/9,

from Dunhills, suitable for solo

riders.

6io

The Picnic Basket and the Sidecar.—

built of three-ply wood with leather partitions for

four plates, saucers, and cups, a teapot, and two

screw-top glass bottles for milk.

The owner of this very complete outfit assured us

that, although " china " plates, cups, and saucers

were always used, he

had not broken any

.of them during 2,000

miles of touring.

On this point, pro-

bably, the majority

of motor cyclists will

find enamel ware
more suitable than

"china," until
makers fit up sidecars

with a " miniature

pantry at the rear " as

mentioned above, 15ut

another alternative is

to use paper cups, etc., such as are sold by Selfridges.

This paper ware is by no means expensive, as will be

seen from the following list

:

Caidbuard cups 2s. lid. and 3s. lid. per doz.

I'aper table cloths, 30x30in., 6d. each.

Cardboard plates with grease-proof lining : 9in. Is. 2d.

doz.. Sin. lO^d. doz., Tin. 7^d. doz.

Salad dishes, 10x7in., 2s. doz.

Square dishes, 6ix5iin. lOd. doz., 7ix6iin., Is. Id. doz.

Crepe paper serviettes 2s. 6d. per 100.

Picnic enthusiasts are divided when it comes to the

question of cooking in the open.' There are many
who prefer the conveniences of the vacuum flask to the

spirit stove or camp fire. The vacuum flask allows

hot or cold liquids to be carried, and undoubtedly

is a great convenience, but with a spirit stove a

hot meal is quite practicable, and several meals may

be partaken without replenishing the lockers.

All the same, vacuum flasks are extremely useful,

even when a stove and kettle are carried.

Useful Details.

British-made Isola_ vacuum flasks sold by Dunhills

A useful size of picnic

basket suitable for a sidecar..

The size is 13 X 10 X 8,

and it costs about 43s. from

Dunhills and Selfridges.

and damages range in price from los.

for the pint size, and from 21s. pd.

the quart, according to the type of

casing. The firm named also cata-

logues refills at —s. gd. and 13s.

6d. respectively, while a leather

case for the pint flask, with a sand- -

wich case, is listed at i8s. 9d.

Several suitable spirit stoves are

obtainable from such firms as Brown
Brothers, Dunhills, Carnages, and

Selfridges, of which the Primus

probably leads on the point of

popularity. This well-known heater

may be obtained in a " pocket
"

size metal case (5^^ x 4^ x 2j4in:),

with a tiiree-hours' burning capacity

for 37s- 3d., while larger sets with

an eight-hour capacity are 53s. 3d.

and 66s. pd.

A cheaper wickless stove, known
as the Radius, is marketed by
Carnages at 29s. 6d. This is col-

nT4

6d.T:b 2 IS,

to 41S. 6d.

9d.

for

2ES/-i-'c».5:js3iKri&.jS»»-':r3i;3!:33S:':¥- r^rs. "^tacssaasta

A dustproof envelope covering a picnic

basket on the sprung carrier of an A.J.S.

sidecar.
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lapsible, and contained in a tin case measuring only,,

6ixsix3iin. Another model of the Radius, which

is not portable, costs 27s. 9d.

To those who require something very much cheaper
|

the " Rapid " cooker will

be of interest. This is

catalogued by Gamages,
and takes the form of a

self-contained lighter
capable of boiling half a

pint of water. Sold in

boxes of twelve, complete

with stand, the price is

loj^d., and they should

prove useful in any picnic

equipment as an auxiliary

cooking apparatus.-

As regards Complete
picnic baskets, these are

obtainable from all the

firms mentioned above.

Brown Brothers sell a very

neat satchel, which will

appeal more particularly

to those who ride on
single - track machines,
either alone or with a passenger on the pillion. It

is exceptionally neat and compact, and can be carried

on the handle-bai or slung over the shoulder. The
price is 35s., and the outfit is very light and compact,

as will be seen from the illustration on the preceding,;

page.

Compactness is a very important point concern-

ing picnic baskets to be accommodated on the side-

car ; therefore, to give some idea of average sizes,

we give below a few dimensions and particulars as to

contents, which may be a guide to those who are not

yet equipped. For two persons, Camages sell a'

tea basket containing kettle, with screw lid and spout,

tea infuser, wind guard, lamp, and spirit container,

wicker-covered milk bottle, tea and sugar canister,

biscuit box, enamel cups (two each), saucers and

'

plates, ^butter jar, knife, and two teaspoons. The size

of this outfit is i2X9X7in., and the price 36s.,

while for four persons the size is I4xi2|x7in., and
the price 49s.

Prices and sizes vary accord-

ing to equipment and make : there-

fore, when the space available is

ascertained, it is advisable to

obtain catalogues from one of the

firms we have -already mentioned,

when a basket of the desired size,

equipment, and price will, in all i

probability, be found.

Properly equipped for al fresco

meals in the open, the motor cyclist

is independent of restaurants, which

at holiday times are generally over-

full. In addition to its greater con-

venience, a picnic in some well-

chosen spot and at some well-

chosen moment enhances the plea-

sures of motor cycling to an extent

little realised by those who do not

travel " self-containedr"
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Tendencies in Design.

More Consistent
Quality.

Sprung Frames.

IT
would hardly be an

exaggeration to say that

the motor cycle industry
is in the melting pot, and
(hat a year or two must
elapse before anybody but
a prophet can decide what the outcome will be. i am
not thinking first or principally of the commercial
aspects. Xeidier am I thinking of the price question,

though eventually keen competition, followed by over-

production, may result in at least a temporary cutting

of profits, whether Ford flings his gauntlet into the

arena or not. I refer specifically to the more technical

features of the gigantic struggle which is slowly de-
veloping before our eyes. At least three novel types

of machine are tilting against the old conventions.

There is the motor scooter, which claims to supersede
the standard machine for short distance utilitarian'

work. There is the simple four-wheeler, represented

by the Grahame-White buckboard, and by at least

two other quads wliich I wot of : these presumably
cater for people who dislike the single track machine
—do not crave for speed, and perhaps desire more
protection.

A Big Fight Ahead.
Then the new Douglas and the A. B.C. suggest that

the speedster and sidecar merchant can have their

desires fulfilled at a revolutionary weight limit. In the

face of these and other less sensational challenges,

many of the older designers remain mute for the

moment. They may have sensational retorts in pre-

paration, or they may feel that such innovations con-

tain no perils for the conventionalist school. All we
can. say is that up to the present some of our most
experienced makers preserve a dignified calm : they

continue to list and sell the type of 'bus which was
familiar in 191 4.

In this welter of projects and possibilities, there is

"onlv one certainty: a big fight is ahead. Within two
years the issue - will be clarified. At the moment
nobody really knows whether the old school will come
out on top, or whether the scooter, the monocar, the

Ford cycle, and die fear-nothing mediumweight will

revolutionise design and production.

This review of the uncertain factors can now merge
into a consideration of items upon which no dispute

is possible First of these I should rank the subtleties

of engine design. Beyond all question the motor

cyclist's chief bugbear in the old days was distortion.

Most 1919 engines preserve their truth after ten miles

of full throttle : so they need less oil, they carbonise

less rapidly, and they maintain, their tune longer.

\^'hatever size or type of engine' may be established

in onr favour by 1920, we may reckon on its embody-
ing these indicated improvements. It is obvious that .

the two-stroke and the bijou engine with little or rio

reserve power receive enhanced opportunities as a

consequence.

611

Automatic Carburetters

Mechanical Lubrication.

More Silent Macliines.

As the second certainty, I

should select a vast advance

in the average quality of

the engines produced by a

given firm. Once upon a

time we all took it for

- granted that each batch of

Line hunureU engines emanating" from a factory con-

tained perhaps
I star engine.

4 first-class engines.

92 common or garden engines.

3 duds.

The star engine -\vas kept for the firm's trade riders
;

the first-class engines went to picked customers ; and
the duds punished the secret sins of various unfortunate

buyers. By 1914 one or two leading factories had
almost, though not quite, contrived to level up their

'output ; but engineers whose names were household

words could, still regard the undulations of the test

bench as a profound mystery. In sober fact the

aberrations were a mere matter of sloppy workman-
ship. If you use .oiin. gauge you get excessive

tolerances : a " maximum " shaft is fitted in a

''minimum" bearing, and the resultant engine will

not -rev. But if your gauges narrow fits down to

.ooiin., your engines attain a dead level of excellence,

and need no running in. Munition work has taught

the less careful firms the value of closer worknianship,

and the progress hardly adds a cent toJ:he cost. The
result is that the star engine has vanished out ef the

best factories : in a batch of 100 there are no diver-

gences worth notice ; when the works manager requires
"

a " stunt " engine, he does 3iot ask his testers to keep
their eyes open ; he just designs a few special parts.

The Universally Bad Roads.
The third certainty is better springing. It will be

something of a disappointment. I have the luck to

live in a district where cast iron pot-holes are unknown

;

good as my local roaiis are—so good that a rigid fork

and frame were never intolerable—a fully sprung

frame of sound design made motor cycling absolutely

velvety in 1914: but to-day I bump a little. In I9r4
I pitied the unfortunate resident who rode a rigid rear

frame in a knobbly-road district, and thought how
the advent of .spring frames would impress him. Well,

it would not. Our roads are now so universally bad
that in 1914 an average road plus an average frame

sp^t much tlie same comfort as an average road and
a good 1919 spring frame spell to-day. But there is

this about it. ^Vith the vile roads which we now per-

force accept, sprung frames are a sheer necessity.

Incidentally, rear springing is an educator. It teaches

its owner to identify and to loathe a bad front fork.

In 1 914 we blamed the back wheel for the shocks and
vibrations, from which our tender bodies suffered. In

191 9 we can track some of these miseries to their true

home—^viz., a dud spring fork. We must wait a year

or two before Ave can hope for perfectly sprung light-

BT7
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Design in 1919.—

weights: existing springing designs are mostly on tlie

iieavy side.

In ail probability llie three improvements detailed

above will be common to all the new stiiff. It remains

to consider items of less universal application. Of
these 1 hope that electric lighting for solo machines
will be the top spot. The perfect acetylene generator

has not yet been invented ; all existing types hokl

small charges and are messy -to clean. Give us a

spill-proof battpry, which is not too big and will not

buckle under .heavy discharges, and our lighting

troubles will be over. .Suitable dynamos and lamps
abound ; I believe this year will bring some of the

right batteries along.

Every practised rider knows how mounts vary in

respect of steering. I have driven a Triumph hands

off at 45 m.p.h. ; I have owned other machines which

wanted manhauling round every corner, and wobbled

fearsomely at speed. This year I have already tested

two or three machines which seemed almost to steer

themselves.

Transmission Troubles.

Transmissions vary enormously. One make may
have a rough drive, rattlesome chain cases which take

hours to remove and replace, a clutch which cither

would not come out or would not grip, a chain adjust-

ment which entails resetting the clutch and gear con-

trols, inaccessible gear box hangers and lubricating

plugs, and other defects. Others run as smoothly as

a billiard ball on v/ell worn nap. These variations

are slowly being levelled up.

I know there are two opinions about automatic car-

buretters, but I fancy so many riders want them that

all makers will soon fit^them as options, if not as

standarck The flowmeter method of gauging jets will

average up carburetter settings, and the old anomaly
under Vhich machine No. 1,012 gave 85 m.p.g. and
machine No. 1,013 gave 100 m.p.g. is doomed. I

canni.)t help thinking that aero engines will beget light

motor cycle carburetters as soon as aluminium grows

more" plentiful again. We need no longer buy 100

yards of insulating tape with each new machine, for

induction unions are receiving very necessary attention.

Lubrication is a thorny point to tackle when current

practice differs so enormously. It ranges from the

hand pump with its boa constrictor gorges at the rider's

discretion, to the out-

of-sight, out-of-mind

systems which merely

require . replenishing

with a gallon every

eight weeks. When
doctors differ, an

amateur must tread

warily. It is undeni-

able that one or two

designers scrapped
the> drip feed after

lengthy trials because
they found that the

heavily-loaded bear-

ings did not wear so

well when ,subjecte3

to a steady' oil feed

at a low rate, and

B18

deprived of the periodic cold bath of fresh oil. -<

But the position has changed. At the time when
several firms scrapped the drip feed, phosphor

.

bronze bushes were the rule; given perfect work-

manship, this type of bush wants a lot of oil, and

many factories used to rely perforce on second class

labour, whilst their methods were not of the most

accurate. To-day we have better methods, more
skilled labour, and phosphor bronze bushes are yield-

ing to ball and roller races which demand far less

oil. As a personal opinion, the sump and submerged

pump type of lubrication will make good ; we have

long sighed to get rid of the monotonous responsibility

of operating a hand pump, a system which disappeared

from cars fifteen years ago. Perhaps the time has

come at last ; if so, it means pleasanter jaunts, a cleaner

tank top, and more petrol' capacity. Talking of tanks,

the leakproof petrol Jap is here, and also the three-

way tap, which keeps a pint or so of fuel as an

emergency reserve.

Future Tendencies.
The show will tell us whether machines are grow-

ing more cleanly and more cleanable—two quite dis-"

tinct points; There is an obvious tendency to fit under-

shields, and a few designs include furlable screens

for keeping off the mud flung up by the front w'heel.

These gadgets are advantageous, but do not go far

enough. If the power unit above and behind these

screens resembles a heap of spillikins, the machine

may be cleanly, but is not cleanable. The ideal surely
,

is that if the front wheel and forks of a motor cycle

are removed, the breastbone of the remaining portion

should resemble the bows of a boat, and that the

mechanism inside the "keel" should be guarded

against mud, rain-rust, and dust by light aluminium
panels or other defences. We have not got as far

as this; the new designs are cleanly, but the devices,

which make for cleanliness often render the machine
less cleanable. Still, it is something to be able to

ride a quarter of a mile in trousers without getting

thoroughly bemired.

The word " clean " is also used metaphorically to

denote shapely lines and a smooth exterior. In this

section there is nothing to report. Handle-bars are

still nickelled chcvaux dc frise; the hooter and the'

speedometer dial continue to upset the steering balance.

Festoons of external control wires, sparsely confined
'

by pinch-on clips, de- .

corate the steering

head as gaily as ever.

Tanks are getting

cleaned up a little,

.

but many are still as

hard to dust as a bent

iron girandole or .

silver fihgree. Crank
cases ditto, as a rule,

with a few blessed

exceptions. The
bottom bracket regipa
remains a filth trap.;!

The perfect motoj
cycle wheel is stiF

uninvented. The old

Olympic standard ot

a plated hub, platedi

CRESTING THE
HfLL.

Interest is always

displayed by owners in

the climbing capacity

of other machines.
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Design in 1919.—

spokes, plated rim, with a red, green, or blue decora-

tion, is still paramount. But crawly progress is evi-

dent in flirtations with discs, in black hubs, detach-

able wheels, first-class stands at front and rear, some
provision for coftxing a released wheel in and out of
place, better chain cases, brakes which do not seriously

interfere with tyre repairs, and other minor advances.
It should be noted that for sidecar work a big tyre

run rather soft is a splendid insulator ; of course, on
solo mounts a big tyre must be inflated pretty hard to

prevent '' roll."

Main Features of Interest.
On the broad question of silence our world is as

sharply divided as Sinn Fein and Ulster. But one
forward step should be chronicled. In former days,

the man who loved a crisp, penetrating batk could
make a dual defence. On the one hand, it might be
alleged that a silent machine is apt to be dangerous;
on the other, that he preferred the smack of hot gases

on the startled air to an orchestra of squeaks ar.d

rattles and whirs. The ensemble of mechanical noises

emitted by the modern machine is being hushed.

Valves, timing gears, transmission, springing details,

and minor fittings are being quietened. The day is

coming when the mechanism of the motor cycle will

be quite reasonably quiet, and the matter of silenci'ng

the exhaust can then be discussed on its own merits.

To sum up the position, my eye picks out three

main features of interest :

(i.) A marked and universal improvement in en-

gines, divisible into higher efficiency and greater main-

tenance of tune.

(ii.) A pending struggle between old types and

newcomers.
(iii.) A widespread attention to the perfecting of

every conceivable detail.

The next show and the next year thus promise to

be quite the most interesting in the history of the

motor cycle world. B. H. Davies.

->—•00—<-

A COMBINED TRIAL AND TOUR.
A Competition designed to Encourage New Members of the Bristol M.C.C.

THE members of the Bristol Motor Cycle Club
were favoured with delightful weather for their

opening trial and tour to Land's End. Out
of 20 entrants 14 faced the starter, which, considering

that the majority were new members, was considered
.

exceedingly satisfactory. The Trials Committee
framed the conditions with a view of making the event

more of the social rather than cornpetitive order.

A number of non-competing members of the club

followed the trial throughout.

Several new models were in evidence, notably the

6 h.p. Douglas shown on page 625, a 33^ h.p. chain-

driven Norton, a 191 9 Sunbeam, and a 1919 model
W.D. 234 h.p. Douglas. The former machine from

the Douglas works is an attractive looking outfit.

The new model Norton in the hands of A. W.
Walker was also a much admired machine.

The following competitors completed the course to

schedule time and secured gold medals :

W. J. Wotton (31,4 Sunbeam.)
G. S Gerrish (6 Enfield sc.)

H. N. Walker (31-. Norton).
Eli Clark (4 Douglas sc.)

-D, W. Dyfci lA Douglas sc.)

W. ThornMl (2% Douglas).
H. T'uonMj (2% Douda.?).
W. W. Moore (6 Douglas sc)
E. W. Oliver (7 Indian so.)

I. L. R. Large (2^j4 New Imperial).

W. ThomhiU and his 1919 2i h.p. Dougl

Bristol-Land's End trial. Thornhill was a

1914 T.T.

las starting in

competitor in

the

the

->-•«•-<-

The Motor Cyclists' Parliament.

First A.C.U. Committee Aeeting in the Provinces. A Great Aeet of Aotor Cyclists

Expected at the Bristol Rally.

THE first General Committee meeting of the A.C.U.

to be held in the provinces will take place on

Friday, the 20th inst., at Bristol, and it is

anticipated that the western City will do eveiything to

maka the visit of the Committee a pleasant one. The
Committee now consists of representatives of the sport

and pastime from many districts, and the meeting

will be one of more than usual interest on this account.

Great efforts are being made by the Bristol M.C.C.
to organise a "big Bristol meet" of motor cyclists

for the following day. As already reported, Ashton

Court Park has been loaned by Lady Smythe, a good

orchesti-a has been engaged, and a' souvenir hand book

is in preparation. As many new and "advance"
models will be on view, it is expected that a large

majority of West of England riders and others will

be present.

If die interest in even ordinary machines displayed

by the public is any criterion, the Bristol Big Meet

will he a success.

B2I
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SOME OF THE NEW MODELS IN THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
'

(1) 3 h.p. Brough. (2) 3 h.p. A.B.C. (3) 2} h.p. Clyno. (4) The new spring frame 8 ho Chater-Ua (5) A spring frame

hghtweight-the Hobart. (6) A 3^ h.p. spring frame Douglas. (7) The flat twin Wooler. (8) The new Model 77 Rex smgle.

(-9) One of the new 8 h.p. Clynos. (10) An 8 h.p. spring frame Matchless.

B22
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A FAMOUS YORKSHIRE CENTRE.

NOT many disrricts provide the variety of scenery
of Upper \\'Iiarfedale, the land beloved by
Leeds and Bradford motorists, basking as it

Joes in an atmosphere of old-world quietude, yet so

easily accessible from a host of crowded centres. The
coming of the tourist has not spoilt this land, endowed
by nature with beauties she has used as sparingly as

gold elsewhere, for here, from the valley heights, we
have the miles of dead level moorland road—dead
hard, dead straight, and dead deserted, where the

writer has sorely tried the speed capabilities of'many
a worthy mount for discussion in these pages.' Try,

PF5'~'^^jKd"vr,^i* •"** ^" 'SZ-^fS

Places of Interest and Beauty in

many Counties easy of Access
to the Motor Cyclist.

for example. Penny Pot Lane, near Blubber-

houses, or, leaving Otley, ignore the main
valley road, and, passing over Otley Bridge,

take the road to Blubberhouses, round two

awkward corners, and on to Greenhow, then

sharp to the left, striking Appletreewick or Hebden
as you choose. If time is no^ object do not miss Bolton

Abbey Woods. They are the very essence of Wharfe-
dale, and a striking contrast to the bleak, windswept

lands already traversed. The woods and the river

together form a combination difficult to equal, while

the ancient abbey offers rare opportunities for the

photographer. The .Strid is, of course, famous. Here
the entire waters of the well-known trout river are

cnrshed into a space over which the rash youths

attempt to leap. It is a fairly easy jump, but hardly

worth it for the sake of the thing, as a false step means
certain death by drowning. Just below the rapid

under-currents of tremendous strength exist, and the

unhappy tourist who makes^ that false step is probably

nev^r seen again till he appears at the end of a

grappling iron, many, hours later.

Appletreewick is a picturesque little village, favoured

much by anglers. The trout fishing in the Wharfe is

good, but very strictly reserved. Day tickets for fly-

fishing only can be obtained at any of the fishermen's

inns for 5s., which after all is not an expensive day as

sport and pastime go. - At Appletreewick, I believe,

the fishing goes -g-ith the inn.

A WHARFEDALE TROUT STREAM.
The motor csxle enables one to get to most inaccessible spots in this wild but delightful distrirt.
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Where to Go for a Tour.—

Burnsall is perhaps the peach of Upper Wharfedale
villages, and is blessed with two very good hotels.

AVhen the writer first knew Burnsall, close upon
twenty years ago, it was indeed a village of rest, and
surely here there lived a generation of poets? The
road running up the hillside, which we descend if we
miss Appletreewick and come by the Harden Tower
side, was clothed in those days with grass about its

centre, so few and far between were passing vehicles.

One of the Sunday evening events of Burnsall i.s

—

or used to be, especially about T.T. time—the arrival

and departure of the Scott team on their hot-stuff

mounts. They sure were some 'buses in the pre-war

days, and many other owners of sporting machines
usually put in an appearance.

Burnsall village school is rather a picture, set in

its own small garden, the condition of which bears

testimony to the undying patience which breathes into

each fresh generation of juvenile scholars a pride in

their seat of learning. The school is associated with

the name of Eugene Aram, once a master there, and
who finished his morbid career, like Dr. Crippen,
" with gyves upon his wrist."

Ancient Pach Roads.

Higher up the valley, Kilnsey, with its overhanging

crag, is worthy of note, for we have now gained a

country of quite a different nature, the green, well-

wooded valley having given way to limestone uplands,

rising plateau upon plateau, wind-swept and pic-

turesque. Nevertheless, this land of shallow soil is,

in the spring of the year, a miniature Tyrol, and the

many streams and ancient pack roads offer fascinating

opportunities for exploration. The pack roads are a

special feature of this country. Usually they are dead

BEAUTV SPOTS
WITHIN VERY

EASY REACH OF
LONDON.

-'CSJ^r^iSffc

straight, independent of all gradients, and by them

the old-time packmen used to.pass from place to place

hawking their wares.

Wharfedale is not sparing in what, are known as
" freak " hills. Journey to Kettlewell and try 'Park

Rash—quite a moderate little pimple which calls for

judgment in riding. Or bicycle over the watershed via

Greenhow and explore the Nidd Valley—one of those

closed-in little valleys that have a charm quite of their

own, with freak gradients everywhere as soon as the

main route is left. A real freak route is from Kettle-

well, via Park Rash, to Arkleside ; then across the Nidd
and up Wooddale Scar to Middlesmoorand Ramsgill,'

where there is another excellent hotel.

Passing out at the headwaters- of Wharfedale,

one goes by Kidstone Pass and down again at

TVysgarth, whence one is en rotite for Sedbergh and
the Cumbrian Lakes, through gorgeous moorland
country.

To see this land at its best the stereotyped main road

tour should be avoided.. The by-ways are infinitely

the more beautiful and interesting, and usually afford

better travelling. Those who care to ramble arid

put up where the night finds them could not find a

happier hunting ground. Chinook.

SURREY COMMONS.

IT
would be hard to find a pleasanter locality than

Surrey for a hoHday of the less strenuous kind.

The Commons, which are so common (no pun in-

tended) in that county, are ideal spots in which to

while away a few hours ' of leisure. The Commons
are dotted with delightful ponds, many of them artifi-

cial, but none the less charming on that account.

All London motor cyclists know Wisley Mere and the

- Hut Hotel ; but if the-

Ripley Road be fol-

lowed a little further,

many another equally

charming place will

be reached. In the

district south-west of
Godalming a prettily

situated little town,

lying bet we e n ^

(Top) The lake at Wisley, a spot familiar to thousands ol

motor c/clists.

(Left) A pretty scene between Wisley and Guildford.

(Right) At the top of Red Hill near Wisley Hut.

B26
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Where to Go for a Tour.—

Iiills, and overlooked by Charterhouse School, InU

ATth a bad reputation respecting motorists, the

I'ommons extend for mile after mile. The Portsmouth
Road can be left at Milford,' and a lane leading to

l-lstead taken. Passing the gates of Peper Harow,
the residence of Viscount MidletOH, the rider reaches

Roval Common, wJiere beeches, birdies, brackeii, and
oaks are plentiful. (]Many Surrey commons are

covered with firs and heather only.) Here a turn to

the right takes him over Somerset Bridge. A turn to

the left, and a narrow but pretty lane, and one reaches

I

Cutt Mill, where a series of ponds extends past

Hampton Lodge on the edge of Puttenham Common,
whence it is a delightful run -to Crooksbury. There
was some talk a while ago of cutting down the firs

on Crooksbury Hill, near Waverley Abbey, but it is

[to be hoped that they will long be spared.

Frensham, noted for its ponds, lies not far from
Ihere, and is well worth a visit. Frensham Great Pond
'lies close to the road, but the smaller pond—also of

ronsiderable size—is not so easily found. At Frensham
there is a beautiful old house called Pierrepont House

;

here, too, it was that hundreds of motor machine gun
men recruited bv The Motor Cycle received part of

tlieir training.

After leaving Frensham it is well worth while to

visit the Devil's Jumps, a series of rounded hills on

IN THE LOWLANDS OF SCOTLAND.

617

old man was lying. The sailor's grave is in Thursley

churchyard, a few miles, away.

Froui Hindhead there is a descent of, about three

miles on to Witley" Common, another place where

ponds abound. The finest of these is knovVn as the

Forked Pond, and hes some way from the road over

a sandy track. A couple of miles further on Milford

is again reached, and the little tour of commons and

ponds completed. Auriga.

THE LAND OF BURNS—A REGION
UNSPOILT BY THE TRIPPER.

THOUGH somewhat remote, from the point of

yiew~of most English motorists, the South-west

corner of Scotland, frequently known as the land

of Burns, is so rich in scenic beauty—from panoramas
of pine-capped ridges with mountain torrents gushing

between, to the wdde, wild, desolate mountain uplands

—that it fully repays those who care to venture so

far afield.

This region is of note, in that, while being truly

Scottish, it is far less inaccessible than the Highlands
.—indeed, from Carlisle it lies open at our feet, over

good hard roads for the most part, except that certain

stretches o/er which lumber has been transported have

lost their pristine smoothness of surface.

From Carlisle let us head straight for Dumfries, the

town of the immortal but ill-starred bard for whom
Scotland had no place while he lived,

and has bemoaned it ever since. Here
flows the River Nith, to which Burns so

often alludes—alas, that he was not

content to confine all his tastes to its

charms !—and his admirers who care to

dally for a while will find many scenes

to reawaken the poet's charms.

From Dumfries we have a choice of

roads. Perhaps the most tempting for

the moment lies in the direction. of Castle

Douglas. The main road, can be left

at Crocketford, and the road to the right

taken. After two or three miles of

appallingly bad surface,' we now have a

gorgeous moorland spin, through country

swarming with black game and roe deer,

to New Galloway.

' —

1

(Top) Lochside, a famous angling resort on

Loch Ken.

(Bottom) A typical Scottish Lowland landscape.

The sidecar outfit in the foreground is a Scott.

the way to Hindhead, and the De-vil's

Punch Bowl. The stone, which is sup-

posed to mark the place where the famous

—or infamous—murder of a sailor took

place, stands by the roadside here. When
I was a boy, I remember an old farm
labourer saying that he had a holiday to

see the murderer hung on Gibbet Hill

above the roadway, but I fancy that the
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Where to Go .'or a Tour.—
Probably the English motorist in this country will

be surprised at the immense distances between towns
and villages. It is not uncommon, indeed, to travel

for miles v/ith no near glimpse of human habitation,

but one very soon becomes used to this state of affairs.

But we have pretty villages, scores of them—rows
of white-walled cottages nestling beside silver burns,
where the hart's tongue and wild garlic shine forth

amidst a chaos of discarded fruit trees and retired

buckets—cottages on lonely mountain heights, rugged
as their surroundings, with rows of shining buckets
set out to sweeten, and incidentally to afford perching
places for the usual motley throng of hens, most
remarkable for the scantiness of their plumage. No
wonder it is scanty, for here the very heather hangs
low and knotted to battle with the gale. It is a living,

devilish, palpable thing, that gale, which blows the

very wool off the backs of the mountain sheep, and
leaves only the fittest, in man and beast, to survive.

Scottish Natural Beauty.
Galloway town, with its straight main street, is

nothing to fall over one's self about in the way of

picturesqueness, but it is situated in the midst of

wonderful country. Scotland is so rich in natural

beauties that her children, past and present, have been
mighty canny as regards any addition in the way of

architectural charm. If by chance or design an in-

congruous house or an ugly bridge is erected in Scot-

land, Nature, using here with a liberal hand her

choicest craft, buries the house in a bower of blossoms,

or covers the bridge with a tapestry of ferns.

No one, however, would go to Galloway in order

to sit in the main street, and the tiny town is blessed

with two good hotels, which is more to the point. It

is needless to add that fishing is abundant everywhere

in this country ; brook and loch, trout fishing can
generally be obtained by the simple medium of a little

courtesy, while most of the lowland lochs are fairly

alive with pike and perch, both excellent eating.

We are now in the towering kells, and the road on

to Newton Stewart is a real highland road, passing

JUNE igth, igig.

through a region still the stronghold of a noble race

of mountain birds, many of which long ago gave up
the unequal struggle for existence in less secluded
parts.

The shepherds of this region live appallingly

lonely lives, scarcely seeing a fellow creature save on
their occasional and infrequent trips to town. They
are quiet-voiced, kindly men possessing a fund of

information about their own locality which they are

ready to pass on to the visitor, as this land is not yet

spoilt by trippers.

From Newton Stewart, we can make for the coast

at Girvan, or, if the mountains be preferred to the sea,

take the inland road which follows the Minnock Water,
passing at the foot of Merrick, which rises to a height

of 2,764 feet, thence on to Ayr.

The Home Trail.

Biggar is our next goal, and, whichever road we
take, the scenery is charming and wonderfully varied.

Reaching Biggar, we are soon in the Tweed Valley

heading for Peebles. Of course, the road surfaces

are assorted, but the same applies everywhere, and
for the most part they are better than the average

English road.

Peebles is a rolling upland country of boulder-strewn

moorland and pine woods, and the valley is very

beautiful ; the land of anotfier immortal—no other' than
Sir Walter Scott. Melrose, with its picturesque abbey
and romantic river scenery, should not be missed,

and we are now well en runic to return homewards
by the east of England.

I can imagine no more delightful tour than one
which, passing northwards by Derbyshire, the Dales,

and- the Cumberland lakes, takes into its compass
this part of Scotland on the lines suggested, finally

following the valley of the Tweed back to the eastern

boundary.

Such a tour would embrace a great variety of

scenery. The Derbyshire hills have a distinction of

their own> and the visit to the English Lakes would
recompense one for the omission of the Scottish lochs

from the tour. H.M.B.

LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN,
(l.eh) F. T. Bidlake checking Lt. G. P. Glen Kidston, R.N. (3i h.p. Sunbeam), at the finish ol the trial

(Right) J. A. Masters (7 h.p. Harley-Davidson) signing the checking sheet at the finish
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WHAT a chaiTn the open road has can only be
fully realised by those who have tasted its joys.

In this short article I hope to give some
hints to readers on the way to make the most of

their liws : to enjoy to the full the " open road "
: the

moor, mountain, and stream : to appreciate our beauti-

ful country. It is free to all who would partake of

it : free as air and water. Think of it ! The cure

for a hundred ills is the open air. Here we have a

private sanatorium, a holiday home, and a mobile
dwelling place, the cost of which is saved in the first

holiday, and which can be used for one night or for

weeks on end. These are just a few of the many
advantages of lightweight motor cycle camping.

The Outfit.

All one needs is a tent. I use a Canadian, with

i8in. walls and 9in. eaves. It is 5ft. 9in. high, 6ft.

wide, and 7ft. long, and weighs 5 lb. The poles are

of bamboo, and take to pieces like a fishing-rod. It

is better to use a fly sheet with the tent, which is a

sort of double or extra roof, and has the advantages

of keeping the tent cooler in summer and warmer in

winter, being, in fact, like " Pat's " overcoat. Besides

this, one can touch the sides of the tent when it is

straw bracken, or hay under the ground sheet. Cook-
ing presents no difficulty with a- Primus stove, using

aluminium saucepans and frypans, which pack away
in a small compass. Aluminium spoons and forks

save weight ; we used bags for sugar, tea, cereals,

etc. ; while aluminium screw boxes are used for butter

and preserves. The Primus needs a windscreen, and
it is an easy matter to improvise one usually. The
water-bucket and wash-basin are of sail-cloth.

Ho'w to Sleep Comfortably.
With this outfit one can cook anything one likes,

e.xcept bake; but that can be nearly approached by
fry-steaming—that is, frying with a tight cover over

the pan. I have never yet heard anyone who has
visited me complain of the menus, although I often

get doubting Thomases before they have tried it.

"But what about sleeping?" you say. This is

the delightful part about the open air life. In August,

1 918, I spent a fortnight sleeping on a small folding

camp bed right out in the open most part of the

time. Try it, and you will find town-jaded nerves

clear like mist before the sun.

I sleep in the tent with my head towards the open
end and my feet in the warm, and, after many experi-

ments, I think I have found the solution of a

real comfortable bed in camp. Take two bolster

slips made of any light material, as chintz or

lawn, and stuff them with dry straw, bracken,

or hay. Tie them loosely together top and
bottom, spread your blanket or eiderdown on
them, and lie between them., not on top. Then
bring your eiderdown over you, tuck up well,

and place your other clothes over the eiderdown,

and you will sleep like a top. Do not err on
the side of too few clothes. Many novices

I have known have spent nearly all their first

night tramping the lanes to keep warm.

(Top) The author starting out for a motor cycle

camping holiday on her 6 h.p. Enfield.

(Bottom) A camp at Borth-y-Gesh, Porlmadoc,

North Wales. Many motor cyclists simply use the

camp as a sleeping convenience, spending the days

motoring in the district.

raining without suffering in consequence.

On the floor is spread a proofed sheet, and
over this a woollen ground blanket, which
keeps the inside cosy and absolutely dry.

For long stays it is better to place a little
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A Holiday in the Open.—
There is a club which gives useful information,

called the Amateur Camping Club, of 4, New Union

Street, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.2. The en-

trance fee is only is. and subscription 5s. per year,

and you can buy your kit from the club if you do

not choose to make it. There are also several District

Associations, one of which is at Birmingham. The
hon. secretary is Mrs. E. Bosker, 2, Kingsleigh Road,

Handsworth.
There are several hundred camp sites wliich mem-

bers may use for the small sum of 6d. to is. per tent

per night, or 2S. 6d. per week ; when touring one may

use these sites or procure others, which is quite an

easy matter. I have never been refused but once in

my fourteen years of lightweight camping, in fact the

reverse is nearly always the case.

The most convenient way to carry the kit is to pack

it in one large basket containing all that is necessary

for a fortnight's tour, a change of clean linen being

carried in a small basket in the sidecar away from the

dust.

In conclusion, I would urge all interested in open
air life to give lightweight camping a trial. I shall

be pleased to give any further information to those

interested? Mary Riley.

By F. Gordon Crosby-

IN THE COOL SHADE OF THE FOREST.

Unsuspected beauty spots by the wayside are revealed to the explorer of by-ways such as that depicted—the sidecarists passing from the

blazing light of the sun to the cool recesses bordering a wayside pool.
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Blackburn M.C.C.
It has been decided to revive the

Blackburn and District M.C.C., and two
trophies have been presented for com-
petition.

M.C.U. of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

Fine weather favoured the hill-climb at
Red Brae, and there was a good turn-out
of spectators, who lined the banks on
both sides of the hill from the bottom
to the top. Some very good riding was
witnessed, and the winner of the first

event was J. B. Johnston (Norton) and
the winner of the second event J. W.
Shaw (Norton). Mr. M'Lardy acted as
starter.

Streatham and District M.C.C.
Results of the members' recent speed

judging competition :

Class A (Sidecars).
1. J. E. W. PalUson [HV. B.S.A- sc), error

Ita. 20s.
2. S. T. Tessier (8 Bat), error Im. 403.

Class B (Cycle cars and cars).

1. TV. 0. Oldman (3 Bayard), error 3m. 108.

Hon. secretary, Mr. R. M. Hunter,
57, High Street; Clapham, S.W.

The Douglas Club (Nottingham).

A new motor cycle club has been
formed in Nottingham. Membership is

restricted to A.C.U. affiliated riders of

the Douglas. Mr. Martin J. Wright,
" Riverside," Trent Embankment, Not-
tingham, is the hon. sec. (pro tern.). He
wishes to get together several teams to

compete for the East Midland Centre
Challenge Trophy, and will be glad to

hear from Douglas riders. Mr. Wright
is a Douglas enthusiast, having owned
well over twenty of these machines.

Blidland C. and A.C. (Biimingham).

Forms and competition particulars are

ready for the Midland Cycling and
Athletic Club one day motor cycle trial

on Saturday, June 28th. These can be
obtadned from the hon. sec, Mr. F. J.

Urry, Lucifer House, Lionel Street, Bir-

mingham.
The trials committee have now com-

pleted their survey of the course, which
runs into something just over 200 miles in

length, and takes in a good many new
features both in hiUs and descents, so

that competitors who intend to enter
should s«e that their brakes are in perfect

order, both for their own safety and for

the reason that failure on ihe brake test

means total disqualification.

The trial will pass through some of the
most beautiful country in the British
Isles.

As a sporting event with some real pur-

pose behind it, the ilidland trial should
be a success.

"Sfuture TEvdnts.
June IS.—NM.C.F.U., Leeds, llalfyearly General

JVXE U.~A.C.V. COMMITTEE MEETING AT
BlilSVOL.

June iO-fl.—Shcfflehl and HaUamahirc M.C.C. Re-
liabditii Trial to Hohihead for Hvlton Shield.

JVXE il.—BRISTOL M.C.C. RALLY AT ASH-
TON COURT.

JUNE !L~JUNIOR CAR CLUB. HILL-CLIMB
AT SOUTH HARTING.

JUNE SI.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. .'SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION.

June iL—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Run.
JUNE n.-OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.

HILL-CLIMB. BOOTH DENE.
June il.—P-ubUc Schools M.C.C. Surprise Con-

^yetition.
June ei.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Iron-

bridge.
June il.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Run to Largs.
June SI.—Woolwich. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Run to Maidstone.
June Sl.—Yeovil and District M.C.C. Run to Lul-

worth Cove.
June ll-li.—Blaenavon, M.C.C. Run to Rhayader.
June Si.—Birmingham M.C.C. Picnic Tour.
June SS.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Tramping-

ton.
June £i.—Essex M.C. Run to Harlow.
June Sg.—Manchester M.C. Inter-club Run with

Liverpool M.C.
June It.—N.M.C.F.V.. Leeds R-jjn to Garrowby.

Slow Hill-climb.
June H.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Picnic Run to

Petworth Park.
June SS.—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Run.
June Si.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Chiddinqstone.
June a.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Run to

Killearn.
June Si.—Wolverhttmvtan M.C.C. Run to Rud-

yard Lake, Staffordshire.
June Si.—Surrey M.C.C. Special General Meeting

at 7.30. Angel Hotel, Guildfcfrd.
June SS.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Run.
June S5.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Southend.
June S6.—Blaenavon M.C.C. Run to Fiddler's

Elbow.
JUNE S6.—YEOVIL AND BISTRICT M.C.C. AND

TAUNTON M.C.C. INTER-CLUB HILL-
CLIMB.

JUNE 2S. — BIRMINGHAM M.C.C SPEED
TRIALS.

JUNE iS.-LITERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR TRIAL TO EDINBURGH.

JUNE iS.—M.C.U. OF IRELAND. ULSTER
CENTRE. . RELIABILITY RUN.

JUNE iS.-MIDLAND C AND A.C. RELI-
ABILITY TRIAL.

June 18.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Old Crock
Test.

June S9.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Bim to Matham-
Skipton.

June S9.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C
Inter-chib Meet with Woolwich and Streatham
Clubs.

JULY i AND i.—ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TWO
DAYS TRIAL. PLYMOUTH DISTRICT.

July S.—M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Julii 5.

—

Birmingham M.C.C Social Tour.
Juhi 5.—Streatham and District M.C.C Members'

Reliability Trial.
July 6.—Nottingham and^-District M.C.C. Inter-

-club Run with E. Midland Associated Clubs.
JULY e.—OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C. RE-

LIABILITY TRIAL.
JULY IS.—LIVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL-WYN BAY.
JULY IS.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL.
JULY U-15.—M.C.U. OF IRELAND. ULSTER

CENTRE. IRISH END-TO-END RELI-
ABILITY RUN.

JULY 19.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

JULY fI—ESSEX M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT
SOUTHEND.

July S7.—Strc.atham and District M.C.C Picnic
Run to Ashdoirn Forest.

AUG. M. — S.E. COUNTIES INTER -TEAM
TRIAL.

SEPT. .5.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE "^CUP.

SEPT. 15-SO.—A.C.U. Six DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIA LS.

Manchester M.C.

Results of the Reliability Run to
Buxton :

1. F. Mnson (3^^ Triumph), 10s. error.
2. H. Ashwortli {3V2 Triumpb), 65s. error.
3. E. Paxinan (Baby Triumph), 90s. error.

Hon. secretary, Mr. F. A. Eltoft, 133,
Oswald Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy.

Surrey M.C.C.

A special general meeting of the club •

will be held at the Angel Hotel, Guild-
ford, at 7.30 p.m. on Tuesday, June 24th,

at which it is hoped all members will

be present. An amalgamation with the
Farnham and District M.C.C. will be con-

sidered.

An Eastbourne Club.

At a meeting held at the Gildridge
Hotel, Eastbourne, it was decided to

form the Eastbourne and District M.C.C.
There are many keen motor cyclists in the
neighbourhood and a successful first season
is anticipated. The club, which will be
affiliated to the A.C.U., is also open to
owners of light cars and cycle cars.

Essex M.C.

The Southend speed trials have been
postponed until July 23rd, owing to the
illness . of Mr. A. G. Reynolds, the
timekeeper. The programme is now
arranged, and may be obtained from the
organising secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller,

51, Pulteney Road, South Woodford.

West Kent M.C.

The old Blackheath and District M.C.
has been reformed with the title of
West Kent M.C, and a prosperous period
appears to be ahead. The hon. secretary
is Mr. J. S. Wilson, Burnham Lodge,
Lake Avenue, Bromley, lient, who will be
pleased to hear of motor cyclists in the
district who wish to join the club,

Irish Twenty Hour Trial.

Out of fifteen starters in the strenuous
twenty-hour trial organised by the Cork
M.C.C, only six finished. The course was
344| miles, and took in the following
toi^ns : Cork, Fermoy, Dungarvan,
Carrick-on-Suir, Clonmel, Mitchelstown,
Cork, Killarney, Waterville, Kenmare,
Macroon, Cork. The route formed the
figure eight with Cork as the central point.

The follovfing competitors started. Only
those marked with an asterisk finished :

*R. S, Russell (234 Sunbeam)
W. Lane (2% Douglas)
J. Gibbins (I'l B.S,A. sc.)

*Jas. Browne (274 Douglas)
A. Healy (214 O.K. Junior)
W, P. Musgraye (4 Triumph sc.)

*E. B, Russell (4 Triumph)— Flurry (2'A Levis)
•J. P. Frost (2% Douglas)
D. Duggan (2^,4 Douglas)
T. H. Popham (6 Enlield sc.)

*n. C. Johnson (2'/, Revere)
'R. Pericho (3=4 Scott)
J. Cuddigan (3% Indian)
F. Merrick Wli Humber)
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Slo^^

^Intfts to "Cig^t TLamps.
SoMMEB Time.

June 19th 9.48 p.m.

„ 21st 9.48 „
„ 23rd 9.49 „
„ 25tli 9.49 „

Revised Prices.

Prices are constantly fluctuating owing
to the unsettled state of labour and the
material market. The popular Levis is

now £44 13s. The Allon has gone up
£5.

A Pillion Load.

A press photographer on the London-
Edinburgh run astride a 4 h.p. Triumph,
carried his wife, two cameras, and a tent
in which they camped out at Grantham.
They completed the run.

High Prices.

One of the chief causes of the recent
increases in prices of motor cycles is the
decision of the Government to continue
the national awards which were grahted
as a war measure and which, it was under-
stood, would be removed after the war.
These awards, as is well known, amount
approximately to 25s. per week per man,
and every manufactured article or piece
of material which enters the motor cycle
factories has to carry these national awards
in every factory throxigh which it passes.
Any of our readers who may be in receipt
of the national award must not grumble
about the prevailing high prices.

Silence oi 1919 Twins.

As an example of the silence of the
modern twin, two competitors in the
London-Edinburgh run, riding the new
Clyno and A.J.S. sidecar, carried on an
easy conversation while maintaining an
average speed of 20 m.p.h.

Safety First.

The Automobile Association has adopted
the motto "Safety First" tor all future
A.A. and M.U. roa-d signs and warnings.
The first signs to be brought up-to-dats
in this connection are the " School " and
"Concealed Turning" warning notices,
which bear the motto.

Police Tiaps.
We are informed that there is a police

trap working on the main road between
Hounslow and Staines, at the cross roads
at Bedfont, just by the Minimax factory.

The trap mentioned in our issue of the
5th inst. as working on Sudbury Hill,

Harrow, is now working on the Pinner
Road, on the opposite side of the hill.

Lighter Motor Vehicles.

The. Autocar is carrying on the cam-
paign instituted by The. Light Car (a

sister journal now incorporated in the
former paper) in favour of lighter cars.

In factj, The Autocar makes a strong
plea for an improved power-weight
ratio all round, in which connection
it is quite possible for motor cycle

designers to effect an improvement both
in solo and sidecar machines.

Special Jf^eatures.

WHERE TO GO FOR A TOUR.

A REVIEW OF DESIGN.

NO AGE LIMIT.

Members of the newly formed Royal Aircraft Establishment M.C.C., Famborough. about

to start on their recent opening run. This club has every prospect of a large membership
and a successful future.

C6

Paris-Nice Next Year.

The Paris-Nice trial, an event which
proved a success in'l913 and 1914, will be
revived in 1920; date, February 15th to
30th. No doubt there will be a number of
British competitors as hitherto.

Direct Representation Overseas.

Capt. Woodward, who recently contri-'

buted an article on motor cycle conditions
and requirements in South Africa, has
been appointed direct factory represent-
ative in British South Africa for Messrs
Humphries and Dawes. Direct factory
representatives abroad are very few where
the British motor cycle industry is con-
cerned, and this example set by the makers
of the O.K. motor cycle is one which
'might well b« followed by other manu-
facturers.

Old and New Government Motor Cycles.

The prices paid for the .4 h.p. Triumph
and 2| h.p. Douglas motor cycles sold at
the Agricultural Hall, Islington, on
Tuesday, June 10th, show that the high
prices hitherto reached with comparative
ease are now on the decline, and the
tendency to buy a machine at any price
was less noticeable. Keen competition
was the rule, but the buyers had,
apparently, fixed their maximum price
and would not exceed it.

The best Triumph, from external in-
spection, had no carburetter or magneto,
the clutch and saddle were also deficient,
but this machine was sold for 38 ens.
The price for this "star" Triumph

was run very closely by another of these
motor cycles, in much worse condition,'
which realised 33 gns.
The remaining machines, in variousj

stages of decay, were sold at price
ranging from 30 gns. to 16 gns.

Following the Triumphs came twenty!
new 2J h.p. Douglas motor cycles. Thai
price obtained for one of these machine*
at the last sale exceeded 80 gns., yet the.
highest price reached this time .was

.

71^ gns. This figure was approached
by two machines at 71 gns. and five at
70 gns. The remaining Douglases fetched
an average price of 57 gns.
The sale, conducted by Messrs. Goddard

and Smith, was well attended, and many
ladies were present, possibly with a view
to purchasing one of the Singer light
cars included in the catalogue.
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Motor Bicycles at a Profit.

It was announced at the Agricultural
Hall, Islington, that a lai'E;e number of

motor cycles sold by the Disposal Board
of the Ministry of ilunitions were resold
by the buyer in less than twenty-four
hours at a profit of ten guineas each.

"Surplus."

\Ve are in receipt of a publication
issued by the Government, entitled .!?«;-

/)/«--•, price 5d., the official organ of the
Government Property Disposal Board

;

secretary. Major F," C. T. Tndsbery,
O.B.E., L.L.il., Armament Buildings,
London, S.AV.l. In this book is cou-
taiued full information concerning the
dispo.sal of surplus Government property
of all kinds, tools, mechanical transport
(including motor cycles), metals, etc.

Provincial sales are to be held at dates
to be announced hereafter at Manchester,
Halifax. Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dublin,
Birmingham, Colchester, Newcastle, Liver-
pool, Sheffield, Cardiff, and Leeds.

Atlantic Flight.

The Atlantic flight m 16h. 27m. is

another victory for the internal combus-
tion engine, which the motor cycle and
motor cyclists have helped to develop to
its present stage of perfection. The
success was ail-British—men, design,
machine, and engines. These last were
Rolls-Royce Eagle, two in number, and
the flight is a tribute to the quality of
the workmanship of the Vickers firm who
produced the " Vimy " aeroplane, the
makers of the engine, and of carburetters
and magnetos.

The Lucas Magdyno.
The new Lucas Magdyno combined

ignition and lighting unit made its

dihut on several machines in the
London-Edinburgh run. The Magdyno
which has been undergoing road tests

The new Lucas Magdyno ignition and lighting unit on an A.j.S. machine.

during the past two years, is the first

British made apparatus of this kind, and
probably will be "standard" on a large
number of 1920 models which have been-
designed specially to accommodate it.

It may be recalled tUat we also illustrated

this unit when describing the new 8 h.p.

Clyno in our issue for February 20th,
this year. A Magdyno fitted to a
competing machine, ridden by a member
of Th& Motor Cjjcle staff, gives splendid
results. Although the head lamp was
screened by tissue paper, the light was
extraordinarily powerful though well dif-

fused, and, consequently, without gl^re.

H. R. Lane, a competitor in the London-Edinburgh run, with his 4-i h.p. B.SA., fitted

with the new Lucas Magdyno.

Specials' Farewell Dinner.

The A. A. Section, Headquarters Central
Detachment, Special Constabulary, held a

. farewell dinner at Messrs. Gatti's, on
Thursday last. Sir Nevil Macready, the

Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police, presided, and commented upon
the ^lendid work of the A. A. motor
section and of all the i.«3rabers of the
Special Constabularly, who had so

splendidly responded to the call in order
to release other men for the Forces.

A Government Sale of Motor Cycles.

One hundred unused 2| h.p. Douglaa
motor cycles were offered for sale by
Messrs. Goddard and Smith at Islington,

on Friday last, the 13th.

The price obtained for these Tiiodels

kept within strict limits, and did not

'

exceed 73 gns. A few were knocked
down for 59^ gns., but the majority
fetched an average price of 66 gns.

Imports and Exports.

Import values of motor cycles and parts

for May show a big increase over last

month, the. figures being £4,675 and
£1,535 respectively.

Exports.
A return to approximately the March

figures was obtained, after the drop in

April, by the exports value for May, which
totalled £150,288, as against £62,076 in

the previous month. The values for May
of the three consecutive years are here
given : -

May, 1917. May, 1918.- May, 1919.

£60,850 £48,861 £130,288

It is also of interest to note the propor-

tions of the parts values tb these totals

for the thiee years—£19,298, £29,162, and
£69,934.

Petkol Imtorts.
Petrol importation in May amounted to

22,007,345 gallons, as against 21,564,131

gallons for the corresponding month last

year. This quantity, however, is a big

increase on the previous month's (April)

figures, which showed that 16,090,485

gallons were brought into the country.

C9
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A SCOTTISH OPEN HILL-CLIMBr
The Glasgow Western M.C.C. Event.

AN excellent entry was received for

the open hill-climb organised by the

\Vestern M.C.C.—the new Glasgow
Club. Forty-three riders altogether

entered the following five classes :

Class 1.—Motor cycles having cylinder

capacity not exceeding 350 c.c.

Class 2.—Motor cycles having cylinder

capacity exceeding 350 c.c. and not

exceeding 600 c.
Class 3.—Motor cycles having cylinder

capacity exceeding 600 c.c.

Class 4.—Motor cycles and sidecars not
exceeding 600 c.c.

Class 5.—Motor cycles and sidecars

exceeding 600 c.c.

Ihe winners in each class were decided

Weight
on the formula: capacity x time.

Competitors assembled at Canniesburn
Toll, near Glasgow, at 2.30 p.m., where
they were weighed. After these pre-
liminaries, riders and spectators made
for the venue, Garshake Hill, near Dum-
barton, where they found the surface of
tile hill in splendid condition for fast
times.

The first class was started at 3.45 p.m.,
Hancock (2J A.J.S.) being the first man
off. After rather a poor start, he picked
up well and finished in good style. D.
S. Alexander (2J Douglas) made a good
start, and, travelling at a high speed
up the fairly steep slope, was timed at

48 sec, which was the fastest time in the
class. D. R. Parsons (2J N.U.T.) made a
good climb, and, although not as fast

as Alexander, was the winner on formula.
Class 2, for Sj h.p. machines, produced

some good climbs, J. Spence (3^ Rover)
making fastest time, 48| sec. Capt.
Walker (3j Triumph) ran him pretty close

with 49i sec, while W. Deans (3i" Ariel)

followed with 5O5- sec. Singularly enough,
none of the 3i machines equalled the time
put up by Alexander (2J Douglas).

iims*^

Gipt. Dickson (8 h.p. Zenith) on one of the hills included in the Western Glasgow M.C.C.

open hill-climb on Saturday. Capt. Dickson rode from Montrose (over I CD miles) for

the event.

The most thrilling riding was naturally

seen in the big class. A. J. Carlow
(8 Zenith) made a very spectacular ascent,

taking the bend near the top close in

;

his time of 36|s. being fastest time of

the day. A. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson)
did not repeat his performance in the

Glasgow M.C.C. climb, and lost a little

time in cutting out to round the bend.

His time was 37|s.

A surprisingly fast climb was that of

R. McCulIoch (6 A.J.S.). He ascended
the hill at a great speed, his time being

395S., which gave him an easy win on
formula. A. J. Carlow (5 Indian) put
up another good performance, obtaining
second place on formula. Geo. Keely
(5-6 James) also made a good climb.

The start of the Edinburgh M.C. one hundred mile sporting trial, held last Saturday.

Reading from the left : Carfrae (3 h.p. Enfield), — Driver {2i h.p. Douglas),

and N. R. Fenwick (5 h.p. Rover).

D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield) had plug
trouble, and practically accomplished the
climb on one cylinder.

In Class 4 for 600 c.c. sidecars J.

Spence (4 A.J.S. sc) started off well, but
when a few yards from the finishing line

his gear control jumped out, nevertheless
he made fastest time in his class, this

being 71|s. Hancock (2| A.J.S. sc.)

obtained first place on formula, and made
an excellent climb considering the small-

size of his engine. H. M. Fraser (3i
Sunbeam sc.) was second 011 formula.

In the large sidecar class, A. Brash
(7 Harley-Davidson) made fastest time,
only a matter of lOs. slower than his solo

climb. The winner on formula was Geo.
Kelly (5-6 James sc), who did much';
better than in his solo effort.

D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.) broke
a chain at the start, while R. McCulloch
(6 A.J.S. sc.) started off well, but, when
half way up; his gear slipped into neutral.

For a first effort of the club, the
climb was particularly successful, and
the officials deserve every credit for the

manner in which the arrangements were
carried out. It seems to us, however,!

a pity that an obsolete formula should
have been used, giving an undue ady-

vantage to weight and small capacity^

It will be noted that in no case has th^

fastest competitor won on formula.

The results on formula are as follows :,i

Class I.

1. B. R. Parsons (2«i-N.U.T.).
2. Hancock (2% A.J. S.I. -

Fastest time: D.S.Alexander (2Yi Douglas), 488,

Class II.

1. W. Deans (S'A Ariel).
2. H. Gold (31/2 Wolf).

Fastest time: J. Spence (3% Rover), 48?a.

Class III.

1. R. McCullocll (6 A.J.S.).
2. A. J. Carlow (5 Indian).

Fastest time : A. J. Carlow (8 Zenith), 36|».

Class IV.
1. Hancock (2% A.J.S. sc).
2. H. M. Fraser (31/2 Sunbeam sc).

Fastest time : J. Spence (4 A.J.S. sc), Tlis.

Class V.
1. Geo. Kelly (5-6 James sc).
2. J. Barclay (6 A.J.S. sc).

IRestest time : A. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson fiCil

47i3.
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THE 6h.p.
DOUGLAS. An Attractive Sidecar Machine at Present

in (he Experimental Stage.

«<*,,

FOE nearly two years Messrs. Douglas Motors, Ltd.,
have had a 5 h.p. model on the road, and, while
nothing has yet been decided as to whether it will be
marketed this year, a photograph of the machine can-

not fail to interest.

Perhaps the first point which will attract notice is the
all-chain all-enclosed transmission, the final drive being on
the " off " side of the machine, which, incidentally, is very

compact considering that a comparatively large flat twin

The experimental 6 h.p. Douglas outfit, a powerful mount of very

pleasing appearance.

had to be accommodated. A three-speed gear with new type
multiple plate clutch is fitted, which is interconnected with
the gear change control, making the changing of gears,

without declutching, impossible. Interchangeable wheels are

also a feature. We tried this machine over a year ago, and
were particularly struck with its exceptionally smooth
running and ample reserve of power. Undoubtedly a Douglas
sidecar machine of this power would be very popular and
prove as efficient as the smaller models.

> <»•» <

A "Benzole" Trial Amon^ Welsh Hills.

Only Ten Competitors in the Liverpool M.C. Open Reliability Trial out of Thirty-four

Starters secured First-class Awards.

THE first trial to be run on benzole turned out to be a

strenuous test for even modern machines, and of~the
thirty-four starters only ten qualified for first-class

awards. The course was 134 miles, and included

Cilcain Hill and Bwlch-y-Groes, which proved formidable for

machines running on benzole where carburetters had not been
retuned. This and the strong following wind caused many
machines to overheat.

The following are the official results, with notes :

1. L. V. Barton (8 Res sidecar). Retired Cilcain, back wheel slip.

2. Mrs. Baxter (6 Clyno sidecar). Non-starter.

Harry Marston (6 .^.J.S. sidecar). First-class award.
F. Smith (3 Clyno sidecar). Third class award. Failed Bwlch-y-Groes and

Old Horseshoe Pass.

J. C. Walker (2j .\Udays solo). Non-starter.

J. W. Wills (4 Triumph sidecar). Third class award. 13 mins. out Bala.

J. \. Newman (si Sunbeam solo). First class award.
H. T. Williams (6' A.J.S. sidecar). Failed on time at finish.

J. H. Fox {4i B.S..\. solo). Second class award. Failed Bwlch-y-Groes.

.

C. R. West (6 A.J.S. sidecar). Retired Bala, clutch burnt out.

E. Jones (si Norton solo). Retired, sprained wrist.

O. Wade {6'A.J.S. sidecar). Third class award. 5 mins. late Bala.

H. M. Bell (3i Rudge solo). Failed Cilcain. Retired Dinas Mawddwy,
S. Parker (5 Brough solo). First class award.
S. B. Reece (4 Triumph solo). First class award.
R. H. W. Brown (6 A.J.S. sidecar). Third class award. 15 mins. out Bala, /

S. W. Phillpott (2i Coulson-B. solo). Non-starter.

J. Dudley (si Sunbeam sidecar). Third class award. 6 mins. out Bala,

return.

A. G. Cocks (2i Clyno solo). Third class award. Failed BwIch-y-Groes
and Old Horseshoe Pass.

J. D. McLean (7-9 HarJey-Davidson sidecar). Non-starter.

3-

4.

5-

6.

'J-

8.

13-

14.

15-

16.

17.

18.

23-

24-

25.

26.

27.

29.

30.

31-

32.

33.

34-

35-

36.

37.

40.

41.

42.

+3-

44.

45.

E. R. Wintle (5-6 James solo). Third class award. Failed Cilcain water

splash ; stop Dinas Mawddwy,
G. L. Fletcher (4 Douglas sidecar). Failed Bwlch-y-Groes. Finished late

H. S. Jones {3} Scott solo). Failed Bwlch-y-Groes. Finished late.

A. G. D. Clease (4 Norton sidecar). Non-starter. v

G. Dance (3I Sunbeam solo). First class award.
E. L. Boston (si Sunbeam solo). Retired Bwlch-y-Groes.

G. S. Boston (2} .\.J.S. solo). Third class award. Failed Cilcain water

splash ; stop Bwlch-y-Groes.
H. Logan (3i Zenith sidecar). Failed Cilcain, and retired.

H. Newey [2\ Levis solo). First class award.
R. G. Mundy (8 Matchless sidecar). First class award.
N. Brown (5 Indian solo). First class award.
V. E. Horsman (4 Norton sidecar). First class award.
R. E. Pugb (2i Levis solo). First class award.

J. Collins (6 A.J.S. sidecar). Disqualified (carried no passenger).

J. Swinton (7-9 Indian solo). Broke clutch Cilcain, and retired.

H. A. Brayshaw (6 N.U.T. sidecar). Non-starter.

R. C. Charlesworth (5 Zenith solo). Non-starter.

A. Dray (si P. & M. sidecar). Non-starter.

L. M. Southwell (4 Norton solo). Second class award.
return.

H. D. Ashworth (4 Triumph sidecar). Non-starter.

V. W. Goss (4i B.S.A. solo). Third class award. Failed Bwlch-y-Groes

5 mins. late Bala.

F. Morris (3i Edmund sidecar). Non-starter.

A.Wood (4i B.S.A. solo). Third class award. Stop Cilcain. Foot slogged

and stop, Bwlch-y-Groes.
C. B. G. Gill (4 Triumph sidecar). Non-starter.

L. L. Sealey (4i B.S.A. solo). Second class award. Stop. Bwlch-y-Groes.

30 sees, late Bala.

Teams.
10, and 16 A.J.S. Did not qualify.

43, and 45, B.S.A. Best team performance, but did not qualify.

32, and 39, Norton. Did not qualiiy.
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LONDON-EDINBURGH OFFICIAL RESULTS.
Including Cars: 130 Gold Medals; 4 Silver Medals; 1 Bronze Medal. Two Awards

held over. 17 Retire.

Excluding Four-wheeled Vehicles: 113 Gold Medals; 4 Silver Medals; 1 Bronze Medal.

One Award held over. 14 Retire.

A.B.C.
E. M. P. Boileau (3 solo). Gold midal.

J. limcison (3 sc). Gold medal.

ALLON.
H. r'hillips (2J solo). Gold medal.
A. .McCliie C-'i solo). Gold medal.
L. E. Clulic (ij solo). Gold medaL

A.J.S.
W. S. J.-imcson (G solo). Gold medal '

•J. Stcvcus (G sc). Disqualified.
E. Milton (G sc). GoUt mcdat.
S. Julian (ti sc). Gold medal.
R. Hiy-WilMUsc). Gold medal.

J. D. Campbell (G sc). Gold medal.
Geo' Stcvt'us (G sc). Gold medal.

ARIEL.
L. Pulham {3J soIq). Gold medal.

J. L. Stocks (3.1 sc). Gold mtdal.
E. .Atkins (3) sc). Gold medal.
F. E. Jpoes (3A sc). GoW mettal.

B.S.A.
M. Luiggi (4t solo). Award in abeyance.

H. R. Lane (41 solo). Go/d medal.

J. E. Addhigley (4i solo). Gold medal.-

P. D. Walker (4i sc). GoW mafai.

B..\.T.

J. Godsal (S sc). Gold medal.

BLACKBURNE.
J. A. VVatson-Boiime (4 solo). Gold medal
P. J. Enticknapp (1 solo). Gold medal.

S. F. Garrett (.S sc). Gold medal.

J. S. Holroyd (8 sc). -CoUl medal.

BROUGH.
G. VV. Wilkin (C sc). Gold medal

CH.\TER-LEA.
G. F. Udall (2i solo). Gold medal
R. C. Davis (8 sc). Gold medal.

CLYNO.
A. G. Cocks (2| solo). Gold medal.

H. Gibson (i sc). Gold medal.

G. Nott (5-0 sc). Gold medal.

DOUGLAS.
W. Cooper (23 solo). Gold medal.

L. A. Baddeley ('21 solo). Gold medal.

V. Olsson (4 solo). Gold medal.
P. W. Moffat (31 solo). Gold medal.

Tudor Thompson (22 solo). Gold medal.

R. T. Leather (2,5 solo). Silver medal.

W. J. Fleetwood (2^ solo). Gold medal.

A. N. Kingwill (2J solo). Gold medal.

F, G. BaU (2J solo). Gold medal.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Started. Gold. Silvei-. Bronze.
Held
Over.

Dis-
qualified.

Re-
tired.

2-STR. Lightweights .

4 -STR. Solos
13
30
18
25
1

48
5

19

12
25
13
19
1

41
4

15

2

1

1

1

1

1

I»-
2*

2*

1

4
3

4

3

SiNCLE-cvL. Sidecars .

Twin Solos
4 -CYLINDER Solos ....
Twin Sidecars

Cars, Etc. .

159 130 4 1 2 5 17

*Too early at Catterick or Doncaster.

DOUGL.\S (Cont.)

G. Fletcher (4 sc). Gold medal.

W. B. Gibb (:;.'. sc). Gold medal.

E. G. Johnson (4 sc). Gold medal.

Thompson Thompson (4 sc). Gold medal.

tV. Deacock (4 sc). Disqualified.

C. Pearson (4 sc). Gold medal.

J. Haslam' (4 sc). Gold medal.

I-. Thorpe (4 sc). Gold medal.

DIAMOND.
H. B. Bateman (2J solo). Gold :::edal.

ENFIELD.
T. H. L. Witt (6 sc). Gold medal.

P. B. G. Vale (8 sc). Gold medal

J. Smith (0 sc). Gold medal.

E. Marshall (6 sc). Gold medal.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
G. Grinton (7 sc). Gold medal.

R. C. Osborne (7 sc). Silvi'r medal.

J. A. Masters (7 sc). Gold medal.

W. A. Fell Smith (7 sc). Gold medal.

L. de Aranjo (7 solo). Gold medal.

HENDERSON.
J. Robertson Brown (8-10 solo). Gold

medal.

HOBART.
A. E. Walker (2 J solo). Cold meditl.

HUMBER.
E. C. R. Johnson (3i solo). Gold medal.

J. E. Sharpe (3). solo). Gold medal.

C. W. Addingley (i\ solo). Gold medal.

J, Mackenzie (6 sc). Gold medal.

* Too early at Catterick.

INDIAN.
£. A. Bridgman (7 sc). Gold medal.
F. .\. Applcbee (7 sc). Gold medal.

JAMES.
•A. M. C. Scott (5-C solo). Disqualified.

H. Reyre (4J solo). Gold medal.
H. H. Saddington (5-6 sc). Gold medal.
E. J. Pittock (5-G sc). Gold medal.

LEA-FRANCIS.
A. J. Sproston (31 solo). Gold medal.

•J. A. W, Armstrong (31 solo). Dis-

qualified.

LEVIS.
P. Pike (2 J sulo). Gold medal.
H. Walker (2 J solo). Gold medal.

MABON.
A, Mabon (4 sc). Gold medal.

MATCHLESS.
H. R. Harveyson (G solo). Gold medal.
R. Mundy (8 sc). Gold medal.
F. J. Ellis (8 sc). Gold medal, y

J. A. Hoult (Ssc). Gold medal.

MORGAN.
H. F. S. M rgan (8). Gold medal.
V. McGarigle (8). Silver medal.
G. Pettyt (8). Gold medal.
E. Williams (8). Gold medal.
H. G. Bell (8). Gold medal.

METRO:TYLER.
W. C. Hemy (2i solo). Gold medal.
G. F. Ainmon (21 sol ). Gold medal.

MOTOSACOCHE.
H. Le Vack (8 sc). Gold medal.

t Too early at Doncaster.

NORTON.
S. Sawer (4 sc). Gold medal,-

D. R. O'Donovan (4 sc). Gold medal.
D. Bradbury (4 sc). Gold medal,

OMEGA.
W. J. Lake (2J solo). Gold medal.

P. & M. -

D. S. Baddeley (3,t solo). Gold medal.

T. BuUus (3J solo)'. Gold medal.

ROVER.
S. Hall (3,1 solo). Gold medal.

J. Hilger 'm sc). Gold medal.
E. B. Lathbury (34 sc). Bronze medal.

REX.
W. P. Tippett (4 sc). Gold mcdat.

RUDGE.
F. E. Salter (3J solo). Gold medal.

SIRRAH-VERUS.
T. H. .Weaver (21 solo). Gold Medal.

SUNBEAM.
W. R. Preston (3,! solo). Gold medal:
G. P. Glen Kidston (31 solo). Gold medal.
P. T. C. Body (3,! solo). Gold medal,
L. Nicholson (3i solo). Gold medal.
T. Rutherford (31 solo). Gold medal.
T. C. De La Hay (31 sc). Gold medal.
A. J. Read (8 sc). Gold medal.
H. Minton (31 sc). Gold medal.
F. C. Townshend (31 sc). Gold medal,

TRIUMPH.
R. L. Williamson (4 solo). Gold medal,
F. Notari (4 solo). Gold medal. .

N. Rycrott (4 solo). Gold medal.
P. C. Bo.xer (4 solo). Gold medal.
T. J. Ross [4 solo). Gold medal.
P. W. White (4 solo). Gold medal.
G. Wr^y (31 solo). Gold medal.

WOOLER.
K. V. Chidley (2| solo). Gold medal.

J. F. Hull (2S solo). Gold medal.

ZENITH.
C. H, Hunt (3J solo). Gold medal.
R. C. Charlesworth (5 solo). Gold medal
Kaye Don (8 sc). Gold medal.

tA. G. Fcnn (3Jsc). Disqualified.
F. H. Richards (5 sc). Gold medal.
F. H. Koxiksley (8 sc). Silver medal.
A. H. N. H. Hewitt (Gsolo), Goldmedal.
B. Alan Hill (31 solo). Gold medal.
K. de B. Smart (8 sc). Gold medal.

Whitsuntide Trials in Ireland.
Dublin and District Club.

BUT a small field took part in the second post-war
reliability trial of'the Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club on Wliit-Monday. The course, of approximately
140 miles, was a fairly severe one, taking in some

well-known test-hills in Co. Wicklow. Of the twenty-nine
entrants, only fourteen presented theniselve.s at the start.

This was due chiefly to the uncertainty of catering arrange-

ments and the non-delivery of new machines.
There w-ere very few motor cycle* of this year's make,

and most of the riders were novices. The latter fact, coupled
with the intricate nature of the course, resulted in only eight

of the competitors completing the journey, and only one of

these, R. Armstrong (5-6 h.p. Enfield sc), secured full marks.
Armstrong will probably be awarded the Dunlop Cup, but the

result is subject to confirmation by the committee. The
finishers were as follows

:

D. AUen (3>A Norton)
R. Armstrong (5-6 Enfield sc.)

J. Redmond (7-9 Indian sc)
R. HewisoD (7-9 Indian sc)
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W. Redmond {5-6 Indian)
T. Redmond (7-9 Indian)
J. Smith (7-9 Indian)
C. Johnston (2"/.. Crescent)

The Cork "Twenty."
The open twenty hours' trial of the Cork Club .on Whit-

Monday did not attract many riders. As in the Dublin trial

on the same day, the number of new machines was con-
spicuously small, only four of the fifteen competitors having
1919 mounts.
The trial started from Cross's Garage, South Wall, at

1.50 a.m. on Monday, passing through Fermoy, Dungarvan,
Carrick-on-Suir, Clonmel, and Mitchelstown. Despite the
relatively easy nature of the course, the field was reduced
by halt on reaching Cork. The second portion of the course
was more difficult, but, contrary to expectation, six of the
seven men completed the 345 miles. Gowlane and Balla-

ghosheen proved the test pieces of the route. The two
Russells and Browne climbed both of the hills successfully,

and, as all three were on time at all the open controls, they
are likely to secure the chief awards of the trial. Those who
finished were

:

n. S. Rnssell (2'/i Snnbeam)
J. Bro-wne 12% Douglas)
E. B. Russell (4 Triumph)

J. P. Frost (2'i4 Douglas)
H. O. Johnson (21/2 Revere)
R. Perico (3% Scott)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to th3 Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must ie accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BENZOLE AND TANKS.
Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle of May 22nd a letter

from one, "Excelsior," concerning varnish for tanks. Allow
me to mention that this is incorrect, at least in my case.

Having a new 2J h.p. Douglas, I wished to prevent the
benzole from spoiling my tank, and, therefore, gave it a
coat of Shellac varnish. The result is that whenever the
benzole escapes now, a white stain is left behind, which can
only be removed by the application of paraffin, which also

takes off the first coating of enamel. I consider its effect

very injurious. T.H.
EedhiU.

PRICE OF BENZOLE.
Sir,—The Automobile Association is informed by the

National Benzole Association that the price of benzole con-

forming to the specification approved of by us is 2s. 8d. per
gallon in fifty-gallon drums, and 2s. 9d. per gallon in two-
gallon tins. While there is every hope that these prices

will be still further reduced in the future, the following

figures may be of interest to your readers as showing the
advantage of using benzole : Price of No. 1 petrol to-day

3s. Id. per gallon at most garages. Price of N.B.A. benzole

2s. 9d. Initial saving' 4d.

It must further be remembered that at least 15% more
mileage can be obtained from benzole than from the best

petrol, and therefore the equivalent price per gallon of

benzole to petrol is 2s. 4d. for the former, as against 3s. Id.

for the latter. STENSON COOKE,
Secretary, the Automobile Association and Motor Union.

INFORMATION WANTED.
Sir,—ilr. R. A. Guthrie asks for some details of Meso-

potamia. I have recently returned from Basra, and my
advice is as follows :

(1.) Do not worry about dust ; it wOl not be worse than
English roads in summer, and will be too deep to ride in.

(2.) You will not worry about the heat affecting the

tyres ;. if you go now it will take you all your time to keep
yourself cool enough to live", and if you take the machine you

will forget all about it when you get to Basra. There are
good hospitals in Bombay. •

(3.) Basra-Baghdad district is rather wide. You will be
lucky to get to Baghdad by boat up river in ten days from
Basra.

(4.) Leave it at home. Buy an Army machine there if

you still want to do a bit of exploring. Do not take any
jewellery if jou decide to do a, lone trek—if you can get
permission. Better still, stop at home and read about it.

C. H. KELK, R.E.
A 'VARSITY T.T.

Sir,—Would it not be practicable to arrange a motor
cycle speed event—Oxford v. Cambridge—which might, in
course of time, become a recognised annual 'Varsity T.T. 7

The race would be held over the I.O.M. course, would be
run under the A.C.U., a,nd competitors would all be members
of either of the universities in statu pupillari—as it is

elegantly expressed—at the time of competing.
Class 1.—Solo machines, unlimited c.c.

Class 2.—Sidecar machines, unlimited c.c.

Class 3.—Solo machines not exceeding 550 c.c.

Mileage : Two circuits only to avoid undue strain to
private ma,chines; date during the Long Vac. August each
year.

This would institute what might possibly prove to be
^

the most popular annual event in the motor cycle world,
bearing, as it would, the hall-mark of sporting amateurdom.
Neither have I any doubt that, in the event of the race
being organised, the cups also would rapidly make their
appearance from various sources. There is scope for much
further elaboration of this scheme ; I shall watch your
columns with great interest to see how the proposal is

received.

St. John's, Oxford. H. IMILLETT.
[This excellent idea has been placed before Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, the secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union, who
gives it his most hearty approval. In view, however, of -

the difficulties of organisation this year, he thinks it will

be impossible to hold the race until 1920, when the event
should receive every encouragement and assistance, and,
in his opinion, should be a thoroughly sporting affair.

—

Ed.]

Scenes on Porlock during the Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for the Lycett Trophy. (Left) C. H. Hartwright (2J h.p. New Imperial).

(Right) L. Newey (4J h.p. Ariel sidecar). Both competitors completed the double journey.

C37
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GOVERNMENT MOTOR CYCLES FOR EX-OFFICERS—
AND MEN.

Sir,—May I beg a small space in your valuable paper in

reply to C." Fitzgerald A. Bird's letter which appears in the
issue of The Motor Cycle of June 5th.

He asks for • concessions to be made to officers in the
matter of the sale of Government motor cycles. It is a
pity that he should exclude N.C.O.'s and men, who have
seen just as much service, and who have made the same
sacrifice as officers.

Another point that he seems to forget is that, with the

amoujit of his gratuity so much in e.xcess of that of the

ranker, I suggest that the officer is in a better position to

pay the market price for a mount.
Hanipslead. A DEMOBILISED PRIVATE.

HILLS ON WHICH I HAVE FAILED.
Sir,—Referring to the letter of "Sunblnks" in your issue

of May 29th, making a comparison between various British

hills.

I have never had the pleasure, of seeing some of these

Northern liills, e.xcept Honister and Kirkstone, but so far

as the Midlands, and Wales, and the South are concerred,

does anyone know a longer or steeper hill than Alt-y-bady

at Llangollen, the one that leads over the hiU to Glynceiriog?

In 1912 I developed a craae for searching out stiff climbs,

and this was certainly the stlffest hill that I struck that had
got a genuine roadway wide enough for a vehicle to pass

by, or for two sidecars to pass.

Compared to it, the Cotswold Hills (like Rising Sun, etc.)

are quite trifles.

I have never heard of this hill (Alt-y-bady) having been

included in a ti'ial. Can anyone tell me?
NORA HOUGH.

[On September 27th, 1913, the solo riders were sent up
this hill in the North Wales Trial held by the Liverpool

A.C.C.—Ed.]

SCOTTISH FERRIES.
Sir,—I live in the vicinity of Inverness, and may say tliat

A. Scott Freeman is quite wrong in stating that passes are

now required for the far North. No passports whatever
are necessary.

I recently travelled from Edinburgh on my lightweight

Wolf. I may say that the roads are not at all bad, except,

some miles past Aviemore, and the main road North, as far

as Brora anyway, is quite good too, excepting between Alness

and Tain. Tourists might increase the pleasure of their trip

by cutting down to Nairn from Carr Bridge by a byroad,^

which is in excellent order, and time may be profitably saved"

by going from Alness over the hills to Bonar Bridge. There

is also a short cut again from Bonar Bridge almost directly to

The Mound, of which advantage is rarely taken. June, July,

and August are the best months for seeing the Highlands,

and tourists should not fail to spend a night in Inverness, so

that they can see the usual places of interest and also the

following historic landmarks : CuUoden Moor, Castle Tolmie,

the Ould Bught MUl, Queen Mary's House, Demster Gardens,

and Baron Taylor's Lane, where permission is readily given

by John Brown, Esq. (the proprietor), to view the famous
" lona Martlecracked Sink Basin "

; also the imposing islands

known locally as Smith's Island.
DAN MACDONALD.

MOTOR CYCLE TRIALS.
Sir,—Much has been said and written about the unsatis-

factory results of the trials lately held, and I am entirely

in agreement with Mr. J. L. Norton and others that a more
satisfactory method of "finding the v\'inner" should be

adopted.
Competitors, the trade and public alike, will welcome any

scheme whereby one hian is pronounced "the winner," as

one. horse wins "the Derby."
To this end my club, the Midland Cycling and Athletic

Club, is aiming in its open reliability trial on June 28th.

As a member of the committee responsible for the trial,

I can assure those interested that much thought has been
given to the matter, recognising how difficult it is in these

days of superlative machines and expert riders to give the

"knock-out" under reasonable conditions of riding, as it

should, in my opinion, be ruled out to include freakish ideas

in reliability" trials. Make them difficult by all means, but
always possible.

The club is fortunate in having the services of Mr. Alec
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Koss, known by every club as an official starter and marker
in most important trials all over the United Kingdom, and
Mr. Frank Whitworth—the original organiser of the Colmore
Cup trial.

As there are four silver trophies to be awarded in this

trial, as well as a premier trophy, the club is naturally

anxious that there shall be no uncertainty as to who are the-
rightful holders of them at the end of that day.
Having these points in raind then, here is our programme:
(1.) An extended course of 200 miles—rather longer than

are most one-day trials—including six stiff hills.

(2.) A brake test on a severe gradient of about 1 in 4.

(3.) A stop and restart test on a gradient of about 1 in 6.

(4.) A flexibility test; in the way tliis is being set out

we consider it is original, and likely to pvove efficient in

determining the actual winner of the trophy without any
question.

It follows the Colmore Cup lines, inasmuch as the slow

time upon the flexibility test hill is divided by the fast time,

but a new and original feature added to this is that the

various types of machines have their chances equalised by
dividing each rider's figure of merit by the average figure

of merit of the riders on the same type and size of machine.

(5.) The timing in the trial wilKiiot be dealt with in any
way on the split seconds idea, and marks will not be deducted
unless the two minutes' variation is exceeded, i.e., one minute
each way, which means that so long as the riders look after

the mimutM they need not trouble about the seconds.

(6.) Consideration wUl be given to the competitora in the

matter of intervals, as we take them eighty miles on the
first stretch, when a stop is made for a second light break-
fast, and after a further fifty miles another interval for

lunch. The final stretch of seventy miles is an uninterrupted
run home.

If Mr. Norton (or anyone interested in motor trials), after

reading what the club proposes to do, is not satisfied that

a definite winner will be found by this means, the club would
be most happy to receive any suggestions, which I sliall be
pleased to have and deal with. C. F. DAWES.

O.K. Works, Hall Green.

FOUR-STROKE V. TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I agree with "R.N." re two-strokes in all points

except " hiU-climbing." A two-stroke may beat a single of

equal capacity on hills, but it certainly will not beat a twin.

I have taken a Douglas up Red Hill (Axbridge-Bristol road)

on top gear, and I should like to meet the 2| h.p. two-stroke
that would do this on a 5^ to 1 gear. Also, re overheating,

I have driven the same machine for seven miles at 42
m.p.h. by Jones speedometer (Newbury-Reading road) ; the
engine then only began to tire on up grades, but after a
mile at 25 m.p'.h. it regained its vigoui'.

Re spare parts, I think the Government is to blame in

many cases. I was unfortunate some time back in breaking
my gear box main-shaft (clutch model). I cannot obtain a
new one owing to Government restrictions. Douglas Motors,
Ltd., supplied me with the ordinary two-speed shaft and a
fixed pulley ; but I miss the clutch, and now often see riders

of the same model who are using this shaft that I want,
while having discarded thp kick start and clutch operating
mechanism. DUGGIE.
Cambridge.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A correspondent recently borrowed a pump from Mr. A.

Edwards, promising to leave it^at the temperance hotel in
High Street, Evesham. Finding four temperance hotels in
that street on arrival at Evesham, he left the pump at

Restall's -Railway Temperance Hotel.

[ii]' • m. .4u)

j
NOW READY. :

j HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS. \
m m

Z Second reprint of Sixth Edition. S

Invaluable to motor cyclists overhauling their machines.

: Price 2/., by post 2/3. S

S Obtainable from all BookselJers, or direct from

: ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20. Tudor St.. London. E.C.4. I
m m
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Clutch Adjustment,

How does the Clyno 1912 multi-

plate clutch work?, Supposing
the clutch slipped, would you
tighten it, because, when tighten-

ing the front nut, you push the

whole ot the outer shell against the

back ball race?—G.T.
The Clyno clutch cannot be adjusted, and,

if woi'n to any degree, extra plates must
be inserted. Care must be taken in re-

assembling to see that the cone nut is

screwed up to the correct position accord-

ing to the adjustment marks, otherwise

trouble will certainly result.

The Lighting Regulations.

I am given to understand that

there is some special regulation

concerning the size of lamps for

roadway illumination on motor
cycles and sidecars. I should be

obliged if you could give me the neces-

sary information on this point.—C.S.

Unless a lamp is fitted with a burner
e-iiceeding fourteen litres per hour, or an

electric bulb exceeding twelve watts, arid

unless the front glass exceeds 6in. in

diameter, there are no restrictions. In

the case of these limits being exceeded,

the glass must be obscured with ground
glass, paint, or some other uncoloured

material, so that the obscured effect is less

than that produced by one thickness of

ordinary white tissue paper.

Substituting Carburetters.

I have bought a second-hand

^ 3-2- h.p. Triumph, numbered 6,212," and shall be glad to know : (1.)

-iJ What year was this machine
made? '(2.) What is the average

consumption of petrol? (3.) Can you
recommend me a Binks carburetter for

economy in preference to a B. and
B., which is on the machine? (4.)

What position should the piston be in

for giving best all-round results when
timing the magneto ?—H.B.

(1.) Write to the makers, the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., Priory Street, Coventry,

giving them the number of the engine,

and they may tell you the date of

macliine. (2.) Solo, ninety miles to

the gallon. (3.) One carburetter is as

good as another in this respect, and
petrol .consmnption depends on the driver

and the way in which the carburetter is

adjusted. (4.) A method of timing is

fully described in our handbook, " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
Approximately the piston should be on
the top dead centre of the compression

stroke, with the ignition lever two-thirds

retarded, when the magneto contact

breaker points are about to separate.

Difficult Starting.

(1.) How does a Diesel engine

work? Can it be run on ordinary

lubricating oil and paraffin with-

out injecting? (2.) I have a 5-6

h.p. Indian which I find difficult

to start. If I were to connect the two

wires of a four-volt battery, one to the

frame and the other to the cut-out

terminal, and walked the bicycle slowly

along, when the contact breaker broke,

would it induce a high-tension current

in the outer winding and fire the mix-

ture? (3.) Will you kindly tell me the

address of the Thor motor cycle people?

—O.T.H.

(1.) The Diesel is an engine relying on its

compression to ignite the fuel charge. On
the compression stroke only air is present

in the cylinder. At the top of the stroke,

when tire air is fully compressed, and,

therefore, at a high temperature, a

quantity of the fuel is injected, and, of

course, burns. Heavy oils and paraffin

can be used, but we do not quite under-

stand what you mean about injecting, as

this is one of the vital principles ot the

engine. (2.) If you connect the tattery

wires up as you suggest, you will merely

short the high tension current, and no
spark at the plug would result. The mag-
neto current is alternating, and the

battery gives a direct current. (3.) The

The silver challenge cup presented by

the Raleigh Cycle Co. to the Nottingham

District M.C.C. for annual open competition.

Its value is 100 guineas.

address of the Thor motor cycle makers

is Messrs. The Independent Pneuinatic

Tool Company, 600, West Jackson Boule-

vard, Chicago.

Purchasing by Proxy.

A few days ago a friend of mine

saw a machine which he thought

would suit me, and he left a

deposit of £1 and arranged for

the machine to be ready for trial

and inspection. As it did not come up

to my expectations, I failed to come

to terms with the dealer, who now

refuses to return the deposit. Can you

please advise me if this is in order, and,

if not, what steps I should take to

recover the amount?—F.C.G.

Unless the motor dealer successfully dis-

putes the statement contained m your

letter, you can issue a., County Court

summons for the return of the deposit

paid, and you would have to bring your

friend as a witness to show that the £1

was not paid as a deposit in respect of the

purchase of the machine, but simply as

security while you had it for trial and

inspection, and that it was fully under-

stood that the machine could be returned

it you did not care to purchase.

Claim for Repairs.

I should be glad of your advice

on the following : I sold my 2i

h.p. Connaught for £25, with

lamps and horn complete.
_
Pur-

chaser was offered any trial he

liked to give the machine. On account

of never having previously ridden a

motor cycle, he declined the trial, but

paid for the machine, and asked me to

deliver at his address two hours later.

The machine was delivered running

perfectly. Afterwards purchaser com-

plained of trouble, non-starting, etc.,

which I put down to No. 3 war spu'it

and his lack of experience. The result

is, of course, the machine is taken to

a repairer, who fits new piston rings

and charges £3 10s. for repairs, after

keeping the machine three weeks. The
purchaser sends the bill to me, intimat-

ing that in case of non-payment I shall

hear more about it. Can I be made
to pay this? The repairer says it is a

comfortable, speedy mount, and desires

to buy it. I myself have offered to

take it back, but the price iS' now
£28 lOs. I have declined to pay or

have anything further to do with it.

Can I be compelled to pay this £3 10s.?

—R.M.
Your letter does not disclose any right

for the purchaser to claim successfully

the £3 10s. he mentions, and we therefore

think you should resist any such claim.

C31
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Fitting Oversize Tyres.

^^ (1.) Is a 2iiii. tyic entirely

?'
I

satisfactory on a 2iiii. rim? I

have the wlieel out at present and
-^ several new spokes, and possibly

rebuilding will be necessary. The
machine is a 4.J h.p. and sidecar, and
seems to be under-tyred with 2iin.
covei-s all round. (2.) How is a liosch
magneto sprocket fastened to the mag-
neto?—E.IJ.

(1.) No ; not unless it is a 2iin. tyre built
s|)ecially to fit a 2iin. rim. The "machine
n-rtjiiiily seems tci be under-tyred. (2.)
I be sprocket is a taper lit on the shaft,
;irid is held in position by a nut.

Loss of Compression.

I have a 1915 2J h.p. Douglas
and have had trouble with the
compression in the front cylinder.
I can get good compression for a
few days, after which, for no

apparent reason, it will mysteriously
disappear to reappear again just as
mysteriously- after a short time. The
engine is quite clean and well lubri-
cated with good oil, and recently I

fitted new piston rings with a view to
curing the trouble. When the com-
pression is poor there_ Ls hissing from
the cylinder when turning the flywheel.
Whetht'r the engine is hot or cold seems
to make no difference. I might add
that, on turning the flywheel backwards,
there is no hissing, and the vacuum set

up in the cylinder renders the flywheel
as stiff to turn as good compression. I

should be much obliged if you could
give me some explanatioTi and fell me
of a satisfactorv cure for this trouble.

—

M.R.W.
The loss of compression is probably due
to the valve tappets of the front cylinder
requiring adju.'^tment. Evidently there is

too little clearance, and when the engine
gets hot the valve stems expand and the
valves do not close. It is possible that the
piston ring slots are in line.

f5^OT(^ILlS

Converting a Triumph.

I have a 1913 clutch model
Triumph in good condition.
Would you kindly tell me
w hetlier 1 could convert it into an
efficient sidecar machine by the

addition of a Philipson pulley, or would
you advise selling it in favour of a.
similar machine with three-speed gear?
-R.H.C.

We should certainly advise you to pro-
cure a machine fitted with three-speed
gear in preference to fitting an adjust-
able pulley for sidecar work.

Timing a Twin.

I have taken the engine of my
a.i.v. 5-6 h.p. twin down for a
small repair and have upset the
valve and magneto timing, but
they are not marked. What is

the correct timing for this twin?

—

A.H.S.
In twins with automatic inlet valves,
it is only necessary to time the rear
exhaust valve ; this is done by revolving
the engine in the direction in which it

usually runs until the rear piston is about
^in. down the stroke, when the exhaust
valve should just have clo.sed. To time
the magneto, turn the engine over one
further revolution in the same direction
so that the rear piston is fVi"- down the
firing stroke, place the spark advance lever
in the fully-retarded position, and revolve
the magneto armature, which is dis-
connected, until the points are just about
to separate on the cam marked 1, then,
keeping the piston and the magneto in
this position, connect up the transmission
again.

READERS' REPLIES.
Mysterious Trouble vrith a Two-stroke.

Referring to your reply in the issue
of May 29th to "A.W.," who cannot
get his two-stroke to fire aiter running
under compression downhill, the same
thing happened to me twice. On both

JUNE igih, igiQ-

occasions the timing of the magneto had
slipped, and I attributed it to a back-

fire. A certain amount of mixture is

drawn into the cylinder and, running slowly

downhill, the spark is too far advanced
and a back-fire is caused, which alters

the magneto sprocket wheel. - I am en-

deavouring to prevent recurrence of this

trouble by fully retarding the magneto
when running slowly with the throttle

closed.—P. A. Hanks.

I note in Thi> Motor Ci/cle of May
29th "A.W.'s" mysterious trouble with
his two-stroke. Mysterious, it is indeed,

and, from my experience, it is uncaimy.
After the engine ceases to tick when coast-

ing downhill, no amount of throttle

manipulation will make my Radco strike

up again. I generally, when near the

bottom of the hill, put on half throttle,

air a quarter, and lift and drop release

quickly two or three times, and if this

fails to make the engine fire I flood carbu-

retter and repeat above^ To overcome the

trouble I sometimes shut down the

throttle until the engine ticks occasionally

and work on the release, which is bad,
I know. A cut-out switch connected to

terminal on magneto contact breaker cover
works well, but engine starts up with a

loud bang. My engine, I may add,
works splendidly otherwise, and has just

been overhauled, and everything seems to

be set right.—H.R. (Cockermouth).

Stuck Rocker Arm.
Further to the query of your corre-

spondent, "D.B.H.W.," regarding the

stuck rocker arm on the magneto, I have
a Bosch fitted to my B.S.A. which suffers

badly from this disease in wet weather,
but the best tool I have discovered for

reamering the hole out in the fibre bush
is the long locking screw which one has
to take out before the make and break
will come adrift. The diameter of this

screw over the threads is just O.K., and
if pushed (not screwed) through the fibre

bush a few times it leaves a hole the correct

size. An extension of this idea would be
to have the unthreaded portion of the

screw fluted like a reamer just above the

screw threads.—G. W. Lambeht.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CHKLM.SPOED TO FeLIXSTOWE.—S.P.S.

Chelmsford, Witham, Colchester, Capel
St. Mary, Felixstowe. Approximately 63
miles.

Alford to NoRw^cH.—J.H.
Alford, Spilsby, Boston, Sutterton,

Fosdyke, Holbeach, Long Sutton, King's
Lynn, Swaffham, Dereham, Hockering,
Norwich. Approximately 114 miles.

Amersham to Newtow-nt (N. Wales).—
F.H.G.

Amersham, High Wycombe, West
Wycombe, Wheatley, Islip, Bletchington,

Enstone, Chipping Norton, Evesham,
Worcester, Tenbury, Ludlow. Craven
Arms, Bishop's Castle, Newtown.

THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
G)mpelltors being checked at York. Tlie makes of machines shown are, reading from left

:

Matchless, Zenith, Triumph, and Sirrah Verus.

Tenterden to Bristol.—T.R.H.
Tenterden, Goudhurst, Tunbridge Wells,

East Grinstead, Horley, Redhill, Reigate,

Dorking, Gomshall, Guildford, Worples-
don, Bagshot, Wokingham Reading,
Theale, Newbury, Hungerford, Marl-
borough, Chippenham, Bath, Bristol.

Approximately 172 miles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these column:

^First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for ever;

addiaonal word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques 5ent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__.—j-gr
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,—-*-^=^

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit^ should not be sent as remittances.

All adverLisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday
mornia; previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addr^sed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

VVhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c /o ** The Motor Cycle." Only thcmimber
will appear in the advertisement. AU replies should be
addresseii No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

E.C.4. Repiies to Box Nictnbeir advertisements containing
remittances shoiUd be sent by registered post.

In the case ol motor cycles offered tor sale under a tox
number, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the car offered

may be seen and tried.

3»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who h^tate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit S>*5tem. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amoxmt
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay?
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 uj

value, a d^osit fee of 25. 6d. is charged; when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Hiffe & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

iadicatioa that tbe advertiser is wilong to avail himself ol

the_ Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
d^iroos, but have not advised us to that effect*

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

sOsnce as an indication that the goods advertised have
alreai? been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is qdite impossible to reply to eaeh
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

EAELIEST Deliveries of A.BX!.; book your ordeF
now.—Wjtham Bros,, Newport, Wight. [1355

TONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C., Broad-O way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [2930

CEOVC Bros.. High St., Guildford, have contracted
largely for the new A.B.O. Order now for

earliest delivery- [5298
LIVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.O. Place

orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-
roan, Ltd., 9, Parr St., Liverpool [0G03

A.B.O.—Sole agents for these famous machines
Orders booked now for early delivery.—Chandler,

Keyre, and Williams, Snn St., Hitchin. [0996

A.B.C. Distributers for North, Derbyshire, book your
orders now to ensure early delivery.—W. R.

Sanders and Co., Ltd., Sanders' Garage, Buxton.
[X3644

WHY WAIT?
When we can give

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF

DOUGLAS
JAMES
SUNBEAMS

We want our clients to fully realize

that in order to obtain these

machines, we had to pay consider-

ably more than the makers' hst

price, and are offering them at a

figure that allows us a very small

margin of profit

BUT
it ensures immediate delivery.

DOUGLAS 2| h.p., 2-speed,

standard W.D. Models £78-£80,

JAMES, 5-6 h.p. twin, 3-speed,

clutch all-chain drive, kick

starter , standardwar model £1 30.

SUNBE AIVI,3-| h.p., 3-speed clutch,

kick starter, chain drive, stand-

ard war model - . . . . £1 25.

These are all brand new machines, in

original makers' crates, and are offered

subject to being unsold.

•WANTED-
Modem Motor Cycles and Light

Cars for SPOT CASH.

Maude's

Motor Mart
100, Great Portland St.,

LONDON W.I.
Telegrams : " Abdicate,

Wesdo, London."

Telephone : Museum 557.

and at
Paris100 Paris St.,

EXETER.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C.—Distributors for Scotland. Book your order
now to ensure rensonJilile date for delivery.—Edin-

liurjth Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindloy St.. Kdin-
I'urgh. [X8301

FANCOrTBT'S Garnee, Stamford, for A.B.C.'a; sole
distrihuting agent for Soke of Poterboro' and

County of Rutland; partieulari. and illustrations on
reauest. (X9724

NORTH Ayrshire.—Place your orders now. Early de-
livery of A.B.C. Demonstration runs arranged byvery

appointment,
Ulengarncclc.

You are interested, so write.- -Unwin,
[2437

A.B.C. — Booli early and prevent
SpiBcification and full particulars

WE Are Now Booking Orders for earliest deliveries
of A.B.C. motor cycles. Secure an early delivery

by placing your order "with us now.—Dunwells' Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [X3219

disappointment,
will be sent on

ipplicafion.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6969

DAN BRADBURY. 224, London Rd., Sheffield,

sole A.B.C. distril)Uting agent for Sheffield and
district, will give you earliest possible delivery of the
new A.B.C. motor cycles and light cars. [7270

AbtngdOD.
K.D., 1919, 3'/:;h.p.,

, nearest offer 70 gns.
field Farm, Colgate, Sussex.

A BINGDON Kiag_ Dick, 6h.p

fast and reliable: £63.—Collins, 21

ABINGDON,
80 miles;

KING Dick Abingdon, 1915,
countersbatt, Bosch, 1919 Amae

T.T., only done
-Deacock, Spring-

[3742

Bosch, B.B., 2 speeds,

rsluug, lig

Pultord St.,

4h.p.,

S-W-1.
(3966

Jardine 4-speed

lamps, all acces-

sories, small mileage, stored 2V' years, tyres perfect.

J668; with 1919 coach sidecar, £87: seen any time

-

Cranwell, 53, Ilford Hill. Ilford. [X3705

A.J.S.

Cork.-OfflcialJACK IIEALT.
and works, Drinan St

A.J.S- Role District Agents have
liveries.—John Aldridge and Co.,

A.J-S. 1914 6h-p. Combination,
" accessorie;

lake.

A.J.S., 1916,
Luxe sidecar;

A.J.S. agent.

-

eh.

-Garage
[X8336

approaching de-

Diss. [3668

perfect condition, all
- ' 1ft, H

[X3685

F.E., De

dington,

^.J-S

6 h-p.

., spare wheel, 3-speed,

£160.-228, KUburn Lane, Pati-

W.IQ. [4035

1916 (Sept.) 4h.p. Combination, all in Perf«i:*

— condition, and well equipped; any -trial; »12S--

Box 4,107, c/o The Motor Cycle. ixabio

A J S -For quick deliveries try the sole Leicester-

shire agent, \Yill Chapman, 113. Belgrave Kd..

Leicester, the first appointed A.J.S. agent. lasii

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, counter-

shaft- kick start, good condition; best offer

accepted.—Blakeley. 96, Goddard Av., Swindon. [3383

A.J.S- Combination, late 1914, 3-speed, clutch,

'kick starter, fine condition, little used last 3 years,

Lucas lamps, horn; 110 gns.-Overton, Leintwarmne^^^

A J S.-Excter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd .

Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Kd.. P y-

mouth- Sole agents- Now booking for earliest de-

liveries.
^

I-"""'

A-J.Sr 1915 61i.p. Combination; 3 speeds, hand clutch.

3 interchangeable wheels, lamps, horn. A.J.S. coach-

built sidecar; £115, or nearest ofler.—11, Southgate St.

Gloucester. ' [3^24

J.S., 2%li.p., 1915, kick start, clutch, 2-speed, de-

tachable cylinder head, front tyre slightly cut.

otherwise perfect condition; £49, lowest.—14, Victovia

Crescent, Newport, Mon. [X3bt.4

A.JS., 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed, and Canoelet sporting

sidecar, completely overhauled by makers, new
tyres, lamps, speedometer; £87.-Before 7 P-nj-. 2

Newport _Ed.. Barnes. S.W. [3693

19 Post-war 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, wind
screen spare wheel complete, only delivered

few weeks, absolutely perfect, rnileage 600; £180;
Wiltshire district.-Box L2,023, c/o Ihe Motor Cycle-.

A J S 1919 Peace Model 6h.p. Combination, de-

livered by makers May, the smartest, most com-

fortable, and reliable combination procurable ; bes t

offer over *175; private owner.-Box L2,021. c/o 7 Ac

Motor Cycle. 1-*'=°''

33hp- A.J.S., semi-T.T., 3-speed, hand clutch, just

4 overhauled cost of £13, rebushed, new rings,

sprockets, chains, tyre, new sears throughout, P and

H. lamp set, horn, very fast; best over ie65.-Walker

Abbey Gateway. Malvern. [iibau

1ft 16 6hp. A.J.S. and Sidecar, outfit good as new,

Lu machine ridden 600 miles solo and 300 with

sidecar, complete with speedometer, dissolved acetylene

li'-htin" horn, screen, and tools; real genuine first-class

\ot- £150—J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts

A-^

19^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Spiires: engine nii(i t'^jir box repairs;
delivery.—CTril Willijiiis. Clinpel Asli iJtipt

vei tinmptou. T.A. : Pmts.

Alcyon.
ALOroX 2^4li.p. Liglitwnight, mimrt model, Inmpa,

liorn/ etc., tyres oikI belt as new,' ride Jiway, very
lost, lu g6od lonilition; £30, or offer.—Apply (utter 7
o'cloek). Uavie-i. S<), Giceufleld Rd., S. Tottenhnm,
N.15. [3680

A LLON.-Oiltyus. Ltd
slioitly.

£iittbouroe. for delivery
1001-'

1Q12 Allduys, 3',<.'li.i>., 2-sii«e<l, Hiiilis. lamps, horn,
i-*J in good order; X40.—29, Brudenell Bd., Leeds.

[X3551
ALLDATS Mateliless. 1914, 2strol;e. in really itoud

eoudition: £33. or offer.— 104, Ploiieli Ed. l̂i.it

[4047

°|Q19 2»ilj.p. Alldavs Allon, ns new, nil lamps, horn,
-•«/ and tools; £60, no offers; perfect.—Day. Okc-
bamptou. [3596

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldavs Allon,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Wcodside

Parade, North Fincliley. [2931

A LLDAYS Allon.—Orders booked now will en^^ure
_ early deliverj,.—W. R. Sanders and Co.. Ltd.

ter^ea.

JfV
Sanders' Garage, Bu.\tLm. tX3645
ALLD.AYS Allon, 2-3peed, 2.strolte, hand clutch,

original tyres, all as new, expert examination
invited; £45.—Biiddcn, Tailor, Bridport. [3638
A LLOX 2-ih.p., 2 speeds, nearly new tvres, Lucas

.**- lamps, horn, and spare generator, just ooiiipletely
overhauled, full tool kit, spares, etc.; S55; consider
ofler.-11, Baruslcy Rd., Birmiiigliam. [X3592
ALLON 2-stroke. nice condition, 2 speeds, engine
-i^ thoroughly overhauled, new tyres, complete with
Miller's lamp and generator, horn, pump, and full
tool kit; £49.—Box L2,029, c/o The ilotor Cl/clc.

[4024ALLOiN 1919 Models. 2speed. 2.stroke. Orders
^TV booked now will ensure early deliveries: 1919
single-speed models, 7 to 10 davs.-George Smith's
IMotor Cycre Depot, Clapham, Junction. 'Phone

:

Battersea 1271. [3033
"IQ16 Alldnys Allon 2?ih.p., 2.speed. 2-stroke, hand-j.tr controlled clutch, almost new Clincher de Luxe
heavy non-skid tyies, lamps, horn, tools, etc.. well cared
lor, and in perfect order throughout; i'50.— Arengo-
•Jones. Kingston Manor, near Taunton. [3976

Ariel.

ARIEL, 2'!.h.p., .\mac, IT.H. magneto: £18/10.-12
Thesiger Rd., Penge, S.E. [3869

ARIEL 3J.^h.p., variable gear; £40.—48a Rochester
Place, Camden Rd N W.l. [3912

/~IR0W" Bros., High St, Guildtord.-Ariel agents since
^-^ 1913. 1919 deliveries have begun. [5299

ARIEL 31 oh. p., inng., cwellent tyres, fast- ride away;
£30.-106. Highbury New Park. London. [X3581

A EIEL, 1914. 3-speed, K. start, clutch, takes side-a. car, splendid condition f55-—Liudfield, High St
Crawley, Sussex. [3755
TONES Garage, special agents lor Ariels, Broad.
„ .^y'' Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Wocdside Parade.
North Finchley. [2929
A EIEL. 3''..h.p. and 6-7h.p. ; early deliveries.-F^ Speakman. Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale Ed..Rochdale Ed..

[5269Harpurhey. Manchester.

QXh.p. Ariel, wheels 26x2li. 2ood'.=ound tyres, C.A.'V".i mag., ride away; £19.-26, Springdale Rd., Stoke-
Ncwington, London, N, [3386

iq 16-17 3-speed, countershaft, kick start, coach-
-'T.T

°"''* ^"'=' combi-n-tion. 3i,ih.p.; first offer over
£82; as new; after 7.—H.C.G.. 64, Powerscroft Rd..
Clapton, E.S. [X3483
ARIEL 1912 Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps,-a. electric horn, speedometer, and accessories, ingood rnnnmg order; £50.-Lambert. 11, Goose Yard,

at. John St., E.C. [3326

A^'l^'".! V'-^- ^•l'', spkniiid condition, 3 speeds.

. . %\i '^'"''' mechinical horn, knee grip.-!, very

w^tii V .k**?.''.i''-'';-^^P>;°'°'"™'--'PF-- Rising Sun
Hotel, ^orth End, Croydon. [3613
A HIEL 7h.p. Coarhbuilt Combination, 1916, 3-speed

-t-». kick starter, lamps, luggage grid, spares, excellent
condition; £120, or nearest 6Her.-Toiiham, Spring- .

field Farm, Colgate, Sussex. [3713

Arno.
A LL Red Arno. 1911. 4i/ih.p., Simms mag.; £22/10; i

i., "" hagglers.—Call evening, 5, Thames View, E.
Molesey. , [53602

Auto.Wheels.
|A UTO-WHEEX. alimit 1915, £10, with 3-8pced cycle ICi. £15.-12. Thesiger Rd., Penge, S.E. [3405 1

"VJiTALI. .-iuto-Wheel, perfect running order, little" used; £10.—Bambridge, Pevensey Bay, Sussex.

W.-^LL'S Auto-Wheel; £10, no offers; perfect
running order.—Allen, Barnwell, Peterboro'.

rX3375aWALL Auto-Whec!, little used, r;ll fittings; £10;
seen after 6.—11, Avenue Gardens, Acton, W.3.

[3782

Solo London .Agents for

A.J.S. and British Excelsiors.

Pillion Seats in stock.

The Tan-Sad Spring Seat, dish-shapod

»

easily fitted, No. i 33 /-

Extras-—Cushion and Grips, No. 8 5/-

Side Backrest, No. 5 7 /-

Side Footrest and Guard, No. 4 . 6 /-

Footrests for riding astride, No. 6 5 /-

Petrol Can Grip, No. 7 8 /-

4.ny of the above extras can be quickly fitted as
required to the standard seat. Carr. paid.

Terr\'*s Spring Pillion Seat, leather-covered.
Price ' 45/-

SPECIAL TOOL KITS.
Contains 2 adjustable wrenches, pliers,

screwdriver, punch, file, tyre levers, belt-
punch, set of tubular box spanners, and oil-

can. Price (complete) 21/6
Post paid.

CARBURETTERS

:

B. X B. Standard, for 3I, 6, and 8 h.p.

machines 72 /-

B. & B. Lightweight 67/-

Amac Special, for Douglas machines . . 70 /-

Handle-bars, Senii-T.T., 2710. wide, g or
lin. stem (carriage gd.) 16/-

Spring Links (Terry's), for machines up
to 6-8 h.p per pair 18/6

CleaningBrushes,wire-bound,6in. overall,
handy size. Price (post 3d.) 1 /-

Paste Solder. Repairs by anyone can be
carried out on the road. Price (per
tube (post 3d.) -2/6

Insulating Tape :

Per roll, large size "1/4

Ditto, medium size ]0d
(Post 2d.)

THE DELUGE TRIPLE PROOF COAT, D.B.
Special protection for back and shoulders,

seatless overaris, shaped to fit legs.

Finest value offered Price 60/-
{Post paid.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD. S

Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I.

Wholesale : 38. ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

GarflKe: Tottenham Court Road. 'Phone—Muaeom, 12.10.

Toledrams
—

"Uynuraetro, Westceut, London."

B36

«{
All letteis itiatina to adveitisinients should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCr.ES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels

AUTO-WHEEL (Willi's), aploudid rimning orfler, little

iisfd; il2.-Winter, 4, Aslicliurcli Park Tillae,
Sllepliei il'» Bush. [3644

ADTO-WHEEL for Bale, £14. pprtVut; write for av-
Iji.'intiiient.—Hall, HocUiiiiui Cottage (next to 6r6eu

Man Hotel), Whetstone, Middlesex. [3606

I Bat.
8 h.p. Bat Combiuatioii, splendid orit&t, flrst-olass con-

dition; £120, or near oSer.-TUe Model Mart,
14, Couwiiy Bd., Plmustead, London. [X3597

B.A.T., Bh.p., heavy sporting grey model, 3-8peed,
elntcli, 191.^, and sportiiin siderar, new tyro, etc.;

any trial; £60.-36, Soutliwark Park Ed., S.E. [3490

3JL-4I1.P. Bat, spring traiiie, .T.A.l'. engine, in good
2 order, powertal, ai'cept £26 ; also two new earbur-

etters, latest pattern, B.B. top fi'(;d, varialile jet, suit
twin, £2/10: and latest Seiispiay £2, Itoth eoiuplete.—
Coleuiuu, 14. Elderberry Ed., Well Hall, S.E.9. [3401

Bat -Jap.

BAT-J.A.P., 4V'h.p., fi.xed gear, perfect, eomplcte;
£37/10.-35, Wellhouse Rd., Barnoldswiok. Via

Colne. [X34S9
6 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, free engine, new back

tyre and tube, new belt, larnjis; £60.—Withers, 4.
College Ed., Waltham Cross. [3598

BAT-J.A.P..—Speed merchants only. 5-6h.p. twin
"Brooklands model rat-ef, engine rebuBhed, perfei t

condition, tyres new; no dealers; no ifferj; £60. Send
stamp lor reply.—Box LI, 967, e/o The Motor Cycle.

[34938 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, tandem eoaehbnilt side,
car, 2-8peed eounterahalt. foot starter, all-e.hain

drive, Boaeh, lamps, horn, exhaust whistle, new tyre.A,
'

just oyerhaaled and enamelled, perlect condition; £110,
or nearest ofler.—Hankey, Accrington Ed., Burnley.

(X3652
Blackburne.

,(~<EOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, are old Black-
\^ burne agents, and eon give early deliveries. [5300

DLACKBUENE.—Sole agents. Book now for early
JL» delivery.-Chandler, Eeyre and Williams, Sun St..
Hitohia. [0999

1 Q 19 Blackburne li.p. 3-speed Countershaft Com--Lt/ bination, excellent condition; £87.—Gardiner,
6, Highclift Av., Cedar Rd., Southampton. [3732

Black Prince.
TJLACK Prince.—We apologise to all enquirers for
-•-» catalogues; same will be forwarded as soon as
to hand. Note new prices ; S'^-^b.p. 50 gns., 2'};ih.p.
45 gns.; with disc wheels, patent pressed steel frame
patent 2-speed gear box, with rear springing and
shaft drive.—Black Prince Motors, Askern, Doncaster

[38'?2
Bradbury.

DEAnBUEY 4h.p., with eoaehbnilt sidecar, Rood
J-» condition- £48.-E., 44, King Edward St., Slongb,
Bucks. [3634
/I h.p. Countershaft 3-speed Bradbury, coaehbuilt
T j="*''?,"f.;

£80.—Platts, 602. King's Ed., Fulham,
London, S.W.6. "

[3787
BRADBURY.—For early deliveries of 1919 model

write W. R. Sanders and Co., Ltd., Sander^'
Garage, Buxton. X3646
"DRADBURY, 1914. Sturmey-Archer 3-sjr)e^d and
--» clutch, with, lamps and sidecar; £52.—Hole, 129,
Park Lane, Carshalton. [3775

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries ol
1919 models try the sole Manchester agent, Tom

Davies, 229, Deansgate, Manchester. [6652

1 Q14 41/^1. p. Bradbnry. pedal start, 3-8peed, twin-
-i*./ eyl., excellent condition.—PaHi View, Alorden Ed.,
near ilorden Station. Tel. Wimbledon 61'5. [3661

4h.p. Bradbury Semi T.T., adjustable pulley, lamp.s
etc., condition excellent, ride away; £32.—Wil-

son, 28, Portsmouth St., Barrow-in.Furness. [X3480

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, counter-
shaft, kick start, excellent condition; any trial-

£65.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross.
[3680TDEADBUEY 4h.p., 1913, single speed, excellent con-

J-> dition. very fast, lamps, horn, etc., spare valves
and belt; £35.-W. Plowman, 10, West End Lane. Kil-
buru, N.W.6. (3987

BRADBURY 4h.p., clutch, very powerful, perfect
order, condition new, and Sporting, take sidecar;

after 7 p.m.-Cpl. GoUedge, Vine Lodge, Cotterham
Park Rd., Raynes Park, S.W. [3919

^ Q 13 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed N.S.U. gear,
--tf thoroughly overhauled, new cylinder, complete,
fitted torpedo side entrance wicker sidecar; £55.—
Pressland, The Sub, Gloucester Rd., Hampton, Middle--
sex. 1X3270

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., free engine, adjustable
pulley, Bosch, heavy Dunlops and belt, new

May. lamps, horn, tools, just overhauled, splendid
condition; 45 gns.—Underwood, Wetherden, Stow-
market, Suffolk. ' [X3207

BEADBUEY, with eoaehbnilt sidecar, 4h.p., 1914,
3-speed countershaft, all chain, clutch, Bosch, 2

horns, tyres in good order, electric side and rear lamps,
4-volt necumulator, acetylene he.ad lamp and generator,
expanding back brake, recently overhauled, all in good
condition; £90, no offers.-24, Sollershott Green.
Letchworth. [3556

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Oilh.p. Donglaa, 1914. kick start, new jacketed
'W -4 Ainac, new lieavv tvrea, disc wheels, 2 lamps,
penerator- horn, spares, niileagfr 5,500. photo; £70-—
Kickett, Brockham House, Brockham, I3etchworth. (D)

[X3476
LATEST X919 4h.p. Do^lglns Combiiintion, just ns

roi-eived from tiie makers (not a War Office nin-
ctiine), I>i3en few miles oulv. and equal briind new; what
otfers?-49. High St., Siiffioa Waldeu, Essex. 'Phone

-45. i:X3265

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2"^;h.p.. 2-speed. tyres unpunc-
tured, lamps, horn, long exhaust, latest Amac,

fast, excellent condition: CO gns. ; exchange, with cash,
modern combination.—Dickinson. 1. Lansdownc Place,
W.C.I. [3747

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no ttock. but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
liverj'.—Eli Clark. Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. [0966

4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1917, 3-speed, kick
starter, not W.D. model, fully equipped, speed-

ometer, etc., new condition throughout; what offers
over £115*—2^ih.p. Douglas part.—Albert, 1. Church
St.. Kingston, S.W. [3808

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., nbont 1911. bock tyre wants re-
newing, engine wants retiming, guaranteed com-

vJete and mechanically sound; no spares required; not
riilden tor 5 yejirs; Ij^rgain, £18.-101, Springbank Rd.,
Hither Green, Loudon. [3930

1Q18 Douglas 4h.p. Comliination. 3-speed, kick start.
J-v coachbailt siaecar, screen, hood, apron, 3 lamps,
tools, and sparer, lovely condition: first M.O. £90
secures; seen by appointment.—Gillette, Abbey Hotel,
Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E. [3440

^^h.p. iJonglas-—We are not at present accepting
•^4 furtter orders until such a time as we can ob-
tain a su t^cient number of 2^4b.p. Douglas marhiues.
We shall still be pleased to send illustrations and in-
lormntion likely to help cur many customers.

^h.p. Douglas Combinations.—We are not at present
^^ accepting further orders until such a time as we
can obtain a sufficient nmnber of these outrtt3. We
.«hall still be pleased to send illustrations and information
likely to help our monv customers.—Robinson's Garage,
Ureen £t., Cnnijridge. T.A. Bicycles. Tel. 388 Can:-
bridge. [4014

T^OUGLAS. 1919, 4h.p.. with coachbuilt sidecar and
-*-' wind screen, purchased last March, mileage about
700. in perfect condition, very smart appearance.
abDut £4 worth spare parts for touring, two lamps
(unused), horn : trial with owner in Warwick after
14th June: £120, no offers.—Lt.-Col. Taylor, The
ISortngate, Waiwick. [X3369

Enfield.
TQie 6h.p." Enaeld Combination'; £115.—29j- St.
J-*^ Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [3431

ENFIELD 21-Sh.p. 2-stroke. 1916. new condition;
£48.-Melrose, 1, Kenlor Rd., Tooting. [3814

1 Ql4 Enfield 6b.p, and Sidecar, in perfect order;
J-*^ £100.—Normand Cycl; Co., Maidenhead. [3906

XFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, new condition:
£125.-34, Bingham Rd., Bournemouth. [X3234

1 017 8h.p. Enfield Combination, in new condition;
J-t/ lowest £135.—Manor House, Nunnev, Fronie.E' [3980

NFIELD Twin Lightweight, 2-sreed gear; 38 gns.—
Geo. Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junc-

tion. [4011
IQll Royal Enfield. 2Mh.p., in perfect condition,X«/ tyres new; £24.—Viggers, North Bar Dairy,
Banbary. _ [X3204a
6h.p. Eoyal Enfield C.B. Combination, as new- £98-

evenings after 8.—Tuckett, 12, Waterv Lane, Mer-
ton Park.

_ [3677
1 Q 14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, good condition
X«7 £90- seen after 6.—119, Benares Rd., Plum-
stead, S.E. - [3837

ENFIELD, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, accessories, lamps, good
condition; £28.-45, Godolphin Rd., Shepherds

Bush, W.12. [3717
6h.p. Enfield fl913) and Coachbailt Sidecar; no rea-

sonaijle offer refused.—Write, Millar, 34, Kehmt
Side, Readingr [3926
JONES' Garage, s_pecial agents for Enfields, Broad-

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Fincbley. [2920

ENFIELD 2-stroke 2-si>eed, as- new, ridden 300 nii:e=i
only, fine little 'bus; 45 gns.—Mason, 130, Hil!

Lane. Southampton. [3 9 3

C

ENFIELl' 3h.p. Twin, i915, good condition, new
tyres, lamps, etc. ; £50.-43, Stock Orchard Cres-

cent, N.7. {After 7.)-
- ' [3963

ENFIELD LisHtweight, 3h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, tries
new, machine perfect; £42,-53, Russell Ed.-. St,

Ann's Rd., Tottenham. [34?2

ENFIELD Twin, 2^h.p.^ 1912, Bosch, excellent run-
ning order; £30, or exchange good 2-stroke.—Box

LI, 998. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3643

"I C|19 3h.p. Enfield, scarcely used, driven 50 mile^
-Ltf onlv.—Hardie, 24. Woodstock St., OH Oxford
it., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfalr 6559. . [3571

3h.p. Enfield 2-speed Model, about 1914 or 1915,.
twin cyl. engine; 60 gns., includes accessories.— \W

_ Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [^942

mmm.

TYRES
Special

Clearance
Lines.

All g^oods sent on seven
clays' approval against
remittance.
A 3/. OUTFIT is presented
Free of Charge to ail pur-
chasers of Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding £i.

COVERS.
BATES—

^^ < 2+ special heavy

Our Lisi

Price. Price.

45/- 58/-

GOODYEAR—
26x2heavj- diamond «tudded. 28/6 Pre-

25X2i ,. .. 41/6 War
— Prices.

28X2I for 28x3 rim.rubber studded 40 /-

29X2J oversize for 28;.:'24 rim.
rubber studded .. 42/-

lilll

1

FIRESTONE—
28 X 2i heavy non-skid

(For Indian Machines.
65/

E

LEYLAND—
26X 2i extra heavy, 3-ribbed 37/6 57/6
26x21 „ 40/- 60/-
26x2| „ 45/- 65/-
28 X 3J (oversize for 28x 3) 65/- 85/-
26 x2| (oversize tor 2 1 rimsl 70''- 50/

BEST MAKES—
Cannot advertise nnmj.

700X So heavy ribbed . 55;- 71,3
700X 80 heavy rubber studded ..50^. 71/3

(Oversize for 650x65 rims.)

TUBES.

B

Bates, Goodyear, Firestone, etc.

26x2 6/- 8/9 28x3 10| 13 6

26X2J ..\6/9 10/ 28X2JX2} 8/- 11,6
26.x?|.. .11- 11/- 050x65. .. .10/- 13/-

26X2J 8/- ji/6 700x80 12/6 16/
23x2.i 8/6 12/6

BELTS.
All maker in Stock at special prices

liLSt English make 6ft lengths by lin. 1 /3per 11.

5(t. lengths by |in.1 /I per ft.

\V,- can supply odd lengths to make up two
piece belts, to any required lengths.

Owing to removal of patrol restric-
tions largely increasing our orders,
We respect-fully claim the indul-
gence ofour customers. Orders arc
being executed in strict rotation
as quickly as possible

RlOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENFIELD 2";lh.p., 1912, 2-speed, free engine, cli.nin

drive, good condition: £57, lowest.—37, Dnleliiiui
Mews, llelsize Lane, Hainpstead, N.W. [3992
"1Q19 (March) Enfield 6h.p. Combination, done 900
-L^ miles, perfect, ready for road; £160; seen
City.—Barnes, Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C. [3838

6h.p. 1916 Enfield Coinhination, excellent' condition

:

£105 : less power coitibination in e.xchnuge enter-
tained.—Thomas, Jeweller, Gorseiuon, Glnm. [X3629

1 Q15 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, in new condition,
-Lt/ London-Eastljourne top gear: 55 gus., or offers;
after 6 p.m.—Rosemary, Tram Terminus, Ditton, Surrey.

[3931
ENFIELD, 1916, 2yih.p., 2-speed, Dixie, Amac,

new tyres, iVliller's lamps, horn, splendid condi-
tion; £48.—The Homestead, Hendon Lane, Fincliley.

[3723

1 QIB 6h.p. Enfield Combination, excellent condi-
-Lt? tion, mileage 2,000, fully equipped with lamps
and wind screen; 120 gns.—Heading, 197, Banbury
Rd., Oxford. [X3672

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915, lamps, liorn,

speedometer, etc., perfert condition gnuranteeil;
120 gns., offers. 'Phone Brixton 698.—179b, The Grove,

Denmark Hill. [3671

ENFIELD, 3h.p.. 1914 model, 2-speed gear, lamps,
2 generatoi'tj, tools, etc., tyres and machine in

excellent condition ;
price 47 gns.—Capt. Tees. Seaplane

Station, Lee-on-Solent. [3549

0.ilh.p. Enfield, splendid order, accessories: £60.—
'^4 Hardie, 24, Woodstock St., Off Oxford St., W.l.
Phone : Mayfair 6559. [3547

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, Just been
overhauled, perfect condition, little used; £110.

or nearest offer.-W. Goodwin. 102, Friar Gate, Dethv,
rX360S

1 Q17 8h.p. Enfield Combination, excellent condi-
-I-^ tion, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, mileage un-

der 3,000; any trial; £146.-130, Dudwell Lane, HSIi-

fax. [3913

1Q15 6h.p. Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, lamp,
Xi/ horn, speedometer, and all accessories; £120 01

besT; offer.— 1, Hillside, Stonebridge Park, Harlesden.

N.W.IO. '3699

1Q14 6h.p. Enfield and C.B. Sidecar, lamps, horn,

--•^ ln?gage grid, etc., verv good condition tlironghont,

nverhanled and enamelled'; 100 gns. — Buiiell, Kiil;

Deighton, 'SVetherby. Yorlcs. [347^

ROYAL Enfield, 1917, 3h.p. twin, 2<ipecd, kinlt

starter, new tyres, fine condition; 60 gns., or ex-

change ivith cash tor comitination ; no dealers.— 1,

Mayow Ed., F-orest Hill S.E. [3427

21h.p. Enfield 2-stroke, 1917, 2-speed. complete

4 with lamps, horn, and tools, etc., splendid con-

dition, can get 45 m.p.h.: 48 gns.—Lieut. Clari;c

Emmanuel College, Cambridge. tX33ii4

ENFIELD 2y4h.p. 1913 Twin, 2 speeds, recently

overhauled, good condition ; 35 gns. ;
coofider gord

combination exchange, cash adjustment.-Crow. Uil-

liam's Farm, Stebbing, Chelmsford. [334.,

ENFIELD 3h.p.. 1919, 2-speed, with mechanical

horn, and rear lamp, ridden about 500 mile^;

price £75 ;
" Motor Cycle " deposit S5;stem.—Replic-

addressed Box L2,037, c/o 'i7ic Motor Cycle. [4032

LOOK at This -3h.p. Into model Enfield, 2-speed,

K S ,
complete set lamps, and horn, perfect onii-

ditiou throughout, good tyres etc. : .t^''! n«^Pt *™
lor quick sale.-ll. Higher Albert St., Chesterflejd^^

BEST Bargain This Week. -Enfield twin, 31i.li.. 2

speeds, kick stait, complete with lamps and horn,

only done 500 miles, condition equal to new: first

cheque for £55 secures.-Apply, U, Madin St., Cliester-

fleid. ^-'f''*

1016 6h n Enfield Combination, in capital order,

ly mile.age 6,000, average 70 m.p.g., new Kemii-

slinll oversize tvres, horn, speedometer, and spares: any

trial- offers over £120.-Moorhouse, Joiner, Meltham

Hnddersfleld. tX3563

ENFIELD Brand New (Nov., 1917) 3h.p. Twin, 2

speeds, kick starter, Lucas lamp sets, mechanien

horn, guaranteed not been 200 miles, been storcd^^ equ..l

to brand new; £75,-49, High St., Saffron Waldei.

Essex. 'Phone 45. l\3263

6h n 1914 Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, engini

in lovely condition, new tyres, complete witlr

sp-edometer. horn, lamps, tools, spares; £85, or part

exchange seed Douglas or Enfield 2Kh.p.-^Jack5on

Jeweller, Fleet, Hants. [3904

III Vauxhall Bridge Road, s.

Victoria,

1811

•W.
1

mmmi

I Excelsior.

U] A MERICAN Excelsior Combination, electrically

I A equipped; £95.-Melrose, 1, Kenlor Rd., Toot-

n I inc.
L^olo

I cTlip. Brilish Excelsior, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch

»i O coachbuilt sidecar, in good condition; what offers?

Q! -Lovelace. Henstridge, Somerset. [3727

I DEITISH Excelsior, 1915, 5-6h.p., 3-spced counter-

0X> shaft, E.S., C.B. sidecar; seen any time; trial --

,:S. Savage, 4, Dernier Ed., Tollbridge, Kent, [3766

il T ANCASHIBE, Cheshire, North Wales Isle of Man
Dl-Li -Buvers order now frcvi olBcial Aineriemi Ex-

S frisior deaicia, J. Blake and Oo., Liverpool and Maii-

n. cheater.
' C3656

TJEITISH Excelsior Combination. 4'/ih.n., 3-sneed

I, -15 countershaft gears, clntch. kick starter. Millford

rj co-H-hbiiilt sidecar: 78 gns.. or offer: would separate.—

1 King, Fg.»T.ve Farm, Oslord. [X36I4

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each cdlvert!5^"ient and the date ot the. issue B.?9
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motor cycles for sale.
Falalr

\

FAFSIR 3i>.h.p. Combination. 2 speed, good appear-

1

onco; £30; alter 6 p.m.—34, Townley Rd., East
Dulwii-b. [5881

F.N.

F.X. 'iK'yl.. Posi-h inng., sbnl'f drive, good condition

;

inspectinu invitwl ; £34.—Bunou, School House.
I.insley, neiir .Miitloik. !i3714

F.N. 4<yl., S-eli.p., in inunine order, fixed e«ii.

Bow-li nius-. U.I.V.. n I!, curburctter; Viaifc-iiin, £28.

-Box Ll,968. e.'o Tht Mittor Vi/clr. [3515

F.N., 1913. dropped frame, new tyres, footboards,

complete leM engine (lour cylinder); £12—8,
I.u.xlord St.. Rotlierlutho. London, S.E.16. [X3381

F.If., 4cyl., drop frame, torpedo t.auk, enamelled oil

red, P. imd H. Uiuip set, lioln, new Dunlop, spoit-

iag machine; £25. or Iwt offer.— 18. Maygrove Ed..

Ilroud»sbiuy (opposite Killraru Met. Station). [3429

F.N. 1914 5-6b.p. Combination, sliaft drive, 2-8pe<>d

gear, dufcb, Bosch lung., 2 lirukPS. cane toriiedo

sidecar, carrier, lamp^, lioru. new tube's and tyres,

many sparer, perfect condition; £80.—E., Heotli Croft,

nnrtfoid. [3253

F.N., 5-6h.p., 2*peod, clutch, Boscli, sliait drive,

nieclianical condition good, al»*o enamel, tubes .and

tyres, less carburetter; machine sovuul throughout, but

needs minor replacements; £20.-W.A., 32, Souierby

Hd., Barking. [3759

F.N., 1914, 4^!rl., 8h.p., 3-spced, clutch, Plio?nix

roomy C.B. sidecar, screen, speedometer, electric

lighting and horn, aci-essories, new tyres, stored during

restrictions, excellent condition; trial.—Jordan, Chemist.

Grays, B.-i'ie.';. [3767

F.N. 4-cvl.. clutch, single gear, new cylinders, valves,

piston rings. 2-lever F.N. carburetter, diopped

jrame, new tiip^rcd tank, knee-grips, new aluminiuu!

footboards, T.T. bars. Pedley grips, good tyres. Smith
speedometer, enamelled dark green, perfect condition in

everyopart. with tools and spares; £39; ready to nde;
first cheque secures.— Bernard, Jacjues Court, Elbam.
Canterbury. [3643

Harley-Davidson,
HjVBLET-DATnnSON Combination, 1915, very little

used.-66, Hniley Hd., Catford. [3991

1 014 Harlev-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, splendid
It/ condition; £125; trial.—The ,Moat, St. Mi> y,

near Rochester. rX3363

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Electric Model, 1915, with
tradesman's car, perfect condition; £110.-24,

Orion Rd.. Weymouth. [3916

HARLEYD.WIDSON, 1915. solo speed model.
short wheelbase. not ridden lor past 2 years,

perfect condition; £85.—Bloom, Forncett, Salisbury.
[X3243

101516 Harlev-Davidson Combination, speedometer.
A«7 lanip^. horn. etc. fast and powerful; £125.—
Snence, 18, Broughlon Rd., Stoke Newington, \.16.

rX3477
1Q15-16 Harley-Davidson Combination, magneto
XJ/ model, concealed sidecar chassis, exceptional

.ondilion; £112.-50, Pemdevon Rd., W. Croydon.
[3724

HARLKY-DAVIDSON, 1915, electric lighting, sidecar

holding 2 persons, all in absolutely new condition

;

highest bid;- seen in London.-Champness, Arduadaui,
Argyll. [3207

1 Q16 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric

At/ model, little used, stored 2 years, splendid con-

dition, spare tyre; £140.—Bates, 3, West End St.. Staple-

ford. Notts. [X3349

HARLEYD.AVIDSON Combination, 1915, 3-5peed,
enc'ine No. 7929K. hood, wind screen, good con-

dition, inspection invited; £120.—Booksellers. 14.

George St.. Croydon. [3810

H.\RLEY-D.WIDSON Combination, 2-seater side-

car, 1916 model, 3 speeds, mag., faultless condi-

tion; £140. no offers.-T. Beaclius, 20, Church St..

Newcut, Gloucester. [X3631

1Q15 Electric Harley-Davidson, stored 2J,^ years, per-

1

J-v feet, 4.point Canoelet sidecar, apron, tyres and
tubes, nearly new, spare rover and ^nbe, etc.; £115 — 1

43, Stafford Ed., Warrington. (X3552

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, 7-9h.p., Sspeed,
!

countershaft, kick start, in lovely condition, very
smart, tvres new, magneto ignition: £130, no offers.—

1

C. Hurlock, 63, Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [3798

HAELET - DAVIDSON 7-91i.p. Combination, late

1915. speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., brand new
sidecar with locker, 2 spar© chains, practically new
tyres, in perfect running order, fast and powerful : 120
gns., no offers.—Hobson, Dale Ed., Matlock. [X5715

H-ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4'.ih.p., single-cyl., 1915-16
model, 2-speed gear, recently overhauled by

Harlev-Davidson at a cost of ;^35, in tip-top condi-
tion, very fast, been stored 2 years, lamps, mechanical
horn, new spare tyre, chain, all accessories; £85, no
offers; can be seen at Newmarket by appointment.

—

Colewick, Lambrook. Newmarket. [3086

Hazlewood.
16 6h.p. Hazlewood, 3-speed countershaft and
clutch, Mills-Fulford sidecar, lamp, horn, speedo-

meter, first-class condition ; seen only by appointment

;

best offer over £110.-H. Bagott, 48, Broad St., Oxford.
tX3522

1Q1'' 2;4h.p. Hazlewood. new 3-speed Armstrong
XtJ hub.' pedal starter free engine, J.A.P. engine, new
tyres, splendid condition, ready ride away: what
offers? Owner bonght combination.—Box Ll,981. c/o
Tht ilotor Cycle. , [3560
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The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
The House for Motor Cycle Service.

AGENTS FOR

Royal Ruby, Radco, Ixion,

Hobart Bird, and B.S.A.
EARLY DELIVERIES.

A few in Stock at present.

We can supply all and every Motor
Cycle Accessory. Write us, stating

your requirements, and we will reply

by return.

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

IN STOCK:
P. & M. Combination, 4 h.p £88
RUDGE-MULTI, 3^^ h.p £76

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p £80
VICTOmA, 41 h.p £45

WANTED,

Second-hand Machines
Any make, SOLO or COMBINATION,

FOR CASH.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Write, giving full particulars, descrip-

tion, date, make, etc., to our Head
Office.

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
Telephone : South 1517.

Telegrams :
" Clysup," Glasgow.

BRANCHES AT
40, Stockwell Street, Glasgow.
184, St. George's Road, Glasgow.

58, Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.

102, Quarry Street, Hamilton.
149, High Street, Falkirk.

7, Moss Street, Paisley.

37, Cathcart Street, Greenock
145, Main Street, Coatbridge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

HENDERSON 4-cyI. lOh.p. and ^lilltoid Empress
sidecar, excellent condition; £95.—Houlberg,

45. Bangalore St., Putne.v, S.W.15. [3731

HE.N'DERSON, a-cyl., S-lOli.p., 1914. clutch, kick
start, in sjilendid condition, with all accessories.

Miller licad lamp and generator, rear lamp, tyres

28in.x3in. perfect, liorn, speedometer, watch, Mont-
goniery eoachbuilt sidecar, new upholstering, loldin^
dash, folding screen, hood, luggage rack and petrol
carriers, step, electric light inside, side lamp and
electric horn, new accumulator, all tools, purap, etc.;

[seen any evening 6.30; £130.—James, 3, Carlton Man-
sions, 37, .\nson Rd., Tulnell Park. [3514

Rercules.

Oih.r. Herenlee. 2.stroke, 2-speed Albion gear, plat-

/W2 ing and enamel as new, Duulop tyres, goud
I condition tbroughont; £30.—F. Darby, Ely Rd., Sutton,
Elr, Cambs. [X«516

I

' Hobart,

HOBART 1915 2''.h.p Two-stroke, only shop soiled;

£50. or best otter; real bargain.—T. M. Pearce,
Bislicps Castle. [X3199

HOBART, 2"'jh.p., 3-speed and clutch, open frame,
splendid running order; bargain, 37 gns., no

utters.—27, Longsight Kd., Harwood, near Bolton.
[X3215

Hockley.
Oih.p. Hockley T.T. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, never used;
ril4, £45.—Spink, 62, Brodrick 'Rd., Wandsworth
Common, .S.VV. [3793

Humber.
3h.p. Huinlier, fine condition, full equipment; £30.—

Twort, Hurstwood, Camberley. [3601

HUMBEE S'.f'h.p., mag., perfect; b.TrKaLll, £25; after
6.-54, Hej'gute St., Wiihvortb Hd., S.E. [3967

HUMBER Lightweight. 2h.p., in splendid condition.
—Clayphan, Laughton, Gainsborough. [X3604

T.T. Humber 2Yih.p. Twin. 3-3peed, clutch, lamps,
etc.; £42.—Payne, Mary Knoll, Ludlow. [X3246

LIGHTWEIGHT Humber. new tyre, belt, splendid
running order; £20.—16, York St., Dower. [3856

2ih.p. Humber, Bosch, B. and B., spare belt, good
4 tries; £25; good running order.— 13, Irlom Av.,

Eccles. ' [3510

HU-MBER Com^nation, detachable solo, new Duii-
loiis and belt; £35.—Heskett, r)onnington,

Chichester. [X3767

"I Q13 Humber. 3'/oh.p., 2-speed, handle start, like
-Ltf new; special bargain, £35.—29, St. Leonard's
St.. Bromley-by-Bow. - [3822

HUMBER 3>t.h.r., B. and B., Simms, ride away; £25;
auv time after 6 p.m.—S.W., 14. Elphinstone Rd.,

Wiuns Av., Walthnuistow. [3625

HUMBER 3Vjh.p., 2 speeds, handle start, Bosch mag.,
gocwl tvres, rerently overhauled; what oflers?—F.nre,

HiBh St.. CuUompton, Devon. [3929

HUMBER !1914| 2":ih.p. Twin, 3 speeds, dutch, fully

e'luipiied, splendid condition; £48.—Forward, 33,
Chalk Hill, Bushey, Watford, Herts. [3410

HUMIIER 1914 SVijh.p., 2-speed, free engine, com-
plete with lamps, ete., excellent condition ; £35.—

R. Beeves, Olinda, Eoft St.. Oswestry. [X3626

1Q15 4h43. Humber Combinationr'"water cooled,
I
J-»7 3-speeds, perfect condition, as new; 95 gas.;

i alter 5.30.-101, Pattison Rd., Plumstead. [3390

HUMBER Lightweight, practically new tyres, ride
away ; £25.—After 6.30 p.m. or Saturday after-

Koon, Leverett, 175, BrookmUl Rd., Deptford. [3687

HUMBER, 3i!,h.p., Bosch, B.B. carburetter, 2-6peed
hub, adjustable pulley; £40; seen any time.—

Marples, Oak Kennels, Hazel Grove, Cheshire. [X3229

3jlh.p. 3-siiced Humber, perfect condition through-
2 out. Lucas head lamp set, horn, etc., with side-

car, complete; £57/10.—Batten Bros., CuUompton.
[3685

HUWBEK Lightweight, 1914, 2h.p., perfect running
order, auv trial, enamel and plating as new;

bargain, £25, no offers.—Allen, Barnwell, Peterboro",

4 h.p. Humber,
.speeds, clutch, new Dunlops, handle start;

smart sidecar,
w Dunh
-Bacon,

[X3374
uphoktered iu blue.

idle start; first

herjue £56 se<-ures.—Bacon, 41, Mootpelia St..

Brighton. [X3710a

HUMBER, 3'/L'h.p., single speed, good condition,

g<ipd going" order, horn, new Dunlops, Bosch;
£27. or nearest first cash secures.-Riley, The Dairy,

Wetton, .\sbbourne. [3794

-| Q 14-16 3' '.h.p. Humber Combination, 3-speed, etc.,

Xif superior roomy underslung eoachbuilt sidecar,

whole quite new condition; £75.—Write, C.C.F., 2,

Madeira Park, Tonbridge Wells. [3878

COMBINATION. Humber 4h.p., S-speed, free engine,

late 1915 model, torpedo sidec-ar, fitted with lamps,

new tyres, spare new belt, in excellent conditioD, nearly

new- £95.—E. E. Hoyle, 10, Duke St., Reading.
[3600

HLTINIBER, 1915, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, S.A. hub gear

(for Sh.p.l, clutch, and K.S., light wicker side-

.-ar with side door, will tUke passenger anywhere:
£48; after 4.30.—Carpenter, 13, Ber&n Rd., Plum-
stead. [3377

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle start, excellent con-
2 dition and appearance, Mills-Fullord wicker side-

car, new Palmer tyres, spare tyre, tube, tools, lamps,

belt carefuUy stored 2 years, private owner; nearest
£50.—Box LI, 877, c/o Die Motor C^le. [3456

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the da*e of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

ATCHLESS-J.A.r. 8-lOli.p. Eacer, o-h-v.. new
Auuic, I'yiu. Daulop i»elt, Brooks saddle, and drop

linndle-bars just beeu fitted, re-en iiui elled red, very fast
and spoitv. in tip-toii conditiun; £52/10.-23. Otter-
burn St., Tooting, S.W. [X3357

MATCHLESS Victory J.A.P. Combination, very
smart, iu perlVi-t condition, siiecially enamelled

maroon, Luc.ts lamps and Lorn, Tan-Snd, 4 intercliani,'e-

nble wheels, small mileage; 150 gus.—Wainwright. Mill-
fields, Wolverliampton. [X3699

^ Oi-4b.p. Matchless, speedometer, lamps, liorn, etc.,^2 practically new condition, £65; a'eo SVj-'Jb.p.
Matchless 3-speed sidecar model, excellent condition,
£85; exchanses cousideied.—The Model Mart, 14, Con-
way Ed., Plumc^tead, London. [X3596

MATCHLESS New Model H. spring frame. 8h.p.
Jap engine. Write at once and book for earliest

delivery. Lucas dynamo outfit at option, 5% on
your deposit. Decide now and order the best com-
bination.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd , Plumstead.

[7704
Metro.

ETEO-TyLER. - Sole ngents for Hertfordshire.
Chandler. Reyre and Williams. Sun St., Hitchin.

[0998
19 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, horn, mud shield, etc.,

45 m.p.h.. used fortnight only: cost over £60,
offers. — Robins, Wonston Manor, Sutton Scotnev,
Hants. [3840

19 Metro-Tyler 2i;jh.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, disc
wheels, long exhaust, footboards, only delivered

this week and unused; owner having bought car cannot
accommoda'te both ; £64/ 10, first cash gets it.—Box
4,112. c/o The Moror Cycle. [X3612

Minerva
INEETA. 3^^b.p., waterproof mag., B.B., T.T.

ItX drop frame, £30; sidecar, £7/10.-30, Temon
Terrace, Long Lane, E. Finehley. _ [3358

MotO'Re\e
MOTO-EEYE. 2'^4h.p., mag., long exhaust, ride

awar ; £25, offers.-Brown, Beechcroft, Devizes.
[5347

tfjih.p. Muio-Eeve. Eosch, plating, enamelling, and
-W 4 tyres^ perfect : trial ; £21 cash.—Pledger, Shipd-
Lam, Xonclk, [3651

JVTOTO-REVE, spring fork.^, splendid condition, mag-
jJtJL neto, just- overhauled, wants timing; bargain,
£16.—Jones, Carlton, Beds. _ [X3588

Motosacocbe.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight for sale; £17; run-

ning order, seen oy appointment.—Hutton, East-
cote, Leatherhead. [3317

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto, spring
forks, Xrall saddle.-Apply, Rolls, Hillington,

Maybury, Woking. = [3776

MOTOSACOCHE 2i^h.p., variable gear, enclosed
Bosvh. Dniid forks, automatic and hand lubrica-

tion, Dunlop belt, original enamel and plating, good
tvres, genuine machine, in perfect condition; £28.-73.
Oakhurst Grove. East Dulwich, S.E. [3673

\e\v Hudson.

NEW Hudson 2^4h.p. 2-stroke, good running order
and condition; seen any time.—Xewaold, Diss.

[3597
NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch. -1915, new

condition; £65.-32, Mount Ed-, Hendon, N.W.
[3885

NEW Hudson 6h.p. Combination, countershaft gear.
in splendid order; £130.—Turpin's, 29, Preston

„Rd., Brighton. [3315
"VTEW Hudson, 2iyi.p., 2-5trok6, 2-speed countershaft,
J-* 191S. full accessories, as new; 47 gns.—56, David
Lane, Shadwell, E. ^ [3749

NEW Hudson 1915 3V2-4h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
tion. 3 speeds, lamps, ride away; sE78.—Matthews.

14, St. George's Rd., Stafford. [X3611

NEW .Hudson Machine. 3 speeds, K.S.. clutch.
1914. lamps. Klaxon horn.—Apply, 53, Russell

Ed.. St. Ann's Ed., Tottenham. [3494

NEW Hudson, 25ih.p. J.A.P.. 3-speed, clutch rod
missing, fine running order ; £33, or offers.—

Powell, 62, Marefair. Northampton. [3535

£>3.h.p. Xew Hndsoii, J.A.P,, 3-si)eed, clutch. Bosch,
--^4 B. and E.. Dunlops. overhauled, fast; £41- ride
away.~187, Anerley Ed., Anerley, S.E. -^ [X5712

1 Q14 Xew Hudson C.B. Combination, chain-enm-belt.
-*-^ 3-speed. clutch, K'mips, etc. , in splendid condi-
tion; £«0.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [3764

NEW Hudson Big 6h.i>. Combination, 1914, 3-speed,
kick start, in perfect running order; any trial-

£97/10.—Eowe, 89, Well Hall Ed., Eltham, S.E.9.
[3340"^EW Hudson 2i/jh.p., 1915, 2-stToke. stored 3 years,

Xi lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition ; what offers
over 40 gns.?—Payne, Foxham, Chippenham, Wilts.

rX3575NEW Hudson Motor Cycle, with Armstrong S-speed.
2^h.p. J.A_P. engine, in good order; will accept

;£45 for quick sale.-Seen and tried at 28, Orchard St.,
Yeovil. ^ [X3515
"j Q15 New Hudson, De Luxe Model. 2i4h.p., 2-
J-*' stroke, 2-5peed, Xl-All saddle. Lucas accessories,
Dunlops. excellent order; best offer over £40.—38.
South St., Rugby. [X3657

2. 3, & 5, The Parade,
Hilburn, London, N.W.6

REPAIRS.
If your machine is worth
repairing, have it done
thoroughly !

Many motor cyclistshave

unfortunately suffered at

the hands of the ' bodger.'

I have specialised in

repairs for 20 years, and
guarantee satisfaction

with all work I undertake.

Special A.J.S., J.A.P.,
and MORGAN spares

service and repair
department.

Whatever 3'ou require I

can supply—if it is in

any \yay obtainable.

If yon require a Second-
hand Machine, I can
probably suit you, but
as machines are sold so

quickly, it is useless pub-
lishing a list here, as this

advertisement goes to

press a week before it is

published.

/ can accept a few more
orders for the following new
rnachines. Delivery in
strict rotation.

O.K.JUNIOR.
DIAMOi\D-J.A.P.

IVY. SUN. RUDGE.
ARIEL.

Special fitting agent for Capac
specialities and the Easting "Wind

Screen.
Telegrams :

*' Yuparkil " Kilb, London.

Telephone: Hampstead, 4807.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1Q14 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-spced, hub gear, free
-Lv engine. Bosch mag., wicker- sidecar, engine
recently overhauled, ready ride away; £55.-33.
Promenade. C'leltcnhara. [X3245

1Q14 6h.p. New Hudson and Fultord Cane Side-
X*? car. 4 poinfr. Armstrong 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter new gears, waterproof Bosch, been overhauled
and all in first-class condition; £60.--Pannell, Cuild-
ford House, Pembroke. [X3238

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial S'jih.p., in good order.—Touge, Holmes-
field. Sheffleld. [X3344

NEW Imperinl,—CnSyns, Ltd., Ecistbourne, ore book-
ing orders for delivery shortly. ' [0018

NEW Imperi.al 2%h.p-. 1916, 2 speeds, wide bnrs.

fast: £50.—E.nihvay Garage, Staines. 'I'houe 139.
(4004

"I Q19 N'ew Imperial 2^,4h.p.. condition as new; whiit

i-iJ cflers over £53.—Lt. Shaw, Seaplane Bilse, West-
gate, Kent. ', - [3741

NEW Imperial Combination, Bh.p.. 1919, fully

equipped, mileage 1,500; what ofliers?—20. Bed-
lam. Blackburn. ^

[S3636

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2 speeds', free engine.
very fast : first cheque £45 secures.—yisou, St.

John St., Salisbury. [3488

NEW Imperial, 2'/jh.p., about 1916, 2 speeds, lo.v

mileage, rebushed, fine condition: £37.-10.
Aldenham Kd., Bushey. [3850

NEW Imperial-J.ap, 1916, 2-speed clutch. Klaxon,
excellent condition: 40 gns.—Sutton, 3, Carltcn

St., Stockton Heath, Warrington. [X3216

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents. Rey's, 173, Great

Portland St. 'Phone : Mayfair 879. [9677

NEW Imperial, 1915, 2yh.p., 2-specd, perlect run-
ning order; £45; also wicker sidecar, side door;

£5.—Begelly Arms Cottage, Begelly. [3329

NEW Imperials, 1919. solo end combinations.
-Deliveries commence shortly. Book up now.—

George Smith' Motor Cvcle Depot, Clapham Junction.
'Phone : Batterea 1271. [3035

NE'W' Imperial 2-''f[h-p., complete with 2 lamps, tools,

accessories. Palmer tvres and Klason. in perfect

condition - 50 gns.. no offers.—Address, Imperial, c/o

Pools, 180, Fleet St., E.C. [3452

NEW Imperial, 2';-'ih.p. J.A.P., magneto, adjustable

pulley, Druids, 3 speeds, clutch, new tyres,

tubes, belt, take you anywhere; trial; £40.-16, .St.

Winifred's Bd., Teddington. [3834.

1 Q19 New Imperial. 8h.p., just delivered, 3-speed.
-LJ/ kick start. Canoelet coach sidecar, lamps, and
horn, a powerful combination, silent running; ^E155.

or offer.-Bo.x L2.034. c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [4029

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 2qih.p.. 2-3peed, counter-

shaft, Dunlop tyres and belt, front and rear

lamp set. horn, appearance and condition' equal to

new, thorough inspection and trial, £55; after 6 —
64. Raynham Rd., Edmonton. iX3366

LATEST Jlodel 1919 8h-r. New Imperial-Jnp Motor
Cycle. 6 weeks old. 28 x Sin. tyres, large P. and

H lamp sets, horn and tools; £120; will buy or ex-

change late I.O.M. Eudge Multi. Biough, Douglas, or

similar.— 43, Grove Ed., Sparkhilt, Birmiugham. [3438

New Ryder

NEW Ryder, 2'';4h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,

little used; £40.—Nobbs, Beech 'Vina, PriOry

Rd., Hornsey _ [X3420

NEW Ryder. 2-3peed, brand new 1919 model, just

received from makers; £65.—Stevens, 184, Pen-
tonville Ed., King's Cross. [3581

Norton.

JACK HEALT. Cork.-Norton official agent for the

South of Ireland. , rSS335

CEOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, Norton agents: let

us reserve you one. [5301

BEOOK Bros.. Eurnham. Som., are sole agents for

Norton: early delivery assured. [1698

NORTON, T.T., Philipson and clutch, splendid con
dition, £55 ; also light wicker sidecar for same

£5.-37, Meath Rd., llford. [3833

DAN BEADDUEY, 224. London Ed., Sheffield, the
well-known Norton exponent and agent, will give

i-ou earliest possible delivery of Noitons. (7269

|Q16 Norton Big Four Combination, just over-
X«/ hauled, lamps, hood, screen, etc.; any trial by
appointment; £130, no offers.-Box LI, 969, c/o The
Motor Cycle. — [3516

NOETONS — We ore now booking orders for the
latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5

deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100.

Gt Portland St., London, W.l. (5675

"I 015 Norton B.S., h.c. Philipson, engine rebushed
-LJ/ throughout, C.A.V., new armature, B.B. vari-

able, machine re-enamelled Zenith red. The above
work just completed; magnificent machine; cash, £65.
—Bushey View, Sandy Lane, Hampton Wick. [3704

31h.p. T.T. Norton, believed 1915 or 1916. in excel-

2 lent order, tyies as new, re-enamelled, engine
overhauled and rebushed, long exhaust, P. and H.
headlight, Glorlaphone horn, mirror. P.P. grips, new
tielt very fast, a sound machine; seen any time: £65
no offers'.-Blown Jun., Hotel, Endon, Staffs. [X3340

All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date o! the issue B43
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MOrOK CYCLES 10 R SALE.
|

Norton.
j

NORTON Big Four, Cliiiter-I^n frame, P. nu<l M. 2-

-[:t.';r4] gciir, tnuk rnpufity 2iij gnll. [tetrol, '-,. Rail,

"il. ill porleot uitH-htinical order, Slills-Fiill'oid liwt
wiikt.*r ciU'iifiniis sulei'nr, nil cur whee s, tyrps grufl,

liv'w 700x80 r;i!inor Cord on sidecnr; first clieque £70
.vii-iiies, no ofllt-TS; would drive to purclinaer on p;iviiient

( reiisunuMe expenses.—Victor Scliotield, Drnkt-n
Itroiigtiton, Pendicle, Won-estpr^hire. 1X3598

N.S.U.

N.S.fT. motor cyrk; £15.~J. Todd, Siinimerbridt;e,
Harrogate [3461

|

31). p. X.S.U. Motor t'v.le; hnrMoin. £15. first <>Iir'<ino I

s»'iiires.-29. High 8t.. Rusthidl, Kent. i3985
j

Oh. p. N.S.U., in splendid order, short ol magneto;
*f first £10 secures.—170, Red Lane, Coventry.

[X3762
31h,p. N.S.U., wicker sidecar, 2 speeds, splendid
X mechanical condition, laKcs two anywhere;

£30.—Below.

N..S U. 6h p. Twin Combination, 2 speeds, JC.S., all

in good condition; bargain, £45.-27, Peldon Av.,
Kichmond. [4036

N.S.U. S^^h.p., mechanical valves. 2-speed, free, mas-,
good order; first £15 only.—Johnson, 258, Spring

Kd., Ipswich. [3903

N.S.U. Twin, 3'f.h.p., 2-speed gear, and splendid
O.B. side<ar; '£39.-16, St. Mary Abbott's Tei;

race, Kensington.

^.S.U. 3h.p.. Bosch mag., B.and JV

r

[3849

new nunlup on
£20.-Vernon Smith. 20,

[X3593
Imck, il' limning order

t'leston. Wellington. Salop.

N.S.U. 3>'>h.p., 2-speed, Iree engine, just overhauled,
splenifid condition; £28.-113, Mayfield

^
Rd.,

.SandcTitoad, Croydon. S.E [3875

N.S.U. Couibiuation, ennehbuilt, 2 speeds, spring
Irnnit', liorn, etc., ready for road; saciifire £46,

or will sepainte; niter 5.30 p.m.—37, lligh St., Klthnni.
[3541

N.S.U., 3'..h.p., splendid condition, Bosch. Senspray,
tyres good, appearance as new; £43, or near

utter • apply alter 7.-55, Holland Rd., Uarlesden,

N W.IO. [3710

N.S.U. 6h.p., Bosch mng., 2-speed, free engine, coni-

pletfl with wiVker sidecar, horn, Inmps, spmes, ft'.,

in good lunniug condition; £60, or near offer.— Svmvs,

Weitwood, Cieilitnn. [X3628

6h.p. Twin-ryl. X.S.U., coachbnilt Phfcnix sidet^nr,

uenrly new, 2-speed, kick start, iully eauipped:

l.jice £68!— Spei'.-hlev, 1, Gunnersbury Lauc, Aftou

Hill, London, \V.3.
"

[3971

MOTOR Cv<'le. N.S.U. 4b.p. twin, Bosch mng., Druid
spiing forjts, splendid tyres and tubes, plating as

new. ^:ood running order; must sell; firEt £20 weiures.

-Thickett, 6. The Arcade. Newark, Notts. LX3643

N.S.U. 7h.p. Combination, spring Irame, 3-speed
clutch. MilHord coachbuilt sidecar, hood and

>creen. Klaxon, Stewart speedometer, electric lighting,

splendid condition; any trial; £100; alter 6.— la,

Larkhall Lane, Clapham/'"" [3772

N..S.U. 1914 Combination. 3V-h.p., F.E.. 2 speeds,
Senspray carburetter, Boscli magneto, nice coach-

Ijuilt sidecar, Orto lolding ivind screen, storm apron,
lamps, hnrn, two new tvres, tools, excellent condi-
tion : ca^h, £ 60.—62, Derby Rd., Ponder's End.
-Middlesex. [3619

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 1916, T.T., overhead valves, engine perfect,,

condition, enamelling, and plating excellent, tyres
good: £76.—Duke, Jim., Dawson's, 60, Regent St.,

Shettord. [X3776
O.K.

O.K., 2-5peed, cylinder rebored, new piston, splendid
running order; £38. — 379, Cambridge Rd.,

Bethnal Green, E,2. [3576

JONES' Oarage, soecial agents for O.K. machines,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [2922

O.K., 2*,'4h.p., 1916. 2-3peed, countershaft, lamps,
horn, semi T.T. bars, in good condition; £45.—

224 High St., Plumstead. [3606

1 Q 18 O.K., good condition ; £50 ; complete with
Ji*J accessories, or part exchange for 4h.p. or more.
—J. Arthur, 2a, High Street, Dorking. [3379

O.K. Junior. 2 speeds, countershatt gear, aluminium
footboirds, fast and powerful; bargain, price

£32.—Rogers, 50, St. John St., Whithorn, Wigtown-
shire. [X3371

Omega.
OMEGA-J.A.P., th-s king of lightweight motor cvcles,

2-*ih.p., 2-speed. 54 gns. We can dehver these
raraous mnchines, now. Send for epecifications.—Sole
district agputs, CMD. Motor Cycle Garage, 5, Tavistock
St.. Leamington Spa. [X2250

P. and M.
RAND New 1919 R.A.F. Model P. and M.. just
delivered.

LUCAS Lighting Stt, Lucas horn, speedometer, .•'pare

exhaust valve, sparking plug, and butt-ended
tube.

EOISTERED. Inland Revenue tax paid, and fully

in^uicd.

>RICB £105. no offers; owner buying car.—Po.^
L2.025. c o The Motor C'yclt. \.IM [402O
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GROSE
LTD.,

Phones

:

1297
North.

Old Jewry, Cheapside, LONDON, E.C.2,

and a.t 255-257, Holloway Road, N.,

and at 8, New Bridge Street, E.C.

To save delaj', please address all Side-

car enquiries to 255, Holloway Rd., N,

SIDECAR
BODIES IN STOCK.
Wicker, light sporting shape, 55/-

CoachbUElt: Light sporting shape,

locker at back, well uphol-

stered, painted and varnished

Red, Green, or Blue . . 110/-

Coachbuilt : Touring shape, locker

under seat, springupholstered

Green or Grey £7 7

Coachbuilt : De Luxe m'd'l £8 8

Coachbuilt: De Luxe model and
bulbous back £9 9

GROSE'S AEROPLANE FUSE-
LAGE Sidecar Body, coach'

built, very roomy and well

upholstered. Fitted complete

with Wind Screen . . 10 Gns.
The most Sporty Sidecar yet produced.

CAMEO WIND SCREENS wiU fit

^ any sidecar 55/-
With side valance .... 60/-

(carria^e and packing free).

TAYLOR'S WIND SCREENS.
25/-, 30/-, 32/6, 47/6.

SIDECAR HOODS.
open sides, 50/- closed sides, 60/-

SIDECAR SUNDRIES.
Auxiliary Arms 9/6

best 14/6
Aprons, short pattern 9/6

„ storm „- 14/6
Aprons made to paper pattern in 7 days

Mats 6/6
Celluloid lor Wind Soreens 18x16 7/6

GROSE'S GAS REAR LAMP.
Very neat and well plated 6/6
Ditto for Sidecar 7/-

TERMS:
Cash with order only, and Carriage extra.

Cash returned >'>? any goods not approved ot.

MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE.
P. and M.

P.
anil M. Combination, 1914; £85: goo<l condition.
—Hi ffvy, Swcpstou, LiMoesteisliire. [3897

P. AND M., 3h.p., a-spped, linndle start, very good
coiiditifin; £37, no others: owner has car.—Apply,

Kleniiiiinir, 15, Felday Bd., Cntford. [3186

C.
fiERRY'S 3i,i.h.p. P. and M. and CoachbuiU Side-
car, 2 speecfs and Iree, coun'ershaft gear; bar-

gain, £48.-125, Canal Rd., Mile End, E. [3698

P.
and M., 1913, excellent Vrder, 2-speed, screen,
liood, luggage grid, magneto switcli, leg screen;

.€75.—Rectory, Staple l-'itzpaine, Tannton. [3479

"IQ12 P. and M. aV^li.p. Motor Cycle, excellent
-i-«7 condition, proneity of naval officer, used on
leave; oilers.—W. H. Turrall, Torrington, Devon. [3871

MUST Sell at Once, owner no place to store, P. and
M. motor cycle and sidecar, 3'/2li.p.i 2-speed gear,

in (Excellent ninniug order; willing to sacrifice for £50.
-F E. Vincent, 28, Orcliard St., Yeovil. [X3514

P.
and M. and Sidecar, engine overhauled, rebushed,
ne V rings and valve springs fitted, also new

tyres, all in perfect order, with lamp, horn, and
generator, condition as-'new: £55/10.—McLoughlin,
Rawfolds, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire. - [X3663

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 6h.p., perfect order. Grade gear, smart
iippeanmce; £45.—King. 1, Cotswold St., West

Nonvood. [3861

5 -eh. p. Peugeot Twin Coachbuilt Combination, 2
speeds, Bosch, Amac. cycle tyres (650x65) new;

45 gns.—After 6 p.m., 6, Collingtrce Rd., Sydenham.
[4050

3ih.p. Twin Peugeot, just overhauled, Simms mag-
2 neto, B. and B., takes two through hilly Derby-

shire easily; first £22 secures.—Buckland, 17, Hawley .

Rd., Dartford, Kent. [3865

Precision.

PRECISION, 2i4h.p.. 1914, stored tV-i years; *35.—
ITill, 21, Marlborough Crescent, Chiswick, W.4.

[X3662
PRECISION 2yh.p., 2-6peed, excellent condition,

new tyres and bearings; £30.-6, Arden Grove,

Harpenden. [3702

4h.p. Water-cooled Precision, 1915, 2-Bpeed. new tyie

and licit, Lamps, horn, etc.; nearest £44.- Ellis,

59. Hugh Bd., Coventry. [X3761

GEANDEX-PEEOISION, 2%h.p., 1914, 3-speed,

clutch. K. start, excellent condition ; 40 gna.-
36, David Lane, Shadwell, E. [3751

TYLER-PRECISION 2i/2h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.,

good running order; £35. cash.—Goodship, Park
Av., London Rd., Ewell, Surrey. [3706

PRECISION 4lAh.p. Coach -Combination, Bosch
magneto, 2-speed, in good condition; £58.-12,

West Holme, Northumberland Heath, Erith. [3336

KYNOCH-PRECISION, 3.'Ah.p., 2-speed gear, water-

proof Bosch, good tyres, etc., repainted, all in

first-class condition; £27/ 10.—Pannell, Guildford
House, Pembroke. [X3239

7-9h.p. Precision Runabout, solo, 3-wheeler, beauti-

fully constructed, 3-speed gear;'clutch, and handb
starter; also hood, screen, etc., very fast.—Wauchope's.

9, Shoe Lane, London. [3946

TYLER-PRECISION, 2h.p., l9l6, 2-speed model,
new tyres, excellent condition ; any trial after

7 p.m.; £35. or nearest offer before Juno 2lBt.—
Barrow, Woodcote, Epsom. [3391

IVY-PEECISION S'/ah.p., 1915, engine overhanlcd,

frame te-enamelled and niokellcd, equal to any

new machine, both in appearance and speed; seen after

7.-84, Hanley Rd., Hornscy Ed., N.4. [3476

IYY-PRECISION 4h.p. T.T. Model de Luxe, Grado
Multi gear, good tvres, Bosch, Senspray, long

exhaust, almost new, good climiJer, perfect condition

;

60 gns • after 5 p.m.— 8, Leaside Mansions, Muswcll
Hill. N.IO. [3509

TYLER-PRECISION. 2Vjh.p., late 1915, 2-speed, free

engine, Senspray. Druids, footboards, drip feed,

adjustable pulley, electric lamps, new heavy Dunloii;*,

comlortable, good climber; £40.-34, Keith Grove.
ShepV.erd's Bush. [X3251

Premier.

PEEMIEE, 2'>ih.p. : £35, or near offer; perfect con-

dition; after 6.-89, Elhorough St., Southfields.
[3538

Oih-P. Premier, accessories, Dunlop tyres, belt, good;
/V2 £30; ride away.—79, Upton Lane, Forest Gate.

[3525

PEEMIEE. S'/.h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, sidecar,

lamps, nice apiiearance; £69.-48, Prince George

Ed., Dalston. [3665

3ih p Premier, 2-8i>eed Millennium hub, out of re-

2 pair, run in top gear; £25.—Lucas, Berriew.
Montgomeryshire. [X3527

1 013 Premier S'/.h.p., 2-speed, engine just overhauled,

Xu ti'res excellent; £45; any trial.—High Denr,

Ridgeway, Enfield. [339.0

PEEMIEE Combination, 3'^bV: '"to 191", 3-speeiI,

clutch. K. etart, speedometer, accessories; £58.—
36, David Lane, Shadwell, E. [3750

PREMIER SJAh.p., 1915, stored 2 years. T.T. engine,
clutch, fine condition: £52, or part exchange

2-stroke.—Cook, Jeweller, Newark. [X3237

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should aucte the numSer at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

6h.p. Sunbsam Combination, engine No. 40939.
Bosch, 3 lamp gets. born, speedometer, 8-da.v

watch, leg shields. 3 speeds, etc., Gloria spring wheel
sidecar, luggage r.ick, petrol can carrier, hood and
screen, low mileage, a liixnrious, well-kept outfit;
£155.—J. S. Howard, Bridge House, Walton. Peter-
borough. rX3658

Swift.

SWTFT 2^ih.p., accumulator ignition, oil good, ready
to ride away. £12; speedometer, Coroin-Brown,

for 28in. rear wheel. £2 ; magneto, M.L., clockwise.
£5/10.—Goodrich, 11, Market Sc]., Dover. (3891

T.A.C.
8h.p. T.A.C. C.B. Combinfition, spring frame, liandle

starter, couutershaft 3-6peed. hand clutch ; anv
trial; £70.-97, llountgrota Bd,, Highbury, N- [3421

8h.p. 4-cyl. T.A.C, air-cooled, shaft, 3-speed gear
bo-T. mechanical inlets, nearly new coach sidecar,

spares: £90, or near offer;, after 6.30.-91, Ash Hd.
Aldershot. [3332

T.D.C.

T.D.C. de Luxe Model, 2?4h.p., 2-stroke, not run 100
miles. Palmer tyres, lamp set, guaranteed mecha-

nically as new; £35; ride away.—4, Gaywood Rd..
Walthamstow.

~
[3703

Triumpli,

TltlTTMPH Clutch Model. 3>/,h.p., 1912; any
£40.-9, Wilson St., Battersen.

TPIU.MPH. 3V.'.h.p., good running order, lamp
£23.-14, Palace Grove, Bromley, Kent.

trial:

[4049

3, etc.

:

[3521

TEITMPH, splendid running order, clutch model;
£45.-Hodgskin, Totley Else, Sheffield. [53587

1 Q16 4iiih.p. 3-speed Triumph Combination; ;E85.—
-Lt' 29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-B6w. (3818

TKIUMPH, 1913. clutch model, first-rate condition,
lamps; *47.—2, Newport Rd.. Barnes, S.W. [3693

TRIUMPH 1914. 3-speed. clutch, fine condition : £55
—Gilt'ey, Bracken Hall. Kesgrave, Ipswich, [399C

TRIUMPH motor cycle, lamps, horn, etc., 191C
model; £30.—Brennan, Noake, Cheltenham.

[xsasf.
TRIUMPH 4h.p. Solo, splendid machine, new tv:e-'

belt; £45, or offer.—45, Castelnou Gardens, E.nrnes.
[3977

TRIUMPH 3'ih.p., 2-speed, free engine; price £40:
can be seen after 6.-9, Shenlev Rd., Camberwell.

' [S3697
TRIUMPH SVjh.p., 1913, clutch, new tyres, lielt, ano

tank, fine condition; £50.—Nichols, Bunihnm,
Som. [39.?^

TRIUMPH.—Triumph spare parts supplied bv
Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd., London Ed".

Coventry. [XOei;

TEIUMPHj 3<,4h,p., good appearance, adjustable
pulley; £32/10 cash.—Ashton, Thornhill Edge,

Dewibury. (X3487
ini4 Triumph C.B,
J-«7 horn, smart lot;
Streotham.

3-apeed Combination, lamps,
£78/10.-261, Mitcham Lane,

[3762

TRIUMPH Late 1913 C.B. Combination, done 10 000
miles; i£60.—Hill, 21,— Marlborough Crescent

Chiswick, W.4. [X5661
£29.—Free engine Triumph. Bosch mag., B. and B,

carburetter. '" ""' " ' ~ .. _-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambith
[3688

JONES" Garage, special agants for Triurnphs, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [2927

TRIUMPH 3i,<,h.p., free engine, 1917, tyres nnpunc-
tured: £57/10; letters.—Ellis, Post Office, West" '

' [3920

London. S.W.8.

Walton. Wisbech.

TRIUMPH. 1919. 4i«h.p., 3-spsed countershaft, with
l^mps. and horn, ridden 50 miles

West Farleigh, Kent.
£105.-

"I Chl9 (Mar) Triumph Combination, spring
-i-*7 car. run 200 miles; best cfler.—Write
c'o The Motor Cycle.

Dflv
[X3574

wheel sid^-

Box 4,120.
[XS76:

TRIUMPH Machine, 3M;h.r.. condition as new;
trial: not used 3 years.—53, Russell Ed.,

Ann's Rd., Tottenham.

1Q13 Triiuaph. clutih model,
-1- c7 and in excellent running order

:

Farm, near Newmarket.

A h.p. Triiimph, 1914 model.

anv
St.

(3493

just been overhau'e.l.
£35.—Rush. H:ii:

[3471

_ . 3-speed, tyres and hell
new, lamps -and horn, faultless ; £48,—Morrison

John St., Langhohn, N.B. [389r

TEILICPH Slih.p., 2-speed, tree engine,. B. and B.,
splendid condition; 36 gns.—113, Mavfield Rd.,

Sanderstead, Croydon, S.E.
'

[3S7t

3ih.p. Triumph, free^engine, lamps, horn, tyres as
2 new. perfect condition: £40.—Chester, Walnut

Cottage, Famingham, Kent. [3&^
rpRirilPH, 1913. 3-speed and clutch, with GloriaX wicker sidecar, splendid condition; £55,-67
Silvermere Ed., Catford, S.E.6. [3523
TRIUJIPH, 3>/..h.p., 3-speed hub gear, good order-

£40, no offers.-Armstrong, Eanelagh Vilia
P.anelagh Rd., Wolverhaihpton. [X3539

excellent condition, accessories.
. back tyre and tube almost new

;

Croft, Epsom. [3997

TRIUilPH. 3i4h.p,
and spares, belt

£35.-St. Martin's

The joys of motor
cycling are manifold

—

but they are always
associated "with fi-eedom

from mechanical trouble.

From the grateful man-
ner in -which hundreds
have Avritten thanking
us for the prompt and
thorough -way we have
repaired their

Sturmey-Archer
cr

Armstrong Gear

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well.

RECOMMENDED BY

STURIVIEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,

through heavy pressure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you

can rest assured that

orders wifl be executed

in strict rotation.

County Engineering Co.
64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

UO NOON, W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

JQIS Triumph 4h.p. Combination, countershaft, 3
A*/ speed gear clutch, as new- £143; any trial.—
Blake, 216. Westbourne Grove, W. [3837

1 Q13 Free Engine Triumph, mechanically perlect,
JLiJ Lucas lamp set, etc. : any inspection ; £46.-
Viggers, North Bar Dairy, Banbury. [X3204

TRIUMPH for Sale. SVah.p., SturmeyrArcher 3-

speed, J.S. hub, good condition, ride away:
£48/10.-54. King Richard St., Coventry. [X3764

TRIUMPH SVsh.p., clutch model, in first-class order
College mudshields, Inmp and horn, ready for tour;

40 gns.— 7. Orchard St.. Newport, Wight. [S3E80

TRIUI\IPH 1913, Si^^.p., clutch, just overhauled
and renovated, beautiful condition, been stored;

bargain, £48.-37, Eldon Rd., Blackburn. [X3649

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. Sturmey 3-speed, new
lamps, all accessories, Dunlops, new belt; offers;

alter 6.-243, Deane Church Lane, Bolton. - C3615

'] Q14 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
-l-«? Sturmey hub, lamps, horn, tools, perfect run-
ning order; £84.-8, Harley St., Coventry. [X3576

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., 1912-13 Bosch, very little used,

stored during war, e\eryrhing perfectly good ;uiil

smart; £38.-161, Kew Rd., Richmond, S.W. [373G

SJLh.p. Triumph, clutch, free engine, 1912-13, not
2 used last 4 years, perlect, all accessories; first

offer above 45 gns.—Saxby, Saddler, Margate. [X3753

TRIUMPH Junior. 1919, arrived too late for owner,
gone abroad, new, unridden. countershaft gear

;

best offers over £75.—Box L2.022, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4016

1 Q06 Triumph, 3h.p. engine, frame, forks, tank,
X<lF wheels, bars, saddle, carburetter, mudguards;
£12.—Mealing, The Beeches, Frimley Rd., Camberley,
Surrey. [X3220

1 OIL 9 Triumpli 4h.p., countershaft, T.T. bars, not done
J15/ 100 miles, lamps, Klaxon, all accessories; best

ofier over £95.—E.L., 21, Market Place, Kingston,

Surrey. [3645

TRIUMPH, 1913, aVah.p., 3 speed, clutch, fiound

throughont; 50 gns., lowest.—24, Radley Rd.,

Tottenham. [3345

TRIUMPH, 3y2h.p., clutch model, new tyre, good
condition; £38 cash.—Fairh.aven, Pathlon, Strat-

ford-on-Avon. [X3235

3ih.p. Triumph, 1910, free engine model, lamp eeU
2 :ind horn, good tyres and belt, engine exceptionally

-cod: £36.-49, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone
45 - [X3264

TRIUMPH Combination, 2-speed, clutch model,

lamp, horn, etc., excellent condition; bargain,

£66; after 6 p.m.—Brooks, Hairdresser, High St.,

Eltham. [3540

TRIUMPH Combination, 1912, SVzb-p., Mabon vari-

able gear, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, electric

lamps and battery; £50; after 6 p.m.—IQ, The Avenue,
Surbiton. [X3667

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,

first-class condition throughout, new tyres and Ped-

ley belt carefully driven ; 70 gns.—77, North Panid3,

Aberystwyth. [3455

l Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, kick start, P. and
Xtl H. lamps. Klaxon horn, etc., complete outfit

new; price £105; viewed London.—Box Ll,980, c/o

The .^ Motor Cycle. [3561

1 Q12 Triumph, modernised, 2-speed, clutch, speedo-
J-tl meter, lamps, Bosch watertight, fully equipped,
excellent condition; bargdin, £55.—Filmer House,
Filmer Rd., Fulham. [4042

TRIUMTH, 1913, 3nspeed, clutch model, light tor-

pedo sidecar, etored during war, just been thor-

oughly overhauled, whole in fine condition; £75.— 2ii,

Bonham Rd., JJrixton Hill. [3768

4h.p. 1914 Triumph, clutch, Bosch mas., excellent

running order, T.T. engine and handle-bars, com-
plete with lamps and horn, tyres new; £60.—Stock.
Aerodrome, Witney, Oxon. [X35iQ4

TRIUMPH, 3i/2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, with nnderelung
coachbuilt sidecar, horn, tools, spare tyre and

tube, engine valve and belt; best offer over £65; seen

8.30 a.m. to l-SO p.m., or after 6.—Florence, la, Far-

nan Ed., Hopton Rd., Streatham. [3543

1 Q19 Triumph, brand new, ridden few miles, coach-
Xtf built combination, 41i.iJ., mag., 3 speeds. Klaxon,
Lucas lighting, speedometer; first- cheque, 145 gns.—
Brown, 1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [3769

TRIUMPH, 1914 late, 4h.p., 3-speed, Sturmey-
Aixher, Bosch mag., Lucas lamps, speedometer,

engine new condition, too fast for owner; £60 gns.

—

Martin. 432, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [X3254

TRIUMPH Junior, brand new, not ridden 10 miles,
guajanteed sound os delivered from makers, ready

to ride away; owner unable use same: £62 cash, no
offers.—E.N., 84, Barons Court Ed., Kensington, Lon-
don. [3632

1 Q19 Triumph (4h.r., 3-speed, countershaft) Com-
-1-v bination, sidecar fitted with hood and wind-
screen, complete with lamps, liorn, tools. In perfect
condition ; £ 145.—Bond, 37^ Eastward Ho, Leiston,
Suffolk [3360

1 Q16 Triumph 4^Ah.p. Countershaft Combination.
it/ Gloria coachbuilt, luggage chassis, 3 Lucas
lamps, mirror, large horn, Cowey, all perfect condi-
tion, 2 new spare covers; £100.-343, Aylestone Rd..
T-cicester. [X3341

AH lelfers relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1914 Si.jh.p. Free Engine Clutch Model,
Bosrh raapnrto, siicedomeler. horn, acetylene

iampft and generator, with coichbuilt sidecar, nnnp-
holftered, laid up during war; £65.—Box Ll,979. c o

Tke ilolor Ci/clr. [5°62

frnnrMPH, SV'.h.p., siasle--iKed. fltteil with wheels,

J. pulley, fork!, luindh-lmrs, cylind.i, P. onil H.

lightinK B.^t !nll new), splendid running order, just lliee

lip any hills: lirst M.O. £10 seLures.-Huyea. 40, ^}' "•'}'

ingtou St.. Kidderuiinster. [3548

1Q19 Triumpli Junior, Irbm makers .April, with
l-iJ lamps, horn, etc., and several new spares;

£65; or would exchango for any recent machine over

3h.p.. or combination, with cash adjustment.— Box
1,1.933, Co J7i« Motor Ci/clr. [3568

Q Ih.p. Triumph. 2. speed, tree engine, kick start, and
Oa Watsonian lii:hlweii!ht sidecar, machine in per-

!ent condition, modernised by Triumph Company, extra

wide 2 gallon tank fitted; £55, lowest.-Coleoian. 14,

Elderberry Hd., Well Hall. S.E.9. (X3709

rpRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. Sturmey-Archer 3-specd.

i Bosch, tyres good. Cowey speedometer, horn,

pump, tools, thoroughly overhauled and renovated.

plating almost liko new, sound mechanical condition;

best otter over 70 gns.; Wiltsliirc.—Box 4,115, c/o

The Jlulor Cildt. [X3683

TniUMPH, 3i,:.h.p., late 1913, clutch, 3-speed

Sturraey-Arclier, decompressor model, new back

tyre, spare tvre, horn, mirror, head lamp, and spares;

expert examination invited;' not used nearly 5 years,

just overh-nuled; privately owned, Surrey ; £50, no offers.

-Box 1.2.031, c/o The Motor d/clc. [4026

1 016 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and Montgomeiy
Xi/ No. 1 sidecar combination. Brooks bag htted

carrier. Jones speedometer, Lucas head light and horn,

original belt, in perfect condition, all lyres as new

Wajgh's front mudshiclds. mechanically P"'i'<'t

throughout, mileage 5,400; £110.-Milward, Wood St..

Swinifon. .

[4018

T.T. Triumph, SV'.h.p.. early 1915. specially bnilt

for racing, lamp, generator, Pnlmir Cord tyres.

Triumph adju^t.il.lo pulley, new Dunlop belt, lonrtition

as new, emuuel ;md plating absolutely penect. hardly

n nnt touched bv a spanner; any of the l.-i'ls wnntme

a speed 'bus, tlii.s is it; do 65 m.p.h. and oyer: nearest

to £80 secures; buying combination, or would exohange

for one-Captain R.A.F., Briar Hedge. Bourne End
Backs. [oo'ib

SMABTEST Outfit on the road.-1919 4h.p. Triumph,

S-speed count«rslmit, latest Emi.ire de Luxe side-

car extension over knees, with wind screen, apron, and

oversize heavy tvre, Lucas head light set, rerir lamp.

Klaxon horn, Watford speedometer, set 01 discs loi

wheels all round (not fitted); the lot cost at list price

£140 three weeks ago, and is good as brand new. guar-

antted perfect: to be sold to the highest ofler.-49 High

St, Saffron Walden. Essex. Thone 45. [X3262

Velocette.

LIVEHPOOL and District Agents for Velocette. Place

orders now to secure early delivery.-Victor Hors-

,.,n. Ltd. 9. Purr St.. Liverpool. 10005

Werner.

\X'ERXEK 3h.p. Twin, Ucsch, B. and B., new belt.

- VV low machine, in running order; £17, or nearest.—

73, Oakhurst Grove, East Unlwicli, S.E. [3674

Vindec.

\7'IVDEC. 6h.p., 2.speed, kick start, and sidecar;

£45.-29, .St. Leonards' St., Biomley-by-Bow.
[3820

«p3hr Vindec. Chater frame, Bosch, Douglas carbur-

-i4 etter. Bom non-skid, low, fast; £20; no dealers.--

91, Fairfield Rd., Bow, E.3. [3740

v.s.

^.6hp VS., filled with wicker sidecar, Fafnir twin-

cylinder engine; £35.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane

London. I3^'t5

Williamson

8h p Williamson Combination, grand climber, will

lake 3 anywhere, trial appointment, experts in-

vited; £130; particulars stamp.—D. Roberts, 164,

High St., Blackwood, Mon. [J1.364U

TTTILLIAHSON 8h.p. Water-cooled Combinatiori,

» V donble scaled sidecar, side by side, hood, wind

r-en, Lncas lighting, spare new tyre, late model,

. rfe.i condition; £120.—Dickinson, 33, Manor Rd,
kichmond. [3703

WILLIAMSON Combination, C.B., 8-lOh.p., water

cooled, 2-6peea, clutch, bought new late 1914,

red since 1916, recently overhauled, splendid con-

;ion, too faet for owner; best offer over £llf

-

', .;atage, St. Leonard's, Tnng, Herta. [X3550

1 Q 14 Williamson 8h.p., water-cooled, P. and H.,

JLt7 Bosch speedometer, horn, double seated coach-

built sidecar, stored during war, recently overhauled,

enamelled and plated, good tvres. /rlendid condition --

Apply. 3. Hilsea Tenace, North End, Portsmouth. [3444

Woll
-r-tToLF 2".hp. 1914 4-stroke, excellent condition,

VV stlred during war; £35.-74, Holmdene Av..

Heme Hill, S.E.24. [3806

TK70LF 2h.p., overhanled. rc-enamelled, very smart^.

VV Bo'ch. Amac. tvres good, new Dunlop belt, good

-iinning order: ElB/lO.-Hammond, (JammCTsgill

Middleham, Yorks. [X3189

The Supremacy
of the

DRUID
MARK II
Spring Fork heis been
attained solely by virtue
of its complete and ex-
cluPive embodinientof all

the essentials that com-
bine to make a perfect
scientifically-built fork.

It absorbs both Vertical
and Horizontal Shocks
even on the roughest
roads ; they are NOT
tranateiTed to the
Frame.

Send for our Folder
which explains all

features of the
Druid Mark II.

A. Drew & Co.
Ltd., Leopold St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Made in 3 Models. R.B a.

FOR

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

LIGHT CARS
AND

CYCLE CARS
YOU

CANNOT DO BETTER
THAN VISIT US.

Always a good selection on sale at

lowest prices.

THE RELIABLE CITY HOUSE,

15-16. BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

Telegrams

—

Elcemocyca, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES I'OR SALE.
Wooler.

JONES' Oarage, special agents (or Woolers, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2928

Yale.

YALE 1916 Couibinotion, coachhuilt sidecar, perfect

condition: £160, or offer; after 6 - " " '"

96, East India' Dock Ed., E.14'.

p.m. Samuels,
_ [3496

-W.

Zedel.

ZEDF.L •5.6h.p. twin. Splitdorl mag., Amac carbu-

retter; £22.—Roberts, 80. de Grey St,, Htill.

Zenith.

6h.p. Zel'iith-Gradua, splendid condition; fSB.-Will:

son, 36, Fairfield ltd. South, Kingston. (3412

ZENITH-GRAnUA 3' ih.p., 1916. as new; £65;
alter 6 p.m.-2, River Av., Palmer s

C''''"'":„J',

Qlh.p. Zenith-Gradua. varinUe gear, ,T.A P. engine;

Oa £38.-21, Church Hill, Hoe St.. Woltliniiistow.
[3533

ZENITH-GRADUA 1916 4h.r. T.T. Model, condition

as new, very fast, sporty; lot £55, or near offer

"' Knight, Sewardstone, Chinglord. [X3342

1914. 4h.p., T.T., enamelled

^, ^„. horn," ride away; £55; seen

after 6.-11, Avenue'Gardens, Acton, W.3. [3781

ZENITH. 5-6h.p., 1913, new helt, variable Bear, Hen-

derson sidecar, all new tyres, jnst overhmilec
;

£90, or near offer.-J. .1. Bureess, Batterdile, Hatfield.
[OOol

31h.p. Zenith-Gradua J.A.P. Combination. B. and

S B., lamps, horn, j.owerful, sjilendid condition

;

£66.-113. Mayfleia Rd., Sanderstead, Croydon, h^t^^

ZENITH-GRADUA Combination, 4h.p., posch B.

and B.. bring money ride away; £50. no offers;

seen by appointment.-29, Abbotts Park Bd.. Leyton,

ElO. [Xi.i5l

ZENITH 6h.p. Clutch Combination, new 1914. stored

since 1915, large coachbuilt sidecar, excellent

ZENITH-GRADUA,
red mcchanicaj

condition; £95.-^Write Arliss

biton

56, Cranes Park, Sur-
[X3643

1 Q15 Zenith-Gradua 4h.p.. lik-ht C.B. roml.inatioi,,

i-Xf ineclKiuicnlly perfect, looks like new, electric ifc'lit-

ii.B; eSgns.-Can be seen at 33, Tlie Parade, <";ld'i s

Green.
^"^^^

ZENITH 8h p. T.T., late red model, tyres new,

electric -bghts, mechanical horn, spare be'ts. W".
etc., splendid condition; £80, bargain.—573, High Bd.,

Tottenham. 1^^°^

ZENITH-GEADUA 1914 5-6h.p. Twin, clutch

wheel, lamps, horn, and accessories, not used

since petrol restrictions; £56.—W., 11, Simpson bt,

London, S.W.U. L3326

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6h p., 1915, fast, powerful,

Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, horn com-

plete kit, spare valves, springs, belt; £80.—Write. 2^,

Copley Park Streathamr S W. [X3352

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914, 6h.p., Gloria spring wheel

coachbuilt sidecar, luggage carrier, Klaxon,

lamps, very powerful and in splendid condition
;
£|2.—

Growns, Broadway, Walton-on-Thames. [SbOB

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1916, 4.6h.p., and sporting

lightweight torpedo sidecar, semi-T.T., Inst, lamps

and horn, ready for road; £70, no oflers.-E.O.W
" Playden," Chipstead, Coulsdon, Surrey. 1375S

ZENITH 6h p. Twin Combination, very little used.

Swan sporting torpedo sidecar, wind screen,

nearly new tyres. Klaxon, speedometer, tools. £140,

or nearest.-Lieut. Dunford, i'ark Rd., New Barnet_

-I me Zenith, 5-6h.p., countershaft. Canoelet side-

ly car, lamps, speedometer, mechanical horn et.-.,

ridden 6,000 miles, appearance as new; £95.— WiUialns,

Catherine Villa, Closeworth Rd., Farnborough, Hant=^

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3y=-4h.p., perfect condition,

new heavy Dunlops and tubes, all accessories

and tooTs. new John Bull belt ^«™/">„ ''^y,*^''"
n

p.m., trial; £52.-88, Mount View Rd., Stroud GreOT^

ZENITH-GRADUA Combination, ISl.'- *"'" 6-|h.p-

JAP coachbuilt sidecar, repainted Bedford

cord upholstery, speedometer, lamps, .sound; £90.—

Banister? 70, pirk Lane, Irlams o' th' Height, Man^

Chester. „ J; ,,.,

^.5hp. Zenith-Gradua J.A.P. Twin 1914, T.T Mil-

4 lers lamps, horn, spare belt, fast and reliable

splendid condition IhrouEhout; .s^fP^^'-y
'u<fn' Be'n

offer over 52 gns.-BouTl, Church Farm, Sutton Ben-

ger, Chippenham. Wilts. 1=;'^^

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914 special model, 90 bore,

OHV JAP., unused two years, overhauled

and re'-eiiamelled, two new tyres, C.B. sidecar fast

Mwerful- £100. or exchange sporting three-wheeler

19"r Morgan tTOe.-171, St. Helen's Ed., Bolton.^^^

ZENITH TT., 8h.p., 1919, with Flying Middletpn

"ideca'r, F.R.S. largest head lamp,, Lucas rear (lit

oncel Klaxin and bulb horns. Empire petrol ccono-

miser' knee grips, spare belt, plugs, etc., piiichine is

fs neV in eviry respect; seen any time; price £150.-^

81, Lakeside Rd.. Palmer's Green, London, N. Phone .

828 Palmer's Green. 1=°"'"

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Connaught, Stnimey-Archer 3-specd, kick

starter, lamp, horn, perfect; £45.-Thwaite»,

Fornham Rd., Bury St. Edmund s. i;X3236

B48 All letters relating to advertisement. Uiould auote the number at the end 61 each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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SIDE.CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
DARRACQ Covered Van, 15-cwt., 12h.p., very reli-

able; :eil5.—232, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [3830

PEUGEOT Van, 12-14h.p., new body, mechanically
perfect; first cheque over £87 secures.—Costa, 1,

Victoria Rd.. Brighton. [3982

8h.p. Reading Tradesman's Carrier, large box in

front of driver's seat, new but shop-soiled, 3-

sr-aeds, clutch, and kick-starter, all chain transmission,
^priin^ back and front; £125.—Wauchope's 9, Shoe
Ljiue, London. [5951

ST0DEBAKER Flanders 16-20h.p. 15-cwt. Van, 4
new tyres, lamps, horn, speedometer, new Hobson

rarburetter and extra air; any severe trial or expert
?xaminalion: £210.—161a, Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.
Phone : Brixton 236. -

, [3785

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
GIRLIXG cyt^le car, 5-so;iter, complete ; any trffil

;

£60.-65. Burnt Ash Rd.. Lee, S.E.12. [3745

SALE, Riley Runabout, splendid condition, overhauled,
leady lor road; £50.-49, Commercial St., Risca.

tX3240
CYCLE Car, lOh.p. twin engine, 2 seats and dickey,

hood, etc; £87/10.^^32. Brixton Rd., S.W.9.
[5826

A.C. Sociuble. hcod. snreea. spares, very siunrt;
50 gns.; bargain.—Cleggett, 31, Ballour Ed.,

Chatham.. [5836

SMART 8-lOh.p? Gycie C^r for immediate u=e: £95.
(innige lor ilisi'osal. —Details from Atkinson, Bank

Itoad, "Workingtan. [X3363

HUMBERETTE Lisht Car, perfect mechanical
ordei lamps horn, speedometer, etc:; £160.— 15,

Wickham Rd„ S.E 4. [3773

"I 18 —Morgan 8h-n., w.c, dynamo lighting, hood,
J-tf screen, a perfect turnout; £233^.—C. A. E. Co.,
21, Hobson St, Cambridce. —

[3857

\ .•C. Sociable, up-to-date model. 2-speeds and reverse,
j!j- fully equipped with hood and screen; price 100
i^ns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3952

A .C. Sociable, excellent little machine, tyres as new,
jA 2 new spare tubes, lamps, hood, screen, etc.; £70,
ur offer.— 3. 1'. Webb, High St., Fordingbridge, Hant3.

[X5559
RUNABOUT, 3-wheel, N.S.U., iust been overhauled,

in perfect condition; £30; any evening, stamp,
photo.—Parris, 7, Old Paradise St., Lambeth, London.

[3966
A .V, Monocar, 1919, J.A.P., Zenith, very fast, owner

a"j. leaving country; £ll0 or near offer.—Write or
call. Monocai, c/o 113, Kingston Rd., Wimbledon.
S.W. _

- [3902

MOEGAX. lats 1915, ^portin;? model, complete with
hood, screen, and lamps, little used, OTi-ner been

in the service: £115. no offers.—Chafley's Boot Stores.
ritoke-undsr-Ham, Somerset. [I£3519

8-lOh.p. Chs-ter-Lea Ennabout, 2-seater, w.c. Bosch,
clutch, 2-speed, all chain drive, been stored; £65;

Tiecbanicdlly perfect, drive away.—Pickwick House,
Strood Hill, Rochester, Kent. [3407

BEDZJLIA Cycle C<Tr^ sporting runabout, dual igni'
tion, gocd running order escent belts lost in

-torage; first £35 gets it.—Wood Cottage, Ma-azine
Lane, Xew Brigiitan, Cheshire. [X3259

CVCLE Car, S-lOh.p., Grado gear, condition as new,
fully equipped, head, tail, and side lamps, clock,

speedometer, ready for road; 135 gns.—Apply, Walker,
13, n^awrence St, Mill HiU, N.W.7.- [4044

BARGAIN for quick sale; owner leaving.—Bedelia 7-9
h.p. 2-seater cycle "car, repainted, rebushed, etc.,

throughout, many improvements, better than new, fast,
rlimb anj'thing, new hood, tyres and spare, screen, elec-

tric horn, side and tail lamps, gas head, dual ignition.
very comfortable worst roads, unused during war ; trial

;

seein? means buving; £35, no offers.—Major Harris,
c/o Mrs. Croft, Bridge, near Canterbury. [3644

DUO 4-wh6eler, 1914, Sh.p. J.A.P., Bosch, Biuks. 2-

, speed, chain and double belt final, with variable
driving pulleys, kick and handle starting, Hele-Shnw
clutch, spare wheel, 5 good tyres, back new Dunlops,
electric side and rear and acetylene head lamp, 5 belts.
hood, screen, horn, tools, and spares, complete overhaul
in April, repainted yellow, black lined and wings, uphol-
stered, very handsome little car; price £125, offers.—
Write. Duo, Hazel Wood, Eembank Rd., Ascot. [X3500
CAREEN Monocars, 1919 models; deliveries daily.—

The Railway Garase, Staines (Phone 139), sol't
concessionnaires, commend these ideal Uttle runabout-^
as thoroughly practical for pleasure, for professional, 01
commercial hard use. The protection of a car at the
price of a motor cycle. East, silent, no starting handle
a lady can operate the seat kick starter with ease'
Specification, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine in front, 3-speed Stur-
Mev-Ajcher gear bos, all controls inside, perfect accessi-
bility, removable scuttle, economical, 50-60 m.p.g., Dun-
'op tyres. 105 gns. ; accessories and tandem sent extra-
delivery in strict rotation, about one month from re-'

teipt of deposit with order. Call and take trial run.
[3311

CARS rCR SALE.
LIGHT Car, £83; rnnnLng order, owner going abroad

—Coleman, 95, Upper North St., Brighton. [3983'

METZ -12h,p. Friction-driven Light Car; £55.—
Hamilton, Burchett's Farm, Ockley, Surrey.

[3430T ANCHESTER 6-cyl. Open Touring Car, very eco-
-i-' nomical on petrol; £375.-234, Brixton Rd..
S.W.9. [3827

DRY
BATTERY

LIGHTING SETS
Volex Lighting Sets are the ideal, no-trouble

outfits for the Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

For over ten years they have been in use for

this service, and of recent years in consequence

of their dependency, the demand is constantly

increasing.
Dynamo Lighting Sets wath Accumulators require

careful attention and owing to complications have

a tendency 'to go out of order. Accumulators

if act regularly charged, whether in use or not,

sulphate and become useless.

VOLEX DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS- give no
trouble whatever. The battery

which is fitted in a steel con-

tainer with switchboard
mounted on top, lies conveni-

ently in the bottom of the side-

car, and with ordinary care will

last, when in use, from six months
to eighteen months without renewal.

New Battery can be fitted in a few
minutes at but little cost. The Battery

Case contains three separate Volex 4-volt

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting

boxes for the cables to Head, Side and Rear
Lamps. If one of the batteries become exhausted

it can be replaced independently of the others.

Unless specified, we always provide 4 volt Metal
Filament Bulbs to each lamp, but 8 volt Bulb
for Head Lamp will be provided where desired.

Complete outfit (as illustration], including Head
Lamp, Ball Pattern Sid© and Tail Lamps, 3

Volex Aero Dry Batteries in steel cootaiuer

with switchboard, Metal Filaments, Bulbs, and
Waterproof Conducting Cords. Price £5 15.

Snare " VoIps " Aero Batteries 12/^.

CAUTION.—We would worn
users that they may be offered

substitutes for the '' Volex " Dry
Battery. No other battery will

approach in reliability, dura-
bility, or capacity the Brirish

Made "Voles."

MOTOR CYCLE GEARBOXES.
A firm engaged in mass production of
these and similar parts, is open to accept
orders and undertake^he manufacture
of goods of this class.

Apply - METEOR Mfg. Co., LtiL,
98, ToUington Park, N.4.

Motor Car Houses
AND

Portable Buildings
of every description.

ILLUSTRATED LIST FREE.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.,
66, Felsham Road, Putney, London, S>W.

CARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Garduer-SerroUet Stoatner, paraffin fuel, 4-seater,

good tyres, in running order ; £30.—Reeve,
Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. [X3485

LANCASHniE (except Fylde), Cheshire, and Isle of
Mnu otflcial dealers for A.V. light onrs. Buyers

order now.—J. Blake and Co., Liverpool and Manchester.
[3655

EARLSFIELD 2-seater, shigle-cyl., 6h.p., coil, flat

belt drive, 2 speeds, reveise, old type; afternoon
or evenings: £15.—R., 203, Beckenham Rd., Becken-
hara. [3969

"I
A h.p. Ariel 4-cyl. engine, Cardan drive, 3-speed;=,

-L" and reverse, Jully equipped with accessor! -I's,

hood, screen; £250.—Wauchope*s, 9, Shoe Lane.,

London. [3943

Q^-SEATER De Dion, perlect order; £40, or near
'V ofier; would consider lightweight motor cycle in
exchange.—Apply, 22, Somerset Ed.; Meadvale, Red-
hill. Surrey. [3723

MOTOR Car Sale; Swift 2-seater, single-cyl., about
8h.p,. hood, lamjis, Stepney, wind screen, all in

running order; £75.—Particulars, Bos L2,030, c/c
The Motor Cyelc. [4025

ARGYLL Car, ISh.p., thorough sound mechanical
order and condition, ready to drive away; would

take motor cycle part exchange.—Wellington, 94, East
St., Bridport, Dorset. [3343
| /Ih.p. Morris-Oxford, fully cquippsd. Lucas dynamo
JLVf lighting, hood, screen, 5 spare wheels and tyres

complete, magnificent finish, e.^cellent model; £425.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3948

REALLY Good Cars at really right prices. I have
them. And remember many of the cars

thoroughly overhauled and all in good running order
at the prices advertised. All dates advertised by me
guaranteed accurate. 6h.p. 1914-ji Warrick box atito-

carrier, £60; Sh.p. De Dion 5-seater, 3-speed. runs
well, ^95; 15h,p. Darracq lorry, 4-cyl., all solid tyres,

mag., runs well, £120; 12h.p. Swift 2-seater, gate,

£125 ; 14-1 6h. p. Darracq lorry, 4-cyl. monooloc,
ClaudeL cab., detachable sides, £145; 12-15h.p. Star
chassis, Bosch, live axle, gate, 4-£peed. £150; lOh.p,
O.T.A.V. (Italian) semi-sporting 2-seater, live axle,

gate, £165; ISh.p. Darracq 4-seater, Coronation model,
g^te, £165; ISh.p. Vivinus tornado 3-seater, £185;
lOh.p. Delahaye light vau, enclosed valves, 4-speed
gate, £185; lOh.p. Hurtu 2-seater, 4-cyL monobloc,
enclosed valves, gate, £235; 20-30h.p. Florentia
chassis, live axle, gate, 4-sp3ed, runs well, £250; lOh.p.
Lagonda coupe, 4-cyl. monobloc, worm drive, Sankey
wheels, streamline dash, pointed radiator, dynamo
lighting set, £275.—Cox (below).

SINGER 1915 Light Car, enclosed valves, lOh.p.,

smartly repainted azure, £295; 11.9h.p. Briton
torpedo, enclosed valves, detachable wheels, i>ointed

radiator, £295; 15h.p. 4-cyL Standard streamline tor-

pedo, gate. Zenith, smart, £325; 11.9h.p. Qolibri
streamline torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves, detach-
abhs, £325; 18h.p. Ariel torpedo 2-seater, double
dickey, detachable wire wheels, 4-speed gate. Zenith,

£335 1917y2 ISh.p. Mnxwell streamline torpedo,
elert'-'ic startms, dvnamo lighting set, monobloc, de-

tachables, £335: i2-14h.p. F.I.A.T. streamline tor-

pedo, dynamo lighting set, monobloc. detachables,

£350; 1915 Studebaker torpsdo, £350; 1915 Hup-
mobile chassis. Model K, £375; 15.9h.p. Standard
S-'^eater, monobloc, enclosed valveg, Sankey detachable
wheels, worm drive, dickey. £385; 15.9h.p. Arrol-
.Tohnston torpedo, Sankey wheels, enclosrd valves, 4-

speed gate, £385; 12-15h.p. Panhard landaulefc, mono- -

bloc, live axle, roomy body, £385; 12-16h.p. Sunbeam
landaulet. enclosed valves, detachable wheels, 4-speed

gate, £450.—Cox (below).

SUNBEAM 1913 I2-I6h.p. Chassis, detachable
wheels, monobloc, enclosed valves, £500; 11.Sh.p.

Knight Daimler coupe, low and smart. 4-cyL mono-
bloc sleeve valve engme, detachable wheels, worm,
dickev. £485; 14h.p. De Dion snper-taxi Yi landnulet,
psf:s S'-othid Yard, 4-rvl. roonrbhc, 4-snped, ordinary
eqte, detachable?, beautiful condition, £575; 14-18h.p.

Leon BoUee torpedo, enclosed valves, detachable wire

wheels, 4-speed gate, £585; 1914 18-24h.p. Siddeley-

llpnsv chassis, sleeve valve, worm, rfintil^ver. dptiK-i'-

ables, overhauled. £650; 12-15h.p. F.I.A.T. dainty ^A

lindanlet, Brainsfav coarhwork, large ^A windows.
curved roof, monobloc, enclosed valves, £685 : 1915
16-22h.p. Napier cha="is. £700; 1917 15-20h.p. F.I^.T.
chassis, £750.—Cox (below).

^

COMMERCIALS. Heavies. All following have twin
solid rubber tyres. Many completely overhauled

and retvred : 30-cwt. Milnes-Daimler van, Bcsrh,
Zenith, 4-sp3ed. aluminium radiator, £150; 2-ton De
Dion, 15h.p., 4-cyl., sump lubrication, geared axle,

vertical gate. £200; 30-cwt. Lacre van, mag., gate,

extra roomv bodv. suit furniture, etc., £225; 3V2-ton
Milnes-Daimler chassis. L.G.O.C. engine, thoroughly
overhauled, sump lubrication, 4-speed gate, gear drive,

liargain tl]is, £250; 3-ton worm drive De Dion chassis,

late model, enclosed valves, sump lubrication, steel

wheels, £300; another, b3tter, overhauled, £350; with
lorrv bodv, £385; 3 ton 1914 Seabrook lorry, -enclosed

valves, 4dh.p., gate, fine lorry, £425; ditto, overhauled
and all new tyres, £485; 1915 ditto, ditto, £525;
5,iA-ton 1914 Karrier lorry, 4-speed, £550; 3-ton 1914
Karrier lorrj', Tylor engme, enclosed valves. 4-speed,
overhauled and retvred, £585; 3-ton 1916 Vinct lorry,
monobloc, worm drive, 4-spepd Zenith, £650; S'/^-ton

1914 Napier lorry, worm drive, enclosed valves. 4-

speed. Zenith, £685: 4-ton Scout, enclosed calves,

worm drive, £750.—Cox (below).

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight irnt-or

man, 6c, Lanfdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E..
has all the above actually in stock. Please call, hours
8 to 6.30, including Saturdays, no business Sundays.
Established 1902. [3858

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each adveriisement, and the date of the is B51
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CARS FOR SALE.
1 Klip. Hnuilier Sporty 2-a«oter Cor. S-speeil aud
-B.«J roversi", 4 oyls., iriac., water cooIihI, (liao whwls,
I'CXiy uuBiruti'lieil : noy trial: first cliwiue £150 ««ure»;
senuine luirpaiu.—Bnron, 41, Moutpelia St., Urifilitcu.

[X3710
RAILWAY Garage, Staines rPlirai'' 139). <'«'^'

tounrs: Detroiter £250. Martiui £85. Fold lior-

don lanilaiilet 300 gns. : 2-8cnters: Wliitiiig-Hrant £250.
liiiaire £145: Jiew 1919 Cardeu lugnocare, 105 gns. leei-

Runabout:) : Xospectioii iovitod. [331?

ENGINES.
E.\(;INE Pebok, 2'4h.p.. thorough condition; £3/10.

-57, Mill Hill Rd., Acton, W. [3847

31 h. p. WoH Eneine, frame, tank. £5; Druids, £1.—
is Brotherton, Oxford St., Chorley. (3844

1013 Triumph Engine and ZE Watertight Magneto
XiJ fur sale; price £20.-69, Cheap St., Newbury.

13800
-{014 4h.p. T.D.C. engine, top hole condition: £8.—
JLtl Mealing. The Beeches, Frimley Rd., Camber-
Icy, Surrey. [X3221

Sh.p .7.A.P. Twin, new, present patt<?m, open drive,

u<ljustable t.ippets. etc. : £30.-Pnrticulars, Martin.

90, Tynemoutb Ed.. South Tottenham. [X3482

Id 14 2^ihji. T.D.C. Engine, never used, complete
J.i' with Thomson-Bennett magneto: after 7.30;

£15.-87, Mayflcld Av., West Ealing, London, W.13.
[3777

6lh.p. Water-cooled Hover Car Ensine, clutch, .lud

2 gear box unit complete, less mag., in good con-
million ; £12, or ofier.—Barapill, St. tiernians, Coni.

[X3630
7-9b. p. Pengeot Engine, n.i.v.. £3/10: lioscb mag-

neto. 45° twin, anti. type DAV, £4/10: 2-speed
pear box (chain), suit cycle car, £1/10.—Hayden. New-
Haw, Addlestoue. [3334

GOOD 6h.p. a.i.T. Twin Engine, complete with a
1912 Bosch niagni^to, carburetter, and exhaust

J'lpes, free engine: lot £11/10, no offers: seen morn-
ings, or write.—Lightfoot, 314. Gray's Inn Rd.,
Londcn, W.C. [3778

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
OSCH Siufle, £3; Bosch 4-cyI., £6/10.-12, The-siger
Ed.. Penge. S.E. [3350

JIMMSBCSCII Magneto, single cyl., good condition:
> £3.-29, Brudenell Rd., Leeds. [X3257b

OSCH Typo ZA2, suit Douglas flat twin; £6;i5.-
-4. Rich, Kew Ed., Ponders End. [3628

IXOLE Simms Magneto, just overhauled by makers:
£5 lU.— Payne, Burley Gate, Hereford. [3766

H. Magneto, perfect 2-stroke model, almost new:
£4.—Midglcy, 43, Equitable St., Milnrow. [3496

B

B

OR Siile, Bosch twin lunpneto, in perfect condition:
±4.—Heay, Carvoran, Greenheiid, Carlisle. pC3473

BOSCH Magneto for Douglas, splendid sparking con-
dition; £5.-180, Parliamentary Rd., Glasgow.

[X3233a
BO.SCH Magneto, tvpe ZEl, snit single, not in use

last 3 years: £5.-7, Grafton Rd., Bedford.
[X3618

BOSCH ZEl Anti-clock, driving end, nearly new,
perfect; £6, after 7.—20, Ospringe Rd., Tufnell

Park. [X3635a

BOSCH Magneto, twin. D.A.V., advance-retard
levc-r, sprocket, perfect; £6/10.—Hunter, 8,

:Mason St., Chester. • [3530

BOSCH 6-cyL Magneto, very latest type, brand
new; nearest offer to £20.—A. Moss, Station

Rd., Lipliook, Hants. [3852

SPLITDORF 50° Twin, suitable for Enfield, .T.A.P.,
A.T.S. : £8/10: brand new.—Euston Ignition Co.,

335. Euston Ed., N.W.I. [3451

FOR Sale, Bosch magneto, 45°, type ZE 5, perfect
condition; £6/15.—Clarke and Simmons, 41.

High St., Strood, Kent. [3817

BOSCH ZA 4-cyl. Magneto, brand new, £10; two
contact breakers, as new, complete, 10/- eacb.—

Butler, Bootmaker, Bracknell. [X3619

MAGNETOS Sprockets, in any metal, size, screwing
or taper, from 5/6; terms to trade.—Valhugh,

6, Temple Row, Birmingham.- [X1151

THE Euston Ignition Co.'a 12-hour repair service;
guaraDteed repairs to all types of magnetos; re-

windiug. remagnetising.—335, Euaton Rd., N.W.I.
[8383

MAGXETO, Thomson-Bennett, watertight, twin,
180°, new, with spare contact breaker; £5, or

exchange for 50°.—Box 4,101, c/o The Motor Cycle.
'Dl £5:3474

BASTONE'S.—Dixie single-cyl. magnetos, anti or
clockwise. £3/18/6; also a few other Pingles and

•wins in stock.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London. N.l. [8818
BRAND New Wefitherproof Magnetos, best make,

singles and twins, 50°, anti-clockwise; limited
Mimher at greatly reduced prices; approval.—Booth's
Motorifts. Halifax. [X5126
THE Reliance Magneto Works.-Quick and efficient

repair service to ail types of magnetos, spares,
'.ir. : satisfaction and quickness guaranteecl.- 15
Nelson Terrace. City Rd.. London, N.l. [4006
"ji^rAGNETO Repairs, rewinding, remagnetising, over-
-i-'J- haul.ng. and general repairs promptly and effi-
r lently executed.—Kaya, Electrical Dept.. 116-122,
Pitshanger Lane, Ealing. "Phone : 553 Ealing. [2797

mm
Brand New 2J h.p. DOUGLAS'S in Stock,

to be sold at Ii:=t price only.

SOLO MACHINES.

2j h.p. twin N.U.T., overhead valves,

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

clutch, kick-starter, lot of accessories.

Condition as new £95

19142J h.p. DOUGLAS, shop-soiled only £60
1917 2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,

2-specd, clutcli, kick-starter, access. £50

COMBINATIONS.

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion, 3-sp., clutcli, kick-starter, gas
cylinder lighting. Very good con-
dition £150

1918 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
£15 worth of accessories ........ . £145

CARS.

191 3 G.W.K., in splendid condition . . £150
1913 G.W.K.I detachable wheels, spare

wheel, discs fitted all round ; just
been repainted, and in very good
condition £210

SIVIITH & CO.
1G HAMPSTEAD JtOAD, LONDON, N.W.I

(end of Tottenham Court Rd.)

Telephone Number — Musedm 3419.

QBEEDQQElEDEIQDDtDClEiaDaQQQatDQE^

Enamelling
OUTFIT No. 1.

For Motor

Cycle and

Sidecar.

TNCIiUDES an ample supply of absolutely
everything you need to thoroughly reno-

Tate a Motor Cycle and Sidecar. Contents

:

Sponge, Chamois Leather, Kubhing-Felt,
Pumice Block, Robbialac Brush, Gla.s3
Paper, Cleaning Soda, Pumice Pon der,
Auto-Stopper. '* RuFnoline " Polishing
Liquid, Robbialac Thinners, Robbialac
Stopping, Mat, Gloss, Transparent; and
Instructions. Price 35 /-. Carriage extra
England and Wales 1 /6, Scotland and Ire-
land 2 /-. Full particulars, including large
Colour Card, from Jeoson & Nicholson, Ltd.,

M.C. Outflt Dept., Robbialac Works, Stratford,

London, E.15. Sole manufacturers of

IGNITION Al'PMANCES.
CONTACTS for magnetos, etc Sydium, the sup-r

metal, hists indefinitely. Customers' own screws
or blades fitted, 3/6 each, post free; returned samo
day.—8ilverdale MfiJ. Co., Victoria St., Hirmineham.

[X2359
MAGNETOS.—If your maRnetn is not working siitiR-

f.nctoiilv, do not delay, hut send it to us fit

once; all work guaranteed and done by 'jl-jlled workmen.
—Craddock Bros., 21, Keogb Rd., Maryland Point,
London, E.15. [9693

LOVEI.,AND Magneto Repair Service for magnetos,
repairs, bparc parts; remagnetising by .special pro-

cess; dynamo lighting equipments. Established 1900.
'Phone : Streatham 1390.—Crescent" Magneto Works.
Norbury,- London. S.W. 9322

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your moKneto to Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting. Reply p;iid; quotation

telegraphed on receipt. Quick, etlicient lepnir guaran-
teed in from 2 tn 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4570

BIRMINGHAM.-Magneto repairs, rewinding, re-
magnetising, and overhauling promptly execiued;

moderate^hargcs.—The Electrical Trad'.'s Supply, Ltd..
"' "' "^ ' " "' ' Motors, Bir-41. Gt. Charles St.. Birmingham. T.A
mingham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central [1721

B

BOULTON Magnetos can now lie supiilied from stork
2"'4h.p. 75/-, SV^ll.p. 85/-, nirriiiBe piiiil. iuUy guai-

anteed. Heud iinsteard lor illnstratioue.— Boulton Mag-
netos. Ltd., Wolverhampton. 'Phone 214. T.A. Sparks.

[X366<)
CHEAPEST House in the trade for repairs of mag-

netos, dynamos, coils, etc. Spares for till types,
big or small: do not he.gitate to write lor yonr require-
ments. Having recently extended our premises, we
are now able to assure a quiek and reliable servir-e.
All repairs guaranteed, and carried out bv skilled work-
men. Work collected and delivered free in London
area on rei-eipt of card.—Keliance Magneto Works, 15,
Nelson Terrace, City ad., London, N.l. [3136

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-
lished 1912. Manager S. T. Boon, lato from the

Bosch works.—Blagneto Repairs of every descriptij t.

AH repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly guaran-
teed. We can mostly return them within 24 hdurs.
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cvl.
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.— Please note n*^w
address: The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78,
Hampetead Ed., Euston Bd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London.

[1032

TANKS.
TANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repairs, or ,

enamelled: discs for motor wheels, lists free.

—

Attwoods, 86, Rosebery Ay.. E.C. Tel. :, Central
12445. [2286

TYRES.
BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes, new and clear-

ance lines.

BASTONE',3.—26X2 Michelin 17/-, Trident heavy
30/6. steel-stud 24/-.

BA,STONE'S.-26x2i/4 Michelin Trident heavy 32/9.
De Luxe heavy 32/-, Invincible rubber-studded

21/-.

ASTONE'S.-26x2% De Luxe heavy 34/-, best Eng-
lish-made rubber-studded 36/-.

BA.STONE'S.—26x2Vi-, (or 26x214 rim, Do Luxe
heavy 36/-.

BASTONE'S.-26x2y2, for 26x2^, rims, Goodrich
heavy Safety tread, 46/-.

B.ASTONE'S.—26X2%, overside for 26x21/3. Victor
rubber-studded 40/-.

BASTONE'S.—28X3 rubber-studded, suitable for
front wheel or sidecar 32/6, De Luxe heavy 45/-.

BA.STONE'.S.—Wired edge covers. 26x2'i Michelin
17/3, 26x2y2 18/6, Trident heavy 26x214 32/3.

BASTONE'S.-Hutchinson tubes, 26x2 5/6, 26x2i/;
6/-. 26x21/2 7/-, 28x3 9/6, Michelin buttsd

tubes, 26x214 10/-, ,26x21/2 10/9.

BASTONE'S for Belts.—John Bull and Pedley, all

sizes in stock.

BASTONE'S.—Hours of business, 9 till 6, Saturdays
9 till 1.

BASTONE'S, 228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cros^.
London. N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [8815

-tey TUBES. 650x65 and 26x2%: 7/6 each: new
i/W condition.—19. Barking Rd., East Ham. [3664

0£?x2i,{jin. Dunlop extra heavy sidecar covers.
/^O 25/6; tubes, 7/-: post free; brand new, but
soiled; approval against cash.—50, Pemdevon Rd..
Croydon. [3725

DON'T Scrap Tyres—try us. You can reduce yorr
tyre and tube bill by sending them to be repairtJ

by our process. All work guaranteed: 12 years' ex-
perience.-"Victory Tyre Repairing Works, 26, Vine
St., Leicester. [XI 161

BARGAINS; best makes,—Rubber studded, 26x2
23/6, .heavy 38/6, 2M 34/6, 45/6; tubes, 8/6; all

sizes in stock ; low prices : cash refunded in full it n' t

approved.—Anustrong, 17, Goldhawk Ed., Shepherd's
Bush, Londofl. [33ea

NEW Heavy Beaded Covers. 2'6X2 20/-, 26x21.4 25/-,

26X21/-, 27/6; butt-ended tubes, 26x2lA 8/6, 26<
21/. 9/-; endless tubes, 26x21.4 7/6, 26x21.4 8/-; sent,

ap'jjroval carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer -

Garage. Tooting. [1630

B52 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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TYRES. I

T EGGATE. Edinburgh, for lyre ?ala8.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
,

genuine value in brand new clearance 1919 tvres.
j

Manufactured n Ibis city by the largest indiarunber
uianufactnrers in the British Empire, and famous the
world ov«r (o^ quality, resiliency, durability, and non
^kidding properties.—See below for approval terms
rrompt despatch guaranteed. We pay carriage,

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.- 191 9 new pattern 4-lily

fabric, heavy rubber studded, beaded covers, 26
X2 32/6. list 13/9; 26x2\i 35/-, list 46/9: 26x2^i,
to fit 2\i rims, 37/6, list 50/-; 26x2V> 38/6, list

Sl/3. -

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—1915 new pattern, 6-ply
fabric, extia heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers. 26x2Vj 47/b, list 63/6: 26x2>A, to fit 2y, rims,
47/6, list 63/6: 26x2',:- 47/6, list"63/6; 650X65.
49/-, list 65/-; 700X80, tor 650X65 rims, 51/-. list

C3/6: absolutely perfect for high-powered machines.

LEGG.-\TE, Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
Dew and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval

qgainst remittance; cash refunded in fuU if goods not
approved of.

LEGGATE and Compauv, Motor Cvcle and Tyre
Specialists. 15.17. Slatelord Ud.. Ediubuigh."

Phone: Central 8693. T.A. : Tyres, Edinburgh.
[X3760

ECOXOMXC Tyre Co—New clearance covers. Kemp-
shnll. Macintosh, and other well-known makes.

ECONOillC—We send goods on 7 days' approval
carriage paid against lemittance.

ECONOMIC.-26X2 Leyland 3-ribbed -3S/-. listed
55/6; 26x2tl 3-ribbed 37/-, listed 57/-.

ECONOMIC—26 X2li Leyland rubber-studded, 38/6;
26x25s, for 2y rims, 40/-, listed 60/-.

ECONOMIC—26 X2V.X 21/4 extra heavr non-skid,
42/6, listed 57/-; 26x2^; non-skid, 40/-.

ECONOMIC—28 X2ti. Macintosh stopsUp, for Indian
machines, 40/-; 2Sx3',8, for 28x3, Leyland 3-

ribbed. 55/-, listed 85/-.

-650x65 steel and rubber combina-
; 700x75 ditto, oversize for 650x65,

T^CONOMIC-
J^ tion, 89/-
95/-.

TT'CONOMIC-24x2i,i heavy non-skid, Jor 2-strokes,
J-l 35/-; complete with tube, 41/6.

ECONOMIC- 26 X2"',s Kcmpshall non-skid. Clincher
2Sx2"'s de luxe, 26x2',ix2i'4 de luxe, Eom 26x214

rubbcr-ftudded, Rom 26x2^s rubber-studded, Wood-
Milne 26x2ij Ke.vgrip. Goodrich 26x214 Safety tread,
in stock, fully guaranteed.

ECONOMIC-Tubes, 24x2y 7/6, 26x214 7/6, 26x
21,1 8/6, 650x55 10/-, 28x3 10/-.

ECONOMIC— Belts bv one of the best British makers.
»iiu. 1.'3 foot. %in. 1/6 foot. IVsin. 2/2 foot:

Challenge fastener tree with each belt.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co.. 314. New Cross Ed.. New
Cross. S.E.14. 'Phone : New Cross 1393. [3306

VAPORISLKS.
ECONOMISE Tour Fuel and "Sbtain the best results

by. fitting a Peacock vaporiser, 2/8, post free;
lightweights, 2 /-. Send a postcard for illustrated ex-
planatory leaflet.—Peacock, Cobb and Co., Tudor
Works, beritend, Birmingham. [1233

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOCKWOOD. Aero Patents Specialist.—Guide
free.— 3, New St., Birmingham. [7816

Advice and Handbook Free. — King's
Ltd.. 165. Queen Victoria St..

London. [5818
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

ONSULTINQ Patent Agency. 253. Gray's Inn Ed.,
London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [6635

INVENTORS'
I'atent Agency.

c
FG. HEEETAGE. 10 years' practical esperieDce,

• offeri. orbiassod advice on the purchase of new
jind second-hand motor cycles: machines examined and
reported on : distance no object—48, Clarendon Ed.,
Putney. S.W.15 [2693

MOTOR Cycles, Cars, etc., selected and purchased for
home or Overseaa clients, new or second-hand. Also

rsaminations and reports in I>anca3hire, Yorkshire, etc.

Low fees.—Box LI, 996, c'o Th^ Motor Cycle. [3646

INSURANCE.
FOE Insurance of all kinds (specially motor}, apply,

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker. Bishops Stort-
fird. - [0693

CHEAPEST Motor Cycle Rates. Premiums from
10/-.—F. Payne and Co., Insurance Brokers, 37,

Gt. Tower St.. E.C.3. [2538
T> OYS. Ltd.—Motor cycle insurance at Lloyd's
-Ll' Lowest premiums, payable yearlj,_ouarterly, or
monthly. Write for prospectus.-170. GtT Portland St.,
London. [7734

WILLIAM HAEBACH. Insurance Broker, Cradley,
Stafls., for comprehensive policies and an efficient

claims serrice. The broker who studies his clients' re-
qnirements. [3250

COMPLETE Comprehensive Policies. Motor cycles
from 37/6; Morgans. 75/-; immediate repairs

permit.—Wrigieys, Lancasb ire's Premier Motor In-
surance Brokers, The Corner, Hoghton St., Southport

[1592

Worth Waiting
For.

SPEED. FLEXIBILITY,
CLIMBING POWER,
COMFOR T,

CONTROLABTLITY,
IN FACT

ROAD WORTHINESS
IT'S THE

3h.p. A.B.C.
you're reading about.

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone-No.: Royal 1125.

Biggest Light Car and

Motor' Cycle Dealer

In the South

Can ofFep some of the follow-

ing for* early delivery:

AJ.S., A.B.G., B.S.A.,

P. & M., TRIUMPH, ARIEL,

ENFIELD, MATCHLESS,

ZENITH, NEW IMPERIAL,

LEVIS, ROYAL RUBY.

JULIAN,
84; Broad St..

READING.
'Phone: 1024.

THE Motor Cycle '

Lloyds'

INSURANCE.
DREADNOUGHT Motor Cycle Policies nt Lloyd'a.

Pieiuiuius from £1/7/6 per annum, imynJile yenily,
luiiitoily. or uioiitliiy. Before insuiing elsewhere, wriia
li'i piospeL-tus. Roys. Ltd., 170, Gt. Poitliiui] St., Lou-
don. [0U94

Insurance Policy fsul)scribed !)y

Underwriters) covers motor cycle or cycles
nnd sidecars used lor private purposes. Complete com-
prehensive cover. Mnximum beueflts, niinimuiu rntea.

Fiee weekly copy of " Tbe Motor Cycle " to uU policy
holders paymg a premium of £3/7/6 or over.— Full pjir-

timlnrs and prosiiectu^es on application, TUe Manager,
" Tiie Motor Cycle " Insurance Department, 20, Tndor
St. Loudon. E.C.4. (0995

1 LinON.
SIDECAR Driving Laugbt by private owner, 15 years'

experience.—C, Salisbury House, Hazlitt Rd.,
West Kensington {near Olympia). [X3191

MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,
Ltd., gives the Mghest standard of training in

driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest teed in

England. Call, or write for full particulars.-The Briti.sji

School of Motoring, 6. Coventry St.. I'iccadilly Ciicus.
W. - [0953

SHIPPING.
BUYING and Shipping for Colonial motor and cycle

importers.—Ti'e best service through Lindner and
Ck)., Ltd., Birmingham. Established 1842. [4577

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
COLWTN Bay, Rhos.-Tlie Towers. Wliitehall Rd..

7 doors from Cayley Promenade. Supper, bed,
lireakfast. garage, 8/6.—Tel. : 233. [6533

PARTNERSHIPS.
EXPERIENCED Man would invest up to £500 in

suitable motor cycle business"; -within 30 miles
of London preferred.—Box L2,036, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4031

DEMOBBED Despatch Rider 4V5 years requires
partnership in motor cycle business, or post as

salesman-demonstratr-r, 12 ^ear?' experience.—Address,
Mr. Fearnley, " To be called for," Post Office, York.

[X3213
WANTED, partnership in motor cycle business;

advertiser has big electrical experience and
could tackle magneto repairs; capital, £300 to £500;
London district preferred.-Box L2,028, c/o The Motor
Cycle.. [4023

D;EM0BILISED Tank N.C.O., electricnl. mechanical,
and motor engineer, having commercial and prac-

tical experience, desires partnership in established engi-

neering concern; prepared to piit up £500-£600.—Box
4,085, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S:3194

PERSONAL.
MOTOR Cycle, Reg. No. LL 4244. unless claimed

within 14 days, will be sold to pay storaga

charges, etc.—Webster and Son, Folkestone.

MOTOR Cycle, KT 4952. unless claimed within 14
days, will be sold to pay storage charges, etc.—

Webster and Son, Folkestone.

OTOR Cycle, AP 286, unless claimed within 14M^ , etc-days. will be sold to pay storage charges,

Webster and Son, Folkestone.

MOTOR Cycle. DL 998. unless claimed within 14
days, will be sold to pay storage charges, etc.—

Webster and Son, Folkestone.

OTOR Cycle, LH 2231, unless claimed within 14

days, will be sold to pay storage charges, etc.—

Webster and Son. Folkestone.

I. OTOR Oycl?, LO 9996, unless claimed within 14
ISA. days, same will be sold to pay storage charges,

etc.—Webster and Son. Folkestone [3524

SITUATIONS WANTED.

M^

TWO Gentlemen require situations in motor trade,

public school educntioi), 7 years' experience all

types Teliicles, Vh years' despatch riding and oar dnj-

ins for H.M. Forces, excellent references; Midlands

preferred-Box 4,100, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S3471

BELGIAN Gentleman, 35 years of age, 15 years' ex-

perience in the bicycle and accessories trade, is

anxious to represent British manulacturers in Bekium,
fullest references will be given, at present in England,

but shortly returning to Belgium ; enquiries ar«

earnestly solicited. — Write, D.V., 98, Heald Place

Rusholme, Manchester. [S3621

SITUATIONS VACANT.
FIIlST-CIiASS Motor Cycle Mechanic, one who thor-

oughly understands all makes, and who can under-

take complete overhauls. Write, stating full particu-

lars of experience, whether married or single, and when
vacant. Excellent opportunity for right man.—Box
L1.997, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3647

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

flJDTOR Cvcle Depot in the heart of a flourisliing

IVX South Coast town, a few miles from Brighton

;

very smart premises: fortune for one understanding tlie

trade: verv high class: all at. including the higlilv

valuable lease, £2,000; part can remain to suitaMe
purehaser.-Box 1,2.039. c/o The Molar Cycle. [4041

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, bs^
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AGENCIES.

WELL-KNOWN Aviator nnd motor expert "wislles to
act ns )>uyiiis mieut tor gninl 2-8troke Diotor t-yrle.

—liox H.999. I'u The Motor Cade. [3649

MOTOR Kni:inoer, 8tiittiii»; Jtamge North RidiiiK,
rorkshire, desires HKencies lor ciirs. motor oycics,

accessoricj, and tyres, etc.—Stead, South Otterinetrn,
NortbiiUertou. [X3a9"l

WELL-KNOWN French tradesman, for past 22
years in connection w.th all agents in cyclo

i usines;^ in France, highest reterences, wishes general
cle agency lor France and French Colonies ol a

Itritish firm, with cash warranty for all goods.—
.njwecto Louis Hemy, 6, Cite Hiverin, Paris Xemc.

[3654
LOST AND FOUND.

WILL the motorist who picked up a square green
sidecar cushion on the road about 5 miles south

oi Thirsk (near Tbirkleby), between Thirsk and
Easingwold. on Monday. 19th May, kindly return same
to A. K. Procter, 5, New St., York. [3478
TT7mLST motoring from So«th Wales to I-,ondcn on
»» Tue»dny morning, the 10th inst., I hnd the
nusfortune to lote the hieh gear driving chain oi a
Morgan Runabout when about six miles from Cardiff,
should tins notice catch the eve of finder, will he
kindly communicate with T. .Morgan, 10, Howard Rd.,
nalthamstow. . [3652

J^ WANTED.
QUNBEAMS. Horleys. A.J.S.'s, Enflelds, B.S A.'s,
•^ Nortous, Triumphs, Matchless, and Morgans;
1915'8 and later purchased tor spot cash.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Poitlnnd St., London, W.I. [1916
^^AAA.

TDRING your machine to na before taking it elseJJ whjre. We will boy for spot cash; highest
prices given. Lightweights and twin combinations
particularly wanted. Ride up with machine, and
walk out with cash.—The II.C. Motor Co., 347, Finch
ley Rd., N.W.3 'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open
Saturday alternoons and Sundays. [5669
f^ENITHS, 90X77V-:, twins.-Maudes'.

"O.S..«., 1916. 1917. solo or combinations.—Maudes'.

\ .J.8.. 1916, 1917, combinations and lightweight.-
.^X Maudes'.

"PNFIELD 1916 and 1917 Combinations.-Maudea'.

DOnOLAS 1915, 1916, and 1917 2 and 3ap6«l
Models —Maude-'

MATCHU5SS 1915, 1916, and 1917 M.A.Q..engined
Couiiuuations.-Maudee'.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1917 Electric and Standard
Com I.inations.—Maudes'

M0n(3ANS, 1915. 1916. and 1917 water<;ooled
J.A.P. and M.A.G. models.—Maudes'.

TRIUMPHS, 1915, 1916. and 1917 lightweight and
countershaft models.—Maudes'.

aUNllEAMS. 1915, 1916. 1917, single and twin com-
•-^ bluatioiis.—Maudes'.

\rACDES' are huyers.of any of the above for spot
^vx rash

, very highest prices for lilacliinert in good
londition.— 100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [4371

AVE you a lightweight for sale ?

.WE you a combination for sale 7

F Kt, please brings for us to buy.

R forward fullest particulars at onqe.

A GENTS, we will purchase from 1 to 50.

NLY modern and well-known makes considered.

H
H

O

O
MEBES and Mebes. Motor Cycle Depot, 154-6, Gt,

Portland St., W.l. [3696
"iTTANTEll, lOh.p. 4-cyl, Winton cycle car.—Tonse
VV Hi.lmesfield. Sheffield. [X3345
ENGINE wanted, 3M-5h.p., single or twin.—

1

Church St., Luton. [XS^OO

SIDECAR for 4'ih.p. James.-Walters, 61, Westow
H(ll. Norwood, S.E.19. [3400

"\T7ANTED. lamp set and knee grips.—Jakins. 247,
VV High Hd.^ I.«e, S.E. [3955

PAIR Scott Cylinders. 1914, and Douglas fcotrests.
— 12, Percy St., Hull. [X3648

w
w
w

ANTED, coach-built Sidecar.—Fitch,
WintDey, Basingstoke.

Hartlev
[3738

ANTED, pood solo Jiiachine; spot cash.—C.S., 14,
Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. ^ [3417

AXTED, good comMnation; spot cash.—C.S., 14,
Swaton H4., Bow, E.3. [3418

WA2s:TED, good coachbuilt side; spot cash.—C,S., 14
Swatou Hd.. Bow, E.3. [3420

"C^ONT Cylinder for 2^ih.p. twin Enfield.— Go-ldiinl.X Norwood Court, Sontliall. [3399

COMBINATION, any condition il cheap.—63. WaJm
Lane, Cricklewcod, N.\V.2. [3382

Motor Houses and Cycle Sheds.

Built in five sizes, the three largest sizes made in
sections which are mortised and tenoned together,

a method of manufacturing which few makers adopt,
but it will be evident to anyone that this method
is infinitely superior to any other specification.

Specification ; Built throughout from i^in. selected

tongued and grooved and V jointed matchboards in

sections as described, to bolt together. Strong double
doors, full width of end-hung on extra strong hinges
and provided with lock and key and Tower bolts
for holding door in position, also handle to door.
Range of fixed framed windows in either side, com-
plete with glass, extra strong roof covered with best

felt and battened down. Wide barge boards on each
end of roof. Sloping platform in front of door to
allow of easy access of Cycle or Motor.

Sizes: No. i, 6ft. long, 5ft. wide, G^ft. high, 172/6,
floor 35 /-; No. 2, 8ft. long, 6ft. wide, 7ft. hiyh, 245 /-,

floor 56/-; No. 3, lOft. long, 8ft. wide, 9ft. high
405/-, floor 100/-; No. 4,15ft. long, 10ft. wide,
gUt. high. 660/-, floor 210/-; N0.5, 20ft. long, 12ft.

wide, lift, high, 890/-, floor 300/-. All carriage
paid to nearest Station. Prompt despatch guaranteed.
Inch boards 20 per cent, extra. See booklet for

further particulars.

THORNBER BROS.,
NEW HOUSE PPLIANCE WORKS,

MYTHOLMROYD. YORKS.
'PhdDQ: 4? Liid.lemie.i For t.

THE

' Grams :
** AICHSEMOTO, Swiss, London.

"

'Phone : 4631 Hampstead.

How Can a IVIotor
Cycle or Cap be
IVIechanically perfect

unless it is overhauled from time to

time ? JIany of our clients are sur-

prised thatwe can give the prices we
do for second-hand machines, and
yet sell at such a reasonable figure.

We buy a machine, and we overhaul
it before we sell it. The vendor gets

the value of the machine less the cost

of overhaul. The purchaser gets the
machine at its true value. Where
do we come in ? We make our profit

on the overhaul—got it? Quick
returns and small profits, that is

our business motto. Bear these

facts in mind when you contemplate
a purchase. Forty-two fine bargains
in stock ready for the road. Twenty
going through the shops.

347, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3.

WANTED.
DECENT Old Ruuie. about £25.—Letters, 2H, Town-

;ey ltd, E. Dulwicli. S.E. [2883

proflteera.—42,
(3967

WANTED, nintor cycle: rnsli;

Prince's Bd., HolUmd Park.

WANTED, 2-3pev;d gear lor Radco lightweipht.^
69. Uobert St., Plumstea,d. 13555

RDN.\nOT.TT ivouted; good pile© for emnrt turnout.
—764, Seven Sisters Rd., N.15. [3622

ARIKI, wanted, any condition, cheap.—Write, Box
4,058, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2967

A MOTOR Cycle; £20 to £30: stuto milw, etc-Bo-l
-LI. 879, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3468

WANTED. Douglas crankshaft. 1911 model.-Wu.il-
leys' Garage, Pontypool, Mon. [X2966

MOTOE Cycle, about £20: stJite make. etc.-Rox
L2.027, c/o The. Motor Cycle. 14022

PAIR 1912 Triiuniili l''ork Blades, new Or sei'ond.—

Jenkins, .Teweller, Christchurch. [X3766

WANTED, 1911 erankshaft, for 2",ih.p. Douglas.—
Shaw, 46, Spital Hill, Sheffield. [3393

PISTONS.—Two Douglas piston castings.—Wood, l46.
Lower Richujond Ed., Putney. [X3332

GOOD Solo or Combination.—Write, 69a, Hambalt
Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.4. 13864

NEW Triumph solo. Model H. ; good preniinm.—Catch-
pool, Gt. Northern Mills, Lutim. [3602

W/VNTED, 8h.p. combination ; spi t cash : no dealers.

—Dodd, Thomas St., Scarborough. [X3351

WANTED, Scotts chassis or sidecar complete.—Pur-
ticulnrs, 91, Holies St, Grimsby. [X363B

PBEMIEE 3-speed Countershaft Gear, complete.—B.,
46, Wightmoa Ed., Harringay, N.4. [3918>

TTTrANTKlJ^deccnt 1912 Triumph, free engine : alicmt

£35.— King, Egrove Earm, Oxford. [X361G

WANTED, lightweight; must be' good condition.

—

16, Southdean Gardens, Soulhfields. [3712

PISTON wanted for ZViii.v. twin .7.A.1' , 71mra. hnrc
—4, Whitehouse Terrace, 'Edinburgh. [3318

WANTED, A.O. Sociable.—Price and particulars to
W. H. Carver, Tarrant St.. AJUlld?l. [3972

WANTED, front" cylinder, 1916 Harley-Davidson —
Rant. South Burlingham, Norwich. [X3197

LT. FLEMING requires a Matchless or Enfield at
once.—91, Clilton Rd., S. Norwood. [3761

N.U.T., 5-6h.p., not earlier 1914.—Particulars to
Welch, 55, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [3792

WANTED, 2-8troke 2-speod mc,t<v cycle.—Mines,
Brightholme, Little Sutton, Cheanire. [3650

INDI.\N Spring Frame Motor Cycle, in good run-
ning order.—30, Vauxhall Walk, S.Br [2935

ARMSTRONG oi* Sturmey-Archer gears or parts
wanted.—Maries, 3, Shoe Lane, London. [7748

SPEEDOMETERS and Parts, any condition; send or
write.—97, Latchmere Rd., Baltersea. [3127

1(\(\ Motor Cycles Wanted, spot ca.sh iiaid; hriui;
Vf" or send. I'aluier's Garage, Tooting. {0917

DOUGLAS, Norton, or similar cycle, privately, cash
waiting.—Green, Wine Merchant, Reigate. [3718

WANTED, good eolo: full particulars.— lOh, Pca-
hody Su., Blacklriars Ed., London, S.E. [3965

T.M.C., water-cooled with sidecar: state condition . and
price.— 12, Wood Lane. Huckuall, Notts. [X2716

£100 Offered lor 1916 Harley combination: consider
1915.-Philpotts, Russell St., Keighley. X3637

SPEEDOMETEE wanted, suit 26in. wheel.— 5, Moiijit
Tamar Villas, St. Budeaux, Plymouth. [X3190

LIGHTWEIGHT Wanted. 'Phone 178 Stratford.

-

Write, Lieut. Hull, 288, Romford Rd., E.7. [3437

INDIAN or Harley wanted; 50 miles Birmingham.— 54,
Monica Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham. [X3186

WANTED, sprocket, 14 teeth, ';4in. pitch, 7-16in.
width.—Thomas Knox, Kilmersdon, Bath. [3480

WANTED, cylinder, piston, gudgeon pin, for 1912
Clyno.—Whale, Wireless School, Carnarvon. [X3627

MORGAN Wanted, air or water-cooled, good condi-
tion.—Hodgson, Paragon Arcade, Hull. [X3681

WANTED, any machine fitted with 8h.p. overtead"
J.A.P. engine.—Openshaw, E.A.F., Grain. [3996

DOUGLAS, 1913, wanted, reasonable price for cash.
—106, .Sydney Rd., Raynea Park, S.W.19. [X3520

WANTED, spring forks, medium. Sin. head; deposit.
—Jones, 28, Seymour St., Mountain Ash. [X3571

WANTED, motor cycle, Morgan, combination. Ford, '

good price paid.—97, Sheffield Rd., Bvnsley.
- [1236

"\Tt7ANTED, 2',':,h.p J.A.P. connecting rod with
VV bushes.—N. Smith, Southlands, Scarborough.

[X3225
POWERFUL Combination: exchange screw^iutting -

lathe, value £60.-174, Vicarage Rd., Leyton.
[3696

WANTED, good motor cycle, lightweight or comblna- ..

tion; spot cash.—36, King David St., London, E.
[3752

B54 All letters rejating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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WANTED.
NEW Hudson. 2'>4h.T).. piston complete. 1913: Suu-

bt>ani, 1914, 5'Ah.p., gear bos and clutcli

;

Triumph. 1911, adiustable pulley: sidecar, coach-
built, suit 5',''h.p. Sunbeam.—10, Bruntsfield Place,

Edinburgh. ' [X3541

DOUGLAS. Douglas. ^Douglas.—Best prices paid for

second-htind umchines iiud spare parts.—Vivinii
Hardie. Ltd., Douglas Experts. 24, WooilstfXrk St..

ofl Oxford St.. Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : May-
Inic 6559. . [0985

PERCY and Co. require nt lenst 100 second-hand
motor cycles and eomlnujitions. Please offer us

your Kiouut. We ~offer exceptional high prices. We
pav you cash on sisht. Percy and Co., 537, Euston
Kd.. London. [0925

WANTED. Indinug. B.S.A.'s. Sunbeams. TriuiuDhs,
Enfiekls. Harleys. A.J.S.'s. Matchless, iJougiases.

Ztniths; syot cash. Send particulars and price.—
U'andswoith Motor Exchange. Ebner St.. Wandsworth
/Town Statiou), [2524

WANTED, modern motor cycle, 3Vjh.p. to 4^,ih-p.,
free engine, speeds, requiring slight repairs

not objected to, or C.B. combination; cheap for <^sh;
no dealers.—Letters, giving full particulars, pifice,

when seen, Bray, 644, High Rd., Streatham. [3552

J.
SinTH and Co., 16. Hampstend Ed., are open
to purchase any number of first-class combinations'

and solo machines; price no object: we want the
machines; no time wasted. Communicate with us at
onoe; write or call. We pay spot cash on sight. [3894

WE are cash buyers of good second-hand motor
cycles, not earlier than 1914 manufacture,

highest prices offered, no risks in dealing with us.

—

Elce and Co., 15-15 Bishopsgate A v.. Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [0551

npHE II.C. Motor Co. want motor cycles for spot
cash. Highest prices ^iven. Bring your machine

tn us. and compare our prices with the prices offered
by other dealers—The H.C. Motor Co.. 347. Finchley
Rd.. N.W.3. "Phone: Hampslead 4331. Open Satur-
day afternoons and Sundays. [5671

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage. Tooting,
Wimbledon Station. Cash offer wiu bo t<;le-

graphed immediately on receijit of machiue. Machine
can be included in fortui^btiy auction without charge
ii offer not accepted. Reserve price may be fixed.—Sole
:i:ldress. Palmer's Garage and Auction- Rooms. 183-199
High St.. Tooting. [091B

EXCHANGE.

MAUDES'.

IVTArrDES' arrange exchanges on any machines; be<i=t
-^"-*- allowances for modern machines. See othei
cnlmnns for rarticulars—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland
St.. London. W.l, [8215

EXCHANGE typewriter, good condition, for genfs
3-3peed push cycle.—Bex 4,106, c/o The Motor

Cvcle. [X3534
TDEEMIEE 1913 S^^h.v-. 3 speeds, clutch: £45; takei lightweight part exchange.-Box L2.024. c/o TJie
Motor Ci;clc. [4019

]>JEW Celinloid. Rndge T.T. Handle-bars, for North
-Li Road upturned, Eudge preferred, or sell; offers.—
103, Bury Ed., Hemel Hempstead. . [3975

"piANO. Cottage, walnut case, iron frame, check
J- action. 3-panel front, inlaid; exchange for Mor-
gan runabout—50, Balls Pond Ed., Islington. [3780

"PXCHANGE, portable sectional Garage, as new,
J-' 12 X 8, for lightweight two-stroke, cash adjust-
ment.—Patrick. Waterden Crescent, Guildford. [X3696

-OniXCHANGE 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, free
-fl-J engine, 2 speeds, perfect order, good condition
ior lightweight and cash.—Bos 4,105. c/o The Molar
^'y<^^e- [X3534a

A ^ l^-P- Landaulet, splendid condition, chain drive

;

^^^ exchange for powerful combination or good Mor-
ran and cash.—Lindfield, 1, Post Office E-d., Crawley.
Susses. [3758

"I
Q15 lOh.p. Humber 2-5eater, water-cooled, 3-speed-

J-</ lamps, etc, for good sporting combination, and
cash.—The Rectory, Cockayne Hatley, Potton, Bed-

-fordshire. [3716

EXCHANGE, npright Pian'c, walnut, perfect condi-
tion, by Wilson Beck. Nottingham, for motor

cycle or combination.—Adlington, Alhn Ed., Finedon.
Northants. ~ [X3660

RALEIGH (Model Superb) No. 2 Push Bike, abso-
lutely nnscratch^ been stored: exchange with cash

ior good motor cycle, or sell.—Parkinson, Builder,
Chatteris. __ [3B12

EXCHANGE I,eTis~1917 Popular, lamps, bom, tools,
new oversize tyre, pra-cticallr unused, for higher

power, Scott or twin preferred.—Miss Wilson, Barmby
Moor, Yorks. [3616

EXCHANGE 6h.p. N.S.U., clutch, F.E., and speeds,
perfect running order, for higher power 4'Cyl.,

F.N. preferred, clutch speeds, good running order.

—

33. Bridge St.. Derby. [3342

WICKER sidecar, body and chassis sound, light-
weigbt frame, wheels, countershaft, complete,

3V2b.p. Res engine, less cylinder; exchange lot for
good torpedo- sidecar; suit 2^.p.; or sell.—J. Hockin.
Rectory, Phillack, Hayle. [X3512

5KE.TCMIN0
ADVE.(5TiaiNG
PKP5PECTING

aim^

215 BIRCHFIELD \i.<iAp.

WIDNE.6 "^ LANj^AaMlRE..

LONGMAN BROS..
17, Bond Street,

E Al-I N G,
AND

387, Uxbridge Rd.ACTON.
(Telephone: 1578 Chiswick.)

AGENTS FOR:— Triumphs,
Douglas, Ariels, James, B.S.A.,

Nortons , Enfields, Rudges,
Hendersons, and all leading makes.
We can accept a few orders for new machines and
in some cases give early delivery. Call, 'phone,

or write, letting us know your requirements.

We have a number of good, sound second-hand
machines in stock, including the following :

—

M.A.G. Matchless, Combination, Lucas
dynamo lighting, 3-speed, all chain, 139 Gns.

MJV.G. Matchless, 3-speed, all chain,

with Swansidec.ir 118 Gns.

Indian, Powerplus model, 3-speed, with
practically new coachbuilt sidecar 131 Gns.

Rudge-Muiti, 1916, 5-6 h.p. and coach-

built sidecar 85 Gns.

Premier, 1914. 3-speed, 3ih.p 50 Gns.

Triumph, 1914. 3-speed 57 Gns.

VSfANTED.
All types of motor cycles and light

cars for Immediate cash We send
a representative to any part of

the country to inspect and
purchase upon receiving fullest

particulars and price. If you live

anywhere round London, 'phone us,

and we will send straight away.

w

E

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Matchless-Jap, 6h.p., T.T., cluteh,

kick starter, first-class condition, for 3V2b.p.
combination or late solo; or sell £65; after 6.30-—
4, College Gardens, Carleton Ed., N.7. [3365

EXCHANGE Argyll Lorry, in perfect condition.
I6-20b.p., 4-cyl., gate change. Zenith, Bosch,

with cash for touring car, 2 or more seats, or combina-
tion; sell £150.-113, BUir St., Poplar, London. [4039 .

THE H.C. Motor Co. speciiilise in exchange deals.

We will allow you highest price for your old

machine against any other new or second-hand machine
in stock : mnchine bought for spot pash.—The H.C.
Motor Co. 347, Finchley Rd-, N.W.S. 'Phone:
Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday afternoons and Sun-
days. [5667

REPAIRERS.
A EMSTEONG and Sturmey-Archer Qeare.

WE Regret that estieme pressure of -work compolt
U3 to withdraw our regular announcement pro-

mising immediate delivery of repairs to above gears.
All work will lie carried ont as expeditiously as poe-

sible, and will be, done in strict rotation.—County Cycle
and Engineering Co., 64, Staines Kd., Hounelow. [3310

HITTALL Machinists Co.. contractors to the War
Office, for all motor repairs.—Below.

WniTTALL foi Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded, accurately

machined, promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders ground with guaranteed
accuracy, pistons fitted: prompt, moderate._New

pistons made to pattern or sketch.—Whittall Machmists
Co., Whittall St., Birmmgham. [0988

FOR Best Welding Results, Super Welding Co.. Gor-

ton St. Greengate, Salford, Manchester. [2332

ENGINE Repairs.—Write us. Nelson and Hardie,

Motor Engineers, Learn St., Leamington. [X3759

NGINE Repairs. Write ua.—Nelson and Hardie,

Motor Engineers, Learn St., Leamington. [X3180

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion

heads; immediate attention; reasonable prices.

—Below.

WELDING Aluminium <lrank Cases, gear boxes, by

experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed; new
pistons fitted.-Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere St.,

Birmingham. '
[S0803

TRIUMPH Spare Parts and Repairs.—Try the

promptest firm, Forfleld Motors, Forfield Place,

Leamington Spa. [X3770

DON'T Wait, we can undertake repairs, replace

ments, and overhauls at once, trade or privates-

Central Garage, Hunstanton. [3038

CENTRAL Motors (Oldham), Ltd., undertake to

thoroughly overhaul and repair any make ol

motor cycle.—Below.

BROKEN Frames, forks, crank oases, connecting

rods, pistono, cylinders, etc., etc., welded by the

process of oxy-acetylene. Send your enquiries. All

work guaranteed.—Below.

WE Repair all makes of gear boxes, N.S.U. gears,

etc. All repairs promptly attended to.--185a

Huddersfield Rd., Oldham. [X0390

FRAME, chassis,' and tank repairs, enamelling and

plating, by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham
Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. L2535

FOSTER, of 170, Cardigan Ed., Leeds, is again at

your service, and can undertake any class ot

welding and machine work.

C'SXINDER Grinding and Piston Making is with us

a speciality. We shall be glad to have your

enquiries.-Foster, Leeds.

PISTONS.—We specialise in the manufacture of

special aluminium alloy pistons, in hundreds of

odd ones.—Poster, Leeds. [0310

CYLINDER Grinding -tTnnecessary ; compression re-

stored; fit our rings; send piston and cylinder;

half cost; certain cure.—Below.

PISTON Rings, high grade; low price; standard or

oversize.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigau Ed., Ather-

ton. C^575

WE are prep ti ed to undertake high-class machining
for the trade; anything within the capacity of

BVoin. lathes.—Box LI, 970, c/o The Motor Cyclt. [3517

PAINTING, body building, conversions, hoods and
screens to clients' requirements, quick deliveries;

Quotations with pleasure.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.^ [4571

FRAME Repairs and Alterations.—Special frames and
tanks built, any designs; enamelling and plating.—

A, Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Binningham-
[2583

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, pistons, connecting
rods; cylinders rebored, new pistons and rings.—

A. Pilkington and Co.. 390, Lichfield Ed., Birmingham.
[2582

GROVER, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke.—We do
all classes of machining; if you cannot get spare

parts send us your enquiry; repairs of every descrip-

tion. [6264

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B57
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REPAIRERS.
TOXGE Weldinp Co., Morton Bt.,

chetter.- *
-

Hiddletou, Mau-
-Agttln flt your •wTice. Send that broken

oylindei or crank c^ie. Oertoin to please you. Quiok
jetun). [X2532

STUKJLEY or Armstrong Gears and Premier Iree
engine hubs; repairs executed or parts supplied

prom I'Uy.—The Hotaiy Jointing Co., Regflnt St., War-
rlnetou. [9447

EXAATELLIXO, Plating.—Ta'nks enamelled 03 before:
liandU'-LiUrs. etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Phitiiij,'

Works, Union St., Coventry, rijiters and cuainellfrs 1m

the trade. LX1841

"IT-i-TCHLESS Repairs our speciality; parts supplied:
JJX eoiicsiiondenee invited : 20 years' eugiue uxiit^i i-

ence to. help you.—R.l'.E. Works, 160, Regent's I'jirk

Rd., X.W.I. [X3524

SHEET Metal Works. N, London, requires orders for
motor cycle tanks, wheel discs, etc.; enamelling

it required; repairs ei)6c-iality.—Bos 4,070, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3183

23^,
spaie

parts made and fitted to any make motor car or oyoie,

Established 1906. [1896

fitted, also gudgeon pins, bushes,
.__ __ to any make; complete overhauls

undertaken: estimates given.—Russell Engineering
Co., 57. Trafalgar St., Sheflield. [2105

MOTOR Cycle Overhauls, welding a speciality ; re-

pairs to frames, etc., at moderate charges by
efficient, workmen. 15 years' reputation.—Pioneer Motor
Works, 290, High St., Stratford, London, E.15. [3453

COVENTRY .Motor Mart. Ltd., London Rd., Coven-
try.—Overbaulj and repairs to any make of motor

IT'OR Quick Repairs, ilcConnell and Bailey,
Rhodoswell ltd.. E.14.-Ueueral overhauls.

IV'EW Pistons
-L^ and valves

'e or light car; obsolete parts made and fitted:
skilled mechanics;plating and enamelling

attentioa
prompt
[X0612

REPAIRS and Overhauls.—Motor cycles, nnv make;
cjiiifk,' reliable; 18 years' experienee.—T. Bnsli,

B.B. Motor Works, Jarvie Rd., and 18^ Mellionruc
Grove, East Dulwich, S.E. (Late Foremau, the Servii-e

Co. Gnjuge.) [3447

CYLIXDERS Rebored and Ground; new pietons, rings,
v;dves. any pattern, made and fitted; eupinea ic-

bushcil and thoroughly overhauled, accurate first-class

work guaiauteed
; promi't attention.—Centr.nl Motor

Co.'s Engineering Works, Bromsgrove St., Birniinghaui.
[3084

TEXXAXT Engineering Co., Pershore St., Biniiiug-
ham, regietlully announce that they cannot under-

take any moie work for delivery before Aucust. By then
they hope to have fully tquipiied their new factory, iiud.

tb«t done, they will again be in a position thoroughly
and well to liundle any and every description of nititor

reraiis. [X2887

ACETYLENE arid Electric Weldings, — Broken
flauE^s. cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn

bearings, Ijiiilt up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,
any broken motor part welded and machined up and
returned in 7 days, 14 years' experience.—Lmcoln
Jeffries, jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse
Lane, Birmingham. [6784

MISCELLANEOUS.
/HASTINGS in All Metals Supplied.

TT17HY wait when you can get guaranteed delivery.
VV All other class o! motor fi^ttings supplied. A
large stock of coach bolts. Surplus stocks of steel
and brass purchased.—C. Galpin, 36, Earl St., Coven-
try, 'Phone : Coventry 405. [X3568

GEORGE SMITH'S Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham
Junction, S.W.ll.

Coventry chains, V'X3-16,
. ,. ... j&, "viX7-16: Dunlop" 1919

studded covers, heavy, 24x2 42/-, 26x2 43x9, 26x2^4
47/3. 26x21.- 41/9, 28X21A 57/9, 28x3 70/3, extra
heavy ditto, 26x2',i. 63/3: inner tubes, 8/6, 8/9, 10/3,
HIS. 11,9, 15/3: Douglas T.T. bars, 18/6; Brooks
saddles. 37/6; King Dick pat. spanners, 7/6; rubber
grips, 4/3: racing helmets, tan leather, with ear roll,

15'6; electric hornn. 42"/-; Hellesen flash batteries,
14/6; Dunlop and Pedley belts, ^^in., %in., lin., iVsin.

;

piston rings, all siBes, 60 to 80 mm., best make, 2/6
each; tubnbr Imx epanuert', in sets, 2/9, 5/9, 7/9; bulb
horns, 15/6, 18,6, 21/-, 25/-; accumulators, 4 volt ^0
i»mps. 27/6, 40 amps 35/-; electric bulbs, all sizes, 2
to 12 volt. S.B.C., 2/6 each; rini.s, 26x2Vo, plnted,
drilled 32 holes. 10/9.—'Phone, write, or call. 8.30 to
7, Wednesdays rlojo 1. Saturdays 8 p.m. 'Country
orders despatched per return.

GEORGE SMITH'S Garage, Mossbury Rd... Clapham
Junction, execute all kinds of motor cycle repairs,

OTerhauls. tuning, enamelling, nickel plating, by skilled
and trained mechanics. Country orders with quick
despatch ; send your enquiries.

GEORGE SMITH'S Motor Cycle D^pot and Garage.
— Addresrt all coniraunieations : 268, Lavender Hill,

CLAPHAM Junction, S.W.ll (1 min.
plione: Battersea 1271.

TDILLION Seat, cost 10/6, used once; offers.—Mvrtlcs.i Xewbury. [3564

BINKS Carburetter, complete with jets.-279, Union
St.. Blackfriars, London, [3366

TRirMPH Cylinder, 3>jh.p.; £2; call after 5 p.m.-
21. Spencer Rd., Acton. [3575

REXOLD, Brampton,

Station).

[4O08

YOU WILL WANT A WRISTLETWATCH WHEN
MOTOR CYCLING— WHY NOT HAVE A
GOOD ONE? You cannot do belter than the

"SEARCHLITE"

Registered.

CASE.—Solid Nickel, Sciew Back and Bezel, Absolutely

Dustproof.
MOVEME>fT.—Finest quality, 15 Jewel Lever. Guar-

anteed to keep time within ten seconds a day.

STRAP.—Solid Pigskin, Wide or Narrow.
DIAL.—Black Luminous with Guarantee of Luminosity.

This Watch is luminised in England, and is the

most brilliant on the market. The Dial is REALLY
VISIBLE at nisht—it gives a light as brilliant as a

SEARCHLIGHT.

PRICE — £3-3-0.

HINDQ
L.I M ITCD ^J

24c, King St., Hammersmith, W.6.
Telephone : Haramersmilh rg?. Established 1856.

Or from our shops at Clapham Junction, Woolwich,
Southampton, Lewisham, Reading, Hammersmith,

Chatham, and Wood Green.

ARMSTRONG AND STURMEY ARCHER
HU8 GEARS.

We repair the above gears promptly, Douglas Gear
Box Parts in stock. Sturmey Archer Countersliall

Gear Box Parts stocked and repaired.

Send wheels and parcels clearly labelled with owners'
and our addresses to —

The CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney Bridge Road, London, S.W.15.

•phone: IGOl Putney.

Also remove all outside axle fittings when sending
gears via L. 6* 5. W . Railway, Putney Station.

We do not repair pu<5h -cycle g parser supoly parts

MOTOR and CYCLE HOUSES
of every descrip-
tion. Made in com-
plete sections of
best quality
material only,

£8 10
£12
£15

Sifc.t.«i

^ft.xsft.
9ft. X 6ft.

loft.X7ft.

Complete with
floor, bolts, etc.

These houses Can be supplied with double doors at 20 /-

extra. Write for list of other houses Estimates free.
James Holloway & Co., 457 - 459 Brixton Road,

r.ON ON. S.W.9.

\<^> ma^netos^
^AmericanSupplies (hftdi
162 Grt,"PortlandSt.

jCondonWl

MISCELLANEOUS.
BANCROFTIAN Co.. the most reliable and cheapest

house in the United Kingdom.

TYRES.—Don't buy any until you have seen our
special list ol high-grade clearance tyres at less

than halt manufat_tuicr's prites. Write for list at
once. We have the largest stouk of tyres in London.

BELTING.—All best makes in stock at lowest prices.
Few shoit lengths.

WATERPROOF Overnlls.-
tically pie-war prices,

have seen our list.

-Highest class at prao-
Don't buy any until you

Dixie, U.H,, etcMAGNETOS.—In stock. BoSch,
Repaiis at lowest prices.

CHAINS.-The hirgest stock in England; Perry. CoT-
entry. and Renolds. All sizes at lowest prices;

speciality ol ours).—
Stewart. Cowey, Wat-
and replacements at

LAMPS and Generators are a
ours. Lucas, P. and 11 ,

"
.

others in stock at lowest manufarturers'

SPEEDOMETERS (a great
Largest stock in London,

ford, Jones, Smith. Repairs
lowest prices.

,

CARBURETTERS and Rcplaccroents.-Brown and
Barlow, Amac, and Sensprays at lowest prices.

PISTON Rings and Valves.-Pretty well all makes
at exceptional prices. Send patterns.

HORNS (new).—Motor cycle, 12/6, latest pattern;
mechanical, 21/-, 32/6, and $6/-.

1 great speciality of
Miller's. F.R.S., and

prices.

WIND Screens and Aprons in stock, Cameo a
speciality. Hoods at low piices.

MOTOR Cycles and Sidecars. Orders taken for all
makes; early deliveries. We stock everything

for the motorist. Send your enquiries.

BANCROFTIAN Co., 64 and 78 {extension ol
premises), Bishopsgate, London, E.O. T.A.

:

Chaikel. London. Tel.: 9897 London Wall. [2989

BINKS Carburetters.-We specialise in these lor any
machine.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.-Good allowance for your car-
buretter in exchange.—Booth's Motoriea, Halifa:c.

BINKS Carburetteis.—Run on paraffin or substitute
and economise.—Booth's iMotories. Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.— Supplied promptly; old car-
buretter taken in exchange.—Booth s Motories.

Halifax. [X5125

Fit-all gear.—

THAT Spare Part for your old motor cycle.—Writa,
SiVnpson, " Devona," Sunbury. [3428

PLATINUM Points, contact breakers.—66, Redhill
Rd., Hay Mills, Birmingham. [X3478

PISTON Wanted for 3y>h.p. twin J.A.P., 71mm. bore.
—4, Whitehonse Terrace, Edinburgh. [3319

1 AA Motor Cycle Crates; 10/6 each.—Wauchope's,iW 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C. [3274

NEW F.R.S. lamp set, used once only; £2/15, no
offers.—Box 4,104, c/o The Motor Cj/cle. [X3511

GRADO Gear (4h.p. model), total mileage 100 only;
£4.-28, AVargrave Av., South Tottcnhaiy. [X3253

GEORGE SMITH has 1919 Allnn latest model in
stock.—268, Lavender Hill, Clapham Jimction.

I C|16 Allon, as new, little used;
J- tf Smith, opposite Awling and

ANTOINE Twin Engine Parts for sale;

1, Vicarage Rd., Stockport.

48 gns.—George
Hobbs, Clapham

duucTion. [4009

CHATER-LEA 2-speed Gear Box^ with clutch com-
bined; ^6.—Fisher, Shipley, Sussex, [3681

MOTOR Cycling Suit, waterproof, almost new, 5ft.

lOin.; 45/-.—101, Wellesley Rd.', lUord. [3675

SPEEDOMETER, Cowey, £4; Lucas acetylene lamp,
£2/10.-15, Waldemar 'Av., Ealing, W,13. [3501

TRIUMPH 1913 Tank, grey, no leaks; 15/-, packed.
—75, St, DuDstan's descent, Worcester. tX3685

JONES Speedometer and Drive, reset trip counter;
50/-.—Curtis, 2, Mount St., Manchester. [X3210

QMITH'S Trip Speedometer, complete with drive, 26in.

;

lO' 50/-.—Ewens 15, Carver Rd., Heme Hill. Loudon.
[X3376

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, fit 1907 Triumph, good condi-
tion.—Maitland, Mintlaw Station, Aberdeenshire.

[X3S21
TRIUMPH Carburetter, complete with controls;

^1.—Leeming, 87, Skipton Rd., Colne, Lanes.

^ [X3693
I|iRAlVEE ajid Rigid Fork, will rake large tank, £1.

carriage paid.—133, Northfield Rd., Coventry,
. rX3227

MAGNETO, 45° twin Bosch, Millennium Fit-all 2-
speed gear; what oflers?- 1, Viearg© Bd., Stock-

port [X3333

TWELVE New Files, 3 to lOins.; 5/6; approval.—
Mechanical Supplies, 24, Leytonstone Rd., Strat-

ford , / - - [3485

WATFORD Speedometer, ts^and mileage recorder,
perfect, 'complete; £3/10.—F. Holmes, Chellaston,

Derby. [X3343

MINERVA.—Large stock of spares; no cylinders.—
Cookson Bros, and Harrison, Wright St.. Old

TrafEord. [X9787 ,,

E5S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
NEW 1915 Fram$ nnd Whesls, Druid forks, what

offert: iilso tivin Dixie mog.—43, Ladbiolte Rd.,
Redhill. [X3707

DOUGLAS Frame, forts, Landle-bnis, tank, and
wheels; £4/10 the lot.— 1, Post Office Rd., Craw-

ley. Sussex. [3756

BINKS 3-jet Carburetter, with controls, spare jets,

for 3^-.h.p.; 35/-.—Attree, 51, Stanmore Rd..
Stevenage. [X3472

PIIXION Seats, unused.—Tvnesider. with spring
attachment, 35/-; V.M., 32/6.-101, Wellesley

rd.. Ilford. [3676

OFFERS Wanted.—Chater-Lea 3-speed gear bos, per-

fect coiidition.—Hacker, 87, Keith Lucas Rd .

Cove. Hants [X35i9

STURMEY-ARCHER 5-;peed Hi^, J.S.. in perlect
ord?r; .£10. — Matthews, 177, Canterbury Rd..

West Kilburu. [3735

wA NUTS. S'Tews. Washers [n^sortedj, 2/6, post
^VF free: send for li^t.—Eric Meadows, Baakfield
Lnne, Southpoit. [8928

LUCAS Dynamo. 12 volts 20 amps., complete with
- cut-out. brand new, suit car; £10.-44, Albert

Rd.. Plymouth. [X3206

7tf> SPRING Washers. 3-16 to i^. 1^6; 36 castle
f^ nuts, 'j to '.'.. 1/6; carriage paid.—Wood. 38.

Tithebam St., Preston. [X301.^

N.3.U. Gear, adjustable pulley, locking nut, done
less t>ian 100 miles; £6.^Thomas, 14, Cowper

Rd., R-edland, Eri:tol. [X3591

DUN'LOP lin. Belt, new, 15'6; Whittle ^'^m. belt.
13 '-: round metal belt and tube case, 4/--—Sayse.

Clerfcenleap. Worcester. [X3256

CH-\TER-LEA Gear box, 2-5peed, chain and
sprockets; £3/17/6; alter 6 p.m.—W., 29, Tet-

cott Rd., Chelsea, S.W. [3442

TAIL Lamp 10/-, side lamps 42K pair brand new;
gftods approval agaiust reuuttauce; post free.—

1 'aimer's Garage, Tooting. [683

J

STURMEY 3-$peed Wheel and Pedalling Gear, per-
fect; £12/10; an controls.—Stock,' 107, Coning-

Lam Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W. [3917

TRIUMPH 1912 Cylinder and Piston, sound, £2; 2
belts, lin. and %in, 7lt. 6in. long, 10/6.—32,

Grove Rd., Leytonstone, Esses. [3473

T> EX Back and Front Wheels, belt-driven, covers and
--V tubei. excellent cordition; back 30/-, front 25/-.
-57. Mill Hill Rd.. Acton, W.3. [3348

TRIUMPH Frame. 1911 pattern, new. £4/10.-
Wbeeldon, Leamington Sidecar Works, 41a,

Regent Grove. Leamington Spa. [X3518

VALVES complete. Triumph 4h.p., 2 exhaust, 1
inlet, 1 3',-. Triumph exhaust; offer for same.—

54, Gloucester St., Victoria, S.W.I. [3528

COWEY Speedometer, 60 miles, nearlv new, 26in.
wheel, £3; two butt-end tubes, 26x214, new,

6/- each.—27. Peldon Av., Richmond. [4037

£21 Secures.—3>^fa.p. motor cycle, spring forks. Sen-
spray carburetter, mag., too cheap for approval,

carriage i)a!d passenger train.—Below.

3-4h.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch mag., B. and B. carbu
retter. machine like new; first letter or wire con-

taining ofler or cash over £26 secures, a great bargain :

r;o cheques; cannot give approval at this price.—Food,
12, Stewart St., Seaham "Harbour. Durham. [X3677

FRAME, Chater-Lea pattern, complete less engine,
Druid heavy forks, 26x2V2 wheels, tyres new

:

chat cflersr—1, Vicarage Rd., Stockport. [X3534

3h.p. Minerva being dismantled ; write me yrmr re-
quirements ; all parts in good condition.—Rose

and Crown Garage, King's Langley, Herts. [3409

TET the Aslntt tyre stopping, the £ s. d. saver in tvre
bills: llVf-z per tube, post free.—The Aslatt Co.,

!Midanbury Lane, Eitteme Pnrk, Southampton. [X2516

4ih.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch, tyres as new, variable
4 pulley, lamp set, fine condition ; £32, or nearest

cSer.—Apply, Bos 4,086, c/o Tht Motor Cycle. CX3222

N.S.U. Gear, off Bradbux'y. excellent conditioiL £4;
also siderar, new coachbuilt body, and heavy

Dunlop tyre, £7.-22, Drummond Rd., Romford. [3890

"ir\ISCS. akiminium, seamless, 26x2^4 wheels only, set
JL' four 5 sns. ; packing, carriage extra ; lightest,
smartest.—Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone 139. [400C

HAVE You Written to Young's tor your require-
ments? If they are obtainable you'll find them

1 here.—Young's, The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6. [0968

PETROL Gas Plant, 30 lights, hot air engine
blower, gasometer, etc.; sell or exchange for

combination.—Wm. Paxman, Lismore, Ireland. [X357C

DISiLVXTLEMENT.—Douglas 2%h.p. 1913 cylinder
15/-; carburetter, 15/-; piston, crank case, etc.

—Particulars Turner, Stanhope Av., West Hartlepool.
[X3373

REYNOLDS Roller Chain, 6lt. 6in. x lin. X %in.,
£1: wanted. 1911 2%h.p. Douglas, cra-nkshalt.—

Fair View, Candlemas Lane, Beaconsfield, Buck?.
L3603

1 K A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, and studs-
JLOVf 2/6; 144 bright ecrewF. 2/-; 72 bright hexa
-in nvts, 2/-; carriage paid.—Wood, Titbbarn St. "-"=

ton.
" tX30l6

CHAIRMAN RHYMES.

Often in the stilly night

And the wintry weather,

I have dreamed I'm on the bike,

Half-a-day together.

In my dream I always seem

Mile on mile careering

Deftttj with a Chairman on.

Past the bobbies steering.

But with Spring upon the wing,

Dreams are coming true.

For I'm on the motor-bike,

With a CHAIRMAN too.

S^-d. for 10 everywhere.

SUTCLIFFE'S motor cycle andOWIUbtrrEl O MOTOR CAR SHED

-enKth. Width. Heiclit to idse. rri,c. Floor extra
6(rt. 5tt. Gift. £ 9 O £2 9 O
eiic 5ft. Gift. £ IS O £3 4 O
lOlft. 7ft. 8ft. an £5 10 O
lift. 8ft. 9ft. £21 10 £7 O
urt. 12tt. lOtt £3a O £14 O O
2^ft. 12ft. 10ft. £46 O O £18 O

All sent carriage paid m sections.

Siitcliff^s Motor Slieda are the stroncest built, best desicned
\iotor sheds you can get at naythiie lilie tlie price; don'tbe
temrted to buy weakly constructeil Slieda, they are moste^-
i>ensive in the end. Btiidy Sntcliffe's Construition -Sides,
ends, roofs built on 3-inch best "match boards, rocf also coverer
with extra heavy fell, rainproof framework of tremendoUB
stienRth. All floors are double strength will carry a ton or
moieweiKht easily. All houses erected and bored before des-
patch, all bolts snpplied free. If any client is rot perfectly
satisfied, simply return shtd and we refund purchas? price.
Full details in free booklet, i an rait any size in 2 to 6 days,
F. & H. SUTCLIFFE, 44, \irood Top, Hebden
Sridfie, Yorks. 'Phone .—5S. Hehden Bridge.

10/

6

each,

nstai^e qd

ENDRICK
ENG. CO.'S

DECOMPRESSOR
for Easy Starting and Slow
Running. Fits into valvr
capor spareS.P.hole. Valvt
caps screwed, 1 /6 each.

la/gS, Higll St, CRAWLEY
SUSSEX.

All Agents can supply it.

FOR ANY M4KE AND HORSE-POWER.
JUCKES' PATENT

COUNTERSHAFT GEARS
Plain Type 2-3 h.p., 2 speeds. Clutch and K. Starter
Models, 2-3 h.p., 2 speeds; 3I-5 h.p. and 5-8 h.p.,

3 speeds.

THE EFFICIENT MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,

East End Works, Briston Road WOLVERHAMPTON.

MISCELLANEOUS.
7-9h.ii. Iiidifiu Cylinder and Piston, as new. £3/10;

"biilnd new 3V'li.p. B.S.A. cylinder and piston,
£4/5; 1915 TriumiiU cylinder, pertect. £2/5.—Below.

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Set. complete, £21 : Lncai
lamp set, acetylene, £2/15: E. and B. carbur-

etter, pilot jet, £2 : Senspray heavyweiglit, 32/6 ; B.
and B., single jet, £1.—Below.

f>Qx3 Heavy Studded Coyer, new clearance, £2/7/6;
-^ O 26.•< 21/4 W.E. cover. 6/-: Triumph front fork con-
version set, £1; 1912 Triumph tank; 1912 Triomph
frame, damaged, 16/-.—Below.

~| Qll Triumph Tank, 28/6; brand new lightweight
JLJ/ Druids, £1; magneto control lever, 4/6; brand
new pannier hags, 10/6 pair; S.H., 6/- pair; all acces-

stiries.—Syd. I'earson, Gate House, Cheylesmore. Cov-
entry. [X3774

C.A.V. Magneto, single, anti, £3/10; Bosch, oft 4-cyl.

P.N., £5/10; h'.N. spring forks, £1/10; all parts
or 1910 4-crl. i'.N., cheap.—Wm. Gill, Grindleford, near
Sheffield. [3784

BOSCH Twin Waterproof ZBV, £8; Amac carbu-
retter, 30/-: cane canoe sidecar, £6; spares for

Peugeot and A.O., cheap.—F.B., 48. Watney St., Step-
ney, E.l. [3788

CASTINGS.—Brass, gun-metal, phosphor bronze,
an-d aluminium to custoniers' patterns

;
au'ck

delivery.—Cattermole and Maybury, 65, Montague Rd.,

Smethwiclt. [X0189

BROTTN" Army Canvas Shoes, leather soles, 2/-, 2/6;
Canadian white canvas shoes, leather soles, 3/6,

4/6- army boots, 9/-; catalogue free.-Gould, 47, Abbey
flace, Plymouth. [1335

TANKS, Leg-guards. Disc Wheels, made to order;

repairs a speciality; general sheet and metal work;
-enamelling.—Coomlie Manufacturing Co., 121a. Much
Park St.. Coventry. rX2435

GEOHGE SMITH has 1919 Eadco latest model
actually in stock ; book your order now. We

are pole S.W. London agents.—268, Lavender Hill,

Clapham Junction. [4010

TAEI'AULINS for sale, repaired and redressed, S.H.

railway truck sheets. London works; aldo few new
waterproof 'sheets.—For particulars write Johnston, 12,

Broughton Ed., Croydon. [3098

TOP Half Crank Case, camshaft, frame, and forks

(a few parts missing), piston, back hub and bevel,

new tank, rims, for 4-cyl. E.N.—C. Bernard, Jacoues

Court, Elham, Canterbury. [;-642

SCREW-CtTTTING and Surfacing Power Lathe, 7in.

centre, 66in. gap bed, complete set wheels, chuck,

face plate, carrier, little used, £50; wanted, 4-oyl. light

car.— G. H. Taylor, Spath, TJttoxeter. [3502

PAIR Indian Cyliwlers, new, £2/10; Dixie magneto,

for Indian, £3/15; Indian gear box case, 10/-;

Rex cylinder, 1914, 30/-; Eex spring forks, complete,

25/..—Hole, 129, Park. Lane, Carshalton. [3774

1 Afk'"00 Shop-soiled and .'Second-hand Files. 6inj
-LvfU 16in.. genuine salvage stock, all guaranteed

unable Rend 12/6 for 3 dozen assorted, carriage paid:

approvah-Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.W. [1629

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, guaranteed
one year, any pattern. 6/- each, 10/- pair: step-

cut piston rings, 4/- pair, post free per return.—

Capacity Tool Co., Broseloy, Shropshire. [2291

LAMPS—Lucas 462 set, 55/-; C.A.T. three electric

and battery, 50/-; two H. and B. brass cycle car

and generator, 50/-; oil tail lamp. 8/-; Klaxon horn,

28/-; sidecar apron, 6/-.-1, Apsley TiUas, Acton. [3487

IXIE Magneto , twin, £3/10 ; Hill'e compressor.
' 15/-. A.J.S. 2%h.p. clutch with kick starter

rachet 15/-; chain case, new, £3/10; drum brake with

sprocket, new, £1.-33, Alexandra Av., Southall. rX370J

LADY'S Cycle, by G. Rodgers, Leeds, bought June
8th, rtlO, cost £18, fitted Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed tri-coaster; accept £12 cash --Aniy Mickle-

thwaite. New Brighton, Dene Dale, Huddersfield. [4U07

PISTON Rings, Triumph, Eudge, Precision, TilUers,

JA.P., Sunbeam, James, 2/3 each; Enfleld. Doug-

las Levis, 21- each; in stock.—Liflord Accessories Co.,

lOa, Guildhall Buildings, Navigation St., Birmingham.
[X3623

HOLAX Petrolproof Bright Black Enamel gives a

finish equal to stove enamelling; 1/- per ]ar,

1/10 per tin, postage 3d. extra; trade supplied.—

C. A. Holland and Co., 36, Giesbaoh Ed., London.

N 19. [3993

FRAME, with 26x2 wheels, tyres good, handle-bars,

saddle brass tank, coil, 4 volt 40 amp.-hour

new accumulator, B. and B. carburetter, 7ft. new %in.

Pedley belt: £6 the lot.—Layton, Benrow, Walling-

lord. [3570

DROPPED Back Frame, tank, Saxon spring forke,

mudguards, saddle, carrier, and oil pump, suit

3i'».4h p., and 3-speed hub; £6; cash returned if sold.

—Nicholson, 4, Cavendish Ed., Btretford, near Man-
chester. [X3542

RELIANCE Company, the Typewriter people, buy,

sell, hire, and exchange all kinds of typewriters:

they tradj in reliable goods only, and have built their

extensive business on the small profit and quick turn-

over basis. Machines s""t on approval, get list. —
Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holbom. Phone:
2388. [5993

jy

All letters relatiag'to advertisements sl.ould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B59
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I COVENTRY
I

= MOTOR MART LTD., =
^ London Road, COVENTRY. =
= Telegrams: Selected, Coventry. =

= Hitherto we have refrained =
from creating an impossible

= waiting list for =

I MOTOR I

I
CYCLES I

H but deliveries are rapidly im- B
= proving, and =:

" WE CAN NOW I
I D E LIVER i
1 THE GOODS. y
= Book your orders at once for =

i ALLDAYS ALLON, BRAD- |= BURY, CALTHORPE, |
= CLYNO, CONNAUGHT, =
= HUMBER, IVY, JAMES, =
i NEW IMPERIAL, P. & M., i
= METRO TYLER, N.U.T., =

1 SCOTT, WOOLER, ZENITH. |

I GRINDLAY & RALLY i

I SIDECARS.
I

I CAMEO WINDSCREENS. |

I REPAIRS. OVERHAULS. I

Tanks, any
_, '^liape. to order,

Repairsanil re-

: "n ameU i n a

;
from 10/8.^ IJooltlet free.

Auxiliary
tan k3, with
filler, tap. T
piece, pipini;,

e.\ i pa. com-
pleU;. always

3tOI.'li.

GREEN. Water St, Blackfrlars, Manchester.
^JIUfirill«IBIIIll«I^HIBIBilll[imMJrTllBllJ»lll«IKlWlBimf<«mf^

We are continually lia\iin^DEL.IVERIES
of some of the foUowing Motor Cvrles :

B.S.A., Rudge, P.& M., New Hudson, James,
Clyno, Sunbeam, Sun, Velocette, Radco.

Before buying, writeSAM HEARD, UTD.,
50, Higher Eanam, Blackburn

MISCELLANEOUS.
GEARS, Grado, with coutrois, 50/-; Douglas 2-sr^d

box. kifl: start fitment, latter niissiiig, £5; two
I IoubIiis oailiuietters, one with controls, for 25/-; aerept
£8 the lot— I'ullin, Fruiterer, 68, North St., Bcdniinster,
Bristol. [X3347

MAUON Countershaft Geor flnd free, 70/-; 1914
Aimic, 20/-; Brooks large saddle, 03 new, 25/-;

aluminium spring footboard<*, 15/-; spring saddle pillar,

as new, 10/-; all in excellent order.—Guiry, Feu Ditton,
Cambridge. [3423

ENFIELD Hood and Screen. 45/-: Triumph valve,
4/6: 6ft. X %in Dunlop belt, 5/-; Garner

whistle, 5/-; spare tank (new), 5/6; toolbag, 4/-;
E.I.C. contact breaker, 15/-.—4, Thornton St., Kemp-
ston. Bedford. [X3470

NEW Douglas Belt, 7/-; generator, If-; lamp set,

£1 ; single-cyl. Bosch magneto, £3; twin, less

contact breaker, waterproof, £3; 4-cyl. Studebaker
magneto, £4/ 10.—Wright, Tunnel Garage, Albert St.,

Poplar, London. [4040

MAGNETO. Bosch twin ZET. as new, offers; another
BoBch twin, £3/10; two frames, 30/- each; Moto-

Beve, complete, less mag., £11; A.F. engine, 3Vjb.p.,
with carburetter, £4.—S. A. Waghorn, 65, Burnt Ash
Bd.. Lee, S.E.i2. [3744

B. and B. Carburetter, complete, 35/-; Amac, 25/-;
2-speed gear box, perfect. ^4/10; speedometer,

complete, £.2; free engine hub, new, hub only, £.2;
sidecar chassis, £2.-231, Coventry Rd., Red Hill,

Yardley. Birmingham. [X3684a

WHEELS, Wheels, Wheels.—Cycle and motor cycle

wheels built to order ; back wheels from 45/-,

front whei^l^i from 25/-; cycle and motor cycle frame
repairs; stamp enquiries.-Pendleton, 28, Lonsdale Sq.,

Liverpool Rd., London, N.l. [3572

OFFICE Furniture.—Reliance Co. hold one ol the
biggest stocks of genuine second-hand office fur-

niture in the city. The price is right every time.
Call; it will save time and money.—Reliance House,
Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.G. [4003

MOTOR Cvcle Frame, spring forks, wheels, etc., £7;
car speedometer. £2 : U.H. magneto. 8in84e, clock-

wise. £4"; 4i4h.p. Ariel engine, old type, £3, leas piston;

Bosch contact breaker, new. 36/-; E.I.C. breaker, 15/-.—

10, King's Rd.. Leytonstone, E.ll. [3324

GARAGES—We can supply timber for building, cut
to any lengths. Price list on receipt of stumped

addressed envelope. We are also importers of plywood
suitable tor coachbuiiding.—The City Road Timber Yard,
227. City Rd., London, E.C.I. [1965

CYCLE Car Parts, steering column, front axle, disc
wheels and springs, rear axle, differential, cardan

shaft, springs, Howard gear box to-suit, Stewart speed-
ometer, and cvcle car chassis; £28, or sell separately.—
Nile Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing, W.5. [X3491

DISCS.—We can now supply wheel discs made of
polished aluminium, best workmanship, perfect fit,

exceedingly light. Riders who take a pride' in the dis-
tinctiveness of their machines please note. Price 60/-
per set for solo machine, 90/- combination.

DISCS.-Hade of enamelled sheet steel, any colour,
40/- per set solo, 60/- combination. Petrol and

oil tanks, metal tool boxes, and every description of
motor car and motor cycle sheet metal work.—The Auto
Sheet Metal Co., 2a, Mnygrove Rd., Brondesbury. N.W.6.
(Opposite Kilburn Metropolitan Station.) [3356

TRANSFER Lines for motors, gold or colour, from
40ft. for 1 /- ; lines for cycles, complete set,

panelled, gold or colour, 1/3 ; send stamp for list,

samples, and instructions.—Transfer Specialist, 13,
Riversdale. Glebelands Rd., Ashton-on-Mersey. [X2253

HANDLJfi-BAR Muffs.—Keeo your hands warm.
The finest value obtainable, waterproof and

warmly lined. 7/6 pair; approval against cash.—
M.inufacturers, The Para Rubber Co., 27, 29, John
Bright St., and 99, Station St., Birmingham. [X9935

riTBIUMPH Engines. 1915 and 1914, £15; frames,
^X £7/10; tanks, £2/10; spring forks, £2/10; 3-speed
Sturmev-Archer countershaft gear box, £12/10: wheels,
back £2, front £1 : all parts for engine and Stiu'mey-
Aicher gear box.—Hawkins, 455, Y^ork Rd., Wandsworth.

[3637
DOUGLAS Spnres.-ETtgines, 1915 £15, 1914 £12/10:

frames. £7/10; cylinder, 30/-; pistons, 12/6; fly-

wheels, with sprockets, 27/6; valves, 4/-; ball bearings
for crankshaft, 20/-; crankshaft. 50/-; all parts for
engines and gear bos.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wands-
worth. [3636

WHAT Offers for contact breakers, as new: 1 Split-
dorf C.W., 1 Oleo Ericcson C.W., 1 Thomeon-

Bennett, 2 Simms, 3 E.I.C, 2 C.A.V., 4 Lion, 1

Dixie, 1 Bosch; any re^isonable ofEer for the lot, or
would separate.—L., 98, Napier Rd., West Ham. Lon
don. [X3533

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys, 5in. 12/-, plated 14/-,
postage 9d.; Triumph, B.S.A., Precision, Brad-

bury. Humber, Premier from stock, other models to
order ; Douglas pistons complete, 28/6 ; rings, 1/4;
gudgeons, 2/-.—Ridington's. 204, Southampton St..
Camberwell. [3568

5,000,000 New Bright Steel Engineer's Hexagon
Bolts, nuts, studs, metal screws available. Send

10/- for parcel of 250 assorted, useful sizes. Whitworth
metric, B.S.F., B.A. threads, guaranteed perfect Roods:
Hent carriage paid. Write for full catalogue.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [9188

R
EPAIHS
ENEWALS
ENOVATIONS

Any make CYCLE or CAR.

"BAT"
MOTOR CYCLES

A SPECIALITY.
Years' Experience in BAT Worlds.

Clifton Motor Garage
CA. E. Cook, Proprietor),

45, CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH
NORWOOD, LONDON. S.E.

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES
"READY BUILT."

First-class material and workmanship.
Designed and built to last.

" Ready Built " Series of

Motor Cycle Houses main-
tain the excellent features
which made them the most
successful _pre-war home

garage.

Prices from £6 10s.

Ask for booklet of designs and prices,

PERCY WHITE,Laleham,Staines.
Works: Kingston Rd., Siaines. Est. 10 yean.

I

The"Model En^meer"

INSTRUCTION
WORKSHOP

Individiml inatmction In every
bianch of litflit eimiiieiTinj? and
niecliiinics. Invftluablc to tbe adolt
aniiitt-ur or ioiiiht' quirincuractical
ni' cliitjiical knowledge. Write for

.riirtictilara:

TECHNICAL DIIIECTOR.

ALFRED -' mARSHALL. M.I.M.E., A.M.I.E.E,|

6G. Farringdcn Street, London, E.C.4.

b6o ah letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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THE REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD FIT

The "ADVANCE
ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY

are ils

Simplicity of Action,

Absolute Reliability,

Gear Variation,

Lasts for years.

Fits any machine,

Pa>ticuiar> and irlccs
Ir.K-

The ADVANCE
MOTOR MFG.

CO., LTD.
Klnssthorpe Road,

NORTHAMPTON

P. & A. EDWARDS,
are the

H E N DO N
Agents for

ROYAL ENFIELD MOTOR CYCLES.
Any kind of REPAIRS oi' Renovations to

your Motor Cycle can be Promptly and
ThorDUghly Dealt With. Welding, Etc.

EDWARDS,
& 27, THE BURROUGHS,

HENDON.
'Phone : Finchiey, 1025.

P.

25
& A.

V\^ANTED
Good solo and oidecar combina-
tions for cash. Best prices given.

Halifax^Motor Exchange.
Union Street South, HALIFAX.

WE SHALL
slioi^ly open our Premises at

LEEDS.
Meanwhile, all enquiries with regard to
New Machines or overhauls, etc., to—

WATTS BROTHERS,
135, Mottram Road, STALYBRIDGE.

PULLEYS fop any motop.
Adjustable, Sin. diameter, 14./6, Plated.
Fixed, to Sin. diameter, 7.6-

Supplied in size Sin. to 9in. diameter.
WELL-KNOWN MAKES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed. Post Free.

J. PERKINS, '==S§?o^N?"'
T--:erh''-ve: 24S. WaJthamsioio.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TRIUMPH Pattern Pistons, gudgeon, and rings.

35/9; gudgeons only, 4/-; rings, 2/6; bushes,
large 4/-, small 3/-; valves, inlet and exhaust, 1910-
19X9, 6/6; vnlve springs, both sizes, 7d. each; filler

i-axis. 2/6; spokes and nipples, 2d.; extra heavy covers,

35/-: tubes. 2/6: '""Iso large assortment second-haml
Triumph spares.—Robinson's (below).

PREMIER Pistons, SV^h.p., gudgeon and rings, new,

in stock; 35/-, plus postage.—Robinson's (below).

SIDECAR Mudguards, enamelled, with stays, strong,

12/6. postage 1/-; College mudshields, 16/6 each,

52/6, 36/6, plus postage.—Robinson's (below).

RENOLDS Chains, A.J.S.. Sunbeam. 96 to 101 links,

8X3, 24/7: ditto, 56 links, 12/8; B.S.A., 83
links. -^axVi. 20/7: 54 links ditto. 12/9; Reuolds stiifi

extractors, 5/6.—Robinson's (below).

OVERALL Summer Suits, complete, dustwear, 27/6;
lined gauntlet gloves. 25/6, 24/6, 17/6; postage

extra.—Robinson's (below).

TYRES for Douglas and Triumph, studded extra
heavy covers, sizes 26x2i^ 30/-. 2% 34/-, 2V2

36/-: inner tubes, 9/6; guaranteed. Try one sample.
—Robinson's (below).

PISTON Rings, high tensile cast iron, Douglas,
Triumph, Sunbeam, Rover, A.J.S., Indian, J.A.P.,

Premier, Humber, Enfield, B.S.A., P. and M., 2/6
each; correct sizes in stock; no waiting.—Robinson's
(below).

DOUGLAS Hai^dboofcs, either 4h.p. or 2%h.p., de-

scriptive illustrations your own repairs, 1/3 each.

—Robinson's (below).

DOUGLAS Gear Boxes overhauled and repaired; all

spares in stock, including seconda:ry shafts.—
Robinson's (below).

4h.p. Douglas Spares.—Cylinders, 45/-; pistons com-
plete. 26/-;- gudgeon pins, 2/6: rings, 2/6; con-

necting rods, 27/6; small end bushes, 3/6; crank-
shafts, 61/-; flywheels, 44/-; flywheel sprockets, 5/6;
valve, 7/6; springs, 8d. ; collars, 9d.; cotters, 2d.;

valve caps, 6/6; asbestos washers (exhaust), 7d.

;

valve cap, 4d.; Renolds chains, 17/3; links, 1/-;

brake pad complete. 5/-; pads only, 2/-; head clips,

11/6; extra heavy covers for 4h.p. Douglas, 36/-;
postage extra.—Robinson's (below).

DD Bushes, any size, any make, by return; send
old samples when ordering.—Robinson's (below).

HAJsDLE-BAES, semi-T-T. Douglas pattern, %in.
tops, lin. stem, also touring pattern, 17/6; post-

age extra.—Robinson's, below.

OUGLAS Accessories, rehable quality, latest E175
Brooks saddle, 45/-; B170, 35/-; springs, 2/6;

handle grips, 2/6; knee grips, 14/6; rubber grips,

4/3, Dunlop heavy covers, 47/3; inner tubes, 10/3:
belts, 11/5; belt fasteners, 1/6; belt punchers, 2/-:

Dunlop outfits, 3/- and 4/6; solution, 9d.; Lodge
plugs, 5 / - ; weatherproof, 7 / 6 ; Sphinx plugs, 4 / -

;

Bluemel's tyre pump, 7/-; pump connectiqji, 1/3;
good horn. 21/-; three tyre levers, 1/6; valve lifters,

2/-; grease in]ector3, 3/-; Lucas wrenches, 7in., 9/6;
King Dick wrenches, 5/6; R,angraphine, 1/6 and 6d.;
oil cans, 2/9; goggles, 3/-; Price's gear lubricant, 1/6;
funnels, 1/9 and 2/9.—Eobinson's (below).

DOUGLAS Spares. brand ^ new.— Foothoards, 24/-

pair; footrests, 15/- pair; upturned and semi-
T.T. bars, V^u, and 15-16th in. stem, 17/6; head clip.

7/6; flywheels. 27/6; flywheel sprockets, 4/6; mud-
guards, ^touring rear 18/6. front 12/6, TT. type rear
12/6, front 10/-; number plates, 3/6; back
stand 14/6, front 7/6; valves, 2%h.p., 4/-;

valve guides, 4/-; springs, 6d. ; collars. 9d. : , cotters,

2d.; piston rings, 1/9; gudgeon, 2/-; locking plates,
old pattern 2/-, new pattern 3/-; ball bearings, gear
box, 12/6 each; crankshaft ball bearings, 35/6 and
15/6; lubricating glasses, 1/9; front stand clip, 1/6;
rear, 2/-; 2 and 3-speed gears; kick start bolts, 6/6;
springs, round, 9d. ; flat, 1/-; clutch cones with linings,

18/6; 1914-15 clutch spares; hub axles, 1913 5/6,
1914 5/6; cups, 3/9; 1912-16 cylinders, 30/-; joints,

2d.; lock ring, 2/6; tappets, 4/6 ; spanners, Pd.

;

bushes. 3/9 and 5/6; compression, petrol, and drain
taps, 4/6; armoured toolbags, 12/6;T:ool rolls, 5/-; with
tools, 30/-; front brakes, 27/6; front shoes with pads,
3/- pair; pads only, I/- pair; rear, 2/-; foot brake
springs, 1/-; spokes and nipples, 2d. ; Douglas front
wheel, 40/-; rear wheel, with belt drum, 55/-; belt
drum only, 15/6 ; rims, 8/6 ; throttle or eshanst
wire, 1 / 6 ; outer sheaths, 3 / - ; Douglas 2S/4h.p.

pistons complete, 17/6 ; copper ends, 2d. ; grease
injectors, 3/- ; valve lifters, 2/- ; Duco, 4/6

;

pulleys, fised 11/6, adjustable 17/6; Douglas
pattern forks, complete, £ 3 / 15 ; fork springs.
3/6; links, 1/6; spindles, 1/6; tank caps, 2/6; glasses

only, 6d. ; magneto spanners, 9d. ; exhaust ditto,

2/-; Renolds chains, 9/6; spare links, 6d.; stud extrac-
tors, 5 / 6 ; Amac carburetters, 70 /- ; Amac throttle
valves, 9/- pair; floats, 2/-; needles, 2/-; springs, 6d.

:

jets, 6d.; long exhaust pipes. 15/- pair; gauges and
caps, 3/ - ; magneto, C.A.V. £8/5, Thomson-Bennett
£7/7/6. Packing and postage extra.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. ; 383. T.A. :

Bicycles. [4015

OLD Motor Cycle, 254h.p. L.M.C.. rebushed, low
Chater, B. and B., Brooks B90, complete, less

mag.; ILM.C. SVa^^-P- engine, complete, requires
^^sembling ; 2 foot pumps ; Ford wheel drawer ; odd
piston rings ; 8 volt brass horn ; small jack ; single

non-trembler coil ; plugs, etc., etc. ; best offers to clear.

—

Seen evening after 7 o'clock, ground floor, ,S.C., 9, St.

George's Rd., Kilbnrn, N.W. [3743

O

D°

Afew points

to remember
EARLY DELIVERY
OF ALL THE BEST MAKES
CAN BE SECURED BY BOOKING

YOUR ORDER WITH US.

DON'TWASTETHIS SUMMER
Wa can supply, some from stoci<,

A.B.C., ALLON, CLYNO,
ENFIELD, JAMES,

LEVIS, P. & M., NEW
HUDSON, ROVER, and
SUNBEAM Motorcycles.

Also the famous

A.B.C. LIGHT CAR.
^5 deposit with order, return-

able at customer's option if

we cannot deliver at date
promised.

MARTIN
CREENCATE

MitchellIis
STAFFORD MmS

PRATTEN'S

Motor and*
CycleHouses

TENANTS'
FIXTURES.

Exceptional Low
Ofler.

CARRIAGE PAID. Strone
Wide High Price Floor, extra.
6 ft. 7J ft. S11 11 C £114
7 ,. 7i „ 12 15 2 5
8 ,. 3 ,. 15 5 6 3 10
8 „ 8 „ 16 18 3 10
8 „ 8i „ 19 4 5

Tliese honse^ are made Lnsectiore and bolted together, en si's-

erected on arrival, conatriicted of well- ea-oned imported i"
tonKoed and RTOoved matchboard : roof covered in addition with
beat quality felt, window to open, doors wiih bolts, lock and key
CO npiete. Anv other sizes quoted on application.

Write for Free Illustrated ( atal* cue

—

F. PRATTEN & CO., Midsomer Norton, BATH.

Long
8ft.

9 .

14-,,-

Dreadnought Motor Pouqes at Lloyd's

LowPremiums payable Yearly,QuarterlyorMonthly
Wi-ite f<a-Prospectus

ROYS LIB
170-GREATPoKIIAND SraEEX-LONDOM-W-l

ORTO WINDSCREENS,
HOODS, AND APRONS.
The ORTOraatic Windscreen: No fumbling about
witii 6xings when your passenger wishes to

alight. You open the door, the Orto does the rest

AXKINSONS, 306, Uxbridse Road.
£h2pherd's Bush, W.I 2.

Fhone : Hammersmith i.jo.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertiseinent, and the date of the issue. b6i
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Price £1S 10

MOTOR CYCLE AND SIDECAR SHEDS.
Uii.ili WidUi Eeivhtto HoiBh-
^f[ 6in- 6It. ritke 7ft. eavua 611.

HtruuK Frame bolt«tl In Svctloun nia<le of jin. Ijoordu, extrn
KtronK, floor lln boaicln. felted root, foldme double doors.
OtlR-r sl/M qiiot-.-d for.

WM.DEAN

BERMERSIDE JOINERY WORKS,
SKIRCOAT GREEN. HALIFAX.

MABON GEAR.

BELT IN TENSION ON ALL GEARS. LARGE
DIAMETER OF PULLEY. ONE LEVER CONTROL.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
Woodside Gardens. Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.l?

^measurement

/•<nn

free.

This Book
should be read^

by every Motor ^

Cyclist,

Send for it /

IRVINE SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW.
BRADFORD.

21 H.P.
PETROL ENGINES.
For Farm or other station-
ary work. Hopper cooled.
^Lotmeto ik'iiition. Port-
aMe. Easy to start
Weight K cwt. Sent out
complete with petrol ta' k.
and mounted on wood
ekidK ready for running.

Send for List.
Iicliverij ironi Stock.

Booth's Motopics. Portland Place, Halifax.

WINSTANHENNEY MOTOR CO.
63, South End, CROYDON.

Large Stock of Second-hand Motor
Cycles and Combinations

Part Exchange on any Machine. Repairs a Speciality.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DOUGLAS Purts.-2-^4h.p. engine, £12; C.A.V. mng.,

£6; 2-six'«l gciix box and controU, wiints K.8.
iind controls, £6; frame, £5/10; Jorke, £3/10; luiir
whc'lu, fitted with lieavy Bunlop tvr^M, tiibtw, £9;
^nldlf. £1; fiirrier, 10/-- new tank, £2;iO- £40 lot.-
Hudy.skin, TutK'y Kise, Sheffield. [X3586
r\OUGLAe 1912 l-'ranic, complete, less tyres, saddle,
J-f iierfert, £6; 3h.p. Sinyer, 2-8peed wlieel, less <.ou-
ticls. tyroB, l>elt new, pedal starter, lurge copper tank,
fiomid I'aj(j;ain, £25; whUlt ajdei^ar, complete tyre,, as
inw, £5/10 ; \v;inte<l, Morgan chains and spares.—
Payne, Bryu JIaiod, Llandudno. EX3198
3ih.p. number, clutch model, £12; 4h.p. Ariel,

2 £12; 3Uh.p. N.S.tT. 2-speed machine, £20;
sidecar, £4; S'.L^i.p. Triumph, £20: 6h.p. Bat, over-
head valve, 2-iipeed, £26; 4b. p. Norton, £28; old
machines taken part payment or boi^^ht lor cash.—
Motor Garage, Albert St., Idle, YorksL/re. tX3651

BRAND New Lauip Set.s in stock, F.U.S., ^Major eetR.
Powell and Hr.mner 127 H.B., 125 H.B., and 120

H.I3., Lucos sidecar sets, Klaxon horns; genuine B.B.A.
valves, complete, 7/6; tyre guiters, 214 and 2'/2. 3/-;
linnlop covers, spanners, etc.—Wulbro Motor Cycle
Works, Satfrou Walden, Essex. 'l*hone 45. [X3269

BRITINOL.—British-made Tinol, past solder with
tlux combined. Place in position while cold,

apply heat, and a peilcct soldered ioint is the result.
No mess, no trouble, no tools required. Tins 3/3, post
free. Tree booklet on soldering with each tin.—Bi-
Metals, Ltd., 57, Laat St., Southwark. London, S.E.I.

[3298'tKA Amateurs are now building the Oibbons
9 tJ\j Mk. II. cycle car. Two of our many testi-
monials: "A cycle car that is greatly needed"; "The
smartest design I have seen." iSend 5J- for registered
working drawings with full details, also revised price
list and layout of ihassis details.—The Gibbons Cycle-
lar Co., Chadwell Heath, Essex. [3213

TYPEWRITERS ! For the
.
one-man business Blick

''

typewriters are very suitable, the writing is

visible, the machine is portable and quite easy to
manipulate, being overstocked with this make. We
are pricing these at 20% bslow market value for the
next 7 days. Get list.—^Reliance Co., the Typewriter
People, Tram Terminus, Holborn. 'Phone : 2388.

[4000
TYPEWRITERS that turn out satisfactory work at

all prices : Densmore's, 7 gns. ; Early Reming-
ton's, 7 gns.; Remington at 12 gns.; Smith Premiers,
12 gns.; Oliver'3 Visible, 16 gns,; together with a fine
lot of the latest models all priced proportionately
reasonable. On view in the windows and spacious
showrooms, or sent on approval, of Reliance House,
Tram Terminus, Holborn. [4001

WIND Screens.—Special types for Swan sporting
sidecars, Middleton Elyer sidecars, and Henderson

sidecars. We make wind screens for all types ol side-
i-ars from 21/-. Pillion seats in wicker from 21/-. We
can also repair sidecars and reupholster cushions, etc.

Our speriial Zepp body, complete with hood and screen,
iroiu 14 gns.—Aertyte Screen and Body Works, Night-
i[l^ale *Vorks, Hornsey Rd., lA>ndou, N. ^ £3542

DJSCS.—Our patent I'hybro discs are lighter than
metal, and do not rust nor rattle. We make to fit

anv type of wheeL Grade 1 Phybro £1 per wheel, Giade
2 15/- per wlieei, finished black ; any spei.-ial colour 2/6
(ler wheel extra. Douglas sets, Grade 1 Phybro, alu-
minium finish, with bine line to match tank, £2/5 per
.set. Buy your discs from the Djakers.—Hill and Co.,
Pise SpecLnlists. 1 and 3, Walmersley Rd., Bury, Lanca-
shire. [X3209

J.A.P. 2%h,p. Cylinder, complete ivith valves, caps,
etc., new, £4; Cowey speedometer, £2; Remington

typewriter. £5/10; Triujuph pulley, £1; 230-volt D.O-
'/ih.p. motor, £3/15; 80 amp. accumulator, replated,
£2; one 60 amp., replated, a5/-; A.J.S. piston, 2JX.h.p.,

10/-; E*x piston, 5-6h.p., 10/-; wanted, Philipson
pulley for J.A.P. 6h.p., also Binks carburetter to suit
6h.p., I'.itin. iuIet.-Climie, 59, Oswald St., Ealkirk.

rX3488
TYPEWRITER Repairs.—Reliance Co.'s repair de-

partment is speeding up; all repair work is dealt
with very promptly. If it can be done. Reliance c-an
do it. Having on their staff a number of highly
skilled mechanics learned in the actual factories that
built the machines, the best ix>r.sible work is put into
all repairs and overhauls.—Ring up Holborn 2338. or
rail to Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.C.

[4002
CARB1JRETTERS.-20 lightweight B. and B. {stand-

ard, 40/-: Pilot jet, 45/-; 100 hand Klaxons, 36/-;
Best and Lloyd's drip feeds, 15/-; 2V,'h.p. J.A.P. cylin-
ders, 45/-: Bowden double carburetter control levers,
12/6; motor cycle hubs, 16/- pair; lightweight Bowden
inverted level front brakes, 12/6: inverted lever ex-
haust lifts. 9/-: heaps other good; list sent.-Hams.
51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London, E.7. [378;

A.C. Sociable, less back wheel, £5/10; 5-6h.p. Peu-
geot cylinders, connecting rods, timing wheels,

etc., lightweight Werner frame and forks, 25/-; F.N.
frame and forks, 25/-; lady's frame and Druid forks,
cheap; 1914 B.S.A. motor cycle. 2-speed. £52/10;
4-5h.p. Minerva cylinders, connecting rods, cheap;
Triumph connecting rod, 20/-; F.N. tank, F.N. 4-cyt.
rrankshalt and cylinders, etc.; timing side oi crank
i;ase for 3Vjh.p. Premier; N.S.U. frame, tank, and back
wheel and forks; Kerry loop frame, with fork attach-
ments, 25/- lot; 3 Ford cylinder blocks, £5/10 each;
Ford axle and differential cases, crown wheel, gears,
timing wheels, etc.; 1915 Ford 2-seater car; £147/10.
^-Scotia Motor Works, 74, Upper Tooting Rd.. Lon-
don, S.WM7. [3909

MANCHESTER.
WHY t^Ave house and home turned" ** * into an Auction, dealing with
numerous 'probable" buyers, when your Light
Car or Motor Cycle can be sold en commission at
ojr Show rooms ?

Upon receipt of a Post card bur representative
will calj for your car or machine, and in due
course a cheque for full amount, less our small
commission, will be forwarded to you.

LEECH & TAYLOR,
MOTOR ENGINEERS,

|

4, Cateaton St. (opposite Marketplace),
MANCHESTER.

Telephone: Central, 2526.

3-PLY WOOD for

Sidecars, Cars, etc. List and prices
on application. f

Builders & General Traders Co.,

83, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.
Tlione Ceiltriil. ia'je. 'Graiin; "G 'iitraiico,' U'ham.

WANTED T
High-class Combinations, Motorcycles, Light

Cars, and Landaulets.
When writing, quote full detalis, year, and lowest prica.

'phone, write, or call.

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.,
Taniworlh Road, West Croydon, Surrey,

Established 1881. 'Phone: Croydon 1545

E M G IN E S
overhauled, re-bushed, repaired.
Obsolete parts made to patterns.
Our bushes are to 001. All our

labour IS FULLY SKILLED.

Phipps & Co., Engineers,
17, Cambridge St , Walsall

SIDECAR BODIES.
VVe are Specialists in all classes of Sidecar Bodies

FEATHERWEIGHTS AND
COACH BUILT.

Trade and Retail nqiiiries solicited.

THE WHITHAM SIDECAR CO.,
5, Cliamber Road, OLDHAM.

IHINTS AND TIPS
e

for I
MOTOR CYCLISTS. '

A little book with a lot

of useful information in

jt for every motor cyclist

Price
2/. From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20,

, Tudor Street, London,
and all leading booksellers.

By
Post

E-C-1, 2/3

B62 Air letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Consumption Tests.

IN
their endeavour to find interesting compe-
titions for club e\'ents, and methods of de-

termining the winner in reliability trials,

club secretaries will very likely institute fuel

consumption tests. These tests are in them-
selves very valuable, provided that they are care-

fully carried out, and the ton miles per gallon

might well be made the decisive factor when a

cup winner has to be chosen from a number of

gold medallists.

It has, however, been pointed out to us by a

correspondent well known in the - motor cycle

world that competition officials when running
trials of this nature should pay very special at-

tention to the oil tanks of two-stroke motor
cycles ; for, if the oil tank be filled with a petroil

mbtture, it is possible for the machine to be run
mthout any petrol passing through the carbu-

retter. Almost phenomenally small apparent
petrol consumption has been actually obtained,

he says, by this means, where the consumption
figure has been determined by the amount used
from the legitimate tank.

We should be the last to suggest that there

are many motor cyclists who would descend to

such fraudulent practice; still, it is unfortu-

nately a fact that sudi things are sometimes
done, and it is most desirable, from all points

of view, that a good performance in a fuel con-
sumption test—as in, a speed test or hill-climb—'

should be absolutely free from all suspicion of

'

trickery. It has in the past been difiicult occa-
sionally to accept anything very unusual in fuel

consumption figures, owing to the methods
adopted for measuring the amount of fuel used,

which have not always lent themselves to the

extreme accuracy necessary for such tests over
short distances. One method, for instance, is

to fill the tanks at the start, and again at the

finish, noting the amount of petrol required on
the second occasion. In this case a slight tilting

on uneven ground may make a very real differ-

ence to tiie result. A better plan would be to

empty the carburetters by running the engines

and disconnecting the usual petrol pipe, attach-

ing instead a small tank containing a carefully

measured supply of fuel, and then run the

machine to a standstill under observation. This
method leaves very little room for error, but
entails a certain amount of trouble and the pro-

vision of suitable auxiliary tanks.

Ease of Cleaning.

OVER and over again Tlie Motor Cycle has
urged the great desirability of making a

motor cycle in such a manner that it can
be washed down with a hose in the same
way as a car is cleaned. We have shown

designs of self-contained units from which nothing
projected but a chain sprocket and the necessary

control rods and wires. Even the sprocket can
be covered in by a suitable chain case, or, if

shaft drive be employed, it is a simple matter to

make the transmission proof against mud and
water. The same can be said for the bearings

and other cycle parts.

The present-day motor' cycle is a mass of

comers and crevices, all of which mean a con-

siderable amount of trouble in cleaning. With-
out going so far as the self-contained unit with

a smooth exterior (this if carried to extreme
limits would probably entail water-cooling), much
might be done to render the labour of cleaning

less wearisome by making the outsides of the

crank case, gear box, etc, as free as possible

from angles and projections, and by removing all

superfluous lettering, which, while looking well

enough when clean, harbours a quantity of

dirt—dust and oil mixture in summer and mud
in winter,

-

The complete frame and all small cycle parts

should be treated by some rust-preventing pro-

cess, and stainless steel used foi all nuts that

are exposed to the elements. We should then
have machines which would be slow to show
the ravages of time, and whose appearance would
be a credit to manufacturer and owner alike.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back
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A STRENUOUS
WEEK-END.

A Combinalion of ReliabilKy

Trials.

THREE competitors in the London-
Edinburgh Run went through tlie

Liverpool M.C. Trial on Whit-Mon-
day. These were Gordon Fletcher (4

Douglas sc), Rex Muudy (8 Matchless),
and A. Li. Cocks (2| Clyno). Fletcher
carried liis wife as a passenger, and when
we saw the pair at the conclusion of their

strenuous week-end, they appeared veiy
little the worse for their several jiights

in the open.
Fletcher's- " adventure " began by

having to ride his Douglas from Bristol

in the night three evenings before the
start of the London-Edinburgh. The next
evening he went to Eastbourne and back
to fetch Mrs. Fletcher, and the whole of

the following night was used preparing
for the event.

The scooter whicli had created so much
amusement at Highgate was seen en rcnite

on the running board of a Sunbeam car,

to which it acted as a kind of tender.
At Grantham, Mundy bought, for Is.

6d., some coupons which were supposed
to admit him to the refreshment caterers.
These, however, proved to be valueless,

and the vendor had disappeared. Mundy
carried the joke a point further by re-

felling the tickets to a fellow competitor
for 2s.

Between York and Carlisle, eye troubles

were fairly general, and Mundy was com-
pelled to stop every few miles to bathe
his eyes at wayside cottages.

A Harley-Davidson was passed on the
roadside, and it was evident, from its

condition, that the driver had fallen

asleep and driven into the ditch. Thomp-
son (Douglas) rendered assistance, and
carried the competitor's A.C.U. " get-you-
home" coupon to Appleby, where he
arranged for a lorry to fetch in the
machine. At Edinburgh, Mundy's pas-
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Rex Mundy (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar) and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Fletcher (4 h.p.

Douglas sidecar), who competed in both the London-Edinburgh run and the Liverpool

M.C. trial in North Wales—a strenuous week end.

senger preferred to camp out rather than
to iind accommodation at the hotels, and
Mundy was not able to find him for

the trip to Liverpool.
Fletcher and Mundy, with their sidecars

detached, caught the 4.55 train out of

Edinburgh. bunday travelling by train

proved very trying, but after several

changes they arrived at Warrington at

eleven o'clock, where they were met by
J. Swinton, an energetic member of the
Liverpool club, who, notwithstanding
having to get back to Warrington and to

start in the trial next morning from
Queensferry, piloted them for ten miles

or more on to the best road for Chester.

Swinton also provided benzole, and for

the wholehearted manner with which he
rendered service was voted a " good sport."

It was now raining hard, and arriving in

Chester at 2.30 a.m. the party went to an"
hotel, where they were treated well,

although no beds were available. It was
too early for breakfast when they left for

the start of the Liverpool trial, but this

did not seem to disturb any of the
enthusiasts, including Mrs. Fletcher, wKo,
by the wajv is ah old hand in competitions.

Before her marriage she was Miss
Hamnett, by which name many of our-

older readers will recall her.

The Matchless and Douglas were now
taken through the Welsh trial, but owing
to the use of benzole without retuning
the carburetters the engines of all the
machines in the trial shovjed signs of

overheating.
Tuesday was spent by Mundy on busi-

ness for the A.C.U.. of which he is the
engineer and travelling representative,
and a start was made for London in the
evening.
At four o'clock on Wednesday morning a

puncture in Fletcher's rear wheel caused
the party to stop, and, instead of mending
it, the two men lay down on the roadside
and journeyed to the land of dreams.
At 6 a.m. Mrs. Fletcher shamed them

by waking them with the intimation that
she had mended the puncture and arranged
for breakfast at a cottage a little distance
down the road.
Then the final stage of the journey was

completed—a mere 150 miles or so, making
a total of 800 miles. A strenuous week-
end indeed !

J

HEATING THE INDUCTION PIPE.

IT is very desirable that a motor
c^icle engine should tick over

when standing in the same
manner as a car engine, especially

if a sidecar be fitted, but this ideal

is not often attained. Last week,

however, we saw an engine that

left nothing to be desired in this

direction, the result being attained

by means of a B. and B. pilot-

jet carburetter and an exhaust
heated induction pipe. The motor
cycle was a 4 h.p. Douglas, used
for experimental purposes by
Messrs. Brown and Barlow, Ltd.,

and, while it was standing in the

street with the engine running, it

was quite easy to count the

revolutions of the engine by
watching the operation of the

valves. We estimated that wa
counted the valve movement at

the rate of 120 per minute, which
gives 240 r.p.m., or about 3^
m.p.h. on top gear. On low gear

A special heating arrangement on the induction pipe of a 4 h.j

Douglas. This device has proved exceptionally satisfactory.

the machine would literally crawl.

It was impossible to count the

explosions in the street for the
simple fact that one could not

hear. them. We were informed
that the machine was capable of

upwards of 50 m.p.h.
This wonderful slow running is

achieved by preventing any con-

densation in the inlet pipe. If

condensation is allowed to occur
peti'ol accumulates, which pre-

sently finds its way to the engine

and makes the mixture unduly
rich. Opening the extra air port

corrects this, but a moment or

so later the accumulation of petrol

is used up, the mixture becomes
too weak, and the air must be
again closed, and so on.

A similar fitment has proved
equally beneficial to the water-

cooled M.A.G. engine of a Morgan
Runabout—in this case the induc-

tion pipe is warmed by the water.

I
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ccasional.

The Btjckboafd Redivivus.

fOTOR cyclists, virile and technical alike, view

Mr. Grahame White's new Auto-wheel buck-

board with that kind of dismay which is akin

both to amusement and contempt. The sensations with

which they inspected the first scooter were renewed.

I submit with all deference that, though neither of

these newcomers thrills the marrows of a sturdy com-
petition rider, yet they deserve a warm welcome from
the most expert of us. Our sport and industry have

been dominated and cramped from the outset by the

fear-nothing, hard-riding type of owner. There are

millions of would-be motor cyclists who are too timid

to ride standard machines. The three features of

motor cycling which fend off lots of women and quite

a few men are speed, Aveight, and sideslip. Ignorance

being bliss, it was far easier to start riding twenty

years ago than it is to-day ; for the puny Werners of

that age were hard put to it to exceed 25 m.p.h..

Avhereas the fiery monsters of to-day bear a nervy girl

off down the road at 40 m.p.h., if her sleeve catches

the throttle lever. (The scooter and the buckboard
will run at 4 m.p.h.) Similarly, most of us have

forgotten how we regarded the" first motor cycle we
'

ever tried to wheel, and what an abomination it seemed
Avhen we incautiously let its. two-four hundredweight

lean away from us (the scooter weighs fifty-sixty

poimds, and the buckboard stands up all by itself—

•

tfgo, from a practical point of view, it has no weight).

I should not be surprised if scooter-skids do not prove

more lurid than some people imagine ; their little front

wheels steer very rapidly indeed, and if one of

them -did a real lightning lie-down, I fancy the pas-

senger would be converted into a projectile with con-

siderable lateral velocity. _ That remaijis to be proved,

but the buckboard is skidproof. If it should pirouette

round on grease till it is lost in its own blur, the rider

would be none the worse, and there is neither height

nor speed to render the tumble serious. This quaint

pair of bantlings between them offers just what plenty

of people who funk ordinary machines have been

pining for. As such, we owe them a welcome : and

I quite expect them to beget a numerous and creditable

progeny.

Not Ambitious Enoagii.

INDEED, my main criticism of the G.W. buckboard

is that it is. too cheap. I have no doubt its price

will widen its appeal, and I hope to purchase

one for my son and heir to drive round the back

t^arden untir I can convince the local police that he

has attained a licenceable age. But if my owi'Tnerve

collapsed, so that I dare not venture forth with two

wheels upon grease, I should desire a nobler vehicle

than this rockbottom of simplicity. I should want

more speed and power, not to mention a variable gear,

for no Auto-wheel could approach my house by road

except with a G. A. Olley doing l.p.a. over it.

Although controversialists in this journal besmirch my

technical credit, I am too much of a mechanic to love

a clutch which consists of slipping my back tyre on

the 'ard, 'igh road. In other' words, I want an alto-

gether more ambitious buckboard; and two little birds

at least whisper to me that my desires may not pass

ungratified when I get a little more doddery, and the

fireside begins to grip me in winter. Nevertheless,

what am 1 but a hardened motor cycle maniac? It

is not for such as me that the scooter and the auto-

wheel buckboard have been begotten. The days may

come when loving youngsters will present dear old

Grandpapa Ixion with one or the other on his seven-

tieth birthday—ugh !

Amateofs and Shamateuts.

[R. Leatherbarrow's suggestions for the Six Days-

Trial will probably command fairly general

assent from the riding world. It is question-

able whether either the trade or the expert (and

largely honorary) administrative staff will welcome two

separate events (passenger and solo). He omits the

profoundly vital question of "finishing condition.

I consider it bad policy to limit emergency gear ratios.

All club committees will be grateful if Mr.

Leatherbarrow can help them to identify the pukka

amateur. Thfe best definition I know is that a man

should be employed full time at a job which is iiot

directly or indirecriy connected with the motor in-

dustry; but this presses rather hardly on two types

of owner, viz., the moneyed idler and the apprentice

at, e.g., a steel works, who may be the purest of

amateur motor cyclists, although he is a professional

engineer.

Gear Ratios in Trials.

Tf AM going to enlarge on this topic, because the

il suggesdon strikes me as fundamentally unsound.

It is merely the freak hill stunt in a new guise.

Threatened with excessive bills for gold medals and

the problem of finding winners for special prizes, the

A.C.U. in a moment of intellectual stupor began to

send the competitors up goat tracks which no rational

person exceeding eighteen years of age would ascend

in a state of sobriety. For a moment riders were

stumped; but by the next year they downed the pro-

moters with the aid of 18 to i gears and similar

•absurdities. The A.C.U. countered -by utilising Por-

lock when smeared with a foot of mud equivalent to

^oft soap, by hunting for avalanches of sliding scrieze

and other comicafities. If the process continues, we

shall see the 1925 trials climbing trees on bottom gears

of 30 to I, and aided by balloons inflated with exhaust

gases. So far as a guarantee of hill-climbing goes,

the public rieeds nothing more convincing than an

ascent of a hill like Sutton Bank at a minimum speed

of 20 m.p.h. on the iast day of the trial. Freak hills.,

river beds, and 18 to i gears are tantamount to a con-

B3



Occasional Comments.—

fession of incompetence on the part of the promoters,
ivlio have to find winners somehow, who do not want
to make their gold medals too clieap, and who can
ill-afTord to award golds to 99% of the entry. I shall

be very disappointed if the new committee do not
devise 'a more excellent way; and I feel sure the job
may safely be left in their hands.

A Reminiscence.

THE scenes on Porlock Hill in the 1912 A.C.U.
trial were a veritable reductio ad absurdum of
the ill-conceived policy attacked in my last

paragraph. On the Friday night an excessive pro-

portion of the entry had qualified for golds, the judges
were in difficulties as to the allotting of several special

awards, and much rain had fallen. A technical mission
was despatched to Porlock to discover if the hill was
rideable. None of the messengers made a clean

ascent—speaking from memory, I fancy that only one
got up, and he utilised the instalment system ; the

telephoned report was to the effect that dozens of

motorists had vainly essayed the climb during the day,

a hill-climb would prove a sheer lottery, and very few

riders would get up without dropping marks. This

was exactly what the judges required, so on the Satur-

day morning the competitors were duly despatched

via Porloc-k. No fewer than fifly-lwo men lost up-

wards of fifty marks on the hill, whilst iwenly-eighl

slithered up unpenalised. . The fifty-two culprits in-

cluded crack riders like Sirrett, B. A. Hill, H. Greaves,

J. S. Holroyd, W. F. Newsome, P. Phillips, F.

.Sangster, two of the Scott team, S. Sawer, the brothers

Dixon, Reg. HoUoway, Haslam and Griffiths on

Zeniths, W. B. Gibb, Rex Mundy, Hugh Gibson,

Charlie Collier, and many others. Of these fifty-two

unfortunates, twenty-six had not previously dropped a

solitary hill-climbing mark. Mr. Leatherbarrow's

suggestion of minimum bottom gear ratios, if adopted

in any trial, would merely put the entire entrj' at the

mercy of incom-

petent committees, 1

" -.— --.-
-

-._-..

whose evil pur-

poses would then

be served by hills

far more climbable

than Porlock is

after a week's rain.

I hastily add that

I was not one of

the victims on this

historic and
humorous occa-

sion, so that I write

without malice. As
"Veteran" re-

cently reminds us,

certain Scottish

judges once
adopted an even
more cynical ex-

pedient, when on
the last day of a

long trial they sent

the entry up the
' back stairs " of
Amulree.

Capt. Sir John Alcock, D.SXZ. (who, with Lt. Sir A. Whitten Brown as

navigator) is the first and only airman to make a direct flight across the

Atlantic. He is depicted above with his overhead valve racing Douglas
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The Tail Lamp Faniine.

FOR some mysterious reason, the scarcity of such

commodities as whisky, beer, Bolo majors,

English beef, ^£50 191 9 motor cycles, and
dwelling-houses is a veritable superabundance as com-
pared with the famine in motor cycle tail lamps. Some
nimble-fingered gentleman of the road stole mine the

other day, and I have tried all the leading London and
provincial houses without meeting anything but deri-

sion from the salesmen. If they are truthful, there has

not been a motor cycle tail lamp delivered since the

Armistice. I have even endeavoured to buy one tenth-

hand, proffering its weight in gold, but to no purpose.

I have essayed to steal one, as people do when their

umbrella is taken " by mistake," but tourists appear

to detach these fittings, and, go to bed with them. I

have a car tail lamp in my garage, so, gentle reader,

if you meet a Baby Levis purring through the twilight

with a i2in. parafifin Dependence tail lamp secured on
its carrier by eight yards of barbed wire, you will know
that 'you have caught one fieeting glimpse of that

elusive pseudonym " Ixion." Have the Huns
nefariously got their own back on us by cornering the

world's output?.

A Ready Mind.

THE other day a trade rider, testing a new flat twin,

emerged from a door, wiped his lips, and en-

deavoured to start the engine. Two demobilised

ofiicers (of the strong, silent type) had been inspecting

the machine whilst the owner was lubricating himself.

"Excuse me, sir," quoth the ex-major, stiffly, "but
are you aware that your flywheel is running out of

truth?" (Was he not? But trade riders engaged in

testing experimental mounts must give nothing away.)
" Not untrue, sir," he remarked-, politely, " this i§ our

jiew patent eccentric flywheel. It is formed with a

counterbalance timed to help each piston over top dead
centre. Good-day, gentlemen."' And the astute one
was off before the military could cross-examine him.

A good lie. But
- - —

-

mark the sequel,

for Nemesis doth
dog him of un-

scrupulous speech.

The Great Pan-
jandrum himself

did summon the

trembling tester.

" Hey, Bilkins,

what the is

this ?
"

" This " was a
polite letter from
a gentleman who
appended the title

"major" to his

signature, humbly
enquiring whether
" your new patent
eccentric flywheel

which your tester

showed me on the

Leamington road
the other day

"

was applicable to

the 1913 model.
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MY HOLIDAY-AND YOURS.
^3^ D.CH.

There are holidays which stand out in one's memory
as being immeasurably more enjoyable than oUiers.

Vou can be sure of the " splendid holiday " wherever

and whenever you may be going— if you take the

right companions along with you.

I have just returned from the finest holiday I have

ever spent, although, strangely enough, my companions
were silent tliroughout its duration.

Nevertheless, tliese silent friends enabled me to bring

back with me more pictures than the finest Kodak
has ever taken. And the pictures are permanent

—

indelible impressions that will be with me for life.

Previous holidays had always been a combination

of hectic amusement and bottomless boredom. Before

leaving for this one I had argued to myself this way

:

' Always before there have been certain hours in my
liolidays that have hung heavily on my hands. What
had I done with them? Nothings or ne.xt door to it." I

had lazed them away—dozing on the beach or in the

garden. I supposed it- was the only thing to do with

them. Was I not on holiday?

A short time before this memorable holiday, several

friends had been talking to me about Pelmanism, and

the thought suddenly struck me :
" Why not enrol

before going off, and take these ' little grey books'
e\eryone is talking about along with me as holiday

companions ?
"

I did it—not without hesitation. I had always

believed—fallaciously believed—that a real holiday

should be a complete rest. No newspapers, no work,

and no more thinking than necessary. I had never

before paused to realise that, although the body may
need rest, the mind needs change of thought

—

menial

rest.

THE BEST COMPANION.

Don't run away with the idea that I sat studying

the " little grey books ''
'all day long, though. Not

a bit of it. Pelmanism is not a tyrannous study. I

badied, played golf, tennis, and did all the other things

one does when holiday-making. Then, in the cool of

the evening, I used to slip one of the " little grey

books " into my pocket, and stroll down to the beach,

cr into the garden, and there, at ease and peace with

the world, I revelled in its fascinating pages. Literally

revelled, because they were more entrancing than the

finest novel I had ever read.

I had many^ happy leisure hours on this glorious

holiday ; but they were not lazed away. '

' The little

grey books " made any odd hours literally golden,

because I have come back to work not only^freshed
and -renewed in body, hut also in mind. I am not

possessed by that "' after-holidays " feeling. I am
gloriously alive, and my mind functions now as it never

did a few short weeks ago. Ideas throng through my
mind—ideas that are increasing my income, too. Life

is immeasurably more interesting to me now.
If you who are reading this have not yet taken

a holiday, you cannot do better than make the " little

grey books " your holiday companions. Until you do

In answering this adveriisemcnt it

so you cannot realise what a fascinating thing a real

holiday can be. A mental holiday, if you please,

because the " little grey books " "spring clean" the

mind, and sweep away the mental cobwebs, replacing

them with clear-thinking, keen, analytical sense, and

a glorious power of mental imagery.

There is a little book entitled " Mind and

Memory," and it was after reading its fascinating pages

that I decided to own a set of the " little grey books "

it talked about. This little book has been read by

3,000,000 people. 500,000 have ac/ed on the advice

it contains.

You can have a free copy of tliis widely-read book,

by writing to the Pelman Institute, 199, Pelman House,

Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i. If you act on-

its advice, and take the " little grey books" with you,

I promise you- a holiday brimming over with interest,

for you will enter upon a new mental world—you will

see things clearly that you only glimpsed before.

Problems that previously worried you for days will

puzzle you no longer; you will see things, not " as in

a glass darkly," but permeated with the crystal light

your awakened faculties will shed upon them. You
will think clearly tlu-ough to the solution of any problem

that presents itself. You will no longer guess about

things—you will hioiv.

'' Pelmanism will enable you to clear your mind of,

vague and inaccurate information, and put you on the

road to obtain, as quickly and cheaply as possible, the

right learning."—Sir HARRY H. JOHNSTON.
'' If Pelmanism has strengthened my logical sense, it

can do the same for a woman who cares to take the

course."—W. L. GEORGE.
' I can vision a new system of education in schools,

the Pelman System : I can virion a public of nimbler

minds and clearer judgment because of it."—ROBERT
LORAINE.

" In my opinion, the Pelman method of brain build-

ing should be universal. I plump for Pelmanism each

time."—General SIR O'MOORE CREAGH, V.C.
" Unless we are to sink in the world and bid farewell

to the proud position which we have held for cen-

turies, there must come another period—that of recon-

struction. Here it is, I think, that the applied prin-

ciples of Pelmanism may help us "—Sir H. RIDER
HAGGARD.

" Pelmanism is not for the self-satisfied ; nor for the

easily satisfied, content with any way of life, no matter

how narrow and poor ; nor for the sluggard, too inert

;

nor the laggard, too idle. It is a means of energising,

and energv is the master-force of everything."—Sir

JAMES Y'OXALL.
* * *

Full particulars of tht Pdman Course are qiven in " ilin.!

and Memory" which also contains a coni-plete descriptive

Synopsis of the 12 lessons. A copy of this interesting booklet,

toriether with a full reprint of "Truth's" famous Eeport on

the work of the Pelman Institute, and particulars showiwj
how you can secure the complete Course on special terms,

may be obtained gratis and post free by any reader of
" The Motor Cycle " loho applies to the Pelman Institute,

199, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B5
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NOVELTY IN COMPETITION.
The First Scooler Race. No Limit to Stopping and Starting Tests.

Afternoon's Trial in which Watches were Taboo.

(>35

A Sporting

TH5I FIRST SCOOTER RACE. A highly amusing event. The fastest scooter was estimated to do 15 m.p.h.

A COUPLE of burning questions in the
motor cycle world at the present
time are " How to determine a

winner in competition without resort to the
objectionable secret check," and "Motor
scooters"—to stand or not to stand?

The first query is an ancient one, the
latter is of much more recent origin, and
it was partly with the object of assisting
in the solution of the questions that the
idea of a road test by Thi Motor CijcU
staff was conceived. ' Thus it was that
the various- members of the editorial,

artists', and photographic staffs converged
on the Edge Hill range from London and
Coventry last week on solo and passenger
m.^ichines of all types and sizes. Three
scooters—the Smith-Clarke, the Antoped
(an American production), and the A.B.C.
Skootamota^were at the hill, two,
shame to relate, convej-ed thither in the
tonneau of a car, but the A.B.C, with its

sensible pan seat, was comfortably ridden
from Banbury ready for the fray.

Perhaps, naturally, the scooters formed
the greatest novelty at first. Venturesome
spirits disported themselves up and down,
performed evolutions in the shape of
circles as small as threepenny pieces and
figure eights, as if practising'for the blue
riband of the skating world. Of course,
the ladies of the party were immensely
attracted by the " funny little " motor
bicycles, and a queue had to be formed
to enable each one to take his or her
turn on the "joy bicycles." Stand up
and sit down seats were provided, and

each formed his own opinion of desirable

-features of the ideal scooter by the com-
parisons afforded. It was indeed an edu-

cational event, for, despite all the promin-
ence given to scooters, one doubts if three
had ever before run together at one time.

A slow race for solo mounts, won on an Edmund spring frame machine fitted with the new
" Union " power unit. The Enfield took second place.

B7
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Ladies rode the scooters without the shghtest hesitation, and completely mistereJ the contro's after a minute or two's explanation

(Lett) The Smith-Clarke scooter, a seatless model. (Right) The A.B.C. " Skootamota."

But the Autoped had developed a fit of

the sulks, and was grunting up and down
the course very disconsolately, perspiring

individuals on that gorgeous day chasing

il down the roadway.

Scooter Practice. .

Apparently, the twist grip on the joy

stick stuck, and no amount of adjustment
would persuade the combined throttle de-

compressor to continue to work ; but a

more ingeniously thought out machine one

could hardly imagine. I'y pul'.ing the joy

stick towards the rider the free engine is

operated, and further downward pressure

applies the brake. Starting, however,

was not too eary, as the weight of the

engine being so far forward, violent push-

ing to start resulted in the rear portion

jumping up and kicking the rider on the

calf. That vice did not deter the intrepid

riders, for several fresh from the Army
(there were six captains present) wore
field boots 1 As a result the little Ameri-
can gracefully reposed most of the after-

noon in the shade by the roadside, and it

is now for sale at the bargain figure of

£1001
So novel had these scooters proved that

many well stocked picnic baskets were
neglected during the luncheon hour.

Soon all present considered themselves

sufficiently proficient to start in the great

motor scooter race—the first of its kind—

•

which was to follow. The event was run

oft in pairs, from the scratch mark, the

winner of the heats appearing in the

semi-final. During the heats each com-
petitor judged his own speed (which

formed one event of the afternoon), and
an average was struck to determine the

handicap for the semi-final and final

events. A spin of a coin gave the choice

of machines.

b3

The seven heats in the first round were

all wins for Skootamota, partly on
account of the fact that, with its saddle,

it approximates to a motor cycle, and
most of the competitors were more ac-

customed to this form of vehicle than

the newer type with platform only. The
races, however, were closely contested,

and, once away, the Smith-Clarke showed
a good tirrn of speed. In the second

•^<..M...
;;.t:*^>.

L.„

The winner of the sidecar class in the

stopping and re-starting test—an 8 h.p.

Victory Matchless.

round, the Smith-Clarke was given 12 yds.

start, in consideration of the tact that its

engine was fifteen years old and scarcely

a fair competitor for the latest Granville

Bradshaw creation of the same capacity.

Edge Hill Climbed.

The results in the three races in the

.second round gave two wins to the Smith-
Clarke, and in the semi-final each won
one race. Finally, the little- Clement
Garrard engine, on the Smith-Clarke,
roared as it had never roared before,

and got home a winner of the first

scooter race by about 8 yds. Later, how-
ever, the A.B.C. production levelled up
matters by climbing the 1 in 7 gradient

ci Edge Hill, piloted by an eleven stone

rider, which was a really remarkable
performance for so small an engine with
a single gear ratio. Slight assistance with
one foot when in sight of the summit
was all that was necessary. Incidentally

this test was made to settle a wager
between a scooter enthusiast and one of

the staff who was sceptical.

Highest up Wins.

The next event was a single gear ascent

of Edge Hill on a lightweight machine
so adjusted that it could not jxissibly

climb the hill—a simple test of driving

skill. The winner, who had never pre-

viously seen the machine, got half way
up the gradient before he stopped.

Here it may be interposed that no
watches were used throughout the after-

noon

—

TliR Motor Cycle staff have a

natural objection to any trial decided by
the watch, but prefer to concentrate on
the survival of the fittest amongst the

competitors.

The complete regulations for the six

events of the afternoon were, as a matter
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of fact, included on a postcard, wliicli

suggests that in many cases trials regu-
lations are overdone.

Stopping and Starting ad lib.

The event which followed the test of

driving skill was the most strenuous of

the afternoon. The regulations for the
event were quite simple, viz., accelei-a-

tion, braking, and clutch tests. Standing
start ; two stops and re-start^ at points
indicated. Class I., solo machines. Class
II. passenger machines.

It was a type of event calculated to

weed out competitors who :

(1.) Failed to handle their machines
skilfully.

(2.) Whose brakes were bad.

(3.) Whose clutches were fierce or
badly proportioned.

(4.) Whose gear-changes were difBcult

and awkward to operate, besides which
(5.) A premium was placed on accelera-

tion between the tapes.

In the first heat a 4 standard Triumph
sc. competed against a 4 experimental
chain driven Triumph sc. Both machines
went up well, but - the latter had a

smoother clutch, and made the restai'ts

without hesitation and won.
A 5-6 Kover sc. and a 4 Norton were

matched for the second heat. Both were
new machines in magnificent fettle. The
Norton was away first, but the Rover
got ahead before the first stopping point.

The Norton rider, however, got away
more smartly, and both roared up to the
next stop. The twin, however, finally

won the heat.

An 8 Victory Matchless was drawn
against the cham-driveu Triumph in the
scmi-tinal.

On the first section of the hill the
"single" held its own, but at the
critical moment the terminal jumped off

the plug, which left the Jap-engined
Rover and Matchless sidecars to decide
the final heat, and the 8 h.p. mount won
comfortably, though each madiine re-

started with ease on three occasions
during the course of the climb.

Solo Riders Stop and Restart.

In the solo class a modern A. B.C. first

competed with a rider of a 2^ two-
stroke Excelsior, and, naturally, won.
The 3 h.p. Enfield, though behind at

the last stopping place overtook and
passed the Lea-Francis near the summit.
The A.B.C. was then matched against

a "Union" engined Edmund, and won,
but lost the event in a final trial with
the Enfield fitted with an R.C.F. car-

buretter, which, notwithstanding its age
of five years, fhowed a fine turn of

speed, and led all the way. The A.B.C.
clutch was slipping.

Incidentally, a very favourable im-
pression was obtained of the new Union
power unit which the staff is testing at
the present time. The new Norton and
Rover, too, were exceptionally fast, and
a little Excelsior demonstrated its power
by climbing nine-tenths of Edge on
standard top gear with an" eleven stone
rider.

The final event, a slow " race," for
solo machines, was won by the rider
of the Union-Edmund, who travelled so
slowly that, he had difficulty in balancing
the machine. The Enfield was second.
A sporting afternoon's programme,

attended by glorious weather, ended with
those present being entertained to tea
on the terrace at the Round Tower by the
Editor.

A new event with an old background. The Motor Cycle staff of writers, artists,

and photographers congregated at the Round Tower, Edge Hill.

A
WE recently came across about sixty

D.R.'s on the road from Daventry
to Banbury. They were on their

way from headquarters, Wellingborough,
to Banbury via Northampton, Weedon,
Newnham Hill, and Byfield, retm?ning
via Brackley and Towcester.
The sergeant, with whom we had a chat

while he superintended the repair of a
punctured back tyre, informed us that the

DESPATCH RIDER'S JOY RIDE.
to pass the foot of Newnham Hill on the
north side and continue from the inn at

the hill foot to Badley without climbing
the hill.

men came from the Wellingborough Signal
Depot of the Royal Engineers. Each man
carried a scheduled route card and map,
and where there was any doubt about
turnings, etc., the data marks on the
ordnance plan were given on the schedule,
and such marks had to be followed. For
instance, in the neighbourhood of Newn-
ham the data marks 385 and 384 indicated
that the riders coming from Weedon had

Supervised rides of this nature are
just the thing to keep the D.R.'s at home
depots from becoming stale, and the event
was regarded by the section as an en-

joyable little club event, although under
military discipline.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

mFmsmummmm

Carrying The question of proper provision in the
Room. -vvay of accommodation for tools and

spares is a subject to which we have
often leferred; but a recent appeal from an overseas

rider induces us once again to give this matter editorial

comment. The ordinary design of motor cycle does not

lend itself particularly to the carrying of spare equip-

ment of any time, yet one cannot help feeling that

both the designers of machines and the makers of

accessories are insufficiently liberal in their estimate

of the equipment anyone undertaking a serious tour

may desire to carry. Even
for solo riding in England, it

is often difficult to stow away
necessary equipment in safe

and convenient harbourage,

and one has only to view the

machines of competition riders

or the riders themselves in

order to realise how totally in-

adequate are two small tool-

bags for stowing away the

various spares and accessories

which are considered necessary.

To the overseas rider the

problem is an infinitely more
serious one, for, as our corre-

spondent points out, his riding

may lead him through hun-
dreds of miles of country

where repair depots of even

the most crude kind do not

exist, and therefore he is com-
pelled to carry with him every

conceivable article that may
be wanted to save him from
becoming utterly stranded.

tjj tjl Ct!

Before p r o-

ceeding further,

it may be as

Well to consider

in what manner
necessary outfit " can

QtFSV!i(9'mfmimissVf'fsm

Necessary

Tools and

Economy

of Space.

the

be cut down to the accommo-
dation available, as there is

no doubt that a large number
of riders habitually carry a

great deal that might advan-
tageously be left at home.
First, a large array of span-

ners is not necessary, and by

B14

British motor cycles in the goldfields of W. Australia.

Mr. L. Watson, who sends us the photograph, says :
" The

Triumph sticks these sandy tracks very well, the only

trouble being the insufficient ground clearance of the

engine."

careful and judicious selection the tool-roll can

generally be • cut down to quite modest dimensions.

The following may be quoted as all that is necessary

in this respect :

Large adjustable spanner.

Small adjustable spanner.

Valve cap key.

Screwdriver.

Pliers and wire-cutters.

Square-nosed punch.
Small cold chisel.

-
. B.S.A. or similar multiple-

ended key.

This is not a very formid-

able array, and if neatly

kept together in a tool roll the

same pannier will generally

accommodate, in addition, a

coil of copper wire, and a small

box of assorted nuts, washers,

bolts, cotters, and similar small

items.

Thus we have all the heavy

articles stowed away in one

compartment, which leaves the

other at our disposal for

lighter and more fragile

goods. Of course, every rider

has his own pet gadgets, but

the following may be set down
as a fairly practical array ^or

the second bag :

Repair outfit.

Spare sparking plug.

Chain links.

Pocket soldering outfit.

Spare valve.

Roll of insulation tape.

It is hardly necessary to

point out to our practical over-

s e a s riders that there is

nothing to be gained b y
taking, for example, a large

number of chain links o f

exactly the same size. A half

link, a clip link, a spare bolt,

and one or two of the most
likely oddments will see one
out of any ordinary mishap,

and the same applies, of

course, in arranging an assort-

ment of nuts and bolts.
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Furlher- There still remain, however, more bulky
Necessities. goods to be disposed of. These .Tie, or

may be

:

Spare inner tube.

Sensible sized oilcan.

^ Spare belt or chains complete.

Spare saddle, or fork, spring, or .both.

Tin of engine oil.

The spare inner tube, bathed in French chalk, can
lie wrapped up compactly in American -clot/h and^
.•securely fastened under the saddle in the nook of the

fork and resting on tlie rear mudguard, A leather

pocket and carrier, rather resembling a knee grip, can
very easily be made to embrace the fore end of the

t.mk, so that the oilcan- stands spout upwards and
is instantly accessibie, but generally tlie rider is left to

exercise his ingenuity in stowing away the remaining
articles according to the design of liis machine. He
is Avise if he strives to locate them as near. midships
as possible, as tliey are then saved a good deal of
jolting, and thus are more likely to retain their re-

spective places of anchorage. -The rear down tube
and tlie lower tank tube frequently fonn convenient
points of attacliment for odd gadgets.

^39

.\dditional No rider is likely to object to too much
Space, carrying room, as the list we have set

forth consists merely of the barest neces-

sities. Many riders would not feel content with so

modest an outfit, ;uid if the tool hags were double the

ordinary size, few overseas riders would experience

difficulty in filling them.

The tank tool box, already in use on one or two

American machines, has the advantage of accessi-

bility, and is well placed as regards road shock. It

is a most convenient ^irrangement for carrying light

goods and the ever necessary duster. The knee grips

designed to carry dusters and possibly a light shift-

ing spanner are also commendable, as is a saddle

provided with a pouchy in w^hich a spare tube could

be housed, for, so often when a tube is carried in an

unsprung position, it is found to be rubbed and use-

less when finally required. The spare tube should

not be exposed to light and dust, or it will speedily

iperish, and though the handle-bars may suggest a con-

A-enient harbourage, apart from the effect on the steer-

ing, it is a great mistake to load up the bars any more

than necessity demands. Best leather cases may ^iso

be .obtained which can be strapped to various parts of

the frame.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

The Export Market and Manufactuiers.

The followiijg letter from JIb. J. Yernon C. Brook,
though ncft from au overseas reader, bears so strongly on an
important phase in motor cycle trade tha;t we .insert it in

the Overseas Section :

"Recent experience in asking English motor cycle manu-
t'acturers to quote for machines for the South American markets
leads one to believe that English inanufacturers are to-day
taking a line of least resistance as regards selling their
output, viz., fiUing their books with orders for the home
market almost to the entire neglect of the foreign juarkets,
for which they will probably be yearning in a few years' time.

" The majoritj' of manufacturers, when approached and
asked to quote for a sample machine for the Sout.h American
market by a large finn of export agents, replied to the effect

that they could not undertake to deliver a machine in less

llian four to six, and in some cases eight, months, and the
prices quoted were only those prices which are usually quoted
to their English agents.

" Sur^y now is the time to endeavour to enter the foreign
markets with motor cycles. American competition looms
largely ahead, and reports from representatives in foreign
markets, particularly in South America, are all in the same
strain, viz., * The Yankees are here.*

" One would suggest that any enquiry from a foreign

market should be given Al preferential treatment, and the
verj' first macliine out of the works should be shipped abroad"^
at a price which woidd allow the minimum profit margin.

" There is no doubt whatever that English machines are

in every respect equal to those made b\' our friends across

the water, and, in fact, in the majority of cases they ai'e

JvitiuitelT superior, not only as regards the design, appeiir-

ance, and reliability, but also as regards wJiat is perhaps the

most important factor—their' durability.
- "One would also suggest that the Society of Motor !Manu-
factui"ers and Traders should take this matter up with tlieir

members immediately, with a view to some consolidated policy

being agreed upon in this matter.
"Doubtless inanufacturers, after a long war and the strain

entailed during the period when munitions. was the cry on all

sides, are elated on finding their books filled to ovei-flowing

with orders from home markets, which give the minimum
amount of trouble as regards despatch, packing, payment,

etc., and therefore do not trouble to cast around for orders

which might entail more trouble.
" Surely this is the most short-sighted policy imaginable,

as there -can be little doubt that with the enormous increase

of production and the large number of new fh-ms which are

entering into the trade, the time is not far distant when
over-production, as regards the home market, will be the

order of the day.

'"By adopting this short-sighted policy, however, when
this time comes it, will probably be too late to enter into

foreign markets with the same ease as would be possible

to-day, not only because the demand would have been met
to some extent, but also because American, and possibly even

German, machines will have found their way into those

mai'kets, and the users will have become familiar with them

;

the agents also will push the sale of the machines which they

know beet, and general conditions will be more difficult

than to-day.
" It is to be sincerely hoped that English manufacturers

will realise their responsibility to the nation in this matter,

and at once adopt a line of policy which will at least lead

one to suppose that they are making every endeavour to enter

into foreign markets.
" One would like to see this subject thxeshed out at length

in your columns, as possibly -there may be others who hold

entirely different views on the matter."

A Good "Big Four" Performance.

Mr." -\. G. Sal.mon, writing from Pietermaritzburg, S.A.,

.says :
" You will be interested to leai'n that the Norton

put up the fastest time at the Pietermaritzburg Speed

Trials, held on April 26th, and attained a speed of 68 m.p.h.,

and also secured first place at the Petrol Consumption Test,
,

held on the same day by the Natal iMotor Cycle Club, over

a course of twenty-six miles. A big four secured first place

in two of the most strenuous tests held in Natal, i.e., Pieter-

maritzburg Hill Climb. The hill was one mile long, strewn

\',ith boulders, and was merely a track. The machine v/as

geared 3| to 1 on top, and took the hill with reserve power

and picked up without the sUghtest hesitation. The winner's

time was 1 niin. 25 sees., the second inan's time being

2 min. 15 sees., so you" will see from this that the per-

formance of the Norton was an excellent one.
" A point-to-point race was held over a nine-mile course,

II cross country (no roads), bush, three rivers, sand, mud,
etc., and a railway track of two and a half miles.

_
It was

only possible to cover the latter between the rails, and,

as "the sleepers were 2ft. apart and standing 4in. to Sin.

above the ground, you will realise that this was somewhat

of a test to call upon a motor cycle to accomplish. However,

the Norton, ridden by Mr. Morcom, finished 47 min. aliead

of any other machine. There were seven starters, and only

two finished the course, the other machine being a Triumph."

B17
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Touring Headquarters for Central Wales. Picturesque Notes.
By CHARLES G. HARPER.

As the A.C.U. Six Days Trials will be held in Wales, Sept. isth to 20th, with Llandrindod Wells as a centre, the following

notes will doubtless be read with great interest by would-be competitors and others who desire to know something

beyond the details of road surface and gradient of the country through which the trial will pass.

NO more cheerful and convenient centre could

have been found for the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials next September than Llandrindod Wells,

that up-to-date health resort of Radnorshire, which

occupies a position at the gate of Wales, situated mid-

way between north and south. Far removed from
London—the distance is 176J miles—Llandrindod,

with its summer population of close upon four

thousand, stands amid the mountainous hills of the

most sparsely-populated county, where no industrial

developments have come ; with the great solitudes of

Radnor Forest on the east, and on the west the heights

of Cardiganshire, where the Wye, the Towy, and the

Irfon rivers have their rise. Llandrindod is approached

from London most conveniently by Oxford, North-

leach. Cheltenham, Gloucester, Hereford, Kington,

and New Radnor : a pleasant route in itself. From
Birmingham the distance is 71 miles; from Man-
chester 130; from Shrewsbury 53: Chester 84; and

Cardiff 72. Beyond Llandrindod the tourist comes

in another forty-six miles to the coast of Wales, at

Aberystwyth.

An Architecturally New Town.
Almost without exception, the towns and villages

of Wales are an effect of grey and white, set amid

the green-grey of the eternal hills. They are not

beautiful as a rule. The tourist does not usually

perceive this because of the setting amid the wonder-

ful scenery. Llandrindod is in another key of colour :

it is red. And, in its present guise, it is new. Nothing

old about Llandrindod, except the parish church of

the Trinity, from which the town and the "health-

giving springs of the wells derive their name. For

Llandrindod means " Trinity Church," and the older

Llandrindod, whose spa was originally discovered in

1696, and of the health resort which was fashionable

about 1749, nothing remains save tliat church and

the farm down below it, called "Llandrindod Hall."

That occupies, more or less, the site of what was, in

the eighteenth century, once the." Grosvenor " Hotel.

There the invalids, real and imaginary, who came to

drink the waters stayed, and there, too, came the

rogues and the professional gamblers of that time,

to prey upon the wealthy, as they did at Bath and

other fashionable spas. For Llandrindod was fashion-

able then, in spite of that old-time difficulty of get-

ting to the place. The gamblers ruined it : the hotel

BiS

was demolished, and the wells declined. Everyone

thought Llandrindod was finished ; and so, indeed,

it was for that generation. The next saw it modestly

recovering; for the healing springs are eternal; and

each generation has its aches and -pains, and over-eats

itself, and behaves in ways it did not ought. And so

there you are! In the days of that modest recovery,

the visitors to Llandrindod were provincials, and it

remained for the coming of the railway to bring back

all the old popularity and more. Further, it re-

mained for the great war—now happily ovet—to give

such a stimulus to Llandrindod (and other British

inland spas) as never was known. Aix and Homburg,

Marienbad, and such Continental baths and spas, are

"down and out," and our own resorts are reaping

the benefit.

Scarcely a house in Llandrindod Wells is there which

can have come to its twenty-fifth year. I love antiquity,

but if I cannot have it, give me something quite new.

Do not invite me to your has-been resort which was

built and flourished in the architectural dark ages, when

grey stucco was your only wear, and the dismal semi-

basement breakfast room and other domestic dungeons

prevailed.

Llandrindod, as I have said, is architecturally new.

Also, it IS red. It flowers scarlet in its brick and

Cefnllys, near Llandr'ndod

Wells.
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terra cotta, like some geranium, and is eminently

cheering. So, likewise, is the beautiful Rock Park in

the centre of the town. It is a town of gardens, hotels,

boarding-houses, and bands. And of 'automobiles.

No need to be dull here. Yet, if you wish to com-
mune with nature, and to be alone to think great

thoughts, there, all around, are the lovely solitudes.

A picturesque comer in Montgomery.

There, half an hour or so away, down in its profound
hollow, is Dyserth, or Disserth, consisting of a church
and one farmhouse : a lonely spot "which takes its name
from its positioiT in what were once the wilds

—
" tlie

desert,'"' in fact. And, in another direction, an easy

walk, Cefnllys (" Kefenlees " is the pronunciation),

even more beautiful and .inaccessible, for you must
needs walk to it; while to Dyserth you can motor or

cycle.

The most lovely and interesting run by motor cycle

around Llandrindod is without doubt tliat northwards
to Newtown. Indeed, I have a perfect little tour of

delight for 3'Ou; as thus: Llandrindod to Llanbister,

6 ?4 miles ; Xe^'town, 17 K. Garthmyl, 6; .Mont-
gomery, 2 ii ; Bishop's Castle, 9 ; Clun, 6 ; Knighton,

7 ; V^^litton, 3]^ ; New' Radnor, 6 ; Llanvihangel-nant-

Melan, 3; Penybont, 6; Llandrindod Wells, 3^4.
This is a circular tour, totalling seventy-seven miles.

From Llandrmdod you proceed along the lovely valley

of tlie Ithon, growing more beautiful as you proceed.

Passing Llanbister, with its interesting church on the

rise to the right, in another mile, beside the road and
the river on the left, is the humble little church of

Llananno. Well might the traveller pass it by : but

that would be a mistake, for it contains one of the

most wonderfully enriched ancient rood screens in

Wales : a monument of the old wood-carver's art.

In the Severn Valley.
Then, passing Llanbadam Fynydd, and rising to

Clog Moor, 1,233ft., a long, long, and winding descent

conducts you into tlie Severn valley and into the neat

and pleasant Newtown, at a junction of roads whence
you may proceed to any place you please. We con-

tinue to Abermule and Garthmyl, and there turn right

for Montgomer)', that decayed town of the splendid

name and the historic past. Montgomery long ago
gave up the attempt to compete with 'any other town.

It is of the past, like the ragged ruins of its Norman
castle on the wooded heights above. But it is a pleasant

place on a summer's day. There is the great empty

square; and there, down below the Castle Hill, stands

a lovely old group of houses, with the smoke, from

their chimneys lazily curling up to the background of

trees. There are interesting and gorgeous monuments
in the church; and in tlie churchyard (capture a

native to show you where it is, otherwise you will never

find it!) will be found the " Robber's Grave." It is

illogically so-called, for tlie imfortunate man, named
Newton, who lies there was unjustly convicted and

hanged for highway robbery and murder which he

did not commit ; so he suffers the lasting indignity of

a posthumous stigma. Tradition says that he declared,

as proof of his innocence, that grass would never grow

on his grave. It is marked by a white rose bush.

Local superstition declares that cynical people who
have sown grass-seed there have come by sudden and

extremely unpleasant ends. However that may be,

this observer noted that no bare place existed. In

fact, the grass there was exceptionally luxuriant.

A Town of Hilly Streets.

This is a region of abrupt and striking hills. In the

distance you see the Breiddin Hills, lovely beyond

compare, with the pillar to Admiral Rodney promi-

nent on them. And Bishop's Castle town, to which

we now tum, is one of amazingly hilly streets.
_

The
Bishop's castle no longer exists, and nothing in the

little town need detain the tourist. Here we turn

south, and come past Clun and its castle to the little

town of Knighton, of more crooked and steep streets.

The westward road goes to Llandrindod by Bleddfa,

biit our way is still southwards, on to Whitton village,

and is wooded and hilly. Two miles beyond, at

Beggar's Bush fork of roads, we bear right, and come
to New Radnor: a very small, very quiet place, called

a " town," but really a village, and not, by a thousand

years or so, so new as its name would imply. The even

smaller Old Radnor, near at hand, is so old that no

A sixteenth century cottage near New Radnor.
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one dare give a date to it. But New Radnor has the

loveliest sixteenth century cottage that ever I have
seen. Vou cannot help noticing it, for it stands pro-

minently on the main road : the last house on the

right as you leave for Llanvihangel-nant-Melan, beyond
which we bear right at fork for returning to Llan-

drindod through Penybont.

Powls Castle, or " Castell Coch.

An interesting extension of the route detailed above

would be that which would continue from Garthmyl

to Welshpool, and on to the "Cross Foxes " Inn at

Llandysilio; and thence proceeding to Lake Vyrnwy,

that eighth and modern wonder of Wales—if, indeed,

we have any room left in these times for wonder,

which I doubt. Approaching Welshpool by a level

road, with the canal on the right and the park

of Powis Castle on the left, we find Pool, as it is

styled locally and on the milestones, to be a rather

ragged old town, somewhat lamenting the success 'of

Newtown in taking away most of its flannel-making

industry. Powis Castle stands romantically high.

The Welsh call it " Castell Coch "—from its red^

sandstone walls. It is the ancient seat of the Earl

of Powis.

The Largest Lake in Wales.

Turning left at the " Cross Foxes " by the modern
'Church of Llandysilio, the road goes beside the river

Cain, which gives part of its long name to the village

of Llansaintffraed-ym-Mechain. And so, by Llan-

fechan and Bryngwyn railway station to Llanfyllin.

After this comes the four-mile rise to Mynydd-y-Brith

and the following steep descents to Pont Eynon.

Lake Vyrnwy, the largest lake in Wales, now comes

in view. The road on to Bala is an impossible one,

and it is necessary to return the way we came, to

Welshpool. There and back is seventy miles.

Another extremely attractive round is that detailed

below. It totals 140^^ miles. Leaving Llandrindod

for Rhayader by Llanyre, we come in ten miles to

Rhayader, a little town on the upper reaches of the

Wye, greatly frequented by anglers, and latterly for the

interesting lakes and dams formed for the Birmingham
water supply at Cwm Elan. These, however, four

miles distant in another direction, should form the

object of a short excursion in itself. We pursue

the Aberystwyth road, a main road, but very hilly,

through Gamallt to the summit, Steddfa Gurig, 1,358
feet. Here the heights of Plynlimmon look down

upon the wild and desolate scene. Fifteen miles,

mostly descents, lead into Aberystwyth, that popular

seaside resort, too well known to need description

here. The hilly coast road thence, to Aberaeron, six-

teen miles, past Llanychaiarn, and the steep Ffos-

rhyd-Galed Hill to Llanrhystyd, is spectacular, and

ends delightfully at the mouth of the Aeron river and

that lovely valley which the eighteenth century poet

has sung so attractively :

" The nymphs are gay,
Tlie swains are hale,

Such ble.ssings dwell in Aeron's Vale."

So bracing, eh !

It is therefore encouraging to know that our way
lies along the Vale of Aeron. And very nice, too,

except the steep hill at " Temple Bar " and Tycam
Bridge, eight miles out. Five miles beyond is the

dull little town of Lampeter, whence we proceed to

Pumpsaint. The way to Talley grows easy, and ex-

tremely beautiful ; the Cothi flowing along amid
meadows, a remarkable change from the kind of

scenery hitherto passed. Where the Vale of Cothi

widens, with the tree-clad hills retiring to the back-

ground, are situated the ruins of Talley Abbey.
In a further eight miles the town of Llandilo is

reached. Not an interesting town ; and therefore the

tourist need not hesitate to speed away down its High
Street. The way now lies along the great mail-coach

road to Llandovery, thirteen miles, past Abermarlais

and Llanwrda. Llandovery itself, although a town

of sorts, is a very rustic-looking one. Here, in the

level strath, the rivers Towy, Bran, and Gwyddering
come to their meeting place, and on a little mound by

the waters stand the remains of the castle. The out-

standing peculiarity of Llandovery would seem to be

a queer taste for distempering nearly all the houses with

a salmon-pink wash.

Leaving the main road, 'we come again into beauti-

ful scenery at Glan Bran, and presently begin the rise

to the Sugar Loaf Hill, a pass in the mountains ; very

grand and impressive. Thus we come into Llanwrtyd

Wells, a small Welsh spa, with a fine modern
hotel. Passing Cefn-y~Bedd, which means the " Ridge

of the Grave," in Cwm Llewelyn at Cilmerry, a small

obelisk on the right marks the spot where Llewelyn

ap Gruffydd, the last native Prince of Wales, was

killed, 1282. In another two and a half miles the

small town of Builth is reached, and in eight more we
come home to Llandrindod.

Talley Abbey, in the Vale of Cothi.
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THE HIGH-TENSION MAGNETO.
Its Theory and Construction from a

Beginner's Point of View.

IN our issue for June 12th, we gave the
first instahnent of this instructive
article on the liigh-tension magneto,

in which the author referred to the
various parts of the instrument, their
construction, and functions. We repeat
the concluding paragraph of the pre-
ceding part of the article :

As the armature revolves in a magnetic
fie.'d. and, if the contacts are closed, the
armature also has a magnetic field of its

own, there must be some distortion or
displacement in the pennanent magnetic
field produced by this second or created
field. In the appended diagrams, two
conditions are present-ed.

(A) series represents the armature a^
different positions during a quarter of a
revolution, or, to present the same thing
in other words, passing from the position
where the maximum flux is passing
through the core of the armature to the
position where the minimum flux is pass-
ing through the core.

The Lines of Force.

During the A series of diagrams (fig. 4)
the primary wmding of the armature is

open circuited, say, by placing a small
piece of insulating -material between the
contact points. It will be noticed as the
armature revolves that the lines of force
begin to leak across from the advancing
armature cheeks (L) to" the opposite pole
shoe of the magnet system. This process,
more or less, gradually goes on until all

the lines of force are passing across from,
pole shoe to pole shoe via the armature
core cheeks, while practically no lines of
force are traversing the armature core.
If the armature is revolved any further,
the lines of force will again be reinstated
in the core, but in the opposite direction.
It is well to note here that this reversal
of flux, or lines of force, is due to the
change in the position of the armature,
and not to any actual change in the direc-
tion of passage of the lines of force. If
6ome device for showing the wave form
of a generator (snch an apparatus is

commonly called an oscillograph) had
been connected to the terminals of the
primary winding, a voltage curve would
liave been produced by tliis rotational
movement of the armature of approxi-
mately the shape shown in fig 7. A volt-
age curve exactly similar in shape to this
one would have been obtained from the
eecondary winding, but 'oi a magnitude,
when compared to the one shown, pro-
portional to the ratio of turns between the
primary and secondary windings. Now
the maximum voltage that it is possible
to obtain from the secondary of the aver-
age high-tension magneto is in the neigh-
bourhood of 2,000 volts, that is, when
the primary winding remains open-cir-
cuited, and the magneto armature is re-

{Concluded from page 597

—

June iztk.)

volved at high speed. Tliis voltage is

quite inadequate for jump spark ignition,

and again, is a quantity that varies with
the speed of the machine ; in fact, it is

quite true, for all practical purposes, to

say that this voltage is directly propor-
tional to the speed.
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Fig. 4.

The motor cycle engine is a variable

speed machine, and if normal efficiency

is to be obtained the ignition spark must
be quite capable of producing the desired

result at very low speeds _as well as higli.

Also the instant of occurrence of the

spark must be under very accurate con-

.

trol, otherwise the action of the engine
would be most erratic.

It will be gathered from the foregoing

that when the magneto is operated with
the contact breaker open the machine is

simply an elementary form of alternating

current generator.
Now it is worth while at this point to

review the fundamental laws governing
the generation of voltage or e.m.f. by
means of a conductor cutting through the
magnetic Imes of force :

1. The voltage generated is directly

proportional to the number of lines of

force if time and number of turns are

constant.

2. The voltage generated is propor-

tional to the number of turns in the coil

tliat does the cutting if time and number
of lines of force are constant.

3 (and most important). The voltage
generated is inversely proportional to the
time required in the cutting, other factors
remaining constant.

How the Spark is Produced.

It will be quite obvious that' the
number of turns of wire that it is possible

to wind on a magneto armature is limited,

as is also the number of lines of force

that can pass through the armature core.

Therefore the only method of getting the
necessary high voltage for jump spark
ignition is to reduce the time during
which the flux cutting takes place ; in

other words, the time required for the
lines of force to leave the armature must
be reduced to the absolute minimum.
The lines must not be allowed to leave the
armature core gradually as the armature
revolves, as depicted in the A series of

diagrams, but must be restrained until

they are at such a tension that if released

they instantly readjust themselves to such
an extent that they leave the core en-

tirely, and are even reinstated in the
opposite direction. The way in which
this is accomplished will be apparent by
inspecting the second series of diagrams,
B. In this series, the primary winding
is short-circuited by removing (shall we
say?) the imaginary piece of insulation

from between the contact points, as men-
tioned previously. It will be noticed as

the armature revolves that very few lines

of force are leaking from the advancing
armature cheek to the opposite pole piece

compared with the same armature position

in diagram A. What is happening is that

the attempt to cut the lines of force has
set up an e.m.f. in the primary winding,

Cx
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The High-tension Magneto.—
ami tliis e.m.f., acting in a closed circuit,

has set up a current. This current,

obeying natural laws, has established a

magnetic field of its own, and as the

polarity of the lines of force composing
this field is the same as the lines of

magnetic force produced by the magnet
system, the two, for the ' time being,

virtually become one. ,

The mutual attraction of these two mag-
netic fields enables the armature to drag

or twist the main field produced by the

magnet system around with it, until a

position is reached where, if the main
field be released, it will instantly desert

the armature core, pass across through
the coi'e cheeks, and partly re-establi.'^h

itself through the core in the opposite

direction. When this position is reached,

the contact breaker is opened by the

cams, and, as the primary winding is

• open-circuited thereby, the current ceases

to flow. This results in the immediate
collapse of the magnetic field associated

with this current, and as the main field

is no longer subject to the influence of

the armature field, it readjusts itself in

a position depicted in the last diagram
in series B. The interval between dia-

grams 4 and 5 of the series B (see fig. 4)

is an extremely small fraction of a second.

Now as the lines of force are closed

circles, it will be obvious that before the

said lines can leave the armature core

they must pass through the windings
thereon. The very high rate of change
or rate of cutting lines of force that

occurs at this point is the source of the

extremely high voltage of the magneto.
Once the above principle is comprehended,
it will become reasonably obvious why the
high-tension magneto produces a prac-

tically constant sparking voltage over a

very wide range of speeds, for, as the

writer has endeavoured to point out, the

actual rotational speed of the armature
has little or no influence or control over
the actual rate, of cutting magnetic lines

of force producing the sparking voltage.

The Function o£ the Condenser.

We have not as yet mentioned the con-

denser's share of the work. As the
primary winding, as well as the second-

ary, surrounds the armature core, when
the contacts are opened a high potential

difference would appear across the con-

tacts. An arc or spark would result,

which would not only allow the current
to flow for an appreciable time after the
contacts had opened, thus slowing up
the rate of change of flux, and thereby
reducing the secondary voltage, but would
also dissipate the major portion of the
energy, which would otherwise appear in

the secondary spark or discharge. Some

device or method must thus be employed

to enable the contact breaker to get
" from under," so to speak. This is the

function of the condenser, and without it

a higli-tension magneto is useless. What
really happens, practically explained, is

tliatthe condenser momentarily acts as a
short circuit, but a short circuit possessed

of most peculiar properties. Without
going into the theories of electro-static

capacities, I might just explain that when
a condenser is connected to a source of

e.m.f, theri' is a momentary rush of

current, which charges the condenser. As
the condenser becomes charged, it builds

up 371 e.m.f. of its own, which, having
an opposite polarity to the charging
.source, soon stops the flow of current.

Now, if the charging force be discon-

nected, and the terminals of the condenser
are bridged by a conductor, there will

be a momentary rush of current, and the
condenser is discharged again.

,
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This is what happens in a magneto :

The current from the primary winding

when the contacts are opened flows into

the condenser, charging it, and raising its

potential. When a balance is reached,

the condenser immediately takes ^ the

upper hand, and discharges practically

the whole of its store of energy back into

the primary winding. This reversal of

the direction of flow of current materially

assists in reversing the magnetic field in

the armature core. Therefore, the major
portion of- the total energy present in

the armature core at the instant before the

contacts open is impressed on the

secondary winding, and appears in the

spai-k gap rejjresented by the spark plug.
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To sum the whole of the foregoing up

in a few words, we n.!ght say that the

primary winding acts as a trap, by means

of which the main field produced by the _
magnet system is caught up and twisted

around iintil the lines of force are

lengthened or stretched just as though

they were rubber bands or springs. When
a position is reached where, if the lines

were released, they would snap or spring

back, and thus cut through the windings

at great speed, the trapping or restrain-

ing effect of the primary is suddenly

discontinued, and the lines readjust them-

selves. The time required for the lines

to take up their new positions is ex

ceedingly small, and is governed prin-

cipally by the efficiency of the design,

and also by the quality of the non-

permanent part of the magnetic circuit

comprising the pole shoes and armature

core. There is no destructive action on

the magnetism of the main field durin,i>

this twisting action of the armature, .aa

it simply acts like a series of rubber
bands or springs that are continivally

stretched and released.

Transformation of Energy.

The energy that appears at the spark
plug in the form of an electric spai-k is

simply a small portion of the mechanical
work, that must be applied to the arma-
ture-shaft of the magneto to produce
rotation, appearing in another form.

High-tension magneto armatures are

often compared with ordinary induction

coils, and, although a completely wound
armature makes an excellent induction

coil when supplied with a primary mag-
netising current, still the operation of the

armature in the magneto is not exactly

similar to the action of an induction coil.

For instance, in the induction coil we
have two windings, primary and secondary,
similar to the magneto. The primary
winding is used to charge or magnetise
the iron core upon which the two coils

are wound, and it is the collapsing of this

magnetic field when the primary circuit

is interrupted that produces the high-

tension spark. In the magneto the iron

core upon which the primary and secondary
are wound is magnetised by the perma-
nent magnet system. The primary wind-
ing serves to restrain the magnetism in

the core while it is being revolved
through approximately a quarter of a

revolution. The spark energy for the
induction coil is derived from the battery
or generator, whichever the case may be,

that supplies the primary winding with
its magnetising current. The spark
energy of the magneto is derived from
the work performed in revolving the
armature against the resistance of the
magnetic lines of force to being stretched

as depicted in series B (fig. 4).—C.CP.

AN OPEN TRIAL FOR PASSENGER MACHINES.
No Secret Checks

THE Midland Cup Trial of 1914 was
a most successful and interesting

event, and there is every reason to

believe this competition, for passenger
machines, will be very keen this year.

The energetic Birmingham M.C.C. has
arranged tor the event to be held on the
19th prox., starting at 9 a.m. from
Stratford-on-Avon, over a 160 miles

or Speed Judging in Midland Cup Trial on July 19th.

Secret checks and speed judging com-
petitions are not included, and, in the

event of more than one rider qualifying

for the Midland Cup, gold medals only
will be awarded. In addition to gold
and silver medals, there will also be two
team prizes for teams of three machines.
The trial will include hill-climbing,

brake tests, stopping and restarting, and
others tests. Sealed watches will be

carried by the competitors, who will be
given one minute allowance either way
on schedule time. Speedometers will be
allowed. Entry fee for members is

10s. 5d., non-members 21s. Teams may
be nominated at an extra fee of Ss. per
machine. Entry forms and any further
information may be obtained from Mr.
S. Kempson Jones, 93, John Bright
Street, Birmingham.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

iV.S.f/. GEAR CONTROL.
Sir,—Can any of your readers inform me whether they*

have been able to evolve any more up-to-date metliod of

control than at present exists on the N.S.U. two-speed gear?
The present method of control seems to me to be uncom-
fortable and obsolete. Any sketches would be appre-
ciated by WM. R. ARMSTRONG (2ud-Lt., R.G.A.).

COASTING WITH EXHAUST VALVE HAISED.
Sir,—^e Mr. Taylor's letter of June 12th. When going

down hill with exhaust lever raised, why open the throttle

and air? This surely is a great waste of petrol, and I

tind on my machine, when I coast with the exhaust valve
raised and throttle open, that there are a series of loud
bangs, which shows that the gas must be exploded some-
where, either in the silencer or cylinder.

If one closes the throttle altogether when coasting, does
not the engine draw cold air in thi'ough the silencer and
exliaust port, and so cool the hottest part of the engine?

I should be pleased to see any readers' opinion on this

subject. DOUGLAS.
Sutton Coldfield.

CLIMBING'ON BENZOLE.
Sir,—In The Autocar of June 19th I read on page 622, re

the benzole test on the Welsh hills, that " Bwlch-y-Groes
proved formidable for machines running on benzole where
Carburetters had not been retuned."
May I say I have been up this hill in a non-stop run

from Dinas to Bala on my 4^1 h.p. B.iS.A. on benzole with
the carburetter exactly as the firm sent it out for petrol.

The jet was open one turn. The day was very hot and
sunny. The ascent was done all on second, except the hair-

pin bend at the bottom and a. short bit on top. The engine
showed no signs of overheating. I also ascended successfully

on benzole, obtained at Bala, the hilly road from this place

to Lake Vyrnwy, starting on the clutch after every stop at

the numerous gates. The engine was quite cool on top of

the hill. M.L.L.
London.

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT.
Sir,—After reading the article on " Clutch Adjustment,"

by " Cliinook," in your issue of May 8th, I cannot but
congratulate "Chinook" upon the advice given. Endless
troubles can be traced right back to either a badly designed

or badly adjusted clutch, and if riders would only take the

trouble to master the design of their particular type of

clutch they would, in many cases, be surprised to find what
improvements can often be made by merely adjusting the

clutch spring pressure.

On three different types of machines, all fitted with
Sturmey-Archer gears, I have been able to make improve-

ments by clutch adjustment. The first came about through
accident, but the accidental condition proved to be so bene-

ficial that I investigated the matter and fomid that the.

benefits could be maintained by spring pressnre_ adjustment,

and ever since this occasion one of my points in tuning up
a new machine has been to examine the clutch thoroughly

and try to improve its adjustment.

X can only imagine that the various makers have been

absolutely compelled to adjust clutches on the tight side

in order to allow for careless or unintelligent handling, arid

as the few have to suffer for the faults of the many it will

certainly pay the few to follow "Chinook's" advice and

make what improvement they can.

, To go a little -further into the clutch question, I have

always found the Sturmey-Archer with cork inserts capable

of extremely good results. I understand that the use

of cork is now abandoned (why, I cannot imagine), but if

any of your readers can give me any reason I should be

greatly obliged, for it might lead me to make further

alterations to the clutch I have in use at the present time.

Coventry. SPRING.

ONE-LEGGED HIDERS.
Sir,—I see sometimes in your columns accounts of how

various one-legged riders have modified standard machines

in order to get over their disability, and thought that my
experience might be of help to others who, like myself,

_

are disabled in the right leg.

Owing to " Jerry," my leg is quite stiff at the knee,

and it is thus essential to have the right footboard much
further forward than is common practice. I managed this

on my A.J.S., which, by the way, has no right foot controls,

and is, therefore, eminently suitable for my purpose by

removing the footboard, which is secured by two bars

running under the crank case through eyes on the under-

side of the board, and replacing it so that the rear eye

and the front bar engage, the board being kept in position

and tilted at an angle by a metal strap connecting the rear

bar and the under-side of the footboard.

This, I find, gives a very comfortable riding position, and

is an excellent support for" my leg, since the angle at which

the footboard is tilted can be altered by fitting a longer or

a shorter strap.

The whole alteration can be carried out by any amateur,

since it is only necessary to drill out one hole in the metal

strap to take the screw which secures it to the footboard,

and to bend the other end into a loop to fit over the rod

referred to above. B.T.P.

Wimbledon.

LIVE AND LET LIVE!
Sir,—iJe the article under the heading of " The Youthful

Motor Cyclist " in your issue of June 19th, I feel, as a

youthful motor cyclist myself, with considerably over 20,000

miles to my credit, that I cannot let this go by without

some criticism.

In the first place, your correspondent advocates fitting

an exhaust system that will produce the maximum amount

of noise. Does he consider this is decent behaviour, taking

into account the danger and annoyance caused to other users

of the road by this disgusting and ungentlemanly practice,

wliich is calculated to get motor cyclists as a whole into

disrepute with the general public and police?

Secondly, your correspondent remarks that a small work-

shop with lathe, etc., is desirable. This is quite unnecessary.

The modern motor cycle is consistently reliable, and only

requires such simple operations as decarbonising, etc., very

occasionally. It is pure folly to mess, and tinker with valve

settings, etc., as the makers probably know more about them
than amateurs. Thu'dly, the real joy of motor cycling lies

not in making a nuisance of oneself, but in touring and
seeing as much as possible of this beautiful country that

we live in. In conclusion, I may state that I sometirnes

meet such as your correspondent, dressed
_
up in racing

helmets and other ludicrous atrocities, imagining they are

going a terrific speed, and they seem somewhat surprised

when mv five-year-old Scott sweeps past them with nothing

more than a low hum. CONSIDERATE.
Edgbaston.
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DUAL-PURPOSE MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,— I note withTiiterest the letter of Mr. N. H. Kettle-

well with reference to my appreciation of the design of the
A. B.C. I do not wish to insinuate anything, and so I feel
bound to reply to liis letter and say "that, hi my humble
opinion, the A. B.C. appears to be the nearest ajjproach to
the ideal for either solo or sidecar work.
My reasons are as follows : Though of very moderate

weight the engine develops ample power ; a four-speed gear
is provided and the machine is sprung fore and aft; more-
over, owing to the disposition of the cylinders, the cooling
ought to be distinctly better than any other air-cooled
machine that I know of. This, of course, is a very important
point for sidecar work. Every motor cyclist knows, of
course, that there are many suitable machines for both pur-
poses, and the writer would be the last person to suggest
that there were not ; but the ideal is quite another thnig,
and I feel fully justified in spite of Mr. N. H. Kettlewell's
remarks in expressing my opniion. I do not for a moment
despise other machines.

Penrith. GEORGE TAYLOR, A.M.I.A.E.

BAKING THE SPARKING PLUGS.
Sir,—I am interested in " I.xion's " remarks on the subject

of baked sparking plugs, especially in view of experiences
of my own.
During the winter of 1915 I happened to be the engineer

on a 75 h.p. si.x-cylinder Thornycroft motor boat. The
engines on the earlier types of these boats and the one I

was on were absolutely e.xposed to the weather, and though
I did my best to protect mine with canvas from damp and
wet, yet, with a cold and misty morning, which is of

frequent occurrence by the sea, starting up in the ordinary
way was impossible. Therefore, I used to take out the plugs,

put them in a tray of petrol and bake them, and four times
out of five a start was effected. In the tifth case all the
wiring and coil, dual ignition being fitted, had to be removed
and baked in an oven. The earlier Sunbeam aero engines,

fitted with air compressor starting, used to suffer on damp
mornings i^i much the same way. To my way of thinking,

there is no special technical point attached to baking plugs

other than the point that baking dries the plug throughout,
and, should the interior of the engine be slightly damp, the

plug keeps its points clear of moisture long enough to get

the engine firing. RIF-RAF. .

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,^As an old reader of your paper and a motor cyclist

for nine years, I should like to supplement the information

given on June 5th in a letter from "AH 1707." I am a

native of the \'illage of which he speaks, and myself went to

his aid and tried to get the Harley-Davidson running, but
his magneto had taken a fancy to water. I then offered to

take the valve cap out of the Morgan and remove the plug,

which they could not remove only by the aid of a vice. I also

offered the use of two
spare plugs, but was ^

told they were faulty,

so I left the Morgan
and went to the aid of

another in trouble. I

have since fitted one of

the plugs in my own
machine, and it runs

perfectly. I, as an old

motor cyclist, make a

practice of carrying

one or two spare plugs,

and I have always
been able to continue

my journey, if one has

given out. JAMES.
Shipley.

Sir,—It seems to me
that some people have
a curious idea of what
they call " courtesy

"

on the road. Your corre-

spondent -"W.W.B.,"
in The Motor Cycle
of June 12th, surely
shows discourtesy to
other motor cyclists

who do not stop when he has a puncture by the tone of

his letter about them.
Personally if I have a puncture I get on with the job, and

do not expect all and sundry who pass to stop and do the job

for me. If I have real trouble I simply put up my hand
to the first passing motor cyclist, and I have never seen
one refuse to stop when hailed. When I first started motor
cycling I often used to stop when I saw fellow riders at the
side of the road, but I nearly always received the same
answer, " no thanks, old chap," and so I dropped it and now
do not step unless signalled. Supposing everybody took
" W.W.B. " at his word when next he had a puncture, say,

just outside Brighton on Saturday afternoon. I am afraid

he would soon be like the General who always took the back
streets because his arm got tired returning salutes. Perhaps
he is_ thinking of the "old time" courtesy when motor
cyclists were few and far between, and one would invariably

^stop when one saw someone broken down, but in these days
I hardly think it is practicable.

There is one suggestion I would like to make on this

matter. Why not have a signal of distress?

If a man has a breakdown and requires assistance,' all he
need do is to tie his white handkerchief to the off side end
of his handle-bar. Not necessarily in the form of a flag,

but just to hang straight down when tied by one corner.

This would not be obtrusive, but would immediately convey
to passing motor cyclists that the owner was in trouble and
needed assistance. I do not think anybody would have cause

to complain of the "lost courtesy of the road" if such a
plan as this were advocated and spread by the motor cj-cling

press. Perhaps you can see your way to advise such an
idea in your columns. S. PERKINS.

TWO-STROKES AND SCOOTERS.
Sir,—Although the two-stroke has now been used for motor

cycles for some years, practically no advance has been made
in design. The Tilston engine, described in your issue of

May 15th, is very ingenious, but it does away with the chief

attraction of the two-stroke engine, viz., simplicity. Fur-

ther, we know nothing of its performance.
In your next issue (May 22ndj there appears -a full-page

illustration of the Precision two-stroke. In this engine

use is made of the magneto chain to circulate the oil, the

oil well being at the bottom of the chain case. Let us hope
that this will solve the lubrication difficulty, as everyone
with experience of two-stroke engines knows that accurate

lubrication is a sine qua non, a small error one way or the

other resulting in overheating in the case of under-
lubrication and misfiring in the case of over-lubrication.

Some time ago I wrote to your • columns suggesting an
oval exhaust port, as the corners of the present rectangu-

lar type get rapidly filled with carbon deposit. The idea is

to do away with these dead angles, in order to reduce the
rate of deposition. We hear of streamline carburetter

passages

;

streamline

The Morgan on the road during the London-Edinburgh run. This particular
machine was driven by Mr. H. F. S. Morgan, who, with the four other entrants,
obtained a medal.

why not
ports in

two-stroke engines?

It is a pity that the
best makes of motor
cycles fitted with two-
stroke engines now cost
about as much as those
of the same class having
four-stroke engines.
When the air-cooled

two-stroke commenced
to boom, it was hailed
as the " motor cycle for

the million," but if it

is to dispossess the four-

stroke advantage will

have to be taken of its

simplicity to offer it

at a much lower figure.

Let us hope that manu-
facturers will direct
their energies towards
a large production, of
two-stroke lightweights
instead of pandering
to this ridiculous motor
scooter craze.
P. W. HAMPTON.
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A HOME-MADE SCOOTER.
Sir,—I enclose two photographs of a home-macle scooter

which is made up from au Auto-wheel, and an extra road
wheel and mudguard. The frame is a single aluminium casting,

the gear is 84 to 1. and the drive is to the back wheel by a

•j^in. Renold chain. There are three rubber buffers

incorporated in the rear sprocket, and these absorb much
of the shock. Both wheels are sprung through a patent

system of mine, and I find it very comfortable even on bad
roads. The scooter climbs veiy well, and I have gone from
Wolverhampton to Birmingham in fifty minutes non-stop,

A home-made scooter made by Mr. B. H. Bayliss.

and successfully climbed West Bromwich "Hill without
personally assisting. The average speed works out at
over 5 m.p.h. over vile roads. My only trouble is broken
mudguard stays. The mudguards are attached to the wheels
(sprung), and so get a lot of jolting. I only made the scooter
for use whOe overhauling my car, but have quite taken to it.

I understand that many scooters have been made up of

Auto-wheel sets. Will others kindly come forward with
photographs and compare notes?

I am an advocate of "no seat." Hoping tliis will interest

your readers, B. H. BAYLISS, late R.A.F.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle numerous " growls

"

from readers who have difficulty in obtaining parts from
makers of their machines, and that they also complain of
inattention to correspondence, and also the " Don't care

"

style" of reply when it does eventually arrive. I also notice
that when a complaint of this kind is published the name of

the offending firm is rarely mentioned. Why not? I certainly

think that if these manufacturers knew that there was a
chance of their being brought to task before 100,000 readers
of The Motor Cycle (the majority of whom " devour " its

pages from cover to cover—at least I do) it would give them
" furiously to thirrk," and might induce them to get a
move on.

I should brieflj" like to mention my experience with regard
to spare parts. I have a 5^ h.p. 1914 Sunbeam which I

bought three years ago second-hand and have used with
sidecar ever since—winter and summer—over very hilly

country. Last year, through my neglect in not adjusting the
clutch rod, I broke two teeth off one of the cogs on the lay-

shaft. With gloomy forebodings of a long spell of waiting,"

I posted the damaged part to the makers, with an amount
which I thought would cover the cost, on a Thursday, and
you can imagine my delighted surprise when I received the
new part on the following Saturday morning and I was able

to put it in myself and get on the road again without missing

a journey. I have since written to them for trifling items
not worth their bothering about but invariably get prompt
delivery and a courteous reply.

I may state that the Sunbeam is going as strong as ever.

Only recently we went to the moor over the usual hilly

Devon roads, having wife (112 lb.) and daughter (701b.) in

the sidecar, another daughter (95 lb.) on carrier, and myself

(164 lb.) on the saddle. How is that for a five-year-old 3^ h.p. ?

I was fortunate in not meeting an inspector of the N.S.P.C.A.

I have had many oft'ers for the outfit, at considerably mora

than I paid three years ago, but although I have a good six-

cylinder car, I cannot yet make up my mind to part with mj
sturdy silent Sunbeam.

In common fairness, I have pleasure in giving my experi-

ence, and advise my fellow readers to deal with those Hvmli

who do not lose interest in their products when sold or eveW

when purchased second-hand.
Unfortunately, for me, usual disclaimer applies.

JOHN SCOBLE.

A TABLOID HISTORY OF AIR COOLING.

Sir,—I must apologise to "Pitot" for not answering

his letter of May 15th earlier—I have only just seen it.

Opinions may differ as to the best method of comparing

the petrol consumption of different engines. He dislikes

bench test consumptions, and prefers gallons per hour in

flight at altitude. His method, unfortunately, introduces

variable factors, e.g., his selected rotaries are used on

small scouts with minimum load, and his selected verticals,

etc., on comparatively heavy two-seaters. I should question

the soundness of this method. Even if an engine^ of

each type, e.g., a Puma and a B.R.2, were both used on

the same aeroplane, e.g., a Snipe, a variable would be

introduced into the comparison, as the installations would

modify the machine. For these reasons, if anybody asks

which type of engine is the more economical, a bench

test is the only reliable standard.

If " Pitot " prefers air consumptions, he has no right

to juggle with his figures. His petrol consumptions are

approximately correct, but his horse-power figures are

grossly inaccurate. He lists the B.R.2 as 230 h.p., which

is within 4 h.p. of its maximum output; but he quotes

the Puma as also 230 h.p., which is 35 h.p. Mow its

maximum !

Again, he takes an obsolete Vee, the R.A.F. 3a, and

compares it with the two latest rotaries.

Since he says my figures are " hopelessly wrong," I beg

to inform him that I went to the pains of having them

checked by the statistical section at the Air - Ministry.

His phrase is therefore grotesque in any case : if he had

been content to say " wrong," he would have had an excuse,

for they happen to be based on the latest (and previously

unpublished) returns from the factories concerned.

If, by terming the " radials " unproved, he means that

they were not ready for service in France last year, he is,

of course, correct. But " unproved " is a strong word to

use when
(1.) They hold most records for scout performances.

(2.) The 1919 R.A.F. contracts were what he and I know
them to have been.

(3.) The pilots who have flown them think so highly of

them ____
TORQUE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" An Irish Reader."—Your comments fall flat because you

have failed to note the difference between % (per cent.) and
° (degrees) and have confused the two.

—

Ed.

Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. {

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price By

1. EnEland& Wales. 2. Scotland. 3. London o^t Post.

(showing roads into and out of London and avoid-

ing London). Set of three, complete in case .. 4/6 4/10

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of useful " wrinkles " and little items of sound
advice on the management, repair, equipment, and
general care of a motor cycle. It will be found
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over-

hauling their machines. Sixth edition {2nd reprint) 2/- 2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,

or of leading BookseUers and Railway Bookstalls.

I

\

)
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c/^PJ^d^>qilLj I^BCHT-UIRoE^cX^
NOVELTY IN COMPETITION. OVERSEAS NOTES.

TOURING HEADQUARTERS FOR CENTRAL WALES.

'JlME TO IXGHT L^nP5
SoMMEn Time.

June 26th

„ 28th

„ 30th
July 2iid

9.49 p.m.
9.49 „
9.48 „
9.48 „

Motor Spirit Prices.

\Ve are notified that the retail price of

Pratt's Perfection spirit is 3s. O^d. per

gallon and that of i'axibus is 2s. lOjd.

per gallon.

Stolen Machine.

A new A.J.S. and sidecar were stolen

from a ganige in Glasgow recently

—

frame No. 10903, sidecar No. 1990. tlie

owner, Mr. H. Macdonald, 85, Vincent
Street, Glasgow, would be grateful for

any information.

Police Activity.

The police are very active at present

in Oxford. The trapping commenced
early last week, and there are already
over fifty cases of exceeding the speed
limit. It is hoped that this word of

caution may save tourists being mulcted
of the value of a good many gallons of

petrol.

The Arbuthnot Trophy.

There is considerable keenness among
nxotor cyclist officers in the Royal Navy
concerning the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial
which will take place in the Plymouth
district on July 4th and 5th. It was
thought at one time that officers living

at a distance would have trouble in

getting leave for the event, but as the
competition appears in Admiralty Orders,
and will appear on every ship's notice
board, it does not seem as if there will

bu any difficulty in this respect.

Eliminating the Time Factor in Reliability
Trials.

Undoubtedly trials organisers recognise
the unpopularity of the secret check and
speed-judging competition as means to find

a winner in reliability trials, and when the
South Birmingham Club holds its open
trial on July 12th the sole aim will be to

eliminate the alleged weaknesses of
modern motor cycles. Excepting to

ensure regularity of running, timing will

play a small part in the conditions. The
premier award is a trophy presented by
the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., while there an.-

several other cups which will be won out-
right.

A large entry is expected, and intend-
ing competitors should apply early for
enti'v forms from the hon. sec, Jlr. Ernest
Boydell, 93, John Bright Street,- Bir-
mingham.

Cro

A Trial for Miniatures.

On July 26th the Sutton Coldfield and
Mid-Warwickshire A.C., the organisers

of the popular pre-war Colmore Cup trial,

will hold a trial confined to lightweights.

The premier award is a trophy value ICO
guineas, and was last won in June, 1914,

by P. Pike,, on a 1.9 h.p. Levisette. The
capacity limit has not yet been settled,

but this will not in any case exceed 290 c.c.

Motor Cycles for Ex-soldiers—a Govern-
ment Concession.

As announced in a leaderette last week,
a special concession has been granted by
the Government to the War jMotors

Association by which ex-motor cycle

despatch riders, who have served as such
in any branch of the Services, are to be
given first refusal of a large number of

surplus Government motor cycles. The
only condition attached to the offer is

that the motor cycles shall not be re-sold

within six months. The following

machines are available immediately :

Several hundred new Douglas motor
cycles, in crates, at from £50 to £70;
a large number of repaired Douglas motor
cycles at £40 to £50 ; and a quantity of

repairable machines at various prices.

Application should be made in the first

instance to the Secretary, Auto-Cycle
Union, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I,
stating name of unit in which applicant

served, and date of discharge.

The Metropolitan Police and Motor Cycles.

Mr. Frank Elliott, Assistant Commis-
sioner of Metropolitan Police, has stated

that the question of providing London
policemen with motor cycles is under con-

sideration. The idea, we are informed, is

not to use motor cycle police for catching
erring motorists, as is the case in the
U.S.A., but mei'ely to facilitate journeys
between various points for policemen in

the JMetropolitan Police Force engaged
upon their various duties. The matter is

an interesting one, as Mi. Elliott is him-
self an old motor cyclist, and in 1904 or

thereabouts used, for his own pleasure,

a 2| h.p. Kerry and trailer.

Winning a Pair of Gloves.

A sidecarist garaged his machine for

three days at Bournemouth. After
leaving, he found a pair of driving gloves

in the sidecar. He reported the find to

the garage without result. Will the
owner conimunicate with us?

The Norton " Big 4 " in the stopprng^ and re-starting test, in which it demonstrated its

reserve of power and fine acceleration. (See page 635) .
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ALWAYS MAKES GOOD EFFICIENCY? FOURCYUMEgR

YOU WILL GET IT IN EITHER A

HENDERSON
Four-cylinder Motor Cycle

OR AN "AMERICAN"

EXCELSIOR
Twin-cylinder Motor Cycle.

DELIVERIES SHORTLY.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO THE

Sole Concessionnaires for the British Isles

:

MELCHIOR ARMSTRONG & DESSAU (London) Ltd.
27, Maddox Street, Reg^ent Street, London, W.l.

(Managing Director) WM. J. de GREEUW.

Or the following Distributing Agents :^

—

MESSRS. ROBERTSONS MOTORS LTD., 157b, Gt. Portland Street, W.l, for the territory South of, and including the
Counties of Cardiganshire, Radnor, Hereford, Gloucester, Oxford, Northampton, Cambridge, and the whole of IRELAND

MESSRS. J. BLAKE & Co., 22, Rodney Street, Liverpool, for the Counties of Lancashire. Cheshire, Flint, Denbigh,
, Merioneth, Carnarvon, Anglesey, Montgomery.

MESSRS. TTE PREMIER MOTOR Co., Aston Road, Birmingham, lor the Counties ol Warwick, Worcester, Stafford,

Shropshire, and Leicester.

MESSRS. PIONEER MOTORS, 50, Grindlay Street, Edinburgh. "American" Excelsior Distributors for Scotland.

N-IESSRS. ALEXANDER & Co.. 115. Lothian Road. Edinburgh. Henderson Distributors for Scotland. '
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More Sunbeam Successes

at Whitsuntide.

London—Edinburgh Trial.
NINE GOLD MEDALS.

The Motor World says :

—
"The Sunbeams ran consistently and silently throughout."

The Auto Cycle says :
—

" As was to be expected, Sunbeams ran with the regularity of a train."

Liverpool Club—North Wales Trial.
2 FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

The only 3J h.p. and sidecar to climb all hills and finish the course was a Sunbeam.

Bristol Club—Land's End Trial.
GOLD MEDAL

Birmingham—Land's End and Back
(605 miles double journey)

4 SUNBEAMS QUALIFY FOR THE TROPHY.

Edinburgh Motor Club's Sporting

Trial.
Motor Cycling says :

—
" The half-day Trial held ,by the Edinburgh Motor Club was the

most strenuous test that has ever been held in one day in Scotland. The results amply
bear out this view. Sixty-two started and only nine reached the finish with clean sheets.

Perhaps the 3J- h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar made the most noteworthy performance in the

trial, ascending all hills- in fine style and being up to time at all checks."

These facts speak volumes for the power of the

Sunbeam Engine and the Perfection of the

Sunbeam Oil Bath Chain Transmission.

JOHN MARSTON Limited, 11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton,
London: 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. 1.-157, Sloane Street, S.W.i.

Iti unfuierinij this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Nottingham Trial.

The trial for the Dennis Bayley
challenge cnp was run off by the Not-
tingham and District Motor "Cycle Club
en Saturday last, with the following re-

sults : Winner, S. S. Debenham (8 Cam-
pion)

; gold medal, R. jMcPherson
<Rudge-jfulti).

Atlantic Flight Heio.

On Saturday evening Capt. Sir J. Alcock
nas a guest at an informal dinner given
by tile Bristol dub. The Lord Mayor
was in the cliair, and in a short speech he
referred to the manner in which Sii' John
had set out to face the unknown, the
same as had Sebastian Cabot, who sailed

from the port of Bristol in 1497, and dis-

covered the mainland of North America.

The Sheffield-Holyhead Trial.

Only nine members of the Sheffield
and Hallamshire Club competed last
Saturday in the trial to Holvhead and
back for the Hilton Shield. The roads
were good, and on the whole the
machines ran well. The following
tinished : S. Sawer (4 Norton sc), E. H.
W. Hoyland (4 Norton sc), J. Haslam
(4 Douglas sc), D. Kaye (4 Triumph),
F. James (8-10 JMorgan), and A. Blake
(8-10 Morgan).

The Arbnthnot Trophy.

The Motor Cycling Club has decided
to offer a prize for the best performance
of the rider of a solo machine in the
Arbnthnot Trophy competition, run by
the Auto-Cycle Union.

It is extremely gratifying to see that
the M.C.C. is paying this tribute to
the memory of its late distinguished
member, who took so keen an interest
in the club's competitions. The entrants
so far are as follow :

1. Sub.-Lt. G. F. N. ToUock, E.N. (8 Harley-
Davidson)

2. Mai. W. Patrick Aibathnot, B.Mi.I. (6
Enfield)

3. Sub-Lt E. N. Everett, E.N. (4 Triumpli)
4. Lt. C. F. H. Marriott, E.N. (4ii B.S.A.)
5. Lt.-Com. T. F. C. Pliillips, R.N." (A.J.S.)
6. Lt. H. C. Hovenden, E.N. (Norton)
7. Lt. S. E. P. Hutton, E.N. (Rndge Mrati)
8. Lt. Victor Bellord. H.N. (Triumph)
9. Lt. Dennis H. Grifaths. R.N. (Norton)

10. Lt. Terence H. Back. E.N. I Triumph)
11. Lt. C. J. M. Samuelson, R.N. (Levis)
12. Lt. W. W. Jacomb, E.N. (5-6 James)
13. Sub-Lt. W. F. Jameson, E.N. ( )

14. Lt. E. S. K. ETans-Greaves, E.N. (4- Triumplr)
15. Sub-Lt. &. P. Glen-Badston, R.N. (V-h

Sunbeam)
16. Lt. W. Derek Stepliens, HiN. (3K, Donglas)
17. Sub-Lt. C. P. Laurie. E.N. (P. and M.)

Junior Car Club EBH-nlimh.

The Junior Car Clnb held a most suc-
cesaful competition at South Harting on
Satm'day. The most interesting machine
present was Capt. Nash's racing G.N.,
the aluminium body of which was the
true Brooklands type.

Class 1, for three-wheelers of 1,100 cc,
was a waUr-over for F. J. Findou -on an
8 Morgan. In Class 2., Capt. Nash
gained a first on time, with the G-.N.'s

of C. Finch, and Capt. Ogilvie second
and third.

Class 6. for racing three-wheelers of'

1,100 cc saw Major A. C. Hardy's 8 h.p.

G. P. Morgan first, with F. G. Layzell
second.

Class 7, for racing cars up to 1,100 cc,
was won easily by Capt. Nash on the G.N.
both on time and formula, while on time
H. R. Godfrey was second on a G.N., the
two A.y.'s making good climbs.
The last racing class for machines, up to

1,5C0 cc. went to Godfrey's G.N. on time,

^C!)¥«(^ILE

The Purchase of Motor Cycles by the War
Office, 1914-1918.

The following is the number of motor
cycles purchased by the Government from
the beginning of the war up to September
30th, 1918:

Solos.
Triumph 6,290
Douglas ^998
Clyno... 191
Enfield 14
Rudge 141

Zenith 220

13,854
Sedecau Outhts:

Douglas 1,180

ayno 733
B.S.A 546

2,459

The figures have reached us from the
Assistant Director of Mechanical Transport
at the War Office, and do not include the

P. and M.'s of the Flying Corps.

Average Prices.

Tliree more Government sales were con-

ducted last week by Messrs. Goddard and
Smith on Tuesday, June 17th, Thursday,
June 19tli, and Friday, June 20th, respec-

tively at the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

The surplus Army machines offered -for

sale during the week consisted of a large

number of new 2J h.p. Douglases, a

smaller number of old machines, both

2| h.p. and 4 h.p. of the same make, in

various stages of decay, and many war-
worn 4 h.p. Triumph motor cycles. New
2-| h.p. Douglas machines fetched sixty-

seven guineas, sixty-eight guineas, and
sixty-nine guineas. The old 2J h.p.

Donglas machines were in various stages

of wear, and the prices realised for them
differed accordingly, being forty guineas,

thirty guineas, and nineteen guineas.

The 4 h.p. Douglases realised from

(5/!7

forty guineas to forty-five gumeas for
the better machines, thirty guineas, and
from twelve guineas to twenty-two
guineas being paid for the second and
third-class mounts.
The 4 h.p. W.D. pattern Triumphs

produced keen competition, and realised
an average price of forty-eight guineas.

The War Motors Association.

WE recently had an interesting con-

versation with Captain W. B.

Shepherd, M.C., organising secre-

tary of the War Motors Assooiation, 240,
High Holborn, London, W.C.2. The
raiscm d'tlre. of this Association was dealt

with in an editorial in last week's issue,

which, we may remind our resd^n's, is for

fulfilling the important duty of render-
ing it possible for e.x-soldiers and sailors,

whether officers or men, to purchase
Government motor cycles at a reasonable
figure.

For this purpose the Government has
allotted a certain proportion of the motor
cycles it has for disposal. The first con-

sideration will be given to the man who
needs a motor cycle, in business. To
purchase a motor cycle he must make
application through the secretary of the

Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.I, and must present his

discharge papers as a sign of hona-H^fcSr.

' People who have received grants from
the King's Fund for Disabled Men, ar

those who have received other Govern-
ment grants, will bs glad to avail them-
selves of the facilities offered. The War
Association saves a man from goingj- to an
auction or a dealer to buy a machine, as

it has been found that at the average
auction a ring of buyers is frequently

encountered, which do not allow the ordi-

nary individual a chance of obtaining a
machine at a reasonable figure.

Capt. Shepherd is himself a motor
cyclist, and has the interest of the ex-

Service motor cyclist thoroughly at heart.

Glasgow M.C.C. Gyrakhana.held last Saturday before a large crowd. H. G. Deas (2^ h.p.

New Hudson) and R. H. Lockhead (2J h.p. New Imperial) in the " belt " competition.
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A WEST-COUNTRY RALLY.
Bristol enterlains A.C.U. Committee. Inspection of the Douglas Works.

Successful Gymkhana at Ashton Court.

IF justification were needed for the new
policy of the A.C.U. in holding its

meetings at different centres, the

success of tlie Bristol meeting provides it.

At no time has the Auto Cycle Union
had such a well attended committee
meeting—nor such a representative one.

This \va* held last Friday, and to it

members of the committee journeyed from
as far North as Sunderland, and from
Loudon, Liverpool, Manchester, Birming-
ham, Coventry, and other centres in order

to repi'esent their " constituents " at the

motor cyclists' parliament.

The committee meeting was held in

camera, but it was obvious to the most
casual observer that a new enthusiasm
animated the A.C.U. committeemen who
invaded the Grand Hotel.

As frequently pointed out in T?ie Motor
Ci/cle, provincial motor cyclists before the

war regarded the A.C.U. as a London
organisation run by Londoners for

Londoners. This feeling has changed.

The A.C.U. is now regarded as a national

institution, and in truth becomes the

motor cyclists' parliament, representing

32,000 riders w-ho support it, and consider-

ably over a further hundred thousand

who do not.

Large as is the present number of

members, half of whom have joined this

year, it should be larger, and without

doubt such events as that which we
attended last week at Bristol will go a

long way toward securing the support of

those who at present allow others to fight

their battles for them.

Lavish Hospitality of Bristol.

Bristol has always been a hospitable

city. The committe'e of the A.C.U. knew
this before their visit, but it is doubtful

whether any one of the visitors expected

quite such a hearty welcome as that

arranged for them by the Bristol Motor

C^-cle Club.

The mterest ot the public in motor cycles was exemplified at Bristollast Satulday, when

the A.C.U. committee were entertained by the West of England club.

At nine o'clock on Saturday morning
over forty Douglas sidecar outfits were

lined up before the hotel entrance. Each
was numbered, and delegates and press-

men were allocated machines, which they

were to regard as their vehicles for the

day. These machines were driven by
members of the club, officials of the

Douglas works, and Douglas testers, and

were, with one exception, standard 4 h.p.

models.
At 9.50 a.m. the long line of machines

moved off in single file, and threaded its

way through the traffic of the narrow

crowded streets of the city to the Douglas
works at Kingswood. Here they were
met by the .principal of the famous Bristol

firm, who, to emphasise the hospitality

of his city, threw open the works for

inspection.

There was more than hospitality in

this share of the city's welcome to the

visitors. Among the delegates were the

heads and designers of several contem-

porary firms, and this broad-minded

action on the part of Messrs. Douglas

Motors, Ltd., set a precedent of what,

in future years, may become general prac-

tice. It was exceedingly pleasing to us

to see this whole-hearted invitation io all

interested in the development- of the

motor cycle, for such visits must ulti-

mately be of great benefit to all concerned

in the production of motor cycles in par-

ticular, and to the field of British

engmeering generally.

The visitors were piloted through the

works in parties by the works manager,

and were shown Douglas motor cycles in

every stage of construction. The works

Four companies ot the Ist Motor Battalion. Machine Gun Corps, at attention In the Bristol Rally.

14
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The Gymkhana at Ashton &>urt Park. (Lett) A competitor -m- the " long jump " competition. (Right) Tilting the ring.

have been greatly extended durmg the
war, and equipped with magnificent
plant.

After the tour of inspection, it was
suggested that it would be fitting to take
away as a memento one of the hundreds
of machines which had been inspected,

and tw'o energetic committeemen immedi-
ately interviewed the sales manager, Mr.
Eossiter, with whom terms were arranged.
A new 2| h.p. model was brought out of

the stock room to be " ratfled," and the
long queue obtaining tickets" rivalled that
fur a " first night.'

The Official Luncheon.

The Lord Mayor of Bristol (H. W.
Twiggs, Esq.) with his chain of office now
arrived in his state carriage, with footmen
in scarlet livery, and was received by
!Mr. W. Douglas, sen., who made the usual
introductions. The party were then con-
ducted to one of the large mess rooms
and entertained to lunch by Douglas
Motors, Ltd., after which came the usual
speeches, when the Lord Mayor referred
to the present and potential popularity
of the motor cycle, paying tribute to the
A.CD. and all motor cyclists for their
share in developing the machine. The
war, he said, had been won by the
internal combustion engine.

Mr. W. Douglas, sen.. Mr. J. R. Nisbet
(chairman of the A.C.U.), Mr. T. W.
Loughborough (the secretary of the
A.C'.L".). Capt. Philip Grout (the captain
of the Bristol M.C.C.), Mr. S. L. Bailey,
and others also spoke.

The function terminated with the Lord
Mayor drawing the prize winner in the
raffle. Amid silence this was done, and
the name read out was that of Mr.
E. B. Ware, of J. A. P. engine fame.
The afternoon part of the programme

commenced with a return in tlie Douglas
sidecar convoy to the city, where, at

College Green, the visitors were met by
the local motor cyclists. Before the
cathedral four companies of the Motor
Machine Gun (Dorps stood at attention.
This company, commanded by Maj. B.
Arthur, D.S.O., -consisted of eight Clyno
sidecar gun carriages, mounted with
Vickers machine guns, eight spare
carriages, eight ammunition carriages.

four section officers, and four scouts

mounted on 1916 4 h.p. Triumphs.
The Bristol club officials now led the

way to Clifton Downs, and the long line

of motor cycles with the machine guns
practically encircled the Downs, where
they exemplified the utility of the motor
cycle in peace and war.

No more charming a spot can be
imagined than the sea wall at Clifton

Downs In brilliant sunshine the visitors

disembarked to admire the scene, and
after a short stay proceeded across

Clifton Suspension Bridge to the beautiful

Ashton Court Park for the gymkhana.
Here several hundred other motor cyclists

welcomed the party, and the sports com-
menced. The events included a slow
race, tilting the ring, musical chairs, long
jump, and obstacle race, after which the

Motor Machine Guns gave an interesting

display. The winners of the various

events are as follow

:

Slow Eace
1. H. Thorpe (Douglas).
2. G. P. Tozer.( 21/2' O.K.). ."

Musical Chairs.
1. A. Pbipps {4 Douglas), Miss Tozer passenger.
2. Mr. and Mrs. Howell {5 Brough sc).

Long Jump.
1. Lt. Bradshawe (4 Triumpli), 27ft.

Obstacle Race (Solo).

1. Lt. Bradshawe (4 Triumpli).
2. E. G. Ferry (2% Douglas).

Sidecars.
1. W. King-Smitll (8 Harley-Davidson).
2. Rex Mundy (8 Matchless).

The arrival of Capt. Sir John Alcock,

fresh from his investiture, in a Douglas
light car, was the signal for a general

rush- to the Lord Mayor's carriage, where
for a moment he was seen receiving his

lordship's congratulations. After that he
was lost in a surging crowd of admirers.

Altogether the Bristol M.C.C. are to be
congratulated upon the splendid organisa-

tion which permitted them so thoroughly

to entertain the A.C.U. Every credit is

due to Messrs. S. L. Bailey, J. Gates,

and A. Tozer, who were responsible for

an event which has set a difficult standard
for other centres to follow—and, incident-

ally, given the A.C.U.—and consequently
the pastime generally—a fillip which is

bound to have a beneficial effect.

THE

BRISTOL

RALLY.

The A.C.U. committee In a convoy of Douglas sidecars.

JI9
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A Sporting Trial

in Scotland.
A Successful Competition of

an Unusually Severe Nature.
Of Sixty -four Starters only

Eleven Finished.

THOUGH stated not to be a freak
coarse, the route chosen by the
Edinburf^h M.C. for its recent

trial was paiticulariy severe.

The course consisted of close upon
ninety miles over mountainous country

—

creating at first a happy impression,
whicli rapidly receded as the day ad-
vanced. The last sixty miles left an
impression of watersplashes, hairpin
bends, steep gradients, loose sandy sur-
faces, gates, rocks, and countless observers.
There wej'e seven observed hills, and
each one took its toll, so that when once
the wild country was struck the weediiig-
out process proceeded very rapidly. The
entries included many novices—one lady
rider of a 3 h.p. JEnfield and several
school boys, who certainly made up in
keenness what they lacked in e.xperience.

The first observed hill was at Dunskin,
a steep gradient in a wooded valley, and
quite invisible till, coming round a blind
corner, one fiuds oneself confronted by
the ascent. Though not very long, the
worst gradient is about 1 in 4, and is

met, as is general, at a difficult corner.
Here, C. E. Duncan (2| Douglas), J. Beck
(3i Sunbeam sc), C. S. Burnley (4 Black-
burn), Arlonan Smith (3J Scott), C. Law-
son (4i B.S.A.), J. W. Hutchinson (7-9

Harley sc), J. R. Ale.xander (6 Enfield),
W. S. Miller (34 P. and M.), and Wm.
Frayeur (8 Sunbeam sc), all made ex-
cellent ascents, while A. W. Beaton (8

Mateliless sc.) took the hill at exceedingly
high speed—too fast for reliability. H.
G. Walker (3^- New Hudson) stopped,
but made a good restart : while C. C.
Mitchell (6 Enfield sc), T. K. Bonnar
(3i single-speed Triumph), and J. W.
McFarlane (3^- Norton), " konked out."
P. Douglas (7-9 Indian sc.) failed early
in the ascent, and caused some excitement
by running backwards and capsizing his
outfit, the sidecar emptying its contents

—

a tea basket and tools—on the head of
the ejected passenger.

Among the Hitls.

The hills now came into view, and,
after two difficult water splashes. Bedstone
Eig, one of the most difficult hills of the
day, was approached. It is a hill ot
rather over a mile in length, gradually
becoming steeper and looser till, at the
crisis, two difficult corners are struck.
At the top of the hill was located the
first check, so that tho.se ahead of time
liad an opportunity of cooling before
tackling the gradient. Being unfamiliar
with the course, however, few were able
to profit by possibilities of tliis kind.

Bedstone Rig.

Having watched most of the com-
petitors mount at Dun.skin, we managed
to_ arrive at Redstone Rig to observe the
tail end of the procession. Frank Smith,

20

Edinburgh M.C.C. open trial. Despatching competitors after tea from tht checdc.

on Snout Hill.

piloting his Clyno outfit, came crawling
silently up the worst part of the gradient,
murmuring that he was ahead of time
and enquiring as to the position of the
check! R. Boyack (7-9 Bat) made an
exceedingly fast ascent—a performance
he repeated on aE the open hills. J.

Johnson (4-^ B.S.A. sc.) climbed well, as
also did Duncan Bell (6 A.J.S. sc), A.
Bonvill (2| A.J.S.) , and J. Madden (6

A.J.S.), J. H. Balfour (4 Norton), and
A. L. Clark (4 Triumph). Hutchinson
(Harley sc.) was baulked, but restarted
well ; Grimley (New Hudson) was also

baulked. H. Alexander (4 Douglas -Sc)

made a fast and silent ascent of all hills.

The succeeding twenty miles, via
Gartvald, Stenton, Pilcox, Spott, and
Elmscleuch presented many trials in the
way of surface and corners, and the com-
petitors experienced much difficulty in

holding their 20 m.p.h. average. There
were a few spills, but nothing very serious.

Rapid Elimination.

There followed two observed hills in

quick succession, namely, Elmscleuch
and Crickness, the latter being the East
Lotliian test-hill, immediately after

which the non-stop section began, ter-

minating at the tea control.

The next check and control was at the
summit of Snout Hill (observed), a breezy
upland spot, where tea was taken, and
where many motorists were present. This
hill begins witli a watersplash, and is of con.
siderable lengthy and of exceedingly diffi-

cult gradient and surface. J. R. Alexander
(6 Enfield sc), A. B. Bruce (6 A.J.S. sc),
A. H. Alexander (3i Douglas)—who, by
the way, is entliusiastic as to the proper-
ties of the Douglas spring frame—all did
exceedingly well; while the Bat riders
and Beaton (8 Matchless sc.) again came
up at speed.

After tea the process of elimination
proceeded very rapidly. Continuing to

Donnally Buru we found Arkman Smith
(3J Scott) emerging from a collision with
one of the sidecars. His frame was badly/
twisted and his lowr gear rendered in-

operative, which was hard lines, since he
had ridden well ; but he plackHy finished
the event.

Reservoir Hill and Slade Hill were more
by way of being driving tests than any-
thing, both containing hidden hairpins on
their steepest and loosest portions, and the
last named accounted for no fewer than

sixteen failures among the few survi'vors

!

We noticed one Harley-Davidsoa travel-

ling at speed with a broken sidecar

coupling, while another, in the midst of a

tine ascent, suddenly stopped down with

gear box trouble—appare_ntly seizure.

Several riders crashed on one or the other

of these hills, and so spoilt their sheets,

after which came a clean straight run

back to Siberton.

TTie following competitors got through
without loss of marks—truly a worthy
performance

:

Jas. Beck [ZYi Sunbeam sc.)

C. S. Burnley (4 Blackburn).
W. B. Fenwick (6 Rover sc.)

W. S. Miller &/i P- and M.)
J. R. Alexander (6 Enfield sc.)

A. B. Bruce 16 A.J.S. sc.)

A. H. Alexander (3'-^ Douglas).
.T. Armstrong (8 Enfield sc.)

Duncan Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

J. W. Anderson (8 Bat sc.)

Frank Smith, (8 Glyno sc.)

It will be observed that only three solo

riders out of thirty and eight sidecars out

of thirty-one are mentioned. All the

survivcws su.rmounted very great diffi-

culties, but Beck (3^ Sunbeam sc.)

and Burnley (4 Blackbui-ne) undoubtedly
put up the surprise perfoi-mauces of

the day. They held Nos. 1 and 2, and
kept together dead on time throughout
the event.

In addition to the ordinary medals, the
Palmer Tyre, Ltd., is presenting a pair of

tyi'es for the best performance by a com-
petitor who has not previously competed
in any event.

The organisation of the event was
excellent throughout, and Messrs. Macrae
and Hutchinson, with whom the responsi-

biUty mainly rests, are certainly to be con-

gratulated on the results. The weather
was perfect, and the whole event proved
most enjoyable and interesting.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
THIS YEAR.

AT the beginning of the week a. wire
reached us to the effect that the
Scottish Six Days Motor Cycle

Trials will be revived next month. The
date selected ,is July 21st to 26th, and
the conditions governing the trials, as

well as the route, remain approximately
the same as in 1914. The Edinburgh
and District Jlotor Club is, of course, the'

organising club, and Mr. Campbell Mc-
Gregor, 6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh,
has the arrangements in. hand.
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Liverpool M.C.

The speed trials at Colwyn Bay an-

announced for July 12th have been post-

poned.

Launceston M.C.G.

All motor cyclists residing in the district

round Launceston interested in the forma-
tion of a motor cycle club should commu-
nicate with ilr, Maurice Prout, Creat-
horne, Launceston.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

With the exception of the results of

Class 2, the first and second place winners
given in last week's issue have been con-
firmed by the committee. Class 2 results

are : 1, W. Deans (Sj h.p. Ariel), figure
of merit 181; 2. J. Spence (4 h.p. A.J.S.).
172.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

It will be recalled that the winners in

the recent South Birmingham M.C.G. trial

were first announced as : 1, L. Newey ; 2,

G. Dalby ; 3, T. Stevens. Then, owing to

a protest, the positions were altered to :

1, T. Stevens; 2, L. Newey; 3, G. Dalby.
AVe understand the protest was not upheld
by the committee, and that the positions

of the first three are as originally

announced

:

1. I.. Newej (SV- Ariel).

2. G. Dalbj (4 Triumph].
5.. T. Stevens (414 James sc.l

Larne and District M.C.C.

The first social run of the above club

was held on Saturday, .June 14th. A start

was made from the LahSrna Hotel, the

destination being Ballymena and Carn-
lough. There was a good turnout of

members, the sidecarists, as usual, being
in the majority.

it is hoped by the members that the

enterprising secretary and captain will

arrange for many similar runs during the
summer months and that all motor cyclists

in Larne and district will take advantage
of these social runs.

The best thanks of the club members are

due to ilr. Cameron, the father of motor-
ing in Ballymena and district, for his

advice regarding the running of the club. .

North Cheshire M.C.C.

-It has been arranged that the opening
run of the above club shall take place

on the 29th, at 2-15 p.m. sharp, meeting
place Tra.fford Hotel, Alderley. A social

run to Itudyard Lake has lieen planned,
where tea and boating have been arranged
for. It is hoped there will be a large

:

attendance—all motorists are cordially

invited. There is a trophy for the smart-

est " turnout." The hon. sec, Mr. AV.

R. Eadington, London Eoad, Alderley
Edge, will be pleased if all intending to

be present will notify him as to the

number of seats they require for tea,

weather permitting.

J^uture TEvents.
JllSE Sr-iS.—LIVEliPOOL M.C. TWENTY-

FOLR HOUR TIUAL TO lim^UVJiGH.
June in.—Xurk and District M.C. iVcck-cnd Titin

to Bridliiigton.
JUXE SS. — BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. SPEED

TRIALS.
Jt'.VE -SS.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTX-FOVR

HOUR TRIAL TO EDIXBURGH.
JUNE iS.—M.C.V. OF IRELAND, ULSTER

CENTRE. RELIABILITY RUN.
JUNE SS.—MIDLAND C. AND A.C. RELI-

ABILITY TRIAL.
June SS.—Western M.C.C, Olasgoio. Old Crock

Test.
J line 29.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to MalJtam-

Skipton.
June S9.—Rochester, Chatltani, and District M.C.

_

Intcr-chtb Meet with Woolwich and Streatliam
Clubs.

Juno S9.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Social
Run to Milford, near Stafford.

June 29.—Taufiton and District M.C.C. Run to
Cheddar.

June 29,—Essex M.C. Picnic on Dunstable Downs.
June 29.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Dovedale.
June 29.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Tcwkes-

bvry.
June 29.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run through

Hertfordshire Lanes,
June 29.—N.M.C.F.U., Sh~ffie!d. Week-end Run

to Bridlington.
JULY. — MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT

M.C.C. 2,10 MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL
FOR GJERS AND NEW HUDSON CUPS

JULY S.—MIDDLESBROUGH AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL FOR
GJERS CUP.

July 3.—Taunton and District M.C.C. Reliability
Trial.

JULY i AND 5.—ARBUTHN0T TROPHY TWO
DAYS TRIAL. PLYMOUTH DISTRICT.

Jtihi i.—M.C.C. HiUclimb.
Julii O.-Blrtftinaham M.CXL Social Tour.
Jvh/ 5.-Strrntlium and District M.C.C. Members'

Rrliubilitii Trial.
July 5.

—

Wolvcrhamjiton M.C.C. llalj-day Reli-
aiilitji Trial,

July 6,—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
Picnic Run to Toy's Hill.

July 6.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Run to
Clovenfords.

July 6.—Nottingham and District M.C.C Inter-
club Run with E. Midland Associated Clubs.

JULY 6.—OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C RE-
LIABILITY TRIAL.

JULY IS.—LIVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL-
WYN JIAY.

JULY 12.-W0LVERHAMPT0N M.C.C OPEN
TRIA L.

July 12.—Motor Cycling Club. " Touch Nothing "

Run.
Julu li.—Western M.C.C Team. Trial.

-JULY 13.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C
OPEN TRIAL.

July 12.—DIotor Cycling Chib. Hill-climb.
July 13.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social Run to

Stratford-on-Avon.
JULY li-15.—M.C.U. OF IRELAND, ULSTER

CENTRE. IRISH END-TO-END RELI-
ABILITY RUN.

July IS.—York and District M.C Reliability
Trial.

July 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.CC Side-
car Competition.

July 19.—Sutton Coldfield and Mid-WarWickshirc
A.C Open Hill-climb at Stile Cop, near
Rugelry.

JULY U.-nlRMlNGIlAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

July SO.—Nottingham and District M.CC Kun
to Donnington.

JULY S3.—ESSEX M.C. .SPEED TRIALS AT
SOUTHEND.

'JULY S3.—ESSEX M.C. SPEED TRI.-ILS
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

July 26.—Sutton CoJdticld and Mid-Warwickshire
A.C Lightweight Trial for Calthorpe Cup.

-July 27.Streatham and District M.C.C. Picnic
Run to Ashdown Forest.

AUG. 16. — S.E. C0UN7IES INTER - TEAM
TRIAL.

SEPT. 5.—M.CC TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.

SEPT. IS-SO.-A.C.U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

Manchester Wheelers.

There vviU be an obstacle race for

motor cycles inchided in the programme
of the Manchester Wheelers 32nd race

meet at Fallowfield on July 12th. Motor
cyclists desirous of entering should apply

to the race meet hon. secretary, Mr. F.

T. Guildford, at the Clubhouse, South
King Street, Manchester.

Camberley and District M.C.C.

After four years of enforced suspen-

sion an effort is being made to revive

the Camberley and District Motor Cycle

Club. Any old member, or others, de-

sirous of joining should communicate
with the hon. secretary, Capt. W. J.

King, "Peveril," Lower Gordon Road.
Camberley.

Shettield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The members of the above club recentlj

met at Cowdale, Ashwood Dale, near

Buxton, for a weight-carrying competition

up the A.C.U. 1914 freak hill. A fair

number turned up, and a very keen con-

test took place, the loads being composed
of men and boys. The final three were

G~. W. Wilkins (5 h.p. Brough) carried

five men ; B. H. Eccles (4 h.p. Norton),

four men and one boy; — Goulding (4

h.p. Douglas), four men.

The First Post-war Speed Trials.

On July 23rd the Essex Motor Club wUl
hold their speed trials at Westcliff-on-Sea.

There will be two principal events, i.e.,

one kilometre flying start and the
_
one

kilometre standing start, and in addition

to car classes there are no fewer than

eighteen types of motor cycles catered for.

" Standard touring machines " must be

as per manufacturers' published price lists,

except that wide or dropped handle-bars

will be permitted. Lamps need not be

fitted, but toolbags with tools and motor
cycle horn must be carried.

In all passenger classes the weight of

the passenger must not be less than 132 lb.

A first prize is offered in each class, also

a second prize if eight or more entries are

received, and a third if twelve or more
entries are forthcoming. A special prize

is offered for tho winner of a match
between the fastest motor cycle and the

fsistest car.

Entries, which close on July 8th, should

be forwarded to' the hon. organising

secretary. Mr. Harved Fuller, 51, Pulteney

Road, South Woodford, E.18, who will

forward entry forms upon request. The
fees are as follow :

Members, 7s. 6d. each class ; five for

30s.

Non-members, 15s. each class ; five

for 60s.

Membership of the club is: Entry fee,

7s. 6d. ; subscription, 12s. 6d.
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NO AGE LIMIT.
Second Batch of Letters received from Readers of Mature Years.

IN last week's issue we gave several

letters from motor cyclists of mature
years, and here we print several more.

In addition, we have received a large

number of letters from riders *ith slightly

fewer years to their credit, which may
be published at a later date.

So far, the publislied record is as

below

:

The Rev. E. W. Wilmott, age 72
" An Irish Canon, ' age 72.

Mr. J. R. Marsh, age 70.

Mr. W. Crooke, age, 67.

Amonc this week's lettei-s there are

commurucations from three old-young
ridei-s of 75, 77, and 68 years of age,

who enjoy all the pleasures of the side-

car and solo mount.

f'^liffli^
.1
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Mr. R. Wolstenholme (age 77).

Mr. Jas. Scott (age 75) prefers a single
gear clutchless 2^ h.p. Calcott, and Mr. K.
Wolstenholme, of Blackburn, who is 77,
also uses a solo machine.
The next reader in order of age is

Mr. Richard Wolstenholme. who says:
" In the spring of 1916, after my

seventy-fourth birthday, I bought a
2| h.p. Douglas, and one Sunday morn-
ing I went out to learn to ride it.

After one hour's lesson I i-ode it home, a
distance of four miles. My longest ride
in one day on the Douglas was 135 miles,
which I did on just over a gallon of
petrol.

" I am now the owner of a Bayliss and
Thomas 4^ h.p. Excelsior, and was
seventy-seven years of age on the 15th
of March last, and I enjoy a good spin
as well as a lad of twenty. I attribute

my good health and long life largely to

the use I have made of the cycle as a
moans of going about the country and
getting out into the fresh air.

" I may 7iot be the oldest in age of

any motor cyclist in the country, but if

I am not, there will not be very many
to beat me, and I should like to e,x-

change photographs with tlicm, if there
are any older riders than I am." .

A single-gear enthusiast, at the age of

seventy-five, is Mr. Jas. Scott, of Insch,
Aberdeenshire, who, in sending his photo-
graph, gives a brief account of his

experiences

;

" In your issue of June 5th you invite

photographs and e.xperiences of young old

motor cyclists. I herewith enclose photo-
graph of self and my trusty 2^ h.p. Calcott
fixed gear ; no free engine. This machine
has carried me a good few thousand miles
without giving me any trouble, and no
experiences other than pleasure.

" I have had a few falls on ice in winter,

and a farmer's dog once ran in front of

me and gave me a nasty fall, but the only
damage was a bent footrest, so I mounted
and rode off again.

"I am in my seventy-fifth year, and
have been a motorist for the last eight

years. I shall be very pleased to hear
of a 'young-older' motorist."

Mr. "f. Q. Hillyer, of Northampton,
is another "young-old" motor cyclist,

who began cycling in the days of the
"bone-shaker," but he now prefers a

6 h.p. Enfield combination, upon which
he undertakes quite long journeys. He was
sixty-eight years of age in May last. " I

commenced cycling at the age of sixteen,"

he writes, "my first machine being the

old ' bone-shaker,' and I have been a

keen cyclist for years, changing machines
according to times. Forsaking the push
bicycle in 1910 I became a motorist in

1914 on a Rex machine, changing for a
Royal Enfield in 1916. AVith usual load
of three adults I enjoy long rides. Sun-
day last, I rode to Tottenham, Loudon,
and reached there
at 10 a.m. ; left at 3

hours run.

arriving there at 4.30 p.m. The home-
ward journey commenced at 6 p.m., and
I arrived at Northampton safely at 10
p.m. I am able to do all running repairs,

and am ready to lend a hand to others
on the road whose luck runs out. I had

' a bit of a spill in 1917 coming from
Leicester, turned somersault, and kindly
tipped occupant of Tansad back seat

into the hedge, and myself somewhere
on the road. After slight attention to

all three of us, we resumed our seats

and finished the nineteen miles for home.
After a week's rest I was fit for riding,

and have kept so ever since. I expect
to go to London again on June 29th.

As a long and interested reader of your
paper I wish you every success in the

future."

Mr. F. G. Hillyer (age 68)
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor^ " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing lega[
questions should be marked ** Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

i

Fitting a Magneto.

I have a 5-6 h.p. Riley tricar,

sinele-cylinder two-cycle engine
with accumulator ignition. As
the accumulators are so incon-
venientj I should like to substi-

tute a magneto. Could you kindly tell

me what magnetos would suit my pur-
pose? Would it require gearing up at

all; if so, what proportion?—B.H.H.
The Riley tricar was never made with a

two-stroke cycle engine. It is a four-

stroke. Yon can fix any single-cylinder
magneto which will require to be driven
at half the engine speed.

Loss of Power.

My engine is a Aj h.p. Precision
running on benzole, and until

recently it would take a sidecar
and passenger up a good long hill

on top gear. Now on opening the
throttle the engine will not accelerate
and loses power, and on a hill which
I could take on top gear easily I now
have to change into second gear about
halfway up. The engine will take
full air, and has developed this trouble
suddenly.—J.A.

It is curious that the engine should have
developed the trouble suddenly, and it

seems as if it were due to a large
amount of carbon deposit. The cylinder
therefore should be removed and all

carbon deposit scraped from the cylinder
head and piston ; the valves should be
ground in, and new valve springs fitted

if their tension appears to have been
lost. Try changing your plug, and see if

the jet is clear.

Running a Douglas.

My machine is a 1914 2| h.p.

two-speed Douglas. (1.) Should I

give the engine a charge of oil

everv five or every eight miles
(drip feed)? (2.) When taking

machine out, does it require a
charge of oil before starting? (3.) The
sight feed glass fits the grooves on each
side, but oil di'ips over the plug. How
can I remedy this? (4.) How much oil

does the gear box require? (5.) Apart
from tools, what essential spares should
I carry? (6.) How shall I drain the
engme of dirty oil. ?—R.W.W.

(1.) You should set your drip feed so that
it uses one pumpful of oil every half hour.

(2.) No. (3.) If the oil leaks from the sight

feed chamber, new washers are perhaps
required. (4.) One pumpful of grease for

every 300 miles. (5.) It would be as well
to take a spare plug, inner tube, a chain,
belt, and tyre repair outfit. (6.) There is

a drain tap- underneath the crank case.

the

Advice on an Old Stager.

I have an old Minerva motor

^ cycle with battery and coil igni-

> tion, and the spark advance con-
-i-i trol on the side of the tank. (1.)

Please tell me the reason why the

pear-shaped plate which carries the

make and break is linked up with a

cam that can be used to lift the exhaust
valve? The rod between the bell crank
on the tank and the pear-shaped plate

was missing when the motor bicycle

was bought, and I am in doubt about
the length I must make the new one.

(2.) Can I get new vals'e caps for these
old engines, and where ? (3.) What
are the electrical connections ?—J.H.

(1.) The arrangement you refer to was
introduced for the purpose of raising the
exhaust valve before the time that the
exhaust valve lifters were fitted with
Bowden l:andle-bar control. The method
of starting was to retard the spark fully,

run alongside the machine, then mount,
when the valve was dropped and the
engine fired. There should be no difiiculty

in fitting a new rod. It is quite easy to

measure the length of the rod required,

and we are afraid that this is a matter
in which we cannot help you without
seeing the machine. (2.) It might be
just possible to get a new valve for this

engine from the Minerva Repairs Depart-
ment, Chenies Street, London, W.C. (3.)

The electrical connections are as follow :

P on the coil to the positive terminal
of ^accumulator; negative of accumulator
to switch ; B on coil to the sparking plug

;

C on coil to contact breaker;- M on coil.

to frame.

?

Electric Conversion.

I wish to run a head and tail

lamp off the magneto. (1.) Where
do I get my connections on the

magneto? (2.) Which do you
advise—to run lamps in parallel

or in series ? (3.) Will the current
be sufficient to give an efficient head
light at ordinary speeds ? (4.) Give
approximate voltage and amperage of

the primary winding of magneto run- .

ning at normal speed.—P.L.

Before adopting the scheme you suggest,
we should advise you to consider the
alternative plan of obtaining a small
accumulator, say, twenty ampere hours
capacity, and running your head and tail

lamps from it in parallel. You would
get a' better light, which would be con-
stant and quite independent of the engine
speed and available when the machine is

stationary. The only objection is having
to get the accumulator charged up sepa-
rately which is very easy in the case of
such a small cell. If you determine to
try the other plan, we recommend you to
fit one of the transformer coils supplied
by Messrs. F.R.S. Lamps, Ltd., Pershore
Road, Birmingham. They are made speci-

ally for the ^purpose, and bring the voltage
down to four, so that lamps may be wired
from it in parallel. Although the primary
winding of a magneto when running
" open " will give, say, two amperes at
four volts, the voltage in actual use is

considerably higher on account of the self-

induction of the primary when the contact
breaker opens, consequently this is not
suitable for connecting directly to the
lamps.

A sidecar of French design, produced by Mr. Geo. Levey, Paris, and marketed by
Messrs. Robertsons, Great Portland Street, London.
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Guarantee.

I pmcliased a motor cycle^ through an advertisement in The.

> Motor Cycle, and went to see the
-^ machine and the seller, and when

we came to tei'ms he gave me a

receipt whidi gmuauteed the machine
"in perfect order when left here." On
taking the engine down I find there are

several things badly worn, such as the

big end bushes, valve tappets and crank
pin. A new set of valves will also be
necessary. Can I legally claim any
rebate from this man on the strength of

his receipt, for, of course, this trouble

could not arise in a fortnight?—F.G.

A guarantee to be binding must have
been made before the actual purchase took

place. In other words, it must be part

of the inducement for the purchase.
Probably this was so in your case ; but
if, after the machine was sold, the vendor
voluntarily gave a receipt guaranteeing
the machine to be ia perfect order there

would be difficulty. Was anything said

about the condition of the motor cycle in

the advertisement itself? It must also be
borne in mind that it was only a second-

hand machine, and the words " perfect

order " would not imply that all parts of

the machine are absolutely good, and you
could not make a claim because certain

parts are badly worn. Moreover, you
appear to have kept the machine a fort-

night before discovering any defects.

Without further information, we can
hardly recommend jou to proceed for

any rebate.

Charging Set.

I have a 1 h.p. Auto-wheel
engine "which I propose to use to

drive a small dynamo, provided
I fit a cooling apparatus on it, to

light my present residence, which
is situated in the country. Will you
kindly give me the following informa-
tion : (1.) Is the 1 h.p. engine powerful
enough to do the work? (2.) How many
25 c.p. lamps could I have lit at one
time? (3.) What accumulators should
I require for storage, and how long

should I require to run dynamo daily to

charge them? (4.) The best firm from
whom to buy such a set and the approxi-
mate price?—A.J.D.B.

(1.) The 1 h.p. engine from an Auto-wheel
will answer the purpose quite well pro-

vided you can make satisfactory arrange-
ments for cooling. Probably you will do
this with a fan. (2.) You do not give any
idea of the size of your house or the total

number of lights, but the 1 h.p. engine
will give enough power for about ten
lamps at once of 25 c.p., using metallic

filament lamps of the ordinai-y type.

This figure should be taken as a maximum,
and wilL keep the engine working at its

full power with consequent demand for

efficient cooling. (3.) We should recom-
mend you to adopt a twenty-five volt

system, and for this you will require a

dynamo with an output of thirty-five

volts and about ten amperes, with four-

teen accumulators. The length of running
time will, of course, depend largely on
the time of year, but, on the average, you
will probably find two or three times a

week sufficient, especially if you install

accumulators of large capacity for the
work. This is an important point. (4.) You
will find the Crypto Engineering Co., 149.

Bermondsey Street, S.E., a very good
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firm to deal with in such a manner. They
make a speciality of small sets like yours.

We are unable to say anything about
prices at the present time. By adopting
twenty-five volts as your standard you
would be able to make use of half-watt

lamps, with a further reduction of

current, and we should strongly recom-
mend you to try them to secure the

fullest economy.

Irregular Gas Generation.

My head lamp and rear lamp

Sare supplied with gas from one

F.R.S. generator, and the light

continually goes up and down.
Sometimes it goes so low that the

rear light goes out. I shall be much
obliged if you can help me to discover

the cause of the trouble.—E.A.C.

We should think that the water supply

is irregular. Remove the needle valve,

and see that the passage is quite clear

by blowing through the top hole. Also

see that tlie filtering material underneath

the tank is not clogged and the small

tube quite clear, and go over the_ dis-

tributing tubing to see that there is no

water lying in it.

Lubrication.

I have just read your reply to

a con-espondent in trouble with

the plugs sooting up on his 4

h.p. ])ouglas. I have one of these

machines, new this year, and

am having the same trouble. So far

as I know, the lubrication is taken

out of the rider's hands, except in the

case of the auxiliary feed to the front

cylinder, and if you can tell me how to

cut down the oil consumption, I shall

be very much obliged. This machine

consumes about four pints of oil in

100 miles, and the makers' instructions

on the tank state that the sump must
be filled every lOO mUes. I have ridden

my machine several hundreds of miles

and have already had to remove the

cylinders for the purpose of cleaning

them out. I found the carbon deposit

on the top of the pistons to be quite

-^in. thick. After laying one of the

cylinders on the bench for a few

minutes, a small pool of oil collected

on the bottom side. From what I can

see of it, the pistons must be fairly

bathed in oil. I am thinking of

shortening the little dippers attached

to the big ends. These dippers are

about iin. long, and the whole length

dips into the oil. I thought of making
them half this length. Shall I be

causing any serious harm ? There is a

good description of the lubrication

system in youi- handbook. This excessive

oil consiunption makes the machine ex-

pensive to run, and if you can help

me, I shall be very grateful.—L.W.

There are two methods of reducing the oil

supply : one is to remove the small screw

at the bottom of the pump and take out

the spring and ball which you find after

removing the screw, or a better method
would be to fit a longer screw with a

locknut, by means of which you could

alter the tension of the spring. We
should advise you to send to Messrs.

JJouglas Motors, Ltd., 39, • Newman
Street, London, W.l, for their new
booldet describing the 4 h.p. model. On
no account interfere with the dippers.

JUNE 26th, igig.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"E.R.G.H." (Wimborne.)—Binks car-

buretter on 2% h.p. Douglas. Speed,

acceleration, starting, m.p.g., and ease

of fitting.

READERS' REPLIES.

Scott Timing and Lubrication.

I notice in The Motor Cycle of June
5th, "W.C.S." is asking advice on these

points^ and that he cannot get his left-

hand cylinder to fire. There is one thing

he might verify, as I have had a very
similar case to deal with and found it

very puzzling till we hit upon the trouble,

which we did quite by accident. The
trouble was that the cranks had got out
of time and were not spaced 180° apart.

It would be well tor " W.C.S." to take off

both crank case covers and see that when
one crank is on the top centre the other

is on the bottom centre. I do not say
this, is the solution of the trouble, but I

know it will cause the condition he com-
plains of. The cure is to slacken the bolt

. m
which passes through the crank—it has J
a left-hand thread—and bring the two
cranks opposite each other and tighten the

bolt well ; it will require a box spanner
and is sci-ewed up very tightly.—-D. G.

T.4TL0R.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Kingston to Bath.—C.W.S.

Slough, Maidenhead, Reading, Theale,
Hungerford, Marlborough, Calne, Chip-
penham, Box, Bath.

Beatjfokt to Fishgtjaed.—J.W.C.
Beaufort, Tredegar, Merthyr Tydfil,

Neath, Morriston, Pontardulais, Car-
marthen, Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan,
Newport, Fishguard. Approximately 114
miles.

MaNOHESTKR to ClllCCIETH.—J.L.T.
Manchester, Altrincham, Northwich,

Chester, Hawarden, Wrexham, Llangollen,

Corwen, Bettws-y-Coed, Capel Curig,
Beddgelert, Tremadoc, Criccieth.

LOXDOX TO THE WyE VaLLEY VIA OxFOHD
—D.E.J.

London, Brentford, Houhslow, Slough,
Maidenhead, Henley, Nettlebed, Benson,
Dorchester, Oxford, Witney, Northleach,
Cheltenham, Gloucester, Newnham, Lyd-
ney, Chepstow, where you enter the Wye
Valley.

HoNiTON TO Hull.—.J.G.M.
Honiton, Ilminster, Ilchester, Spark-

ford, Bruton, Frome, Trowbridge, Melk-
sham, Chippenham, Wootton Bassett,

Swindon, Faringdon, Oxford, Baynards
Green, Brackley, Towcester, Northamp-
ton, Kettering, Great Weldon, Stamford,
Grantham, Lincoln, Brigg, New Holland,
by ferry to Hull.

Wanste.uj to Boubnemouth.—A.E.E.
Wanstead, Lea Bridge Road, Dalston,

Essex Road, Pentonville Road, Euston
Road, Marylebone Road, Oxford and Cam-
bridge Terrace, Bayswater Road, Shep-
herd s Bush Road, Hammersmith Broad-

way, Castelnau, Barnes, Roehampton,
Kingston, Surbiton, Esher, Cobham,
Guildford, Hog's Back, Farnham, Alton,

Alresford, Winchester, Romsey, Cadnam,
Ringwood, Christchurch, Bournemouth.
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cases the articles ultimately find their way back to owners.

Patrols and Car Thieves.

The present epidemic of motor car thefts discloses

additional evidence of the real utility of A.A. Patrols.

A member loses his car or motor cycle and telephones

particulars immediately to the nearest A.A. Office. As
soon as this information is received by the Association, a

full description of the stolen vehicle is telephoned to the

A.A. Branch Offices, and all the A.A. roadside sentry box

telephones. The patrols m charge, in turn, pass the in-

formation to all other patrols in their districts

The hue and cry is raised

!

When the car or cycle is seen, "necessary action '

is

taken to bring it to a standstill. If such action is un-

successful, the patrols use the wires running from the

A.A. roadside telephones, and other steps are taken to

arrest the thief's progress.

Roadside Telephones.
A most valuable adjunct to the patrol service

of the Automobile Association is the system of tele-

phones installed by the roadside. These telephones
are chiefly located at crossroads, sharp corners,

and other danger points where motor cyclists can

best be served by patrols on " fixed point duty."

The telephones can be used by members for

all purposes, and are particularly useful to motor
cyclists who desire to remain in touch with home
and business during journeys. If a member's
route is known, the number of his cycle can be

'phoned to selected sentry boxes. When the

cycle passes it will be identified by means of the

index mark, stopped by the patrol, and the

member can communicate with his home or office.

Touring Facilities.

The Routes Department of the A.A. prepares

routes and tours under the supervision of members
of the staff who have personal and reliable know-
ledge of the districts suggested. This knowledge

is augmented by road information obtained from
members, patrols, surveyors, road-agents, and
other correspondents.

The information given is thus complete and
shows in a brief form:

—

1. The roads besl adapted to meet members' requirements.
2. The names of all towns and villages which are given on

sign posts or are easily recognised on a motorist's map.
3. Atl turnings which are likely lo be missed.

4 The distance between tovrns and the total mileage of the lour.

5. The chief places of interest along the route.

Information regarding hotels, garages, and
agents is given in the A.A. Handbook (issued

free to all members), so that a motor cyclist is

never at a loss for a reliable hotel or garage.

Free Legal Defence.

The legal benefits offered by the A.A. to

members include FREE LEGAL DEFENCE
in any police court in the United Kingdom in

respect of alleged offences under the Motor Car
Act and Regulations. The benefit is open both

to the member and to his paid driver, and the

offences covered include—Driving Dangerously,

Elxceeding the Speed Limit, Obscured Numbers,
Non-compliance with the Lighting Orders, and
the many technical points raised under the

Registration and Licensing Regulations, etc., etc.

FREE LEGAL ADVICE is also available

jO members on einy matter connected with motor-

ing. This benefit includes such matters as Liability

for Accidents on the Road, Claims for Damage in

Transit, the Responsibilities of Garage Proprietors,

Disputes over the Buying and Selling of Cars, Theft of

Cars, etc., etc.

Other privileges enjoyed by members of the A.A.

include Engineering Assistance, Special Insurance

Facilities, " First Aid " machines. Foreign Touring
Assistance, etc., etc.

The annual subscriptions, which run for twelve

months from date of joining, are :

—

Ordinary Member, £2 2s (Badge fee, 5/-)
Light Car Member, £1 la. .. .. (Badge fee, 4/-)
Motor Cycle or Cycle Car Member. 10/6 (Badge fee, 3 /-)

Complete information as to the objects of the Associa-'

tion and the many privileges it extends to its members are
contained in arecently published booklet enttled "The Key
to the Open Road," a copy of which is obtainable on request.

AU correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary,

A.A. &. M.U.. 2 1 , Fanum House, Whltcomb St, London, W.C.2.

i?OADS PATROLLED
BY THE

-A.A.&jyi.u.

Thick black lines show roads patrolled. Circles denote Area Headquarters
and Branch Offices. Squares indicate Appointed Agents, Repairers, and Hotels,

" North, South, East, or West,
" A.A. Service is the Best."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these ooluma'^

—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for everj

addiaonal word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__.^—J--55"

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^.

—

-—
Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

Ail adveriisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

AH letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at (he end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

rJUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

IQ the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box ooo, do" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

iiddressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisemmts containing

nmlUanccs sliould be sent by registered post.

In the case ot motor cycles offered for sale under a box
namber, as it Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

lacilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

ome mention ot the district in which the cat offered

mt; be seen and tried.

!W DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is eHected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amouni
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay^

carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 il

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged: when undei

£10 the fee is 13. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be madf
payable to dfie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is ar

hidication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but liave not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Beaflers who reply to advertisements and receivo no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is qdlte impossible to reply to each

one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

EARLIEST Deliveries of A.B.C. ; boelt your order
now.— Witham Bros.. Newport, Wight. [1355

A3.0.—Caffyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers for
Susses, are hooking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
JONE.S' Garage, special agents for A.B.C, Broad-

wav. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
North Finchley. [2930

CEOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, have ccntraetcd
lareelr for the new A.B.O. Order now for

earliest delivery. [5298

LrVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

Sole London Agents for

A.J.S. and British Excelsiors.

Pillion Seats in stock.

The Tan-Sad Snrins Seat, dish-shaped,
easily fitted, No. I 33 /-

Extras.—Cushion and Grips, No. 8 6/-

Terry's Spring Pillion Seat, leather-covered.
Price «/-

Leather Racing Helmets 10/- and 11/6

Bluemels' Inflators:

15" • 6/8

18" 7/-

(Post 3d.)

SPECIAL TOOL KITS.

Contains 2 adjustable wrenches, pliers,

screwdriver, punch, file, tyre levers, belt-

punch, set of tubular box spanners, and oil-

can. Price (complete) 21/6
Post paid.

Cameo Windscreen 55 /-

With valance 60 /-

{Post free.)

CARBURETTERS

:

B. & B. Standard, for 3A, 6, and 8 h.p.

machines 72 /-

B. & B. Lightweight 67 /-

Amac Special, for Douglas machines . . 70/-

Handle-bars,Semi-T.T., 27in. wide, g or
lin. stem (carriage gd.) IB /-

Spring Links (Terry's), for machines up
to 6-Sh.p per pair 18/6

Cleaning Brushes, wire-bonnd,6in. overall,
handy size. Price (post 3d.) 1 /-

Paste Solder. Repairs by anyone can be
carried out on the road. Price (per
tube (post 3d.) 2/6

Insulating Tape

:

Per roll, large size 1/4

Ditto, medium size . T. lOd.
(Post 2d.)

Tail Lamps (post 3d.) 5/6

THE DELUGE TRIPLE PROOF GOAT. O.B.
Special protection tor back and shoulders,

seatless overalls, shaped to fit legs.

Finest value offered Price 60/-
(Post paid.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms :

Wholesale

:

21a, STORE STREET, W.C.1.

38. ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage: Tottenham Court Eoad.*Phono—Mageam, 1240.
Telegrama

—
"Dynametro, Weatcent, London."man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., LirerpooL [0003

A-B.C.—Sole agents for these famous machines
Orders booked now for early delivery.—Chandler

Hevre. and Williams, Sun St.. Hitchin. [0996

C28 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1Q14 3-apeed A.B.O., T.T. model, and O.B. sidecar,
-.-•^ ns new, very fast; deeds are louder than words;
e90.-H. Btnbbs, Askern, Doncaster. [X4164-

A.B.C. Distributers lor North Derbyshire, book your
orders now to ensure early delivftiy.—W. R.

Sanders and Co., Ltd., Sanders' Garage, Buxton.
[X3644

A.B.C—Distributora for Scotland. Book yonr ordei
now to ensure reasonable date for delivery.—Edin-

burgh Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Qrindlay St., Edin-
burgh. [X8301

FANCOUET'S Garage, Stamford, for A.B.C.'s: sole
distributing agent for Soke of Peterboro* and

County of Rutland; particnlare and illustrations on
request. [X9724

WE Are Now Booking''Orders for earliest deliveries

of A.B.O. motor cycles. Secure an early delivery
by placing yonr order with us now.—Dunwells' Garage,
Wigan. Tel.: 328. [X3219

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Speciflcation and full particulars will he sent on

iipplication.-The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
distributing ageuts for Lincolnshire. [X6969

DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Rd., Sheffield,

sole A.B.C. distributing agent for Sheffield and
'Ustrict, will give you earliest possible "rlelivery of the
new A.B.C. motor cycles uud light cars. [7270

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick, 3y.>h.p., 1913, 2y2in. tyres,

mechanical horn; 34 gns.—5, Eglon Mews, Prim-
rose Hill, N.W. [4625

1-QlS 4%h.p. Abingdon K.D. Combination, T.T., new
-*-*? piston and new Sturmey-Archer 3-speed iitted,

guaranteed perfect, as new, torpedo sidecar, lamps,
horn; £72.—Hillcot, Biggleswade. [4123

ABINGDON King Dick, 1914, eh.p. twin, Armstrong
3-speed and clutch, Bosch, splendid condition,

with wicker sidecar, good cha.ssis; £60, bargain.—
Hucker, Hillsboro', Acock's Green. [S4387

Aero.

AERO Super Single, S'/sh.p-^ overhead valves, single

gear-, real record-breaking 1920 model, built

regardless of expense, with every detail studied: £85.

—

Speciflcation and photos, 45, St. Andrew's Rd.,
Southsea. [4062

A.J.S.

JACK HEALY, Cork.—Official A.J.S. agent-Garage
and works, Drinan St. [X8336

CRCW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912.—Deliveries have begun. [4083

J.S. Combination, late 1918, as new, spare wheel;
£175.—Howell. 10, Victoria Rd., Swindon. [X3874

A J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 3-apeed, kick starter,

splendid condition; £100.—Varney, 15,' High St.,

Godalming. - [4350

A.J.S.,, 2%li.p., 2-sp6ed, h.b. clutch, B. and B. car-

buretter, plating as new; ride awayx £45, or

offer-Ivy Cottage, New Balderton, Newark. [X4157

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cj'cle and Light Oar Co.. Ltd.,

Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Bd.. Ply-

uouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

liveries. [0007

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, Lucas lamps, horn, tools,

speedometer; any trial 4 np; £135; lower power
part payment.-231, Coventry Ed., Bed Hill, Tardley,
Dirmingham. ,

[X4394 -

A -J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, 3-speed, kick
i^ start, lamps, tools, speedometer, spares, splendid
ondition; £120.—Boyman, 27, High St., 'West Nor-
vvood, S.E.27. [X4312

A.J.S. 6h.p. and C.B. Sidecar, just been overhauled,
splendid condition, lamps, horn, tyres good; 100

gns., or exchange small car; cash either way.—20, Fife
Rd., Kingston, London. [4614 -

1 Q19 A.J.S. Peace Model 6h.p. Combination, spare
X.U wheel, wind screen, apron, hood, side curtains,

delivered mid-May, perfect; £185. Alter 6.-64, Glads-
muir Rd., Highgate, N.19. [X430S

A.J.S., 2'>4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, Lucas
lamps, horn, etc., perfect condition, pure rased

Sept., 1916; *65 nett; Southport district.—Box
L2,228, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4731

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, 3 Lucas
lamps, Cowey speedometer, Lucas H.B. mirror,

and horn, full set spares, perfect condition; £175.—
Upward and Rich, Newport, I.'W. 1X4207

A .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1917, war model, spare
iX wheel, wind screen, storm apron, horn, 3 lamps,
first-class condition, had very little wear; £150; trial.-.

10, South Riley St., Burslem, Staffs. [X4320

A.J.S., 5-6h.p., 1914 model, sidecar, screen, pillion

seat, speedometer, 3 lamps, all accessories, condi-

tion perfect; no dealers.—A.C.8., 7, Dnke's Av.,

Chiswick. W.4. 'Phone : Chiswiok 206. [X410S

A
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
, Chater-Lea.

16 Chater-Lea Combination, been stored, electric

lamp. 3-sueed. etc; £125, or nearest.—672,
Commercial Rd.. E.14. [4707

CHATEE-LEA Sli.p. Conchbuilt Combination, 3-s[)eed,

clutch. Bosob mag., lamps, speedometer, eto., ready
to ride awav; £90. or exchange less power; uo dealers.—
Wrny. 1. Vale Kd., Tunbridge "Wells, [4165

Chater-Lea*Jap.
J.A.P.-CHATEE-LEA, 2 speeds. F.E.. Bosch, B. and

B. : £50.—Williams, Brigbtview, Hadley Ed., New
Barnet. [4380

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 4'jli.p. Combination, coacb-
bnilt sidecar, 3-speed, clntch. Boscb, B. and B.,

accessories, just overhauled; £65. Any time Thurs-
day-Friday afternoon.—Hillary. 2, Dupree Rd., Charl-
ton. . [4425

Chater-Lea-Minerva.
4h.p. Cbater-Lea-Miuerva. C.A.Y. mag., B. and B.

carburetter, m.o.v.'s, seuii-T.T. bar^, in running
order; sacrifice £20.—P. Bomford, Broughton, Persbor^.

[X4046
Chater=M.M.C.

CHATEE-M-M.C., 3l-^-4h.p.^ mag., B. and B., semi-
T.T.. Druids, good condition, mechaniciilly souud,

cane sidecar; trial; £22, or se;'arate,— 15, S^ctorv Ed.,
Grays.

*

[4347
Clement.

CLEArENT-GERRARD. all complete, wants slight
rppair; what offers?—H. Wright, Yewtree. Diggle,

near Oldham. . [X4248
Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., kick start, splendid
machine; £75.—Sapsworth, 193, High St.. Ton-

bridge. [X4173

CROW Bros., High St.. GuiMford, West Surrey
agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early

delivery. [4084

6h.p. Clj-no Combination, detachable wheels and
si>are, 3-specd, good condition; £95.—Harper.

Craven Arms. [X4047

CLYNO 2'y^h.p. 2-5troke, 2-speed and clutch, topping
condition, snip; £45.—ATon Cycle Co., 85, Church

Ed.. Willesden, N.W. [4572

CLYXO 1915 2Ub.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, band clutch,
perfect cooditinn. good appearance ; 44 gns.—56,

iliinoT Lane. Lee; S.E.
"

[4638

CLYNO Combination, 5-6b.p., 2-3peed, K.S., speedo-
meter, Bosch, Amac, new back tvre; 65 gns.—

Eice, 149, Bowes Rd., Palmer's Green, ^".13. [4682

CLYNO coachbuilt Combination. 1915, 3-sp3ed5,
countershaft, kick-start, chain drive, all acces-

sories, as new; £80.-1, Bell's Garden Rd., Peckham.
£4655

1 Qie Clvno, 5-6h.p., wicker sidecar, 2 speeds, lumps,
Xt# tools, spare cover, new inner tube, and slightly
damaged cover on sidecar wheel, just overbauUd; £95.
—Wynnstay, High St., Berkhamsted. [X4250

CLYNO Combination, splendid condition, 6h.p.. 3-

speed, K.S., lamps, tools, and spare wheel; £130;
after 6.33 p.m.—Jepson, 139, Fellow's Rd., South
Hampstead, N.W.3. - [4198

CLYNO Coacbbnilt Combination [late model}, 6h.p.,
3-speed countershaft, clutch, interchangeable

wheels, spare wheel, lamps, speedometer, electric horn.
luxurious outfit; £135.—E., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton.

[4686
Connaught.

CONNArCHT. 2"f4h.p.. 2-stroke. in new condition; a
real bargain, £35.-96, Ashbourne Rd., Mitcham.

[4539
CONNAUGHT 2>ih.p., 1915, perfect running order;

no dealers: £32.-60, Apsley Rd., South Norwood.
S.E. [X4293
CONN'AUGHT, 2*ib.p., 3 speeds, K. starter, drip

feed; photo; beautiful condition; £46, or exchange
geared S^^b.p.—20, Frantfort St., Birmingham. [4267

Coulson.
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man

buyers order now from Official Coulson B. dealers,
J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester. [3659

COULSON B.—South Lancasbire, Nortb Cheshire,
and Isle of Man; residents enquire.—J. Blake and

Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester.
CX4467

Coventry Eagle.

1 Q17 Coventry Eagle, Villiers 2?:;b.p. 2-stroke
-1-*^ engine, 2-speed gear, excellent condition; £50—H. S. Hartley, 11, Lyndburst Rd., Higbams Park,
Chingford- [4247

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-stroke, good order, little used, with

horn; £22.—Guy, Queen's Rd., Thame, Oxon.
^ - [4199
Diamond.

-|Q16 2i^h.p. Diamond, 2-speed, stored 18 months,
J-*/ lamps, bom, and accessories; £45.-109, St
Michael's E<L, Aldersbot. [X4165

Dot
LATE 1914 4i4h.p. Single Dot-Precision. 3-speed,

clutch, new l)elt, original tyres, stored 2 years
perfect; £65.—Fullerton, Ranelly, Omagb, Tyrone.

£4326

BRAMPTON
BiFlex

Spring Fork
—which, by reason of its vibration and
shock-absorbing efficiency was, specified

by the War Office for fitment to the
Vickers-CIyno Motor Cycle Machine Gun
Combinations. Motor Cycle Ambulance
Combinations were also fitted with the
Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork for the
same reason, as well as large consignments
of motor cycles which were shipped to the
various theatres of the war for solo work.
To ensure the maximum of comfort awheel
and to prolong thelife of your motor cycle,

you should specify and insist upon the fit-

ment of the Brampton Bi-Flex Spring Fork.

Sole Makers

—

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.
OLIVER ST., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

D.OITGI,AS, king of horizontals.—Goiirlay, Agent,
Fnlloivfleld. [2571

DOUGLAS, 2';ili.p., Inand new.—8a, Eden St., Hamp-
stead Ed., N.W. [4122

DOUGLAS 2;''jb.p., new in crate, bargain;' 78 gns.-
31, King's Av., Maiden, S.W. [4263

23,h.p. Douglas, new W.D. model in crate; 80 gns.

—

4 31, King's Av., Maiden, S.W. [4055

23.I1.P. Douglas, W.D. Model, brand new; £74.-16,
4 Grove I'nrade, East rincbley. [4593

D.OUGLAS 2¥,b.p., 1914, single speed, needs slight
repair; what offers?-40, Darnley Rd., Gravesend.

(4407
DOUGLAS, 2^^b,p., overhauled and enamelled, lamps,

etc.; trial; £28/10.-57, Crabtree Lane, Fulham.
[4540

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, new tyres, guaranteed
perfect; no offers; £58.—Crown Garage, Ching-

ford. [4681

DOUGLAS 23-4'h.p., new, jusfc uncrated; for quick
sale 65 gns.—6, Clarendon Place, Netting llill,

W.ll. ^ [X4291

DOUGLAS 1913 2%b.p., single speed, new tvres. in

good running order; £40.-10, Eothes Ed., llor-

Idng. [4580

pjOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, adjustable
-L'' pulley, good condition.—90, Stratford Rd., Wolver-
ton. [X4343

DOUGLAS T.T. 2%h.p., 1914 or later; no rubbish
wanted.—D. F. Heybourn, 7, East Rd., Maiden-

head. [4597

BRAND New Douglas's in stock, not scratched; list

price only.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd.,
N.-W.l. [3973

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1913,. 2-speed, good condition;
£.•^3.-Humphrya, Hardwick, Duppas Hill Rd.,

Croydon. [4364

DOUGLAS.—Best deliveries; 4h.p. combination,
fllO; War Office 2%h.p., £65.—Moffat, Yeovil.

'Phone : 50. [1103

D.OUGLAS 2'!4h.p. Twin, mag., runs splendidly; 28
gns.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [4493

3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-etarter, per-
/W4- feet condition; £50.—Lawn, Prospect House,
Long St., Thirsk. ' [4108

DOUGLAS 23'^.p., 1914, splendid condition, new
tyres, stored 3K years; £55.—Adney, Belle Vue

Rd., Cinderford. [X4234

Q.3h.p. Douglas, unused, built under Government
/^4 inspection; 74 gns.—M.C., Rivington House,
Woodford Green. [4331

DOUGLAS 1914, 2-speed, Palmer cord. Klaxon horn,

.

' perfect condition; 48 gns.—Dowdall, 185, Fenti-
man Rd., S.W. [4131

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D. model, not been used.—Seen
at 3a, Devonshire Row Mews, Devonshire St.. off

Gt. Portland St., W. [4164

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, good
running order, lamps and accessori^; £58.-171,

High St., Chatham, Kent. [4509

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., W.D., F.E., 2-speed, lamps,
etc. ; exchamge for combination or sell.—9, Bollo

Lane, Chiswick, W.4. [40B2

1 Q15 2?ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, lamp, horn, spare
-Lt7 belt, chain, etc.; £65. After 6.—Douglas, 305,
Green Lanes, N.4. [4652

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, delivered 1914, stored 2
' years, horn, clutch, new tyres; £50.—Garaged 20,

Pembridge Ed., W.ll. [X4297

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition: any
'

trial- £55. Skinner, Millwrights' Anns, Walton
Rd., Aylesbury, Bucks. [4308

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., W.D. model, brand new, still

in crate; £76, or offer; seen any time.—C.S.,
14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. [4614

DOUGLAS 2^^.p., recently overhauled, perfect
throughout, any trial; £30.-53, Russell Rd.,

St. Aiine Rd., Tottenham. [4640

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new, ready to ride
away; best offer over £140.—Austin's Garage,

Hodderdon, Herts. Tel. : 45. [4470

DOUGLAS 1919 W.D. Model, delivered April,
Engine 39770, C.A.V. mag., perfect condition;

£80.-92, Station Rd., Hendon. [4283

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. W.D. Model, all black, new, not
ridden 30 miles; 75 gns.; after 6 o'clock.—28,

Spencer Av., Bowes Pari, N.2a. [4474

D.OUGLAS, 2 speeds, clutch, lamp, horn, Bosch, new
tvres, excellent condition; £45.—Harford, 120,

Sutherland Ed., W- Croydon. (4296

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 3-speed, Colonial T.T., all
accessories, spares, and tools ; after 6 ; 68 gns.

—

25, Oolville Rd., Leytoi;stone. (4439

DOUGLAS 2^.p., 2-speed, excellent condition, £42;
also 2%h.p. Douglas, ride away, £39.—9, Albert

Rd., Bromley Common, Kent. [4621

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q13 2'?ih.p. Douglas, footboards, good running
J-t/ order recently overliauled; any trial; £25.—
R.S., 27, St. Helen's St., Ipswich. [X4255

GIBB, The Douglas Expert, Gloucester ('Phone: 852;.
regrets to inform his nninercus clients he canunt

accept orders for early deliveries. [4749

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., new, delivery from stock; bar-
gains at 80 gns.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18a,

Bruton Place, New Bond St., W. [4604

D,OUGLAS 2^h.p., 1915. stored 2 years, good roii-

dition. fouiptete accessories, spares; £55; aft^r
6.-39, Kineston Ltiue, Tedtlington. [4595

DOUGLAS 1911 2^ih.p., T.T. bnrs, lamps, etc., slight
repairs neede^l, good tyres : £15.—Jellicoe, - 16,

Adaniaon Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [4136

1 Q17 Douglas, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, W.D. model, splendid
J-*' running order, new tyres, £52; 1915 ditto, £44.
—Box L2.230 c/o The Motor Cycle. [4733

DOUGLAS 4h.p. and Swan Sidecar, late model, per-
fect order, trial; seen by appointment only; £80;

no offers.—Pond, 13, Milton Rd., Bow, E.3. [4616

DOUGLAS. 4h.p.. 1915, 2-speed, P.E., kick starter,

£70; Swan underslung sidecar to match, £20;
any trial.— 1, Henrietta St., Spalding, Linos. [X4229

D,OU(iLAS War Model 4h.p. Combination, in run-
ning order, but tieeds few parts and overhaul:

£87/10.-MandeB',^ 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [4157

33.h.p. Douglas "W.D. Model, brand new, just taken
4 irom cnite, ready to take away; what ofEersr—

Write W. Sparrow, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Teovil. [X4416

DOUGLAS 1916 T.T. 2%h.p., thoroughly overhauled,
machine in fine condition; £65.—Smith's, 10-16

Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),
[4672

DOUGLAS 23ib.p., 1913-14, 2-speed, condition ex
ceilent, engine thoroughly overhauled, as new. 1

new tyre; £60.-18, Chesilton Rd., Fulham, S.W.6,
[4481

"|Q14 Douglas, 2^jh.p., 2-speed, footboards, lamps,
At' etc., overhauled, tyres very good, splendid order
and appearance ; £52 / 10.—Martin, 8, Grenville St.

,

W.C. [4527

4b. p. Douglas Combination and accessories, new this
year, condition absolutely perfect, privately

owned; £120; any trial.—Stedman, Sngden Nurseries,
Worthing. [4345

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, excellent condition
£85, or highest otEer, or exchange with cash for

latest model.—Harding, 1, Vicarage Place, Shorne. near
Gravesend. [X4?98

DOUGLAS 2?«'h.p, single-speed, 1911, excellent con
dition, will climb all main road Devon hills, tyres

good, spare cover ; 28 gns.—Marriott, Haines Hill
Taunton, Somerset. [X4287

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2")4h.p., Bosch, Ainac, long eX'

hnust, compound spring saddle. Miller lamp,
stored 3 vears, perfect; 53 gns.-England, 55, Park
Hill, Carshalton. [4560

~IQ16 Douglas Combination, beautiful condition. 3-

-l-v speed, electric light, mechanical horn, tyres
nearlv new; £110; seen any time.—1, Gt. Titchfield

St., Oxford Circus, W.l. [4112

DOUGLAS Combination. 1915, 4h.p., coachbuilt,
electric lighting, new tyres, mechanically per-

fect, appearance as new; 112 gns.—179b, The Grove,
Denmark Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 698. [4510

DOUGLAS, 1913, stored during war, splendid run-
ning order, take two anywhere, Bosch, Miller,

spare chain, belt, and sundries; £45 cash.—Stone,
Jun., Hill Grove Crescent. Kidderminster. [X42ie

DOUGLAS 1915 2^4h.r., 3-8ijeed, complete, lamps,
generator. Klaxon, good tyres, bike done about

3,800 miles; owner returning N.Z. ; seen Salisbury dis-

trict; £50.-Box 4,152, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [X4150

IT Appears RidicxUous to Advertise when yon have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Donglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. [0966

DOUGLAS, ZVih.v. W.D., delivered new Febiniary.

1919, condition perfect, just done 1,000 miles,

lamps. Klaxon, all tools, chain case, spares; £74 cash;
getting larger machine.—Xisbet, Easington Castle Rd.,
Walton-on-Thames (station). [4244

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2";.'|h.p., just overhauled and de-

carbonised, in exceedingly good condition, take
any hill on top, tyres nearly new, long exhaust, semi-
T.T., Bosch, B. and B.; valued £65, what offers?—
S., 129, Belsize Crescent, N.W.3. [4089

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed, lamps,
mechanii.ol horn, speedometer, heavy Dunlojis

practically unsoratched, engine in si^lendid order and
everything mechanically sound; not army scrap; 95
gns.-^6, Dinsmore Rd., Balham, S.W.12. £4465

4h.p. Douglas crankshaft. £2; ditto chain, 10/6;
ditto rear brake. 10/6; D.A. cylinder, 55/-; 26x

2>$ butt-ended Dunlop tube, 12/6; Renold chain.

3x '2X6-16, 9/6; Douglas and Bradbury rims, 10/-
pair; all above new.—Hocken, Lizzen Polperro. [4327

'mil

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

'Elite Holdtite Bivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK ON.-

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same of that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles.

PRICES:
Gents'.

Size. Per Pair.

10-11 3/6
8-9 3/3
6-7 3/-

Ladies'.
Size. Per Pair

6-7 .. .. .. 2/8
4-5 2/4
2-3 2/-

Size.

4-5
2-3

1-13

Size.

I-13

II-I2

9-10

Boys' and Youths'.

Childs' (Light).

Per Pair.

3/-

2/10
2/8

Per Pair.

1/6
1/3

v-

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 /3, 2 /6, and 4 /6. An 8d. tin is

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanstaall Bridge Boad

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

mi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

3 .ail. p. Douglas.—We are not at present accepting
4 further orders until surh a time as we can ob-

tain n sufHcient number of 2S/ih.p. Douglas machines.
We shall still be pleased to send illustrations and iu-
foruijition likely to help our many customere.—Bobin.
son's (below}.

4h.p. Douglas Conibiufltions.—We are not at present
accepting furtlier orders until such a time as we

can obtain a sufficient number of these ouvtlts. Wo
shall still be pleased to send illustrntions and information
likely to help our many customers.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388.

[4724
DOUGLAS, late 1916, 2%h.p., 3-speed T.T., special

engine, Aerolite pistons, long extension exhaust,
mechanical horn, large Lucas lamp and generator,
electric tail lamp, tyres and belt good, tools, pump,
whole machine in new condition, perfect all through,
little used during war; trial; £70.—E. Southam, Peter-
stow, Boss, Herefordehire. 1X4590

1 Q15 Douglas 2^.p., 3-speed model, privatels
^•iy owned, bought new by owner, mileage guaran-
teed under 1,400, carefully stored during war, abso-
lutely as new in appearance and mechanical condition,
T.T. and raised handle-bars, rubber-covered footboards
Binks and Douglas carburetters, both perfect, nevi
XL'All saddle, extra large heavy tyre bacl{ wheel, botl
tyres unscratched, Lucas head lamp and generator
mileage recorder, mechanical horn, spare belt, chair
and new valve complete, ready drive away; accept £67
seen any time.—Richmond, 31, Wetherby Mansions
Earl's Court Scj., Earl's Court, S.W.6. [4677

Enfleld.

Qiih.p. 1912 Enfield, single speed, running order; £25
'*4 —12, Dplees Mavslics. Faversham. [4401

ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 2-8p6ed, in splendid order: £35
—Bellwood, "Victoria Rd., Scarborough. [4325

2.3h.p. Enfield, splendid condition, running order ; £27
.4 —3, St. Margaret's Ed., Brockley. [4S0S

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p. Combination, like new; offer.

—29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [4619

23.h.p. Enfleld, 2-speed, lamps, new chain, good rou'

4, ditiun; £35.—Coles, West Knoyle, Mere, Wilts
rX4149

ENFIELD Twin Lightweight, 2-speed gear ; 38 gns.—
Geo. Smith, Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Junc-

tion. [4011

ENFIELD 2S4h.p.. 1911, Bosch, B. and E., good con.

dition; £25; after 7.-187, Algernon Ed., Lewis-

ham. [4402

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1918, first-class con.

dition: £145.-73, Victoria Rd., Stroud Green,
N.4. [4678

19 Enfield Combination, under 700 mileage; ownei
bought car; what offers?-Box 4,172, c/o The MoUt

Cycle. [X4400

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2920

ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bosch, B.
and B., good tyres, and lamp; £37.—Warner. 86,

Church Rd., Acton. [4551

£28.—2^Ah.p. Enfield, countershaft, spring foot-

boards, chains, tyres in good condition, climb
anything.—Box 4,154, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4142

-| Q16 Enfleld 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedometer,
JL*y etc., little used, perfect condition; any trial;

£130,—Empson, Cockayne Hatley, Potton, Beds. [4491

1 Qle 3h.p. Enfield, Middleton sidecar, condition per-
i-U feet, done 1,000. speedometer, 3 lamps, Klaxon;
£78.—Write, Stock, 10, Munster Ed., Teddington. [4370

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, complete with
lamps, horn, and speedometer; first cheque £66.

—Macdonald and Son, 6, St. Mary's Gate, Manchester.
[X4172

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. 1916, lamps, speed-

ometer, etc., perfect condition: £135: seen after

6 p.m.—43, St. George's Ed., Kingston Hill, Surrey.
[X4411

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, 3 Lucas lamps.

Cameo, wind screen, storm apron, grand outfit,

completely overhauled; £145, no offers.—125, High
St., Woolwich. - [X3861

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, splendid condition,

coachbuilt sidecar, new tyres, Bosch mag.; £110.
-Apply. 32, Elsie Ed., East Dulwich, London, S.E.

lAfter 6 p.m.) [4322

ROYAL Enfleld 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch,

kick start, 2 Lucas lamps, very good condition;

Leicester- ride away; best offer over £56.—Box 4,171,

c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [X4382

LATE 1916 Enfield Combination 6h.p., hood, screen,

speedometer, accessories, beautiful condition;

barf'ain 126 gns., nearest.—Gordon, Confectioner, 3,

Wastdale Rd., Forest Hill, London. [4675

ENFIELD 1919 8h.p. Combination, delivered Easter,

Lucas lamps and horn, all spares including tube,

cnndition absolutely as new; no offers under £160.—
Gash, 51, Tennyson Ay., Bridlington. [4070

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, stored 2 years,

first-class condition; any trial; lamps, generators,

speedometer, all tools, spare cover and inner tube, new;
£140.-30, Kelvin Av., Bowes Park, N.22. [X4303

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IVX 2^;ii.p. 2-<=troke. new Mfiy, 1919, fnotbonrds and
horn, only done 50 miles; i47/10.—Mncguire, 220,

New Cross Kd.. S.E. [1180

T.T. Ivy-Jnp, 1915, 6h.p,, 3-speed oounter.sbnft. new
tyres, perfect condition ; £80.—J. E. Delph, 36,

Market HUl. Cambridge. [X4347

IVY 2i,l.h.p., 2-strol:e. Albion 2-speed, Sensprny, drip
lubrir.itiou. 200d llnulop tyios and belt, climb Snn-

rising e.isily: £33.—^Avoncarrow, Vincent Av., Strat-
tord-on-Avon. [X4108

BROOKLANDS Special Ivy. Haying to abandon
further competition work I offer what presents

an unparalleled opportunity for sporting riders. My
1914 2^4h.p. Ivy-Green-Precision is for sale. The
machine, which was built specially for me, is fitted

with a truly wonderful little engine. I could have
sold it favourably many times during the war, but saw
little use in disposing of a little friend whom I could,
under no circumstances, replace. 1 guarantee the
machine capable of lapping Brooklands at 60 miles per
hour average—in fact, on Brooklands, I consider the
machine can hold its own with any other 2-J4h.p. in
England, bar one. Actual mileage covered does not
exceed 100. and condition throughout coincides with
that amount of careful use, I offer the machine com-
plete, with new tyres, and belt, at £75.—J. W. ToUady
(late B.M.C.R.C), The Layton Garages, Bicester.
•Phone : 35. [X4326

James.
JAMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 ma-

chines in stock.—Chandler, Revre and Willijuiis
Sun St.. Hitchin. [0997

JAMES. 4i.;h.p., fixed engine, 1913 T.T. model,
good condition, real flier, take two anywhere,

ride away; £58.—Ovens, Brook St., Kidderminster.
[X4051

JAMES 4lib.p. Combination. 3-speed, 1914, just
overhauled, Lucas horn and lamps, Watford

speedometer. Paragon sidecar, windscreen; £100.

—

Quarterman, 116, Wellmeadow Rd., Hither Green.
[4723

J.A.P
4h.p. Jap, Bosch, Grado. cane sidecar, screen; £40.

—

Dow-nes, 69, Knapps Ed., Bow, B. [4255

SPECIAL Racing S^Oh.p. Overhead Valve 193 6
J.A.P., 7in. adjustable pulley, in perfect condi-

tion, head and rear lamps, mechanical horn; £75.

—

- Linnell, Wilbye House, Wellingborough. [X4102

J.A.P. Twin 6-7h.p. Combination, nice sidecar, under-
slung chassis, machine mechanically perfect, re-

cently overhauled and renovated, tyres good, lamp, etc.

;

North London; price £85.—Box L2.200, o/o The Mnlnr
Cycle. [4316

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Ih.p. Auxiliary Motor Attachment, complete,
brand new; 18 gns.—Ginger, Motors, Banbiiry.

[X4360
J.E.S. Auxiliary Lightweight Motor Cycle; any trial;

excellent condition; £20.—Long, 13, Kilmarsh
Rd., Hammersmith, W.6. [4427

LEA-FR-VNCIS 3-speed Model de Luxe, with J.E.S.
.nuxiliiirv set; photo sent with particulars: £25.

—Hydegate, tley, Dursley. [X4153

J.E.S. Engine Set, with tank and magneto, ready to
fit to wheel, needs slight attention; £6.—Bewers,

10, Hazeldene Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex. [4166

LAXC-A.SHIRE and Cheshire buyers order now from
official dealers in J.E.S. motor cyclette and attach

meat sets J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester. [3660

J.E.S. Motor Cyclette and Attachment Sets.—Lan-
cashire and Cheshire; residents order now from

J. Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool and Man
Chester. [X4468

Lea'Francls.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1919 (May), 4h.p. J.A.P. twin. 2-

speed, Lucas lamp, hbrn (black), electric tail.
Brooks saddle, Palmer 2^,-;in. tyres, done 400 ; this
machine is perfect and unscratched, £125; with
spec'al ^lontgomery sidecar (unused), painted and up-
holstered to match, £145.—Box 4,167, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X4273

Levis.

LEVIS Popular, new belt, tyre, fine condition: £29.
—Collins, Dog, Harvington, Kidderminster.

[X4191
"Id IV Levis Popular. Lucas lamps, splendid condi-
-l-«? tion; £35.—Potter, 28, Emu Rd., Qujen's Ed..
S.W.8. [4254

LEVIS Popular, late 1916, little used, lamps, horn,
accessories, spares; 36 gns'.^—21, Airlie Gardens,

Ilford. - '

[4332

~|Q16 Levfs Popular, lamps, horn, etc., T.T. bars,
-l-«7 good condition; £33.—Cburchill, The Grove,
Dorchester. [X3848

LEVIS.—Orders booked now will ensure early de-
livery of 1919 model.—W. R. Sanders and Co.,

Ltd.. Sanders' Garage, Buxton. [X3647-

LEVI3, 1915, splendid running order, recently over-
hauled, speedometer, new lamps, etc.; 40 gns. 1

—Avondale. Bath Rd.. Woking. ' [4363 I

BABY Levis 2r4b.p., lamp and generator, Bosch mag.-,
new ] 'union 'henvvt. enamel gcod. runs well, re-

1

lial'le: 30 gns.—Homestead, Birchington. [X4314i

Not only do we claim for
the LAYTON GARAGES
"fullest Value for Money
Spent " in Molor Cycle
purchase, but, in addition,

a Service which is

Personal, Courteous.
Reliable !

Here is coufirmation— a few
extracts from recent letters
received from satisfied clients.

" / should like to take this

opportunity of expressing

my appreciation of the fair,

courteous and businesslike

manner in which you do
your trade as experienced by
me, and I shall always be

pleased to recommend you."

" Shall only be too pleased

to advise anyone to buy from
you, for I know that they

will get value for their money
and A.\ treatment."

" / feel I must write and
express my satisfaction with
regard to the Combination,
also with the straightforward

manner in which you have
dealt with me. I shall only
be too pleaded to recommend
anyone who desires to be

dealt with satisfactorily, to

place themselves entirely in
your confidence, knowing you
will spare no efforts to get

them what they desire."

" Your business method is

most courteous and friendly,

and we are very pleased and
satisfied. It is the personal
element that you put into the

thing that make^ dealing with
you a pleasure."

And as wehave pleased
and satisfied others, so
can we also please and
satisfy YOU.

Write us re A.BC, Ariel,
Blackburne, En&eld, Ivy, Ne,v
Imperial, Norton, Sparkbrook.
and Triumph Motor Cycles, and
Hillman, Standard, Singer, and
Dawson Light Cars.

^v^

m

:<^

The LAYTON GARAGES,
London Rd., BICESTER,
and 90, High St., OXFORD.

Telepltone : No. 3S. Bicesltr.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS, 2',ih.p., 1917, done 700 milea, perfect Tun-
ning; best otter over £40.-51, Buckland Cres-

cent, Swiss Cottage. S. Hampstead, N.W.3. [4233

LEVIS, 2'ih.p.. 1914, 2-speed, just overhauled, runs
perfectly, fast: 44 gns. lowest.—Wilson, 1, The

Sycamores, Wimbledon Common (close King's College
School). [X4190

LEVIS, 1916, Popular Model, excellent condition,
fitted new accessories, including Brooks saddle.

Klaxon horn, rear brake, toolbag, Bluemel pump. Bates
tyre and tubs, nearly new belt, lamps, generator, etc.,

complete with tools, spare plug, belt fastener, tin car-

bide, can petrol, tin Price's oil, etc., engine just

overhauled, and will pull anywhere; write for appoint-
ment; price £47, or near offer.—Wilson, 116, Sprmg-
bank Ed., Hither Green, S.E. [4544

Limited.

IOb-p. Limited, V-shaped, powerful twin, clutch
/W model. This machine is used by the American

police to catch miscreants ; will do over 80 milea
per hour, in first-class condition; price £87/10.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [4701

Lincoln-Elk.

1 014 Lincoln-Elk 3V>h.p.. running order; £30.-13,
-Lt/ Little James St., Holborn, W.O. [4148

LINCOLN-ELK, 3V2h.p., 1914, overhauled, rebushed,
Bosch, heavy Dunlops, new condition and appear-

ance; £40, or nearest.—17, Park Ed., Haningay.
[X4472

L.M.C.

1 Q13 L.M.O. 4h.p.. 2-speed, kick start, chain-cnm-
i-U belt- £45.-13, Little James St., Holbom, W.O.

[4149

L.M.C. Motor Cycles. — The motor cycle with the
comforts of a car. All models available shortly;

demonstration model now in stock.—The sole dis-

tributing agents for London and the Home Counties,
Mebes and Mebes. the Original Light Car Specialists,

144, 154-6, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [3695

Lugton.

LITGTON .Precision 1913 3Kh.p., ointch, horn,
lamps, speedometer, and almost new tyres, £46;

also a sidecar for same if required.—89, Abbey Rd.,'

St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [4196

Martin.

MAETIN-J.A.P.. overhead valves, Philipson pulley,

Bosch mag., lamp set, spare tyre and tools : £50.
—Heather, London Ed., Bromley, Kent. [4632

Matchless.

MATCHLESS, Sh.p., racing model, speed 70-80;
£70.-40, Victoria Ed„ Kilburn, N.W. [4396

"I Q14 Matchless-Jap, drip, 3-Epeed, free, kick start,
A-*y cane sidecar; ^70.-78, Colegate, Norwich.

[X3670
CEOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, West Surrey

agents for the new Matchless.—Order now for

early delivery. • [4085

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2921

MATCHLESS 5-6h.p. Twin, countershaft 3-Bpeed gear,

good condition ; £67/10.-370, London Ed., Thorn-
ton Heath, S.E. [X4369

MATCHLESS 8h.p. C.B. Combination, in perfect

order; trial; £100.-92, Beulah Rd., Thornton
Heath, Croydon. [4538

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. C.B. Combination, 2-sr9ed.

hamlle start, good going order; £105.-4, Tirle-

mont Ed., Croydon. [4410

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p., T.T.i clutch, kick starter,

first-class condition: what offers?—4, College Gar-

dens, Oarleton Ed., N.7.
'

[4411

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, countershaft chain
drive, in excellent condition; £135.-22, Esmond

Gardens, Bedford Park, W.4. [4298

T.T. Sporting Matchless 8h.p., overhead valves, vari.

able gear, splendid condition; best offer over £80
secures.—Dunn, Photographer, Brechin. [X424e

Sh.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, sporting cane side-

car, 2-speed3, twin belts, stored during war, trial

given, seen evenings after 7; £90.-11, Cromer Ed.,
Romford, Essex. 4066

Sh.p. Matchless Combinat;ion, Victory model, com-
plete spare wheel, etc., delivered 1918.—Hardie,

24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. - [4354

MATCHLESS, Sh.p., 3-speed, Bosch, new hood,
screen, speedometer, ^are tyre and tube, chain,

ready any tour; £145; after 6 p.m.—85, West End
Rd.. Southall, Middlesex. [4400

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
kick start, clutch, 3 speeds, speedometer, 2 lampe,

tyres practically new; £90, lowest.—Adams, 13, Gros-
venor Av.. East Sheen, S.W.14. [4452

MATCHLE.9S 1913 Combination, 6-6h.p., Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed gear box, chain-cum-belt, all

accessories, practirallv idle since August, 1914: £80.
—Wilson, 8, St. Paul's Sq.. Bedford. [X4030

AH letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue L27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, 6-8h.p. twin,
belt drive, Bosch magneto, 2 speeds, free enpinp.

cit-ellent condition; best oi&er over £85; see evenings
aJter 5 p.m.— 18. Breretou Rd., Bedford. [X4103

1Q14 Matihloss. 8h.p., 3 speedn. C.B. Millford side-
Xi/ tnr: sell £90, or cxcbanpe for lowtjr po\\er eom-
tiiaation, Ji.S.A.. Triumph, or jjood mnke.— A. Hillery,
25, Hartingtou Rd., Masboroufh, near Rotherham.

[4137
MATCHLESS Combiootion. Wai Mndel 8h.p., excel-

lent condition, 3 speeds, extra wheel interchange-
able, speedometer, hood and streeu to sidwar; ex^eit
examination welcomed; £145.—Box LI, 878, c/o The
Holor Cych [3457

8h.p. Miit<-ble6s-Jap, 1914. sportiug^ solo monnt, verv
aast. not used during war, thoroughly ovei'baule<l

and enamelled, water-tight Boseh, Senspray,. adjustalile
pulley, no gears, long exhaust; £80.—Brook, 49. Bridt;^
Rd., Alolesev. [4489

SOAXS and Dunn, 93, Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent.
pla«:ed a good contract long ago for Matchless

Combinations, and are now booking orders strictly in
rotation for earliest possible delivery; he early on our
waiting list, satisfaction assured. 'Phone : Broml-y
350. [4068
"1 Q17 8h.p. Matchless Combination, 3-3p«ed, all
A*' wheels interchangeable, fiist-rnte condition, re-
cently overhauled, can lie ridden away, spare wheel,
wind sc-reen, 2 large head lamps and rear la'mp, watch,
acceeaories; 24 hours' notice to riew; what offers? caalr
down,—Hunt, Brondirion, Pontvpridd. [4568

M
M

M
M

Metro.
ETROTTLEH. - Sole aeciits for Hertfordshire,
ClioudPer. Heyre am) WiUiams. Sun St.. Hitcliin

10998
ETRO 2.€troke, enamelled Indian red. long ex-

haast.—Sapsworth, 193. High St., Tonbridge.
[X4176

Minerva.
INEEVA 251h.p.. mag., ready to ride away; £21.—
Baker. Crowland, Peterborough. [4589

INERVA, 8h.p., 2-siJeed. sidecar, less magneto:
£.23.-7, Risingholme Villas, Wealdstonc. [X3863

TWIX Stinerr.!, 5h.p., Bosch, Druids, ready for road;
£25.—Thumton, Moor Lane, Sherburn-in-Elmet.

[X3855
2h.p. llinenra, nr.o.v.. Amac. battery; bargain, £9.

offer.—9, Jubilee Terrace, Broomtield Kd-, Cbelme-
ford. [4371

SJh.p. Minerya, Bnsch, m.o.T., 2J^n. tyres, climbs
2 weU; £20.—Kingston. 69, Sydenham Hill.

S.E.23. [X4308

MrSEHVA 3i.l.h.p. Motor Cycle, with footboards,
good condition; £16.—livsey, 80, Entwistle Bd.,

Rochdale. [X4388

MINERVA S'.-Sk.j,. Bosch, B. and B., large brass
tank, overhauled: £29, or ofior.—F., 3, Manor

Rd., Tilbury, Esses. [4478

MINERVA 3',^b.p., m.o.v., accumulator, B. and B.,
ready to ride away; £18.—Busbridge, 7, Providence

Ptace. Long JJitton, Surrey. [4634

MINERVA 4i..;h-p. Big Single, strong sidecar rnaehine.
GiJido ball thrust gear; only seen after 6 p.m.; no

offers; £28/10.-12, Cheshire St., Bethnal Green, E.
[4125

31.h.p. xrinerva and Sidecar, Bosch mag., Amac car-
2 bnretter, H.B.C. Dunlop tyres, Whittle belt,

lamps, carrier, etc., needs slight adjustment; bargain,
£20.—Ben. 152a, Swaby Rd., Earlsfleld. [4421

MINERVA 2;2h.p., m.o.v., rebuilt by mechanic, low
drop frame and tank (new), waterproof mag.,

B.B. spring forks, horn, engine perfect order, reliable,
and very good climber; £21, lowest; photo 4d.—
Gillett, 37a, Marelair, Northampton. [X4213

Moto-Reve

3Ah. p. Moto-Beve, fine condition, ninniag order

;

4 £25.-3, St. Margaret's Ed., Brocklcy. [4306

23Lh.p. Afoto Reve, twin, recently overlianled ; £25.
4 Seen alter 6 p.m.—S., 56, Spencer Bd..

Wealdstone, Middlesex. [4642

Motosacodie.
MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p., Singer Irame. carrier, horn;

£20, cheap.—168, Havelock Bd., Brighton.
AJt«r 8 evening. [4248

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson, 1914. 2^4h.p-, 3 speeds, ride awav;

£45.—Barber, High St., Dunstable, Beds. [4620

XTEW HUDSON 4h.p., 3-3peed, clutch; first £45
-1-* secures.-53, Alderman's Drive, Peterborough.

[X4220
"^EW HUDSON 1914 Z'-^.V-. S-speed. clutch. lamp.
Xl good running order; £35.—.Saunders, c.o Page
and Girling, Melton, Suffolk. [4651

NEW Hudson-Jap 2^,ih.p., overhauled by Prestwich. 3
speeds, F.E.. Boach. B .and B. ; £35.-tjoodev,

BrightMew, Hadley Ed., New Bamct [4379

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, eoacb-
huilt combination, condition and appearance new:

«90.—J. Smith and Co., Glengall Ed., ilillwall. [4118

I
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RESULT.
Satton Coldfield AX.
Reliability Trial for

the *' Levis^' Cop, on

Saturday, May 17th-

TWO IVYS ENTERED

Both ridden by private owners,

Mr. George Dallison and
Mr. Seymour Smith.

TWO IVYS FINISHEa

OBTAINING FULL MARKS.

Mr. Seymour Smith riding a

1914 Model Two-Stroke, which

had done many thousands of

miles, obtained

2nd PLACE
winning the Club

GOLD MEDAL
and the Captain's

SILVER SOUVENIR PRIZE.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

Ollh.p. New Hudson, Boscb, B .and B. variable jet,
^4, 3-Bpeed, clutch, adjustable polley, very last:
any trial; ride away; alter 6 p.m.; £45.-5, Chapel
House St., Millwall. Poplar, E. [4528

1 Q 13-14 3'/2h-P. New Hudaon-Jap Combination,
J-t' coachbuilt, 3-speed, free engine, excellent run-
ning order; 65 gna., or highest offer.—Sherwood, Kel-
sale, Saxmundham, Suffolk. [4660

NEW ITDD80N 1915, 6h.p. Combination, coaclw
built 2-seater sidecar, 3-speed, kick-start, chiteh,

lamps, and accessories, all in splendid condition, as
new, stored 3 years, only used week-ends; £90, no
offers.—Apply, 12, Granville Rd., Sevenoaks. [4282

BIG Six New Hudson, 1914, G.B. sidecar, 3-8peed,
Bosch, Armstrong hub, kick-starter, stored 3 >

years, excellent condition, recently overhauled, almost
new tyres, ready for touring, no lamps, trial by
appointment; £130 lowest.-Jones, 5, Greylands, Cop-
thorne, Shrewsbury. [4062

SPORTING single-cyl. single-speed New Hudson,
3Hh.p., 1911, just thoroughly overhauled and

re-enamcIIed, new semi-T.T. bars; new bawlc tyre and
tube; wants Bowden controls fitting, frame head broken
through collision, otherwise sound, engine hot stuff;

£20 in present condition.—Warner, Woodcroft, Mot-
tingham, S.E.9. [4257

New Imperial.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildord, invite enquiries
for latest New Imperials. [4086"

EW Imperial.—Caflynfl, Ltd., Eastbourne, are book-
ing orders for delivery shortly. [0018

S. A. NEWMAN, H
• LTD.. 9

I
ASTON CROSS, M

BIRMINGHAM.

I8]VRISTO(Mr8
I OF ITSTYPE I

N
NEW luiperinl 2^4h.p., 1916, 2 speeds, wide ha\fi.

fast: £50.—Eiiilwav Garase. Staines. 'l>hoiie 139
[400<1

NEW Imperial, 1916, 2-speed, compliitG, electric lifiijt-

iiiff, numerous spares; 48 gns.—Northwood Cott:tf.'c.

Chialelinrst. [4410

NEW Imperial-J.A.P., 2^ih.p., 2-speed, in excellent
condition: £42.—E. Birch, Littlecot, Sutton-at-

Hone. Kent.' [4196

1Q15 2'»lh.p New Imperial-J.A.P., 2-3peed, lamp,
-t-i' horn, etc., perfect condition; £42.—Churchill,
The Grove, Dorchester. [X3849

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents. Eey's, 173, Great
Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [9677

NEW Imperial 1917 2'4h.p., 2-speed, condition equal
to new: fi55.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill

(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [4671

NEW Imperial-Jnp, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds, new tyre?,

lamps, liorn, perfect condition ; £47.—Newland,
248, Alderminster Rd., Bermondsey, S.E7 [4181

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, semi T.T., 2 speeds, Lucas
lamps, knee-grips, Amac; £45; seen Garage, 102,

Goose Green. East Dulivich. or write Thomson, 73. C:it-

lin St., S.E.16. . [4485

Norton.
~

JACK HEALY, Cork.—Norton official agent for the
South of Ireland. [X8335

CEOW Bros.. High St.. Guildford, Norton agents: let

us reserve you one. [5301

NORTON T.T., Si/sh.p., Phillipson, late model, elec-

tric lamps, reliable, fast; £68.—Green, Grocer.
Reigate. - [4500

NORTON, B.S. model, very fine condition, knee
grips, all accessories; £63, no oHers.—H., 23.

Crookerton Rd., Upper Tooting. (4721

DAN BRAUBDBY, 224. Loudoj Rd., Shrfaejd. the
well-linown Norton exponent and agent, will give

M1U earliest possible delivery of Nortons. [7269

1 Q 14 SVoh.p. T.T. Norton, 'excellent condition, com-
-LJI? plete with horn and lamps; £55.—Smith's, 10-

16. Haverstocfc Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tub-3
Station). [4670

NORTONS — We are now booking orders for tfie

latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5
dppoiit: deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100,
Ut Poitland St;. London. W.l. . [5675

NORTON 3>,ai,p., 1915 T.T., Philipsou, Binks, O.A.V.,
1'. and ii. head light, horn, rubber grips, tyres

;ind belt in escellent condition, very fast machine: seen
evenings after 6; £64.—Rogenhagen, Linden Couit,
Epsom Downs, Surrey. [4484

T.T. Norton, 1913, stored 4 years, tank and frame
re-enamelled, C.A.'V., rhilipson, 1919 B. and B.,

and new engine p.irts, long exhaust pipe, lamp, tools,

new tyres, ready ride away; £60.—Bell, Abbey Cottage.
Cardington Ed., Bedford. [X4334

1Q16 Norton 3,'-2h.p., T.T., Lucas lamps, horn, also
JL*J Klaxon, recently enamelled, tyres perfect, rear
one new, new belt, new large armoured tooibags, acces-
sories, new Senspray carburetter, spare cover,^ fast,

lierfect, £75.—Rutter, 84, Park Mansions, Knights-
bridge, S.W. [4256

N.S.U.

N.S.U., 3',-.h.p., free engine, kick starter; £43/10.— 19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambsth, London, S.W. 8.

[4392
N.S.U. 3i.ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, swift mount;

£35, ride away.-Bert, 153, Walmer Rd., Net-
ting Hill, W. [4251

B28 All letters relating to advertisements sbould auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1 Q13 Rudge Multi. good condition, iust overhauled.
X«7 new tyre, belt, Senspray, Lucas Cyclorn

:

£52/10; approvnl deposit wiUingly.—Box 4,162, c/o
The Motor Cycle. (X3e77

Sih.p. Rudge, 2-spjed, kick-start, gear box, dynamo
2 lighting, C.A.V., mag., rebushed and enamelled.

semi-T.T., sporty, fast; £50, or nearest.— Williams.
Tapstone. Church Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [4422

BARGAIN, 3>5h.p. Radge and C.B. sidecar (new
body*. 2.speed, Binks. Ruthardt. Dunlop fyre:^.

mileage 4.000. lamps, horn, etc., will separate; cheap.
£67/10.—Holland, 28, Lonsdale St., Burnley. 4654

1 Ql7 I 0,M. T.T. Rudge iliilti. gond condition, ven
J-t^ Just. Klaxon, Stewart, 1,000 F.R.S.. uever been
lit. knee-grips, spores and tools; sell £75. or exchange
good 2-?4h.p.-as part.—E. Dabbs, jJCew York, Lincoln.

[X4162.
"DDDGE Mnlti, late 1914, and sidecar. P.H. lamps.
J-«^ speedometer, knee-grips, spare tyre, tube, and belt,
stored 5 years, iterfect running order, climb anything:
bargain, £68; alter 3 p.m.—101, Grove Lane, Camber-
well. [X4316
pUDGE Multi SVJh.p., Mills-Fulford sidecar, fine
J-V condition, mechanically perfect: exchange (cash;
for higher power twin combination, or sell 55gns..
lowest.—Write arst, Upstair, 48, Gwendoline Av., Uptor
Manor, E.13. 94406

RUDGE 1914 SVih.p.. Binks, semi T.T., straight ex-
haust, variable pulley, new pistou rings, front tvre.

tube, also belt, lamps, horn, everything splendid coiidi-
tion. very fast: 55 gns. : trial; can be seen after 7
p.m.—64, BallocJi Ed.. Catford. (4378
T IGHTWEIGHT Radge Bic.vcle. in good condition,
--' fitted with J.E.S. lightweight engine, complete,
nearly new, and in good order, £20; also some new
and second-hand motor cycle lighting sets.—R. VV
Drummond, The Close, Bedford Rd., Hitchin. [4658

RIGHT-HAXD Sidecar, avoid accidents, coachbuilt,
not a scratch, with Rudge Multi 5V-'h.p., 1914,

like new, 3.000 miles same driver, all accesjiories, Lucas
lamps, spare generators, Jonee speedometer -with night
lamp, 8-day luminous watch, spare paraffin lamps,
spare belts, etc.; £100, no ofler; in London Mayfair-
write for appointment or trial.—Box L2,201, c/o The
Motor Cycle, [4355

RUFFLES.—Delivery from stock, aiAh.p.. 2-speed -
W. H- Grimes and Co., 18a, Bruton Place, New

Bond St., W. [2107

Sarolea.
SAEOLEA S^ih.p., and sidecar. Roc 2 speeds, Bosch

mag.. B. and B. carburetter, tyres and belt all in
good condition; £35.—Bond, 3, St. John's Rd-. Ux-
bridge. [4162

Scott.

SCOTT. 1915. W.D. model, £48; Rudge, 1914, clutch,
as new, £48.-49, WeU St., Hackney. [4683

SCOTT Combination, overhauled, special sporting
sidecar; what oflers?—87, High St., Welling, Kent

„ [4348
OCOTT, 3.j4h.p., coachboilt sidecar, lamps, epeedo
^-J meter; £70.—Brewer. 45, Madras Rd., Ilford
Essex. [4222

"I
Q15 S^ih.p. Scott and Sidecar, new Palmer tvri

-L«/ and chains; £85.—Webber, 7, George St., Wellini
ton, Som. [4150

SCOTT, 2.speed, kick starter, 1915, only used little,
perfect; £70.—H., 23, Crockerton Rd., Upper

Tooting. [4718

SCOTT S^ih.p.. 2-speed, just overhauled, fine con-
dition, tvres good; highest over £45 secures —

50, Spenser Rd., S.E.24. [4479

SCOXT, a speeds, K.S., Basch, Binka, sound condi
tion, needs small adjustments; £25.—Decourcy,

Frankfort St., Birmingham. [4266

SCOTT, 324h.p., very late 1914, engine, gears, chains,
tvres and tubes as new, really gcod machiue; 60

gns.-Hines, 22, Rock St., London, N. 4. [X4S95

SCOTT, S^ib.p., 2-3peed, clutch, Bosch magneto,
tyres excellent, lamps, horn, just overhauled, also

coachbuilt sidecar, nearly new. complete with Scott
chassis; £60 lowest.—Glenauldyn, Dixon's Green.
Dudley. [X4093

Singer

SIXGEE, 1912, 2',!.h.p., Bosch, accessories; 26 gns
—9, Vincent Rd., Croydon. [4553

SIXGEE S'jh.p., clutch model, T.T. handle-bars, cot
plete with lamps, horn, etc. ; £45j in perfect order.

—BroC'k, Bumham, Som. [414c

QINGEH, 1914, 25ih.p., Bosch, B. and B., Druids,
t^ good condition: £52; after 6.—Meaton, 583,
Wandsworth Ed., S.W. [4091

SINGER 3!4h.p., T.T., excellent condition,, new
tyres, tube, belt, mileage under* 5,000; £55. cr

near offer.-Stanley Aldiss, Friendly House, East
Dereham. [4274

4ih.p. .Singer, 1914, clutch, 3 speeds, guaranteed
4 perfect, ride away; £53, or exchange for 2';ih.p.

Imperial Jan; cash adjustment.—Barber, High .St.,
Dunstable, Beds. [4619

The " IDEAL"
MOTOR CYCLE AND
SIDECAR HOUSE.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

THE GARAGE DIFFICULTY SOLVED
AT LAST.

OCCUPIES NO MORE ROOM THAN
THE MACHINE.

CAN BE ERECTED OR DISMANTLED
IN A FEW MINUTES.

NO NAILS OR SCREWS. MADE IN
SECTIONS, BOLTED TOGETHER.

WEATHER-PROOF AND PORTABLE.
WHEN DISMANTLED LIES FLAT FOR

TRANSPORT OR STORAGE.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS.
SIDECAR

COMBINATION.
LENGTH . . 8ft. oin.

HEIGHT .. 5ft. gin.

WIDTH . . 5ft. 3in.

MOTOR CYCLE.

LENGTH . . 8ft. oin.

HEIGHT .. 4ft. irin.

WIDTH .. 2ft. Sin.

Price for Solo Motor Cycle

Price for Sidecar Combination

The SKERNE WORKS, L
DARLINGTON

TD.

Telegrams:
' WHEELS."

Telephone :

No. 2612.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer,

3JLh.p. Singer Combination, beautiful C.B. sidecar,
2 Bosch, B .and B., 3-speed Armstrong hub, tyres

nearly new, thorough condition, ready for the road,
seen any evening after 5.30, or Sunday mornings;
price £70.—Hawes, Sub Rosa, Mentone Rd., Parkstone,
Dorset. [4376

Sparkbrook.

1 Q 15 Sparkbrook, 2-3troke Villiers, Albion 2-speed,
J~U Bosch magneto: £36.-251, Bentley Rd., Don-
caster. [X4318

Sun
SUN-VILLIEES, 1915, 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, just over-

hauled; £35.—Vardy, Commercial Ed., South-
ampton. [X4041

SUN-VILLIERS 2%h.p., 2-3peed, accessories, perfect
condition; £45.—After 7, 98, Ridge Ed., Horn-

sey, N.8. [4692

EARLY Delivery from the sole Sun "Vitesse Shet-
field and District agent, Dan Bradbury, 224, Lon-

don Rrt., Sheffield. 17271

Oilh.p. Sun-Villiera 2-stroke, splendid condition;
'^4 iie38; after 6 o'clock,—Tyson, 29, Stanhope Gar-
dens, Harringay, N.4. [4534

"Itlie S?4h.p Sun-Yilliers, good condition, lamps,
-i-9j generator; bargain: ride away; £40.—Post Ofhie.

St. Paul's Cray. Kent. [X4346

"IQ16 Sun-Villiers, 2i^h.p., complete, running order,
J-tf with all accessories, as new; £35.

—

W, Hatcher, y-

Britannia, Sunbury, Middlesex, [4220

2ilh.p. Sun-Villiers 2-stroke, Bosch magneto, Amac
4: carburetter, good running order; £30.—Tomalin,

Church St., Long Buckby, Northants. [X4029

Sunbeam.
1Q17 Sunbeam Combination, 3>^h.p., little nsed,

JLi' first-class condition; vjhat offers.—Box 4,109,

c/o Thi Motor Cycle. [X3569

1 {117 S'Ah.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, military model,
-Li/ all-chain, first-class condition; £125.—HufSaui,
125b, Adelaide Rd., N.W.3. ~ [4384

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., 1918, khaU model,

spare wheel, etc.; any trial after 5 p.m.; £160.—
5, Elms Mews, Clapham Common. [4464

"|Q14 Sunbeam, 6h.p., Gloria sidecar, S-speed, K.S.,

Ji*J lamps, apron, etc., in fine condition; £130; flp-

nointment.-Morgan, 51, Blaenaugwent, Abertillery.
[4455

SUNBEAM Combination, 1914, just orerhauled by
makers, hood and side curtains, perfect in eyery

way. small mileage; £130.—Kent, Prestwood, Wednes-
field. [X437C

1 Q18 8h.p. Sunbeam and best Sunbeam sidecar, spore

-Li/ wheel, splendidly equipped, .I.A.P. engine, splash-

guards, specially built and beautifully kept; £180.—
Huflam, 125b, Adelaide Ed., N.W.3. [4385

31h p. Sunbeam, Aug., 1916, mileage 4,400, speed-

2 ometer. Klaxon horn, 7 gn. electric lighting set.

New Hudson sidecar De Luxe; £120, no offers; wouIq

sell separate.—Bridle, Blatchington Rd., Hove. [X4335

SUNBEAM, 1919, 8h.p., brand new super 2-seatcr

coachbuilt sidecar, lamps. Klaxon horn, spare

wheel, ete. ; owner buying car; £200, or close offer;

trial run giyen.—Apply, A.P.M., St. Helen's Court,

Gt. St. Helen's, B.C.3. [4083

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combin.ntion, 3-speed countershaft,

all -chain drive, splendid coachbuilt sidecar, fully

eauipped, bought 1915, stored 2 years, in exceptionally

fine condition thronghont; 145 gns.—E., 23, Market
Place, Kingston, S.'W. [4466

SUNBEAM Combination, late 1916, M.A.G. 8h.p.

engine, twin-cyl.. Sunbeam coachbuilt sidecar

with hood and wind screen, magnificent condition,

ready to driye away; £150, or nearest offer.—Write
to C. Sharpe, 14, St. Simons Av., Putney, S.W.15.

[4206

6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, late 1915, perfect con-

dition, Gloria sidecar, hood, apron, seat for child,

gas .cylinder lighting, head lamps and inspection

lamps, electric back light. Brooks suit cases on luggage

carrier, speedometer, and spares; £150, no offers.

—

Apply, Buckley, Printer, Station Rd., Harrow.
'Phone 172. [4272

SUNBEAM S^ih.p. Solo. 1916, black and gold, stand-

ard model, Amac carburetter, Thomson-Bennett
mag., new Dunlop tyres and tubes, special Lucas elec-

tric lighting from 6 volt 30 ampere hour accumulator,

Watford speedometer. Smith watch, Stewart mechanical
horn, re-enamelled and overhauled by makers last Febru-

ary, general condition absolutely perfect, fast, silent,

absolutplv reliable, smart- above machine iust completed
recent London-Edinburgh run without trouble of any
kind -whatsoever; same owner since first mile, identi-

cal with newest 1919 Sunbeams: owner now buying car;
comT-let3 a-d rcadv for the road; first £1^0 secures:

no offers.—Sub.-Lieutenant Kidston, R.N., Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge. [X4036

T.D.C.

f> 3.h.p. De Luxe T.D.C , nearly new condition
:
36

/W4 gns.— 3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X4421

T.D.C. 1914 4h.p., clutch, 3-speed, tools, Dunlop
heavies, in splendid running order; £45.— 198.

Goldhawk Ed.. Shepherd's Bush. [4159

AU let!ei-s relating lo advertisemant.? shoiiIJ quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i=si? B31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.D.C.

T.D.C. Motor Bicycle, 2-stroke, single speed. 2';ih.p.,
1916 model, Dunlops, good as new; £33/10.—

29, AUsop St., Upper Baker St., London. N.W.I.
Ca702

T.D.C. De Luxe 1917 2%h.p. 2-strcke. peirlect, belt
case, lootboards, etc., Amac, Druids, low and

fast, ride away; £40; alter 5.—41, Briscoe Buildings.
Brixton Hill, S.W. [4449

Triuicph.
TRllTMPH, 2-spoed gears, splendid condition. 1912.

—Sapswortli, 193. High SI., Tonbridge. tX4174

TRIUin*H Babv, new Dunlops, Lucas horn, lamps.—
Llewelljn, 39. Hamilton Rd., Salisbury. [4613

Qlb.p. Triutiipb, fixed enpine, perfect condition; any
*>2 trial; i35.-20, Grafton St., Coventry. [X4474

31h.p. 3-speed Triumph, lamps, speedometer, as
2 new; offers.—7, Gibson Square, Islington. [4715

TRIUMPH, 1913-14, excellent condition, any trial;

£42/10.-24, Townley Ed., East Dulwich. [4646

"I Q19 Baby Triumph, purchased May, owner having
At7 district; £56.-181. High St., Plumstead.

[4346
Oih.p. Triumph, 2-speed,_tree engine, sidecar, ^good
O 2 condition £4B.--3, Rotbsay Rd.. Luton, Bed;

« [4512
1Q19 Triumph, T.T. bars, not done 10 miles;
Xi/ offers.—H., 23. Crockerton Ed., Upper Tooting.

[4722
3Xh.p. Triumph and Sidecar, clutch, i.e., ride
2 away; £47.-43, Prince George Rd.. Dalston.

[4709
-Ih.p. 1914 Triumph, clutch model, Philipson iraKev

:

^i: £55.—Urgent, 27. Somerfield Ed., Finsbury Park
[4687

T.T. Triurapli, dropped frame,_new tyres and

[4462

3ih.r. -.-. - -,_,
2 belt- bargain, £45.—A, Moyse, Kessingland.

['

TRIUMPH, clutch, torpedo sidecar, accessories; £38
bargain ; after 6 o'clock.—51. Cowper At.. Suttoi

TRIUMPH.—Triumph
Coventry

[474 6
spare parts supplied b'

Mart, Ltd., London Rd
[X061

Motor
Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 3l!.h.p., 1913, 3 sp«eds, clutch, sidecar,

lamps, etc.; £75.-J. Smith and Co., Glengnll Ril.,

Millwall. [4HV

T.T Triumph, fixed engine, perfect, and canoe sidi

car; £36, bargain.— G..- 16, lempcrley Ed., BaUjmii

S.W. 12. [4351

TRIUMPH. 1910. excellent condition, 2-speea gear.

licht wicker sidecar to suit.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
(:;.te. Bolton. [X439S

JONES' Gar.i-ge. special agents for Triumphs, Broad-
way, Mu&weU Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [292';

T^EIUMPH 4h.p.. 3-speed. new Dunlop lyres, excel-

i- lent condition; £48.-Griffith, West Knoyle Rec-

tory, Mere, Wilts. [4344

T Q14 Triumph, clutch, 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar, in

XU perfect condition, lamp, horn; £85.-7, Meyers
Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [4451

4h.p. 1914 Triumph Motor Cycle, Slnrmey-Archor
3-speed, clutch, very good condition; £60.--

Fuller, Grocer. Malton [X4307

TRIUMPH 4h.p., brand new 1919 T.T. roadster, m

-

jidden- oflejs over £75 to J- Llewellyn, Downii;

Farm, Hiaton, Evesham. [X440'!

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, mechanical horn
lamps, and tools; ride away; £85. cash; no offers.

-59a, Church Ed.. Brixton. [4304

TRIUMPH, 1912, single gear. T.T. bars, good con-

dition : £45 ; exchange.-Hilton. Sharp and Cn.

Ltd., Foxhall Ed., Blackpool. [X44]«

TRIUMPH, SVjh.p., 1913, free engine, perfect con
dition, tyre!

i45.—Ford, Mills
enamel, plating, good as new ; price

Pembroke. [4440

T tfkl3 Triumph, semi-T.T.. clutch, speedometer, lamps.
X*/ tyres pcod. lovely condition: £50; after 6.—Eryn-
maer. Tliiowley Rd.. Sutton, Stutey. [4565

TRIUMPH S'.ih.p., clutch, Bosch, lamps, horn, en-

gine and tyres goc4 condition; £45,—'Willcox, 12.

Xottingham Ed., Melton Mowbray. [4333

TRIUMPH, SV-'h.p.. singlo speed, splendid running
condition, recently overhauled; £30.—Llewelyn,

Priory, Korwood Green, SouthalL [X4231

TRIUMPH, late 1914, c.oachhuilt sidecar, Lucas ac-

cessories, perfect condition; any trial: £85.—
Anderson, 125, High St., Merton. [X431S

and B., fixed gear.
after 6.30.—

[4163

TRIUMPH SV^h.p., Bosch, B
tvres excellent, rido away; £32

Parkvn." 644, Fnlliam Ed., Fulham.

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, new this year

fully eqnipiMEKl, eaual to new; £120, or exchange.
-Bunting, Mason's Av., Harrow. [4458

It is with great regret

that we cannot offer

immediate deliveries of

new motor cycles, but

we are doing our very

best for all.

We are Contracting Agents for A.B.C.,

ALLONS, ARIELS, B.S A., ENFIELD,
MATCHLESS, NE-W IMPERIAL, O.K.
FLAT TWIN, ROVER, BLACKBURNE,
RUDGE, TRIUMPH, and can .-^ive

reasonable deliveries.

We always carry a large stock of Over-
hauled Second-hand Models, a few of

which are listed below.

1917 TRIUMPH,
1916 •>

1915 n
1914 »
rgi4 6 h.p. CAMPiON-J.A.P. and Sidecar.

1913 ENFIfLD Combination.
T9t6 „
1913 BRADBURY and Sidecar.

r9i3 ., Solo 2-speed.

1914 SINGER, 3-5pced

1914 ELSWICK. 2 stroke.
Several Others.

JONES' CARACE,
IhE Broa.dwa.y, Muswell Hill, a.nd at
Woodside Parade, North Finchley

Biggest Light Car and

Motor Cycle Dealer

in the South

Can ofFer some of the follow-

ing for early delivery:

A J.S., A.B.C., B.S.A.,

P. & M., TRIUMPH, ARIEL,

ENFIELD, MATCHLESS,

ZENITH, NEW IMPERIAL,

LEVIS, ROYAL RUBY.

JULIAN,
84; Broad St,

READING.
Phone : 1024.

TBIUMPH SV'b.r., 1909, just overhauled, new cylin-

der, piston," etc.. hiiups, good appearance; £28.—
J. Mackenzie, 15, Seller St., Chester. [X4345

TRIU"MPH, S'.^h.p., iust been overhauled, new
Dunlop tvres, enamelled kbaki; trial; £45.—

Daniels, Loughton. Bletcbley, Bucks. [X4329

E^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o« the issue,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL!:.

Triumph.
'PRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, enamel and platine -exwl-
X- lent, fast.— Fixst cheano to I/t. Cunjiiaghaol, 26,
T.,eioester St., Southport 48 .£ns., secures. ,[X3&68

T.T. Triumph, 1912, not done 5,000 miles, in good
condition everywhere; £45.—W. H. Grimes and

Co., 18a, Bruton Place, New Bond St., W. f4605

1 Q13 Triumph 3Vjh..p., 2-3peed, new tyres, with good
X*J sidecar, will take 3 np any hill, in perfect con-
dition; price £60.—Rowlcs. Gt. Miltou, O.'ton. [4175

TEITJMPH, clutch, 3-sjieed e«ar., wants adjustiue
very sUfilitly, Bosch ixiug., Kood ^oor,, new tyres

and belt; £38.—Box L2,162, c/o I'ftc Miilor Cycle. [4190

TRIUMPH 1912, clutch model. Jump, born, and speed-

ometcr, new tyres and tubes, very Bood order;

£38, or nearest offer.—Newman. 20, Stall St., Bath:
.[X4138 .

TEIHMl'H S'/oh.p., 1912. dutch model, excellent con-

dition, little used, good tyres, spares, .accessories:

£48.-12, Fontaine Ed.. Streathimi Common, S.W.
[X428S

1Q15 Triumph 4b. p., 3 speeds, semi T.T. bars, long
JL •? exhaust, speedometer, acoessories, condition per-

fect; price 74 ens- or neaiest ofter.—Peaarth Filla,

Penarth. W147

TEITJMPH Combination, 3 speed.s, kick starter, |
new tvres, excellent condition; £60.-21, Astwood

Mews .(minute Gloucester Ed. Station). 'Phoue.: Western
1692. ,

[«79

1 014 4h.p. Triumph, S-epeed, Lambert coachbuilt
i-fJ sidecar, small mileage, excellent condition, acces-

sories; £80, or best oSer.—Iris CottaBe, Garden Suburb,
l«icester. [X4214

illUMPH. 3<Ah.p., 1912, «ood condition, easy

starter, overhauled last jnonth, very fast, ride

away; £35.—Sergt. Murphy, Cedars, Belmont Hill,

Lewisbam. [4053

all-black, .2-speea, free

rjni

'EIUAIPH, 1913, engine,TI
JJ.S.U. gear, splendid condition, excellent runaing.

order, ideal sidecar maciiiao; £42.-209, Broadway, West
Ilendon. [*«88

TEITJMPH Combination, 1914, S-spoed, in .excellent

condition, £85; also 7-9h.p. Indian combmation,
1914. clutch model, £90.—Pring, 47, Eowan Ed., Ham-
mersmith. [nOl

TEITJMPH, S'/oh.p., free engine, recently overhauled,

T.T. bars, long exhaust pipe, very fast, tyres prac-
"'—'- Garage,

,[4186
tically new, foil accessories; £47/M.—Obey'

Twickenham.

1Q19 Triumph 4h.p., countersh.aft.^,...—1... ....,.-, .
kick start. Lucas

lanipsr condition perleet, under 1.500 miles, com-

i.lcte outfit: price £95.-Wlito Eichards. Park Corner,

Ewell, Sivrrcy. [t^az

£38; 1915 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, Sturmey-
Archer, 3-speed, less mag., carburetter, rusty con-

dition.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill,

London, \V.3. [4608

31h.p Triumph, 1913, aiugle speed, clutch, all black,

2 almost new tyres, lamp, horn, and accessories;

ride away; £42.—Hughes, 26, Stuart Ed., Kemprton,
near Bedford. [X4219

31h p Trimuph, 1912, F.E.. lamps, tools, adjustable

2 pullev, Bosch, tvres juid lielt as new, well kept,

ondition excellent; £40.—Cossins, Tarrant Eawston,
Blandlord, Dorset. (X4261

TEIUMPH, 1911-12, SVab-p., C.B. combination, 2

speeds, nearly new tyres, just overhauled, all

in splendid condition; £68; triaL—47, Houston Rd.,

Brownsover, Rugby. [X4371

TRIUMPH 2-3troke, 1915, excellent mechanical con-

dition and appearance, new tyres and tubes,

lamps and horn; £57/10.—Wright, 2, Milton Rd.,

East Sheen. S.W. [4503

TEIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed; £42; will e.xchange with

cash or buy late Enfield comjbinatiom, 6 01 8h.p.

•Phone; Palmer's Green 124.—Peters, 54, Hoppers Ed.,

Palmer's Green, N.13. [4323

1019 Triumph, 4h.p., new April, MilUord sidecar,

it» wind screen, lamps, horn, and spares; what
offers? buying lisht car.-Briggs, 23, Burlington Ter-

race, Bradford, Yorks. [X4J8i

TEIUMPH, 1913. 3V,h.p., clutch model, excolleht

condition, stored during war, spares, acoessories;

£60; alter 7 p.m.; no oflers.-Mitchell, 47, Yerbury

Rd., Tufnell Park, N. [4548

1012 3'/ih.rs. Triumph, single speed, just over-

Lu hauled, yery fast and powerlul, smart appear-

ance; first cheque £38/10 lowest.—Saunders, Church

Lane, Kelsall, Saxmundham, Suffolk. [4662

FAST Triumph, engine built in sporting T.T. fi-ame,

painted yellow, purple disc wheels, lamps, horn,

splendid condition; offers over £58. Wanted, Monocar.

-Houghton, Abbots Bromley., Staffs. [X4235

1 (1^19 Triumph 4h.p.. countershaft, not done 100 miles,

Lu lamps (Miller), horn, all accessories, Dunlop
tvres, nnpunctured, perfect condition; best offer over

£96.— K.D.. Regent House, Greenhithe, Kent. [4377

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. and Gloria Sidecar. Lucas
horn, 3 sets lumps, cyclometer, absolutoly new,

only ridden 40 miles: £145.—Write for appointinout to

view, Phillips, Oakside, Kewlerry Rd., Northwood,
Middlesex. [''412
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

[X4210
£2.—Large hood with side curtiiius for sidecar— 14,

Stewart St., Nuneaton.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TyriDDLETON'S.

TyriDDUETON-S Sidecars.

MIBDLETON'S Sidecar and ZW.p. Zenith dmen
by Mr. Fenn ; gold medal Edinburgh run.

MIDDLETON'S apologise to the numerous appU-
. cants they have been unable to answer. Sorrow.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars.—No one already on Govern-
ment work living more than 10 miles away need

apply.

TyriDDLETON'S
^
House Full, standing room

stumps.

only

;

limited number ol seats next week, so stir your

Rd., Finsbury
Hornsey 1584.

[4043
SA^DUM Sidecars.—Bodies in welded metal and coanh-

built; always 100 in stock: prices to suit every-
body.

SANDUM Sidecars.—2-seaters to suit Harleys and
Indians. Ask to see our super-seoter. which carries

two 6-foot passengers.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturers of
coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, aprons,

etc.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Most noted body builders in the
country. Every workman an expert.

Engineering Co,

MIDDLETON'S, 27. Stroud Green
Park, N. (near Tube). "Phone:

Gray's Inn Ed.,
[X1012

SANDHAM Engineering Co,. 336.
W.Cl. Phone; Hclhorn 933.

MONTGOMERY 2-seater. heavy chassis and grid;
23 gns.—895, Fulham Rd. [4105

SIDECAR, good condition, suit any machine; £6/10.
—1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [4637

SIDECAR and Chassis, in good condition

;

138, Church Rd., Battersea.
£8/10.-

[4362

TRIUMPH Spwial Sidecar, absolutely new, just de-
livered; £33/10.—Norton, Llandrindod "U'ells. [4684

Sidecar, tyre unworn; £15.—
Shepherd's Bush, W. [4276

CANOELET Sportin
25, Ormi^ton Ed.

CANE Sidecar and Chassis; £8/10. After 6.30.—
53, Wellington Row, Bethnal Green, E. [4552

-t>-SEATEI> Sidecar Bodv, o2 Harley-Dnvidson, good
'V urder; £5.—BattOielor, Clarence St., Kingston. [4438

WICEER Sidecar Body, upholstered, good condition

:

30/-.—Turner, 27, Mattock Lane, Ealing. [4469

COACHBUILT Sidecar, featherweight. 26x2^ wheel,
good condition; £6/15.-16, York St., Dover. [4389

PERFECTION Coach ' Sidecars; £16/16. - Hr.lifax
Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Ilahfas. ' [4262

"rVTEW Phoenix 2-seater, 12 gns.; new Defiance, coach-
-^^ built; 8 gns.—202a. Hammersmith Rd. [4104

SCOTT Metal Sidecar. W.D., 650x65. enamel, uphol-
stery good; £12.—R., 92, Romford Rd., Stratford

(10R0NET Sidecar:
y —Booth's Motories, Portland Place,

BASTONE'S
toDville Rd.,

ington.

[4535
Send lor illustrated catalogue
" " " "' Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars for B.S.A.. Triumph, Harley
Davidson. Phelon-Moore.-Booth's Motories, Hali-

fax. [X5128
for Sidecars at low prices.—228, Pen-'

King's Cross, London, N.I. [8816

LIGHTWEIGHT C.B. Sidecar, splendid condition;
15 gus.—Uowdall, 185, Fentiman Ed., "Vauxhall,

S.W. [4132

SUNBEAM CoachbuiU Sidecar, large, 1918, as new
£35.—Rose, 43, Newton Rd., Bitterne Park, South-

ampton. [X42S8

LIGHT wicker Sidecar, complete with apron, 26x
2i-4. good condition: £5/10.—Homestead, Birch-

[4649

CHATER-LEA Cane Sidec^nr, £6/10; also trades-
man'.s sidecar chassis, £4, good tyres.—21, Brent

St., Hendon. [4318

SIDECAR, good condition, £4/10; luggage grid, 12/6;
Triumph wheels, 10/-; engine, 35/-,—Prout, Canon

St., Taunton. [4339

SEMT-UNDEESLUNG Chassis, good condition;
£4,' 10; fit any machine.—Lightfoot, 314, Gray's

Inn Ed., London. [4343

GJ.L0R1A Coach, underslung sprung wheel, condi-
r tion perfect and new; accept £23.—49,"Althorp

Rd., Wandsworth Common. [4719

COACHBUILT Sidecar, as new throughout, roomy
but not heavy, sprung wheel; £16.-49, Althorp

Rd,, Wandsworth Common. [4720

good condition, 4-point
* ". £6/10.-Jack-

Bueks. [4320

SIDECAR, coachbuilt. French grey, side door, -wind
screen, good condition; £12; first cheaue secures.—

Kidderminster, [4420

CANOE Shape Cane Sidecar, „__ „.,.

suspension, good tyre, 26in. wheel
son, George Hotel, Chesbam,

wajger. Claughton St.,

mm
Brand New 2^ h.p. DOUGLASES in Stock,
patent spring buffers fitted, immediate
delivery.

SOLO MACHINES.

2| b.p. twin N.U.T., overhead valves,

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

clutch, kick-starter, lot of accessories.

Condition as new £95
191423 h.p. DOUGLAS, shop-soiled only £60
1917 2'1 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,

2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, access. £50

COMBINATIONS.

I9r8 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion, 3-sp., clutch, kick-starter, gas
cylinder lighting. Very good con-
dition £150

1918 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

£15 worth of accessories £145

CARS.

1913 G.W.K., in splendid condition .. £150
1915 G.W.K., detachable wheels, spare

wheel, discs fitted all round
;

just

been repainted, and in very good
condition £210

«J. SIVIITH & CO.,
Lfi. HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N W.

(end of Tottenham Court Rd.)

Telephoae Number - Museum -^^i-}.

QUEHEElElHEEEHaBEJDHDaHQmElElElEC]

Motor-Cycle
Enamelling

Getting Best Results.

IF YOU WANT to get the best results in

enamelling your motor cycle, write to

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., M.C. , Dept.,

Robbialac Works, Stratford, London, E.15,

for a free copy of their leaflet "fnstructions

for amateurs to enamel motor cycles and
sidecars," and buy a tin. of Robbialac

Black or colours from your local cycle

agent.

Sold by all Cycle Agents.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars are manulactured at the Rennoo

Motor Sidecar and Ensineering Works. 86. Vic-
toria Rd., Stroud Green, London, N.4.

RENNOC Sidecars We supply lugs, rims, spokes,
upholstering material, tubing, springs, and all

fitraento lor any make sidecar.

RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,

etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, retail, and
export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs t«

motor cycles and sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Special department for sidecat

body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

PHOENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all

spares and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNOC Sidecars.— 14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a speciality

RENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate delivery

of most models.

RENNOC Sidecars to suit Ilarley, Yale, Indian, Ex-

celsior, Pope, and all American models.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock secondhand
and clearance sidecars: special list.

RENNOC Sidecars have in stock' 17 different de-

sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

present
aave a

ENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your
J sidecar with us to bo overhauled, we

special department.

p ENNOC Sidecar Works, ,
Tolling-

(George C.
86, Victoria Rd.^

ton Park, Stroud Green. London, N.4. :

Conner, Managing Director), and Progress Body
Works, Marlborough Ed. N. 'Phone : Hornsey 850.

[4659

MILLFORD, spring wheel, cane body, £10; Wnt-
sonian featherweight, • wicker body, £6; Douglas

spares- Skiffi or similar wanted for Lea-Francis also

Binks.— 6, Welbeck Kd., Bolsover, Derbyshire. [4375

TANDEM Sidecar, brand new. made for Harlev-Dnvid-

son machine, enamelled H.D. grey, 28x3 wheel,-

spring upliolstered, detachable front seat, luggage grid,

double apron, aluminium footboard; 32 gns.—Tyler, 8,

Lingfield Av., Kingston. [4*67

CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenv?ich, have placed large

contracts for new sidecars, all leading makes.

Daily consignments; delivery from stock; callers in-

vited any time, Sundays inclnded.—119, King George

St., Grooms Hill, Greenwich,_S.E. [X430]

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RAYBECK Invalids' Hand-propelled Tricycles.

Sturmey-Arclier 3-speed gear, Dunlop tyres:

catalogue free.—Harry Rayner, 10 and 12^ George
St., Blackpool. [X2249

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAR, 6h.p. twin-cyl. Stevens engine, water-

cooled, 2 speeds and reverse, wants overhauling.

—

Apply to J. a. Scott, 57, Wordsworth St., Penrith,

Cumberland. -[4245

TRICAR. Phoeni.x Trlmo, convertible from cycle to

tricycle and tricar, coachbuilt, carriage springs,

3V.lip. Minerva, free engine, 2 speeds, spare wheel,

belt, etc., accumulator ignition, stored during war;
owner buying car; £25, or nearest offer.—Eustace,

Pinecroft,"Bagshot. [X4160

CLYDE Tricar, 6Kh.p., water-cooled twin engines.
- with pump circulation, chain transmission, metal

cone clutch, pedal-operated, same as a car, wheel steer-

ing, internal expanding brakes, all wheels, smart
coachbuilt aluminium body, compact, strong, rjliablj

outfit, ready for the road; £40, no offers.-Hardy,
BreckEnbrough, near Thirsk, Yorkshire. [X4177

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
Bosch mag., good tyres, carries

Orown
[4680

AUTO-CAEEIEE, Boscll ma.. . „

5-owt., perfect condition; trial given; £68.—Grown

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue,

Garage. Chingford.

8 h.p. Reading Standard Tradesman's Box Carrier,

large metal box in front of driver's seat, covered

by storm apron, 3-speed, all-chain drive, clutch and
kick starter, brand new but shop-soiled; price £120.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [4696

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CANOELET C.B. Sidecar, new tyre, splendid condi-

tion; £12.—Young, Bushey, Herts. [[4153

CYCLE Car. 6h.p. 2-seater, good running order: £45.
—Bell, Main St., Farcet, Peterborough. [X4336

ORGAN. Delivery wanted of new 1919 model,
good price given.—14, Goodison Av., Liverpool.

(;X4222

3-SPEED 9h.p. Water-cooled Runabout, splendid .:ou-

dition; £95; after 6.-48, Church St., Luton.
[X4296

SIDECAR, light wicker, upholstered, new tyre, good
condition, complete; £6.—Barton, 26, Union St.,

Deal. [413S

HUMBERETTE, 1914, A.C., acetylene lamps, speedo-
meter, smart; £150.-Railway Garage; Staines.

'Phone: 139. [474;

B35

M°
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

MORGAN 1915 a.c. J.A.P. SportinE Model, hood,

screen, lamps, ovtrbauled, painted red: i,130.—

Below.

MORGAN, late 1915, M.A.C.. de^llixe, tnlly^eqllippcd

and just ov '

John's Place. Acton,

Koad, Workiu^on,

mrORGAN G.P., discs, clock,

[4668

2MART 8-101). p. Cycle Cir lor immediate ubc; £95

Gumgo for disposol.-Detaild Irom Atkinson, Bans
- — • - — [a35do

tools, perfect order and
£170.—Thornton. Den-

[X4379
trial;appearance, any

t is try, Stiennymoor.

Light Cars.—Lancashire (except Fylde)

residents enquire.-J. Blake and Co..
L-^4'too

Grams : " AICHSEMOTO, SwiaS, London.

'

wheel and strong
-89. Abbey Rd.. St.

[4194

A.V.Cheshire;
LiTerpool-Manchester.

SIDEC.'VR coachbnilt, 2ein.

chassis, new tyie; £16.-

Johns Wood, N.W.8.

PHCENTX Double Sidecar, good condition, wind

screen.—Hancock. 52. Redbrink Crescent, Barry

Island, near Cardiff, S. Wales. [1227

8h.p. Chater-Lea Cycle Car, 3-speed, chain _drive,

lamps, hood, screen, smart, last, reliable; £86.—

5, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X4236

C\RDEN Cycle Car for sale, 2-speed, overhauled, re-

paintid. disc wheels; £90; exchange Zenitbj-

45. Pember Rd., Kensal Green. 14133

.speed Rexette Twin, Bosch waterproof,

lyres good, wheel steering: £21, or separate.—

Smith, Plumber, Wiveohoe, Essex. [4209

1 Ah. p. Eiley Cycle Car, 2K>yl., wat<r-coole<l, mag., 5

J-\f wire wheels, lamps, perfect: -sell or exchange com-

bination.-Balier, Ciowland, Peterborough. [458S

SIDECAR Twicker), good condition, good tyre and
tube, 2 new storm aprons, complete; £4/7.—

Attree, 51, Stanmore Ed., Stevenage, Herts. [X4211

rUMBERETTE. 1914 model, hood, screen, lamps,
ri^e^—n H. Parkes and C--. -- ,

[4530

1 A'^P- ^''^- 2-5P
±\f t

H^
High St., Netting Hill Gate, London, W.I..

A.C. Warwick Carrier, suit any tradesman; what
oHers; exchanges entertained.—Speechley, 1

Gunnersbury Lane,

A

A-'

Acton Hill, London, W.3. [4610

C. Sociable, late model, fully equipped, lamps.

hood, screen, climb anything; bargain, £75; any

trial.-6, Haddington Rd., Portobello Rd.. W-10.
LX58bU

SIDECAR, suitable tor 2Vih.p. F.N. or other low-

power motor cycle; also 4h.p. Humber water-

cooled tricar.-Heath, Salford Priors, Warwickshire.
[4184

MOEQAN-J.A.P., sporting model, hood, screen, brass

lamps, electric lighting, newly painted and over-

hauled: £115.-370, London Rd., Thorntou Heath, 8.1-.

[X4358
.C. Sociable. 1911, new engine 1913, lamps and
spares, thorough running order, ready di-ive

away; £40.—Wood, 42, Park Rd., Sittingbourne.
[X4104

CYCLE Car, 2-seater. excellent condition, new tyres,

hood, lamps, and horn. 8h.p. J.A.P. ;
bargain at

£95; seen except Saturday.-EngUsh, Clowne. Chester-

field.
[X4035

CO'^CHBCILT Sidecar. Burbury, green colour, 26in.

wheel; bargain £13; seen after 5.30 or 1

Saturday.—41. Lambton Rd.. Hornsey Rise. London,

N.19. [4224

MORG.\N Grand Prix, late 1914 or early 1915, over-

hauled, fast, complete with hood, screen, lamps,

and horn: £155.—The Layton Garages, Bicester.

phone: 35. [X4327a

ith clutch.
-artly dis-

ham. Oak
[4061

9h.p. Cycle Car, De Dion. w.c. engine,

gear box, and differential complete, pj

mantled and minus tyres; what offers ?—Kirk
House. Grove Rd.. Surbiton.

h p. A.C. Sociable. 2-speed gear and reverse, roomy
body, beautifully upholstered, fully equipped,

hood, screen, lamps etc.; £105.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St.. London. [4697

CYCLE Car, 4 wheels, lOh.p., Precision engine,

shaft drive, C.L. gear box. hood, screen. Stepney,
seen any time.—

[4516

8

etc.

C.S.

trial: £85, motor cycle part;
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.

pAST Cycle Car. 8h.p.,__ tandem, eeats, 90° air-cooled,

perfect mnniag order, excellent springing, cbain-

tum-ltelt, 6 speeds; offers over £70.—Write, Crowe,
Ingleholme, Brockley View, 8.E.23. [4505

-| Q14 Cycle C.nr, 4 wheels, 8-lOh.p. Blnmfield engine,
At7 air-cooled, TariaMe gear, belt drive, first-claes

firdcr- any trial; £90, or exchange 1915 T.T. Eudge
or Scott—51, Church St., "WolTerton. [4622

H.M.S. Sociable Sidecar Outfit. 1915, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
wheel steering, lyres new, stored 2 years, 3-

epeed, clutch, hood, screen, speedometer; £100, a

bargain.— 5, Probi^^her Rd., Hornsey, -N.8. [4748

6-8h.p.
condition,

2-seater Cycle Car,
new Danlops

jack, tools, -spares
motor cycle.—Sibparey.

Grams : " AICHSEMOTO, Swiss,

Phone :-|63i Hampstead.

How Can a Motor
Cycle or Car be
Mechanically perfect

unless it is overhauled from time^to

time ? Many of our clients are sur-

prised thatwe can give the prices we
do for second-hand machines, and
yet sell at such a reasonable figure.

We buy a machine, and we overhaul

it before we sell it. The vendor gets

the value of the machine less the cost

of overhaul. The purchaser gets the

machine at its true value. Where
do we come in ? Wemake ottr profit

on the overhaul—got it ? Quick
.

rettffns and small profits, that is

our business motto. Bear these

facts in mind when you contemplate

a purchase. Forty-two fine bargains

in stock read}' for the road. Twenty
going through the shops

347, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3.

9"

S

-"GOOD SERVICE"-^
Outfitting^ always gives perfect

satisfaction.

Waterproof and
Wlndproof—
COATS

imall, light, fast, new
on back, brass lamps^

£60, "or exchange for 4-6h.p.
20, Vulcan St.. Bedford, Beds.

[4263
EENY 2-seat«r Cycle Car, 6-8h.p., waterKiooled
engine, friction and chain drive, fast, powerfnl,

in good condition, hood, screen, electric light; £125.—
12, West Holme, Northnmberland Heath, Erith, Kent.

[4293

LEGGINGS
SEATLESS
TROUSERS

30/-

10/6

17/6

SPECIAL
LINE.

Twi

BELTED
COATS 37/6

LEGGINGS
15/6

SEATLESS
TROUSERS 21/-

LEATHER
RACING
HELMETS 17/6

TINTED EYE
SHIELDS - 2/6

Do. GOGGLES
COLLAPSABLE

3/6

Jm'Jmiwm:^^

8"-L

RUNABOUTS .4ND CYCLE CARS.
SINGLE-SEATER Car, wheel steering, enclosed all-

chain cush drive. 3 speeds, clutch. Do Dion
engine, magneto, built 1912, economical, 80 miles p.g.,

reliable: £65.—Jones, 12, Alexandra Grove, North
Finchley. [4069

. Precision Runabout, 3-speed gear and clutch,

..andle start, coachbuilt body with hood, screen,

lamps, etc., beautifully made, for one person only, very

fast and auite reliable; bargain at £105.—Wauchope's,
9, Slioe Lane, Fleet St., London. [4700

GLOBE 2-seater, 8-lOh.p., Aster water-cooled, Clandel
Hotison, dual ignition, 2-6peed, reverse, tyres and

tubes in first-class condition (1 new cover). Stepney,
lamp, horn, hood, screen, overhauled last month, splen-

did mechanical condition and appearance; believed to

be 1913 model; really a bargain, £125.—Allen, Excise,
Keith, Scotland. tX4402

GARDEN Monocars, 1919 models; deliveries daily.

—

The Railway Garage, Staines (Phone 139), sole
concessionnaires, commend these ideal little runabouts
OS thoroughly practical lor pleasure, for pTOfessional, or
commercial hard use. The protection of a cor at the
price 01' a motor cycle. Fast, silent, no starting handle:
a lady can operat'i the seat kick starter with ease.
Specification, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine in front, 3-speed Stnr-
mey-Archer gear box, all controls inside, perfect accessi-
bility, removable scuttle, economical, 50-60 m.p.g., Dun-
lop tyres. 105 gns. ; accessories and tandem seat e.^tra

;

delivery in strict rotation, about one month from ro-

ceipt of deposit with order. Call and take trial run.
[5311

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE'S Garage,

for purchasing

;

Tooting.—Tlio pre-eminent place
exchanges ; easy terma

-18-22h.p. Maxwell 4- -PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-
seater, new tyres; £275.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 15.9h.p. Shelsley Cross-
ley chassis, new tyresi- £550.

PALMEE'S Garage,
chassis, detachable

Tooting.— 15.9h. p.

wheels; X400.
Crossley

Eochet-PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—20-25h.p.
Schneider 2-seater, new tyres; £500,

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Cadillac 5-seat«r,
hood, screen, detachable rims; £275.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-
cliassis; £200.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—25h.p. Withers landau-
let. Aster engine, fast, powerful; £425.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-30h.p. Vauxhall cab-
riolet, 6-cyI., wire wheels; £750.

-30-40h.p. Napier 6-oy!.

P-ELMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Imperia 2-8eater,
ready for service: £175.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting,
van, excellent condition

;

•15-20h.p. Ford delivery
£170.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-17-24h.p. 1915 Unio,
^^1 ^audaulet. overhauled ; £725.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— 12-18h.p, 1914 Unio
torpedo 4-seater; £676.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— 14-16h. p. Belsiza cab
landaulet, recently overhauled; £150.

PALMEE'S Garage,
periiil touring car

;

PALMEE'S Garage,
dynamo lighting

:

Tooting.
£425

Tooting.— 12-16h.p.
£360.

8h p Eover Car, 2-seater, ready to drive away : view

by
• - .- "-^-.--=-.-^ ^T-_._:.^

appointment only.—Scholelield,

B36

\ 289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

PALMEE'S
touring ;

Garage, Tooting.-
ar; £185.

la-25h.p. 6-cyl. Im-

Oryx coupe,

15h.p. Corre De Dion

PALMEE'S
delivery

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.p. A.C. trades-
man's carrier, reauires attention ; £20.

YjALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-16-20h.p. Humber lan-
X daulet, requires a little attention: £150.

PALMEE'S Garage-, - Tooting.— 18h.p. Cadillac landau-
let, artillery wheels, good tyres; £250.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—40h.p. Crossley delivery
van, twin solids back; £175.

Garage, Tooting.—35h. p. Gobron-Brillie
van, reauires slight attention; £80.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-20-25h.p. Milne*-
-IT Daimler delivery van, new Orleans engine ; £200.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-16-20h.p. Zedel tour-
ing car, good tyres; £150.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—10-12h.p. Spyker, 4-cyl.

monobloc engine: £275.

Tooting.—20-25h.p. 3-ton D»PALMEE'S Garage,
Dion lorry; £225.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—24-30h.p. Wolseley
lorry, W.D. body, beautiful order; £600.-

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-Two 25-35h.p. Kelley
lonie.!, ^.T>. bodies: each £350.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Three 30-40h.p. Belsize
Ionics, WJD. bodies; each £375. [468*

MART 2-seater Car, lOh.p.; £67; ready drive away. .

"' " " Brighton. [4592 .

Si
95, Upper North St.,

8'^ p.- Rover Car,
£70.—T. W. i

magneto, good tyres,

haw, Wellington, Salop.
repainted

;

[X4237

Nantwich.
[X4349
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WANTED.
CLrTCH Cone [with lining), for 1913 Doiighis 2^4

b.p., 2-spee<l, free engine.—Bauyard, 16, liroad-
wnr. Eiiling. [4408

^40 Offered, lightweight Enfield, Triumph, or other
<^ well-known make.—Fullest particulars, 125, High
St.. Woolwich. [X3864

COMBIXATION. nbout 6h.p., not later than 1916:
no de;ilers.—Write, Capt Gordon, 15. Pelham

Place. S.W.7. [4239

WANTED, motor cycle or combinat ion, condition
immaterial; spot cash.—G.H., 168» Green St..

Forest Gale. [4569

WANTED, 1914 or later, good strong combination.
5-spetHl countershaft.—Palmer, 15, Clav Hill,

Busliey, Herts. [4292

WANTED. 4-oyI. F.N.'s. T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, Hender-
sons.-Wnndsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [4497

WANTED, Hobart 254h.p. piston complete, 4-stroke;
also 24x2in. heavy cover.—Mardon, 90, Adderley

Rd., Leicester. tX4392
WANTED. 8h.p. air-cooled V twin engine suitable

for cycle car. also clutch.—Moody, 122, Bromyard
Bd.. Worcester. [X4112

WANTED, magneto (single-cyl.), Klaxon, speedo-
meter; cheap.—Ashby, 89, Blackhorse Rd..

Waltbamstow. [4526

6h.p. Indiao Fork Rod Roller Cage [big end) or
connecting rod (complete).—Box L2,227, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [4730

WANTED, Indian semi-T.T. handle-bars in exchange
for touring type.—Gardner, c/o Coley, Leicester

Rd., Nuneaton. [4461

WANTED, front main attachment for Montgomery
sidecar, with union nut.—123, Mount Pleasant

Rd., Ebbw^ Vale. [4459

£80 or more waiting.—Wanted, Sunbeam 3%h.p.,
fir&tH?lass condition.—44. Hop Eschange, South-

vraik St., S.E.I. , [4230

DOUGLAS, late model, T.T. preferred, must be in
good order; no fancy price.—Schafer, Cheadle

Heath, Stockport. [X4056

LIGHTWEIGHT or Combination wanted, not earlier
1912.-1. Bells Garden Rd., Peckham. Write

or call after 7 p.m. [4656

TO Hnrley-D. Asient?.—Can anyone supply new
sorockets i4) for Model IIFP—Sowdou, Drayton

Manor, Al>ingdon. [4167

LEVIS Popular, perfect condition, complete acces-
sories, not earlier 1917.—Green, " Knighton,"

Cheddar, Somerset, [4200

£2.000 Waiting.— Wanted, motor cycles, any make;
good prices given; offers made unseen.— Booth s

Motones. Halilux. [X5127

GOOD Combination at once, Indian preferred, not
over £75; sfcite year.-Chadwick, 52,^eTeirs Ed.,

Letchworth, Herts. ^ [4217

WANTED, kick starter, complete, for 7-9h.p. Indian,
1913-1914 non-sprung model.—Gimmell, 20, Albion

Crescent, Glasgow. [X4406

WANTED, T.T. Norton or Rover, Philipson, fast
and perfect.—Finehettj 13, Hartley St., Higher

Openshaw, Manchester. [X4193

FOR 1912 Clyno 6h.p., back hub, or wheel complete,
high gear, drum and sprocket {for gear box).—

Orchard, "Weyiuouth. [4273

£60 Spot Cash for late 4 to 7h,p., twin solo; no
dealers, — Write or 'phone (Syd. 375), Salmon.

Stationer, Sydenham. [4386

BINKS 3-iet Carburetter wanted, suit Clyno 6h.p.
twin, also 26in. speedometer.^19, Wilcox Rd.,

South Lambeth, London. [4393

SIDECAR, coachbuilt. underslung (preferably Mill-
foidl. suitable for Sy^h.p. Singer.—Litchfield, 2,

Liskeard Gardens, S.E.3. [4631

WANTED, immediately fast combination, Harley,
Henderson, Indian preferred ;' cash waiting.—

Else, Dimple, Matlock. [X4330

COrXTERSHAFT Model Triumph, with or without
sidecar, would consider 2-seater car.—65, Kinfauns

Ed., Goodmayes, Esses. [X4106

HASLET Combination or eanal wanted, any condi-
tion; particulars and lowest price.—Sgt. Belcher,

Ordnance, Ashford, Kent. [4197

WANTED, 1914 2^4b.p. 2-speed Douglas, must be
genuine throughout.—Byhne, Carnbrea C-ottages,

Durrington, near Salisbury. [X4216

WANTED, motor cycle with sidecar preferred, 4h..p
or over; must be in good condition.—F. J. Cook,

Furze Hill, Wimborne. [X4373

WANTED, grey coachbuilt sidecar, suitable Harley-
Davidson; also another, condition immaterial.

—

767, Fulham Ed., S.W.6. [3711

WANTED for cash, lightweight, repairs not
objected to, full particulars and ^rice.—^Box

L2.234, c/o The Motor Cycle, [4738

WANTED, firm to build small cars on cycle lines,
an entirely new design; can be made very chean.

; —Freestone. Saffron Walden. [X4391

^iiiiiiHiiiiiiniiNiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiwiiiii^

I
COVENTRY I

I MOTOR MART LTD., |= London Road, COVENTRY =
g Telegrams: Selected, Coventry. jS

= " Hitherto we have refrained =
from creating an impossible H

= waiting list for =

I MOTOR I

I CYCLES I
S but deliveries are rapidly im- 5
= proving, and =

1 WE CAN NOW i
I DELIVER =

I THE GOODS. 1
= Book your orders at once joy =

= ALLDAYS ALLON, BRAD =

I BURY, CALTHORPE, =
= CLYNO, CONNAUGHT. =
= HUMBER, IVY, JAMES, =
" NEW IMPERIAL, P. & M., i
= METRO TYLER, N.U.T.. =
i SCOTT. WOOLER, ZENITH, i

1 GRINDLAY & RALLY i
I SIDECARS. I

I CAMEO WINDSCREENS. |

I REPAIRS. OVERHAULS. |
^iiiiiiiaiiiiiniiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiBiiirii

Motor Car Houses
AND

Portable Bujidings
of every descri'ption.

ILLUSTRATED tiST FREE.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPL4ANCE CO.,
66| Felsham Road, Putney, London, S.W.

WANTED.
p'AUI.TY Magneto.s and. Speedometers wanted foi
-*- cash.—.Send t.vpe, condition, and price to L.B.,
7, Draper's Fields, Coventry. [X4277

AUTO-WHEEI, Wanted, good make, must be in per-
fect running order and cheap.—Lieut. D. Morris,

25*, O.xlord Rd., Manchester. [4127

LIGHTWEIGHT and 3',l.h.p. Combination, about
£20 and £30, wanted, any condition.—Box

L2,226 c/o The Motor Cycle. [4729

WANTED, Powerplus or good 1915 Indinn comltin.n-
tiou, spoiting or touring.—Felgate White, 83,

Cliurcli Lane, Charlton, S.E.7. ' (4301

ANY Good Mate of motor cycle, combination, or solo,

in flrst-cliiss condition.—Apply, 37, Daleham Mews,
lielsize Lane, Hampstead, N.W. [X1256

WANTED, combination, solo or lightweight; will
bring cash upon receipt particulars, price, etc.

—

G., 107, Burntwood Lane, S.W. 17. [X4042

WANTED, Bosch magneto, single-cyl., new or seeond-
hand.-State lowest cash price to H. Wright.

Harbour Ed., Kilkeel, Co. Down. [X4iei

TXTANTED, magneto, 55° twin, tor 5-6h.p. Clyno.
VV watertight, also B. and B. carburetter, suit
same.—Pace, 1, Centre Av., Acton. [4740

WANTED, Indian, solo or combination, not earlier

than 1914, rigid frame, perfect condition.— (i.

Carlingford, Strines, near Stockpor{. [4446

COEBIN-BROWN Speedometer, rear drive cable and
fitting, for spring frame Indinn ; also Eoughridpr

grips.—Kennedy, Hasconibe, Surrey. [4404

ENGINE, complete with magneto, carburetter, and
pulley, 2V>n.p. or 3i->h.p.—Full particulars to

Box L2,229, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4732

£40 Offered for 3',^h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, wicker
sidecar, P. and M .or similar; not hub gears; de-

posit system.—Harman, Somerton, Som. [4302

BAT-J.A.P.—Wanted, 6h.p. 1913 frame, wheels,
tank, mudguards, good condition. — Williams,

Watchmaker, 57, Crwys Rd., Cardiff. [X4101

COUNTERSHAFT fOi- Swift 7-9h.p., 3-speed and
reverse gear box ; high price for right article.

—

Turner,, Wallop, Stockbridge, Hants. [4160

WANTED, a good lightweight Enfleld, Oalthorpe,
or Douglas, must be in good condition.—Write,

Clifford 14, Harrington Sq., N.W.I. [4554

WANTED, cylinder 4yh.p. 1915 Harley-Davidson,
cylinder from twin would suit; also chains and

sprockets.—Cowley, Butcher, Malvern. [4536

LEVIS or other good 2-stroke, must be in perfect

order, not earlier than 1915; £25-£28.—.7.

Heygate, Manor House, Eton, Windsor. [X4037

WANTED, 3V.h.p. N.U.T., 2')4h.p. Donglas, or 3h.p.

Enfield, not earlier than 1916; cash waiting.—
Watkins, The Vale, Congleton, Cheshire. [X4194

GOOD Enfield Combination wanted at reasonable
price; any replv greatly appreciated.—River

View, Puddock Bridge, Ramsey, Huntingdon. [4557

WANTED, motor bike, 6h.p. to 8h.p., or about
3iAh.p., good condition and modern; reasonable.

—Elliott," Whitebrook. near Monmouth. [4466

WANTED, magneto and intermediate timing cogs

lor 6h p. 1911 model N.S.U., also twin magneto
for same.—9, Gore's Buildings, Whitehaven. [X4135

WANTED, inlet and exhaust valves for 6h.p.

Rudge Multi, 1913 model.—Anderson, Aucthy-
fardle. Saw Mill, Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire. [X4256

WANTED, reliable machine, 3y2h.p. to 4t4h.p.

;

reasonable price; no dealers.—Write, call,

A.J.D., 83, Woodstock Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [4546

MODERN Light Sidecar with coupling lugs, fit 1915
Triumph; hand control for Philipscn pulley.—

N., The Haven, Kew Ed., Eichmcnd, Surrey. [4338

WANTED, latest Enfleld combination, part ex-

change 1918 Levis Popular if desired, otherwise

cash.—11, St. Michael's Rd., Bournemouth. [X4290

WANTED, 1911 or 1910 Douglas crankshaft, 1 con-

necting rod with bushes, good condition.—

Gibson, 106, Grange Rd. East, Middlesbrough. [X3873

ADYEBTISER requires good motor cycle, 1914 or

later, known make; immediate cash; state full

particulars.-Cyclist, 142, Corbyn St., Finsbury P.nrk.

WANTED, Armstrong 3-speed hub gear, Ulark V.,

with or without wheel; state price and condi-

tion.—Seymour, Farrengalway, Kinsale, Co. Cork.

WANTED. C.B. Sidecar suitable for Zenith 7-8h.p.

—Reply stating condition, points, price, etc..

Firman, 16, Camp View, Bonnyrigg, Edinburgh. (D)

7-9h p. Harlev-Davidson Combination, not earlier

than 1916" other good make considered.—Write,

Hargreaves, Fern Villa, Warrington Rd., I'^'^^^Jjgg

WANTED, for cash, motor cycles, any known make,

not necessarily in running order; good prices

given.-Write or call, Tintern, 2, Balham Hill, S.W.^1|^

WANTED, 22in. or 24in. foot bellows and lin. blow-

pipe, also enamelling oven for gas, 3ft. 6in. or

larger.-Pendleton, 23, Lonsdale Sq., Liverpool Ed., N.l.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B41
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WANTED.
HARLET-DAVinSON. electric, -iranted immediately,

sulo or coiutiiuntion. 1916 or Inter.—FiiU pnrticu-

liirs and I'lice to Tiiomscrj, 4. Park Ed., I'orest HUl. S.E.
[4^148

B.S.A. or any other good make combination, most
be in tip-top condition, not earlier than 1916;

cash waiting.—Biriord. 183, Westminster Bridge Ed.,

S.E. W163

WANTED, 3h.p. Enfleld, Model E Levis, or good 2-

stroke, 2-sl)Ced; full particulars, with lowest

cash price.—39, Weslbourne Ed., Uanningham. Brad-

lord. [X4384

WANTED, clearance and bankrupt parcels ot uioti"

cycle nccessoiies:—whole stocks purchased: iiinst

he cheai>.— Harris. 51, Dptou Lane. Forest Uute, I.on

don. E.7. 197)9

FOE F.N. Lightweight, main forks, front wheel fly-

wheel cover, tubular stand and carrier, mud-
Biiards.-106, Barlow Moor Ed., West Didsbury. Man-
chester. [X4203

WANTED speedometer, Stewart or Corbin-Brown,
26in. wheels, back wheel drive, tank fittins,

must be in good condition.—Sclater, Earlston Ed.,

Wallasey. [X4098

MODEEN Horizontally Opposed Power Unit, com-
plete, not exceeding 6h.p.—State make. date, and

l.rico to Kingsley-Pall.iut, 17, St. George's Ed.. E.

Twickenham. [4241

IF Yon Want to sell your cycle, motor cycle, magneto.
or parts, we can quickly find you a customer at

your own price.—The Mart, 161, Caledonian Ed., KiMc',s

Cross, Loudon. [1589

WANTED Immediately, rear cylinder for 25Ah.p.
Enfield twin. 1913, 2-speed, parts and spares

also; good price paid.—Hinchliffe, Victoria St., Stocks-

bridge, Sheffield. [X4044

WANTED, -F.N. combination, easily attachable and
detachable sidecar, good condition; about £45;

no dealers.—Smith, 14, Tidbury St., Stewart's Ed., Sorrth

Lambeth. S.W.8. 1*563

TWO N.S.U. Gears, to fit 1909 Triumph and 8h.p.

J.A.P., 1912, cylinder and piston complete for

1909 Triumph, must be in good condition.—Box 4,178,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4407

WANTED immediately, for summer holiday, good

combination, essential good condition : send full

p.nrticulars to save time when answering.-Box L2.185.

c/o The Motor Cycle. [4259

GOOD Motor Cycle, or Combination, Indian preferred.

twin Matchless, Zenith, or T.T. Bat, or 3-Ki)eed

Triumph; lull particulars and lowest price.—Motor, 45,

Hathaway Ed., Croydon. [4229

WANTED, frnme, in sound condition, for Donplas
motor cycle, lady's model, 1912, or Douglas lady's

model no€ earlier than 1912, in good order.—Muirhead.

Alma House, North Shields.- • tX4144

£20-£50.—Cycle car or chassis, no objection to over-

hauling or assembling, must be capable of being

§ut into running order by amateur mechanic—3,

outh View. Barnard Castle. (X4052

WANTED, Coachhuilt Combination, 5-6h.p.. good
make, about 1915, 3-speed, good condition;

about £60: no dealers, any evening.—Martin. 25,

Endsleigh Rd.. West Ealing. [4058

GENTLEJilAN requires really good solo mount or

combination, not earlier 1914; write full par-

ticulars; distance no object.-20, Clifton Gardens,

Golder's Green. No dealers. [4596

£5D.f 60 oflered lor 6-6h.p. or 7-9h,p. roomy C.B. com-

biuation, with all accessories; any good make, con-

dition and tyres good —Write, or call alter 6, 12, Heath-

way, Northumberland Heath, Erith. [4269

SPOT Cash for Triumphs. Douglas. A..I.S.. Enfleld?
Brniigli. Xoitons Hendersons. Sunbeam. Zenith

Harlev-Havidsoii, Write, call, or 'l*Lone Holl'Orn 5777
—Wnnchoiie's, 9. Shoe Lane. London. [5415

TWO Wire Wheels, 26x2^, with brake drums,
running free on plain axle, no drive needed, short

brake lever, steering wheel, column, rack, and pinion,

off cycle car.—HeatUe, Peasmarsh, Sussex. [X4202

ADVEETISEE, who is about to open business in

Liverpool, requires reliable firms to supply motor
cycle and light car accessories, wholesale; in particular,

lamps, tyres.-12, Southgate Ed., Liverpool [X414G

TWO Zeniths, 6h.p. or 8h.p. countershaft, not earlier

than 1916; would exchange 5h.p. Zenith counter-
shaft and Swan torpedo sidecar.—Brandon, Furnishers,
Berkhamsted, or 16, Braxted Park, Streatham. [X4113

MODEEN Combinations, motor cycles, and light cars;
dist.'ince no object: cash waiting. 'Phone, write,

or call.— M.-iores' Presto Motor Works, Ltd.. Tamworth
Ed. West Cicydon. Surrey. Est. 1881. Croydon 1545.

12223

WANTED, immediately, good machine, either fol-

lowing makes, lor summer tour: 2%h.p. Douglas.
3h.p. Enfield, 2i4h.p. Levis, 25ih.p. A.J.8., S'/jh.p.

twin James, or Baby Triumph.—King, Sxapleford,
Cambs. [4234

WE are Wanting several fiolo machines and com-
binations. Send full particulars of anything you

have for sale . ,and our representative will call with cash
and bring away il suitable.-Bunting, Mason's Av.,

Harrow. [2769

CHAIRMAN RHYMES.

Just a hi<^k.l

Now then, quickl

How's the carburetter?

Loose the clutch.

Not too much—
Now she's pulling better.

Air like wine.

My ! it's fine

Cycling from your troubles.

No alloy

To my joy

Which a CHAIRMAN doubles.

5H. for 10 everywhere.

R. J. Lea, Ltd., Manchester.

MOTOK and CYCLE MOUaES
of every descrip-
tion. Made in com-
plete sections of
best quality
material only,

7ft. X 5ft. £8 10
9ft.x6£t. £12
ioft.X7ft. £15

Complete with
floor. - bolts, etc.

These houses can be supplied with double doors at 20 /-

extra. Write for list of other houses Estimates free.
James Holloway & Co., 457 - 459 Brixton Road,
___^ LON 0^' P.'W Q.

Telephone

:

Holborn f.

Telegrams;
Acmeklin.,'. ivincross, London.

THEACME OF Vt^EkDING
at a reasonable cost.

ACME WELDING COMPANY,
236-238, Pentonville Road, Kingcross,

LONDON, N.I.
Works: Northdown Street

WANTED.
DOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.—Best prices paid for

second-hand machines and spare parts.— Vivian
Hardie. Ltd., Douglas Experts, 24, Woodstock St.,

off Oxford St., Bond St.. London, W.l. 'Phone : May- «
fair 6559. [0985

PEECT and Co. reauire at least 100 second-hand
motor cycles and combinations. Please offer ua

your mount.
,
We offer exceptional high prices. y?e

pay you oash on sight. Percy and Co., 337, Enston
Ed.. London. [0925

WANTED, Indians, B.S.A.'s, Sunbeams, Triumphs,
Enflelds, Harieya, A.J.S.'s. Matchless, IJouglases,

Zeniths; spot cash. Send particulars and nri<'e.—

\\andsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St.. Wandsworth
iTown Station). [2624

WANTED, tank of 1914 Triumph, or similar, about
27in.x4V2in. to 5in. ; also spring forks suitable

for 4h.p., up-to-date, stem between S'/jin. and 7iu. long,

Triumph or Druid preferred.-Particulars to P.W.G.D.,
2, Thorold Ed., Chatham, Kent. [4210-

WE are cash buyers of good second-hand motor
cycles, not earlier than •-<1914 manufacture,.:

highest prices offered, no risks in dealing with ua.—
Eloe and Co., 15-16 Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.,

B.C.3. [0551 ,

J.
SMITH and Co., 16, Hamostead Ed., ore open '

to purchase any number of first-class combinationo

and solo machines; price no object; we want the.

machines; no time wasted. Commnnicate with us at -

once; write or call. We pay spot cash on sight. [3894

TEE H.C. Motor Co. want motor cycles for spot

cash. Highest prices given. Bring your machine
to us, and compare our prices with the prices ottered

by other dealera.-The H.C Motor -Co., 347, Finchley

Ed., N.W.3 'Phone; Hampstead 4331. Open Satur-

day afternoons and Smi'days. [5671 .

SEND Tour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage, Tooting,
'

Winihlcdou Station. Cash offer will he tele-

graplied iuimeiliately on receipt of machine. Machine
can be included in fortnightly auction without charge

if offer not accepted. Eeserve price may be flxed.-Sole

address. Palmer's Garage and Auction Eooras. 183-199.

High St.. Tooting. loaiB

TE9!ril1IC»;irBQPKS
on all EVct'icftl au'I Mechanical
Eneiiieeriii!.' subjects for atudentB
and Hinateur mechau en. Write
to-tiay for list.

PERClVAt MARSHALL & CO.

66, Farringdon Street,

E.C.4.

The "Speed Nymph" Mascot
F'jr Motor Cyc'es int Sidecars, in
Solid Hronzo Silver l^lated H t. Sin.

Supplied 'With lin. (liftin-ter clip for

fixfnK to handlebar, or flat ['late for
boltins to top ot sidecar
Price £3 7 6. Postace nnd
Packinp. 1'-. AgftTit-i Want^^d.

Sole Prndncers—The North
Xiondon Carrying Co., Ltd.,
Small Tard, Fernhead Road,
Paddington.

EXCHANGE.

MATTDES'.

IVfAUDES' arrange exchanges on any machines; beat

irl allowances for modern machined. See otnei

columns for particulars-Maudes'. 100. Ot Portlnnrt.

St.. London. W.l. [821
5_

GENT'S Cycle, 3-speea, all B.S.A. ; sell £1B; ex-

change Douglas, cash adjustment.— 143, North"

End, Croydon. [40G4.

STAMPS.—Will exchange cash for collections. State

price, particulars.—.Scale, 113, Sandywell St., Higher

Openshaw, Manchester. [X4393

hp T.T. Ee.x, Tast and powerful, good condition;,

sell i;25, or exchange 3fth.p. or good lightweight..

—Minikin. Thwaites Lane, Keighley. 1X4385

EXCHANGE good powerful tricar, with speeds, per-

fect order, -good condition, for magneto motor^

cycle.—ne'e 4,177, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4357

16 6h.p. Enfield Coinbination for a Harley-

6

19^ Dayid'so'n or 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, or

will sell.-C.B., 72, Uotham St., Stratford, E. [4203

EXCHANGE Klaxon Electric Horn, \vith new accu-

mulators, for hew mechanical born, or sell £2.—

337, Devon Buildings, Toolcy St., London, S.E.I. [4373

1 Q14 Precision, 3iAh.p., Bosch, B. and B., 3!speed^

JLJ' Sturmcy, for higher power with speeds; cash,

adjustment.—Box 4,153, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4148

O-SEATER, splendid condition, Bosch, 5 detachable
/C wheels; exchange for combination, or sell.—Apply,

Johnson, Bootmaker, 3, Church St., Lower Edmonton.
[4432

EXCHANGE 6h.p. magneto motor cycle, 2 spoeda,

freo engine, perfect order, excellent condition,

for good iron-frame piano.—Box 4^175, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X4355

EXCHANGE Swift Deliyery Tan. 8h.p., well;built

box body, perfect running order nnd condition,

for 6h p. combination, or sell £85.—Dunn, Sunningdale,

Berks. r«670

TOEOGO 2-speea, free, kick start, countershaft gear,

complete, Eenolds and sprocket, nearly new; £12,

or flrst-clasB Auto-Wheel.—Dobson, Stonefield, Gnrstarig,

Lancashire. [X4412

LATE 1914 3-spced 4h.p. Triumph, one of the best,

as new nnd perfect, tor Harley-Dayidson, must
he good machine ; or sell £85, no other offers.-37, Cope
St., OoTentr.y. [X4477

EXCHANGE, 3Ml>.p. N.S.U. coachbuilt Combina-
tion, 2-speed, for 2Xh-P. 2-speed and olntch; or,

sell £35. Apply after 7 p.m.—2, Grove Mansions.

Clapham Common, S.W [4299' ,1

SALE or exchange, 2h.p. Humber, splendid order anil

condition, accessories, £30; Decca gramophone,
20 records, £8; for good Douglas.—Beard, Westchfte,

Huck-nall Ed., Nottingham. [X4321.

LAEGE National Cash Eegister, 4 drawers, etrikesj

up to £10, gives receipt, in perfect condition; ©x-fl

change for good combination, or sell £100, or nearest. t-
(

' Keene, Tobacconist, The Barton, Bristol. [X4340jj

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 3-4b.p. Motor Cvole, spring forks, drop

frame, semi T.T. bars, enamelled French grey,
lined red and white, completed, except mag. and foot-

board; sell £21 or higher power; stamp, particulars.

—

James, Linden House, Cos Hill, Shepherdswell, near
Dover. [4388

THE H.O. Motor Co. specialise in escbnnge deals.

We win allow you highest price for your old
machine against any other new or second-hand machine
in stock ; mncbiue bought for spot cash.—The H-C.
Motor Co.. 347, Finchley Kd., N.W.5. 'Phone:
Hampstead 4631. Open Saturday afternoons and Sun-
days. [5667

REPAIRERS.
WHITTALL Machinists Co.. contractors to the War

Office, for all motor repairs.—Below.

WHITTALL lOi. Welding.—Experts in aluminium,
broken parts reliably welded, accurately

machined, promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders ground with guaranteed
accuracy, pistons fitted; prompt, molierate. New

pistons made to pattern or sketch.—Whittall MachTnists
Co., Whittall St., Birmingham. [0988

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer gears or parts
wanted.—Marks. 5. Shoe Lane. London. [7748

SPEEDOMETERS and Parts, any condition; send or
write.—97. Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [3127

REPAIRS, overhQuls, new parts; magnetos speciality;

quick service.-228, Heather Bd., Birmingham.
[X4206

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, comimstiuL
beads : immediate attention ; reasonable prices

— Below.

WELDING Aluminium Crnnb Cases, pear tiosea, by

experts of 11 years' espeiience.-Below

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery installed

since hostilitifts ceased; accuracy guaranteed ; new
pistons fitted.— Sadgrove and Co., 140. Conybere St.,

Birmingham. CX0803

CENTRAL Motors (Oldham), Ltd., undertake to

thorcnghly overhaul and repair any make of

motor cycle.—Below.

BROKEN Frames, forks, crank cases, connecting
rods, piston^, cylinders, etc., etc., welded by the

process of -oxy-acetylene. Send your enquiries. 411

work guaranteed.—Below.

WE Repair all makes of gear boxes, N.S.D. gears.

etc. All repairs promptly attended to.—185a.
Hudde-sfield Kd., Oldham. [X0390

TTIOSTER, of 170, Cardigan Rd., Leeds, is again at
. your service, and can undertake any class ol

welding and machine work.

CYLINDER Grinding and Piston Making is with us

a speciality. We shall be glad to have your
enquiries.—Foster, Leeds.

PISTONS.—We specialise in the manufacture ol

special aluminium alloy pistons, in hundreds of

cdd ones.-Foster, Leeds. [0310

CYLINDER Grinding Unnecessary; comj>ression re-

stored; fit our rings; send piston and cylinder;
half cost; certain cure.—Below. ^

PISTON Rings, high grade; low price; standard or
oversize.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd., Ather-

ton. ces?.*^

ARTHUR G. DAW, ll''. Brixton Hill, for motor
cvele repairs and overhauls ; thorough workman-

ship, moderate cha.ocs. [4413

iJ^RAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
plating, by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langham

Co.. Fitzroy St.. Leicester. [2536

DON'T Wait, we can undsrtaiie repairs, replace
ments, and overhauls at once, trade or private.—

Central Garage, Hunstanton. [3038

WE are prep^ied to undertake high-class machining
for the trade; anything within the capacity of

SVjin. lathes.-Bos Ll,970,,c/o The Motor Cycle. [3517

^WIFT of Coventry, Ltd., undertake thorough repair

and overhaul of any make of motor cycle at 132-S^ .

134, Long Acre, London, W.C. Enquiries mvited. [7931

PAINTING, body building, conversions, hoods and
screens to clients' requirements, quick deliveries;

Quotations with pleasure.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
^

•
__

- [4571

I7RAME Repairs and Alterations.—Special frames and
. tanks I'uilt, any designs: enamelling and plating.—

A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Ed., Birmingham.
£2583

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, pistons, connecting
rods; cylinders rebored, new pistons and rings.-

A- Pilkington and Co.. 390. Lichfield Rd., Birmingham.
[2582

TOXGE Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Man-
chester.—Again at your service. Send that broken

cylinder or crank case. Certain to please you. Quick
return. [S2532

STU..-.^- - = -- - - ,. ^
engine hubs; repairs executed or parts supplied

Tiromptly.—The Rotary Jointing Co., Regent St., War-
rington. [9447

ENAMELLING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as before;

handle-bars, et-c., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating
Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enamellers to

the trade. [X1841

A REAL OOOD KNOCKABOUT
WATOH FOR nnOTOR CYOL.ISTS

The
" Mentor

"

Watch.

Price

:

12/6

GENUINE AMERICAN LEVER MOVEMENT,
MADE BY THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.

HI N D^
24c, King St., Hammersmith, W.6.
Telephone : Hammersmith 197. Established 1856.

Or from our shops at Clapham Junction, Woolwich,
Southampton, Lewisham, Reading, Hammersmith,

Chatham, and Wood G^een.

Armstrong and Sturmey Archer Hub Gears.
We regret to announce that owint to the pressure of

work we are unable to repair the above gears with our
usual promptness. We can only undertake repairs in

strict rotation. Ifougid^ G r box Parts stocned.

Sturmey Arcner Counters lai Gear Parts stocked and
repaired.

W}icn sending wheels kindly remove all outside axis

fittings and label clearly wifh wt'f *s and our address.

The CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney BridgeRoadt London, S N 15

'Plione : 1601 Putney. L & h. u . Kly. Putney Station.

Please note we do rot repair push-cycle eears

IVIETAL DISCS "a- Xriumghs.^Hane"
l^avidson Allnn-, Indians Morynns. ^-nrds etc.

Sportins Sidecars for 1914 Triumphs.
hAKLY DELIVTRIES.

OWEN DAVIES ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.
(E. Owen Davie^, Managing Director)

d:Msrt£ LaiM, near Tall> Ho Corner, FINCHLEY,
Phone : Finchley 2 4*

MOTOR
' OILCANS, PETROL FUNNELS, FEEDERS

and GENERAL TINWARE,

Builders and General Tjad.rs Company
Head Office, 83, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.

TelegrapMc Address " Gentradco,' Birmingham.
Telephone. Central 2836.

REPAIRERS.
SHEET Metal Works, N. London, requires orders for

motor cycle tanks, wheel discs, etc.; enamelling
if required; repairs speciality.—Bos 4,070, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3183

REPAIRS to Motor Cycles; magnetos .promptly
attended to. Large stock accessories and parts.

D.unlop tyres stocked—The Mart, 151, Caledonian Rd.,
King's Cross, London, [1588

GENERAL Machine Parts for cars and cycles, pis-

tons, piston rings, valves : accurate machine work
a speciality.—White Bros., 13, Windmill St., Totten-
ham Court Ed., London, W.l. " [4260

WE specialise in Repairs, overhauls, and r'rcvat-
ing, enamelling and plating. Machines turned

out like new.—Williams and Harding, Paradise St.,

Coventry. [X4478

MOTOR Cycle Overhauls, welding a speciality; re-

pairs to frames, etc., at moderate charges by
efficient workmen, 15 years' reputation.-Pioneer Motor
Works, 290, High St., Stratford, London, E.15. [4433

HEPPELTIIWAITE for Overhauls, frame repairs,

plating and enamelling, and rebushing and engine
repairs, first-class workmanship, guaranteed and quick
delivery.—17-19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London,
S.W.8. [4391

COVENTRY Motor Mart, Ltd., London Rd., Coven-
try.—Overhauls and repairs to any make of motor

cycle or light car; obsolete parts made and fitted:

plating and enamelling; skilled mechanics; prompt
attention. [X0612

REPAIRS and Overhauls to any make of car and
motor cycle; any component made to order.—

John Ireland and Co., Engineers, 71, Gowau At.,

Fulham Palace Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [4250

ENGINE Repairs and Overhauls; 5 years' experience

on aero engine work. We are now specialising

in repair work to all makes of internal combustion

engines. Tell us your requirements.—Nelson and
Hardie, Engineers, Leara St., Leamington. [X4476

CYLINDERS Eebored and Ground;.new pistons, rings,

valves any pattern, made and atted; engmes re-

bushed and thoroughly overhauled, accurate flrst-class

work guaranteed; prompt attention.—Central Motor

Co.'s Engineering Works, Bromsgrove St., Birmmgham^

TENNANT Engineering Co., Pershore St.. Birming-

ham, regretfullT announce that they cannot under-

take any more work for delivery before August. By then

they hope to have fully equipped their new factory, and,

that done, they will again be in a position thoroughly

and well to handle any and every description of motor

repairs. [X2887

ACETYLENE and Electric Weldings. — Broken
flanges, cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn

bearings, built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases,

any broken motor part welded and machined up and
returned in 7 days, 14 years' experience.—Lincoln

Jeffries, jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, l',iO, Steelbouse

Lane, Birmingham. 16784 .

MISCELLANEOUS.
(HASTINGS ia All Metals Supplied.

WHY wait when you can get guaranteed delivery.

All other class of motor fittings supplied. A
large stock of coach bolts. Surplus stocks of steel

and brass purchased.—C. Galpin, 36, Earl St., Coven-

try. 'Phone : Coventry 405. [X3568

GEORGE SMITH'S Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham
Junction, S.W.ll.

RENOLD, Brampton, Coventry chains, 1/2X3-16,

¥'XVi, %xVi, %x%, y4X7-16; Dunlop 1919
studded covers, heavy, 24x2 42/-, 26x2 43x9, 26x2%
47/3 26X2% 41/9. 28x21/2 57/9, 28x3 70/3, extra

heavy ditto, 26x2iA 63/3; inner tubes, 8/6, 8/9, 10/3,

11/3. 11/9, 13/3; Douglas T.T. bars, 18/6; Brooks

saddles, 37/6; King Dick pat. spanners, 7/6; rubber

grips, 4/3; racing helmets, tan leather, with ear roll,

15/6- electric horns. 42/-; Hellesen flash batteries,

14/6- Dunlop and Pedley belts, %in., %in., lin., IVsin ;

piston rings, all sizes, 60 to 80 mm., best make, 2/6

each- tubular box .spanners, in sets, 2/9, 5/9, 7/9; bulb

horns, 15/6, 18/6, 21/-, 25/-; accumulators, 4 volt 20

amns 27/6, 40 amps 35/-; electric bulbs, all sizes, 2

to 12 volt, S.B.O., 2/6 each; rims, 26x21/2, plated,

drilled 32 holes, 10/9.—'Phone, write, or calL 8.30 to

7. Wednesdays close' 1, Saturdays 8 p.m. Country

orders despatched per return.

GEORGE SMI'TH'S Garage, Mossbury Ed., Clapham
Junction, execute all kinds of motor cycle repairs,

overhauls, tuning, enamelling, nickel plating, by skilled

and trained mechanics. Country orders with quick

despatch; send your enqniries.

GEORGE SMITH'S Motor Cycle Depot and Garage.

—Address all communications: 268, Lavender Hill,

CLAPHAM Junction, S.W.ll (1 min. Station).

'Phone: Battersea 1271. [4008

DYNAMO, lighting cycle or car; i3/17/6.-Lucas. 84

Upper Ground St., 'S.B.l. [4417

N.S.U. Gear, £5; PhiUpson pulley, fit Triumph, £2

-31, Cowper Av., Sutton. [4747

1 AA Motor Cycle Crates; 10/6 each.—Wauchope's,
llfU 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C. [3274

AMAC Carburetter, oft, twin, IVi union, 16/-.-C]ark

Barnes Ed., Portslade, Sussex. [X4259

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oS each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B4
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MISCELLANEaUS.
Xli'ALL Large Pan Saddles, pre-war goods, lin.

ftera: £2/10 each.

TTANDLE-BARS, lin. stem; 12/6 each.

INDIAN 2-speed Gear Box, Includes clutch and 2
sprockets; £10/10.

STEPNEY Wheel, fitted with 700x85 Dunlop grooved
lyre, new; £8/15.

FOUR Large Car Generators, square type, suitable
(or bolting on footboards; £2 each.

STRONG Motor Cycle Crates, Triumphs and other
best makes: 10/6 each.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

Fleet St., London. [4698

BANCnoFTlAN Co.. the most reliable and cheapest
house in the United Kingdom.

TYRES.—Don't buy any until you have seen our
special list of high-grade clearance tyres at less

than half manufacturer's prices. Write for list at
once. We have the largest stock of tyres in London.

BELTING.—All best makes in stock at lowest prices.

Few short lengths.

WATERPROOF Overalls.-Highest class at prac-
tically pre-war prices. Don't buy any until you

have seen our list.

MAGNETOS.—In stock. Bosch, Dixie, U.H., etc.

Repairs at lowest prices.

CHAINS.-The lirgcst stock in England; Perry, Cot-
entry. and Renolds. All sizes at lowest prices.

SPEEDOMETERS (a great speciality of ours).—
Largest stock in London. Stewart. Cowey, Wat-

ford, Jones, Smith. Repairs and replacements at
lowest prices.

CARBUnETTERS and Replacements.—Brown and
Barlow, Amac, and Sensprays at lowest prices.

PISTON Rings and Valves.—Pretty well all makes
at exceptional prices. Send patterns.

HORNS (new).—Motor cycle, 12/6. latest pattern;
mechanical, 21/-, 32/6, and 36/-.

LA^IPS and Generators are a great speciality of

ours. Lucas. P. and H., Miller's, P.R.8., and
others in stock at lowest manufacturers' prices.

Cameo
Hoods at low prices.

MOTOR Cycles and Sidecars. Orders taken for all

makes; early deliveries. We stock everything
for the motorist. Send your enquiries.

BANCR0FTI.4N Co., 64 and 78 (extension of

premises), B^shopsgate. London, E.G. T.A. :

Chaikel, London. Tel. : 9897 London Wall. [2989

B. and B. Lightweight Carburetter, minus one cable;
25/-.-386, Ho6 St., Walthamstow. [4328

Bosch, 60'

[4349

WIND Screens and Aprons in stock,
speciality.

SPEEDOilEIEK, Watford, 26in., SO/-;
50;-.-12, Tiesiger Ed., Penge. S.E.

BINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these for any
machine.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BIN-KS Carburetters.-Good allowance for your car-
buretter in exchange.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax

BINKS Carburetteis.-Run on paraffin or substitute
and economise.—Booth's Motorics. Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.-Supplied promptly: old car-
buretter taken in exchange.—Booth's Motories,

Halifax. [X5125

8h.p. Clrno Frame, tank, spring forks, good condition;
£3.-P.G.Li., 29, Nelson Ed., Chelmsford. [4602

BRAMPTON' Gear, 45/-; wanted, Eudge semi T.T.
bars.—Turner, 27, Mnttack Lane, Ealing. [4457

DOUGL.\S Cylinders, also few parts for sale,—A.
W.. 47. Brondesbnry Villas, London, N.W. [4498

EN'LAEGEMENTS, hfe size, 2/6, copied from any
photo.—Trump, Photographer, Lyme Regis. [X4260

ONE 3-speed Gear Box, aluminium, new condition

;

£2/15.-39. Caithness Ed., 'Mitcliam, Surrey. [4341

INDI-iN Electric Head Lamp and Horn, good condi-
tion; 30/-.— Gillondets, Gavin St., Motherwell. [4309

AEMSTEONQ Typewriter, very little used, equal to
new; 10 gns.—Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X4361

A QTIAM-'V'INCO lightweight waterproof overalls, as^^ new; 60/-.—Box 4,157, c/o The Motor Cycle.

_ [X4043
THREE Motor Cycling Suits and Waders, suit all

weather; 60/-.—Burn, 26, Market Place, Devizes.
[4623

3-SPEED Armstrong Hub, belt rim requires spokes,
new controls; £4.—Box 4,173, c/o The Motor

Cycle.
~

[X4377

rOE Sale, Tost typewriter, nearly neiv, or part ex-
change for motor cycle.—Statham, 57, Burton Ed.,

Derby. [X4309
3ih.p. Eex Engine, £3; 2i/2h.p.

2 fit Eex, less controls) X3.
Coventry.

£5: N.S.U. gear,
53, Stanway Ed.,

[X4295

MINfiE'VA.—Large stock of spares; no cylinders.

—

Cookson Bros, and Harrison, Wright St., Old
Ti:ifl.r.l. [X9787

SPEEDO.METER, Isochronous, as new, guaranteed
perfect, with drive; 58/- cash.—105, "Wright St.,

Coventry. [X4097

SUTCLIFFF'S MOTOR CYCLE andouiifLirrco motor car shed

LenBth Width. HoiBl.t to •iilt e. Price. Floor extra.

cut 5tt. Gift. £ 9 O £2 9
eitt. 5ft. Girt. £10 15 £3 4
Wirt. lit. Sit. £17 O £5 10 O
lift. 8tt. srt. £2110 £7
lEtt. 12(t. lort £36 £14
aoit. 12 ft. lort. £46 JtlBO O

AH sent carriage pnid in sections.

Sntclifle's Motor Sheds are the stronRest built, liest deaiBned
,Motor Sheds ynu can get at anythii'tt like tlie price; don'tbe
lemjited lo buy weakly construcie'l sheds, thev are moatex-
peiisive in the end. stndy Sutcliffe's Constru-'tJon — Siden,
dids. roofs built on 3-iiieh hest match boards, r off also covered
with extra" heavy feli, rainproof . fiamp.work of tremendnns
streiijith. All floors are double atrcnirth will carry a Ion or
moie wei^hteaaily. All houses erected nnd hored heforc doe-

P'tch. nil bolts eiipplied free. If any Hient is not ferfeftly
.RatiBfled, Einipiy return slicd and we refuml purchaa- price.

Fnl! details In fiee booklet, tan rail any bize in 2 to 6 days.
F. & rt. SUTCIilFPE, 44, Wood Top, Hebden
Bridge, Yorks. -Phone :—5S. Hehden Brnlve.

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES
"READY BUILT."

First-class material and -workmanship.
Designed and built to last.

" Ready Built " Series of
Motor Cycle Houses main-
tain the excellent features
which made them the most
successful pre-war home

garage.

Prices from £6 10s.

Ask for booklet oj designs and prices.

PERCY WHITE,Lareham,Staines.
Works: Kingston Rd., Staines. Est, 10 years.

CARKI\GE P.i n.

PRATTEN'S

Motor and
CycleHouses

TENANTS'
FIXTURES

Exceptional Low
Offer.

Strong
Pri^e Ploor, extra.

fill 11 £1 U
12 15 2 5
15 5 6 3 10
16 18 3 10

14 „ 8 „ 8^ „ 19 4 5
These houses are made in stctio' e nnd boltod 'Oftethor. eael'y

erected on aiiival, constn-cted of weli- ea-oned imported S"
t DKued and j.T00ved matchboard ; roof covered in addition with
best (luality.f<'lt.^vlndowtOl•pen, doors wiih bolts, lock and k y
co.iiplete- Anv others ze- (inoted on application.

U'rire foi- Free ItlnKtrtite 1
' ataloKue

—

F. PRATTEN & CO., Midsomer Norton. BATH.

Long \Vi<Ie Hifh
8ft. 6 ft. 7Mt
9 7 .. 7* ,.

10 , 8 .• 8 ,.

12 .. 8 „ 8 „

MISCEI.LANEOUS.
GRADO Multi Pulley, ball thrust, recessed flttildg

complete, now; £5.—Hobbs, 53, Liverpool RtlJ
Luton. [X40ga

11 Douglas, dismantled—Send stamp lor detailed
list of parts available, 251, Bentley Rd., Dold

* tX43ll
19
caster.

TKIUM1>H Pattern Pistons, eudgeon and rings, 35/91

gudfjeon only, 4/-: rings, 2/6; bushes, large 4/i

small 3/-: valves, inlet and exhaust, 1910-19, 676; viiV

springs, both sizes, 7d. each; tiller ctijjs, 2/6; spokes ar

nipples. 2(1.; extra covers, 35/- i tubes; 2/6; also laij

assoitment of second-hand Tiinmph spares.—Robinson
below.

^

PEEMIEE Pistons, S'Ah.p., gudgeon nnd rings, noi

iu stock; 36/-, plus postage.—Robinson'a (below),

SIDECAR Mudguards, enamelled, with stays, stron

12/6, postage 1/-; College mudshields, 16/6 ead
52/6, 36/6, plus postage.—Robinson's (below).

RENOLDS Chains, A..I;S., Sunheani, 91-101 lint

SX8, 24/7; ditto, 56 links, 12/8: B.8.A., 8
links. -Vsyl/i. 20/7: 51 links dittn, 12(9; Reuolds S«U

extractors, 5A6.—Robinson's (below).

OVERALL Summer Suits, complete, dustweai, 27/i

lined pauntlet gloves. 25/6, 24/6, 17/6; postal

jxtra.—Robmson's (below'

TYRES lor Douglas and Triumph, studded eiitr

lieavv covers, sizes 26x2'/! 30/-, 2% 34/-, 2'

36/-; inner tubes, 9/6; guaranteed. Try one sampK
—Robinson's (below).

PISTON Rings, high tensile cast iron, Dougl&i
Triumph, Sunbeam, Rover, A.J.S., Indian, J.A.P

Premier, Humber. Enlield. B.S..S[., P. and M.. 2/^

jach; correct sizes in stock; no waiting.—Robinson

I
below )

.

DOUGLAS Handbooks, either 4h.p. or 2%h.p., di

scriptive illustrations your own repairs, 1/3 caoj

-Robinson's (below). _
DOUGLAS Gear Boxes overhauled and repaired; a

spares in stock, including secondary shaits.

tiobinson's (below).

4h.p. Douglas Spares.—Cylinders, 45/-; pistons col

plete. 26/-; gudgeon pins, 2/6; rings, 2/6; CO

necting rods, 27/6; small end bushes, 3/6; crank
halts, 61/-; flywheels, 44/-; flywheel sprockets, 5/8
valves, 276; springs, 8d. ; colluis, 9d. ;

cotters, 2d.

valve caps, 6/6; asbestos washers (exhaust), 7a.

valve cap, 4d.; Renolds chains, 17/3; links, 1/-.

brake pad complete, 5/-; pads only, 2/-; head clips)

ll/6j extra heavy covers for 4h.p. Douglas, _-36/-i
postage extra.—Rcbinson's (below).
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DD Bushes, any size, any make, by return; senq
' - iples v.'lien ordering.— Robinson's (below). 1

lemi-T.T. Dout'las pattern, %iw
also touriiig. pattern. pofill

10/

6

each.

.osta.ie -^(1

ENDRICK
ENG. CO.'S

DECOMPRESSOR
lot Easy Starting and Slov.

-Running. Fits into valv-
cap or spare S. P. hole. Valve
caps screwed, 1 /6 each.

3 95, HigllSt , CRAW LEV
SUSSEX.

All Aifcuts can supply iL

old samples when ordering.— Robinson's (below

ANDLE-UARS, senii-T.T. Douglas pattern, Vt

X-L i;ops, lin. stem, also touring, pattern, 17/6; pi

age extra.—Robinson's:, below,

DOUGLAS Accessories, reliable quality, latest B17i
Brooks saddles. 45/-; B170, 35/-; springs, 2/0

handle grips, 2/6; knee grips, 14/6; rubber grip!

4/3 Dunlop heavy covers, 47/3; inuer tubes, 10/3
belts, 11/5; belt fasteners, 1/6; belt punches, 2/,

Dunlop outfits, 3/- and 4/5; solution, 9d. ; Lode
plugs, 5/-; weatherproof, 7/6; Sphinx plugs, 4/;
Bluemel'i tyre pump. 7/-: pump connection, 1/3
good horn, 21/-; three tyre levers, 1/6: valve lifter-

2/-- grease injectors 3/-; Lucas wrenches. 7in., 9/ti

King Dick wrenches, 5/6; Eangraphine, 1/6 and 6d'
oil cans, 2/9; goggles. 3/-; Price's gear lubricant, 1/t

lunnels, 1/9 and 2/9.—Robinson's (below).

DOUGLAS Spares. biiind new.— Footbrmrds, 24i

pair; lobtrests, -15/- pair: 'ipturned and semi

I'T bars, '/sin. and 15-16th in =l«ui, 17/6; head clii

7/6- flywheels, 27/6; Jiyivhcel spiockets, 4/6; mot
guards," touring rear 18/6. front 12/6, T T. type rea-

12/6 front 10/-; number plates, 3/6; bao

stand 14/6, front 7/6; valves, 2y4h.p., 4/-

valve guides, 4/6; springs, 6d.: collars, 9d.; cotters

2d.; piston rings, 1/9; gudgeon, 2/-: locking plates

aid pattern 2/-. new pattern 3/-; ball bearings, gea

box, 12/6; ball bearings for cranksh.Tft, 25/6 am
15/6; lubricating glasses, 1/9; front stand clip, 1/6
rear, 2/-; 2 and 3-5peed gears; kick start bolts, 6/6
springs, round, 9d.; flat, 1/-; clutch cones with lining'

'is/?"* 1914-15 clutch spares; hub axles, 1913 5/6
1914 5/6; cups, 3/9; 1912-16 cylinders, 30/-; joints

2d ; lock ring, 2/6; tappets, 4/6; spanners, 6d.

bush«. 3/9 and 5/6; compression, petrol, and draij

tups 4/6- armoured toolbags, 12/6; tool roll, 5/6; wit
tools, 30/-; front brakes, 27/6; front shoes with pad^
5/5 pair; pads only, 1/- pair; rear, 2/-; foot brab
springs, 1/-; spokes and nipples, 2d.; Douglas fron
.vheeh 40/-; rear wheel, with belt drum, 55/-; bel

drum only, 15/6; rims, 8/6; throttle or exhaur^
A-ire, 1/6; outer sheaths, 3/-; Douglas 2%h,
pistons complete, 17/6; copper ends, 2d.; gretl

injectois, 3/-; valve lifters, 2/-; Duco, 4/i

[lulleys, fl.xed 11/6, adjustable. 17/6; Doug,
pattern lorks, complete, £3/15; fork sprini

5/6; links, 1/6; spindles, 1/6; tank caps, 2/6; glas

only 6d. • magneto spanners, 9d. ; exhaust ditl

2/ ; Renolds chains, 9/6; spare links, 6d.; stuJ extri

tors, 5/6; Amac carburetters. 70/-; Amac throC
valves, 9/- pair; floats, 2/-; needles, 2/-; springs, 6i

jets, 6d.; long exhaust pipes, 15/- pair; gauges ai

caps, 3/-; magneto, C.A.V. £8/5, Thom3on-Benn8(
£7/7/6 Packing and postage extra.—Robinso
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.-'l

Bicycles. r4

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should auote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
1/\-12h.p. 4-cyI. Star, chain drive, ZU 4 mag.,
J-Vf very good in good order, make fine van;

tyres
£76.

TWIN Water-cooled Engine, good order, less mag.
and carburetter, also chassis, gear box, wheels,

steering, radiators, etc., to suit same, make fine
runabout; £50.—S. P. Webb, High St.. Pordingbridse,
llanu. [X42S9

TlvICAR Ch.issis. speed ge.nr, wheels, £3: niapneto
cluim wheels. 2/6.—Gosling, 136, Cauldwell Hnll

Ed., Ipswich. [X43t4

BINKS Carburetter, complete with extra jets, new
suit 3'..h.p.; 55/-.—Shaw, 190, Padgate Lane,

Warrington. [4673

AMERICAN Exrelsior Spare Parts, heiid lamp and
geuemtor. U.H. mag., 26x2^4 tyie.— Be.Trdshaw

Wood Green. [4179

Wn.<:hers (assorted), 2i'6, rn?t

N _„
Rd., Earisfieid. S.VV.

70 SPUING Washers, 3-16 to 'k. 1/6;^ nuts, ',:, to 'A, 1/6; carriage paid.—
Tithebarn St., Preston.

w

PTA NUTS. Sorews,^ " free; send for
I-nne. Soutliport. ["8928

EW EnfteU Chain, Eenoldi, 32/6, offer; pillion
seat, wants cushion. ?/fa.—Bran, 20. Farlton

f4245

36 castle
Wood. 38.'

[X4156

ICKER. Sidecar Body. 10/-: A.K. knee grips.
6/-; generator. 5/-; coil. 15/-.—Wilde, Willes-

borough, Ashford, Kent. [4075

SIMPLEX Detachable Boat Motor, 3i;>h.p.. as new.
easily fitted to any boat; £25.—Write. Warren.

Lyndhurst. Broadstairs. [4218

SPEEDOMETER complete. 3it. flexible horn, and
elertrio speedometer; £7/10.-89. Abbey Fd..

St. Johns Wood, N.W.8. [4193

TAIL Lamp 10/-. side lamps 42/-. pair hrand new:
goods approval against remittance; [lost free.-

I'almer's Garage. Tootins.
'

[6831

"CTRAME with Dmid forks, tank, mudguards, carrier.
-- stand, equal to new, for 2V->Kp. engine ; £15

—

Ginger. Motors Banbury. [X4362
GTEWART Speedometer, trip model, for sale, for 26in.
^-^ wheel, practic-allv new; £3/5.—Harrison, " Stratli-
earn," Ruguy Rd., Leamington. [X4354

FOR Sale, high and low gear chains, with sprockets,
5i;x3-l6in., for P. and M.; 15/-.—Curzon, 8,

Sandhurst Av., Harehills. Leeds. [X4109

TRIUMPH 'ftpnre Parts and Replacements ; most
part- by return of rost.—Forfield Motors, 11 and

13. Forfielii Place, Leamington Si>a. [X4480
QUADRAXT Motor Cycle Frame, forks, guards*,- and

wheels, with helt rim and free-wheel; £2.—F.
Mumford, 57. Westlode St., Spalding. Lines. [4330

B. and B. Carburetter, complete with controls, 15/-;
also Amac, new condition, 3 jets, 22, 25, and 30,

35/-.—GIossop, Lee Green, Cliffe-at-Hoo, Kent. [X4470

TWO 1917 4h.p. Triumph Engines, Sturmey-Archer
5-speed gear box. all complete, in perfect con-

dition; what ofiers.—22, High St., Maidstone. [4532

TKT the Aslatt tvre stopping, the £ s. d. saver in tvre
bills; l/lVj per tube, post free.-The Aslatt Co,

Midanbury Lane. Bitterne Park, Southr.mpton. [X2516

HAVE You Written to Young's for your require-
ments? If they are obtainable you'll find them

(here.— Young's, The Parade. Kilburn. N.W.6. [0968

MAPS. Eighteen Ordnance Survey Maps, London
and Southern Counties, all linen, mostly un-

used; 15/-.—Bos L2,144, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4143

DISCS, aluminium, seamless, 26x2\^ wheels only, set
four 3 gns. ; packing, carriage extra ; lightest,

smartest.—Railway Garage. Staines. 'Phone 139. [400£

PULLETS for any motor. Adjustalde 14/6. platpil
fixed from 7/6.; guaranteed, post free,—J, Perkins.

455, High Rd Leyton. Fbone; 248 Waltham^tow
(4762

ENFIELD 2-speed Gear, suit Sh.p., returned as new
from makers, £9; "Enfield sidecar mudguard,

new, 17/6— Vickers, Newsagent. Meadowfield. Durham.
[X4201

REX frame, tank, wheels, tyres, tubes, £8 ; twin
mag., Bosch, £4; carburetter with controls, £2

—Jas. Orr, Station House, Leadhills, Lanarkshire.
[X4147

CHASSIS, off 7-9h.p. rigid frame Indian, complete
with disc w^ieel, tyre, and all springs and .connec-

tions, as new; £13.-83, Chnich Lane, Charlton, S-B.7
[4300

T rtA SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, and stud;.
JLtiV 2/6; 144 bright screws. 2/-; 72 bright hesa-
eon nuts. 2/-; carriage paid. -Wood. Tithharn St.'. Pres
ten. [X4155

STANDARD Speedometer, only done 600 miles on
an Indian, just overhauled, with rear wheel

, drive; £3, or best.—Walker, The Hut. West End Lane,
Pinner. [X4166

BINKS, 3-jet, complete with controls and spare jets,

for 19T2 Douglas, not unpacked, owner sold
machine before delivery; £4,~18, Cemetery Rd.. Scun-

. thorpe. [X4095

HEAD Lamp, generator, combination bracket, 25/-;
Stewart speedometer, neftrly new, 40/-; accumu-

lator, 4 Tolt 20 amps., 17/6.-228, Heather Rd., Bir-
mingham. _ [S4205

"F.N,"
(England) Ld.,

Kimberley Rd., Willesden Lane,

KILBURN, N.W.6.

NEW MACHINES I.ATER

;

FOR THE PRESENT—

Repairs, Overhauls, Spare Parts.

Machines or parts sent for repair shou'd bear a
second label, with name and address of sender.

OR TO WINDSCREENS,
HOODS, AND APRONS.
The ORTOmatic Windscreen: No fumbling about
witb b.Kings w'ben your passenger wisbc= to

alisht. Vou open the door, the Orto does the rest

ATKINSONS, 306, Uxbridse Road
Shepherd's Bush, W.12.

l"hone : Hamnnersmith r.|o.

H. U. STEVENS & OO.,
1 ^4 and 186, Pcntonville Rd., Kin%'s Cross London, N .\

Rudge Multi" Combinations. Early delivery aL

list price. Second hand Machines always in Stock.

Areo '' Sidecar bodies. Three models, £/ 10s. each.

iCarri.'-ge an^ packing lo /-) " Cameo" Wmdscreens
£? each All modorarcrsc'Tie^ supplied a* Inweet rrices

WANTED
Hygh-class Combinations, Motorcycles, Ligh<;

CarS; and Landaulets.
When writing, quote fu'l oetails, year, and lowest crice.

'phone, w.'?ite, or call.

Moore's Presto IVIotor Works, Ltd.,
Tamworlh Road. West Croydon, Surrey.

Eslab'ished 188!. "Phone: Croydon 1545

C^

MISCELLANEOUS.
A STINGS.—Brass, gun-metal, phosphor bronze,
and aluminium to customers' patterns; quick

delivery.—Cattermole and Maybury, 65, Montague Rd..
Smethwick. [X0189

PAIR 26x2i>4in. Clincher de Luxe Covers, new,
45/-; 2h.p. Hnmber engine, 70/-; Lucas King's

Own head light, 15/-.—2, Belmont Terrace, Belle

Vue. Carlisle. [X3S58

BE Up-to-date. Cast aluminium number plates lor

motor cycle fitment; 15/- per pair, post free, 4
days; special terms to trade.—Young, 27, We)!tern

Elms, Reading. [4615

BAT Coachbuilt Sidecar, quick-fit, £5/10: laipe

Gloria bead liRht, 15/-, generator 10/-; Douglas
fliain 4b.p fnew}, 10/-: Wbittle belts, %, %— 7, Cowdrey
Rd.. Wimbledon. [4313

BROWN Armv Canvas Shoes, leather soles. 2/-. 2/6.
Canadian white canvas shoes, leather soles, 3/6,

4/6- army boots, 9/-: catalogue free,— Gould. 47, Abbev
Place, Plymouth. [1995

TARPAULINS for sale, repaired and redressed, S.H
railway truck sheets. London works ; aldo few new

waterproof sheets.-For particulars write Johnston. 12
Eroughton Rd., Croydon. [3098

~|Q15 4h.p. Triumph engines, £18 each;, counter-
-Lif shaft Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gears, equal
new, £18 each.—Speechley. 1, Gunnersbury Lane,
Acton Hill, London. W.3 [4499

TWO pair new Triumph Forks; one pair nearly
complete; what oifers ? 3h.p. Fafnir engine, R.N

box sidecar body.—Particulars, Pfatts, 602, King's
Rd., Fuiham, London, S.W.6. [4490

Q Qx3 New Tyre, suitable back wheel, £2/10;
/W O Bosch magneto off Indian. £2/10; pillion seat

with back rest, 25/-; wanted. 700x80 tyres.~133.

,

Archway Rd.. Highgate. N. [^071

MISCLLLANhOUS.
SENSPRAY oK Rudge, 15/-; 1913 Indian tourin?

bars, 10/-; 1915 Harley touring bars, 15/-; T.T
bars, ?^iu. stem), 3/6: pair tlobson plugs, 4/-.—85.
Daib.rg Rd., Brixton. S.W.2. [4468

JONES Trip Si'eedouieter for ,i6in. wheel, complete
perfect inndition, run 700 miles, £3/10: 8ft. lVi,in

Whittle belt, little used, 30/-; wanted, lin. Dunlop.-
124. Melbourne Rd., Leicester. [X438?

TRIUMPH Spares.—Engines (1915), 4h.p., Sturmey
Archer countershaft, 3-speed gear boxes, frames

tanks, forks, wheels, etc.—Speechley. 1, Gunnersburv
Lane. Acton Hill, London, W.3. [4609

FLINTS lor Lighters. 1/3 dozen, 10/6 gross; wheels
4d., standards 5d., wickholders dd., screws.

springs, wicks. Id. each ; best reliable, post free.—

H

Dunster, 3, Mylne St., London, E.C.I [4249

LUCAS King of the Road Acetylene Gas Lamp and
generator, brackets, etc., as new. 70/-, or offer:

26x2V. Dunloi) rubber-studded tvre, new, 55/-.—Smith,
Lochnagar. Hillcrest Rd.,'Purley, S.E. [4216

COMPLETE 3'/^b.p. J.A.P. Crnnk Case, mngneti>
(.ilatform, and chain cover, unused. £3 ; also pair

Triumph knee shiplds, practically new, 55/-. — W
Marriott. 18, Key Hill, Eirmingham. [X4462

R.O.C. Wicker Chair Sidecar. 5-6h.p. Peugeot engine
a.o.i.v. 2-?;peed, clutch, Bosch mag., lamps; best

ofler over £23-: subject to approval; Bristol district.

—Box 4,169, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4280

-inn.OOO Shop-soiled and Second-hand Files 6in.i^" 16in., genuine salvage stock, all guaranteed
iifable. Send ^2/6 for 3 dozen assorted, carriage paid,
approval.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting, S.W. [1629

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, guaranteed
one year, any pattern, 6/- each, 10/- pair; step-

cut piston rings, 4/- pair, post free per return.—
Capacity Tool Co.. Eroseley, Shropshire. [2291

B.S.A. Forks, heavy pattern, new. £3/5; mecbnnicnl
horn, equal to new, suit car or cycle, 25/-; Longue-

niare carburetter, suit stationary engine or car, 15/-.—
Nicklin, 47, Brickkhn St.. Poitobello, Staffs. [4294

DISCS for motor wheels are our speciality. We make
them lor the rider who values the clean built sport-

ing appearance 'they give to a machine, and is fed up
with barking his knuckles cleaning a myriad spokes.

DISCS of Enamelled Sheet Metal supplied ready to fit

any make of machine, with all necessary fittings.

35/- per set^for two wheels, extra 17/6 for combination.
We can supply for Triumph. Douglas, Indian, etc., from
;tock, and for any other machine in 3 days.

DISCS of Polished Aluminium. One word explains
the appearance they give to a machine—dinky. 60/-

per set, for any machine, carriage paid.—The Auto Sheet
Metal Co., 2a, Maygrove Rd., Erondesbury, N.W.6
[opposite Kilburn Met. Station).-- [4636

SIDECAR Covers.—Any shape made specially to your
pattern. Send old one, and we quote price per

return post and deliver within 3 da V6.—Waterproof Co..

Portland Buildings, Rutland St., Nottingham. [4146

PISTON Rings, Triumph, Rudge, Precision, Villiers.

J.A.P., Sunbeam. James. 2/3 each; Enfield. Doug-
las, Levis, 21- each; in stock.—Lifford Accessories Co.,

lOo, Guildhall Buildings, Navigation St., Birmingham.
[X3623

MOTOR Cycle Waterproof Covers, shaped to com
pletely cover cycle, lined pure rubber, only a few

left; worth 50/-; my price 30/- each; caeh with order

—Morris, 18, Fairholme Rd., West Kensington, London
[4188

O-Spsed F.E. gear box for light car. as new. £7/10:
/W 26x214 front wheel, complete tyre, 17/6; Lucas
King's Own lamp set. 35/-; heavyweight B. and B..

32/6; other items.—Chalkley. The Broadway, New
Southgate. [4472

NEW Jardine gear box, with 4-speed free engine
clutch, complete with back frame parts and

bracket ready to attach to machine, £25: would
accept Albion 2-speed gear in part exchange.—Carter's.
Ibstock, Leicester. [X4159

WHEELS. Wheels, Wheels.—Cycle and motor cycle

wheels built to order, back wheels from 45/-, front

wheels from 25/-; cycle and motor cycle frame repairs:

stamp, enquiries.—Pendleton, 28. Lonsdale Sa-, Liver-

pool Rd., London, N.l. [4285

3h.p. Ariel Engine, £4; B. and B. carburetter, £1;
Thomson and Bennett magneto, £3; frame, com-

plete with tank, front forks, handle-bars, etc., 30/-:

front and back wheel, 26x2in., 10/-.—Apply, Rackham.
Gilwern, Abergavenny [4079

INDIAN Parts.-Cvlinders, front and rear. £1/10 each :

liyivheels and crank capes; 2-speed main shaft axles.

10/- each- drivers. 10/- each; ball containers, 2/6 each:

2-speed gear box. £4: floats. 21- each.— Bolton, Holden-

burst Rd., Bournemouth. [4537

DECARBONISE vour motor cycle without undoing

a nut Oxogeen Compound does this by ^decom-

posing the carbon; 2/8 post free: sufficient tor 12

months' running.—Clarcnte Co.. Sole English Aeent^.

243, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. r417?

GARAGES.—We fan supply timber for building. 4iit

to any Ipugths. Price list on receipt of stamped

addressed envelope. We are also importers of plywood

suitable tor coticbbuiiding.-The City Road Timber Vmd.
227. City Rd".. London. E.C.I. (1965

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverti?ement, and the date of the issue. E45
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MISCELLANEOUS.
GRADO ecar complete. 70,'-; Donglas grnr, 80/-:

N.S.C. gc.ir. 90y-; Triumph valve. 5/6; O.A.V.
mag., brand new, 85/-; trembler coil, 10/6; B.B. cir-

bnrrttrr with emitrols. 21/-; La Grnnilc suiWlo, ii.i iif\v.

25/-.—Box L2,232, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4737

SPEEDOMETER, Jones, 26in., totiil milcngo nnil

trip enwft, both regnteting tontlis: P. nnil H.
head lamp and motor fyclo I'oru : all tbre* TOinplete, m
splondid condition, and perfect workiiitr order; £6. no

oflera.—Bojc L2,224, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4727

ITH^TAN-SAD""™!
(TANDEM SADDLE)

UNIVERSALLY FITS ALL MOTOR CYCLES

gold or colour, Irom
cycles, complete set

list

HANDLEBAK
The

TRANSFER Lines lor motor
40ft. for 1/-; lines for .. .

p,ineUed, gold or colour, 1/3; send stamp lor list,

samples, and instructions.—Transfer .Specialist;^ 13,

Riversdale, Glebelands Hd., Ashton-on-Meisey. [X2253

Mnfls.—Keen your hands warm,
finest value obtair.able. waterproof and

warmly lined, 7/6 pair; approval against cash.-

Manufarturers. The Para Rubber Co., 27, 29, John
Bright St., and 99, Station St., Birmingham. (X9935

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys, Sin. 12/-, plated 14/-,

postage 9d.; Triumph, B.S.A., Precision, Brad-
bury, Humbcr, Premier from stock, other models to

order; Douglas pistons complete, 28/6; rings, 1/4'

gudgeons, 2/-.~Ridington's, 204, Southampton St.

Camberwell. , [3568

DISCS, Discs, Discs.—Best enamelled steel, light.

strong, for 26iu. motor cycle wheels, complete sets

33/-, for 2 wheels; sidecar wheel only, 16/6; carriiifie

paid. .\11 kinds of tinplate work undertaken ; tenns loi

Quantities.-Ai m« Cycle Co., 4. Copinger St., Green-

heys, Manchester .,
[4335

5,000,000 New Bright Stee! Engineer's Hexagon
Bolts, nuts, studs, metal screws available. Send

10/- for parcel of 250 assorted, useful sizes, VThitwortli

metric, B.S.F., B.A. threads, guaranteed perfect goods.

sent carriage paid. Write for full catalogue.—Palmer's

.Garage, Tooting. [9188

B.S.A. Spring Forks complete (Unite slightly - bent).

£1 ; new sidecar front tube connection and 4-bolt

clip, f 1 ; horn and 4tt. extension, £1: 5 lamps and
generator brackets (cost 32/-), toolbap, etc., £1 ;

suinnier

crash suit, £1; lady's Ijood and sundries, 10/-.— 12,
Broomfield Hd., Surbiton HilL [X4094

JOHN Bull T.T. butted tube, 26x2,'^, unused,' 15/-;

Greenwood lamp bracket, 2/6; sidecar mat, 3/-;

XL'AU saddle spring, 1/-; Renold chain punch, 2/-;

Scott spares—back sprocket, 5/-; right and left back
stays, 3/-; chain repair parts-Turner sidecar spring,

5/.._Goodey, Chase, Halstead. (X4221

BEITINOL.—British-made Tinol, past solder with

flux combined. Place in position while cold

apply heat, and a perfect soldered ioint is the result.

No mess, no trouble, nO tools required. Tins 3/3, pc^t

free. Free booklet on soldering with each tin.—Bi

JletaJa, Ltd., 57, Lant St., Southwaik, London, S.E.I
[3298

BABGAINS.-S cycle wheels, lot 15/-; 21in. cycle

frame. 12/-; new rubber-studded Dunlop tyre,

26x2V> guaranteed perfect, 30/-; watch and holder,

8/6; cbachhuilt sidecar body, £3/10; 4 cycle tyres, 4

tubee, lot 10/-; box of cycle nute and parts, lot 10/-;

new tool roll. 2/-.—Bos 4,176, o/o The Motor Cycle.

tX4356
RELIANCE Company, the Typewriter people, buy,

sell, hire, and exchange all kinds of typewrit?rs:

they trade in reliable goods only, and have built their

extensive business on the small profit and quick turn

over basis. Machines sent oa approval, get list. -

Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn. 'Phon?:

2388. [3999

WCTA Amateurs are now building the Gibbons
I 0\f Mk. II. cvcle car. Two of our many testi-

monials: "A cycle car that is greatly needed"; "The
smartest design I have seen." Send 5/- lor registered

working drawings with full details, also revised price

list and layout of chassis details.—The Gibbons Cycle-

car Co.. Chadwell Heath, Essex. [3213

NEW beaded 28x2K Peter "Union cover, 30/-; 28X
2'', ditto, 40/-; new Palmer cord, beaded, 28x

2'i 35*'-; new Mossley, 26x2'4 beaded, 30/-; new
Hutchinson ditto. 35/-; new Michelin. 26x214 steel-

stndded wired, 35/-; new Amac lightweight carbu-

retter, 30/-; 1915 Douglas frame, as new, £7/10.—
Murray, 37a, Charles St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn.

[X422b
HEPPELTHWAITE'S Snips.—Senspray carburetter,

1915, 25/-; College mudshield, 15/-; sidecar

luggage carrier, 30/-; Levis belt pulley and mag. chain

cover, 6/6; pair Humber 1911 valves, 3/6; new Dun-
Ion belt. Sft.xlin., 16/6; gas tubing, lOd. yard, job;

Sphinx plugs. 3 '6; belt fasteners, 9d. ; stamp please.—

17-19 Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.
[4395

TYPEWRITERS! For the one-man business Blick

typewriters are very suitable, the
_
writing is

visible, the machine is portable and quite easy to

manipulate, being overstocked with this make. We
are pricing these at 20% below market value for the

next 7 davs. Get list.—Reliance Co.. the Typewriter

People, "Bram Terminus. Holborn. 'Phone : 2338.

BARGAINS.—Bosch magneto, DA2, ,anti, £5/10; P.

and M carburetter, 15/-; back etand, 8/6; lin.

Whittle belt, new, 25/-; new heavy 26x2".'c tyre, 25/-;

Nfillford sidecar, canoe front, £5/10; 3',.jh.p. Minen'a
ngin.^ 1910, nie^hiinical side vrilves, low frame, 26in-

wheels front fitted tvre and tube, tank, £7; new car-

rier 5/- —Bentley, 4, Upper Town St., Bafley Carr.

Dewsbnry. [X4299

Si

MISCELLANEOUS.
£9.—J.A.P. engine, 4h.p., old tvpe, perfect conJitioni^

Zenith tank, perfect.-Alleti, 43, Isledor Rd.^
Holloway. (43995

CARBURETTERS.-20 lightweight B. and B. stand-
ard, 40/-; Pilot jot, 45/-; 100 hand Kla.xons, 36/-;

Best and Lloyd's drip feeds, 15/-; 2V.!h.p. J.A.y. cylin-

ders, 45/-: Bowden dctubl© carburetter control levers,

12/6: motor cycle hubs, 16/- pair; lightweight Bowden
inverted level front brakes, 12/6; inverted lover ex-
haust liftfl, 9/-: heaps other good; list sent.-Harris,
51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, Lohd6n, E.7. [3783

The Tan-Sad consists of nine component

parts: (1) Saddle. l2) Handle. (3) Tool-

bag Carrier. (4) i ide Footrest (5) Back-

rest (6) Astride Footrest, (7) Petrol-can

Grip. (8)' Cushion. (9) Toolbag. And (rem

these some 40 models can be made up. V
S>^ OfBr-own eros.; East «-ondon Rubber Co.? X%
r/^* HaJford D pot ; AH Progressive Agents, iv/

fZ The Tan-Sad Works. 46, Weaman St.. B'ham. m

Fixed and adjustable Pulleys for

ail designed engines and gear boxes.

Spare flanges to any pattern.

Afi. C I Auuav B^". Seven Sisters Rd..
OC C WUWer, south Tottenhain,

LONDON, N.15.

Engines and Gear Boxes Promptly
Overhauled and Repaireo.

No job too large. No job too small.

H. TERRY,
16, GROVE 'MRADE,

HIGH ROAD, EAST FINCHLEY, N.2.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OFFICE Furniture.—Reliance Oo. hold one of the

biggest stocks of genuine second-hand office fur-

niture in the city. The price is right every time.
Call; it will save time and money.—Reliance JHouSe,
Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.C. [4003

E.I.C. Magneto, anti-clock, new, £4/5; U.H. mag
neto, twin, angle 50°, anti-clock, new, £5/10;

7-9h.p. Premier cylinder, £2/10: J.A.P. cylinder, 85
bore, for overhead valves, new, £2/10; several J.A.P.
pistons and valves; cover 28x3, Indian size, good,
£1/10.—Coomber, 69, Windmill Rd., Croydon. [4629

3ih.p. Fafnir Engine, R.H. drive, 2-speed epicyclic
2 gear box, I.e., 2-speed dog clutch gear box and

siirockets, 4in. lathe bed, cone, load screw, spindle;
i;3/15 each; A.T. speedometer, complete Mabon clutch,
Eisemann magneto, W. and P. carburetter {.50), 28/-
each; two 26x2:1 covers, £l; Druid forks, "£1/15;
round brass petrol tank fittings, 16/-.—T., 47, Clouds-
ley Hd., London, N.l. [4603

TYPEWRITERS that turn out satisfactory work at

all prices: Densmore's. 7 gns. ; Early Reming-
ton's, 7 gns.; Remington at 12 gns.; Smith Premi=!rs,

12 gns.; Oliver's Visible, 16 gns.; together with a fin-^

lot of the latest models all priced proportionately
reasonable. On view in the windows and spacious
showrooms, or sent on approval, of Reliance House,
Tram Terminus, Holborn. [4001

TYPEWRITER Repairs.—Reliance Co.'s repair de
partment is speeding up; all repair work is dealt

with very promptly. li it can be done. Reliance can
do it. Having on their staff a number of highly
skilled mechanics learned in the actual factories that
built the machines, the best possible work is put into
all repairs and overhauls.—Ring up Holborn 2388. or

rail to Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.C.
[4002

DISCS. Our patent Phybro discs are the tnosfc suit

able for motor cycles; i^rd the weight of metal
and do nob rust nor rattle. Prices as follows : Grade
1. Phybro £1 per wheel; Grade 2, Phybro 15/- per
wheel, finished black. Any special colour, or lined.

2/6 per wheel extra. Gold lined, 3/6 per wheel
extra.—Buy your discs from the makers. Hill and Co.

Disc Specialists, 1 and 3, Walmersley Rd., Bury. Lan
cashire. [X42I7

DOUGLAS Spares.— 8 valves (some new), John Bull
belt. 2 new chains, pump, generator (plated), kitk-

^tarter Quadrant, lOit. new Bowden, 2 piston rinps.

35/-; 2 Rex twin connecting rods, 1 air valve. £1
A.C. Sociable diekev sent, £1; connecting rod anr

hiish, new, 23/-; Mabon clutch parts; Matchless wheel
£1- front stand, 51-; sidecar mudKuard and stays, 10/--

^mall liench drilling machine, 15/-.—Turner, Wal)(*

5J5 /CYLINDERS, valves, guides, hnsbes, tappets, pistons,;

Si I'-y' gear box parts, etc, to enit Coventry Premier
motor cycles; also 6,000 piston rings; heavy frames,
£4/15; Druid pattern forks to suit, £2/15; Bars, IS/-;,

flywheels; Bowdeii cable, 6d. per foot; brake blocks,

5d. ; oil gauges, 3/6; 24iu. guards, 7/6 pair; 24x2in.
rims. 5/6 pair: belt rims, stands, connecting rods, etc.;

turning done for the trade; stamped addressed envelope

for repIy.-lOB, Ooleshill St., Birminglam. [3454

U.H. Magneto, 50°, anti-clocli. iierfect, £6; 180",

Dixie, new, £5/5; anti-clock lightweight Bosob,
£3; 1912 Triumph tanks, £2/10; Lucjis lamp eet,

37/6; write me for odd lamps: B. and B. carburetter,

£1; Rex pistons, 12/6; J.A.P. 6h,p. piston, 14/-;

Triumpli spares, all sorts; Mabon clutch, suit Triumph,;
£2- export ditto, N.S.U, 2-speed. £6/10. Write liie

your reiiuiremeuts.-Syd. Pearson, Gate House, Oheyles-

more, Coventry. [X4479

GENUINE 6V,h.p. De Dion Engine, Bosch single

magneto, Binks carburetter, petrol tank, large

acetylene head light, 2 paraffin side lamps, tricar frame,
front anxle .ind 3 wheels with gnnmctal hubs, 3 tyfei

and tubes 750x85 (one studded), Stepney, Whittle bel]

(8ft. 6in-Xli/iin.), laminated springs, tridecar fr.iine ant
wheel, all in good order; also 2 band brakes, mudguarde
running boards, frame for hood, water pump, sparklir

plug, and carrier; what offers? Sell separately or II

parcels.-Box 4,158, c/o The Motor Cycle. (X413i

EXCELSIOR 3h.p. engine, 50/-; Lncas motor lunll

nator, 10/-; new pulley, fAxV, (fits Precisiott],

Is/-- Blnmfield adjustable, 3/-; Triumph back stand;

3/6; 6ft. Renold's ^ix'A, 7/6; ditto, 6/-; low Iranle,

(Ilk hantlle-bar. ta'ik. 20/-: pnir Douglas cvlindei

'screw-in pattern), 25/- each; pistons. 10/-; DongI.l

ftywboel and pulley, 15/-; pair 26x2 wheels, Eooi

tyres, 50/-; pair axles, differential, bevel, set win
wheels.—145, Coventry Hd., Ilford. [4471

ZENITH Frame, wants fork girders, £5/10; Trinmri
engine, less silencer, £8/10; 8h.p. Minerva, -want

repair £3- B. and B. carburetter. £1/5; Chatel-Le

drop frame, £3; tank to suit. £1/15; 4h.p. Bex Dai

bearing engine, wants repair, £7/10; 6h.p. Rex engifif

less cylinders, £2/10; 6h.p. J.A.P., a,i,v, rod brolei

£3; pair 26x2Vi wheels, £2; Bat spring forks, 15/-

Brooks saddle; 12/-; first P.O. secures: evenings.-Bai

ton, 4, Hills Place, Huntley St., W.C.I. [438'^

5h.D. Girling Engine, air-cooled, £7/15; S'^h.p

Magnet engine, £4/10: Chater-Lea frame am
spring forks, 27/6; loop frame with forks, 16/-

Peugeot frame, tank, wheels, etc., £4/10 lot; naiq|
crank case (liming side) for 3V3h.p. Premier; Anto-S
Wheel crank case and frame; 1911 Douglas cranJJ
case, cylinder, etc.; 4-5h.p. Minerva, also Peugeot and^
Rex, spares; 2Wh.p. Royal Enfield spares; Rex frame,'

10/-; F.N. frame, 4-cyl., tank, £2/10 Jot; F.N. f.

frame and forks, S'Ah.p., 15/-; hghtwerght frame,!

wheels, tank, forks (tyres bad), £3/10 lot siirtable^

for 2fi p. engine.—Scotia Motor Works, 74, UPPerA
Tooting Rd., London, S.W.17. [4688«,

P.
and M. Motor Cycle, 2-8pced and; free, chain drive,!;

in perfect order, with excettioii of gear control,,!?

which is missing, £25: Wilkinson variable .iet carburJI

etter, fine instrument. 50/-; brand new B. and B. light-i

weight carburetter, £2 : Hoc 2-8p6ed rear wheel, coin-*

plete with controls and back stays, £5/10; TnumphR
3i/,h p cylinder, £2/10; ML. twin lightweight inag-'.,

neto, £5; beautiful cane sidecar, new condrtioii, £10;..

2-stroke engine, only wants seeing, cheap; Apollo horn,,.J

12 volt brand new, £3/3; several speedometer clocks,'

mileage and trip, less cables, what offers; genuine Tri-J

uinph connecting rods, big and little end bushes, TriumpM
valves all models, countershaft chains, etc., jictuany in-C

Atock-'a number of ladies' and gents' cycles, handle-barV

and brake sets, and cycle accessories always in stocky''

Write me your requirements. You know the addresB.-j

Billy Shirley's Garage, Coventry Ed., Metiden. [X4333

THE Cheapest House in the Trade for Accessorfes.-

Powell and Hanmer lamp sets, 44/6; Colleg

mudshields, 16/6 and 36/6; wheel discs, 45/- pB
•^et- Bowden levers, 5/3; sidecar shackles, 3/6
4/-' pair; T.A.P. petrol pourers, 2/3; double par
nose petrol cans, >h gallon 4/6, 1 quart 3/-; blacS

oil«kin snits, 21/3; lawn waterproof leggings, 13/B

pair; seatless trousers. 21/- pair; T.W.R. sidecar lamna
7/10; brass toot pumps. 20in.xll,'8in.. 10/6; lightweigUl

pan seats, 26/6; Bowden mag. controls, 17/6 and 19/6T

piston rings, various sizes,- 1/4, 1/5 j
motor cycle ofL

skin jackets. 23/6; and oilskin leggings, 14/6; motol
cycle maps, in case, 4/6; Amac, B. and B., and Bintf
carbuietters, 67/-, 72/-. 87/9: P. and H. generatorll

11/9 and 18/6; handle-bar control for Phil ipsnn pulleylB

07/6- fawn waterproof suits, 57/6; John Bull rubb^
handles 4/-: coachbuilt sidecar bodies, 135/- :ind 165/^
F RS big lamp set, 97/-; Splitdorf magnetos, «6/*
belt' rims 11/3; tanks made to order; Bowden singB

levers No. 403 8/-, No. 430 14/6, No. 434 10/9, Hi
432 10/9 426 14/6; valves, 3/8 and 4/-. Accessorig

value £4' or over supplied on gradual payments. --^

hent Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd.. 248, BisBdl

itV'London, E.C. ClOfl

B46
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^LDRIDGE'S,
ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.2.

iOd« minute from Leicester Sauare Tube Station.)

M. Stewart Freeman, Proprietor.

MOTOR AUCTIONS EVERY
WEDNESDAY at 10.30.

(Cars and Cycles at 2 o'clock.)

These Sales always comprise a number
of privately owned

2 AND ^-SEATER QOUPES,

J^ANDAULETTES,

and

jy^OTOR QYCLES.

View days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Catalogue on application.

1919 REX MODELS.
We are now booking orders for 1919 4 h.p.
solo Rexes and combinations. Deliveries
in strict rotation. Send for particulars.

Halifax Motor Exchange,
Union Street South, HALIFAX.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

HORNE LANE YARDS, BEDFORD.

W * TT
p^^^o^^

Will SELL HT AUCTION, by order of the Director-

General Food Production Dept.

;

9 FORD MOTOR VANS,
4 MOTOR CYCLES,
6 FORDSON TRACTORS, etc.

On WEDNESDAY next, JULY 2nd, at

11 a.m.

On view morning of sale.

Head Offices: 84, High Street, Bedford.

Juminium

or 5 /3 post free.

Bomb Vane
Mascot

Can be instantly fitted

either to Handle-bar or

Filler Cap. 'No Weight.'

THE PENNANT
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD

Central Works.
Watery Lane. Birmingham.

G.

BY DIEECTION OF THE MINISTRY OF MUNI-
TIONS OF WAE, SUEl'LUS GOVERNMENT

PROPERTY DISPOSAL BOARD.

AT
THE YARD, HORTON STREET,

HALIFAX.
J)AVID g. ]\^ETTLETON '

WILL SELL BY AUCTION
On SATURDAY, JUNE 28th, 1919.

a consignment of

200 MOTOR CYCLES,
comprising:

71 2llh.p. DOUGLAS (50 New),

125 TRIUMPHS,

1 RUDGE-WHITWORTH,
1 INDIAN,

SALE TO COMMENCE AT 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

On yiew Friday, .Tune 27th, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

to holders of Catalogues.

Catalogues (prire 3d .each) may be had from th9

Auctioneer, 18, E.TCSon Street, Halitax.- I'hone
: 89.

Dreadnought Motor Policies at Lloyds

LowPremfums payableYearly.QuarterlyorMontWy

ROYS LIS - ,;
170-GreatPokitand Stbket-London-W'1

P^OT(gpM ROAD MAPS
Set of Three complete in Case.

ENGLAND & WALES
SCOTLAND

LONDON
Showing Roads inlo and out o(

London, and avoiding London.

Specially prepared for the use of Motor Cyclists

by Messrs. J. Bartholomew & Co., Edinburgh.

The handiest and most compact set of maps The map of London has been specially

yet produced for Motor Cyclists. Invaluable ^4 prepared, and is unique m character, as it

for fanning a tour or for choosing a route
"'''

shows not only how to get into or out of

while on the road. All essential detail is given.
- London, but also how London may beavoided.

Mounted on Linen.

PRICE, for the Set complete in case, 4/6 net. By post, 4/10.

From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

.4ND LEADING BOOKSELLERS.

&^5 '-^r^» ^A^ s^=^5 fi^^Ss i^a^&is sSa^iS!. iSi^-U^ ^Hk-U^ ^Siik-Ua i^lf4» '^iik4^ i^h4^ t^p^
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TAN
AMD

SIM A
BRITISH BELT FASTENERS

.^re made from the same material as a hieh-erade sword. Their work necessitates It, their behaviour
groves it, their exceUence has caused them to be SELECTED FOR USE BY THE FRENCH WAR
EPARTMENT.

An ample margin of safety is assured by making
sure of the right shape and of the right metal.

Strength is secured by correct design and the use

of the highest grade material of excessive

toughness.
The ".SIMPLEX" Hook is an improved model
of the original Hook Fastener ; the " SIMPLEX "

Adjustable offers the same pattern complete with

three links of varying lengths.

The "STANDARD" Hook Is provided with hinged

joints, giving maximum grip of the belt ends.

The " STANDARD " Adjustable is the hinged

pattern with adjustable lengths, {Sm., llln.,

and irS in.

AU Agents stock them : fulldetails free on request."Standard" Adjustable 1/3.

HERWIN, CAN^Y & Co. WillJara Street, WOOLWICH, LONDON.
Patei'ees a"d Manufa"'!! ers.

]y]OT(»lgCL£

Circulation
exceeds

100,000
weekly.

Best Medium for
Private Advertisements.

^Ae^Ma^i/m ga/v
between the

Tile Oho is llu winner, up
to date, oi ALL "Daily
Mail " Flight C&mpeiiiions. and aDy other in its unfailiDg reliabilUy under the most strenuous conditions—and its abUity to outlast

nearly all the more largely advertised kind. Write jot temporary Descriptive List.

Tel. : Ripault, Cam Road, London."
Thone: North 12277

LEO. RIPAULT & CO., 1, King's Road, St. Pancras, London, W.
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